
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 8:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sporks Anal?tics Cont~rence 

Hey- good stufZ 

I do ki~ow Sam; have spoken to him a few tilnes in person through the years, and we’ve e-mailed on several occasions. 
FYI- My boss, the Bobcats GM Rich Cho, worked for Sam when they were in Seattle (then OKC) together several yrs ago. 

On Sun, Dec 8, 2013 at 4:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~Oa,#e, Explore, Empower: 

939.843,0336 

"Nothing wi~l ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailtc 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 2:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

::l@gmail.com] 

Hey Deborah, nice talking to you yesterday. 

Some more thoughks: 

Timing 

May 2 and 3, 2014 sounds great. You may lose some NBA people whose teams are in the playoffs, but the college basketball season is over, the NBA regular 

season is over, and NBA draft preparation hasn’t gone into high intensi~" yet. Plus, no way to find perfect dates for eve .ryone! 

Speakers 

I think a great way to make a list of people you might wm~t to pursue is to go through the list of speakers at the other major sports a~alUtics conlbrences - MIT 



Sloan, NESSIS, etc, and look tbr the basketball people and the people who are general enough that would fit in well at a basketball analytics contbrence. Two 

days is a long time, ~ will definitely need a bunch of speakers! 

Venue 

One of the biggest challenges (and expenses) of these types of conferences is finding a venue. If yon already found one, and there is no charge, that is huge!! 

Sponsors 

Speaking of expends, one way to earn money to counteract those expends is through getting sponsors. This is one of the areas where that listing of 33 sporks 

contbrences I sent yon could be nseful. My recommendation is to visit all those conferences’ websites, and maJ~e a listing of all "their sponsors. Then contact them all 

and see who might be interested. 

Ticket Prices 

You’ll need to set ticket prices. Ticket prices for sports conferences can range very widely, from as little as $20 for an academic sports conference like NESSIS, to 

$575 for MIT. What the conference is branded as -- is it for people in the industry who are already successfifl, is it for students, is it a career fair, etc - - and what 

the expenses are, should drive this. 

Twists 

We spoke briefly about what twists we could have to make the conference unique. One thing that more and more conferences seem to be doing nowadays is 

creating a resume book and distributing it to companies who attend the conference and ask for it. So an incentive to attending the conference is that you get your 

resume in a book that gets distributed to sports companies. I think it’s a good idea and has worked well. I think an interesting added m, ist would be to also create a 

"What are you looking for?" skinny booklet (maybe only a two-pager). So, when a person signs np for the conference, they are prompted to answer the question, 

"What are yon looking for?" Then all these responses are compiled into one very skinny booklet and that is then distributed to all attendees. I think this is cool 

because it enables people to reach out to other people who may be able to help each other out. For example maybe two people put "I am looking for a business 

partner in my sports anal~ics start-up." ~Vhen they are going through the booklet and see this, they can choose to connect. 

Misc. 

There are a host of other miscellaneous things worth thinking abouk like, Should we videotape the conference? Should we have keynote speaker(s), if so, who? 

What food, drink, snacks should we provide? Should we have a cocktail l~rty? Should we have research paper competitions, MBA case competitions, like Sloan 

does? etc. 

Accderation 

As you see ficom the above, there is a whole host of things to deaJ with, and I probably missed a bnnch. So, it would probably be smart to continue to ramp up 

preparation ettbrts ~on, as the contbrence is only five months away. 

Potential 

I’m excited by the potential. The MIT Conference has been wildly successful, with people travelling from aJl over the wodd to attend. Why can’t the UNC one 

achieve similar snccess? 

Anything rise I can do m hdp, just let me know! I think this could be pretty exalting and I enjoy these types of things. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
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~[inutes of the Facut~ Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013, 2:00 pm~. 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Ciaudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
J.D. DeFreese, Bill Goa, Diane Groff, Kevin Guskiewicz, Tony Hackney, Elizabeth 
Hedgpeth, Kristen Kucera, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, 
Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Brian Pietrosimone, Bill Prentice, 
Eric Ryan, Sherry Salyer, Ed Shields, Lee Schimmelfing, Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb 
Southa1!, Debby Stroman, Erianne Weight, aiad Denise Currin, EXSS manager. 

Members absent: Coyte Cooper 

1. General Announcements 

a. Approval of October 2, 2013 faculty meeting minutes 
Motion made and seconded to approve the minutes with the following 
correction: # 2f--"EXSS 188 (L~,~o sections); EXSS 273 (one section)" 

b. Facilities Update--(see attachment) 
Oncology Lab should be completed by Dec. 3rd. Will hold a Grand Opening 
Event, date and time TBD. Claudio will keep us posted. 

c. 10:00 a.m. tailgate for the football game this Saturday. 
d. Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship opportunities. $3,000 stipend; 

Applications due Feb 27, 2014. 
e. During Registration faculty should try to be available for students and be 

visible 
f. Materials for Faculty PromotioniTenureiReappointment decisions are on file 

in Denise’s office. Please review prior to December faculty meeting. 
g. Faculty scheduled to conduct peer teaching evaluations should have them 

completed as soon as possible. The evaluations are included in the materials 
submitted for faculty reviews. 

h. Save the Date: EXSS Christmas Party, Darin’s House, Friday, December 13~h, 
i. Thanksgiving Luncheon will be Tuesday, Nov 26, 12:30 pm - 2 pm in Gym B 
j. Employee of the Year Award will be presented at the Thanksgiving 

Luncheon. Please complete your nomination form and submit to Amy Tufts 
k, Basketball tickets -complete request forms and hand in to Amy by the end of 

the week. 
1. Orants--Abbie Smith-Ryan received a K award from NC TraCS Institute, for 

2-3 years; Tony and CIaudio are Co-investigators on a grant from the UNC 
Breast Cancer Research FundiBCRF. Dr. Hyman Muss is the PI. The grant is 
for $200,000 and the title of the study is, "Impact of physical activity 
programs on biomarkers of aging during adjuvant and neoadjuvant 



chemotherapy for breast cancer", The project is estimated to begin in January 
2014, 

m. Study Abroad/International Studies--Tony announced that UNC and the 
University of Auckland (NZ) have signed a reciprocal agreement allowing 
students from each university to attend classes at the other paying only their 
regular university tuition rates. One of the programs that both universities 
wish to target for students in the Exercise & Sport Sciences as each 
universities program overlaps in structure and operation extremely well. 

n. State Employees Combined Campaign--Becca Battaglini 
Department at 40% participation. 

o. We have submitted our Summer School Funding Request--$190,000/Session I 
and $100,000/Session iI. We need to market our Summer School courses to 
ensure classes are not cancelled due to low enro!lment. 

p. Update on B.S.--Darin thanked Meredith for her work finalizing the 
department’s recent submission of the B.S. degree proposal, Our original 
request for the degree program, made in 2009, has expired and we will need to 
submit a new "Approva! to Plan" document. Once that document is reviewed 
and approved, we can resubmit our proposal. Will probably be 2 or 3 months 
before the proposal is approved. 

q. Nels Popp’s appointment begins 1/I/2014. 
r, HMSC Program Review will be conducted in February. 

2. Senior Honors Thesis UpdateMMeredith Petschauer 

a. Senior Honors Thesis Guidelines (attachment); Departments wishing to 
impose a higher GPA eligibility standard may do so by requiring that students 
meet both the cumulative 3.3 GPA standard set by the Honors Carolina office 
and a higher GPA standard for a!l coursework required for the major. 
For consideration--Do we (EXSS) want to put a GPA stipulation in for our 
department? 

b. Beginning in January 2014, the format of senior honors thesis coursework 
must conform to one of three formats -1) traditional course; 2) Advisor 
enrolled with no formal class meeting; 3) A combination of regularly- 
scheduled coursework and independent study compliant with the guidelines 
approved by the Associate Dean for Honors. 
Faculty decided to keep it as it currently is in EXSS. 

c. Committee members for the Undergraduate thesis requirement--2 or more 
faculty members. The biggest change--no students allowed as formal 
committee members. Meredith recommended that EXSS have 3 members--2 
faculty (minimum) and a student serving as ex-officio. 

d. Beginning this Fall 2013, students no longer submit paper copies of senior 
honors theses for archiving in Wilson Library. Instead, they are to submit 
their theses electronically via the Carolina Digital Repository (CDR). 

e. Honors Carolina offers financial awards to support senior honors thesis 
projects. Students must apply through their major academic mait’s honors 
director or project advisor. 

f. April 14, 2014--Celebration of Undergraduate Research. 



3. Sport Admin Lecturer/Advisor Update--Sherry Salyer~ Tony Hackney 

a. Currently have 22 applicants; posting cIoses November 15; appointment will 
begin July 1, 2014. Committee members should begin reviewing applications. 

Exercise Physiology Assistant Professor Search Update -Ctaudio Battaglini 

a. Position ad has been posted for 2 weeks; currently have 5 applicants. 
b. Committee will begin reviewing applications on Dec. 1. 
c. Plan to hold phone interviews in December and narrow to 3 on-campus 

interviews to be scheduled in January/February. 

5. Strategic Planning Update--Darin Padua 

a. Mission, Vision, Values, Ooals, & Objectives revision (attachment) based on 
faculty discussion at October faculty meeting. Revised Thematic Goal: 
"Increase the Public Impact of EXSS". Modified from "Enhance the 
reputation of EXSS". 

b. Factors to consider from the perspective of the College of Arts and Sciences-- 
Kevin noted that the Provost had asked, "What does it mean to be a major 
punic research University?" and that the Chancellor has stated that UNC is 
good at creating new knowledge, and good at teaching knowledge, but needs 
to get better at applying knowledge. 

c. Handout ofPI $ in EXSS distributed 
d. Victor will be transferring web content over to the UNC web design layout. 

We can look at some of the different options at a future faculty meeting. 
e. EXSS Strategic Plan--Objectives, Performance Measures, Priorities, and 

Metrics (attachment) 
f. EXSS PuNic Impact (attachment) 
g. Developing an EXSS culture (group discussion). 

Faculty thoughts and suggestions-- 
1- Becca asked that the EXSS Logo remain as it is due to the large purchase 

of Jackets she just made for the LFIT instructors. 
2- Meredith suggested that the department hold a lecture series once a 

semester. 
3- We should capture our students’ energy and include them in Marketing the 

department--Social Media/Social Marketing~-class based. Create videos; 
have a student rep on the Strategic Planning committee. Need to 
determine the legal language as to the ownership of materials created by 
students (video, etc.) 

4- Engagemem Workshop 
5- Be more collaborative, develop coIlaborative culture, global impact 

h. Plan moving forward would be to prioritize these goals and how to 
accomplish them. 

6. Blyth Lecture--Jason, Abbie, Coyte 



Roger Goodell’s visit to tlae campus was a big success last year. Suggestions for 
future speakers have included Dr. Oz. and the First Lady. Committee is open to 
thoughts and suggestions. Becca recommended that the speaker be someone who 
is current in our area--i.e, Olympics. 

The meeting adjourned at 3:50 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Denise C. Currin 

The next faculty meeting wil! be held Wednesday, December 11, 2013 at 2:00pro in 
Fetzer 201, 



Facilities Update {Patrick Barrett & Darrell Kidd) 

Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory: 
~ Electrical will begin on Monday Sept 30th and should be complete by Friday. 

* Floor will be demolished on Saturday Oct 5th. 

o Cabinets are on order. 

Fetzer Roof Replacement: 

The project has been awarded to Curtis Construction Inc. out of Kingston, NC. The 

approval process from The State should be completed by weeks end. Once the 

contracts are signed we can begin meeting with the contractors to initiate the 

scheduling of the Facilities to accommodate classes, construction, and 

events. Unfortunately, the solar components of this project will not be 

implemented. The student group that wanted to pursue this has decided to allocate 

their funding into other interests, 

Indoor Pool: 
The repairs to the indoor pool are completed, all electrical work has been completed, 

and the structural re-enforcement is also completed. All of the old expansion joints 

have been removed and replaced. The pool is currently open Monday through Friday 

until the end of this month. In October the indoor pool will house all aquatics activities 

full time. The heater has been adiusted for constant temperature and the handicapped 

chair lift have repaired. 

Outdoor Pool; 

The outdoor pool is currently closed, i attempted to place a work order to facilitate the 

tree concerns at the outdoor pool. Facility Services will not allow us to place a work 

Order and requested we contact Grounds. I spoke with Bridget Bockham, who informed 

me that the cost would be ~9,000.00 for an outside company to remove the trees, 

which are still alive. A written justification is in the process to remove live trees, 

regardless of impending, potential liability? Yet another question is who wil! fund this 

eventually...the battle between maintenance, housing, and ground is ensuing. The final 

piece of the puzzle is that supplementary planting wilt need to replenish with new 

landscaping for erosion control and aesthetic appearances for Carmichael 

Dormitory. Bridget is planning to get back with me once she can sort these concerns 

out. 

Squash Courts: 

Courts i and 2 are being scheduled for repairs while the roof repairs are going on, If 

possible, 1 would like to schedule the squash and racquetball courts to be in the initial 

phase of the roofing project. We will know about the logistics once we sit down with 

the roofing contractors, 



Fetzer Hot Water Main Replacement: 

At some point we will be without hot water for roughly 2 weeks. A main steam line 

needs to be replaced before it blows. The maintenance staff is in the process of 

obtaining the parts needed to complete the project. Once we decide on a date, t will 

post notices in the locker rooms and Equipment Room to alert our patrons. This project 

had been delayed with the recent flooding across campus, the maintenance staff may 

wait until a break to complete this project. 

Furniture Delivery: 

The new office furniture has been delivered and installed. 

Fetzer Office Expansion: 

We have a estimate request out for UNC Facilities to install a door and rework lighting 

and HViAC in Darin’s old office. We should have an estimate by the next report. 

Equipment Room Glass Installation: 

The initial quote of $:L3,000.00 for the new glass enclosure in the Fetzer Equipment 

Room is being reviewed, as there is a concern about a fire rating component that the 

Fire Marshall is looking into. 

Woollen Dance Studio: 

We are experiencing a bubbling of the floor finish in the new dance studio. I am ca~ling 

the manufacturer and installers to see what our options are. The decision was made to 

p~ace a vapor barrier down. 



I UNC 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Senior Honors Thesis Guidelines for 
Academic Units, Faculty Advisors, and Students 

in the College of Arts and Sciences 

General Guidelines 

Students who wish to graduate from Carolina with honors or highest honors must complete a 
senior honors thesis project in their major field(s) of study. Such students need not have been 
members of Honors Carolina. They must, however, meet academic eligibility standards set by 
Honors Carolina and the individual departments, curricula, and professional schools (hereinafter 
referred to as academic units) that sponsor senior honors thesis programs. 

Students with double majors may graduate with honors or highest honors in both fields of study. 
To do so, they must complete a distinct project in each field. Students may not undertake a senior 
honors thesis project in a minor field (Creative Writing is the sole exception) or in a field outside 
of their declared major(s). 

Graduating with honors or highest honors is separate from graduating with distinction or highest 
distinction. The latter designations are awarded by the University solely on the basis of 
cumulative GPA. Students graduate with distinction or highest distinction if they have completed 
at least 45 academic hours at UNC-CH and have obtained an overall GPA of at least 3.500 
(distinction) or 3.800 (highest distinction). 

Students who successfully complete a senior honors thesis project will have the designation 
’Honors’ or ’Highest Honors’ printed beside their names in the Commencement bulletins and 
recorded on their diplomas and transcripts. Creative Writing minors earning honors or highest 
honors will be recognized in the Commencement bulletins and will receive a special remark on 
their transcripts, but no designation will appear on their diplomas; 

Eligibility 

Students who wish to undertake a senior honors thesis project must have a cumulative GPA of 
3.300 or higher. This revised standard (up from 3.2) is effective with students admitted to honors 
candidacy in January 20!4 for graduation beginning in December 2014. 



Students whose GPA is close to the eligibility standard and who have a reasonable chance of 
meeting the requirement within a semester of additional coursework may begin a senior honors 
thesis project on a probationary basis. Such exceptions must be approved in advance by students’ 
major academic units and either the Associate or the Assistant Dean for Honors. Students who 
fail to raise their GPAs to meet the standard at the end of the probationary semester may not 
continue as candidates for graduation with honors or highest honors. They should receive graded 
course credit for the work completed and may, at the discretion of their major academic units, 
continue their projects by way of independent study. Students who continue on that basis are not 
eligible to graduate with honors or highest honors. 

Academic units that wish to impose a higher GPA eligibility standard may do so by requiring 
that students meet both the cumulative 3.3 GPA standard set by the Honors Carolina office and a 
higher GPA standard for all coursework required for the major. Academic units that have 
required a cumulative GPA higher than the standard set by Honors Carolina should no longer do 
so, beginning with students who are admitted to honors candidacy in January 2014. 

Standardization of Senior Honors Thesis Coursework 

Senior honors thesis students must complete an original and substantial research, performance, or 
creative project under direct supervision by a faculty advisor. 

Students beginning the senior honors thesis sequence may be in the second semester of their 
junior year or the first semester of their senior year. 

Based on recent recommendations of the Independent Study Task Force and an Honors Carolina 
review of current practices, the format of senior honors thesis coursework must conform to one 
of the options below, beginning in January 2014. Regardless of the scheduling format used, 
senior honors thesis courses may be scheduled only during fall or spring semesters, not during 
summer sessions. Registration of senior honors thesis students is handled within each academic 
unit. 

Format 1: 

Two-semester (or optional three-semester) sequence of regularly-scheduled courses taught by 
unit-designated faeulty. Course numbers 691H through 694H should be used for this purpose. 

~ Instructor of record = unit-designated course instructor 

* Meeting pattern = standard class meeting period 

, Credit hours = 3.0 

o Enrollment typically between 10 and 20 students 

o Syllabus distributed on first day of class 

,~ Students enrolled also work under the supervision of an individual faculty thesis advisor. 

Faculty thesis advisors may supervise no more than two students per semester. 

Exceptions may be granted with prior approval by the Associate Dean for Honors and the 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education. 



Format 2: 

Two-semester sequence of independent research taught by faculty thesis’ advisors. Course 
numbers 691H through 694H should be used for this purpose. Section numbers based on thesis 
advisor. 

® Instructor of record = faculty thesis advisor 

* Credit hours = 3.0 

* Enrollment maximum of two students per faculty thesis advisor. Exceptions may be 

granted with prior approval by the Associate Dean for Honors and the Senior Associate 

Dean for Undergraduate Education. 

® Independent study learning contract required for each student, approved and kept on file 

for four years by academic units 

Format 3: 

A combination of regularly-scheduled coursework and independent study compliant with the 
guidelines above and approved by the Associate Dean for Honors. 

Grading 

At the end of the first semester of senior honors thesis work, academic units should evaluate 
students’ progress and determine whether they will continue their projects. Students making 
satisfactory progress should be assigned either a permanent letter grade or the temporary grade 
SP for the semester, and be enrolled by their academic units in the second semester of senior 
honors thesis work. Students whose performance is unsatisfactory should receive a permanent 
grade for the work completed and may, at the discretion of their major academic units, continue 
their projects by way of non-honors study. Students who continue on that basis are not eligible to 
graduate with honors or highest honors. 

A temporary grade of 1N should not be used for the first semester of senior honors thesis work, 
except when extraordinary life circumstances prevent a student from completing course 
requirements. A grade of IN is calculated as an F and lowers a student’s cumulative GPA until 
changed to a permanent letter grade. That is a concern for students applying for post-graduate 
study as they complete their senior honors thesis ¢oursework. 

At the end of the second semester of senior honors thesis work, academic units should assign 
students a permanent letter grade for the semester. Academic units that assigned the temporary 
grade SP for the first semester of senior honors thesis work should also change that grade to a 
permanent letter grade. Units that intend to assign a temporary grade of IN for the second 
semester of senior honors thesis coursework should seek prior approval by the Associate Dean 
for Honors. 

Only instructors of record are allowed to submit grades and grade changes. Submissions should 
be made in compliance with deadlines established each semester by the Office of the University 
Registrar. 



Supervision 

Tenured and tenure-track faculty, postdoctoral fellows with teaching appointments, and fixed- 
term faculty who have been emp!oyed by an academic unit for at least one year may serve as 
senior honors thesis advisors. Advisors must have a permanent or adjunct appointment in the unit 
in which their advisees’ senior honors thesis coursework is scheduled. In curricula, affiliated 
faculty may serve as advisors. Their affiliate status should be confirmed by letter from curricula 
chairpersons to the Associate Dean for Honors. 

Graduate students may not serve as thesis advisors or as instructors for senior honors thesis 
courses. 

Evaluation for Honors or Highest Honors 

Upon the completion of their projects, senior honors thesis students must pass an oral 
examination or other appropriate form of evaluation. Faculty in each academic unit should define 
an evaluation process that reflects their discipline’s scholarly norms and customary practices. In 
most instances, evaluations are made by a committee of two or more faculty, one of whom is the 
candidate’s project advisor. Tenured and tenure-track faculty, retired faculty, postdoctoral 
fellows with teaching appointments, and fixed-term faculty who have been employed by an 
academic unit for at least one year may serve as committee members. They may be drawn from 
any academic unit at UNC-Chapel Hill or from another accredited college or university, as 
deemed appropriate and approved by the project advisor. Academic units may also require 
approval by their honors director and/or director of undergraduate studies. 

Evaluators have three options: 1) they may award only course credit for a student’s thesis work; 
2) they may designate that the student graduate With honors; or 3) they may stipulate that the 
student graduate with highest honors. As a matter of best practice, a number of academic units 
require that examining committees refer all candidates for highest honors to a unit-level 
committee that evaluates nominated projects and makes the final decision on awarding highest 
honors. Highest honors should be awarded only to students who have met the most rigorous 
standards of scholarly excellence. 

Academic units should not include cumulative GPA as a factor in awarding honors or highest 
honors. The University recognizes students’ overall academic achievement by graduating them 
with distinction or highest distinction. Honors and highest honors are awarded more specifically 
for outstanding scholarly achievement within a specific field of study. In light of that fact, 
academic units may, if they wish, consider students’ GPAs within their major(s) as a factor in 
awarding honors or highest honors. 

Research Funding 

Honors Carolina (http:i!honorscarolina.unc.edu/current-students/honors-thesis-and- 
undergraduate-researchihonors-thesis-research-grantsi) offers financial awards to support senior 
honors thesis projects. There are two funding cycles per year, with deadlines announced by the 
Honors Carolina office. Students must apply through their major academic unit’s honors director, 
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or in units without honors directors, their project advisors. Funding is also available through the 
Office for Undergraduate Research (htkp:i/www.unc.edu/depts/our) and from funds administered 
by individual academic units. 

Reporting Requirements and Deadlines 

Academic units must report their honors and highest honors candidates to Honors Carolina by 
the deadlines listed on the Honors Carolina web site (_http:iihono.~,~r..p!ina.unc.edu/current- 
students/faculty-staff/honors-thesis/). 

Candidates should be reported during the semester they complete their senior thesis coursework, 
which may or may not be the semester in which they intend to graduate. 

The Honors Carolina office will send academic units reporting forms prior to each deadline. 
Academic units will be asked to provide their candidates’ names and PIDs, to specify the courses 
in which students were enrolled for honors thesis work, and to indicate whether individual 
students earned honors or highest honors. 

Academic units should also confirm that their candidates have the minimum 3.300 cumulative 
GPA required by the Honors Carolina office and that the students meet any other standards set 
within their major field(s) of study. 

Students whose names are reported to the Honors Carolina office after the deadlines will not 
receive recognition in the Commencement program. 

Electronic Submission of Senior Honors Theses 

Beginning in Fall 2013, students will no longer submit paper copies of their senior honors theses 
for archiving in the North Carolina Collection in Wilson Library. Instead, they will submit their 
theses electronically via the Carolina Digital Repository (CDR). Submissions are due by the last 
day of class in the semester in which students complete their theses. The University Library will 
catalog electronic theses and make them available to the public, 

Students should follow these steps to submit their completed thesis to the CDR: 

Log in to _https:i/cdr.lib.unc.edu/forms/honors-thesis.form using Onyen. 

Complete required fields and upload documents: 

REQUIRED DOCUMENT #1 - A scanned copy of their thesis cover page only, 
signed by the thesis advisor, in pdf format using the following naming convention: 
"GraduationYear_LastName_Cover.pdf" (ex. 2013_Clemmons_Cover.pdf) 

REQUIRED DOCUMENT #2 - The thesis in PDF format using the following naming 
convention: 
"GraduationYear_LastName,pdf’ (ex. 2013_Clemmons,pdf) 

OPTIONAL DOCUMENTS - Additional supplemental files in PDF format using the 
this naming convention: GraduationYear_LastName_SupplementalFileNumber.pdf" 
(example: 2013_Clemmons_2,pdf) 
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Students who have supplemental files larger than 500MB should contact the CDR staff at 
cdr~unc.edu to arrange an alternative file transfer method. 

3. Click "Submit Deposit" 

Each student’s thesis will be held in the CDR until that student’s graduation date, when Honors 
Carolina will clear the thesis for online publication. Once published, theses will be publicly 
accessible via the Carolina Digital Reposito~;v website. 

Students may request a one- or two-year delayed release of their work via the CDR. Such 
requests must be submitted in writing to honorscarolina@unc.edu before the last day of class in 
the semester of subrnission. 

Academic units should verify that students successfully upload the final version of their theses to 
the CDR by the last day of ctass in the semester in which the theses are completed: 

1. Log in to https:/icdr.lib.unc.eduiadmin/using your Onyen. 

2, Click on "UNC Chapel Hill Undergraduate Honors Thesis Collection." 

3. Click on your department name. A list of student submissions will appear on this page. 

Research Recognition 

The Honors Carolina office provides cords for students graduating with honors or highest honors 
to wear with their commencement gowns. Academic units should retrieve the honors cords from 
the Honors Carolina office and distribute them to their honors graduates. An emaiI notice will be 
sent to each academic unit’s honors director or director of undergraduate studies when the honors 
cords are available for distribution. Honors cords will only be issued to academic units for 
students whose names have been officially reported to Honors Carolina as having been 
confirmed for graduation with honors or highest honors. 

Many academic units sponsor end-of-the-year events to celebrate their senior honors thesis 
students’ work. Those events range from luncheons and receptions to day-long symposia at 
which students present their work to the academic community. Senior honors thesis students may 
also apply to participate in the annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research sponsored by the 
Office for Undergraduate Research. 

Approved by the Administrative Boards of the General College and the College of Arts and 
Sciences October 29, 2013 



Mission Statement Definition: 
¯ Statement which specifies our department’s purpose or "reason for being" and the primary objective 

toward which our department’s programs and plans should be aimed. Statement specifying the 

department’s key constituents and how we will serve them. It should be clear and understood. 

Revised / Stream!ined EXSS Mission Statement: 

= ’~To discover and promote knowledge of human movement to improve quality of life." 

Vision Statement Definition: 
o Describes what the depa[tment strives to achieve at some future time. 
° "Our vision is to transform society by developing leaders and translating scientific knowledge into 

practical applications." 

o Purposefully general to allow all faculty members the ability to identify their roles in 

achieving our shared vision. 

o Breaking down the vision statement 

"Transform society" 

Achieve our mission to "improve quality of life" 

"Developing leaders" 

Inspire students with the education and the experiences to develop as 

exceptional leaders who positively impact the organizations they lead and 

the communities they serve 

"Translating scientific knowledge" 

Connecting original research with: 

o Educational and experiential opportunities for students 

o Service activities (community, campus, professional, etc.) 

Infuse evidence based practices within: 

o Students 

o Communities 

o Professional colleagues 

o Professional organizations 

o Industry partners 

Conducting novel and impactful original research 

"Practical application" 
¯ Solutions oriented approach to research and service activities 

EXSS Slogan to Capture the Essence of EXSS Mission and Vision: 

o "EXercising Scientific Solutions" = EXSS 

Values Definition: 
¯ What we believe in, our guiding principles, and how we interact. 
¯ Suggested Values: 

o Aligned 

Mission, vision, values, priorities 
¯ Continuous strategic planning and self evaluation, with benchmarks 
¯ Respectful of diverse ways of achieving our mission, vision and priorities 

o Service Oriented 

Students, Campus, Society 

Translate scientific knowledge 

o Collaborative 



Excellence 

Novel 

Driven 

How we work 

Team based science to address real-world challenges 

o Engage within and across departmental specializations 

o Engage with other university units 

College of Arts & Sciences; School of Medicine; Gillings Schooi of 

Global Public HeaJth, Kenan-Flagler Business School; School of Law 

Foster and train the next generation of leaders in interdisciplinary science 

Develop nationat and international collaborations 

Partner with industry and other private enterprises 

Research, Teaching, Service 

Our approach to solve real-world challenges 

Lead the way forward 

Aligned, Service Oriented, Collaborative, Excellence, Novel, Driven -) ASCEND 

Goals & OBjectives 

Thematic Goal: Top priority of EXSS as a department. Serves as a ra!lying point around which our 

entire faculty and staff can work together on achieving. 

o "Enhance the reputation of EX55" 

Defining Objectives: Provide context around how we, as a department, may achieve our thematic goal. 

o Increase External Funding 

o Increase Research Impact 

o IncreaseEngagement 

o Develop Brand 

Strategic Objectives: Specific actionable items that are aligned with our defining objectives. 

o Increase External Funding" 
¯ Increase research grants 
m Increasefundraising 
¯ Develop for-profit services 
~ Develop consulting services 

o Increase Research Impact 
~ Develop newresearch centers 
~ Increase faculty 
¯ Improve facilities 
¯ Increase research collaborations 

o Increase Engagement 
~ Increase community service around areas of expertise 
¯ Increase UNCcommitteeinvotvement 

, Increase social interaction opportunities 

o Develop Brand 

, Develop consistent story describing EXS5 impact 
¯ Develop promotional materials describing EXS5 impact 
¯ Increase social media presence 
¯ New EXSS togo 



Thematic Goa~: Increase the Public impact of E×SS 

Increase research grants/ increase the percentage of 

contracts EXSS faculty with who are 

externally funded by 10% per 

year 

Increase EXSS research 

funding by Z5% per year 

Increase tenure-track faculty 

with a history of, or potential 

for, high research productivity 

and external funding in areas 

of departmental growth 

Develop "lunchtime / brown 

bag" grant development 

program within department 

Provide research time, DC 2014 

incentives and rewards for 

faculty to submit grant and 

contract proposals 

Establish departmental       DC, Faculty 2014 

research centers 

Hire new faculty with history De, Faculty 20t4 

of, or strong potential for, 

research funding 

Provide research time, DC 2014 

incentives and rewards for 

faculty to submit grant and 

contract proposals 

Establish departmental DC, Faculty 20:[4 

research centers 

Hire new faculty with history DC, Faculty 2014 

of, or strong potential for, 

research funding 

Search for assistant professor DC, Faculty, 2014 

in exercise physiology Dean 

Determine structure for 

holding grant development 

meetings 

Provide resources for monthly 

lunchtime meetings / meals 



lncreose ~undraising Increase EXSS donor funds by Develop and implement a fund- DC, Faculty 

15% per year raisinl~ plan 

2014 

Develop for-profit services Develop 2 new departmental 

centers that are able to 

provide impactful public 

service 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center of 

Excellence for Intercollegiate 

Athletics 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center for 

Exercise and Rehabilitation 

Sciences 

. Center Director, 2013 

Facutty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

Center Director, 2014 

Faculty, 

Dean’s Office 

Develop consulting services Develop 2 new departmental 

centers that are able to 

provide impactful public 

service 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center of 

Excellence for Intercollegiate 

Athletics 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center for 

Exercise and Rehabilitation 

Sciences 

Center Director, 2023 

Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

Center Director, 2024 

Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 



Develop new research centers 

Increase .faculty 

Foster collaborative and 

interdisciplinary research, and 

increase external funding by 

developing 2 new 

departmental centers 

Increase tenure*track faculty 

by 20% with a history of, or 

potential for, high research 

productivity and external 

funding in areas of 

departmental growth 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center of 

Excellence for Intercollegiate 

Athletics 

Submit a proposal to the 

University for a Center for 

Exercise and Rehabilitation 

Sciences 

Determine future faculty hire 

areas of focus based on 

departmental growth areas 

Submit requests for assistant / 

associate professor in EXSS 

with focus in specific area of 

departmental growth 

Center Director, 20!3 

Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

Center Director, 2014 

Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

DC, Faculty 2014 

2014 

Improve [acilities Improve existing laboratory 

space and instrumentation 

Survey faculty for capital 

equipment and laboratory 

space renovation needs 

Review usage of existing 

facilities to determine 

potential areas for future 

growth 

Develop plan and priorities for 

improving and developing 

facilities 

DC, Faculty 20t4 



Foster collaborative and 

interdicsiplinary research, and 

increase external funding 

_through the establishment of 

2 new departmental centers 

increase the number of 

international research 

scholars, post-doctoral 

research associates and 

students engaging with EXSS 

by 5% per year 

Submit a proposal to the Center Director, 2013 

University for a Center of Sport 

Excellence for Intercollegiate Administration 

Athletics Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

Submit a proposal to the Center Director, 2014 

University for a Center for Sport 

Exercise and Rehabilitation Administration 

Sciences Faculty, DC, 

Dean’s Office 

Develop plan to attract DC, Faculty 2014 

international scholars and post- 

doctoral fellows in various 

EXSS disciplines 

Develop plan to support 

faculty and student initiatives 

for international research 

oriented activities 

DC 2014 

/ncrease research visibility Increase the total number of Hire new faculty with strong 

journal articles, book chapters publication history 

and books published by 5% 

per year 

Increase research time of 

faculty who are highly 

productive in publication 

Increase citations to Hire new faculty with a strong 

publications of department potential for impactful 

faculty by 5% per year research and strong history of 

publications 

Increase faculty publications in 

indexed and upper tier 

journals 



Increase service around areas 

expertise 

Increase the number of 

programs and partnerships 

serving local and state 

organizations by 2% per year 

Develop the "EXSS Impact" 

lecture series 

Increase the number of faculty 

holding office or serving on 

committees in professional 

organizations and serv~n~ as 

journal editors, associate 

editors, grant and funding 

agency review boards and 

study panels by 5% per year 

Identify programs and 

partnerships that would 

enhance EXSS reputation and 

impact 

Provide resources to develop 

and execute programs and 

partnerships 

Form planning committee 

Determine number of times 

per year to hold lecture series 

Determine format of lecture 

series 

Identify methods for 

marketing lecture series to 

university and public 

Promote and support 

professional service activities 

of EXSS faculty 

DC, Facutty 

DC, Faculty 

DC, Faculty 

DC, Faculty 

2014 

2014 

Increase the number of Promote and support DC, Faculty 

faculty serving on university university service activi.ties of 

committees by 5% per year EXSS faculty 

2014 



Increase social interaction 

opportunities 

Host EXSS alumni and awards 

event 

Develop the "EXSS Impact" 

lecture series 

Faculty meeting contribution 

sharing 

Promote and support £XSS 

faculty & student 

accomplishments 

Promote outstanding alumni 

with award 

See above 

Identify faculty members to 

report on others contributions 

to meet our thematic goal 

2015 

2014 



Develop EXSS impact story Branding committee create 

initial draft of EXSS story 

Identify key features to 

highlight in EXSS story 

Specialization input 

Laboratory input 

Student input 

Develop EXSS impact promotional Brochure - EXSS global with 

materials descriptions of EXSS impact 

and specialization impact 

Annual newsletter {EXSS Zone) 

-I per year 

BIog- 25 posts peryear (2 per Scheduie faculty to provide 

month during FalIiSprin~, 1_ in content 

summer) 

Promotional videos for 

department 

Promotional videos for UG & 

Grad specializations 

Promoationa[ videos for labs 

Revise / update EXSS website 

Develop new EXSS Io8o 

Increase EXS5 social media 

presence 

Promote new publications 

Promote new presentations 

Promote student success 

stories (awards, publications, 

grad school acceptance, etc.) 

Promote new university/ 

professiona! committee 

involvement 

Promote new grants received 



Maintain high quality of 

undergraduate education 

Continue development 

degree 

Maintain high quality of graduate 

education 

Maintain high quality of doctoral 

education 

Develop performance measures 

and priorities / action items in 

these areas 

Develop performance measures 

and priorities / action items in 

these areas 

Develop performance measures 

and priorities / action items in 

these areas 

Develop performance measures 

and priorities / action items in 

these areas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 20:[3 4:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:[0? 

May 12-15, 2014. 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- htt:p://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine [ Follow me @LizzyHazeNne 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc~edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 20:[3 4:25 PM 

To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:[0? 

T}mnks. Pl~se c,:::,nf;rm t}~e 20[4. ,:-L~[es fi::,r the 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"NotNng will eve~ be attempted i[ all possiNe objedions m~st first be o~ereome." 

~ SamuN Johnson 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 ~:24 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E.; Sawyer, Keith 
Subject; Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-10? 
Pardon the second follow-up. I’ve attached last year’s syllabus to this email for reference. I’ll have hard copies on hand for Friday. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- ht!~z//dood!e:coff~!)zzy~ze!t!ne { Folluw me @L.izzyHazeltine 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 20:[3 4::[3 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman <_d__s__t__r__o____@.___u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <!j__z__z_D___h__a___z__e__Lt_kn___e__@__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, Buck Goldstein <buck _g__o_kd__s__t___e_kn__@__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, Lowry Caudill 

I@gmaikcom>, Charles Merritt <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Sawyer, Keith" <rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:[0? 

So, to that end, let’s say 9 am in the 200 Suite if that suits all. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919,843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com!Ezzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, December 9, 20:[~ 4::[2 PM 
To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc~edu>, Buck GNdstein <bud{ goldstein@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill <1_ 
<merritt@email.unc~edu>, "Sawyer, Keith" <rksawyer@ernail.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:[0? 

d 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, cg[J 

Engage, Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

@grnail.com>, Charles Merritt 



"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 2013 3::[I PM 
To= Goldstein, Buck; Stroman, Deborah L; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E.; Sawyer, Keith 
Subject= Bootcamp Instructor Meeting= Friday between 8-:[0? 
HI All, 
It looks like this Friday from 8-:[0 am is the only available slot for us to meet as a bootcamp team. Will sometime in those two hours work for all of you still? 

Thanks, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
9:[9.843.8824- 
www, unceminor~orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com!lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 6:21 PM 

~kena~- tlagler.unc .edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sports An~Jytics Conference 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

8:30 p,rn~ 

Conference DiN-in Number: (424} 203-8400 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En¢lo,q~, gkplor’e, Empower. 

"No*hing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections must firs* be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 11:08 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; : 
Subject: RE: UNC Sports Analyt~cs Conference 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

Welcome back to Chapel Hill! Tomorrow after 8:30pro works for me too. Let us know the conference call number that we can reach to. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstm@qnqedu] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 7:29 PM 
To: " 

Subject: Re:’ UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Thanks Susan. I just want to do a quick check-in. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 
@drstroman 

F ro m: __@_._It _e___n__a___n_:_t_Lajl L _e_ [ : _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ _ > 

Date: Sunday, December 8, 203-3 5:3_6 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, ’ 

Subject: RE: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This week is pretty cr~;zy [or me I could chat tomorrow alter 8:30pm, [)tat unfort:una!:ely I am out of town for most of the weel~ so !:hat’s about: it urttil ]~e’,<t weekeru:L 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, December 8, 2013 4:24 PM 

To’. 

Subje~t~ FW: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

FYL P~ ~se c:ons~&~ J~son~s tho~@~ts. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E’ngoge, Exp!re’e, E’mpower, 

919.843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, December 08, 2013 4:20 PM 

To= ’ 
Subject= RE: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
F_,m,go~e. ~xplore, Empower, 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

.... unauth,:~rized review, use, disclo!;ure o! diswibu[ion is prohlbited, if ~ou are ~iot the intended !edpien% please contact the !;ender by rel:q~ ~mmil and destroy all copies of th,:! original me!;sage. 

From= 3ason Rosenfeld [.mailto 
Sent= Saturday, December 07, 2013 2:36 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

@gmail,com] 

Hey Deborah. nice talking to you yesterday. 

Some more thoughts: 

Timing 

May 2 and 3, 2014 sounds great. You may lose some NBA people whose teams are in the playoffs, but the college basketball season is over, the NBA 

regular season is over, and NBA draft preparation hasn’t gone into high intensity yet. Plus, no way to find perfect dates for everyone’. 

Speakers 

I think a great way to make a list of people you might want to pursue is to go throngh the list of speakers at the other major sports analytics confe~vnces - MIT 

Sloan, NESSIS, etc, mad look for the basketball people and the people who are general enough that would fit in well at a basketball analytics conference. 

Two days is a long lime, ,so will definitely need a bunch of speakers! 

Vel~ lie 

One of the biggest challenges (and expenses) of these types of conferences is finding a venue. If you already tbund one, a~d there is no charge, that is huge!! 



Sponsors 
Speaking of expenses, one way to em’n money to counteract those expenses is through getting sponsors. This is one of the axeas where that listing of 33 sports 

conferences I sent you could be useful. My recommendation is to visit all those conferences’ websites, and make a listing of all their sponsors. Then contact 

them all a~ld see who might be interested. 

Ticket Prices 
You’ll need to set ticket prices. Ticket prices for sports conferences can range very. widely, fi~om as little as $20 for an academic sports conference like 

NESSIS, to $575 for MIT. What the conference is branded as -- is it for people in the industo~ who are already snccessful, is it for students, is it a career fair, 

etc -- and what the expenses axe, should drive this. 

Twists 
We spoke briefly about what twists we could have to make the cont’erence unique. One thing that more and more contErences seem to be doing nowadays is 

creating a resume book a~ld distributing it to companies who attend the contErence mad ask for it. So an incentive to attending the conference is that you get 

your resume in a book that gets distributed to sports cotnpanies. I think it’s a good idea and has worked well. I think an interesting added twist would be to 

also create a "What are you looking for?" skinny booklet (maybe only a two-pager). So, when a person signs up for the conference, they are prompted to 

answer the question, "What are you looking for?" Then all these responses axe compiled into one very skilmy booklet mad that is then dislributed to all 
attendees. I think this is cool because it enables people to reach out to other people who may be able to help each other ont. For example maybe two people 

put "I am looking for a business parmer in my sports anal~lics start-np." When they are going through the booklet and see this, they can choose to connect. 

Misc. 
There are a host of other miscellaneous things worth thinking about, like, Should we videotape the conference? Shonld we have keynote speaker(s), if so, 

who? What food, drink, snacks should we provide? Should we have a cocktail party.? Should we have research paper competitions, MBA case 

compefifion~ like Sloan does? etc. 

Acceleration 

As you see from the above, there is a whole host of things to deal with, and I probably missed a bunch. So, it would probably be stnart to conti~me to romp up 

preparation efibrts soon, as the conference is only five months away. 

Potential 

I’m excited by the potential. The MIT Conference has been wildly successful, with people travelling from all over the world to attend. Why can’t the UNC one 

achieve similar success? 

Anything rise I can do to help, just let m e know! I think this could be pretty exciting and I enjoy these types of things. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analytics 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

~ 704.688.8981 

JRosenfeld@bobcats,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:55 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula_littlejohn@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vha mmett@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Website 

Thanks OJ. The Wix is very simple. We added a video on the home page. I will call you (all leaders) with the passwords, so we can edit the site on our own. I also suggest that you 

create your own site for fun and practice. You can see how easy it is to use the platform. ;) 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <oj...mcghee@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 12:57 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s__t_._r_o_.~_u_._n_.c_:_.e__d_._u_> 
Subje~ RE: CBC Website 

Great job ! I’ve iru::luded the user m~me & p~ssword for the CgC’s P~yP~I account, Wix shouM have some kffo on how to ~ru::orpor~Le ~t ~r~to a website. 

User: 

Password: unccbclO 

Regarding the videos, unfortunately, I’m unfamiliar w~th the W~x d~ent. However Wix should a~so provide an overview to house the YouTube Ih~ks or pages into 

pages for the new webs~te~ Let me know if ~ can be of any add~t~ona~ ass~stance~ 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Friday, December 06, 20~3 4:4~ PN 
To~ McGhee, Oj; Stroman, Deborah L 

Thanks. Hats off to " "      please research ~d build the payment center. OL she ~y need your he~p. I am in Charlotte no~ and h~ve limited ti~e to assist here. I ~ill have 

~ore ti~e on Sunday. We ~ay h~ve people ~ho ~ant to join online next ~eek, so th~s update is a priority. 

Video- I defer to you as to the best ~ay to share them. I think ~e shouM just forward the visitors to YouTube like before. 7~ 

Tony Patterson ~rote ~e ~bout s~itcNn~ ffo~ unc.edu to ~he Union’s server~ I ~ill forward you Ns note. I don’t understand ~hat he 

d 

E’ng’age, E~p~ore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

@ d rstromar~ 

’L~omedrn~s ~oujust h(tu~ to look b~tek at your past arid smile ~tbout ho~v far you’ve come. 

~rom: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <oj..mcghee@unc.edu> 

Date: Fridag, December 6, 2013 4:38 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CBC Website 

Deb, 

The ~ite looks great~ Kudos to the web designer(s)~ l%e ~x~sted the red~rect p~ge to the home ~age oF the origina~ sH:e (www.unc~eduicbc). 

noticed that the vk~eo vault I~nk pohlted back to the originM s~te. i’d ~i]~e to redirect each o[ the pages to the new s~te in the event users; bo.:?]~ml)rked pagesh I’ve 

he~d off: on that untit I hear if there sre ptans [o ~reate video vau~t 9ages to house the v~deos, You’d probably wsnt [he v~deo pages created in W~x so ths[ they ~ook 

consis[ent with [he ~emainder of the si[e. I also d~dn’t notice a I~nk fo~ Join Us pa~e that includes s payment form, I trust W~x has 

h~ve the PayPa] ~c~ount info for you to use when you’re ready~ I ~lso hav~ p~cs from the Chancellor’s GMng Thanks & the Welcome Pack events when you need 

them, Just let me know. En~oy the weekend. 

O" ~ r McGhe,% ~ns[ructional Media Se!’vh::es Manager 

UNC 1-Gfllings School o~ Global Public Heall:h 

216 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 84B -4~49 

o~ mcghee@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: IVlcGhee, O1 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; CBC Website 

H OJ. I bought the full package which included a domain. I grabbed www.unccbc.com. So I think we should keep using www.unc.edu/cbc but also promote 

the new one, as necessary. 

Please make the false page have this language: 

Welcome to the Carolina Black Caucus! 



You will be directed to our new website... 

If not, please click on www.unccbc.com 

Does this option make sense? 

Deborah L, gt~a~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, 

~.ex~.un¢.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Belbre Christmas 

For some reason only seem to have your landline. 

3:45 or so works for me. We’ll be in touch tomorrow afternoon to conflrm’. 

Ou Wed,             at 9:12 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Text me. I should be back to my office by 3:45. Thanks. 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

I have a lunch at i on Franklin. Other than that, I’m flexible! Does after I work for you sometime? 

On Wed, at 10:49 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

How is youz s~’h~duk~ tomo~r,~w? 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Eng@’e. ~pIore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:02 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Before Christmas 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just realized that I hadn’t gotten back to you to confirm. My professor rescheduled my exam for tomorrow (Wednesday) at 10am. I’m still free to meet at noon if you’re able. 

if not, just let me know. 

Thanks[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:i2 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu> wrote: 

Congratulations! That’s great publicity. 

I just got back from the ACC Football Championship. It was a super trip. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<ADgg7872-.C179-4DES--B29C--AgAg236897A313].png> 

"Some~m(,s you fl~st hau(~ to look back at your past and smile about hob, far zjou’ve come. 

From:                     _~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, December 6, 2013 11:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

That should work! I’ll have to confirm once I hear back from one of my professors, though, as I am rescheduling an exam for Wednesday or Thursday (I had a 

stomach bug yesterday and today) and have not yet heard back from him. 

Also, CommuniGift made it on the news last night! Check out the video/article and our facebook page below: 

http://WWw~Wncn~com/story/24149281/unc-so~homores-~aunch-Website-to-aid-ho~iday-giving 

htt ps:i/www.fa cebook.com/Com m uniGift 

and twitter- @CommuniGift 

Talk to you soon to confirm lunch! 

On Thu, Dec 5, 2013 at 12:37 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Great[ Wednesday at noon? 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CON FI DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ,~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Before Christmas 

I want to meet up before break, if possible! Hectic week this week but if you’re free Wednesday or Thursday of next week, let me know! 

Have some big announcements to make and questions/ideas to run past you. 

Cheers, 

Sent from my iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:19 PM 

Feldman, Maryam~ P. qnaryann.t~ldman@unc.edtc 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exa~ grades 

j@live.unc.edu> 

I actually was going to send you a note that said something similar .-- the %uggested answers" are pretty inaccurate in my (worthless) opinion, I am following the 

rubric as stir@areal but am taking some big sighs as I do so, 

two 

From: Feldman, Maryann [mailto:maryann.feldman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 20:13 12:17 PM 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Fwd: Final Exam grades 

Ww, grades are low. I would stick with the key as defined for consistency but this may be part of the problem. 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Final Exam grades 
Date: December 12,2013 11:31:23 AM EST 
To: "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Stewart, John F" <j~f~~s~~~t~~~e~~~~w~~~a~~~r~@~~~e~~~~m~~~~aj]~;~~u~~~~q~~c~~~.~~e~~~~d~~~~u~~>~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d____s__t__r___o__@unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann P." 

<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>,                            @~mail.com> 

I have a few concerns on how we applied the Ca~vas mad ~me of the answers t?om the key, really question 3. The BMG book defines post sale activities (service 

and support for example) as part of the Cha~nel, not Key Activities, which Inakes sense. Customer support also is not a part of Customer Relationships but past of 

Cha~nels. In the exam case, Customer Relationship is about the personal assistauce given by an E-Doctor representative to a direct customer or reseller (so the nature 

of the relationship - is it personal, self-service, automate& etc.) I have not graded all exams, but some of my stronger students are actually referencing the texts and 

correctly noting these things, so hate to automatically deduct them for not saying "Sales" in Key Activities but then we won’t be grading consis~tently, which seelns a bit 

unfair. I roll grade using the key answers and required deductions but I would expect people to argue some of these points and they would be correct in my view. On 

the curve I am guessing this will be a non-issue, but did want to mention this as not sure we got the Canvas piece 100% correct. 

I will take the blame for not focusing on that before we stasted grading and apologize for that, but rmming another exam for 100 studems simultaneously so was not able 
m focus on dais really until I started grading this morning. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919)962-2696 (office) 

 (mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 4:11 PM, Caudill, Walter Lowry wrote: 

This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. My average was 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 89.5. First time I have not had anyone in the 90s. 
The exam clearly spread my class out. 

Lowu 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:40 PM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hobart, Don <hobart@email.unc.edu>; 

Maryann Feldman <maryann.feldman@gmail.com>; drharoon <drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Little, Marl< <Mark_Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Doherty, Jason <Jason_Doherty@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <lingmei_howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Didow, Nicholas <Nick_Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Greis, Noel P <noel_greis@unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent_Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; Smith, Kennetha Ariel <kennetha@unc.edu> 

Senior advisor meeting at KI 12/16 8:15-8:45 am 

Message from Judith to Kenan Institute Team: 

I know this is short notice but I would like to have 30 minutes with you on Monday 12/16 at 8:15a to discuss the role I will be playing for the coming 

months, The Chancellor and the Provost have talked with Dean Evans, and the three of them have asked me to be the interim director of the Frank 

Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, as well as continue my primary work in driving the university’s innovation strategy, No formal 

announcement has been made yet so I ask you to treat this information as sensitive, Mary Napier has been and will continue to be a guiding force in the 

future success of the Kenan Institute, and she and I will work together, with help from the Dean of the Business School and Mark Bensen of the Kenan 

Fund to do all we can to move ahead with the work of the Institute until a permanent Director is named, I look forward to working with you as I add these 

additional responsibilities to not only make UNC Chapel Hill a place where innovators thrive, but also bring direct benefit to the citizens, 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

{919)843 7553 . fax {919)962 8202 . rnnapier@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 9:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Belbre Christmas 

Dr. StmmmL 

So sorry yeslerday didn’t work out. I was awaiting your confirmation, but I’ll be honest--I got wrapped up in working on             and forgot about it anyway. I 

don’t have ?,our cell number for some reason, but text me if you’d like to meet today. I have an exam, but I should be done by 1:30. If we plan accordingly, I conld 

make mos~ times work in-between 1:30 and 5:30. 

Just text me if you’re able to meet. If not, I’ll send you a email recap bdbre I leave tbr on the 20th! 

On Thu,            at 2:33 AM, 

For some reason only seem to have your landline. 

~)gmaAl.com > wrote: 

3:45 or so works for me. We’ll be in touch tomorrow afternoon to confirm’. 

On Wed,             at 9:12 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Text me. I should be back to my office by 3:45. Thanks. 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

I have a lunch at I on Franklin. Other than that, l’m flexible! Does after i work for you sometime? 

On Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 10:49 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

t lm,v ~s y~uz s~’i’~duK~ tom~rm,v? 

I):, Stt:om~m 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engude, Explore~ Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible oNections must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From:                        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:02 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just realized that I hadn’t gotten back to you to confirm. My professor rescheduled my exam for tomorrow (Wednesday) at lOam. I’m still free to meet at noon if you’re 

able. If not, just let me know. 

Thanks[ 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 8, 2013, at 9:12 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congratulations! That’s great publicity. 

I just got back from the ACC Football Championship. It was a super trip. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qage. ~xplore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<AD987872-C].TB-.4DES- B29C-AgA823(S897A3[3],png> 

"Sometimes you.just bathe ~o look back c~t your pca~t and smi~.e about how f!~r you’ve 

From:                     _~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, December 6, 2013 11:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

That should work! I’ll have to confirm once I hear back from one of my professors, though, as I am rescheduling an exam for Wednesday or Thursday (I had a 

stomach bug yesterday and today) and have not yet heard back from him. 

Also, CommuniGift made it on the news last night! Check out the video/article and our facebook page below: 

http://www.wncn.c~m/st~r~/241492~1/unc-s~ph~m~res-~aunch-website-t~-aid-h~ida~-giving 

htt ps:iiwww.fa cebook.comiCom m uniGiff 

and twitter- @CommuniGift 

Talk to you soon to confirm lunch! 

On Thu, Dec 5, 2013 at 12:37 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! Wednesday at noon? 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CON FI DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and!or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:.       , .                       , @gmafl.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Before Christmas 

I want to meet up before break, if possible! Hectic week this week but if you’re free Wednesday or Thursday of next week, let me know! 

Have some big announcements to make and questions/ideas to run past you. 

Cheers, 



Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:00 AM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hobart, Don <hoba~:email.unc.edu>; 

Mawa~n Feldmm~ <marymm.feldma~@gmail.com>; drharoon <drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Little, MaJck <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider. Cynthia <Cynthia Reitgnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; 

Johnson, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Doherty, Jason ~ason Doherty@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; kfbs lingmei howell.con 

<lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P 

<noel greis@unc.edu>; Lane, Blent <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Michelle Bolas 

@gm~JJ.com>; Smith, Kennetha Ariel <kermetha@unc.edtc, 

I%V: ~VashPost: NBA embraces advm~ced analytics as Moneyball movement sweeps pro basketball 

Timing is everything! The official save-the-date notice is pending my final review. Stay tuned. ;) 

May 2-3, 20~4 

We are focusing just on the sport of basketball. 

Have a great weekend! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world."’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: "m>, ~, s~, c.:_~m" <~~_~:..::om> 

Date: Monday, November 25, 2013:1:1:09 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: WashPost: NBA embraces advanced analytics as Moneyball movement sweeps pro basketball 

Message from sender: 

movement swee ~p_~ro basketball 
By Rick Maese 

There were plenty of empty seats at Wells Fargo Center, and Sam Hinkie settled into one 

near midcourt, about 25 rows up, to watch his team. Depending on your perspective, 

Hinkie, five months into his job as the Philadelphia 76ers general manager, is presiding 

over what promises to be one of the league’s worst N BA teams or one of its greatest 

experiments. Perhaps both. ¶ A Sixers guard missed a three-pointer from the corner. The 

rebound bounced high into the air and fell into the hands of an opposing player. ¶ "Great 

shot," Hinkie said of the miss. At other times, his team scored a bucket and Hinkie 

groaned, lamenting the field goal. His peculiar reactions are because he watches the 

game and judges every action based on probabilities -- what should have happened, not 

necessarily what does happen. Such is the credo of the new NBA, and what exactly unfolds 

in Philadelphia the next couple of seasons could be the truest test yet of the analytics 

movement that is sweeping through the league. ¶ Hinkie, a Stanford School of Business 

graduate who cut his teeth at Bain & Company, a management consulting firm, got here 

in part thanks to numbers. He hopes he can build a team from the ground up aided by 

formulas, statistical models and data-centric philosophies that will reduce risk and lead to 

smarter decisions. 

Do you love D.C.? Get the insider’s guide to where to stay, what to do and where to eat. 
Go to ~,35~2~,2~.-’.~!?.it!~!5!!?.~5!.-’}i[=~)g!!?~!!!;t~?~Lfor your guide to D.C. now. 

© 2013 The Washington Post Company I ~J2!_v__~__P__9_~_)_~_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 10:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg]~ 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Stroman>, Debbie Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, December 15, 2013 9:43 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [thearg          ~s 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc~edu> 

Date: December 14, 2013, 3:43:52 PM EST 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: "NAGEL, MARK" <NAGELM@hrsm.sc.edu>, Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel.edu>, College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com>, Rachel Bachman 

<RacheI.Bachman@wsj.com>, "Schrotenboer, Brent" <bschrotenb@usatoday.com> 

Subject: Re: [thearg] 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Richard(s) and everyone: 

I don’t disagree with Richard (Southall)’s general point about and I totally agree that making a huge deal of a misdemeanor pot bust is ridiculous. But...the 

rumor was always that  was dismissed from the team because of habitual drug use. So, assuming that was true, I also think it’s "sad" tha       -while 

actually living in the house of the basketball coach who kicked him off the team--continued down the path that had landed him in trouble in the first place. Granted, 

it’s a minor thing, but sad nonetheless. 

What’s also a little "sad" to me is that the cynics among us (not that I would ever...) could easily assume that Rov Williams was doing whatever it took to keep his 

perilously low APR score above 930. (Or is it some other NCAA rate that’s perilously low? I forget.) With 3ossibly on the verge of leaving school (if 

they’re declared "ineligible," another hot rumor at the moment), Roy will probably need a few success stories like graduation. So, again this is the 

hypothetical cynic speaking, one might think: so Roy offered his own .~630,00 home as a "rental" to would come back to finish his degree and save 

U NC’s APR. 

I also agree that the search of the house is weird, given what we know. It would make one think (if one were the suspicious sort) that neighbors had spotted other 

strange activity over there. Or that.     ; was only an infrequent visitor to his own "rental" home. Of course, given the way the powers that be function around 

here, I seriously doubt that we’ll ever know any of the details surrounding this "bust." 

Yes, that’s all cynical talk. But at UNC-Chapel Hill cynical talk is warranted by three years’ worth of daily headlines that always conceal as much as they reveal .... 

Jay 

On 12/14/13 2:52 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

I’ve been wondering why the police even came to his house. It isn’t like he was selling on the street. Do the police just go up to random houses (as if 

this was a random house) and ask to search? Also, why did       allow the search? 

Dick Cramer 

From: SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, December 14, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: athletics reform group 

Cc: NAGEL, MARK; Ellen Staurowsky; College Athletics Clips; Rachel Bachman; Schrotenboer, Brent 

Subject: Re: [thearg 

Jay, 



I agree this is sad, but I wonder if we find it sad in the same way. Here 

are some thoughts as I sit with my coffee on a dreary day in NC. 

What I find most telling in this ~ews story,[~ a version of which is 

repeated almost daily (See U of South Carolina=~ Jadeveon Clowney earlier 

this week.), is that a misdemeanor ~rrest" for something that 65%+ of our 

students (and how many of us?) are (or have) engaged in is front page 

news, but the GREAT N EWS thai I has finished his college degree is lost 

in the shuffle and merits almost no focus. 

I understand the ~ews" is that i was charged with misdemeanor 

possession of marijuana. I understand that having 4.4 grams of pot is 

~:llegal,[] but 4.4 grams? Really, why is this news? 

My buddies in Colorado who grow their own and!or buy their pot from 

licensed vendors, literally laughed when I sent this ~ews[] to them. 4.4 

grams? Remember the movie 1~21 Grams?l~ The title comes from the fact that 

21 grams is the weight of the air exhaled when a person dies. So, 4.4 

grams is 1/4 of the weight of the air in our lungs! For the record, 4.4 

grams is about four small ~oints" (I had to look it up, since I~ a 

product of the 70s and not familiar with 2013 pot-culture measurements.)~ 

"Drug paraphernalia?" What is that? Makes it sound like he had a meth lab 

in the house! Maybe he had a pipe, or ~;~oach clip[] or - heaven forbid - 

rolling papers? Eight seeds? REALLY? Well now we can all feel safe that 

another ~ot headL] has been busted! 

I continue to be amazed at how the narrative of ungrateful, ~riminal[] or 

P~J tupid [] (See [] statement.) profit-athletes plays out over and 

over in the media. 

Strikingly, on the same front page of the N & 0 sport section is a story 

about how the UNC men~ basketball strength coach ~elps reshape Tar 

Heels." The largest photo is the strength and conditioning coordinator 

(who is a great guy by the way) taking a body fat measurement from an 

unsmiling ~. The image helps portray these players as athletic 

commodities brought in and molded to compete for the UNC franchise. It-~ 

not the players who should be congratulated for their perseverance and 

tenacity, its the adults who are reshaping them. These men cannot take 

care of themselves (See story on the same page), it-~ the 

system that protects and reshapes them into successful players - if they 



just do what we tell them. 

As I tell my students in every class I teach: ~ don~ care what you 

think. I just care that you think - for yourself! D I have no desire to 

~ eshape[] my students. They are capable of shaping themselves. 

I contend these stories serve to infantilize these men and are consistent 

with paternalistic efforts by both those who want to protect the 

collegiate model and those who seek to ~ eform G the model - but "retain a 

clear line of demarcation between collegiate and professional sport." 

Sadly, these narratives deflect our attention from asking some fundamental 

questions: 

3_) Do ~ e" truly believe these athletes are capable of and have a 

fundamental right to self-determination? 

2) Do ~J e[3 believe they have a right to be an integral part of efforts to 

address the inequities inherent in the college-sport industry? 

On a personal level, what is truly sad about this news story is probably 

few people kne~    was back on campus working on his degree. I had 

talked to earlier this semester and congratulated him on coming back 

to work on his degree. Deb and I talked to again on Nov. 17 and 

congratulated him on HIS accomplishment. We did not congratulate him on 

being ~eshaped.E3 We congratulated him on HIS achieving HIS goal! 

I understand that for many people ~ completing his degree is not part 

of the profit-athlete narrative. MII not be publicly celebrated for 

achieving his goal of completing his degree. For most folks, the last they 

will think about is lamenting - or chuckling - that he had 4.4 

grams of pot! 

Have a great weekend all. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http:!!csri-sc.org/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 



University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-$5S0 

Cell: 

Emaih southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.or~ <http://csriconference.or[~/> 

On 12/13/13, 6:23 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This one is just sad. 

http ://www~newsobserver.com!2013/12/13/34 57810/former-unc-basketball-playe 

r-will.html 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@hrsm~sc.edu. To 

unsubscribe 

click here: 

http : iilists.unc.edu/u ?id=654 225 3 3.gb6d20b5a 5 301c90b917 93 2e3b18caef&n=T&l= 

thearg&o=34003840, or send a blank email to 

leave-34003840-65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3b18caef@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=618~3863.4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8&n=T&~=thear[~&~=34~5127, or send a blank email to leave- 

34005127-61803863.4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23dS@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=618~3888~b835e6~61c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&n=T&~=thearg&o=34~~5169~ or send a blank email to leave- 

34005169-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bdSfSff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http://~ists~unc.edu/u?id=62524524.~13b~~48bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n=T&~=thearg&~=34~~5212, or send a blank email to leave-34005212- 

62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338eSd @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edup, 

Friday, 9:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

1LE: Sport Ana]yfics 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Sorry for the delay! 

My top 3 are probably (t} the pared down design from Jack (ideally with some of the feedback we sent over); (2) option 3 below but without the basketball 

attached on the le[t so we can add UNC Iogos to the side ~f we wanted to, and (3) option ~5 below but ~nstead of the circles, a basketbal~ p~aced as ~:he O with a UNC 

logo on ~:, 

Does ths~ he~p? Which have been your favorite so far? I guess ~ real~y ~ike the ~dea of doing primarily text and being able to add the UNC logo or the Old We~l 

beside the text b~ the [:uture. TMs ~s similar to how M~T has designed theirs ~t seems. 

What ~3 your perspective on "Sport Analyt~cs SummW’ vs. "Basketball Analyt~cs Summit"? Sh]ce M~T’s name is the "Sport Analyt~cs Conference", ~ wonder ~f we w~ 

get better d~fferen~:~ation and name recognRion ~f we change our name to the Bas~etba~l Ana~ytk:s Summit. 01:herw~se, our name ~s jus[ ot?e word d~feret?[ [rom 

theks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:52 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

Hi. Do you like a ny of these drafts? Top 3? 

d 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@ahJm.emory.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December :18, 20:13 2:39 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Sport Analytics 

Hi Debby, 

The link worked ok for me... The images are below, in case you’re still not able to access the link. Thanks, 

Yvonne 



i~i imege png 



i~i imege png 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 2:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.cl__s_~__r.o__~.~___LLn_.c_: .e__d_..u_> wrote: 

d 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gnL!age, Explore, gmpower, 

91%843.0336 
<irnageOO:l.jpg> 

"Nothing will e~er be attempted if all ~ssible ~bje~ti~ns must first be 

"~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Yvonne Dobson [mailto:wonne@alum.emory.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:01 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Spo~ Analytics 
Hi Debby, 

I added some comps ~[~. Please review, when you get a chance, and let me ~ow your thoughts. ThaWs, 

From: ~om~e Dobson <~’oime(~a]um.emo~’.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, Dece~nber 17, 2013 at 9:41 ~%M 

To: "S~om~, Debora~ L" <~.~9.(~.~:_~!> 

Subject: Re: Spo~ ~al~tics 

Hi Debby, 

Thank you lbr the birthday message. :-) Just wanted to lbllow-up and let you know ~at I’ll have some comps t~r you first thing tomon’ow morning. 

From: Yvomae Dobson 

Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 6:12 PM 

To: "Stroman, Debora~ L" <dstm(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spo~t ~al~ics 

Hi Debby, 

One more question ... Is this a local event or national’? 

Thanks, 
~%’onne 

From: Yvonne Dobson <~wonne(P~alum.emo~.e&~> 

Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 6:02 PM 

To: "Strom~, Deborah L" <dstro(i-~unc~edu> 

SBbjeel: Re: Spo~ ~ab~ics 

Hi Dcbby, 

I just have some questions, so I can be~er unders~nd how the logo will be used: 

. How would you describe your cyst/summit? 

* Who is the target audience (s~dents, facuRy, general public, age range, etc.)? 

* Will ~e logo be used in pr~t, online, signs or oth~ materials? 

. What do you want your logo to communicate about the summit.., should I inco~orate the date, time, location, website address, etc.? 

. Besides the X~T’s Sloan website, have you seen any other logos or websites that catch your eye? 

* Is basketball ~e only sport hwolved, or would you like to highlight basketball only? 

Thanks, 

Yvom~e 

From: "Stromm], Debor~ L" 

Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 2:51 PM 

To: Yvo~e Dobson <?~,onne(~Mum.emotT.edu> 

Subject: ~: Spo~ ~M~al~ics 

Deborah g. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9.843.0336 
<image00:Ljpg> 

"Nothing will e~er be attempted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

~= Yvonne Dobson [mai~to:~onne@alum.emo~.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 4:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: Spo~ Analytics 
Hi Debby, 
Hope all is well. Just wanted to follow-up.., would you like for me to continue work on the logo? Just let me know. Thanks, 
Yvonne 

From: Yvom~e Dobson 

Date: ~uBday, December 5, 2013 at 12:09 ~ 

To: Debby Stromm~ <dstroman~email.unc.eN~> 

Subject: Spo~ Anab~ics 

Hi Debby, 
It was good talking to you a few days ago. Here’s a link to what I’ve come up with so far: 
h~ps:I/~.dropbox.comlsh/fn8mdf321vbg~p17ulTsXfH6-. I usually like to come up with a few different concepts, but I apologize I haven’t 
had much time to work on it. Feel free to call or email me, if you have any q’s, changes or suggestions. 

Take care, 
Yvonne 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 5:16 PM 

~kena~>flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

1LE: Sport Ana]yfics 

Dr. Stroman, 

My top 3 are 2a, 3, the original one. (changing the color to Carolina blue) 

I still want the UNC logo somewhere. Also,      ; idea of "Basketball Analytics Summit" makes sense too. We want the logo strong enough by itself to speak 

about the brand equity, which needs to include the differentiating factors, including basketball and UNC/NC. 

For example, I think the Olympics Iogos have very clear messages - each of them at least has What (Olympics), When (2012), and Where (London). In our case, What 

(Basketball) and Where/Who (UNC/NC) are the most important points that we cannot miss. This is why I think we need to push forward the message of Basketball 

and UNC/NC on the logo. 

i.~.i htt p://3, bp. blogspot com/- 
M Tjisl3 LR Do/UA 19x n htG U I/AAAAAAAAA h C~ZM pjQxVz LkJ E/s 1600/OI 
yrnpic-logos.jpg 

i 

Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 9:57 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

SoFFy for the delay! 

My top 3 are probably (I) the pared down design from .Jack (ideally with some of the feedback we sent over), (2) option 3 below but without the basketball 

art:ached on the left: so we can add UNC Iogos to the side ff we wanted ~:o, and (3) opth:m 6 beh:~w but k~stead o~ ~:he circles, a basketball ph~ced as the O with a UNC 

logo on ~t, 

DoesthaL help? Which have been your favorite so far? I guess I really like the idea of doing primarily text and being able to add the UNCIogo or the Old Well 

beside the text in the future~ This is similar to how MIT has designed theirs it seems~ 

What is your perspective on ’%port Analytics Summit" vs ’*BasketbaH AnalyBcs Summit"? Since M~T’s name is the "Sport Analyth::s Conference", ~ wonder ~f we w~]l 

get: better dffferentiath:m and name reo:?gmtion ff we change our name to the Basketball AnaiyLk:s SurnmR, Otherwbe, our name is just one word different from 

theirs. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:52 PM 

To 

Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

Hi. Do you like any of these drafts? Top 3? 

d 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 



@drstroman 
9:19.843.0336 

"’How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <y_v___o___n___n___e____@___a__Lu___m___:__e___m____o___r_v_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:39 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject~ Re: Sport Analytics 

Hi Debby, 

The link worked ok for me... The images are below, in case you’re still not able to access the link. Thanks, 

Yvonne 



i~i imege png 



i~i imege png 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qaBe. Explore. Empower: 

9:l 9.843,0336 
<imageOO:Ljpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Yvonne Dobson [__m___a_jJ_t__o__~____o__tLn__e__@__a_J__u___m__=e_Ln___o__~_#__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, December :t7, 20:t3 :t0:0:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
$,,bject: Re: Spor~ Analytics 

Hi Debby, 
I added some comps here. Please review, when you get a chance, and let me know your thoughts. Thalgcs, 
Yvotme 

From: Yvorme Dobson <yvorme(d?altm~emorv.edu> 

Dale: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 at 9:41 
To: "Stromam, Deborah L" <._d_~_t__r_~2@_u__!Lc_:~_(t___u_ > 
Subjeet: Re: Sport Anal~ics 

Hi Debby, 

Thank you for the birthday message. :-) Just wanted to follow-up and let you know that I’ll have some comps for you first thing tomorrow morning. 
Yvorme 

From: Yvo~me Dobson <3~’onne(a)alutn.emory.edu> 
Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 6:12 PM 
To: "Sl~’omam, Deborah L" <dstro(a,unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Sport Analydcs 

Hi Debby, 

One more question ... Is this a local event or national? 

Thanks, 

From: Yvomae Dobson <D_Lo___n_!Le_@_a__[_u___m__:__ej__n___o_E_.__e_O__u_.> 
Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 6:02 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Sport ~h~alytics 

Hi Debby, 

I just have some questions, so I can better understand how the logo will be used: 
¯ How would you describe your event/summit? 
° \Vho is the target audience (students, faculty, general public, age range, etc.)? 
° Will the logo be used in print, online, signs or other materials? 
° XVhat do you want your logo to communicate about the summit.., should I incorporate the date, time, location, website address, etc.? 
° Besides the MIT’s Sloan website, have you seen any other logos or websites that catch your eye? 
° Is basketball the only sport involved, or would you like to highlight basketball only? 

Thanks, 
Yvolme 

From: "StromaaL Deborah L" <dslro(d;unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 at 2:51 PM 
To: Yvonne Dobson <yvonnc~)alum:cmor’t~du> 

Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

Deborah L, Stromaa, Ph.D. CLU 
Encga,ge. F_.xplor,..~. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
<irnage00:l..jpg> 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

" Samuel Johnson 



From: Yvonne Dobson [mailto:yvonne@alum.emory.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 07, 2013 4:19 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Debby Stroman 

$,,bject: Re: Sport Analytics 

Hi Debby, 
Hope all is well. Just wanted to follow-up.., would you like for me to continue work on the logo? Just let me know. Thanks, 
Yvonne 

From: Yvonne Dobson <)voni~e(?~alnnLemo~w, .edt~> 
Date: ThuBday, December 5, 2013 at 12:09 AJvl 
To: Debby S~J’omam <dstroman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Sport Analytics 

Hi Debby, 

It was good talking to you a few days ago. Here’s a link to what I’ve come up with so far: 
https:I/www.dropbox.comlsh/fn8mdf321vbgwtp17ulTsXfH6-. I usually like to come up with a few different concepts, but I apologize I haven’t 
had much time to work on it. Feel free to call or email me, if you have any q’s, changes or suggestions. 

Take care, 
Yvonne 
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A B C D E F 

1 Unde[g_raduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall, Fall Fal Fall 

African and Afro-Amer Studies Basketball Women 1 1 

American Studies 

Anthropology 

Applied Science 

Archaeology 

Asian Studies 

Biology 

Biology (BA) 

Biology (BA) - UNC Best 

Biology (BS) 

Business Administration 

Cross Country_Women 

Football 

indoor Track Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Golf Women 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 

Total 

Football 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Wrestling 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

1 

9 8 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11           12 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 2 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 

5 3 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

2 

3 1 

2 3 

1 2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

11 12 11 

1 2 1 

4 2 2 

1 2 

1 1 2 

3 2 3 

1 1 

2 

1 

5 4 2 

2 1 1 

3 1 

1 

1 1 1 

3 

1 1 2 

1 1 

1 2 

1 

2 

1 

1 



1 

2 

3 

4 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 Business Journalism 

91 

92 

93 Chemistry 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 Chemistry (BS) 

99 

100 

I01 

I02 

I03 

I04 

:105 Child Development & Family Stu 

I06 

I07 

108 Classics 

:109 

110 Communication Studies 

112 

113 

115 

116 

117 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 Computer Science 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 Dramatic Art 

143 

144 Economics 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 Elementary Education 

165 

166 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde[gfaduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall Fall: 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Field Hockey 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Gymnastics 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Volleyball 

Total 

Softball 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Gymnastics 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Tennis Men 

Wrestling 

Total 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

25 21 

1 
1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 3 

1 
1 

2 2 
7 4 

1 
1 

4 7 
31 13 
1 
2 2 
4 3 
3 5 
3 1 
1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

3 2 

4 4 

1 1 

1 3 

3 1 
1 1 

74 55 
1 
1 

1 1 

1 3 

1 1 
1 1 

1 
1 1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 1 
1 1 

6 2 
1 

1 
3 3 
1 
2 1 

1 1 
20 13 
1 
1 
2 

30 
1 
1 
2 

1 
2 

3 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

4 

3 

1 
8 

i0 

6 
4 
3 
1 
1 

3 

2 

2 

54 

1 

1 
1 

4 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 

1 
1 

17 



1 

2 

3 

4 

167 English 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 Environmental Studies 

180 

181 

182 

183 Exercise and Sport Science 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

2O4 

205 

2O6 

2O7 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 Geography 

214 

215 

216 

217 Geological Sciences 

218 

219 

220 German 

221 

222 Global Studies 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 Health Policy and Management 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 History 

237 

238 

239 

24O 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

Academic Plan Description / Sport 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde[graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

I Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Fall Fall ’ Fall Fall 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Women 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Indoor Track Women 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

2 3 

1 1 

2 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9 

1 

1 

7 

7 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 1 

1 

1 

1 

16 14 

1 1 

1 

1 3 

1 

4 2 

3 1 

1 3 

5 4 

5 4 

1 2 

3 4 

2 

2 2 

1 

1 3 

3 4 

5 4 

66 57 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 1 

1 

3 

1 2 

2 1 

1 

2 2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

18 

4 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

3 

6 

2 

2 

2 

1 

65 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

8 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 



1 

2 
3 

4 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 Information Science 

258 

259 International Studies 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 Journalism & Mass Comm 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 Management and Society 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 Mathematical Decision Sciences 

304 

305 

306 Mathematics 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 Mathematics (BS) 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

320 Middle Grades Education 

321 

322 

323 Nursing 

324 

325 

326 Peace, War, and Defense 

327 

328 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde[gfaduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall Fall 

Outdoor Track Men 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Soccer Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Baseball 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Golf Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Gymnastics 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Total 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

1 1 

I 1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 1 

16 13 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

6 6 

12 

1 

1 

1 1 

2 

1 1 2 

2 2 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

3 

1 1 

5 1 2 

1 1 1 

2 

3 1 

5 4 3 

1 

2 1 

1 

27 14 

1 1 

1 

17 
3 

1 

2 3 3 

1 

2 3 6 

1 

4 2 1 

1 

1 

1 

12 11 15 

1 

1 1 

1 

2 2 

1 

1 

1 3 1 

1 1 

2 4 1 

1 

1 1 
1 



1 

2 

3 

4 

329 

330 

331 

332 Philosophy 

333 

334 

335 

336 

337 Physics 

338 

339 Political Science 

34O 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

354 Psychology 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

367 

368 

369 

37O 

371 

372 Psychology (BS) 

373 

374 

375 

376 

377 

378 

379 

380 Public Policy 

381 

382 

383 Religious Studies 

384 

385 Romance Languages 

386 

387 

388 

389 

390 

391 

392 

393 Sociology 

394 

395 

396 

397 

398 

399 

400 

401 

4O2 

4O3 

4O4 

405 

406 Studio Art 

4O7 

408 

409 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde(g!aduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall ’ Fall Fall 

Soccer Men 1 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Total 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Tennis Women 

Wrestling 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Men 

Gymnastics 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 

Total 

Football 

Rowing 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball Men 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

1 1 
2 2 

1 

1 1 

3 

1 

1 

1 1 2 

1 2 

1 
1 

1 1 
1 

1 2 3 

1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

10 8 10 
1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 3 

1 2 

1 2 1 

2 1 

3 

1 1 

3 1 

3 1 1 

1 1 
1 

11 15 
1 1 
1 

14 

1 

1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

2 2 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 3 
1 
1 
3 2 2 
1 
1 2 

1 

14 5 
1 

1 

1 

1 

6 



2 

3 

4 

410 

411 

412 

413 Undecided 

414 

415 

416 

417 

418 

419 

42O 

A B C D E F 

1 Undergraduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 
1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall ; Fall 
Lacrosse Women 
Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Baseball 
Basketball JV Men 
Fencing_Men 

Football 
Gymnastics 

Rowing 

Total 

1 1 

4 2 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

422Students may be counted multiple times if they have a second major, and also for each sport in which 

423 they are actively participating. 

424 Source: ConnectCarolina reporting database (PM91PRD). Data is as of census for each reported term. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde[g_raduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall ; Fall 

African and Afro-Amer Studies Basketball Women 1 1 

American Studies 

Anthropology 

Applied Science 

Archaeology 

Biology (BA) 

Biology (BA) - UNC Best 

Biology (BS) 

Business Administration 

Business Journalism 

Chemistry 

Cross Country_Women 

Football 

indoor Track Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Football 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Wrestling 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Field Hockey 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Rowing 

Tennis Men 

Total 

1 

7 6 

1 

1 

1 

8 10 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 
1 2 

1 1 
1 

1 

1 
1 1 
1 

5 3 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

2 

3 1 

2 3 

1 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

11 12 

1 

10 

1 2 1 

4 2 2 

1 2 

1 1 2 

3 2 3 

1 1 

2 

1 

5 4 2 

2 1 1 

3 1 

1 

1 1 1 

3 

1 1 2 

1 1 2 

1 2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 
25 21 30 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 Communication Studies 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

I01 

I02 

I03 

I04 

I05 

I06 

I07 

I08 

I09 

110 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 Computer Science 

122 

123 

124 

125 Dramatic Art 

126 

127 Economics 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 Elementary Education 

144 

145 

146 English 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 Environmental Studies 

157 

158 

159 

160 Exercise and Sport Science 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

A B C D E F 

1 Undergraduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall 

Chemistry (BS) Fencing_Men 

Child Development & Family Stu 

Fencing_Women 1 

Gymnastics 1 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 1 1 

Total 1 3 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Volleyball 

Total 

Baseball i 

Basketball JV Men I 

Basketball Men 2 2 

Basketball Women 4 3 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 1 

Fencing_Women 1 

Field Hockey 4 7 

Football 25 11 

Golf Men 1 

Gymnastics 1 1 

Lacrosse Men 4 2 

Lacrosse Women 2 4 

Outdoor Track Men 3 1 

Outdoor Track Women 1 

Rowing 1 1 

Soccer Men 1 

Soccer Women 1 

Softball 3 2 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 4 4 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 1 

Tennis Men 1 3 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 3 1 

Wrestling 1 1 

Total 63 48 

Fencing_Men 

Soccer Women 1 1 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Total I I 

Gymnastics 1 1 

Total 1 1 

Basketball JV Men 1 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 1 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 1 

Lacrosse Men 1 1 

Outdoor Track Men 1 

Rowing 1 

Soccer Men 3 3 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Men 1 1 

Tennis Men 

Wrestling 1 1 

Total 9 8 

Rowing 1 

Soccer Women 1 

Total 2 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Women 2 3 

Golf Women 1 1 
Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 2 

Rowing 1 1 
Swim m ing_Diving_M en 1 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 

Total 8 5 

Outdoor Track Women 1 

Rowing 1 
Soccer Women 1 
Total 1 2 

Baseball 7 2 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 3 I 

Basketball Women 1 
Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 1 

Fencing_Men 

Fall 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
4 

2 

1 
8 

9 

6 

3 

3 

1 

3 

2 

2 

5O 

1 
i 
1 

2 
1 
1 

12 

2 
3 
1 



1 

2 

3 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde(graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport 4 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 Geography 

190 

191 Geological Sciences 

192 

193 

194 Global Studies 

19S 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 Health Policy and Management 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 History 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 Information Science 

226 

227 International Studies 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 Journalism & Mass Comm 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Indoor Track Women 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Golf Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Soccer Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Baseball 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Fall Fall Fall Fall 

1 
8 

1 
11 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 2 

3 1 

1 3 

4 4 

4 3 

1 2 

2 4 

2 

2 1 

1 

1 2 

2 3 

5 4 

54 49 

1 1 

1 2 

2 1 
1 

2 

1 1 
2 1 
1 
2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

2 

1 

14 11 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

4 5 

1 1 

2 

1 1 
2 2 

1 
1 
1 1 

1 

1 1 
5 1 
1 1 

18 

3 
1 

3 

1 

3 

2 

3 

4 

3 

6 

2 

1 

1 

1 

57 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

11 
1 
1 

2 
1 

1 
3 

2 
1 



1 

2 

3 

4 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 Management and Society 

256 

257 

258 

259 

26O 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 Mathematical Decision Sciences 

27O 

271 

272 Mathematics 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 Mathematics (BS) 

279 

28O 

281 

282 

283 Middle Grades Education 

284 

285 

286 Nursing 

287 

288 

289 Peace, War, and Defense 

29O 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 Philosophy 

296 

297 Political Science 

298 

299 

3OO 

301 

3O2 

3O3 

3O4 

3O5 

3O6 

3O7 

3O8 

3O9 

310 Psychology 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

32O 

321 

322 

323 

324 

325 

326 

327 Psychology (BS) 

328 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde(gfaduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Golf Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Tennis Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Men 

Gymnastics 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Total 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Total 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Total 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Wrestling 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fendng_Women 

3 

5 4 

2 1 
1 

27 14 
I 1 

1 

2 3 

2 3 

1 
4 1 
1 

1 
I 

12 I0 

1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 3 

1 1 

2 4 

1 1 
2 1 

1 1 

1 
1 

1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
9 4 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 2 

1 1 

1 

3 

2 

1 1 
1 

9 13 

1 1 

Fall 

2 

1 

3 

1 

17 

3 

1 

3 

1 

5 

13 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

11 

1 

1 



1 

2 

3 

4 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 Public Policy 

336 

337 

338 Romance Languages 

339 

34O 

341 

342 Sociology 

343 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 Studio Art 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 Undecided 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

A B C D E F 

1 Uncle(graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 
I Based on Primary Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport 

Football 

Golf Men 

Gymnastics 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 

Total 

Football 

Rowing 

Total 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Gymnastics 

Rowing 

Total 

Fall Fall Fall 

1 1 1 
1 

13 

1 

1 1 

3 4 

1 1 

4 
2 

1 1 

1 
1 

2 

1 
1 

1 
6 2 

1 
1 
3 2 2 

1 1 
1 

1 

1 

3 

1 
4 5 

1 

1 
2 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

Fall 

3 

367 Notes: Cohorts inlude undergraduate student athletes with declared majors and class level of JR or SR. 
368 Students may be counted multiple times, once for each sport in which they are actively participating. 
369 Source: ConnectCarolina reporting database (PM91PRD). Data is as of census for each reported term. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde[g_raduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport.~I .......................... 
1 Based on Second Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. i declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall 

African and Afro-Amer Studies Football 2 1 

American Studies 

Anthropology 

Archaeology 

Asian Studies 

Biology 

Biology (BS) 

Chemistry 

Chemistry (BS) 

Classics 

Communication Studies 

Computer Science 

Economics 

English 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Geography 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Golf Women 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Football 

Rowing 

Softball 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Field Hockey 

Total 

Softball 

Total 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Women 

Football 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Soccer Men 

Total 

Baseball 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

indoor Track Men 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Rowing 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Softball 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 1 

6 2 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

11 7 

1 

1 

2 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

5 2 
1 

1 

1 

11 5 

1 

1 

1 

1 2 

8 3 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

12 8 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

8 



1 

2 

3 

4 

86 

87 German 

88 

89 Global Studies 

90 

91 

92 History 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 International Studies 

100 

101 

102 

103 Management and Society 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 Mathematics 

109 

110 Mathematics (BS) 

112 

113 Peace, War, and Defense 

114 

115 Philosophy 

116 

117 

118 

119 Physics 

120 

121 Political Science 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 Psychology 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 Psychology (BS) 

137 

138 Religious Studies 

139 

140 Romance Languages 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 Sociology 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 Studio Art 

152 

153 

154 

A B C D E F 

1 Unde(graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Second Majors Only 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall, Fall Fall Fall 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Football 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Soccer Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

Volleyball 

Total 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Football 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Tennis Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Women 

Rowing 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Volleyball 

Total 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Total 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 

1 

1 

2 1 

1 1 

1 
1 1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 1 

1 4 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 1 
1 

1 

2 2 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

ISS Notes: Cohorts inlude undergraduate student athletes with declared majors and class level of JR or SR. 

156 Students may be counted multiple times, once for each sport in which they are actively participating. 

157 Source: ConnectCarolina reporting database (PM91PRD). Data is as of census for each reported term. 



VOLUNTEERS WANTED TO ASSIST WITH A BALANCE 
EXERCISE CLASS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS 

Tuesdays and Thursday 10-11 am, Jan 14 -April 3,2014 

The Seymour Center (Senior Center) in Chapel Hill, with support of the UNC Division of Physical 

Therapy, offers a balance exercise class to older adults who have had a fall, have poor balance, or 

who are concerned about their balance. Classes are taught Tues and Thurs 10-11am for 12 weeks 
by a PT and a Certified Personal Training who have been trained to conduct this evidence-based 

program. We have been teaching these classes for the past 4 years and our goal is to decrease the 
risk of falling in older adults. The exercises focus on improving strength, balance, and attention 

capacity. A key component of the program is that we increase task difficulty and complexity over 

the course of the 12-week program so that we are challenging participant’s balance abilities. 

To provide these challenges in a safe environment we recruit volunteers to assist the class 
instructors. We want volunteers who enjoy working with seniors, can commit to at least one 
class a week, and preferable have some background with exercise. 

Volunteer responsibilities: 

Willing to commit to this 12- week exercise session. Please check your schedule. You can 

choose T or Th, both are not required, but possible. 
¯ We use 4-5 volunteers per class depending on class size (max n=15) 
¯ Arrive 5-10 minutes before class 
¯ Help set up exercise room if needed 
¯ Spot senior participants for safety. You may be assigned to one or two participants who 

have a greater risk for falling. 

¯     Assist senior participants with individual exercise. Sometimes the participants don’t quite 
understand the exercise, are not using good technique, and/or do not hear or see well. 
¯ Provide cues and participant encouragement 
¯ Help distribute exercise bands, weights, stepping blocks, etc 
¯ Take roll each class 
¯ You may assist with leading portions of the class. Please let the instructor know if this is 

your goal. 

¯     Most important, be positive, friendly, and smile. The social camaraderie is as 
important as the exercise and it effects attendance 

For more information and to sign up please contact the instructors: 

Charron Andrews, PT cfandrew@emafl.unc.edu 
Nancy Alton, CPT,       !)),embarqmail.com 

Directions on next page 



Directions: Seymour Center (senior center)- 2551 Homestead Road - Chapel 
Hill, 27516 -Phone 968-2070 Free parking is available behind the building. 

From Franklin Street in downtown Chapel Hill take Martin Luther King Jr. 

Blvd/Historic Airport Road north for approximately zf miles turn left onto 
Homestead Road and proceed for about .3 of a mile. The new facility will be on the 
hill on your left (2 story glass). 

From I-Zf0 E/W (Exit 266) proceed south on Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd/Historic 
Airport Road for approximately 3 miles. Following MLK, Jr. Blvd/Hist. Airport Road 
south through 5 stoplights (not counting the lights at I-Zf0), turn right onto 
Homestead road and proceed for about .3 mile. 

Bus UNC to Homestead and Senior Center 

From Campus via Columbia St/Airport Rd 
1. The A Bus goes directly to the Senior Center 
2. The T and NS buses go up Airport Rd to Homestead (Sals Pizza), walk 
to 2551 just past Chapel Ridge Apts. 
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A B C D E F 

1 Unde[g_raduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall Fall: 

Afri, Afri-Amer, Diaspora Stds Basketball_Women :1 :1 

American Studies 

Anthropology 

Applied Science 

Archaeology 

Asian Studies 

Biology (BA) 

Biology (BS) 

Business Administration 

Cross Country_Women 1 

Football 9 8 

Indoor Track Women 1 

Outdoor Track Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 

Wrestling 1 

Total 11 12 

Fencing_Men 1 

Lacrosse Women 

Soccer Women 

Total 1 

Fencing_Women 1 

Golf Women 

Novice Rowing 

Rowing 1 

Total 2 

Football 1 1 

Total 1 1 

Fencing_Women 1 1 

Total 1 1 

Fencing_Women 1 

Total 1 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Women 1 

Fencing_Men 1 

Fencing_Women 1 

Lacrosse Men 1 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 1 

Swimming_Diving_Men 1 1 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 

Tennis Men 

Total 6 3 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 1 1 

Fencing_Women 1 

Field Hockey 1 

Football 1 1 

Indoor Track Men 1 1 

Lacrosse Men 1 1 

Lacrosse Women 1 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 3 1 

Outdoor Track Women 2 

Rowing 1 2 

Soccer Men 1 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 1 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 

Wrestling 

Total 11 12 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 1 2 

Basketball Men 4 2 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 1 

Field Hockey 1 1 

Football 3 2 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 1 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 5 4 

Lacrosse Women 2 1 

Outdoor Track Men 3 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 1 1 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 1 1 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 1 1 

Swimming_Diving_Women 1 2 

Tennis Men 1 

Tennis Women 1 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

11 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 



1 

2 

3 

86 

87 Business Journalism 

88 

89 

90 Chemistry (BA) 

9S Chemistry (BS) 

100 

101 

102 Child Development & Family Stu 

103 

104 

10S Classics 

106 

107 Communication Studies 

108 

110 

112 

113 

114 

116 

117 

118 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 Computer Science 

136 

137 

138 

139 Dramatic Art 

140 

141 Economics 

142 

143 

144 

146 

147 

148 

160 

161 Elementary Education 

162 

163 

164 English 

166 

A B C D E F 

1 Uncle(graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall. Fall Fall 

Total 25 21 

Field Hockey 

Lacrosse Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Rowing 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Gymnastics 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Total 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Volleyball 

Total 

Softball 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swimming_Diving_Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Gymnastics 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Tennis Men 

Wrestling 

Total 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Women 

Golf Women 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 3 

1 
1 

2 2 

7 4 

1 

1 

4 7 

31 13 

1 

2 2 

4 3 

3 S 

3 1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

3 2 

4 4 

1 1 

1 3 

3 1 
1 1 

74 55 

1 
1 

1 1 

1 3 

1 1 

1 1 

1 
1 1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 1 
1 1 

6 2 

1 
1 

3 3 

1 
2 1 

1 1 
20 13 
1 
1 
2 

2 3 

1 1 

Fall 

30 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

4 

3 

1 
8 

10 

6 

4 

3 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

54 

1 

1 
1 

4 
1 

1 
1 
1 

2 

1 
1 

17 



1 

2 

3 

4 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 Environmental Studies 

177 

178 

179 

180 Exercise and Sport Science 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

2O4 

205 

2O6 

2O7 

208 

209 

210 Geography 

211 

212 

213 

214 Geological Sciences (BA) 

215 

216 

217 German 

218 

219 Global Studies 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 Health Policy and Management 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 History 

236 

237 

238 

239 

24O 

241 

242 

243 

244 

24S 

246 

247 

A B C D E F 

1 Uncle[graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

I Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall ’ Fall Fall 

Gymnastics 1 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Basketball Women 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Indoor Track Women 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Men 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Total 

Lacrosse Women 

Total 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Football 

Golf Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Golf Men 

Golf Women 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 

2 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9        7 

1 

1 

1 

1 2 

7 2 

2 

3 

1 

3 1 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 1 

16 14 18 

1 1 

1 4 

1 3 2 

1 

4 2 3 

2 

3 1 3 

1 3 2 

5 4 3 

5 4 4 

1 2 3 

3 4 6 

2 2 

2 2 

1 

1 3 2 

3 4 2 

5 4 1 

66 57 65 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 2 

1 

1 

1 1 2 

2 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 

6 6 8 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 2 1 

1 

1 
2 1 

1 1 
3 1 

1 2 2 
2 1 1 
1 
2 2 1 

1 
1 

1 1 



1 

2 
3 

4 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 Information Science 

257 
258 Journalism & Mass Comm 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 Management and Society 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 Mathematical Decision Sciences 

296 

297 

298 Mathematics (BA) 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

305 Mathematics (BS) 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 Middle Grades Education 

313 

314 

315 Nursing 

316 

317 

318 Peace, War, and Defense 

319 

320 

321 

322 

323 

324 Philosophy 

325 

326 

327 

328 

A B C D E F 

1 Uncle[graduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall Fall 

Rowing 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Soccer Men 

Total 

Baseball 

Cross Country_Men 

Cross Country_Women 

Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 

Field Hockey 

Golf Women 

Gymnastics 

Indoor Track Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Total 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Golf Men 

Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Soccer Women 

Tennis Women 

Volleyball 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Outdoor Track Men 

Total 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Basketball JV Men 

Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 

Gymnastics 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Outdoor Track Men 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Total 

Cross Country_Women 

Outdoor Track Women 

Total 

Football 

Lacrosse Men 

Outdoor Track Women 

Soccer Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Total 

Fencing_Women 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse Men 

Soccer Women 

Total 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

16 13 12 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 

1 1 2 

2 2 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

3 

1 1 

5 1 2 

1 1 1 

2 

3 1 

5 4 3 

1 

2 1 

1 

27 14 

1 1 

1 

17 
3 

1 

2 3 3 

1 

2 3 6 

1 

4 2 1 

1 

1 

1 

12 11 15 

1 

1 1 

1 
2 2 

1 

1 

1 3 1 

1 1 

2 4 

1 

1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

329 Physics (BA) 

330 

331 Political Science 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

337 

338 

339 

34O 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 Psychology 

347 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 Psychology (BS) 

365 

366 

367 

368 

369 

37O 

371 

372 Public Policy 

373 

374 

375 Religious Studies 

376 

377 Romance Languages 

378 

379 

380 

381 

382 

383 

384 

385 Sociology 

386 

387 

388 

389 

390 

391 

392 

393 

394 

395 

396 

397 

398 Studio Art 

399 

400 

401 

4O2 

4O3 

4O4 

405 Undecided 

4O6 

4O7 

408 

409 

A B C D E F 

1 Undergraduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 
1 Based on Primary and Second Majors 
Cohorts include student athletes with JR or SR. declared majors and class level of 

Academic Plan Description / Sport Fall Fall Fall Fall 
Fencing_Men 

Total 

Basketball Women 1 1 
Cross Country_Men 

Fencing_Men 1 1 

Football 1 
Lacrosse Men 

Lacrosse Women 

Outdoor Track Men 1 1 

Outdoor Track Women 

Rowing 1 2 

Soccer Men 1 
Soccer Women 1 
Swim m ing_Diving_M en 1 1 

Tennis Women 1 1 
Wrestling 1 1 
Total 10 8 

Basketball JV Men 

Basketball Men 1 
Basketball Women 1 1 
Fencing_Men 

Fencing_Women 1 1 
Field Hockey 1 
Football 1 1 
Golf Women 1 
Gymnastics 1 2 

Lacrosse Women 2 1 

Novice Rowing 

Outdoor Track Men 1 

Outdoor Track Women 3 

Rowing 3 1 

Soccer Men 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 1 1 

Tennis Men 1 
Total 11 15 
Fencing_Men 1 1 
Fencing_Women 1 
Football 
Golf Men 1 1 
Gymnastics 

Novice Rowing 1 
Rowing 1 1 
Total 4 4 

Football 1 1 
Rowing 

Total 1 1 
Lacrosse Women 1 
Total 1 
Fencing_Women 1 
Outdoor Track Women 1 

Rowing 

Swim m ing_Diving_M en 

Swimming_Diving_Women 

Tennis Women 1 
Volleyball 1 
Total 2 2 

Baseball 

Basketball Men 1 
Field Hockey 

Football 6 3 

Lacrosse Women 1 

Outdoor Track Men 1 

Outdoor Track Women 3 2 

Rowing 1 
Soccer Men 1 

Soccer Women 

Softball 

Wrestling 

Total 14 5 

Fencing_Men 1 
Fencing_Women 1 
Field Hockey 1 
Football 
Lacrosse Women 1 
Outdoor Track Men 1 1 
Total 4 2 

Baseball 

Basketball JV Men 

Fencing_Men 

Football 

Gymnastics 

2 

2 

1 
1 

1 
3 

10 

1 

3 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

14 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

2 

1 
1 
1 

2 
1 

1 
6 

1 
1 
i 
i 



1 

2 

3 

4 

410 

411 

A B 

, Underg_raduate Student Athlete Counts by Term, Academic Plan, and Sport 

Cohorts include student athletes with declared majors and class level of JR or SR. 

Academic Plan Description / Sport 

412 

Rowing 

Total 

C D E F 

Fall Fall: Fall Fall 

1 3 

413 Notes: Cohorts inlude undergraduate student athletes with declared majors and class level of JR or SR. 

414 Students may be counted multiple times if they have a second major, and also for each sport in which 

415 ithey are actively participating. 
416 Source: ConnectCarolina reporting database (PM91PRD). Data is as of census for each reported term. 
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Please circulate ands/or tbrward the attached flyer. Thank you! 
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DeVetta Ho|man Nash, MPH~ NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity Initiatives 

Stud ent "Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-962-9355 

Email: dholman@emaill,unc,edu 

have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." ~Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the capacitF o[ individuals and communities to reach their potential it is not solely a biomedical quality measured through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual 

[actors and includes cultura!, institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences," 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- llagler.unc.edu> 

KISport Spring Semester Kickoff notes 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here are the notes from the meeting today. A few additional things: 

As I mentioned, I am free next Monday all day and Wednesday after 3:30pm. Do either of those times work for you? 

Also, do you have a "high def" version of that Save the Date image? It looked a little bit pixelated on my screen, so I just wanted to check and see if there is 

another version I could use. 

I’ll forward these notes to the team for their review before our next meeting as well. If you have any additions, please let me know. 

Action Items: 

Team - Email ideas for gifts to Dr. Stroman 

Team - (:i~?,’:k out t[~e ~for panel ideas & add more names to the list 

Team - Email Dr. Stroman about doing an entrepreneurship interview 

- Research small gifts on Tiffany’s site 

-Tweet! 

- Check out Linkedln for other analytics groups 

-Set up Facebook page 

Meeting Notes: 

SPEIAS - Note the spelling of this. We may rebrand in the future given the confusion around the vowels, but for now it’s Sport Entrepreneurs and Innovators 

Awards. 

SPEIA -Sport Entrepreneurship & innovation Association. A separate unaffiliated organization that Dr. Stroman is going to begin leading. 

Website notes: 

Do we want to swap out the football picture with a basketball picture? 

The text "Register now!" link at the end of the main paragraph on the Analytics page doesn’t work 

At the end of the video, the date for the summit is listed as 

Twitter: Going to use @KISportUNC going forward 

Website additions: 

Video!paragraph explaining sport entrepreneurship 

Spotlight interviews - begin interviewing sport entrepreneurs and write-up a concise summary to put up on the site 

o Need volunteers to help write these - send Dr. Stroman an email if you want to kick this off! 

~ Need more ideas for entrepreneurs to reach out to (espnW: Women + Sports Summit Brings Together Top Female Athletes & Innovators) 

Food/Drink: 

Networking Reception 

Saturday AM - Continental Breakfast 

Saturday Lunch -Catered lunch at conference 

Saturday Evening - Closing Reception; consider notifying bar of group coming; can we get a special for our guests if we send them x many people 

Remember veggie, nondairy, meat, gluten-free etc. options 

Snacks for in between sessions 

Topics/Panelists: 

Session I: Marketing/Ticketing 

Session II: Sport Science 

Session IIh Open 

Session IV: Individual Performance!APBRMetrics 

Session V: Fan Experience & Engagement 

Speakers/Potential Guests: 

will give welcome speech 

Roy Williams is busy 

Neighboring Schools: 

Reach out for most active sport science!entrepreneurship students 

Keep in mind case competition 

How many state schools do we consider inviting? Do we keep it to the big ones near us, or do we expand to smaller schools in the state 

Something for the speakers and for attendees 

Would be nice to get a smaller entrepreneurs item; they could be really excited to get access to this audience 

Pen, something new, gym bags, something usable for these people 

Registration Fees: 

Professional Tickets: Use early bird pricing - ~;149; regular - ~;199 

Students: early bird - ~;49; regular- $99 

Early bird discount ends on March 16 (selection Sunday) 

Late will be the cut-off date for sales 

Potentially use referral programs 

Students-anybody with a student ID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PJ Avetta <PJA@caroliuahurricanes.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 9:39 PM 

k@live.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurrica~nes Janua~~ 24th 

kenan- 

Andrea, sorry for the delay. I was informed this afternoon that the window we have available to host a tour on Friday, January 24 would be between 12:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. 

Gates open for the game at 6 p.m., so there would be some time to kill between the tour and the game. Depending on your number of attendees, we may be able to find 
space to host a Q8~ session with members of our staff to fill some of the gap. Alternatively, we could arrange a more thorough tour on a non-game day, if you’d like. 

Let me know what might work for you all. Look forward to hearing from you. 

From:                     ¢@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, J~nuary 14:, 2014 4:24 PM 

To: PJ Avetta 
; Stroman, Deborah; ..... ~ ..... , ...... 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes January 24th 

Thank you so much for helping us to organize this trip - we’re vepy excited We had a lot of member interest at our meeting last night, and right now it looks like we’ll have between 25 and 30 
students attending (I’ll have the exact number for you in a day or so) ]n regards to the tour, what time works best on your end for us to be getting to the arena? I think once we finalize this 
we’ll be able to get a film answer from our ’maybes.’ 

Looking forward to the garnet 
Thanks, 

From: PJ Avetta <PJA@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Sent: Monday, January :13, 20:14 4::15 PM 

To’. 

Cc:, , . ; Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes January 24th 

Sarah, 

Great weekend on my end--- Hope you all can say the same! 

We~d be glad to arFange a [:our ~)rior ~o ~he ~ame again th~s sea, son -Wonderful ~dea. 

~ we (:~n ans~,er ~H]y ~TH3re q~es[:io[~s for you~ p~e~se don~t hes~t~:e ~:o let me know. 

HH iook forward [o back from you ~uys ~:oHowing to~]~ght’s C~BC mee[~ng~ 

Thanks aga~rfi 

~ pJ 

TONigHT: Hurricanes vs. Calgar~ Flames 

PNC Aret~a at 7 PM 

TV: go~ 5por~:s Caroli~as 

~ad~: 99.9 FM the Fan 

P,J. Ave~a 

Director of Ticket Sales 

C~colhaa H~rricanes 

Ria(~:~carolinab~n:icaues cam 

919-861-6208 

www.caa)lmah~ m Joshes.cam 

F~m: 3kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, January 13, 20~4 3:17 PM 
To= PJ Ave~ 
¢¢.,                           .~xercise & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club-Hurricanes January 24th 

Hi 
Hope you had a wonderfid weekend! 

I talked ruth Dr. Stroman and we a~ fl~inking the $30 ticket sounds like a grcal value. 

I ,ast year when we came someone gave us a ~our before the game. gVotdd yotl be able k~ do fl-mt [br our group or do you know someone lhat could? It was a great 

way to see the game operations [br the sm&nts. 

I’ve cc’ed Dr. Stroman and the club co-presi&nts on this emml. The firs1 Carolina Spo,~ Business club meeting of~e semesmr is R~nigN ~ I’m sure fl~ey’ll have a 

better idea of how many s~u&nk~ am goi,g tomom)w. Right now, I’m guessing a~u120 students will almnd. 

CSBC Te~L If yon codd ibllow up wifl~ PJ to let lfim know how many tickels he should hold asi& lhat’d ~ awesome’. 

Thank you SO much ~br your help with 



Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 2014 
...S.~..a.~~.a..~.h.-..P....e.~![.e..g[!~.n....~.~@~.k....e.~.n....a.~..q~.-~.f.!..a.~g!er~u n c.edu 
919.740.9202 

On Jail I0~ 2014. at 4:47 PM. PJ Avetta wrote: 

Great to hear from you and the leadership group [:rom the Carolina Sport Business Ck~b. We appreciate you rnaking plates to come out to support the ’Canes on 

Friday, January 24! 

I’d be happy to help you secure a Nook at the College Select Nights rate. We have upper level seats available for S~5, Lower Level North a~d Lower I.evel South 

seats for $30 and Side~h]e Premier seats for ~40, so let me km)w which area works best for you guys and the exact number you need, and we’l] pu~[ the best 

a va ~ a bl e kK:a tion s. As fa r a s pa vm et~ [: go es, we’ re h a ppy to La ke a ch eck or cred it ca rd. 

[[:1 can rnake a recommendations, [ tNnk the 530 seats ~n the Lower Level South are go~ng to offer the besL value. This caLegory [t~c[udes sections 123-$30, and wraps 

[:rom corner Lo corner on the end at which the Hurricanes shoot 2 ouL o[: 3 periods. 

Thanks Lo you a[[[ Sarah, Iql look forward to hearing back from you 
- pJ 

P.& Avetta 

D~rcct~r of Ticket Sa]cs 

C~u~)lma t[ mricanes 

9~ 9-86~-6208 

www.caE)linahu~J case s.com 

From= #kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent," Friday, 3anua~ 10, 20~4 3:20 PN 
To= P3 Ave~ 

£Exerdse & Sport Science); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Carolina Sport Bus~ness Club-Hurricanes January 24tb 

Hello N~ 
Happy New Year’. I ~o[~ you had a wondertgl holi&~y se~on with your Family’. 
Our Ca.olina Spo,~ 13usmess Club leadersNp mmn h~, been wo,khg hard on planning a club night 
wW we could get s~&nt rate tickets toge{her fi0r about 20 people for the JannaU 24th game? 
Iftt~s would be ~ssible please let me lmow what we need to do ue~ to proceed. 
Thank you ~ much in advm~ce fi0r >~ur help with this. We all came to a game last year and loved 
Have a groat weekend. 

Business A(iministration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fralev; Judson Harvey <jhfraJey@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 10:11 AM 

ttildebrand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.craii@tmc.edu-*; Stroman, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; @live.unc.edu-~; Clayton, Tafl},e Benson <taB)e@unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J 

<baxker@unc.edu>; Pettis, Ta~ea <tanea~pettis@unc.edtr% Jordma, Joseph F <jijordan@email.unc.edtr% Tyson, Karolyn D 

<kdtyson@email.unc.edt~4 HaJperin, Laura <lhdlperi@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambell@email.unc.edt~4 Ma~zan, Mm-io 

M <m~narza~@e~nail.unc.edu>; ’][’e~D’, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; Ha, Jennifer A @lo@email.unc.edt~4 Clark, Cl~is Jude 

~-~chriclar@email.unc.edtp,; De,raison, Jean <jea~&nnison@unc.edu>; Thornton, Brendan JamaJ <bjthomt@e~na~l.unc.edu>; Anderson- 

Tho~npkins, Sibby <sibby@emaJl.unc.edu>; FaJson, Christopher <:chris faison@unc.edu>; Shields, Tanya L <tshield@unc.edu>; Lucas, 

Ashley E <lucas~email.unc.edu> 

RE: CPPFD Reunion & Summit Planning Session (1) 

Good morning, 

Just a friendly reminder to ail who are availabie, your presence is requested today, From 2-3pro in 336 Byrtum, [:o discuss the upco!’rling CPPFD 30th yr 

Reunion & one day summit on Postdockoral & FacaikV DiversiW in the Academ% Your support is much appreciated. 

Judson Fraley 

OPA Program Coordinator 

..... Original Appointment- .... 
From: Fraley, Judson Harvey 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 9:14 AM 
To-" Fraley, Judson Harvey; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Stroman, Deborah L; Sturkey, William; Clayton, Taffye Benson; Barker, Marco J; Pettis, 
Tanea; Jordan, Joseph F; Tyson, Karolyn D; Halperin, Laura; Lambert, lvlichael C; Marzan, Mario M; Terry, Jules lvl; Ho, Jennifer A; Clark, Chris Jude; Dennison, Jean; 
Thornton, Brendan Jamal; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby; Faison, Christopher; Shields, Tanya L; Lucas, Ashley E 
Subject-" CPPFD Reunion & Summit Planning Session (1) 
When-" Friday, January 17, 2014 2:00 PM-3:00 Plvl (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada), 
Where," 336 Bynum Hall Conference Room 

The Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity (originally named, the Carolina Black Scholars’ Program) !~_t__t_ .P..:~/~..r...e.~..e..a...r..c....h.:..u...n...c.~:~.~1~.c..:.a..r...~.~j..n....a.~ 

p____o_~_t___d___o___c__s_/_, is currently celebrating its ~}0th Anniversary. To honor the program’s history and achievements, we have connected with many of the former 

scholars and other key constituents to create an opportunity to gather for our first reunion, in conjunction with a one day Summit on Postdoctoral & Faculty 

Diversity in the Academy. Our theme is: "Advancing Diversity, Fostering Excellence in the Academy." This event will be held tentatively scheduled for June 

7, 20:14 from 9a-2p in Chapel Hill, NC and will allow Former CPPFD Fellows and other Summit participants opportunities for networking and dialogue 

around advancing diversity, scholarship, and excellence. 

Due to your connection to the program or commitment to diversity, you have been identified as a resource. To help us make this event a success, we are in 

need of your suggestions and feedback as it relates to a keynote speaker, specific session topics, and general overview of the event. Please consider 

joining us for a brief conversation to dialogue. Refreshments will be served. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:41 PM 

Stachowicz, Christine <christine@unc.edtp; Bicktbrd, Donna M <dbicktbrd@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtvq 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emml.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden < shedendl@live.unc.edu>; Faculty. Welfme Committee 

<facultyw elfaace@ sakai.unc .edu> 

Re: draft of letter to Ron and Lsa~n 

Good evening eveuone: 

I agree, this is a really good start, but here are a few points to consider for the letter: 

First, and to the point, this is research, m~d probably should be considered as such throughout. 

Next, while I didn’t get any idea about the Inethods used in Ron’s presentation, this work needs to be clear as to what is being reviewed (i.e., stud.,/population), and for 

what reason that this is being re-examined (i.e., need a hypothesis), and how you want to do it (i.e., Methods). This is a key point to include in the second paragraph, 

especiaJly to Lyaln Williford. 

Also, a statement needs to be made that we will be obtaining IRB approval, especially as humans are being examined. I would also ask for, or at least use the term "de- 

identified", when discussing facul~, and the decisions that were made. 

While this is a function of this subcommittee, let’s also let everyone else on the committee be able to throw in their comments. I’ve cc’ed the rest of the committee with 
this. 

Lastly, and this is an issue that I’ve mentioned via e-mail to Katie and Anne, we as a committee need to think about becoming engaged in Mint I would call the 
"Scholamship of Faculty Governance", because if it is interesting at Carolina, then it will be ofiaterest to a much lm’ger readership across academia when you write up 
this study for a refereed journal, or the Chronicle. As a major academic institution in the country, we need to take the lead and to take an academic approach to 
eve .rything that we do as a committee. 

Speaking of which, after this past week’s heat and light in the media with the athletic/academic issue here at UNC (how ,nany of you were at the Faculty Council 

meeting today?), we need to be veu clear in all aspects, or this won’t go veu far with South Building. I say, let’s show everyone the right way to do this (and I want to 

see evei3/one’s name in a publication as well)! 

What do you think’? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ives, Pharm. D. , M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Ca:~>lina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-/574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Helicine and Clinical Epide’-iology 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 
The University of North Cai~oli:~a at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 919.216.0i93 

e-mail: 7’Jmot~y Ives@me@.unc.edu 
On I i1T]4, 3:18 PM, Stachowicz, Christine wro~: 

Well done, Donna -- thank you! l’ve made some preliminary edits and cornment:s in the attached versk~n. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 2:15 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy _14 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
C:¢: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: draft of letter to Ron and Lynn 

Hi All: attached is a Very Rough Draft of a letter we might polish up and send to Ron and Lynn (did I mention it’s very rough?) 

Donna 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent-" Friday, January 17, 2014 10:28 AM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy J. (Timothy...IvesC@med.unc.edu); Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
C¢: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 



Subject: RE: Faculty retention/faculty salary data subcommittee 

HI Kelly: Thanks for offering to help on this subcommittee -see below for our current situation -which is on my to do list today! 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014- 1:12 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, 3qmothy 3. (Timothy...Ives@med.unc.edu) 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 

Subject: Faculty retention!faculty salary data subcommittee 

Hi Debby, Christine, Tim, Katie and Shelby: 

Thanks, Christine and hello, all. 

It sounds like the first step for us is to draft a letter to be sent to Ron and Lynn asking (a) for the data to be provided from Ron to Lynn and (b) for Lynn 

to have her staff produce the analysis. I am happy to provide an initial draft for us to comment on and will try to get that to you all by the end of the 

week, unless there is another path you would all like to take. 

Best, 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine [mailto:christine@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014- 12:45 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfa!e@saka!~unGedu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention!faculty salary data 

I understand that librarians (EPA non-faculty) are not reflected in the analysis that Ron presented, but Fm particularly interested in retention and 

salary equity issues (plus I serve on the University’s Status of Women Committee), so I would be happy to participate on this subcommittee. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M [E~__a__!Ltg_z_d___b_Lc_~9£d___@__U__L~__c_=_e__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014- 11:08 AM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee (facultywelfare@sakai,unc,edu) 
Subject: RE: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Hi All: 

Debby and I are happy to work on a subcommittee to request the data and request that Lynn analyze it and then present the findings to the 

committee. Does anyone else want to help with this? 

Donna 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:Timothy Ives(.@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .lanuary 14-, 2014- 9:24- PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject: Working on faculty retention/faculty salary data 

Good evening everyone: 

After the discussion yesterday, there is plenty of interest in pursuing further answers to the faculty retention/faculty salary equity issues. As 

we have been working on two issues simultaneously throughout the year, it sounds like there is sufficient interest in getting access to the raw 

data that was used for Ron Strauss’ presentation, and to perform a more focused re-analysis. Also, the Office of Institutional Research & 

Assessment has been suggested several times to help with the potential study data and its analysis. A much richer analysis will help us to 

make more focused and impactful recommendations throughout this year and next. Also, to be clear, while this will be one emphasis of this 

committee, everyone will still take on some aspect of the Faculty Handbook re-writing process. 

As one of our areas to work on for this semester, can I suggest that we form a subcommittee to work on this? As Donna and Debby have an 

interest/passion for faculty retention/equity issues, are you willing to work on such a subcommittee to re-analyze the data? Are any others 

who would be interested working such a subcommittee? If so, please let me know. No doubt, everyone will be involved in some aspect of the 

subcommittee. 

If we are in agreement to have such a subcommittee, and once it is formed, a focused research question(s) can be formulated. Next, on behalf 

of the entire committee, a letter can be drafted to Ron Strauss and Lynn Williford to request that the data set that was used for Ron’s 

presentation (and other data sets) be made available for further separation into other components (ethnicity, rank, gender, age, etc.) for 

analysis. The entire committee can review the letter and provide feedback via the FWC listserv, similar to what we did with the recent letter 

that was sent to the Provost regarding adjunct faculty. Katie has offered to put the final version of the letter on the Faculty Governance 

letterhead and send it to Ron and/or Lynn. 

So, with all that said, what do you think? 

Tim 

TJmoLhy J. Ires, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 



Phone: 919. 843. 2279 

Fax~ 919 . 962 . 0644 

Division ef General Hedicine a~id Clinical 8pJdemioiegy 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone~ 919. 843. 0391 

Fax: 919 . 843 ~ 0775 

e-mai I : Timeth~/ Ives@i e~.ulK~edu 

This automatic notification message "~vas sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (_h_i!_~?_~£/__/_~_’_a_k___a__i!_n___c_’_:_<_cJ__t</__p___c_~K[@.) from the Faculty 
Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification messas;e was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (httl~s://sakakunc.edu/portal) from the Faculty 
Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification messaze "~vas sent by Sakai @ UNC-Ohapel Hill (_h_!!_~_l~£/__/_~_’_a_k_a__i:_ttn___c_’_:_<@__</__p___c_~K[~!.) from the Faculty 
Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Supplementto January2014 presentation preparec~Ba:¥ard ~.ove~ MPPiMBA. 

and Cou~:e~t Boen, ~PH, UNC Sociology a~d Carolina PopL~at~an Center 



Contents 

- Definitiea 

¯ How we kngw k’~ caused b~ a systems }ssue, and not a def~c~enc’y o{ ~eop~e of color 



Contents 



Context (I): In September, the FADE Coalition made ailel]ations of 
implicit bias and systemic discrimination in DPD Policin8 Practice 

Excerpt [rom "EA.D.E. Manifesto" introduction -submitted 9/16/2013 

{Full text at facebook,com/DURHAM.FADE) 

%&ccording to a repo:rt by UNC Professor, Frank Baumgartner:. Btack motorists, in Durham, are 
more than 200% more likely than white motorists to be searched :by law enforcement as a 
result of routine traffic stops. B~ack suspects, ~n Durham, are nine times more likely than white 
s~spects to be in(arcerated for criminal conduct, lh~s statistic places Durham at the h~hest levet 
of :racial disparities ~n North Carolina’s ~00 counties. 

As resident:, of D~i-han% we care []ee~3fy about our coi-nmunity and the overall health of our c:~ty, 
A city cannot claim ~tself we~, when whole ne~shborhoods m~strust the criminal justice system, 
an~ when {esidents are ei~counter~l~ negative d~spar~ties aJonA raciat lines. We do #or believe 
that these racial disparities, within the crimh}al justice system, are due to a ~w rogue police 
officers. We asse~t tha~ a culture exists withi~ the Durham County Police :Department that 
allows this continued flow of our Black and Brown neighbors into the prison industri,3~ complex, 
Wh~e f3o si~gl~ :Mdividual is responsible ~or ;~ svstemic sickness, the Durham Police Department 
is ~ommittin~ social malpractice when it re~uses to a~knowled~e pr~ti~es which ~llow for 
implidt ~iases to dehumanize specific residents. We believe theft this dehumanization contributes 
to ne~atk, e outcomes fo~ DurhaiWs 8lack and B~rown communities 

This disproportionate and over-criminalization: of people of color results in higher school 
dropout rates~ ~reater voter disenfranchisement, fewer e:mpfoyment opportunities and limited 
access to housing.J’ 

~’~Seme te~t botded by 8~zy Love to h~ghlight d1~er~,nces in oppro~ch between Fi.~DE end DPD*~4 



Context (11): In October, DPD responded, denyin.K all of FADE’s 

allegations 

Excerpt from DPD "Response to Allegations of Racial Profiling and Bias-Based 

Policing- October 3:L, 20113 (FulI text at durhamnc,gov) 
"~i his response does not pre’sL~i-ne’ that bias-bas~_~d policing doesn’t exist. As Dr Lode ~rideil (2004} 
sai~ du:rmg a presel~tatfon ’We }lye in a society with racial/ethnic biases. Every pro~ssion has 
biased p~actitionets, even well*meanin8 o~es, Why sheuM we tMnk. polidn~ is ~m:m:une?’ We are 
not so halve as to bet~eve that there are no petite officers somewhere engaging in this behavior, 
We ackrlow~ed~e that it is ~ertaial~’ possible that 
t~i~ #esati~e condu~t. ]’his response is r~ot ?resented to chaile~se the numerica~ a£curacy of the 
data used in the study; riot ~s ~tthe position of ~he Police Department that the numerical 
disparities are inaccurate, We ackr~ow!ed~e that descriptive statistics a~d bivaria~e a~alysis have 
their place as good startin~ poh3ts for research a~ld d~scussion. 

1 Affirmatively deny the existence of any pattern, practice, cufture, or tolerance for bias- 
based policing: within the Durham Police Department; 

2 °FO suggest some context for the rsw da~_a represe~ted m ~_he BaLm~Sartner StUdy and 
subfttit an alternative view of t~e numerical data withi~ that co:r!text: 

3 And to illustrate ~hat the data as prese:nte[I does not provide a sound basis for the 
alle~ations bein8 directed at the Oepa:rtment 

~’~Seme text bold~d by B~zy Love to highlight dif~er~,nees in oppro~ch between Fi.~DE end DPD*~s 



Context (ill): In the report, as well as in the 11/12/13 HRC meeting, 

DPD questioned the utility of the descriptive data, and suggested 

that multi~variate anal sis could he[ reach firmer conclusions. 

Excerpt from DPD "Response to Allegations of Racial Profiling and Bias-Based 

Policing- October 31, 2013 (FulI text at durhamnc,gov) 

’~We bega~ c~ur e.ffOl-t by thocough reading arid ~xami~fing th~ Baumga~-tae~- traffic stop study 

along with the executive summaries th,~t accompa;~ied it Additionally, w~ reviewed 

in the Criminal Justice System. Based or~ our review of the study and other I~te~ature, it 

appeal that the study a~thors employed ~ research method that merely describes a data set or 

population, but it ~esn~t appear that other statistical te~ts were a~p~ied that wou~d accurately 

leag to conclusions of ~c~al profiling ~r discrimination. 

White we car,:not den~ d~e various numerica~ disparkies, we re_~pe~’tfully submit tP, at, (1) disp#rity 

and dJscrimm:s[~on ate two d~f~erent terms snd shouldn’t be used h3terc~angeabty, (2) a 

absent more iR depth statistical analysis is inConclusive as best. " 

~*Seme text bofd~d by B~y Love to h~ghfight DPD’s questions regording the dote 

6 



Context (IV}:The dialogue in 2013 suggests key differences in how 

FADE and DPD are approaching the problem, and provides key 

questions we can examine data 

FADE Approach: 

Institutionalized Racism that does not require 

individual ~:egative eo~d~sct 

{eg. ~ADE did not call for re~:ignati~n of any particular 

ImpE¢it bia~ 

DPD Approach 

Persona] Prejudice or indivlduai’,V biased officers 

{eg. DPD referred to fact that they mat have 

pre}udiced officers, wi~o a.~e dealt with accordingly. 

special~y define a~ %n ~nd~vidua~ act";} 

Exgli¢it bias 

{eg focus on outcomes uede.~irable by all and 

understanding that cat~se may be unconscious} 

~ross-sy~;temsviev¢ that requires ~mderstandmg why 

inequity looks the same in hou~iffg~ education, heald], 

ai~ocat~on o~ resources, m~d poli:c~ outcomes and 

required muk~ple ~=akeholder~ to solve 

and ~discrin~i~,atioff [which D?O defines as :’a 

conscmus act taken b~t an ~ndividual"~). 

One system view that ~uggests a~ocation of 

resources~ educazion~ oppo~unities, ere, do not 

d~spar~t~es Fn stops and searches 

(eg expiici~ mention of connectio~ betwee:n (cO. explicit mention that residential segregation, 

outcomes in Manifesto} of scope for discussion :egardin~ t~ff~c ~tops} 

Note~: See page 9 of the OPP ~0i3~ "Re~ponze to Allegations of Ra~]al Prof]llng" 



Context (V): Experts on racial equity and policing stress the importance 
consistency and clarity in how departments conceptualize the problem 

D:r. [orie Fridell speaks clearly to the 

danger of mis-classif¥ing the problem 

"Many ~takeholdersipolice picture the 

’perpetrators’ of ~a~a~ly biased po~ich~g ~s ~- 

mtentioned office~s (and ONLY ~H 4ntentioned 

officers}, 

Thi:; 8arrow ~ort~.eptua!ixation has been 

detrimental. It has harmed police community 

di~cussior~s/pa~tnerships oa this topic, 

produced (understandable} defensiver~ess 

~he ~art of police, led police to minimize the 

probl£m, and led ~o misguide~ (at ~east narrow~ 

chaHge efforts." 

Da Lode FrideU, Ph.D., Criminology Professor 

and C~O o~ Fair and Impartial Potic:b~g, LLC 

."~o~e: :D#D is f~m~iar w~h Dr. ~ride~l abd he~ work; ~hey rite 



To check for systemic discrimination in DPD, searches we have data of 
all stops between 2010 and 2012, including 5 control variables, 

All DPD stops 2010- 2012 (r1=7857i} 

O~:icer iD ’, 513    ~ Officer ~D Number 

Driver Race ,I Ethnic]ty ] 6 ’~ Asian, 8taek (inciudes Hispanic and Non), indian, Other: White 
~ " Hisp~ni% ratine 

Oriwf Age ’~ 8 groups ’, Under 20, 20-24, 2:5-29: 36~$4, 35~39, 40-49~ 56~59, Over 59 

~lmpo~ant note: Other control vari~:b:les not available }n this daIa set (eg. :ocation of stop and officer race 

additiona~ controls wou~d wea~n t~)e case presenzed here. More h~portanth/, additicn~ analys~s ~ay e~ccver 



Descriptive statistics show Black drivers represent 79% of DPD 
searches, even though they are only 55% of stops 

10 



Descriptive and multivariate analysis confirm DPD is more likefy to 

search Blacks, even holding equal 4 factors, and ~removing 87 ’Bad 

Apple’ officers from the analysis 

centre|s, and removing "bad ~pples’ to test for individual vs, systemic discrimination 

a ~,t~ of 5% i:i~he~ t.~l~t ~k,er~ oti~el 



Most DPD officers search Bla:cks and Whites at similar rates, Replacing 
or training ’bad apple’ officers is probably necessary, but definitely 
would not eliminate systemic discrimination 

:Black Search Rate by white Search Rate for Office~s 

who made over 50 stops 2910~20~.20 marked for 10% disparity in ~B/’W rates 

{277 o~[ce~s and 95% of stogs included) 

81atk Search R~te 

!2 
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Most DPD officers search Bla:cks and Whites at similar rates, Replacing 
or training ’bad apple’ officers is probably necessary, but definitely 
would not eliminate systemic discrimination 

:Black Search Rate by white Search Rate for Officers 

who made over SO stops 2010-2012o marked for 5 and 10% 6~sparit:¥ in B/W rates 

!3 
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Contents 

" Definitiea 

¯ How we kngw k’~ caused b~ a systems }ssue, and not a def~c~enc’y o{ ~eop~e of color 

14 



The City of Seattle provides a useful definition of 

institutionalized racism 

~ke elsew~ere ~fl the U.S., were explicitly racist. We have made progress ~r~ addre~s~fl~ ~:d~vidua~ 

;r~equ~t~ a:cross celt comm~l~ty. 

To chalienl~e institutional racism, we have to look beyond individual e~t~ of prejudice to the ~stemk 

are responsible for e~m~afin~ tt~dsm :odes’. 

bu~l:ds o~> the ~rk of the dv~l r~ghts movement and the ol~o~n~ effort 

15 



Chair of Duke Sociology, Eduardo Bonilla6ilva, refers to a 

’raciatized social system,’ and his definition explains why police 

officer ilHntent is not re uired to create dis arities 

Racia]ized Socia{ Sk, stem: 

and ideological ~eve~s ~re partia~lV structured 

by the placement of actors ir~[o rada~ 

categories or races" 

describes how rada~ h~equ t~~ 

16 



Guilford County Schools provides a definitions of racial equity 

that is practical and applicable 

Critical Terms in Discussing Diversity, Equity & Inclusion ~..~.:~::.:::..:.~::~,:;-:~...~ 

high school ~r~d~atio~ rates whe;n we cannot predict that a~y given g~eup has a better 

The active acceptance of and ~e-~pect for al~ participants in a sett~n~ 

~ the gene~ ~opv~at~e~ 

Caused by inequitable or d;ffe~ei~t or serv~ce~ p~ok~ide~ to one ~ro,~p a~ co~’~pared ~o 

another ~roug D~spa:dt~es, then, can be described as unnecessary a:~d: avoida~e. They 

part,elegy, ~:re sustained over time and are beyond the control of the ~nd~v~dual 

17 



Current field-specific terminology actually obscures the fact that 

racial inequity exists in just about every system in the county 

(Jovce) 

Different systems have developed different terminolol~y, but the racial inequity shows 

up everywhere. 

In child welfare, we talk about disproportionality; in health, we most frequently talk 

about health and health access disparities; in juvenile justice we talk about 

disproportionate minority contact; in education, we talk about the achievement l~ap. 

At the Center we believe all these terms fundamentally describe the same 

phenomenon. Therefore, we think that to address it any of them we need to ask, why 

is it showinl~ up in ALL of them? 

We want to keep askinl~ the question: "what causes the racial inequity?" And we 

want to consider the possibility that racial inequity in one system contributes to racial 

inequity in another, or even that the same dynamic that causes the achievement l~ap 

also causes disproportionate minority contact. 

For example, many studies show that children be disciplined in school are more likely 

to be referred to the juvenile justice system. They are also more likely drop out of 

school. Droppinl~ out, we know, can lead to low-waive jobs which is directly connected 

to limited healthcare access and health disparities. So when we see that we have 

18 



disproportionality in school discipline, that impacts juvenile justice, employment, and 
ultimately health. 

Bay is now 8oin8 to show us some data from Texas that shows just how common the 

inequity is across systems. 

18 



Racial Inequity across systems in NC supports analysis of 

institutionalized racism as a: root cause of disparities, that almost 

alwa s exist with whites farin best and blacks latin worst 

chil:d welfare, asd; economic ~el!-beit~,g i~ N~:rth C~rolin~ 
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Income or SES cannot account for racial inequity (health) 

About the Health: Unit~_~d States Annual Report 

"Health, United States, 2006 is the 3Oth repoct on 

the he~lth status of the Nation and is submitted by 
the Secretary of the Department of Health and 

Huma~ Services to the President a~d Congress of 

the U~ited States ~n compliance with Sectio~ 308 

of the Public Hea~th Service Act, This repoR ,~as 

compiled by the ,National Center for Health 

Star}sties {NCHS}, Centers for Disease Contro~ and 

Prevei~tion (CDC) The Natio~al Committee on Vital 

8nd Hea~th Statist~G served in a review ca:p~city" 

The 20,06 report included infant mortality by 

mother’s education level! 

2O 
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Income or SES cannot account for racial inequity (heafth): 

College education Black women have worse outcomes that 

whites without a hi h school di 

Amedc~n ~]:a ska NatNe         Is:~a~der 

Race and et:hnicitv of mother 

21 
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Income or SES cannot account for racial inequity (education) 

Mc~:ins:ev & Company,s Socia! Sector-Practice~ 
~’W~ile independent racial and income 

achievementgaps exist, whites sigmficantly 

outperform black and Latino students at each 

inco~ne tevel 

Using, re~ression analysis, both income and 

race independently infl~ence a student’s 

achievement score, as well as factors not 
exp!ained b~,’ demog{aphic~" 

22 
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Income or SES cannot account for racial inequity (education): 
Standardized tests advantage low-income white students over 

middle~class black students 

ELS Cognitive Tests for 10~b Grade by Family Income and Race 

(2002) 

Student Race 
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New study shows that race actually, in part, determines income 

Lakisha and Jamal? A Field Experiment on 
Labo~ Market Discrimination" 

÷ Employme~t opportuq;ties i~ sa’,es, administrative 

Submit ~5~000 r~surnes. 

~aria.’ion in exgeriel~ce and jab history 
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"White" resumes were called back at almost twice the rate of 

"Black" ones 

Callback Rates by "race of name," geography, and gender 

~0% 

4% 

2% 

0% 

Selected Subset 
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Low quality "Whites" get more callbacks than high quality 

"Blacks’* 

Callback Rates by "Race of Name" and Resume Quality 

5% 

4% 

7% 

o% 

’~Raee of Name" 
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Additional findings negate mamy common explanations for the 

disparity 

Additional Findings,, 

The a:mouf~t of discriminatiof~ is uniform across o~upatio~ arid industries. 

Federal contractor’s and employers who ~ist Equa~ Opportunity Em:p~o)’er’ i~-~ their ad 

discrimi~ate ~s much as other 

~We find ~tt~e evidence that our res~ts are drive~ b~’ eiT~p~O~’erS inferrin~ somethin~ other tha~ 

’~These results suggest that racial d~scdminat~on ~s still a promisent feature o~the labor marke~." 
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Institutional actors are larsely responsible for the racial inequity: 

"Breakin8 Schools’ Rules" report from Texas provides example 

Sample included 928,940 TX Students 

2~ 

(Bay) 

Breakinl~ School Rules was a comprehensive study of school discipline in Texas. 

Researcher looked at disciplinary records from nearly one million student, By 

combininl~ datasets from different al~encies, the Justice Center and Texas A&M’s 

Public Policy Research Institute were able to examine 83 different variables that fall 

into the catel~ories you see here - student demol~raphics, student attributes, 

academic performance, discipline contact, campus measures, cohort measures, and 

country measures. 
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Across Texas, mandatory discipline outcomes are comparable, 

but discretionary dis, cipiine is hugely disparate 

2£ 

(Bay) 

This chart summarizes initial findinss. 

As you can see here, African American’s and Hispanics are sisnificantly more likely to 

receive discretionary discipline. Around 77% of Black receive discretionary discipline 

measures, while only 48% of whites do. 

Mandatory discipline, however, is nearly the same. That’s the black sliver on the top. 

We do see some variation, with whites at 5.3%, Blacks at 7.2%, and Hispanics at 7.9%, 

but there is much less variation when staff discretion is taken out of the equation. 
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Controlling for 83 factors to isolate the effect of race alone, Btack 

students 31% more likely to receive discipline when system actors have 

discretion 

isolating the effect of race alone on 

otherwise ident~ca~ white and Hi~pan~c students, 

~0 

(Bay) 

The most striking finding came when they controlled against 83 other factors that 
might influnce discipinary action. 

I’ll read directly from Executive Summary: 

"Multivariate analyses, which enabled researchers to control for 83 different 

variables in isolatin8 the effect of race alone on disciplinary actions, found that 

African-American students had a 31 percent higher likelihood of a school 

discretionary action, compared to otherwise identical white and Hispanic students." 

What is particularly interesting is that when you look here at mandatory controlled 

for these factors, you can see that African American children are actually LESS likely 

to commit offenses - like aggravated assault or bringing a weapon to school - that 

lead to mandatory action! 

What this shows analysis shows is that it’s not the kids causing the disparity, but the 

system. 

And as we Joyce mentioned before, we know that school discipline leads to a greater 

contact with the juvenile justice which can lead to increased dropouts or lower 

30 



educational achievement, which leads to lower employment, and eventually, poorer 

health. 
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tinstitutional actors are lar~:ely responsible for racial inequity: "Unequal 

Treatme:nt" the landmark health study showed that well-intentioned 

institutional actors are also responsible for disparities i~n health:, 

Excerpts from tmtitute of Medicine% "Unequal Treatment~’ 

status," 

"-- research to date has demonstrated that health care 

feelings about patients, are i:nflu:en~ed b~ patients’ ~ce 

ethnicity and stereotypes a~soc~ted w~h them.. 

.,.[stereotypes] are hB~d even by people who truly believetha:t 

they do not judge others 5a~ed c¢, socia! categories" 

31 

(Bay) 

We just saw data from child welfare, juvenile justice, and education discipline. The 

same outcomes has been documented at length in other systems, including health. 

One of the most authoritative studies was done by the IOM in 2002. 

I’ll just read through a few highlights we pulled out here (READ TWO): 

"...research indicates that minorities are less likely than whites to 

needed services, including clinically necessary procedures, even after correcting for 

access-related factors, such as insurance status. 

Aspects of health systems--such as the ways in which systems are organized and 

financed, and the availability of services--may exert different effects on patient 

care, particularly for racial and ethnic minorities." 

"... research to date has demonstrated that health care providers’ diagnostic and 

treatment decisions, as well as their feelings about patients, are influenced by 

patients’ race or ethnicity and stereotypes associated with them... 

...[stereotypes] are held even by people who truly believe that they do not judge 
others based on social categories" 
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We don’t have time to present data from every system the Center touches, but if we 

did, you would see the same thinly. I l~ood friend of mine, a senior physician said he 

doesn’t know a sinl~le doctor .... And the same it true of child welfare workers, 

educators, and so on. And yet, we see these outcomes across the board, so we know 

our intentions really have nothinl~ to do with it. As Joyce said earlier, it’s because of 

this that we want to stop askinl~ who or what is racist, and start askinl~ what causes 

racial inequity. To answer that question, we have to learn to have conversations about 

race. We need to come tol~ether and develop an analysis. This is the work that the 

Center does. 
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Leaders from: all fields are using the concept of implicit bias as focal 

point of their work. Current neurosdence helps explain the 

henomenon. 

Some no~abte leaders using th~ concept of 

implicit bias as focal point of their work Implicit bias: 

Hidden bias or unconscious bias which explains why 

discri:mmation persists, even when ind!ividuals 
corlsdously oppose it. 

L~test findings from neuron mappin~.,~: 

HtJ~lar~ ~l~h-sds process 11,000,000 pieces of 

in:(brmation per second. 
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Harvard’s Implicit Association Test OAT) shows that people of all 

races show unconscious bias 

Summary table of findings from ]AT by race 

i~.~ I -~ I ~ ~ i -.os 
Seif-repo:t .2~ ,3 .4~ *.9~ 

:fAT .~ 59 .76 i .22 .B8 

;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;5:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; 

All 

:lAY .33 

Se{f-repo~ .19 

Key: Und:erstandin8 t~e 
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A 2004 study from Stanford University shows implicit association 

of crime with Blacks 
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The findings show significant Black-Crime implicit association 

attitL~des had no impact 

r~act]on tim~s!! 
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Thankfully, research shows that implicit bias can be effectively 
reduced and managed 



Dr. Lorie Fride[[, from Fair and Partial Policing, LLC has also found 

that implicit bias in policing is pervasive, but can be diminished 

"The bad news is ti~at bias remains wid~spresd. 

"fhe good r~ews comes from the fargo body of 

res~srch t[~st has ~denti:fied how ~nd~viduals can 

redt~ce their impHci:t b~sses, oc at ]esst, manage 

their b;ases to ~rlsure that they do not 

i[ff!uence t~eir behavior, 

it’s poss:ible to }earn to implerne~. ~controtted’ 

behavioral responses that override our 

automatic implicit biases, It simply takes 

fnotivatioy~ a:nd informstion.~’ 

Dr: Lorie Fridell, USF 

3~ 
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Many organizations offer strategies to address systemic 

discrimination and implicit bias 

"While implicit biases are deeply entrenchec~ }n the subconsc}ous, researches generally 

agree that biases are mal}eable and t~at ira#licit associations ms’y be unlear~:ed." 

Interventions that may debias successfu!ly: 

$, Counter-stereotypic traininA 

2. Exposureto counter~stereotypicindividuals 

,3, Intergroup contact 

4. Education about implicit b}as 

5. Accountability 

6. Fosteringe~alitarian motives 

7. Taking the perspective of others 
g, Deliberative processing 
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Dr. Fride~l a~d US DOJ offer suggestions specific to the criminal 

justice context 

A~eas of intervention to create a "Comprehensive Program To Produce 

Fairness In Policing:" 

1, Recruitmentand Hiring 

2, Policies prohibiting racially biased policing 

3, Leadership!supervision and accountability 

4, Outreach to diverse communities 

5, Assessinginstitutionalpractices/priorities 

6, Measurement 

7, Traipsing 

4O 
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The National Center for State Courts outlines simii[ar strategies to 

address implicit bias 

Risk Factors’. 
¯ Certain Emotional S~ates 

(eg, anger, disgust, happiness) 
÷ Ambiguity 
¯ Salient Social Categories 

(eg, race more salient than sexua~ity~ 
¯ Low-effort cognitive processing 
¯ Distracted or pressured decision-mak~n~ 

circum~ta~lces 

Lack of feedback 

Strategies: 

1, Raise awareness about imp:licit. :bias 

2, See to identify and :~onsciously acknowledge real 

group a~d individua! differe~ces (eg, ~’co[or- 

blindness actually produces greater irr~p~cit 

bias"] 

Routi!~e~y check thought Dro~ess~s a~d deci~io~s 

4, ~dent~fy distractiorts and 5ot~rce5 of ,;tress in the 

deci~Jon-maMn~ enviro~ment and remove or 

reduce them 

5, ~dent~fy sources of ambiguity in the decision- 

maki~ng context a:l~d establish more concrete 

standards before engaging in the decision-, 

making process 

6. ~nstitute feedback mechan:~sms 

7, Inceease exgos~e to ~;tigmatize~ group 

members and counter-stereot~’pes aad reduce 

exposure to stereotypes 
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In closing... 

47 
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Please contact me at your convenience if I can be of further assistance 

to the HRC, the City Council, FADE, DPD, or any :related organizations. 

Bayal’d R Love, MBA, MPP 

@Amail.com: 

 

 

4~ 
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Appendix 

Sources for slide 19 "Reiative rate index for measures across child welfare~ health, 
education, crimi~at j:ustice, child welfare, and economic well*being in North 

Carolina=" 

Resression output 

44 
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Sources for slide 19 "Relative rate index for measures across child 

welfare, health, education, criminal justice, child weld:are, and 

economic wefl-being in No~t:h Carolina" 

i~:~i~ ~:~:~:~:~::~ ..................................................................... ~. ~ ~,,.~,,,, ~:~ ~.~ ~ ~ .......................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: k ~::j~/,~::,:~i~,:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped for all 

officers (I) 
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Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped for all 

officers (11) 

47 
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Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped for 

exclud n8 38 ’worst apples’ (I) 
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Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped excludin8 

38 ’worst apples’ (fl) 

4£ 
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Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped for 

exclud ng 38 ’worst apples’ AND 51 ’bad apples’ 

5O 



Regression output: odds of being searched if stopped for 

exclud ng 38 ’worst apples’ AND 51 ’bad apples’ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Wednesday, January 22,2014 12:43 PM 

......... ~k@yahoo.com; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CaviIJK@tsu.edu; 
crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman D~.horah I <dstro@unc.edu>; emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; 
hhinton@nccu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;            ~/@yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu;          ~@gmail.com; 
rflowers@emich.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; 

}@gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer <briemer@emich.edu>; 
Harry Edwards <drhedwards@icloud.com>; Jay Coakley <jcoakley@uccs.edu>; Jeff montez de Oca 

~@gmail.com>; Marita Gilbert <mgilbert@allegheny.edu>; Nameka Bates ~@gmail.com>; richard 
lapchick <rlapchick@ucLedu>; tiffany Jones .......... s@gmail.com>; socialworkandsports@gmail.com; stahlejm@tjsl.edu; 
wgriffin@uw.edu; @yahoo.com; ’ I@gmaiLcom; jennilee@u.washington.edu; ~gmail.com; 
a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; Vania Mar~ipod ~gmail.com>; brandon. @gmail.com; 

~@gmail.com; Polo DeCano <          ~@gmail.com> 

abailey@wsurban.org; amena@miamiherald.com; andy.d.katz@espn.com; apetrini@dailypress.com; 
Art.Berko@espn.com; barnetj@phillynews.com; bburwell@post-dispatch.com; bobbrown@bmpradio.com; 
cewing@courier-journal.com; devine@miamiherald.com; dglenn@curtismedia.com; don.VanNatta@espn.com; 
dshelton@seattletimes.com; dvanesselstyn@starledger.com; editor@stiffjab.net; erroll@ncproam.com; 
espnfrontrow@espn.com; espnpr@espn.com; eutchman@premiereradio.com; gahern@usatoday.com; 
gene.warnick@dailynews.com; hank.winnicki@newsday.com; info@ap.org; jcjohnson@wral.com; jconnelly@th- 
record.com; jconnelly@timesshamrock.com; jeff.kuehn@oakpress.com; jim.lefko@indystar.com; 
jjohnson@dothaneagle.com; jrojas@miamiherald.com; jrosen@kcstar.com; letters@annarbor.com; letters@nytimes.com; 
letters@washpost.com; Inelson@nctimes.com; mbracken@baltsun.com; mharris@washingtontimes.com; 
mikeandmike@espnradio.com; news@dailytargum.com; nytnews@nytimes.com; oped@starledger.com; 
pvigna@pnco.com; Sage.Steele@espn.com; sbarker@nhregister.com; scoop@huffingtonpost.com; 
smcmanhon@salemstate.edu; strosky@timesdispatch.com; tluicci@starledger.com; wrc@nytimes.com 

1st Annual Student-Athletes Human Rights Project Colloquium & Town Hall Meeting - Mission Accomplished 

Dear Friends & Colleagues: 

I hope this message and the NewYear finds you in great spirit and health. I am writing to share some afterthoughts on the 1st annual Student-Athletes Human Rights Colloquium and 

Town Hall meeting. The colloquium and town hall meetings included nine outstanding presentations and two delighting moderators Although the attendance was not what we expected 

over 100 attendees tuned in via Live Stream The Cal athletic director and representatives Princeton University personally joined the afternoon session In the coming weeks the 

presentations, by a new wave in scholar activists, will be available on our website. 

However, the colloquium did not end without controversy, during our afternoon mental health panel one of the moderators learned that representatives from the Hilton Gaslamp had 

thrown our sign, outside of the room, in the garbage The Hilton’s actions prompted an intense, but purely professional conversation, in the hallway, that led to us being informed that we 

could not protest. In my opinion protest do not typically come with Powerpoint slides. A moderator and I were informed "we could not offend the host" and the Hilton is an NCAA host 

hotel. We requested a refund, our request was honored, and we quietly and professionally exited the meeting space. 

Nonetheless, the presenters, moderators, and I represented The Project very well The Live Stream resulted in over 100 views, 45 Facebook likes and 77 tweets Additionally, the 

gathering provided The Project and student-athletes with an expanded network of nine more layers, doctors, academics, and practitioners who are dedicated to their well being. The 

camaraderie the presenters and moderators developed over the 48 hours will be invaluable to our cause 

"To deny anyone their human rights is to challenge their very humanity" - MLK Jr. 

In closing, I hope that we can take our teamwork to another level. I believe that in 2013 we truly made a difference. Trust that I am busy at work on the UNC case and others., and will be 

in touch soon. 

Peace 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:48 PM 

Madill, Valerie S <madill@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Madden, Annette P 

<madden@email.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watldnsd@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc.edu>; Convissor, Linda 

<linda_convissor@unc.edu>; Ritter, E Tyler <etritter@email.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Owre, Max 

<owre@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Kresha <karussell@aux-services.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Anthony, 

Robert G Jr <ranthony@email.unc.edu>; Norris, Christie Hinson <cnorris@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; Latham, Darius <dlatham@live.unc.edu>; White, Aaryn 

<apwhite@live.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

February 9 Friday Center Celebration of Black History Month 

Colleagues, 

Please distribute as you see fit. Many thanks for your support. 

http://frJdaycenter.unc.edu/toppm/ind ex.htm [ 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
D[!’ector 

The W~Hiam ap.d Ida }"~iday (;e~te~" Jb~- (;onti~uing EducatJo]~ 

Adjnuct Assistant Professor 

D epargnent of E~:g~ish and gon:pa~ative l,Reratm’e 

TEe University ofNo~’th Ca~’oli~m at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~iI 9 962,2646 dh’ect ] 9195i62 2061 

rob bPace@unc,edu i ~Mdaycenter,unc,edu 

~’idaycente r,unc,edu/s torie s 

{]ire to [hc }"dd~y Ccp,[e~’ a[ 

fridaycenterm]~c.edu/g~R 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 5:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS Student Intern Liability Coverage 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

Uniw:~rsit¥ o[ North Ci~roliru~ ~: Chapel 

Treasury & Rbk Managen~ent 5ervk:es 

~04 Akport Drive, SuSie 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Cl~apel H~H, NC 27599-:[:1.e~ 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

919-.962 -90~51 

919-9~52-O536 

F~m= BenNngton, Robin A 
Sent~ Thursday, January 23, 201~ 4:26 PN 

Subje¢t£ RE: ~SS Student Intern Uabili~ Coverage 

Haven’t rece~ved it yet. 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk M~nagement Aru;Iys~: 

University o[ North Ci~rol~ru~ ~;~: Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Managernent Services 

~04 Akport Drive, Su~e 2700 

Campus 8ox :[ 

Ch~pel H~H, NC 27599-110~? 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

9~9-.9~?-~o~ (0 

Sent~ Thursday, January 23, 201~ 2:49 PN 
T~ Benning~n, Robin A 
Nubje~t~ RE: ~SS Student Intern Liabili~ Coverage 

Robin, 

My $15 should arrive either today or tomorrow. Thanks for your help in this matter. 

Thanks, 

From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.bennington@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:07 PM 

To: 

Subject: EXSS Student Intern Liability Coverage 

So sorry       , I thought that I had already sent this info to you, Too much rnuiti,-tasking today, 

Piease find attached a copy of the 2013-2014 brochure, which provides you with the coverage information and exclusions of the poiicy. I have added you 

to our roster for Spring 2014, 

The premium for Spring 2014 is S15,00 per person per semester, If you wiii please make your check payabie to "UNC-Chapel Hill", We will accept your 

personal check, a cashier’s check, or money order, You may mail the check to my attention at the address below or drop it by my office, Piease include the 

entire address so it will arrive to me in a timeiy manner, 

I wili go ahead and request coverage for you and once I receive your payment, I wiil confirm receipt, 

Meanwhile, should you have any questions or concerns, piease feel free to contact me, 

Thanks! 

Robin 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

Universi~:y of Nofl:h Carolina at (;h~pe~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Ddve, SLdte 2700 

Campus Box :1100 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-:1.:[~ 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

919-9(52-.906I (t) 

919-.962-0~G6 

Sent= Thursday, January &6, 2014 2:43 PN 
Te; Bennington, Robin A 

Okgreat. So has the S~5just been added to my tuition? 



From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.bennington~unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 2:09 PM 

Subject: RE: 

Ac~ualiy, rile $15 is iust for generai liability. Unless there is a professionai or medk:a~ type exposure, some hands on pat~ent-Wpe exposur% the ge~era~ 

HabH~ty should work. 

Robin A~ Bennington 

Risk M~na~?~ment Aru~IVs~: 

Uniw~rs~tv o~ North C~rol~ru~ ~: Chape~ H~II 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

~04 Akport Drive, Su~Le 2700 

Campus 8ox 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599- ~.043 

robin.benn~n~ton @unc.edu 

9~9-.962-906Z (L) 

9~9-962-.0536 

From: 
Se.~ Thursday, 

To: Benning~rb ~obin A 

I believe I require the professional liability insurance because I was told I would need to pay $15 for the term. 

From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.benniq~ton@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:42 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Okay. If Vou discow-’.rV that you need professional iiabiiity pie.use, let me know, Meanwhiie, I wiil add Vou to the general liability roster, 

Thanks, 

Robin 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Man~gement Analyst 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina at Chapei 

Treasury & Risk Management Services 

:[04 A~port Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 

Chapel H~I], NC 

robin.bennington @unc.edu 

9~9-962-.9065 (t) 

919-.962-0[G6 (f) 

Seati Wednesday, 3anuaPt $5, 2054 3:37 
Te; Bennington, Robin A 
Subject= RE: 

Robin, 

i’m workin8 with Sports and Properties, inc. in Cary. As of now, i know that I’ll be helping around the office, but after my first day tomorrow, I’ll have a 
better idea. 

Thanks, 

From: Bennington, Robin A <robin.bennin~ton@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Piease explain Go me wi~o you are workin~ with and wha~ you are doing for your ~nternship. 

Thanks, 

RoMn 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel H~ll 

Treasury & Rbk Management Services 

104 A~r~x~rt Drive, Su~:e 2700 

Campus Box 1500 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--11~ 

robin.benn~nBton @unc.edu 

919-.962 -90(~1 



From: Lo.,._, ................ J 
Se~t: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:06 PH 

To: Bennington, Robin A 
Subject: 

Ms. Bennington, 

My name is          ~, and I am enrolled in EXSS, 
know how we can make this happen, 

Thanks, 

(Spring 2014). I need the student insurance internship coverage. My PID is ~ Let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 11:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Powerful article! Good conversation piece... 

Thanks. So much of what we are talking about on campus all connect. It is a topsy-turvy, insecure world we 
live in right now. 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

I:rom: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 8:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Powerful article! Good conversation piece... 

h tt p://www.t h e a t la n tic. c o m/e d u ca t io n/a rc h iv e/2014/01/t h e-d a n se r-of-tellins-p o o r-k i d s-t h a t-coil ese-is-t h e- 

key-to-social-mobility/283120/ 

The Danger of Telling Poor Kids That College 
Is the Key to Social Mobility 
Higher education should be promoted to all students as an opportunity to experience an intellectual awakening, not just 

increase their earning power. 

ANDREW SII’vIIvlONSJAN 16 2014, 9:31 AM ET 

!~lllll!~urke/AP Images 

A ~gth-grader wrote a college admissions essay about wanting to pursue a career in oceanography. Let’s call her Isabella. A 

few months ago, we edited it in my classroom during lunch. The writing was good, but plenty of ~7-year-olds fantasize 

about swimming with whales. Her essay was distinctive for another reason: Her career goals were not the highlight of the 

essay. They were just a means of framing her statement of purpose, something surprisingly few personal statements 

actually get around to making. 

The essay’s core concerned the rhetoric that 

educators had used to motivate her and her peers-- 

other minority students from low-income 

communities. She’d been encouraged to think of 

college foremost as a path to socioeconomic mobility. 

Since elementary school, teachers had rhapsodized 

about the opportunities that four years of higher 

education could unlock. Administrators had rattled 

off statistics about the gulf in earnings between 

college graduates and those with only high-school 

diplomas. She’d been told to think about her family, 



their hopes for her, what they hadn’t had and what 

she could have if she remained diligent. She’d been promised that good grades and a ticket to a good college would lead to 

a good job, one that would guarantee her financial independence and enable her to give back to those hard-working people 

who had placed their faith in her. 

Thankfully, Isabella decried this characterization as shortsighted and simplistic. My guess is that only students like her 

ever have to hear it. 

The black and Latino kids I teach live in Inglewood and West Adams in Los Angeles. Their parents are house-cleaners, 

truck drivers, and non-union carpenters. When administrators, counselors, and teachers repeat again and again that a 

college degree will alleviate economic hardship, they don’t mean to suggest that there is no other point to higher 
education. Yet by focusing on this one potential benefit, educators risk distracting them from the others, emphasizing the 

value of the fruits of their academic labor and skipping past the importance of the labor itself. The message is that 

intellectual curiosity plays second fiddle to financial security. 

While Isabella’s essay acknowledged her lack of economic advantages and portrayed with sensitivity her parents’ struggles, 

she was eager to focus first on nurturing her intellectual passion. She detailed how her curiosity about sea urchins and 

other marine life had led to a passion she wants to sustain through college and a subsequent career. College will ferry her 

to her intellectual destiny, not a financial windfall. She’ll make her life’s work what she wants to do, not just what she is 

able do. 
My students are understandah~y-pre~.~upied~u~t‘h..ra~n¢y~.~.T~hey.d~n~t..hax~e~the-pri~ege.~t~-.n~t worry about it. They 

fantasize about what their future wealth will permit them to enjoy. They dream about specific models of ears in certain 

colors and gargantuan houses in particular neighborhoods and opulent meals at their favorite restaurants any time they 

wish. Many swoon over the East Coast liberal arts colleges they visit on the special trips that my school is thoughtful 

enough to arrange. Colleges like Swarthmore and Haverford fly students like Isabella out during college applications 
season. A few are accepted but most attend state schools, which, especially in California, can provide excellent educational 

opportunities. The irony, though, is that many of these students aspire to go to a liberal-arts school but don’t necessarily 

tmderstand its significance. They’re drawn to sleepy quads, weathered brick, and cascading ivy, but they are resolutely 

pre-professional in spirit. 

In contrast, at the private school I attended for the last two years of high school, my classmates thought about what they 

wanted to learn in college, not only what they wanted to become. Some knew medical or law school loomed in the future, 

but they thought about the work in a different way. My privileged classmates enjoyed money, from what I could tell. A few 
reveled in their ears and clothes, but most appeared to take it for granted. They didn’t talk about it. Instead, a future 

doctor talked about working at the CDC to fight public health epidemics. A future lawyer envisioned starting a defense 

firm to provide a service to the hometown community. Most of us wanted to do something special. 

My students’ fantasies of the actual work they’d do in a well-paid professional capacity are vague by comparison-- 

practicing law without knowing the difference between civil and criminal litigation or how to prepare for law school, doing 

business without an understanding of the nuts and bolts of entrepreneurship. While the vagueness stems from the lack of 

models in their communities, it also comes from the lack of imagination with which mentors have addressed their 

professed college plans. Students hear that being a doctor is great because doctors can make money, enjoy respect, and 

have a great life. They don’t hear that being a doctor is great because doctors possess the expertise to do great things. 
When schools deemphasize the intellectual benefits of higher education, students become less imaginative about their 

futures. 

The rhetoric echoes the oft-cited work of dean Anyon, an education researcher who died in September. Studying 

elementary schools, Anyon looked at how schools can condition kids for positions in life. She saw that schools teaching the 

children of affluent families prepared those kids to take on leadership roles and nurtured their capacity for confident self- 

expression and argument. Schools teaching children from low-income families focused on keeping students busy and 

managing behavior. A middle-class school deemphasized individual expression and in-depth analysis and rewarded the 
dutiful completion of specified rote tasks. In each case, according to Anyon, a "hidden curriculum" has prepared students 

for a future role in society. Some students learn to take orders and others learn to chart a course of action and delegate 

responsibility. School can either perpetuate inequity through social reproduction or have a transformative effect and help 

students transcend it. 



The rhetoric Isabella has heard about the purpose of college has a hidden message as well. When school environments 
casually yet consistently deemphasize the intellectual benefits of higher education, students become less imaginative about 
their futures. According to ACT’s College Choice Report from November 9013, ,39 percent of students pick a college major 
that doesn’t really interest them. The same study suggests that students are less likely to graduate when they do this. As 
high school educators know, good students have less trouble getting into selective schools than they do graduating from 
them - especially first-generation minority college students like Isabella and her classmates. 
College should be "sold" to all students as an opportunity to experience an intellectual awakening. M1 students should 
learn that privilege is connected to the pursuit of passions. People are privileged to follow their hearts in life, to spend 
their time crafting an identity instead of simply surviving. Access to higher education means that your values and interests 
can govern your choices. It makes sense that privileged 18-year-olds who have already learned that lesson gravitate to 
liberal-arts colleges. I would prefer not to live in a country in which rhetoric about the purpose of college urges kids from 
privileged backgrounds to be innovators and creators while the poor kids who do very well in school are taught to be 
educated, capable employees. Isabella figured it out on her own - much as she’s managed to ace her classes without 
academic help outside of school. To achieve this goal more broadly, though, we need to proaetively teach our most 
marginalized students that honing an intellectually curious frame of mind is as essential to leading an invigorating 
working life as ambition and work ethic. 

¯ Fascinating comments too. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLll 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EX$$ Sport Administration, Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu.) 
Frank Hawkins Renan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor (http://www.kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

Chapel HiR, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

#HeelForward 

the End, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lowry Caudill ~ il@groail.coro> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 4:19 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: HuffPost Live NOW - 1£NC featured 

The letter at the bottoro froro the mom is really nice. 

On Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at 4:05 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"No~ing wR1 ever be ~em pted if all possible objections roust first be overcome. 

~ Smnuel Jotmson 

Frooro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:01 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J; Osborne, Barbara; Stephens, John B; Kim Strom-Gottfried I 
(Paul Friga(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Huff Post Live NOW - UNC featured 
Iroporl:ance: High 

:@c~mail.com); Perrin, Andrew J; Mosley, Layna; Foster, Beverly B.; Friga, Paul 

http:!!live.huffingtonpost.eom!r!se~nent:!on campus "athletes low llt:eraey levels at une/52e13bed2b8e2a362000021d 

Deborah L. Strornar~, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843,0336 

"Nothing ~,ill ever be attem p~ed if M1 possible objections roust firs~ be overcoroe." 

~ Smnud 

CONI,~DEN’i’IAL1TY N{)TICE: ihi~ e-~naJl mess ~ge, Jnc]::dirtg ath~c}~nents ifauj, J~ intended on12~ lSr ~he ..pervert ,:>~ m:fi:y to ,t hi,zh 1~ is ~ddres~ ell a~d ~n~3, contain eortfidm:fial rod/or )~ivileged ~n~efial A~y ..- 

-nnmxIkmszed ~e’,,iew, nse, disc]c~;~e or dJ~;t~ibu~,:m is pro}fil)i~ed If you are not the i~ten,.ted recipient, p]ei~e contac~ r}~e stander by reply e-~n~il a~d desIroy al] c,:~pie~; ,>f the original messi~ge. 

Frooro: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:26 AN 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Stephens, John B; Stroman, Deborah L; Kim Strom-Gottfried ~ 
(Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject: Joy - FW: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

}gmail.com); Perrin, Andrew J; Nosley, Layna; Foster, Beverly 84 Friga, Paul 

’[’he l~st benefit ~toiy am~mg the l~md chatk:r of the "w~zmg" associated with college athletics is o,~e like this one. One weeke,~d in a lacrosse clinic may have 

cN~ged this one child’s t\ttt~e. Not to overdramatize the poh~L bt~ how do you puI a price tag or a ~tat>tic to a c[u]d’s i’utum. 

Ioy L 9:en~scr, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate t:;roCe~;~;or and Director 



919.-956.-5 [,¢7]3esk 

!)t9-9~6-~95 i Fsx 

-CONFI] )}1i’7171&L]]7¥ "NOTICE: ’D~s e-mail message, including at[actm’*ents, if any, is m~ended on]y Jh)r the -persor~ or entiW to }~ bicb il is addressed and may co~tain confldenda] arid/or 
privileged mmeriaL &ny --unauthorized review, use, disclom~re or distribu~ie~ is prohibiled, igyou are n~ the m~ended recipienl please co~tacl ~he seceder by repl) e-mai] and destroy all 
copies of’the original message 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, Januan/27, 2014 10:50 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Folt, Carol Lynn; Dean, Jr,, James W, 
Subject: FW: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Very good letter from a mom. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Bmschi>, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, JanumT 27, 2014 at 8:46 PM 

To: "Gwaltney. Clint" <cgwaltne¥~unc.edu> 

Co: "Robinson, Kevin T" <krob~unc.edu>, "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Just thought I’d share a Very cool and "positive" note from a parent whose son attended our winter clinic Sunday. Portrays the UNC student athletes in a "positive" way, 
much needed and awesome! 

My best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fo~-arded message: 

From v) grnail.com> 

Date: January 27, 2014 at 7:38:19 PMEST 

To: <breschi,@.uncaa.unc.edt~>, <bholman~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>, <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>, < ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Dear Coach Bmschi, Coach Holman, the lacrosse staff’and the Tarheel Lacrosse Team: 

Thm~c you, thank you, thank you from the bottom of my hem~t tbr allowing me a groat paacent moment which is all dne to your Winter Youth Clinic. 

My son              attended the clinic on Sunday. We live in Henderson, Noffth Carolina and drive to North Raleigh three days per week to play 

in the Rival Lacrosse League ....... has also had the privilege of playing on the Cmcolina Cm~nons U9 squad (which we thank you for your leadership as 
well). He roll be playing for the Cannons in the summer as well. 

...... is a sloppy kid. He’s always been a sloppy kid. His handwriting stinks and he could cam less about school although he spends hours a day 
working on his faceoff drills (he aspires to be the next            , on the wall and his Warrior challenge. As parents, we have tried and tried to 
show him that the way to become a groat lacrosse plwer is in the classroom as well as coaches aren’t often interested in players who cmmot perlbnn in 



the classroom, i    ~ °’knows" that but at the Winter Youth Clinic, he learned it first hand and for "that, I cannot thank you enough! 

Normally I have to cajole     to do his homework and when I do get him to do it, it’s rushed and many times incomplete. Today was a difl~rent 

day.., a very ditt~rent day. He came straight home and did his homework, completely, without being asked. Atter feeling his head to make sure he 
didn’t have a fever, I asked hitn what was up. At that point, he picked up his stick to head outside to throw on the wall. He turued around and said to 

me, ’"][’he capta~n at the clinic told us that at Carolina, the order of things is t:amily, academics and then lacrosse. I remembered that this morning at 

school and I had the best day I have ever had." 

With tears in my eyes, I decided to go with him to throw on the wall (I’m still learning to catch) as I didn’t want the moment to end. As a parent, you do 

not know how much your p~ogram and your players mean to us. Sunday made all the difference in the world to one little boy who took more out of that 

clinic than roll dodges, face offs and stick skills. He took a life lesson the Carolina way. 

Thank you. Thank you tbr your program. Thank you tbr your leadership. Thank you tbr the values you instill in every child you come across. 

couldn’t remember the captain’s name (although he is a HUGE fan of. 

[mnily in little ok          had an absolutely freaking great Monday all because of him. 

Yours, 

but if you would let him know that the 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Brace A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 6:10 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: HuffPost Live NOW - UNC tbatured 

While I would like to believe "I understand"; part of my ongoing enlightenment is a recognition that I cannot fully understm~d where you are coming from, But I 

have confidence an effective strategy is emerging. We will have to see. 

Fr~rm Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Thursday, ~anuary 30, 20~4 5:~4 PM 

To= Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: RE: Huff Post Live NOW - UNC featured 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnrlcNe, £~p~or’e. Empower. 

9~19.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted i~ all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Fmm~ Cairns, Bruce A 
$ent~ Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:~9 PN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject~ R[: Huff Post Live NOW - ONe featured 

No question-, you had not though~ that before?9 ~ believe understar~ding thb is true will be keg to lmplemer~ting an effective strategy for moving forwar~+..gAC 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent~ Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:54 PN 

T~ Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject~ R[: Huff Post Live NOW - ONe featured 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe: Explore, Empower: 

919,843.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ~f al~ possiNe objections must first be evereome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20~4 4:53 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Huff Post Live NOW - UNC featured 

E)ebbie: 

Thanks- I recorded audio on my con phone. When ~ figure o~[ how to downioad/converb ~ wH~ send to you._BAC 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

201 Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (929) 966 8259 

~ax: (929) 843 6568 

Lynn West (~mwest~med~unc,edu) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20~4 4:0~ PN 
To: Rennet, Joy 3; Osborne, Barbara; Stephens, John B; Kim Strom-Go~ried (strom~ot@~mail.com); Perrin, Andrew J; Nosley, Layna; Foster, Beverly B.; Friga, Paul 

Subject: RE: Huff Post Live NOW - UNC featured 
Impo~ance: High 

}attp:////live.}auf£-ing-ton~?ost.corn//r//scgn=ent//on campus atl~]ctes low liter~acy levels at unc/’52e13bcd268c2a3620(10021d 

Deborah L. S[roman, P~.D. CLU 

E~Lq~qe: Explore, Empower: 

919,843.0336 



"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Renner, Joy _1 

Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:26 AN 
To-" Osborne, Barbara; Stephens, John B; Stroman, Deborah L; Kim Strom-Gottfried _,r~g!~_a_!_Lc__o__Lr_0; Perrin, Andrew J; Nosley, Layna; Foster, Beverly B.; Friga, Paul 
(Paul Frk~a .@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Subject-" Joy - FW: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

The co~ches are hearing the c~mpu~.; and changing s~rategies or conLim~ing with ~.;l:rategies for those who have aiways held ac~dernics high on Lhe prioriLy chart. 

The losL benefit story among the loud chatter of the "wrong" assoch~l:ed w~th (:oUe~e atMetics is one ~U~e Lhis one, One weekend h~ ~ ~acrosse clink: may haw~ 

chan~ed LhJs one child’s ~:uture~ NoL Lo overdramat~ze the point, ~ut how do you puL a price tag or a statistic Lo a ch~d’s future. 

Jo~,£ Rennet, M.A., El(R), FAE~RS 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hd~ 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.B0 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A South Cokm~bia St. 
Chapel HHI, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.514.7Desk 

 Cell 

919-966=6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This e--mad message, b~ch.idh-~g attachments, ff any, is intended on~y for the -person or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confident~a~ and/or 

privileged material Ar~V .--.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h~ prohibited. If ~’ou are not [he [hi:ended rec~p[en[, please corfl:aci: 1:he sender by repJy e-mall and 

destroy aH copies Of the or[g:nal mess;~e. 

Fm~= Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent= Nonday, 3anua~ 27, 202~ Z0:50 PH 

To= Broome, Lissa L; Renner, 3oy 3 

C¢= FOlt, Carol Lynn; Dean, Jr., James W. 

Subject= ~: From a grateful parent whose son a~ended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Very ~ood letter from a morn. 

Bubba Cunnin~ham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Breschi>, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, January 27, 2014 at 8:46 PM 

To: "Gwaltney, Clint" <g~j~.~9_~.~.~.~gxe_~.~.> 

co: "Robinson, Kevin T" <~/~_~_@~E~:&~_~>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <~_y_~E~.~_~[:~_:~_y.> 

Subje~: Fwd: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Just thought I’d share a Very coo~ and "positive" note from a parent whose son attended our winter clinic Sunday. Portrays the U NC student athletes in a "positive" way, much 

needed and awesome~ 

My best. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From ~F~maU.com> 

Date: January 27, 2014 at 7:38:19 PM EST 

To: <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>, <bholman~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: < _c_f.e__!_f_s_ @_.u__n__c_g_a_:_u_!_!c_:e__d_ .u_>, <p__n__!yers@ uncaa.unc.edu >, .@_e_._n_~._a_!!_.__L!_n_c_: .e_d__L!.> 

Subject: From a grateful parent whose son attended the Winter Youth Clinic 

Dear Coach Breschi, Coach Holman, the lacrosse staff and the Tarheel Lacrosse Team: 

Thank you, thank you, thank you from the bottom of my heart for allowing me a great parent moment which is all due to your Winter Youth Clinic. 

My son,             , attended the clinic on Sunday. We live ir            North Carolina and drive to North Raleigh three days per week to play in 

the Rival Lacrosse League. Beau has also had the privilege of playing on the Carolina Cannons U9 squad (which we thank you for your leadership as 

well). He will be playing for the Cannons in the summer as well. 

is a sloppy kid. He’s always been a sloppy kid. His handwriting stinks and he could care less about school although he spends hours a day working 

on his faceoff drills (he aspires to be the next           ~), on the wall and his Warrior challenge. As parents, we have tried and tried to show him 

that the way to become a great lacrosse player is in the classroom as well as coaches aren’t often interested in players who cannot perform in the 

classroom      "knows" that but at the Winter Youth Clinic, he learned it first hand and for that, I cannot thank you enough ! 

Normally I have to cajole     to do his homework and when I do get him to do it, it’s rushed and many times incomplete. Today was a different day... 

a very different day. He came straight home and did his homework, completely, without being asked. After feeling his head to make sure he didn’t 

have a fever, I asked him what was up. At that point, he picked up his stick to head outside to throw on the wall. He turned around and said to me, 

"The captain at the clinic told us that at Carolina, the order of things is family, academics and then lacrosse. I remembered that this morning at school 

and I had the best day I have ever had." 

With tears in my eyes, I decided to go with him to throw on the wall (I’m still learning to catch) as I didn’t want the moment to end. As a parent, you 

do not know how much your program and your players mean to us. Sunday made all the difference in the world to one little boy who took more out of 

that clinic than roll dodges, face offs and stick skills. He took a life lesson -the Carolina way. 

Thank you. Thank you for your program. Thank you for your leadership. Thank you for the values you instill in every child you come across. 



couldn’t remember the captain’s name (although he is a HUGE fan of, 

I had an absolutely frealdng great Monday all because of him. 

Yours, 

but if you would let him know that the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 7:43 PM 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <ztstro@unc.edu~ 

Subject: KI Sport Meeting notes 

Hi all, 

Thanks for taking the time to meet today! Below are our notes from the meeting. 

Action Items: 

All - Fill out this Doodle poll: 

Individuals teams -coordinate your next meeting; figure out different roles on your team and what specific things you want to accomplish; and please 

update the Google doc project plan so other teams know what your timeline looks like and what different projects you are working on. 

12 team - Coordinate getting updated database information 

Ops team - email "     ~ith contacts needed for event space (A!V contact, catering contact, etc) 

s -send sponsorship tiers to Susan by Saturday evening 

All -Tweet! 

All - Read this article © 

Semester work: We’re splitting up into smaller teams. Please meet with your smaller teams to get on the same page as far as what you are going to accomplish and 

when you are going to do it. Come prepared to the next group meeting with your strategy for the semester as well as updates!progress made. Feel free to reach 

out with any thoughts!questions to me or Tetsu. 

Programmin9 ] Marketing/Communications ] Operations / Event Planninq I Corporate Relationst 

Things to consider as you all scope out your work: 

Marketing: 

Twitter-      is owning Twitter channel content & positioning 

o Positioning for audience 

[] Basketball only summit 

[] Location- Chapel Hill, bball museum 

[] Analytics in bball 

[] Networking & learning from industries best 

Facebook 

o Change cover photo 

o Add perks for professionals 

o Make Dr. Stroman a host 

Videos - highlight after the event for advertising next year; promo video with relevant interviews with guests 

Website 

Interviews 

Instagram - no work now; will just push hashtag during event 

Live streaming during the event - decision to do this will be made later; business school also has a system called Panopto 

Linkedln -consider how to handle this 

Corporate Relations & University/Company outreach 

Sponsorship 

Inviting individuals from different companies to attend 

Use MaiIChimp for outreach? 

Look through database! 

Operations / Event Planning: 

Google doc items 

Signs for rooms 

Catering 

Programs 

Floor plans / layouts 

A/V stuff 
See you all in a couple of weeks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 5:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have been in meetings all day but can send something tomorrow. Iql wait until you have a moment to review it and send it on Monday/Tuesday once I hear from 

you, 

Hope the "]’~? l.h.~ ~s going we~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 2:44 PM 

To: 

Subjeck Re: Interesting reads 

Okay. I am at TEDx. I can review now or after 6:00. Doubt he will read it & respond tonight though. Good to send today though. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 12:55 PM wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Brad Shafer is the Associate Dean for Advancement at Kenan-Flagler who offered to send our panel abstract & proposal to his Nike contacts, I 

was going to ~mt the abs~:racti~ropoaal togeth~:_~r today {based oe our s~x~rt science/wearable tech) paee~ and then send to h~m oe M.:N~day. Do 

you want ~:o look at it before ~1: goes ou~:? 

I tNnk your s~gnature is good! The ~ogo ~s qu~te a bk smaller than the quote you have but ~t’s a bit more subtle than nlb~e ~ suppose. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 5:06 PM 

To: 

Cc: I 

Subject: Re: Interesting reads 

Who is Brad Shafer? The Nike person for the Sport Science panel? 

Your BAS signature looks great. 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." - Anne 

Frank 

<imageOO2.png> 

From: ~’.~.~L~).:-~.~::.~.O:~:~.~.~ > 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: RE: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I need to put the panel abstract together this weekend and then was planning to pass afong to Brad sharer hopefully on Monday. 

Apolog~es fo~ the delm¢ on that one, Are we st~ll good hw~ting them or do you think we are getting too many panelists? 

It’s great we’ve got so many confirmations~ J defin~teJy trust theh~ word but ~ven how busy all these people probaMy are, I also ~ook 

forward to aeeing actuaJ Rineraries of flightaihotels. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mP, ilto:dsi:ro@unc.edu~] 

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:53 PM 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: Re: Interesting reads 

Thanks. I share the first one with students every year. 

Have you had any success with your Nike person yet? I am almost feeling scared with all the confirmations and strong "yeses" received as 

speakers. I guess it is is a good problem to have... ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," 

~ Anne Frank 

<imageOO2.png> 

From:, ~:, k e n a ~-fi a &~ e r. u n~:. e d u > 

Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 12:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~s~m2%~r~.¢~:~P 
cc: .:~.~Q.~.E~:~j.~ ~::.!~.~!q:~ ~.~ > 



Subject: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

A couple of interesting reads: 

10 most innovative companies in sports: 

20:[4/ti~e-worlds-to~-ziO-most-in nova tive-com,:~a ~ies-i n-s,:~orts 

o Northwestern’s new ticket pridn~ scheme looks really interesting] 

NBA D-leasue -implementation of wearable tech 

You may have already seen these but wanted to be sure to pass them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stachowicz, Christine <christine@unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 17, 2014 11:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbicklbrd@unc.edu>; Turner, Katie <katie mrner@unc.e&>; Ives, 
Timothy J. <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

l@live.unc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnm~@unc.edt~- 

RE: lbllow up from yesterday’s meeting 

The version I senL on 2/I1 would be fine if we did not feel the need to specify the years for which we’re requesting diaaggregated data. Note that in his 

presentation, Fort went back as far as 2002/03 [:or sorne data (slides 3-4}, and he consistently skipped 2008/09~ If we want to leave it open to see what data OIRA can 

get from Ron -- or just figure that we’ll be discussing the request with Lynn in more detail after she receives the letter -- then this draft should do. 

Christine 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, February 17, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Turner, Katie; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy .14 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Please move forward. ;) 

debby 

From: <Bickford>, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 3.7, 203_4 3_0:33 AM 

To: Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu>, Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>, "Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan" 

<kgio@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden" <.s___h___e___d___e__n___d__L__@__]_[_v___e_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Whisnant, Anne Mitchell" <_A___n___n___e_____W____h_!_s___n__a___n___t___@___u___n__£:__e___d__u__> 

Subje~: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I’m happy with this -Thanks, Katie. 

Donna 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:29 AM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Bickford, Donna M; Ives, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Just checking it to see if this is the final version you want to send. If so, l’m happy to get it over to Ron and Lynn. 

Thanks, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent; Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:23 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Ives, -Rmothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Sorry ----I have a t:ew rninor edits in the t:irsL paragraph, plus a cornment on the possible need to be more specific abouL the Lime period we’d like to see 

covered. 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:46 PM 
To: Ives, -Rmothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine 
C:c: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject; RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

That seems great to me; I altered the first paragraph to reflect Tim’s comments (see attached) and I am fine with Tim and Katie moving forward on this. 

I’ll go ahead and send out the email to Ashley as well- 



Donna 

From: Ives, Timothy [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:39 PM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone: 

One last comment, I promise, but want to get it in before the snow hits, so this can be wrapped up by the end of the week, even if it’s done at 

home. 

In looking it over in the context of recent comments by everyone, it seems that the letter should go to Lynn, with just a cc to Ron. The comments of 

thanking him have already been done, and we can repeat them at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday, weather permitting. 

That said, the first paragraph may be moot, and the ccto Ron can serve as a marker for Lynn to reference the database that was used for his 

report. I don’t know how fast her office can produce the data and the accompanying report back to us, but we need to get it to her desk and get 

things moving. 

if we are at or close to a consensus point, Katie and I can get the letter out ASAP. Any other thoughts? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ires, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP~ CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy~ Box "7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 9i9.962.@644 

Division oi General Hedicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Hedicine, Box 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-’7110 

Phone: 919. 843. 6480 

Fax : 919. 843 . 0775 

Pager : 919 . 216 . 0193 

~’-mail :            Timothy Ires@me J~ unc. edu 

On 2/10/2014 9:46 AM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

I agree with ALL of Debby’s sentimenLs and suggestion. 

-.Kelly 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 9:41 AM 

To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Ives, -Rmothy 3.; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All. I am in favor of moving forward sooner than later. Most of these questions can be answered while the letter is sitting on their desk. The more delay 

only prolongs the work to be done. The home for this data is Institutional Research. Thus, I think it should be sent there asap. Since RoWs presentation 

"initiated" the inquiry, I think it is appropriate to address him as well. Conversations can also be had with the Provost, Alexander, Clayton and others 

regarding our request or their interest and insight durin~ this time period. We could ask for this analysis to be completed by March 17. Thirty days shouldn’t 

be an unreasonable request due to our committee status.?? ;) 

Let’s just take action. This step is our charge as a committee; there is no harm in getting the ball moving. 

Just my 2 cents. I defer to the committee consensus. 

debby 

From: <Giovanello>, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:38 AM 

To: Timothy Ives <._T_Lm____o___t__h__y__!_v___e___s___@___n_!_e__d__:__u___q_c__=_e___d___u_.>, "Bickford, Donna M" <_d___b__Lc__l_£f_9_r__d____@_,____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.>, Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, 

"Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu>, "Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden" <shedendl@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Tim and committee members, 

I’ve read through Lhe message and suggestionm I do not personally know Rumay Alexander, Taffye Clayton, or Lynn Wilfiford, and as such, 

don’t have much to add for points I, 4, and 5. I do a~ree, however, that timeline for the analysis would be importanL Otherwise, we may be 

waiting a long time~ 

-.Kelly 



From: T~mothy Ives [mailto:Timothy...!ves@med.unc.edu] 
Sent." Saturday, February 08, 20:[4 4::[9 PM 
To." Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc." Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject." Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great. Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity 

Committee? If not, I’ll be happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with 

Christine that this letter should come from the entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several 

questions posed where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

3. For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily (with the rest of them 

included as cc’s). 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton (unofficial1% that is) before sending it? She may have some insights as to where 

the Provost currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to 

us, and more quickly? Just wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. 

That might separate out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g., over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in 

the first letter, perhaps it could be changed into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is 

received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Phar~’.D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

NNC Eshe]man School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The UniversiLy of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phe~e: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of Gene<al Medicine and Clinical Epidemio]ogy 

Department o[ Me<Jioine, CB # 7110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7~i0 

Phone: 919.843.0391 
Fax: 919.843.0775 
Beeper: 919.216.0~93 
e-mail: TJmoLhv Ives@"~’ed.unc.edu 

On 2/7/14, 9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
I’ve just read through the email exchange from yesterday. 
In terms of the letter, I agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, 
should "receive" be changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present 
tense intentionally used so that we may continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, I also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

Davie Hall 34:[A, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 20:[4 5:2:[ PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy ].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
C¢: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
S~bject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the 

committee, it’s a good enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate ® -- but then we have it 



documented and we can make some recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:10 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stroman, Deborah L; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I hadn’t been thinking that we’d be getting (or requesting) any information on where those who left went, or where their 

externa~ offers came from.... ~f we’re not requesth~g that k~nd of information, then ~ ~l<e the content of th~s letter; ~ just changed 

some word~ng (attached). 

On a related note Deb~ ~ was quite interested to read the open letter from Martine Ant~e~ Thank You for sharing that, 

As for the request to Ashley -- I have no objection, except that I don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certainly has access 

to the figures, and she might know Lhe HR policies/practices re: hiring adjuncts. ’As for Lhe other three questions, she might L~e 

able to redirect us like you suggested. Whether she redirects us to someone in HR, or to the Office of Academic Personnel (which 

looks like it might be only for tenure-track, fixed term, or visiting faculty), or elsewhere, I’m afraid that some of the responses 

will b~-’-k, as in Dr. Ande’s letter, "Oh!That depends on th~-_~ Chair of each Department and individual departments w~ry in their 

treatm~:_mt of retentions." 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and/or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron 

showed in his powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person 

ended up at XYZ institution, that might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 2:59 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

X:: BeEieve 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et el. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our 

own retention data. 

Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 



Sent-’ Thursday, February 06, 2014 :~2::~5 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, ~mothy J,; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc-" Turner, Katie~ Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 

Subject-’ RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

From: Bickford, Donna N 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 20.~4 12:06 PH 
To,, Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc; Turner, Katie; Dawkins-Law, Shelby Eden 
Subject-’ follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine 

made, and our discussion yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 
O: 9:~9-g43-7790 

F: 9:19-962-1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hair, Kelly <kelly hair@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:46 PM 

Adam~m, Diaare L <dadamson@email .unc.edu-~; Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu~; Barrett, Patrick Daniel 

<barretlp@email.unc.edu>; Cahan, Andrew Seth <cahan@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Karen <karen.cunningham@unc.edu>; Curfin, 

Denise C ~dcurrin@email.unc.edu~; Ford, Justin G <jgford@emml.unc.edu-~; Goa, Bill C <bgoa@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason 

<jjhalsey@email.unc.edu>; Hauser, Jolm Lawrence <jlhause@email.unc.edu>; Hinto~ Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu>; Jacobs, Da]las I 

~ijacobs@etnail.unc.edu>; Kid& Darrell --~wdkidd@email.unc.edt~,; Mm~gili, Lauren M <hnm~gili@email.unc.edt~,; McLawhom, Joel 

~-jmclawho@ema~l.unc.edu>; Mih~lik, Jason P <jmiha]ik@ema~l.unc.edu>; Rickman, Will <wfickm~@em~fil.unc.edu:>; Rogers, David 

Andrew <rogersda@email.unc.edu>; Stro~nan, Deborah L <ds~tro@unc.edu:>; Tuf[s, Amy Z <atufts@emafil.unc.edu>; Yeargan, David F 

<dyeargan@email.unc.edu;, 

receipts 

Allow a~d nonallow p card.docx 

Hi All, 

If you have any outstanding receipts please make sure that you bring them to me by the staff meeting tomorrow. I absolutely need them by the meeting as my 

deadline is tomorrow. I have attached allowable and non allowable charges just in case anyone would like a reference. I just also want to remind everyone that 

office supplies should be purchased through Staples (unless they do not have the item) and not on the p card, Just send an email to myself or Diane. 

Thanks 

Kelly 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:27 PM 

Inst At?ican Amer Research Ii~r Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

March 2014 Events 

March Events related to African Americans and the African Diaspora 

The March events below, which may be of interest to iAAR listserv members, are sponsored by the IAAR, other units on campus, or institutions in the Triangle. 

4, Writer’s Discussion Series -Dr. Tim McMillan: "Silence, Screen, and Spectacle" 

3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop 

._h__Lt_P__]/_ J__~__o__n_.j~__h__~_Y__n__e__~ ~_Lo__n___e___c__Lr__._y__n__c__.__e___d__yJ___e___v___e_o_~_~L y ~ ~Zm_[O_~ 

4, Funding Workshop [or tesearcb in AJ:rican American and A~frican Diaspora Studies 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

3:00pm-S:00pm, Anne Queen Lounge, Campus ¥ 

Registration Required. To register please email Lisa Quarles at iaar@unc.edu 

18, Writer’s Discussion Series -Genna Rae McNeil & Eboni Marshall Turman: "Witness: Two Hundred Years of African-American Faith and Practice at the 

Abyssinian Baptist Church of Harlem, New York" 

3:~0pm, Bulls Head Bookshop 

h t tps :!/ev e n ts. u n c. e d u/eve n tiwri t e rs- d iscu ssiorl--se r ies-gen n a--ra e--m c n e il- e b o n i-ma rsh a ll-tu r rna n--wi t n ess.-two--h u n d red-yea rs--o f-.afd ca n--a m e ri ca n-[a it h--a n d.- 

prac~ice-at-t h e-a byssinia n--ha p ~ist-church-of--ha rlem--n ew-yorl~i 

19, Theatrical Jazz: The Blue Note in Black Theatre 
One hour lecture/performance presented by Omi Osun Joni L. Jones 

6:30pm, SLIPPAGE Hull Avenue Studio 

http://aaas.duke.edu/uploads/media itemsitheatrical-iazz- fi nal.original.pdf 

21, "1 Remember, I Believe:" Griots, Migrants and the Textures o[ Southern Space" 

A talk by Folashade Alao, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, English and African American Studies, University of South Carolina 

3:00pm-4:3Opm, Anne Queen Lounge, Campus Y 

https://iaar.unc~edu/event/remember-be~ieve-gri~ts-migrants~textures~s~uthern-space~2/ 

25, Premiere Screening of "The Education o.f lda Owens: Science, Civil Rights, and the Integration o.f Duke University" 

6:00pm, the Nasher Museum 

fromdate= 3!1!2014&todate=3!3:L!2014&dis~!ay=Month&ty~e=pub!!c&event!dn=65g:~&~!ew=Event Detai!s&!nformation !d=22139 

26, Graduate Student Brown Bag Series Talk: "Race and Muslims in the Post-Civil Rights Era" 

Atiya Husain, Doctoral Student, Department of Sociology 

12:00pro, IAAR, Suite 309C, Stone Center Building, 

27, Writer’s Discussion Series -Arica CoMmam "That the Blood Stay Pure: African Americans, Native Americans, and the Predicament of Race and Identity in 

Virginia" 

3:30pm, Bulls Head Bookshop 

https:!/events,unc,eduieven ~iwriters-discussion--series.-arica-.coleman--that--the-blood-s~ay-pure--a [rican--americans--na t ive--americans--and.-the-.predicament-o[-- 

race-and-!dent!t y-!n-vi rgin!a / 

You are currently subscribed to ias~-ihc as: dstroman(t~email.unc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id=68287879.{2e56d7707e8e7123323917252de7b6d&n =T&l=iaar-i~ac&o=34309304 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~]l to [e-a.5:e--..‘.3..4..~.(.!~..)..3-~-4..--(.}.8..~..8..7...8...7.~..).~.~.~s~2~2~.~.~.~.~.~.1.7~.~.~2~£~!~1~2~1rL~.~1 



Summer 2014 

A 

1 Name 

2 Reichart, Karaleah 

3 Mortensen, Amy 

4 Reichart, Karaleah 

Holmes, Robley (Robin) 

Reichart, Dan 

Reichart, Dan 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 Reichart, Dan 

11 Fuller, James 

12 Ganko, Eric 

13 Schmitz, Julia 

14 Snively, Tanja 

15 Snively, Tanja 

16 LeBlanc, Robyn 

B 

Degree(s) 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

MA 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

CPA, CMA 

CPA, CMA 

MA 

C 
e-mail address 

kreichar@email.unc.edu 

amym@email.unc.edu 

kreichar@email.unc.edu 

raholmes@,email.u nc.ed u 

=~.unc.edu 

......... ,~,live.unc.edu 

reichart@physics.unc.edu 

reichart@physics.unc.edu 

reichart@physics.unc.edu 

ames_fuller@med.unc.edu 

ganko@email.unc.edu 

Julia_schmitz@med.unc.edu 

lania Snivel¥@kenan-flanqler.unc.edu 

lania Snively@kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 

rleblanc@email.unc.edu 

17 

18 Towns, Armond 

Morgan, Wendy 19 

20 Murphy, lan 

21 Neff, All 

22 Thimsen, Freya 

23 Rudinsky, Joyce 

24 Nicholas, Tessa 

25 Perry, Mark 

26 King, Kimball 

27 King, Kimball 

28 Gualtieri-Reed,Elizabeth 

29 Ross, Heather 

30 Ross, Heather 

31 Krawiec, Rich 

32 Canada, Mark 

MA 

PhD 

MA 

PhD 

MA 

MFA 

PhD 
MFA 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

PhD 

MA 

PhD 

t~,email.unc.edu 

atowns(i~,email.u nc.ed u 

kubica@email.unc.edu 

imurphy@,email.unc.edu 

alineff~,email.u nc.ed u 

thimsen~,email.unc.edu 

rudinsky~,email.unc.edu 

nicholas@cs.unc.edu 

mperry9@email.unc.edu 

ikking@email.unc.edu 

jkking@email.unc.edu 

ej~lr@,email.unc.edu 

ross@email.unc.edu 

rossL~,email.unc.edu 

rkrawiec~,email.u nc.ed u 

Mark.canada@uncp.edu 

33 Storman, Deborah PhD dstro@unc.edu 

34 Lepofsky, Jon PhD lepofsky@email.unc.edu 

35 Mitchell, T. Shawn PhD geomitch@email.unc.edu 

36 Bartek, Carrie MA cbartek@email.unc.edu 

02/17/2014 



Summer 2014 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

D 

Class number 

ANTH 102 

ANTH 142 

ANTH 277 

ARTH 282 

ARTS 101 (new course) 

ARTS 102 

ASTR 101 

ASTR 101L 

ASTR 102 

BIOL 202A 

BIOL 202A 

BIOL 202B 

BUSI 106 

BUSI 108 

CLAR 245 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1S 

16 

17 CMPL 122 

18 COMM 100 

19 COMM 120 

20 COMM 140 

21 COMM 142 

22 COMM 170 

23 COMM 249 

24 COMP 380 

2S DRAM 115 

26 DRAM 116 

E 

Title 

introduction to Cultural Anthropology 

Local Cultures, Global Forces 

Gender and Culture 

Modernism I: impressionism and Post- 

impressionism 

idea and Form 

Core Concepts: image 

introduction to Astronomy: The Solar System 

introduction to Astronomy Laboratory: Our 

Place in Space 

introduction to Astronomy: Stars, Galaxies, 

and Cosmology 

Molecular Biology and Genetics 

Molecular Biology and Genetics 

Molecular Biology and Genetics 

Financial Accounting 

Management Accounting 

Archaeology of Italy 

Great Books I: Literature and the Visual Arts 

from Antiquity to 1750 

Communication and Social Process 

introduction to interpersonal and 

Organizational Communication 

introduction to Media History, Theory, and 

Criticism 

Popular Music 

Rhetoric and Public issues 

introduction to Communication Technology, 

Culture, and Society 

Computers and Society 

Perspectives in Drama 

Perspectives in the Theatre 

27 DRAM 284 (SHORT COURSE SS ii) Studies in Dramatic Theory and Criticism 

British Literature, 19th and Early 20th 

28 ENGL 121 Century 

29 ENGL 123 introduction to Fiction 

30 ENGL 128 Major American Authors 

31 ENGL 130 introduction to Fiction Writing 

32 ENGL 313 (SHORT COURSE SS I) Grammar of Current English 

Introduction to Sport and Recreational 

33 EXSS 221 (NEW COURSE) Administration 

34 GEOG 120 World Regional Geography 

35 GEOG 259 Geography of Latin America 

36 GEOL 101 (SHORT COURSE SS I) introductory Geology 

02/17/2014 



Summer 2014 

37 Bartek, Carrie 

38 McDowell, Trent 

39 Lynn, Josh 

40 

A 

MA 

MA 

MA 

B C 

cbartek@email.unc.edu 

trentmcd@email.unc.edu 

jalvnn~.email.unc.edu 

@.email.unc.edu 

41 Sims, Laura 

42 Ault, Julie 

43 Donnally, Jennifer 

44 Lundeen, Liz 

45 Cao, Liyu 

46 Hicks, Caleb 

47 Rowlett, Russ 

48 Negrete, Merida 

49 Jones, Brian 

50 Neal, Jocelyn 

51 

52  

53 Hofweber, Thomas 

54 Warmke, Craig 

SS  

56 Shea, Virginia 

57 Wolf, Greg 

58 Ray, Clyde 

59 Larus, Deanna 

60 Combs, Jason 

61 Aghapour, Andrew 

62 , 

63 Patel, Shaily 

64 Tornquist, Leif 

65  

66 Noble, Mark 

67 Hasnain, Aseem 

68  

69 Huerta-Bapat, Carmen 

70 

71 Li, Yi 

72 Gallegos Lerma, Manuel Rafael 

73  

74  

75 Bruno, Elizabeth 

76 DeFays, Helene 

MA 

MA 

PhD 

MA 

MS 

MA 

PhD 

MM 

MA 

PhD 

PhD 

MA 

MA 

PhD 

MA 

MA 

PhD 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MSW 

PhD 

PhD 

Ijsims@email.unc.edu 

ault(~.email.unc.edu 

don nalIv(~emaii.u nc.ed u 

elu ndeen(~emaii.u nc.ed u 

Icao@email.unc.edu 

linclhix(~emaii.u nc.ed u 

Rowlett@email.unc.edu 

mnegrete@email.unc.edu 

jonesbl@.email.unc.edu 

jneal(~email.u nc.ed u 

i -I[ :(~.email.unc.edu 

~ ~live.unc.edu 

hofweber@unc.edu 

cwarm ke(~.email.u nc.ed u 

~.live.unc.edu 

virginia_shea@med.unc.edu 

clreqwolf(~.email.u nc.ed u 

clyderay@email.unc.edu 

larus@email.unc.edu 

combs@email.unc.edu 

aghapour~.email.unc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 

shailyp~email.unc.edu 

Itornq ui~b.email.u nc.ed u 

@live.unc.edu 

mdnoble~email.unc.edu 

ahasnain~email.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

chuerta~unc.edu 

j@email.unc.edu 

yili@email.unc.edu 

m rlerma~b.email.u nc.ed u 

@live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

ebruno~b.email.unc.edu 

hdefays~b.email.u nc.ed u 

02/17/2014 



Summer 2014 

37 

38 

39 

40 

D 

GEOL 105 (SHORT COURSE SS 

GEOL 159 

HIST 127 

HIST 128 

HiST 140 (SHORT COURSE 

SUMMER II) 

HIST 151 

HIST 364 

HIST 367 

INLS 200 

LING 101 

MATH 381 

MUSC 121 

MUSC 143 

MUSC 144 

MUSC 146 

PHIL 101 

PHIL 155 

PHIL 165 A 

PHIL 165 B 

PHYI 202 

E 

Violent Earth 

Prehistoric Life 

American History to 1865 

American History since 1865 

41 The World since 1945 

42 European History to 1650 

43 History of American Business 

44 North Carolina History since 1865 

4.5 Retrieving and Analyzing information 

46 introduction to Language 

47 Discrete Mathematics 

48 Fundamentals of Music I 

49 introduction to Rock Music 

S0 introduction to Country Music 

$1 Introduction to World Musics 

$2 Introduction to Philosophy: Main Problems 

-53 Introduction to Mathematical Logic 

.54 Bioethics 

-5-5 Bioethics 

-56 introduction to Physiology 

State & Local Government in the United 

-57 POLl 101 States 

-58 POLl 271 Modern Political Thought 

-59 PSYC 101 General Psychology 

60 REB 104 introduction to New Testament Literature 

61 REB 121 introduction to Religion and Culture 

62 RELI 183 Asian Religions 

Jesus in Myth, Tradition, and History, 30-200 

63 RELI 207 CE 

64 RELI 236 (Blended) Religious Things 

6-5 SOCI 101 Sociological Perspectives 

66 SOCI 112 Social Interaction 

67 SOCI 122 Race and Ethnic Relations 

68 SOCI 123 Crime and Delinquency 

69 SOCI 130 Family and Society 

70 SOCI 250 Sociological Theory 

71 SOCi 412 Social Stratification 

72 SOCI 415 Economy and Society 

73 SOCI 422 Sociology of Health and Mental illness 

Seminar in Service Learning: APPLES Summer 

74 SOWO 492 Internship Program 

SPAN 203 (SHORT COURSE 

7-5 SUMMER II) Intermediate Spanish I 

76 SPAN 330 Cultural History of the Hispanic World 

02/17/2014 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarlaud@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Napier, Mary <Mary. Napie@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu-~; Dodson, Christy 

<Christy Dodson@kenan- flagler.unc.e&~ 

l~g: Save-the-Date! BasketbaJl Anab~cs Smnmit! 

Debby: 

My suggestion would be to have her register, and then send us a check to UNC for the registration fee. The system shows both registrants that have paid and not 

paid so we would have all the information and could make sure she is on the list of attendees. 

Christy: 

Do you have any other ideas, since UNC does not take Am. Express? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s I(enan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

Shapin~ Leaders I Drivin~ Results 

From,, Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Thursday, February 27, 20:[4 6:20 PN 
To,, McFadand, Karen; Napier, Mary 
S~bject-" Fwd: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi. Options? Thanks. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hughes, Megan" <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: February 27, 2014, 6:08:58 PM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Sorry l was not able to ~ouch base wid~ you the other week. We were swamped with NgAAItS~aractivities. Renee is very interested in attending the 

Summit and I’d like to make sure that we can sign her up. I tried to log in online and register Renee but I was not able to complete it because the 

system does not accept American Express~ Is there a way around this? 

From-’ Stroman, Deborah L [.Lt)__ajLtD__.’_d___s_t_r_o__@_u__t)_c__#_c_!_u_] 
Sent-’ Thursday, February :[3, 20:[4 9::[2 AN 
To,, Hughes, Megan 
Subject-’ Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Megan. Can you chat today? Please give me a call at We are "iced in"so anytime is fine. ;) Thanks. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonder[ul it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the woHd.’° ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Hughes>, Megan Hughes <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit] 

I can do tomorrow at 2pm. I’ll call you then. 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d_ s_ _t_ _r. _o_ @_ _L] n_ _c_ :. _e_ ~_ _L] > wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gngc~qe, Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843,0336 
<ira a go001 ,jpg > 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Hughes, Megan [mailto:MHughes.@WNBA.COM] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah-- 

I"d b:_we t:o ~.;peak wit:h yot~ R~rth~-_~r about the I3a~.d~etball AnalytJcs Summit. I tmderstand th~-_~ r~-_~gistration b~-_~gim.; on F~-_~b rl~2~t~ut would like 

to learn a bit rnore about the process and begin to coordinate deLaitson our end. Please let me know the besL time to reach out to you. 

I’m Iookh~g forward to speaking with you soon. 

M ~-’_~ga n Hughes 

<image002.jpg> Megan Hughes 

Basketball Operations & Pl~yer Relations 
Coo[dinato[ 

blew York, NY 10022 
Ph. 212--407--8576 Cell 20!-293-1077 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ .E )_a_ _ [ Lt_ _o_ _:_ _d_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _@ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:44 PN 

To: Brown, Renee 
Cc: Hughes, Megan 
Subject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

q’h~t)ks Renee, Here is the flyer... 

Deborah L. Strornar~, Ph.D. CLU 
Enga,ge, Explore, Empower. 

919,843.0336 
<in~age{}(}l.j~)g> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome°" 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Brown, Renee [mailto:rbrown@wnba.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 2014 3:50 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc= Hughes, Megan 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Thanks Debby, 

This sounds so exciting! i have drd Megan and she is going to contact you, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [[3_a_jJ~_Lc_l__s__t_tLq_@__u__E_£=_e_.__d___u] 
Sent-" Friday, January 24, 2014 5:10 PM 

To-" Brown, Renee 
Subject: FW: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. GLU 

E’n,q~ge fi~pIor’~. Empower: 

9:1%843,0336 

<imageOOl.~pfi> 

"~oth~ng w~l~ eve~ be attempted ff al~ ~ossib~e objeCtions must first be 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:4:~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are 

fired up! I need your support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics 
(regardless of the sport). We want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School/Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins 

February 17. 

@KISportUNC 

More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback, 

Just Innovating, 

Deborah Lo Stror~an, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spo~t Administration, Lecturer (~.exss, unc,edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan ~nst~tute of Private Enterpri~, S~nior A~visor (h~p:/Iw~,kenan=flagler, unc,edu/kenan-institute) 

Chapel Hill~ ~C 27599 

9:~9o843,033~ 
<imageOO3.jpg> 

#HeelForward 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Do&on, Christ?- <Chris~’ Dodson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 8:26 AM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary 

<Mary Napie@kenan- flaglerxmc.edu> 

1@;: Save-the-Date! Basketba]l Anab~cs Smnmit! 

Certain merchant accounts at UNC do take Amex. I happen to have a point of sale machine that does. So they can register online and [hen either send ~n a check or 

call me with the cc informa~on (not emai0. My              . It is probably best for usto set up ~ ~me for the call because they cannot ~e~ve the cc 

informat[ononw:~icema~J. ~ have meet[rtgs on and o[f during the day but ~ ~m happy to fit th~s 

~ w~l~ need someone to con~#m the m~me of the registrant: and the correct amount 

Christy 

F~= HcFarland, Karen 
Seat= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 6:28 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); ~apier, Ha~; Dodson, Chris~ 
$~bje~t= RE: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal#its Summit~ 

Debby: 

My suggestion would be to have her re~ister, and then send us a check to UNC for the registration fee. The system shows both registrants that have paid and not 

paid so we would have all the information and could make sure she is on the list of attendees. 

Christy: 

Do you have any other ideas, since U~C does not take Am. Express? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

~are~ ~Farlaaa : Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNUs Kenan FlaBler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

959.843 4327 : fax 959.843.3493 : Karen McFsrland@kensn fls~ler.unc.edu : www.kenan flaBier.unc.edu 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edul 
Seat= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 6:20 PN 
To= HcFarland, Karen; ~apier, Ha~ 
$~bje~t= Fwd: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal#its Summit~ 

Hi. Options? Thanks. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hughes, Megan" <MHpghes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: February 27, 2014, 6:08:58 PM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah, 

Sorry t was not able to touc~q base with you the other week. We were swamped wiLh NBA ~J~ Star activities, Renee ~s very ~nterested in a~end~ng the 

Summit and Fd I&e to make sure that we can sign her up. I tried to Iogin onth~e and register Renee but I was not able to com#eLe iL because the 

system does not accept American Express. Is there a way around this? 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, Februa~ ~3, 20~4 9:~2 AN 
To= Hughes, Negan 
$~bjeet= Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Anal~ics Summit! 
Hi Me,an. Can you chat today? Please ~ive me a call at L We are "iced in"so anytime is fine. ;) Thanks. 

debby 

@drstroman 

9~9.843.0336 

"How wonde~uJ it ~s that nobody need war a single moment before starting to ~mprove the wodd," ~ Anne Frank 

x~ 

From: <Hughes>, Megan Hughes <__M____H___u__g_hes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@uncedu> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

I can do tomorrow at 2pm. I’ll call you then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

advise yot~r sc:]ted~]e for rmxt week. 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

fngage, fxp]ore, fmpower, 



9:[9.843.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From-" Hughes, Megan [mailto:MHughes@WNBA.COM] 

Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 20:[4 5::[:[ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah- 

I’d love to speak with you further about the Basketball Analytics Summit. ] understand the registration begins on Feb ~ut wou d like 

to learn a bit more about the process and begin to coordinate details on our end. Please let me know the best time to reach out to you. 

I"m looking forward to sp~-:~aking with you soon. 

Megan Hughes 

<imageOO2.jpg> Mefjsn Hughes 

New York, NY 10022 
Ph 212-407-857~ Cell 201-.293.-1077 

Fro~-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 20:[4 :[:44 PN 

To-" Brown, Renee 
C¢: Hughes, Megan 
Sabject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

En,qcqe. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

"Nothing will eyet be attempted if all possible objections must first be over¢Omeo" 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From." Brown, Renee [mailto:rbrown¢@wnba.¢orn] 
Sent: Tuesday, January ~8, 20:[4. 3:50 Pivl 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢." Hughes, Hegan 
Subject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Thanks Debby~ 

This sounds so excitin!! I have cc’d Megan and she is ~oing to contact 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, .]anuary 24., 20:[4. 5::[0 PM 

To; Brown, Renee 
$~bject: FW: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Deborah L. Sb’oma~, Ph.D. CLU 

E~,q~,ge ExpZor’e. Empower. 

91%843.0336 
<imageOO:l.jpg> 

’qRothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From," Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Thursday, 3anuary 23, 20:[4. 5:4.:[ PM 

To." Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Friends. P/ease share wi~:h ~r~end& ~ami~, ~uden~s, and 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are 

fired up! I need your support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics 

(regardless of the sport). We want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hoteh Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School/Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - ~149 Non-Students and ~49 Students. Note: Registration begins 

February :~7. 

@KI$~rtUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 



Just Innovating, 

Deborah L Strorran~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

<ima~eOO3.jp~> 

#Heel~orward 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:06 AM 

Dod~m, Christy <Chris~ Dodson@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Man" 

<Man" Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Save-the-Date! Basketb~J1Anab~cs Smnmit! 

Christy: 

Thanks for this information. 

Debby: 

Do you wanttoset up attimefor Megan to calI Christy or do you want me to contact Megan? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 :: fax919.843.3493 :: [~[~e~[~-.N~.c~.F.i~.r.!fl.~[id.~@.~.k~t.,~[h~.~.n~[~[~[]~ :: ~:~_~__w_:J_<!.,_[]_a_[]:__fJfl__~!_e_[_:_u___n__c_:_e__d___u. 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Dodson, Christy 
Sent-’ Friday, February 28, 2014 8:26 AM 
Te-" McFarland, Karen; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Napier, Mary 
Sabject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

O:_~rtain m,-_~rchant accounts at UNC do take Amex. t happen to hav,:_~ a poir~t of sale machine that does. So they can register online and [:hen either s,-_~nd in a check or 

call me with d~e cc information (not email). My # is <_            It is probably best for us to set up a time for the call because they cannot leave d~e cc 

information on voicemail. I have meetings on and off during the day but 1 am happy to fit this in. 

[ will ne~:_~d someone 1:.:> confirm the name of t h~-_~ r~-:~gistrant and the correct amount. 

Christy 

From: McFarland, Karen 
Sent; Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:28 PM 
To,, Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Napier, Mary; Dodson, Christy 
S,,bject; RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Debby: 

My suggestion would be to have her register, and then send us a check to UNC for the registration fee. The system shows both registrants that have paid and not 

paid so we would have all the information and could make sure she is on the list of attendees. 

Christy: 

Do you have any other ideas, since UNC does not take Am. Express? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 :: fax919.843.3493 :: [~_[_e_[!__N_~__c__F_i~Z!fl__[!d___@___k_t_’_[h~_~__n_:~_[~g_[~£:_9_[]~_:~_~ :: ~:~_~__w_:J_<!.,_[]_a_[]:__fJfl__~!_e_[_:_u___n__c_:_e__d___u. 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Thursday, February 27, 2014- 6:20 PM 
To,, McFarland, Karen; Napier, Mary 
Sabject; Fwd: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi. Options? Thanks. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "Hughes, Megan" <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: February 27, 2014, 6:08:58 PM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro.@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Deborah, 

Sorry I was not able to touch base with you the other week, We were swamped with NBAAlIStaractivides, Renee is very interested in attending the 

Summit and Fd like to make sure that we can sign her up~ I tried to Iogin online and register Renee but I was not able to complete it because the 

systenl do~:_~s not accept American E’,<press. Is there ~ way around this? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, February :[3, 20:[4 9::[2 AN 
To-" Hughes, Megan 
Subject-" Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Megan. Can you chat today? Please give me a call at, We are "iced in"so anytime is fine. ;) Thanks. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the worM," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Hughes>, Megan Hughes <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

Datm Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d__s._t_r._o_.._@__u_..qc_=e_._d_..u_> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit] 

I can do tomorrow at 2pm. I’ll call you then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

d ~ b b y 

Deborah L Stroman. Pb,D, CLU 
Eng,]e. E’xplore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 
<imageOO:]..~0g > 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome°" 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From-" Hughes, Megan [mailto:MHuqhes@WNBA.COH] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 20:[4 5::[:[ PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah- 

I’d love to speak with you further about the Basketball Analytics Summit. I understand the registration begins on Feb :t’,’Tbut would like 

to learn a bit more about the ~roc:ess m~d begin to c.:>:_~rdin~te det~ils on our end, Please let me Imow the best time to reach out to you, 

I"m looking forward to speaking with you soon. 

Megan Hughes 

<imageOO2.jpg> Me2an Hughes 

BasKetball Operations & Playe[ Relations 

645 F:i!ih Avenue 



New ’r’ork, NY 10022 
Ph. 212-407-8576 Celi:  

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2024 2:44 PN 
To: Brown, Renee 
Cc: Hughes, Megan 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~W<qe, Explore, Empower: 

9:19.843,0336 
<imageOO:[,ipg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ SamuN Johnson 

From: Brown, Renee Imailto:rbrown@wnba.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 2024 3:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Hughes, Megan 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Thanks Debby, 

This sounds so exciting! f h~;ve dd Megan and sh~-_~ is going to cont~;ct 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, January 24, 2024 5:20 PM 

To: Brown, Renee 
Subject: FW: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

I wJl] (:all yot; soot~. My *nobJle Js  if you want to chat over the \’¢eeic{ t~d, ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn£lgEqe, Explore, gmpower. 

9:19.843,0336 
<image001,jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2024 5:41 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Friends. Please sh~re wi~h frie#ds, ~amily, students, and ~olle~gueM 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many colleae basketball contacts in the mix. The students are 

fired up! I need your support to make the inauaural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is desianed for students interested in Analytics 
(reaardless of the sport). We want to encouraae their creativity, business ventures, and promote networkin8 in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School/Kenan Institute 



Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins 

February 17. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/ 
@KlSportUNC 

More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

EXSS Sport Adn~inistr~tion~ Lecturer (www,exss, unc.edu) 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:51 AM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dodson, Christy <ChristyDodson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Napier, MaD, 

<MaD~ Napier@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Ana],vtics Sum~nifi 

Thanks. Yes, please reach out to her. IVly differenliator for this conference has to be high quali~~ service and engagement. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 9:06 AM, "McFarland, Karen" <Karen McFmtand@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Christy: 

Thanks for this information. 

Debby: 

Do you want to set up at time for Megan to call Christy or do you want me to contact Megan? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 919.843.3493 :: Karen McFarland@kenan flagler.unc.edu :: www.kenan fla~Jer.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Dodson, Christy 
Sent= Friday, February 28, 2014 8:26 AM 
To= McFarland, Karen; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Napier, Mary 
Subject= RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Certain merchant accounts at UNC do take ;~mex. I happen to have a point of sale machine that does. So they can register online and then either send 

in a check or call me with the cc information (not email). My # is              It is probably best for us to set up a time for the call because they 

canno~: leave the cc information on vok:ema~l. ~ ha~e meetings on ~mu ~_~ mm~g the day but I am happy to ~it ~:h~s ~n 

~ w~H need someone [:o confirm the name of the registrant and =:he correc[: amount 

Chdsty 

F~m= NcFarland, Karen 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 6:28 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Napier, Na~; Dodson, ChrisN 
Subject= RE: Save-the-Date= Basketball Anal~ics Summit= 

Debby: 

My suggestion would be to have her register, and then send us a check to UNC for the registration fee. The system shows both registrants that have 

paid and not paid so we would have all the information and could make sure she is on the list of attendees. 

Christy: 

Do you have any other ideas, since UNC does not take Am. Express? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karea M6Farlaad : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise:: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9~9.843 4327 :: fax 9~9.843.3493 : Karen McFariand@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan fiagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, FebruaW ~7, ~014 6:~0 PH 
To: HcFarland~ Karen; Napieu Hary 
Subject: Fwd: Save-the-Date! Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

Hi, Options? Thanks, 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hughes, Megan" <MHughes@WNBA.COM> 

Date: February 27, 20:14, 6:08:58 PM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah, 

Sorry l was not able Lo touch base wiLb you Lbeotberweek. We were swarnped with NBAAIIStaractivities. Renee is very interesLed in 

attending the Summit and I"d I~ke to make sure thaL we can s~gn her up. ~ tried to ~og ~n online and register Renee but ~ was noL abfe Lo 

complete it because the system does not accept American Express. ~s there ~ way around tMs? 

E~: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat: Thursday, Februa~ $3, 2054 9:$2 AM 
To: Hughes, Hegan 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 
Hi Megan. Can you chat today? Please give me a call at We are "iced in"so anytime is fine. ;) Thanks. 

debby 



@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wondeff@ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.°’ ~ Anne 
Frank 

From: <Hughes>, Megan Hughes <MHughes@WNBA~COM> 

Datm Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:21 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date] Basketball Analytics Summit] 

I can do tomorrow at 2pm. I’ll call you then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 6:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

..Jebby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.[L CLU 

Eng’age. £~plore. Empowem 

<~mage00I.jpg> 
~’Nothing w~ ever be attempted if a~ possib~e objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ ~ohnson 

From= Hughes, Megan [ma~:HHuqhes@WNBA.COH] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3anuaw 29, 20~4 5:~ PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

Hi Deborah-. 

~’d~ovetospeakw~thyou~urtheraboutd~egasketba~Ana~yticsSumm~t ~ understanO the reg~stration begins on Feb 

but wou~O like to ~earn a bit more abou~ the p~ocess and beg~n to coordinate deta~s on our end. P~ease ~et me know the 

best ~me to reach out to you. 

Fm boM~g forward to ~peakh~g wkh you ~oo~. 

<imageOO2.jpg> ~aegan H~ghes 
Baske~ba~ O~era~ons & Player 

645 FJfl:h Avenue 

New Yod% NY 10022 
F’~ 2~2-407-8576 Cel~  

F[O~: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anua~ 29, 201~ 1:~ PH 

To: Brown, Renee 
~c: Hughes, Hegan 
S~bject: RE: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

EWg~L!e. Explore. Empower: 

919,843,0336 

<h~geOOI,jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be overceme," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Brown, Renee [mailto: rbrow~@wnba.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Januaw 28, 2014 3:50 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
~c= Hughes, Megan 
Subject= RE: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit{ 

Th~s sounds so exdting~ I have cud Megan and she is going to contact you. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Friday, 3anuaw 24, 2014 5:10 PM 

To= Brown, Renee 
Subject= ~: Save-the-Date{ Basketball Anal~ics Summit{ 

HJ R~n< ~ hop~~ you ~md yo,,-s at~~ doJ~g: 

I will call ),o~ s<,<,~. MY mol)iie is  if[vo~ ,,va~:t 1:o ch~t oval: th~ ~,~:kcnd. ;) 

..Jebby 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.EL CLU 



Enga,ge. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
<irnageOOLjp~> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~f aH possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= ~ursday, 3anua~ 23, 2014 5:41 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit~ 

Hi Friends. Please share wi~h [riends, family, students, ~nd 

I hope you can join us~ We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The 

students are fired upl I need your support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in 

Analytics (regardless of the sport). We want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking 

in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School!Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: 

Registration begins February 

http://kisport.unc.edu/~ndex.php/ 
@KISportUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

D~borah L, Str~, Ph.D. 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 

institute) 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:41 AM 

ttughes, Megan <Mttughes@WNBA.COM>; Dodson, Christy <Clmsty Dodson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Megan: 

Glad we could help I think we have all the information needed at this time. 

Enjoy your weekend as well 

Karen 

Karen McFarland ¯ Business Officer, Frank ttawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 
919.843-4327 ¯ fax 919.843.3493 ¯ Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-fIagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hughes, Megan [mailto:Mtlu~hes~WNBA.COM] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 11:32 ;~\I 
To: McFarland, Karen; Dodson, Christ?’ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Thanks ladies. Please let me know if there is any further information I need to provide. 

Appreciate the help! 

Have a great weekend. 

Megan tIughes 
Basketball Operations & Player Relations 
645 Fifth Avenue 
Ne~v York, iXW 10022 
Ph. 212-407-8576 Cell: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen McFarland,@,kenan-flagler.anc.edu] 
Scnt: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Dodson, Christy; Hughes, Megan 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Surrm~it 

Christy: 

Thanks for processing this payment. I have updated Renee’s registration to show paid in full. 

Thanks, 
Karen 

Karen McFarland ¯ Business Officer, Frank Ha~vkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Affiliate ofL~’~’C"s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3,~.A0 ¯ Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, 
NC 27599-3440 
919.843-4327 ¯ faxg19.843.3493 ¯ Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ w~’.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dodson, Christ?- 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:56 AM 
To: mhughes@wnba, corn 
Cc: McFarland, Karen 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Megan, attached is the receipt for Renee Brown’s registration for the Basketball Analytics Summit. 

Karen, Megan started the registration in the system but stopped when she could not make the payment with an Amex card. It is unclear if the non-payment part of the registration was 
recorded or not Can you please confirm that Renee is indeed registered and reach out to Megan if there is more information needed 

Thank you both, 

Christ?- 

Chris~ Dodson ¯ Assistant Dean of Finance ¯ L~IC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
919.9627158 ¯ 15x919.9629268 ¯ christy dodson@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salam, Jalda <salamj@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, FebruaD128, 2014 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Re; EXSS 221 

Hi Debby, 

Ho~e you are doing w~-:~ll. I hope you had a chance to go through al~ the course rnaterbh; for EX:SS 221. The dead~h~e to ~ubmit the conten~: h; March ist, 2014 for any 

new course. 

Please let me know ~]: you have any questions. 

Hope to hear from you soon. kook~Rg forward to workb~g wiLh you on this course. 

Thanks and have gre~t weekend. 

Jakia 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, February 21, 2014 9:09 AN 
To= Salam, 3akia 
Subject; Re: Re; E~S 221 
Yes, I am familiar. I was trying to avoid the come in, go back to the car and go park, and come in again routine ;) 

See you soon. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonde#ul ~ is that nobody need wait a s~ng~e moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

::.g.:: 

From: <Salam>, Jakia <salamj@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 21, 2014 9:03 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@u_._n_.~:_..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: Re; EXSS 221 

Hi Oebby, 

I don’t handl~:_~ the parking pass or did not have any idea about iL Usuaily if you park the car just: near the front erd:rance~ you can g~-:d: it flom th~-_~ front desk and park 

at the guest parking lot. Let me check if anyone can mail you an e--parking pass. 

See you soon. 

.Jakia 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Salam, .]akia 
Subject: Re: Re; EXSS 221 

Hi. ~an you please ~end me an e-parking pa~s? Thank~. 

debby 

@drstroman 

919~843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Salam>, Jakia <._s__a_J__a____m_j___@____e___m____a_!J_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:29 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Re; EXSS 221 

Hello Debby, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Please let me know what dates works for you, Thursday or Friday (Feb 20 or Feb 2:l)~ If you are available only Wednesday, Feb :[9ti~, let me know too. I can 

reschedu]e my meeting on that day to make it available~ Since this is a new course we will need to work eaHy to make it ready for summer. 

We have t:wo o~)tions to take this course online. Either use Sakai lesson t.:_~ol or use WordPress to create a course are. We can ta~k about th~s ~r~ our meeting. 

Thanks and let rne know ~[ you haw~ any questions. 

Jalda 

F~ Salam, 3akia 
~e~t~ Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 9:31 AN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~bjeet~ RE: Re; EXSS 221 

Hi Debby, 

~s ~t possible ~t make ~t Thursday or FHdsy (Feb 20 or Feb 21) b~s[ead of Wednesday? ~ have too many meetk~gs on Wednesday and ~t ~s oveHapp~ng with one of 

d~em. Let me know ~]: Thursday/Friday works for you and I w~H schedule s meeting with you~ 

LooMng forward to wo~ng w~th you. 

Thanks, 

.Jakh~ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Nentl Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 ~2:27 PN 

T~ Salam, Jakia 



Co: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Re; EXSS 221 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Salam, Jakia 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 9:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: Re; EXSS 221 

Hi Deborah, 

I will be working as the instructional designer for your Summer 2014 EXSS 221 course. This is a new course. I will need the content for this course to take it online. 

The deadline for submitting the content for all our new courses is March 1st. I will provide design support for creating the online content and setting up your Sakai 

site. The lessons can be interactive, engaging, multimedia intensive that will maximize the user learning experience. 

It would be great idea to schedule a meeting with you to discuss the possibilities and brainstorm about different options. The meeting could be either face-to-face 

or we can set up a time to tall< over the phone. Let me know what dates are good for you, so I can go ahead to schedule our initial meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions. I am very much looking forward to working with you in this course. 

Thanks, 

Jakia 

Jakia Salam 
Senior Instructional Designer 
The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~.00 Friday Center Drive, CB ~.020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599d.020 

Phone: 9~9-962-7974 .............................. 

Email: _s__a__La____m__j_@ e m a i I. u n c. e d u 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer Reeves @gmail.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 9:51 AM 

Jill Edens ~edens@unitedchurch.org>; Jamia Bachrach <bachrach@rfi.org>; Jane Day < ’@gmml.com>; Schimmelfing, Lee 

<leeschim@email.unc.edu>; Sergio Rabinovich ~v@earthlink.ne~>; Rabinovich, Sergio Jr <~rgio mbinovich@med.unc.edu>; Judi 

Lobe~ ~ @gmail.com>; Sherron Leplin ~            ~@aJ~oo.com>; David Thompson <nampma~@msn.com>; Roscoe 
Reeve ~ ~bellsouth.net>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UCCH - Next Fellowship Booxd Meeting Mar 2 - 8:50 mn 

Just a reminder that we have onr Board of Fellowship meeting tomorrow, Snnday at8:50. See ydll there! 

Best regards, 

Kramer & Roscoe 

On Thu, Feb 20, 2014 at 2:23 AM, Krmner Reeves <            ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Check that...Mar 2nd, Sunday. (not Mmch 3). Sorry. about the confusion 

On Wed, Feb 19, 2014 at 9:21 PM, Kramer Reeves < ?}~mofil.com> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Hope yon all are doing well and enjoying some nice weather today and this evening. 

Just a hold lbr you all to acid to your calendar that we will meet on Sunday, Mar 3 at 8:50 am 

The prima~ agenda item will be to discuss our Easter activities ~md also to welcome Debby Stroman onto the board. Unii)rtunately, Debby will be traveling that 

day but we are glad to have her on the board. 

More agenda itelns will be added as we get closer to the date. 

Thanks, 
Kramer & Roscoe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 1:08 PM 

Ba~vard Love .@gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

Note that the sign-up link didn’t work for me (it asked Ii~r a MicrosoiI login). I have reached out to the GPSF co-chairs for help and roll let this email group know 

when I hear back. 

On Sun, Mar 2, 2014 at 1:10 PM, < 4~gmail.com> wrote: 

Can we help get some of our folks to this? 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:              ,         n~mail.com> 

Date: March 2, 2014 at 12:24:07 PM EST 

To:          ~        ,,i(i~gmail.com>, Bayard Love <       .@gmail.com> 

e@kena~- fl agler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

< ))gmail.com>, 

Signing up for 4/15. 

Emily, do you know who to connect with to make sure the people working on the REI ~ SPH workshop a~e pa~ of this effo(t? That Kenan Institute 
sports lady? 

Bay, what other s~udents need to see this? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~ d@gmail .corn> 

Date: Sun, Mar2, 2014 at 12:18 PM 

Subject: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversi~ Summit 

To: The dcrp- students mailing lis~ <dcrp- students~listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Fellow Graduate and Professional Students: 

Have you noticed that the university hosts a variety o‘f programming supporting undergraduate diversity, but little aimed at graduate 
and professional studen ts ? 

Have you or other graduate and pro‘fessional students in your program encountered problems in your lab, cohort, or as RA/TAs, that 

seem to come‘from or be exacerbated by issues o.f gender identity or expression, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class background, 

disability, religion, national origin, .family status, mental health status, or other power dynamics? 

¯ Do you wish you were better at talking to peers and supervisors in academia who come.from different backgrounds ? 

¯ Do you have a problem fitting in with your peers and "doing" grad school, but you can’t identi‘fy why? 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is coming, and we need YOU and Graduate and Professional Students from your department or 
program to take part! 
The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is organized for graduate & professional students by graduate & professional students. It is an 
occasion to come together and identify common problems, share strategies from across campus, and help the Graduate and Professional 
Students Federation plan to represent and support the needs of graduate students to the university. The event will be facilitated by 
Graduate Students with a background in diversity and advocacy; participants will workshop ideas and issues with peers from across campus 
in break-out groups and as a united body. Lunch & entertainment will be provided. 

I‘f we see an injustice, the only way to solve it is to come together. 
Launched by your GPSF co-diversity chairs, the Diversity Summit & Workshop has support from GPSF leadership, the GPSF Senate, The 
Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Office of the Dean of Students, The Office of the University Ombudsman, The LGBTQ 
Center, Accessibility Services, The Wellness Center, and more. 
The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop will take place in early September, 2014. It will be an occasion to develop vocabulary for talking 
about diversity issues, to share problems and hear from students in other departments, and to lay the groundwork for future initiatives to 
change the culture and climate for graduate students at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
At this juncture, we are recruiting interested graduate students from around campus to participate in two planning meetings to take place in 



March and April 2014. 

Diversity Summit and Workshop Planning Dates: 

Wednesday, MARCH 19TH 10:30-12:00 

and Tuesday, APRIL 15TH 10:30-12:00 

Location TBA 

Brunch will be served at each meeting. 

Please RSVP via this online form. 

Participation in the planning meetings will be capped at 30, or at the discretion of the organizers. The last day to RSVP is noon on the 

Monday preceding the meeting. 

We need your input to moke sure thor our plons for UNC’s first Groduote ond Professionol Student Diversity Summit ond Workshop ore 

fully inclusive and accommodate the wide range of GPS constituencies. 

As your GPSF Diversity Co-Chairs, we also welcome feedback or suggestions via email, to [.        ~@email.unc.edu]            or 

@live.unc.edu]                  , or via GPSF’s new anonymous reporting form. 

It is up to us to remake the GPS experience at Carolina as we 

would like it to be. 

@gmaAkcom 

~’~ii ~,:~ -~ ~’.,; @::";~ai~,:~:leave-34333628-51796689.104b919c517c32at6c5a24170t1~3239(~a)11 stserv, unc .edu’~: l emze- 34333628- 

51796689.104b919c517c32atSc5a24170tt~3239~a)listserv.unc.edu<~:- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~@gmail.com 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 1:10 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~; 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu- 

Fwd: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity’ Summit 

Can we help get some of our folks to this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From:                         ~(~glna~l.com> 

Date: March 2. 2014 at 12:24:07 PM EST 

To: : ~?mna~l.com>, Bayard Love " " g~mna~l.co~n>, 
<2 ~(~kenan- flagler.unc.edtc, 

Subject: Fwd: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

~amail.com >, 

Signing up for 4/15. 

Emily, do you know who to connect with to maJ~e sure the people working on the REI+SPH workshop am part of this ettbrt? That Kenan Institute sports 

lady? 

Bay, what other students need to see this’? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From:. ~gma~l.com> 
Date: Sun, Mar2, 2014 at 12:18 PM 
Subject: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity’ Summit 
To: The dcrp- s~adents mailing lis* <dcrp- students~listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Fellow Graduate and Professional Students: 

Have you noticed that the university hosts a variety o‘f programming supporting undergraduate diversity, but little aimed at graduate and 

professional students? 

Have you or other graduate and pro~essional students in your program encountered problems in your lab, cohort, or as RA/TAs, that 

seem to come.from or be exacerbated by issues o.f gender identity or expression, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class background, disability, 

religion, national origin, .family status, mental health status, or other power dynamics? 

¯ Do you wish you were better at talking to peers and supervisors in academia who come.from different backgrounds ? 

¯ Do you have a problem fitting in with your peers and "doing" grad school, but you can’t identify why? 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is coming, and we need YOU and Graduate and Professional Students from your department or 

program to take part! 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is organized for graduate & professional students by graduate & professional students. It is an 

occasion to come together and identify common problems, share strategies from across campus, and help the Graduate and Professional 

Students Federation plan to represent and support the needs of graduate students to the university. The event will be facilitated by Graduate 

Students with a background in diversity and advocacy; participants will workshop ideas and issues with peers from across campus in break-out 

groups and as a united body. Lunch & entertainment will be provided. 

I.f we see an injustice, the only woy to solve # is to come together. 

Launched by your GPSF co-diversity chairs, the Diversity Summit & Workshop has support from GPSF leadership, the GPSF Senate, The Office 

of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Office of the Dean of Students, The Office of the University Ombudsman, The LGBTQ Center, 

Accessibility Services, The Wellness Center, and more. 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop will take place in early September, 2014. It will be an occasion to develop vocabulary for talking 

about diversity issues, to share problems and hear from students in other departments, and to lay the groundwork for future initiatives to 

change the culture and climate for graduate students at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

At this juncture, we are recruiting interested graduate students from around campus to participate in two planning meetings to take place in 

March and April 2014. 

Diversity Summit and Workshop Planning Dates: 

Wednesday, MARCH 19TH 10:30-12:00 

and Tuesday, APRIL 15TH 10:30-12:00 

Location TBA 



Brunch will be served at each meeting. 

Please RSVP via this online form. 

Participation in the planning meetings will be capped at 30, or at the discretion of the organizers. The last day to RSVP is noon on the Monday 

preceding the meeting. 

We need your input to make sure that our plans for UNC’s first Graduate and Professional Student Diversity Summit and Workshop are 

fully inclusive and accommodate the wide range of GPS constituencies. 

As your GPSF Diversity Co-Chairs, we also welcome feedback or suggestions via email, to. ~@email.unc.edu 

or via GPSF’s new anonymous reporting form. 

It is up to us to remake the GPS experience at Carolina as we 

would like it to be. 

!:~,’.,~;-’.i~, k~ ::.~, i~iv~!::"~,:?:;ik~ ~eave-34333628-5~796689.1~4b9~9c5~7c32af6c5a24~7~‘e3239~istserv.unc.edu~i>~eave-34333628- 

51796689.104b919c517c32af6c5a24170fl’e3239~listserv.unc.edu :2 :.: ; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 9:22 PM 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Bay Love <blove924@gmail.com>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Subject: Re: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity- Summit 

tti Wanda, 

It appears that the target audience for the summit is graduate and prot~ssional students. The target date tbr the smnmit is September 2014, aM the March and April 
meeting dates listed in the email appear to be for s~dents interested in helping plan the summit. (’][’he email I fol-vvarded is the firfft I’ve be~acd about the sulnmit - I was 

not involved in conceiving it.) 

My intention in reaching out was to be sure that students who (1) have p~xticipated in I~EI and (2) ale interested in leveraging that experience to broaden awareness at 

UNC - will be included in the plarming of the summit. I consider myself one such s~dent and plan to participate, and reached out to Bay to get an idea of who else 

might be interested in being looped in. IfI am able to join the planning meeting as I intend to, I am happy to work ruth you as a link to REI constituency as plans 

develop. 

I also wanted to make sure that the planners of the summit and the folks who are working to adapt the REI training as an SPH workshop are at minimum aware of each 

others’ work as it seems quite related. 

That’s all I know right now ~ I hope that suificienfly clazifies things! 

On Sun, Mar 2, 2014 at 9:10 PM, Wanda Huuter <whunte(c}~racialequityins~itute.org> wrote: 

Hello eve~one, 

Thank you tbr reaching out for this smnmit. 

More titan 1000 people have participated in our Chapel Hill-based Racial Equity, Institute workshops in the last three years, including about 150 from the UNC 
communi~,. 

In terms of getting people to the Diversi~ Summit, it would help to have an invitation fiom the organizel~ to know whom they’d like to have participate and for what 

propose. Is it explicitly for graduate and professional students? 

Thank you, 

Wanda Hanter 

Core Organizer, Racial EqaiW Institute 

Co-Chair, Organizing Against Racism Alliance 

On Mar 2, 2014, at 1:10 PM, ~gmail.com wrote: 

Can we help get some of our folks to this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                        a@gmail.com> 

Date: March 2, 2014 at 12:24:07 PM EST 
To:                     ~-~, Bayard Love < 

;({bkenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

!!! Signing up for 4/15. 

Emily, do you know who to connect with to make sure the people working on the REI+SPH workshop axe past of this ettbrt? That Kenan Institute 

sports lady? 



Bay, what other students need to see this? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~%~maJl.com> 

Date: Sun, Mar2, 2014 at 12:18 PM 

Subject: [dcrp-students] GPSF Update - UNC Diversity Summit 

To: The dclp- s~dents mailing list <dcrp- s~dents(~listserv.unc.edu > 

Dear Fellow Graduate and Professional Students: 

Have you noticed that the university hosts a variety of programming supporting undergraduate diversity, but little aimed at graduate 

and professional studen ts ? 

Have you or other graduate and professional students in your program encountered problems in your lab, cohort, or as RA/TAs, that 

seem to came from or be exacerbated by issues of gender identity or expression, sexuality, race, ethnicity, class background, 

disability, religion, national origin, family status, mental health status, or other power dynamics? 

¯ Do you wish you were better at talking to peers and supervisors in academia who come from different backgrounds ? 

¯ Do you have a problem fitting in with your peers and "doing" grad school, but you can’t identify why? 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is coming, and we need YOU and Graduate and Professional Students from your department or 

program to take part! 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is organized for graduate & professional students by graduate & professional students. It is an 
occasion to come together and identify common problems, share strategies from across campus, and help the Graduate and Professional 
Students Federation plan to represent and support the needs of graduate students to the university. The event will be facilitated by 
Graduate Students with a background in diversity and advocacy; participants will workshop ideas and issues with peers from across 
campus in break-out groups and as a united body. Lunch & entertainment will be provided. 

I~ we see an injustice, the only way to solve it is to come together. 

Launched by your GPSF co-diversity chairs, the Diversity Summit & Workshop has support from GPSF leadership, the GPSF Senate, The 

Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, The Office of the Dean of Students, The Office of the University Ombudsman, The LGBTQ 

Center, Accessibility Services, The Wellness Center, and more. 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop will take place in early September, 2014. It will be an occasion to develop vocabulary for talking 
about diversity issues, to share problems and hear from students in other departments, and to lay the groundwork for future initiatives to 
change the culture and climate for graduate students at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

At this juncture, we are recruiting interested graduate students from around campus to participate in two planning meetings to take place 

in March and April 20:14. 

Diversity Summit and Workshop Planning Dates: 

Wednesday, MARCH 19TH 10:30-12:00 

and Tuesday, APRIL 15TH 10:30-12:00 

Location TBA 

Brunch will be served at each meeting. 

Please RSVP via this online form. 

Participation in the planning meetings will be capped at 30, or at the discretion of the organizers. The last day to RSVP is noon on the 

Monday preceding the meeting. 

We need your input to make sure that our plans for UNC’s first Graduate and Professional Student Diversity Summit and Workshop are 

~ully inclusive and accommodate the wide range of GPS constituencies. 

As your GPSF Diversity Co-Chairs, we also welcome feedback or suggestions via email, to 

, or via GPSF’s new anonymous reporting form. 

It is up to us to remake the GPS experience at Carolina as we 

would like it to be. 



~’~ii ~,~-~ ~’.,~ @::"~ai~,~:leave-34333628-51796689.104b919c517c32at~c5a24170tt~3239(~a)listserv.unc.edu’~: lem~e- 34333628- 

51796689.104b919c517c32at~c5a24170tt~3239(~a)listserv.unc.edu<~,~:- 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter ~:whunte@mcialequi~’inslitute.org--- 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 10:54 PM 

Bay Love < @gmall.com> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes <dhayes7787@aol.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Suzanne Plihcik 
<splihcik@gmail.co~n >; Deena Hayes <~thayes@racialequityins’titute.org>; Tye Hunter <Lyehunter~yal~oo.com> 

Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equip" Course 

Hi all, 

I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database axe not necessarily current. Students 
have graduated and moved on (now alunmi’.). Staffmay no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And 

probably many a~e Alumni M~o a~e not designated as such. Also I imagine there axe many more alumni who have attended workshop~ so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have atlended Phase II. 

’][’here ~re fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of oiganizing going on to get people there, so act qnicldy if there’s anyone you really 

want to come. Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 

On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-Ins’titute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgour?) 

4) We should add. as a contact from Planning / MBA. And as a contact fio~n School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us ruth developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - 
we just need someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: O~anizing: 

I love the idea of the Phase II. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small a~my of 5 - going on 6 profs / key 

staff now’.). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitmenr? Could you invite Mark Little (who I 

have spoke to at length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on’? Dean 
Rimer? With Taff?-e on board and all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business 

school, we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple s~udents approach the same profs / stalt’to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student 
base in most ~hools to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law ~hool? I’ve been working to get Marcie ttawkins to help out, but 

haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be really great to get some more Law Stadents. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a 

good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me lmow how I can help’. I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the ~nost important piece of all that we ~re doing. 

8) Re: Over- subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in 

and help us o~ganize to make this avaJlable in the longtenn. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Chmlotte." We’ve got room 

for ’era. Those are my thoughts. Am I off-base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 

Bay Bio: 

B~,) is o~gi~al]? iiom Po~]~,~, M~d~e, i)m l.~gan i~is career ~ a massager, t~,iner, and commu~iI’i organizer m Ne~,~ ()rlea~, I ,A, immediately ~:,;iiovdng 



So sorry for my deiay in responding. Here are my tho~ghts on Bay’s points (thank you!) for moving forward: 

Announcing o~r course offerfng for next Fall semester so that returning grad~ate students can pre-regfster thfs Spring semester, ~mcoming grad 

students can register when they arrive next Fall semester, and community members can a~dit, 

I can do a flyer that shows the offida] course number, description, and co,-instructors (names~ affi]~ations). See attached. 

[Mnking we could include very br?e[ Nos of Deena, Suzanne~ Bay, Debb~e~ ~ye, and me. 50 wou~d you each provide me w~th 

:~ A~so, an eye-catching graphic would be valuable. Any suggestions7 

:~ Assemble a ~st of point person contact info (e,~., Emi~ L~ner at Kenan, Tom Ke~ey at Law School) and ~ist serves (e.~, SPH M~nor~ty 

Strident C~ucus, HPDP Community Expert Consultants, B~ack Faculty Caucus) to which ~ can ema[I the flyer to disseminate. 

k~i~h priority is designing the curriculum for the 2 follow--up, ~-day sessions that wi]~ occur at 2 and 4 weeks after the 2--day anti-.radsm tra~n~n8 

with Suzanne and Deena. 

Creatin~ a course website ~s a great ~dea, 

c B~Jt I am ~00% clue~ess on how to ~o abo~t doin~ this, 

c Wo~J~d one of you have the savvy7 

W~th regard to estab~ish~n8 a stronger o%aniz~ng base, what do you think about getting tt~e coqnst~ctors + key facility/students ~- comm~mity 

members wt~o had received Phase ~ anti-~acism t~aining to attend Phase ~ ant~<adsm training sched~ed for th~s spr~ng? 

Let Debbie and me know ¥outthou~hts to determine what we can do by emafl and for the remain[n~ tasks, how soon we sho~ld schedule a cail, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Et~gen~a Eng, MPI-~ DrPl-~ 

Prol:esso~ of ~ealth Behavior 

Gillings School o1: Glo~a~ Public l-~eakh CB #7440 

360 Rosenau 

University of ~orth Carolina 

Chapel H~I]; NC 27599 

9~9 966-39~ 

9~9 966-292~ (fax) 

eu~eNa en~@unc.edu 

~= Bayard Love [mailto: blove92~@~mail.com] 
Se~t= Honday, Februa~ ~7, 20~ ~:06 PH 
To~ Deena Hayes 
¢¢~ Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
8~ject~ Checking in re U~C Racial Equi~ Course 

Hi team - 

I wanted to check in ~d make sure we’re moving tNngs ahead for our class in the fall. You all may be moving this stuff fo~vard alre~y. If so, please advise and 

ho~lly we can fold in the [~low. I spoke with Deb tNs morning and we’re thin~ng it may ~ good to stm~ ~l~ng about a few things sooner t~an later. 

On our minds: 

1) ~e~um - can we set up some calls and talk tl~ough what assignments, pre-work, post-work, etc. will ~? 

2) Org~izing - are there pmfesso~ and key student or s~ffleaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop betbre the fall, so that we hmze a larger m~d stronger 

ba~ going in? How cm~ the class suppo~ o~aNzing hap~Nng at the di~mnt ~hools, and in the Utfivesi~ for broadly. 

¯ Lisa h~ ~e sus~nabili~ imtnersion coming up, we have a growing cad~ of people at the B- school who am ~ng about building morn racial equi~ into 

cumculum, Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading tnust offfl~e work around Black AtNetes at UNC ~d elsewhere. 



3) Amplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer 

to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tacticall,/, I have a tbw things on m,/mind (and you all may have this handled aheady, not sine: 

1 ) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates’? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

.......... ~ ’~ .... l@~qmail 

On IVlon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the s~mester trafining this fall. Have we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter~mcialequi~-inslitute.o~> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love ~ ~b~gmaJ4.com> wrote: 

tti all - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status for the course. At leas~t not through the business school. 

Would it malce sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 

capaci~ as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to ~ny role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors and stall; I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb. and Tye to be the noted faculb~ for the course. I am not familiar 

with most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp oftbe analysis. 

Other people I would add who have atlended (although I would not necessa61y recommend them as co-tZaculty liar the court): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 

James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 

Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 

Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 

I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https:i/docs.google.comispreadsheeticcc? key=0Aj7WptiFwkEad F EtRjh FVWV[OYjN N b31WLV9iWBC MVE &usp=sha ring 

Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 

x Bay 



Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

(cell) ¯ _~ ~@~mail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter~mcialequi~institute=org> wv:~te: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to you with names of facul~. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty- as possible 

instructors for our first course, only sharing what I know about faculty who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as communicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiaslic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course a~s we moved along. Within Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has a~ 

appointment in SSW. 

Within Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a yeaJc I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, you ]nay recall ,m~d I ]nay have mentioned the possibili~ of the course 

to her= Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

WitNn SILS, Barb \¥ildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Patillo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is most knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more titan once mad also involved in tl~e 
o~aa~izing. 

Otl~er tZacult.y who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 

Alexandra Lightl’oot (Public Health) 

Alice/unmerman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 

Alyson Grine (Government) 

.~n Hastings (Sociolot~;y) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not heaN back. He’ll try again today. 

Hope this helps. 

On Jm~ 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 
possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love          ~>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@raciale uit institute.or > 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk ~       @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 

Tye Huntet <         @yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

concur with gay that it’s best t:o cancel Monday’s call. 5o far, through email, we haw:, confirmed that the 2.-day a{{I t:raining will occur August 29- 

30 (thanks Suzanne!)~ 

Stili waiting on: 



Course number from Anna Maria (she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester begins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference call...perhaps toward the end of .lanuar¥. 

Cheers, 

From: Bay Love [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2014- 22:55 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Co: Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anuary 6th? 

ttow about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’Ail to discuss the iea rni ng activiti es a nd 

readings for ~oliow-up to REI training.’ ? 

Carl we provide updates on tile rest b~/’ email? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, 3nd the rest of us in tile bNning, it may be a bit of a push (worti~ it for in-person, 

peri~sps, but a csil we carl do any time}. 

-[ye to report if he can be li51:ed as a co-instr’ucto~ from the Law School, and i[ not, ~M-*o else 

.’3av t:o r~:port if h,:: can be list~:d as a co.-instructor from t:h~: Bt~siness School0 and if not, who else 

Suzanne to confirm dates when she car~ co-facilitate the REI training 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:28 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweighV~:email.unc.edt~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Survey Approval 

Since Dr. Stroman has a meeting on Thursday at 10:00AM, how about we do Fdday at noon? 

Thanks! 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2024 9:24 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 

; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Same. I will make either one work. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC- Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 1919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the moster]u/ opp/icotion o[ the ]undomento/s on o doi/y bosis" (Robin Sharma) 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:02 AM, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Eith~:_~r works For me. 

F.ri~mx~ A. \Vei.gl]t, Pl] .D, M.B.A. 

919.448 4-870 

<image002.jpg> 

From: .... ~ 
Sent: Honday, Hatch 03, 20~ 8:3~ AH 
To: S~roman, Deborah L; ~ooper, ~o~ 
Cc: Weigh~, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: Thesis Su~ey Approval 

Th~nks Dr, StrornarL Dr.Coo~’’~er and Dr~ Weight, #ease ~et me know if Friday or Thursday ~ ~O:OOAM wil~ work, ~ ~m ava~laMe both days. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2024 20:37 PM 

To:           . Cooper, Coyte 

Co: Wei~ht~ Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 
Friday is better for me. If it doesn’t work for everyone else, I will try to move my 10:00 Thursday meeting. (I teach at 12:30 on Thursday.) 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before startin9 to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

<imageOO3.png> 

From’, .... ,_., ...... : ............. L@ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 6:41 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "                       @unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@ernail.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Please let me know as soon as possible if Thursday at 20 or noon will work for you. If not Friday is another option. 

Thank you! 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 1:53 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Robert is going next Thursday at 11:00am. If we could do it at 10:00 or noon, that would be ideal. Debby, let me know if either of these work for you? 

We are hoping to get this locked down soon as possible. 

Coyte 

<A5D64E2E-5496-4Ell-9DB5-O5F717D998B5[179].png> 

I~OYTE COO1 EII~ I lid 

Assistant Pro~essor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport A&~inistration Program 

University of North Carolina 

..............................919.962.09o.~!__f):_ 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 

Website: w~r~* ~ ] :[1 elevel p( :[tm rk :in~, c(m 

Twitter : [!~;2x_~t~:~iL ~):~[:~![]~[K~!?_JL::_l:~f{ 

"SIJIJIJES8 !~ TIlE MI~I’ERI~IJ[ Jl l LICAI’IO~ IIF TIlE I~IJ~I)AMENI’ALS IIN J IIAILY Ill~l~" tROIII~ SIlAIIMA) 



From @unc,edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 at 6:53 PM 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <_e____w___e_!_ght @email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d__s__t_£__o____@____u__n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Cooper, Coyte" 

<cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis Survey Approval 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and 

have included other implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. 

My research questions are as follows: 

S? 

OU 

ght, 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:32 AM 

r@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Survey Approval 

919.44g.4871t 

::N:: CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 

Froml .= 
Sent: Monday, Harch 03, 2014 9:28 AM 
To; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A. 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Thesis Survey Approval 
Since Dr~ Strornan has a meeting on Thursday at IO:OOAM, how about we do Friday at noon? 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Monday, March 03, 2024 9:24 AM 
To; Weight, Erianne A. 

: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Same. I will make either one work. 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC- Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I~:t9.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the rnoster]u! opp/icotion o] the ]undomento!s on o doily bos!s" (Robin Sharma) 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:02 AM, "Weight, Erianne A." <..e_ .w_e_!Kh_t_@ .e_m._a_!]_.__u__qc__._@__u.> wrote: 

Either works [:or me. 

E*i.~mr~e A. WeJghl:, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

919.448A8"0 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

Sent: Monday, Hatch 03, 2014 8:34 AN 

go= Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Co~e 

Cc= Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= RE: Thesis Su~ey Approval 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. Dr. Cooper and Dr. Weight:, p~e~se ~et me know if Friday or Thursdi~y at 10:00AM w~l~ work. ~ am ava~l~Me both days. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2014 20:37 PM 
To:            !; Cooper, Coyte 
Cc= weight~ Erianne A. 
Subject= Re: Thesis Survey Approval 
Friday is better for me. If it doesn’t work for everyone else, I will try to move my 10:00 Thursday meeting. (I teach at 22:30 on Thursday.) 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

<imogeOO3.png> 

From: r@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 6:41 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc:                       _@___u___n__£:__e___d_9_>, Erianne Weight <._e___w____e_!g__h__t___@.___e____m___a__!J_:9__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s__t__r_9___@___u___n__£:__e__d__9.> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Survey Approval 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Please let me know as soon as possible if Thursday at 10 or noon will work for you. If not Friday is another option. 

Thank you! 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 1:53 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <c_Kc__o_.9_R_e_r_/~_e_._n?._a_!]_.__LLn_c_:..e_d__L]> wrote: 



Hi 
Robert is going next Thursday at 11:00am. If we could do it at 10:00 or noon, that would be ideal. Debby, let me know if either of these work for you? 

We are hoping to get this locked down soon as possible. 

Coyte 

<A5D64E2E-5496-4E:1:l-9DB5-O5F717D998B51179].png> 

Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport Administration Program 

~niversity of North Carolina 

9~19. 962. 0959 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketin~ (ELSM) 

Website: ~ww. eliteleve] £~ort~narketi~_g. co~ 

Twitter : ~covtecoooer ~ELSMarket~n~ 

From:                       "@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2024 at 6:53 PM 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <ewe~ht~email.unc.~du>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" 

<c~cooper~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis Survey Approval 

All - 

Attached is my survey that I have created for my study. I used Sanders, Mann, and Smith’s (2008) framework to guide my survey, and 

have included other implementation strategies that have been deemed "best practices" found through an extensive literature review. 

My research questions are as follows: 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:07 PM 

Shat~r, Bradley <Bradle~Shafe@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

l@kenan- flagler.~mc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

Hi Brad, 

No problem---thank you again for reaching out on our behalf! 

Best 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Shafer, Bradley 

Sent: Monday, March 3, 20:14 2:04 PM 

To: ! 

Subject: RE: Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

Hel].o Susan, 

I’ve reached out (and re-pinged) nay contact at Nike - w no response~ 

Apologies I’ve not been auy help. Please don’t ].et this aspect hold you up from mo~ng %rwa.rd. If he does respond., I viii ].et you 

~ow. 

Thanks, 

Brad 

Bradley R. Sharer 
A~sociate Dean -Ad~ncement ~. UNC Kenan-Flagler Busines~ School 
Executive Director - Kenan-Flagler Business School Foundation 
Campus ~ox 3490 .~ McColl ~ldg..~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Direct: 9 ~ 9.9~2.44 i 5 .~ Cell: 919.259.2303 .~ ~E~.~.~...~.~[~Z(~.~.~kq:~.~.~ 

~hap~ng Lea~er~ ~ Driving Results 

$ent~ Nonday, Februa~ 2% 2014 6:39 PN 
Te~ Sharer, Bradley 
$ubject~ RE: Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

~ was ~ust doing some research for th~s panel and came across the %}~:~erdunk +’. It made me think of your shoe-testing days-- ths~: b:>:?~s ~ike quRe the 

p~ece of footwear! 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6 A85FA9C0 

From: Sharer, Bradley 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 20:14 6:29 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

Thanks for the nudge .--. let me do some checking, asap, 

Thx, 

Bradley R. Sharer 
/~ssociate Dean - ~dvancement :. UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Executive Director - Kenan-Flagler Business School Foundation 
Campus Box 3490 .: McColl Bldg..: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Direct: 919.962.4415 .: Cell: 919.259.2303 .: ~g.~].~..9~).~[~;.~.~g.:9.~.~ : 

I"~:: Descr iot Xw,: Descr ~,~,~ ..... 

Brad. 



Sent," Friday, February 21, 2014 1:54 PM 
To-" Sharer, Bradley 
Subject-" RE: Kenan Tnstitute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

Hi Brad, 

Just curious if you hacJ any initial tho~ghts abo~t the panel abstract (attached again here) that I sent your way~ 

Thanks! 

From: ~ 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:33 PM 

To: Shafer, Bradley 

Co:                           ’; ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 

Subject: Kenan institute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

Hi Brad, 

Thank you again for taking the time to speak with us during lunch at the Kenan institute the other week! We’ve made quite a bit of progress 

on the Basketball Analytics Summit, and would love to take you up on your offer to relay our invitation for a Nike representative to join us 

on our Sport Science panel if you think there might be a good fit. I’ve attached the abstract for our Sport Science panel per your request. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

I’ve cc’d Dr. Stroman here as she is a Senior Advisor at the Kenan institute and is spearheading the Sport Entrepreneurship work, including 

this summit. Just so you know, .      ~rp (also cc’d here, a Morehead-Cain scholar and member of our Kenan institute Sport 

Undergraduate Consulting team) has another contact at Nike that he was going to reach out to as well for involvement in the summit (this 

panel or perhaps others as well). 

Hope all is well! Fun seeing you at Woollen the other week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:20 PM 

Bonnie Norman <bnorman@wbca.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Fast Break: March 3, 2014 

BAS_PostCard_lUp.pdf; BAS 2014 Flyer.pall; 2014-BAS-Save-the-Date.jpg 

Thanks Bonnie! Is it possible for you (WBCA) to share the attachment(s) through a distribution or posting on the WBCA site? I am hosting an inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit 

on May 2-3. ESPN, NBA, ACC, and WNBA are very supportive of this conference. I want to be intentional in making sure that women are in their awareness of this event. I’ve 

spoken to Val Ackerman (my teammate), Nora Lynn Finch (and will reconnect with her this weekend at the ACC Tournament), and Bernie McGlade. 

Let me know if you need anything else~ 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Monday, March 3, 2014 12:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc,edu> 

Subject: FW: Fast Break: March 3, 2014 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Your session was formally announced today in our e-newsletter Fast Break. I wanted to forward to you so you could see it~ Your session information can also be 

found on our s~te under convention ~nformation event ~nks ~Game Changers’ featured speakers~ 

Have a great: week] 

Bonnie 

Bom~ie M, Norma~ 
Managc~ of Prof~ssionaI DeveIopmcn~ a~d LegM atio~ 

Li{bum, GA 30047 
770-279-g027 cxt. ] 02 

F~m= Women’s Basketball Coaches Association [ma~to:membersN~@wbca.orq] 
Se.t= Honday, Hatch 3, 2014 12:15 PH 

To= Bonnie Rorman 
Subject: Fast Break: Harch 3, 2014 

This email contains pictures. To view. choose this imk . 

~i http://wbca.scoutware.net/wbb/u/77 may fb header.jpg 

ii~ htt p:,/wbca.scoutwa re. net/wbb/u/coa ch escor nerh ea der 1. png 



<!--[if!vl~il--><!--[elldifl-->Fast Break video: Man-to-Man, Switching Defense and Fundamentals 

& Drills 
http://wbca.s 
cou~,a re.n et 
/wbb/u/111 Featuring Carmen Dolfo, Western Washington head women’s basketball coach 
carmen dolfo 
thumbnail.jp Hear from Western Washington head women’s basketball coach Carmen Dolfo as she 

g discusses "Man-to-Man, Switching Defense and Fundamentals & Drills" from her on- 
court session at the 2013 WBCA National Convention. 

Click here to view the video. 

I ii~ http://wb ....... ~ ....... t/wbb/u/ ..... iati ..... header png 
I 

WBCA to "Celebrate Betty" 
The WBCA will "Celebrate Betty" from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m. Friday, April 4, in the Omni Nashville Hotel’s 
Broadway Ballroom. All convention attendees are invited to join us as we remember Betty Faith "Jump 

Shot" Jaynes, our co-founder, Iongtime leader and friend. Enjoy some of Betty’s favorite drinks and 

music as select individuals share their personal tributes to her. All other convention activities, 

including registration, will be closed during this special event. 

"~t’s Our Game!" Marketing Symposium <!--[it’!vml]--><’.--[endifl--> 
As part of its ongoing commitment to growing the game of ¯ 

women’s basketball, the Women’s Basketball Coaches Association 
ixi http://wbca.scoutware net/wbb/u/1 

06 anthonyt~avel-laslbreak jpg 
(WBCA) will present its first-ever "It’s Our Game!" Marketing 
Symposium on Friday, April 4, in Nashville as part of the 2014 

WBCA National Convention. The symposium, which begins at 11 

a.m. CTand continues until 5 p.m., will be held in the Music City 

Center’s Davidson Ballroom. The symposium is fl’ee and open to 
anyone - coaches, administrators, media, boosters, parents and 

fans - interested in learning how to better promote women’s and 

girls’ basketball. WBCA convention registration is not required for 

admission. Click here for more information. 

New Courtside Registration option 

Wish you could make it to the convention but don’t have the time 

or budget? Check out the new Courtside Registration. It was 
created to make it easier for coaches to access key parts of the 

convention with limited time and funds. There are limitations; 
however, it is also less expensive. In this category a coach can 

attend the Marketing Symposium, all of the On the Court 
presentations and the Courtside Expo. Find out more here. 

Convention app coming soon 

Yes - there will be a 2014 WBCA National Convention app! Watch 
your email for an announcement and links to download it. 

Visit WBCA.org for the latest convention information 
Before heading to the WBCA National Convention in Nashville make sure you check the convention 
area on WBCA,org for the latest information, Also keep your eyes of for special emails this month for 
convention participants. 

2014 National Convention: Game Chart er Guest S eakers ...continued 
Last month we introduced you to Molly Fletcher and Jeff ]anssen, two of our amazing keynote 
speakers who will be presenting in Nashville this year. This month we are proud to present two more 

sessions that promise to be innovative and full of great information you can use to better manage 

your programs and expand your leadership skills. You won’t have to be concerned with missing any of 

the Game Changer sessions as they are exclusive convention events during their time slots and have 
no other competing sessions. So plan to attend every session and be a part of these unique and 

exciting education-based events. 

The Paradigm Shift: Bold Entrepreneurial Thinking or BUST! with Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Women’s basketball has grown into a highly visible global sport. In order to keep up with the 
demands of building a winning basketball program coaches now need the necessary entrepreneurial 
tools and mindset to remain at the top of their industry. People and processes drive efficiency in 
business and a collegiate women’s basketball program is no exception. Where are the opportunities 
to increase attendance, improve customer relations, reduce wastefulness, and identify revenue 
streams? In her keynote message, Stroman will share: 

Clients Matter. Identifying and nurturing the not so obvious key relationships that can make a 
difference in program support. 

Efficiency is not a four-letter word, Wins + Program Culture + Expense Management = Long- 
term Success, 
Executing and controlling your Exit Strategy, Your legacy began the day you signed your 
contract, 

Stroman is an enthusiastic educator and entrepreneur. Combining interests and scholarship in 

vm]]--><!--[#udJ[J-->leadership, business, and sport, she teaches courses in sport administration, 

sport marketing, sport economics, and leadership at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. She also directs and teaches Sport Entrepreneurship for the             i~i http://wbca. 

scoutware n 
university’s Entrepreneurship Minor and the Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private et/wbb/u/10 
Enterprise. As a former team captain at the University of Virginia and assistant coach 7 DeborahSt 
at UNC, Stroman eagerly shares insight on social issues in sport, athlete roman.JPG 
development, and servant leadership. She was recently a warded the university’s 

Award for Advising Excellence (2012-13) and the General Alumni Association Harvey 

Beech 2013 Outstanding Faculty Award. Prior to her position at UNC, Stroman 

successfully owned a sport marketing and golf event planning company and enjoyed 
a 17-year career in financial services. 

In addition to her education teaching and leadership Stroman also provides consulting services to 



numerous sports teams and sport-related organizations including the NCAA Office of Inclusion and the 
Atlantic Coast Conference. Her LASERTM , Life After Sports with Effective Results, company assists 

former professional athletes through the necessary transition from their sporting career to a valued 
career, business ownership or the completion of an academic degree. 

To learn more about Stroman’s work visit her website at www.laser3.0,co or contact her directly at 

The Paradigm Shift: Bold Entrepreneurial Thinking or BUST! with Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU, 

will be held at 3 p.m. Monday, April 7, in the Music City Center, Level 2, Room 207. 

The WBCA presents All In with Hudson Taylor, Sherri Murrell and Nevin Caple 
One of the greatest tools in the ongoing battle for inclusion and respect on our campus communities 
and within our athletic programs is the courage and willingness of allies to stand up and play a role in 

combating ignorance and prejudice. Most straight people have gay friends, but too few stand up to 

say that fair treatment of every member of our community is personally important to us. This session 

is about learning to stand up for players, colleagues, teammates and friends. It’s about making 

campuses and athletics a safe space for everyone by celebrating the things we have in common, as 
people, as coaches and as citizens working toward fair treatment for everyone. Join Sherri Murrell, 

head coach at Portland State University, Hudson Taylor, founder and executive director of Athlete, and 

Nevin Caple, co-founder and executive director of Br{ache the Silence, as they present their unique 

roles and experiences to provide you the best practices and practic al solutions to becoming an 
integral part of the inclusion solution. Stick around after the conclusion of the session to talk one-on- 

one with these inclusion ambassadors to learn more on: 

Managing obstacles in the face of fairness and integrity. 

How to mobilize and organize your program and campus to make a lasting impact on athletes 

and students. 

Overcoming personal insecurities and fears in order to stand up for the rights of a minority. 

All In with Hudson Taylor, Sherri Murreil and Nevin Cap/e will be held at 11 a.m.Tuesday, April 

8, in the Omni Nashville Hotel’s Broadway Balh-oom G-K. Speakers will host office hours immediately 

following from noon until 1:30 p.m. 

Speaker Bios 

<!--[J£’.v~]--><!--[ondJ~-->Hudson Taylor, a three-time NCAA All-American wrestler at the University 

of Maryland is currently a wrestling coach at Columbia University and is the founde~ ....... 

and executive director of Athlete Ally. Athlete Ally is anon-profit organization dedicated ~i http:I/wbc 
a scoutwar 

tO encouraging athletes, coaches, parents, fans and other members of the sports e.netlwbbl 
community to respect all individuals involved in sports, regardless of perceived or u/I08 Hu 
actual sexual-orientation or gender identity or expression. Taylor’s work is now dson Tayl 
featured in the permanent Miller Family Youth Exhibition at the Illinois Holocaust orJPG 
Museum and Education Center, which aims to empower young persons to stand as 

leaders against discrimination. He has worked tirelessly to build a strong contingent of 

professional athlete ambassadors for his cause that includes Brendon Ayanbadejo 

(Baltimore Ravens), Chris Kluwe (Minnesota Vikings), Andy Roddick (tennis), Kenneth Faried (Denver 

Nuggets), and scores more. To learn more about Hudson Taylor and Athlete Ally visit 

www.ath[eteally,org. 

<!--[i[’!~’11~]]--><!--[el]dil~-->Portland State head coach Sherri Murrell is in her seventh season and 

has guided the Vikings to their most successful six-year stretch at the NCAA Division I 
level. Murrell surpassed the 100-career wins mark at Portland State just two games 

into the 2012-13 seasons. She became just the second coach in Portland State history 

to eclipse the 100-win mark. Murrell has an extensive coaching background, including 

head coaching positions at George Fox University, the University of the Pacific and 
Washington State. In her 13 years as a head coach at PSU and three other schools, 

Murrell has compiled a career record of 169-202.She strung tog ether seven 

consecutive winning seasons at George Fox and Pacific, while collecting two 

conference Coach of the Year honors. In addition, attendance at all three schools saw 
dramatic increases under her watch. 

i.~ http://wbc 

a.scoutwar 

e net/wbb/ 

u/109 She 

rri MurrelI.J 

PG 

<!--[J~’!~,~r’~]--><!--[eildJ~]-->Nevin Caple is a co-founder of Br{ache the Silence Campaign, BTS Tour of 

Champions and a co-producer of the "ALL IN" public-service announcement. BTS 
:~:~ http://wbca.scout 

Campaign was founded to end homophobia in women’s college and professional ware.net/wbb/u/1 
sports through LGBTQ and ally focused initiatives. Caple sits on the Wade Trophy 10 Nevin Caple.J 
Committee for women’s college basketball as the Society of Health and Physical 

Educators (SHAPE America) representative. She was honored at The White 
House for LGBT Emerging Leaders and is a founding member of the Mike LGBT 

Sports Coalition. Caple works closely with the NCAA Office of Diversity & Inclusion 

and National Center for Lesbian Rights.To view the "ALL IN" PSA featuring WNBA coach Lin Dunn, PSU 

head coach Sherri Murrell and other athlete/coach advocates please visit 

i.~] htt p://wbca scoutwa re. netJwbb/u/datestoremern berh ea der(1) png 

March 4, 2014: March 9, 2014: 
WBCA Executive Committee Conference Call Daylight Savings Time Begins 

iMarch 10, 2014: 
March 12, 2014: 

DI WBCA Coaches’ All-America Team and DI 
RUSSELL ATHLETIC Coach of the Year ballots due Happy Birthday toWBCACEO Beth Bass 

March 17, 2014: March 20, 2014: 
WBCA election nominations go online First Day of Spring 



To discontinue furthe[ mailings, please select this link, 

Women’s Basketball Coaches Association 
4646 Lawrenceville Highway I Lilburn, GA 30047 

770-279-8027 



Department of Exercise & Sport Science - Faculty Meeting 

Wednesday March 5, 2014 

2:00pro (Fetzer 201) 

1. General Announcements 

¯ Approval of March 2014 faculty meeting minutes (see attachment) 

¯ Congratulations to Barbara, the 2014 recipient of the Sport and Recreation Law Association (SRLA} Betty van der Smissen 

Leadership Award. This award is presented to an individual who is recognized for leadership and vision in the study of legal 

aspects of sport and physical activity. It’s the highest honor the organization bestows, with the primary focus on 

scholarship. 

¯ Facilities update (see attachment) 

¯ Hyatt Scholarship 

o Deadline for submission: Monday March 17, 2014 to Amy 

o Interviews March 19-20 (Committee: Darin, Sherry, Troy, Abbie, 2013 recipient) 

Graduation 

o Monday, April 14, 2014 before 4 PM: Due date for submission of doctoral dissertations and master’s theses 

o Saturday, May 10, 2014: DoctorM Hoodina Ceremony (see link) 

o Sunday, May 11, 2014: University Cornmencement Ceremony (see link) 

¯ University Research Day (see link) 

o March 4, 2014; 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.; Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

2. Innovation Squad / Blyth Lecture Update 

¯ Innovation Squad (Coyte) 

¯ Date: Wednesday April 19 at lpm (Fetzer 109) 

¯ Topic: Impact of Exercise & Sport Science on Maintaining the Military Fighting Force 

3. Exercise Physiology Search Update (Claudio) 

Discuss committee recommendations and vote 

4. Campus Recreation Master Plan Update (Bill Goa) 

5. Earey Award (Sherry) 

6. Paralympics (Diane) 

7. Honors System Update (Diane) (see attachment) 

8. Faculty Executive Committee / Salary Increase Guidelines (Darin) (see attachment) 

¯ Briefly review and discuss intended outcomes. Discuss in more detail at April meeting. 

9. Strategic Plan 

¯ Maintain High Quality Academic Achievement 

o Undergraduate senior student survey (Alain) (see attachment) 

o Graduate student survey (see attachment) 

¯ Increase EXSS Branding 

o Review upcoming posts (research / faculty impact) 

Research Impact 

o Update on grant submissions in EXSS 

[] Review timelines & process, Discuss methods for streamlining in future. 

10. Senior Honors Thesis (Meredith) & Student Research Initiatives (Darin) 
¯ Get students engaged earlier -~ Interest group meeting 

¯ Identify faculty interested in mentoring UG students. Present overview of research ideas at interest group meeting. 

[] 2015 Undergraduate Research Honors Symposium in EXSS 

o Example program: Undergraduate Research Honors Symposium in Bio/ogy (see link) 

Spotlight on Student Research Poster Day in EXSS (UG and Grad) 

o Example program: Spotlight on Student Research Poster Event (see link) 

11. 2014/2015 Teaching Schedule 

12. 2014/2015 Position Requests 

¯ Review and begin initial discussions. Finalize decisions at April meeting. 



Facilities Update (Patrick Barrett & Darrell Kidd) 

1) Fetzer Roof Replacement: 

In the last month we have seen the isolation of the contractors staging areas,. The flat roofs over the 

Racquetball and Squash courts are the the starting point for removal and also allow UNC Maintenance to get a 

jump on necessary repairs to both the Squash and Racquetball Courts. Gyms A and B will not be affected until 

after the Dance Marathon is over and Gym C can be accessed any time after April 12th, if not earlier. I will be 

sending out updates as to when gyms, and certain areas will be effected, as well as coordinate with Reggie 

around Campus Recreation events and Athletic Camps this summer. 

2) Outdoor Pool: 
Anna Wu is now spearheading this concern. I last spoke with Bridget Bockham, who informed me that the 
cost would be $9,000.00 for an outside company to remove the trees, which are still alive. A written 

justification is in the process to remove live trees, regardless of impending, potential liability? Yet another 

question, is who will fund this eventually...the battle between maintenance, housing, and ground is 

ensuing. The final piece of the puzzle is that supplementary planting will need to replenished with new 

landscaping for erosion control and aesthetic appearances for Carmichael Dormitory. I have contacted Anna 

regarding our concerns and am currently awaiting her response. 

3) Squash Courts: 

Courts I and 2 are being scheduled for repairs while the roof repairs are going on. I spoke with Guy Martin 

from Curtis Construction in an attempt to initially complete the roof replacement over the squash and 

racquetball courts. Once the roof repairs and installations are made in these initial areas, UNC Maintenance is 

free to complete their repairs. 

4) Fetzer Hot Water Main Replacement: 
At some point we will be without hot water for roughly 2 weeks. A main steam line and storage tank need to 

be replaced before they blow. The maintenance staff is in the process of obtaining the parts needed to 

complete the project. Once we decide on a date, I will post notices in the locker rooms and Equipment Room 

to alert our patrons. This project had been delayed with the recent flooding across campus, the maintenance 

staff may wait until a break to complete this project. The maintenance room in question is located in one of 

the staging areas for the roofing contractor. Ideally they can work congruently, but the contractor has priority 

should any conflicts occur. 

S) Oncology Laboratory: 

The OneCard access reader is installed and functional. 

6) Equipment Room Glass Installation: 
The initial quote of $13,000.00 for the new glass enclosure in the Fetzer Equipment Room is being reviewed, 

as there is a concern about a fire rating component that the Fire Marshall is looking into. Basically, we do not 

have a sprinkler system in the Fetzer Equipment Room like we do in the recently renovated Woollen 

Equipment Room. Therefore, the fire code dictates that we have a metal roll down door like the current unit. 
7) Carpentry Projects: 

Andy is going to assist Steve Marshall in replicating an apparatus that is used in Steve’s knee research, as well 



as a shipping case. Andywill also begin the next phase of three (3) addition work stations in the SMRL. He 

plans to work on these in the wood shop and complete the installation over a break or this summer. 

8) Camera Systems: 
Reggie is looking at what type of camera system he prefers in the SRC and then we are looking to integrate our 

system in Fetzer, add exterior doors and combine the SRC system into a Campus Police based program which 

will allow us more flexibility and potentially cheaper. 

9) Lighting Changes: 

We may be eligible for lighting upgrades in Woollen, Fetzer, and SRC gym locations. Billy Vierra, from UNC 

Construction & Design is looking to upgrade from the halogen lighting in the Gyms now to a LED 

system. These new lights are cost efficient and potentially free? The money needs to be allocated before the 

end of the fiscal year. Hopefully, we can coordinate this with the roofing contractors. I should hear something 

definitive by mid-March. 

10} Ongoing Quotes: 

Glass replacement for the Fetzer Equipment Room windows: $13,000.00??? 

Woollen Camera System: ~;5,014.00       Fetzer Upgrade: ~;12,525.00 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Freeman, LisaNicole <lisa freeman@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, March 3, 2014 6:28 PM 

Fisher, Annice E <fisherae@email.unc.edu-~; Freema~L LisaNicole <lisa t~eeman@unc.edu:~; Felder, Andrea D 
<afelde@admissions.unc.edu>; ttarri~m, Aliana C ~acharri@email.unc.edu>; Powell, C~mdice Shields Fleming 

<candicef@email.unc.edu>; Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@email.unc.edu>; Seaton, Eleanor <e~aton@email.unc.edu:~; Wilson, Ada K 

<adaw@ema~l.unc.edu>; Shufolfl, Bettina C. <bcshufo@email.unc.edu>; Young, Samantha Deon <smnyoung@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, 

Trinnette M <coopert@email.unc.edu>; Dunston, Christy S <csdunsto@email.unc.edu>; Simpson, LaShayla Monique 

<lsimpson@admissions.unc.edu>; Suitt, Helen <hsuit@admissions.unc.edu:>; Robinso~ Emma Mae <erobinson@ad~nissions.unc.edu>; 

Walker, Christy A. <w~Jkerca@unc.edu:>; Tyson, Karolyn D <kdtyson@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperkin@em~l.unc.edu>; 

Keith, Yolanda <ykeith@admissions.unc.e&~>; Burnette, Tarah <tarahb@email.unc.edtc,; SmitlL Brandy <brm~dysl@email.unc.edu~--; Sims 

Evans, Charletta <simsevan@email.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu>; Dodson, Jermisha <jydodson@email.unc.edu:,; 

Moore, Rashida <moore 1 r@email.unc.edu >; White, B randolyn Shea <bswhite@email .unc.edu >; Vines, Anissa I ~-avines@email.unc .edu >; 

Jones, Dawna M <dawnaj@email.unc.edu>; Roman Isler, Malika D <malika roman-isle@med.unc.edu>; Spmill, April R 
~4april spruill@unc.edu:~; Br~ile, Joscelyne M <brazile@unc.edu>; Freeman, Ashalla Magee <ashalla magee@med.unc.edu>; GoodletL 

Claadssa <cgoodle@email.unc.edu>; Gomez, Emily Ja~elle <ejgomez@email.unc.edu> 

Tunnel of Oppression 2014 

Hi ladies, 

Please consider participating in this event. Please also share with colleagues you believe would be interested in attending as well. 
On behalf of the Tunnel of Oppression planning committee we would like to invite you to UNC’s Tunnel of Oppression 2014. The Tunnel of Oppression will take 
place Monday, March 31, 2014 thru Wednesday, April 2, 2014 from 5-10 PM in the basement of Cobb Residence Hall. Tunnel is sponsored by the Department of 
Housing and Residential Education, Residence Hall Association (RHA) and the National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH). 
The Tunnel of Oppression is a tout" that will engage students in an immersive experience of scenes where participants will experience firsthand different forms of 
oppression through interactive acting, viewing monologues, and multimedia. All of the scenes have been written with the Chapel Hill student in mind. Some scenes 
are direct monologues from strident experiences on campus, others deal with local hot topics. At the completion of the Tunnel experience participants will go 
through an active 30 minute processing session where they will discuss the experience and learn how they can "Rethink their Role" in creating positive social 
change. 
You can register as an individual or as a group for a tour at: http:/iunctunnel2014.eventbrite.com. [Each tour and discussion takes about 45 minutes] We look 
forward to seeing you there! Please feel free to also share this announcement with others. 
Want to connect with Tunnel UNC? 
Facebook- TunnelofOppressionAtUNC 
Instagram- UNCTunnelOfOppression 
Twitter- @UNC_Tunnel 

i.~.i cid:imageO01.jpg@O lCE2964 E3454840 

Sarah Rowe 
Manning East Community Director 
Department of Housing & Residential Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Email: sarahrowe@unc.edu ] Phone: 919.843.z773 
h ousing.un c.edu I facebook.com/unchousing 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@s~dentafllleteshumanrights.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Michael Sam Letter 

Deb: 

917.297.8488 I look forward to hearing from you 

Best 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Mar 4, 2014, at 3:12 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I am old school. ;) As per my previous note, I don’t believe in continuing this discussion by email and kindly suggest a direct conversation. I do strongly disagree with some of your 
comments too. Thank you. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage Explore Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity tu which it is addressed and may contain cunfidential ancL, ur 
privileged material. Any ---unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies ufthe original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: En~nett Gill [mailto :emmett~iH(~studentathleteshumanrights cum] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 3:02 PM 
> To: Struman, Deborah L 
> Cc: NAGEL, MARK; CLF.2/2ENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN; hhinton@nccu edu; arfrancique@hlkn tamu edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@puyners cum; @gmaikcom; dfl@wsu.edu; 
kmjamies@uncg.edu; urking@wsu edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert W.; @gmail.com; Akilah Carter Francique; CavilYK@tsu edu; k@ahuu cum; 
rfluwers@emich edu; wardell juhnsun@eku.edu; @ahou.com; suciahYurkandsports@gmail.cum; @gmaibcom; wgriffin@uw.edu; @ahou.com; 
george.kounce@marquette edu; dr fritzpulite@gmail.com; SOU~IIIALL, RICHARD; Smith, Jay M; nagel@sc.edu; ccuoky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh edu; @gmail.com; 
dwigginl@gmu edu; singe~jn@hlkn tamu.edu; briemer@emich.edu; drhedwards@icloud cum; jcuakley@uccs edu; @gmaibcom; duru@wcbamerican.edu; juhshuck@umail iu edu; 

@gmail.cum; mgilbert@allegheny edu;  @gmail.cum; Nameka Bates; @gmail cum; rlapchick@ucf edu; @gmail.cum; @gmaikcom; 
@gmail.cum; @gmail cum; @gmaibcom; a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; Stauruwsky,Ellen; Drew Brown; drmark@ppdmag.cum; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; llm~aye@colum.edu; radelekan@gmail.com; acviscar@syr.edu; r@gmail.com; Jermifer Hofi~an; @aol.com; 
leonar dmoore@mail.utexas.edu 
> Subject: Re: Michael Sam Letter 
> 

> Deborah: 
> 

> I agree with the need for collm~unication and before this email chain started I sent you an email suggesting that we talk. 
> 

> Deborah, I tested such a tactic already. A number of people were concerned with the statement released by- the Carolina black Caucus (CBC). Nonetheless, since you helped to craft the 
statement and became the primaiy messenger I thought it was best not say a word. However, ~vhen I attended the CBC meeting I ~vas disheartened to see my narue and that of the 
organization on your agenda without a heads up or even invite from you. I will simply say- I understand. 
> 

> Deborah, since the second version of "The Thoughts from the Project" was released L~’~’C has stopped corcan~mication and you shared that they were upset over our releases. I also 
understand. 
> 

> I thii..k I have tried to solicit ideas on strategies because I tluly want to develop a coalition of activists who make a difference. Many days I am unsure of what to do, but when I get emails 
froru reporters who say we made a diflhrence at RU I ara encouraged. 
> 

> Activism is intended to generate tension between those in power and those who want to empower vulnerable people.., so when conm~ents are not well received what am I to do? 
> 

> I do feel that UNC is not accepting responsibility for providing a tree education to all athletes and that if they do not then The Project (if I don’t lose evewone today:) and others will 
continue to adruinister positive, but respectful pressure. Maybe you can share the progress you see? 
> 

> Nonetheless, I hear you and ruaybe we can form a group so that I can vet ideas? If you or any of our esteemed ruembers would like for me to share some of the strategies I foresee then 
please feel free to call or email me because I want to "do good". 
> 

> I do know that I have to do a better job of emailing and posting final letters I will do better! 
> 

> ha closing this recent email chain could be viewed as a negative, but I see it as a positive This communication will motivate me to be as inclusive as my colleagues time will allow., and to 
understand that our unique group dynamics must be at the forefront of our work. 
> 

> I hope this does not dissuade anyone from our work We need each and eveW one of yo!! 
> 

> Best 
> 

> ELG 
> 



> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On Mar 4, 2014, at 2:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Emmett I am interested in discussing with you one-on-one the Prctiect’s strategy for addressing issues occumng at a Project member’s home institution. ! suggest that you/we have a 
clear understanding of organizational tactics to achieve a certain goah It is one thing to be a voice for all student athletes. [t is another to create additional and unnecessary tension that 
impedes existing progress for the student athlete voice. The feedback loop is critical in this type of work. 
>> 
>> I look forward to our chat. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity- to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any" ---unauthorized review, use, disclostue or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Ennnett Gill [mailto:errm~ettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:15 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Cc: NAGEL, 2vL4RK; CLEi’~NNTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN; hhinton@nccu edu; 
>> arfrancique@hlkn tamu edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners com; 
>> @gmaihcom; djl@wsu edu; kn~jamies@nncg.edu; 
>> crking@wsu edu; ri@ath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert W; 
>> @gmail corn; Akilah Carter Francique; CavilJK@tsu.edu; 
>> @ahoo corn; rflo~vers@emich edu; wardelhjolmson@eku edu; 
>> @ahoo.com; socialworkandsports@gmail corn; 
>> @gmaihcom; wgriffin@u~v.edu; @ahoo corn; 
>> george.koonce@marquette edu; @gmaihcom; SOUTHALL, 
>> RICHARD; Smith, Jay M; nagel@sc edu; ccoo~z@purdue.edu; 
>> dpearson@uh.edu; @gmail.com; dwigginl@gmu edu; 
>> singe~in@hlkn.tamu.edu; briemer@emich.edu; drhedwards@icloud.com; 
>> jcoakley@uccs edu; @gmaihcom; dum@wchamerican.edu; 
>> johshuck@umail iu edu; @gmail corn; mgilbert@allegheny.edu; 
>>  @gmail corn; Nameka Bates; @gmaihcom; 
>> rlapchick@ucf.edu; @gmail.com; @gmaihcom; 
>> @gmaih corn; @gmail corn; @gmail.com; 
>> a-halt2@~viu edu; cro~vley@calu.edu; Staurowsky,Ellen; Drew Brown; 
>> drmark@ppdmag.com; @gmail corn; @gmaihcom; 
>> rmnaye@colum.edu; @gmaihcom; aeviscar@syr edu; 
>> r@gmaihcom; Jennifer Hofii’nan; @aol corn; 

>> leonardmoore@maihutexas.edu 
>> Su’qiect: Re: Michael Sam Letter 
>> 
>> Deborah: 
>> 

>> I will remove your name from future letters. I do understand that your status as a faculty member at UNC and The Prc~iects’ interest in I~2NC is a difficult one 
>> 

>> Please be assured that our work will remain focused on what’s best for student-athletes. 
>> 

>> However, the UNC scenario does raise an interesung question.. "What happens when an event that deserves attention from this group happens on one of our campuses?" Again, ! am 
open to ideas as to how we can refrain from damaging our employment situations while trying to engage in activism. Still, I am confident that our work is needed and very proud of what W[~ 
are doing. 
>> 

>> Thanks ~2~r your support Deborah. 
>> 

>> Best 
>> 

>> E],G 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On Mar 4, 2014, at 1:51 P]VI, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> tti Emmett Please remove me off of future letters too. Let’s chat snnn about my support of SAtIRP advocacy and activities 

>>> Thank you. 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 



>>> CONF’]I)ENTIAI.F,[’Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if an?’, is intended only :[’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain corffldential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

>>7 ...... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: NAGEL, MARK [mailto:NAOEL_’vi(d~l’tr sm.sc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 12:58 PM 
>>> To: CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN; En~ett Gill 
>>> Cc: hhinton@nccu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; 
>>> rolw@poyners.com; @gmail.com; djl@wsu.edu; 
>>> kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@xvsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert 
>>> W.; @gmail.corr~; Akilah Carter Francique; Cavil.PK@tsu.edu; 
>>> @yahoo.com; 1Tlowers@emich.edu; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; 
>>> @yahoo.com; socialxvorkandsports@gmail.com; 
>>> @gmail.com; wgriffin@uw.edu; @yahoo.com; 
>>> george.koonce@marquette.edu; @gmail.com; SOUTHALL, 
>>> RICHARD; Smith, Jay M; nagel@sc.edu; ccooky-@purdue.edu; 
>>> dpearson@uh.edu; @graail.com; dwigginl@gmu.edu; 
>>> singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L; briemer@emich.edu; 
>>> drhedwards@icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; @gmail.com; 
>>> duru@wcl.american.edu; johshuck@umail.iu.edu; @gmail.corrc 
>>> mgilbelt@allegheny.edu; mcxvw51 @gmail.com; Nameka Bates; 
>>> @gmail.com; rlapchick@uc£edu; 8@gmail.com; 
>>> @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @graail.cora; 
>>> @gmail.com; a-hart2@xviu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; 
>>> Staurows~’,Ellen; Drew Broxvn; drmark@ppdmag.com;  @gmail.com; 
>>> @gmail.com; mmaye@colum.edu; @gmail.com; 
>>> aeviscar@syr.edu; @gmail.com; Jetmifer Hofl:man; 
>>> @aol.com; leonardmoore@mail.utcxas.edu 
>>> Subject: RE: 5,lichael Sam Letter 

>>> I have been travelling and am ;vay behind. Please omit my name as I have not had a chance to read what you are sending out. Also, I think it is best if you ask people to opt "in" rather 
than opt "out." You shouldn’t sign anyone’s name to a letter unless they say that is ok and it should be your responsibility to get their signatures rather than people like me having to tell 
you no after the fact I appreciate what you are doing but please keep my name oft" any future letters. 

>>> Thanks 

>>> Mark Nagel 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: CLEMENTINE R SLOAN-GREEN [mailto:tinabwsf(£temple edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 12:01 AM 
>>> To: En~mett Gill 
>>> Cc: hhinton@nccu edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; 
>>> rorr@poyners corn; @gmail.com; djl@wsu.edu; 
>>> kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; 
>>> rwttu-ner@email uric edu; @gmail.com; Akilah Carter 
>>> Francique; CavilJK@tsu.edu; @ahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; 
>>> wardell johnson@eku.edu; @yahoo corn; 
>>> socialworkandsports@gmail.com; @gmail corn; ;vgriffin@uw.edu; 
>>> @yahoo.com; george.koonce@marquette.edu; 
>>> @gmail corn; SOUrIIIALL, RICHARD; jaysmith@email unc.edu; 
>>> nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh edu; 
>>> @gmail.com; dwigginl @gmu.edu; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; 
>>> dstro@unc.edu; briemer@emich.edu; drhedwards@icloud.com; 
>>> jcoakley@uccs edu; @gmai[.com; duru@wc[.american.edu; 
>>> johshuck@umail.iu.edu; @gmail.com; mgilbert@allegheny.edu; 
>>> @gmail.com; Nameka Bates; @gmail.com; 
>>> rlapchick@ucl~edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 
>>> @gmail.com; @gmail corn; @gmail.com; 
>>> a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; Staurowsky,Ellen; Drew Brown; 
>>> drmark@ppdmag.com; gmail.com; @gmail.com; 
>>> mmaye@colum edu; @gmail.com; aeviscar@syr edu; 
>>> @gmail corn; Jennifer Hoffinan; @aol corn; 
>>> leonardmoore@mail.utexas edu 
>>> Sutzject: Re: Michael Sam Letber 

>>> Hi Emmett: 
>>> Please omit my name As president of the BWSF, our mission is about black girls and women in sport Presently, I do not think it is in the best interest of the foundation to broaden our 
advocacy. It has been and continues to be a challenge to increase the numbers of black women in all areas of sport. ! hope you understand. 
>>> Respectfully, 
>>7. TSG 

>>> On Mon, Mar 3, 2014 at 11 : 13 AM, 
>>> <cmmettgill@studentatl-~leteshumanrights.com> wrote: 
>>>> Dear Colleagues: 

>>>> Attached is a letter developed by Drs. McDoxvell and Jotmson and soon 

>>>> (Dr.) Nameka Bates. I intend to send the letter on Tuesday. If you 
>>>> support the letter (I will change the corabine lingo to post-combine) 
>>>> then no reply is necessacy-. If you want me to omit yota name please 



>>>> let me know 

>>>:~ 

>>> Tina Sloan Green 
>>> President 
>>> Black Woruen in Sport Foundation 
>>> BWSF is now on Twitter t Follow us: @BWSFandYOU BWSF is now on Face Bookt facebook.com/BWSFandYou BWSF Office Location: 
>>> 4300 Monument Road ( Methodist Sel~ices for Children and Families) 
>>> Philadelphia, PA 19131 
>>> 215-877-1925 ext 320 (O) 
>>> 215-877-1942- Fax 
>>> Faculty Emerita College of Education Temple University Ritter Hall Rm 
>>> 468 
>>> 215-204-8750 (O) 
>>> Web Site- blackwomeninsport.org 

> Sent from my iPhone 

>> On Mar 4, 2014, at 2:30 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Enrmett. I am interested in discussing with you one-on-one the Project’s strategy for addressing issues occurring at a Project meruber’s horue institution. I suggest that you/we have a 
clear understanding of organizational tactics to achieve a certain goal. It is one thing to be a voice for all student athletes. It is another to create additional and unnecessary tension that 
inrpedes existing progress for the student athlete voice. The feedback loop is critical in this type of work. 

>> I look forward to our chat. 

>> debby 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>> 919843.0336 

>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Emmett Gill [mailto:emmett~ill@studentathleteshumauri~hts.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, IVlarch 04, 2014 2:15 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Cc: NAGFL, \lARK; CLEMENTINE R SLOAN-GREEN; hhinton@nccu, edu; 
>> arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com; 
>> @gmaihcom; djl@~vsu.edu; kmjamies@uaacg edu; 
>> crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert W.; 
>> @gmail.com; Akilah Carter Francique; CavilJK@tsu edu; 
>> @yahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; wardelhjohnson@eku.edu; 
>> @ahoo, cam; socialworkandsports@gmail.com; 
>> @gmaihcom; wgriffin@uw.edu; @ahoo.com; 
>> george.koonce@marquette.edu; @gmaihcom; SOUTHALL, 
>> RICHARD; Smith, Jay M; nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue edu; 
>> ~dpearson@uh.edu; @gmail cam; dwigginl @gmu.edu; 
>> s~ngerjn@hlkn.tamu edu; briemer@emich.edu; drhedwards@icloud cam; 
>> jcoakley@uccs.edu; @gmail cam; duru@wcl american.edu; 
>> johshuck@umaiLiu.edu; @gmaiLcom; mgilbert@allegheny edu; 
>> @gmaiLcom; Nameka Bates; gmaihcom; 
>> rlapchick@ucf edu; @gmail corn; @gmail cam; 
>> @gmaihcom; @gmail.com; @gmail corn; 
>> a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu edu; Staurowsky,Ellen; Drew Brown; 
>> drmark@ppdmag.com; @gmaiLcom; @gmaihcom; 
>> mmaye@columedu; @gmaihcom; aeviscar@syr.edu; 
>> @gmaihcom; Jennifer Hofiinan; @aol.com; 
>> leonardmoore@mail utexas.edu 
>> Subject: Re: Michael Sam Letter 

>~ Deborah: 

>> I will remove your name from future letters. I do understand that your status as a faculty member at UNC and ’]’he ProJects’ interest in UNC is a difficult one. 

>> Please be assured that our work will remain focused on what’s best for student-athletes. 

>> However, the UNC scenario does raise an interesting question... "~4q~at happens when an event that deserves attention froru this group happens on one of our campuses?" Again, I ara 
open to ideas as to how we can refrain froru damaging our employment situations while trying to engage in activism. Still, I ant confident that our work is needed and vel~/proud of what WE 
are doing. 

>> Thanks for your support Deborah. 



>> Best 

>> 

>> ELG 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>>> On Mar 4, 2014, at 1:51 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I2’ <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi Emmett. Please remove me off of future letters too. Let’s chat soon about my support of SAHRP advocacy and activities. 

>>> Thank you. 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any-, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain cotffidential and/or 

privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: NAGEL, MARK [mailto:NAGELM@hrsm.sc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Tuesday-, March 04, 2014 12:58 PM 

>>> To: CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN; Err~ctt Gill 

>>> Cc: hhinton@nccu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; 

>>> rorr@poyners corn; @gmaihcom; djl@wsu.edu; 

>>> kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert 

>>> W; @gmail com; Akilah Carter Francique; CavilJK@tsu.edu; 

>>> yahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; wardell johnson@eku.edu; 

>>> @yahoo corn; socialworkandsports@gmaihcom; 

>>> @gmaihcom; wgriffin@uw edu; @yahoo.com; 

>>> george.koonce@marquette.edu; @gmail com; SOUTHALL, 

>>> RICHARD; Smith, Jay- M; nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue edu; 

>>> dpearson@uh.edu; @gmail com; dwigginl@gmu.edu; 

>>> smgerjn@hlkn.tamu edu; Stroman, Deborah L; briemer@emich.edu; 

>>> drhedwards@icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; @gmaihcom; 

>>> dum@wchamerican edu; johshuck@umail iu edu; @gmail corn; 

>>> mgilbert@allegheny edu; @gmaihcom; Nameka Bates; 

>>> @gmail corn; rlapchick@ucEedu; gmail.com; 

>>> @gmaihcom; l@gmail corn; @gmail corn; 

>>> @gmail.com; a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; 

>>> Staurowslcy,Ellen; Drew Brown; drmark@ppdmag.com;  @gmaihcom; 

>>> @gmaih corn; rmnaye@colum edu; @gmaih COl;q; 

>>> aeviscar@syr.edu; @gmaihcom; Jennifer HofIh~an; 

>>> @aohcom; leonardmoore@maihutexas.edu 

>>> Subject: RE: Niichael Sam Letter 

>>> 

>>> Fmmett 

>>> I have been travelling and am way behind. Please omit my name as I have not had a chance to read what you are sending out. Also, I think it is best if you ask people to opt "in" rather 

than opt "out." You shouldn’t sign anyone’s name to a letter unless they say that is ok and it should be your responsibili~ to get their signatures rather than people like me having to tell 

you no after the fact. I appreciate what you are doing but please keep my name off any future letters. 

>>> Thanks 

>>> Mi~rk Nagel 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GRI’Iv.N [mailto :tmabwsl~temple.edu] 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 12:01 AM 

>>3. To: Etmnett (Jill 

>>> Cc: hhinton@nccu.edu; affrancique@hlkn tamu edu; jmcd@illinois edu; 

>>> rorr@poyners.com; @gmail corn; @@wsu edu; 

>>> lcm)amies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio edu; 

>>> rwturner@email.unc.edu; @gmaihcom; Akilah Carter 

>>> Francique; CavilJK@tsu edu; @ahoo corn; rflowers@emich.edu; 

>>> wardell.johnson@eku.edu; @yahoo.com; 

>>> sociahvorkandsports@gmail corn; @gmail.com; wgriffin@uw.edu; 

>>> @yahnn corn; george koonce@marquette edu; 

>>> @gmail.com; SOUTHALI., RICIIARD; jaysmith@email.unc.edu; 

>>> nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh.edu; 

>>> @gmail corn; dwigginl@gmu edu; singe~jn@hlkn tamu edu; 

>>> dstro@unc.edu; brierr~er@eraich.edu; drhedwards@icloud.com; 

>>> jcoakley@uccs.edu; @graaihcom; dttru@xvchamerican.edu; 

>>> johshuck@umaihiu.edu; @gmaihcom; mgilbert@allegheny.edu; 

>>> @gmaih com; Nameka B ates; @gmaih corn; 

>>> rlapchick@uc£edu; @gmaihcom; @gmail.com; 

>>> @gmaih corn; @gmaih corn; @gmaih corn; 

>>> a-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; Staurowsky,Ellen; Drew Broxvn; 

>>> &mark@ppdmag.com; @gmaihcom; @gmaihcom; 



>>> mmaye@co[umedu; gmail.com; aeviscar@syr.edu; 
>>> @gmail.com; Jennifer tloflinan; @aol.com; 

>>> [eonardmoore@mail utexas.edu 
>>> Subject: Re: Michael Sam Letter 

>>> Hi Emmet~: 
>>> Please omit my name. As president of the BWSF, our mission is about black girls and women in sport. Presently, I do not think it is in the best interest of the foundation to broaden our 
advocacy. It has been and continues to be a challenge to increase the numbers of black women in all areas of sport I hope you understand 
>>> Respectfully, 
>>> TSG 

>>> On Man, Mar 3, 2014 at 11 : 13 AM. 
>>> <emmettgill@studentathleteshmnatnights.com> wrote: 
>>>> Dear Colleagues: 

>>>> Attached is a letter developed by Drs. McDowell and Jokmson and soon 

>>>> (Dr.) Nameka Bates. I intend to send the letter on Tuesday. If you 
>>>> support the letter (I will change the combine lingo to post-combine) 
>>>> then no reply is necessa~. If you want me to omit your name please 
>>>> let me know 

>>>> ELG 

>>> Tina Sloan Green 
>>> President 
>>> Black Women in Sport Foundation 
>>> BWSF is now on Twittert Follow us: @BWSFandYOU BWSF is now on Face Bookt facebook.corn/BWSFandYou BWSF Office Location: 
>>> 4300 Monument Road ( Methodist Services for Children and Families) 
>>> Philadelphia, PA 19131 
>>> 215-877-1925 ext 320 (O) 
>>> 215-877-1942- Fax 
>>> Facul~z Emerita College of Education Temple Universi~ Ritter Hall Pan 
>>> 468 
>>> 215-204-8750 (O) 
>>> Web Site- blackwomeninsport.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

~kena~>flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: FinaJ Case 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m working on this today. Regarding the timeline, what says makes sense. Only one round of submission is not uncommon. I brought up this 2rounds system 

referring to a global-scale case competition to which 650 b-schools participate. They need the :1St-round for screening purpose. 

Since we are not sure this time how many participants we would have and the timeline is very tight, we can change it to :1 round system. How about the following 

schedule? 

[] Registration Opens: 

[] Registration Deadline: 

[]Case specifics release: 

[]Submission deadline: 

[]Winner announced: 

[] Conference: 

Registration: 3weeks 

Working time for students: 2week 

Evaluation time for Bobcats: :1week 

Please advise. 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From-" 

Sent-’ wednesday, March 05, 2014 8:.t2 AM 
To,, Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science);  
Ce; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject-’ RE: Final Case 

My only thought with the time table is to just have 1 round of subrniss~ons and let students submit their fLd~ decks -~ v~deos then, instead of havb~g the first round 

~:or the executive summary submissions. Having only one submission rouRd ~s not uncommon in case con~pet~tions. 

Not advocating that th~s is definitely a change we should make, but thought ~’d weigh i~ with thoughts o~ the t~me]ine. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 4, 20:14 7:37 PM 

To: .... 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: Final Case 

Importance: High 

i. ~:;{:~ n~:tnc,~i~{]. (.~;~:, ~i,~i,>~i,~ ar~,~ c,~s-~]p],’b> t]-~,’ 

2Fh~arscl~U tnomJ~g. I tl~Jr~k w~ wi][ try 1:o 

Mict~ael J ord 

[] Registration Opens: March 6 

[] Registration Deadline: March 20 
¯ Case specifics release: March 2:~ 

[] tat-round submission deadline: April 3 
¯ 1St-round winners announced: April ::[2 

¯2nd-round submission deadline: April ::[9 
¯ Winner announced: April 26 

[] Conference: May 2nd 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~.~.~ emailSignature 



19.84a._~aa6 

X:: Believe 

From: ~kenan-flagler#nc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: Final Case 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to check one thing. We have no plan to give any monetary prize, correct? Current prizes are attractive enough for sport-fun students, but most 

case competitions give monetary rewards to capture larger participants, so just wanted to check. 

Have you heard back from    about updating the case competition info on our website? If not, I will work on that tomorrow, please let me know. I agree 

with your idea. I can collect all the participants info and populate an excel spreadsheet. 

Flying to Boston today? Tomorrow? Have a safe travel! 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 6:19 PM 
To 
Subject: Final Cas~ 

Importance: High 

Hi. Here she goes.., feedback? I edited their work and here is the final draft to be sent back to them for their okay. Would love to have all this case 

comp stuff up and going by Friday. Will check with.    about the best way to do a registration. It might be a simple as the teams just send 

their names, mobile #’s, and email addresses. Maybe have them also send the name of a faculty advisor who will attest to their "honor code" in 

completing the case. Tetsu can then populate an excel spreadsheet. 

Debora~ Lo Stroman~ P~,D, CLU 
Exp{ore. {~ncjage, Empower, 
Lm.4SS Sport Admil~i~ratio~, Lecturer (w~v.exss.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Koran Institute of Private Enterprise~ Senior Advisor (http://www,kenan-flagler, unc,edu/kenan-ins~itute) 
3~5 Woollen - CB #870,!) 

#HeelForward 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Wednesda~v 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

7:07 PM 

Subject: I~E: BAS - Operations 

Attach: Catering List docx 

Thank Maria! I attached the Kenan Institute catering fist. I also added a t:ew notes in below (and changed things around a bit). Also, if you guys can, please fill in 

what task you can take by temorrow end o~ day. ~ just wan[ to know where we have gaps so e~Lher ~ can fiH ~n or others on the g~ Sport team can fill in. 

Tent - 

¯ Classic Party Rentals or Premier Tent Services - to call 
¯ Tables!chairs!tablecloths - 

¯ Kenan F~agler Facilities- need to con[irm 

¯ Tablecloths: Best Rent-All on Guess Rd. in Durham or school 

¯ Lunch on Saturday (get quotes for 150+ people, how much for water/soda?) 

= Southern Sea>:>m; (food) -need 1:o confirm w}t:h Kenan Inst}tute that: {:hey are an acce{}taMe vendor-we are good to use them for {:he kmch on 

Saturday sit}ce that won’t be at the Kenan institute. 

o Picnic Basket 

o Saladelia 

o Med. Deli 

o Nantucket 

Music in between sessions? 

Exhibitor space for some sponsors? 
¯ Whoever takes this should talk with Dr. Stroman on confirmed exhibitors and what they plan to bring; then check out Loudermilk Foyer and 

Latane plaza and decide what you need (e.g. tables) and where everything will go 

Breakfast 
¯ Einstein Bagels 
¯ located in McColl; prob need 100 bagels, quartered; 50 pastries, halved; plus coffee for 1007 

Transportation company for to/fro from hotel 

o Carolina livery? 

o Name tags / event signage / programs printed 

¯ Whoever takes this, reach out to MBAs. We have these at every conference and can connect you with the right people to give us vendor info. 

o Auditorium/classroom A/V 

¯ Sync up with Edgar to make sure we have necessary equipment to record sessions 

Lisa Chisholm is our contact at Kenan-Flagler for A/V stuff (I thinM) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 6:42 PM 

To:~ ....................................... 

Cc: ! 

Subject: BAS - Operations 

Hi everyone, 

I think I have everyone on this email, but if Fm missing someone, please add them. 

Below is the list of items that we need to work on. Can everyone please take a task and update accordingly? For the food, we are planning on 1S0, but that 

could change, so see how much time in advance they need to know the final count. 

¯ Tent - Classic Party Rentals or Premier Tent Services - [ to call 
¯ Tables!chairs- Kenan Flagler Facilities- need to confirm 
¯ Tablecloths - Best Rent-All on Guess Rd. in Durham or school 
¯ Caterers- South~:_~rn Seasons (food) - r>_~ed to confirm with Kenan tt~s[:itu[:e that they are an accepl:able vet~dor 

° Music in between sessions? 
° Exhibitor space for some sponsors? 

¯ Breakfast- Einstein (located in McColl) 
¯ Lunch on Saturday 

o Picnic Basket 

o Saladelia 

o Med. Deli 

o Nantucket 
¯ Transportation company for to!fro from hotel 

o Carolina livery? 

Thanks, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kucera, Kristen L <kkucera@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 7:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Dr. Hanson Monday Lunch! 

No problem ! Its a busy time. Not sure when I’ll be around next week but Wednesday for sure. Have a great day! 

Kristen 

"Stroman, Deborah L’1 <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kristen. Raincheck tomorrow~ I have a crazy schedule now due to a few things_. (in particular, the ACCTourney) 

I am around next week if you are~ Sorry. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singJe moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

F ro m: ~ .e_~ a_!]_:_u_D_c_:_e__d_. _u_ > 

Date: Sunday, 4:13 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "                     :@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Dr. Hanson Monday Lunch! 

Claudio--Thank you for the email and for getting everything organized~ I.ooking forward to meeting with Dr~ Hanson! 

Debby - D.:_~ you want to meet m front of the conference room a ~ittle early and ~igure ou~: where to eat? [.ookin~ forward to seeing you[ 

Hope you bo[:h are enjoyin~ tfds h:~ve~y weekend[ 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Friday, I ~ 10:04 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah" L; I~ucera, 
Cc; Mills, Coleman 
Subject; Dr. Hanson Monday Lunch! 
Dear Debby and Kristen, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to go out for lunch on Monday, Feb 24th with Dr. Erik Hanson. You are scheduled to have lunch with Dr. Hanson from 12:35 to 2:00pm. :If you 
could meet with him around 12:30 in Fetzer 201 (EXSS conference room) and then head out to lunch that would be great. 

Please feel free to take him to whatever place you like. To make things easier, even a walk to Franklin street could be a good option. Whatever you want is fine! 

One of you will have to pay the bill and then turn in the receipt to Kelly for reimbursement. 

After lunch, if one of you could please bring him back to Fetzer lobby kiosk that would be great. 
the lobby kiosk waiting for you so he can then give Dr. Hanson a tour of our facilities and laboratories. 

will be in Fetzer at 
viii bring Dr Hanson to my office after the tour. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend and thanks again for all your help. 

Claudio 
P.S. Attached you will find Dr. Edk Hanson itinerary and CV. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 
Associate Professor, Exercise and Sport Science (Exercise Physiology Specialization) 
Director of the [ntegrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 
Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Tel: (919) 84-3-6045 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Thanks Debby. That sounds like a good plan. Have a wonderful week and great weekend! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2024 21:27 AM 
To: ....... , ....... 
Subject: RE: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

woul,~ par~:i,;ip~te Jn ~ L;~kedln ~;ro~ 
,Jebby 

Debore~ L. Strom~n, P}LD. CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 

Believe 

From:         ~ 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2024 9:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 
Hi Debby, 
As a follow-up to yesterday’s meeting regarding proposed efforts to further promote the UNC-Carolina Black Caucus, below is an overview of ~.inkedln professional 
n~-:d:working site {www.linkedin.com) for the CBC’s consideration. 
Linkedln is a social networldng website for people in professional occupations. Founded in December 2002 and launched on May 5, 2003, it is mainly used for 

professional networking. As of June 20:13, Linkedln reports more than 259 million acquired users in more than 200 countries and territories. 

Groups 
LinkedIn also supports the formation of interest groups, and as of March 29, 2012 there are 1,248,019 such groups whose membership varies from 1 to 744,662. The 

majority of the largest groups are employment related, although a very wide range of topics are covered mainly around professional and career issues, and there are 

currently I28~000 groups fo~ both academic and ~rate aktmnL 

Groups support a limited form of discussion area, moderated by the group owners and managers. Since groups offer the ability to reach a rode audience without so 
easily l?aJling tbul of anti- spam solutions, there is a constant stream of spam postings, and there now exist a range of firms who offer a spamming service tbr thi s very 

purpose. LinkedIn has devi~d a t~w mechanisms to reduce the volume of spam, but recently rook the decision to remove the ability of group owners to inspect the 

email address of new members in order m determine if they were spammers. Groups also keep their members informed through emails ruth updates m the group, 

including most talked about discussions mthin your professional circles. 

Groups may be private, accessible to members only or may be open to Intemet users in general to read, though they must join in order to post messages. 

Other Features: 

One purpose of the site is to allow registered users to maintain a list of contact details of people with whom they have some level of relationship, called Connections. 

Users can invite anyone (whether a site user or not) to become a connection. However, if the invitee selects "I don’t know" or "Spare", this counts against the inviter. If 
the inviter gets too many of such responses, the account may be restricted or closed. 

TNs lisl of connections can then be used in a number of ways: 

A contact network is built up consisting of their direct connections, the connections of each of their connections (termed second-degree connections) and also 

the connections of second-degree cormections (termed third-degree connections). This cm~ be used to gmn an introduction to someone a person rashes to 

know through a mutual contact. 

Users cm~ not upload their resume any more. This was a t~ature but became redundant in late 2012. 

It can then be used to find jobs, people and business opportanities recommended by someone in one’s contact network. 

Employers can list jobs and search for potential candidates. 

Job seekers can review the profile of hiring mm~agers and discover which oftheir existing contacts can introduce them. 

Users can post their own photos m~d view photos of others to aid in identification. 

Users can now follow different co~nl~nies and can receive notifications about the new j oining and citers avaJlable. 



Users cma save (i.e. bookmark)jobs that they would like to apply lbr. 

U~rs can "like" and "congratulate" each other’s updates and new employments. 

Users can ~e who has visited their profile page. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 8:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our March Monthly Meeting is tomorrow, Wednesday, March 5 at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3102). Lunch will be served. 

I think we have enough to chat about considering the Chancellor and Provost’s recent meetings with the Caucus. I would also like to garner your feedback 

on a response to the administration. Also, we need to stay in celebratory mode. We must continue to share all the GOOD things happening to and for us at 

the meeting tomorrow. 

Note: If anyone is interested in running for the chair presidency and/or joining the steering committee, please send me a note before our April 9th meeting. 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Hotcp, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

wx~-~.unc.edu/cbc 

~ii ©arolina Black Caucus ~42 wi’~h ta~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:50 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Re: Basketball m~al?Ncs summit regis*3afion limit 

Hi Thanks. Please keep the max. number that we set. 

Susan. now that the other conference has been postponed, we could consider the Blue Zone if our numbers are too high for Kenan. 

DLS t~om my iPhone. 

On Mar 7, 2014, at 8:14 AM, ’ !~.}~.!~.~:~!~2~!~:~:~.~?~> wrote: 

We can set a maximum registration, it is currently set at 400, but that can be lowered if you want. Then all over that number go to a waitlist. 
Let me know if you want to change the maximum attend amount. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 8:10 AM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise &. Sport Science); I 
Subject: RE: Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Yes please continue with the weekly updates--thank you! 

Thanks 1:o~ ~he updates! I jus~ wanted to be sure we had a timiL Our goa~ was ~50 registrations by the d~e of the summit, so hopefully they keep 

increasing. ~) 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 20:14 8:09 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); i 

Subject: RE: Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Sure. Do you not want the weekly updates? 
Last check we were still under 20 registrations. 
Karen 

Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 4:55 PM 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise &, Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball analytics summit registration limit 

Hi Karen, 

Can you please email Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks! 

and I when we hit 250 registrations for the Basketball Analytics Summit? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live .unc .edu~ 

Friday, 8:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Inta~ducing Our Depa~ment’s Interns 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 
Thank you so much! I have really been enjoying my time with THSP so far, and I look forward to continuing with them next year! 
I hope you are doing well! It feels like ages since I have seen you. I know the Basketball Analytics Summit must be keeping you busy. If there is 
anything I can do to help please let me know! I also hate that I missed seeing you at interview weekend. Unfortunately I was out with the flu for a 
week. 
I hope you enjoy a week off from teaching next week! Hopefully the weather will improve next week so you can get out on the golf course :) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 10:07 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Introducing Our Department’s Interns 

Dr, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng~qe, g~plore, Empowen 

9~9.843.0336 

From: Gailo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20:14 2::16 PM 
To," UNCAA-Everyone 
Co: Cooper, Coyte;  ; 
Weigh~, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; S~roman, Deborah L; Popp, Nels; Shields, Edgar W; Southall, Deborah Joy 
$~bject: Introdudng Our Deparl:ment’s Interns for 2014-2015 
Importance: High 
Friends: 
I wish to introduce you to the Spo~l Ad~ninistration Graduate Students who will be worldng with us as Nterns during die 2014-2015 acadernic year. I have indicated the 
areas in our Depamnent to which they will be assiL-~ed, *rod I have also attached f6r your convenience some biographical infbnnation M~ich I am hopefg~ will &~sist you in 
getting bet[or ac~N~finted with this great group of people. 
Please join me in welcoming: 
1.  Athletic D~ector’s Ot[iceiAthletics Administr~Non 
2.  ~ Athletics Commnnications 
3.  Smith Center Management and Operations 
4.  ~ Event Managemen[ and Operations 
5.  ~- Footba]l Ope~atiot~s 
6.  ~-Marketing and Promotions 
7.  ~- Rams Club 
8.  ~- Rams Clnb 
9.  ~ THSP-I 
Tharflc you to the snperviso~ of onr" Depa~Iment’s intern unit aze~i’ and [o Ml stMt’membezs Mlo contfibnted to this selection process. 
Take care, and WEI.COME~ 
Be well, 
La~y 

~Larry Ga~, 

ExecutNe Associalc ]:)h~clor of Athletics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:01 AM 

CykerL Sam qsamuel cykeCg~Imed.unc.edu>; Michael Yona~s (michael.yonas@alleghenycounty.us); Parker, Edith A <edith- 

parker@uiowa.edu-~; Deena Hayes <dhaye@racialequityinstitute.org>; Lighttbot, Alexandra F <allight@email.unc.edu>; 

Melvin.Jackson@wakegov.com; Je~mit~r Schaa] (jennit~r~haal@juno.com); Nora Jones       @aol.com); Wanda Hunter 
(whunter@mcialequi~’institute.org); Suzanne Plihcik <       ~gtnail.com>; Stroman, Debor~J~ L <~stro@unc.edu>; Baymd Love 

l@gm~fil.com) 

I:W: editori~ 

Racism and disease prevention.pdf 

Thanks so much for forwarding your compelling ediLoriaf. I’m sending iL to Michael Yonas and EdiLh Parker, who study race-specific inequities in childhood asthma, 

and some ot: our anti--racism training colleagues here in NC. 

So hJcky to be working with you, 

Geni 

Frenm Cykert, Sam 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 10:11 AM 

To: Eng, Geni; Hardy, Christina; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye; Bacon, Tom; Tim Carey (carey@mail.schsr.unc.edu); Bunton, Auddna Jones 

Subject: editorial 

Please see attached from this month’s issue of CHEST. I hope this opens some minds. 

Sam 

.~N. ii cid:partl.01010505 04090401@reed 

unc.edu 

Samuel Cykert, MD 
Associate Director, Medical Education, and Clinical D#ector NC REC 
samuel c,/kerl:(~m ed. u n c e d u 
North Carolina Area Health Education Centers Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 7165, 145 N. Medical Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7165 
T: 919-966-2461 F: 919-966-5830 

_h_ ~ p~ L/_ X~_~___~_n___c__a_!?_~ _% _n__e__t. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stepanelc Michael <IVlichael Stepanek@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 12:44 PM 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~cs Summit - Invitation e-mail dra£t 

I would move the third paragraph regarding the case competition t:orward in your note as it is for the reason why they are being contacted. I would also be certain 

to state the invitation stems from UNC Kenan-F~ag~er Business School, 

summary they ate being invked to UNC Kenan-Flagler Bush~ess to part~dpate in our NBA Case Competk~on for MBA students. Hence the reason the invitation was 

sent t:o t:hem. 

f hope th~s add~tkma~ hfformation is useful Good ~uck, 

C. Mickael S~epa~ek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

UNC Bus~ness. 5ha,oing Leander% Drivh~g Results 

~o,tow us on:~ ~ 

Seat= Friday, 12:29 PN 
To= Stepanek, Nichael 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
$~bjeCt= Basketball Anal~ics Summit - [nvi~tion e-mail draft 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you for lettin8 me use your ID for the GMAC last week. I pulled the contact information and created the attached list. There are some schools that don’t have 

a contact equivalent to "student service", so ~ copied the nearest position’s contact information in such a case. ~ wil~ send an invitation e-mails to these 50 contacts. 

Can you please check the followin~ e-mail draft? Please let me know if there is anythin8 that I need to chanse. 

Dear XXX, 

On behalf of the Frank HawMns Kenan Institute of Private EnterprBe, we would I~ke to introduce the S~EIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to ensase 

with and expbre the best practices of the leadin~ basketbal~ experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This 

inausural conference, to be he~d Friday, - Saturday, represents Analytics, a 8rowin8 industry that has chansed the way we orsanize, administer, 

and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features RobNe Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 5~8, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more] 

~n addition, we invite your school to participate ~n the NBA Case ~empetition (spensered by the ~harle~e Beb¢ats), wNch is open to all full-time students 

(undersrad and Brad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the Summit. The winnin8 team may be awarded 

the followin8 prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats same, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, 

and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline te apply fer the NSA ~ase ~empetitien is                at &~:59 p.m. EST. 

Please forward this ~nformation to your interested student 8roups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, Nease let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apNy to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact Tetsuo NisNhara 

~_#_£_£:A~A), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 
Our website: 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in 

Best re~ards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, i 5:31 PM 

Kelly Buday <kelly@expapp.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball AnoJ~ytics Summit at UNC 

BAS TicketingAbstract.docx 

Hi Kelly, 

Just following up with the information we discussed regarding the Basketball Analytics Summit. Please let me or Dr. Stroman (cc’d again here) know if you have 

any other questions! 

Panel Date & Time: May 3, mid-afternoon. Obviously we’d love it if you could join our entire summit -we have a great line-up and will host receptions at 5pro on 

Friday May 2 and Saturday May 3 after the ticketing panel. The students will value the opportunity to meet you at the reception. 

Format & Content: We’ve had a great response to our panelist invitations! The format will be a moderated discussion followed by audience Q&A. To kick off the 

panel, we’ll give each panelist 5-7 minutes to give a bit of background. Then we’ll dive right into the discussion. I’ve attached our panel abstract for your review. 

Sponsorship: Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the sponsorship opportunities that I sent you last week. We’d love to have Experience 

involved and perhaps showcase your product as a vendor to this unique audience. 

Best, 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 5:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ticketing abstract 

Ha will do! FII check my emails when I can for sure (1 anticipate having wifi close to the entire time), I’m sure you’ve got me covered ---I can’t believe how much you 

can get done in such a short period of time~ 

A few FYfs/status updates: 

It’d be great if you could he]p rne out: with E~perienee if they end up following up with questkms 

o [ ~eft them publicized on our agenda with the link. I decided that seems Bne s[Rce they said they wou~d partidpa[e. I’[I probably have to follow up 

agair~ [:or the logo. 

I love the Hat you sent out for corDorate spo~sorsN~s[ J don’t have thee to work on that in the next two weeks @, but the corporate relations sub- 

commit:tee (~                          ) couM probably run wRh some of it if you wanted. 

~ We also used the dat:abase to send owner 200 emai[s t:o contact:s in relevant organizations and uniw~rs[tv athletic departments, Definitely hoping that 

w~li drNe more registra[ions over [he nex[ week. 

The Ops team should have plen[y to work on, i’ve copied in what they are doing below. 

The marketing team sent out invites to student clubs/depts, yesterday. Jf you have questions, " knows pretty much everything the marketing team is 

up to ~ believe. ] think their p]an ~s to aJso reach out to HS coaches and post h~formation about the summit on Joca[ sports Nogs. 

Operatkms ]eam work and point ~)erson for tasks: 

? Tent - 

~Classic Party Rentals or Premier Tent Services - Maria to call 

Tables/chairs/tablecloths - 

~ Kenan F~a~er FscHit~es- Reed to 

=~Tablecloths: Best Rent-All on Guess Rd. in Durham or school 

Lunch on Saturday (get quotes for ~50+ people, how much for water!soda?) 

~;outhern Season,s (~ood)-need to co~[irm w~th ](enan ~nst~tute that ~hey are an acceptable ven~or-we are good ~o use ~hem ~or ~he 

o Picnic Basket 

o Saladelia 

) Med. Dell 

o Nantucket 

Music in between sessions? 

Exhibitor space for some sponsors? I 

~Whoever takes this should talk with Dr. Stroman on confirmed exhibitors and what they plan to bring; then check out Loudermilk 

Foyer and Latane plaza and decide what you need (e.g. tables) and where everything will go 

Breakfasl 

~ Einstein Bagels 

.~ located in McColl; prob need 100 bagels, quartered; 50 pastries, halved; plus coffee for ~007 

? Transportation company for to/fro from hotel 

) Carolina livery? 

o Name tags / event signage / programs printed 

~Whoever takes this, reach out to MBAs. We have these at every conference and can connect you with the right people to give us 

vendor info. 

o Auditorium/classroom A/V 

~Sync up with Edgar to make sure we have necessary equipment to record sessions 

=~ Lisa Chisholm is our contact at Kenan-Flagler for A!V stuff (I thinkS) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 20~4 ~:49 PM 

To: " 

Subje~: RE: ticketing abstract 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga,oe. ffxplor~~. Empower: 

~N~ emailSignature 

9:19,843,0336 



From: 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ticketing abstract 

l.:_~morr.:_~w morning., headed to the airport around 7am[ Sorry for l:ak~n~ s: km~ to send l:h~s~ 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 1:39 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: ticketing abstract 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhZ). CLU 

~’n~]~]e, g~p[ore, Empower, 

919.843,0336 

From: 
Se~t: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ticketing abstract 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can you please check out the ticketing abstract that is attached? Once you edit, I’ll send the updated version to Experience. I saw you added their 

name to the agenda - i’m going to remove this for now until we get the official go ahead from Kelly. Hope that’s ok! 

PS - i’ll send           (Experience contact) with the following info as well (and cc you). 

Panel Date & Time: May 3, 3pm - 4:30pm. Obviously we’d love it if you could join our entire summit -we have a great line-up and will host 

receptions at 5pm on Friday May 2 and Saturday May 3 after the ticketing panel. 

Format & Content: We’ve had a great response to our panelist invitations! The format will be a moderated discussion followed by audience Q&A. 

To kick off the panel, we’ll give each panelist 5-7 minutes to give a bit of background. Then we’ll dive right into the discussion, l’ve attached our 

panel abstract for your review. 

Also, we discussed adding the Experience logo to our site when we spoke. If you are ok with that, can you please send us a JPEG of your logo? 

Here’s where it would be shown: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

3/7/2014 10:43:07 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Subject: BAS Status Update 

Location: Woollen 310 

Start: 3/27/2014 10:00:00 PM 

End: 3/27/2014 11:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: (none) 

Changing things up due to popular demand. Hopefully this works for everyone. Have a good spring break! 

Please RSVP so I know if this is an ok time for everyone. Hoping this is far enough in advance that I can forego the 

Doodle poll. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 7:33 AM 

Kelly Buday <kelly@expapp.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anals~ics Sure,nit at UNC 

Hi Kelly, 

Our goal is 25 --. 30% students, 70-75% industry professionals, 

Best 

PS --- I’ve cc’d Dr. Stroman, our Kenan Institute Senior Advisor, since ~ am goinR out of the country for the next courale of weeks. 

From: Kelly Buday [mailto:kelly@expapp.com] 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 20:14 5:54 PM 

To:                 ~ 

Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit at UNC 

Can you also remind me of the audience mix? 

On Mar 7, 20:14, at 5:30 PM, " @ ken~m-fh~,~ier,un(:,ed u> wrote: 

Hi Kelly, 

Just following up with the information we discussed regarding the Basketball Analytics Summit. Please let me or Dr. Stroman (cc’d again here) 

know if you have any other questions] 

Panel Date & Time: May 3, mid-afternoon. Obviously we’d love it if you could join our entire summit - we have a great line-up and will host 

receptions at Spin on Friday May 2 and Saturday May 3 after the ticketing panel. The students will value the opportunity to meet you at the 

reception. 

Format & Content: We’ve had a great response to our panelist invitations! The format will be a moderated discussion followed by audience 

Q&A. To kick off the panel, we’ll give each panelist 5-7 minutes to give a bit of background. Then we’ll dive right into the discussion, l’ve 

attached our panel abstract for your review. 

Sponsorship: Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the sponsorship opportunities that I sent you last week. We’d love to 

have Experience involved and perhaps showcase your product as a vendor to this unique audience. 

Best, 

<image00:1.jpg> 

<BAS TicketingAbstract.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Eriaa~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 

hffo tbr sat! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Liz Charles <     ~c~Nnail.com> 

Date: March 10, 2014 at 8:47:27 AM EDT 
To: Jill Hemnling Aus~fn          ~gma~J.com>, Kaylene Peets .._.~ ._.._~.__ts~bellsouth.neL>, Eriamm Weight <eweight@emaJl.unc.edu>, "Holly 

Herring" < ............ v(a)hotmml.com>, Margie Stryker < ((~whoo.com>, Karen Masten ~ ~(~vahoo.com>, Janet 

<Janet(~milleroonie.co.uk~’; Elisabeth Miller <        5)~mail.com> 
Subject: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 

Dear Chapel Hill First Ward Basketball Superstars! 

Six days and counting until our basketball tournament. Here are a few final notes. While T have been your contact to this point, Holly Herring is going to be the 
official coach on game day. 

Our Team Color:iN 
Please wear a green shirt to the game, as this is our official team color. You will need a number on the back of your shirt. This can be applied with bits of 
masking tape or a permanent market!fabric paint (if you don’t care much about the shirt). I will have some masking tape available at the church, arrive early if 
you need to apply your number on game day. 

Schedule: First Games 
Our first game is early, at 8:30am (arrive at 8:15am). Our second game will either be at 10:00am(win) or i0:45am(lose). Please arrive early, as the time table 
is important in order to finish with enough time for Stake Conference preparations. 

8:30am: Chapel Hill 1 vs Chapel Hill 2 

9:15am: Mebane vs Combo team 
10:00am: YSA vs winner (CH1 vs CH2) 
10:45am: Loser (Mebane vs. Combo) vs Loser (CH1 vs CH2) 

The schedule indicates that the championship game will begin at 1:45 (with the potential of a second play-off, immediately following, if the championship game is 
the loser’s first loss of the tournament). Games will be 30 minutes long (two 15 minutes halves, 3min half time, and a stopped clock during the last three 
minutes). 

Final Practice 
Tomorrow at 11am. Come ready to scrimmage. 

Scorekeeper 
We need to supply a scorekeeper for each of our games. I can probably get one of my children toact as scorekeeper forthe 10/10:45 game. Let me know if you 
willhave a spectator willingtomanage the clock orscoreforthe earlier orlater games. Also, if you know ofanyonewilling and able toreferree, I am stillon the 
search... 

REHBVIB[~ 
There will be some long breaks in between matches depending on our win!loss ratio. Please plan accordingly. 

Food: Please bring your own food. While there are some places to grab a quick bite around Chapel Hill, it may be easiest to have a sack lunch on hand. 
Children/Spouses/Fans: We welcome all spectators - as long as they demonstrate good sportsmanship. For those sisters worried about child care, I am sure 
there will be mothers or young women around to help watch your children during your play. Don’t let the lack of a babysitter prevent you from attending. We will 
figure something out. 

Sportsmanship. I want to bring up two issues here. 

First. We will be having a deaf sister play on one of the teams. Because of her unusual circumstances and the fact that being able to play on a team is 
immensely rewarding for her, we are going to be loose with the calling of violations (carrying, double dribble, three seconds in the key). We encourage 
those who know and understand these rules to abide by them on their honor, but also understand that we are more interested in letting sisters play than 
being strict on these rules. However, we will still be calling fouls (pushing with your body, hitting with your arms). See Foul definition below. 

This leads to my second point. I have really struggled to find referees for our matches. Several young men/women have been willing to help, and seeing 
that this would be a good learning experience for them, I have encouraged this. Please realize, then, that our referees are in training, be patient with 
them and help them. Treat them with a nurturing spirit. 

I am hoping that everyone will be mature and play wisely. Those sisters with exceptional skill may need to pull back some and match their intensity to that of the 
people they are playing with. Let’s make sure every sister has an enjoyable experience. Winning, in this case, is not the score, but proving we can play sport in 
the spirit of friendship. 

Good luck to everyone! 

FOULS: 

Fouls are the act of making "illegal" physical contact with a player while the ball is in play. Fouls can occur from a defender bumping into a player dribbling the ball, 

reaching in and/or slapping the offensive player dribbling the ball, moving their body (bumping) into an offensive player, bumping or hitting a player taking a shot, 
elbowing a player. Players cannot elbow, grab / hold, punch, push, scratch at, or trip a player on the other team - these are all fouls. Offensive fouls can occur when 

the player dribbling the ball runs into a defender who has established position. Technical fouls can be called on players or coaches who are using unsportsmanlike 



conduct, too many players on the court, etc. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:18 AM 

Stepanek, Michael <Michael Stepanek@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana]~Acs Summit - Invitation e-mail dm£ 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you very much for your feedback. I am sending the following message to the 50 business schools. 

Greetings, 

On behalf of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Kenan-Flagler Business School and the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would 

like to invite your school to participate in the NBA Case Competition (sponsored bythe Charlotte Bobcats} held at our school. This is open to all full-time students 

(undergrad and grad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. The 

winning team may be awarded the following prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats game, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA 

Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA Case Competition is March 27th, 2014 at 11:59 p.m. EST. 

In addition, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading 

basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This inaugural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - 

Saturday, May 3, 2014, represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we organize, administer, and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! 

Please forward this information to your interested student groups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, please let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 1 

@unc.edu), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 

Our website: www.kisport.unc.edu 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March 16. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in May! 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stepanek, Michael 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 
Excuse my numerous typos in my prior note. I hope you were able to folk~w._ 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michel s~panek@unc.edu 

UNC Bus~ness~ ~hapm~ L~’ode~.s~ Dnv~r~g Resuits 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.~_¢~!~_~_~£9_~_~g:_~.] 

Sent: Friday, ~:~ PM 
To: Stepanek, Michael; 
Subject: RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - InviMtion e-mail draft 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 
En,q~qe, ~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 



From: Stepanek, Michael [mail~o:Michael Stepanek@kenan-flagler.unc.edul 
SeDI-e l=rirlav Mmreh n7, 2014 12:44 PM 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 

I would move the third paragraph regarding the case competition forward in your note as it is for the reason ~,hy the~i are bek~g contacted. ~ wou~d also be certain 

to state the k~v~tat~on stems f~om LJb~C KenamF~ag~e~ Business School, 

summary they are being ~m~ted to U NC Kenan-Flagler ~Sus~ness to partk:~pate in our NBA Case Competition for M gA students Elence the reason ~:he ~nvital:k~n was 

sent to them. 

~ hope tMs add~donaf ~nformation is use~:af. Good 

C. Michael S~epanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The U~versRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michael Mepanek@unc.ed~ 

U~C B~s~ess~ Shap/n~ L~od~r~ Driving 

Follow us on:~ ~ 

Sent= Friday, M~rch 07, 20~4 ~2:29 PM 

To= Stepanek, Michael 
Co= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Basketball Analytics Summit - ~nvi~tion e=maiI draft 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you for lettin8 me use your ID for the GMAC last week. I pulled the contact information and created the attached list. There are some schools that don’t have 

a contact equivalent to "student service", so I copied the nearest position’s contact information in such a case. I will send an invitation e-mails to these 50 contacts. 

Can you please check the followin8 e-mail draft? Please let me know if there is anythin8 that I need to chanse. 

Dear XXX, 

On behalf of the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to ensa~e 

with and explore the best practices of the leadin8 basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This 

inausural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3, 20~4, represents Analytics, a 8rowin8 industry that has chansed the way we orsanize, administer, 

and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach Georse Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more] 

In addition, we invite your school to participate in the NBA Case Competition (sponsored by the Charlo~e Bobcats), which is open to all full-time students 

(under~rad and ~rad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the Summit. The winnin~ team may be awarded 

the followin~ prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats same, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, 

and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA ¢ase Competition is March 27th, 20~4 at ~:59 p.m. EST. 

Please forward this information to your interested student ~roups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, please let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 

_@y~z_~_~_y.), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 

Our website: www.kisport.unc.edu 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March ~6. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in May] 

Best resards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:51 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject Line 

Hi - . Please change the subject line to: Basketball Analytics Summit - N BA Case Competition 

Please confirm receipt of this email. Thanks! 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stepanek>, Michael Stepanek <Michael Stepanek@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, March 10, 2014 11:21 AM 

To’, f~kenan-flagler,unc,edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 

I wouk’t chang~-:~ the sut_~i~-’_!c~t liru:~ to include M BA Case Compel:ition - U NC Kenan-.FJagler 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flag~er BusinessSchool 

The U~versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michel s~panek@unc.~du 

U~C Bus~ness~ Shoping L~oders, Driving Resuits 

Sent= Nonday, Narch $0, 2054 $2:$8 AN 
Te; Stepanek, Nichael; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
S~bject= RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - [nvi~tion e-mail draft 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you very much for your feedback. I am sendin8 the followin~ message to the 50 business schools. 

GreetinBs, 
On behalf of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Kenan-Fla~ler Business School and the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would 

like to invite your school to participate in the NBA Case Competition (sponsored bythe Charlo~e Bobcats} held at our school. This is open to all full-time students 

(underBrad and Brad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the SPEIA Basketball Anal~ics Summit. The 

winnin8 team may be awarded the followin8 prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats same, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA 

Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA Case Competition is March 27th, 2024 at 22=59 p.m. EST. 

In addition, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to enBa~e with and explore the best practices of the leadin8 

basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This inauBural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - 

Saturday, May 3, 2024, represents Analytics, a ~rowin8 industry that has chan~ed the way we orBanize, administer, and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach GeorBe Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more] 

Please forward this information to your interested student Stoups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, please let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 

@unc.ed~), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 

Our website: www.kisport.unc.edu 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March 26. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in May] 

Best reBards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 



i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stepanek, Michael 

Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
C¢:1 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 

EXCtESe my numerous Wp.:_~,; in my prior note. ~ hope yOrE were able to follow... 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler BusinessSchool 

The U~vers~ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

U~C Bus~ess~ Shapin~ Leoder~ Driving Re~uit~ 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, March 07, 20~4 Z:~ PM 
To: Stepanek, Michael; 
Subject: RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Invi~tion e-mail draft 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qa~e Explore. £~power, 

~’~ emaiISignature 

919,843,0336 

Believe 

From: Stepanek, Michael [mailto:Michael Stepanek@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 12:44 PM 

To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 
l would move the third paragraph regarding the case competition forward ~n your note as it ~s for the reason why they are being contacted, J would also be certain 

~:o state the ~nv~l:at~on stems from U N{:: Kenan-.Fiag~er Business School 

summary they are be~n~ ~nv~l:ed to UrIC Kenan-4:lagler Business to part~dpate in our NBA Case C.:~mpet~l:~on for M~3A studen~:s. Hence the reason the ~nvil:at~on was 

sent ~o Lhem. 

~ hope th~s add~fiona~ b~:ormation is useful Good 

C. Michael S~epanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler BusinessSchool 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

mic~els ~pane k@unc.edu 

UNC Bus~ness, S,hot~ing ~.ec~ders, Driving Results 

F~= 
$ent~ ~riday, ~arch O7, 20~4 ~2:29 P~ 

Te~ StepaneK Michael 

¢¢= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science) 

$~bject~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Invi~tion e-mail draft 

Hi Michael, 

Thank you for letting me use your ID for the 6MAC last week. I pulled the contact information and created the attached list. There are some schools that don’t 

have a contact equivalent to "student service", so I copied the nearest position’s contact information 



contacts. 
Can you please check the following e-mail draft? Please let me know if there is anything that I need to change. 

Dear XXX, 
On behalf of the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to engage 
with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This 
inaugural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3, 2014, represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we organize, administer, 
and compete in sports. 
We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 
Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! 
In addition, we invite your school to participate in the NBA Case Competition {sponsored by the Charlotte Bobcats}, which is open to all full-time students 
(undergrad and grad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the Summit. The winning team may be awarded 
the following prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats game, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, 
and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA Case Competition is March 27th, 2014 at 11:59 p.m. EST. 

Please forward this information to your interested student groups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, please let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 

@unc.edu_), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 

Our website: __w____w____w__:_k__Ls_~__o__r_~:__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__ 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March 16. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in MayJ 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stepanelc Michael <Michael Stepanek@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana].vlAcs Summit - Invitation e-mail dra£ 

Ok, but we want them to read the message. I recommend combining the two elements in the subiect line so that they continue to read the sttached 

suggestion. 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michael s~panek@unc.edu 

UNC Bus#~ess. ,Sh~ping i.eod~r~, Drivin:~ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailM:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 11:50 AN 

To: Stepanek, Michael; 

Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - Inv~Mtion e-mai~ dra~ 

Hi Michael. Thanks for your suggestion. However, we are taking particular care to brand the Basketball Ana~ytics Summit. The Case Competition is just one part that is shared 

the numerous communications to universities and academic departments across the country. Our consistency is critical in this regard. 

Please let me know if gou have any further questions. 

Thanks. 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"HOW wonde#ul ~t is [ha[ nobody need wait a s~nNe moment before starting to improve the woddd’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stepanek>, Michael Stepanek <Michael Stepanek@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 10, 2014 11:21 AM 

To:                                ~@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjed:; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 

I would chang~:_~ the subj,:_~ct li~e to kK:lude M BA Case Compet:~th?n - U NC Kenan-.F~agler 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler BusinessSchool 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

UNC Bus~ness~ Shaping L~aders, Driving Resu/ts 

Sent: Monday, March $0, 2014 $1:18 AN 
To: Stepanek, Michael; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject: RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Invi~tion e-mail draft 

Hi Michael 

Thank you very much for your feedback. I am sending the following message to the 50 business schools. 

Greetings, 

On behaff of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Kenan-Flagler Business SchoN and the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would 

like to invite your school to partidpate in the NBA Case Competition (sponsored bythe Charlo~e Bobcats} held at our school. This B open to all full-time students 

(undergrad and grad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the SPEIA Basketball AnalNics Summit. The 

winning team may be awarded the following prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats game, private mea~ with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA 

Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA Case Competition is March 27th, 20~4 at &~:59 p.m. EST. 

In addition, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading 

basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business ana~ytics. This inaugural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - 

Saturday, May 3, 2014, represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we organize, administer, and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie A~len’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! 

Please forward this information to your interested student groups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another Berson. Nease let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 

~unc.edu), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, w~th any questions. 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March 16. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in May! 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 



Best, 

From; Stepanek, Michael 
Sent; Friday, March 07, 20:[4 :[:42 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Invitation e-mail draft 
[!>;(:u_£e my ~m~-’_~r.:_3~_£ typos ~r~ r~ly prior ~lo~, ~ hope ~,ou wer~ abl~ ~o h:~l~ow... 

C. Michael Stepanek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler BusinessSchool 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michel sk~panek@unc.edu 

UNC Bus~ness, Shaping Leaders, Drivh~g R~su~ts 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Narch 07, 2054 $:~ PM 

To= StepaneK ~ic~ael; 

Subject= RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Invi~tbn e-mail dra~ 

Deborah £, Stroman, Ph,D. 

Enfl~qe, Explore. Empower, 

9:~9,843.0336 

Believe 

From: Stepanek, Michael [mailto:Michael Stepanek@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, March 07, 20:[4 :[2:44, PM 

To; Nishihara, Tetsuo 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Tnvitation e-mail draft 

I would move the third paragraph regarding the case competition forward in your note as it is for the reason why they are being contacted. I would also be certain 

to state the invitation stems from UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, in partnership with KIPE, as the business school is entity of which they are familiar~ In 

summary they are being invited to U NC Kenan-Flagler Bus~ness to parth::~pate in our NBA Case Competition for M gA students Hence the reason t:he mvital:h:m was 

5(mt to them, 

~ hope thb add~dona~ ~nformation is useful Good k~ck, 

C. Michael Stepa~ek 

MBA Program Director 

Kenan-Flagler BusinessSchool 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-0776 

michael stepanek@unc.ed~ 

UNC B~s~ess~ Shap/n~ L~ad~rs~ Driving ResMts 

Follow us on:~ ~ 

From= Nishihara, Tetsuo 
Sent= Friday, March 07, 20~ ~2:29 PM 
To= Stepanek, Michael 
Co= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Basketball Analytics Summit - ~nvi~tion e-mail draft 



Hi Michael, 

Thank you for letting me use your ID for the GMAC last week. I pulled the contact information and created the attached list. There are some schools that don’t have 

a contact equivalent to "student service", so I copied the nearest position’s contact information in such a case. I will send an invitation e-mails to these 50 contacts. 

Can you please check the following e-mail draft? Please let me know if there is anything that I need to change. 

Dear XXX, 

On behalf of the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we would like to introduce the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit. Our mission is to engage 

with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance and business analytics. This 

inaugural conference, to be held Friday, May 2 - Saturday, May 3, 2014, represents Analytics, a growing industry that has changed the way we organize, administer, 

and compete in sports. 

We want students all across the state to be a part of this unique conference. BAS features Robbie Allen’s Automated Insights, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, 538, Ken 

Pomeroy, Coach George Karl, the entire NBA Bobcats Analytics staff, and more! 

In addition, we invite your school to participate in the NBA Case Competition (sponsored by the Charlotte Bobcats), which is open to all full-time students 

(undergrad and grad) from across the country. It is a virtual competition, and the winners are invited to share at the Summit. The winning team may be awarded 

the following prizes: free tickets to a Charlotte Bobcats game, private meal with an executive of the NBA Charlotte Bobcats, NBA Charlotte Bobcats memorabilia, 

and U NC Basketball memorabilia. The deadline to apply for the NBA Case Competition is March 27th, 2014 at 11:59 p.m. EST. 

Please forward this information to your interested student groups with the attachment. If this email should be directed to another person, please let me know at 

your earliest convenience to ensure your school has adequate time to apply to the Case Competition. Feel free to contact 

.... ~__u___n__£_.__e___d__u__), Co-Lead of SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, with any questions. 

Our website: www.kisport.unc.edu 

Note: The Early Bird discount ends on Selection Sunday, March 16. 

We hope to see you in Chapel Hill in May] 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

Best, 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

em m ettgill@studentath letesh u m an rig hts. com 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:31 PM 

Whitney Griffin < @gmail.com>; Natalie Graves 
~ ~gmail com> 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>; Smith, Jay M 
<jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Marcia Mount Shoop < @gmail.com>; 
NAGEL MARK <NAGELM@hrsm.sc.edu>; Johnson Wardell 
<WardelI.Johnson@eku.edu>; CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN 
<tinabwsf@temple.edu>; hhinton@nccu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; 
jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com; ,,            @gmail.com; 
djl@wsu.edu; kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, 
Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Akilah Carter Francique 
<arcarter@hlkn.tam u.edu>; CavilJK@tsu.edu; @yahoo.com; 
rflowers@emich.edu; .... @yahoo.com; @gmail.com; 
wgriffin@uw.edu; ml_amos06@yahoo.com; george.ko0nce@marquette.edu; 

~gmail.com; SOUTHALL RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu>; 
nagel@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh.edu; 
brandon.scales84@gmail.com; dwigginl@gmu.edu; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; briemer@emich.edu; 
................ @icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu;         @gmail.com; 
duru@wcl.american.edu; iohshuck@umail.iu.edu; jmountshoop@gmail.com; 
mgilbert@allegheny.edu; l@gmail.com; Nameka Bates 
~ ’ ’ ’ ~gmail.com>; !gmail.com; rlapchick@ucf.edu; 
ryan198@gmail.com; sheba.lowe@gmail.com;         @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; wandawallace@gmail.com; a-hart2@wiu.edu; 
crowley@calu.edu; StaurowskyEIlen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Drew Brown 
<drew.brown@temple.edu>; drmark@ppdmag.com; (- " ~gmail.com; 
a.king1127@gmail.com; mmaye@colum.edu; ’ ’ ’ ~:gmail.com; 
aeviscar@syr.edu; I ....... @gmail.com; Jennifer Hoffman 
<jennilee@u.washington.edu>; dtblackmorelaw@aol.com; 
leonard m oore@m ail. utexas, edu 
UCS Discussion Board 

Colleagues: 

I hope all is well. I posted on the discussion board re USC. Whitney correct me if I am wrong, but all someone who wants to post needs 
is a gmail account? 

Here is the link - https:lldocs.google.comldocumentldll iqrEk4LMDZTf6VflLKhOJ6crl pwwnlMi2DIvAo5UJ8E/edit?usp=sharing 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Whitney Griffin <wgriffin@u.washington.edu> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:30 PM 

Marcia Mount Shoop~           ~gmail.com> 

Mark Robinson <drmark@ppdmag.com>; Emmett Gill 
<emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>; Johari Shuck 
<j ohshuck@umail.iu.edu>; Natalie Graves ~ @gmail.com>; Smith, 
Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc, edu>; NAGEL, MARK <NAG-ELM@hrsm. sc. edu>; 

Johnson, Wardell <Wardell.Johnson@eku.edu>; CLEMENTINE R. SLOAN-GREEN 
<tinabwsf@temple.edu>; hhinton@nccu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; 
jmcd@illinois.edu; rorr@poyners.com; ’~ __,_ .... .@gmail.com; djl@wsu.edu; 
kmjamies@uncg.edu; crking@wsu.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Turner, Robert W. 
<rwturner@email.unc.edu>; Akilah Carter Francique <arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu>; 
CavilJK@tsu.edu;        c@yahoo.com; rflowers@emich.edu; 

~@yahoo.com; " "    @gmail.com; wgriffin@uw.edu; 
~yahoo.com; george.~oonce@marquette.edu;            ~gmail.com; 

na~-el@sc.edu; ccooky@purdue.edu; dpearson@uh.edu; "               ~gmail.com; 

dwigginl@gmu.edu; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
briemer@emich.edu;           ~icloud.com; jcoakley@uccs.edu; 
l      " ~@gmail.com; duru@wcl.american, edu;           @gmail.com; 
mgilbert@allegheny.edu; r @gmail.com; Nameka Bates 
< ’ ’ s@gmail.com>; o@gmail.com: rlapchick@ucf.edu; 

~gmail.com; e@gmail.com; @gmail.com; 
"~gmail.com; ~@gmail. corn; ~a-hart2@wiu. edu; 

crowley@calu.edu; Drew Brown <drew.brown@temple.edu>;       ~ @gmail.com; 

_    ~bgmail.com; mmaye@colum.edu; ’ ’ ’ ~@gmail.com; aeviscar@syr.edu; 
r@gmail.com; Jennifer Hoffman <jennilee@u.washington.edu>; 

~aol.com; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Re: U. Of South Carolina 

The above comments are now in the discussion board as well as a source article. I’ve highlighted the 
main points to make it visually easier for everyone to see and have taken off names. Feel free to add 
your names if you want them associated with your comments. 

When comments/main points have reached a saturation point, we should have enough material for 
an action plan. 

Whitney 

On Sun, Mar 9, 2014 at 1:47 PM, Marcia Mount Shoop <!           ~mail.com> wrote: 
Thank you, Emmett. I will look forward to our discussion board getting off the ground soon hopefully around 



this topic. In the meantime I would say that the abusive behavior of coaches is not the norm. As someone with 
intimate proximity to that world, I would say that verbal abuse is actually rare. It use to be more prevalent, 
but that kind of coaching is in now way the norm these days. 
Peace, 
Marcia 

On Sunday, March 9, 2014, Mark Robinson <drmar          .corn> wrote: 
Dr. Gill, the behavior of Martin seems to be the norm and it stinks. The coach who treats players this way 
are developing co-workers, coaches, husbands and fathers. If the behavior was acceptable for the coach 
then let’s expect many of these athletes to exhibit this unacceptable behavior. 

Mark 

Dr. Mark Robinson 
Consultant 
Personal Player Development 
WWV~~. . CO1~} 

415-378-7658 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 6:55 AM, Emmett Gill <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights. com> wrote: 

Marsha I will the discussion board started... Johari excellent point and if we decide to share 
maybe we should raise that point... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 8:39 AM, Marcia Mount Shoop < @gmail.com> wrote: 

I, too, am interested in knowing more before we comment or weigh in. As the 
wife of a coach I know how intense things can get. We might be able to make a 
more profound statement or observation if we zoomed out a bit and looked at 
some of the common dynamics cultivated in the pressure cooker that is big time 
sports. Some of them don’t serve the dignity of any one involved, some of them 
authorize abusive uses of power, and some of them create a kind of crisis-formed 
community that lives by standards and patterns of behavior that those on the 
outside looking in might see as wrong or at the very minimum uncommon. I think 
there is a lot here for us. I wonder if this is a good place to open our online 
conversation via google that we discussed. We could share things toward the 
possibility of making some collective comment that could break through some of 
the easy assumptions that truly invites constructive change. 
Peace, 
Marcia 
Marcia Mount Shoop, PhD 
www.marciamountshoo~.com 

On Sunday, March 9, 2014, Johari Shuck <j ohshuck@umail.iu, edu> wrote: 
Good Morning- 



I’m on the fence about this. I just watched an ESPN clip and the commentators 
made a good point that this behavior is not new to Martin, he was just caught on 
TV. Although USC could have not done anything, I’m not sure about 
commending a move potentially made out of interest convergence. I’d be more 
interested in knowing what, beyond the suspension, they plan to do to try to 
curb this behavior. This obviously wasn’t the first and probably not the last time 
he hasn’t treated student-athletes with some dignity. 

Just my two cents. I’m interested in hearing other perspectives. 

Johari R. Shuck 
Doctoral Student I Higher Education & Student Affairs 
Educational Leadership & Policy Studies 

School of Education I Indiana University 

Research Associate 

Center for Urban & Multicultural Education (CUME) 

School of Education I Indiana University- Indianapolis 

902 W. New York Street, ES 2114 
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5155 

On Sat, Mar 8, 2014 at 9:10 PM, Emmett Gill 
<emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights. com> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

I hope to get the discussion board up soon. 

In the meantime, any thoughts on dropping USC a brief and positive note for 
addre 

The Rev. Marcia Mount Shoop, PhD 

www.marciamo~ntshoo_p, corn 

NNtney N. Gdffin, Ph.D.c. 
:o[[ege of Education I LearNng Sciences 
JNversity of Washington 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hudson, Nicole <coach.huddy@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Meaders Earns Coach of the Year Award 

Some positive news. :-) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Stephen Thomp~n c@gmail.com> 

Date: March 10, 2014 at 8:15:30 PM EDT 

To: <Akeck@1360wchl.com>, Cricket Lane <crickek~unc.edtr~, ~itx~lick,~wchl.com>, qiordan@chapelboro.com>, <Media@ustfccca.oig>, 

<news,~d 360wchl.com>, <news(a)wchl.com>, ACCDN <prodaction(~theaccdn.com:~, Adam Lucas ~nc.rr.com:~, Angela Reckaxt 

< recka~!unc.edu > Beth Miller < bethiniller~unc.edu>, Bubba Curmingham < bubbac,@~email.unc.edu>, Chapelboro <info(dbchapelboro.com>, Evan 
Joshua Badler (~live.unc.edu>, "Healis Meaders" <meaders(dbm~c.edu>, Heather Hirschman <hhilschman~theacc.org>, "Jaci Field" 

<ifield(~uac.edu>, JeffGeorge < &gma~l.com >, "Jessica M Morgenthal" <imolgen~ema~l.unc.edu >, Ken Medlin <KMedlin~!wraJ.com >, 

"Lindsay Humbeff’ <lhumberk@.theacc.or,~>, Maxk Van AlsFne <coachmva(dbunc.edu>, "Michael Crowe" < mcrowe~unc.edu>, Nicole Hudson 

<coach.huddv~unc.edu>, "Raymond Joshua Langley" <ilanglev~nnc.edu>, Steve Phillips <~sphillips(~theacc.org>, "Steve Rubin" 

<coachrnbin~,~unc.edu>, Tom Lewis <tom(~us~fccca.org>, Vision Sports TV <fbssports~visionsportsnews.com> 

Subject: Meaders Ear,as Coach of the Year Award 

UNIVE1LSITY OF NORTIt CAROLINA 

OFFICE OF ATItLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR IMMED[XI’E RELEASE: (March 10, 2014) 

CONTACT: @Nnail.com 

MEADERS EARNS COACH OF THE YEAR HONOR 

NEW ORLEANS North Carolina track and field head coach Haflis Meaders was voted the 2014 Division I Men’s Southeast Region Coach of the 

Year by the U.S. Track & Field and Cross Country. Coaches Association, announced by the association on Monday. 

"I an~ honored to receive the award of Southeast Region Head Coach of the Yea~." Meaders said. "Any award that I receive is simply a reflection of the 
hard work put in by the student-athletes, the assistant coaches and the es~ntial staB’that make up onr temn here at the Universi~ of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. I have the honor of steering the program, but they have been and aJways roll be the engine that drives us." 

Meaders, in his second year at UNC, led the men’s team to a second-place finish at the ACC Championships where the team placed fourth last year. 
No(th Carolina finished as the top-ranked team in the Southeas~t Region and qualified for two men’s events at the NCAA Indoor Championships. 

Two of Meaders’ athletes were crowned ACC Champions at the coat’erence meet. Meaders also coached AJ Hicks, one of the champions, to Field 

Athlete MVP at the ACC Championships. 

This year morn than 15 athletes on the men’s team set personaJ records and seven athletes recorded marks that were among the top five in school histoiy. 

UNC- Chapel ttill Athletic Commnnications 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bayard Love 4@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Checking in re UNC Racial EquiW Course 

You should be abnle to access doc from here. 
Bayard P. love, MBA, MPP 

.t~.~rnail 

.......... Forwarded messaae .......... 

From: Bayard Love < @gma~l.com> 

Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 1:06 PM 
Subject: Checking i*" "~ ~ r~,rc, r)cacial Equity Course 

To: Deena Hayes <!          7@aol.com> 
Cc: Wanda Hunter <whunte~(~raciaJ~eqnityins~titute.org>, "Strotnan, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu >, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng,@~unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik 

,    ~,(~m~l.co~n>, Deena Hayes <dhayes(~racio~equityinstitute.orp. >, Tye Hunter        ~r@ydt~oo.com> 

Hi team - 

I wanted to check in and maJ~e sure we’re moving things ahead for our class in the lhll. You all may be moving this stuff’ibrward already. If so, please advise and 

hopetidly we can tbld in the below. I spoke with Deb this morning and we’re thinking it may be good to start talking about a t~w things sooner than later. 

On our minds: 

1) Curriculmn = can we set up some ca~ls and talk through what assignments, pre= wor~ post-work, etc. will be’? 

2) Organizing - are there professors and key student or s~aff’leaders that we can stmtegiclly get to a workshop before the i:all, so that we have a larger and stronger 

base going in? How can the class support organizing happening at the different schools, and in the Univesiky for broadly. 

Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B- school who are talking about building more racial equi~ into the 
curriculum, Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orfthe work around Black Athletes at UNC and elsewhere. 

3) zMnplif34ng the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer to 

the course (and s~rting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is happeNng. This site would 

be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tacticall,< I have a few things on my mind (and you all may have this handled already, not sure: 
1 ) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates’? 
2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet’? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 
3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
|~grnail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes            @aol.com> wrote: 
Greetings: I jus~t wanted to confirm the dates of the semes~ter training this fall. Have we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thread, s 

D 

Deena ttayes- Crreene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(~mcialequitvinstitute.org> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 



On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

I don’t tlfink I will be able to get instructor status for tl~e course. At least not through tl~e business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on tl~mugh the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me invoh’ed in a similar level and 

capacity as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors and stale I would really mostly recommend you three, Gent, Deb, and Tye to be the noted facnlty for the course. I am not familiar 

with most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the analysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-thculty tbr the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and katino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 
version) 
James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 
Taff’ye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 

I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https:~/d~cs..q~"~e.c~m/spreadsheet~ccc?key=~Aj7WptiFwkEadFEtRjhFVWV~YjNNb3~WLV9iWBCMVE &usp=sharin"~ 

Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 

x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
; .@.clmail 

On Men, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter~mcialequiWinstitute.org> wrote: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to yon with names of facnl~. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty as possible 

instructors tbr our first course, only sharing what I know about facnlU who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as communicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved along. Witlfin Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have atten&d. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has m~ 

appointment in SSW. 

xWithh~ Nursing, Deb Mayer m~d Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a year I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, yon may recall ,and I may have mentioned the possibilib~ of the course 

to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb ~:ildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Edcka Patilio (also UCCtt) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is mosl knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once mad also involved in the 
organizing. 

Other Ihculty who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
Alexamh’a Lighflbot (Inablic Health) 

Alice Ammerman (public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Govennnent) 

Ann Hastings (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holiday~ has not heard back. He’ll try again today. 



On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 

possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love         ~@Rmail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk. ’ .... ~mail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 

Tye Huntet           .~yahoo.com> 

Subje~: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

concur with Bay that it’s best to cancel Monday’s call. So far, through email, we have confirmed that the 2-day REI training will occur August 29- 

30 (t:hard~s Suzarme!). 

Still waiting on: 

Course number t:rom Anna Maria {she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester begins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference calL.perhaps toward the end of January. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From: Bay Love [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2014 12:55 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Cc: Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Shall we meet the week of.]anuary 6th? 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’All to discuss the learning activities and readings for 

fOllow-.up to REI training.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on t:he lest by emi~il? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb startir~g class that week, and the rest of us ir~ the training, it may be a bit of a push (worth it for in-person, perhaps, but a call we 

can do any time}. 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balaban, Rita A <baJabanr@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: F1NAL RS Basketball Tournamen’t Notice 

Thanks for the prayers! F.njoy the games. 

Rita 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:09 AM 
To: Balaban, Rita A 
Subject: Re: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 

Hi Rita. Yes, the tourney is this Saturday I am on my way over to the 
men’s ACC Tourney. 

Have a blessed day. Prayers for 

Hugs, 

@drstroman 
919843.0336 

"ttow wonderful it is that nobo~dy need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world 
<http://www.wisdomquotescom/quote/anne-frank-l.html>" ~- Anne Frank 

On 3/13/14 10:01 AM, "Balaban, Rlta A" <balabanr@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Debby, 
> 

>Is the tournament this Saturday’? If so, then I can’t play b/c we wil[ be 
>heading out of town. Also, we discussed getting a coffee sometime soon 
>I’m with Danny now over at the Cancer ttospita[ and it’s going to be a 
>long day. If you want to grab a coffee early this afternoon, then give 
>me a call . 
> 

>Best, 
>Rita 
> 

> 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 10:54 
>To: Elizabeth Basnight; Balaban, Rita A 
>Subject: FW: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 
> 

>Hi Elizabeth and Rita. Let me know if you are in town and wish to shoot 
>some hoops with me. My colleague, Eriam~e, asked me to come out and play 
>on her church’s women’s tourney. I asked if I could bring friends and she 
>said "yes!" 
> 

>d 
> 

>@drstroman 
>919.843.0336 
> 

>"How ~vonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before 
>starting to improve the 
>world.<httt~:i/www.wisdomc~uotes.com/cluoteianne-frarf~-I .html>" ~ Atme Frank 
>[cid:817C2F20-FB27 ~89A-BO33-B984D54129CF] 
> 

> 

>From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight 
><eweight@emaihanc.edu<rr~ailto:e~veight@emaihunc. edu>> 
>Date: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:56 AM 
>To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc edu<mailto:dstro@unc edu>> 
>Subject: Fwd: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 
> 
>Int;a for sat’. 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>Begin forwarded message: 
> 

>From: Liz Charles <lizchar@gmail cam< ~r@gmail.com>> 
>Date: March 10, 2014 at 8:47:27 AM F~DT 
>To: Jill Hemming Aushn @gmail.com<~ ..... ~@gmail.com>>, 
>Kaylene Peets 



>Sut~iect: FINAL RS Basketball Tournament Notice 
> 
>Dear Chapel Hill First Ward Basketball Superstars! 
> 

>Six days and counting until our basketball tournament. Here are a few 
>final notes. ~;~’nile I have been your contact to this point, Holly Herring 
>is going to be the official coach on garue day. 
> 

>Out Team Color: GREEN 
>Please wear a green shirt to the garue, as this is out official team 
>color. You will need a n~traber on the back of your shirt. This can be 
>applied with bits of masking tape or a permanent ruarketifabric paint (if 
>you don’t care much about the shirt). I will have some masking tape 
>available at tile church, arrive early if you need to apply your n~traber on 
>game day. 
> 

>Schedule: First Games 
>Our first garue is earl?,, at 8:30am (arrive at 8:15am). Our second game 
>will either be at 10:00am(win) or 10:45am(lose). Please arrive early, as 
>the time table is important in order to finish with enough time for Stake 
>Conference preparations. 
> 

>8:30am: Chapel Hill 1 vs C’hapel Hill 2 
>9:15aru: Mebane vs Cornbo tearu 
> 10:00am: YSA vs wirttlcr (CH1 vs CH2) 
>10:45am: Loser (Mebanevs. Corabo) vs Loser (CH1 vs CH2) 
> 
>The schedule indicates that the championship game will begin at 1:45 
>(with the potential of a second play-oil; immediately following, if the 
>championship game is the loser’s first loss of the tournament). Games 
>will be 30 minutes lung (,t~vo 15 minutes halves, 3min half time, and a 
>stopped clock during the last three minutes). 
> 

>Final Practice 
>Tomon-ow at 11 ana. Come rea@ to scrinnnage. 
> 

>Scorekeeper 
>We need to supply a scorekeeper for each of our games. I can probably get 
>one of my children to act as scorekeeper Ibr the 10/10:45 game. Let me 
>know if you will have a spectator willing to manage the clock or score 
>for the earlier or later games. Also, if you know of anyone ;villing and 
>able to referree, I am still on the search... 
> 

>There will be some long breaks in between matches depending on out- 
>win/loss ratio. Please plan accordingly. 
> 

>Food: Please bring your own Ibod While there are some places to grab a 
>quick bite around Chapel Hill, it may be easiest to have a sack lunch on 
>hand. 
>Children/Spouses/Fans: We ;velcome all spectators - as long as they 
>demonstrate good sportsmanship. For those sisters worried about child 
>care, I am sure there will be mothers or young women around to help watch 
>your chi ldren during your play. Don’t let the lack of a babysitter 
>prevent you fi-om attending We will figure something out. 
> 

>Sportsmanship. I want to bring up two issues here 
> 

>First. We will be having a deaf sister play on one of the teams. Because 
>of her unusual circumstances and the fact that being able to play on a 
>team is immensely rewarding :For her, we are going to be loose with the 
>calling of violations (carrying, double dribble, three seconds in the 
>key). We encourage those who know and understand these rules to abide by 
>them on their honor, but also understand that we are more interested in 
>letting sisters play than being strict on these rules However, we will 
>still be calling fi~uls (pushing with your body, hitting with your arms) 
>See Foul definition below. 
> 

>This leads to my second point. I have really straggled to :find referees 
>for our matches. Several young men/women have been willing to help, and 
>seeing that this would be a good learning experience for them, I have 
>encouraged this. Please realize, then, that our referees are in training, 
>be patient with them and help them. Treat them with a nurturing spirit. 
> 

>I am hoping that everyone will be mature and play wisely Those sisters 
>with exceptional skill may need to pull back some and match their 
>intensity to that of the people they are playing ~vith. Let’s make sure 
>every sister has an enjoyable experience. Winning, in this case, is not 
>the score, but proving we can play sport in the spirit of friendship. 
> 

>Good luck to evel~/onet 
> 
>FOULS: 
>Fouls are tile act of ruaking ~illegal~ physical contact with a player 



>while the bali is in play. Fouls can occur from a defender bumping into 
>a player dribbling the ball, reaching in and/or slapping the offensive 
>player dribbling the bail, mnving their body (bumping) into an offensive 
>player, bumping or hitting a player taking a shot, elbowing a player. 
>Players cannot elbow, grab / hold, punch, push, scratch at, or trip a 
>player on the other team these are all fouls. Offensive fouls can 
>occur when the player dribbling the ball runs into a defender who has 
>established position. Technical ~2>uls can be called on players or 
>coaches who are using unsportsmanlike conduct, too many players on the 
>court, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 12:25 PM 

prbarnes@indiana.edu; jawhiting@csufresno.edu; mdodds@ithaca.edu; kjbaute@indiana.edu; Hudson, Nicole 
<coach.huddy@unc.edu>; smosher@ithaca.edu; jbeckmey@indian&edu; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admission&unc.edu>; kwoody@ithac&edu; cbeeker@indiana.edu; Meaders, Harlis James 
<meaders@unc.edu>; kagyemang@lsu.edu; billingh@indiana.edu; Nails, Darin <nalls@email.unc.edu>; bbaker@lsu.edu; 
blair@indiana.edu; Duckett, Charles Garrison <duckettc@email.unc.edu>; reblair@indiana.edu; pclay@mit.edu; 
gtrevor@ur.rutgers.edu; rcastll @lsu.edu; hjblock@indiana.edu; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Johnson, James H Jr 
<jim_johnson@unc.edu>; agarn@lsu.edu; Iblueeye@indiana.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
sbreckenridge@fullerton.edu; whargro@lsu.edu; fbonchek@indiana.edu; Ihinesmon-matthews@fullerton.edu; 
jhondzl @lsu.edu; jbransfo@indiana.edu; radcliffe@fullerton.edu; djacob6@lsu.edu; rfchapma@indiana.edu; 
jstokes@fullerton.edu; njohanl @lsu.edu; zc3@indiana.edu; criggins@fullerton.edu; Ijohns@lsu.edu; joechen@indiana.edu; 
jmoneal@fullerton.edu; mkosma@lsu.edu; gclavio2@indiana.edu; jmcdermott@fullerton.edu; 

@yahoo.com; dlandin@lsu.edu; cooperme@indiana.edu; rgj@rgjcolpa.com; tfoy@fullerton.edu; 
anelso@lsu.eclu; dcothran@indiana.edu; mcbe@fullerton.edu; Blanche.Hughes@ColoState.EDU; cseifried@lsu.edu; 
cdochert@indiana.edu; kwhitmer@starledger.com; bsoebbl@lsu.edu; bmdodge@indiana.edu; spitcher@sdccd.edu; 
stewart6@lsu.edu; ellisn@indiana.edu; fmoreno@sdccd.edu; mhausfeld@hausfeldllp.com;       @gmail.com; 
mhargr2@lsu.edu; aewert@indiana.edu; vgithiri@indiana.edu; phenson@indiana.edu; jdjohnst@indiana.edu; 
paul.anderson@marquette.edu; rosking@indiana.edu; michael.mccann@law.unh.edu; rkessler@indiana.edu; 
rsmith@tjsl.edu; tracey.clayton@buzzfeed.com; limc@indiana.edu; derian@law.uda.edu; ketra@umich.edu; 
lindema@indiana.edu; sfrl0@psu.edu; jamesa@gram.edu; michmill@indiana.edu; gjgmelch@usfc&edu; 
gipsonc@gram.edu; jbasten@umich.edu; ramowatt@indiana.edu; sportmgt@usfca.edu; poguef@gram.edu; 
rodfort@umich.edu; ppederse@indiana.edu; trgeorge@umich.edu; cmross@indiana.edu; wheelerk@umich.edu; 
ptwalsh@indiana.edu; salpha@howard.edu; kwakd@umich.edu; @VERIZON.NET; djmoore@umich.edu 

UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy 

3102014U NCThoughtsFromTheProject.pdf 

Please see the attachment for updated information on the UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy (3). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

afiv8g@vi~ginia.edu on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 11:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: bW: Questions about SPED\ Basketball AnalUtics Summit 

Dr. Stmman, 

I’m wondering if you’ve had a chance to think more about a mechanism for students to showcase their research at the upcoming basketball analy~ics summit. 

Thanks, 

On Tue, Feb 25, 2014 at 9:58 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

> Awesome! Class of 82. There are many Wahoos here.., now I really have to look out for you. ;) 

> Go Hoos! 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> CONFIDENTIAI,ITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if may, is intended only tbr the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidentiaJ and/or privileged materiaJ. Any .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended ~ecipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 811 copies of the originaJ message. 

> F~om: agv8g~virginia.edu [mailk~:a5v8g(~virginia.edu] On Behalf Of/ 

> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:58 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: FW: Questions about SPEIA BasketbaJl AnaJ~vlics Summit 
> 

> 

> 

> I am! Class of 2012. 

> On Tue, Feb 25, 2014 at 9:48 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

> Are you a Wahoo? 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 



> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis~tribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail a~d desttoy all copies of the original mes~ge. 

> F~3n~                           z@virginia.edu I 

> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:48 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Anal~tJcs Summit 

> I would love to have an opportunity to showcase my research! I hope you keep me in mind with whatever you decide. I am also looking tbrward to hearing more 
details about the case competition. 

> 

> 

> Thaaaks, 
> 

> On Tue, Feb 25, 2014 at 9:40 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis~tribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 9:40 PM 
> To: ’ag¥8g@virginia.eduOn’ 
> Subject: t~E: Questions about SI~ EIA Basketball Anal,vtics Smnmit 



>Hi      Thanks tbr your inquiry. Great m hear that you are working in this field. The NBA Case Competition will be posted within the next week. Unfortunately, we 
will not have poster presentations tbr students at this conference. However, you did give me an idea to have some mechanism for you and other students to showcase 
your research. Stay tuned. 

> 

> 

> I look forward to meeting you! 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 919.843.0336 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail ,nessage, including attachments, if aw, is intended only tbr the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidentiaJ~ and/or privileged materied. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and des~oy nil copies of the origing~ message. 
> 

> From: Kenan Institute Slyort [mailto:kisport(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 3:22 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: FW: Questions about SPELA BasketbaJl Anal.vlJ~cs Summit 

> From:      ~virginia.eduOn Behalf O: 
> Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 3:21:49 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Cmaada) 
> To: KISPORT(a)UNC.EDU 
> Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball AnaJytics Summit 

> To who,n it may concern, 
> 

> 

> 

> My name is and I am graduate student in the statistics department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Anal~ics Summit that roll be 
held in May. I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on how performance changes with age in NBA players. I am wondering if it is 
possible for me to present my research at the Basketball Anal~ics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the NBA Analsidcs Case Competition. 

> Thin,ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:49 AM 

Weight, Erialme A. <eweight@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Cooper, Co.vte <cgcooper@emaJ4.unc.edu>; 

Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Robert Malekoff (rmalekot~iguilfi~rd.edu); 

Subject: Symposium at the Law School 

Hi, 

I hope that everyone had a terrific spring break. Just wanted to let you know about a program at the UNC law school on Friday. The Sports and Entertainment Law 

Student Association is hosting a symposium on college sport. Here is a link .h---~-t--~--;/-/--~-w--~-w--~-w--:~[-a-~-w--~:-u---n---c-:~e--~d--~u--/-~£a--~e--~n--~d---a--r-j---e-~v---e---n-~t-~:-a-~s--~--x--.-~!~:~!~ and the tentative schedule: 

Schedule of Events *Please note that the schedule is subject to change. 

8:30a-8:55a: Breakfast and Registration 

9:0Oa-9:40a: O’Bannon and NCAA Litigation 

9:50a-:lO:25a: Collegiate Coaching Contracts 

10:35a-11:10a: Representing University Athletic Departments 

11:20a-11:55a: NCAA Compliance 

J.2:0Op-:l:OOp: Lunch and Reception 

There is no cost, but they ask that everyone register: https:!/uncodum.az3l.qualtrics.com/SEi?SID=SV...eEhYyYOFOP3YbgV 

These are topics that people in athletics may be interested in, so feel free to share this with your internship supervisors, and spread the word on social media, etc. 

Hope to see you there[ 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

sportlaw@unc.edu 

ii.~.iI CEIA Small Hortizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Weight, Eria]~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 12:34 PM 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.eda>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu>; Southall, 
Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu> 

SpAd Gear Order is in! 

SpAd Gear Order 12-10-13.xl~ 

Thank you for your help w)lunteering at the Football games this year] R~r those of you who took the folk~w--up survey at~d indh::ated what gear you wouM J~]~e 

receive, Lt~e order hss strived and you can p~ck up yoL r tee-st rL or po o :tom the Woollen Bssket Room (on the 1s ~ floor of Woollen Gym)~ 

(See your name and what you ordered on the attached spreadsheet). 

Unfortunately, for those who ordered hoodies, we were not able to order them because the design we submitted dM not trm]sfer we~l to the hoodies. So, if you 

ordered a hoodie, ~)~ease emaH me w~th your preference to e~ther 1) continue to ~,a~t ~,h~le we desigt~iorder hoodies, 2} swRch your preference to a polo and 

indicate what size you would like {wNch we can order quickly), or 3) pick up a tee-shirt rather than wait aRy longer. 

Thank you, again! ~ hope you enjoy your gear and wear ~t proudly! 

[Tr~de~N~adt}al:e C,::,o~c~J~}al:os: Sport 

9 ] 9.448.4870 

~X~ CEIA Small Horizontal 2 



Projects and Activities 

KI Sport - because of its universality - most people work out and/or enjoy watchinl~ 

sports - will serve as a marketinl~ tool for the Institute and seek to provide education 

about the power of sport as an economic driver of America. 

Stratel~ic or not, KI Sport will be that "front porch" just like the UNC sports are for the 

university. 

We will mirror the l~reat characteristics of sport - team-focused, driven, and creative! 



Students: Undergraduate Consulting Team, 
KFBS MBAs, and Kenan Institute Leadership 
Fellows 

Community: Working Advisory Group and 
Business Partners 

Board Members: Bennett, Cogsville, and 
Popp 

Initiatives are designed to support our Objective (increase e-ship at UNC) and on a 

macro-level, to identify and excel the drivers of our state’s economic engine. And 

sport is a big part of our brand and economy. 

Celebration - TBD (SpIEAs - Recognize the leading sport entrepreneurs for their 

impact on the economy and their creativity to improve health, athletics, human 

performance, and/or fitness.) 

1. BAS 
2. Impact 

Thank you to our students and professionals. 

2 



1. Decided to focus on Basketball vs. All Sports. 

2. Dynamic speakers including Ken Pomeroy, Robbie Allen, Dean Oliver, and Coach 

George Karl. 

3. Marketed to faculty and students at UNC and beyond. 

4. Case Competition to increase engagement. 

Share with your network. 

3 



i60 professional teams/leagues, 95 sport agencies, 
45 facilities, 65 sponsors, 20 colleges/conferences, 
40 media companies, and 10 industry events! 

Our database of North Carolina sport-related businesses and contacts includes over 

2700 individual contacts too! 

What are the current relationships and connections between the sport-related 
companies and organizations in the state of North Carolina? 

What can we build to further foster communication and partnerships? 

How can a statewide economic impact study bring value to our work and 

commitment to entrepreneurship? 

4 



Sport Leadership Speakers Series 

Sport Leadership Speakers Series -To increase knowledge and awareness of 
successful business leaders with an entrepreneurial mindset. 

-- How might this offering assist with the increase of entrepreneurship at 

UNC? 

5 



Future Engagement ...... ,~~ ..... 

Professional Development of 

Student-Athletes 

Professional Development of Student-Athletes - Establish entrepreneurship literacy 

workshops. Similar skills required: teamwork, creativity, responsibility, and passion. 

Partner with local universities to foster collaboration, diversity, and critical thinking. 

Duke, NCCU, and NCSU. 
-- How might this offering assist with the holistic development of student- 

athletes? 

6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bayard Love < ~@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, March 25, 2014 12:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter <~vhuuter@racialequityinstitute.org>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Deena Haves          7@aol.com>; Suzanne 

Plihcik <, ..... ~gma~l.com>; Deena Hayes <dhaye@mcialequi .tyins~dtute.org>; Tye Hunter < r@yahoo.com> 

Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355 [39].png 

Thanks Deb and all for putting this together - 

I’m assuming we’re at the generating ideas phase right now, so I wanted to throw out some of mine. I’m not wedded to any of this and happy to go in completely 

different direction, however we t~el as a group. 

A few reactions/thou~rocess: 

1 ) I agree - let’s have a conversation about the class and anti-racist orga~lizing at UNC more broadly. 

2) I love the idea of the website. I have a couple contacts to follow-up with, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever contacts you have as well, becasue mostly I 

got ’no for now’s fiom my B-school contacts. 

3) A have an opporttmi~, to meet you all in person in the ne~ month! I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday afternoon get-together? A 
conference call also works for me most any, time. 

A few thoughts on the content: 
1 ) I love this outline - I feel like we have a great baseline structure already 

2) What about a piece on data-analysis for organzing. I have some concrete ideas about this and imaging an assignment where people have to gather some data ti~om 

their inslitution, ran a couple analyses in excel, and come back with a tier5., call- to-action for their peers. 

3) Can we mid more content on organizing? ttere are some ideas of how: 

A session on sVadent organizing his~to~ - talk about how Critical Race Theory was created out of student activism (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 

and Ethnic Studies were fought for, won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they axe taught and not taught is a 

political issue. 

A session on organizing history specific to UNC (eg. the campaAgn to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Center. etc..) Assig~maent could be to have them hit 

the axchives and dig up the history of anti-racist organizing here and the school’s institutional parrying. 

Specifics on campaign organizing s~cture - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapraneuship’ or ’civic 

entrepraneurslfip’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assigmneut where they design a campaign around s~mething that is real for them 

(curriculum transformation, if nothing else) and then have them have at least 5 conversions with their potential base refine their org~mizing strategy. 

Perhaps we have a section of every week that is tbcused on organizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful exercise to hear 

how we differentiate anti-racist organizing t~om the other work we do. Curious to hear from you all, but I t~el a qualitative difference between ’advocacy’ or 

’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT org~mizing, necessarily) t?om transformative org~mizing work. Another example for me, i s that I thel a qualititative ditt~rence 

between diversity, or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-structures-of-power-by-building-collective-power work I have been 

involved in. I would love to heax you all’s thoughts on this and provide solne content for the students that clarifies why setting up an after- school progrmn from 

undelprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejudice is not necessarily organizing. 

Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzanne (ify’all axe willing) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find some UNC alums who have been with 

unions or other specifc organiziing organizations to come speak. 

Look forward to continuing to develop this with you all. 

Warmly, 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
~rnail 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPriG 590 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 

I think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: i) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to 

be careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 



I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend.. 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:iiweb.unc.edu/Let me know the contact 

names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, 

the Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that Nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world."’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:53 PM 

To: Bayard Love <1 z924@gmail.com> 

Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes <, ’@aol.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk 

<.,. @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Hunter <         ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi all, 

I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

graduated and moved on (now alumni!). Staff may no longer be there~ Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop~ And probably 

many are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase II. 

There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to 

come. Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 

On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love < @~mail.com> wrote: 

1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 

4) We should add ~ as a contact from Planning/MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the conte~e just need 

someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 

I love the idea of the Phase II. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers {we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to 

at length) and Dr. Johnson {also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on 

board and all of the 150+ U NC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the pasL At the business school, 

we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most 

schools to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. 

Would be really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically ge~dng key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize 

to make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. Those are my thoughts. 

Am I off-base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 



Bay Bio: 

So sorry [or r~y delay in responding, Here are ~y thoughts on Bay’s points (th~nk yot.fi) fO~ moving 

Annourming our course offering for ne:<l: g~{{ sernesl:er sO t:f~t returnk~g gradual:e students can pre-register t:Ms Spring semester, h~-comh~g grad st:[HJents can regbl:er 

~<,hen they arrive next Fa{{ semester, and come.unity members can audit. 

:, i can do a flye~ that shows the official course number, descdptkm, ~nd co-instructors {na rues, afffl~a [ions). See attached. 

) ]hh~ldng we co@d h~dude very brief b~os of Deena~ Suzann< gay, Debb~e, lye, and me So wouM you each provide me w~th this? 

) ADo, an eye-catdI~ing gnaph~c wot.fld be wJuabb. Any suggestions? 

> Assemble a fist of point person cont~(:[ info (e.g., ER1Hy I_ine~ at Kenan, Tom Keliev al: Law Sc~oo]) and I~st se~w~s (e.g., SPH Minority Student Caucus, HPDP 

~ommun~ty Expert Consukants, Black ~ac@ty Caucus) to wMch I can em~i[ the flyer to d~sseminate. 

H~gb pdoritg is deigning the currk:@um fo~ the 2 folk)w-up, .l-da~, sessk)ns that wil~ occu~ at Z ;and 4 weeks after the 2-da~, anti-radsm training with Suzanne 

Deena. 

{:[eath-ifi a cou[se website is a g~eat idea, 

> But I am 100% ctuek~ss on how to go about doing this. 

<, Wo@d one of you have the 

Wkh ~eg~d to estab~shh~g ~ st ~onge~ orfi~n~Dng base, what do you thh~k ~bout getting the co-instr{.<to~s + key facuky/stMdents -} communi%, members who bad 

received Phase ~ ~nt~-.racbm trakfing to ~ttend Phase I~ ~nt~-.ra{:b]T~ training sched@ed for tMs spring? 

Let Debbie and m(! know your thoughts to determine what we can do by er~ail and [or the u:!maining tasks, bow soon we should schedule 

C h e i-:! rs, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North (:arolina 

Chapel Hill, NO. 27599 

919 966-39~ 

919 966-2921 

eu~enia en~@unc.edu 



From: Bayard Love [mailto @gmail.com] 
Se~t: Monday, February 17, 2014. 1:06 PM 
To-" Deena Hayes 
C¢; Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi team - 

wanted to check in and make sure we’re moving things ahead for our class in the fall. You all may be moving this stuff forward already. If so, please advise and hopefully we 

can fold in the below. I spoke with Deb this morning and we’re thinking it may be good to start talking about a few things sooner than later. 

On our minds: 

Curriculum - can we set up some calls and talk through what assignments, pre-work, post-work, etc. will be? 

2) Organizing - are there professors and key student or staff leaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger and stronger base 

going in? How can the class support organizing happening at the different schools, and in the Univesity for broadly. 

Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the 

curriculum, Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orf the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer to the 

course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is happening. This site would be in 

addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tactically, I have a few things on my mind (and you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC~ 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

 (cell) - (~.,qmail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes @aol.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the semester training this fall. Have we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes-Greene 



On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love l@gmail.com> wrote: 

I don’t think I will be able to get instructor status for the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and capacity as 

Deena and Suzane~ (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors and staff, I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted faculty for the course. I am not familiar with 

most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the analysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-faculty for the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the M BA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed I day version) 

James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 

Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 

Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 

I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https://docs.google.co m/spreadsheet!ccc?key=0Aj7WptiFwkEad FEtRjh FVWVt0YjN N b31WLV9iWBCMVE&usp=sharing 

Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different levels (eg. 
students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know Wanda is working on 
adding some as well. 

x Bay 



Bayard P, Love, MBA, MPP 

1_ (ceil) ¯         (~,plmail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> wrote: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to you with names of faculty. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty as possible instructors for our 

first course, only sharing what I know about faculty who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training as communicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility of a U NC course. They have both attended the workshop 

one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved along. Within Social Woh!is Carlton-LeNey 

and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. AIs~llison DeMarco who is at FPG but has an appointment in SSW. 

Within Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I haven’t spoken with 

her over a year I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, you may recall ,and I may have mentioned the possibility of the course to heDianne 

Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SlLS, Barb Wildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Patillo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is committed; Ericka is 

most knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also involved in the organizing. 

Other faculty who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 

Alexandra Lightfoot (Public Health) 

Alice Ammerman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco {Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 

Alyson Grine (Government) 

Ann Hastings (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not heard back. He’ll try again today. 

Hope this helps. 



On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress 

and possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love <        .@gmail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@radalequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik " " :@gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 

Tye Huntet ~          ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

I concur with Bay thai it’s West to cancel Monday’s call So far, through email, we have confirmed thai d~e 2--day REI [raining will occur August 

2%30 (thanks Suzarme!)~ 

Still waiting on: 

Course m~mber from Anna Maria (she won’t be back ~mtil Jan 8, whe~ the academic semester begins) 

C.:_~nfirmati.:_~n from Tye and Vou on being listed as co~.use instr~.~ctors for [.aw School and g~siness School 

So, yes~ lel:’s do a con~erence call ..i:~er~qa~s [owaFd the end of January. 

Cheers~ 

Geni 

From: Bay Love [mailto:k      .@~mail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, 3anuary 04, 2014 12:55 PM 
To." Wanda Hunter 
C¢-" Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject." Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anuary 6th? 



How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’All to ~Jiscuss the fearnin~ activities arid readings 

follow-up to REi training.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by ernail? 

With Geni ill Jury Dut:y0 Deb starting class that week° arid the rest ,.’)f us in the t~ail]in~0 it may be a bit oI: a push (worth it f,.’)~ in-person, pe~hap!g ~ut: a t:all we 

car~ do any time). 

Tye to report if he can ~)e listed as a co-instructor from the Law School, and if not, who else 

Bay to report if: he can be listed as a co-instructor fl’om the Busir~ess School, and if not~ ~,ho else 

Suzarme to coM:im’~ dales when s~-~e can co-~acilitate t:~-~e REI [rainin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <~whunte@racialequityinstitute.org--- 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bay Love <         ~gmail.com>; Eng, Geni <eugeNa eng@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes 

.... @gmail.coln>; Deena Hayes <zthayes@racialequiFinslitute.org>; Tye Hunter 

Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equip" Course 

@aol.com>; S~anne Plihcik 
:r~yahoo.com> 

Hi eveuone, 

TNs is exciting. I have been talking it up and I imagine there will be lots of interest in this course. Many thanks to all of you for your contributions to bringing this to 
~]’lAilion, 

I hope you will reach out to the followingJsculty regarding students in their school MaD might be identified as future leaders tbr racial equity: 

1) Nursing: Deb Mayer (has sent several faculty including Rumay Alexander, Debra Bmksdale and Dianne Belry and a number of students) 

2) Information and Lib Sci: Ericka Patillo (dlso BaJcbaJca Wildelnuth, Barbara Mann- former dean, and Claudia Gallop)--tiffs program is velN invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sliaron Thomas 

4) Education- Sherick Hughes (he is coining in July and wants to do research on the worksliop--this is a new development; I can brief you). 

As you said, 3 students from each of these and from your 4 schools would give us the 24 students. The another 10 or so community members? How will we recruit 

these and from where? I have lots of contacts if needed. 

I want to put a plug in for spending some time on Implicit Bias (perhaps in Geni’s or Debby’s lectures?). Along with structural/institutional racism ~me consider 

implicit racial bias to be a major determinant ofinslitutional outcomes. It is critical that studenks in this course have a tirm understaa~ding of what impliciVunconscious 

bias is, how it is developed (the tw’o-day workshop provides the besl analysis of this), how it impacts institutional decision-making, the resulting outcomes, what makes 

it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could be an entire lecture. I am currently working with others at REI in the development ofa 1 -day workshop on this topic 

tbr law entbreement officers (a pilot cumculum). But otber than the e:~anples used, this training could be applicable for people working in any institution. 

Wanda 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

d 
Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eug~ge. Explore. Empower: 
<~mage001.jpg> 
919.843.0336 
<[mageOO2.jpg> 

<Image003 ::.*ng> 

F~m: Bayard Love [majlto:       ~qma~l~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:37 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce: Wanda Hunter; Eng, GeM; Oeena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Oeena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subjett: Re: Checking ~n re UNC Radal Equ~ Course 
ThaWs Deb and M1 for puN~N ~is together - 

I’m assuming we’re at the generating ide~ phase figN now, so I wanted to throw ant ~me of mine. I’~n not wed&d ~ any of this and happy to go in completely 

diflbmnt direction however we feel as a group. 

A few macfion{thougNs aNoN process: 
1 ) I agree - let’s have a conversation about the class aM anti-racist org~izing at ~C morn broadly. 

2) I love the i&a of the website. I have a couple contacts to follow-up ruth, but I wand suggest you all pursue whatever contacts you have ~ well, becasue mostly I 

got ’no tbr now’s from my B-school contacts. 

3) A have an op~)~unity m meet you N] in ~rson in the next month~ I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday afternoon get-together? A 

coNbmnce cM1 Mso woNs for me most any time. 

A I~w thoughts on the content: 
1) I love this outline - I feel like we have a gnat ~seline structure Mmady 

2) What about a piece on dam-analysis tbr o~#m~ing. I have ~me concrete i&~ about tiffs and imaging an assignment when Maple have m gather some data from 

their institution, mn a couNe analy~s in excel, aM come ~ck with a fie~?, cNl-m-acfion for their peers. 

3) Can we add ~nom content on organizing? Hem me so~ne ideas of how: 

¯ A session on student olganizing history - talk abont how Critical Race Theo~, was created ant of student activism (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 

and Ethnic Studies were fought for, won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they are taught and not taught is a 

political issue. 



¯ A session on organizing histou specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the buikting of the Haynes Center, etc..) Assignment could be 1,~ have "them hit 
the a~’chives and dig up the his~tou of anti-racist organizing hem mad "the school’s institutional parrying. 
Specifics on campaign organizing stucture - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapmneuship’ or ’civic 
entrepmneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign around mmething that is real tbr them 
(curriculum transformation, if nothing else) and then have them have at least 5 conversaions with their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

¯ Perhaps we have a section of every week that is tbcused on organizing? Each of us could shaxe about our organizing expemme. Would be useful exercise to 
hear how we difibreutiate anti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear Dom you all, but I feel a qualitative dittbrence between ’advocacy’ 
or ’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessmily) from transformative organizing work. Another example for me, is fl~at I feel a qualititative dilt’erence 
between diversiD- or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the- s~tn~ctures-of-power-by- building-collective-power work I have been 
involved in. I would love to hear you ali’s thoughts on this and provide some content for the s~a~deuts that clarifies why setting up an after- school progrmn from 
nnderprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejndice is not necea’a’arily orgastizing. 

,, Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzmme (ify’all are willing) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find some UNC alums who have been w-ith 
unions or other specifc organiziing organizations to come speaJa. 

Look forward 1,~ continuing to develop "this with you all. 
Waaanly, 
Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
!. (ce,) ¯ ~g___m_____a_!_!. 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(r-~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPHG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 

I think we need to be clear on the two O NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of ovedap, but we have to be 

careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 

I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend. 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:iiweb.unc.edu/Let me know the contact 

names and emaig of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, the 

Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843~0336 

"blow wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Wanda Hunter < .w_h__u__qt__e_r_@_r__a_ .c_[~_[ .e__cLu_Lt_!i!_n__s_t_[t__u_.t_e_._o__r_g> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:53 PM 

To: Bayard Love         .@gmail.com> 

Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia...eng@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes <         ;7@aol.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik 

< :@gmail.com> Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org> Tye Hunter          @yahoo.corn> 

Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi all, 
I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

graduated and moved on (now alumni!). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably many 

are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase I I. 

There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to come. 

Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 
On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love @grnail.com> wrote: 
1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 
4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - we just need 

someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 
I love the idea of the Phase I I. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now!). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to at 

length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on board and 

all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business school, 
we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most schools 

to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marde Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be 

really great to get some more Law Students. Fve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize to 

make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’era. Those are my thoughts. Am I off- 

base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 



Bay 

Bay Bio: 

So sorry for my deiay in responding. Here are. my thoughts on Bay’s points (thank you!) for movin~ forward: 

Announcing ou~ course o.,"h~ing f,:)f next Fall semest:er so that returning graduate student5 can pro-register this Spring sernestef~ in-coming glad students can register 

when ~hey arrive next Fall semester, and cornrnunit:y members can audit:. 

o I can do a flyer that shows the official course number~ description, and co-instructors (names, affiliations}. See attached. 

,:, -Fhmkmg we couM include very brief bios of Deena, Suzanne, Bay, Oebbie, rye, and me. So would you each provide me with ~his? 

o Also, an eye-cat:d-ring ~raphk; wouk:~ be valuable. Arty suggestions? 

~ Assemble a list of point person contact info (e.g. Emily Liner at Kenan~ i"om Kelley at Law School) and list serves (e.g., SPH Minority Student Caucus~ HPDP 

Community Expert Consul[ants, Black Fa,.’:ult,i Caucus} to whi,.’:h I ca[] email the fl,ier to c~isseminate. 

High priority is desiAninfi the curriculum for the :2. follow-.up~ 1-day sessions that will occur at 2 and 4 weeks after the 2-day anti-racism traininA with Suzanne and L}eena. 

Crea[mg a course website is a grea[ idea; 

o But I am 1.00% clueless on how to go about doing this, 

Would one of you have the savvy? 

With regard ~o establishing a stronger organizing base, what: do you think about fiet:dng d-to co-instructors + key ~aculty/sl:udents + communiW member’s who had 

received Phase I an[i-racisrp t:rainin~ 1:{} at[end Phase iI an[i-racism training sct-~eduled for this spring? 

Let Dabble and me know your thoughts to determine what we can do by emaii and for the remaining tasks, how soon we shouid schedule a cail. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eufienia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School o~ ([4h:~b~ Publk: He~th CB #7440 

350 Rosenau Hall 

Univers~Ly of NorLh Carolb~a 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

9&9 956-39~ 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eu~eNa en~@unc.edu 
E~= Bayard Love [mailtc       4@qmail.com] 
Seat= Nonday, Februa~ $7, 20$4 $:06 PN 
To= Deena Hayes 
C~= Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; End, Geni; Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$~bje~t= Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 

Hi team - 

I wauted m check in ~d m~ke sure wehe ~noving tNngs al~ead for our cl~s in the fall. You all ~nay be moving this stuff foavard already. If so, please advise and 

hoNfidly we can fold in the ~low. I spoke wN~ Deb tNs morning and we’re thinldng it may ~ good to sta~ ~1~N about a few things sooner ~au later. 

On our minds: 

1) ~rfic~n - can we set up ~me calls a~d ~lk through what ~signmeut~ pre-work post-worl% etc. will ~? 

2) Orga~g - are there professors and key s~dent or s~ffleaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger and stronger 

ba~ going in? How can the cl~s suppo~ orgm~zing hap~Nng at the di~rent ~hools, and in the UNvesiB~ for bm~ly. 

Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the curriculum, 

Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must off the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contaius the content of our proposal? Deb anad I are thinldng that as we get closer 

to the course (and stardng ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to, and have linlcs to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tactica]ly, I have a few things on my mind (and you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wm]da - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I thiuk we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni mid Deb - 

Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
~__o___7__:_3___z____9__:__7__~_~j_. (co,) ¯ ._b__Lo____v___e___9__~__4__@g__m_____a_!_!. 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes <~ ~aol.com> wrote: 



Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the semester training this t~ll. ttave we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <~il)__t_Lr_~_N_~2@_~:_a__c_’j__a_3___e__q_t_~_i_tS. ii__n_~_t_i__t_g~_~:Rrg.> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < ~@gmaikcom> wrote: 

tti all - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status tbr the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it maJ~e sense (or be possible?) m bring me on through the School of Public ttealth. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 

capacity as Deeua and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors mid st~££ I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted l:aculW for the course. I am not fa~nilim 

witl~ most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp oftl~e m~alysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (ulthough I would not necessarily recommend thegn as co-faculty for the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 
Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 
James NcCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 
b..tt..p....s.~/L.d...~....c...s.~.~...~..g[.e..~..c...~....m..L.s..p...r..e.....a...d...s.b..e...e..~..c...c..c.~.~..k.e...y~..~....A.~.7.....w..~.t.~.E..w....k...E...a....d..E..E...tBj.h....F..~..Y..1N.N.b....3.Lw.....L...v....9.L.W......~....C.....M....v....E....&...u...s..p..~..s...h..a...r.[..n.g. 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
I (cell),        .~gmail 

On Mon, Jm~ 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter--~:[Lu_!)__t_e___r~)_g~i~[_e__c_l__U_i_tzLr!Et_i_t__~_[N:~?!/g> wrote: 

Debby, so~v for the delay in getting back to yon with names of faculU. I am not necessarily recommending may of these l:aculty as possible 

ins~tructors for our firfft course, only sharing what I lmow about faculty who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as cotnmunicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved along. Within Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has m~ 

appointment in SSW. 

\Vithin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic worlcshop participants, thongh Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a yeaJc I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial tbr us, you may reca31 ,and I may have mentioned the possibility of the course 

to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCtt) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb WBdemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka PatBlo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is mosul knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also involved in the 
o~gaaaizing. 

Other facul~ who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
.Mexandra Lighffoot (Public Health) 

.Mice ~4mimerman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Government) 
Ann Hastings (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably clue to holidays, has not heard back. He’ll try, again today. 

Hope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <.d_}gS?2;~i__kLn_9_:e__£t._u.> wrote: 
Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 
possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 
debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugen!a eng@unqedu> 
Date: Sunday, January 5, 20J.4 5:02 PM 
To: Bayard Love.         @grnail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 
Co: "Deborah Stroman vn. L3. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk         )grnail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 
Tye Huntet,         ._@__.__y___a___h___o__9_:_c__9____m__> 
Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 



concur with Bay that iL’s b¢_~.d: to canc¢_~l Monday’s call, So fi~r, through emai[, we have confirmed that tfu-:~ 2-day REI training will occur AugusL 29.- 

30 {thanks Suzanne!). 

Stitl waitin~ on: 

Course number from Anna Maria (she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester besins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference call_.perhaps toward the end of January. 

Ch¢_!ers~ 

Geni 

F~m: Bay Love [mailto: 
Sent; Saturday, Januan/04, 20:[4 :[2:55 PM 
"Ire: Wanda Hunter 
C¢: Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$,,bjert; Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

Hi aJl - 

How about we cancel 

readings for fol~ow-up to RE~ training? ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by emdF? 

Witi~ Genii in Jury Duty, Deb starti~g class that week, and the rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a pusi~ (worth it for in-.person, 

perhaps, but a c:ail we can do any time). 

I-y(! to ~epo~’t: if ho can be listed a~ a co-instruct:or from the b~w Sd~o.:)l, i~nd if i~ot, who 

Bay to report if [3(! can ~)e lisl:ed as a co-ir~st~ut:tor #’ore the Business School, ai*J if not, who else 

Suzanne to confirm dates wher~ she can co-facilitate the REI trainir~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bayard Love 4@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 11:44 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter <whunter@mcialequityinstitute.org>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Deena Haye., 
Suzanne Plihcik <      ~@gm~l.com>; Deena Hayes <dhaye@raci~Jequityinstimte.oig>; Tye Hunter. 

Re: Flier for UNC Raci~ Equi~~ Course 

@aol.com>; 
:r~!vahoo.com> 

Thm~lcs Geni - 

Looks great - I really like the feel of the language we’ve developed around this. 

Plea~ maJ~e my aYl]liation "Kenaa~-Flagler Business School" (that’s how they brand them~lves) 

Are tblks available to set up a call at some point? I know you a]l get to see eachother once in a while, but I’d love to talk to you all m~d be in touch as we grow this. 

Best, 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

(cell) ¯ [ a,(~.~ mail 

On Thu, Mar 27, 2014 at 10:28 PM, Eng, Geni <eu~enia en~(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, I have put together the attached flier for ~iour reviewing pleasL~re. Pr~registration for fall courses will be April :1.. Please let me have },our comments/edits. 

want to send it out TOMORROW morning to Wanda’s list of faculty/in the email below + for each of us to send to oL~r respective Office of Student Affairs to 

dis~:ribt~te to o~r ~rofessiona~ gn~d students. 

* Deb, the q~ote is from Vo~ and ~ hope it’s ok~y w~:h you that [ g~ve the at[:dbt~t~on [:o a "past ~art~dpant" ra~:her them naming you. 

* The grapMc comes from a fl~er that my ACCU£E project ~s using. 

Geni 

From; Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 26, 2014- 6:37 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Bay Love; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject; Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi everyone, 

’][’his is exciting. I have been ta]ldng it up and I imagine there roll be lots of interest in this course. Many thaaaks to all of you for your contributions to bringing this to 

fruition. 

I hope you roll ~each out to the follomngf!-tcul& regarding students in their school who might be identified as fum~e leaders for racial equip: 

1) Nursing: Deb Mayer (ha~s sent several faculF including Rumay Alexander, Debm Barksdale and Diaa~ne Berry aa~d a number of studems) 



2) Intbnnation and Lib Sci: Ericka Pattllo (aJso Ba~’be~’a Wildemuth, Barbara Momn-tbnner dean, and Claudia Gollop)--this program is very invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sharon Thomas 

4) Education- Sherick Hughes (he is coming in July and wants to do research on the workshop--this is a new developtnent; I can brief you). 

As you said, 3 s~dents from each of these and from your 4 schools would give us the 24 s*udents. The another 10 or so communi~ members? How will we recruit 
these and from where? I have lots of contacts if needed. 

I wmat to put a plug in tbr spending some time on l~nplidt Bias (perhaps in Geni’s or Debby’s lectures?). Along with slructural!institntional racism some consider 
implicit racial bias 1,~ be a major determinant of institutional outcomes. It is critical that sludents in this cour~ have a firm underffm~ding of what implicil/unconscious 
bias is, how it is developed (the t~vo-day workshop provides the best analysis of this), how it impacts institutional decision-maJdng, the resulting outcomes, what 
makes it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could be a~ entire lecture. I am currently working with others at REI in the development of a 1-day workshop 
on this topic for law enforcement officers (a pilot curriculum). Bm other than the examples used, this training could be applicable for people working in a~y institution. 

Wanda 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

keep thes~ two, th~~ cou~s~ at~d UNC o~2~;a~aizit~g, in sepal:ate }>x:k~ts The cou~s~ cat~ c~ ~l:ait~ly b~~ a li~eder ~)>r tt~~ [~JC collective. 2,~t’s *~ot lose 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,q~, gkplor’e, E’mpower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.843.0336 

<ira a ge002.j pg> 



From: Bayard Love [mailto:l      ~@gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:37 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Thanks Deb and all for putting this together - 

I’m assuming we’re at the generating ideas phase right now, so I wanted to throw out ~)me of mine. I’m not wedded to any of this and happy to go in completely 
ditt~mnt direction, however we t~el as a group. 

A few reactions/thoughts about process: 

1 ) I agree - let’s have a conversation abom the class and anti-racist organizing at UNC morn broadly. 

2) I love the idea of the website. I have a couple contacts to follow-up with, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever contacts you have as well, becasue mostly 
I got ’no tbr now’s t?om my B-school contacts. 

3) A have an optx~rtunity to meet you all in person in the next month! I am in NC "the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday afternoon get-together? A 
cordEmnce call also works for me most any time. 

A few thoughts on the content: 

1) I love this outline - I feel like we have a groat baseline structure already 

2) What about a piece on data-analysis for orgm~zing. I have some concrete ideas about this and imaging an assignment where people have to gather some data 
from their institution, run a couple analy~s in excel, and come back with a fieu call-to-action for "their peers. 

3) Can we "add more content on organizing? Hem are some ideas of how: 

A session on s~dent organizing history - talk about how Critical Race Theory was created out of student activis,n (grad student activism), or how Black 

Studies and Ethnic Studies were fought for, won, and then la, gely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they axe taught and not 

taught is a political issue. 

A session on organizing history specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Centre; etc..) Assig~maent could be to have them 
hit the archives and dig up the his~tory of anti-racist organizing here and the school’s institutional panTing. 

Specifics on campaign orgaxfizing s~tucture - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapreneuship’ or ’civic 

entrepreneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign m~ound something that is real for them 

(cumculum transformation, if nothing else) and then have them have at least 5 conversaions with their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

Perhaps we have a section of eveW week that is focused on organizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful exercise to 

hear how we ditt~rentiate anti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear fi-om you all, but I t}el a qualitative ditt}rence betw’een ’advocacy’ 

or ’Iyolicy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessarily) from transtbrmafive organizing work. Another example for me, is "that I t~el a qualititative 

difference between diversity or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the- structures-of-power-by-building- collective-power work I have 

been involved in. I would love to hear you all’s thoughts on this and provide some content for the students that clarifies why setting up an aker- school progran~ 

from underprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejudice is not necessarily orgaxdzing. 

l?erhaps we could have Deena and Suzanne (ify’all are willing) come back and lead a session on orgnafizing? Or else find some UNC alums who have been 

with unions or other specifc organiziing orgm~izations to come speak. 

Look forward 1,~ continuing to develop "this with you all. 

Wanly, 



Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

_ (cell) ¯ ~.~rnail 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Strotnan, Deborah L < dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPriG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 

I think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to 

be careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 

can also chat in the evenings and the weekend. 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:!!web.unc.edu! Let me know the contact 

names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, 

the Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.=’ ~ Anne Frank 

In, age removed b~/sender 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter~racialequityinstitute.org> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 20:14:1:1:53 PM 

To: Bayard Love         ~@gmail.com> 

Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, Deena Haye            ’@aol.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk 

<       ~gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet,          ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 



I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 1S0. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

graduated and moved on (now alumni!). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably 

many are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase 

There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to 

come. Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 

On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love |~gmail.com> wrote: 

1) 6eni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 

4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning/MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the conte~ze just need 

someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 

love the idea of the Phase II. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now!). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to 

at length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on 

board and all of the 150+ U NC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business school, 

we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most 

schools to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. 

Would be really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 



Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically ge~ng key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize 

to make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. Those are my thoughts. 

Am I off-base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 

Bay Bio: 

So sorry for my delay in respo~ding, Here are my thoughts on Bay’s points (thank you!) for movfng forward: 

Armouncing our course offedng for r~ext: Fall semes[e[ so that returrfing ~radua[e sl:uder~ts car~ pre-.[eg~ste[ tMs Spdng semester, in-comMg gra~ stu~Jent:s can legist:el 

when they ardve next FsI~ semester, and community members ca~ audit 

I can do ~ flyer that: shows the offic:~a] course nur~be~, description, and coqnstrucl:o~s (names, aff]Hat]ons). See at[ache(J. 

Thinkin~ we could indu~Je very bdef bk~s of: Deer~a, Suzanne, Bay, Debbie, Tye, an~J me. So woukJ you each provkh~ me w~l:h tMs7 

c Mso~ an eye-catching graphic wou~d be valuable. Any suggestions? 

o Assemble a ~ist o~ poim person contact info (e.g., Emily L~ner ~ Kenyon, ]-om Kelley a[ Law School) and I~st sewes (e.g., SPH M~nori%, S[udent: Caucus, HPDP 

Community Expert Consultants, B~sck Faculty Caucus) to wMch i can ema~l the flyer to d~ssem~nete. 

High prk)d%, ~s des~gnh~g the curfk:dlum for the 2 [o~ow-~Jp, i-day sessions that: w}H Occur ~t 2 ~nd 4 weeks after the Z-day i~nt~qadsm trairdng ’Ml:h Suzanne and 

Creating a course webs~te ~s a great Mea, 

o But ~ :~m 100% clue~ess on how to go ;about doh~g 

Wou~d one of you ]asve the savvy? 

W~th regard t:o est:abl~shing a stronger orgardzing b~se, what do yod think about gett:mg t:he co-inst:~ucl:ors + key fiacu£v/students + commurdl:y members who 

received Phase I anti-racism l:ra~nMg to atl:end Phase II anl:~-racism l:~ain#~ schedule{~ ~or tMs 

Let Debbfe and me know your thoughts to determine what we can do by email and for the remairfing ~:asks, how soon we shouid scheduie a tail, 

Eugenia End,, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 



GiIlings School of ([d.:_~bal Public HeaR:h CB ~t7440 

360 Ro~enau HaM 

UNversity of North CaroUna 

Chape~ HH[, NC 27599 

919 966-39~ 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eu~enia en~@unc.edu 

From: Bayard Love [mailto:l      @gmail.com] 

Sent-" Monday, February 17, 2014 :t:06 PM 
To-" Deena Hayes 
C¢; Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 

Subject; Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi team - 

I wanted to check in and make sure we’re moving things ahead for our class in the thll. You all may be moving this stuff forward already. If~, please advise and 

hopefully we can tbld in the below. I spoke with Deb "this morning and we’re thinking it may be good to start talking about a few things sooner than later. 

On our minds: 

1) Ckn’riculum - can we set up some calls aJ~d talk through what assig~maents, pre-work, post-work~ etc. will be? 

2) Organizing - are there professors and key student or stalt’leaders that we cma strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger and 
stronger base going in? How can the class support organizing happening at fl~e different ~hools, and in "the Univesity tbr broadly. 

Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the 

curriculum, Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orf the work around Black Athletes at UNC and elsewhere. 

3) ~amaplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get 

closer to the course (m~d staxting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the orgaazing that is happening. 

This site wonld be in ad&fon to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tacticallw I have a few thinas on ~nv mind (mid you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1 ) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates’? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Wann regaxds, 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 



1_ (cell), 4L~.gmail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes ~(~aol.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the semesler training this fall. Have we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes-Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter < whunte~racialequit51ins~itute.orp, > wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jm~ 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < @gmafil.com> wrote: 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status for the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be Iyossible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 

capacity as Deena m~d S~ane. (In addition, of course, to nay role as alum t?om the B-school). 

As fro as professors mad stafl; I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted faculty" for the course. I am not 

familiar with most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the an~2lysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-faculty’ for the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 
day version) 

James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 

Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 

Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 



Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 

I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https://d~cs~g~~~q~e~c~m~spreadsheet/ccc?key~~Aj7~ptiFwkEadFEtRjhFVWvt~YjNNb3~WL~9iWB~M~E&usp=sharin~q 

Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 

x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

(cell) ¯ ~grnail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter~racialequityinstitute.ovg> wrote: 

Debby, ~ro. ~ tbr the delay in gettiug back to you with names of faculty. I mn not necessarily recommending a~y of these t~alty as possible 
instructors for our first course, only shadng what I kuow about t~culty who have attended the workshop and "their level of enthusiasm lbr the 

training as commurficated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibili~ ofa UNC course. They have both 
atteuded the worlcshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learuing more about this course as we moved 

along. Within Social Work Ms Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also ~lison DeMarco who is at 

FPG but has an appointment in SSW. 

Within Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have beeu enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I 

haven’t SlCX)ken with her over a yea~ I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial tbr us, you may recall ,and I may have mentioned the possibility of 

the course to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also atteuded a workshop and I thiuk she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb Wildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Eficka Patillo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is most knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) mo~e than once and also iuvolved in the 
o~ganizing. 



Oflaer thculty who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 

Alexandra Lighffoot (lXablic Health) 

.nJice ~m~merman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Ndson (Medicine) 

Alyson Grine (Government) 

AJm Hastin~ (Sociolo~¢) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not hea~l back. He’ll t~y again today. 

Hope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress 

and possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love          @gmail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik        .@. gmail.com>, Deena Hayes 

<dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Hunter < ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 



I concur with Say that iL’a best to cancel Monday’s call. So t:ar, Lhrough email, we have confirmed that the 2-.day REI training will occur August 

2%-30 (d~anks Suzanne!). 

waiting on: 

Course number from Anna Maria (she won’t be hack until .Jan 8, when the academic semester begins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for I.aw School and Business School 

yes, le[~s do a conference call., perhaps toward [he e]ld of January, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From: Bay Love [mailto        .~qmail.com] 

Sent-" Saturday, .lanuary 04, 2014 12:55 PM 
To-" Wanda Hunter 
Cc; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 

Subject; Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anuary 6th? 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday mad schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’Ail to disc~3ss the i earning activities 

and readings for follow-up to REI training.’ ? 

Can we provMe updates on the rest by email? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us in ti~e training, it may be a bit of a push (worth it for in-person, 

perhaps, but a cail we can do any time/. 

Ty(! to ~eporl: if: he can be tistec~ as ;~ co-]nst:rucl:or f~orr! l:h(~ Law School, and i~ not, who else 

B%, to report ~f he c~n be I~sl:ed as a co-msl:~dctor from the E~usin~ss School, ~md ~f not, who else 

Suzanne 1:o confirm dates when she can co-facHit:al:e the REI tra#~ng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunte@racialequityinstitute.org~ 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:46 AM 

Eng, Gent <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Bay Love <l ~@gmml.com>; Deena Hayes 
@gmail.con~>; Deena Hayes <~Jhayes@raciaJequi~inslitute.org>; Tye Hunter 

Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

’@aol.com>; Suzmme Plihcik 
~@y~J~oo.com> 

Hi Geni, 

This looks great to me. Ve~’ nice description. 

I have a question about the day of the week tbr follow-up class sessions. This says likely a Friday or Saturday. These are the ~ssions with D & S? 

Something you sent earlier with suggested class topics and thculty leaders seemed to indicate that these classes would take place on Sundays. Is that fight? 

Also, once we have signed offon the flyer, is it OK for me to publicize outside of the group you mentioned below? 

FinaJ, l>; do you have pariiculm comnmnity me,nbers in mind? Would you like my help in recruitment? 

Thanks, 

Wanda 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 10:28 PM, Eng, Gent <eugenia eng(r))unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, I I’H~V¢_~ put togeth¢_~r the ~[:tached flier [or your reviewing pier, sure. £re-reg~stral:h:m for fa~ courses w~H be April 1. P~ease ~et me h~ve your 
~ wi~n~: ~:o send ~: out TOMORROW morning to Wanda’s I~s1: of fa(:u~ty ~n the ema~ bek)w + for e~;ch of us to send to our respective O[[i(:e o[ Student 
disLHbute to our professiona~ grad students~ 
<--[if’.supponZisS]-->~ <~--[~di~-->Deb, Lhe quote ~s [:roR1 you and ~ hope ~t’s okay with you that ] give the sLtribution to a "past participant" rather than 

<’.--[if ~suppoOLis~]-->* <’.--[~ldii]-->The graphic comes from a flier that my ACCURE projec[ is 
Cheers, 
Gent 

F~m= Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whun~rq~racialequi~institute.org] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:37 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢= Bay Love; Eng, GeM; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject~ Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Hi eve~one, 
TNs is exciting. ~ have ~en re]king it up m~d I imagine there will k lo~ of interest in tl~s coupe. Ma~y ~a]]ks to all of you lbr your contributions to bringing this 

I hope you will m~h out ~ the followingf~cul~ rega~ting students in their school who might be identified as fumm leaders tbr racial equity: 

1 ) Nursing: Deb Mayer (has ~nl several thculty including Rumay Alexander, Debra Ba~k~tale and Diane Be~ and a humor of students) 

2) Ini~nnation m~d Lib Sci: Eficka Patillo (~Jso Bo~bo~a Wilde~nu~, Barbara Momn-i~nner dea~ and Claudia Gollop)--tlfis program is ve~ invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sharon Thomas 
4) Education- Shefick Hughes (he is coming in July ~d wants to do research on the workshop--tNs is a new development; I cm~ bfief~u). 

As you sat& 3 s~dents from each of these o~d from your 4 schools would give us the 24 sa~dents. The another 10 or so commum~ membem? How will we ~cmit 

these and from where? I have lots of contacts if needed. 

I want to put a plug in for spending some time on hnp~cit N~s (perhaps in GeM’s or Debb~s lectures?). Mong with s~cmmFinstimtional racism ~me consider 

implicit racial bias m be a major dete~inaut of institutional outcomes. It is critical that s~den~ in tNs cour~ have a fi~ unders~nding of what implicit’unconscious 

bias is, how it is developed (the ~-o-day workshop provides the ~s~ mlalysis of this), how it imNcts ins~imtional decision-ma~ng, ~e resulting outcome~ what makes 
it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could ~ an entire lecture. I am cu~ntly wor~ng with o~em at REI in the development ofa 1 -day workshop on this topic 

fi~r law enfomemeut o~cers (a pilot cumculum). But other than the examples u~& tNs Waining could ~ applicable tbr people working in a~y institution. 

Wanda 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, Siroman, Deborah L <dslro@)u~c.edu2 wrole: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

<~mage00Ljpg> 
9:~9.8~3.0336 
<h~ageOO2.jpg> 

F~m= Bayard Love [mailto:       ~@gma~l.com] 
$ent~ Tuesday, March 25, 201~ 12:37 AM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢~ Wanda Hun~r; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 



Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 
Thanks Deb and all ~br putting this together - 

I’m assuming we’re at the generating ideas phase right now, so I wanted to throw out sotne of mine. I’m not wedded to any of this and happy to go in completely 

difl~rent direction, however we t~el as a group. 

A few reactions/thoughts about process: 

1 ) I agree - let’s have a conversation about the class and anti-racist organizing at UNC more broadly. 
2) I love the idea of the website. I have a couple contacts to follow-up ruth, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever contacts you have as well, becasue mostly I 

got ’no for now’s fi~om my B-school contacts. 

3) A have an opportuni~ to meet you all in person in the next month! I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday afternoon get-together? A 
conference call also works for me most any time. 

A t~w thougNs on the content: 

1) I love this outhne - I tbel like we have a great baseline structure already 

2) What about a piece on data-m~alysis tbr organzing. I have some concrete ideas about this and imaging an assignment where people have to gather some data from 

their institution, run a couple analy~s in excel, m~d come back with a tie~ call-to-action tbr their peers. 

3) Cmi we add more content on organizing? Here ace some ideas of how: 

¯ A session on slvdent orga~lizing histoI?" - talk about how Critical Race Theoi~ was created out of student activisln (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 

and Ethnic Studies were fought for~ won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they are taught and not taught is a 
political issue. 

¯ A session on organizing his~oi?’ specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Center, etc..) AssigrLment could be to have them hit 

the archives and dig up the histoly- of anti-mcis¢ organizing here and the school’s institutional perry, ing. 

Specifics on campaign orgaNzing siucture - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapreneuship’ or ’civic 

entrepreneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine m~ assignment where they design a campaJgn a3-ound something that is real tbr them 

(curriculum tra~stbnnation, if nothing else) a~d then have them have at least 5 conversions ruth their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

¯ Perhaps we have a section ofeve~ week that is focused on orgmtizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful exercise to 

hear how we ditt~rentiate ~mti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear ti~m you all, but I t~el a qualitative diit~rence betw’een ’advocacy’ 

or ’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessm-ily) from transformative organizing work. Another example for me, is that I feel a qualititative difference 

between diversity or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-sti-dctures-of-power-by-building-collecfive-power work I have been 

involved in. I would love to hear you all’s thoughts on this and provide some content for the slvdents that clarifies why setting up an after- school program from 

underprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejudice is not ~,ecessa~qly organizing. 

¯ Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzmme (ify’all are willing) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find some UNC alums who have been ruth 

unions or other specifc organiziing organizations to come speak. 

Look forward to contimfing to develop this ruth you all. 

Warmly. 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
[ (cell) ¯ !       .~grnail 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(r-~unc.edu> wl~ote: 
Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPriG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 
I think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to be 
careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 
Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 
once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 
I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend.,           i 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. h___t_t__p__2/__/___w___e___b_:_L_!_n___c_:_e___d__L_!/ Let me know the contact 

names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, the 

Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.8430336 

"How wonderful it i~ that nobody need wait a sincj~e moment before starting to improve the woHd." ~ Ann~ Frank 

[~imocJeOOJ..jp~ 

From: Wands Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 
Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:53 PM 
To: Bayard Love < ................... L@_.__g__m____a_j_[_._c___o____m__> 
Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia._eng@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes            @sol.corn>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik 

@gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet < r@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 
Hi all, 
I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database-about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 
graduated and moved on (now alumni!). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably many 
are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 
Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase II. 
There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to come. 
Our next Phase I will be in July. 
Thanks to all of you, 
Wands 
On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love. :@g!T~aH~com> wrote: 
1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 
3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 



4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - we just need 
someone with a graphic eye. 
7) Re: Organizing: 
I love the idea of the Phase I1. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now!). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to at 

length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on board and 
all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 
We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business school, 
we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most schools 

to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be 
really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gone Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 
8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize to 
make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. Those are my thoughts. Am I off- 

base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 
Warmly, from cold Boston, 
Bay 

Bay Bio: 

So sorry for my de~ay [n responding, Here are my thoughts on Bay’s points {thank yOLf!) for moving forward: 

Announcing our cotlrse offering for nex[ Fall sqi’fff.~ste~ so that rel:urning gs~duate s[udent:s can pn:}-regisl:er this Spring some}st:or, in-coming grad studen[s can u:}Ds[e~ 

when they arrive next Fall semester, arid commurdty members can audit. 

can do a flyer that shows the offi.:Jal course number, desc~’iption, and co-instructors {nantes, af%at:ions). See attached. 

o Thh~kMg we could include very brief bios of Deena, Suzanne, Bay, Debbb::, Tye, and me. So would you each provMe me wi~h this? 

o Also, an eye-catching graphic would be valuable. Any suggestions? 

:, Assemble a list of point person cont:act in[o {e.g., Emily Liner at Kenan, ]Wn l<eIIey at Law School) and li.~;t: serves (e.g~, SPH Minority Student Caucu.% HPDP 

Community Expert Consultants, Black Faculty Caucus) to which I can ernail the flyer to disseminate. 

High priority is designing t:he curriculum for t:he 2 folk)w-up, 1-day sessions that will occur at 2 and 4 weeks a[te~ the 2-day anti-raci.~;m training with Suzanne and Deena. 

Creating a course websit:e b a great idea, 

But I arn 100% dueless on how to go about doing this. 

,:, Would one of you have the savvy? 

Wit:h regard to e51:ablishing a stronger organizing base, what do you think about getting the ,.’:o-in51:ru,.’:tors + key facult:yistu~Jents + community nle[~qbers who had 

received Phase I ar~ti-racism training to attend Phase i l ar~ti-.racism training scheduled for this spring? 

Let Debbie and me know your thought5 to determine what we can do by email and for the remaining tasks, how soon we should schedule a ca~l, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a [rig, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of He~ll:h Behavk~r 

Gitl~ngs School of G~oba~ Public Heakh CB #7440 

360 Rosenau HM~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~L NC 27599 

9~9 966-39~ 

919 966--2921 (fax} 

F~ Bayard Love [mailto:       @gmail,com] 
$e~t~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:06 PN 
To~ Deena Hayes 
~¢~ Wanda Hun~r; Stroman, Deborah L; End, Geni; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$~bjeet~ Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 

~J team - 

I waned to check in and ma£e sure we’re moving "things ahead tbr our class in the [hll. Yon all may be moving fl~is stuff tb~vard already. If so, please advise and 

ho~lhlly we can fold in flae ~low. I spoke with Deb tNs morning and we’re fl~inking it may ~ good to start ~lking about a I~w things sooner ~an later. 

On our minds: 

1) Currkul~ - can we set up ~)me calls m~d ~lk through what ~signments, pre-work post- wor~ etc. will ~? 

2) Org~g - are fl]e~ professors and key s~dent or s~ffleaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so fl]at we have a larger and stronger 

ba~ going in? How can file cl~s suppo~ orgamzing hapNmng at the di~mnt ~hools, mid in the Umvesib" tbr broadly. 



Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the curriculum, 

Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orf the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contaJms the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer 

to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzmg that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 
Tactically, I have a few things on my mind (and you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I tlfink we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 
Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
 (cell) ¯ @gmail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes <           ~_~_~?!_:~2_E!> wrote: 

Greetings: I jus~t wanted to confirm the dates of the semester tra~ning this fall. Have we selected the actual dates for tl~e workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <wlmnter~racialequityiustitute~o~> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love - ~g_r__n_~!;__c_g_r__n_ > wrote: 

Hi aJl - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status for the course. At leas~t not tl~rough the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 

capaci~ as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum fiom the B-school). 

As far as professors and stall; I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb. and Tye to be the noted faculty for the course. I am not familiar 

with most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the analysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessa61y recommend them as co-tZaculty Ii~r the court): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 
Shandra ,Iones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 
James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 
Taff’ye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https://d~cs~go~g~e~com/spreadsheet~ccc?key=~Aj7WptiFwkEadFEtRjhFv~Vt~YjNNb3~WLV9iWBCMVE &usp=sharing 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
!_ (ce~) ¯ ! ........................ ~g__m___~_!! 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter~T~)mcialequilvinsqtitt~te.org> w~ote: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to you with names of facul~. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty- as possible 

instructors for our first course, only sharing what I know about facul~’ who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as communicated to me. 
I’ve six, ken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiaslic. They also expressed interest in learning more about "this course aa we moved along. Within Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCtt) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has an 

aptx~intment in SSW. 

Within Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic workshop participants, though Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a yem I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial for us, you may recedl ,and I may have tnentioned tl~e possibili~ oftl~e course 

to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I tlfink she was positive about it. 

Witllin SILS, Barb \Vildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop mid Ericka Patillo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is most ka~owledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also involved in the 
organizing. 

Other facul~ who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
Alexandra Lighffoot (Public Health) 

Alice ~Mnmerman (Public Health) 
Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 
Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Governmen0 



Ann Hastings (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holiday~ has not heard back. He’ll try again today. 

Hope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stro~nan, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 

possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love,        .@gmaiLcom>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk         pgmaiLcom>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 

Tye Hunter         ._r___@___y__a___h___o___o__.__c__o____m__. > 

Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

I concur with Bay that it’s best to cancel Monday’s call. So far, through email, we have confirmed that the 2-day REI training will occur August 29- 

30 (thanka 5uzanne!). 

Still waiting .:_~n: 

Course [~ufT~ber fron~ Arma Maria (she won’t b~-_~ back un[:il Jan 8, when the acaden~ic semester begins) 

Confirrnatior~ from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference calL.perhaps toward the end of January. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Frem-" Bay Love [mailte t@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2014 12:55 
To; Wanda Hunter 
¢¢; Eng, 6eni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anuary 6th? 

Hi all - 

How about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’Ail to discuss the iea rni ng acdviti es a nd 

readings for ~oliow-up to RIll trairting.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by email? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class ti~at week, and ti~e rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a push (worth it for in-person, 

perhaps, but a cail we can do aqy time). 

Tye to report if he can be listed as a co--instructor from the Law School~ and if not~ who else 

Bay t:o report i[ he can be listed as a co-instructor from t:he B~.~siness School, i~r~d if not, who else 

Suzanne to ,,’:onfirm dates when she .,’:a r~ co-facilitate the REI l:~aining 

SPHG690Flier.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 20:[4 6:0:[ PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia_eng@unc.edu>; Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Bay Love, ~@gmail.com>; Deena Hayes < 

@gmail.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Tye Hunter. 

Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

.~aol.com>; Suzanne Plihcik 
@yahoo.com> 

Hi AlL I sent the flyer and blurb to the Chancellor, Provost, Dean Gil (Arts & Sciences), Pat Parker (A&S Diversity Rep Coordinator), heads of the affinity caucuses, my EXSS graduate 

faculty coordinators, a couple of South Building administrators (Strauss & Tresolini), Center for Faculty Excellence director (Muller), DMA’s Marco Barker, Wayne Blair (Omsbud), 

and Kenan Institute Director (Cone). 

I left a vmsg and email with Taffye about the financial supprt for this year. She and I have already had discussions about DMA’s commitment I am confident that we will secure the 
funds from DMA or a Dean to handle travel and food. My ask is 52500 for this year. 

Onward! 

d 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <e_._u_g~__n_La__.e__n_g@_.u__n__c__._e_._d_..u_> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Bayard Love @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes 

< " " :@gmail.com> Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.or~> Tye Huntet, r@yahoomom> 

Subject: RE: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

’@aol.com>, Suzanne Plihcik 

Wanda, 

A[tached is t:he final version of our ~:ourse flyer, which should answer your questions. I have a~ready forwarded ~t [o Grey BoccMno, Sf~H Direc[or for Students 

Service, ~or d~s~:dbu~:~on to sl~ public hesll:h grad students and faculty, 

~’m assum~n~ that to reach ~rad s[udents and [acuky at the Law School, Business School, and Exercise & Sport Science: 

<~--[i[’.suppo~zis~]-->, <:~--[eud~]-->Bay wH] forward the flyer to h~s contscts 

<~--[i[’.suppo~zis~]-->, <:~--[eud~]-->Tye wi~ forward the flyer to his contscts 

<~--[if’.suppo~tLis~s]-->" <~--[end~]-->Debby wi~ forward the flyer to her contac~:s 

My p~an is now to [orward the [:~yer to: 

<’.--[if ~suppo~Lis~]-->. <[--[end~]-->Rumay A~exander at Schoo~ o]: Nursing 

<’.--[if~snppo~Lists]--> <~--[end~]-->KatMeen Rounds at Schoo~ of Social Work 

<’.--[if ~snppo~ists]--> <~--[end~]-->Eri]~a ~ati]lo at School of ~n[orrnatkm and Ubrary Sdences 

<’.--[if ~snppo~ists]--> <~--[end~]-->l have no contact: at School of Educa~:~on s~nce Shedck Hughes does not have a UNC ema~ yet 

No problems at aH with cross-post~ngs, so do send the [lyer out to a~ your U NC faculty contacts I will copy our group on what I send. 

With regard to d~stribution to commurJLy residents, a b~g csvesL is that Debby is st~l~ worMng on securing funds to cover Lhek mileage and ]unchire[reshments for 

everyone. Nevertheless, ~ p~an to send the [:~yer to: 

<~--[if~.suppoO~isN]-->¯ <~--[end~]-->HPDP"s ~isLserve of CommurJty Expert Consukants 

<~--[if~.suppoO~isN]-->¯ <~--[end~]-->Greensboro Health D~spaHties CoHaboratbe ~btserve 

Again, no proMems with crossqist~ngs, so do send the fiver out to a]~ your community contacts. ~ w~ copy our group on what ~ send. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugema Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

GHlings School of G~oba~ Public Heakh CB #7440 

350 Rosenau Hall 

University of North 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 
9:[9 966- 
919 965-2921 (fax) 

eugep~a 
F~m: Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whunter@racialequiWinstitu~,org] 
~eBt: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:46 AM 
To: Eng, Geni 
~: Stroman, Deborah L; Bay Love; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
~je~tl Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
~mpo~a~e: High 
Hi 
This looks groat to me. VeU nice &scfiption. 



I have a question about the day of the week tbr follow-np class sessions. This says likely a Friday or Saturday. These are the ~ssions with D & S? 

Something you sent earlier with suggested class topics and ti~culty leaders seemed to indicate that fl~e~ classes would rake pl~e on Sun~ys. Is ~at 6ght? 

AI~, once we have signed offon the flyer, is it OK for me to puNicize outsi& of the group you mentioned below? 

Finally, do you have NNcnIar commum~ mem~rs in mind? Wonld you like my help in mcmi~ent? 

Thm~s, 

Wanda 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 10:28 PM, Eng, Geni <~_9£~£_~r!g~2_~!~:_~3_~~ wrote: 
OK, I have put together the a~tached flier for your reviewing pleasure. Pre-reg~strat~on for fa~ courses w~l be gpri~ 1. P~ease ~et me have your comments/edits. 
~ want to send ~t out TOMORROW morning to Wanda’s I~st of faculty ~n the ema~ below ~- for each of us to send to o~Jr respective Office of Student Affairs to 
distr~bul:e to our professiona~ grad stt~denl:s. 
<’.--[if ~supportLists]-->. <~--[endil]-->Deb, the quote ~s from you and ~ hope it’s okay w~th you that I g~ve the attribution to a "p~st partidpanU rather than 

~18nl~ng Vot~ 

<~--[if’.suppo~Lists]-->. <~--[end~]-->Tbe grapbR: co~x~es ~ro~x~ a ~l~er t:hat ~x~y ACCURE prqe(:t: ~s (~s~ng. 

Cheers, 
Geni 

From= Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whunter@racialequiNinstitute.orq] 
Sent; Wednesday, Narch 26, 2014 6:37 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Bay Love; Eng, GeN; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Checking in re ONC Radal Equi~ Course 

Hi eve~None, 
TNs is exciting. I have ~en ~JMng it up and I imagine ~em will ~ lo~ of interest in tlfis coume. Many ~an~ to all of you for >gut con~ibufions to bringing ~is to 

~ifion. 

I hope >~u will roach om m the following ]aczd~ mgaNing smdems in ~eir school who might be i&ntified as ~mm leaders for racial equib’: 

1) Nursing: Deb Mayer (has ~nt several facul~ including Rumw Nexander, Debra B~k~ale and Diane Be~- and a nnm~r of students) 

2) Info~ation and Lib Sci: Eficka Patillo (also Barbara Wildemu~, Barbara Moron- foyer &m~ and Claudia Gollop)--tNs program is veu invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sharon Thomas 
4) Education- Shefick Hughes (he is coming in Jtdy and wants to do research on the workshop--this is a new developmem; I can brief you). 

As you sin& 3 mtdents t?om each of these and l?om your 4 schools would give us the 24 students. The another 10 or so commnmty membem? How will we recruit 

these and t?om where? I have lots of contacts ifnee&d. 

I want to pnt a plug in tbr spending some time on lmpRdt Bias (perhaps in Gem’s or Debby’s lectures?). Nong with s~ctumFinstitutional racism ~me consider 

implicit racial Nas m be a major &tem~inant of institutional outcomes. It is critical that students in tNs cour~ have a fim~ understanding of what implici~unconscious 

bias is, how it is developed (the hvo-dW workshop provi&s the ~s1 ~alysis of this), how it imNcts institutional decision-m~ng, tim resulting outcome& what makes 

it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could ~ an entire lec~m. I am cu~ntly worMng wi~ o~em at REI in the development ofa 1-dW wor~hop on this topic 

for law enfomement oNcers (a pilot cumculum). Bm other fl~an ~e e~ples used, tiffs training could be applicable for people worMng in any institution. 

Wanda 
On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro([gunc.edu> wrote: 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CtaJ 
Enduge. Explore. Empowen 
<~mage001.jpg> 
919.843.0336 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

F~m= Bayard Love [mail~:~      }@~ma~l.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Hatch 2S, 2014 12:37 AN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah k 
C~= Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Checking in re ONC Rada~ EqulW Course 
Tha,~s Deb and dl for pu~ng ~is together - 

I’m assuming we’re at the generating ide~ phase right now, so I wanted to throw out m,ne of mine. I’m not wed&d ~ any of this and happy ~ go in completely 

di~}mnt dimcfio~ however we t}el as a group. 

A t}w macfions/thou~Ns a~ut process: 
1 ) I agree - let’s have a conversation abont the class and anti-racist organizing at ~C morn broadly. 

2) I love the i&a of the website. I have a couple con~Ns to follow-up ruth, bN I wotfld suggest you NI pursue whatever con~cts you have as well, becasue mostly I 

got ’no for now’s ~om my B-school con~cts. 

3) A have an op~ni~ to meet ~u dl in Nrson in the ne~ month~ I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a SuMay a~emoon get-together? A 

conference cdl Nso woNs tbr me most any time. 

A t~w thongNs on fl~e con~nt: 
1) I love this outline - I t~el like we have a groat ~seline structure Nmaty 

2) What about a piece on da~-analysis for orga~ing. I have rome concrete i&as about tNs and i,naging an assigmnent where ~ople have ~ gather some da~ fm,n 

their institution, mn a couple analy~s in excel, and come Nck with a fieW call-~-acfion for their peers. 

3) Can we add morn content on organizing? Hem are some ideas of how: 

A session on s~mdent organizing hislou - talk abont how Critical Race Theou was created ont of student activism (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 
and Ethnic Studies were fought for, won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they are taught and not tanght is a 
political issue. 



¯ A session on organizing histou specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the buiMing of the Haynes Center, etc..) Assignment cotdd be to have "them hit 
the rechives and dig up the hisloU of anti-racist organizing hem mad "the school’s institutional pan3/ing. 
Specifics on campaign organizing stucture- IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations m have, etc.(wecanco-bmndit’intrapmneuship’or’civic 
entrepmneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign a~-ound something flint is real tbr them 
(curriculum transfom~ation, if nothing else) and then have them have at least 5 conversaions with their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

,, Perhaps we have a section of every week that is tbcused on organizing? Each of us could shme about our organizing expemme. Would be useful exercise to 
hear how we dif[breutiate anti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear Dom you all, but I feel a qualitative di~brence between ’advocacy’ 
or ’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessmily) from transfom~ative organizing work. Another e:.ample for me, is fl~at I feel a qualititative difference 
between diversity or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-sl.nmtures-of-power-by-building-collective-power work I have been 
involved in. I would love to hear you ali’s thoughts on this and provide some content for the stadeuts that clarifies why setting up an after- school progrmn from 
nnderprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejndice is not necessarily orgaztizing. 

,, Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzmme (ify’all are willing) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find some UNC alums who have been with 
unions or other specifc organiziing organizations k~ come speaJ.:. 

Look forward to continuing to develop "this with you all. 
Wazmly, 
Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(ce,) ¯ ~g__m____a_!_!. 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(r-~unc.edu> w~ote: 

Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPriG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 

I think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to be 

careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 

I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend. 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:iiweb.unc.edu/Let me know the contact 

names and emaik of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, the 

Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the woHd.=’ ~ Anne Frank 

~mm: Wands Hunter <whunter@racialequitginstitute.org> 
~ate: Sundag, March 2, 2014 11:53 PM 

T~: Bayard tore.         ~_g_~_~j_[:~_9_~_> 

Ce: "Eng, GeN" <~_gg~E~_~_~g~_9_EG_~_~g>, Deena Hayes            .~_~£J:_gR~.>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <0_[~Eg_~_g_~_~:~0_~.>, Suzanne Plihdk 

<s      ~gmaiLcom>, Deena Hayes < ""     @racia~equityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet e~’’~ ....... @yahoo.corn> 

Subje~: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

graduated and moved on (now alumnH). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably many 

are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase IL 

There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to come. 

Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wands 
On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love < :~)_[:~2~_> wrote: 
1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 
4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - we just need 

someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 
I love the idea of the Phase II. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now~). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to at 

length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on board and 

all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business school, 
we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most schools 

to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be 

really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help~ I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LI MTED SPACE and it’s going to FI LL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize to 

make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’era. Those are my thoughts. Am I off- 

base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 

Bay Bio: 

Bay is 



&nnouncing our course offerir~g for ne~<t Fall semester so that returning graduat:e students can pre.-register this Spring semester in-.::oming ~rac~ students can re~isl:er 

when they arrive next Fall semester, and community members can audit. 

can do a flyer that: shows ~he official course nuq~ber, description, and co-inst:ru.::to~’s (nar~es, a ffiliations~. See atta(:hed~ 

o Thirfl@~ we couk] in..’:lude very brief bios of Deena0 Suzanne, Bay.. Debbie.. Tye, and me. So wouk:~ you each provide me with this~ 

Also, an eye-card-ring ~aphic would be va uab e Any suggest o ~s? 

> Assemble a list of point person contact mfo (e.g., Emily Liner at Kenan, Ton’~ Kelley at: Law School) ~,~nd list se~ves (e.g., SPH Minority St:t.~dent Caucus, HPDP 

Community Expert Consultants, Black Faculty Caucus} to which I can email the flyer to disseminate. 

HNh priority is desi£ninfi the curricuk.~m for" the 2 follow-up, 1-day s(~ssio~s that will occur" at: 2 and 4 weeks afb:!r t:he .:!-i~ay and-ra.::ism tramin£ witl-* Suzarme and Dee~m 

Creatin~ a course website is a ~reat idea, 

> Bt~t ] am 100% clt~eless or~ how to go about doing this. 

) WOUM one O[yOU have the Si~Vvy? 

With re~ard to ,::stabfis~-fing a stronger organizing base, what: do you l:hinl~ about getting the co.-instructors ÷ key faculty!students ÷ commui~ity members who had 

~’eceived Phase [ a~ti-~’a(:isr~ training to attend Phi~se ii i~ti-~’a(:ism training .~;dleduled [oF [his spring? 

Let Debbie and me know your thoughts to determine wi~at we can do by email and for the remain;ng tasks how soon we shoLfid schedule a call, 
Cheers, 
Geni 
Eugenh~ Eng., MPH~ DrPH 
Professor of Health Behavk)r 
GiNngs School of G~obN Public HeNth CB #7440 
360 Rosenau HuH 
University of North Carolh~a 
Chapel H~H, NC 27~99 
919 966--39~ 

~_~220_~:g.SR~. (fax) 
~E~@_~)_~_~E&@_M_~_:~_9. 
F~= Bayard Love [mail~:       @gma com] 
$e~t~ Monday, Febma~ 17, 20~4 1:06 PM 
Tol Deena Hayes 
¢¢= Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$~jectl Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Hi team - 
I wanted to check in a~d ma~e sure wdre moving tNngs a~e~] ~)r our cl~s in the l~l]. You all may be moving fl]is stuff ~)rward already. If so, please advise and 
ho~Iblly we can tbld in the ~low. I spoke with Deb this morning and we’re thinking it may ~ good to sta~ talMng about a tbw things sooner than later. 

On our minds: 
1) @~MB~ - can we set up ~)me calls aJ]d ~]k through what assignment~ pre- work, post- work~ etc. will B? 
2) Org~g - are there professors and key s~dent or s~ff leaders that we can strate~Mly get to a workshop before the Fall, so that we have a larger and stronger 
ba~ going in? How can the class suppo~ orga~zing happing at the difl~nt ~hools, and in the U~vesi~ for b~adly. 

~. Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the curriculum, 

Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must off the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 
3) ~Mnplifying the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb mad I are thinldug that as we get closer 

to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the organzing that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to~ and have linl~ to the REI site, the OAR site~ etc. 

Tactically. I have a few thin~s on my mind (aud you all may have this handled already, not sure: 
1 ) Deena - did were you able to co~]rm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards~ 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

¯ (ce~), ] !@_g__m___~_!!_ 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes <~.         ~({~aol.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the semester training this thll. Have we selected fl~e actual da~tes for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 



Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <~il)__t_Lr_~_N_~2@£a__c_’j__a_J___e__%t_~_i_tS. ii__n_~_t_i__t_g~_~:£rg.> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bward Love < ~(tbgmail.com> wrote: 

tti all - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status tbr the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it maJ~e sense (or be possible?) m bring me on through the School of Public tlealth. It may be best "to have me involved in a similar level and 
capaci~ as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to ,ny role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors mid sm££ I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted l:acul .ty for the course. I am not fa,nilim 

witl~ most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp oftl~e m~alysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (ulthough I would not necessarily recommend the,n as co-faculty for the course): 
Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 
James NcCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 
b~.tt..p....s.:/Ld...~....c...s.~q.~...~..g~.e.~.c...~.~..m..L.s..p...r..e.....a...d.~.s.b~.e.~.e..~..c...c..c.~.~.k.e...y.~.~.~..A.~.7.....w..~..t.j~E..w..~.k.~.E...a....d.~E..E.~.tBjh~.F.~..Y..1..N.~..N.~.b....3L.w.....L...v....9.L..W....~.~....~..~..~....v....E.~..&...u...s..p..~.s.~.h~.a.~.r.[..n.g~ 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ .~gmail 

On Mon, Jm~ 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <~:~_Lu__!)_t__e__r_~)_g~i~[_e__c_l_U__i_t2~r_!Et_i_t_~j_N:£!:g> wrote: 

Debby, so~w for the delay in getting back to yon with names of faculU. I am not necessarily recommending aaay of these l:aculty as possible 

instructors for our firs1 course, only sharing what I lmow about faculty who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as co,nmunicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved along. Within Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has m~ 

appointment in SSW. 

\Vithin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic worlcshop participants, thongh Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a yeaJc I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial tbr us, you may recaJ1 ,a~d I may have mentioned the possibility of’the course 

to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCtt) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb Wiidemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Patiilo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is mosl knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also involved in the 
orgaaaizing. 

Other facul~ who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
Alexandra Lighffoot (lhablic Health) 

.Mice Ammerman (Public Health) 
Molly DeMarco (Public health) 
Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Government) 
Ann Hastings (Sociology’) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably clue to holidays, has not heard back. tte’ll try, again today. 

ttope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at ]0:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <.d_#t_r#2;~i__kLn_£_.e_#._u.> wrote: 
Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 
possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 
debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <_e___u_g_e_n__La___e_qg__@___u___n__£:__e___d_u_> 
Date: Sunday, January 5, 20J.4 5:02 PM 
To: Bayard Love.        .@gmail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 
Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik,       @grnail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 
Tye Huntet <        i@yahoo.com> 
Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 
I concur with Bay that it’s best to cancel Monday’s call. So far, through email, we have confirmed that the 2-day R~I training will occur August 2.% 
30 (thanks Suzanne!). 
Still waiting on: 



Course [~uf~~ber fron~ Arm~ Maria (she won’t b~-_~ b~ck unl:il .h~n 8, when the ~c~demic semester begins) 

Confirr~ation from Tye and you on being listed as course i~structo~’s 1:o~’ Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a confe~’ence calL.perhaps toward the end o1: January. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

I=rem-¯ Bay Love [mailto       @gmail.com] 
Seat= Saturday, 3anua~ 04, 20~4 $2:55 PN 
To= Wanda Hunter 
C¢= Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
S~bject= Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anua~ 6th? 

Hi ~Jl - 

ttow about we cancel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’AH to discuss the ~ea rn~ ng acdv~ti es a nd 

readings for gol~ow-up ~o RE~ training.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest b~,,’ email? 

With Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a push (worth it for in-person, 

perhaps, but a cail we can do any time). 

Tye to report if he can be listed as a co--instructor from the Law School~ and if not~ who else 

Bay t:o report i[ he (:~r~ be liste~J as a (:o-i~]structor from the ~3~.~siness School, ;~r~tJ if ~o1:, who else 

Suz;~nne to ,,’:onfirm date!; whei~ she car~ t:o-f;~cilitate the REI l:~ainii~g 

SPHG690Flier.docx> 



From: _ @kenml- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: BAS planning F’~qs 

From: ’~ 

tli all, 

Quick update - 

1. Please use the "Project Plan V2" tab in the Goo#e doe, If you see something ~nissing or incorrect, please add m~d edit it, regardless of whether or not it’s 

within your sub-committee. If you are looking for more ways to help, please take on an activity that is lacking a point person. 

2. Marketing sub-committee: y is joining the marketing sub-committee, so please loop him in to any emails or meetings you have. 

3. Our goal is at least 7~ registered guests by April 18. The Project Plan tab has the total number of registered guests at the bottom, and we’ll update this at 

least weekly going forward. 

’][’his fo~-vvarded tnessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sp~_~. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 6:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: New Graduate Racial Equity. Course 

Debbie, This looks like a great class. Thanks for letting us know. Best, Judith 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:37 PM 
To; Parker, Patricia S; Cravey, Altha J; Paul Cuadros; Barker, Marco J; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; Hertel, Amy Locklear; Blair, Wayne A; Maria DeGuzman 
Co-" Gil, Karen M; Shackelford, Douglas A; Cone, Judith 
Subject; N: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 
Hi Friends. I want to make sure that you knew that we have just gone "live" in the marketing and solicitation for this exciting offering. We are very thankful to Dean Barbara Rimer 

for leading the way in providing academic credit for this special course. 

I am excited to be a part of this impressive planning team, and I hope that you will view this pioneering course as another step in our development of holistic leaders and 

researchers. Undoubtedly, this comprehensive racial analysis will greatly assist in preparing our students to be critical thinkers in their respective fields. The course is limited to 24 

students in total, and we are sending invitations to six UNC professional schools and!or departments. Thus, the enrollment will be somewhat selective and limited to create a 

diverse cohort. The Chancellor, Provost, and Dean Rimer are looking forward to the positive outcomes of this pilot for graduate students. We have had ~180 UNC faculty and staff 

participate in this powerful workshop, and the response has been overwhelming. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for sharing with your network. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugen!a eng@unc~edu> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: "Alexander, G. Rumay" <rumay@email.unc.edu>, "Rounds, Kathleen A" <karounds~gemaiLunc.edu>, Ericka Patillo <patillo~unc.edu> 

Cc: Wanda Hunter <whunter~racialequityinstitute.org>, Bayard Love @gmaiLcom>, Tye Hunte           ~yahoo.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<._d_s_t_r__o__@_u_n___c_:__e___d___u_>, Deena Hayes <..d.~.h~a.~y.~.e~s.~~@~.r~a.~.c.!~.a.!~.e.~.q~.u.!~t~~.!~.n~s~t.)~.t~.u~t.~.e.:~.~.~.rg>~ Suzanne Plihcik < ~_g_n_!_a__[!:__c__o__m_.> 

Subject: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Rumay, Kathleen, and Ericka, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. With pre-registration beginning on April 1, we are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to all grad 

students (and faculty) in your respective Schools. 

If you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

l@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L q:]stro@unc.edw~; 

RE: DTI] ad 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Quick update --. the second page of the attached PDF could run as a 4 column (6.4" xS" space) ad with I color t:or 5288 in the DTH.. :--they said that they could 

resize to fit the 4 cohm~n s~ze, but Fd love your expertise/advice as we~L 

~ am following up with them regarding any h~gh traffic publishing days they have comh~g up as wel] as the potential cost savh~gs if we do Mack m~d white. 

Tha~ks~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:26 PM 

To: I 

Subject: Re: DTH ad 

Please keep me posted on pricing. Let’s think about the optimal day to run the ad too. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 4:07 PM 

To: ri~,ker~ar~-..qagler.um’:.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dsi:ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

Great --.thanks for d~e help[ ~’H ~et you know wha~ DTH says regarding sizing. 

From: 
Sent: Friday, ~arch 28, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

I will need to redo the image to fit the size or else it rnighL noL Lurn out correcdy. Let me know what size ad you are taking out, and I can send a new 

image on Monday.,, 

Thanks! 

Sent-" Friday, Mtarch 28, 20:t4 2:48 plVl 

To-" Sullivan, Susan 

Subject," RE: DTH ad 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph£). CLU 

.~ ~mailSignstur~ 

919,843,0336 



Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 .t2:~.6 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: DTH ad 

Hey Dr. Strornan, 

I am going to reach out to the Daily Tar Heel for a quote on taking out an ad. I want to use the second slide in this attachment, but because it will be 

slightly smaller in print, it’d be better if the font on the right were a bit larger. Do you have an editable version or is there any way to increase the 

font there? 

If you want to use a different image, just let me know. I picked this one because it has a lot of content and because I think it will print well in black 

and white. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:59 PM 

Stromm~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Sullivan, Susan <Susan Sullivma@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

RE: BAS NBA Ana]ytics Case Competition 

Thank you, Dr. Stroman. I will reply to another Executive MBA student at Duke too. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 32, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~’n,q~N~, ~’xplore, gmpower, 

919,843,0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, March 32, 2024 4:56 PM 

To: 
Subject.-RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dr, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~qe, ~plore. £mpow~m 



From:                          _ ~__k__e___n__a__[]_-__f_!_a_ g !_e_ £ =u___n__c_ =e__d___u_ ] 
Sent: Sunc~ay, March- 30, 2014 5:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; I 
Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 
Dr~ Stroman, 
I work for IBM in the HW server design group as a Reliability Engineer. The remainder of my group are classmates in the Evening program and work in commercial real estate 
for Highwoods and as a project manager for UNC Healthcare. None of us have NBA or analytics experience, but are all avid sports fans. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:04 PM 

To 
Subje¢~ I~e: BA~ NBA Anal~tics Case Competition 

Hi ( ;. What is your background? Where are you employed? Our concern is to avoid having current NBA executives or professional analytics persons working on 

the case. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world°" ~ Anne Frank 

From_                            I@kenan-flagler,unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 30, 2014 4:57 PM 

To:" a @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Thanks 

I didn’t know where the EMBA program landed on the full time status. Though it is a different program, we finish in two years so it has a similar pace and coursework to the 
traditional program. If that gets it over the hump for full-time status, that’d be excellent and I know we’d still like to participate. If not, is there a way to get access to the 
material for my own interest? Sports analytics is an area I’m hoping to move into upon graduating and think this sounds like an excellent opportunity to get a handle on the 
challenges that are being faced. 
Best regards, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From; 

Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 5:34 PM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Deal ; and team members, 

Thank you very much for registering for our Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

We notice that you are currently enrolled in the Executive MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler, and we assume that you study as part-time. If so, you would not be 

eligible to participate because only full-time students are eligible to participate in this case competition as stated in our website 

(http:i!kisport.unc.eduiindex.phpicase-competition!). 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Thank you for your understanding. 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 
Tetsu~ ~i~]l~a i[vIBA Class ot 201-I] i(en~n ]r!!;tit:.=te Lead~:~ship F~:[]ows~President o[ MBA Amb;~;~;~dor~;~UNC Ker~r~ Fb~ler Bu~;mess 

Sc hc~o:. ~ 219,214.6202 ~tets u o nishihara~unc.edu~ww,z¢,~k~k~dh~,co~/~r~/tet~;ucmk~h~ha~a 

~.~.~ cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New Crraduate Racial Equity Course 

Debby This is great work’. Thank you so much for sending this aloug. I am impressed, Ron 
Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost mid Chief International Officer 
Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
10d Soulh Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron sh-anss@nnc.edn 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Saturday, March 29, 2014- 5:4-2 PM 
To-" Strauss, Ronald P4 Tresolini, Carol P; Muller, Eric L; Washington, Felicia A. 

$,,bject; FW: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 
FYI. 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:37 PM 

To: "Parker, Patrida S" <_p.s~arker@email.unc.edu> "Cravey Altha J" <cravey_@unc.edu> Paul Cuadros Hmind.s_~rin~.com> "Barker Marco J" 

<barker@unc.edu>, "Teuton, Christopher Barrett" <teuton@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy LocMear" <Amy. Hertel@unc.edu>, Wayne Blair <wblair@email.unc.edu>, 

Maria DeGuzman <~         ~@earthlink.net> 

Cc: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu> Douglas Shackelford <Douglas Shackelford@kenan-.flagler.unc.edu>, Judith Cone <iacone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Hi Friends. I want to make sure that you knew that we have just gone "live" in the marketing and solicitation for this exciting offering. We are very thankful to Dean Barbara Rimer 

for leading the way in providing academic credit for this special course. 

I am excited to be a part of this impressive planning team, and I hope that you will view this pioneering course as another step in our development of holistic leaders and 

researchers. Undoubtedly, this comprehensive racial analysis will greatly assist in preparing our students to be critical thinkers in their respective fields. The course is limited to 24 
students in total, and we are sending invitations to six UNC professional schools and/or departments. Thus, the enrollment will be somewhat selective and limited to create a 

diverse cohort. The Chancellor, Provost, and Dean Rimer are looking forward to the positive outcomes of this pilot for graduate students. We have had ~180 UNC faculty and staff 

participate in this powerful workshop, and the response has been overwhelming. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for sharing with your network. 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: "Alexander, G. Rumay" <.r___u___m____a__y___@___e____m___a__[Lu___n__£:__e___d__u__>, "Rounds, Kathleen A" <-k~~a~~~r~~o~~~u~~~n~~~d~~s~~~~@~~~e~~~m~~~~a~!~[~.~~u~~~n~~c~~.~~e~~~d~~~u~~>~ Ericka Patillo ............... ~__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Co: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>, Bayard Love <1      4@gmail.com>, Tye Huntet          r@yahoo.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Suzanne Plihcik ’"’ ik@gmail.com> 

Subject: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Rumay, Kathleen, and Ericka, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. With pre-registration beginning on April 1, we are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to all grad 

students (and faculty) in your respective Schools. 

if you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@kenan- llagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS NBA Ana]ytics Case Competition 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. I look forward to seeing both the case and the results. 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 4:55 PM 

To:: 
Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qage Explore. Empower, 

~N~ emailSignature 

9:19,843,0336 

From: _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; I " " 
Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 
Dr. Stroman, 
I work for IBM in the HW server design group as a Reliability Engineer. The remainder of my group are classmates in the Evening program and work in commercial real estate 
for Highwoods and as a project manager for UNC Healthcare. None of us have NBA or analytics experience, but are all avid sports fans. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2014 5:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Hi      What is your background? Where are you employed? Our concern is to avoid having current NBA executives or professional analytics persons working on 

the case. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 



Date: Sunday, March 30, 2014 4:57 PM 

To: l ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Thanks 

I didn’t know where the EMBA program landed on the full time status. Though it is a different program, we finish in two years so it has a similar pace and coursework to the 
traditional program. Tf that gets it over the hump for full-time status, that’d be excellent and I know we’d still like to participate. If not, is there a way to get access to the 
material for my own interest? Sports analytics is an area I’m hoping to move into upon graduating and think this sounds like an excellent opportuni~ to get a handle on the 
challenges that are being faced. 
Best regards, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

El’on 

Sent= Friday, M~rch 28, 2014 5:34 PM 

To= 
Co= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject= BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dear       and team members, 

Thank you very much for registering for our Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

We notice that you are currently enrolled in the Executive MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler, and we assume that you study as part-time. If so, you would not be 

eligible to participate because only full-time students are eligible to participate in this case competition as stated in our website 

(h ttp://kisport.unc.edu/index.php!case-.cornpetitioni). 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Thank you for your understanding. 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~r@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 3:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH ad 

adBaseBW& CYAN.pdf 

HI Deborah, 

One color in an ad just means that I can onty use Cyan or Magenta or Yellow, So I could put some yellow in the ad and that is it....or some cyan .,,or some magenta, 

Full color would mean that ~ could use a~ (Cyan, magenta, and yellow) and any mix of those coMrs to make up fu~ cobr, The more coMrs you use of the three the 

~u:~re [:he ad costs, ~ color ~s ~288 

Attached ~s an example o~ t:he ad uaing some cvan (1. color)., 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2024 3:20 Plvl 
To: 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 

;\L’_@x ~ ~rn c:o~:~£~sccL., yes, ~ warn 1:o s~c l:Ec 1 c:o]o~ q~o~:~ if i~: is ~c,t ~288. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~.q~qe~ Explore, Empower, 

~N~ emailSignature 

9:19,843,0336 

From             _                ))J~9.~£!:!]3 ~.!~L:@.G ~.£J:~!] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2024 2:32 PM 

F; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 

i’m happv to ask for another quo~:e h:~r more than I coMr ~ we want. t think the B&W option Mo~s great: though - ~ think R would work as we~ as the coMr optkm 

and we’d save a Mt of cash, Happy {o do e~ther and can folMw up for another quote if needed. 

From: Walker, Jack 

Sent: Tuesday, April i, 2014 1:53 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Sullivan, Susan 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

The quote is ~or only i col.:_~r (i,e, I can use gradations o~ one of: cyarL magenta, ye~h:~w), t think you should just go with the B&W w~rskm,, 

t~ you rea~y want to use one color, ~et me ~mow and f w~ see what t can come up w~th that looks good,, 

Thanks! 

Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2024 2:50 PM 
To: ~ 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 

~le~se £~:,~;~’arct 1:}:re irpToJc:e 1:o me. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~N~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 



Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014, 1:~8 plVl 
To: ~            Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 
H~-:~re is th~-’_~ ad in g&W.,. 

Thanks! 

FrOEil: .... n 

Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 12:34 PM 

, Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: I~E: DTH ad 

Thanks! If we want to do black and white it’s only ~213, 

¯ -- Fm sure you know, ~ut p[eage tweak fon~ s~ze a~ you ~ee fit, We definitely wan~ the URL I~nk to be dear ~b~ce that’s where student~ can re~ster, 

Dr, St~om~n .... 

:L Do you have a preference for keep~n~ one co~or (~288) or do ~&W (~2:[~)? 

2. Weds!Fr~ are the h~hest drcu~at~on dav~, We cm~ e~ther try to ~et the ad ~n fo~ th~ Friday or do next Wednesday April 9, E ~u~e~t we do April 9 

s~nce that ~s a Wednesday & Lhek "SUMMER ON THE HILL"spedal ~ssue. Please le~ me know ff you thh~k otherwise. 

3. Can I send the ~nvoice to you once they g~ve ~t to me? 

From:     -         " 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:19 AM 

To              ; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

I wilt get you a new ad formatted Lo t:iL that space by the end of today. 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 4:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 
O.uick upda[e .-- the second page of the a[tached PDF could run as a 4 column (&4" xS" space} ad with I cok)r for S288 in the DTH. Jack--- they said that 

they could resize to fit the 4 column size, but I’d love your expertise!advice as well. 

I am following up with them regarding any high traffic publishing days they have coming up as well as the potential cost savings if we do black and 

whit:e. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [rnaiii:o:d!d:ro@unc.edu.] 

Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:26 PM 

To: .~ 

Subject: Re: DTH ad 

Please keep me posted on pricing. Let’s think about the optimal day to run the ad too. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne 
Frank 

~i cid:image001 png@01CF4DAS.D38BFOA0 

F rom:, ~ k e n a n--fi a ~ e ~. u n c. e d u > 
Date: Friday, March 28, 20~4 4:07 PM 

To ~.~.~.~.~t3:~.~].~C=~.E!~=~:~d>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

Great- ~:hanks for the heip~ I’il let you know what DTH says regarding s~dng. 



Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); ......... , ...... 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

I will need to redo the image to fit the size or else it might ~ot turn out correctb/. Let me know what size ad you are taking out, and I 

can send a new imageon Monday.. 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:48 PM 

To: ~ 
Cc: ~ 
Subject: ~E: DTH ad 

"J..~.~ lh~: D~I~ ~:,lks 

Deborah ~. St~oman, Ph.D. 

Enfl~qe, Explore, Empower. 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: 
Sent: Friday, March 2g, 2014 12:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: DTH ad 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to reach out to the Daily Tar Heel for a quote on taking out an ad. I want to use the second slide in this attachment, but 

because it will be slightly smaller in print, it’d be better if the font on the right were a bit larger. Do you have an editable version or 

is there any way to increase the font there? 

If you want to use a different image, just let me know. I picked this one because it has a lot of content and because I think it will 

print well in black and white. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 5:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L -<tstro@unc.edu-*; 

RE: DTH ad 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

For I color, it costs S2gg, We got that quote initially for the second page of the postcard, which could be printed in one color~ I like ,i s take on the first page of 

the postcard. If we want to do color for this PDF, I think we would need to use more than one coJor wMch will prob~My ~ncrease the in~t~a~ ~288 quote. ~f we want 

~:o do black and white, ~t"s ~218. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:10 PM 

To: .’                        ~ 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

?d:~ 7be [ :~m co~sc, c:,’.., y~s, 1 w~t to se~ t[~c, 1 color quote ]~ k is ~ot $288. 

DeboraJ~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~gafle, Explore. Empower~ 

~ emaiJgignature 

9~ 9,843.0336 

Sent-" Tuesda,~, A0ril 0::t, 201t4- 2:32 plVl 

To:’            ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: DTH ad 

l’m happy to ask for another quote for more than :l color if we want. 1 think the B&W option looks great though --- I think it would work as well as the color 

option and we’d save a bit of cash~ Happy to do either and can follow up for another quote if needed. 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 1:53 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

The quote is for" only 1 color (i.e. I can use gradations of one of: cyan, magenta, yellow), I tMnk you should just go ’with the B&W version._ 

If you really want to use one color, let me know and I will see what I can come up with that looks good.,, 

Thanks] 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent." Tuesday, April 0:l, 20:t4 :t:50 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: DTH ad 

T]-umks~               ! ]ik~ the coi,::,~ op~:i,:,n and Apti] 9. 

d 

Debora~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~9~qe, Explore. Empower. 

9:l 9.843,0336 



From= l~-,unc,edu 
Sent: Tuesdav. Aurii 01, 2014 1:48 PM 
To=:           ~; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: DTH ad 

Here is the ad in ~&W... 

Thanks! 

Froml 

Sent= Tuesday, April 01, 2024 12:34 plVl 
To= \._::._, ___k; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject= RE: DTH ad 
Thanks! It:we want to do black and white it’s only $213. 

---Fm sure you know, but please tweak font size as you see fit, We definitely want the UR[ link to be clear sk~ce that’s where students can 

register. 

Dr. 9~:roman - 

~ Do you have a preference [or keepin~f one cok~r 

2. WedsiFri are the highest drculation days. We can either try to get the ad ~n for d~s Friday or do next Wednesday April 9. ~ suggest we do 

April 9 s#~ce that ~s s Wednesday & their "SUMMER ON THE HILL" speda~ issue. Please let me know if you th~nk od~erwise. 

3~ Can ~ send th~ invoice to you once they g~ve 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:19 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

H~ 

I will get you a new ad formatted to fit that space by the end of today. 

Thanks! 

From= 

Sent= Mlondayl Mlarch 31, 2014 4:07 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject= RE: DTH ad 

Quick updat~-’_~ - the second pa~e of the attached £DF could run as a 4 column (54" x5" space) ad w~Lh 1 color for ~288 in the DrH..Jack - Lhey 

said Lhat they could res~ze to fit the 4 column size, but f’d lowE~ your e’,<peri:~seladvice as well. 

I arn i:ol~ow~n~ up with them regard#~g any high traffic publishing days they have coming up as well as the potent~a~ cost savings ff we do 

~ack and wMte. 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:26 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: DTH ad 

Please keep me posted on pricing. Let’s think about the optimal day to run the ad too. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ 
Anne Frank 

~iI cid: imr~ ~_]e001 [-m 9 @ 010 F4 DAS. D38 BFOA0 

From 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 4:07 PM 

To r@ke~;an-.fiP,~er.unc edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d~;l:ro@unc.edu> 

SuDJe~: HL: U IH ad 
Great --- thanks for the he~p~ I"~ ~et you know what DTH says regardk~g s~z~ng. 

From: 



Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)~ 

Subject: RE: DTH ad 

I will need to redo the image to fit the size or else it might not turn out correctly~ Let me know what size ad you are taking 

out, and lean send a new ~mage on Monday_. 

~hanks~ 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L [D~}#.[~9~.~[~]~.#7~.~£!#] 
Bent: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:~ PM 

To: 

~ubje~t: RE: D~ ad 

~. I~e~: the [SZ}~ ~.::,l~s ~:~e ~ ]oo~       ~                                              . 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CbD’ 
En~qage, Explore, Empower. 

919.8~3.0336 

From: 
Sent: Friday, l~larch 28, 2014 12:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: DTH ad 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to reach out to the Daily Tar Heel for a quote on taking out an ad. I want to use the second slide in this 

attachment, but because it will be slightly smaller in print, it’d be better if the font on the right were a bit larger. Do you 

have an editable version or is there any way to increase the font there? 

If you want to use a different image, just let me know. I picked this one because it has a lot of content and because I think it 

will print well in black and white. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 12:15 AM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia_eng@unc.edu>; Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Bay Love 24@smail.com>; Deena Hay~ @aol.com>; Suzanne Plihcik 

<s,i.i._.k@smail.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.ors>;          <tyehunter@yahoo.com> 

Course Curriculum DRAFT 

SPHG 690 Course Curriculum Schedule DRAFT.docx 

Hi Team. Here is my very ROUG H DRAFT for consideration. I am not particularly wed to the topics or assignments. It’s just o beginning. 

Experts- please suggest what would be most appropriate for additional attention after Sessions I & II. Too much work? Too light? How do we keep the community engaged in the 

other Sessions? Should we be intentional and partner the students with a community member? Have the student interview a community member as an assignment? 

FYI - Taffye and I are scheduled for a conference call regarding financial support too. 

"The best ideas come from many ideas." ;) 

Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc~edu> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Wanda Hunter <--w-~-h-~-u-~-n--t---e--r-~--@---r--a-~£!-a--Le---q--u-!-~-zL-q-s--~-!-~---u--L-e-:--~--r-g> 

Cc= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Bayard Love ~@gmail.com>, Deena Hayes < 

_., ........... (@gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet <          ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

’@aol.com>, Suzanne Plihcik 

Wand~, 

Attached is the final version of our course fiver, which should ~nswer your questions. I have already forwarded it to Grog Bocchino, 5PH Director for Students 

Service, for d~s~:r~bu~:~o~ to sl~ public hesll:h gr~d students ~nd fa(:u~ty. 

f’rn assuming that to re~ch grad sLudents ~d ~culty ~t the Law School, Business School, ~md Exercise & Sport 5cierH::e: 

<~--[i[’.suppo~tLis~s]-->. <~--[end~]-->B~y w~H forw~rd the flyer to h~s cont~cl:s 

<~--[i[’.suppo~tLis~s]-->. <~--[end~]-->Tye wi]~ forward the flyer to his cont~cl:s 

<~--[i[’.suppo~tLis~s]-->. <~--[end~]-->Debby wi~ forward ~he flyer to her contac~:s 

My plan is now to [orw~rd the [~yer to: 

<’.--[if~suppo~£ists]--> <~--[end~]-->Rumav Ak~>:~nder at Schoo~ of Nurs~t~g 

<’.--[if~suppo~Lists]--> <~--[endR]-->Kath~een £ound~; i~t School of So(:i~l Work 

<’.--[if~supportLists]-->. <~--[endil]-->Edka PatHIo at School 

<’.--[if ~supportLists]-->. <~--[endil]-->l have no contact at School of Education since Shedck Hughes does not have a UNC emai~ yet~ 

No problems ~t NI wH:h cross-post~ng~;, so do send the flyer out to a~ your U NC fa(:u~ty cot~tacts I will copy our group on what I send. 

With regard to dbtribution to comrnun~:y residents, a b~g c~;ve~;~: is thi~t Debbv is styli worMng on securing fut~ds to cover ~:he~r mile~ge and ltmchire~reshments for 

everyone~ Nevertheless, ~ p~an to send the I/yet to: 

<~--[if’.suppo~tLists]-->. <~--[end~]-->HPDP"s ~is~:serve of Community Expert Consult~mts 

<~--[if’.suppo~tLists]-->. <~--[end~]-->Greensboro He~;Ith E)~spar~ties Collaborative ~stserve 

Again, no problems with cross-Hat,rigs, so do send the flyer out to a]~ your cogln~u~lity co~ILacts~ ~ w~ copy our group on what ~ send. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of He~;Ith £ehavk~r 

Gi]lings School of G~oba~ Public Hea~th Cg #7440 

360 Rosenau Ha~ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

919 968- 

919 965--2921 

F~m~ Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequi~institute.orq] 
Sent~ Friday, March 28, 20~4 8:46 AM 
To~ Eng, Geni 
~c~ Stroman, Deborah L; Bay Love; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject~ Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equi~ Course 



Importance: High 
Hi Geni, 
This looks great to me. Ve.w nice description. 

I have a question about the day of the week for ibllow-up class sessions. This says likely a Friday, or Saturday,. These are tile sessions with D & S? 

Something you sent earlier with suggested class topics and faculty leaders see,ned to indicate that these classes would take place on Sundays. Is tllat right? 

Also, once we have signed offon file flyer, is it OK for me to publicize outside of file group you mentioned below? 

Finally; do you have parlicula~ community members in mind? Would you like my help in recruitment? 

Thanks, 

Wanda 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 10:28 PM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng({~uuc.edu> wrote: 
OK, I h~ ~>’_! pLEt togeth~-’_~r the ~:tached flier hz~r ~.,our re~iewing plei~:~ure. ~r~-_~-registration for fall courses will b~-_~ April :1.. Please let m~-_~ ll~e ~.,our commentsiedit,.~. 
I wahl Lo send iL out TOMORROW morning to Wanda’s list o1: faculty in the email below ~- for each of us to send to our respective O[:fice o[: Student Affairs to 
disLribute to our professional grad students. 

<!--[if’.supportl~ists]-->" <!--[endil]-->Deb, the quoLe is from you and 
naming 

<’.--[if ~suppo~is~]-->" <~--[end]]-->The grapNc comes from a l:l]er that my ACCU RE project is using. 
Cheers, 
Geni 

Fmma Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whun~r@acialequ~Winstitute,org] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~arch 26, 20~4 6:37 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Bay Love; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Hi evewone, 
Tl~s is exciting. I have ~en ~lMng it up and I imagine there will B lots of interest in tNs comae. Many th~ to all of you for }9ur conNbufions to bringing tl~is to 
l~lJ~O~. 

I hope you wtll m~h out "~ the followingJ&cul~ rega~ting students in their school who might be identitied as future leaders tbr racial equity: 
1 ) Fursing: Deb Mayer (has ~nt several [hculty including Rumay Alexander, Debra Bazk~taJe and Diane Be~ and a humor of students) 
2) Info~ation a~d Lib Sci: Eficka Patillo (a] so Barbara Wtldemufl~, Barbara Moron- foyer dea~ and Claudia Gollop)--fl~is program is veu invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sharon Thomas 
4) Education- Shefick Hughes (he is coming in Ju~y ad wants to do research on the workshop--tNs is a new development; I cm~ bfief>gu). 
As you sai& 3 s~dents from each of these a~d from your 4 schools would give us the 24 s~ldents. The another 10 or so commumty membem? How will we 1ecmit 

these a~d from u, here? I have lots of con~cts if needed. 
I want to put a plug in for spending some time on ~np~cit Nas (perhaps in GeM’s or Debb~as lec~res?). Mong with s~c~ml,’insti~tional racism rome consider 
implicit racial bias ~ be a major dete~inant ofinsfi~tional outcomes. It is critical that s~den~ in tNs cour~ have a fi~ unders~n&ng of what implicit’unconscious 

bias is, how it is developed (the m-o-day workshop provides the ~sl m~alysis of this), how it imNcts insti~tional decision-ma~ng, ~e resulting outcome& what makes 
it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could ~ an entire lec~re. I ~ cu~ently worMng witl~ othem at REI in the development of a I-day wor~hop on this topic 
for law enfomement officers (a pilot cu~culum). But oilier than ~e examples used, tNs training could be applicable tbr people working in a~y institution. 

Wanda 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a;u~c.edn> wrote: 
~{{ Bay. ’F}~artks 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

9:19,8~3.0336 
<~rna~eOO2.jp~> 

From: Bayard Love [mailto:      ;4~@gma~,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 25, 20~ 12:37 AH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Wanda Hun~r; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
ThaWs Deb and NI for pu~ng this together - 
I’m assmning we’re at the generating ideas phase right now, so I wanted to throw out ~me of mine. I’m not wedded k~ any of this and happy ~ go in completely 
diIt~rent direc5o~ however we l~el as a group. 

A t~w reacdons/thoughts aN~ut process: 
l ) I agree - let’s have a conversation about the class and anti-racist organizing at [~C more bro~]ly. 
2) I love the idea of tie website. ~ have a couple con~cts to [bllow- up with, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever con~cts you have ~ well, becasue mostly I 
got ’no [Sr now’s fiom my B-school contacts. 
3) A have an op~nity ~ meet you N1 in ~rson in the ne:d month~ I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday a~emoon get-together? A 
coz~zvnce caJl aJso works for ~ne most any time. 

A few fl~oughts on the content: 
1) ~ love this outline - ~ feel like we have a groat ~seline structure Nready 
2) What about a piece on data-analysis for orga~ing. I have ~me concrete ide~ about tNs and imaging an assignment where ~ople have ~ gather some data from 
their insfi~tion, mn a couple analy~s in excel, and come ~ck with a fie~ call-~-action for their peers. 
3) C~ we add more content on organizing? Here ge some ideas of how: 



¯ A session on student organ~ing histo~ - talk about how Critical Race Theory was created out of student activism (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 

and Ethnic Studies were tbught for, won, and then largely dismantled. I flaink students really need to have a sense that what they axe taught and not taught is a 

political issue. 

¯ A session on organizing histow specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Center, etc..) Assignment could be to have "them hit 

the archives and dig up the histo~ of anti-racist organizing here and fl~e school’s instilutiona~ paxrying. 

Specifics on campaign orga~zing s~clure - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapreneuship’ or ’civic 

entrepreneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign around something that is real for them 

(curriculum transformation, if nothing else) and then have thetn have at least 5 conversaions with their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

,, Perhaps we have a section of every week that is focused on organizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful exercise to 

hear how we differentiate anti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear from you all, but I feel a qualitative diflbrence between ’advocacy’ 

or ’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessarily) from transformative organizing work. Another e~mple for me, is that I feel a qualititative difference 

belween diversity or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-stmctures-of-power-by-building-collec/ive-power work I have been 

involved in. I would love to hear you ali’s thoughts on this and provide ~me content tbr the students that clarifies why setting up an after-~hool program fiom 

underprivileged kids or writing a paper abx~ ut racial prejudice is not necessa~qly organizing. 

¯ Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzam~e (if y’all are willing) come back and lead a session on orgna~ing? Or else find ~me UNC alums who have been ruth 

unions or other specifc ovganiziing organizations to come speaJa. 

Look fo~-w-ard to continuing to develop this with you all. 

Warmly, 
Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~@gmail 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a))mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPHG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts~ 

[ think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to be 

careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering~ 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 

I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend.. ....................... }~ 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:iiweb.unc.edu/Let me know the contact 
names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, the 

Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.=’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:53 PM 

To: Bayard Love         ~@gmail.com> 

Cc: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes~ ~        ;’@##!:c~m>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik 

__@__g___m___a__[!:__c__o____m__.>, Deena Hayes <dhak,’es@raciale_cj_yityinstitute.o_rg> Tye Hunte .~_y_.a__h_9_.o_:..c_.o__m_.> 

Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi all, 
I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database-about 150. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

graduated and moved on (now alumni!). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably many 

are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase II. 

There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to come. 

Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 
On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love < ~,@gmail com> wrote: 

1) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My BiD is below~ 

3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Falgout?) 

4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 

5) Can we schedule a call after March 15th to begin talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - we just need 

someone with a graphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 
I love the idea of the Phase II. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of 5 - going on 6 profs / key staff now!). 

Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I have spoke to at 

length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on board and 

all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the pasL At the business school, 
we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most schools 

to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be 

really great to get some more Law Students. Fve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LI MTED SPACE and it’s going to FI LL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize to 

make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. Those are my thoughts. Am I off- 

base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 



Bay 

Bay Bio: 

So sorr~ for my de~ay ~n responding, Here are my thoughts on Bay’s points {th~nk you~) for moving forwmd: 

Announcing our cotlrse offering for next Fall $(}mester so that rel:urrling gra[Juate s~udent:s can pr(Pregister this Spring sem(}st:er, in-coming grad students can u:}g}s[ef 

when they arrive next: Fall semester, and community men-!hers can audit. 

can do a fly(}r that shows the official course number, descdptios, and co-instructors {sa~’~es, af%at:ior~s). S(}e attached. 

~ Thh~king we could include very brief bios of Deena, Suzanne, Bay, Debbk:, Tye, and me. So would you each provide me wi~h this? 

o Also, an eye-catching graphic would be valuable. Any suggestions? 

:, Assemble a list of point persos cont:act into {e.g., Emily Liner at Kenan, ]Wn I<elley at I.aw School) and list: serves (e.g, SPH Minority Student Caucus, HPDP 

Con’:n’:unity Expert Consultants, Black Faculty Caucus} [o which I can emaif the flyer t:o dissen’qnat:e. 

High priority is designing the curriculum for the 2 fOllow-up, 1-day sessions that will occur at 2 and 4 weeks afte~ the 2-day anti-racism training with Suzanne and Deena. 

Creating a cotlrse w(}bsit:e is a gr’eat idea, 

o But l am 100% dueless on how to go about doing this. 

,:, Would one of you have the savvy? 

Wit:h regard to establishing a stronger organizin~ base, what do you think about getting the co-instructors + key facult:yistuc~en[s + community members who had 

received Phase I anti-racism t~aining to attend Phase i l anti-racism training scheduled for this spring? 

Let Debbie and me know your thoughts to determine what we can do by email and for the remaining tasks, how soon we should schedule a call, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of He~ll:h Behavk~r 

GHl~n~s School of G~oba] Public HeaRh CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

959 966-~9~ 

9~9 966--292~ (fax} 

F~= Bayard Love [mailto: blove924@omail.com] 
SeBt= Monday, Februa~ ~7, 20~4 ~:06 PN 
Te; Deena Hayes 
C~= Wanda Hunter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$~bje~t= Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 

Hi "~am - 

I wanmd to check in and ma2e sure we’B moving "things ahead Br our class in the [M1. You M1 may be moving this stuff Bnvard already. If so, please advise and 

ho~lglly we can fold in the ~low. I spoke with Deb tNs morning and we’re thinking it may ~ good m start ~lking about a l~w things sooner ~an later. 

On our minds: 

1) C~rfic~ - cm~ we set up ~me caJls 

2) Org~g - are there professors and key s~dent or s~ffleaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger and stronger 

ba~ going in? How can the cl~s suppo~ orgamzing hapNmng at the di~mnt ~hools, m~d in the Umvesib" tSr broadly. 

~, Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the curriculum, 

Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orf the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplif.~4ng the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer 

to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we cma point peopel to to learn more about all of the orgaazing that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 
Tactically, I have a few things on my mind (and you a]l may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
207-329-7591 (cell) ¯ blove924@gmail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes <dhayes7787(~aol.com> wrote: 



Greetings: I just wanted to confirm the dates of the semester training this t~ll. ttave we selected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 

Deena Hayes- Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <~il)__t_Lr_~_N_~2@_~:_a__c_’j__a_3___e__q_t_~_i_tS. ii__n_~_t_i__t_g~_~:Rrg.> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < ~@gmaikcom> wrote: 

tti all - 

I don’t think I roll be able to get instructor status tbr the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it maJ~e sense (or be possible?) m bring me on through the School of Public ttealth. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 

capacity as Deeua and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors mid st~££ I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted l:aculW for the course. I am not fa~nilim 

witl~ most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp oftl~e m~alysis. 

Other people I would add who have attended (ulthough I would not necessarily recommend thegn as co-faculty for the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 
Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 
James NcCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 
b..tt..p....s.~/L.d...~....c...s.~.~...~..g[.e..~..c...~....m..L.s..p...r..e.....a...d...s.b..e...e..~..c...c..c.~.~..k.e...y~..~....A.~.7.....w..~.t.~.E..w....k...E...a....d..E..E...tBj.h....F..~..Y..1N.N.b....3.Lw.....L...v....9.L.W......~....C.....M....v....E....&...u...s..p..~..s...h..a...r.[..n.g. 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~C~..gmail 

On Mon, Jm~ 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter--~:[Lu_!)__t_e___r~)_g~i~[_e__c_l__U_i_tzLr!Et_i_t__~_[N:~?!/g> wrote: 

Debby, so~v for the delay in getting back to yon with names of faculU. I am not necessarily recommending may of these l:aculty as possible 

ins~tructors for our firfft course, only sharing what I lmow about faculty who have attended the workshop and their level of enthusiasm for the training 

as cotnmunicated to me. 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibility ofa UNC course. They have both attended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we moved along. Within Social 

Work Iris Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison DeMarco who is at FPG but has m~ 

appointment in SSW. 

\Vithin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic worlcshop participants, thongh Debra B. was early on and I haven’t 

spoken with her over a yeaJc I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial tbr us, you may reca31 ,and I may have mentioned the possibility of the course 

to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCtt) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

Within SILS, Barb WBdemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka PatBlo (also UCCH) have all attended. This whole group is 

committed; Ericka is mosul knowledgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also involved in the 
o~gaaaizing. 

Other facul~ who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
.Mexandra Lighffoot (Public Health) 

.Mice ~4mimerman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 
Alyson Grine (Government) 
Ann Hastings (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably clue to holidays, has not heard back. He’ll try, again today. 

Hope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <.d_}gS?2;~i__kLn_9_:e__£t._u.> wrote: 
Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 
possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 
debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugen!a eng@unqedu> 
Date: Sunday, January 5, 20J.4 5:02 PM 
To: Bayard Love < "      ¢@grnail.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 
Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihdk < " " " @grnail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, 
Tye Huntet <1         ~_y___a___h___o__9_:_c__9____m__> 
Subject: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 



concur with Bay that iL’s b¢_~.d: to canc¢_~l Monday’s call, So fi~r, through emai[, we have confirmed that tfu-:~ 2-day REI training will occur AugusL 29.- 

30 {thanks Suzanne!). 

Stitl waitin~ on: 

Course number from Anna Maria (she won’t be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester besins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instructors for Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference call_.perhaps toward the end of January. 

Ch¢_!ers~ 

Geni 

F~m: Bay Love [mailto @0mai!.corn] 
Sent; Saturday, Janua~ 0~, 20[~ ~2:55 PN 
¯ e~ Wanda Hunter 
~¢~ Eng, ~eni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
S~bjert= Re: Shall we meet the week of Janua~ 6th? 

Hi aJl - 

How ~bout w~ c~nc~l th~ proposed c~ll on Monday ~nd schedul~ ~ c~ll / m~fing l~t~r on to work 

readings for fol~ow-up to RE~ training? ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by emdF? 

Witi~ Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a pusi~ (worth it for in-.person, 

perhaps, but a c:ail we can do any time). 

rye to ~eport: if ho can be listed a~ a co-instruct:or from the b~w Sd~ool, lind if i~ot, who 

Bay to report if [3(! can be lisl:ed as a co-instructor #’ore the Business School, ai*J if not, who else 

Suzanne to confirm dates wher~ she can co-facilitate the REI trainir~g 

SPIiG690Flier.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fa~n Roy <froy@sportsproperties.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE Summer InternsNp Application 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. I expect we’ll be making an offer to at least one Carolina student next week! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 2, 2014-4:10 PM 
To: Faryn Roy 
Subject: RE:’              Summer Internship Application 

d e I::, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’nf]~N~, g~plor’e, Empower: 

9~9.84&0336 

From: Faryn Roy [mailto:froy@sportsproper~ies.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 02, 2014 8:34 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW:               ; Summer Internship Application 

b~ seven years ot: interviewing candidates, this is the first tirne someone just didn’t show up ~:or their ~n[erview. Usually ~f they accep[ another position they have 

the courtesy to ca~ or emaH ~n advance. 

~ know th~s isn’t a prevalent problem among the UNC students, but maybe something that could be discouraged at the start of ~nterv~ew season. 

On ~ be~:ter note, we’w~ interviewed one outst~nding UNC candidate thus far and wi~] interview another next: weeM 

From: ~ickey [[gAJJ~9_;      ~_¢~_~_£:~_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, April i, 2014 3:29 PN 
To= Fa~n Roy 
Subject; RE: ;ummer Internship Application 

Ms. Roy, 

I have already accepted an internship position with another company. I am very sorry for the lack of notification on my part. 

Thank you for your help and I apologize for the inconvenience, 

From: Faryn Roy <froy@sportsproperties~com> 

Sent: Monday, March 3:1, 20:14 2::14 PM 

To: twickey 

Subject: RE:                 Summer Internship Application 

I have you scheduled for an interview at 2 pm today. Please let me know your status. I do have another interview scheduled for 3 prn. 

Faryn 

From: bMckey [t_n___a_jj_t_9_. _@_!Lv___e_:__u_E_c_:__e__d___u_] 
sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:37 PM 

To: Fal3,n Rob’ 
Subject: RE: Summer Internship Application 

Ms. Roy, 

Thank you so much for ~ettin~ back to me. That is wonderful news. On March 31st, I have class from 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., but I am free the rest of the 

day. On April 8th, I have class from 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m, but I have no plans in the mornins. Please let me know if these times do not work for you, so we 



can find another day to meet. 

Thanks. 

From: Faryn Roy <froy@sDortspropert!es.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 9:59 AM 

To:      ~y 
Subject: RE: ; Summer Internship Application 

Timothy, 

We are pleased to int:orrn yoL~ that you have beer~ sefecLed to interview for a sumrner internship positior~ at Sports & Properties, Ir~c. 

~nterv~ews w[H be co~d~Jcted o~ March 3:1~t a~d April 8th at our offices i~ Carv. P~ease let me know several t~mes on e~ther of those days that will work for you. 

[~esL re~srds, 

Fary~ Roy 

F~: ~’vickey [~ailto: ~ve,unqedq] 
Se#t: ~riday, February 28, 2014 8:37 PN 
To: Fa~yn Roy 
Subject: Summer Internship Application 

Dear Ms. Roy, 

Attached is my resume and cover letter. 

Thank you for your ~me and considera~on while reviewin8 my applica~on. I look forward to speakin8 with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bayard Lo~ ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Course Curriculum DRAFT 

Great - haven’t read yet but thanks for getting out’. 

Let me know if I can help w Taffye, etc. Jeremiah and the other B- School folks roll get the B- School students. Not warned at all abt that. 

XB 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2014, at 12:14 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tean~. Here is my vely ROUGH DIL&FT for consideration. I am not particnlMy wed to the topics or assignments, lt’sjzts¢ a beginning. 

Exerts please sugges~ what would be most appropriate for additional attention after Sessions I & II. Too much work? Too light? How do we keep the 
communi~" engaged in the other Sessions’? Should we be intentional and partner the students with a communi .ty member? Have the student intei~iew a 
communiF member as an assignment? 

FYI - Taffye and I are scheduled for a conference call regarding financial snpport too. 

"The best ideas come from many ideas." ;) 

Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world°" ~ Anne Frank 

< 7816DI:;JA-2555-#3A C-t3#2(%3192 9 79 lt3355.png> 

From: <Eng>, Geni <._e_u_~_e___n_!__a____e__n__g___@____u___n__c_:_e__d___u_.> 
Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Bayard Love @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes < @aol.com>, Suzanne Plihcik 

~gmail.corn>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Hunter < @yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

War~da, 

Attached is the final version of our course flyer’, which should answer your questions, I have already forwarded it to Grey Bocchino, SPH Director for 

Students Service, for distribution to a~l puM~c hea~th grad students and faculty, 

I’m assuming that to reach grad students and faculty at the law School gushless School, and Exercise & Sport Sdence: 

<’.--[if [snpgmLisls]-->. <[--[endi~-->Bay w~[I forward the flyer to Ms contacts 

<’.--[if [snpg~rtLisls]-->" <[--[endi~-->Tye wH[ forward the flyer to Ms contacts 

<’.--[if [snp~rtLisls]-->" <[--[endi~-->Debbv wH~ forward the flyer to her contacts 

My plan ~s now to forward the fiver 

<~--[if~sup~Lisls]--> <~--[en~f]-->Rumay Alexander at Schoo~ of Nursh~g 

<~--[if[sup~Lis~s]--> <~--[enNt]-->KatMeen Rounds at School of Soda~ Work 

<’.--[if[sup~Lis~s]-- > <*--[endifl-->Edka PatH~o at School o[: Information and Library Sciences 

<’.--[if [sup~Lis~s]-- > <~--[endifl-->~ have no contact at School of Education since Sherick Hughes does no~ have a UNC emai~ gel 

No proMems at a{~ with cross-postings, so do send the fiver out to al~ your UNC faculty contacts. ~ wN copy our group on what ~ send. 

With regard to distribution to community residents, a Mg caveat is that Debby is stH~ working on securing funds to cover their mileage and 

kmchirefleshment~ for everyone. Nevertheless, ~ pJan to send t:he [Jyer to: 

<’.--[if~supp~gists]--> <~--[eu~-->HPDP’s l~stserve o[ CommuniW Expert Consu]tan~:s 

<’.--[if~snpT)rtLisls]--> <~--[endi~-->Greensboro Health Disparities Collaborative listserve 

Again, no problems w~Lh cross--hsL~ngs, so do send [he flyer out [o aH your commun~Ly contacts, ~ w~l] copy our group on wha[ I send. 

Cheers, 

Gen~ 

£ugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 
Professor of Hea~th Behavior 

G~lHngs Schoo~ o~ Gk~bal PuMic Elealth CB #7440 

3(50 £osenau 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 96G3909 



919 9{56- 2921 
_e___u_~_e___n__[_a___e_n_~ @__u___n___c_:_e_d_u__ 
From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.orq] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 8:46 AM 
To: Eng, Geni 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Bay Love; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 
Importance: High 

Hi Geni, 
This looks groat to me. VeU nice description. 
I have a queslion about the dw of the week for follow-up class sessions. This sws likely a Friday or Saturday. These are the ,sessions with D & S? 
Something you sent earlier with suggested class topics and faculb~ leaders seemed to indicate that these classes would take place on Stmdws. Is "that 
right’? 
AI~), once we have signed off on the flyer, is it OK for me to publicize outside of the group you meutioned below? 
Finall> & you have pa~icular commtmity members in mind? Would you like my help in mcmi’mmut? 
Thank~ 
Wanda 
On Mar 27, 2014, at 10:28 PM, Eng, Geni <._e__~jg__e_[~_a_____%n_~@__%tc_:_e_j__u]> wrote: 
OK, [ have put together the attached flier for your reviewing pleasure. Pre-registration for fall courses will be April 1. Please let me have your 

comments/editm 

t want to send it out TOMORROW morning to Wanda"s list: oF [a<:~lty in the ernail below + for each oF t~s to send to our r~-:~spective Offi<:e of 

Affairs to distrib~te to our professional grad st:~dents, 

<’.--[if !supportLisls]-->. <!--[endifJ-->Deb, the q~ot~-_~ is from yo~ and t hope it’s okay with you thaL I give the attribt~t:ion to a "past participant" 

radler than naming you. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endifJ-->~h~:_~ g~aphk: <:ornes From a Flier that rny ACCUR}! project is t~sing 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Frem: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:37 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
~fe: Bay Love; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 

Subject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi everyone, 

This is exciting. I have been talking it tip and I imagine there will be lots of interest in this course. MaJ~y thanks to aJl of you for your contributions to 

bringing this’to fruition. 

I hope you will reach out to the follo~,ing fac~lly regarding students in their school ~,ho might be identified as future leaders for racial eqnib,: 

1) Nursing: Deb Mayer (has sent several ~aculty including Runray AlexaJ~der, Debra BarksdaJe and Diatom Berry. and a number of students) 

2) Information aJ~d Lib Sci: Ericka Patillo (aJso Baarbaara Wildemuth, Barbara Moran-former dea~ and Clandia Gollop)--this program is yew invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen [Zounds and Sharon Thomas 

4) E&mation- Sherick Hughes (he is coming in July and wants to do research on the workshop--this is a new development; I can brief you). 

As you said, 3 students from each of these and from your 4 schools would give us the 24 students. The another 10 or so communib’ members? How will 

we recruit these and fi~om where? I have lots of contacts if needed. 

I want to put a plug in for spending some time on lmplidt Bias (perhaps in Geni’s or Debby’s lectures?). Along with structural/institutional racism some 

consider implicit racial bias to be a major detenmnant of instita’donal outcomes. It is critical that students in this course have a firm understanding of what 

implicit/unconscious bias is, how it is developed (the two-day workshop provides the best analysis of this), how it impacts institutionaJ decision- mating, 

the resulting outcomes, what makes it worse, and how to counteract this bias. It could be an entire lecture. I am currently working with otbers at REI in 

the development ofa 1 -day workshop on this topic tbr law entbrcement officers (a pilot curriculum). But other thaJ] lhe examples used, "this training could 

be applicable for people worldng in any institution. 

Wanda 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, S troman, Deborah L <__d_#’_t_[9_[~i__u___n_9=_e_j_g> ~,rote: 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gcge. £Wplore. Empower, 

<image00:[ .jpg> 

919£43.0336 

<imageOO2jpg> 
<:im~ge003.pr~g> 

CQNRDEN~AL~Y NO~CE: ~h~s e..mail n,e~,sage, including atv:~chmenvs, if :my, i~, intended on[7 for the -person or entity :,:.~ which it ~s addre:~sed and ma7 ccnv:~m o:.mfidentiai and/or privileged 

~m= Bayard Love 
Se.t= Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:37 AN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcig Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 

ThaWs Deb and dl for puRing ~is together - 
I’m assuming we’re at the generating ideas pMse right now, so I wanted to t~ow out ~me of mine. I’m not wedded to ~y of this and happy to go in 

complemly diflbmnt direction, however we feel as a group. 

A few maction~thoughts about process: 

1 ) I agree - lefs have a conversation about the class and anti-racist organizing at I~C mob broadly. 



2) I love the idea of the website. I have a couple contacts to tbllow- up with, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever contacts you have as well, 

becasue mostly I got ’no tbr now’s from my B- school contacts. 

3) A have an opportunity to meet you all in person in the next month’. I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday afternoon get- 

together? A cont~rence call also works for nre most any time. 

A few thoughts on the content: 

1) I love this outhne - I feel like we have a great baseline structure already 

2) What about a piece on data-analysis for organzing. I have some concrete ideas about this and imaging an assignment where people have to gather 

seine data from their institution, run a couple analyses in excel, and come back ruth a fieu call-to-action for their peers. 

3) Can we add more content on organizing? Here are some ideas of how: 

¯ A session on student organizing histou - talk about how Critical Race Theory was created out of student activism (grad student activism), or how 
Black Studies and EthNc Studies were fought for, won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they are 

taught aM not taught is a political issue. 

¯ A session on organizing histo~ specific to UNC (eg. the campaign to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Center, etc..) Assignment could be to 

have them hit the archives and dig up the histo~ of anti-racist organizing here and the school’s institutional paz~jing. 

¯ Specifics on campaign organizing stucture - IDing allies, barriers, oppormnifies, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapreneuship’ or 

’civic entrepreneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign around something that is 

real for them (cumculum transfolmation, if nothing else) and then have them have at least 5 conversaions with their potential base refine their 

organizing s~mtegy. 

¯ Perhaps we have a section of eveU week that is focused on organizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful 

exercise to heal how we dill}rentiate anti-racis~ organizing from the other work we do. Ctmous to hear from you all, but I feel a qualitative 

difference between ’advocacy’ or ’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessarily) from transformative organizing work. Another example 

for me, is that I feel a qualititative difl}rence bemeen diversi~ or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-structures-of- 

power-by-building-collective-power work I have been involved in. I would love to heal you ali’s thonghts on this and pl~ovide ,some content for the 

students "that clarifies why setting up an after-school program from underprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejudice is not ,lece~s:s’arily 
organizing. 

¯ Peflmps we could have Deena and Suzanne (ify’all axe rolling) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find some UNC alums who 

have been ruth unions or other speciti: organiziing organizations to come speak. 
Look forward to continuing to develop this with you all. 

Wam~ly, 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
~@..qmail 

On Ffi, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 
Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPHG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 
I think we need to be clear on the two U NC initiatives: 1) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but 
we have to be careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 
Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with 
the students once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 
I can also chat in the evenings and the weeken~ ............................. 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. http:!!web.unc.edu/Let me know the 
contact names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course 
overview. As normal, the Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 
Hope this note helps! 
debby 
@drstroman 
9:[9.843~0335 

’"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From= Wanda Hunter <whunter@rada~equ~tyinst~tute.or~> 
Date= Sunday, March 2, 20~4 ~&:5~ PM 
To= Bayard Love <      Z4@~ma~l.com> 
C¢= "Ens, Geni" <eu~en~a enA~uncedu>, Deena Haye~            Z~aoLcom>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc#du>, Suzanne Plihcik 

~_&£1#_[~:_~2~.>, Deena Hayes <.#_)AW_##_@_£~_[#_[A£#_[~yj_£_&[[~#_[#:_2£~>, Tye Huntet 
Subje~: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equity Course 
Hi a~l, 
I finally finished adding UNC names to the Google database--about 150. ProbaNy important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students 
have graduated and moved on (now alumni~). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. 
And probably many are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this group isn’t 
inclusive. 
Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase II. 
There are fewer than 10 spaces remaining for May workshop and there’s a lot of organizing going on to get people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really 

want to come. Our next Phase I will be in July. 
Thanks to all of you, 
Wanda 
On Mar 2, 2014, at 10:38 PM, Bayard Love, ~mail.com> wrote: 
1) Gen~ - I LOVE this course description. 
2) My Bio is below. 
3) I’m not sure about a graphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (eg Cyndy Fa~gout?) 
4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Planning / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 
5) Can we schedule a call after March lSth to begin talkin specifics about course content? 
6) Could Stephanie support us with developing a quick website or getting help to do ti? I will give her a ring and see what she thinks. We have most of the content 
we just need someone with a graphic eye. 



7) Re: Organizing: 
I love the idea of the Phase I I. Deb and Geni - could you go? I will work to recruit all of the B-school gatekeepers (we have a small army of B - going on 6 profs / key 

staff now!). 
Also - what new profs can we get to a phase I this spring? Deb - can we get Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who I 
have spoke to at length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Black Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean 

Rimer? With Taffye on board and all of the 150+ UNC folks we’ve got, we should be able to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 
We can leverage this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to bring new fire to organizing efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the 
business school, we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient 

student base in most schools to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, 
but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a 

good voice to bring credibility to our work. 
Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 
8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help 

us organize to make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. 
Those are my thoughts. Am I off-base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 
Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 
Bay Bio: 

So so~w [or nw de~av in responding. Here are my though~s or1 Bag*s pofr~ts {thank Vou~} for moving forward: 

Announcing o~.~r t:ourse offering for next Fall sei’qeste[ so that returning graduate sb.~dent:s can pre-register this Spring serY<!ster, in-.torY:ins grad students 

can register when they arrive next Fall semester, and community members can audit. 

can do a flyer t:hi~t shows the of%ial .::ou~’se immber, des(:~iption~ and co-instruct:ore; inames~ affiliations). See art:ached. 

Thinking we could inch~de veW brief bids of Deena, Suzanne, Bay, Debbie, Tye, and me. So wouM you each provide rY:e wit:h this? 

c Also, an eye-catching graphic would be valuable. Any suggestions? 

o AssembR.~ a list of point person cont:a.::t ink~ {eig., Emily Liner at Kenan, Tom Kelley at Law School) an{~ list: serves (e.g., SPH Minority Student 

Caucus~ HPDP Community Expert Cor~suitants, Black Faculty Caucus) to which I can email the flyer to dissemir~ate. 

High priority is designing the curriculum for the 2 ~ollo,a,-up, l.-d~w sessions t:h~t will occur at ;! and 4 weeks afte~ d-,e 2-d~w anl:i-r~cism training with 

Suzanne an0 Deena. 

Creating a course website is a great idea, 

o But: I arn I00% cluefess on how to go about doing t:his, 

Would or~e of you have the savvy? 

With regard to establishing a stronger o~’ganizing base, what do you think about getting the co-instruct:ors ~- key fi~culb/istudente; ~- communiw rr~embefs 

who had received Phase I anti-racism training t:o at:tend Phase I I anti-racisrn training scheduled for this spring? 

Let Debbie and me know your thoughts to detem~ine what we can do by email and for the remaining tasks, how soon we should sct~edule 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a ERB, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Hea~th Behavior 
GHHngs Schoo~ of G]obal Public Health CB 

3{50 Rosenau Ha~l 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hi~l, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 ............................. 

919 966-2921 ~fax) 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

F~ Bayard Love [mailto:    @~majl.com] 

~eBtl Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:06 PM 

To= Deena Hayes 

Ce~ Wanda Hurter; Stroman, Deborah L; Eng, Geni; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 

S~bje~t= Checking ~n re UNC Radal Equi~ Course 

Hi team - 
I wanted to check in and make sure we’re ~noving things ahead for our cl~s in the fall. You all may ~ moving tl~s smfl’tb~vard already. If so, please 
advi~ and hope~lly we can fold in the below. I s~ke with Deb this morning ~d we’re ~i~Mng it may be good to stm~ ~lMng abom a few things 
sooner than later. 
On our minds: 
1) C~fic~ - can we set np some calls and ~lk through what assignment~ pro-work pos> work etc. will be? 
2) Org~ing - am them prot}ssors and key studem or staff’leaders that we cm~ stmtegiclly get to a workshop beIbm the thll, so that we have a larger 
and stronger ~ going in? How can the cl~s suppo~ organ~ing happening at the difl}mnt school~ and in the Umvesity R)r broadly. 



~, Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into 

the curriculum, Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must orf the work around Black Athletes at UNC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplif34ng the conversaton - could we develop a public course website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as 

we get closer to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we can point peopel to to learn more about all of the orgm~zing 

that is happening. This site would be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 

Tactically, I have a few things on my mind (and you all may have this handled already, not sure: 

1 ) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wanda - were you able to update the UNC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn base at UNC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 

Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

L (cell) ¯ ~@.qmail 

On Men, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena Hayes           ’,~;aoLcom> wrote: 

Greetings: I j ust wanted to confirm "the dates of the semester training tl~is Dll. Have we ~lected the actual dates for the workshop? 

Thmflcs 

D 

Deena Hayes=Greene 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whuuter(~)racialequib’institute.or~> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tomorrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < .... l.@~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi N1 - 
I don’t think I will be able to get instructor status for the course. At least not through the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring ~ne on through the School of Public Health. It ~nay be best to have me involved in a similar 

level and capacity as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As far as professors and s~taft; I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted faculty for the comse. I 

am not familiar with most of the other people, but I think we’d want to keep it to people who really have a grasp of the analysis= 

Other people I would add who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-faculty for the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 

Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and Latino Students scholarships - 
completed 1 day version) 
James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https:~d~cs~~~~gle~c~m/spreadsheet~ccc?key~~Aj7~ptiFwkEadFEtRjhFVWVt~YjNNb3~~LV9iVVBCMVE&usp=sharing 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within 
different levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some 
additions and I know VVanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯  ~gmail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda Hunter <whanter@mc~al~qnitvinstitute:~r~z2~ wrote: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to you with names of t:aculty. I am not necessarily recommending any of these faculty as 

possible instructors for our first course, only sharing what I know about facul~ who have attended the workshop and their level of 

enthusiasm for the training as communicated to me= 

I’ve spoken directly to Sharon Thomas and Kathleen Rounds in Social Work about the possibili~ of a UNC course. They have 

both attended the workshop one time and we~e enthusiastic. They also expressed interest in learning more about this course as we 

moved along. Within Social Work Ms Carlton-LeNey and Sarah Naylorris (also UCCH) also have attended. Also Allison 

DeMarco who is at FPG but has an appointment in SSW. 

~Zithin Nursing, Deb Mayer and Debra Barksdale have been enthusiastic worksbop paxticipants, though Debra B. was early on 

and I haven’t spoken with her over a year I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimonial fi~r us, you may recall ,and I may have mentioned 

the possibili~ of the course to her. Dianne Berry (also UCCH) has also attended a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

W?thin SILS, Barb Wildemuth, Barbara Moran, Claudia Gollop and Ericka Palillo (also UCCH) have all attended. ’][’his whole 

group is committed; Ericka is most knoMedgeable having participated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) more than once and also 

involved in the o~ga~zing. 

Other faculty who have attended one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Christensen (Business) 
~Mexandra Lighffoot (Public Health) 
~Mice 3anmerman (Public Health) 

Molly DeMarco (Public health) 

Crystal Cene (Medicine) 

Dan Nelson (Medicine) 



Alyson Grine (Governmen0 

Ann Itasting~s (Sociology) 

Tye has contacted Law School about being listed but, probably due to holidays, has not heaxd back. tte’ll try again today. 

ftope this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <~_t_._stj£(_a~_t!_r_Lc_:..e_d_._u_?- wrote: 

Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our 

progress and possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 

debby 

I:rom: <Eng>, Geni <eu£ep!a en£@!~pc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, January 5, 20:[4 5:02 PM 

To: Bayard Love          )gmail,com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequit¥institute.org> 

~¢: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik.. " " " ~gmail,com>, Deena Hayes 

<._d___h___a_E_e_s___@___r__a__c__!_a__!_e___~_ _u__!_t_y__i__n___s__t_!_t__u___t__e_:__o_r_g.>, Tye Hunter <! _~___@__y__a___h___o___o_:__c_o_m__.> 

Subje¢t: RE: Shall we meet the week of January ISth? 

I concur with Bay that it’s best to cancel Monday’s call So far, through email, we have confirmed that the 2-day REI training will 

occur August 29-30 (thanks Suzanne!), 

Still wailing om 

Course number from Anna Maria (she wonq: be back until Jan 8, when the academic semester begins) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on being listed as course instruc[ors t:or Law School and Business School 

So, yes, let’s do a conference calL.perhaps toward the end ot: January. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From: Bay Love [mailto: ~ .@small,corn] 
Sent; Saturday, January 04, 2014:12:55 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
~:e: Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 

fti all - 

flow about we cm~cel the proposed call on Monday and schedule a call / meeting later on to work on ’Aii to discuss the lea ruing 

activities and readings for foilow-up to REI training.’ ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by emaii? 

Witt~ Geni in Jury Duty, Deb starting class that week, and the rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a pust~ (worth it for 

in-person, perhaps, but a tail we cart do a~y time). 

?’ye to report if he can be listed as a co-instructor fro~s the Law :School, and if r~ot, who else 

Bay to report if he can be listed as a co-instructor from the Business School, and i[ no[, who else 

Suzanne to conf#m dates when she can c,,’)-facilitate the REI training 

SPHG690Flier.docx> 

<SPHG 690 Course Curriculum Schedule DRAFT.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tye Hunter <lyehunter~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:20 PM 

Stromaaa, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu-~; Wanda Hunter <whunte@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Bay Love 4@gmail.com>; Deena Hayes ~aol.com>; S~anne Plihcik ..... @gmail.com>; Deena Hayes 

<dhayes@raciedequibqnslimte.org> 

Re: CouBe Curriculum DRAFT 

Debby, thanks so much for your leadership on this. I like it and want to take some time to give thoughtful feedback. One small thing that caught my 
eye first time through was the third assignment for the third class where we ask students to identify "racist behaviors" in their own disciplines. I like 
this idea very much, but I think I would consider substituting "structural racism" for "racist behavior." Just a thought and I know you may have a 
reason for asking about behaviors. 

Tye 

On Wednesday, April 2, 2014 12:14 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. Here is my very ROUGH DRAFT for consideration. I am not particularly wed to the topics or assignments. It’s just a beginning. 

Experts - please suggest what would be most appropriate for additional attention after Sessions I & I I. Too much work? Too light? How do we 

keep the community engaged in the other Sessions? Should we be intentional and partner the students with a community member? Have the 

student interview a community member as an assignment? 

FYI - Taffye and I are scheduled for a conference call regarding financial support too. 

"The best ideas come from many ideas." ;) 

Thanks! 

debby 

@drstrornan 

919.843.0336 

"Now wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, GeN <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Wands Hunter <~~w~~~h~~~u~~~n~~t~~~e~~r~~~@.~~~r~~a~~£!~a~~Le~~~q~~u~!~t~y~Ln~~s~~t~!~t~~~u~~t~~~e~:~~~~~r~g> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unqed!~>, Bayard Love @gma!!.com>, Deena Hayes <~ ~ @sol.corn>, Suzanne Plihcik 

< ,    @gmail.com>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>, Tye Huntet, "        @yahoo.corn> 

Subject: RE: Flier for UNC Racial Equity Course 

Wands, 
’Attached is Lhe final version of our course flyer, which should answer your questions. I have already forwarded it to Greg Bocchino, SPH Director for Students 

Service, for distribution to all public health grad students and faculty. 

I’m assuming that to reach grad students and faculty at the I.aw School, Business School, m~d Exercise & Sport Science: 

Bay wH~ forward ~:he flyer to h~s con~:acts 

Tye will forward the flyer to his contacts 

Debby will forward the flyer to her contacts 

My p~an is now to forward the flyer to: 

Rumay A~exander at School of Nursh~g 

Kathleen Rounds at Schoo~ of Social Work 

Erika PatHIo at Schoo~ of ~nforma~:k)n and Ubrary Sciences 

I have t~o co~)tact at Schoo~ of Educsdo~ s~nce Shedck Hughes does t~ot have a UNC en~aJ~ yet. 

No problems sL aH with cross-.posdnss, so do send the flyer out to a~ you~ UNC facuky contacts. I will copy our ~roup on what I sen& 

With resard to d~stribution to community residents, a b~8 caveat is that Debbv is st~H worMn~ on securin8 funds to cove~ the~ mHease and hath!refreshments for 

everyone. Nevertheless, ~ p~an to send the flyer to: 

HPDP"s ~isLserw~ of Community Ex~ert Consultants 

Greensboro Health Disparities Collaborative listserve 

Again, no proMems with cross4ist~ngs, so do send the flyer out to ai~ your community conLacts. ~ w~ copy our group on what ~ send. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavk~r 

Giilings School of G~oba~ Public Heakh CB #7440 

380 Rosenau Ha~ 

University of North Carolina 



Chap{=,I HiIl~ NC 27599 
919966-390’9 
919 966--2921 
eu~eniai_en~@unc~edu 

From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute,org] 
Sent; Friday, March 28, 2024 8:46 AM 
To= Eng, Geni 
~= Stroman, Deborah L; Bay Love; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject= Re: Flier for UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Impo~ance: High 
Hi 
This looks groat to me. Very nice description. 
I have a quesJon about the &y of the week for follom~-up class sessions. This rays libly a Fdday or Saturday. These am the ~ssions with D & S? 
Somefl~ng you sent earlier with suggested class topics and faculU~ leaders seemed to indicate that the~ classes would rake place on Sun&ys. Is ~m dght? 
Aim, once m~e have signed offon the fl}~< is k OK for me to publicize outside of the group you menJo~md below? 
Finally, do you have ~]cular commu~ mem~rs in mind? Would you like my help in mcmim~em? 
Tha~ 
~anda 
On Mar 27, 2014, at 10:2g PM, Eng, Geni <eugema en~unc.edu> wrote: 
O~<, I have p~[: [:ogethe~ the attached [~ier for yo<~r reviewing pleasance, Pre.-reghd:rat~on fo~ [a~ courses will be Apri~ ~, P~e~se ~et me have yo<~r comments/edits, 
~ want to send ~t out TOMORROW mornin[ to Wanda% Ibt of facuky ~n the ema~ below + for each of us to send to our ~espect~ve Office of S~udent Afl:a~rs to 
distribute to our p~ofessiona~ ~rad students. 

Deb, the quote ~s f~om you and ~ hope it’s okay with you that I 8ire the attribution to a ~past partidpant" rather than haman{ 
The ~raph~c comes from a fl~er d~at my ACCURE pro]ec~ ~s us~ns. 

Cheers, 
Geni 

~: Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whun~r@racialequi~institute.org] 
Be.t: Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 6:37 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢: Bay Love; Eng, ~eN; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
$~bject: Re: Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Hi eve~,one, 
TNs is exciting. I have ~en ~lkJng it up mad I imagine flaere roll ~ lo~ of interest in tNs coupe. Ma~y ~a~aks m all of you lbr your conNbu~fons 

I hope you roll m~h out ~ the follomngJhcul& mga~ting stu&nts in their school Mao migN be i&ntified as fumm leMers tbr racial eqNty: 

1) Nursing: Deb Ma~er (h~ ~nt several faculb~ including Rumay Nexandec Debra Bmk~ale ~d Diane Be~w m~d a nmn~r of students) 

2) Intbnnation m~d Lib Sci: Eficka Patillo (~lso B~xb~xa Wilde~nu~, Barbara Momn-tbnner &a~ and Claudia Gollop)--tlffs program is ve~T invested 

3) Social Work-Kathleen Rounds and Sharon Thomas 
4) Education- Shefick Hughes (he is co~ning in July and wa~ts ~ do re,arch on the workshop--tNs is a new development; I cm~ bfief~u). 

As you sai& 3 s~dents from e~h of these ~d from your 4 schools wonld give us the 24 s~dents. The another 10 or so commune- member? How will we recruit 

these and from where? I have lots of contacts if nee&d. 

I want to put a plug in for spending some time on hnp~cit Nns (perhaps in GeM’s or Debb~s lectures?). Nong ruth s~cmml/instimtional racism ~me consider 

implicit racial bias to ~ a major detemainant ofins~imfionN outcomes. It is critical that s~den~ in tNs course have a fima un&~tanding of what implicit/uncon~ious bias 

is, how it is develo~d (the two-~y wor~hop provides the best analysis of this), how it inap~ks ins~mtional &cision-makmg, the resulting oumomes, what makes it 

worse, and how to cotmteract this bias. It codd ~ a~a entire lecture. I am cu~nfly wor~ng with othe~ at REI in the development ofa 1 -day workshop on this topic 

for law enfo~ement officers (a pilot cumculum). But oflaer than ~e examples used, tNs training codd be applicable tbr people working in a~y institution. 

Wanda 
On Mar 26, 2014, at 3:34 PM, S troman, Deborah L <~.~[9£~J.g~:RO.~" wrote: 

d 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

<~mage001.jpg> 
9:19.843.0336 
<~mage002.jpg> 

F~m~ Bayard Love [mailto       ~@gma~l.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:37 AN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢~ Wanda Hun~r; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject~ ~e: Checking in re ~NC Racial Equi~ Course 
Thm~s Deb and all lbr putting ~is together - 
I’m assuming we’re at the generating Jde~ phase right now, so I wanted to throw out ~me of mine. I’m not wedded to any offl~is and happy ~ go m completely 
diIt~rent direcfio~ however we t~el as a group. 

A t~w reactions/thoughts aN?ut process: 
1 ) I agree - lefs have a co~wersation about the class and anti-racist orgaaizing at UNC more broadly. 
2) I love the idea of the website. I have a couple con~cts to follow-up with, but I would suggest you all pursue whatever con~cts you have as well, becasue mostly I 
got’no tSr now’s fiom my B-school contacts. 
3) A have an op~nib’ ~ meet you N1 in ~rson in the ne:d month~ I am in NC the weekend of April 12. Could we do a Sunday a~emoon get-together? A 



cont~rence call also works for me most any time. 

A few thoughts on the content: 

1 ) I love this outline - I feel like we have a great baseline structure already 

2) What about a piece on data-analysis for organzing. I have ~me concrete ideas about "this and imaging an assignment where people have to gather some data ti~om 

their institution, run a couple analyses in excel, and come back with a fieo~ call-m-action for their peers. 

3) Can we add ~nore content on organizing? Here me so~ne ideas of how: 

¯ A session on s~dent organizing lfislo~ - talk about how Critical Race Theory was created out of student activism (grad student activism), or how Black Studies 

and Ethnic Studies were fought for, won, and then largely dismantled. I think students really need to have a sense that what they are taught and not taught is a 

political issue. 

¯ A session on organizing history specific to UNC (eg. the campedgn to integrate.., the building of the Haynes Center. etc..) Assig~maent could be to have tbem hit 

the aJcchives and dig up the histo~ of anti-racist organizing here and the school’s institutional partying. 

Specifics on campaign organizing stucture - IDing allies, barriers, opportunities, converations to have, etc. (we can co-brand it ’intrapreneuship’ or ’civic 

entrepreneurship’ to show how it’s not rocket science) - I can imagine an assignment where they design a campaign aJ;oand something that is real for them 

(curriculum transformations, if nothing else) and "then have them have at least 5 conversions with their potential base refine their organizing strategy. 

¯ Perhaps we have a section of every week that is tbcused on organizing? Each of us could share about our organizing experince. Would be useful exercise to hear 

how we differentiate anti-racist organizing from the other work we do. Curious to hear from you all, but I feel a qualitative difference between ’advocacy’ or 

’policy’ work that I do (i.e. NOT organizing, necessmily) from transformative organizing work. Another exan~ple for me, is that I feel a qualititative difference 

between diversi~ or ’provide-more-programs’ work I have done and challenge-the-structures-of-power-by-building-collective-power work I have been 

involved in. I would love to hea:r you all’s thoughts on this and provide sotne content for the s~dents that clarifies why setting up an after- school prograan from 
underprivileged kids or writing a paper about racial prejudice is not necessarily organizing. 

¯ Perhaps we could have Deena and Suzanne (ify’all aJ:e willing) come back and lead a session on orgnaizing? Or else find s~me UNC alums who have been ruth 

unions or other specifc organiziing organizations to come speak. 

Look forward to continuing to develop this with you all. 
WaJ~nly, 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

!_ (ce,) ~@_g__m___~_!!_ 

On Fri, Mar 21, 2014 at 12:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~)unc~edu~ wrote: 

Hi Team. Thanks again for the impromptu meeting regarding the SPriG 690 course design. Attached find the summary and additional thoughts. 

I think we need to be clear on the two UNC initiatives: ~) The Leading for Racial Equity course and 2) Organizing on campus. There are some aspects of overlap, but we have to be 

careful not to cause any alarm that could thwart the support and momentum for the course offering. 

Geni, let me know your availability to chat about the attachment. I would love to fill you in on the context and gain more understanding of our ability to meet with the students 

once per week for two hours for ’x’ number of weeks. 

I can also chat in the evenings and the weekend 

Website - We can build our own free website at UNC. I think I know enough willing students to supervise and take this task on. !_-Lt_t_p:iiweb.unc.edu/Let me know the contact 

names and emails of any other student recommendations for this effort. My thought is that this site would be the public display of our intent and course overview. As normal, the 

Sakai course site would be internal to the enrolled students and faculty. 

Hope this note helps! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.033B 

"Howwonderfu~ ~t is that nobody need wa~t a single moment before starting to improve the world,"’ ~ A~ne Frank 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequity~nsti[ute,org> 

Date: Sunday, March 2, 2024 22:53 PM 

To: Bayard Love 

~ "Fn~ Geni" <eu~eNa...en~@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes @aoLcom>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Suzanne Plihcik 

~smaiLcom>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@rada~equ~tymst~tute.or~>, Tye Huntet. ~yahoo.com> 

Subje~: Re: Checkin~ in re UNC Racial Equity Course 

Hi all, 
~ finally finished addin~ UNC names to the Goo~le database-about ~50. Probably important to note that "roles" in the database are not necessarily current. Students have 

~raduated and moved on (now alumnH). Staff may no longer be there. Some have shifted from one role to another since the time they attended a workshop. And probably many 

are Alumni who are not designated as such. Also I imagine there are many more alumni who have attended workshops, so this ~roup isn’t inclusive. 

Asterisks are folks who have attended Phase II. 
There are ~ewer than ~0 spaces remainin~ for May workshop and there’s a lot of or~anizin~ ~oin~ on to ~et people there, so act quickly if there’s anyone you really want to come. 

Our next Phase I will be in July. 

Thanks to all of you, 

Wanda 

On Mar 2, 20~4, at ~0:38 PM, Bayard Love )#_~]:_££_~.> wrote: 

2) Geni - I LOVE this course description. 

2) My Bio is below. 

3) I’m not sure about a ~raphic - we really need to develop a brand. Deb - are there resources at the Kenan-lnstitute we can leverage (e~ Cyndy Fallout?) 

4) We should add Julianne Stern as a contact from Plannin~ / MBA. And Monica Bintz as a contact from School of Ed. 
5) Can we schedule a call after March $Sth to be~in talkin specifics about course content? 

6) Could Stephanie support us with developin~ a quick website or ~ettin~ help to do ti? I wil~ ~ive her a rin~ and see what she thinks. We have most of the content - we just need 

someone with a ~raphic eye. 

7) Re: Organizing: 

I love the idea of the Phase 
Also - what new profs can we ~et to a phase ~ this sprin~? Deb - can we ~et Mary Napier to follow through on her commitment? Could you invite Mark Little (who ~ have spoke to at 

length) and Dr. Johnson (also at length)? Other members of the Nack Caucus? Geni - are there other professors at the SPH we can work on? Dean Rimer? With Taffye on board and 

al~ o~ the ~50+ UNC folks we’ve ~ot, we should be aNe to have more and more power in our conversations with people. 

We can ~evera~e this course, all of the student interest, our testimonials, etc. to brin~ new fire to or~anizin~ efforts that may have been slow in the past. At the business schoN, 



we’ve also done concerted inviting - i.e. had multiple students approach the same profs / staff to vouch for the training - I suspect there is a sufficient student base in most schools 

to do that kind of organizing work at this point? Tye - what about the law school? I’ve been working to get Marcie Hawkins to help out, but haven’t had a lot of traction. Would be 

really great to get some more Law Students. I’ve also talked with Gene Nichols a bit about our work - I think he would be a good voice to bring credibility to our work. 

Y’all let me know how I can help! I actually think strategically getting key UNC professors to the workshop may be the most important piece of all that we are doing. 

8) Re: Over-subcription. Deb - I’m not worried about it. I think we should market this as it really is - "LIMTED SPACE and it’s going to FILL UP FAST. So get in and help us organize to 

make this available in the Iongterm. And if you don’t get in, take the the workshop at UCC or in Greensboro or Charlotte." We’ve got room for ’em. Those are my thoughts. Am I off- 

base, Deb? Please feel free to push back. 

Warmly, from cold Boston, 

Bay 

Bay Bio: 

So sorry for my de~ay ~n responding. Here are my ~hough~s on Bay’s po~n~s (~hank you!) for moving forward: 
Announdng our course offering for next FaU semester so ~hat returning graduate s~udenss can pre-reggter this Spdng semester, in-.comhsg grad students can register 

when they arriw? next Fall semester, and community members can audit. 
> ~ can do a flyer that shows the official course number, description, and co-instructors (names, affiliations). See attached. 

o Also, an eye--catcMng grapNc wou~d be valuable. Any suggestions? 
:, Assemb{e a ~ist of point person comact ~nfo (e.g., Emily t.iner at Kenan, Tom Kelley at Law School) and list serves (e.g., SPH Minority Student Cat.~cus, HPI)P 
Communh:y Exper[ Consultants, Black Faculty Caucus} [o whk;h I can emaif the fiver to d~sseminate. 

High priority is designing the (:ur[’k:uk.m~ fo~ the 2 folJow-up, .l-day sessk)ns that will occu~ a~: 2 and a weeks after ~:he 2-day ;anti-racism training with Suzanne and [}eena. 
Creatk~g a course website is a great Mea, 

o ~ut I am ~00% dueless on how to ~o about do~ng this. 
o Would one of you have l:he savvy? 

With regard to estsbfishhag a stronger organizing base: what do Vou thhak about getting the co-4nstructo~s -~ kev faculty}students -[ community members who had 

rec:e~ved Phase I ant~-rac~sm i:~ain~ng 1:o attend Phase H anH-rac~sm ~ra~ning s(:hedukx~ for th~s sprh’lg? 

Let DebNe and me know your thoughts ~o detem~ine what we can do by emaH and ~or the ~emain~ng tasks, how soon we should schedule a call, 

Cheers, 
Geni 
Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 
Professor of Health Behavior 
GHHngs School of G~ob~{ Public He~{th CB #7440 
3(50 Rosenau Hall 
UNversR:y of Nor~:h {::arolma 
Chapel FH~, NC 27599 
9~9 966-39~ ............................. 

919 966-2921. (fax) 
eugen~a...eng@ u nc.edu 
~m~ Bayard Love [mailto: 
~ent~ Monday, Februa~ ~7, 20~4 ~:06 PM 
To~ Deena Hayes 
~m~ Wanda Hun~r; Stroman, Deborah L~ Eng, Geni~ Suzanne Plihdk; Deena Hayes~ Tye Hunter 
g~jemt~ Checking in re UNC Racial Equi~ Course 
Hi m~m - 
I wm~tmd to check in ~d m~ke sure we’re moving t~ngs ~]m~d for ore cl~s in tlm f~IL You ~]l m~y be moving this stuff fonv~rd ~Ire~dy. Ifso~ please ~dvis~ ~nd 
ho~lly we cm~ fold in tbe ~low. I spoke with Dcb ins morning m~d we’re thin,rig it nmy ~ good to siam ruling ~bom a ~¢w things sooner than 

On onr minds: 
l) L~rH~M~ - c~n we set up ~m¢ calls ~nd talk through wh~t assignmcntm pre-worE post-wo~E ¢t¢. will ~? 
2) Orga~g - are there professors and key student or smffleaders that we can strategiclly get to a workshop before the fall, so that we have a larger and stronger 

ba~ going in? How can the class support orgamzing hap~mng at the dittEmnt ~hools, and in the Umvesity for broadly. 

~, Lisa has the sustainability immersion coming up, we have a growing cadre of people at the B-school who are talking about building more racial equity into the curriculum, 

Deb is developing the Black Caucuss and leading must off the work around Black Athletes at U NC and elsewhere. 

3) Amplif.~ng the conversaton - could we develop a public conrse website that contains the content of our proposal? Deb and I are thinking that as we get closer 

to the course (and starting ASAP), it would be good to have a site that we cma point peopel to to learn more about all of the orgaazing that is happening. This site 

would be in addition to, and have links to the REI site, the OAR site, etc. 
Tactically, I have a few things on my mind (and yon aJl may have this handled already, not sure: 

1) Deena - did were you able to confirm the dates? 

2) Wm~da - were you able to update the [5NC spreadsheet? I think we are developing a significatn ba~se at [.INC. 

3) Can we organize a call to address some of the above? Geni and Deb - 
Warm regards, 

B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
I (cell), @.qmail 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 1:07 PM, Deena tlayes <          (&aol.com> wrote: 

Greetings: I j ust wanted to confirm the da’tes of the ~mester training this Pall. Have we selected the actual dates tbr the workshop? 

Thanks 

D 



Deena Hayes- Greene 

O11 Jail 9, 2014, at 4:40 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(tbracialeqnitvinsfitute.org> wrote: 

Yes, I need to update. May get time tolnolrow. 

On Jan 8, 2014~ at 6:05 PM, Bayard Love < ~O;&maJl.corn> wrote: 
Hi aJl - 

I don’t think I will be able to get instructor status for the course. At least not throngh the business school. 

Would it make sense (or be possible?) to bring me on through the School of Public Health. It may be best to have me involved in a similar level and 
capacity as Deena and Suzane. (In addition, of course, to my role as alum from the B-school). 

As tier as prot~ssors and stax’t; I would really mostly recommend you three, Geni, Deb, and Tye to be the noted facul~ tbr the course. I am not familiaJ~ 

with most of the other people, but I think we’d warn to keep it to people M~o really have a grasp of the analysis. 

Other people I would acid who have attended (although I would not necessarily recommend them as co-thculty tbr the course): 

Megan Gosk (Ass. Director of the MBA Program Office) 
Shandra Jones (Associate Director of MBA Admissions - responsible for Black and katino Students scholarships - completed 1 day 

version) 
James McCraken (Clinical Instructor in the Dept. of Psychiatry) 
Amy Whittmayer (Director of Career Managment at B-School - registered for training in February) 
Rumay Alexander (Clinical professor and director of multicultural affairs at the School of Nursing) 

Taffye Clayton (Vice Provost, Diversity and Multicultural Affiars) 
I’ve invited you all to share the Googledoc Wanda and I created to track out growing UNC base. 

https://d~cs~g~~g~e.c~m/spreadsheet/ccc?key=~Aj7~ptiFwkEadFEtRjhFV~VVt~YiNNb3~~LV9iVVBCMVE&usp=sharing 
Anyone can add people - this can serve as a ’roadmap’ to let us know how we’re doing in the various schools and within different 
levels (eg. students, alums, professors, admins, etc.) We have some updating to do - I’ve just made some additions and I know 
Wanda is working on adding some as well. 
x Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell), @.qmail 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 6:40 AM, Wanda ttunter <whunter~;mcialequit,/-mstitate.org> wrote: 

Debby, sorry for the delay in getting back to you witl~ names oftgculty. I am not neces~fily recommenNng any of these f~ulty as possible 

instructors for our tirst coume, oNy sharing what I know about t~ulty who have atten&d the wor~hop and their level of enthnsiasm tbr the gaining 

as communica’md to me. 
I’ve s~ken directly to Shm~n ~omas ~d Kathleen Rounds ~ Social Work about the possibility ofa I~C course. They have both artended 

the workshop one time and were enthusiastic. They also expressed interes~ in learning ,no~e about tNs com5e as we moved along. WN~in Social 

Work Ms Carlton-LeNey ~d Sar~ Naylorfis (also UCCH) also have a~en&d. Also _~Rson DeMarco who is at FPG but has ~ 

ap~intment in SSW. 

Wit~ Nurs~g, Deb Mayer ~d Debra Bar~d~e have been enNusi~tic wor~hop pa~icipants, though Debra B. was early on a~d I haven’t 

spoken with her over a ye~ I’m sure. Deb Mayer wrote a testimoNal for us, you may recNl ,~d I may have mentioned the possibili~- of the course 

to her. Dianne Ben3~ (also UCCH) has also a~en&d a workshop and I think she was positive about it. 

WitNn SILS, Barb Wfldemuth, Barbara Mor~, ClauNa GoRop ~d Eficka PaSo (also UCCH) have all a~ended. This whole group is 

commiRed; Eficka is mos~ ~owledgeaNe having N~icipated in workshop (Phase I and Phase II) mo~e than once and also involved in the 
orga~ing. 

Other thculty who have atten&d one workshop include: 

Lisa Jones Chfistensen (Business) 

~ex~dra Li~ffoot ~b~c lleaith) 

.~ce ~merin~ (~bfic Heath) 
MMly DeMarco (Pubfic heath) 

C~stal Cene (Medicin0 

D~ Nelson (Medicine) 
.Myson G~e (Gove~en0 

.~n Has~gs (SociMo~-) 

Tye has contacted Law- School abont being listed but, pro~bly &~e to hoiiday~ has not heard back. He’ll tD’ again to~y. 

Ho~ this helps. 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 10:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~;nnc.edt~ wrote: 
Thanks. 
Faculty: I am waiting for faculty recommendations from Wanda and Bay. I will compile the master list and start making initial contact about our progress and 
possible participation in some capacity. 

Funding: I will meet again with Dr. Taffye Clayton after the workshop on Tuesday. (Part of her staff has registered) 
debby 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia...eng@unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, January 5, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Bayard Love         ~@gmN~.com>, Wanda Hunter <whunter@rac~a~e~u~ty~nst~tute:or~> 
Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~£_@~£5:_~_~_~>, Suzanne Plihdk.        ~g~#_[J:_5£_~.>, Deena Hayes <~_~_~_~@[~_[#_[~_[~y~_D_~[~9_~_:REg>, 
Tye Huntet.         @yahoo.corn> 
5ubje~: RE: Shall we meet the week of January 6th? 
~ concur with Bay that ~:’s best to cance~ Monday’s c~lL So ~r, through ema~l, we have con~rmed that the 2-day R~?I training wi~ occur August: 29.- 
30 (t:han~s Suzarme~). 
Sti~[ waitit~g on: 

Course number from Amla Maria (she won’L be back unti~ Jan 8, when Lhe academic semester begit~s) 

Confirmation from Tye and you on beh~g Hsted as course instructors for Law Schoo~ and Bush~ess Schoo~ 



So, yes, le[’s do a conference (:all, ,perhaps toward [he em~ of Jar~LH~ry, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

F~ Bay Love [mailto       ~(@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 3anua~ 04, 20~4 22:55 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Cc: Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L; Suzanne Plihcik; Deena Hayes; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Shall we meet the week of 3anua~ 6th? 

Hi ~Jl - 

How about wc zanzcl ~hc proposed za~l on Monday and szhcd~lc a zall / mc~n~ la~ on ~o work on ’A~ to d~c~s the k~ rn~ ng m~d~t~ e~ ~ nd 

readin~s for ~ol~ow-~p ~o RE~ tr~nin~? ? 

Can we provide updates on the rest by email? 

With Genii in Jury Duty, Deb starti~x~ class that week, and the rest of us in the training, it may be a bit of a push {worth it for in-person, 

perhaps, but a tail we cart do a~y time), 

T¥C! 1:0 ~report: if he can be listed a5 a co-instruct:or from the ].~w School, ~md ff not, who else 

Bay to report ff he can be I~sted as a co-h]structor from the Business School, and ff not, who e~se 

Suz~nne ~o confirm dates when she ca~ co-f~c:i]itate 1:he R~I l:~ah-lh~g 

. &n 

SPHG690Flier.docx> 



April 3, 2014 

Notes taken during the presentation section of the March 31, 2014 board meeting. 

Sport Entrepreneurship 

1. Christy Shaffer - Connect to the NC Science Festival. Sport Entrepreneurship could be a 
theme for next year. 

Innovation Hub for the Elder Care Economy 

1, Wayne Holden - Sarasota Institute on Aging as a potential model. 

2. Wall Street Journal, Smallville USA, recruiting people to return home. If they are home 

they will be bringing jobs, wealth, taxes and the renewed connection with their families 

and elder care responsibilities. Iowa does this. Programs to incentivize. 

3. DeLisa Alexander - Wake County Economic Development focus on talent attraction 
trailing spouse issues. 

4. Continuing care retirement communities would be interested parties. Expensive to be 
there and they are looking for ways to sell services to individuals outside of the 

communities. 

5, Marc Paul - Insurance companies to fund the work 

6. Ted Z - Savings deficit for many people mean that being able to afford many services 

might be problematic. Next Generation Building projects/products may also be an 

interested party. 

North Carolina Strategic Economic Growth - Mark Little 

1. Concern expressed about the health of the company once the MBA completes the work 

plan and is no longer engaged in the company. Do we have a mechanism to continue to 
check in and provide support? 

Mark is partnering with SBTDC and SBC and making the business owner aware and 
providing connections to these support services. One suggestion was made to bring in 

these community partners and resources in at the earliest stages of the engagement with 
the company so much of the education is not lost in the transfer. Note: the regional 

roundtable format did not take off with local partners, so looking at other options. 

Keith Pigues also concerned about the term of engagement - form an MBA core to help 

keep things going? 

2. Kel Landis - Has Mark talked to Golden Leaf?. No not yet but will. 



3. Barbara Entwisle: Are we working with and not competing with other units on campus 
doing this exact work? Mark is working hard to bring together all units on campus so that 

they can be informed of the work that is being done. There is a monthly gathering of 

interested parties at UNC for economic development (group of 25-30). 

4. Bob Geolas is very supportive of this work. He feels as if we need to get this into every 

county. Wants Research Triangle Foundation to serve the Universities by helping them 
connect to resources and people in the entire state. 

Brand North Carolina 

Board interested and will work to get the word out. Also participated in a short branding 

exercise, which was collected. 

Circling the Triangle 

Christy Shaffer - how much money does Maryann need to continue her research. 

Dean Shackelford remarks 

Kenan Institute should be the most extraordinary one of its type affiliated with a business 
school. With the greatest work yet to come. 

Connecticut + Mississippi = North Carolina 

Poverty and prosperity together. We need to strive to service and support both North 

Carolina’s. 

Permanent director needed. Search committee will be pulled together soon, but he wanted 
the opportunity to learn about the Kenan Institute. 

Board of Advisor members discussion 

International discussion 
Agnes Bean - what has happened to the international component of KI? What is the 
international focus going to look like. Entrepreneurship, Economic Development and 

International were the three building blocks recent KI history. International work was 
represented by KI Asia, logistics, China ..... What is the future? 

Dean’s response - There are global components of the business school. We need to take 
holistic look at KI and KFBS international programs and decide what might be needed and 

what role KI could fill. KFBS has been intentional in their international focus 



Tom Kenan - KI Asia is still alive. Doug should spend some time with Richard Bernhard to 

learn what is going on. Tom feels as if KI Asia should be in Singapore, Vietnam, China and 
Cambodia. KI needs new direction from Doug to say what makes sense from KI and KFBS 

perspective. 

Lingmei - Richard will be in town week of April 7 as they conduct interviews for 4 summer 

internships with KI Asia for KFBS and UNC students. 

Don Hobart - KI Asia host for Eisenhower Fellows? Eisenhower Fellows predominately in 

Singapore. 

Ted Zoller - Entrepreneurship, Economic Development and International all tied together. 

Not mutually exclusive. Prepare students to understand impact of global. Most of our 
students are unilingual and not culturally aware. 

General Discussion of what KI could/should be 

Bob Geolas - Can’t tinker around the edges. Need to take on big new challenges and work 
together to change our destiny. 

What is the next big idea? We have the tools we need to break out of our comfort zone 

Courage 
Faith 

Generosity 
Kenan name is synonymous with big important things. 

Kel Landis - KI needs to not hide its light. It needs to be significant. Very few people know 

what KI is. We can be better at economic development, entrepreneurship. Should be the 
place where people go to talk about the topics. The ’convener’. Our phone should be 
ringing all of the time. 

Howard Lee - Opportunities to start to influence a new crop of leaders; focus should be 

broadened to include 6-12th grade. Kenan family has a long history of influence in 
education; work with high potential, low expectation kids. 

Charles Merritt - Kenan name has influence across campus. Unique opportunity to pull 

together I&E across campus. Get it right at home and them spread beyond our walls. 

Barbara Entwisle - KI = impact and research. Impact beyond starts with strengths on 
campus. We are not fully leveraging all resources on this campus. The Kenan Institute 

feels separate from the rest of campus - ’reach out from the hill on the edge of campus’. 

Karen Popp - KI needs to leverage the UNC system to bring together all of the I&E efforts 

across the system. Branding effort needed. 



Marc Paul - Is it easier to cooperate with UNC system schools and NC schools or on the 

international level. 

Wayne Holden - Your budget is not that big. Many of the ideas being thrown out are big 

dollar ideas. How to you plan to bridge the gap? Partners and other resources? 

Ruben Carbonell - There are a lot of I&E connections across all of the campuses and the 

region. Eship strengths at Duke and NC State. Any activities need to be collaborative. No 
one should own. 

Keith Pigues - I&E, globalization, many are talking about it and many are doing it. What is 

uniquely KI? What do we offer that is unique and strong and contributes? What is our 

competitive advantage? 

Dean Shackelford - believes that if we have the right vision resources will follow. 

Judith closed by asking the question of what makes a board work. What is the optimal way 

to use your time. We will be reaching back out to discuss. 



Sent: 

To: 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 10:09 AM 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweighV~:email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@ema~l.unc.edu-*; sportlaw@emml.unc.edu; Popp, Nels 

<nelspopp@email.unc.edtr~; Padua, Dariu A ~<tpadua@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Undergrad focus group 

Students, 
Just a reminder of our first Undergraduate Focus Group meeting this afternoon at 4:00 p.m. in Woollen 303. Bring your enthusiasm and ideas about your program to the 
meeting. 
See you this afternoon, 

Ms. Southall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WaJ~da Hunter <whunte@racialequityinsfitute.org~ 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 9:42 AM 

Bay Love < @gmml.com> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; LighttboL Alexandra F <aflight@email.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L ~Mstro@unc.edu>; Tye Huater 
:r@ya~hoo.com>; Deena Hayes <dJ~ayes@mcialequi~inslitute.org>; Suzm~ne Plihcik k@g~nail.com> 

a~y feasible ways to serve all or mos~[ of the registrants? 

Could there be a 2nd REI workshops in eaxly September to allow us to accommodate all the students, and then divide the group into 2 sections for the follow-up 

classes with faculty? 

OAR will be scheduling a September communiF-based workshop, but have not scheduled dates yet. We cmmot afford to allow more than a few students to artend 

tbr $25, but if there was UNC fimding to support them, we could offer prioriF in registration. Is this something we should discuss with Ta~)e? 

Wanda 

On 
Apr 10, 2014, at 9:06 AM, Bayard Love~- .................. ~igrn~Jl.corn> wrote: 

Thm~s for the heads up. 

Can we have the 3rd ’reserved’ business spot? it would help us so much to have a third. Understood if it’s just too tough to say no to so many. 

Also - can we work out a ’discotmt’ for students who cannot get in to take the workshop in CH? 

I loved your suggestion on that, Geni, because I think capturing all this interesting and getting these tblks into a workshop will help is have he base we need to turn ti~om 

pilot to full-fledged course. 

Or ~naybe we build another workshop in the fg,1 specifically for overflow from the course? 

Exciting news. Thin,ks for leading the hard part of catting back. 

Bay 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 8:00 AM, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

registered ti~is week. With 53 registrants, selecting from .’_his pooi is going ~o be pai!~ul. Dee!~a ~’,,e!~ ~ ti~rough ti~e list wi[h me yesterda,l ar!d made educated guesses on 

Geni 

From: Bayard Love [.~N[[_t__o_L] [_@_g__m___a_j!:__c_9___m_.] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 09, 20:t4 8::t2 plVl 
To; Eng, Geni 
Co; Wanda Hunter; Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Strornan, Deborah L; Tye Hunter @yahoo,corn); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 
Subject; P.e: Updated list 

~ 
BUSI 

MBA Mon 4/7/2014 ] :51 PM 
MBA Man 4/7/2014 1:56 PM 

a axe Afidcan AmericaJ~. 

More Business Studen’~s (and constituents) to come. I’ll be meeting with some current students on Sunday who are our frontline organizers at the B- 

school ;) 

~,~B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
@g__m____a__!!_ 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, Eng, Geni <eu~enia eng(?~uuc.edu> wrote: 

If you I~now Lhe raceiethnicity of these stL~dents;, p~ease ~eL me know. 

Gen~ 

F~m: Eng, Geni 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 8:52 AM 

To= ’Wanda Hunter’ 
Cc= Lighffoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love ( ~@gmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject; RE: other possible communi~ pamupanN 

S~nce yesterday, I’ve received 

@yahoo.corn); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

additional requests from students--2 from BUSI and .~ from SILS --for a total of 53 students requesting to enroll. 

~, I addidonaf request from a community member (an African American wornan from Rocky Mount) ---for a total of 2 community rnernbers 



requesting to audit. 

Alex and Veronica Carlisle iust sent our course announcement tod~y to their respective list serves of community experts. 

c~, So, Wa~da, please have all communit,~’ members ~en# me an emaik 

C h e i-:! 

Geni 

t=r~m: Wanda Hunter [--m-a--[~t-qLw-h---u-.-n--t--e-~@-~-a--Q-a-!-e--q-u--LbZLn-s-t-j-t--u--t--e-.~-q-[~] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 08, 2014, 5:06 PM 
To-" Eng, Geni 
Subject: other possible community participants 
Dea~ Geni, 
J~anes Davis, a tSfifly young Afric~-American tn~, is interested in auditing as a community tnember. Once I confim~ that the dates a~d times work for 

him, I’ll get him to contact you ~o register. 

J~,~" E. ~o-,v~ Jr.~ 

Civil Rights Specialist 
Phone: 1919) 245-2488 
<imageOO:[.jpg> 

Rollin Russell, a white retired pastor and a leader in anti-racism ac’dvities in the UCC denomination, may also be interested. He serves on the Orange 

County Human Pdghts Commission with James. I havefft actively recruited him becanse I wasn’t sum if you wa~ated upper middle class well-educated 

white people or not. But he is an older man (70s) who has some good awareness about the histou of racism, the struggle, aaad white privilege. He could 

add to the diversity of perspectives... 

How ma~y communi~ membeB do we have now? How maaay student applicants? 

Wanda 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: James Davis <iadavis@oran.qecountvnc..qov> 

Subject: RE: Thanks 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>, Rollin Russell <         i@nc.rr.com> 

I would love to attend the course. What are the proposed course times and days? 
~D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tidwell, Cate <tidwellc@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Website Updates - Sport Venture Quotes 

Let me know if this one works... 

Care Tidwell 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

C  

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I @CateTidwell 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:47 PM 

Tm Care Tidwell <tidwellc@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Website Updates - Sport Venture Quotes 

Hi Cate. I couldn’t access the edit mode. What is the website administrator address again? 

From: <Tidwell>, Cate Tidwell <.t_!..d_ .w._ .e_]Lc_ .@_]_[v__e_.__u_.n__c__._e__d_._u_.> 
Date: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 at 9:24 PM 

To: "           ,                ,.aJlive.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Website Updates - Sport Venture Quotes 

and Debby, 

Our website is a little tricky to navigate. , if you an Debby can design the content and flow, I can show you how to update the actual page from the backend. 

o edit.www.unc.eminor.org 

¯ User: ._c____a___t__e__:__t_!__d___W____e_J_!@__u___n____c__.___e____d___u__ 
¯ Password: 

Andrew, 

We can schedule a time to sit down for early next week if that works for you. 

Cate 

Cate Tidwell 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

C  

unceminor.oq~l schedule a meeting I @CateTidwell 

From: abarks ;@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:31 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ca t e Ti d well < t_!_d__w._e_.[[£@_[!x.e__:._u_ .n_c_.._e__d_.u_.> 
Subject: Re: Website Updates - Sport Venture Quotes 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I look forward to the opportunity to give my assistance in any way possible. 



On Apr 9, 2014, at 20:26, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstr~o@unc.edu> wrote: 

tti          ’I:b, anks ~-or ~.~o~unte~ ring ~c:, ~ss~st: Yo~ ,~viil work w~th Ca~e ~nd rne ~:o de:, some "e~s~?’ ~pd~tes, [ wl]] help ~fou ie~m~ 0 

Le~:’s chat be~k,~- class tomorro~L 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CIM 

~ng¢Oe, Explore. ~mpower~ 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO2~]pg> 

<h~age00g png> 

~eBt~ Monday, March 31, 201~ 9:1~ AM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
8~bje~t~ Re: Website Updates - Sport Venture Quotes 
Debb~, 
If you have a student in your class who will manage the sports page and want to jump on our "marketing team", I would LOVE that. If you send me their name, I can 

meet with them and have a working meeting to get it done asap. Let me know~ 

Cate 

Cate Tidwell 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meeting I @CateTidweH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <whunter@mcialeqnityinstitt~te.org--- 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:39 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Bay Love         @gmaJl.com>; Lightfoot, Alexandra F ~atlighV~.,email.unc.edu>; Stroman Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter 
~ydnoo.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@mcialequi~inslitute.org>; Suzanne Plihci k@g~nail.com> 

Re: any feasible ways to serve all or mosl of the regislrants? 

I totally understand the financing situation. Just pushing the envelope a little to check what might [-e possible given the high demand. 

In terms of our local organizing, I can take this request to our committee, but I’d not anticipate a favorable response. We alreadv offer scholarships to all who need 

them. Over the years we have done this on a regular basis tbr UNC students, as well as community members, many of whom have t~wer financial resources than 

graduate students. It would be hard to juslit~ giving free registrations to a limited # of UNC students when we couldn’t give the same to all who asked, or to low- 

income communi~ members. 

Thanks to everyone tbr your work in shepherding this along. 

Wanda 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 10:02 AM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng({~unc.edu> wrote: 

Our financing siL~lation would not cover the trainers fee for a 2nd REI 2--day training. Pfus, doublit~g the time commitn~ent from Tye, Bay, Debby and me wou~d be 
pretty tough on 
Can’t you designste a ~im~ted number of s~ots for our course overflow studsllts, WhO WOU~d pay $25 for their food, at regularly scheduled trainings throL~8[?out the 
yesr? 
Geni 

F~m= Wanda Hunter [mai~to:whunter@acialecujNjnstitute,orq] 
Sent= Thursday, April ~0, 2054 9:42 AN 
To= Bay Love 
C¢= Eng, Geni; Ligh~oot, Al~andra F; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 
Subject; any feasible ways to sere all or most of the registrants? 
Could there be a 2nd REI workshops in emly September to allow us to acco~nmodate all the s~dents, and then divide the group into 2 sections for the follow-up 

classes mN thcul~’? 
O~ roll be ~heduling a Septem~r communi~’-based workshop, but have not scheduled dates yet. We cabot a~brd to allow more than a few students to a~end 

for $25, but if them was ~C funding to supra them, we could o~Er pfiofi~’ in registration. Is tNs something we should di~uss with Ta~-e? 

Wanda 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:06 AM, Bayard Love < ~@gmail.com> wrote: 
Thanks tbr the heads up. 

Can we have the 3rd ’reserved’ business spot? It would help us so much to have a third. Understood if it’s just too tough to say no to so many. 

Also - c~ ~,e ~,ork out a ’discount’ for students who c~not ~et ~ to take the wor~hop in CH? 

I loved your suggeslion on ~at, Geni, because I think capturing all this interesting and getting the~ fol~ into a workshop will help is have he base we need to turn £rom 

pilot to fifll-fledged course. 

Or may~ we build another workshop in the l:o~l specifically for ove~ow from the course’? 

Exciting news. Thanl~ for leading the hard ~ of cu~ing back. 

Bay 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 8:00 AM, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@anc,e&~> wrote: 

Bay, 

I received their emails and ?!ave added [hePr~ to our iisL ]-ha!~k you for recrui,’_ing thePrd However, you’ll need ,’_o hold off !~ow because students from 51LS ?!ave also 

reg[s,’_ered ,’_his week, Wi[h 53 registran,’_s, seleo’_ing from this pool is go[r~g to be pair!fall, Deer!a wer!t ,’_h!’ough ,’_he list with rile yesterday arid Pr~ade eddcated gdesses on 

race/e,’_hr~ic[W, based on names, 

Gen[ 

From= Bayard Love [mailto: 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, zu±e ~:12 PH 
To: Eng, Geni 
Cc: Wanda Hunter; Lightfoot, Alexandra 
Subject: Re: Updated list 

t 
BUSI 

_,r@y__a__h___o__o__=_c___o_[_r_0; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

!kenan- flagler.unc.edt~ 
I MBA I Mon4/7i2014 1:51PM 
I MBA I Mon4/7i20141:56PM 

 and  axe Aii-ican American. 

More Business Students (and constituents) to come. I’ll be meeting with some current students on Sunday who are our t?ontline o~anizers at the B- 

school ;) 
xxB 



Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
:@..q mail 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@tmc,e&~> wrote: 

tf you know the r~ceiet:hnicity of these ~.;tudents, p~ea~;e ~et me know. 

Gem 

F~m: Eng, Geni 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 8:52 AN 
To= ’Wanda Hunter’ 
C¢= Lighffoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love ~@qmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunte 
Subject= RE: other possible communi~ pa~icipang 

Sh~ce yesLerday, I’ve ~ece~ved 

;r@yahoo.com); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

additional requests from students --- 2 from BUSI and 3 from SILS --- for a total of 53 students requesting to enrofk 

e :1 additional requesL t:rom a community rnember (an African American woman frorn Rocky Mount) --for a total of 2 community members 

requesting to audit, 

o Alex and Veronica Carlisle )Jst sent our course announcement today to their respective list serves of community experts, 

,: So, Wanda, please have all community members send me an email, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From: Wanda Hunter [...m...a.!~.t..~..:.~.v..h.u..D..t#..r..@r..a...c.La.J..e..R.u.LtgLn.~[N~¢~.~g] 
Seat: Tuesday, April 08, 20:t4 5:06 plVl 
To: Eng, Geni 
Subject: other possible community participants 

Deaar Geni, 

Jazzes Davis, a fairly young African-American man, is interested in auditing as a communiD member. Once I confirm that the dates m~d times worlc for 

him, I’ll get him to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 

p h o n e: ~_9_~__9_L2___4_~_-__2_~_8__ 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

Rollin Russell, a white retired paslx~r and a leader in anti-racism activities in the UCC denomination, may also be interested. He serves on the Orange 

County Human Rights Commission with James. I havmtt actively recruited him because I wasn’t sure if you wa~ted upper ,niddle class well-educated 

white people or not. But he is an older man (70s) who has some good awareness about the histoD~ of racism, the straggle, and Mdte privilege. He could 

add to the diversi~ of perspectives... 

How malay co,nmunity me,nbers do we have now? How many student applicants? 

Wanda 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: dames Davis <iadavis@oran.qecounNnc.~ov> 
Subject: RE: ThanRs 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:80:]9 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute~org>, ~ellin ~ussell I@nc~rr.com> 
Wanch;, 

t would love to att~-’_md the cour~,;e. What are th~-’_~ pr.:_~po~,;ed cour~,;e times and days? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Friday, April 11, 2014 12:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest tbr Apt 10, 2014 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for Apr 10, 2014 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
2. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
4. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
5. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
6. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
7. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
8. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
9. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
10. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
11 Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
12. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
13 Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
14. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
15 Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
16. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification [’or assignment submission 

Sports Businesses EXSS 328.xIsx (9 KB) 

2. Subject: Email notification [’or assignment submission 

Assignruent: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assigtwnent Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

3. Subject: Email notification for assignruent submission 

4. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 



Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Attachments 

5. Subject: Email notification for assignruent submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fl~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Attachments 

5 Triangle area sports businesses.xlsx (10 KB) 

6. Subject: Email notification for assignruent submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fl~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Attachments 

DayTSB S14’.xlsx (13 KB) 

7. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS328 001 SP14 
Site ID: tb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadtbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Attachments 

5 Sport Businesses in the Triangle.xlsx (43 KB) 

8. Subject: Emai[ notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS328 001 SP14 
Site ID: :Po86ck397-c977-4347-97df-7fadPoab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due [)ate: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 prn 

9. Subject: Eruail notification for assignment subruission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: @r 10, 2014 12:00 pm 



Submission ID: 49695dcb-9d65~4a06-b373-dbd066669fle 
Submitted on: Apr 10, 2014 11:38 am 

Attachments 

10. Subject: Email notification for assigt~’nent submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission ID: ld0708a0-b81c-4da7-b3d5-822et~4ca9b51 
Submitted on: Apr 10, 2014 11:46 am 

Atta chments 

11. Subject: Email notification fur assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: ~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfad~ab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission I13: 8c4283fS-69e2483a -b418-771970b3293f 
Submitted un: Apr 10, 2014 11:48 am 

Attachments 

12. Sut~ject: Email notificatiun for assignment submissiun 

Site Title: EXSS328.001 .SP14 

Site ]~[5:fb86ck’~97-c977-4347-97d[’-7fadl"bab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Spurt Businesses 

Assignment Due [)ate: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission ~[): 53342cLO1-3d2c-4336-9078-0bb:fi’5441:~l lb 

Submitted un: Apr 10, 2014 11:45 am 

Attachments 

13. Subiect: Email notification for assigrmrent submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site I13:~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assigt~’nent Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission ID: 39c0c348-30cd-4a82-987t~-267361ebb7f4 
Submitted on: Apt 10, 2014 11:33 arrl 

Attachments 

14. Subiect: Email notification for assigrmrent submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site I13:~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 



Submission ID: d411~3d63-3899-~flg-aSce-52bSa5041539 

Submitted on: Apr 10, 2014 11:45 am 

Attachments 

15. Subiect: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fl~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Assignruent: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assigtmaent Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission ID: b87962bc-b848-4e0a-8516-d26a4edb85df 
Subrnitted on: Apt 10, 2014 11:50 ara 

Attachments 

16. Subiect: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS328.001.SP14 
Site ID: fl~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfadfbab7fc3 

Assignruent: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date: Apr 10, 2014 12:00 pm 

Submission ID: 600e2225-cd60-43bS-97fc-f749ecfPob09 
Submitted on: Apr 10, 2014 11:54 am 

Attachments 

This automatic notification message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai unc.edu) 
You can modiI}’ your notification preferences in your \~z Workspace. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 10:37 AM 

S~anne Plihcik <       @gmail.com>; ’Bayaxd Love’         @gmail.com> 

’Wanda Hunter’ <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>; LighttboL Alexandra F <allight@emaiLunc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<~tstro@unc.edu>; ’Tye Hunter’ < @ahoo.com>; ’Deena Hayes’ <dhayes@racialequi~institute.org > 

RE: Ulxtated list 

PreRegisteredStudentLisl04-11-14.docx 

you. We have 7 community members! 

Geni 

From: Suzanne Plihcik [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April :[0, 2014 2:25 PN 
Te~ ’Bayard Love’; Eng, Geni 
¢¢~ ’Wanda Hunter’; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Tye Hunter’; ’Deena Hayes’ 
Subject~ ~E: ~pdated list 
f know you are giving k~ts of thought to the rnake-up of the first group o~ students to psrt~dpate in the course. As you k)ok at race, gender and schooi, f wou~d ask 

you to also c.:N~s~der who will be the most engaged and bes~: able ~:o hear our ana~ys~s. I fully appre(:ia~:e how d~[ficult th~s ~s to determine and I still ask you to put ~t 

in your th~nking as you make these derisions. ~ must add th~s is not because ~ doubt our or your ability to change mb~ds and hearts. It ~s because success ~s d~fl:icuk 

to gage and one semester far too short to gage it. Those deeming ~f the course is to be continued wH] ~ke~y use fakly traditiona~ measures. This first group’s 

experience seems pretty important. 

Suzat~t~e 

From: Bayard Love [mailto: .@qmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 09, 20:[4 8::[2 PM 
To: Eng, Geni 
C¢: Wanda Hunter; Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter ( 

Subject-" Re: Updated list 

I 
BUSI 

@yahoo.com); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk 

,%kenan- flagler.unc.edu ~ Mon 4/7/2014 1:51 PM 

Mon 4/7/2014 1:56 PM 

are Afiican Americm~. 

More Business Students (and conslituents) to come. I’ll be meeting ruth some current s~dents on Sunday who are our fronfline organizers at the B- school ;) 

xxB 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ .@g mail 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, gng, Geni <._e_Ltg_e___r~_a_____e_n_g@_unc.edu > wrote: 

you know the racelethnicity of these students, please let me know. 

Geni 

Frora: Eng, Geni 
8e~t: Wednesday, April 09, 20:[~ 8:52 AM 

Te; ’Wanda Hunter’ 
C¢: Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love (       ~gmail~com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject; RE: other possible community participants 
Sir~ce yesterday, I%e receiw:_~d 

@yahoo,corn); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

requests from students - 2 flom BUSI and 3 from SH.S - for a total of 53 studenLs requesting to 

additional request from a community member (an African American woman from Rocky Mount) --- for a total of 2 community members requesting to audit. 

Alex and Veronica Carlisle just sent our course announc~:_~ment today to th~:_dr resp~-_~ctive list serves o[ commut~ity exper[s. 

Chl:_!ers~ 

Geni 

From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.orq] 
Seat; Tuesday, April 08, 20:[4 5:06 PM 
To-" Eng, Geni 
Subject; other possible community participants 

DeaJc Geni, 

a Ihirly young Ai~can-American man, is interested in auditing as a communi~ member. Once I confirm "that the dates and times work tbr him, I’ll get him 

to contact you to register. 



a white retired pastor and a leader in a~ati-racism activities in the UCC denomination, may also be interested. He serves on flae Orange Cotmty Human 

Rights Commission wifla       I haven’t actively recruited him because I wasn’t sure if you waa~ted upper middle class well-educated white people or not. But he is an 

older man (70s) who has some good awareness about flae history of racism, flae struggle, and white privilege. He could acid to the diversity of perspectives... 

ttow many community members do we have now? How malay student applicm~ts? 

Wanda 

Begin tbm’a¢ded message: 

F r o m:            <      @_9__r_a___n_~__e___c__9__u_n_~___n___c_:_~t 9__v_ > 
Subject: RE: Thanks 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.or,cj>, : ~,nc.rr.com> 
War~da, 
[ would love to atLend the coL~rse. Wh~!t are the proposed coL~rse times arid days? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Sullivan, Susan [Susan_Sullivan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

4/11/2014 7:28:49 PM 

Hagan, Tyler Scott [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tyler Scott Hagan (tshagan)82b]; Harrison, Bryan Paul [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Harrisbp]; Alex Kirby 

@me.com]; Arey, Briannen Kay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Briannen Kay Arey (barey)]; ’Edgar Walker’ I          @gmail.com]; 

Bandklayder, Michelle [Michelle_Bandklayder@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn 

Stroman (dstroman)]; Anthony, Caleb Christian [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Caleb Christian Anthony (ccanthon)b17]; Ketterer, Mark [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mark Lee Ketterer 

(ketterer)562]; Richardson, Alexia [Alexia_Richardson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Sharpe, Alan Dodson [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Alan Dodson Sharpe 

(asharpe5)blb]; Pettine, Kathryn [Kathryn_Pettine@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Grimshaw, Maria 

[Maria_Grimshaw@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Donaldson, Christopher Lynn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cldonald]; Nishihara, Tetsuo 

[Tetsuo_Nishihara@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Mwaura, Caroline W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cmwaura]; ’Taylor Sharp’ 

_ggmail.com]; Carter, Beth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Egcarter]; Shadid, Jonathan David [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jonathan David Shadid (shadid)6ef]; Egbuna, 

Toby [Toby_Egbuna@kenan-flagler.unc.edu]; Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

BAS Strategy Meeting 

Woollen 310 

4/17/2014 10:30:00 PM 

4/18/2014 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Hagan, Tyler (Health Policy and Management); Harrison, Bryan (Assoc Prv Acad Initiatives-UBC); Alex Kirby; Arey, 

Briannen (Admissions); ’Edgar Walker’; Bandklayder, Michelle; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Anthony, Caleb (School of Pharmacy); Ketterer, Mark (Exercise & Sport Science); Richardson, Alexia; Sharpe, Alan 

(Exercise & Sport Science); Pettine, Kathryn; Grimshaw, Maria; ’Christopher Lynn Donaldson’; Nishihara, Tetsuo; 

’Mwaura, Caroline Wangui’; ’Taylor Sharp’; Carter, Beth; ’Shadid, Jonathan David’; Egbuna, Toby; Stroman, Deborah L 

In addition to going over progress on each item in the Project Plan, we’ll also be going over volunteer sign-ups for the 

day of. Please bring your calendars (with exam dates/times)! 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

"An Arts Night Out"- Wednesday, 4.23 

7:30 p.m. - Limited complimentary 

Caucus tickets are available. Send your 

ticket request to Victoria Hammett - 

vhammett@emaiLunc.edu 

40th Anniversary Celebration - Friday, May 16 6:00 p.m. 

(Friday Center) 

Come network with the university community, alumnL and 

friends. 
Please respond to yourformal invitation! 

Document our History - We are working with the University Archives and 

Records Management to further add to the permanent recognition of Blacks on 

campus. In preparing a slideshow of documents, pictures, etc. for the 

Celebration night, please let the Caucus steering committee know if you have 

any materials you would like to transfer to the archives (pictures, documents, 

fliers, meeting minutes, etc.). We are in need of photographs from 2004 to 

today. Thanks! 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(facul~ staff, administrators, coact~es, post<tocs, etc.) in your unit or department~ We wish to welcome 

them to the university. Send information and your good ~ews to cbcinfbI.@unc.edu Note: We have 

updated our membership database. New 2014 Policy: Online payments for membership only. 



1. Need or want to keep informed about UNC? Join the UNC in the News listserve. They 

provide a sampling of links and notes about Carolina people and programs cited recently in the national, 

regional, state, and local media. Please share any questions, comments or suggestions at news@unc.edu. 

2. Want to keep up with Chancellor FoR on social media? The Chancellor’s Twitter handle 

is @ChancellorFolt. 

3. Racial Analysis Course coming to UNC! We are so excited to attach the SPHG 690 flyer that 

announces the new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- 

Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. Partnering with The Racial 

Equity Institute (http:!!rei.racialequityinstitute.org!wpsite/), UNC faculty will lead this class that will 

meet in the Gillings School of Global Public Health. Please help by distributing the flyer to community 

members, who would be interested in AUDITING the course tuition-flee and available on the scheduled 

four days. Twelve slots are reserved for community members. The preference is for persons who have 

not completed REI’s anti-racism training. Questions or enrollment- email Dr. Geni Eng at 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

4. Make a difference - VOTE! NC Vote 
Defenders is purposed to 1) Educate 
citizens on how and when voting laws 
are changing, 2) Monitor key precincts 
for any voter intimidation or voter 
suppression, and 3) Seek remedy 
through thoroughly documenting any 
voter issues or incidents that occur at these precincts. Visit 
http://ncvotedefenders.org/get-invovled/for more 
information. Note: Oct. 10 is the deadline to register to vote 

for the Nov. 4, 2014 general election. Beginning in 2014, some of the changes include: 

¯ early voting is shortened from 17 days to 10 days; 

¯ same-day registration is no longer available (registration ends 25 days prior to an election); 

¯ more partisan poll observers and more people can challenge a voter’s right to vote; 

¯ no out-of-precinct voting on election day (ifyou vote in the wrong precinct, it won’t be counted); 

¯ the procedure for absentee ballots has changed; and 

¯ straight party voting is eliminated. 

You can find the national voter registration form for registering to vote in other states at 

http://www.eac.gov/assets/1/Documents/Federal%20Voter%20Registration 1209 English.pdf 

5. Road Trip! Fun and fellowship for all... CBC Member, Eileen Lewis, is coordinating a bus trip 

to the wonderful city of Charleston, SC. June 20-22. Contact Eileen at ~gmail.com for 

more information. See attached flyer. 

http://www.youtub e.com/watch?feature=player embedded&v=WrhIXEStz2E 



6. Connect on Campus! 

A) Sister Circle Gatherings - Annice Fisher’s gathering is for faculty/staff/students and meets 

once per month. Fisher, Transfer Coordinator for Undergraduate Education, can be contacted at 

fisherae@ email.unc.edu 

B) Graduate Student Chat - Roy Charles’ is for female graduate students. Charles, the Director 

of Diversity, Recruitment & Retention at the Graduate School can be reached at 

rac@email.unc.edu. 

C) New! Sister Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relational, 

transitional change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best they can be. The 

group will discuss such topics as relationships, self-care, work/life balance, academic success, 

managing stress, self-image, and other topics that the group feels would be pertinent to their 

personal success and achievement. Meeting times: Every other Wednesday 12:00 p.m.- 1:00 

p.m. at the Student Union, Room 3102. Facilitator: DeVetta Holman- 

Nash, MPH. 

7. UNC Campus Recreation invites you to get fi!! There are lots of 
programs and activities. For more information, please visit 
http;!!campusrec.unc.edu!fitness-pr~grams 

The men of Building Bonds, Breaking B.A.R.S. (Barriers Against Reaching Success) work to foster 
bonded relationships with the students in the youth development center to facilitate positive growth and 
decision making upon release. For the pas~ few years, ~hey have worked closely with the students at the 
C.A. Dillon Youth Development Center in Burner, North Carolina. Through our various encounters with 
the smden~ the va]nable lessons we have tanght them (and ~he lessons they have ~ught us about life) 
have helped to furtt~er onr efforts to provide resources and support to the faci]%~ and s~dents. They are 
now working towards this goal by hosting their ’Bring a Book, Break Some B.A,R,S’ book drive during 
the month of ApriH The books we are asking for shmfld be appropriate for high school s~dents (Ages 
14-17), and st~ ould include edu cational and recreational books. StudenLs a re also allowed variou s 
crossword puzzles and composition books wi%out spiral-bound spines. If your organization has any 
collection of books and/or supplies that fit this description, we would like to ask for your generous 
donation to our book drive for %e studen~ of the C.A. Dillon faciliW~ We have drop-off zones on campus 
in %e R.B. House Undergraduate Library and the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Con~ct: (910) 257-7249 - 
Marcus Kei% -          ~gmail.com 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center programs! 

Visit ..h..~p...~j../.~..~..~j..a...~.1..a..y~1..e...‘s..‘%t...~..~..e....c...t.L...u..~..c......e..~..u..j-.. for more details on events. 



Wednesday, April 16 "Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women and 

Healthcare Provider Communication about HIV Testing: The 

Importance of Self-Advocacy"- A talk by Kia Caldwell, Associate 

Professor of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies and Niasha 

Fray, Doctoral Student, UNC Gillings School of Public Health - 12:30 p.m. - 

2:00 p.m., Incubator, Hyde Hall. https:!!iaar.unc.edu!event!middle- 

socioeconomic-status-black-women-healthcare-provider- 

.c...~...m...m..~mLc...a...t..L~....n..:.hi~.....t...e...s...t..~ng..j~.m....p...~...~.t...~n~.~:.~.~E~.~.~.~.~ 

Wednesday, April 23, Graduate Student Brown Bag Series Talk: "The developmental influence of skin 

tone in the lives of African American youth"- Liz Adams, Doctoral Student, Department of Psychology. 

12:00p.m. IAAR, Suite 309C, Stone Center https://iaar.unc.edu/event!graduate-student-brown-bag-talk- 

developmental-influence-skin-tone-lives-african- american-youth! 

The ~IAAR s upports and ~acili b~t:es ~:ransff~rmative an d timely research co ncern i n~ .Afl~ican Am eri cans and t:he African 

Dk~spora (.AA&Af.~), Throu~t~ its Research Working Group Program (RWG), the ~AAR seeks m fund collaborative 

research ~hat wi[[ further this mission, Learn more a~ http://iaar,unc.edu/programsiresearch-working-groups/ 

Recommended Readings and News 

Parenting Plays Key Role as 

African American Boys 

Move from Preschool to 

Kindergarten - A study from 

UNC’s Frank Porter Graham Child Development Institute (FPG) has 

found that parenting affects the academic and social performance of 

African American boys as they move from preschool to kindergarten. Thanks to Iheoma Iruka, 

FPG’s associate director of research, Nicole Gardner-Neblett, and Donna-Marie C. Winn. "The 

transition to kindergarten can be challenging for many children due to new expectations, social 

interactions, and physiological changes," said Iheoma Iruka, FPG’s associate director of research 

and the study’s lead author. "Transitions may be even more arduous for African American boys, 

given the many challenges they are likely to face compared to their peers." 

http: //fpg.unc~edu /news /parenting~lays~key~r~le~african~american~boys~m~ve~presch~l. 

kindergarten 



New UNC Website to address the athletic/academic concern - It is designed to be a 

"response to requests for information related to our past reviews into academic 

irregularities, current reforms, ongoing work and future plans." 

www.carolinacommitment.unc.edu 

Profi Emmett Gill’s (Department of Social Work faculty member at NCCU) Student 

Athletes Human Rights Project, as filed a complaint with the U.S. Department of 

Education’s Office of Civil Rights saying UNC has "discriminated against male athletes, 

especially black, male athletes." SAHRP claimed that the University deprived some UNC 

athletes of a quality education when they were directed to so-called "paper classes" set up 

in the former department of African and Afro-American studies by the former department 

chair, Julius Nyang’oro. Gil visited with the Caucus in March. 

For Those With Ph.D.s in STEM Fields, Blacks More Likely to Work in Academia Than 
Whites 

A new study by the American Institutes for Research finds that 39 percent of individuals who 

hold a Ph.D. in STEM disciplines are employed in the academic world. More than 40 percent of all 
those with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are not involved in research and development either in the 

academic sphere or in the nonacademic world. For African Americans, 49 percent of women and 

46 percent of men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields have academic positions. White women with Ph.D.s 
in STEM fields are just as likely to hold academic posts as similarly educated Black women. But 

White men with Ph.D.s in STEM fields are more likely than their Black counterparts to work 

outside academia, http;!!www, jbhe,com !~O ~=~!O4 !for-those-with-ph-d-s-in-stem-fields-blacks- 

more-like!y-to-work-in-academia-than-whites! 

Racial Differences in Higher Education Spending Have Little to Do With Race 

A new study by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that Black and Latino 

families tend to spend less on higher education that White families. The data 

shows that on average Black families spent 70 percent less than White families 

on higher education. But the differences in higher education spending were found 

to have nothing to do with race. Rather socioeconomic factors were the main 

contributing reasons for the racial differences. In comparing Black and White families of similar 

income, wealth, educational background etc., there were almost no differences in the amounts 

spent on higher education. 



Recent Books That May Be of Interest to African American Scholars 

A Dancer in the Revolution: 

Stretch Johnson, Harlem 

Communist at the Cotton Club 

by Howard Eugene Johnson 

(Fordham Ut~ivers~V Press) 

A Spectacular Leap: 

]3’tack Women Athletes in 

Twentieth..Century Ame~’ica 

by Jem~Jfer H, L:~nsbury 

(U~ivm"sity o f Arkan sas Pres s) 

Black Pearls of Wisdom: 

Voicing the African-American 

]ourney for Freedom, 

Empowerment, and the Future 

edited by Dorla[d Spivey 

(Caroli~~a Academ [c Press) 

Black Power in the Caribbean 

edit:ed by Kate Qu[nn 

(Universit3,~ Press of Florida) 

Black Women as Custodians of 

History: 

Unsung Rebel (M)Others in 

African American and Afro- 

Cuban Women’s Writing 

by Paula Saumm’tin 

(Cambria Press) 

Building Atlanta: 

How I Broke Through 

Segregation to Launch a 

Busin ess Emp ire 

by Herman J, Russell w:ith Bob 

Andelman 

(Chicago Review Press 



Support our favorite caterer-- The Palace International! 

htt_ .Ek!J... www.thepalaceinternational.comZ Great food, fellowship, and music! 

"I saw no African people in the printed and illustrated Sunday school lessons. I began to 

suspect at this early age that someone had distorted the image of my people. My long 

search for the true history of African people the world over began." 

John Henrik Clarke 

Advocacy 

The local Organizing Against Racism 

group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizin 

g-Against-Racism/) is very active and 

would also like to work with the 

Caucus to heal our nation. It is 

strongly recommended to attend one 

of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the 

Poverty ~s. t~ot an acdde~l:t.. 

Like s{avery and apartheid, 

it is ma::mmade an~d 
car~ be removed by 
the ac~tions of 

human beings. 

Racial Equity Institute, LLC. Over/75 UNC employees have participated in this powerful 

training.., including President Tom Ross. Stay tuned for the next dates. Contact: dstro@unc.edu 

or http:!!rei,racialequityinstitute.org! 

Key links: htt~www.naac~ and htt_ :.Eke. www.nc~watch.com 

Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy lifting for you! 

Bridges2Success - An opportunity to 
serve...http://bridges2 success.org 



Being Black at ... 

University of Michigan initiates talks with students following protest 

Student leaders of a movement promoting racial 
diversity at University of Michigan have handed out 
seven sweeping demands aimed at increasing black 
enrollment and inclusion on the Ann Arbor campus, 
but they say priority No. i is starting a conversation. 
That conversation should begin soon. 

University leaders -- mainly the provost and head of 
student affairs -- are in the process of setting up a 
meeting with the students leaders of the Black Student 

Union this week. They’ll start a conversation touching on the BSU’s seven demands, which the 
student group unveiled Monday, two months after initiating its viral Twitter campaign #BBUM, 
in which black students shared their experiences being a racial minority on campus. 

Read more- ..h....t..t..p..j../....w..~......m-~.kv....e..~...c...~......m../....n....e....w...~/...a....n..~..n..~. 

arbor/index.ssf!2014/01!being black at michigan talks,html 

UCLA law stude~ats protest lack of d~versity 

Adriane Peralta, a member of the UCLA Law Review, 

spoke at the event, which protested a lack of diversity 

at the UCLA School of Law. 

Students at the UCLA School of Law ]hosted an event 

to highlight a lack of racial diversiD, and to encore’age 

school officials to be more accommodat*ng of 

minoriW students. Abou~ 1.20 students ffl~ed the law 

school’s cour~ard Monday wearing shirts printed 

wqth the fraction "33/1100"- what they claimed was 

the ratio of black students to total students enrolled at the school. The UCLA School of Law admissions office 
webs~te states that 35 percent of students in the class of 2016 are students of color~ Laur~ Gavel, dh’ector fbr 

communications at the law school, said that there were 33 b~ack law students at the UCLA law school out 

of 994 J.D. students, not indt~ding those pro’suing an LL.M. de~ee, a one-year law de~’ee pro~am for 

internationa~ students. 

http : ! ! dailybruin.com !2 014 ! O 2 ! l O !ucla-law-students-protest-lack-of-diversiW_ ! 



THE CAROLINA THEA TRE PRESENTS 

AL JARREAU 
Thursday, May 1. I 8PM 

AI Jarreau’s unique vocal style is one 

of the world’s most precious 

treasures. His innovative musical 

expressions have made him one of the most exciting and critically-acclaimed performers of our thne 

with seven Grammy@ Awards, scores of international music awards and popular accolades 
worldwide. !~_~_;ZZ_~_~_~_~_~rN~:n_~_~h_~_~_~,_~?rgZ~_n_~Z_~Ej_~_~_~_u 

The Art of Cool Festival 

ART 0F 
COOL 
FESTIVAL 
Friday, April 

25 & Saturday, 

April 26 

http://theartofcoolproject.com/ 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 
llttp://www.unc.edu/cbc 

Your CBC Leadership Team 

l,~ictoria Hammett - School o.t~Pharmacy 

Shandra Jones - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Ursula Littlejohn - Kenan-Flagler Business School 

o.J. Mcahee - School of Public Health 

Nakenge Robertson - FPG Child Development Institute 

Deborah Stroman - ffxercise and Sport Science & Kenan Institute 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there are 

wounds to heal In every heart, there is the power to do it." ~ M. Williamson 
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A 

1 NO. 

2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

7 6 

9 8 

10 9 

11 10 

12 11 

13 12 

14 13 

15 14 

16 15 

17 16 

18 17 

19 18 

20 19 

21 20 

22 21 

23 22 

24 23 

25 24 

26 25 

27 

28 Not eligible to participate; limited only to full-time students 

29 25 

3O 



1 

2 

3 

4 

B 

First Name (Team leader) 

Jennifer 

Parag 

Dan 

Adam 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 Lawder Paul 

10 

11 Joel Osgood 

12 Christopher Port 

13 

14 Tabish Jesrai 

15 

16 

17 AJ Meyer 

18 

19 Katie Gonzales 

20 Nikhil Oza 

21 

22 

23 

24 Mason Ginsberg 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

Last Name (Team leader) 

Fried 

Gajarawala 

Roeder 

Yudelman 



D 

3_ E-mail address (Team leader) 

2 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

3 jfded@chicagobooth.edu 

4 parag@gatech,edu 

5 ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

6 daniel,roeder@duke.edu 

7 yudeaj12@wfu.edu 

8 ~iive.unc.edu 

9 lawder.paul@duke,edu 

10 ~unc.edu 

11 jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

12 ckport@indiana.edu 

13 @live.unc.edu 

14 tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

15 @gmail.com 

16 i@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

17 ameyer4@nd.edu 

Confirm e-mail address (Team leader) 

@kenan-flagler, unc.edu 

jfried@chicagobooth.edu 

parag@gatech.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

daniel.roeder@duke.edu 

yudeaj12@wfu,edu 

@live.unc.edu 

lawder.paul@duke.edu 

@unc.edu 

jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

ckport@indiana.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

~gmail.com 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

ameyer4@nd.edu 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

~unc.edu 

katie.gonzaies@ioras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

_ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

@kenan-flagier.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

~unc.edu 

katie.gonzales@loras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

@kenan-flagier.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagier.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagier.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
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2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

F 

Mobile phone number (Team leader) 

G 

Name of second teammate 

H 

Name of third teammate 

 Paul Rotilie Raft Nulman 

 Eric Crane Matt Tichenor 

 Matthew Baron David Muoser 

 Nick Adams Gaurav Judge 

 Vijay Menon Ibe Alozie 

 Chris Allred Isaac Thompson 

 Nithin Krishnan Elias Butch 

Nicholas Tamoff Ben Cowgill 

 Kevin Muschar Daniel Brndjar 

 Nicholas Klein Austin Overmann 

 Camden Hu Xavier Weisenreder 

 Kemar Burrowes Jon Dutton 



J 

Name of the school 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

Booth School of Business 

Georgia Tech 

5 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

6 Duke University 

7 Wake Forest University 

8 UNC-Chapel Hill 

9 Duke University 

10 UNC at Chapel Hill 

11 North Carolina State University 

12 Indiana University 

13 UNC - Chapel Hill 

14 Drew Humphreys Emory University 

15 UNC-Chapel Hill 

16 UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

17 University of Notre Dame 

18 UNC 

19 Shane Williams Loras College 

20 Nicholas Barton Georgetown University 

21 UNC Chapel Hill- Kenan-Flagler 

22 UNC - Kenan Flagler Business School 

23 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

24 University of Texas at Austin 

25 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

26 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

27 

28 

29 University of North Carolina, Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

30 

1 

2 

3 Lee Ettleman 

4 Vernon Aliga 

I 

Name of forth teammate 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Undergraduate Major or Graduate Degree Program 

Business 

MBA 

MBA 

5 Business Administration 

6 Statistics/Economics 

7 Mathematical Economics Major 

8 EXSS Sports Administration 

9 Economics/Statistics/History 

10 PhD Physics & Astronomy 

11 Industrial/Organizational Psychology 

12 Masters of Science in Accounting 

13 Statistics and Operations Research 

14 MBA 

Graduation Year 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2014 

2016 

2015 

2015 

2016 

2016 

2014 

2014 

2015 

2014 

2015 

15 Advertising, Sport Administration, Entrepreneurship 

16 MBA 

17 Economics, Statistics, Finance 2016, 2016, 2017 

18 MBA 2014 

19 Sport Management 2014 

20 Mathematics 2016 

21 MBA Program 2015 

22 MBA 2014 

23 MBA 2015 

24 MBA 2015 

25 MBA 2014, 2015 

26 MBA 2015 

27 

28 

29 Executive MBA 2014 

3O 
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Please check if you agree to be present at the 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 

I agree 
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I agree 

conference if selected as the winner. 
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Submitted 
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Withdrew 

1 

1 
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No response 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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S 
Thank you e- 

mail 

X 

X 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

U 

Video link 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAJOBpwall E&feature=youtu.be 

10 

11 

12 

13 
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16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-meTciydbHQ&feature=youtu.be 

17 
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19 http://prezi~c~m/xgmdfk8v8pna/nati~na~-basketba~~-ass~ciati~n/?utm-campaign=share&utm-medium=c~py 
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First Name (Team leader) 

Jennifer 

Parag 
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6 Dan 

7 Adam 
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9 Lawder 
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11 Joel 
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14 Tabish 

15 

16 

17 AJ 

18 

19 Katie 

20 Nikhil 
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23 

24 Mason 

25 

26 

27 
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Last Name (Team leader) 

Fried 

Gajarawala 

Roeder 

Yudelman 

Paul 

Osgood 

Port 

Jesrai 

Meyer 

Gonzales 

Oza 

Ginsberg 



D 

3_ E-mail address (Team leader) 

2 ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

3 jfded@chicagobooth.edu 

4 parag@gatech,edu 

5 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

6 daniel,roeder@duke.edu 

7 yudeaj12@wfu.edu 

8 ~iive.unc.edu 

9 lawder.paul@duke,edu 

10 @unc.edu 

11 jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

12 ckport@indiana.edu 

13 @live.unc.edu 

14 tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

15 @gmail.com 

16 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

17 ameyer4@nd.edu 

Confirm e-mail address (Team leader) 

@kenan-flagler, unc.edu 

jfried@chicagobooth.edu 

parag@gatech.edu 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

daniel.roeder@duke.edu 

yudeaj12@wfu,edu 

@live.unc.edu 

lawder.paul@duke.edu 

@unc.edu 

jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

ckport@indiana.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

.... @gmail.com 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

ameyer4@nd.edu 
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@unc.edu 

katie.gonzales@loras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

~kenamflagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

~kenamflagler.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenamflagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@unc.edu 

katie.gonzales@loras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
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F 

Mobile phone number (Team leader) 

G 

Name of second teammate 

H 

Name of third teammate 

 Paul Rotilie Raft Nulman 

 Eric Crane Matt Tichenor 

 Matthew Baron David Muoser 

 Nick Adams Gaurav Judge 

 Vijay Menon Ibe AIozie 

 Chris Allred Isaac Thompson 

 Nithin Krishnan Elias Butch 

 Nicholas Tamoff Ben Cowgill 

 Kevin Muschar Daniel Brndjar 

 Nicholas Klein Austin Overmann 

 Camden Hu Xavier Weisenreder 

 Kemar Burrowes Jon Dutton 



J 

Name of the school 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

Booth School of Business 

Georgia Tech 

5 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

6 Duke University 

7 Wake Forest University 

8 UNC-Chapel Hill 

9 Duke University 

10 UNC at Chapel Hill 

11 North Carolina State University 

12 Indiana University 

13 UNC - Chapel Hill 

14 Drew Humphreys Emory University 

15 UNC-Chapel Hill 

16 UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

17 University of Notre Dame 

18 UNC 

19 Shane Williams Loras College 

20 Nicholas Barton Georgetown University 

21 UNC Chapel Hill- Kenan-Flagler 

22 UNC - Kenan Flagler Business School 

23 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

24 University of Texas at Austin 

25 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

26 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

27 

28 

29 University of North Carolina, Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

30 

1 

2 

3 Lee Ettleman 

4 Vernon Aliga 

I 

Name of forth teammate 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Undergraduate Major or Graduate Degree Program 

Business 

MBA 

MBA 

5 Business Administration 

6 Statistics/Economics 

7 Mathematical Economics Major 

8 EXSS Sports Administration 

9 Economics/Statistics/History 

10 PhD Physics & Astronomy 

11 Industrial/Organizational Psychology 

12 Masters of Science in Accounting 

13 Statistics and Operations Research 

14 MBA 

Graduation Year 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2015 

2014 

2016 

2015 

2015 

2016 

2016 

2014 

2014 

2015 

2014 

2015 

15 Advertising, Sport Administration, Entrepreneurship 

16 MBA 

17 Economics, Statistics, Finance 2016, 2016, 2017 

18 MBA 2014 

19 Sport Management 2014 

20 Mathematics 2016 

21 MBA Program 2015 

22 MBA 2014 

23 MBA 2015 

24 MBA 2015 

25 MBA 2014, 2015 

26 MBA 2015 

27 

28 

29 Executive MBA 2014 

3O 
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Parag 

5 
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15 

16 

17 AJ 
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19 Katie 
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Last Name (Team leader) 

Fried 

Gajarawala 

Roeder 

Yudelman 

Paul 

Osgood 

Port 

Jesrai 

Meyer 

Gonzales 
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Ginsberg 



D 

3_ E-mail address (Team leader) 

2 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

3 jfded@chicagobooth.edu 

4 parag@gatech,edu 

5 ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

6 daniel,roeder@duke.edu 

7 yudeaj12@wfu.edu 

8 ~iive.unc.edu 

9 lawder.paul@duke,edu 

10 @unc.edu 

11 jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

12 ckport@indiana.edu 

13 @live.unc.edu 

14 tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

15 @gmail.com 

16 @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

17 ameyer4@nd.edu 

Confirm e-mail address (Team leader) 

~kenan-flagler, unc.edu 

jfried@chicagobooth.edu 

parag@gatech.edu 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

daniel.roeder@duke.edu 

yudeaj12@wfu,edu 

" @live.unc.edu 

lawder.paul@duke.edu 

~unc.edu 

jrosgood@ncsu.edu 

ckport@indiana.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

tabish.jesrai@emory.edu 

@gmail.com 

_ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

ameyer4@nd.edu 
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_ @unc.edu 
katie.gonzales@loras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@unc.edu 

katie.gonzales@loras.edu 

nbo2@georgetown.edu 

i@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

mason.ginsberg@mba15.mccombs.utexas.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
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Mobile phone number (Team leader) 

G 

Name of second teammate 

H 

Name of third teammate 

 Paul Rotilie Raft Nulman 

 Eric Crane Matt Tichenor 

 Matthew Baron 

 Nick Adams 

David Muoser 

Gaurav Judge 

 Vijay Menon Ibe AIozie 

 Chris Allred 

 Nithin Krishnan 

Isaac Thompson 
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 Nicholas Tarnoff Ben Cowgill 

 Kevin Muschar Daniel Brndjar 

 Nicholas Klein 

 Camden Hu 

Austin Overmann 

Xavier Weisenreder 

 Kemar Burrowes Jon Dutton 
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Name of the school 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

Booth School of Business 

Georgia Tech 

5 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

6 Duke University 

7 Wake Forest University 

8 UNC-Chapel Hill 

9 Duke University 

10 UNC at Chapel Hill 

11 North Carolina State University 

12 Indiana University 

13 UNC - Chapel Hill 

14 Drew Humphreys Emory University 

15 UNC-Chapel Hill 

16 UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

17 University of Notre Dame 

18 UNC 

19 Shane Williams Loras College 

20 Nicholas Barton Georgetown University 

21 UNC Chapel Hill- Kenan-Flagler 

22 UNC - Kenan Flagler Business School 
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24 University of Texas at Austin 

25 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

26 UNC Kenan-Flagler 

27 

28 

29 University of North Carolina, Kenan-Flagler School of Business 
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Business 

MBA 

MBA 

5 Business Administration 

6 Statistics/Economics 

7 Mathematical Economics Major 

8 EXSS Sports Administration 

9 Economics/Statistics/History 

10 PhD Physics & Astronomy 

11 Industrial/Organizational Psychology 

12 Masters of Science in Accounting 

13 Statistics and Operations Research 

14 MBA 

Graduation Year 

2015 

2015 
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2014 

2016 

2015 

2015 

2016 
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2014 
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2014 

2015 

15 Advertising, Sport Administration, Entrepreneurship 

16 MBA 

17 Economics, Statistics, Finance 2016, 2016, 2017 

18 MBA 2014 

19 Sport Management 2014 
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22 MBA 2014 

23 MBA 2015 
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25 MBA 2014, 2015 

26 MBA 2015 

27 

28 

29 Executive MBA 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, April 14, 2014 3:50 PM 

klbs lingmei howell.con<lingmei howell@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Last CaJl - Nomination for the Kenan Institute Impact Award 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Eng~qe, f!~plore, Empow~n 

919.843.0336 

From:                                                   ~ 
Sent: Sunday,April 13f20.t4 6:28 PM- 

To: kfbs_lingmei_howell.con; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Doherty, Jason; Greis, Noel P; Nogueira, Monica; Little, Mark; Banks, LaChaun; Lane, Brent; Walker, Jack T; Johnson, Jim; 
Bolas, Michelle; Cone, Judith; Napier, Mary; Zoller, Ted; Friga, Paul; Stroman, Deborah L; Didow, Nicholas; Evans, Jack; drharoon; Feldman, Maryann P. 
Subject: Last Call - Nomination for the Kenan Institute Impact Award 
Importance: High 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

So far, we have received two very eligible candidates for this award but I am certain there are other deserving candidates. I cannot overstate how 

prestigious it will be to be the winner of the first ever Kenan Institute Impact award and to receive it in front of proud family and well wishers on 

May 6th. I am sure you have not had the time to respond yet because of your busy schedules. So, I have decided to move the deadline for 

submissions till Tuesday, Apr 1 5th (Tax Day). I beseech you to kindly take a moment and nominate one deserving student in your respective 

domains for this award. 

I thank you for your nominations and time. 

Most sincerely, 

Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow 

President, Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital Club, 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill, NC 
Ph: 

Shaping Leaders i Driving Results 

From: 

Date: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:33 PM 

To: "Howell, Lingmei" <__L!__n_51mei Howell@kenan-fla~[_e___r_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <__C2Lnthia Reifsnider@kenan-flag!_e__£_.__u___n__c__.__e___d___u__>, "Doherty, Jason" 

<.J--a---s--~---n---D---~---h---e---r-t--~---@-.--~-<---e--n---a-.-n--~-f-.!-a--~[-e---r-~--u---n--c-:---e--d---u-.>, "Greis, Noel" <Noel Greis@kenan-flag]__e___r:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Nogueira, Monica" <Monica __N__9_Ku___e__!_r__a____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Little, Mark" 

<Mark t.ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Banks, LaChaun" <t.aChaun Banks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Walker, 

Jack" <Jack Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp)" 

<michelle.bolas@unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor)" <iudith.cone@unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary" <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Zoller, 

Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-.fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

"Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow@kenan-fla~[_e___r_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Evans, Jack" <Jack Evans@kenan-fla~L_e__r_:__u___n__c_:___e__d___u_.>, "drharoon (-Z-!--s.-h-.-a---n--h---a-£--~---~---n--~--m----e---d--.--u---n--c-:---e--d---u-.)’’ 



<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning)" <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Subject: Reminder: Your nomination please (by next Friday 4/11) -- Kenan Institute Impact Award 
6 ood afternoon everyone; 
Itrust~ ls fhds you weft lwanted t~ rein hd you agah t~ subm ityour nora hatbns t~ m e for~e new ~y hstituted Kenan bsti1~ta In pact Award. P lease see bebw for email 
from L h~ elf Or details. Nora hatbns are due by Friday, April limb by12 A~I ~ idni~ht). Thank you. 
_S hc_~re I~, 

MBA, Class of 
Kenan hst~Le Leadersh b Felbw 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill, NC 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: <Howell>, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-rlagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:47 PM 

To: "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <_C__y_nthia Reifsnider@kenan-fiagL_e__r_:__u__9__c__:__e__d___u__>, "Doherty, Jason" <Jason Doherty_@.__[£_e__n___a__9__:_f_!_a__F~[_e___r_:__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Greis, Noel" 

<Noel Greis@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Nogueira, Mortice" <Monica Nogueira@unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Banks, LaChaun" 

<l_aChaun Banks@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Walker, Jack" <Jack Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Johnson, 

Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp)" <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor)" 

<iudith.cone@unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary" <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" 

<Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <_d__s__t__r___o___@.__9__n__£_.__e___d___u_>, "Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

"Evans, Jack" <Jack Evans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "drharoon (zishan haroon@med.unc.edu)" <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann (City & 

Regional Planning)" <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, 

Subject: Your nomination please (by next Friday 4/11) -- Kenan Institute Impact Award 

Dear all, 

Could you please take a look at    email below & selection criteria (a~tached) and submit your nominatiorf? Any students who have helped or worked 

with you at the Kenan Institute throughout the veer are elidbie for d]is newly established Kenan Institute Impact Award. 

Nomination deadline: next Friday, Apr titl Also, piease reserve May 6 (5:30 p.m.) 1:or this special occasion ~o celebrate our s~udents’ accomplishments. 

Thank you. As weil, thanks to Sri for leadin~ this effort! 

.... Lin~mei 

Seat= Wednesday, April 02, 2054 3:53 PH 

Te= Howell, Lingmei 
Ce; Kearns, David; Bracey, Rasheed; Sullivan, Susan; Hallard, Taylor; Po~s, William; Stencel, Amy; Nishihara, Te~uo; Noorehead, Bern; Williams, Jennifer; Kane, Ellen; 
Hessados, Spyros; Zhong, Ludlle; Viole~e Zhu ( @~ ~a corn); Greenberg, Rachel; Gremel, Ashley 
Subject= Kenan [nstitu~ Impact Award 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
It is time for us to recognize one among our fellow students at UNC for their achievement and impact on the Kenan Institute. As you know, this is our inaugural 
award intended to recognize a member of the UNC student community that is not a Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow but has created significant impact by 
pa~icipating in projects and programs that advance the Kenan Institute’s missions and goals. The respective domain PIs at the Kenan Institute will each 
nominate one candidate that they think is worthy of this award, with a brief description of why they think so. You and your peerage of Leadership Fellows will be 
involved in the process of whittling this highly competitive pool of candidates down to a single winner. I expect nominations will be submitted by April 1 ~th. Each 
of you will have till April 18th to cast your ballot for the winner. Please see attached the flyer for the (non-comprehensive) selection criteria. 

InStitUte: 
Thank you all. 
Sincerely, 

MBA, Class of 

Kenan Institute Leadersh~ Fe#ow 

UNC Kenan-Flagfer Business School, Chapel Hill, NC 

Ph 

h ttp://www.tinkedin.corn/in/ 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Last Call - Nomination for the Kenan Institme Impact Award 

Super & thank you so much, Debby! Will share this with the committee. --Lingmei 

Lingmei Howell, MPA, MDA 
Director of Outreach 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
919.962.2686 ¯ fax 919.962-8202 
lingmei_howell@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, April 14, 2014 3:49 PM 
To; Howell, Lingmei 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject; RE: Last Call - Nomination for the Kenan Institute Impact Award 

From:                                                    i 
Sent; Sunday, April 13, 2014 6:28 PM 
To; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Doherty, Jason; Greis, Noel P; Nogueira, Monica; Little, Mark; Banks, LaChaun; Lane, Brent; Walker, Jack T; Johnson, Jim; 
Bolas, Michelle; Cone, Judith; Napier, Mary; Zoller, Ted; Friga, Paul; Stroman, Deborah L; Didow, Nicholas; Evans, Jack; drharoon; Feldman, Maryann P. 
Subject; Last Call - Nomination for the Kenan Institute Impact Award 
Importance; High 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

So far, we have received two very eligible candidates for this award but I am certain there are other deserving candidates. I cannot overstate how 

prestigious it will be to be the winner of the first ever Kenan Institute Impact award and to receive it in front of proud family and well wishers on 

May 6th. I am sure you have not had the time to respond yet because of your busy schedules. So, I have decided to move the deadline for 

submissions till Tuesday, Apr 1 5th (Tax Day). I beseech you to kindly take a moment and nominate one deserving student in your respective 

domains for this award. 
I thank you for your nominations and time. 

Most sincerely, 

MBA, Class of 
Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow 

UNC Kenan-Flacller Business School, Chapel Hill, NC 

http: i!www.li nkedit!~cotn/i~! 



Shaping Leaders i Drivinq Results 

From: 

Date: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:33 PM 

To: "Howell, Lingmei" <Ungmei Howell@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fia~;ler.unc.edu>, "Doherty, Jason" 

<Jason Doherty@kenan-fla~ler~unc.edu>, "Greis, Noel" <Noel Greis@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Nogueira, Monica" <Monica No~ueira@unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" 

<Mark Little@kenan-[la~ler.unc.edu>, "Banks, LaChaun" <LaChaun Banks@kenan.-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-[la~ler~unc.edu>, "Walker, 

Jack" <Jack Walker@kenan-fla.~_!_e___r_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Johnson, Jim" <J--~---h---n---s-.~--.n---J---@---k-.e--.n---a---n--:-f-!-a--~!.e--£:.-u---n--c--.--e---d---u-->, "Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp)" 

<miche!!e_bo!as@!Jpc.edq>, "Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor)" <judith.cone@upc.edq>, "Napier, Mary" <Mary Napier@kenap-fla~!er.unc:edu>, "Zoller, 

Ted" <Ted ZoIler@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Fri~;a@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

"Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow@kenan-~la~ler~unc.edu>, "Evans, Jack" <Jack Evans@kenan-.fla~ler.unc.edu>, "drharoon (~ishan haroon(’5)med.unc.edu)" 

<zishan haroon@med.unc~edu>, "Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning)" <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Subje¢t: Reminder: Your nomination please (by next Friday 4/11) -- Kenan Institute Impact Award 
0 ood afternoon avaryona; 
ltrustN is fhds you weft lwanted to rein hd you agah to subm ityour nora hatbns to m e for~e new ty hstituted Kenan hsti~to In pact Award. P lease see bebw for email 
from L hg~ elf Or details. Nora hatbns are due by Friday, Apri111~ by12 AM N idnight). Thank you. 
S hcere iv. 

MBA, Class o~ 
Kenan hstituLe Leadersh i3 Felbw 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Chapel Hill, NC 

h ttp://www.tinkedin.com/in/ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: <Howell>, Lingmei <Lingmei Elowell@kenan-[lagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:47 PM 

To: "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <_C__y_nthia Reifsnider@kenan-fla~L_e__r_:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u__>, "Doherty, Jason" <Jason Doherty___@__[<___e__n___a___n__:_f_!_a__~[_e___r_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "GreB, Noel" 

<Noel Greis@kenan-fia~ler.unc~edu>, "Nogueira, Monica" <Monica No~ueira@unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" <Mark I_ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Banks, LaChaun" 

<l_aChaun Banks@kenan-fia~ler.unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Walker, Jack" <Jack Walker@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Johnson, 

Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-fla~,ler.unc.edu>, "Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp)" <michelle~bolas@unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor)" 

<judith~cone@unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary" <Mary Napier@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-fla£,ler~unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" 

<Paul Fri~a@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <._d__s__t__r___o___@.___u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, "Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

"Evans, Jack" <Jack Evans@kenan-flap=ler.unc.edu>, "drharoon (-z-~--s--h---a---q--h---a---r--~---~---q---@----m--.-e---d--.--u-.-n--£~--e--d---u--)" <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann (City & 

Regional Planning)" <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, Sriram Shankar <sriram shankar@kenan-flaBler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your nomination please (by next Friday 4/11) -- Kenan Institute Impact Award 

Dear all, 

Could you please take a look at    email below & selection criteria (a~tached) and submit your ~omi~atiorf? Any studems who have helped or worked 

with you at the I(enan Institute throughout the year are elidbie for d)is newb/established Kenan b~stitute Impact Award, 

Nomination deadline: next Friday, Aprii :[:[, Also piease reserve May 6 (5:30 p,m~) for this special occasion Lo celebraLe our sLudents’ accomplishments~ 

Thank you, As weil, thanks to Sri for leadin~ this effort! 

.... Lin~mei 

S’~ap~g L~a~I Ibrt~g Rosters 

From: 
Seat; Wednesday, April 02, 20:[4 3:53 plVl 
To; Howell, Lingmei 
C¢; Kearns, David; Bracey, Rasheed; Sullivan, Susan; Mtallard, Taylor; Ports, William; Stencel, Amy; Nishihara, Tetsuo; M!oorehead, Bern; Williams, Jennifer; Kane, Ellen; 
Messados, Spyros; Zhong, Ludlle; Violette Zhu ~ ~c~ ~a corn); Greenberg, Rachel; Gremel, Ashley 
Subject: Kenan Institute Impact Award 
Ladies and gentlemen, 
It is time for us to recognize one among our fellow students at UNC for their achievement and impact on the Kenan Institute. As you know, this is our inaugural 
award intended to recognize a member of the UNC student community that is not a Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow but has created significant impact by 
participating in projects and programs that advance the Kenan Institute’s missions and goals. The respective domain PIs at the Kenan Institute will each 
nominate one candidate that they think is worthy of this award, with a brief description of why they think so. You and your peerage of Leadership Fellows will be 
involved in the process of whittling this highly competitive pool of candidates down to a single winner. I expect nominations will be submitted by April ~’lth. Each 
of you will have till April 18th to cast your ballot for the winner. Please see attached the flyer for the (non-comprehensive) selection criteria. 

In~tit~te~ 
Thank you all. 

Sincerelv. 

MBA, Class o~ 

Kenan Institute Leadersh~ Fellow 

UNC Kenan-Flagfer Business 5choof, Chapel Hill, NC 

Ph: 

h ttp://www.tinkedin.corn/irt/ 
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@CSBC_UNC 
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Sign Up for the UNCAA Field Experience 
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or~sBusiness 
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Congratulations to all of our new leaders! 

David Fox - President Taylor Sharp - Co- 

President Satva Polisetti- Finance Lauren 
Hamlett - Marketing Jay Lamothe - PR/Social 

Media Chris Price - Website 

Management Melissa Elguera - Special 

Projects 
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~2:arolina ~lumni in ~;;port/;.~roject, Zach one ~.each one 
C.A.S.P.E.R. 



Antoinette Lecky Nick Lennon Kyte M~lks GabSy Pinto Cameron 8elton 
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The C~ub is successful. 
We collaborate. We connect. 

~nforma~ networks 

Job specific ~nterests 
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E nt re p re n e u rs h i p 

Sales and Mad~etin~ 

Community Relations 

F inance/Econorn 

Analytics 
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Founder of Life I Athletes 

An emerging youth sports and 
development nomprofit company 

Vision: Where all student a:thletes have an 
opportunity to reach: their fu!t potential, in 
sports and life. 
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Founder - Vs. Cancel 

Foundation 

Tar Heel Baseball Alum 

Kenan-Flagfer Business School 

Graduate 

Entrepreneur 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 5, 2009 10:06 AM 

Byers, Ruth I <ruth~yers@med.unc.edu> 

Re: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Thanks Ruth! Have a warm day :) 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ruth byers@med unc.edu: 

> Thanks for the calender and updates. I really appreciate it Ruth 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU" <dstroman@email uric edu> 
> Date: Thursday, FebruaW 5, 2009 9:47 am 
> Subject: TEAM TEMPO Update 
> To: teamtempomembers@meridians us 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> 

>> Sent li’om MacPro 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ’It~;AM TEMPO Update 
>> 

>> February, 4, 2009 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Calendar 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ~Ihursday, February 5th 
>> 
>> The Heels have risen to the challenge. With two solid xvins over 
>> ~NrFU and 
>> NCCU, the team is now back on track to regain our rightful 
>> position as 
>> the league leader. A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.m. will 
>> help us 
>> move up and gain momentmn to overcome Dook and Florida State. 
>> The game 
>> can be also viewed ttnough ACC Select. Visit the official l~2"qC 
>> WBB 
>> website! Halftime activities will feature the reenactment of the 
>> original rules of "The Game." Look for yours truly to break a 
>> sweat and 
>> take this journey back in timer 
>> 

>> Monday, FebmmT 9th 
>> 

>> It’s rivahy timer At 7:30 p.m. Dook brings their tenacious 
>> defense to 
>> Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our "fast and furious" offense. 
>> Don’t miss 
>> out on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season 
>> championship. (Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for 
>> tickets 
>> to the away game on March 1st Visit goduke.com to purchase 
>> online. We 
>> need to fill any and all available seats in Cameron with 
>> Carolina 
>> Blue’. ) Please come early and set the tone for the Heels to feel 
>> the 
>> energy from the fans Halftime activities include fantastic 
>> promotions 
>> Iicom the Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle Cup, and Brixx Pizmq! And 
>> don’t 
>> miss a special performance of the national anthem. 
>> 

>> Coach Hatchell Radio Show- Moves to Tuesday This Week 



>> 

>> Join us at ~[~’ler’s in Carrburu (919.9296881) un Tuesday ]k~r the 
>> weekly 
>> radio show Hust Brad tIeller (Leasfield Sports and "Our Vuice of 
>> the 
>> Tar Heels") will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Cuach un WCHL-1360 
>> AM TT 
>> members cume early at 7:00 pm tu eat and fellowship! The shuw 
>> begins 
>> at 8:00 pan. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Can’t make the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of TT, a rap3 
>> copy 
>> of the radio show (starting with the February 2nd show) is NOW 
>> available on the main page of the ~vomen’s basketball official 
>> website. 
>> Yes! Go TEAM TEMPOt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> AWAY Friday, February 13th 
>> 

>> Get your popcorn ready[ This barn burner versus Florida State 
>> starts at 
>> 6:30 pan. on RSN network. The Heels ~vill need to secure this 
>> m~poltant 
>> road victory to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding 
>> and 
>> the regular season championship. We must send positive thoughts 
>> to 

>> Tallahassee so our team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on 
>> the road. 
>> 

>> Away Games 
>> 

>> According to the L~NC Ticket Office, there is a limited supply of 
>> tickets still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State 
>> game at 
>> 7:00 pm. on Monday, February 23rd. Sign onto the U2",!C 
>> Women’s Away 
>> Game web site today to order your tickets[ The price of 
>> the caravan 
>> includes your admission ticket to the game[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> TEMPO TALK 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Player Blog 
>> 
>> , our player blogger this year, says "thanks" to 
>> 1 P, AfVI 

>> TEMFO lk~r our support. Check out her latest blog and luok fur 
>> her 
>> comments after every game on the TT website Did you know 
>> that 
>> plays the ? And her muther, 
>> 

>> played basketball at ? Our¯ ¯ .player 
>> believes that it is best to ~leam fi-om yesterday, live fur 
>> tuday, and 
>> hope fur tomorruw." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tickets and Parking 
>> 

>> Please continue yuur marketing elt~rts and direct your groups tu 
>> UNC’s 
>> ticket uff~ce (Emily Co~rt - 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to 
>> receive gruup discounts. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Group prices: 
>> 

>> 10-24 - $8 per person 
>> 

>> 25-49 - $6 
>> 

>> 50-99 - $4 
>> 

>> 100+ - $2 
>> 

>> 



>> 

>> PA/Video Board Recognition - To show appreciation for group 
>> support, 
>> UNCAA (Athletic Department) will recognize the attending group 
>> with a 
>> PA announcement during the game as well the group’s name and/or 
>~ logo on 
>> the video board Tell the group leader to submit their 
>> group name and 
>> logo to Sarah Humptnies at stmmphri@uncaa.ur~c.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of 
>> having araple 
>> seating in the Smith Center this year for all home games, comes 
>> ample 
>> parking. The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Manning Lot 
>> are 
>> conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith Center for 
>> general 
>> public parking. If you and your group will be traveling 
>> via bus, 
>> please contact Sarah Humptnies at shmnphri@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> in order to 
>> make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that 
>> you and 
>> your group will be attending. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Media Volunteers Needed 
>> 

>> Welcome Ed Weiss as our new- squad leader for Media! Contact Ed 

>> i     @rocketmail.com) to share your ideas regarding how best to 
>> increase our home attendance through marketing strategies 
>> related to 
>> the press (print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.) Ed has years of 
>> media 
>> experience and has been a long-time women’s basketball supporter 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> To increase our impact, we need TEAM TEMPO members to read the 
>> newspapers following each game AND contact the journalists to 
>> express 
>> their opinions. If the article and coverage was great give 
>> them a 
>> compliment! If the coverage ~vas inadequate or inappropriate, be 
>> professional and give them feedback We want the Triangle media 
>> to kno~v 
>> that ~ve care about media support and we value our Tar 
>> Heels. Let us 
>> know if you are able to stay abreast of our team in the media. 
>> Contact 
>> teamtempo@meridians.us TODAYt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Our latest partner in the effort to support UNC WBB is Scott 
>> Bridges’ 
>> Scout Inside Carolina 
>> (http : /imbd scout com/mb aspx ?s 78&:~3777. 
>> Their infi~rmative site has a women’s basketball forum that we 
>> all 
>> should j oin to share our comments. Scout has recruiting and team 
>> performance news too! Go directly or visit the link on the TT website 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Recruit[ Recruit! Recruit[ 
>> 

>> As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of 
>> her 
>> success. Let’s continue to build the membership of T[~AM TEMPO. 
>> Tell 
>> everyone you know about our grassroots organization. We are 
>> committed 
>> to supporting UNC Women’s Basketball and want to meet others who 
>> have 
>> the same passion. If you know of other supporters, Rams Club 
>> members, 
>> faculty, stall; students, relatives, former players, coaches, or 
>> managers ask them to join us and to visit our TEAM TEMLPO web 
>> site 
>> TODAY! There is power in numberst 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Member Sm~’ey "Let your voice be heardt" 
>> 



>> This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the 
>> marketing 
>> strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and 
>> every week. 
>> We will forward this information to the marketing coordinators 
>> in the 
>> athletic department. So please, complete the TT survey; your 
>> feedback 
>> is essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first 
>> step to 
>> raarketing success. We need to know what you want TEAM 
>> TEMPO to 
>> accomplish to increase attendance and how you visualize us 
>> embracing 
>> the UN-C Women’s Basketball program. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our 
>> TEAM 
>> TEMPO web site to complete the member s~vey[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 
>> 

>> How should we identify each other at public events? Should 
>> we wear 
>> badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats’.’ 
>> Suggestions? 
>> V~nat is your talent or gift? Would you like to learn new skills 
>> to help 
>> TEAM TEMt~O? We are empowering everyone to assist the effblt. 
>> Vol~xteer 
>> in your area of con’ffort. Do you eRioy computers, talking on the 
>> phone, 
>> drat’ting letters, working with charities, chatting with senior 
>> citizens 
>> or youth groups? Please contact us so we may match you up 
>> with another 
>> member to get you into action-mode to increase the attendance[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Commentaries Welcome 
>> 

>> Feedback is essential for success. Please contact us 
>> whenever you have 
>> a constructive suggestion or critique’. We need your 
>> suppolt AND your 
>> feedback! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Note: This update is posted on the wwwmeridians.usincteamtempo 

>> site; 
>> click on "Weekly Updates" button on left sidebar. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> As always, a sincere THANKS ]2~r your time and effort. A 
>> special thank 
>> you to Bill Poteat, Gall McKinley, Ann Hermessey, Cinderella 
>> Jackson, 
>> Annette Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, 
>> Judy 
>> Gurlitz, and Joy Farley for their assistance in the women’s 
>> basketball 
>> office. The team and coaches are MOST apprecmtive.. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go }{eels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. I)ebby 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tickets: I~-C Ticket Office 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Unbcersit’3~ of Nol~h Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 



>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is 

>> to sit 

>> on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it" 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 10:33 AM 

Jewell, Elizabeth A <ejewell@NCCU.EDU> 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Hi E All is well Thanks for the invite. 

My order ships today..I may be able to s~vap my bottle f,ar ?’ours 
though. Are you going to the game tonight? 

d 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Jewell, Elizabeth A" <ejewe11@NCCU EDU>: 

Hi Deb, 
hope yuur week is guing well 
Are you in town this weekend? Yuu’re always welcume on the farm, we 
gu hiking, workuut, gather kindling, cuuk goud loud and have :gun. 
Let me know. 
Got Isu-G yet? 

All the best, 
>E 

Elizabeth Jewel[ MA, ATC, LAT, 
Clinical Cuurdinator/Pro:[essur 
Athletic Training Education Prugram 
Nnrth Carolina Central University 
919-530-6243 phune 
919-530-6156 

’The Natiun’s First Historically Black College ur Universi~ with an 
Accredited Athletic Training Educatiun Prugram’. 

D;burah L Str;rnan, Phff),~]U [dstruman@email ...... du] 
Sent: Thursday, February" 05, 2009 9:44 AM 
To: tearat erapomember s@rueridians, us 
Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Sent from MacPro 

TEAM TEMt)O Update 

February" 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, FebrualN 5th 

The Heels have risen to the challenge. With two solid wins over \~’FU and 
NCCU, the team is no~v back on track to regain our rightful position as 
the league leader. A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.m. will help us 
move up and gain momentum to overcorue Dook and Florida State. The game 
can be also viewed through ACC Select Visit the official IYNC YVBB 
website[ Halfiime activities ;vill feature the reenactment of the 
original rules of ?The Game. ? Look for yours truly to break a sweat and 
take this journey back in timer 

Monday, FebruaW 9th 

It?s rivalry time! At 7:30 p.m. Dook brings their tenacious defense to 
Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our ?fast and furious? offense. Don?t miss 
out on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season 
championship. (Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for tickets 
to the away game on March 1 st Visit goduke.com to purchase online. We 
need to fill an?’ and all available seats in Cameron with Carolina 



Blue!) Please come early and set the tone J~r the Heels to fee] the 
energy from the fans tlalftime activities include fantastic promotions 
from the Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle (;up, and Brixx Pizza! And don?t 
miss a special performance of the national anthem. 

Coach Hatchel[ Radio Show Mnves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at ~[}’ler?s in Carrboro (919.929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 
radio show. Host Brad tleller (Learfield Sports and ?Our Voice of the 
Tar Heels?) will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Coach on WC’HL-1360 .~xa’vl. TT 
merrlbers come early at 7:00 pan. to eat and fellowship! The show begins 
at 8:00 p.m. 

Can?t make the trip to Tyler ?s ? Through the efforts of TT, a rrlp3 copy 
of the radio show (starting with the February 2nd show) is NOW 
available on the main page of the women?s basketball official website. 
Yest Go TEAM TEMPO! 

AWAY ? Friday, February 13th 

Get your popcorn ready! This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 
6:30 pro. on RSN network. The Heels xvill need to secure this important 
road victory to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding and 
the regular season championship. We must send positive thoughts to 
Tallahassee so ottr team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road. 

Axvay Games 

According to the UNC Ticket Office, there is a limited supply of 
tickets still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 
7:00 p.m. on Monday, February 23rd Sign onto the UNC Women?s Away 
Game web site today to order your tickets[ The price of the caravan 
includes your admission ticket to the game[ 

TEMPO TALK 

Player Blog 

¯ our player blogger this year, says ?thanks? to TEAM 
TEMPO for our support Check out her latest blog and look for her 
comments after every game on the TT website. Did you know that 

~l@-ed                    And h ..... ther, basketball at                  ? Our            -player 
believes that it is best to ?learn from yesterday, live f,ar today, and 
hope for tomol~cOW. ? 

Tickets and Parking 

Please continue your marketing efJk~r ts and direct your groups to UNC?s 
ticket office (Emily Cozart - 1-8(;()-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to 
receive group discounts 

Group prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-49 - $6 

50-99 - $4 

100~ - $2 

PA/Video Board Recognition - To show appreciation [’or group support, 
UNCAA (Athletic Department) will recognize the attending group with a 
PA announcement during the game as well the group?s name and/or log<) on 
the video board Tell the group leader to submit their group name and 
logo to Sarah Humphries at shumphri@uncaa unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Srnith Center this year for all home games, comes ample 
parking. The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Matming Lot are 
conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith Center for general 
public parking. If you and your group will be traveling via bus, 



please contact Sarah Humphries at shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu in order to 
make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that you and 
your group will be attending. 

Media Vo[umeers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new squad leader ]2~r Media! Contact Ed 
@rocketmail.coru) to share your ideas regarding how best to 

increase our home attendance through marketing strategies related to 
the press (print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.). Ed has years of media 
experience and has been a long-time women?s basketball supporter. 

To increase our impact, we need TEAM TEMPO members to read the 
newspapers following each garue AND contact the journalists to express 
their opinions. If the alticle and coverage was great ? give them a 
compliment! If the coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be 
professional and give them feedback. We want the Triangle ruedia to know 
that we care about ruedia support and we value our Tar Heels. Let us 
know if you are able to stay abreast of our team in the media. Contact 
tearatempo@raeridians.us TODAY! 

Our latest partner in the effort to support UNC WBB is Scott Bridges’.’ 
Scout ? Inside Carolina (htt~://mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s 78&f 3777. 

Their irfformative site has a women?s basketball forttm that we all 
should join to share our comments. Scout has recruiting and team 
perfom~ance news toot Go directly or visit the lirtk on the TT website. 

Recruit’. Recruit! Recruit[ 

As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of her 
success. Let?s continue to build the membership of TEAM TE2@O. Tell 
everyone you know about our grassroots organization. We are con~mitted 
to supporting UNC Women?s Basketball and want to meet others ~vho have 
the same passion. If you kno~v of other supporters, Rams Club members, 
faculty, staff; students, relatives, former players, coaches, or 
managers ? ask them to join us and to visit our TEAM TEMPO web site 
TODAY[ There is power in numberst 

Member Survey ? ?Let your voice be heard! ? 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and evew week. 
We will forward this information to the marketing coordinators in the 
athletic department So please, complete the TT survey; your feedback 
is essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to 
marketing success We need to know what you ~vant TEAM TEMPO to 
accomplish to increase attendance and ho~v you visualize us embracing 
the U~-C Women?s Basketball program. 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM 
TEMPO web site to complete the member sup~eyt 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identify each other at public events? Should we wear 
badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions? 

What is your talent or gift? Would you like to [earn new skills to help 
TEAM T[~2/2P()? We are empowering everyone to assist the e]ibrt Volunteer 
~n your area of com]2~r t. I)o you e~ioy computers, talking on the phone, 
draRing letters, working with charities, chatting with senior citiz~ens 
or youth groups? Please contact us so we may match you up with another 
member to get you ~nto action-mode to increase the attendancet 

Commentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success Please contact us whenever you have 
a constructive suggestion or critiquet We need your support AND your 
feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www.meridians.usincteamtempo site; 
click on ?Weekly Updates? button on left sidebar. 



As ahvays, a sincere THANKS for your time and effort A special thank 
you to Bill Poteat, Gall McKinley, Ann Hennessey, Cinderella Jackson, 
Annette Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, Ju@ 
Gurlit7, and Joy Farley for their assistance in the women?s basketball 
office The team and coaches are MOST appreciative’? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby 

Tickets: lJ~qC Ticket Office 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
C’~3 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 
on an acol~l and wait; the other is to climb it" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 5, 2009 10:36 AM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n ~ackie@meridians.u~ 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Hi I KNEW the folTilatting was off-- that’s ~vhy I noted where it was 
sent from..I didn’t want to wait until I got to the ofi)ce. 

All is well. Don’t sweat the small stuff] I received numerous emails 
thanking me for the effort. 

I am going to resend later. 

Stay walTn, 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting Jackie L ambertsen <j ackie@meridians.us>: 

’]’his is somewhat of a disaster. First o17 all this is the format I received. 
N0 photo When I clicked on image0001 jpg, ~t sent me to the web to find a 
place to view it. 

’]2aink you might not want to send from a mac in the :Future. 

Jackie Lambertsen 
7624 Kennebec Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-8597 
919 929-6447 Home 

919 869-1320 Fax 

"All is well. Relax and Breathe!" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah L Stroman, Ph D., CLU [mailto:dstroman@email un c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February- 05, 2009 9:44 AM 
To: tean~t en~polnember s@meridians, us 
Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Sent from MacPro 

TEAM TEMPO Update 

Febl~dary 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, February 5th 

The Heels have risen to the challenge. With two solid ~vins over YVFU and 
NCCU, the team is now back on track to regain our rightful position as the 
league leader. A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.m. will help us move up 
and gain momentum to overcome Dook and Florida State The game can be also 
vie;ved tl~rough ACC Select Visit the official L~’C WBB website’. Halftime 
activities will feature the reenactment of the original roles of "The Game." 
Look for yours truly to break a sweat and take this journey back in time! 

Monday, FebruaW 9th 

It’s rivalw time’. At 7:30 p.m Dook brings their tenacious defense to 
Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our "fast and furious" offense. Don’t miss out 
on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season championship. 
(Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for tickets to the away game on 
March 1 st. Visit goduke.com to purchase online. We need to fill an?, and all 
available seats in Cameron ;vith Carolina 



Blue!) Please come early and set the tone for the Heels to feel the energy 
from the fans. Halftime activities include fantastic promotions from the 
Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle (;up, and Brixx Pizz~i! ~md don’t miss a special 
performance of the national anthem 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show Moves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at 2[}qer’s in Carrboro (919929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 
radio show. Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports and "Our Voice of the Tar 
Heels") will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Coach on YVCHL-1360 AM. TT members 
come early at 7:00 p.m. to eat and fellowship! The show begins at 8:00 p.m. 

Can’t make the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of TT, a mp3 copy of the 
radio show (starting with the FebmalT 2nd show) is NOW available on the 
main page of the women’s basketball official website. 
Yes! Go TEAM TEMPOt 

AWAY - Friday-, February 13th 

Get your popcorn ready! This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 6:30 
p.m. on RSN network. The Heels will need to secure this impoltant road 
victory to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding and the regular 
season championship. We must send positive thoughts to Tallahassee so our 
team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road. 

Away Games 

According to the krNC Ticket Office, there is a limited supply of tickets 
still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 7:00 pan. on 
Monday, February 23rd. Sign onto the krNC Women’s Away Game web site today 
to order your ticketst The price of the caravan includes your admission 
ticket to the game[ 

TEMPO TALK 

Player Blog 

our player blogger this year, says "thanks" to TEAM TEMPO 
Ibr our support. Check out her latest blog and look for her continents after 
eveW game on the TT website. Did you know- that 

? And her mother,       played basketball at 
} Our            player believes that it is best to "learn from 

yesterday, live for today, and hope for tomorrow-." 

Tickets and Parking 

Please continue your marketing eflbrts and direct your groups to UNC’s 
ticket oflSce (Emily Cozart - 1-8(;0-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to receive 
group discounts 

Group prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-49 - $6 

50-99 - $4 

100~ - $2 

PA/Video Board Recognition - To show appreciation :for group support, UNCAA 
(Athletic Department) will recognize the attending group with a PA 
announcement during the game as *veil the group’s name and/or logo on the 
video board. Tell the group leader to submit their group name and logo to 
Sarah Humphries at shumphri@uncaa unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Sruith Center this year for all home games, comes ample 
parking. The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Manning Lot are conveniently 
located in close proximi~- to the Sruith Center for general public parking. 
If you and your group xvill be traveling via bus, please contact Sarah 
Humphries at shumpl’ui@uncaa.unc.edu in order to make the appropriate 
arrangeruents in advance of the game that you and your group will be 



attending 

Media Vo[umeers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new squad leader ]2~r Media! Contact Ed 
@rocketmail corn) to share your ideas regarding how best to increase 

our home arten&mce through marketing strategies related to the press 
(print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.). Ed has years of ruedia experience and 
has been a long-time women’s basketball supporter. 

To increase our impact, we need TEAM TEMt~O members to read the newspapers 
following each garue AND contact the journalists to express their opinions. 
If the article and coverage was great - give them a compliment! If the 
coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be professional and give them 
feedback. We want the Triangle media to know that we care about media 
support and we value our Tar Heels. Let us know if you are able to stay 
abreast of our team in the media. Contact teamtempo@meridians.us TODAY! 

Our latest partner in the effort to support IJ~-C ~2~rBB is Scott Bridges’ 
Scout - Inside Carolina (http://mbd.scout.corr~rab.aspx?s 78&~3777. 
Their informative site has a women’s basketball forum that we all should 
join to share our corrmrents. Scout has recruiting and tearu performance news 
toot Go directly or visit the link on the TT website. 

Recruitt Recruit[ Recruit[ 

As Coach Hatchell ~vould tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of her success. 
Let’s continue to build the membership of TEAM TEMPO Tell eye.one you know 
about our grassroots organization. We are committed to supporting UNC 
Women’s Basketball and want to meet others who have the same passion. If you 
know of other supporters, Rams Club members, facul~z, stafl; students, 
relatives, former players, coaches, or managers - ask them to join us and to 
visit our TEAM TEMPO ~veb site TODAY’. There is power in numbers! 

Member Survey - "Let your voice be heard!" 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and evew week. 
We will forward this information to the marketing coordinators in the 
athletic department So please, complete the TT sur~ey-; your l~edback is 
essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to 
marketing success We need to know- what you want TEAM TEMPO to accomplish 
to increase attendance and how you visualize us embracing the UNC Women’s 
Basketball program. 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM 
web site to complete the member sur~,ey! 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identify each other at public events? Should we wear 
badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions? 

What is your talent or gift? Would you like to [earn new skills to help 
TEAM T[~2/2P()? We are empowering everyone to assist the effort Volunteer 
~n your area of com~2~r t. I)o you e~ioy computers, talking on the phone, 
draRing letters, working with charities, chatting with senior citiz~ens 
or youth groups? Please contact us so we may match you up with another 
member to get you ~mo action-mode to increase the attendancet 

Commentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success Please contact us whenever you have 
a constructive suggestion or critiquet We need your support AN’[) your 
feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www.meridians.usincteamtempo site; 
click on "Weekly Updates" button on left sidebar. 

As always, a sincere THANKS for your time and effort. A special thank 
you to Bill Poteat, Gail McKinley, Ann Hetmessey, Cinderella Jackson, 



Annette Litzenberger, Laurie t"erris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, Judy 
Gurlit~, and Joy Farley ]2)r their assistance in the women’s basketball 
o[~fice The team and coaches are MOST appreciative. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby 

Tickets: Ij~’NC Ticket Office 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 2:35 PM 

Hepburn, Jasmine <hjasmine@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Carolina Marketplace Opportunity 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 11:11 AM 

To: csbc@unc.edu; maro@email unc.edu; trashid@email.unc.edu; 
uncquizbowl@gmail corn; sullens@email.unc.edu; kenchuk@email.unc.edu; 
pdurban@email.unc edu; carolinadisc@unc.edu; carolinaforchrist@unc.edu; 
uncchispa@gmail corn; jim johnson@unc edu; projectdinah@unc.edu; 
esatten@emaibunc edu; jpmorton@email.unc.edu; h~nichel@email unc.edu; 

@gmail.com; rcourme@email unc.edu; ma~iie croweH@unc edu; 
cquarter@unc edu; carolinareview@unc.edu; theclub@unc.edu; 
carolinastudentsforlife@gmail.com; djbur2@unc edu; nlemmon@email unc edu; 
cuab@email unc.edu.; habuchan@email.unc.edu; uncsaw@unc.edu; 
elsah@emaibunc.edu; eszyp@email.unc.edu; charlie         ~gmail corn; 
uncstv@gmail.com; scarmen@email.unc.edu; cellnyd@email.unc.edu; 

(a),gmaiI.com 

Cc:       ~))hoUnail.com 
Sut~iect: Carolina Marketplace Opportunity 

Dear UNC Student Organization, 

This is                               , co-chairs for the Student 
Life Committee this upcoming year. We would like your organization’s 
participation in an event entitled Carolina Marketplace this fall 

This event will be held for three consecutive Wednesday nights 
September 30, October 7, and October 14, from 6-8 pm in the Pit. ’]’his 
event will give your organization the opportunity to market your 
organization’s mission and purpose. Carolina Marketplace will allow 
newer students to gather, browse, and sample the diverse selection of 
UNC student organizations on a smaller scale than Fall Fest. The three 
Marketplaces will be organized by theme. 

Week 1: Arts & Culture (September 30th) 
Week 2: Advocacy & Sel~Ace (October 7th) 
Week 3: Athletics, Religion, Misc. (October 14th) 

The Marketplace will allow students to browse organizations and seek 
out opportunities to get involved on campus. Your purpose as an 
organization is to give Carolina students the opportuunity to ask 
questions about L~’~’C organizations and to find out more about all the 
great opportunities UNC has to offer. The Marketplace will also place 
an emphasis on new student organizations and allow both old and new 
organizations to showcase their skills, talents, and purpose. Along 
with student government each week will have a co-sponsoring campus 
organization. Each week will have food or other incentive for the 
browsing students and your organization may be asked to prepare a small 
presentation during the evening. 

Please feel free to pass this message along to any and all campus 
organizations[ 

***New Student Organizations: if your organization is newer to L2xlC, 
please make a note of this in your response. Your organization will 
receive special recognition at the Marketplace. 

If you have an interest in being a part of Carolina Marketplace, please 
respond to this e-mail ~vith your organization’s name, contact 
informatiun of a representative, and the week you would like to 
participate. We will keep you updated about your responsibilities 
closer to the actual event. 

If you have any questions, please let us know! We are excited to have 
you participate[ 

Executive Branch of Student Government 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@ema]l.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 3:24 PM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Yes, please send it to me after you have gone to University Career Services. Wait until you have everything completed before contacting him. Make sure the 

contact happens before Tuesday though! 

Go Heels, 

O~, Peb~zy .Stroman 

Spm’~ AdministP~tion Faculty m~d ~XSS Academic AdvisoP 
919,843.~336 

College SpoPt Resear’ch Inst-it~t:e 

{::aroli_na Spot-is Busi_ness <:lub 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (l_.eadeesHip Honops goci_ety) 

~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 3:0~ PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: E~S 

Dr. Stmman, 

Tha~ you so much, that sounds great~ Would you like me to selld my resume to you before I send it to so that you cnn let nm ~ow i~ an)~hiug needs to be 

edited? Aud would it be a good idea to contact him tod~y to express my interest or should I wmt until I have my cover le~er and resume fiualized? 

On Aug 27, 2009, at 2:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi        . Great News! I just spoke to         and he is looking forward to inb-:~rviewing you for an int:ernshi{} at           thb semester, Pb:~ase contact him 

and also send him yo~r rem~me and cover letter’ (tailored to a golf-r’etated inLernship). Visit the      webaite at _h___t__tE_:_/_Ztarheelblue.cstv.com]_     ~__y__n__£: 

,html and become familiar with the operations as much as possible~ 

@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am excited abou{ your field experience! 

Keep me posted. 

Go Heels., 

DP, Debb.y 

Spopt Administpation Faculty and {{X55 Academic Advisoc 

9~9.843~9336 

College Spor’£ ReseaPch Xnst~£ute 

Car’ol-~na SpocCs Bus-~ness Cl.~b 

Sigma A]pha [.ambda (Leader’ship Honor’s Society) 

@email.unc.edu] 
Se.t= weeneseay, Augus[ z~, zu09 4:54 PH 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman, 

Two quick queslious: 

l) Where is your o~ce? 

2) My ~hedule changed and I now have a class at 11 ~. I mn also able to meet before I0 if that fits in with your schedule. If not, will we have enough dme to talk if 

I need to leave at around 10:45- ]0:507 If not, I dour have class be~-een 1:45 m~d 3:30 if you would prefer to meet theu. 

(a~email.unc.edu 

On Aug 25, 2009, at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stmman wrote: 

Hi, let’s meet at ~0 in my office, Thanks! 
Go Heels, 

Spor’-~ Administr’ation Faculty and ~XSS Academic AdvisoP 
919~ 843. 0336 
College SpoPL Research InsLi.-tu<e 
Capo].i.na Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha I_.amb~a (Leadepship Honocs Society) 

@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 25, 2009 10:13 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subje¢t= Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 
I have class from 12:30- 4:45 on Thms~y so I can meet a~ime before my fi~st class. Let me ~ow your avmlabilib, and I roll work ~metNug out Thm~k you ve~ 

much. 



On Aug 25, 2009, at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availabili~ before 3:00? I 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stro,nan 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseamh Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~{email.unc.e&t] 
Sent: Tuesday5 August 25, 2009 4:55 PM 

To: Debora~ Stro~nan 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 

Thank you’. 

On Aug 25, 2009, at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in ? Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stromm~ 

Sport Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~(bemail.~mc.edul 

Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2009 5:55 PM 

To: theclub~;unc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going m be on vacation when the coherence call for the EXSS 

class will be ~Mng place. Is there any other way that I cm~ get more 



intbrmation on the class becau~ it is detinitely ~mething that I 

would be interested in. 

~:~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:02 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Follow up 

Do give him a call though and leave a msg that you will be in contact in the near future with your resume~ Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

L)ro L)ebby 5trom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stPation Faculty and E-XSS Academic Adv~soP 

919~ 843. @336 

College Sport ReseaPch 

CaPo].ina Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~gma Alpha t.ambda (Leadership HonoPs Society) 

@email,unc,edu] 
$emt~ Thursday, August 27, 2009 3:0~ PM 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
$~bje¢t= Re: E~S 

Dn StmmmL 

’I’bm~ you so muck that som~ds 

edited? And would it be a good idea to contact him today to express my interest o~ should I wait until I have my co~e~ le,er and resume ~nalized? 

On Aug 27, 2009, at 2:36 PM, Deborah Stromau wrote: 

Grew;t: News! fiust spoke to         and he is looking forward to in~:erviewing you for i~n ~nternship i~:           ~:h~s semester. P~ease contact h~m 

and also send him y.:)ur resume and cover le~:ter (l:~k~red to ~ go~.-re~ated k~ternsMp). V~s~: the      website ~: htt~J/tarheelblue.cstv.com~     iunc- 

.html and become familiar with the operations as much as possibfe. .......................... 

~)uncaa.unc,edu 

I am e’,(ci[:ed about your field experience[ 

Keep me posted~ 

Go Heels, 

Dr, Debby 

Sport Admin£stration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919. 843,0336 

College Sport Resear’ch Ir~stiku-te 
Carol£na Spor’ts Bus£ness Club 

Sigma Alpha I..ambda (t.eadersh:ip Honors Society) 

@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 26, 2009 4:54 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject~ Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Two quick questions: 

1) Where is your 

2) My ~hedule changed and I now have a class at 11 AM. I am aJso able to meet betbm 10 iffl]at tits in with your schedule. If hOg will we have euough time to ~lk if 

I need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont have class between ] :45 and 3:30 if you would pretbr to meet fl]en. 

(~emai].~mc edu 

0U Aug 25, 2009, at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

I-{i. Let’s meet at 10 in my o]:fice. Thanks! 
Go HeeIs.~ 
Dr, Debby ,Str’oman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919,843~0336 
College Spore Research Inst~£ute 
Car’olina 5porLs Business Club 
Sigma A]pha t.ambda (Leadership Honor’5 %ociety) 

Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 10:13 PN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subje¢t= Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 
I have class from 12:30- 4:45 on Thum&y so I cau ,neet ~)~ime before my fimt cl~s. Let ,ne M~ow >~ur avaJlabili~ m~d I roll work mmetNng out Thank you vmy 

much. 



(a~emsil.unc.edu 

On Aug 25, 2009, at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availabiliW before 3:00? I 

should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administralion FaculU and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lmnbda (Leadership Honors SocieU) 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: ({~email.unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 4:55 PM 

To: Deborala Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Sta~man, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 

Thank you’. 

On Aug 25, 2009, at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in 290? Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Origin~] Message ..... 

From: @__e__r__n__~__U_Lu_! )__c_:_e___@_] 

Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2009 5:55 PM 

To: _t _k__%c_Lu_ b/~ __=__mc_:_e___�~__u_ 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is them any other way that I can get morn 

infonnation on the class becan~ it is definitely something that I 



would be interested in. 

,~emailx~nc~edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 10:34 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Compliance Newsletter - September, 2009 

9-3-09.pdf 

Go Heels, 

D~". Oebby Stromc~n 

Sport Adminis-tratior] Facu]-ty and EXSS Acade~r£c Advisor 

9~.9.843.e336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Spor"ts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 12:10 PM 
To: Kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; Alain Aguilar; antoniot@emaiLunc~edu; bok@email.unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca; 
cjbox@email.unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; Doug Bennett; dstroman@email.unc.edu; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; hlandon@emaiLunc~edu; Janis Matson; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; Jamaal Green; 
katsaoun@email.unc.edu; khancock@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; Latoya Wright; Meridith Petschauer; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; Joe Pipkin; Rebecca Rebmann; reznick@email.unc.edu; rschwarz@emaiLunc.edu; Staci Austin; skolnick@emaiLunc~edu; Sally 
Mays; southall@email.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Tom Brickner; tkrobert@email.unc.edu; Kelly Waicus; Clarence Morris; Christopher Sparrow; Chad Wade; Daniel 
Maddox; Mitchell Kivett; Randall Young; Jonathan Guthrie; Alex Creighton; Jeffrey Spang; noelle_granger@med~unc.edu; Tim Taft; hack@smootpsych.com; bjpolk@unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; garland_hershey@unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
joanna@unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; Allison Battle; Adrian Beros; Angie Bitting; Andrew Calder; Chris 
Council; Anne Sexton; Angel Flow; Amy Hoots; A.l Grant; Amy Herman; Art Kaufman; Alison Kidd; Angie King; Albert Lindsay; Andrew Allden; Adam Lucas; Allen Mogridge; 

Anson Dorrance; Tony Tucker 11; Sara Anundsen; Ann Oliver; Anthony Parker; Antonio Pettigrew; Amy Piland; Alisa Rawls Minshall; Anne Sadler; Arthur Smith; Larry Gallo; 
Andre Williams; Aaron York; Ben Sanders; Brian Bersticker; Bonnie Clarke; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis; Brie Farley; Bobby Gales; Brenda Haithcock; Brian Holman; Bobby Hundley; 
Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Brent Blanton; Brandon Maddux; Beth Miller; Bruce Noell; Bill Palladino; Janelle Breneman; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridget; Ben Sanders; Baden Sharp; 
Brannon Simpson; Beverly Smith; Brett Smith; Paul Davis; Butch Williams; Clarissa Adams; Chad Kirk; Jeff Camarati; Clara Andrews; Carrie Rubertino Shearer; Catherine 
Greene; Cindi Atwater; Curt Brossman; Connie Conway; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Chris Gallo; Christy Garth; Clint Gwaltney; Chuck Ward; Kaye Chase; Chris Hirth; Corey Holliday; 
Chris Harris; Carl Boxberger; Christopher Keever; Christopher Luke; C.B. McGrath; Carl Olivera; Jennifer Cook; Dennis Craddock; Cricket Lane; Charlotte Smith; Carlos 
Somoano; Cynthia Stone; Christy Suits; Chris Van Horn; Charlie Williams; Cynthia Reynolds; Dave Arendas; David Harris; Dick Baddour; Darren Bell; David Burton; Donna Cheek; 
Graham De’ath; Derek Galvin; David Andrews; Dana Gelin; Danny Gourley; Don Hill; Dan Hooker; David Hoots; Daniel Inman; Diane Joyce; Donna J. Papa; Dave Lohse; DiAnne 
Lowe; Delaine Marbry; Don McCauley; DebNe McDermott; Dawn McPherson; Dino Megaloudis; Dominic Morelli; Dana Rea; Andrew Parker; Darryl Sanders; Chris Ducat; Brian 
Duerton; Clare Duffy; Elmar Bolowich; Emily Cozart; Ellen Culler; Rams Club; Eric Hoots; Erin Lindsey; Eric Stefanski; Everett Withers; Brandon Fanney; Fred Lombardi; Frank 
Maynard III; Justin Freeman; Robin Fullerton; Patrida Galu; Gall Basnight; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Julie Gladchuk; Judith Gurlitz; EIbert Hairston; Joe Haydon; Mike Hrivnak; 
Jaimie Lee; Jason Andrews; Jones Angell; Jan Mann; Jayne Barnwell; James Bettcher; John Blake; Josh Boone; Johnny Cake; Jeff Connors; Matt Jednak; Jerry Crain; Jaci Field; 
Jerry Fisk; Jason Freeman; John Blanchard; Jerod Haase; Jane High; Joe Holladay; Janine Holland; Joan Holt; John Inman; Jack Jensen; Josh Langley; Jonathan Miller; John 
Martin; John Montgomery; Justin Webb; Jeff Negalha; Johnny Heath; John Brunner; Jonas Sahratian; Joyce Dalgleish; Jeff Shepherd; Joe Sagula; John Shoop; James Spurling; 
Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; John White; Jason Whitman; Karen Monaco; Jack Karstaedt; Kevin Best; Kenny Browning; Kirk Callahan; Ken Cleary; Karlton Creech; Ken 
Crowder; Karen Shelton; Kathy Duffy; Kathy Dutton; Jen Ketterly; Kathy Griggs; Kendra Hancock; Kerry Harbor; Kim Jones; Kevin King; Amy Kleissler; Ken Mack; Katherine 
Marlow; Kenya McBee; Kym N. Orr; Kaye Koenig; Kent Pennington; Kevin Robinson; Laura Bernhard; Greg Law; Leea Murphy; Larry King; Lee Snyder; Linda Woods; David 
Mahecha; Lance Markos; Martina Ballen; Mary Bateman; Michael Beale; Marcus Berry; Matt Bowers; Mike Bunting; Matthew McCay; Michael Crowe; Margie Dubnansky; Kristina 
Meissen; Mary Katherine Esleeck; Meeghan Ford; Mike Fox; Mark Gaines; Melissa Glyptis; Mike Wilkinson; Michael Thomas; Redel Miller; Melinda Joines; Michael Whittlesey; 
Mike Litzinger; Mark Nusbaum; Rodney Morris; Michael Perkins; Mike Pope; Michael Ward; Mark Steffer; Stephen Gisselman; Matt Terrell; Mary Alyson Touloupas; Mary 
Willingham; Natalie Ericson; Nellie Baber; Nathan Barnes; Nadine Faustin-Parker; Nicole Fava; Neal Harrell; Nicole Gamble; Nadia Lynch; Nina Walker; Octavus Barnes; Evie M. 
Oregon; Brian Overton; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Patricia Earley; Patrick Gray; Pamela Higley; Patrick Marsh; Pat Myers; Bill Prentice; Pete Watson; Eve Rackham; Phillip 
Radabaugh; Rick Boger; Rick Brewer; Robin Churchill; Ross Fowler; Robert Galloway; Robert Gilmore; Richie Grimsley; Rob Hayden; Rich DeSelm; Robert Mercer; Ron Miller; 
Rory Pommerening; Robert Costa; Rick Steinbacher; Ryan Woodruff; Brianna Apple; Stephen Arthur-Wong; Susan B. Maloy; Stephen Boyd; Clark Smith; Doug Halverson; Scott 
Forbes; Stacey Harris; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley Johnson; Sarah Humphries; Scott Jackson; Shelly Green; Sarah Haney; Steve Kirschner; Scott Oliaro; Shane Parrish; Sam Paul; 
Sam Pittman; Sean Quinn; Sandy Restivo; Steve Robinson; Gary Stec; Sherron Peace; Scott Trulock; Mary Stuneck; Susan Parler; Sharon Wagner; Sue Walsh; Troy Douglas; 
Tim Smith; Travis Filar; Thomas Woody; Trevor Chinn; Terri Jo Rucinski; Terri Maynor; Tony Yount; T.P. Hutchinson; Trey Parnell; Tripp Phillips; Tim Sabo; Tyson Lusk; Tracy 
Harris; Teresa Vanderford; Tracey Williams; Kevin Lawrence; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Velvet Catoe; Spencer B. Welborn; Gerald Medford; Wayne Jones; Wes Satterfield; Willie 
Scroggs; Zana Tauriaianen 
Subject: Compliance Newsletter - September, 2009 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~Vuncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:29 PM 

help@applyweb.com 

RE: Evaluatiou help request number HEI~PREC 32834998 20090924150210 

(,rtqc at CLap~l ~{~ 

9 Zg.&~3.0336 

hhtp:iiwww.unc.e&~ic}epts/~exerciseisport a&ninistrahion 

Weekly W~ffrd Fact: 77~re is c c~y cal!ed Rome on every con~)~enL 

F~m= katie@collegenet.com [mailto:katie@collegenet.com] On Behalf Of help@appl~eb.com 
Sent~ Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:24 P~ 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Evaluation help request number HELPREC_32834998_20090924150210 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for your reply. Your email has been changed to dstroman@email.unc.edu in 
complete his letter of recommendation. 

application so you should be able to log into your existing account and 

Sincerely, 

Customer Service 

Help@ApplyWEB.com 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 

To: <help@applyweb.com> 

Date: 09/24/2009 03:21 PM 

RE: Evaluation help request number HELPREC_32834998_20090924150210 

Yes, pJease change [o ds[roman. Ti~anks, 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
~NqC at Chapel 1till 
Exemise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
i 

From: katie@collegenet.com [mailto:katie@collegenet.com] On Behalf Of help@applyweb.com 
Sent; Thursday, September 24, 2009 6::1.5 PM 
To; Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Evaluation help request number HELPREC_32834998_20090924:tS02.t0 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for contacting Help. It looks like,      listed your email address under dstro@unc.edu. You already have an account under dstroman@email.unc.edu. Would you 

like your email listed in        application changed to dstmman@email.unc.edu? Otherwise, you’ll need to create a new account with dstro@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Customer Sewice 

Help@ApplyWEB.com 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc edu> 

To: help@applyweb com 

Date: 09/24/2009 03:04 PM 

,E’.ubiect: 
Evaluation help request number H ELPREC_32834998_20090924150210 



Requested change to dstro@unc.edu (additional email) and verification link won’t work (440 error) 

Help link won’t work (440 error) 

Evaiuato~s name: Deborah Stroman 

Evaiuator~s email address: dstro~,an@email.unc.edu 

Applicant’s name~ 

Applicant’s email address, if provided: 

Institution to which recommendation is being submitted: University of Georgia 

For~’ code of ~econpendation: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 4:04 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

RE: FW: Thank you aJ~d some background intb 

Thanks! Well stated~ 

Update: Thursday I have to play golf at :].:l:30 a~m, Prior commitment that I wasn’t sure I was available to do, Tried to negotiate a ?)-some and 2-some with Johnny 

but Finley is compleX:ely fuli. (Not sumdsk~g due to the FSU g~me theft n~ghL) Nonel:he~ess, we w~H jo~n the three guys. You ~iay front 9 and ~f you are h~wing ~ 

great tkne ~md ph~ying well - con~:mue I[ you ~re not having h.m or fee~k~g sorry for me, let me play bi~ck 9. Thus, ~ do my required networMng ~md we both enjoy 

golf and each other’s company. Your’ thoughts, 

Deborah 5tr,)man, ~"h-D,, CI.U 

9~98430336 

http:/’/’www.unc.edu/ depts/exercise/sport administration 

W~ek/y Weird Foot: Heroin was first murketed by th~ Bayer AspMn Company, 

F~m= Jennifer Eaddy [mailto: ,@yahoo.cam] 
Sent~ Monday, October 19, 2009 3:~ PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
S~bjeet~ RE: ~: ~ank you and some background info 

I agree. ~ would want to meet the s~dent. I ~ow notNng about this Md. I just have a proud dad promoting him. I can’t get a feel of what this child’s desires and wishes 

are. For all I ~ow, this dad could be living his life through his ~u ~d the son may not really want to go to ~C, nor be a p~ of the spo~ admin program. What 

essay or commuNcation do we have from Trey. It sounds like ~e dad wants to a~end ~C. He is veE coutrolling and has issues. I wouldu’t role out tra~; but I 

wouldn’t take tNs emailisho~ stab/book wifl] a groin of salt. I would have "~ meet aa]d hear from Trey. I em~tNze wifl] his disability, but "that doesn’t ma2e him worthy 

of one of the 9 slots. 

If tNs were coming from a [bnner te~hec it would be a diflbrent sloE. All ~rents BELIEVE their child is fl~e best "thing since sliced bread. Parents are veW bia~d. 

tle acts like he is applying tbr a middle school Trey is a man a~d should be able to speak up tbr himsel£ If he can’k he ce~i~y doesu’t belong in the program’. 

--- On Mon, 10/19/09, Deborah Strommi <dstroman@email. une edu> wrote: 

Frown: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@e~nail.unc.edu:> 
Subject: I~E: FW: Thank you m~d some background info 

To: ’"Jennifer Eaddy"’            ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Monday, October 19, 2009, 3:18 PM 

Hi. I ne~er met him, H~-’_~ is interested in our grind progn~m and going down [:he Nat of faculty to meet He ~s trying to g~;in favor by doing h~s own one-on.-one 

meet~ngs~ whh::h is a good strategy, The concern ~:hat hi~s surfi~(:ed ~s that hb father is (:ontroNk~g everytMng. As one of my coNeagues stated, "wH~ we hi~ve 

Trey as our student AND the dad?]" ~ am just getting a red flag and wanted your opinion. Last year we had ~" 100 applicants for nine s~ots. 

c.r:qc at Chapel Hi{: 

9 D).~%3.0336 

http:/’//www.unc:.e~u/~;]epts//exercJse/~sport a~JrninJstration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin wus.fir~t ma:keted by the Bayer Aspirin Coml~uny, 

F~m= Jennifer Eaddy [maNto:jennifereaddy@yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Monday, October 19, 2009 2:06 PN 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ Re: N: ~ank you and some background info 

Who is Trey? Is he the boy who smells like pot? 

Good lord. that was a long le~er~ I need the bac~rouud on tNs because ~ am at a loss. 

--- On Mon, 10/19/09, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaiL unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu~ 
Subject: FW: Thank you and some background intb 

To: "JCE Jce" ~o          ~ ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, October 19, 2009, 1:45 PM 

Your thoughts, 

Ii~er,;ise :~r:3 Spor~ ScJer~ce Dept, 

9 D).~%3.0336 

http:/’//www.unc:.e~u/~;]epts//exercJse/~sport a~JrninJstration 

Wee~V Wdrd Foc~: Heroin wus.fir~;~ mor~:eted by the Bayer Aspirin 

F~m= Jimmy & Ida Pharr [mail~: @yahoo.cam] 
$ent~ Monday, October 19, 2009 11:52 AN 
To~ Deborah Stroman 



Subject: RE: Thank you and some background info 
Dr. Stroman, 
’I’hm~k you for seeing our son Trey and your help in this email. I do know how- busy you a~:e, but I have attached a letter to you that I really hope you read before seeing 
Trey tomorrow. 
Jimmy (cell 

Pharr, Jr. hm 

--- On Fri, 10/9/09, Deborah Stroman <d~troman@emaiL une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.nnc.edup 
Subject: RE: Thm~ you and some backgronnd intb 

To. J~mmy & Ida Pharr <        @yah(o.com 
Date: Friday, October 9, 2009, 1:09 PM 

Hi Trey, ket this note serve as a learning opportunity, As opposed to ignoring your note, I an] choosing to respond to help you, 

I do appreciate your reaching out to EXSS SA faculty. However, part of your job to he~p us know you and your capabilities is to do your OWN research. It is your 

respons~bfl~:y ta find us as you have internet, campua maos, UNC ~vebs~:es, telephone, etc. A~th.:)ugh [ would ~ove ta assist wRh your request, I ju~;t dan"t have ~:~me 

ta map my offk:e w~:h respect to my duties as a professar., advisar and program coordk~ator. Ta be qu~te frank, I am some~vhat disapp.Nr~ted ~n your questions and 

requests that w~th carefu~ thought and p~snn~ng you could answer. Remember, our program ~s very competitive. We are ~ooking for the best of the best. We want 

students who are self-.starters and independent thinkers and doers. I hope this noLe assists you ~n thaL understandh~g. 

~ w~l~ re~’iew yo~Jr restJme for otlr short chat. 

Have a good weekend. 

Thanks. 

E):erci~" :~r~t Sport S~:i~’r~:~" 

]~tt}~://,/www,unc.edui~e}~tsiexerciseisport a~mimstration 

Weekly i44d~d F~ct: Everyone )~ the Midd/e Ages bdia’ved -. as AHstot~e had - theft the heart ~as the seat ~f inteifigence. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&p 

Monday, October 19, 2009 4:45 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

RE: FW: Thank you aJ~d some background intb 

I tried that route. The course is full with foursomes until 3:00. I am trusting God that someone won’t show up at the next tee time after I:[:30 or we can pull off our 

fivesome~ C© 

d 

9 2 9 8 %.3 0.3.3 ~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu idepts/exe~ciseisport administration 

F~m= Jennifer Eaddy [mailto: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent~ Monday, October ~9, 2009 4:26 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ RE: ~: ~ank you and some background info 

hey, whatever you decide works for me. maybe you can get me in as a single with another gronp of 3 or 2 azonnd the sane time. that way, both of us ca~ play 18 

holes??? 

--- On Mon, 10/19/09, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email. une edu> wrote: 

Frown: Deborah Stroman <~stroma~@e~na]l.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: FW: Thank you and some background info 

To: ’"Jennifer Eaddy’" <           @yahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, October 19, 2009, 4:03 PM 

Thanks! Well stat~-:~d. 

Update: Thursday I have to play golf at 11:30 a.m. Prior commitment that ~ wasn’t sure f was avaih~ble to do. Tried to negotiate a 3-some and 2-some with Johnny 

but Finley is completely ]:u~L (Not surpr~sb~g due to the FSU game that rfight.} Nonetheless, we w~fl ]o~n the three guys. You p~ay front 9 and ~f you are having a 

great th]le and playing well--- continue. If you are not hav~ng fun or feelb~g sorry for me, let me play back 9. Thus, I do my required networking and we both enjoy 

golf and each other% company. Your thoughts. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

919-843-033(? 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e,~u i~epts/exerdseisport adrninis’~ration 

Week~V Weird Fr2d: Heroin w~s.firs~ mr2rke~ed by ~he 8oyez Aspirin 

F~m= Jennifer Eaddy [ma~lto: @yahoo,corn] 
Sent~ Monday, October ~9, 2009 3:~ PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ ~[: N: ~ank you and some background info 

I agree. I would want ~ meet the student I ~ow notNng about this Md. I just have a proud dad promoting him. I can’t get a feel of what this child’s desires m~d wishes 

are. For aJl I ~ow, tiffs dad could be living his life fl~rough his ~n ad the son may not really want to go to UNC, nor be a pal of the spo~ admin program. What 

essay or commu~cation do we have from Trey. It sounds like ~e dad wants to a~end UNC. He is ve~’ controlling and has issues. I wouldn’t role out tray, but I 

wouldn’t take tNs email/sho~ sto~ibook with a groin of saJt. ~ would have ~ meet and hear from Trey. I em~tNze with his disabili~, but that doesn’t make him woahy 

of one of the 9 slots. 

IftNs were coming from a foyer teacher, it wonld be a die, rent sto~’. NI Nrents BELIEVE their child is the best tNng since sliced bread. Parents are ve~ bland. 

He acts like he is applying for a middle school. Trey is a nmn and should be able to speak up for himsel£ If he can’k he ce~laiNy doesn’t belong in the pmgram~ 

--- On Mon, 10/19/09, Deborah Strom an <dstroman@emaiL une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman ~dstroman@email.unc.edtp 
Subject: RE: FW: Thank you a~d some background info 
To: ’"Jemdfer Eaddy"’~            @yahoo.corn> 
Date: Monday, October 19, 2009, 3:18 PM 

Hi. I never met him, He is interested in our grad program and going down the list of faculty [o meet He is trying to gain favor by doing his own one-on-one 

meetings, which is a good strategy. The concern that has surfaced ~s that h~s father is controlling everything. As o~e of my colfeagues stated, "w~H we have Trey as 

our student AND the dadPU I am )Jst getting a red flag and wanted your opinion. Last year we had -. :1.00 applicants for n~ne slots. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e,~u i~epts/exerdseisport admmis’~ration 

Week~V Weird Fr2d: Heroin w~s.firs~ mr2rketed by the goye; Aspirin 

F~m= Jennifer Eaddy [ma~ltoL @yahoo,corn] 



Sent: Monday, October :~9, 2009 2:06 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject-" Re: FVV: Thank you and some background info 

Who is Trey? Is he the boy who smells like pot? 

Good lord. that was a long letter! I need the background on this because I am at a loss, 

--- On Mon, 10/19/09, Deborah Strom an <d~troman@emai[ une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Thank you and some background intb 

To: "JCE Jce" <            ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Monday, October 19, 2009, 1:45 PM 

Your’ thoughts. 

Week&" Weir~ ~act: Heroin was.first ma:keted 

F~m= Jimmy & Ida Pharr [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Nonday, October 19, 2009 11:52 AM 

To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: Thank you and some background 

Dr. Stroma~ 

Th~k you for seeing our mn Trey and your help in tNs email. I do h~ow how busy you are, but I have a~ched a leRer to you that I really hope you read ~fom seeing 

Trey tomorrow. 

Jimmy (cell ) 

Pham Jr. hm 

--- On F~i, 10/9/09, Deborah Stroman <d~troman@emai~ une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Thank you and sotne background info 

To: ’"Jimmy & Ida Phan"" <        @yahoo.com> 
Date: Friday, October 9, 2009, 1:09 PM 

Hi Trey. Let this note serve as a learning opportunity. As opposed to igr~orir~g your t~ote, ~ am choo~;~ng to respot~d [:o help you. 

[ do appredaLe your reacNng out to [XSS SA faculty. However, part of your job to he~p us know you and your capabilities is to do your OWN research. ~t is your 

responsibility to find us as you have inte~neL campus maps, UNC webs~tes, Le~e£hoRe, etc. gkhough ~ would love to assist w~th your request, I jusL don’t have t~me 

to map my office w~th respect to my duties as a professor, advisor and program coordinator. To be q@te frank, I am somewhat disappoh~ted h~ your questions and 

requests that wkh caref@ thought and planning you co@d answer. Remember, our program is very competit[ve~ We are looking for the best of the best. We want 

students who are seG.starters and indepet~dent tMnkers arid doers I hope this not:e assists you ~r~ that: understandh~g. 

~ w@ review your resume for our short chat 

Have a good weekend. 

Thanks. 

~ JNC at C:bape] ~ ii]i 

}~xerc:[se aad Spo~t Sdcm:e 12)cp~:, 

929 84.3 0336 

}mp:!///www.unc.ec]u/ clcpIs/%xercise// sport actmmistration 

Weekly Weird Facl: L:~,e:No:)e h~ lhe MiddI~ A{~es beliew’d -. a5 Aris~ot!e had - theft the heart was the seat 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Martina Wood’s Words 

Basketball season has returned and with much anticipation this 2009 and 2010 team 
are in strong pursuit of a National Championship. After being pressed to the limit all 
summer long and throughout preseason I believe we are a much tougher and stronger 
team. But we finally made it to Late Night with Roy and it was exciting to see all the 
fans and feel the electrifying presence of Carolina basketball. An~*dme Stuart Scott is 
in the building you know you’re in for a treat. That night we spent nearly 45 minutes 
in the tunnel waiting tbr the program to start. Rehearsing our dance moves, 
screaming at the top of our lungs, high fixing and waiting nervously for our names to 
be called and make our recognized run through the tunnel. There had to be nearly 4o 
people in that tunnel. It was very fanatical. Nevertheless that night for me was filled 

with memories being that it was my last and final Late Night with Roy. The team, from beginning to end, 
thought the night was a blast. Next on the list... SATURDAY PRACTICE - 2:oo p.m.! 

Practice started off differently than before but we focused on defense and our transition game the 

majority of the time. I personally congratulated some of our first-years alter practice and told them well 

done; you made it through your first practice. Tierra #44 aka: TRP said to me with a giant smirk on her 

face, "I made it, I didn’t know if I was going to make it, but I made it." We certainly have an energetic new 

class. They’re scrappy and demonstrate a lot of what this team will need to have a successful season. This 

practice was open and it was good to look out and see family, friends, fans and supporters of women’s 

basketball. 

Constantly, practice always thickens; we have practice # 2 tonight. I know this is going to be a 

very special year as it ah,vays is. I hope to see you all at our games this year. GO HEELS! 

Martina Wood #30 

Coach Williarn’s Wisdoms 

"This is a very exciting time in the world of women’s basketball. First of all practice is 
well underway and the team is working extremely hard on the floor and in the 
classroom. We have a lot of youth this year but once they learn the system, the sky is 
the limit to where we will end up. ~¢vre will settle for nothing less than another ACC 
Title and the National Championship." 



Nothing but ’Nette 

Oct. 15 is the first practice for Nov.5, the first exhibition game, and I am too 
pulnped for this season, as if I aln a player, myself. I’m really excited about 
getting up dose and personal with Carolina Women’s Basketball, possibly 
get info no other source would disclose, but the said people themselves. I am 
also looking forward to the finalization of Carmiehael Gym’s restoration; 
while walking to class, it is really an eyesore of sorts now. Can’t wait for it to 
be a beauty again. 

On to some news, Oct.4 and 5 were the dates for the 5th annual Reece Holbrok Golf Classic and Sports 
Auction benefiting cancer patients. This year a portion of the proceeds were given to our own, Jessiea 
Breland, for her battle u~th Hodgkin’s disease. I am very happy that this was done for her. As a child of a 
mother ~4th cancer, I know the importance of ha~4ng money for medical bills, but most importantly, 
ha~ng a supportive and strong family, and her team and school are right by her side along the way. This 
tvpe of news makes me proud to be a Tar Heel. 

High Heels and Low Tops 

The ~romen’s team definitely showed up and showed out at "Late 
Night u~th Ro3?’ on Oct. 16. The audience was introduced to the 
players and coaches. Then, the ladies began with spoofs. One x4deo 
was a remake of the Geieo commercials, where "sometimes I feel like 
somebodyZs watching me." The first-years were always being 
"watched" by an image of Coach Hatehell’s face. This was a warning 
to the athletes to know they are always being watched, and can’t sMp 
out on class or practice. 

Then the ladies did a reenactlnent of MTV’s hit show, "Alnerica’s Best 
Dance Creu#, similarly called "Carolina’s Best Dance Crew." Three of 

the ladies acted as judges, while their other teammates broke into three groups where they performed to 
popular songs, "Do the Rie~v Bobby", "You’re a Jerk", and "Swag Surf." Even injured Catrina Wood ~vas 
able to "break a leg" while doing the "8tanky Leg." 

During the scrimmage, one team donned the usual 
Carolina blue, while the other team rocked new pink 
jerseys ~n honor of NSCU head coach Kay Yow ~vho passed 
away earlier this year and for National Breast Cancer 
Awareness month. 



From Doc’s Desk 

I am happy to introduce a new marketing communication this season researched and edited 

by passionate followers of UNC Women’s Basketball - students! As ah,vays here in Chapel 

Hill, the basketball is intense and tbr good reason. The team is very talented, the coaching is 

second-to-none, and the atmosphere breeds success. Winning is just contagious in the 

southern part of heaven. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 

support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 
them lmow early and often. Just like the tar on those ol’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 

offering sticks with you all year! Thanks for reading, dstro@unc.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky (lecky@email.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 8:47 PM 

John Russell@Kenan- Flagler.unc.edu 

RE: Internal Job Posting Sports Director 

3:00. Thanks! 

9 P.).863.0336 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

Week&" Wdrd Fcx:~: f-l~’roir~ w~s.fir~;t rnc2r;zet~d bV the L-k~ye; AsphM O)mp~nV. 

F~m= John Russell [maJJto:John_Russell@Kenan-Flagler.unc.edu] 
Senti Saturday, October 24, 2009 8:36 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: In~rnal Job Posting Spo~ Director 

An~me behveen 3-7 on Tue~ay works great for ~ne. Just let me ~ow. 

Thanks! 

-j russ 

John M. Rnssell 

President 

Caxolina Athletic Association 

Kenan- Flagler Business School 2010 

The Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

John Russell@Kenan- Flagler.unc.edu 

(mobile) 

Sent via my BlackBerry Storm 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc 

Date: Sat, 24 Oct 2009 19:52:19 -0400 

To: Russell, John<Jolm Russell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subj~t: l~B: Interual Job Posting Sports Director 

Hi John. How is your schedule Tuesdav after 3:007 

Thanks. 

Go MeSs, 

http;!//%’ww.ui~cec]u/clqN:s//exerc~se//sport aclminist:ra tion 

Weekly Weird [:~ct: bieroin 

F~m= Russell, John [ma~]to:John_Russell@kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Sent= Friday, October 23, 2009 6:57 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L, 
Subject= Internal Job Posting Spots Director 

Dr Stroman, 

Hope you are enjoying the beginning of your fall break.,, Wanted to go ahead and send this your way to send out to the ChJb,.. 

Also, was wondering if you had any [ree l:]rne ~:h~s upcormng week for us to catch 

Let me know, Thanks! 

F~m: Russell, Jessica [mailto:Jessica.Russell@YNCATriangle.org] 
Sent= Friday, October 23, 2009 1:58 PM 
Te= ’robshieldsis’; Russell, John; ’Ebs Su~on’; ’An~e Radtke’; ~gmail.com’; ’Elizabeth Howard’; ’Nathanael Massey’ 
$~bje¢t= ~: Internal Job Posting Finley Spor~ Director 

Community HOPE Site Coordina[or 
A.E, F;~ey YMCA 
91,9-84S-BSg0 office 

cell 

From= Britt, Ann 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 1:4S PM 
To= Barbee, Julia; Britt, Ann; Bush, Kim; Gravley, Mary; Hobson, Eva; Jessup, Karla; Lee, Diane H.; Long, Breyanna; McDonald, Julia; Parker, Laura; Parker, Pa@a; Phillips, 



Debbie; Pritchard, Teresa; Sneed, Vicki; Squizzato, Nancy; Strzalkowski, Bianca; Trevillian, Becky; Waiters, Susan; White, Pat; Winchester, Lila; Brooks, Beth; Bryce, Patti; 
Cummings, Nancy; Gressel, Randi L.; Grindstaff, Jenis; Hicks, Bethany H.; Hughes, Chris; Jackson, Donnie; Keith, Kim; Kornegay, James; LaJune Harrison; Martin, Carla; 
Morton, Adrienne; Moser, Kim; Richard, Renae; Russell, Jessica; Sobha, Yo; Spears, Mike; Vance, Katherine 
~:c; Stephenson, Liz; Scott, Matthew 
Subject-" Internal Job Posting Finley Sports Director 

IR Representatives, 
Thank you for promptly posting the attached job announcement at your branch, and/or passing this information on to appropriate branch staff. 
Position: Sports Director 
Reports to: Senior Membership Director 
Department: Sports 
Status: Full-time, Exempt 
Branch: A.E. Finley YMGA 

Date Posted: October 23, 2009 

Accepting Resumes/(~over Letter Until: Monday, November 2nd, 2009 
Submit Resume and C:over Letter to: 
Matthew Scott, Senior Membership Director 
A.E. Finley YMGA 
9216 Baileywick Road 
Raleigh, North Garolina 27615 
(or by e-mail to: Matthew.$cott@YMGATrian,qle.or.q) 
Than k you. 

This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain confidential information intended only for the use of 
the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to intercept, read, print, retain, copy, 
forward or disseminate this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us 
by return message or by telephone at 91 9-71 9-9622 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 8:56 PM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

RE: KF - Steve Mills 

I will forward your name and contact to the Club officers in hopes of a meaningful partnership of this event Thanks again! 

Go } ireJs, 

Debora}~ St:roman, Ph.D., CL~ J 

EzPr,;ise ~nd Spar[ Science 

9 P’).843.0336 

http:/’iwwwamc.e~Ju/~(]epts// exercJse/sport administration 

:@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2~, 2009 6:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
S~bject: Re: KF - Steve Mills 

WOW’. 

This is li~e a co~ecflou made i~ ~eaveu. My dub is ta~u~ a mira cozeer tm~ ~e~ ~mester ~ do the exact ~me ~iu~. We sho@d de~tdy coordinate that Sbo@d 

we set up a time to meet ~ discuss the 

O~ Oct 2L 2009, at 6:32 ~, Deborah Stroma~ wrote: 

Thanks       Please I,-_d: KF know that ALl_ a r,-_~ welcome The @t~b is actually plat~ning a road trip to Charlotte in January or February to tour the arena and watch a 

game so Lhe timMg is gresN 

Do stay M touch! 

Dr. Stroman 

! ~NC at CDq~r] Hi]i 

919 84.3 033 6 

Weekly Weird ~:c~ct: Heroin wos firs~ marketed by the &~yer Asp/dn Company. 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2~, 2009 6:~9 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 

~uncbusiness,net~ Dr. Stroman 
Subject= Re: KF - Steve Nills 

Hi Debora~ 

Thanks [br coming to hear Steve speak. Pm glad you all got a clm~ce to reco~mect. 

TNs is Ag~SOME~ 

Them is a ton that the Spo~s. Ente~nment. Hospitalib’. Club can do with the UNC Spo~ Business Club. I will add the event to my calendm aud I cau put it on 

our club website if it is ann ~ the b- school smdeuts. Please let me ~ow a~d Pll add it to~y. 

Take a peek at am website wheu you get a chance. We have a few upcomiug events lisle& but cue event that we may waut to pa~ner ou right away is the Charlene 

Bobcats Day. We will be bringing in Fred Whi~eld (P~sident of~e Chaflo~e Bobcat) to speak. We’d love to open tiffs up to your club as well. 

ThaWs ~ much~ 

On Oct 21, 2009, at 6:02 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

~nd      Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club.      . I will add you to The Club Blackboard site so you can 

share events that would be of interest to the KF students, i.     .. let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we may be able to partner on 

an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students working with The Club as well. 

As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 

Don’t be a stranger- I am here to help all students succeed! 

- please forward the picture to dstro(~unc.edu or debb¥~@dstroman.com 

Go t 1eels, 

Deborah Stron]an, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EKSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9119.843.0336 

hltp:/’,/wwwamc.e,gui(]epts/exercJse/spor~ administration 

We ore aft students and teachers. I often ask myse,f, "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 
<CSBC Oct 2009 Advisor Night.pdf> 



¯ MBA 2010. Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) 

@unc.edu 

¯ MBA 2010. Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) 
,b.unc.edu 

(e) 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:04 PM 

To: ~@email.unc.edu-~; 

Cc: n@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subjed: FW: KF - ’~ 

~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Mike, Please connect with ~ of d~e I<enan-Flagter MBA Club (Sports, Entertainment and Hospitality) about having a joint tr~p to Cbariotte. Anyway we can 

save money is GREAT~ @ 

Fh~d out about their Bobcat speaker and how we can best partner, 

Keep me posted, Thanks~ 

f ~nvited [:hem to our meeting on Yuesday so mavbe you can meet b~m there, 

£}o } ic,’ls, 

lbS~,x’a~ S::roman, PhJA, CL: : 

[ JNC :~t Cb:~pel } i~ll 

Exercis~ ;m~t Spo;l ;3cien~ 

Weekly Weird Fact: He~’oin was ]})~t marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

s@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2~, 2009 6:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Re: KF- lls 

WOW’~ 

This is like a ~om~e~do~ m~d~ i~ Heav~. M~ ~hlb ~s t~kin~ a mini o~eer trek ne~ ~mester ~) do the exit ~me ~i~. We sho@d cle~ite]~ ~oord~nate lhat. Sho@d 

we set up a time to meet ~ discuss the pa~iculars? 

Ou Oct 21, 2009, at 6:32 PM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Thanks      . Please let KF know that ALl. are welcome. The @ub is actually planning a road trip to Charlotte in .January or February to tour the arena and watch a 

game so the timing is great! 

Do stay in touch! 

Dr. Stroman 

919-863-0336 

http:/’ /www.unc.edu /’ depts// exe~cise /’sport administration 

Weeklv Weird f:~c~: f-leroir~ was first m~rketed by the Bayer Aspirir~ 

F~m= Watkins, Aaron [mailtc @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 6:19 PN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L. 
6¢: khalif@uncbusiness.net; Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: KF- 

Hi D~bomk 

Tbm~s for ~omh~g to b~r St~ speak. ~’~ g~ad you a]] got a cbm~ to 

TNs ~s A~SOMF~ 

Tb~ is a ton that tb~ ~po~s ~ ~nt~Jnm~t, ~osp~]~b~, Club cm~ do wffh th~ ~C ~po]~ ~ush~ss 

our ~]ub w~bsff~ ~fff ~s o~ ~ tb~ b- s~hoo] students. Pl~s~ l~t m~ ~ow ~d FI] ~dd ff [o~y, 

T~k~ ~ p~k at our w~bsff~ wb~ you g~t a ~ba~c~. W~ hm~ ~ f~w upcoming ~ts ]~s~& but o~ ~t that w~ 

Bobcats Day. We will be bringing in Fred Whitfield (President of~e Charlotte Bobcat) to speak. We’d love ~) opeu this up to your club as well. 

Thm~s ~ mucl£ 

Aazon 

Ou Oct 21, 2009, at 6:02 PM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Hi               . Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club.      , I will add you to The Club Blackboard site so you can 

share events that would be of interest to the KF students. (Khalif, let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we may be able to partner on 

an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students working with The Club as well. 

As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 

Don’t be a stranger- I am here to help all students succeed! 

- please forward the picture to dstro@unc.edu or debby@dstroman.com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facuhy 

E~X2SS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business C1~6 

Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership t {onors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



9~9~843~0336 

We are all students and teachers, / ~en ask myse~ "What did ~ come here to learn, and what did / come to teach?" 

<G~BG O~t 2009 Advisor Nioht.pdf> 

Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. 

¯ University of North Carolina                  , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Resend to him. Thalzks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frorc ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 9:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

i sent mine to beau a few weeks ago and he never put it up.. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Officers Page on the Website: 

> 

> 

> 

> Current Officers 

> 

> 

> 

> PDF <http://studentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/index.php/officers’?]k)rmat pdl~ 

> 

> 

> 

> Print 

> 

< http :/istudentorgs unc.edu/cars bc/index php/officers ?trap [ component&print 

1 &page > 

> 

> 

> 

> E-mail 

> 

<http :i/studentorgs. unc. eduicarsbc/index, php/componentimailtoi’ tmpl=compon 

ent&lmk aHR0cDovL 3N0d~3,q,~lbtg-~vcmdzLnVuYy51ZHUvY2Fyc2 JiL21uZGV4LrtBocC9vZmZpY 

2Vycw%3D%3D> 

> 

> 

> 

> Our leadership team for the 2009-2010 school year include: 

> 

> 

> 

> - President 

> 

¢’ice President 

> 

> Hit My- name i~ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> to the beach, scuba diving, reading, and pretty- much any sports 
activity. 
> 

> 

> 

> Andrew Stihvell- Chief Financial Ofiicer 
> 

> Nick Thomas- Chief Career Officer 
> 

> Cwstal Evans- Chief Business Officer 
> 
> Darrius Barro~v- Chief Marketing Ofiicer 
> 

> Beau Long- Chief Technology Officer 
> 



: -E×ecutive Administrative Assistant 
> 

\rvffq~kT’ S MISSING??????’.’??? 

This is YOUR chance to tell people about yoursel£ Don’t sit on this 
opportunity! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

lJ2"qC at C’hapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company-. / 

*From:* Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email unc edu] 
*Sent:* Tuesday, October 20, 2009 4:07 PM 

*To:* 

; ’Dr. Stroman’ 
*Cc:* Kevin Guskiewicz 
*Subject:* The Club - GREAT Ne~vs! 
*Importance:* High 

Congratulations’. With your demonstration of unified leadership and 
inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America 
as our champion sponsor. The?- ~vill provide us with $500 this year and 
marketing collateral. We ~vill be able to place their logo and 
information on our t-shirts and website. 

Again, I thank you fbr your hustle to my requests, especially the 
website upgrade. J 

You are winners and I appreciate you! 

We may have a rep at our meeting on Tuesday too Let’s make sure we 
make them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 

Go Heels! 

With a BIG smile, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ 

F, XSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



- ~B~ 318~ > 4 Smith Bldg. C ~ 

Chapel t Ii[l, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu <mailto: dstro(~c.edu> 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself, "What did I corae 
here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:40 PM 

t@email.unc.edu-~ 

Thanks’. Enjoy the break 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original iViessage ..... 
From: ~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: ~lnursclay, ~_JcLooer zz, z~ v:z~ *-2vl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Advisor Night - 10.27 

OK thanks :[’or all the information and updates!! I will enjoy being the 
moderator ~2~r sure. I am at home in NJ for the weekend watching our 
football team in HI) and we ]ook awesome right now. 

I am very excited :[’or the event Tuesday }lave a great weekend[[ 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Greai ! I will prep you on Monday Actually, it’s rather fun. You 
just 
> have a discussion with the panelists and must remain mindful of 
long-winded 
> replies Learning to cut people off without being rode is the a~ of 
> ~cilitating a panel. :) 
> 

> Yes, the guests have been instructed to arrive at 6:30 p.m. We have 
everyone 
> confirmed except Eric Montross. He said he is pretty sure though 
> 

> I have attached Freeman’s bio and am awaiting the others. You can 
download 
> Peoples at http://www p~-inc.us/profiles htm. Bank of America told me 
they 
> will let me M~ow if they can send a rep. Othem’ise, they will join the 
> Spring Advisor Night. You will need to shorten them and highlight the 
most 
> important parts. We can chat about that on Monday or Tuesday. Tell the 
Club 
> to at least look at Freeman’s and Peoples’ for now... 
> 

> I am not sure ~vho to connect ~vith regarding the video. Does anyone know 
what 
> area      worked with to make it happen? Ask the leaders. We can always 
> check out a camera wi~ the libra~ and film it owselves. It would be 
great 
> experience for someone sm@ing jomnalism like though. 
> 

> I have no idea where you all stand with the cards. It is sad though 
because 
> I was at KF today and met with students who promptly gave me theirs...it 
is 
> very efl?ctive and professional. :) Let’s make this happent We have the 

> At the vet?, least for Club leadership. 
> 

> I am available over break so call me, if necessaq-. 
> 

> Enjoy~ 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> L~C at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> We&ly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company 
> 



..... Original Message ..... 
From n(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mnnday, October 19, 2009 8:57 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc         ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Advisor Night - 10.27 

Hey! I am very excited about this Advisor Night[[ We have a very strong 
group of participants, so it should be a great night. I would definitely 

> like to be the moderator for the event, but I do not mind if someone 
> else on leadership wants to take the role. I will definitely- send out 
> another email update to the club before the event, probably the day- 
> before (Monday the 26th) as a reruinder after fall break. I like the idea 

> of having a special time for paid club merubers to interact with our 
> speakers. Does that mean you have the speakers coming for 6:30’.’? 
> 

> I can be the moderator for the night if you guys would like. Would it be 

> possible to send me sorue brief biographies or inforruation about our 
> speakers so I can pass it along to the club ruembers’.’? That way, they can 

> prepare more specific questions and have a better feel for who they- will 

> be meeting (and make it easier on the executive board to create good 
> questions too!). 
> 

> I can work with the depaltment who filrued the Ackem~an lecture to get 
>video for this event. ~3,~:o should I contact’.’ 
> 

> Thanks!!!! One ruore thing.., what is the status on the t-shirts/business 

> cards?? I kno~v we are waiting on finances, but I am just curious on the 
> status so I can inform the club members who are asking. 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi We are set for Tuesday, 6:30 in Fetzer 109. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Action Items: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>1. Food - Do ~ve have the $ to offer something to the 6:30 cro~vd? J 
>> 

>> 2. Thank You’s - Prepare thank you cards signed by all officers 
for 
>> six guests. Check with Football to see if they have any trinkets or 
>> small gifts we can give to them. I will check with NmNeting. 
>> 
>> 3. Have banner there and all officers at 6:00. Make sure 2mdrew is 

>> prepared to take dues and record appropriately. 

>> 

>> 4 [~vent Night - we will need off:cers to direct people in the 

>> lobby, escort guests, set up the table, make sure the mike works (if 

>> necessary), and take pictures. 

>> 

>> 5. :an you work with the same dept. who filmed the Ackerman 

>> lecture to secure video? 

>> 

>> 6. I will blast to UNCAA senior stalK" and ask them to invite 

>> student athletes too. 

>> 

>> 7. Have each officer have three questions ready just in case the 

>> crowd is quiet. J 

>> 

>> 8. , let me kno~v if you ~vant to be the moderator or Jasmine, 

>> can you recommend another officer? 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks fearless leaders! 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 



>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu> 
>> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>>/We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "\Vhat did I come 

here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:46 PM 

’Benjamin Gra~iahik’ @gmail.com> 

RE: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator 

Check back in with me the following week and we can mow:, forward with other pr.:)iects I[ t hear back from Car¥ with more inh:~, [ will let you know. 
Thanks. 
(’.,o } 

Exercis~ an3 Sport Sci~’nc~ 

WeeMy Weird @c~; Herein wo5 ]})sI morketed by the B@~er Asphfn @mpony, 

~ Benjamin Grafchik [mailto ~gmail,com] 
$e~t~ Thursday, October 
We~ Deborah Stroman 
$~bject~ Ie: ~: Economic Zmpact Calculator 
So@’ for not responding to your mesmge, my phone oNcially died and I had to get a new one..i dofft have your cell or o~ce number memo~zed ~ I couldn’t get 
back to you. I undemmnd about the gmne and the stu@, I rash we could have made it work~ I still have the b~ebaJl info, and I can send that to you if you want. Let 
me know if there is a~F~hing else I can help you wifl~ maybe LASER? 

Tha~is again Dr. Stromm~, 
Ben 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:52 PM, Benjamin Grafchik <          @gmail.com> wrote: 
Let me l, mow what I can do in the interim..i think this will have a positive impact on what Caacolina is tD,ing to do, it may not be apparent now, but I think it will. 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:49 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(i~emaiLunc,e&p wrote: 

Received I left a message wiih Steiabacher. ThanL~ 

(;o } ic,’ls, 

1})eborah S~:*oma~, PhD., CL~ 

Exer(:i~e amt Sport Sciem:e 

9 [9.863.0336 

htrps/iwww,unc.edu/deptsf excrc~sL[sport administration 

From: Benjamin @afbhN [ma ilm: gr~!~}k~g:~A~Zgk~iL£~] 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 2:11 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Sony for missing your caJl! My phone has been on the outs as of late and it shuts offrandomly throughout the day...call me again when you get out of the meeting, I will 
make sure that it doesn’t die again! 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 1:52 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman(i~emaiLunc,e&p wrote: 
Iti Ijnsl called you. I am goiag into a meeting a~ 2:00 until 3:30. 
We need to calculae ~he best sample size fbr va~dit-y and 1hen see ~f Steinbacber wan~s to assist in provldiag fl~e man[~ower to handout g~e s~rveys. ~l%e meflaod(dog3 and 
analysis aad 

~)ebora]:t Stroman, 
l: £.~C at Chapd Mi]i 

929 84.3 0336 
http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts//exerciseisport administration 

From: Benjam~ Gl-afchN [mailto 

Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:39 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Will do 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 9:32 AM, Deborah Stmman <dstroman@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 
Y es, ca~l me al~er 1:0O. "Ihanl~ 

Deborah Str,xnan, PI~-D,, CI.U 
! 0NC at C}~apN Mi]i 

Exercise a~d Spo~t Scie~Ke Depu 
9 ~29 84.3 0336 



From: Benjamin Grafchik [mailto: ~2g_~!~__a__i_l_:_c_9__n__~_] 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 8:47 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Understood. Let me know what you need and I roll do what I can. You want to talk over the phone? I don’t think I can get out of the office today... 

On Sun, Oct 18, 2009 at 9:46 PM, Deborah Stroman <dslmmat~,@,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Ben. I just got back to town and we ~’e i~ ~rgen~ mode now. I’m not s~re ~fwe c~m pt~l~ o~]’the FS!~ study, but I don’t ~a~t to say "no"’ ye~. ~;) Let’s chat tomo~’o~d 

Go Heels, 

9~9 84,3 0336 

F~m: Benjamin Orafch~ [mailm:          (g~Rmai]:cotn] 
Sent: We~esday, October 07, 2009 8:48 ~M 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Alright, not a problem...should I just wait to present the whole thing to you after I get the numbers? I feel like that would be a good i&a, seeing as the attendance 

figures will determine a majonty of the iat’onnation we aace t~Ting to gather. 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman({gemail.unc.e&D wrote: 
Thanks Bet~ I am awaitit~g Bet reply, She said s~e sB~:mld get the ,mmbers by ~he end of the ~eek. 
Go Heals, 

£)ebor~h ~’,~romart, Pt~.12).~ CLU 

1.]~qC at Chapd Hili 

E:<ercise :rod Spo~:t Sc~er~ce Dept. 

9i9-843-0336 

http:/’/www,unc,edu/’depts/exe~cise/’sport administration 

Fnun: Benjamin Grafchik [mai]m: t(~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 1:03 PM 
’re: Deborah Stroman 
Suh~ect: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calcu]ator 

Dr. Stmmam 

Do you have the final attendance figures tbr the gmnes? IfI can get that intb, the calculations will almost be complete. I should have the rest of the data entered by this 

afternoon, and will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

Ben 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman({gemail.unc.e&D wrote: 

FYL We need to fit~M~ the excel analysis. 

Go }:,’eels, 

Deborah Stronran, t-’t~.D., CI.U 

9 ~i 9 8 4,,3 0,3,3 6 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts/exe~cise/’sport administration 

WeeMy Weird Fact: "It*ere is a city called Rome on eveW continen*. 

Frnm: IAnda Smith@TownofC2ary.org [mailto:i 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 
’re: dstrornan@enr a iL unc. edu 
Subject: Fw: Economic Impact Calculator 

Deb, 

Here’s all the information on the Economic Impact Study. Please be suer the students read through it before coming to the Complex. We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone numbers as soon as you have it ready, that would be great. I want to make stu-e we have time to fill in any gaps if your students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots. 



’]?hanks! 

Linda 

Linda Strfith 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultuxal Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Ca~g, NC 27512 
Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 4~59-4344 

www. t owno fc a r~:__o__rg. 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City,", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 

Note: Emails sent to and ticom this address are subject to the North Carolina PuNic Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

......... Forwarded by Linda Smi;i~/Cs~’ on 05/19/2009 12:25 PM ..... 

To <Linda.Smith@TownofC~ry.org> 

cc 

Sut~iect FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Linda .. Here are all the necessary docuraents. 

The attachraent entitled "instructiuns" contains all the instructions ... and I mean LOTS of instructions. 

scott 

From: Jennifer Mello [mailto:.~_e_l_NZ.@.~!_e__r_t_)_x__t!~_i~_~_c_!%_!0_l_kq_t_~_.c_’p___m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, iVlarch 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
To: Scott Dupree 
Cc: ’Clarke, Heidi’; ’Reis, Am?-’; ’Eiland, iVlary’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calculator 

Good Morning, 

Please find the attached cumponents of the Ecunomic Impact Calculator, revised to reflect pruvision of attendance by game rather than by day 

Please start by reading the instrucuons (the ducument called "Ecunumic Impact Calculator Instructiuns - Versiun 5.doc) They shuuld guide you everything yuu need to use this toul 

effecuvely. 

If y o u have any questiuns, feel free tu e-mail me. 

Thaaks very much, and best of luck with your NCAA events. 

Regards, 

Jenny 

Jennifer Mel|u 

YVeb: www.perfor mancereseat ch.conl 

Email: j enny@pe~formanceresearch c um 

Nolth America: 
Performance Research 
25 Mill Street 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 
Direct: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (dO1) 848-0110 

E-mail message checked by Sp.~vare Doctor (6.0.0.386) 



Database version: 5.11990 

htt:p://www.pctools.con~/sp~va~’e-~loctor -a nt:ivi~’us/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emM.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:46 PM 

! < ~gmml.com> 

RE: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator - Mobile 

C ---  

D~ bora}~ St:roman, Ph.D,, CLI J 

c) P.).863.0336 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e du i~qHs/~ exercise/sport administratio*~ 

[mailto:      n@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2009 20:3~ AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: Re: ~: Economic Impact Calculator 

So~" [or not respondm~ to your mes~e~ my phoue o~ciaJiy died and I had to ~et a new oue...~ don’t haw your cd~ or o~ce number memo~zed ~ ~ couMfft ~et 

back to you. I under,rid about the ~ame and the s~@. ~ wish ~,e couM have made Jt work~ ~ still haw fl~e b~ebaJi Jn[o~ and I can send that ~ you J[you ~,ant. Set 

me ~ow i[there is ~u~ else I can hdp you witk maybe 

Thanks again Dr. Stroman, 

Ou Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:52 PM, Benjmniu Grafi:hik <          (a)gmail.com> wrote: 
Let me know what I can do in the interim..i think this will have a positive impact on what Carolina is trying to do, it may not be appament uow, but I think it will. 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:49 PM, Deborah Stroman <dslroman(a)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Received. if lelt a me,<;sage wi@ Steinhacher, "l%at~ks! 

htt:p:/’iwww.unce~u/(]epts/exercJse/sport a~JminJstration 

From: ................. ~(~,maJl.com1 

Seut: Monday, October 19, 2009 2:11 PM 

To: Deborah Stroruan 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Sorry+ tbr missing your caJl! My phone has been on the outs as of late and it shuts offrandomly throughout the day...call me agaiu when you get out of the meeting, I will 
make sure that it doesn’t die again! 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 1:52 PM, Deborah Stroman <dslroman(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Hi. ]f,iast called yot~, if am going ink~ a me~lh~g at 2:00 ~mt~l 3:30, 
We need ~o calculate @e best sample size {br valMi%, arid fl~en see ~f Steinbacl~er wants to ~,*s~st in pro ~,iding the manpower to handout the surveys, il%e metho&togy and 
analysis m~d paaX we cm~ control, @ 

~ JNC at £:}~ape] ~ 
}~xet’c:[se am} Spa~t S, dcm:e 
929 84,3 0336 

}mp:!///www.unc.ec]u/ clcpIs/%xercise// sport actministration 

7~tm: ~onjamm ~rafch~ [mailto b}mnaiLcom1 
Sent: ~onday, October 19, 2009 9:39 A~ 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Ecouomic Impact Calculator 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 9:32 AM, Deborah Strolnan <dstroman@ernail.unc.ed~P- wrote: 
Yes, call me alter I:00. 
£k: Meels, 

}~xet’c:[se am} Spa~t S, dcm:e 

From: ~@gmai].com ] 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 8:47 AM 



’ro: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Understood. Let me know what you need and I will do what I can. You want to "talk over the phone? I don’t think I can get out of the otice today... 

On Sun, Oct 18, 2009 at 9:46 PM, Deborah Strolnan <d_._stjp.g!’_a_E@.e__n_!@_:._u_Ec_:_e_.d_ _t!> wrote: 
tti    I jusi go~ back to ~own at~d we are in ~rgeni mode now~ I’m not s~re ~fwe cm~ pul offthe FS[ ~ study., bt~t I don’l wall lo say "tin" },e~ @ Let’s chat 

UNC at Chapel } ~11 

http:/!’www,unc.edu/doits/exercise//sport administration 

From: BenJamin @afch/k [mailto:gra:Ii:hik.ben@gmaiI.com] 
Sent: We~esday, October 07, 2009 8:48 AM 

’rn: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Alfight, not a problem...should I just wait to present the whole thing to you after I get the numbers? I feel like that would be a good idea, seeing as the attendance 
figures will determine a majori~ of the information we are t~ing to gather. 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman < dstroman(i~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tflmlks .... ~. [ am awai@~g her mply~ She said she sl>uld get t~e numbers b5, the end ~fthe ~eek. 

Ck: Meel~;, 

9~98630336 

{1 [’q)i~I/www.unc.e du / dcpD/’e ~rc 1~/£port admmist:ration 

Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 1:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Do you have the final attendance figures for the games? IfI can get thin info, the calculalions will almost be complete. I should have the rest of the data entered by this 
afternoon, m~d will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stmman <d~roman@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. We need lo fi~ish the e’<cel analysis. 

Deborah S~:~oma~, PhD., 

UNC at C:hapel 

}~xerdse and Spc~t S, dcnce 

h t’~p:!’/www.unc.edu/dcpts/’exercise/sport administration 

Weekl?, Weird Fa~x: 71~erc is a ciU called Rome on eveO’ co~tinen~ 

From: Linda.Smith@TownofCary.org [mailto:Linda.Smith@Towr~fCSarv~orR] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 
Tn: dstroraan(~email ~mc. eda 
Subject: Fw: Econoruic Lmpact Calculator 

Deb, 

Here’s all the information on the Economic Impact Study Please be suer the students read through it before coming to the Complex We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone numbers as soon as you have it ready, that would be great. I want to make sure we have time to fill in any gaps if your students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots. 

’]7hanks! 

Linda 



Linda Strfith 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Carv, NC 27512 
Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 469-43d4 

W w W. ~owno fc a r_~_~2rg 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship CiW", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 

Note: Emails sent to and tlcom this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

..... Fol~varded by I,inda SmithiCary on 05/1912009 12:25 PM ..... 

Scott Dupree <~lu p~ ee~xalei~hspor ts.or~I> 

05/13/2009 04:36 PM 

To <Linda.Smith@TownofC~ry.org> 

cc 

Sut~iect FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Linda .. Here are all the necessary docuraents. 

The attachraent entitled "instructiuns" contains all the insttuctinns ... and I mean LOTS of instructions. 

scott 

From: Jennifer Mello [mailto:.~_e_l_NZ@.~!_e__r_t_)Lt!~_i~_~_c_!%_!0_l_kq_t_~_.c_’p___m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
To: Scott Dupree 
Co: ’Clarke, Heidi’; ’Reis, Am?-’; ’Eiland, MalT’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calculator 

Good Morning, 

Please find the attached cumponents of the Ecunomic Impact Calculator, revised to reflect pruvision of attendance by game rather than by day 

Please start by reading the instrucuons (the ducument called "Ecunumic Impact Calculator Instructiuns - Versiun 5.doc) They shuuld guide you everything yuu need to use this toul 

effecuvely. 

If y o u have any questiuns, feel :free tu e-mail me. 

Thaaks very much, and best of luck with your NCAA events. 

Regards, 

Jenny 

3ennifer Mello 

Web: www.perl2m~n ancer esearch, c onr 

Email: j enny,@pe~3%rmanceresearch c um 

North America: 
Performance Research 
25 Mill Street 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 

Direct: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (dO1) 848-0110 

E-mail message checked by Sp.~vare Doctor (6.0.0.386) 

Database version: 5.11990 

http://~v.pctools.co~,’sp~wa re-docto~-a ntivirus/ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:00 PM 

’Johu A. Spencer’ ~540se.com> 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D,, C££ ~ 

9i9.863.0336 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e du i{]qHs/~ exercise/sport administratio~ 

F~m= John A. Spencer [mailto:john.spencer@g~se.com] 
Senti Thursday, October 22, 2009 8:45 AM 

Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’: ~illiams@uncaa.unc.edu 

}3~_p:ffwww.eurobasket comiTurkedbasketball.aspTWomer~=a 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy. 
(168-G-84, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. Mersin did not waste too much time to 
surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way closer as they trailed by 6 points at the 
first break 16:22 [read more] 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 

Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy ........................ (168-G-84, agency: ._5___4____0_. 
._S__p___o__G__s_., college: .__N_=__C____a___r__o__[i__n___a_.) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. 
Mersin did not waste too much time to surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way 
closer as they trailed by 6 points at the first break 16:22. Olympia Scott (188-C/F-74, college: Stanford.) and Ivegin stretched the gap to 15-point 
mark in the second stanza. Mersin rolled confidently posting a 17-point advantage at the interval. Nevriye Yilmaz (195-C-80) and Jaunt.via 
(165-G-85) tried to change things around at the start of the second half. They cut the distance to 14 points but failed to get any close 
and Olvm#ia Sc.__o___tt__ quickly extended the gap to 20 points in the fourth quarter and Mersin rallied to the win at the end. 

(185-F-86, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) had 18 points and 8 boards for Mersin. Olimpia Olympia Scott added 14 
points in the victory. Nevin Nevlin (195-C-85, college: Stanford) had 17 points and 8 rebounds for Fenerbahce. Janevia Taylor topscored with 18 
points in defeat. 

Mersin:                           , Olympia Scott 14 
Fenerbahce: Janevia Taylor 18, Nevin Nevlin 17 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:00 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

Fyi, 

hlx:p:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

F~m= John A. Spencer [mailto:john.spencer@g~se.com] 
Senti Thursday, October 22, 2009 8:45 AM 
T@I ’Deborah qfrnmln" ~ill~ams@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: ] 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy. 
(168-G-84, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. Mersin did not waste too much time to 
surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way closer as they trailed by 6 points at the 
first break 16:22 [read more] 

Mersin - Fenerbahce 86:74 

Mersin celebrated the first title in the season. They toppled Fenerbahce to claim President’s Cup trophy. Lv__o____ry___L___a_~. (168-G-84, agency: ._5___4____0_. 
._S__p___o__~__s_., college: .__N_,__C____a___r__o__[i__n___a_.) fired 27 points to pace Mersin to a historic victory. 
Mersin did not waste too much time to surge in front. They ensured a 15:6 lead midway through the opening frame. Fenerbahce clawed their way 
closer as they trailed by 6 points at the first break 16:22. Olympia Scott (188-C/F-74, college: Stanford.) and Ivegin stretched the gap to 15-point 
mark in the second stanza. Mersin rolled confidently posting a 17-point advantage at the interval. Nevriye Yilmaz (195-C-80) and Janevia Taylor 
(165-G-85) tried to change things around at the start of the second half. They cut the distance to 14 points but failed to get any closer. 
and .__O__!y___m___pj__a_____S___c___o___tt__ quickly extended the gap to 20 points in the fourth quarter and Mersin rallied to the win at the end. 

’.185-F-86, agency: 540 Sports, college: N.Carolina) had 18 points and 8 boards for Mersin. Olimpia Olympia Scott added 14 
points in the victory. Nevin Nevlin (195-C-85, college: Stanford) had 17 points and 8 rebounds for Fenerbahce. Janevia Taylor topscored with 18 
points in defeat. 

Mersin:         27,             18, Olympia Scott 14 
Fenerbahce: Janevia Taylor 18, Nevin Nevlin 17 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:37 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@uuc.edu>; Southall, Richaxd Michard <~mthall@email.unc.e&~ 

Help’. 

Hi Barbara. Could you help              a NCSU grad student, and/or Richard with the process on getting him 

enrolled in our course? ± Know ± had  in my class two years ago. 
Thanks! 
d 

From:           Incsu.edu [mailto:         @ncsu.edu] > 
> Subject: EXSS ?44 - Collegiate Sport Marketing course next spring 
> 

Dr. Stroman, 

> I am e-mailing you to ask you a question about the collegiate sport 
> marketing course that you are teaching next spring. I am currently a 
> first year graduate student at NC State obtaining a masters in the 
> Parks, Recreation, and Tourism department with a concentration in 
> sport marketing/sport management. I met with my adviser Dr. Casper 
> this week and he suggested that I contact you about the collegiate 
> sport marketing course that you teach, since it would be a good fit 
> for me based on my areas of interest. I am very interested in working 
> in collegiate athletics one day after I have received my master’s degree. 

> I needed to e-mail you to see if it was possible to enroll in your 
> course next semester? I know that I do the paperwork through my 
> school, but I believe I needed your permission first before I was able 
> to enroll, and was wondering if you could tell me about the process, 
> or if you think this would be a good move to make. 

> Thanks for all your help! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smi’d~ Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We are al/ students and teachers, t often ask myself; "’What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday,, 10:53 PM 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS - Stx~rt Administration A&~ising 

Hi Let’s meet at 1:30. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 

From         mailto:,       ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:29 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 

Hi. ] am not available during those times on Tuesday, as I have class 
11 - 12:15 and 3:30 - 6:20. I am available on Monday fi-om 1:30 - 2:30 
though; that would be the only time that would work for both of us 

’]?hanks 

On Sat, 24 Oct 2009 22:20:57 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi I am out of town on Wednesday and Thursday Are you available on 

> Tuesday from 11 - 12:15 or fi-om 4 - 6? On Monday, ] am guest lecturing 

that 

> afternoon and may have time from 1:30 and 2:30. Please advise. 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin xvas first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

Company. 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From:                      ~&email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 8:13 PM 

> To: dstrorr~an@email.unc.edu 

> Subject: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 

> 

> 

> 

> Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

> 

> My name is ;. I am junior Sport Administration major and I 

> register for classes on Thursday, October 29, 2009. I was just wondering 

> if you xvere available at all for academic advising an?" time before that 

> day-. If so, you can send me your availabili~" and we can go flom there. 

> Thank you so much. 

> 

> Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Class of2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 11:17 PM 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS - Stx~rt Adrainistration Advising 

Yes. Smith Building across from Swain. Lower level. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 11:14 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 

()kay, sounds great Thank you so much. Will we be meeting in your ol!fice? 

On Sat, 24 Oct 2009 22:53:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

> tli. Let’s meet at 1:30. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

Company 

> 

> 

Original Messaae ..... 

> From                      @email uric edu] 

> Sent: ~bamraay, toctooer z~+, zuo~ 10:29 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: RE: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 

> 

> 

> 

> Hi. I am not available during those times on Tuesday, as I have class 

from 

> 11 - 12:15 and 3:30 - 6:20. I ara available on Monday from 1:30 - 2:30 

> though; that would be the only time that would work for both of us. 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> On Sat, 24 Oct 2009 22:20:57 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi. I am out of town on Wednesday- and Thmsday. Are you available on 

>> Tuesday from 11 - 12:15 or from4 - 6? On Monday, I am guest lecturing 

> that 

>> afternoon and may have time from 1:30 and 2:30. Please advise. 

>> 

>> That~:s. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> L2qC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

> CompaW. 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:                      ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 8:13 PM 



>> To: dstroman@email uric edu 
>> SubJect: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hello Dr Stroman, 
>> 

>> ~{’>’ name i~ ;. I am junior Sport Administration major and 
I 
>> register for classes on Thursday, October 29, 2009. I was just 
wondering 
>> if you were available at all for academic advising an?" time before that 
>> day. If so, you can send me yore availability and we can go frora there. 

>> Thank you so much. 

>> 

>> 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Class of2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 10:02 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: ttelp! 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2009 4:31 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc: southall@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: Help! 

Hi, 
’]?he process %r students at State or Central to take our graduate 
classes is pret~ simple They have to contact their Registrar’s Office 
in order to process an inter-campus registration Then just let (;in@ 
know the student’s name so that when our Registrar’s office calls, Cindy 
can give them the OK 

If you have additional questions, Cindy is pret~" much always the woman 
to ask! :) 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Barbara. Could you help i a NCSU grad student, anc~,or 

> Richard with the process on getting mm enrolled in our 744 course? I 

> know I had  in my class txvo years ago. 

> 

> Thanks ! 

> 

> 

> 

>d 

> 

> From: ~ncsu.edu [mailto :(~,,ncsu.edu]> 
> 

> > Subject: EXSS 744 - Collegiate Sport Marketing cottrse next spring 

> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

>> 

> 

> > I am e-mailing you to ask you a question about the collegiate sport 

> 

> > marketing cottrse that you are teaching next spring. I am c~rently a 

> 

> > first year graduate student at NC State obtaining a masters in the 

> 

> > Parks, Recreation, and Tourism department with a concentration in 

> 

> > spolt marketing/sport management I met with my adviser Dr. Casper 

> 

> > this week and he suggested that I contact you about the collegiate 

> 

> > sport marketing course that you teach, since it would be a good fit 

> 

> > for me based on my areas of interest. I am very interested in 

working 

> 



> > in collegiate athletics one day ~[’ter ! h~ve received my master’s 
degree. 
> 

>> 

> 

> > I needed to e-mail you to see if it was possible to enroll in your 
> 
> > course next semester’? I know that I do the paperwork through my 
> 

> > school, but I believe I needed yore permission first before I was 
able 
> 
> > to enroll, and was wondering if you could tell me about the process, 
> 
> > or if you think this would be a good move to make. 
> 

>> 

> 

> > Thanks for all your help! 
> 

>> 

> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Slnit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 
> dstroO!unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~r!unc edu> 
> 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

>/We are all students and teachers I often ask myself, "What did ! come 
> here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 10:06 PM 

l @email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi ..... Yes, do register for I haven’t received any other notes from 
you This week is hectic but let’s try to schedule for the follo~ving week 
on Tuesday or Wednesday. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sparta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Oriainal Message ..... 

From: ~emaihuaac.edu] 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 290 

Professor Stroman- I emailed you over the weekend, but I just wanted 
to follow up regarding EXS~    ]2~r the spring. 

I have taken two of your courses in the past, as you know, and loved 
each. I also have an internship ~hat I have been working :[’or since 
last fall When I see the EXSS    was a course, I was really looking 
forward to it, but saw you needed professor’s okay! 

Registration :[’or me is rues&U morning, may I please sign up for this 
class? Also, wanted to meet regarding my internship, I had emaiIed you 
last week. 

Hope all is well :[’or you! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 25, 2009 10:25 PM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Edncation as Transtbrmation Book 

Thanks for sharing! Great discussion piece. @ 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D., CL~ J 

hl:t:p:/iwww.unc.edu/~]epts!~ exercise/spor~: adrninistratio~ 

Weekly Weird F?2c~: t-;eroir, was.fir~;r rnorketed by the i-;oye~ Asp#ir, Corn[tony. 

F~m~ Peggy 3ablonski [mail~:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, October 2S, 2009 8:$7 PN 

T~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subjeet~ ~: Education as Transformation Book 

Debby, 
I thought you might be interested in this. Here’s the answeB. We’ll have to ~hat about this sometime. 
Peggy 

From: Peggy Jablonski [mailto:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2009 8:53 PM 
To: ’Peter Laurence’ 
Subject: RE: Education as Transformation Book 

Peter, 
I know this is woefully late, and I hope it is still of some use to you. If not, I enjoyed thinking about it myself! Best wishes with this project and I look forward to reading the 
book you put together from this. 
Sincerely, 
Peggy 

From: Peter Laurence [mailto:peterll@concentric.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 3::!.4 PM 
To: Peggy Jablonski 
Subject: RE: Education as Transformation Book 

Hi Peggy, 

I hope this finds you well. 

Thanks for your interest in responding to onr snrvey. We’ve received a number of responses to date, but would ve~ mnch vaJne adding your thoughks to the mix. 

I’m attaching another coW of the suP~ey in hopes that you’ll be able to find time to send us your views. 

Best regards, 

Peter 

....... Original Message ...... 

From: P___e__ggs,__:~_:a__b__I__~_~_n__~_k__i 

Date: 6/1/2009 ~:19:11 AM 

To: ’Peter Laureoce’ 

Subject: RE: Education ~s Transfom~ation Book 

Peter, 
How wonder[ul to hear from you! In the past few weeks I have been involved in several conversations about spirituality, so it is natural that another voice in this field crosses 
my path. Thank you for thinking of me, and I look forward to spending some time with these questions. There certainly has been much activity in this area over the past 
decade, and I have enjoyed seeing many changes: programs, publications, institutes, role models, etc. Will there be another large gathering? Given the restrictions on budget 
and travel on many campuses right nowthat might be difficult. 
One person I lost track of who I would love to reconnect with is Vachel Miller. Do you happen to have his email or other information? 

I look forward to this new book and any further work you and Victor are doing. 

Best wishes, 
Peggy 

From: Peter Laurence [mailto:peterll@concentric.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2009 10:35 AM 
To: mjablons@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Education as Transformation Book 

Dear Peggy, 

We’re getting in touch because it’s been ten yeaxs since the Education as Transformation Nationa1 Gathering at Wellesley College and the publication of our related 

book, Education as Transformation: Religious Pluralistn, Spirimali .ty, m~d a New Vision for Higher Education in America. At this lime we’re writing a second book 

which looks back over the past decade to explore the theo~ and practices that have been developed during this period. In the new book we wonld like to inclnde a 

variety of dilt~rent voices of colleagues who have been engaged in the work. 

We’ve attached a short survey with a series of questions to elicit your views and would greatly appreciate your taking the time to respond to any or all of them from 

your own experience. Selections fiom these responses will be punished in the book and will, of course, be attributed to the sonrces. Responses should be written 
after the questions a~d returned via e-mail. If you would pret~r to be interviewed by phone, please let ns know mid we’ll a~ra~]ge tbr a phone appointment with you. 

Many thanks in advance tbr your help. If you have a~y questions please don’t hesitate to contact either of us. 



Best regards, 

Vi ctor Kazanjian 

(78~) 283-2685 

vk~a nii(/~ welle sley~edt_t 

Peter Lat|rence 

(845) 528-3490 

peterll(/~concentric.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&p 

Monday, October 26, 2009 10:03 AM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: catching up 

Okay--Thanks again! Salmon or tilapia or just lettuce is fine. © 

d 

De’borah ;}]trornan. P}~ D., (3I 

htt}~://’www,unc.e d u ide}~tsiexercise//sport administration 
W~eMy We#d F~ct: Heroin w¢~s fit~ m~rketed by the B~;yer As~iHn Comp¢~ny, 

F~m= Peggy Jablonski [ma~]to:mjablons@emaH.unc.edu] 
Sent= Nonday, October 26, 2009 9:56 AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: catching up 

See you tonight. 

Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2009, at 10:14 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman(a),eraail.mac.edu> wrote: 

t am guest: lecturing at 3:30 For a PuMic Service (:lass. I should be abh:_~ to get out of the office by {5:00, f will let you know ff anything changes, 

Hugs, 

d 

Go:, } £eeJs, 

9 U).843.0336 

Week&’ Weird Fact: Heroin ~sc;s first marketed by the Sayer Asph#n Company. 

Fmm~ Peggy Jablonski [mailto:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, Oc~ber 25, 2009 7:2~ PN 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: catching up 
Debby, 
I am sor~ I did not read email this morning. I thought you seemed kind d quiet today playing golf, not your usual upbeat self. 
How would you like to come here for dinner tomorrow? I have salmon or tilapia frozen? Do you eat either one? I could make a simple meal. The ride out is 
gorgeous on Jones Fer~ Rd. If you come about 6, 6:15 you can still see the colom before sunset. We could take a walk in the neighborhood before it gets to 

dark, and then eat. 
I could also do lunch tomorrow if that is better for you. Let me know. I’m thinking of you. 
Peggy 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 i0:22 PM 
To= ’Margaret Jablonski’ 
Subject: RE: catching up 

D 

Tjb:H2 at C}~aIM t 

~H~,s43 033(, 

deekiy Wehd Foot: Heroin was fh:st marketed by the &~yer Aspirin Company. 

F~m~ Margaret Jablonski [mailto:Margaret~ablonski@unc.edu] 
$ent~ Nonday, October 19, 2009 4:55 P~ 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject~ ~E: catching up 
You are too populad Have a good week, and hit them straight. 
Peggy 



From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, October i9, 2009 4:22 PM 
To; ’Margaret 3ablonski’ 
Subject; RE: catching up 

We det:initety need to connect next week though, 

Hugs, 

d 

£ ~NC: ~ Chapel } 

hup., / v,,w~.unc.edu, ~ep~s! exer_~se, sFort a&nirdstr:~tion 

From= Hargaret 3aMonski [mailto:Hargaret~ablonski@unc.edu] 
Sent; Honday, October $9, 2009 9:42 AN 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: catching up 
The weather is supposed to be great this week. I have Wed a~moon free ( 75 degrees) and Thurs from 12-6 open ( upper 70s) before the big football game. So 
can you play golf one of those days? Even 9 holes? We could escape to Twin Lakes or play 18 at Finley. Let me know. There won’t be many more 75 degree 
days. 
~ am also free both days of the weekend. 
Peggy 

From; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, October 18, 2009 8:49 PM 
To; ’Peggy 3ablonski’ 
Subject; RE: catching up 
Wow! Too funny..,l do Ilope you are feeling better thoufih~ 

I just got back from my tri~ yesterday arid ~t was a ,JOY~ What happened to the weather while f was gone???~H 

Now I arn h~ catch up mode, Let’s try to chat this week, 

d 

L~]~C at C~ap<’J Hi]i 

!)I9,84.30336 

Weekly Weird Yuct: Everyane h~ the Middle Ages befieved - os Arfistotle hod - that the heart wus the seat qt" inte!figence, 

F~m= Peggy 3ablonski [mailto:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, October $5, 2009 6:$5 PM 
To= ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= catching up 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:57 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi You are in...no need to wol~,. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [~nailto: ~)email unc.eduJ 

Sent: Monday, (                12:40 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Professor, since we have established that I am definitly signing up 
for exss ~ course for this upcoming spring semester, I had one last 
question. 

The registrar only allows each student to sign up for 15 credits(5 
classes) I HAVE to take 6 courses in order to graduate this may. 
Since you permitted me to take the course, is it possible you can 
reserve 1 spot for me so I can sign up [’or my other 5, in class 
courses tomorrow morning? And then I will add the course when time 
comes? 

Sorry for the problem. If not, I will just register for it tmrw. But 
then I may not be able to get into a 6th course. However your 
course is my top pick.so I want to make sure I’m 100% able to take it 
in the spring with you 
Please get back at soonest possible time since registratmn is at 8am 
tmrw morning {[{[{ 

Best, 

On , at 10:05 PM, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@em ail.unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Yes, do register for I haven’t received any other notes 
li*om 
you. This week is hectic but let’s try to schedule for the following 
week on 
Tuesday or Wednesday. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
L~C at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
> http://www.nnc.ed~’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.~c.edn] 
Sent: Stmday, October 25, 2009 4:51 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Stroman- I emailed you over the weekend, but I just wanted 
to follow np regarding EXSS    for the spring. 

I have taken t~vo of your courses in the past, as you ~ow, and loved 
each. I also have an internship, that I have been working for since 
last fall. "¢&en I see the EXSS } was a cowse I was reallv looking 
forward to it, but saw you needed prot?ssor’s okayt 

Registration for me is tuesday morning, may I please sign up I~r this 
class? Also, wanted to meet regarding my internship, I had emailed you 
last week. 

Hope all is well for ?’out 

Best, 





From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 1:06 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Event 

I hope you (:ar~ atl:et~d and ple~se come at 6:30 so I may k~troduc:e you to the ChJb officers. 

Hugs, 

1,]WC at Chapel Hill 

929 8 %3 0336 

http:/’ /www.unc.e~ui~epts// exe~cise isport administration 

F~m= piper.malone@gmafl.com [mailto:piper.malone@gmail.com] 

Sent~ Monday, October 26, 2009 12:22 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~jeet~ Re: UNC Event 

Good Afternoon Dr. S~oman: 

As far as the UNC event tomorrow night, I wonld love to attend if the invitation is still on the table. Given the events of the last few days, I am not snre if you will be 
attending, but if you are I will definitely be there. I would also be more than happy to answer any qneslions I can without scaring the students :-). Thank you for always 
thinking about me, I truly appreciate you and everything that you do. 

I hope to see you soon. 

Piper C. Malone, Esq. 

Sent on the Now NeBvork fiom my Sprint® Blacl~e~D" 

Frora: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.nnc.edu-- 
Date: Mon, 19 Oct 2009 19:35:03-0400 
To: ’Piper Malone’<           @gmail.com> 

Co: <Brenda Malone@nnc.edu> 
Subject: RE: UNC Fvent 
Hi Pipe~’. t b.:_~pe all is w~-’_~[I [or you. 
FYI. [ would like yOLE tO ]Oh’l LES h:~r th~:_~ VtP recept:iot< ff possibb:~. Your background and ro~d to SLECC:eSS perspecl:~ve will be help[ul to sl:ude~Rs interested ~ bw. 
A~so, th~s event w~[I be a good netwo~king opportunity. During the reguh~r session, I may ask you to comment from the audience if the s~tuat~on presents ~tseff:~ 
NessMgs, 
debby 

Let ~fis note seB’e as an oNdd invitation to be a part of our Advisor Night Panel scheduled [br this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fe~er ]09. The event will begin at 
6:30 p.m. *br Club Leadership ~d dues-paying members. The o~cial stau, which is open to the entire student ~dy, will begin at 7:30 ~d end at 9:00. We truly 
appredate your time and mJents, thns if you have a limited schednle that evening please consider joining us at 6:30 and stay as long ~ ~ssible. 
TNs event is pu~d to provide REAL WORLD insight in the world of advising to professional atNetes. Many of our s~dents are interested in camem in fin~cial 
management, law or public relation~’commu~ sen4ce ~br athletes. Mem~rs of the Clnb have majors that vm3, from Exercise and Spo~ Sdence, Economics, 
Joumdism and Business depa~menB~ Regardless of their choice of cumculnm, Clnb members ae passionate about spo~s~ 
I will fo~a~ you rumple ques~ons as tbe fommt will sta~ with your hmoduction and a bdefo~ng comment The~ we will go into Q&A on various topics 
conce~ng ad, i, iug atMetes in l~e ~el& of law, ~ua~ees aM PR Feel free to dress business casual. 
Tha~ >~u veo, much for yonr considera~on. 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: bieroin w(ls fi~ marketed by the £{ap~’r Aspkin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 1:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Advisor Night update 

Thank you SO much! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~/londay, October 2(~, 2009 1:07 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Advisor Night update 

On Mon, 26 Oct 2009 13:03:39 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Great caHt I will pick up a veggie plate Have : (or whoever did 
~t 
> last time) order the pizza. 

1, 

> Deborah ~troman, Ph.D, CI.U 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

r > Weekly V~ eird Fact: Man is the only anirual that sleeps on its back. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: .... l(&,email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 12:52 PM 

> To: dstroraan@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: Advisor Night update 
> 

> 

>Hltt 
> 
> Hope your Monday is going well so far. Pm getting the Thank-you cards 
> today for our speakers. Do you have the names of Latta’s agent and the 
UN-C 
> player so that I can go ahead and fill their card out as well’.".’ 
> 

> Also, as far as the food. Maybe like a fruit or vegetable tray?? If not, 
> maybe just like cheese and crackers or something. Just throwing some 
ideas 
> out there. Let me know xvhat you decide and if you need me to bring it 
over 
> to Fetzer. 
> 

> Thales! ’. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 2010 
Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 
Coaching Education 
Recreation Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 1:58 PM 

Errick~n, Sadye Paez <sadye errick~n@med.unc.edu-~; Trawalter, Sophie <trm ,alt@emafl.unc.edu~, Joam~e Lee 

<j aimielee@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

l:W: [s~tonelistserv] Lunchtime Fihn Series Conlinues Tuesday 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
We&ly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ofriday [mailto: ofridav(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 1:25 PM 
To: Stone Center Announcement 
Subject: [stonelistsep¢] Lunchtime Film Series Continues Tuesday 

Tues Oct. 27 i Noon 

"Us: A Love Stow" 
Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room 

The Stone Center’s Hekima Film Discussiun Series continues tomorrow with a 
noon screening of "Us: A Love Story." Presented in flashbacks and dream 
sequences, this short film examines the relationship of an interracial 
couple from a historical perspective and that of the c~rent state of 
blacks and xvhites in America. The film is approx. 30 minutes. 

Lunch will be provided; free and open to the public. See below for details 
about the final film in the Hekima series. 
http ://bit.lweTgl 8 

Tues. Nov. 10 i Noon 
"Performance" 
Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room 

An African-American hip-hop j ournalist reluctantly accepts an assignment to 
interview a retired black actor who played a stereo)-pical character in the 
mold of Stepin Fetchit. In the process, she is forced to confront her 
notions about hip-hop images and her oxvn professional image. The film is 
approx. 27 mins. 

Lunch will be provided; free and open to the public. 
http://bit.ly/4cQRn6 

--- You are ctu-rently subscribed to stonelistserv as: 

dstroman@email unc edu. 
To tmsubscribe click here: 
http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 10128912.57cec01bSlc49b12c22f05c217bd31de&n T&I stonelistserv&o 25650772 
or send a blank email to 

leave-25650772-10128912.57cec01b81 c49bl 2c22f05c217bd3 lde@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 1:58 PM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

FW: [stonelistserv] Lunchtime Fihn Series Continues Tue~tay 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ofriday [mailto:ofridav@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 1:25 PM 
To: Stone Center Amaouncement 
Subject: [stonelistserv] Lunchtime Film Series Continues Tuesday 

Tues. Oct 27 i Noon 

"Us: A Love Story" 

Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room 

The Stone Center’s Hekima Film Discussion Series continues tomorrow with a 
noon screening of "Us: A Love Story." Presented in flashbacks and dream 
sequences, this short film examines the relationship of an interracial 
couple from a historical perspecuve and that of the current state of 
blacks and whites in America The film is approx. 30 minutes. 

Lunch will be provided; free and open to the public. See below for details 
about the final film in the Hekima series 
http:i/bit lv, /eTgl 8 

Tues Nov. 10 [ Noon 
"Performance" 
Stone Center’s tlitchcock Room 

An African-American hip-hop journalist reluctantly accepts an assignment to 
interview a retired black actor who played a stereotypical character in the 
mold of Stepin Fetchit. In the process, she is 12~rced to confi*ont her 
notions about hip-hop images and her own professional image The film is 
approx. 27 mins. 

Lunch will be provided; free and open to the public. 
http:iibit.lv/4cQRn6 

--- You are currently subscribed to stonelistselw as: 
dstroman@emaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 10128912.57cec01bSlc49b12c22f05c217bd31de&n T&I stonelistserv&o 25650772 
or send a blank email to 

leave-25650772-10128912.57cec01681 c49bl 2c22f05c217bd31 de@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 2:02 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator 

CSBC Oct 2009 Advisor Nightpdf 

Thank:. ~ ~,~. C’ya tomorrow night? See attached. 

We will do another one in the spring and ~ will ask Butch to partidpate, That one will probaMy have a smaller pane~ so we can hear more from him. 

919-S43-0336 

htt:p:i,/www.un c.e,i~i~qHs/exercise/sport adminis’~ratio~ 

Week&" W~drd F(2ct: IWon is ~he on!y ~nimal th~ sleeves on iS back. 

F~’, pgmail.com] 
$eBtl ivlon~ay~ uc[ouer zb, zuu~ ~:4z AlVl 

Te~ Deborah Stroman 
S~bject= Re: ~: Economic [mpact Calculator 

Dr. St~man, 

I am so sony to hear about your brother, if there is m~thing I can do in the interim to help you, please don’t hesitate to ask! Even if its grading papers, or logging 
information...take care of your family during this ~me. Again, let me know if there is anMhing I can do to help you during this difficult time. 

Ou Sat, Oct 24, 2009 at 9:45 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emai!.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Check b:~ck in ~6th me tl~e tbllowJng week and we c:m move R~rward wJtb other pr@ects. I[" I bear b:~ck [k~m Cain ~ it[~ more ~n[b., I wJl ~et you 

Exercise ~t Sport Sci~’~ce 

From: <’~,rnail.cam] 

Seut: ~lc~sday, October 22, 2009 10:31 ~M 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Sorry for not responding to your message, my phone ofl]cia]ly died and I had to get a new one..i don’t have your cell or office number memorized so I couldn’t get 

back to you. I undelstaud about the game and the stud~; I rash we could have made it work’. I still have the baseba]l into, and I can send that to you if you want. Let 

me know if there is anything else I ca~ help you with, maybe LASER? 

Thanks again Dr. Stroman, 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:52 PM,                            ~en@gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Let me know what I can do iu the intenm...l think this will have a positive impact on what Carolina is "trying to do, it may not be apparent now, but I think it will. 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 4:49 PM, Deborah Stromm~ <dstmman~2~)email.unc.e&p wrote: 
Recei’,,ed. I lei~ a message ~ ilh Stei~baclaer. "Naanks~ 

}lttp;!///www,ui~c,ec]u/clqN:s//exezdse//sport aclminist:ra tion 

Frem: ............ t@gmai].com] 

Sent: )donday, October 19, 2009 2:] 1 PM 

’ro: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Sorry for missing your call! My phone has been on "the outs as of late m~d it shuts offrandomly throughout the day...caJl me again when you get out of the meeting, I will 

make sure that it doesn’t die again! 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 1:52 PM, Deborah Stromm~ <_d__£t__~3_?__n_)__a___n_£~_e___r_%£U_k_u___n__c_2_e___d__U> wrote: 
HL I i~st called your I am goi~g i~to a meeting at 2:00 antil 3:30. 
We need to calculate fl~e best smnple size ~>r ~ alidil~" x~d then see i[ SteinDacher wrests to assist in providing fl~e mm~po~ er lo lmndout ll~e surveys. ’~Se melJK~dology ~md 



analysis at*d part we cat* co~m:ol. @) 

Go } irds, 

(,rN< at CLap~l MW 

From:; 77,mail.corn] 
Seut: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:39 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Econoraic hnpact Calculator 

Will do 

On Mon, Oct 19, 2009 at 9:32 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstromanC2~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, call me af~er 1:00. Tbat~ks~, 

9 P’).843.()336 

httN:iiwww,unc,edui~qHs/~exerciseisport a&ninistratio*~ 

From: 77.rnail.com] 
Seut: Monday, October 1~, 2009 8:47 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator 

Uuderstood. Let me know what you need and I will do what I can. You wm~t to talk over the phone? I don’t think I can get out of the oIfice today... 

On Sun, Oct 18, 2009 at 9:46 t M, Deborah Stroman <dstmman@email.unc.edu > wrote: 
. I.jt~s~ got back to towt} and we arc b~ urget}~ mode next. Fm tK~* sure if we ca~ pull offthe WSU sin@, bul I delft wa~al to say <%~o" yet @ Let’s cha* tomorrowt 

Go Meals, 

Debora}~ St:roman, Ph.D. CL~ J 

9i9-843-0336 

httN:i/www.unc,edui~qHs/exerc~seisport admm~slratio*~ 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: We~esday, October 07, 2009 8:48 }tM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
Alright. not a problem...should I just wait to present the M~ole thing 1,~ you aiier I get the numbers? I t~el like that would be a good idea. seeing as the attendance 

figures roll determine a majority of the intbrmatiou we axe trying 1,~ gather. 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman <~t_}~gLr_t!a_!!.~_e_~!’_a_~_l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Th~mks Ber~. I am awaWrlg ho~ ,eply. She said she sLot~ld get the numbers kv the end oftLc week 

Exercise a~} SNort Scie~ce DeNt:. 

From: Benjamin Oralbk~ [mailto: ......................... .;~[~_{L£~m] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 1:03 PM 
To: Deborah 8troman 
Sub jeer: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Dr. Stmmal! 

Do you have the final attendance figures for the games? IfI can get that into, the ca]culalions will ahnost be complete. I should have the rest of the data entered by this 
afternoon, and will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

geu 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstromm£o~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

F’N[ We need to finish the excel mm[ysis. 

Debora}~ St:roman, 



From: Linda.Smith@TownofCa17t.org [mailto:.L__i_@__a_:_,_S__r_n__i__t}!@_T__M2_l_Eo__f_f]_a__r~:__O_l_-gj 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 

To: .c_!_s_t__r__o__t!~_i~__n__@email uric. edu 
Subject: Fw: Economic Impact Calculator 

Deb, 

Here’s all the inJk~rmation on the Economic Impact Stu@. Please be suer the students read through it before coming to the Complex. We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send rue the schedule, along with cell phone nurnbers as soon as you have it ready, that would be great. I want to nrake sure we have tinre to fill in any gaps if your students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots 

Thanks! 

Linda 

Linda Srmth 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Car?-, NC 27512 
Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 469-4344 

~2__w___~2_,_t£_w_:~_~_f_~_l_5:,_o__r_g. 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City", the Town of CaW is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities’. 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law- and may be disclosed to third parties. 

..... Foiw-arded by Linda SmiibiCary on 05/19/2009 12:25 PM ......... 

Scoil Dupree <sdupr ee(a~r alei~l~spor ts.or ~> 

05/13/2009 04:36 PM 

To <Linda.Smitb@TownofCm-y.org> 

cc 

Subject FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Lmda ... Here are all the necessary documents. 

The attachnrent entitled "instructions" contains all the instructions ... and I mean LOTS of instructions. 

scott 

From: Jem~ifer Mello [mailto:j~mr}L@performanceresearch con!] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
To: Scott Dupree 
Co: ’Clarke, Heidi’; ’Reis, Amy’; ’Eiland, Mar?-’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calculator 

Good Morning, 

Please find the attached components of the Economic Impact Calculator, revised to reflect provision of attendance by game rather than by day. 

Please start by reading the instructions (the document called "Economic Impact Calculator Instructions - Version 5.doc). They- should guide you everything you need to use this tool 

effectively. 

If you have any questions, feel free to e-mail me. 



Thartks vetT much, and best of luck ~vith your NCAA events. 

Regards, 

Jenny 

Jennil~r Mello 

Ernail: i enny@pefforrnancet eseat ch.com 

North Arneric a: 
Performance Research 
25 Mill Street 
Newpolt, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 
Dh-ect: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (401) 848-0110 

E-mail message checked by Spyware Doctor (6.0.0.386) 

Database version: 5.11990 

http://w~rc<pctools.con#sp.~vare-doctor -a ntivirus/ 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 2:03 PM 

’Saxah Humphdes’ <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: WBB Newsletter - FINAL 

Hi. I wilt wait fat your final copy before I send to TT. Thanks. 

Go ~ k’rls, 

LYJ:qC a~. Chapei t till 

ExcrcJse artd Sport 2;c~en,e ~)ept 

’)I9.843.033(, 

http;//www.unc.edu,/depts/exercise/sport a~Jrmnistration 

F~m; Sarah Humphries [mailto:shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Nonday, October 26, 2009 8:37 AN 
To; Deborah Stroman 
Subject; Re: WBB Newsle~er 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hope you had a great weekend. [ am meeting with Coach Hatchell this evening and want to see if there is any additional information I need to communicate to season ticket 

holders and I will send this newsletter out first thing tomorrow morning,just want to make sure I consolidate as much information as I can into each email to the group. I think 

the newsletter looks great~ 

Thanks~ 

Sarah 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 10/24/2009 5:59 PM > > > 

Hi Sarah. Here is the first issue. Please forward to season ticket holders and/post on the WBB site, upon your review. I will send to ~FI-. I did have two 

student editors but just last week one informed me that he had too much on his plate. @ I am recruiting someone else to work with,           ;he is very 

excited about this work and opportunity. The coaches and        are appreciative too. 

Also, let me know if there is anything you want to me to add. E.g. should we add ticket or parking information on each issue? 

Thanks. 

Go Heals, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

CarolLna Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel 1 till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

3 stro ~u~ c.e du 
http:/’/’www~unc~edu/depts/exercise /sport administration 

We are oil students and teac,qens. ! often ask myseb~, "What did I came here to learn, and w,qat did ! come to tea@ ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:37 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 290 

Hi     I hope all is well for you. Do you want to receive academic credit 
for a sport-related internship? See note sent to Carolina Sports Business 
Club - 

This spring EXSS 290 will be offered again to students interested in 
receiving academic credit for a spolt administration internship. This field 
experience offers implementation of theory and the practical application of 
sport administration in a sport organization worksite under the direct 
supervision of a business professional. 

Course Rationale - 

As the sport industry expands and becomes increasingly more competitive, it 
is crucial that students have tangible experiences to prepare them for 
post-graduation employment. Field experience or internships in sport 
a dministration provides students ~vith the opportunity to apply academic 
course work in the business enviromnent. This experiential education offers 
rewarding practical management learning while supplementing classroom 
knowledge and textbook studies Also, students may "test" a given occupation 
to further explore career options 

Students may self-search lk~r their own internship (within the UNC athletic 
department or external to UNC). 

Credit varies from one to three credit hours. 

Conference Call recording from fall semester (overview of course): (712) 
432-1590, Access Code: 286316# 

Permission by Dr. Stroman required. Enrollment limited 

dstro@unc.edu 

SPREAD ’Yf IE WORD[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919.843.0336 
http://w~vw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 9:10 PM 
To: Deborah Lytm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 290 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have a lot of flexibilib" *~ take fun courses next semester, and I’m 
interested in your EXS S class. What kind of time commitment would this 
class entail? Also, hopefully you can get back to me quickly because I 
register tomorrow (sorry for leaving this until the last minute)! 

Thanks 

z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emall.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:37 AM 

~@email.unc.edu-* 

RE: Sports Business Club Ulxtates!’.!: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp 

Excell÷nt! 

htt:p:/iwww.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseispor~: adrninJstratio~ 

F~m’, @email,unc,edu] 
Senti Monday, October 26, 2009 9:~0 PN 

Te~ ess,Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
Subject= Spots Business Club Upda~sHk ess,Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 
Club UNates: 

We have our first big club event tomolTOW fight (Tuesday) at 6:30 in Felzer 109. This Advisor Networking Night will be a great oppormni~ to interact with some very 

interes~ting and knowledgeable figures in the sports and finance spheres. The evefing ,sill begin at 6:30 PM for members who have paid their dues already, or for 

members who plan on paying their dues to Andrew Stilwell, our club treasurer, tomorrow fight. You will have an hour to interact with our guest speakers and ask them 

questions directly, while enjoying some pizza’.! The formal guest speaker panel will begin at about 7:30, which is when all other members should plan to come to Fetzer 

109. 

This event is purposed to provide REAI, WORLD insight in the world of advising to prot~ssional athletes. Speakers will share their career paths, best pmcfices, and 

tips for business success! Invited guests include: Livis Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., a protSssional athlete communi~,,"public relations firm; JeffMcLeod, Assoc. 

Com~nissioner of the CIAA; Rou Peoples, CEO of Peoples Fiuancial Service, Inc.; John Spencer~ agent to UNC/WNBA player Ivory. Latta; and a special surprise 

guest! 

We hope that the extra benefits of free pizza and interacting with these spea£ers will encourage you to join the Club as a full-ti~ne me~nber by paying Four $10 dues. 

Please come prepared with as many questions as you can think of for our speakers because it is a great opportunity, to heax how they became ,so important in their 

respective fields. I would strongly suggest reading the guest speakers’ short biographies that I have included in this email to become more familiar with them and think 

of some specific questions you have for them. There is no specific attire for the event, but I would suggest making a good impression by dressing in "business casual" 

becanse you never know when a good opportufity will come up for a job or internship!’. 

Our club has received a $500 sponsorship from Bank of Americ!! ’. This is a huge step tbrward to our club’s success and something you all should be very excited 

about. I would like to extend my thanks to Dr. Stroman and the other club leaders for making it happen!! 

Guest Speaker Biographies for Tuesday Night: 

Ron T. Peoples Sr., Presidem and CEO, Peoples Financial Service: 

With nearly 20 years of experience in finance, Ron Peoples’ success is the direct result of his practicing philosophy of relationship building, and the discipline derived 

from a career in law enforcement. Since the 1980s, Peoples has held positions in finance and insurance, received numerous performance awards, and was inducted into 
Smith Barney’s Golden Circle Producfion Club. The native North Caxolifian attended both Winston-Salem State University and Albany (Ga.) State University. He 

formerly held National Association of Securities Dealers Series 26 (Principal Officer) and Series 6 and 63 (Investment Officer) certifications. Peoples also serves as 

President and CEO of the Peoples Community Foundation, and Peoples Sports Management, and is a registered player financial advisor for the National Football 

League Players Association. Peoples also serves as a business advisor to NFL players. He is a member of Wachovia Bank’s Cary (NC) regional advisory board, and 
on the board of advisors of the First Bank of Snook (Texas), the board of advisors for the Raleigh Busiuess & Technology Center, and serves on the board of 

directors of Upper Room Church of God iu Christ, where he is an ordained elder. 

Livis James Freeman Jr., President/CEO of 4ourFans, Inc.: 

Livis Freeman staxted 4ourFans, Inc. in 2001 to help professional athletes create their charitable identities, give back to their commufifies and say thanks to their fans. 

Livi s graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill in 1999 with a Bachelors’ Degree in Psychology. While at UNC he was heavily involved in the commtmity, tte paxficipated in 

the Can~pus Big Bud@ and Habitat-4-ttumafity programs. He pariicipated in a Habitat Spring Break trip to Mimni, FL during hisj ufior year and led a Habitat Spring 

Break trip m Orlando, FL during his senior year. He also served as a UNC Resident Assistant and Ambassador tbr the 1999 Special Olympics held in Raleigh. 

Livis was iuspired to start his own company while he was atteudiug UNC. During Iris jufior year, lie would often travel to his hometown of Clinton, NC to visit his sick 

grandmother at her ~mrsing home. During his visits he uoficed nmnerous sick sefior citizens who had little or no visitors. Since he had so many frieuds who were UNC 

athletes, he thought it would be a great idea to get some oftheln to accompany him to visit a local imrsing home axouud Thanksgiving to provide some holiday cheer. 

He, aloug with a good friend who was also a manager for the meu’s basketball team, gathered together UNC football and basketball players and got their team offices 

to provide posters and other items to give out on their visit. 

The visit was a success! The residents and staff at the nursing home were completely inspired and oveljoyed! Incredibly and admittedly unexpectedly, the athletes were 



jus~t as inspired (if not more) a.s the people at the nursing home. This touched Livis so much that he decided to officially cha~er a UNC organization called "Athletes 
Making a Dift~rence" dedicated to keeping student athletes imTolved in "the local community. He started orgmaizing trips tbr the athletes to visit nursing homes, men’s 
Shelters and the local Ronald McDonald House. 

NBA superstar Jerry. Stackhouse became Livis’ first client and allowed him complete fieedom to create and manage a Public/Community Relations Campaign, website 

and fan club to help him give back to his co,nmunity, thank his fans and improve his image. Within a year, Livis helped Stackhouse establish two scholarships, a 

Thanksgiving dinner (which fed over 100 homeless people in Je~D"s hometown of Kinston, NC ), a proj ect with the UN C Men’s Basketball team (which provided 

Thanksgiving items to the Chapel Hill Ronald McDonald House and IFC Men’s Shelter), a project that provided over 50 Easter Baskets to nee@ Children in Detroit, 

MI and an award wi~ming website and fan club. Livis’ eftbrts helped .lent become one of the first NBA players to receive its monthly "Communi~’ Assist 

Award" (given to the player who makes the biggest impact offthe court in the league). 

The success with Stackhouse helped Livis sign other big named clients such as Antawn Jamison (NBA), Juwan Howard (NBA), Brendan Haywood (NBA), Jarvis 
Hayes (NBA), Erick Dampier (NBA), Kris Jenkins (NFL), Quentin Crroves (NFL), Chansi Smckey (NFL), Triandos Luke (Former NFL player), Tim Clark (PGA), 
Charles Howell III (PGA) and former two-time heav.,~’eight boxing champion Riddick Bowe. Livis has al~ developed websites tier the tbllowi~g organizations: Golf 
World On-Air, Languages Unlimited, LLC, CarolinaPm~ Inc, The Children’s Fund of Norlk Carolina and the North State Law Entbrcement Organization. 

Thorough 4ourFans, Livis has helped provide hundreds of autographed items to deserving fans and non-profits (for auctions to raise money); create over 20 websites 
(that have reached millions of fans); provide scholarships for over 35 students; donate money tbr Thanksgiving and Cl~istmas dinners to over 5,000 needy NC families; 
create over 200 Christmas gift baskets for sick children at the NC Children’s Hospital; and plan/execnte four basketball camps (for Antawn Jamison) a~nd two football 
camps (for Quentin Groves and Chansi Stuckey) that provided tree entries for over 400 ldds. 

Jeffrey W. McLeod, Esquire 

Jeffrey McLeod is entering his ninth year at the Central Intercollegiate Atbletic Asmciation (CIAA). During his tenure at the CIAA, McLeod has identified and secured 

new sources of revenue tbr the CIAA. tte also built and maintained relationships inside and outside of college athletics that increased "the conl}rence’s presence and 

reputation on the national tbotball ~ene. McLeod, an attorney, has also been recogn~ed tbr his civic ~rvice and his service in the community. 

Attorney McLeod has garnered the repatation as one of the outstanding fundmisers in college athletics. Since 2006, McLeod has raised well over $2 million ibr the 
CIAA by developing relationships with some of the nation’s most respected corporations. 

In 2006, McLeod developed, negotiated and signed Alltel Wireless to a multi-year contract. Alltel became the first exclusive wireless partner of any HBCU 
conference. In 2008, McLeod signed Nationwide Insurance to a three-year deal in which they became the first official insurance provider of the CIAA in one of the 
largest sponsorship deals of the year in college athletics. Additionally, in 2005 McLeod negotiated the conference’s official apparel deal with national sports apparel 
and equipment maker, Russell Athletic. The deal provided all conference schools with complimentaD~ uniforms and Spalding equipment. 
McLeod has developed relationships that have become long standing with numerous other companies across the country. 

John Spencm; Sports Agent 

John A. Spencer is a former professional basketball player of 14 years fi~m the US professional leagues, as well as the European and Asian leagues. Those leagues 

include stops in France, Belgium, Turkey, Italy, Portugal, Canada, Sweden, China, Israel, Hong Kong as well as stops in Canada and the CBA. 

John has established himself as a respected resource in the world of basketball because of his integrity, professionalism and his wealth of basketball knowledge. After a 

successful 14 year run as a player, he has parlayed his playing career into the world of respected sports marketer. 

Intereshng Articles: 

UCONN mourns loss of Jasper Howard: 

Roy Williams’ Book Review and Cool Notes: 
http:/ :x~avw.newsobserver.con~/spo,~ts/collegeistorw144820.html 

Brandon Tare Playing for Patriots: 
http://www.pmio.com/patriota’contengprqio 20091021 patriots tare 10-22-09 RHG662I v3.38abda5.html 

My World Series Prediction: 

Yankees over Phillies in 6 ganges. Alex Rodriguez World Series MVP. 

Cool fact of the week: 

This Sunday, November 1 st, will be the first day in sports histo~T when there will be games for all 4 major sports leagues: MLB, NFL, NBA, and NHL. 



Reminder tix~m CAA President John Russell a~d VP Tom Kuell: 

Sign up for the basketball ticket lottery lbr the tirst group of games by this Saturday (Halloween’.) at www.tarheelblue.con~/students. 

’][’hanks for reading my long etnail and I look fora,ard to seeing everyone tomo~ow night!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:55 AM 

’@yahoo.corn> 

I:W: [peess-t] t"YI 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cindy Atkins [mailto:atkins@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 9:11 AM 
To: The peess-fmailing list 
Subject: [peess-f] FYI 

The Exercise Physiology group here in our I)epartment is participating in 
a project involving the development of an electric bike sponsored by the 
Centers :For Disease Controh As part of the project, we (Exercise 
Physiology group) and the UNC HPDP (Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention) are doing formative research to help develop a commuung 
vehicle that meets the needs of Chapel Hill area commuters, and need 
input on your commuting needs. Below is more m[~ormation about this 
project: 

"I’d use a bike to commute to work/school except there is that one big 

hill " "I get too hot to commute by bike in the summer " "I’d have 

to get in shape first ." 

Please tell us what your commuting needs, preferences and interests are 
by clicking on this link and completing an anonymous survey: 
http://uncodum.qua[trics.comJSE?SID SV 011kn~VR1TsXx[EU&SVII) Prod 

’]?here are no persona[ risks, costs or benefits to you associated with 
responding to this survey. By clicking on the survey [ink, you are 
giving your consent to participate. Your participation is volunta~ 
Your responses will be treated confidentially and securely 

If you have questions about the project, please call Phyllis Fleming at 
919-966-7075 or email Phyllis fleming@unc.edu. ’]’he procedures [’or 
this survey have been reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review 
B oard of the University of Nolth Carolina. You may contact the 
Institutional Review Board, anonymously if you wish, at 919-966-3113 or 
by email to IRBsubjects@unc.edu if you have questions or concerns about 
your rights as a participant in this formative research project. 

If, after completing the survey, you are interested in talking more 
about cotlmmting, you are invited to participate in a one-hour focus 
group discussion for ~vhich you’ll receive a $25 thank you gift. At the 
end of the surCey, there is a link to a site ~vhere you can give your 
name and information on how to contact you. We have a separate site 
rather than asking for this information on the survey so that we can 
keep your responses anotlymous. 

Claudio Battaglini, PtlD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Assistant Professor-Exercise Physiology 
Co-Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 

25C Fetze*, CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
Tel: (919) 843-6045 
Fax: (919) 962-6325 

--- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: dstroman@email unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 
leave-25658597-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 12:23 PM 

’Eric Montross’ @bellsouth.ne’D 

RE: eric montross 

@ Your children are welcome! 

htt:p:/’/’www,unc.edu/’~]epts// exercise/~sport a~rninistratioi~ 

F~m= Eric Nontross [mailto:~         bellsouth.net] 
Senti Monday, October 26, 2uuu ~:z/ ~fl 
Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Nubje~t= RE: eric montross 

Deborah, 

~ am sorry for the ~ate notice, but I am unable to a~end tomorrow evening, ~ had hoped it wou~d work, but ~ am unable to find child care. I hope I have the 

chance to he~p ~n the future 

E d c 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2009 9:52 AM 
To: ’Eric Montross’ 
Subject: RE: eric montross 

Thanks Eric~ See attachment. 

There is a chance we may also have a rep from Bank of America/Merrill Lynch. 

f hope you can par[:~cipal:e~ 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

hit}%//www,ui~c.e d u / de}~ts//exercise//sport administration 

Wee,k@ Wei~’d Fact: He~’oi~ wos ]})~t marketed by the Bayer Asphi~ Com,oang 

F~m: Eric Montross [mailtc Nbellsouth,net] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 20, 2009 1~:04 PN 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: eric montross 

Deborah, f arll out of i:.:?w~l w~thout e~rH~ [or the rest of the week. ~ hope to be able to come, but w~H have to con[irm Mot}dlly. Who else is al:{:end~ng? 

Eric 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [maiJto:dstroman@emaH.unc.edu] 
Nentl Monday, October 19, 2009 6:30 PN 
Tel ’Eric Nontross’ 
Su~jeCt~ RE: eric montross 
Impo~ance: High 

Let this note serve ~s an official invitation to be ~ p~t of ou~ Adviso~ Night Panel scheduled fo~ this Tuesday, Octobe~ 27, 2009 in Fetze~ 109. The event 

will begin ~t 6:30 p.m. fo~ Club Leadership and dues-o~ying members. The official start, which is ooen to the enti~e student body, will begin ~t 7:30 ~nd 

end ~t 9:00. We t~uiy ~op~eci~te you~ time ~nd t~ients, thus if you h~ve ~ limited schedule that evening please consider joining us ~t 6:30 ~nd stay ~s long 

~s possible. 

This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the wodd of ~dvising to O~ofession~l ~thletes. M~ny of ou~ students ~re interested in c~reers in 

fin~nd~l m~n~gement, I~w or ouNic rel~tionsicommuniW service for ~thletes. Members of the Club h~ve m~jo~s that v~w f~om Exercise ~nd Sport 

Science, Economics, Journalism ~nd Business dep~tments! Regardless of thei~ choice of curriculum, Club members ~re p~ssion~te ~bout sports! 

I will forward ~ou s~mole questions ~s the format will start with your introduction ~nd ~ brief opening comment. Then, we will go into Q&A on v~dous 

topics concerning advising athletes in the [ields o[ law, [inances and PR. Feel flee to d~ess business c~su~l. 

Th~n~ you vew much fo~ you~ consideration. 

htt}%/ /’www,ui~c,edu/ de}~ts/~exercise// sport administration 



From: Eric Montross [mailto:        ~bellsouth.net] 
Sent; Thursday, October 0:~, 2009 10:30 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject-" eric montross 

Deborah, 

I received the email you sent to Cynthia Stone in the MBB office and would be interested in helping you on your panel. Feel free to contact me at this email 

address as it seems to be easier than catching voicemails. I am not certain as of yet that I would be available, but wanted to check if anyone else had responded 

thus far before I try to make this fit. Thank you Deborah, I look forward to talking with you. 

Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 2:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nevermind! 

I am making exceptions, so you don’t have to be an EXSS SA major. You can 
begin self-searching/researching organizations you are interested in Also, 
a few weeks prior to the semester, I also provide you with names of 
organizations. Worst case scenario, I get students placed within the 
athletic department and outside firms. 

Let me klmw if you want me to register you I need your 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 12:49 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Nevermind! 

I would definitely be interested in this class, but I am not an EXSS major 
and have not taken all the requirements However, I do :[’eel I am qualified 
to take this class if you can make an exception. If so, how could I find 
an internship? 

On Tue, 27 Oct 2009 11:47:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

Hi. Let me know what concerns you. I may be able to make an exception. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly- Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~email.mxc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 9:26 PM 

To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Subject: Nevermind! 

Sot~y about the last emaih The conference call was busy before, but now 

that I listened to it I don’t fit the requirements. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 2:13 PM 

~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nevermind! 

Okay. I have ticiends over at USA baseball. Check them out and let me know if 
this type of experience would be valuable to you. 

http :l/web. usaba seball, corn/index j sp 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 2:11 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Nevermind! 

’]7hat sounds great, thanks Dr. Stroman I would definitely like to 
register, my PID is           ~fter this summer with the Ca1 Ripken Sr. 
Foundation I’ve decided to pursue a career in baseball for now, so I will 
look into local options (primarily UNC baseball I guess) 

On Tue, 27 Oct 2009 14:07:21 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@emaib unc edu> wrote: 

> I am making exceptions, so you don’t have to be an EXSS SA m~ior. You can 

> begin self-searching/researching organizauons you are interested in 

Also, 

> a few weeks prior to the semester, ! also provide you with names of 

> organizations. Worst case scenario, I get students placed within the 

> athletic department and outside firms 

> 

> Let me l,mow if you want me to register you. I need your PID. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> L~C at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From                 ~,@,email.mxc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 12:49 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroraan 

> Subject: RE: Nevermind! 

> 

> 

> I xvould definitely be interested in this class, but I am not an EXSS 

m~ior 
> and have not taken all the requirements. However, I do feel I am 

qualified 

> to take this class if you can make an exception. If so, how could I find 

> an internship? 

> 

> Nate 

> 

> On Tue, 27 Oct 2009 11:47:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Hi. Let me know what concerns you I may be able to make an exception. 

>> Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 



>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> Weeldy Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> t~’r om:                 ~@ emaih unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 9:26 PM 
>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
>> Subject: Nevermind! 
>> 

>> 

>> Sor~ about the last email. The cotffcrence call was busy before, but 
now 
>> that I listened to it I don’t fit the requirements. 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 3:49 PM 

n@email.unc.edu> 

t/t5: bpence~s iron 

FYL 

http:iiwww.540se.com! 

Not sure i~ you saw this ~.;it,-_~ for S~)encer’s 

9 2 9 84.3 03,3 6 

http:/’/www,unc,e~ui~epts/exe~ciseisporE administration 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, October 26, 2009 9:~0 PM 
Tot ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
Subjectt Spots Business Club Upda~s[H: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 

Chub U~n~s: 

We have our first big club event tomorrow night (Tuesday) at 6:30 in Felzer 109. This Advisor Networking Night will be a great opportunity, to interact with some vely 

interesting and knowledgeable figures in the sports and finance spheres. ’][’he evening will begin at 6:30 PM for members who have paid their dues already, or for 

members who plan on paying their dues to Andrew Stilwell, our club treasurer, tolnorrow night. You will have an hour to interact with our guest speakers and ask them 

questions directly, while enjoying some pizza’.! The fomml guest speaker panel will begin at about 7:30, which is when all other melnbers should plan to colne to Fetzer 

109. 

This event is purposed to provide REAL ~TORLD insight in the world of advising to pl~ofessional athletes. Speakers will share their caxeer paths, best practices, and 

tips for bnsiness success! hwited gnests include: Livis Freeman, CEO of 40nr Fans, Inc., a professional athlete communiF/puNic relations firm; JeffMcLeod, Assoc. 

Commissioner of the CIAA; Ron Peoples, CEO of Peoples Financial Service, Inc.; John Spencer, agent to UNC/WNBA player Ivo~ Latta; and a special surprise 

guesl’. 

We hope that the extra benefiks of free pizza and interacting with these speakers will encourage you to join "the Club as a thll-time member by paying your $10 clues. 
Please come prepared with as many questions as you can think of for our speakers because it is a great oppo~nity to hem how they becanm so important in their 
respective fields. I would strongly suggesl reading the guest speakers’ short biographies that I have included in this email to become more familia~r with them and think 
of some specific questions you have for them. There is no specific attire for the evenL but I would suggest malting a good impression by dressing in "business casual" 
because you never know when a good opportunity will come up for a job or internshi!! ’. 

Onr club has received a $500 sponsorship from Bank of Americ!! ’. This is a huge step forward to our club’s success and something you all should be veu excited 
abont. I would like to extend my thanks to Dr. Stroman and the other club leaders for making it happen!! 

Guest Speaker Biographies tbr Tuesday Night: 

Ron T. tboples Sr., ][%sident and CEO, Peoples Financial Service: 

With nearly 20 years of experience in finance, Ron Peoples’ success is the direct result of his practicing philosophy of relationship building, and the discipline derived 

fiom a career in law enforcement. Since the 1980s, Peoples has held positions in finance and insurance, received numerous pmformance awmds, and was inducted into 
Smith Baxney’s Golden Circle Production Club. The native North Carolinian attended both Winston-Salem State Universib~ and Albany (Ga.) State University.. He 

formerly held National Association of Securities Dealers Series 26 (Principal Officer) and Series 6 and 63 (investment Officer) certifications. Peoples also serves as 

President and CEO of the Peoples Commnnib, Foundation, and Peoples Sports Management, and is a registered player financial advisor for the National Football 

League Players Association. Peoples also serves as a business advisor to NFL players. He is a member of Wachovia Bank’s Cao~ (NC) regional advisory board, and 

on the board of advisors of the First Bank of Snook (Texas), the board of advisors tbr the Raleigh Business & Technology Center, and serves on the board of 

directors of Upper Room Church of God in Christ. where he is an ordained elder. 

Livis James Freeman Jr., President/CEO of 4ourFans, Inc.: 

Livis Freeman smxted 4om~’ans, Inc. in 2001 to help professional athletes create their charitable identities, give back to their comlnunities and say thanks to their Ihns. 

Livis graduated from UNC- Chapel Hill in 1999 with a Bachelors’ Degree in Psychology. While at UNC he was heavily involved in the communi3< He participated in 

the Campus Big Bud@ and Habitat-4- Humani~ programs. He participated in a Habitat Spring Break trip to Miami, FL during his junior year and led a Habitat Spring 

Break trip to Orlando, FL during his senior year. He also served as a UNC Resident Assistant and Ambassador for the 1999 Special Olympics held in Raleigh. 

Livis was inspired to start his own company while he was attending UNC. During his junior year, he would otten travel to his hometown of Clinton, NC to visit his sick 

grandmother at her nursing home. During his visits he noticed numerous sick senior citizens who had little or no visitors. Since he had so many friends wbo were UNC 

athletes, he thought it would be a great idea to get some of them to accompany him to visit a local nursing home around Thanksgiving to provide some holiday cheer. 

tle, along with a good tHend who was also a manager for the men’s basketball team, gathered together UNC tbotball and basketball players and got their team offices 

to provide posters and other items to give out on their visit. 



’][’he visit was a success! The residents and sta£f at the nursing home were completely inspired and overjoyed! Incredibly and admittedly unexpectedly, the athletes were 

just as inspired (if not morn) as the people at the ~mrsing home. This touched Livis so much that he decided to officiaJly chm~ter a UNC organization called "Athletes 
Making a Difl~rence" dedicated to keeping student athletes involved in the local communi~. He started organizing trips for the athletes to visit nursing homes, men’s 

Shelters and the local Ronald McDonald House. 

NBA superstar Jerry Stackhouse became Livis’ first client and allowed him complete freedom to create and manage a Public/Communi~ Relations Can~paign, website 

and ti~n club to help him give back to his community, thank his fans and improve his image. Within a year, Livis helped Stackhouse es~blish tw’o ~holarships, a 

Thanksgiving dinner (which fed over 100 homeless people in Jerry’s hometown of Kinston, NC), a project with the UNC Men’s Ba.sketba]l team (which provided 

Thanksgiving items to the Chapel Hill Rona]d McDonald House and IFC Men’s Shelter), a project that provided over 50 Easter Baskets to needy Children in Detroit, 

MI and an award wim~ing website and tim clnb. Livis’ eltbrts helped Jerry become one of the first NBA players to receive its monthly ’°Comm uni~ A ssis~t 
Awaacd" (given to the player who makes the biggest impact offthe court in the league). 

The success with Stackhouse helped Livis sign other big named clients such as Antawn Jarnison (NBA), Juwan Howard (NBA), Bmndan Haywood (NBA), Ja~’is 

Hayes (NBA), Erick Dampier (NBA), ga-is Jenkins (NFL), Quentin Groves (NFL), Chansi Stuckey (NFL), Triandos Luke (Former NFL player), Tim Clark (PGA), 
Charles Howell III (PGA) and former two-time heavyweight boxing champion Riddick Bowe. Livis has aJso developed websites for the following orgm~izations: Golf 

World On-Air. Languages Unlimited, LLC, CarolinaP~os, Inc, The Children’s Fund of North Carolina and the North State Law Enforcement Organization. 

Through 4ourFans, Livis has helped provide hundreds of autographed items to deserving fans and non-profits (for auctions to raise money); create over 20 websites 

(that have reached millions of tZans); provide scholarships for over 35 stadents; donate money tbr Thanksgiving and Chris~tmas dinners to over 5,000 needy NC families; 

create over 200 Christmas gift baskets tbr sick children at the NC Children’s ttospital; and plan/execute tbur basketball camps (for Ai~tawn Jmnison) ~md two tbotba]l 

camps (for Qnentin Groves and Chansi Stuckey) that provided t?ee entries tbr over 400 kids. 

Jeffrey W. McLeod, Esquire 

Jel~]ey McLeod is entering his ninth year at the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association (CIAA). Dnring his tem~m at the CIAA~ McLeod has identified and secured 

new sources of revenue for the CIAA. He a]so built and mafintained relationships inside and outside of college athletics that increased the conference’s presence and 

reputation on the national footbe]l scene. McLeock an attorney, has also been recognized for his civic scrvice and his service in the community’. 

Attorney McLeod has garnered the reputation as one of the ontstanding fandmisers in college athletics. Since 2006, McLeod has raiscd well over $2 million tbr the 
CIAA by developing relationships with some of the nation’s most respected corporations. 

In 2006, McLeod developed, negotiated and signed Alltel Wireless to a multi-year contract. Alltel became the first exclnsive wireless partner of any HBCU 
conference. In 2008, McLeod signed Nationwide Insurance to a throe-year deaJ in which they beca~me the first official insurance provider oftbe CIAA in one of the 
largest sponsorship dea~s of the year in college athletics. Additionally, in 2005 McLeod negotiated the confemnce’s official apparel deal with national sports apparel 
and equipment ma£e~; Russell Athletic. The &al provided all conference schools with complimentary uniforms and Spalding equipment. 
McLeod lms developed relationships that have become long standing with numerous other companies across the country. 

John Spencer, Sports Agent 

John A. Spencer is a former protEssiona] basketball player of 14 years farm the US professional leagues, as well as the European and Asian leagues. Those leagues 

inclnde stops in France, Belgium, Turkey, Italy, Portugal, Canada, Sweden, China, Israel, Hong Kong as well as stops in Canada and the CBA. 

Johi~ has established himself as a respected resource in the world of basketball because of his integriU, professionalism and his weaJth of basketball ki~owledge. After a 

successful 14 year run as a player, he has parlayed his playing career into the world of respected sports marketer. 

Intemsting Articles: 

UCONN mourns loss of Jasper Howard: 

http:/,’www .couran t.com/sporta’uconn- tbotball/i aspe r- howard/hc- i effcol I 019. artoc t 19222713,0,1170192. column 

Roy Williams’ Book Review ~md Cool Notes: 

Brandon ’Fate Playing for Patriots: 

ht~tp;//wwwdoroD:corn/patfiots"conten~,"proio 20091021 patriots tate 10-22-09 RHG662I v3.38abdaS.html 

My World Series Prediction: 

Yankees over Phillies in 6 games. Alex Rodriguez World Series MVP. 

Cool fact of the week: 

’][’his Sunday5 Novmnber 1 st, will be the first day in sports histou when them will be games for all 4 ,najor sports leagues: MLB, NFL, NBA~ and NHL. 



Reminder from CAA President John Russell mad VP Tom Kuell: 

Sign up for the basketball licket lotteo~ for the first group of games by this Sam~tay (Halloween!) at ~-w.tarheelblue.com/students. 

Thanks tbr reading my long email and I look forward to seeing everyone tomorrow night!! 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Basketball season has returned and with much anticipation this 2009 and 2010 team 

are in strong pursuit of a National Championship. After being pressed to the limit all 

summer long and throughout preseason I believe we are a much tougher and stronger 

team. But we finally made it to Late Night with Roy and it was exciting to see all the 

fans and feel the electrifying presence of Carolina basketball. An$~ime Stuart Scott is 

in the building you know you’re in for a treat. That night we spent nearly 45 minutes 

in the tunnel waiting for the program to start. Rehearsing our dance moves, 

screaming at the top of our lungs, high fixing and waiting nervously for our names to 

be called and make our recognized run through the tunnel. There had to be nearly 4o 

people in that tunnel. It was very fanatical. Nevertheless that night for me was filled 

with memories being that it was my last and final Late Night with Roy. The team, from beginning to end, 

thought the night was a blast. Next on the list... SATURDAY PRACTICE - 2:00 p.m.! 

Practice started off differently than before but we focused on defense and our transition game the 

majority of the time. I personally congratulated some of our first-years alter practice and told them well 

done; you made it through your first practice. Tierra #44 aka: TRP said to me with a giant smirk on her 

face, "I made it, I didn’t know if I was going to make it, but I made it." We certainly have an energetic new 

class. They’re scrappy and demonstrate a lot of what this team will need to have a successful season. This 

practice was open and it was good to look out and see family, friends, fans and supporters of women’s 

basketball. 

Constantly, practice always thickens; we have practice # 2 tonight. I know this is going to be a 

very special year as it ah,vays is. I hope to see you all at our games this year. GO HEELS! 

Coach Williarn’s Wisdoms 

"This is a very exciting time in the world of women’s basketball. First of all practice is 

well underway and the team is working extremely hard on the floor and in the 

classroom. We have a lot of youth this year but once they learn the system, the sky is 

the limit to where we will end up. We will settle for nothing less than another ACC 

Title and the National Championship." 



Nothing but 

Oct. 15 is the first practice for Nov.5, the first exhibition game, and I am too 
pulnped for this season, as if I aln a player, myself. I’m really excited about 
getting up dose and personal with Carolina Women’s Basketball, possibly 
get info no other source would disclose, but tile said people themselves. I am 
also looking forward to the finalization of Carmiehael Gym’s restoration; 
while walking to class, it is really an eyesore of sorts now. Can’t wait for it to 
be a beauty again. 

On to some news, Oct.4 and 5 were the dates for the 5th annual Reece Holbrok Golf Classic and Sports 
Auction benefiting cancer patients. This year a portion of the proceeds were given to our own, 

naming a supportive ano strong Iamlly, ano her team ano SChOOl are right t)y net sloe along me way. i ms 
type of news makes me proud to be a Tar Heel. 

High Heels and Low Tops 

The ~romen’s team definitely showed up and showed out at "Late 
Night u~th Roy" on Oct. 16. The audience was introduced to the 
players and coaches. Then, the ladies began with spoofs. One x4deo 
was a remake of the Geico commercials, where "sometimes I feel like 
somebodyZs watching me." The first-years were always being 
"watched" by an image of Coach Hatchell’s face. This was a warning 
to the athletes to know they are always being watched, and can’t skip 
out on class or practice. 

Then the ladies did a reenactlnent of MTV’s hit show, "Alnerica’s Best 
Dance Creu#, similarly called "Carolina’s Best Dance Crew." Three of 

the ladies acted as judges, while their other teammates broke into three groups whero tho, ,,o~’~-~ed to 
popular songs, "Do the Rie~v Bobby", "You’re a Jerk", and "Swag Surf." Even injured ~vas 
able to "break a leg" while doing the "8tanky Leg." 

During the scrimmage, one team donned the usual 
Carolina blue, while the other team rocked new pink 
jerseys ~n honor of NSCU head coach Kay Yow ~vho passed 
away earlier this year and for National Breast Cancer 
Awareness month. 



From Doc’s Desk 

I am happy to introduce a new marketing communication this season researched and edited 

by passionate followers of UNC Women’s Basketball - students! As ah,vays here in Chapel 

Hill, the basketball is intense and tbr good reason. The team is very talented, the coaching is 

second-to-none, and the atmosphere breeds success. Winning is just contagious in the 

southern part of heaven. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 

support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 
them lmow early and often. Just like the tar on those ol’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 

offering sticks with you all year! Thanks for reading, dstro@unc.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky (lecky@email.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 

Hot Off The Press: 

14rednesday, October 28, 2oo9 - From Coach Williams 

Great News! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 3:24 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
UNC - Vegas Trip 

Hi Jan. Just following up to see if you need me to do radio for LV. Otherwise, I probably won’t attend. Also, 

what is Deb’s email/phone number? Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what 

did I come to teach ?" 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmmau, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 5:39 PM 

Smith, Charlotte D <csmith@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Alumni Day 

Charlotte. Let me know how I can assist. I do have some di99ings for the museum too. 

~’C at Chapei } 1~I 

i9.8,13,0330 

Wa’ek/y WeiM F~ct: Yf~e human brain stops growing at age 18, 

F~m~ Charlo~e Smith [mail~:csmith@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 03, 2009 5:21 PN 

Subject: Alumni Day 

e the Date 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

2oach was gracious enough to grant the team a fall break. We were off last week for 3 
straight days. Thanks Coach! We came back and started off with practice on Sunday 
~nd the following day we had our first scrimmage versus the practice squad. 
~’overed the fundamentals all week long. From jump stopping to passing to dribbling. 
~ the week progressed it got down to the nitty-gritty. We added portions to our 
3ffense and defbnse. It’s really fascinating to look at the freshmen as their making 
~heir transition. I see myself in them when I was just a freshman. The years went by 
so fast. 

The coaches have really been on us this week about everything. But what 
coach isn’t? Right? One of the things that I admire about our coaching staff is that their relentless. At 
times during practice I want to tell them to calm dou~ before they have a heart attack but they just keeps 
going and going and going. It truly is blessing to play for coach Hatehell and her staff. Nevertheless, we 
all have just been grinding on the court tr34ng to get better each day. We have an exhibition game on next 
Thursday at the Smith Center. But belbre then we have an open scrimmage Sunday night. Come out and 
support us if you can. It’s ALWL~.Y8 great to look out in the stands and see faces. 

Last but not least, this week was a special week for our teammate . Wednesday 
night we celebrated her finishing her last  treatment. Congratulations  We are so thrilled with 
what you have accomplished through this difficult and demanding time. We LOVE you and wish you the 
best. 

Coach William’s Wisdoms 

Great News! 
Cancer Free! 



Since we’re definitely NOT expecting any of our freshman players to gain the 
"freshman fifteen" pounds most first year student do, we decided to just ask them 
fifteen auestions about themselves and Carolina. The first player ~ve interviewed 
~Tas 

1. Where are you from? 

9. When did you start playing basketball’ 

Freshman Fifteen 

3. What high school did you attend? Are there any cool facts about your school? 

4. How did your family affect/support your playing? 

5. What made you choose Carolina? The overall atmosphere, the staff, the school, how bo basketball is 

here, the education, it’s close to home, and of course, THE TEAM! 

6. How did you feel the first time you met the coaches and other players? I can’t really remember exactly, 

but it couldn’t have been bad because I’m here. I do remember when we all started working out together, 

everyone was nice and it was really fun. There are some fools on our team. 

7. Did you enjoy Late Night with Roy? Loved it! We were just jumping around in the tunnel waiting to 
come out especially the freshman. We were waiting for the lights to go down, because we couldn’t really 

hear anything, but we knew that would be our cue. 

8. How ~vas the first team practice? It was really good, fun. I learned a lot, and it was clear cut. 

9. How are you adjusting to campus-life? Fine. Being away from home isn’t bad, nor are classes. But 
those 8am classes (,shaking head)? It sucks when you hear people saying they skipped class, because we 
definitely cannot miss class. 

10. Are you really pumped for the first game? I am really excited. I cannot wait, been counting down for 

a while. InAugust, thefirst game seemed so far away, but now, I can’t believe it’s next week. 

~. Did anyone, in particular, step out and step in to help you adjust to school, practice, etc.? The coaching 
staff. Coach Charlotte and Coach Tracy helped us during the first days of summer school. They came to 
eat lunch with us, and told us where things ~vere. They didn’t baby us though, they gave us a map with 
the buildings for our classes highlighted, and we were left on our own. They definitely gave us 
independence. 

12. Are there any games you are really excited about? The Duke game, of course, who wouMn’t be excited 
about it! The game against UCONN, especially because of last year’s game. 

13. If you could run practice for a day, what you would run differently? Iprobablg wouMn’t change 
anything, because everything is covered. 



14. How fun is the team? Does anyone pick on you? Do you all have inside jokes? Over the summer, we 

would take someone~ IPOD and play it, and have random people j~ast start dancing. You know there’s 

always that one person on the team that you are close to, so those people always make jokes on each 

other. 

15. IS there any player, current or forlner, college or pro, ~vhich you compare yourself to, would love to 
play ~4th, or against? I would love to play with Kobe, just to see it live on court. Definitely play against 
Duke (with a huge laugh)! 

Nothing bu 

The Carolina Sports Business Club on campus hosted an Adx4sor Networking 

Night on October 27, where students were able to meet prominent people in 

the sports industry, from financial representatives to eommuniD- relations 

managers. The person who stuck out to me was John Spencer, CEO and ..... 

Founder of 54oSE Sports & Entertainment, LLC. He is the a~ent, or as he 

says "facilitator of relationships" for UNC’s very own ................ 

He made a point to say" that "female athletes not 

making money is a MYTH!" He said that his five female players make more 

money than twent? of his male players. WOW! 

From Doc’s Desk 

And they are off and running! I had the opportunity to stop by the Season Ticket Holder 
Appreciation practice on Sunday night and u:itnessed a very energetic and talented team 
prepare for their first game. Their spirits are high regarding the potential to have another 
successful season. Carmiehael is scheduled to open in late December so there is now a 
target for all fans to embrace. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 
support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 

them know early and often. ,Just like the tar on those o1’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 

offering sticks u:ith you all year! Thanks for reading, dstro@une.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky" (lecky@elnail.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Coach was gracious enough to grant the team a fall break. We were off last week for 3 
straight days. Thanks Coach! We came back and started off with practice on Sunday 
and the following day we had our first scrimmage versus the practice squad. ~¢~re 
covered the fundamentals all week long. From jump stopping to passing to dribbling. 
As the week progressed it got down to the nitty-gritty. We added portions to our 
offense and defbnse. It’s really fascinating to look at the freshmen as their making 
their transition. I see myself in them when I was just a freshman. The years went by 
so fast. 

The coaches have really been on us this week about everything. But what 
coach isn’t? Right? One of the things that I admire about our coaching staff is that their relentless. At 
times during practice I want to tell them to calm dou~ before they have a heart attack but they just keeps 
going and going and going. It truly is blessing to play for coach Hatehell and her staff. Nevertheless, we 
all have just been grinding on the court tr34ng to get better each day. We have an exhibition game on next 
Thursday at the Smith Center. But belbre then we have an open scrimmage Sunday night. Come out and 
support us if you can. It’s AL~L~.Y8 great to look out in the stands and see faces. 



Freshman Fifteen 

Since we’re definitely NOT expecting any of our freshman players to gain the 
"freshman fifteen" pounds most first year student do, we decided to just ask then 
fifteen questions about themselves and Carolina. The first player ~ve interviewed 

5. What made you choose Carolina? The overall atmosphere, the staff, the school, how bo basketball is 
here, the education, it’s close to home, and of course, THE TEAM! 

6. How did you feel the first time you met the coaches and other players? I can’t really remember exactly, 

but it couldn’t have been bad because I’m here. I do remember when we all started working out together, 

everyone was nice and it was really fan. There are some fools on our team. 

7. Did you enjoy Late Night ~4th Roy? Loved it! We were just jumping around in the tunnel waiting to 
come out especially the freshman. We were waiting for the lights to go down, because we couldn’t really 

hear anything, but we knew that would be our cue. 

8. How ~vas the first team practice? It was really good, fan. I learned a lot, and it was clear cut. 

9. How are you adjusting to campus-life? Fine. Being away from home isn’t bad, nor are classes. But 
those 8am classes (,shaking head)? It sucks when you hear people saying they skipped ckzss, because we 

definitely cannot miss class. 

lO. Are you really pumped for the first game? I am really excited. I cannot wait, been counting down for 

a while. InAugust, thefirst game seemed so far away, but now, I can’t believe it’s next week. 

~. Did anyone, in particular, step out and step in to help you adjust to school, practice, etc.? The coaching 
staff. Coach Charlotte and Coach Tracy helped us during the first days of summer school. They came to 
eat lunch with us, and told us where things ~vere. They didn’t baby us though, they gave us a map with 
the buildings for our classes highlighted, and we were left on our own. They definitely gave us 
independence. 

12. Are there any games you are really excited about? The Duke game, of course, who wouMn’t be excited 
about it! The game against UCONN, especiallg because of last year’s game. 

13. If you could run practice for a day, what you would run differently? Iprobablg wouMn’t change 
anything, because everything is covered. 



14. How fun is the team? Does anyone pick on you? Do you all have inside jokes? Over the summer, we 

would take someone~ IPOD and play it, and have random people j~ast start dancing. You know there’s 

always that one person on the team that you are close to, so those people always make jokes on each 

other. 

15. IS there any player, current or forlner, college or pro, ~vhich you compare yourself to, would love to 
play ~4th, or against? I would love to play with Kobe, just to see it live on court. Definitely play against 
Duke (with a huge laugh)! 

Nothing but 

The Carolina Sports Business Club on campus hosted an Adx4sor Networking 
Night on October 27, where students were able to meet prominent people in 
the sports industry, from financial representatives to eommuniD- relations 
managers. The person who stuck out to me was John Spencer, CEO and ..... 
Founder of 54oSE Sports & Entertainment, LLC. He is the agent, or as he 
says "facilitator of relationships" for UNC’s very own ................ 

He made a point to say" that "female athletes not 
making money is a MYTH!" He said that his five female players make more 
money than twenty of his male players. WOW! 

From Doc’s Desk 

And they are off and running! I had the opportunity to stop by the Season Ticket Holder 
Appreciation practice on Sunday night and u:itnessed a very energetic and talented team 
prepare for their first game. Their spirits are high regarding the potential to have another 
successful season. Carmiehael is scheduled to open in late December so there is now a 
target for all fans to embrace. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 
support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 

them know early and often. ,Just like the tar on those o1’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 
offering sticks ,a:ith you all year! Thanks/’or reading, dstro@unc.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky" (lecky@elnail.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Basketball season has returned and with much anticipation this 2009 and 2010 team 
are in strong pursuit of a National Championship. After being pressed to the limit all 
summer long and throughout preseason I believe we are a much tougher and stronger 
team. But we finally made it to Late Night with Roy and it was exciting to see all the 
fans and feel the electrifying presence of Carolina basketball. An~*dme Stuart Scott is 
in the building you know you’re in for a treat. That night we spent nearly 45 minutes 
in the tunnel waiting tbr the program to start. Rehearsing our dance moves, 
screaming at the top of our lungs, high fixing and waiting nervously for our names to 
be called and make our recognized run through the tunnel. There had to be nearly 4o 
people in that tunnel. It was very fanatical. Nevertheless that night for me was filled 

with memories being that it was my last and final Late Night with Roy. The team, from beginning to end, 
thought the night was a blast. Next on the list... SATURDAY PRACTICE - 2:oo p.m.! 

Practice started off differently than before but we focused on defense and our transition game the 

majority of the time. I personally congratulated some of our first-years alter practice and told them well 

done; you made it through your first practice. Tierra #44 aka: TRP said to me with a giant smirk on her 

face, "I made it, I didn’t know if I was going to make it, but I made it." We certainly have an energetic new 

class. They’re scrappy and demonstrate a lot of what this team will need to have a successful season. This 

practice was open and it was good to look out and see family, friends, fans and supporters of women’s 

basketball. 

Constantly, practice always thickens; we have practice # 2 tonight. I know this is going to be a 

very special year as it ah,vays is. I hope to see you all at our games this year. GO HEELS! 

Coach Williarn’s Wisdoms 

"This is a very exciting time in the world of women’s basketball. First of all practice is 
well underway and the team is working extremely hard on the floor and in the 
classroom. We have a lot of youth this year but once they learn the system, the sky is 
the limit to where we will end up. ~¢vre will settle for nothing less than another ACC 
Title and the National Championship." 



Nothing but 

Oct. 15 is the first practice for Nov.5, the first exhibition game, and I am too 
pulnped for this season, as if I aln a player, myself. I’m really excited about 
getting up dose and personal with Carolina Women’s Basketball, possibly 
get info no other source would disclose, but the said people themselves. I am 
also looking forward to the finalization of Carmiehael Gym’s restoration; 
while walking to class, it is really an eyesore of sorts now. Can’t wait for it to 
be a beauty again. 

High Heels and Low Tops 

The ~romen’s team definitely showed up and showed out at "Late 
Night u~th Ro37’ on Oct. 16. The audience was introduced to the 
players and coaches. Then, the ladies began with spoofs. One x4deo 
was a remake of the Geieo commercials, where "sometimes I feel like 
somebodyZs watching me." The first-years were always being 
"watched" by an image of Coach Hatehell’s face. This was a warning 
to the athletes to know they are always being watched, and can’t sMp 
out on class or practice. 

Then the ladies did a reenactlnent of MTV’s hit show, "Alnerica’s Best 
Dance Creu#, similarly called "Carolina’s Best Dance Crew." Three of 

the ladies acted as judges, while their other teammates broke into three groups where they performed to 
popular songs, "Do the Rie~v Bobby-", "You’re a Jerk", and "Swag Surf." Even injured ~vas 
able to "break a leg" while doing the "8tanky Leg." 

During the scrimmage, one team donned the usual 
Carolina blue, while the other team rocked new pink 
jerseys ~n honor of NSCU head coach Kay Yow ~vho passed 
away earlier this year and for National Breast Cancer 
Awareness month. 



From Doc’s Desk 

I am happy to introduce a new marketing communication this season researched and edited 

by passionate followers of UNC Women’s Basketball - students! As always here in Chapel 

Hill, the basketball is intense and tbr good reason. The team is very talented, the coaching is 

second-to-none, and the atmosphere breeds success. Winning is just contagious in the 

southern part of heaven. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 

support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 
them lmow early and often. Just like the tar on those ol’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 
offering sticks with you all year! Thanks for reading, dstro@une.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky (lecky@email.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 

Hot Off The Press: 

14Zednesdao, October ~8, 2ooo - From Coach Williams 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Words 

~oach was gracious enough to grant the team a fall break. We were off last week for 3 
;traight days. Thanks Coach! We came back and started off with practice on Sunday 
~nd the following day we had our first scrimmage versus the practice squad. 
:overed the fundamentals all week long. From jump stopping to passing to dribbling. 
ks the week progressed it got down to the nitty-gritty. We added portions to our 
~ffense and defbnse. It’s really fascinating to look at the freshmen as their making 
heir transition. I see myself in them when I was just a freshman. The years went by 
:o fast. 

The coaches have really been on us this week about everything. But what 
ne of the things that I admire about our coaching staff is that their relentless. At 

times during practice I want to tell them to calm dou~ before they have a heart attack but they just keeps 
going and going and going. It truly is blessing to play for coach Hatehell and her staff. Nevertheless, we 
all have just been grinding on the court tr34ng to get better each day. We have an exhibition game on next 
Thursday at the Smith Center. But belbre then we have an open scrimmage Sunday night. Come out and 
support us if you can. It’s AL~L~.Y8 great to look out in the stands and see faces. 

Coach William’s Wisdoms 



Since we’re definitely NOT expecting any of our freshman players to gain the 
"freshman fifteen" pounds most first year student do, we decided to just ask them 
fifteen questions about themselves and Carolina. The first player ~ve interviewed 
~Tas 

Freshman Fifteen 

5. What made you choose Carolina? The overall atmosphere, the staff, the school, how bo basketball is 
here, the education, it’s close to home, and of course, THE TEAM! 

6. How did you feel the first time you met the coaches and other players? I can’t really remember exactly, 

but it couldn’t have been bad because I’m here. I do remember when we all started working out together, 

everyone was nice and it was really fun. There are some fools on our team. 

7. Did you enjoy Late Night ~4th Roy? Loved it! We were just jumping around in the tunnel waiting to 
come out especially the freshman. We were waiting for the lights to go down, because we couldn’t really 

hear anything, but we knew that would be our cue. 

8. How ~vas the first team practice? It was really good, fun. I learned a lot, and it was clear cut. 

9. How are you adjusting to campus-life? Fine. Being away from home isn’t bad, nor are classes. But 
those 8am classes (,shaking head)? It sucks when you hear people saying they skipped class, because we 
definitely cannot miss class. 

10. Are you really pumped for the first game? I am really excited. I cannot wait, been counting down for 

a while. InAugust, thefirst game seemed so far away, but now, I can’t believe it’s next week. 

~. Did anyone, in particular, step out and step in to help you adjust to school, practice, etc.? The coaching 
staff. Coach Charlotte and Coach Tracy helped us during the first days of summer school. They came to 
eat lunch with us, and told us where things ~vere. They didn’t baby us though, they gave us a map with 
the buildings for our classes highlighted, and we were left on our own. They definitely gave us 
independence. 

12. Are there any games you are really excited about? The Duke game, of course, who wouMn’t be excited 
about it! The game against UCONN, especially because of last year’s game. 

13. If you could run practice for a day, what you would run differently? Iprobablg wouMn’t change 
anything, because everything is covered. 



14. How fun is the team? Does anyone pick on you? Do you all have inside jokes? Over the summer, we 

would take someone~ IPOD and play it, and have random people j~ast start dancing. You know there’s 

always that one person on the team that you are close to, so those people always make jokes on each 

other. 

15. IS there any player, current or forlner, college or pro, ~vhich you compare yourself to, would love to 
play ~4th, or against? I would love to play with Kobe, just to see it live on court. Definitely play against 
Duke (with a huge laugh)! 

Nothing but 

The Carolina Sports Business Club on campus hosted an Adx4sor Networking 
Night on October 27, where students were able to meet prominent people in 
the sports industry, from financial representatives to eommuniD- relations 
managers. The person who stuck out to me was John Spencer, CEO and ..... 
Founder of 54oSE Sports & Entertainment, LLC. He is the a~ent, or as he 
says "facilitator of relationships" for UNC’s very ow~ ................ 

[e made a point to say" treat "’temale athletes not 
making money is a MYTH!" He said that his five female players make more 
money than twenty of his male players. WOW! 

From Doc’s Desk 

And they are off and running! I had the opportunity to stop by the Season Ticket Holder 
Appreciation practice on Sunday night and xs:itnessed a very energetic and talented team 
prepare for their first game. Their spirits are high regarding the potential to have another 
successful season. Carmiehael is scheduled to open in late December so there is now a 
target for all fans to embrace. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 
support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 

them know early and often. ,Just like the tar on those o1’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 
offering sticks ,a:ith you all year! Thanks/’or reading, dstro@unc.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky" (lecky@elnail.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



The Inside Scoop with UNC’s Women’s 
Basketball Team 

Coach was gracious enough to grant the team a fall break. We were off last week for 3 
straight days. Thanks Coach! We came back and started off with practice on Sunday 
and the following day we had our first scrimmage versus the practice squad. ~re 
covered the fundamentals all week long. From jump stopping to passing to dribbling. 
As the week progressed it got down to the nitty-gritty. We added portions to our 
offense and defbnse. It’s really fascinating to look at the freshmen as their making 
their transition. I see myself in them when I was just a freshman. The years went by 
so fast. 

The coaches have really been on us this week about everything. But what 
coach isn’t? Right? One of the things that I admire about our coaching staff is that their relentless. At 
times during practice I want to tell them to calm dou~ before they have a heart attack but they just keeps 
going and going and going. It truly is blessing to play for coach Hatehell and her staff. Nevertheless, we 
all have just been grinding on the court tr34ng to get better each day. We have an exhibition game on next 
Thursday at the Smith Center. But belbre then we have an open scrimmage Sunday night. Come out and 
support us if you can. It’s AL~L~.Y8 great to look out in the stands and see faces. 



Since we’re definitely NOT expecting any of our freshman players to gain the 
"freshman fifteen" pounds most first year student do, we decided to just ask them 
fifteen questions about themselves and Carolina. The first player ~ve interviewed 

Freshman Fifteen 

5. What made you choose Carolina? The overall atmosphere, the staff, the school, how bo basketball is 
here, the education, it’s close to home, and of course, THE TEAM! 

6. How did you feel the first time you met the coaches and other players? I can’t really remember exactly, 

but it couldn’t have been bad because I’m here. I do remember when we all started working out together, 

everyone was nice and it was really fan. There are some fools on our team. 

7. Did you enjoy Late Night ~4th Roy? Loved it! We were just jumping around in the tunnel waiting to 
come out especially the freshman. We were waiting for the lights to go down, because we couldn’t really 

hear anything, but we knew that would be our cue. 

8. How ~vas the first team practice? It was really good, fan. I learned a lot, and it was clear cut. 

9. How are you adjusting to campus-life? Fine. Being away from home isn’t bad, nor are classes. But 
those 8am classes (,shaking head)? It sucks when you hear people saying they skipped ckzss, because we 

definitely cannot miss class. 

lO. Are you really pumped for the first game? I am really excited. I cannot wait, been counting down for 

a while. InAugust, thefirst game seemed so far away, but now, I can’t believe it’s next week. 

~. Did anyone, in particular, step out and step in to help you adjust to school, practice, etc.? The coaching 
staff. Coach Charlotte and Coach Tracy helped us during the first days of summer school. They came to 
eat lunch with us, and told us where things ~vere. They didn’t baby us though, they gave us a map with 
the buildings for our classes highlighted, and we were left on our own. They definitely gave us 
independence. 

12. Are there any games you are really excited about? The Duke game, of course, who wouMn’t be excited 
about it! The game against UCONN, especiallg because of last year’s game. 

13. If you could run practice for a day, what you would run differently? Iprobablg wouMn’t change 
anything, because everything is covered. 



14. How fun is the team? Does anyone pick on you? Do you all have inside jokes? Over the summer, we 

would take someone~ IPOD and play it, and have random people j~ast start dancing. You know there’s 

always that one person on the team that you are close to, so those people always make jokes on each 

other. 

15. IS there any player, current or forlner, college or pro, ~vhich you compare yourself to, would love to 
play ~4th, or against? I would love to play with Kobe, just to see it live on court. Definitely play against 
Duke (with a huge laugh)! 

Nothing but 

The Carolina Sports Business Club on campus hosted an Adx4sor Networking 
Night on October 27, where students were able to meet prominent people in 
the sports industry, from financial representatives to eommuniD- relations 
managers. The person who stuck out to me was John Spencer, CEO and ..... 
Founder of 54oSE Sports & Entertainment, LLC. He is the agent, or as he 
says "facilitator of relationships" for UNC’s very ow~ ................ 

He made a point to say" that "female athletes not 
making money is a MYTH!" He said that his five female players make more 
money than twenty of his male players. WOW! 

From Doc’s Desk 

And they are off and running! I had the opportunity to stop by the Season Ticket Holder 
Appreciation practice on Sunday night and u:itnessed a very energetic and talented team 
prepare for their first game. Their spirits are high regarding the potential to have another 
successful season. Carmiehael is scheduled to open in late December so there is now a 
target for all fans to embrace. Please consider becoming a season ticket holder to show your 
support! If you enjoy the student’s comments and insight in Full Court Press, please let 

them know early and often. ,Just like the tar on those o1’ North Carolina soldiers’ boots, we hope this 
offering sticks ,a:ith you all year! Thanks/’or reading, dstro@unc.edu 

Full Court Press Editor, Antoinette M. Lecky" (lecky@elnail.unc.edu). Let me hear from you this season! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 4:42 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edn> 

FW: [Fwd: Re: Carolina Sport Business Clnb Networking Night Follow-Up - 

Interested Students S 10.doc 

Hi. V~at does she mean? :) 

Attached find the updated list. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: rothberg [mailto k~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2009 11:37 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: [Fwd: Re: Carolina St~ort Business Club Networking Night 
Follo~v43p - 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am very excited for this opportuni~. MY PID is          ¯ but would it 
be possible to enroll after the course limit is raised to 18 hours? I am 
currently enrolled/waitlisted for 15 hours. If not, I can drop a class; 
but i:[’this is possible, it would be greatly appreciated! Just let me 

On Mort 9 Nov 2009 10:17:50 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstr oman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Super! Send me your PID and I will enroll you. Make snre yonr hours are 
correct so the enrollment will process. 

Tharf~s for the commurficationt 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
l~2"qC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> htw:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly- Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Ori~inM ]V[ess~ c~e ..... 

From 3@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Stmday, November 08, 2009 3:08 PM 

To: dstroman@email unc edu 
Sul~iect: Re: [Fwd: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club Networking Night 
Follow-Up - -            g] 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> First of a 11, I would like to thank you again for the CSBC net~vorking 
>> night last week. 
>> That was truly an incredible experience and I feel extremely grateful 
>> that I got to be part of it It provided such impoltant insight, that 
>> the classroom environment calmot always provide. The CSBC has been such 

>> a wonderful extracurricular activity for me and has allowed me to feel 
>> confident about my future career choice and excited to enter into the 
>> "real world" following graduation. 
>> Below, you can find the emails that I have exchanged thus far with Mr. 
>> Livis Freeman. His company, 4 Our Fans is right in line with my career 

>> aspirations. I would like to find out from you how I can enroll in EXSS 

>> 290, so that I can earn credit for t2ae internship that I will do for him 



>> next semester. 
>> 

>> Thanks Again[ 
>> Sincerely, 

>> 

>> Subject: 
>-~ ~o. ;’~lina Sport Business Club Networking Night Follow-Up - 

>> "Livis Freeman" <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com> 
>> Date: 
>> Thu, 29 Oct 2009 15:43:00 -0400 
>> To: 
>> ’                               @email.unc.edu> 

>> To: 
>; ,~@email unc.edu> 

>> Oh and to give you more detail about mv inw~lvement with our ~-lonald 
>> McDonald House, 
>> years but have been involved since I was a student at UNC (back when 
>> would arrange the trips for the basketball and fnntball teams to visit 
>> it). We’re currently building a Family Rooru at I~rNC Hospitals which will 
>> be an emension of the House inside the hospital and will provide 
>> families of sick children with a place where they can get sorue free food 

>> and have sorue quiet time to themselves. We’ve been working on getting 
>> the space for the rooru for years and finally got approved for it last 
>> month[ 
>> 

>> We’re also planning a building project in which we’ll expand out house 
>> by building an additional facility next to it so that we can provide 
>> roonrs for an additional 20+ families to stay. Its nnfortunate but we’re 
>> having to turn away numerous fanrilies each nronth due to lack of space 
>> (we c~trrently have 30 rooms). So, we’re very excited about the projects 
>> we’re working on and third: they’ll truly make a difference! Look forward 

>> to having you involved in any" possible capaci~! :-) 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... Front: ’ 
> @email.unc.edu> 
>> To: <livisfreeman@4ourffans.com> 
>> Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 9:46 PM 
>> Subject: Carolina Sport Business Club Networking Night Follow-Up - 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> Mr Freeman, 

>>> I just wanted to thank you again for taking the time to come and talk 
>>> with the Carolina Sport Business Club last night. The insight which 
you 
>>> provided us with is invaluable and something we cannot gain from the 
>>> classroom Your passion and commitment to the cause, confirmed my 
>>> desire to follow a career path similar to yours. After all, what could 
>>> be better than combining my t~vo greatest passions in life - commnni~ 
>>> service and sports. 
>>> 

>>> I know that you are extremely busy, especially now- that the season has 
>>> started; but at your convenience I would love to hear more about the 
>>> internship oppoltunities at 4 Our Fans. I truly believe that 4 Our 
Fans 
>>> is directly in line with the type of work I hope to do as I embark on 

>>> career path and any exposure to the field would be greatly appreciated 
>>> 

>>> In addition, I would love to hear more about your work at the Ronald 
>>> McDonald House and the program you are in the midst of planning for the 
>>> l_,~x,’C Basketball Team. I have vohmteered with Ronald McDonald Houses 

all 
>>> over the conntry since I was four, when ! first began bringing cookies 
>>> during the Holiday Season It is an unbelievable organization and I 
>>> would love to further develop my relationship with the Chapel Hill 

>>> Again, anything I can do help you and gain experience is an opportunity 
>>> that I am definitely’ interested in 

>>> Thanks again and I look ~i~r~w~rd to hearing ftom you[ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 12, 2009 3:42 PM 

~gmail.com~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: IL~’d~_ - Sunday UPDATE 

Hi. Let’s change that to the afternoon. Ho~v about 2:00? Thanks. 

On Week 11 No,,’ 2009 17:19:53 -0500, 
@gmail.com> wrote. 

Hey Dr. Stroman[ 

What time on Sunday? I like at’ter 10am or 11am and before 6pm, but 
whatever works for you Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 
or just me? 

Thanks again! 

On Fri, Nov 6, 2009 at 9:31 AM; Deborah Stroman <dstruman@emai].unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hi Yes, next Sunday will be fine. Thanks. Have ]’an this 
>> weekend! 
>> 

>> 

>> Gu Heels, 
>> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
>> UNC at Chapel tliH 
>> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>>http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administratiun 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: ’]7he human brain stops growing at age 18. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> }:rum:              n [mailtu:              ]’)gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 3:34 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday 
>> 

>> Hey Dr. Stromant 
>> 

>> We’ll actually be out of town this weekend, racing in TN - should be a 
>> lot of fm~. What about next weekend? I’m free on Sunday the 15th, and 
>> I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> HJ a. Time for more work~ Are you available to do an?" painting 
>>> this 
>>> weekend? I ara going to the football game on Saturday but have time that 
>>> raorning before 1:00 and on Sunday. 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>>> I~rNC at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>>> 919843.0336 
>>> http://~vw~v.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

¯ > Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~gmail.com] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11:17 AM 

¯ > To: dstru@unc edu 
>>> Sulziect: RAR - Sunday 
>>> 

>>> Deborah, 
>>> 

>>> It was good talking to you this morning Thanks again for signing up 
>>> for a Rent-A-Rower, we really do appreciate your support Myself and 
>>> another rower will be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
>>> paint and move boxes! Just a reminder, you supply paint 



>>> brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
>>> in]2~rmation is below in case you have any quesuons or changes Please 
>>> don’t hesitate to give me a call 

>>> Thanks again, 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Journalism and Political Science 

>>> ( 

>> Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Joarnalism and Political Science 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:53 PM 

’Antoinette M. Lecky’ <lecky@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Quick Question 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesda’~’, November 17, 2009 1:52 PM 

To: ’J 

Subject: RE: Quick Quesuon 

Hi. Did you connect with Antionette yet? I was hoping to see an 
article/blurb from you by now How about a "Where are they now?" section? 

Start with last year’s seniors.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http://wxvw.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats alxvays turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, November 17, 2009 11 : 11 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Thank you for the information. 

John 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi. Contact Jennifer Bryant al 5@gmail.com for ECU assistance. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats ahvays turn lei’t when exiting a cave. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                          @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2009 5:31 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
> 
> Thank you ibr all of your help. In addition, if you could send me the 
> contact info for the ECU individual I would greatly appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi. See attached. Contact Antoinette directly to get involved in some 
>> capacity. 
>> 

>> 



>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> UNC at Chapel 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> Florrl:                          ,~,,email.unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, November 0"~ 2009 7:43 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>> 

>> Thanks, I understand! I may be able to stop by tomorrow around 1:00, 
>> does that work? I have something going on toraorrow at 2:15, but I am 
>> free from 1:00 until then. If some time then doesn’t work, it’s fine 
and 
>> we can figure something else out[ 
>> 

>> Thartks, 
>> 

> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 1:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Questiou 

Thank you for your note I am disappointed that you didn’t bother to tell 
me of your decision until now- though. Best wishes to you. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

From                           ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 9:01 P2vi 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sutziect: Re: Quick Question 

Yes, I have been in contact with her Unfortunately, this semester has 
been extremely busy for me with the largest amount of reading, group 
projects and papers that I’ve ever had. In addition, I have also been 
studying for the GRE, working on applications and applying ~2~r jobs and 
internships. 

Due to that, after a lot of thinking and talking with people that I 
trust, unfortunately I felt that ! would be unable to devote ~he time 
necessary this semester to help with the newsletter. It would not be 
fair to Antoinette, or to myself, to attempt to take on an additional 
responsibility at this time. 

I plan on reassessing my activities in the Spring when I am taking fewer 
courses and have finished all of my graduate schoo[ applications. 
Hope[’ully, things will work out and I will be able to join her then. 

Thank you so much for getting me in contact with her and helping me with 
this opportumty 

- Sports Business Club tonight was great as usual[ 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi. Did you connect w-ith Antionette yet? I was hoping to see an 
> article/blurb from you by now. How about a %\~ere are they now-?" 
section? 
> 

> Start xvith last year’s seniors... 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> U2"qC at C’hapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: Bats always turn lek when exiting a cave. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From:                         i(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 11:11 A_’vi 
> To: Deborah Stroraan 
> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
> 
> Thank you f,ar the ilfformation. 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi Contact Jennifer B1Tant a ~ 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

5@gmail.com for ECU assistance. 



>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administratiun 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird t"act: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> Frum:                        ~email unc edu] 
>> Sent: \~ecknescla¥ November/)4 21)~)~ 5:31 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>> 

>> Thaak you for all of your help. In addition, if you could send me the 
>> contact info for the ECU individual I would greatly appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>> Hi. See attached. Contact Antoinette directly to get involved in some 
>>> capacity. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://www.unc, eduidepts/exer ciseisport administration 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From:¯                          ~)email uric edu1 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2009 7:43 PM 

>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, I understand[ I may be able to stop by tomorrow around 1:00, 
>>> does that ~vork? I have something going on tomol~ow at ~:15, but I am 
>>> free from 1:00 until then. If some time then doesn’t work, it’s fine 
and 
>>> we can figure something else out[ 

>>> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 3:02 PM 

~email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: 3 credits tbr past internship experience 

The signed form can be picked up in Fetzer 209. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Fri, 20 Nov 2009 11:27:28 -0500, s @emaihunc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Thank you for letting me drop the form off. As I said I had an exam 

> @9:00, so I had to tnrn my phone oftl Therefore I did not recieve the 

> email saying fetzer 209. I looked in all the rooms and texted 

> you,which is when I found you were in 106 So thank you 

> 

> I am extremely grateIi~l for tout assistance. I appreciate you adding 

>meto ~ this fall and _,~d in the spring. My pid is ; ......... ), soyou 

> can enroll me for the spring for the research study Do not be 

> concerned at all, I will work exceptionally hard and be committed to 

> whatever you ask of me 

> 

> [ car1 pick up the ADD form Monday am! Then my advisor asked to have me 

> bring it back to her aI’ter you signed it We will be set and I will do 

> whatever ~vork you want from me for the     course. Thank you for 

> everything My family and I really can’t express how gratel~[ we are. 

> Especially my dad since $1,000 was saved not having to take the winter 

> classt!!!tt 

> 

> On Nov" 19, 2009, at 6:37 PM, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@emaiI.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Hi . Meet tomorrow in Fetzer 209 at 9:30. Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> We&ly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> Vrorr                     ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday~ November 17, 2009 12:48 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> SubJect: Re: 3 credits ~2~r past internship experience 
>> 

>> Any word from dr. Salyer or if I could take EXS; t~vice? 

>> 

>> Thank you again for this assistance. Hopefully it will work out. 

>> 

>> 

>> On Nov 16, 2009, at 4:19 PM, "Deborah Stroman" 

>> <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi You need for me to sign an ADD/DROP form asap and then you 

>>> can take 

>>> that over to Steele (get 3 hr credit this semester for EXSS 

>>> Field 

>>> Experience in Sport Adm). Next semester I can add you to an 

>>> h~dependent 

>>> Study for 3 hours. (I haven’t heard back whether I can enroll you 

>>> f,w EXSS 

>>> : again.) 

>>> Now, ALL of this assistance depcnds on a reconwnendation from Coach 

>>> Le’,~- or 

>>> an assistant. So I am waiting for their return call. 

>>> Hope this helps! 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>>> U2x,-C at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> http://w~vw uric. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration 

>>> 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn leI’t when exiting a cave. 



>>3 ...... Original Message ..... 

>>> [~’ro~                     %email unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, November 16, 2009 3:50 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Re: 3 credits [’or past internship experience 

>>> Ant’ word? 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for heIpingt 

>>> On Nov- 16, 2009, at 10:24 AM. "Deborah Stroman" 
>>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Waiting for a call back. YVhat is your cell #? 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http://www.unc.ed~,’depts/exerciseisport administration 

>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always tam left when exiting a cave. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>> Non                     ~email.anc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: ~unaay, ~sovc~nc~c~ ~,, zo09 12:58 PM 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
>>>> Subject: 3 credits for past internship experience 

>>>> Dr. Stroman, I hope you are having a nice weekend and your back is 
>>>> feelit~g better. I emailed you Wednesday as you asked me to do, 
>>>> giving 
>>>> you my pid so you could ewoll me into exss290 If you did not 
>>>> recieve 
>>>> that email...my P~D is 711968619 

>>>> Also, regarding the 3 credits you were going to try- to get me(so I 
>>>> did 
>>>> not need to pay/take this winter course through university of 
>>>> Arizona) 
>>>> so I could graduate ON TE’~E in may. Registration for Arizona is this 
>>>> Tuesday, so if you could let me know about those credits by the end 
>>>> of 
>>>> THIS MOi"~’DAY, I’d really appreciate it this way, I don’t need to 
>>>> register for Arizona class and pat, for the course 

>>>> Thal~ you again for all your help, 
>>>> ¯ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:06 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: RAR - Stmday UPDATE 

Thanks I         Evewthing looks great Need a fe~v strokes over one wall 
but in general all is fantastic. I will be in my office later today and 
through Wednesday. Give me a call when you can Thanks again! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LPqC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~.en~elen@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, No~Tembe~ 21, 2009 3:29 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday UPDATE 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

Just checking in about tomon-o~       and I are available anytime 
until 4ish. Just let us know when/if you need us 

Thanks! 

On Thu, Nov 19, 2009 at 6:48 PM. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Hi. I may be leaving out of town at 9:30 I will call you tomorrow to 

set up 

> how we can make it happen. ,2\ Thanks! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: Bats always turn lek when exiting a cave. 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> Fron ~mail.com] 

> Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2009 6:44 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; rmark 

> Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday- LPPDATE 

> 

> Hey Lvr. Stroman - Sunday at 10am ok for painting? 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, Nov- 12, 2009 at 3:41 PM. Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 

> <dstrorrxan@eraail.unc.edu> xvrote: 
>> 

>> Hi. Let’s change that to the afternoon. How about 2:00? Thanks. 

>> 

>> On Wed, 11 Nov 2009 17:19:53 -0500, 

>> @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> Hey Dr. Stroman[ 

>>> 

>>> VVhat time on Suaaday ? I like after 10am or 11 am and before 6pm, but 

>>> whatever works for you. Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 

>>> or just me? 

>>> 

>>> Thanks again’. 

>>> On Fri, No,,’ 6, 2009 at 9:31 AM. Deborah Stroman 

<dstroman@email.unc.edu> 



>>>> Eli Yes, next Sunday will be fine Thanks. Have :gun this 
>>>> weekend[ 

>>>> Gn tlee[s, 
>>>> Debnrah Strnman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Spnrt Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http :/iwww.unc. edu/deptsiexercise/s pot t administration 

>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The hun~an brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: (~gmail.com] 
>>>> Sent: Thttrsday, November 05, 2009 5:54 PN4 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday 

>>>> Hey Dr. Stroman[ 

>>>> We’ll actually be out of town this weekend, racing in TN - should be 

>>>> lot of fun. \~2~at about next weekend? rm free on Sunday the 15th, and 
>>>> I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be. 

>>>> ~ Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> Hi ..... . Time for more work! Are you available to do any 
painting 
>>>>> this 
>>>>> weekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time 
that 
>>>>> morning beibre 1:00 and on Sunday 

>>>>> Thanks. 

>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 9198430336 
>>>>> http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 

>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> Frorr @~mail.com] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2009 11 : 17 AM 
>>>>> To: dstro@unc edu 
>>>>> Su~iect: RAR - Sunday 

>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>> It was good talking to you this morning Thanks again ~2~r signing up 
>>>>> ]2~r a Rent-A-Rower, we really do appreciate your support Myself and 
>>>>> another rower will be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
>>>>> paint and move boxes[ Just a reminder, you supply paint 
>>>>> brushes/paint/tools/etc, and we’ll supply the labor My contact 
>>>>> information is below in case you have any questions or changes. 
Please 
>>>>> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

>>>>> Thanks again, 

>>>>> University nf North Carnlina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Journalism and Pnlitical Science 

>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



>>>> Journalism and Political Science 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D 

>> Uni-,~ersit’}~ of Nolth Carolina 
>> EXSS Departrnent - Sport Administration Facul~" 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@m~c.edu 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Journalism and Political Science 

> 

> 

> 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Journalism and Political Science 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 3:45 PM 

To: .... ~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Cc: 

~@email. unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brief Updates 

Hi. Are you all meeting this week? I leave [’or Tampa on ’]2aursday at noon. 
We need to set a date for a Dec. meeting asap. (Career into?’?) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep [’or three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: t)kenan-fla~ler.tmc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, November 20, 2009 3:28 PM 

To: 

Cc: Str~man~ Deborah L; 

Subject: Re: Brief Updates 

I also agree with overything said. Collaborating just by email is a 
little tough so I also agree with jasmine about a meeting. How about a 
traditional dirmer this time at pizza and pasta? We can plan the 
meeting for dec 3. 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2009. at 11:41 AM. "] 
~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey everyone, 

i agree with what has been said. we can meet next week for an exec 
meeting/dinner if you want? 

>j 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. wrote: 
>> Thanks for your well-thought out replies. How do 
>> the rest 
>> of you feel on these important matters? 
>> 

>> "Communication Reduces Stress!" 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman 
>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 18 Nov 2009 15:31:44 -0500, Andrew- Stil~vell 
>> ~email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> RE: CSRI 
>>> 

>>> They wanted us to apply for $12,500?! All we get is networking and 
>>> a fe~v 
>>> comp admissions to the Conference? Not going to happen 

>>> Seeing as our organization doesn’t even have $1,000 to its name - 
>>> asking 
>>> student conference for $12,500 - a) won’t happen b) they won’t 
>>> give us 
>>> any~vhere near that much (if ariy), c) it wouldn’t benefit all of the 
>> members 
>>> of our organization. Seeing as we have to justit) our requests - 
>>> $12,500 

>>> benefit less than or equal to 100 people won’t help our cause. 

>>> Just my" t~w~ cents - depositing at SA[~’O tomorrow - will have an 

>>> budget number then. 



>>> On Wed, 18 Nov 2009 15:18:03 -0500,              n 
>>       r@email uric edu> 

>>>> I like the idea of the December meeting with the Business theme. 

>>>> worked with Jeff Sackaroff on resumes and business-related material 
>>>> before, and I highly recommend him He also gave a presentation 

>>>> EXSS 101 class on resttmes and cover letters that he could easily 

>>>> o~ meeting. We can discuss some good dates, but I am thinking 

>>>> Decernber to avoid final exams. The first week of December might 
>>>> be a 
>>>> good time to look at. (Thurs. Dec 3rd??). 

>>>> As for the CSRI people, we told theru we would follow- up xvithin a 

>>>> weeks. I agree that we should get something more in retuxn. We 
>>>> can offer 

>>>> to meet with them and work out a suitable deal, or xve could say- 

>>>> not have the time/resources to help out on a large-scale manner. 

>>>> Thankst 

>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>>> Thanks for your not~ 

>>>>> h Dec. Mtg. - Set a date and look at having the topic on 

>>>>> Success: The Little Things That Really DO Matter." (I can speak on 
>>>>> con~munication, appearance, etc. We can do the bs cards and ask 
>>>>> Jeff 
>>>>> Sacaroff (UCS) to do networking ands’or interviewing. V’,~at do you 
>>>>> think? 
>>>>> 2. Get the CSRI partnership request settled by Dec. h We want 

>>>>> one way or another and operate as an efficient leadership team. 
>>>>> 3. Slam Dunk - is please call me. I am not sure on the 
>>>>> format. Are 
>>>>> you including a Three Point contest? Do we have an Event name 
>>>>> yet? One 
>>>>> day event, if so what is the time frame? How- man?’ participants? 

>>>>> flights? (age-based? L,~’C vs outside schools?) Age-ire’fit 
>>>>> restriction? 

>>>>> many dunks (and shots) can you get in over ’x’ time period? :) 

>>>>> this type 017 information to reach out to potential partners 

>>>>> Who, What, When, Where, Why and How questions 

>>>>> Suggestions: First Annual CSBC - Shooting and Slam Session??? 
>>>>> Bailer 
>>>>> Competition??? T&D Explosion (Treys and Dunks)???? 

>>>>> Go tleels, 
>>>>> Deborah Stromun, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>>> http ://w*vw unc.edu/dep ts/exercise/sport administration 

>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn [eft when exiting a cave. 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: ....... ,~,,email.unc.edn] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:44 

>>>>> Cwstal Evans; Dr. Stroman 
>>>>> Subject: Brief Updates 



>>>>> Hey guys I promise I will make this email as quick as possible. 

>>>>> 1 As far as the CSRI partnership is concerned...I think that 
>>>>> the days 

>>>>> this Club working and bending over backwards and getting nothing 

>>>>> are OVER!I! I think that we should discuss our thoughts on the 

>>>>> either via email or some meeting and schedule a time to meet 
>>>>> with the 
>>>>> grad 
>>>>> students in which we should tell them that we need to get more 

>>>>> this 
>>>>> partnership than some "networking" and a thank you, especially 

>> all 
>>>>> that they want from us. 

>>>>> 2. Slam Dunk Contest...the date is March 28th 2010, the location 
>>>>> will 
>> be 

>>>>> Fetzer gym A. We are right on shedule with everything seeing as 

>>>>> approxm~ately 18 weeks a~vay frora that day. We are a prelm~ina15, 
>>>>> food 
>>>>> sponsorship w-ith Kraft Foods and we are working on other food and 

>>>>> sponsorships. 

>>>>> As far as the celebrities and the charib- aspect, Dr. Stroman 
>>>>> ~vould you 
>>>>> prefer to contact \{r. Freeman, or would you like for me to do so? 

>>>>> The only detail that needs to be ironed out now is how to go about 
>>>>> reaching 
>>>>> out to participants outside the UNC campus., that is something 
>>>>> that I 
>>>>> will 
>>>>> sit down and talk to Mr. Dunlop in Campusrec and talk to him 

>>>>> My group is meeting Thursday at 7 pm. I am currently tlying to 

>>>>> classroom reselwed but if not I will email you all w~th the 

>>>>> 3. I think if we are going to get shirts we need to move for~vard 
>>>>> ~vith 
>>>>> that 
>>>>> fairly soon. I have been talking to Jasmine about the design and 
>> taking 
>>>>> advantage of the specials the company has and I think its 

>>>>> moving forward with. Andrew can get the percentages from fever 

>>>>> many of each size to order and we can apply it here 

>>>>> 4 I mentioned this last night, but I think we should have a 

>>>>> business card workshop in which with work with UCS to have some 

>>>>> building tips and development Also we can partner with the UNC 

>>>>> card dept or Kinko’s to design business cards. I think we 
>>>>> should have 

>>>>> meeting in a room with internet access so people can bring their 

>>>>> laptops, and we should have a registration process that way only 
>>>>> people 
>>>>> that want business cards sign up and that is what we are 
>>>>> accountable 

>>>>> price wise 

>>>>> If I don’t get a chance to see you guys before Thanksgiving have 

>>>>> break. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 6:25 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z <atul~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 290 - Field Experience: EXSS290.002.FAI,L2009 

Yikes! I forgot about a meeting spot. @) 

Please advise a smart room on Monday or Tuesday morning. Thanks! © 

http: / /’www.unc.edu,i dep~s,lexercise.,i sport administration 

Wee,k~y W~?#d ::~c~: A snort car~ s/~’~p for three 

Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 3:10 PH 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject= EXSS 290 - Field Experience: EXSS290.002.FALL2009 

This ~nessage was ~nt m the t~llowing ~cipienS: 

Wow! The semester has flown by. 

1. I will be speaking with your site supe~isor over the next two weeks to complete evaluations of your performance b&sed on your mutually agreed upon goals. 

2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, Dec. 11 th at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.m. Bring your 

porttblio. (See syllabus) 

3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend oue or the other: 

Monday, Dec. 7th - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 

Tuesday, Dec. 8th - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

Be prepared to share your experience through your summary,. (See syllabus) 

Let me ki~ow asap your request! 

4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) ti’om the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

Ca]l me if questions. (note: I a~n out oftowu Thur~ay late morning - Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 6, 2009 10:02 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z <atufk~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 290 - Field Experience: EXSS290.002.FAI,L2009 

Hi Monday is small so I will meet at my office. Tuesday we need a room Let 
me know if anything else opens up. I will send a note to SA faculty’ to see 
if anyone is cancelling class Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Tufts [mailto:atufts@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 9:43 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

SubJect: Re: EXSS 290 -Field Experience: EXSS290 002 FALL2009 

Monday, we could do 109 or 105 depending on how many people you have. 
Tuesday is a problem, don’t see any availability for a classroom. 

Let me know what you think. 

Amy 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Yikes! I forgot about a meeting spot. J 
> 

> 

> 

> Please advise a smart room on Mi~nday or Tuesday morning Thanks! J 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 
> L2xIC at C’hapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

>/Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. / 
> 

> 

> 

> *Froru:* Dr. Stroman [ruailto:dstro(d~,,anc.edu] 
> *Sent:* Wednesday, December 02, 2009 3:10 PM 

> *To:* dstro@unc.edu 
> *Subj ect:* EXS S 290 - Field Experience: EXS S290.002.FALL2009 
> 

> 

> 

> This message was sent to the following recipients:  
 

 
 

 

 
> 

> Wow[ The semester has flown by 
> 

> 1 I will be speaking ~vith your site supervisor over the next two 
> weeks to complete evaluations of your pelformance based on your 
> mutually agreed upon goals. 
> 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, Dec. 



1 lth at 12:00 pm NO EXCF, PTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 am 

Bring your portfolio (See syllabus) 

3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 

other: 

Monday, Dec 7th - 8:00 am.- 9:30 am. 

Tuesday, Dec. 8th - 8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. 

Be prepared to share your expericnce through yottr summary. (See 

syllabus) 

Let me know asap your request[ 

4. Evaluate yottr Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 

from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thttrsday late morning - 

Stmday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

Dr. Stroman 

>c- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 12, 2010 6:53 PM 

Loriam~e Lamonica <loriaJmelamonica@sportsbusinessjounaaJ.com> 

RE: C&U PrograJn Spring Enrollment 

Thanks! Looks good. Will let you know if we need anything else 
Debby 

On Tue, 12 Jan 2010 16:45:13 -0500, "Loriarme Lamonica" 
<loriannelamonica@sportsbusinesEj oumal corn> wrote: 

Hi Deborah, 

I got your VM as well. \~z computer has been getting worked on all day 
and I haven’t had access to my normal programs. I added evelyone to the 
online site for ordering, check out the listings and let me know if 
anything needs to be changed. 

w~vw sportsbusinessj onrnal com/c andu/subscribe 

Thanks, 

Lorianne 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2010 12:06 PM 
To: Lorianne Lamonica 
Cc: ’I)r Stroman’; Lorianne Lamonica 
Su~iect: FW: C&U Program Spring Enrollment 
Importance: High 

Please set up asap. Classes started on Monday! >) 

Deborah Southal[ - 221 (Intro to Sport Administration) & 323 (Facili~ & 
Event Management) 

Coyte Cooper - 322 (Sport Marketing) & 324 (Finance & Economics of 
Sport) 

Barbara Osborne - 326 (Legal Aspects of Sport) 

Deborah Stroman - 221 (Intro to Sport Administration)) 

THANK YOU[[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

> http://www.~nc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Happy- New Year! Share a smile. 

Weekly Weird Fact: Almonds are a member of the peach family. 

From: Loriamae Lamonica 
[mailto: loriannelamonica@sportsbusinessi oumal.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2009 5:10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: C&U Program Sprir~g Enrollment 



tli Deborah, 

All participating professors will be emailed the weekly teaching tools 
Are you ready to set up the professors at UNC? If so, you can emai l the 
in]2~rmation to me as you’ve done in the past. 

Thanks ! 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~d~,,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: S~mday, December 20, 2009 9:15 PM 
To: Loriatme Lamonica 
Subject: RE: C&U ISogram Spring Et~rollment 

Hi Loriatme. Please enroll me in the Weekly Drill. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L~NC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Happy Holiday Season! Share a smile. 

Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
nose and ears never stop growing. 

From: Loriarme Lamonica [mailto:llamonica@sportsbusinessjoumal.com1 
Sent: Su~day, December 20, 2009 1:19 PM 

To: dstroman@email uric edu 
Subject: C&U Program Spring Enrollment 

<http://www. Swiftpa~eS.com~Ima~es/ProfileLo~o.~if~- 

<http://www.Swiftpa~eS.com/CampResource/300SWRRSHR48J7PSiheaderip~> 

’]’he College & Umversl~ Program and Your Spring 2010 Semester 

Each week, a combined readership of close to 90,000 sports business 
executives rely on SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily as 
their day-to-day, real-world "textbook" 

What better way to prepare the industry’s future professionals, than by 
incorporating SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily into your 
curriculum 

Not only will students be exposed to the most accurate, up-to-date 
sports business information out there, but the College & University 
Program is designed to make using the publications as easy as possible 
and offers many benefits to both professors and students, including: 

* Tailored semester subscription packages to meet the needs of 
your students and your semester schedule. 
* Digital deliver?, for SportsBusiness Journal We offer a digital 
delivery option to ensure students receive the weekly issue first thing 
Monday morning. 
* Innr~ediate access to online content. "A~en students subscribe 
online they- are automatically granted access to 
SportsBusinessJonrnal.com and/or SportsBusinessDaily.com. tAsk about 
getting added to the online site for ordering) 
* Complimenta~ semester subscriptions for professors; your 
choice, either print or digital (with at least 20 paid student orders). 



NEW FOR PRO[:ESS©RS[ 
All professors enrolled for the spring ’10 semester will receive the new 
SportsBusiness Journal Weekly Drill to go along with each week’s issue. 
You can incorporate these weekly drills to ensure students are reading 
each issue and can incorporate the questions as extra credit, weekly or 
pop quizzes or as additional assignments throughout the semester. 

For more inJ2~rmation or to enroll in the program, call (704) 973-1523 or 
reply- back to this e-maih You can also et~roll quickly and easily by- 
visiting the enrollment sites listed below: 

For SportsBusiness Journal -www.sportsbusines~iournal.corr;advancecopy 
><http:i/www.SwiftpageS.cotr~’SpeClicks.aspx?X 300 SWRRSHR48 J7PS 00"~:v~VL-> 

For SportsBusiness Daily- - www.sportsbusinessdaily.comiadvancecopy 
><http:i/www.SwiftpageS.cotrb’SpeClicks.aspx?X 300 SWRRSHR48 J7PS 01 "~:v~VL-> 

I look forward to working with you and your students this spring! 

Loriatme Lamonica 
College & University Program Manager 
(704) 973-1523 direct 
llamonica@sport sbusinessj ournah com 

P.S. Be sure to ask about purchasing the 2010 Resource Guide & Fact 
Book. We have three pre-publishing specials available to accommodate 
tight budgets. The 2010 RGFB makes a great addition to any classroom or 
department as the "go-to" sports business reference[ 

<http://wv~v. SwiflpageS.col~’SBJCUP.lorialme0203/C091220110800/SpeSpa cer20 
9.jpg> 

Sent to: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 
If you prefer not to receive 
lb.ture e-mails of this type, 
Leave this List 
<http://~v,a~’.S~viitpageS.com/SpeSupIt.aspx?X 300S’ArRRSHR48J7PS00"~V~¢~&Addr d 
stroman~-.~2email unc edu> 

Sent By: 

SportsBusiness Journal 

120 West Morehead Street 
Suibe 310 

Charlotte NC 28202 
U S.A 

<hrtp : //www.Swi ftpa~eS, com/PowrdBv l .htm> 

To view as a web page 
> <https:i/www Swi~1pageS.con~,speasapage.aspx?X 300 S~,~RSHR48 J7PS00YWWI~-> 

> <ht N:i/www SwiftpageS.com/SpeJ~’orward.aspx?X 300SWRR SHR48 J7PS00YWWU> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 18, 2010 9:11 AM 

Souflm]l, Pdchaacd Miclmacd ~souflmJl@emml.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edw~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uucaa.uuc.edu>; Ed Shields <shield@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Merit Scholaac Awmvl, interships, and iuterview weekend 

Hi Richard Thank you tbr ?’our cormnunication. It is very much appreciated. 

BTW, have the applicants who were NOT selected to the "interview stage" 
been contacted yet? If so, by whom and how’? I received a call yesterday 
from an applicant asking about his status 

Thanks. 

d 
On Wed, 17 Feb 2010 18:19:53 -0500, "Richard M Southa]l" 
< south a H@emaibunc. edu> wrote: 
> Barb, Coyte, Shelley, Deb, Ed, & Debby 
> 

> Hope you’re enjoying the warm weather today:) I wanted to drop to sort 
> of bring eveITone up to speed on some grad program news and keep you 
> updated on upcoming events 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

* First, some great news:                  was chosen as our 
department’s Merit Scholar recipient for next year. It’s my 
understanding that as a Merit Scholar (assuming we recommend her 
to the graduate school following intepdew weekend), she will be 
assigned to the SpAd facul~" (or a SpAd faculty member) for 
research or other assignment 10-15 hours per week I have asked 
Cindy and Ed to get me the specifics on the policy. We can - as a 

facul~" - discuss this after the interview weekend and when we 
have made our final recommendations, but I wanted to pass along 
the good news. 

* The first-year students have completed their internship rankings. 
I’ve attached a breakdoxvn of the first-year students’ rankings of 
their internship preferences so everyone knows the students’ 
interests. Larry Gallo and I met this past week and determined the 
functional areas that will be offering internships and the 
fLrst-years have begun setting up their internship intelwiews. We 
hope to have the process completed by Spring Break. 

* With intelwiew weekend fast approaching, if you have any questions 
about the schedule or any of the elements of the intelwiew 
xveekend, feel free to give me a shout. The students have done a 
good job of setting up the agenda and developing the event as part 
of the facility- and event management class. \:v2xile  has taken 
the lead on this particular event, all the first-year students 
have been involved. They are attempting to integrate more SpAd 
alumni involvement during the process and use the the weekend to 
kick off the long-range aktmni outreach program that Elizabeth 
Lancaster is spearheading. I know they have spoken with many of 
you regarding the process and I appreciate the suggestions and 
feedback you have offered.Kevin and Cin@ have both been invited 
to the dimxer on Friday, since we thought it might be a good idea 
for applicants to meet both of them. Haven’t heard back on their 
availability, but hopefully they’ll be available. Also, Becca is 
going to take part in SpAd 101, to make sure candidates kno~v how 
important the LFIT program and their role in it is to our program., 

* rll be sending an email on Friday- to all of the athletic 
department, alunmi and grad students ~vho are going to ser~e as 
panelists, to touch base with them and thank them for their 
participation If you have the occasion to visit with any of them 
between now and then, I know- you’ll thank them, too. Informational 
packets have been delivered to all the panelists with the 
candidates’ personal statements and resumes 

* Some other notes and news: I know this has become a long email:) - 
the first-years and I are planning to visit the RBC Center later 
this semester for a tour and (hopefully) a Hul~dcanes’ game. If 
any of you are interested in going on the tour and catching a 
game, just let me know. You’re ~velcome to come along. 

* Finally-, if you have the time and inclination, I would be happy to 
come to any- of your undergrad classes and visit with students 
about the Sales Seminar summer course I have begun developing 
relationships with local minor league li’anchises and setting up 
opportunities for students in the class to work with 



organizations’ sales sta;t?~ with some product inventory. Still 
working on the Hurricanes Urffortunately, our athletic department 
ticket office is not interested in working with the class. 

Elope all of you are doing well I know all of us have been hugely busy 
this semester Just wanted to keep you apprised of some things. I’ll 
drop you another email about the conference next week. However, we had 
over 125 abstracts submitted this year; up from 89 last year. Very solid 
speakers and panels again this year. The first-years will be contacting 
you to see what things you might like to be involved with &tring the 
conference. That,s, in advance, for yo~tr being willing to be part of the 
process, 

Now- I have to go watch the Olympics. Go Lindsey Votm & Shawn YVhite! ! 

Richard 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 23, 2010 10:34 AM 

Salyer, Sheny L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-~ 

Re: [Fwd: EXSS (Business Administration) track] 

Thanks Sherry I defer to your experience and expertise. When I first read 
the note, I too, thought maybe. The key is summer school availability and 
the SA faculty ~vorking to ensure his priority enrollment 

Let us know if he wants to meet with us after chatting with Steele 

debby 

On Mon, 22 Feb 2010 22:17:33 -0500, Sherry Salyer <salyer@emaihunc edu> 
wro be: 

It depends. He has two semesters left and has taken no EXSS classes. He 
has had Biol 252, so he could then double up on 175 and 276 or jump 
ahead to 376 or 385. Bio[ 252 can not be substitubed :[’or EXSS 175 and 
276. Is he willing to go to summer school? How much of his Chem major 
and Biol minor does he have left (he would need to see one of the 
fulltime advisors on the second floor Steele in order to see how much he 
has left)? Of course, there is no guarantee that he could get in the 
classes he needed when he needs them If the chem and biol are close to 
being :finished, I would wager that IF he went to summer school, he could 
finish on tune. 

Hope this helps The answer: maybe 

Barbara Osborne wrote: 
>> Would either of you like to take a stab at whether this is possible in 2 

>> semesters? (I’m guessing not). 
>> 

>> 

>> Subject: 

>> EXSS (Business Administration) track 
>> From: 
>> Lmmran Srikantha <l~’craansrikantha@gmail.conr~ 
>> Date: 
>> Mon, 22 Feb 2010 14:42:19 -0500 
>> To: 

>> bosborne@unc.edu 

>> bosborne@unc.edu 

>> Ms. Osborne, 

>> My name is 
>> Although it is l~ar too late to decide to change ray major, I was 
>> wondering if it would be at all feasible to finish an EXSS Business 
>> Administration track, even if I have never taken an EXSS class before. 
>> Although I am in my spring senrester of tW Junior year, I ant nrostly done 
>> with my general education requirements, and most of my Chemistry nrajor. 
>> Additionally, one huge factor that would determine this would be the 
>> anatomy and physiology" classes. 

>> have a somewhat reduced amount of classes to finish the major I became 
>> interested because I have been working at the Student Recreation Center 
>> for about 2 ?’ears no,v, and I work with many EXSS majors. This may be too 

>> late, but if it at all possible, I’d like to try to do this. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 12:26 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS __ _ 

Hi       . Again, I ask that you call me to discuss your feelings I am 
tr.ving to teach you how to be an effective professional Writing your 
important feelings is not vie~ved as professional communication You may 
drop the course. I just want you to understand the ramifications. 

will be in my office later today if you want to discuss this further 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

On Tue, 23 Feb 2010 11:45:12 -0500, rothberg <rothberg@emaiLunc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I know that you do not approve of email communication; however, I thought 

> it was important that we had a clear understanding regarding my interest 

~n 

> dropping EXSS 

> 

> I know that we have already discussed the reasons behind my interest in 

> dropping the course; however, I wanted to go over them once more. I am 

> extremely overwhelmed at this point in time, as ! have 18 hours and 2 

> internships (one of which takes up about 30 hours/week) I have also 

been 

> dealing with medical issues that have caused me to be hospitalized 

numerous 

> times and spend full days in the hospital undergoing tests. I am still 

in 

> the midst o17 undergoing tests and am finding it difficult to ensure that 

> all of my commitments are met in a tunely and professional mariner In 

> addition, I am a double major, making it extremely difficult to fit in 

aH 

> of my required courses before graduation. I have discovered that I tally 

> do not have the time to be taking course that are r,~* ~equired and for 

> which I have alrea@ received credit (I took EXS S &tring ray sophomore 

> year). 

> 

> I plan to continue the internship with Livis and want to make sure that 

you 

> understand that I secured the internship prior to ever enrolling in the 

> co~trse. In addition, there are students interning with Livis who are not 

> enrolled in EXSS     I plan to drop the course and apologize for any 

> inconvenience that this may cause. 

> 

> Thanks for yo~tr understanding! 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mor~ 15 Feb 2010 14:30:11 -0500, 

> g@email.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to write you an email concerning my involvement (or lack 

>> thereo~ in the EXSS 0 Course. have been dealing with a lot lately, as 



>> 

>> Thanks so much[ 

>> Sincerelw 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A&ninistration Facults~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:11 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Prorx~sal 

Good morning. You kno~v the cormnittee is supposed to see/have a copy prior 
to your present.ntion. I ~vill be away from my computer prior to 10:00 so 
make sure you have copies. :) 

Dr. Stroman 

On MoI~ 22:00:23 -0500 ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> Thank you for your suggestions. I will incorporate them into my final 

ppt. 

> I had to meet with a friend to discuss some legal work, so I have fallen 

a 

> bit behind where I wanted to be with my ppt updates. I am working on it 

as 

> we speak 

> 

> The presentation will be stellar. 

> 

> Thanks for evewthing. See you in the morning. 

> 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 5:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: t~r~: ~ nesis Proposal 

See aRached. I re]~r to this examination as a case stu@. 

1. Removed colon fi-om a slide 
2 Should you ham, 
3. Removed some wording to create more "white space" - don’t read the 
slides; talk to the audience 

Methodology - Keep it simple 

e.g. Smmarize Ne following into a few slides: 

1 Data collection - 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.ed~depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Does anyone see what’s wrong with this picture? ~ere’s my cigarette?" 
Grace, from "Avatar" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Che Mock [mailto:mche~email.~c.ed~] 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 5:27 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: ~: ~esis Proposal 

Dr. S~oman, 

I have attached my ppt up to this point. Outside of completing the 
Litcratwe review and the Methodology section (which I preview how I am 
going to organize the two) this is how my presentation is going to look 

Would love to hear yow thoughts. 

I am heading to go teach. 

Thanks, 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~c3email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monda,r. \larch 01, 2010 5:18 PM 
> To: ’( 



Subject: RE: Thesis Proposal 

()kay. I should be up. but no guarantees 

Be yourself tomorrow and you’ll be finished in no time :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Does anyone see what’s wrong with this picture? V~nere’s tW cigarette?" 
Grace, from "Avatar" 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: &,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 5:01 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: Thesis Proposal 

Thank you. rm working on finalizing the PPT as we speak. I have to teach 
from 6-8, then I am going to finish this by 9 (hopefully sooner). If you 
are awake or have some free time, I’ll send the ppt over to you then and 

you can offer any suggestions then that would be great. 

If not, no wurries. Either way, thank you for offering to look at it. 

I’ll see you tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. sharp. 

Best, 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email uric edul 
> Sent: Mondaw March 01, 2010 4:58 PM 

> Sulziect: RE: Thesis Proposal 

>Hi(    Let me know ifyou need anything. Send me your ppt if you want a 
> quick last minute look. Keep it simple and remember, researchers love to 
> ask questions Your initial thought may be COl~Cect They just want you to 
> confmn and/or explain in more detail :) 

> The SA Grad Selection meeting is in Stone 200 tomorrow at 8:00 a.m 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> "Does anyone see ~vhat’s wrong with this picture? V~here’s my cigarette?" 
> Grace, from "Avatar" 

Original Message ..... 

> Frorc                    e~email uric edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 25, 2010 12:20 AM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman, Ph.D’ 
> Subject: RE: Thesis Proposal 

> Okay. 

> Matt Terrell is on my committee, so I would like to have him there as 
well 
> I will send him an email shortly 

> I have not heard back from Dr. Southall but I assume he will be 
available. 
> I’H let him know you aH will be available, and if he gives me the 
> go-aheand then I will try to get a room resettled asap. 

> Is the SA graduate meeting being held at Fetzer? 

> Thanks, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:dstro(~unc.edu] 

Setlt ~Voctnoq,~ny, February 24, 2010 11:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Thesis Proposal 

She is refcmng to ottr SA graduate selection meeting. If we finish on 



> time, then I can meet at 10:00 

> Dr. Stroman 

> On \Veck 24 Feb 2010 21:55:39 -0500, "Che Mock" <mche@email unc edu> 

wro be: 

>> ()kay. 

>> 

>> Professor Osborne said there is a meeting from 8-10 on Tuesday, and she 

>is 

>> only free at 10:00 a.m. Otherwise, she can’t do it until after Spring 

>> Break. 

>> I may have to wait ~mtil then, which is not a pleasant feeling. 

>> Side note: I haven’t gotten a chance to read your write up on Tiger. Had 

>a 

>> prett-v hectic day. I will though...and will shoot you ray opinion. Thanks 

>> for sending it to me. 

>> We’ll have to have some more discussions on leadership. I owe you lunch 

> or 

>> dinner one day over Spring Break. 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, Februaq- 24, 2010 9:04 PM 

>> To: ~ :k 

>> Cc: soumall 

>> Subject: Re: Thesis Proposal 

>> Hi ( ~. Alter 2:00 is fine for me. Thanks. 

>> Dr Stroman 

>> On Wed, 24 Feb 2010 20:51:35 -0500, " .~email.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>>> Would Tuesday 3/2 work for either of your schedules? 

>>> Please let me know at your convenience Thanks. 

>>> Universit’~, of North Carolina School of Law 

>>> UniversiO" of North Carolina 

>>> < mailto @unc.edu. (931) 206-7539 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Departrnent - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 7:12 AM 

Livis James Freema~ III <livisti~eeman@4ourt?~s.com> 

Re: EXSS           i 

Good morning Thanks. I have an extra ticket for tonight Let me kno~v if 
you want to join me. 

Doc 

On Mo~. 1 Mar 2010 18:21:04-0500, "Livis James Freeman III" 
< livisfreeman@4our fans c om> wrote: 
> Hey - hope you are doing welh Thanks for the update. She’s still be 
> turning in her weekly reports and hasn’t mentioned anything about 
dropping 
> the class I’ll talk to her tomorrow and let her kno~v that I’m not going 
to 
> be able to keep her as an intern since she’s no longer in the class 
> 

> Thanks and talk to you soon, 
> Liv 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Deborah Stroman 

> To: livisfreeman@4ourfans.com 
> Sent: Monday, March 01, 2010 6:18 PM 
> SubJect: EXSS 
> 

> 

> Hi Livis. FYI - did drop the course last Wednesday. That is 
> okay for her to drop; however, her communication was rather 
> unprofessionaIandnottruthfu[. Ifyouchoosetocontinuetogiveher 
> new projects, that is your call. I respectfully ask that you do as we 
> mutually discussed. J 
> 

> 

> 

> I discussed this matter with our department’s director of undergraduate 
> education aswelh 
> 

> 

> 

> Call me if you have any questions Thanks again for everything 
> 

> 

> 

> Go tIeels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> 
> L~NC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Adrainistration Faculty - e~ 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research h~stitute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.uncedu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 
> 
> We are all students and teachers I often ask myself, "’¢,qaat did I come 
> here to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 



dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 11:34 AM 

g@kenan- flagler.unc.edu"~ 

Stromo~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Celebration Week 

tIi. Mr Baddour can do Thursday, April 15th. So we have at least three 
speakers! 

Thursday - Mr Baddour 
Monday - Mr. Ramos and Club Meeting 
Tuesday -Mr Vacarro (dinner aftel~,~ards with Club leadership?) 

Start brainstorming promotion, prizes, leadership transition, Club meeting 
agenda, etc 

’]7hanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

On [\Atm, 22 Mar 2010 17:37:08 -0400, "Long, Beau" 

~ unc.edu> wrote: 

~ wm see everyone on t~rlday and I think this year’s celebration week is 

going to be a big success[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i ~email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 4:49 PM 
To: Deborah Stloraan 
Cc: s, 

£Exercise & Sport Science); _ e (English & 
Comp Literature); B (Jomnalism/Mass Corcanunication) 
Subject: Re: King of the Cottrt Cancelled 

That week looks good! It will come at a good time before finals, but 
after most of the other exarus and papers are over. I will send out the 
info to the Club once we have sorue of the details finalized, but we can 
discuss that ruore in detail on Friday. I have a feeling the Sonny 
Vaccaro lecture has a chance to be HUGE this year, so that should 
probably be our "capstone" event. We can still scout out some other 
possible speakers and events to include during that week to fill up the 
schedule a little bit more. That,s. ~ 

Deborah Stroman xvrote: 
r >> Yes, I think xve need to meet as well. ~2~ e have another speaker, Ronnie 

>> Ramos from the NCAA, for Celebration Week. 
>> 

>> ;Vhat week is that? :) Ho~v about Wednesday April 14 to ~ e&~esday, April 
>> 21? 
>> 

>> Ramos is the NCAA’s Director of" New Media. 
>> 

>> 

http://w~vw.ncaa org/~vps/portal/ncaahome?WCM GLOBAL C~NTEXT=/wps/wcm/c~nnect/ncaa/NCAA/NCAA+News/NCAA+Ne~vs+~n~ine/2~9/Ass~ciati~n- 

wide/Ramos to head NCAA new media staff 04 23 09 NCAA News&utm source=delivra&utm medium=email&utm campaign=NCAA+News+Direct 
>> 

>> 

>> Club meeting and i~fl- Ramos -April 19 
>> Mr. Vaccaro - April 20 
>> CSRI - April 21-23 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: "a)email unc edu] 
>> Sent: Monday March 22, 2010 3:48 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Cc: 

>> Sut~iect: Re: King of’the Court Cancelled 



>> 

>> Would you like me to send out a message to club members that it is 
>> canceled?       , I can send out a specific message if you would like, 
>> so send me anything you would like to send out Also, I am still 
>> thinking that we need to have an exec meeting to discuss celebration 
>> week and a few other topics. I am going to set it for this Friday at 12 
>> PM and if you can come, please respond and say so. We need to make a few 

>> decisions and some progress on the events for celebration week 
>> 

>> Thanks!!! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman xvrote: 
>>> Hi ¯ ,. Would you please remove the event from our Club website and 
>>> make a note that the event has been cancelled? 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://www.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 

>>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From:                  }email.tmc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 12:42 PM 
>>> To: 
>>> C¥" F)ebor~h gh-om~n" 

>>> Subject: King of the Court Cancelled 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Good afternoon, 
>>> 

>>> I hope you all are doing well. I ~vould like to inform you that the 
King 
>>> of 
>>> the Court Challenge scheduled for March 28th has been cancelled. 
Please 
>>> relay this information on to any contacts you may- have and any- 
>>> prospective 
>>> participants you may have or come across. I ~vould like to thank you 
all 
>>> for your support throughout this entire process. Please direct any 
>>> questions or concerns to ’ at, @email uric edu 
>>> 

>>> Thank you, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday, April 8, 2010 11:44 AM 

a@kenan- flagler.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: RE: Marketing Club Partnership Opportunity! 

Thanks    ~h for the partnership invite. I think ALL parties will benefit 
by future collaboration. We ~vill do our best to further promote. Please 

I oin us during Celebration Week. 

Dr. Stroman 
On r,[lqu. 8 Apr 2010 10:05:49 -0400, " 

n@kenan-flagler uric edu> wrote: 
> It 
> 

> Thanks for your quick response and enthusiasm!! We would love to parmer 
> with you guys. I will pass the information you sent to our 
communications 

> team (head ~s [@kenan-flagler uric edu). Look forward to 
working 
> with you! Will keep you in the loop on our event and get the ball 
rolling 
> raising awareness :[’or your April 15th event. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> Kenan-Flagler Business School 
> The University of North Carolina - Chapel tIill 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: ~ n(~,email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 06, 2010 11:47 
> To: 1 
> <e t I; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

> bubJect: Re: Marl~etlng Club Partnership Opportuni~[ 

> 

> Thanks for reaching out to us xvith this opport~fity! April 22 is a good 

> date for our club because it is at the end of our club "Celebration 

Week," 

> which starts April 15th. I have not talked to Jasmine or Dr. 

> Stroman in depth about this opportunity yet, but I personally support the 

> idea and would love to partner with the Marketing Club at Kenan-Flagler. 

I 

> am an incoming Business Minor at Kenan-Flagler, so I was alrea@ thinking 

> about getting our club more involved in the Business School for next 

year. 

> This would be a great opportunity for both of our clubs to be exposed to 

> students with similar interests in EXSS and Business. It xvould not be a 

> problem at all to assist with publicity for this event. We are ahYays 

> looking for new opportunities to pass along to our club members, 

especially 

> because many of them have interest in the business and marketing field. 

> 

> I will discuss this opportunity i~alther with Jasmine and Dr Stroman, but 

> please let me know how we can go forth with this and make it a strong 

> partnership. I~ return, maybe we could ask you to publicize our events 

> during Celebration Week to your Marketing Club members? Many of our 

events 

> have marketing aspects that your club members would be interested in. I 

> attached our club flyers for you to see (and maybe pass along to your 

> club..) Thanks! 

> 

> 

; ~ wrote: 

>> Hello , and Dr. Stroman, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I am contacting you regarding your involvement in UNC’s Sport Business 

>> Club. The Marketing Club at Kenan-Flagler Business School is 

>> sponsoring a Spolts Marketing event for our undergraduate members on 

>> April 22 at 5pm One of our goals is to provide our membership 

>> exposure to many different industries within Marketing 

>> 

>> 



>> 

> ~ is a good friend of mine who is involved and passed 
>> on your contact information to me. */Would you like to partner ~n 
>> promotion of this event?/* I think it could be beneficial to all 
>> involved to increase exposure of this event to the student body. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> We are still working out the logistics, but would really love to hear 
>> back regarding your interest. We have enlisted Brandon Fanney to 
>> speak, who is Kenan-Flagler alunmi, currently works in Operations xvith 
>> Carolina Athletics and also has experience with DeWalt’s NASCAR team. 
>> We are excited about this event. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I am not asking for partnership in financial funds (we may order 
>> pizza), simply only in publicity of the event for Carolina’s student!! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I look forward to hearing from you! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Kcnan-Flagler Business School 

>> The Universi~ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

>> "_@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

>> Cell: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 11:26 AM 

.5~onne@alum.emory.edu 

Fwd: EXSS Logo on T-shirts 

EXSS logo for t-shirts 

Hi Yvorme. Can you change this logo to an eps? (see attached note) 

Thanks. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: EXSS Logo on T-shirts 
Dabe: Sun, 03 Apt 2011 21:49:53 -0400 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlermon@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

’]7he t-shirt place wants the EXSS Logo saved in a different format, but 
I’m not quite sure how to do that. Please see the previous email below. 
Do you know the formats "vector art .ai" or " eps"? I have never heard 
of those to be honest! I reattached the EXSS Logo we are using 

Thanks [ Hope you are enjoying the women’s Final Fo 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of2012 
Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

........ Original Messa;e ........ 
Subject:    FW        @emaihunc.edu sent you a custom design 
Date: Sar~, 3 Apr 2011 18:42:05 -(NO0 
From: ~ < @kenan-flagler.unc. edu> 
To: ~eraail.unc.edu n@emaihunc.edu> 

*Froth:* s 

*Sent:* Saturday, April 02, 2011 8:00 PM 
*To:~ 

* Subj ect: * Fwd:       @emaih uric. edu sent y ou a custom design 

Can we get the logo in this form’.’ 

Can you ask them to send the EXSS logo in vector art .ai or .eps format? 

Thank you, 
Angela Deschenes 

HARPER COLLEGIATE SPORTSWEAR 
207 E. Main Street 
Cat~boro, NC 27510 
(919)933-8591 
angeladeschenes@bellsouth net <mailto: angeladeschenes@bellsouth.net> 
www.halT)erarts.com <http://w~vw harperarts.com> 

*From:’                             ~kenan-flagler unc edu> 
*To:* Angela Deschenes <angeladeschenes@bellsouth.net> 
*Sent:* Sat, April 2, 2011 10:47:13 AM 
*Subject:* FW: ctantum@emaihunc edu sent you a custom design 

Angela, 

Only use the front for this design On the back we want to include our 
sponsors: Champion Sponsor-Bank of America, 4 Our Fans, Inc, Jirmny 
John’s and UNC EXSS Depaltment. For the EXSS department, please use the 
attached graphic. 

Thank you, 



*Frum:* CustomInk cum <http://CustumInk cure> [mailtu:sep~ice(~r!custumink.com] 
*Sent:* Saturday, April 02, 2011 10:43 AM 
*To:* ~I 
*Cc:* (a)email.unc.edu 
*SubJect:~ ~email unc.edu sent yuu a custom design 

See ctantum@email unc edu’s design 
<http://www.custumink.cum/designs/csbctshirt/vjeO-OOOh-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm tmnc share- -emai[b- -preheaderl- -end> 

CustomInk.com 

<http:i/www.customink.cong?pc E2v~R,-40778&cm rcanc share- -emailb- -hlo~o- -end> 

Design 
<http:/iwww.customink.colr~labi’.’pc EMAlL-40778&cm rmnc share- -emailb- -hdesign- -end> 

I Browse 
<http://www.customink.com,’cateaories?pc E2vgAIL-40778&cm n~’nc share- -emailb- -hbrowse- -end> 

] Retrieve 
<http:/iwww.customiak.com/accotmts?cm mmc share- -cmailb- -hretrieve- -end> 

I~elp 
<http://www.customip2K.comihelp center/?cm rrm~c share- -cmailb- -hhel~- -end> 

*Check out xvhat I designed at CustomInk.com. * 

"I just created this design. Take a lookt" 

- ctantum@email.unc.edu <mailto:ctantum@email.unc.edu> 

Check It Out 
<http://www.customink.col~’designs/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EivIAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -button- -end> 

ctantum@email.unc, edu’s Design 
<http://www.customink.com/desi~ns/csbctshirt/vieO-OOOh-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -desi~nfront- -end> 

ctantum@email unc.edu’s Design 
<http://www.customink.col~’designs/csbctshirt/vie0-000h-87uq/share/?pc EivIAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -desi~nback- -end> 

Feeling inspired? View- this design 

<http://www.customink.com/desi~ns/csbctshirt/vieO-OOOh-87uq/share/?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -viewdesign- -end> 

in the design lab and change it yourselt; or create something new! 

Custom T-Shirts and More[ 

Cu stomInk.com 
<http://www customink com?pc EMAIL-40778&cm rmnc share- -emailb- -fcustomink- -end> 

] Our Stol3,- 
<http://www customink.cum/our sturv?pc EMAIL-40778&cm mmc share- -emailb- -fuurstup~- -end> 

I Contact Us 
<http://www.custumink.comicuntact?cm mmc share- -emailb- -fcumact- -end> 

800-293-4232 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt A&ninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align yuur passiun and yuur purpuse tu create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)c, 

Thnrsday, June 9, 2011 10:34 AM 

Cheek, Donna E <dcheek@nncaa. unc.edu> 

RE: 

I-ti Donn~L Thanks ~or th~-:~ n.:_~l:e. "Details for purchasing tickets are attached." Altachment??? 

debby 

Z)eborah Str.’~ma~;, P}~.i}),, Ckl.) 

Ep..ol.’~e. Engage. 

919,843.033 b 

h~p://exss.unc.edu/under~raduate.pr~ram/ba~imexss/sp~rt~administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the r~bbons." {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Donna Cheek [maiito:dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 20M ~0:28 AN 
Te: ......... 

Subject: 

Donna Cheek 
Department of Athletics 

Women’s Basket.hall Office 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 
Pax: (919) 962-2g06 

rio Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 
Friday, June 10, 2011 12:53 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Fwd: NBA 

mime-attachment.gif 

Oh yeah! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sarah Hale <SHale@nba.com> 
Date: June 10, 2011 10:42:01 AM EDT 
To: <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: NBA 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she 
asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

l~ Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 12:54 PM 

Sarah Hale <SHale@nba.com> 

Re: NBA 

ATT00001.gif 

Hi Sarah. Thanks for your response. I will be there June 17-23. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jun 10, 2011, at 10:42 AM, Sarah Hale <SHale@nba.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Stroman, 

My name is Sarah, and I’m Heidi Ueberroth’s assistant. Heidi is the President of NBA International, and she 
asked that I reach out to you to regarding your request to visit the NBA’s office in Hong Kong. 

We are happy to help make the appropriate introductions. What dates do you plan to be in Hong Kong? 

Best regards, 

Sarah 

<mime-attachment.gif> Sarah Hale 

National Basketball Association 

645 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

phone: +1 212-407-8818 I cellular: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, June 15, 2011 1:55 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face 
Its Slave History 

2:30 p.m. 105 South. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 

http:iiexss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:19 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

What time is the meeting today? 

I am on a conference cal! right now with the NCAA! 

Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject: RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

Hi Jan. Thanks for your suggestion. I shared this article yesterday with the persons who plan on attending the 
meeting today. I hope you can stop by, if not I will try to reach you later today. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 



Twitter - drstroman 
http:iiexss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:37 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: FW: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

This was the Chronicle yesterday--look at the "Looming Closure of Anti-Semitism Center..." I think it would be good to 

recommend an outside panel to review IAAR and let it give recommendations for it’s changes or closure. If I can’t make 
the meeting today, if you feel you can recommend this, please do. 

Jan 

From: The Chronicle [mailto:daily-html@chronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 5:00 AM 

To: The Chronicle 
Subject: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

Subscribe to the Chronicle 

Subscribe to this newsletter Stop receiving this newsletter 

Top Stories 

U. of Richmond Chief Stirs Historical ’Hornets’ Nest’ 

By Jack Stripling 
President Edward Ayers says the sesquicentennial of the Civil War is an opportunity to 

remember slavery’s role in the conflict. 

Looming Closure of Anti-Semitism 
Center Sparks Discord at Yale U. 

By David Glenn 
A panel recommended shutting down the center 
because it failed to produce much good 
research. Its defenders say that decision was 

tainted by politics. 

New Gainful-Employment Rule Changes 
the Game for Colleges 
By Kelly Field 
By curtailing aid to prograxns whose students 



incur the biggest debt, the rule singles out for- 

profit colleges--for now. 

LI. of Edinburgh to investigate Student Inv 
The university will look into whether a 

blog, in which he had pretended to be a lesbian 

California Court Revives Affirmative=Actio 
Grads 
By Peter Schmidt 
The court breathes new life into an effort to force 
bar-exaxn passage rates. 

The Ticker: News From Around the Web 

Uo of Arizona President to Take Fiesta Bowl Job 

After Deal With Investors Falls Through, Bethany Uo Will Close 

House Republicans Move to Block State-Authorization and Credit-Hour Rules 

Owner of Institution Called a Fake University Is Sentenced for Visa Fraud 

Adjunct Who Spoke Against Full-Time Colleagues Is Union Officer No More 

Controversial Founder of Medi11 Innocence Project to Retire from Northwestern U. 

Students With Later Classes Get More Sleep, but Also More Booze and Lower 

Grades 

The Chronicle Review 

Can This Man Predict Whether Your Child Will Become a Criminal? 

By Josh Fischman 
Adrian Raine thinks he may soon be able to tell if your offspring is likely to grow up to be 

a psychopathic killer. 

The Biology of Ethics 
By Christopher Shea 

Morality is all in our brains, says the philosopher Patricia Churchland. 

Brainstorm: The Challenge of ’Academically Adrift’ 
Higher education is headed for reform, says Mark Bauerlein. Academics can get out ahead of the 
changes, and help propel them, or they can let other forces dictate the future. 

Brainstorm: Boys Being Boys 
David Barash points out that males are overwhelmingly responsible for violence and sexual acting out, 
and that this is almost certainly due to the basic biology of maleness. 

Commentary 

What Do Your Grads Make? Students and Parents Deserve to Know. 



And with new efforts to compile earnings data, they will be finding out soon--whether colleges like it 

or not. 

innovations: A Starting Point for Resuscitating the Humanities 
Frank Donoghue suggests a productive way to discuss the future of the humanities. 

Innovations: AAUP Is Taking Its Eye Off the Ball 
Marybeth Gasman tells the leadership of the American Association of University Professors to stop the 

infighting and get back to work. 

Letters to the Editor 

Ethnic Studies Should Include Arab-Americans, Muslim Americans 

U.S. Women’s Colleges Supported Asian U. for Women 

Yale in Singapore: a Bold Experiment 

Shame on Yale for Ending Program on Anti-Semitism 

What, No Job Yet? Blame Your College 

Advice 

Commencement Angst and Resolve 

By Dennis Berkey 

How one university resolved a dispute over a controversial graduation speaker. 

ProfHacker: Get Extra Storage Space Free 
Dropbox is great for storing your files online, and as am added incentive, you can get extra space if you 

use your .edu e-mail address for sign-up. 

From The Chronicle’s Blogs 

Arts & Academe 
Director of ’Sid and Nancy’ Talks About His New Role as Professor 
Alex Cox, known for 80s cult classics, will teach this fall at the University of Colorado at Boulder. 

Here, he chats about punks, firefighting, studios as propagandists, and more. 

WoddWise 
A New European Ranking: Prizes for All! 

While the U-Multirank’s approach is laudable, it 
risks being "lost in a childish world" where 

every university is No. 1, says Ben Wildavsky. 

On Hiring 
Technology as a ’Harvesting’ Nethod 
Gone Fant ponders how the fast pace of 

innovation affects faculty retirements. 

From Arts & Letters Daily 

"The only way to write is well," said A.J. 
Liebling. "How you do it is your own damn 



business." Unless you’re Stanley Fish. More 

The Chronicle in Print 

Browse the contents of the latest issue of The Chronicle. 
Look through The Chronicle’s archives. 

The Chronicle’s Home Page ] News ] Opinion ] Latest Jobs ] Career Advice ] Blogs 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy. 
In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-mail newsletters on technology, community colleges, 
hiring, and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e- 
mail notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 
The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 
Manage your account: 
Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 

(c) 2011 The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd Street NW 

Washington, DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 2:15 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 
Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face 
Its Slave History 

We are still interested in having a roundtable discussion at the 2012 Colliquium on our new book. Possibly, a 
facilitator and inviting in the authors to share their insight and perspective on the Black athlete today. 

Book is due August 1. 

Title: Sport, Race, Activism, and Social Change: The Impact of Dr. Harry Edwards’s Scholarship and Service - by 
Dr. Fritz Polite and Dr. Billy Hawkins. 

Contributors: Professor Kenneth Shropshire, Dr. Michael E. Lomax, Dr. Steven N. Waller, Dr. Stephanie 
Hill, Dawn Norwood, Dr. Vernon L. Andrews, Dr. Ann Brower, Dr. Colin King, Dr. Jepkorir Rose Chepyator- 

Thomson, Dr. Ellen J. Staurowsky, Dr. Akilah Carter, Dr. Doris Corbett, Professor Linda Greene, Dr. Deborah 
Stroman, James A. McBean, MPP, and Dr. Michael Friedman. 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http:iiexss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:19 AM 
To." Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject." RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

What time is the meeting today? 

I am on a conference cal! right now with the NCAA! 

Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Boxill, Jeanette M 



Subject: RE: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

Hi Jan. Thanks for your suggestion. I shared this article yesterday with the persons who plan on attending the 
meeting today. I hope you can stop by, if not I will try to reach you later today. 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter - drstroman 
http:/iexss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 10:37 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: FW: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

This was the Chronicle yesterday look at the "Looming Closure of Anti-Semitism Center..." I think it would be good to 

recommend an outside panel to review IAAR and let it give recommendations for it’s changes or closure. If I can’t make 

the meeting today, if you feel you can recommend this, please do. 

Jan 

From: The Chronicle [mailto:daily-html@chronicle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 5:00 AM 
To: The Chronicle 
Subject: Academe Today: U. of Richmond Leader, a Civil War Scholar, Pushes City to Face Its Slave History 

Subscribe to this newsletter Stop receiving this newsletter 

Top Stories 

U. of Richmond Chief Stirs Historical ’Hornets’ Nest’ 

By Jack Stripling 
President Edward Ayers says the sesquicentennial of the Civil War is an opportunity to 
remember slavery’s role in the conflict. 



Looming Closure of Anti=Semitism 
Center Sparks Discord at Yale U. 

By David Glenn 
A panel recommended shutting down the center 
because it failed to produce much good 
research. Its defenders say that decision was 

tainted by politics. 

New Gainful=Employment Rule Changes 
the Game for Colleges 
By Kelly Field 
By curtailing aid to programs whose students 
incur the biggest debt, the rule singles out for- 
profit colleges--for now. 

U. of Edinburgh to Investigate Student Involved in ’Gay Girl in Damascus’ i~log Hoax 
The university will look into whether a graduate student violated its computing regulations with his 

blog, in which he had pretended to be a lesbian blogger in Syria. 

California Cou~ Revives Affirmative=Action Scholars’ Quest for Data on Law-School 
Grads 

By Peter Schmidt 
The court breathes new life into an effort to force the California bar association to hand over data on 
bar-exaxn passage rates. 

The Ticker: News From Around the Web 

Uo of Arizona President to Take Fiesta Bowl Job 

After Deal With Investors Falls Through, Bethany U. Will Close 

House Republicans Move to Block State-Authorization and Credit-Hour Rules 

Owner of Institution Called a Fake University Is Sentenced for Visa Fraud 

Adjunct Who Spoke Against Full-Time Colleagues Is Union Officer No More 

Controversial Founder of Medi11 Innocence Project to Retire from Northwestern U. 

Students With Later Classes Get More Sleep, but Also More Booze and Lower 

Grades 

The Chronicle Review 

This Man Predict Whether Your Child VVill E~ecome a Criminal? 

By Josh Fischman 
Adrian Raine thinks he may soon be able to tell if your offspring is likely to grow up to be 

a psychopathic killer. 

The [3iology of Ethics 

By Christopher Shea 

Morality is all in our brains, says the philosopher Patricia Churchland. 



E~rainstorm: The Challenge of ’Academically Adrift’ 
Higher education is headed for reform, says Mark Bauerlein. Academics can get out ahead of the 
changes, and help propel them, or they can let other forces dictate the future. 

Brainstorm: E~oys Being Boys 
David Barash points out that males are overwhelmingly responsible for violence and sexual acting out, 
and that this is almost certainly due to the basic biology of maleness. 

Commentary 

By Kevin Carey 
And with new efforts to compile earnings data, they will be finding out soon--whether 
colleges like it or not. 

innovations: A Starting Point for Resuscitating the Humanities 
Frank Donoghue suggests a productive way to discuss the future of the humanities. 

innovations: AAUP is Taking its Eye Off the E~all 
Marybeth Gasman tells the leadership of the American Association of University Professors to stop the 
infighting and get back to work. 

Letters to the Editor 

Ethnic Studies Should Include Arab-Americans, Muslim Americans 

U.S. Women’s Colleges Supported Asian U. for Women 

Yale in Singapore: a Bold Experiment 

Shame on Yale for Ending Program on Anti-Semitism 

What, No Job Yet? Blame Your College 

Advice 

Commencement Angst and Resolve 
By Dennis Berkey 
How one university resolved a dispute over a controversial graduation speaker. 

ProfHacker: Get Extra Storage Space Free 
Dropbox is great for storing your files online, and as an added incentive, you can get extra space if you 
use your .edu e-mail address for sign-up. 

From The Chronicle’s Blogs 

Arts & Academe 
Director of ’Sid and Nancy’ Talks About His New Role as Professor 
Alex Cox, known for 80s cult classics, will teach this fall at the University of Colorado at Boulder. 
Here, he chats about punks, firefighting, studios as propagandists, and more. 

WorldWise 
A New European Ranking: Prizes for All! 

While the U-Multirank’s approach is laudable, it 



risks being "lost in a childish world" where 

every university is No. 1, says Ben Wildavsky. 

On Hiring 
Technology as a ’Harvesting’ Method 
Gene Fant ponders how the fast pace of 
innovation affects faculty retirements. 

From Arts & Letters Daily 

"The only way to write is well," said A.J. 
Liebling. "How you do it is your own damn 
business." Unless you’re Stanley Fish. More 

The Chronicle in Print 

Browse the contents of the latest issue of The Chronicle. 
Look through The Chronicle’s archives. 

The Chronicle’s Home Page I News I Opinion I Latest Jobs I Career Advice I Blogs 

Did a friend send you this? Go here for your own copy. 
In addition to this report, The Chronicle publishes free e-mail newsletters on technology, community colleges, 
hiring, and the world of ideas. You can also create an unlimited number of search agents so that you receive e- 
mail notification of available jobs in academe that meet your criteria. 
The Chronicle of Higher Education website contains a mix of free and premium content. For full access to the 
premium content, please purchase a subscription to our weekly newspaper. 
Manage your account: 
Retrieve user name I Reset your password I 
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OFFICE OF HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS -- Institutional Review Board 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLICATION FOR IRB APPROVAL 

OF HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH 
Version 

What is the purpose of this form? 

This application is to seek an expedited IRB approval for a research study. 

http://research.unc.edu/offices/human-research- 
ethics/researchers/forms/paper/index.htm 

What parts of this application should you submit? 
Answer all questions, or mark "not applicable," when appropriate. Do not alter wording or 
delete questions from this form. 
¯ For all studies, submit Part A, which consists of these sections: 

Part A.I. 
Part A.2. 
Part A.3. 
Part A.4. 
Part A.5. 

Contact Information, Agreements, and Signatures 
Summary Checklist 
Conflict of Interest Questions and Certification 
Questions Common to All Studies 
The Consent Process and Consent Documentation (including Waivers) 

¯ For studies that involve direct interaction with human subj ects (any contact with subj ects 
including questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, observation, treatment interventions, etc), 
submit: 

Part B. Questions for Studies that Involve Direct Interaction with Human Subj ects 

¯ For studies that use existing data, records or human biological specimens, including for 

use in identifying potenti al subj ects, submit: 
Part C. Questions for Studies using Existing Data, Records or Human Biological 
Specimens 

Note: You should submit Parts B or C only as applicable. If the study involves both direct 
interaction anduse of existing materials, use both Parts B and C in addition to Part A. 

Who can serve as principal investigator (PI)? 

The PI is the person who will personally conduct or supervise this research study. Under 
most circumstances, this will be a faculty member. For IRB communication purposes, a 
trainee/student may be listed as PI. However, a faculty advisor must be identified, who holds 
ultimate responsibility for ensuring that this proj ect complies with all University, regulatory, 
and fiscal requirements. 



-+ See next page Jbr additional instructions 

.... Instructions - Do not submit this page with your application .... 
page 2 of instructions 

Complete submission instructions can be fotmd at http:iiohre.unc.eduisubmission instructions.php. All 

application and consent materials must be copied or printed on one side only. See the checklist on 

page 1 of the application itself for items to include and number of copies. 

Some applications require additional review prior to the IRB submission. Examples include the Clinical 

and Translational Research Center (formerly the GCRC and CCCT facilities) 
http://tracs.unc.edu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=285&Itemid=312) or the 

Oncology Protocol Review Committee (PRC; http:iicancer.med.unc.eduiresearchiprcidefault.asp). See 

their web sites for details. 

Many schools, departments, centers and institutes in Academic Affairs have local review committees that 

review before the IRB. See http://ohre.unc.edu/submission_instructions.php for a list of these units or 

consult your own unit for details. 

Address for all Applications and Other Correspondence 

IRB 
CB# 7097, Medical Building 52 
105 Mason Farm Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7097 

Types of Review 

There are three levels of IRB Review (full board, expedited, and exempt), determined by the nature of the 
project, level of potential risk to human subjects, and the subject population. The type of review 
applicable to a particular study is determined by the ItUt. Regardless of the kind of review, all 
applications use the same submission form. 

Exempt and expedited review can be given to studies that constitute no more than minimal risk to the 
human subjects, i.e., the risk one experiences in daily living. These reviews are done in the IRB office on 

a continual basis. 

Full board review is required for studies that involve greater than minimal risk or x-alnerable populations 
that require special protection by the IRB. These require review by the convened IRB. See 
http://ohre.unc.edu/guide to irb.php for additional guidance. 
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OFFICE OF HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 
Institutional Review Board 

APPLICATION FOR IRB APPROVAL OF 

HUMAN SUI3~CTS RESEARCH 

Version, 

Part A. 1. Contact Information, Agreements, and Signatures 

Date: 

Title of Study: A Quantitative Case Study of The Relationship Between The Critical Success 
Factors of Black Male Football Student-Athletes at a Maj or Division I Southeastern Institution 
and Their Academic and Athletic Success 

Name and degrees of Principal Investigator: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
Department: Exercise and Sport Science     Mailing address/CB #: 8700 
UNC-CH P1D: Pager: 
Phone#: 919.843.0336 Fax#: 919.962.6325 Email Address: dstro@unc.edu 

For trainee-led projects: __ undergraduate __ graduate __ postdoc 
Name of faculty advisor: 
Department: Mailing address/CB 
Phone #: Fax #: Email Address: 

resident other 

Center, institute, or department in which research is based if other than department(s) 
listed above: 

Name of Project Manager or Study Coordinator (if any): 
Department: Mailing address/CB #: 
Phone #: Fax #: Email Address: 

List all other project personnel including co-investigators, and anyone else who has contact 
with subjects or identifiable data from subjects. Include name, location (UNC or specific 
outside location), role and email address for each person who should receive electronic 
copies of IRB correspondence to PI. 

Joseph N. Cooper (co-investigator) 
University of Georgia (Ph.D. student) 
j oeycoop@uga.edu 

Name of funding source or sponsor (please do not abbreviate): 
"~/ not funded __ Federal __ State __ industry __ foundation 

__ other (specify): 

UNC-CH 

For external funding, RAMSeS proposal number (from Office of Sponsored Research): 

For industry sponsored research (if applicable): 
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Sponsor’s master protocol version #: 
Investigator Brochure version #: 
Any other details you need documented on IRB approval: 

Version date: 
Version date: 
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Checklist of Items to Include with Your Submission 

Include the following items with your submission, where applicable. 
* Check the relevant items below and include one copy of all checked items 1-11 in the order 

listed. 
o Also include two additional collated sets of copies (sorted in the order listed) for items 1-6. 

Applications must "stand alone" aud should provide all informatiou requested, i.e., 
complete answers must be contained in the application. While you may reference other 
documents with supporting information, do not respond solely by stating "see attached." 

Applications will be returned if these instructions are not followed. 

~ 1. This application. One copy must have original PI signatures. 3 
2. Consent and assent forms (include DHHS-approved sample, when one 

3 [] exists), fact or information sheets, phone and verbal consent scripts. 
[] 3. HIPAA authorization addendum to consent form. 3 

4. All recruitment materials including final copies of printed advertisements, 
[]                                                                            3 

audio/video taped advertisements, scripts, flyers, letters, and emails. 

,~/ 5. Questionnaires, focus group guides, scripts used to guide phone or in- 
3 

person interviews, etc. 
6. Documentation of reviews from any other committees (e.g., Clinical and 

~ Translational Research Center (CTRC), Oncology Protocol Review 3 
Committee, or local review committees in Academic Affairs). 

7. Protocol, grant application or proposal supporting this submission, if any 
(e.g., extramural grant application to NIH or foundation, industry 

[] protocol, student proposal). If there is a cover sheet for the grant 1 
proposal it is to be included. These must be submitted if an external 
funding source or sponsor is checked on the previous page. 

8. Addendum for Multi-Site Studies where UNC-CH is the Lead 
[]       Coordinating Center.                                                  1 

9. Data use agreements (may be required for use of existing data from third 
[]       parties).                                                             1 

10. Only for those study personnel not in the online UNC-CH human 
research ethics training database 

[] 1 
(http ://cfx3 .research.unc. edu/training_comp/): Documentation of 
required training in human research ethics. 

11. For drug studies, Investigator Brochure if one exists. If none, include 
[]                                                                            1 

package insert for previously approved uses.. 
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Principal Investigator: I ~vill personally conduct or supervise this research study. I ~vill ensure 
that this study is performed in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and University 
policies regarding human subj ects research. I will obtain IRB approval before making any 
changes or additions to the project. I will notify the IRB of any other changes in the information 
provided in this application. I will provide progress reports to the IRB at least annually, or as 
requested. I will report promptly to the 1RB all unanticipated problems or serious adverse events 
involving risk to human subjects. I will follow the IRB approved consent process for all 
subjects. I will ensure that all collaborators, students and employees assisting in this research 
study are informed about these obligations. All information given in this form is accurate and 
complete. 

Signature of Principal Investigator Date 

Faculty Advisor if PI is a Student or Trainee Investigator: I accept ultimate responsibility for 
ensuring that this study complies with all the obligations listed above for the PI. 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 

Note: The following signature is not required for applications with a student PI. 

Department or Division Chair, Center Director (or counterpart) of PI: (or Vice-Chair or 
Chair’s designee if Chair is investigator or otherwise unable to review): I certify that this 
research is appropriate for this Principal Investigator, that the investigators are qualified to 
conduct the research, and that there are adequate resources (including financial, support and 

facilities) avail able. If my unit has a local review committee for pre-IRB review, this 
requirement has been satisfied. I support this application, and hereby submit it for further 

review. 

Signature of Department Chair or designee Date 

Print Name of Department Chair or designee Department 
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Part A.2. Summary Checklist Are the following involved? 
A.2.1. Existing data, research records, patient records, and/or human biological specimens? 

A.2.2. St~Teys, questionnaires, interviews, or focus groups with subjects? 

A.2.3. Videotaping, audiotaping, filming of subjects, or analysis of existing tapes? 

A.2.4. Do you have specific plans to enroll subjects from these vulnerable or select populations: 
a. UNC-CH sludents or UNC-CH employees? 
b. Non-English-speaking? 
c. Decisionully impaired? 
d. Patients? 
e. Prisoners, others involuntarily detained or incarcerated, or parolees? 
f. Pregnant women? 
g. Minors (less than 18 years)? Ifyes, give age range:    to years 

A.2.5. a. Are sites outside UNC-CH engaged in the research? 
b. Is UNC-CH the sponsor or lead coordinating center for a multi-site study? 

If yes, include the Addendum for Multi-site Studies. 
Ifyes, will any of these sites be outside the United States? 

If yes, is there a local ethics review conmfittee agency with jurisdiction? (provide contact 
information) 

A.2.6. Will this study use a data and safety monitoring board or committee? 
If yes: UNC-CH NC TraCS DSMB? (must apply separately) 

Lineberger Cancer Cenler DSMC? 
Other? Specify: 

Yes No 
No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

No 

No 

A.2.7. a. Are you collecting sensitive information such as sexual behavior, HIV status, recreational 
No 

drug use, illegal behaviors, child/physical abuse, inmfigration status, etc? 
-- N~ 

b. Do you plan to obtain a federal Certificate of Confidentiality for this study? 
-- N~ 

c. Is this research classified (e.g., requires security" clearance)’? -- -- 

A.2.8. a. Investigational drugs’? (provide INI) # ) __ N~o 
b. Approved drugs for "non-FDA-approved" conditions? __ N~o 
All studies testing substances in humans must provide a letter of acknowledgementJPom the UNC 
Health Care Investigational Drug Se~wice (IDS). 

A.2.9. Placebo(s)? __ N~o 

A.2.10. Investigational devices, instruments, machines, software? (provide IDE # ) __ N~o 

A.2.11. Fetal lissue? No 

A.2.12. Genetic studies on subjects’ specimens? __ N~o 

A.2.13. Storage of subjects’ specimens for future research? 
If yes, see inst~uctionsjbr Consent for Stored Samples. -- N~o 

A.2.14. Diagnostic or therapeutic ionizing radiation, or radioactive isotopes, which subjects would 
not receive otherwise? -- No 

If yes, approval by the UNC-CIt Radiation Safety Committee is required 

A.2.15. Recombinant DNA or gene transfer to htmmn subjects? 
If yes, approval by the UNC-CH Institutional Biosql’ety Committee is required. -- N~o 

A.2.16. Does lhis study involve UNC-CH cancer patients? 
If yes, submit this application directl.v to the Ontology Protocol Revie~v Committee. __ N~o 

A.2.17. Will subjects be studied in the Clinical and Translational Research Center (CTRC) or is the 
CTRC involved in any other way with this study’? If yes, obtain the CTRCAddendum and 
submit completed application (IRB application and Addendum) directly to the CTRC The CTRC __    N~o 
includes facilities located on the 3~ floor of the Main [to,spiral (fbrmer/y GCRC) and Ground 
floor Burnett- FD)mack (/brmerly CCCT). 

A.2.18. Will gadolinium be administered as a contrast agent? ..__ N~o 

A.2.19. Will subjects’ Social Security" Number (SSN) be collected for: 
a. processing payments greater than $200 per year, to support IRS reporting (see also B.6)? __ N~o 
b. processing payments of any amount through UNC-CH Accounts Payable? __ 
c. use as a unique identifier for study tracking purposes for national registry" or database? __ N~o 
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Part A.3. Conflict of Interest Questions and Certification 

The following questions apply to all investigators and study staff engaged in the design, conduct, or reporting 
results of this prqiect and/or their immediate family members. For these purposes, ’Tamily" includes the 
individnal’s spouse and dependent children. "Spouse" includes a person with whom one lives together in the same 
residence and with whom one shares responsibility for each other’s welfare and shares financial obligations. 

A.3.1. Currently or during the term of this research study, does aw ~nember of the research 
team or his/her family member have or expect to have: 

(a) A personal :financial interest in or personal financial relationship (including gifts of cash 
or in-kind) with the sponsor of this study? 

(b) A personal financial interest in or personal financial relationship (including gifts of cash 
or in-kind) with an entity that owns or has the fight to commercialize a product, process or 
technoloD~ studied in this project’? 

(c) A personal financial interest in or personal financial relationship (including gifts of cash 
or in-kind) with an entity engaged in the performance of this project as a subcontractor, sub- 
recipient or vendor? 

(d) A board mmnbership of any kind or an executive position (paid or unpaid) with the 
sponsor of this study or with an entity that owns or has the fight to cormnercialize a product, 
process or technoloDr studied in this project? 

A.3.2. Has the University or has a University-related foundation received a cash or in-kind gift 
from the sponsor of this study for the use or benefit of aw member of the research team’? 

A.3.3. Has the University or has a University-related foundation received a cash or in-kind gift 
for the use or benefit of aw member of the research team from an entity that owns or has the 
fight to conunercialize a product, process or technology studied in this project? 

__ yes ~ no 

__ yes ~ no 

__ yes ~ no 

__ yes ~ no 

__ yes ~ no 

__ yes Q no 

If the answer to ANY of the questions above is yes, the affected research team member(s) must 
complete and submit the form, which is accessible online at http:iicoi.unc.edu. List name(s) of all research team 
~nembers for whom any answer to the questions above is yes: 

Certification by Princioal Investigator: By submRting this IRB application, I (the P1) certify that the 
information provided above is true and accurate regarding my own circumstances, that I have inquired of 
every UNC-Chapel Hill employee or trainee who will be engaged in the design, conduct or reporting of results 
of this project as to the questions set out above, and that I have instructed any such person who has answered 
"yes" to any of these questions to complete and submit for approval a Conflict of Interest Evaluation Form. I 
understand that as Principal Investigator I am obligated to ensu re that any potential conflicts of interest that 
exist in relation to my study are reported as required by University policy. 

Signature of Principal Investigator Date 

Faculty Advisor if PI is a Student or Trainee InvestiRator: I accept ultimate responsibility for 
ensuring that the PI complies with the University’s conflict of interest policies and procedures. 

Signature of Faculty Advisor Date 
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Part A.4. Questions Common to All Studies 

For al! questions, if the stu@ involves only secondary data analysis, focus on your proposed design, 

methods’ and procedures, and not those of the original stu@ that produced the data you plan to use. 

Complete answers’ must be provided. While you may reference other documents’ with supporting 

injbrmation, do not respond solely by stating "see attached. " 

A.4.1. Brief Summary. Provide a brief non-technical description of the study, which will be used in 
IRB documentation as a description of the study. Typical summaries are 50-100 words. Please reply to 

each item below, retaining the subheading labels’ alrea@ in place, so that reviewers can readily identify 

the content. 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to identify the Critical Success Factors (CSF) of current Black male 

football student-athletes at a southeastern public university who exhibited a high level of success 

academically and athletically.      7 ~\,O~ ~ ~s IRB req~s~ r~c’~v~ approva~ ~     There is’ no change in 

the procedures or methodology. The investigators only seek to increase the subject population for validi& 

purposes. 

Participants: 

Procedures (methods): The Critical Success Factor Success Sur~-ey (CSFS) is comprised of six CSF 

categories: level of personal development, level of social harmony, level of engagement with a strong 

support system, level of time management skills, level of career aspirations and level of organized 
religion. A set of four demographic questions identifies the following status: classification (year in 
school; second, third or fourth), estimated cumulative grade point average (on a 4.0 scale), number of 

games participated in the previous season (range 0-12 games) and a description &the racial breakdown of 

their high school (mostly white, mostly black or mixed). A 4-point iLikert scale is used for the responses 

to the 19 multiple choice questions and there are also 11 yes/no questions. Each subject will be classified 
by their respective status of classification!year in college, academic success level based on their 
cumulative grade point average, athletic success level (number of games participated in the previous 

season) and high school background (mostly white, mostly black or mixed). The data will be entered into 
the statistical progrmn (SPSS). A set of descriptive statistics and Chi-square tests will be run to determine 

the relationship between academic and athletic success and the presence and significance of CSFs in the 
lives of the subjects. 

A.4.2. iPurpose and iRationale. Provide a summaw of the background information, state the research 

question(s), and tell why the study is needed. If a complete rationale and literature review are in an 

accompanying grant application or other type of proposal, only provide a brief summa~ here. If there is 

no proposal, provide a more extensive rationale and literature review, including references. 

The findings from this stu@ will provide useful information to the athletic staf£ administrators and 
faculty of a NCAA Division I southeastern university for the purpose of developing and promoting 
programs that cultivate positive academic and athletic outcomes for Black male football student-athletes. 
To adhere to the NCAA mission, ensuring a positive academic and athletic experience for all student- 
athletes should be the goal of every intercollegiate athletic department. Identifying the critical success 
factors (CSFs) of Black male football student-athletes will enhance programmatic effectiveness for these 
Black male football student-athletes. In addition, this study will provide insight to administrators, 
coaches, faculty members and student-athlete support staff at other universities as to how they could 
potentially modify their selwices to improve the experiences of Black male football student-athletes at 
their respective institutions. 
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A.4.3. Subjects. You should describe the subject population even if your study does not involve direct 

interaction (e.g., existing records). Specify number, gender, ethnicity, race, and age. Specif~v whether 
subjects are healthy volunteers or patients. If patients, specify any relevant disease or condition and 
indicate how potential subjects will be identified, iResearchers are reminded that additional approvals 

may be needed from relevant "gatekeepers" to access subjects (e.g., school principals, facility directors, 
hospital or healthcare system administrators). 

No student-athlete will be identified, nor will any specific institution be identified. 

All s~bjects are considered to be healthy. 
The questions in the SUlaCey will not address any diseases or relevant conditions. Any disease or relevant 
condition will not be identified or will be excluded from this study. Members of the senior staff of the 

football program including the Associate Director of Football Operations have approved access to 
these subjects and their voluntau participation in this study. 

A.4.4. Inclusion/exclusion criteria. List required characteristics of potential subjects, and those that 

preclude enrollment or involvement of subjects or their data. Justi~ exclusion of any group, especially 

by criteria based on gender, ethnicity, race, or age. Ifprcgnant women are excluded, or if women who 
become pregnant are withdrawn, specific justification must be provided. 

Recluired characteristics of subiects include the following: 

A.4.5. Full description of the study design, methods and procedures. Describe the research study. 
Discuss the study design; study procedures; sequential description of what subjects will be asked to do; 
assignment of subjects to various arms of the study if applicable; doses; frequency and route of 
administration of medication and other medical treatment if applicable; how data are to be collected 
(questionnaire, interview, focus group or specific procedure such as physical examination, venipuncture, 
etc.). Include information on who will collect data, who will conduct procedures or measurements. 
Indicate the number and duration of contacts with each subject; outcome measurements; and follow-up 
procedures. If the study involves medical treatment, distinguish standard care procedures from those that 
are research. If the study is a clinical trial involving patients as subjects and use of placebo control is 
involved, provide justification for the use of placebo controls. 

Subjects will be asked to complete a 34 question survey including 4 demographic questions (classification 
in school, estimated cumulative grade point average, participation in football games of the previous 
season and racial description of their high school). The remaining 30 objective questions will be a range 
of multiple choice and yes/no questions addressing the relevance of the 6 identified critical success factor 
categories. The subjects will each have a maximum of 10 minutes to complete the survey, however, the 
estimated time of completion is 5-10 minutes. The Critical Success Factor Success Survey (CSFS) was 
comprised of six CSF categories: level of personal development, level of social harmony, level of 
engagement with a strong support system, level of time management skills, level of career aspirations and 
level of organized religion. A 4-point Likert scale was used for the responses of the multiple choice 
questions and there were also 11 yes/no questions. Each subject was classified by their classification/year 
in college, academic success level (cumulative grade point average), athletic success level (number of 
games participated in the previous season) and racial description of their high school (mostly white, 
mostly black or mixed). 
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A.4.6. Benefits to subjects and/or society. Describe any potential for direct benefit to individual 
subjects, as well as the benefit to society based on scientific knowledge to be gained; these should be 
clearly distinguished. Consider the nature, magnitude, and likelihood of any direct benefit to subjects. If 
there is no direct benefit to the individual subject, say so here and in the consent form (if there is a 
consent form). Do not list monetary payment or other compensation as a benefit. 

The direct benefit of this study for the subjects is the opportunity to express their personal experiences as 
minority student-athletes at a predominantly White university. Often times the voice of marginalized 
groups at higher education institutions such as Black male student-athletes goes unheard and disregarded. 
Their experiences are vitally important to identif~v and highlight in order to increase success outcomes for 
them at these particular institutions of higher education. 

The nature of this study is quantitative with six critical success factor categories: level of personal 
development, level of social harmony, level of engagement with a strong support system, level of career 
aspirations mad level of organized religion. Identi~ing the specific factors or characteristics that are 
prevalent among those Black male student-athletes who successfully navigate predominantly White 
institutions academically and athletically can provide insightful information to improving current 
programs and services for these student-athletes. 

The magnitude of this study is limited to Black male football student-athletes, but should be considered 
for expansion across all sports where minorities participate as well as at different institutions. The 
likelihood of the subjects that will benefit from the results of this study are those who are non-seniors in 
an effort to improve programs that impact them while they are enrolled in school. 

The information gathered from this study will provide useful information to the athletic staff, 
administrators and faculty of a NCAA Division I southeastern university for the purpose of developing 
and promoting programs that cultivate positive academic and athletic outcomes for Black male football 
student-athletes. Ensuring a positive academic and athletic experience for all student-athletes should be 
the goal of every intercollegiate athletic department. 

Identifying the critical success factors (CSFs) of Black male football student-athletes will enhance 
programmatic effectiveness for these Black male football student-athletes. In addition, this study will 
provide insight to administrators, coaches, faculty members and student-athlete support staff at other 
universities as to how they could potentially modify their services to improve the experiences of Black 
male football student-athletes at their respective institutions. 

A.4.7. Full description of risks and measures to minimize risks. Include risk ofpsychosocial harm 

(e.g., emotional distress, embarrassment, breach of confidentiality), economic harm (e.g., loss of 
employment or insurability, loss of professional standing or reputation, loss of standing within the 

community) and legal jeopardy (e.g., disclosure of illegal activity or negligence), as well as known side 

effects of study medication, if applicable, mad risk of pain and physical injury. Describe what will be 
done to minimize these risks. Describe procedures for follow-up, when necessary, such as when subjects 
are found to be in need of medical or psychological referral. If there is no direct interaction with subjects, 

and risk is limited to breach of confidentiality (e.g., for existing data), state this. 

The risks associated with this study are minimal. On the survey, the statement "DO NOT PUT YOUR 
NAME ON ANY PART OF THIS SURVEY" will be printed on the top of the first page. Subjects will 

not reveal any personal information besides their year in school (classification), estimated cumulative 

grade point average, participation in the previous season’s football games and their personal reflections of 
the role of the critical success factors in their life. Subjects will not reveal personal demographic 

information such as their family history, socio-economic status, sexual orientation, etc. 
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As a result there will be minimal emotional distress or embarrassment and confidentiality will be 
maintained at all costs. No economic harm or legal jeopardy will be involved in this study. No form of 
medication, health histoly or physical harm will be involved in this study. All surveys will be coded and 
limited to the view of principle and co-investigator. Once data is entered in the SPSS system for statistical 
tests, the surveys will be stored in a secured location only known by the principle and co-investigator. At 
any point before, during or after ifa subject indicates they experience any form of distress or in need of 
medical attention the principle and/or co-investigator will inform the proper officials with the 
football staff. This Critical Success Factor Success Survey and a pilot study was approved by the IRB in 

and proved successful in testing the validity, reliability, response rate, obselwations and feedback 
from Black male football student-athlete subjects at a southeastern public university. 

All interactions with subjects will be pre-scheduled with a top level administrator within the football staff. 
All subjects will be involved prior to their consent to participate about the nature of the study and will be 
required to sign a waiver ofvoluntaD~ participation and confidentiality. No emails will sent during the 
process of this study to ensure the confidentiality of participants. The subjects who volunteer to 
participate in the study will complete the survey in a private setting within the athletic department without 
the presence of any other individual besides the principal and/or co-investigator who will be situated on 
the opposite side of the room away from where participants will submit their completed SUlweys. The 
SUlwey will be conducted on one set day as determined by a top level administrator within the football 
staff and the principle or co-investigator. No make-up sessions for su~wey completion will be held. 

The study will examine the relationship between a student-athlete’s academic success (estimated 
cumulative grade point average), athletic success (participation in previous season’s athletic competition), 
year in school (classification at the institution) and their perceived levels of engagement with the 
following critical success factors: personal development (involvement in extracurricular activities outside 
of academic and athletic commitments), social harmony (level of content with their social experiences at 
their institution), engagement with a strong support system (the quality of interaction between a student- 
athlete and their family (biological family members), athletic staff (coaches), faculty (professors), peers 
(friends) and mentors (influential people outside of the aforementioned groups), level of career aspirations 
(the presence of post college goals (athletic or non-athletic) in a student-athletes frame of mind), level of 
time management skills (their perceived ability to effectively manage multiple tasks as a student-athlete) 
and level of organized religion (the presence of and their engagement with a belief and/or practice of 
religious values). Basic descriptive statistics will be used to develop a profile of a highly successful 
(academically and athletically) Black male football student-athlete at a predominantly White institution. 

A.4.8. Data monitoring and analysis. Tell how the qualitative and/or quantitative data will be 

analyzed. Explain how the sample size is sufficient to achieve the study aims. This might include a 
formal power calculation or explanation of why a small sample is sufficient (e.g., qualitative research, 

pilot studies). Describe the provisions for monitoring the data to ensure the safety of participants. These 

plans could range from the investigator monitoring subject data for any safety concerns to a sponsor- 

based DSMB, depending on the study. 

The quantitative data will be entered into the statistical program (SPSS). A set of descriptive statistics and 
Chi-square tests will be run to determine the relationship between academic and athletic success and the 
presence and significance of CSFs in the lives of the subjects. A small sample size of (maximum) 
subjects is sufficient for this study because the findings from this study ~vill provide insight into the 
effectiveness of the methods used for further research on similar groups at other institutions as well as for 
other sports. This small sample size can also be analyzed with the prior research findings to continue to 
increase the subject population for future expansive research on Black male student-athletes experiences 
at predominantly White institutions. The small sample size is also beneficial because it focuses on a 
specific sport and the experiences of these student-athletes exclusively. The abundance of research 
suggests that Black male football student-athletes consistently underperform in comparison to their 
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student-athlete and non-student-athlete counterparts. Thus, a study of this magnitude is appropriate and 
useful. 
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A.4.9. Will you collect or receive any of the following identifiers? Does not apply to consent forms. 

__ No ~ Yes Ij~es, check all that appOz 

a. Names 
b. __ Telephone numbers 
c. _~ Any elements of dates (other than year) 

for dates directly related to an individual, 
including birth date, admission date, 
discharge date, date of death. For ages 
over 89: all elements of dates (including 
year) indicative of such age, except that 
such ages and elements may be aggregated 
into a single category of age 90 and older 

d. __ Any geographic subdivisions smaller 
than a State, including street address, city, 
county, precinct, zip code and their 
equivalent geocodes, except for the initial 
three digits of a zip code 

e. Fax numbers 
f. Electronic mail addresses 
g. __ Social security numbers 
h. Medical record numbers 

i. __ Health plan beneficiary numbers 
j. __ Account numbers 
k. Certificate/license numbers 
1. Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers 

(V1N), including license plate numbers 
m. Device identifiers and serial numbers 

(e.g., implanted medical device) 
n. __ Web universal resource locators (URLs) 
o. __ Intemet protocol (IP) address numbers 
p. __ Biometric identifiers, including finger 

and voice prints 
q. __ Full face photographic images and any 

comparable images 
r. __ Any other unique identifying number, 

code, or characteristic, other than dummy 
identifiers that are not derived from actual 
identifiers and for which the re- 
identification key is maintained by the 
health care provider and not disclosed to the 
re searcher 
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A.4.10. Identifiers in research data. 
research data? 

"4 yes __ no 

Are the identifiers in A.4.9 above linked or maintained with the 

A.4.11. Confidentiality of the data. Describe procedures for maintaining confidentiality of the data you 
will collect or will receive. Describe how you will protect the data from access by those not authorized. 

How will data be transmitted among research personnel? Where relevant, discuss the potential for 

deductive disclosure (i.e., directly identi~’ing subjects from a combination of indirect IDs). 

No student-athlete will be identifiable, nor will any specific institution be identified. No names, positions 
or student identification numbers will be collected in this study. On the survey, the statement "DO NOT 
PUT YOUR NAME ON ANY PART OF THIS SURVEY" will be printed in all caps and bold letters on 
the first page of the survey. Only the subject’s classification, year in school and participation in the 
previous season’s athletic competitions ~vill be collected. No individual survey information will be 
revealed in the results section of this study. Only collective results will be presented. All surveys will be 
kept by the principle and/or co-investigator and only used for the purposes of this study. Once the 
statistical tests of the study have been completed both the completed surveys and record of the data entry 
will be destroyed and/or erased. The entry of data and completion of statistical results will only be 
conducted by the principle and co-investigator. Review of this data ~vill only be viewed by the principle 
and co-investigator. Research will transmitted from the hand completed surveys in the SPSS for statistical 
testing purposes. Some results ~vill be differentiated based on level of classification and this action will be 
the only potential for deductive disclosure. However, no names or positions will be identified in 
responses. All subjects will be required to sign a waiver of confidentiality prior to participating in the 
study. 
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A.4.12. Data sharing. With whom will identifiable (contains any of the 18 identifiers listed in question 
A.4.9 above) data be shared outside the immediate research team? For each, explain confidentiality 

measures, hlclude data use agreements, if any. 

No one 
Coordinating Center: 

Statisticians: 

Consultants: 
Other researchers: 
Registries: 

Sponsors: 
External labs for additional testing: 

Journals: 
Publicly available dataset: 

Other: 

A.4.13. Data security for storage and transmission. Please check all that apply. 

For electronic data stored on a desk top cornputer: 

Secure network      Password access __ Data encryption__ Password protected file(s) 
_~Other comparable safeguard (describe): 

For portable computing devices/external storage devices (e.g. laptop computer, PDA, CDs, memory 
sticks). 
Power-on password __ Automatic log-off __ Data encryption ~/ Password protected file(s) 

Other comparable safeguard (describe): USB memo~ stick (2) 

For hardcopy data (including human biological specimens, CDs, tapes, etc.). 

_~ Data de-identified by research team (stripped of the 18 identifiers listed in question A.4.9 above) 
~/ iLocked suite or office               ~ Locked cabinet 

__ Data coded by research team with a master list secured and kept separately 

__ Other (describe): 

A.4.14. Post-study disposition of identifiable data or human biological materials. Describe your 
plans for disposition of data or human biological specimens that are identifiable in any way (directly or 
via indirect codes) once the study has ended. Describe your plan to destroy identifiers, if you will do so. 

No student-athlete will be identifiable, nor will any institution be identified in this study. No post-study 
disposition will be conducted by the principal or co-investigator. 
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Part A.5. The Consent Process and Consent Documentation (including Waivers) 

The standard consent process is for all subjects to sign a document containing all the elements of 
informed consent, as specified in the federal regulations. Some or all of the elements of consent, 
including signatures, may be altered or waived under certain circumstances. 

If you will obtain consent in any manner, complete section A.5.1. 
If you are obtaining consent, but requesting a waiver of the requirement for a signed consent 
document, complete section A.5.2. 
If you are requesting a waiver of any or all of the elements of consent, complete section A.5.3. 
If you need to access Protected Health Information (PHI) to identify potential subjects who ~vill then 
be contacted, you will need a limiwd waiver of HIPAA authorization. This is addressed in section 
B.2. 

You may need to complete more than one section. For example, if you are conducting a phone survey 
with verbal consent, complete sections A.5.1, A.5.2, and possibly A.5.3. 

A.5.1. Describe the process of obtaining informed consent from subjects. 
Describe who will be obtaining consent (or permission) and from whom. Include discussion, as relevant, 
any ~vaiting period between the initial consent discussion and obtaining consent, and steps that ~vill be 
taken to minimize coercion or undue influence. If children will be enrolled as subjects, describe the 
provisions for obtaining parental permission and assent of the child. If decisionally impaired adults are to 
be enrolled, describe the provision for obtaining surrogate consent from a legally authorized 
representative (LAR). If non-English speaking people will be enrolled, explain how consent in the native 
language will be obtained. Address both written translation of the consent and the availability of oral 
interpretation. It is expected that the information in the consent document(s) will be communicated to 
participants or their LAR. After you have completed this part A. 5.1, if you are not requesting a waiver qf 
any type, you are done with Part A. 5.; proceed to Part B. 

All subjects targeted in this study ~vill be informed of the nature of this study as well as the significance 
of their participation. On the day the study will take place subjects will be informed via verbal 
communication of the aforementioned details. All subjects who choose to participate will give verbal 
consent indicating that their participation in this study is voluntary and their identities will remain 
confidential. The expected duration of the study will take roughly 10 minutes. Once subjects have 
completed their survey they will place their survey in an envelope that will be collected by the principle 
and/or co-investigator at the completion of the study. 

A.5.2. Justification for a waiver of written (i.e., signed) consent. The dejbult isJbr subjects to sign a 

written document that contains all the elements of informed consent. Under limited circumstances, the 
requirement for a signed consent form may be waived by the IRB if either of the following is true. 
Choose only one: 

a. The only record linking the subject and the research would be the consem 
document and the principal risk would be potential harm resulting from a breach of 
confidentiality (e.g., study topic is sensitive so that public knowledge of 
participation could be damaging). Participants should be asked whether they want 
documentation linking them with the research and the partic&ants ’ wishes will 
govern whether they sign theJbrm. Note: This justification cannot be used in FDA- 
regulated research. 
Explain. 

__ yes __ no 

__ yes __ no 
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b. The research presents no more than minimal risk of harm to subjects and involves 
no procedures for which written consent is normally required outside of the research 
context (e.g., phone survey). 

Explain. 

If you checked ’~es" to either (and you are not requesting a waiver in section A. 5. 3) 

consent must be obtained orally, by delivering a fact sheet, through an online 

consent.form, or be incorporated into the surve~v itself Include a copy of the 

consent scripL Jhct sheet, online consent Jbrm, or incorporated document. 

--+ If you have justified a waiver of written (signed) consent (A.5.2), you should complete A.5.3 only if 

your consent process will not include all the other elements of consent. 

A.5.3. Justification for a full or partial waiver of consent. The dejbult isJbr subjects to give inJbrmed 

consent. A waiver might be requested for research involving only existing data or human biological 
specimens (see also Part C). More rarely, it might be requested when the research design requires 

withholding some study details at the outset (e.g., behavioral research involving deception). In limited 

circumstances, parental permission may be waived. This section should also be completed for a waiver of 
HIPAA authorization if research involves Protected Health hfformation (PHI) subject to HIPAA 

regulation, such as patient records. 

__ Requesting waiver of some elements (specify; see SOP 28 on the IRB web site): 
__ Requesting waiver of consent entirely 
If you check either of the boxes above, answer items a-f.. To justify a full waiver of the requirement 

for informed consent, you must be able to answer "yes" (or "not applicable" for question c) to items 

a-f. Insert brief explanations that support your answers. 

E~plain 

__ yes __ no 

b. Is it true that the waiver will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of 
subjects? (Consider the right of privacy and possible risk of breach of 

confidentiaffty in light of the injbrmation you wish to gather.) 

Explain. 

c. When applicable to your study, do you have plans to provide subjects ~vith 
pertinent information after their participation is over? (e.g., Willyou provide details’ 
withheld during consent; or tell subjects if you Jbund injbrmation with direct clinical 

relevance? This may be an uncommon scenario.) 

Explain. 

d. Would the research be impracticable without the waiver? (If you checked ’~es, " 

explain how the requirement to obtain consent would make the research 

impracticable, e.g., are most of the subjects’ lost to follow-up or deceased?). 

Explain. 

__ yes __ no 

__ yes ~ not 
applicable 

__ yes _~ no 

__ yes __ no 
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Explain. 

If you are accessing patient records for this research, you must also be able to answer "yes" to item 
f to justify a waiver of HIPAA authorization from the subjects. 

f. Would the research be impracticable if you could not record (or use) Protected 
Health Information (PHI)? (Ij)2ou checked "yes, "explain ho : not recording or 
z¢sing PHI wozdd make the research impracticable). 
Explain. 

__ yes _~ no 
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Part B. Questions for Studies that Involve Direct Interaction with Human 
Subjects 
~ If this does not apply toyour study, do not submit this section. 

B. 1. Methods of recruiting. Describe how and where subjects will be identified and recruited. Indicate 

who will do the recruiting, and tell how subjects will be contacted, iDescribe efforts to ensure equal 

access to participation among women and minorities. Describe how you will protect the privacy of 
potential subjects during recruitment. For prospective subjects whose status (e.g., as patient or client), 

condition, or contact information is not public@ available (e.g., from a phone book or public web site), 

the initial contact should be made with legitimate knowledge of the subjects" circumstances. Ideally, the 

individual with such knowledge should seek prospective subjects" permission to release names to the PI 
Jbr recruitment: Alternatively, the knowledgeable individual couM provide inf!)rmation about the study, 

including contact information for the investigator, so that interested prospective subjects’ can contact the 
investigator. Provide the IRB with a copy of any document or script that will be used to obtain the 

patients’ permission for release of names or to introduce the study. Check with the IRB for further 

guidance. 

Since the nature of this study targets Black male football student-athletes a particular predominantly 
White institution in the southeastern region of the United States, the principle and co-investigator will 

coordinate with a top level athletic administrator within the football department about qualified 

participants. All subjects that qualif~v for this study will be contacted via verbal communication and will 
have the opportunity to volunteer or not volunteer for the study. The gender and ethnicity of these 

subjects is directly relevant for the purposes of this study therefore inherently excludes the recruitment 
any individual who does fit the research demographic. The privacy of potential subjects will be protected 
during recruitment in that no names will be identified and the only person who will know the subjects will 

be the top level athletic administrator with whom the principle and/or co-investigator will contact with via 
email and phone conversations. The investigators will have knowledge of the institution of the 

respondents, however, the investigators will not know the identity of the subjects participating in the 
study. 

B.2. Protected Health Information (PHI). If you need to access Protected Health Information (PHI) to 

identify potential subjects who will then be contacted, you will need a limited waiver of HIPAA 

authorization. If this applies to your study, please provide the following information and complete 

Section C. 

Under this limited waiver, you are allowed to access and use only the minimum amount of PHI 
necessau to review eligibility criteria and contact potential subjects. What information are you 
planning to collect for this purpose? 

How will confidentiality/privacy be protected prior to ascertaining desire to participate? 

When and how will you destroy the contact information if an individual declines participation? 

B.3. Duration of entire study and duration of an individual subject’s participation, including 
follow-up evaluation if applicable. Include the number of required contacts and approximate duration 

of each contact. 
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It is anticipated that survey completion will take approximately 10 minutes for any participating subject. 

Data entry per subject will take 5 minutes and at maximum data for subjects will be entered and 

analyzed for a total of          . The subjects are not required to complete the survey and will have the 
freedom to leave and stop the survey at any point. The subj ects are encouraged to complete the survey 

within the given time frame due to the fact that there will be no make-up sessions. The time convenience 

for the completion of the survey will be determined by the top level athletic administrator from the 
football department. 
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B.4. Where will the subjects be studied? Describe locations where subjects will be studied, 
;. 

B.5. Privacy. Describe procedures that will ensure privacy of the subjects in this study. Examples 

include the setting for interviews, phone conversations, or physical examinations; communication 

methods or mailed materials (e.g., mailings should not indicate disease status or focus of study on the 

envelope). 

The data collected in the study ~vill be confidential to the subjects participating and the principle and/or 
co-investigator of the study. Names are not included within the survey questions. All data will be 
transferred from the surveys to a SPSS software file that will be saved on the USB memory card of the 
principle and co-investigator investigator. All data will be coded. Once the entry of data is completed the 
information saved on the USB memory cards will be erased and the completed surveys will be destroyed. 

B.6. Inducements for participation. Describe all inducements to participate, monetaw or non- 

moneta~7. If monetary, specify the amount and schedule for payments and if/how this will be prorated if 

the subject withdraws (or is withdrawn) from the study prior to completing it. For compensation in 

foreign currency, provide a US$ equivalent. Provide evidence that the amount is not coercive (e.g., 
describe purchasing power for foreign countries). Be aware that payment over a certain amount may 

require the collection of the subjects’ Social Security Numbers. Ifa subject is paid more than $200.00 per 

year, collection of subjects’ Social Security Number is required (University policy--see SSN Guidance) 
using the Social Security Number collection consent addendum found under forms on the IRB website 

(look for Study Subject Reimbursement Form). 

There are no inducements for participation, other than the intrinsic gratification of the participating 
subjects knowing that their participation will contribute to the development of better services and 
programs for student-athletes of their background and experience. 

B.7. Costs to be borne by subjects. Include child care, travel, parking, clinic fees, diagnostic and 

laborato~~ studies, drugs, devices, all professional fees, etc. If there are no costs to subjects other than 

their time to participate, indicate this. 

There are no costs associated with participation in this study, other than time spent by the subjects. 
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Part C. Questions [br Studies using Existing Data, Records or Human Biological 
Specimens 

> This section applies even if records are only used to ident{fypotential subjects. 
~.. If your study does not use existing data, records or specimens.for any purpose, 

do not submit this section. 

C. 1. What records, data or human biological specimens will you be using? (check all that apply): 

__ Data already collected for another research study 
If applicant was involved in the original collection, please explain role: 

__ Data already collected for administrative purposes (e.g., Medicare data, hospital discharge data) 

__ Medical records (custodian may also require form, e.g., HD-974 if UNC-Health Care System) 

__ Electronic information from clinical database (custodian may also require form) 

__ Patient specimens (tissues, blood, serum, surgical discards, etc.) 

__ Other (specify’): 

C.2. For each of the boxes checked in l, how were the original data, records, or human biological 
specimens collected? Describe the process of data collection including consent, if applicable. 

C.3. For each of the boxes checked in 1, where do these data, records or human biological specimens 
currently reside? 

C.4. For each of the boxes checked in 1, do you have permission from the custodians of the data, records 
or human biological specimens (e.g., pathology dept, tissue bank, original researcher)? Include data use 
agreements, if required by the custodian of data that are not publicly available. 

C.5. If the research involves human biological specimens, has the purpose for which they were collected 
been met before removal of any excess? For example, has the pathologist in charge or the clinical 
laboratmT director certified that the original clinical purpose has been satisfied? Explain if necessary. 

__ yes __ no __ not applicable (explain) 

C.6. Do all of these data, records or specimens exist at the time of this application? If not, explain how 
prospective data collection will occur. 

__ yes __ no If no, explain 
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Deborah Stroman <a:lstl~oman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:20 PM 

@aol.com 

Debby Stroman, Ph.D. <~lebby@dstroman.com> 

FW: Compliance Newsletter - 

.pdf 

Good to see you last nighL Attached find a document that may be helpful to you as you took at the compliance window fo~ college coaches. 

Chat with you soon! 

debby 

9 I9.843.0336 

http://exss~unc~edu/underg~aduate~pr~g~am/baqn-exss/sp~t-admin~st~ati~/~verview/ 
"Ead~ day comes bearing its own g~s. Untie the r~bbens," {R.A~n Schabacker) 

F~m= Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Se~f= Thursday                 lP:~4 PM 

Subject: Compliance Newsletter - 

All, 
See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter, 
Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (ollice) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.ischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=LCNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 

(DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 1:52 PM 

Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Panelist Decision 

I agree. I will see if I can get to      Do you have an immediate contact? I am headed to Phil Ford’s Golf Classic tomorrow and 

"everybody and their mother" will be there. Someone will have his number. ;) 

Go Heels, 

DeBorah &roman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’x2/o~eo E~ge. Em2o~ve±: 
9~9.843.0336 

°°Each day cotues bearing ~ts ow~ g~s. U~t~e the r~bbo~s." ~R.A~ Schabacker) 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 1:51 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Panelist Decision 

Or what about who just gave SS to UNC. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 1:39 PM 

To: Boxill, Jeanette M 
Subject: Panelist Decision 

Phil Ford or Jerry Stackhouse?? © 

Jerry may get the younger folks more engaged as he is still remembered. ;) Your call. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah &roman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty - e3 - www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen - CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- drstroman 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Exercise and Spo~ Science 
(~niversity of North. Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 



Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz/Dr, Ed Shields 
= Chair/Acting Chair 

Dr. Sherry Saiyer 

~ Director of Undergraduate Studies in EXSS 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

~ Faculty/Academic Advisor 
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Specialization Coordinators 

Athletic Training - Dr. Meredith Petschauer 

Fitness Professional - Mr, Alain Aguilar 

Sport Administration - Prof, Barbara Osborne 
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New Sports Medicine 
Building 

Stallings - Evans 
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~ EXSS 

~ EXSS-Athletic Training 

~ EXSS-Fitness Professional 

~ EXSS-Sport Administration 
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The EXSS Major-- 

~ r. Future?? 
~ Pre-professional preparation 
~ Physical Therapy 
~ Occupational Therapy 
~ Pre-med 
. Pre-dental 
. Nursing 
. Physician’s Assistant 
. Chiropractic 
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EXSS majors--175, 276, 376, 385 
Remember: 

~ Must always take 175 first 
~ Wilf take a MINIMUM of three terms to finish this four 

course sequence 
~ 385 pre-req is i75; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 

Ideally: 
~ 175 first 
~ Then 276; then 376 or 385; then 376 or 385 

What can be combined?: 
~ 276 and 385--after having taken 175 
~ 376 and 385iafter having taken 175 and 276 
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The EXSS Major-- 

~ r. Future?? 
~ Athletic Training 

~ Orthopedic clinics 

, Sports teams 

~ Preparation for allied health/medical fields 
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Application pr_o, gram; Five term program 
(summers don t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
apply then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for application:: EXSS 175 and 188 
(B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 

~ GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 
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The EXSS Major-- 

~ r. Future?? 
~ Fitness Professional 

~ Fitness industry 
, Personal Trainer 
~ Strength Coach 
~ Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
, Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’s, Health Clubs, Camps 
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Start early. 

175, 276, 376, ~tl0L~, ~,12~--will take 
five terms to finish. CAN ONLY TAKE :I:N 
TH:I:S ORDER!!! (~=not in ss) 
~t25 practicummafter 410L and 

See IVlr. Aguilar 
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The EXSS Major-- 

~ r. Future?? 
~ Sport Administration 
~ Marketing 
, Tickets 
~ Operations 
~ Compliance 
~ Fundraising 
~ Law 
, Special sport events 
, Rec Departments 

Debby 
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175 and 276mtwo terms 
EXSS-SA courses can be taken in any 
order: 
,221, 322 recommended in Junior year 

~ 324, 326--recommended in Senior Year 
(Note: ECON 101 is a pre-req is a 324) 

~ 327- recommended your Senior Year 

See Ms. Osborne and Dr. Stroma~n 



.. ’,’,’,’, EXSS minors 
~ Available to ALL UNC Students 

~ Coaching Education 

~ By application only; Slots for those 
graduating in May 2012 and 2013 are 
full 

~ Refer to Dr. Salyer 

~ Recreation - Refer to Dr. Groff 

~ EXSS 
~ Not available to EXSS majors 

Sherry 
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.....~i EXS~’,’,’,i’,i’,i’,’,’,’, EXSS EE credi~ 

~ Every EXSS specialization offers an EE 
credit (AT, FP & SA) 

~ The General Major does NOT have an 
EE credit course 
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Center for the Stud~: of Retired Athletes 

Colle~S~port Research Institute: 
National Center for Catastrophic Spo~t 
Jim " uj_u__ry_ Research 

Get Real & Heel 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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............. 
~ Senior Honors Thesis 

3.2; two semesters; Refer to Dr. Petschauer 

Hyatt Scholarship 

better; $2500 

Earey Award 

Graduating Sr; 3.6 

Rising Sr; 3.6; at least 2 EXSS courses with a iB or 

2O 



Course availability 

Sophomore 

Fall semester--EXSS-AT hopefuls should 
be taking EXSS 175 and 188 or have 
completed it 

Others--nice if in EXSS col 
life shattering if not 

not 
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O!d vs New curriculum 

Who must be on the NEW?: 

Started with FYS entering UNC in Fall 
2010 

Fall 2011--All sophs and FYS must be 
on new 

Transfers: Students entering UNC this 
vear as soBhomore (2nd Year~ transfer 
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O!d vs New curriculum 
, Who must be on the OLD? 

~ NO one 

~ Who is assumed to be on the OLD? 
, ]rs and Srs 

, Its and Srs may elect the new (unless they tell 
AA otherwise, they are on the OLD) 

, Transfers: 3unior transfers are on the 
old, ,unless they wish to be on the 
new 
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O!d vs New curriculum 
No, you may not "craft" a major out of 
parts of the Old and New curriculum 
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~ 18 hours of C 
ONLY from required courses for that 
particular track 

This is firm and not open to debate 
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No substitution of EXSS major courses 
~ Biol 252--most common question 

~ Not Biol 252 taken at UNC 

~ For E×$S minor, Biol 252 ~is okay as pre-rect of 
EX$$ 376 and 385 

~ Transfers: Maybe, depends, evaluation by $$ 

Transfer evaluation 
~ Recent change in Office of UG Education 
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Substitution of EXSS major courses 

ONE exception is EXSS-PSYC Double majors: 

For EXSS majors only: EXSS 273=PS¥C 
210+270+one more EXSS course, 

If student drops the PSYC major, then must take 
EX$$ 273 (even if they have already had PSYC 
210 and 270) 
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~demic Advising in Steele 
Natural Sciences and Mathematics Division on the 
second floor of Steele 

~ Ms. Caldwell 
~ MS. COX 
~ Ms. Howard 
~ Mr. Jahn 
~ Ms. McQueen Earhart 
¯ Ms. Nelson: 
, Dr. Shuster 

Senior Advisors in basement of Steele 
~ Those graduating in current semester 
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How EXSS Communicates 
.....~,,,,,,i,,i,,i,,,,,,,,      With Our IVllajors 

Listserv 

Visits to classes 

Majors Manual 

Academic Advising 

EXSS website and Facebook 

EXSS-related Clubs (CSBC, PT, FP) 

Academic Advising website 

Faculty advising and office ihours 
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i n trod uc tions 



Agenda 



Who we are... 

4 



Fall Semester Plans 

~ GUeS~ Speakers & Seminars ................................ 

~ AmeriCan Eagle Case Competition 



P&G 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiltiiiiiiiiilinif~iiiSieissiioinii Selpte rn her 21~ @ 5:30pmiiniiiHiia niesii H ailiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Guest Speaker September 28~h @ 7pm 

C~n~oVerd ee ons u m er, corn petitiv a ndt~en d Jr/ 

............................................................... M arketing Co nsultin g Firm 

¯ Free Pizza 
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McCo~i 3000 

direct 

~ flBes~ PtoceTo Work For" - CharJotte Business J~urnat 

¯ "The Next Google’ 

¯ Free Food 
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Argyle Social Seminar 

ial Media Seminar October 25t~ 
*TBA* ................................... 

ndersta nd Sodal Media ~s va l ue in busin 

............................................................. Real, Traceable, ROI 

~ Learnabout Social Media from the expel% 
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American Eagle Case Competition .......... 

Interest Meetlng September 21 ’~ at 

Corn etition between :sctnools 

i ~Op ff~ree ~eams are taken to AE 
Co~pa~ate Headquarters to present 

i ]itpiacetea~ins $5000 and the 
Sd Splayed ~nthecom pa ny’ s Billboard 

~n ?imeS Square 
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Partnership to help them with marketing 
¯ Market Resec~rch 
¯ Flyers 
¯ Social Media 

Competition for Marketing Plan 
¯ 3-5 people 
¯ 5-10 minute presentation 
¯ Prizes for 1~t place! 

¯ Gift card 
¯ Name the new special 
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Criferia: 
¯ Market Research 
¯ ’~Drawing People In" 

¯ Unique Specials 
¯ 10-12 PM Crowd 
¯ Stow night growth: Sun, Mort, Wed 

¯ Advertising/Branding 
¯ Social Media 

Important Dates 

Today: Forrr~ 

Tuesday, September 27th: Present to us! 

Friday, Seplember 30th: Top 3 Presenl io 

13 



Background Info: 
¯ Target Audience 
¯ Trivia/Wing Nighl 
¯ ResCaurant Menu 
¯ Current Specials 
¯ Alcohol Laws 

.And in the future? 
Winning Marketing Plan 
Committees within Marketing Club 

o Admin 
÷ Social Media 
* Adverfising 
¯ Market Research 

Somethinl~ you can put on your resumes 

Backl~round info: 
¯ Tarl~et audience: underl~rad Greek and non-Greek 
¯ What nil~ht for trivia nil~ht and winl~s? Need to decide 
¯ Restaurant: chanl~inl~ their menu, more caf~ like with paninis and pastas <$10 
¯ Tuesdays: 1/2 off, DJ and 90s, Wed ?, Thurs- Throwback Thursdays & DJ, Friday?, 

Saturday- Standard DJ 
¯ Alcohol laws: no free alcohol, all drink prices must remain the same from open to 

close 

Follow up: 

On campus menus 

Campail~n competition 

Advertisinl~ and flyers 

Market survey 

Likes and dislikes 

Specials and drinks 

Social media 

Have a l~roup that controls this, we will l~et passwords 

Second meetinl~, have them come in! 

Next Thursday: September 22nd, promote this and I~et the cover donated to 

14 



US 

14 





Important Dates 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiLod!geWinner Presentations, Sep~emiberi3~thiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Exercise and Sport Science 
[ m~ e~ s~t~ o.f N orth Carol.im~ at Chapel Hill 



Natural Sciences and Mathematics Division on 
the second floor of Steele 

2 



See these advisors for drop-add questions, 
exam excuses, worksheet updating; 
declaration of major and minor 

These advisors are NOT responsible for being 
sure you have the pre-reqs for EXSS classes, 
nor or they respo.nsible for advising you with 
detailed informatlon on EXSS majors, courses, 
sequencing, internships, etc. 

These advisors will be sure you are meeting 
Gen Ed requirements 

3 
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Dn Petschauer (2022 Sta[[inss-Evans Sports 
Medicine Center) 

,’:.: MWF I0-12 

Mr. Asui[ar (314 Woollen Gym) 
:::: t!:!i~.’ii:%.--i::::"?i:.:i"i~e.% i?~c4e.~:4;ic.,.i’i~:.!~.ii..~:~.r’..i.y 

,’:.= M and F-11-1Z:45 

.,.> T and R-9-10:45 

Ms. Osborne (309 Wootten Gym) 

,~.> TR 1 G-Best by appointment but can walk-in 

5 



,.~.~ EXSS 

.:~:, EXSS-Athletic Traini ng 

,:~: EXSS-Fitness Professional 

,~:~ EXSS-Sport Administration 

Sherry 



Course availability 

FYS 

There is no urgency for EXSS courses 

Exception: EXSS-AT shoutd be in EXSS 175 and 
188 no later than fall semester of soph year 

Sophomore 

Fail semester--EXSS-AT hopefuls should be 
taking EXS5 175 and 188 or have completed 

Spring semester-EXSS-FP should be in EXSS 
175 

Others-nice if in something, but not life 
~h~tterino if nnt 

7 



take a minimum of three terms to finish 
EXSS majors (pre-20!0 curriculum) 

A[[ EXSS required courses are taught year 
round (at [east one summer term) 

c~.~ See Dr. Sa[yer, Dr. Stroman or Dr. Petschauer 
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~:~: EXSS majors (pre-2010 curricu[um) 
ii 75, i?. 75 ::. 3?"6 :. 3 ;i:.~!; 

¯ ~-.... Must always take 175 first; can’t take 175 and 276 at 
same time 

o Will take a MINIMUM of three terms to finish this four 
course sequence 

.:..~ 385 pre-req is 175; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 

¯ ::::. 175 first 
o Then ~276; then 376 or 385; then 376 or 385 

,::~ 276 and 3~5-after havin8 taken 175 
.:::. 376 and 385-after havin8 taken 175 and ~76 

9 



,:÷:.~App[ication program; Five term program 
(summers don’t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
apply then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for application: EXSS 175 and 
188 (B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 

,~’,, GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 

10 



Start early. 

!75, 276, 376, 410L*, 412*-w~t[ take five 
terms to finish. CAN ONLY TAKE IN THIS 
ORDER!!! (*=not in ss) 

379-practicum-after 410L and 412 

See Mr. Aguitar 

11 
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hours of C or better 
Old Curriculum: C or better in 18 hours-not a C 
average; not Cs in all 

C- or Ds do not count in this total 

New curriculum: MUST have a C or better in all 
four courses and 18 hours of C in all required 
EXSS courses 

hours in EXSS classes-MAX 

Advisability of retakin8 courses 
,~:: DO NOT REPEAT UNTIL YOU TALK WITH ADVISING 

13 



:~ NO EXSS course may be taken Pass/D/Fail by an 
EXSS major. 

Math 110 (prerequisite for EXSS 273, 376, 
38s) 

~,, Bio11011101 L required for ALL EXSS majors 

14 



~.~.:~ Old vs New curricul, um 
:::: V:,~ii’ic’..,, i-i"i~..~°..i~il b...:~i-~.: ~:~..i-i~ ~ili~.~:.-~ 

.:::: At[ first year students 

,~.:~ Art second year students 

,~::= Transfers: Students entering UHC this year as soph 
tranfser 

15 
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VERY Important for NEW Curricutum 

~, .~...=~..~...:.. i:i~.’!i:.’,:~? :i~~c::,i~" :~i\"i"i!~, "ii 

.::~: Re-take 

.~::~ Chan~e majors 

,~::: Take EXSS 175/276 ear|y in career; don’t wait until Sr 
Year, Cou|d end up with F!O major!! 

17 



Available to ALL ~UNC Students 

.... ~.:iii.::i::..~!~i:~i:~: 1-~-i ~.~-:~ :~::i 

...:~ By application only 

.,:-~ EmaiI Dr. Salyer 

:~::. Email Dr. Groff 

Not available to EXSS majors 

Sherry 

18 



,~;, EXSS Listserv-don’t overlook emails- 
only fro~m Dr. Salyer 

Majors Manual-online; coming soon 

Academic Advising in Steele 

EXSS Advising in Fetzer and Woollen 

EXSS website 

Academic Advising website 

19 



Ronald W. Hyatt Scholarship 

Patrick F. Earey Award 

Senior honors thesis 

.:::::~:With Honors/Hi~lhest Honors 

.~.::,. Extensive, in-depth study 

.:::,:Two semester project 

.:::,: Only for self-motivated! 

20 



For outstanding classroom instruction, 
advising, mentoring 

Nomination form will be sent to [isterv 
Announced at May EXSS commencement 
2011 recipient: Mr. Aguilar 

21 



Do your homework 
Visit schools 
Talk with UNC EXSS faculty 
Deadlines 
Pre-reqs 
Practice applications 
GRE/MCAT/LSAT 
Preparation 
Learning Center, Private industry 
Study Books 
Be realistic about your chances 
Give yourself multiple options 

22 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 11:15 AM 

firstlady~heduling@who.eop.gov 

laszczychj@state.gov; Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu> 

INVITATION REQUEST - University of North C~olina 

Good day. My name is Deborah Stroman, a University of Virginia alum and friend of Cheryl Mills, and I am writing to request the First Lady’s attendance at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Last year the Department of Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) requested that the First Lady be our speaker at our annual Blythe Lecture. Unfortunately, she was 

not available. We extend this invitation again for late March or April of 2012. 

Why UNC and EXSS? 

1. Our department is nationally recognized and our mission reflects the First Lady’s effort to improve the fitness level of all Americans. Most recently, our 

chair Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz received the prestigious MacArthur "Genius" Award for his research in brain trauma and concussions in sport. The department 

instructs and provides research in the disciplines of athletic training, exercise physiology, and sport administration. 

2. UNC has one of the nation’s leading interdisciplinary research teams studying childhood obesity!diabetes; and the modifying influence that regular 

exercise and physical activity can have on reducing the risk. 

3. Our students would benefit by hearing your inspirational message regarding health. 

4. Dr. Carl Blythe (deceased) is a former chair of the department. We recognize his achievements and current student accomplishments (Drs. Earey and Hyatt 

awards) on this day before the keynote speaker presentation. Past speakers have included Dr. Ann McKee, Mr. John Swofford, Mr. Travis Tygart, and Dr. 

Hodding Carter. 

5. The presence of the First Lady at the flagship university in the state at this time would serve to increase awareness and support of the President’s vision 

and national objectives. 

Our 2012 Blythe Lecture date and time has not been established; we would certainly defer to the First Lady’s schedule. Historically, the date has been during the 

last two weeks of April. 

Thank you for your careful consideration. My mobile number is 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Sl:roman, Ph.D~ CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty - e:~ -w~:exss.unc.ed~ 

EXSS Acaderrfic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus (Faculty and Staff) 

Adviso,y Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Ad~dsor, Carolina Sports Business Chab & S~gma Alpha Lambda 

315 Woollen -- CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,84&0336 

Tw~tt.er: drstroman 

"Don’t be trapped by dogma which is living with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise ot: other’s opinions drown out your own inner ,xoice." (S. 

~obs) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, November 17, 2011 10:48 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jeanette M <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Respect and Revolution pics 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
Twitter: drstroman 

"The power to question is the basis of a~ human progress." 

From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. [mailto @dstroman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2011 9:45 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Respect and Revolution pics 
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1 O0 2946 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
@dstroman.com 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 







Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Shaping Your Suceess! 

2 



Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz ~ 
= Chair 

Dr. Sherry Salyer 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

~ Faculty/EXSS Academic Advisor 

3 



Specialization Coordinators 

Athletic Training - Dr. Meredith Petschauer 

Fitness Professional - Mr, Alain Aguilar 

Sport Administration - Prof, Barbara Osborne 

Debby 

4 
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.....~Z.... The’,’,’,i’,i’,i’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major 

~ EXSS 

, EXSS-Athletic Training 

~ EXSS-Fitness Professional 

~ EXSS-Spo~ Administration 

9 



.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu ? ? re 

~ Pre-professional preparation 

Chiropractic 
Nursing 

Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 

Physician Assistant 

Pre-medical 
. Pre-dental 

10 



The EXSS Hajor-- 
Their Future?? 

Athletic Training 

, Prepares you to take the BOC exam 

, High School, College, Professional athletics 

, Orthopedic Clinics 

, Other allied health/medical fields 

Meredith 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu 

~ Fitness Professional 
Fitness Industry 

Personal Trainer 
Strength & Conditioning Coach 

Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
~ Corporate/Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 

re?? 

12 



.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu re ? ? 

Sport Administration 
Finance 
:und-raising 
vlarketing 
_egal/Compliance 
Operations 
Tickets 

Special sporting events 

13 



Available to ALL UNC Students 
~ Coaching Education 

~ Recreation 

~ EXSS 

~ BIO 101/101L required 

Not available to EXSS majors 
~ EXSS 

14 



Lifetime fitness (LFIT) courses combine the practice of a sport or physical 
activity that can be sustained in later life with broader instruction in lifelong 
health. These courses carry one hour of academic credit. Students can enroll 
in only one, one-credit lifetime fitness course during their career at the 
University, and only one lifetime fitness course can be counted toward the 120 
hours needed for graduation. 

15 



Ronald W. Hyatt Scholarship 
Merit scholarship 
Eligibility: Rising senior; 3.6+ GPA 

Patrick F. Earey Award 
= Outstanding senior 
~ Eligibility: Graduating senior, 3.5+ 

GPA 

16 



........... 
~Resea rch Individual work with faculty and/or 

graduate student 

Senior Honors Thesis 
~ Original and substantial research or 

creative project over two semesters 

Carolina Research Scholar Program 

50% of UIVC students graduate having taken one research 

intensive course 

17 



Listserv 

Visits to classes 

Majors Manual 

Academic Advising 

EXSS website, Facebook, and Twitter 

EXSS-related Clubs (CSBC, PT, FP) 

Academic Advising website 

Faculty advising and office hours 

18 
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............~ EXS~i~’,~’, EXSS Facilities 

~ Share with Campus Recreation 
~ Gymnasium space 

~ Field space 

~ Classrooms 

23 
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.....~ EXS~’,’,’,i’,i’,i’,’,’,’, EXSS Laboratories 

~ Sport Medicine Research Lab 

~ Applied Physiology Lab 

~ Neuromuscular Research Lab 

, CPR Lab 

Exercise Science Teaching Lab 

Cadaver Anatomy Lab- 
Undergraduates./ 

32 



CenIer for the Studi! of Retired Athletes 

Colle~ort Research Institute: 
National Center for Catastrophic Spo~t 
~ Research 
Get REAL & HEEL ....................................................... 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 

Participants in the Get REAL & HEEL program will be a part of an exercise and 
recreational therapy program 3 times per week for a period of 5 months. 

The Exercise Program may include: 

Cardiovascular activities on various types of aerobic exercise equipment 

Weight training 

Flexibility exercises (including specific exercises to regain surgical side 
shoulder range-of-motion 

The Recreational Therapy Program may include: 

Pain and stress management 

Relaxation techniques 

Mindfulness training 

Individual leisure education 

Group activities such as ropes challenge course, expressive arts and group 
leisure education 

33 
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........... 
~mary- Why EXSS? 

Interested in the human body? 

Interested in how the body gets 
stronger, faster or the response 
to exercise, stress or therapy? 

Natural :Sciences base > Anatomy and 
Physiology are the foundation 

Debby - Handout curriculum sheets 

40 



........... 
~mary- Why EXSS? 

Interested in the business of sport? 

-- Management and Business- 
related theory and curriculum with 
focus on athletics 

Experie "" " " 
internship 
doing" 

Debby 

41 



.....~..TiDs’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, Tips for Carolina Success 

Get to know your professors 

Get involved in campus activities 

Seek out advisors and other helpful 
people 

Ask questions 



.....~..TiDs’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, Tips for Carolina Success 

Treat your academic: day like a 
job--be "OTOT" 

Shrink your UNC world 

Experiential Education 

Strive to be "in" college rather than 
"at" college 



"Remember, there are no mistakes, 
only lessons. Love yourself, trust your 
choices, and everything is possible." 

-- Cherie Carter-Scott 

44 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 7:43 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Fwd: Howard U - No sports!!! 

image003 .j pg; image002.j pg; image001.png 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc. edu> 
Date: April 4, 2012 3:05:45 PM EDT 
To: "cbcchair@unc.edu" <cbcchair@unc.edu> 
Subject: Howard U - No sports!!! 

Whatz up?!! 

Breaking: Howard University 
Suspends All Sports Teams, Games 
Posted by Shani Hilton and Maya Rhodan on Apr. 4, 2012 at 2:42 pm 

~ Description: 
http://www.washingtoncitypaper.com/b 
Iogs/citydesk/files/2012/O4/Howard_Bi 
son.png 

Howard University has suspended all of its intercollegiate athletics teams for what appears 

to be a violation of NCAA rules. University spokeswoman Kerry-Ann Hamilton issued this 

statement: 

It is with great regret that we have temporarily suspended intercollegiate 

athletic competition. This is a self-imposed action while the University 

conducts a review. We are working quickly to resolve this issue. 

More details as they become available. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen - CB #8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919.843.0336 

es 

mri 

!~.~. Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 11:45 PM 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Laser brochure 

LASER Brochure 201_2b.pages.zip; LASER Brochure 2012b.pdf 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 





...................... LEADE~}{SI-~ ~{ A N D ~ SOU~a~C~ ~ .... ~:,~f~,.:...:.f ..... ..... ,~ . .................. : ..................................... ~ ........ 

......................... ~-:.:~.~ ........ ~ .................................................................................... ~::~ ......... 
~ TM    ’ ’ ’ : " gf:~SE:a"";:;~:a:z~ ~’"~" ’" ~    " :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ======================================================= 

..... I A ~ ~ D TM ~ ; ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ............. LASER Skills and Accompfishments include: ~ #~~~ ~i~:~:7~.: :~i~;~;~#~ ~ .... 
~O~lX I I I~1~11. ~ ~ - "~~}{ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Entrepreneur ~ ~ ~i~:~:~:~:~::;::~: ~:~ 

~ 
"~ l~2~l~" Financial A&isor and Public Speaker ~ ~~’           ..~...~{ ~ "’~"’~;:;;~;~;~:~ ~g] %~7~:~:~ ass stj rmer uW - . :: 

fortune 1oo corporate Marketing ~vmnager 

achl?vl g cogegl)t  Former NCAA DI Athlete and Coach ~ SeetbeBIGpicmre. ~u~~Z~~ ~’2~:’twasteyo::~2~:~2; ~ ........... 

* -- F    ¯ * ~ Sport Administration Professor and Scholar :: perspeaive is important. ~SER unproven "hook ups"anddeak,t 

anaprojess onal :: 

necessary transition to ~ ~ASE~ i~ committed to providing you with the se~ices you ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

. . ~ need at this important time in your life. We ofl:er only ONE :: ~::::::::::::~i~::~~ 
.......... ..... a 9al~ea caree~, ....................... ............ sevcer i -- s~o t-ca eer r r tastor n i i n coachin~toat~etes w oh : .............................................................. ~~~ ......................... ................ s"~" ..... ......... 

ausiness express a s~ncere desire to be a champiogagain. We will only 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ { partner with those people, programs, and oganizations that :: 

and/or the Co~l~t~om supportthewinnerinyou--nowthatyoursportcareeris { Failtoplan. Planto~iZIt, no~ Don, letthemnsetonyour 
{ too lain to achieve success ~      dream, Finish or ea~ another 

of an aca&m ? degree. ....................... " ..................... 

: The LASER~ pr°gram is cust°mized f°r Y°U and is accessiblewe have former 

~ i~i~ ~~ ......... 

---- ..... 

~ 24/7/365 When you need advice, consultation or a listening :: :Z::::::::::::::::: :7:::::: : ::: :::: " 

~ ear, at aW t~me of the dW or mght, LASER ~s avadable. We ............................. ~::::: ~ :::: ~::~}~::~~ ..................... 

sere you; no allegiances to coaches, players, a 

governing bod> or company Your success is our #1 goal We { 

limit our se~ices to a select number of athletes each year to ~~ake that same confidence you No excuses. No ~ts, no glov.                   Zb~ 
:: have~om your sport ski~ and    new game clock ofli~ is ticking.. 

~ ensure success and e~Ectiveness .... 
acomvesuccessaga~n. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 12:27 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: Survey regarding EXSS Application-Admissions process 

EXSS Admission Criteria Survey.docx 

My comment to Ed on the survey: 

The EXSS graduate admissions should not be based on a rigid set of criteria but rather a 
reflection of the cultural mix of our state and society. Scores, grades, maturity, creativity, and 
work experience are important factors of consideration for success. In addition, 
underrepresented populations should be encouraged to apply. I also find that the admissions 
criteria for a science-based applicant and a management-based applicant may often differ due to 
the skill set required that is necessary to achieve success in the classroom, on the 
comprehensive exam, and in their respective career. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

es 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

From: Shields, Edgar W [mailto:Ed.Shields@unc.edu] 
Sent." Sunday, April 29, 2012 7:20 PM 
To." The peess-f mailing list 
Subject." [peess-f] Survey regarding EXSS Application-Admissions process 

Hello all... 

Attached is a Word file containing the survey about selected items related to our - EXSS - 

annual applications-admissions process. Before you begin, please understand that I am well 

aware that screening applications and making a decision to recommend admission for an 

applicant is a considerably nuanced process - that there are many combinations of GPA, GRE 

scores, interview performance, etc., etc. that factor into such decisions. Some questions may 

seem "too simplistic" and fail to consider such nuances. Nevertheless, please answer as best 

you can. This survey is a preliminary step in attempting to determine EXSS faculty thought on 

application-admission matters. After tabulating your responses additional questions and 



discussion may follow. 

I also fully realize that we are into exams and that extremely busy end of semester-academic 

year time. I ask your indulgence and cooperation in spite of that. The survey is primarily 

composed of "pull-down" menus that allow you to quickly select a response -in a MS Word 

tillable form. It is my estimate that it should take you a maximum of 10-12 minutes, likely less, 

to complete. 

After completing.., please save the document - then return it to me via email attachment. 

THANKS! 

Edgar W. Shields, Jr., Ph.D. 

~ Description: 
Iogo_rs_165x46pix 

Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Director of Graduate Studies & Admissions 

CB# 8700, 202 Fetzer Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

Telephone: 919-962-3351 

FAX: 919-962-0489 

Email: Ed.Shields@unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
peess-f as: <a href="mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstroman@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-31386059- 
9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31386059- 
9992594. d4e434045 d4b 097c867e66f85 d5b 8 a20@li stserv.unc, edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 12:29 PM 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed. Shields@unc.edu> 

RE: Survey regarding EXSS Application-Admissions process 

Stroman EXSS Admission Criteria Survey.docx 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

es 

"Rely on vision instead of rules and procedures to guide you and your team." 

From: Shields, Edgar W [mailto:Ed.Shields@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 29, 2012 7:20 PM 
To: The peess-f mailing list 
Subject: [peess-f] Survey regarding EXSS Application-Admissions process 

Hello all... 

Attached is a Word file containing the survey about selected items related to our - EXSS - 

annual applications-admissions process. Before you begin, please understand that I am well 

aware that screening applications and making a decision to recommend admission for an 

applicant is a considerably nuanced process - that there are many combinations of GPA, GRE 

scores, interview performance, etc., etc. that factor into such decisions. Some questions may 

seem "too simplistic" and fail to consider such nuances. Nevertheless, please answer as best 

you can. This survey is a preliminary step in attempting to determine EXSS faculty thought on 

application-admission matters. After tabulating your responses additional questions and 

discussion may follow. 

I also fully realize that we are into exams and that extremely busy end of semester-academic 

year time. I ask your indulgence and cooperation in spite of that. The survey is primarily 

composed of "pull-down" menus that allow you to quickly select a response -in a MS Word 

tillable form. It is my estimate that it should take you a maximum of 10-12 minutes, likely less, 

to complete. 



After completing.., please save the document - then return it to me via email attachment. 

THANKS! 

Edgar W. Shields, Jr., Ph.D. 

~ Description: 
Iogo_rs_165x46pix 

Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Director of Graduate Studies & Admissions 

CB# 8700, 202 Fetzer Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

Telephone: 919-962-3351 
FAX: 919-962-0489 

Email: Ed.Shields@unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
peess-f as: <a href="mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">dstroman@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a 
blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-31386059- 
9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31386059- 
9992594. d4e434045 d4b 097c867e66f85 d5b 8 a20@li stserv.unc, edu</a> 



Mimi Chapman~ Jo~atha~ Ha~yn, ’ .... 
Coac~ Lowry 

Thank you for this opportunity to share with you a new service provided by LASER. 
Life After Sports with Effective Results. 



America loves sports. 
The sport industry is over $350 billion makinl~ it one of the larl~est. It is bil~l~er than 

electronics, fashion, and transportation. 
It includes tourism, manufacturinl~ and retail, apparel, facilities, and participation 
sports such as pro, collel~e, interscholastic, amateur, and youth sports. 
And sport businesses such as marketinl~, sponsorship, and l~overninl~ body firms. 

We truly have a love affair with sports. 
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However, there are unintended consequences of playing the games of our youth all of 

our lives. 

The average NFL career is 3.5 years. 

The average NBA career is 6 years. 

Most of these men finish their sport career before they reach the age of 30. 

And not to mention the long-term physical and cognitive injuries too. 

There are many examples of professional athletes who made poor life choices. 

For example, consider William and his journey. 
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William was raised in Charlotte. A two-sport athlete who was destined to 
make it the big league. CLICK. William starred at a NCAA Div I college and 
even got drafted by the NFL. His family and friends all enjoyed his fame 
and fortune. He only played five years though. William didn’t get his 
contract renewed due to a re-occurring knee injury. CLICK. Feeling, lost 
and depressed, William feels that his life is oven 

He didn’t plan to fail. He failed to plan for a life after sport. 

If you think William is an isolated case, the research says otherwise. 

According to the NCAA, high school varsity players have a .08% chance of 
making it to the NFL. Of every 1000 high school football players, less than 
i will make it to the pros. 

In the last three decades, sport psychology and sport management researchers have 

begun to investigate career transitions for athletes. 

There is evidence that those athletes who neglect other aspects of their life (e.g., 

professional training, fields of interest, developing friendship relationships outside of 
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the athletic settinl~) may be less likely to explore other career, education, and lifestyle 

options. 

In addition, a lack of diversity in athletes’ social identification due to a socialization 

process occurrinl~ almost exclusively in an athletic environment and an inhibited 

development of life skills may not only restrict athletes’ ability to assume non-athletic 

roles after retirement, but require l~reater adjustment durinl~ retirement. 
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Now, can we fault them for leaving the ivory tower life for the NBA and NFL millions? 

Can you say that you as a 20 year old would have stayed in college if P&G, IBM, Merck 

or the firm of your choice offered you an annual salary of $250,000 or $2.5 M to 

leave after one year of school? 

So, the decision was made and for some it was a sound one. For others, the potential 

never was realized. Now they are back looking for educational assistance and we, at 

LASER, have decided to not turn our backs on them. 

We at LASER are going to help break this ugly cycle. 
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Educator and Entreprene[ir 
Forme~" NCAA DI athlete and coach: 

LASER is committed to makinl~ a difference to those who are now determined to have 

a successful transition now that their sport career is over. 

As a former basketball player at UVA, assistant coach here, NCAA director, and now 

an academic here- I know their world. I research this field. There are theories and 

career stratel~ies that can help them succeed. I know what they fear and have the 

l~ame plan to help them apply the same confidence they had on the court or field to 

three focused areas: 

1. CLICK. Beinl~ a l~ood corporate citizen. Helpinl~ them become employable. 

2. CLICK. Goinl~ back to school to finish their del~ree or obtain an advanced del~ree 

3. CLICK. Creatinl~ an entrepreneurial mindset or helpinl~them start their own 

business. 

They want help and are eal~er to learn. 

We need your help thoul~h. 
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"A Timeout for Success" 

Three day boot camp 
Small group engagement 
"You are not alone" 
Immediate access and exposure to 
trusted, caring mentors 

LASER has a new offering- a career workshop whereby 10-15 pros will come 
together for an educational and fun three day seminar. 
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"A Timeout for Success" 

Barriers to success: 

Education 
Psycho!ogica! 
Physical 
Socioiogicai 
Commu~lication 
Leadership 

Create "tour Playbeek for Negetiating Life. 

The workshop will be led by skilled facilitators and scholar practitioners who will help 

the attendees understand and conquer the barriers to success. 

At the end of the workshop, the attendees will have their roadmap. They will have 

created their playbook for nel~otiatinl~ life. 

And we plan to measure their prol~ress and outcomes. 
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Form÷r pros who care! 

The team of LASER experts includes academics and former scholar athletes David 

Thornton, the younl~est director of player development in the NFL-former UNC walk 

on and NFL star with the Colts and Titans. 

Dr. Bobby Stokes, former UVA pt. l~uard and who now is a physician in Charlottesville. 

Dwil~ht Hollier, former Tar Heel and Miami Dolphin who owns a psycholol~y practice in 

Charlotte. And the UNC l~em, Phil Ford who can certainly providel~uidance from his 

humble bel~inninl~s in Rocky Mount to the top of the UNC and NBA mountains and 

back. 

LASER needs approx. $150,000 of launch money to make it operational. I have three 

fundinl~ vehicles - Anl~el investors like yourself, athletes or a bank. 

I need you to help LASER create more success stories like our very own Hubert Davis, 

a former collel~e basketball analyst and 
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NBA stars such as Junior Bridgeman (who owns the most Wendy’s and Chili’s 

franchises in the nation; net worth ~ $200M), David Bing (Detroit mayor and owner of 

Bing Steel), Shaquille O’Neal (who recently completed his doctorate), Baron Davis 

(Knicks pt guard who is known for his investment savvy) and Myron Rolle (FSU star 

defensive back and Rhodes Scholar). 

And our very own,  (UNC fullback who graduated early two years ago and 
was accepted into K-F’s Master of Accounting program) and who will "go pro in 
something other than his sport." 

These LASER "Timeout for Success" workshop graduates will be role models who will 

inspire our young people to be scholar athletes, they will create jobs, and they will 

help to bridge the university academic and athletic divide. 

This is a profitable venture. However, we want to go further and help the 
overwhelming number of high school athletes don’t make the pros. 

We want to make a difference for athletes like Sam. 
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Meet Sam at 17. He comes from Cleveland county in NC full of hope. Sam is a first 

generation student. His family is behind him but he has significant challenges. Sam 

was raised by his mother and grandmother. He has two siblings and his father is in 

jail. 

CLICK. He, like William, was a gifted athlete. Sam was recruited by many big-time 

colleges and got admitted into UNC. However, Sam was not ready for the rigor of 

being a scholar-athlete. He is part of the other 99.02%. Sam is struggling in college 

and won’t make it to the NFL. 

The tension between academics and athletics on college campuses makes students 

like Sam a part of the collateral damage. 

How can we help him? 
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We, as educators, invest in younl~ people like Sam and William and we are a part of 

the athlete’s life cycle. 

And we have a responsibility when these younl~ men sit in our classrooms and 

participate in our prol~rams. 

We are here to provide a valuable education to everyone. To l~ive them applied 

knowledl~e for future success. 

CLICK. To help them become scholar-athletes. 

LASER can help William AND students like Sam. 

LASER is a part of the solution. 
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LASER will take part of the proceeds of the "The Timeout for Success" workshop to 

establish and fund 

COACH - Carolina Offering Athletes Commitment and Hope. 
Carolina Covenant 
First Generation 
Student athlete challenges 
Social Capital 
Interdisciplinary Collaboration between departments 
Holistic approach 
Life skills 
Office of Undergrad Research 
Non-athletic faculty and mentors 

CLICK. We will take the learnings from the "Timeout for Success" workshop to 

intervene EARLY in their college experience to create pathways of achievement. 

CLICK. With Timeout and Coach, LASER will engineer success. 
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Thank you for your careful consideration. 
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Exercise and Sport Science 
Unive~t~ity’ of No~:th Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 



Welcome Project Uplift! 

,,. Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz 
: :Chair 

~. Dr. Sherry Salyer 
:. Director of Undergraduate Studies in EXSS 

,,. Dr. Debby Stroman 

: Faculty/Academic Advisor 

~. All EXSS faculty 
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Welcome 
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Value of a College Education 

$70,000 

$60,000 

$60,000 

$40,000 

$30,000 

$2O, OOO 

$,~o,ooo 
$o 

[[] HS Edueation 

~ AA Degree 

[] BA/BS 

[] Ma:sters 

[] D~cto rate 

Estimated that over a lifetime, college graduates will earn 
$800.000 more than. hi h. school 

The 2010 College Board Report, first issued in 2004 and updated in 2007, also 
described social benefits: those with a bachelor’s degree, it said, are more 
likely to volunteer, vote, exercise and have health insurance and pensions. 
They are also less likely to smoke, be obese or have low-birth-weight babies. 
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Majors at UNC 

~ Something for everyone:!! The 

~=. Biology 

~. Chemistry 
~ English 

~=. History 
~ Math 
~=. Foreign Languages 
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Majors at UNC 

,~. Something for everyone!! The "new" 
,~: Communication Studies 
~. Psychology 
~. Asian Studies 
~. Anthropology 
~. Biomedical Engineering 
,~: Peace, War and Defense 
~:. Radiologic Science: 
,~,: Computer Engineering 
:.~. Political Science 
,~:. Environmental Sciences and Studies 
,~. African and African American Studies 
,~:. Wo~men’s Studies 

International Studies 
Art 

http://admissions.unc.edu/AcademicslMajorsldefault.html 
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Choosing a ma~or 

~ Give yourself time 
~=. General Education courses may help you 

uncover a major! 
~ The BEST major is one you like!! 
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The EXSS Major 

ii~,~ EXSS 
~,~ EXSS-Athletic Training 

~,~ EXSS-Fitness Professional 
~,~, EXSS-Sport Administration 
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The EXS5 Major ........ My 

~,; Pre-professional preparation 

Future?? 

~,: Preparation for allied health/medical fields 
~. Physical Therapy 
~; Occupational Therapy 
~=. Pre-medical 
~,; Pre-dental 
~:. Nursing 
~ Phys ician’ s As s i stant                cor~ Cou~s: 

¯ Emergency Care 
~,, Chiropractic . Anatomy 
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The EXS5 Major ........ My 

~ Athletic Training 

Future?? 

., Orthopedic clinics 

:. Sports teams 

,-.. Preparation for allied health/medical fields 
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The EXSS Major ........ My Future?=? 

~,~ Fitness Professional 

Fitness Industry 

Personal trainer 
Strength Coach in college 
Cardiac rehabilitation 
Work site wellness 
Y’s, clubs, camps 
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The EXSS Major ........ My Future?=? 

Sport Administration 

Marketing 

Tickets 
Operations 
Fundraising 

Compliance 

.~ Speciail sport events 

.~ Rec departments 
~-~ Youth sport organizations 
.~ Colleges/Professional sport 
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The EXSS Major ........ My Future?=? 

~,,~, Be a Professor! 
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EXSS minors 

Available to ALL UNC Students 
,-~ Coaching Education - Application process 
~: Recreation 
~, EXSS 

~. Not available to EXSS majors 
~-, EXSS 
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EXS5 Laboratories 

~ Sport Medicine Research Lab 

~=. Applied Physiology Lab 

~. Neuromuscular Research Lab 
~ CPR Lab 

~=. Exercise Science Teaching Lab 
~ Cadaver Anatomy Lab 
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Centers 

~ Center for the Study of Retired Atihletes 

~=. National Center for Catastropihic Sport Inj,ury 
Research 

~ College Sport Research Institute 

~=. Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
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Tips for CaroJina Success 
Seek a balance between academic and non- 
academic opportunities at the U~niversity. 
Use a planner. 
Invest at least two to three hours of study 
time for every hour you spend in class. 
Go to class prepared, having read 
assignments and reviewed your notes. 
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Tips for CaroJina Success 

Attend every class. 

Establish a regular study area that is quiet 
and comfortable. 
Take advantage of your professors’ office 
hours. 
What is the grading scale? 

Know the Honor Code! 
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Tips for CaroJina Success 

~- Ask for help! See Professors and Advisols 

~:. Get to know your professors 

~:. Get involved in campus activities 

,~ Ask questions 

~=. Classroom -- Internship -* Job Site: Be "OTOT"! 

~. Shrink your UNC world 

"The most terrible poverty is loneliness, 

and the feeling of being unloved." (Mother Teresa) 

Have fun on campus moving the body and staying in shape[ 
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"Remember, there are no 
mistakes, only lessons. 

Love yourself, trust your choices, 
and everything is possible." 

-- Cherie Carter-Scott 



THAN 1( YOU 

We hope to see you in 
Chapel Hill! 

,,’, ,, ,~ : 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:18 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DARE report 

DARE Productivity_Writing Tracking Log.xlsx 

Okay DARE team, here we go! Our first motivational report. ;) 

I am definitely feeling the pressure to do more. Thanks for this group. 

feel free to let me know whatz up with week i or to completely ignore last week. 

Congrats to our lone success champ! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 
315 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

es 

eri 

Description: Description: Einstein Solve Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Friday, July 20, 2012 4:45 PM 

Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus 

CBC Event Planning Master Plan.xls 

Hi Team. Thank for your responses. We will meet on August 14th. 

"Welcome Back" Reception (8.24.12 5:00- 7:00 p.m. @ Stone’s Hitchcock)-Since we know how we "click" after two 

years, right?!!...we will administer our event by email and phone. ;) 

I will give you a call for assistance on particular tasks. 

Have a great weekend[ 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

www.exss.unc.edu 

315 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

es 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 
Problems 



Exercise and Spo~ Science 
(~niversity of North. Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 



Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz 

. Chairman 

Dr. Sherry Saiyer 

~ Director of Undergraduate Studies in EXSS 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Faculty/Academic Advisor 
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New Spots Medicine 
Building 

Stailings- Evans 
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There are ~=O~l~ ways to major in EXSS. 

N GENERAL EXSS N 

Specialization Coordinators 

Athletic Training - Dr. Meredith Petschauer 

Fitness Professional - Mr. Alain Aguilar 

Sport Administration - Prof. Barbara Osborne 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu ? ? re 

~ Pre-professional preparation 

Chiropractic 
Nursing 

Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 

Physician Assistant 

Pre-medical 
. Pre-dental 
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~EXSS 175 
oEXSS 188 
. EXSS 220 or EXS:S 221 
o EXSS 276 

BIOL 101/101L is required 
Math 110 is a pre-req for 273, 376 and 385 
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EXSS majors--175, 276, 376, 385 
Remember: 

~ Must always take 175 first 
~ Wilf take a MINIMUM of three terms to finish this four 

course sequence 
~ 385 pre-req is i75; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 

Ideally: 
~ 175 first 
~ Then 276; then 376 or 385; then 376 or 385 

What can be combined?: 
~ 276 and 385--after having taken 175 
~ 376 and 385iafter having taken 175 and 276 
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Athletic Training 

~ Prepares you to take the BOC exam 

~ High School, College, Professional athletics 

~ Orthopedic Clinics 

~ Other allied health/medical fields 

Meredith 
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Application pr_o, gram; Five term program 
(summers don t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
apply then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for application:: EXSS 175 and 188 
(B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 

~ GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu 

~ Fitness Professional 
Fitness Industry 

Personal Trainer 
Strength & Conditioning Coach 

Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
~ Corporate/Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 

re?? 



.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu 

~ Fitness Professional 
~ Fitness Industry 

~ Personal Trainer 
~ Strength Coach 

~ Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
~ Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’s, Health Clubs, Camps 

re?? 



Start early. 

175, 276, 376, 410L~, 412~--will take 
five terms to finish. CAN ONLY TAKE :I:N 
TH:I:S ORDER!!! (~=not in Summer 
School) 
379-practicum--after 410L and 412 

See IVlr. Aguilar 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu re ? ? 

Sport Administration 
Finance 
:und-raising 
vlarketing 
_egal/Compliance 
Operations 
Tickets 

Special sporting events 
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175 and 276mtwo terms 
Recommended progression: 
,221,322, 323 -- Junior year 

~ 324, 326- Senior Year 
(Note: ECON 101 is a pre-req for 324) 

~ 327 - recommended in Senior Year 
(Note: Grad School interest? Take 273) 

See Prof. Osborne and Dr. Stroman 
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.. ’,’,’,’, EXSS minors 
~ Available to ALL UNC Students 

~ Coaching Education 
~ By application only; Slots for those graduating 

in May 2012 and 2013 are full 

~ See Dr, Salyer 

~ Recreation- See Dr, Groff 

~ EXSS 

~ Not available to EXSS majors 

~ BIOL _I_O]L/:LO_IL Required 

Sherry 
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Lifetime fitness (LFIT) courses combine the practice of a sport or physical 
activity that can be sustained in later life with broader instruction in lifelong 
health. These courses carry one hour of academic credit. Students can enroll 
in only one, one-credit lifetime fitness course during their career at the 
University, and only one lifetime fitness course can be counted toward the 120 
hours needed for graduation. 
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Every EXSS specialization offers an EE 
credit (AT, FP & SA) 

The General EXSS Major curriculum 
does NOT have an EE credit course 

2O 



Center for the Stud~: of Retired Athletes 

Colle~S~port Research Institute: 
National Center for Catastrophic Spo~t 
Jim " uj_u__ry_ Research 

Get Real & Heel 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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............. 
~ Senior Honors Thesis 

3.2; two semesters; See Dr. Petschauer 

Hyatt Scholarship 

better; $2500 

Earey Award 

Graduating Sr; 3.6 

Rising Sr; 3.6; at least 2 EXSS courses with a iB or 
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Course availability 

Sophomore 

Fall semester--EXSS-AT hopefuls should 
be taking EXSS 175 and 188 or have 
completed it 

Others--nice if in EXSS col 
life shattering if not 

not 
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O!d vs, New curriculum 

Who must be on the NEW?: 

Started with FYS entering UNC in Fall 
2010 

Fall 2011--All sophs and FYS must be 
on new 

Transfers: Students entering UNC this 
vear as soBhomore (2nd Year~ transfer 
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Old vs. New curriculum 
. Who must be on the OLD? 

. NO one 

. Who is assumed to be on the OLD? 
. _]rs and Srs 

. _Its and Srs may elect !:he new (unless they tell 
AA ol:herwise, they are on the OLD) 

~ Transfers: Junior transfers are on the 
old, unless they wish to be on the 
new 
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O!d vs, New curriculum 
No, you may not "craft" a major out of 
parts of the Old and New curriculum 
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18 hours (6 courses) of ’C’ or better 
grades 

~ ONLY from required courses for that 
particular track 

~ This requirement is firm and NOT open to 
debate 
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No substitution of EXSS major courses 
~ BIOL 252 most common question 

~ Not BIOL 252 taken at UNC 

~ For E×$S minor, BIOL 252 is okay as pre-req of 
EX$$ 376 and 385 

~ Transfers: Maybe, depends, evaluation by $$ 

Transfer evaluation 
~ Recent change in Office of UG Education 
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Substitution of EXSS major courses 

ONE exception is EXS$-PSYC Double majors: 

For EXSS majors only: EXSS 273=PSYC 210+270+one 
more EXSS course, 

If student drops the PSYC major, then must take EXSS 
273 (even if they have already had PSYC 210 and 
270) 
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Academic Advising in Steele 
2 nd FIO0 Ir 

~ Natural Sciences and Mathematics Division 
Ms, Caldwell 
Ms. Cobb 
Ms. Graczyk 
Mr, Harvey 
Hs. Howard 
Mr~ Jahn 
MS. Nelson: 
Ms, Nunn 
Mr. Robinson 
Ms, Samples 
Dr, Shuster 

Graduation Advisor Team 
, Those graduating in current semester 
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Listserv 

Visits to classes 

Majors Manual 

Academic Advising 

EXSS website, Facebook, and Twitter 

EXSS-related Clubs (CSBC, PT, FP) 

Academic Advising website 

Faculty advising and office hours 
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,~S Success THANK YOU! 

"Learning is not 
compulsory .... neither is 
survival." 

W, Edwards Deming 
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Exercise and Spo~ Science 
(~niversity of North. Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 



Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz 

. Chairman 

Dr. Sherry Saiyer 

~ Director of Undergraduate Studies in EXSS 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Faculty/Academic Advisor 
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New Spots Medicine 
Building 

Stailings- Evans 
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There are ~=O~l~ ways to major in EXSS. 

N GENERAL EXSS N 

Specialization Coordinators 

Athletic Training - Dr. Meredith Petschauer 

Fitness Professional - Mr. Alain Aguilar 

Sport Administration - Prof. Barbara Osborne 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu ? ? re 

~ Pre-professional preparation 

Chiropractic 
Nursing 

Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 

Physician Assistant 

Pre-medical 
. Pre-dental 
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~EXSS 175 
oEXSS 188 
. EXSS 220 or EXS:S 221 
o EXSS 276 

BIOL 101/101L is required 
Math 110 is a pre-req for 273, 376 and 385 
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EXSS majors--175, 276, 376, 385 
Remember: 

~ Must always take 175 first 
~ Wilf take a MINIMUM of three terms to finish this four 

course sequence 
~ 385 pre-req is i75; 376 pre-req is 175 and 276 

Ideally: 
~ 175 first 
~ Then 276; then 376 or 385; then 376 or 385 

What can be combined?: 
~ 276 and 385--after having taken 175 
~ 376 and 385iafter having taken 175 and 276 
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Athletic Training 

~ Prepares you to take the BOC exam 

~ High School, College, Professional athletics 

~ Orthopedic Clinics 

~ Other allied health/medical fields 

Meredith 
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Application pro, g.ram; Five term program 
(summers don t count) 
October of Sophomore year (juniors can 
appl~, then but would have to stay a fifth 
year) 
Required for application:: EXSS 175 and 188 
(B or better in both) and 50 hours of 
observation in AT room 

~ GPA: 2.75 
See Dr. Petschauer 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu 

~ Fitness Professional 
Fitness Industry 

Personal Trainer 
Strength & Conditioning Coach 

Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
~ Corporate/Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 

re?? 



.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu 

~ Fitness Professional 
~ Fitness Industry 

~ Personal Trainer 
~ Strength Coach 

~ Cardiac Rehabilitation Centers 
~ Worksite Wellness 
~ Y’ s, Health Clubs, Camps 
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Start early. 

175, 276, 376, 410L~, 412~--will take 
five terms to finish. CAN ONLY TAKE :I:N 
TH:I:S ORDER!!! (~=not in Summer 
School) 
379-practicum--after 410L and 412 

See IVlr. Aguilar 
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.....~....The’,’,’,~’,~’,~’,’,’,’, The EXSS Major My Futu re ? ? 

Sport Administration 
Finance 
:und-raising 
vlarketing 
_egal/Compliance 
Operations 
Tickets 

Special sporting events 

16 



175 and 276mtwo terms 
Recommended progression: 
,221,322, 323 -- Junior year 

~ 324, 326- Senior Year 
(Note: ECON 101 is a pre-req for 324) 

~ 327 - recommended in Senior Year 
(Note: Grad School interest? Take 273) 

See Prof. Osborne and Dr. Stroman 

17 



.. ’,’,’,’, EXSS minors 
~ Available to ALL UNC Students 

~ Coaching Education 
~ By application only; Slots for those graduating 

in May 2012 and 2013 are full 

~ See Dr, Salyer 

~ Recreation- See Dr, Groff 

~ EXSS 

~ Not available to EXSS majors 

~ BIOL _I_O]L/:LO_IL Required 

Sherry 

18 



Lifetime fitness (LFIT) courses combine the practice of a sport or physical 
activity that can be sustained in later life with broader instruction in lifelong 
health. These courses carry one hour of academic credit. Students can enroll 
in only one, one-credit lifetime fitness course during their career at the 
University, and only one lifetime fitness course can be counted toward the 120 
hours needed for graduation. 

19 



Every EXSS specialization offers an EE 
credit (AT, FP & SA) 

The General EXSS Major curriculum 
does NOT have an EE credit course 

2O 



Center for the Stud~: of Retired Athletes 

Colle~S~port Research Institute: 
National Center for Catastrophic Spo~t 
Jim " uj_u__ry_ Research 

Get Real & Heel 
(An After Care Breast Cancer Program) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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............. 
~ Senior Honors Thesis 

3.2; two semesters; See Dr. Petschauer 

Hyatt Scholarship 

better; $2500 

Earey Award 

Graduating Sr; 3.6 

Rising Sr; 3.6; at least 2 EXSS courses with a iB or 

22 



Course availability 

Sophomore 

Fall semester--EXSS-AT hopefuls should 
be taking EXSS 175 and 188 or have 
completed it 

Others--nice if in EXSS col 
life shattering if not 

not 

23 



18 hours (6 courses) of ’C’ or better 
grades 

~ ONLY from required courses for that 
particular track 

~ This requirement is firm and NOT open to 
debate 

24 



No substitution of EXSS major courses 
~ BIOL 252 most common question 

~ Not BIOL 252 taken at UNC 

~ For E×$S minor, BIOL 252 is okay as pre-req of 
EX$$ 376 and 385 

~ Transfers: Maybe, depends, evaluation by $$ 

Transfer evaluation 
~ Recent change in Office of UG Education 

25 



Substitution of EXSS major courses 

ONE exception is EXS$-PSYC Double majors: 

For EXSS majors only: EXSS 273=PSYC 210+270+one 
more EXSS course, 

If student drops the PSYC major, then must take EXSS 
273 (even if they have already had PSYC 210 and 
270) 

26 



Academic Advising in Steele 
2 nd FIO0 Ir 

~ Natural Sciences and Mathematics Division 
Ms, Caldwell 
Ms. Cobb 
Ms. Graczyk 
Mr, Harvey 
Hs. Howard 
Mr~ Jahn 
MS. Nelson: 
Ms, Nunn 
Mr. Robinson 
Ms, Samples 
Dr, Shuster 

Graduation Advisor Team 
, Those graduating in current semester 

27 



Listserv 

Visits to classes 

Majors Manual 

Academic Advising 

EXSS website, Facebook, and Twitter 

EXSS-related Clubs (CSBC, PT, FP) 

Academic Advising website 

Faculty advising and office hours 

28 



,~S Success THANK YOU! 

"Learning is not 
compulsory .... neither is 
survival." 

W. Edwards Derning 

29 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, September 5, 2012 7:21 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 article) 

;) Joe’s latest... 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 

From: NYTimes.com [mailto:newstracker@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September 02, 2012 11:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 article) 

My Alerts September 2, 2012 

Alert Name: Joe Noceea 
September 2, 2012 Compiled: 1:03 AM ADVERTISEMENT 

Sunday Dialogue: How 

Co~porations Behave 

~M’~ dumbest idea Net... 
F×clusi’~ look at Apple’s la~st e×periment.., is it 

(NYT) 

Readers discuss business ethics 
and priorities over the years. 

More Articles On This Topic 

~.V~l.com 

Vi~a~ Black ~rdTM 
Conciergel Global VIP Status. Luxm~Without 

Limits. Apply Today! 

w~*¢w, bhc kcard.com 

Worst carb EVER ( 
health ~od causes fat gain, wild enemy & 

blood sugar swings 

ht~p:/iinb.fi.×you rb~ ugar.com 

About This E-mail 



You received this e-mail because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s My Alerts tool. As a member of the TRUSTe 
privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Alerts I 

Create a New Alert 

Change Your E-Mail 

Privacy Policy I 

® Advertise I 

® Contact I 

My Alerts Help 

Copyright 2012 I The NewYork Times Company I Privacy Policy I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, November 5, 2012 10:07 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
RE: response to listserv comment 

Very sad... I suggest we continue to have dialogue with rational persons on this campus. You can’t tame or educate him 

(to his satisfaction). 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~age. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 9:07 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: response to listserv comment 

Wow! This is unbelievable! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 10:10 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: response to lisLserv comment 

Unbelievable Part II. ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stup[dRy." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 10:10 AM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: response to listserv comment 



am not in the least surprised by his response. Not professional or an invitation to have further dialogue. He must be in 

true cave dweller if he thinks the notes expressed on the listserv are not forwarded to other campus folks. 

Don’t even spend another minute on this matter. See my new quote below. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qa~qe. Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Monday, October 29, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: response to lisLserv comment 

Wow -this is the response I got from Jay Smith. What a close minded ass! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, October 29, 2012 8:13 AM 
To." Osborne, Barbara 
Subject." Re: response to listserv comment 

Completely out of line? Here’s what’s out of line: a) that someone on this list forwarded a message that was directed 

not at you but at people who, by now, know my philosophy. What a cowardly thing to do. Whoever that was should 

have had the decency to respond on his or her own part; b) that you would impute all sorts of motives to me on the 

basis of a brief comment that was meant to be provocative. Your presumptuousness is pretty breathtaking. 

In any case, pretty much everything you say is either plain wrong or the product of blinkered and/or wishful thinking. If 

you think that l’m the one standing in the way of educating athletes, I have to wonder where in the world you’ve been. 

On 10/28/12 7:07 PM, Osborne, Barbara wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

A friend forwarded remarks that were recently made about and his future career in the NFL 



for my thoughts. I felt compelled to write to you directly, because I’m not a member of that list and 

because I felt that your comments were completely out of line for someone who is supposed to be an 

educator. 

First,           may have been recruited to play football, but it is the opportunity to receive an 

education that hooks most of our recruits. It is our job as educators to see that these students receive an 

education in the same way that we deliver to the fraternity boys, party girls, or any of the other students 

on this campus that might have competing interests besides the classroom. 

Second, advising    to sit would not "save" him for the NFL- it would likely harm his chances as the NFL 

scouts would think him too small and too high risk to play if he gets hurt this easily at the college level. 

Every practice and every game is a risk for every athlete. You can’t save him for potential future millions. 

Third, your thought that he will be making millions in the NFL is misguided as well. Very few players that 

are fortunate enough to be drafted actually make the final roster cut at the beginning of the season. The 

overwhelming majority will not survive their first year, and only a small percentage of professional football 

players make it through their third year and become eligible for the NFL pension plan. Research shows 

that the "average" NFL player would make more over his lifetime with a college degree than by going pro. 

Our student-athletes are better served by educating them while they pursue their dreams. 

Finally, I find the assumption that our revenue sport athletes don’t belong here to be elitist. Can you 

honestly say that the spoiled inner-Beltline Raleigh student with great grades and SAT scores because his 

mom and dad provided him with the best of everything who parties every night, barely attends class, and 

rarely makes an effort because he knows that mom and dad will contact his professor and try to bully them 

into bringing up his grade, deserves to be here more? The sweeping generalizations about what football 

and/or basketball players are or are not is unfair to each and every one of them. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this response. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



Exercise and Spo~ Science 
(~niversity of North. Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 
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Handout 
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Handout- Core EXSS classes 
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NCAA- Estimated Probability of Competing in Athletics Beyond H.S. data 
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Handout- 175 Suggestions from EXSS profs 

25 
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Profs are not your friends nor your parents! Manage your expectations. 

Friends and classmates - future employer and/or employee. Choose 
wisely! 

27 
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Sacrifice! 

29 



Content 

For ea(h i~roposed objective, initiatives and se~ 
oi~ actions, please discuss: 

im p~ementation 

Process 

Each Advisory Committee member is 
assigned to a breakout group. 

Each breakout group to discuss the 
implementation of each objective; 
issues we will face, additional actions 
and partnerships. 

10 minutes will be allowed for each 
objective; task force members to 
facilitate; Paul will signal when time to 
move on to next objective. 

Task Force will use feedback to 
inform the implementation process 



Implementation breakout groups" 
three 

2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 9:41 AM 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-In 

image001 .gif 

Great! I will also keep nudging them. Thanks for your attention to getting our students involved. ;) 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Feb 5, 2013, at 7:31 AM, "dholman@email.unc.edu" <dholman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning 

Thank you for your diligence and follow through in helping to secure performances for the Caucus 
Read-In. I have been contacted by: 

A. Harmonyx 
B. Victory in Praise Dancers 
C. EROT 

However, there have not been any confirmations, to date. To answer your question, Monday Feb 
11, 2013 would be great to have all program details finalized. Again thank you for your help; if you 
can send out a second "nudge" that would be fabulous!! 

Kindest Regards! 
DeVetta Holman Nash 
D. Holman-Nash,MPH 
CWS Campus Health 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919-966-3658 dholman@email.unc, edu 

From:                           ~unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2013 01:52:12-0500 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta<dholman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-In 

When do you need confirmation by? I emailed my groups on Friday. 

Public Relations I School of Journalism and Mass Communication 



From: dholman@email.unc.edu [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 3:06 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

ALL of the above:-)! Thanks! 

D 
D. Holman-Nash,MPH 
CWS Campus Health 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Ph: 919-966-3658 dholman@email.unc, edu 

From:                      alexis@unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2013 13:58:58 -0500 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta<dholman@email.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu> 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-In 

Hello! 

You’re looking for dancers right? Any singers or poets? 

Public Relations I School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: 
(:c: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

Dear 

Dr. Debby Stroman asked that I contact you to see if you would identify some performing arts groups to 



participate in our annual Read -In for Black History Month. Will you check and get back to me at your 

earliest convenience? 

Thanks, much! 

< imageOOl.gif> 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
Student Wellness Services 
Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 
Email: dholman @email.unc.edu 

"I have never met a broken child... I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." -Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their potential. It is not solely a biomedical quality 

measured through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual factors and includes cultural, institutional, 

socioeconomic, and political influences." 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:24 PM 

Smith, Michael <michael_smith@unc.edu> 

FW: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 

Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc; ATT00001.c 

Hi Michael. Here is another invoice. He may have to be loaded in the system as he is a new vendor. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dante Mitchell [mailto: ~icloud.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN 
(DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:18 PM 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Kevin York 

imagea77289.JPG; imagea4aabb.JPG; image0485c9.BMP; image020123.JPG 

You are THE man! 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 2:12 PM, "Kevin York" <kyork@bobcats.com> wrote: 

Thank you both for your help. 

KEVlN YORK 

Account Executive, Season Ticket Sales 

BOBCATS I SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.9015 

F 704.688.8733 

kyo~k@ bobcats.com 

<imagea77289.JPG> 

<imagea4aabb. JPG><image0485 c9.BMP><image020123. JPG> 
Statement of Confidentiality - This email contains privileged and confidential information. It is intended only for 
the recipient(s) listed above. Any unauthorized distribution or copying of this email is prohibited. If you received 
this email in error, please notify us immediately by reply email and delete it from your files. Thank you. 

From: Marc Jackson 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:47 PM 
To: Fred Whitfield; Peter Guelli; Flavil Hampsten 
Cc: Kevin York 
Subject: Kevin York 

All, 

I wanted to briefly interrupt your dayto acknowledge Kevin York. Always one of the first in and last out, 

Kevin is one of the hardest workers on Season Sales. He strives to exemplify all of the 5 characteristics 

(positive attitude, work ethic, commitment, openness to learning and commitment) we religiously preach. 

Just today, Kevin exceeded his 2012-13 YTD revenue goal of $275,000. In addition to that, he has recently 

exceeded his February Early Bird monthly goal of $15,000. Kevin is an another example that if you do the 

right things all the time, success will follow. 



Awesome job York[ Keep up the great work. 

MJ 

MARC JACKSON 

Senior Director, Season Ticket Sales 

BOBCATS I SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704.688.8831 

F 704.688.8736 

mjackson@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 6:16 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@enmil.unc.edu> 

FW: [faculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empow~r, 
9~9.843.0336 

"You wN never reach your destination i[you stop and throw stones at every do~ that 
W. Churchill 

Fmm~ Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbroo~@live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Harch 07, 20~3 ~2:~ PH 
To= discussion 
Subje~t~ RE: [faculW--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

co~ches et 

Fmm~ S~Ma Tom~ kov~ [ma~lto:tomasOunc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Narch 07, 2013 12:26 PN 
To~ Nscuss~on 
Subje~t~ Re: [NculD--athlet~cs4orum] FAC, FAC COONCIL etc. 

ARG is not asking for m~ OUTSIDE intervention or discussion. To the contrary, ARG is asking tbr an honest UNC conversation about issues that should trouble us all. 

A report generated by some firm is not getting us off the hook as nmch as many would wish to move on. ARG is asking that [INC FACULTY, administration m~d 

athletics have a lhce-to-face honest exchange of opinion, ~ that each side knows where they stand. Hiring m3 outside firm or inviting ~meone to tell us what we should 

think is nice and an easy way out. 

SiMa 

On 3/7/2013 8:48 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

Colleagues, 

I am concerned that this path will, once agai~, mmginalize the ARG with respect to other groups on campus. Specifically: because the next step in what 

the Chancellor has almady plmmed is to have Hunter Rawlings lead a panel to discuss the role of athletics at LINC and potentially more broadly, I think 
m~y reasonable outside obscrver would see the request here that we have a series of conversations on precisely that question as redunde~t. I think it 

would be thr wiser for the request to be that the Rawlings commission be asked to handle its task through a very open, conversational process like the one 

envisioned in our document. 

Hem’s where we stan& in my view. We asked for FEC to launch a faculty-led investigation of what happened. They did so, and in large past because of 
us they recommended high-status independent inquiries into (a) what happened; m~d (b) the role of athletics at UNC in genera]. The administration 
responded by agreeing to do both: first the Mastin inves~6gation, then the Rawlings commission. I think we all agree that the Martin investigation was veu 
shoddy, but that doesn’t change the Fact that the adminis~tration chartered it la, gely because faculty asked them to do so. 

Now, having asked for and been granted a high-profile, independent panel assessing the role of athletics on campus, and roughly a month before that 

panel is due to begin its work, we contemplate sta~ding up at Faculty Council to launch another request, for all the world veU related to the Rawlings 

commission? IfI were Holde~, or Jan, or frankly any random member of Faculty Council, I would look ve~ negatively on this unless there’s some way in 

which it is distinct from the process that’s alreaxty happening *and* a reason why it has to happen now instead of once that process is over. 

Best, 
Andy 

On 03/06,/2013 10:22 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Rudi--no need to apologize for not being them. The Friday before spring 
break is easily the worst possiNe time to have one of these meetings, 
and I wasn’t trying to "guilt trip" anyone about that. 

Your remarks are very usethl, though, m3d with your permission I think 
I’ll mad straight from them Friday. I hear you on the request to move 
to a later meeting, and I’m also frustrated that our issue is given a 
whopping 10 minutes, but if we wait until later, we might as well write 
olt’this semester~ I think. I’d hate to do that. (My sense is that these 
issues will never be adequately addressed at Fac Council; the agenda is 



way too crowded and the dynamics axe all wrong.) I’ll just tl?~ to be my 

most efficient self Friday and see if we can at least get a response 
from the crowd. May~e I’ll blow a whistle to wake eve~one up. I’ll play 

the fight s~ng! I think yoffre right about Williams and Fedora, by the 

way. And yes, administrators need to stand and answer our questions for 

once. And yes, too, that we need to figure out a mechanism to 

"operationalize" the majority views that come out of these discussions. 

-Jay 
On 3/6/13 9:58 PM, Colloredo-Manst~ld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hello Eve~one, 
I am one of those who cannot make the meeting Friday and I am sons~ 

about that. 

I am grateful to Jay for everything he has done to keep the ARG active 

and informed and yes I can imagine people want to shrug of the ARG 

Jay in paxticular, but we are far better off having Jay speak bluntly 

and directly about all this that keeping quiet. 

Belbre we talk about the town hall meetings, I think it is worth 

reminding people about what a mess we have. I was at UCLA M~en the 

basketball coach was fired for falsifying receipt~ and I was at Iowa 

when two vice-presidents were fired in the midst of a rape ~andal 

involving foot~ll players. Those were nothing co~npared to we have 

done to our university: NFL-bound players banned from the UNC temn, 

footl~all coach fired, NCAA sm~ctions~ chair of academic departtnent 

resigning, chancellor resigning, hundreds of suspicious grades, faked 

classes, academic support program under suspicion, report after report 
oft’ere& then challenged, and finally the entire universi~,’s 

credentials ques~tionecL so much so that the chief academic officer of 

the universi~, is sending out inspectors to see if professors actual 

teach classes. 

We need a response that matches this horrible record. The town hall 

meetings need the involvement of people wbo lead this university and 

who axe committed to getting things back on ~lid ground and out of 

this quicksand. 

For ~ne, that would need to include the dean of the college. I would 

like to hear what she values in the sports program what she personally 

values~ not what the NCAA tells us we should value. I would like to 

hear where her limits are. At what point is too much asked of her 

students who play, on a sports reran? 

To matter, Roy Willimns needs to be at one of the town hall meetings. 

I don’t mind if he is coddled and leaves without taking any questions 
but I want to hear what these degrees that his players have earned at 

Carolina and at K~sas mean to him. What does a Carolina education 

mean to him when he thinks about his players? Given all that is 

expected of him ~d his players, has he ever risked success on the 

court for one of his player’s achievement in the classroom? 

These same questions should be put to Larry Fedora. He has been to 

such different academic ins~titutions, his perspective could be 

interes~ting. 

And to matter, the facul~’ needs to speak up about how the events of 

the last three years have attEcted their view of sports and whether 

they think any real damage has been done here. 

I will also say I have high expectations. Public meetings of the 
citizenry (or ~aculty) should produce binding results. I grew up in a 

small town in Massachusetts where people ran the town in the town 

meeting. When I was old enough to vote, my mother dragged me to town 

meeting so that they would have quorum ~d the voice votes could 

happen to pass the plavming ordinance or buy the bulldozer or whatever 

was in the warrant. I also got to vote in two Iowa caucuses at our 

elementaw school, where showing up in the second grade classroom for 

Howard Dean or liblar3~ for Mike Huckabee meant you were actually 
casting your vote. The town hall meetings that we are calling for are 

not to vent. but to fix things in a practical way. 

Having shared all this, I see that for a second time, the discussion 

of all these problems will be upstaged by the strategic planning 
effort. The timing evidently has been determined by Tom Ross. I think 

it would be wise to ask to have this athletic issue moved to a council 

meeting where it ca~ be given its due. 



RUdi 

From: Southall, Richard Michael [~uthall(a)email.anc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:55 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-formn] FAC, FAC COUNCIL etc. 

Colleagues: 

CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 

conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization 

and 

also ruth contacting local or national participants. Let me know and we 

can get to work on this. 

In addition, at our co~fference we roll have three panels that should 

be of 

interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 

faculty "town-hall meeting" that will address the lager issue of 

academic 

freedom. 

I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for eve13~one’s 
infi~rmafion. 

Richard 

Dr. Richad M. SoutlM1 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax- 919.962-6235 

southall~;email a~nc~edn 

UNC Spoilt Administration website: 

overview/ 

CSRI website: ~a~a~-.unc.e&~/csri <hN~:/A~vw.unc~edu,’csri> 
CSRI Cont~rence on College Slyort website: w~wv.csricont~rence.org 

<http://w~wv.csricontbrence~ow’-> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die sloMy, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 3/6/13 6:45 PM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmith(e-~enmil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, bnt I heard just today that the Rawlings process will not begin 

until April 19. A week befole the end of the term’? Huge mis~ke to 

w~t that long, in my opinion. We’ve aheady waited far too long. 

Perhaps RaMings can help tie up the spring Nscussion and set us up for 

the fail... 

On 3/6/13 6:42 PM, Pemn, Andrew J wrote: 



Since Rawlings will presumably be sta~4fing his review this spring, it 
might make sense to sugges~t the conversations in conj m~cflon with that 
process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town 
otherwise 
would go to the meeting. 

Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM, "Jay- Smith" <ia’~smith(d~emedl.ut~c.edu> wrote: 

Hello: 

Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeflng and about our plans 

tbr Ffday. Let me begin with Friday. As "things stand at the momenl, 

I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly) and ask the Council 

for its endorselnent of our basic request--i, e., that someone 

ilnmediately begin the process of iNflating a co~pus-wide, 

no- holds-bin-red and well publicized series of discussions about 

athletics at UNC. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 

there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to volunteer, please 

contact me. I believed I am on the program now, but would happily cede 

if someone is interes~ted. (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 

now that the more ARG is identiiied with me "the less seriously it will 

be taken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 

can’t imagine it will be more than a 3- 5 minute thing. 

As for FAC: 

Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 

several key persomiel from ASPSA to come explain the tutoring process. 

Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt for them 

because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 

and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 

"closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
will even remember all of the discussion I was present for, but for me 
the highlights (and sources of conflnning concern) were: 

--Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 

program tbr "especially challenged" athletes, m~d provided some 

telling 

numbers. ’][’here are 80 athletes in the program, 40 fiom football. 

Using poweipoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 

are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 

self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading 

comprehension 

levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 

ability to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 

would say...you’re hoping that eventaally they’ll be writing ~md 

reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 

situation. In thct. it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 

I tbr one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that rome of 

these 

students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 

UNC. 

--In a faux pas ibr the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 

(the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 

the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS VvqTIO CAN GRADUATE FROM LEEP? 

HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 

this particular kind of gallows humor seems pretty telling. 
--Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 

said "two, maybe two and a haltT’ This conflicts with other things 

we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 

that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 

two people to go to--Bethel a~d (I think) Beth Lyons. 

--He also noted that ,nos~t of the people in this new program are in 

their first and second yems, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 

at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
challenged people eveU year. 

--Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about numbers of 

students served. Something veD~, veU strange happened over in ASPSA 



in fall, 2011. That fall there were 1,110 appointments made mad 439 

students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 

included.) Immediately thereal?ter, tutoring was limited to the 

academically needy (especially tbotball) and the number of students 
with appointments dropped all the way to 379 (with 172 served in 

total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 

>from fail 2011 is fftriking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 

adequately explained. 

Those are my highlights. Others who were there (including committee 

members) should t~el free to chime in. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~’--athletics-forum as: 

~!)__d__r__e___w_____p__e_r__n__!)_@__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.. To unsubscfibe 

click here: 

IA’acnlty--athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 

leave-32845368-48699881 ~dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d~listservmnc.ed 

-- Yon are currently subscribed to IZaculU--athletics- thrum as: 

sonthalI(tbemail.mac.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: 

l:acul .ty--athletics- forum&o=32845568, or send a blank email to 

leave- 32845568-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6~listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facully--athletics-fornm as: 

iavsmith~emailx~nc~edu. To unsnbscribe 

click here: 

http:/ilists.unc.edt~’u?id=48699857.65997791MM5b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l= faculty- -athletics- forum&o=32845914 

or send a blank emaJl to 

leave- 32 84 5 914-4 86998 5 7.6 5 997 7 91b*$b4 563 8d9f69 5 22ac998ca9(i~Ii stserv, unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to lZacul ,ty--athletics-forum as: 
andrew pemn@unc.e&~. To unsubscribe 
click here: 
http://lists.unc,edu,’u?idM8699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I t:acultv--athletics-fi)rum&o 32845948. 
or send a blank ema~l to 
leave-3284594 8-4 8699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv amc.edn. 

You are currently subscribed to l:acul .ty--athletics- forum as: e_sy_b__~:o_9~g@live.unc.edu. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t__t_l?: :( :!!i ~ _t_~:_tLrLc_:_e_ _~__u__/__t_~ ~ i~t______5_ _4__ _5___6_ __2___8_ _7__~_:_d____3__7_ __e__l _’J_ __2_ __d__l~ __5_ _e___6__]~_b__~__9__(_ }__7_ _f__4__t_ _’_4_ _2__ _~_t_]~__2_ !___M_ __&__ _~ ___i ~’___&__ !_____l_:_a__c___u_!_t2f__-_ _-_ _g_t_!~!_e__t_i__c_~ _-_ _{ ~_r!_[_n_)_ ~ _____3_ _2__ _8__ _4___S_’__4_ __2_ ~ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32848423-54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2fb4(g~)listsetx’.unc.edt~ 



You are cnrrently subscribed to t~culty--athletics-forum as: dstro(a~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists,unc.edtiu?id=48699886.7b78768854671 bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=:T&l=facultv--athletics- l’orum&o=32848518 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.~..e..~.~.2~8~4~8..~..~..~..-..4..~..6..c.).~)...8..8..~:..7..b~7~8...7~6...8...8~5..4~b~7...~...~?.~.~?~}~)~i.~.~1~.:.u~.:~.~.~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Tuesday, April 2, 2013 12:01 PM 

Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson 
<brenda malone@unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Peggy Jablonski 

@gmail.com>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, 
Mary (Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Caudill, Walter Lowry 
<wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Jen <            @yahoo.com>; Marilyn McClain 
<           @nc.rr.com>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Southall, 
Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Marks, Bonita L 
<marks@email.unc.edu>; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, 
James H Jr <jim_iohnson@unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 
Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Stroman.xlsx 

’qt is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds 

could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust 

and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort 

without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great 

devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, 

and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold and 

timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat." T. Roosevelt 

What a super blessing to receive today! Thanks for your ongoing support... 

Big Hugs, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:15 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: 



Deb, 
I am happy to let you know that you are one of three winners of the Class of 1996 Award for 
Advising Excellence for 2013. This award is based on student nominations only and student 
comments are attached. 

You are invited to the A ~ S Honors Ceremony on Tuesday, April 23 from 5-6:30pm at Hyde Ha[[ in 
the University Room. You wi[[ receive a plaque at the ceremony and there is a cash award of $750. 

Congratulations, 
Mari[yn 

MarJlyn J. Wyrick 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 
2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 
The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, April 15, 2013 12:28 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

cv.pdf 

FYI. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
w. Churchill 



CaroiinaBiack Caucus -Community 
Building Workshop I: 

Relationships and Partnerships 

VISIONS, Inc. 
www. visions-inc, org 

Angela R. Bryant, J.D. -~.!~.!~.~?.~.~!jZ~.i!~.~.£[~}~!![!~.:~:~. 
Richard Pinderhughes, Ph.D.- rickp@visions-inc.or,q 

V~SIONS inc. 



Goals for Session 

Identification of the special challenges and 
opportunities that Black faculty and staff face across 
campus 

Examine how race and gender affect the ability to 
connect and build partnerships within and outside of 
one’s unit 

Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective 
in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

Communication skills for building connections and 
relationships 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Agenda Plan 
¯ WelcomelGoalslContext/AgendalLogistics 

¯ Introductions Activity 
¯ Guidelines Tool for Communication and 

Equity/App!ications Activity 
¯ Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explore the 

Impact of Historically Included and Excluded 
Group Memberships:;lmpact on Black faculty and 
staff experience at UNC 

Modern Ism and Internalized Oppression Pitfalls 
and Alternatives Emotional Literacy as a tool; 
Applications 

Closure and Evaluation (Large Group) 

V~SIONS inc. 
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VISIONS Toolbox 

Chock4n 

~eat~g S~fe~ f~r Learning: F~edb~ck and 

Systemic Oppr~ssior~ -- ~ 1~ 1sins or F~ms of ~SMS} Exclusion# Ta~etand Non- 

Alternative Bdmvio~s (";S~"~Non-ta~got side ~ n~ut~ml ho;~, takiog rosponsibitltytprobl~ 

4 



Guidelines 

"Try on" 

it’s okay to disagree; it is not okay to blame, 
shame, or attack, self or others 

Practice "self-fo cus" 

Practice "both/and" thinking 

Notice both process and content 

Be aware of intent and impact 

Confidentiality 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Three Dimensions of Change 
individual and ()~gm~izatk~nal 

Coo~nitive 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Feelings As Messengers 
Feeling Families 
- Sad 

Messages 
- There is a loss 

- I n:eed comfort, space~ and/or 
support to grieve and let go 

- Scared - There is danger 

- I need protection and support 

- Mad 

- joyful 

- Peaceful 

- Powerful 

- There is a violation 
- I need to set limits, andlor re- 

establish boundaries 

- Keep on:! 

7 



Multicultural 
Change 

Process of 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Mo n oc ultu rail sm 

::~ Non-Target Groups 

(systematically 
treated "better- 
than" or superior) 

(systematically 
treated "less than 
or inferior) 

Systemic 

Oppression ([SIMS) 

The targeting of ~!ii~i,’ 
certain groups ,~ 
"as less" and "for 
less" of society’s 
benefits, power and 

resources ~ 

Institutionalized at 
four levels and in 
three dimensions 

9 



king Strategies for 

Cultural 

VISIONS Inc. 8/2004 

]0 



Core Concepts--Common Language and 
A pproa¢ h to M ulticultu ralism 

Monocultu~ralism, Multiculturalism, Diversity, Pluralism, Systemic 
Oppression, The "ISMS" 

Prejudice 

Non-Target GroupslUnearned Privilege 

Both Positive and Negative consequences and Joy, value, pain 
and loss in both target and non-target experiences 

:: Prejudice and oppressive behaviors are learned and can be 
unlearned 

We are not to blame for our early learning and we can take 
responsibility for growing, learning and changing now 

Oppression and change occur at four levels and in tihree 
dimensions 

::: Modern Ismilnternalized Oppression Theory 

:~:~: WorldView Differences 

11 



Assumptions and Definitions 
~ MONOCULTURALISM 

- tihe belief that one group’s way is the right 
way and superior 

-tihe rejection of differences at the personal, 
interpersonal, institutional, and cultural 
levels... (i.e. "my way or the highway") 

-sets up the process of targeting other 
groups as "less than" and consequently 
"for" less of society’s benefits, power and 
resources 

VISIONS inc. 12 

12 



Assumptions and Definitions 

MULTICULTURALISM 
- Refers to the process of coming t:o 

>> recognize 

>> understand, and 

>> appreciate 

our own culture, and cultures other than our own 

- It stresses an appreciation of the: impact of 
differences such as by gender, race, age, class, 
sexual orientation, religion, physical ability, etc. 

V~SIONS inc. 13 
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Assumptions and Definitions 

DIVERSITY 

-diversity is who we are 

-a descriptive term used to refer to a broad 
range of differences 

-can be used quantitatively 

V~SIONS inc. 14 
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Assumptions and Definitions 

Cultural Pluralism 
¯ refers to cultural diversity within a given political 

or social structure 
¯ the creation of systems and practices that allow 

for the recognition and use of the contributions 
of each group to the whole 

° replaces the "melting pot" conceptualization 
with the concept of the "salad bowl" 

¯ stresses the importance of both uniqueness 
and a commitment to deal cooperatively with 
common needs, issues and concerns 

V~SIONS ~r~c. 15 
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Assumptions and Definitions 

:.::::::::: LEVELS OF OPPRESSION 

-Personal 
¯ values, beliefs, feelings 

-Interpersonal 
¯ behavior 

-Institutional 
¯ rules, practices, policies, procedures 

- Cultural 
¯ beauty, truth, right 

V~SIONS ~n¢. 16 

16 



ona! 
~Values 

Beliefs 
,~Feelings 
~Attitudes 
~Opinions 

,- Policies 
> Practices 
>Rules 
:~ Proced ures 
; Systems 

~.Wo rldview ~ Media 
~Stories 
~- Climate 
;Shared Values 
~Unwritten Rules 

~ Behaviors 
>Treatment 
>Relationships 
~, Communications 

~- Public Opinion 
~Symbolic/Ritual 
>Group Dynamics 
> Norms 

V~SIONS inc. 17 
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Oppressi°n i 
Racism i RacelColor 

Sexisrn i Gertder 

Gencterisrn ~ Ge~de~ ldentityiEx#ression 

C!aseism ~ SocioEconomic Class 

~ Educet~o~ Level 

~ P~ac¢ ~n the H~e~archy 

Whites 

Men 

Non-Transget~de~ 

Gender Con:learning 

Middle Upper Class 

People of Coier 

i Women 

i T~-aP, sge~der 

i Ge~der No:noOonforrnJ~9 

Poet: WorKing C~aes 

~ ~Tdgrm~ly Educated 

Managers, Exempt, Facuky ~ C~eficat. Nof~-Exernpt, Students ~ 

Religious i Christians. Pro~esta~ts 
Oppressie~ ~ Religion 

Anli-Sern:ilism 

Militarism i Military Status 

Age sm 

~ Age 

Nete[osexism ~ Sexua~ Orientation 

Ab~eism ~ Phys~ca~ or Menta]AM~ity 

Christian, s Jews 

WWl & If, Korean,         i Vieh~:am \&’at Vats 

Gulf, h’a:q. Af~gl~anis~an Vels ~ 

Young Adults (25-39 yrs.) Elders (40e 

Adults ~ CM~d:ren & Youth 

Heterosexuais i Lesbiaas. Gays. Bisexua:fs 

Temporarily Able Bodied [ Physically or Mental,~y 

¯ i . [ Ci~alle:nged . 
Xenophobia i IrnrnigrantStatus US Born irnm:igrant 

Linguistic i Language -cZnglish i English as Second L~nguagle9 
Oppression ~ ~ Nun-~nglish 

]9 



Unique Target/Non-Target Groups for your setting 

Types of Variable Non*Target Target Groups 
Oppression Grou ps 

V~SIONS ~r~¢. 
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Target/Non-Target: Activity: 
Your Target Group Identities 

Which target groups are you or have 
you been a member of? Circle all that 
apply. 
Peopie of color 
Support staff/supervisees 
Poor/worki:ng class 
Informally of less formally educated 
Women 
TransgenderiGender NonoConforming 
JewslMuslims/CatholicslJehovah % 
Witness, Atheist, Wiccan, etc. 
Elders I40+) 
Children 
Les~bian= Gay, Bisexual 
People with disabilities 
Vietnam vets 
Immigrant 
English as a second language, deaf 
people 

What are so:me strengths that 
come from your experiences as 
a member of one of the groups 
you circled? Write down the 
words that come to mind to 
describe those strengths. 

What are some of the ways that 
you experience inequality and 
exclusion as a member of that 
same tar.qet group? 

¸21 
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Target/Non-Target Activity: 
Your Non-Target Group Identities 

Which ~on-target groups are you or have you 
been a member of? Circle al~ those that apply 

White/Caucasian 

Management/S~pervisors 

Forll~ally or ’more" educated 

Men 

Non-Transge:nderiGender Conforming 

Protestants 

You:rig perso:ns;’children 

Ac~lts/Midd~e-aged persons 

H eterose~ua[ 

Te~lporarfly a~ble-bodied people 

English as a first ~anguage 

Midd{e/Owning C{a:ss 

US pass#ort~’:born 

WWi,Korean,Gulf War vets 

What are some strengths that come from 
your experiesces as a member of one of 
the non-tar e&e~gt roups you circted? 

Now, describe a time you were treated 
"better tharf beca£{se ef your 
membership in that same no:n4arg._e_t_ 
qroup. (privilege) 

Now, describe time when you fou:nd 
yourself treating a person i~ the 
.c..o..rz.e..s.p..o.g..d.i..n~q..t.a..r.g.e..t..g..rg.gl~. as "less than" 
(may have bees intentional o:r 
u~qintention:al, conscious or unconscious 
or as bystander). 

Describe one painfu~ cost or negative 
consequence of bei:£g in that aon-target 
qroup. 

22 



NON-TARGET TARGET 

Old Fashioned 
"ISMS," 

Modern "ISMS" 
use by non-tar,qet of nora 
"ism" related reasons for 
continuing to deny equal 
access to opportunity ~a~> 
(e.g., use by whites of non-rage reEated 
reasons. ~it’s not the blacks, it’s the 
buses’) 

welPintentioned, sometimes 
subtle behaviors, that 
continue the historical 
power imbalance 

Survival Behaviors 

Internalized 
Oppression (10) 
- internalizing attitudes about 

inferiority by tar.qets 

- the reaction to unhealed 
mistreatment over time 

VISIONS inc. 
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Modern "ISM and Internalized 
Oppression Theory 

MODERN "ISM" 
BEHAVIORS 

- Rescuing 

- Blaming 

- Avoiding 

- Denying the Differences 

- Denying the Impact of the 
Differences & the 1sins 

INTERNALIZED 

OPPRESSION BEHAVIORS 

- System Beating 

- Blaming 

- Anti-(white, male...) Avoiding 

- Denying nqy target group 

- Denying the Impact of my 
Differences & the ’ls~ms 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Alternative Behaviors for 
M.odern "ISM" a~.d Internalized Oppressions. Behaviors 
Helping 

instead of RescLling 

Problem 
Solving/Responsibility 

instead of Blaming 

Make Mutual Contact 
instead of Avoidtng 

Notice Differences 
instead of Deny~hg 
Differences 

Learn, Ask about, Notice the 
Impact 

instead of Denying the 
in?pact 

Confront/Speak Up 
instead of System Beating 

Take Responsibility for my part 
instead of B/among 

Share Information/Make Contact 
instead of Avoiding 

Notice and Share Information about 
My Differences & Culture 

instead of Denying my target group 

Notice, Ask and Share Info about 

the impact of the "ism on me and 

my target group 

- instead of Denying the fmpact 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Sell-Assessment - # 1 
1. Name one or more non:4arget 

groups that I be!ong to as a 
member of this team and/or 
my community 

White/Caucasian 
Management!Supervisors 
Formally or "more" educated 
Men 
Protestants 
Young persons/children 
Adults!Middle-aged persons 
Heterosexual 
Temporarily able-bodied people 
Engtish as a first/dorninant 

language 
Middle/Owning Class 
US passpoWborn 
WWI,Korea:n,Gulf War vets 

2. What Modern "ISM" Behaviors 
do I find myself doing in my 
work (can be unintentional) that 
perpetuate the ISMS? 

-Rescuing 

Blamii~g 

Avoiding 

Denying the Differences 

Denying the Impact of the 
Differences & the lsms 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Self-Assessment - # 2 
3. Name one or more talget groups 

that t belong to as a: member of 
this team and/or my community 

Peopte of color 
S u pport staff/su pervisees 
Poodworking class 
Informally or less formally educated 
Women/transgender 
J ews!M uslimsl 

Catholics/Jehovah’s Witness, not 
ChristiantProtestant 

Elders ~40+} 
Children 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender 
PeopIe with disabilities 
Vietnam vets 
Immigrant 
English as a second language: deaf 

people 

4. What Internalized Oppression 
Behavi~[~do I find myself doing in 
my work {can be unintentional) that 
perpetuate the ISMS?      ’ 

A- To Survive    B-As a hairier 
System Beating 

- Blaming 

- Anti-(white, male..) Avoiding 

- Denying my ta~et grom# 

Denyii:ng the Impact of my 
£)ifferences & the lsms 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Self-Assessment -#3 
6. What am I doing or not doing at each of the 4 LEVELS OF 

OPPRESSION that might be contributing to, or perpetuating ISMS 
in my work? 

Personal -values, beliefs, feelings, attitudes, bias, prejudice 

Interpersonal- behaviors, communications, skills, treatment, 
relationships 

Institutional- rules, practices, policies, procedures, demographics, 
power structure 

Cultural- group climate, shared values/normststandards, 
mediafpublic opinion, group dynamics, beauty, truth, right 

V~SIONS ~r~¢. 
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Self-Assessment - #4 
What Alternati~’e l~el~avio~s can 1 practi~ce fi’om my non-tar~e~ ~rOUl) 
membershil~s at each of the 4 Levels to eliminate or interrupt the 

ISMS? .o. strt~ctural racism in particular? 

Nora Target Groups 
Modern "ISM" Alternatives 

Helping 
instead of Rescuing 

Problem 
SolvinglResponsibility 

instead of Blaming 
Make Mutual Contact 

instead of Avoiding 
Notice Differences 

instead of Denying 
Diffe ten ces 

Learn, Ask about, Notice the 
Impact 

instead of DenyLng the 
Impact 

V~SIONS inc. 
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Self-Assessment - #5 
What Alternative Behaviors can I practice fi’om my target ~roup 

memberships at each of the 4 Levels to eliminate or inter~’upt the 

ISMS ..... structural racism itl particttlar? 

Tar_qet Groups 

Internalized Oppression Alternatives 
Confront!Speak Up 

instead of System Beating 
Take Responsibility for my par~ 

instead of Blaming 

Share Information! Make Con:tact 
instead of Avoiding 

Notice and Share information about My 
Differet~ces & Culture 

instead of Denying my target group 

Notice, Ask and Share Info aboutthe 

impact of the 1sin on me and my target 

group 

instead of Det~ying the Impact 

V~SIONS inc. 3O 

3O 



Alternative Behaviors Worksheet 
Take one multicultural issue or problem for which you want to explore 
solutions; IDENTIFYm 

The types of ’ISMs" or Oppression: involved: 

The target and non-target groups involved: 

The specific behaviors by non-targets and targets that are a part of the 
problem: 

If possible, label the problem: behaviors by non-targets and targets 
using the Modern "ISM" and Internalized Oppression behaviors: 

Identify the options/alternative behaviors that would bring about (or 
have brought about) better results: 

Identify any options from other tools, e.g. guidelines, feelings, 4 levels, 
etc.: 

V~SIONS ~nc. 31 
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Work Planning 
Key learnings or re-learnings that I want to apply are: 

will start: 

will stop: 

will continue: 

will ask for the following support from others (specify from 
whom): 

V~SIONS inc. 32 
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Closure: 

Any "unfinished business" 

¯ Apipreciations 
° Regrets 

V~SIONS inc. 33 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 9:45 PM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Re: KI Advisor meeting May 6 @ 8-9:30 

don’t have anything. I will ask her to resend. Thanks. 

d 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, June 2, 2013 5:28 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Advisor meeting May 6 @ 8-9:30 

You should have gotten some calendar invites from Ronda. Let me know if they did not get to you. First meeting of the next academic year will be in late August. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, June 2, 2013 12:35 PM 

To; Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Advisor meeting May 6 @ 8-9:30 

Hi Mary. I haven’t forgotten this note. I still am not sure of my teaching schedule. Right now, I start at 9:00 and will finish by 11:00 every day. Kevin says that this schedule might 

change. The FYS Sport Entrepreneurship course is T/R at 9:30. 

From: Mary Napier <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:29 PM 

To: Brent Lane <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Mark Little <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Jim Johnson <JohnsonJ@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, Maryann 

Feldman <                @gmail.com>, "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Paul Friga 

<Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, Ted Zoller 

<Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu>, Kay Spivey <kay spivey@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, Margaret Swanson <Margaret Swanson@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, "Smith, Kennetha Ariel" <kennetha@unc.edu>, "Wilson, Betty L" <betty wilson@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Advisor meeting May 6 @ 8-9:30 

Our last scheduled KI Advisor meeting will be on June 10~ One other item for discussion is to establish a reoccurring meeting time starting in August. Please look at your teaching 

schedules and other commitments and send me options that fit with your schedules. A cadence of every 2 to 3 weeks would be optimal. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 ° fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:31 PM 

To: "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

Maryann Feldman                 ~@gmail.com>, judith cone <jacone@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, drharoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry)" <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: KI Advisor meeting May 6 @ 8-9:30 

Kenan Institute Advisor Agenda 

May 6, 2013 

8-9:30 am, Boardroom 3rd floor Kenan Institute 

8:00-9:15 am     Presentations 
1. Board discussion Mary Napier and Joe DeSimone 
Discussion will center on board reconstitution, board membership, board structure and by-laws, new KI rollout event in conjunction with the 

board meeting in the fall. 

Kenan’s availability is uncertain. We are searching for dates in 0ctober/November. 

Before tile May 6 meeting send to Joe and Mary all suggestions for board membership. 

2. Entrepreneurial Concierge Service       Ted Zoller and Cindy Reifsnider 

9:15-9:20 am If time is available open report out; only i or 2 
9:20-9:30 Action and Agenda Items for next meeting (May 20) 
Continue to send board member suggestions 

Review and comment on by-law document which outlines the governance structure for board 



If rollout event planned for first board ~neeting, send suggestions on agenda and speakers 

1. Responding to requests for data Maryann Feldman 

Next meetings 
Monday, May 20, 8-9:30 

Monday, June 10, 8-9:30 
Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan glagler Business School 

CaI~qpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° mnapier~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:10 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
FW: [thearg] Suggestion from Richard Southall 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 
In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wayne Lee [maiFto:welee@emaiLunc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:20 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Suggestion from Richard Southall 

All, 
Richard called me (tho’ now in SC, he is following the list), and suggested that we consider his wife Deborah Southall 

~:ilexss.m~c.edui~:acul~videborah-sou~halli for the provost’s committee. Although a lecturer, she is not worried (for various 
reasons) about blowback. She regularly has athletes (many!) in the classroom, and she has been (obviously) in close conversation on 
these issues with Richard. Not currently on our listserv, but she is interested in serving. I’d be happy with that solution (after adding 
her to this group!). 

Wayne 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu www.unc.edu/~welee 
www.amazon.com!Wayne-E.-Lee/e/B001KHRXKW/ref=ntt athr_dp~el_l 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.ed~£~?id=62524524.013bOO48bfeSfl 9c85elgd71 ld338e5d&n=T&l=thearg&o=33504535, or send a blank 
email to leave-33504535-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu. 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 3760 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3760 

(919) 962-5196 

Bil! To: 
Department of Exercise and Sports Science 
Attn: Deborah Stroman, PhD, CLU 
315 Woolen Gym, CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
UNC 

Invoice #: 
Date: 

7t O9 
1 01t t/1 3 

For Business Office Use Only: 
PAiD    ARV# 

RCPT# 
Date: 
RFI# 

[] Partial [] Complete 

-’OR UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT USE 

Debit (Acct Charged) ....... Credit (Acct Reimbursed) 
Ledger Account Obj Amount          Ledger Account Object 

...... $631.69 ................... 3 0582 

Approval of Department for debit: Date: 

I 
" ~~~n~ager             --~Athleti~Dept Supervisor i~ r~uired~ 

¯ Return Original Invoic.e....with approvals to the Athletic Business Office, CB 8550, for processing. 

FOR OUTSIDE VENDOR USE 
Qua ntity Des cription 

CAROLINA SPORT."~ BUSINESS & FITNESS EXPO CONCOURS 
CLUB EVENT 10/5/20!3 

1 
I3 

Facility Use Fee - Concourse Club 
Facility Housekeeping Fee 

Unit Price Total 

$500.00 
$10.I3 

$500.00 
$131.69 

Total Invoice $631.69 
Please make your check payable to UNCAA and mail to: 

Athletic Business Office, PO Box 3760, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3760 
Please include invoice number on your check.        Please return original invoice with your check. 

ORIGINAL 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 3760 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-3760 

(919) 962-5t 96 

Bill To: 
Department of Exercise and Sports Science 
Attn: Deborah Stroman, PhD, CLU 
315 Woolen Gym, CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~ 
i nvoice #: 
Date: 

7t09 
t0Ilt/13 

For Business Office Use Only: 
PAl D    ARV# 

RCPT# 
Date: 
RFI# 

[] Partial [] Complete 

;OR UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT USE 

Debit (Acct Charged) 

Ledger    Account      Obj Amount 
$631.69 

Credit (Acct Reimbursed) 
Ledger Account Object 

3 0582 

Approval of Department for debit: Date: 

Athletic Dept Supervisor if required 

Phone 

Cost Center Or Account Manager 

Email 

Return Original Invoice with approvals to the Athletic Business Office, CB 8550, for processing. 

FOR OUTSIDE VENDOR USE 
Desc~[~tion Quantity ., 

CAROLINA SPORTS BUSINESS & FITNESS EXPO CONCOUR~ 
CLUB EVENT 10/5/2013 

1 
13 

Facility Use Fee - Concourse Club 
Facility Housekeeping Fee 

Unit Price 

$500.00 
$!0.13 

Total invoice 
Please make your check payable to UNCAA and mail to: 

Athletic Business Office, PO Box 3760, Chapel Hill, NC 275!5-3760 

Please include invoice number on your check. 

Total 

$500.00 
$131.69 

$631 

Please return original invoice with your check. 

PAYER (DR) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 3:25 PM 

Little, Mark <Mark I,ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@..email.unc.edu-d Zoller, Ted ~ed Zolle@kenan- 

flagler.tmc.edtv*; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith ~iacone@email.unc.edu-d Didow, Nicholas 

<’-Nick Didow@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu:,; Friga, Paul <Paul Ffiga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lane, Brent ~-~Brent Lane@kenm~- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P <noel g~eis@unc.edu>; Reifsnider~ Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

ldbs ling~nei howell.con ~-lingmei howell@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu:,; Bolas~ Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; Feld~nan, Marya~n P. 

<m~Q’ann.t~ldman@unc.edu>; Johnson, Jitn <JohnsonJ@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Doherty, Jason 

<Jason Dohe~’@kenan- flagler.uuc.edu> 

RE: Visualization tool for impact 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gng~Ne, gxplore. Empower, 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
- Samuel lohnson 

F~m: Li~le, Nark [maHto:Nar~L~le@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 2:04 PN 
To: Napier, Nary E; ZoHer, Ted; Stroman, Deborah L; DeSimone, Joseph N.; Cone, ]udith~ Didow, Nicholas; FFiga, Paul; Lane, BFent; Greis, Noel P; Reifsnider, Cynthia; 
kfbs_lingmeLhowell.con; Bolas, Nichelle; Feldman, Naryann P4 Johnson, Jim~ drharoon~ DoherN, Jason 
Subject: Wsualization tool for ~mpact 
Th~ ~t~rf~c~ ~s ~ Htt~ kkmky~ but the idea i3 sound----map b~sed too~ to show geographic diversity of pro~ects. 
http:i!ga.renci.OFgiStatic/sphma ps!u ncsph J~tml?nc 

Mark IAttle, PhD 
Director, Strategic Economic Gro~h 
Senior Research Associate, Energ3~ & Environment 
Ken an Institute of Private Enterprise j NCGrowth tmc edu 

mark httle@unc.edu loft + 1 919 962.1~1 I mob + 
Twitter @NCGrowth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Dean, Jr., James W. <James_Dean@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Art Chansky <artchansky@gmail.com>; McGhee, Oj 
<oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; 
Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---tmanthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Smith, Jay M 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:31 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 

Cc: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

I’m not going to respond to an ad hominem attack on a listserv. I will only say that speaking out against death threats hardly strikes me 
as a destructive agenda. 

And you know where to find me if you would ever like to talk about any of these issues. 
On 1/15/14 3:25 PM, Kia Caldwell wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As 
someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending quest to find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take further 
actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a whole. 
> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that 
carry a high personal and professional cost to those involved. It would be nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on 
the side of truth and fairness or something else? 
> 
> Kia Caldwell 
> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 
>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do 



so as well. 

>>> Don 

>>> Don Nonini 
>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>> Anthropology Department 
>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Smith, Jay M 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 
>>> 
>>> Colleagues: 
>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIllingham, the 
>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 
>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 
>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 
>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 
>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to 
>>> collect many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for 
>>> Friday’s Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a 
>>> listserv, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the 
>>> petition here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And 
>>> please spread the word.) 
>>> 
>>> Jay Smith 
>>> 
>>> h~tp:i/~v ~,~ ~ipeti~ior~s.comipe~itio~v’unc-opposes-deatho~eats 
>>> 
>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
>>> dnonini@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>>> leave-34113354-154987.cd018c la24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv.unc. 
>>> edu 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ~yahoo.com. 
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>> leave-34117778-56071357.710b9e05a35926cf6 lc59e9280659274@listserv.unc 
>> .edu 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-34118323- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 1248 lb56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Osborne, 
Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] petition on free speech 

And people tell me that this situation is not a war? My "tree colors"? Lol. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mai, lto:.i~g~:smN~email.unc.eda] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

This is just about as insulting an email as I have ever received from a faculty colleague. So I have some nefarious scheme to use my 
campaign against death threats to do...what exactly? We have officially entered bizarro world. But thanks for showing me your true 
colors. 

So you know--I wasn’t even the guy who proposed this petition, nor was I the one who wrote it. 
On 1/15/14 4:15 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 
> 
> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through... 
or perhaps you ARE aware and that is your very intention. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 
> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> - Samuel Johnson 
> 
> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Kia Caldwell [mailto 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 
> To: The progfac mailing list 
> Cc: The progfac mailing list 
> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 
> 

> Dear Jay, 
> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As 
someone who has suffered as a result of your never-ending quest to find the "truth, I have been dismayed to see you take further 
actions that are destructive to individuals on campus and the university as a whole. 
> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that 
carry a high personal and professional cost to those involved. It would be nice to know what your ultimate goal is. Are you really on 
the side of truth and fairness or something else? 
> 
> Kia Caldwell 
> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 
>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 
>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do 
so as well. 
>>> 
>>> Don 

>>> Don Nonini 
>>> Professor of Anthropology 
>>> Anthropology Department 
>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Smith, Jay M 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 
>>> To: The progfac mailing list 
>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>> Colleagues: 
>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary WIllingham, the 
>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 
>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 
>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 
>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 
>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 
>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 
>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to 
>>> collect many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for 
>>> Friday’s Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a 
>>> listserv, but I *believe* that you’ll be able to access and sign the 
>>> petition here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And 
>>> please spread the word.) 
>>> 
>>> Jay Smith 
>>> 
>>> ~tp:i/~, ~,~ ~ipeti~ior~s.comipe~itio~/unc-oppo ses -deatl~o~eats 
>>> 
>>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
>>> dnonini~,email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 



>>> leave-34113354-154987.cd018c la24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv.unc. 
>>> � 

>>> du 
>> 
>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @yahoo.com. 
>> To tmsubscribe send a blank email to 
>> leave-34117778-56071357.710b9e05a35926cf6 lc59e9280659274@listserv.tmc. 
>> edu 
> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To 
> unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-34118280-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 1248 lb56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc. 
> edu 
> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 
> jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-34118702-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc. 
> edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, DeborahL </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH 
LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 8:53 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMlJOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] petition on free speech 

FYL I called he~ eaiie~ today and sha~ed my sen~6ments about @is note~ I hoven’t heard back f~om he~ 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLIJ 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ovor be attomptod if all possible objections must first be over¢omo." 

~ Samuol Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITYNOTICE:Thise mailmessage, includingattachments, ifany, isintendedonlvforthe personorent~vtowhichitisaddressedandmavcontainconfidentialand/orprivileged material. AnV unauthorized review, use, disclosureordistributionisprohib~ed. If 
you a re no~ the intended recipient, please contact the sender bV rep[V e mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:07 PM 

To: Perrin, Andrew J; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Andy & Deb, 
Provost Dean reminded me that I am only a staffmember, but I thought that I was still considered a colleague by many of you on this campus- apparently not. As I was receiving death 
threats, several of you emailed me to question my intentions, and yet not a single one of you (including our administration) asked if I was OK. Quite frankly, that tells me all I need to 
know. Next, I will forward you a copy of the de-identified data set (Andy, you have even seen it already). If you find that these scores are acceptable (sort by SAT and then by GPA), then 
you have become part of the problem, and will never be part of the solution. In the meantime, and by my declaration in the O’Bannon case, I have joined forces to end the hypocrisy of the 
collegiate sport model. I have also pledged my time and resources to the President Friday Legacy Literacy Project. These are my intentions. 
Respectfully, Mary 

Please excuse any errors, it has been a long sleepless few weeks for myself and my family. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.un c. e du/~willin ~h 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jay Smith <javsmith~email.unc.edu> 
Date: January 15, 2014 at 9:08:38 PM EST 
To: "willingham >> V’Willingham, Mary C.V’" <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

Date:Yhu, 16 Jan 2014 00:51:58 +0000 
From:Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin~unc.edu> 

Reply-To:Perrin, Andrew J <andrew perrin~unc.edu> 
To: The progfac mailing list <pro~fac~listserv.unc.edu> 

CC: The progfac mailing list <pro~fac~listserv.unc.edu> 

Colleagues, 

I believe jay’s (and Hary’s) intentions are honorable and fair. 

I also think the effects of their consistent mistrust and impugning of the intentions of leadership and faculty volunteers are very problematic a 

In any case, though, the petition is laughably straightforward does anybody actually think the chancellor would endorse death threats? Did anyb 

Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jan 15, 2014, at 5:31 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Thanks Max. I apologize for my coK@aent that may have offended some in this regard. 

> 

> "Where you stand depends on where you sit." Perhaps my seat, coupled with the most recent media flurry, has heightened my emotions to the exten 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

> ~ Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed 

> 

> 

> 



> Original Message 

> From: Eichner, Maxine 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 5:24 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah L; The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

> 

> I am newer to the progfac listserv than some and, because of that, there may be longstanding codes of behavior of which I’m not aware. But I’d 

> Max Eichner 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:15 PM 

> To: The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: RE: [progfac] petition on free speech 

> 

> Hi Kia. Thank you for your response. I support your sentiments 100%. 

> 

> A seemingly simple request of the Chancellor has far more impact and consequences than what I believe you have thought through.., or perhaps yo 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> ~Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome.~ 

> ~ Samuel Johnson 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed 

> 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Kia Caldwell [mailto:i             ~yahoo.com] 

> Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 3:26 PM 

> To: The progfac mailing list 

> Cc: The progfac mailing list 

> Subject: Re: [progfac] petition on free speech 

> 

> Dear Jay, 

> I find it extremely disconcerting that you are using the Progressive Faculty listserv to further your own destructive agenda. As someone who h 

> Perhaps you do not realize that, every time you collude with the media and keep the scandals alive, you are acting in ways that carry a high 

> 

> Kia Caldwell 

> 

> 

>> On Jan 15, 2014, at 2:28 PM, Jay Smith <iaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Thanks very much, Don and everyone. Do please spread the word. We’re already up to about 50 signatures. 

>>> On 1/15/14 12:47 PM, Nonini, Don wrote: 

>>> Colleagues, I’m with Jay on this. The URL below worked for me, and I have just signed the petition. Urge everyone else to do so as well. 

>>> 

>>> Don 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Don Nonini 

>>> Professor of Anthropology 

>>> Anthropology Department 

>>> UNC Chapel Hill 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: Smith, Jay M 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:13 PM 

>>> To: The progfac mailing list 

>>> Subject: [progfac] petition on free speech 

>>> 

>>> Colleagues: 

>>> I don’t know if the list is aware of this, but Mary Wlllingham, the 

>>> athletics whistleblower who was on CNN this week, has received about 

>>> a half dozen death threats and many other hateful and hostile calls 

>>> and emails this past week from (presumably) athletic boosters. Our 

>>> administration, too busy trying to discredit Willingham’s claims 

>>> about literacy level of some athletes, has uttered not a single 

>>> public word about this abhorrent behavior. The athletic reform group 

>>> has created a petition at ipetitions.com and we are hoping to collect 

>>> many faculty signatures to present to the chancellor for Friday’s 

>>> Faculty Council meeting. I was unable to send the link to a listserv, 

>>> but I }believe} that you’ll be able to access and sign the petition 

>>> here if you are so inclined. Thanks for considering. (And please 

>>> spread the word.) 

>>> 

>>> Jay Smith 

>>> 

>>> http://~ee~.ipetitions.com/petition/unc opposes death threats 

>>> 

>>> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: 

>>> dnonini@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>>> leave 34113354 154987.cd018cla24dd05c7af79a4bee525da9d@listserv.unc.e 

>>> du 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: @yahoo.com. 

>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>> leave 34117778 56071357.710b9e05a35926cf61c59e9280659274@listserv.unc. 

>> edu 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave 34118280 56223020.18abcb432OO37Oa7c12 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: meichner@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave 34118702 69922466.714b47fe92 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to progfac as: andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

> email to leave 34119148 777198.8d7ec0d7d4f525eb0250d4c2682e7f7a@listserv.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to progfac as: ~aysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave 34119552 60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 9:36 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FERPA Inquiry 

Hi. Is this post true about Jay? Posted on the MDScout board: 

Posted: Today 11:38 AM 

Re: Statement from Carolina Black Caucus 

darenlucas on prem fball board said that Jay 

Smith has requested full academic records of a 

former athlete that is DECEASED. 

much speculation whether Kane put him up to it 

" I would never and have never argued that Duke’s 

basketball program is greater than UNC’s, UNC has clearly 

had more success " Kew:n Stdck/~nd 

Quote 

MavberrvLMFF 

All-American 

2476 posts this site 

Send Private Messa~ 

Posted: Today 11:40 AM 

Re: Statement from Carolina Black Caucus 

I 8uessthe only reason bein8 is that FERPA misht not 

apply to a deceased individual? 

Goodbye MayberryBMFD, hello MayberryLMFF, 

Quote 

McAdooSmackinYou 

All-American 
17390 posts this site 

Send Private Message 

Posted: Today 11:44 AM 

Re: Statement from Carolina Black Caucus 

taylorandwill wrote: darenlucas on prem 

fball board said that Jay Smith has requested 

full academic records of a former athlete 

that is DECEASED. 

much speculation whether Kane put him up 

to it 



wut 

Quote 

Posted: Today 11:58 AM 

Re: Statement from Carolina Black Caucus 

ShedhornRam 
AII-ACC 
853 posts this site 

Send Private Message 

MayberryLMFF wrote: I guess the only 

reason being is that FERPA might not apply 

to a deceased individual? 

FERPA rights terminate upon death. 

Wow, this is truly a new low. Jay Smith needs to be fired 

yesterday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:24 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Yes, let’s chat as I drive to G’boro later today. 

Met with Bubba. FAC meeting was good as we discussed the Black athlete. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material, Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibite& If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:20 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Good Morning, 

How are you? Did you meet with gubba on Tuesday? 

You are doing all the ACC Tournament games, right? 

We need to talk. 

Jan 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: Turner, Katie; Stachowicz, Christine; Faculty Welfare Committee 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Hi. is willing to serve. 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve 
the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Turner>, Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1:48 PM 

To: Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, Faculty Committee <facultywelfare@sakai.unc.edu> 

Co: Jan Boxhill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

This is good to keep in mind. If declines I can talk to Jan about considering 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From= Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent= Wednesday, March 05, 2014 1:47 PM 
To: Faculty Welfare Committee 
Cc: Boxill, Jan; Turner, Katie 
Subject: RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Now [ wish I’d held off on Monday 

[ hadn’t gotten back to him again yet, but yesterday              sent me a nice reply that included: "[ have 

spent the past two days reviewing the documents posted to the [ink that you sent and considering my own 

schedule and availability. After some reflection, [ am inclined to serve the committee." [ was impressed that he 

had done such research! Dr.        also asked if there was a formal application process. I will reply backto 

him that there is not, and that at this point, we are just reassessing the interest of some folks who had 

expressed an interest in the recent past. 

Christine 



From: Turner, Katie [mailto:katie turner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Ives, Timothy J.; Faculty Welfare Committee 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

I’ve sent       the invitation to join on behalf of Jan so if anyone else is in the process of contacting others 

about their interest in the committee please hold off for now. 

Thanks, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 1:23 PM 
To: Ives, Timothy J.; Turner, Katie; Faculty Welfare Committee 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Hi All: Then, I’ll wait to contact 

Donna 

until I hear if this is how we’re moving forward --- 

From: Ives, Timothy [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 1:18 PM 
To: Turner, Katie; Faculty Welfare Committee 
Cc: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Katie: 

Go for it, assuming that everyone is OK with that. If it is a go, then an invite to the next meeting 
would also be in order. 

Recall, we may have another tentative replacement to consider, so please continue to check it out 
with the rest of the list. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 
UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 
Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 
Department of Medicine, Box 7110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 
Fax: 919.843.0775 
Pager: 919.216.0193 

e-mail:    Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 
On 3/5/2014 l:10 PM, Turner, K~ie wrote: 

I think you captured the discussion well. Since John Clarke has vacated his position ending 

in 2016, the current Chair of the Faculty can do the appointment right away. In other 

words, we don’t necessarily have to wait for the new Chair of the Faculty to make the 

appointment in the summer. I can send an appointment request on Jan’s behalf to 

so you have a complete committee roster. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From." Ives, Timothy [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent." Wednesday, March 05, 2014 12:59 PM 
To." Faculty Welfare Committee 
Subject." Comments on FWC replacement candidate 

Good afternoon everyone: 

The Faculty Nominating Committee met again this morning, and as a part of 
this session, Faculty Welfare was covered. The first recommendation to 
continue Donna, Christine, and myself went without discussion. For the 
replacement candidate, there were a few comments about the list that we 
went through on Monday, and the ones that we selected. Based upon the 
comments, here is a suggested order: 

Top Tier (ranked by responses): 

No Comments offered: 

Not recommended: 

Katie & Anne, please also add your perspectives from the discussion this 
morning. 



Please respond to the group when you hear back from these candidates. 
Remember, we only need to submit one name as these positions are 
appointed, not elected. Thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 
UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 
Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 
Department of Medicine, Box 7110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 
Fax: 919.843.0775 
Pager: 919.216.0193 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
(https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > 
Preferences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
(https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill 
(https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty 

Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:39 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [thearg] Fwd: High School Athletes Learn College Academics and Literacy; My Brother’s 
Keeper - Perspective from Mother Africa; COSEBOC Conference on Boys of Color; PNC Bank 
Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members; Kwame Nkrumah Academy Honors Africa 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged material, Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 10:29 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Fwd: High School Athletes Learn College Academics and Literacy; My Brother’s Keeper - Perspective from Mother 
Africa; COSEBOC Conference on Boys of Color; PNC Bank Helps Prepare Taxes for Community Members; Kwame Nkrumah Academy 
Honors African... 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The Black Star Project, USA" <blackstarl000@ameritech.net> 
Date: March 7, 2014 at 8:46:38 AM EST 
To: <mwillingham@unc. edu> 
Subject: High School Athletes Learn College Academics and Literacy; My Brother’s Keeper - 
Perspective from Mother Africa; COSEBOC Conference on Boys of Color; PNC Bank Helps Prepare 
Taxes for Community Members; Kwame Nkrumah Academy Honors African Heritage; 
Reply-To: <blackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 



H~h School Athletes 
Learn Academ cs 

and L teracy 

Mv Brother’s Keeper 
- A Perspective from 
Mother Africa 

COSEBOC 
Conference on Boys 
of Coot 

Studvi~each/Leam n 
Africa 

PNC Bank Helps with 
Taxes 

Kwame Nkrumah 

Academy 

Links: 
The Black Star 
Project’s website: 

blackstarproiect.or~ 

Black Star Journal: 

blacksta riou rnal.o~]q 

Become a Member: 

Click Here 

Event Calendar: 

Click Here 

Like us on 
Facebook: 

High School Athletes Going 
to Division I, II or III Colleges 

Learn How to Succeed Academically 
from 

Academic Adviser, Clinical Instructor 

/ ary Willingham 

of the 

University of North Carolina 

Saturday, March 8, 2014, 2:00 pm 
The Black Star Project 

3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 

773.285.9600 

Mary Willingham is a national hero who has led the country in 
encouraging colleges and universities to ensure that young 
athletes get a degree as well as an opportunity to play major 
college sports. Come hear the conversation that colleges won’t 
have with their incoming athletes about academics, literacy, and 



life after college sports. 

This session is open to high school Basketball Players, 
Football Players, Soccer Players, Volley Ball Players, 
Baseball Players, Tennis Players, Golfers, Track 
Athletes, Swimmers, Wrestlers, Bowlers or any college 
athlete, both male and female. 

My Brother’s Keeper - 
A Perspective from Mother Africa 

Last week President Obama announced a new initiative with leading foundations 
and businesses that will take a collaborative, multi-disciplinary approach to build 
ladders of opportunity and unlock the full potential of boys and young men of 
color - and they’re getting to work immediately. 

He signed a Presidential Memorandum establishing the My Brother’s Keeper 
Task Force to help determine which public and private efforts are working, how 
the Federal government can support those efforts, and how we can get more 
folks involved in those efforts across the board. 

While the President should be applauded for launching this initiative, I am 
reminded of an example from our motherland that serves as a call to action 
within our communities. 

We must insist that government resources paid for with our taxes should be 
directed to our most intractable problems. Yet, we should also support 
grassroots efforts that operate in the spirit of the Maasai Warriors of Kenya. 

I have seen strong leadership at the grassroots level in communities all over the 
country. One of the concerns I have about the President’s initiative is that the 
initiative will "cherry pick" programs of the well-connected, and many of the 
effective grassroots programs will suffer from lack of funding. 

I am encouraged and hopeful that this initiative will gain support and strength 
within our communities, and outlive President Obama’s term in office. 

Roger Madison 
CEO, iZanial 



Click Here to Read Full Perspective 

COSEBOC’s 8th annual Gathering of Leaders will 
convene in Jackson, Mississippi, April 23-25, 2014, 
followed by the White House Initiative Town Hall on 
Educational Excellence for African-Americans on 
April 25-26, 2014. 

Dear Education Colleague, 

The theme of this year’s Gathering of Leaders is Onward and Upward! 
Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young Men of 
Color. 500 educators will convene on the campus of historic Jackson 
State University for learning experiences and collegiality. Join educators 
nationwide who share a passion for ensuring that all boys and young men 
of color achieve academic success. Highlights will include: 
* Our traditional, extraordinary Call to Action by young men of 
color 
* Workshops on the seven core areas of the COSEBOC Standards - 
Assessment, Parent/Family/Community Partnership, Curriculum 
and Instruction, School Environment and Climate, School 
Leadership, School Counseling, and School Organization 
* 8 COSEBOC School Award Principals will offer workshops on 
their strategies that have proven effective in generating academic 
success in their boys and young men of color 
* Special session For School Principals Only 
* ’TED-like Talks’ by visionary educators 
* Special working session and reception for members, ensuring that 
the Gathering is highly productive for members and their year-round 
work with COSEBOC 
* Awards Dinner to celebrate and learn from the FY14 COSEBOC 
School Award winners 
* Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in 
the City with Soul at the heart of the civil rights movement - Jackson, 
Mississippi 
The special feature of this year’s Gathering is the free opportunity to 
participate in a Town Hall conducted by the White House Initiative 
on Educational Excellence for African Americans. This 
extraordinary event will take place on Friday evening and all-day 
Saturday. 

Click Here to Register for This Event 



SAVE THE DATE: 
Jackson, Mississippi to host the 

8th Annual Gatherin~ of Leaders, April 24-26, 2014 

Onward and Upward!: Advancing the Affirmative Development of Boys and Young 
Men of Color. This theme recognizes the historic and current efforts of good people 
across the nation and in Mississippi, allied w-ith COSEBOC’s intent to build a new 
narrative for boys and young men of color. Mark your calendars now-! 

Call for Applicants to Study/Teach/Learn In 
Africa: Fellowship Opportunities for 
African Diaspora Scholars Interested in 
Academic Projects on the Continent 

NEWYORK, February 26, 2014 - With the goal of turning the continent’s "brain 
drain" into "brain circulation," the Carnegie African Diaspora Fellowship 
Program will bring 100 African-born scholars currently based in the United 
States and Canada together with host universities in Africa to collaborate on 
teaching, curriculum, research, and graduate training and mentoring over the 
next two years. 

The fellowship program, managed by the Institute of International Education (liE) 
in partnership with Quinnipiac University and supported by the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York, is now accepting applications from African Diaspora 
academics to join a roster of available candidates for fellowships at African 
universities. The Fellows will engage in capacity building educational 
projects proposed and hosted by faculty at higher education institutions in 
six Carnegie partner countries in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Pubfic and private higher education institutions in Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, 
Tanzania, South Africa and Uganda, accredited by the national agency in 
their respective countries, are now invited to submit an online project 
request to host a scholar. For the first round of fellowships, interested 
scholars and potential host universities should apply online by March 17, 2014. 
The first round of scholars will be selected in May 2014, for project visits of 14 to 
90 days to begin as early as June 2014. 

The new program will help meet the needs identified by host universities 
by bringing short-term faculty exchange fellows to Africa to co-develop 
curriculum, collaborate on research, and train, teach and mentor graduate 
students. 

"The Carnegie African Diaspora Fellows Program exemplifies Carnegie 
Corporation’s enduring commitment to higher education in Africa. It brings 
together Dr. Zeleza’s expertise and vision with liE’s long history of managing 
global scholarships and our ongoing work to develop talent and help build 
capacity to address the challenges and harness the opportunities emerging on 



the African continent," said liE’s President and CEO, Allan E. Goodman. 

Projects can be conducted in the African host country for periods of time ranging 
from two weeks to one semester. The African Diaspora Fellow will receive a 
daily stipend plus health insurance coverage and money for transportation 
and visa expenses. Host institutions are encouraged to contribute to the 
Fellow’s meals, lodging and in-country transportation during the project. 

Click Here to read full Press Release 
Click Here to learn more about the Carnegie African Diaspora 
Fellowship Program 

PNC Bank Supplies Tax Preparation 

to Those Who Need Help 

SMAR N 

Saturday, March 15th 

9:30ant - l:00pnt 

PNC Bank 

73oo S. Stony Island 

Chicago, IL. 6o649 

Saturday, April 12th 

9:30am - 1:00pro 

PNC Bank 

345o W. 26th Street 
Chicago, IL. 6o623 

h~dividuals or families ~vith a combined 

income under $58,000 in 2013 

A valid email address 

Income Forms (W-2’s, 1099’s, 1098’s) 

SSN for taxpayer and dependents 

If you have it last years AGI, tax return 

and electronic PIN 

You have m~til Tuesday, April 15th, 2014 

to file your 2013 federal and state taxes. 

Register Your Child At A School 

That Honors Their Heritage 



NEED THE BEST POSSIBLE 
EDUCATION FOR YOUR CNILDT 

Kwame Nkrumah Academy is here! 

A K-8th grade African Centered charter school 

with the mission of empowering students with 
a s~ong sense of personal identi~, requisite 

ethical moorings, academic and leadership skills 
which will enable them to participate in the 

global communi~ of this century. 

2014 - 2015 LOTTERY APPLiCATiONS FOR 

K-7TM GRADES AVAILABLE IN 

SCHOOL OFFICE OR AT 

W~/W’,K~tAMEHKRUMAHACADEMY.ORG 

MARCH ~4,20~4 

Stop by[or a tour and learn more about our school! 

UNITY. KNOWLEDGE. LEGACY. 

W~ holJ ~he phil ~ Th~ that ~, 

Kwame Nkrumah Academy 

314 W. 108th Street 
Chicago, IL 60628 

773.568.8000 phone 
http://www.kwamen krumahacademy.org/ 

COYT  

Racial climate for athletes considered 
by Faculty Athletics Committee 

By Amanda Albright 

March 4, 2014 

The stories range from books like "The New Plantation" to articles such as "How 
Colleges Fail Black Football Players." 

College athletics programs have been credited with everything from giving low- 
income students the opportunity to get a college education to accusations of 
exploiting those same players, barring them from pay for their work. 



The Faculty Athletics Committee took on this conundrum Tuesday in a 
discussion led by exercise and sports science professor Deborah Stroman, the 
sole black member of the group. 

Only 50 percent of black male athletes graduate within six years from colleges in 
the seven majorNCAA Division I sports conferences, compared to 67 percent of 
student-athletes overall, according to a report the University of Pennsylvania’s 
Ceorynter for the Study of Race and Equity in Education. 

And at UNC, an academic scandal put what was formerly the Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies in the national spotlight for no-show classes. 
Since then, many professors and students have worried about the racial 
implications of how the scandal is portrayed. 

Sociology professor Andrew Perrin, a member of the committee, said he 
believed the argument that black athletes were sometimes exploited. 

"When we’re not offering an adequate education to young black males who 
come here. We’re exploiting them," he said. 

Click Here to Read Full Story 

Only 10% of 8th-grade Black boys in the United States read at 
a proficient level according to the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP). This predicts an absolute 
catastrophe for Black communities across America in the next 
5- to 10-years!!! There is no plan, that I know of to teach more 
than 10% of Black boys to read proficiently in America. 

I have spent much of my life asking elected officials for help, 
asking faith leaders for help, asking business leaders for help, 
asking parents for help. For the most part, I received very 
little help to teach Black boys to read. 

Now I am asking you for help. 

Shavelle Bell, sitting left and Tiffany Hope, right, representing the Alpha Kappa Alpha 



Sorority, Inc - Theta Omega Chapter, make a generous donation to the Young Black Men 
of Honor Mentor Program at The Black Star Project. Phillip Jackson is sitting between 
them with mentees behind them. 

If only 10% of Black boys read proficiently: 

¯ How will they qualify for the few, precious job 
opportunities in America? 

¯ How will they support families? 
¯ How will they help build and stabilize our communities 

economically and socially? 
¯ How will they be able to serve as role models and 

mentors for coming generations of young Black Boys? 
¯ Who will our daughters marry???! 
¯ Can the Black community survive if our male children 

cannot read? 
I have asked the White House, the State House and City Hall 
for help to teach Black children to read, but apparently at this 
time, this is not a priority for them. Is it a priority for you? 

I am asking you to help us financially so that we can teach 
Black boys to read at a proficient level. 

If you know of another organization doing as much or more 
than The Black Star Project to educate Black students and 
develop Black families, you should support that organization 
financially now! If you do not know of another organization 
doing this work, please support The Black Star Project. 

I thank Illinois State Senator Kimberly Lightford, Illinois State 
Senator Jacqueline Collins, and Chicago Alderman Will Burns 
for their ongoing support for The Black Star Project. I also 
thank Illinois State Representative Esther Golar for her 
personal support for The Black Star Project. 

Now, I need your support to teach Black boys to read 
proficiently. 

With your support we can accomplish much more. Please 
become a member of The Black Star Project today and help us 
continue our nation-leading work in the area of creating better 
students, better parents, better families and better 
communities! 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director 
773.285.9600 

Click Here to become a member of The Black Star Project 

or you may send checks or money orders to: 

The Black Star Project 
3509 South King Drive, Suite 2B 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 

2011 Reading Levels of 8th-Grade 



Black Males from the Lowest-Performing 
Large American School Districts* 

City\Percentage of 8th-Grade Black Males Proficient in Reading* 
Milwaukee - 3% 
Cleveland - 3% 
Detroit - 5% 
Washington (D.C.) - 6% 
San Diego - 7% 
Dallas - 7% 
Baltimore City - 7% 
Chicago - 9% 
Jefferson County, (KY) -9% 
Atlanta - 9% 
Los Angeles - 9% 
Philadelphia - 9% 
Austin - 9% 
Houston - 9% 
Hillsborough County (FL) - 9% 
Boston - 10% 
Miami-Dade - 1 1% 
Charlotte - 12% 
New York City - 13% 
****************************************************************** 

* Source: Minority Students and Public Education by Dr. Michael Holzman. 
This information was extracted from the U.S. Department of Education’s 
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) for 2011. 

Forward email 

This email was sent to mwillinqham@unc.edu by blackstarl000@ameritech.net I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
The Black Star Project I 3473 South King Drive, Box 464 I Chicago I IL I 60616 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d&n=T&l=thearg&o=34361706 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34361706-62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e 19d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Monday, March 10, 2014 5:08 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J (Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu) 

FW: Thoughts From The Project - UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy 
3102014UNCThoughtsFromTheProj ect.pdf 

Hi. FYI. 

Note: The Provost, Cunningham, and Curran have been informed. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Robertson, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; Jones, Shandra; Hammett, Victoria 
LaFrieda 
Cc: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: FW: Thoughts From The Project - UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy 

Hi. FYI - The latest from SAHRP. I will not have this message take us off track l?om our Caucus mission. 
will continue to dialogue with Gill one-on-one, as necessary. Please keep sharing your thoughts with rne though. 



Clearly, he wants to "sit at the table" ~vith us as we #HeelFor~vardo He does not trust UNC administrators and 
Black employees (anyone employed here at UNC??) to make progress and implement solutions, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material. Any --unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: emmettclill@studentathleteshumanriclhts.com [mailto:emmettclill@studentathleteshumanriclhts.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 4:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Emmett Gill 
Subject: Thoughts From The Project - UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy 

Deb: 

Please see the attachment on the UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy (3). 

Best 

The Project 



For immediate release 3/10/2014 
Contact anewgameplan@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

UNC Student-Athlete Education Controversy {3) 

¯ Thirty percent of the student-athletes in Mary Willingham’s sample are White 
¯ 42 to 49 days have elapsed since UNC secured Willingham’s data 
¯ Willingham starts www.paperclassinc.com 
¯ The Project initiates a qualitative study on former UNC student-athletes 
¯ The Project reaches outto The Rams Club, NAACP Chapel Hill/Carboro, Parr 

Ethics Center, UNC Human Rights Center, UNC Student Body President, Senator 
Kate Hagan, Duke Law Faculty, & UNC Law Students 

So when I got today’s Daily Tar Heel and saw how the Duke game took up the entire 

front page, and read that 10,000 people were on Franklin Street afterwards made 
me truly understand that most folks care little about the deeper issues of College 

Sports Inc. A few tears welled up in my eyes as I realized we are just like the Romans 
with our gladiators; or as in Hunger Games, tributes as spectacles. I couldn’t even 

watch any of the contest as I have unfortunately peered behind the curtain. It 

saddens me that I have seen the Wizard of Oz only to recognize that he is a sham. It 
hurts so much because I love sports.                              - UNCAIum 

Nothing would have helped. Everyone I spoke with gave me bad advice and were 

all looking to get something out of the deal. Coaches, administrators, professors, 

family and friends were all getting something during the entire process. Everyone 
knew very early on the kind of talent I had, this led to most of my friends receiving 

full scholarships to many universities who where just trying to recruit me. Money 

exchanges hands on the football fields as well as basketball courts. 

I was pushed to take classes with certain professors and off field issues went to 
certain administrators. The processes are very streamlined so that everyone 

remains happy. No one seems to realize how much power the booster and the 

alumni association has on {INC. Players don’t want to be helped until it is too 
late. When you are under that kind of pressure and living that lifestyle it’s hard to 

say no.                                     - Former UNC Football PlayerI 

UNC case information is located at www.studentathleteshumanrights.com/the-unc-case 

1 A former UNC student-athlete spoke on this issue in the Herald, but this is not the same individual. 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713, www.studentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:00 PM 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: SpAd Gear Order is in! 

Believe 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent-" Monday, March 17, 2024 12:34 PM 
To-" ’Stephen_Freeman@kenan-flagler.unc.edu’; Rich, Alyssa; Vergnetti, Amanda Brooke; Lightfoot, Andrew; Tugman, Andrew; Yang, Andy; Bowman, Anthony David; Broder, 
Ashley Nicole; Copeland, Ashton Lee; @gmail.com’; Brake, Benjamin T.; Buxton, Brandy Elizabeth; Hall, Caroline Elizabeth; Ledgerwood, Carrie Shea; Brecher, 
Casey Allen; Dyson, Channing; Bellis, Christopher Steven; Lee, Christina; Lima, Claudia Margarita; Goldstein, Daniel Alan; David, Danielle Alexandra; Entwistle, Dutch; 
Evbuomwan, Eben Amasinmwin; Barringer, Lizzy Parker; Almond, Emily Claire; IVlellnik, Emily; Perry, Emily Catherine; Petersen, Emily Christine; Rossitch, Eric Hardin; 
Howington, Eryn Cimone; Yeh, Eunice; Junqueira, Gabrielle Naomi; Smoot, Hannah Grace; Braddy, Hunter Wright; @live.unc.edu’; Lamothe, Jay; Ramos, Jon-Luke; 
Neff, Jonathan Nicholas; Meeks, Jordan; Vanbeek, Jordan T; Meder, Julia E; Davis, Kathryn Dyane; Randles, Lance William; Keyes, Lara Ashley; Hacker, Lauren; MerliN, Lauren 
Katherine; Moore, Madison Lyn; Hale, Megan Hudson; Yosipovitch, Natalie; Kadiri, Prakash Venkata; Binda, Rachel Anne; Bissette, Randall Glenn; Goldstein, Rebecca; Boland, 
Sarah Ellyn; Spiker, Sarah Bethany; Peck, Savannah Gray; Starling, Richard Solomon; Garda, Stefan; Barringer, Taylor Renae; Ragsdale, Thomas J; Nwakibu, Uzo; Ghahhari, 
Victoria Nusheen; Smith, Zach Hunter; Russell, Zachary; Alston, A.J.; Hunt, Alison Jane; Caragher, Michael Francis; Elliott, Myka Kate; ’nhsingh@outlook.com’; Dixon, Keelon; 
Wu, Ervin Chert; Bailey, Dylan Edward; Jaques, Christopher F. P. 
~¢: Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Popp, Nels 
Subject-" SpAd Gear Order is in! 
Thank you for your help volunteering at the football games this year! For those of you who took the follow-up survey and indicated what gear you would like to 

r~-:~ceive, the order has arrived and you can pick up your tee-.shirt or polo from ~:he Woollen gaske~: Room (on the _.pt floor of Woolien Gym}. 
(See your name and what you ordered on [he attached spreadsheet}. 

Unfortuna[efy, ]:or [hose who ordered boodles, we were not able to order them because the design we submitted did not transfer wei~ to the hood~es. So, if you 

ordered a hood~e, please emai] me w~th your preference to e~ther I) continue to wa~t while we design!order boodles, 2) sw~tch your preference to a polo and 

indicate what s~ze you would Hke (wNch we can order qu~ck~y), or 3) p~ck up a tee-shirt rather than wait any ~onger. 

Thank you, agakd f ho~e you enjoy your gear and wear ~: proud~y~ 

9 :~ 9.448. 

~.~.~ CEIA Small Honizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:50 PM 

Weight, Eri~ne A. <eweigh@email.nnc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu:~; Sonthall, Debora]~ Joy <djsothll@em~l.unc.edu:~; 

Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu:~ 

Coope~; Coyte (cgcoope@email.unc.edn) 

l~V: Official Invitation for UNC-CH Students to Compete @ The Next Play Business Pla~ Competition (>$35K in Prizes) 

7DBBC160-9847-4D6E-A998-49683A349AA4.png; C52D79AD-021A-4274-8966-629C9D3B2EED.png; B469B6EF-977A-4C6C- 

AD70-CD060CD010C0.png; 015BFFE8-034A-401C-82E1-08DOCD709B46.png; TheNextPlay Invitation.pdf 

FYI Please share with students. Thanks. 

d 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

CONFIDENTL~LITY NOTV’E: This e-mail message, including attact~’nents, if any’, is intended only- for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged matcrial. Any ---tmauthorized review, use, disclos~e or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Triggs-Matthexvs, Tracy [mailto:Tracv Tria~s-Matthews~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 10:32 AM 
To: Mallard, Taylor; Kosmala, Emily; Crook, Matt; Stroman, Deborah L; Verdict, Mathilde 
Subject: FW: Official Invitation for UNC-CH Stadents to Compete @ The Next Play Business Plan Competition (>$35K in Prizes) 

Hi All - 
This is a great opportunity for a student who has a sustainability-related product or idea for the Sporting Industry to give their pitch and potentially receive funding and/or connections’. 
Please share with anyone who has an idea or business plan ready to go. 
All the best, 
Tracy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mittelstadt, Jeff [mailto:jemittelstadt@davidson.edu] 
Sent: Sunday-, March 16, 2014 10:03 PM 
To: Cin@.Shea@fac.unc.edu; Posthill, Natalia (Business Operations); Flatt, Victor (School of Law); Blank, Kristin (Facilities Services Division); Zoller, Ted; Johnson, Jim; Segars, A1; Hee, 
Carol; Triggs-Matthews, Tracy; Center for Sustainable Enterprise; Vernon, Patrick; Jones Christensen, Lisa; Harbinson, Carrie; Cable, Jaye (Marine Sciences); Abernathy, Penelope 
(Joumalisl~’Mass Communication); Christine Shia; Davison, Patrick (Journalisl~’Mass Communication); Oliver, Terence (Journalism/Mass Communication); llqael@emaihtmc.edu; Stevens, 
Chad (Journalislr~Mass Communication); Bachman, Matthew (Journalism/2vlass Communication); Bechtel, Andrew (Journalism/2vlass Cormntmication); Packer, Cathy (Journalism/Mass 
Communication) 
Su~iect: Official Lavitation for UNC-CH Students to Compete @ The Next Play Business Plan Competition (>$35K in Prizes) 

Congratulations! North Carolina’s men’s basketball team is going to the NCAA basketball tournament! 

Because your team has earned this distinct honor, North Carolina-Chapel Hill is invited to send its undergraduate ands’or graduate student entrepreneurs with business plans to the first 
national venture pitch competition dedicated to sustainability and sports’. 

Taking place April 10-12 al"~d hosted by Davidson College, The Next Play Venture Pitch Tournament is a first-of-its-kind business plan competition where teams ~vill pitch their ventures and 
compete for more than $35,000 in prize money and in-kind support. 

Only those schools--like yours--with basketball teams going to The Dance are invited to this competition This is an exclusive opportunity, to pitch to judges fi’om more than 20 
organizations, including private companies, non-profits, government agencies and private equity/venture capital firms 

Learn more and register your team at The Next Play Venture Tournament’s website<http://sites.davidson/thenextplay>. Know about a team at your collegeiuniversi~ that would be perfect 
for this competition? Forward them this invitation and post the attached flyer on your campus[ 

Feel free to contact me with any questions 

Congratulations[ 
Jeff Mittelstadt 
Director of Sustainability 
Davidson College 

The Next Play’ Sponsors: Duke Energy, Ingersoll Rand, PiES [cid:7DBBC160-9847-4D6E-A998~9683A349~L~k4][cid:C52D79AD-~2~A-4274-8966-629C9D3B2EED][cid:~:M~9[36E[~‘-977A-~C6C- 

AD70-CD060CD010C0] 

The Next Play Promotional Partners: Green Sports Alliance and Natural Resources Defense Council [cid:015BFFES-034A-401C-82E1-08IX)CDT09B&5] 

I emittelstadt@davidson.edu 
www dav idson e du/about/distinct~y-davids~n/sustainabi~ity<http://www.davidson.edu/ab~ut/distinct~¥-davids~n/sustainabi~it~> 



www.daVids~n.edu/~!~ces/sustainabi1ity-~ffice<http://www.daVids~n.edu/~ces/sustainabi~itv-~ffice> 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DEBORAH LYNN 
STROMAN (D STROMAN)> 
Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:40 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
Re: NCAA games 

image001 .j pg; image002.j pg; image003.png 

Great entertainment city! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 5:57 PM, "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not only would I like to go to the Final Four, i’d like to go to Nashville!! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:39 PM 

To: Boxill, .]an 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

-Yes, the interesting dynamics between the two continues. ~. 

I will be in Nashville for the women’s Finn! Four. I am a national speaker for the WBCA this year. ;) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

<imageOO3,png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

I did find it interesting that Richard asked to participate--maybe because Barbara was on the panel! [ 

would like to go as well, but am just toooooo darned busy! I am still in my office trying to get letters out. 

Did I invite you to serve as a judge for the National High School Ethics Bowl, April 4-5. It will be at the 

Business School. 

Let me know if you are available and interested! 



Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:21 PM 

To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Probably 

I don’t have the time for any updates with legal issues that I can’t read in the news. If: my schedule 
weren’t so hectic now I-would. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<imageO01.jpg> 

919.843.0336 
<image002jpg> 

<imageOO3,png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material, Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message, 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

No you are correct. 
Are you going to the Sports Law conference? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Agreed. I am interested in learning more on how she finds the direct correlation o£ our acceptance 
(and promotion?) of aggressiveness in sport to our passivity or the ignoring of student rapes. 

varsity sport competition disappeared tomorrow, I am not sure if that would decrease the behaviors 
of male student rapists. 

Maybe I need to be educated more on this topic. ;) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 



<image001.jpg> 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Oh good. While I am indeed appalled by the statistic. I would bet the statistics for fiats is much more 

significant! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Thanks! 

I asked Iqaren to meet with her to discuss her "lectureF~ ~) She agreed. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~a~e. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.8z~3.0336 
<image002.jpg> 

<imageOO3.png> 

CONFIDENTIAUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:14 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Hi Debby, 

So good to see you at the awards reception. I am not sure how I felt about the "lecture" 

I do remember--I was just talking about that with Bernie. I am so glad you came to visit me and that you 

are here. You have enhanced my life and the lives of many others on this campus, and for that I THANK 



YOU. 

may attend the games, but I like you doing the commentary. Enjoy it! 

Best, 

Jan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:35 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: RE: NCAA games 

Yes. Let me know 1£ you want any games. I owe ALL o£ this work to you. 

In fact, my position here.., do you remember-when I visited the summer o£ 2007 and you said that I 
should go stop by my old department? ~ tell that story EVERY semester to my students (and to people 
who ask how ~ got to UNC). 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.jpg> 

919.893.0336 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

<imageOO3.png> 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and 

may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:34 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: NCAA games 

HiDebby, 

I presume you are doing the NCAA games; is that correct? 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 



Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



Projects and Activities 



Students: Undergraduate Consulting Team, 
KFBS MBAs, and Kenan Institute Leadership 
Fellows 

Community: Working Advisory Group and 
Business Partners 

Board Members: Bennett, Cogsville, and 
Popp 

2 





i60 professional teams/leagues, 95 sport agencies, 
45 facilities, 65 sponsors, 20 colleges/conferences, 
40 media companies, and 10 industry events! 

.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: : :.: :,:.. 

4 



Sport Leadership Speakers Series 

5 



Future Engagement ...... ,~~ ..... 

Professional Development of 

Student-Athletes 

6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Unspecified Sender 

cbcchair@unc.edu 

Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davies@unc.edu>; Sabow, Jason 
(Jason.Sabow@neulion.com); Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu>; Sabow, 
Jason (Jason. Sabow@neulion.com); Sibby Anderson-Thompkins 
<sibby@email.unc. edu>; armstron@med.unc.edu; 
diane_baker@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; Barker, Marco J 
<barker@unc.edu>; Barksdale, Debra J <djbarksdale@unc.edu>; Benjamin, Andrea 
<andreabz@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Bright, Cedric 
Marc <cedric_bright@med.unc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camille_brooks@unc.edu>; 
Douglas, Linda Brown <linda_douglas@unc.edu>; mgburney@northcarolina.edu; 
uncburn2@gmail.com; Cooper, Trinnette M <coopert@email.unc.edu>; Dowd, Victoria 
<victoria_dowd@unc.edu>; beverly_evans@med.unc.edu; Faison, Christopher 
<chris faison@unc.edu>; cfletch@med.unc.edu; sylvia frazier@dentistry.unc.edu; 
Griffin, Latoya <poolelm@email.unc.edu>; j erry.guerrier@fac.unc.edu; Hammett, 
Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Hewett, Stacie B 
<stacie_hewett@unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; 
Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
<dholman@email.unc.edu>; rbeatty@unc.edu; Nicole Hudson 
<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hughes, Sherick Andre <shughes@email.unc.edu>; Iruka, 
Iheoma U <iruka@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra Monique <shandraj @email.unc.edu>; 
swj ones@med.unc, edu; Jordan, Joseph F <j fj ordan@email, unc. edu>; King, Cry stal 
Latoya <kingcl@email.unc.edu>; ben.kurgat@unc.edu; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Little, Mark <mark little@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 
<ursula littlej ohn@unc.edu>; Lundy, Rae Nicole <rnlundy@email.unc.edu>; Lyght, 
Angela <angela lyght@unc.edu>; Mainor, Avia <avia mainor@unc.edu>; Meaders, 
Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; 
semclean@med.unc.edu; McNeal-Trice, Kenya <kmtrice@med.unc.edu>; Mollison, 
Lonna <lmolliso@email.unc.edu>; Moody, Justin Anthony <jmoody@email.unc.edu>; 
Morgan, Jenille D <jenille.morgan@unc.edu>; Verita Murrill 
<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Nalls, Darin <nalls@email.unc.edu>; Harris, Angela Nesbit 
<angelahn@email.unc.edu>; Nixon, Donna L <dnixon@email.unc.edu>; Overton, Jackie 
<overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Patillo, Ericka <patillo@unc.edu>; 
tony.patterson@unc.edu; josmell@unc.edu; kaperkin@unc.edu; Pierce, Jackie 
<j apierce@email.unc.edu>; McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilgr@unc.edu>; Ramsey, Kathy J 
<Kathy_Ramsey@unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Roberts, 
Yetta <yroberts@email.unc.edu>; Rivera, Eric M <Eric_Rivera@unc.edu>; Roberts- 
Lewis, Amelia C <amrobert@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; mmrobins@unc.edu; pjrowsey@unc.edu; Rucker, 
Nkecha <ncrucker@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; 
Scott, Margie B. <mscott@email.unc.edu>; Sims Evans, Charletta 
<simsevan@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Karla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Smith, Eric Andrew 
<smithea@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Hugh <hugh_smith@med.unc.edu>; Streeter, Charles 
D <streeter@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Taylor, Vergie A 
<VATAYLOR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Terry, Jules M <jmterry@unc.edu>; Thomas, 
Sharon H <sharon_thomas@unc.edu>; angela.thrasher@unc.edu; Toone, Damon E 



Subject: 

<dtoone@admissions.unc.edu>; Toppin, Louise (ltoppin@unc.edu); Unah, Isaac J 
<unah@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Webster, Diane R 
<diane.webster@unc.edu>; Williams, Sharon W <shwillia@ad.unc.edu>; 
twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Erika K. 
<wilsonek@email.unc.edu>; Winn, Donna-Marie (2 <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; carmella@unc.edu; Lewis, Eileen 
<lewise@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; Washington, 
Felicia A. <felicia.washington@unc.edu>; Pinkney, Dwayne L 
<dpinkney@email.unc.edu>; Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu> 

Caucus March Meeting - Wednesday 

Hi Members. Our March Monthly Meeting is tomorrow, Wednesday, March 5 at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3102). 

Lunch will be served. 

I think we have enough to chat about considering the Chancellor and Provost’s recent meetings with the 

Caucus. I would also like to garner your feedback on a response to the administration. Also, we need to stay in 

celebratory mode. We must continue to share all the GOOD things happening to and for you at the meeting 

tomorrow. 

Note: If anyone is interested in running for the chair presidency and/or joining the steering committee, please 

send me a note before our April 9th meeting. 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When you p~y aft:end:ion, every~:hing is your ~:eacher." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              g:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Marketing Proj ects-Group 

EXSS    Marketing Proposal.doc; Marketing Proposal and strategy.ppt 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Attached you will find the final copy of Group    NCCU Baseball 
Marketing Plan and our Marketing Powerpoint Presentation. Please confirm 
receipt of these documents. 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Please forward me your final copy of your group plan and ppt to this 
email address. Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 
Sport Administxation 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
dstroman@email.unc.edu 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administxation/index.htm 

..... Orioinnl lkAo~noo ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:29 PM 
To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Re: Sport Marketing Projects-Group 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Group                                  product will be the North 
Carolina Central University’s Varsity Baseball Team. 

Thanks. 

> dstroman@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 

> 

>>Hi. As per the guidelines, "Each team will select a sport product for the 
> 
> marketing plan. Have one team member notify me of the selected sport product 
> before Friday, ~t 8:00 a.m." 
> 
>>Please submit your sport product (email) no later than Monday, 2.25.08 at 
> 
> 6:00 p.m. Each day the group is late, FIVE points will be deducted from the 
> final grade. No exceptions. 



> 

>>Let me know if you have any questions. 
>>Thank you. 
>> 
>>Dr. Stroman 
>>dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB# 9180 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
Stadium Drive, P.O. Box 660 
Phone 919.962.3578 
Fax 919.962.0010 

"Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of 
you. Never excuse yourself." ---Henry Ward Beecher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday                   1:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
powerpoint 

Current Event for Leadership.pptx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I attached my powerpoint presentation for tomorrow’s class. Let me know 
if you can’t open it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resume 

Resumel .rtf 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you again for sitting down with me today. It was very helpful and I’m excited about working with you 

on this. I have attached a cot~v of my resume. I will touch base with you in a couple of weeks to remind you 
about talking to               like you asked. Please send me some information about that Sports Business 
Club as well. I would love to get involved. Have a great week. 

Thank you, 



Contact 
Information 

Director of Market Research 
and Development 
Laura Bernhard: 
_l_a___u___~::_a_ ~_~}’__@ e m a i 1 .uric. edu 

Director of Sales 
Jerry Fisk: ~__k__g@_t_Lo___t_~]_~_i__l_=~___o____m___ 

Director of Public Relations 
Meeghan Ford: 
meeghan, fo r d @g_m_____a__~_l___._f___o____m___ 

Director of Community 

Relations 
Cat Greene: 
_c_’_a__t g_r_e___e_~_@__e_m_a_i_L__u___n_~_:__e___d___u_. 

CSRI Communications 
Coordinator/Director of 
Media Relations 
Rob Hayden: 

rhayden@email.unc.edu 

Director of Advertising 
Brandon Maddux: 

__b_m___a___d___d____u__~@#_m__a_i_L_u____tt_c__:__e__~__u_ 

Director of Marketing 
Che Mock: 

m__c____h____e__@__e____m_____a_iL___u____n__~,___e___d____u__ 

Logistics Coordinator 
Evie Oregon: 
__O____r___e_g__o____n__@#_m__a_i_l__.___u____ttc___:__e____d___u__. 

Director of Promotions 
Brett Smith: 

Director of Technical 
Develop menffWebmast er 
Blythe Worley: 
~...~...r..[..e.5:j...b..@...e...t.n....a...i..~.:...u....~.t.c..:..e....d...u... 

CSRI Director 
Dr. Richard Southall: 

southall@_email.unc.edu 

CSRI Office Manager 
Kendra Hancock: csri@unc.edu 

CSRI Office ¯ CB 3182 . Smith Bldg 
06b 

The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 



Special Admit Limbo: How Low 
Can You Go? 

Dr. Richard Lapchick- Endowed 
Chair and Director, DeVos Sport 
Business Program, University of 
Central Florida 

Dr. Pellom McDaniels-Assistant 
Professor, Histo~T Department at 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
& Former NFL defensive end 

Ms. Carrie Legero Director of 
Academic Support Programs for 
Athletes at North Carolina State 
University 

Dr. John B~anchard- Senior 
Associate Athletic Director at The 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

ESPN/ficat/on of College Sport 

Mr. Jay Bi~as- Former Duke 
basketball player, Presently a 
lawyer and basketball analyst for 
ESPN 

Dr. Leonard IVtoore~ Assistant Vice 
President for PreoCollege Youth 
Development and Student 
Academic Success Initiatives at 
University of Texas-Austin 

Mr, Sonny Vaccaro- Former 
Sporting Marketing Executive with 
Nike, Reebok and ADIDAS 

Fourth Panelist ~ TBA 

College Spo~:t Arms Race: Is 
There an End in Sight? 

Dr. Andrew Zimbalisto Robert A. 
Woods Professor of Economics at 
Smith College 
Dr. Robert Malekoff- Professor and 

Coordinator of Sport Studies at 
Guilford College 

Mr. Dick Baddour- Athletic Director 
at The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

Mrs, Kelly Mehrtens Athletic 
Director at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington 

Jeremy Bloom 
Bloom is a former college football player at The University of Colorado 

and a three-time World Champion, two time Olympian and National 

Champion snow skier. In 2005, he won a record six straight World- 

Cup Races, the most in a single season in the sport’s history. He also 

played football in the NFL as a wide receiver and return specialist with 

the Philadelphia Eagles and Pittsburgh Steelers. 

John Gerdy 
Gerdy is a former All-American college basketball player from 

Davidson College. He was a NBA 3rd round draft choice of the New 

Jersey Nets. He has authored many books, including, Sports: The All- 

American Addiction & Air Ball: American Education’s Failed 

Experiment with Elite Athletics. 

Bernie Mullin 
Mullin is the former Athletic Director at The University of Denver and 

former CEO of Atlanta Spirit, owner of the NBA s Atlanta Hawks and 

the NHL s Atlanta Thrashers. After leaving his position with the Spirit, 

Mullin created a sports consulting business, the Aspire Group, which 

deals with the business support side, marketing, improving fan 

satisfaction and other team-related services. 

Deborah Yow 
Yow is the Director of Athletics at the University of Maryland. In Yow’s 

15-plus years at Maryland, the Terrapins have won 16 national 

championships and graduated student-athletes at an enviable rate. 

Maryland athletics is viewed as one of the nation’s elite intercollegiate 

athletic programs. 

Bill Rhoden 
Rhoden has been a SpoFtSWFiteF fOF the New York Times since 

1983, and has wFitten the "SpOFtS of the Times" column for 

moFe than a decade. He also seFves as a consultant for 

ESPN’s SportsCentury seFies, and occasionally appeaFs as a 

guest on theiF show The Sports Reporters. In 1996, Rhoden 

won a Peabody AwaFd fOF BFoadcasting as wFiteF Of the HBO 

docu mentaFy Journey of the African-American Athlete. 



Contact 
Information 

Director of Market Research 
and Development 
Laura Bernhard: 
_l_a___u___~::_a_ ~_~}’__@ e m a i 1 .uric. edu 

Director of Sales 
Jerry Fisk: ~__k__g@_t_Lo___t_~]_~_i__l_=~___o____m___ 

Director of Public Relations 
Meeghan Ford: 
meeghan, fo r d @g_m_____a__~_l___._f___o____m___ 

Director of Community 

Relations 
Cat Greene: 
_c_’_a__t g_r_e___e_~_@__e_m_a_i_L__u___n_~_:__e___d___u_. 

CSRI Communications 
Coordinator/Director of 
Media Relations 
Rob Hayden: 

rhayden@email.unc.edu 

Director of Advertising 
Brandon Maddux: 

__b_m___a___d___d____u__~@#_m__a_i_L_u____tt_c__:__e__~__u_ 

Director of Marketing 
Che Mock: 

m__c____h____e__@__e____m_____a_iL___u____n__~,___e___d____u__ 

Logistics Coordinator 
Evie Oregon: 
__O____r___e_g__o____n__@#_m__a_i_l__.___u____ttc___:__e____d___u__. 

Director of Promotions 
Brett Smith: 

Director of Technical 
Develop menffWebmast er 
Blythe Worley: 
~...~...r..[..e.5:j...b..@...e...t.n....a...i..~.:...u....~.t.c..:..e....d...u... 

CSRI Director 
Dr. Richard Southall: 

southall@_email.unc.edu 

CSRI Office Manager 
Kendra Hancock: csri@unc.edu 

CSRI Office ¯ CB 3182 . Smith Bldg 
06b 

The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 



Special Admit Limbo: How Low 
Can You Go? 

Dr. Richard Lapchick- Endowed 
Chair and Director, DeVos Sport 
Business Program, University of 
Central Florida 

Dr. Pellom McDaniels-Assistant 
Professor, Histo~T Department at 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
& Former NFL defensive end 

Ms. Carrie Legero Director of 
Academic Support Programs for 
Athletes at North Carolina State 
University 

Dr. John B~anchard- Senior 
Associate Athletic Director at The 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

ESPN/ficat/on of College Sport 

Mr. Jay Bi~as- Former Duke 
basketball player, Presently a 
lawyer and basketball analyst for 
ESPN 

Dr. Leonard IVtoore~ Assistant Vice 
President for PreoCollege Youth 
Development and Student 
Academic Success Initiatives at 
University of Texas-Austin 

Mr, Sonny Vaccaro- Former 
Sporting Marketing Executive with 
Nike, Reebok and ADIDAS 

Fourth Panelist ~ TBA 

College Spo~:t Arms Race: Is 
There an End in Sight? 

Dr. Andrew Zimbalisto Robert A. 
Woods Professor of Economics at 
Smith College 
Dr. Robert Malekoff- Professor and 

Coordinator of Sport Studies at 
Guilford College 

Mr. Dick Baddour- Athletic Director 
at The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

Mrs, Kelly Mehrtens Athletic 
Director at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington 

Jeremy Bloom 
Bloom is a former college football player at The University of Colorado 

and a three-time World Champion, two time Olympian and National 

Champion snow skier. In 2005, he won a record six straight World- 

Cup Races, the most in a single season in the sport’s history. He also 

played football in the NFL as a wide receiver and return specialist with 

the Philadelphia Eagles and Pittsburgh Steelers. 

John Gerdy 
Gerdy is a former All-American college basketball player from 

Davidson College. He was a NBA 3rd round draft choice of the New 

Jersey Nets. He has authored many books, including, Sports: The All- 

American Addiction & Air Ball: American Education’s Failed 

Experiment with Elite Athletics. 

Bernie Mullin 
Mullin is the former Athletic Director at The University of Denver and 

former CEO of Atlanta Spirit, owner of the NBA s Atlanta Hawks and 

the NHL s Atlanta Thrashers. After leaving his position with the Spirit, 

Mullin created a sports consulting business, the Aspire Group, which 

deals with the business support side, marketing, improving fan 

satisfaction and other team-related services. 

Deborah Yow 
Yow is the Director of Athletics at the University of Maryland. In Yow’s 

15-plus years at Maryland, the Terrapins have won 16 national 

championships and graduated student-athletes at an enviable rate. 

Maryland athletics is viewed as one of the nation’s elite intercollegiate 

athletic programs. 

Bill Rhoden 
Rhoden has been a SpoFtSWFiteF fOF the New York Times since 

1983, and has wFitten the "SpOFtS of the Times" column for 

moFe than a decade. He also seFves as a consultant for 

ESPN’s SportsCentury seFies, and occasionally appeaFs as a 

guest on theiF show The Sports Reporters. In 1996, Rhoden 

won a Peabody AwaFd fOF BFoadcasting as wFiteF Of the HBO 

docu mentaFy Journey of the African-American Athlete. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              2:51 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Defense PPT 

Fhesis Defense PPT DS.ppt 

Hi Good job. Here are my edits. Let’s chat tomorrow. 

Dr. Debby Stmman 
Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 
ds~o@unc.edu 
theclub@unc.edu 

http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday 8:55 AM 
To: dstroman(~email.unc.edu 
Cc 
Subject: Thesis Defense PPT 

Good morning Dr. Stroman. Attached is my Thesis Defense powerpoint 
presentation. Please feel free provide your feedback for any edits. I 
confirmed with Dr. Hedgpeth that Monday              is a good day and 
time for her for my defense. If that works for you I will ~o ahead and 
forward to Ashley to schedule me down for Monday at 3:00pm. 
Thank you again for your support and expertise. 



Contact 
Information 

Director of Market Research 
and Development 
Laura Bernhard: 
_l_a___u___~::_a_ ~_~}’__@ e m a i 1 .uric. edu 

Director of Sales 
Jerry Fisk: ~__k__g@_t_Lo___t_~]_~_i__l_=~___o____m___ 

Director of Public Relations 
Meeghan Ford: 
meeghan, fo r d @g_m_____a__~_l___._f___o____m___ 

Director of Community 

Relations 
Cat Greene: 
_c_’_a__t g_r_e___e_~_@__e_m_a_i_L__u___n_~_:__e___d___u_. 

CSRI Communications 
Coordinator/Director of 
Media Relations 
Rob Hayden: 

rhayden@email.unc.edu 

Director of Advertising 
Brandon Maddux: 

__b_m___a___d___d____u__~@#_m__a_i_L_u____tt_c__:__e__~__u_ 

Director of Marketing 
Che Mock: 

m__c____h____e__@__e____m_____a_iL___u____n__~,___e___d____u__ 

Logistics Coordinator 
Evie Oregon: 
__O____r___e_g__o____n__@#_m__a_i_l__.___u____ttc___:__e____d___u__. 

Director of Promotions 
Brett Smith: 

Director of Technical 
Develop menffWebmast er 
Blythe Worley: 
~...~...r..[..e.5:j...b..@...e...t.n....a...i..~.:...u....~.t.c..:..e....d...u... 

CSRI Director 
Dr. Richard Southall: 

southall@_email.unc.edu 

CSRI Office Manager 
Kendra Hancock: csri@unc.edu 

CSRI Office ¯ CB 3182 . Smith Bldg 
06b 

The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 



Special Admit Limbo: How Low 
Can You Go? 

Dr. Richard Lapchick- Endowed 
Chair and Director, DeVos Sport 
Business Program, University of 
Central Florida 

Dr. Pellom McDaniels-Assistant 
Professor, Histo~T Department at 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
& Former NFL defensive end 

Ms. Carrie Legero Director of 
Academic Support Programs for 
Athletes at North Carolina State 
University 

Dr. John B~anchard- Senior 
Associate Athletic Director at The 
University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

ESPN/ficat/on of College Sport 

Mr. Jay Bi~as- Former Duke 
basketball player, Presently a 
lawyer and basketball analyst for 
ESPN 

Dr. Leonard IVtoore~ Assistant Vice 
President for PreoCollege Youth 
Development and Student 
Academic Success Initiatives at 
University of Texas-Austin 

Mr, Sonny Vaccaro- Former 
Sporting Marketing Executive with 
Nike, Reebok and ADIDAS 

Fourth Panelist ~ TBA 

College Spo~:t Arms Race: Is 
There an End in Sight? 

Dr. Andrew Zimbalisto Robert A. 
Woods Professor of Economics at 
Smith College 
Dr. Robert Malekoff- Professor and 

Coordinator of Sport Studies at 
Guilford College 

Mr. Dick Baddour- Athletic Director 
at The University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

Mrs, Kelly Mehrtens Athletic 
Director at the University of North 
Carolina at Wilmington 

Jeremy Bloom 
Bloom is a former college football player at The University of Colorado 

and a three-time World Champion, two time Olympian and National 

Champion snow skier. In 2005, he won a record six straight World- 

Cup Races, the most in a single season in the sport’s history. He also 

played football in the NFL as a wide receiver and return specialist with 

the Philadelphia Eagles and Pittsburgh Steelers. 

John Gerdy 
Gerdy is a former All-American college basketball player from 

Davidson College. He was a NBA 3rd round draft choice of the New 

Jersey Nets. He has authored many books, including, Sports: The All- 

American Addiction & Air Ball: American Education’s Failed 

Experiment with Elite Athletics. 

Bernie Mullin 
Mullin is the former Athletic Director at The University of Denver and 

former CEO of Atlanta Spirit, owner of the NBA s Atlanta Hawks and 

the NHL s Atlanta Thrashers. After leaving his position with the Spirit, 

Mullin created a sports consulting business, the Aspire Group, which 

deals with the business support side, marketing, improving fan 

satisfaction and other team-related services. 

Deborah Yow 
Yow is the Director of Athletics at the University of Maryland. In Yow’s 

15-plus years at Maryland, the Terrapins have won 16 national 

championships and graduated student-athletes at an enviable rate. 

Maryland athletics is viewed as one of the nation’s elite intercollegiate 

athletic programs. 

Bill Rhoden 
Rhoden has been a SpoFtSWFiteF fOF the New York Times since 

1983, and has wFitten the "SpOFtS of the Times" column for 

moFe than a decade. He also seFves as a consultant for 

ESPN’s SportsCentury seFies, and occasionally appeaFs as a 

guest on theiF show The Sports Reporters. In 1996, Rhoden 

won a Peabody AwaFd fOF BFoadcasting as wFiteF Of the HBO 

docu mentaFy Journey of the African-American Athlete. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Copeland, Rick (EC) <ECCopeland@dow.com> 

Friday, April 24, 2009 2:30 PM 

Stmm~l, Deborah Lynn <dstm@~t~c.edu> 

Dr. D Stro like Maestro, 

I like that ! We’re good for Tuesday night and directions are below... 

As for )er the message, an outstanding student and has full rides so far to William and Mary and Norfolk State. 

She will be graduating i 

Her UNC pin is and has been interested in UNC since the 6th grade. 

DON’T LET HER GET AWAY!!!! 

Thanks for looking into this. See you Tuesday night for dinner. What time should I expect you? 

Warm Regards, 

Rick 

Directions 540 East towards Wake Forest exit ~ 1 - Six Forks Road South {Night} pass Chic Filet go ~ 3/’~0 mile Maisons en Mer subdivision wrought iron gate Nouveau 

{Night} to quick right Bon Marche #200... park in my driveway townhouse with porch 

Home phone 844-7329 

E. Rick Copeland 

N.A. Sales Director 

The Dow Chemical Company 

bow Coatin9 Solutions 

410 ~regson Drive 

Cary, NC 27511 

Office: 919-844-7329 

Cell: ’ 

Fax: 9~9-676-8749 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu> 

Monday,              5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Human Physiology 

thackney.vcf 

Debbie: 
I am not certain I have the whole story straight, and I don’t want to make this a big deal, but in the future if one 
of my students has a problem with my course and they come to you I would appreciate you sharing that 
information with me. I was distressed to fine that you apparently went to                    about getting 
help for the undergraduate              without ever bring this issue to my attention. There is most certainly 
two sides to every story and I can share somethings with you concerning this young man in his attempt to 
complete my course. 

Sincerely, 
Tony 

A.C. Hackney, PhD, DSc, FACSM 
Professor of Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sport Mmmgement <SPORTMGT@lis~tserv.unb.ca> on behalf of 

Southall, Richard Michard </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN SOUTHALL> 

Monday, April 5, 2010 10:31 AM 

SPORTMGT@list~rv.unb.ca 

CSRI ScholMy Conference on College Sport 

south~ll.vcf 

For Immediate Release 

*UNC~�a’~ls Scholarly Conference on College Sport will address hot topics in 
collegiate athletics* 

CItAPt:.L HI],L, NC a�"* *The 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport will 
bring together leading academics, practitioners and media members from 
across the country to discuss some of the more important issues in 
college athletics from April 21-23 at the William and Ida Friday (;enter 
on the campus of the Umversity of North Carolina-Chapel ttil[. 

The Issues in College Sport Symposium will kick off the conference on 
Wednesday at 8:45 am. The first panel, a�ceThou Shalt Not Tweet: Athletesa�TM 
Social Networking Legal Rights vs. Institutional Control,~� will examine 
how athletics departments approach their student-athletes posting on Web 
sites such as Facebook and Twitter Committed panelists include: 

[\. Kathleen ttessert, president, Sports Media Challenge 

[\. Lester Munson, legal analyst, ESPN 

~. Steve Kirschner, associate athletics director for athletic 
communications, University of North Carolina 

~. Ronnie Ramos, director of new- media strategies, NCAA 

The first keynote speaker, David Williams, will speak at 10:15 a.m. 

~. Williams* *is Vanderbiltg�~r’~s Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and 

Athletics and legal counsel. Vanderbilt abolished its athletics 
department in 2003, choosing to incorporate it into the larger mnbrella 
of student life, and Williams~�TM role is analogous to an athletics 
director under the conventional model. 

g�ceOne and Done: What is the Effect of the NBA~�’r~as Age-Limit Rule on the 
College Gameg� will investigate how the NBA~�V~as rule preventing high school 
players frora jumping directly to the iX~BA has effected the college game 
(1:00 p.m.). Conwnitted panelists include: 

~. Gary Williams, men,�YSts basketball coach, University of Maryland 

~. Darryl Dawkins, former iX~BA player 

~. Doug Gottlieb, college basketball analyst, ESPN 

~. iVfichael iVlcCama, professor, VelTnont Law- School; contributor to Sports 

Illustrated.corn 

~.. Shane Lyons, associate director for compliance, Atlantic Coast Conference 

The second keynote speaker, Bernadette McGlade, will oiler her remarks 
begimaing at 2:30 p.m 

~. iVlcGlade became the Atlantic 10 Commissioner in 2008 after sel~’ing as 

the Atlantic Coast Conference~�V~s associate commissioner for nine years 
and the ACC~�V~s assistant commissioner for two. Alter a basketball 
distinguished career at North Carolina, McGlade served Georgia Techfi�v~’~s 
athletics department in a number of fashiuns, wilming the ;VtJCA~�V~s 
National Administrator of the Year award in 2000. 

The aftelaaoon will conclude ~vith 5�ceEflaics of Elimination: Will 
Broad-Based Athletic Departments SulN’ive%� The discussion, which begins 
at 3:45 pm, will center on whether recent economic challenges 
tlzroughout the country will spell the end of large athletic departments 
Conzmitted panelists include: 

~.. Jeff Bourne, athletics director, James Madison University 

~.. Make iVloyer, executive director, YVrestling Coaches Association 

[\. ~a:ny Perko, executive director, Knight Commission 

[\. John Cheslock, professor, Penn State Universi~" 

[\. David Akinniyi, football player, N.C. State Universi~ 

Admission to the one-day symposmm is $10 [’or UNC students and $25 to 



the general public. The three-day Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
is a collaborative effort by the sport administration graduate program 
at 1UNC and the College Sport Research Institute 

R egistration fees are required for the remainder of the three-day 
conference ttighlights include speeches by author and Oregon State 
University professor Michael Oriard, UNC womena�l"~’ls soccer coach Anson 
Dorrance and Mountain West Conference commissioner Craig ’l’hompson. For 
more iN2~rmation, including registration, please visit 
http://www.csriconference.org. 

Media Contact: 

Jack Daly, Scholarly Conference on College Spolt Co-Director 

jrdaly@eruaihunc.edu 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Assistant Professor - Sport A&ninistration 
Coordinator - Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The Unb,~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

919.962.6325 (lhx) 
Email: southall@eruaih ~mc .edu 

* LrNC Sport Adruinistration Program 

http://~vw~v.unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor t administration/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http : i/~vw~v, unc. edu,’csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
http :i/csri-iiia.org 

* Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport http://wwwcsriconference.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Richard M. Southall 

Southall 

Richard M. 

Director: College Sport Research Institute 

Campus Box 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 919.962-3507 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: .~ 

E-maih southall@email.unc.edu 

Please join us April 21-23, 2010 ~:or ~che 2010 scho-lar]y conference on college spot1: - 
hl:l:p : !/www. csri con~:e fence, org 



European Conference in Sports Economics 
German Sport University Cologne 

- 05-06~h October 2010 - 

All conference information on: www.dshs-koeln.de/ecse 

SURNAME: 

First Name: 

Position/title: 

Affiliation: 

Address: 

ZIP code and City: 

Country: 

Telephone: 

E-mail: 

REGISTRATION BULLETIN 

You have to register compulsorily until the 3r~ of Auqust, 2010, 
by sending this form to esce@dshs-koeln.de 

REGISTRATION FEE 

[]     Regular     participant 

........................ 65.00 � 

including speakers/authors : 

[]     PhD     student (including 

........................... 35.00 � 

PhD speakers/authors : 

[] Haster student"                                                    20.00 

[] Conference dinner    (optional), 
........................ 50.00 � 
Number of dinner participants: 

rate for one person: 

Total:       ... 

Please, tick where appropriate 

You have to transfer the fee until the i0t~ of August, 2010 as 
follows: 

bank account holder: 
account number: 
bank: 

bank code: 
swift-code (BIC) : 
IBAN: 
reference: 

Deutsche Sporthochschule Koeln, 50933 Koeln 

Bank tuer Sozialwirtschaft AG, Postfach 100342, 
50443 Koeln 
370 205 00 

BFSWDE33 
DE 77 3702 0500 0008 2614 00 
17614-your name 



begin:vcard 
fn:Richard M. Southall 
n:Southall;Richard M. 
org:Director: College Sport Research Institute;Director: Graduate Sport Management 
Program - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
adr;dom:Smith Building 06;;Campus Box 3182;Chapel HilI;NC;27599 
email;internet:southall@email.unc.edu 
title:Assistant Professor 
tel;work:919.962-3507 
tel;cell:! 
note:Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport - 
http://www.csriconference.org 
url : http : llwww, unc. edulcsri 
version:2.1 
end:vcard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  9:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

Research 

.xlsx 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize that I failed to mention to you that I will not be able to attend class due to our away game vs. Georgia 
Tech. Also, I am not on the Sakia for the Exss    class. I am attaching my rough draft of the research I did this week, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:04 PM 

Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kutchma, Beth-Ann <bkutchma@email.unc.edu> 

Re: opening access to 81obal education 

Great! Thanks. Woollen 315 (next to Carmichael Arena) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__£/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__=_e__d___u_./ 

"knewin~ is not enough; we retest apply. ’v~ illing is net enough; we ~’~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Steiner>, Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:01 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d._s_.t_r_.o__.@_.u__~?_c_.__e_.d__u._> 

Cc: "Kutch ma, B eth -An n" < _b_.k_ .u__t_.£h___n_~_a__._@___e_.._m_.a_ i_[_._.u__n_.£:._e_~l_~. > 

Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Sure thins. Please remind me where your office is. 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontaLjpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://arnzn com/0415772990 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, October 25, 2012 :[:[:41 AM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc; Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject-" Re: opening access to global education 

Hi Nik. Can we chan~e to 10:00 a.m.? 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we retest apply. Willing is net enough; we mus~ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Steiner>, Niklaus Andreas <._n___s__t__e_)__n___e_r__@___u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Date= Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:24 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: "Kutchma, Beth-Ann" <bkutchma@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Perfect. T’m happy to come to your place so just let me know where. Best, Niklaus 

CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 

http;//c_qj.unc.edq I http://facebook.com/unccqi [ http://twitter.com/unccgi 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: h__t_t_p_:L_/_a_.m__&n_=__c.o_m_ZQ__4:.! 5_ZZ2_.~9__0_ 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, October :[7, 20:[2 5:03 PM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Cc; Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject; RE: opening access to global education 

Nov. 7 at 



debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Erwu~je, Explore. Ernp, ow~m, 

9:1 

’One woman cm~ make a difference bul 

women working logeiher cm~ cha~ge tt~e world," 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 5:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 
Debby, 

Thanks so much for the quick reply. How does week of Nov 5 work for you? I’m wide open Monday before 130, Tuesday before 2, and Wed 

before 330 so let me know if anything in there works for you. 

I really look forward to it. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I DJrector 
............................................................................. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Description: http://cgi.u nc.ed u/ima ges/migration -horizontal.jpg 

CHECK 
OUT MY LATEST BOOK: .h__t_t_p__:/__/_~__m__z___n__=_c__o___m__/__O___4__!__5__7__Z_~_9__~_O_" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 20!2 3:!9 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
(::c: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Hi Nik. You know Vou can count me in! As I mentioned to you, when 1 first got my bearings here I ventured over to the Study Abroad office (with no agenda) just to 

learn and help find sok~tions to the engagement of more minority stud~-_~nts.,, 

D:_d:’s k)ok at ~ date after Fall Br~-_~ak. I t.:>:_~k a cursory look ~md ~:he document is ~m ou~:s~:anding start~-_~r! 

My mobile is 4:10.206.2939 if: you want to chat alter hours or on the weekend. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Dcborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working together can chmlge the world. " 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: opening access to global education 
Hi Debby, 

I saw the story in yesterday’s DTH about retention issues and thought of our past conversations about opening access to global education for 

students traditionally underrepresented in the field. The DTH article made me think about the importance of advising and making students feel 

comfortable and engaged with global opportunities, but how do we best do that? My colleague Beth-Ann (who I think you met at the "teaching 

race" forum at the beginning of the year) and I have been thinking a lot about this issue lately and we’d very much like to hear your thoughts as 

we look ahead. 

To give you a sense of our initial thoughts, she and I have drawn up a preliminaryworkplan (attached). Let me stress that far from being a 

roadmap or a strategic plan, it is rather a living, breathing document that will constantly evolve as we bring more people into the conversation. 

It is therefore really meant to be a conversation starter. 

Please let us know if you have time to meet in the weeks ahead. We look forward to hearing your thoughts on how best to proceed, what have 

we overlooked, and where do you see strengths and gaps. 

Many thanks, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I DJrector 
............................................................................. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

+1 919 962 6855 tel [ :~~ Niki~:::_-’.;~:~! i~! i [ Fiil i :o:’ ~.,,’ t : )~ t::ii.< 



Description: http://cgi u nc.ed u/ima ges/migration -horizontal.jpg 

CHECK 
OUT MY LATEST BOOK: .h__t_t_£:!__/_~__m__z___n__~_c__o___m__/__O___4__!__5__7__Z_~_9__~_O_" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Overton, Jackie (Public Safety) <overton@psafety.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:10 PM 

Naylor, Adrian (Public Safety) <anaylor@psafety.unc.edu>; ’Burroughs, Angela’ 
<aburroughs@excelclinicalresearch.com>; ’Archie Daniel ( @nc.rr.com)’; 
Brown, Barbara W <barbw_brown@unc.edu>; ’Beverly B J Tatum’ 
<baddboyy69@juno.com>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda_malone@unc.edu>; 
’Brennan Stabler i         @netzero.com)’; ’Bruce Foriest (        @msn.com)’; 
Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Long, Carleta Scott 
<carleta_scott@med.unc. edu>; ’Cheryl Stout (cheryl_stout@unc. edu)’; ’Chris Faison’ 
< - "    ~gmail.com>; Sockell, Chuck (Student Stores) 
<CWSOCKELL@store.unc.edu>; Lorch, Claire <clorch@email.unc.edu>; Bullock, 
Connie (Public Safety) <bullock@psafety.unc.edu>; ’ @earthlink.net’; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Doris 
<doris_lee@med.unc.edu>; @nc.rr.com’; Schuettpelz, Erin (2 <ecs@unc.edu>; 
’Faith Thompson i @yahoo.com)’; Arthur, Frank (Public Safety) 
<wfa@psafety.unc.edu>; Moss, Gary <gary_moss@unc.edu>; (2arter, Gena J 
<gj carter@email.unc, edu>; Suitt, Helen <hsuitt@admi ssions.unc, edu>; ’Henry McKoy 

~yahoo.com)’; ’Henry O Foust (hofoust@chatham.kl2.nc.us)’; 
@att.net’; ’Jackie Looney (jlooney@duke.edu)’; Holman, James B 

<jbholman@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; ’Janice 
Thompson t         @peoplepc.com) ; Mitchell, Jeanne Fly 
<jeanne_mitchell@med.unc.edu>; ’Johnny Shrieves,        @hotmail.com)’; Moon, 
Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu>; Gray, Karol Kain <kkgray@unc.edu>; ’Kathy 
Atwater (Kathy_Atwater@phreego. com)’; Lynn, Kitty <klynn@email.unc. edu>; ’LaBron 
Reid (lreid@mclaurinparking.com)’; ’LaEula Davis t         ~gmail.com)’; 

@yahoo.com’; ’Lori Palazzo’ <            ~gmail.com>; 
@aol.com’; ter Horst, Marc A. <terhorst@email.unc.edu>; ’Margaret 

Reader (margaret.reader@dhhs.nc.gov)’; Banks, Matthew R <mbanks@email.unc.edu>; 
~aol.com’; ’Miriam Thompson’<             @nc.rr.com>; 

.... @yahoo.com’; ’_ @hotmail.com’; 0uick, Myra (2 <quick@unc.edu>; 
’Norma Williams ( ~@embarqmail.com)’; ’Reginald (2. Overton 
(reggie.overton@pbvllc.com)’;            @gmail.com’; ’Sallie Shuping Russell 

~aol.com)’; ’Sarah Smith ( ...... @yahoo.com)’; ’Shirley 
@msn.com>; ’Stephenie Williams (                @nc.rr.com)’; 

Houston, ’l’ern 12 <thouston@email.unc.edu>; ’Thomas Nixon (      @bellsouth.net)’; 
’stsmith78@altel.net’; ’Valencia Thompson (vdt@usa.com)’; Fearrington, Valerie (Public 
Safety) <vmf@PSAFETY.UN(2.EDU>; ’Valerie Morrow (morro005@dcri.duke.edu)’; 
’McDaniel, Vickie’ <vickie@thegatetohome.com>; (2arrington, Vonyee Kermee 
<V(2arring@unch.unc.edu>; ’W. Renee Carmon ~ @aol.com)’; Blair, 
Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ’Willie 
Bell’ <             ~aol.com> 

Empowerment Inc. Fundraiser 

2012 invite.pdf 

All, 

This is a worthwhile nonprofit organization. 

Jackie 

Professional Development Manager 
Employee Forum Chair 



CB# 1600 Public Safety Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 
(919) 962-5029 phone/voicemail 

(919) 962-2572 fax 
The straightest path to our greatest potential is straight through our greatest fear. 
Never make someone a priority in your life when they have only made you an option in theirs. 



EmPOWERmeat hie.: The Mission: ,EmPOWERing individuals m~d commtmities 

to de~ercaiae their destinies through affbrdable flying, communivf organizing 

and grassroots economic development, 

oham~io~ of ~e Nor~ide an4 P~e ~oI ~unitiea 

After checking al choices that apply below, please return this form and ),our payment by 

November 26, 2012, to: EmPO~I~ERm~, 1~, ~19 N~-~ G~ham ~t~t, 8~it~ ~80 
Chap~ Ni~, ~C 275!~. Electronic donations ~n be made by visiting 

www.empowermentinc.biogspot, com, Click the link for "~aat~" on ~e home page. 

___ ~ wtl make my payment electronically at the following level 

__ ( wtl atend on Saturday, December I, 2 012. fnclosed is my donalon of $35 per lcket. 
._ ~ wilt donate at [he Sweet Sixteen Honor Roll level Please add another $35 per ticket to my 
donation above for a tolai of $ 
___ ( cannot attend butw/I donate (Designale cash or in-kind). 

What you gel for your Donation: 

F(oo~’ Window 
Foundation 3 entry tickets 

entry tickets IO ~affie tickets 
I5 raffle tickets Business Card ad in pr~ram 

page ad in program 

5 enlw tickets 10 tafle ticte’ts 
I0 raffle tickets 1 enlry ticket 
¼ page ad in pr~:jrarn Name isted on Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTH_DIVERSITY.SM B] 

3/11/2014 6:56:22 PM 

Albritton, Travis J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Talbritt]; Alexander, G. Rumay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rumay]; Allen, Tiffany W [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Twallen]; 

Ammerman, Alice S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ammerman]; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sibby]; Ashby, 

Valerie S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ashby]; Ayankoya, Betsy Clifton [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bayankoy]; Ballen, Martina K [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Martina K Ballen 

(mballen)]; Barger, Sarah [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sbarger]; Barton II, Barkley J. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Barkley Jimmy Barton II (bjbarton)Oe3]; 

Beecham-Green, Rosalyn [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Beechamg]; Bell, Danny [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DbelI]; Bickford, Donna M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dbickfor]; Bird, Kerry 

Dean [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mr 

Kerry Dean Bird (kdbird)a44]; Blackburn, Dean [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Blackbrn]; Borden, Paula D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pborden]; Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill 

(jmboxill)]; Bradley, Richard A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rbradley]; Bright, Cedric Marc [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Cedric Marc Bright (cmbright)]; Brooks, 

Brandi Leigh [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Blbrooks]; Caldwell, Kia L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kia L Caldwell (klcaldwe)]; Caldwell, Chandra 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ccaldwel]; 

Carrillo, Juan Fernando [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Juan Fernando Carrillo (jfcarril)]; Carrion, Maribel [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mcarrion]; Castro, 

Dina C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dcastro3]; Cervantes-Soon, Claudia G [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Claudia G Cervantes-Soon (ccsoon)]; Charles, Roy 

Anthony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rac]; Civil, Marta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Marta Civil (civil)]; Clark, Fred M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fclark]; Claybren, 

Kevin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Claybren]; Clayton, Taffye Benson [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Taffye Benson Clayton (taffye)c7b]; Cleveland, 

Joanna Carey [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Joanna]; Collins, Marcus L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Collinsm]; Cooper, Trinnette M [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Trinnette M Cooper 

(coopert)74d]; Copeland, Jacquelyn D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 



(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jackiec1]; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GiselIe M Corbie-Smith (corbiesm)]; Cuadros, 

Paul F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cuadros]; Deguzm~n, Maria [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deguzman]; Demetriou, Cynthia [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cyndem]; DePuy, 

Danny [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Depuy]; Dey, Sharbari [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sharbari Dey (sharbari)636]; Dunlap, Amy C 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Adunlap]; 

Eaker-Rich, Deborah J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eakerric]; Eng, Geni [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eeng]; Estroff, Sue E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sue E Estroff 

(estroff)]; Faison, Christopher [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cdf333]; Felder, Andrea D [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Afelder]; Fisher, Annice E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Fisherae]; Flinn- 

Johnson, Lauren [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lauren Flinn (flinnl)16f]; Freeman, Lisa Nicole [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Freemanl]; Freeman, 

Ashalla Magee [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Admagee]; Garcia, David F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David F Garcia (daga)]; Garcia-Martinez, J Victor 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=J Victor 

Garcia-Martinez (garciama)]; Garcia Smith, Jazmin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Garciasm]; Gill, Hannah E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HgilI]; Godley, Paul Alphonso [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Paul Godley 

(pagodley)]; Goodman, Paula [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Pgoodman]; Gustafson, Joann C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gustafso]; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Victoria LaFrieda 

Hammett (vhammett)]; Hammonds, April [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMIN ISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hammon]; Harbage Page, Susan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Susan H Page (pages)]; Adams, Crystal Harden 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Charden]; 

Hicks, Larry M [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hicks]; Highland, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Highland]; Hoeflich, Sandra [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shoeflic]; Hogan, 

Kelly A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Leek]; Hogan, Brian P [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hoganb]; Holman Nash, DeVetta [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DeVetta Holman 

Nash (dholman)]; Hoover, Shandol Christine [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Schoover]; Horton, Diane [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Dhorton]; Hurt, Christi [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ms Mary Hurt 

(mchurt)640]; Jackson Jr, Curtis [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Curtis Jackson Jr (cjjunior)]; Jared, H, Scott [/O=UNC 



EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjared]; Johnson, 

James H Jr [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Johnsojh]; Jones, Mike [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Aljo]; Jones, Shandra Monique [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shandraj]; Jordan, 

Joseph F [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Joseph F Jordan (jfjordan)]; Jordan, Jimmy [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jkjordan]; Julian-Fox, 

Missy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mjfox]; Kersgard, Mary Louise [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kersgard]; Kiel, David [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=David Kiel (kiel)]; 

Knight, Ira [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Iknight]; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kryder]; Lambert, Michael C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Michael C Lambert 

(mlambert)]; LaMonica, Charle [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Charle LaMonica (lamonica)206]; Lane, Cricket [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Mlane]; Lewis, Frank 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=423681ab583d49b4abfc73cbOecf2a4f]; Lineberry, Harvey [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hlineber]; Littlejohn, 

Ursula Eunice [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ursula Eunice Littlejohn (ulittlej)]; Hertel, Amy Locklear [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amy Locklear 

(alocklea)d76]; Long, Shay [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Meshayl]; Louis, Brittney [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Lbrittne]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Mann, 

April Selena [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Asmann]; Manuel, Ronda Jae [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rjnorman]; Max, Katherine Angeli [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=B5cO8387a7594f2aa94f303147939fef]; McGhee, Oj [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Omcghee]; 

McLaughlin, Christopher B [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cbmclaug]; McMillan, Tim [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tim McMillan (tjm~L)]; Mitchell, Brenda O 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Bmitchel]; 

Moore, Cecelia [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cmplay]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EmulIer2]; Murray, Lawrence James II [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Murraylj]; Murrill, 

Verita L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Verita]; Noblit, George W [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Gwn]; Overton, Jackie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jackie Overton 

(overton)c88]; Parise, Leslie V [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Parise]; Partier, A. T. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Abigail T Partier (partier)]; Parker, Patricia S 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Psparker]; 



Patterson, Tony [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tonyp]; Perez, Josmell [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=JosmelI]; Phoenix, Terri Lynn [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tphoenix]; Pickeral, 

Robbi [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ms 

Robbi Louisa Pickeral (pickeral)lc4]; Pierce, Jackie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Japierce]; Pleasants, Robert [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Robert Pleasants (bpleas)]; Polk, Claudis 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Claudis]; 

Pollock, Della [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PolIock]; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Candicef]; Qin, 

Xiaowen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Xiaowen Qin (xiaowen)809]; Reid, Dee [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deereid]; Rhodes, 

Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Robertson, Nakenge [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Robertsn]; Royster, 

Sharessa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Roysterl]; Salas, Carla Isabel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cisalas]; Schoenbach, Victor J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Vschoenb]; Scott, 

Margie B. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mscott]; Shuford, Bettina C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Bettina C Shuford (bcshufor)]; Sims Evans, 

Charletta [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Charletta Georgette Sims Evans (simsevan)]; Slivka, Dara [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Slivka]; Smith, Hugh 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mr Hugh 

Smith (hpsmith)3ca]; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nsteiner]; Straughan, Dulcie Murdock [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dulcie]; Stroman, 

Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)]; Tanner, Beth [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Btanner]; Taylor, 

Vergie A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vataylor]; Thomas, Sharon H [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sharon H Thomas (sholmes)]; Toone, Damon E 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dtoone]; 

Vargas, Zaragosa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Zaragosa Vargas (zvargas)]; Vargas, Lucila [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lcvargas]; Vizuete, 

William [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIiam Vizuete (vizuete)]; Vizuete, Natalie [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Natalie Marie 

Vizuete (nvizuete)Sc6]; Wallace, Christopher [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Christopher Wallace (chrislw)5db]; Watkins, Debra [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Watkinsd]; Webster- 

Cyriaqu, Jennifer [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jennifer Webster-Cyriaqu (jwebster):~5b]; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Annewhis]; 



Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

White, Carla [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cwharris]; Williams, Audrey Marie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Williaam]; Williford, Lynn E [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Lewillif]; Wilson, Ada 

K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ada 

Wilson (adaw)]; Winn, Donna-Marie C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Dwinn]; Woodard, Harold [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Hwoodard]; Zombar, Deborah [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Zombar] 

March IDIC Meeting 

School of Nursing-104 Carrington Hall 

3/17/2014 7:00:00 PM 

3/17/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Barker, Marco J; Albritton, Travis J; Alexander, G. Rumay; Allen, Tiffany W; Ammerman, Alice S; Anderson- 

Thompkins, Sibby; Ashby, Valerie S; Ayankoya, Betsy Clifton; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; Barger, Sarah; 

bjbarton@email.unc.edu; Beecham-Green, Rosalyn; Bell, Danny; Bickford, Donna M; Bird, Kerry Dean; Blackburn, 

Dean; Borden, Paula D; Boxill, Jan; Bradley, Richard A; Bright, Cedric Marc; brandi@unc.edu; Caldwell, Kia L; 

Caldwell, Chandra; Carrillo, Juan Fernando; Carrion, Maribel; Castro, Dina C; Cervantes-Soon, Claudia G; Charles, Roy 

Anthony; Civil, Marta; Clark, Fred M; claybren@live.unc.edu; Clayton, Taffye Benson; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; 

Collins, Marcus L; Cooper, Trinnette M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M; Cuadros, Paul F; Deguzm~n, 

Maria; Demetriou, Cynthia; DePuy, Danny; sharbari@unc.edu; Dunlap, Amy C; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J; Eng, Geni; 

Estroff, Sue E; Faison, Christopher; afelder@unc.edu; Fisher, Annice E; Flinn-Johnson, Lauren; 

freemanl@email.unc.edu; Freeman, Ashalla Magee; Garcia, David F; Garcia-Martinez, J Victor; 

garciasm@email.unc.edu; Gill, Hannah E; pgodley@med.unc.edu; Goodman, Paula; Gustafson, Joann C; Hammett, 

Victoria LaFrieda; Hammonds, April; Harbage Page, Susan; Adams, Crystal Harden; Hicks, Larry M; Highland, Michael; 

Hoeflich, Sandra; Hogan, Kelly A; Hogan, Brian P; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Hoover, Shandol Christine; Horton, Diane; 

Hurt, Christi; Jackson Jr, Curtis; Jared, H. Scott; Johnson, James H Jr; Jones, Mike; shandra_jones@unc.edu; Jordan, 

Joseph F; jkjordan@email.unc.edu; Julian-Fox, Missy; Kersgard, Mary Louise; Kiel, David; Knight, Ira; Kryder, Kate 

Elizabeth Ann; Lambert, Michael C; lamonica@unc.edu; Lane, Cricket; Lewis, Frank; Lineberry, Harvey; Littlejohn, 

Ursula Eunice; Hertel, Amy Locklear; Long, Shay; brittney_louis@unc.edu; Maitland, Theresa L; Mann, April Selena; 

Manuel, Ronda Jae; Max, Katherine Angeli; omcghee@email.unc.edu; McLaughlin, Christopher B; McMillan, Tim; 

Mitchell, Brenda O; Moore, Cecelia; Muller, Eric L; Murray, Lawrence James II; Murrill, Verita L; Noblit, George W; 

Overton, Jackie; parise@med.unc.edu; Panter, A. T.; Parker, Patricia S; Patterson, Tony; Perez, Josmell; Phoenix, Terri 

Lynn; Pickeral, Robbi; Pierce, Jackie; Pleasants, Robert; Polk, Claudis; Pollock, Della; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming; 

Qin, Xiaowen; Reid, Dee; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; robertson@mail.fpg.unc.edu; Royster, Sharessa; Salas, Carla Isabel; 

Schoenbach, Victor J; Scott, Margie B.; Shuford, Bettina C.; Sims Evans, Charletta; Slivka, Dara; Smith, Hugh; Steiner, 

Niklaus Andreas; Straughan, Dulcie Murdock; Stroman, Deborah L; Tanner, Beth; Taylor, Vergie A; Thomas, Sharon H; 

Toone, Damon E; Vargas, Zaragosa; Vargas, Lucila; Vizuete, William; Vizuete, Natalie; Wallace, Christopher; Watkins, 

Debra; cyriaquj@dentistry.unc.edu; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; White, Carla; audrey@sog.unc.edu; Williford, Lynn E; 

Wilson, Ada K; Winn, Donna-Marie C; Woodard, Harold; Zombar, Deborah 



P~ee~se ,~oi[:~ Us for the 

Location: School of Nursing Room 104 (Carrington Hall) 

Time: 3:00 PM-4:30 PM 

Presenters: School of Medicine, School of Nursing, and American Indian Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. 
<merritt@email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < ~gmail.com>; Sawyer, Keith 
<rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting: Need Availability 

7816DE4A-2555-43 AC-B42C-31929791B 355 [28] .png 

Why don’t you confirm Joe for Wednesday and well work around it. I don’t have my notes either but I think it is 
Mark Katz and I can ask him to switch. 
Buck 

Buck Goldstein 
University Entrepreneur in Residence 
919 883 7555 

On Mar 17, 2014, at 8:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. Joe DeSimone is available on Wednesday morning. (not Tuesday) Can we do a switch? I 
need to know ASAP. I am at home now without my notes as to who is the invite for Wednesday 
morning. Thanks. 

d 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to 
improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 
< 7816DE4A-2555-43A C-B42C-31929 791B355[28].png> 

From: <Hazeltine>, "lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, March 17, 2014 10:02 AM 

To: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, 
"Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill ~gmail.com>, "Sawyer, 

Keith" <rksawyer@email.u nc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting: Need Availability 

All, 

I’ve attached an outline fem Charles for the bootcamp. My apologies for the delay in getting it to you. I’ll have 

hard copies available at the meeting at 11 in the 200 Suite. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 



Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orcj I Schedule a meeting- http://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy <!izzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, February 28, 2014 4:51 PM 

To: Buck Goldstein <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, Charles Merritt <merritt@email.unc.edu>, Deborah 
Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill ~gmail.com>, "Sawyer, Keith" 

<rksawyer@email.u nc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting: Need Availability 

I looks like 11-12 on Monday March 17 will be our best bet to reconvene. 

Charles will circulate a draft syllabus next week. Before that meeting, it would be very helpful if you each could 

review it in advance of the meeting so we can focus on points of discussion during our limited time. 

Looking forward to getting the group together again then. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orcj I Schedule a meeting- http://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:20 PM 

To: Buck Goldstein <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, Charles Merritt <merritt@email.unc.edu>, Deborah 

Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill < ~gmail.com>, "Sawyer, Keith" 

<rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting: Need Availability 

Hi again, all, 

There isn’t a time between now and spring break that suits all of you, so we need to plan for sometime 3/17 or 

3/21. 

Would you send along your availability for those dates? 

Thanks, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 



Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.org I Schedule a meeting- http://doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 24, 2014 1:06 PM 

To: Buck Goldstein <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, Charles Merritt <merritt@email.unc.edu>, Deborah 
Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill < @gmail.com>, "Sawyer, Keith" 

<rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting: Need Availability 

We’ll have a draft syllabus to review together before spring break, and it’d be best to meet in person to move 

things forward. 

Please send me your availability for later this week and next, and I’ll follow up with a meeting time that suits 

the group. 

Thanks much, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orcj l Schedule a meeting- http~//dood!e~com/!!zzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 19, 2009 2:50 PM 

Calder, Andrew-<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, A.J. <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Parker, Anthony <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pettigrew, Antonio 
<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Larry <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, 

Brad <bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
bkirby@email.unc.edu; Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; breneman@unc.edu; Breschi, Joe <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharp, Baden <bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simpson, Brannon <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, 
Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Paul <butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; ceceliamoore@unc.edu; Garth, Christy <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; charliewilliams@unc.ed; cholliday@unc.edu; McGrath, C.B. <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Craddock, Dennis <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; cricket@unc.edu; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Dick <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hill, Don <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bolowich, Elmar <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>;,     18@msn.com; Lindsey, Erin 
<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;          @gmail.com; Stefanski, Eric <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; evansj@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu; ewithers@unc.edu; exum@email.unc.edu; garland hershey@unc.edu; gcowell@email.unc.edu; Fulton, Grant 
<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gatz, Greg <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gladchuk, Julie <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paradine, Greg 
<gparadine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; helen.tauchen@email.unc.edu; holden@unc.edu; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bettcher, James <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connors, Jeff <jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haase, Jerod <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Inman, John <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; jlovett@uncaa.unc.edu; jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; Montgomery, John 
<jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; jnegahla@uncaa.unc.edu; johnblake@uncaa.unc.edu; Sahratian, Jonas <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sagula, 
Joe <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; j sauls@email.unc.edu; j shoop@unc.edu; Webb, Josh <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
kathie harris@email.unc.edu; kawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; Browning, Kenny <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harbor, Kerry <kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; lensing@email.unc.edu; 
Gerraughty, Laura <lgerraughty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; McCay, Matthew 
<mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Glyptis, Melissa <mglyptis2 l@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Whittlesey, Michael <mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu>; Litzinger, Mike <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Nathan <nbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Faustin-Parker, Nadine <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; noelle@email.unc.edu; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>;         :@pobox.com; 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu; Myers, Pat <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; Rebich, Katie 

<rebich@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; DeSelm, Rich <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Ron <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woodruft; 
Ryan <ryanw@uncaa.unc.edu>; sarah haney@uncaa.unc.edu; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur-Wong, Stephen 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>;        ~nc.rr.com; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; shagen@unc.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia 
<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, 
Steve <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; somoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Paul, Sam <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>;      ~nc.rr.com; Frame, 
Spencer <spencer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pittman, Sam <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; sportlaw@unc.edu; Qulnn, Sean 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robinson, Steve <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, 
Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Filar, Travis <tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu>; thigpen@unc.edu; thouston@email.unc.edu; Yount, 

Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Tracey <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lawrence, Kevin <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scroggs, Willie <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cricket@uncaa.unc.edu, meissen@uncaa.unc.edu, srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu, nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu 

TEXT.htm; SA Graduation Reception Coach and Special Guest Invitation.doc 

P/~ase seeformalinvitation attached [] Imbeddedtext is below... 

[] 

~qe UNCStudent-AthleteAd:visory Committee 

cordia@ invitesyou to a reception 

honoring the Class of 2009 graduating student-athletes 

Stua~nt-Ath~te Graduation Reception 

Tuesday, April28, 2009 

2:00-5:00pro 

George Watts Hilr A fumni Center Afumni Haft" 



Featuring: 

Keynote Spea~r Sue WaSh 

Director of Endowment andStewardship, UZ!C Educational q:oundation 

UZ!C~lum andZ!Cfl~ ~ll-~merican Swimmer 

*Business CasualDress 

*Refreshments andLive Mus~_~aturing Chancellor ~orp andBandEquinox[] 2.’00-3.’00pro, 4.’30-5.’00pm 

*FormalProgram 3.’00-4.’30pm 

P~ase P~S~ including name andnu~nber ofguesu attena~ng (1 or 0) [] by F~day, April11 to: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 19, 2009 3:04 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, A.J. <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anundsen, Sara 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Parker, Anthony <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pettigrew, Antonio <apetfigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Larry 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Brad <bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kalbas, Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; breneman@unc.edu; Breschi, Joe <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharp, Baden 
<bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simpson, Brannon <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Paul 
<butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Garth, Christy <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; charliewilliams@unc.ed; cholliday@unc.edu; McGrath, C.B. <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Craddock, Dennis 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; cricket@unc.edu; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Dick 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hill, Don <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, 
Donna J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bolowich, Elmar <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>;        ~msn.com; Lindsey, Erin 

<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;            @gmail.com; Stefanski, Eric <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; evansj@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; ewithers@unc.edu; 
exum@email.unc.edu; garland hershey@unc.edu; gcowell@email.unc.edu; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gatz, Greg <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gladchuk, Julie <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paradine, Greg <gparadine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
helen.tauchen@email.unc.edu; holden@unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bettcher, James <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connors, Jeff 
<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haase, Jerod <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Inman, John <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; jlovett@uncaa.unc.edu; jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; Montgomery, John <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

inegahla@uncaa.unc.edu; johnblake@uncaa.unc.edu; Sahratian, Jonas <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sagula, Joe <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
isauls@email.unc.edu; jshoop@unc.edu; Webb, Josh <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; kathieharris@email.unc.edu; kawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; Browning, Kenny 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harbor, Kerry <kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
lensing@email.unc.edu; Gerraughty, Laura <lgerraughty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; McCay, Matthew 
<mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Glyptis, Melissa <mglyptis21@uncaa.unc.edu>; Whittlesey, Michael 
<mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu>; Litzinger, Mike <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Nathan <nbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Faustin-Parker, Nadine <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
noelle@email.unc.edu; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~pobox.com; pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu; Myers, Pat <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; Rebich, Katie 
<rebich@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; DeSelm, Rich <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Ron 
<rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woodrnff, Ryan <ryanw@uncaa.unc.edu>; sarah haney@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur-Wong, Stephen <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @nc.rr.com; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
shagen@unc.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; somoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Paul, Sam <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; _     ~nc.rr.com; Frame, Spencer 
<spencer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pittman, Sam <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; sportlaw@unc.edu; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandy 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robinson, Steve <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Filar, Travis <tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
thigpen@unc.edu; thouston@email.unc.edu; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Tracey 
<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lawrence, Kevin <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scroggs, Willie <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cricket@unca.unc 

Formal Invitation-Senior SA Graduation Reception, Tuesday, April 28, 2009 2-5pm 

TEXT.him; SA Graduation Reception Coach and Special Guest Invitation.doc 

[] 

Please seeforma/invitation attached[] Imbeddedtext of invitation is listed~ below ..... 

P6~e P, om, Pind~4~e ~.,. ~d~u.b~r ~f e.sts att~u~,,e (~ or o.~ by F,~d~y, Apt~f11 to: 

[] 

The UNC Student-Athlete AcI~isory Committee 

cordially invites you to a reception 

honoring the[] Class of 2009 graduating student-ath~tes 

Student-Ath/’ete Graduation Reception 

Tuesday, Ap~128, 2009 

2: 00-5: 00pm 

George Watts HilIAlumni CenterAlumniHall 

Featuring,’ 

Keynote Spea~r Sue Wahh 

Director of Endowment andSteward~h~p, UNC EducationalFoundation 

UNCAlum andNCAA All-Amer#an Swimmer 

[] 

*Business CasuaIDress 

*Rej%shtnents andLive Musicjbaturing Chancellor c!horp andBand~quinox[] 2: 00-3: 00un, 4:30-5.’ 00un 

* ol ortnal Progratn 3:00-4:30un 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 13, 2009 12:40 PM 

Calder, Andrew <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, A.J. <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anundsen, Sara 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Parker, Anthony <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pettigrew, Antonio <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Larry 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Brad <bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kalbas, Brian ~bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; breneman@unc.edu; Breschi, Joe <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharp, Baden 
<bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simpson, Brannon <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Paul 
<butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Garth, Christy <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; charliewilliams@unc.ed; cholliday@unc.edu; McGrath, C.B. <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Craddock, Dennis 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; cricket@unc.edu; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Dick 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hill, Don <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna 
J. <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bolowich, Elmar <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>;        @msn.com; Lindsey, Erin 
<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;           @gmail.com; Stefanski, Eric <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; evansj@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; ewithers@unc.edu; 
exum@email.unc.edu; garland hershey@unc.edu; gcowell@email.unc.edu; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gatz, Greg <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gladchuk, Julie <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paradine, Greg <gparadine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe ~aaydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
helen.tauchen@email.unc.edu; holden@unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bettcher, James <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connors, Jeff 
<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haase, Jerod <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Inman, John <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; jlovett@uncaa.unc.edu; jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; Montgomery, John <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
inegahla@uncaa.unc.edu; johnblake@uncaa.unc.edu; Sahratian, Jonas <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sagula, Joe <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; jsauls@email.unc.edu; 
ishoop@unc.edu; Webb, Josh <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; kathieharris@email.unc.edu; kawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; Browning, Kenny 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen ~kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harbor, Kerry <kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. ~knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
lensing@email.unc.edu; Gerraughty, Laura <lgerraughty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; McCay, Matthew 
<mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Glyptis, Melissa <mglyptis21@uncaa.unc.edu>; Whittlesey, Michael 
<mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu>; Litzinger, Mike <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Nathan <nbames@uncaa.unc.edu>; Faustin-Parker, Nadine <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; noelle@email.unc.edu; 
Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @pobox.com; 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu; Myers, Pat <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; Rebich, Katie <rebich@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

DeSelm, Rich <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Ron <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woodrnff, Ryan <ryanw@uncaa.unc.edu>; sarah haney@uncaa.unc.edu; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur- 
Wong, Stephen <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @nc.rr.com; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; shagen@unc.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia 
<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; somoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Paul, Sam <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>;       @nc.rr.com; Frame, Spencer <spencer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pittman, Sam <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; sportlaw@unc.edu; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robinson, 
Steve <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Filar, Travis <tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu>; thigpen@unc.edu; thouston@email.unc.edu; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Tracey <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lawrence, Kevin 
<uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scroggs, Willie 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cricket@unca.unc 

Re: Formal Invitation-Senior SA Graduation Reception, Tuesday, April 28, 2009 2-5pm 

TEXT.him 

[] 
Reminder to please RSVP to me if you have not already done so. [] 

Thanks ! 

[] 

[] 
On Thu, Mar 19, 2009 at 3:03 PI~ Kristina Meissen < ~ma~+com> wrote: 

[] 

Please see formaf invitation attached [] Imbedded te~L’t of invitation is [isted~ below ..... 

P[easg ~qIAPincfua~nfl name andnumber ~f guests attena~ng (1 orO.~ [~ cFdday, flpti[11 ta 

[] 

The UNC Student-Ath~te Ac[visory Committee 

cordially invites you to a reception 

honoring the[] Class of 2009graduating student-arbOres 

student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

Tuesday, April28, 2009 

2: 00-5: 00pm 

George Watts y/-uf/A/umni CenterA/umni Hall 

Featuring: 

Keynote Speaker Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment andSteward~hip, UNC Educational Foundation 

UNCAlum andN(fiA Afl’-Ametican Swimmer 



[] 

~(~usiness Casual(Dress 

~fresfzments anf Live ~/[usic featuring OfzancefforqT~orl~ anf (~anf ~quino~ 2.’00-3.’001~m, 4.’30-Z’OOl~m 

~¢Forma( ~rogram 3: 00-4:3 

[] 

q~as~ ~P~lAP irwfud~nfl nam~ anaCnum[~f ~f gu~sts att~nd~r~ (1 or O~ ~] CFdd~], ~[~i[11 ta 



<div> </div> 
<div>Reminder to please RSVP to me if you have not already done so. </div> 
<div> </div> 
<div>Thanks!</div> 
<div> </div> 
<div>Kristina Meissen</div> 
<div><br> </div> 
<div class="gmail_quote">On Thu, Mar 19, 2009 at 3:03 PM, Kristina Meissen <span 
dir="ltr">&lt; <a 
href="mailto ~@gmail.com"~" @gmail.com</a>&gt;</span> 
wrote:<br> 
<blockquote class="gmail_quote" style="PADDING-LEFT: lex; MARGIN: 0px 0px 0px 0.8ex; 
BORDER-LEFT: #ccc 1 px solid"> 
<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"></span> <span style="FONT-SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT- 
FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;"></span></div> 

<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;"><font size="3"><font size="5">Please see formal 
invitation attached. Imbedded text of invitation is listed below ..... <lfont><lfont><lspan><lp> 

<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;"><font size="3">Please RSVP 
including name and number of guests attending (1 or 0)<span> </span>by Friday, April 11 
to:</font></span></b></p> 

<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;"></span></b><b><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 1 l pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;"> <a 
href="mailto ~gmail.com" target="_blank"><font 
color="#0000ff"~" l@gmail.com<lfont><la><lspan><lb><lp> 
</div> 
<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"></span> 

/div> 

<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"> </div> 
<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">The UNC 
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee </span></div> 
<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">cordially 
invites you to a reception </span></div> 
<div style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">honoring 



the<span> </span></span><span style="FONT-SlZE: 16pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT- 
FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">Class of 2009 graduating student- 
athletes</span></div> 

<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 26pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"></span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-SlZE: 18pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">Student-Athlete Graduation Reception</span></b></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-SlZE: 18pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">Tuesday, April 28, 2009</span></b></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-SlZE: 18pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">2:00-5:00pm</span></b></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-SlZE: 18pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">George Watts Hill Alumni Center Alumni Hall</span></b></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 14pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"> </span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 14pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">Featuring:</span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 14pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">Keynote 
Speaker Sue Walsh</span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 14pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">Director of 
Endowment and Stewardship, UNC Educational Foundation</span></p> 

<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 14pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">UNC Alum 
and NCAA All-American Swimmer</span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 12pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"> </span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 

115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;">*Business SIZE: 12pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 
Casual Dress</span></p> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 12pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;">*Refreshments and Live Music featuring Chancellor Thorp and Band 
Equinox<span> </span>2:00-3:00pm, 4:30-5:00pm</span></p> 

<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><span style="FONT- 
SIZE: 12pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype Corsiva&#39;">*Formal 
Program 3:00-4:30pm</span></p> 



<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;"><font 
size="3"> <lfont><lspan><lb><lp> 
<p style="MARGIN: 0in 0in 10pt; TEXT-ALIGN: center" align="center"><b><span 
style="FONT-FAMILY: &#39; Monotype Corsiva&#39;"><font size="3">Please RSVP 
including name and number of guests attending (1 or 0)<span> </span>by Friday, April 11 
to:</font></span></b></p> 
<b><span style="FONT-SIZE: 11 pt; LINE-HEIGHT: 115%; FONT-FAMILY: &#39;Monotype 
Corsiva&#39;"> <a 
href="mailto: @gmail.com" target="_blank"><font 
color="#0000ff"> l@gmail.com<lfont><la><lspan><lb> </blockquote> 
</div><br> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 4:45 PM 

Calder, Andrew- <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, A.J. <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anundsen, Sara 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Parker, Anthony <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pettigrew, Antonio <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Larry 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Andre <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Brad <bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kalbas, 
Brian <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; breneman@unc.edu; Breschi, Joe <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharp, Baden 
<bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simpson, Brannon <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Beverly <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davis, Paul <butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adams, Clarissa <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Garth, Christy <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; charliewilliams@unc.ed; cholliday@unc.edu; McGrath, C.B. <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Craddock, Dennis 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; cricket@unc.edu; Smith, Charlotte <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Dick 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hill, Don <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J. 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bolowich, Elmar <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>;        ~msn.com; Lindsey, Erin 
<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;            ~gmail.com; Stefanski, Eric <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; evansj@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; ewithers@unc.edu; 
exum@email.unc.edu; garland hershey@unc.edu; gcowell@email.unc.edu; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gatz, Greg <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Gladchuk, Julie <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paradine, Greg <gparadine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haydon, Joe <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; helen.tauchen@email.unc.edu; 
holden@unc.edu; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bettcher, James <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connors, Jeff <jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, 
John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haase, Jerod <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holladay, Joe <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Inman, John <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jlovett@uncaa.unc.edu; jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; Montgomery, John <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; jnegahla@uncaa.unc.edu; johnblake@uncaa.unc.edu; Sahratian, 
Jonas <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sagula, Joe <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; jsauls@email.unc.edu; jshoop@unc.edu; Webb, Josh <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
kathieharris@email.unc.edu; kawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu; Browning, Kenny <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harbor, Kerry 
<kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; ©rr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; lensing@email.unc.edu; Gerraughty, Laura <lgerraughty@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; McCay, Matthew- <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Glyptis, Melissa 
<mglyptis21@uncaa.unc.edu>; Whittlesey, Michael <mjwhit@uncaa.unc.edu>; Litzinger, Mike <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Nathan <nbames@uncaa.unc.edu>; Faustin-Parker, Nadine 
<nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; noelle@email.unc.edu; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Tom <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil 
<pbames@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @pobox.com; pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu; Myers, Pat <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; Rebich, Katie 
<rebich@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; DeSelm, Rich <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Ron 
<rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Woodrufi; Ryan <ryanw@uncaa.unc.edu>; sarah haney@uncaa.unc.edu; Austin, 
Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur-Wong, Stephen <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>;         @nc.rr.com; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
shagen@unc.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, 
Steve <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; somoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Paul, Sam <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>;       ~nc.rr.com; Frame, Spencer 
<spencer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pittman, Sam <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; sportlaw@unc.edu; Quinn, Sean <squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, Sandy 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robinson, Steve <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Filar, Travis <tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
thigpen@unc.edu; thouston@email.unc.edu; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Williams, Tracey 
<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lawrence, Kevin <uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 
<welbom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scroggs, Willie <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Formal Invitation-Senior SA Graduation Reception, Tuesday, April 28, 2009 2-5pm 

TEXT.htm 

Final reminder for the Student-Athlete Graduation Banquet tomorrow-. [] Hope you can join us! 
[] 

[]: 

[] 

cIfie UNC Student-~th~te ~c{visory Committee 

cor~affy invites you to a reception 

honoring the[] Class of 2009 graduating student-arbOres 

student-Athgete Graduation Reception 

Tuesday, April28, 2009 

2: 00-5: 00pm 

George Watts 0Tt0-Alumni CenterAlumniHaK 

Featuring: 

Keynote Speaker Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment andSteward~hip, UNC Educath)nalFoundath)n 

UNCAlum andNCAA All-American Swimmer 

[] 

*Business Casual Dress 

*Refreshments andLive Musicj~aturing Chancel!~r ~rhorp andBandEquinox~ 2.’ 00-3: 00pro, 4.’30-5.’ 00pro 

*cFormal Program 3: 00-4.’30pm 

[] 

Please P~qVP inclua~ng name andnumber ofguests attena~ng (1 or 0)[] by F~day, April11 to: 

[] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] [] [][] 
@~raaffcorn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 17, 2009 9:43 AM 

Reynolds, Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u >; j mboxill@email.u nc.ed u 

Fwd: Feedback 

TEXT.htm; AFRI_SWAH6-’I 2-09.doc; AFRLSWAH6-’I 4-09.doc 

from last sessions with 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 31, 2009 11:50 AM 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, 
Cynthia <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jennifer 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kleissler, Amy < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Orr, 
Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow! 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 
Just a reminder that we will meet tomorrow at 3 in 213A. 

Thanks! 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 12:13 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; 
@yahoo.com>; Suits, Christy <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@nc.rr.com>;       @nc.rr.com; Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
@nc.rr.com>; @hotmail.com>; 

@gmail.com; Stacey Harris 
@aol.com; Maitland, Theresa Laurie 

~yahoo.com; 
<sharris@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
<tmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

Casino night for MS 

MS Casino Night Letter.doc; MS Casino Night Flier.pdf.pdf 

Sorry for the late notice on the attached information --- it is now $150 per couple - 
Best, Mary W. 



October z+, 2009 

~GreetingLine~ 

Slip into the guise of your favorite oo7, Bond-girl or villain and join us for a spectacular 

Halloween event at Solas Raleigh. Enjoy a fabulous buffet, meet Lady Luck at the Roulette or 

Blackjack tables, make a bid in the auction and help create a world free of multiple sclerosis. 

All proceeds of this event will go to the Physical Therapy Initiative of the Eastern North 

Carolina Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. 

Role of Physical Therapy in treating MS 

Rehabilitation is an essential part of healthcare delivery for individuals living with multiple 

sclerosis. While MS can result in considerable disability, it does not significantly reduce life 

expectancy. Consequently, people with MS are often required to manage some level of MS- 

related disability for many years, which makes rehabilitation through physical therapy an 

essential component of their healthcare. 

It is important that physical therapists possess knowledge, experience, and sensitivity to 

balance the variation of symptoms and unpredictable nature of this progressive disease. In 

addition, physical therapists need to be attuned to the range of social, emotional, vocational, 

and financial issues confronting people with MS. 

Engaging Physical Therapy students to keep people with MS moving 

In order to more effectively attract the best and brightest physical therapy doctoral students 

to consider this particular field, the Eastern North Carolina Chapter of the National Multiple 

Sclerosis Society has teamed up with the UNC-Chapel Hill Division of Physical Therapy to 

establish the Physical Therapy MS Curriculum and Scholarship Fund atthe Medical 

Foundation of NC. The Chapter has committed to funding two scholarships for 2olo-11. 

Please give us your support to keep people with MS moving! 

We are looking forward to seeing you enjoy yourself on October 30 at Solas in Raleigh and 

want to thank you for your support. The National MS Society and UNC’s Physical Therapy 

program depend on contributions like yours in the fight to keep people with MS moving. 

Because it takes more than luckto beat MS! 

With kind regards, 

Chuck Willingham 

Chair, PT Scholarship Team 



roof 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 19, 2009 2:25 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Phiil 

Any thoughts on the Phil )r Phil ’ course for second summer session? 

Don’t mean to bug you ............ know that you are busy, especially wj 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 16, 2009 4:18 PM 

Boxill, Jan <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Re: address 

TEXT.htm 

Jan, 

T may be mowing the lawn or working outside so won’t hear cell phone .......... 

if you are in the neighborhood, just stop by to see if i’m around. 

We’ll eventually connect. 
C 

> > > Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu > 10/16/2009 2:26 PM > > > 

Hi Cynthia, 
We would like to at least drive by your house this weekend and ifyou are 

home would love to see it. 

Give me your address and phone # 

Thanks, 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D. 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Email: jmboxill@email.unc.edu 
Website:pa rrcenter.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-3317 

FAX: 919-843-3929 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Relay For Life <uncrelay@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; The UNCRelay mailing list. 
<uncrelay@listserv.unc. edu> 

[uncrelay] You’re Cordially Invited! 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

On behalf of UNC Relay For Life, we would like to invite you to our Gala and Silent Auction taking place at 
City Kitchen Chapel Hill on Wednesday, February 27th. This cocktail event will run from 7-10 p.m. Special 
guest speaker, Sylvia Hatchell, will be talking at 8:00 p.m. Adult ticket prices are now being sold at $35 per 
person and $60 per couple. 

Our silent auction will feature fantastic gift baskets and items including: 
- Basketball signed by the entire Charlotte Bobcats team 
- Carolina Panthers Merchandise 
- 2 tickets to the NC Symphony, 
- Wine tasting for 10 people at Total Wine and More (valued at $500) 
- Wilmington getaway package 
- Passes to the Asheboro Zoo 
- Gift certificates for "Tea for Two" and brunch at The Carolina Inn 
- 4 tickets to a Durham Bulls baseball game 
- Art pieces from Polka Dot Palette 
- Various gym memberships 
- Tickets to a garden tour at Niche Gardens 

And many more! 

Please join us in our effort to raise money for the American Cancer Society. Tickets can be purchased at 
www.uncrelay.org. Email us back if you have any questions or concerns. We hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Relay For Life Planning Committee 



~ Inline image 1 

You are currently subscribed to uncrelay as: anson@uncaa.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61173182, de89edf601602ab306985 f9b7e253917&n=T&l=uncrelay&o=32777935 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32777935-61173182.de89edf601602ab306985f9b7e253917@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com on behalf of 
Nemzer, Joseph David <nemzelj d@cmich.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:33 PM 

division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 

{Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Central Michigan 2014 Fall Exhibition 

6B6107A6-D97F-4C 8E-BC35-2458B2F7A97C [230]. png; 2E399AE8-79E6-4588-9326- 
75074C0877001230].png; EFCC69A5-4DFC-4CEF-9ACB-E3418CC7BE78 [230].png; 
2AE08EBC-C08C-4COC-B67D-0A83FA37F82D[230].png 

Coaches, 

Hope this message finds you all doing well and your new year offto a great start! Central Michigan University is currently looking 
for an exhibition match in 2014, on the weekend of first playable dates. If interested, please let us know and we will be happy to 
coordinate details with you. 

Again, hope all is well with everyone and best of luck as you begin your spring seasons! 

All the best, 

Joe 

Joe Nemzer 
Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 
Central Michigan University I Intercollegiate Athletics 
116 Rose Center I Mount Pleasant, MI 48859 
Office: 989.774.1985 I Cell Phone:            I 
Fax: 989.774.5391 

[cid: 115F03B4-5350-465E-A07A-CF8F48C574FF] 
[cid:49E00328-C443-443D-BDE6-7BDFDA70D875] CMUChippewas. com<http ://www.cmuchippewas.com!> 
[cid:6101E42D- 116C-48A9-BC78-C8E5CDOE84AA] Facebook.com/CMUSoccer<http://www.facebook.com!CMUAthletics> 
[cid:87D145DA-BA1F-46C0-9D15-1B9111CB14A9] Twitter.com!CMU W Soccer<http://www.twitter.com/CMUAthletics> 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- 
coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 
To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 
Visit this group at http://groups.google.com!group/division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 
For more options, visit https://groups,~oo~le.com!~roups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuRon, Steve <shntton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 11:28 AM 

SEANC25 EMAIL LISTSERV <seanc25@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

lbrum@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[sem~c25] Wed. news 

Roy Williams defends players who enrolled in dubious classes at UNC 

http://wwW.news~bserver‘c~m/2~:t2/~~/~9/2~~24~6/r~y-wi~~lams-defends-p~ayers-wh~.htm~ 

Editorial - UNC needs to worry less about TDs and more about GPAs 
http: //www.starnews~n~ine.c~m/artic~e/2~ :t2~5~7 /ARTICLES/:t2~5~969 :t/:t :t~8/edit~ria~?p= :t&tc=pg 

UNC Health Care System’s budget to be decided by lawmakers 

http: !/trianclle. news:t 4.corn/conten!!top stories!657252!unc-health-care-system-s-budclet-to-be-decided-by-lawmakers 

NC unemployment agency a ’broken system’ 
http://www.wral.com/news/Iocal/wral investigates/story/:t :t07 :t867/ 

40:t(k)s are too risky for retirement 

http://www.cnn.com/20:t2/OS/O8/opinion/walker-retirement/index.html 

Move to Outsource Teacher Licensing Process Draws Protest 

http: //www’nytimes.c~m/2~ :t2/~5/~7 /educati~n/new-pr~cedure-f~r-teachinq-~lcense-draws-pr~test.htm~?src=rec~ 

CWC Summer Financial Seminar Series 
Join the Carolina Women’s Center as a local State Employees’ Credit Union representative informs us on need-to-know financial topics! 

June 5th: "Budgeting :t0:t," Phillips 265 
July :t7th: "Understanding Your Credit and Credit Report," Chapman :t25 
August :t4th: "Your Guide to Financial Wellness," including retirement and estate planning, Chapman :t25 
Each session will be held from :t2:30 - :t:30 pro. 

Please REGISTER ASAP for one or more sessions at http:!!www.surveymonkey.com!s!WKLCCYB 
All are welcome! 
Sandwiches will be provided. 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: , yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 

<www.seanc25.org> 

<ul> 

<li> --You are currently snbscribed to 

</ul~ 

seanc25 as: <a hre~"mailto:anson@email.unc.edn">anson@email.unc.edu--~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-31447903- 
10529847.5985fce68124be79f54da55fac00a4cl@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31447903-10529847.5985fce68f24be79f54da55fac00a4c l@listserv.unc.edu-~’a;~ <p> 

+++ Recruit a member today. To join online or get m~ application go to: <a href "http://www.seanc25.ow’join.html.">http://www.seanc25.org/join.h~nl.</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuRon, Steve <shntton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 11:21 AM 

SEANC25 EMAIL LISTSERV <seanc25@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

lbmm@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[seatic25] Thurs. news ÷ Ella Baker Intern Application 

Republicans move major issues in legislature’s opening day 

http://wwW.news~bserver‘c~m/2~:t2/~~/I7/2~69389/short-sessl~n-quick-acti~n-as.htm~ 

Alternative graduation supported Occupy 
http://www.dailytarheel.com/index.php/article/2Ol2!OS/alternative graduation supported occupy 

Embezzlement charges filed against ex-OS House candidate 
http: //www.news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~/16/2~6824~/theft-char~es-fi~ed-aqainst~ex.htm~ 

Coach K paid $7.2 million 

http://heraldsun.com/view/full story/:I8624373/article-Coach-K-paid--7-2-million-? 

William Friday hospitalized in critical condition 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~:~2/~5/:~7/2~68977/wi~~iam-friday-h~spita~ized.htm~ 

Thank a Union: 36 Ways Unions Have Improved Your Life 
http://www‘dai~yk~s‘c~m/st~ry/2~:t2/~5/:t5/:t~92~27/-Thanks-a-Unl~n-36-ways-Uni~ns-Have-Impr~ved-Y~ur-Life 

Steve Hutton 
cell 

alternate email: yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.org> 

From: Timolhy Tyson <           ~gmaAl.com> 

Date: Wed, May 16, 20]z at/:~:~ AM 

Subject: Tim Tyson w/great opportunity tbr young people, Ella Baker Intern Application, PLEASE CIRCULATE WIDELY 

To: Timothy Tyson, " " "     ?b~gmml.com>, Jennifer Dixo~        ~gmail.com>, Theo Luebke          (a)gmail.com> 

o / I know you know a lot of young people and people who work with young people. Below and attached there is an explanatior~ application for the Ella Baker 

Interns t rogrmn in eafftem North Carolina THIS SUMMER. This is a great opportunity tbr young people to learn and grow mid be a part of 

something great, and even make a little money. Please do me and the young people you know a t:avor and circulate this as widely as possible. We have 

applications ponring in but we want to cultivate a new generation of youthfid leadership and we don’t want to overlook anyone you know who might be able to 
benefit from and contribute to this program, especiaJly young people with roots in eastern North Caxolina. Thanlcs for passing this along to as many people as 

possible who might be interested or know people who might want to help. I really appreciate it. 

Tim 

"We Who Believe in Freedom Cannot Rest" 

Ella Baker Interns Program 2012 

Now Seeking Summer 2012 Applicants 

Ella Baker, perhaps the civil rights movement’s most effective organizer, learned on her family’s ttalifax County faith ttmt 
local people have the knowledge and the capacity to shape their own lives. This summer, the Ella Baker Interns will work in the 20- 
county eastern North Carolina "Black Belt" to greatly increase voter education and civic engagement in the region. As they’ do so, 
they will stitch together a human "quilt" conmfitted to what Miss Baker and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. called "the beloved 
community," a vision of redeeming goodwill for all. 

The Ella Baker Interns Program will accept and train about fifty young community organizers who will work and learn from 



June 1st until at least August 15th. Applications are due by May 23, 2012. Early applications are encouraged. I,ate applications 

may be considered but only if slots and fua~ding are still available. 

Ella Baker Interns will attend seminars with some of the best scholars, leaders, activists, and artists in North Carolina while 
they register voters, mobilize volunteers, organize events, make friends, develop skills, establish credentials, and document their 
own experiences. 

The executive director of the Ella Baker Interns Program is Jennifer Dixon-McKnight, currently a doctoral candidate in the 
Department of History. at "the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The faculty includes Dr. Timothy B. Ty son, Senior 
Research Scholar at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke Universit:y and a historian of the African American freedom 
movement in North Carolina. Questions should be directed to her at oidixon@gmail.com and copied to Dr. Tyson at 
timothy.ty son@duke.edu. 

The Ella Baker Interns experience offers: 

~ ~[~ Con~nuni~ organizing work to increase registration and turnout and change the course of the region’ s history. 

, ~[~ Seminars on North Carolina history; conununi~’ economic development; African American and Southern 
religious, cultural and political traditions. 

* ~Long hours, hard work, new friends and personal growth. 

Benefits to participants include: 

~ ~[2 Generous stipend and allowance for food and gas. 

~ ~[2 State-of-the-art ~xaining in electoral database technologies. 

~ ~[2 Certificates of Achievement. 

~ ~[2 Opportunities fbr letters of recommendation from our facul’~. 

~ ~[2 Chances to develop professional contacts, skills and experiences. 

Requirements and financial support: 

~ ~ Interns will receive a stipend of $2500.00 for "those who participate from June 1 s~ to August 15lh plus gas and a 

modest expense allowance; those who participate until Election Day, will receive an additional $1500.00 for a total of 
$4000.00. (Payment will be made in installments.) 

* ~Long hours and weekend work will be common; adapting to shifting scheduling needs will be necessary. 

* ~Most interns will live with their own families or otherwise make their own housing arrangements. The program 
will attempt to help arrange housing for others, probably with families in "the region. 

Who is eligible: 

* ~ College (Undergraduate and Graduate) students and high school juniors and seniors anywhere. 

* ~ Young people with demonstrated potential for thoughtful leadership, hard work, cheerful persistence and a clear 
commitment to a better future for eastern North Carolina 

Preference may be given to: 

, ~[~ Students from N.C. with family ties in Granville, Vance, Warren, ttalifax, Northampton, Hertford, Chowan, 
Gates, Perquimans, Pasquotank, Bertie, Washington, Martin, Lenoir, Pitt, Greene, Nash, Edgecombe, Wilson, or 
Wayne counties. 

~ ~[~ Students able to work until Election Day, November 5N, 2012, though we realize most interns will need to stop in 

mid-August. 

* ~ Students with special skills, talents and networks that may be useful to the campaign. 

* ~ Students who can provide their own transportation. 



Those selected as Ella Baker Interns will become part of an enduring community that wins a brighter day in eastern North 
Carolina by empowering young people. We intend to celebrate the record turnout when the polls close on Election Day. But for Ella 
Baker Interns, the struggle is not over when the summer ends or an?" particular Election Day comes. We hope that you will join us 
to explore in a community setting what it means not just to make a living but to build a life. 

How to Apply 

Answer the questions below as fully as possible within the limits given. Applications should be sent to EllaBakerIntems(a)gmail.com 
and copied to oidixon@gmail.com and tin~othybtyson@gmail.com. If you do not receive confirmation within 48 hours, please re- 
send. 

1. Please list your name, age, school, college or university where you are enrolled, your email address, telephone number, 
pe~nanent home address, and whether you will have access to a car during the summer or campaign. (A car is not absohitely 
required. We just need to make transportation arrangements.) 

2. Name and briefly describe any personal or family contacts you have in "the 20-county eastern North Carolina Black Belt, not to 
exceed ten persons. (If you do not have aW contacts in the region, please do not feel like you need to explain.) 

3. Name any institutional, church, political or group affiliations in this region that you or members of your immediate family 
currently hold. If you or your family members hold an?, offices in these organizations, please indicate l~at. 

4. List the three or four most important skills or qualities that you bring to the struggle for eastern North Carolina’s future. 

5. List the three or four most important things that a new f?iend or co-worker should know about you. 

6. Write a paragraph describing a specific individual who l~ows you well. Then write a paragraph about how that person would 
describe you. (limit of 500 words total) 

7. List complete contact info~nation of four people who have agreed to provide references for you. Only one should be a family 
member. At least one should be a current or recent teacher. All references should know you well; pastors, coaches, employers, 
teachers, or guidance counselors may be good choices. 

Please attach a one-page resume. 

Facul .ty Biographical Information 

Jennifer Dixon-McKnight is executive director of the Ella Baker Interns program. She is a graduate of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and North Carolina Central I Jniversity and holds B.A. degrees from both institutions in addition to a M.A. 
degree from NCCU. She has been part of the teaching team of "The South in Black and White" a public course in Southern histo~ 
and culture taught ever?- spring through the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University, North Carolina Central University, 
UNC, Durham Techmcal Community College, North Carolina State University, and the Duke Divinity School for five years. She is 
currently a doctoral candidate in the Department of History at UNC, completing a dissertation on "the civil rights-based labor 
movement in Charleston, South Carolina. 

Timothy B. Tyson is Senior Research Scholar at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University and Visiting Professor of 
American Christianity and Southern Culture at Duke Divinity School, and also holds a faculty position in the Department of 
Alnerican Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill. Best l~own for his prize-winning Blood Done Si~gn My Name, 
chosen for the [YNC Summer Reading Program, Tyson serves on the executive boards of the North Carolina NAACP, the Center 
for Civil Rights at IYNC Law School, and the Institute for Southern Studies. Tyson was Professor of Afro-American Studies at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison from 1994 to 2004, when he came home to become the John Hope Franklin Senior Fellow at the 
National Humanities Center. In 2006, he founded "The South in Black and White" and continues his work with the teaching team. 
Along with gospel singer Mary D. Williams, Tyson has taught "Wilmington in Black and White" since 2007 at the historic Williston 
School. 

Mary D. Williams, Adjunct Professor at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University and "gospel powerhouse," is one 
of the great intei~reters of the African American spirituals in the United States. She has been an African American history and 
culture educator and performer for twenty years and has traveled to more than 35 colleges and public universities, dozens of public 
schools and hundreds of churches. She has also appeared in two feature films and the play, "Blood Done Sign My Name" by Mike 
Wiley. tter scholarly presentation at the Afro-American Studies Colloquium at Luther College has evolved into her own forthcoming 
musical based on the life of Mahalia Jackson. Williams helped to found "The South in Black and White" since 2006 and taught it 
since 2006. Since 2007, she has also taught "Wilmington in Black and White" with Dr. Tyson. As Professor Craig Wemer, chair of 
the Afro-American Studies Department, writes, "When you hear Mary D. Williams, you are hearing one of our greatest voices, but 
you are also hearing an historic chorus of the elders and the ancestors." 

Theo Luebke is an organizer and an educator from Durham, NC. tte holds a B.A. in Biology and in Public Itealth from Brown 
University (2001) and a Masters of Divinity from Duke University (2012). He is a licensed North Carolina public school teacher, 
holding certifications in middle and high school science and in high school social studies. He has been part of the teaching team for 
"The South in Black and White" for five years. He also has 15 years of experience in conmaunity organizing, broad-based coalition 
work, and movement building. 



Mike Wiley, acclaimed actor and playwright, has spent the last decade in educational and documentary theatre, performing for and 
engaging young audiences and actors across the country, tte was the 2010 Letmaan Bra@ Joint Professor at Duke University and 
the University of North Carolina. His eight African American history plays include "The Parchman Hour," which premiered at 
Kenan Theater in Chapel Hill in the fall of 2010, toured Mississippi from March 5 to 14, 2011, and was the keynote event at the 

50lh A~miversary Freedom Ride Rem~ion in Jackson, Mississippi on May 26, 2011. "The Parctmaan ttour" ran to rave reviews from 

October 26 to November 13,2011 at Paul Green Theater in Chapel Hill. The?’ also include ’~One Noble Journey: The Life of Henry 
’~Box" Brown and ~"Dar He’: The Lynching of Emmett Till," which was recently made into an award-winning film. He wrote and 
still performs, along with Mrs. Williams, ~’Blood Done Sign My Name," based on the book by Dr. Tyson. Wiley has an M.F.A. 
from the University of North Carolina. 

More About Ella Baker 

On June 24, 2012, the state of North Carolina will dedicate a Historical Marker at Highway 158 and East End Avenue in 
Littleton, North Carolina, where Ella Baker grew up. ~’The most powerful person in the movements of the 1960s, was Miss Ella 
Baker," recalled Stokely Carmichael, ~’not Martin Luther King." 

Her leadership differed from that of Dr. King--she was an organizer, not an orator--but Baker stood among the decisive 
engines and visionaries of the freedom movement that transformed this nation. Few Americans recognize her name, but her legacy 
continues to shape their lives. 

Programs that cultivate local leadership and elnpower young people and women, Baker believed, would make lasting social 
change. "Instead of the leader as a person who was supposed to be a magic man," Baker said, ’"you cotfld develop individuals 
bound together by a concept that benefited the larger number of individuals and provided an opportunity for them to grow into being 
responsible for carrying out a program." 

Baker, who graduated from Shaw University, became Director of Branches of the NAACP from 1943 to 1946. Under her 
leadership, NAACP membership grew more than 900 percent in three years, building a mass base for the movement as she stitched 
a quiet quilt of revolt from Virginia to Texas. 

In 1957, she organized the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and became its first executive director. If all she had 
done was to build the first mass base for the NAACP in the South, or if she had merely organized the SCLC, whose calnpaigns 
inm~ortalized Dr. King and won the Civil Rights Act and the Voting Rights Act, Baker would stand among the giants of the 
movement. 

Baker is best remembered, however, as the midwife of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, whom Dr. John 
}tope Franklin called "probably the most courageous and the most selfless" activists of the 1960s. As the sit-in movement spread 
from North Carolina across the South in 1960, Baker convened a conference at Shaw University where the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Conm~ittee was born. Through the NAACP, the SCLC, and SNCC (pronounced ~’Snick"), Baker became the most 
influential organizer and grassroots intellectual of the Southern freedom movement that captured the moral imagination of the world. 

<li> --You are cnrrently subscribed to 

seanc25 as: <a href "ma~lto:a~n@email.unc.edu">a~m@emaiL unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank email to ~a href "mailto:leave-31498907- 
10529847.5985fce68£24be79f54da55fac00a4cl@listserv.unc.edu">leave-31498907-10529847.5985fce68t24be79f54da55fac00a4c l@listserv.unc.edu<ia> <p> 

~ + ~ Recruit a me~nber today. To join online or get an application go to: --~a hre~’’http:/~w~.seanc25.~rg/j~in.html.’’>http://www.seanc25.~rg/j~in.httn~.</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ach: 

William Strau ~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 3:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

sport psychology 

Maxia~ flyer 4- 27 - 12 .pdf 

Coach Dorrance, 

The contents of the attached flyer may be of interest to yon and your coaches. 

Bill 

Bill Straub, Ph.D. 
Sport Ps3~chologist 

Sport Science International 

Lansing, NY 14882 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Kean ~;andrew@firstpoinmsa.com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 7:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina Soccer 

Hi Anson. 

If this email is not displayed properly, click here 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

Andrew 

Andrew ~(ean 

Chief Executive 

Office: +4.4 t4:[ 240 2480 

(::ell: +44 7950 515 :-~74 

Andrew.Kean @ fir stpointusa.corn 

....... : : oo41 
* U n We rsity of Ci nd n na t~ ’ H a ~1 o f [: a m e’ In d uctee 

~D~v~sion I A~l-American -, 98, 99, O0 

FirstPoint (Europe) Ltd. Registered number: 21576:~,. 

Registered office: 9(3 Mitchell Street, Gordon Chambers, Glasgow, 0:3. 3NO. 

Head Office: Scot~:ish I_egal House, 145 North S~:re~-_d:, Glasgow, G3 7DA. 
Click to Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adelle Weir] Firstpoint USA <Adelle.~ elr@firstIx~lnmsa.com/, 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 1:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach, 

Adelle 

AdeIle Weir 

Adminis[~ative Assistant[ 

::X:: Description: Description: 

imageO01 

Office: +44 141 240 2480 

a delle.weir@firstpointusa.com 

www.firstpointusa.com 

FirstPoint (Europe} Ltd. Registered number: 215763. 

R~-_~gistered offic~:_~: 90 Mitchell Street, (-;ordon Chamb~:_~rs, <-:lasgo~v, (-;-1 3NO. 

Head Office: Scottish Legal House, 145 North Street, Gh~sgow, G3 7DA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEANETTE M BOXILL (JMBOXILL)] 

10/31/2012 6:51:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

Boxill, Jan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Jeanette M Boxill (jmboxill)] 

Parr Center-High School Ethics Bowl 

Stubbed Attachments,him 

Hi Anson, 

I know this email finds you busily preparing for the NCAA tournament, but I hope you don’t mind my intrusion 

with this email. 

You may be aware that the Parr Center for Ethics sponsors an Ethics Bowl for college students - some of your 

players are in my class who I have truly enjoyed, especially  Part of the class also involves working 

with the High School Ethics Bowl, which we host here at UNC. Ethics Bowl is a competition in which teams of 

students debate ethical issues and form arguments that show logical, reasonable, and rational thought. Teams 

participate in multiple rounds of competition. Panels of three judges -- university faculty, graduate students, and 

other members of the community -- score the rounds while a moderator manages the event. 

We held an inaugural Triangle High School Ethics Bowl in the Spring of2011 and held the second one in 

2012. (East Chapel Hill High won the event both years) These events were very successful mainly because of 

the enthusiasm of the participants. As a result this year the Parr Center will be hosting not just the Annual 
Triangle High School Ethics Bowl, which will be held Saturday, November 17t~’, but will embark on a bigger 

venture, a national event. For both of these events vve need judges, so I am writing to ask first if you would be 

willing to serve as a judge for one, or preferably both, of these events, Both events will serve to showcase 

Chapel Hill and the University, taking advantage of what our great community has to offer. 

I hope this is something you would be excited to be a part of. My immediate need is to secure judges for the 
Regional/Triangle HS Ethics Bowl: Saturday, November 17th. 

Competition rounds run from 8:25 a.m. to noon and 1:40 to 5:15 p.m. (full schedule attached), but you will not 

be asked to judge the entire day--of course you are welcome to do so. You may choose to do any part of the 

day. All cases, information and training will be provided. As a coach and UNC Philosophy and English grad, 

you already have the skills needed for this kind of competition. 

For more information visit our website: http:!/nhseb.unc.edu 

I look forward to hearing from you. Also attached is a press release regarding the HSEB and a copy of the cases 

for the competition. 



Best, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:125 

Office Phone 9:19-962-33:17 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda P~essage Archiver, 

HSEB press release,docx 

HSEB schedule ~.;~4t7-~2.docx (~26,2K 

NHSEBqIOE-caseso20 :t 2~ ~ 3~pdf (~ 5 ~ 9K) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

Tina Schneider <~recruiting@suffsoccer.com> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 8:11 AM 

Tina Schneider @gmail.com>; Nmacy D’Elia 

Surf College Recruit Matrices - 2012 Surf College Cup 

SD Surf Gifts College Recruits - Surf College Cup 2012.pdf 

~sbcglobaJ.net> 

Dear College Coaches, 
Happy Thanksgiving! We are looking forward to seeing you in San Diego this coming weekend at Surf College Cup! Attached is a listing of all our 
high school age women recruits along with their team’s schedule of games. 

On the first page, you will find the game schedule and on the remaining pages, the list of players. 

Players are sorted and color-coded by graduation year with their jersey number color-coded to correspond to their graduation year. Their team 
name is also color-coded to correspond with the game schedule. 

We hope that this information helps you to plan your game and player evaluations. 

Once again, we look forward to seeing you at Surf College Cup 

Regards, 
Tina Schneider 
Surf Soccer College Recruiting Liaison 



FY 20’12-’13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 2/28/2013 

BUDGET 

Date Printed: 3/19/201 

2012-13 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 38,161.43 NiA N/A $ 77,310.00 

, E..x.., .p.,e.,.n.s...e. ........................................................................................................................ .~ ................... .~. ............ ~.;.~..~.2~. ............... .~.(~ ............................. ~,~ .................. ~ ................. !.~:.~,,! ................ 
2011-2012 Net NiA $ 36,233.40 NiA NiA $ 77,954=28 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (18,117.22) NiA NiA $ (2,072~38) N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 18,116.18 I NiA NiA I $ 75,881=90 I N/A 



1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C479540 14-Sep CAROLYN B’LEVY $487.50 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C519116 4-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY $490,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K467633 20-Aug CHERRY PHARM $360.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 24-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $212.25 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $44.23 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $126.96 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 28-0ct PCARDO9/WM SUPERCENT ($212.25) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 21-0ct HARRIS TEETER #0120 $19.22 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 28-0ct FOOD LION #1544 $18.14 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 lO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0117 $22.97 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 13-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $70.49 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 $634.41 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 $45.56 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Jul RADIOSHACK COR001233 $10.69 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun STRETCHWELL INC $184.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun CAN*CANONUSA FSCCVI $256.12 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 24-Jun ADVANCE AUTO PARTS # $132.22 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $24.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug TARGET 000206 $110.81 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $42.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 3-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $44.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 30-Jul HARRIS TEETER #0120 $126.96 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $136.31 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 28-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $101.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 18-Jul LOWES #00487* $102.80 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO                ($132.22) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA ($256.12) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($136.31) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($101.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($44.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($126.96) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE ($148.27) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 16-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1016 $29.09 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Oct WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $28.38 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 27-Sep HARRIS TEETER #0120 $33.63 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 29-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1027 $109.17 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $5.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0713 $29.10 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K450811 24-Jul RISCHARD MARKETING I $379.10 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K458971 9-Aug RISCHARD MARKETING I $33.95 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K456113 9-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $886.00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22-Aug EPRO-STAPLES -0822 $64.21 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S063086 28-Aug FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER S350,00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C $10.69 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO $132.22 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I S45.40 

2911 OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 60 23-Aug RADIO SHACK 001171 S34.16 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S42.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S101.23 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET Sl10.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT $136.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $102.80 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1016 $52.08 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 29-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1027 $37.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 6-Nov DMI* DELL BUS ONLINE $1,974.09 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 S297.73 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 S345.35 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 IO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 S12.83 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov FOOD LION #0848 S13.87 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov LOWE’S FOODS #236 $19.19 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 16-Nov FOOD LION #1544 $10.15 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD ~549.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL g184.90 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S064008 4-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $675.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066120 7-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~351.30 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $80.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S069571 8-Oct CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $223.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S068830 8-Oct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~449.60 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S070230 9-Oct FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER g723.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S072110 2-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~95.35 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S074913 19-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~275.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S073000 19-Nov FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~64.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076453 14-Dec FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER $189.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3112 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 64 1 28-Jan 07/12-12/12 IN STATE $1,029.18 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A S20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A Sl19,10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A $249.60 



3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 ]_-Aug Diners Club $308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5520.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 57,670.97 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 540.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172,80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 55:19.:10 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209,68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

64 K471157 

64 K467871 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W301796 

48 W301796 

64 K397684 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5183.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 57.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5354.10 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5520.60 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME 5977.11 

27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 53,173.85 

8-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA (5%600.00) 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,795.00 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,600.00 

31-Au8 774274/PAMELA~WOLFMA 53,975.00 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K409045 31-Aug 805546/PAMELA~WOLFMA $3,975.00 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K482569 lO-Sep THOMAS*SANDER $504.33 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K489579 27-Sep THOMAS*SANDER $2,016.43 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $3,759.46 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K467871 27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $8,197.34 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K471157 27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME $6,497.89 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K489966 8-Oct THOMAS~SANDER $647.48 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K512217 9-Nov THOMAS~SANDER $2,712.69 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K484210 16-Nov WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $3,360.00 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K473155 28-Nov WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $6,765.47 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 48 K478809 5-Sep THOMAS~SANDER $556.07 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 K467871 27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $628.81 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 K471157 27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME $1,025.00 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 K484210 16-Nov WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $140.00 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 64 K473155 28-Nov WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $234.53 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K519123 5-Dec THOMAS~SANDER $361.57 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 31 A039 13-Dec ACC WSPC CHAMPIONSHP ($754.00) 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 64 1 28-Jan 07/12-12/12 TM TRAV $429.70 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Au[~ TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Sep TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~3.65 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Nov TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~0.03 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Au[~ BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE $121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Au[~ SUM CORE DATA FEE ~121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE ~125.40 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Au[~ CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER $14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV $37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Aug 8/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~438.27 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 5-Oct 9/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~170.83 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Oct 10/12 CELL PHONE BIL ~183.92 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Nov NOV 2012 CELL PHONE ~237.99 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 2-Jan DEC 2012 CELL PHONE $162.92 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Jan 1/13 CELL PHONEBILL $162.87 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD01 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDO1 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 28-Feb FEB 13 CELL PHONE S1,250.27 



3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 18-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP £406,68 



Date    J        Transaction Description 

3~-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA 

Object Code J. Description ! 
Vendor 1 Reference [ J Amount 

35~4 REP & MAINT-OTH EQU 64 CARD07 ~256.3_2 



Object Code i         Description 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD $37.00 

48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I $11.15 

48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $11.61 

69 20-Sep MMD - FEDEX S12.60 

69 20-Oct MMD - FEDEX S15.48 

69 20-Jan MMD - FEDEX S12,12 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3711 ADVERTISING 48 K483053 28-Sep RAYS*ALLEY ~200,00 

3711 ADVERTISING 64 K483048 22-Feb 835792/RAY S’ALLEY $200.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $56.12 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Aug CH Sisneros Jason ~53.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Sep CH Cone Cynthia $71.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Oct CH Cone John $72.00 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $85.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z271752 5-Jul DESTINATION CAROLINA $164.10 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278899 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $42.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278895 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $82.50 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 68 18-Sep DESTINATION C5988295 (~164.10t 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z284888 24-Sep DESTINATION CAROLINA $26.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K445439 13-Jul FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $33.15 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K473533 4-Sep J & E INC $406.45 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K476293 6-Sep J & E INC $441.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 18-Sep FOUR ELEVEN W4454390 t~33.15t 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON ~4,405.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507375 31-Oct THOMAS~SANDER ~925.78 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z304973 4-Feb DESTINATION CAROLINA ~47.00 



Object Code Description Vendor 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K477076 6-Sep FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 5594.72 

48 K5026:~2 24-0ct THOMAS~SANDER 5:~,065.26 

48 K497440 :~-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~:~402 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~2740 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

64 K477076 28-Feb 83:~677/FOUR ELEVEN W t5594.72) 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W300432 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

3_3_-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~13 LICENSES & PERMITS 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K450532 ~lO-Jul NSCAA $642.50 

48 K456~146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

68 :18-Sep K450532 NSCAA ($642,50) 

60 30-Oct USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI $227.59 

60 31-Oct INT L MEDIA SERVICE $83.00 

48 W300886 24-Aug DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS $382.50 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $500.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T141275 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~690.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~489,90 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~873.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 15-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A ~515.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~540.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $20,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $603,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $I0,00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $184.17 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $98.56 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $585.28 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S184,17) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($585,28) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR ($98.56) 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $175.38 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($175,38) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $108.25 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $46.75 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR ~173,45 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR (~173.45) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR (~46.75} 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S108.25} 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $25.00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452866 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~61.14 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452854 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~90.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452882 26-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~141.42 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K467352 16-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB $18.06 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 180 31-Aug K474365 MEAL REIMB {~40.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K474365 4-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~178,62 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452882 CARL CLUB ($141.42} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K467352 CARL CLUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452866 CARL CLUB (~61,14} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452854 CARL CLUB (~90.30} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($30.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489213 9-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB Sl10.28 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489444 11-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB S76.68 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K509636 13-Nov THE*CAROLINA CLUB S160.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A034 8-Nov REIM CAROLINA CLUB 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102231 9-Oct 06 TIX FTBALL GAME $360.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102253 8-Nov 03 TIX NC STA FTBALL $180.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~136,73 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~213,57 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $38.75 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS~DUCAR $7.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A039 13-Dec REIMBURSE MEAL 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K518916 28-Dec THE~CAROLINA CLUB 5147.42 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER 5513.70 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH 520.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH 520.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG 520.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER 510.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER 5217.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $393~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG ~284.40 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $282.97 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $296.37 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON*DORRANCE $331.89 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR ~136.55 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE ~242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T143346 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE ~57.20 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR ~120.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102293 22-Jan 4 TIX MENS BB $55 EA ~220.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102302 31-Jan 3 TIX MEN BB @ 60 EA ~180,00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102305 31-Jan 4 TIX EN BB @ 55 EA ~220,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club ~633.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $464.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR ~699.84 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR ~459.43 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $331.89 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR ~137.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR ~242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR ~145.15 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K549817 14-Feb J & E INC ~49,80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K554805 20-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $85~75 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Feb MMD - FEDEX ~127.55 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug  (5500,00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug  

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep  

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep , (550.001 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1:1:10 4-Oct  (~40,000.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct  (550.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct  

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1556 8-Nov  (~J.,500.O0) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS {5685.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS (5845.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:15 7-Sep ATHLETICS (520.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:17 24-Sep ATHLETICS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A023 9-Oct WSOC BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A027 :12-Oct BOOKS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 :19-Oct BOOKS, POSTERS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 :19-Oct BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A03:1 3:1-Oct BALLS (5:150.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 474 30-Nov A037 (550.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A040 19-Dec BALLS (5320.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A040 19-Dec POSTERS (510.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 (5:100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 (5200.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 (5:100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-232:1 (525,000.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.001 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (550.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (S~O0.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2887 31-Jan (51,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 S-Feb (5300.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb (5500.001 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb (5500.00) 

794 IVlISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A047 3:1-Jan BALLS SCARVES 



Object Code Description Vendor 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K447385 11-Jul REEDSWAIN, INC $549.44 

68 18-Sep REEDSWAIN, IN4473850 ($549,44} 

69 20-Jul MMD- FEDEX $15.72 

31 A053 19-Feb WSOC BANQUET (~550.00} 

31 766 22-Feb BANQUET (~110.00} 



FY 20’12-’13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 4/30/2013 Date Printed: 5/24/201 

2012-13 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 38,161.43 NiA N/A $ 84,934.03 

, E..x.., .p.,e.,.n.s...e. ........................................................................................................................ .~ ................... .~. ............ ~.;.~..~.2~. ............... .~.(~ ............................. ~.~ .................. ~ ............ ,(.~.,.!.~.~:.~.~,.! ................ 
2011-2012 Net NiA $ 36,233.40 NiA NiA $ 86,088=31 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (18,117.22) NiA NiA $ (2,072~38) N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 18,116.18 I NiA NiA I $ 84,015=93 I N/A 



1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C479540 14-Sep CAROLYN B’LEVY $487.50 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C519116 4-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY $490,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K467633 20-Aug CHERRY PHARM $360.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 24-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $212.25 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $44.23 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $126.96 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 28-0ct PCARDO9/WM SUPERCENT ($212.25) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 21-0ct HARRIS TEETER #0120 $19.22 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 28-0ct FOOD LION #1544 $18.14 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 lO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0117 $22.97 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 13-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $70.49 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 $634.41 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 $45.56 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Jul RADIOSHACK COR001233 $10.69 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun STRETCHWELL INC $184.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun CAN*CANONUSA FSCCVI $256.12 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 24-Jun ADVANCE AUTO PARTS # $132.22 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $24.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug TARGET 000206 $110.81 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $42.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 3-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $44.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 30-Jul HARRIS TEETER #0120 $126.96 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $136.31 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 28-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $101.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 18-Jul LOWES #00487* $102.80 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO                ($132.22) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA ($256.12) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($136.31) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($101.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($44.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($126.96) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE ($148.27) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 16-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1016 $29.09 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Oct WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $28.38 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 27-Sep HARRIS TEETER #0120 $33.63 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 29-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1027 $109.17 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $5.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0713 $29.10 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K450811 24-Jul RISCHARD MARKETING I $379.10 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K458971 9-Aug RISCHARD MARKETING I $33.95 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K456113 9-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $886.00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22-Aug EPRO-STAPLES -0822 $64.21 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S063086 28-Aug FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER S350,00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C $10.69 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO $132.22 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I S45.40 

2911 OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 60 23-Aug RADIO SHACK 001171 S34.16 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S42.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S101.23 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET Sl10.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT $136.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $102.80 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1016 $52.08 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 29-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1027 $37.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 6-Nov DMI* DELL BUS ONLINE $1,974.09 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 S297.73 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 S345.35 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 IO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 S12.83 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov FOOD LION #0848 S13.87 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov LOWE’S FOODS #236 $19.19 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 16-Nov FOOD LION #1544 $10.15 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD ~549.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL g184.90 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S064008 4-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $675.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066120 7-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~351.30 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $80.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S069571 8-Oct CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $223.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S068830 8-Oct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~449.60 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S070230 9-Oct FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER g723.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S072110 2-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~95.35 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S074913 19-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~275.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S073000 19-Nov FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~64.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076453 14-Dec FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER $189.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD ~116.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084726 1-Mar CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~298.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/CHAPEL HILL ~63.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/MALL SYSTEM ~375.00 



Object Code Description Vendor 

3:1:12 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

64 :1 28-Jan 07/:12-:12/:12 IN STATE S:1,029.:18 

60 T:156790 :10-Dec DORRANCE/A S20.00 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A ~I19.10 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A $249.60 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT $20.00 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT ~442.70 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT ~i,I01,80 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT 



3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 ]_-Aug Diners Club $308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5520.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 57,670.97 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 540.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172,80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 55:19.:10 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209,68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

64 K471157 

64 K467871 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W301796 

48 W301796 

64 K397684 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5183.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 57.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5354.10 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5520.60 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME 5977.11 

27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 53,173.85 

8-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA (5%600.00) 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,795.00 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,600.00 

31-Au8 774274/PAMELA~WOLFMA 53,975.00 



Object Code ~ Description ~_ Vendor 

33_42 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

Reference     ~ 

64 K409045 

48 K482569 lO-Sep 

48 K489579 27-Sep 

64 K462172 27-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

48 K489966 8-Oct 

48 K512217 9-Nov 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K478809 5-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K519123 5-Dec 

31 A039 13-Dec 

64 1 28-Jan 

48 K559702 4-Mar 

48W303728 24-Apr 

48W303728 29-Apr 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

31-Aug 805546/PAMELA*WOLFMA $3,975.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $504.33 

THOMAS*SANDER ~2,016.43 

WSOC-PRESEASON $3,759.46 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 S8,197.34 

WSOC-NOTREDAME S6,497.89 

THOMAS*SANDER $647.48 

THOMAS*SANDER S2,712.69 

WSOC-CLEMSN-10/11-12 S3,360.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 S6,765.47 

THOMAS*SANDER ~556.07 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $628.81 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $1,025.00 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 ~140.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 S234.53 

THOMAS*SANDER ~361.57 

ACC WSPC CHAMPIONSHP ($754.00) 

07/12-12/12 TM TRAV S429.70 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC $1,554.00 

FSCS CORPORATION S2,255.00 

FSCS CORPORATION S830.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $809.96 

THOMAS*SANDER ~96.02 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Au[~ TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Sep TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~3.65 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Nov TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~0.03 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Au[~ BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE $121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Au[~ SUM CORE DATA FEE ~121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE ~125.40 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Au[~ CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER $14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV $37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Aug 8/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~438.27 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 5-Oct 9/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~170.83 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Oct 10/12 CELL PHONE BIL ~183.92 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Nov NOV 2012 CELL PHONE ~237.99 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 2-Jan DEC 2012 CELL PHONE $162.92 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Jan 1/13 CELL PHONEBILL $162.87 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD01 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDO1 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 28-Feb FEB 13 CELL PHONE S1,250.27 



Object Code Description 

32:1:1 POSTAGE 

322:1 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

322:1 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

323:1 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

324:1 CELLULAR PHONE SER 

Vendor Reference Date 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar 

69 :16-Mar 

69 :16-Mar 

60 28-Mar 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar 

69 :16-Mar 

69 :16-A 

69 :16-A 

60 30-A 

64 CARD03 30-A 

64 CARD03 30-A 

69 :16-A 

60 30-A 

Transaction Description Amount 

PCARD02/USPS 36:12:160 $27.00 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED S:1:1.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE S:122.84 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S:14.99 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S:19.99 

CABLE TV $37.50 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~:1:1.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE ~0.34 

PCARD03/TIV*TIVO SER S:19.99 

PCARD03/TIW"TIVO SER S:14.99 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

APRIL 20:13 CELL PHON $208.88 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 3_8-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP $406.68 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 :~8-Mar PRINTING MAIN SHOP S~L63.2:~ 



Date    J        Transaction Description 

3~-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA 

Object Code J. Description ! 
Vendor 1 Reference [ J Amount 

35~4 REP & MAINT-OTH EQU 64 CARD07 ~256.3_2 



Object Code i         Description 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD $37.00 

48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I SII,15 

48 s066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $11,61 

69 20-Sep MMD - FEDEX S12.60 

69 20-Oct MMD - FEDEX S15.48 

69 20-Jan MMD - FEDEX S12,12 

48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD $10,61 

48 S083479 1-Mar MTM RECOGNITION CORP S20.65 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3711 ADVERTISING 48 K483053 28-Sep RAYS*ALLEY ~200,00 

3711 ADVERTISING 64 K483048 22-Feb 835792/RAY S’ALLEY $200.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $56.12 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Aug CH Sisneros Jason ~53.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Sep CH Cone Cynthia $71.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Oct CH Cone John $72.00 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $85.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z271752 5-Jul DESTINATION CAROLINA $164.10 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278899 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $42.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278895 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $82.50 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 68 18-Sep DESTINATION C5988295 (~164.10t 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z284888 24-Sep DESTINATION CAROLINA $26.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K445439 13-Jul FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $33.15 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K473533 4-Sep J & E INC $406.45 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K476293 6-Sep J & E INC $441.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 18-Sep FOUR ELEVEN W4454390 t~33.15t 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON ~4,405.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507375 31-Oct THOMAS~SANDER ~925.78 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z304973 4-Feb DESTINATION CAROLINA ~47.00 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Mar SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 K563900 15-Mar FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~116.30 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Apr SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K477076 6-Sep FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 5594.72 

48 K5026:~2 24-0ct THOMAS~SANDER 5:~,065.26 

48 K497440 :~-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~:~402 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~2740 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

64 K477076 28-Feb 83:~677/FOUR ELEVEN W t5594.72) 

48 K592258 22-Apr THOMAS~SANDER 5692.82 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W300432 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

3_3_-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~13 LICENSES & PERMITS 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49~12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K450532 ~lO-Jul NSCAA $642.50 

48 K456~146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

68 :18-Sep K450532 NSCAA ($642,50) 

60 30-Oct USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI $227.59 

60 31-Oct INT L MEDIA SERVICE $83.00 

48 W300886 24-Aug DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS $382.50 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar PCARDO2/CAROLINA BLU $49.95 

64 CARD03 30-Apr PCARDO3/SOCCER AMERI $39.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $500.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T141275 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~690.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~489,90 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~873.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 15-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A ~515.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~540.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $20,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $603,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $I0,00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $184.17 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $98.56 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $585.28 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S184,17) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($585,28) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR ($98.56) 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $175.38 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($175,38) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $108.25 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $46.75 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR ~173,45 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR (~173.45) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR (~46.75} 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S108.25} 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $25.00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452866 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~61.14 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452854 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~90.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452882 26-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~141.42 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K467352 16-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB $18.06 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 180 31-Aug K474365 MEAL REIMB {~40.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K474365 4-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~178,62 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452882 CARL CLUB ($141.42} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K467352 CARL CLUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452866 CARL CLUB (~61,14} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452854 CARL CLUB (~90.30} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($30.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489213 9-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB Sl10.28 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489444 11-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB S76.68 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K509636 13-Nov THE*CAROLINA CLUB S160.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A034 8-Nov REIM CAROLINA CLUB 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102231 9-Oct 06 TIX FTBALL GAME $360.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102253 8-Nov 03 TIX NC STA FTBALL $180.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~136,73 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~213,57 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $38.75 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS~DUCAR $7.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A039 13-Dec REIMBURSE MEAL ($62.97) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K518916 28-Dec THE~CAROLINA CLUB $147.42 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $513.70 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $10.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $217.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $393~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $284.40 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $282.97 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $296.37 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON*DORRANCE $331.89 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $136.55 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T143346 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $57.20 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $120.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102293 22-Jan 4 TIX MENS BB $55 EA $220.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102302 31-Jan 3 TIX MEN BB @ 60 EA $180.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102305 31-Jan 4 TIX EN BB @ 55 EA $220.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $633.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $464.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $699.84 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $459.43 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $331.89 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $137.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $145.15 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K549817 14-Feb J & E INC $49.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K554805 20-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $85~75 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Feb MMD - FEDEX $127.55 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $508.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $541.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $527.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $437~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $527~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CABI2/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Mar Diners Club $154.40 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $581.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $560.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club ($560.60) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $293.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $305.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A056 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K566132 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576529 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 865 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 862 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A067 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102345 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102353 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102326 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K556211 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T163035 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T164158 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167039 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167980 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T163035 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T164158 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T167039 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T163035 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T164158 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T165934 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167980 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T163035 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T164158 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167980 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 947 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K581464 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K580020 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 938 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K573338 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD03 

Date 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

8-Feb 

8-Feb 

1-Mar 

15-Mar 

22-Mar 

22-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

27-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

7-Mar 

7-Mar 

4-Mar 

20-Mar 

20-Mar 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

17-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A)r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A)r 

24-A)r 

12-A)r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

12-A )r 

30-A )r 

17-A)r 

30-A)r 

Transaction Description Amount 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $560.60 

Diners Club $20.00 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $329.90 

DUCAR/C $245.30 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $379.90 

CAROLINA CLUB UNOFFI ($25,00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $73.14 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $130.62 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $110.22 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($19.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($53.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ML ($34.74) 

16 TICKETS FOR THE $960.00 

12 TICKETS FOR THE M $1,080.00 

3 TICKETS FOR THE $150.00 

ANSON*DORRANCE $138.83 

DUCAR/C $229.90 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $323~70 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $914~60 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20~00 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DU CAR/CH RISTOPH $659.80 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

CH RIS* DU CAR $220.10 

CHRIS*DUCAR $315.37 

CHRIS*DUCAR $645.66 

CHRIS*DUCAR $63.46 

CHRIS*DUCAR $237.40 

CHRIS*DUCAR $300.23 

CHRIS*DUCAR $9&53 

CHRIS*DUCAR $437.31 

CHRIS*DUCAR $223.74 

CHRIS*DUCAR $126.70 

CHRIS*DUCAR $291.55 

CHRIS*DUCAR $155.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $175.30 

CHRIS*DUCAR $87.95 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.52 

CHRIS*DUCAR $55.36 

CHRIS*DUCAR $35.00 

UNOFFIC VST MEAL REM 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $81.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $94.62 

REVERSE ATT693 $36.00 

ATH BUS OFC 4-12 ($36,00} 

] & E INC $203.76 

PCARDO3/SPORTSBOARD- $1,080.00 



Object Code Vendor Transaction Description Description Reference Date 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1:110 4-Oct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-0ct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1556 8-Nov 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:15 7-Sep 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:17 24-Sep 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A023 9-Oct 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A027 :12-Oct 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 19-Oct 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A028 19-Oct 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A031 31-Oct 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 474 30-Nov 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A040 19-Dec 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A040 :19-Dec 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-232:1 7-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS 

CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS 

ATHLETICS 

ATHLETICS 

WSOC BALLS 

BOOKS 

BOOKS, POSTERS 

BALLS 

BALLS 

A037 

BALLS 

POSTERS 

Amount 

(Ssoo.oo} 
(52so.oo} 

(55o.oo1 
(54o,ooo.oo) 

(55o.oo} 
(5~oo.oo) 

(5:1,5oo.oo) 

(5845,oo) 
(52o=oo} 

(Ssss,oo) 
(52so,oo} 

(S7o.oo} 
(567.00} 
(55o.oo} 

(5:15o.oo) 
(55o.oo} 

(5320.00) 

(5:10,00} 

(5:100,00} 

(5:100,00} 

(55o,oo} 
(52oo,oo) 
(52oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5100,00} 

(5200.00) 

(5:1oo.oo) 

(55o.oo) 

(5~oo.oo) 

(525,ooo,oo) 

(55o,oo) 

(55o<oo) 
(5:1oo<oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5100,00} 

(5100,00) 

(5100,00} 

(5:1oo.oo) 

(5~oo.oo) 

(5~oo.oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 

(5:1oo<oo) 

(5:1oo<oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 

(51oo,oo} 

(51oo,oo} 

(5:1oo.oo) 

(5:1oo.oo) 

(55o.oo) 
(55o.oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan ($I00.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2887 31-Jan ($1,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 S-Feb (5300.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb (5500.001 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb ($500.00) 

794 IVllSCELLANEOUS INCOME 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3530 :1:1-Mar I ($200.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar BOOKS t520.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar POSTERS t555.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A067 27-Mar BOOKS (520.00} 

582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 69 30-Apt BUS OFC 4-30 A075 (56,700.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075 {5629.03} 



Object Code Description Vendor 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K447385 11-Jul REEDSWAIN, INC $549.44 

68 18-Sep REEDSWAIN, IN4473850 ($549,44} 

69 20-Jul MMD- FEDEX $15.72 

31 A053 19-Feb WSOC BANQUET (~550.00} 

31 766 22-Feb BANQUET (~110.00} 

31 A056 1-Mar BANQUET ($270.00} 

31 836 15-Mar BANQUET ($150,00} 

31 A067 27-Mar BANQUET (~90,00} 



FY 20’12-’13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 5/31/2013 Date Printed: 6/20/201 

2012-13 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 38,161.43 NiA N/A $ 85,304.03 

, E..x.., .p.,e.,.n.s...e. ........................................................................................................................ .~ ................... .~. ............ ~.;.~..~.2~. ............... .~.(~ ............................. ~.~ .................. ~ ............ ,(.~.,.!.~.~:.~.~,.! ................ 
2011-2012 Net NiA $ 36,233.40 NiA NiA $ 86,458=31 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (18,117.22) NiA NiA $ (2,072~38) N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 18,116.18 I NiA NiA I $ 84,385=93 I N/A 



1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C479540 14-Sep CAROLYN B’LEVY $487.50 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C519116 4-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY $490,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K467633 20-Aug CHERRY PHARM $360.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 24-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $212.25 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $44.23 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $126.96 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 28-0ct PCARDO9/WM SUPERCENT ($212.25) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 21-0ct HARRIS TEETER #0120 $19.22 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 28-0ct FOOD LION #1544 $18.14 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 lO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0117 $22.97 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 13-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $70.49 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 $634.41 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 $45.56 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Jul RADIOSHACK COR001233 $10.69 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun STRETCHWELL INC $184.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun CAN*CANONUSA FSCCVI $256.12 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 24-Jun ADVANCE AUTO PARTS # $132.22 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $24.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug TARGET 000206 $110.81 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $42.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 3-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $44.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 30-Jul HARRIS TEETER #0120 $126.96 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $136.31 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 28-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $101.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 18-Jul LOWES #00487* $102.80 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO                ($132.22) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA ($256.12) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($136.31) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($101.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($44.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($126.96) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE ($148.27) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 16-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1016 $29.09 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Oct WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $28.38 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 27-Sep HARRIS TEETER #0120 $33.63 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 29-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1027 $109.17 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $5.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0713 $29.10 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K450811 24-Jul RISCHARD MARKETING I $379.10 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K458971 9-Aug RISCHARD MARKETING I $33.95 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K456113 9-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $886.00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22-Aug EPRO-STAPLES -0822 $64.21 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S063086 28-Aug FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER S350,00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C $10.69 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO $132.22 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I S45.40 

2911 OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 60 23-Aug RADIO SHACK 001171 S34.16 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S42.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S101.23 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET Sl10.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT $136.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $102.80 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1016 $52.08 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 29-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1027 $37.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 6-Nov DMI* DELL BUS ONLINE $1,974.09 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 S297.73 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 S345.35 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 IO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 S12.83 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov FOOD LION #0848 S13.87 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov LOWE’S FOODS #236 $19.19 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 16-Nov FOOD LION #1544 $10.15 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD ~549.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL g184.90 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S064008 4-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $675.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066120 7-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~351.30 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $80.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S069571 8-Oct CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $223.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S068830 8-Oct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~449.60 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S070230 9-Oct FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER g723.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S072110 2-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~95.35 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S074913 19-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~275.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S073000 19-Nov FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~64.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076453 14-Dec FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER $189.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD ~116.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084726 1-Mar CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~298.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/CHAPEL HILL ~63.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/MALL SYSTEM ~375.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S093803 20-May FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~140.00 



Object Code Description Vendor 

3:1:12 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

64 :1 28-Jan 07/:12-:12/:12 IN STATE S:1,029.:18 

60 T:156790 :10-Dec DORRANCE/A S20.00 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A ~I19.10 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A $249.60 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT $20.00 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT ~442.70 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT ~i,I01,80 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT 



3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 ]_-Aug Diners Club $308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5520.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 57,670.97 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 540.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172,80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 55:19.:10 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209,68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

64 K471157 

64 K467871 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W301796 

48 W301796 

64 K397684 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5183.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 57.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5354.10 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5520.60 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME 5977.11 

27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 53,173.85 

8-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA (5%600.00) 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,795.00 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,600.00 

31-Au8 774274/PAMELA~WOLFMA 53,975.00 



Object Code ~ Description ~_ Vendor 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

Reference     ~ 

64 K409045 

48 K482569 lO-Sep 

48 K489579 27-Sep 

64 K462172 27-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

48 K489966 8-Oct 

48 K512217 9-Nov 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K478809 5-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K519123 5-Dec 

31 A039 13-Dec 

64 1 28-Jan 

48 K559702 4-Mar 

48W303728 24-Apr 

48W303728 29-Apr 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48W303728 2-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

31-Aug 805546/PAMELA*WOLFMA $3,975.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $504.33 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,016.43 

WSOC-PRESEASON $3,759.46 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $8,197.34 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $6,497.89 

THOMAS*SANDER $647.48 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,712.69 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $3,360.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $6,765.47 

THOMAS*SANDER $556.07 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $628.81 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $1,025.00 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $140.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $234.53 

THOMAS*SANDER $361.57 

ACC WSPC CHAMPIONSHP ($754,00) 

07/12-12/12 TM TRAV $429.70 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC $1,554.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $2,255.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $830.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $809.96 

THOMAS*SANDER $96.02 

FSCS CORPORATION $4,000.00 

Diners Club $1,550.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $3,745.71 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $227.18 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Au[~ TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Sep TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~3.65 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Nov TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~0.03 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Au[~ BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE $121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Au[~ SUM CORE DATA FEE ~121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE ~125.40 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Au[~ CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER $14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV $37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Aug 8/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~438.27 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 5-Oct 9/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~170.83 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Oct 10/12 CELL PHONE BIL ~183.92 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Nov NOV 2012 CELL PHONE ~237.99 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 2-Jan DEC 2012 CELL PHONE $162.92 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Jan 1/13 CELL PHONEBILL $162.87 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD01 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDO1 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 28-Feb FEB 13 CELL PHONE S1,250.27 



Object Code Description 

3211 POSTAGE 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 

Vendor Reference Date 

64 CARD02 19-Mar 

69 16-Mar 

69 

60 

64 CARD02 

64 CARD02 

69 

69 

69 

60 

64 CARD03 

64 CARD03 30-A 

69 16-A 

16-Mar 

2g-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

16-Mar 

16-Aar 

16-Aar 

30-Aar 

30-Aar 

3r 

3r 

Transaction Description Amount 

PCARD02/USPS 3612160 $27.00 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE S122.84 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S14.99 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S19.99 

CABLE TV $37.S0 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE ~0.34 

PCARD03/TIV*TIVO SER S19.99 

PCARD03/TIV*TIVO SER $14.99 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

APRIL 2013 CELL PHON S208.88 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

SUM CORE DATA FEE S122.84 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER S14.99 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

MAY 2013 CELL PHONE $205.48 

60 30-Aar 

69 16-May 

69 16-May 

60 8-May 

60 29-May 

69 16-May 

64 CARD04 31-May 

64 CARD04 31-May 

60 4-Jun 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 3_8-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP $406.68 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 :~8-Mar PRINTING MAIN SHOP S~L63.2:~ 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 ~L6-May PRINTING MAIN SHOP ~L,005.73 



Date    J        Transaction Description 

3~-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA 

Object Code J. Description ! 
Vendor 1 Reference [ J Amount 

35~4 REP & MAINT-OTH EQU 64 CARD07 ~256.3_2 



Object Code i Description ~_ Vendor j Reference ~_ Date i Transaction Description i Amount 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD $37.00 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I SII.15 
3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $11.61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Sep MMD - FEDEX S12.60 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Oct MMD - FEDEX S15.48 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Jan MMD - FEDEX S12,12 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD $10,61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S083479 1-Mar MTM RECOGNITION CORP S20.65 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S091209 1-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT S8.28 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S093801 20-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT $8.28 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3711 ADVERTISING 48 K483053 28-Sep RAYS*ALLEY ~200,00 

3711 ADVERTISING 64 K483048 22-Feb 835792/RAY S’ALLEY $200.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $56.12 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Aug CH Sisneros Jason ~53.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Sep CH Cone Cynthia $71.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Oct CH Cone John $72.00 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $85.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z271752 5-Jul DESTINATION CAROLINA $164.10 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278899 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $42.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278895 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $82.50 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 68 18-Sep DESTINATION C5988295 (~164.10t 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z284888 24-Sep DESTINATION CAROLINA $26.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K445439 13-Jul FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $33.15 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K473533 4-Sep J & E INC $406.45 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K476293 6-Sep J & E INC $441.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 18-Sep FOUR ELEVEN W4454390 t~33.15t 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON ~4,405.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507375 31-Oct THOMAS~SANDER ~925.78 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z304973 4-Feb DESTINATION CAROLINA ~47.00 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Mar SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 K563900 15-Mar FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~116.30 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Apr SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 29-May SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 48 K593558 28-May TOWN OF CARY ~162.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 KC05813 3-Jun UNC WOMENS SOCCER ~8.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K576895 7-May PAGE ROAD GRILL ~1,305.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K604403 28-May THOMAS~SANDER $354.93 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K477076 6-Sep FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 5594.72 

48 K5026:~2 24-0ct THOMAS~SANDER 5:~,065.26 

48 K497440 :~-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~:~402 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~2740 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

64 K477076 28-Feb 83:~677/FOUR ELEVEN W t5594.72) 

48 K592258 22-Apr THOMAS~SANDER 5692.82 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W300432 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

3_3_-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:13 LICENSES & PERMITS 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K450532 :lO-Jul NSCAA $642.50 

48 K456:146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

68 :18-Sep K450532 NSCAA ($642.50) 

60 30-Oct USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI $227.59 

60 31-0ct INT L MEDIA SERVICE $83.00 

48 W300886 24-Aug DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS $382.50 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar PCARDO2/CAROLINA BLU $49.95 

64 CARD03 30-Apr PCARDO3/SOCCER AMERI $39.00 

48 K456146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY (~4,500.00) 

64 CARD04 3:l-May PCARDO4/SUCCESS IN S $69.99 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $500.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T141275 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~690.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~489,90 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~873.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 15-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A ~515.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~540.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $20,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $603,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $I0,00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $184.17 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $98.56 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $585.28 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S184,17) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($585,28) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR ($98.56) 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $175.38 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($175,38) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $108.25 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $46.75 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR ~173,45 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR (~173.45) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR (~46.75} 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S108.25} 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $25.00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452866 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~61.14 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452854 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~90.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452882 26-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~141.42 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K467352 16-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB $18.06 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 180 31-Aug K474365 MEAL REIMB {~40.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K474365 4-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~178,62 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452882 CARL CLUB ($141.42} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K467352 CARL CLUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452866 CARL CLUB (~61,14} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452854 CARL CLUB (~90.30} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($30.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489213 9-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB Sl10.28 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489444 11-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB S76.68 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K509636 13-Nov THE*CAROLINA CLUB S160.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A034 8-Nov REIM CAROLINA CLUB 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102231 9-Oct 06 TIX FTBALL GAME $360.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102253 8-Nov 03 TIX NC STA FTBALL $180.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~136,73 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~213,57 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $38.75 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS~DUCAR $7.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A039 13-Dec REIMBURSE MEAL ($62.97) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K518916 28-Dec THE~CAROLINA CLUB $147.42 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $513.70 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $10.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $217.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $393~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $284.40 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $282.97 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $296.37 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON*DORRANCE $331.89 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $136.55 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T143346 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $57.20 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $120.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102293 22-Jan 4 TIX MENS BB $55 EA $220.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102302 31-Jan 3 TIX MEN BB @ 60 EA $180.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102305 31-Jan 4 TIX EN BB @ 55 EA $220.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $633.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $464.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $699.84 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $459.43 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $331.89 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $137.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $145.15 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K549817 14-Feb J & E INC $49.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K554805 20-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $85~75 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Feb MMD - FEDEX $127.55 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $508.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $541.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $527.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $437~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $527~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CABI2/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Mar Diners Club $154.40 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $581.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $560.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club ($560.60) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $293.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $305.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A056 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K566132 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576529 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 865 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 862 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A067 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102345 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102353 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102326 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K556211 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T163035 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T164158 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167039 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167980 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T163035 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T164158 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T167039 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T163035 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T164158 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T165934 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167980 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T163035 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T164158 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167980 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 947 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K581464 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K580020 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 938 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K573338 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD03 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K611525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K594342 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K592478 

Date 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

8-Feb 

8-Feb 

1-Mar 

15-Mar 

22-Mar 

22-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

27-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

7-Mar 

7-Mar 

4-Mar 

20-Mar 

20-Mar 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

17-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A)r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A)r 

24-A)r 

12-A)r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

12-A )r 

30-A )r 

17-A)r 

30-A)r 

20-May 

28-May 

28-May 

28-May 

Transaction Description Amount 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $560.60 

Diners Club $20.00 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $329.90 

DUCAR/C $245.30 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $379.90 

CAROLINA CLUB UNOFFI ($25,00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $73.14 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $130.62 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $110.22 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($19.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($53.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ML ($34.74) 

16 TICKETS FOR THE $960.00 

12 TICKETS FOR THE M $1,080.00 

3 TICKETS FOR THE $150.00 

ANSON*DORRANCE $138.83 

DUCAR/C $229.90 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $323.70 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $914.60 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DU CAR/CH RISTOPH $659.80 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

CH RIS* DU CAR $220.10 

CHRIS*DUCAR $315.37 

CHRIS*DUCAR $645.66 

CHRIS*DUCAR $63.46 

CHRIS*DUCAR $237.40 

CHRIS*DUCAR $300.23 

CHRIS*DUCAR $96.53 

CHRIS*DUCAR $437.31 

CHRIS*DUCAR $223.74 

CHRIS*DUCAR $126.70 

CHRIS*DUCAR $291.55 

CHRIS*DUCAR $155.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $175.30 

CHRIS*DUCAR $87.95 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.52 

CHRIS*DUCAR $55.36 

CHRIS*DUCAR $35.00 

UNOFFIC VST MEAL REM 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $81.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $94.62 

REVERSE ATT693 $36.00 

ATH BUS OFC 4-12 ($36,00} 

] & E INC $203.76 

PCARDO3/SPORTSBOARD- $1,080.00 

ATH BUS OFC A076 ($95.00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $21.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $162.06 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $213.48 



Object Code Description 

3~L44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K6009:~2 28-May FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $99,05 

48 K592482 28-May THE*CAROLINA CLUB $131.94 

48 K600900 30-May THE*CAROLINA CLUB $62.40 

48 K600906 31-May J & E INC $139.26 

48 K600902 3:~-May THE~CAROLINA CLUB ~205.02 

69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 

69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug (~500,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug ($500.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 lO-Sep ($250.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 lO-Sep tS50.O0) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1:1:10 4-Oct (540,000.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct {$50.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1556 8-Nov (5~J.,500.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS {5685,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS (~845.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:15 7-Sep ATHLETICS (~20.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:17 24-Sep ATHLETICS (~558,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A023 9-Oct WSOC BALLS (~250,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A027 12-Oct BOOKS {~70.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 19-Oct BOOKS, POSTERS {~67.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A028 19-Oct BALLS (S50.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A03:1 3:1-Oct BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 474 30-Nov A037 {$50.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A040 :19-Dec BALLS ($320.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A040 :19-Dec POSTERS (510,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar (~200,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar (~200,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar (~J.O0,O0} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar ($100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar ($200.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar ($100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2321 7-Jar (S25,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar (~J.O0,O0} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jar (~J.O0,O0} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar (~100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jar (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (,~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan (5:100,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (S:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date ~ Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan ($I00.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2887 31-Jan ($1,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 S-Feb (5300.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb (5500.001 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb ($500.00) 

794 IVIISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A047 3:1-Jan BALLS SCARVES 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3530 :1:1-Mar I (~200.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar BOOKS t520.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar POSTERS t555.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A067 27-Mar BOOKS (520.00} 

582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075 (56,700.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 20-May ATH BUS OFC A076 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 3:1-May ATH OFC BUS 5/9 



Object Code Description Vendor 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K447385 11-Jul REEDSWAIN, INC $549.44 

68 18-Sep REEDSWAIN, IN4473850 ($549,44} 

69 20-Jul MMD- FEDEX $15.72 

31 A053 19-Feb WSOC BANQUET (~550.00} 

31 766 22-Feb BANQUET (~110.00} 

31 A056 1-Mar BANQUET ($270.00} 

31 836 15-Mar BANQUET ($150,00} 

31 A067 27-Mar BANQUET (~90,00} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 11:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re:               Canadian Soccer Player/Disney Showcase 

image001 .png; image002.png 

~ https://incontrol.acsathletics.com/media/386/images/UNC 
%20Soccer2/UNC-Soccer.png 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please 
write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the 
University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go 
to 

http ://www. goheels, com/SportSelect, dbml? SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350& SPID= 12982& SP SID=667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when 
we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on 
file: 

https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete webform.asp?oid=118&sid=2845 If for some reason the link 
does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into your browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 
httl~://nc~sc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 
ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
http://www.g~hee~s.c~m/Sp~rtSelect.dbm~?S~TE=UNC&DB~~EM-~D=335~&SP~D=~2982&SPS~D=6679~~ 



~ https://incontrol.acsathletics.com/media/386/images/UNC 
%20Soccer2/uncsoccerFooter.png 

On Dec 27, 2013, at 11:26 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From:                            @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject:            Canadian Soccer Player/Disney Showcase 

Hi Coach Ducar, 
I am very interested in University of North Carolina as a collese of my choice. I would definitely 

love to represent the Tar Heels as a student athlete because of the 8reat education offered, 

the exceptional soccer prosram and for it’s overall school environment. I will definitely stay in 

contact with you and let you know about my upcomin8 events. 

Wearin8 jersey number                                              I will be playin8 at the 

Disney Showcase Tournament in Orlando, Florida over the Christmas break. I have already filled 

out your recruitin8 questionnaire but, you can find additional information about me on the links 

below alon8 with my Disney Showcase Schedule. 

Disney Showcase Schedule link: 

http://events.8otsport.com/events/sched ule.aspx? 

eventid= 

Here is my club coach, 

Email address: ~ 

Phone number: 

contact information as well: 

@sympatico.ca 

My links: 

http ://www.topdrawersoccer~com/club-p!ayer-prof!!ej 

http ://new. be rec r uited~co m/at hletes~ 

www.gotsoccer.com 



www.captainu.com 

Thanks... 

Have a l~reat Christmas holiday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 1:35 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

image001 .png; image002.png 

~ https://inc~ntr~~.acsath~etics.c~m/media/386/images/UNC%2~S~ccer2/UNC-S~ccer.png 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please 
write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackf!on ttal~ Chapel Hill~ NC 27515or visit the 
University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go 
to 

http://www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB_OEM_ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when 
we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on 
file: 

https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.asp?oid=l 18&sid=2845 If for some reason the link 
does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into your browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 



Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 
http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 
ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
http://www.g~hee~s.c~m/Sp~rtSelect.dbm~?SITE=UNC&DB-~EM-ID=335~&SPID=~2982&SPSID=6679~~ 

~ https://inc~ntr~~~acsath~etics~c~m/media/386/images/UNC%2~S~ccer2/uncs~ccerF~~ter~png 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 3, 2013, at 4:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: ]mail.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 5:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance and Coach Bill Palladino, 

Congratulations on being ACC semi-finalists and making it to the NCAA tournament quarterfinals. 

My name is area and 
a member of the team. I would like to continue my soccer career at the 
collegiate level. I am interested in the University of North Carolina and your soccer program. 

My high school season just ended. I am proud of our 6-0-1 conference record and our eleven 
shutouts. This season I was a starting outside back and started all nineteen games. Now that high 
school season is over, it is time to focus on the club season. This past weekend my club team 
attended the Bethesda Thanksgiving Tournament in Bethesda, Maryland. It was great to return to 
the playing field with my club teammates. Our game schedule was the following: vs FC 
Westchester (1-1), vs FC Sting ’97 (1-1) and vs Bethesda Fusion (won 2-0). As of right now, our 
schedule has us competing in the Adidas Blue Chip Showcase in April (11-13) and the Crossroads 



of America College Showcase April (25-27). Once I have our schedule for the showcases in April, I 
will send them to you. 

I have attached my player profile and contact information. 

Thnnk VDll far vcmr eanaido, rnticm 



Hr. AI Albert (Gall) 
514 Newport Avenue 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 
757-229-6450 
Email: aalbert@nscaa.com 
(PP) 

Hr. Gary Avedikian (Sue) 
6520 Meadowbrook Circle 
Worthington, OH 43085 
614-433-7104 
Email: @art.net 
(PP) 

Hr. Walter Bahr (Davies) 
250 Elks Road 
Boalsburg, PA 16827 
814-466-7409 
Email: dubl@psu.edu 

(HOF, HA) 

Dr. Robert Baptista (Hartha) 
120 Windsor Park Drive, Apt. Al12 

Carol Stream, IL 60188 
630-665-4181 
(HA) 

Hr, Joe Bean (Shirley) 
670 Hampton Course 
West Chicago, IL 60185 
630-665-0519 
Email: @gmail.com 

(PP, HOF, HA) 

Hr. Clay Berling (Sarah) 
2935 Franciscan Way 

Carmel, CA 93923-9216 
831-624-0529 
Email: @msn.com 
(HA) 

Hr. Joe Borrosh (Brenda) 
343 Monroe-Wayne County Line Road 

Macedon, NY 14502 
585-377-2549 
Email: @frontiernet.net 
(HOF) 

Hr. Ron Broadbent (Anne) 
6 Byrsonima Loop West 

Homosassa, FL 54446 
352-582-2066 
Email: ;C_cbtampabay.rr.com 

(PP) 

Hr. Hiller Bugliari (Elizabeth) 
15 Boulder Hill Road 
Lebanon, NJ 08855 

908-832-5565 
Email: mbugliar@pingry.org 

(PP, HOF, HA) 

Hr. Ray Buss (Betty) 
401 Greenway 

Fleetwood, PA 19522 
610-944-8445 
Email: ~aol.com 
(HOF) 

Hr. Russ Carr (Sue) 
P.O. Box 119 
Monroe, VA 24574 
434-929-5015 
Fax: 454-929-6211 
Email: rcarr@sportsoutreach.net 

(HA) 

Hr. Eugene Chyzowych (Anna) 
54 Davey Drive 
West Orange, NY 07052 
973-325-5887 
Email: @comcast.net 
(HOF) 

Dr. Ray Cieplik (Kathi) 
140 Hoxsie Avenue 
Charlestown, RI 02813 
401-322-7806 
Email: rciep@cox.net 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Hickey Cochrane (Patricia) 
125 North Maple Street 
Bowling Green, OH 45402 
419-552-6401 
(PP, HOF, HA) 

Hr. Joe Cummings (Ann Harie) 
15841 West 61st Terrace 
Shawnee, KS 66217 
913-232-8299 
Email: jcummings@nscaa.com 

(PP) 

Hr. Armand "Bob" Dirkranian 
47 Monticello Drive 
Branford, CT 06405 
203-520-2681 
Email: @yahoo.corn 

Hr. Anson Dorrance (H’Liss) 
117 Hanover Place 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-5036 
Email: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
(HA) 

Hr. Jay Engeln (Priscilla) 
PO Box 1011 
Silverthorne, CO 80498 
719-442-1554 
Email: @comcast.net 
(PP, HA) 

Hr. Peter Gooding (Hyra) 
145 Ocean Avenue 
Centerville, MA 02632 
413-687-7481 
Email: pjgooding@amherst.edu 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Roy Gordon (Terrie) 
909 Mortimer Avenue 
Fredericksburg, VA 22401 
540-568-2505 
Email: rgordon@umw.edu 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Barry Gorman (Brenda) 
518 Matilda Avenue 
Box 864 
Lemont, PA 16851 
814-258-4776 
Email: @yahoo.com 

(PP) 

Hr. Joe Gunnel (Hilde) 
855 Front Range Road 

Littleton, CO 80120 
(HA, HOF) 

Hr. Bill Holleman (Kay) 
1338 Lakeshore Circle 
Gainesville, GA 30501 
770-718-1044 
Email: @gmail.com 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Schellas Hyndman (Kamey) 
2801 Rosedale Drive 
Dallas, TX 75205 
214-987-5554 
Email: : ~icloud.com 
(PP) 

Hr. Terry Jackson (Barbara Jean) 
9041 Southwest 196th Court 
Dunnellon, FL 54432 
552-465-1995 
Email: ~aol.com 
(PP, HA) 

Hr. Heinz Lenz 
Fed House 
U.S. Naval Academy 

Annapolis, MD 21402 

(PP) 

Hr. Steve Halone (Joyce) 
40 Mapledale Avenue 
Glen Burnie, MD 21061 
410-761-1594 
Email: @verizon.net 
(PP) 

Dr. Jay Hartin (JoAnn) 
85 Brookehill Drive 
Powell, OH 43065 
614-336-2812 
Email: jamartin@owu,edu 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Cliff HcCrath 
2522 Dexter Avenue N 
Seattle, WA 98109 
206-965-9047 
Email: cliff@nwsoccer.org 

(HOF, HA) 

Harcia HcDermott 
557B Connor Road 
West Point, NY 10996 
(773) 573-3132 
Email: marciamcdermott@mac.com 
(PP) 

Hr. Julius Henendez 
15770 Foothill Avenue 
Morgan Hill, CA 95037 

(HA, HOF) 

Hr. Joe Horrone 
11-A Heritage Square 

Storrs, CT 06250 
860-456-0220 
Email: joseph.j.morrone@uconn.edu 

(PP, HOF, HA) 

Hr. Bob Nye (Peg) 
2715 Eastwood Drive 
Wooster, OH 44691 
550-264-4754 
Email: @gmail.com 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Paul Payne (Brenda) 
5 Bridle Walk 
Bloomsburg, PA 17815 
Email: ppayne@bloomu.edu 

(PP) 



Iflr. Stu Parry (Nancy) 
3383 East Glencoe Road 
Richfield, OH 44286 
330-659-2925 
(PP) 

Ifls. Janet Rayfield 
1404 West Church 
Champaign, IL 61821 
217-378-9113 
Email: rayfield@uiuc.edu 

(PP, HA) 

John Rennie (Cathy) 
36 Clearwater Drive 
Durham, NSC 27707 
919-493-1325 
Email: ~frontier.com 
(HOF) 

Hr. Robert W. Robinson (Kate) 
414 Chandlee Drive 
Berwyn, PA 19312 
610-688-1537 
Email: @msn.com 
(PP, HOI-, HA) 

I~lr. l~lel Schmid 
17 Winding Creek Way 
Breakaway Trails, FL 32174 
386-439-2281 
Email: @yahoo.com 

(PP) 

lflr. Tim Schum (Ann) 
3700 Sunrise Drive 
Endwell, NY 13760 
607-748-0213 
Email: tschum@binghamton.edu 
(PP, HOF, HA) 

I~lr. Charles Scott (Dora) 
3300 Darby Road, Apt. 1213 

Haverford, PA 19041-1096 
610-649-0434 
(PP, HOF, HA) 

Hr. Hank Steinbrecher (Ruth Anne) 
584 Hill Avenue 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 
630-790-4365 
Email: hstouchline@mac.com 
(HA) 

Ptr. Warren Swanson (Karen) 
194 Butlertown Road 
Waterford, CT 06385 
860-443-0794 
Email: swanwood@sbcglobal.net 

(PP) 

Mr. Fred Taube 
Box 1115 
Safety Harbor, FL 3469 
727-849-6649 
(PP) 

Mr. Jeff Vennell (Judy) 
40 Columbus Avenue 
Niantic, CT 06357 
860-739-3143 
Email: ~gmail.com 

(PP, HA) 

Hr. Randy Waldrum (Dianna) 
15026 Stransbury Court 
Granger, iN 46530 
574-277-8272 
Email: randy.waldrum.l@nd.edu 

(PP) 

iris. Louise Waxier (Rich) 
6015 Middlewater Court 
Columbia, MD 21044 
410-740-1147 
Email: ~verizon.net 
(PP) 

Dr. Laurie Whitsel (Brad) 
529 Drummer Lane 
Ligonier, PA 15658 
724-238-0272 
Email: laurie.whitsel@heart.org 

(PP) 

Ivir. Jerry Yeagley (l~larilyn) 
2618 Windemere Woods Drive 
Bloomington, IN 47401 
812-219-1653 
Email: ~.att.net 
(HA, HOk) 

onal Soccer 
gssociation of  lrnerica 

Past Presidents, Hall of Fame 
and Honor Award Directory 

2014 

As of January 6, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 8:39 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 
<davelohse@unc. edu> 

FW: TRUESPORTU Program photos and bios 

Anson’s bio - short version.docx 

Jan, 

I’ve attached Anson’s short bio that was recently updated by Dave Lohse. However, I don’t have a recent photo. Dave, 

could you help out with that? 

Thanks! 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919o962.5220 
gax 919.962.4038 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: TRUESPORTU Program photos and bios 

Can you do this for me? 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 11:21 AM 
To:             Scott Kretchmar (rskl@psu.edu); Cesar R. Torres (crtorres@brockport.edu); Ross, Steve 
(sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu); ’Oriard, Michael’; davis@nchsaa.org; ’Amy Perko’;               Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc:             Boxill, Jan 
Subject: TRUESPORTU Program photos and bios 

Dear Speakers, Panel Participants and/or Position Paper Writers, 

I hope this email finds you all well. We are moving forward nicely with the TRUESPORTU Summit on May 2nd & 3rd. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this unique event. We are in the process of creating the program and updating 

the website. To this end we would like to have head shots and a brief bio from each of you. We would like to get these 

up on our website as soon as possible, so as soon as you can get them to us the sooner we can provide our registrants 

with valuable information. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or 

http://www.unc.truesportsummit.org/ 

Thanks so much, 
Jan 

Please visit our website: 



Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION ORIGINAL 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

BUDGETS ACTUALS 
REVISED CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR 

TO: 

OPEN 
COHMITMENTS 

REPORT PAGE 25626 
PROGRAH ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    i 

DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

B~ANCE 
AVAILABLE 

0585 GUARANTEES 

1112 

TOT~ REVENUE 

EPA NON-TEACH - ON 

1800 STAFF BENEFITS 
1812 SOCIAL SECURITY 
1813 SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 
1822 STATE RETIREMENT 
1833 HMO/HEALTH PLANS 
1872 TIAA RETIREMENT 
1873 OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 
1892 COMPOSITE BENEFITS 

1900 
1991 
1992 

STAFF BENEFITS 

CONTRACTED SERVICES 
NON INST SERVICE 
NON INST SER EXPENSE 

CONTRACTED SERVICES 

2000 SUPPLIES    & MATERIALS 
2311 EDUCATION~ SUPPLIES 
2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 
2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 
2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 
2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 

SUPPLIES / ~TERIALS 

3100 TRAVEL 
3121 OUT/STATE TP~hNS-AIR 
3141 TEAH TP~VEL 
3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 
3143 TEAM OTHER TP~VEL 

TRAVEL 

3200 COMMUNICATION 
3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 
3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 

269,742.00 

62,206.00 

62,206.00 

ii,000.00 

ii,000.00 

13,525.00 

13,525.00 

81,749.00 

81,749.00 

3,500.00 

269,742.00 

12,000.00 12,000.00 

12,000.00 12,000.00 

22,478.49 89,913.96 179,828.08 

29,589.03 

6,699.92 1,179.16 5,288.99 1,410.93 

1,943.56 319.32 1,280.46 663.10 

15,589.19 2,598.19 10,392.76 5,196.43 

5,408.02 1,352.12 5,408.02 

1,097.89 182.98 731.92 365.97 

642.04 147.67 590.68 51.36 

1,236.35 78.68 337.20 899.15 

62,206. 

7,007. 

3,037. 

955. 

ii,000. 

6,955. 

60. 

47. 

4,230. 

1,724. 

507. 

13,525. 

21,646. 

351. 

49,209. 

9,165. 

1,376. 

00 

31 
5O 
19 

00 

5,858.12 24,030.03 

2,485.00 3,037.50 
955.19 955.19 

3,440.19 3,992.69 

34 

00 60.00 

38 47.38 

52 274.97 4,230.52 

65 140.00 1,724.65 

11 507.11 

00 414.97 6,569.66 

81,749. 

23 
30 
79 
68 
00 

17,249.17 44,536.79 

5, 843.15 9,165.68 

1,170.62 1,376.00 

8,586.94 

351.30 
4, 673.00 

00 24,262.94 55,078.47 5,024.30 

551 . 

132. 

14. 

54 
00 
46 

ii.00 44.00 
.66 14.46 

88.00 

12,000.00- 

12,000.00- 

.04- 

29,589.03 

29,589.03 

7,007.31 

7,007.31 

6,955.34 

6,955.34 

21,646.23 

21,646.23 

551.54 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 
3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

COMMUNICATION 

3411 PRINTING ~MD BINDING 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3711 ADVERTISING 

3900 OTHER CURRENT SERVC 
3914 TPANSIT FEE 
3919 MISC SERVICES 
3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 
3952 HOME GAHE EXPENSE 
3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

OTHER CURRENT SERVCS 

TOTAL CURRENT SERVIC 

4000 FIXED CHARGES 

4911 INSTIT DUES & MEMBER 
4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

OTHER FIXED CHARGES 

TOTAL FIXED CHARGES 

TOT~ EXPENDITURES 

ACCOUNT TOTAL 

ORIGINAL 

3,500.00 

800.00 

i00.00 

ii,i00.00 

ii,i00.00 

97,249.00 

453,722.00 

453,722.00 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

BUDGETS ACTUALS 
REVISED CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR 

2,304.00 192.00 768.00 
498.00 41.50 166.00 

3,500.00 245.16 992.46 

800.00 

110.34 

100.00 200.00 

2,138.85 
197.00 49.25 197.00 
735.55 665.55 735.55 
376.84 376.84 
612.98 612.98 612.98 

7,038.78 733.40 7,038.78 

11,100.00 2,061.18 8,961.15 

97,249.00 26,569.28 65,342.42 

843.20- 

630.00 630.00 
213.20 213.20 213.20 

843.20 213.20 843.20 

213.20 843.20 

453,722.00 58,974.25 190,691.96 

453,722.00 46,974.25 178,691.96 

TO: 

OPEN 
COHMITMENTS 

1,536.00 
332.00 

1,956.00 

6,980.30 

195,395.32 

195,395.32 

REPORT PAGE 25627 
PROGRAH ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    2 

DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BD~ANCE 

AVAILABLE 

551.54 

800.00 

110.34- 

100.00- 

2,138.85 

2,138.85 

24,926.28 

843.20- 

843.20- 

67,634.72 

79,634.72 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

OPEN COM~IITMENTS STATUS 

ACCOUNT REF. NO. DATE DESCRIPTION 
ORIGINAL LIQUIDATING 
AMOUNT EXPENDITURES 

~JUST- 
MENTS 

2001996 07 
2001997 07 
2002009 07 
2001974 07 
2001996 07 
2001997 07 
2002009 07 
2001974 07 
2001996 07 
2001997 07 
2002009 07 
2001996 07 
2001997 07 
2002009 07 
2001974 07 

2001996 07 
2001997 07 
2002009 07 
C316239 i0 
C316252 i0 
C316264 i0 
C316271 i0 
C316276 i0 
C316278 i0 
C316294 i0 
C319000 i0 

2001974 07/23 Assistant Soccer Coa 
/23 Coach, Women’S Socce 
/23 Assistant Coach 
/23 Asst. Coach 
/23 Assistant Soccer Coa 
/23 Coach, Women’S Socce 
/23 Assistant Coach 
/23 Asst. Coach 
/23 Assistant Soccer Coa 
/23 Coach, Women’S Socce 
/23 Assistant Coach 
/23 Asst. Coach 
/23 Coach, Women’S Socce 
/23 Assistant Coach 
/23 Asst. Coach 
/23 Assistant Soccer Coa 

2001974 10/28 Assistant Soccer Coa 
2001974 07/23 Assistant Soccer Coa 

/23 Coach, Women’S Socce 
/23 Assistant Coach 
/23 Asst. Coach 
/i0 JUDE CARR 
/i0 BRANDON MARION 
/i0 CONNOR WILLIAMS 
/ii MATT    JOZAITIS 
/ii SAEED M MOHAmmED S 
/ii AYHAIq NABULSI 
/ii DAN DUNBAR 
/19 DEBOP~H COLEMAN 

C324048 10/24 DAN DUNB~ 
C324053 10/24 SAEED M MOHAMMED S 
C324060 10/24 AY~N NABULSI 
C324068 10/24 
C324073 10/24 
C324078 10/24 
C324081 10/24 
C316239 i0/i0 
C316252 i0/i0 
C316271 i0/ii 
C316276 i0/ii 

CONNOR WILLIAI~S 
SAEED M HOHA~[MED S 
JUDE CARR 
CONNOR WILLIAMS 
JUDE CARR 
BRANDON ~RION 
MATT JOZAITIS 
SAEED M MOHAMMED S 

C316278 i0/ii AYMAN NABULSI 
C319000 10/19 DEBORAH COLE~N 
C324048 10/24 DAN DUNBAR 
C324053 10/24 SAEED M MOHAMMED S 

32,102 04 
135,000 00 
66,950 04 
35,690 04 

995 16 
2,534 48 
2,075 45 
1,106 39 

232 74 
978 75 
485 39 
258 75 

7,094 25 
3,518 22 
1,875 51 
1,097 89 

51 36 
160 51 
675 00 
334 75 
178 45 
175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

275 00 
175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

275 00 
175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

175 00 
90 00 

175 00 
175 00 
22 20 
53 28 

245 36 
32 19 
32 19 

429 00 
22 20 
32 19 

10,700 72 
45,000 00 
22,316 56 
11,896 68 

654 28 
2,534 49 
1,372 06 

728 16 
153 00 
636 31 
320 87 
170 28 

5,904 00 
2,927 92 
1,560 84 

731 92 

175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

275 00 
175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

275 00 
175 00 
175 00 
90 00 

175 00 
90 00 

175 00 
175 00 
22 20 
53 28 

245 36 
32 19 
32 19 

429 00 
22 20 
32 19 

12.07- 

1,761.75 
873.70 
465.76 

53.50- 
225.00- 
111.58- 
59.48- 

REPORT PAGE 25628 
PROGRAI~ ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    3 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

CURRENT 
AMOUNT 

21,401.36 
90,000.00 
44,633.36 
23,793.36 

340.88 

691.82 
378.23 
79.74 

330.37 
164.52 
88.47 

2,952.00 
1,464.00 

780.43 
365.97 
51.36 
107.01 
450.00 
223.17 
118.97 

COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

ACCOUNT REF. NO. DATE 

C324068 10/24 
C324078 10/24 
C324081 10/24 
K315974 10/19 
TI18506 10/17 
WI06722 06/28 
K316477 10/19 
09417T 09/16 
I0282T 10/16 
09120T 09/16 
I0143T 10/16 
09807T 09/16 
I0767T 10/16 
K310250 i0/07 
K310449 i0/i0 
K311021 i0/i0 
K316477 10/19 
K276440 09/22 
K313225 10/17 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

DESCRIPTION 

CONNOR WILLIamS 
JUDE CARR 
CONNOR WILLIAMS 
CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE 
DORRANCE 
COACH AMERICA 
TOM SANDER 
TELECOM SPECIALIZED 
TELECOM SPECIALIZED 
BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 
BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 
CABLE TV 
CABLE TV 
CHAPEL HILL SPORTS~ 
FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER 
SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN 
TOM SANDER 
FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 
SPANKY’S RESTAURANT 

OPEN COMHITMENTS STATUS 

ORIGINAL LIQUIDATING 
AMOUNT EXPENDITURES 

32 19 
22 20 
32 19 

140 00 
351 30 

4,673 00 
638 54 
99 00 
88 00 

1,728 00 
1,536 00 

373 50 
332 00 
303 50 
300 00 
62 05 

612 98 
iii 40 
600 00 

32.19 
22.20 
32.19 
140.00 

638.54 

303.50 
300.00 
62.05 

612.98 
133.40 
600.00 

~JUST- 
MENTS 

99.00- 

1,728.00- 

373.50- 

22.00 

REPORT PAGE 25629 
PROGRAH ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    4 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-A!9 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

CURRENT 
AMOUNT 

351.30 
4 673.00 

88.00 

1 536.00 

332.00 

COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 

COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 

*** ACCOUNT TOTAL ** 308,784.63 113,838.75 449.44 195 395.32 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN 21:38:51 
FBH091 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET CURRENT 
REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES REV/EXP 

REPORT PAGE 25630 
PROGRAI~ ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    1 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-A!9 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
CO}~ITMENTS REF. DATE 

0585 WSOC NEBRASKA 10/13 
0585 CM TOTAL GUARANTEES 

1112 

1112 

1812 

1812 

1813 

1813 

1822 

1822 

1833 

1833 

1872 
1872 

1873 

1873 

1892 

Assistant Soccer Coa 10/28 
T J SANDER 10/31 
A A DORRANCE IV 10/31 
Assistant Coach 10/28 
C C DUCAR 10/31 
G W PALL~INO 10/31 
CM TOTAL EPA NON-TEACH - ON 

T J SANDER 10/31 
A A DORP~CE IV 10/31 
Assistant Coach 10/28 
C C DUCAR 10/31 
G W PALLADINO 10/31 
CM TOTAL SOCIAL SECURITY 

T J SANDER 10/31 
A A DORRANCE IV 10/31 
C C DUCAR 10/31 
G W PALLADINO 10/31 
CM TOT~ SOC SECUR - HOSP INS 

A A DORP~CE IV 10/31 
C C DUCAR 10/31 
G W PALLADINO 10/31 
CM TOTAL STATE RETIREMENT 

T J SANDER 10/31 
A A DORRANCE IV 10/31 
C C DUCAR 10/31 
G W PALL~INO 10/31 
CM TOTAL HMO/HEALTH PLANS 

T J S~IqDER 10/31 
CM TOTAL TIAA RETIREMENT 

Assistant Soccer Coa 10/28 
T J S~iqDER 10/31 
CM TOTAL OPTIONAL RETIREMENT 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 10/31 
Assistant Soccer Coa 10/28 

031 321    A 039 

052 2001974 EPAWEB 
042 2001974 M04 REG 
042 2001996 M04 REG 
052 2001997 EPAWEB 
042 2001997 M04 REG 
042 2002009 M04 REG 

042 2001974 M04 REG 
042 2001996 M04 REG 
052 2001997 EPAWEB 
042 2001997 M04 REG 
042 2002009 M04 REG 

042 2001974 M04 REG 
042 2001996 M04 REG 
042 2001997 M04 REG 
042 2002009 M04 REG 

042 2001996 M04 REG 
042 2001997 M04 REG 
042 2002009 M04 REG 

042 2001974 M04 REG 
042 2001996 M04 REG 
042 2001997 M04 REG 
042 2002009 M04 REG 

042 2001974 M04 REG 

052 2001974 EPAWEB 
042 2001974 M04 REG 

042 M04 REG 
052 2001974 EPAWEB 

12 
12 

2 
ii 

5 
2 

22 

,000.00- 
,000.00- 

,675.18 
,250.00 

,579.14 
,974.17 
,478.49 

160.75 
493.60 

342.77 
182.04 
,179.16 

37.59 
159.00 
80.16 
42.57 

319.32 

,476.00 
731.98 
390.21 
,598.19 

231.03 
410.94 
299.21 
410.94 
,352.12 

182.98 
182.98 

147.67 
147.67 

78.68 

ATT497 111013 

.01 EPADJM 
2,675.18- APRM04 
11,250.00- APRM04 

.03- EPADJM 
5,579.14- APRM04 
2,974.17- APRM04 

22,478.51- 

160.75- APRM04 
493.59- APRM04 
11.57- EPADJM 

342.77- APRM04 
182.04- APRM04 

1,190.72- 

37.59- APRM04 
159.00- APRM04 
80.16- APRM04 
42.57- APRM04 

319.32- 

1,476.00- APRM04 
731.98- APRM04 
390.21- APRM04 

2,598.19- 

APRM04 
APRM04 
APRM04 
APRM04 

182.98- APRM04 
182.98- 

51.36 EPADJM 
57.78- APRM04 
6.42- 

APRM04 
13.37- EPADJM 

111028 
111031 
111031 
111028 
111031 
111031 

111031 
111031 
111028 
111031 
111031 

111031 
111031 
111031 
111031 

111031 
111031 
111031 

111031 
111031 
111031 
111031 

111031 

111028 
111031 

111031 
111028 



DATE RUN 
TIME RUN 
FBM091 

11/o4/11 
21:38:51 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 

SUB 
CODE 

1892 

1892 

1991 

1991 

1992 

9890 

DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF. 

Coach, Women’S Socce 10/28 052 
Assistant Coach 10/28 052 
Asst. Coach 10/28 052 
CM TOT~ COMPOSITE BENEFITS 

JUDE CARR 
JUDE*CARR 
BP~ff~DON MARION 
BRANDON*HARION 
CONNOR WILLIamS 
CONNOR*WILLIAMS 
MATT JOZAITIS 
HATT*JOZAITIS 
SAEED M MOHAmmED S 
SAEED M’MOHAMMED S 
AY~LhN NABULSI 
AYMAN*NABULSI 
DAN DUNB~ 
DAN*DUNBAR 
DEBORAH COLEMAN 
DEBOP~H*COLEHAN 
DAN DUNB~ 
DAN*DUNBAR 
SAEED M MOHAMMED S 
SAEED M*MOHA~qED S 
AYHAN NABULSI 
AYHgdq*NABULSI 
CONNOR WILLIAMS 
CONNOR*WILLI~qS 
SAEED M MOHAmmED S 
SAEED M’MOHAMMED S 
JUDE C~R 
JUDE*CARR 
CONNOR WILLIamS 

10/10 

10/11 

10/10 

10/11 

10/10 

10/11 

10/11 

10/12 

lO/11 
lO/12 
lO/11 
lO/12 
lO/11 
lO/12 
lO/19 
10/21 

10/24 
10/25 
10/24 
10/25 
10/24 
10/25 
10/24 
10/25 
10/24 
10/25 
10/24 
10/25 
10/24 

CONNOR*WILLIAMS              10/25 
CM TOT~ NON INST SERVICE 

O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 
O5O 
O48 

JUDE CARR i0/i0 050 
JUDE*CARR i0/ii 048 
BP~ffqDON MARION i0/i0 050 
BRANDON*HARION i0/ii 048 
~TT JOZAITIS i0/ii 050 
MATT*JOZAITIS 10/12 048 
SAEED M MOHAMMED S i0/ii 050 
SAEED M*MOHA~qED S 10/12 048 

2001996 
2001997 
2002009 

C316239 
C316239 
C316252 
C316252 
C316264 
C316264 
C316271 
C316271 
C316276 
C316276 
C316278 
C316278 
C316294 
C316294 
C319000 
C319000 
C324048 
C324048 
C324053 
C324053 
C324060 
C324060 
C324068 
C324068 
C324073 
C324073 
C324078 
C324078 
C324081 
C324081 

C316239 
C316239 
C316252 
C316252 
C316271 
C316271 
C316276 
C316276 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET CURRENT 
REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES REV/EXP 

EPAWEB 
EPAWEB 
EPAWEB 

713040 

713039 

713043 

713718 

713715 

713713 

713712 

717336 

718336 

718342 

718337 

718346 

718342 

718343 

718346 

713040 

713039 

713718 

713715 

78.68 

175.00 

175.00 

90.00 

275.00 

175.00 

175.00 

90.00 

275.00 

175.00 

175.00 

90.00 

175.00 

90.00 

175.00 

175.00 
2,485.00 

22.20 

53.28 

245.36 

32.19 

REPORT PAGE 25631 
PROGRAH ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    2 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
CO}~ITMENTS REF. DATE 

56.25- EPADJM 111028 
27.89- EPADJM 111028 
14.87- EPADJM 111028 

112.38- 

175.00 DP3524 iii010 
175.00- APC945 iii011 
175.00 DP3524 iii010 
175.00- APC945 iii011 
90.00 DP3524 iii010 
90.00- APC945 iii011 

275.00 DP3524 iii011 
275.00- APC948 111012 
175.00 DP3524 iii011 
175.00- APC948 111012 
175.00 DP3524 iii011 
175.00- APC948 111012 
90.00 DP3524 iii011 
90.00- APC948 111012 

275.00 DP3524 111019 
275.00- APC973 111021 
175.00 DP3524 111024 
175.00- APC982 111025 
175.00 DP3524 111024 
175.00- APC982 111025 
90.00 DP3524 111024 
90.00- APC982 111025 

175.00 DP3524 111024 
175.00- APC982 111025 
90.00 DP3524 111024 
90.00- APC982 111025 

175.00 DP3524 111024 
175.00- APC982 111025 
175.00 DP3524 111024 
175.00- APC982 111025 

22.20 DP3524 111010 

22.20- APC945 111011 

53.28 DP3524 111010 

53.28- APC945 111011 

245.36 DP3524 111011 

245.36- APC948 111012 

32.19 DP3524 111011 

32.19- APC948 111012 



DATE RUN 
TIME RUN 
FBM091 

11/o4/11 
21:38:51 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 

SUB 
CODE 

1992 

1992 

2911 

2911 

2919 

2919 

3121 
3121 

3141 

9890 

DESCRIPTION DATE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET 
TC REF. REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES 

AYMAN NABULSI i0/ii 050 C316278 
AYHAN*NABULSI 10/12 048 C316278 713713 
DEBORAH COLEMAN 10/19 050 C319000 
DEBORAH*COLEMAN 10/21 048 C319000 717336 
D~dq DUNBAR 10/24 050 C324048 
DAN*DUNB~ 10/25 048 C324048 718336 
SAEED M MOHAMMED S 10/24 050 C324053 
SAEED M’MOHAMMED S 10/25 048 C324053 718342 
CONNOR WILLIamS 10/24 050 C324068 
CONNOR*WILLI~S 10/25 048 C324068 718346 
JUDE CARR 10/24 050 C324078 
JUDE*C~R 10/25 048 C324078 718343 
CONNOR WILLIamS 10/24 050 C324081 
CONNOR*WILLI~S 10/25 048 C324081 718346 
CM TOTAL NON INST SER EXPENSE 

HARRIS TEETER #0120 09/16 060 
LO~S #00487* 09/22 060 
AAA INDUSTRIAL SUPPL 10/09 060 
CM TOT~ OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

CHAPEL HILL SPORTS~ 10/19 
CHAPEL HILL SPORTS~ 10/21 
CM TOT~ ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 

DORP~JqCE                                             10/17 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

PCARDI 0 
PC~RDI 0 
PCARDI 0 

i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 
i0/01 

Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 

050 K315974 
048 K315974 717718 

050 TI18506 CAB0111 

060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 

CURRENT 
REV/EXP 

32.19 

429.00 

22.20 

32.19 

32.19 

22.20 

32.19 
955.19 

37.73 
142.32 
94.92 

274.97 

140.00 

140.00 

187.00 
187.40 
187.00 
187.00 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
187.00 
187.00 
257.95 
257.95 
105.70 
187.00 
257.95 
257.95 
187.00 

REPORT PAGE 25632 
PROGRAI~ ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    3 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
CO}gdITMENTS       REF. DATE 

32.19 DP3524 iii011 
32.19- APC948 111012 

429.00 DP3524 111019 
429.00- APC973 111021 
22.20 DP3524 111024 
22.20- APC982 111025 
32.19 DP3524 111024 
32.19- APC982 111025 
32.19 DP3524 111024 
32.19- APC982 111025 
22.20 DP3524 111024 
22.20- APC982 111025 
32.19 DP3524 111024 
32.19- APC982 111025 

CARDI0 111020 
CARDI0 111020 
CARDI0 111020 

140.00 DP8214 111019 
140.00- APC973 111021 

351.30 DP6304 111017 
351.30 

TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 



DATE RUN 
TIME RUN 
FBM091 

11/o4/11 
21:38:51 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 

SUB 
CODE 

3141 

3141 

3142 

9890 

DESCRIPTION 

Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
Diners Club 
WSOC-OHIOST-9/3-5 
CM TOTAL TEA~I TP~VEL 

WSOC-OHIOST-9/3-5 
TOM S~iqDER 

DATE 

10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/01 
10/31 

10/31 
10/19 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET 
TC REF. REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES 

060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINERI0 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
060 DINER10 
064 K288531 0223260 

064 K288531 0223260 
050 K316477 

CURRENT 
REV/EXP 

257.95 
187.00 
257.95 
187.00 
187.00 
257.95 
187.00 
257.95 
105.70 
187.00 
187.00 
187.00 

4,361.60 
257.95 
187.00 
187.00 
187.40 
187.00 
187.00 
187.00 
187.00 
257.95 
187.00 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
20.00 

187.00 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
20.00 

257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
257.95 
924.77 

17,249.17 

5,204.61 

REPORT PAGE 25633 
PROGRAIq ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    4 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
CO}gdITMENTS REF. DATE 

TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
TRL001 iii001 
JE0116 111031 

JE0116 111031 
638.54 DP5086 111019 



DATE RUN 
TIME RUN 
FBM091 

11/o4/11 
21:38:51 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 

SUB 
CODE 

3142 
3142 

3143 
3143 

3221 

3221 

3222 

3222 

3224 

3224 

3231 

3231 

3914 
3914 

3919 

3919 

3952 

3952 

3956 

3956 

4912 

DESCRIPTION DATE 

THOMAS*SANDER                10/24 
CM TOTAL TEAH SUBSISTENCE 

WSOC-OHIOST-9/3-5           10/31 
CH TOTAL TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED 10/16 
LIQ PRIOR MO EST 10/16 
TELECOM SPECIALIZED 10/16 
CM TOTAL TELEPHONE LOCAL 

TELECOH LONG DISTANC      10/16 
CH TOTAL TELEPHONE LONG DIST 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 10/16 
LIQ PRIOR HO EST 10/16 
BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 10/16 
CM TOTAL BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

CABLE TV 10/16 
LIQ PRIOR MO EST 10/16 
CABLE TV 10/16 
CM TOTAL TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

ONCAMPUS TP, ANSIT FEE 
CM TOTAL TRANSIT FEE 

10/31 

CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE 10/07 
CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE 10/12 
FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER i0/i0 
FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER 10/12 
SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN i0/i0 
SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN 10/12 
CM TOTAL MISC SERVICES 

TOM SANDER 10/19 
THO}~S*SANDER 10/24 
CM TOTAL HOME GAHE EXPENSE 

FOUR ELEVEN ~ST ITA 10/07 
SPAN~f’S RESTAURANT 10/17 
J & E INC 10/20 
CM TOTAL MEALS, BANQUETS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET 
TC REF. REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES 

048 K316477 E92990 

064 K288531 0223260 

069 101386 
050 09417T 
050 I0282T 

069 

CR 

101821 - - CR 

069 100152 
050 09120T 
050 I0143T 

069 102283 
050 09807T 
050 I0767T 

CR 

042 H04 REG 

CR 

050 K310250 
048 K310250 713993 
050 K310449 
048 K310449 714060 
050 K311021 
048 K311021 714039 

050 K316477 
048 K316477 E92990 

048 K276440 712377 
050 K313225 
048 K313225 717140 

USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI 09/27 060 PCARDI0 

CURRENT 
REV/EXP 

638.54 
5,843.15 

1,170.62 

1,170.62 

ii.00 

ii.00 

.66 

.66 

192.00 

192.00 

41.50 

41.50 

49.25 
49.25 

303.50 

300.00 

62.05 
665.55 

612.98 

612.98 

133.40 

600.00 

733.40 

213.20 

REPORT PAGE 25634 
PROGRAH ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    5 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
COHMITMENTS REF. DATE 

638.54- APE978 111024 

JE0116 111031 

ITSCHG 111016 

99.00- ITSLIQ 110916 

88.00 ITSENC 111016 

11.00- 

ITSCHG 111016 

ITSCHG 111016 

1,728.00- ITSLIQ 110916 

1,536.00 ITSENC 111016 

192.00- 

ITSCHG 111016 
373.50- ITSLIQ 110916 
332.00 ITSENC 111016 
41.50- 

APRM04 111031 

303.50 DP8214 111007 
303.50- APC948 111012 
300.00 DP8214 iii010 
300.00- APC948 111012 
62.05 DP8214 iii010 
62.05- APC948 111012 

612.98 DP5086 111019 
612.98- APE978 111024 

111.40- APC937 111007 
600.00 DP8214 111017 
600.00- APC969 111020 
111.40- 

CARDI0 111020 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN 21:38:51 
FBH091 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF. 

4912 CM TOTAL PERIODICALS    &    SUBSCR 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET 
REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES 

CURRENT 
REV/EXP 

213.20 

REPORT PAGE 25635 
PROGRAH ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE     6 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-A!9 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
COHMITMENTS REF. DATE 

*** ACCOUNT TOTAL *** 46,974.25 26,893.12- 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION ORIGINAL 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S SOCCER 

BUDGETS ACTUALS 
REVISED CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR 

REPORT PAGE 25667 
PROGRAH ID FBH092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    i 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-A!9 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

OPEN 
COHMITMENTS 

B~ANCE 
AVAILABLE 

3100 
3121 
3122 
3124 
3125 
3126 

3900 

TRAVEL 
OUT/STATE TP~hNS-AIR 
OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 
OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 
OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 
OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 

TPAVEL 

OTHER CURRENT SERVC 

TOTAL CURRENT SERVIC 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

ACCOUNT TOTAL 

21,200.00 

21,200.00 

500.00 

21,700.00 

21,700.00 

21,700.00 

14,632.64 
5,760.70 731.00 5,137.90 

304.02 30.00 304.02 
250.14 250.14 
232.50 134.70 232.50 
20.00 20.00 20.00 

622.80 

14, 632.64 

21,200.00 915.70 5,944.56 622.80 14,632.64 

500.00 500.00 

21,700.00 915.70 5,944.56 622.80 15,132.64 

21,700.00 915.70 5,944.56 622.80 15,132.64 

21,700.00 915.70 5,944.56 622.80 15,132.64 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN    21:38:51 
FBM090 - Cl 

ACCT: 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

ACCOUNT REF. NO. DATE 

TI00217 03/16 
TI16292 09/21 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S SOCCER 

DESCRIPTION 

DUCAR 
DUCAR 

*** ACCOUNT TOTAL ** 

OPEN COM~[ITMENTS STATUS 

REPORT PAGE 25668 
PROGRAI~ ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    2 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-A!9 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

ORIGINAL LIQUIDATING ~JUST- CURRENT 
AMOUNT EXPENDITURES MENTS AMOUNT 

622.80 622.80 
483.00 189.40 293.60- 

1,105.80 189.40 293.60- 622.80 

COMPLETED 



DATE RUN    11/04/11 
TIME RUN 21:38:51 
FBH091 

ACCT: 
DEPT: 9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH C~OLINA - CH_B~PEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 10/31/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE : 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S SOCCER 

2ND J.E. OFFSET BUDGET CURRENT 
REF. ACCOUNT ENTRIES REV/EXP 

REPORT PAGE 25669 
PROGRAI~ ID FBM092 
ACCOUNT PAGE    1 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-AD 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 
COMMITMENTS REF. DATE 

3121 

3121 

3122 
3122 

3125 
3125 

3126 
3126 

CHRIS*DUCAR 10/24 048 TI09397 E93274 
DUCAR/C 09/12 060 TI16292 CAB10 
DUCAR/C 09/12 060 TI16292 CAB10 
DUCAR/C 09/12 060 TI16292 CAB10 
DUCAR/C 09/21 060 TI16292 CAB10 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE TP, ANS-AIR 

CHRIS*DUCAR                                     10/24 048 TI09397 E93274 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 

CHRIS*DUCAR                                     10/24 048 TI09397 E93274 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 

CHRIS*DUCAR                                     10/24 048 TI09397 E93274 
CM TOT~ OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 

247.70 
20.00 

253.90 
189.40 
20.00 

731.00 

30.00 
30.00 

134.70 
134.70 

20.00 
20.00 

APE978 111024 
CAB303 111030 
C~$303 111030 

483.00- CAB303 111030 
CAB303 111030 

483.00- 

APE978 111024 

APE978 111024 

APE978 111024 

*** ACCOUNT TOTAL *** 915.70 483.00- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:50 PM 

nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com) 

FW: {D 1WSOC } Override Petition Momentum Growing: Deadline Wednesday, March 
20 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; NCAA BOD Soccer Letter-11-3-B-1 .pdf; NCAA BOD 
Letter 11-3-B Ice Hockey.pdf; ATT00003.htm; NCAA BOD Letter 11-3-B-WLax.docx; 
ATT00004.htm; NCAA BOD Letter-11-3-B Field Hockey.docx; ATT00005.htm; NCAA 
BOD Letter- 11-3-B-MnLax.pdf; ATT00006.htm 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Override Petition Momentum Growing: Deadline Wednesday, March 20 

Good Afternoon Coaches. 

Presently 52 petitions have been received by the NCAA to override the legislation that will prohibit in-person 
scouting. This is an increase of over 30 petitions in the past few business days and demonstrates the power of 
persistence. Let’s push to the finish line - 23 more petitions and the legislation has to be reviewed. 5 pm ET 
tomorrow, Wednesday, March 20, is the deadline for submission. I don’t have an updated list of schools 
who have submitted since yesterday’s list was distributed. If I acquire it I will send. 

If you intend to ask your athletic department or conference administration to petition for the override I would 
suggest doing so on the basis of two points. 

1. It is clearly not true that video resources, quality of video, and exchange accessibility are the same for all 
sports - one rule does not fit all. 

2. The proposal states that the Estimated Budget Impact is None. This is also not true as there is cost attached to 
upgrading video equipment, recording/dubbing services, and video exchange, etc. Also, in contrast to costs 
associated with video services, presently for soccer coaches to scout in-person is at no cost to the schools as 
expenses are not reimbursable. 

Following is detail from RWG proposal 11-3-B taken from the NCAA legislative site. 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period Process Diagram 

Intent: To prohibit off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the same season) except 
for scouting future opponents participating in the same tournament at the same site or the same double header 
event at the same site. 

Effective Date: August 1, 2013 

Rationale: In the interest of simplicity and consistency, it is appropriate for one rule regarding scouting to apply 



to all sports. In most cases, video of future opponents is readily available either through institutional exchange, 
subscription to a recording/dubbing service or internet sites accessible to the general public. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

You might mention to your administration that soccer was joined by men’s and women’s ice hockey, men’s 
and women’s lacrosse, and field hockey in expressed opposition via letters to the NCAA Rules Working 
Group and Board of Directors. (letters attached) 

All the best. 

Rob 



Division I Women’s Soccer 

Decade of Determination 

To Grow The Quality, Visibility, & Popularity Of Our Sport 

introductions/Agenda: 

NCAA Championships 

NCAA Rules / Legislation 

NSCAATV corn 

Communication Network- NSCAA Scoreboard, Listserv 

Wilson - NCAA Tournament Bali 

Partnership. US Soccer; NWSL, College 



Division ! Women’s Soccer Season 

Fall Charnpionsh:ip Season 

T.C.       R.S.C. C. "l’i NCAA T. 8rk..f I.T. T.&G. 

2 18 3 6 5 

AL~g Sep Oct N~v Dec Jan Feb Ma~ May Jun J u~ 

Academic Yea~ Season 

T.C. R.S.C. Brk. ! i.T. T.C. R,S.C. C.T, NOAh. 1". B~’k. l I.’f, CI. 

2 15 1 8 $ 

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ja;~ Feb K, ta~ Apt May J~m J~ 

TO. - Trai~ir~g Camp 
R.S.C. - Regu)ar Season 
C T. -- Co~rere~ce Tournament 
NCAAT - NCAATo~mament 
8rk.;I.T -Break .~ individual 
T. & G.- Trair~ng & Games 

Brk. ! I.’~" ; CI - P~reak; fndividual’[rai~i~g, Club 

2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 3:59 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: Important Camp Schedule Update 

facility hourly schedule 2014fbc.xlsx 

From: Field, Jaci 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 4:48 PM 

Importance: High 

Attached is the updated camp schedule. This includes the football conditioning schedule and a schedule change in June 

on Hooker Fields. Times in ’red’ type for conditioning in ESF will be based on weather conditions. 

This is your last opportunity to update and/or verify your schedule before camp contracts come out. I am still making 

some updates per these schedules and will contact you individually to confirm those. Please note the tabs at the bottom 

of the document indicating the month. 

As always, thank you for your cooperation and flexibility as we support the success of our student-athletes preparing for 

the football season and beyond. 

Reminder: Please make sure that all of your staff working overnight camps pass a certified background check. It is your 

responsibility to verify these checks and then confirm that by signed form. Please look for another email regarding these 

and other details. 

Please also contact me directly with questions regarding scheduling, backgrounds checks, and/or other camp related 

topics. It is my pleasure to work with you all. Thank you for sharing Carolina Athletics with our youth in this special way. 

Thanks again! 

Jaci Field 

"It’s a great day to be a Tar Heel" ~ Antonio Pettigrew 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 20, 2014 5:45 PM 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu>; High, Jane Start <jhigh@unc.edu> 

RE: Title IX history fair research project questions 

Another one! I’ll contact her. 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 5:32 PM 
Te: High, Jane Starr; Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Fwd: Title IX history fair research project questions 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                       @aoLcom> 
Date: January 20, 2014, 2:18:21 PM EST 
To: <shatche~l(~ur~caa. ~nc. ed~> 
Subject: Title IX history fair research project questions 

Hello, 

My name is and I am a student at I am doing a History Fair project 
and my topic is Title IX. I was wondering if you could please help me with my project by answering some of my 
questions: 

How has Title IX affected you as a head coach? 
How has it affected your team and how they play? 
What do you think you would be doing today if Title IX never took place? 
How did Title IX change your and your teams education? 
What things do you enjoy doing today that you would never of been allowed to do before Title IX? 
How did it change the way you and your team are now treated? 

Thank you for your time and consideration.I really appreciate your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SYLVIA R HATCHELL 
(SHATCHEL)> 
Thursday,                 4:59 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey_williams@unc.edu>; Adams, Clarissa 
<clarissa.adams@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; High, Jane Starr 
<jhigh@unc.edu> 

Fwd: A school project 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~maiLcom> 
Date: 11:06:25 AM EST 
To: <shatchel~u~caa.ur~c~ edu> 
Subject: A school project 

Coach Hatchell, 

My name is         I am currently a senior at l                                  I want to 
start off by saying that I am a huge UNC basketball fan and l~ave been for forever, i look up to you 
and Coach Roy Williams as coaches, especially since I want to coach basketball someday. Good 
luck on the rest of your season. Go Heels!!! :) 

Now to get to my point .... I am having to write a research persuasive paper for my English class. We 
had to choose a controversial topic to write on, and the topic I chose to write on is this - 

? I am looking for the opinion of other coaches, so I’ve come to you 
because I figured you’ve gone through situations with your athletes concerning this topic. If you 
have any information concerning this topic or any thoughts of your own, I would love to hear them. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to read this. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:06 AM 

@gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>;                          ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cjbox@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; ~nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene orringer~med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           @gmail.com;        ~gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Roy Williams <raw20@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 3-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 4:00 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu>; Boxberger, Carl J 
<cjbox@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 
Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>;       ~nc.rr.com; Lineberry, Crystal 
Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A 
<sao@unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 
<tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Botta, Brett <bbotta@unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu>; Kaplan, 
Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu>; Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Hanson, Tony 
Randall <hansont@email.unc.edu>; Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; 
Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; 
Orringer, Eugene P <eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 
<sportlaw@unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Stephens, John 
B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Folt, Carol Lynn <carol.folt@unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter, June, 2014 

June 2014.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2014 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lindsey Haynes <Lhaynes6@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 3:17 PM 

Charity Events <unc-charity-event@listserv.unc.edu> 

[unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

Untitled attachment 00065.txt 

DRINK COLD ONES FOR THE KIDS 

AT TOP OF THE HILL! 

-Sponsored by Start for the Heart 

On Tuesday, December 4 ALL DAY LONG at Top of the Hill $1 of their charity beers will 
go towards helping children with congenital heart disease in North Carolina. 

Start for the Heart is a UNC student organization that raises money for underprivileged 
patients at the North Carolina Children’s Heart Center at UNC Hospitals. 

So grab your friends, family, and coworkers and head to Top of the Hill to drink a cold 
one for the kids! 

Check out start4theheart.unc.edu for more information about us and upcoming events! 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Job Title: 

Department: 

Company: 

Grant Fulton 

Fulton 

Grant 

Assistant Coach 

Ath Olympic Sports 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Business: 

Mobile: 

Business Fax: 919-843-8175 

E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Grant Fulton (wfulton) 

E-mail Display As: wfulton@email.unc.edu 

E-mail 2: gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 

E-mail2 Display As: gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:51 PM 

Yount. Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu>; 
b~live.unc.edu> 

Academic Worksheet 

.pdf 

Dear 

As promised, attached is a copy of your updated 

questions. 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

worksheet. Be sure to let me know if you have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 
<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >;             _          ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana 
Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox 

< mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Jackson Katz Talk on October 16th -- Great for Athletes 

Coaches, 

Passing along information on a talk about violence prevention by Jackson Katz (see below). Please 
encourage your team to attend if they are able. This information will be sent to SAAC, CREED mentors 
and Carolina Outreach to share with their teammates. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



>>> On 9/26/2012 at 3:40 PM, in message <63CACBEDE92FC44C8245502BFF8AE8860F4ABACA@ITS- 

MSXMBS5M.ad.unc.edu>, "Pleasants, Robert" <bpleas@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cricket, 

I wanted to check with you to see if you could pub an event to coaches and athletes. Jackson Katz (see brief 
biography below) is coming to speak about violence prevention and particularly men’s roles in violence 
prevention. He’s a great speaker, and he’s a former all-star football player. A quarter of NFL teams use his 
bystander model. I think he’ll connect really well with male athletes. The talk will be at ?pm in the Great Hall on 

Tuesday, October :~6th. Students should arrive early as it is expected to be filled to max capacity. 

Dr. Jackson Katz is internationally recognized for his groundbreaking work in gender violence prevention 

education in schools, the sports culture and the military, as well as for his pioneering work in critical media 

literacy. An educator, author, filmmaker, and social theorist, Katz is co-founder of the multiracial, mixed- 

gender Mentors in Violence Prevention (MVP) prol~ram at Northeastern University’s Center for the Study of Sport 

in Society. Founded in 1993, MVP was one of the first programs to use a "bystander" model for gender violence 

preventionl Katz is one of the key architects of the bystander approach. Today, MVP is the most widely utilized 

sexual and domestic violence prevention program in college and professional athletics. It has been implemented 

by a quarter of the teams in the NFL, a number of Major League Baseball clubs, NASCAR, and many other sports 

organizations. Since 1997 Katz has directed the first worldwide gender violence prevention program in the history 

of the United States Marine Corps. MVP trainings have been held with U.S. Army personnel in Iraqi the U.S. Navy 

is currently piloting MVP in four sites around the worldl and Katz has served as a subject matter expert and 

consultant for the U.S. Air Force. Katz’s award-winning educational video Tough Guise, his featured appearances 

in the films Wrestling With Manhood and Spin The Bottle, and his lectures in the U.S. and around the world have 

brought his insights into masculinity and gender violence to millions of college and high school students as well as 

professionals in education, human services, public health and law enforcement. He is also the author of an 

influential book entitled "The Macho Paradox: Why Some Men Hurt Women and How All Men Can Help," 

published by Sourcebooks in 2006. Since 1990, he has lectured at over 1100 colleges, prep schools, high schools, 

middle schools, professional conferences and military installations in 47 states, four Canadian provinces, Europe, 

Australia and other countries. Katz holds academic degrees from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and 

Harvard University, and a Ph.D. in cultural studies and education from UCLA. A native of Boston, he lives with his 

family in the Los Angeles area. For more information see www.jacksonkatz.com. 

Robert Pleasants, Ph.D. 

Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Campus Health Services 

(919) 843-7173 

CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 8:35 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, 
Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           ~gmail.com>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 
< kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 
Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 
Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 
< rgrimsley@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 
Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

100812.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:07 PM 

ckalbrig <ckalbrig@email.unc.edu >; Evans, Sharon Hodge 
<evanss@email.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Anderson 

<blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Guy Cathro 

<cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea Pemberton 

<cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 

<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch 
<disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis 
Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gunter 
Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince ~lle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu 

<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

<kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning 
< koenning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gregory 



Subject: 

Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Just a friendly reminder for anyone who has items stored in a locker in the Men’s or Women’s Staff Locker Rooms at the 

Loudermilk Center that we need to have all of those lockers cleared out and available for the Visiting Team and Officials 

to use on Home Football Game Weekends (this weekend!). Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:43 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu >; Pyecha, Missy < mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu >; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu >; Foster, 
Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougherty, John James 
<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 
<fred_clark@unc.edu >; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

< Ibroome@email.unc.ed u >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 

<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >;        ~gmail.com; 
@g mail.com; @g mail.com; ’.@g mail.co m; 



@gmail.com; 

J @gmail.com; 
<       @live.unc.edu >; 
Sawyer, Korie < kcsawyer@live.unc.ed u >; 

~live.u nc.ed u >; 

Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu >; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 

@g mail.com;       ~g mail.com; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; Cherry, 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; drhack@nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 

<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc.edu >; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick 

<njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; 2012@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: 11-l-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the November, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~iscbae@u~caaounc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mary Ellen Bingham [binghamm@email.unc.edu] 
Monday, November 12, 2012 2:25:44 PM 
Yount, Tony 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
MEB window.jpg (6.3M) 

Okay, this is my fave. I’m going to make this my facebook picture and will definitely use some of 
them in the future when I get going with a new website. 

Thank you!! 

Mary Ellen Bingham MS, RD, CSSD 
Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell 

BinghamM@email.unc.edu 

Stay connected with UNC Sports Nutrition 
Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/WeFuelTheHeels> 

Twitter <http://twitter.com/WeFuelTheHeels> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, November 24, 2012 9:28 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, 
Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           ~gmail.com>; Ellis, 
Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 

Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Upcoming Schedule 

112612.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 8:44 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu >; 
Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik Hernandez 
<ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes 
< kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 

Mitchell < kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Simon Haake 
< sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taylor 
Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Womack, Zachary Wayne 

<zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Weekend 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 
11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 11:44 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu >; Pyecha, Missy < mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu >; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu >; Foster, 
Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougherty, John James 
<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 
<fred_clark@unc.edu >; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

< Ibroome@email.unc.ed u >; Taylor, Latoya J < Ijtaylor@ad.unc.edu >; Petschauer, 
Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Nusbaum, Mark J 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Mays, 

Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 
Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu>; Roberts, Terry Kermit 

<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, 
Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; 
Maddox, Danny <DMaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Kivett, Mitchell R 
< MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu >;        @gmail.com; 
@g mail.com; ~g mail.com; _~g mail.co m; 



~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; 

i@live.unc.edu >; 
Sawyer, Korie < kcsawyer@live.unc.ed u >; 

~live.u nc.ed u >; 

Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, Robert A 
<alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu >; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 

@g mail.com;        ,~g mail.com; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
’.@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Cherry, 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; drhack@nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 

<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc.edu >; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick 

< njfulton@email.unc.edu >; Ungano, Robin Lynn < rungano@email.unc.edu >; 
Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu >; 2012@unX-MS-Exchange-Inbox-Rules- 
Loop: tonyyount@unc.edu 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-1-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the December, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@~caaoU~Xcoec~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 1:45 PM 

Steph Henrich < @aol.com>; Lori Spingola < @bellsouth.net>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Greetings! 

Just a friendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm (December 3rd) in the Loudermilk 

Center on the 3rd floor. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 5:21 PM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue < sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary Ellen < binghamm@email.unc.edu >; 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, Mitchell R < MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; 

Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

¯                     .; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.eduX-MS- 

Exchange-~nbox-Rules-Loop: tonyyount@unc.edu >; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, 
Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 

<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker ~! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn 
< bgrenn@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 

< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Shhhhhhhh .......... As most of you know, Kent Pennington is retiring after almost 30 years of service with the University. 
Kent does not want a big party, but you can’t retire without a bidding of farewell!! 

So, we are hosting a SURPRISE drop-in reception, complete with heavy hors d’oeuvres on 

Wednesday, December 12th from noon until 2 p.m. in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Please come join in the celebration of Kent’s service to the University, but most 

importantly to the Department of Athletics! Please share this with others in your area 

who may not access to email or that you feel would like to be a part of this event. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:27 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue < sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Smith, Tim Dillon 
<tdsmith@unc.edu >; Catoe, Velvet E <vcatoe@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Bingham, Mary Ellen < binghamm@email.unc.edu >; 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Matson, Janis Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mays, Sally D 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Waicus, Kelly M <waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A 
<CSparrow@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Maddox, 
Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Kivett, Mitchell R < MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU >; 

Young, Randall P <ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

; Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu>; Creighton, 
Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Kamath, Ganesh M 
<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 

< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu >; Taft, 
Tim <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Chappell, llsy <iventura@email.unc.edu >; 
Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ungano, Robin Lynn 
<rungano@email.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edX-MS-Exchange- 

lnbox-Rules-Loop: tonyyount@unc.edu >; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Council, 
Albert C <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 

<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Subject: 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sanders, Benjamin A 
< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn 
< bgrenn@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 

< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Please note that due to the women’s basketball game scheduled for 11 a.m. on December 12th, 

we have changing the time of this surprise event to 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. instead of 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. 

still in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

> > > Joyce Dalgleish 12/7/2012 5:20 PM > > > 

A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Shhhhhhhh .......... As most of you know, Kent Pennington is retiring after almost 30 years of service with the University. 

Kent does not want a big party, but you can’t retire without a bidding of farewell!! 

So, we are hosting a SURPRISE drop-in reception, complete with heavy hors d’oeuvres on 

Wednesday, December 12th from noon until 2 p.m. in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Please come join in the celebration of Kent’s service to the University, but most 

importantly to the Department of Athletics! Please share this with others in your area 

who may not access to email or that you feel would like to be a part of this event. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 10:47 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu >; Pyecha, Missy < mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu >; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu >; Foster, 
Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougherty, John James 
<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 

<fred_clark@unc.edu >; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen < katsaoun@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J 

< Ijtaylor@ad.unc.ed u >; Petschauer, Meredith A < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
< rparsons@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Southall, 

Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
<strohm@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.U NC.EDU >; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; 
Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 

Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< rapendle@email.unc.edu >; Modlin, William F <wmodlin@email.unc.edu >; 

~@g mail.com; ~g mai I.co m; @g mail.com; 

,~gmail.com; @gmail.com;I @gmail.com; 
~gmail.com; .@gmail.com; 



~live.unc.edu>; Sawyer, Korie 
< kcsawyer@live.u nc.ed u >; 

Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; Creighton, 
Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 

<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu >; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; drhack@nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu >; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Keadey, 

Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick 
< njfulton@email.unc.edu >; Ungano, Robin Lynn < rungano@email.unc.edu >; 
Compliance Newsletter - January; 2013 

Subject: 

Attach: 1-4-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the January, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael S Jahn <msj ahn@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               9:29 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Worksheet 
~df 

~live.unc.edu> 

Your worksheet is attached to this email. 

Regards, 

Mike Jahn 

Michael S. Jahn 

Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 

2017C Steele Building, Campus Box 3110 

The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

(919) 843-4953 

msjahn@email.unc.edu 

http://advising.u nc.edu! 

Skype: uncadvisingmjahn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 10:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 1/23/2013 10:17 AM > > > 

Coach, 

Here are the folks eligible according the criteria: 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
Date: January 23, 2013 9:37:50 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Coaches: 

Tt is that time of year again!!! 

We are in the process of nominating representatives for the Fall 2012 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Award. (M/W Cross Country, M/W Soccer, Volleyball, Field Hockey) 

Each institution will nominate one student-athlete per sport and the ACC will then vote and declare one 
winner for the entire conference (one per sport). 

T am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your 

respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic performer in addition to one of 

your top students in the classroom. 

Please review the criteria below and notify me of who you would like to nominate. Please feel free to 



contact your academic counselor for suggestions (I have cc’ed all counselors). 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. (Junior/Senior) 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.00 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last 

two semesters(Spring 2012 and Fall 2012). 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

I look forward to hearing from all of you and as always please do not hesitate to contact with me with 

questions. 

Spencer Welborn 



From: Teryn Brill < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:48 PM 

To: 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Molly 
<mosmith@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; 

~triad.rr.com; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 
<soliaro~uncaa.unc. edu>; 

Subj ect: Your Invited... 



Teryn Brill 
UNC Field Hockey Director of Operations 

~mai!ocom 
htt nbrillowordpress.com 
C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

Barnwell, Jayne Williams <jbarnwell@unc.edu >; Oliver, Ann K 
<aoliver@unc.edu>; Kidd, Alison Parsons <akidd@unc.edu>; ckalbrig 
<ckalbrig@email.unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; 

Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; Lowe, DiAnne Knox 

<dlowe@unc.edu >; Montross, Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge <evanss@email.unc.edu>; Ellis, Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Holland, 
Janine W <jholland@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Jones, 

Kim <kimajones@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
< kcreech@unc.edu >; McCauley, Donald F <dmccauley@unc.edu >; Dubnansky, 
Marjorie M <m_dubnansky@unc.edu>; Megaloudis, Dino 
< megaloud@email.unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; Baber, Nellie C 

< nbaber@unc.edu >; Higley, Pamela < phigley@unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Catoe, Velvet E 
<vcatoe@unc.edu >; Pyecha, Missy < mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu >; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu >; Foster, 
Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu >; Dougherty, John James 
<dmjohn@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M 

<fred_clark@unc.edu >; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

<gus@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen < katsaoun@email.unc.edu >; Taylor, Latoya J 

< Ijtaylor@ad.unc.ed u >; Petschauer, Meredith A < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; 
Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R 
< rparsons@email.unc.edu >; Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu >; Southall, 

Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
<strohm@email.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E <tom_brickner@unc.edu >; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Waicus, Kelly M 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Sparrow, Christopher A <CSparrow@FAC.U NC.EDU >; 
Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; Maddox, Danny < DMaddox@fac.unc.edu >; 
Kivett, Mitchell R <MKivett@FAC.UNC.EDU>; Young, Randall P 
< ryoung@FAC.UNC.EDU >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 

Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Pendleton, Ronnie A 
< raDendle~email.unc.edu >: Modlin. William F <wmodlin~email.unc.edu >" 



......................... =,. ........................ .; Sawyer, Korie 

Cherry, Taren <tscherry@unc.edu >; Creighton, 
Robert A <alex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P 

<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu >; Kamath, Ganesh M 

<ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; Stafford, Harry C 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; 
Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Taft, Tim 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; drhack@nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; Polk, 
Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu >; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu >; Chappell, Ilsy <iventura@email.unc.edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Evans, Jack 
<jevans@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Keadey, 

Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick 
< njfulton@email.unc.edu >; Ungano, Robin Lynn < rungano@email.unc.edu >; 
Compliance Newsletter - February; 2013 

Subject: 

Attach: 2-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 8, 2013 1:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu >; 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; C 
D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy 
Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin 
Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince 
llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jessica Morgenthal <jmorgen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Toomy < stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missing S-A Textbooks 

Missing Book List to Coaches.docx 

All, 

Please find attached a list of student-athletes who received books for classes that they eventually dropped. Next Friday, 

February 15th, we will placing charges on student accounts for the books that have not been returned. All student- 

athletes need to return any dropped class books to Nate Yarbrough in the Loudermilk Center. Do NOT send them to the 

bookstore for returns, or we will have no record of that return, if the books have not been received by the 15th then the 
student-athlete will automatically be charged the cost of the missing books. Please impress upon your student-athletes 

the importance of returning these books asap. 

The attached list is sorted by sport, but please look over the entire list because there were some last minute additions at 

the end. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to clear up any confusion. 



Thanks, 

Samantha 

Samantha Kirby 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 11, 2013 7:55 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, 
Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           .~gmail.com>; Ellis, 
Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo(_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
< mbnorton@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Mike Bunting < mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

21113.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu >; 
Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 

<bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin 

Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final S-A Missing Book List 

Final Book List 2.14.13.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the final list of all student-athlete books that need to be turned in to Nate immediately. I appreciate 

your patience as our department has been working diligently all week to obtain the necessary information to determine 

the status of all S-A books. This has been a learning process for all of us and going forward we will be able to make the 

return process easier and more efficient. All student-athletes that are on the attached list did sign and pick up the books 
listed. I have copies of the receipts from the book store as proof that the books were picked up. Please make sure that 

these student-athletes have returned the necessary books to Nate by tomorrow afternoon! Charges will be placed on 

their accounts at the beginning of next week. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you all for your help. 

Samantha 

Samantha Kirby 
Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:06 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. 
<bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Boxberger, Carl J <cjbox@email.unc.edu>; Gregory, 
Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Evans, Jack <jevans@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Katsaounis, Stephen <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 
Nusbaum, Mark J <mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 
<rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; Keadey, 
Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 
Roberts, Terry Kermit <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>;        @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com;            ~gmail.com;      - - ~gmail.com; 
@gmail.com;           @gmail.com;       @gmail.com; 

_ ~ = @gm_ail.com; UNCAA-Everyone ..... <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu>; 

; Sawyer, 
Korie <kcsawyer@live.unc.edu>; Orringer, Eugene P <eug~ne_orringer@med.unc.edu>; 
Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; drhack@nc.rr.com; Stephens, John B 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewA~errin@unc.edu>; Derickson, 
Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu>; Thorp, 
Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; 
Cleveland, Joanna Carey <j oanna@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Ort, 
Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2013 

3-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 11:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<j ackie_copeland@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Thank you for the information. No need for the email from the Dean’s office. I mainly asked, so we can be on the look 

out to pull back GIA (if necessary) when the course officially gets dropped. 

Tom 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Fwd: 

Tom, 

has been invited to join the _ j ,_ _ team and is currently with them in Portugal. She will return to 
campus at the end of spring break and finish the spring term. Because of the invitation to join the Olympic team 
and the unanticipated time away, she dropped to 12 hours as Cassandra mentioned, and then appealed to drop to 
9 hours. That appeal was granted on Feb 27. She is in 9 currently and should remain so for the rest of the 
semester. 

Connect Carolina still shows her enrolled in 12 hours, but I have the email from the Dean’s office approving her 
drop to 9 hours. Would you like me to send that email to you? 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Susan R Malc~v <.~hmalc~vf~e.mail unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: 
Date: March 7, 2013 11 i15:41 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Can you respond to this? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From." Timmermans, Tom 



Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: FW: 

Susan, 

Is the plan still for her to drop down to 9? 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Gregory, Cassandra B 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:40 AM 

To: Copeland. Jacauelvn D: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE 

Actually she have dropped, she was signed up for 18 hours now she have 12. The classes that were 

dropped on 2/20/13 were GEOL 101L (1HR), HIST 151 (3HR) & HIST 151RECITATION ( NO HOURS). Unless 

there is going to be something else I think this maybe it. 

From= Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Sent= Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: RE: 

AH okay, I will hold onto the email, as long as the date is prior to census I assume there will be a tuition re- 

calc. 

JC 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject= RE: 

Apparently it hasn’t gone through yet but should happen as some point. I will let you know if I find out 

more. 

From: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 9:07 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Subject: RE: 

I actually see her in 12 credits this Spring as well as last Fall. All of her courses are regular on campus so she 

didn’t have any change in her charges. 



JC 

Senior Assistant Director 
Client Services and NCAA 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent= IVlonday, IVlarch 04, 2013 3:34 plVl 
To= Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject= 

HiJackie, 

has dropped down from 12 to 9 credits. Can we adjust her GIA accordingly? 

Thanks, 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~ Compliance: The Carolina Wayl GoHeels.com I 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:21 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Boxill, 
Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <          @gmail.com>; Ellis, 
Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
< mbnorton@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Mike Bunting < mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Upcoming Events 

31113.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann B. Oldham <aoldham@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:39 AM 

Yount. Tonv <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Her form has been processed. 

Ann oldha m 

Asst. to Assoc. Dean 

Academic Advising 

CB# 3110, 1010 steele Building 

319 -843-8651 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 9:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

page12image256 

Thanks Tony! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 21, 2013, at 8:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, 
we’ve been told that you will be able to register between 8 am and 8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will 
be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time 
posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will 
again have access to the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration starts Monday March 25 and continues March 26. Check your day on 
Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation with your coach about financial 
support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money each 
coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking 
for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends money that one of 
your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for April 3, current sophomores April 5, current 
freshmen April 9. But please check your day on Connect Carolina. Dates can vary based on hours, 
transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing your 
assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to 
fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what courses to take. Your Academic 
Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers 
will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what 
requirements you still need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the office and visit with me. 

Tony 

<page12image256> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joseph A Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:44 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

RAMMY’S save the date flyer 

Rammys - save the date.docx 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 



seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at 

the Carolina Inn 

JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Volleyball Office 

Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 919 962-5228 FAX: 919 843-8543 

CELL: CAMP: 919 612-7009 

Official U NC website: www.goheels.com 
Camps and clinics: www.carolinavolleyball.com 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Phil Barnes [pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Thursday, April 04, 2013 5:34:06 PM 

CC: 
Subject: MD Travel 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
MD Itin.doc (1.5M) 

Please see attached! 

GOHEELS.COM 
Twitter 
YouTube Channel 
www.facebook.com/u ncwlax 
www. ca rolina lacrosseca m ps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: Joseph A Sagula [jsagula@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:41:48 AM 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: RE: UNC VOLLEYBALL BANQUET GUEST_~,P’RIL 21 (RS~/P REQUESTED) 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2013 Banquet invitation-GUEST.pdf(216.2K) 
j _ _m_ _a_ g_ _e_ _0_ _0_ _4_ = _w_ _ _m_ _ _z_ (11.2K) 

Happy Spring 2013! and greetings from Carolina Volleyball! 

Our players and staff would like to thank you for your support this past 2012-13 season. 

We would like to invite you to join us again, as a GUEST of ours at our 

Annual Volleyball Awards Banquet honorinq our graduating seniors: 

Heather Henry, Tia Gaffen, Emily McGee & Cora Harms (by way of Skype) 

along with our 2012 team members. 

2012-2013 CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET & ALUMNI WEEKEND Sunday, April 21 2013 - 12:00 - 2:30 PM at the North Pope Box at 
Kenan Stadium (5th floor) Parking is available at Stadium Drive and the Ram’s Parking Deck 12:00 PM Hors d’oeuvres 12:15 PM Freshman Class - first year 
speeches 12:45 PM - Brunch SPECIAL GUESTS Speaker: DAVID THORNTON UNC Football ’02 With introduction by MALAIKA UNDERWOOD UNC Volleyball 
’03 1:15-2:30 PM - 2012 Team Awards Presentations 2012-13 Senior Speeches & Volleyball Season Highlight Video 

Please RSVP by Saturday, APRIL 13, by e-mailing Head Coach Joe Sagula at isaclula@unc.edu 

or calling (919) 962-5228. We are looking forward to bringing all the Carolina Volleyball family together 

with a celebration of our great Tar Heel traditions. 

https://barracuda450.uncaa.unc.ed u/c~i-mod/~etstubbedattachment.c~i/ima~e006.pn~?charset=utf-S&cid=ima~e006.pn~% 
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UNC VOLLEYBALL SPRING WEEKEND 

Saturday, APRIL 20 Carolina Sprin~l Volleyball Tournament at Carmichael Arena 

11:30 AM 

12:30 PM UNC vs. Charlotte 

3:30 PM 

4:30 PM 

6:00 PM 

Sunday, APRIL 21 12:00 PM 

UNC vs. N.C State 

UNC vs. William & Mary 

UNC vs. Duke 

ALUMNI MATCH (TBA) 

Team Banquet, KENAN STADIUM - North Pope Box (5th floor) 

"We would be honored if you could join us." GO TAR HEELS ! 

JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Volleyball Office 

Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 919 962-5228 FAX: 919 843-8543 

CELL: CAMP: 919 612-7009 

Official UNC website: www.~loheels.com 

Camps and clinics: www.carolinavolleyball.com 

smaller NC logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            7:49 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Crocker, 
Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, 
Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., 
Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub.com>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Grimsley, 
Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>;                       ~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; john@ramsclub.com; ken@ramsclub.com; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
matt@ramsclub.com; Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Perry, Clara A 
<caperry@unc.edu>;                       @unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H 
<shellj o@unc, edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc.edu>; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@email.unc.edu>; 
tim@ramsclub.com; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; York, Aaron 
<ayork@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 8:00 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, 
Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Crocker, 
Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, 
Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., 
Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Ginny French 
<ginny@ramsclub.com>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Grimsley, 
Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>;                       @email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; john@ramsclub.com; ken@ramsclub.com; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
matt@ramsclub.com; Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Perry, Clara A 
<caperry@unc.edu>;                       @unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H 
<shellj o@unc, edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; Spurling, James 
<j spurling@unc.edu>; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@email.unc.edu>; 
tim@ramsclub.com; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; York, Aaron 
<ayork@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

061614.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of June 16, 2014 
Date 
6/16 

6/16 

6/16 

6/16 

6/16 

6/17 

6/18 
6/18 
6/18 
6/19 
6119 
6120 
6121 

Event 
Track/XC Presentation 

FB Summer Camp 

BZ Event Weekly Meeting 

Scroggs’ Retirement Reception 

SMI Event 

FB Summer Camp 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

FB Summer Camp 

Athletes in Action 
FB Summer Camp 

NC Scholastic Brunch 
FB Summer Camp 
Liu/Smeltz Wedding Reception 

Time 
10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

Time TBD 

11:00-12:00 PM 

3:00-5:00 PM 

6:30-9:30 PM 

Time TBD 

12:00-1:00 PM 
Time TBD 
8:00-9:00 PM 
Time TBD 
11:00 AM-l:00 PM 
Time TBD 
5:00-10:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Vis. Team Locker Room 

Concourse Club 

North Box 

Upper Club 

Vis. Team Locker Room 

Upper Club 

Vis. Team Locker Room 
Concourse Club 

Vis. Team Locker Room 

Concourse Club 

Vis. Team Locker Room 
Upper Club 

Week of June 23, 2014 
Date Event 
6/23 BZ Event Weekly Meeting 

6/25 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

6/25 Athletes in Action 

Time 
11:00-12:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Upper Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of June 30, 2014 
Date 
6/30 

7/2 

7/2 
7/4 

Event 
BZ Event Weekly Meeting 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Fireworks Display 

Time 
11:00-12:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 
Time TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Upper Club 

Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 10:51 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Exam Make Up Policies 

page3image256.png 

SO 

CHEMISTRY 101, General Chemistry 

Spring 2014 

Instructor: Ms. Laura Benton, labenton@email.unc.edu 

Exams: Your grade is based on three hourly exams and one comprehensive, multiple-choice final. If you have 

concerns about test-taking, please consult the Learning Center. Please bring your one-card to all exam sessions. 

Failure to bring your one-card may result in a zero on that exam. 

The hourly exams will be on January 31st, March 3rd, and April 11th during normal class times. The final will be on 

Tuesday, May 6th, at 12:00 PM. 

Important notes about exams: 

The hourly exams are optional. The final is required. There are no make -up exams. No exams will be given early. 

EXSS 276 - Human Physiology Spring 2014 

Class Time and Location: M,W,F 10:00-10:50 AM, Fetzer 109 

Instructor: 

Teaching Assistant: 

Dr. Anthony C. Hackney 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
Office: Fetzer Hall 203 

Exam Attendance: All students MUST be present for exams. A make-up of missed exams will only be allowed 
with approved medical absences or official university activities; otherwise, a missed exam will result in a grade 
of zero for that exam. If you know that you will miss an exam, you must notify the instructor before the event 
takes place and not afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., university sponsored) are to be brought to the 



instructor’s attention during the first two weeks of the semester. The Final Exam cannot be rescheduled except 
for extreme circumstance as per campus-wide policy. 

U.S. History, 1865 to the Present 

History 128 

TTH 9:30-10:45 

Glatthaar 

All examinations are mandatory. No make-up examinations will be given unless a dire emergency develops, e.g., a serious 
illness. Make-up exams will only be given with instructor’s permission and on Thursday, April 24 at 5 P.M. The room will 
be announced the last week of school. The instructor reserves the fight to give unannounced quizzes, for which there will 
be no make-up tests. The weight of the pop quizzes will be deducted from the final exam. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
ECON 101-006: INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS SPRING 2014 
MWF 9:00 AM - 9:50 AM, CA 111 

Rita A. Balaban Phone: 919-843-8823 (W) 

Missed Exams: There are no make-up midterm examinations. You are forewarned well in advance to properly schedule your time and make 
proper arrangements for other potential conflicts. If you must miss a midterm exam, say due to illness, you may be permitted to transfer the 
missed credit to flae final examination. To qualif~v for a transfer of credit, you must contact me before the start of the missed midterm 
examination and provide me with an acceptable explanation. You are required to support your explanation wifla documentation within 2 
business days of the exam. For example, if you miss an exam on a Friday, then you will have until Tuesday to provide your documentation. If 
flae explanation and documentation are approved by Dr. Balaban, flaen the weight of the midterm will be placed on flae final exam. 

If you miss both midterm exams, flaen your final exam will only carry a weight of 70%, i.e. a 10 percentage point penalty applies. If you are 
unable to attend flae final exam, flaen you will need to provide me with an "Exam Excuse" from flae Dean’s Office no later flaan Wednesday, 

April 23ra at 3:30pm. The make-up for the final exam will be held at 8am on Wednesday, May 7th. 

Business 101 - Managerial Accounting 
Spring 2014 - C.J. Skender 





iology 101, Sect 2 Dr. Jean DeSaix DRAFT jdesaix@email.unc.edu 

9:30 TuTh 100 GSB 

(Home) 

Spring 2014 962-1068 (302 Coker) 

Course Grading: 

Tests: Each test will be 30 multiple choice questions worth 3 points for 90 points total. If a test is missed with 

acceptable excuse, the other two tests will be averaged to make up the missing grade. If you miss a test, you 

must HANDWRITE an excuse explaining what circumstance beyond your control caused you to be absent. You 

must hand that written note to me in class. There is no option to drop a test grade and there are no extra 

credit options. Tests will not be cumulative. Potential grading mistakes must be discussed before the next 

test. (Compare your grade from ConnectCarolina with the score you get by comparing your answers with the 

Test answers posted on Sakai. We have never found a mistake on the machine scored tests, but you have the 

right to be sure you’re not the first.) For each of the first two tests and after the third test I will give you an 

estimated letter grade scale. I do not have a pre-determined scale (such as 93-100 is an A) although the class 

scale is usually similar to a 10 Percentage point scale. The final exam, 8 am, Friday, May 2 in this room, will also 

be worth 90 points (but will probably be 45 questions), and will be cumulative. The tests and final will each count 

equally and will, together, make up 90% of your grade. 



Thanks so much!!!! This is so extremely helpful! 

Hope you have a great time in MD if you are going, which I think you are. :) 

-Alisa 

Alisa Rawls . UNC Athletics . POB 2126 Chapel Hill NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-5552 . Fax (919) 843-8175 

GO HEELS 

>>> 

From:Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa: u nc.ed u> 

To: Alisa Rawls <arawls@ u ncaa:unc:edu> 

Date: 5/i9/2009 8:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Spring 3:0 GPAIs 

Alisa: 

Women’s LaCrosse: 

Dean’s List for spring 2009 

ACC Honor Roll for 2008/09 academic yea r: 3:0 or betteG fall a n d spring semester\ 

3i0or above for spring semester only: 

Women’s Golf 

Dean!s List spring 2009: 



ACC H ono ~ Roll fo k the 2008i09 Academic yeai(3:0 oi bette r foi fall and s pri ng se m esteis) 

r~r. ~r~,~ fni spring se meste~ onlyi 

Let me know if you need anythin8 elsei 

Tony 

On May 19i 2009> at 1:54 PMi Alisa Rawls wrote: 

Hi Tony~ 

Do you have t he women,s lacrosse 8 ra des list? 

=Alisa 

Nis~ Rails UN~ A~I~CiCS P0B 2 Chapd Hill N~ 275 !5 



!Datei 5/15120092i47PM 
Subjecti Spring 3i0 GPAis 

,.Please download and complete the attached form for your student~athletels who 

!receiveda3iOorbetterfortheSpring semesteri Please email this form to Stacey Harris 

’iby May 20; 2009 i 

’:Thanks!! 

i ~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bmaddux@email.unc.edu; 
bok@email.unc.edu; bsmith8@email.unc.edu; catgreen@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 

clineberry@unc.edu; cmock@unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu;    ~email.unc.edu; 
garland_hershey@unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; 

helen.tauchen@unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 

kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu; 
lissa_broome@unc.edu; Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

~gmail.com; mfmoore@email.unc.ed u; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu; 

noelle_granger@med.unc.edu; oregon@email.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; reznick@email.unc.edu; rhayden@email.unc.edu; 
sam_chhorm@unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 
tkrobert@email.unc.edu; worleyjb@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



  
THE COMPLIANCE NEWSLETTER 
UNC Depar mer   of A h e ics 

VOLUME X V, NUMBER 11 

Recruiting 

Calendar 

Baseball 
Contact Period: 

Football 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period: 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period: 

Softball 
Dead Period: 
(noon) 
Contact Period: 
(12:01p) - 

Trach/Cross Country 
Contact Period: 
Dead Period: 
Contact Period: 

Volleyball 
Contact Period: 

Other Sports 
Contact Period: 

COACHES CERTIFICATION EXAM 

(MAKE-UP DATE) 

The Coaches Certification Make-Up Exam for 

the academic year will be held on 

Thursday, at 9:00 AM in Room 216 

of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center. At 

9:00 am, prior to the exam, a video of the re- 

view session previously conducted by the 

ACC will be shown. The test will follow im- 

mediately at 10:30 am. Coaches, please mark 

your calendar to attend this exam and RSVP to 

Susan Maloy if you have not already done so. 

Please bring your           NCAA manual to 

the exam. UNC requires that all coaching 

staff members, including volunteer coaches 

and Directors of Operations, prepare for and 

take the exam, even if they do not recruit off- 

campus. 

PLAYING/PRACTICE SEASON PAPER- 

WORK 

Head coaches will be receiving play- 

ing/practice season paperwork this month. 

These will be due to Susan by Friday, 

VIDEOTAPING PROSPECTS 

Videotaping prospects is prohibited at a non- 

institutional camp or at any time when the 

tape will be used for recruiting purposes. It is 

permissible for you to videotape prospects at 

institutional camps ONLY FOR INSTRUC- 

TIONAL PURPOSES. 

CTOPS 

Please notify all incoming student-athletes and 

their parents of the C-TOPS session for Varsity 

Student-Athletes. The presentation by Aca- 

demics and Compliance staff will include top- 

ics such as the NCAA Eligibility Center, Finan- 

cial Aid, and services provided by the Aca- 

demic Support Unit. 

DOCUMENTATION REMINDER 

Please remember that all compliance docu- 

mentation must be submitted on a monthly 

basis and is due by the 10th day of the follow- 

ing month. This includes Countable Hours, 

Telephone Logs, Contact/Evaluation Logs, 

Official Visit, and Summer Camp Paperwork. 

Remember, if you have not had any activity in 

these areas, you must still report to the Com- 

pliance Office to avoid having a hold placed 

on your sport in the Business Office. It is your 

responsibility to contact our staff to determine 

if you are missing any paperwork. Please con- 

tact Shelly Green (2-7851) if you have any 

questions. 

VOLUNTARY WORKOUTS DURING THE SUMMER 

In order for any athletically related activity to be considered "voluntary," all of the following 
conditions must be met: 

(a) The student-athlete must not be required to report back to a coach or other athletics depart- 
ment staff member (e.g., strength coach, trainer, manager) any information related to the 
activity. In addition, no athletics department staff member who observes the activity may 
report back to the student-athlete’s coach any information related to the activity. 

(b) The activity must be initiated and requested solely by the student-athlete. Neither the insti- 
tution nor any athletics department staff member may require the student-athlete to partici- 
pate in the activity at any time. However, it is permissible for an athletics department staff 
member to provide information to student-athletes related to available opportunities for 
participating in voluntary activities. 

(c) The student-athlete’s attendance and participation in the activity (or lack thereof) may not 
be recorded for the purposes of reporting such information to coaching staff members. 

(d) The student-athlete may not be subjected to penalty if he or she elects not to participate in 
the activity. In addition, neither the institution nor any athletics department staff member 
may provide recognition or incentives (e.g., awards) to a student-athlete based upon his or 
her attendance or performance in the activity. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 

<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                     @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
OctavusBarnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    @email.unc.edu >; 
Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; WayneWalden <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

has been added to the list for 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 8, 2009 2:42 PM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>;jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N. 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Walden, Wayne <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mentors for SS2 

TEXT.htm 

If you have students who will need mentors for SS2- 

can you please let me know by WED of this week!! (this includes new freshmen) 

If you can include: 

Student’s name, courses, and time frame they are available 

this would be great. 

T have a large staff available, just need to let them know if they are working as soon as I can! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 8, 2009 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wayne Walden <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

mentors for SS2 

TEXT.htm 

If you have students who will need mentors for SS2- 
can you please let me know by WED of this week!! (this includes new freshmen) 

If you can include: 
Student’s name, courses, and time frame they are available 

this would be great. 

have a large staff available, just need to let them know if they are working as soon as I can! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 1, 2009 6:42 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bmaddux@email.unc.edu; 
bok@email.unc.edu; bsmith8@email.unc.edu; catgreen@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 

clineberry@unc.edu; cmock@unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; fisk@email.unc.edu; 
garland_hershey@unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; 

helen.tauchen@unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 

kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; 

laura53@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu; 
lissa_broome@unc.edu; Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

_       @gmail.com; mfmoore@email.unc.ed u; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu; 

noelle_granger@med.unc.edu; oregon@email.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; reznick@email.unc.edu; rhayden@email.unc.edu; 
sam_chhorm@unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 
tkrobert@email.unc.edu; worleyjb@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - July, 2009 

TEXT.htm; 7-1-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



  
THE COMPLIANCE NEWSLETTER 
UNC Depar men  of AH   e ics 

VOLUME NUMBER 

Recruiting ....... 

Calendar 

Baseball 
Contact Period: 

I~en’s Basbetball 

Women’s Basbetball 

Evaluation Prd: 

Dead Period: 

Evaluation Prd: 

Football 

Quiet Period: 

I~en’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period: 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period: 

Softball 
Contact Period: 

Tracb/Cross Country 
Contact Period: 

Volleyball 
Contact Period:. 

Other Sports 
Contact Period: 

COACHES CERTIFICATION EXAM 

The group Coaches Certification Exams are 

complete for the         academic year. Indi- 

viduals still needing to take the exam must 

contact Jack Evans on their own to schedule a 

test date. Remember that your        certifi- 

cation expires on          at which time you 

will no longer be permitted to recruit off cam- 

pus until you have passed the         exam. 

Please bring your         NCAA manual to 

the exam. UNC requires that all coaching 

staff members, including volunteer coaches 

and Directors of Operations, prepare for and 

take the exam, even if they do not recruit off- 

campus. Dr. Evans’ contact information is as 

follows: jack_evans@unc.edu, 843-L~25. 

ELIGIBILITY MEETINGS 

Susan Maloy will be notifying coaches regard- 

ing your scheduled team eligibility meeting. 

Remember that student-athletes may not par- 

ticipate in ANY countable athletically-related 

activity (including 8-hour conditioning) prior 

to signing the Drug Testing Consent Form and 

completing their physical/updated medical 

history with their athletic trainer. 

PLAYING/PRACTICE SEASON PAPERWORK 

Head coaches should return playing/practice 

season paperwork to Susan by 

CAMP 

At least I week prior to the start of each 

camp, complete and submit the following 

forms to Lance in the Compliance Office: 

¯ Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

¯ Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

¯ Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

These forms should be signed and submitted 

even if they do not apply to your particular 

camps. 

DOCUMENTATION REMINDER 

Please remember that all compliance docu- 

mentation must be submitted on a monthly 

basis and is due by the 10th day of the follow- 

ing month. This includes Countable Hours, 

Telephone Logs, Contact/Evaluation Logs, 

Official Visit, and Summer Camp Paperwork. 

Remember, if you have not had any activity in 

these areas, you must still report to the Com- 

pliance Office to avoid having a hold placed 

on your sport in the Business Office. It is your 

responsibility to contact our staff to determine 

if you are missing any paperwork. Please con- 

tact or 

if you have any questions. 

MEDICAL INSURANCE FORM AND PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION DOCUMENTATION 

Coaches, per the email you received from Larry Gallo on         please send the Sports Medi- 
cine Insurance Information Packet to all student-athletes on your roster for the        academic 
year, including returning, incoming, transfers, and medically-exempt student-athletes. This 
form must be completed by each student-athlete, regardless of whether or not they have their 
own medical insurance. You should then submit completed forms to the athletic trainer assigned 
to your sport. 

All forms must be turned in to your athletic trainer by Friday,            Student-athletes 
who do not return the medical insurance form will not be allowed to participate in any prac- 
tice activities until their form is received. The packet is located on the J: drive in the Compli- 
ance folder as "Sports Medicine Info 

Also explained in the email from Larry Gallo is the new NCAA policy on required documenta- 
tion for student-athletes who are taking prescription medication for any reason, including, but 
not limited to, learning disabilities (such as ADHD). Because of the newer, and stricter, stan- 
dards, it is imperative that student-athletes obtain appropriate documentation from their treat- 
ing physicians and submit it to our Sports Medicine staff as soon as possible. Instructions re- 
garding what paperwork is necessary and when/how it should be submitted is included in the 
packet referenced above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 3, 2009 2:10 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

elindsey@uncaa.uncedu; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
fclark@email.unc.edu; garland_hershey@unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; 

Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.edu; khancock@email.unc.edu; 
lensing@email.unc.edu; Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
lizlan@email.unc.edu; Petschauer, Meridith <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

mfmoore@email.unc.ed u; mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; noelle_granger@med.u nc.edu; 
ort@email.unc.edu; Earley, Patricia < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; reznick@email.unc.edu; rschwarz@email.unc.edu; 
skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 

tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - August, 2009 

TEXT.htm; 8-3-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the August, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae~uncaao~CoedU 
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Baseball 

Contact Period during August 

August Recruiting 

Calendar 

Men’s Bashetball 

Quiet Period duringAugust 

Women’s Boshetboll 

Quiet Period duringAugust 

Football 

Quiet Period duringAugust 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: Aug. 1 - 3 

Quiet Period: Aug, 4 - 10 

Dead Period: Aug, 11 - 31 

Women’s Lacrosse 

only (no evaluation) days for 

August and submitthem in 

writing to Compliance 

All other days: Quiet Period 

Truth/Cross Country 

Quiet Period: Aug. 1 - 8 

Contact Period: Aug. 9 - 31 

Softball 

Contact Period during August 

Volleyball 
Contact Period during August 

Other Spor~s 
Contact Period during August 

Welcome to the first edition of the 2009-2010 

The Compliance Newsletter. 

NEW LEGISLATION 

Institutional Postcards: Effective 8/1/09, institu- 
tional postcards may be sent to a prospective stu- 
dent-athlete, his or her parents, or coach. Regula- 
tions for the postcard are as follows: 

1. The dimensions cannot exceed 4 1/4 by 6 
inches. 

2. One side may contain only the institution’s 
name and logo OR an athletics logo. 

3. The opposite side must remain blank (through 
printing process) and can contain handwritten 
information only. 

Please submit a proof of your sport’s postcard to 
Susan Maloy for approval prior to mass- 
production. 

Fruits/Nuts/Ba~els: Effective 8/1/09, we are now 
able to provide fruits, nuts, and bagels to student- 
athletes at any time. Please note these items may 
only be provided in their original form. It is not 
permissible to provide peanut butter, cream 
cheese, or use the fruit in a smoothie. 

Providin~ Information from Website: Effective 
3/18/09, institutional staff members are permitted 
to print general information (not created for re- 
cruiting purposes) from tarheelblue.eom and pro- 
vide it in black and white via regular mail to pros- 
pects. These items can also be attached to an 
email, hyperlinked, or provided during any permis- 
sible in-person contact. 

OFFICIAL VISIT REQUIRED PAPERWORK 

At least five days prior to an official visit, the 
Compliance Office must have a copy of the Offi- 
cial Visit Approval Form, along with a transcript 
and appropriate test scores. The Student-Athlete 
Host Entertainment Form, as well as the Guide- 

lines for Prospective Student-Athletes Form, must 
be submitted to the Compliance Office within one 
week following the official visit. 

PHOTOGRAPHING PROSPECTS 

Though it IS permissible for UNC staff members 
to photograph prospects when they are on their 
official visits to campus (to keep on file for future 
media guides, etc., after they potentially sign with 
us), it is NOT permissible to print the pictures for 
the prospects or send the pictures to them or their 
coaches via email. These pictures can be taken and 
retained for internal purposes only. 

DROP/ADD CLASS APPROVAL 

Each semester (fall, spring, and summer), after the 
last day to drop a course using the web registration 
system, student-athletes must obtain written ap- 
proval from their athletics academic counselor, in 
addition to their Arts & Sciences academic advisor, 
in order to add or drop a course. PLEASE NOTE 
that student-athletes must continue to attend class 
in the course(s) they wish to drop until written 
approval from both their advisor and counselor has 
been obtained. 

TEAM ELIGIBILITY MEETINGS 

Student-athletes are not allowed to participate in 
any countable athletically-related activities until 
they have completed the required eligibility paper- 
work! If any student-athlete is unable to attend 
their scheduled team eligibility meeting, arrange- 
ments can be made for the student-athlete to attend 
a meeting scheduled for another date and time. A 
student-athlete may also schedule an individual 
eligibility meeting (if no other options work with 
his/her schedule). Please contact Susan Maloy (2- 
9892) with any questions or schedule concerns. 

COMMUNICATION WITH PROSPECTS 

Written Correspondence: Any institutional staff member may now- create and send general correspon- 
dence to prospects. All regulations governing this correspondence (i.e., restrictions in content and time pe- 
riod for sending) are still applicable. 

Telephone Calls: During the recruiting process, only head and assistant coaches are permitted to make and 
receive recruiting phone calls from prospects and their parents or coaches. However, after a prospect signs 
a National Letter of Intent, any non-coaching institutional staff member may make or receive such calls 
from the prospects and their parents. Please note, however, that this exception does NOT apply to incoming 
prospects who are eligible to sign an NLI, but have not done so (e.g., walk-on student-athletes). With such 
individuals, phone calls must be made and received by head and assistant coaches only. 

Please contact the Compliance Office with any questions about this legislation. 
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Spring Semester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:29 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 

<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 10a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have "unhighlighted" several that were in yellow, as well as removed 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caa.u~nc.e~iu 
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Spring Semester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:31 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 10a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have unhighlighted several student-athletes, and have also added to the list. 

Remember, yellow means check with me before signing a book form, and red means deferral process. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~e~j schae@ uF~caa, uncoe du 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics List 12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 12 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have removed 

charge books to us. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

from this list, as well as unhighlighted who is now clear to 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbae@~caao~Xcoec~u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics List l 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 

8p) 

8 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have corrected the PID for 
who is now free to charge booksto us. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

(we had the wrong guy before) and have also unhighlighted 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@~caaoU~Xcoec~u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 20, 2009 3:52 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 

<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 8/20, 4p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-20-09, 4 pm).xls 

See attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~j scbae@u~caa.u~c.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 24, 2009 11:56 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 
<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (8.24.09, 12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-24-09, 12 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. is now cleared to charge books to us. I have unhighlighted her. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~chae@u~caao~.ncoedu 
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Dan Hooker 

X-GWTYPE: 

Full Name: 

Telephone Number (Work): 

Organization: 

Electronic Mail Address (Work Preferred Ngw): 

Name: 

USER 

Dan Hooker 

;Sports Medicine 

dhooker@uncaa, unc.edu 

Dan Hooker 

vCard Version: 2.1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 28, 2009 11:07 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 

<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 8.28.09, 11a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-28-09, 11 am).xls 

All, 

Please see attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to this list. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caa.u~nc.e~iu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:10 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; garland_hershey@unc.edu; 
gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; 
gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; 

helen.tauchen@unc.edu; hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 
jack_eva ns @ u nc.ed u; jackie_cope la nd @ u nc.ed u; j m boxil I @e mail. u nc.ed u; 
joanna@unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
lizlan@email.unc.edu; Petschauer, Meridith <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

mfmoore@email.unc.ed u; mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; noelle_granger@med.u nc.edu; 
ort@email.unc.edu; Earley, Patricia < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; reznick@email.unc.edu; rschwarz@email.unc.edu; 
skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 

strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.ed u 

Compliance Newsletter - September, 2009 

TEXT.htm; 9-3-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaao~CoeClu 
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September Recruiting 
Calendar 

Baseball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 10 

Contact Period: Sept. 11 - 30 

Men’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 8 

Contact Period: Sept. 9 - 30 

Women’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 15 

Contact Period: Sept 16 - 30 

Football 

Evaluation Period (42 days 
during September, October, 

November) 

Quiet Period: Remainder of 
Days 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Contacts only/No evalua- 

tions: Sept. 1 - 30 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Track/Cross CountrF 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Sol~tball 
Contact Period: Sept. 1 - 30 

Volleyball 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

TAILGATES 

As the 2009-2010 season gets underway, coaches are 
reminded that student-athletes must pay the cost of 
any meal/snack they may receive at a tailgate party. 
The student-athletes must pay for the food prior 
to the tailgate. 

There are two exceptions to this tailgate policy. First, 
the parents of student-athletes are permitted to 
provide occasional meals/snacks to team members. 
An example of this would be a tailgate meal follow- 
ing a competition. Also, student-athletes may re- 
ceive up to three (3) occasional meals per semester, 
provided by an institutional staff member or booster. 
This may occur at tailgates only if the meal is being 
provided by an institutional staff member (not a 
booster, as boosters can provide meals only at their 
homes). 

2009-10 NLI SIGNING DATES 

Please note the following NLI signing dates for the 

upcoming academic year: 

Basketball (Early) 11/11/09 - 11/18/09 

Basketball (Regular) 4/14/10 - 5/19/10 

Football (Mid-Year JC) 12/16/09 - 1/15/10 

Football (Regular) 2/3/10 - 4/1/10 

Field Hockey, Soccer and 2/3/10 - 8/1/10 
Track & Field 

All other sports (Early) 11/11/09 - 11/18/09 

All Other Sports (Regular) 4/14/10 - 8/1/10 

FACULTY INVOLVEMENT 
WITH PROSPECTS 

Institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members) 
may contact prospective student-athletes for recruit- 
ing purposes on-campus during both official and 
unofficial visits (per Bylaw- 13.1.2.3). Additionally, 
faculty members may contact prospects off-campus 
as long as it is within 30 miles of campus and the 
prospect is on an official visit. 

If approached by an identified prospective student- 
athlete or his/her parents while off-campus (other 
than on an official visit as noted above), it is not 
permissible for a faculty member to have a recruiting 
conversation with the individual(s). Since only des- 
ignated coaching staff members are permitted to 
recruit off-campus for UNC Athletics, faculty mem- 
bers who are approached in this regard should in- 
form the prospective student-athlete that he/she 
would be happy to discuss UNC in detail with them 
on their next visit to campus. In such an instance, it 
is permissible for a faculty member to extend a 
greeting to the prospect and share with them the 
applicable NCAA regulations. No other recruiting 
conversation should ensue. 

SAFETY EXCEPTION FOR PROSPECTS? 

The safety exception applicable to certain sports 
does not apply to prospects in those sports who wish 
to engage in recreational activities while visiting 
campus (per Bylaw- 13.11.2.2) . Therefore, it is no__[t 
permissible for a coaching staff member to be pre- 
sent during such recreational activities, as this would 
constitute an impermissible tryout. 

FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

Please be reminded of the availability of funds of which student-athletes may take advantage if a need pre- 
sents itself: 

Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund (SAOF): 

Other Sports 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

The SAOF is used to purchase health insurance for international student-athletes, other student-athletes with- 
out insurance coverage, or student-athletes whose policy has a high deductible. It is also available for profes- 
sional testing, such as learning disability testing, as well as emergency expenses. 

For those full scholarship student-athletes who also receive a Pell grant, the fund is available to pay dental 
and other medical expenses not covered by insurance policies (provided prior approval is sought and 
granted). Additionally, these same student-athletes are eligible for up to $500 per year for clothing expenses. 

Coaches are encouraged to identify situations in which this funding could be helpful to their student-athletes. 
Please contact the compliance staff for approval prior to discussing it with the student-athlete or with any 
questions you may have. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; SherronPeace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Tutoring 

Good evening, advisers and AC staff! 

I am emailing you all in regards to tutoring. My name is 

and I[m sure that most of you already know me as I have been tutonng 

since last January. I tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but I have 
also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 

and Psychology. 

At this point, I currently am tutoring a few hours per week but I am 
available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 
bills; I hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 
availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 
Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 
Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 
Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 
Thursdays: any time after 1:30 
Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

I am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 
well, I have taught in various levels and locations including a 
kindergarten classroom and a high school classroom, both in Durham, a 
women[] s prison in Ecuador, an elementary/middle school in Brazil, as a 
Teaching Assistant here at UNC, and in the Academic Center. MOST 
IMPORTANTLY: I speak both Spanish and Portuguese on native-level 
fluency. These are the languages that I wish to teach. I am in 
desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 

Thanks so much for understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
jmboxill@email.unc.edu;                      @email.unc.edu >; Townsend, 

Jennifer <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N. <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Willingham, Mary <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Peace, Sherron 
< stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Welborn, Spencer B. <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More Tutoring 

T appreciate your interest in working more hours in the AC, but right now, we have none to give. if we have more 

demand, then we will keep you in mind for those hours. Please do not email our entire staff; we are inundated with more 

than enough email each day regarding things that are not our particular responsibility. 

Thank you, 

Brent 

>>>.                     @email.unc.edu> 
Good evening, advisers and AC staf!! 

10:15 PM > > > 

T am emailing you all in regards to tutoring. My name is 

and T’m sure that most of you already know me as T have been tutoring 
since last January. T tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but T have 

also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 

and Psychology. 

At this point, T currently am tutoring a few hours per week but T am 

available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 

bills; T hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 
availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 

Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 
Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 

Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 

Thursdays: any time after 1:30 

Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

T am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 

well, T have taught in various levels and locations including a 
kindergarten classroom and a high school classroom, both in Durham, a 

women’s prison in Ecuador, an elementary/middle school in Brazil, as a 

Teaching Assistant here at UNC, and in the Academic Center. MOST 

TMPORTANTLY: T speak both Spanish and Portuguese on native-level 
fluency. These are the languages that T wish to teach. T am in 

desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 



Thanks so much for understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; CynthiaReynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; SherronPeace 
< stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: More Tutoring 

I appreciate your interest in working more hours in the AC, but right now, we have none to give. if we have more 

demand, then we will keep you in mind for those hours. Please do not email our entire staff; we are inundated with more 
than enough email each day regarding things that are not our particular responsibility. 

Thank you, 
Brent 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 
Good evening, advisers and AC staf!! 

10:15 PM > > > 

I am emailing you all in regards to tutoring. My name is. 

and i’m sure that most of you already know me as I have been tutoring 

since last January. I tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but I have 
also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 

and Psychology. 

At this point, I currently am tutoring a few hours per week but I am 

available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 

bills; I hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 

availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 

Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 

Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 
Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 

Thursdays: any time after 1:30 

Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

I am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 

well, I have taught in various levels and locations including a 

kindergarten classroom and a high school classroom, both in Durham, a 
women’s prison in Ecuador, an elementary/middle school in Brazil, as a 

Teaching Assistant here at UNC, and in the Academic Center. MOST 

iMPORTANTLY: I speak both Spanish and Portuguese on native-level 

fluency. These are the languages that I wish to teach. I am in 
desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 



Thanks so much for understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 10, 2009 8:52 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (9.10.09, 9a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 9-10-09, 9 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have removed                                   from this list. They have relinquished their 
athletics aid in favor of institutional aid. All [aooks previously charged by them to Athletics have been put back on their 

student accounts. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~! schae@ur~caa~uncoedu 
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From: Joe Sagula <jsagula~}unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 12:10 PM 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,onn@uncaa.unc.eduv 

Re: PRACTICE TIME CtIANGES 

TEXT.htm 

TO: ALL Volleyba]l players, coaches, statI; academic, media, moaketing, medical ATC ( please send to Jimmy & Sarah), & UNC adminis~trators. 

ONE MORE change/addition: 

In preparation for our match this Saturday afternoon vs. CLEMSON at 4:00 PM 

Practice this Saturday, October 31, 9:00 AM to 10:30 AM (at Snfith Center main court) VIDEO SESSION to follow practice 

Pre-game meal 12:00 PM location is s~till TBA 

Happy tLALI,OVv%EN !! 

GO tIEELS! 

Joe Sagula,     Head Volleyball Coach 

UNKVSRSITY of NORTH CAROLINA 

P.O. Box 2126 - #131 Carmichael Auditorium 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 e~’ail:jsagula@unc.e@u 

(919) 962-5228 o:Efice              (919% 843-8543 fax 

home                                   cell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS:    /9i9) 612-7009 

CAHP emai]: careli~H~volleyballcamps@vahoe.ce~ 

.OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR NEELS: w%w.ta~heelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 12:07 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

rschwarz@email.unc.edu; skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - November, 2009 

TEXT.htm; 11-2-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the November, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 
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VOLUME NUMBER 

NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT 

Coaches, remember that the Compliance 
Office will be preparing all NLI]ASA pack- 
ets. In order to have a packet prepared, you 
must complete the NLI/ASA Information 
Form (found on the J: drive, Compliance, 
Financial Aid, NLI/ASA Information) and 
submit it to Amy. Please do so as soon as you 
know of individuals to whom you wish to 
send an NLI packet. 

DEAD PERIOD 

For all sports other than football, field 
hockey, soccer, and track and field, the 
Dead Period surrounding the initial signing 
date is Monday,               - Thursday, 

Please remember that, dur- 
ing a dead period, you are not to have any 
contacts or evaluations with any prospects. 
This includes on-campus activity, such as 
official or unofficial visits, as well as off- 
campus recruiting, such as evaluations at 
games or visits to a high school. 

Also, it is not permissible to offer complimen- 
tary admission to prospects or their par- 
ents/legal guardian/relatives for home events 
held during this time. Thus, no complimen- 
tary admissions may be provided to pros- 
pects during any of the following home 
events: 

MBB vs. Florida International 
WBB Exhibition vs. Carson- 
Newman 
MBB vs. North Carolina Central 

For all sports with an early signing period, 
Bylaw 13.1.3.3.2 permits coaches to make 

unlimited phone calls to prospects on the ini- 
tial signing date, as well as during the 2 days 
immediately following. Therefore, for this 
signing period, unlimited phone calls are 
permitted from                  through 

COMPETITIONS IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH HIGH SCHOOL CONTESTS 

In sports other than basketball, football, gym- 
nastics, or volleyball, high school competi- 
tions can be held in conjunction with intercol- 
legiate competitions, provided all of the fol- 
lowing requirements are satisfied: 

1) The high school contest must be regularly 
scheduled and approved by the appropri- 
ate state high school authority; 

2) UNC may not provide the high school 
with any financial compensation, includ- 
ing transportation expenses or a guarantee 
or a percentage of the income realized 
from the contest; and 

3) The only expenses UNC may incur are 
the operating and maintenance costs asso- 
ciated with its facility’s use for the high 
school contest. 

COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION 
REMINDER 

Please remember that all compliance docu- 
mentation must be submitted on a monthly 
basis and is due by the 10th day of the follow- 
ing month. This includes Countable Hours, 
Telephone Logs, Contact/Evaluation Logs, 
and Official Visit Paperwork. Please contact 

) or 

if you have any questions. 

TRYOUTS/PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WITH PROSPECTS 

It is not permissible to conduct a tryout or any type of activity that will demonstrate the physi- 
cal ability of a prospect on- or off-campus, even if the activity is a sport or game unrelated to 
the sport in which the prospect is being recruited. For example, if a coach is recruiting a vol- 
leyball prospect, it is not permissible to play tennis with her on her visit to campus. 

Additionally, if a prospect chooses to participate in a recreational activity while visiting cam- 
pus, he/she may do so in a facility that is closed to the public, provided such activities are not 
organized or observed by any athletics department staff members. For example, if the prospect 
voluntarily lifts weights on campus, it is not permissible for one of UNC’s strength and condi- 

tioning coaches to be present at the workout. 

Recruiting 
Calendar 

Baseball 

Contact Period: 

Dead Period: 

Quiet Period: 

M & WBaske¢ball 

Evaluation Period: 

Dead Period: 

Field HockeF 

Contact Period: 

i)ead ~eriod: Nov. 

Football 

Evaluation Period: 

Contact Period: 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: 

Dead Period: 

Quiet Period: 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: 

ONLY 

Dead Period: 

Quiet Period: 

Contact Period: 

So,ball 

Contact Period: 

Dead Period: 

Quiet Period: 

Track/Cross CountrF 

Contact Period: 

Dead Period: 

VolleFball 

Contact Period: 

Dead Period: 

Other Sports’ 

Dead Period: 

Contact Period: Remainder of 

Month 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima < 

Monday, 1 10:56 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

~gmail.com> 

Dear Tony, 
[] 
Can I call you tomorrow sometime between 11- lpm? I would like to discuss few things about 
situation. []Let me know, Patricia 

Fony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Professor, 

Thank you very much for the progress report that you sent to us about 
PORT       zlass. 

your 

The report showed an "F" based on 50% of the course grade,        and I met with you in late September 
and you graciously offered to meet with        on a weekly basis to help her with the course. 
admits that she has been inconsistent in attending those sessions with you. Can you please let me know 
approximately how many of those opportunities        has taken advantage of?. We are not very happy 
with our athletes when a professor offers to give extra help and that opportunity is wasted. 

Also thank you for your suggestion on the progress report that l In 
fact, we did have 

Because those test results came after the drop deadline 
for the fall semester, and        ~as only enrolled in 12 hours, we could not drop PORT     So, as we 
discussed at our meeting in September, our goal was for        to earn a passing grade. I’ve just talked with 
her and she tells me that she is aware of her situation and knows what work she needs to do to have a chance 
to earn that passing grade. 

Thank you for your time and effort with her. Please let me know if there are things that I can encourage her 
to do. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 

Sure, I will have an average grade for her very soon, please give me couple of days, Patricia 

Fony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Professor Fuentes Lima, 

I wanted to check on the progress of in your PORT class. 
The last time I met with you you graciously agreed to meet with her weekly to 
help her make progress toward a passing grade in your class? 

Would be kind enough to update me on her progress? 



Thank you very much. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 
Portuguese Language Coordinator 
Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC []27599-3170 
(919) 843-9115 

[~atricia Helena Fuentes Lima 
[~ortuguese Language Coordinator 
Dept of Romance Languages & Literatures 
Fhe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC []27599-3170 
~,919) 843-9115 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu;       @email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.u nc.ed u; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

,~email.unc.edu; .~ema unc edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. Happy Holidays! 
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HOLIDAY REMINDERS 

With the holiday season upon us, please 

consider the following reminders as you 

prepare for team events and correspond 

with prospective student-athletes: 

Greeting Cards--It is not permissible to 

send holiday greeting cards to prospects, 

their relatives, or their coaches. The only 

permissible cards are plain postal service 

cards and approved institutional note cards. 

It is permissible to use colored ink if you 

want to include a holiday message on an 

institutional note card. However, please 

remember that the greeting must be hand- 

written. 

Holiday Meals-- All "occasional meal" 

rules still apply for any institutional staff 

member who wishes to provide a student- 

athlete or an entire team with a holiday 

meal. This includes team holiday parties. 

Each student-athlete is limited to three occa- 

sional meals per semester, and anyone 

wishing to provide a meal must clear it with 

the student-athlete’s head coach, complete 

the "Occasional Meal Form" (located on the 

J: Drive,) and submit it to the Compliance 

Office before providing the meal. 

Holiday Gifts--All "extra benefits" rules 

still apply during the holiday season; there- 

fore, it is not permissible to give holiday 

gifts to student-athletes or their relatives. 

PARTICIPATORY AWARDS 

Participation awards may be given to stu- 

dent-athletes each year, provided they are 

given at the conclusion of the regular play- 

ing season and do not exceed the NCAA 

maximum values ($175 for underclassmen, 

$325 for seniors). Such awards may not in- 

clude cash, a cash-equivalent award, or a 

country club or sports club membership. 

Gift cards are permissible, provided no cash 

can be received from the card at any time 

(e.g., remaining balance after purchase). 

Awards may not be sold or exchanged for 

another item of value, even if the student- 

athlete’s name or picture does not appear on 

the award. All awards provided by the in- 

stitution must be uniform for all team mem- 

bers receiving the award. 

Equipment/apparel necessary for competi- 

tion may be issued during the regular play- 

ing season and subsequently given as a par- 

ticipatory award at the conclusion of the 

season, provided the combined value of 

these items and any additional institutional 

participatory awards do not exceed the 

NCAA maximum values listed above. 

OUTSIDE COMPETITION-SPORTS 
OTHER THAN BASKETBALL 

During the winter break, it is permissible for 

student-athletes to participate in a non- 

collegiate, amateur outside competition, 

(e.g., for a club team), provided it is outside 

of the team’s playing and practice season 

(i.e., 20-hour weeks). Note that there are 

limits on the number of UNC student- 

athletes that can participate on the same 

team (see Bylaw 17.29.2). Additionally, the 

student-athlete must wait to compete until 

the institutional final exam period has 

ended (             ). 

Recruiting 
Calendar 

Baseball 

Quiet Period 

I~len’sBashetball ....... 

Evaluation Period I 

Dead Period 

Evaluation Period 

I~/omen’sBashetball ......... 

Dead Period 

Evaluation Period 

Football 

Co nta ct Pe r iod [ 

Quiet Period 

Dead Period 

Quiet Period 

Dead Period 

I~/omen’s Lacrosse 

Quiet Period 

Softball 

Quiet Period 

Dead Period 

Quiet Period 

Trach/Cross Country 

Contaot Period 

Dead Period 

Quiet Period 

i/ollej~ball 
Contaot Period 

Quiet Period 

Dead Period 

Other Sports 
Contaot Perioc 

MID-YEAR CERTIFICATION REOUIREMENTS 

Please be reminded of the NCAA’s academic requirements for student-athletes to compete during the spring semester. 

All student-athletes must pass at least 6 hours during the fall semester in order to be eligible to compete during the spring. 

Student-athletes must also meet the following GPA requirements: 

Freshmen No GPA Requirement 

Sophomores 1.8 Cumulative GPA 

Juniors 1.9 Cumulative GPA 

Seniors and Fifth Years 2.0 Cumulative GPA 

*Student-athletes competing in post-season championships or bowl games that occur between terms must pass at least 6 hours 

(with no additional GPA requirement) to be eligible for competition in the post-season event. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                  5:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paper (last one everrrr!) 

Essay 3.pages 

Here you go tony. Thanks a ton. and as of now I will never ever say youre 
mean ever again, thanks againn 
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From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

< sipa_ad m ission @colu m bia. edu> 

Sunday,               9:13 PM 

sipa_adm ission@colum bia. edu; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa. unc. edu> 

Thank you for submitting your Recommendation! 

TEXT. htm 

Dear Tony Yount: 

Thank you for submitting a recommendation for                 This message 
confirms that you have completed the recommendation process and no further 
action is required. Letters of recommendation are an important part of our 
evaluation process and I appreciate the time you have invested in the process. 

Again, thank you for submitting a recommendation for and we look 
forward to completing our review of the admission appl~cauon. 

Sincerely, 

Matt Clemons 
Director of Adm issions 
Columbia University 
School of International and Public Affairs 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

< sipa_ad m ission @colu m bia. edu> 

Sunday,               9:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; sipa_admission@columbia.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thank you for submitting your Recommendation! 

TEXT. htm 

Dear Tony Yount: 

Thank you for submitting a recommendation for                 This message 
confirms that you have completed the recommendation process and no further 
action is required. Letters of recommendation are an important part of our 
evaluation process and I appreciate the time you have invested in the process. 

Again, thank you for submitting a recommendation for 
forward to completing our review of the admission application. 

~nd we look 

Sincerely, 

Matt Clemons 
Director of Adm issions 
Columbia University 
School of International and Public Affairs 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

This Just in .... 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 12 pm).xls 

Immediately after sending the last email, i received information that              is cleared. He has been 

unhighlighted on the attached and is cleared to charge to us. So no more red highlighting! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ischae@u~caaouncoedu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:40 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List (as of      lp) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of       1 pm).xls 

Thanks, 

Amy 

is cleared to charge to us. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~xcaaom~c.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:05 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 10a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. All of the yellow highlighting is now gone, so the following are able to charge books to us now: 

The following student-athletes have been REMOVED from the list and are not permitted to charge books to us: 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
.g.i..sclbae@ ur~caao urxcoe du 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:09 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List, AGAIN 10:08a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10 am).xls 

Sorry for the multiple emails... 

time. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

have been removed from the attached list. This is the most updated version at this 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ischae@uncaaounc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List 10:30a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10.30 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

has been added. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:55 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 10p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 10 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

and 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:04 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics List (as of 9p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 9 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I’ve added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to the list. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 
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359 

360 
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364 

365 

366 

367 

368 

369 

370 

371 

372 

373 

374 

375 

376 

377 

A B J C 

I Fall: 8/1/09 - 1012109 Return by: ? 

9/16/2014 1:58 PM 



BOOK LIST 

2009 Fall Semester 

378 

379 

38O 

381 

382 

383 

A B J C 

I Fall: 8/1/09 - 1012109 Return by: ? 

9/16/2014 1:58 PM 



Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 

BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 
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5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 
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6O 
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62 
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72 
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74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

SDrina: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 

BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 
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109 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

120 
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130 
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134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 

BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 



BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 

Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 
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Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 

BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 



BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 

Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 
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28O 
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288 

289 

29O 
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30O 

301 

302 

303 
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308 
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310 
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312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 
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32O 
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SDrina: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 

BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 



BOOK LIST 

2010 Spring Semester 

1 I Spring: 1/4/10 - 3/19/10 
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328 

329 

330 
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334 

335 
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337 

338 

339 

340 
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345 
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347 

348 

349 

350 

351 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                10:31 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI Schedule 

Good morning, 
First let me say thank you to Beth for coordinating this process. The 
schedule is below; let me know if you have any questions. 

B 

PSYC (Jordan): 
SOCI (Hastings): 
SOCI (Suzuki): 
BIOL (DeSaix): 
move his current tutorials) 
GEOL 03artek): 
EXSS (Myers): 
DRAM (Williams): 
or tomorrow) 

- Sundays @ 7 
- Thursdays @ 7 

- Thursdays @ 8 
- Tuesdays @ 7 (Sherron, we’ll need to 

- Thursdays @ 7 

- Thursdays @ 7:30 

- Mondays OR Wednesdays @ 7 (TBD today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 25, 2010 11:18 AM 

Orr, Kym N. <knorr.uncaa.uncathletics>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyount.uncaa.uncathletics>; Welborn, Spencer B. 

< wel bo rn. u ncaa.u ncath letics > 

mentor sessions 

TEXT.htm; mentors os sl0.xlsx 

great if we can start tonight .... 

i double checked with tutor schedule as of friday with no conflicts, let me know 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 29, 2010 4:55 PM 

SAAC 2009-2010 

Gelin, Dana <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Restivo, 

Sandy <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

"Heels for Haiti" Wristbands are Here! 

TMAGE.BMP 

SAAC members, 

HEELS FOR HAITI wristbands are in and ready for pick up! The wristbands can be sold to your team members and 

anyone else who wants to contribute and support the relief efforts in Haiti. 

Each wristband cost $5 and ALL the proceeds will go to the Haitian relief effort on behalf of the student-athletes from 

UNC. 

Please contact    via email at       ~uncaa.unc.edu or phone 919-843-2306 to arrange pickup and secure the 

number of wristbands you want to buy/sell. 

This is a great opportunity to help and show your support those in need in Haiti! 

Thanks so much! 

Also a BIG! Thanks to 

GO HEELS! 

Please contact via email 

Heels for Haiti wristbands. 

for thinking of this GREAT! idea. 

Puncaa.unc.edu or phone 919-843-2306, if you have any questions regarding the 

Sport Administration 

Graduate Intern Student-Athlete Development 

Carolina Sports Business Club- Graduate Advisor 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Office 919-843-2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 29, 2010 5:05 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Barnes, Leslie <lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu > 

"Heels for Haiti" Wristbands are Here! 

IMAGE.BMP 

Greetings Everyone, 

HEELS FOR HAITI wristbands are in. Each wristband cost $5 and ALL the proceeds will go to the Haitian relief effort on 

behalf of UNC student-athletes. 

Please contact     ,ia email at        ,buncaa.unc.edu or phone 919-843-2306 if you would like to purchase one. This 

is a great opportunity to help and show your support. 

Thanks so much! 

Also a BIG! Thanks to I 

GO HEELS! 

for thinking of this GREAT! idea. 

Please contact via email 

Heels for Haiti wristbands. 

@uncaa.unc.edu or phone 919-843-2306, if you have any questions regarding the 

Sport ,~d ministration     - 

Graduate Intern Student-Athlete Development 

Carolina Sports Business Club- Graduate Advisor 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Office 919-843-2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 2, 2010 11:30 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

rschwarz@email.unc.edu; skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - February, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 2-2-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 
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FEBR UAR Y 2, 2010 VOLUME XVI NUMBER 7 

SUPER BOWL GAMBLING 

With the NFL post-season premier event 

upon us, all athletics department staff mem- 

bers are reminded that gambling on any col- 

lege or professional sporting events is 

strictly prohibited by NCAA regulations. 

Not only does this prohibition include gam- 

bling through sports books, bookmakers, and 

Internet services, but it also applies to online 

bowl "pick-em" contests, playoff challenge 

competitions, knockout pools, and office 

pools. If you have any questions about what 

"counts," please call the Compliance Office. 

DEAD PERIOD REMINDER 

The sports of Field Hockey, Football, M/W 

Soccer, and M/W Track & Field are in a 

DEAD PERIOD from Monday, February 1, 

2010 through Thursday, February 4, 2010 

surrounding the National Letter of Intent 

initial signing date on Wednesday, February 

3, 2010. The National Letter of Intent signing 

period continues until April 1, 2010 for Foot- 

ball, and until August 1, 2010 for Field 

Hockey, Soccer, and Track & Field. 

COACHING STAFF TELEPHONE CALL 

REGULATIONS SURROUNDING NLI 

SIGNING PERIOD 

Field Hockey, Soccer, and Track & Field: 

Coaching staff members may make unlimited 

telephone calls to a prospect from February 

3rd through February 5th. 

Football: Coaching staff members may make 

unlimited telephone calls to prospects from 

February 1st at 7:00 am until February 5th at 

7:00 am. 

NEW LEGISLATION FROM THE NCAA 

CONVENTION 

Seasons of Competition: EFFECTIVE 

AUGUST 1, 2010, a student-athlete may 

participate in either one alumni game, 

one fundraising game, or one celebrity 

sports activity without utilizing a sea- 

son of competition, provided the event 

is exempted from the institution’s maxi- 

mum number of contests or dates of 

competition as permitted in the particu- 

lar sport per NCAA Bylaw 17. 

Involvement With Professional Teams: 

For student-athletes enrolling for the 

first time in August, 2010, prior to their 

initial full-time collegiate enrollment, 

they may enter into an agreement to, 

and compete on, a professional team, 

provided the agreement does not guar- 

antee or promise payment (at any time) 

in excess of actual and necessary ex- 

penses to participate on the team. In 

sports other than tennis, swimming and 

diving, and volleyball, a student-athlete 

who does not initially enroll full-time in 

college within one year of high school 

graduation and participates in organ- 

ized events after the specified time pe- 

riod shall be charged with a season of 

intercollegiate competition for each year 

of participation and shall fulfill an aca- 

demic year in residence upon matricula- 

tion at the certifying institution before 

being eligible to represent the institu- 

tion in intercollegiate competition. 

Unofficial Visit After Signing NLI: 

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 2010, a pro- 

spective student-athlete who has signed 

an NLI is permitted to make an unoffi- 

cial visit during a dead period to the 

institution with which he/she signed. 

Furthermore, for those prospects not 

permitted to sign an NLI (e.g., four-year 

college transfer), unofficial visits will be 

permitted during dead periods once the 

prospect has signed the institution’s 

written offer of admission or financial 

aid, or the institution has received a 

financial deposit in response to an offer 

of admission. 

February Recruiting 

Calendar 

Quiet Period Feb. 1-28 

Men’s Bashetball 

Evaluation Period Feb. 1-28 

Evaluation Period Feb. 1-28 .... 

Field Hoch ey 
Dead Period Feb. 1-4 
Contact Period Feb. 5-28 

Football 

Dead Period Feb. 1-4 

Quiet Period Feb. 5-28 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Quiet Period Feb. 1-28 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period Feb. 1-28 

Men’s Soccer 
Dead Period Feb. 1-4 

Contact Period Feb. 5-28 

Women’s Soccer 
Dead Period Feb. 1-4 
Contact Period Feb. 5-28 

Softball 
Contact Period Feb. 1-28 

Trach/Cross Country 

Dead Period Feb. 1-4 

Contact Period Feb. 5-28 

Volleyball 
Contact Period Feb. 1-28 

Other Sports 

Contact Period Feb. 1-28 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 9:54 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

rschwarz@email.unc.edu; skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - April, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 4-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 



  
THE COMPLIANCE NEWSLETTER 
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APRIL 1, 2010 VOLUME XVI, NUMBER 9 

AWARDS BANQUETS 

As the end of t~e year approaches and you are 

planning your banquets, please remember that 

family members and friends of all student- 

athletes, including those who have ex- 

hausted their eligibility (e.g., seniors), must 

pay the per person cost for attending the 

banquet. NCAA legislation (Bylaw 16.6.1.6) 

allows us to cover banquet costs only for the 

student-athletes and their spouses and chil- 

dren. All other relatives and friends must pay 

to attend. The price to attend must include the 

cost of the meal, as well as linen rental, serv- 

ing fees, cost of paper goods, catering charges, 

gratuities, etc. In order to calculate a per- 

person fee, divide the total cost for the event 

by the number of attendees. 

AMATEURISM CERTIFICATION 

New freshman and transfer student-athletes 

enrolling for the 2010-2011 academic year are 

able to request their final amateurism certifica- 

tion beginning April 1 st. To do this, student- 

athletes must visit the NCAA Eligibility Cen- 

ter at www.eligibilitycenter.org. Please remind 

your incoming student-athletes to do this by 

April 15th in order to prevent unnecessary 

delays to their enrollment. 

NLI SIGNING PERIOD 

The spring NLI signing period for all sports 

other than basketball, field hockey, football, 

soccer, and track and field begins April 14th 

and runs through August 1 st. Coaching staff 

members from sports utilizing this signing 

period may make unlimited telephone calls 

to prospects from April 14th through April 

16th. 

Please note that the sports associated with 
this NLI signing period are in a dead pe- 
riod from Monday, April 12th through 
Thursday, April 15th. 

Men’s and women’s basketball spring sign- 
ing period begins April 14th and ends May 
19th. Basketball coaches may make unlim- 
ited phone calls to a prospect from April 14~ 
through April 16th. 

Please note that the sport of basketball is 
in a dead period from Monday, April 12th 
through Thursday, April 15th. 

During a dead period, it is not permissible to 
make in-person recruiting contacts or evalua- 
tions on or off the UNC campus. This also 
prohibits official or unofficial visits to 
UNC’s campus, as well as the provision of 
complimentary admissions to prospects for 
campus athletics contests. (Note that there 
is an April 141~ baseball game vs. Coastal 
Carolina during this dead period.) Please see 
Bylaw 13.02.4.4 for more details. 

REMINDERS 

The deadline to submit all summer 
athletics grant-in-aid forms to Amy 
Herman is April 1, 2010. 

The deadline to submit all renewal and 
termination of al~letics grant-in-aid 
forms to Amy Herman is April 16, 

2010. 

Please contact the Compliance Office 

at 2-6000 wilk any questions about this 

information. 

April Recruiting 

Calendar 

Men’s Bashetball 

Contact Period April 8 (noon) - 11; 

16-21 

Quiet Period April 22-30 

(Uomen’s Bashetball 

Contact Period April 1 

Dead Period April 2-8:12-15 

Quiet Period April 9-11 

Evaluation Period April 16-20 

Football 

Quiet Period April 1-18:25 

Evaluation Period April 19-24: 26- 

3O 

C~mnustics 

(noon) 

Field Hoche~ $occe# and 

Trach/Cross Country 

Contact Period April 1-30 

All Other Spor~s 

Contact Period April 1-11; 16-30 

Dead Period April 12-15 

CONTACT RESTRICTIONS AFTER SIGNING NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT 

After prospects have signed NLI’ s, coaching and administrative staff members are permitted to contact them through unlimited phone calls. 

On the calendar day after a prospective student-athlete signs an NLI, coaches are also permitted unlimited text messaging, as well as unlim- 
ited contacts with or evaluations of the prospect. However, any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in foot- 
ball and men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact periods. 

Even after a prospect signs an NLI, though, no contacts can be made with them during dead periods, and contact at the site of a prospect’s 

competition is still governed by Bylaw 13.1.7.2. Other sport-specific regulations might also exist see Bylaws 13.1.6 and 13.1.7. 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

1 Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

2 1 Football 

3 1 Golf - W 

4 1 Field Hockey 

5 1 Football 

6 1 Football 

7 1 Swimming - W 

8 1 Football 

9 1 Soccer - W 

10 1 Football 

11 1 Football 

12 1 Lacrosse - W 

13 1 Football 

14 1 Basketball - W 

15 1 Swimming - W 

16 1 Soccer - W 

17 1 Basketball - W 

18 1 Football 

19 1 Gymnastics 

20 1 Football 

21 1 Football 

22 1 Football 

23 1 Football 

24 1 Baseball 

25 1 Football 

26 1 Basketball - W 

27 1 Football 

28 1 Football 

29 1 Football 

30 1 Football 

31 1 Football 

32 1 Football 

33 1 Lacrosse - M 

34 1 Field Hockey 

35 1 Basketball - W 

36 1 Lacrosse - W 

37 1 Football 

38 1 Basketball - M 

39 1 Tennis - W 

40 1 Football 

41 1 Football 

42 1 Lacrosse - W 

43 1 Soccer - W 

44 1 Football 

45 1 Track - W 

46 1 Gymnastics 

47 1 Field Hockey 

48 1 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Tennis - W 

51 1 Football 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Field Hockey 

56 1 Soccer - W 

57 1 Basketball - M 

58 1 Lacrosse - W 

59 1 Basketball - W 

60 1 Football 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Tennis - W 

65 1 Basketball - M 

66 1 Football 

67 1 Football 

68 1 Baseball 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Lacrosse - W 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Football 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Soccer - W 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Swimming - W 

79 1 Swimming - W 

80 1 Field Hockey 

81 1 Field Hockey 

82 1 Football 

83 1 Football 

84 1 Basketball - W 

85 1 Field Hockey 

86 1 Tennis - W 

87 1 Football 

88 1 Football 

89 1 Basketball - M 

90 1 Golf- M 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Soccer - W 

93 1 Swimming - W 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

96 1 Golf- M 

97 1 Golf - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Lacrosse - W 

100 1 Football 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Soccer - W 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Football 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Football 

107 1 Football 

108 1 Swimming - M 

109 1 Lacrosse - W 

110 1 Basketball - W 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Basketball - W 

113 1 Basketball - W 

114 1 Lacrosse - W 

115 1 Football 

116 1 Football 

117 1 Football 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Football 

120 1 Basketball - M 

121 1 Baseball 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Football 

124 1 Tennis - W 

125 1 Swimming - W 

126 1 Football 

127 1 Golf - W 

128 1 Field Hockey 

129 1 Field Hockey 

130 1 Track - W 

131 1 Track - W 

132 1 Soccer - W 

133 1 Basketball - M 

134 1 Basketball - M 

135 1 Basketball - M 

136 1 Football 

137 1 Basketball - W 

138 1 Football 

139 1 Football 

140 1 Football 

141 1 Football 

142 1 Basketball - W 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

li    A    I 
B C D E 

Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Basketball - M 

146 1 Lacrosse - W 

147 

148 

149 2 Football 

150 2 Football 

151 2 Football 

152 2 Football 

153 2 Football 

154 2 Basketball - M 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Softball 

158 2 Football 

159 2 Football 

160 2 Football 

161 2 Football 

162 2 Football 

163 2 Basketball - W 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Gymnastics 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Basketball - M 

168 2 Football 

169 2 Football 

170 2 Football 

171 2 Football 

172 2 Football 

173 2 Basketball - W 

174 2 Track - W 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Football 

178 2 Track - M 

179 2 Football 

180 2 Track - M 

181 2 Basketball - W 

182 2 Softball 

183 2 Football 

184 2 Football 

185 2 Softball 

186 2 Football 

187 2 Gymnastics 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

...... i~ Session Sport 

190 2 Football 

191 2 Football 

192 2 Football 

193 2 Field Hockey 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Track - W 

197 2 Basketball - M 

198 2 Football 

199 2 Softball 

200 2 Basketball - W 

201 2 Football 

202 2 Football 

203 2 Football 

204 2 Football 

205 2 Basketball - M 

206 2 Football 

207 2 Football 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Football 

212 2 Football 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Gymnastics 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Football 

221 2 Basketball - W 

222 2 Basketball - M 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Softball 

227 2 Football 

228 2 Track - W 

229 2 Football 

230 2 Track - M 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Track - M 

234 2 Football 

235 2 Soccer - W 

236 2 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

237 

238 

239 

24O 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

25O 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

26O 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

27O 

271 

272 

273 

AI B 
Session Sport 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Track - W 

2 Softball 

2 Football 

2 Basketball - W 

2 Basketball - W 

2 Track - W 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Basketball - W 

2 Football 

2 Basketball - W 

2 Track - W 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Golf - W 

2 Track - W 

2 Basketball - M 

2 Basketball - M 

2 Basketball - M 

2 Football 

2 Basketball - W 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Football 

2 Basketball - M 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 12:35 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

rschwarz@email.unc.edu; skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - May, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 5-3-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the May, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 
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Recruiting 

Calendar 

Baseball 
Contact Period-May 1-31 

Men’s Bashetball 

Dead Period-May 20-28 

Quiet Period-May 29-31 

Women’s Bashetball 
Quiet Period-May 1-31 

Football 
Evaluation Period- 
May 1, 10-15, 24-29 
Quiet Period-May 2-9, 16- 

23, 30-31 

Men’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period-May 1-27 
Dead Period-May 28-31 

Women’s Lacrosse 
Contact Period-May 1-27 
Dead Period-May 28-30 

oe~r at one 

event during deadpedod, prodded 

event is conducted within a 100- 

mile radius of the championsh~ 

site) 

Contact Period-May 31 

Contact Period-May 1-31 

Trach/Cross Country 
Contact Period-May 1-31 

Quiet Period-May 1-28 
Contact Period-May 29-31 

Other Sports 
Contact/Evaluation Period- 
May 1-31 

COACHES CERTIFICATION EXAM 

The Coaches Certification Exaun for the 2010- 

2011 academic year will be held on Thursday, 

May 20, 2010 in the 2nd floor Football Center 

Auditorium. Beginning at 9:30 am, we will 

show a one-hour, taped, ACC-conducted 

review session. The exam will follow imme- 

diately thereafter. Coaches, please mark 

your calendar to attend this exam and RSVP 

to Susan Maloy if you have not already 

done so. Please bring your 2009-2010 NCAA 

manual to the exam. The make-up date for 

the exam is May 27th in the South Side Foot- 

ball Press Box (location subject to change). 

This make-up date will have a taped review 

session at 9 am, with the exam to follow at 

approximately 10:15 am. UNC requires that 

all coaching staff members, including vol- 

unteer coaches and Directors of Operations, 

prepare for and take the exam, even if they 

do not recruit off-campus. 

SUMMER EVALUATIONS 

Coaches, please remember that evaluations 
of prospects that occur outside of the pros- 
pect’s academic year (summer only) DO 

NOT count against the annual number of 

recruiting opportunities. Contacts that occur 

with a prospect during this time period DO 
COUNT against the annual number of per- 

missible recruiting opportunities and must be 
reported to the Compliance Office. 

SUMMER CAMP DOCUMENTATION 

At least one week prior to the start of each 
caunp, coaches must complete and submit 

the following forms to Lance in the Compli- 
ance Office: 

¯ Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

¯ Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

¯ Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

These forms should be signed and submit- 

ted, even if they do not apply to your par- 
ticular camps. Starting in August, for any 
caunp conducted in June or July that is miss- 

ing documentation, a hold will be placed on 
that sport’s account with the business office 

in a manner consistent with other delin- 

quent paperwork. Please contact Lance (3- 

7259) with any questions. 

PROSPECTS |OINING LOCAL SPORTS 
CLUB 

Remember that prospects enrolling initially 
in the fall CANNOT relocate to Chapel Hill 

for the summer and join and work out with 
a local sport club with which one of our 

coaching staff members is involved. Please 

contact Amy if you have questions about 
this interpretation. 

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 

Coaches, please ensure that your student-athletes are familiar with the guidelines for employ- 

ment prior to leaving for summer vacation. 

Student-athletes may obtain employment as long as they meet the following regulations: 
1. The student-athlete’s compensation must not include any remuneration for the value or 

utility the student-athlete may have for the employer because of the publicity, reputation, 
fame, or personal following that he or she has obtained because of athletics ability; 

2. The student-athlete must be compensated only for work actually performed; and 
3. The student athlete must be compensated at a rate commensurate with the going rate for 

similar services in that locale. 

Provided these regulations are meb there is no limit on the aunount of money a student-athlete 
can earn. Please remind your student-athletes to complete the Student-Athlete Employment 
Form, which was emailed to them with the Ram Rules summer reminder.s. You can also find 
it on the J:/drive. 

C-TOPS 

Please notify all incoming student-athletes of the C-TOPS session for Varsity Student-Athletes 
and their parents The presentation by Academics and Compliance will include topics such as 
NCAA C16aringhouse, Financial Aid, a°nd services provided b) the Academic Suppor-t Unit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer Book List 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. I’ve added: 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~j scbae@mlcaaoUnCoedU 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

1 Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

2 1 Football 

3 1 Golf - W 

4 1 Field Hockey 

5 1 Football 

6 1 Football 

7 1 Swimming - W 

8 1 Football 

9 1 Soccer - W 

10 1 Football 

11 1 Football 

12 1 Lacrosse - W 

13 1 Football 

14 1 Basketball - W 

15 1 Swimming - W 

16 1 Soccer - W 

17 1 Basketball - W 

18 1 Football 

19 1 Gymnastics 

20 1 Football 

21 1 Football 

22 1 Football 

23 1 Football 

24 1 Baseball 

25 1 Football 

26 1 Basketball - W 

27 1 Football 

28 1 Football 

29 1 Football 

30 1 Football 

31 1 Football 

32 1 Football 

33 1 Lacrosse - M 

34 1 Field Hockey 

35 1 Basketball - W 

36 1 Lacrosse - W 

37 1 Football 

38 1 Basketball - M 

39 1 Tennis - W 

40 1 Football 

41 1 Football 

42 1 Lacrosse - W 

43 1 Football 

44 1 Soccer - W 

45 1 Football 

46 1 Track - W 

47 1 Gymnastics 

48 1 Field Hockey 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Football 

51 1 Tennis - W 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Football 

56 1 Field Hockey 

57 1 Soccer - W 

58 1 Basketball - M 

59 1 Lacrosse - W 

60 1 Basketball - W 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Football 

65 1 Football 

66 1 Tennis - W 

67 1 Basketball - M 

68 1 Football 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Baseball 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Lacrosse - W 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Football 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Soccer - W 

79 1 Football 

80 1 Football 

81 1 Swimming - W 

82 1 Swimming - W 

83 1 Field Hockey 

84 1 Field Hockey 

85 1 Football 

86 1 Football 

87 1 Basketball - W 

88 1 Field Hockey 

89 1 Tennis - W 

90 1 Football 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Basketball - M 

93 1 Golf- M 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

96 1 Soccer - W 

97 1 Swimming - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Football 

100 1 Golf - M 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Football 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Lacrosse - W 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Golf - W 

107 1 Soccer - W 

108 1 Football 

109 1 Football 

110 1 Football 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Football 

113 1 Swimming - M 

114 1 Lacrosse - W 

115 1 Basketball - W 

116 1 Football 

117 1 Basketball - W 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Lacrosse - W 

120 1 Football 

121 1 Football 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Basketball - W 

124 1 Football 

125 1 Basketball - M 

126 1 Baseball 

127 1 Football 

128 1 Football 

129 1 Tennis - W 

130 1 Swimming - W 

131 1 Football 

132 1 Golf - W 

133 1 Field Hockey 

134 1 Field Hockey 

135 1 Track - W 

136 1 Track - W 

137 1 Soccer - W 

138 1 Basketball - M 

139 1 Basketball - M 

140 1 Basketball - M 

141 1 Football 

142 1 Basketball - W 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
Session Sport 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Football 

146 1 Football 

147 1 Basketball - W 

148 1 Football 

149 1 Football 

150 1 Basketball - M 

151 1 Lacrosse - W 

152 

153 

154 2 Football 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Football 

159 2 Basketball - M 

160 2 Football 

161 2 Football 

162 2 Softball 

163 2 Football 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Football 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Football 

168 2 Basketball - W 

169 2 Football 

170 2 Gymnastics 

171 2 Football 

172 2 Basketball - M 

173 2 Football 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Football 

178 2 Basketball - W 

179 2 Track - W 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Football 

183 2 Track - M 

184 2 Football 

185 2 Track - M 

186 2 Basketball - W 

187 2 Softball 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

A B C D E 

...... i~ Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

190 2 Softball 

191 2 Football 

192 2 Football 

193 2 Gymnastics 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Football 

199 2 Field Hockey 

200 2 Football 

201 2 Football 

202 2 Track - W 

203 2 Basketball - M 

204 2 Football 

205 2 Softball 

206 2 Basketball - W 

207 2 Football 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Basketball - M 

212 2 Football 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Football 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Football 

221 2 Gymnastics 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Football 

227 2 Football 

228 2 Basketball - W 

229 2 Basketball - M 

230 2 Football 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Football 

234 2 Softball 

235 2 Football 

236 2 Track - W 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

AI B 
...... i~ Session Sport 

237 2 Football 

238 2 Track - M 

239 2 Football 

240 2 Football 

241 2 Football 

242 2 Track - M 

243 2 Football 

244 2 Soccer - W 

245 2 Football 

246 2 Football 

247 2 Football 

248 2 Football 

249 2 Football 

250 2 Football 

251 2 Football 

252 2 Track - W 

253 2 Softball 

254 2 Football 

255 2 Basketball - W 

256 2 Basketball - W 

257 2 Track - W 

258 2 Football 

259 2 Football 

260 2 Football 

261 2 Basketball - W 

262 2 Football 

263 2 Basketball - W 

264 2 Track - W 

265 2 Football 

266 2 Football 

267 2 Football 

268 2 Football 

269 2 Golf - W 

270 2 Track - W 

271 2 Basketball - M 

272 2 Basketball - M 

273 2 Basketball - M 

274 2 Football 

275 2 Basketball - W 

276 2 Football 

277 2 Football 

278 2 Football 

279 2 Football 

280 2 Football 

281 2 Football 

282 2 Basketball - M 

Last Name First Name PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:14 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer List 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. I’ve added 

Thanks, 
Amy 

to both sessions. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

A B 

1 Session Sport 

2 1 Football 

3 1 Golf - W 

4 1 Field Hockey 

5 1 Football 

6 1 Football 

7 1 Swimming - W 

8 1 Football 

9 1 Soccer - W 

10 1 Football 

11 1 Football 

12 1 Lacrosse - W 

13 1 Football 

14 1 Basketball - W 

15 1 Swimming - W 

16 1 Soccer - W 

17 1 Basketball - W 

18 1 Football 

19 1 Gymnastics 

20 1 Football 

21 1 Football 

22 1 Football 

23 1 Football 

24 1 Baseball 

25 1 Football 

26 1 Basketball - W 

27 1 Football 

28 1 Football 

29 1 Football 

30 1 Football 

31 1 Football 

32 1 Football 

33 1 Lacrosse - M 

34 1 Field Hockey 

35 1 Basketball - W 

36 1 Lacrosse - W 

37 1 Football 

38 1 Basketball - M 

39 1 Tennis - W 

40 1 Football 

41 1 Football 

42 1 Lacrosse - W 

43 1 Football 

44 1 Soccer - W 

45 1 Football 

46 1 Track - W 

47 1 Gymnastics 

48 1 Field Hockey 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Football 

51 1 Tennis - W 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Football 

56 1 Field Hockey 

57 1 Soccer - W 

58 1 Basketball - M 

59 1 Lacrosse - W 

60 1 Basketball - W 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Football 

65 1 Football 

66 1 Tennis - W 

67 1 Basketball - M 

68 1 Football 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Baseball 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Lacrosse - W 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Football 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Soccer - W 

79 1 Football 

80 1 Football 

81 1 Swimming - W 

82 1 Swimming - W 

83 1 Field Hockey 

84 1 Field Hockey 

85 1 Football 

86 1 Football 

87 1 Basketball - W 

88 1 Field Hockey 

89 1 Tennis - W 

90 1 Football 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Basketball - M 

93 1 Golf- M 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

96 1 Soccer - W 

97 1 Swimming - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Football 

100 1 Golf - M 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Football 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Lacrosse - W 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Golf - W 

107 1 Soccer - W 

108 1 Football 

109 1 Football 

110 1 Football 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Football 

113 1 Swimming - M 

114 1 Lacrosse - W 

115 1 Basketball - W 

116 1 Football 

117 1 Basketball - W 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Lacrosse - W 

120 1 Football 

121 1 Football 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Basketball - W 

124 1 Football 

125 1 Basketball - M 

126 1 Baseball 

127 1 Football 

128 1 Football 

129 1 Tennis - W 

130 1 Swimming - W 

131 1 Football 

132 1 Golf - W 

133 1 Field Hockey 

134 1 Field Hockey 

135 1 Track - W 

136 1 Track - W 

137 1 Soccer - W 

138 1 Basketball - M 

139 1 Basketball - M 

140 1 Basketball - M 

141 1 Football 

142 1 Basketball - W 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
Session Sport 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Football 

146 1 Football 

147 1 Football 

148 1 Basketball - W 

149 1 Football 

150 1 Football 

151 1 Basketball - M 

152 1 Lacrosse - W 

153 

154 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Football 

159 2 Football 

160 2 Basketball - M 

161 2 Football 

162 2 Football 

163 2 Softball 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Football 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Football 

168 2 Football 

169 2 Basketball - W 

170 2 Football 

171 2 Gymnastics 

172 2 Football 

173 2 Basketball - M 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Football 

178 2 Football 

179 2 Basketball - W 

180 2 Track - W 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Football 

183 2 Football 

184 2 Track - M 

185 2 Football 

186 2 Track - M 

187 2 Basketball - W 

188 2 Softball 

189 2 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

...... i~ Session Sport 

190 2 Football 

191 2 Softball 

192 2 Football 

193 2 Football 

194 2 Gymnastics 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Football 

199 2 Football 

200 2 Field Hockey 

201 2 Football 

202 2 Football 

203 2 Track - W 

204 2 Basketball - M 

205 2 Football 

206 2 Softball 

207 2 Basketball - W 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Football 

212 2 Basketball - M 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Football 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Football 

221 2 Football 

222 2 Gymnastics 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Football 

227 2 Football 

228 2 Football 

229 2 Basketball - W 

230 2 Basketball - M 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Football 

234 2 Football 

235 2 Softball 

236 2 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

AI B 
...... i~ Session Sport 

237 2 Track - W 

238 2 Football 

239 2 Track - M 

240 2 Football 

241 2 Football 

242 2 Football 

243 2 Track - M 

244 2 Football 

245 2 Soccer - W 

246 2 Football 

247 2 Football 

248 2 Football 

249 2 Football 

250 2 Football 

251 2 Football 

252 2 Football 

253 2 Track - W 

254 2 Softball 

255 2 Football 

256 2 Basketball - W 

257 2 Basketball - W 

258 2 Track - W 

259 2 Football 

260 2 Football 

261 2 Football 

262 2 Basketball - W 

263 2 Football 

264 2 Basketball - W 

265 2 Track - W 

266 2 Football 

267 2 Football 

268 2 Football 

269 2 Football 

270 2 Golf - W 

271 2 Track - W 

272 2 Basketball - M 

273 2 Basketball - M 

274 2 Basketball - M 

275 2 Football 

276 2 Basketball - W 

277 2 Football 

278 2 Football 

279 2 Football 

280 2 Football 

281 2 Football 

282 2 Football 

283 2 Football 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

A    I B C D E 

...... i~ SessionI Sport Last Name First Name PID 

~ 2    I Basketball - M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Summer Book List Update 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

have been removed. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

A 

Session 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Sport 

Football 

Golf - W 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Football 

Swimming - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Swimming - W 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - M 

Field Hockey 

Basketball - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Gymnastics 

Field Hockey 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Football 

51 1 Tennis - W 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Football 

56 1 Field Hockey 

57 1 Soccer - W 

58 1 Basketball - M 

59 1 Lacrosse - W 

60 1 Basketball - W 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Football 

65 1 Football 

66 1 Tennis - W 

67 1 Basketball - M 

68 1 Football 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Baseball 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Lacrosse - W 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Football 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Soccer - W 

79 1 Football 

80 1 Football 

81 1 Swimming - W 

82 1 Swimming - W 

83 1 Field Hockey 

84 1 Field Hockey 

85 1 Football 

86 1 Football 

87 1 Basketball - W 

88 1 Field Hockey 

89 1 Tennis - W 

90 1 Football 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Basketball - M 

93 1 Golf- M 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

! Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

96 1 Soccer - W 

97 1 Swimming - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Football 

100 1 Golf - M 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Football 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Lacrosse - W 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Golf - W 

107 1 Soccer - W 

108 1 Football 

109 1 Football 

110 1 Football 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Football 

113 1 Swimming - M 

114 1 Lacrosse - W 

115 1 Basketball - W 

116 1 Football 

117 1 Basketball - W 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Lacrosse - W 

120 1 Football 

121 1 Football 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Basketball - W 

124 1 Football 

125 1 Basketball - M 

126 1 Baseball 

127 1 Football 

128 1 Football 

129 1 Tennis - W 

130 1 Swimming - W 

131 1 Football 

132 1 Golf - W 

133 1 Field Hockey 

134 1 Field Hockey 

135 1 Track - W 

136 1 Track - W 

137 1 Soccer - W 

138 1 Basketball - M 

139 1 Football 

140 1 Basketball - W 

141 1 Football 

142 1 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
Session Sport 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Football 

146 1 Basketball - W 

147 1 Football 

148 1 Football 

149 1 Basketball - M 

150 1 Lacrosse - W 

151 

152 

153 2 Football 

154 2 Football 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Basketball - M 

159 2 Football 

160 2 Football 

161 2 Softball 

162 2 Football 

163 2 Football 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Football 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Basketball - W 

168 2 Football 

169 2 Gymnastics 

170 2 Football 

171 2 Basketball - M 

172 2 Football 

173 2 Football 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Basketball - W 

178 2 Track - W 

179 2 Football 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Track - M 

183 2 Football 

184 2 Track - M 

185 2 Basketball - W 

186 2 Softball 

187 2 Football 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Softball 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

...... i~ Session Sport 

190 2 Football 

191 2 Football 

192 2 Gymnastics 

193 2 Football 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Field Hockey 

199 2 Football 

200 2 Football 

201 2 Track - W 

202 2 Basketball - M 

203 2 Football 

204 2 Softball 

205 2 Basketball - W 

206 2 Football 

207 2 Football 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Basketball - M 

211 2 Football 

212 2 Football 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Football 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Gymnastics 

221 2 Football 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Football 

227 2 Basketball - W 

228 2 Basketball - M 

229 2 Football 

230 2 Football 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Softball 

234 2 Football 

235 2 Track - W 

236 2 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

AI B 
...... i~ Session Sport 

237 2 Track - M 

238 2 Football 

239 2 Football 

240 2 Football 

241 2 Track - M 

242 2 Football 

243 2 Soccer - W 

244 2 Football 

245 2 Football 

246 2 Football 

247 2 Football 

248 2 Football 

249 2 Football 

250 2 Football 

251 2 Track - W 

252 2 Softball 

253 2 Football 

254 2 Basketball - W 

255 2 Basketball - W 

256 2 Track - W 

257 2 Football 

258 2 Football 

259 2 Football 

260 2 Basketball - W 

261 2 Football 

262 2 Basketball - W 

263 2 Track - W 

264 2 Football 

265 2 Football 

266 2 Football 

267 2 Football 

268 2 Golf - W 

269 2 Track - W 

270 2 Basketball - M 

271 2 Football 

272 2 Basketball - W 

273 2 Football 

274 2 Football 

275 2 Football 

276 2 Football 

277 2 Football 

278 2 Football 

279 2 Football 

280 2 Basketball - M 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

A 

Session 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Sport 

Football 

Golf - W 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Football 

Swimming - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Swimming - W 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - M 

Field Hockey 

Basketball - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Gymnastics 

Field Hockey 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Football 

51 1 Tennis - W 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Football 

56 1 Field Hockey 

57 1 Soccer - W 

58 1 Basketball - M 

59 1 Lacrosse - W 

60 1 Basketball - W 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Football 

65 1 Football 

66 1 Tennis - W 

67 1 Basketball - M 

68 1 Football 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Baseball 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Lacrosse - W 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Football 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Soccer - W 

79 1 Football 

80 1 Football 

81 1 Swimming - W 

82 1 Swimming - W 

83 1 Field Hockey 

84 1 Field Hockey 

85 1 Football 

86 1 Football 

87 1 Basketball - W 

88 1 Field Hockey 

89 1 Tennis - W 

90 1 Football 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Basketball - M 

93 1 Golf- M 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

li    A    I 
B C D E 

! Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

96 1 Soccer - W 

97 1 Swimming - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Football 

100 1 Golf - M 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Football 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Lacrosse - W 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Golf - W 

107 1 Soccer - W 

108 1 Football 

109 1 Football 

110 1 Football 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Football 

113 1 Swimming - M 

114 1 Lacrosse - W 

115 1 Basketball - W 

116 1 Football 

117 1 Basketball - W 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Lacrosse - W 

120 1 Football 

121 1 Football 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Basketball - W 

124 1 Football 

125 1 Basketball - M 

126 1 Baseball 

127 1 Football 

128 1 Football 

129 1 Tennis - W 

130 1 Swimming - W 

131 1 Football 

132 1 Golf - W 

133 1 Field Hockey 

134 1 Field Hockey 

135 1 Track - W 

136 1 Track - W 

137 1 Soccer - W 

138 1 Basketball - M 

139 1 Football 

140 1 Basketball - W 

141 1 Football 

142 1 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Football 

146 1 Basketball - W 

147 1 Football 

148 1 Football 

149 1 Basketball - M 

150 1 Lacrosse - W 

151 

152 

153 2 Football 

154 2 Football 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Basketball - M 

159 2 Football 

160 2 Football 

161 2 Softball 

162 2 Football 

163 2 Football 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Football 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Basketball - W 

168 2 Football 

169 2 Gymnastics 

170 2 Football 

171 2 Basketball - M 

172 2 Football 

173 2 Football 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Basketball - W 

178 2 Track - W 

179 2 Football 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Track - M 

183 2 Football 

184 2 Track - M 

185 2 Basketball - W 

186 2 Softball 

187 2 Football 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Softball 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 

190 2 Football 

191 2 Football 

192 2 Gymnastics 

193 2 Football 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Field Hockey 

199 2 Football 

200 2 Football 

201 2 Track - W 

202 2 Basketball - M 

203 2 Football 

204 2 Softball 

205 2 Basketball - W 

206 2 Football 

207 2 Football 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Basketball - M 

211 2 Football 

212 2 Football 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Football 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Gymnastics 

221 2 Football 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Football 

227 2 Basketball - W 

228 2 Basketball - M 

229 2 Football 

230 2 Football 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Softball 

234 2 Football 

235 2 Track - W 

236 2 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

AI B 
...... i~ Session Sport 

237 2 Track - M 

238 2 Football 

239 2 Football 

240 2 Football 

241 2 Track - M 

242 2 Football 

243 2 Soccer - W 

244 2 Football 

245 2 Football 

246 2 Football 

247 2 Football 

248 2 Football 

249 2 Football 

250 2 Football 

251 2 Track - W 

252 2 Softball 

253 2 Football 

254 2 Basketball - W 

255 2 Basketball - W 

256 2 Track - W 

257 2 Football 

258 2 Football 

259 2 Football 

260 2 Basketball - W 

261 2 Football 

262 2 Basketball - W 

263 2 Track - W 

264 2 Football 

265 2 Football 

266 2 Football 

267 2 Football 

268 2 Golf - W 

269 2 Track - W 

270 2 Basketball - M 

271 2 Football 

272 2 Basketball - W 

273 2 Football 

274 2 Football 

275 2 Football 

276 2 Football 

277 2 Football 

278 2 Football 

279 2 Football 

280 2 Basketball - M 

Last Name First Name PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. I added 

Thanks, 
Amy 

for first session. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

1 Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

2 1 Football 

3 1 Golf - W 

4 1 Field Hockey 

5 1 Football 

6 1 Football 

7 1 Swimming - W 

8 1 Football 

9 1 Soccer - W 

10 1 Football 

11 1 Football 

12 1 Lacrosse - W 

13 1 Football 

14 1 Basketball - W 

15 1 Swimming - W 

16 1 Soccer - W 

17 1 Basketball - W 

18 1 Football 

19 1 Gymnastics 

20 1 Football 

21 1 Football 

22 1 Football 

23 1 Football 

24 1 Baseball 

25 1 Football 

26 1 Basketball - W 

27 1 Football 

28 1 Football 

29 1 Football 

30 1 Football 

31 1 Football 

32 1 Football 

33 1 Lacrosse - M 

34 1 Field Hockey 

35 1 Basketball - W 

36 1 Lacrosse - W 

37 1 Football 

38 1 Basketball - M 

39 1 Tennis - W 

40 1 Football 

41 1 Football 

42 1 Lacrosse - W 

43 1 Football 

44 1 Soccer - W 

45 1 Football 

46 1 Track - W 

47 1 Gymnastics 

48 1 Field Hockey 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

49 1 Football 

50 1 Football 

51 1 Tennis - W 

52 1 Football 

53 1 Football 

54 1 Football 

55 1 Football 

56 1 Field Hockey 

57 1 Soccer - W 

58 1 Basketball - M 

59 1 Lacrosse - W 

60 1 Basketball - W 

61 1 Football 

62 1 Football 

63 1 Football 

64 1 Football 

65 1 Football 

66 1 Tennis - W 

67 1 Basketball - M 

68 1 Football 

69 1 Football 

70 1 Baseball 

71 1 Football 

72 1 Football 

73 1 Lacrosse - W 

74 1 Football 

75 1 Football 

76 1 Football 

77 1 Football 

78 1 Soccer - W 

79 1 Football 

80 1 Football 

81 1 Swimming - W 

82 1 Swimming - W 

83 1 Field Hockey 

84 1 Field Hockey 

85 1 Football 

86 1 Football 

87 1 Basketball - W 

88 1 Field Hockey 

89 1 Tennis - W 

90 1 Football 

91 1 Football 

92 1 Basketball - M 

93 1 Golf- M 

94 1 Football 

95 1 Football 

C D E 

Last Name First Name PID 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

I AI B 
! Session Sport 

96 1 Soccer - W 

97 1 Swimming - W 

98 1 Football 

99 1 Football 

100 1 Golf - M 

101 1 Golf - W 

102 1 Football 

103 1 Football 

104 1 Lacrosse - W 

105 1 Football 

106 1 Golf - W 

107 1 Soccer - W 

108 1 Football 

109 1 Football 

110 1 Football 

111 1 Football 

112 1 Football 

113 1 Swimming - M 

114 1 Football 

115 1 Lacrosse - W 

116 1 Basketball - W 

117 1 Football 

118 1 Basketball - W 

119 1 Basketball - W 

120 1 Lacrosse - W 

121 1 Football 

122 1 Football 

123 1 Football 

124 1 Basketball - W 

125 1 Football 

126 1 Basketball - M 

127 1 Baseball 

128 1 Football 

129 1 Football 

130 1 Tennis - W 

131 1 Swimming - W 

132 1 Football 

133 1 Golf - W 

134 1 Field Hockey 

135 1 Field Hockey 

136 1 Track - W 

137 1 Track - W 

138 1 Soccer - W 

139 1 Basketball - M 

140 1 Football 

141 1 Basketball - W 

142 1 Football 

C 

Last Name 

D 

First Name et 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 

143 1 Football 

144 1 Football 

145 1 Football 

146 1 Football 

147 1 Basketball - W 

148 1 Football 

149 1 Football 

150 1 Basketball - M 

151 1 Lacrosse - W 

152 

153 

154 2 Football 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Football 

159 2 Basketball - M 

160 2 Football 

161 2 Football 

162 2 Softball 

163 2 Football 

164 2 Football 

165 2 Football 

166 2 Football 

167 2 Football 

168 2 Basketball - W 

169 2 Football 

170 2 Gymnastics 

171 2 Football 

172 2 Basketball - M 

173 2 Football 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 2 Football 

177 2 Football 

178 2 Basketball - W 

179 2 Track - W 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Football 

183 2 Track - M 

184 2 Football 

185 2 Track - M 

186 2 Basketball - W 

187 2 Softball 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Football 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

A B C D E 

...... i~ Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

190 2 Softball 

191 2 Football 

192 2 Football 

193 2 Gymnastics 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Football 

199 2 Field Hockey 

200 2 Football 

201 2 Football 

202 2 Track - W 

203 2 Basketball - M 

204 2 Football 

205 2 Softball 

206 2 Basketball - W 

207 2 Football 

208 2 Football 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Basketball - M 

212 2 Football 

213 2 Football 

214 2 Football 

215 2 Football 

216 2 Football 

217 2 Football 

218 2 Football 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Football 

221 2 Gymnastics 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

225 2 Football 

226 2 Football 

227 2 Football 

228 2 Basketball - W 

229 2 Basketball - M 

230 2 Football 

231 2 Football 

232 2 Football 

233 2 Football 

234 2 Softball 

235 2 Football 

236 2 Track - W 



1:59 PM 
Book List 

...... i~ Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 

237 2 Football 

238 2 Track - M 

239 2 Football 

240 2 Football 

241 2 Football 

242 2 Track - M 

243 2 Football 

244 2 Soccer - W 

245 2 Football 

246 2 Football 

247 2 Football 

248 2 Football 

249 2 Football 

250 2 Football 

251 2 Football 

252 2 Track - W 

253 2 Softball 

254 2 Football 

255 2 Basketball - W 

256 2 Basketball - W 

257 2 Track - W 

258 2 Football 

259 2 Football 

260 2 Football 

261 2 Basketball - W 

262 2 Football 

263 2 Basketball - W 

264 2 Track - W 

265 2 Football 

266 2 Football 

267 2 Football 

268 2 Football 

269 2 Golf - W 

270 2 Track - W 

271 2 Basketball - M 

272 2 Football 

273 2 Basketball - W 

274 2 Football 

275 2 Football 

276 2 Football 

277 2 Football 

278 2 Football 

279 2 Football 

280 2 Football 

281 2 Basketball - M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:53 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List        11a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List      .xls 

All, 

See attached. I’ve added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to the 2nd session list. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~jscbae@uncaa.u~xcoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 11:05a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List l ~.xls 

Might have set a record of quickest two updates ever. 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

has been added to 2nd session. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~jscbae@uncaa.u~xcoedu 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

B C D E 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

Session 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

20O 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

B C D E 

Sport Last Name First Name PID 



Summer 1:59 PM 
Book List 

Session Sport Last Name First Name PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List 

TEXT.htm; Book List ,.xls 

See attached for an updated 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Book List. I have added 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List ,.xls 

See attached. I’ve added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to 2nd session. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caao~CoedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday,             1:23 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: online course - ignore 1 st forward... 

Part.002 

Tony... do you think I should try a second semester online course, or I’ll just have to pay for the self paced.. 
below is the forwarded e-mail from compliance. 

Forwarded message 
From: Jenny Slin~luff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, ~ at 1:15 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Re:i online course - ignore 1st forward... 
To:        ~gmail.com 

This is the response, sorry does not look like we can help, 

Glad things in NY are going well, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com! 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Amy Herman 1:10 PM >>> 

Jenny, 

We actually can’t pay for self-paced courses.~ They don’t show up on the enrollment for students until the course is 

completed, and, since she hasn’t started this one, it won’t finish for at least 12 weeks, which is well into the fall term.~ 

These courses are different than the traditional "online" courses (like the one she’s taking through the Friday Center that 

we’re paying for this summer). 

Sorry we can’t help out with this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Jenny Slingluff-Levy (Jenny Slingluff-Levy) ,I:07PM >>> 



Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > >                       ~gmail.com;           12:35 PM > > > 

I’m sorry Jenny, Tony just informed me I have to take a different course. The following Sociology course is what I would 

like to take. Hope this works out with compliance. Thank you... 

Course: Soci 123 Crime and Delinquency 

Website: 

http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/catalog/sociology.html 

SOCI 123: Crime and Delinquency 

Self-paced Online and Correspondence 

Introduction to the sociological study of crime. This course concentrates on the social facts of crime, such as the criminal justice 

system and the structure of economic inequality, as well as social processes, such as the development of criminal identities through 

interactions with criminals. We also discuss the environments in which people are embedded, with particular attention to the disruptive 

settings of the American urban underclass. Finally, we discuss several important sociological theories concerning crime and their 

implications for public policy. 

¯ Instructor: Andrea Lazar, MA 

¯ Credit-granting Institution: UNC-Chapel Hill 

¯ UNC-Chapel Hill perspectives/requirements fulfilled: The..~...~.~i..c..e.~~.~..f.~..U.~.n~.d.~.e..r.g.r..a.~.d..u.~.a..t~.e.~~.C...u.~r..r.[.c..u..[.a. has links to information about 

which perspectives this course fulfills under the [3Pre-2006 Curriculum[3 and which requirements it fulfills under the new 

curriculum (see [32006 Curriculum[E). 

¯ Credit Hours: 3 

¯ Submitted Assignments: 15 

¯ View a .s..a....m..p.[.e...c...o..u...r.s...e....s.yJ[.a..b...u..s.. for the correspondence course. 

¯ View a ~p..I.e.#.£#.r~.~..~y.l.l.o!~.##. for the online course. 

Required Text 

Barkan, Criminology: A Sociological Understanding, 4th edition (2008), ISBN 978-0132350068 

Optional Text 

Anderson, Code of the Street (2000), ISBN 978-0393320787 

You may purchase the textbooks at Friday Center Books & Gifts in person, ..o..n..[[.n...e., or by mailing or faxing in the ..b..o...o...k...o..r..d...e..r...f..o..r...m... 



Refer to the online ordering site for current book prices. 

How to Enroll 

On Mon,.           at 12:20 PM,                      ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Tony is aware [’11 be taking an online~self paced course. Below are the details and the website where compliance could 

look further into the details of the course. [t’s part of the Carolina Self-Paced courses online. 

Here is the link to the website: The course name is HED 2206: Community Health 

httla://www.frid aycenter.u nc.ed u/cp/catalog/healt hed u cation.ht m I 

NED 2206: Community Health 

Self-paced Online 

Students will examine in depth the issues, responses, ramifications, and potential solutions to a variety of community health 

problems. This course has no final exam. 

Instructor: Jill Miller, MPH 

Credit-granting Institution: Winston-Salem State University 

Credit Hours: 2 

Submitted Assignments: 10 

View a 

On Mon, at 11:49 AM, Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you working with Tony to get this class. Also our compliance needs a link to the class - so they can figure out 

what it is. Please forward me the details - Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGfSTER NOW! 

www.caroli nalacrossecam ps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > ~qmail.com > 11:22 AM > > > 

Hey Jenny! 

Hope your summer is going well thus far. [’m currently working up in NYC and enjoying life (already missing Chapel 

Hill though), but somewhat glad to get started in the real world, [ know that’s probably going to wear off in a 

couple weeks. 

[’m sorry to bother you with this but [ will be taking another online course this summer because my internship 
credit fell through. The course [’m hoping to take is 2 credit hours and is $280.00 for residents and $586.00 for 

nonresidents. [just wanted to see if there was still any summer school money left that [ would be able put towards 

this course. Once again I’m sorry to ask you this so late into the summer, but was just wondering if there was any 



scholarship money left for this course. 

I understand we had to figure this out months ago, but thought I would throw it out there before signing up for the 

course. Hope to hear from you. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, l:27 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Re: ~nline course - ignore 1 st forward... 

TEXT.htm 

Nevermind, I looked and now see that’s not possible. I’m trying to take a 2 hour because its less expensive. It 
says on student central that I have 118 cum. hours but 115 credit hours(that’s not including the spanish). With 
the 3 hour summer class I’m taking plus a 2 hour self paced I should be good at 120 hours then right? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 9:06 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

Lindsey, Erin <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
hack@smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@unc.edu; 

hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; jrdaly@email.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; 

katsaou n@email.u nc.ed u; Kbrazile@admissions.u nc.ed u; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; 
Petschauer, Meridith < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; 

rschwarz@email.unc.edu; skolnick@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - July, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 7-2-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbaeO:’~ncaaou~coeclu 
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Recruiting ....... 

Calendar 

Baseball 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

I~en’s Basbetball 

Quiet Period: July 1-5 ..... 

Evaluation Prd: July 6-15 

Dead Period: July 16-21 

Evaluation Prd: July 22-31 

Women’sBmbetball 

Quiet Period: July 1-5 

Evaluation Prd: July 6-15 

Dead Period: July 16-21 

Evaluation Prd: July 22-31 

Football 

Quiet Period: July 1-31 

I~en’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

Softball 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

Tracb/Cross Country 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

Volleyball 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

Other Sports 

Contact Period: July 1-31 

COACHES CERTIFICATION EXAM 

The group Coaches Certification Exams 

are complete for the 2010-11 academic 
year. Individuals still needing to take the 
exam must contact Lissa Broome on their 
own to schedule a test date. Remember 

that your 2009-10 certification expires on 
|uly 31st, at which time you will no long- 
er be permitted to recruit off-campus until 
you have passed the 2010-11 exam. 
Please bring your 2009-10 NCAA manual 

to the exam. UNC requires that all 
coaching staff members, including vol- 
unteer coaches and Directors of Opera- 
tions, prepare for and take the exam, 
even if they do not recruit off-campus. 
Lissa Broome’s contact information is: 

lissa broome@unc.edu; 962-7066. 

ELIGIBILITY MEETINGS 

Susan Maloy will be notifying coaches 

regarding your scheduled team eligibility 

meeting. These meetings will be struc- 

tured slightly differently this year, as stu- 

dent-athletes will be completing all re- 

quired compliance paperwork online 

through the ACS portal prior to the actual 

meeting. Keep in mind, however, that 

they will still need to sign the NCAA 

Drug-Testing Consent form prior to par- 

tidpating in any countable athletically- 

related activities (including those con- 

ducted during an 8-hour week). 

PLAYING/PRACTICE SEASON 
PAPERWORK 

Head coaches should return play- 
ing/practice season paperwork to Susan 

by July 23rd. 

ACS ON-SITE TRAINING 

ACS will be conducting on-site training 
for the new database for coaching staffs 
on July 12th and 13th. Training sessions 
will take place in the conference room in 
Carmichael. Lance will be contacting 
each coaching staff in order to set up a 
sport-spedfic meeting time. 

CAMP DOCUMENTATION 

At least 1 week prior to the start of each 

camp, complete and submit the following 

forms to Lance in the Compliance Office: 

Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

These forms should be signed and sub- 

mitted even if they do not apply to your 
particular camps. 

NEW PHONE CALL LEGISLATION (Effective August 1, 2010) 

The NCAA passed legislation revising phone call regulations for the sports of Base- 

ball, Track and Field, Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse, Softball, and Volleyball. In 

these sports, effective August 1, 2010, coaches may make unlimited phone calls to pro- 

spects DURING DEFINED CONTACT PERIODS, provided the prospect has reached 

the appropriate age to receive phone calls from coaches. 

It is critical to note that this new legislation does not take effect until August 1st. 

When these sports are not in a contact period, coaches are limited to one phone call per 

week. 

In Men’s and Women’s Basketball, unlimited phone calls are allowed to prospects 

during contact periods after August 1st of the prospect’s senior year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~aol.com> 
Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS visit 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 
I will h~. netting to Chapel Hill around 6 p.m. tomorrow so anytime you can meet would be great. My phone number is 

if you need to contact me anytime to let me know when you can or I will check my email again before I leave. 
Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonvvount(’~uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: 

Cc: Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 8:32 pm 
Subject: CTOPS visit 

My name is Tony Yount and I will serve as your athletics academic adviser when 
you come to Carolina. I believe that you’re scheduled to be a CTOPS next 
Thursday and Friday. It would be really helpful if we could meet for an hour or 
so before your sessions begin to get you ready to register for classes. My 
contact information appears below. You may have heard from Brent Blanton this 
spring. There has been a change in advisers and I’ll be taking of the field 
hockey team this year. If you could get in touch with me about your arrival 
schedule, and about the opportunity of meeting, or at least a telephone 
conversation before Thursday morning when you check in, that would be great. We 
could perhaps meet Wednesday afternoon or evening. If your parents are with you, 
they are welcome to come too. 

Looking forward to meeting you and getting you prepped to build your fall 
schedule of classes. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:58 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    ~email.unc.edu >; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics’ Book List 2p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 2 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have deleted 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:26 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    ~email.unc.edu >; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 4p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 4 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. 

removed 

Thanks, 

Amy 

has been cleared by the E.C., so his name is no longer highlighted in red. And I have 

from the list. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ischae@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    ~email.unc.edu >; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics’ Book List (as of 9a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 9 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

is no longer highlighted in red. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 9p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 9 pm).xls 

See attached. I have removed the following student-athletes from the list: 

have also unhighlighted the following: 

Thanks, 
Amy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday. _ 10:44 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 10:45a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of ,1045 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. 

process without approval from me. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

have been highlighted in yellow and should not be allowed to go through the book 

has been unhighlighted and is cleared to use the book process. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
9j schae<a:’un caa.unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:32 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics’ Book List (as of 1:30p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 1 pm).xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

have been cleared to charge books to us. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caao~CoedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Northeastern University College of Professional Studies" 
<cpsadm issions@neu.edu> 

Sunday, J              10:30 PM 

cpsadmissions@neu.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Recommendation Received 

TEXT. htm 

Dear Tony Yount, 

We have received your letter of recommendation for             We appreciate 
your time and effort for providing us a recommendation for the applicant. 

Sincerely, 

College of Professional Studies 
Office of Admissions 
Northeastern University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

Northeastern University College of Professional Studies 
<cpsadm issions@neu.edu> 

Sunday,               10:30 PM 

cpsadmissions@neu.edu; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Recommendation Received 

TEXT. htm 

Dear Tony Yount, 

We have received your letter of recommendation for             We appreciate 
your time and effort for providing us a recommendation for the applicant. 

Sincerely, 

College of Professional Studies 
Office of Admissions 
Northeastern University 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin 
Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 11a) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 11 am).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               5:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Probation 

image001 .png 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Probation 
Date: Thu, 10:49:21 -0400 
From: "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 
To:                            ~email.unc.edu> 

the university 

of north carolina 
at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 
education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f (919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

Dear 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 
granted probation for one semester only. The probationary status is valid 
only in the specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from 
or do not enroll in the fall 2010 semester, you will have to re-petition 
the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible and follow these steps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assessment. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Seminar. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 
advisor<http://advising.unc.edu/advising/scheduleanappt>. 
*    All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 
advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 
towards returning to good standing. 



*    You must make an appointment using the online appointment 

scheduler: http ://advisin~.unc. edu/ 
*    Walk-in appointments cannot be used to fulfill the probation 
requirements. 

*    You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed 
Probation Contract to the meeting with the advisor. 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 

be placed on your account preventing you from registering for future 
courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 
steps listed above. 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 
the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 
on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and 
personal skills. To register for Bounce Back, email Dr. Schmitz-Sciborski 
at schmitzs@email.unc.edu<mailto :schmitzs@email.unc.edu>. 

Your probationary term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in 
determining your academic future. It is a one semester opportunity to 
return to good academic standing. You must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Carefully review the requirements for good academic 
standing. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 
success. Go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible to start taking the steps necessary to return to good academic 
standing! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 

Requirements for Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the following 
number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 
24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 
36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 
Office of Undergraduate Education 



UNC Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu> 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu<http://www.firstgeneration.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 15:24 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Probation 

image001 .png;             " 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Probation 
Date: Thu, 10:49:21 -0400 
From: "Demetriou, Cynthia" <cvndem@email.unc.edu> 
To: "                           ~email.unc.edu> 

the university 

of north carolina 
at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 
education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f (919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 
granted probation for one semester only. The probationary status is valid 
only in the specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from 
or do not enroll in the fall 2010 semester, you will have to re-petition 
the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible and follow these steps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assessment. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Seminar. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 
advisor<http://advising.unc.edu/advising/scheduleanappt>. 
*    All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 
advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 



towards returning to good standing. 
*    You must make an appointment using the online appointment 

scheduler: http ://advising.uric. edu/ 
*    Walk-in appointments cannot be used to fulfill the probation 
requirements. 

*    You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed 
Probation Contract to the meeting with the advisor. 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 
be placed on your account preventing you from registering for future 
courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 
steps listed above. 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 
the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 
on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resiliency, scholastic and 
personal skills. To register for Bounce Back, email Dr. Schmitz-Sciborski 
at schmitzs@email.unc.edu<mailto :schmitzs~email.unc.edu>. 

Your probationary term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in 

determining your academic future. It is a one semester opportunity to 
return to good academic standing. You must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Carefully review the requirements for good academic 
standing. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 
success. Go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> as soon as 
possible to start taking the steps necessary to return to good academic 
standing! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 

Requirements for Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the following 
number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 
24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 
36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 
51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 
78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 
Special permission of the dean to enter a ninth semester 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Retention Coordinator 



Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu> 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu<http://www.firstgeneration.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:56 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    ~email.unc.edu >; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of 6p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 6 pm).xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

have been removed from this list. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caao~CoedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 3:16 PM 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; jmboxill@email.unc.ed u; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 

< we lbo rn @ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Mentor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone-- 

Here is the mentor schedule as of now... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w~ 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridqerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 1, 2010 3:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mentor Schedule 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone-- 

Here is the mentor schedule as of now... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 10, 2010 4:24 PM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dfratarc@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; - 

Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu; 
gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; 
gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

hunter18@email.unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; 

j h knox@ e mail. u nc.ed u; j m boxi I I @ e mail. u nc .ed u; j oa n na @ u nc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; 
Kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

Ihrobert@email.unc.edu; linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu; 
nbyars@email.unc.edu; njfulton@email.unc.edu; nlutz@email.unc.edu; 

ort@email.unc.edu; palanjia@email.unc.edu; rdickens@email.unc.edu; 
reznick@email.unc.edu; rparsons@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; srhowell@email.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; 

tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter - September, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 9-7-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 
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September Recruiting 

Calendar 

Baseball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 9 

Contact Period: Sept. 10 - 30 

Men’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 8 

Contact Period: Sept. g - 30 

Women’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: Sept. 1 - 15 

Contact Period: Sept 16 - 30 

Football 

Evaluation Period (42 days 

during September, October, 

November) 

Quiet Period: Remainder of 

Days 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Contacts only/No evalua- 

tions: Sept. 1 - 30 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Track/Cross Country 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Softball 

Contact Period: Sept. 1 - 30 

TAILGATES 

As the 2010-2011 season gets underway, coaches 

are reminded that student-athletes must pay the 

cost of any meal/snack they may receive at a tail- 

gate party. The student-athletes must payfor the 

food prior to the tailgate. 

There are two exceptions to this tailgate policy. 

First, the parents of student-athletes are permitted 

to provide occasional meals/snacks to team mem- 

bers. An example of this would be a tailgate meal 

following a competition. Second, student-athletes 

may receive up to three (3) occasional meals per 

semester, provided by an institutional staff member 

or booster. Revised legislation (Bylaw 16.11.1.5), 

effective 4/29/2010, allows both institutional staff 

members and boosters to provide occasional meals 

to student-athletes (not prospects!) at on-campus 

locations. Please remember that the Compliance 

staff and coaches must approve any occasional 

meal provided by a booster before it occurs. 

2010-11 NLI SIGNING DATES 

Basketball (Early) 11/10/10 - 11/17/10 

Basketball (Regular) 4/13/11 - 5/18/11 

Football (Mid-Year JC) 12/15/10- 1/15/11 

Football (Regular) 2/2/11 - 4/1/11 

Field Hockey, Soccer and 2/2/11 - 8/1/11 

Track & Field 

All other sports (Early) 11/10/10 - 11/17/10 

All Other Sports (Regular) 4/13/11 - 8/1/11 

FACULTY INVOLVEMENT 

WITH PROSPECTS 

Institutional staff members (e.g., faculty members) 

may contact prospective student-athletes for re- 

cruiting purposes on-campus during both official 

and unofficial visits (per Bylaw 13.1.2.3). Additional- 

ly, faculty members may contact prospects off- 

campus as long as it is within 30 miles of campus 

and the prospect is on an official visit. 

If approached by an identified prospective student- 

athlete or his/her parents while off-campus (other 

than on an official visit as noted above), it is not 

permissible for a faculty member to have a re- 

cruiting conversation with the individual(s). Since 

only designated coaching staff members are per- 

mitted to recruit off-campus for UNC Athletics, fac- 

ulty members who are approached in this regard 

should inform the prospective student-athlete that 

he/she would be happy to discuss UNC in detail with 

them on their next visit to campus. In such an in- 

stance, it is permissible for a faculty member to 

extend a greeting to the prospect and share with 

them the applicable NCAA regulations. No other 

recruiting conversation should ensue. 

SAFETY EXCEPTION FOR PROSPECTS? 

The safety exception applicable to certain sports 

does not apply to prospects in those sports who 

wish to engage in recreational activities while vis- 

iting campus (per Bylaw 13.11.2.2). Therefore, it is 

not permissible for a coaching staff member to be 

present during such recreational activities, as this 

would constitute an impermissible tryout. 

FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

Please be reminded of the availability of funds of which student-athletes may take advantage if a need pre- 

sents itself: 

Volleyba# 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Other Sports 

Contact Period Sept. 1 - 30 

Student-Athlete Opportunity Fund (SAOF): 

The SAOF is used to purchase health insurance for international student-athletes, other student-athletes 

without viable insurance coverage, or student-athletes whose policies have a high deductible. It is also 

available for professional testing, such as learning disability testing, as well as emergency expenses. 

For those full scholarship student-athletes who also receive a Pell grant, the fund is available to pay dental 

and other medical expenses not covered by insurance policies (provided prior approval is sought and grant- 

ed). Additionally, these same student-athletes are eligible for up to ~500 per year for clothing expenses. 

Coaches are encouraged to identify situations in which this funding could be helpful to their student- 

athletes. Please contact the Compliance staff for approval prior to discussing it with the student-athlete. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 15, 2010 12:49 PM 

Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; AllenMogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
< barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brannon Simpson < bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Charlie Coiner <ccoiner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

CynthiaReynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 

<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
>; q~/ount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 

< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; ~u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Connors 
<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

__    @uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 
Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 

< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; KerryHarbor < kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King 
< kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; LeeaMurphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell 

Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Mahecha <mahecha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi 
< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<        @uncaa.unc.edu >;                     @email.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

; Paul Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.edu > ,buncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 

<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~email.unc.edu>; Troy Douglas 

<tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Teresa 
Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

food problem 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, Our problem with food being taken out of the training table to your work area has became a problem. 

We asked that no food leave the training table. However we have made some exceptions with people needing to be in a 

meeting in a hurry. 

Please carry all dishes back to the 2nd floor after you eat. The dishes that everyone is piling up in the break rooms on 
the 4th and 5th floor is becoming a problem and is very dirty. We have paid people to wash dishes but they are not 

going to go all over the building and round them up. 

if this continues we will enforce the no food in work area at all. thank you all for your attention in this matter. 

james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

tutor feedback 

TEXT.htm 

Okay: 

Just realized that T am not crazy. I wanted all the tutor feedback e-mails to go into a specified folder after I read and 
forwarded them to you all.       who has been very helpful, graciously set it up for me yesterday. The only problem 

was that the e-mails were sent directly to the folder without me being able to see them first. So, when there were none 

in my mailbox last night or this morning, I thought there was a glitch. 

short, I am now forwarding the feedback forms and I apologize for the delay. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

tutor feedback 

TEXT.htm 

Okay: 

Just realized that I am not crazy. I wanted all the tutor feedback e-mails to go into a specified folder after I read and 

forwarded them to you all.       who has been very helpful, graciously set it up for me yesterday. The only problem 
was that the e-mails were sent directly to the folder without me being able to see them first. So, when there were none 

in my mailbox last night or this morning, I thought there was a glitch. 

short, I am now forwarding the feedback forms and I apologize for the delay. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@bellsouth.net> 

review 

TEXT.htm 

I know this is late notice but      will be available to do a review for      tonight at 9 PM and also Tuesday @ 6 PM. 

Please let your students know, I will find a nook on the 3rd floor for him if the numbers command it. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Kym N. Orr" <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@bellsouth.net> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

review 

TEXT.htm 

I know this is late notice but      will be available to do a review for      tonight at 9 PM and also Tuesday @ 6 PM. 

Please let your students know, I will find a nook on the 3rd floor for him if the numbers command it. 

Kym 

Mr. Kym N. Orr, M. Ed. 

Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Prol~ram for Student- Athletes 

Office (919) 843-2425 

Fax (919) 962-8247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Barbara E Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:52 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SPAN    does NOT fulfill FL requirement 

Tony 

Glad to help. Sometimes we read more meaning into someone’s words, and I think that that’s what happened here. What I’m guessing 
is that the question of whether or not she could continue with Span ~ after taking    to fulfill her foreign language requirement 
was really never asked (or maybe it was--who knows). Thanks to YOU, though, this student was saved a lot of stress. 

Barbara 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:58 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Fwd: SPAN    does NOT fulfill FL requirement 

Barbara, 

Thanks so much for your phone call and information. You have save one of our kids a lot of trouble and stress. Here is the email from 
Stacy Outlaw. I had also called Dr. Cowell in Romance Languages and she responded, agreeing with your conclusion that SPAN 
and SPAN    will fulfill the requirement. 

Thanks again. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: t 
Date: 11:49:25 AM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Fwd: SPAN    does NOT fulfill FL requirement 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Outlaw, Stacy Edwards" <sredward@email.unc.edu<mailto:sredward2&email.unc.edu>> 
Date: 11:33:13 AMEDT 
To: ’ 
Subject: SPAN    does NOT fulfill FL requirement 

I just heard from Dean Barbara Stenross in our office. She stated that SPAN    and    do NOT fulfill the foreign language 
requirement. The ruling from the Office of Undergraduate Education is that these courses are intended for students who are already 
proficient in another romance language and want to learn a second. I wanted to let you know that before you proceeded forward with 
SPAN    next semester. If you [] d like stick with Spanish as your foreign language, you []ll need to take SPAN    the level that 
you placed into and take 3 semesters of that language. Or you can switch languages and start with 101 of a new foreign language 
next semester. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Stacy E. Outlaw 



Stacy Edwards Outlaw 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3110, G 015B Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Tel: 919-843-8921 
Fax: 919-962-6888 
sredward@email.unc.edu<mailto: sredward@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Glynis S. Cowell" <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 2:11 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SPAN 401 and 402 

thanks 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
007 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 12:09 PM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Re: SPAN 401 and 402 

Glynis, 

Good morning. She heard about SPAN 401 from a teammate,            I believe that she had a telephone conversation with 
someone in Dey Hall before the semester started who approved the registration for 401. Her other language proficiency is Latin, if I 
recall correctly. 

Barbara Lucido in advising has approved the SPAN 401, SPAN 203 path for her language requirement, so this particular student is set. 
But it would be great to have it clarified in the bulletin next year. 

Thanks so much for looking into this for us. 

Tony 

On Sep 23, 2010, at 11:46 AM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Can you tell me her language in which she is proficient and remind me how she decided on 401 ? 
> 
>g 
> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
> Director, Spanish Language Program 
> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>Dey 220, CB 3170 
> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
> 007 Steele Bldg. 
> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
> 

> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:43 PM 
> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
> Subject: Re: SPAN 401 and 402 
> 
> Dr. Cowell, 
> 
> Thank you. That explanation does make sense. The adviser in Steele had told my student that she would have to go back and take 
SPAN 101. Your email clarifies the situation, will sign up for SPAN 203 this spring and complete her language requirement. 
> 



> Thank you so much. 
> 
> Tony 

> On Sep 22, 2010, at 4:14 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> Technically, our Romance Language courses numbered 401 and 402 (SPAN, FREN, ITAL, PORT) are designed for students who 
are already proficient in a foreign language and so therefore should have fulfilled the lang req with that other language. Since the 
Bulletin lists 401 as a prereq to 203, a student can fulfill the fl req in that way. 
>> 
>> However, the UG Bulletin does not list 401 and 402 as fulfilling the foreign language requirement. I’ve asked our chair to add that 
to our dept info in the next Bulletin. If you look at p. 30 of the U.G. Bulletin it does not list 401 and 402 as courses that can be used to 
satisfy the req (but the 401 to 203 path will work, although highly unusual). 
>> 
>> Does that make sense? 

>> Best, 
>> Glynis 

>> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
>> Director, Spanish Language Program 
>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>> Dey 220, CB 3170 
>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:08 PM 
>> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
>> Subject: Re: SPAN 401 and 402 
>> 
>> Dr. Cowell, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much for sending that document over about native speakers and language placement. There was another question in the 
email about SPAN 401,402 and the language requirement,                                    is enrolled in 401 and intends to 
take either SPAN 203 or 402 to complete her language reouirement. In our constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our 
compliance office asked me to verify with you that ~vill be able to complete her foreign language requirement by taking 
SPAN 401 and either 402 or 203. 
>> 
>> One of the Steele Building academic advisers emailed and told her that 401 and 402 are not acceptable to meet the SPAN 
languages requirements and told her that she would have to start with SPAN 101. My questions are, can SPAN 401 and 401 meet the 
FL requirement toward graduation. Can complete SPAN 401 this semester and enroll in SPAN 203 next semester and meet 
the foreign language requirement? 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help. 
>> 
>> Tony 

>> On Aug 27, 2010, at 1:21 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi Tony, 
>>> 
>>> Here is the doc. 

>>> best, 
>>> Glynis 

>>> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
>>> Director, Spanish Language Program 



>>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>>> Dey 220, CB 3170 
>>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

>>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 2:39 PM 
>>> To: gscowell@unc.edu 
>>> Subject: SPAN 401 and 402 
>>> 
>>> Dr. Cowell, 
>>> 
>>> I hope things are beginning to slow down a bit over there. I have a question about SPAN 401 and 402. 

, is enrolled in 401 and intends to take either SPAN 203 or 402 to complete her language requirement. In our 
constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our compliance office asked me to verify with you that will be able to 
complete her foreign language requirement by taking SPAN 401 and either 402 or 203. Thank you. 
>>> 
>>> One more question regarding foreign language. Golf is recruiting a Swedish player. I don’t believe that we teach Swedish here. Is 
there a policy that allows a foreign student fluent in her native language to use ENGL as her foreign language when she gets to 
Carolina? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks so much. 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 
>>> North Box, Kenan Stadium 
>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>             , cell<Language Placement Guidelines 1-18-2010. doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Course Syllabus 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning Tony, 
[] 
How are you? I know I graduated 2 years ago, but I am now applying to Physician’s Assistant Programs up and 
down the East Coast, and I was wondering [] if you could help me find some information from when I attended 
Carolina. [] One of the programs is asking me for the Course Syllabus of 3 different classes I took while at 
Carolina. They want proof that these classes fulfill the pre-requisites required for the program. The three classes 
are EXSS                      EXSS :                  _~ ) and BIOL, 

I know that the course numbex2s might be different now;but I was hoping you could 
provide ]ne som~ guida~c~e in trying to find the syllabus for each of the classes. 

Thanks so much! I hope you are doing well! I will be down for the Alumni Weekend in a few weeks. Hope to 
see you then! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:39 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 

<jackiecl@email.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; Part.003 

Yes, I meant Sorry... 

Susan, can you check with the Registrar’s Office to see what this means? T’m also copying Jackie in Financial Aid and 

Cassandra in the Cashier’s Office to see if they can make heads or tails of it. We definitely need to find out why 

scholarship student-athletes appear to have holds on their accounts that might keep them from registering! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy, 

That’s 

8:06 PM > > > 

The Holds box for student athletes shows those two holds. We’ve had conversations about this with Susan Maloy. 

Apparently, Advising in Steele Building is using the "Sponsored Account" designation to indicate that the student is also 

a student athlete. T am worried that this will prevent our athletes from registering. T just checked four scholarship 
volleyball players and all have them have the same information in their "Holds" box. 

who plays volleyball, but does is not on scholarship, does not have the "Sponsored Account" in 

her "Holds" box. 

The "All Enrollment Activity" designation brings up this page, but Academic Support has never cleared anyone to 

register. T am very nervous about a disaster on registration day, with athletes being unable to register. 

Hold Item 

All Enrollment Activity 

Reas and t a~t 

Description: UNC-Chapel Hill 

Start Term 



Start Date 

Reason: 

Department: 

Permission required to A/D 

University Registrar 

Please contact the Academic Support Program to obtain the 
required approvals. 

On at 2:55 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Any idea what this is for? 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Gregory, Cassandra B" <qreqoryc@email.unc.edu; 2:37 PM > > > 

The hold her account says it Academic Support 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B 
Subject: 

The saga continues. Apparently the is still appearing on her PeopleSoft account 

because of a glitch in the system. LaToya in ’. talked with Heather Smith in your office this 

morning, and they confirmed that this was the problem. But Heather told LaToya that the hold on her 

account is unrelated to the - said it’s something else. Can you look at it and find out 

what the hold is for? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 2:56 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: NOVEMBER DECEMBER 2010 VOLLEYBALL CALENDAR SCHEDULE & PRACTICE TIMES 

TEXT.httn 

TO: ALL Volleyball players, coaches, staff; academic, media, marketing, medical, ATC, & administrators. 

(Players’ and stafl? printed copies will be available at practice Mond~~, October 27) 

Attached is a copy of our next montlf s volleyba]l practice and competition schedule (pdf format) 

for October 31 through December 11. 
As alway,s; times are subject to change 

Thank you 

JS 

GO HEELS!!! 

<:.’.4M~ :~" e,~.,"~a#¯ carolinavollevballcam~s$O vahoo.com 
CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL. COM 

OFF/CL.qL W;’.}!E!SF ";’.}! 0. ~h~ T 4R: ".,"i:t}~}!~,S.: lmww.tarheelb/ue.com 

2010 VB TEAM Calendar NOVEMBER.pdf l~ie, 25 .?an 20J.] ] 51:.~5;45 -0500 2;.!450b~,tea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:38 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 
clineberry@unc.edu; dfratarc@email.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; - 

Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu; 
gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; 
gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

hunter18@email.unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; 

j h knox@ e mail. u nc.ed u; j m boxi I I @ e mail. u nc.ed u; j oa n na @ u nc.ed u; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; 
Kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

Ihrobert@email.unc.edu; linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu; 
nbyars@email.unc.ed u; njfulton@email.unc.edu;    :@email.unc.edu; 

ort@email.unc.edu; palanjia@email.unc.edu; rdickens@email.unc.edu; 
reznick@email.unc.edu; rparsons@email.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; 
sportlaw@unc.edu; srhowell@email.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; 

tkrobert@email.unc.edu 

Compliance Newsletter- November, 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the November, 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coeclu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 
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NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT 

Coaches, remember that the Compliance 

Office will be preparing all NLI/ASA packets. 

In order to have a packet prepared, you must 

complete the NLI/ASA Information Form 

(found on the J: drive, Compliance, Financial 

Aid, NLI/ASA Information) and submit it to 
Amy. Please do so as soon as you know of 

individuals to whom you wish to send an NLI 

packet. 

DEAD PERIOD 

days immediately following. Therefore, for 

this signing period, unlimited phone calls are 

permitted from November 11th through No- 

vember 13th. 

COMPETITIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH 

HIGH SCHOOL CONTESTS 

In sports other than basketball, football, gym- 

nastics, or volleyball, high school competi- 

tions can be held in conjunction with intercol- 

legiate competitions, provided all of the fol- 

lowing requirements are satisfied: 

For all sports other than football, field hock- 
ey, soccer, and track and field, the Dead Pe- 

riod surrounding the initial signing date is 

Monday, November 8th - Thursday, Novem- 

ber 11th. Please remember that, during a 

dead period, you are not to have any con- 

tacts with or evaluations of any prospects. 

This includes on-campus activity, such as offi- 

cial or unofficial visits, as well as off-campus 

recruiting, such as evaluations at games or 

visits to a high school. 

Also, it is not permissible to offer complimen- 

tary admission to prospects or their par- 

ents/legal guardian/relatives for home events 

held during this time. Thus, no complimen- 

tary admissions may be provided to pro- 

spects during the following home event: 

11/8/10 WBBvs. Carson-Newman 

For all sports with an early signing period, 

Bylaw 13.1.3.3.2 permits coaches to make 

unlimited phone calls to prospects on the 

initial signing date, as well as during the two 

1) The high school contest must be regularly 

scheduled and approved by the appropri- 

ate state high school authority; 

2) UNC may not provide the high school 

with any financial compensation, includ- 

ing transportation expenses or a guaran- 

tee or a percentage of the income real- 

ized from the contest; and 

3) The only expenses UNC may incur are the 

operating and maintenance costs associ- 

ated with its facility’s use for the high 

school contest. 

COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION 

REMINDER 

Please remember that all compliance docu- 

mentation must be submitted on a monthly 

basis and is due by the lOth day of the follow- 

ing month. This includes Countable Hours, 

Telephone Logs, Contact/Evaluation Logs, and 

Official Visit Paperwork. Please contact Shelly 

Green (2-7851) or Erin Lindsey (3-4738) if you 

have any questions. 

TRYOUTS/PHYSICAL ACTIVITY WITH PROSPECTS 

It is not permissible to conduct a tryout or any type of activity that will demonstrate the phys- 

ical ability of a prospect on- or off-campus, even if the activity is a sport or game unrelated to 

the sport in which the prospect is being recruited. For example, if a coach is recruiting a vol- 

leyball prospect, it is not permissible to play tennis with her on her visit to campus. 

Additionally, if a prospect chooses to participate in a recreational activity while visiting cam- 

pus, he/she may do so in a facility that is closed to the public, provided such activities are not 

organized or observed by any athletics department staff members. For example, if the pro- 

spect voluntarily lifts weights on campus, it is not permissible for one of UNC’s strength and 

conditioning coaches to be present at the workout. 

November Recruiting 
Calendar 

Baseball 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-7 
Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Quiet Period: Nov. 12-30 

M & W Basketball 

Evaluation Period: Nov. 1-7, 12- 

30 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Field HockeV 

Contact Period: Nov, 1-16, 22 

(noon) -30 
Dead Period: Nov. 17-22 (noon) 

Football 

Evaluation Period: Nov. 1-27 (42 

days during Sept., Oct., and Nov.; 

Quiet Period Remainder of Days) 

Contact Period: Nov.28-30 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11, 24-28 

Quiet Period: Nov. 29-30 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-7; 12-23 

Lacrosse Evaluations Permitted 

ONLY 6-7, 13-14, and 20-21 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Quiet Period: Nov. 24-30 

Men’s & Women’s Soccer 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-30 

So[tbaH 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-7, 12-24 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Quiet Period: Nov. 25-30 

Track/Cross Country 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-21, 23-30 

Dead Period: Nov. 22 

Vollevball 

Contact Period: Nov. 1-7, 12-30 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Other Sports 

Dead Period: Nov. 8-11 

Contact Period: Remainder of 

Month 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 9:39 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Allison Battle 
<abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sexton 
<aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; ArtKaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; 

Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; AlbertLindsay 
<alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
AllenMogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Hoots 
<amyhowe@ad.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Anthony 
Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@ad.unc.edu>; Alison 

Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Alisa RawlsMinshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anne Sadler <asadler@ad.unc.edu>; Arthur Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 

Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Danielle Gaynor 

<dgaynor@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Debbie 
McDermott <dmcd@ad.unc.edu>; DougBennett <drb215@email.unc.edu>; 
Emily Cozart <ecozart@ad.unc.edu >; Elizabeth Stewart 

<elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Ganesh 
Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Neal Harrell 
< harrelln@ad.unc.edu >; Harry Stafford < harry_stafford@med.unc.ed u >; 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Joanna 
Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 

SteveKeadey <keadey@unc.edu>; Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken 
Mack < krmack@ad.u nc.ed u >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.u nc.ed u >; Latoya 
Wrig ht < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; Butch 
Davis < pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; Joe 
Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Randall Young < ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; 

StaciAustin <saustin@email.unc.edu >; Jordan Skolnick <skolnick@ad.unc.edu >; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Brie Farley Cc Leslie Strohm 

<strohm@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Formal Disassociation of Outside Individuals 

Hawkins Disassociation Letter.pdf; Machado Disassociation Letter.pdf; 
Disassociation Letter.pdf 

Department of Athletics’ Staff, 

As you may or may not be aware, the Department of Athletics has taken steps to formally disassociate three individuals 
from our program. These individuals are Christopher Hawkins, Anthony (AJ) Machado, and See attached 

for copies of the disassociation letters that have been sent to each of these individuals. 

As part of this disassociation process, we have informed the individuals that, for a period of at least 5 years, the 
University will not: 

(1) accept any assistance from them that will aid in the recruitment of prospective student-athletes or the support of 

enrolled student-athletes; 

(2) accept financial contributions from them for the University’s athletics program; 

(3) permit prospective or enrolled student-athletes to have contact with them; 

(4) provide them with, or permit to be provided to them, any athletics benefit or privilege that is not normally available to 

the general public, including complimentary tickets from student-athletes or staff members or specific access to student- 
athletes and/or coaches; or 

(5) permit them to access any campus athletics facilities at any time. 

Lastly, and most importantly for each of you, these individuals have been notified that all Department of Athletics’ 

staff members are prohibited from having any communication with them regarding any UNC athletics manner. 

Therefore, should you ever have a need to contact these individuals regarding any University manner, we ask that you 
first contact the Compliance staff. 

Please contact us should you have any questions about this information. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 15, 2010 12:15 PM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 
<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony Parker 
<aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock 
< bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bill Palladino < bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Charlie Coiner 

<ccoiner@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye 
Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; C 

B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; JenniferCook 
<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Charlotte Smith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

CharlieWilliams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don 

Hill <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse 
<dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Delaine Marbry <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >;                    @uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 
< gfulton@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                       @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland 

<jackiecl@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
JoshBoone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu >;              @uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jerod 

Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Inman <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jack 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jensen <jjensen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg 
<jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best 

< kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kenny Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen 
Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirin 
Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Out of Office 

TEXT.htm 

All, 

I will be out of the office beginning tomorrow (Tuesday, 11/16) and will not return until next Monday, 11/22 (just in time 

for our legislation meeting!). 

In my absence, please contact Lance, Susan, Shelly, or Erin with compliance questions. Lance will review any NLI’s that 
might roll in and will be able to tell you if it’s okay for you to do a press release (should you so desire). 

I will be checking email on occasion, but certainly shouldn’t be relied on for quick responses - please contact the rest of 
the crew if you have emergencies. 

Thanks - have a great rest of your week! 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaa.L~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 11:41 AM 

~email.unc.edu; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: Jerry Gram 

TEXT.htm 

~email.unc.edu 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jennifer Cook" <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 17 Nov 2010 11:39:14 -0500 

Cc: Jenny Slingluff-Levy<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Jerry Gram 

JERRYGram: Back safe in Boulder, heading for Santa Cruz on Sunday and just want to give you some of my thinking before 
the Investment Season. First, it was such a treat being with each of you this past week. I love who you are, what you are 
and where you are going at this time in your lives. It takes a ton of commitment and lots of courage to GIVE as you have 
and intend to in the future. I am in awe of the family we have created and continue to develop. You are always in my 
thoughts and heart and although we aren’t together all the time, everyday I am aware of how fortunate I am to be part of 
our JOURNEY...together. 

Now, let’s take control of what we can. We can definitely make sure that NO team works harder than us. No opponent can 
stop us from playing hard as a team, unselfishly. And NO opponent can keep us from playing smart. Although we always 
want to compete for and win the National Championship( don’t dwell on it though), our ULTIMATE goal is to have a 
sensational and extraordinary season,regardless of outcomes. We never want to HAVE to win a National Championship to 
validate ourselves as great coaches and athletes. Just being great coaches and athletes, we will be justly rewarded and that 
could be the "whole enchilada"...or not. BE CONFIDENT because we prepare well through hard,diligent work 
( investments)...and dividends come as a result. 

Seniors, I Iove...I mean LOVE your leadership. You’ve been in our family for 4 years and know what we want and what it 
takes to get it. Give the younger players your mentoring and a head’s up as to what to expect as things progress. This will 
bolster our collective confidence. Tell the Freshmen that it’s OK to be nervous at times and to expect adversity in the games 
BUT, you will stand by their sides and protect them, and encourage them. YOU MUST BE WHAT YOU WANT YOUR 
TEAMMATES TO BECOME,OK? I know you can do this so that’s why I ask this of you...you are that special. Freshmen, 
listen ,learn and step up to the challenge...you are all that good. Sophs and Juniors, continue to demonstrate your amazing 
excellence and help tie us all together with your leadership as well. 

And, remember to feel humble and modest ( amid our greatness and wonderful victories)...I have heard that "A lion never 
roars after the kill". Act as if we "have done this before" AND feel your audacity rather than strut your stuff. Anyway, I 
realize I am getting ahead of myself. 

I’m outta here...gotta run. Miss you already. Want you to get busy with your investments YET remember to take pause, 
"chillax" and have fun for a wonderful holiday season. 

Much Love and Chi(eers) to all...Jerrrrrrrrry 



FALL       FINAL EXAMINATION REVIEW SCllI~I)ULE 

*All exam reviews will be on the 3rd floor unless otherwise denoted* 

II{II II tK~ I I~¥MI IMl,)l Mllil[l)t 

HIST128 (Barney) *6pm on FOURTH Brent Blanton FOURTH 

MATHll8 

ECONlol (Byrns) 

SPANISH 

DRAMll6 

STOR155 

HISTlo7 (Whalen) 

MATH13o 

HIST151 (Jay Smith) 

EXSS276 

EXSS175 

ECON41o 

EXSS376 

PORTUGUESE 

SPANISH 

FRENCH 

MATH152 

ITALIAN 

MATHn9 

GEOG225 

BIOLlol (Hogan) 

CHEM241 
SPANISH 

PSYClol (Kennedy) 

HIST128 (Barney) 

BUShoo 

BUShoo 

ECON38o 

ECON345 
MATHn6 

MATHno 

CHEM261 

MATHn8 

PSYC25o (Jordan) 

CHEMlol 

EXSS175 

CHEMlo2 

ECONlol (Jenkins) 

PSYClol (Loeb) 

ECON31o 

CHEMlol 

PSYClol (Penn) 

HIST14o (Stelzel) 

HIST151 (Policelli) 

5pm 

7pm 
*Tpm on FIFTH floor 

7pm 

7pm 

*Tpm on FIFTH floor 

8:3opm 

9pm 

8:3oam 

loam 

l~pm 

lpm 

lpm 

zpm 

3pm 

3pm 

4pm 

6pm 

*7pm in Kenan Football 

Center (2nd Floor 

Auditorium) 

7pm 

7pm 

~7pm on FIFTH floor 

~7pm on FIFTH floor 

8pm 

llam 

4pm 

5pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8:3opm 

9am 

5pm 

7pm 

6pm 

7pm 

7pm 

*7pm on FIFTH floor 

DRAMll5 (Adamson) 7pm 

ECONlol (Turchi) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) 

DRAMll5 (Cornell) 

PSYClol (Wiss) 

4pm 
7pm 
7pm 
7pm 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

FIFTH 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

FIFTH 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

KFC 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

"A" Cove 

FIFTH 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 



MONITOR SCHI~IJULE 

Thursda~r, 
Friday, 
Sunday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 

WRITING I~IB S(~HEI)ULE 
Thursday, 
Friday, 
Sunday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 



FALL       FINAL EXAMINATION REVIEW SCllI~I)ULE 

+All exam reviews will be on the 3rd floor unless otherwise denoted+ 

II{II II tK~ I I~¥MI IMl,)l Mllil[l)t 

HIST128 (Barney) *6pm on FOURTH Brent Blanton FOURTH 

MATHll8 

ECONlol (Byrns) 

SPANISH 

DRAMll6 

STOR155 

HISTlo7 (Whalen) 

MATH13o 

EXSS276 

EXSSI75 

ECON4Io 

EXSS376 

PORTUGUESE 

SPANISH 

FRENCH 

MATH152 

ITALIAN 

MATHn9 

GEOG225 

BIOLlol (Hogan) 

CHEM24I 

SPANISH 

PSYClol (Kennedy) 

HIST128 (Barney) 

5pm 

7pm 

+Tpm on FIFTH floor 

7pm 

7pm 

+Tpm on FIFTH floor 

8:3opm 

9pm 

8:3oam 

loam 

1zpm 

~pm 

~pm 

zpm 

3pm 

3pm 

4pm 

6pm 

+7pm in Kenan Football 

Center (2nd Floor 

Auditorium) 

7pm 

7pm 

~7pm on FIFTH floor 

~7pm on FIFTH floor 

8pro 

BUShoo 

BUShoo 

ECON38o 

ECON345 

MATHn6 

MATHno 

CHEM261 

MATHll8 

PSYC25o (Jordan) 

CHEMlol 

EXSS175 

CHEMlo2 

ECONlol (Jenkins) 

PSYClol (Loeb) 

llam 

4pm 

5pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8:3opm 

9am 

5pm 

7pm 

ECON31o 

CHEMlol 

PSYClol (Penn) 

HIST14o (Stelzel) 

6pm 

7pm 

7pm 

*7pm on FIFTH floor 

ECONlol (Turchi) 

BIOLlol (DeSaix) 

DRAMll5 (Cornell) 

PSYClol (Wiss) 

4pm 

7pm 
7pm 

7pm 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

FIFTH 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

FIFTH 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

KFC 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

"A" Cove 

FIFTH 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 
"g" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"C" Cove 

"A" Cove 
"g" Cove 

"C" Cove 

FIFTH 

FIFTH 

"B" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"A" Cove 

"B" Cove 

"C" Cove 



MONITOR SCHI~I)ULE 
Thursday 

Friday, 
Sunday, 
Monday, 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 

WRITING I~IB SCHI~I)ULI~ 
Thursday, 
Friday, 
Sunday: 
Monday, ] 
Tuesday, i 
Wednesday, 
Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 17, 2010 12:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. 
Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holiday break schedule for Academic Support 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

Please e-mail me your Holiday break schedule as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
natey_arbrou~h@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 17, 2010 12:08 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.uncoedu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holiday break schedule for Academic Support 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

Please e-mail me your Holiday break schedule as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nat             aa~uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 12:28 PM 

Cc-" 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

1/13/11 Ticket Takers 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Everyone, 

Below is the roster for the ticket taking on Thursday 1/13 at 7pm. 

Report to B Doors at 7pm 
Please follow the dress code (i.e. khaki pants, white collared shirt and closed-toed shoes). 

You will be sent home if you do not follow the dress code. Being sent home is not acceptable. 

Pizza and Chik-Filet will be served for dinner. Thanks. -Phil 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 



Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, January 8, 2011 1:37 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

mentors 

TEXT.htm 

its that time again! 

We will be having our mentor meeting this Sunday and after that, I will be working to schedule mentors. I know we will 

be using mentors in conjunction with Beth Lyon’s probation program as well, but ] would like to try to get an official 

count of what students will need mentors this semester. 

Please be mindful to request mentors for those students who really need small group/1 vs 1 assistance in the "big 

picture" of time management/organization/and academic skill work through content. 

Also, please include how many times a week you are looking for and possible days/nights that could work best in their 

schedule. 

Thanks so much! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 10, 2011 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (1.10.11, 12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 1-10-11, 12 pm).xls 

See attached. Changes include: 

Additions: 

Unhighlighted: 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@m~caaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of lp) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of ,1 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. All highlighting has been removed, so the following student-athletes are now clear to charge books to us: 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~ncaaou~coeclu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:48 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; 
ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of , lp) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of ,1 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. All highlighting has been removed, so the following student-athletes are now clear to charge books to us: 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caa.u~c.eclu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex 
Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Allen Mogridge 

<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
<barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock < bhaithcock@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carrie Rubertino Shearer 

<carriers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Coiner <ccoiner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke 

< cluke@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        ~uncaa.u nc.edu > 
.buncaa.unc.edu >; Charlie Williams 

<cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Bennett <drb2"15@email.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz 

<ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Harry 

Stafford < harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.ed u >; ~u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Connors <jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas 
Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
< kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly < ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright 

<ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meridith 
Petschauer < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nina Walker <nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Butch 
Davis < pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; Jared 

Powers <powersja@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Prentice <prentice@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Staci Austin 
<saustin@email.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 

Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
~email.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stephen Sisa <sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu >; Scott 

Oliaro < soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Pittman < spittman@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Strength Coaches <-Strength 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock < strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Terri Jo Rucinski 
<tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Teresa 
Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

kenan football center 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will not have any water in the football center on Thursday from 6.00 am until 9.30 am. This is to let owasa 
tie in one line. Hopefully it will go great and they will have it on quicker. 

Thanks james 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



Everyone, We will not have any water in the football center on Thursday from 6.00 am until 9.30 am. This is to let owasa 

tie in one line. Hopefully it will go great and they will have it on quicker. 

Thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (,12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 12 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. Only one change,             had been incorrectly included on the spring book list. She has been 

removed from the attached. This was my fault - I’ll deal with the ramifications should she have gone through the book 

charging process already. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~caa.u~c.e~iu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (,12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 12 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. Only one change,             had been incorrectly included on the spring book list. She has been 

removed from the attached. This was my fault - I’ll deal with the ramifications should she have gone through the book 

charging process already. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~jschae@uc~caa,uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym N. Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Workout tonight THURSDAY 

Steve, confirming workout at 6pm. Sydney heard 5:15777 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
wwwotarheelblueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridqer 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >i @uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >;. _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Workout tonight THURSDAY 

Steve, confirming workout at 6pm. Sydney heard 5:15777 

Laurie Holman 
Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
wwwotarheelblueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:45 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 
Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 
Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Julie Gladchuk <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman <hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Connors 
<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
< kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly < ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Buscemi < mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Norris McCleary 

< nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton <overton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Butch 
Davis < pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; Jared 

Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rory Pommerening <rmp’1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Tate 
<rtate@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Sisa <sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman 
< spittman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 
<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

food 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, Please stop carrying food on the 5th floor of the football center. ]t has been going on for a while and has got 

to stop. 
The problem is we do not have enough housekeeping staffto empty every trash can every few hours. People are not 

eating all of it and its getting thrown in the trash and the insects are beginning to gather. The best thing would be for us 

not to eat on the 5th floor unless we are having a group function. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:45 AM 

Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
<barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 

<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

CharlieWilliams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman <hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Connors 
<jconnors@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
< kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly < ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Buscemi < mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Norris McCleary 

< nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton <overton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Butch 
Davis < pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; Jared 

Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Tate 
<rtate@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Sisa <sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman 
< spittman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 
<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

food 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, Please stop carrying food on the 5th floor of the football center. ]t has been going on for a while and has got 

to stop. 
The problem is we do not have enough housekeeping staffto empty every trash can every few hours. People are not 

eating all of it and its getting thrown in the trash and the insects are beginning to gather. The best thing would be for us 

not to eat on the 5th floor unless we are having a group function. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:35 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 
Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 
Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Bonser <bonser@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 

<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Julie Gladchuk <gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman <hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 

Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 
< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi 
< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp’1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 

<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

water outage 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will have no water in the football center from 6.am until 9.00 am on wed the 9th in the kenan football 
center. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:35 AM 

Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
<barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Bonser <bonser@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
CharlieWilliams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern fbintern <FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu>; JulieGladchuk 
<gladchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman <hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman 
<jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; JoshuaGattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 

Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 
< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi 
< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; StephenSisa <sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Troy 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; 

Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

water outage 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will have no water in the football center from 6.am until 9.00 am on wed the 9th in the kenan football 
center. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:27 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 
Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 
Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 

<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman 

<hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 
Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 

< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi 

< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
¯         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp’1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 
<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 



<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: water 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

The water is back on in the kenan football center. 

james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:27 AM 

Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
<barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 

<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

CharlieWilliams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
fbintern fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman 

<hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 
Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 

< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; MichaelBuscemi 

< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; BrianOverton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 
<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; SamPittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 

<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

water 

TEXT.htm 

The water is back on in the kenan football center. 

james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 
Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 
Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Bonser <bonser@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman 

<hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 
Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 

< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Buscemi 

< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Overton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp’1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 
<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

weight room 

TEXT.htm 

The weight room and kenan football center will be closed for all students and staff this sat the 12th for deep cleaning. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie Barchuk 
<barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 
<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 

Bonser <bonser@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn <cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
CharlieWilliams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker 
<dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
fbintern fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe 
Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Landon Huffman 

<hlandon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason 
Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joshua Gattis <jgattis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny 
Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jen Ketterly 

< ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin King < kking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leea Murphy 
<ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandell Lewis <lewisbr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus 

Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; MichaelBuscemi 

< mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines < mjoines@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Ocwieja <ocwieja@email.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; BrianOverton 
<overton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.ed u >; Jared Powers < powersja@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rory Pommerening 

< rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Sisa 
<sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; SamPittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 

<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

weight room 

TEXT.htm 

The weight room and kenan football center will be closed for all students and staff this sat the 12th for deep cleaning. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Career Prep program tonight -- please forward to your teams ... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Academics friends, 
Could you all please forward the below info to your teams? (They should already have gotten it from their 
coaches and as an ACS email to all of them, but I figure one more reminder couldn’t hurt!) 
Thanks! 
--Dana 

Career Prep Program: Career Advice for Student-Athletes, from Student-Athletes 

March 28, 7-8 p.m. (That’s tonight!) 
Smith Center Memorabilia Room 
(Door faces Koury Natatorium, just off Bowles Drive) 

-- Come hear from a panel of former UNC student-athletes now working in a wide range of fields 
-- Also get info on resumes, cover letters and career preparation assistance offered by University Career 
Services 

Dress is casual -- come as you are! 

Questions: 
Dana Gelin 
dgelin@unc.edu 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
w~,itarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduating Seniors - SAG 

TEXT.htm; Graduating Seniors .xls 

Advisors, 

rm working on the Student-Athlete Graduation Reception and want to be sure that I invite all graduating seniors 
). 

Please check the attached excel sheet and let me know which athletes will not graduate this Spring or Fall (the 
spreadsheet is set-up by sport). Also, if there is anyone who has been left out of this spreadsheet please let me know to 
add them. 

Thanks, 

or 

Graduate Intern in Student-Athlete Development 

Graduate Student in Sociology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduating Seniors - SAG 

TEXT.htm; Graduating Seniors .xls 

Advisors, 

I’m working on the Student-Athlete Graduation Reception and want to be sure that I invite all graduating seniors (May or 

December). 

Please check the attached excel sheet and let me know which athletes will not graduate this Spring or Fall (the 

spreadsheet is set-up by sport). Also, if there is anyone who has been left out of this spreadsheet please let me know to 

add them. 

Thanks, 

Graduate Intern 
Graduate Student 
919-843-2306 

~a~uncaaou~.c.edu 
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MEMORANDUM 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ATHLETICS 

P.()~ BOX 2126 

SMI FIi CEN rEP. 

SKIPPER BOX&I,ES DRIVE (I)ELIV[RY) 

CHAPEL HItL, NC 27515 

919.962.6000 

919,962.6OO2 

ww w.tar|leelb]ue.com 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

April Mann 

Amy Herman 

CTOPS Fees Incurred by Student-Athletes 

The Department of Athletics will pay CTOPS fees incurred by the following student-athletes: 

I Name I    Sport    I P,O 



Additionally, the Department of Athletics will pay TSOPS fees incurred by the following 
student-athlete: 

Name I Sl~ort I PID 

Please bill the Department of Athletics for CTOPS and TSOPS fees incurred by these student- 
athletes at the conclusion of all sessions. I will send updates as they become available. Note that 
the names highlighted in yellow have been added since the last memo (dated        ). 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Robert Mercer 
Academic Counselors 
Joe Holladay 
Karen Shelton 



MEMORANDUM 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ATHLETICS 

P.()~ BOX 2126 

SMI FIi CEN rEP. 

SKIPPER BOX&I,ES DRIVE (I)ELIV[RY) 

CHAPEL HItL, NC 27515 

919.962.6000 

919,962.6OO2 

ww w.tar|leelb]ue.com 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

April Mann 

Amy Herman 

CTOPS Fees Incurred by Student-Athletes 

The Department of Athletics will pay CTOPS fees incurred by the following student-athletes: 

Name I Sport I PID 



Additionally, the Department of Athletics will pay TSOPS fees incurred by the following 
student-athlete: 

Name I Sport I    PID 

Please bill the Department of Athletics for CTOPS and TSOPS fees incurred by these student- 
athletes at the conclusion of all sessions. I will send updates as they become available. Note that 
the names highlighted in yellow have been added since the last memo (dated        ). 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Robert Mercer 
Academic Counselors 
Joe Holladay 
Karen Shelton 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (,3:30p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (    ).xls 

All, 

See attached. This is the last one for today. We have moved 

to second session, and we’ve also unhighlighted 

Thanks, 
Amy 

to first session and 

in second session. 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@m~caaouncoedu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:00 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Summer Book List ( ) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (    ).xls 

See attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

and ’ 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbae@uncaa.unc.ec~u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List ( ., 4p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (    ).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have added 

Thanks, 

Amy 

to this list for 1st session. 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caaounc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:57 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <Jan Boxill.unc.unc@email.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletic Booklist, , lp) 

TEXT.htm; Book List(    ).xls 

All: 

See attached. I have added to the first session. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t:i~er:m~s@~caao ~CoeC~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Booklist 

Book List (    ).xls 

All, 

I added 

Thanks, 

to SS2 and deleted from SS2. 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<       @uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Student-Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete 
Development@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: ECU gets 1-yr probation for self-reported academic violations 

TEXT.htm; ECU gets 1-yr probation for self-reported academic violations .msg 

fyi 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 4:56 PM 

ECU sets 1-yr probation for self-reported academic violations 

TEXT 1.htm 

ECU gets 1-yr probation for self-reported academic violations 

From WRAL 

East Carolina baseball earned one year of probation after self-reporting academic fraud violations to the NCAA. 

At a news conference Thursday, ECU provost Marilyn Sheerer announced that the violations do not include scholarship 

limitations, recruiting sanctions, monetary penalties or any post-season ban. 

According to Sheerer a women’s tennis player, who was working as a tutor in the ECU athletic department, wrote papers for 

four baseball players at East Carolina in 2010. 

The academic fraud included writing a paper for two of the student-athletes, eight papers for another plus a PowerPoint 

presentation for a fourth. 

The baseball team will have to vacate 17 wins and the women’s tennis team has to vacate eight in which the athletes 

participated while ineligible. ECU will be required to notify all baseball and women’s tennis prospects that the school is on 

probation and provide a compliance report to the committee on infractions. And, the chancellor at the end of the probation 

period affirming that athletics policies and procedures conform to the NCAA regulations. 

"The actions of a few individuals have embarrassed an athletic program and a University," Sheerer said. "No coach and no 

ECU employee committed a violation." 

The University will not release the names of the individuals involved as a violation of student-privacy laws. 

"We have implemented numerous corrective actions and we will continually improve our practices with the intention of being 

one of the best universities in terms of academic integrity and compliance," said Chancellor Steve Ballard. 

The NCAA reduced the time of probation from two years to one due to satisfaction with ECU’s self-reporting and response to 

violations. 

Those practices include: 

- Hiring an additional senior compliance officer, Jamie Johnson, formerly of Rutgers University. Johnson began work in 

February and reports directly to the chancellor. 

- Student-athletes are no longer hired as tutors in the Student Development Office within the athletics department. 

- The Divisions of Academic Affairs, not athletics, oversees the Student Development Office. 

- More rigorous training for tutors, and student-athletes, that clearly defines behaviors that constitute academic fraud and 

violations of academic integrity. The consequences of such violations are explicitly spelled out. 

"This has been a traumatic event for our athletic program that has negatively impacted the lives of young student-athletes 

and embarrassed us all. It is critically important that the safeguards and guidelines implemented to educate our student- 

athletes are sufficient to prevent future problems," said ECU director of athletics Terry Holland. 



Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Associate A.D. For Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

TarHeelBlue.com 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 



ECU gets 1-¥r probation for self-reported academic violations 

From WRAL 

East Carolina baseball earned one year of probation after self-reporting academic fraud violations to the NCAA. 

At a news conference Thursday, ECU provost Marilyn Sheerer announced that the violations do not include scholarship limitations, 

recruiting sanctions, monetary penalties or any post-season ban. 

According to Sheerer a women’s tennis player, who was working as a tutor in the ECU athletic department, wrote papers for four 

baseball players at East Carolina in 2010. 

The academic fraud included writing a paper for two of the student-athletes, eight papers for another plus a PowerPoint 

presentation for a fourth. 

The baseball team will have to vacate 17 wins and the women’s tennis team has to vacate eight in which the athletes participated 

while ineligible. ECU will be required to notify all baseball and women’s tennis prospects that the school is on probation and 

provide a compliance report to the committee on infractions. And, the chancellor at the end of the probation period affirming that 

athletics policies and procedures conform to the NCAA regulations. 

"The actions of a few individuals have embarrassed an athletic program and a University," Sheerer said. "No coach and no ECU 

employee committed a violation." 

The University will not release the names of the individuals involved as a violation of student-privacy laws. 

"We have implemented numerous corrective actions and we will continually improve our practices with the intention of being one 

of the best universities in terms of academic integrity and compliance," said Chancellor Steve Ballard. 

The NCAA reduced the time of probation from two years to one due to satisfaction with ECU’s self-reporting and response to 

violations. 

Those practices include: 

- Hiring an additional senior compliance officer, Jamie Johnson, formerly of Rutgers University. Johnson began work in February 

and reports directly to the chancellor. 

- Student-athletes are no longer hired as tutors in the Student Development Office within the athletics department. 

- The Divisions of Academic Affairs, not athletics, oversees the Student Development Office. 

- More rigorous training for tutors, and student-athletes, that clearly defines behaviors that constitute academic fraud and 

violations of academic integrity. The consequences of such violations are explicitly spelled out. 

"This has been a traumatic event for our athletic program that has negatively impacted the lives of young student-athletes and 

embarrassed us all. It is critically important that the safeguards and guidelines implemented to educate our student-athletes are 

sufficient to prevent future problems," said ECU director of athletics Terry Holland. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Associate A.D. For Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

TarHeelBlue.com 

stevekirschner@ u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:31 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Booklist 

Book List ( ,.xls 

All: 

I have added the following SA’s for SS2: 

Thanks, 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 25, 20"1"1 "10:5"1 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Complete CTOPS schedule 

TEXT.htm; general.orientation.info.pdf; Master First Year Parent and Family with 
Interest Sessions.pdf; Master First Year Student Schedule with Number and 
Letter Groups.pdf; Transfer Parent and Family Schedule.pdf; Transfer Student 

Schedule.pdf 

Here are the complete schedules for each group for CTOPS. I believe that we will not get the listing of which groups our 
students are in until two or three days before arrival, but I will check to find out for sure. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > "Hoover, Shandol Christine" <schoover@email.unc.edu> 5/25/2011 10:43 AM > > > 
Hi Jen (and Andre) 
All schedules are attached. 

Thanks so much, 

Shandol 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25, 2011 10:41 AM 

To: Hoover, Shandol Christine; <Scarlett Jordan 

Subject: Complete CTOPS schedule 

Hi, 

~ hope you are both surviving this week. 

~ was wondering if there was any way that we could get the complete CTOPS schedule like we had last year? ~ think there 
was a master schedule that broke down where each group was at all times? 

Thanks! 



Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



For other tra~sxrtatio~<ptio~ visitchtra~ashorgorwww~dpsotmcedu For] a]dg]>])urha~ I~ter~ati< m]Ab>ort 

(X])U) <p ion,, vi’d rdt~oCOm. 

OR [ENTAT[ON 



d~c~:< St c>~ 1X:s t919-962-2286 
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7:15--8:15AM 

7:30--8:50AM 

9:00--9:30aM 

9:30~10:00aM 

!0:15--10:45aM 

11:00AM-d2:00 

Housing Check In ~ Connor Residence Hall 

Orientation Check In and Breakfast ~ Underground Lounge, FPG Student Union 

Your Welcome to Carolina ~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Join other new members of the Class of 2015 and meet the Orientation staff. The Office of the Executive 
Vice Chancellor & Provost will share insight on the hallmarks of a Carolina education. 

Carolina Curriculum ~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Learn more about Carolina’s liberal arts and sciences curriculum, First Year Seminar courses, and engaging 
academic opportunities for Carolina students. 

Academic Advising: Guiding Your Student ~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Gain insight on advising programs xvith an overviexv of academic expectations, the undergraduate 
curriculum, and students’ academic responsibilities. 

Lunch ’~ Rams Head Dining Hall 

Enjoy lunch xvith felloxv Carolina parents and family members. Please dine at the table number that 
corresponds xvith the group number on your nametag. 

Partners in Transition ~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Senior leadership from Student Affairs will discuss ways in which you can partner with Carolina to 
support your student toxvard graduation. 

Supporting a College Student ~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Sending a student to college is a transition for the entire t~amily. Orientation Leaders (OLs) highlight 
typical challenges that new students and family members often face during the first year. OLs will 
conclude the session xvith a student-led question and ansxver panel. 

The Carolina Way: Expectations, Responsibility, Involvement 

Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Learn what is meant by the Carolina Way and gain insight on the Honor Code. Staffand students from the 
Office of the Dean of Students, Counseling and Wellness Services, and the Carolina Women’s Center will 
provide tips for talking xvith your student about healthy decision making and strategies for reducing risk. 

Housing & Residential Education 

On-Campus Housing ’~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Granville Towers ’: Room 3411, FPG Student Union 

Staff from Housing and 1Lesidential Education and Granville Towers will share information about living 
and learning on campus. The session xvill conclude xvith a question and ansxver segment. 

Student Stores Open House and Refreshments .. Daniel’s Student Stores 

UNC Student Stores, your official University Bookstore, welcomes all Orientation parents and family 
members to enjoy free refi’eshments while browsing Student Stores. OLs will distribute a special Student 

Stores coupon that is qffered to Orientation participants. 

Carolina Dining, Student Services, One Card :~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Join these important campus services to learn more about student meal plan options, important UNC 
One Card services, and information regarding pre-ordering textbooks and laptops. 

Dinner ~ Rams Head Dining Hall 



Evening Under the Stars Morehead Planetarium 

Relax in the Morehead Planetarium Star Theater for a shoxving of Caroliua Skies, xvhich xvill surround 

you xvith thousands of stars, constellations, and planets. It is a UNC tradition that you xvill not xvant 

to miss. Meet the Orientation Shuttle at the base of the stairs near Rams Head Parking Deck to ride to 

Morehead Planetarium. The bus will leave at 7:15pm and will provide a ride back to Granville and/or the 

FPG Union at the end of the program. 

Residence Hall Check Out: Please note that students and parents/guests may check out of the Orientation residence hall room any time 

from 9:00am-6:00pm. Please discard all trash from your room, place linens in the designated location, and return your key and flex pass to 

the Connor Residence Hall Office (9:00am-3:00pm) or Connor Residence Hall Lobby (3:00pm-6:00pm). Your student should plan to 

be on campus until 5pro on Day Two. 

10:30--1I:00aM, 

11:10-11:40AM. 

12100--1:00PM ...... 

Breakfast , Rams Head Dining Hall 

Academic Success ’: Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Learn how to support your student toward academic excellence. The Center for Student Success and 
Academic Counseling (CSSAC) will offer insight on how you can help your student maximize academic 
resources to help them achieve their academic goals. 

Professor’s Perspective ~:~ Hamilton 100 

A Carolina faculty member xvill provide an overviexv of the Carolina classroom experiences and discuss 

faculty expectations. 

Campus Safety : Hamilton 100 

Campus Safety is a priority at Carolina. Staff from the Office of the Dean of Students, Housing & 
Residential Education, and the Department of Public Safety ~vill discuss expectations for reducing risk. 

Campus Health Services ~:~ Hamilton 100 

Learn about Campus Health Services, important information regarding student health insurance 
policies and procedures, and strategies for helping your student live xvell. 

Lunch , Rams Head Dining Hall 

Information Fair ~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Talk xvith representatives fi’om University departments about resources, services, and the opportunities 
for maximizing the Carolina experience. 

Interest Sessions ; Various Locations, See the next two pages for session details 

Learn more about how to become actively involved in the Carolina Community. 

Carolina Covenant Scholars: Scholarships and Student Aid, Student 

Billing, and Program Features ~ Room 3411, FPG Student Union 

This session is designed specifically for Carolina Covenant Scholars and their families. Topics covered 

include the financial aid award process, billing process, work study opportunities, and programming 

activities and services that are unique to Covenant Scholars. 

Residence Hall Model Room , Craige Residence Hall 

To access Craige Residence hall, go to the front entrance and use the call box to contact the Community 
Office. The Orientation Shuttle will stop near Craige during this time. 

Optional Campus Tour ~ Meet an OL in the Pit 

An OL xvill lead you on a short xvalking tour of campus. 

Orientation Shuttle Service Ends 



All Interest Sessions ~vill occur in the FPG Student Union. 

2:15--2:45PM 

3:00~4:15PM ..... 

Campus Recreation Room 3205 

Carolina Firsts* ~, Room 3203 

Carolina, the NCAA, and the Varsity Student-Athlete** ~, Room 3102 

Fraternity & Sorority Life** :~: Room 3206A 

Making Your Way: Leadership, Service, Student Organizations, and more ?: Room 3209 

Music Performance Opportunities ~, Room 3201 

Study Abroad* ~, Auditorium 

Office for Undergraduate Research** :~ Room 3206B 

Carolina Covenant Scholars* " Room 3411 

Campus Recreation ~,: Room 3205 

Career Planning** ,: Room 3413 

Carolina, the NCAA, and the Varsity Student-Athlete** ~ Room 3102 

Fraternity & Sorority Life** ~ Room 3206A 

Making Your Way: Leadership, Service, Student Organizations, and more ~" Room 3209 

Music Performance Opportunities ~ Room 3201 

Scholarships and Student Aid* ~ Auditorium 

Office for Undergraduate Research** ~ Room 3206B 

Campus Recreation J Room 3205 

Career Planning** Room 3413 

Making Your Way: Leadership, Service, Student Organizations, and more ~’ Room 3209 

Music Performance Opportunities , Room 3201 

Student Billing* Auditorium 

* Offered only during one Interest Session time. ** Offered during two Interest Session times. 

Discover the wide range of recreational opportunities offered by UNC Campus l<ecreation. Uniting individual and team 

sports, fitness/wellness facilities, outdoor adventures, and over 50 sport clubs, our student-centered recreation program 

has something for everyone, including numerous employment opportunities! 

It is never too early to begin career planning. University Career Services(UCS) offers programs and services for first-year 

students through graduate level. Learn how UCS helps prepare students for the real world by teaching them effective 

career planning throughout their time at Carolina. 

This session is designed specifically for Carolina Covenant Scholars and their parents/t~amilies. Topics covered are the financial 

aid avvard process, billing process, vvork study opportunities, and progralnming activities and services that are unique to 

Covenant Scholars. Please note: All Covenant Parents/Families should attend this session. Another session will be available in 

August Jb~ students unable to attend this session due to a conflict with Registration o~ Laptop Distribution and Configuration. 



Nearly 20% of undergraduates at UNC-CH are first-generation college students, students from a t~amily in which neither 

parent has earned a four-year degree. We proudly call our first-generation college students "Carolina Firsts." Come meet 

other Carolina Firsts, connect with staff; ask any remaining questions, and learn about helpful campus resources just for you. 

If you are a Carolina varsity student-athlete, come learn about valuable academic and compliance information. Please 

note: Scholarship student athletes and their parents/families only! 

Student representatives, along with Ofiqce of Fraternity & Sorority Life staff, will present about the diversity of Greek 

organizations at Carolina. Learn the history, traditions, and benefits of joining a fraternity or sorority and figure out how 

to navigate your ,vay through getting involved. 

Whether you are interested in leadership, service, campus activities, social justice, or you are uncertain, this session is a 

great place to start. How do you take advantage of what Carolina has to offer? There is literally something for everyone 

with over 650 student organizations, so come meet students and stafffrom the Carolina Union Activities Board, Carolina 

Center for Public Service, Campus Y, Carolina Leadership Development, and the Ofiqce of Student Activities and Student 

Organizations to learn ho~v to make your ~vay at Carolina. 

All Carolina students, regardless of major, have the opportunity to be involved in musical ensembles sponsored by 

the Department of Music or student organizations. Find out ho,v to get involved in the orchestra or the various bands, 

choirs, and a cappella groups on campus. Information about private instructions and music degree requirements ,vill also 

be available to those interested. 

This session focuses on need based aid including Solne information non-need based loans. 

Student Accounts and University Receivables 

,vill provide basic information about the 

student billing process and the services they 

provide. Learn about deferments, refunds, 

and payments. A question and ans,ver segment 

,vill conclude this session. 

S~ ~dy ½bm ~d 

View a video of students highlighting their 

Study Abroad experience. Study Abroad 

staffwill provide insight about financial and 

academic resources to help Carolina students 

realize a global learning experience. 

Have you ever ~vanted to research art history 

in Spain, study ecology in the South Pacific, 

or even help find cures for cancer right here 

in Chapel Hill? The Ofiqce for Undergraduate 

Research can help students achieve these 

goals. Hundreds of undergraduates conduct 

exciting research every semester. Hear ofiqce 

representatives and current undergraduates 

speak about ho,v to get involved. 
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,IUNK I0 AND 

7:30--8:50AM ....... 

7:45--9:00AM ........ 

Orientation Check In and Breakfast ,: Underground Lounge, FPG Student Union 

Information Fair ~ Breezeway outside Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Talk xvith representatives from University departments and programs to learn about important campus 
resources, services, and opportunities to maximize your Carolina experience. 

9:00--9:30AM 

9:30--10:00AM 

Your Welcome to Carolina : Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Meet other new transfer students, their families, and the Orientation staff. The Ofiqce of the Executive Vice 

Chancellor & Provost will share insight on the hallmarks of a Carolina education. 

Carolina Curriculum ~ Great Hall, FPG Student Union 

Learn more about Carolina’s liberal arts and sciences curriculum and engaging academic opportunities for 
Carolina students. 

10:15--10:45AM ....... Academic Advising: Guiding Your Student 
June 10t~ Great Hall, August 17~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Gain insight on advising programs with an overview of academic expectations, the undergraduate 

curriculum, and students’ academic responsibilities. 

10:45--11:45AM 

11:45--12:45PM 

1.’O0~l:45PM 

2:00--2:45PM 

Partners in Transition ~ June 10’~ Great Hall, August 17~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Senior leadership from Student Affairs will discuss ways in which you can partner with Carolina to 
support your student toward graduation. 

Lunch Rams Head Dining Hall 

Enjoy lunch xvith felloxv Carolina parents and family members. 

Interest Session I 5~ Students & Parents/Families ~ Various Locations 

Learn more about important resources and services that can assist with transitions and information for 
conducting University business at Carolina. 

Campus Safety* Auditorium, FPG Student Union 
Campus safety is a priority at Carolina. Staff from the Office of the Dean of Students, Housing & Kesidential 
Education, and the Department of Public Safety will discuss expectations for reducing risk. 

University Career Services** ~ Room 3206A/B, FPG Student Union 
Learn about resources available from University Career Services that can make a positive impact on your academic 

and professional plans. 

Campus Tour Meet an OL in the Pit (the brick-lined area between Daniels Student Stores and Lenoir Dining Hall) 

An OL will lead you on a short walking tour of canlpus. 

* Offered only during one Interest Session Block ** Offered during two Interest Session Blocks 

Interest Session II ~ Students & Parents/Families ~ ~ Various Locations 

Learn more about important resources and services that can assist you in your transition, as will as important 
information for conducting University business at Carolina. 

Campus Health Services* 5 Auditorium, FPG Student Union 
Learn more about Campus Health Services, important information regarding student health insurance policies and 

procedures, and strategies fi)r helping students remain welh 

Campus Recreation** ~ Room 3209, FPG Student Union 
Discover the wide range of recreational opportunities offered by UNC Campus Kecreation. Uniting individual 
and team sports, fitness/wellness facilities, outdoor adventures, and over 50 sport clubs, our student-centered 
recreation program has something for everyone, including numerous employment opportunities! 

Getting Involved in Your Carolina Community** ,: Room 3205, FPG Student Union 
Find out how to get involved on campus and enhance your Carolina experience. With more than 600 student 

organizations, including specific transfer student organizations, there are several opportunities for you to meet other 
Carolina students, refine your leadership skills, and engage in your new community. 



University Career Services** ~ Room 3206A/B, FPG Student Union 

Learn about resources available from University Career Services that can make a positive impact on your academic 

and professional plans. 

Campus Tour ": Meet an OL in the Pit (the bride-lined area between Daniels Student Stores and Lenoir Dining Hall) 

An OL -*-*Till lead you on a short -*-*Talking tour of campus. 

* Offered only during one Interest Session Block ** Offered during two Interest Session Blocks 

Carolina Covenant Scholars: Scholarships and Student Aid, Student 

Billing, and Program Features Room 3411, FPG Student Union 

This session is designed specifically for Carolina Covenant Scholars and their parents/families. Topics 

covered are the financial aid award process, billing, work-study opportunities, and programming 

activities and services that are unique to Covenant Scholars. 

Interest Session III Students & Parents/Families , Various Locations 

Learn more about important resources and services that can assist you in your transition, as xvill as 

important information for conducting University business at Carolina. 

Campus Recreation** ~ Room 3209, FPG Student Union 

Discover the wide range of recreational opportunities offered by UNC Campus Kecreation. Uniting individual 

and team sports, fitness/wellness facilities, outdoor adventures, and over 50 sport clubs, our student-centered 

recreation program has something for everyone, including numerous employment opportunities[ 

Getting Involved in Your Carolina Community** ’, Room 3205, FPG Student Union 

Find out how to get inw~lved on campus and enhance your Carolina experience. With more than 600 student 

organizations, including specific transfer student organizations, there are several opportunities for you to meet other 

Carolina students, refine your leadership skills, and engage in your new community. 

Parking & Commuter Transportation** ~ Room 3206A/B, FPG Student Union 

Learn about on campus parking options as -*-*Tell as tips on getting around without a car, including local and regional 

transit, carpooling and ride matching, Zipcar, and other Commuter Alternative Programs. 

Scholarships and Student Aid* , Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Gain insight on need based and non need based loans, and procedures for processing scholarships. 

Residence Hall Model Room** ~: Craige Residence Hall 

To access Craige P, esidence hall, go to the front entrance and use the call box to contact the Community Office. 

The Orientation Shuttle will stop near Craige during this time. 

Campus Tour ~ Meet an OL in the Pit (the brlde-llned area between Danlels Student Stores and Lenolr Dining Hall) 

An OL will lead you on a short walking tour of campus. 

* Offered only during one Interest Session Block ** Offered during two Interest Session Blocks 

Interest Session IV Students & Parents/Families ~, Various Locations 

Learn more about important resources and services that can assist you in your transition, as will as 

important information for conducting University business at Carolina. 

Student Billing* ~:~ Auditorium, FPG Student Union 

Student Accounts and University Receivables -,-*Till provide basic infi)rmation about the billing process and the services they 

provide. Learn about deferments, refunds, and payments. A question and answer segment -,-*Till conclude this session. 

Carolina Firsts* ~, Room 320I, FPG Student Union 

Nearly 20% of undergraduates at UNC-CH are first-generation college students, students from a family in which 

neither parent has earned a four-year degree. We proudly call our first-generation college students "Carolina Firsts." 

Come meet other Carolina Firsts, connect with staff, ask any remaining questions and learn about helpful campus 

resources just fi)r you. 

Living at Carolina* i~ Room 3413, FPG Student Union 

Learn about important information related to both on-campus and off-campus living at Carolina. 

Parking & Commuter Transportation** ~:~ Room 3206A/B, FPG Student Union 

Learn about on campus parking options as -,-*Tell as tips on getting around without a car, including local and regional 

transit, carpooling and ride matching, Zipcar, and other Commuter Alternative Programs. 

Residence Hall Model Room** !~g Craige Residence Hall 

To access Craige IKesidence hall, go to the front entrance and use the call box to contact the Community Office. 

The Orientation Shuttle -,-*Till stop near Craige during this time. 

Campus Tour** ~, Meet an OL in the Pit (the brlde-llned area between Danlels Student Stores and Lenolr Dining Hall) 

An OL -*-*Till lead you on a short -*-*Talking tour of campus. 

* Offered only during one Interest Session Block ** Offered during two Interest Session Blocks 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:52 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer Booklist 

Book List (    ).xls 

All, 

I have deleted 

Thanks, 

from SS2. 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 6, 2011 10:11 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New building tour 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

I am trying to set up a tour of the new building for the week of June 12-15 or Friday the 17th? Please let me know what 

day would work best for you. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrouqh@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer Session I! Booklist 

Book List (    ).xls 

All, 

See attached. I added 

Thanks, 

to the list for SSII. 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             4:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Unusual situation 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds like all will be cleared up soon. You may want to forward to               email (you’ve prob already done 
this) and suggest that        ~hen forward it to Dr. Dominguez so he knows it was a simple matter. 

I like to problem solve! 

Best, 
Glynis 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:12 PM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: RE: Unusual situation 

Thank you so much. 

had a good discussion with Prof Dominguez today and he graciously allowed her to submit the work 
this weekend, but now, if this works, she’ll be able to concentrate on her exams. 

We really appreciate how quickly you got us to a solution. 

Thanks again. 

Tony 

>>> "Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Roxane, 

12:16 PM >>> 

Please see the emails below. Is there anything you can do to help resolve this situation with this promising young 
scholar athlete? 

Thank you! 
Glynis 

From: Tony Yount [ton~,ount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Unusual situation 



Dr. Cowell 

- an incoming freshman here for first session summer school is in SPAN 
with Frank Dominguez. Apparently, she has had trouble with the MySpanishLab component of the class. She 
tells me that she has done the assignments, and thought that she had submitted them properly. He told her (see 
their email exchange below) that he assumed she was not taking the course for credit because he had not seen 
any of those assignments. My question is this: Is there a way to get into the program and check whether 

did the work? I don’t believe that she is lying to me, but I would certainly like to verify that before 
advising her further. She tells me that the points from the lab component are a significant part of the grade in 
the course. 

Any information that you could provide would be very helpful. 

Thanks 

Tony 

Hey Dr.Dominguez, 

In the email that you 
sent out with the list of interview times, my name was not on the list. I 
was just wondering what time tomorrow I should come in, since I also did 
not receive a partner. 

Please let me know as soon as you can. 

Thanks! 

> 

> On Thu 38:13:02 -0400 (EDT), FRANK A Dominguez 

> <uncfad@ils.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Here is the structure of the final. 
>> 

You can come at 12:15 and I will conduct the interview with 
you, but the reason you did not get the communication is because you are 
not registered on MySpanishLab, although I know that you registered 
w/Blackboard early on. I had assumed that you had decided not to take 
the course for credit. If you have done any of the course assignments, 
they have not been posted to me. -- Frank 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 11:57 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Student-Athlete Development <-Student- 
Athlete Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Headshot opportunity this Wed. 

If anyone is in need of a new headshot, this Wednesday would be a good opportunity: 

June 15, 10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
Football Center, Hall of Honor (first floor) 

If you’re planning to go, please let me know so that I can give the photographer a heads-up to expect you. 
(They’re doing football headshots and if they finish those early and don’t know that others are coming, they 
might pack up early or something.) 

Any questions, let me know. 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
w~w.tarheelb~ue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:20 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

updates SSI! booklist 6.14.11 

All, 

I added 

Thanks, 

to SSII. 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ti:mmerm~s@m~caaour~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:33 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: updates SSI! booklist 6.14.11 

Book List (2011).xls 

and here is the attachment. Sorry! 

> > > Tom Timmermans 6/14/2011 10:19 AM > > > 

All, 

I added to SSII. 

Thanks, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerman s@ur~ caaou~c~ec~u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 9:19 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra B. Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc. edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah 
<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: updates SSII booklist 6.14.11 

TEXT.htm 

Just a point of reference; when 

changed from 

:ame into the store today for his books, we determined his PID has 

just wanted all to know. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

A/R Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.u nc.edu 

"Never underestimate the power of words.. They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 10:33 AM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B.; Boxill, Jeanette M.; Sharon Kiziah; Horton, Toni (Student Stores); Amy Herman; Blanton, 
Brent S.; Bridger, Frances; Lee, Jaimie A.; Townsend, Jennifer; Orr, Kym N.; Lance Markos; Mercer, Robert J. (Academic 
Services); Maloy, Susan A. (Athletics Academic Counselor); Tony Yount; Welborn, Spencer B. 
Subject: Re: updates SSII booklist 6.14.11 

and here is the attachment. Sorry! 

> > > Tom Timmermans 6/14/2011 10:19 AM > > > 
All, 

I added to SSII. 

Thanks, 



Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
timmermans@uncaa.unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 11:33 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Thomas Myslinski <myslinski@uncaa.unc.edu>;              , 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Subject: weight room 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Tom. Domo, When I came to work this am something in the sound system has gone wrong and two of the speakers were 

buzzing and you could here them all over the building. I did not have a key to cabinet so I took a wire off each speaker. 

james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesday, 11:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: - Need to discuss Eligibility 

TEXT.htm; msg 

Hey Tony, 
T agree with the Registrars Office, that MII not be meeting 48 hours toward 

declared, and will therefore be inelic~ible for We need for her to change her major back to 

(which is what she was during :         L) before the Fall semester begins. 

which she is now 

You’ll see that      qas 29 hours toward                  i’m showing 26 hours right now, which should be 

considered for eligibility for when she needs 72 hours toward degree if that is what she 

sticks with). 

Can you contact an this? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:58 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Interviews for Sports Nutritionist position 

TEXT.htm; Interviews for Sports Nutritionist position msg 

FYI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bingham, Mary Ellen" <binghamm@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 18, 2011 6:01 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Interviews for Sports Nutritionist position 7/20 and 7/22 

TEXT_I .htm; image001 .png; image002.png 

Good afternoon Cricket, 

Hope all is well. As discussed this morning both of our candidates have been asked to prepare a sports nutrition 

presentation. These presentations are open to all (CHS providers, team physicians, athletic trainers, coaches, admin, 

academic support, etc). I know you are very busy but let me know if you would be able to attend these presentations if 

you are interested and available to do so. 

Also, would you mind sharing this with the academic advisors and anyone else is your area who may be interested? All 

are welcome to attend! 

The schedule for these presentations is as follows: 

¯ Wed 7/20 Stallings Evans Sports Med Building 11:30am - 12:30pm CANDIDATE: 

¯ Friday 7/22 Stallings Evans Sports Med Building 11:30am - 12:30pm CANDIDATE: 

I have attached the CVs of each of the candidates for you to review. 

Thank you for your assistance with this process. 

Be well, 
Mary Ellen 

Mary Ellen Bingham MS, liD, CSSD 
Sports Nutritionist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919)-966-3462 
binghamm(~,email.unc.edu 

Dm~¢viption ~ SN Logo - 
medium 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 318623bytes; 

File Name 
CV.pdf 

.CurriculumVitae 3une2011.pdf 

Expiry Date 
Sun, 16 Oct 2011 18:01:10 -0400 
Sun, 16 Oct 2011 18:01:10 -0400 

Size 
84151bytes 
234472bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni 
Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.ed u >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics Book List (as of ) 

TEXT.htm; Book list as of .xlsx 

All: 

See attached the updated book list with the following changes: 

- Deleted 

- Deleted 
- Deleted 

- Corrected PID: 
- Removed RED highlighting 

removed red highlighting. 

Thanks, 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:50 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni 
Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.ed u >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated athletic book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of ..xlsx 

All, 

The following changes have been made: 

Added: 

Deleted: 

Thanks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 1:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New Associate Director for Football 

TEXT.htm; Associate Director Training-- .docx 

Hi, Everyone: 

As I am sure most of you are aware,’              will be starting on Tuesday,          as our new Associate 

Director for Football. I have attached his training itinerary for this week. I will be out of the office until Thursday, so any 
help you can give to Nate and Robert to make sure he gets to his appointments would be much appreciated. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your help! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:04 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni 
Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.ed u >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I deleted the following SA’s from the book list: 

(quit) 

(accepted UNC aid) 

(signed pro contract) 

Have a great weekend! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:52 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni 
Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.ed u >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have made the following changes; 

Deleted: 

(signed a pro contract) 

Added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; Toni 
Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.ed u >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of xlsx 

All, 

The following changes have been made: 

Deleted: 

(quit) 

Added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, L 3:15 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Facility Update 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All: 

This is an update regarding the moving date to the new building. This morning Richie Grimsley informed us that the date 

has been pushed back an additional week. As of now our new move in date will be September 26th. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrou#h @uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I added: 

Have a great weekend! 

Tom 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
timmermans@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:16 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have made the following changes: 

ADD: 

DROP: 

Thanks, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 



PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ti mmermans@ufxCaaoUnCoedu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerman s@uncaa,uncoec~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:34 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All. 

I have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerm~s@uncaao u~coedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:07 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 
Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jodie 
Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
< bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Holland < bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Bonser 

<bonser@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon 
Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Chris 
Gibson <clgibson@live.unc.edu>; Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli 

<dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dominic 
Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders 

<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Everett 

Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; fbintern < FBintern@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Football <-Football@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Gibson 
<guandrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Joe Robinson <joerob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu 
<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang 

<jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kenny Browning <kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea 
Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luke Goodwin 

< Igoody@uncaa.unc.edu >; Marcus Berry < mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Buscemi <mbuscemi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Melinda Joines 
< mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu >; Thomas Myslinski < myslinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Norris McCleary <nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian 
Overton <overton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening 
< rmp’1893@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Doug 

Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Sisa <sisa@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tommy Davis <tommyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford 

<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tychius Cowdin <tychnine@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

signs in football center and pope box 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, Would you all please stop putting signs in the football center and pope box on wood work, elevator walls 
and brass and glass doors. We have a message board system or either dry erase boards or peg boards in places 

throughout the facility, please use one of these options. 

Your consideration would very much be appreciated with this matter. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:14 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ti:~erm~s@m~caao~coedu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I added 

Thanks, 

to the list. 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerman s@uncaa,uncoec~u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 11:03 AM 

Ashley Armstrong <AArmstrong@Athletics.ucla.edu>; -Academics <- 
Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;                          @uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie 
Barnes <lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Brunk <MBrunk@at.gtaa.gatech.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: Class of Mindset List 

FW_ Class of Mindset List.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Eisen, Jeff" <JEisen@moc.edu> 

Friday, September 2, 2011 8:54 AM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Class of 2015 Mindset List 

TEXT.htm 

See #2 on list 

From: Bryant, Ronda M. 
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 1:03 PM 
To: Bryant, Ronda M.; Crumpacker, Norman R.; Dutnell, Margaret; Eisen, Jeff; Francis, Rebecca P.; Garrett, Michael; Hill, 
Jackie B.; Lach, Nicole; Lindsey, LaToya; Roe, Justin; Scruggs, Tekora; Sheppard, Jerry G.; Stone, Regina K.; Sullivan, 
Dan W. 
Cc: Harper, Annette; jdunford@email.wcu.edu; dwarmack@bethune.edu; Jaysen T. Spencer; @bellsouth.net; 
Bell, Ruby; Hines, David 
Subject: Class of 2015 Mindset List 

Folks, 

I usually send this list out every fall for insight into the freshmen entering college.., click and enjoy... 

http://www.beloit.edu/mindset/2015/ 

Cheers, 

Ronda 

Ronda M. Bryant, Ph. D. 
Director, Student Success Center 
Mount Olive College 

104 Henderson Building 

634 Henderson Street 

Mount Olive, NC 28365 

919.658.7685/1.800.653.0854 ext. 4013 
Fax: 919.658.7674 

rbryant@moc.edu 

www.moc.edu/index.php/student-success-center 

GO TROJANS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

Thanks, 

was added to the book list for the fall only. 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerman s@uncaa,uncoec~u 



Fall: 8/4/11 - 10/30/11 
I Returnby~ 10/19/11 I 
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 PROCEDURES FOR UNCAA VEHICLE USE  

VAN RESERVATIONS 
¯ Submit a written request to Trey Parnell at 220 Finley (fax # 843-5972, email tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu). 

Requests must be received at least ONE WEEK prior to the pick-up date (Exception: ACC and NCAA 

post-season competition). If there is a change in itinerary or cancellation, please contact Trey Parnell. 

¯ Vans are available to every varsity team, and reservations are on a First-Come, First-Serve basis. 

To ensure availability, please submit your requests in a timely manner. 

VAN PICK-UP 
¯ Pick up the packet at 220 Finley, between the hours of 8:00 AM- 3:30 PM, Monday-Friday. You may 

pick up the packets at an earlier time and then come back for the vans if necessary. If you plan on 

leaving your vehicle, you must park inside the gated compound. 

Gas & Gas Cards 

Van 
¯ 

¯ GAS CARDS ARE FOR GAS PURCHASES ONLY 

¯ USE REGULAR GRADE GAS ONLY 

¯ Your van will be full when you pick it up. As a courtesy to the next team using the van, please fill up 

each van before returning. You will only be charged for the miles traveled not the amount of gas used. 

Be sure to complete and sig;n the enclosed card documenting; your trip mileag;e and also note the date 

and time the van was returned. 

¯ On orig;inal g;as card receipts, include the vehicle number and your sport. Your sport will be charged for 

any gas receipts that do not include all of this information. The gas cards are Corporate Cards; 

therefore, as a security measure, they might not swipe at the pump. You may have to go inside to use 

the gas cards. 

Return 
Please return the vans on the date indicated on your vehicle request. This is very important as we 

must have time to perform routine maintenance and clean the vans before the next team checks them 

out! Please do not return packets via campus mail! 

¯ Please do no return the vans dirty. Please remove all trash that was brought into the vans. 

¯ Return the vehicle packets to Trey Parnell or drop them in the Carolina Blue Mailbox located inside the 

gated vehicle compound. 



Accidents/Damaf es 
¯ In the event of an accident, the ACCIDENT REPORT FORM enclosed in each packet MUST be completed 

and returned Trey Parnell. This is for the University’s insurance policy/records and will not affect your 
personal insurance. Our insurance company requests that accident forms be turned in within 48 hours 

of an accident. 

Insured Drivers 
¯ Only university employees will be allowed to drive Athletic Fleet Vehicles and Vehicles rented from 

outside agencies. NO STUDENT-ATHLETES ARE ALLOWED TO DRIVE VEHICLES AT ANY TIME. 

Important Numbers 

Trey Parnell ................................................... 962-3506 (office) 

Icell) 
UNC Public Safety Dispatcher ...................... 962-8100 

I have read and understand all vehicle use policies and procedures 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:44 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.u nc.ed u >;              _           ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
<         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff meeti ng 

TEXT.htm; staff meeting agenda.docx; LOUDERMILK.pptx 

All- 

See you all Tuesday at 3pm on the 3rd floor! Lots to talk about in terms of the move, so be ready! 

Agenda is attached, and also a "draft" of policies and procedures for new building are attached. Print outs will be 

provided at the meeting, but feel free to start taking a look for input tomorrow--these will need to be discussed. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridcjerb ~,uncaaoU nc.edu 



ASPSA Staff Meeting 
Tuesday 9/20/11 

DYN-O-MITE 

General Announcements 

THE MOVE 

Aqenda Item 

New Building Policies and Procedures 

¯ Feedback 

¯ When will we present these to the teams? 

5taff 

Robert Mercer 

John Blanchard 

Robert Mercer 

Nate Yarborough 

Tony Yount 

Tours/Recruiting Update from staff? 

Advising Updates Barbara Lucido 

Chloe Russell 

Brent Blanton Progress Reports 

¯ Please have DB updated with PR check marks by end of business WED 9/21 

¯ If you are doing HCPR, please uncheck PR as to not duplicate efforts by WED 9/21 

Tutorial 

Database 

Schedule Audit Susan Maloy 

Jenn Townsend New Admissions Application 

Thursday 9/22, 830-1030am, Jackson Hall 

Monday 9/26, 1130-130pm, Jackson Hall 

RSVP to Barbara Polk, ASAP 

BEST PRACTICE--Postponed until after the move Tony Yount 

From last meeting: 

¯ Uploading worksheets to H drive 

Additional Items for the Good of the Group? 

Wrap Up 

GUEST SPEAKER: Tim Elmore, author Generation iY 

TUESDAY SEPT 27, 11-1230 

LUNCH IS PROVIDED 3rd floor of Loudermilk 

Attendance is STRONGLY encouraged (yes, mandatory) 

All 

All 

Jenn Townsend 

Notes: 



Reminders/items for next meeting: 



Pope Academic Center 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURE5 

LL 



Sunday 

- Noon to 11:00pm 

Monday-Thursday 

- 7:30am to 11:00pm 

Friday 

= 7:30am tO 5:00pm 



Parking Lot Entrance 

- Stairs/Elevator to 2nd floor 

Concourse Level, 3rd 

- Stairs/Elevator to 2nd 

floor 

floor 





Please be in the area designated by your academic counselor (2°d floor) 

¯ No sessions may be completed in the Lounge Area 

¯ No food or drink allowed during academic sessions 

Cell phones or similar electronic devices are prohibited during academic sessions 

Accessing non-academic websites during academic sessions is prohibited 

¯ No hats 

¯ No sleeping 

Music use is at the discretion of your academic counselor 

Use of chewing tobacco is prohibited 

Leaving the Pope Academic Center during academic time will result in loss of study 
table hours for that session 



Daytime/ 
- Check in 

ighttime Study Hours 
with staff at the desk in the 

Pope 

Give them 

Pick 

Academic Center 

your 0 

up your ONE 

E Card to sign in 

Card to sign out 

lobby of the 

You MUST stay on the 2nd 

hours, in area designated 
counselor 

floor to 
by your 

complete 
academic 



Please be on-time to all tutor sessions 

Check in with staff on duty for location of tutor session 

, Be prepared with books, notes, assignments, and computer 

Fill out GOAL sheet at beginning of session 

Fill our TUTOR SURVEY on COMPUTER at end of session 

Clean up area at the end of session (throw away trash, push in chairs, replace any 
moved furniture) 

, No food or drinks allowed during tutor sessions 

Coming Soon: TV Message Board System 



As Student-Athletes at 
FORTU ATE to have a 
art, Academic Center. 

U C, 
brand 

you are VERY 
new, state-of-the- 

it is up to YOU to keep the 
condition possible and respect 
has gone into such an amazing 

center in the 
the hard 
facility. 

best 
work that 

Please respect and take care 
CE TER FOR EXCELLE CE! 

of our new 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Carolina Leadership Academy: shirts available 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

There are "vintage" CLA shirts laid out in the break room. They are available in a variety of sizes, materials and colors. 

Please help yourself. Also, there is a box of shirts in the larger sizes (XXL-XXXL) underneath the counter. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:04 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New Building PPT 

TEXT.htm; LOUDERMILK.pptx 

All 

Here is the PPT of the policies and procedures for the new building. Please send to your students and coaches. Please 

reiterate that Study Table/Tutoring will still occur in the Pope Box on Sunday and Monday, but will start in Loudermilk on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaa.uncoedu 



Pope Aca dem Center 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURE5 

LL 



Sunday 

- 5 :OOpm tO 11:00pm 

Monday-Thursday 

- 7:30am to 11:00pm 

Friday 

= 7:30am tO 5:00pm 



Parking Lot Entrance 

- Stairs/Elevator to 2nd floor 

Concourse Level, 3rd 

- Stairs/Elevator to 2nd 

floor 

floor 



Please be respectful of all 
occurring in the building. 
Akk hours of operation. 

academic sessions 
Sessions occur during 

Food and 
rooms on 
lounge in 

drink will be restricted to the reading 
either end of the building (not the 
front of the lobby) 

Please clean up your area 
chairs, throw away trash, 
furniture) 

after use (push in 
replace any moved 



Please be in the area designated by your academic counselor (2°d floor) 

¯ No sessions may be completed in the Lounge Area 

¯ No food or drink allowed during academic sessions 

Cell phones or similar electronic devices are prohibited during academic sessions 

Accessing non-academic websites during academic sessions is prohibited 

No sleeping 

Music may be listened to but only with the use of earphones 

Use of chewing tobacco is prohibited 

Leaving the Pope Academics Center during academic time will result in loss of 
study table hours for that session 



O~ 
0~ 

O® 
0 

O~ 

~ 0 
0>- 

>... 0 

0 



Be on-time to all tutor sessions 

Check in with staff on duty for location of tutor session 

Be prepared with books, notes, assignments, and computer 

Fill out GOAL sheet at be~innin~ of session 

Fill out TUTOR SURVEY on COMPUTER at end of session 

Clean up area at the end of session (throw away trash, 
chairs, replace any moved furniture) 

push 

No food or drinks allowed during tutor sessions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, .9:46 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu ~; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu ~; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu ~ 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Refrigerator 

TEXT.htm; Refrigerator.msg 

Folks, 

Like I said in the meeting, it is an unfinished product. Hope the move goes great today. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 6:07 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Business Office <-Business 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 

<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Perkins < mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
< shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Student- 
Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Missing: "1 moving box 

TEXT.htm 

Hello all, 

Welcome to Loudermilk! In the move, one of my moving boxes did not make it to my new office. The box in question is 

one of the "office tote boxes" with sticker for room 2106. The box is full of books and desk supplies. Please help the box 

finds its way home. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Business Office <-Business 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 

<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Perkins < mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
< shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Student- 
Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Re: Missing: 1 moving box 

TEXT.htm 

Not to start a chain of emails such as this, but my cream colored halogen floor lamp did not make it to my office (2111) 

in the move as well. Hopefully the box and lamp will find their way :) 

Thanks, 

Susan 

>>> Shelley Johnson 6:07 PM >>> 

Hello all, 

Welcome to Loudermilk! in the move, one of my moving boxes did not make it to my new office. The box in question is 
one of the "office tote boxes" with sticker for room 2106. The box is full of books and desk supplies. Please help the box 

finds its way home. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

October Carolina CREED Mento 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Folks, 

Just a reminder: October Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, 

Center. 

Please remind your first years!!! 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

at 7pm on the 3rd Floor of the Loudermilk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, .5:44 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

WFU tix 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

need four tickets for the Wake Forest football game on 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 

¯ Anybody not using theirs? John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 30, 2011 3:58 PM 





<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jason Onyebuagu 

<jonye@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Reavis <joshreavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joyce 
Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John White <jwhite6@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 

Whitman <jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Monaco 

< kamonaco@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jack Karstaedt < karstaed@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 

<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 
Crowder <kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Duffy < kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton 
<kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; 
Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 
Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent 

Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Robinson < krob@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Kuonen < kuonen@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

< lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leea Murphy < Idmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lee 







Subject: Cell Phones 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Athletic Department employees that have recently upgraded their cell phone and have NOT returned their old university 
issued cell phone needs to return these devices to the Business Office ASAP. The phones are deemed as state property 

and needs to be processed via our department to comply with the State of North Carolina MCD (Mobile Communication 

Device) regulations. If there any questions or concerns you may contact me via email or phone. Thanks! 

Stephen Boyd 

Processing Assistant 

Athletic Business Office 

University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-5225 

Fax: 919-962-0125 

919-962-0667 

wwwotarheelblueocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 3:17 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

cjrussel@email.unc.edu;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Please let me know if you have agenda items for the Staff Meeting this Tuesday 
meeting in our new conference room! 

at 3pm. Looks like we will be 

Thanks! 

Barbara/Chloe--we will be meeting in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, 2nd floor, conference room, off the lobby 

when you come off the elevators. Let me know if you need further directions. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bddqerb ~-~uncaaoU nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 3, 2011 8:46 AM 











Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - October, 2011 

TEXT.htm; lO-l-ll.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the October, 2011 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@u~caa,u~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Practice Players 

TEXT.htm 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 
>>> " 

Hey Coach Barnes, 
unc.edu> 9:39 AM > > > 

We just wanted to touch base with and see if you needed us this fall? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 4, 2011 4:46 PM 











Subject: 

Attach: 

Re: Missing: Package from NCAA 

TEXT.htm 

Found it! Thanks for the help. 

> > > Shelley Johnson 10/3/2011 4:46 PM > > > 

Hello all, 

All Points Bulletin - a "Michael" signed for a UPS delivery on 9/29 for me (Shelley Johnson) from the NCAA. ff 
you are said "Michael" or have the package in your possession, please contact me. Thanks for your attention and help. 

Shelley Johnson 
Director, Carolina Leadership Academy 

Loudermilk Center, Kenan Stadium 

CB 3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5,2011 8:49 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Favorite Class blurbs for sports marketing newsletter 

TEXT.htm 

Hi all, 
Wanted to ask for your help with something: In the monthly sports marketing newsletter that goes out to 
faculty and staff, we’ve been trying to include short blurbs from student-athletes on their favorite classes. I’ve 
talked with some of you individually about collecting these, but wanted to throw out a blanket request in hopes 
of getting a bunch of them that we can have banked and ready to go. So, my request for you: 

Please ask several of your student-athletes for this info: 
(One caveat: Needs to be an already-completed class, not a current one) 

Favorite class you’ve taken at UNC: 
What did you like about it? 

No real deadline, but if you want to set one yourself in hopes that you’ll get prompt responses, feel free! 
Any questions, let me know. Thanks very much for your help! 

-- dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
wv~!itarheelblue, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 6, 2011 2:08 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.ed u >; 

<        _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: From the Desk of Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 

FYI - resources 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 9/27/2011 5:48 PM > > > 
Hi. Please forward as appropriate. Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Eac~ day co~es bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie ~e ribbons." {R.Ann Sc~abacker~ 

From: Marjorie H. Conner (Rep. K. Alexander) [mailto:Alexanderkla@ncleg.net] 
Sent: Monday, September 26, 2011 11:04 AM 

Subject: From the Desk of Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 

Kelly Alexander, Jr. 
House of Representatives 

107th District 

September 26, 2011 



Update From Raleigh 

Subject: MBA Opportunity ( African American Resources) (R L S) 

MBA Opportunity Going By The Way Side ... 

Lets Share This Info... 

African American Resources 

Wake Forest University has an opportunity for minority students to attend its MBA 
program for FREE, and so far, the response has been very poor. Please pass 
along this opportunity to your friends, families. This is a great school and a 
tremendous opportunity to attend a top graduate school. See the details below, 
the contact person is: Derrick S. Boone, Ph.D., Associate Professor of 
Marketing, Rm. 3139 Worrell Professional Center, Babcock Graduate School of 
Management_ Wake Forest University_ WINSTON _SALEM N.C. 27109-8738 
email:derrick.boone@mba.wfu.edu or visit www.wfu.edu 
Phone# toll free (866) 925-3622. 

Black Male Teachers needed. Do you know any Black Males who are seniors in 
high school who want to go to college out of state for FREE? The CALL ME 
MISTER program offered by 4 historical black colleges in South Carolina, 
Benedict College, Chaflin University, Morris College and South Carolina State 
University - visit the www.callmemister.clemson.edu/index.htldetails online 
application or call 1.800.640.2657. 

Harvard University is offering free tuition to families of HONOR STUDENTS and 
their income is less than $125,000 per year. Visit www.fao.fas.harvard.edc or 
call 617.495.1581. 

Syracuse University School of Architecture is desperately seeking young women 
and men of color interested in pursuing a 5 yr. professional degree in 
Architecture. Contact: Mark Robbins, Dean School of Architecture, 201 Slocum 
Hall, Syracuse, NY 13244-1250 (315) 443-256 www.soa.syr.edu/indes.php 

A free pair of eyeglasses from Target for any child ages 12 and under brings a 
valid prescription for glasses from their doctor. You can find stores with optical 
departments at www.target.com 

APPLY NOW - If you have/know young adults between the ages of 18-31 with a 
High School Diploma. Can earn up to $100,000 and earn benefits. The Federal 



Aviation Association is taking application for Air Traffic Controller School visit the website 
www.faa.gov/jobsopportunities/airtrafficcontroller 

If you no longer wish to receive this Newsletter, please click HERE to unsubscribe 

House of Representatives 
Rep. Kelly Alexander, Jr. 

North Carolina General Assembly 
Legislative Office Building 

300 N. Salisbury Street 
Raleigh, NC 27603-5925 

Phone: 919-733-5778 
Fax: 919-754-3258 

E-mail: Kellya@ncleg. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:36 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.ed u >; 

<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Halloween Pot Luck 

TEXT.htm 

Who is interested in a Halloween Pot Luck on Friday 10/28? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bddgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                7:57 PM 

Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: postpone meeting? 

TEXT.htm 

She hasn’t turned in any assignments on time. 
I am postponing this meeting till I can speak to you and my teaching supervisor or mentor. 

F rom: 
Sent: 19:48 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

~live.unc.edu] 

I would just like to discuss some of the assignments if that’s ok? I can be there around 830, does that work for you? 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

Yes, that’s fine. 
What aspect of class do you want to discuss? 
Can we talk in the ITS Manning lobby before class tomorrow? 

F rom: 
Sent: 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

Nlive.unc.edu] 

Hi professor Nesvet, 
I was wondering if we could meet again sometime as soon as possible to talk about the class? I would greatly appreciate 
it. Please let me know. Thanks. 

From: nesvet@unc.edu [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 AM 
Subject: next unit homework 

To: Student Role 
From: Rebecca Nesvet 
Homework for next week: 
Please come up with a topic in the social sciences that you, individually, would like to research, by Monday 
10/17. 

Link it to at least one of these major topics: 

Equality and Inequality 

Law and Order 



Health 
Work 
Housing 
Humans’ Environments 

The Media / The Press 

Money 
Parents and Children 
War and Peace 
Some places to look for inspiration - NOT scholarly sources - for brainstorming only: 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/news/science society/social issues/ 
http ://www.nber.org/ 
http://www.physorg.com/science-news/social-sciences/ 
http ://www.n-gtimes.com/ke-gword/social-science 

Most importantly, FIND AN ISSUE THAT YOU REALLY CARE ABOUT. 
This project will be easiest for you if you genuinely enjoy reading and thinking about your topic. 

Rebecca 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"ENGLI 305.FA11" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
ENGL 005.FA11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                9:33 AM 

Tony Yount <gyount@email.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fw: EMAIL FROM, 

TEXT.htm 

F rom: 
Sent:: 07:41 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: postpone meeting? 

_~live.unc.edu] 

Hi professor, 
An issue just came up that needs to be handled this morning and I’m going to have to reschedule. I’m very soory for the 
last minute switch up. Can we meet before Friday’s class? 

Thank you and again, I apologize. 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,, 5:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: postpone meeting? 

ok. tomorrow at 8:30 in ITS is fine. 

From:’ _~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: : 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: postpone meeting? 

I’d really like to discuss this as soon as possible. I can wait until Thursday or Friday if you feel that would be better? 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:56 PM 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Cc: ’ 
Subject: postpone meeting? 

Would it be possible to wait a few days until you have your final back, so we can discuss your work on the unit as a 
whole? 

Ms. Nesvet 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Sent: 19:52 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

8:30 is fine. 



F rom: 
Sent: 19:48 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

@live.unc.edu] 

I would just like to discuss some of the assignments if that’s ok? I can be there around 830, does that work for you? 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

Yes, that’s fine. 
What aspect of class do you want to discuss? 
Can we talk in the ITS Manning lobby before class tomorrow? 

F rom: 
Sent: 13:15 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: next unit homework 

@live.unc.edu] 

Hi professor Nesvet, 
I was wondering if we could meet again sometime as soon as possible to talk about the class? I would greatly appreciate 
it. Please let me know. Thanks. 

From: nesvet@unc.edu [nesvet@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,, 7:49 AM 
Subject: next unit homework 

To: Student Role 
From: Rebecca Nesvet 
Homework for next week: 
Please come up with a topic in the social sciences that you, individually, would like to research, by Monday 
10/17. 

Link it to at least one of these major topics: 

Equality and Inequality 

Law and Order 

Health 
Work 
Housing 
Humans’ Environments 

The Media / The Press 

Money 
Parents and Children 
War and Peace 
Some places to look for inspiration - NOT scholarly sources - for brainstorming only: 



http://www, sciencedailv.com/news/science society/social 
http ://www.nber.org/ 
http://www.physorg.com/science-news/social-sciences/ 
http ://www.nytimes.com/keTword/social-science 

issues/ 

Most importantly, FIND AN ISSUE THAT YOU REALLY CARE ABOUT. 
This project will be easiest for you if you genuinely enjoy reading and thinking about your topic. 

Rebecca 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the 
"ENGE 005.FA11" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
ENGI_ 005.FA11. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Niobra Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 11:04 AM 











>; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athletics - TURN IT PINK! - Friday October 14th 

TEXT.htm 

Good Mosaiag Tar Heels! 

UNC Athletics is ~Ta~ning it Pink~ tomorrow, Friday, October 14! Please wear P~INK (all 
day and to Late Night) together with your team/colleagues to show your support! 

Do~% forget to take pictnres!!! 

-Niobra Keah 

Graduate Intern in Student-Athlete Development 
Graduate Student in Sociology 2012 
919-843-2306 

nCa~o~ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 9:13 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; cjrussel@email.unc.edu; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tuesday Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

ft’s that time again! 

Please let me know if you have any agenda items for the staff meeting this Tuesday at 3pm. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid~gerb C¢,)u ncaaoU ncoed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Postgraduate Scholarship 

TEXT.htm; ACC POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP Flier.doc 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find a flier that [ made regarding the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship. [ have sent an email to all of your 
seniors (including 5th years) and head coaches announcing this opportunity. 

Please pass the flier along to any of your students that you feel may be interested in applying for the scholarship. They 

all need to email me a resume and cover letter by This will allow us to sit down and sort through the best 
candidates. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College oJ’Arts & Sdences 
Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridl~e Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 



ACC POSTGIU DUATE SCHOLAI|SHIP 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL WITHIN THE NEXT 

THREE YEARS? IF SO, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR THE ANNUAL ACC 

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP! 

THE    ACC AWARDS A    $5,000 POSTGRADUATE    SCHOLARSHIP    FOR ALL 

SELECTED WINNERS OF ACC POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP. THE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA IS ALLOWED TO NOMINATE THREE STUDENT- 

ATHLETES FOR THIS PARTICULAR AWARD. PLEASE SEE THE CRITERIA BELOW: 

To be elil~ible for consideration an applicant shall have: 

1. Distinl~uished himself/herself academically with an overall minimum accumulative l~rade point averal~e of 

3.00 

(a) Completed at least seven semesters; students enl~al~ed in underl~raduate prol~rams requirinl~ more than 

four years for a baccalaureate del~ree shall be considered durinl~ their final year of intercollel~iate athletic 

competition. 

2. Performed with distinction as a member of a varsity team. Supportinl~ information from coaches should 

comment on the standinl~ of the nominee relative to others in the conference and nationally. 

3. Conducted himself/herself, both on and off the field, in a manner, which has broul~ht credit to 
himself/herself, his/her institution, intercollel~iate athletics, and the ideals and objectives of hil~her education. 

In selectinl~ recipients for this award: 

1. The del~ree of the student’s athletic achievement shall be weil~hed at least equally with the del~ree of 

his/her academic performance. 

2. Consideration shall also be l~iven to his/her participation in campus activities other than academic and 

athletic in which he/she has demonstrated his/her qualities of leadership and has served as an example to 

his/her fellow students. 

4. Applicants must be continuinl~ academic work beyond the baccalaureate del~ree as a full-time I~raduate or 

professional student and have been judl~ed capable of such study by his/her major professor, major 

department head or dean of the collel~e in which he/she is enrolled. The recipients of the award must use all 

scholarship money within three academic years from the fall semester after selection. 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR THE ACC POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP, 

PLEASE SEND A RESUME AND COVER LETTER EXPLAINING YOUR FUTURE PLANS TO 

SPENCER WELBORN IN THE ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM BY NOVEMBER 8, 201 1. ALL 
APPLICANTS WILL BE REVIEWED AND DECIDED ON BY A GROUP OF ADMINISTRATORS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:38 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Futures Program 

TEXT.htm; ACC Internship doc; ACC Job Description - Futures Intern.pdf; Disney 

Job Description.doc; FOX Job Description.doc; Orange Bowl Job Description.doc; Sun 

Sports Digital Media Job Description.doc; Sun Sports Marketing Job Description.doc; Sun 

Sports Production Job Description.doc 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find a flier that I made regarding the ACC Futures Internship Program. I have sent an email to all of your seniors 

(including 5th years) and head coaches announcing this opportunity. 

Please pass the flier along to any of your students that you feel may be interested in applying for the internship. They all need to 

email me a resume and cover letter by 

This will allow us to sit down and sort through the best candidates. 

This internship opportunity is for women and ethnic minorities. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 

College o fArts & Sciences 

Academic 5upport for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn~uncaa,unc.ed u 



ACC FUTURF S INTF RNSHIP 

WHO: 

WHAT: 

WHEN: 

WHERE: 

STIPEND: 

WOMEN AND ETHNIC MINIORITIES 

ACC FUTURES INTERNSHIP 

AUGUST 2012 -- JUNE 2013 
GREENSBORO, NC: ORLANDO, FL: ATLANTA, GA: 
OR MIAMI, FL 
$18,000 FOR 10-MONTH INTERNSHIP 

THE ACC FUTURES INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 

Atlantic Coast Conference, ESPN Wide World of Sports (formerly Disney), 
FedEx Orange Bowl, FSN South!SportSouth, Sun Sports/FSN Florida 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

In August of 1995, the Atlantic Coast Conference joined with regional sports television 
networks Home Team Sports, now Comcast (Washington, DC), Sunshine Network (Orlando, 
FL), and FOX Sports Net South (Atlanta, GA) in a landmark six-year agreement to televise 
over 350 hours of special ACC programming annually. That agreement was renewed and 
expanded in 2001. Highlighting the yearly coverage is a live 22-game women’s basketball 
package, 30-game men’s basketball package, a live eight-game baseball package, overall 
coverage of 22 ACC Championship events, and the weekly ACC Live magazine highlight 
show. Cumulatively, the agreement provides the member institutions of the ACC the best 
broadcast of Olympic-sport television coverage in the country. 

In November of 1997, the Atlantic Coast Conference and Disney’s Wide World of Sports 
began their partnership when Disney hosted the 1997 ACC Men’s Soccer Tournament. 
Disney has since hosted the 1998, 1999, and 2000 Baseball Blast, the 1998 ACC Outdoor 
Track and Field Championships, the 1998 ACC Women’s Soccer Tournament, the 1999 ACC 
Volleyball Championship, and the 2001 ACC Spring Sports Festival. 

As an additional aspect of the programming and event relationships, the five entities also 
committed to develop a special internship program for graduating minority_ student- 
athletes at Atlantic Coast Conference universities (currently only five). Six interns will be 
selected each year, with a start date of no earlier thanAugust 1. Two internships will 
consist of one year in the ACC Office in Greensboro, NC; one internship will consist of one 
year with FOX Sports Net South in Atlanta, GA; another internship will consist of one year 
with the Sunshine Network in Orlando, FL; and the final internship will consist of one year 
with Disney’s Wide World of Sports in Orlando, FL. The intention of the programs is to 
provide the interns with a strong background in televised sports, athletics administration, 
or event management. The ultimate goal is to produce qualified candidates for 
employment in intercollegiate athletics, the television industry, or event management. 

Selection of the six interns will be made by administrators from the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, Sunshine Network, FOX Sports Net South and Disney’s Wide World of Sports. 



CRITERIA 

To be eligible for consideration, an applicant shall: 

1. Be in good academic standing and scheduled to graduate by the conclusion of the spring 
semester of the current year. Special emphasis will be accorded by the Committee to 

outstanding overall academic achievement. 

2. Have lettered in a varsity sport at his or her institution or served as a student 
manager. 

3. Have declared his or her intention to enter into a career in athletics administration or 

television. 

Have conducted himself/herself, both on and off the field, in a manner which brought 
credit to himself/herself, the institution, intercollegiate athletics, and the ideals and 
objectives of American higher education. 

Interview in-person unless they receive prior approval from the conference office based 
on extenuating circumstances. 

INTERESTED? 

Please read the job descriptions of all available internships. 

If you are interested in applying for the ACC Futures Internship Program, please send a 

resume and cover letter explaining your future plans to Spencer Welborn 

(welborn@uncaa.unc.edu) in the Academic Support Program by November 8, 2011, 

In your cover letter, please indicate the following: 

¯ Your future plans and how you feel the internship will better develop your skills 
¯ Indicate the four internships that you are most interested and explain your 

ranking system of your choices. 

All applicants will be reviewed and decided on by a group of administrators. 

Send all Resumes/Cover Letters to: 



Welborn@uncaa.unc.edu by November 8, 2011. 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
Championships Intern Responsibilities 

Assist the ACC Associate Commissioner and the Assistant Director of 
Championships in the planning and administration of 21 ACC Olympic Sports 
Championships (11 women’s and 10 men’ s), in the following areas: 

Preparing and updating championship manuals 
Producing all neutral site credentials and parking passes 
Coordinating site logistics such as hospitality, signage, awards and various 
other duties particular to each championship 
Preparing officials and medical staff information 
Communicating with host institutional personnel/neutral site staff 
Summarizing and filing post-championship surveys 
Organizing, sorting, packaging and delivering all Championship gifts 
Assist with the planning and execution of marketing and promotional 

activities 

Prepare supplemental material for conference sport committee meetings, as well 
as produce and distribute minutes from these meetings. (Please see attached, 

sample schedule of Committee Meetings from 2008-2009.) 
Assist in the preparation of the Sport Committee Report and supplemental 

documents. 
Assist with the research, organization, and charting of information for future ACC 
Championship endeavors and projects. 
Serve as the primary ACC contact to various vendors of championship participant 
gifts and equipment (prepare charts with contact and shipping information). 
Provide championship and campus information for the official Atlantic Coast 

Conference website, www.theacc.com. 
Assist with the preparation of regular season policies and procedures guides. 

Update and maintain the Sportsmanship Incident Chart for all Olympic Sports. 

Extensive use of Microsoft Word (charts, memorandums, calendars), Microsoft 
Excel (budget proj ects), Microsoft PowerPoint (presentations), Internet Explorer 
(research) and Adobe InDesign and Acrobat (manuals). 
Travel to all Olympic Sport championships and assist in various capacities. 
(Please see the attached, sample Championship schedule from 2008-2009.) 

Package necessary equipment and signage for use at the Championships. 
Oversee inventory of championship equipment. 
Various other duties as assigned by the Championships department. 



2009-2010 ACC CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Men’s and Women’s 

Cross Country 

Women’s Soccer 

Field Hockey 

Men’s Soccer 

Football 

Women’s Swimming and Diving 
and Men’s Diving 

Men’s Swimming 

Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track 

Women’s Basketball 

Wrestling 

Men’s Basketball 

NC State University 

(WakeMed Soccer Park-Cary, NC) 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

(Cary, NC) 

University of Virginia 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

(Cary, NC) 

Raymond James Stadium 

(Tampa, FL) 

University of North Carolina 

Platform Diving - Duke University 

University of North Carolina 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute & 
State University 

Greensboro Coliseum Complex 

NC State University 
(tentative) 

Greensboro Coliseum Complex 

Sedgefield Country Club 

(Greensboro, NC) 

October 31, 2009 

November 4, 6, & 8, 2009 

November 5, 6 & 8, 2009 

November 10, 11, 13 & 15, 2009 

December 5, 2009 

February 17-20, 2010 

February 24 - 27, 2010 

February 25 - 27, 2010 

March 4-7, 2010 

March 6, 2010 

March 11-14, 2010 

Women’s Golf April 16-18, 2010 

Men’s and Women’s Outdoor 
Clemson University 

Track and Field April 15-17, 2010 

Cary Tennis Center 

Men’s and Women’s Tennis (Cary, NC) April 22-25, 2010 

The Old North State Club, 

Men’s Golf Uwharrie Point (New London, NC) April 23-25, 2010 

Lake Hartwell 

Rowing (Hosted by Clemson University) April 24, 2010 

Women’s Lacrosse University of Maryland April 22, 23 & 25, 2010 

Men’s Lacrosse University of Maryland April 23 & 25, 2010 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

Softball and State University May 14-16, 2010 

NewBridge Bank Park 

Baseball Greensboro, NC May 26-30, 2010 



2009-2010 SPORT COMMITTEES CONFERENCE CALLS 
(Chronological) 

Committee On Location Conference Call Date Time 

Wrestling Library/Conference Call Thursday, September 3, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Library/Conference Call Tuesday, September 8, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Diving 
Softball Library/Conference Call Wednesday, September 9, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Baseball Library/Conference Call Thursday, September 10, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s & Women’s Track & Cross Library/Conference Call Wednesday, September 16, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Country 
Women’s Lacrosse Library/Conference Call Monday, September 21, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s Lacrosse Library/Conference Call Tuesday, September 22, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Women’s Golf Library/Conference Call Wednesday, October 14, 2009 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Field Hockey Library/Conference Call Tuesday, December 8, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Women’s Tennis Library/Conference Call Tuesday, December 15, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s Tennis Library/Conference Call Wednesday, December 16, 2009 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Women’s Soccer Library/Conference Call Tuesday, January 5, 2010 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s Golf Library/Conference Call Tuesday, January 12, 2010 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Women’s Rowing Library/Conference Call Wednesday, January 13, 2010 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Women’s Volleyball Library/Conference Call Wednesday, January 20, 2010 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

Men’s Soccer Library/Conference Call Tuesday, January 26, 2010 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 



Disney Sports Job Description 

Program Overview 

Disney Sports Graduate Internship Program Overview 

Established in 1996, the Disney Sports Graduate Internship Program provides an inclusive environment for graduate 

students, which centers on a variety of business practices in operating a sports complex. Supplementing their classroom 

studies, the twelve month internship provides a wide variety of practical learning and experiences. 

Disney Sports Attractions, Inc. and its affiliates have numerous responsibilities that contribute to the success of their 

athletic events. Responsibilities include: programming, event management, marketing, merchandise, sponsorship, and 

facility operations at ESPN Wide World of Sports® Complex, as well as business planning and development for future 

growth of the complex and the sports business at the WALTDISNEY WORLD® Resort. 

This environment provides the perfect laboratory for students in all aspects of sports to receive an integrated learning 

and working experience. No other location provides the diversity and magnitude of possibilities. 

Eligibility Requirements 

¯ Grade point average of at least 3.0 

¯ Community involvement, volunteerism, and relevant experience 

¯ Students will be selected based upon the recommendation of their college or university and personal interviews 

with representatives of Disney Sports. 

Number of Positions Available 

Each year Disney Sports will select thirty-five to forty interns for a period of 12 months. 

Evaluations 

We do not provide written evaluations from Disney Sports, however, we will complete any evaluations the school 

requires to be completed. If exams are part of a student’s graduate requirements, proctoring is available through the 

Intern Program Manager. 

Objectives 

The goals of the Disney Sports Intern Program are to provide an inclusive environment for graduate students and special 

program students from across the country and the world to supplement their classroom studies with a wide variety of 

practical learning and working experiences. Disney Sports will work with colleges and universities to choose students 

based on established criteria and approved by the college. 

Disney Sports Graduate Internship Program Curriculum 

The ultimate goal of the program is to position the student as a top "draft pick" in the job market. After they have 

acquired the knowledge at their college or university, we will provide an environment for them to obtain real world 
experience. 

Technical - Learning Component 



The Disney Sports Graduate Intern Program will allow the student to learn from professionals in a real-world, work 

environment by partnering the student with professionals in the chosen disciplines who will serve as their mentor and 

teacher. The program will also include the educational component of classroom learning, group sharing, and on the job 

learning/training. 

Leadership-Learning Component 

Students will attend classroom-learning presentations once a month. Some presentations may be specifically tailored to 

the students, while others may be part of a combined learning program for all Disney Sports staff members. 

The Disney Sports Graduate Internship program is designed as a twelve month sports management training program, 

with specific areas of focus for each quarter. 

Quarter :~: Getting to know our world; focus on understanding the Disney Company and Disney Sports 

Quarter 2." Exploring our world, refining skills & self discovery; focus on Sports Management 

Quarter 3." Resume, networking & interviewing skills; focus on completing project work, building relationships 

Quarter 4." Job opportunities, interviewing, & project work; focus on continued project and event work and job 

opportunities 

The ACC Intern interviews are specifically being recruited for our Sports Event Management Team and Disney Created 

Sales Team. The following are the position descriptions: 

Sports Event Management 

¯ The intern will be mentored by the Sports Event Managers on the Disney Created Team, which creates, owns, and 

operates sporting events at Disney’s Wide World of SportsTM complex. They will learn the types of information the Sales 

Manager collects to determine the value of events, including the importance of both event profitability and strategic 

considerations, and observe event contract negotiations. The intern will be provided the opportunity to actively 

participate in the decision making process by assisting the Sports Event Manager in the following areas: 

¯ Researching existing events, gathering information on event history, merchandise sales, marketing tools, hotel 

forecasting, and sponsorship opportunities. 

¯ Conducting venue analysis and preparing logistics plans. 

¯ Assisting in event budget preparation and reconciliation. 

¯ The intern will also be given the opportunity to observe and participate in the planning, organizing and managing of a 

variety of events in different sports at Disney Wide World of Sports Complex. The intern will be encouraged to fully 

participate in the management of events by assisting the Sports Events Managers in the following areas: 

¯ Interfacing with Facility Management and other Walt Disney World departments to insure that all requirements 

of the event are met. 
¯ Participate in client site visits and event itineraries. 

¯ Plan, implement, and execute events -- including setup, registration, guest communication, equipment 

inventory/ordering, labor planning, and post event recaps. 

¯ Hands on guest and client interaction in a high paced atmosphere. 

Candidate should be detail oriented, able to multitask, willing to learn & go the extra mile, energetic, and take 

ownership of a project from start to finish. 



Disney Created Sales 

Intern(s) must have a passion for sports, prior playing and coaching experience is recommended but not a necessity. 

Intern(s) must be able to take initiative, be energetic, have a strong work ethic, be outgoing and be able to communicate 

with guests, staff, coaches and respective leader. 

Sales Interns: 
¯ Good knowledge of Field Sports including Soccer, Field Hockey, Lacrosse and Football. 

¯ Have excellent computer skills including Excel, Word, PowerPoint, etc. 

¯ Have financial experience with "Profit and Loss (P&L) statements. 

¯ Be able to communicate via phone in a professional manner. 

Generally, the intern will have the opportunity to observe the dynamics of choosing appropriate events for ESPN’s Wide 

World of Sports® Complex. They will learn the types of information the Sales Manager collects to determine the value of 

events, including the importance of both event profitability and strategic considerations, and observe event contract 

negotiations. All interns will be provided the opportunity to actively participate in the decision making process by 

assisting the Sports Event Manager in the following areas: 

¯ Researching existing events, gathering information on event history, merchandise sales, and sponsorship 

opportunities. 

¯ Determine, based on event history, numbers, types and rate categories of hotel rooms to forecast for each 

event. 
¯ Developing marketing plans and event itineraries. 

¯ Conducting venue analysis and preparing logistics plans. 

¯ Assisting in event budget preparation. 
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Production 
DIVISION COMPANY LOCATION 
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EFF. DATE REVISED DATE DIV. APPROVAL H.R. APPROVAL 

3/30/06 

Position Summary - Summarize the job in three sentences or less, defining the type of supervision (minimal, 
general, close) the position has/will have. 

¯ Gain valuable, working knowledge of FSN South, the nation’s largest sports regional sports network 
and SportSouth. 

¯ Specifically, learn the process in the production of ACC All Access, the weekly sports magazine 
show focused on the stories of the student athletes in the ACC. Editing of videotape, non-linear 
editing and writing for TV are job functions. 

¯ During College Basketball season, duties include working with outside vendors, freelance producers, 
and other networks to trade video melt reels, make dubs, and provide support to remote productions. 

¯ Assist in other productions, events, pre-game shows, specials and news, as assigned. 
¯ General supervision by the supervising Producer of ACC All Access, with close supervision by 

show’s Line Producer and Associate Producers 
¯ Time spent in all other functional units within the business including Programming, Promotions, 

Public Relations, National Ad Sales, Local Ad Sales, Affiliate Sales, Marketing, and Administration. 

Reports to: Producer 

Position Scope - The following describes the responsibility or impact of this position in terms of employees 
supervised, annual budget, and/or potential company revenue (i.e.: sales, scheduling/programming, investing, marketing, 
new business, etc.). 

Number and title of employee(s) position supervises:~ Non-exempt: 
[] Exempt: ~l I Supv./Mgr./Dir.: 

Budget amount responsible for: 
Potential negative financial impact of decision making: 
Potential revenue and source: 
Other: The position is paid by the ACC office. 

Essential Functions - The following is a list of duties and responsibilities that are required of this position, that 

answer the question "Why does this position exist?". Other duties may be assigned. A job classification does not and 

cannot state all the tasks and duties required of an employee for any given job. 

% of time Listed in order of importance: 
spent 

1. 80% Assist in the production of ACC Programming (ACC All Access & College Basketball Previews) 

2. 10% Work with other departments, as an observer. 

3. 5% Participate in remote productions, as assigned. 

4. 5% Participate in meetings and conference calls related to productions, as required. 
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Other Duties (secondary, or non-essential): 
¯ Work with associate producers and outside sources for trade and footage acquisition. 
¯ Log all acquired footage. Tape dubbing, as assigned. Other duties, as assigned. 

Qualification Requirements - To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty 
satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill and/or ability required to satisfactorily 
perform each essential duty. 

Education / Experience - 4-year degree preferred, in Communications, Broadcasting or Radio/TV/Film, or 
quivalent work experience. Some experience in show production and/or technical operations. 

Language / Communication - Excellent written and verbal communication skills needed 

Mathematical Skills - 

Reasoning Skills - 

Other Skills / Requirements - 
¯ Strong organizational skills 
¯ Ability to work without supervision and under pressure 
¯ Computer software: Windows 95, Microsoft Word, Excel, and Outlook 
¯ Creative ability to perform job efficiently and effectively. 
¯ Some familiarity with studio production and remote production facilities. 

Physical Demands - The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an 

employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Occasionally = one-third or less; frequently = one- 

third to two-thirds~ regularly = more than two-thirds time spent. 

¯ Frequently required use of hands and fingers to write, manipulate telephone and computer keyboard. 
Regularly required to hear, talk and use close vision. Occasionally required to bend and lift up to 30 
pounds. Must be able to drive a car. Must be willing to travel often and attend live sports events. 

Typical tools, equipment and materials utilized: 

¯ Computer, telephone, printer, calculator, copier, and fax machine. Full use of production equipment, 
Beta SP or Non linear edit facilities and inner workings of remote production facilities. 

Work Environment - The work environment characteristics described here are representative of those an employee 
encounters while performing the essential functions of this job. 

¯ This position works primarily in the office and sometimes in the field at live sports venues. 



POSITION: 
DEPARTMENT: 
REPORTS TO: 
STATUS: 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

ACC ASSISTANTSHIP 
Community Relations, Events, Business Office 
Various - See schedule below 
Temporary 

SUMMARY: This position provides expert support to the Orange Bowl Committee Staff by 
assisting with the various elements of its Festival, Community and Game Events as well as 
general office operations. 

July 18, 2012 - September 30, 2012 

DEPARTMENT: COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
REPORTS TO: DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 

WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND EVENTS 
DEPARTMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING: 

Orange Bowl YFA Cheer & Dance Championships 

¯ Assist with the coordination between OBC departments including media, marketing, 
merchandising, sales, ticket operations, business and executive. 

¯ Assist with the Production of event manual & script with marketing department. 
¯ Assist with the coordination with facility to provide housekeeping, security and event 

staffing. 
¯ Assist with the management of all logistical needs including but not limited to 

entertainment, d~cor, audio/visual, gifts, etc. 
¯ Assist with the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and decor. 

Orange Bowl YFA Football Championships 

¯ Assist with the coordination between OBC departments including media, marketing, 
merchandising, sales, ticket operations, business and executive. 

¯ Assist with the Production of event manual & script with marketing department. 
¯ Assist with the coordination with facility to provide housekeeping, security and event 

staffing. 
¯ Assist with the management of all logistical needs including but not limited to 

entertainment, d~cor, audio/visual, gifts, etc. 
¯ Responsible for the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and 

decor. 



ASSIST THE COMMUNITY OUTREACH DEPARTMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING: 

OBYFA 

¯ Participation in OBYFA park of the week 
¯ Attend necessary meetings in reference to operations of Alliance for OBYFA Cheer & Dance 

Competition and OBYFA Championships, including YFA meetings and individual league 
football and cheerleading meetings. 

¯ Serve as the secondary operational contact for the OBYFA Cheer & Dance Competition & 
OBYFA Championships 

General 

¯ Assist with the administrative components of the Youth Sports Grant program 
¯ Assist with the administration of various Orange Bowl sponsored scholarship programs 
¯ Assist in the coordination of Orange Bowl community service activities 
¯ Work with the Marketing & Promotions department in executing the administrative and 

logistical elements of the Orange Bowl Creative Art Contest 
¯ Must be able to work weekdays and weekends 

October 3, 2012 - January 27, 2013 

DEPARTMENT: EVENTS 
REPORTS TO: DIRECTOR OF EVENTS AND TEAM OPERATIONS 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 

WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE COMMUNITY RELA TIONS AND EVENTS 

DEPARTMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING YOUTH SPORTS EVENTS: 

Orange Bowl YFA Cheer & Dance Championships 

¯ Assist with the coordination between OBC departments including media, marketing, 
merchandising, sales, ticket operations, business and executive. 

¯ Assist with the Production of event manual & script with marketing department. 
¯ Assist with the coordination with facility to provide housekeeping, security and event 

staffing. 
¯ Assist with the management of all logistical needs including but not limited to 

entertainment, d~cor, audio/visual, gifts, etc. 
¯ Assist with the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and decor. 

Orange Bowl YFA Football Championships 

¯ Assist with the coordination between OBC departments including media, marketing, 
merchandising, sales, ticket operations, business and executive. 

¯ Assist with the Production of event manual & script with marketing department. 



¯ Assist with the coordination with facility to provide housekeeping, security and event 
staffing. 

¯ Assist with the management of all logistical needs including but not limited to 
entertainment, d~cor, audio/visual, gifts, etc. 

¯ Responsible for the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and 
decor. 

ASSIST THE EVENTS DEPARTMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING: 

Orange Bowl Rhapsody 

¯ Assist with the coordination and communication associated with the event. 
¯ Produce event manual. 
¯ Assist with the management of all logistical needs including but not limited to 

entertainment, catering, d~cor, signage, audio/visual, gifts, etc. 
¯ Support Director of Events and Team Operations in communications with the Orange Bowl 

Rhapsody committee. 

Game Day Fan Zone 

¯ Assist with the overall management of event day logistics. 
¯ Assist with coordination between OBC departments including media, marketing, 

merchandising, sales, ticket operations, business and executive. 
¯ Produce event manual 
¯ Assist with coordination with facility to provide housekeeping, security and event staffing. 
¯ Supervise relationship with consumable concessions vendor. 
¯ Assist with coordination of staging and audio/visual elements. 
¯ Assist with securing and managing vendors for tent construction, power and sanitation. 
¯ Coordinate with vendors the application and approval process for appropriate permits. 
¯ Assist with coordination of ancillary entertainment and interactive games. 
¯ Assist with the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and decor. 
¯ Assist with coordination of installation and dismantle of fencing and windscreen. 
¯ Assist with the coordination of participating teams’ alumni the potential use of tailgate area 

for hospitality events. 

Hospitality Tents 

¯ Assist with coordination of logistical needs associated with Hospitality Tents. 
¯ Assist with coordination of facility to provide housekeeping, security and event staffing. 
¯ Assist in managing all logistical needs including but not limited to entertainment, catering, 

d~cor, audio/visual, gifts, room layout, etc. 
¯ Assist with securing and managing vendors for tent construction, power and sanitation. 
¯ Coordinate with vendors the application and approval process for appropriate permits. 
¯ Assist with the production, installation, dismantle and inventory of event signage and decor. 
¯ Assist with coordination of installation and dismantle of fencing and windscreen. 



January 30, 2013 - MAY 31, 2013 

DEPARTMENT: BUSINESS OFFICE 
REPORTS TO: CONTROLLER 

Responsibilities: 

¯ Enter and Process Purchase Orders and Invoices 
¯ Assist with the Processing or Expense Reports 
¯ Backup Receptionist 
¯ Deliver Bank Deposits Daily 
¯ Maintain Certificates of Insurance 
¯ Scanning & Filing of Contracts, Payments, etc. 
¯ Additional Errands as Necessary 
¯ Assist with Miscellaneous Building Related Tasks 
¯ Copying, Faxing & Mailing 

General: 

¯ Assist staff with the research, presentation and management of annual plans, budgets and 
purchase. 

¯ Responsible for the administration of agreements and budget for each assigned event. 
¯ Assist with the development, presentation and management of event staffing plans. 
¯ Development, presentation and management of event operational task lists. 
¯ Coordination of event meetings (both internally and externally) including but not limited to: 

~ Scheduling 
~ Agendas 
~ Minutes 

¯ Other tasks as assigned 
¯ Representation at various South Florida business functions as directed. 

Qualifications: 

¯ Strong record of event achievement. 
¯ Highly organized and demonstrated attention to detail. 
¯ Excellent communications and interpersonal skills. Proofreading skills required. 
¯ Proficiency in MS Outlook, Word, Excel and PowerPoint. Photoshop and Publisher a plus. 
¯ Ability to work evenings and weekends. 

Note: 

¯ Must be willing to work 40+ hours a week. 



FOXSportsFlorida.com Digital Media Internship 
Number of Positions Available: 1 

Location: Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

Company Overview 
Sun Sports and FOX Sports Florida, part of Fox Sports, are regional networks that produce over 
1000 live events per calendar year serving fans primarily in the state of Florida. Offering one of 
the most comprehensive regional sports TV schedules in the country, Sun Sports and FOX Sports 
Florida are home to Miami HEAT and Orlando Magic basketball, Florida Marlins and Tampa 
Bay Rays baseball, and Tampa Bay Lightning and Florida Panthers hockey, as well as, multi- 
sport coverage featuring the University of Florida and Florida State University. 

FOXSportsFlorida.com is the web site servicing the networks, as well as the regional outlet for 

FOXSports.com. 

This coveted internship provides an excellent environment for student-athletes to receive hands- 
on working experience in the sports/digital media industry. 

Job Description 
¯ Work in conjunction with the Digital Content Manager to create and implement an 

effective web strategy for FOXSportsFlorida.com. 
¯ Communicate our weekly schedule of events with our support staffs in Houston and Los 

Angeles. 
¯ Monitor news wires and post relevant stories for our teams. 
¯ Edit/post/write original content for the site. 
¯ Edit photographs and create graphics for use in our news stories. 
¯ Create, upload, and program marketing elements for the site. 
¯ Moderate live chats with regional talent and athletes. 
¯ Assist the production department with creating web exclusive content. 
¯ Meet with members of marketing, production, public relations, and sales in order to 

organize their contributions for the site. 

Requirements 
¯ Excellent written communication skills are essential. Journalism experience preferred. 
¯ Good organizational and project management skills are needed. 
¯ Must possess a working knowledge of sports including college football/basketball, MLB, 

NBA and NHL. 
¯ Knowledge of Microsoft Office applications, including Word, Excel, and Outlook is 

necessary. 
¯ Knowledge of Photoshop is preferred. 
¯ Must have the ability to multi-task and work in a fast paced environment. 



FOX Sports Florida / Sun Sports Florida Marketing Internship 
Number of Positions Available: 1 

Location: Ft Lauderdale, FL 

Company Overview 
FOX Sports Florida and Sun Sports, part of Fox Sports, are regional networks that produce 
over 1000 live events per calendar year serving fans primarily in the state of Florida. Offering 

one of the most comprehensive regional sports TV schedules in the country, FOX Sports Florida 
and Sun Sports are home to Miami HEAT and Orlando Magic basketball, Florida Marlins and 

Tampa Bay Rays baseball, and Tampa Bay Lightning and Florida Panthers hockey, as well as, 
multi-sport coverage featuring the University of Florida and Florida State University. 

This coveted internship provides an excellent environment for students-athletes interested in all 
aspects of sports television to receive hands-on working experience in the industry, while making 
numerous contacts via networking opportunities with the college administrators plus executives 
in the MLB, NBA and NHL. 

Job Description 
¯ Working in conjunction with the Director of Marketing/Creative Services and the 

Marketing Manager on a marketing plan to promote both network brands and 

programming statewide. 
¯ Implementing marketing commitments/elements of professional and collegiate 

broadcasting/marketing contracts with the HEAT, Magic, Lightning, Panthers, Marlins, 

Rays, UF and FSU to best position our brands and objectives with our properties 

including, but not limited to, promotions, presenting game sponsors, signage, special 
event marketing, on-site activations, promo spot production, joint merchandise 

opportunities, integrated sales efforts, client functions and community outreach. 
¯ Conceptualize, compose, produce and edit specialty on-air promotions, radio spots, cross 

promotional materials, contest spots, client commercials, integrated sales marketing 

promotions and PSAs plus promote network programming through live reads, squeeze 

backs, elevators and lower thirds. 
¯ Produce and execute promotional spots and/or commercials in conjunction with college 

and professional properties for branding, charities, and tune in messaging purposes. 
¯ Managing event marketing. Ordering premium items for all network departments; 

schedule special events and receptions; and coordinate talent appearances. 
¯ Work in conjunction with Affiliate Sales to present promotions and unique marketing 

opportunities to all cable and satellite systems in the state including bright house 

networks, Comcast and Direct TV. 
¯ Assists in driving, compiling, and researching ratings for live sports events plus all 

existing original programming via network promotion, brand management, event 
marketing, on-air elements, spot production and web site exposure. 

¯ Spearhead street and grass roots on-site marketing at FSU and UF football/basketball 

games plus NBA, NHL, MLB playoff games if necessary. 



Requirements 
¯ Good oral and written communication skills are needed. 
¯ Good organizational and project management skills are needed. 
¯ Knowledge of Microsoft Office applications, including Word, Excel, Powerpoint and 

Outlook is necessary. Knowledge of Photoshop is preferred. 
¯ A working knowledge of sports including college football/basketball, MLB, NBA and 

NHL. 

¯ The ability to muki-task and work in a fast paced environment is essential. 



Production Internship 
Number of Positions Available: 

Location: Orlando, FL 

Internship Overview 
The intern will be involved in all aspects of planning, production, and daily operations for 
original programs airing on Sun Sports & FS Florida. The networks’ production 
department creates a wide variety of programming, ranging from live professional and 
college game coverage, pregame and postgame coverage, and original magazine/profile 
style shows. 

The intern’s duties will include: 
Assist in show production -- log interviews and highlights, acquire b-roll video & 
pictures to support storylines, select music, etc. 

- Coordinate production of weekly CFB game teases 
- Assist in field production; work with feature producers and camera operators on 

event coverage and interviews 
Assist in content development, video shoots & edits of video content for company 
website & Social Media sites 

- Participate in weekly planning meetings to coordinate ENG shoots & edits 
- Regularly pitch content and segment ideas; help determine questioning and 

content for planned interviews, features, and shows 
Assist in writing and editing process, music cue reports & organization of tape & 
music libraries 

The intern will also be given opportunities to observe and participate in various live 
sporting event production. 

Company Overview 
Sun Sports and FSN Florida, part of Fox Sports Net, are two regional sports networks 
serving fans primarily in the state of Florida. Offering one of the most comprehensive 
regional sports TV schedules in the country, FS Florida and Sun Sports are home to 
NBA’s Miami HEAT and Orlando Magic, MLB’s Florida Marlins and Tampa Bay Rays 
baseball, and NHL’s Tampa Bay Lightning and Florida Panthers hockey, as well as 
multi-sport coverage featuring the Florida State University and University of Florida. 

Sun Sports and FSN Florida also produce a variety of original programming to support 
our affiliated teams, "Inside the HEAT," "Inside the Lightning", "Inside the Magic," 
"Inside the Panthers" & "Inside the Rays" shows, which have garnered multiple Emmy 
awards. 



This environment provides an excellent opportunity for students interested all aspects of 
sports television to receive hands-on working experience in the industry. The two 
networks produce over 1000 live events per calendar year. 

Qualifications 
Sun Sports/FS Florida aims to provide a positive environment for students to supplement 
their education with hands-on working experience in the television industry. This 
experience will prepare interns for a future career in sports television. Sun Sports / FS 
Florida works actively with colleges to ensure applicants meet necessary criteria set forth 
by the student’s university. 

Student Guidelines 
Students will be selected for the internship based on an interview with a representative of 
Sun Sports / FSN Florida, letters of recommendation, and the student’s passion and 
interest in starting a career in sports television. Our goal is for interns to learn through 
active participation in the television production process. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:49 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

pre-med program on Wed., Favorite Class blurbs 

TEXT.htm 

Hi all, 
Two things: 
1. Could you please forward the event information below to your teams, and specifically anyone you know to 
be pre-med? It’s for a program Wednesday night at 6 with the Dean of Admissions from UNC School of 
Medicine. It will be held on the 3rd floor and will last about an hour. Any questions, let me know. (They 
already have gotten an email about this, and also will be reminded by their coaches.) 
2. Any luck with "Favorite Class" blurbs from any of your student-athletes? Again these are for the newsletter 
that goes out to faculty and staff from sports marketing. We’re looking for student-athletes to tell about a 
favorite class at UNC and why they liked it. Any class is fine, as long as it’s not one they’re in now. I’d love to 
have a few from each team, and we’ll stockpile them for use each month. But I still need one or two for the 

issue ASAP. 
Any questions, let me know. 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Pre-Med Program 

Considering medical school? Please join us       (this Wednesday) at 6 p.m. for a talk with Dr. Robert 
Bashford, the Dean of Admissions at the UNC School of Medicine. The session, to be held on the third floor at 
the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, will offer a great opportunity to find out more about the medical school 
admissions process and ways you can maximize your experience as a student-athlete to make yourself a great 
candidate. 

What: Q and A with Dr. Robert Bashford, Dean of Admissions at UNC School of Medicine 
When:        6-7 p.m. 
Where: Loudermilk Center for Excellence, third floor 
Who: Any student-athletes considering medical school. All classes are welcome. 
Questions: Dana Gelin (       ur~caa.ur~c.edu) 
RSVP appreciated: dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 



Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
wv~.tarhee~blue~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 3:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Academic All-America Nomination Deadline! 

TEXT.htm 

Great. Thank you! 

-- dg 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> On 10/24/2011 at 12:00 PM, in message <4EA58BB7.6E3 : 11 : 101>, Tony Yount wrote: 

~ D an a Geti n I0/24/2011I 1: 48AM ~ 

Has Nathan a Ireadychecked with you to findout who wehaveon vballaa 33 or higher?If not(oreven 
i f s o);c ould y ou pie a ses endm e that l i st ?No fre shm eni but every on e el s e is e ligible 
Thanks; 
Dana 

D ana Gelin 
A s so C i at e D i re et o r of Athl eti C C om m un[ e aft on s 

(9t9) 962-0083 

n 10/24/20I I at 1 I46A3A, in m e s sage< 3af 18 e 91a4 ca4 ~ eab 5 b3c9041858 5 eb 5 @it s- 



All nominafi ons for the Capital One Academic All;America® program mUst be done online through 
the CoSIDA Web site. Nominations will be accepted only from cUrrent CoSIDA members. 

To nominate student~athlete(s)for the CapitaI One Academ!cAll ~Ame~ica® programi ~isit the 
Academic All:America® Web s~te at 
http :!/w,arvv cosidai Com!aa 
and log in ~ith your CoSIDA use~ name and passwordi If you do not ha~e your user name and 
profile; �Iick the Iink next to"F orget your login !nform ation?" and y our user inform at! on ~ilI be sent 
to the e~mait address that appears in the CoSIDA director. 

Alsoi distil Ct ~oting for the menl s and ~omenI s soccer programs has opened and Will Continue until 6 
p m.; Eastern time; on Tuesday; Nov. t 

Thank you for your participation in the Capital One Academic All:Amerlca® programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                10:46 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Maj ors Exploration Night 

TEXT.htm 

Hi everyone, 
Wanted to confirm our Maj ors Exploration Night for 
floor here at Loudermilk. Please encourage your 
Thanks, 
Dana 

Maj ors Exploration Night 
7-8 p.m. 

Loudermilk Center, third floor 
Questions: Dana Gelin (962-0083, dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarhee~blue.com 

(next Tuesday) at 7 p.m. We’ll be on the third 
to attend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Salsa and chips in the frig... 

TEXT.htm 

Please help yourself to the bagsful of chips (counter) and trough of salsa (frig) from last night’s CAL workshops. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

THE COUNTDOWN iS ON... 

TEXT.htm 

Ha, Gotcha! 

T know you are eagerly counting down the minutes until our Halloween Potluck this Friday! 

Please let me know if you need a reminder of what you signed up to bring. 

How does congregating around Noon in the conference room sound for the festivities? 

Can’t wait! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, October 29, 2011 10:31 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; .................. 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

registration 

TEXT.htm 

Anyone have any insight into Comm 160 and Anth 151 only have recitation sections open right now for registration? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c/ 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 31, 2011 11:23 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Reminder we have a staff meeting tomorrow, Tuesday 11/1 at 3pm. 

Please let me know of any agenda items as soon as possible. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 9:10 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bcunningham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Business Office 

<-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth 

Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra 

Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins < mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet < overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Student-Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete 

Development@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Schedule 

TEXT.htm; November 2011.docx 

See attached. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 4:31 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

CSSAC gathering 

TEXT.htm; Nate Yarbrough.vcf 

All, 

This is a friendly reminder that the CSSAC gathering will be held on Wednesday, November 9th at 8:30 am in 

the Loudermilk Building on the 2nd floor. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C, 
nateyarbrou~h @uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 2:44 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 
Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 

Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
< shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Locker Room Use 

TEXT.htm 

For those that are interested, we have Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms available on the 1st Floor. Male Staff can use 

the Officials Locker Room in the South Tunnel and Female Staff can use the Women’s Staff Locker Room in the North 

Tunnel. Contact me if you would like the access code to get in these rooms. Due to the limited number of lockers in 
each room I would ask that people not claim and lock a personal locker for themselves. There are 6 more lockers on 

order to increase the number in the Women’s Locker Room. We should have enough lockers for people to lock up their 

valuables and clothing during a work out and then leave it empty for others to use. if anyone feels that they must keep a 

locker for themselves at all times, please put your name on your lock so I can contact you when we have events that 
require the locker rooms to be cleared out. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11, 2011 3:53 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridqer < bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

engl 

TEXT.htm 

ATTENTION 

IF YOU HAVE ANY STUDENTS IN ENGL FOR SPRING 2012 

WHO WERE ENROLLED IN SECTION 5, 6 OR 12 (GRIFFITHS/CARLSON) 

PLEASE CONTACT ME IMMEDIATELY! 

DEPT HAS CANCELED THESE SESSIONS AND I AM WORKING TO TRY TO FIND A SOLUTION!! 

THAN KS 

ON MY RADAR SO FAR... 

9AM MWF 

930AM TR 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

brid gerb(~:) uncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 11, 2011 3:57 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Two a.m. TR sections open now 8 & 9:30 

TEXT.htm; Two a.m. TR sections open now 8 & 9_30.msg 

Please see email below regarding my previous email about ENGL 101 

ALSO--department has asked us NOT TO TALK TO STUDENTS REGARDING ENGL 105 YET. 

MORE TO COME iN STAFF MEETING ON TUESDAY. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c/ 
bridgerb@uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sardi, Karen L" <ksardi@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 11,2011 3:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jane M Danielewicz <janedan@email.unc.edu> 

Two a.m. TR sections open now 8 & 9:30 

TEXT.htm_I; Mime.822_l 

Hi Beth, 
We are all set -- students will be able to adjust their schedules! 
I’ve been in touch with classroom scheduling in order to make the changes to the TR morning teaching 
schedule. 
The following two sections have had their meeting patterns changed to the morning schedule: 
ENGL 101.010 TR 8:00-9:15 GL 305 
ENGL 101.016 TR 9:30- 10:45 GL 104 
I hope everyone has a nice week-end! 
Karen 

Karen Sardi 
Program Assistant 
Writing Program 
Dept. of English & Comparative Lit. 
CB 3520 
202 Greenlaw Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
T: 919 962 6871 
F: 919 962 3520 
From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 11,2011 2:23 PM 
To: Sardi, Karen L 
Subject: # 

Karen 

Thanks for your help. I am obviously just concerned that our Engl 100 students be able to finish the 101,102 
sequence before the implementation of Engl 105 in the fall. On first count, section 5 and 12 had 9 of our student 
athletes, all of which don’t have availability after noon for practice. 

Thanks again. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bric~gem~uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 14, 2011 11:14 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; cjrussel@email.unc.edu; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Just a reminder we have our staff meeting tomorrow at 3pm in the conference room. Please email me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb ~uncaaoU ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 2:11 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

next staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Due to tutor candidates being on campus, the Tuesday 11/29 staff meeting will need to be moved to 230pm. Any 
objections? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  3:22 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>: Beth Brid~er <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Phi Beta Kappa 

TEXT.htm 

Is anyone aware of Phi Beta Kappa fall inductees aside from the two gymnasts? 
If so, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
w~a~!.tarheelblue, corn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 28, 2011 5:31 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

a few items 

TEXT.htm 

All 

We WILL NOT have a staff meeting tomorrow. Plan for next week, regular time and place. 

Aiso--] need to everyone to reply to this email... 

1. Please let me know if anyone has concerns/objections to putting up our holiday tree in the lobby area. 

2. Please let me know if you would be interested or have concerns about doing a holiday door decorating contest. (No 

doors will be harmed in the contest) If you are interested we will discuss the details of the contest in staff meeting next 

week. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, December 4, 2011 1:14 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; cjrussel@email.unc.edu; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Just a reminder we will have a staff meeting this Tuesday @ 3pm in the Conference Room. Please send me any agenda 

items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 2:16 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

team meeting handout 

TEXT.htm; POLICY-FALL 2011.docx 

All 

Please take a look at the handout we give to the students in the beginning of the semester team meetings. I am starting 
to update this for the Spring--would like your feedback on things to add, change, etc from the Fall edition. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Fall Semester 2011 

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE... 
The University of North Carolina expects students to act with the highest re~ard of integrity and ethical conduct when it comes to the UNC Honor Code and 
NCAA rules. These standards are to be taken seriously with your academic decision making. Not only do you represent yourself, but also your family, your 
team, and the University of North Carolina. 

STRUCTURED STUDY PROGRAMS 
First-year students participatin~ in our structured study program will be required to complete 6 hours of study table per week. Upperclassmen who are below 
a certain GPA may also be required to attend according to his/her coach’s guidelines. Structured Study Table starts on Tuesdayt August 30th. All study 

table hours not completed by the use of tutors (independent study) must be completed before 6:00pm each day, Monday through Thursday. You must check 
in with your counselor in order to record your times for independent study and hours must be completed when your counselor is in the building. 

EVENING TUTORING 
Contact your academic support counselor if you need a tutor. Small ~roup tutorin~ will run from 6:00 -10:00pm, Sunday-Thursday evenings. In order to 
~uarantee sufficient time with the tutor please arrive promptly for each appointment. Evenin~ tutorin~ will be~in on Tuesday, August 30th. See staff on duty 

for nightly tutor schedule. This schedule is constantly chan~in~ so be sure to check in with the staff on duty each night. In order for the tutorin~ session to be 

useful and productive please arrive with proper books, notes, materials, and your computer. All students must complete an internet survey after each tutor 
ra th session. All tutorin~ will occur on the 3 and 5 floors of the Pope Box. A~ain, no Independent Study Table hours may be lo~ed after 6:00pm each evening. 

UNC/NCAA TUTOR POLICIES 
The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes provides a variety of resources to student-athletes to promote academic success. These resources are to 
be used with the utmost respect and re~ard for academic integrity. 

The followin~ are NOT ALLOWED when utilizin~ tutors and other academic staff/resources: 
¯ Workin~ with a tutor who is not currently employed by the University 
¯ Contactin~ tutors, via telephone, text messa~in~, social networkin~ sites, etc.--you must contact tutors through your academic counselor 
¯ Havin~ tutors write papers for you or do any of your class assignments for you 

¯ Havin~ tutors write thoughts and circle misspellings on your papers 
¯ Meetin~ with tutors for academic sessions outside of the Academic Center 
¯ Socializin~ with tutors outside of academic sessions (ie datin~ or contact on social networkin~ sites such as Facebook, MySpace, or Twitter) 
¯ Providin~ tickets to tutors or puttin~ tutors on pass lists 
¯ Acceptin~ cash, ~ifts, and other extra benefits from tutors 

***YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL OF YOUR OWN ACADEMIC WORK*** 

GENERAL FACILITY RULES 
**Any violation of the following rules may result in removal from the facility and possible loss of tutor privileges** 

¯ NO food or drink allowed 
¯ Elevator bank on the right side of the buildin~ will be turned off durin~ evenin~ tutorial sessions 

¯ Accessin~ non-academic websites durin~ academic sessions is prohibited 
¯ Cell phones and other similar electronic devices are prohibited durin~ academic sessions 
¯ Music use is at the discretion of your academic counselor 

YOU MUST BE ENROLLED IN 12 HOURS TO BE CONSIDERED A FULL TIME STUDENT AND ABLE TO PRACTICE AND COMPETE. 

CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Class attendance is mandatory and necessary. Attend and be on-time to all classes. Please note that English 100, 101, and 102 have a very strict 
attendance policy. Make sure that you inform your professor of your competition schedule in advance! 

DROPIADD PROCEDURES 
You MUST MEET with your academic counselor in order to add or drop a course. Your eligibility may depend on it! Student-athletes are required to ~et their 
Academic Support counselor’s signature BEFORE any chan~es in enrollment will be allowed once the on-line dropladd period ends. Should you ~o to the 

Re~istrar’s Office without that signature, you will be turned away. REMEMBER, ONCE YOU RECEIVE THE DEAN’S APPROVAL, YOU WILL HAVE UNTIL THE END OF 

THAT DAY TO MAKE YOUR SCHEDULE CHANGE. DO NOT FORGET TO GET YOUR ACADEMIC SUPPORT COUNSELOR’S SIGNATUREIAPPROVAL BEFORE SEEING THE 
REG ISTRAR! 

TRAVEL LETTERS 
All students in their competition season need to contact their professors during the first week of school and make them aware of their travel schedule by 
handin~ them a copy of the travel letter with the conflict dates highlighted. Students need to make arrangements for these conflicts as soon as possible. 
Remind professors each week of pendin~ competitions! After the second week of classes, letters will no longer be available at the Academic Center - they will 
ONLY be available at your coach’s office. 

TEXTBOOK PURCHASE PURCHASING POLICY (only for student-athletes designated to receive books as part of their scholarship) 
¯ Where: 5th floor of the Pope Box 

¯ When: 10:00am-2:00pm, Monday August 22-Friday August 26 and Monday August 29-Tuesday August 30 

¯ What you need: current class schedule and ONE Card 
¯ Last day to purchase books: October 19th 

¯ Save receipts for ALL purchases and returns 

¯ All books from dropped courses must be returned to either Student Stores (with proof of receipt of return) or your academic counselor 

IMPORTANT ACADEMIC INFORMATION P, EVENTS 



ALL STUDENT-ATHLETES 
¯ YOU MUST MEET WITH YOUR MAJOR ADVISOR ON CAMPUS EACH SEMESTER IN ORDER TO REGISTER FOR CLASSES 

¯ YOU MUST MEET WITH YOUR ACADEMIC SUPPORT COUNSELOR FOR AN INDIVIDUAL MEETING TO REVIEW YOUR ELIGIBILITY STATEMENT EACH 

SEMESTER 

GRADUATING SENIORS 
¯ At least 120 hours/2.0 cum, 1 LFIT needed 
¯ See major advisor on campus and complete an official degree audit during your senior year 
¯ Resume on file with University Career Services, Career Guide 
¯ Application for 9th or 10th semester (if necessary) 
¯ Last day to file for FaLL 2011 graduation - Friday, October 7th 

¯ UNDERLOAD APPROVALS MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES-MONDAY AUGUST 29TM 

JUNIORS 
¯ See major advisor on campus for academic worksheet update 

SOPHOMORES 
¯ You must declare a major with your major advisor on campus before your junior year, specifically during the second semester of your 

sophomore year! 

FRESHMEN 
¯ You must meet with your advisor in the CoLLege of Arts ~t Sciences for initial advising appointment before registration during the Spring 

semester. 

UNC REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 

5th semester 

7th semester 

9th semester 

10th semester 

ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

2.0 cum gpa and 24 hours 
2.0 cum gpa and 51 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 78 hours 

2.0 cum gpa and 105 hours and prior approval by a dean is required 

Prior approval by a dean is required 

You must pass 9 hours with a 2.0 each semester in order to return to UNC. 
The student-athlete is responsible for the appeals process. The Academic Support Program exists to counsel and assist. 

NCAA REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTINUING ELIGIBILITY (GPA ~t HOURS FOR AID, PRACTICE, AND COMPETITION) 

4m Semester 

5t" Semester 

6th Semester 

7m Semester 

8t" Semester 
9tl~ Semester 

10t" Semester 

1.8 gpa and 24 total hours 

1.8 gpa 
1.9 gpa and 48 DA hours + declare major 

1.9 gpa 

2.0 gpa and 72 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 
2.0 gpa and 96 DA hours 

2.0 gpa 

DA = Degree Applicable 

FOR SATISFACTORY PROGRESS 

IMPORTANT!!! 6 degree hours each semester (fall and spring) and 18 degree hours (fall + spring) are needed to meet satisfactory progress. 

Hours must be earned during the regular academic year. PHYA courses DO NOT count as academic hours or towards NCAA eligibility and therefore 

are not counted toward full-time enrollment. Only 1 (one) Lifetime Fitness course counts for graduation. 

HOURS OF OPERATION 

Monday-Thursday - 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m, Friday - 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m, Sunday - 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 

IlMPORTANT ACADEMIC DATES: FALL 201, 
CLasses Begin 

Last Day to Add 

HoLiday 

Last Day to Drop (on-line) 

File for Graduation 
Last Day to Drop (w/Dean) 

"IN" changes to F* 

Last Day Pass/Fail Option 

Fat[ Break begins at 5pm 

Classes Resume at 8am 
Thanksgiving Recess 

Tuesday, Aug. 23tn 

Monday, Aug. 29st 

Monday, Sept. 5tn 

Tuesday, Sept. 6tn 

Friday, Oct. 7tn 
Monday, Oct. 17tn 

Monday, Oct. 17tn 

Monday, Oct. 17tn 

Wednesday, Oct. 19tn 

Monday, Oct. 24th 
Wednesday, Nov. 23tn 

............. INFORMATION 
Robert Mercer 

Brent Blanton 
Beth Bridger 

Jenn Townsend 
Amy Kteisster 

Jaimie Lee 
Beth Lyons 

Kym Orr 

Tia Overstreet 
Wally Richardson 
Spencer Welborn 

rmercer®uncaa.unc.edu 

blanton®uncaa.unc.edu 

bridgerb®uncaa.unc.edu 

jtownsend®uncaa.unc.edu 

kleissle®uncaa.unc.edu 

jamielee®uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons®uncaa.unc.edu 

knorr®uncaa.unc.edu 

overstre®uncaa.unc.edu 

wricha®uncaa, unc.edu 

welborn®uncaa.unc.edu 

96219534 

96219536 

843-5669 

96219538 

843-8636 

843-6566 

843 -6029 

843-2425 

843 -4400 

962-9893 

843-2328 



Thanksgiving Holiday(s) 
Classes End 
"AB" changes to "F" 
Reading Day(s) 
Exams Begin 
Exams End 
Commencement 

Thur.~ Fri., Nov. 24th - 25th 

Wednesday, Dec. 7[~ 
Wednesday, Dec. 7[~ 

Thur., Dec. 8[~/Wed., Dec. 14[~ 
Friday, Dec. 9t~ 
Friday, Dec. 16th 
Sunday, Dec. 18[~ 

yarbrough®uncaa, unc.edu 
tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

962-9537 
962-9535 

96219537 
96218247 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, .2:23 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist as of 12.13.11 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of 12.13.11.xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached the updated booklist. 

i have deleted the following: 

T have added the following: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

TO1TI TilTl!neF1Tlan s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 



Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
timmerma~s@uncaao m~coedu 
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Fall: 12/5/11 - 3/15/12 
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Return by: 3/19/12 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 16, 2011 10:05 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

BridcJer < bridcJerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

MONDAY STAFF LUNCH 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Just a reminder for our holiday staff lunch on Monday...P[ease be at Carrabba s at NOON!!! 

Beth 

~erb@unCaaoUn¢oedU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, I 11:46 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

:@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

book list as of: 

Booklist as of: xlsx 

Hi all, 

Hope you all had a great Christmas! I have made the following changes: 

ADD: 

DELETED: 

Thanks, 

Tom 
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Fall: 12/5/11 - 3/15/12 Return by: 3/19/12 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:32 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

sorry for the disappointment 

TEXT.htm 

All- 

WELCOME BACK AND HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

NO STAFF MEETING TODAY 

WE WILL MEET ON THURSDAY AT 10AM!!! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid~erb @uncaaoU ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet < overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

change in meeting time 

TEXT.htm 

ok--meeting is now 

~ m ~ T~rsday 

Learning Specialist 

StudentoAth[etes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; RE_ bounce back times.msg 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:14 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: bounce back times 

Please see the following message about times for Bounce Back this semester. 

Students need to email Caraina. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb(~auncaaoU ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: bounce back times 

TEXT 1.htm 

Hi Beth, 

The Bounce Back sessions for Spring are as follows: 

Mondays 3:30pm-4:30pm 
Wednesdays l:00pm-2:00pm 
Wednesdays 4:00pm-5: 00pm 
Thursdays 11:00am-noon 
Thursdays 2:00pm-3:00pm 

Bounce Back will start the week of and run through the week of 

Social Work Intern 
Counseling and Wellness Services (CWS) 
Campus Health Services 

(919) 966-3658 Fax: (919) 966-4605 
~email.unc.edu 

From: Schmitz-Sciborski, Amy Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:15 PM 
To: Beth Bridger 

Subject: RE: bounce back times 

Hi Beth- 
I’m cc-ing on this since I am out of the office until next week and has all the info (my vacation brain can’t 

recall!). 
All the best, 
Amy 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               12:27 PM 
To: Schmitz-Sciborski, Amy Elizabeth 
Subject: bounce back times 

Amy 

Happy New Year! 

I wanted to check in to see if you know when the Bounce Back sessions will be for the spring? 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bri        r~caa.mac.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 1:43 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 

<gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 

<TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated booklist as of 1.6.12 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of 1.6.12.xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached. I have made the following changes: 

Added: 

Thanks, 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t ~mle[’-m~l s@ LmC aaou~xc oe du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:43 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added the following SA’s 

Let me know if you have questions, 

Tom TilTl!neFman s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
t~mmerma~ s@m~caaounc~ec~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

underloads for JOMC 

TEXT.htm 

All 

if you have any seniors in JOMC who are underloading---I am putting an email together to send to Sharon Jones for 
"approval of underloads". They no longer do a form or a formal process for underloads in the JOMC--this 

documentation from Sharon will serve as our approval for compliance. 

Let me know...will send this afternoon... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:21 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

:@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sandwiches In Refrigerator 

Hello All! 

I just wanted to send an e-mail to invite you to help yourselves to the sandwiches in the refrigerator in the break room. 

They are compliments of the Carolina Leadership Academy :) 

Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:40 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

blucido@email.u nc.ed u; cj russel@email.u nc.edu 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

We will meet today at 3pm for our staff meeting. 

Please let me know of any agenda items you have asap! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:50 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

SBJ 

TEXT.htm 

For those of you with students who need a subscription to SBJ for EXSS Courses 

Username: 
Password: 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 23, 2012 1:28 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Injured Student-Athlete Support Group 

TEXT.htm; Injured Athlete Support Group Flyer.docx 

Hello Everyone! 

I wanted to let you all know that we are starting an Injured Student-Athlete Support Group. Our first meeting will be 
next Tuesday (January 31st) at 6pro on the 3rd Floor. Students are allowed to bring dinner or food with them to our 

meeting. This group is meant to be an opportunity for injured student-athletes from all sports to come together and talk 

about issues stemming from their injuries. No attendance will be taken and I won’t be reporting anything they say to 

anyone; it is a safe environment to support them and encourage them to discover new positive habits and ways of 
approaching their healing. 

If you have any student-athletes that you think could benefit from this meeting (all injuries are welcome) I would 

appreciate you passing along this information. I have attached the flyer I created as well. 

Again: next Tuesday, January 31st at 6pro on the 3rd Floor. 

Thanks for spreading the word and let me know if you have any questions! 

Student-Athlete Development Intern 

M.A Candidate     - Sport Administration 

@uncaaoUnCoedu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 23, 2012 2:06 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

friday breakfast 

TEXT.htm 

fT 1S BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 

Friday Breakfast Crew! 

To eat, you must participate. 

Give me 3 Fridays that could work for you to bring food--up until 

Lets not plan on Spring Break or Good Friday. 

Thanks all! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb @uncaaou ncoedu 

¯ I will assemble the schedule accordingly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:28 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Who are the people in our neighborhood? 

TEXT.htm 

As Mr. Rodgers oft queried, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Mr. 

Rodgers. We have reunited in Loudermilk under the collective Student-Athlete Services banner, so we are all new to this 
’hood. That said, we have devised a fun and easy way to take Mr. Rogers up on his challenge. Please email me by the 

end of the month I .) with three things about you that your colleagues might not know. See examples below. We are 

going to use them to play an adapted version of bingo. Thanks for your help! 

Example: 
1. 

2. 

3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, January 28, 2012 3:21 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

Staff Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff meeting, this Tuesday 1/31 at 3pm. Please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, January 29, 2012 9:23 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

is it April yet 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Ok--April Fools early...the 5th Tuesday of the month always gets me. We will not have staff meeting until next Tuesday. 

Get those agenda items ready! 

Thanks, sorry for the confusion. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Who are the people in our neighborhood? 

TEXT.htm; SAS Bingo ( ).pdf 

Attached is the        edition of Student-Athlete Services Bingo. How well do we know our neighbors? identities will 

be revealed at the end of the home. Please note that 4 of our neighbors did not provide information for the game. 
Maybe they will for 

> > > Shelley Johnson 1:28 PM > > > 

As Mr. Rodgers oft queried, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Mr. 

Rodgers. We have reunited in Loudermilk under the collective Student-Athlete Services banner, so we are all new to this 

’hood. That said, we have devised a fun and easy way to take Mr. Rogers up on his challenge. Please email me by the 
end of the month (    , with three things about you that your colleagues might not know. See examples below. We are 

going to use them to play an adapted version of bingo. Thanks for your help! 

Example: 

1. 

2. 

3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 3, 2012 4:48 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: [n4a] Wilma Rudolph Nominations 

TEXT.htm 

Hello All: 

Please let me know if you have anyone that we would like to nominate for the award. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College oJ’Arts & Sdences 

Academic Support J’or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridl~e Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(c) 
welborn@ uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "HICKMAN, MARIA" <MHICKMAN@mailbox.sc.edu> 1/25/2012 2:52 PM > > > 

The nomination form for the Wilma Rudolph Award opened today and will close on March 16th. Below is the link but it 

is also posted on the N4A website under the Student-Athlete Committee tab. If you have issues openin8 it, copy and 

paste the link in your browser. 

https://n4a.wufoo.com/forms/wilma-rudolph-studentathlete-nomination-form/ 



Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks, 

Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 2:56 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
< bbethel@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa, unc.edu >; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Follow up from Staff Meeting 

Text.htm 

All 

Just a follow up from Staff Meeting on Tuesday as we seemed to cover a lot! 

1. Dates 
Additional Semester application--ASAP 
Progress Reports checked in database Friday 2/10 
Additional Semester information to Brent Friday 2/10 
Sophomore Major Declaration date 2/20 (or hold will be placed on account) 
Career Athletics, T 2/21, 7-8pm, 3rd floor (more a sit down, be there the whole hour) geared form JR/SR 
Career Fair T 2/28, 630-8, 3rd Floor (more of a drop in) geared for JR/SR 

Summer School activation 2/27 
Fall activation 3/5 
Summer School registration 3/22 and 3/23 
All Sports Banquet 4/16--attendace is APPRECIATED! 

Graduation Reception 5/2, time TBD 

2. Follow up 
Check for your boxes from Finley in 2408 
Also, those I have talked to regarding EDUC Major, please follow up with your students 

THANKS! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 14, 2012 5:38 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

~bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu); Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu); Beth 
Bridget ~ bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu); Cricket Lane ~cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu); Beth Lyons ~emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu); Jaimie Lee 
~jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu); John Blanchard ~jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Jan Boxill 
~jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Kendra Hancock ~khancock@uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Kleissler 
~ kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu); Kym Orr ~ knorr@uncaa.unc.edu ); 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet ~overstre@uncaa.unc.edu); Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu); Susan Maloy ~sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Shelley Johnson ~shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu); Sandy Restivo 
~ srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount ~tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu); Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu); Wally Richardson 

~wricha@uncaa.unc.edu); Nate Yarbrough ~yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Fwd: in Houston and Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate theme 

TEXT.htm; in Houston and Love stories, substance abuse an unfortunate 
theme.msg 

SAD~ 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, February 19, 2012 5:33 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Yes! 

Staff meeting this week! 

Please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 8:34 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.eclu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

22012.docx 

Schedule is attached. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of xlsx 

All, 

I have added the following SA: 

1 
Thanks, 

J 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 5:45 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Who are the people in our neighborhood? 

TEXT.htm; SAS Bingo (Feb) Results.pdf 

Here are the results to February’s bingo. These are to tide you over until the March version is published March 1. My 

apologies for omitting Beth Bridger from last month’s bingo, it is an utter injustice that she would be not included. She 
was the first person to send her information to me. Shame, shame, shame on me. 

> > > Shelley Johnson 1/26/2012 1:28 PM > > > 

As Mr. Rodgers oft queried, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Mr. 

Rodgers. We have reunited in Loudermilk under the collective Student-Athlete Services banner, so we are all new to this 

’hood. That said, we have devised a fun and easy way to take Mr. Rogers up on his challenge. Please email me by the 
end of the month (1/31) with three things about you that your colleagues might not know. See examples below. We are 

going to use them to play an adapted version of bingo. Thanks for your help! 

Example: 

1. 

2. 

3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 12:27 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder: Career Fair Tuesday evening 

TEXT.htm 

Here are two upcoming events (the first one tomorrow evening), that feature some of the major public figures in the 

ongoing conversation on the future of college athletics. This is an important issue for the future of UNC. Both 

programs should be very interesting! 

"Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" 
Panel Discussion with Taylor Branch, William Friday, and Charles Clotfelter 

Moderator: Will Blythe 

Tuesday, Feb. 28, 5:30 p.m. 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/news/index.php/2012/O2/collegiate-sports-panel/ 

"Big-Time Sports and the University" 

A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times 

Moderator: Jan Boxill 

Wednesday, March 14, 5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

http://noceraconversation.web.u nc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 4:56 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Here is 

SAS Bingo .pdf 

Enjoy and good luck! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.ed u >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CREED MEETING TONIGHT! 

TEXT.htm 

Hello everyone! 

1 wanted to ask if you could remind your team’s first years that there is a CREED meeting TONI@HT at 7pro upstairs on 

the 3rd Floor. Since Spring Break was last week, we are worried some of the first years have forgotten. Thank you for 
passing the information along! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduating Seniors 

TEXT.htm; Spring & Fall Graduates.xls 

Hello Academic Advisors, 

it’s time to start planning for our     Student-Athlete Graduation Reception! Attached you will find an excel document 
with all of our seniors by sport (scroll along the bottom to view sheets for the sports you cover). Please let me know who 

is graduating                                       Email me back with additions/deletions. 

Thanks so much, 



Column1 Column2 Column3 Column4 Column5 Column6 Column7 

Baseball (Pending) @email.unc.edu 

Softball (Active) ~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, March 18, 2012 8:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

YES! 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff Meeting this Tuesday at 3pm! 

Please send me your agenda items! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 7:07 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Proxy form 

TEXT.htm; COURSE REGiSTRATiON PROXY FORM.docx 

All 

Here is the electronic version of the Proxy Form for Registration. 

A few reminders: 

You need a signature from the student-athlete before their registration date, no later than the day of registration. 
You need a signature from the student-athlete whether you are using the enroll function on Connect or their 

onyen. 

Please let me know if you any questions! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb ~,)uncaaoU ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:24 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<        @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

STAFF MEETING 

TEXT.htm 

All 

We will meet tomorrow for staff meeting. Please email me any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaaounc.edu 



ALL SPORTS BANQUET 
MONDAY, 7:00PM 

Opening 

Vocals 

Dinner 

Video (Ken Clean/) 

Remarks 

Senior Remarks 

Remarks 

Presentations/Recognitions 

Mildred McCaskill Award 

ACC Top Six for Service Award 

ACC Senior Scholar-Athlete Award 

Presentation of UNC Athletic Director Scholar-Athlete Awards 

Phi Beta Kappa Recognition 

John Lotz Award 

Tatum Award 

Recognition of Student-Athlete Service Groups 

SAAC Awards 

(Video - Ken Cleary) 

All-Sports Lip Dub Video 

(Video - Ken Cleary) 
Closing 

Rick Steinbacher 

The Clef Hangers 

Rick Steinbacher 

Lissa Broome (FAR) 

Sue Walsh (Carol McCaskill) 

Cricket Lane (Beth Miller) 

Robert Mercer (John Blanchard) 

Robert Mercer 
(Bubba Cunningham & Lissa Broome) 

Rick Steinbacher 

Rick Steinbacher (Bubba Cunningham) 

Rick Steinbacher 

Rick Steinbacher 

Bubba Cunningham 



IMPACT 

& LECACY 

SUMMIT 

4/6/2012 
An Invitation to Attend 

Dear UNC Coaches & Friends; 

You have a unique opportunity to see some of the best coaches, speakers, and leaders all 
under one roof. The ACC along with Wrestling With Life are sponsoring 15 seats at the 
upcoming Impact & Legacy Summit on April 26 in Chapel Hill. 

This is an all day summit, a great learning experience, and a chance for you to attend. 
You will hear such great speakers like: Homer Rice, Anson Dorrance, Bernadette 
McGlade - Commissioner Atlantic 10 Conference, Joe Galli - CEO TTi, Jim Scherr - 
former Director of the US Olympic committee, and Brigadier General Thomas A. Gorry. 
For a complete list of all 10 speakers please visit our web site 
www.wrestlingwithlife, com\summit2012, html 

The normal cost is $300, however thanks to ACC and Wrestling With Life it is free to 
the first 15 people who received this invite and call or email Coach Bill Lam at 

~sbcglobal.net and register. 

Since seating is so limited, we ask that you only call if you plan on attending. If for some 
reason you cannot make it, please let us know ahead of time. 

You have until April 13th to call, but if you really want to attend with only 15 seats 
available you need to act quickly. 

The staff at Wrestling With Life would like to thank UNC and the ACC for making this 
possible. We know it will be a great event, and hope to see you there. 

~sbcglobal.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 15, 2012 5:25 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 

Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony ¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Session class 

TEXT.htm 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridqerb@ uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 4/11/2012 10:23 AM >>> 

Hi Beth, 
If students are looking for a Summer Session I class, let me recommend PHIL 

Bhardwaj. She is excellent. 

at 9:45-11:15 taught by Kiran 

Right now there are only 6 people registered, so please let the other advisors. 

See you tonight, 

Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Fax: 919-962-3329 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, April 15, 2012 5:44 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Please send me any agenda items you have for staff meeting this week. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:55 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

celebrate the last day of classes... 

TEXT.htm 

WITH CHOCOLATE CAKE! 

Enjoy, in the breakroom! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~auncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:22 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

NO staff meeting tomorrow, please email any deep burning questions you may have for this week. 
Good luck with finals! 

Few reminders.. 

Wednesday, Grad Reception 230 

Thursday, Athletic Department Play Day 

Friday, Athletic Dept Picnic 530, Baseball game to follow 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridger{b@uncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Summer book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the book list for the summer, i will keep you up to date with changes as they become available. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 

C~mp~a~ce: The Cavo~a Way l tavheelbl~eoCOm 



I A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 Mymstr 

4 Mymstr 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 

8 1 

9 1 

10 1 

12 1 

13 1 

14 1 

15 1 

16 1 

17 1 

18 1 

19 1 

2O 1 

21 1 

22 1 

23 1 

24 1 

25 1 

26 1 

27 1 

28 1 

29 1 

3O 1 

31 1 

32 1 

34 1 

35 1 

36 1 

37 1 

38 1 

39 1 

4O 1 

41 1 

42 1 

43 1 

44 1 

B 

Sport 

Soccer - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Field Hockey 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - W 

C 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

1 

2 

4 

5 Charge dates ~05.07.12- 06.10.~2) 

6 

7 Returns: w/o~t drop slip = 05.25.~2 

8 

9 48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

~0 

~ wia drop s~p 06.04.12 

~2 

~3 ATHLETIC F~NAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM -T~M£ TO 8£ COORDINATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
~4 

~5 Session ~: - 8OOKS PURCHASED 8£FO~£ JUNE ~1~ A~£ ~N£UG~BL£ FO~ A FU£~ ~£FUNO. 

~6 

~7 Charge dates (06.~1.12 - 07.24.~2) 

~8 

~9 ~eturns: w/out drop s~p - 06.29.~2 

20 

2~ 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~£TURN DATE JULY 2gTH -T~M£ TO 8£ COOrDiNATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4~ 

42 

43 

44 



45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Swimming - M 

Baseball 

Lacrosse - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



941 

951 

961 

981 
99 I 

100[ 

101[ 

102[ 

1031 

1041 

1051 

1061 

1071 

1081 

1091 

ii01 

1141 

1171 

120{ 

121{ 

122{ 

123{ 

124{ 

125{ 

126{ 

127{ 

128{ 

129{ 

1301 

131{ 

132{ 

133{ 

134{ 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Baseball 

Swimming - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

{, E F 



G                                            H       I 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 
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119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 



C D E F 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 
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167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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2 

2 

2 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Track- M 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Volleyball 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 
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136 
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138 
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140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 
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158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 
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172 

173 
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175 
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1801 

1811 

1821 

1831 

1841 

1851 

1861 

1871 

1881 

1891 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 

1941 

1951 

1961 

1971 

1981 

1991 

2001 
2011 

2021 

2031 

2041 

2051 

2061 

2071 

2081 

2091 

2101 

211I 
212I 

2131 

2141 

2151 

2161 

2171 

2181 

2191 

2201 

221I 

222I 

223I 

2241 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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2 

2 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track- M 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Track- M 

Football 

Football 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

I E F 



G                                            H       I 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 
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197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 
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2251 

2261 

2271 

228I 
2291 

2301 

2311 

232I 
2331 

2341 

2351 

2361 

2371 

2381 

2391 

2401 

2411 

2421 

2431 

2441 

2451 

2461 

2471 

2481 

2491 

2501 

2511 

2521 

2531 

2541 

2551 

2561 

2571 

2581 

2591 

2601 

2611 

2621 

2631 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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2 
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2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
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2 

2 
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2 

2 

B 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Track- M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

E F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:59 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS, ALL COUNSELORS NEED TO ATTEND! 

FRESHMEN ORIENTATION TRAINING 
W/BARBARA LUClDO AND SHANDOL HOOVER 

TUESDAY 

3-4PM 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Student-Athlete Service Bingo 

My favorite cartoon 

character as a child 

was Snoopy. 

I am a big fan of 

Angry Birds. 

I spent a semester at 

sea. 

I worked the NCAA 

Men’s College Cup 

and NCAA Men’s 

College World Series. 

My dream is to write 

an Oscar-winning 

screenplay. 

At Disney, I was an 

audience participant 

in the Indiana Jones 

stunt show. 

met Spiderman as a 

youngster. 

I danced for 14 years 

(ballet, pointe, tap, 

modern & jazz) 

before randomly 

deciding to run track. 

I won the essay 

contest for "DARE" in 

5th grade. 

I used to tap dance 

and was in recitals. 

I was once 

interviewed by NPR’s 

"Face the Nation". 

My general IQ score 

has been measured 

as 122. For me that’s 

pretty high! 

l’m a wanna-be Brit. 
l am afraid of the 

dark. 

I performed with the 

Alvin Ailey Dance 

Company 

Growing up, in a 6 

year span, I went to 

5 different schools. 

I have never seen 

any of the "Star 

Wars" movies. 

I won the Science 

Fair in 8th Grade. 

I was a feature writer 

for my HS 

newspaper. 

I had my purse 

stolen in London. 

Mr. (Fred) Rogers 

used to be my 

neighbor. 

I have participated in 

4 men’s basketball 

national 

championship 

celebrations on 

Franklin Street. 

I was homecoming 

queen in HS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

a "new" tradition 

TEXT.htm 

Not that has been stated as a tradition thus far, but we may have started one. 

Staff End of Finals Celebration 

Lunch at the Dillo (Armadillo Grill) on FRIDAY!! 

] would say, plan to leave around 11 so we can get there before the lunch crowd by 1130! 

All are welcome, let me know if you are interested! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
~erb~-~uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 12:21 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer .xlsx 

All, 

See attached. A couple of additions to session I: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell              ’ax 919.962.6002 



I A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 Mymstr 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

B C D E F 

Sport Name PID 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Charge dates ~05.07.12 - 06.10.12) 

Returns: w/out drop slip - 05.25.12 

48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

11 wia drop slip 06.04.12 

12 

13 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM =TIME TO 8E COORDINATED W~ 
14 

15 Session ~: o ROOKS PURCHASED REFORE JUNE 11TM ARE ~NEUG~RLE FOR A FUL~ REFUND. 

16 

17 Charge dates (06.11.12 - 07.24.12} 

18 

19 Returns: wio~t drop s~ip - 06.29.12 

20 

21 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~ETURN DATE JULY 19TH -T~ME TO BE COORDINATED W/ 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 



45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 
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61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 
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1 

1 
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G                                            H       I 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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170 
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175 

176 

177 
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175 
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180 
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182 
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186 
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188 

189 
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196 

197 

198 
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201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 
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213 

214 

215 

216 
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219 
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223 

224 

A 
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245 
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248 
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261 

262 

263 

264 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:01 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer xlsx 

All, 

I delete( 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 

The Carolina Way] ~arheelbl~eoCOm ] ~% V 1licit 



A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 Mymstr 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

B 

Sport 

C 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Charge dates ~05.07.12 - 06.10.12) 

Returns: w/out drop slip - 05.25.12 

48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

11 wia drop slip 06.04.12 

12 

13 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM 
14 

15 Session ~: o ROOKS PURCHASED REFORE JUNE 11TM ARE ~NEUG~RLE FOR A FUL~ REFUND. 

16 

17 Charge dates (06.11.12 - 07.24.12} 

18 

19 Returns: wio~t drop s~ip - 06.29.12 

20 

21 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~ETURN DATE JULY 19TH -T~ME TO BE COORDINATED W~ 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 
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B E F 



G                                            H       I 

45 

46 

47 

48 
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941 

951 

961 

981 
99 I 

100[ 

101[ 

102[ 

1031 

1041 

1051 

1061 

1071 

1081 

1091 

ii01 

1141 

1171 

120{ 

121{ 

122{ 

123{ 

124{ 

125{ 

126{ 

127{ 

128{ 

129{ 

1301 

131{ 

132{ 

133{ 

134{ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, _~:26 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 

Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated summer booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer .xlsx 

Added 

Tom 

to both session T and II. 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell             Fax 919.962.6002 
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1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 Mymstr 
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12 

13 

14 
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18 

19 
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3O 
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32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 
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Sport 

C 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Charge dates ~05.07.12 - 06.10.12) 

Returns: w/out drop slip - 05.25.12 

48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

11 wia drop slip 06.04.12 

12 

13 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM =TIME TO 8E COORDINATED W/ 
14 

15 Session ~: o ROOKS PURCHASED REFORE JUNE 11TM ARE ~NEUG~RLE FOR A FUL~ REFUND. 

16 

17 Charge dates (06.11.12 - 07.24.12} 

18 

19 Returns: wio~t drop s~ip - 06.29.12 

20 

21 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~ETURN DATE JULY 19TH -T~ME TO BE COORDINATED W~ 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 
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40 

41 

42 

43 

44 
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95 
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111 
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113 

114 
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123 
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1851 
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1871 
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1911 
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1961 
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2001 
2011 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center events 

TEXT.htm; docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



I A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 maymstr 

4 1 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 

8 1 

9 1 

10 1 

12 1 
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16 1 
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26 1 
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43 1 

44 1 
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Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Baseball 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - M 

Field Hockey 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 
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D 

PID 

E F 
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1 
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4 

5 Charge dates ~05.07.12- 06.10.~2) 

6 

7 Returns: w/o~t drop slip = 05.25.~2 

8 

9 48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

~0 

~ wia drop s~p 06.04.12 

~2 

~3 ATHLETIC F~NAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM -T~M£ TO 8£ COORDINATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
~4 

~5 Session ~: - 8OOKS PURCHASED 8£FO~£ JUNE ~1~ A~£ ~N£UG~BL£ FO~ A FU£~ ~£FUNO. 

~6 

~7 Charge dates (06.~1.12 - 07.24.~2) 

~8 

~9 ~eturns: w/out drop s~p - 06.29.~2 

20 

2~ 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~£TURN DATE JULY 2gTH -T~M£ TO 8£ COOrDiNATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4~ 

42 

43 

44 
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Swimming - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

{ E F 
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951 
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11oI 
111I 
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116I 
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Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 
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Football 

E F 
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110 
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2 

2 

2 
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Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 
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147 2 

148 2 

149 i 

150 2 

151 2 

152 2 

153 2 

154 2 

155 2 

156 2 

157 2 

158 2 

159 2 

160 2 

Softball 

Football 

Track - M 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Basketball - W 

Volleyball 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

163 2 

164 

165 2 

166 2 

167 2 

168 2 

169 2 

170 2 

171 2 

Baseball 

Lacrosse - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

172 i~i 

173 2 

174 2 

175 2 

176 2 

177 2 

178 2 

179 2 

Lacrosse - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 
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146 
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149 
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153 
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155 
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157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 
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169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 



I A B 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Basketball - M 

183 2 Football 

184 2 Football 

185 2 Basketball - M 

186 2 Football 

187 2 Football 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Football 

190 2 Football 

191 Track - M 

192 Lacrosse - W 

193 2 Football 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Basketball - M 

198 Baseball 

199 2 Basketball - M 

200 2 Football 

201 ~ Baseball 

202 Soccer - W 

203 2 Football 

204 2 Soccer - W 

205 2 Baseball 

206 2 Soccer - W 

207 Soccer - W 

208 2 Soccer - M 

209 2 Football 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Basketball- M 

212 iii Baseball 

213 2 Track - M 

214 2 Football 

215 Swimming - W 

216 2 Football 

217 Soccer - W 

218 2 Tennis - W 

219 2 Football 

220 2 Football 

221 2 Football 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 
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180 
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197 

198 
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202 
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20S 
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208 
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212 
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2 

2 
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B 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:12 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated summer book list 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 



I A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 maymstr 

4 1 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 

8 1 

9 1 

10 1 

12 1 

13 1 

14 1 

15 1 

16 1 

17 1 

18 1 

19 1 

2O 1 

21 1 

22 1 

23 1 

24 1 

25 1 

26 1 

27 1 

28 1 

29 1 

3O 1 

31 1 

32 1 

34 1 

35 1 

36 1 

37 1 

38 1 

39 1 

4O 1 

41 1 

42 1 

43 1 

44 1 

B 

Sport 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Baseball 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - M 

Field Hockey 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

1 

2 

4 

5 Charge dates ~05.07.12- 06.10.~2) 

6 

7 Returns: w/o~t drop slip = 05.25.~2 

8 

9 48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

~0 

~ wia drop s~p 06.04.12 

~2 

~3 ATHLETIC F~NAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM -T~M£ TO 8£ COORDINATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
~4 

~5 Session ~: - 8OOKS PURCHASED 8£FO~£ JUNE ~1~ A~£ ~N£UG~BL£ FO~ A FU£~ ~£FUNO. 

~6 

~7 Charge dates (06.13.12 - 07.24.~2) 

~8 

~9 ~eturns: w/out drop s~p - 06.29.~2 

20 

2~ 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~£TURN DATE JULY 2gTH -T~M£ TO 8£ COOrDiNATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4~ 

42 

43 

44 



45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



941 

951 

961 

981 
99 I 

1001 

lO2I 
1031 

1041 

1051 

1061 

1071 

1081 

1091 

11oI 
111I 

112I 
1131 
1141 

115I 
116I 

1171 

1181 

12oI 
121I 
122I 

123I 
1241 

125I 
126I 
1271 

129I 
1301 

131I 

i32I 
i33l 
1341 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

I E F 



G                                            H       I 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 



C D E F 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

146 

147 2 

148 2 

149 i 

150 2 

151 2 

152 2 

153 2 

154 2 

155 2 

156 2 

157 2 

158 2 

159 2 

160 2 

Softball 

Football 

Track - M 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Basketball - W 

Volleyball 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

163 2 

164 il 

165 ~ 

166 2 

167 2 

168 2 

169 2 

170 2 

171 2 

172 2 

Baseball 

Lacrosse - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Golf - W 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

173 

174 2 

175 2 

176 2 

177 2 

178 2 

179 2 

Lacrosse - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 



135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 



I A B 

180 2 Football 

181 2 Football 

182 2 Football 

183 2 Basketball - M 

184 2 Football 

185 2 Football 

186 2 Basketball - M 

187 2 Football 

188 2 Football 

189 2 Football 

190 2 Football 

191 2 Football 

192 i~!~ Track - M 

193 ~ ~ Lacrosse- W 

194 2 Football 

195 2 Football 

196 2 Football 

197 2 Football 

198 2 Basketball - M 

199 Baseball 

200 2 Basketball - M 

201 2 Football 

202 ~ Baseball 

203 Soccer - W 

204 2 Football 

205 2 Soccer - W 

206 2 Baseball 

207 2 Soccer - W 

208 Soccer - W 

209 2 Soccer - M 

210 2 Football 

211 2 Football 

212 2 Basketball - M 

213 Baseba, 
214 2 Track - M 

215 2 Football 

216 Swimming - W 

217 2 Football 

218 ~ Golf - W 

219 Soccer - W 

220 2 Tennis - W 

221 2 Football 

222 2 Football 

223 2 Football 

224 2 Football 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 



2251 

2261 

228I 
2291 

2301 

2311 

232I 
2331 

2341 

2351 

237! 

2381 

2391 

2401 

2411 

2421 

2431 

2441 

2451 
2461 

2471 

2481 

2491 

2501 

2511 

2521 

2531 

2541 

2551 

2561 

2571 

2581 

2591 

2601 

2621 

2631 

2641 

2661 

2671 

2681 

2691 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

I E F 



H       I 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 



C I D E F 

270 

271 

A 

2 

2 

I 
Football 

Basketball - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

All, 

I have added 

Tom 

She is getting books for an online class. 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             Fax 919.962.6002 

The Carolina Way] ~arheelbl~eoCOm ] ~% V 1licit 



I A 

1 Session 

2 Charge Dates: 4/29 - 5/21 (1st session); 6/11 - 6/25 (2nd session) 

3 maymstr 

4 1 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 

8 1 

9 1 

10 1 

12 1 

13 1 

14 1 

15 1 

16 1 

17 1 

18 1 

19 1 

2O 1 

21 1 

22 1 

23 1 

24 1 

25 1 

26 1 

27 1 

28 1 

29 1 

3O 1 

31 1 

32 1 

34 1 

35 1 

36 1 

37 1 

38 1 

39 1 

4O 1 

41 1 

42 1 

43 1 

44 1 

B 

Sport 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Baseball 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - M 

Field Hockey 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

1 

2 

4 

5 Charge dates ~05.07.12- 06.10.~2) 

6 

7 Returns: w/o~t drop slip = 05.25.~2 

8 

9 48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

~0 

~ wia drop s~p 06.04.12 

~2 

~3 ATHLETIC F~NAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM -T~M£ TO 8£ COORDINATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
~4 

~5 Session ~: - 8OOKS PURCHASED 8£FO~£ JUNE ~1~ A~£ ~N£UG~BL£ FO~ A FU£~ ~£FUNO. 

~6 

~7 Charge dates (06.13.12 - 07.24.~2) 

~8 

~9 ~eturns: w/out drop s~p - 06.29.~2 

20 

2~ 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~£TURN DATE JULY 2gTH -T~M£ TO 8£ COOrDiNATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4~ 

42 

43 

44 



45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 



G                                            H       I 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



941 

951 

961 

981 
99 I 

1001 

lO2I 
1031 

1041 

1051 

1061 

1071 

1081 

1091 

11oI 
111I 

112I 
1131 
1141 

115I 
116I 

1171 

1181 

12oI 
121I 
122I 

123I 
1241 

125I 
126I 
1271 

129I 
1301 

131I 

i32I 
i33l 
1341 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

E F 



G                                            H       I 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 



135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Field Hockey 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

146 

147 2 

148 2 

149 i 

150 2 

151 2 

152 2 

153 2 

154 2 

155 2 

156 2 

157 2 

158 2 

159 2 

160 2 

Softball 

Football 

Track - M 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Basketball - W 

Volleyball 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

163 2 

164 il 

165 ~ 

166 2 

167 iii 

Baseball 

Lacrosse - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Golf - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

168 2 

169 2 

170 2 

171 2 

172 2 

173 2 

174 

175 2 

176 2 

177 2 

178 2 

179 2 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Lacrosse - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 



135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 



1801 

1811 

1821 

1831 

1841 

1851 

1861 

1871 

1881 

1891 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1951 

1961 

1971 

1981 

1991 

2011 

2021 

2051 

2061 

2071 

2081 

2101 

211I 

212I 
2131 

2151 

2161 

2181 

221I 
222I 

223I 

2241 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - M 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Baseball 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Baseball 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Track - M 

Football 

Swimming - W 

Football 

Golf - W 

Soccer - W 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

I E F 



G                                            H       I 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 



2251 

2261 

2271 

2291 

2301 

2311 

232I 
2331 

2341 

2351 

2361 

2391 

2401 

2411 

2421 

2431 

2441 

2451 
2461 

2471 

2481 

2491 

2501 

2511 

2521 

2531 

2541 

2551 

2561 

2571 

2581 

2591 

2601 

2611 

2631 

2641 

2651 

2671 

2681 

2691 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

I E F 



H       I 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 
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2 
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Football 
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Basketball - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 11:33 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

BIRTH DAY TREATS 

TEXT.htm 

Happy Birthday to Miss Jaimie Lee! 

Treats in the break room... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb(~auncaaoU ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:23 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Mark your calendars! 

Monday, 
2pm 

We will have a staff meeting! 

Topics: summer committees, Orientation, etc 

Also--for those of you who can stay after (the meeting won’t be long or run into CTOPS), Brad would like to practice his 

N4A presentation with our feedback! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:31 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Clay < kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 :@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony ¥ount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated summer book list as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer.    I.xlsx 

Please remove: 

Thanks, 

Tom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:53 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

next week 

TEXT.htm 

All- 

will be out next week. 

Please, don’t cheer so loud! 

Please know if] work with any of your students, ] working to get coverage as we speak and will email you the game plan. 
] am sorry for an inconvenience this may cause, but now was my only option to not interfere with the 

new freshmen coming in and traveling to Europe this summer. 

Be back in touch! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridgerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             1:51 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Coaches Survey Follow-Up 

TEXT.htm 

Counselors, I want to clarify that assistant and head coaches, not just head coaches, should get the survey linked in my 

previous email. If you will send the survey and encourage all your coaches to take it, I would be appreciative. The link is 

below. Thanks. 

https://uceducation.qualtrics.com/SE/?SlD=SV 2glllzDE2tgVOkY 

Bradley RoHo Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program ~br Smdem-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Bradley Bethel [mailto:bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            12:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Boxill, Jan; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; ; Dana Gelin; 
Beth Lyons; Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; Jennifer Townsend; Kendra Hancock; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; 
Tia Overstreet; Robert Mercer; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson; Nate Yarbrough 
Subject: Coaches Survey Follow-Up 

Counselors: 

If you have already sent the coaches survey to your coaches, you can disregard this email. 

For those of you who missed last week’s meeting, I want to tell you about a project I’m doing with an educational 

psychologist colleague and with John Blanchard’s support. My colleague and I have created a survey to find out 



what strategies coaches use to motivate their student-athletes academically. Our plan is to take the results of the survey 

and develop a set of simple yet effective strategies for coaches. However, right now we’ve only gotten eight responses, 

and so I need your help. If you could send your coaches the website for the survey and ask them to take it, I would be 

appreciative. Again, we hope to use the results of the survey to develop some simple strategies coaches can use to 
motivate their student-athletes academically. The survey will take 20 - 30 minutes and can be found at this website: 

https://uced ucation.q ualtrics.com/SE/?Sl D=SV 2glllzDE2tgVOkY 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 4:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

case was reconsidered. Her penalty has been changed from permanent ineligibility to repayment and 30% 

withholding from regular season contests. A definite victory!! I don’t know if she will now try to come to summer school 

or not. i’m pretty sure      )lans to contact you when she knows. 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:12 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cassandra Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra 

Clay < kfclay@store.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer Session I! book list 

TEXT.htm; Book List~ .xlsx 

All, 

T have added the following SA’s to Summer Session II 

Please contact me with any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 
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Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Name 

D 

PID 

E F 



G                                            H 

1 

2 

3 Session ~: ~ 8OO~$ PURCHASED ~EFO~E ~AY 7TM 

4 

5 Charge dates ~05.07.12- 06.10.~2) 

6 

7 Returns: w/o~t drop slip = 05.25.~2 

8 

9 48 hour returns expire 05.30.12 

~0 

~ wia drop s~p 06.04.12 

~2 

~3 ATHLETIC F~NAL RETURN DATE JUNE 7TM -T~M£ TO 8£ COORDINATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
~4 

~5 Session ~: - 8OOKS PURCHASED 8£FO~£ JUNE ~1~ A~£ ~N£UG~BL£ FO~ A FU£~ ~£FUNO. 

~6 

~7 Charge dates (06.13.12 - 07.24.~2) 

~8 

~9 ~eturns: w/out drop s~p - 06.29.~2 

20 

2~ 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop s~p 07.11.12 

24 

25 ATHLETIC F~NAL ~£TURN DATE JULY 2gTH -T~M£ TO 8£ COOrDiNATED W/TON~ NORTON: 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3~ 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

4~ 

42 

43 

44 



1 

2 

6 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

2~ 

2~ 

26 

2~ 

28 

29 

~0 

~2 

~6 

~8 

~9 

4O 

41 



A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

B 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

E F 



G                                            H 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



I 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



941 

951 

961 

981 
99 I 

1001 

lO2I 
1031 

1041 

1051 

1061 

1071 

1081 

1091 

11oI 
111I 

112I 
1131 
1141 

115I 

116I 

1171 

1181 

12oI 
121I 
122I 

123I 
1241 

125I 

126I 
1271 

129I 
1301 

131I 

i32I 
i33l 
1341 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

I E F 



G                                            H 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 



I 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 Session ~: - BOO~(S PURCHASED [~EFORE JUNE 11TM ARE ~NELIG~E~LE FOR A FULL REFUND. 

117 

118 Charge dates (06.13o12 = 07.24.12} 

119 

120 Returns: w/out drop slip - 06.29.12 

121 

122 48 hour returns expire 07.06.12 

123 

124 wia drop slip 07.11.12 

125 

126 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE JULY 19TH -T~ME TO 8E COORDINATED W/TONI HORTON: 
127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 



C D E F I A B 

135 2 Football 

136 2 Football 

137 2 Basketball - W 

138 2 Football 

139 2 Football 

140 2 Field Hockey 

141 2 Football 

142 2 Soccer - W 

143 2 Football 

144 2 Basketball - M 

145 2 Football 

146 2 Football 

147 2 Softball 

148 Softball 

149 2 Football 

150 2 Track - M 

151 iii Soccer - W 

152 2 Football 

153 2 Football 

154 2 Track - W 

155 2 Football 

156 2 Football 

157 2 Football 

158 2 Softball 

159 2 Basketball - W 

160 2 Volleyball 

161 2 Lacrosse - W 

162 2 Football 

163 

164~ 

165 2 

166 

167~ 

168 2 

169 

Baseball 

Lacrosse - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Golf - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

170 2 Basketball - M 

171 2 Football 

172 2 Football 

173 2 Football 

174 2 Football 

175 2 Football 

176 Lacrosse - M 

177 2 Football 

178 2 Basketball - M 

179 2 Football 



G                                            H 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 



135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 



1801 

1811 

1821 

1831 

1841 

1851 

1861 

1871 

1881 

1891 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1931 

1941 

1971 

1981 

1991 

2001 
2011 

2031 

2041 

2051 

2081 

2091 

2101 

2111 

2131 

2141 

2151 

2161 

2181 

2191 

2221 

2241 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - M 

Lacrosse - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Baseball 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Baseball 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Track - M 

Football 

Swimming - W 

Golf - W 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Tennis - W 

E F 



180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 



180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

196 

197 

198 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

20S 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 



2251 

2261 

2271 

228I 
2291 

2301 

232I 

2331 

2341 

2351 

2361 

2371 

2381 

2391 

2421 

2431 

2441 

2451 
2461 

2471 

2481 
2491 

2501 

2511 

2521 

2531 

2541 

2551 

2561 

2571 

2581 

2591 

2601 

2611 

2621 

2631 

2641 

2661 

2671 

2681 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Track - W 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Track - W 

Track - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

E F 



G                                            H 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 



I 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

241 

242 

243 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 



C D E F 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

A 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:39 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kendra Hancock 
<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches’ Anonymity 

TEXT.htm 

Counselors, 

Thank you to those of you who sent my survey to your coaches. You do not need to send it again (and probably 

shouldn’t; I don’t want them to feel bombarded}, but, in case your coaches ask, please re-assure them their 

participation is voluntary, and their responses will remain anonymous. We have no way of determining the identity of 

the respondents, as the survey states on the first page. 

Thanks. 

Bradley Roll. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
C          IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley, bethel~,unc.edu 

From: Bradley Bethel [mailto:bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            12:29 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Boxill, Jan; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; Dana Gelin; 
Beth Lyons; Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; Jennifer Townsend; Kendra Hancock; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; 
Tia Overstreet; Robert Mercer; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Sandy Restivo; Tony Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally 
Richardson; Nate Yarbrough 
Subject: Coaches Survey Follow-Up 

Counselors: 

If you have already sent the coaches survey to your coaches, you can disregard this email. 



For those of you who missed last week’s meeting, I want to tell you about a project I’m doing with an educational 

psychologist colleague and with John Blanchard’s support. My colleague and I have created a survey to find out 

what strategies coaches use to motivate their student-athletes academically. Our plan is to take the results of the survey 
and develop a set of simple yet effective strategies for coaches. However, right now we’ve only gotten eight responses, 

and so I need your help. If you could send your coaches the website for the survey and ask them to take it, I would be 

appreciative. Again, we hope to use the results of the survey to develop some simple strategies coaches can use to 
motivate their student-athletes academically. The survey will take 20 - 30 minutes and can be found at this website: 

https://uceducation.qualtrics.com/SE/?SlD=SV 2glllzDE2tgVOkY 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

List of First Years 

Hello Everyone! 

I have a favor to ask of you all (minus Wally, Tia, and Jaimie... we have football done). Cricket is beginning to get CREED 

ready for next year, but we need to put together a list of first years to split them into groups. Could you all send Cricket 

the names of your incoming first years along with their e-mail addresses and phone numbers if you have them? 

Thank you for all your help! 

and Cricket 

~uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:31 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated summer booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

All, 

I have added to Summer Session II. 

Please contact me with any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 
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26 
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~6 

~8 
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Charge Dates: 

A 

Session 

(1st session); 

maymstr 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

(2nd session) 

B 

Sport 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Volleyball 

Football 

Baseball 

Football 

Football 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Track - W 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Track - W 

Football 

Baseball 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Basketball - M 

Field Hockey 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

C 

Name 

D 

PID 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Session ~: ~ BOOKS PURCHASED BEFORE 

Charge dates ! 

Returns: w/out drop slip - 

48 hour returns expire 

ARE iNELiGiBLE FOR A FULL REFUND, 

11 wia drop slip t 

12 

13 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE 
14 

15 Session ~: - BOO[(S PURCHASED BEFORE 

16 

17 Charge dates 

18 

19 Returns: w/out drop slip- 

20 

21 48 hour returns expire 

22 

23 w/a drop slip 

24 

25 ATHLETIC FINAL RETURN DATE 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 

- TiME TO BE COORDINATED W/TONI HORTON: 

ARE iNELiGiBLE FOR A FULL REFUND. 

- TiME TO BE COORDINATED W/TONI HORTON: 
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A 

1 
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1 
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1 

1 

1 
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1 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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1 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Swimming - M 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Swimming - M 

Football 

Football 

Wrestling 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - M 

Swimming - M 

Tennis - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Baseball 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Soccer - W 

Soccer - W 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

{ E F 
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45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



I 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 



90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

A 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

130 2 

131 2 

132 2 

133 2 

134 2 

B 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Basketball - W 

Softball 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Football 

Basketball - M 

Football 

Football 

Football 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 4:41 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

We would like to have a staff meeting this Thursday at 10am. 
Please, we need everyone in attendance, so clear your calendar. 
ff you can not attend, please let me know, but again, everyone needs to attend! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:54 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

:locx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:41 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Short term furnished apartment rental this summer in downtown Chapel 

Hill/Carrboro 

TEXT.htm; Fwd_ Short term furnished apartment rental this summer in 

downtown Chapel Hill_Carrboro.msg 

Please pass this along to anyone in need of a place to stay this summer!!! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

Academic Counselor, UNC Football 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

iaimJe~ee@uncaa.uncoedu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:18 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

agenda items 

TEXT.htm 

Please send me any agenda items you may have for tomorrow’s meeting by the end of the day. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~auncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:15 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for upcoming events int Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 11:55 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry < @gmail.com>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

70912.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of July 
Date 
7/11 
7/11 

9, 2012 
Event 
MBA Program 
Athletes in Action 

Time 
5:00-8:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 

Location 
2nd Floor 
Concourse Club 

Week of July 
Date 
7/17 
7/18 
7/18 
7/18 
7/19 
7/20 
7/20 

16, 2012 
Event 
MBA Program 
MBA Program 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Leadership Academy Mtg. 
Leadership Academy Mtg. 
Summer Commencement 

Time 
5:00-8:00 PM 
5:00-8:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
8:00 AM-5:00 PM 
8:00 AM-l:00 PM 
5:00 PM-9:00 PM 

Location 
2nd Floor 
2nd Floor 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of July 
Date 
7/24 
7/25 
7/25 

23, 2012 
Event 
MBA Program 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Time 
5:00-8:00 PM 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 

Location 
2"a Floor 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of July 
Date 
7/31 
8/1 
8/1 
8/1 
8/3 
8/4 
8/4 

30, 2012 
Event 
FB Women’s Clinic 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Spine Board Seminar 

Admissions Forum 
Admissions Forum 
Meet the Heels 

Time 
TBD 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
All Day 
All Day 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper or Concourse Club 
TBD 
TBD 
Kenan Stadium 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

database 

TEXT.htm 

ALL 

As the Learning Team is trying to set some standards for our LEEP group, we need to pull data from the database. It 
would be MOST helpful that everyone uses the database and updates their students SAT/ACT scores especially. It 

doesn’t help when pulling information if every student isn’t complete. 

hope you can help us my making sure all your students are updated! 

Thanks so much! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
~erb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:15 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

mark your calendars 

TEXT.htm 

ALL 

STAFF MEETfNG 
Thursday 

lOam 

Let me know if you have agenda items... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, "1 "1:20 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New (or semi-new) addition 

TEXT.htm 

As most of you know, we started the process of hiring Susan Maloy to be our new Tutorial Coordinator a few weeks ago. 

It is now official that Susan has been approved and she is a full fledged member of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. We are very excited to have her in this new role. Please make sure that you extend your assistance to 

Susan in any way that she might need as she begins her transition. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:38 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: New (or semi-new) addition 

TEXT.htm 

Thanks so much. I am really glad to be working with everyone on a full time basis. Looking forward to a great future!! 

Susan 

> > > Jennifer Townsend 11:19 AM > > > 

As most of you know, we started the process of hiring Susan Maloy to be our new Tutorial Coordinator a few weeks ago. 
it is now official that Susan has been approved and she is a full fledged member of the Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes. We are very excited to have her in this new role. Please make sure that you extend your assistance to 

Susan in any way that she might need as she begins her transition. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting next week 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Please note, we need to change the time of the staff meeting next Thursday, 
in your calendars accordingly. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 

from lOam to lpm. Please mark this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

one last time 

TEXT.htm 

OK 

Apparently everyone is busy! You would think we were ending summer session 2 on Thursday! 

Staff meeting will now be at 230. Hopefully this time will work for everyone!!!! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
brid uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <           @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

73012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

Week of July 

Date 
7/31 
8/1 
8/1 
8/1 
8/3 
8/4 
8/4 
8/4 

30, 2012 
Event 
FB Women’s Clinic 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Spine Board Seminar 
Admissions Forum 
Admissions Forum 
Carolina Kids Club 
Meet the Heels 

Time 
TBD 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
All Day 
All Day 
2:30-4:00 
TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Kenan Stadium 

Week of August 6, 2012 
Date 
8/8 
8/8 
8/8 
8/9 
8/11 

Event 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
Verizon Tour and Lunch 
Craig Deck Meeting 
Football Letterman’s Lunch 

Time 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
11:00 AM-1:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 

Week of August 13, 2012 
Date 
8/14 
8/15 
8/15 
8/15 
8/18 
8/19 
8/19 

Event 
War Meeting 
Journalism Retreat 
Athletes in Action 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 
UNC Band Dinner 
UNC Operations Event 
Softball Lunch 

Time 
10:00 AM-l:00 PM 
All Day 
8:30-10:30 PM 
Noon-2:00 PM 
7:00-9:00 PM 
4:00-8:00 PM 
11:30 AM-l:30 PM 

Location 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
North Box 
Upper Club 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:54 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >                         @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Loudermilk Center/Kenan Stadium Schedule 

80612.docx 

See attached for upcoming events at the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton 

<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>;                           @uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet < overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       @uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; TonyYount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Daily Compliance Item- - Hours Earned that Must Be Repeated 

Thought this would be a good case study/reminder for everyone this morning... 

Have a great Wednesday! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~sc hae@uncaa.unc.ecb~ 

> > > "Jennifer M. Condaras" <jcondaras@bigeast.org > 8:04 AM >>> 

If yore ~av ~g troub}e v}ew}ng th}s ema}}, yo ~,ay see }t ofl}~e, 

Share Ths: 

Cover One is a third year football student-athlete at Ocean State University and completed 15 degree 

applicable hours during the 2011-12 academic year. Cover will have to repeat one of the courses, however, 

because he earned a "D" and the degree program requires a "C" or better. Can this particular course be 

used to fulfill credit hour requirements? 

No. NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.1.8 states that the provision that the calculation of credit hours under the 

progress-toward-degree regulation shall be based on hours earned or accepted for degree credit at the 

certifying institution in a student-athlete’s specific baccalaureate degree program (see Bylaw 14.4.3.1) shall 

be met as follows: 

(a) During the first two years of enrollment, a student-athlete may use credits acceptable toward any of the 

institution’s degree programs; (Revised." 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06) 

(b) By the beginning of the third year of enrollment (fifth semester or seventh quarter), a student-athlete 



shall be required to have designated a program of studies leading toward a specific baccalaureate degree. 

From that point, the credits used to meet the progress-toward-degree requirements must be degree credit 

toward the student’s designated degree program; 

(c) A student-athlete who changes his or her designated degree program may comply with the progress- 

toward-degree requirements if: 

(1) The change in programs is documented appropriately by the institution’s academic 

authorities; 
(2) The credits earned prior to the change are acceptable toward the degree previously sought; 

and 

(3) The credits earned from the time of the change are acceptable toward the new desired 

degree. 

(d) Once a student-athlete has bequn his or her third year of enrollment (filth semester or 
seventh quarter), a course may not be used to fulfill the credit-hour requirements for meetinq 
pro.qress toward de.qree if the student ultimately must repeat the course to fulfill the 
requirements for the student’s ma|or, even if the course fulfills an elective component of the 
student-athlete’s de.qree pro.qram. (Adopted: 1/14/97r Revised: 3/12/12) 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
jcondaras(@~qeast. 
Office: 401 BIG EAST (244-3278) 

Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 

Theopnonsexpessed ntheDalyComplanceltema~etheautho sa~dthe autho salone, sndaenotendesedb~,,The 
BgEastConl~ ence JumpFo~~,ad o theCa eg ate Sports G oup of Bond Schaeneck andKng The DayComp ance 
tern s not ssubst uef~ a camp sncee/fce casesp÷c~c eseach o heNCi~AB’,/sws De some homewok ask 
aound and get t ght 

2 S Sangamon St 1st Foot Ch cage, ;[L 60607 US 

was seat to ajschae@~’}¢aa,~,ed~ Tc ass e that you co /tisue ece}v sg o ema}}s p}ease add ts to yo~ addass book o safe }st 

~ your preferences ~ usng Tr~sR~s~o~rs@, 

Got th}s as a fc wa d? Si~~ ~ to ece}e ou ftue ema }s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting Tuesday 

TEXT.htm 

Please send me any agenda items for Tuesday’s staff meeting @ 230pm. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, _ 7:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           ,~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                         _~gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

..docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:02 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Please don’t forget to send me your agenda items for tomorrow’s meeting. 

NOTE WE WILL NOW START AT 3pm! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid~erb@u nCaaoU nCoeC~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:14 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

amy heman email 

TEXT.htm 

please hold off on emailing amy herman info she requested 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridcjerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:03 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Announcement 

TEXT.htm; Announcement.msg 

All 

Please note the following email went out to students and will be repeated again this week. Let me know if any of your 

students don’t receive it! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:49 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lifting Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Fall Lift Schedule.xlsx 

Hi Everyone .... 

If you need to find someone on Mon & Fri. 

Take Care! 

Twitter 
YouTube Channel 
www.facebook.com/uncwlax 
www.carolinalacrosseca raps.corn 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 5:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:21 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Notification 

TEXT.htm; Notification.msg 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:45 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 
< khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Current impact Statement 

TEXT.htm; Current impact Statement.msg 

All 

Please just be informed students will have to do a ’different’ current impact statement if they submit testing to 
Accessability Resources. 

This is something Beth Lyons does with the students for the most part! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:46 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Notice for Scheduling Exams 

TEXT.htm; Notice for Scheduling Exams.msg 

Accessability Resources message about getting extended time... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
brid uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff Meeting today at 3pm. Please send me any agenda items you have. Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~auncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 8:46 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barbara Polk <bjpolk@unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Farmer 
< Sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

2012-2013 Guide to international Academic Standards 

TEXT.htm; Guide to international Academic Standards (2012-2013).pdf 

All, 

This year’s version of the Guide to international Academic Standards was released by the NCAA, so I wanted to make 

sure that you all received it. Please see attached. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~caa.~c.edu 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Mission 

The NCAA Guide to International Academic Standard, for Athletics Eligibility has been prepared to provide specific criteria to 
be used as a guide in reviewing the initial eligibility (graduation, core curriculum, grade-point average and ACT/SAT test scores) 
of students who have completed any portion of their secondary-school education in a non-United States educational system for 
intercollegiate athletics participation. 

Because of the extraordinary complexity of international educational systems, this publication is intended to be a guide - not 
a comprehensive resource. Since many countries have several books written about their educational systems, it is not possible to 
include every nuance of each country in an abbreviated resource. If you have any questions about the information in this Guide, 
please consult the references listed in the country profiles, the multi-country references, your institution’s international admissions 
oflqce, the NCAA Eligibility Center or the NCAA national office. 

The mission of the NCAA International Student Records Committee, which has authored this Guide, is to establish and update 
minimum academic standards of eligibility for internationally-educated student-athletes to participate in NCAA intercollegiate 
athletics in the United States. 

Admissions Assistance 
This publication is not intended as a guide to the academic admissibility of international students, a matter that is subject to the 

regular published entrance requirements of each member institution. Recommendations regarding academic admissibility under 
international academic standards are available elsewhere (e.g., in the series of admissions workshop reports published by NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators at www.nafsa.org, or the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions 
Officers at www.aacrao.org). 

NCAA Eligibility Center Information 
In accordance with NCAA academic requirements, the Eligibility Center will certify all student-athletes who wish to participate 

in NCAA Division I or II athletics. 
Regardless of when a student graduated from secondary school, that student will be held to the initial-eligibility standard, in 

place at the time of the student’s initial enrollment at any collegiate institution. 
International students must register online at www.eligibilitycenter.org. 

Student Records Must Be Sent To: 
NCAA Eligibility Center 
Certifications Processing 
P.O. Box 7136 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46207-7136 
877/262-1492 (Domestic callers only) 
317/223-0700 (International callers) 

What To Send To The Eligibility Center 
¯ Students must register online at www.eligibilitycenter.org; 
¯ The student’s original official academic records in the language of issue or true copies as certified by an appropriate educational 

authority (international and United States). All documents (transcripts, annual grade reports, certificates, statement of 
marks) representative of secondary-school education should be sent to the Eligibility Center. If in doubt, include the 
documents; and 

¯ A copy of the student’s SAT or ACT scores (must be sent directly from the testing agency). 
Failure to include any of these items will delay review of the student’s records. 

NOTE: Complete, literal word-for-word, line-by-line certified English translations for all documents in the same format as the 
original documents are required. 

¯ English translations must be provided by a person not related to OR associated with the student or the athletics department 
at the institution the college-bound student-athlete plans to attend. 

¯ The English translator must provide a letter, including any appropriate stamps or seals, explaining his or her qualifications 
as a translator. 

¯ The English translator must provide full name, mailing address, telephone number, e-mail address, or any other means by 
which the authenticity of the translation can be verified. 

¯ It is recommended that English translations be performed by a college or university instructor of the language or a 
professionally certified English translator. 



¯ English translations must accompany the original documents written in the native language. 
¯ English translations not in accordance with the above specifications will not be accepted. 

NCAA International Student Records Committee 

Christopher Foley, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis, chair 
Eileen McDonough, Barry University, vice chair 
Ted McKown II, Kent State University 
Jennifer Minke, Texas A&M University-Kingsville 
Amy Schlueck, University of California, Los Angeles 
Finley Woodard, Western Kentucky University 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
USING THE GUIDE 

This guide has been developed to help make eligibility determinations for international students who wish to participate in 
intercollegiate athletics. Each country is divided into four sections or "categories." The following is an explanation of what each 
of the categories means. 

Category One 
¯ The documents listed in category one meet high school graduation requirements. 
¯ The documents listed in category one also meet core-curriculum requirements. Ira student presents a document in category 

one, the NCAA Eligibility Center does not do a course-by-course analysis. The document represents the kind of education 
that would meet or exceed the minimum required number of core courses specified in NCAA Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Category Two 
¯ The documents listed in category two meet high school graduation requirements. 
¯ The documents will be evaluated by the NCAA Eligibility Center to determine if the student has completed the core-curricu- 

lum requirements as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1 (e.g., four years of English). In order for the eligibility center to use a course 
or subject pass in the student’s evaluation, the course or subject pass must meet the definition of a core course as specified in 
Bylaw 14.3.1.2. 

Category Three 
¯ The documents listed in category three do NOT meet high school graduation requirements. 
¯ These documents are usually representative of grade levels that occur before high school. In rare instances, one of the docu- 

ments may be representative of the first year of high school and, therefore, may be used by the NCAA Eligibility Center in 
the evaluation of core-curriculum requirements.. 

Category Four 
If a student has attended any kind of institution listed in category four as a full-time student, the student will be considered to 

be a transfer student, NOT an incoming freshman. That student will have started his or her five-year period of eligibility, and will 
have to be certified as a transfer student under Bylaw 14.5. Institutions will need to determine if the student attended one of these 
postsecondary opportunities as a full-time student. 

Core-Course Information 
¯ Some country outlines indicate that the particular certificate and "any official academic records" will be used by the NCAA 

Eligibility Center in its evaluation. The supporting academic documents may include transcripts or statements of results that 
show courses and grades that led the student to the completion of the senior or leaving certificate. 

¯ In order for the Eligibility Center to use a particular course or subject pass, the course or subject pass must meet the definition 
of a core course as defined in Bylaw 14.3.1.2. 

¯ In NCAA Division I, a student from an international country is subject to the core-curriculum time limitation as specified in 
Bylaw 14.3.1.2.1. A student who graduates from an international educational system within the prescribed time frame may 
use one core course or one subject pass (but not both) completed in the year after graduation (summer or academic year), 
but not later than the end of the academic year immediately after the high school graduation date of the prospective student- 
athlete’s class. An international prospective student-athlete may complete the one core course or one subject pass at a location 
other than the high school from which the prospective student-athlete graduated and is not required to remain within his or 
her home system. 
When specific core-course credits are not indicated on (a) category two and category three transcript-based documents and 
cumulative-based documents, (b) category one transcript-based documents when the prospective student-athlete’s graduation 
has been delayed, and (c) split flies, the NCAA Eligibility Center will credit based on the Carnegie unit system (weeks of 
attendance multiplied by hours of study per weed and provide one credit per year in each of the following courses: English, 
native language and mathematics, with a half-credit per year in the following courses: physical and natural science, social sci- 
ence and additional core courses. This policy will be used for documents presenting more than seven courses completed per 
year. 
NOTE: Students from many countries sdect a course or track of studies in early secondary school, and may not be 
required to continue the study of a spedfic subject such as sodal studies, sdence or mathematics. This fact does not 
excuse the student-athlete from meeting NCAA initial-eligibility requirements. 



Grade-Point Average Information 
¯ IMPORTANT NOTE: The NCAA Eligibility Center calculates the core-course grade-point average based on the 

grades on the senior or leaving certificate, not on the transcripts, annual grade reports or statement of results, unless 
otherwise noted. 

¯ Most country outlines will specify the lowest passing grade that the Eligibility Center will use in the evaluation. If the guide 
does not list a particular grade as a passing grade, the grade is not passing. For example, if the guide lists passing grades as 
A-E, a grade of F is not an acceptable passing grade. 

Grade-Point Average Calculation 
The NCAA International Student Records Committee has amended the methodology used to determine the grade-point aver- 
age of international prospective student-athletes, effective August 1,2008 (applicable to individuals who initially enroll full time 
at a collegiate institution on or after August 1,2008). For category one and category two documents, the numerical grade ranges 
for each country have been converted to a letter grade based on the four-point scale, and the core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using the letter grade and its quality points rather than using an average of the grades. The following grading- 
scale conversion steps are to be used when determining the grade-point average for international prospective student-athletes. 

For Category One Documents: 
1. The grade-point average for a student presenting a category one document is calculated by using the grades of all 

core courses, even those in which a failing grade was earned. 
2. Identify the core courses (including any failed core courses) and corresponding grades on the document. 
3. Convert each core-course grade to a letter grade based on the scale provided in the country’s oudine. 
4. Assign the corresponding quality points (4, 3, 2, 1, 0) to each converted grade based on the scale provided in the 

country’s outline. 

5. The quality points are totaled and the total is divided by the number of core courses presented on the category one 
document. The calculation results in the student’s core-course grade-point average, which must fall within the lim- 
its specified in the applicable country oudine. 

Example (Division I and Division II): 
A student from the Czech Republic obtains a Maturity Certificate with the following subjects and grades: 

Mathematics C 

Grading Scale and Conversion for the Czech Republic: 

Nedostatecny    Unsatisfactory 5 

Calculation of grade-point average: 
GPA =     2+3+2+2/4 = 9/4 = 2.25 GPA 

F 

For Category Two Documents: 
1. The grade-point average for a student presenting a category two document is calculated by using only the passing 

grades of the core courses used to meet the distribution in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 
2. Identify the 16 core courses (14 core courses in Division II but will change to 16 in 2013) that were passed by the 

student and corresponding grades on the document that meet the core-course distribution. 
3. Convert each core-course grade to a letter grade based on the scale provided in the country’s oudine. 



4. Assign the corresponding quality points (4, 3, 2, 1, 0) to each converted grade based on the scale provided in the 
countrys oudine. 

5. The quality points are totaled and the total is divided by 16 (14 in Division II but will change to 16 in 2013). The calculation 
results in the student’s core-course grade-point average, which must fall within the limits specified in the applicable country 
outlline. 

Example (Division I): 
A student from Ontario, Canada obtains the Ontario Secondary SchoolDiploma with the following subjects and grades: 

Grade Scale and Conversion for Ontario, Canada: 

A 80-100 A 

C 60-69 C 

F 0-49 F 

Calculation of grade-point average: 
GPA = 

4 

2 

0 

3+3+4+4+2+3+2+4+2+2+4+4+1+3+4+1/16 =     46/16 = 2.875 GPA 

Test-Score Information 
¯ All prospective student-athletes, induding natives of international countries, must achieve a minimum SAT or ACT score on 

a test administered on an official testing date under standard testing conditions. Prospective student-athletes should contact 
the appropriate testing agency for more information regarding the procedures for registering to take the test on an official 
testing date in an international country. 
¯ NCAA Division I: Please see the initial-eligibility chart and the updated initial-eligibility index (effective for students 

initially enrolling full time in a collegiate msntution on or after August 1, 2016) guide for the minimum test-score require- 
ments. 

¯ NCAA Division II: A minimum 820 combined score on the SAT verbal and math sections, or a minimum sum score of 
68 on the ACT. 

¯ All qualifying SAT and ACT examinations must be taken in English. 
¯ The Test of Standard Written English (TSWE) and the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) cannot be used as a 

substitute for the SAT or ACT. 

Other Information 
¯ The following are not international countries, and students from these countries will be treated as domestic students: 

American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
¯ Students enrolled in schools abroad that are under U.S. sponsorship and offer the standard U.S. curriculum, induding those 

that serve both U.S. and non-U.S, citizens, will be treated as domestic students [e.g., American schools overseas, Department 
of Defense Dependents Schools (DODDS)]. 

¯ Unpublicized changes in state or national grading scales may occur after publication of the most recent edition of the guide. 
In addition, you may receive academic credentials not included in the guide. Member institutions should forward to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center staff any academic credentials or grading scales different from those listed in the guide. 

¯ When a particular document or grading scale is no longer in use by an international educational system, the document or 
grading scale will be removed from the guide five years after the discontinuation of the document or grading scale. 

¯ Due to the nature of education systems around the world, it is possible for a prospective student-athlete to obtain a General 
Certificate of Education (GCE), General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE), International General Certificate of 
Secondary Education (IGCSE), or Higher International General Certificate of Secondary Education (HIGCSE) in almost 



any country. Generally, the information in the United Kingdom entry or the British-Patterned Education (Other) would 
appls< 

Other Helpful Hints 
¯ The NCAA Eligibility Center does not perform preliminary evaluations on international student records (except for Canadian 

credentials) because the evaluation is performed primarily on documents issued after completion of secondary school (e.g., 
senior or leaving certificate). 

¯ Institutions should not issue a SEVIS Form 1-20 until the student is certified as a final qualifier by the Eligibility Center. 
There have been numerous instances in which institutions have had to send students home because they have not met initial- 
eligibility requirements. (See page 10 for best practices.) 

If your institution has questions about the information contained in the guide, please contact 
the NCAA Eligibility Center international academic certification staff (317/223-0700 or ec- 
international@ncaa.org). 



BEST 
PRACTICES 

F-1 Visa and Issuance of SEVIS Form 1-20 

Introduction 

International student-athletes who require an F-1 student 
visa are subject to specific requirements regarding their admis- 
sions eligibility, financial ability and academic status. Failure of 
students to follow appropriate regulations and guidelines can 
result in severe difficulties with their immigration status with 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Securi~. To avoid difficul- 
ties, the NCAA strongly recommends that athletics staff meet 
with appropriate school ofiqcials (e.g., international admissions 
ofiqcers, international student advisors) to gain an understand- 
ing of the school’s policies and procedures that are in place to 
protect international students and to maintain compliance with 
all immigration regulations. 

IMPORTANT NOTE FOR ATHLETICS 
ADMINISTRATORS AND ADMISSIONS 
OFFICERS 

Under no circumstances should an international student- 
athlete be issued a Form 1-20 with the expectation of finan- 
cial support from the athletics office before the student has 
been certified as a final qualifier by the NCAA Eligibility 
Center or is determined to be a partial qualifier in Division 
II. 

Doing so opens the possibility for an international stu- 
dent who might not be eligible for financial aid to obtain 
a visa and enter the United States without having the suffi- 
cient funds to cover tuition and living expenses, as required 
by immigration laws. 

Financial Ability 
¯ All F-1 visa students must submit appropriate documen- 

tation of financial support before the school can issue the 
SEVIS Form 1-20 [certificate of eligibility for nonimmi- 
grant (F-l) student status]. 

¯ Generally, the school’s international admissions office will 
have information as to what constitutes appropriate docu- 
mentation of financial support. 

¯ Athletics department staff" members must understand 
that withdrawal of athleticically related financial aid for 
an international student-athlete could result in severe 
economic hardship for the student and could result in a 
violation of the student’s immigration status. 

What Athletics Administrators Should Tell Student- 
Athletes 

¯ Student-athletes who will be receiving financial aid from 
the athletics department must understand that if the 
amount of aid is less than the amount required for issu- 
ance of the 1-20, then the student will need to provide 
additional documentation of financial support. 

¯ Student-athletes should be informed of the true costs of 
attending the school and must understand the financial 
implications in the event of the loss of financial support 
from athletics. 

¯ Student-athletes must understand that if their scholarship 
is made unavailable for any reason (e.g., because the stu- 
dent-athlete did not meet initial-eligibility requirements as 
certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center), they must have 
other means of financial support. If sufficient finances are 
not available from other sources, the student risks violation 
of immigration status and possible deportation. 

Hdpful Web Sites 
www.travel.state.gov/visa (U.S. Department of State) www. 

ice.gov/sevis (Department of Homeland Security, SEVIS infor- 
mation page) 

10 
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Ecuador ......................................................................... 69 
Egypt ............................................................................. 70 
E1 Salvador ..................................................................... 71 
Estonia ........................................................................... 72 
Ethiopia ......................................................................... 73 
European Baccalaureate ................................................. 74 
Finland .......................................................................... 75 
France ............................................................................ 76 
Georgia .......................................................................... 79 
Germany ........................................................................ 81 
Ghana ............................................................................ 83 
Greece ............................................................................ 84 
Guatemala ..................................................................... 85 
Haiti .............................................................................. 86 
Honduras ....................................................................... 80 
Hong Kong ................................................................... 88 
Hungary ........................................................................ 90 
Iceland ........................................................................... 91 
India .............................................................................. 92 
Indonesia ....................................................................... 94 
International Baccalaureate ............................................ 95 
Iran ................................................................................ 96 
Iraq ................................................................................ 97 
Ireland ........................................................................... 98 
Israel .............................................................................. 99 
Italy .............................................................................. 101 
Jamaica ........................................................................ 102 
Japan ............................................................................ 105 
Jordan .......................................................................... 106 
Kazakhstan .................................................................. 107 
Kenya ........................................................................... 107 
Korea, Republic of. ...................................................... 109 
Kosovo ......................................................................... 110 
Kuwait ......................................................................... 111 
Kyrgyzstan ................................................................... 112 
Latvia ........................................................................... 113 
Lebanon ....................................................................... 114 
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Liberia ......................................................................... 116 

Lithuania ..................................................................... 117 
Luxembourg ................................................................ 118 
Macedonia ................................................................... 120 

Malaysia ....................................................................... 121 

Mexico ......................................................................... 122 

Moldova ...................................................................... 124 

Morocco ...................................................................... 125 
Netherlands ................................................................. 126 
Netherlands Antilles .................................................... 128 

New Zealand ............................................................... 129 
Nicaragua .................................................................... 131 

Nigeria ......................................................................... 132 

Norway ........................................................................ 133 
Pakistan ....................................................................... 135 
Panama ........................................................................ 136 
Paraguay ...................................................................... 137 
Peru ............................................................................. 138 
Philippines ................................................................... 139 
Poland .......................................................................... 140 
Portugal ....................................................................... 142 

Romania ...................................................................... 143 
Russian Federation ...................................................... 144 

Saudi Arabia ................................................................ 146 

Scotland ....................................................................... 147 
Senegal ......................................................................... 148 
Serbia and Montenegro ............................................... 149 

Singapore ..................................................................... 151 
Slovakia ........................................................................ 152 
Slovenia ....................................................................... 153 
South Africa, Republic of ............................................ 154 
Spain ............................................................................ 155 
Sri Lanka ..................................................................... 157 
Suriname ..................................................................... 158 
Sweden ........................................................................ 159 
Switzerland .................................................................. 161 
Syria ............................................................................. 163 
Taiwan ......................................................................... 164 
Tajikistan ..................................................................... 165 
Tanzania ...................................................................... 166 
Thailand ...................................................................... 167 
Tunisia ......................................................................... 168 
Turkey ......................................................................... 169 
Turkmenistan .............................................................. 169 
Ukraine ........................................................................ 170 
United Arab Emirates .................................................. 171 
United Kingdom ......................................................... 172 
Uruguay ....................................................................... 174 
Uzbekistan ................................................................... 175 
Venezuela ..................................................................... 176 
Vietnam ....................................................................... 177 
Zimbabwe .................................................................... 178 

NOTICE: STUDENTS WHO INITIALLY ENROLL FULL TIME IN A COLLEGIATE INSTITUTION 

ON OR AFTER AUGUST 1, 2016 MUST PRESENT 16 CORE COURSES, A 2.300 OR HIGHER 

CORE-COURSE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE ON A 4.000 (4 HIGH) SCALE AND A CORRE- 
SPONDING TEST SCORE TO BE ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE AT A DIVISION I INSTITUTION 

IN THE INITIAL YEAR OF FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT (SEE UPDATED DIVISION I INITIAL- 

ELIGIBILITY INDEX). 
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GUIDE UPDATES 
The following countries were updated in March 2012: 
- Croatia (updated grading scale) 
- Czech Republic (updated grading scale) 
- The Gambia (added Scratch Card language) 
- Ghana (added Scratch Card language) 

International Baccalaureate (added Category Three 
document) 
- Kosovo (added Guide entry) 
- Liberia (added Scratch Card language) 
- Macedonia (updated grading scale) 
- Nigeria (added Scratch Card language) 
- Serbia/Montenegro (updated grading scale) 
- Sierra Leone (added Scratch Card Language) 
- Slovakia (updated grading scale) 
- Slovenia (updated grading scale) 

The following countries were updated in April 2011: 
- Chad 
- Ghana 
- Luxembourg 
- Namibia 

The following countries were updated in November 2010: 
- Argentina 
- Western Australia 
- British Patterned Education (Other) 
- Netherlands 
- Romania 
- Singapore 
- United Kingdom 

The following countries were updated in November 2011: 
- China (CQV report now required; see Notice section) 
- Denmark (grading scales [fall 2012]) 
- Hong Kong (new credential and grading scales) 
- Ireland (new credential and grading scale) 
- Italy (added Certifica to category one) 
- Kenya (official transcripts now required) 
- Liberia (new country entry) 
- Nigeria (grading scale) 
- Philippines (grading scale) 



Albania 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. DYfies~’Pjekurie (certificate of maturity) from a shkolle e mesme eper~ithsme (general middle school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

7~t~" Good 8 B 3 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Maturity Certificate from technical school. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The stuff: will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institunon in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Workers Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Institut i lart~" (higher institute). 
c. Akademi (academy). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Koenig~ Ann M., An Overview of the Educational System of Albania, Educational Credentials Evaluators, Inc., 1993. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 

2003. 
Internet Source: EuroEducation.net: www.euroeducation.net/prof/albanco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Argentina 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachiller/Bachillerato (secondary school graduation certificate). 
b. Bachillerato Especiali~ado (secondary school graduation certificate with spedalization). 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive) 

NOTE: Secondary school grading scales may vary and may contain a lowest passing grade of four or six. Therefore, please take caution in deter- 
mining the appropriate grading scale. 

6 Minimum Pass scale 

Bueno Good 7 B 3 

Reprobado Fail 1-5 F 0 

4 Minimum Pass scale 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificado de Tdcnico (technidan certificate). 
b. Perito Mercantil (business/commercial expert). 
c. Certi)qcado de Educaci6n Polimodal (certificate ofpolimodal education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. The 
core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-digibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to be 
eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document bdow, by itsdf, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum reqmrements: 
a. Completion ofdclo bdsico (basic cycle) ofensertanza secundaria (secondary education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Escuela normal (teacher training school). 
c. Escuela superior (higher school). 
d. Escuela universitaria (university school). 
e. Instituto superior (higher institute). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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References 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." Argentina, Australian Government Printing Office, Canberra, Australia, 

1999. 
Reisberg, Liz A., Argentina, World Education Series, AACRAO/NAFSA Washington, D.C., 1993. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/whed.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Armenia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Mijnakarg Krtu~yan Attestat (certificate of complete secondary education). 
b. Igasunutian Vkaiakan (certificate of maturity). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

Total unsatisfactory 1 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Krtser Masnaget Ouni°r specialist) of middle professional education. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate insntution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 

c. Istitut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhnikum (completed program). 
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Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shdly M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA: Assodation of International Educators, Washington, D.C., 

1999. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 

2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, Calif., 

2004. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.tmesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Aruba 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents bdow meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diploma Hoger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/HA VO (diploma of higher general secondary education). 
b. Diploma Voorbereidend Wotenschappelijk Onderwijs/l/~O (diploma of university preparatory education). 
c. Diploma Middelbaar Beroepsonderwijs/MBO (diploma of intermediate vocational education) that includes the following Education 

ProfessionalIntermedio/EPI (intermediate vocational education) units: 
¯ Ciencia et Tecnologia (engineering technology, formerly MTO/Middelbaar technisch onderwijs/intermediate technical education). 
¯ Economico (business studies, formerly MAO/Middelbaar administratiqConderwijslsecondary administrative education). 
¯ Hospitalidadet Turismo (hospitality and tourism, formerlyAHS/Aruba Hotel School). 
¯ Salubridadet Servido (human services, formerly CPS/Colegio Paso Sigur/Paso Sigurschool/school for spedalized training in human services). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Uitmuntend Excellent 10 A 

Goed Good 8 A 

Voldoende Suffident 6 C 

Onvoldoende Insufficient 4 F 

Slecht Bad 2 F 

4 

4 

2 

0 

0 

NOTE: Both the International School of Aruba and the Ibero-American High School are private non-government aided schools in Aruba that 
follow the educational pattern ofa U.S. high school. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used in combination with 
documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements (list may not be all-inclusive): 
a. Diploma MiddelbaarAlgemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/MAVO (diploma of intermediate general secondary education). 
b. Diploma Lager Beroepsonderwijs (diploma of lower secondary vocational education) that indudes the following Education Professional Basico 

(basic vocational education) beroepscyclus (upper division) sectors: 
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¯ Economie (administrative education, formerly ETAO/Economisch, toeristisch en administratiefonderwijs/commerce, tourist trades and 
clerical work education). 

¯ Techniek (technical education, formerly LTO/Lager Technisch Onderwijs/lower technical education). 
¯ Verzorging (human services education, formerly LHNO/Lager Huishoud- en Nijverheidsonderwijs/lower home economics and domestic 

science education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following: 

a. Instituto Pedagogico Arubano/IPA (Aruba Pedagogical Institute). 

b. Universiteit van Aruba/UA (University ofAruba). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Directie Onderwijs (Department of Education), Frankrijkstraat 3, Eagle, Aruba. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Australia 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the Australian educational system, all semester-by-semester reports from year nine and up should be 
obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below for each state and territory. These 
documents may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been satisfied. Additionall)~ many 
Australian students select a course or track of studies in grade 10 and may not be required to continue the study of a spedfic subject such as 
sodal science, natural/physical science or mathematics. This fact does not excuse the student-athlete from meeting NCAA initial-eligibility 
requirements. 

1. The following documents meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The following documents, listed by state or territor)~ meet high school graduation requirements when a prospective student-athlete graduates 
within four years (eight semesters) after initial enrollment in grade nine. Please note this list may not be all inclusive. Certificates received, other 
than those listed below, may be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

The grade-point average will be calculated in a manner spedfic m the certificate earned. The method of calculation used for each state/terrritory 
has been listed below. However, in all cases, the grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a U.S. 4.0 (4 high) scale. 
Grades reported on international documents willbe converted to U.S. equivalents on a 4.0 scale before calculating quality points and grade- 
point averages. 
a. Australian Capital Territory: 

Australian Capital Territory/ACT Year i2 Certificate (the tertiar i entrance certificate alone is not sufficient). 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the highest grades earned in core courses achieved by the timely completion of year 
12 and coded as "T" or "H" on the certificate. Each grade will be weighted based upon traits awarded on the certificate. Courses labeled 
"Major" will be credited at a standard of one full credit. Courses labded as "Minor" will be credited at a standard of 0.5 credits. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the leaving certificate 
and semester-by-semester reports from years nine and 10. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as spedfied in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 
and be awarded a grade of D or higher to be used. A course receiving a grade of"S" or "status" will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
NOTE: Grades from semester reports or tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

C Sound Standard of Achievement 3 C 

New South Wales: 
Higher School Certificate/HSC and Record of Achievement. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses achieved by the timely completion of year 12 and noted as 
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"Board Developed" courses on the certificate. NOTE: Only scores listed in the "HSC Mark" column will be used. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of D or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale - (HSC marks; may not be all indusive): 

90-100 A 

50-69 C 

0-29 

Northern Territory: 

Northern Territory Certificate of Education/NTCE and Record of Achievement. 

South Australian Certificate of Education/SACE and Record of Achievement (see South Australia guide entry) 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely 
completion of year 12 and noted as "Stage 2" courses. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade old or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be digible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive). 

A 17-20 A 4 

C 11-13 C 2 

E 0-7 F 0 

Queensland: 
Queensland Senior Certificate. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the "Level of Achievement" weighted by the "Number of Units" for each core course 
recorded trader the ’~uthority Subject" heading listed on the leaving certificate and achieved by the timely completion of year 12. The 
quality points generated by these calculations will be totaled and divided by the total number of units achieved in all core courses recorded 
under the "Authority Subject" heading achieved by the timely completion of year 12. NOTE: Courses labeled ’~uthority Registered 
Subjects" will not be used in the grade-point average calculation. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on semester-by-semester 
reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as spedfied in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade old or higher to be 
used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full nme in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be digible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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Ve[y High ~ghig-cgm~ 5 ~ 4 

Sound Achievement 3 C 2 

E Very Limited Achievement 1/0 

South Australia: 

Sauth Australian Certificate af Education/SACE and Record of Achievement. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely 
completion of year 12 and noted as "Stage 2" courses. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of D or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A Outstanding Achievement 20 A 

High Achievement 14-16 B 

D Marginal Achievement 8-10 D 1 (lowest passing grade) 

Requirements Not Met 0-2 

Tasmania: 

Tasmanian Certificate of Education/TCE and Statement of Marks. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely 
completion of year 12 and will include ALL of the following: coded as "5C," credited as achieving 150 "Nominal Hours" (or "Size 15") and 
posted in the "TCE Senior Secondary 5" (or "TQA Level 3") section of the certificate. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as spedfied in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of D or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be digible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Before 2003: 

SA 

Since 2003: 

Satisfactory Achievement 2 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 
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CA Commendable Achievement 3 B 

PA Preliminary Achievement 2 D 

3 

1 (lowest passing grade) 

Victoria: 
Victorian Certificate of Education/VCE and Statement of Results. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely 

,c, ompletion of year 12 and coded as "314" under the "Unit" column. NOTE: All alpha scores for core courses listed under the heading 
Grades" will be used and weighted equall)< This includes columns "1 ", "2" and "3." Grades listed trader the heading "Study Score" will not 

be used in the grade-point average calculation. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of D or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will not be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A A 4 

C B 3 

UG 

Western Australia: 

Western Australia Certificate of Education/WACE Statement of Results. 

The grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely 
completion of year 12 and listed under the heading "S chool Achievement Subjects (formerly Curriculum Council Subject Results)2 NOTE: 
Courses used are coded with the letters D or E at the beginning of the course number. 

Achievement of the core-course requirement will be determined by reviewing the distribution of course work listed on the semester-by- 
semester reports. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade old or higher 
to be used. However, grades from the semester-by-semester reports and tertiary certificates will NOT be used in the grade-point average 
calculation. 

For WACE Statement of Results earned 2010 and beyond, the grade-point average will be calculated by averaging the grades of core courses 
listed on the leaving certificate achieved by the timely completion of year 12 and listed trader the heading "School achievement in course 
units ." 

NOTE: Only core courses from stages one, two or three will be used in calculating the core-course grade-point average. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A Excellent Achievement 5 A 

C Sound Achievement 3 C 
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E Inadequate Achievement 0 F 0 

3. The following documents, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements (may not be all indusive). 
a. Australian Capital Territory: 

Year 10 Certificate. 
b. New South Wales: 

(1) School Certificate. 
(2) Record of Achievement (years 9-10). 

c. Northern Territory: 
Junior Secondary Studies Certificate. 

d. Queensland 
(1) Junior Certificate. 
(2) Year 10 Certificate 
(3) Exit Statement. 

e. Western Australia: 
(1) Certificate of Lower Secondary Studies. 
(2) Technical and Further Education/TAFE collegeprograms requiring less than completion of Year 12 for admission (includes pre- 

employment/pre-apprenticeship, trade and certificate programs). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Australian Defense Forces Academy. 
d. College of advanced education. 
e. Institute of advanced education. 
£ Institute of higher education. 
g. Institute of technology. 
h. Technical and Further Education (TAFE) college programs requiring completion of Year 12 for admission. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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2004. 
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Certification Authorities (ACACA): www.boardofstudies.nsw.edu.au!acacaJindex.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/whed.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Austria 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Reifepriifungszeugnis (maturity examination certificate); also referred to as the Matura or Reifezeugnis. 

b. Zeugnis iiber die Berufireifepriifung, also Berufireifepriifungszeugnis (certificate of vocational maturity examination). 

c. Reife- undDip[ompriifungszeugnis (maturity and diploma examination certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligihility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 
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Nicht Geniigend Insuffldent 5 

The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all indusive): 
a. Abschlusspriifungszeugnis der berufibildende miltlere &-hule (vocational intermediate school); also called Fachschule (trade or vocational school). 
b. Studienberechtigungspriifung or Studienberechtigungszeugnis (study qualifying examination or certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-digibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 

See above. 

3. An Abschluss~eugnis (completion certificate), by itself, from the types of schools listed below does not satisfy the graduation requirement of 
Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in combination with documents listed in category two to meet the core-curriculum 
requirements: 

a. Berufischule (vocational school) plus Lehrabschlusspriifungs~eugnis (apprenticeship examination certificate) from the dual system of vocational 
training. 

b. Polytechnische &-hule/PTS (pre-vocational school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Universitiit (university). 

b. Hochschule (college or university). 

c. Fachhochschule (postsecondary spedal-subject colleges). 

d. Akademie (academy; postsecondary only). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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Azerbaijan 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificate of Complete Secondary Education from a professional lyceum general education track. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

Totally Unsatisfactory 1 F 0 

The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
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a. Certificate of Complete Secondary Education from a professional lyceum in a vocational!technical track. 
b. Junior Spedalist from a technical secondary school. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The smffwill review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate of Basic Education. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 

c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhnikum (completed program). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 

2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, Calif., 

2004. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.tmesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Bangladesh 
NOTICE= To obtain verification of secondary education, have all documents sent directly to the NCAA Eligibility Center by the re~,ional 
Boards of Intermediate and Secondary Education. If the problem involves university transcripts or records from teacher training coneges, 
polytechnics, or other schools or institutions, a letter with photocopies of all documents should be sent to the registrar of the institution 
concerned for verification. 

1. The document bdow meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Higher Secondary Certificate/HSC. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibiliry index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

60-100 A 4 
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40-49 C 2 

0-32 F 0 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Diploma in technolog3z 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the doctmaent(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curricultma distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-digibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate in education from a primary training institute. 
b. Diploma in commerce from a commerdal institute. 
c. Nurses training center, first and second year of the registered nurse program. 
d. Secondary school certificate/SSC. 
e. Technical certificate. 
f. Technical diploma. 
g. Trade certificate. 
h. Vocational training institute certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. University. 
b. Nurses training center, third and fourth year of the registered nurse program. 
c. Teacher training college for secondary teachers. 
d. Technical teachers training college. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Belarus 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Altestat 0 Srednom Obrazavanii (diploma of secondary education) from a gimnazia/lyceum (gymnasium/academic secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 
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Excellent 9-10 A 4 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. A~testat 0 Srednom Spetsialnom Obrazovanii (diploma of spedalized secondary education) from a techni/eum (four years). 
b. Diploma of Vocational Education from a Vocational School (three years). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I imtial-eligibility index). In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 
1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a 
Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Svidetd’sivo o Bazovom Obra~ovanii (certificate of basic education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 

c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogiches/eii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Polite/ehnices/eii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. V~sshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhni/eum (completed program). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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Belgium 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Certificat d’Ensei~nernent Secondaire Supdrieur/CESS (certificate of higher secondary education). 

b. Diploma yon Hoger Secundaire Onderwijs (previously Getuigschrifi yon Secundaire Onderwijs) [diploma of higher secondary education 
(previously certificate of higher secondary education)]. 

c. Certificat de Qualification 6~(Wallonia) (orientation certificate). 

d. Getuigschrifi 6(Flanders) (certificate). 

e. Absc~usszeugrds der Obers@ des Sekundarunterric~ts (~eaving certi~cate ~f the higher ~eve~ ~f sec~ndary instructi~n). 
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The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course traits with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. The 
core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

AvecPlus Grande    Highest Distinction 18-20 (90-100) A 4 
Distinction/ 

Avec Grande Great Distinction 16-17 (80-89) A 
Distinction/ 

Avec Distinction/ Distinction 14-15 (70-79) 

Ajournd/NA Failed 0-9 (0-49) D/F 010 

NOTE: Grades 8 to 9.9 are considered passing (equivalent to a U.S. grade D) when the overall average is 10.0 or higher. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Attestation d’Orientation (orientation certificate). 

b. Orienteringsattest (orientation certificate). 

c. Certificat de l’Enseignernent Secondaire Infdrieur (certificate of lower secondary education). 

d. Getuigschrifi van Lager Secundair Onderwijs (certificate of lower secondary education). 

e. Certificat de Qualification (certificate of qualification). 

f. Kwalificatiegetuigschrifi (qualification certificate). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Conservatoires (conservatory). 

b. Ecoles Supdrieures (higher school). 

c. Enseignement Supdrieur or Hoger Onderwijs (higher education). 

d. Facultd (faculty). 

e. Llautes Ecoles (higher school). 

f. Llogeschool (higher school). 

g. Institutes d’Architecture/Arts; Academies (institute of architecture/arts academies). 

h. Instituts Supdrieurs (higher institutes). 

i. Universitd Universitaire or Universiteit (university). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.tmesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 
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uk. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Bermuda 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of Bermuda’s educational systems, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up should 
be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may be 
reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The following documents meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The following documents meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. General Certificate of Education/GCE. 

b. General Certificate of Secondary Education/GCSE. 

c. Bermuda Secondary School Certificate/BSSC (last year of issuance 2002). 

d. Bermuda School Certificate/BSC. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The stuff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

NOTE: It is possible to combine subject passes from a combination of GCE and GCSE documents in order to determine if the student-athlete 
has five academic subject passes. 

NOTE: The BSSC and BSC meet core-curriculum requirements only if the coursework represented satisfies the core-curriculum distribution 
as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The grade-point average as it appears on the BSSC or BSC must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.0 
(4 high) scale. The grade-point average is calculated by using the grades of the core courses with passing grades in levels 2-5 (BSSC) or levels 
100-400 (BSC) on the above documents. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

GCE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

(1) Alphabetical grading scale: 

A A 4 

C C 2 

(2) Advanced Level (A-Level and AS-Level) examination: 

C B 3 
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GCSE: 

(1) Alphabetical grading scale: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 

(2) BSSC and BSC: 

C Good 2.0 C 

E Unsatisfactory 0.0 

3. The following documents, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation reqturement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in the following (may not be all indusive): 
a. Bermuda College. 

Seepages 6-9for ir, structior, s for use of this guide arid applicatior, procedures. 

References: 
Internet Source: Bermuda Ministry of Education: www.moe.bm/. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Bolivia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachiller er, Humarddades (secondary school graduation diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 7 (60-70) A 

Bueno Good 5 (50-59) B 

- (minimum for 3.6 (36-39) D 
9romotion) 

4 

3 

1 (lowest passing grade) 

Malo Bad 2 (0-35) 
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2. The document bdow meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachillerato Tdcrdco (diploma from technical secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course traits with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. The 
core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to be 
eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificado de Egreso (completion of coursework requirements, but other requirements have not been met; also called Egresado). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Escuela/Ir, stituto Normal Superior (teacher training college). 
c. Ir, stituto Tdcrdco Superior (technical college). 

Seepages 6-9for ir, structior, s for use of this guide arid applicatior, procedures. 

References 
Foreigr~ Educatior~al Creder~tials Required, Fifth Editior~, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles: Bolivia, Australian Government Printing Office, Canberra, Australia, 

1993. 
Feagles, Shelly, ed., A Guide to Educatiorml Systems Arour, d the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.tmesco.org/iauliau/onlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Svjedocanstvo Svjedodzba o Zavrsnom Ispitu (IV Stepen) (certificate of final examination 1V level). 
b. Svjedodzba o Zavrser, om Obrazovanju (IV Stepen) (certificate of final examination IV level). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-digibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Odilicar, Excellent 5 A 

Dobar Good 3 B 

4 

Nedovoljan Unsatisfactory 1 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Any diploma listed above in a vocational program from Tehr, icka Skola, Medicinska Skola, etc. (technical school, medical school, etc.). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculttrn distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Svjedocanstvo Svjedodzba o from Osnovna Skola (certificate from elementary school). 

b. Svjedocanstvo Svjedodzba o Zavrsenom Obrazovanju (II Stepen) (certificate of completion of education II level). 

c. Svjedocanstvo Svjedodzba o Zavrsenom Obrazovanju (III Stepen) (certificate of completion of education III level). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
inclusive): 

a. Univerzilet (university). 

b. Fakultet (faculty). 

c. Umjetnicka Akademija (art academy). 

d. Visa Skola (higher school). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene, ed., The New Country Index, International Research Foundation, Los Angeles, 2003. 
Dickey, Karlene, dir., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students~om Yugoslavia (Workshop Report), AACRAOINAFSA, 1990. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, Calif., 

2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles, The Republics of the Former Yugoslavia, Canberra, Australia, 1992. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Brazil 
The academic year runs from March to December. Education is compulsory for eight years beginning at age seven. Primary Education (1-8) 
is identified as Ensino Fundamental. Assessment is conducted at the school level. There is no national assessment. The information provided 
below addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the 
type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all-indusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before enrolling 
in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades during the four- 
year period immediately subsequent to initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Common Documents 

Category One 
The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student-athlete 
(PSA) graduates within three years after initial enrollment in the first year of Ensino Medio (secondary school). 
a. Certificado de Conclusdo de Segundo Grau (certificate of graduation from upper secondary school). Used before 1996. 
b. Certificado de Conclusdo de Ensino Medio (completion of secondary studies/instruction). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. Grades reported on 
international documents will be converted to U.S. equivalents on a 4.0 scale before calculating quality points and grade-point averages. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all-inclusive): 

a. Certificado de Conclusao de Segundo Grau corn Habilita;ao Bdsica Profissional (certificate of graduation from upper secondary school with basic 
vocational training). 

b. Certificado de Auxiliar Tdcnico (certificate of technical assistant). 

c. Diploma de Td~wtico de Segundo Grau, Diploma de Tdcnico de Nivel Medio (diploma of technician of secondary level). 

d. Certificado de Conclusao de Segundo Grau corn Habilita~ao do Magistdrio do Segundo Grau (certificate of graduation from secondary school 
with concentration in teacher training). 

e. Diploma de Professor do Ensino Primdrio (diploma of primary school teacher). 

f. Diploma de Conclusao de Curso Supletivo (high school diploma equivalency studies). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course traits with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. The 
core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to be 
eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

NOTE: Coursework from grade eight listed on a category three document may be used if the coursework is deemed to be taught at the 
secondary school level by the Eligibility Center’s High School Review staff. 

NOTE: Students are expected to graduate at the condusion of the third consecutive year after initial enrollment in year one ofEnsino Mddio. 
Post Ensino Mddio study from the first two years ofNivel T&hnico may be used to advance the graduation date ofa PSA if the course of study 
was continuous, the Ensino Mddio coursework was completed within three years after initial enrollment in year one of Ensino Medio, and the 
PSA received a seminal certificate from the Nivel Tdchnico. Ifpost-Ensino Mddio coursework from a Nivel Tdchnico is used to calculate the 
grade-point average, eighth-grade coursework will not be used in the calculation. For all other delays, the graduation date will remain set at the 
original expected date of graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Inferior Inferior Inferior/Fail 0-2.9 F 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are indicated on credentials, courses are weighted by the hours of study credited by the school/region. Before 
calculating the grade-point average, staffwill convert Brazilian study hours to the equivalent Carnegie unit applicable for each course used in 
the calculation of quality points. The conversion standard is listed below. 

120 + 1 

80-89 0.67 

4O-59 O.34 

Category Three 
The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificado de Conclusdo de Primeiro Grau (certificate of graduation from lower secondary school). [Year eight courses may be used if the 
courses meet the core-course description depicted in Bylaw 14.3.1.1 .] 

Category Four 
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A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not be all 
inclusive): Coursework will not be used for certification purposes from category four institutions. 

a. Universidade (university). 

b. Faculdade Integrada (integrated faculty). 

c. Instituto Superior (higher institute). 

d. Fundacao Universitaria (university foundation). 

e. Certtro Universitario (university center). 

When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie trait system (weeks of 
attendance multiplied by hours of study per week). Credits will be assessed in the following manner: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 

Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the certification 
review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a PSA. The crediting system must be applicable to 
all courses and all students attending the PS~s secondary school during the PSA’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes 
information presented on Websites and in school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry 
officials written on a student’s behalf will not be accepted. 

References 
Feagles, Shdley M., Ed. A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA: Assodation of International Educators, Washington, D.C., 

1999. 
International Assodation of Universities, The International Handbook of Universities, IAU/UNESCO Information Centre on Higher Education, 

Paris, 2000. 
International Education Research Fotmdation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

BerkeleT~ Calif., 2004. 
National Academic Recognition Center for the United Kingdom (NARIC-UK). International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth 

Edition, London, 1996. 
Nufiez, Lou, Draft of the PIER Publication on Brazil, unpublished 2000. 
Sepmeyer, Inez H., ed. The Country Index, Revised edition. International Education Research Fotmdation, Frank Severy Publishing, 
Alhambra, 1986. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iauliau/onlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: www.internationalcomparisons.org. 

uk. Last accessed October 2004. See Multi-Country References, page 139. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: http://www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

British-Patterned Education 
in Africa 
(Includes Botswana, "[he Gambia, Lesotho, Malawi, Namibia, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda and Zambia) 

NOTICE= Due to the unique nature of the British-patterned educational system, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below for each state and 
territory. These documents may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The following documents meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The following documents meet high school graduation requirements: 
a. Botswana General Certificate of’Secondary Education/BGCSE. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 1-2 A 4 

C 5-6 C 2 

EG 

b. West A~ican Examinations Council Senior Secondary School Leaving Certificate/SSSLC (The Gambia). 

Students presenting the SSSLC must send an email to the NCAA Eligibility Center (ec-international@ncaa.org) with the following 
information: (a) your SSSLC Examination Number; (b) the four digits of your Examination Year (e.g., 2012); (c) type of Examination; 
(d) the Card Serial Number found on the reverse side of your Scratch card; and (e) the Personal Identification Number (PIN) on your 
Scratch card. 

The above document meets core-curriculum reqturements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical sdence and sodal science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

86-100 Excellent 1 A 4 

61-70 Good 3 B 3 

46-50 Credit 5 C 2 

c. Malawi School Certificate of Education/MSCE. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 1-2 A 

Pass-with- 5-6 C 
Credit 

Fail 

d. Namibia Senior Secondary Certificate (Ordinary Level)/NSSC 0 Levd 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (may not be all inclusive): 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

(1) Alphabetical grading scale: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 

H or ungraded F 

e. Namibia Senior Secondary Certificate (Higher Level) 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical sdence and sodal sdence. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by usmg passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 



Grading Scale (may not be all inclusive): 

3 B 3 

f. Senior School Certificate Exarnination/SSCE for Sierra Leone. 

Students presenting the SSCE must send an email to the NCAA Eligibility Center (ec-international@ncaa.org) with the following 
information: (a) your SSCE Examination Number; (b) the four digits of your Examination Year (e.g., 2012); (c) type of Examination; 
(d) the Card Serial Number found on the reverse side of your Scratch card; and (e) the Personal Identification Number (PIN) on your 
Scratch card. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical sdence and sodal science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 1-2 A 4 

Pass-with-Credit 5-6 C 2 

Fail 9 F 

g. Sudan Secondary School Certificate/SSSC. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical sdence and sodal sdence. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 



Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 80-100 A 4 

Fail 0-49 

h. General Certificate of Education/GCE for Swaziland. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 1-2 A 

Pass-with- 5-6 C 
Credit 

Fail 

i. Uganda Certificate of Education/UCE. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time An a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 1-2 A 4 

Pass-with-Credit 5-6 C 2 

Fail 
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j. U~,anda Advanced Certificate of Education/UACE. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

C B 3 

0 

k. Zambian School Certificate Examination/ZSCE. 

The above document meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction 1-2 A 

Pass-with- 5-6 C 
Credit 

Fail 

3. The following documents, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Jtmior Certificate Examination (Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland, Zambia). 
b. Individual subject passes from Upper Basic School (The Gambia). 
c. Basic Education Certificate Examination (Sierra Leone, Sudan). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
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a. University. 
b. National teachers college (Uganda). 
c. National teacher training college (advanced primary or secondary teacher’s certificate program [Lesotho]). 
d. Secondary teacher training college (Zambia, Swaziland). 
e. T2 teacher training college (Malawi). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Cranmer, David, and Woolston, Valerie, Southern Africa, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C. 1980. 
Feagles, Shelley M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 

International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, National Academic Recognition Information Centre, The British Cotmcil, 
Mansell Publishing Limited, London, 1996. 

O’Neill, Holly A., A Country Guide Series Report from the AACRAO-AID Project, Sudan, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1996. 
Intemet Source: International Association of Universities, Higher Education Systems: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last 

accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Botswana Ministry of Education: www.gov.bw/moe/information/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

British-Patterned Education 
in the Caribbean 
(Includes Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, and British Virgin Islands.) 

NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in the Caribbean, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents spedfically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents bdow meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. General Certificate of Education/GCE. 
b. General Certificate of Secondary Education/GCSE. 
c. Caribbean Evamination Council (CXC) Secondary Education Certificate/CSEC. 
d. Caribbean Evamination Council (CXC) Advanced Proficiency Evaminations/CAPE. 
e. International General Certificate of Secondary Education/IGCSE. 
f. Advanced International Certificate of Education/AICE. 
g. Bahamas General Certificate of Secondary Education/BGCSE. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural!physical science and social science. The CSEC and CAPE meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic 
subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

GCE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 
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A A 4 

C C 2 

Advanced Level (A-Level and AS-Level I examination: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

GCSE and BGCSE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 

H or ungraded F 

IGCSE: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 

AICE: 

For half-credit, full-credit (AS-Level equivalent) and double-credit (A-Level equivalent) courses: 

A 10 5 A 4 

C 6 3 B 3 

E 2 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

CXC documents: 

Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate/CSEC: 
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E Weak V 

Caribbean Advanced Profidency Examinations/CAPE: 

A Excellent 

C Good 

I A 4 

III B 3 

G Unsatisfactory VII F 

NOTE: It is possible to combine subject passes from a combination of the documents above in order to determine if the student-athlete has 
five different subject passes. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Bahamas Jtmior Certificate (ninth grade only). 
b. Barbados Secondary School Certificate Part I. 
c. Belize High School Diploma (vocational). 
d. First Class Teacher’s Certificate (Bdize). 
e. Hotel School (craft programs) (Trinidad-Tobago). 
f. Junior Secondary School Diploma (Bdize). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in a program that required for entrance one 
of the qualifications in category two above. Examples include the following (may not be all inclusive): 
a. University of the West Indies. 
b. University of Technology (U-Tech). 
c. College of Agriculture, Sdence and Education (CASE) Multidisdplinary. 
d. Edna Manley College. 
e. Moneague College. 
f. Teachers’ Colleges. 
g. Region Community Colleges. 
h. Belize community colleges. 

Seepages 6-9for ir, structior, s for use of this guide ar, d applicatior, procedures. 

References 
Fisher, Stephen, Commor~u~ea/th Caribbear~, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1979. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Caribbean Examinations Cotmdl Web site: www.cxc.org. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: University of Cambridge International Examinations Online Web site: www.de.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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British-Patterned Education 
(Other) 

NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the British-patterned educational system, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. General Certificate of Education/GCE. 

b. General Certificate of Secondary Education/GCSE. 

c. International General Certificate of Secondary Education/IGCSE. 

d. Advanced International Certificate of Education/AlCE. 

e. Higher International General Certificate of Secondary Education/HIGCSE. 

f. Cambridge Pre-University Diploma/Pre-UDiploma (must enroll at first opportunity and earn the diploma within two years). 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

GCE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

A A 4 

C C 2 

Advanced Level (A-Level and AS-Level) examination: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

GCSE: 

A A 4 

C B 3 
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IGCSE: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 

AICE: 

For half-credit, full-credit (AS-Level equivalent) and double-credit (A-Level equivalent) courses: 

A 10 5 A 4 

C 6 3 B 3 

E 2 1 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

HIGCSE: 

1 A 4 

3 B 3 

Cambridge Pre-University Diploma/Pre-U Diploma 

Distinction A 4 

Pass C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

NOTE: It is possible to combine subject passes from a combination of the above documents in order to determine if the student-athlete has 
five different academic subject passes. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: University of Cambridge International Examinations Online Web site: www.de.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Bulgaria 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma za Zavarsheno Sredno Obrazavanie (diploma of completion of secondary education) from a gimnazia/sredno obshtoo obrazovate[no 
uchilishte (gymnasium/academic secondary school), four- or five-year programs only. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

Otlichen Excellent 5.50-6.00 A 4 

Dobur Good 3.50-4.49 B 

Slab Poor 2-2.49 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements: 

a. Diploma za Zavarsheno Sredno Obrazovanie (diploma of completed secondary education) from a three-year program or from a four-year 
tekhnikum. 

b. Kvalifikatsiran Rabotnik (qualified worker). 

c. Udostoverenie za Poluvissha Tekhnicheska Praktika (qualification for technicians). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the transcripts 
to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case 
basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full- 
time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Universitet (university). 

b. Bulgarska Darzavna Konservatoria (Bulgarian state conservatory). 

c. Poluvissh Institut (semi-higher institute). 

d. Vissh Tehnicesko Ucilisce (high school of technology). 

e. Vissh Institut (higher institute). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Aldrich-Langen, Caroline and Alisauskas, Arunas, eds., Bulgaria, PIER World Education Systems (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 

Washington, D.C., 1995. 

Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 
2003. 

International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 
Calif., 2004. 

Internet Source: EuroEducation.net: www.euroeducation.net/prof/bulgaco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Cameroon 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Cameroon, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. Documents must 
be sent directly from the issuing institutions and/or bodies to the eligibility center. These documents may be reviewed with the documents 
in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Dipldme de Baccalaurdat (baccalaureate diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Echec Fail 0-9.9 D/F 0/0 

See above. Note that grades 8-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is a 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point 
average is below 10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Cameroon General Certificate of Education/Cameroon GCE. 

The document above meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher 
on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that 
appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Cameroon GCE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

A A 4 

C C 2 
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Advanced Level (A-Level) examination: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

O F 0 

b. Clasd terminale (certificate of high school graduation). 
c. Dipl~me de Baccalaurdat de Techniden/Dipl~me de Baccalaurdat Technologique (diploma of technical baccalaureate). 
d. Dipldme de Baccalaurdat Professionnel (diploma of professional baccalaureate). 

e. Brevet de Techniden (technidan’s certificate). 
f. Certificat de Fin d~tudes Secondaires (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 

The documents in items 2-b through 2-f above meet core-curriculum requirements only if the coursework represented satisfies the core- 
curriculum distribution as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear 
on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale (items 2-b through 2-fabove): 
See Category One. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Brevet d~.tudes du Premier Cycle/BEPC (certificate offirst-cyde studies). 
b. Certificat de Formation Gdndral/CFG (certificate of general instruction). 
c. Certificat d’Aptitude Professionnelle/CAP (certificate of professional competence). 

d. First School Leaving Certificate Examination. 
e. Government Common Entrance Examination. 
f. City and Guilds of London Institute/CLGI qualifications. 
g. Royal Society of Arts qualifications. 
h. Concours d’Entrde en Sixi~me (entrance examination for the sixth class). 
i. Brevet de Technicien (technician’s certificate). 
j. Certificat d’Aptitude de Maitre d’Enseignement Gdndral (certificate of qualification as a general education teacher). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitd (university). 
b. Ecole (postsecondary only). 
c. Institut (postsecondary only). 
d. Grande Ecole (higher educational institution). 
e. Centre Universitaire (university center). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelley M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: 

www.internationalcomparisons.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Canada 
NOTICE= Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Canada, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

The academic year runs from August to June. Education is compulsory for eight to 10 years beginning at age six or seven. High 
school graduates are assessed based upon various criteria, dependent upon the province or territory from which students graduate. The 
information provided below addresses each province’s/territory’s educational system and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon 
the type of credential. The list of documents may not be all-inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

The list of approved core courses for each province and territory of Canada is contained within the "Resources" tab on the NCAA 
Eligibility Center website. The core course code for each province/territory follows: 

998003 Ontario 

998005 British Columbia 

998007 Newfoundland and 
Labrador 

998009 Nova Scotia 

998013 Nunavut 

NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrollingin the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Common Documents: 
Category One 

There are no documents that meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements. 

Category Two 

The documents below, listed by province/territory, meet high school graduation requirements when a prospective student-athlete (PSA) 
graduates within four years (eight semesters) after initial enrollment in grade nine, with the exception of the province of Quebec (see 
Quebec entry for details). Please note that the list may not be all inclusive. Certificates/diplomas and transcripts received other than those 
listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) below. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 
a. Alberta 

1) Alberta High &’hool Diploma (General or Advanced). 
2) Dipldme d’dtudes secondaires de L’Alberta (Diploma of Secondary Education). 
3) Cert~cate of Achievement. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for 
grades nine through 12. Core courses designated by the $2 or $3 Course Series will be used for certification purposes. $1 Course Series 
courses will not be used in the certification process. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 
Grades of"P" are always awarded the lowest passing grade of 50 percent. 
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The following explains the course sequences set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification 
purposes. Core courses with the course sequences of 10, 20 and 30, 10-1, 20-1 and 30-1, 13, 23 and 33, and 10-2, 20-2 and 30-2 will be 
used in the certification process. Course sequences of 14 and 24, 16, 26 and 36, 10-4, 20-4 and 30-4 will not be used in the certification 
process. The locally developed course sequence of 15, 25 and 35 will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grade nine will be awarded 0.75 units, with the exception of Language Arts/English 9, which is 
awarded one unit. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent 
or higher to be used. Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 

5 Credits 1 Unit $2 or $3 

1 Credit 0.25 Units $2 or $3 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

F 0-39 

b. British Columbia 
1) Senior Secondary Graduation Di~oloma or Certificate (Dogwood Diploma). 
2) Di~olome de fin d’etudes secondaires en Colombie-Britannique (French Dogwood Diploma). 

3) Provincial Senior Secondary School Certificate. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcrl )t distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for 
grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. British Columbia Permanent 
Student Records may also list grades nine through 12, but may not include proof of graduation. 

Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grade nine will be awarded one unit. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified 

Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be used. Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 

4 Credits 1 Unit 

2 Credits 0.50 Units 
~reai ~ 

In the event that a PSA delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance will be used to 
determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of graduation for both 
divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A     86-100 A 4 

c. Manitoba 
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1) High School Graduation Diploma. 

2) Diplame d~.tudes Secondaires/DES (diploma of secondary education). 

3) Provincial Senior Secondary School Certificate. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Courses must satisfy the 
definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 5 0 percent or higher to be used. The grade-point average 
is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for grades nine 
through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the coding system set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
The first character in the course code will state the grade the course is developed for (e.g., 1 = ninth grade, 2 = 10th grade, 3 = 1 lth grade 
and 4 = 12th grade). The second character in the course code states who developed the course and how much credit it is awarded (see chart 
below). The third character in the course code states the academic level the course is awarded. F (Foundation), S (Specialized), G (General) 
and U (University-based) core courses will be used in the certification process. M (Modified), I (Individualized), C (College-based) courses 
will not be used in the certification process. E (ESL) courses are evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

Crediting 

In the event that a PSA delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance will be used to 
determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of graduation for both 
divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A     80-100     A    4 

C 56-69 C 2 

0-49 

d. New Brunswick 
1) New Brunswick High &’hool Diploma (Anglophone). 
2) Diplome d’Fin d’Etude (Francophone) 

New Brunswick offers a bilingual educational system. Both forms of education are treated equally. The language of instruction is the only 
differential that exists. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Generally, marks for grade 
nine and 10 will be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 11 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. 
In rare instances, grades 10 through 12 will be listed on the final transcript and the grade nine transcript will be a separate document. 
The grade-point average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and 
transcripts for grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the coding system set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
Core courses completed in grades 11 and 12 are named by subject, and each is assigned a three-digit numerical code. The first two numbers 
designate the year of the courses (e.g., 11 or 12). The third number designates the level of difficulty. Core courses completed in grades 11 
and 12 must be taught at the Enriched or Regular level, satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded 
a grade of 60 percent or higher to be used. 

Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grades nine through 12 will be awarded one unit. 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A     86-100     A     4 

e. Newfoundland and Labrador 
1) Provincial High School Graduation Certificate (Honours, Academic or General). 
2) High &’hool Graduation Diploma or Scnior High &’hool Graduation Diploma. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. Courses must 
satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be used. The grade- 
point average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts 
for grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the coding system set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
The first two characters in the numerical course code for grades 10 through 12 states the subject studied (e.g., 06 indicates French). The 
third character in the numerical course code for grades 10 through 12 states the course level (e.g., 1, 2 and 3 designate secondary level 
courses. Number 4 usually indicates Advanced Placement courses). The fourth character indicates the credit value of the course. The fifth 
character indicates the type of course completed. Courses designated with a 6 or 7 will not be used in the certification process. The sixth 
character in the numerical course code is a digit between 0 and 9 distinguishing courses in a subject area having the same level, credit value 
and type. 

Crediting 
Ninth-grade core courses are awarded units of credit as follows: 

Social Studies 9 0.67 Units 
Wni 

French 9 0.50 Units 

Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 

2 Credits 1 Unit 
} ~Uni~ 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

0-59 

f. Northwest Territories 
1) Senior Secondary &’hool Graduation Diploma. 

2) General High &’hool Diploma. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for 
grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the course sequences set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification 
purposes. Core courses with the course sequences of 10, 20 and 30, 10-1, 20-1 and 30-1, 13, 23 and 33, and 10-2, 20-2 and 30-2 will be 
used in the certification process. Course sequences of 16, 26 and 36 and 15, 25 and 35 will not be used in the certification process. Course 
sequences of 14 and 24 are no longer offered. 
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Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grade nine will be awarded 0.75 units, with the exception of Language Arts/English 9 and Mathematics, 
which are awarded one unit. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 
50 percent or higher to be used. Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 

5 Credits 1 Unit 

1 Credit 0.25 Units 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

F 0-49 F 

g. Nova Scotia 
1) Nova Scotia High School Graduation Diploma. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the document above and transcripts for grades 
nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the credit type set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
Core courses completed in grades 10-12 with the credit types of ACAD (Academic) and ADV (Advanced) will be used in the certification 
process. GRAD (Graduation) will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. OPEN (Open) will not be used in the certification process. 

Crediting 
Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be 
used. All core courses successfully passed in grades nine through 12 will be awarded one unit, with the exception of those courses that are 
designated 0.5 credits (0.5 units) by the Ministry of Education. 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 85-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

0-49 

h. Nunavut 
1) High School Diploma (General or Advanced). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the document above and transcripts for grades 
nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the course sequences set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification 
purposes. Core courses with the course sequences of 10, 20 and 30, 10-1, 20-1 and 30-1, 13, 23 and 33, and 10-2, 20-2 and 30-2 will be 
used in the certification process. Course sequences of 16, 26 and 36 will not be used in the certification process. Locally developed course 
sequences of 10, 11 and 12 will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 
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Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grade nine will be awarded 0.75 units, with the exception of Language Arts/English 9 and Mathematics, 
which are awarded one unit. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 
50 percent or higher to be used. Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 

5 Credits Unit 

1 Credit 0.25 Units 

In the event that a PSA delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance will be used to 
determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of graduation for both 
divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

i. Ontario 
1) Ontario Seco.ndary School Diploma (OSSD). 
2) Diplame d’Etudes Secondaires/DES (diploma of secondary education). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Grades nine through 12 
are listed on one Ministry of Education transcript. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and 
be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be used. The grade-point average is calculated by using those approved core courses with 

~ assing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum 
istribution specifiedin Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the coding system set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
The first three characters of the course code indicate the subject of the course (e.g., ENG = English). The fourth character of the course 
code indicates the grade of the course (1 = Grade 9, 2 = Grade 10, 3 = Grade 11 and 4 = Grade 12). The fourth character for ESL, classical/ 
native languages and Native Language only is indicated by letters (A = Level 1, B = Level 2, C = Level 3, D = Level 4 and E = Level 5). 
The fifth character indicates the type of course [D (academic), P (applied), O (open), E (workplace preparation), C (college preparation), 
U (university preparation), M (college/university preparation) andL (locally developed courses)]. Core courses coded with an M, U or 
D for the fifth character will be used in the certification process. Core courses coded with an L for the fifth character will be reviewed on 
a case-by-case basis. Core courses coded with a C, O, P or E for the fifth character will not be used in the certification process, with the 
exception of Civics (CHV20). 

Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grades nine through 12 will be awarded one unit, with the exception of Civics (CHV20), which is 
awarded 0.50 units by the Ministry of Education. 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

0-49 

j. Prince Edward Island 
1) Provincial Senior High School Graduation Certificate. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. Courses must 
satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade orS0 percent or higher to be used. The grade- 
point average As calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts 
for grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 
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The following explains the coding system set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification purposes. 
The first three letters of the course code indicate the subject of study (e.g., MAT is Mathematics). The first digit in the course code indicates 
the grade level (4 = Grade 10, 5 = Grade 11, 6 = Grade 12, 7 = Grade 10111 and 8 = Grade 11112). The second digit indicates the level of 
difficulty (0 = Open, 1 = Advanced Level, 2 = Academic Level, 3 = General Level, 4= Vocational, 5 = Practical Level and 6 = Modified). 
The third digit indicates the credit value (1-4 credits are awarded 1 unit, 5 = 0.5 credits/units). Advanced and Academic Level core courses 
will be used in the certification process. Open and General core courses will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Vocational, Practical Level 
and Modified core courses will not be used in the certification process. 

Crediting 
All core courses successfully passed in grades nine through 12 will be awarded one unit, with the exception of those courses that are 
designated 0.5 credits (0.5 units) by the Ministry of Education. 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

0-49 

k. Quebec 
1) Dipldme d~tudes Secondaires/DES (secondary school diploma). 
2) Dipldme d~tudes Professionnelles/DEP (diploma of vocational studies). 
3) Altestation de Spdcialisation Professionnelle/ASP (attestation of vocational specialization). 
4) Altestation de Formation Professionnelle/AFP (attestation of vocational education). 
5) Altestation d~tudes Collegiales/AEC (attestation of collegial studies) from a College d’Enseignement Gdndral et Professionnel/ 
CEGEP. 
6) Dipldme d~tudes Collegiales/DEC (diploma of collegial studies) from a College d’Enseignement Gdndral et Professionnel/CEGEP. 
7) Dipldme d~tudes Collegiales/DEC (diploma of collegial studies) from a College d’Enseignement Gdndral et Professionnel/CEGEP 
passing 14 courses during the first year in the fall and spring semester. 
8) De-University Grade 12 Certificate. 

Graduation timeline -- six consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of Secondary III (Grade 9). The Secondary 
III report card must be submitted for a certification to be rendered. This document is distributed by the student’s high school. Secondary 
1V and V report cards may also be submitted, but are not usually required. The Relevd de Note is also required for, a. certification to be 
rendered. This document lists Secondary IV (Grade 10) and SecondaryV (Grade 11) results, as well as the Dipl6me d Etudes Secondaires/ 
DES (proof of high school graduation), and is distributed by the Ministry of Education. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core 
course as specifiedin Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 60 percent or higher to be used. The grade-point average is calculated by 
using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and transcripts for grades nine through 12. 
Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. Core courses that are awarded "Equ" will be awarded 
the lowest passing grade of 60 percent. 

After graduating on time with the Dipl6me d’l~tudes Secondaires/DES in June 2007 or later, a student may enroll in and successfully 
complete either t, he one-year Pre-University Grade 12 program or the Dipl6me d’l~tudes Collegiales/DEC (diploma of collegial studies) 
from a College d Enseignement Gdndral et Professionnel/CEGEP. Enrollment must occur at the first opportunity to enroll after receiving 
the DES. There are three programs of study that will allow students to advance their graduation date: 
1) If the student graduates.on time with the Pre-University Grade 12 Certificate, the graduation date will be advanced one year from the 

date of the Dipl6me d’Etudes SecondairesIDES. 
2) If the student completes the DEC within two years/four semesters for academic programs (three years/six semesters for career 

programs), the graduation date will be advanced two years from the date the DES was issued. 
3) If the student completes the first year of the DEC option, successfully passing 14 courses, the graduation date will be advanced one 

year from the date the DES was issued. Please note, summer school courses completed after the first year of enrollment in a DEC 
program will not be considered as part of the 14-course requirement in the certification process. 

Crediting 
Unit credits for Secondary 3-5/Grades 9-11 will be awarded as follows: 

6 Units 1 Unit 

3 Units 0.50 Units 

1 Units 0.25 Units 
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Unit credits for DEC/CEGEP will be awarded as follows: 

1 CEGEP Unit 0.34 Units 

2 CEGEP Units 0.75 Units 
~ ~re i 

Unit credits for Pre-University Grade 12 will be awarded as follows: 
Pre-University Grade 12 Units of Credit        U.S. Equivalent 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

1. Saskatchewan 

1) Official transcri~ot, issued by Saskatchewan Learning, showing that the student has graduated. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine 
will be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by Saskatchewan Ministry of Education. 
Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be 
used. The grade-point average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above 
and transcripts for grades nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

The following explains the course sequences set forth by the province that must be used when reviewing a transcript for certification 
purposes. Core courses that are taught at the regular (10, 20, 30 designation) course of study or at the advanced (10A, 20A, 30A) level will 
be used for certification purposes. International Baccalaureate core courses (10IB, 20IB, 30IB) will also be used for certification purposes. 
Core courses taught at the modified (11, 21, 31) or alternative education (18, 28, 38) level will not be utilized in the certification process. 

Crediting 
M1 core courses successfully passed in grade 9 will be awarded 0.75 units, with the exception of English 9, Mathematics 9, Mathematics 
Plus 9 and French 9, which are awarded one unit. M1 core courses successfully passed in grades 10 through 12 that receive one credit by 
Saskatchewan Learning are awarded 0.75 units by the Eligibility Center. 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 80-100 A 4 

C 60-69 C 2 

0-49 

m. Yukon Territory 

1) Yukon Certificate af Graduation. 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Marks for grade nine will 
be forwarded on a separate transcript from the grades 10 through 12 transcript distributed by the Ministry of Education. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using those approved core courses with passing grades that appear on the document above and transcripts for grades 
nine through 12. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. Yukon Territory Permanent Student 
Records may also list grades nine through 12, but may not include proof of graduation. 

Crediting 
All core courses successfully passed in grade nine will be awarded one unit. Courses must satisfy the definition of a core course as specified 
in Bylaw 14.3.1.2 and be awarded a grade of 50 percent or higher to be used. Unit credits for grades 10-12 will be awarded as follows: 
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4 Credits 1 Unit 

2 Credits 0.50 Units 

In the event that a prospective student-athlete delays graduation, grades reported on the transcripts from the first four years of attendance 
will be used to determine the grade-point average for Division I. The graduation date will remain set at the original expected date of 
graduation for both divisions. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 86-100 A 4 

Category Three 
The documents listed below, by themselves, from the types of schools listed below, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; 
however, they may be used (in rare instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum 
requirements: 

a. British Columbia: 
Secondary School Adjusted Program Certificate of British Columbia Institute of Technology programs requiring only Grade l O for admission. 

b. Northwest Territories: 
Junior High &’hool Diploma or Arctic College programs requiring less than completion of Grade i2 for admission. 

c. Ontario: 
Certificate of Education or Nursing Assistant Certificate. 

d. Quebec: 
1) Dipldme d~.tudes Secondaires/Enseignement Professionnel Court [secondary school short vocational education diploma grade 10; also 
known as Certificat d’dtudes Professionnelles (certificate of vocational studies; since 1988)]. 
2) Dipldme d’Etudes Secondaires/Enseignement Professionnel Long [secondary school long vocational education diploma grade 11; also 
known as Dipldme d~.tudes Professionnelles (secondary diploma of vocational studies; since 1988)]. 

e. Saskatchewan: 
Grade i O standing or Grade i i standing. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not 
be all inclusive): 
a. Universitg (university). 
b. College (post secondary only; exduding CEGEPS). 
c. Community College. 
d. Junior College. 
e. Institut (institute; postsecondary only). 
f. Ecole (school; postsecondary only). 
Coursework will not be used for certification purposes from category four institutions. 

Unit Credit 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification reviewprocess if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a PSA. The crediting system must be 
applicable to all students attending the PSA’s secondary school during the PSA’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes 
information presented on Websites and in school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or 
ministry officials written on a PSA’s behalf will not be accepted. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 

Secondary Education in Canada, A Student Transfer Guide, Ninth Edition, Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2004-2005. 
Internet Source: British Columbia Ministry of Education: http://www.gov.bc.ca/bced/. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: http://www.cmec.caJtguide/2004/index.en.html. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: http://www.cmec.caJeducmin.en.stm. Last accessed December 2008. 
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Internet Source: Alberta Ministry of Education: http://education.alberta.ca/. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: Ontario Ministry of Education: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: Manitoba Department of Education, Citizenship and Youth: http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/kl2/cur/index.html. Last accessed 

December 2008. 
Internet Source: Nunavut Ministry of Education: http:llwww.gov.nu.caleducationleng/csslprogstudies7_12.htm. Last accessed December 

2008. 
Internet Source: Quebec Ministry of Education: www.meq.gouv.qc.ca. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: New Brunswick Department of Education: http://www.gnb.ca/0000/anglophone-e.asp#cd. Last accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: Government of Newfoundland Department of Education: http:llwww.ed.gov.nl.caledulk121pdf/gr9handbook.pdf. Last 

accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: Government of Northwest Territories Department of Education, Culture and Employment: www.ece.gov.nt.ca. Last accessed 

December 2008. 
Internet Source: Prince Edward Island Department of Education: http:llwww.gov.pe.ca/educlindex.php3?number=74883&lang=E. Last 

accessed December 2008. 
Internet Source: Nova Scotia Public School Programs: http:llwww.ednet.ns.calpdfdocslpsplpsp_03 04 full.pdf. Last accessed December 

2008. 
Internet Source: Government of Saskatchewan Curriculum Guide and Learning Resources by Subject: http://www.education.gov.sk.ca/ 

Default.aspx?DN=2b044064-cdad-4c40-94d9-b5 lb70baa0fe. (last accessed December 2008) 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Chad 
The academic year runs from October to June. Primary school begins at age six. High school~raduates are assessed based upon review of 
leaving exams. The information provided below addresses the criteria utilized to evaluate a stuclent based upon type of credential received. 
The list of documents may not be all-inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case 
basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling but leave the home country prior 
to enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately subsequent to initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 

The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Baccalaurdat (baccalaureate of secondary education). 

Graduation timeline - Five years after initial enrollment in grade nine. Delayed graduates will be evaluated by utilizing the grades earned 
in coursework pursued during the aforementioned five-year timeframe. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 

The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Baccalaurdat de Techniden (technical baccalaureate) 
b. Dil)l&ne dInstituteurAdjoint (Diploma of Adjunct Primary School Teacher). 
c. Dil)l&ne dInstituteur (Diploma of Primary School Teacher) 

Graduation timeline - Five years after initial enrollment in grade nine, except for the Di~ol&ne dInstituteur Adjoint, which is four years 
after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff willreview the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scales: 
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Grading Scale 

The applicable grading scale for the documents listed above follows (may not be all inclusive): 

16 - 20 Trhs bien Very Good A 4 

12 - 13.9 Assez bien Good Enough B 3 

0 - 9.9         Ajournd            Fail            D/F                 0 

Note: Grades of 8 to 9.9 are considered passing (equivalent to U.S. grade D) when the overall average grade is 10.0 or higher. 

Category Three 

The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
xnstances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Brevet dEtudes du Premier Cycle/BEPC (Certificate of First Cyde Studies). 
b. Certificat d51ptitude Professionnelle /CAP (Certificate of Professional Aptitude). 

Unit Credits 

When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials and courses listed on transcripts must be used, courses will be credited based 
upon the Carnegie unit system (weeks of attendance multiplied by hours of study per week). Credits will be attributed in the following 
manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 
English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

*Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the certification review 
process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The crediting system must be 
applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the prospective student-athlete’s 
period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on websites and in school publications maintained by schools or 
ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry offidals written on a student’s behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 

A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universitd (university). 
b. Ecole (school - postsecondary only). 
c. Institut Supdrieur des Sciences de Education, N’Djamdna (N’Djamdna Higher Institute of Education Sciences). 
d. Institut (institute - postsecondary only) 

Seepages 5-8for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 

Feagles, Shelley M. ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
Internet Source: AACRAO EDGE (Electronic Database for Global Education) v. 1.0. Last accessed February 2011. 

Chile 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Licencia de Educaci&t Media/Licencia de Ense~anza Media (certificate of secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Su Sufficient 4-4.9 C 2 (lowest 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Licencia de Educaci&t Media Tdcnico-Profesional (certificate of technical vocational secondary school). 
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The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad (university). 

b. Instituto Professional (professional institute). 

c. Centro de Formaci6n Tdcnica (technical training center). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." Chile, Second Edition, Australian Government Printing Office, 

Canberra, Australia, 1999. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

People’s Republic of China 
NOTICE: A serious problem of errors in translation exists with records from China. Evaluations of eligibility should be based on original 
documentation and qualified translations. Students must submit a China Qualifications Verification (CQV) report along with their official 
academic record. Students from provinces that do not offer the Certificate or Results of General Examination for High School Graduates 
(HUIKAO) must submit official high school transcripts to the NCAA Eligibility Center, which will evaluate the academic record on a 
case-by-case basis and may request additional documentation, if necessary. 

1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Graduation Certificate from a senior (upper) middle school (academic track) and the offidal upper middle school graduation examination 
results. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 90-100 A 4 

Unsatisfactory/Fail 0-59 

2. The following documents meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Graduation Certificate from a senior (upper) vocational school. 
b. Graduation Certificate from a spedalized secondary school. 
c. Graduation Certificate from a skilled workers school. 
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The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Graduation certificate from a junior (lower) middle school and official transcript. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following: 
a. University. 
b. Academy (postsecondary only). 
c. College/Conservatory institutions (postsecondary only). 
d. Institute. 
e. Specialized postsecondary school. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
World Guide to Higher Education, Higher Education Press, Beijing, 1998. 
The British Coundl. International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, The Bath Press, 1996. 
Surowski, David; Zhou, Muriel M., et. al., The People’s Republic of China (Workshop Report), A PIER World Education Series Special Report, 

AACRAO/NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Colombia 
The academic year runs from January to November for most schools. However, a few schools follow the "Calendar B" schedule which runs 
from September to June. After one year of pre-primary education, primary education begins at age six. The information provided below 
addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the 
type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 
The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student- 
athlete (PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment. The grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 
3.550 or higher on a U.S. 4.0 (4 high) scale. Grades reported on international documents will be converted to U.S. equivalents on a 4.0 
scale before calculating quality points and grade-point averages. 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller Acaddmico (academic secondary school diploma). 
b. Bachillerato/Bachiller Cldsico (dassical secondary school diploma). 

Graduation timeline -- six consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. The grade-point average is 
calculated by averaging all core courses from the final two years of coursework, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted in the 
calculation according to credits assigned on the document. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
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a. Bachillerato Pedagdgico (primary teacher training secondary school diploma). 
b. Bachillerato Comercial (commercial secondary school diploma). 
c. Bachiller Industrial (industrial secondary school diploma). 
d. T/tulo de Maestro/Maestro Superior/Normalista Superior (title/diploma of teacher/advanced teacher/advanced educator). 
e. T/tulo de Bachiller Tdcnico (title/diploma of vocational education). 

Graduation timeline -- six consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. Grades are weighted in the 
calculation according to credits assigned on the document. Courses weighted at four hours and above will be credited at one full credit. 
Courses weighted at three hours will be credited at .75 credits. Courses weighted at two hours will be credited at .5 credits. Courses 
weighted at one hour will be credited at .25 credits. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificado deAptitudProfesional (certificate of professional aptitude). 
b. Certificado de Equivalencia del Grado de Bachiller (certificate of equivalence to the Bachiller diploma). 
c. Diploma de Experto (diploma of expert) from a secondary-level commercial, industrial or technical school. 

d. Certificado de Conclusidn del Ciclo Bdsico (certificate of completion of lower secondary school). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 4.6-5.0 (9.5-10.0) A 4 

Deficiente Deficient 0-2.99 (1.0-5.9) F 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athletes. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student-athletes period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry offldals written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad P£blica (public university). 
b. Universidad Privada (private university). 
c. Instituto Tdcnico Profesional (professional technical institute). 
d. Academia Militar (military academy). 
e. Instituto Tecnol6gico (technological institute). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Costa Rica 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller (secondar ~ school diploma). 
b. Diploma de ConclusiOn de Estudios de Educaci6n Diversificada (diploma of conclusion of studies of diversified education). 
c. Bachiller en Educacion Media (secondary school diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

9.0-10 A 4 

7.0-7.9 C 2 

0.0-6.4 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements: 
a. Certificado de ConclusiOn de Estudios de Educaci~n Media en a specialized area (secondary school certificate in a spedalized area). 
b. Tdcnico en d Nivel Medio (mid-level technidan). 
c. Bachiller en la Ense~anza Media (primary/middle teaching qualification). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificado de ConclusiOn de Estudios de Educaci~n General Bdsica (certificate of completion of general basic education studies). 
b. Certificado de Conclusian de Estudios Bdsicos por Suficiencia (certificate of completion of basic studies by competency). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if he or she is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universidad P~blica (public university). 
b. Universidad Privada (private university). 
c. Instituto Tecnol6gico (technological institute). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Croatia 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory from age six through 14. High school graduates are assessed 
based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the 
most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of 
credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student- 
athlete (PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment and are earned in one of the academic branches of 
education (i.e., humanities, sodal science, mathematics and natural/physical science). 
a. Svjedod~ba o Zavrsnom Ispitu (certificate of final examination). 
b. Svjedod~ba o Zavrsnom Srednjem Obra~ovanju (certificate of completion of secondary education). 
c. Maturalna Svjedod~ba or Matura (maturity certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Any credential listed in Category One that is from a vocational program (e.g., Strucna Skola, Strukovna Skola, etc.) [vocation-oriented 
schools or other types of secondary schools]. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades in years nine through 12 and examinations 
that appear on the document(s) above. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) 
scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Svjedod~ba o Zavrsenom Obra~ovanju (certificate of completion of education) two-year program from Industrijska/Obrtnicka Skola 

(industrial/craftsman school). 
b. Svjedod~ba o Zavrsenom Obra~ovanju (certificate of completion of education) three-year program from Industrijska/Obrtnicka Skola 

(industrial/craftsman school). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Odlican Excellent 5 (10) A 4 

Dobar Good 3 (8) B 3 

Nedovoljan Insufficient 1 (0-5) F 0 
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Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. Students who delay 
graduation and receive a category one leaving certificate will be required to submit semester-by-semester transcripts beginning with year 
nine marks for Division I certification purposes. The graduation date will be set based upon the graduation timeline listed above. 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 
English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a PSA. The crediting system must 
be applicable to all courses and all students attending the PSA’s secondary school during the PSA’s period of enrollment. Acceptable 
documentation includes information presented on Websites and in school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. 
Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Sveudliste (university). 
b. Fakultet (faculty). 
c. Umjetnicka Akademija (art academy). 
d. Visa Skola (higher school). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene, ed., The New Country Index, International Research Foundation, Los Angeles, Calif., 2003. 
Dickey, Karlene, dir., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students from Yugoslavia (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1990. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Doilies, The Republics of the Former Yugoslavia, Canberra, Australia, 

1992. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 139. 

Cuba 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato (secondary school leaving certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive) 

Excelente (E) Excellent 90-100 A 

Deficiente (D) Deficient 0-59 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Tdcnico Medio (intermediate-level technician). 

b. Perito (non-technical expert). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Normal de Jardin de la Infanda (kindergarten teacher certification). 

b. Maestro de Educaddn Primaria or Maestro Primaria (primary school teacher certification). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if he or she is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Universidad (university). 

b. Centro gniversitario (university center). 

c. Instituto Superior Politdcnico (polytechnic). 

d. Centro de Educacidn Superior (higher institute). 

e. Instituto (institute). 

f. Instituto Superior Pedagdgico (higher pedagogical institute). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." Cuba, Australian Government Printing Office, Canberra, Australia, 

1993. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Cyprus 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Apolyterion (certificate of completion) from a Lykion (lyceum), evening gymnasia or technical/vocational school - Greek-Cypriot system. 
b. Pistopyitico isodinamias (equivalency certificate) from students who attended a private upper secondary school - Greek-Cypriot system. 
c. Lise Diplomasi (diploma) - Turkish-Cypriot system. 

In the Greek-Cypriot system, the grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core courses that appear on documents 1-a and l-b, regardless of grades earned. 

In the Turkish-Cypriot system, the grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core courses on document 1-c, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Grading in Greek-Cypriot system: 

95-100 Excellent 19-20 A 

0-49 Fail 0-9 

Grading in Turkish-Cypriot system: 
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NOTE= Cypriot students sometimes choose to take the examination that leads to the secondary educational qualification of another 
country. The most commonly sought foreign qualifications are the Apolyterio (see section on Greece) or the GCSE or GCE Advanced 
Levels (see section on United Kingdom). 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diplomasi (diploma) from a vocational/technical school - Turkish-Cypriot system. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See Turkish-Cypriot system above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Apolyterion (certificate of completion) from a Gymnasium after completion of year nine - Greek-Cypriot system. 
b. Ortaokul diplomasi (middle school diploma) after year nine - Turkish-Cypriot system. 
c. Bitirme belgesi (completion certificate) - Turkish-Cypriot system. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University of Cyprus. 
b. Eastern Mediterranean University. 
c. Recognized postsecondary college. 
d. Recognized postsecondary institute. 
e. Recognized postsecondary school. 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Schatzman, Margit A., Education on the Island of Cyprus, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1990. 
Universities and Colleges Admission Service, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 

2004. 
UNESCO International Bureau of Education, WorldData on Education, Fourth Edition, 2001. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Czech Republic 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Vysvedcen[ o Maturitn[ Zkousce (maturity certificate). 

Please note that for the Vysvedcen[ o Maturitn[Zkousce, only leaving exam results that accompany the certificate are used. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Nedostatecny" Unsatisfactory 5 F 0 
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2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements: 
There are no documents. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Vysvedcenl (report card) from year nine of a basic school (completion of lower-secondary education). 
b. Vy "ucnl list: Vy "svedcenl o Zdverecnd Zkousce (completion certificate from an apprentice school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if he or she is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Univerzita (university). 
b. Vysokg Skola (higher educational institution). 
c. Vysokg Ucen~ Technickg (technical university). 
d. Akademie (postsecondary academy). 
e. Pedagogickd Fakulta (pedagogical faculty). 
f. Bohosloveckd Fakulta (theological faculty). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Devlin, Edward, ed., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students flora the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (Workshop Report), 

AACRAO/NAFSA, 1992. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Denmark 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bevisfor Studentereksamen (certificate of student examination). 
Use all core grades in the Provekarakterer section under the column heading "Karakter" (Mark). Please note that the core grades under 
the column heading "Karakter" are weighted by using the weights listed under the column heading "Vaegt" (Weighting). 

b. Bevis for Hojere Forberedelseseksamen/HF (higher preparatory examination). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
Ten-Point Scale: 

Seven-Point Scale: 

Excellent Performance 12 A 4 

Good Performance 7 C 2 

Unacceptable Performance -3 F 
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2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Hojere Handelseksamen/HHX (higher commercial examination). 
b. Hojere Teknisk Eksamen/HTX (higher technical examination). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Afgangsbevis (leaving certificate after grades nine or 10). 

b. Afgangsbevis from a Folkeskole (lower secondary school leaving certificate). 

c. Afgangsprove (leaving examination after grades nine or 10). 

d. Hojere Grunduddannelser (basic commercial or technical vocational course). 

e. Landbrugsskole Gront Bevis (agricultural school green certificate). 

f. Social-og Sundheds Assistent (health science assistant). 

g. Social-og Sundheds Hjoelper (health science helper). 

h. Svendebrev (journeyman’s certificate). 

i. Udvidede Afgangsbevis from a Folkeskole (lower secondary extended school leaving certificate). 

j. Udvidede Afgangsprove (advanced leaving examination after grade 10). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if he or she is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Arkitektskole (architectural school). 

b. Danmarks Biblioteksskole (The Royal Danish School of Librarianship). 

c. DanmarksJordemoderskole (Denmark Midwifery School). 

d. Det Konge[ige Danske Musikkonservatorie (Royal Danish Academy of Music). 

e. Ergoterapeut-og Fysioterapeutskole (occupational and physical therapy school). 
f. Haerens Officersskole (military officers school). 

g. Hojskole (higher-school exception: Folkehojskole). 

h. Ingeniorakademi (engineering academy). 

i. Musikkonservatorium (music conservatory). 

j. Seminarium/Seminariet/Statsseminarium (colleges of education). 

k. Skovskolen (Danish School of Forestry - programs for skilled forest worker and forest engineer only). 

1. Sygepl~eskole (nursing school). 

m. Teknikum (technical college). 

n. Universitet/Universitetscenter (university/university center). 

Seepages 6-9 for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Woolston, Valerie A., and Dickey, Karlene N., eds., Denmark (Country Report), PIER World Education Series, AACRAO/NAFSA, 

Washington, D.C., 1995. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Dominican Republic 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachiller/Bachillerato en Ciendas y Letras; en Ciencias F{sicas y Matemdticas; en Ciencias F{sicas y Naturals; or en Filosofia y Letras (secondary 
school diploma in science and letters; physics and mathematics; physical and natural sciences; or philosophy and letters). 

b. Bachiller/Bachillerato General. 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 90-100 A 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachiller, Bachillerato Tdcnico-Profesional or Perito (vocational-technical secondary exit credential). 

b. Maestro Normal/Maestro Normal Primario (primary school teacher). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificado de Estudios Intermedios (certificate of intermediate school studies). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad P~blica (public university). 
b. Universidad Privada (private university). 
c. Universidad Tecnoldgica (technological university). 
d. Instituto (institute). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Sellew, Kathleen Troxell, ed., Dominican Republic, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1987. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Ecuador 
The academic year runs from September to June in the coastal region and April to December in the Sierra (mountainous) region. Education 
begins at age six. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the 
criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents 
presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 
The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student- 
athlete (PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment. 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Ciencias (secondary school diploma in sciences). 
b. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Humanidades Cldsicas or Modernas (secondary school diploma in modern or classical humanities). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. The grade-point average is 
calculated by averaging all core courses from the final three years of coursework, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted in the 
calculation according to credits assigned on the document. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Bachillerato en Agropecuaria (agricultural secondary school diploma). 
b. Bachillerato en Artes Industriales (industrial arts secondary school diploma). 
c. Bachillerato Tdcnico (technical secondary school diploma). 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if the coursework represented satisfies the core-curriculum distribution a 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. Grades are weighted in the 
calculation according to credits assigned on the document. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirements of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificado dd Ciclo Bdsico (certificate from basic or first cycle of secondary education). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

8 (12-14)    55-64 C 2 

0-6 (0-9) 0-44 F 
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Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE= Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Escuela Politdcnica (polytechnic school). 
c. Instituto Pedagdgico (pedagogical institute). 
d. Instituto Tdcnico Superior (higher technical institute). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foreign Educational Credentials Required, Fifth Edition, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 139. 

Egypt 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificate of Completion of General Secondary Education sdence and math tracks. 
b. Al-Azhar Secondary Education Certificate sdence and math tracks. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

80-100 A 4 

50-64 C 2 

0-39 F 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificate of Completion of General Secondary Education (shehaadat itmaam el-diraasa el-thaanawiya el-’aama) (arts track). 
b. Al-Azhar Secondary Education Certificate (arts track). 
c. Technical Secondary School Diploma in Commercial Preparation. 
d. Technical Secondary School Diploma in Agricultural Preparation. 
e. Technical Secondary School Diploma in Industrial Preparation. 
f. Armed Forces Vocational Training Diploma. 
g. Teacher’s Diploma. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Al-Azhar Primary Education Certificate. 
b. Basic Education Completion Certificate. 
c. Al-Azhar Preparatory Education Certificate. 
d. Completion of only three years of a five-year program from technical school. 
e. Certificate of completion of the compulsory period of study. 
f. Certificate of Completion of Basic Education/Vocational Preparation. 
g. Vocational Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Academy (postsecondary). 
c. Institute (postsecondary). 
d. Technical school (grade 13 or higher). 
e. Military academy (postsecondary). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Nucho, Leslie S., ed., Education in the Arab World, Volume I, Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, AMIDEAST, 

Washington, D.C., 1994. 
Wilcox, Lee, Arab Republic of Egypt, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1988. 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

El Salvador 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachiller/Bachillerato Academico (academic secondary school graduation diploma). 
b. Bachiller General. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente (E) Excellent 

Bueno (B) Good 

9-10 A 4 

6 C 2 

3-4 F 0 
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2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachiller en Comercio y Administrad&~ (commerce and administration). 
b. Bachiller Industrial (industrial studies). 
c. Bachillerato Vocational (vocational studies). 
d. Diploma de Educaddr, Media (diploma of secondary school education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Ciclo III (ninth-year primary school cycle). 

b. Diploma de Educaddn Bdsica (diploma of basic [primary/lower secondary school] education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad P£blica (public university). 

b. Universidad Privada (private university). 

c. Instituto Tecnoldgico (technological institute). 

d. Escuela (school). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Estonia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Gumnaasiumi Loputunnistus (upper secondary school leaving certificate). 

Please note that for the Gumnaasiumi Loputunnistus, all core-course grades appearing on the Hinneteleht (supplement) are used in 
calculating the core-course grade-point average. All documents, including the Riigieksamitunnistus (national exam), must be presented for 
a certification to be rendered. 

The grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4-0 (4 high) scale. The grade-point average is calculated by using 
all core courses that appear on the Hinneteleht, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Applicable grading scale for the Hinneteleht (supplement) (may not be all inclusive): 

N6rk Weak/Fail 1 F 0 
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2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Loputurmistus Pohihariduse BasilKutsekeskhariduse Omandamise Kohta (certificate on acquiring vocational secondary education based on 
basic education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with the document listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Pohikooli Loputurmistus (certificate of basic school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Ulikooli (university). 
b. Akadeemia (academy). 
c. Instituut (institute). 
d. Kolledz (college). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: www.euroeducation.net/prof/estonco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Ethiopia 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Ethiopia, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents 
may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Ethiopian General Education Certificate Examination/Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Examination. 

The document above meets core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be 
English, mathematics, natural/physical sdence and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or 
higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations 
that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

A 90-100 A 4 

C 60-79 C 2 

0-49 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with the document listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate. 
b. Ethiopian General Secondary Education Certificate (Year 10). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College of teacher education. 
c. Commercial School ofAddis Ababa (final year only). 
d. Ecole Normale Supdrieure (higher teacher training school). 
e. Institute. 
f. Junior college. 
g. Municipal technical college. 
h. Polytechnic institute - Bahir Dar (final two years only). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

European Baccalaureate 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

NOTE: Documentation must consist of a Category One European Baccalaureate certificate. 

10 A 4 

8 A 4 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: Schola Europaea Web site: www.eursc.org. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Finland 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory for nine years beginning at age seven. High school graduates 
are assessed based upon completion of leaving exams. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of study 
presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of 
documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 

average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine for on-time graduates. 
Students must submit semester-by-semester transcripts beginning with year nine marks. NOTE." If a student pursues the optional grade 
10 in lower secondary school, the timeline shall be extended to 10 consecutive semesters after enrolling in grade nine. 

a. Lukion P~i~istb’todistus (secondary school leaving certificate). 

Grading Scale: 

Kohtalainen Fair 6 C 2 

Heikko, Hyliit~y Weak, Fail 4 F 0 

b. Hioppilastutkintotodistus (matriculation examination certificate) [this document can be earned after attainment of the secondary school 
leaving certificate]. 

Grading Scale: 

3 

Improbatur Not Approved 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Teknikko (technician) or Teknillisen Koulun Piiiistb’todistus (vocational secondary school diploma). 
b. Ammatillinen Derustutkinto (initial vocational qualification). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

NOTE: If student pursues the optional grade 10 in lower secondary school, the timeline shall be extended to 10 consecutive semesters after 
enrolling in grade nine. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinanons that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in Category Two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Kauppa~oulu (vocational school). 
b. Perus/eoulun Piiiist&odistus (basic school graduation certificate/year nine). 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on transcripts, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry offidals written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if he or she is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 

a. Yliopisto (university). 
b. Farmasian Laitos (institute of pharmacy). 
c. Helsingin Kiisi~yb’nopettajaopisto (Helsinki Training College for Handicraft Teachers). 
d. Helsingin Kotitalousopettajaopisto (Helsinki Training College of Teachers in Home Economics). 
e. Kauppaopisto (commercial college). 
f. Korkeakoulu (university-level institution of higher education). 
g. Lastentarha Seminaari (training college of nursery school teachers). 
h. Maatalousopisto (agricultural college). 
i. Opettajakorkeakoulu (teacher training college). 
j. Sibelius-Akatemia (Sibelius Music Academy). 
k. Ammattikorkeakoulu/AMK (polytechnic institutions). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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France 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory for 10 years beginning at age six. High school graduates 
are assessed based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below 
addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the 
type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
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NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) below, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

a. Diplame de Bachelier de l’Enseignement du Second Degrd (diploma of bachelor of secondary education). 
b. Diplame de Baccalaurdat de l’Enseignement Secondaire (diploma of baccalaureate of secondary education). 
c. Diplame de Baccalaurdat Gdndral (diploma of general baccalaureate). 

NOTE= Grades 8 to 9.9 are considered passing (equivalent to U.S. grade D) when the overall average grade is 10.0 or higher. 

Graduation timeline -- twelve consecutive trimesters or eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade 
nine. The grade-point average is calculated by using all core courses that appear on the documents above, regardless of grades earned. 
Grades are weighted in the calculation based upon the credit (commonly labeled coefficient) awarded. 

Category Two 
Grades 8 to 9.9 are acceptable as passing grades only if the overall core-course average is 10 or higher. Courses must satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear 
on the document(s) below. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

a. Diplame de Baccalaurdat de Technicien/Diplame de Baccalaurdat Technologique (diploma of technical baccalaureate). The grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for core courses that appear on the document. Grades are weighted in the calculation based 
upon the credit (commonly labeled coefficient) awarded. Coefficients of 4 or higher will be equated to a complete subject pass in a 
subject area. Coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of.75 subject passes in a subject area. Coefficients of 2 will be equated to 
completion of.5 subject passes in a subject area. Coefficients of i will be equated to completion of.25 subject passes in a subject area. 
Students who do not earn a full subject pass in a subject area will be required to submit trimester-by-trimester transcripts. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with exam credit provided. 

Graduation timeline -- twelve consecutive trimesters or eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of 
grade nine. If trimester-by-trimester transcripts are required to complete the academic certification, the following crediting will apply.: 
coefficients of 4 will be equated to completion of one unit of credit, coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of .75 units of credit, 
coefficients of 2 will be equated to completion of .5 units of credit., and coefficients of 1 will be equated to completion of .25 units of 
credit. When credits coefficients are not displayed on transcripts, courses will be assessed credit in the following manner during the 
certification process: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year, .34 credits per trimester 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year and .25 credits per semester. Transcripts reporting 
grades on a trimester basis will be credited by averaging the three trimester grades reported and credited at a .5 credit value for three 
trimesters of coursework reported or at a .34 credit value when two out of three trimesters of successfully completed coursework is 
reported. Credit will not be awarded for coursework in these subject areas when only one trimester of coursework is reported. 
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b. Dipldme de Baccalaurdat Professionnel (diploma of professional baccalaureate). The grade-point average is calculated by using passing 
grades for core courses that appear on the document. Grades are weighted in the calculation based upon the credit (commonly labeled 
coefficient) awarded. Coefficients of 4 or higher will be equated to a complete subject pass in a subject area. Coefficients of 3 will be 
equated to completion of.75 subject passes in a subject area. Coefficients of 2 will be equated to completion of.5 subject passes in a subject 
area. Coefficients of 1 will be equated to completion of .25 subject passes in a subject area. Students who do not earn a full subject pass 
in a subject area will be required to submit trimester by trimester transcripts. The staff:will review the transcripts to determine whether 
coursework can be reviewed for certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of 
coursework redundant with exam credit provided. 

Graduation timeline -- 15 consecutive trimesters or ten consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 
If trimester-by-trimester transcripts are required to complete the academic certification, the following crediting will apply.: coefficients of 
4 will be equated to completion of one unit of credit, coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of .75 units of credit, coefficients of 2 
will be equated to completion of.5 units of credit., and coefficients of i will be equated to completion of.25 units of credit. When credits 
coefficients are not displayed on transcripts, courses will be assessed credit in the following manner during the certification process: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year, .34 credits per trimester 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year and .25 credits per semester. Transcripts reporting 
grades on a trimester basis will be credited by averaging the three trimester grades reported and credited at a .5 credit value for three 
trimesters of coursework reported or at a .34 credit value when two out of three trimesters of successfully completed coursework is 
reported. Credit will not be awarded for coursework in these subject areas when only one trimester of coursework is reported. 

c. Brevet de Techniden (technician’s certificate). The grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for core courses that appear 
on the document. Grades are weighted in the calculation based upon the credit (commonly labeled coefficient) awarded. Coefficients 
of 4 or higher will be equated to a complete subject pass in a subject area. Coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of.75 subject 
passes in a subject area. Coefficients of 2 will be equated to completion of .5 subject passes in a subject area. Coefficients of 1 will 
be equated to completion of .25 subject passes in a subject area. Students who do not earn a full subject pass in a subject area will be 
required to submit trimester-by-trimester transcripts. The staff will review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be 
reviewed for certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework 
redundant with exam credit provided. 

Graduation timeline -- twelve consecutive trimesters or eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade 
nine. If trimester-by-trimester transcripts are required to complete the academic certification, the following crediting will apply.: coefficients 
of 4 will be equated to completion of one unit of credit, coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of .75 units of credit, coefficients 
of 2 will be equated to completion of .5 units of credit., and coefficients of 1 willbe equated to completion of .25 units of credit. When 
credits coefficients are not displayed on transcripts, courses will be assessed credit in the following manner during the certification process: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year, .34 credits per trimester 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year and .25 credits per semester. Transcripts reporting 
grades on a trimester basis will be credited by averaging the three trimester grades reported and credited at a .5 credit value for three 
trimesters of coursework reported or at a .34 credit value when two out of three trimesters of successfully completed coursework is 
reported. Credit will not be awarded for coursework in these subject areas when only one trimester of coursework is reported. 

d. Certificat de Fin d2~tudes Secondaires (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 

If this document is awarded when a student fails the Dipldme de Baccalaurdat Gdndral (diploma of general baccalaureate), the document 
will be used to credit the student with proof of graduation, but the coursework will not be used to determine the grade-point average as 
coursework may not replace failed examinations or certificates. If this document is issued as recognition of completion of high school 
graduation when the student has not attempted to pass the Dipldme de Baccalaurdat Gdndral(diploma of general baccalaureate), coursework 
will be reviewed to calculate the grade-point average. Courses must satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Graduation timeline - twelve consecutive trimesters or eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade 
nine. The grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for core courses that appear on the document above. For years nine 
and 10, grades are weighted in the calculation based upon the credit awarded (commonly labeled coefficient). Coefficients of 4 or higher 
will be equated to one credit awarded in a subject area annually. Coefficients of 3 will be equated to completion of .75 credits awarded 
in a subject area annually. Coefficients of 2 will be equated to completion of .5 credits awarded in a subject area annually. Coefficients 
of i will be equated to completion of.25 credits awarded in a subject area annually. In the event that coefficients are not recorded on the 
transcript, courses will be attributed annual credit in the following manner: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year, .34 credits per trimester 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year and .25 credits per semester. Transcripts reporting 
grades on a trimester basis will be credited by averaging the three trimester grades reported and credited at a .5 credit value for three 
trimesters of coursework reported or at a .34 credit value when two out of three trimesters of successfully completed coursework is 
reported. Credit will not be awarded for coursework in these subject areas when only one trimester of coursework is reported. 

For years 11 and 12 grades are weighted in the calculation based upon the concentration or major indicated on the document if the 
concentration can be determined. The crediting for each concentration tends to vary by school and student. As a result, the weighting of 
grades will be determined on a case-by-case basis. However, the crediting pattern above will be altered as the hours of study participated 
in by a student are not standardized in the same manner as years nine and 10. Frequently, the crediting pattern will require a student to 
be credited at .5 credits or less per year for math, English or native language, while allowing a student to be credited at higher credit values 
for science, social science and the additional subject areas. 
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Courses credited on a 40-point scale will be awarded 1 credit on the U.S. scale. Courses credited on a 20-point scale will be awarded .5 
credit on the U.S. scale. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Brevet des Coll?ges (certificate of lower secondary education). 
b. Certificat de Formation Gdndrale/CFG (certificate of general instruction). 
c. Certificat d’Al)titude Professionnelle/CAP (certificate of professional competence). 
d. Brevet de d~tudes Professionnelle. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Ajournd Fail 0-9.9 D/F 0 

NOTE: Grades 8 to 9.9 are considered passing (equivalent to U.S. grade D) when the overall average grade is 10.0 or higher. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universitd (university). 

b. Ecole (school - postsecondary only). 

c. Institut (institute - postsecondary only). 

d. Grande Ecole (higher-educational institution). 

e. Lycde (Clase pr~paratoires -- post high school preparatory classes). 

f. Brevet De Technicien Superieur 

Seepages 6-9 for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Assefa, Mariam, France: A Study of the Educational System of France and a Guide to the Academic Placement of Students in Educational 
Institutions of the United States, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1988. Feagles, Shelley M. ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the 

World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
L’ Enseignement Supdrieur en France, French Ministry of Education, 2002. Wanner, Raymond E., France: A Study of the Educational System 

of France and a Guide to the Academic Placement of Students in Educational Institutions in the United States, AACRAO, Washington, 
D.C., 1975. 

Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: www.internationalcomparisons. 
org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 

Internet Source: Transfac Web site: www.transfac.fr [French]. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Agence EduFrance Web site: 213.11.49.2491frld-catalogueln_langens.asp [French]. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Le site des mdtiers et des formations. ONISEE 2003 Web site: www.onise, p.fr/national/accueil/html/accueil.htm [French and 

English]. Last accessed October 2004. Internet Source: Ministate de la Jeunesse, de l’Education nationale et de la Recherche Direction de 
la technologie-SDTICE EducNe Web site: www.educnet.education.frldocumentationlguidelsiglesA.htm [French]. Last accessed October 
2004. 

Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. See multi-country references, page (?). 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Georgia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Sashualo Skolis Atesti (secondary school certificate). 
b. Sashualo Specialuri Sastsavleblis Diplomi (diploma from spedal secondary school). 
c. Sashualo GanatlebisAtestati (certificate of secondary school education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

NOTE: for the Sashualo Skolis Atesti, the Sashualo Specialuri Sastsavleblis Diplomi and the Sashualo Ganatlebis Atestati, only leaving exam 
results that accompany the certificate are used. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 (10-9) A 4 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Prophesiul-Teknikuri Sastsavleblis Diplomi (diploma from vocational-technical school). 
b. Prophesiul-Teknikuri Sastsavleblis Diplomi Danartit (diploma from vocational-technical school with supplement). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 
c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhnikum (completed program). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed 

October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Germany 
The academic year runs from August to July. Education is compulsory for nine or 10 years beginning at age six. High school graduates are 
assessed based upon various criteria, including completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study and a review of 
coursework from one, two or four years of study. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of study presented 
to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of documents may 
not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) below, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

a. Zeugnis der allgemeinen Hochschulrei~b (certificate of general higher educational maturity) - verbally referred to as an Abitur. 

Graduation timeline - eight or 10 consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine, dependent upon 
the prescribed academicprogram in each state. Please note that each state has set its own timetable for transitioning from 10 semesters 
to eight semesters of study. All states will offer eight-semester courses of study by the end of June 2016. 

The grade-point average is calculated by averaging all core courses from the final two years of coursework listed under the heading 
Leistungen in der Qualifikationsi)hase and the written and oral exams listed under the heading Leistungen in der Abiturprufiing, regardless 
of grades earned. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. 

b. Zeugnis derfachgebundenen Hochschulrei~b (certificate of subject-restricted higher educational maturity). 

Graduation timeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

The grade-point average is calculated by using all core courses that appear on the document above, regardless of grades earned. 
All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. 

c. Zeugnis der Fachhochschulreife (certificate of maturity for a university of applied sciences). 

Graduation timeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. (The graduation date 
will be advanced up to two semesters after the date the Fachhochschulrd~b is achieved if the student pursues the vocational internship 
requirement after achieving the academic credential without suspending enrollment at any point from the time the academic credential 
was achieved. If a student wishes to extend the graduation date beyond two semesters for this purpose, he or she must provide 
documentation demonstrating he or she was required to remain in his or her internship beyond two semesters and he or she pursued 
the internship without suspending enrollment at any point from the time the academic credential was achieved.) 

The grade-point average is calculated by using all core courses from year 12, listed under the heading the Leistungen, regardless of 
grades earned. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Abschlusszeugnis (completion certificate) from a Fachschule (technical school). 

Graduation timeline --eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

b. Zeugnis (certificate) from a Krankenpflegeschule (nursing school), Schule fiir technische Assistenten in der Medizin (school for medical 
technical assistants), &-hulefiir Physiotherapeuten (school for physical therapists) or other type of school for medical paraprofessionals. 

Graduation timeline -- eight or 10 consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

c. Secondary Stage II BerufiJachschule (school leaving certificate of full-time vocational school). 

Graduation timeline -- (six consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine). 

The grade-point average is calculated by using those core courses with passing grades that appear on the following documents from grades 
nine through 12: Jahrzeugnis (annual transcript) or the Zeugnis with the subheading Schulhalbjahr (semester transcripts). The core-course 
grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
An Abschlusszeugnis (completion certificate), Zeugnis (certificate) or Abgangszeugnis (leaving certificate for those who failed the final 
examination), by themselves, from the types of schools listed below, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they 
may be used (in rare instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Berufiau~bauschule (extended vocational school)¯ 
b. Berufid~achschule (vocational technical school)¯ 
c. BerufigrundbiMungsjahr/BGJ (vocational basic education year)¯ 
d. Berufischule (vocational school)¯ 
e. Berufischule BerufigrundbiMungsjahr/BGJ (vocational basic education year)¯ 
f. Beruflschule Berufivorbereitungsjahr/BVJ (vocational preparation year)¯ 

Gesamtschule (comprehensive school), except when an Item No. 1 credential is awarded¯ 
Hau tschu!e (main Ilower secondaryl school/. 

i. Mitte/schule (middle school)¯ 

Jk" Realschule (intermediate or middle school)¯ ¯ Regdschu/e (norm school)¯ 
1. Regionale &’hule (regional school)¯ 
m. Sekundarschule (secondary school)¯ 
n. Wirtschafisschule (commercial school)¯ 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation indudes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry ofiqdals written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not 
be all inclusive): 
a. Fachhochschule (university of applied sdences). 
b. Hochschule (college or university). 
c. Universitiit (university). 

Coursework will not be used for certification purposes from category four institutions. 

References 
European Glossary on Education, EURYDICE (Vol. I), Brussels, 1999. 
Lukas, Karen, The Educational System of the Federal Republic of Germany: A Guide for Evaluating Educational Credentials, International 
Education Research Foundation, Culver City, Calif., 2002. 
Porter, Georgeanne, Federal Republic of Germany, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1986. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 139. 
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Ghana 
NOTICE= Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Ghana, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up should 
be obtained and forwarded to the eligibility center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may be reviewed 
with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Senior Secondary School Certificate F_xamination/SSSCE. 

b. West A~ica Senior School Certificate F_xamination/WASSCE. 
Students presenting the WASSCE must send an email to the NCAA Eligibility Center ec-international@ncaa.org with the following 
information: (a) your WASSCE Examination Number; (b) the four digits of your Examination Year (e.g., 2012); (c) type of Examination; 
(d) the Card Serial Number found on the reverse side of your Scratch card; and (e) the Personal Identification Number (PIN) on your 
Scratch card. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be 
English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or 
higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations 
that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff willreview the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent A 1 A 4 

Good B 3 B 3 

Credit E 5-6 C 2 

Fail F 9 F 

West African Examinations Council: 

Excellent A A 4 

Good C B 3 

General Certificate of Education -Advanced Level: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
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a. Auxiliary Grade Nurses Certificate. 

b. Certificate B (teacher education). 

c. Common Entrance Examination. 

d. Middle School Leaving Certificate. 

e. Nurses and Midwives Certificate. 

f. Basic Education Certificate of Junior Secondary School. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. University. 

b. Academy. 

c. College (postsecondary only). 

d. Polytechnic. 

e. Technical institute. 

f. Teacher training institute. 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Barry, Stan, Ghana, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1976. 

Wise, Cynthia, ed., The Admissions and Academic Placement of Students from Selected Sub-Saharan African Countries (Workshop Report), 
AACRAO/NAFSA, 1973. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Greece 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Apalyteria (apolyterion or certificate of completion) awarded by a general, classical, comprehensive, or technical/vocational Lykeia 
(lyceum or upper secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 18.0-20.0 A 4 

Good       13.0-15.9         B 

Fail 0-9.9 D/F 1/0 

See above. Note that grades 8-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point average 
is below 10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements: 
There are no documents. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum reqmrements: 

a. Apolyterio (apolyterion or certificate of completion) awarded by a Gymnasium (lower secondary school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Anotati &’holi (highest school or college). 
b. Panepistimion (university). 
c. Po[ytechnico or Po[ytechnion (technical university). 
d. Technologiko Ekpaideutiko Idrima/TEI (technological education institution). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Oliver, Eugene E., Greece, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1982. 
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UNESCO International Bureau of Education, World Data on Education, Fourth Edition, 2001. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Guatemala 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachi[[erato/Bachi[[er en Cienciasy Letras (secondary school diploma in sciences or letters). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 90-100 A 4 

Bueno          Good         70-79        C 

Reprobado Fail 0-59 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Perito Comercial, Industrial, Agr/cola, Tdcnico (certificate/diploma - completion of technical/vocational secondary education). 
b. Maestro de Educad&t (completion of technical/vocational education in teaching). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegxate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diplomado (diploma). 
b. Ciclo de cultura general (lower secondary school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Escuela (school). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelley M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
International Educational Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Guatemala: A Comparative Study, Australian Government Department of Education, Science 

and Training, Canberra, Australia, 1993. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Haiti 
NOTICE: Secondary education documents must be verified by writing to Direction Gdndrale de l’Education Nationale, Bureau National Des 
Exancens d’Etat, 1, Rue de Houx, Port-au-Prince, Hafti. All documents must be sent to the NCAA Eligibility Center directly from the state 
exams bureau. They will then be validated by the eligibility center through the use of independent consultants. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bacca[aurdat, Deuxi?rne Partie (secondary school leaving certificate, part two). 

b. Bacca[aurdat (secondary school leaving certificate). 

c. Certificat de Fin d~tudes Secondaires Classiques, DeuxiOnce Pattie (certificate of completion of classical secondary studies, part two). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

17-20 A 4 

12-13.9 C 2 

0-9.9 F 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Baccalaurdat I (secondary leaving certificate, part I). 

b. Brevet Superi?ur (advanced certificate). 

c. Dipl&ne de Technicien (technidan’s diploma). 

d. Dipl&ne dTnstituteur (teacher’s diploma). 

e. Dip[&ne d’Enseignencent Secondaire (diploma of secondary instruction). 

f. Dipl&ne de Fin d~tudes Norncales (normal school completion diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Brevet de Techniden (certificate of technician). 
b. Brevet Sincp[e or ~ldmentaire (basic certificate). 

c. Brevet Supdrieur (higher certificate-grade II). 

d. Brevetd’AptitudeProfessionne[[e (certificate of professional competency). 

e. Certificat d’Aptitude a l’Enseignement Professionnel/CAEP or Dip[once d’Enseignencent Professionnel (certificate of aptitude for vocational 
teaching or diploma of vocational teaching). 

f. Certificat d’Aptitude Professionnelle (certificate of vocational competency). 

g. Certificat d~tudes Princaires/CEP (certification of primary studies). 

h. Dipldnced’EnseignencentAgricole (diploma of agricultural education). 

i. Dipl&ne dTnfirmiOre Auxiliaire (diploma of attxiliary nurse). 
j. Certificat de Fin d~tudes Secondaires Classiques, PrenciOre Pattie (certificate of completion of classical secondary studies, (part I). 

k. Dip[dme D’Etudes’ Secondaires, premiere partie, (part I). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universitd d’Etat d’Hafti (State University of Haiti). 
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b. Centre Universitaire Internationale d’Hai’ti (International University Center of Haiti). 

c. Centre Universitaire Roi Henri Christophe (King Henri Christopher University Center). 

d. Ecole de Technologie Laboratoire (School for Laboratory Technology). 

e. Ecole Nationale d’InfirmiOre (National School of Nursing). 

f. Grand Seminaire Notre Dame (Notre Dame Seminary). 

g. Institut des Hautes ~tudes Commerciales et Economiques (Institute of Advanced Business and Economic Studies). 

h. Ecole Nationale des Arts/ENARTS (National School of the Arts). 

i. Institut Supdrieur Technique d’Hai’ti (Higher Technical Institute of Haiti). 

j. Institut de Technologie Electronique d’Hai’ti (Haitian Institute of Electronic Technology). 

Seepages 6-9for imtructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Honduras 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Cienciasy Letras (secondary school diploma in sciences and letters). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Sobrasaliente Excellent 5 (91-100) A 

Insuficiente Fail 1 (0-39) F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Bachiller en Administracion de Empresas (business administration). 

b. Perito Mercantil y Contador Publico/Contador Privado (accounting). 

c. Bachiller en Ciencias Agricolas (diploma in agriculture). 

d. Bachiller Tecnico Pecuario (diploma in animal husbandry). 

e. Bachiller Tecnico en... (diploma in an area of specialization). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 
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Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certifcato Final de Ciclo Comun General (access to next phase of secondary education). 

b. Secre#aria Taquimecanograficta (secretarial studies). 

c. Auxiliar de Enfermal/Er~rmera Dractica (nurse’s aide/practical nurse). 

d. Ciclo Diversifcado (diversified cycle). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad (university). 

b. Escuela Nadonal (national school). 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Hong Kong 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Hong Kong, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listedbelow. These documents 
may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination/HKALE. 

b. Hong Kong Advanced Supplementary Levd Examination/HKASLE. 

c. Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination/HKCEE (Academic). 

d. Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination/HKCEE (Technical). 

e. Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education/HKDSE. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher 
on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that 
appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Hong Kong Certificate of Education (HKCEE): 

A A 4 

C B 3 
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E     C     2 

H F 0 

Hong Kong Certificate of Education (HKCEE) (For English and Chinese Language subjects): 

5 A 4 

3 C 2 

Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (HKALE): 

C B 3 

E C 2 

U F 

Hong Kong Advanced Supplementary Level Examination (HKASLE): 

~raB~ Equival~fi~ 
A 4 A 4 

C 2 C 2 

E D 1 (lowest passing grade) 

Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) 
Category A Examinations: 

A 

3 C 2 

1 D 1 (lowest passing grade) 

Category B Examinations: 

Attained with Distinction C 

Unattained 
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Category C Examinations: 

A A 

C 

E C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
xnstances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Polytechnic university. 
c. Open university. 
d. Institute of education. 
e. Academy of performing arts. 
f. Institute of vocational education. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Hungary 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based upon completion 
of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of 
study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of 
documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 

a. Gimndziumi ~rettsdgi Bizonyltvdny (gymnasium maturity certificate). 

The document meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student-athlete 
(PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment and are earned in one of the academic branches of education 
(i.e., humanities, social science, mathematics and natural/physical science). 

The grade-point average is calculated by averaging only final exam grades achieved in core subject areas as listed on the certificate, regardless 
of grades earned. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 
or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on 
the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Szakk&dpiskolai ~rettsdgi-Kdpesltb" Bizonylvdny (technical secondary school maturity certificate). 
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The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bizonyltvdny (certificate)from Gdpird ds Gyordrd Szakiskola (training school for shorthand and typing) or other similar types of special- 
training schools. 

b. Egdszsdgiigyi Szakiskolai Bizonyltvdny (vocational health school certificate). 

c. Szakkb’zdpiskolai Technikuskdpedt/b" Bizony/tvdny (technical secondary school technician’s certificate). 

d. Szakmunkds Bizony{tvdny (skilled worker’s certificate). 

e. Technikus (title of"technician"). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Jeles Excellent 5 A 4 
a B: 

Eldgtelen    Insufficient 1 F 0 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 
NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school duringthe 
prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry offidals written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Egyetem (university) or institutions ending in -egyetem. b. Foiskola (college). 
c. Intdzet (institute) or institutions ending in -int~zet. 
d. Akaddmia (academy-postsecondary only). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
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Iceland 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Studentsprdf (university matriculation examination). 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 8-10 A 4 

Fail 0-2 F 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Sveinsprdf(technical secondary school diploma). 
b. Verslunarprdf(business diploma). 
c. Verslunarmenntaprdf(applied business studies diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Landsprdf(upper secondary school admissions examination). 
b. FramhaldsdeiMir (continuation classes). 
c. Idnskoli (vocational training school). 
d. Unglingaprdf(lower secondary school leaving examination). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Haskoli Islands (University of Iceland). 
b. Kennarahaskoli Islands (Iceland University College of Teacher Training). 
c. Taekniskoli Islands (Technical College of Iceland). 
d. Technical and vocational schools attended beyond the level stated above in Item No. 1. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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India 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Higher Secondary Certificate/HSC (arts or sciences group) earned after standard XII (grade 12). 
b. All-India Senior School Certificate/(AISSC). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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Higher Secondary Certificate/HSC (arts or sciences group) earned after standard XII (grade 12): 

A 60-100 A 4 

C 40-49 C 2 

F 0-34 F 0 

All-India Senior School Certificate/AISSC: 

A    60-100     A     4 

0-32 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Indian school certificate with statement of marks. 
b. Pre-degree certificate. 
c. De-professional certificate (pre-dental, pre-engineering, pre-medical, pre-agriculture). 
d. Pre-university certificate earned after standard XII (grade 12). 
e. Senior Secondary School Certificate (National Institute of Open Schooling). 
f. Higher Secondary School Certificate in all streams other than arts and scmnces. 
g. Intermediate Certificate for Goa. 
h. Intermediate Certificate for Andhra Pradesh 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinanons that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale below for categories two and three (may not be all inclusive): 

A 60-100 A 4 

C 4O-49 C 2 

F 0-34 F 0 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation reqmrement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. All-India higher secondary certificate (earned after standard XI [grade 11]). 
b. All-India secondary school certificate. 
c. Diploma in education where admission is based on the 10-year secondary school certificate. 
d. Health visitor or multipurpose diploma. 
e. High school leaving certificate/HSLC. 
f. Higher secondary certificate earned or intermediate school certificate after fewer than 12 years of schooling. 
g. Indian certificate of secondary education. 
h. Matriculation certificate. 
i. Pre-university certificate earned after standard XI (grade 11). 
j. Secondary school certificateISSC. 
k. Secondary school leaving certificate/SSLC. 
1. Secondary school certificate (National Institute of Open Schooling). 
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4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. University (Vidyapith/Vidyapeeth/Vishwavidyalaya) or "deemed" university. 

b. Indian Institute of Technology. 

c. All-India Institute of Medical Sciences. 

d. Registered nursing/basic nursing diploma programs where admission requires standard XII. 

e. Birla Institute of Technology and Science. 

f. Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages. 

g. Dakshina Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha. 

h. Dayalbagh Educational Institute. 

i. Gandhigram Rural Institute. 

j. Indian Agricultural Research Institute. 

k. Indian Institute of Science. 

1. Indian School of Mines. 

m. Indian Statistical Institute. 

n. Indian Veterinary Research Institute. 

o. International Institute for Population Sciences. 

p. Jamia Millia Islamia. 

q. Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research. 

r. School of Planning and Architecture. 

s. Sree Chitra Tirunai Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology. 

t. Sri Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Learning. 

u. Tata Institute ofSodai Sdences. 

v. Visva Bharati. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Indonesia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar- Sekolah Menengah Umum 7~ngkat Atas/STTB SMA (certificate of completion - general/academic upper 
secondary school). 

b. Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar- Madrasah Aliyah (Madrasah Menengah 77ngkat Atas)/STTB MA (certificate of completion - Islamic general/ 
academic upper secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

NOTE: Please note that for the Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar- Sekolah Menengah Umum 77ngkat Atas/STTB SMA and the Surat Tanda Tamat 
Belajar - Madrasah Aliyah (Madrasah Menengah 77ngkat Atas)/STTB MA, only national exam results appearing on the certificate are used. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Surat Tanda Tamat Bdajar- Sekolah Menengah Ekonomi Atas/STTB SMEA (certificate of completion - commerdal upper secondary 

school). 
b. Surat Tanda Tamat Bdajar- Sekolah Menengah Kejuruan/STTB SMK (certificate of completion - vocational upper secondary school). 
c. Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar- Sekolah Menengah Kesejahteraan Keluarga/STTB SMKK(certificate of completion- home economics upper 

secondary school). 
d. Surat Tanda Tamat Bdajar- Sekolah Teknik Menengah/STTB STM (certificate of completion- technical upper secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff willreview the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Surat Tanda Tamat Belajar- Sekolah Menengah 77ngkat Pertama/STTB SMTP (certificate of completion - lower secondary school). 

b. Surat Tanda Tarnat Belajar- Madrasah Tsanawiyah/STTB MT (certificate of completion - Islamic lower secondary school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Akademi (academy). 

b. Institut (institute). 

c. Politeknik (polytechnic). 

d. Sekolah tinggi (advanced school). 

e. Universitas (university). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Johnson, Karin, Waylord, Wendy, Chamberland, Gerald, Indonesia, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1993. 
UNESCO International Bureau of Education, WorldData on Education, Fourth Edition, 2001. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

International Baccalaureate 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. International Baccalaureate Diploma and accompanying certificate. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 7 A 4 

Good 5 B 3 

Very poor 1 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements: 
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~ere are no documents. 

3. Due to the worldwide nature of the International Baccalaureate, International Baccalaureate exam results absent of diploma may be used 
in combination with other courses from any other country to meet the core-curriculum requirements. The exam grades by themselves do 
not satisfy graduation. 

a. International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme Certificate. 

NOTE= Documentation must consist of a diploma from an international baccalaureate office. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
University Guide to the IB Diploma Programme, Spring2003, Fifth Edition, International Baccalaureate North America, 2003. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Iran 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Pre-University Certificate. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I inirial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

17.0-20.0 A 4 

12.0-13.9 C 2 

0.0-9.9 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Technidans Certificate. 
b. MetevasethINational High School Diploma. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate insntution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I inirial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Trade Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-rime student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Specialized university. 
c. University of technology. 
d. Medical university. 
e. Open university. 
f. Teacher training centre. 
g. College. 
h. Institute. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Iraq 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Adadiyah (Sixth Form Baccalaureate). 

b. Certificate of Preparatory Studies. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 90-100 A 

Good 70-79 B 

4 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Vocational Baccalaureate. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff willreview the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with the document listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate of Technician. 
b. Third Form Baccalaureate. 
c. Certificate of Intermediate Studies (ninth grade only). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Technical institute. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Ireland 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Ireland, all annual grade reports/transctipts from year nine and up should 
be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Higibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Ardteistmeireacht/Leaving Certificate (passes at ordinary or higher levels only). 
b. Matriculation Certificate (National University of Ireland) (earned only upon attainment of the leaving certificate). 
c. Senior Certificate. 
d. Leaving Certificate Vocational Program/LCVP (applied). 
e. Further Education and Training Awards Coundl (FETAC) Level 5 Certificate. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. Foundation-level courses are not acceptable. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

B1 80-84 B 3 

B3 70-74 B 3 

C2 60-64 C 2 

D1 50-54 D 

F 10-24 F 0 
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FETAC Level 5 Certificate Grading Scale: 

Distinction A 

Pass C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum reqmrements: 
a. High school transcript (upon completion of fewer than four years of high school curriculum). 
b. Junior Certificate (Year Nine). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Institute. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Israel 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory from age six through 15. High school graduates are assessed 
based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the 
most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of 
credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year rune. 

Category One 

a. Teudat Bagrut (matriculation certificate). 

The document meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student-athlete 
(PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment and are earned in one of the academic branches of education 
(i.e., humanities, social science, mathematics and natural/physical science). 

The grade-point average is calculated by averaging the grades achieved on state examinations issued by the Ministry of Education, using all 
core courses listed on the certificate, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted based upon credits awarded on the credential. The 
core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 

The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Teudat Gemer 77chonit or Teudat Hagamar Hatichonit (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 
b. Teudat Gemer Masmat (final diploma from secondary/vocational track). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certificationpurposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 

The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in Category Two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Grade report confirming completion of fewer than 12 years of elementary and secondary education. 
b. Professional worker certificate. 
c. Teudat Gemer Masmam (final diploma from the practical technical/vocational track). 
d. Title of practical nurse from a hospital nursing program. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive):: 

Excellent 10 (95-100) A 4 

Good 8 (75-84) B 3 

Fail 0-4 (0-44) 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be 
assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation indudes information presented on Websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Academy. 
c. Institute. 
d. Michlalah (postsecondary college or seminar). 
e. School of nursing in registered nursing program. 
f. School of physical therapy. 
g. Teacher training college. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Italy 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma/Certifica di Esame di Stato [Classica, Scientifico, Linguistica]/Diploma di Maturita [Classica, Scientifico, Linguistica] (diploma of 
state examination ]classics, sciences, linguistics]/diploma of maturity ]classics, sciences, linguistics]). 

b. Artestato di Idoneit;~ (affidavit of equivalence). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 mustpresent a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

90-100 9-10 nove-dieci A 4 
tte-~ 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diploma di Maturit2~ Magistrale (teacher training maturity certificate). 
b. Diploma di Esame di Stato/Diploma di Maturit2~ Artistica (diploma of state examination/diploma of artistic maturity). 
c. Dipl~ma di Esame di Stat~/Dipl~ma di Maturit~ Pr~fessi~nale (di~ma ~f state examinati~nldi~ma ~f ~r~fessi~na~ maturity). 
d. Artestato di Idoneit;~ (affidavit of equivalence). 
e. Diploma di Maturita Musicale (diploma of musical maturity). 
f. Diploma di Licenza di Danzatore (dancer’s graduation diploma). 
g. Diploma diMaturit2~Artistica (diploma of artistic maturity). 
h. Diploma di Maturit2~ Tecnica (technical maturity diploma). 
i. Diploma di Infermiera Professionale (diploma of professional nurse). 
j. Diploma di Abilitazione all’Insegnamento nelle Scuole del Grado Preparatorio (diploma of qualification for teaching in preparatory-level 

schools). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diploma di Qualifica Professionale (diploma of vocational training). 
b. Diploma di Maestro d’Arte (diploma of master of art). 
c. Diploma di Abilitzione all’Insegnamento nelle Suole del Grado Preparatorio (diploma of competence in pre-school teaching). 
d. Ginnasio (junior high school). 
e. Conservatorio (Conservatory of Music). 
f. Scuola media (middle school). 
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4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Unversit2~ degla studi (university). 
b. Accademic di Belle Arti (academy of fine arts). 
c. Istituto superiore (higher institute). 
d. Istituto universitario (university institute). 
e. Po[itecnico (polytechnic). 
f. Scuola superiore (higher school). 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Jamaica 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based upon completion 
of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of 
study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of 
documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the Jamaican educational system, all annual grade reports/transcripts from Form 3 (year nine) 
and up should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These 
documents may be reviewed with the category two documents listed below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

Category One 
There are no documents. 

Category Two 

The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. General Certificate of Education/GCE. 
b. General Certificate of Secondary Education/GCSE. 
c. Caribbean Examination Council (CXC) Secondary Education Certificate/CSEC. 
d. Caribbean Examination Council (CXC) Advanced Proficiency Examinations/CAPE. * 
e. International General Certificate of Secondary Education/IGCSE. 
f. Advanced International Certificate of Education/AICE. 

*The CAPE is generally earned after the CSEC and advances the graduation date two years if two exams are completed successfully after 
achieving the CSEC. NOTE: Only courses completed at the general proficiency level are acceptable on the CSEC and the CAPE. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
averag is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will review the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are presented, the grade-point average is calculated by determining the total quality 
points for the applicable subject passes displaying the highest grades in each subject area. The total is then divided by the total number of 
exams used in the calculation. In rare instances, additional subject passes will be used to enhance the grade-point average. This is done 
to reflect the benefit of grade-point average enhancement afforded automatically by the computerized calculation methods implemented 
when certifying domestic students. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are not presented [(and the student has not failed the subject pass exam in the core subject 
area(s) absent from the record)], the grade-point average is calculated by reviewing high school transcripts in combination with the exams 
presented, substituting coursework for the defident academic subject area(s). When crediting applicable exams in the calculation taken in 
core-course subject areas, the staffwill credit the applicable exam displaying the highest grade for each subject pass. The exam to be used 
in each subject area will be credited as equivalent to the number of core courses delineated in Bylaw 14.3.1.1 [native language, English - 4 
units (DI) 3 units (DII), math - 3 units (DI) 2 units (DII), sdence - 2 units, social science - 2 units, additional academic subject - 4 units 
(DI) 3 units (DII), additional English, math or science - if both math and sdence subject passes are presented, the higher grade will be 
utilized adding 1 unit (DI) or 2 units (DII) of credit to the calculation]. 

If the student has failed a core exam, the staff will not review the high school transcript to determine whether the core course requirement 
has been met for the missing subject area. The student will be certified as not having achieved coursework in the relevant subject area. 

Graduation timeline -- Students are expected to achieve five subject passes by the completion of Form Five (year 11), which shall occur 
within six semesters after initial enrollment in Form Three (year 9). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Grade U.S. Quality 
Grade Points 

B B 3 

D C 2 

F D 1 

Ungraded F 0 

C C 2 
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Grade U.S. Quality 
Grade Points 

B B 3 

D C 2 

N,O F 0 

AICE: 
For half-credit, full-credit (AS-Level equivalent) and double-credit (A-Level equivalent) courses: 

A 10 A 4 

C 6 B 3 

E 2 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

CXC documents: 
Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate/CSEC: 

Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Exam/CAPE: 

A Excellent I A 4 

C Good III B 3 

G Unsatisfactory VII 

NOTE: It is possible to combine subject passes from a combination of the documents above in order to determine if the student-athlete has five 
different subject passes. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used in combination with 
documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Secondary School certificate (Awarded after year 10) 
b. Jamaican School Certificate. (Awarded after year 11) 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie trait system. Credits will be assessed 
in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural s dence, sodal science, additional core courses -.5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 
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NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the certification 
review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The crediting system must 
be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the prospective student-athlete’s 
periodofenrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on websites and in school publications maintained by schools or 
ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in a program that required for entrance one of 
the qualifications in category two above. Examples include the following (may not be all indusive): 
a. Universities. 
b. Colleges, Institutes and Schools (post-secondary). 

References 
Fisher, Stephen, Commonwealth Caribbean, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1979. lnternet Source: Jamaica Ministry of 

Education, Youth and Culture Web site: www.moec.gov.jm. Last accessed October 2004. lnternet Source: Caribbean Examinations Council Web 
site: www.cxc.org. Last accessed October 2004. Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References page 155. 

Japan 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Upper Secondary School Graduation Certificate (general or academic track). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is 
calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

5 A 4 

3 C 2 

1 F 0 
2. The documents bdow meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all-inclusive): 

a. Upper Secondary School Graduation Certificate (spedalized or vocational track). 
b. Spedal Training School Upper Secondary Course Diploma. 
c. Certificate of Completion (awarded after successful completion of the first three years of a five-year technical college program). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course traits withpassing grades that appear on the document(s) above. The core- 
course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institunon on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to be 
digible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 

See above. 

3. The documents bdow, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Lower Secondary School Certificate of Completion. 
b. Spedal Training School General Course Certificate of Completion - adult education. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all indusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Technical college (in the fourth or fifth year of a five-year program). 
d. Junior college. 
e. Institute. 
f. Spedal training school. 
g. Miscellaneous school. 
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Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelley M., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
Mashiko, Ellen E., Japan: A Study of the Educational System of Japan and a Guide to the Academic Placement of Students in Educational 

Institutions of the United States, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1989. 

World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Survey of Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, UNESCO, Paris, 1996. 
The British Council, International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, NARIC, United Kingdom, 1998. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Jordan 
1. The documents bdow meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all indusive): 
a. Tawjhi (general secondary education certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is 
calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine and 
up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill review the transcripts to determine 
whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not 
allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

80-100 A 4 

6O-69 C 2 

0-49 F 0 
3. The documents bdow, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) in 

combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Technical Secondary Certificate. 
b. Industrial/Vocational Training School. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all indusive): 
a. University. 
b. Community college. 
c. Teacher training institute. 

Seepages 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United Kingdom, 

2003. 
Brusick, Kathleen, ed., TheAdmission and Academic Placement of Students ~om Selected Amb Countries." Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia (Workshop 

Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1975. 
Nucho, Leslie, S., ed., Education in the Arab World, Volume I, Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, AMIDEAST, Washington, 

D.C., 1994. 
Schrnida, Leslie C., ed., Directory of Academic and Technical Training Programs in Selected Middle Eastern and North African Countries, AMIDEAST, 

Washington, D.C., 1985. 
Internet Source: www.lrnu.edu/globaled/wwcu/background/jo.rtf. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Kazakhstan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. A~testat o Srednem Obrazovanii (certificate of complete secondary education). 
b. Diplom o Srednem Spetsialnom Obrazonavii (diploma of secondary specialized/vocational/technical education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

Fail 1 F 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Basic education (although the last year may be considered ninth grade). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Institut (institute). 
c. Academy. 
d. Conservatory. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: www.tempus.europahouse.uz/uzbhes.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Kenya 
The academic year runs from January through December. Primary school begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based 
upon review of the leaving certificate. The information provided below addresses the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the 
type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 
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NOTICE: The Kenya National Examinations Council must send the Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education (KSCE) directly to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. In addition, due to the unique nature of the Kenyan educational system, all annual grade reports/transcripts 
from year nine and up must be sent to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with the documents specifically listed below. These documents 
may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

Category One 
There are no documents. 

Category Two 
The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Kenya Certificate af Secandary Educatian (KCSE). 

Generally, the document above meets high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements only if five academic 
subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course 
grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is 
calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are presented, the grade-point average is calculated by determining the total quality 
points for the applicable subject passes displaying the highest grades in each subject area. The total is then divided by the total number of 
exams used in the calculation. In rare instances, additional subject passes will be used to enhance the grade-point average. This is done 
to reflect the benefit ofgrade-~oint average enhancement afforded automatically by the computerized calculation methods implemented 
when certifying domestic stuoents. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are not presented [(and the student has not failed the subject pass exam in the core 
subject area(s) absent from the record)], the grade-point average is calculated by reviewing high school transcripts beginning with Form 
l/Year 9 in combination with the exams presented, substituting coursework for the deficient academic subject area(s). When crediting 
applicable exams in the calculation taken in core course subject areas, the staffwill credit the applicable exam displaying the highest grade 
for each subject pass. The exam to be used in each subject area will be credited as equivalent to the number of core courses delineated in 
Bylaw 14.3.1.1 [native language, English - 4 units (DI) 3 units (DII), math - 3 units (DI) 2 units (DII), science - 2 units, social science 
- 2 units, additional academic subject - 4 units (DI) 3 units (DII), additional English, math or science - if both math and science subject 
passes are presented, the higher grade will be used adding 1 unit (DI) or 2 units (DII) of credit to the calculation]. 

If the student has failed a core exam, the staffwill not review the high school transcript to determine whether the core course requirement 
has been met for the missing subject area. The student will be certified as not having achieved coursework in the relevant subject area. 

Graduation timeline -- Students are expected to achieve five subject passes within eight semesters after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale 
The applicable grading scale for the document listed above follows: 

A,A- A 4 

C+, C, C-, D+ C 2 

E 

Category Three 
The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with the document listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Secondary School Grade Report (transcripts). 
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Unit Credits 
Credits will be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category three documents for coursework completed during Forms 1 
and 2: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 
Credits will be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category three documents for coursework completed during Forms 3 
and 4: 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per, semester 
Social science - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester if completing nine exam track; .75 credits per year, .34 credits per semester if 
completing seven or eight-exam track. 

NOTE= Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Institute. 
d. Teachers College. 
e. Polytechnic. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Republic of Korea 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certification of Graduation from a senior general high school. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Su 90-100 (5) A 4 

Mi 70-79 (3) B 3 

Ga/Ka 0-59 (1) D 1 (lowest passing grade) 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certification of Graduation from a senior vocational/technical high school. 
b. Certification of Graduation from a higher trade school (from a three-year program only). 
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The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certification of graduation from a junior high school. 
b. Certification of graduation from a higher dvil school (three-year program only). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Colleges and universities. 
b. Junior colleges. 
c. Technical colleges. 
d. Miscellaneous schools. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Education in Korea, 2000-2001, Ministry of Education of the Republic of Korea, Seoul. 
Feagles, Shelley M., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, The British Council, NARIC, United Kingdom, 1998. 
World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Survey of Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, UNESCO, Paris, 1996. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Kosovo 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. DiplomO" pFr Krye~en E Shkoll& sO" Mesmet tO" Per~jithshme-Gjimnazit (diploma of Completion of General Secondary School- 
Gymnasium). 

b. DiplomO’pFr Kryerjen e ShkollO’s sO’Mesme tO’LartO’-Gjimnazit (Diploma for Completion of Middle and High School). 

The documents above must be earned in one of the academic branches of education (i.e., humanities, social science, mathematics, 
natural/physical sciences). The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The 
core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of 
grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Applicable grading scale (may not be all inclusive): 

Shkelqyeshem Excellent 5 A 4 

Mire Good 3 B 3 

Pamjeftueshem Unsatisfactory 1 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. DiplomO’pFr shkollO’s sO" mesmeprofesionale (diploma of Completion of Professional Secondary School). 
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b. Diplom~’pdr Kryerjen e Sh~oll~’s s~’34esme Profesionale (Diploma for Completion of Secondary Professional School). 
c. Diplom~’pdr Kryerjen e Sh~oll~’e s~’Mesme (Diploma of Completion of Secondary School). 
d. Diploma" awarded by Gjimnazit (diploma of completion of Gymnasium). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirements of Bylaw 14:3 however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents in item 2 above to meet core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diploma’/Svjedocartstvo (Diploma/Certificate) with technidan or skilled worker qualification. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University of Prishtines 
b. University of Mitrovica 

Seepages 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 

Kadriu, Ereblir. Online Guide to Educational Systems Around the World-Kosovo. NAFSA: Association of International Educators. 
October, 2008. 

Koenig, Ann M. Regional Director, International Education Services, Southwest. American Association of Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions Officers. 

Kuwait 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. General Secondary Education Certificate, science track. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 85 - 100 A 4 

Good 60-69 C 2 

Fail 0-49 F 0 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. General Secondary Education Certificate, arts track. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Intermediate School Certificate. 
b. Noncommissioned Officer’s Institute. 
c. Lieutenant Training Institute. 
d. Police Academy. 
e. Military Academy. 
f. Ground Forces Institute. 
g. Air Forces Institute. 
h. Vocational Education. 
i. Nursing Institute. 
j. Technical Training Center Assistant Technician Studies. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Kuwait University. 
b. College of Basic Education. 
c. College of Business Studies. 
d. College of Health Sciences. 
e. College of Technological Studies. 
f. Cadet Academy. 
g. Technical Training Center Technidan Studies. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Nucho, Leslie S., ed., Education in the Arab World, Volume I, Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, AMIDEAST, 

Washington, D.C., 1994. 

Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 
Kingdom, 2003. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Kyrgyzstan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Aitestat o Srednem (Polnom) Obshchem Obrazovanii (certificate of secondary/completed general education). 
b. Diplom o Srednem Professionalnom Obrazovanii (diploma of secondary professional/vocational education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

Unsatisfactory 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Svidete[ Stvo o Nepolnom Srednem Obrazovanii (certificate of incomplete/lower secondary education). 

b. Svidetel Stvo (certificate). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. University. 

b. College. 

c. Institute. 

d. Academy. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foley, Christopher, The Educational System ofKyrgyzstan, AACRAO, 2004. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web sate: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Latvia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Atestatspar Vispar~o Video Izglitibu (certificate of general secondary education) and results extract annex. 

Please note that for the Atestats par Visparejo Videjo Izglitibu, exam results appearing on the Sekmju Izraksts (secondary certificate) are 
used in calculating the core-course grade-point average. All documents must be presented for a certification to be rendered. The core- 
course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is 
calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index) 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Olzcili With distinction 10 A 4 
 ica i : 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 



a. Diploms par Profesionalo Videjo Izglitibu (diploma of secondary vocational education) from an Arodvidusskola (vocational secondary 
school) or Arodgimnasija (vocational gymnasium). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirements of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. AtestasparPamatizglitibu (basic education certificate). 
b. Aplieciba par Profesionalo Pamatizglitibu (certificate of basic vocational education). 
c. Diploma par Arodpamatizglitibu (diploma of basic vocational education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Tehnikums* (technical college; postsecondary program only). 
b. Coledza* (college; postsecondary program only). 
c. Universitate (university). 
d. Augstskola (higher school). 
e. Akodemija (academy). 
f. Instituts (institute). 

*High school graduation may not have been completed. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Rauhvargers, Andrejs, Description of Latvia’s Secondary Education Establishments and Secondary Education Documents, Ministry of Education, 

Culture and Science, 1994. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: Euroeducation.net Web site: www.euroeducation.net/prof/latviaco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Lebanon 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Baccalaurdat (certificate of secondary education). 

b. Attestation de Candidature (attestation of candidacy for Baccalaureate) - issued by the Ministry of National Education and Fine Arts 
when the Baccalaurdat Examination is not given for that year. 

c. General Secondary Certificate. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

16-20 80-100 A 4 

12-13 60-69 B 3 

8.5-9 40-49 D/F 0 

Note that grades 8.5-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point average is 
below 10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Technical Baccalaurdat. 
b. Teaching Baccalaurdat. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Brevet from an ecoleprofessionnelle (certificate from a vocational school). 

b. Brevet from an eco[e techniqueprofessionne[[e (certificate from a technical vocational school). 

c. Brevet Professionnelle/BP (vocational certificate). 

d. Three-year program at teacher training school or primary teacher training institute. 

e. Higher Primary Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universitd (university). 

b. Acaddmie (postsecondary academy). 

c. Centre (postsecondary center). 

d. Institut (postsecondary institute). 

e. Ecole (postsecondary school). 

f. Technicien supdrieur (higher technidan program). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Griff, Ernest R., A Guide for the Evaluation of Academic Credentia[sJ}om Lebanon, AACRAO, Monograph #33, 1987. 

Nucho, Leslie S., ed., Education in the Arab World, Volume I, Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, AMIDEAST, 
Washington, D.C., 1994. 

Schmida, Leslie C., ed., Directory of Academic and Technical Training Programs in Selected Middle Eastern and North AJ}ican Countries, 
AMIDEAST, Washington, D.C., 1985. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Liberia 
The academic year runs from March to December. Primary school begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based on success 
in upper secondary classes (30 percent) and on the exam grades in that same subject (70 percent). Students must have completed grade 
12 as they take the Liberia Senior High School Certificate (LSHSC) exam administered by the West African Examinations Council 
(WAEC). Students must take at least eight subjects on the exam and no more than nine subjects. In order to obtain the LSHSC, 
examinees must pass at least six subjects, including compulsory subjects (English and mathematics), and two each from the general 
group (economics, geography, history, literature-in-English) and the science group (biology, chemistry, physics). 

The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a course-by- 
course basis. 

Category One 

There are no documents. 

Category Two 

The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Liberia Senior High School Certificate/LSHSC (issued by WAEC). 

Students presenting the LSHSC must send an email to the NCAA Eligibility Center (ec-international@ncaa.org) with the following 
information: (a) your LSHSC Examination Number; (b) the four digits of your Examination Year (e.g., 2012); (c) type of Examination; 
(d) the Card Serial Number found on the reverse side of your Scratch card; and (e) the Personal Identification Number (PIN) on your 
Scratch card. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

The document above meets core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be 
English, mathematics, natural orphysical science and social science. When five subject passes in the core subject areas are presented, the 
grade-point average is calculated by determining the total quality points for the applicable subject passes displaying the highest grades in 
each subject area. The total is then divided by the total number of exams used in the calculation. In rare instances, additional subject 
passes will be used to enhance the grade-point average. This is done to reflect the benefit of grade-point average enhancement afforded 
automatically by the computerized calculation methods implemented when certifying domestic students. 

When five subject passes in the core subject area are not presented (and the student has not failed the subject pass exam in the core 
subject area(s) absent from the record), the grade-point average is calculated by reviewing high school transcripts beginning with grade 
nine in combination with exams presented, substituting coursework for the deficient subject area(s). When crediting applicable exams 
in the calculation taken in core-course subject areas, the staffwill credit the applicable exam displaying the highest grade for each subject 
pass. The exam to be used in each subject area will be credited as equivalent to the number of core courses delineated in Bylaw 14.3.1.1 
[native language, English - four units (NCAA Division I), three units (NCAA Division II); math - three units (Division I), two units 
(Division II); science - two units; social science - two units; additional academic subject - four units (Division I), three units (Division 
II); additional English, math or science - if both math and science subject passes are presented, the higher grade will be used adding one 
unit (Division I) or two units (Division II) of credit calculation]. 

If the student has failed a core exam, the staffwill not review the high school transcript to determine whether the core-course requirement 
has been met for the missing subject area. The student will be certified as not having achieved coursework in the relevant subject area. 

Grading scale - The applicable grading scale for the document listed above follows: 

Excellent 1 A 

Good 3 B 

Credit 5-6 C 

Fail 
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Category Three 

The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement under Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Liberia Junior High School Certificate/LJHSC (issued by WAEC) 

Category Four 

A student will be considered a transfer if the student was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. University. 
b. Junior College. 
c. College of Technology. 
d. Polytechnic. 
e. Seminary. 

Graduation timeline - Students are expected to achieve five subject passes within eight semesters after initial enrollment in grade nine 
to meet core, and the one additional subject needed to achieve the LSHSC as per WAEC requirements. 

References 
1. Print. 

a. The British Coundl, International Guide to Qualifications Education, 1991, pp. 465-67. 
b. NAFSA: Association of International Educators, A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, edited by Shelley Feagles, 1999, 

pp. 225-26. 
c. International Association of Universities and Association of African Universities, Guide to Higher Education in Africa, Fourth 

Edition, 2007, pp. 273-76. 
d. International Education Research Foundation (IERF), The New Country Index, Volume 2,2011, pp. 330-34. 

2. Electronic. 
a. American Association of Collegiate Registrars/AACRAO, EDGE (Electronic Database for Global Education), LIBERIA, (author) 

Kate Trayte Freeman, 2009, http://aacraoedge.aacrao.org. 
b. The West African Examinations Council, Corporate website, Liberia, www.liberiawaec.org. 

Lithuania 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Brandos Atestatas (maturity certificate). 

Please note that for the Brandos Atestatas (maturity certificate), high school results appearing on the credential supplement are used in 
calculating the core-course grade-point average. Both the certificate and the supplement must be presented for a certification to be 
rendered. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course 
grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Applicable grading scale for high school results (may not be all inclusive): 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Taikomuju mokslu vidurines mokyklos brandos atestatas (maturity certificate of applied sciences secondary school). 
b. Qualifications obtained after successful completion of vocational school if"secondary education obtained" (igijo vidurini issilavinima) 

is inscribed. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3, however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Pagrindines Mokyklos Baigimo Pazymejimas/PMP (certificate of completion of basic education school). 

b. Eleven Metu Profesines Vidurines Mokyklos KolegijosAtestatas (certificate of vocational secondary school [11 years]). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universitetas (university). 

b. Kolegija (college). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: Euroeducation.net Web site: www.euroeducation.net/prof/lithuaco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Luxembourg 
The academic year runs from September to July. The educational system consists of six years of primary education, followed by three 
years of lower secondary and three to five years of upper secondary education. Primary education begins at age six (after two years of 
compulsory pre-primary education beginning at age four). High school graduates are assessed based upon completion of leaving exams 
for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately subsequent to initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 

a. Dipl~me de fin d’dtudes secondaires (Diploma of Secondary Education Completion). 
b. Dipl&ne de fin d’dtudes secondaires techniques (Diploma of Technical Secondary Education Completion). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Graduation Timelines: 

For Dipl&ne defin d’dtudes secondaires credentials, the graduation timeline is five years after initial enrollment in the first semester of year 
nine for on-time graduates. 

For Dipl&ne defin d’dtudes secondaires techniques credentials, the graduation timeline is five or six years after initial enrollment in the first 
semester of year nine for on-time graduates. 

NOTE= Some students may take the International Baccalaureate examination. 
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Category Two 

"]7he documents below meet core-curriculum requirements only if the coursework represented satisfies the core-curriculum distribution 
as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a U.S. 4.000 (4 high) scale. Grades 
reported on international documents will be converted to U.S. equivalents on a 4.000 scale prior to calculating quality points and grade- 
point averages. The grade-point average is calculated by using those core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents 
above and grade nine records. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. 

a. Dipl~me de technicien/D T (Technician Diploma). 
b. Dipl~me d’aptitudeprofessionnelle/DAP (Diploma of Vocational Proficiency). 
c. Certificat de capacitdprofessionnelle/CCP (Certificate ofVocational Profidency). 

d. Certificat d’aptitude technique etprofessionnelle/CATP (Certificate of Technical and Vocational Proficiency). 
e. Certificat de capacitd manuelle/CCM (Certificate of Manual Proficiency). 

For Dip[dine de technicien/D T credentials, the graduation timeline is five years after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine 
for on-time graduates. 

For Dipl~me d’aptitude professionnelle/DAP, Certificat de capacitd professionnelle/CCP, Certificat d’aptitude technique et professionnelle/ 
CATP, and Certificat de capacitd manuelle/CCM credentials, the graduation timeline is four years after initial enrollment in the first 
semester of year nine for on-time graduates. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 

The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificate documenting completion of grade nine. 

b. Certificat d’in#iation technique etprofessionnelle/CITP (Certificate of Preliminary Technical and Vocational Certificate). 

Grading Scale 

The applicable grading scale for the documents listed above follows (may not be all inclusive): 

The current grading scale is a scale of 1-60 (maximum) with a pass mark of 30. 

Excellent Excellent 52-60 A 

Bien Good 40-47 B 

Passable Pass 30-35 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

The previous grading scale is as follows: 

50-60 Tres bien Very good 

30-39 Satisfaisant Satisfactory 

10-19 Mauvais Bad 

The people of Luxembourg are bilingual in French and German. Therefore, information about the educational system is available in 
both French and German. 

One chart below is written in French and shows the educational system before the reforms. The other chart is in German and shows the 
educational system after the educations reforms that began in 2010 and 2011. Since the educational credentials are issued in French, 
below are official French translations (as well as English translations) of the German credential names on this chart. 
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Abitur Diplome de fin d’etudes secondaires Diploma of Secondary Education Completion 

Techniker-Diplom Diplome de technicien - DT Technidan Diploma 

Ber ufsbefahigungszeugnis Certificat de capadte professionnelle - CCP Certificate of Vocational Proficiency 

Category Four 

A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not 
be all inclusive): 

a. Universit~ du Luxembourg. 
b. Institut Universitaire International. 

c. Lyc~e Technique pour Professions Educatives et Sociales. 

References 

Le Gouvernement du Grand-Duch~ de Luxembourg Minist~re de l’l~ducation nationale et de la Formation professionnelle, "Was tun nach 
dem 4. Zyklus der Grundschule?", December 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 139. 

Internet Sources: 

Le Gouvernement du Grand-Duch~ de Luxembourg Minist~re de l’l~ducation nationale et de la Formation professionnelle website: http:// 
www.men.public.lu/. Last accessed 2/10/2011. 
NARIC website: http://www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed February 2011. 

Macedonia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Svidetelstvo za Zavrseno Sredno Obrazovanie (certificate of completion of secondary education). 
b. Svidetelstvo za Polozen Maturski Ispit (certificate of passed maturity examination; this document can be earned only on attainment of 

the secondary school leaving certificate). 

The documents above must be achieved in one of the academic branches of education (i.e., humanities, sodal science, mathematics and 
natural/physical science). The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The 
core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of 
grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Otlichno 5 A 4 
(Excellent) 

Dobre (Good) 

Bezuspeshno 
(Unsatisfactory/ 

Insufficient) 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Any diploma listed above in vocational programs from Technico/Ekonomsko Uciliste [Cetrigodisnil] (technical/economic school) [two 

years]. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The statTwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. SvietelstvozaZavrsen Sredno Obrazovanie~aZanimanje (certificate of completion ofsecondary education for vocation) from Tehnic/eo 
Uciliste/Uciliste za Zanimanja [Dvogodisnil] (technical/vocational school [two years]). 

b. Svietelstvo za Zavrsen Sredno Obrazovanie za Zanimanje (certificate of completion of secondary education for vocation) from Tehnicko 
Uciliste/Uciliste za Zanimanja [Trigodisni[] (technical/vocational school [three years]). 

c. Uverenie Potvrda (certificate) from Rabutnicki Univerzilet (workers university). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Univer~ilet (university). 

b. Fakulaea (faculty). 
c. Umetnic/ea A/eademija (art academy). 

d. Visa S~ola (higher school). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene, ed., The New Country Index, International Research Foundation, Los Angeles, 2003. 
Dickey, Karlene, dir., The Admission and Academic Placement of &udents from Yugoslavia (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1990. 

National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." The Republics of the Former Yugoslavia, Canberra, Australia, 1992. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Malaysia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Sijil Pdajaran Malaysia (Malaysian certificate of education). 
b. Sijil 7~nggi Pelajaran Malaysia (Malaysian high school certificate). 
c. Malaysian Independent Chinese Secondary School Unified Examination/MICSSUE. 
d. Sijil Pdajaran Malaysia Vo~esyenal (Malaysian certificate of education for vocational schools). 
e. Sijil Pdajaran Malaysia (Malaysian certificate of education for technical schools). 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements ordy if five different academic subject passes are present. Four of the five 
academic passes must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must 
be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades 
for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The statTwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scales (May not be all inclusive): 

SijilPelajaran Malaysia (Malaysian Certificate of Education): 

Excellent A 1-2 A 4 
re ai ~ 

Credit C 5-6 C 2 

Fail G 

Sijil ~nggi Pelajaran Malaysia (Malaysian Advanced Certificate of Education): 

A A 4 

C B 3 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in Category Two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Penilaian Menengah Rendah (lower certificate of education; includes ninth grade). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. University. 

b. Polytechnic. 

c. College. 

d. Teacher Training College. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 

International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, NARIC, 1998. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Mexico 

The academic year runs from October to July. Education begins at age five with a year equivalent to kindergarten in the United States. 
High school graduates are assessed based upon annual progress reflected on high school transcripts. There is no national assessment or 
leaving exam. The information provided below addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center and the 
criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all-inclusive. Documents 
presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 
a. Bachillerato/Bachiller (secondary school diploma, academic track only). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. Grade-point averages will 
be calculated using marks noted from the six semesters (years 10 through 12) of coursework listed on the document above. Each core 
grade will be equally weighted in the calculation unless otherwise noted. 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachillerata Tecnaldgica (certificate of technological secondary school diploma). 
b. Diplama/Titula/T#cnica (diploma/title/technician). 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. Grade-point averages will 
be calculated using marks noted from the eight semesters (years nine through 12) of coursework listed on the documents above. Each 
passing core grade will be equally weighted in the calculation unless otherwise noted. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Carreras Cortas (short courses). 
b. Certificado de Estudios Prel)aratorios (secondary school leaving certificate similar to the Bachillerato, but after the final three years in a 

specialized institution). 
c. Egresado Dasante (certificate issued on completion of course work requirements, but other requirements for graduation have not been 

met). 
d. Preparatoria Tdcnica (upper secondary-level technical program designed to feed into tertiary level). 
e. Certificado de Educaci6n Secundaria (completion of lower secondary school; includes ninth grade). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

NOTE: Secondary school grading scales may vary and may contain a lowest passing grade of six or seven. Therefore, care must be taken 
in determining the appropriate grading scale to be used. 

7 Minimum Pass scale 

6 Minimum Pass scale 

No Suficiente Insufficient 0.0-5.9 F 0 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. 

Unit Credits 
When spedfic course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 
English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 
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NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university; except bachillerato programs). 
b. Universidad Tecnoldgico (technological university). 
c. Instituto Tecnoldgico (technological institute). 
d. Escuela Militar Superior (higher military school). 
e. Escuela Normal (teacher training college). 
f. Instituto Agropecuario (agricultural institute). 
g. Instituto Pesquero (fisheries institute). 
h. Instituto Forestal (forestry institute). 
i. Instituto Politdcnico (polytechnic institute). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Educational Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." Mexico, Australian Government Printing Service, Canberra, 

Australia, 1993. 
Villa, Kitty M., Mexico, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1982. Internet Source: International Association of 

Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. Internet Source: NARIC Web site: 
www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Moldova 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma de Baccalaurdat (secondary school diploma) from a lyceum. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Exelent Excellent 10 A 

Bine Good 7-8 

Nesatisfacator Not Satisfactory 1-4 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Atestat de Studi Medii de Cultura Generala (certificate of general secondary education). 
b. Atestat de Maturitate (maturity certificate) from a scoala medie de cultura generala (school of general secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificat di Studii Gimnaziale (certificate of secondary studies). 

b. Adeverinta (certificate of professional qualification). 
c. Certi~cat de Studii Secundare ~r~fessi~nale (certificate ~f v~cati~nal sec~ndary educati~n). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 
c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhnikum (completed program). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelly M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA: Assodation of International Educators, Washington, 

D.C., 1999. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Morocco 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Dipldme de Baccalaurdat Marocain (Moroccan baccalaureate diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Assez Bien Good 12.0-13.9 B 

Mal Fail 0-9.9 D/F 

3 

0 
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Note that grades 8-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point average is below 
10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Baccalaurdat Lettres Originelles (baccalaureate of original letters - from a theological institute). 

b. Baccalaurdat Technique (technical baccalaureate). 

c. Brevet de Technicien Supdrieur (higher technician’s diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 
1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division 
I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificat d’Enseignement Secondaires (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 

b. Brevetd’Etudes du Premier Cycle/BEPC (certificate of first cycle studies; ninth grade only). 

c. Capacitd en Droit (aptitude in law). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universit# (university). 

b. Ecole normale supdrieure (higher teacher training college). 

c. Etablissement de Formation des Cadres (training institution for executives). 

d. Centre Universitaire (university center). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelley M. ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 

Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: 
www.internationalcomparisons.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 

Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 
2004. 

Internet Source: MinistOre de l’Enseignement Sup&ieur, de la Formation des Cadres et de la Recherche Scientifique - Direction de la Formation 
des Cadres: www.dfc.gov.ma. Last accessed October 2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Netherlands 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory from age five through 16. High school graduates are assessed 
based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the 
most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of 
credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 

a. Diploma yon Hoger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/HAVO (diploma of higher general secondary education). 
b. Diploma yon Voorbereidend Wotenschappe[ijk Onderwijs/l/~O (diploma of university preparatory education). 
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Please note that only the marks listed under the heading Eindcijfers from the final year of schooling will be used to calculate the core- 
course grade-point average. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. 
The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless 
of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Diploma Middelbaar Beroepsonderwijs/MBO (diploma of middle level vocational education) Levels 1-4 [i.e., MBO1, MBO2, MBO3 
or MBO4]. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Brugperiode (transitional period) completion. 
b. Diploma Middelbaar Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/MAVO (diploma of middle level general secondary education). 
c. Leerlingwezen (apprenticeship training) completion. 
d. VoorbereidendBeroepsonderwijs/VBO (preparatory vocational education) completion. 
e. VoorbereidendMiddelbaar Beroepsonderwijs/VMBO (preparatory middle level vocational education) completion. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Uitmuntend Excellent 10 A 

Goed Good 8 A 

4 

4 

Onvoldoende Insufficient 

Slecht Bad 

4 

2 

F 

F 

0 

0 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 

Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 
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NOTE= Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (list may not 
be all inclusive): 
a. Universiteit (university). 
b. Hogeschool or Akademie (i.e., a school that is part of the system of Hoger Beroepsonderwijs/HBO ]higher professional education]). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Schuler, Peter, The Netherlands, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1984. 
Schuler, Peter, Stannard, Jessica and Warmenhoven, Robert, The Education System of the Netherlands, PIER World Education Systems, 
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Internet Source: OVDB Landelijk Orgaan Beroepsonderwijs; Web site: www.ovdb.nl/internationalisering.pho?sid=7. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Netherlands Antilles 
(Includes Bonair, Curaqao, Saba, Sint Eustatius and Sint Maarten) 

1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diploma Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs/l/~O (diploma of university preparatory education), induding both a new-style 

VWO (awarded starting in 2004) and an old-style VWO (awarded before 2004). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

NOTE: that for the Diploma Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs/l/~O, only eindcij~rs results from the final year are used. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Uitmuntend Excellent 10 A 4 

Goed Good 8 A 4 

Onvoldoende Insufficient 4 F 0 

Slecht Bad 2 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diploma Hoger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/HAVO (diploma of higher general secondary education) that includes both a new-style 

HAVO (awarded starting in 2003) and an old-style HAVO (awarded before 2003). 
b. Diploma Secundair Beroeps Onderwijs/SBO (diploma of secondary vocational education) (awarded since 2004), formerly Diploma 

Middelbaar Beroepsonderwijs/MBO (diploma of intermediate vocational education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma Voorbereidend Secundair Beroeps Onderwijs/VSBO (diploma of preparatory secondary vocational education) (awarded since 
2004). 

b. Diploma Middelbaar Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/MAVO (diploma of intermediate general secondary education) (awarded before 
2004). 

c. Diploma Beroepsvoorbereidend Onderwijs/BVO (diploma of vocational preparatory education) (awarded before 2004). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in the following (list may not be all 
inclusive): 

a. Universidat Nashonal di Antia Universiteit van de Nederlandse Antillen (University of the Netherlands Antilles). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Ministerie van Onderwijs en Cultuur (Minister of Education and Culture) of the Netherlands Antilles (by phone) and Web site: www. 

minoc.an/. Last accessed September 2005. 
Internet Source: UNESCO Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed June 2005. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

New Zealand 
NOTICE= Due to the unique nature of the New Zealand educational systems, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and 
up should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These 
documents may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

The academic year runs from January through December. Education is compulsory from age six to 16. Some students may complete 

an optional kindergarten year at age five. High school graduates are assessed based upon completion of a cumulative leaving certificate 
composed of examinations, coursework, anc~ other assignments in preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below 
addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon 
the type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will 
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 
There are no documents. 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may nor be all inclusive): 
a. National Certificate of Educational Achievement/NCEA Level 2. 
b. National Certificate of Educational Achievement/NCEA Level 3. 

NOTE= Only courses that appear on the Record of Achievement (ROA), listing NCEA completion dates, the Record of Learning 
(ROL), or School Results Summary are acceptable. (Students must achieve 80 total NZ credits to achieve each NCEA level credential, 
60 of which must be earned at or above the NCEA level being achieved for the certificate to be earned.) 
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Documents (a) and (b) above meet high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when 15 NZ credits have 
been successfully completed in each of the five core subject areas at NCEA Level 1 or higher, provided the student has achieved at least 
a NCEA Level 2 certificate. Four of the five must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. Courses must 
satisfy the definition of a core course as specified in Bylaw 14.3.1.2. The grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher 
on a U.S. 4.0 (4 high) scale. Grades reported on international documents will be converted to U.S. equivalents on a 4.0 scale before 
calculating quality points and grade-point averages. 

When 15 NZ credits have been successfully completed in each of the five core subject areas as listed above, the grade-point average is 
calculated by determining an aggregate grade for the 15 NZ credits awarded the highest grades in each subject as listed on the Record of 
Learning (ROL)/Record of Achievement (ROA)/School Results Summary. Each aggregate grade will be used as the grade assigned for 
the corresponding subject. After determining a grade for each of the five core subject areas, the quality points for each of the resultant 
five grades will be totaled and divided by five. The quotient generated will be the grade-point average and the core-course requirement 
will be satisfied. 

When 15 NZ credits have not been successfully completed in each of the five core subject areas as listed above and the ROL does not 
indicate the student has failed the missing coursework, the grade-point average is calculated by reviewing high school transcripts in 
combination with marks presented on the ROL, substituting coursework for the deficient academic subject area(s). When crediting 
marks from the ROL in the calculation, the staff will credit the applicable aggregate ROL marks as equivalent to the number of core 
courses delineated in Bylaw 14.3.1.1 for each subject area [native language or English - 4 units (DI), 3 units (DII), math - 3 units (DI), 
2 units (DII), science - 2 units, social science - 2 units, and additional academic subject - 4 units (DI), 3 units (DII). To satisfy the 
additional English, math or science requirement, if both math and science subject passes are presented, the higher grade will be used 
adding 1 unit (DI), or 2 units (DII) of credit to the calculation]. 

If the student has failed coursework listed on the ROL, the staffwill not review the high school transcript to determine whether the core 
course requirement has been met for the missing subject area. The student will be certified as not having achieved coursework in the 
relevant subject area. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. National Certificate of Educational Achievement/NCEA Level 1 (replaces School Certificate). 
b. Vocational units completed through Levels 1, 2 and 3. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

E Excellent 9-10 A 4 
l Vie 

Graduation timeline -- Students are expected to achieve NCEA Level 2 by the conclusion of year 12, or NCEA Level 3 by the 
conclusion of year 13, which shall occur within eight (NCEA Level 2) or 10 (NCEA Level 3) semesters after initial enrollment in year 
nine. 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on transcripts and they must be utilized in the certification, courses will be credited based 
upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be attributed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during the 
prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on websites and in school 
publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s behalf will 
not be accepted. 
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Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Community college. 
c. Institute (post-secondary only). 
d. Polytechnic programs that require for entrance one of the qualifications in category two above. 
e. Teachers college. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October, 

2004. 
Internet Source: www.kiwiquals.govt.nz. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: New Zealand Qualification Authority Web site: www.nzqa.govt.nz. Last accessed October 2004. Internet Source: New 

Zealand Ministry of Education: www.minedu.govt.nz. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Nicaragua 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma de Conclusidn de Estudios del Ciclo Diversificado del Bachillerato en Ciencias, Letras y Filosofla (secondary school graduation 
diploma in science, letters and philosophy). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 90-100 A 

Bueno Good 70-79 B 

Deficiente Deficient 0-59 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachiller Tdcnico (technical bachelor), Tdcnico Medio (mid-level technidan), Enfermero Tdcnico Medio (mid-level technidan-nurse): 

three-year technical-vocational program; admissions based on completion of grade nine. 
b. Maestro de Educaddr~ Drimaria (teacher of primary education): three-year primary school teacher training program; admission based 

on completion of grade nine. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 90-100 A 

Bueno Good 70-79 B 

4 

3 
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Deficiente       Deficient       0-59         F          0 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diploma de Conclusi&~ de Educaddr~ GeneralBdsica (diploma of completion of general basic education; as of 1995). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Instituto (institute). 
c. Centro Tdcnico Superior (higher technical center). 
d. Centro de Investigacidn y de Capacitacidn (research center). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Aldrich-Langen, Caroline, and Kathleen Sellew, eds., The Admission and Placement of Students from Central America." Belize, Costa Rica, El 

Salvadar, Guatemala, Handuras, Nicaragua, Panama, PIER, Annapolis Junction, Md., 1987. 
Marcus, Jane E., CentralAmerica Update. SpecialRepart 1996, PIER, Annapolis Junction, Md., 1996. 
Feagles, Shelly M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the Warld, NAFSA: Association of International Educators, Washington, 

D.C., 1999. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Nigeria 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Nigeria, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up 
should be obtained and forwarded to the Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in Category Two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. General Certificate of Education/GCE (must be sent directly from the examination body). 
b. Senior School Certificate Examination/WASSCE. 

Students presenting the WASSCE must send an email to the NCAA Eligibility Center (ec-international@ncaa.org) with the 
following information: (a) your WASSCE Examination Number; (b) the four digits of your Examination Year (e.g., 2012); (c) type of 
Examination; (d) the Card Serial Number found on the reverse side of your Scratch card; and (e) the Personal Identification Number 
(PIN) on your Scratch card. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must 
be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 
3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course 
examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

SSCE and WAEC: 

Excellent A1 1 A 
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Credit C5 5 C 2 

Pass D7 7 D 1 

Fail F9 

GCE: 

A A 4 

C B 3 

E C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Polytechnic (secondary level). 
b. Junior School Certificate. 
c. Teacher’s Certificate Grade III. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College (postsecondary only). 
c. Institute. 
d. Polytechnic (postsecondary only). 

e. Teacher training college (only Teacher’s Certificate Grade I). 

Seepage 6-g for irtstructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Margolis, Alan, Nigeria, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1977. 

Wise, Cynthia, ed., The Admissions and Academic Placement of Students from Selected Sub-Saharan African Countries (Workshop Report), 
AACRAO/NAFSA, 1973. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Norway 

The academic year runs from August to June. Education begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based upon completion 
of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information ~rovided below addresses the most common courses 
of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a stuclent based upon the type of credential received. The 
list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year ofstuay to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 

a. Vitnemd[fka den Videregdende S/eo[en (certificate from upper secondary school), provided it is for completion of a videregdende kurs II 
(advanced course II) in allmennefag (general subjects). 

b. Vitnemdlfka den Videregdende S/eo[en (certificate from upper secondary school), provided it is for a three-year utdanningsprogram 
(study program) in one of the following subject areas: 

Realfllg (natural science and mathematics) 
Sprak, samfunnsfag og okonomi (languages, social sciences and economics) 
Formgivingsfag (arts, crafts and design) 
Idrettsfag (sports and physical education) 
Musikk, darts og drama (music, dance and drama) 
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The grade-point average is calculated by averaging the grades of all core courses (both exams and coursework) listed on the certificate, 
regardless of grades earned. Allgrades are equally weighted in the calculation. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 
to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that 
appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 

a. Vitnemdl~a den Videregdende Skolen (certificate from upper secondary school) for completion of a videregdende kurs I (advanced 
course I), after two-year grunnkurs (basic course). 

b. Vitnemdlfka den Videregdende Skolen (certificate from upper secondary school), provided it is for completion of a line of study other 
than general lines. 

c. Vitnemdl fka den Videregdende Skolen (certificate from upper secondary school), provided it is for a three-year yrkesfaglige 
utdanningsprogram (vocational training program) in one of the following subject areas: 

Bygg- og anleggsteknikk (building and construction) 
Design og handverk (design, arts and crafts) 
Elektrofag (electricity and electronics) 
Helse- og sosial~hg (health and social care) 
Medier og kommunikasjon (media and communication) 

Naturbruk (agriculture, fishing and forestry) 
Restaurant- og matfag (restaurant and food processing) 
Service og samferdsel (service and transport) 

Teknikk og industriellproduksjon (technical and industrial production) 

The grade-point average is calculated by using those core courses with passing grades that appear on the documents above and grade nine 
records. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher 
on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculatedby using passing grades for all core-course examinations that 
appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Fagbrev (craft certificate). 
b. Svennebrev (trade certificate). 
c. Vitnemdl (certificate) from Grunnskolen (basic school) (could be eighth or ninth grade). 
d. Laerlingskole (apprentice school). 
e. Vitnemalfra den Videregdende Skolen (certificate from upper secondary school), but only for completion of Grunnkurs (basic course). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Graduation timeline -- 10 consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine for on-time graduates. 
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Unit Credits 
When spedfic course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 
English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-rime student in one of the following (list may not 
be all inclusive): 
a. Universitetet (university). 
b. Hogskole (university level college; exceptions: Folkehogskole, Balletthogskole and Teaterhogskole). 
c. Det Teologiske Menighetsfakultet (Norwegian Lutheran School of Theology). 
d. Laererskole (teachers college). 
e. Okonomisk College (college of business). 
f. Barnevernsakademiet (pre-school teachers college). 
g. Musikkonservatorium (music conservatory). 
h. Det Medisinske Fakultet (faculty of medicine). 
i. Statens Handverks- og Kunstindustriskole (National College of Art and Design). 
j. Lufikrigsskolen (Air Force Academy). 
k. Sjokrigsskolen (Naval Academy). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, ShelleyA. and Dickey, Karlene N., eds., Norway (Country Report), PIER World Education Series, AACRAO/NAFSA, Washington, 

D.C., 1994. 
Sjogren, Cliff, and Kerr, Lornie, eds., Norway: A Guide to the Admission and Academic Placement of Norwegian Students in North American 

Colleges and Universities (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1985. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/whed.html. Last accessed October 2004. Internet 

Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Pakistan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Higher Secondary Certificate (arts or sciences group). 
b. Intermediate Certificate (arts or sciences group). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Fair D 40-49 C 

Fail Fail 0-32 F 

2 
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2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Higher Secondary Certificate (commerce group). 
b. Intermediate Certificate (commerce group). 

(Note that the documents bear the same title as No. 1 but that the subject group is different.) 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate in Commerce. 
b. Certificate in Fine Arts. 
c. Certificate in Language. 
d. Certificate in Library Sdence. 
e. Certificate in Mathematics. 
f. Certificate in Technology. 
g. First year intermediate college. 
h. Matriculation Certificate. 
i. Middle Standard Examination. 
j. Primary Teaching Certificate. 
k. Secondary School Certificate. 
1. Vocational Teaching Training Diploma. 
m. Vocational Training Diploma. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College (for which admission requires Item No. 1-a or l-b). 
c. Institute (for which admission requires Item No. 1-a or l-b). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Sweeney, Leo J., and Woolston, Valerie, eds., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students From South Asia: Bangladesh, India, 

Pakistan, Sri Lanka (Workshop Report), AACRAOINAFSA, 1986. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: World Education Services Web site: www.wes.org/calwedblpaldstanlpkupsec.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Panama 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Letras (secondary school graduation diploma with an emphasis in humanities). 
b. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Ciendas (secondary school graduation diploma with an emphasis in sciences). 
c. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Ciendasy Letras (secondary school graduation diploma with emphases in sdences and humanities). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

3.9-3.0 3.9-3.5 C 2 

2.9-1.0 2.9-1.0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachillerato de Comercio (secondary school graduation diploma with an emphasis in commercial studies). 
b. Bachiller Agropecuario (agricultural bachelor) and Bachiller Industrial (industrial bachelor): technical education lasting two to three 

years. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificado de Terminaci~n de Estudios Correspondientes al Primer Ciclo de Educaci6n Secundaria (certificate of completion of studies 

corresponding to the first cycle of secondary education) - awarded after completion of the ciclo bdsico (basic cyde) or ciclo com£n 
(common cycle). 

b. Certificado de Maestro Normal/Maestro de Ensenanza Primaria (certificate of primary teacher) - teacher training program lasting three 
years. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad (university). 

b. Instituto Superior (higher institute). 

c. Escuela Superior (higher school). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Aldrich-Langen, Caroline, and Kathleen Sellew, eds., The Admission and Placement af Students from Central America: Belize, Costa Rica, El 

Salvadar, Guatemala, Handuras, Nicaragua, Panama. PIER, Annapolis Junction, Md., 1987. 
Fareign Educatianal Credentials Required, Fifth Editian. AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
Marcus, Jane E., CentralAmerica Update. PIER, Annapolis Junction, Md., 1996. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Paraguay 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller en Humanlstica Cient~fica/en Ciencias y Letras (secondary school graduation diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 10 A 

Excelente Excellent 5 A 

Bueno Good 3 B 

Insuficiente     Insuffldent         1            F          0 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Bachiller/Bachillerato Comercio, Tdcnico-Industrial, Agropecuario (secondary school graduation diploma in commerce, technical- 
industrial, agricultural education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate restitution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full nme in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scales: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Diploma (diploma) issued by Educaci&, Escolar Bdsica/EEB. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Instituto de Formad&~ Docente (teacher training college). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foreign Educational Credentials Required, Fifth Edition. AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Peru 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller ~Profesional (professional bachelor with specialization stated) from an Escuela Superior de Educacion ~Profesional/ 
ESEP, Ciclo I (higher school of professional education, cycle I). 

b. Certificado Oficial de Estudios de Educaci6n Secundaria Comun (quinto a~o) [official certificate of studies of common secondary 
education (fifth year)]. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 14-20 A 

Reprobado Fail 0-10 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachillerato Tdcnico (technical diploma). 
b. Diploma de Aptitud Profesional (diploma of professional competency). 
c. Bachiller Profesional en... (professional diploma in specialized area). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Centro Superior de Post-Grado (higher postgraduate centre). 
c. Instituto Superior Tecnoldgico/IST (higher technical institute). 
d. Instituto Superior Pedagdgico/lSP (higher pedagogical institute). 
e. Escuela Superior (higher school). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foreign Educational Credentials Required, Fifth Edition. AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
Gray, Collen, Peru, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1983. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Peru: A Comparative Study, Australian Government Department of Education, Science and 

Training, Canberra, Australia, 1993. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Philippines 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. High school diploma (academic track). 
b. High school diploma (science high schools). 

A prospective student-athlete will be certified using coursework from the final four years of schooling. The core-course grade-point 
average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using 
all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
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Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

95-100 A 4 

75-84 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

0-74 F 0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. High school diploma (vocational/technical track). 
b. High school diploma (high school for the arts). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. High school transcript (upon completion of fewer than four years of high school curriculum). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Institute. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelly M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA: Assodation of International Educators, Washington, 

D.C., 1999. 
Vorderstrasse, Jason, et al., Philippines (Workshop Report), AACRAOINAFSA, Washington, D.C., 2001. 
World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Survey of Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, UNESCO, Paris, 1996. 
The British Council, International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, NARIC, United Kingdom, 1998. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Poland 
The academic year runs from September to March. Education is compulsory from age seven through 18. High school graduates are 
assessed based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The examination results are issued as 
a separate document in July after the student receives the high school diploma. The information provided below addresses the most 
common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential 
received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis. 
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NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 

a. S "wiadectwo D "ojrzalosd (maturity certificate). 

The grade-point average is calculated by averaging the grades achieved in examinations using all core courses listed on the certificate, 
regardless of grades earned. All grades are equally weighted in the calculation. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 
to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that 
appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Liceum Ogdlnoksztalcacego (certificate of completion of general secondary school). 

b. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Liceum Technicznego (certificate of completion of technical secondary school). 

c. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Liceum Zawodowego (certificate of completion of vocational lyceum). 

d. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Szko[y Sredniej (certificate of completion of secondary school). 

e. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Technikum Zawodowego (certificate of completion of technical secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. S "wiadectwo Szkolne (annual school certificate). 
b. S "wiadectwo Ukon "czenia Szkoky Podstawow~/SUSP (certificate of completion of elementary school). 

Grading Scale 
The applicable grading scale for the documents listed above follows: 

Niedostateczny Unsatisfactory 1 (0-29) F 0 

Graduation timeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine for on-time graduates. 

Unit Credits 

When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 



Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE= Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Akademia (academy). 
b. Uniwersytet (university). 
c. Ins~ytut (institute). 
d. Kolegia (college). 
e. Politechnika (technical university). 
f. Szkoka (school)-postsecondary only. 
g. Wyz "sza Szkala (higher school or college). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
European Glossary on Education, EURYDICE (Vol. I), Brussels, 1999. Silny, Josef, ed., The Admission and Placement of Students from the 

Republic of Poland (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1992. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Portugal 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma de Ensino Secunddrio (certificate of secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certiddo do Curso Complementar (certificate of complementary course). 
b. Certificado de Fin de Estudos Seconddrios (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 
c. Diploma Nivel Secundario de Educacao (diploma of secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Mau Bad 0-4 F 0 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 



instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certid~o de Curso de Ensino Unificado (certificate of unified education course). 
b. Certiddo de Curso Geral de Ensino Secundario (certificate of general course of secondary education). 
c. Certiddo de Curso Geral Nocturno (certificate of general evening). 
d. Certidao de Segundo Ant de Ensino Preparatorio (certificate of second year of prep aratory education). 

Grade 9 grading scale: 

5 A 4 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not 
be all inclusive): 

a. Universidade (university). 
b. Instituto Polit&nico (polytechnic institute). 
c. Escola Superior (higher school). 
d. Faculdade (faculty). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Association of Universities, The International Handbook of Universities, IAU/UNESCO, Information Centre on Higher 

Education, Paris, 2000. 
National Academic Recognition Center for the United Kingdom, International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, 

London, 1996. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles on Italy, Canberra, Australia, 1992. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: International Comparisons, UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: 

www.internationalcomparisons.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Romania 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma de Bacalaureat (baccalaureate diploma). 
b. Diploma de Merit (merit diploma; for those achieving the highest grades). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelent Excellent 10 Zece A 4 

0-4 F 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificat de Absolvire a Liceului (certificate of secondary school completion). 
b. Certificat de Absolvire a Cursului de Calificare (certificate of completion of a [vocational] qualification program). 
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c. Atestat (certification). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Diploma de Absolvire a Seolii Profesionale (diploma of completion of a vocational school). 

b. Certificat De Absolvire A Ciclului Inferior A1Liceului (diploma of junior/lower secondary school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitatea (university). 

b. Institutul (institute). 
c. Academia (academy). 

Seepage 6-9 for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
European Glossary on Education, EURYDICE (Vol. I), Brussels, 1999. 
Ismail, Margery, et. al., Romania: A Workshop Report on the Educational System of Romania and Guide to the Academic Placement of Students 

in Educational Institutions in the United States, PIER World Education Series, Washington, D.C., 1995. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Russian Federation 
The academic year runs from September through the end of May. Primary school begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed 
based upon review of the leaving certificate. The information provided below addresses the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon 
the type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will 
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrollingin the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Aitestat o Srednom (Polnom) Obschem Obrazovanii (certificate of secondary [complete] general education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 
Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diplom o Srednom Professionalnom Obrazavanii (diploma of secondary vocational education). 
b. Diplom o Nachalnom Professionalnom Obrazovanii s Polucheniem Srednego (Polnogo) Obshchego Obrazovanija (diploma of vocational 

education and secondary [complete] general education). 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Otlichno Excellent 5 A 4 
Kh os~ ~ g 

Category Three 
The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. A~testat ob Osnovnom Obschem Obrazovannii (certificate of [incomplete] general education) (can be issued at end of eighth or ninth 

grade). 

Graduation timeline -- six consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

Unit Credits 
When spedfic course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 
English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 
c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institut (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institut (polytechnical institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Tekhnikum (completed program). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: Euroeducation Web site: www.euroeducation.net/prof/russco.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Saudi Arabia 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Secondary Education Certificate. 
b. New Comprehensive Secondary School Certificate. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 85 - 100 

Good 65-74 

A 4 

B 3 

Fail 0-49 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
There are no documents. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate from an intermediate religious institute. 
b. College preparatory program (should be evaluated on the basis of underlying credentials). 
c. Secondary Commercial School Diploma. 
d. Secondary Agricultural School Diploma. 
e. Secondary Vocational School Diploma. 
f. Health Institute Diploma. 
g. Secondary Teacher Training Institute Certificate. 
h. Intermediate School Certificate. 
i. Religious Institute Secondary Education Certificate. j. Koranic Secondary School Certificate. 
k. Comprehensive Secondary School Certificate. 
1. Secondary Certificate of Art Education. 
m. Secondary Certificate of Physical Education. 
n. Vocational Training Certificate. 
o. Certificate of Technical Nursing. 
p. Literary Certificate. 
q. Certificate of the Technical Assistants Institute. 
r. Certificate of the Institute for Instructor Training and Curriculum Development. 
s. Certificate of the Teacher Upgrading Center. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University (NOTE: A student who was enrolled in or completed a university preliminary or preparatory year only, is not to be 

considered a transfer student). 
b. English language teachers center. 
c. Girls college. 
d. Higher institute for financial and commercial sciences. 
e. Higher technical institute. 
f. Institute of public administration. 
g. Junior college. 
h. Military academy. 
i. Science and mathematics center. 
j. Technical college. 

Seepage 6-9for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
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Brusick, Kathleen, ed., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students~om Selected Arab Countries: Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia 
(Workshop Report), AACRAOINAFSA, 1975. 

Oliver, E. Eugene, ed., Saudi Arabia, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1987. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Scotland 
NOTICE= Due to the nature of the educational system in Scotland, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up should 
be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center with those documents specified below. These documents may be reviewed 
with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements: 

a. Scottish Qualification Certificate (SQC) and Summary of Attainment from the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA). 

The document above meets core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present at level four or higher. 
Four of the five must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. Only Standard Grade Credit, General, Higher, 
Advanced Higher, Intermediate 1 and Intermediate 2-level passes are acceptable. Foundation and Access levels do not meet core-course 
standards. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course 
grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Scottish Qualification Certificate, Standard Grade: 

5 C 2 

F 

Scottish Qualification Certificate, Intermediate 1, Intermediate 2, Higher and Advanced Higher Grades: 

A A 4 

C C 2 

O F 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet core-curriculum requirements. 
a. Scottish Vocational Qualifications (SVQ) Levels 1, 2 and 3. 
b. Completion of Secondary Four ($4). 
c. Scottish Vocational Education Coundl’s (SCOTVEC) National Diploma Program. 
d. General Scottish Vocational Qualifications (GSVQ) Levels 1, 2 and 3. 
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e. Scottish Group Awards. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University first degree program. 
b. Teacher training program. 
c. Higher National Certificate program. 
d. Higher National Diploma program. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: Admission to UK schools and colleges: www.ucas.com/candq. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework (SQCF): www.scqf.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Scottish Qualification Authority: www.sqa.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Scottish Executive Education Department: www.scotland.gov.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Senegal 
NOTE: To obtain verification of secondary education, all documents sent to the Eligibility Center will be forwarded to an outside 
verification office. 

1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Dipldme de Bachelier de l’Enseignement du Second Degrd/Baccalaurdat (diploma of bachelor of secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Assez Bien 12-13.9 B 

Ajournd Fail, Adjourned 0-9.9 D/F 110 

NOTE: grades 8-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point average is below 
10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all indusive): 

a. Dipldme de Bachelier Techniden/Baccalaurdat Technique (technical diploma). 

b. C~mp~eti~n ~f clasd terminale (C~mp~eti~n ~f clasd terminale c~nstitutes high sch~~~ graduati~n). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is 
calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years nine 
and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill review the transcripts to 
determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on a case-by-case basis 
and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core-course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher core- 
course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment 
(see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 
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In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core-curriculum 
distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. College d’Enseignement Gdngral (general teachers college certificate). 
b. College d’EnseignementMayen (basic teachers college certificate). 
c. Certificat d’Apt#ude ProfessionndldCAP (certificate of professional aptitude). 
d. Brevet d~tudes Professiondle/BEP (professional studies certificate). 
e. Brevet de Fir, d~tudes Moyennes/BFEM (certificate of completion of basic studies). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universitd (tmiversity). 
b. Ecole (college). 
c. Institute (institute). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.~nesco.org/ian/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Serbia and Montenegro 
The academic year runs from September to June. Education is compulsory from age seven through 15. High school graduates are 
assessed based upon completion of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below 
addresses the most common courses of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon 
the type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will 
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 
The grade-point average is calculated by averaging the grades achieved in all core courses listed on the certificate, regardless of grades 
earned. Allgrades are equally weighted in the calculation. 
a. Svedocansivo o Zavrsenoj Srednjem Vasptanju (certificate of completion of secondary education). 
b. Dip[oma o Zavrsenoj Srednjoj Skoli (diploma of completion of secondary education). 
c. Diploma o Stecenom Srednjem Obrazavanii- [academic track only] (diploma of professional secondary education). 
d. Diploma Po[ozenom Maturskom Ispitu (Montenegran hybrid issued in border towns). 

The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements when a prospective student- 
athlete (PSA) graduates within the expected number of years after initial enrollment and are earned in one of the academic branches 
of education (i.e., humanities, social science, mathematics and natural/physical science). The core-course grade-point average must be 
at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course 
examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Diploma o Stecenom Pozivnousmerenom Obrazovanju I Vaspitanju Srednjeg Stupnja (diploma of acquired directional education and secondary 

level education). 
b. Diploma o Stecenom Srednjem Obrazavanii- [business, vocational and other non-academic tracks] (diploma of professional secondary 

education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Odlican Excellent 5 (10) A 

Dobar Good 3 (8) 

Nedovoljan Insuffcient 1 (0-5) F 0 

Graduation dmeline -- eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of grade nine. 

Unit Credits 

When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry offcials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Univerza (university). 

b. Fakultet (faculty). 

c. Umetnicka Akademija (art academy). 

d. Visja Skola (higher school). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene, ed., The New Country Index, International Research Foundation, Los Angeles, 2003. 

Dickey, Karlene, dir., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students ~om Yugoslavia (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1990. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles: The Republics of the Former Yugoslavia, Canberra, Australia, 

1992. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Singapore 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) ’Ordinary’ (’O’) level examination. 
b. Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) ~Advanced’ (~’) level examination. 

The documents above meet core curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must 
be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 
3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course 
examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

NOTE: Prospective student-athletes who attend schools that only offer Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) 
Advanced (A) Level Examinations may use the General Paper to satisfy the English/Native Language subject pass requirement. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

General Certificate of Education - Ordinary Level (H 1): 

1-2 A 4 

5-6 C 2 

General Certificate of Education - Advanced Level (H2): 

A A 4 

C B 3 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate awarded by Institute of Technical Education (ITE). 
b. National Technical Certificate Grade 2 (NTC-2). 
c. Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) ’Normal’ (’N’) level examination. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Polytechnic. 
c. Institute. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qual~cationsfor Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Slovakia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Vysvedcenie o Maturitnej S/e~s/ee (certificate of maturity examination) from a gymnasium or specialized secondary school. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all indusive): 

Nedostatocny"    Unsatisfactory 5 F 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements: 

a. Vysvedcenie o Maturitnej Sk£ske (certificate of maturity examination) from a four-year secondary apprentice school or program. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Vysvedcenie (report card) after year nine of basic school. 
b. Vy "ucny" list (apprentice certificate). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Akaddmia (academy). 

b. Bohosloveckd fakulta (theological faculty). 

c. Pedagagickd fakulta (pedagogical faculty). 

d. Univerzita (university). 

e. Vysakd skala (higher educational institution). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Devlin, Edward, ed., The Admission and Placement of Students ~om the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (Workshop Report), AACRAO/ 

NAFSA, Association of International Educators, 1992. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Slovenia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Maturitetno Spricevalo (maturity certificate). 

The document above must be earned in one of the academic branches of education (i.e., humanities, social science, mathematics and 
natural/physical science). The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The 
core-course grade-point average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of 
grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Odli{no Excellent 5 (10) A 

Dobro Good 3 (8) B 

Nezadostno/Nezadovoljava Insufficient/Unsatisfactory 1 (0-5) F 

4 

3 

0 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Any diploma listed above in a vocational program. 
b. Spricevalo o Doklicni Maturi (certificate of vocational maturity). 
c. Spricevalo o Zakljucnem Izpitu (certificate of final examinations) from a 2-3 year vocational program. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Univerza (university). 

b. Fakulteta (faculty). 

c. Umetnicka Akademija (art academy). 

d. Visja Skola (higher school). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene, ed., The New Country Index, International Research Foundation, Los Angeles, 2003. 

Dickey, Karlene, dir., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students from Yugoslavia (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1990. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles: The Republics of the Former Yugoslavia, Canberra, Australia, 

1992. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Republic of South Africa 
The academic year runs from January through December. Primary school begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based 
upon review of the leaving certificate. The information provided below addresses the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the 
type of credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend hiFh school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of stucly to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in South Africa, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and 
up should be obtained and forwarded to the Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents 
may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. Also note that many South 
African students select a course or track of studies in grade 10 and may not be required to continue the study of a specific subject such as 
social studies, science or mathematics. This fact does not excuse the student-athlete from meeting NCAA initial-eligibility requirements. 
Also, documents issued by UMALUSI are acceptable for NCAA initial-eligibility purposes. 

Category One 
There are no documents. 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. National Senior Certificate. 

b. Senior Certificate. 

c. Senior Certificate with Matriculation Exemption. 

d. Secondary School Senior Certificate of the Department of Public Education, Western Cape. 

e. Gauteng Secondary School Certificate. 

f. Gauteng University Entrance Certificate. 

g. Accelerated Christian Education (ACE) College Entrance Certificate. 

The documents above meet high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes 
are present. Four of the five must be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point 
average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using 
passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are presented, the grade-point average is calculated by determining the total quality 
points for the applicable subject passes displaying the highest grades in each subject area. The total is then divided by the total number of 
exams used in the calculation. In rare instances, additional subject passes will be used to enhance the grade-point average. This is done 
to reflect the benefit of grade-point average enhancement afforded automatically by the computerized calculation methods implemented 
when certifying domestic students. 

When five subject passes in the core subject areas are not presented [(and the student has not failed the subject pass exam in the core 
subject area(s) absent from the record)], the grade-point average is calculated by reviewing high school transcripts beginning with grade 
nine in combination with the exams presented, substituting coursework for the deficient academic subject area(s). When crediting 
applicable exams in the calculation taken in core course subject areas, the staffwill credit the applicable exam displaying the highest grade 
for each subject pass. The exam to be used in each subject area will be credited as equivalent to the number of core courses delineated in 
Bylaw 14.3.1.1. [native language, English - 4 units (DI) 3 units (DII), math - 3 units (DI) 2 units (DII), science - 2 units, social science 
- 2 units, additional academic subject - 4 units (DI) 3 units (DII), additional English, math or science - if both math and science subject 
passes are presented, the higher grade will be used adding 1 unit (DI) or 2 units (DII) of credit to the calculation]. 

If the student has failed a core exam, the staffwill not review the high school transcript to determine whether the core course requirement 
has been met for the missing subject area. The student will be certified as not having achieved coursework in the relevant subject area. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Graduation timeline -- Students are expected to achieve five subject passes within eight semesters after initial enrollment in grade nine. 
Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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A     80-100     A 4 

C 6O-69 B 3 

G, GG 20-32 F 0 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Common entrance examination. 
b. Junior secondary/middle school leaving certificate. 
c. Lower Primary/Teacher’s Certificate (Department of Education and Training). 
d. National Certificate**. 
e. National Technical Certificate. 
** This refers to pre-collegiate certificates. Please note that there are also national certificates that are offered both at the secondary and 

postsecondary levels. 

Unit Credits 
When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials and courses listed on transcripts must be used, courses will be credited based 
upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will be assessed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 
Physical and natural science, social science, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation includes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Teacher training college. 
c. Technikon (technical college). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qual~catiomfor Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. Crammer, David J. and Woolston, Valerie A., Southern A~ica, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 
1980. 

Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Spain 
The academic year runs from October to July. Education begins at age six. High school graduates are assessed based upon completion 
of leaving exams for evaluation of preparation for tertiary study. The information provided below addresses the most common courses 
of study presented to the Eligibility Center, and the criteria used to evaluate a student based upon the type of credential received. The 
list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
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NOTE= Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrolling in the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in year nine. 

Category One 

a. Bachiller/Bachillerato Unificado y Polivalente/BUP (upper secondary school leaving certificate). 

Graduation dmeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. The grade-point average 
is calculated by averaging all core courses from the final two years of coursework, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted in 
the calculation according to credits assigned on the document. 

b. Curso de Orientacion Universitaria/COU (university orientation course). 

Graduation dmeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. The grade-point average 
is calculated by averaging all core courses from the final two years of coursework, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted in 
the calculation according to credits assigned on the document. 

c. Bachillerato (upper secondary school leaving certificate) for completion of concentration in natural and health sciences, social sciences 
or humanities streams. 

Graduation timeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. The grade-point average 
is calculated by averaging all core courses from the final two years of coursework, regardless of grades earned. Grades are weighted in 
the calculation according to credits assigned on the document. Please be aware that some documents list coursework achieved in the 
final two years by year. Others list coursework cumulatively, expressing a cumulativegrade for each subject pursued during the final 
two years of coursework. Thus, in some cases, a summary grade is issued for the final two years on the year 12 certificate weighted 
by summative credits. In these instances, only the year 12 document will be used in the grade-point average calculation. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Titula de Tdcnica Superior (title/diploma of secondary school technician). 

b. Titula de Tdcnica Especialista (title/diploma of specialized technician). 

c. Perito Mercantil (commercial secondary school graduate). 

d. T/tula de Maestro (title/diploma of teacher). 

e. Bachillerato (upper secondary school leaving certificate) for completion of concentration in other than natural and health sciences, 
social sciences or humanities streams. 

Graduation timeline - eight consecutive semesters after initial enrollment in the first semester of year nine. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full rime in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Category Three 
The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. T/tulo de Graduado en Educad&~ Secundaria (title/diploma of graduate in secondary education). 
b. Bachillerato de Grado Superior (secondary school diploma; 10th grade). 
c. T/tulo de Tdcnico Auxiliar (title/diploma of auxiliary technidan). 
d. T/tulo de Tdcnico de Grado Medio (title/diploma of technidan, middle level). 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Unit Credits 
When spedfic course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. Credits will 
be attributed in the following manner when evaluating category two and three documents. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 

Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation indudes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universidades (university). 
b. Academias Universitarias de Derecho (University Academies of Law). 
c. Colegios Universitarios (university colleges). 
d. Tercer Grad~, Nive~ Superi~r Centr~ de F~rmaci&~ Pr~fesi~na~ Industria~ ( Center ~f Industrial V~cati~nal Training~ Third Grade~ Higher 

Level). 
e. Escuelas de Ingenierla T&nica (schools of technical engineering). 
f. Escuelas Superiores (higher schools). 
g. Escue/as Tdcnicas Superiores (higher technical schools). 
h. Escuelas Universitarias (university schools). 
i. Estudios Universitarios y Tdcnicos (university and technical studies). 
j. Facultades de Ciendas Econdmicas y Empresariales (School of Economic and Business Sciences). 
k. Institutos (postsecondary). 
1. Institutos de Ciencias de la Educacidn (institutes ofsdences of education). 
m. Universidad Po[itdcnica (polytechnic university). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 
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Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 
2004. Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Sri Lanka 
NOTICE: Due to the nature of the educational system in Sri Lanka, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and up should 
be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. These documents may 
be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 
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1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Sri Lankan General Certificate of Education/GCE. 
b. University of London General Certificate of Education/GCEat ordinary level. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must 
be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 
3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course 
examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Distinction (D) 75-100 A 

Credit (C) 50-64 B 

Weak (W) 0-34 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. National certificate. 
b. National diploma (based on completion of grade 10; eligibility will depend on supporting credentials). 
c. Trained teacher’s certificate (pre-1983). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. National diploma program (if Sri Lankan A levels are required for entry). 
c. Sir John Kotalawela Defense Academy. 
d. Teacher training college (if based on completion of grade 12). 

Seepage 6-9 for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Sweeney, Leo J., and Woolston, Valerie, eds., The Admission andAcademic Placement of StudentsJ~om South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, 

Sri Lanka (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1986. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Suriname 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Hoger Algemeen Voortgezet Onderwijs/HAVO (upper general secondary education) diploma. 
b. Voorbereidend Wetenschappelijk Onderwijs/l/qg/O (university preparatory education) diploma. 
c. Instituut Middelbaar Economisch en Administratief Onderwijs/IMEO (Institute of Intermediate Economic and Administrative 

Education) diploma. 
d. Natuurtechnisch Instituut/NATIN (technical institute) diploma. 
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e. Surinaamse Middlebare Handelsschool/MHS (Suriname Intermediate Business School) diploma. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Uitmuntend Excellent 10 A 

Goed Good 8 B 

4 

Slecht Poor 2 F 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used in combination 
with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Lager Beroepsgericht Onderwijs/LBGO (lower vocational education) diploma. 

b. Lager Nijverheids Onderwijs/LNO (lower home economics education) diploma. 

c. Lager Technisch Onderwijs/LTO (lower technical education) diploma. 

d. Meet Uitgebreid Lager Onderwijs/MULO (lower secondary education) diploma, known as MULO-A (emphasis on commercial 
subjects) and MULO-B (emphasis on mathematics and physics). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Anton de Kom Universiteit van Suriname (University of Suriname). 

b. Academie voor Hoger Kunst en Cultuuronderwijs/AHKCO (academy for higher art and culture education). 

c. Instituut voor de Opleiding an Leraren/IOL (institute for advanced training of teachers). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Educational Development in the Republic of Suriname 1984-1986: A report prepared for the 40th meeting of the International Conference on 

Education, Ministry of Education, Sdences and Culture, 1986. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Sweden 

The academic year runs from August/September to May/June. Education is compulsory for nine years beginning at age seven. Primary 
and lower secondary schooling (Grundskola) comprises nine years. Upon completion of Grundskola, students are issued a Slutbe~yg. All 
students take physics, chemistry, and biology in grades 7 to 9. In upper secondary school, students take one of 17 national programs. 
Each has the same eight core subjects - English, mathematics, natural sciences, physical and health education, religious education, 
Swedish, and the arts. Regardless of the l~rogram, students must earn 2,500 Swedish secondary school credits to be awarded the upper 
secondary school leaving certificate (Slutoetyg). 
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The information provided below addresses the most common courses of study used to evaluate a student based upon the type of 
credential received. The list of documents may not be all inclusive. Documents presented other than those listed below will be evaluated 
on a case-by-case basis. 

NOTE: Students who attend high school in an international country during a portion of their schooling, but leave the country before 
enrollingin the final year of study to finish high school in the United States, will be evaluated by reviewing semester-by-semester grades 
during the four-year period immediately after initial enrollment in grade nine. 

Category One 

a. Slutbetyg (leaving certificate) from Gymnasieskola (upper secondary school) for completion of a three-year line of studies in a full 
program in natural/physical science or social science. 

The program description must be read carefully. If the program specialization chosen by the student is noted as specially designed, 
similar to, modified, augmented, extended, amended or enhanced, the document will be compared to the curriculum requirements for 
the national program for the student’s chosen specialization as set forth by the Swedish Ministry of Education. If the modification to 
the standard curriculum meets or exceeds the Ministry’s basic requirements, the document will be treated as a category one document. 
However, if the modification to the standard curriculum does not meet all of the Ministry’s basic requirements, the document will be 
treated as a category two document and submission of the Slutbe~yg (leaving certificate) from Grundskala will also be required. 

The grade-point average is calculated by using all core courses that appear on the document above, regardless of grades earned. Grades 
are weighed by credits awarded on the document. 

Graduation timeline -- four years after initial enrollment in the final year of Grundskola (year nine). 

For Division I certification purposes, students who delay graduation and receive a Category One leaving certificate will be required to 
submit a Samlat Betygdokument. The Samlat Betygdokument lists each course taken and the date of completion. In these instances, the 
staffwill render the certification after category two processes, assuring the core course distribution requirements has been met. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Category Two 
The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 

a. Slutbe~yg (leaving certificate) from Gymnasieskala (upper secondary school) for completion of a three-year line of studies in programs 
other than those listed above. 

b. Avgdngsbe~yg (leaving certificate) from Kammunal Vuxenutbilding (municipal adult education), also called Slutbe~ygfrdn Kamvux. 

c. Studieamdb’mefrdn Falkshb’gskala (study assessment from adult education high school). 

d. Imyg am Genamgangen (certificate of completion) from a Falkhb’gskala (adult education high school) for the two- or three-year 
program. 

e. In{yg am Allman Behb’righet (certificate from general program) from Folkhb’gskola (adult education high school). 

Graduation dmeline -- four years after initial enrollment in the final year of Grundskola (year nine). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

NOTE= In most cases, the category three document will also be used to locate core courses. 

Category Three 

The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Grundskola (compulsory/elementary school). 
b. Slutbe*yg (grade 9 leaving certificate). 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive) 

Unit Credits 
The staffwill credit courses with one unit of credit annually for each course denoted as receiving 100 units or greater. Courses noted 
as receiving 50 units of credit will be awarded .5 units of credit annually. Exception: Math B will always be awarded one unit of credit 
despite the award of 50 poang on the transcript when reviewing category two or three documents. 

When specific course credits are not indicated on credentials, courses will be credited based upon the Carnegie unit system. 

English, native language, mathematics - 1 credit per year, .5 credits per half year 

Physical and natural sdence, social sdence, additional core courses - .5 credits per year, .25 credits per semester. 

NOTE: Documentation demonstrating a different crediting system than that listed above will be reviewed and considered during the 
certification review process if the documentation is submitted by a member institution on behalf of a prospective student-athlete. The 
crediting system must be applicable to all courses and all students attending the prospective student-athlete’s secondary school during 
the prospective student-athlete’s period of enrollment. Acceptable documentation indudes information presented on Websites and in 
school publications maintained by schools or ministries of education. Letters from school or ministry officials written on a student’s 
behalf will not be accepted. 

Category Four 
A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university; exception: Folkuniversitetet). 
b. Hb’gskolan (university-level college; exception: Folkh6gskolan). 
c. Institutet (professional institute). 
d. Sjukskaterskeskola (school of nursing). 
e. Konstfack (university of college of arts, crafts and design). 

Coursework will not be used for certification purposes from category four institutions. 
Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References: 
Zanotti, Kathleen T., and Dickey, Karlene N., eds., Sweden (Country Report), PIER World Education Series, AACRAO/NAFSA, 

Washington, D.C., 1995. 
Sweden: A Country Report, and the Swedish National Agency for Education, memo March 12, 1997. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Internet Source: NARIC Web site: www.naric.org.uk/. Last accessed October 2009. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Switzerland 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Kantonale Maturit~it/Maturitd Cantondle/Maturit2~ Cantondle (cantonal maturity certificate, state). 
b. Maturitiitszeugnis/Certificat de Maturitd/Attestato di Maturit2~ (maturity certificate, federal). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

NOTE: for the Kantonale Maturitiit/Maturitd Cantondle/Maturit2~ Cantondle and the Maturitiitszeugnis/Certificat de Maturitd/Attestato di 
Maturit2~, only final exam results are used. 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

6 6 A 4 

5 5 B 3 

3 3 F 0 

2 2 F 0 

1 1 F 0 

Note that grades 3.5-4 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 4.0 or greater. If the grade-point average is below 
4.0, then the lowest passing grade is 4. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Berufimaturit~it/Maturitd Professionelle/Attestato di Maturit~ Professionale (professional baccalaureate). 
b. Dip[om/Hande[sdip[om/Dip[6me de Commerce/Dip[6me des ~co[es Sup#rieures de Cadres pour [~conomie et [’Administration/Diploma 

Commerciale (commercial diploma). 
c. Prim~ir[ehrerpatent/Lehrerpatent/F~ihig/eeitszeugnis fiir E[ementar[ehredWah[~dhig/eeit a[s Lehrer/Lehrpatent/Dip[om fiir das Lehramt an 

Primlirschulen/Certificat d’Aptitude 2~ l’Enseignement Primaire/Brevet d’Enseignement Primaire/Dipl6me d’Enseignement Secondaire/ 
Patente di Maestro di Scuola Elementare (primary school teacher certificate). 

d. Diplomfiir Handarbeits-und-Hauswirtschafislehrerinnen (diploma for handwork and home economics). 
e. Diplom Hotelier/Restaurateur HE Haheres Hotel~hchdiplom/DiplOme d~tudes Supdrieures en Restauration en HOtellerie/Diplame de Cadre 

en Gestion HOteli~re et en Restauration (diploma of higher studies in hotel and restaurant management). 
f. Medizinische Praxisassistentin Fahigkeitszeugnis (medical degree). 
g. Fiihigkeitszeugnis/Certificat de Capacitd/Attestato di Capacita (certificate of competency). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or ira core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certi~cat d~tudes (certi~cate ~f studies)/ Certi~cat Sec~ndaire (~wer sec~ndary certi~cate). 

b. Completion of Sekundiirschule/~cole Secondaire/Scuola Media (lower secondary school). 

c. Diplom/Diplame/Diploma from a Diplommiitelschule (middle school diploma) or Ecole de Culture G&,drale/Scuola Cultura Generale 
(school of general studies). 

e. Berufimittelschuldiplom/Baccalaurdat Technique (diploma from vocational middle school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student As or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universit~it/Universitd (university). 

b. Akademie (academy; postsecondary only). 

c. Brevet d’Enseignement l~rimaire/l~rim~irlehrerpatent/Patente di Maestro di &’uo[a Elementare (certificate of primary school teaching). 

d. Conservatoire/Konservatorium (conservatory; postsecondary only). 

e. Diplomas for lower secondary teaching. 

f. ~cole de Bibliothecaires (school for librarians). 

g. ~cole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL)/Eidgenossiche Technische Hochschule Ziirich (ETHZ) (Federal Institute of Technology, 
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Lausanne or Zurich). 
h. Fachhochschulen/Fachhochschule (FH)/Haute ~.cole Spdcialisde (HES)/seuola Universitaria Professionale (SUP) (universities of applied 

science). 
i. H#here Landwirtschafiliche Sehule/~cole Sup#rieure d’Agriculture (higher school of agriculture). 
j. H#here Technische Lehranstalt (HTL)/~.cole Technique Supdrieure (ETS)/seuola Tecnica Superiore (STS) (higher technical school). 
k. H#here Wirtschafis-und Verwaltungsschule (HWV)/~cole Supdrieure de cadres pour l’Economie et l’Administration (ESCEA)/Scuola 

Superiore per i Quadri dell’Economia e dell’Amministrazione (SSQUEA) (higher school of business administration). 
1. Hotel~hchshule/~cole d’Hotellerie (hotel administration school; management level only). 
m. Instituts (institutes) (postsecondary program). 
n. Sehauspiel-Akademie (dramatic arts academy). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dickey, Karlene N. and Karen Lukas. Swiss Higher Schools of Engineering and Swiss Higher Schools of Economics and Business, Registrars and 

Admissions Officers, Washington, D.C., 1981. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index." Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
International Qualifications Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition. The British Council, London, 1996. 
National Academic Recognition Information Centre for the United Kingdom (UK NARIC). International Comparisons CD. London, 

2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition (NOOSR), Switzerland, A Comparative Study. Canberra, Australia, 1992. 
Rectors’ Conference of the Swiss Universities. Swiss University Qualifications, Bern. 
Sirkka Py(Syry, Philippa Bishop, Peter Jeffels and Fran~oise Comes, eds., SEFI Guide on Engineering Education in Europe, Fourth Edition, 

Belgium, 1997. 
Internet Source: Rectors’ Conference of the Swiss Universities of Applied Sdences Web site: www.kffi.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Rectors’ Conference of the Swiss Universities Web site: www.crus.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Swiss Conference of Cantonal Directors of Public Education Web site: www.edk.ch/d. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Swiss European National Information Center/ENIC Web site: www.unibe.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Swiss Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology Web site: www.bbt.admin.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Swiss Red Cross Web site: www.redcross.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: Swiss University Conference Web site: www.unibe.ch. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Syria 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. A1 Shahada A1 Thanawiya/Baccalaurdat (secondary school leaving certificate) in either the science or literary stream. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

80-100 A 4 

50-64 C 2 

0-39 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
There are no documents. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Preparatory School Leaving Certificate. 
b. Technical Baccalaureate. 
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4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Higher institute of political science. 
c. Intermediate institute. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Parker, Garland G., Syria World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1978. 
Schmida, Leslie C., Education in the Middle East, AMIDEAST, Washington, D.C., 1983. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qual~catiomfor Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Taiwan 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Certificate of graduation from a senior high school (academic track). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

80-100     A 4 

6O-69 C 2 

0-49 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificate of graduation from a senior vocational school. 
b. Certificate of withdraw/transfer indicating successful completion of the first three years of a five-year junior college program. 
c. Certificate of graduation from a comprehensive or bilateral high school. 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate of graduation from a junior high school. 
b. Completion of the first and second years of a five-year junior college program. 
c. Joint five-year junior college entrance examination results. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Academy. 
c. College. 
d. Junior college (in the fourth or fifth year of a five-year program). 
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e. Institute. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Survey of Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, UNESCO, Paris, 1996. 
Feagles, Shelley M., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
Hu, Julie and Zhou, Muriel M., Education in Taiwan, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2004. 
International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, The British Council, NARIC, United Kingdom, 1988. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iaulonlinedatabaseslindex.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Tajikistan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Aitestat Dar Borai Malimati Miyona (certificate of completed secondary education). 
b. Diplomi ma ’lumoti mi#nai mahsus (diploma of complete vocational technical education). 
c. Diplomi ma ’lumoti mi#nai mahsus (diploma of complete specialized secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initiall i enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Alo Excellent 5 A 4 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Aitestat da borai Malumoti Miyonai Nopura [certificate of incomplete secondary school (ninth grade)]. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Donishgoh (university). 
b. Institut (institute). 
c. Akademiya (academy). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed February 

2007. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Tanzania 

NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Tanzania, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine 
and up should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center along with those documents specifically listed below. 
These documents may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificate of Secondary Education/CSE. 
b. Advanced Certificate of Secondary Education/ACSE. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must 
be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scales (may not be all inclusive): 

Grade U.S. Grade Quality 
Equivalent Points 

B B 3 

Grade U.S. Grade    Quality 

B B 3 

D C 2 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. College. 
c. Grade A teacher’s certificate. 
d. Institute. 

Seepage 6-9 for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
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Wise, Cynthia, ed., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students ~om Selected Sub-Saharan A~ican Countries (Workshop Report), 
AACRAO/NAFSA, 1973. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Thailand 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Mathayom Suksa 6 /Matayom VI Certificate (higher secondary school certificate). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 75-100 (4) A 

Fail 0-49 (0) 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Paw War Chaw (certificate of vocational education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Matayom III (certificate of lower secondary education; only coursework completed in the last year ofMatayom III). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University. 
b. Technical institute. 
c. College. 
d. Vocational college. 
e. Teacher college. 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Fourth Edition, NARIC, United Kingdom, 1998. 
Thailand Country Report, AACRAO/NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 2000. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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Tunisia 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Baccalaurdat/Diplame de Bachelier de l’Enseignement du Second Degrd (diploma of bachelor of secondary education). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Ajournd Fail 0-9.9 D/F 1/0 

NOTE: grades 8-9.9 are considered passing when the overall grade-point average is 10.0 or greater. If the grade-point average is below 
10.0, then the lowest passing grade is 10. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Brevet de Techniden (certificate of technician). 
b. Dipldme de Fin d’Etudes Secondaires (certificate of end of secondary studies). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Cert~cat d’Enseignement Secondaires (certificate of completion of secondary studies). 
b. Brevet d’Etudes du Premier Cycle/BEPC (certificate of first cyde studies). 
c. Cert~cat d’Aptitude Professionnel (certificate of professional competence). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitd (university). 
b. Institut supdrieur (higher institute). 
c. Ecole supdrieure (higher school). 
d. Institut supdrieur des Etudes technologiques (higher technological institute). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelley M. ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999 

Wenger, Margaret L., The Educational System of Tunisia, Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 2002. 
Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: 

www.internationalcomparisons.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
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See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Turkey 
1. The following documents meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Lise Diplomasi (secondary school diploma). 
b. Lise Bitirme Diplomasi (secondary school completion diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Gefmez Fail 1-4 (1) 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Meslek Lise Diplomasi (vocational secondary school diploma). 
b. Teknik Lise Diplomasi (technical secondary school diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate xnstitution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course 
units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Ilkogretim Diplomasi (primary education diploma). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all-inclusive): 
a. ~niversitesi (university). 
b. Yiiksek Teknoloji Er, stitiisii (higher technology institute). 

Seepage 6-g for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Frey, James S., Turkey: Update on Education 1997-2004, ECE, Milwaukee, 2004. 
Frey, James S., The Educational System of Turkey, ECE, Milwaukee, 1992. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Turkmenistan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. A~testat o Srednem Obrazovanii (attestation of completed secondary education). 
b. Diplom o Srednem Professior~alnom Obrazovanii (diploma of vocational secondary education). 
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The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

Fail 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. General secondary education (ninth grade only). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Institut (institute). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
Embassy of Turkmenistan. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Ukraine 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Atestat (certificate of complete general secondary education) from a Gimnazia, Licei or a Starsha Serednia Shkola (upper secondary 
schools). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-pmnt average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 (10-12) A 4 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Atestat (certificate ofmaturity)lDiplom Technika (junior specialist) from a Technikum (vocational secondary school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 
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Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificate of Incomplete General Secondary Education (lower secondary certificate) from an Osnowna Serednia Sh/eola (lower 

secondary school). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Akademiia (academy). 
c. Institut (institute). 
d. Konservatoriia (conservatory). 
e. Pedagogicheskii institute (pedagogical institute). 
f. Politekhniceskii institute (polytechnic institute). 
g. Vysshie Uchilishche (higher school). 
h. Uchilishche (completed program). 
i. Te/ehni/eum (completed program). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Feagles, Shelly M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA: Assodation of International Educators, Washington, 

D.C., 1999. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, Berkeley, 

Calif., 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

United Arab Emirates 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Tawjihiyya (secondary school certificate), science section. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Applicable grading scale - science section (may not be all indusive): 

80-100     A 4 

5O-69 C 2 

0-39 
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The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Tawjihiyya (secondary school certificate), arts section. 
b. Secondary Technical School Diploma. 
c. Secondary Agricultural School Diploma. 
d. Secondary Commercial School Diploma. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff will 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 

See above. 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Intermediate Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. United Arab Emirates University. 
b. Abu Dhabi Men’s College. 
c. Abu Dhabi Women’s College. 
d. A1 Ain Community College. 
e. Ajman University College of Science and Technology. 
f. Aviation College. 
g. Higher College of Technology. 
h. Teacher Training Center. 

Seepage 6-g for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Johnson, J.K., ed., The Admission and Academic Placement of Students flora Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab 

Republic (Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1983. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

United Kingdom 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in the United Kingdom, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year 
nine and up should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center with those documents specified below. These documents 
may be reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. General Certificate of Secondary Education/GCSE. 
b. General Certificate of Education, Advanced Level/GCE (must enroll at first opportunity and pass two A levels within two years). 
c. General Certificate of Education, Advanced Subsidiary Level/GCE AS (must enroll at first opportunity and pass two AS levels within 

one year). 

d. General National Vocational Qualification/GNVQ Intermediate Level. 
e. General National Vocational Qualification/GNVQ Advanced Level (must enroll at first opportunity and earn the qualification 

within two years). 
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f. Business and Technology Education Coundl’s/BTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma (formerly National Diploma Program) (must enroll 
at first opportunity and earn the diploma within two years). 

g. BusinessandTechnologyEducationCouncil’s/BTECLevel3 Diploma (formerly National Certificate) (must enroll at first opportunity 
and earn the certificate in one year). 

h. Cambridge De-University Diploma/Pre-U Diploma (must enroll at first opportunity and earn the diploma within two years). 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if at least five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must 
be English, mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 
3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course 
examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition students who initiall i enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

GCSE: 

(1) Alphabetical grading scale: 

C B 3 

E C 2 

GCE: 

Ordinary Level (O-Level) examination: 

A 1 A 4 

C 3 C 2 

Advanced Level (AS-Level and A-Level/A2-Level) examination: 

C B 3 

U 
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Advanced Level (Modular Scheme) examination: 

A 

3 C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

Business and Technology Education Council/BTEC and Cambridge Pre-University Diploma: 

Distinction A 4 

Pass C 2 (lowest passing grade) 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet core-curriculum requirements. 
a. Colleges of Further Education. 
b. Completion of Form Five. 
c. National Vocational Qualification/NVQ Foundation Level. 
d. Pittman qualifications. 
e. Vocational Certificate of Education (VCE) 
f. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC National Award. 
g. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC Foundation Diploma in Art and Design. 
h. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC First Diploma. 
i. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC First Certificate. 
j. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC Introductory Diploma. 
k. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC Introductory Certificate. 
i. Cambridge Pre-University Certificate/Pre-U Certificate. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. University first degree program. 
b. Teacher training program. 
c. Most programs leading to professional qualifications, such as in accounting, agriculture, architecture, art and design, commerce, 

engineering and technology, law and administration, medicine and auxiliary health fields, sdence, surveying, or town planning. 
d. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC Higher National diploma program (Level 4-8). 
e. Business and Technology Education Council’s/BTEC Higher National Certificate program. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Fisher, Stephen H., United Kingdom, World Education Series, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 1976. 
Higashi, Sylvia K., Margolis, Alan and Weaver, Richard, The Admission and Academic Placement of Students flora the United Kingdom 

(Workshop Report), AACRAO/NAFSA, 1991. 
Internet Source: www.regions.edexcel.org.uk. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Uruguay 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachillerato/Bachiller (secondary school graduation diploma) in biology, humanities or science from an academic secondary school. 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate xnstitution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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Fracaso Fail 1-2 F 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachillerato Tecnico (technical secondary school graduation diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy 
the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units 
to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare 
instances) in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 

a. Universidad (university). 

b. Instituto Unversitario (university institute). 

c. Institution de Formation Docente (teacher training institution). 

Seepage 6-9 for ir~structions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foreign Educational Credentials Required, Fifth Edition, AACRAO, Washington D.C., 2003. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Uzbekistan 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. A~testat O’rta Ma’lumot To’g’risia Shahodtnoma (certificate of completed upper secondary education). 
b. Diplom o Srednem Obrazovanii (diploma of vocational secondary education). 
c. Diplom from an uchilishche (diploma from a specialized vocational school). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point 
average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts 
for years nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staffwill 
review the transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will 
be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core- 
course examination has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or 
higher core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of 
full-time enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the 
initial year of full-time enrollment. 
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Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excellent 5 A 4 

3. The document below, by itself, does not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, it may be used (in rare instances) in 
combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. General secondary education (ninth grade only). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be 
all inclusive): 
a. Universitet (university). 
b. Institut (institute). 

Seepage 6-9for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Internet Source: www.tempus.europahouse.uz/uzbhes.htm. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Venezuela 
1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bachiller en Ciendas (secondary school science diploma). 
b. Bachiller en Humanidades (secondary school humanities diploma). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Excelente Excellent 16-20 A 4 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bachiller Industrial (industrial diploma). 
b. Bachiller Comercia[ (commerdal diploma). 
c. Bachiller en Agropecuario (agriculture diploma). 
d. Bachiller Asistencial (sodal work diploma). 
e. Bachiller en Arte (art diploma). 
f. Te~r~ico/Te~r~ico Medio (technical diploma in a spedalized field). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units withpassing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the 
core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 
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3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Certificado de Educacion Basica (certificate ofbasic education). 
b. Certificado de Educacion Secundaria (certificate of lower secondary education). 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Universidad (university). 
b. Universidad Abierta (open university). 
c. Instituto Universitario (university institute). 
d. Colegio Universitario (university college). 
e. Instituto Universitario Te~r~ologico (technological university institute). 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Foreign Educational Credentials, Fifth Edition, AACRAO, Washington, D.C., 2003. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Educational Profiles." Venezuela. Australian Government Printing Office, Canberra, 

Australia, 1993. 
Internet Source: International Assodation of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Vietnam 
1. The document below meets both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 

a. Bang 7at Nghi~p Ph6 Thang (diploma of completion of secondary school [upper]). 

The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average 
is calculated by using all core-course examinations that appear on the document(s) above, regardless of grades earned. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 

Gioi Excellent 36-40 9.0-10 A 4 

2. The document below meets high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Bang 7at NghiOp Trung Hoc Chuy&~ NghiOp (diploma of completion of technical education). 

The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using core-course units with passing grades that appear on the document(s) above. 
The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 4.000 (4 high) scale. Core-course units must satisfy the 
core-curriculum distribution spedfied in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 must present 16 core-course units to 
be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial year of full-time enrollment. 

Applicable grading scale: 
See above. 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Ky Thi Tuyen Vao Cap II (selective entrance examination for basic education level 2). 
b. Ky Thi Tuyen Vao Cap III (selective entrance examination for basic education level 3). 
c. Bang 7at Nghidp Ph6 Thang Co So/Bang Trung Hoc Co So (diploma of completion of secondary school [lower]). 
d. Completion of Basic General Education Level 1 or Level 2. 
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e. Completion of Primary School. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. Public university. 
b. Private university. 
c. Teacher training college. 
d. Junior college. 
e. Community college. 
£ Spedalized college. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
Dean, Michael, Vietnam: A Study of the Educational System of Vietnam and Guide to the Academic Placement of Students in Educational Institutions 

in the United States. World Education Series, AACRAO/NAFSA, Association of International Educators: Association of Educators, and The 
College Board, Washington, D.C., 2000. 

Feagles, Shelley M. ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 
International Education Research Foundation, Inc., The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten Speed Press, 

Berkeley, Calif., 2004. 
Ministry of Education and Training Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Vietnam Education and Training Directory, Education Publishing House, 

Hanoi, Vietnam, 1995. 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Vietnam: A Comparative Study. Australian Government Department of Education, Science, 

and Training, Canberra, Australia, 1992. 
Internet Source: International Comparisons. UK NARIC ECCTIS Ltd., Gloucestershire, United Kingdom: 

www.internationalcomparisons.org.uk. Last accessed October 2004. 
Internet Source: International Association of Universities Web site: www.unesco.org/iau/onlinedatabases/index.html. Last accessed October 

2004. 

See Multi-Country References, page 155. 

Zimbabwe 
NOTICE: Due to the unique nature of the educational system in Zimbabwe, all annual grade reports/transcripts from year nine and 
up should be obtained and forwarded to the NCAA Eligibility Center with those documents specified below. These documents may be 
reviewed with the documents in category two below in cases in which core has not been completed. 

1. The documents below meet both high school graduation requirements and core-curriculum requirements: 
There are no documents. 

2. The documents below meet high school graduation requirements (may not be all inclusive): 
a. Certificate of Secondary Education/CSE. 
b. Advanced Certificate of Secondary Education/ACSE. 
c. General Certificate of Education/GCE. 
d. Cambridge Overseas School Certificate. 

The documents above meet core-curriculum requirements only if five academic subject passes are present. Four of the five must be English, 
mathematics, natural/physical science and social science. The core-course grade-point average must be at least 2.000 to 3.550 or higher on a 
4.000 (4 high) scale. The core-course grade-point average is calculated by using passing grades for all core-course examinations that appear 
on the document(s) above. 

Students who do not satisfy the core-curriculum distribution in a core subject will be required to submit term-by-term transcripts for years 
nine and up in order to satisfy the core-curriculum distribution specified in Division I and II Bylaw 14.3.1.1. The staff willreview the 
transcripts to determine whether coursework can be reviewed for initial-eligibility certification purposes. This process will be conducted on 
a case-by-case basis and will not allow for use of coursework redundant with examination credit provided or if a core-course examination 
has been failed. 

Please note that students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2016 must present a 2.300 or higher 
core-course grade-point average on a 4.000 (4 high) scale to be eligible to compete at a Division I institution in the initial year of full-time 
enrollment (see updated Division I initial-eligibility index). 

In addition, students who initially enroll full time in a collegiate institution on or after August 1, 2013 and do not satisfy the core- 
curriculum distribution in a core subject must present 16 core-course units to be eligible to compete at a Division II institution in the initial 
year of full-time enrollment. 

Grading Scale (May not be all inclusive): 
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A 2-1 A 4 

C 6-5 C 2 

Ungraded 9 F 0 

3. The documents below, by themselves, do not satisfy the graduation requirement of Bylaw 14.3; however, they may be used (in rare instances) 
in combination with documents listed in category two above to meet the core-curriculum requirements: 
a. Grade 7 Certificate. 
b. Zimbabwe Junior Certificate. 
c. Completion of Form IV. 
d. National Foundation Certificate. 
e. City Guilds of London Institute craft qualifications. 

4. A student will be considered a transfer if the student is or was enrolled as a regular full-time student in one of the following (may not be all 
indusive): 
a. University. 
b. Polytechnic. 
c. Technical College. 
d. Agricukural College. 
e. Natural Resources College. 
£ School of Sodal Work. 
g. Zimbabwe College of Forestry (diploma programs only). 
h. Public Health Laboratories. 
i. Teacher Training College. 

Seepage 6-g for instructions for use of this guide and application procedures. 

References 
National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition, Country Education Profiles." Zimbabwe, A Comparative Study, Australian Government Publishing 

Service, Canberra, Australia, 1993. 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Services, International Qualifications for Entry to Higher Education, UCAS, Gloucestershire, United 

Kingdom, 2003. 
Internet Source: harare.usembassy.gov/services/edu_advising/zim edu profile.html. Last accessed October 2004. 
See Multi-Country References, page 155. 
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NCAA DIVISION I INITIAL-ELIGIBILITY INDEX 

The following is the inidal-eligibilky index to be used for each of the country oudines in the guide. The index will be used to 

determine the core-course grade-point average that must correspond with the international prospective student-athlete’s ACT 

or SAT test score, pursuant to Bylaw 14.3.1.1.1 (inkial-eligibilkT index). The far left: column lists the corresponding U.S. core- 

course grade-point average. The remaining columns list the required corresponding ACT sum score and SAT combined score. 

NOTICE: STUDENTS WHO INITIALLY ENROLL FULL TIME IN A COLLEGIATE INSTITUTION ON OR AFTER 

AUGUST 1,2016 MUST PRESENT 16 CORE COURSES, A 2.300 OR HIGHER CORE-COURSE GRADE-POINT 

AVERAGE ON A 4.000 (4 HIGH) SCALE AND A CORRESPONDING TEST SCORE TO BE ELIGIBLE TO COM- 

PETE AT A DIVISION I INSTITUTION IN THE INITIAL YEAR OF FULL-TIME ENROLLMENT. 

Sliding Scale A 

3.550 & above 400 37 
3.525 41o 38 

3.500 420 39 

3.475 430 40 

3.450 440 41 

3.425 450 41 

3.400 460 42 

3-375 47o 42 

3.350 48O 43 
3.325 49o 44 
3.3oo 5o0 44 

3"275 51° 45 
3.250 520 46 
3-225 53o 46 

3.200 540 47 
3.175 55o 47 
3.15o 560 48 

3.12.5 570 49 
3.1oo 58o 49 
3.075 590 50 

3.050 600 50 

3.025 61o 

3.000 620 52 

2-975 63o 52 

2.950 640 53 
2.925 650 53 
2.900 660 54 
2.875 670 55 
2.850 68o 56 
2.825 690 56 
2.800 700 57 
2.775 710 58 

2-750 720 59 
2.725 730 59 
2.700 730 60 

2.675 74o-75o 61 

2.650 760 62 

2-625 770 63 
2.600 780 64 

2.575 79o 65 

2.55o 8oo 66 

2.525 810 67 

2.500 820 68 

2.475 83o 69 

2.450 840-850 70 
2.425 860 70 
2.400 860 7~ 
2.375 870 72 
2.35o 88o 73 
2:325 890 74 
2.300 900 75 
2.275 910 76 

2.25o 92o 77 
2.225 930 78 
2.200 94o 79 
-9.175 950 80 

2.15o 96o 8o 

2.125 960 81 

2.1oo 970 82 

2.075 980 83 

2.o5o 99o 84 
2.025 1000 85 

2,000 1010 86 

For tnore information, visit the NCAA 
Eligibility Center website at 
www.eligibili _tyeenter.org. 

Sliding Scale B 

3-55° 4.000 4°0 37 

3-525 3-975 4lo 38 
3.500 3.950 420 39 
3.475 3.925 43o 4o 

3.45o 3.9oo 44o 41 

3.425 3.875 450 41 

3.4oo 3.850 46o 42 

3.375 3.825 47o 4-9 
3.35o 3.8oo 48o 43 
3.325 3.775 49o 44 
3.3oo 3.75o 5oo 44 
3.275 3.725 510 45 
3,25o 3.700 520 46 

3.225 3.675 53° 46 

~3.2°° ~.65° 54° 47 
3.175 3.625 55o 47 
3.15o 3.600 560 48 

3-125 3-575 57° 49 
3.1oo 3-55o 58o 49 
3.075 3.525 590 50 

3.050 3.500 600 50 

3.o25 3.475 61o 51 
3.000 3.45° 620 52 

2-975 ~.425 630 52 
2.950 3.400 64O 53 
2.925 3-375 65O 53 
2.9oo 3-35o 66o 54 
2.875 3,325 670 55 
2.850 3.300 680 56 

2,825 3.275 690 56 
2.8oo 3.25o 70o 57 

2.775 3,22s 71o 58 

2.750 3,2oo 720 59 
2.725 3,175 73° 60 

2.7oo 3.15o 74o 61 

2.675 3.125 750 61 

2.650 3.1oo 760 62 

2.625 3.075 770 63 
2.6oo 3.o50 78o 64. 

2-575 3-025 790 65 
2.55o 3.000 8o0 66 

2.525 2.975 81o 67 

2.500 2.950 820 68 

2-475 2.925 830 69 

2.450 2.900 840 70 

2.425 2.875 850 70 
2.400 2.850 860 7x 

2.~75 2-825 870 72 
2450 2.800 880 7:~ 
2.325 2.775 890 74 
2.300 2.75° 900 75 

2,275 2.725 91o 76 

2.250 fi,700 920 77 
2,225 2,675 930 78 
2,200 2.650 94O 79 
2,175 2.625 950 80 

2.15o 2,6oo 960 81 

2.125 2.575 97° 82 

2.1oo 2.550 980 83 

2.075 2.525 99° 84 
2.050 2.500 lOOO 85 
2.025 2.475 lOlO 86 
2.000 2.45° lO2O 86 

2.425 lo3o 87 

2.400 1040 88 

2.375 1050 89 

2.350 1o6o 90 

2.325 lO7O 91 
2.300 1080 93 
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MULTI-COUNTRY 
REFERENCES 

1. Aitken, D.J., ed., International Handbook of Universities and Other Institutions of Higher Education, The International 
Association of Universities, Stockton Press, New York, published every three years. 

2. Craig, T., ed., Commonwealth Universities Yearbook, Association of Commonwealth Universities, London, published 
annually. 

3. The Graduate Handbook, NAFSA, 1989. 

4. Haas, G. James, ed., Foreign Educational Credentials Required for Consideration for Admissions to Universities and 
Colleges in the United States, Fourth Edition, AACRAO/AID, 1994. 

5. Halls, W.D., ed., World Guide to Higher Education: A Comparative Study of Systems, Degrees and Qualifications, 
Second Edition, Bowker Publishing Company Limited, England, 1982. 

6. International Guide to Qualifications in Education, Third Edition, National Equivalence Information Centre, The British 
Council, Mansell Publishing Limited London, 1991. 

7. Paver, William J., Handbook on the Placement of Foreign Graduate Students, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1990. 

8. Sepmeyer, Inez, ed., The Country Index: Interpretations for Use in the Evaluation of Foreign Educational Credentials, 
Revised Edition, vol. 1, International Education Research Foundation, Frank Severy Publishing, Alhambra, 1986. 

9. World Academic Database CD-ROM. 

10. Feagles, Shelley, M., ed., A Guide to Educational Systems Around the World, NAFSA, Washington, D.C., 1999. 

11. International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, Ten 
Speed Press, Berkeley, California, 2004. 

12. International Education Research Foundation, The New Country Index: Making Sense of International Credentials, vol. 
2, PageLink, Los Angeles, California, 2011. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ON CREDENTIAL 
EVALUATIONS, CONTACT 

I. Your institution’s international admissions office. 

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) 
One Dupont Circle, NW 
Suite 520 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Telephone: 202/293-9161 
Fax: 202/872-8857 
www.aacrao.org 

NAFSA: Association of International Educators 
1307 New York Avenue, NW 
Eighth Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
Telephone: 202/773-3699 
Fax: 202/737-3657 
www.nafsa.org 
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EXAMINATION BOARD 
ADDRESSES 

Caribbean Examinations Council 
The Garrison 
St. Michael 20 
Barbados 
West Indies 

Examinations Council of Zambia 
P.O. Box 504432 
Lusaka, Zambia 

Examinations Council of Zambia 
200 Madison Avenue 
Suite 2703 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

Malawi National Examinations Board 
MANEB 
P.O. Box 191 
Zomba, Malawi 

West African Examinations Council 
P.O. Box 125 
Accra, Ghana 

GCE Examining Groups in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland: 
Joint Forum for the GCE and GCSE 
1 Regent Street 
Cambridge CB2 1GG 

Midland Examinating Group (MEG) 
Mill Wharf 
Mill Street 
Birmingham B6 4BU 

Northern Examinations and Assessment Board (NEAB) 
Devas Street 
Manchester M15 6EX 

Northern Ireland Council for the Curriculum, Examinations and Assessment (NICCEA) 
Clarendon Docks 
29 Clarendon Road 
Belfast BT1 3BG 

Southern Examining Group (SEG) 
Central Administration Office 
Stag Hill House 
Guilford, Surrey GU2 5XJ 

Edexcel 
Stewart House 
32 Russell Square 
London WC1B 5DN 

Welsh Joint Education Committee (WJEC) 
245 Western Avenue 
Cardiff CF5 2YX 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: Follow-up 

TEXT.htm; Follow-up.msg 

PLEASE BE VERY CLEAR WHEN SPEAKING TO ANY OF OUR STUDENTS WHO GET ACCOMMODATIONS. 

SEE ATTACHED EMA~L... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~auncaaoU nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  11:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Advising worksheets/dropping EXS S 

TEXT.htm;                  PSYC EXSS.pdf; ATT00001 .htm; image001 .png; 
ATT00002.htm; image002.png; ATT00003.htm 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Nelson, Sarah Beth" <sarah.nelson@unc.edu> 
To: "                         ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Advising worksheets/dropping EXSS 

It was nice to see you today. Attached to this email are your academic advising worksheets. 

After you left, I realized that you were supposed to take the white and yellow copies of the drop 
form to your athletic academic counselor. I forgot to tell you this. I can send this to him/her via 
University mail. Who is your counselor? 

Best, 

Sarah 

Sarah B. Nelson 
Senior Academic Advisor 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Division of Natural Sciences & Mathematics 
2015C Steele Building 
CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.8583 
Skype: uncadvisingsarahnelson 
sarah.nelson@unc.edu<mailto:sarah.nelson@unc.edu> 
[Description: FaceBook-icon]<https://www.facebook.com/UNCAdvising> [Description: Twitter- 
icon] <http ://twitter. com/# !/UNCAdvi sing> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Please send me any agenda items for the staff meeting tomorrow. 

Please remember, we will have a presentation on the new department strategic plan. We need to be ready to go, 

promptly at 3pm! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

a Monday pick me up... 

TEXT.htm; DSC02088.JPG; DSC02082.JPG; DSC02078.JPG; DSC02077.JPG; 
DSC02076.JPG; DSC02075.JPG; DSC02071.JPG; DSC02072.JPG 

Yes, just a little boost for the beginning of the work week...yo-bowl! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridcjerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 12:14 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 
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See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 8:35 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          :@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 
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See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 8:35 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ,@gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 
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See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4::~3 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu~; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu~;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu~; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu~; Vince 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu~; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu~; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Bo×ill <jmbo×ill@email.unc.edu); Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu); Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

candicef@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Carolina Firsts Homecoming Event Raffle items 

Hey there, 

Ithink Robert took care of this in the past-- So i’m looking for Carolina items - can you ask your coaches for 

some items for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebrations? Iwould like to have items by November 7th -- I 

will store in my office until delivered. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

> > > On         at 2:07 PM, in message <d69cf402fcOe480fa4bbb41db549645e@its-msxht3.ad.unc.edu >, 

"Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming" <candicef@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Cricket, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. We are gearing up for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebration on 

November 10. In the past, athletics has been very generous to give us some items to raffle off. Are there a few (3-5?) 

items (bags, balls, shirts, etc.) that you would be able to donate to this year’s celebration? Thank you for any help you 

can offer. 

Best, 
Candice 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3017 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

919.843.6443 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu); Brent Blanton ~blanton@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Beth Bridger 

~uncaa.unc.edu); Dana Gelin ~dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu); Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu); gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 

~ille@uncaa.unc.edu); Jaimie Lee ~jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu); John Blanchard 

~jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Jan Bo×ill ~jmbo×ill@email.unc.edu); Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Kleissler ~kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu); I(ym Orr 

~knorr@uncaa.unc.edu);                        ~uncaa.unc.edu); Tia Overstreet 

~overstre@uncaa.unc.edu); Susan Maloy ~sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Shelley Johnson 

<shelUo@uncaa.unc.edu); Sandy Restivo ~srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu); Spencer Welborn 

~welborn@uncaa.unc.edu); Wally Richardson ~wricha@uncaa.unc.edu); Nate 

Yarbrough ~yarbroug h@uncaa.u nc.edu 

candicef@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Carolina Firsts Homecoming Event Raffle items 

He}/there, 

Ithink Robert took care of this in the past-- So i’m looking for Carolina items - can you ask your coaches for 

some items for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebrations? Iwould like to have items by November 7th -- I 

will store in my office until delivered. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

> > > On         at 2:07 PM, in message <d69cf402fcOe480fa4bbb41db549645e@its-msxht3.ad.unc.edu >, 

"Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming" <candicef@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Cricket, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. We are gearing up for the Carolina Firsts Homecoming celebration on 

November 10. In the past, athletics has been very generous to give us some items to raffle off. Are there a few (3-5?) 

items (bags, balls, shirts, etc.) that you would be able to donate to this year’s celebration? Thank you for any help you 

can offer. 

Best, 
Candice 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3017 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

919.843.6443 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Fwd: [orientationpresenters] NSCPP Student Leader Recruitment 

FYI, T don’t know if anyone else received this email but please let me know if you have any students who would be 

interested in these opportunities so that I can submit their names for nomination. 

I know that being an Orientation Leader requires a large time commitment, but it would be a really good experience for 

anyone who is chosen. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

> > > DSA NSCPP New Students <newstudents@unc.edu> 
Greetings Carolina Campus Partners and Friends, 

3:56 PM > > > 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs (NSCPP) is pleased to announce the beginning of our 
recruitment and selection process for the Orientation Leader (OL), Tar Heel Beginnings (THB) Co- 

Chair, and T-Link Peer Mentor leadership positions. 

OLs: Orientations Leaders 
introduce new first-year and transfer students and their parents/family members to our Carolina 

community 

communicate information regarding University resources and services 
assist new students in connecting with peers, faculty, and staff 



help communicate the expectations for living and learning in our diverse Carolina community 

THB Co-Chairs: Tar Heel Beginnings Co-Chair 
¯ assist with the coordination, and implementation of Tar Heel Beginnings, intentional programming 

designed to enhance the student experience through the duration of the students’ first semester at 
Carolina 

¯ provide key leadership in the planning, coordination and implementation of the Week of Welcome 

(WOW), the introductory aspect of Tar Heel Beginnings 
¯ communicate with faculty/staff, student, and local community stakeholders 

¯ recruit and train Tar Heel Beginnings Board student leaders 

T-Links: Peer Mentors 

¯ send at least one monthly group communication to assigned Mentees from through 

¯ respond to individual mentee communications in a timely and appropriate manner 

¯ support New Student & Carolina Parent Programs staff with aspects related to Transfer Student 
Orientation and other Transfer Student Program initiatives 

¯ engage with new transfer students at Week of Welcome programs and Tar Heel Beginnings 
programming 

We seek your assistance in identifying outstanding student leaders for these positions and encourage you to 

submit nominations. Each nominee will receive an email encouraging them to complete an application. 

To submit a nomination, please email newstudents@unc.edu with the following information: 

¯ Student Name: 
Email Address: 

¯ Academic Year (if possible): 

For more information about our student leadership positions or to access the application, please visit 

http://t.co/Y3YGPDCU, contact our office at 919-962-8304, or e-mail us at newstudents@unc.edu. 

The application deadline is Wednesday, 

Thanks so much for your support and all you do for Carolina!! 

The Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 
orientationpresenters as: < a href="mailto:jtownsend @uncaa.unc.edu" >jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu </a >. To unsubscribe 
send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=’’mai~t~:~eave-32278~19-2676818~.28555d55bd31929cd7e6~fed~d2bdb64@~istserv.unc.edu’’ >leave- 

32278019-26768180.28555d 55bd 31929cd7e60fedOd2bd b64@listserv.unc.edu </a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:40 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; "                       @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:21 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.ed u >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Please help publicize Performance Course on H1V/AIDS 
Education 

FYI Academics. Cricket and I have worked with Amy and Interactive Theatre Carolina in the past, and the interactive role 

playing and facilitation has been very well received by student-athletes and coaches. Apparently, she is co-teaching a 
performance course - where no previous performance experience is required - in the spring semester. She had asked 

that we forward the information to the appropriate persons. 

> > > "Burtaine, Amy Van Bever" <burtaine@email.unc.edu> 
Hi Cricket and Shelley, 

3:33 PM > > > 

Could you please forward the following course information on to any listservs and/or specific students in athletics who 

you think might be a good fit? I am trying to get the word out about a new performance course I am co-teaching that 

was generated out of an exciting partnership with the UCLA Center for Art and Global Health. We are trying to get a 
broad base of students to apply for this course, and no performance experience [s required. (There [s a significant 

front commitment in        so I’m not sure how that would work with different athletes~ practice schedules. 

However, when they taught the course at UCLA they said [t was incredibly successful to have student athletes as part of 

the cast that went out to high schools.) 

Thanks so much[ 

Amy 

Here’s the blurb: 

NEW COURSE OFFERING: Spring Semester 

Have you ever wanted to be in a performance that could potentially change someone’s life? If so. register 
for Comm Studies 390: Performing Sexual Health! 



Course # and Title: Communication Studies 390 (Special Topics): Performing Sexual Health (UNC Sex-Ed Squad) 

Course Description: In this course, we will form a theater collective known as the "UNC Sex Ed Squad." The UNC 

Sex Squad will receive intensive training in activist theater techniques as well as historical patterns and current 
trends in HIV/AIDS. As an ensemble of artist-educators we will write, rehearse, produce, and tour an engaging 

and challenging piece of activist theater aimed at educating ninth graders in the Carrboro-Chapel Hill Unified 

School District about HIV/AIDS and sexual health. 

Course Credits: This is a 3 credit hour course. It is also an APPLES Service Learning Course that requires 30 

hours of academically relevant service and fulfills the Experiential Learning requiremenL 

Course Meeting Time: Spring Semester      Fridays from 9am-12pm. Students enrolled in the course will 
be required to participate in a 2-week script building intensive from in fulfillment of their service 
learning hours (see details on the application). 

Instructor Permission Required: Enrollment for this course is by application. Please fill out the application by 

opening this link: click here to fill out the form. No prior experience in theater is necessary.. If you have 

questions, please email Arianna Taboada: ataboada@arts.ucla.edu or Amy Burtaine: burtaine@email.unc.edu 

Applications are due by        You will be notified by 

Amy Burtaine, MFA 
Program Coordinator, Interactive Theatre Carolina 
Counseling and Wellness Services 
Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
919-966-2999 

Check out ITC’s website: http://campushealth.unc.edu/itc 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:02 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Please do not forget our staff meeting tomorrow at 3 pm. Barbara Polk from Admissions will be attending, so please 

make sure you are on time. 

Please let me know if you have any items to add to the agenda. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: Text. htm 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                10:49 AM 

-Academ ics <-Academ ics@uncaa, unc. edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa. unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa. unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa. unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa. unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa. unc. edu>; S pencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa. unc. edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbroug h @u ncaa. unc. edu> 

Food in Break Room 

Hello Everyone, 

Happy Tuesday! 

Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy had a great workshop with all head coaches and assistant coaches this 
morning. And we had some food left in the break. Please feel free to get some bagels frittata and fruits as snacks when you 
have a break. 

Have a great day! :) 

M.A. Candidate, 
Graduate Intern 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 
(c) 

@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:46 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

State tix 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

I have a bunch of folks coming in next week. If you’re not using your State football tickets, I probably could. Let me 
know if you have any available. Thanks. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:46 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                           _~uncaa.unc.edu 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince ]lle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

State tix 

TEXT.htm 

Folks, 

I have a bunch of folks coming in next week. If you’re not using your State football tickets, I probably could. Let me 

know if you have any available. Thanks. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                           _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        ~gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry            @gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

ALL 

TEXT.htm 

ALL 

Just a reminder about our Fall Potluck this Friday at 1230 in the Conference Room. Thanks for wanting to participate, if 
you need a reminder of what you signed up for, please just swing by my offic!! 

ALSO--Let’s all wear our PiNK tomorrow! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 

< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                           .)uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ALL 

TEXT.htm 

ALL 

Just a reminder about our Fall Potluck this Friday at 1230 in the Conference Room. Thanks for wanting to participate, if 

you need a reminder of what you signed up for, please just swing by my offic!! 

ALSO--Let’s all wear our PiNK tomorrow! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 

bridqerb@uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:27 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dqelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; I                      @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:27 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry            @gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:15 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>;                          @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 
Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff mtg tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, we will be meeting, for a short meeting, Tuesday at 3pm. I understand it is the 5th Tuesday of the month, 
but with registration starting next week, Dean Woodard has some announcements for us. 

See you tomorrow. 
SentJ~om my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:15 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff mtg tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

Yes, we will be meeting, for a short meeting, Tuesday at 3pm. I understand it is the 5th Tuesday of the month, 
but with registration starting next week, Dean Woodard has some announcements for us. 

See you tomorrow. 
Sent.)Com my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

110512.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

110512.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:49 AM 

Adam R Schaefer <adschaef@email.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Triangle High School Ethics Bowl 

TEXT.htm; HSEB press release.pdf; HSEB schedule 11-17-12.docx; NHSEB-NQE- 
cases-2012-13.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 

I know this email finds you extremely busy, but I hope you don’t mind my intrusion to introduce to you an 
innovative and new approach to civic discourse that has captured the enthusiasm of high school students across 
our state and indeed the nation that serves to strengthen learning in the classroom, the Ethics Bowl. 

Some of you may be aware of the Parr Center for Ethics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
which serves as the public face of the university’s commitment to ethics, not just to our students but to students 
in the public schools as well. We sponsor an Ethics Bowl for college students, but we have extended this to 
reach out to the high schools in North Carolina, hosting an event here at UNC. The Ethics Bowl is a 
competition in which teams of students debate ethical issues and form arguments that show logical, reasonable, 
and rational thought. Teams participate in multiple rounds of competition. Panels of three judges -- university 
faculty, graduate students, and other members of the community -- score the rounds while a moderator manages 
the event. 

We held an inaugural Triangle High School Ethics Bowl in the Spring of 2011 and held the second one in 2012. 
(East Chapel Hill High won the event both years) These events were very successful mainly because of the 
enthusiasm of the participants. As a result this year the Parr Center will be hosting not just the Annual Triangle 

High School Ethics Bowl, which will be held Saturday, November 17th, but will embark on a bigger venture, a 

national event. For both of these events we need judges, so I am writing to ask first if you would be willing to 
serve as a judge for one, or preferably both, of these events, Both events will serve to showcase Chapel Hill and 
the University, taking advantage of what our great community has to offer. 

I hope this is something you would be excited to be a part of and so I would like to invite you to serve as a 

iudge for the Regional/Triangle HS Ethics Bowl: Saturday, November 17th. 

Competition rounds run from 8:25 a.m. to noon and 1:40 to 5:15 p.m. (full schedule attached), but you will not 
be asked to judge the entire day--of course you are welcome to do so. You may choose to do any part of the 
day. All cases, information and training will be provided. As a significant contributor to the vitality of 
education across the state, you are most appropriate and well suited to serve as a judge for this kind of 
competition. 

For more information about the Parr Center visit our website: parrcenter.unc.edu, and for more information 
regarding the High School Ethics Bowl visit: http://nhseb.unc.edu 

I look forward to hearing from you. Also attached is a press release regarding the HSEB and a copy of the cases 
for the competition. 

Thanks so much. Feel free to contact me or my Assistant, Adam Schaefer if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Jan 



Jan Boxill, Ph.D 

Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 

Director, Parr Center for Ethics 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

Office Phone 919-962-3317 

Mobile Phone: 

web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



PARR CENTER FOR ETHIC~ 

September 12, 2012 

PARR CENTER FOR ETHICS NAMED NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS AND HOST FOR 
FIRST NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL ETHICS BOWL 

The Parr Center for Ethics at UNC-Chapel Hill has been selected as national headquarters for the National High 
School Ethics Bowl (NHSEB) and will host the first national championship on April 19-20, 2013. The Parr 
Center, housed in the University’s Department of Philosophy, has been successful at producing local high 
school ethics bowls in 2011 and 2012. As one of the leaders in a national movement to foster, promote, and 
expand ethics bowl through high schools, a group of peers selected the Parr Center to be the program’s national 
headquarters and first host. 

Ethics Bowl is a competition in which teams of students debate ethical issues and form arguments that show 
logical, reasonable, and rational thought. Teams participate in multiple rounds of competition. Panels of three 
judges -- university faculty, graduate students, and other members of the community -- score the rounds while a 
moderator manages the event. 

Ethics Bowl competitions are different from Debate because Ethics Bowl concentrates mostly on argument 
structure and its logical or rational qualities. Teams are not required to pick (nor are they assigned) opposing 
viewpoints; they can agree on the conclusion but differ in their arguments. Judges want to see students 
demonstrate a keen ability to reason, form logical arguments, and engage in civil discourse. 

Ethics Bowl was developed at the intercollegiate level at the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1993 and has 
grown to include 92 colleges and universities. The High School Ethics Bowl program has grown rapidly in 
recent years, thanks in large part to significant support by the Squire Family Foundation. This year’s National 
High School Ethics Bowl will feature regional champions from at least 10 different states and, in addition to the 
Parr Center and Squire Family Foundation, is also being supported by the Annie E. Casey Foundation and the 
Teagle Foundation. 

Response from students, teachers, and parents has been enthusiastic. "It is exciting to be a part of this experience 

and to share with high school students what critical inquiry and a philosophic perspective can reveal when peers 
come together throughout this unique program," said one teacher. "Respect, dialogue, and discourse are seldom 

a part of the high school experience, but this is starting to change thanks to your passion and persistence." 

"Ethics Bowl is a multi-faceted learning experience," said Parr Center Director Jan Boxill. "Students research 

fact patterns in a number of subject areas - history, current events, biology, medicine, sociology, and many 
more. They work together to develop an ethical framework and then present their case to a panel of judges that 

evaluates their answers for cohesiveness, logic, and thoughtfulness. Preparation and competition develop vital 
critical thinking skills, equipping young people with tools to be great students and citizens." 

The Parr Center for Ethics was established in 2005 as an interdisciplinary hub for ethical discussion, teaching, 
and resources on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus, thanks to a grant from the Gary W. Parr Family Foundation. In 
addition to its extensive work with high school ethics bowls, the Center sponsors conferences, workshops, 
lectures, courses, and other events and programs that engage the University and wider communities in ethical 
discourse. 

For more information: http://nhseb.unc.edu 

207 CALDWELL HALL, CB# 3125 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3125 

parrcenter@unc.edu ¯ 919.843.5641 

parrcenter.unc.edu 



Jan Boxill 919.962.3317 jmboxill@email.unc.edu 

The University 
of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill 
Caldwell Hall Suite 207 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

WHO: 

WHAT: 

TRIANGLE HIGH SCHOOL ETHICS BOWL 

Saturday, November 17th. Competition rounds run from 8:25 a.m. to noon 

and 1:40 to 5:15 p.m. (full schedule below) 

On the UNC-Chapel Hill campus in New East, Howell, and Alumni Halls 

(competition HQ is at Howell 100) 

16 teams from NC and VA high schools 

Competing for the chance to advance to the National High School Ethics 

Bowl 

Ethics Bowl is a competition that requires students to critically examine 

all aspects of an ethical dilemma while engaging in civil discourse. 

CONTACT: Adam Schaefer, Assistant Director of Parr Center for Ethics, 

919.843.5641 adam.s@unc.edu 

Website: http://nhseb.unc.edu 

The event is open to the public and media - we request that spectators respect the 
students and not be disruptive during an individual round. 

8:00 a.m. Opening of competition 
8:25-9:30 Round 1 
9:40-10:45 Round 2 
10:55-noon Round 3 

Noon-l:15p.m. Lunch 

1:15 p.m. 
1:40-2:45 
2:55-4:00 
4:10-5:15 
5:15 

Announcement of quarterfinalists 

Quarterfinals 
Semifinals 
Finals 
Award Ceremony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridqer < bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Have a happy first day of registration! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb @uncaaou ncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:’16 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Niobra Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

b lucido@email.u nc.ed u 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

staff meeting tomorrow 

TEXT.htm 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Have a happy first day of registration! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       ~gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Schedule 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:44 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Biener < biener@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 

Business Office <-Business Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana 
Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik 

Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@u ncaa.u nc.edu >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jonas 

Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kevin Mitchell <kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Pope < m pope@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Strength Coaches <-Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Travel Office <-Travel Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor 

Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

U pcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 11:00 AM. 

UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk Center that will be 

utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 8:44 AM 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas 
Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory 

Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taylor 

Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Zack Womack <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 
Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 

<biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Business Office <-Business 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Mitchell < kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Simon Haake <sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Strength Coaches <-Strength 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Travel 
Office <-Travel Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor Harper 
<tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Zack Womack <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

Richie, 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 



Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (’919i 962-0125 

mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:38 AM 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas 
Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory 

Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taylor Harper 
<tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Zack Womack <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

Richie, 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 
Deck? 

Martina 



Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cindi 

Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erik Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas 
Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Mitchell 

<kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez <louh@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Simon Haake 
< sjhaake@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taylor 
Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Zack Womack <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders 

should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry I did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 

>>> Martina Ballen 10:38 AM >>> 

Richie, 



If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 

Fax (’919~ 962-0125 

mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that [ may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:01 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 

<biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Business Office <-Business 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Erik 
Hernandez <ehhernan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 
<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Keyes 

< kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 
Mitchell < kmitch42@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Luis Hernandez 

< Iouh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Strength Coaches <-Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Travel Office <-Travel Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Taylor Harper <tsharper@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu >; Zack Womack <zwomack@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders 

should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry I did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



office--919-962-9472 

> > > Martina Ballen 11/28/2012 10:38 AM > > > 

Richie, 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staff to park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 11/28/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

We are hosting the North Carolina Migh School Football Championships this Friday night at ?:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Bill Deferment 

TEXT.htm 

FYI 

>>> Tom Timmermans 
Coaches, 

10:07 AM > > > 

The below e-mail was send out to all student-athletes to remind them to defer their           semester charges. 

Please follow up with your student-athletes who will receive GIA to cover even a portion of their funding. Any student- 
athletes receiving GIA who has not deferred their charges by will run the risk of having courses dropped 

from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSoft still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any 
sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure 

that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contact me with any questions, 

> > > "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 9:57 AM > > > 
This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

~f you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL~CK HERE. 

Student-Athlete, 



Bills for the           semester are due to be paid by Tuesday,              which is prior to the first day of 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 

Therefore, all student-athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. Look at the 

Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment 

AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit submit, 

click OK. Click the Account inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date 

on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details 

by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North 
Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell            IFax 919.962.6002 

~f you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Bill Deferment 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; Part.003 

FYI 

>>> Tom Timmermans 

Coaches, 

10:07 AM > > > 

The below e-mail was send out to all student-athletes to remind them to defer their           semester charges. 
Please follow up with your student-athletes who will receive GiA to cover even a portion of their funding. Any student- 

athletes receiving GiA who has not deferred their charges by will run the risk of having courses dropped 

from their schedule. 

Unfortunately, PeopleSoft still doesn’t have the capability of automatic deferment for students who are receiving any 

sort of aid, hopefully this feature will be added in the future. Therefore the students deferring is the only way to assure 

that they won’t lose their classes. 

Contact me with any questions, 

> > > "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 9:57 AM > > > 
This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

Tf you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLTCK HERE. 

Student-Athlete, 



Bills for the           semester are due to be paid by Tuesday,              which is prior to the first day of 

classes, and, thus, prior to your scholarship funding hitting your account. 

Therefore, all student-athletes who are receiving Grant-in-Aid to cover even a portion of their funding will need to go 
through the process of deferring their charges so that their courses aren’t dropped. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete. Here are the instructions to defer: 

and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Student Center. Look at the 

Finances Section and select Request Deferment in the drop down box. Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment 

AND the Statement of Understanding and then click submit. There will be a confirmation screen after you hit submit, 

click OK. Click the Account inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. Please note that the due date 

on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual deferred charges, which you can see in the "Details 

by Due Date" section. 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North 
Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell            IFax 919.962.6002 

~f you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:00 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Go Heels and Happy Holidays! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler 
< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Breakfast treats... 

...are available in the Break Room. Left over from today’s Coaches Workshop. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley 

Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Breakfast treats... 

...are available in the Break Room. Left over from today’s Coaches Workshop. Enjoy! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                .10:53 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Happy Dozens Day! 

TEXT.htm 

No better way to celebrate         than with donuts! (Much more fun than a dozen eggs ...) Thus, please hit 
the kitchen and enjoy one at your convenience! 
Have a great day! :) 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
~, ~,~v.goheel s corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 17, 2012 8:05 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; :@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>;                   @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

< mbunting@uncaa.u nc.ed u >; @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

121712.docx 

See attached for the short list of events coming up in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 8:53 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; :@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.u nc.ed u >; @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

10713.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Happy New Year! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 10:47 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~@gmail.com;       _        _ @email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 

<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; andrew_perrin@unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu;                 ~@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
< a pkid d @ad .u nc.ed u >;        @emai I.u nc.ed u; 

@live.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

bjpolk@UNC.EDU; 

@gmail.com; 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

<ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; 

@g mail .co m; @g mail.co m; 

~@unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca 
@email.unc.edu; 

~unc.edu; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

< david.thomas@facilities.u nc.edu >; 

@ad.unc.edu >i @ad.unc.edu >; 

@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;      :@nc.rr.com; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; 
~med.unc.edu;                    @ad.unc.edu >;     @email.unc.edu; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; _ @live.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; @ad.unc.edu >; 

’@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; gyou nt@email.u nc.edu; 
@med.unc.edu >; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

@unc.edu >; @unc.edu;, @unc.edu; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>;                      @email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu;        @live.unc.edu;      @unc.edu; Kim Jones 
<kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

< kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu >;                      ~live.unc.edu >; Meridith 

Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

<mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; 
@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu;     _’@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; Ronnie 

Pendleton < Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu; 
@unc.edu >;      " @unc.edu; Randall Young 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; Sally Mays 

< smays@email.unc.edu >; southall@email.unc.edu; @unc.ed u; 
stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Sue Walsh 

< suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; 
@gmail.com; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. Roberts 

<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith 
<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; ~ad.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - January, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 1-4-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the January, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
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|ANUARY ENROLLEES 

Any new student-athlete enrolling at 

UNC m January must complete ehgibil- 

ity paperwork and be cleared by Sports 

Medicine PRIOR to participating in any 

countable activities. Contact Lance (3- 

7259) to complete ehgibflity paperwork. 

ELIGIBLE TO COMPETE 

As a new semester quickly approaches, 

please remember that all student- 

athletes must be certified and released 

by the Comphance department before 

they can compete. Prior to the first 

competition, all coaches will receive an 

email from Lance Markos with a hst of 

those S-As that are ehgible. Do NOT let 

any S-A compete before receiving that 

ehgible to compete memo. 

CAMP BROCHURES 
All camp and clinic brochures must be 

approved by the Comphance Office 
before they are printed and distributed. 
Brochures should be submitted to 
Lance for review. 

BOOKS 
The process for S-As on a book scholar- 

ship will be the same m the Spring as it 
was for Fall 2012.                 will 
be m Loudermilk Tuesday, January 8 
through Friday, January 11, from 10am- 
2pm to collect book forms. Those book 
forms will be processed within 48 hours 
and S-As can then pick up books on the 
first floor of Student Stores. If a S-A 
preordered books then those will be 
available for pick up on the first floor of 
Student Stores starting Saturday Janu- 
ary 5th. Please feel free to call Saman- 
tha or Tom Timmermans with any 
questions related to the textbook pro- 

cess. 

NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT (NLI) SIGNING PERIOD 

Please note the upcoming NLI signing dates: 

FOOTBALL: 2/6/2013 to 4/1/2013 

FIELD HOCKEY, SOCCER, TRACK/CROSS COUNTRY: 2/6/2013 to 8/1/2013 

FIELD HOCKEY, SOCCER, TRACK/CROSS COUNTRY: Coaching staff members 
may make unhmited telephone calls to a prospect from February 6th through Feb- 
ruary 8th. 

FOOTBALL: Coaching staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to pro- 
spects from February 4th at 7:00 am until February 8that 7:00 am. 

Please note: Sports associated with this NLI signing period are m a dead period 
from Monday, February 4th through Thursday, February 7th. During a dead peri- 
od, it is not permissible to make m-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or 
off the UNC campus. This also prohibits official or unofficial visits to UNC’s cam- 
pus, as well as the provision of complimentary admissions to prospects for cam- 
pus athletics contests. See Bylaw 13.02.5.5 for more details. 

Coaches, please remember that Tom will be preparing all NLI/ASA packets. In 
order to have a packet prepared, you must complete the NLI/ASA Information 
Form (found on the J: drive, Comphance, Financial Aid, NLI/ASA Information) 
and submit it to Tom. Please do so as soon as you know of individuals to whom 

you wish to send an NLI packet. 

January Recruiting 

Calendar 

Baseball 

Quiet Period: Jan. 1-2; 7-31 
Dead Period: Jan. 3-6 

Men’s Basketball 

Recruiting Period: Jan. 1-31 

Women’s Basketball ...... 

Evaluation Period: Jan. 1-31 

Football 

Dead Period: Jan. 1-3; 7-10; 

30-31 .... 

Contact Period: Jan. 4-5 11-31 

Quiet Period: Jan. 6 ....... 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Dead Period: Jan 1-6 

Contact Period (No Lax Evals): 

Jan. 7-21 

Quiet Period: Jan. 22-31 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Quiet Period: Jan. 1 

Contact Period: Jan. 2-31 

Softball 

Quiet Period: Jan. 1 

Contact Period: Jan. 2-31 

Track/Cross Country 

Quiet Period: Jan. 1-2 

Contact Period: Jan. 3-31 

Volleyball 

Quiet Period: Jan. 1-18 

Contact Period: Jan. 19-31 

Other Sports 

Contact Period: Jan. 1-31 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 7, 2013 7:41 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@ad.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

;@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

10713.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ii;07 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel 

<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridqer < bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Robertson Scholarship 

TEXT.htm; FY Info Flyer- UNC .docx 

Folks, 

T hope that you know this is now open to current first years. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ii;07 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy P, estivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally P,ichardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Robertson Scholarship 

TEXT.htm; FY Info Flyer- UNC docx 

Folks, 

hope that you know this is now open to current first years. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: Text. htm 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                9:59 PM 

-Academ ics <-Academ ics@uncaa, unc. edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa. unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa. unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa. unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa. unc.edu>; 

@uncaa. unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa. unc. edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa. unc.edu> 
Left Over Food 

Hello Everyone, 

After tonight’s workshops, we have some sandwiches and chips from Jason’s Deli left. They are in the refrigerator of our 
break room. So help yourselves to have some. Wish everyone have a great evening! 

Best, 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,                9:59 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa. unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa. unc.edu>; 

@uncaa. unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa. unc. edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa. unc. edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Left Over Food 

TEXT. htm 

Hello Everyone, 

After tonight’s workshops, we have some sandwiches and chips from Jason’s Deli left. They are in the refrigerator of our 
break room. So help yourselves to have some. Wish everyone have a great evening! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                10:42 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Latest from Loudermilk 

FYI, the email below went out to senior staff and several key people on campus (Joy Renner, Abigail Panter, 
Lissa Broome, Jan Boxill) this morning. Wanted to let you all know and also ask you to keep an eye out for 
info we could include -- awards (I will include links when there are stories on GoHeels.com), achievements ... 
anything we’d like to showcase. 
This will go out each Tues or Wed. 
Thanks! 
-- Dana 

The Latest from Loudermilk 

* This" is thefirst of weekly emails intended to offer a brief overview of the latest news, events" and 

successes from UNC Student-A thlete Services, housed in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 
Thanks for reading/. 

ACADEMICS 
¯ Approximately 135 UNC student-athletes earned Dean’s List recognition for the fall semester. 
This number is up slightly from last fall’s total (129) and is equal to nearly 20 percent of all UNC 

student-athletes. 
¯ Ten student-athletes earned perfect 4.0 grade point averages in the fall. 
¯ A total of 27 student-athletes earned their degrees in 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
¯ Look for our shirts, which feature the new logo of the newly renamed RichardA. Baddour 
Carolina Leadership Academy. Shirts are color-coded according to the participants’ level of 
involvement - be it CREED (gray), CREED Mentor (black), Rising Stars (navy), GAP Year 

(white), and Veteran Leaders (Carolina blue). 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
¯ Carolina Outreach has set up a bin in Loudermilk to collect extra hotel toiletries student-athletes 



bring back from road trips. The toiletries will be donated to the Inter-Faith Council for Social 
Services. 
¯ Student-athletes have taken a leading role in the planning of National Girls and Women in Sports 
Day, which will take place      from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Eddie Smith Field House. The 
event is targeted to children in first through eighth grades and will include the opportunity to 
interact with and learn skills from representatives of each Tar Heel women’s team. 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
w~a~. gohee~s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                10:42 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Latest from Loudermilk 

TEXT.htm 

FYI, the email below went out to senior staff and several key people on campus (Joy Renner, Abigail Panter, 
Lissa Broome, Jan Boxill) this morning. Wanted to let you all know and also ask you to keep an eye out for 
info we could include -- awards (I will include links when there are stories on GoHeels.com), achievements ... 
anything we’d like to showcase. 
This will go out each Tues or Wed. 
Thanks! 
-- Dana 

The Latest from Loudermilk 

* This" is thefirst of weekly emails intended to offer a brief overview of the latest news, events" and 

successes from UNC Student-A thlete Services, housed in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 
Thanks for reading/. 

ACADEMICS 
¯ Approximately 135 UNC student-athletes earned Dean’s List recognition for the fall semester. 
This number is up slightly from last fall’s total (129) and is equal to nearly 20 percent of all UNC 
student-athletes. 
¯ Ten student-athletes earned perfect 4.0 grade point averages in the fall. 
¯ A total of 27 student-athletes earned their degrees in December. 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
¯ Look for our shirts, which feature the new logo of the newly renamed RichardA. Baddour 
Carolina Leadership Academy. Shirts are color-coded according to the participants’ level of 
involvement - be it CREED (gray), CREED Mentor (black), Rising Stars (navy), GAP Year 

(white), and Veteran Leaders (Carolina blue). 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
¯ Carolina Outreach has set up a bin in Loudermilk to collect extra hotel toiletries student-athletes 

bring back from road trips. The toiletries will be donated to the Inter-Faith Council for Social 



Services. 
¯ Student-athletes have taken a leading role in the planning of National Girls and Women in Sports 
Day, which will take place      from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Eddie Smith Field House. The 
event is targeted to children in first through eighth grades and will include the opportunity to 
interact with and learn skills from representatives of each Tar Heel women’s team. 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
~TWogO~ee~ s corr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,                9:28 AM 

@charter.net>; Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: High School Senior Schedule 

TEXT.htm; Header 

Do we have enough information about her to inform her about this schedule? She is waiting to hear if she can 
make this official for her senior year in high school? 

¯ incoming for 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyou nt@u nc_edu> 
From: Bryana N.quven, @gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: High School Senior Schedule 
Date: 3:15:17 PM EST 
To: <gyount~_’~email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Senior Year Schedule: 

I would have my four years of English, math and science completed. 

On Fri            at 3:08 PM, Yount, Tony <~onyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
3 is enough for NCAA - that’s up to you 

On at 3:00 PM, ~gmail.com> 
wrote: 

quick question, should i take four years of in High school? 

On Thu            at 10:00 PM, Yount, Tony <~gnyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
That would be great - My cell is             I’ll forward to your call. 

Tony 



On ~t 5: 57 PM, ~gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 

> Hi Mr. Yount. I’m i              and I met you when I was with Coach Mann 
some time in November, I believe. I have verbally committed with Coach Mann 
for golf, and I am beyond excited to play for Carolina. I am a junior in high 
school and my school is doing senior scheduling this upcoming month. I wanted 
your input in my schedule to best prepare me for college life at Carolina! Is it 
possible to speak to you on the phone some time soon? Tomorrow around 3 
would work for me. 

> Thank you for your help, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:52 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com;                    @email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 

<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; andrew_perrin@unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu;                  @ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
< a pkid d @ad .u nc.ed u >;        ~emai I.u nc.ed u; 

~live.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

bjpolk@U NC.EDU; ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 
@gmail.com; 

< ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 
@ad.unc.edu >; 

~unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca 
@email.unc.edu; 

@unc.edu; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

< david.thomas@facilities.u nc.edu >; 
@ad.unc.edu >; @ad.unc.edu >; 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 
~email. u nc.ed u;         @g mail.com;      @ nc.r r.co m; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; 
@med.unc.edu; @ad.unc.edu >; @email.unc.edu; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu >; _ @live.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; @ad.unc.edu >; 

_ ~email.unc.edu; _~email.unc.edu; gyou nt@email.u nc.edu; 
@med.unc.edu >; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

, , @unc.edu>; .@unc.edu;. _~unc.edu; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>;                      @email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; 

~unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 

@email.unc.edu;        @live.unc.edu;      ~@unc.edu; Kim Jones 
<kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

< kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; lissa_broome@unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu >;                      @live.unc.edu >; Meridith 

Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

<mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; 
@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 
@email.unc.edu;      @unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
@live.u nc.ed u >;                   @u nc.ed u >; 

@email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; Ronnie 

Pendleton < Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; ~email.unc.edu; 
@unc.edu >;        ~unc.edu; Randall Young 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; Sally Mays 

< smays@email.unc.edu >; southall@email.unc.edu; @unc.ed u; 
stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Sue Walsh 

< suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; 
@gmail.com; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. Roberts 

<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith 
<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; @ad.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - February, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 2-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:04 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Duncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

@defenderservices.com >; Jen nifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 

¥ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thankyou. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 4, 2013 
Date 
2/4 

2/5 

2/5 

2/5 

2/6 

2/6 

2/6 
2/7 

2/7 

Event 
CREED 

Athletic Dept. Meeting 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Signing Day Celebration 

Athletes in Action 
Sports Medicine Meeting 

Institute for Defense 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

8:00-10:00 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
11:30 AM-1:30 PM 
3:00-8:30 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of February 11, 2013 
Date Event Time 
2/11 bCLA 6:00-9:00 PM 

2/12 Women’s Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/12 Champions For Christ 8:00-9:00 PM 

2/13 Pot Luck Lunch 11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
2/13 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/13 Athletes in Action 6:00-9:00 PM 

2/13 Possible Viewing Party 7:00-11:00 PM 

2/16 Dance Marathon 4:30-8:00 AM 
2/16 UNC Med School 8:00-11:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 
Concourse Club 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date Event Time 
2/18 Explore Carolina 8:00-10:30 AM 

2/19 Women’s Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/19 Champions For Christ 8:00-9:00 PM 

2/20 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/20 Athletes in Action 8:00-9:00 PM 
2/22 Explore Carolina 8:00-10:30 AM 

2/23 Sports Med Seminar 9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

2/23 FB Lunch Noon-3:00 PM 
2/23 Coaches Circle 12:30-2:30 PM 

2/23 Field Hockey Event TBD 

2/24 Visiting Team Use-SB 12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 4, 2013 
Date 
2/4 

2/5 

2/5 

2/5 

2/6 

2/6 

2/6 
2/7 

2/7 

Event 
CREED 

Athletic Dept. Meeting 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Signing Day Celebration 

Athletes in Action 
Sports Medicine Meeting 

Institute for Defense 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

8:00-10:00 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
6:00-8:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
11:30 AM-1:30 PM 
3:00-8:30 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of February 11, 2013 
Date Event Time 
2/11 bCLA 6:00-9:00 PM 

2/12 Women’s Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/12 Champions For Christ 8:00-9:00 PM 

2/13 Pot Luck Lunch 11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
2/13 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/13 Athletes in Action 6:00-9:00 PM 

2/13 Possible Viewing Party 7:00-11:00 PM 

2/16 Dance Marathon 4:30-8:00 AM 
2/16 UNC Med School 8:00-11:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Concourse Club 
Kenan Stadium 
Concourse Club 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date Event Time 
2/18 Explore Carolina 8:00-10:30 AM 

2/19 Women’s Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/19 Champions For Christ 8:00-9:00 PM 

2/20 Faculty/Staff Bible Study 12:00-1:00 PM 

2/20 Athletes in Action 8:00-9:00 PM 
2/22 Explore Carolina 8:00-10:30 AM 

2/23 Sports Med Seminar 9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

2/23 FB Lunch Noon-3:00 PM 
2/23 Coaches Circle 12:30-2:30 PM 

2/23 Field Hockey Event TBD 

2/24 Visiting Team Use-SB 12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:50 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Di Bitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 
Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; 

Jessica Morgenthal <jmorgen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 
Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Toomy < stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tripp Phillips 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Leah 

Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missing S-A Textbooks 

TEXT.htm; Missing Book List to Coaches.docx 

All, 

Please find attached a list of student-athletes who received books for classes that they eventually dropped. Next Friday, 

we will placing charges on student accounts for the books that have not been returned. All student- 

athletes need to return any dropped class books to Nate Yarbrough in the Loudermilk Center. Do NOT send them to the 

bookstore for returns, or we will have no record of that return, if the books have not been received by the    then the 
student-athlete will automatically be charged the cost of the missing books. Please impress upon your student-athletes 

the importance of returning these books asap. 

The attached list is sorted by sport, but please look over the entire list because there were some last minute additions at 

the end. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to clear up any confusion. 



Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:55 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 

Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @gmail.com >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week! 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 11, 2013 
Date 
2/11 

2/12 

2/12 
2/13 

2/13 

2/13 
2/16 

2/16 

2/17 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Pot Luck Lunch 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Dance Marathon 

UNC Med School 
Visiting Team Use--Base 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
4:30-8:00 AM 
8:00-11:00 PM 
4:00-6:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Kenan Stadium 
Concourse Club 
Visiting Locker Room 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date 
2/18 

2/19 

2/19 

2/20 
2/20 

2/20 

2/22 

2/23 

2/23 

2/23 
2/23 

2/23 

2/24 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Meeting with Bubba 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Explore Carolina 

Sports Med Seminar 

FB Lunch 

Coaches Circle 
FB Recruit Viewing Party 

Field Hockey Event 

Visiting Team Use-SB 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

11:00 AM-l:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

8:00-10:30 AM 

9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

Noon-3:00 PM 

12:30-2:30 PM 
3:30-6:30 PM 

TBD 

12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 

Week of February 25, 2013 
Date 
2/25 

2/26 

2/26 
2/27 

2/27 

2/28 

311 

311 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
CREED Mentors 

EXSS Research Symposium 

Phi Gam Pig Dinner 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

7:30 AM-7:30 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 11, 2013 
Date 
2/11 

2/12 

2/12 
2/13 

2/13 

2/13 
2/16 

2/16 

2/17 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Pot Luck Lunch 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Dance Marathon 

UNC Med School 
Visiting Team Use--Base 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
11:00 AM-2:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 
4:30-8:00 AM 
8:00-11:00 PM 
4:00-6:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Kenan Stadium 
Concourse Club 
Visiting Locker Room 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date 
2/18 

2/19 

2/19 

2/20 
2/20 

2/20 

2/22 

2/23 

2/23 

2/23 
2/23 

2/23 

2/24 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 

Meeting with Bubba 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Explore Carolina 

Sports Med Seminar 

FB Lunch 

Coaches Circle 
FB Recruit Viewing Party 

Field Hockey Event 

Visiting Team Use-SB 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

11:00 AM-l:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

8:00-10:30 AM 

9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

Noon-3:00 PM 

12:30-2:30 PM 
3:30-6:30 PM 

TBD 

12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 

Week of February 25, 2013 
Date 
2/25 

2/26 

2/26 
2/27 

2/27 

2/28 

311 

311 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
CREED Mentors 

EXSS Research Symposium 

Phi Gam Pig Dinner 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

7:30 AM-7:30 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4:06 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Boo 
Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; I 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil 

Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Final S-A Missing Book List 

TEXT.htm; Final Book List .xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the final list of all student-athlete books that need to be turned in to Nate immediately. I appreciate 

your patience as our department has been working diligently all week to obtain the necessary information to determine 

the status of all S-A books. This has been a learning process for all of us and going forward we will be able to make the 

return process easier and more efficient. All student-athletes that are on the attached list did sign and pick up the books 
listed. I have copies of the receipts from the book store as proof that the books were picked up. Please make sure that 

these student-athletes have returned the necessary books to Nate by tomorrow afternoon! Charges will be placed on 

their accounts at the beginning of next week. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you all for your help. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

HIST 

ASTR 

PSYC 

GEOL 

DRAM 

DRAM 

HIST 

DRAM 

BIOL 

BIOL 

COMM 

BIOL 

HIST 

EXSS 

AFAM 

PSYC 

AFAM 

PSYC 

SOCI 

AMST 

ASTR 

ECON 

COMM 

HIST 

ENGL 

IFI 
Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

(for I of 3 books for the class) 

(for 2 of 7 books for the class) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:06 PM 

Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 
<bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 

<bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 
Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Final S-A Missing Book List 

TEXT.htm; Final Book List .xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the final list of all student-athlete books that need to be turned in to Nate immediately. I appreciate 

your patience as our department has been working diligently all week to obtain the necessary information to determine 

the status of all S-A books. This has been a learning process for all of us and going forward we will be able to make the 

return process easier and more efficient. All student-athletes that are on the attached list did sign and pick up the books 
listed. I have copies of the receipts from the book store as proof that the books were picked up. Please make sure that 

these student-athletes have returned the necessary books to Nate by tomorrow afternoon! Charges will be placed on 

their accounts at the beginning of next week. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you all for your help. 



I D I 
HIST 

ASTR 

PSYC 

GEOL 

DRAM 

DRAM 

HIST 

DRAM 

BIOL 

BIOL 

COMM 

BIOL 

HIST 

EXSS 

AFAM 

PSYC 

AFAM 

PSYC 

SOCI 

AMST 

ASTR 

ECON 

COMM 

HIST 

ENGL 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

Received/Signed 

(for I of 3 books for the class) 

(for 2 of 7 books for the class) 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date 
2/18 

2/19 

2/19 
2/20 

2/20 

2/20 
2/22 

2/23 

2/23 
2/23 

2/23 

2/23 

2/24 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Meeting with Bubba 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Explore Carolina 

Sports Med Seminar 

FB Academic Presentation 
Coaches Circle 
FB Recruit Viewing Party 

Field Hockey Event 

Visiting Team Use-SB 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
11:00 AM-l:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
8:00-10:30 AM 

9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

Noon-3:30 PM 
12:30-2:30 PM 

3:30-6:30 PM 

TBD 

12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 

Week of February 25, 2013 
Date 
2/25 

2/26 

2/26 
2/27 

2/27 

2/28 

311 

311 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
CREED Mentors 

EXSS Research Symposium 

Phi Gam Pig Dinner 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

7:30 AM-7:30 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 4, 2013 
Date 
3/4 

3/4 

3/5 

3/5 

3/5 

3/6 

3/6 
3/8 

3/8 

3/9 

3/9 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

CREED 

Women’s Bible Study 

Career Fair 

Champions For Christ 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Young Alumni 

Concussion Symposium 

Concussion Symposium 

Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

5:30-8:30 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
8:30 AM-4:30 PM 

8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



Loudermilk Center for Excellence and Kenan Stadium 

Week of February 18, 2013 
Date 
2/18 

2/19 

2/19 
2/20 

2/20 

2/20 
2/22 

2/23 

2/23 
2/23 

2/23 

2/23 

2/24 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Meeting with Bubba 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Explore Carolina 

Sports Med Seminar 

FB Academic Presentation 
Coaches Circle 
FB Recruit Viewing Party 

Field Hockey Event 

Visiting Team Use-SB 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
11:00 AM-l:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
8:00-10:30 AM 

9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

Noon-3:30 PM 
12:30-2:30 PM 

3:30-6:30 PM 

TBD 

12:00-7:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Weight Room 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Pope Box 
Visiting Team Locker Room 

Week of February 25, 2013 
Date 
2/25 

2/26 

2/26 
2/27 

2/27 

2/28 

311 

311 

Event 
bCLA 

Women’s Bible Study 

Champions For Christ 
Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
CREED Mentors 

EXSS Research Symposium 

Phi Gam Pig Dinner 

Time 
6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
12:00-1:00 PM 
8:00-9:00 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

7:30 AM-7:30 PM 
6:00-9:00 PM 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Upper Club 

Week of March 4, 2013 
Date 
3/4 

3/4 

3/5 

3/5 

3/5 

3/6 

3/6 
3/8 

3/8 

3/9 

3/9 

Event 
Explore Carolina 

CREED 

Women’s Bible Study 

Career Fair 

Champions For Christ 

Faculty/Staff Bible Study 

Athletes in Action 
Young Alumni 

Concussion Symposium 

Concussion Symposium 

Lacrosse Pre Game Meal 

Time 
8:00-10:30 AM 

6:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

5:30-8:30 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 

12:00-1:00 PM 

8:00-9:00 PM 
8:30 AM-4:30 PM 

8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

8:00 AM-6:00 PM 

TBD 

Location 
Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 

Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 
Concourse Club 
Concourse Club 
Upper Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:56 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:06 AM 

@gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cd~rickson@unc.edu>;                          ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cibox~email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; ~nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           ~gmail.com;       @gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 3-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 
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March Recruiting REMINDER 

Calendar With the NCAA men’s and women’s 

Baseball basketball tournaments right around the 

Contact Period March 1-31 corner, all athletics department staff 

members, student-athletes, and others 
Men’$Ba$1~,~b~ll associated with college athletics (e.g., FAR, 
Recruiting Period March ~-3~ Chancellor) are re~nded that gmnbling is 

strictly prohibited by NCAA regulations. 
~omen~ Ba~ball ~s precludes ALL TO~NAME~ 
~a~c~ ~ri~O M~mh ~-3~ POOLS, regardless o£ the cost involved 

(e.g., $5.00 pools). In addition, this 
~oo~ball prohibition includes, but is not li~ted to, 
Quiet PeriodMarch~-3~ ~C office pools, as well as o~ine 

, tournament challenges ~d March Madness 
~ * ~¢~**~ "Pick’em" contests in which there is a cost to 
O0ntact Period March $-35 enter and an opportunity to win cash or a 

prize at the completion of the contest. 

~ O0ntact Period March $-35 P~CIPA~ON AW~DS FOR 

~ O0ntactPeri0d March $-35 An institution may provide participation 
aw~ds for participation in a special event to 

rr~¢k/¢ro** ¢ou~ any student-at~ete who is eli~ble to 

O0ntact Period March $-7 represent the institution in the event, even if 

Dead Period March 8-9 the student-athlete does not travel to the 

~ O0ntact Period March ~0-3~ event or represent the institution in 

competition (e.g., injured student-athlete, 

~11~11 travel squad or participation li~t). It is not 

~ O0ntactPeri0d March $-35 pen~ssible, however, to provide special 
event participation aw~ds to student- 

~her$~o~ atNetes who are not eli~ble for competition 
arch $-35 (e.g., academically ineligible, transfers 

serving a year in residence). 

FACEBOOK ~PS 

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION OF 

PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATI-ILETES 

Remember that the process to recruit prospec- 
tive student-athletes to become Tar Heels 

should be left up to the coaches! However, 

when a prospective student-athlete comes on 
cmnpus for a visit, the only people allowed to 

interact with them are coaches, student- 
athletes, and institutional staff members. In 

addition, we may not permit outside entities 

to participate in the recruiting process. 

There should never be public co~wununication 

via Twitter, Facebook, or other social media 
outlets with prospective student-athletes, at 

any time. This includes messages to express 

excitement about him/her becoming a Tar 
Heel, or in anticipation of an upcoming offi- 
cial visit. As an institution we can only con- 

firm that we are recruiting a prospective stu- 
dent-athlete. It is not permissible to publicize 

or promote cmnpus visits, the prospective 
student-athlete’s abilities or the impact they 
could have as a future student-athlete. It is 

also not permissible to arrange or produce any 
personalized recruiting aids (e.g. personalized 

jerseys, video/audio presentations, or decora- 
tive items/additions to any locations he/she 

will visit) during an official visit. 

Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962- 

6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu) if you 

have any questions regarding the promotion 

and publicity of prospective student-athletes. 

Below are some helpful tips regarding what is permissible and impermissible when using Facebook, Twitter or other social media. 

Permissible: Impermissible: 

-- Send a private message to a prospect (i.e., inbox to inbox), pro- - Post messages on the "wall" of a prospect’s page 

vided the prospect is of age to receive email - Publically Tweet out information regarding a prospect 
- Accept or initiate a friend request after the following dates: - Accept or initiate a friend request prior to the following dates: 

Men’s Basketball: June 15 following prospect’s sophomore Men’s Basketball: June 15 following prospect’s sophomore 
year year 
Other Sports: September i of prospect’s junior year** Other Sports: September i of prospect’s junior year** 

- Send recruiting materials via the email function (pursuant to - Post a link to a permissible recruiting item (per Bylaw 13.4.1) 
the dates outlined in Bylaw 13.4.1) on the "wall" of a prospect 

**If your program has created a "fan page", it is permissible for anyone (regardless of age) to become a "fan" of the page. However, any 

direct communication with prospects via the fan page would be limited to that which is outlined as permissible in the above chart. General 

updates could be published, but the updates would go to everyone who is a fan and cannot be prospect-specific. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:27 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 

Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @gmail.com >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 6:27 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:21 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent Blanton < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare 

Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @gmail.com >; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 

<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Suits, Christy H." <Christy_Suits@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:54 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updates and Patches Tomorrow - Please Read 

TEXT.htm; image001 .png 

(Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello Everyone, 

This has been a busy few weeks for virsus, hackers, spyware and other vulnerabilities. There are a lot of patches to push 

out. I am asking everyone leave their computers on and turn on any lab or extra computers in your area tomorrow 

night. 

There are Softball and Baseball games tomorrow night. I will not send patches to systems involved with the events until 

11pm. This includes Sports Information, Ticketing, Sports marketing, and New Media. If there are other systems that 

need to be patched later tomorrow evening please let me know and I will make those adjustments. 

Thank you. 

Christy Suits 
ITS-OSS System Analyst[or UNC Athletics 
Email: Christy_Suits@unc.edu 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: registration for the fall 

TEXT.htm 

Subject: re: registration for the fall 

Team, 

When you are putting your fall class schedules together, please keep the following in mind: 

Practices will be from 2:30 - 4:00 pm each day next fall. Players should be finished by I pm MWF or 12:30 pm TR (or 1:45 if you 

have to) to allow for treatments. 

Most Mondays will be off so that would be the day to take a lab if you have to take an afternoon lab. Otherwise, try to take it in 

the evening. 

Monday and Tuesday evenings are best for evening classes / labs. 

We will be traveling quite a bit on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, so try not to schedule classes / labs / recitations / etc. 

on those days. 

Any questions, let me know. 

* recruits - you will be doing your class registration with our academic advisor, Tony ¥ount, at CTOPS orientation this summer, so 

you don’t really need to worry about this now, I just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(;orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John R Montgomery 
<jmont@unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’John Starling’ 
<j starling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton W 
(;reech <kcreech@unc.edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 
<kmack@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell 
<mterrell@unc.edu>; Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; 
<        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         ~gmail.com>; 
Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 32513. docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:01 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(;orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John R Montgomery 
<jmont@unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’John Starling’ 
<j starling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton W 
(;reech <kcreech@unc.edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 
<kmack@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell 
<mterrell@unc.edu>; Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; 
<        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

r@gmail.com>; Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 40113.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell ¯ 
work " (919) 962-4316 



Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 8:01 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(;orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John R Montgomery <jmont@unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’John Starling’ <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 
(;leary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton W (;reech <kcreech@unc.edu>; ’Amy 
Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <kmack@unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu>; Nathan Scott 
Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu>;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 40113.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:07 PM 

~gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>;                         ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cibox@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; @nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           @gmail.com;       ~gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stet~hens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - April, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 4-3-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 
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AWARDS BANQUETS 

As the end of the year approaches and you 

are planning your banquets, please 

remember that, with few exceptions, family 

members and friends of student-athletes 

must pay the per person cost for attending 

the banquet. NCAA legislation (Bylaw 

16.6.1.6) allows us to cover banquet costs 

only for student-athletes and their spouses 

and children. We may also provide compli- 

mentary admission to parents or legal 

guardians of senior student-athletes who 

are in their final year of athletics eligibility. 

All other relatives and friends must pay to 

attend. The price to attend must include 

the cost of the meal, as well as linen rental, 
serving fees, cost of paper goods, catering 

charges, gratuities, etc. In order to calcu- 

late a per-person fee, divide the total cost 

for the event by the number of attendees. 

NLI SIGNING PERIOD 

The spring NLI signing period for all sports 

other than basketball, field hockey, foot- 

ball, soccer, and track and field begins April 
17th and runs through August 1st. Coach- 

ing staff members from sports utilizing this 

signing period may make unlimited tele- 

phone calls to prospects from April 17th 

through April 19th. 

Please note that the sports associated 

with this NLI signing period are in a dead 

period from Monday, April 15th through 

Thursday, April 18th. 

Men’s and women’s basketball spring signing 

period begins April 17th and ends May 15th. 

Basketball coaches may make unlimited 

phone calls to a prospect from April 17th 

through April 19th. Please note that the sport 

of basketball is in a dead period from 

Monday, April 15th through Thursday, April 

18th. 

During a dead period, it is not permissible to 

make in-person recruiting contacts or 

evaluations on or off the UNC campus. This 

also prohibits any prospect visits to UNC’s 

campus, as well as the provision of compli- 

mentary admissions to prospects for campus 

athletics contests. Please see Bylaw 13.02.5.5 

for more details. 

CONTACT RESTRICTIONS AFTER 

SIGNING NATIONAL LE’I-fER OF 

INTENT 

After prospects have signed NLI’s, coaching 

and administrative staff members are per- 

mitted to contact them through unlimited 

phone calls. 

On the calendar day after a prospective stu- 

dent-athlete signs an NLI, coaches are also 

permitted unlimited text messaging, as well as 

unlimited contacts with or evaluations of the 
prospect, subject to several exceptions noted 

in Bylaw 13.1.5.8.1. 

NEW INTERPRETATIONS 

SPREAD ON BAGELS: It is now permissible to provide spreads on bagels. Some permissi- 

ble spreads include: butter/margarine, jelly/jam, cream cheese, honey, vegemite, and peanut 

butter. The spread must be able to be spread and does not include other toppings such as 

eggs or meats. For clarification, the term "bagels" also encompasses other breads/pastries/ 

muffins. 

Apparently, it is now the NCAA’s position that there was never any prohibition regarding this 

legislation. Rather, it appears that, nationally, institutions operated under an incorrect inter- 

pretation for the past four years. 

ICING ON COOKIES: During an official visit, if you provide cookies as a reasonable snack 

for a prospect, it is permissible for the cookie to be iced in school colors as well as for the 

icing to be a rendering of your school logo. Other reasonable snacks that come in small bags 

may have tissue paper and ribbon in school colors and/or feature the school logo. Snacks may 

not be personalized. 

April Recruiting 
Calendar 

Quiet Period: April 1-14, 21, 

28 

Evaluation Period: April 15-20, ..... 

22-27, 29-30 .... 

Quiet Period: April 1-3 
Dead Period: April 4- 11 

(noon) 
Recruiting Period: April 11 
(noon)- 14 
Dead Period: April 15-18 
Evaluation Period: April 19-21 
Recruiting Period: April 22-24; 
Quiet Period: April 25 
Evaluation Period: April 26-28 
Quiet Period: April 29-30 

Women’s Boslaetboll 

Contact Period: April 1-4 

Dead Period: April 5-11 

Quiet Period: April 12-14 

Dead Period: April 15-18 

Evaluation Period: April 19-23 

Quiet Period: April 24-30 

Gymnmtics 

Contact Period: April 1-14 

Dead Period: April 15-22 

(noon) 

Contact Period: April 22 

(noon)- 30 

Field Hoclaey~ $occer~ 

Troch/Cross Country 
Contact Period: April 1-30 

All Other Sports 

Contact Period: April 1-14 

Dead Period: April 15-18 

Contact Period: April 19-30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 11:35 AM 

.@gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>;                          ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cjbox@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; John James 
Dougherty <dmj ohn@live.unc.edu>;         @gmail.com;      @nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           @gmail.com;       @gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stet~hens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - May, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 5-2-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the May, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 
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May Recruiting 

Calendar 
Baseball 

Contact Period: May 1-31 

Men’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: May 1-15 
Dead Period: May 16-25 
Quiet Period: May 26-31 

Women’s Basketball 

Quiet Period: May 1-31 

Football 

Evaluation Period: May 1-31 
Quiet Period: May 5, 12, 19, 

26, 27 
**Days must be designated in total 

evaluation days from April 15- 

May31. All days not designated for 
evaluation are considered a quiet 

period. ** 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: May 1-23 
Dead Period: May 24-27 

(noon) 
Contact Period: May 28 

(12:01pm)-31 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Contact Period: May 1-23 
Dead Period: May 24-26 
Contact Period: May 27-31 
*Evaluations may occur at one event 

during deadperiod, prodded event is 
conducted Mthin a 100-mile radius 

of the championship site) 

Softball 

Contact Period: May 1-27 
Dead Period: May 28-31 

Track/Cross Country 
Contact Period: May 1-31 

Volleyball 
Quiet Period: May 1-24 
Contact Period: May 25-31 

Other Sports 

Contact/Evaluation Period: 
May 1-31 

.... COACHES CERTIFICATION EXAM 

The Coaches Certification Exam for the 2013- 
2014 academic year will be held on Thursday, 
May 30, 2013 at 9:00 a.m. on the 2nd floor of 
the Loudermilk Center for Excellence in 
classroom 2301. The session will begin with a 
review session by the ACC staff followed imme- 
diately by the exam at approximately 10:00a.m. 
Please bring your 2012-2013 NCAA manual and 

Laptop to the exam. The exam will be conduct- 
ed electronically, which means that coaches will 
receive results immediately following exam 
completion. UNC requires that all coaching 
staff members, including volunteer coaches 
and Directors of Operations, prepare for and 
take the exam, even if they do not recruit off- 
campus. 

ORIENTATION 

Please notify all incoming student-athletes of the 
Orientation session for Varsity Student-Athletes 

and their parents. The presentation by Academ- 
lCS and Compliance will include topics such as 
NCAA Eligibility Center, Financial Aid, and 

services provided by the Academic Support Unit 

SUMMER EVALUATIONS 

Coaches, please remember that evaluations of 
prospects that occur outside of the prospect’s aca- 
demic year (summer only) DO NOT count against 
the annual number of recruiting opportunities. 
Contacts that occur with a prospect during this 
time period DO COUNT against the annual num- 
ber of permissible recruiting opportunities and 
must be reported to the Compliance Office 
through AC S. 

SUMMER CAMP DOCUMENTATION 

At least one week prior to the start of each camp, 
coaches must complete and submit the following 
forms to Lmace in the Compliance Office: 

¯ Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

¯ Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

¯ Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

These tbrms should be signed a~d submitted, even 
if they do not apply to your paacticular camps. For 
a~y camp conducted in June or July that is missing 
documentation, a hold will be placed on that 
sport’s account with the business office in a man- 
ner consistent with other delinquent paperwork in 
August. Forms are located on the J: Drive in the 
Complaince/Camps and Clinics tblder. Please con- 
tact Lance (3-7259) with any questions. 

POST-SEASON CERTIFICATION 

Spring Sports who will be competing in any 
championships after the completion of ex- 
ams, be on the lookout for a post-season cer- 
tification memo from Lance. The Registrar 
will be certifying student-athlete’s post- 
season eligibility status based on the Spring 
2013 semester. 

PROSPECTS JOINING LOCAL 
SPORTS CLUB 

Remember that prospects enrolling initially in 
the fall CANNOT relocate to Chapel Hill for 
the summer and join and work out with a local 
sports club with which one of our coaching staff 
members is involved. Please contact Tom if 
you have questions. 

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 

Coaches: The Compliance Office is in the process of meeting with all student-athletes 
regarding various summer issues. Part of this presentation includes information on summer 
employment, ff any of your student-athletes obtain a summer job, please have them com- 
plete the Student-Athlete Employment Form. This form is located on the J:/drive. 

NEW INTERPRETATION 

RECRUITING CONVERSATIONS AT CAMPS AND CLINICS 

Camps and clinics ARE considered an athletics competition or athletics event. Therefore, a host 
institution’s coaching staff member may not engage in recruiting activities. Examples include: 
campus tours for recruiting purposes, meetings with faculty members, complimentary admis- 
sions, and extending written offers or aid. You may participate in recruiting conversations with 
prospective student-athletes participating in the institution’s camp or clinic. Any recruiting 
activities that occur after completion of the camp or clinic are subject to applicable re- 
cruiting calendar restrictions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 4:44 PM 

@gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
~antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@live.unc.edu>; (;aft J Boxberger 
<cjbox@email.unc.edu>; (;rystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; John James 
Dougherty <dmj ohn@live.unc.edu>;         @gmail.com;      @nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; Grant M 
Leiendecker <gleien22@live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. (;owell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D (;opeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna (;arey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 
Korie Sawyer <kcsawyer@live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc. edu>; _         @gmail. com;       @gmail. com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UN(;AA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - June, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 6-3-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 
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COACHES CERTIFICATION 
MAKE-UP EXAM 

The Coaches Certification Make-Up Ex- 
am for the 2013-2014 academic year will 
be held on Wednesday June, 12 at 9:00 
a.m. on the 2rid floor of the 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence in 
classroom 2301. The session will begin 
with a review session followed immedi- 
ately by the exam at approximately 
10:00a.m. Please bring your 2012-2013 
NCAA manual and Laptop to the exam. 
The exam will be conducted electronical- 
ly, which means that coaches will receive 
results immediately following exam com- 
pletion. UNC l~quil~s that all coaching 
staff members, including volunteer 
coaches and Directors of Operations, 
prepare for and take the exam, even if 
they do not recruit off-campus. For 
those who aren’t able to make it to the 
make up exam, you will need to contact 
Lissa Broome (         ema~l.unc~ed~) 
in order to schedule an individual make- 
up time as ACC policy requires the CCE 
to be administered by the FAR. 

ELIGIBILITY MEETINGS 

The Compliance Staff will be notifying 
coaches regarding scheduling team fall 
compliance meetings. Remember that 
student-athletes may not participate 

in any countable athletically-related activ- VOLUNTARY WORKOUTS 
ity prior to signing the Drug Testing Con- DURING THE SUMMER 
sent Form and completing their physical 
or updated medical histo _ry with their In order for any athletically related activity 
athletic trainer,                           to be considered "voluntary," all of the foI- 

lowing conditions must be met: 

NEW LEGISLATION: 
OFF-CAMPUS RECRUITING 

During June and July, in all sports other 
than basketball, a coach out on a recruiting 
trip does not need to return to the institu- 
tion’s campus before engaging in addition- 
al recruiting activities, provided that no 
more than the maximum number of off- 
campus recruiters in a particular sport are 
engaged in off-campus recruiting activities 
each day. For example, in softball, during 
the academic year, only two coaches are 
allowed to be off-campus recruiting at any 
given point. However, during June and 
July, all 3 coaches may be off campus as 
long as there are only 2 (the off-campus 
recruiting limit) participating in recruiting 
related activities on any given calendar 
day. 

As of August 1, 2013, the limit on off- 
campus recruiters will be eliminated. At 
any point, the full allotment of coaches for 
a given sport will be allowed to be off - 
campus recruiting. For example, in the 
same scenario above, after August 1, all 3 
softball coaches may all be off-campus 

participating in recruiting related activities. 

(a) The student-athlete must not be re- 
qqired to report back to a coach or 
other athletics department staff mem- 
ber (e.g., strength coach, trainer, man- 
ag~r), any infdrmation related to the 
activity. In addition, no athletics de- 
partment staff member who observes 
the activity may report back to the stu- 
dent-athlete’s coach any information 
related to the activity. 

(b) The activiW must be initiated and re- 
_quested solely by the student-athlete. 
Neither the institution nor any athletics 
department staff member may require 
the student-athlete to participate in the 
activity at a_ny time. However, it is 
permissible fdr an athletics department 
staff member to provide information to 
student-athletes related to available 
opportuni~ie.s, for participating in vol- 
untary activities. 

(c) The student-athlete’s attendance and 
participation in the activity (or lack 
thereof) may not be recorded for the 
purposes of reporting such information 
to coaching staff members. 

(d) The student-athlete may.not be subject- 
ed to penalty if he or she elects not to 
participate in the activity. In addition, 
neither the institution nor any athletics 
department staff member may provide 
recognition or incentives (e.g., awards) 
to a student-athlete based upon his or 
her. ~ttendance or performance in the 
activity. 

Track!Cross Country 
Contact Period: June 1-4 
Dead Period: June 5- 8 
Contact Period: June 9-30 

Volleyball 

Contact Period: June 1-30 

Other Sports 

Contact Period: June 1-30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 4:21 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: FW: (NYT) The Qua& Grant Hill’s Response to Jalen Rose (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:51 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Career Prep program tonight -- please forward to your teams ... (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 10:51 AM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Career Prep program tonight -- please forward to your teams ... 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Academics friends, 
Could you all please forward the below info to your teams? (They should already have gotten it from their 
coaches and as an ACS email to all of them, but I figure one more reminder couldn’t hurt!) 
Thanks! 
--Dana 

Career Prep Program: Career Advice for Student-Athletes, from Student-Athletes 

March 28, 7-8 p.m. (That’s tonight!) 
Smith Center Memorabilia Room 
(Door faces Koury Natatorium, just off Bowles Drive) 

-- Come hear from a panel of former UNC student-athletes now working in a wide range of fields 
-- Also get info on resumes, cover letters and career preparation assistance offered by University Career 
Services 

Dress is casual -- come as you are! 

Questions: 
Dana Gelin 
dgelin@unc.edu 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
wv~,itarheelblue, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:50 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: NO Staff Meeting Tomorrow (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, April 4, 2011 5:01 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Staff Meeting Tomorrow (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,2011 9:49 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Compliance Newsletter - April, 2011 (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, April 5,2011 5:29 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Barbara’s Hours (from groupwise) 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, April 14, 2011 1:29 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 

Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Hoots 
<amyhowe@ad.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; 
Amy Piland <apiland@ad.unc.edu >; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Alisa 

Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Athletics 

Administration <-Athletics Administration@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Baseball <- 

Baseball@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Basketball - Mens <-Basketball - 
Mens@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Basketball - Womens <-Basketball - 
Womens@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson 

<bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

Christopher Luke <cluke@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Communications <- 
Communications@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Computing <- 
Computing@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis 

Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Van Horn 
<cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 
<dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dawn 

McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge 
<djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe <dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Debbie 

McDermott <dmcd@ad.unc.edu>; Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Emily Cozart <ecozart@ad.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; - 
Equipment Managers <-Equipment Managers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 

<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Facilities <-Facilities@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Neal Harrell <harrelln@ad.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; - 

Human Resources <-Human Resources@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 



<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janine Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Josh 
Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jeff 
Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; James Spurling 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jen 

Ketterly <ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Kevin 
King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary 

Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; -Lacrosse - Mens <-Lacrosse - 
Mens@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry 
< mberry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Brown < mbrown@uncaa.unc.edu >; Don 

McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie Dubnansky 
< mdubnans@ad.unc.edu >; Dino Megaloudis < megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 
<mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Mary Alyson Touloupas 

< mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu >; Thomas Myslinski < myslinski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; -New Media <-New 
Media@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadine Faustin-Parker 
< nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Norris McCleary 

< nmcclear@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         ~uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Operations <-Operations@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch 

Davis <pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Penny Jernigan <pennyj@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Pamela Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pete Watson <pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 
< rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rich DeSelm < richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ron Miller < rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Rowing <-Rowing@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Tate < rtate@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ryan 

Vanhoy <rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Humphries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Smith Center Admin Offices <-Smith 

Center Admin Offices@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Smith Center Maintenance <-Smith 
Center Maintenance@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Soccer <-Soccer@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 
Softball <-Softball@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Pittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu >; - 

Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Strength Coaches <-Strength 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Trulock < strulock@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Student- 
Athlete Development <-Student-Athlete Development@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sue 

Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; Troy Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tripp 

Phillips <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Travel Office <-Travel 

Office@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith 
<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Lawrence < uncdiving@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; -Volleyball <- 
Volleyball@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Weight Room <-Weight Room@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Athletic Dept Play Day 

TEXT.htm; Playday Form.pdf 

MEMO 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

Athletic Department Personnel 

Dick Baddour 

Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 5, 2011 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in a golf, tennis or walking outing. 

Please complete the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Beth Miller by April 27th. if 

you would like to play golf with specific people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average 

score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30 a.m. at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 

p.m. We have not finalized details for walkers, but will let you know prior to May 5th. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Dick Baddour 



Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 5:34 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NIKE SHOES 

TEXT.htm 

firstchoice Y 6.5 

second choice Z 6.5 

Thanks Shane 

Tony Yount 

> > > Shane Parrish 9/20/2011 3:53 PM > > > 
Dear Athletic Dept Employee, 

It’s time for you to order a pair of NIKES. All athletic department employees that do not have a personal Nike 

allotment or NIKEELITE, are eligible to order. ATTACHED, you will find the available shoes in categories by 

gender. Please REPLY to this email, with 2 choices and the SIZE. 

(Example. ist- A (11), 2nd- X(9.5)) 

ALL ORDERS ARE DUE BY FRIDA Y, SEPTEMBER 23RD AT 5PM. 

THANKS, 

B. SHA~¢~ PARRISH 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: my tickets 

TEXT.htm 

ive changed that in our system, if you dont have anything forwarded, or we dont get it returned, just let me know if you 

dont have anything by the 17th, ill reprint them for you 

B. SHA~¢~ PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 

> > > Tony Yount 11/8/2011 1:43 PM > > > 

Hello Shane, 

Basketball tickets. Mine were mailed, I"m sure, to an old address that was in the system, in the 

Tony Yount 

T now live at: 

Let me know what ~ need to do to make it right 

Thanks 

Tony 



hope you get to go to San Diego 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 12, 2011 2:18 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 
< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

interesting article from CHE 

Penn State, Motivated Blindness, and the Dark 
Side of Loyalty 
November 11, 2011, 3:12 pm 

By Tom Bartlett 

~Vhy didn’t somebody do something? 

That’s the maddening question you ask yourself when you read the grand jury report that details the horrible crimes 

witnessed by Penn State employees and reported to superiors. No one intervened. No one held the perpetrator 

accountable. No one stopped the abuse, which then allegedly continued for years. 

Presumably, the employees and their superiors all consider themselves ethical people, in many other situations, no 

doubt, they’ve conducted themselves honorably. And yet, judging by the evidence that’s been made public so far, they 

didn’t do the right thing when it counted most. 

Why not? 



A new book titled Blind Spots: Why We Fail To Do What’s Right and What to Do About It (Princeton University Press) offers 

some clues, in that book, the two authors, Max E. Bazerman and Ann E. Tenbrunsel, write about the child-abuse scandals 
of the Catholic Church, specifically about how Joseph Ratzinger, then a cardinal and now the pope, has been accused of 

helping to cover up the abuse. Part of the problem, they write, could be so-called motivated blindness. "Without 

excusing any behavior that led to the abuse of children, we believe that it is possible that the pope’s loyalty to his 

organization may have blinded him to the seriousness of his actions," they write. "Rather than a defense of unethical 

behavior, motivated blindness offers a psychological explanation of how unethical behavior may come about." 

I spoke to Tenbrunsel, who is a professor of business ethics at the University of Notre Dame, this morning. She absolutely 

sees a connection between the apparent cover-up that happened at Penn State and cover-ups within the Catholic 

Church, not to mention Enron and other financial scandals. It exposes what she calls "the dark side of loyalty," how a 

quality usually regarded as a virtue can, in certain situations, dissuade people from behaving ethically. 

But it’s more than that. Studies have shown that people tend to underrate the degree to which they’re acting in their own 

self-interest (the authors refer to this study on blood donation). They think other people act according to their own self- 

interest, but they don’t believe they’re affected by the same bias. The subtle influence of our peers and the situation itself 

is much more powerful than we realize. That is one of the blind spots the authors write about. 

Another is indirect blindness. Bazerman and Tenbrunsel cite studies that show that when responsibility is shifted from 

one party to another, people tend to view the first party as less culpable. [n the example they use, people are asked 

whether it’s ethical for a drug company to triple the price of a cancer drug. People generally say no. But if the same 

company sells the drug to another company at an inflated price, which then requires the second company to raise the 

price even more, the first company is ethically off the hook. 

The notion, as Tenbrunsel puts it, is that "as long as ~ can pass it along and make it somebody else’s responsibility, ~ no 

longer own that." 

Being aware that we’re biased in this way is a good first step, but it doesn’t solve the problem. Other studies have shown 

that we "tend to believe that while others may fall prey to such inconsistencies, we ourselves are immune to them." So 

what’s the solution, assuming there is one? 

Tenbrunsel believes that there can’t be domains of an organization that are considered beyond reproach. She suggests 

letting employees know that the organization wants them to report wrongdoing. But of course none of that matters if 

those higher up the food chain don’t follow through and actually take the allegations seriously, rather than minimizing 

them. That, she says, is the central failure. 

thought this passage was particularly apt for the current situation, if you substitute "university officials" for "executives": 

When people stand by the unethical actions of their subordinates, they own that unethical action. Their 

silence suggests that their only problem with the unethical action is that it was detected. We should hold 

executives accountable for the actions of their employees when all evidence suggests that the organization 

tolerated unethical behavior. 

This entry was posted in Uncategorized. Bookmark the permalink. 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15, 2011 1:42 PM 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Field Hockey NCAA Itinerary 

NCAA Tourney Itinerary Nov 16th 2011.pdf 

Attached is the itinerary for Field Hockey this week. 

Have a great trip and pull ’em through! Go Heels! 

Sara Koenig 

Carolina Athletics - Olympic Sports 

Carmichael Arena 

919.962.5231 

skoenicl@ u ncaa.u nc.edu 

"Our love for this place is based on the fact that it is, as it was meant to be, the University of the people." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21, 2011 10:09 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Couch and chair 

TEXT.htm 

If there is anyone that has a couch and chair they are no longer using, or considering sending to Surplus, please inform 

Greg Law so these can be used in the Olympic Sport referee locker room in Carmichael Arena. 

Greg can be reached by lawdawq@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you. 

[~onna 
13opartmont of Athletics" 

Womon’~" t~s’kotb~ll Offieo 
Phono." (010) 
F~x." (~1~) 0G2-2~06~ 



See responses below in red. 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: ,20:26 
To: Nesvet, Rebecca; Navalinsky, David B; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir 
Subject: NCAA tournament absence 

Hello professors, 

As it turns out tonight, the UNC volleyball team has made the NCAA tournament this year and our first rounds will be 
played in Malibu, California. Therefore I will be missing classes Wednesday - Friday. Could you please let me know the 
following: 

1. Will there be any homework to make up? 

Yes, of course See the syllabus on Sakai for the due dates of the remainder of Unit 3. As always, work is to be turned in 
using Sakai Dropbox. 

2. Will there be any tests or exams that I will need to take? 

No, but we will be workshopping Unit 3 projects. 
Again, it’s your responsibility to check the syllabus for this info. 

3. Will there be any papers that I need to submit? 

Yes, see above and the syllabus. 
Please get notes from someone via email so you can catch up on workshop exercises, peer critique, etc. 

Our academic adviser Tony Yount will be on the trip with us, so if there are any exams that need to be taken he will be 
able to administer them. I will hand you a hard copy of our travel letters for my absence this week while I’m here this 
week be it tomorrow or Tuesday. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 30, 2011 11:30 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Lunch option 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Nesvet, Rebecca" <nesvet@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 6:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: ~carolina.rr.com 

TEXT.htm 

From: Nesvet, Rebecca 
Sent: 18:01 
TO: ~ 
Subject: RE:      ~carolina.rr.com 

Yes, of course you missed pertinent work - there aren’t any classes in which nothing is done. 
The fact that you missed something pertinent is evident from your confusion about the assignment. 
You can do 2 things about that. (a) bring your draft final project to class for workshopping and (b) see me during office 
hours. As I expect you have realized, given the very large number of assignments that you’ve missed or completed 
poorly, you will need to do very well on your final. 

Best wishes, 

Ms Nesvet 

From’, ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: 20:42 
To: Nesvet. Rebecca 
Subject:      ~carolina.rr.com 

Hi Professor Nesvet, 

I apologize for the second email but the reason I’m just trying to confirm the direction of the paper and the correct 
format and to find out if there is anything pertinent that I missed because I was absent for team volleyball travel. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13,201l 2:23 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated booklist as of 12.13.11 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 2:23 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist as of 12.13.11 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of 12.13.11.xlsx 

All, 

Please see attached the updated booklist. 

i have deleted the following: 

T have added the following: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

TO1TI TilTl!neF1Tlan s 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 



Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7851 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
timmerma~s@uncaao m~coedu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Sweats - Respond ASAP if you want to order! 

TEXT.htm; navy hoodie whitee.jpg 

From KARA: 

Hey Everyone, 
So I know some of you want to order the sweats that we got this year. I would like to place the next order Tuesday the 
27th if possible. 

Prices 
Hoodless sweatshirt :31 
Sweat pants@ @ @ @:29 
Shipping@ @ @ @:5 

You can order as many as you want. I need to know name number and size. They take about 3 weeks to come in! 

More information to come about who to make the checks out and where to send them. But if you like to order, please 
respond ASAP! 

@*PLEASE EMAIL to order: .~live.unc.edu@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 11:46 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: book list as of 12.27.11 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 11:46 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

book list as of 12.27.11 

Booklist as of 12.27.11.xlsx 

Hi all, 

Hope you all had a great Christmas! I have made the following changes: 

ADD: 

DELETED: 

Thanks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 1:43 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated booklist as of 1.6.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 8:35 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 8:35 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; @ u ncaa.u nc.edu >; 

"@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @ad.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@u ncaa.u nc.ed u >;                   @u ncaa.u nc.ed u >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Schedule 

January 2012.docx 

See attached for Loudermilk/Kenan calendar of events. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 3:43 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated book list as of 1.9.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 4:00 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: SA’s in a underload for Spring 2012 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 9:21 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated book list as of 1.12.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:00 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 7:53 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 29, 2012 2:48 PM 

)gmail.com 

Fwd: Collegiate Race Series 

FlLE.msg 



From: Brandt Fuller ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:47 PM 

To: Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; akidd@unc.edu; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
amy.hoots@unc.edu; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; apiland@unc.edu; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York 
<ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 
<bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland <bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati 
<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 
<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connie Conway 
<cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; cholliday@unc.edu; 
Christy_Suits@unc.edu; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; d_mcpherson@unc.edu; daldridge@unc.edu; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; dbassett@townofchapelhill.org;        ~gmail.com; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>;       ~unc.edu; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
dino@unc.edu; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; dlowe@unc.edu; dmccauley@unc.edu; 
Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; Daxryl Sanders 
<dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy 
<duffyce~uncaa.unc.edu>; ecozart@unc.edu; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~mindspring.com; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; emontross@unc.edu; 
Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; finance@townofchapelhill.org; 

7@gmail.com; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; jaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; jbarnwell@unc.edu; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; jholland@unc.edu;,       ~nc.rr.com; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; jmont@unc.edu; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Steinberg 
<jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Whitman 
<jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
<kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; kcreech@unc.edu; Kathy Dutton <kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; kimajones@unc.edu; Kyle Lang <klang@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
kmack@unc.edu; kmarlowe@uncaa.unc.edu; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig 
<koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington <kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
kpennoyer~townofchapelhill.org; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.col~                      ~unc.edu>; lmstewart@unc.edu; Lee Snyder 
<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; m dubnansky@unc.edu; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~nc.rr.com; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
mbrinkley@townofchapelhill.org; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
mcarusona@townofchapelhill.org; Michael Crowe <mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>; mkleinschmidt@townofchapelhill.org; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; mterrell@unc.edu; Mary 
Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; nbaber@unc.edu; nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu; 
nharrell@unc.edu;                    b~unc.edu>; nthorp@email.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; parksrec@townofchapelhill.org;            @gmail.com; Pamela 
Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; planning@townofchapelhill.org; Pete Watson 
<pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Brewer <rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 
<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>;        ~uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; rvanhoy@email.unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 
sally@ibiblio.org; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett 
<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig 



Subject: 

<skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; sue_walsh@unc.edu; Sharon Wagner <swagner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
tdsmith@unc.edu; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; tmaynor@unc.edu; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa Vanderford 
<tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; vcatoe@unc.edu; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; yarborough@uncaa.unc.edu; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Collegiate Race Series 

Dear University of North Carolina Administrators, Tar Heels Athletic Department, and the City of Chapel Hill, 

My name is Brandt Fuller and I am contacting you today to gain insight into and hear each of your respective office’s thoughts on a venture 
I am exceedingly interested in pursuing. I am not attempting to solicit anything nor am I seeking any financial assistance; instead I am 
anxious for any advice and support you may give, as well as any contacts you could put me in touch with regarding my proposal. I would 
be grateful for any feedback, be it positive or negative, and am hopeful you will read this letter in its entirety as I believe this idea has 
enormous potential in bringing solid financial and charitable benefits to the University of North Carolina, as well as the city of Chapel Hill for 
years to come. 

First and foremost I would like to provide you and your staff with a brief summary of my background. I am 26-years-old, I have a Bachelor 
of Science in Business Administration from the University of Kentucky (    ) and a Master of Science in Accounting from DePaul 
University,      I currently live on the northside of Chicago and serve as an investment accountant at a private equity firm in downtown 
Chicago. Prior tg my existing role, I spent a year of my career as an international and federal tax accountant at a large Fortune 500 
company, as well as four years as the Assistant Director of Tournament Operations at a private golf club in Lexington, Kentucky. 

Despite my professional life keeping me consistently busy, I always find time for my biggest passion - running. In fact, many of my 
weekends every year are spent at road races throughout the country, time which I consider very well spent. There are many great races 
out there, but only a handful that I make room for on my calendar year-after-year. Being the huge football fan I am, three of these are the 
Soldier Field 10-Mile in Chicago, the Green Bay Half Marathon, and the Sunburst Marathon in South Bend. Why do these three continually 
covet spots on my schedule? They each have incorporated football stadiums into their race course, primarily by way of running through 
the tunnel and finishing at the 50-yard line - a very rare opportunity for a common fan at most venues. It is always such a thrill to turn that 
last corner and see the stadium just above the tree-line, to run through the concourse and out onto the field. Notre Dame even has the 
band playing the fight song as you emerge from the tunnel, an experience that is unforgettable for someone who always had dreams of 
becoming the next Rudy. 

These three races stand out because of the campus and stadium atmosphere that surround the event. As result, I have frequently asked 
myself why there are not more races like them throughout the country. The opportunity is certainly there, yet year-after-year, this 
opportunity is lost. We all understand the incredible passion alumni and college sports fans alike have for their respective schools and 
teams, so why not create a race that gives them a chance to run through campus and out of that tunnel so they too may experience 
something they have probably dreamt about since they were a kid? 

To speak to this opportunity, I am always amazed at how fast the majority of the races I enter continue to expand, yet continue to sell-out 
time and time again (even throughout the financial downturn). The best example that comes to mind is the Hot Chocolate 5k/15k in 
downtown Chicago each November. By race standards it is immature as 2011 marked just its fourth year, but looking back, its success is 
staggering. In its first year in 2008, it had just 2,744 runners. But it grew in 2009 to 8,630 runners. In 2010, it exploded, selling out with an 
attendance of 25,170 participants. And in 2011, they lifted the capacity and nearly 32,000 runners signed up. Furthermore, RAM Racing, 
the organizer of the event, just announced they were expanding to Washington D.C., Dallas, San Diego, San Francisco and Phoenix within 
the next year. While they have suffered some growing pains in terms of management and design, the numbers speak for themselves. 

With all of this in mind, I have envisioned a new road race series that will be aimed at alumni, fans, and any other interested parties that 
would take part on college campuses around the country with one key ingredient- finish at the 50-yard line of some of the most storied 
stadiums in all of college football. This would potentially involve a Half-Marathon, a 5K, and a Youth 1-Mile Fun Run all to be done within 
just a few hours on an institutional selected date, one that I would be hopeful could remain similar year-after-year (as you are reading this, 
it is important to note that a similar message has been passed along to key staff members at multiple other colleges and universities 
around the country). 

A race series like this would not only give runners the thrill of touring the campus and running out onto the field (most likely with the playing 
surface somewhat covered so as to protect it), but it would also be a wonderful marketing tool for the University of North Carolina and the 
ACC Conference. Furthermore, it could potentially have a dramatic effect on the retail and hospitality industry in Chapel Hill (i.e. the largest 
half-marathon in the world at 45,000 runners, the One America Indy Mini 500 that kicks of the Indianapolis 500 Festival in early May, on 
average, brings $15-$20 million to the city of Indianapolis. Equally impressive is the Air Force Marathon in Dayton, Ohio, that in 
September attracted over 13,000 runners and brought in an estimated $10.7 million to the Dayton economy. And on a much grander 
scale, the Chicago Marathon and the New York City Marathon had economic impacts of $175 million and $375 million to their respective 
cities in 2011). However, beyond all of that lies the most important part of this proposal - it would revolve around the central objective of 
donating to both the university foundation and athletic department of North Carolina, as well as to local and national charities. 

Given the complexities of how a university operates financially, this is an area I would specifically like to touch on and seek any counsel 
from those familiar with this type of situation. I have already applied for a patent for my idea and am planning on forming either a 501 
(c)(3) non-profit organization or simply a Limited Liability Corporation with the sole purpose of raising funds for higher education entities 



and charitable causes. If given the green light to move forward with my proposal and use your facilities, as well as Iogos and trademarks, I 
would like to utilize my organization as a major donor to your institution. If I am able to qualify for 501(c)(3) status, I believe I will be eligible 
to receive grants and solicit donations to help with things like tech-shirts and bib-numbers, as well as post-race food, water, etc. After that 
is taken care of and other remaining things like licensing, marketing, security, EMS, and other associated operating expenses are paid for, 
all the remaining revenue would be divided and donated to national and regional charities, as well as to your institution and athletic 
department. Of note, however, is that organizing and directing these races would become a full-time career for me and perhaps five or ten 
others (depending on how many colleges agree to let me use their facilities). Yet having said that, it is important to point out that my 
potential associates and I are not looking to profit from this, only to earn salaries in line with 501(c)(3) regulations and comparable to what 
we may earn in similar positions in today’s market. Our payroll would come off the top of the revenue in the form of an additional operating 
expense while still allowing for somewhere between 75-85% of all revenue being donated - the number one and primary objective of this 
endeavor and one that I am prepared to put in writing within a contract. 

With that said and looking ahead at very basic and preliminary numbers, it becomes quite apparent that these events could have a 
dramatic financial impact for everyone involved. Based on several surveys, as well as other races in the region, I believe the following is a 
very realistic expectation: 

loMile                5K                HalfoM 
5K                HalfoM      Total       Total       Net     Percent 

Year Runners            Runners            Runners Revenue            Revenue             Revenue    Revenue Expenses Proceeds Donated 

I 2 
3 
4 
5 

15 
2O 
3O 
4O 
5O 

$300 
$400 
$600 
$800 

$1,000 

5OO 
1000 
2000 
3500 
5000 

$17,500 
$35,000 
$70,000 
$122,500 
$175,000 

2OOO 
5000 
10000 
15000 
20000 

$130,000 
$325,000 
$650,000 
$975,000 

$1,300,000 

$147,800 $100,000 $47,800 
$360,400 $150,000 $210,400 
$720,600 $200,000 $520,600 

$1,098,300 $250,000 $848,300 
$1,476,000 $300,000 $1,176,000 

TOTAL $2,803,100 
4duetosubstantialsta~-upcostsincurredin Years ***Please note the 75-85% donation level is reached in Year 

32.34% 
58.38% 
72.25% 
77.24% 
79.67% 
73.71% 
1-3. 

I do not believe it is an unreasonable projection to state that over the next five years, this project has the potential to benefit the before 
mentioned parties by almost $3,000,000 and over $1,000,000 annually beyond that with a 5-year average donation of over 70% of revenue 
(per institution). 

VVhile recognizing that the remarkable numbers from the Hot Chocolate 5k/15k referred to above are taken from a race whose course 
travels through a major metropolitan area is important, it is not irrational to think this type of success is possible amongst the 57,233 
residents, who along with approximately 29,390 North Carolina students make up Chapel Hill and its surrounding area. Some ideas to 
draw people in include holding the race in conjunction with the annual spring football game or the Sunday morning after a regular season 
home game to capitalize on the thousands of fans in the stadium and around campus the day prior. Within that logistical scenario lies the 
economic draw - people travel to the game (many from out-of-town), but rather than return home immediately after, they stay on and 
around campus, they go out to eat, they go shopping, and they stay in hotels, all in order to remain in town until after the race the next 
morning. Plus, your institution would have the welcome ability to sell concessions and merchandise to the runners and spectators on race 
day. An additional idea would be, in an effort to spur further attendance, concession sales, and merchandise sales (as well as future fans), 
to offer discounted tickets to race participants and their families for other athletic events on campus on race weekend or throughout the 
remainder of the athletic calendar. The list of scenarios is countless, but each finishes with a substantial uptick in sales, attendance, and 
funding for the University of North Carolina and the Tar Heels Athletic Department. 

I have run well over 400 races since my first when I was in the fourth grade. Although I admit I certainly have things to learn about the 
management side, I feel as though these experiences, when combined with the four years I spent planning and hosting large corporate golf 
events, have provided me with enough valuable insight to be successful in seeing my proposal through. However, being given the 
opportunity and support from those that share this common vision within your administration and athletic department is an imperative 
component of this initiative. 

Runners want what we all want - a good experience that provides a reason to return next year. This is established via a nice race packet 
with shirts they would be proud to wear, a first-class medal to provide them with a memory of their accomplishment, a well-thought out and 
scenic course, an exciting day filled with music and fun for everyone involved, and a helpful management team who realizes it’s not about 
them, but about the participants and spectators on not just race day, but every day. 

I realize there will be some licensing and trademark issues to deal with, but imagine runners receiving a Tar Heels-themed tech shirt, the 
band playing ’Tm a Tar Heel Born" as participants race through the tunnel of Kenan Memorial Stadium and out onto the field, a medal 
depicting your school’s iconic "NC" logo awaiting them at the finish line, and even an added perk such as the receipt of an ACC-themed 
medal if they were to run all 12 (soon to be 14) races within a three or four year period. It is hard to imagine an event that provides all that 
not being tremendously successful when you consider the hundreds of thousands of North Carolina alumni in addition to the vast amount 
of Tar Heels fans worldwide. 

This idea is in its very early stages and as mentioned, I am seeking both advice and assistance from your institution to learn more about 
what would be involved in putting something like this together. Furthermore, I am eager to be connected with the right people, no matter 
the department, to help turn this vision into reality. 

There are thousands of races in the United States every year, but very few that could offer what this series could. With the backing of the 
University of North Carolina, as well as other member universities of the ACC and conferences around the country, a race event in this 
series has enormous potential to benefit students, schools, charities, cities, conferences, runners, and fans. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you in the very near future. 



Best Wishes, 
Brandt Fuller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@unc.edu> <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Fwd: ACC Announces Future Regular-Season Scheduling Format 

TEXT 1.htm 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yakola, Amy" <ayakola@theacc.org> 
Date: February 3, 2012 11:49:50 AM EST 
To: "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Bubba Cunningham" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
"Dan Radakovich (drad@athletics. gatech.edu)" <drad@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Theresa Wenzel 
(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu)" <twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu>, "dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu" 
<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>, "spederson@athletics.pitt.edu" <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Gene 
DeFilippo (Gene,d@bc~edu)" <Gene.d@bc.edu>, "Jody Mooradian (mooradio@bc,edu)" 
<mooradjo@bc. edu>, "Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.ta_~gart@bc, edu)" <robert.taggart@bc. edu>, "Sue 
Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu)" <sue.bidstrup@~hb~:gatech.edu>, "Janie Hodge 
(hodge@clemson.edu)" <hodge@clemson.edu>, "Barbara Kennedy-Dixon 
(kbarbar@clemson.edu)" <kbarbar@clemson.edu>, "Terry Don Phillips(pterry@clemson.edu)" 
<pterry@clemson.edu>, "Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu)" <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>, 
"Jaclyn Jacki Silar (i silar@duaa.duke, edu)" <isilar@duaa. duke.edu>, "Kevin White 
(kwhite@duaa.duke.edu)" <kwhite@duaa.duke.edu>, "Martha PutallazPhD (putallaz@duke.edu)" 
<putallaz@duke.edu>, "LissaL. Broome (lbroome@email.unc.edu)" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, 
"Brandi Stuart (bstuart@fsu.edu)" <bstuart@fsu.edu>, "Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu)" 
<rspetman@fsu.edu>, "mwasylenko@maxwell. syr.edu" <mwasylenko@maxwell. syr.edu>, "Clyde 
McCoy (cmcco-g@med.miami.edu)" <cmccov@med.miami.edu>, "Connie Nickel 
(cnickel@miami.edu)" <cnickel@miami.edu>, "Shawn Eichorst (sme@miami.edu)" 
<sme@miami.edu>, "Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu)" <d~vow@ncsu.edu>, "Michelle Lee 
(michelle lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>, "Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu)" 
<sam~ardue@ncsu.edu>, "saa01@pitt.edu" <saa01@pitt.edu>, "djgross@syr.edu" 
<dj gross@syr.edu>, "rmbaumga@syr.edu" <rmbaumga@syr.edu>, "Nicholas Hadley 
(Hadlev@umd.edu)" <Hadle-g@umd.edu>, "Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu)" 
<kevina@umd.edu>, "Loft Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu)" <lebihara@umd.edu>, "Craig Littlepage 
(ckl9e@vir~inia.edu)" <ckl9e@vir~inia.edu>, "Carolyn Callahan (cmc@vir~inia.edu)" 
<cmc@virginia.edu>, "Jane Miller(jm2y@virginia.edu)" <_im2y@virginia.edu>, "Larry Killough 
(larry@vt.edu)" <larry@vt.edu>, "SharonMcCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu)" <smcclosk@vt.edu>, 
"Jim Weaver(weaverj @vt. edu)" <weaverj @vt. edu>, "Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu. edu)" 
<carmicha@wfu.edu>, "Barbara Walker(walkerbg@wfu. edu)" <walkerbg@wfu. edu>, "Ron 
Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu)" <wellmanr@wfu.edu> 
Cc: "Brad Hostetter" <bhostetter@theacc.org>, "Cecelia DiAmico" <cdiamico@theacc.org>, "Jeff 
Elliott" <jelliott@theacc.org>, "John Swofford" <jswofford@theacc.org>, "Karl Hicks" 



<khicks@theacc.org>, "Kris Pierce" <kpierce@theacc.org>, "Lindsey Babcock" 
<lbabcock@theacc.org>, "Michael Kelly" <mkelly@theacc.org>, "Nora Lynn Finch" 
<nlfinch@theacc.org> 
Subject: ACC Announces Future Regular-Season Scheduling Formats 

ACC Announces Future Regular-Season Scheduling Formats 

�onference schedules will go to nine games in football and 18in basketball; League will sponsor 26 
sports with new 14-member structure 

For Complete Release: http://www.theacc.com/genrel/020312aaa.html 

For Immediate Release 
February 3, 2012 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. - Atlantic Coast Conference Commissioner John Swofford announced today the 
future scheduling formats as approved by the ACC’s Faculty Athletic Representatives and Athletics 
Directors. 

The announcement was made following the annual ACC Winter Meetings and will go in effect once 
Pittsburgh and Syracuse become playing members in the conference. 

"We have been engaged in discussions on the various options for integrating Pitt and Syracuse since 
early fall," said ACC Commissioner John Swofford. "It’s a tremendous tribute to the leadership at our 
schools that we will be able to seamlessly add Pitt and Syracuse at the appropriate time when they 
become full playing members." 

A breakdown of the future scheduling models include: 

Football: 
The Atlantic and Coastal divisions will remain the same with Syracuse joining the Atlantic and Pitt 
joining the Coastal. The current primary crossover partners will remain consistent with Syracuse and 
Pitt becoming primary crossover partners with each other. 

When Pitt and Syracuse join the ACC, the league will play a nine-game conference schedule. The 
format will consist of each team playing all six in its division each year, plus its primary crossover 
partner each year and two rotating opponents from the opposite division. This six-year cycle allows 
each team to play each divisional opponent and its primary crossover partner six times (three home 
and three away) while also playing each rotating crossover opponent two times (one home and one 
away). 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball: 
As previously announced, the ACC will play an 18-game conference schedule beginning in 2012-13. 

When Pitt and Syracuse join, each school will have one primary partner (Boston College and Syracuse; 
Clemson and Georgia Tech; Duke and North Carolina; Florida State and Miami; Maryland and Pitt; NC 
State and Wake Forest; Virginia and Virginia Tech). 

The scheduling model will be based on a three-year cycle during which teams will play every league 
opponent at least once with the primary partners playing home and away annually while the other 12 
rotate in groups of four: one year both home and away; one year at home only; and one year away 
only. Over the course of the three-year cycle primary partners play a total of six times and all other 
conference opponents play four times. 

The format allows each program to see opponents with more regularity and creates an increase in 
competitive balance throughout the teams. 

It was determined that all 14 league members will continue to compete in the ACC Men’s and 
Women’s Tournaments and a decision on the Tournament formats will be announced at a later date. 



Olympic Sports: 
All team sports will continue to play each conference team at least once during the regular season. 
Baseball is the only exception as they currently don’t play all conference opponents. 

The league will continue to sponsor an ACC Championship event in all sports. The only exception will 
be volleyball, which will continue to recognize its champion from regular-season play. 

The conference will sponsor an ACC Championship in the sport of gymnastics. There are currently 
three institutions that sponsor gymnastics (Maryland, North Carolina and NC State) and with the 
addition of Pitt, the ACC will have four programs, the necessary number in the league’s bylaws to host 
a conference championship. The ACC previously sponsored a conference championship in gymnastics 
in 1984. 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 

4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

ayakola@theacc.org 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 

~ ACC_email_signature_sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 8:59 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 8:16 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:16 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate 

Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Schedule 

.docx 

See attached. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 8:34 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:34 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

.docx 

Schedule is attached. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 9:26 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated booklist 2.21.2012 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist 

TEXT.htm; Booklist as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added the following SA: 

Thanks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 8:09 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:09 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan/Loudermilk Schedule 

.docx 

See attached. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 12:29 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: Reminder: Career Fair Tuesday evening 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 12:27 PM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder: Career Fair Tuesday evening 

TEXT.htm 

Here are two upcoming events (the first one tomorrow evening), that feature some of the major public figures in the 

ongoing conversation on the future of college athletics. This is an important issue for the future of UNC. Both 

programs should be very interesting! 

"Big-Time College Sports: What Needs to Change?" 
Panel Discussion with Taylor Branch, William Friday, and Charles Clotfelter 

Moderator: Will Blythe 

Tuesday,        5:30 p.m. 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/news/index.php! 

"Big-Time Sports and the University" 

A Conversation with Joe Nocera of the New York Times 

Moderator: Jan Boxill 

Wednesday,          5:30 pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Theater, UNC Chapel Hill Free and open to the public 

For more information: 

http://noceraconversation.web.u nc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 8:23 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:22 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Schedule 

.docx 

See attached for Kenan/Loudermilk schedule for the next few weeks. Thanks. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 10, 2012 2:30 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Loudermilk Center/Kenan Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:30 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Loudermilk Center/Kenan Schedule 

docx 

See attached for upcoming events. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 12:53 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Graduating Seniors 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Graduating Seniors 

TEXT.htm; Graduates.xls 

Hello Academic Advisors, 

it’s time to start planning for our     Student-Athlete Graduation Reception! Attached you will find an excel document 
with all of our seniors by sport (scroll along the bottom to view sheets for the sports you cover). Please let me know who 

is graduating May     Summer     OR December     Email me back with additions/deletions. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 8:59 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:59 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Stewart <elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 7:36 AM 

tony.yount@gmail.com 

Fwd: Reminder about your invitation from 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 26, 2012 10:13 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbroug h@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center schedule. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:23 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:23 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbroug h@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Schedule 

docx 

See attached for the upcoming schedule for Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 7:57 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbroug h@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in KenanStadium and the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Have a good week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 14, 2012 2:06 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:06 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley Bethel < bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock 

<khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbroug h@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

TEXT.htm; .docx 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office- -919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 8:40 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 

Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

TEXT.htm; .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 8:01 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:01 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

TEXT.htm; docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 1:34 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Summer book list as of 4.30.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 1:34 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Summer book list as of 4.30.12 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer 2012).xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the book list for the summer. I will keep you up to date with changes as they become available. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 12:21 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated booklist as of 5.4.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:21 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Eassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Elay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer .xlsx 

All, 

See attached. A couple of additions to session I: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 7:47 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:47 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

TEXT.htm; .docx 

See attached for upcoming events. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 3:01 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated Summer booklist as of 5.8.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:01 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

:@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Summer booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

All, 

I deleted 

Tom 

and added and 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 2:26 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated summer booklist as of 5/9/12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:26 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Clay <kfclay@store.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Sharon 
Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated summer booklist as of 

TEXT.htm; Book List (Summer ).xlsx 

Added 

Tom 

to both session I and II. 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 

~Comp~a:~ce: The Ca~°o~a ,¥a,,~] tarhee~b~eoCOm ]1× 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 1:51 PM 

b~gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: Coaches Survey Follow-Up 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 7:55 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 7:55 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

< dgelin@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; @u ncaa.u nc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu >;                    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; _ @gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Events 

61812.docx 

Please see attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 1l:12 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated Summer Session II book list 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 11:39 AM 

b~gmail.com 

Fwd: Coaches’ Anonymity 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 12:31 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Updated summer booklist as of 6.22.12 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 7:54 AM 

b~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 9:12 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Compliance Newsletter - July, 2012 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 9:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu; andrew_perrin@u nc.edu;        @email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; 

@email.u nc.ed u; @g mail.com; ~ u nc.ed u; 

@email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; @nc.rr.com; 
dstroman@email.unc.edu;    @med.unc.edu;-Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu;        @email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.u nc.edu;    ~email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >;      @unc.ed u; joy_renner@med.unc.ed u; 

@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.u nc.ed u; @live.unc.edu; 

lissa_broome@u nc.edu; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 

@american.edu;          @email.u nc.ed u;      ’@unc.edu; 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; @email.unc.edu;    @email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; sfarmer@admissions.u nc.edu;       ~live.unc.edu; 
southall@email.unc.edu; ’ @unc.edu; stephens@sog.unc.edu; 

strohm@email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - July, 2012 

TEXT.htm; 7-2-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 8:17 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 8:17 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 

Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 

<jboone@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; @u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 

<rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; @gmail.com >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 

Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

71612.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events being held in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk center. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 7:49 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 23, 2012 7:48 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

72312.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

73012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:41 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Compliance Newsletter - August, 2012 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu; andrew_perrin@u nc.edu;       @email.unc.edu; 
bbfoster@email.unc.edu;    @email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; 
byeargan@email.u nc.ed u;       @gmail.com; cderickson@unc.edu; 

cjbox@email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu;      @nc.rr.com; 
dstroman@email.unc.edu; epo@med.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; joanna@unc.ed u; joy_renner@med.unc.ed u; 
katsaoun@email.unc.edu; keadey@unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Ioganwr@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu;        ,@live.unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer 
< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mford@american.edu; mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; 
mosley@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; rparsons@email.unc.edu; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; 
@live.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 

stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Terry K. Roberts 

< tkrobe rt @email. u nc.ed u > 

Compliance Newsletter - August, 2012 

TEXT.htm; 8-1-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the August, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 7:54 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Loudermilk Center/Kenan Stadium Schedule 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 7:54 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Loudermilk Center/Kenan Stadium Schedule 

80612.docx 

See attached for upcoming events at the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:45 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone <jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kendra Hancock <khancock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 

< kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack 

< krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

81312.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 7:49 AM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 7:49 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

82012.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 27, 2012 5:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech <kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

82712.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 2:00 PM 

@gmail.com; and rew_perrin@unc.ed u; @email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com;       @gmail.com; cderickson@unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu;     @email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; 

dmjohn@email.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;      @nc.rr.com; 
dstroman@email.unc.edu; epo@med.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu;        @live.unc.edu; 

gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; joanna@unc.edu; joy_renner@med.unc.edu; 

@emai I.u nc.ed u; ~ live. u nc.ed u; @ u nc.ed u; 
Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mosley@unc.edu; 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; ort@email.unc.edu;          @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; rockyh@email.unc.edu; rparsons@email.unc.edu; 
sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 
stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; Terry K. 

Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - September, 2012 

TEXT.htm; 9-1-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 9:05 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 

< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Events 

90312.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:55 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:55 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                          ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 

< nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;                        ~gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

91012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 7:50 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:02 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:01 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 

Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 
<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry            @gmail.com>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

100112.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:22 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Compliance Newsletter - October, 2012 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:21 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - October, 2012 

TEXT.htm; 10-2-12.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the October, 2012 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaao~CoeClu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 1, 2009 10:34 AM 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; bjpolk@unc.edu; bmaddux@email.unc.edu; 
bok@email.unc.edu; bsmith8@email.unc.edu; catgreen@email.unc.edu; 
cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; cjbox@email.unc.edu; 

clineberry@unc.edu; cmock@unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; -Everyone <- 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu>; fclark@email.unc.edu; fisk@email.unc.edu; 
garland_hershey@unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; gregoryc@email.unc.edu; 
gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; 

helen.tauchen@unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jackie_copeland@unc.ed u; jmboxill@email.unc.edu; joanna@unc.ed u; 

kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; 

laura53@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu 

<Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu>; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer 
< mbusby@email.u nc.ed u >;             @gmail.com; 

mfmoore@email.unc.ed u; mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; 

mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; noelle_granger@med.u nc.edu; 
oregon@email.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; Rachel.Willis@unc.edu; 
reznick@email.unc.edu; rhayden@email.unc.edu; sam_chhorm@unc.edu; 
southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; tkrobert@email.unc.edu; 

worleyjb@email.u nc.ed u 

Compliance Newsletter - June, 2009 

TEXT.htm; 6-1-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaao~CoeClu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

Kym N. Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Octavus Barnes 

<obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 
B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Green <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wayne Walden 

<wwalden@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated Book List 

TEXT.htm; Book List .xls 

See attached. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

has been added to the list for 2nd session. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbae@u~caa.u~c.eclu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 8, 2009 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>;jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Kym N. Orr 
< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mary Willingham < mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wayne Walden <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mentors for SS2 

TEXT.htm 

If you have students who will need mentors for SS2- 

can you please let me know by WED of this week!! (this includes new freshmen) 

If you can include: 

Student’s name, courses, and time frame they are available 

this would be great. 

T have a large staff available, just need to let them know if they are working as soon as I can! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               8:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: schedules 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

Thanks for the update on the class schedules. The potential problem ! see is that we are going to try to qualify on 

Tuesdays and Thursdays. class on Thursday would prevent her from qualifying. Hopefully, we can make an 

adjustment there. 

Hope you had a great vacation. Can’t wait to hear about it and see some pictures. 

Ja 

~ Jan Mann - UNC Women’s Golf. 

n 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ladies, 

10:01 AM > > > 

Attached is a list of classes scheduled for your girls that meet after 

1 pm. Wanted to get this to you and see what adjustments we need to 

make, if possible, before the craziness begins in about 10 days. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             6:17 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

blucido@email.unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; fwvogler@email.unc.edu; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 
Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; OctavusBarnes <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sherron 
Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wayne 
Walden <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi All, 
did tell the team today,and her doctors were present as well. 

The team took it very well, but were quite stunned, as we all have been. 

What the doctors and       have requested is that we keep this private 
and when people ask that it is a private matter among her family. No 
public announcement will be made until the family decides, which is not 
yet. One thing       is very concerned about is facebook and asked 
that no one put anything on facebook. I know you all probably don’t even 
use it, but that was the only real concern she had with her teammates, 
so I thought I’d share that with you all. 

She is holding up quite well, and the 

Thanks, 
Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 14, 2009 8:39 AM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2009-10 ACC Manual 

TEXT.htm; 2009-10 ACC Manual.pdf 

MEMO: 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Dick Baddour 

SUBJECT: 2009-10 ACC Manual 

Please note the email from the ACC. The ACC Manual is available to anyone in the Department. 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> > > On 8/12/2009 at 3:39 PM, in message <F7E70CAF42CDA24091A89DB77ACE91A0157C0E5C48@BE188.maiI.lan>, "Babcock, 

Lindsey" < Ibabcock@theacc.org > wrote: 

MEMOR AN DUM 

August !2; 2009 

TO FaCUlty Athletics Representatives 

AthletiCs Direct0rs 
Seni0r W0man Ad~strators 
Compliance COordinators 

FROM: Shane Lyons; ASsociate Com~ssi0ner 

Lindsey Babcock; Director of Compliance and Governance 

SUBJECT: 2009,10 ACC Manual 

ASyoU are aware; due to C0nference �ost Containment i~tiatives, the 2009,10 ACC Manual Will not be 



printed this yeari Thereforei the manua! has been attached to this emai! and wil! als0 be made avai!ab!e to 

member !nSfi!uti~nS 0n [he paSSword pro!eC!ed ACC O~ine Info Sitei !nStruCtionS for access!ng the Si!e are 
included belowi Please forward the attached documem to those on your Campus (eigi, �oachesi 

adminis~rat0rSi e~c.)who Y~a fee! need a copy 0fthe updated manual 

PleaSe !el Us know if you have any qUeStionSi 

InstruCtions for Using intranei.theacc.~rg: 

!. G~to: _h__t__tp://intranet.theacci0rg 
2. EmerUSemame: aCCinfo@theaCc.org 

3. Emer paSSWord: 

4. Select General Information 
5. Select 2009:1~ ~CC Manual 

CC: C~issioner Jo~ D. Swofford 

Lindsey K. BabCOck 

Director ~ Compliance 
336~854~8787 

336~369~0065 (fax) 
lbabc0ck~theac~.~rg, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, June 8, 2009 2:42 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Wayne Walden <wwalden@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

mentors for SS2 

TEXT.htm 

If you have students who will need mentors for SS2- 
can you please let me know by WED of this week!! (this includes new freshmen) 

If you can include: 
Student’s name, courses, and time frame they are available 

this would be great. 

have a large staff available, just need to let them know if they are working as soon as I can! 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:16 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia 
Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jmboxill@email.unc.edu; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
<stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Tutoring 

Good evening, advisers and AC staft?. 

I am emailing you all in regards to tutoring¯ My name is 
and I’m sure that most of you already know me as I have been tutoring 

since last January. I tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but I have 
also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 
and Psychology. 

At this point, I currently am tutoring a few hours per week but I am 
available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 
bills; I hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 
availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 
Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 
Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 
Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 
Thursdays: any time after 1:30 
Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

I am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 

desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 

Thanks so much for understanding, 

¯ I am in 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
jmboxill@email.unc.edu;                      @email.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace 
< stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyou nt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer 

B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More Tutoring 

I appreciate your interest in working more hours in the AC, but right now, we have none to give. if we have more 
demand, then we will keep you in mind for those hours. Please do not email our entire staff; we are inundated with more 

than enough email each day regarding things that are not our particular responsibility. 

Thank you, 

Brent 

>>>                      @email.unc.edu> 
Good evening, advisers and AC staf!! 

10:15 PM > > > 

I am emailing you all in regards to tutoring. My name is 

and i’m sure that most of you already know me as I have been tutoring 
since last January. I tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but I have 

also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 

and Psychology. 

At this point, I currently am tutoring a few hours per week but I am 

available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 

bills; I hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 
availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 

Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 
Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 

Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 

Thursdays: any time after 1:30 

Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

I am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 

desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 

I am in 



Thanks so much for understanding, 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 3an IVlann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: TuesdeYl 5:00 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Weekly Report and PRAC 

Attach: TEXT.htm; Revision Spring Golf Rationale.docx 

....................................................................... T0hy; ....................................................................... 

He~ei~he~e~i~i6~t6~he ~eq6e~ e~!~egiS~[a~i~n~ Le~mekn~wi Y~Uneed~ make ChangeS 

ThankS~ 
an 

~an Ma~n UNC ~en~s Goff 

~Ton7Youn~on~7oun~un~aa:un~:~6u~       7~28p 
~ a ~ h e 

TheS~UdYhall~ep~rt fo ~hiS~eeEappea~Sbe!~ Wed0n~ye~haVe~heC0U~Sein~rmaU0nen~e~edint~he prGg~amtha~WeUSe~0r 
Week!Yrep0~ ~ha ~i!!bed~eby~ex ~eeke~d he~ea~e~0g~ades~0~ep0~t~hef~eshmena~eappF0pda~e!ysChedu!ed~Fi~S eetings 
Wi~h ~e~ ~ell~ ~hey are engaged and reSp0nSible and Wi!l be a j~y ~G ~rE With 
fo~bringinginsu~hg~0dkidS~       !idnOtcomp!e~ehe~S~Udyha!!h~U~S~ I be!ievebecauSe~f~hedinneFa         h6~e 
Wed neSdaYnighLShemiSSed~hefirStSeS~i~ ~6ph~mG~eStUdyhall~ha~W0U!d h a~eearnedher~W~hGU~S~IdOn~tmindthemiSS~b~a 
~ex~mhe !etUngmekn~wwhe~eshewasw0U!dhavebeennice~e ~mmuni~ated ~hatt~he~a!~eady~ 

P r i ~i ~y Re g i St ~ a~ i 

3a~ S~ t~hr0WPri~rityRegis~rati~na Y0US~qUiCk!y~ltisaC!UnkYSYs~em~ha~wehaye here~0t~Yand p~ide~ura~h!e~esa 
bi 0fanadvan~agein~heregiS~ra~i~n S0medetailS0f~ha~pr0¢eSSare 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 1, 2009 6:42 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 7-1-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~ncaaou~coeclu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:10 PM 

~@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; AmandaCooley <acooley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anne Sexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Angel Flow <aflow@uncaa.unc.edu>; AmyHoots <ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. 
Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art 

Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alison Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; 
Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 

’@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew AIIden <AIIden@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam 

Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; antoniot@email.unc.edu; Tony 

Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Anthony 
Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Antonio Pettigrew 
<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa 

Rawls <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu >;                   @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
< bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bonnie Clarke < bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brad 

Davis <bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
bjpolk@unc.edu;    @email.unc.edu;          ~unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; Clarence Morris 
<clmorris@fac.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <Compliance Newsletter- August>; 
Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu >;        @email.unc.edu; Daniel Maddox 

<dmaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Doug Bennett <drb215@email.unc.edu >; 
dstroman@email.unc.edu; fclark@email.unc.edu; garland_hershey@unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu;        @email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.ed u; 

gus@email.unc.edu; gyount@email.unc.edu; hack@smootpsych.com; 

@email.unc.edu; helen.tauchen@u nc.ed u;       @email.unc.edu; 
Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 

joanna@unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; 
jrdaly@email.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 

kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; Kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; Leslie_Strohm@unc.edu; 

lissa_broome@unc.edu;     @email.unc.edu; Latoya Wright 
< Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@ad missions.unc.edu; 
noelle_g ranger@med.unc.edu; :@email.unc.edu; Rachel.Willis@unc.ed u; 

Rebecca Rebmann < rebmann@email.unc.edu >; reznick@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu >;       @email.unc.edu; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; 
:@email.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.ar~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 8:18 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                     @uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics List (8.19.09, 8p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-19-09 8 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

have corrected the PID for 

who is now free to charge books to us. 

(we had the wrong guy before) and have also unhighlighted 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~caa.~xc.ec~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 12:09 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu >; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 

<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                     @uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 
Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah 

<skiziah@email.unc.edu>; Toni Horton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; Spencer 

Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Athletics List (8.19.09, 12p) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (as of 8-19-09, 12 pm).xls 

All, 

See attached. I have removed 

charge books to us. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

from this list, as well as unhighlighted :, who is now clear to 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbae@~caao~Xcoec~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Anthony L Caruso III < 

Friday, January 8, 2010 12:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Hoots <ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. 
Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
akaufman@unc.edu; Alison Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King 
<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; allden@uncaa.unc.edu; amogridge@unc.edu; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony Parker 
<aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Antonio Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Anne Sadler <asadler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bonnie Clarke <bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brie Farley <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; bpalladino@unc.edu; breneman@unc.edu; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baden 
Sharp <bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beverly Smith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; burtond@uncaa.unc.edu; Clarissa Adams 
<cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clara Andrews <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 
<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connie Conway <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2 D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
charliewilliams@unc.edu; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; cholliday@unc.edu; 
(2hristy_Suits@unc.edu; (2.B. McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
colivera@uncaa.unc.edu; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis (2raddock 
<craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; (2harlotte Smith 
<csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Van Horn 
<cvanhorn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
d_mcpherson@unc.edu; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don Hill 
<dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Hooker <dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Joyce 
<dj oyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna J. Papa <dj p@uncaa.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 
<dlowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Delaine Marbry <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don Mc(2auley 
<dmccauley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis <dmegaloudis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Rea <drea@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Darryl Sanders <dsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar 
Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Emily (2ozart <ecozart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 
Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erin Lindsey 
<elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
ewithers@unc.edu; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Frank Maynard III 
<frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gaff Basnight <gbasnight@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; j aimelee@uncaa.unc.edu; Jan Mann 
<j anmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; James Bettcher <jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Boone 
<jboone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Johnny Cake <jcake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff (2onnors 
<j connors@uncaa.unc, edu>; j eff@j eft] anssen.com; j eremywhitehurst@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Jaci Field <jfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Freeman <jfreeman@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High 
<jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janine Holland 
<jholland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Inman 



<jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonathan Miller <jm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
jmboxill@uncaa.unc.edu; John Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha 
<j negalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; j ohnblake@unc.edu; John Brunner 
<j ohnnyb@uncaa.unc, edu>; Jonas Sahratian <j onas@uncaa.unc, edu>; Joyce Dalgleish 
<joyced@uncaa.unc.edu>; jpv@uncaa.unc.edu; Jeff Shepherd 
<jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; j shoop@unc.edu; 
James Spurling <j spufling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Whitman 
<jwhitman@uncaa.unc.edu>; kbrowning@unc.edu; Kirk Callahan 
<kcallahan@uncaa.unc.edu>; kchase@uncaa.unc.edu; Kaflton Creech 
<kcreech@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Crowder <kcrowder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Dutton 
<kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jen Kettefly <ketterly@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kerry Harbor <kharbor@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kim Jones 
<kjones@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin King <kking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 
<kmack@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katherine Marlow <kmarlow@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye Koenig <koenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kent Pennington 
<kp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 
<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; lgerraughty@uncaa.unc.edu; Linda Woods 
<lwoods@uncaa.unc.edu>; m_dubnansky@unc.edu; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matthew McCay <mccay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan 
Ford <mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melissa Glyptis <mglyptis21@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu>; Melinda Joines <mj oines@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Ward 
<mrward@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Steffer <msteffer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen 
Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Willingham 
<mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
nbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu; nericson@uncaa.unc.edu; Nadine Faustin-Parker 
<nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; Neal Harrell 
<nharrell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nina Walker 
<nwalker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; pbarnes@unc.edu; 
Patricia Eafley <peafley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; rackham@unc.edu; Ross Fowler 
<rfowler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 
<rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Costa 
<robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ryan 
Woodruff <ryanw@uncaa.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Brianna 
Apple <santeramo@uncaa.unc.edu>; sarah_haney@unc.edu; Stephen Frazier Wong 
<sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 
<sj ackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Green <sj green@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
somoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul 
<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; spencer@uncaa.unc.edu; spittman@unc.edu; Sean Quinn 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 
<srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock 
<strulock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Pafler <susanpafler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Wagner <swagner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <swalsh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Troy 
Douglas <tdouglas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tdsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Friar 
<tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terri Jo Rucinski <tjrucinski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
tmaynor@unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; T.P. Hutchinson 
<tp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tripp Phillips 
<tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris 
<tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa Vanderford <tvanderford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 
Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wes Satterfield <wsatterfield@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

Getting to know Appalachian State’s JohnMark Bentley 

TEXT.htm 

JohnMark Bentley, the new Appalachian State wrestling head coach, recently took time to do a Q&A session with The Capital Sports Report Biog. 

His interview is about his sports career and views. 

The complete article can be read here <http:/ibit.ly!7bCk×P,> on The Capital Sports Report. 

× 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 26, 2010 10:01 AM 

Blanton, Brent <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: Gen Ed question] 

TEXT.htm; owenbob.vcf 

Brent - please share with the everyone. RJM 

> > > Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 1/25/2010 11:38 AM > > > 
I am always disappointed in students who try to work around the system, 

and those who help them identify loopholes, but will continue to honor 

what I said below: "This was an error made somewhere by someone at 

sometime. We don’t know where or when or how but do know that the 
course was never approved as EE. However, we did publish the information 

and will honor it. It will NOT be tagged EE in the SIS system, but 

documentation attached to the student record (Ram notes) and whatever 
other documentation Carolyn Cannon needs for the official record will be 

accepted - yuk." 

still say YUK. 

Dean Owen 

Crystal Lineberry wrote: 

> Please see the forwarded email from Dean Owen about SOCI 122 counting 
> as an EE in past semesters. We know of at least 12 athletes that have 

> taken SOCI 122 in Fall 2009 and several in Spring 2010 that still need 

> their EE fulfilled so it seems that they believe it will satisfy their 

> EE requirement. SOCI 122 has been listed in every Bulletin since 2006 

> as an EE; however, it is no longer listed as an EE in the 09-10 

> Bulletin. Since it is no longer listed as an EE in the 09-10 

> Bulletin, can we count these courses taken in Fall 2009 and Spring 

> 2010 as satisfying their EE requirement? Are Gen Eds based on the 

> catalog year of the student or gen ed flags for a specific semester? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Crystal 
> 

Original Message ........ 

> Subject: Re: Gen Ed question 

> Date: Wed, 03 Dec 2008 08:59:42 -0500 

> From: Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 
> To: Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu> 

> CC: Amy Dye <atdye@email.unc.edu>, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>, 

> Carolyn Cannon <ccannon@email.unc.edu>, Jamie Samples 



<samples@email.unc.edu>, Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>, 
Rocky J Horton < rockyh@email.unc.edu > 

References: <492DA6F2.5010206@email.unc.edu > 

<492DAFB6.5050805@email.unc.edu > <49317698.50004@unc.ed u > 

<2385EA3F-44C3-4563-B8AB-BCC6BE816CFE@email.unc.edu > 

Stephen - 

This was an error made somewhere by someone at sometime. We don’t know 

where or when or how but do know that the course was never approved as 

EE. 

However, we did publish the information and will honor it. it will NOT 

be tagged EE in the SiS system, but documentation attached to the 

student record (Ram notes) and whatever other documentation Carolyn 

Cannon needs for the official record will be accepted - yuk. 

I hope these students get additional EE courses. 

Bobbi 

Stephen Katsaounis wrote: 

> Dean Owen, 
>> 

> Thanks for your response. This issue concerns (at least for now) the 

> following student: 
>> 

> Another SOC1122 issue relates to it’s status as a Gen. Ed. during 

> the 2008-2009 academic year. it is not tagged as an EE in SiS, but 

> it is in the Bulletin as an EE course. GRADS does not place it into 

> the EE slot since the GRADS audit is looking for the EE Gen Ed. tag. 
>> 

> The following students are taking SOCI 122 during 089: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



> > Degree Audit and NCAA Specialist 

> > Office of the University Registrar 

>> SASB North, Suite 3100, CB# 2100, University of North Carolina at 

>> Chapel Hill 

> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

> > Phone: (919) 962-9852 

> > Fax: (919) 962-6661 or (919) 962-3349 

> > Email: katsaoun@email.unc.edu 
>> 

> > On Nov 29, 2008, at 12:06 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 
>> 

>>> Stephen - 

> > > If the student was an admit as a first time first year student in 

> > > fall 2006 but attended one of the summer sessions in summer 2006 

> > > (with admissions date changed to be effective with the summer 

> > > session), then the EE requirement could apply to the course. This 

> > > occurs with only a few students (such as those who attend Summer 

> > > Bridge and occasionally athletes who attend). We wouldn’t be doing 

> > > any systematic programming to allow those courses prior to the fall 

> > > 2006 term but I imagine that on a student-by-student basis the 

> > > courses could be used to satisfy requirements. 

> > > Carolyn Cannon might be able to address how this is documented as it 

> > > will impact others, such as the Summer Bridge students who would 

> > > have taken their initial math and English courses during summer 2006 

> > > as well. 

> > > Bobbi 

> > > Amy Dye wrote: 
>>>> Hi Stephen, 

> > > > I think this is actually a fairly simple question to answer 

> > > > (refreshing, isn’t it?). Courses taken before Fall 06 are not 

> > > > considered as fulfilling Gen Ed criteria. Gen Ed designations for 

> > > > most courses were effective beginning in Fall 06; courses were 

> > > > reconfigured for that Fall to match the new criteria for the Making 

> > > > Connections curriculum. It’s especially easy to differentiate with 

> > > > the old numbers, since those courses were clearly taken before Fall 

>>>> 06. 

What kind of documentation would be appropriate for your purposes? 

I’d have to think about where this might be documented in an 

official (non-email source. 

> > > > Stephen Katsaounis wrote: 

> > > > > Greetings Amy, 



> > > > > [’ve got a quick question about Gen. Ed requirements for students 

>>>>> who took classes in 063 and 064. 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

> 

> The following student: took SOC] (now SOCI ) 
> during the    semester. From 069 to 089 SOCl 122 counted as an 

> Experiential Education Gen Ed. Does that class count as an EE as 

> well if it was taken during 063 and 064? 
> 

> This is for NCAA certification, so any supporting official 

> documentation would be helpful as well. 
> 

> Cheers, 
> Stephen 
> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

Amy Dye, Ph.D. 

Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Curricula 

College of Arts & Sciences 

3018A Steele Building 

CB# 3504 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3504 

(office) 919/962.5819 

(fax) 919/843.6557 

/The Office of Undergraduate Curricula online/ 

> > > > < htt~;/!www.uncoedU/d@~!~> 
> > > <owenbob.vcf> 
>> 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-6557 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 27, 2010 2:28 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: SAAC Meeting Tonight Pope Box 

Greetings 

SAAC Meeting tonight Wednesday, January 27th at 7pm in the Pope Box. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, JanuaD, 31, 2010 7:22 PM 

Subject: VOLLEYBALL sche&fle FEB 1 - 6 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

DUE TO THE WEATHER CONDITIONS AND ICY ROADS THE UNIVERSITY HAS POSTED THE FOLLOWING AT: www.unc.edu 

Classes are canceled until 10 a.m. on Monday~ February 1, 2010. 

Offices are open on a regular schedule. (Condition 2) Monday, February 1 

so... we have adapted and rearranged the schedule. First, everyone enjoy the morning, (make it a great day). 

Scooter people... DON’T !!!!!!!! do not use your scooters at all. way too dangerous. 

Also be careful where you walk, icy conditions (especially those who are prone to ankle injuries or those who generally have difficulty walking, 

especially walking while talking on a cell phone. :-) 

OK, Here is the plan for the week 

Mondayz February 1 

Monday, February 1 

Weight room hopefully will open approximately 10:00 am (weather permitting) 

All volleyball players need to use Monday as a day of conditioning for aerobic & fitness training. You should go to the weight room at 

some time during the day with a partner (or group) if schedules can be arranged. Greg will have a recommended workout; you can use it to 

work on your specific needs. This is not an optional day; we are switching workout days due to the weather issues. 

Tuesday, February 2 
2:45 PM     All team members meet at Kenan Weightroom. 

Workout will be weights and conditioning (typical Monday workout, 90 minutes) until 4:15 

4:30-5:30 All team members TEAM Volleyball training at Carmichael 

5:30 PM - open gym for competitive play 

Tuesday.. Tony ¥ount’s shoulder surgery.., best wishes for a quick recovery T¥ ! 

Wednesday, February 3 (Regular schedule) 

7:30 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ Kenan 

9:30-10:00 volleyball at Carmichael - SETTERS & DS 

9:30-10:30 AM volleyball at Carmichael- MIDDLE HITTERS 

Thursday, February 4 

2:30 PM Meet at Kenan (jump training) 

3:30-4:30 PM YOGA session 

Friday, February 5 

7:30AM 

9:30-10:00 

9:30-10:30 AM 

TEAM WEIGHTS @ Kenan 

volleyball at Carmichael - SETTERS & DS 

volleyball at Carmichael - OUTSIDE HITTERS 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6 

KIDZ ROCK VOLLEYBALL CLINIC 11:00 to 1:00 PM at Fetzer Gym 

together 1... 2... 3... "HARD WORK 

have a good night- GO HEELS! 

Joe Sagula,     Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLTNA 

P.O. Box 2126 - #131 Carmichael Auditoriu~- 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515    emaJl:jsagula@unc.edu 

(9i9) 962-5228 office (919) 843-8643 fax 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAHPS: (919) 612-7©09 

CAHP email: carolinavolleyballcamDs@vahoo.com 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS: w’~^,e~.~:arhe~’lblue.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

)~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; 

~hotmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~hotmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 

!gmail.com; 

~bellsouth.net; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

!email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

!comcast,net; 

~unc.edu;        )~unc.edu; 

~unc.edu; 

!email.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

)~bellsouth.net; 

~hotmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; 

~nc.rr.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu; 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>;                               ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert 

Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; )~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday Study Table Canceled 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 

Tonight’s Study Table is canceled because of poor road conditions. Please be careful if you are traveling; hopefully things will 

be thawed out enough to get things up-and-running again tomorrow. 

Take care, and let me know if you have any questions, 

Brent 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 

(919) 962.8247 fax 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 
PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu >; 
_~email.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.byahoo.com >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 
.bemail.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

.bemail.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 
.~email.u nc.ed u >; _~email.unc.ed u >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 
.)email.u nc.edu >; .bemail.u nc.ed u >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 
.buncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 

.buncaa.u nc.edu >; 
.~email.unc.edu >; 

~email.unc.edu >; 
.bemail.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

.buncaa.unc.edu >; 
.~email.unc.edu >; 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 
.bemail.unc.edu >; 

.buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
.~email.unc.edu >; 

.buncaa.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 
.bqmail.com >; 

.)uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 
_~email.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 

~bemail.u nc.ed u >; 

~bemail.unc.edu >;                     ~email.unc.edu >; Robert 

Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >;                   .bemail.unc.ed u >; 
.bemail.unc.edu>; Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 
~bemail.unc.edu >; .~uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; .~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~aol.com>; 
.bemail.unc.edu >; )email.unc.edu >; Tony 

.~email.unc.edu >; 
~bemail.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu >; John 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.bemail.u nc.ed u >; 

.bemail.unc.edu>; Kym N. 

)email.unc.edu >; 

~bemail.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.bemail.unc.edu >; 
)email.unc.edu >; 

.~email.unc.edu >; 

.)email.unc.edu >; 
.bemail.unc.edu >; 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  pemail.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu>; Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

.)email.unc.edu >i 

.)uncaa.u nc.ed u > 

S-A Graduation Reception Committees 

TEXT.htm; Grad Rec SAAC sign-up_2.docx 

All others please see attached form 

Choose one (or more) of the S-A Graduation Reception Committees to serve on and send 

information back to ~uncaaouncoedu or me cricket@uncaaoUnCoedU as soon 

as possible. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 2, 2010 11:30 AM 

,bemail.unc.edu; _~unc.edu;    _~email.unc.edu; 
~bunc.edu; _~email.unc.edu; .bemail.unc.edu; 

~unc.edu; Pemail.unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; -Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~email. u nc.ed u; .b e ma i I. u nc.ed u; ,~ e mai I. u nc.ed u; 
" ~, email.unc.edu; Pemail.unc.edu; .bsmootpsych.com; 

.b e mai I. u nc.ed u; .~ u nc.ed u; _~email. u nc.ed u; 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland @u nc.edu; 
jmboxill@email.unc.ed u; 

.bemail.unc.edu; 

.bad missions.u nc.ed u; 
I broome@email.u nc.edu; 
lissa_broome@u nc.edu; 

_~email.unc.edu >; 

_~email.unc.edu; 

.b u nc.ed u; j oy_re n ner@ med.u nc.ed u; 
.b u nc.ed u; .bemail.u nc.ed u; 

.bemail.unc.edu; 
.bemail.unc.edu; 

_~email.unc.edu; 
_~email.unc.ed u; 

.bad missions.u nc.ed u; 

.~email.unc.edu; 

.bemail.unc.edu; 

.~uncaa.unc.edu >;       .bemail.unc.edu; 
.~email.unc.edu;        _~email.unc.edu; 

sportlaw@unc.edu; _~email.u nc.edu; 

Compliance Newsletter - February, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 2-2-10.pdf 

" .bemail.unc.edu; 
.bemail.unc.edu 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



l::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesdav, February 3, 20~10 2:24 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

January SAAC Meeting Minutes 

TEXT.htm; SAAC ~10 minutes JAN.docx; Grad Rec SAAC sign-up.docx 

SAAC members, 

Attached you will find the minutes from our meeting please review and share the information with your teammates. 

Also, we still need some additional help with the Student Athlete Graduation Reception. Thank you to those of you who have already volunteered! Please note that the 
Documents and Distinctions Subcommittee is full but we need people for the Program and Schedule Subcommittee as well as a couple more on Logistics. Please let me know 

if you are free to pitch in and what area you are interested in, (the sign up sheet is also attached) 

Have a great week and Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Doug 

Halverson<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu > <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu > <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

(Doug Halverson) 

Thursday, 1:08 PM 

doug_halverson@alumni.unc.edu; )uncaa unc edu>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

< u ncwlax@ u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

< sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

<tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Subject: Re: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; 

Susan B. Maloy 

~email.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 

_~email.unc.edu> 

Jenny, 

She also needtofillouttheattachedinsuranceform and provide me with copiesfrontand back. 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8519 (O) 

(c) 
919-843-9121 (F) 

> > > "Jenny Slingluff-Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi All. 

12:48 PM > > > 

UNC will join our team as a practice player starting next Wednesday. 

She is doing NCAA paperwork with Lance Markos tomorrow, 

Doug - what do I need her to do for you from a training room/physicals standpoint, ect...? 

- She will be treated similar to our men’s practice players - and will not be required to train with the team outside of the practices 

she attends. 

Susan/Tony - How do I handle this with squad list? I assume since the male players are not on our academic list and their GPA does not 

count for our overall GPA - then it would be the same with    - please let me know. 

Thanks, if I have missed anything or anyone has any questions, please let me know, 



Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19-21) 

www.carolinalacrossecamps:com! 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

doug_halverson@alumni.u nc.ed u; 

Slingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny 

Hi Jenny, 

Thanks for the info on this. Once she completes the paperwork with Lance, she will be added to your squad list, and we 
can make a notation that she will not be competing this semester and that she will only be a practice player. I 

recommend that we have the Registrar’s Office certify her as eligible to compete so that she is not bound by the 
regulations specific to "ineligible" student-athletes, i.e. may not travel with the team, may not dress out for home 

matches, etc. Your agreement with    may certainly be as you described, but this will just help us prevent any 

compliance/eligibility issues. Tony, we will still need to track her eligibility this year if she is going to join the team next 

year. 

Hopefully this all makes sense. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Jenny Slingluff-Levy 

Hi All. 

12:48 PM > > > 

UNC will join our team as a practice player starting next Wednesday. 

She is doing NCAA paperwork with Lance Markos tomorrow, 

Doug - what do I need her to do for you from a training room/physicals standpoint, ect...? 

- She will be treated similar to our men’s practice players - and will not be required to train with the team outside 

of the practices she attends. 

Susan/Tony - How do I handle this with squad list? I assume since the male players are not on our academic list and 

their GPA does not count for our overall GPA - then it would be the same with    - please let me know. 



Thanks, if I have missed anything or anyone has any questions, please let me know, 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19-21) 

www.carolinalacrossecam_p~com! 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 5, 2010 12:31 PM 

>; 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

-Academics <-Academics@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Injury Support Group Meeting 2/11 

TEXT.htm 

SAAC Members, 

Please share this information with your teammates: 

Student Athlete Development would like to announce the start of a new support group for injured athletes. This is an informal and voluntary group designed to offer student 

athletes an opportunity to talk to their peers and learn about ways to cope with recovery. 
The group will be facilitated by                    and other student athletes who have successfully recovered from serious injuries, in addition to Cricket (LPC). The first 

introductory meeting will take place on Thursday February 11th at 8pm in Cricket’s office in the Academic Center. 

Thursday night’s meeting will be an introduction to the group and a chance for you to voice what kind of support you would like to receive and suggestions for guest 

speakers. This group was started to help student athletes but it requires your participation, so please encourage those with injuries to join the group. 

if you have any questions, please contact .~uncaa.unc.edu. 
Thank you and Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 11, 2010 4:47 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; .~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

.~uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

.~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Diversity Education Seminar 

TEXT.htm 

All, 

As part of the budget planning process for the University, administrative leaders are asked annually to identify and report 
on the diversity goals and objectives established for their unit that supports one or more of the adopted University 

Diversity Goals developed to enhance diversity at UNC. 

Athletics submitted a goal to address diversity education for fiscal year 2009-10 by holding a diversity education seminar 
for those who did not attend the seminar in November 2007. This seminar will provide opportunities for staff to enhance 

their understanding and respect for multiculturalism and diversity, it provides a positive learning environment that 

teaches the values of diversity in maximizing the effectiveness of our organization. 



On behalf of Dick Baddour, I am sending you this email to request your attendance at the next diversity education 
seminar, which will be held in the North Box of Kenan Stadium on February 24, 2010. We will ser~e lunch at 11:30 

Please confirm your attendance with                    ~uncaaouncoedu by February 19th so that we can have an 

accurate head count prior to the seminar. There will be sign in sheets as you exit the elevators. 

If you have any questions about this seminar, please let me know. I look forward to seeing you on the 24th! 

Thanks, 

Martina 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 12, 2010 1:21 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

February SAAC Meeting 

TEXT.htm 

Greetings SAAC Members, 

Our February meeting will be held Tuesday, February 23, 2010 at 7pm. Location Ram’s Head Dining - Bell Tower Room. Please forward to me 
any items for the agenda. 
I will email agenda next week. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. Also RSVP to me regarding this meeting. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 1, 2010 2:37 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 3-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,              6:33 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Class Absence Letter for Tuesday 

TEXT.htm; Excused Absence Letter.tif; Absence Date.tif 

Hi Team, 

Tony has prepared a letter for you to submit to your teachers for your upcoming absence on Tuesday        I will 

have copies of the letter available at practice on Thursday (tomorrow). I am also attaching scanned copies of the letter. 
There are two pages.., front and back of the letter. Please submit the letter to your teachers before Tuesday. You can 

either deliver a copy to their office on campus, or send an email explaining the attachments, it is important that you do 

so before missing the classes on Tuesday. 

See you tomorrow (I have your meal money if you did not get it today). 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office Phone: 919-962-5213 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 16, 2010 5:43 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

_~email.unc.edu >; 
.)uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

March SAAC Meeting 

Greetings SAAC Members, 

Our March meeting will be held Wednesday, March 24th at 7pm in the Academic Center, Ram’s 
Room Extension. Please forward to me any items for the agenda. 

I will email agenda next week. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. Also RSVP to me regarding this meeting. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 1:30 PM 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Interpersonal Relationship Violence Study at UNC 

TEXT.htm; Resources.doc; Revised Flyer.pdf 

UNC looking to you for information on future programming and resources ... 



>>> Bob Pleasants <bpleas@email.unc.edu> 3/22/2010 11:41 AM >>> 

Please read, share with students, and post as is appropriate. Note attachments as well, please. 

Interpersonal Relationship Violence Study at UNC-Chapel Hill 
The purpose of this study is to determine the prevalence of interpersonal relationship violence of UNC-CH 
students and the service/resource needs of students who have experienced interpersonal relationship violence. 
The results of this study will potentially provide a foundation for improved sexual and relationship violence 
programming and advocacy efforts for all students at UNC-CH, including those who experience same-gender 
interpersonal violence. If you would like to participate in this study, clicking on the link below will bring you 
to a consent page as well as the survey itself, which will likely take you 10-15 minutes should you choose to 
complete it. Forty (40) participants will be chosen at random and given a $25 iTunes gift card. 
http://studentvoice.com/unc/irvs 
Whether or not you choose to take the survey, attached is a sheet with information about interpersonal 
relationship violence resources for your convenience. Thank you for your interest in this research! If you have 
any questions or concerns about this study, please contact _ ~b, email.unc.edu) or Robert 
Pleasants (bpleas@email.unc.edu). 
This research has been approved by the UNC-CH Institutional Review Board study # 10-0409. 

Robert Pleasants, Ph.D. 
Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 
Counseling and Wellness Services 

CB# 7470 UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone 919.966.3658 Fax 919.966.4605 

NNAre you a student interested in learning more about violence prevention peer education at UNC? 

Email ipv@unc.edu for more info.N~ 

htt p://ca m pu shea Ith. u nc.ed u 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of 

intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:46 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jenny $1ingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

BC Itin 

TEXT.htm; BC Itin.doc; BC Itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 

Please get me your food order tonight. Thank You. 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 1, 2009 10:34 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 6-1-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@uncaa.~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 26, 2010 4:40 PM 



Subject: S-A Panel for GAA Athletic Advisory Committee Meeting 



Attach: TEXT.htm 

Heythere, 

! am looking for 5 - 6 student-athletes to sit on a panel for the April GAA Athletic Advisory 
Committee meeting. 

The date is: Friday, April 9th, 3:30-5 
Location: Royall Room, Carolina Club, GWH Alumni Center 

They are just interested in experiences of student-athletes. We do this every year for them. 

Please let me know if you can do this ... Thanks a million 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

3oe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 5:57 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

2010 CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL BANQUET 

2010_Banquet_invitation_.pdf 

(SEE ATTACHMENTVERSION AS WELL) 
Happy Spring 2010 and greetings from Carolina Volleyball! 

Our players and staff would like to thank you for your support this past 2009 season. 
We would be honored for you to be our GUEST and join us at our 

Annual Volleyball Awards Banquet honorina our araduatin~ seniors: 

along with our 2009 team. 

2009-2010 CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
Please RSVP by HONDAY, APRIL 4, by e-mailing Head Coach~~k~J~ror calling (919) 962-5228. We are looking forward to 

bringing all the Carolina Volleyball family together with a celebratio~a~l~r 1~O~a~tion~. 12:00 - 2:15 PM 
~s~ ~y~IP~I ~ ~ ~ ~D ~IM~ ~ nd floor 

Friday, April 9 Volleyball Alumni KathednKireception ~~t the Rams Head parking deck 

UNC baseball vs. NC State 7:00 PM             12:00 PM Hors d’oeuvres 

Saturday, April 10 Carolina Spring Tournament at the newly F~~i~IY~n~utl°°k speeches 

9:00 AM UNC vs. Furman, 11:00 AM UNC vs. Da~ PM - Buffet Dinner 

1:30 P~ UNC vs. Duke, 2:30 P~ UNC ~ff~~? ~,~ ~ c, ~ r,~ 

S:00P~ UNCvs. CarolinaAlumni~a~mnigues~speak~r- Ka~ieWrigh~,UNC’05 

Sunday, A~i’ ii 2010 Team Banquet, 12:00 noon at the R~,ead ~,~a~p~, ~ 

Joe Sagula 
Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
919 962-5228 office 

:ell 
GO TAR HEELS!! 
Joe Sagula 
Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 30, 2010 8:55 PM 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Kids Club Day @ Women’s Lacrosse this Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 9:54 AM 

-Everyone <-Even/one@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland @u nc.edu; 
jmboxill@email.unc.ed u; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - April, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 4-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbaeO:’~ncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 2, 2010 1:43 PM 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
;Tony 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ODU Info 

TEXT.htm; ODU Springhill Suites Rooming List.xls; ODU Itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 

You are on your own for lunch on Saturday. 

Please bring your own nutritious snacks for the bus. 

Emphasis on healthy nutrition. 

Please bring a large water bottle to hydrate. 

Please email me your dinner order by 8:30am. 

Choices are below. 

Grilled Filet Mignon 
An 8 ounce cut of the finest aged beef tenderloin, grilled to your specification. 
With roasted new potatoes and steamed broccoli 



Cedar Plank Salmon Oscar 
A boneless fillet of North Atlantic salmon grilled and topped with tender asparagus spears~ backfin crabmeat and Hollandaise sauce. 

Served with wild rice and steamed green beans almondine 

Baked Chicken Parmesan 
Classic Chicken Parmesan baked, served homemade sauce and baked with mozzarella and served over linguine 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



FrO~TI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:35 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Subject: Fwd: Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, @ 7pm 

Attach: TEXT.htm 

***Reminder***** 

> > > Cricket Lane 2:30 PM > > > 

This was sent to your first years regarding Carolina CREED. 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your     Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday,         at 7:00pm in the Stone Center (Hitchcock Room). This is our sixth and last meeting 

and we will be covering C in the CREED = Culture - The Carolina Way, (Panel of senior!former student-athletes) and Emotional Fuel - Networks 

determine Net worth. Please be on time ... it is disrespectful to our speakers and mentors. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all freshmen. Your coaches will receive attendance reports. ]fyou have any questions, contact me. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:51 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

NU ftin 

TEXT.htm; NU Itin.doc; NU Itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone, 

Looks like great weather for the Windy City!!! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday: 7:z4 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; ]aimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym N. Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 



Subject: 

Attach: 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 

B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Review Schedule 

TEXT.htm; IMAGE.JPG; Finals Review Schedule.docx 

Good evening, 
There were a few errors on the previous review schedule and we’ve added a few as well. If you have any questions, just let 

me know. This will be the last one that I send out en masse like this; if there are changes, they will be noted on the tutor 
board on the wall just inside the ACs front door. 

Have a good night, 
B 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962.9536 ofc 
(919) 962.8247 fax 
http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/ 

Kenan Field House 

PO Box 2126, CB 31o7 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.31o7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              5:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chem 

Hi Tony, 

So I received this email from            this afternoon. Should I still 
go see him, or would that make me seem too pushy and thus be 
counter-productive? Even before this whole Chem      issue came up, I was 
considering going to his walk-in advising hours tomorrow to possibly 
discuss                      (especially if I decide to graduate in 3 
years) because he seems like a genuinely nice person who may be able to 
give me some advice as to my life and its direction (or lack there of). 
Also, pragmatically speaking, he definitely seems to be a good person to 
"network" with considering his influence in the Chemistry Department. Any 
opinions? Advice? 

Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Chem 
Date: Tue,            13:46:45 -0400 
From: "Todd Austell" <tla25711 @email.unc.edu> 
To: ~email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To )unc.edu> 

Hello 

I’ve just added you to the waitlist for Chem 
First priority for the course is being given to honors 
chemistry majors, high gpa chemistry majors and to students 
who’ve performed well previously in chemistry courses at UNC. 
Since you actually don’t fit those three categories, it’s in 
your best interest to make sure to register or waitlist yourself 
for a regular section of Chem 

Note: While the Chem may appear full right now, we’ll open 
up some spaces in mid- when many students currently in Chem 102 
must drop (due to <C- grades). 

I’ll let you know something for sure about your possible enrollment 
in the class by the end of May. 

let me know if questions. 

Regards, 
Todd 



Todd L. Austell, Ph.D. 
Research Assistant Professor 
Academic Advisor for the Sciences 
Kenan Labs C-142 
Department of Chemistry - CB3290 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

Micah 6:8; Proverbs 3:5,6; Matthew 6:33 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: tiani [mailto:tiani@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:43 PM 
To: 

Cc: ~unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Dropping 

Chemistry      is under controlled enrollment and Dr. Austell is going 
through and maintaining the list of students who wish to be considered for 
the class, you will want to contact him. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Tiani 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: tiani 
Subject: Re: Dropping 

~email.unc.edu] 
12:33 PM 

Dear Dr. Tiani, 

I understand the pre/co-requisite requirements for      Beginning 
Wednesday,          honors courses become open to the general student 
body, so tomorrow I plan to visit Graham Memorial Hall and enroll in CHEM 

(assuming that the class does not fill up between today and tomorrow 
afternoon). If I do not successfully add CHEM I will drop as 
soon 

as possible. I really appreciate your communication on this matter. 
Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



On Tue, 11:30:04 -0400, tiani wrote: 

I am sorry but you do not have the pre- or corequisite to be enrolled 
in      You must have taken or be enrolled in      in order to take 
this lab. Please drop this lab by Friday, otherwise we will have to 
drop you from the course. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Tiani 

Domenic J. Tiani, Ph. D. 
Research Assistant Professor 
Academic Advisor for the Department of Chemistry Department of 
Chemistry The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 
Kenan B128 
(919) 962-1616 (Omce) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Greetings 

Reminder: Welcome Back Picnic today, Monday, 

of rain. 

at 7pm now in the Eddie Smith Field House due to chance 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-843-2040 (’voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 

mobile) 
cricket@unc,edu 

~ Please consider the environment before printing this email, 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 1:01 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

UNC Athletic Department Staff tickets are available for the 2009 NCAA Baseball Regional at Boshamer Stadium. The 
tournament starts Friday May 29th at 2:00 pm as Kansas and Coastal Carolina take the field. Carolina will play 
Dartmouth College at 6:00 pm the same night. Come support the Diamond Heels by coming out to the Boshamer 
Stadium this weekend. 

Complimentary tickets for UNC Athletic Department Staff for all the tournament games will be available on a first come 
first serve basis at Boshamer. The Athletic Department policy applies to you and one guest, or you and your immediate 
family. If you need to 3urchase additional tickets, the cost is $12.00 each and they will be available at Boshamer 
Stadium on game day. 

We look forward to seeing you this weekend for the 2009 NCAA Baseball Chapel Hill Regional! 

UNC Athletic Ticket Office 
GO HEELS[ 
wwwotarheelblueocom 
wwwotarheelblueocom~%tudents 
wwwota rheelblueocom!facu~bz 
1.800.722.4335 Phone lines are open Mon.-Fri. from 8am-Spm. 
To support Carolina Athletics go to wwworamsdubocom. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <jsagulo@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 2:47 PM 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton.5,youn@uncaa.unc.edu~> 

OCTOBER 2009 VOLI,EYBAI i, SCt tEDULE 

TEXT.htm; 2009 VB TEAM Cedendar OCTOBER.xls; 2009 VB TEAM Calendar OCTOBER.pdf 

TO: ALL VolleybaJl players, coaches, staff’,, academic, media, mmkeling, medical ATC ( please send to Ji,nmy & Sarah), & UNC adminis~trators. 
(Players’ and staf!! printed copies’ will be available at practice tooko; October 8) 

Attached is a copy of our practice and competition schedule (pdf format and excel) for October 8, through November 7, 2009. 

Note: Location and thne for a practice on November ~ is still to be determined. 
As alway~s; times are subject to change 

Thank you 

JS 

doe Sagula,     Hea@ Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLTNA 

P.O. Box 2126 - #131 Carmichael Auditori~lm 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 email:isa@ula@unc.edu 

(919) 962-5228 office              (9~9) 843-8543 fax 

home                                   ~ell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS: 

CAMP email: carolinavolleyballcamDs@vahoo.com 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS:     w’.^&~.~arheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~ U ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Friday, April 30, 2010 11:32 AM 









Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Spencer B. 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fwd: Athletic Department Family Picnic 

TEXT.htm 

Just a reminder to send in your RSVP if you plan to attend the Department picnic. 

Thanks, and have a GREAT weekend!! 

> > > Dick Baddour 4/20/2010 4:33 PM > > > 
I would like to invite you and your family to the Athletic Department Family Picnic on May 7, 2010. We will have the 

picnic in the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. There will be plenty of food and inflatable games for kids. 

The picnic and fun will begin at 5:30 p.m. and everyone is invited to the UNC vs. Wake Forest Baseball game at 7:00 p.m. 

if you want to attend the baseball game, just stop by the ticket booth to get tickets on your way in to the game. 

Please return the following RSVP to Beth Miller by April 30, 2010. I look forward to seeing you. 

P.S. If there is anyone in your department that does not have access to email, please make sure they receive this 
invitation. 

2010 Athletic Department Family Picnic 

May 7, 2010 

Number attending the picnic: 

Adults 

Children (over 5 years) 

__ Children (5 years or under) 

Name: 

Please return this form by April 30th to: 

Beth Miller 

Carmichael Arena 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The UniversityofNo~h Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 12:35 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - May, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 5-3-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the May, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 3:42 PM 

Subject: 
Attach: 

2010 VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE RELEASE 

TEXT.htm; 2010 UNC VB schedule.lxtf 

TO TEAM, STAFF, & SUPPORT PERSONNEL: 

Attached is a copy of our 2010 VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE (it has finally been officially approved) 
you can for~rd it on to all parents and friends who need the info 
Good luch with finals 

Co~ch ~S 

Joe Sagula,     Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA 

P.O. Bex 2126 - #131 Carm~chael A@dJtor~um 

Chapel Hi,i, NC 27515    email~jsagula@unc.edu 

(919) 962-5228 offioe               ~%1~) A4R-£~43 fax 

home                                   cell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS: (919) 612-7009 

CAMP emaii: carollnavoiieyballcamps@yahoo.com 

ONFIClAL WEBSITE o2 the TAR NEELS: w%w.ta£heelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 4:55 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reminder: the open enrollment period for the State Health Plan is the close of business on Friday, May 29th. Additional 
information, new rates and enrollment/change details may be accessed at: hr.unc.edu/Data/benefits/health- 
dental/09sh pen roll 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 2:40 PM 

d st roma n @email.u nc.ed u; 
Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
jmboxill@email.unc.ed u; 

I broome@email.u nc.edu; 
lissa_broome@u nc.edu; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - June, 2010 

TEXT.htm; 6-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 15, 2009 9:53 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 10/15/2009 9:46 AM > > > 

Parking Coordinators, please distribute this information: 

In support of the Medical School’s construction on the Image Research Building (IRB), West 
Drive will be closed to through traffic this Saturday and Sunday, 17 and 18 October. 

All entrances to the Cardinal Deck will remain open as West Drive will be closed near the 
intersection with Mason Farm Road. All through traffic will be detoured to East Drive. 

No bus routes will be affected. 

Normal traffic patterns will resume on Monday, October 19. 

For additional information on this project, please contact Janet Buffington, Facilities Planner, 

UNC School of Medicine, at (919) 966-2441. 

Thank you, 

UNC Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 1:28 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edtp 

SEPTEMBER 2009 VOLLEYBALL SCttEDULE 

TEXT.httn; 2009 VB TEAM CalendsJc SEPTEMBER.pd£ 2009 VB TEAM Calendar SEPTEMBEt~_.xls 

TO: ALL Volleyball players, coaches, staff) academic, media, mmkeling, medical, ATC ( please send to Ji~nmy & Sarah), & UNC adminis~trators. 
(Players’ and staf!! printed copies will be available at practice today, Sept 1) 

Attached is a copy of our practice and competition schedule (pdf format and excel) for September 1, through October 10, 2009. 
As alw~’,s; times are subject to change 

Thank yon 

.IS 

doe Sagula,     Hea@ Volleyball Coach 

HNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA 

P.O. Box 2126 - #131 Ca~michael Auditorium 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 email:isa@ula@unc.edu 

(919) 962-5228 office               (~%/ 8~2-8543 fax 

home                                   cell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAHPS: 

CAMP emaii: carol~navoiieyballcam~s@yahoe.com 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS: wws.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:54 PM 

Cc-" 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Today 

TEXT.htm 

Please be ready to practice at Navy OR E-Haus. 

We will let you know, when we know. 

Freshman, 
Please have Rage Cages ready to move to E-Haus 

Thanks! 

Carolina Winter Elite Camp 

DECEMBER 18-20, 2009 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 19, 2009 8:53 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

I have a 48 in floor model nice tv if anyone in the athletic dept can use it. It is for athletic dept use only not your home. 
( SORRY FOR THAT ) PLEASE CALL ME ASAP I need to move as quick as possible. I am checking voice mails and email,s 
as much as I can. i am not spending a lot of time in my office so if you are interested please call me on my cell. 

One other item, PLEASE RESPECT OUR EMPLOYEES who are trying so hard along with the sub contractors to get Kenan 
Stadium ready for the season and not park were you don,t belong. 

I hope that all of you will get to see the improvements that have been made soon and be as proud as we are. Thank 
you all very much. 

james 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 
fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             2:11 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Herman 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<bridgerb@~ncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brent 

Beth Bridger 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Rams Club is pleased to welcome its newest team member, Emily Cozart. Emily joins our staff as the 
Assistant Director of Membership, where she will focus much of her efforts on membership services -- assisting 
donors via phone and email, maintaining our web pages and email blasts, managing our Student Rams program, 
and assisting with correspondence and publication efforts. 



We look forward to working with Emily, and invite you to come see her in her new home a few floors up in the 
Williamson Athletics Center. She begins on Monday, August 10. Welcome Emily! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell ]UNC Rams Club ]Director of External Operations 

919.843.2000 W ] 919.843.6412 Direct ] 919.843.5777 F ] 
mterrell@unc.edu ] www.ramsclub.com 

M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 6:23 PM 

Doug Halverson 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >;                                 Tony 

Yount           ~mac.com>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Carolina Winter Elite Camp 

DECEMBER 18-20, 2009 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 12:22 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

BBall Ticket Taking 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Team, 

We will be serving as ticket takers at two more home basketball games this year. The process will be similar to the 
Alumni Basketball game we worked earlier this semester. The dates and times are as follows. (Also, remember that the 

appropriate clothing is khaki pants, a white shirt/sweater, and closed toe shoes - no flip flops or sandals). 

Report Time (Report to the Yellow Entrance of the Smith Center) 

2:00 pm 

5:45 pm 

GO HEELS! 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office Phone: 919-962-5213 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:52 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Tony Yount 

Hi Everyone, 

Please take note of Tony’s email. Please follow through with everything ASAP. Please do not wait until Friday to follow 
up. Today or Wednesday would be great to schedule your meeting. Please follow through with all of Tony’s requests 

for downloading the brochure, choosing your 3 favorites for the First Year Seminar and reviewing the 1st year guide (p. 

16-19) to get a sense of typical freshmen courses. Can’t wait to see everyone in a few days. Take Care. 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ladies, 

1:53 PM > > > 

I believe that all of you except       will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. There are some things that you 

can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will help you have the best possible scheduling experience. Here 

they are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill beginning at 3 pm on Sunday 
afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your schedule options. It may seem annoying, but I promise you it will 

be a valuable hour to help you get ready for Tuesday. 

Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and have that meeting on Sunday. 

When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. We may have to double up and meet 2 at a time since so many 

of you are coming, but one-on-one meetings with you and your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the Kenan 

Stadium North Box. It is the main entrance to the stadium on the north (campus) side of the stadium not far from the 

Bell Tower. Go to the elevators on the left side and go to the 4th floor. 



2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. Seminar classes are great, but 

enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is no guarantee that you will get in 

one. htt p://www.u nc.ed u/fys~               :YS%20Brochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (advising.unc.edu/           ~uide) pages16-19, there is a list of courses that 

freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those classes so some of them will be available to you. 

Study the list and have an idea of what classes that you would like to take. it will make our meeting on Sunday go more 

smoothly. 

i’m looking forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My cell is 

hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Don’t 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:10 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< athgallo@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

Larry Gallo 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 
Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 9-3-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaaoar~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 1, 2009 6:42 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
;Amy 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; 

Jan Boxill <imboxill@email.unc.edu>; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 7-1-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae4a:’u~ caaou~xcoe clu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

My Dad and I will come Sunday afternoon...what times do you have available to meet? We will drive down 
after church so we can be there by 3pm. Let me know what works best for you. 

Thanks so much! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 13:53:35-0400 
To: 

Cc: Jenny Levy<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Barnes<pbarnes@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Subject: CTOPS 

Phil 

Ladies, 

I believe that all of you except        will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. There are some 
things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will help you have the best possible 
scheduling experience. Here they are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill beginning at 3 pm on 
Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your schedule options. It may seem annoying, but I 
promise you it will be a valuable hour to help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and have that meeting on 
Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. We may have to double up and meet 2 at a 
time since so many of you are coming, but one-on-one meetings with you and your parent or parents is best. 
We’ll meet in the Kenan Stadium North Box. It is the main entrance to the stadium on the north (campus) side 
of the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go to the elevators on the left side and go to the 4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. Seminar classes are great, 
but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is no guarantee that you will get in 
one. http ://www.unc. edu/f,~ s/               FYS%20Brochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (aclvising.unc.eclu,          3uide) pagesl6-19, there is a list of courses that 
freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those classes so some of them will be available 
to you. Study the list and have an idea of what classes that you would like to take. It will make our meeting on 
Sunday go more smoothly. 



I’m looking forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My cell is 
Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
I just talked to my parents and they said we could get to Chapel Hill by four o’clock sunday afternoon. Does 
that work for you? 
Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 15:48:56 -0400 
To: < @gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CTOPS 

Thanks for getting back so quickly. Can we do 3 on Sunday afternoon? Other’s may not arrive as early. 

I hope that works. 

Thanks, 
Tony 

On , at 3:36 PM, @gmail.com wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
My parents and I won’t be getting into chapel hill until late saturday afternoon because we have a 
ten hour trip down. Could we meet around 4pm or 5pm on Sunday? Whatever time works for you! 
Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 13:53:35-0400 
To: 

Cc: Jenny Levy<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Barnes<pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: CTOPS 

Phil 



Ladies, 

I believe that all of you except        will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. There 
are some things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will help you have 
the best possible scheduling experience. Here they are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill beginning at 
3 pm on Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your schedule options. It may 
seem annoying, but I promise you it will be a valuable hour to help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and have that 
meeting on Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. We may have to 
double up and meet 2 at a time since so many of you are coming, but one-on-one meetings with 
you and your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the Kenan Stadium North Box. It is the main 
entrance to the stadium on the north (campus) side of the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go 
to the elevators on the left side and go to the 4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. Seminar classes 
are great, but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is no guarantee that you will 
get in one. http://www.unc.edu/fvs!                ~YS%20Brochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (advisino.une.edu           Guide) pagesl6-19, there is a list of 
courses that freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those classes so some 
of them will be available to you. Study the list and have an idea of what classes that you would like 
to take. It will make our meeting on Sunday go more smoothly. 

I’m looking forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My cell is 
Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~comcast.net> 

Wednesday,             10:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

My family and I will be arriving in Chapel Hill sometime around 2 or 3 so how about setting up our 
meeting for 4 or later? 
Thanks can’t wait to see you and be in Chapel Hill once again! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Tony Yount" <tonwount(’db..uncaa. unc. edu> 

Cc: "Jenny Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:53:35 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: CTOPS 

"Phil Barnes" 

Ladies, 

I believe that all of you except       will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. There are 
some things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will help you have the 
best possible scheduling experience. Here they are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill beginning at 3 pm 
on Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your schedule options. It may seem 
annoying, but I promise you it will be a valuable hour to help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and have that 
meeting on Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. We may have to double 
up and meet 2 at a time since so many of you are coming, but one-on-one meetings with you and 
your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the Kenan Stadium North Box. It is the main entrance to 
the stadium on the north (campus) side of the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go to the elevators 
on the left side and go to the 4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. Seminar classes 
are great, but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is no guarantee that you will get 
in one. http://www, unc. edu/fvs               FYS%20B rochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (advising.unc.edL           luide) pages16-19, there is a list of 
courses that freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those classes so some of 
them will be available to you. Study the list and have an idea of what classes that you would like to 
take. It will make our meeting on Sunday go more smoothly. 

I’m looking forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My cell is 



Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday,             11:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Hey! For some reason I received two e-mails from you for meeting times 3pm and 5pm. Just wanted to check 
and see which time you want to meet. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 20:48:55-0400 
To: 

Subject: Re: CTOPS 

3 pm Sunday sounds great. Let’s aim for that. 

You can text me if you’re going to be late. 
On            at 5:28 PM, wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

My Dad and I will come Sunday afternoon...what times do you have available to meet? We will 
drive down after church so we can be there by 3pm. Let me know what works best for you. 

Thanks so much! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue,            13:53:35-0400 

Cc: Jenny Levy<uncwlaxQ~uncaa.unc.edu> 
B arnes<pbarnes@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Subject: CTOPS 

; Phil 

Ladies, 



I believe that all of you except        will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. There 
are some things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will help you have 
the best possible scheduling experience. Here they are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill beginning at 
3 pm on Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your schedule options. It may 
seem annoying, but I promise you it will be a valuable hour to help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and have that 
meeting on Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. We may have to 
double up and meet 2 at a time since so many of you are coming, but one-on-one meetings with 
you and your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the Kenan Stadium North Box. It is the main 
entrance to the stadium on the north (campus) side of the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go 
to the elevators on the left side and go to the 4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. Seminar classes 
are great, but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is no guarantee that you will 
get in one. http://www.unc.edu/fys,                FYS%20Brochure~pdf 

3. From the first year guide (advising.une.edu          Guide) pagesl6-19, there is a list of 
courses that freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those classes so some 
of them will be available to you. Study the list and have an idea of what classes that you would like 
to take. It will make our meeting on Sunday go more smoothly. 

I’m looking forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My cell is 
Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesday,             11:40 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Sounds good, see you then! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 11:39:07 -0400 
To: 

Subject: Re: CTOPS 

Sorry 

is at 3. If you could come at 5, that would be great. 

Sorry for the confusion. 

Tony 

On . at 11:28 AM wrote: 

Hey! For some reason I received two e-mails from you for meeting times 3pm and 5pm. Just 
wanted to check and see which time you want to meet. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 20:48:55-0400 
To: 

Subject: Re: CTOPS 

3 pm Sunday sounds great. Let’s aim for that. 

You can text me if you’re going to be late. 
On            at 5:28 PM, wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

My Dad and I will come Sunday afternoon...what times do you have available to 
meet? We will drive down after church so we can be there by 3pm. Let me know what 



works best for you. 

Thanks so much! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue,            13:53:35-0400 

Cc: Jenny Levy<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Phil Barnes<pbarnes@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Subject: CTOPS 

Ladies, 

I believe that all of you except        will be here for CTOPS next Monday and 
Tuesday. There are some things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday 
morning that will help you have the best possible scheduling experience. Here they 
are: Please take care of each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill 
beginning at 3 pm on Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your 
schedule options. It may seem annoying, but I promise you it will be a valuable hour 
to help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and 
have that meeting on Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. 
We may have to double up and meet 2 at a time since so many of you are coming, but 
one-on-one meetings with you and your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the 
Kenan Stadium North Box. It is the main entrance to the stadium on the north 
(campus) side of the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go to the elevators on the 
left side and go to the 4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. 
Seminar classes are great, but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there 
is no guarantee that you will get in one. http://www.unc.edu/fys/ 

2YS%20Brochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (aclvisino.une.ecluJ          ~uicle) pagesl6-19, 
there is a list of courses that freshmen typically take that. The University is holding 
spots in those classes so some of them will be available to you. Study the list and have 
an idea of what classes that you would like to take. It will make our meeting on 
Sunday go more smoothly. 

I’m lookin~ forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. 
My cell is Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you 
arrive. 



Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~comcast.net> 

Wednesday,             2:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

6 works for us, See you then! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa. unc.edu> 
To:        #comcast.net 
Sent: Wednesday, I1:48:12 AM GMT-05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: Re: CTOPS 

Thanks for getting back to me. 3, 4, 5 and 8 have been claimed already. How about 6 or 
Sunday? 

Tony 

7 o’clock on 

On , at 10:11 AM, ,),comcast.net wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

My family and I will be arriving in Chapel Hill sometime around 2 or 3 so how about setting 
up our meeting for 4 or later? 
Thanks can’t wait to see you and be in Chapel Hill once again! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Tony Yount" <_t_o___n__yy_o___u___n_t__@uncaa. unc. edu> 

Cc: "Jenny Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
"Phil Barnes" <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:53:35 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern 
Subject: CTOPS 

Ladies, 

I believe that all of you except       will be here for CTOPS next Monday and Tuesday. 
There are some things that you can do before you start CTOPS Monday morning that will 



help you have the best possible scheduling experience. Here they are: Please take care of 
each one. 

1. Schedule a time to meet with me before Monday morning. I will be in Chapel Hill 
beginning at 3 pm on Sunday afternoon. We will need about an hour to go over your 
schedule options. It may seem annoying, but I promise you it will be a valuable hour to 
help you get ready for Tuesday. 
Please alert me of your travel plans and when you could possibly come to campus and 
have that meeting on Sunday. When I hear from most of you I’ll send out the schedule. 
We may have to double up and meet 2 at a time since so many of you are coming, but 
one-on-one meetings with you and your parent or parents is best. We’ll meet in the Kenan 
Stadium North Box. It is the main entrance to the stadium on the north (campus) side of 
the stadium not far from the Bell Tower. Go to the elevators on the left side and go to the 
4th floor. 

2. Download this brochure about First Year Seminars and choose your 3 favorites. 
Seminar classes are great, but enrollment is limited. You may only take one, and there is 
no guarantee that you will get in one. http:llwww.unc.edulfvs FYS% 
20Brochure.pdf 

3. From the first year guide (advisinq.unc.edu,         Guide) pages16-19, there is a 
list of courses that freshmen typically take that. The University is holding spots in those 
classes so some of them will be available to you. Study the list and have an idea of what 
classes that you would like to take. It will make our meeting on Sunday go more smoothly. 

I’m Iookin.q forward to seeing you on Sunday and through the whole CTOPS process. My 
cell is             Don’t hesitate to call with any questions before or after you arrive. 

Tony 

Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 5:18 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

luther rock stuff 

*NEED A FUN FACT THAT NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT YOU BY TOMORROW MORNING! 

Groups: Team divided into different groups throughout the weekend (please look at email sent earlier today 

by me) 

Food: YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR BUYING THE FOOD IN YOUR CLASSES AND BRINGING IT ON THE VANS! I 

suggest making food runs within your class so you can split the bill evenly. Upperclassman please help out 

the freshman and sophomores with rides to Harris Teeter. 

Senior’s - Sunday’s Breakfast (& S’Mores) 

Juniors - Saturday’s Breakfast 

SHOPPING LIST for LUTHER ROCK: 

Seniors: 

Sophomore’s - Saturday dinner 

Freshmen - Saturday Lunch and Snacks 

Pancake mix- the kind where you don’t need eggs/smore’s stuff!!!! (Breakfast Sunday)** 

Juniors: 

Cereal, bagels, bags of fruit/ie: apples, oranges, bananas (Breakfast Saturday) 

Sophomores: 

Pasta, pasta sauce, bread / hotdogs and rolls (Dinner Saturday) 

Freshman: 

Bread, peanut butter/Jelly, Pretzels, granola bars (Lunch Saturday) 

*MUST GET ENOUGH FOOD FOR 30 PEOPLE!* 

*EVERYONE MUST BRING A WATER BOTTLE* 

What to Bring: In a SMALL Backpack 



Good H20 bottled with NAME to refill 

Sleeping Bag 

Shorts/t-shirts/sneakers 

Long sleeves and sweats for night 

Pillow (if needed) 

Flashlight (coaches) 

Bug Spray 

NO CELL PHONES/NO IPODS 

Jenn Cook 

Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-6682 

fax: 919-843-8175 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             12:53 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: BIOL 

Hi Beth (and Tony), 

Thanks for the input. I have a couple other quick questions. (Big surprise, 
right?) 

1. (a) Is there a way to see what number you are on the waitlist for a 
class? (Both sections of BIOL    are waitlisted, but I feel like I 
shouldn’t swap MATH    for BIOL    if I have very little chance of 
actually getting into BIOL 

(b) If I’m a really high number on the waitlist (which I probably will be), 
would it be better to just show up on the first day of class and hope to 
get in that way or should I go ahead and swap classes? 

(c) If I’m a really high number on the waitlist, should I drop STOR    in 
order to waitlist for BIOL         (Because I will be over the 17-hour 
course load limit if I do not drop a class.) 

(d) If I drop STOR    , can I still show up the first week of classes, or 
would that probably not be a good idea? 

Okay, I think that’s about all for now. Thanks again for your help and 
advice. 

On Wed, )9:23:34 -0400, "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Yes, I will defer to Tony’s expertise in this area. Nice job with the 
> construction update as well. 
> 
> Beth Lyons 
> Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student Athletes 
> 919-843-6029 
> emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 9:59 PM >>> 
> Hey 
> 
> Beth and I didn’t cross paths today. I was only in the office for about 2 
> hours in the early afternoon and won’t be in much the rest of the week. 
> 



> 1. Waiting on BUSI is a good idea. You will have no trouble being 
> accepted. 
> 
> 2. Moving LFIT or delaying are good options to make the BIOL    work. I 
> would even move or delay Math    to get BIOL    in the fall. 
> 
> 3. In sequence does mean that BIOL is a pre-req for BIOL They do 
> not have to taken back to back. 
> 
> 5. Sounds good to me. 
> 
> I’ll check in with Beth when we see each other again and make sure that 
she 
> and I are on the same page. 
> 

> 

> Construction update - the footprint of the new building is not yet 
> identifiable, but the footprint of the old building is gone. The large 
> round concrete culverts are being put into place on the opposite side of 
> the stadium from the Pope Box. More trees are down and the rock walls are 
> disappearing stone by stone. 
> 
> Hope you’re well. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 12:34 AM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Thanks for the speedy response. It may be a bit optimistic to say that 
>> I’m 
>> narrowing down my major/minor possibilities, but I think I’m at least 
>> getting closer to finding a schedule for next fall. Here are my comments 
>> in 
>> response to your answers: 
>> 
>> 1. You probably don’t really need to know this, but I think rll save 
>> BUSI 
>>    for Spring, assuming that it won’t hurt my chances at getting 
>> accepted. 
>> 
>> 2. I’ll try to enroll in BIOL for the fall, but as of now no 
sections 
>> are open...BIOI_ on MWF from 11:00-11:50 am would work (I can 
move 
>> my LFIT or take it next year), but the other section (007) is at the 
same 
>> time as MATH If Section 007 opens up, should I swap it in for MATH 
>> 

>> 

>> 3. By "in sequence" do you mean that they have to be taken consecutive 
>> semesters or just that BIOL    is a prerequisite for BIOL (I’m 
>> pretty 



>> sure it’s the latter, but I just want to be sure.) 
>> 

>> 4. Ok 
>> 
>> 5. I could drop this class, and I probably will, but it won’t help in 
>> making room for BIOL     STOR    is from 5:00-6:15 pm Monday and 
>> Wednesday, so it isn’t in the way of any other course...I’m just in it 
>> until I change my schedule, but I haven’t figured out exactly what I’m 
>> changing yet (hence the emails) so it’s just there. In addition, I’m 
>> somewhat interested in the material (Long Term Actuarial Models) so I 
may 
>> show up to class the first week with full intention of dropping it just 
>> to 
>> get a better idea of what the material is like. 
>> 
>> I think that about covers everything. I look forward to your next 
>> installment of answers/responses. =) Thanks for all your help. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Hi 
>>> 
>>> I am glad you are narrowing down your ideas regarding maj or/minor 
>> options. 
>>> I have consulted with Tony to answer your questions so the response 
>>> below 
>>> is a combination of both our brains :) 

>>> 1. For the Business Minor you must start your application in as 
it 
>> is 
>>> due You should also plan on Business in either the fall or 
>> spring 
>>> term. Although you have plenty of time to do this minor- 10 courses 
>> total. 

11:27:59 -0400, "Beth Lyons" <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2. BIOL can be taken at any time since there is no prereq or 
sequence 
associated with this course. 

3. BIOL must be taken in sequence. (See #5) 

4. Stay in CHEM since you will need this. 

5. Why are you in STOR    ’ It is not required for the math major. You 
could drop this and make room for BIOL 

I think that about addresses the first round of questions, we are 



>> standing 
>>> by for your comments. 
>>> 
>>> Beth 
>>> 
>>> Beth Lyons 
>>> Learning Specialist 
>>> Academic Support for Student Athletes 
>>> 919-843-6029 
>>> emlyons@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>>>>: ~email.unc.edu~ 3: 3 2 AM >>> 

get 
>>> in) 

>>> 3. The sections of BIOL 
>> same 
>>> time as COMP    and MATH 
>>> and 
>>> all math majors. Should I swap out one of these classes for a biology 
>>> class, or should I keep the MATH/COMP classes since I’m 80-90% sure 
>>> about 
>>> the math maj or? 
>>> 
>>> 4. Do you know how likely it will be that I can get into BIOL (or 
>> BIOL 
>>>     either later this summer during the drop/add window or during the 
>>> first week of classes? (Like if I just show up to class on the first 

2. Might it be too overwhelming to have all math/science courses in one 
semester? (CHEM      MATH     STOR    [???- Side note: This class 
probably needs to be changed], COMP    and BIOL     assuming I can 

that do not fit my schedule are at the 

both classes that are required for any 

>>> Hi Beth, 
>>> 
>>> Since I’m now seriously considering being a Biology BS major, I was 
>>> thinking that it would be a good idea to enroll in a biology class for 
>> the 
>>> fall. I think I need to take either BIOL or 
>>> BIOL for pre-med anyway, so one of 
>>> those two courses would be ideal. (I’d prefer to take BIOL    just 
>> because 
>>> it sounds more interesting to me.) However, since I came to this 
>>> realization about possibly majoring in Biology late, all but one of the 
>>> BIOL classes are full, and the one BIOL class that is open 
>> does 
>>> not fit my schedule. In addition, of all the BIOL        sections 
>> offered, 
>>> only BIOI_ would fit my schedule. So, my questions are: 
>>> 
>>> 1. Do you agree that it is a good idea to (try to) take BIOL in 
>> the 
>>> fall? 



>>> day, 
>>> is it probable that they will let me in, or not so much?) 
>>> 
>>> 5. I’m about 85-90% certain that I want to pursue a business minor as 
>>> opposed to a business major. Should I still adjust my schedule to 
>>> accommodate BUSI because doing so even further complicates the 
>> adding 
>>> a biology class problem... 
>>> 
>>> 6. Any other comments/insights/things I should think about? 
>>> 
>>> Sorry to bombard to with so many questions. 

>>; There is 
>>> no 
>>> rush to answer these questions, as rm sure you are plenty busy with 
>>> CTOPSers, etc. Hope all is well in Chapel Hill! 
>>> 
>>> Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <i spurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,             10:06 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder~uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton~uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

gyount@email.unc.edu; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Everyone, We are going to be doing work behind the old field house and need you to keep all your cars out of 
this area. It is getting very old in asking you all the time. But seems that some of you cannot understand. When 



you come out of work and your car is gone blame it on me and then call public safety and they can tell you how 
to recover your car. 

james 

James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 
University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 
fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monday, 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

10:30 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<aj schae@uncaa.unc, edu>; 

Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Anson 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry 

Brent Blanton <blanton~uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 8:48 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Freshman stuff 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

I have given the housing thing a lot of thought. My biggest concern is the cost of staying in on campus housing. The 

volleyball kids are on full ride or no scholarship - so their room costs are taken care of. 

I will be talking to the freshmen today and I will bring up the housing thing as well. 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrossecamps~com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks, Jenny 

1:14 PM > > > 

, at 10:59 PM, Jenny Slingluff-Levy wrote: 

> Tony, 

> Thanks for the e-mail. I will follow up with them at practice 

> tomorrow. I will address the facebook and i’m at study hall and 

> study habits in general, if grades do not pick up and the intent 

> with which they do their work, then maybe we need to consider oher 

> measures 

> Thanks-jenny 

Original Message ...... 
> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

> Cc                       ,uncaa.unc.edu > 

> Cc: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: Jenny Slinqluff-Lew <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> To: 

> To: 

> To: 

> To: 



> To: 

> To: 

> To: 
> 

> Sent: 10:34:36 PM 

> Subject: Freshman stuff 
> 

> Hello freshmen, 
> 

> Congratulations on your good play so far in fall ball. Jenny and [ 

> have a routine email exchange going now. Once a week [ send her bad 

> test scores and she tells me that you play lacrosse well. 
> 

> So here is some information that you might find useful and disturbing 

> at the same time. There is good advice at the end of this and [ hope 

> you will read it carefully. 
> 

> You know that [ send an academic report to the coaches each week. Here 
> is the part of the report that [ sent to them a week ago about the 

> freshmen this year: 
> 

> "Weekly is attached, along with a sheet that lists projected grades 

> and tests scores. The projected grades are solely based on the grades 

> self-reported by students. We have not yet received any progress 

> reports from professors so this is a very early look based on the 
> first major paper or test that the students have reported to me. 



The predicted GPA is usually not too far from where freshmen finish. 

So far you guys are quite a way from getting there. I know that you 

are putting in hours in the AC. I know that you are troubled by the 

poor start that most of you have in some of your classes. I know many 

of you are frustrated by how difficult the work is. 

But you should also know these facts. The most common grade given by 

UNC profs in undergrad classes is an "A" (45% of all grades). The 

next most common grade is "B" (37% of all grades). Of all grades given 

undergrads at UNC, only 18 % are below a "B", so don’t get it in your 

heads that you can’t make good grades here. You can. The average GPA 

for all Carolina students is above a 3.2. The average grade for all 

Carolina athletes is a 2.95. Good grades are possible. 

The coaches and I don’t really expect you to have 3.0 GPAs in your 

first semester. We understand that when you walk into classrooms, many 

of the kids that you are competing with have higher test scores and 

perhaps came from stronger high school programs. Be we also know 

through years of experience in coaching and teaching that athletes 

have some advantages in the classroom that non-athletes don’t have. 

You are by nature competitive and hate to lose, and you do understand 

what it means to be committed to being as good as you can be. Those 

are powerful assets that can make up for many things, if you choose to 

use them in the classroom setting. 

What can you do to get better? 

1) Your study needs to become more productive. Through the wonders of 

the internet, I can log on from my house and see who is in study hall 

in the AC. And I can see that of the 4 of you logged into study hall, 

3 of you are also logged in to IM or to Facebook. That is not 

productive study. You need to be as focused on your study as you are 

when you are at practice in the afternoon. Time management is 

important. You could all accomplish more productive work in less time 

if you would eliminate the distractions that you surround yourself 

when you study. 

2) Do the reading that you are assigned, and do it before you go to 

class. Lectures, particularly History lectures, will make so much more 
sense to you, and you might actually learn from them as that unit of 

study is unfolding. That avoids last minute cramming before the test. 

Learning is superior to memorizing. Many of you are trying to memorize 

your way through college. That’s not the best way. 

3) Have the strength of will to study apart from your friends. Find a 

place on campus (Davis and Wilson Libraries are tremendous) to study 

alone, without distractions. Leave the big study room in the AC and 

find a place to study where there isn’t anyone that you know. Be more 

productive with your study time. 

Why am I pushing so hard? 



> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



7 

7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@aol.com> 

Monday,             11 : 5 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

credit transfer 

TEXT.htm 

Mr.Yount, 

Hi my name is and I am going into my senior year at -ligh School, I have verbally committed to 
UNC women’s and I am very excited. I am doing my schedule for my senior year and most of my classes will be 
college level and I was wondering if UNC takes college credits and also AP credits. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:06 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@~ncaaou~coeclu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 8:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; CynthiaReynolds 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John 

Mundell <jmundell@email.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary 
Willingham <mwillingham@uncaa.unc.edu>; SherronPeace 
< stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: More Tutoring 

I appreciate your interest in working more hours in the AC, but right now, we have none to give. if we have more 

demand, then we will keep you in mind for those hours. Please do not email our entire staff; we are inundated with more 
than enough email each day regarding things that are not our particular responsibility. 

Thank you, 
Brent 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 
Good evening, advisers and AC staff! 

10:15 PM > > > 

I am emailing you all in regards to tutoring. My name is 

and i’m sure that most of you already know me as I have been tutoring 

since last January. I tutor mostly Portuguese and Spanish, but I have 
also tutored courses involving Latin America, Afro-American Studies, 

and Psychology. 

At this point, I currently am tutoring a few hours per week but I am 

available for up to twenty more. This is the job that helps pay the 

bills; I hope you understand. Below are my qualifications and 

availability: 

Weekends, including Sunday nights: any time 

Mondays: between 12:00 noon and 5:00 and after 6:30 

Tuesdays: between 1:30 and 3:15 and after 5:30 
Wednesdays: between 12:00 and 5:00 

Thursdays: any time after 1:30 

Fridays (if need be): after 12:00 noon 

I am a North Carolina Teaching Fellow, so teaching is my passion. As 

well, I have taught in various levels and locations including a 

kindergarten classroom and a high school classroom, both in Durham, a 
women’s prison in Ecuador, an elementary/middle school in Brazil, as a 

Teaching Assistant here at UNC, and in the Academic Center. MOST 

iMPORTANTLY: I speak both Spanish and Portuguese on native-level 

fluency. These are the languages that I wish to teach. I am in 
desperate need of hours; please help if you can! 



Thanks so much for understanding, 

John Mundell 

John A. Mundell 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:07 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~i scbae@u~Caao~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,                 8:43 PM 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC photos from today? 

TEXT.htm 

Dana, 

Hi! Huge favor to ask of you, as I’ve just submitted my story ... can you forward me two or three photos from 
today? And should we photo credit Courtesy UNC athletics? Thanks so much! 

-AK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:22 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Monday,,              11:20 AM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester 

TEXT 1.htm 

Hey Coach! 

I hope you enjoyed the Holidays! 

I believe I made Dean’s List. I got and took 12-hours. ! am not sure what the requirement is. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:08 AM, "Karen Shelton" <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Happy New Year Tar Heels! 

! hope everyone had a wonderful Holiday. A little down time, especially with family, is always therapeutic. 
Now that the batteries are recharged, I wanted to provide some useful information as we begin a new semester. 

First and foremost, congratulations on a strong fall semester in the classroom! While ! know we can still do 
better, we averaged above a 3.0 GPA for the second consecutive semester. Special recognition goes to the 

Weight room work outs will begin on Wednesday Jan. 12 at 1 PM. Please report to Eddie Smith Fieldhouse. 
Practice will begin on Friday Jan. 14th. Please meet at the Henry Stadium Team Meeting room at 1 PM. We 
will first have an academic meeting with Tony Yount, followed by a full scrimmage to start the new year. Our 
first four practices will be outside, weather permitting. We will be limited to only two hours of hockey per 
week until Jan. 31. 

7 AM workouts, for those that have been assigned, will begin Monday morning, Jan. 10th. For anyone who 
misses, or is late, the entire team will have a 7 AM workout the next day. If anyone misses, or is late, a second 
time, the entire team will have 7 AM workouts for a week. If it happens again, the eight S-A’s assigned will be 
suspended from practice. ! trust punishments won’t be necessary. 

I will be out of town from Jan. 5-12th. Please contact Grant if you have any questions as you return to campus. 
Good luck to our U-21 Team members in training camp, and wish Nell as she trains with the National 
Team in January. ! am proud to have you representing us:-) 

Again, Happy New Year! It’s a new beginning and we have a special group. Let’s work to make this year 
better than the last. Finishing second should be a great motivator! Go Heels! 

Coach 

<mime-attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 11, 2011 4:05 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - January, 2011 

TEXT.htm; 1-11-11.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the January, 2011 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 3, 2011 12:56 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - February, 2011 

TEXT.htm; 2-3-11.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2011 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eve Rackham < rackham@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

_~yahoo.com > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

knanders@email.unc.edu; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~nova.edu 

Re: Fw: North Carolina Volleyball Visit 

TEXT.htm; _itin.doc 

Hi Mrs. McPherson, 

Sorry for the delay. I have attached the itinerary for the weekend. Please let me know if you have any questions or 

conflicts. Also, if you need directions to Carmichael Arena for Saturday, please let me know. We are looking forward to 

meeting you all Saturday. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 
Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (0) 
(C) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
http://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 

Eve, 
10:30 AM > > > 

I hope you received this last e-mail I sent. Everything here is pretty much in place for us to head out to North Carolina. 
Please send me the visit itinerary as soon as possible and I will call you later (once I go over it) to confirm everything. 

Thanks so much for everything! 

Fron                   ~yahoo.com> 
To: Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue,            12:40:11 PM 
Subject: Re: North Carolina Volleyball Visit 

Hello Eve, 
Not to worry, as you can see I’m just getting back in touch with you because things are super crazy here too. I’m leaving 
my ’ while we’re out of town and lots to prepare 
before leaving. 



As it turns out, mv ni~.¢.~, h~£ dance performances all weekend so she and my sister won’t becoming. My brother-in-law 
will be with us: 

Let me know if anything else is needed and I will confirm once receive the itinerary. 

From: Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:~ ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: ’ yahoo.com>; 
Sent: Mon, 10:18:20 PM 
Subject: Re: North Carolina Volleyball Visit 

.~nova.edu 

Hi Mrs. McPherson, 

I am sorry for the late email tonight. This was a pretty busy day, with a recruit on campus and trying to catch 
up from the weekend in Atlanta. 

I have spoken to the ticket office and unfortunately, we cannot have you guys purchase an additional ticket for 
the basketball game. Because the game is sold out and the visit is an "unofficial", the NCAA does not permit 
us to sell you a ticket. They view it as an extra benefit for recruits, that would not be available to the general 
public. Hopefully that makes sense...we are really sorry! 

If you can let me know the name of the 3rd person who will be using the ticket ( I think you said you will 
bring your niece), I will turn the list in tomorrow and send you an itinerary. 

I have also spoken with 2 women that    will meet with and they are available on Monday, which is great. I 
will include that on the itinerary as well :) 

We are looking forward to the visit and meeting you all. Please let me know if you have any questions and 
again, once I get your niece’s name (unless it will be your sister who is coming to the game, then I Will need 
her name), I will put in the list to the ticket office. 

Thanks! 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 
Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 



www.tarheelblue.com 
http://twitter com/uncvollevball 

Hello coach P_ve, 
4:07 PM >>> 

Finally, "we’re coming to TAR HEEL country"!!! ~nd I have been looking forward to this visit for quite some time. 

Now, things have changed (somewhat) and this is the best I could do in getting her there to meet with you all, so let me 
know how we can make this work and ensure we have time to cover all that is necessary and desired. 

We are arriving in Raleigh/Durham about 11:30p Friday night, so we can be on campus first thing Saturday morning. 
Since its a weekend, what will this mean regarding academic related meetings, etc? If we have to address that part on 
Monday and maybe everything else prior, can this work? Let me know your thoughts and recommendations. 

My sister lives in Raleigh, so I’ll be with family and this offers a little more flexibility on our part as well. I also wanted to 
confirm when the UNC/Duke game is and what time. 

I also left you a voice message on             (# given by Coach Steve). When you reply to my e-mail, let me know 
what time and best number to reach you on later today. I’ll make sure to get back to you today to finalize everything. 

Again, looking forward to our visit and getting back HOME, to the Carolina’s!!! 

Sincerely, 

From: Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo.com 
Sent: Tue, 1:03:12 PM 
Subject: North Car~lir~a Volleyball Visit 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well. Coach Sagula really enjoyed watching        play this past weekend in Orlando. 
She is continuing to progress towards being one of the best in her position for the class. We hope she will be 
playing in Tar Heel blue one day :) 

In regards to your visit in a few weeks, I wanted to confirm some details so that I can start to put together an 
itinerary and order the necessary tickets for the basketball game. 

Our plan is to meet you all on the evening of Thursday March 3 on campus.         Mll spend the night with 
one of our players and I can recommend a few hotels for you that are close by. Friday March 4th, we will 
have a volleyball practice, team training, tour of campus, academic meetings and more time for        to get 
to know us and our players. She will spend the night with her host again that night. On Saturday, it will be a 
day to explore Chapel Hill and spend more time with our team for The UNC men’s basketball team 
will play Duke that night at 8pm and we will have tickets for you, After the game is 
over, you all are free to do whatever you choose as we will conclude the visit. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or conflicts with the above itinerary. Once I hear back from 
you, I will send you an official itinerary for the visit with more detail. We are so looking forward to having 
you all in Chapel Hill and showing        all of the reasons to be a Carolina Volleyball player. 

Thank you and looking forward to hearing back from you. 



GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 
http://twitter, com/u ncvol levbal I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Touching Base - 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 11, 2011 11:44 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2011 

TEXT.htm; 3-11-11.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2011 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:19 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Notes for Coach Papa 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:33 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE Enrollment 

This link should help you when it’s time to register. You may want to look at other information while on the 
web (i.e. advising.unc.edu, so that you can familiarize yourself with the campus and all it has to offer. Be sure 
to let me know if you have questions. 

http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/students/regref.php 

I enj oyed talking with you and your Dad! Best of luck! 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday 
To: Lucido, Barbara 
Subject: 

12:55 PM 

Enrollment 

~yahoo.com] 

Dear Barbara, 

That’s great, let’s talk at 2:00. My dad has a conference line that we can use. Dial 
the seven digit access cod~ 

then enter 

Thanks again for your help. 

Best regards, 

--- On Tue, , Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

From: Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 
To: ’ ~yahoo.com>> 
Date: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

Dear 



I look forward to speaking with you (and your dad) this afternoon at 2:00. My office number is listed below. 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: 

11:02 AM 

Enrollment 

~yahoo.com] 

Dear Barbara Lucido, 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly! I’d love to talk to you today at 2:00 pm. Is it okay if my dad is on 
the line with me? He’s at work, but we can work something out. 

Thanks for your help and attention. 

Best regards, 

--- On Mon, 
wrote: 

Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> 

From: Lucido n~r,~ ~ ~r, lucido@email.unc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: 

Date: Monday, 

Enrollment 

,1:27 PM 

~gmail.com>" 
@gmail.com>> 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. 



I am available this Tuesday (tomorrow) at 2:00 or 4:30 and on Friday, the 25th, at 2:30 or 4:00 to speak with 
you. I assume that this will be a phone conversation? Please let me know your time preference, and I will expect 
your call then. 

Best regards, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

Senti Monday, 
To: Lucido, Bart)ara ~ 
Cc: @gmail.com 
Subject: 

12:49 PM 
@yahoo.com] 

Barbara Lucido, 

I’ve requested my enrollment date to be moved forward so that I may enroll in the first summer session. I’m 
planning on taking English    for one course, and my other course still needs to be chosen. I would like to 
have a conversation with you before I register for classes. Is there a time that you are free to talk to me this 
week? If you could email me back with some openings in your schedule, I’d really appreciate it. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:21 AM 

@email.un¢.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: BIOL 201/202 

TEXT.htm 

thanks.. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hahahaha 

9:16 AM > > > 

is absolutely delightful and absolutely tries to find the most difficult scenario she can 

Have you met                yet? She will do the same thing. 

that’s a tough one 

I’ll be in around 10:30 for most of the day and we can work through it. 

On at 8:57 AM, Beth Lyons wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Could use some advice on this one. 

Beth Lyons 

Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

919-843-6029 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

From ~email.unc.edu> 
Date: 3:32:39 AM EDT 
To: <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: BIOL 201/202 

Hi Beth, 

Since i’m now seriously considering being a Biology BS major, I was 



thinking that it would be a good idea to enroll in a biology class for the 

fall. [ think [ need to take either BfOL 201 (Ecology and Evolution) or 

BfOL 202 (Molecular Biology and Genetics) for pre-med anyway, so one of 

those two courses would be ideal. ([’d prefer to take BfOL 202 just because 

it sounds more interesting to me.) However, since [ came to this 

realization about possibly majoring in Biology late, all but one of the 

BfOL 201/202 classes are full, and the one BfOL 201 class that is open does 

not fit my schedule. [n addition, of all the BfOL 201/202 sections offered, 

only B[OL 202 006 would fit my schedule. So, my questions are: 

1. Do you agree that it is a good idea to (try to) take BfOL 201/202 in the 

fall? 

2. Might it be too overwhelming to have all math/science courses in one 

semester? (CHEM 241H, MATH 547, STOR 372 [???- Side note: This class 
probably needs to be changed], COMP 116 and BfOL 202, assuming [ can get 

in) 

3. The sections of BfOL 201/202 that do not fit my schedule are at the same 

time as COMP 116 and MATH 547, both classes that are required for any and 

all math majors. Should [ swap out one of these classes for a biology 

class, or should [ keep the MATH/COMP classes since [’m 80-90% sure about 

the math major? 

4. Do you know how likely it will be that [ can get into BfOL 202 (or BfOL 
201) either later this summer during the drop/add window or during the 

first week of classes? (Like if [just show up to class on the first day, 

is it probable that they will let me in, or not so much?) 

5. I’m about 85-90% certain that [ want to pursue a business minor as 

opposed to a business major. Should [ still adjust my schedule to 

accommodate BUS[ 101, because doing so even further complicates the adding 

a biology class problem... 

6. Any other comments/insights/things [ should think about? 

Sorry to bombard to with so many questions. 

and it 

momentarily returned my thoughts to the dilemma of my majors. There is no 

rush to answer these questions, as I’m sure you are plenty busy with 

CTOPSers, etc. Hope all is well in Chapel Hill! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeannie Loeb~ @gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Thank you very much, Tony!!! [] I really appreciate this! 

Hope the trip is going well! 

Jeannie 

On Fri, 
Jeannle, 

at 11:59 AM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

has finished her exam. A scanned image of her scantron is attached. I have destroyed the paper copy 
of the exam in the hotel’s shredder. I have deleted your original email containing the exam from the uncaa 
email server. I will deliver the hard copy of the scantron on Monday. [] 

Thanks so much for helping in this way. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
91.9 .969 .9535 office 

cell 

On at 12:07 PM, Jeannie Loeb wrote: 

Dear Tony, 
[] 
My sincere apologies for the delay in response. [] Somehow, I missed this email. 

You can definitely proctor the exam for      ~ The class is set to take their exam this Friday at 
10 AM, I believe. [] Ifl :ould take this exam as close as possible to this date/time, that 
would be good. 

Attached is the exam. [] It should print out using a Word program. 

Please have 
1. Answer on a scantron 
2. Using no aids (just her brain :)[] ). 

Thereafter, please: 
1. destroy the exam(the exams are re-used so an unsecured copy would be devastating for my 
class) -- erase the email with the copy of my exam on it, too, please 



2. Scan the scantron and email it back to me as soon as is reasonable. 
3. Please send the scantron to me as soon as you can (e.g. interdepartmental mail is fine--my CB 
# is 3270) so that I can file it. 

Thanks and let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Jeannie 

On Sun, 
Professor Loeb, 

at 9:29 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic adviser for the field hockey team. 
Today’s 5-1 win over Old Dominion means that the team will participate in the NCAA Final 
Four next weekend in College Park, Maryland. I believe that               (PSYC 
005) has an exam with you this week. I will be accompanying the team on the trip to 
Maryland and I would be happy to proctor the exam fo~       I could pick up a hard copy on 
Wednesday before the team leaves, print the exam from an email while we are in Maryland, or 
facilitate the exam for       n any way that you direct. 

Please let me know how I can be of assistance. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535. office 

cell 

Jeannie Loeb, PhD 
University of North Carolina 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 
919-843-7753 
<101 F2010 Exam 3 LDS.rtf> 

Jeannie Loeb, PhD 
University of North Carolina 
333 Davie Hall 
CB #3270 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 



919-843-7753 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             4:06 PM 

gyount@email, unc. edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School update 

Thanks Tony - I will talk to when we meet in the next few weeks. 
Any info on ’ 
BTW- for next year! 
I will be in all next week- off tomorrow- recruiting on Sunday. 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: <Jennq@smtp.unc.edu> 
To: Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 3:43:08 PM 
Subject: Summer School update 

I’ll be out of the office until Tuesday afternoon. 

Halfway point has been passed. 

dropped the troublesome ASTR course upon return from the Final 
Four and remains in a COMM class and in good shape in it. 

in great shape in Spanish 

in great shape in EXSS, struggling a bit in PHIL 

are fine in COMM, and working hard to recover from the 
2 missed days in PORT. They are working with a tutor. 

is doing well in Math 

’ did well on her first math test and got the grade she needs to 
get on the first test. 

However, it continues to be my opinion that for her academic 
future, playing lacrosse is not in her best interests. I have shared 
that with          , and I will share it with        at the end of 
the first summer session, with the obvious caveat that I am an 
academic adviser, and that is my advice for her to consider. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 6, 2010 11:03 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ¯ Unofficial Visit 2010 

Ok great thanks Tony. No recruits in the weekends of your weddings and retreat. They are juniors so no 
commits yet. Only potential players for August 2012. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10/6/2010 10:52:07 AM 
Subject: Re: ¯ Unofficial Visit 2010 

Grant, 

I just put that date on my calendar. Are these girls committed already? 

Just a heads up that I will not be available for recruiting the weekend before or the weekend after Oct 31. I have 
two weddings to photograph the Oct 23 weekend, and I’m taking the women’s golf team on a retreat to the 
mountains of NC the first weekend in November. 

Hope you’re well. 

Tony 

On Oct 6, 2010, at 10:45 AM, Grant Fulton wrote: 

> Dear Tony, 
> 
> Hope you are well. 
> 
> will be visiting UNC officially on Sunday October 31st and 
would like to meet wltn you at lt):~t)am, to d~scuss their academic requirements, needs and general information. 
> 
> Let me know if this is possible. Thanks. 
> 
> Kind regards, 
> 
> Grant 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Grant Fulton 
> Associate Head Field Hockey Coach 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Carmichael Arena. Room 2112. 



> 310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515 
> gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Ce 
> Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 6:27 PM 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

UNC VOI~LEYBALI~ NCAA BOUND ! UPDATED PRACTICE TIMES tbr Nov 29 & Nov 30 

’I~XI’.httn 

CONGRATULATIONS TO UNC VOLLEYBALL 2010 - NCAA BOUND ! 

lets get healthy and get ready to go this week and make something special happen out west’. GO HEELS! 

PLEASE REMEMBER TO INFORM YOUR PROFESSORS IMMEDIATELY "IttAT ~ArE WILL BE DEPAR’rlNG CAMPUS AT 2:00 PM ON DECEMBER 1. 

T[tIS IS YOUR R[~SPONSI[3II,ITY! 

SCUEDULE as follows for lhe week: 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29: WEIGHTS WITH GROUPS 
VIDEO 2:45 PM (if you have class, just get there as soon as possible) 

PRACTICE 3:00-5:00 PM 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 30: VIDEO 2:30 l?Ivl 
PlqdkCTICE 2:45-4:45 pm 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1:2:00 PM DEPART CAMPUS (from Smitf~ Center/Mmming Drive permits roll be provided) 

4:10 PM depart RDU - USAIR amve Charlotte 5:13 PIvl 

6:10 PM depart Charlotte - USAIR arrive San Francisco 8:59 PM 

Stavin~ at Hilton Garden Inn, Emer~,’ille, CA 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2: PIU~CTICE AT CAL Berkley TBA (75 minutes) (bring books for study time( 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3:     Practice TBA (60 minutes) 

~:00 PM UNC vs. Mississippi 

7:00 PM CAL vs. Utah State 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4: 6:00 PM wim~ers play 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5: return flight to NC (TBA) 

Here is good ne~vs - I have been approved to take 17 players to NCAA’s we are all together’. LETS GET IT DONE IN CA’. 
Travel Roster of 25 people to include: 



GO HEELS!!! 
have a good nigh~, 

Coach 

C.4M~ :~" e,~.,"~a’#" carol#}avollegballcamos@ 
CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday ]nne R 2009 7"02 PM 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Camp Jobs 

Hi Evei51one, 

Summer Camp Details- FYI - Camp numbers are low...very low. 

All of you have done a grea’t job at camp the past t~w years everyone says "our camps axe better than UVA, N’Western and a t~w others". 

You should be proud of your~ll;! 

That being saJ~d, anyone outside of the Freshma~ have the same opportunity to work cmnp. 

Fresh,nan will have last prioriF. Yes,you axe s~till Freslm~an. 

Please read all the &tails below before signing up. 

To sign up to work camp please email Phil after 2pm on Tuesday afternoon. 

The list is first come, first serve basis. It is like getting your boarding pass on Southwest. 

****Rising Stars Details**** 

Saturday-, June 20, 2009 

-3pm is "the staxt time for organ~ing camp tbr the next day. 

- Some of you will need to stay in the dorms that night. 

Sunday’, June 21, 2009 

-Help out on Saturday morning organizing camp. 

-Registration stoxts at 11:00am 

-First Session at 3:00pm 

Monday-Tuesday, June 22-23, 2009 

- Camp all day 

Wednesday-, June 24, 2009 

-Camp Check Out at 11:00am & Elite Camp Prep should conclude at 3:00pm 

****Elite Cmnp Details**** 

Thur~ay, June 25th 

-Registration begins at 9am 

-Camp Sta(ts at lpm 

Friday, June 24th 

- Camp All Day 

Saturday, June 25th 

-Camp Check Out at 12pro 

-Camp Clean Up should end by 2:30pm 

*We need 10-13 College Counselors. 

ww~-.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Phil Barnes 



Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of Nort~h Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919.962.6682 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

ww~-.tarheelNue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i 4:06 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Sociology 

Bad news... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Sociology 
Date: Tue, 14:53:42 -0500 
From: Michael Shanahan <mj shan@unc.edu> 
To:                  ~email.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

Ii checked with a colleague and we both agreed that this will not be 
workable. I think your experiences sound exciting and unforgettable. 
But those levels of involvement won’t work with this course. 

Very best of luck, Mike 

On at 11:52 AM, wrote: 

Dr. Shanahan, 

I hope you are doing well. My name is 
currently enrolled in your Sociology 002 class this 

spring. I have a unique situation this spring that I am hoping you 
may be 
able to help me resolve: 

I have been called out to train in, 
coach from January 13-28th. Unfortunately, this means I will 

miss 
the first month of classes of the spring semester. There is also the 
t~otential that I will be missing a week in early May for an 

I was hoping that you may be willing to allow 
me to be 
a part your class this spring even though my attendance will not 
always be 
possible. 

If this is something you would be willing to do, I will be more than 
happy 
to come meet with you at some point this month to discuss this 
situation in 
more detail. If you are not comfortable with this, I completely 
understand 



and genuinely hope I will be able to take another class from you in 
the 
future. 

Thank vcm fc~r vcmr time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< cannizza@email.unc.edu > 

Sunday, May 23, 2010 4:13 PM 

@aol.com; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: JERRYGram 

TEXT.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Jenny Slingluff Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bate: Sun, 23 May 2010 16:09:48 0400 

Cc: Jennifer Cook<cookjr@uncaa.unc,edu>; Phil Barnes<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: JERRYGram 

Carolina 2010 Sumrner Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > <docj @wayofchampions.com > 5/23/2010 3:57 PM > > > 
~ERRYGrar~’,: # 1,342, ( actually~ I’m a bi~ off but who~s 

~’iEY~I’~EY]HEY_ JUS’F A "S~’iOR’F" 3G now ~s.:’,d ,4~e wili connec~ iater this ,4~eek~ Fi~st off, i1: no one has toid you,let me be the [~rst~ YOU ARE AN A~,1AZ[NG 
C]RCI..E OF ATHLETES,FRIEND%SISTERS AND CLASSY, SASSY HU~,IAN BE[~GS~ [ know, ] heard, that you handled the de~cate,sens~t~ve s~tuat~on w~th 
UVA w~h extreme compassion and po~se, You p~ayed as we asked S~ou a~d at the same t~me, S~ou were aMe to expl’ess your symRs~hy,empa~hS~ and 
condolences w~thout ~ett~ng dew~, p~ayh~g ,Mth hear~ and ~espec~ for UVA, the game of WL~X, a~d our UNC family that ,~e have developed a~d ~urtured 
for the Just several yea~s~ ~ a word, you are 5ENSA]]ONAL. 

WHAT ] have to TELL you has va~d~ty amfl comes w~th expede~ce~ [ was hwo~ved w~th 8 national LAX champ~or~shit~ teams( 7 w~th college womer~ at 
U~-lD,one with Pl’o men al~ w~th Gary Gait as a coach}, ~,’tost of you wel’e 8 to ~0 years o~d BACK THEN. ]on Adams p~ayed on 4 of those teams, SO ~ saw 
a ~on of good s~uFf~ [ " retired " fiom WL~I abet those years UNTZL o~r ew~ 3emW Levy ca~Jed 3 yea~s ago and asked ff ] would work ,Mth her team. ] 
was ~eady to come ~>ack to WLAX, ] a~ways respected ]emW as a coach (stuff even more now) from afar, and,beshfles, [ a~ways ~ooked good i~ ~ght bh~e 
( or so my mother would tel~ me},,,SOOOOO0000eeooo,,,~ came to Chapel ~Jl, and ~he res~ ~s h~s~olS~, Two FF appeara~ces h~ the last 3 s~ears ALL 
BECAUSE of YOU,,, WHY DO ~ S~?f ALL T~]S? ] te~J you al~ ~h~s because from my vantage point of being with some amazing atMetes and teams in my 
career,.,~YOU ARE THE BEST ALL AROUND ]EAf-I FROFI EVERY ANGLE A~qD VANTAGE POINT d~at ] can de~ect, d~at ~ have eve~ experienced..WOW~ that 
.says it a~L WE ARE THAT GOOD, WE ARE AT T~AT LEVEL~ WE ARE A CLASS ACT~ ~OW~ before you get "fi~ed up and too sm~tter~ w~th yourselves", 
J~sten to th~s: EVEN T~OUGN WHAT ~ SAY IS TRUE,,,THERE ]S FIORE THAT CAN BE DONE. YOU ABSOLUTELY HAVE YET ANOTHER LEVEL ~NS]DE THAT 
MUST COFIE OU]~ ZT"S NOT ]HAT YOU NEED TO PLaY BETTER OR H~GHER_.YOU’RE ALREADY GOOD ENOUGH. YOU CAN D~SCOVER TH~5 "NEW LEVEL" AS 
] CALL ]% BY BEZNG ;USTA FEW PERCENT ~4ORE CONS[STE~T~ YOU ARE PREPARED TO DO THIS AND NEED NOTHING ~4ORE FRO~,I ANYONE [~CLUDZNG 
~-IE.,,OT~ER THAN A FEW RE~I~NDERS HERE AND THERE. ~q~STAKES, TURNOVERS AND ERRORS W~LL HAPPEN,,.NO DOUBT, HOWEVER, WHEN YOU LEARN 

TO P~Y W~THOUT FEAR OR CONCERN ABOUT TH~S, YOU W~LL AUTO~4AT]CALL¥ RZSE ABOVE ¥OURSEUVES,( ~ HOPE TH~S ~qAKES SENSE~), ]f S~ou a~J 
remember to:~)no~ inv~e the [ut~e a~d 2) fear ~o~ appeara~ces ( sto~ies, chatter F~om med~a,others, 3} stay he~e NOW,_you wi~ have ONE Af-IAZ]NG 

OK,,.Z’~-I OU~R’ HERE,,,OVERSTAYED ~4Y WELCO~4E,,,TALK~NG W~~ TOO ~-IUCH. "JUST DO ~: 

HAVE A TERRZFZC FEW DAYS AND Z WZI..L BE BACK WZTH YOU, 
IqZSS YOU A TON AND ~4UCH LOVE AND CHZ. 

DOC]ERRY 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 11, 2010 9:34 AM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 
Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
AnneSexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Hoots 
<ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; ArtKaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alison 
Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain 
Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; Albert Lindsay <alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony 
Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; AntonioPettigrew 
<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa 
RawlsMinshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sadler 
<asadler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben 
Sanders < basander@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bonnie Clarke <bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 
Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Gales < bgales@ uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 
<bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Maddux 
<bmaddux@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bruce 
Noell <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
< breschi@ uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger < bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu >; 
BenSanders <bsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baden Sharp 
<bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
BeverlySmith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brett Smith 
< bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Davis < butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mario 
Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Clarence Morris <clmorris@fac.unc.edu>; 
Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade 
<cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; 
Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Doug Bennett 
<drb215@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Janis Matson 
<jematson@email.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu>; 
Jamaal Green <jwgreen@email.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright 
< Ijtaylor@email. unc.edu >; Meridith Petscha uer < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 
Michael Copeland <michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett 
<mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; Joe Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; Ronnie 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pendleton < Ronnie. Pendleton@facilities. unc.edu >; Randall Young 
<ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; StaciAustin <saustin@email.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William 
Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Hello All, 

Maybe it was the sugar from the Birthday cake this morning but I just realized I don’t have my pager with me today. 
Please call my cell            if you need me for anything. Email works too. 

Thanks, 
Christy 

Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 
UNC Athletics 
Office: (919)843-5296 
Pager: (919)216-4460 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, April 27, 2010 4:08 PM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 
<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 

Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; AnneSexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Amy Hoots <ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; ArtKaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alison Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King 
<aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; 

Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Anthony Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; AntonioPettigrew 

<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa 

Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sadler 
<asadler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre 

Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Bersticker 
<bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bonnie Clarke <bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob 
Ellis < bellis@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brie Tyler < bfarley@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Bobby Gales 

< bgales@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brandon Maddux <bmaddux@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bruce Noell <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brannon Simpson < bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Beverly Smith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brett Smith 

<bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Davis <butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa 

Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Camarati 
<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry <candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindi Atwater 

<catwater@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Connie Conway <cconway@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Gallo <cgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chuck Ward <charlew@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye 
Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Harris <christhj@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Carl Boxberger 

<cjbox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarence Morris <clmorris@fac.unc.edu >; Christopher 
Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox 
<dmaddox@fac.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang 
<jeffrey_spang@med.unc.edu>; Josh Greavis         @gmail.com>; Jonathan 
Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu>; Kyle Lang 

@gmail.com>; LauraBernhard <laura53@email.unc.edu>; Mitchell 

Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Randall Young < ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; 
Adam Sumrall <sumrall@email.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Playday Form.pdf 

Just a friendly reminder to turn in your play day forms if you wish to participate and have not already done so!!! 

Thanks! 

> > > Dick Baddour 4/20/2010 4:31 PM > > > 
MEMO 

To: Athletic Department Personnel 

From: Dick Baddour 

Subject: Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 5, 2010 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in a golf, tennis, volleyball or walking 

outing. 

Please print the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Beth Miller by April 27, 2010. if 

you would like to play golf with specific people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average 

score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30am at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 

pm, and volleyball players should meet in Carmichael Arena at 1:30 pm. We have not finalized details for walkers, but 
will let you know prior to May 5. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Dick Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 9, 2010 10:56 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; DeptAwardsNomination Form_l.doc 

Good folks of Carolina Athletics" 

I am writing to solicit your nomination for the Ernie Williamson Award. This special award is given 
annually to the Department of Athletics’ most inspirational employee. A full description of the award 
is follows: 

The University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Ernie Williamson Award 

The Ernie Williamson Award is given annually to the employee of the Department of 
Athletics who best exemplifies the spirit of the late Ernie Williamson. There was not a 
more loved person on this campus than Ernie Williamson. His unselfish devotion to the 
University and the Department of Athletics was an inspiration and encouragement to all 
who had contact with him. 

The winner will have an unquestioned love and loyalty for the University, the 
Department, and our student-athletes. This love and loyalty will be demonstrated by an 
inspirational work ethic, an encouraging demeanor, and, the respect and admiration of 
his/her co-workers. 

The winner will be announced at our Department wide meeting in September. 

To nominate a colleague for the award please fill out the attached nomination form and return to 
me via email (save as a Word document and attach to an email to me) or print a copy and mail the 
hard copy to me. The administrative staff of the Department will choose the winner(s) from your 
nominations. 

The deadline for nominations is August 20th, 2010. If you have any questions, please contact me. 
John 



John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9533 
Fax: (919) 843-2327 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March "19, 20"10 7:57 AM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

AnneSexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Hoots 
<ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; ArtKaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alison 
Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain 

Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; Albert Lindsay <alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen 
<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony 
Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; AntonioPettigrew 

<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa 

Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sadler 
<asadler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bonnie Clarke 
<bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 
<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 

< bgales@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda Haithcock < bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brandon Maddux <bmaddux@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bruce Noell <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ben Sanders < bsanders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Baden 
Sharp <bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson 

< bsimpson@uncaa.unc.ed u >; BeverlySmith < bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brett 

Smith <bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Davis <butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Butch Williams <bwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams 
<cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Kirk <cakirk@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Clarence Morris <clmorris@fac.unc.edu >; Christopher 
Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox 
<dmaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Doug Bennett <drb215@email.unc.edu >; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Jonathan 
Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Jamaal Green <jwgreen@email.unc.edu >; Latoya 

Wrig ht < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 
Joe Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Randall Young < ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; 
StaciAustin <saustin@email.unc.edu >; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu >; 

Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 
<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu >; William 

Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Good morning, 

Several of you have asked and I am sure more of you will receive email threatening to cancel your email account, or 

saying that you are sending out virus to other computers then asking for your user ID and Password. Asking for your 

user id and password is the give away that the email is spam. 

Never give your ID or password to anyone, especially a faceless email. 

if you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

Thanks, 

Christy 

Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 

UNC Athletics 

Ol~ice: (9~Z9)843-5296 
Pager: (9 ~Z 9) 2 ~Z 6-4460 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 7, 2010 7:18 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sassy Sock Day 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Team, 

Just a reminder.., tomorrow is S~lsSy Socks Day! 
would be really embarrassing! 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office Phone: 919-962-5213 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 

Don’t be the only person in the gym with boring socks.., that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 30, 2009 10:25 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey 

TEXT.htm 

Jenny told me to include 

And thanks for the list. 

-mb 

but thanks for making sure. 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,       2009 22:16:51 -0500 

To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Hey 

Matt, 

Here’s the list. One caveat,            is returning to school, but has not been officially added to the team. I put her on 

the list. You might check with Jenny to get confirmation that she has given Logan permission to return. 

Key: 

COMM - Communication Studies 

UNDC - Undecided 

EXSS - Exercise and Sport Science 

BUSU - Business Administration 

ARTF - Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts 

GERM - German Studies 

MNGT - Management and Society 

SOCI - Sociology 

PSYC- Psychology 

JOMC - Journalism and Mass Communication 

BIOB - Bachelor of Science in Biology 

PSYA - Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 



Tony 

On Dec 30, 2009, at 6:39 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - could you please send me an updated majors list for women’s lacrosse (for the media l~uide)? 

Thanks. Happy new year. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com <http://TarHeelBlue.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 27, 2009 2:49 PM 

Allison Battle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

AnneSexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angel Flow <aflow@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Amy Hoots <ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alison Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angie King 

<aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex 
Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; Albert Lindsay 
<alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew AIIden <AIIden@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam 
Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anthony Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Antonio Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland 
<apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; AlisaRawlsMinshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne 

Sadler <asadler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arthur Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders 

< basander@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Brian Bersticker < bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bonnie Clarke < bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; BradDavis < bdavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda 

Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman 
< bholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bobby Hundley < bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric 

Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brandon Maddux 
<bmaddux@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bruce 
Noell <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

JanelleBreneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben 
Sanders < bsanders@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Baden Sharp < bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

BrannonSimpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; BeverlySmith 

< bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brett Smith < bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara 
Andrews <candrews@uncaa.unc.edSubject: Staff Complimentary Season 

Football Tickets>; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; ClarenceMorris 
<clmorris@fac.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu >; Chad 
Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Doug 
Bennett <drb2"l 5@email.unc.edu>; Paul Davis <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Janis 
Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu >; Jonathan Guthrie 

<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Jamaal Green <jwgreen@email.unc.edu >; Latoya Wright 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer < mbusby@email.unc.edu >; 

Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; Joe Pipkin < pipkin@email.unc.edu >; 
Rebecca Rebmann <rebmann@email.unc.edu>; Randall Young 

<ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; Staci Austin <saustin@email.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft 

<timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

For those of you who qualify, AND have sisned and returned your complimentary ticket letter, your 

season football tickets are now ready to be picked up at the UNC Ticket Office. A representative from your 

office may come to pick-up more than one set, as Ion8 as they sisn for them. If you are not able to pick them 

up this week, they will also be available at the ’State of the Department’ meetin8 on Wed., Sept 2.Thanks so 

much, and GO HEELS!!!! 

B. SHA~¢~ PARRISH 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASST. DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 18, 2009 2:39 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

> > > "Kane, Claire (Public Safety)" <ckane@psafety.unc.edu> 12/18/2009 2:38 PM > > > 

Please help disseminate this information to transit riders: 

~HT Winter Weather Riding Tips 

In the event of severe winter weather, please be advised that some CHT services may experience delays. In 
addition, severe conditions may make detours necessary on some CHT bus routes. 

Where to Get Service Information: 

Conditions can change quickly. Before you leave, get the latest updates on weather related delays and detours: 

Check CHT [] s Inclement Weather page at www.townofchapelhill.org/index.aspx?page=696 
Call 919.969.4900 and press "1" for Route and Schedule Information [] expect some wait time due to high 

call volumes 
For EZ Rider/Shared Ride Services call 919.969.5544 
Check local TV and radio stations 

Using NextBus: 

CHT [] s NextBus system estimates the next arrivals for buses in real time, based on each vehicle’s location and 
average speed. But when many vehicles are off-route or significantly delayed, it cannot make accurate arrival 
predictions. NextBus can, however, tell you if your line is delayed, or the location of the next vehicle. 

Riding the Bus [] What to Expect: 

Buses will follow their normal routes and schedules as long as the streets are safe for travel. We work with the 
Town of Chapel Hill, Town of Carrboro and DOT road crews to help make sure bus routes are plowed first. If 
there is a significant accumulation of snow, ice or freezing rain, some routes will be put on detours (as buses 
may not be able to serve parts of a route that are hilly or too dangerous to drive on.) 

To be safe, dress warmly and expect delays. Road conditions affect all traffic, so buses may experience 
significant delays. They likely won’t be on schedule, but buses should still arrive at regular intervals. 



Riding Tips: 

If there’s no traffic going by your bus stop, walk to a stop on a busy street. 
If your bus stop is in the middle of a hill, walk to the bottom or top where the operator can safely stop. 
Stand back from the curb until the bus comes to a complete stop. Buses can slide sideways in slippery 

conditions. 
Keep in mind, your bus may not pull all the way over to the curb to avoid getting stuck. 

’hank you, 

e Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Wednesdav. ~:20 PM 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <ton~,ount~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS 

TEXT.htm; New Picture.png 

Hello all, 
I hope that everyone has arrived home, and are all warm and resting well for the holiday season with family and friends. 
It’s cold here in Chapel Hill as some of you already know, and those of you in the mid-west and up north are even colder and have probably seen 
snow by now. Last week created a lot of crazy travel all over. 

I wanted to take a brief minute to say hello to everyone and congratulate the team for an excellent performance in the classroom this past 
semester. 
I had a meeting yesterday with Tony and he was so pleased about the results that the team achieved. 
I know that many of you were basically living in the academic center the past two weeks of classes and exam week. It has all paid off with excellent 
results. The team has earned a very impressive          :or the fall semester!! One of the highest in recent years! 

Nayers earned over a 3.0 gpa or higher. With another one very close, and yet another teammate achieved very good results with 
some extra dedication in the end. 

My wish for all is good health in the New Year! 
. . and that Santa treats you well. :-) 

Warmest thoughts and best wishes for a wonderful 
holiday season and a prosperous New Year! 

Coach JS 



Joe Sagula,     Hea@ Volleyball Coach 

HNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROI, iNA 

P.O. Box 2126 - #131 Ca~michael Auditorium 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515     email:isa@ula@unc.edu 

(919) 962-5228 office              (919) 843-8543 fax 

home                                   cell 

CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAHPS: (919) 612-7009 

CAMP emaii: caroiinavoiieyballcam~s@yahoo.com 

OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS:     wws.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 10, 2010 9:14 AM 

AllisonBattle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros <aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 
Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 
Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anne Sexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Hoots <ahowe@uncaa.unc. edu>; A.J. Grant <aj grant@uncaa.unc, edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
<akidd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
AlbertLindsay <alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen 
Mogridge <amogridge@uncaa.unc. edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc. edu>; Tony 
Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc. edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Antonio 
Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; AmyPiland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa 
Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa. unc. edu>; Anne Sadler <asadler@uncaa.unc. edu>; Arthur 
Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa. unc. edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc. edu>; Ben Sanders 
<basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bonnie 
Clarke <bclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles <bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis 
<bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales 
<bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman 
<bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa. unc. edu>; Brandon Maddux <bmaddux@uncaa.unc. edu>; B eth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bruce Noell <bnoell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
<bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janelle Breneman <breneman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; BenSanders 
<bsanders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brannon Simpson <bsimpson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beverly 
Smith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brett Smith <bsmith8@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Davis 
<butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butch Williams <bwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa 
Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Kirk <cakirk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Clarence Morris <clmorris@fac.unc.edu>; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Doug 
Bennett <drb215@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Holden Thorp 
<holden_thorp@unc. edu>; Janis Matson <j ematson@email.unc, edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<j onathan.guthrie@facilities.unc, edu>; Jeffrey Spang <j spang@med.unc, edu>; Jamaal 
Green <jwgreen@email.unc.edu>; Latoya Wright <ljtaylor@email.unc.edu>; Meridith 
Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Michael Copeland 
<michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu>; Mitchell Kivett <mkivett@fac.unc.edu>; Joe 
Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
<Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu>; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Staci 
Austin <saustin@email.unc.edu>; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus 
<waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa. unc. edu> 

TEXT.htm; Weekly Schedule.pdf 

Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 27, 2011 1:26 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Anne Sexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Kaufman 
<akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain 
Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton 

<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; Albert Lindsay <alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Hoots <amyhowe@ad.unc.edu >; Anson 
Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann Oliver 
<aoliver@ad.unc.edu >; Anthony Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland 
<apiland@ad.unc.edu >; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu >; Alisa Rawls 

Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anne Sadler <asadler@ad.unc.edu>; Arthur 
Smith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andre 
Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jodie Barchuk <barchuk@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders 

<basander@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Baker <bbaker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark Knowles 
<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 
< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; 

Christopher Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade 

<cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; 
Dawn McPherson <ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Danielle Gaynor 

<dgaynor@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Debbie 
McDermott <dmcd@ad.unc.edu>; DougBennett <drb215@email.unc.edu>; 
Emily Cozart <ecozart@ad.unc.edu >; Elizabeth Stewart 

<elizabsm@ad.unc.edu>; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; Ganesh 
Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Neal Harrell 
< harrelln@ad.unc.edu >; Harry Stafford < harry_stafford@med.unc.ed u >; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 
<mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino 
Megaloudis < megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; Butch 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Davis < pbdavis@ad.unc.edu >; Pamela Higley < phigley@ad.unc.edu >; Joe 

Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Randall Young < ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; 

StaciAustin <saustin@email.unc.edu >; Jordan Skolnick <skolnick@ad.unc.edu >; 
Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; 

Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Brie 
Farley <VPN instillation Directions>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 

William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; VPN.xps 

Hello, 

A lot of questions have been asked about installing the VPN client from Kent’s email earlier. Hopefully this will 

help clarify some questions. 

Please go to htt~)://sharewareouncoedu then click on the software tab and scroll down to VPN (Cisco Client) 

it will require your onyen and password. (maybe several times) 

it then brings up a page. Click on Windows Vista/Windows 7 under ’Instillations and Clients’ these are the 

instructions (step by step) PRINT these out so you have it. 

Then back to the first page and scroll down to where you find ’Cis¢o IPse¢ Clients’ then click on the Version that you 

need. You need to check whether your computer is 32 or 64 bit operating system. To do this click on the start button 

then rt click on computer and choose properties., that screen will tell you 32 bit or 64 bit operating system. 

Click on the version that you need then click ’save’ pay attention to where it is saving. Usually by default everything will 

save to your downloads folder under your user folder on the computer. There will be a zip file called vpn-client 

Double click and install the app using the directions that I asked you to print earlier in the email... I am attaching the 

instructions to this email. VPN.xps 

You cannot connect with the vpn client software while on campus networks. You 

will need to try it from home. Make sure you establish internet connectivity first 
then you can start the VPN client. 

Hope this helps.. Please call or email if you are still have questions 

Christy Suits 
iTS Systems Consultant 

UNC Athletics 

Office: (919)843-5296 
cell: 

Email: Christ~ Suits¢~ur~coecJu 



Sent: 

To: 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

Doug Halver~m <sdhalverson(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyonnt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Treatments 

Hello, 

Treatments will begin at 9:45 k~morrow morning. 

Thank~ 

Graduate Assistalt Athlelic Trainer 

Women’s BasketbaJl and ~Vomen’s Lacrosse 

The UNversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling 

Tuesday, 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu > 

9:35 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

water outage 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will have no water in the football center from 6.am until 9.00 am on wed the 
center. 

thanks james 

in the kenan football 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:54 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~i schae@u~CaaoL~r~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling 

Monday, 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu > 

3:29 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will not have any water in the football center on Thursday from 6.00 am until 9.30 am. This is to let owasa 

tie in one line. Hopefully it will go great and they will have it on quicker. 

Thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, i             9:23 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Updates 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Sherron,                                both say they "don’t need"    ;utoring any longer. I am happy 
to review with them-at the end of the ~emester and I wanted to let you know in case this poses a problem with 
their coaches and advisors. In any case I got permission from the supervisor on Tuesday to switch the sessions 
so    is from 7-8 and 101 from 8 to 9. I have emailed              tbout this but I do not know how to 
contact ,would you mind letting her know of this change? 
THanks! 

On Tue, at 9:19 AM, Sherron Peace <stpeace@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:37 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@u~caaounc.edu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling 

Monday, 

<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu > 

3:29 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Everyone, We will not have any water in the football center on Thursday from 6.00 am until 9.30 am. This is to let owasa 

tie in one line. Hopefully it will go great and they will have it on quicker. 

Thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:41 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

TEXT.htm 

Tony, 

I meant to talk to you earlier today, but I wanted to let you know that I am thinking about dropping Spanish 
Since I do not believe it is a pre requisite for the Business School and I feel like I would need to take Spanish 

first, I think it would just be too much this semester. I also wanted to double check that I can drop it though 
before Monday and that I for sure [] do not need the credit to enter in the Business School? 

I was also[]wondering about study hall? I thought at study hall each week there would be a math tutor there for 
us to use if we needed it, but I am not sure when it starts and where we are meeting for sure because I have 
more math classes in my schedule [] and I already have a few questions on the homework. Thank you for your 
help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:04 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Marion Jones.pdf 

Oops ... It’s Carmichael Arena not Auditorium 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:06 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; ,pdf 

All, 

See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caaounc.ed:u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@aol.com> 
Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CTOPS and course selection 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Tony, 
It’s and my orientation is june 21-22.Hope all is well! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: <> 
Sent: Mon,            12:01 pm 
Subject: CTOP’S arid course selection 

Ladies, 

I hope you’re really enjoying the end of high school. If you have no already 
done so please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation session. We will need 
to spend some time together before that session talking about your academic 
plans for the fall and the registration process when you get here. My office and 
cell numbers are listed below. Cell is the best number to reach me. Please don’t 
hesitate to call with any questions you have about academics at Carolina. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:10 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ scbae4~:’u~ caaou~xcoe du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2011 12:04 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Marion Jones.pdf 

Oops ... It’s Carmichael Arena not Auditorium 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 3:56 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

weight room 

TEXT.htm 

The weight room and kenan football center will be closed for all students and staff this sat the 12th for deep cleaning. 

thanks james 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 

Kenan Football Center 

University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 

fax - 919-843-3466 

cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 5, 2010 12:13 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; A.J. Grant 
<ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie 
King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony Parker 
<aparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Antonio Pettigrew <apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Alisa Rawls Minshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie 

Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock 

< bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Kalbas < bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brent 
Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Patricia Earley <Book Scholarships>; Bill 
Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Janelle Breneman 

< breneman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi < breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; BadenSharp <bsharp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beverly Smith <bsmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; PaulDavis 

<butchdavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase 
<chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Charlotte Smith 
<csmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Charlie Williams 
<cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Cheek 
<dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don Hill 
<dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Delaine Marbry 

<dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris 

Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Erin Lindsey <elindsey@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; EverettWithers 

<ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe 
Haydon < haydon@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; James Bettcher 
<jbettcher@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blake <jblake@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak 
<jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 
<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Inman 

<jinman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jack Jensen <jjensen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Shoop 
<jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kay 

Thomas < kthomas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matthew McCay 
< mccay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Meeghan Ford < mford@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox 
<mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

NadineFaustin-Parker <nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 
< nlynch@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil Barnes 
< pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu >; 

ToniHorton <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu>; UNC Athletics 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches and Staff, 

The below email was sent to our student-athlete email database. ]t includes our policy for purchasing books as part of 

athletics scholarships. 

While all student-athletes have received this email from me, ] would suggest, coaches, that you find a way to make 

certain that all of your book scholarship student-athletes have received it. And maybe even their parents! Each term we 
get questions about how book scholarships "work", so this is a good resource for you to have to share with those that 

might ask such questions of you. 

] hope ] have made it clear to the student-athletes that there are no excuses for not following these procedures, now that 
they are aware of them and have them in writing. ]t is critical that they obtain approved book forms prior to qoinq to 

Student Stores! Failure to do so will result in them taking on fiscal responsibility for any purchases they make and charge 

to their student accounts. 

Please let me know if any of you have any questions about this information. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 1/5/2010 12:04 PM > > > 

All UNC student-athletes who receive books as part of their UNC athletics scholarship MUST read this email! 

As you know, the Department of Athletics is only permitted to pay the cost of REO, UIRED books for your courses. In an 

attempt to provide more oversight of this process, we have worked together with the staff at UNC Student Stores to 

develop a procedure for this process that might be a slight change from what you have previously experienced. 

Please understand that it is YOUR responsibility to read and understand this policy. If, after reading, you have any 

questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Because we have given you this information, "] didn’t know" is not a 

valid excuse for errors in following the procedure. Any mistakes you make might result in you being financially 
responsible for something you might not have otherwise been. 

PURCHASING BOOKS 

For the vast majority of you, your scholarship papers are complete and you will be able to charge required books to 

"UNC Athletics" upon your return to campus for the spring term. Prior to doing so, though, you MUST complete a UNC 



Athletics Textbook Approval Form (hereafter, "Book Form")and have it approved by the appropriate Athletics 

staff member during pre-determined hours (check with your academic counselor for this information). This approved 

Book Form must accompany you to Student Stores. 

Once at Student Stores, after you have selected all of the books identified on your Book Form, you must take the books 

and the Book Form to one of the registers marked "Student Athletic Scholarship". At this point, all books that are 

identified appropriately on your Book Form will be charged directly to UNC Athletics. Any other purchases you make 
(e.g., recommended books, course supplies) can either be paid for by you up-front (cash, charge) or, in some cases, 

charged to your personal UNC account. These items, of course, cannot, and will not, be charged to UNC Athletics. 

It is important to note that if you fail to obtain an approved Book Form prior to purchasing books at Student Stores, 
these books will be charqed to your personal UNC account and you will be responsible for payment of the charqes. 
Therefore, it is critical that you obtain an approved Book Form for any books that you believe UNC Athletics should cover 

under your scholarship. 

In the rare instance when a required course book is not available at Student Stores (e.g., Friday Center online courses), 

you will be required to purchase it up-front with personal funds. Then, in order to be reimbursed, you must submit both 

the receipt for the book, as well as the course syllabus identifying the book as required for the course, to your academic 
counselor in the Academic Center. The paperwork will then be submitted to the Compliance Office and a reimbursement 
check will be cut to you by the Cashier’s Office. Please note that this process could take up to 6 weeks to complete. 

When your book purchases are complete, please file all receipts in a safe location in case there is a need for you 
to return a book!!! 

RETURNING BOOKS 

In circumstances where it is necessary for you to return a book (dropped course, etc.), it will be important for you to have 

the receipt from purchase. The following dates apply to this spring term: 

Last day to return without a drop slip: 1/27/2010 
Last day to return with a drop slip: 3/19/2010 

Between 3/20/2010 and 4/14/2010: Must return with 48 hours of purchase 

Provided you have the oriqinal receipt, you will be allowed to return books within these dates directly to Student Stores. 

With the original receipt, Student Stores will know that the account to be reimbursed is the UNC Athletics book account. 

Without the receipt, you will not be allowed to return books on your own. Rather, you will need to seek the assistance of 

your academic counselor, resulting in time delays in completing course drops/adds. This, again, makes the point that it is 
critical for you to retain receipts! 

In summary, we know that there are many circumstances that will arise that might not fall "neatly" into the above 

procedures. In such cases, it is your responsibility to seek answers to your questions in advance of purchasing books. 
We cannot be responsible for fiscal decisions that you might make on your own without first seeking help. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about these procedures. My contact information is 

below. 

Thanks for your attention to this important matter. 

Amy 

Assistant AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:10 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 9-3-09.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the September, 2009 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae4a:’u~ caaou~xcoe clu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 2, 2010 11:30 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 2-2-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caaounc.e~tu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:08 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; A.J. Grant 
<ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi < breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carolina CREED MeetingMonday April 4th; 
C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy 
Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; C 
B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Cook 

<cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Raphael Levante <craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; CharlotteSmith 

<csmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Charlie Williams <cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas 
<darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Don Hill 
<dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

EverettWithers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 
<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jerod 
Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Inman <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Shoop 
<jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kenny Browning 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirin 
Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr < knorr@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
Nadine Faustin-Parker < nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Butch Davis < pbdavis@ad.u nc.edu >; Patricia Earley < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Pete Watson 
<pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Rehme <rehme@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Sarah Haney < skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul < spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

SamPittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean Quinn 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tripp Phillips 

<tphillips@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 

FYI 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your seventh and last Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, April 4th at 7pm in the Eddie Smith Center (Indoor 
Track/Field). Please be considerate and be on time. 

D- Developing Leaders 
Emotional Fuel. A leader’s future is shaped by the people closest to him or her. A leader’s personal network is his 
emotional fuel: role models, heroes, mentors, inner-circle, and accountability partners. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance reports 
and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or your mentor. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:30 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~scbae@u~caaou~xcoec/u 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; ,pdf 

All, 

See attached for the, edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@u~caaounc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:43 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 11:08 AM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; A.J. Grant 
<ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler <bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent 

Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 
< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi < breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carolina CREED MeetingMonday April 

4th@uncaa.unc.edu; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs 
<cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath 

<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
DennisCraddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 
<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu >; CharlotteSmith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Williams 
<cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; DonHill <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 

<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; EverettWithers 
<ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason 
Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Inman 
<jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxil 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 
Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Shoop <jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb 
<jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kenny Browning < kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirin Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; NadineFaustin-Parker 
<nfaustinparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 

< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 
Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Butch Davis < pbdavis@ad.u nc.edu >; Patricia Earley < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Pete Watson 

<pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Rehme <rehme@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 
< rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sarah Haney < skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul < spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
SamPittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean Quinn 
< squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 

FYI 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your seventh and last Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, April 4th at 7pm in the Eddie Smith Center (Indoor 
Track/Field). Please be considerate and be on time. 

D- Developing Leaders 
Emotional Fuel. A leader’s future is shaped by the people closest to him or her. A leader’s personal network is his 
emotional fuel: role models, heroes, mentors, inner-circle, and accountability partners. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance reports 
and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or your mentor. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:37 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~i schae@t~ncaaour~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Jaimie 

Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Meeghan Ford 

<mford@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sharon Kiziah <skiziah@email.unc.edu>; ToniHorton 
<TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated Book List ( ) 

TEXT.htm; Book List (    ).xls 

See attached for an updated Summer School Book List. I have added 1 

Thanks, 
Amy 

to    session. 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Nscbae@unCaaoar~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 2, 2010 9:06 AM 

AllisonBattle <abattle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Anne Sexton <aesexton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Hoots 
<ahowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; A.J. Grant <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Art Kaufman <akaufman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Alison 
Kidd <akidd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain 

Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Alex Creighton 
<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; Albert Lindsay <alindsay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Allen Mogridge 
<amogridge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; Tony Tucker I! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 

Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ann Oliver <aoliver@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Anthony Parker <aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Antonio Pettigrew 

<apettigrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Piland <apiland@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

AlisaRawlsMinshall <arawls@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anne Sadler 
<asadler@uncaa.unc.edu >; ArthurSmith <asmith@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; bjpolk@unc.edu; bok@email.unc.edu; 

cderickson@unc.edu; cflack@email.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; cjbox@email.unc.edu; clineberry@unc.edu; 
ClarenceMorris <clmorris@fac.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 
<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; dgaynor@email.unc.edu; Daniel Maddox 
<dmaddox@fac.unc.edu >; Doug Bennett <drb215@email.unc.edu >; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; fclark@email.unc.edu; gbberry@email.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; 
gyou nt@email.unc.edu;    @smootpsych.com; hairstoe@email.u nc.ed u; 
helen.tauchen@unc.edu; hlandon@email.unc.edu; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; 

jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Janis Matson 
<jematson@email.unc.edu >; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; 
joanna@unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; 

joy_ren ner@ med.u nc.ed u; j rda ly@email.u nc.ed u; Jeffrey S pa ng 
<jspang@med.unc.edu >; Jamaal Green <jwgreen@email.unc.edu >; 

kathie_harris@unc.edu; katsaoun@email.unc.edu; Kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu; 
khancock@email.unc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; lensing@email.unc.edu; 

linnan@email.unc.edu; lissa_broome@unc.edu; lizlan@email.unc.edu; Latoya 
Wrig ht < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
< mbusby@email.unc.edu >; mfmoore@email.unc.edu; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; ort@email.unc.edu; 
Joe Pipkin <pipkin@email.unc.edu>; reznick@email.unc.edu; Ronnie Pendleton 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; rschwarz@email.unc.edu; Randall 

Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Staci Austin <saustin@email.unc.edu>; 
skolnick@email.unc.edu; Sally Mays <smays@email.unc.edu >; 
southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Tom 

Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu >; 

Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus 
<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 7-2-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the July, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai scbae@u~caaou~xcoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:06 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Coaches, 

FYI 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your fifth Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, 
special guest so please be considerate and be on time. 

at 7pro in the Stone Center Theater. We have a 

E- Excelling Athletically 
The Discipline Bridge. Leaders don’t build character without crossing the bridge of discipline. Personal discipline is 
like the bridge that crosses from where you are to where you want to be. It get you where you want to go. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance 
reports and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or your 
mentor. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:31 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.i schae@u~CaaoL~r~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. Happy Holidays! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 31, 2011 12:06 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

CREED Meeting> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Carolina 

Coaches, 

FYI 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your fifth Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, February 7th at 7pro in the Stone Center Theater. We have a 
special guest so please be considerate and be on time. 

E- Excelling Athletically 
The Discipline Bridge. Leaders don’t build character without crossing the bridge of discipline. Personal discipline is 
like the bridge that crosses from where you are to where you want to be. It get you where you want to go. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance 
reports and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or your 
mentor. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:03 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; A.J. Grant 
<ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anthony Parker 

<aparker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

<breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; C B 
McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

DennisCraddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Raphael Levante 
<craphael@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlotte Smith <csmith@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Charlie Williams 

<cwilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 
Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; DonHill <dhill@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich 
<ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 

<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Everett Withers <ewithers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Grant Fulton 
<gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Beaulieu <jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt 
Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jerod 
Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Inman <jinman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Shoop 
<jshoop@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu >; KennyBrowning 
<kbrowning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirin 
Kumar <kkumar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kym Orr < knorr@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 
Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 
NadineFaustin-Parker < nfaustinparker@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander < pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Butch Davis < pbdavis@ad.u nc.edu >; Patricia Earley < pearley@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Pete Watson 
<pwatson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Rehme <rehme@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes 
<sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson < shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Sarah Haney < skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul < spaul@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

SamPittman <spittman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean Quinn 
<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 
Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Travis Filar <tfilar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Carolina CREED Meeting, Monday, March 14th 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 
This was sent to your first year student-athletes. Please remind them of the Carolina CREED meeting. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

UNC First-Year Student-Athletes, 

Your sixth Carolina CREED meeting will be Monday, 
Track/Field). Please be considerate and be on time. 

at 7pm in the Eddie Smith Center (Indoor 

D- Developing Leaders 
The Half-Hearted Kamikaze. Kamikaze pilots are only useful if they are committed to their mission. Leaders are the 
same. You cannot have involvement without commitment and be effective. It goes with the territory. 

Carolina CREED meetings are mandatory for all first year student-athletes. Your coaches will receive attendance reports 
and will receive information to review these sessions with you. If you have any questions, contact me or your mentor. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 3, 2010 12:35 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 5-3-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the May, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~sck~ae@ macaao~coedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 9:54 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 4-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the April, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~,sc]bae@u~caa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 2:40 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; 6-1-10.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2010 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai scbae@ur~caao~xc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:02 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 
<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 

Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana 
Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 
<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay 
<jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula 
<jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora 
<lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 

Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah 
Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Jackson Katz Talk on October 16th -- Great for Athletes 

Coaches, 

Passing along information on a talk about violence prevention by Jackson Katz (see below). Please 
encourage your team to attend if they are able. This information will be sent to SAAC, CREED mentors 
and Carolina Outreach to share with their teammates. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 



Cricket 

>>> On 9/26/2012 at 3:40 PM, in message <63CACBEDE92FC44C8245502BFF8AE8860F4ABACA@ITS- 

MSXMBS5M.ad.unc.edu>, "Pleasants, Robert" <bpleas@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cricket, 

I wanted to check with you to see if you could pub an event to coaches and athletes. Jackson Katz (see brief 
biography below) is coming to speak about violence prevention and particularly men’s roles in violence 
prevention. He’s a great speaker, and he’s a former all-star football player. A quarter of NFL teams use his 
bystander model. I think he’ll connect really well with male athletes. The talk will be at ?pm in the Great Hall on 

Tuesday, October :~6th. Students should arrive early as it is expected to be filled to max capacity. 

Dr. Jackson Katz is internationally recognized for his groundbreaking work in gender violence prevention 

education in schools, the sports culture and the military, as well as for his pioneering work in critical media 

literacy. An educator, author, filmmaker, and social theorist, Katz is co-founder of the multiracial, mixed- 

gender Mentors in Violence Prevention (MVP) program at Northeastern University’s Center for the Study of Sport 

in Society. Founded in 1993, MVP was one of the first programs to use a "bystander" model for gender violence 

preventionl Katz is one of the key architects of the bystander approach. Today, MVP is the most widely utilized 

sexual and domestic violence prevention program in college and professional athletics. It has been implemented 

by a quarter of the teams in the NFL, a number of Major League Baseball clubs, NASCAR, and many other sports 

organizations. Since 1997 Katz has directed the first worldwide gender violence prevention program in the history 

of the United States Marine Corps. MVP trainings have been held with U.S. Army personnel in Iraqi the U.S. Navy 

is currently piloting MVP in four sites around the worldl and Katz has served as a subject matter expert and 

consultant for the U.S. Air Force. Katz’s award-winning educational video Tough Guise, his featured appearances 

in the films Wrestling With Manhood and Spin The Bottle, and his lectures in the U.S. and around the world have 

brought his insights into masculinity and gender violence to millions of college and high school students as well as 

professionals in education, human services, public health and law enforcement. He is also the author of an 

influential book entitled "The Macho Paradox: Why Some Men Hurt Women and How AII Men Can Help," 

published by Sourcebooks in 2006. Since 1990, he has lectured at over 1100 colleges, prep schools, high schools, 

middle schools, professional conferences and military installations in 47 states, four Canadian provinces, Europe, 

Australia and other countries. Katz holds academic degrees from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and 

Harvard University, and a Ph.D. in cultural studies and education from UCLA. A native of Boston, he lives with his 

family in the Los Angeles area. For more information see www.jacksonkatz.com. 

Robert Pleasants, Ph.D. 

Interpersonal Violence Prevention Coordinator 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Campus Health Services 

(919) 843-7173 

CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 8:35 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

100812.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 8:35 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 

100812.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 15, 2012 7:40 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Upcoming Events 

101512.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 15, 2012 7:40 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

101512.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 22, 2012 7:57 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Upcoming Events 

102212.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 22, 2012 7:57 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Upcoming Events 

102212.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.html pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~i scbae@u~Caao~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caaou~xcoedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 
<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton 
<nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ~gmail.com>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

110512.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: film update attached 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:22 AM 

Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: film update attached 

TEXT.htm 

>>> @yahoo.com> 1:12 PM >>> 

Coach 

, won league this past Saturday against          High School 
Defense was hot and stop almost every play! I lead with 21 tackles which now ranks me at #1 

in with 183 tackles. I attached a highlight hudl link below of the game. Our first playoff 
game will be The time or location is TBA. 

I truly want to become apart of the University of North Carolina football program. Once you view 
my highlight film I hope you will see how determine I am to get to the player with the ball every 
play. I am coachable and a very hard worker not just on the field but in the classroom too. I will 
continue sending you hudl links updates of the playoff games. Looking forward to visiting the 
campus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:28 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Schedule 

Attach: docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Schedule 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesday, 8:44 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm 

We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking offthe Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 
Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02 

Richie, 

If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 
Deck? 

Martina 



Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office ~919) 962-2715 
Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Upcoming Weekend 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

Absolutely. Anytime parking is blocked off in the Loudermilk Lot, whether it be the entire lot or a portion, permit holders 

should be able to tell the Ramshead attendant and park in the deck. Sorry [ did not clarify that in the earlier email. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 

>>> Martina Ballen 10:38 AM >>> 

Richie, 



If the Loudermilk lot is blocked off on Friday during working hours, will it be set up for staffto park in the Ramshead 

Deck? 

Martina 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell ( 

Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Richie Grimsley 8:43 AM > > > 
We are hosting the North Carolina High School Football Championships this Friday night at 7:30 PM and Saturday at 

11:00 AM. UNC Parking will be blocking off the Loudermilk Lot at some point on Friday. The areas in the Loudermilk 

Center that will be utilized will all be on ground level. Let me know if there are any issues this causes that I may be 

unaware of. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Compliance Newsletter- 

TEXT.htm; pdf 

All, 

See attached for the I 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@~ncaaou~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~i scbae@u~Caao~coedu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@u~caaounc.e~tu 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, ’7:45 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Greetings! 

Just a friendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm ( 

Center on the 3rd floor. 

in the Loudermilk 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Greetings! 

Just a friendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm ( 
Center on the 3rd floor. 

l in the Loudermilk 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:00 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Go Heels and Happy Holidays! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:00 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Go Heels and Happy Holidays! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:27 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Please note that due to the women’s basketball game scheduled for 11 a.m. on 

we have changing the time of this surprise event to 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. instead of 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. 

still in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

>>> Joyce Dalgleish          5:20 PM >>> 

A SURPRISE Bidding of Farewell 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:27 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

Please note that due to the women’s basketball game scheduled for 11 a.m. on 

we have changing the time of this surprise event to 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. instead of 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. 

still in Room 216 of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

> > > Joyce Dalqleisl" 5:20 PM > > > 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 17, 2012 8:05 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         .~gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

121712.docx 

See attached for the short list of events coming up in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 8:53 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridger 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince 1lie 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        ~gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

10713.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Happy New Year! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:47 AM 

~email.unc.edu; bjpolk@UNC.EDU; ~gmail.com; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

dstroman@email.unc.ed u; 
Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~med.unc.edu;-Everyone <- 

Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; jack_evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >;       _~unc.edu; joy_renner@med.unc.edu; 

lissa_broome@unc.edu; Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.ed u; 
mail .co m;       ’,@g mail .co m; 

mail.unc.eclu; s~armer@admissions.unc.ed u; 
southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; stephens@sog.unc.edu; 

strohm@email.unc.edu; ¯ _~gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts 

< tkrobe rt @email. u nc.ed u > 

Compliance Newsletter - January, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 1-4-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the January, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:47 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~gmail.com; Alain Aguilar <alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton 

<Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu >; andrew_perrin@unc.edu; 

antoniot@email.unc.edu; Ann Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd 
<apkidd@ad.unc.edu >; bbfoster@email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu>; Marv Ellen Bingham <bincJhamm@email.unc.edu>; 

bipolk@U NC.EDU;            ~g mail.com;           ~g mail.com; 
~gmail.com; cderickson@unc.edu;        ,~live.unc.edu; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; cjbox@email.unc.edu; Sandy Albright 

<ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu>; clineberry@unc.edu; Christopher Sparrow 

<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; 
~nc.rr.com; 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; Eric Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu>; 
epo@med.unc.edu; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; fclark@email.unc.edu; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; _~live.unc.edu; 
gregoryc@email.unc.edu; Ginny Ellis <grellis@ad.unc.edu>; 

gscowell@email.unc.edu; gus@email.unc.edu; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry 
Stafford < harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Holden_Thorp@unc.edu; Ilsy Chappell 

< ichappell@unc.edu >; Jack_Evans@unc.edu; jackie_copeland@unc.edu; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu >; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu >; 

_~unc.edu; Jonathan Guthrie <jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; 
joy_renner@med.unc.edu; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 

~unc.edu; Kim Jones 
<kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton Creech 

< kwcreech@ad.unc.edu >; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Latoya Wright 
< Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >;                       ,~live.unc.edu >; Meridith 
Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley 

<mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino 
Megaloudis < megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 
mnusbaum@email.unc.edu; mosley@unc.edu; mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
_~live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; 

_~gmail.com; Pamela Higley 
< phigley@ad.unc.edu >; ,~gmail.com; _~email.unc.edu; Ronnie 

Pendleton < Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; .bemail.unc.edu; 
; Randall Young 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<ryoung@fac.unc.edu >; sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; southall@email.unc.edu; sportlaw@unc.edu; 
stephens@sog.unc.edu; strohm@email.unc.edu; Sue Walsh 

< suewalsh@ad.unc.edu >; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu >; 
~ @gmail.com; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. Roberts 

<tkrobert@email.unc.edu >                     _~live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith 
<tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly Waicus 

<waicus@email.unc.edu >; William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance Newsletter - January, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 1-4-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the January, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 7, 2013 7:41 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; .~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                         _~gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

10713.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 7, 2013 7:41 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

10713.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 11:08 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Scholarship 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 14, 2013 9:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        _~gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

11413.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 14, 2013 9:03 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

< dcrocker@uncaa.u nc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        _~gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

11413.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 

<billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C 
D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chelsea Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis 

<hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 
<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sean 
Quinn < squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 

Great information regarding the iY generation and technology ... enjoy 

"Dateline - Digital Detox" 
Take care, 
Cricket 

From: Leslie Barnes 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:00 PM 
To: James Mitchell 
Subject: links .... 

http://video.msnbc.msn.com/dateline/50386993#50386993 (part one) 

http://video.msnbc.msn.com/dateline/50387010#50387010 (part two) 

Leslie Barnes 
Assistant Athletic Director: Student Athlete Development 

Duke University 

919-681-8385 

Ibarnes@duaa.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 3:01 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 
Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams 

<awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 

<billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake 

Anderson <blakeand@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; C 
D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth 
<cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Kapilovic <ckap@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chelsea Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave 

Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_buncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dan Disch <disch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu>; David Duggan 

<dtduggan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots 
<ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski 
<estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gunter Brewer <gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant 
Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis 

<hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Beaulieu 

<jbeaulie@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley 
<jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 
<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Onyebuagu <jonye@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton 
<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 

<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 
<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 
<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marcus Berry <mberry@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis 

Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; ShelleyHJohnson <shelljo@unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TEXT.htm 

Coaches, 

Great information regarding the iY generation and technology ... enjoy 

"Dateline - Digital Detox" 

Take care, 
Cricket 

From: Leslie Barnes 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: James Mitchell 
Subject: links .... 

http://video.msnbc.msn.com/dateline/50386993#50386993 (part one) 

http://video.msnbc.msn.com/dateline/50387010#50387010 (part two) 

Leslie Barnes 
Assistant Athletic Director: Student Athlete Development 

Duke University 

919-681-8385 

Ibarnes@duaa.duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 18, 2013 8:41 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com >; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Niobra Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taren Cherry             _~gmail.com >; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 

<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 
<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

12113.docx 

With Monday being a Holiday, I wanted to get a jump on sending out the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium 

upcoming events calendar. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 18, 2013 8:41 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 

<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince llle 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John Montgomery 
<jmont@ad.unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Starling <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ken Mack < krmack@ad.unc.edu >; Karlton Creech 

<kwcreech@ad.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 

<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Matt Terrell < mterrell@ad.unc.edu >; Nate Hilton < nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Niobra Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy 

Restivo < srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Taren Cherry ¯           _~gmail.com >; 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 

<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

12113.docx 

With Monday being a Holiday, I wanted to get a jump on sending out the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium 

upcoming events calendar. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:58 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >;               @live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: iNiTiAL: TiM Server Restarts- Planned - Low 
Priority>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher 
Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 

<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 

Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >;                     @live.unc.edu >; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm 

TfM Server Maintenance scheduled today from 11am to lpm -TfM Server Restarts - Planned - Low Priority 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:arsys@remedy06.isis.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:38 AM 
To: iTS Changes List 

Subject: iNiTiAL: TiM Server Restarts - Planned - Low Priority 

Change Plan [D: 16002 
Change Plan Type: Planned 

Change Plan Status: Pending 

Scheduled service maintenance will be performed on TiM beginning at 
11:00:00 AM on 1/22/2013 and ending at 1:00:00 PM on 1/22/2013. This maintenance will be completely transparent to 

the user community. 

if you have any questions, please contact the iTS Service Desk at 962-HELP. Visit ~s://statUSoitSounc~edu to track the 

current operational state of iTS services. 

Ken Whitt, 
information Technology Services 

Submitted by: Ken Whitt - kwwhitt@email.unc.edu 
Remedy Users can view addition details by accessing the following url: 

https~//remed~/°unc~edu/ars\~s/f~rms/remed~/~unc.edu/Change + P~an + N~tificati~n + Detai~ ? 
FS36870933=OOOOOOOOOO:~6002&mode=Submit 

Contact the iTS Service Desk at 962-HELP for more information by referencing Change Plan [D: 16002 

Scheduled service maintenance will be performed on TiM beginning at 
11:00:00 AM on 1/22/2013 and ending at 1:00:00 PM on 1/22/2013. This 



maintenance will be completely transparent to the user community. 

[f you have any questions, please contact the [TS Service Desk at 962-HELP. Visit https:/!statusoitSoUr~c.edu to track the 

current operational state of [TS services. 

Ken Whitt, 
[nformation Technology Services 

NOTE: This internal [TS Change Communication contains customer information sent to [TS Changes Listserv. Use the 

unsubscribe directions contained at the bottom of any email sent to you from the [TS Changes Listserv to receive a single 

notification. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Robert Costa <robertcosta@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 12:57 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >               ’@live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock < bhaithcock@X-MS-Exchange-Inbox-Rules-Loop: 

tonyyount@unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: Finley Grill 
Special>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 
<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher 
Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 
<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 

Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 
<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; ~lsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 

Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 
John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 

Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 

Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 
Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Ta~:t ~timntlq\, t~:t~mp~ ,,nc.edu>; Terry K. 

Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu;                      .~live.unc.edu >; Tim 

Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Part.002; PHILLY CHEESE.jpg 

This week, The Finley Grill will be running a Philly Steak and Cheese special. 

Philly Steal~ an~l Cheese se~ed w/waffle fries fo~" $6.95 
6" white sub roll with seasoned Philly meat and your choice of toppings. 
Topping options: Mushrooms, onions and peppers, lettuce, and tomato. 
Cheese options: American, Swiss, Provolone and Nacho Cheese 
This special will be running all week long. 

WARNING: opening the picture attachment will cause excess salivation! 

Have a great week and we hope to see you at Finley! 

Robert Costa, PGA 

First Assistant Golf Professional 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

Ph (919) 962-2349 
Fax(919) 843-5974 

robertcosta~uncaaouncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:59 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>: Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu)                @live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: News & 
Updates from the Office of Human Resources>; Mary Ellen Bingham 

< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 
<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

Plive.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 
Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 

<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 

<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 
Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; tonyyount@unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu>; Tim Smith <tsmithO6@ad.unc.edu>; Velvet Catoe 

<vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 

<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Below is information from the Office of Human Resources that you may find of interest. Please share this 

with others in your area who may not have access to email. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Upcoming Dates & Deadlines 
Jan. 23: Running Effective Meetings class 

Jan. 24: Conversation Circle: Managers Circle class 

Jan. 24: OHR website migration 

Jan° 25: Basic Parliamentary Procedure class 

Jan. 29: Stress Management c[ass 

Jan. 29: Coaching Skills 101 (Introduction) c[ass 

information for Employees 
OHR Website Migration 

From: Kathy Bryant, HI? Communication and Talent Development 

Working with our ITS colleagues, we are scheduled to move the OHR website to a new hosting platform on Thursday, 

Jan. 24. This transition may cause unexpected downtime for the site during the afternoon on Thursday. The 

appearance and structure of the website will remain much the same as the current site. 

Although we are working to minimize issues before the migration, it is possible that the move may create some broken 

links. If you find any links that are broken (beginning on Friday), please use the form on the "Page Not Found" page or 

send an email (with the URL of the broken link) to hr@unc.edu. In addition, if you have bookmarked any pages on the 

OHR website, please update your bookmarks. 

Due to the way the search function operates on the new site, it may take several days for search results to be complete 
and reflect the new links. If you have trouble locating a certain page, please email hr@unc.edu for assistance. 

We appreciate your understanding as we work toward improving your online experience with OHR. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:16 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >;                _~live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brittany Holland 

<bhhollan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby 
Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener 
<biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: GroupWise not sending or receiving external 
Email>; Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Mario Ciocca 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher 
Sparrow <csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu >; David 

Thomas <david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu>; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 
Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 

<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 
Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

.~live.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 
< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 

< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

.blive.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 
ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 

<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 
Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >;                    @live.unc.edu >; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly 
Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Afternoon, 

Internal GroupWise email is sending email internally throughout the GroupWise users. However outside email are not 
being sent or received. 

f am working on the issue and will let you know as soon as it is back up. 

Thanks for your patience, 

Christy Suits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:16 PM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >                @live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
<bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Biener <biener@uncaa.unc.edSubject: 
GroupWise not sending or receiving external Email>; Mary Ellen Bingham 

< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 
<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 
Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn <tonyyount@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Tim Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; 
Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu>; Kelly Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; 
William Modlin <william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Afternoon, 

[nternal GroupWise email is sending email internally throughout the GroupWise users. However outside email are not 

being sent or received. 

[ am working on the issue and will let you know as soon as it is back up. 

Thanks for your patience, 

Christy Suits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Mike Wilkinson <mhwgolf@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 9:17 AM 

Jayne Barnwell <abarnwel@ad.unc.edu>; Adrian Beros 
<aberos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Council <acouncil@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Andrew DiBitetto 
<afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angie King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alain Aguilar 
<alaguila@email.unc.edu >; Alex Creighton <Alex_Creighton@med.unc.edu>; 
Adam Lucas <alucas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker I! 

<antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ann 
Oliver <aoliver@ad.unc.edu>; Alison Kidd <apkidd@ad.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron 

York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ben Sanders <basander@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel 

< bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu >                ~live.unc.edu >; Mark Knowles 

<bear@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bob Ellis <bellis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brie Tyler 
<bfarley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Gales <bgales@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette 
< bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brittany Renn < bgrenn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brenda 
Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Ellen Bingham 

< binghamm@email.unc.edu >; Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; Sandy 
Albright <ckalbrig@ad.unc.edu >; Christopher Sparrow 
<csparrow@fac.unc.edu>; Chad Wade <cwade@fac.unc.edu>; David Thomas 

<david.thomas@facilities.unc.edu >; Dawn McPherson 

<ddmcpher@ad.unc.edu>; Diane Aldridge <djoyce@ad.unc.edu>; DiAnne Lowe 

<dklowe@ad.unc.edu>; Daniel Maddox <dmaddox@fac.unc.edu>; Eric 
Montross <emontros@ad.unc.edu >; Sharon Evans <evanss@ad.unc.edu >; 

Ganesh Kamath <ganesh_kamath@med.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis 
<grellis@ad.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu; Harry Stafford 
< harry_stafford@med.unc.edu >; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Janine 
Holland <janineh@ad.unc.edu>; Janis Matson <jematson@email.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@ad.unc.edu>; Jonathan Guthrie 
<jonathan.guthrie@facilities.unc.edu >; Jeffrey Spang <jspang@med.unc.edu >; 
Kim Jones <kimberja@ad.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <krmack@ad.unc.edu>; Karlton 

Creech < kwcreech@ad.unc.ed u >; Latoya Wright < Ijtaylor@email.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu>; Meridith Petschauer 
<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Don McCauley <mccauled@ad.unc.edu>; Margie 
Dubnansky <mdubnans@ad.unc.edu>; Dino Megaloudis 

< megaloud@ad.unc.edu >; Michael Copeland 
< michael.copeland@facilities.unc.edu >; Mitchell Kivett < mkivett@fac.unc.edu >; 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@ad.unc.edu>; Nellie Baber <nbaber@ad.unc.edu>; 
.blive.unc.edu >; Nick Fulton < njfulton@unc.edu >; Pamela 

Higley <phigley@ad.unc.edu>; Ronnie Pendleton 
< Ronnie.Pendleton@facilities.unc.edu >; Robin Ungano < rungano@unc.edu >; 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ryanmills@unc.edu; Randall Young <ryoung@fac.unc.edu>; Sally Mays 
<smays@email.unc.edu>; Sue Walsh <suewalsh@ad.unc.edu>; Tom Brickner 
<tbrickne@email.unc.edu>; Tim Taft <timothy_taft@med.unc.edu>; Terry K. 
Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu >;                    @live.unc.edu >; Tim 
Smith <tsmith06@ad.unc.edu >; Velvet Catoe <vcatoe@ad.unc.edu >; Kelly 

Waicus <waicus@email.unc.edu>; William Modlin 
<william.modlin@facilities.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Part.002 

To everyone: 

If you had plans to come out to the golf course for lunch today...just a note to let you know, due to the weather forecast 

we will not be opening the grill at Finley today. The golf Shop will close at 12 Noon. 

Hopefully the Grill and course will open tomorrow based on the conditions. 

Stay warm and Safe. 

Michael H. Wilkinson PGA 
Head Golf Professional 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
Office 919-962-2349 
Fax 919-843-59 74 

m hvva ol f(a] u ncaaou ncoed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 8, 2013 1:50 PM 

Cc-" 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Missing S-A Textbooks 

TEXT.htm; Missing Book List to Coaches.docx 

All, 

Please find attached a list of student-athletes who received books for classes that they eventually dropped. Next Friday, 
February 15th, we will placing charges on student accounts for the books that have not been returned. All student- 

athletes need to return any dropped class books to Nate Yarbrough in the Loudermilk Center. Do NOT send them to the 

bookstore for returns, or we will have no record of that return, if the books have not been received by the 15th then the 

student-athlete will automatically be charged the cost of the missing books. Please impress upon your student-athletes 
the importance of returning these books asap. 

The attached list is sorted by sport, but please look over the entire list because there were some last minute additions at 



the end. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to clear up any confusion. 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 7:55 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

21113.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week! 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 11, 2013 7:55 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center 

21113.docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:06 PM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Final S-A Missing Book List 

TEXT.htm; Final Book List_2.14.13.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the final list of all student-athlete books that need to be turned in to Nate immediately. I appreciate 

your patience as our department has been working diligently all week to obtain the necessary information to determine 

the status of all S-A books. This has been a learning process for all of us and going forward we will be able to make the 

return process easier and more efficient. All student-athletes that are on the attached list did sign and pick up the books 
listed. I have copies of the receipts from the book store as proof that the books were picked up. Please make sure that 

these student-athletes have returned the necessary books to Nate by tomorrow afternoon! Charges will be placed on 

their accounts at the beginning of next week. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions. Thank you all for your help. 

Samantha 

Samantha Kirby 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 1:14 PM 

gyount@email.unc, edu 

Fwd: ;hated some photos with you 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 7:47 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 21813.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 18, 2013 7:47 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

21813.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 7:56 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 22513.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 25, 2013 7:56 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

22513.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 1, 2013 11:06 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - March, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 3-1-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the March, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 6:27 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 30413.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 6:27 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Upcoming Events 

FlLE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 4, 2013 6:27 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

30413.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a great week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 4, 2013 10:41 AM 



Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

TEXT.htm; Part.O02 

Hi everyone, 

Does anyone have a Vue machine? I accidentally ordered a box of Breakfast Blend K-cups for the Vue machine and they 

will not work in our Keurig Machine. if you want them, please let me know. They are free! 

Thanks, 

Diane Crocker 
UNC Athletic Business Office 
(919) 843-9270 
dcrocker@uncaaoUncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 11:50 AM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: REMINDER - Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to remind everyone that the 6:30-10:30pm schedule on Mondays and Wednesdays begins this Wednesday 

(3/6). Please review the email previously sent below for further detail. Counselors, please be sure Four students are 

aware as well. 

Thank gou, 

Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:38 PM 



Subject: Time Changes to Tutor Sche6ules on Select Dates 
Importance: High 

Hi Everyone, 

I hope all is well with each of you. 

You are receiving this email if you tutor on Monday and/or Wednesday night. I wanted to make you aware of a schedule 

time change that needs to occur on 9 different Mondays and Wednesdays in March and April. Due to some conflicts 

with a large number of our student-athletes we need to move tutoring appointments to 6:30pm-10:30pm (instead of 

our normal 6-10pm) on the following dates : 

Wednesday, March 6 

Monday, March 18 

Wednesday, March 20 

Monday, March 25 

Wednesday, March 27 

Monday, April 1 

Wednesday, April 3 

Monday, April 8 

Wednesday, April 10 

So essentially all appointments on these days will be moved back 30 minutes. For example, if you do not have your first 

appointment until 7pm on Monday and Wednesday, that appointment will begin at 7:30pm on those 9 days noted 

above. I hope that this poses limited disruption to your schedules in the evenings. But please let me know if you will 

have any concerns with this. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov~uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timme~rnans, Tom" <timme~rnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 1:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyouu@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@ uncaa, uuc.edu> 

RE: 

TEXT.htm 

IL was for the t:alf semester. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:30 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: 

I don’t believe that she is in an online class this semester. 

Here is her schedule from Connect Caxolina 

Tony 

On Mar 4, 2013, at 1:19 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmem~m~s.~{~unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Tony, 

Car~ you set~d f’qe a brief explat~ation of why 

pay for ~t. 

Thm~ks! 

Tom 

Frem: Copebnd, Jacquelyn D 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 20~3 ~:~7 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; GreRorv, Cassandra B 

Subject: RE: 

Th~s is what ~ have for ~ 

is takin~ at~ ot~lirH:_~ class this semesLer, JusL have to go [hrough the approval ~lrocess to be able 

She is on a flail, but I suppose we need to confirm the CCO was approved? 

J c 

From= Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Wednesday, February 27, 20:[3 3:26 PM 
To= Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject= RE: 
She is another one. That is it cheaper to take 9 credits ph~s one online class than to take 12 regular credits~ If th~s is correct let me k~ow and ~ am ok 

w~th pay~t~g for 

From: Cassandra B Gregory [mai~to:gregoryc@ema~Lunc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:11 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Subject: 

Tom & Jackie 

took a CCO class in fall 2012,             and now she have a credit for her adding and dropping. Are we going to pay for it or not. Jackie, the 

credit still need to be pull cause its showing up under tuition. 

Cassat~dra g Gregory 

UNC Chape~ H~[I 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 

Accounth~g Tech 

2215 SASB North Cg#I400 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1~X) 

~r ego ryc@ema~Lunc.e du 

phone 959-843--5384 

fax 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Timme~rnans, Tom" <limme~rnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: 

TEXT.htm 

Ok thauks. We just have to make sure that we get prior approval in the future. Just to make sure it works ruth her scholarship payments 

Tom 

Sent farm my Vedzou Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Youut, Touy" <tou~yount@unc.edu> 

To: "Timmenn~s, To~n" <timmerma~s@unc.edtp 
Subject: 1 

Date: Mon, Mar4, 2013 1:59 pm 

Touy 

On Mar 4, 2013, at 1:19 PM, Tom Timmem~a~s <.t_i!i_n_~!_ej__r_&~__m__K~L_uj!_c_:__e__@_ > 
wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you send me a brief explanation of why 

pay for it. 

Thanks! 

From: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 1:17 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Gregory, Cassandra B 

Subject: RE: 

This is what ~ have for Emma: 

is taking an online class this sernesLer. JusL have to go through the approval process to be able 

She is on a h~ll, but t suppose we need to confirm the CCO was approved? 

JC 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, .]acquelyn D 
Subject: RE: 
She is another one. That is it ch~-:~aper to take 9 credits plus one online class than to take 12 regular credits I[ this is correct le~: m~-_~ Imow and f am 

with paying for it. 

From: Cassandra B Gregory [mailto:gregoryc@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:11 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Subject: 

Tom & Jackie 

Emma took a CCO class in fall 2012 ( PHiL ~nd now she have a credit for her adding and dropping. Are we going to pay for it or not. Jackie, the 

credit still need to be pull cause its showing up under tuition. 

Cassandra B Gregory 

UNC ChapN 

Student Accounts & University Receivables 

2215 SASg North C~#I400 

ChapN Hill NC 27599-I4~ 

phone 919~843-5384 

f~x 9:[9-962-1568 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:21 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 31113.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:21 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

31113.docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March ll, 2013 12:48 PM 

tonyyoun@unc.edu 

Fxe Rackham <rackhmn@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Regis~aation 

Hi Tony 

I believe our practice times for the fall ruth be the same as last fall. 

We will practice Man, Tues, Wed ti~m 3:00 pm k~ 7:00 pm time slot. 

Most days we will winch video at 3, and on the court at 3:30 pm to 6ish 

We roll lift weights MW at 7:00 or 8:00 am pending when most begin classes. 

If we are forttmate and don’t have 8:00 classes then we will probably lift at about 7:45 to 8:30 am 

And then start classes at 9. 

So if fiosh can avoid scheduling an 8 am then the reset of the team will be very hapw :) 

Thursdays we will practice frown 2:30 pm to 5:00 p~n. (Video at 2) 

And thanks for stopping to say hi to              3n SatuMay night after the BB game. He was excited to see yon again, his 

unofficial visit and all went well except t6r the outcome of the game. It made a great impression on him to chat for a few mim~tes. I hank you! 

vas here again on an 

And again, All the 2013’s parents were sooooooo delighted with your meeting with them on Saturday as well. It was pertbct. Thanks so much. I know you will like this 

group of students!!! Yes students! 

I think they will help on the court too :) 

ttave a good day 

PS: Eve, Tyler’. Arturo, and I are in Los Angeles. 

We will be back on Thursday Inoming in time for ACC Tournan~ent time’. Go Heels! 

JS 

Joe Sagula 

Cm~olina Volleyball 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

> Coaches, 

> ’][’he deadline for applying for priority registration for your temns for the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your t:dll practice schedule, please let me know as soon 

as possible so that they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will submit the same information that we submitted laser year. 
> 

> Thanks 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <~markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:43 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounl@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: 

TENZI’.htm; ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN - Dural3 - LM edits.docx 

Bailer - works for me. 

Made a few rninor changes -- see at[ached -- and then accept or rejecL Then we can ge~ [o sign off: again. 

Also, looks like she is still in :12 hours in the system. Any idea when that may drop down to 9? We won’t submit until it does since she won’t need a wai~’er until 

then.,, 

Frem; Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 12, 20:t3 :t2:34 PM 

Te; Markos, Lance M 
Subject 
Let’s try this 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 12:28 P]’,/J, Lance M Markos <markos@email unc edu> wrote: 

Hahahaha, yeah right.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Markos, l.ance M 
Subject: Re: 

I plead old age - though I still seek to be in the trainable categop)~ - that’s what you highly paid young guns are here for - to train me 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 12:06 PM. Lance M Markos <nrarkos(~d)email uric edu> 
wrote: 

>> You’re such a slacker, Youm... ;-) 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 
>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

>> Totally missed the last 2 pages - sorW - I11 get on that 
>> 

>> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:52 AM, Lance M Markos <mark os(fi~eraail.~mc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 

>>> The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Yount, Tony 
>>> Sent: Tuesday-, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
>>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>>> Cc: Yount, Tonw Welborn. Spenccr 
>>> Subject: Re: 
>>> 

>>> He did, and I read ttuough it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - course by course? 

>> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 A\{, Lance M Markos <_12r__~_a__~_k___o__s_~_n__~_i~__i_l_:_u__tZ_c_:_e__d_~!> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 

>>>> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thales! t 

>>>> L ance 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Ton?- Yount [~_r_!_a_j_!_t_o__2t_9_t)X2"_p___U__l_~_t_~!kc_:_c_._c_!~j 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 
>>>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>>>> Sul~iect: 

>>>> Lance, 

>>>> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 

>>>> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her 

they can refcr back to this to see if we followed am plan. And I guess the?, like the details. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:58 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun<~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: petition 

TEXT.htm 

Awesome -. you’re the manH Thanks for the good work!! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:58 PM 

Te: Markos, Lance IVl 
Subject: Re: petition 

Ann w&sn’t in "the advising office - le[t her a message asking for help in getting the drop ~sted to Co~ect Carolina. 

I’ll send the edited version m       gor her signature. 

On , at 12:53 PM, Lance M Markos <marko{i~emaiLunc.edu> 

wrote: 

Perfect-- figured it’s just an administrative hold-.up. Thanks!! 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:ton,/yount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 12:53 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Fwd: petition 

Here is the letter from t~le Dean’s office approving the drop. Don’t know why file delay in posting, but I will call Ann Oldham in the Advising office and inquire. 

Tony 

Begin forwaxded nressage: 

Resent-From: <tonvvountd~unc.edu> 
From: ~live,unc edu> 
Subject: FW: petition 
Date: 4:31:42 PM 
To: <gy__o____u___n___t_@_e_____m____aj_[:__u____n___c__:__e____d___u__>, Tony Yount <_t___o___n__yyg___u____n___t_@__u____n___c__:__e____d____u_.>, Anson Dorrance <..a....n.~.s....~.~.n..~@..u.~.n..~.c.~.a..~.a....~.u..~.n.~..c.~:..e.~..d.~.u..> 
Hello, 
[ just wanted to let you know that the committee granted my request, I do not know what this fully means but i am happy that this process is over. Thank you so much for all 
of your help! 

From: Oldham, Ann B. [aoldham@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I 9:36 AM 
To: 
Subject:" petition 

Please find attached a letter regarding your petition. 

~sst. t:~ ~s£~. bean 

<image001 .j pg~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, ~: 14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounV,~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: 

It’s probably because I missed the exam. rll check with my teacher though. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On it 8:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyoun@unc.edtr> wrote: 

> Absolutely - see you then. 
> 

> Hope you me having a marvelous experience 
> 

:> Progress report from your SOCI 

you get home. 
> 

> Tony 

> On , at 3:58 PM ;@gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> t tey Tony, I will be back by the 18th. Can I j ust swing by your office then? 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 5:06 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonD’oun@unc.edu> wrote: 

prof had an F on it. I hope that was just due to missed material that you can maJ~ce up. Might want to check on that as soon as 

office a~d sign it there. 

>>> Tony 

>>> <ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN docx> 

>>> I’m sore./but we need your signature again. The NCAA wa~ted a more detailed list of what you needed to "take to graduate, and a schedule of when you might 

take the courses. You are by no means locked into this schedule at all. It is simply a way to show them a path to graduation that you could choose. 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to ask you to sign and lax again, but that’s what we need for you to do. Or if you’re going to be home by Monday, March 18, you could jus~t come by my 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wednesda? PM 

Lance M Matzos <-maJ~cosi~emau.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmennans@unc.edu-~ 

~live.unc.e&~; Tony Yount <ton~oun@unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount’~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

l)dg: 

TEXT.htm 

Sound~.; ~;ood Tim! ~c[:ually Tom jug.d: sent an e-mail this morning regarding summer school so once is back from h~-:m holktays ~.;t~:~ can let Tom know. Thanks 

From; Timmermans, Tom [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, ~1:38 AM 
To~ Markos, Lance M 

Subject: ~ 

From an NC~A perspective, ,.yes sl’m is e~g~ble Arisen, has a summer budget and ~ responsible R~r d~vkting ~:~ up between student--ad~ietes~ so the be~d: tMng 

to do ~s reach ou[: to him [:o le[: him know Prem~j needs ~:o atte[xt summer school 

Tom 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 

Co: Timmermans, Tom; Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

Thanks; Lance~ ~; a~so doing a fieM schoo~ th~s summer for a month with some ~d:udents From UNC at?d NC Sta[~ Un~vers~:y which b required in order for her 

Lo graduate. WouM she stH~ be e~igib~e [:or some sort of scho~arsNp? Thanks 

From: Markos, Lance M [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 11:22 AM 
To; 
Cc; Timmermans, Tom; Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: 
Importance: High 

He,/ 
That’s great to heath I’m going to let Tony Yount and Tom Timmermans, who handles financial aid in our office, handle the paperwork on this one. Looks like they 

rnight ne~:_~d to tearn up to get a~i the m~o checked off and back to ~ for her part, Thanks~ 

[.at~ce 

Sent= Wednesday, I t:l~ PN 
To= Narkos, Lance b. 

Subject: ~: 

Hi 

How are you? I was wonder~ng if the atLached form woukt go to you to fil~ ~ and send ~t #~ to the ~ternat~o~l office. I am ass~m~g you recek~ed notification that 

~as been granted a 9th semester. ~ have attached the letter FY] k~ case you haven’t seen k. P~ease let me know and once  ~s back from Bahamas later 
on this week., ~ wH] get her to fill ~n her m[orrnation and e--ma~l the [orm ~:o you. Thanks 

 

From: Mills, Amanda [mailto:aakinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday,             1~:06 AM 

Subject: RE: 

I forgot tl’m a~:tachment. 

Best, 

Amanda 

Sent~ Tuesday, l:51 PN 

To~ Mills, Amanea 
Subject: RE: 
Impo~ance: H~gn 

Hi Amanda, 
l~ust wa~?ted [o lind out what pa~lerwork t~eeds to be d.:N?e by 

UNC for the 9~h semester graduating ~n         rather than 

order for her to extend her visa [or school till          She has been granted to attend 

I believe ’~as granted Permission for me to contact you~ Thanks 

From: Mills, Amanda l-mailto:aakine¢~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesdav,                2:06 PM 

Ccl 
Subject:" RE: 

Thank you tot your ernail. 

Unt:ortunately we cannot discuss specihc student information with parents unless auLhorized to do so by the student. I can tell yo~, however, that we do not iss~e 

a new 1-20 for sorneone changing t:rom a Bachelor of Arts to a Bachelor of Science degree. We only issue the new I-.20 if Lf~e actual major changes. 



If your= is tFaw?llmg she should obl:ain a ~ravel si~natur~-_~ on h~-_~r 1-20 document by sl:oppmg in to our office during o~fh::e hours wH:h her ~)asspoFt and ~--20. 

Best, 

A~anda 

FedEx G~ob~ Educatio~ Cen~eF~ Room 2004 
The Uniw~l~ of North Ca~’olina at Chape~ Hill 

301 P~ttsboro Street~ CB# 5240 
Chapel H~, NC 27599-5240 

Tel. 919-.962-.5661 ; P’ax. 919-962-4282 

http://global.unc.edu/isss 

Sent: Wednesday, 3: 54- PM 
To: Mills, Amanda 

Subject: I 
Importance-" High 

Hi Amanda, 

I am and she is swamped with catchin~ up with classes and exams and she asked me to follow up on her revised 1-20 form. She recently chan~ed her 

program from Bachelor of Arts to Bachelor of Science(a couple of weeks a~o) and she has not heard back from your office to pick up a revised 1-20 form si~ned by 

your office. She is headin~ home later on next week and wants to make sure her paperwork is in order before she heads home. Can you please check and let me 

know (I will cc ~n this e-mail as well) when she can expect to pick up the new papers please. If you need to call me, I can be reached on my cell at 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 11:08 AM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor Training Session - March 27 @ 4:30pm 

TEXT.htm 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope you have all enjoyed this week off from tutoring and are feeling reenergized for the final 6-8 weeks of the 

semester!! 

In the spirit of becoming reenergized, please mark your calendars for a Tutorial Training session on Wednesday, March 

27 at 4:30pm-5:45pm in the Academic Center Room 2406 and 2408. Pizza and drinks will be served!!!! 

Training and education opportunities are extremely important to the success of the Tutorial Program as a whole. Please 

make every effort to attend! If you are unable to adjust your schedule to attend, please let me know. 



Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <j sagula@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 8:56 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~%LCOME BACK from Spring break VB TRAINING SCHEDULE March 18 - 31,2013 

5A32FB7B-403B-4984-9CE2-C737F61FCCA2.png; 714B7DDD-34C9-4089-A1D3-48052B32D245.png; image002.jpg 

WELCOME BACK FROM SPRING BREAK[ .... and Happ~ St.Patdck=s Da~ ! 

f hope l:hat everyone is resb-:~d, rei~dy, ~! !, and caught up on ~ome schoo~ workire~ding~ e~:c. 

Be~ore you know ~t we w~l~ be ~n ~nal expires, then May, summer training. Pre-season. First m~tc:h A~~s. NOTRE DAME. 

I[ is tkne to raise the bar! 

We now begin the competitive vo~feybal~ phase of the spring VOLLEYBALE schedule for the next 5 weeks~ 

And we move into PHASE IH, of our STRENGTH TRAINING & CONDITIONING, 

MONDAY, March 28 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

9:00-9:30 A~M * TEAM ~ETING GOALS & PROGRESS REPORT (Media Room) 

9:30-10:30 AM        TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHA~L 

TUESDAY March 19 

"2:15-2:45 TEAM MEETING (PART 2) Media Room 

2:45 - 4:15 P M TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ }VO OLLEN 

4:15-5:00 PM TEAM Rehab, stretching, foam roll, ice baths at STALLINGS 

WEDNESDAY, March 20 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

8:50-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHA£L 
THURSDAY, March 2~ 

"1:45-2:30 PM REHAB at Stallings 

2:30-4:00 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

4:30-5:30 PM TEAM YOGA @ FSY 
FRIDA Y, March 22 
7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK (TEAM NUTRITION CHA, T~ 

8:50-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

SA TURDA Y~ March 23 

TOURNAMENT at DUKE (EAST CAMPUS, Brodie Gym) 

7:30 AM TEAM MEETS at BRUEGGER’S BAGEL (Eastgate/East Franklin Street) driving cars 
9:00 AM WORK TEAM (for 2 courts) 
:10:00 AM vs. LIBERTY 
:1:1:00 AM vs. DUKE 
:12:00/1:00 PM OFF ~ lunch break 
2:00 PM vs. HIGH POINT 
4:00 PM vs. WAKE FOREST 
5:00 PM return to Chapel Hill 

SU27DAE ~/farch 24 

OFF 

MONDAY~ March 15 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

9:00-9:30 AM TEAM MEETING GOALS PROGRESS REPORT 

9:30-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 

TUESDAY March 15 

"2:15-2:45 TEAM MEETING (PART 2) CARMICHAEL 

2:45 - 4:15 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

4:15-5:00 PM TEAM Rehab, stretching, foam roll, ice baths at STALLINGS 

WEDNESDAY, March 27 

7:30-8:45 AM 

8:50-10:30 AM 
THURSDA Y~ March 28 

TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 



"1:45-2:30 PM REHAB at Stallings 

2:30-4:00 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN/CARMICHAEL - TBA 

4:30-5:30 PM TEAM YOGA @ FSY 
FRIDA Y, March 29 Good Friday, no classes 

7:00 AM DEPART FROM CARMICHAEL ~ BUS TO PHILADELPHIA 

4:00-6:00 PM TEAM PRACTICE at U Pennsylvania!THE PALESTRA 

SA TU RDA Y~ Mc~rch 30 
PRACTICE & SCRIMMAGES ~J 11:00 AM ~ 4:00 PM Penn State & Univ. of Pennsylvania 

at University of Pennsylvania, Gym: The Palestra (33rd/Spruce Street} 

Team is staying at: The Inn at Penn, 3600 Sansom Street, Phila, PA 19104, 

215-222-0200 

* We will depart Philadelphia, approx 5:30 PM and return to NC 

SUNDAY, March 31 Easter Sunday 

OFF 

MONDA Y, April 

7:30-8:45 AM 

8:50-10:30 AM 

TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 

Every day is my l}avorite day ..... 

Spring competitive schedule: 

MARCH 30, SNI’URDAY -. a~: U Penn, wit:h Penn St:ate ~n PNJade~phb (~tep~m: Friday, March 29th, 7:00 AM) 

APRIL 6, SATURDAY - a~ Coastal Virginia Tournament (Virginia Beach, VA) 

gPRIL 20, SgTURDAY - UNC Spring Tournament, 12:00 noon start (NCSU, UNC~Charto~e, Win, & Mary, Duke} 

6:00 PM A~umni match 

* TEA~ BANQUET ~ SUNDAY, APRIL 2i ~ ~2:00 NOON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Joseph A Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 8:56 PM 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ton?,’ Youm <tonyyoun@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

WELCOME BACK fioln Spring break VB TRAINING SCHEDULE March 18 - 31, 2013 

5A32FBTB-403B-4984-9CE2-C737F61FCCA2.png; 714BTDDD-34C9-4089-A1D3-48052B32D245.png; image002.jpg 

WELCOME BACK FROM SPRING BREAK! .... and Happy St.Patrick’s Day ! 

I hope that everyone is rested, ready, :_s__t)_[!__23_r_},___f_Lt_H, and caught t~p on some school work!reading, etc, 

Before you kr~ow it we w~l] De ~[~ fim~l e>:ams, then Ig, l~y, summer ~:ra~ning. Pre--season. First match A~~& NOTRE: DAME. 

~t is l:h~e to raise the b~r~ 

We now beg~n the competitive vo]~eyba~ phase of the spring VOLLEYBALL schedule for the next S weeks. 

And we move ~n[o PHASE III, of our STRENGTH TRAINING & CONDiTiONiNG. 

MONDAY, March 28 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

9:00-9:30 AM * TEAM .MEETING GOALS & PROGRESS REPORT (Media Room) 

9:30-10:30 AM       TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ ~A.~N!~.~Ag.~ 

TUESDAY March 19 

"2:J_5-2:45 TEAM MEETING (PART 2) Media Room 

2:45 - 4:15 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALI~ @ ~,tt, OOLLEN 

4::15-5:00 PM TEAM Rehab, stretching, foam roll, ice baths at STALLINGS 

WEDNESDAY, March 20 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

8:50-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ 
THURSDAY, March 21 

"1:45-2:30 PM REHAB at Stallings 

2:30-4:00 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

4:30-5:30 PM TEAM YOGA @ FSY 
FRIDA Y, March 22 
7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WE GHTS @ LOUDERM LK 

8:50-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

SATURDAY, March 23 

TOURNAMENT at DUKE (EAST CAMPUS, Brodie Gym) 

7:30 AM TEAM MEETS at BRUEGGER’S BAGEL (Eastgate]East Franklin Street) driving cars 
9:00 AM WORK TEAM (for 2 courts) 
10:00 AM vs. LIBERTY 
11:00 AM vs. DUKE 
12:00~1:00 PM OFF E~ lunch break 
2:00 PM vs. HIGH POINT 
4:00 PM vs. WAKE FOREST 
5:00 PM return to Chapel Hill 

SD~VF)AK ~:V[arch 24 

OFF 

MONDAY, March 15 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

9:00-9:30 AM TEAM MEETING GOALS PROGRESS REPORT 

9:30-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 

TUESDAY March !6 

"2:15-2:45 TEAM MEETING (PART 2) CARMICHAEL 

2:45 - 4:15 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN 

4:15-5:00 PM TEAM Rehab, stretching, foam roll, ice baths at STALLINGS 

WEDNESDAY, March 27 

7:30-8:45 AM TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 



8:50-10:30 AM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 
THURSDAY, March 28 

"1:4.5-2:30 PM REHAB at Stallings 

2:30-4:00 PM TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ WOOLLEN/CARMICHAEL - TBA 

4:30-5:30 PM TEAM YOGA @ FSY 
FRIDA Y, March 29 Good Frida y~ no classes 

7:00 AM DEPART FROM CARMICHAEL ~ BUS TO PHILADELPHIA 

4:00-6:00 PM TEAM PRACTICE at U Pennsylvania/THE PALESTRA 

SATURDAY~ Mc~rch 30 

PRACTICE & SCRIMMAGES ~ 11:00 AM 71 4:00 PM Penn State & Univ. of Pennsylvania 

at University of Pennsylvania, Gym: The Palestra (33rd/Spruce Street) 

Team is staying at: The inn at Penn, 3600 Sansom Street, Phila, PA 19104, 

215-222-0200 

* We will depart Philadelphia, approx 5:30 PM and return to NC 

SUNDA Y, March 31 Easter Sunday 

OFF 

MONDA Y, April 1 

7:30-8:45 AM 

8:50-10:30 AM 

TEAM WEIGHTS @ LOUDERMILK 

TEAM VOLLEYBALL @ CARMICHAEL 

Every day is my l~avorite day ..... 

5pr{ng ~,omf~etitive schedule: 

MARCH 30, SATURDAY - a~ U Penn~ w~h Penn S~ate ~n Ph~h~de~phb (depsr~ F~day, March ~gth~ 7:00 AM) 

APRIL 6, SATURDAY - s~ Coasta~ Vi~ginb Tournament (V~rg~nh~ 5each, VA) 

APRIL ~0, SATURDAY - UNC Sprhsg Tourtlal~ent, ~2:00 noon start (NCSU, UNC-Char~otte, Win, & Ma~, Duke} 

6:00 PM A~umn~ match 

* T~ ~ANQUET ~ SUNDAY~ APril 21 D 12:00 NOON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Richie Grimsley" <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 7:47 AM 

Subject: RE: Upcoming Events 

Attach: 31813. docx 

Starting this week, Nate Hilton will be the day to day point of contact for scheduling events in the Loudermilk Center 
and will begin sending out the weekly schedule next week. Please contact him with any issues or needs that arise 

within the building. 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium.[] Have a great week. 

From: Richie Grimsley [mailto:rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 8:41 AM 



Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 7:47 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Upcoming Events 

31813.docx 

Starting this week, Nate Hilton will be the day to day point of contact for scheduling events in the Loudermilk Center 
and will begin sending out the weekly schedule next week. Please contact him with any issues or needs that arise 

within the building. 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium.[] Have a great week. 

From: Richie Grimsley [mailto:rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 8:41 AM 



Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11 : 19 AM 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: REMINDER - Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Everyone, 

Since we are all coming off of Spring Break, just wanted to provide one more reminder about the schedule shift from 

6:30pm-lO:3Opm on Mondays and Wednesdays that begins tonight on a more consistent basis. Let me know if you have 

any questions. Writing tutors who work on a drop-in basis should still plan to begin at 6pm. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 11:50 AM 



Subject: RE: REMINDER - Time Changes to Tutor Schedules on Select Dates 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to remind everyone that the 6:30-10:30pm schedule on Mondays and Wednesdays begins this Wednesday 

(3/6). Please review the email previously sent below for further detail. Counselors, please be sure your students are 

aware as well. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:38 PM 

Importance: High 

Hi Everyone, 
I hope all is well with each of you. 

You are receiving this email if you tutor on Monday and/or Wednesday night. I wanted to make you aware of a schedule 

time change that needs to occur on 9 different Mondays and Wednesdays in March and April. Due to some conflicts 

with a large number of our student-athletes we need to move tutoring appointments to 6:30pm-10:30pm (instead of 

our normal 6-10pm) on the following dates : 

Wednesday, March 6 

Monday, March 18 

Wednesday, March 20 

Monday, March 25 

Wednesday, March 27 

Monday, April 1 

Wednesday, April 3 

Monday, April 8 

Wednesday, April 10 

So essentially all appointments on these days will be moved back 30 minutes. For example, if you do not have your first 

appointment until 7pm on Monday and Wednesday, that appointment will begin at 7:30pm on those 9 days noted 



above. I hope that this poses limited disruption to your schedules in the evenings. But please let me know if you will 

have any concerns with this. 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(;orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 
<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John R Montgomery 
<jmont@unc.edu>; James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’John Starling’ 
<j starling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton W 
(;reech <kcreech@unc.edu>; ’Amy Kleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack 
<kmack@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell 
<mterrell@unc.edu>; Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
<nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 
Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                         ~gmail.com>; 
Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim 
Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein 
<zwierlein@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 32513. docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:28 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 
Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; (;lint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
(;orey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis <grellis@email.unc.edu>; 
gyount@email.unc.edu; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Boxill 
<jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; John R Montgomery <jmont@unc.edu>; James Spurling 
<jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’John Starling’ <jstarling@defenderservices.com>; Jennifer 
Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 
(;leary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karlton W (;reech <kcreech@unc.edu>; 
’AmyKleissler’ <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Mack <kmack@unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 
<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 
<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 
Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu>; Nathan Scott 
Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson <nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo 
<srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>;                          ~gmail.com>; Tim Dillon 
Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie 
Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 32513. docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 1, 2013 8:01 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 40113.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Nathan Scott Hilton <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, April 1, 2013 8:01 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

TEXT.htm; 40113.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
cell - 
work - (919) 962-4316 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             7:07 PM 

@gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
<antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             ~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>;                         ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cibox@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; ~nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <JoyRenner@med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           ~gmail.com;        ~gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - 

TEXT.htm;      pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Lance 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

}live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, ¯            11:3 8 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON Junior College 

TEXT.htm 

Tony does this transfer over as ECON 

Its at :ollege 

2013SU 8908 ECON:i .......... i Principles of         Prerequisite! MATH 220 o! MATH 120SP o! 
........... Macro~conomic$ equivalent Recommended: Eligibili~ for ENGL 

732013 )aent 

OFF ONLINE No~ Section 8908 is a hgb~id class~ a 

MW 5 30PM 9~SPM M~ ..... combination of cla~smom lecture a~d online 
instruction2 This class meeN ~eguladg online 
and MW from 5i30 9i~Spm on campbs in MA 
101: Please go to www: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

}live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email address 

TEXT.htm 

I received my acceptance letter and created my UNC email address! 

Talk to you soon. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:37 AM 

_~gmail.com 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Summer School 

- see below - clarifying that you do not need 2 classes this summer in order to work out at facility - one if fine. 

Jenny 

Carolina     ;ummer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu > 3:20 AM > > > 

If we are not paying for anything she can take 3 credits. Only if we pay, she would have to take 6. 

Tom 

From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, k16 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

Hi Tom, 

we are not paying for any of the classes - although she will be on a books scholarship once the fall starts. 

Jenny 



Carolina     ~ummer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

> > > "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu > 2:01 PM > > > 

Hi Jenny, 

If we are payinl~ she needs to take at least 6 credits. I am ok with one beinl~ online but they can’t both be. 

Tom 

From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Fwd: Summer School 

Tom, 

I have an 

summer. 

Thanks, 

Nho is local. She wants to take summer school so she can also use our training facilites this 

How many classes does she need and can one of them be an on-line class? 

Jenny 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



>> 2:36PM >>> 

Jenny, 

Tony just made me aware of having to take two classes to be eligible with NCAA to work out on campus. I am currently 
talking to my parents and thinking of all my possible options. At first both of parents said they would only like me to take 

one class. I am eager to start working out at UNC. ~ would love to have some of your input with my decision. 

~ could either take two classes at UNC in the summer and work out at Loudermilk. Take one class and just go home to 

work out with the packet you give us. 

hope to hear from you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              10:53 AM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

TEXT.htm 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning (5/2), Friday (5/3), and Monday morning (5/6) if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc. edu> 

Tuesday, ¯             1:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Exam Review Reminders 

Final Exam Reviews-2.xlsx 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday              2:15 PM 

Subj ect: Exam Review Reminders 

1. Exam Reviews Attached 

2. If you have a regularly scheduled tutoring appt, those will continue to meet at normal times until the exam for 
that class is given. 

3. The Academic Center is open each day until the end of exams 
Sun night - 6 - 11 
Mon 8 am - 11 pm (Exam reviews are in the afternoon due to Rammies event. AC is open Monday evening if 
you choose to study.) 
Tues 8 am- 11 pm 
Wed 8 am- 11 pm 
Thu 8 am- 11 pm 
Fri 8 am- 11 pm 
Sat 10 am - 6 pm 
Sun 2 pm - 11 pm 
Mon 8 am- 11 pm 
Tues 8 am- 11 pm 

4. No freshmen weekly meetings this week 

5. No study hall hours required this week 



6. My hours will likely be 10 - 2 this week unless you want me to meet you for HIST or POLI studying. Text 
me 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

}live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            12:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

TEXT.htm 

Jennifer emailed me back today and told me that I will be able to register for my courses on the connectcarolina website, 
but she also told me that since im officially admitted to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the 
summer. Anson had told me dad that they were taking care of everything except 1 class. Whenever you get a chance can 
you clarify which one it is. 

Thank you (: 

I:rom: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 2:43 PM 
To: 
Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looking forward to meeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation registration. I’ll include those instructions here: 

Then to register for summer school you’ll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra Wyrick in the Advising Office at UNC. Her email address 
is: w~rick@email.unc.edu. Give her your name, your PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming 
freshman soccer player who would like to enroll in Summer Session 2 for the summer of 2013. You should ask 
for her advice about courses to take. 

Then you need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the admissions office at Carolina. Her email address 
is: ~.d.j~!;@email.unc.edu Give her your name and PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming 
freshman soccer player and request that your enrollment date be rolled forward to Summer Session 2 for the 
summer of 2013. Tell Jennifer that you have emailed Dean Wyrick. 

Here is a link to the summer school courses offered this summer: 

http ://summer.unc.edu/courses/summer-2013-course-li stings-by-department-or- school/ 

Courses are listed by department and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGL 105 as one good choice, especially you will miss several days of class due to team 
travel. 
We talked about PHIL 165 to fulfill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about difficult 
medical issues. 
I learned about JOMC (Journalism) 455 just this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit, but only meets 
from July 10 - 24 from 9 am - 12:15 am daily. It is taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated 
and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports Reporting. 



There are so many courses for you to take. Why don’t you browse and select some that sound interesting to you 
and we can talk after you’ve done that. 

I am also going to ask 
lets chat and decide soon. 

Lo send you a list of possible courses from a student’s perspective. Then 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 2, 2013 11:35 AM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Everyone <t~n-caa-everyone@group s.unc, edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - May, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 5-2-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the May, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:16 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Language Placement 

TEXT.htm 

Hey Tony, 

I was pretty sure that I saw something about taking a language placement test online on the UNC portal website. I can 
no longer find it, and I just wanted to make sure that I haven’t missed anything that I needed to do. I may be completely 

wrong, but I just wanted to check. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 4:44 PM 

~gmail.com; Andrew J Perrin <andrew~errin@unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 
~antoniot@email.unc.edu>; Beverly B. Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Jo 
Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>;             ~gmail.com; 
~ ~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; Christopher P Derickson 
<cderickson@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Carl J Boxberger 
<cibox@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Nolan Lineberry <clineberry@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; @nc.rr.com; 
Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Eugene P Orringer 
<eugene_orringer@med.unc.edu>; Fred M Clark <fred_clark@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Cassandra B Gregory 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Glynis S. Cowell <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Kevin M 
Guskiewicz <gus@email.unc.edu>; Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Jacquelyn 
D Copeland <j ackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Jack Evans <j evans@email.unc.edu>; Jan 
Boxill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>; Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@unc.edu>; Joy J 
Renner <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu>; Stephen Katsaounis <katsaoun@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
Meridith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Mark J Nusbaum 
<mnusbaum@email.unc.edu>; Layna Mosley <mosley@unc.edu>; Missy Pyecha 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>;           ~gmail.com;        ~gmail.com; 
Rocky Horton <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; Eileen R Parsons <rparsons@email.unc.edu>; 
Shirley A Ort <sao@unc.edu>; Stephen Keadey <sckeadey@email.unc.edu>; Stephen M 
Farmer <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Richard Michael Southall 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>; John B Stephens 
<stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Leslie Chambers Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; Terry K. Roberts <tkrobert@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Compliance Newsletter - June, 2013 

TEXT.htm; 6-3-13.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the June, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks, 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,           3:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: fall registration 

TEXT.htm 

Oh of course! I was under the impression that I needed 12 hours (but now i’m realizing that was just me 
thinking I was still on the team). I am on connect Carolina right now trying to change it but I’ve got the spinning 
wheel of death in the upper right corner. Ill keep you updated on the status. 

Thanks 

On Fri, at 1:38 PM, Yount, Tony <tongyQunt@unc.edu> wrote: 

I got an email from compliance asking about your fall plans and needs for classes. From your worksheet and 
the information on Connect Carolina, it appears that you need 10 credit hours to graduate, and 3 of those 
credit hours need to be in WOLO 403. 

You have registered for 15 hours. There is a considerable difference in the cost of tuition between 10 hours, 
which you need, and the 15 hours for which you are registered. The athletic department is committed to 
providing the funding required for you to graduate, which would be 10 hours of credit for the fall. I have 
found a 1 hr class, EDUC 130, which still has open seats. Freshmen are beginning to register now, but if you 
could enroll in the one hour class, then you could take WOLO 403, 2 electives at 3 hours each, and then a 1 
hour class. That would get you the hours needed to graduate and save the athletic department several 
thousand dollars. 

Would you please take a look at that option. Please feel free to explore any other 1 hour class offerings 
(except LFIT and PHYA classes - you can’t count either of those toward graduation) and let me know asap 
what you would like to do. 

Thanks 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Jay M </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JAY M SMITH (JAYSMITH)> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 10:15 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

op-ed 

N&O op-ed on facuty and sports.docx 

Hi Jan: I’m thinking about submitting an op-ed piece to the N&O (or failing that, the DTH). I’d really value your 
feedback on this. I want to assert the faculty’s right to speak up, but I want to be careful not to imply nefarious motives 
on the part of athletes or anyone else. (And of course, I don’t want to embarrass Holden or anyone else.) Please have a 
look when you get a chance. -Jay 



A "statement of athletics principles" recently released by a group of UNC 
professors has generated a surprising backlash from supporters of athletics programs. 
They ask: Why don’t these professors mind their own business? What do they know 
about the life of a varsity athlete, anyway? And--a favorite drawn from my own email 
inbox--why do faculty hate athletes so much? 

Such questions insult the faculty and reflect a distorted view of University life. 
To begin, it is worth pointing out that most of the UNC faculty who advocate structural 
changes in college athletics consider themselves Tar Heel fans. We take pride in the 
amazing record of the women’s soccer team, rejoice whenever our basketball teams beat 
Duke, and have enjoyed the recent successes of the men’s baseball team. But for now at 
least, college sports teams are not autonomous commercial enterprises. Athletes 
participate in sports only because they have first been admitted to the University as 
degree-seeking students. Like all students, they have been entrusted to the faculty’ s 
educational care, and faculty have both the right and the obligation to ensure that athletic 
activities do not obstruct or degrade the educational process in which they are engaged. 
The pressures placed on athletes by coaches, fans, the ACC, the NCAA, and the 
University itself--to practice twenty or more hours a week, to travel long distances, to 
skip many classes during the season, to play games ending at midnight, to perform at a 
high level for the team, all the while remaining "eligible" to compete--must not be 
permitted to undermine academic integrity. 

For faculty, the term "integrity" means the honest pursuit of truth and discovery in 
all fields of knowledge. This form of integrity lies at the core of the University’s stated 
mission, and it is essential to the teacher-student relationship. Protecting it requires that 
students be consistently held to high standards, that they push themselves intellectually, 
and that they take advantage of the many opportunities to learn from their mentors, from 
their classmates, and for themselves. The protection of integrity also requires that faculty 
take seriously their obligations to students--that they treat them with respect, keep them 
focused on their educational purpose, regard them as partners in a mission of discovery, 
and facilitate their mastery of a body of knowledge that will enable them to function with 
greater competency in the world-after-college. If we expected any less of ourselves or of 
our students we would be admitting, in effect, that the enterprise of college sports is a 
sham. We would be acknowledging that faculty participate in an elaborate charade 
whose purpose is to keep athletes eligible--eligible to play their sports, and thus 
available to acquire new money and glory for the University. Our credentials as 
educators would be reduced to the status of fig leaf, a convenient cover for the NCAA’ s 
exploitation of athletic labor. 

Thankfully, such hypocrisy will not be tolerated in Chapel Hill. At UNC, faculty 
advocacy for the academic rights and interests of athletes is a longstanding tradition. In 
1990, the Faculty Council urged chancellor Paul Hardin to pursue aggressive reforms at 
the conference and NCAA levels: to curtail practice time, to reduce travel demands, to 
shorten seasons, to limit players’ eligibility to three years (allowing at least one full year 
for academic single-mindedness), and to stop admitting students whose level of high 
school preparation left them destined to fail in the classrooms of a research University. 
Hardin pledged to carry out the program; he even happily noted that "the mood of the 
faculty and the mood of the chancellor are very compatible. So is the mood of the 
athletics department." Somewhere along the way, unfortunately, the faculty’s program 



fell into a black hole from which it never emerged. The runaway train of"big-time" 
college sports has reached ever more dangerous speeds in the twenty years since. 

Faculty need to rekindle the spirit of collaboration evident in 1990. Working with 
administrators, students, and all who care about higher education in North Carolina and 
across the country, UNC faculty must steer the runaway train of college sports back on a 
path toward sanity--where the valuable lessons that come from participation in sports are 
complemented, refined, and finished by the academic lessons that can only emerge from 
honest and healthy teacher-student relationships. UNC will then be in a position to exert 
national leadership as a shining example of the successful integration of academic and 
athletic excellence. Go Heels. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Open <Announcements@news. sagepub.com> 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 5:08 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Submit to SAGE Open today to lock in the $99 APC before the price goes up! 

SAGE Open - still only $99 if accepted! 
View with imacLe~ 

A #eer reviewed @p~ access 

Submit your manuscript to SAGE Open m 
the open access journal for the social sciences 
and humanities 

Benefits of Publishing in SAGE Open 

When you publish in SAGE Open, you will 
enjoy: Submit now before the APC goes up to 

$195 on September 1, 2014!* 
Rigorous peer review of your http://mc.manuscriptcentrN.com/sa~ 
research 
Multidisciplinary audience 

Open Access format, driving high visibility for maximum global exposure 

Prompt online publication 

About SAGE Open 

Join the more than 3,500 researchers who have submitted their papers to SAGE Open, and 
take advantage of the discounted $99 APC. 

SAGE Open is a groundbreaking, open-access publication of peer-reviewed, original research 
and review articles from SAGE. Articles span the full spectrum of the social and behavioral 
sciences and the humanities. SAGE Open articles receive high quality peer review, copy 
editing, typesetting, and electronic delivery. This special discounted price does not affect the 
publishing services or quality. 

Submitting your manuscript is free. Only if your manuscript is accepted will you pay the $99 
APC. For more information, view the SAGE Open manuscript submission guidelines. 

D FAQ N Editorial Board ~ Podcasts 

Did You Know? 



¯ Top 5 countries published in SAGE Open 
¯ Over 600 articles published 

Most-viewed article read over 42,000 times 

We look forward to receiving your submission. 

Sincerely, 

The SAGE Open Team 
saqeopen@sagepub.com 

¯ Manuscripts submitted by August 31, 2014 will remain eligible for the $99 article processing 
charge regardless of acceptance date. 

HOME ABOUT US UNSUBSCRIBE PRIVACY POLICY CONTACT US 

SAGE Offices: 
Los Angeles: 2455 Teller Rd Thousand Oaks, CA 91320, USA www.sagepub.com 
London:lOlversYard 55 City Road London ECIYISP UK, RegstrationNo, 1017514www.sagepub.co.uk 
New Delhi: B 1411 Mohan Cooperative Industrial Area Mathu~a Road New Delhi 1 I0 044 India Contact SAGE India 

Singapore: Pte Ltd 3 Church Street #1004 Samsung Hub Singapore 049483 www.saq~ublications.com 
Washington DC: 2300 N Street NW Suite 800 ~¢2ashington DC 20037 USA www.cqpress.com 

1143061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 
Wednesday, June 25, 2014 9:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Professor in UNC’s Fake-Classes Fiasco May See Fraud Charge Dropped 

,lay Smith, 
Here’s what’s trending on Twitter this week. 

Paul IVl. Barrett @AuthorPMBarrett 

#NCAA Inc. news...Professor in #UNC’s #Fake-Classes 
Fiasco May See #Fraud Charge Dropped buswk,co/ljL9h6p 

via @BW 

Professor in UNC’s Fake-Classes Fiasco Nay 
See Fraud Charge Dropped 
Julius Nyang’oro, former chairman of UNC’s African American 
studies depa~ment, is said to have cooperated generously. 
To what effect? 

24 dun 

3 

RELATED TWEETS 

Jay Bilas @JayB las 

Interesting NCAA contradiction (of many): bit, ly/lyFmaca 
Athletes have no value, but we don’t want a "bidding war" 
over them. Huh? 

NCAA arguing athletes have no worth, but must 
be protected from money 

When the NCAA makes a good point on one argument, that 
tends to contradict its other ones. SB Nation spoke to one of 
the O’Bannon lawyers about his impressions of that dynamic. 

23 dun 

1 

RELATED TVVE ET 

L.A. Times Books @latimesbooks 

9-year-old mounts Little Free Librarg in his front yard - and 

city officials insist he take it down lat.msfV65W?Vz 

Boy forced to remove Little Free Library from his 
yard in Kansas 
The idea of sharing his love of books with his neighbors was 
thrilling to 9-year-old Spencer Collins. So, with the help of his 
parents, he set up a Little Free Library in their yard in 
Leawood, Kansas. 

24 Jun 



Pat Forde @YahooForde 

.@rickbozich solves a long Louisville mystery: whatever 
happened to McDonald’s A-A Manuel Forrest? Great, sad 
story: biUy/liuhBNf 

Former Card Manuel Forrest Chasing One More 
Rebound 
In !981 former U of L star Manuel Forrest made the 
McDonald’s al!-American team with Michael Jordan and 
Patrick Ewing Today Forrest is trying to rebound from 
several setbacks, one volunteer commitment at a time~ 

24 Jun 

Adrian Wojnarowski @WoiYahooNBA 

LeBron James will opt=out of deal, source confirms. He’s 
determined to impose pressure on Miami to improve roster 
and spend, sources say. 

2 

RETWEETS 

24 Jun 

DeviIDJ @Dev D J32 
@thefantasybibb @Ham/Ramstein The fix is in...again. 

#carolinaway pic.twitter.com/Qm77S1358D 

24 Jun 

R ETWE ET 

Fred Whittingham Jr. @FWh ~inghamJr 

Of course #KISS would be @Utah_Football fans. They 

rocked it in SLC last night! 40 years and going strong. 
#GoUtes pic.twitter.com/Tdy2 MyqlDp 

24 Jun 



1 

R ETWE ET 

fats315 @Fats315 

Nyang’oro is not guilty of frauding UNC. #UNC knew the 

classes for basketball & football players were fake. 

R ETWE ET’ 

24 Jun 

Don’t miss out. Stay up to date on what’s happening. 
Go to TwiAer 

Forgot your TwSer password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also change your emait digest frequency or unsubscdbe from these ema Is. Need 

help? 

If you received this message in error and did not sign up for TwiSer dick not my account. 

Tw tter, nc. 1355 Market St., Sure 900 San Franc sco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Council for European Studies <ces@columbia.edu> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 2:01 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

22nd Int’l Conference of Europeanists - Conference Bulletin 

22°d International Conference of Europeanists 

3uly 8-10, 2015 
Sciences Po 
Paris, France 

Organized by the 
Council for European Studies (CES) 

Important Dates 
Aug 18: Submission portal opens 

Oct 10: All proposals due 

Dec 18: Proposal decisions sent 

Jan 11: Scheduling requests due 

Feb 4: Preliminary program posted 

Mar 31: Early-bird registration ends 

May 11: Participants must register 

Jun 22: Checks no longer accepted 

Jun 22: Registration refunds end 

Jun 26: Paper upload deadline 

Hotel Reservations 
Early bookings strongly encouraged! 

Because the 22nd Int’l Conference of Eurpeanists will 
take place during tourist season in Paris next summer, 
the Council is able to hold only a liminted number of 
rooms for interested attendees. Thus, we urge all 
attendees to book their hotel rooms as early as 
possible. Take advantage today of our special hotel 
offers, such as Pullman Paris Montparnasse (from 
�181.09 / night) or Hotel Pas de Calais (from �195 / 
night). IVlore information on our hotel ~. 

Call for Papers 
Contradictions: Envisioning European Futures 

The Council invites proposals for panels, round-tables, 
book discussions, and individual papers on all aspects 
of European history, society, and politics. We 
encourage proposals in the widest range of disciplines, 
and particularly those that combine disciplines, 
nationalities, and generations. Read the Call for Papers. 
Due: October 10, 2014 

Exhibits & Advertising 
Space available for Paris 2015 

Advertise and exhibit at the 22nd Int’l Conference of 
Europeanists! You will reach a community of over 1000 
scholars, researchers, policy specialists, and students 



focused on the study of Europe. View our adver~isin~ 
circular to learn how to rent exhibit tables or place ads 
in the print program and/or mobile app. For more 
information, visit our Advertising & Exhibits aP_aP_aP_aP_aP_aP_~. 

Register 
Save $50 with early-bird rates 
Early-bird registration for the 22nd 

International Conference of Europeanists is 

now open! During Early-Bird Registration 
everyone saves $50 off regular registration 

rates. Register now! 

Volunteer 
Seeking local volunteers 

The Council seeks non-presenting graduate 

students in the Paris area to volunteer at 
the 2015 CES Conference in exchange for a 
waiver of their conference registration fee. 

S~icjn u~ now! 

Council for European Studies, 420 West llSth Street~ HC 3307, New York, NY 10027 

This message was sent to jaysmith@email,unc,edu from: 

Council for European Studies I ces@columbia,edu I Council for European Studies I 420 West 118th Street, 

MC8307I New York, NY 10027 

Emafl Marketing by 

  Contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conway Overly 2015 <info@conwayoverly.com> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 2:48 l?M 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Exciting News...Major Endorsements! 





If you’ve saved 
your donation will 

Chip in 

Chip 

Chip 

your payment information with ActBlue 
go through immediately: 

$35 

$50 

Chip in $t00 instant~ 

Or donate another amount, 

Express, 

Pad for by Conway Ovedy for Kentucky 

R. Wayne St~a~on Treasurer 

The emal was sent to: iaysmith@email.unc.edu. If that s not your preferred emal 
address ,~ou can update v’our information here. 

VVe bel eve that emails are a vital way to stay in direct contact with supporters You 
can also get involved by liking Jack and Sannie on Faeebook or following them on 
Twitter, You can donate to the campaign here. It’s going to take all of us work ng 

together to win n November. 

Clck here if you’d ire to unsubscdbe from these messages. 

Conv,~®y Overly for Kentucky 
PO Box 7803 

Louisville KY 40257 

Thanks for your support of our campaign 
Contributions or g~Hss to Conway Over/y ~er Kentucky are sot tsx deductfble 

Kentucky candidates are prohib ted from accept ng contributions from corporat one 
and foreign nationals Kentucky law requires us to use our best effo£s to collect and 
report the name mailing address occupation and employer of ind viduals whose 
contributions exceed $100 in an elect on cycle. Kentucky Legislat ve Lobbyists are 
proh bited from contributing to Conway Overly for Kentucky. 

As a federa officeholder Rap Yarmuth may so icit funds only in amounts and from 
sources that are consistent with state and federa e act on laws. He may not ask for 
funds from corporations labor organizat ons or other federally prohibited sources. 

This solicitation is not intended for any merit employee of the Commonwealth of the 
Kentucky. This so icitation is expressly void f received by anyone who is proh b ted by 

law from contributing to this campaign or if the solicitation or acceptance thereof 
would create any impropriety or a conf ct of interest affect ng the operations of the 
Kentucky Office of the Attorney Genera. Please disregard this solicitation and accept 
our apologies if any of these restrict one apply. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Join Paratext Today in Las Vegas <info=paratext.com@robly.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 9:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Paratext 

Start Your Conference with Confidence 

Dear Librarian, 

Quality research is not easier in the age of the Web; there is 
simply more ’content.’ The abundance of sources means patrons 
must do more digging before they find what serves their needs, at 
any level of research. 

Paratext does the digging for the researcher, putting the best 
subscription-based services and OA resources into unified 
applications. 

New improvements include 350 new major reference works from 
Cambridge University Press in Reference Universe, including 

Cambridge Histories. 

We’ve added enhanced federal statistical data from Data Planet 

spanning dozens of federal agencies and new historical resources 
in 19th Century Masterfile. 

Visit us at Booth #1029 in Las Vegas to see these additions and 
more. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Koepper 
Product Data Coordinator 

This emal was sent to aysmith@ema l.unc edu by nfo@paratext corn from ,#%~,~l.paratext.com 

} Unsubscribe } 

Paratext 24600MIIstreamDr e, Suite480 Aide Vrgnia 20105 

Email or Inks not d splaying correctly? Click here to view the online version. 

Powered by: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chapman & Hall/CRC <e-promotions@taylorandfrancis.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 10:03 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

June Statistics E-Newsletter: Special Offer on the Interdisciplinary Statistics Series 

View [n Browser Add CRC Press to your Safe Senders Ust Share with Colleagues 

About Us I Resources I Textbooks I Featured Authors I Customer Service I Related Books 

Keep Up to Date with the Latest Statistics Books, News, 

and Offers from Chapman & HalI/CRC 

Dear Chapman & HalI/CRC Community Member, 

Welcome to the June Statistics e-Newsletter from Chapman & HalI/CRC. This month we focus on our applied 

statistics books, many of which are published in our most diverse book series, the ~man & Ha[[/CRC 

Interdisciplinary Statistics series~ 

Launched in the 1990s, this series aims to foster the application of statistical methodology in various scientific 
disciplines. The books in the series are very applied in nature, with an emphasis on describing the methods with 

sufficient rigor while requiring minimal mathematical prerequisites of the reader. The series is co-edited by 

Peter van der Heijden, Niels Keiding, Byron J.T. Morgan, and Christopher K. Wikle. You can find more details 

about the series editors and aims and scope on the ser!es~. 

We’re also giving you the opportunity to download a sample chapter from a forthcoming book in the series: 

~#!y~!~ ~ ~p~£:~ %~ by Rachel S. McCrea and Byron J.T. Morgan. Don’t miss out on the free 

content from this upcoming book--                   today! 

From Your Editors, 

Rob Ca[vet 

David Grubbs 

John Kimme[ 

Save B@ on the ~nterd~sdp~in~ry Statistics Series 

Analysis of 
Capture° 
Recapture 
Data 

X Bayesian 
Disease 
Mapping: 
Hierarchical 
Modeling in 
Spatial 
Epidemiolog 

Y, 
Second 
Edition 

X Ageoperiodo 
Cohort 
Analysis: 
New 
Models, 
Methods, 
and 
Empirical 
Applications 

Enter code 

in your 

for 25% SAVINGS 

Offer expires Juy 22, 

Discount codes exc ude eBooks 

Thank you ~or being 

part o~ the CRC Press 

community! 

These e×clusi~e discounts 

are only available in our 

email and print promotions. 

Take ~ull advantage of your 

insider savings and 

complimentary shipping 

when you buy directly from 

CRCPress com. 

DowR[oad a sar~D!~ ~b~pter >> 

Bayesian Disease Ma~ 

Hierarchical Mode[in~ ~atia[ 

~e-Period-Cohort Analysis] 

New Models 

Save Big on More Appfied Stad~d~s Books 



X Foundational 
and Applied 
Statistics for 
Biologists 
Using 

X Handbook 
of Spatial 
Point° 
Pattern 
Analysis in 
Ecology 

X Bayesian 
Phylogenetic 
s: Methods, 
Algorithms, 
and 
Applications 

Foundational and A~[ied Statistics Handbook of Spatia! Point-Pattern 

X Age-Period- 
Cohort 
Models: 
Approaches 
and 
Analyses 
with 
Aggregate 
Data 

Mixed 
Effects 
Models for 
the 
Population 
Approach: 
Models, 
Tasks, 
Methods 
and 
Tools 

Statistical 
Studies of 
Income, 
Poverty and 
Inequality in 
Europe: 
Computing 
and 
Graphics in 
R Using EUo 
SILC 

Age-Period-Cohort Models: Approaches Mixed Effects Models for the 

Methods and Tools 

Statistical Studies of Income, Poverty 

Graphics in R Usin£ EU-SILC 

SAVE 2B% plus FREE Sh p~i~g at CRCPress.com 

To apply your discount, enter FZN@~ in your shopping cart, 

or call 800-272-7737 or +44 (0) 1235 400 524. 

7his e/~er expires July 11/Discount codes exclude eBooks, 



A|~b~ Ana~ys!s Co~#uta~enai ~a~ica~ 
Mathem~ics ~t~ms 

Ma~ ~du¢ati~ 

This emait has been sent to )aysmith@email.unc.edu 

[his is a commercial emait from CRC Press, ~o modify your emait preferences including subject interests ~ here, To ensure continued detiw, ry to ,~our inbox (not to ,/’our 

iunk folder), please add to your address book and fol!ow our whitetistin~; instructions here. ’fo unsubscribe, go here: ~OD$ 0~ This 

emait is sent from an unmonitored emait box Please email tess ~or~ for assistance For large quantity purchases, please emait our ~ed~[ Sales 

CRC P~ess I 800,272,7737 I 6000 B~oken Sound Parkway NW I Sute 300 I Boca Raton, FL 33487 ress~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Arts Conference <Conference@artsinsociety.com> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 3:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Call for Papers: The Arts in Society Conference, 22-24 July 2015, London, UK 

Having trouble? Cick here to vew this emal n your browser. 

TENTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARTS IN SOCIETY 

for Papers 

We are pleased to announce the Call for Papers for the Tenth International Conference on the Arts in 

Society. The Arts in Society Conference will be held 22-24 July 2015 at Imperial College London in London, 

UK. We welcome submissions from a variety of disciplines and perspectives and encourage faculty and 

students to jointly submit proposals, discussing The Arts in Society through one of the following themes: 

Conference Themes 

Arts Education 

Arts Theory and History 

New Media, Technology and the Arts 

Social, Political and Community Agendas in the Arts 

2015 Special Focus: The Work of Art in the Age of Networked Society 



2015 Special Focus: The Work of A~ in the Age of Networked Society 

Digital technologies are engendering new platforms to produce, distribute, and display art. The work of art, as 

a category of labor, in the age of networked society is often argued though a grammar of participation, 

collaboration, and peers. Online galleries and publishers are also seen to allow for greater access to the 

products of the work of art. Moreover, there is a perceived newfound autonomy of the artist as distributor of 

content and message. In addition to its usual broad range of themes on the relation of the arts to society, the 

2015 conference will explore the ways in which digital technologies have altered the way that the work of art, 

as a category of labor, and art objects themselves, are perceived, conceptualized, and theorized. 

Plenary Speakers 

James Bridle, Writer, Artist, Publisher, Technologist, London, UK 

Ruth Catlow, Co-Founder and Artistic Director, Furtherfield; Head, Writtle School of Design, London, UK 

To learn more about our plenary speakers, visit our website. 

Proposa  Submissions and Deadlines 

The current review period closing date for the latest round of submissions to the Call for Papers (a title and 

short abstract) is 19 August 2014". Please visit our website for more information on submitting your 

proposal, future deadlines, and registering for the conference. 

If you are unable to attend the conference, you may still join the community and submit your article for peer 

review and possible publication, upload an online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to The Arts 

Collection of journals. 

*Proposals are reviewed in rounds adhering to monthly deadlines. Check the website often to see the current review round. 

Submit Your Proposal 

Common Grouted PuMishin9 
Univers ty of Illino s Resea[ch Park 

2001 South First Street Sute 202 
Champaign L 61820 USA 

Copyright © 2014 Common Ground Publishing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 

Saturday, June 28, 2014 2:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Things are heating up. Don’t miss a moment of the #WorldCup. 

Only sixteen teams remain... 
Every goal block header and card matters even more. 

Dive into all the action in real time on Twitter. 

Explore #WoddCup 

Relive the excitement. 
A bite tweeted around the world, a gravity defying 

header six spectacular saves and a broken promise to 

the Queen. Click on the hashtags to see more. 



#ochoa 

#suar÷z 

Emai~ scrimps O#t@ut I He~# 

Twi~er, Inc 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco CA 94103 



RJ Reynolds runs the UNC system and wanted to run the NCAA. You should see my research 
on the UNC and Princeton alums who lied and created more fraud to keep the NCAA away from 
UNC during their academic fraud to keep revenue generating athletes eligible. 

There is a reason they call it tobacco road. A product that killed billions but then came out 
smelling like roses due to academic contributions. 

Robert G. Brinkley 

The new chairman of East Carolina University’s Board of Trustees said he is excited about the 
opportunities ahead for the board and the university. 

"I think our opportunities are as great as they have ever been," said Robert G. Brinkley, a 
Charlotte attorney and 1978 graduate of ECU. "Our admissions were up this year, we had great 
results in our Honors College and we have a new athletics director and are moving to a new 

conference." 

Brinkley was elected to a two-year term last week. He has served on the board since 2007.**** 

http://www.reflector.com/news/ecu-chairman-looking-ahead-2118931 

****He received his JD degree (magna cum laude) from Wake Forest University in 1981 where 
he served as Notes and Comments Editor of the Wake Forest Law Review.* *** 

http://www.ecu.edu/cs-admin/bot/brinkle¥.cfm 

Winston Salem is home to the RJ Reynolds tobacco company. 

Thomas Warren Ross. UNC alum. Current UNCsystem president. 

****Ross, a native of Greensboro, North Carolina, graduated from Davidson in 1972, as did his 
father in 1937 and his children in 1999 and 2001. In 1975, he graduated with honors from the 
University of North Carolina School of Law. Ross became an attorney, chief of staff to 
Congressman Robin Britt, a state superior court judge for 17 years, director of the North 
Carolina Administrative Office of the Courts, and executive director of the Z. Smith Reynolds 
Foundation in Winston-Salem (2001-2007). He is a former chairman of the UNC Greensboro 
Board of Trustees. **** 

http:iien.wikipedia.orgiwikiiThomas W. Ross 

Leslie J. Winner. Current executive director of Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation. 

****Leslie J. Winner is a North Carolina attorney and the executive director of the 
Winston-Salem-based Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation. At the time of her selection to succeed 
Thomas W. Ross at the foundation, Winner was general counsel and vice president for the 
University of North Carolina system. The Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation website says that 



Winner "spearheads the Foundation’ s grantmaking efforts."[ ! ]**** 

http:iien.wikipedia.or~wikiiLeslie Winner 

Gordon Gray. Second president of the consolidated UNC system. 

****Gordon Gray was born in Baltimore, Maryland, the son of Bowman Gray, Sr. and Nathalie 
Lyons Gray. He was married in 1938 to the former Jane Boyden Craige, and they had four sons: 
Gordon Gray, Jr., Burton C. Gray, C. Bovden Gray and Bernard Gray. After Jane’s death, Gray 
married the former Nancy Maguire Beebe. His father Bowman, his uncle James A. Gray, Jr. and 
later his brother, Bowman Gray, Jr., were all heads of R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. 

Gordon Gray graduated from the University of North Carolina in 1930, where he was a member 
of Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity (Beta chapter) 8,: the secretive, Order of Gim~houl. He earned 
his law degree from Yale Law School in 1933 and practiced law for two years in New York City 
before returning to Winston-Salem UNC presented Gray with an honorary law degree in 1949. 
He was the second president of the Consolidated University of North Carolina, succeeding Frank 
Porter Graham in 1950.**** 

http:iien.wikipedia.or~wikiiGordon Gray (politician) 

Bowman Gray Sr. 

’~’~’~’~Bowman Gray, Sr. (May 1, 1874 - July 7, 1935) was a former president and chairman of 
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company in Winston-Salem, North Carolina and a major benefactor of 
the medical school of Wake Forest College that would bear his name. 

Bowman Gray was born in what was then Winston, NC to Wachovia co-founder James 
Alexander Gray and the former Aurelia Bowman. After receiving his primary and secondary 
education in his hometown, Gray matriculated at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
in the 1890-91 academic year. He left school the following year to become a clerk at Wachovia. 
In 1895, he began working at R. J. Reynolds as a salesman. His sales success propelled him into 
management after two years, at which point he moved to Baltimore, Maryland, where he married 
the former Nathalie Fontaine Lyons on October 1, 1902. There she gave birth to their two sons, 
Bowman Gray Jr. in 1907 and Gordon Gray in 1909.**** 

http:i/en.wikipedia.orgiwikiiBowman_Grav,_Sr. 

30 year UNC system president Bill Friday. Attended Wake Forest, tranferred to NCSU then 
graduated from UNC law school. 

****Friday was born on July 13, 1920 in Raphine, Virginia but was raised in Dallas, North 
Carolina near Gastonia. Friday attended Dallas High School where he was a debater, baseball 
player, and sports reporter for the Gaston Gazette. Following a year of study at Wake Forest 



University, Friday transferred to North Carolina State University. He graduated with an 
engineering degree. After serving as an ensign in the U.S. Navy during World War II, Friday 
earned a law degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1948. **** 

http :iAwwv.northcarolinahi story, orgicommentaryi343/entry 

Bill Friday was the original co-chair of the NCAA Knight Commission. He was praised by the 
press for his decades long rant to increase college teams Academic Progress Rates before they 
can make the postseason. Then we saw exactly how UNC was keeping their athletes eligible. 
Bill Friday’s alma mater could not even make the grade under the old standards. 

http :iAwwv.knightcommission. orgiaboutJmembers-bios/6-aboutJ61-william-c-friday 

The second chairman of the NCAA Knight Commission was Wake Forest president Thomas K. 

Hearn. 

http://knightcom mission.org/details/78-ncaa-convention.html 

Nathan Hatch. President Wake Forest University. 

NCAA, Division I Board of Directors chairman 

http :iiwww.usatodav.comistoryisportsicollege/2013/10i29incaa-wake-forest-president-nathan-hat 
ch-restructuringi3297215/ 

Why UNC and Princeton and the NCAA Knight Commission completely fabricated the Duke Lacrosse case 

and why the Israeli run US media ran with it. 

Benjamin Ruffin was the first black chair of the NC Board of Governors. He sexually assaulted 
a young girl on an elevator in Hilton, Head, SC. The world never heard about it because of all 
the noise generated from the fake Duke lacrosse case. 

http :iisavannahnow. comistorie si02 ! 705/2807 ! 6 !. shtml 

"He (Ruffin)joined the R. J. Reynolds family in 1986 as director of corporate affairs for RJR 
Nabisco and was appointed vice president of corporate affairs at R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company in 1989. Ten years later, he resigned his position and remains an advisor to the 
company." 

http:i/ww~v.dom.comiabout/educationistrongi2OO3iruffin.j sp 

Taylor Branch. UNCand Princeton alum. "The Shame of College Sports". October 2011. 

****Don Curtis, a UNC trustee, told me that impoverished football players cannot afford movie tickets 



or bus fare home. Curtis is a rarity among those in higher education today, in that he dares to violate the 

signal taboo: "I think we should pay these guys something."**** 

Taylor Branch says: 

****The NCAA today is in many ways a classic cartel. Efforts to reform it--most notably by the three 

Knight Commissions over the course of 20 years--have, while making changes around the edges, been 

largely fruitless. The time has come for a major overhaul. And whether the powers that be like it or not, 

big changes are coming.**** 

http:iiwww.theatlantic.comimagazineiarchivei2011il Oithe-shame-of-college-sportsi308643i!i 

**** (Current ACC commissioner John) Swofford said the next six months are "very important" to the 

future of the NCAA and predicted significant structural and governance changes could be implemented 

at the college sports governing body’s annual convention in January.**** 

****Both commissioners said a so-called "super division" made up of the five wealthiest conferences 

would be preferable to a breakaway from the NCAA. Bowlsby said the commissioners of the ACC, Big 

Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and SEC, who discussed the matter in-depth in late April while in Pasadena for BCS 

meetings, have "unanimity" on the subject.**** 

http://www.usatoday.com/sports/ 

Another UNC alum bullying the NCAA. 

"Jim Delany pitches reform plan" 

****CHICAGO -- Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany believes change is coming to college sports. 

Change could happen, Delany said, within a year.**** 

http://espn.go.com/college-sports/stor¥/ /id/9506460/big-ten-com misioner-jim-delany-pitches-ncaa-re 

form-plan 

How did this turd outsider named Taylor Branch have this inside information? Remember, he calls 

himself a civil rights historian while UNC was abusing black revenue generating athletes for decades to 

field highly competitive sports teams. 

So UNC is a Ponzi scheme trying to keep tuition at $2 a year and maintain an image of a Public Ivy. 

They now want to exclude any chance of the little guy becoming good at college athletics to do exactly 

what UNC did to build their academics? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 

Sunday, June 29, 2014 1:31 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Do you know Marc Isenberg, fats315 and John Broward on Twitter? 

Jay Smith, 
Some people you may know on Twitter 

Marc [senberg @marcisenberg 

Followed by Co~egeAtMetesPA and 5 others. 

Following: 1325. Followers: 3434 

Follow 

fats315 @Fats315 FOLLO’?~3 YOU 

Followed by Mary Wittingham and 2 others. 

Following: 60. Followers: 55 

Follow 

¯ Joh~ ~J"oward @ACCRecrutingXP FOLLO\t%~S YOU 

Followed by Har~y Ramstein and Mary Willingham. 

Following: 358. Followers: 187 

~ Follow 

Connect with others on Twitter. Find more people you may k~ow 

Forgot your TwiSer password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscribe from these emaits or change your notification settings. Need hetp? 

If you received this message in error and did not sign up for TwiSer click not my account. 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market St, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hewlett-Packard <alerts@alerts.hp.com> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 11:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Stay current with support for your HP products 

Still interested in receiving HP communications? I web view 

Your Support Alerts 

Stay up-to-date 
You are currently subscribed to receive 
support updates for your HP products. Click 
here to review/update your profile. 

If you wish to stop receiving support for your 
HP products in eMail, please click here. We 
thank you for being a valued HP customer. 

Connect with HP 

Laptops and tablets Printers and HP care pack ~ Facebook 
m ultifunctions services 

Desktops and aIFin 
ones Scanners and digital HP software ~                Twitter 

senders 
Workstatons and thn Solutons ~ Lnkedln 
cl ents Supples, 

accessories and Support and dr vers 
Servers services 

Storage 

HP,com Update profile 

HPrespectsyourpdvacy fyoud ketodscontnuerecevngema sfromHPregardngspeca offers and nformaton 

pease unsubsc~ be here 

For more nformatonregardngHPsprvacypo cesandpractces peasevstourPrvaqyStatementorwrtetousat: 

HPP~vacyMa box 445CompaqCente~ D~veW Ma stop 040307 Houston TX77070 ATTN HPP~vacyMa box 

@2014 HewetfPacka~d Deveopment Company L P The nformaton contaned heren s sub}ect to change wthout 
notce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <password@twitter.com> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 11:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Your Twitter password has been changed 

Jay Smith, 
Your Twitter password has been changed 

You recently changed the password associated with your Twitter 

account (@jaysmith711 ). 

If you did not make this change and believe your Twitter account has 

been compromised, please contact Twitter support by clicking here. 

Thanks, 
Twitter Security 

Forgot your Twitter password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

f you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Twitter click not my account. 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market St. Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robby Oakes <roakes=cimginc.com@platinumpromarketing.com> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 1:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Happy July 4th 

Because of the Brave. 

Wishing you and your family a happy and safe Independence Day. 
Thanks for trusting us with your mortgage needs. Please reach out 

anytime if there are any questions we can answer for you. 

Robby Oakes 
Managing Director 
Corporate Investors Mortgage Group 
Phone: (919) 929-6116 
Fax: (919) 929-6146 
License: NMLS# 91606 
roakes@cim~!nc.com 
www.tarheelhomeloan.com 

You received this emal as a result of your ongo ng business relationship wth Robby Oakes ~4~£sfile beneficial to a wde aud ence this informat on s also 
commercial ir~ ~ature a~d it may co~ts)~ advert s r~g materials, 



UNSUBSCRIBE: If you would lke to stop rece ring emails from Robby Oakes, you can easly unsubscribe. 

Robby Oakes 
Corporate Investors Mortgage Gro~Jp 
1414 Raleigh Rd Ste 330 
Chapel Hil ~tC 27517 

Powered by DB Nuture 

(~{} 2014 Vantage Product on LLC. AI rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eSchool News <eschool.news@eschoolnews.com> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 9:47 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

16 Apps and other resources to improve classroom success 

This exclusive White Paper Library brings you the latest white papers in education technology, covering 
topics like 1:1 initiatives, digital learning, and so much more. New white papers are added to the library 
often so check back for the most recent white papers available 

Formative Assessments 

for K-12 Education 
~;~:~ ~g~:"i ............ 

How to Get the [~ost out of Assessments 

Provided by SunGardk12 

In this white paper, you’ll learn four reasons why performance- 
based tasks make excellent formative assessments; four "big 
ideas" about assessment; three steps to overcoming the challenges 
of student assessment; and more. 

Five Keys to Differentiating instruction 

Provided by GovConnection 
Differentiated instruction represents a challenging path for most 
districts, forcing them to make fundamental changes to how they 
reach, teach, and enable students. Here are five steps toward 
differentiating instruction for each student 

Sixteen New Windows 8 Apps and Tools for 
Schools 

Provided by Lenovo & Windows 8 Pro 



Schools investing in Windows 8 devices can now integrate an ever- 
increasing number of K-12 apps into daily classroom instruction. 
With more and more apps covering a range of grades and subject 
areas, Windows 8 laptops and tablets are driving a brand new 
universe of innovative digital tools and resources. 

Would you like your white paper to be included? Request information. 

eSchool News, 7920 Norfolk Ave Suite 900. Bethesda, MD 20814 I Phone: 301-913-0115. Fax: 301-913-0119 
wwvv,eSchoolNews,com I custserv@eSchooINews,com 

Contents Copyright 2014 eCampus News. All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this eMail newsletter at jaysmith@email.unc.edu as part of a free information service from eCampus News. 

To unsubscribe please click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 
Wednesday, July 2, 2014 12:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Jay Smith, you have a new follower on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new follower on Twitter! 

John Bare @~vmp 

Following: 276 . Followers: 75 

Report for spam 

Check out your followers page for more. See all your followers 

Forgot your TwiSer password? Get instructions on how to reset 

You can also unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need help? 

If you rece ved this message n error and dd not sign up for Twtter, clck not my account. 

Twitter nc 1355 Market St., Sute 900 San Francsco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Nation Magazine <emails@emails.thenation.com> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 8:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

A Super PAC to end Super PACs: 3 days remaining 

The following paid, sponsored message from Mayday PAC was sent to you via The Nation. 

Hello, 

l’m Lawrence Lessig, a law professor, and with a bunch of others, we’ve started an experiment that 
needs your help urgently. 

In May, we launched MAYDAY: a project to crowdfund a Super PAC to elect a Congress 
committed to fundamental reform in the way campaigns are funded -- by 2016. Think of it 
as a Super PAC to end Super PACs. 

In 2014, we’re testing this by running campaigns in 5 districts across the country, to prove that 
people care about this issue -- and care enough to remove representatives who don’t. 

Our goal in May was to raise $1 million. We did it in two weeks. 

Now our goal is $5 million by July 4. 

If we reach it, we’ll have the resources we need to win. 

If we don’t, we’ll give the money back. 

P~ease make a gift of $35 or more to sup#oft our experiment before the deadline. 

The first issue our country faces is the corruption of our democracy. We face many problems, but 
regardless of the problem, big money is at the root. rm not alone -- over 90% of Americans agree 
that big money controls Congress and undermines our Republic. 

We need to show Washington that getting money out of politics can win elections. But we can 
only do it if we meet our July 4 deadline. If we miss that deadline, we have to give the money 
back. 



Please give what you can. Today. 

https://ma Ithe@~an~ 

Thanks, 

Lessig 

Paid for by Mayday PAC. Not authorized by any candidate or 
candidate’s committee.       ~Js 

This email is a paid ad; not an endorsement or a reflection of editorial policy and it does not in any way 
determine the content of The Nation or TheNation.com. 

To unsubscribe from all Nation emails, click here. You can also ~dat.e~.~our email preferences. 

Privacy Policy I Contact Us I How to Advertise I Donate 

The Nation Magazine 
33 Irving Place 

New York, NY 10003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 9:00 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 

CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

07-02-14 09:00AM 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk. 
ITEM                               Amount 
Confessions of a spoilsport : my life and hard times fighting sp 
OVERDUE Davis Library 00029220584 .............................. $0.50 

Unpaid professionals : commercialism and conflict in big-time co 
OVERDUE Davis Library 00009630321 .............................. $0.50 

Pay for play : a history of big-time college athletic reform / S 
OVERDUE Davis Library 00038110132 .............................. $0.50 

TOTALS 1.50 

JAY M SMITH 

HISTORY 
CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

12:4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:05 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

Do you guys have Statements of Mutual Expectations as 

part of your Promotion & Tenure process? What a great 

idea for student athletes! 
02:05 PM - 02 Ju114 

Keep the conversation going, Message @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings Need help? 

If you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Tweet, click not my account. 

Tw tter, Inc, 1355 Market St,, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

Make the student-athlete SME a public document that 

highlights the student’s commitments and responsibilities 

as well as the school’s. 
02:07 PM - 02 Ju114 

Keep the conversation going, Message @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings Need help? 

If you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Tweet, click not my account. 

Tw tter, Inc, 1355 Market St,, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:11 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

My wife was at a breakfast last week where AD Yow 

spoke. She talked about off-season conditioning and 

training as a way to... 
02:10 PM - 02 Ju114 

Keep the conversation going, Message @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings Need help? 

If you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Tweet, dick not my account. 

Tw tter, Inc, 1355 Market St,, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:11 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

...keep eyes on your players so you can control their 

influences, came to mind. 
02:10 PM - 02 du 14 

Keep the conversation going ~lessage @ProfessrWoff 

Forgot your Tw tter password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can also unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need hetp? 

f you received this message in error and did not sign up for Twitter click not my account. 

Twitter nc 1355 Market St., Sute 900 San Francsco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:12 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

Good point about athletes not knowing their 

responsibilities. That is the beauty of the Mutual 

expectations of the SME. 
02:12 PM - 02 Ju114 

Keep the conversation going, Message @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your Twi~er password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emails or change your notification settings Need help? 

If you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Tweet, dick not my account. 

Tw tter, Inc, 1355 Market St,, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:20 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

Excellent points. I’ve said often on PP a lot of problems 

can be solved by recruiting a better STUDENT-athlete. 

Worked here in the 90’s. 
02:19 PM - 02 Ju114 

Keep the conversation going ~lessage @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your TwiRer password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscdbe from these emails or change your notification settings. Need help? 

If you received this message in error and did not sign up for TwSer click not my account. 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market St, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Professor Wolf (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.corn> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 10:20 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Wolf (@ProfessrWolf) has sent you a direct message on Twitter! 

Jay Smith, 
You have a new direct message. 

Professor Wolf 

gotta run. CYA 
02:20 PM - 02 Ju 14 

Keep the conversation going, #~essage @ProfessrWo~f 

Forgot your TwiSer password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emaits or change your notification settings Need help? 

fyou receved ths message n error and did not sgn up for Twtter, click not my account. 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market St. Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Online Learning Platform <emily@acadsoch.me.uk> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 12:56 PM 

Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Learning is More Effective with Longer Gaps 

24/7 Suppo~ / info@acadsoc,com Problem view rig? View online version 

g is Effective 

Many students depend on short and intense 

revision before exam. However, a recent 

British psychological research discovered 

that leaving ~onger gaps between learning 

sessions strengthens one’s performance. 

In other words, you need a well scheduled plan for your studies. 

~; an online tutoring platform, is now offering you some Study P~ans at a 

discount. You can study as short as 1 hour or as long as 14 months! We assure you 

online one-to-one sessions with e~ite tutors and also a fuIMetter grade improvement! 

l oHour P~an 
1 hour lesson 

Tutors from top universities 

A~ subjects covered 

24/7 CS support 

Learn more about the P~an 

l oNonth Unlimited 
P~an 

Unlimited lessons for 1 month 

Tutors from top universities 

A~ subjects covered 

Better Grade Guarantee 

Learn more about the P~an 



~Js an advanced online education platform for ~anguages~ academic 

subjects as well as ski[Is. We believe eye.one dese~o~es an oppo~unity to experience 

quality ~ea~n~ng 

C~ick here to get more Best Price P~ans! 

If you wish to make any general enquiry or request, please contact us by calling +1 (646) 797o2771 or by 

mailing to ~acadsoc.com. 

Should you prefer not to receive promotional emails from Acadsoc Limited, Unsubscr be. 

Copyright @ 20! 4 Acadsoc.com All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociology Mind <sm@yanglun.info> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 3:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

OA Journal "Sociology Mind" [] A Platform to Present Your Work to the World! 

This message was sent to [jaysmith@email.unc.edu]. Unsubscrib÷ 

If you cannot read it, please click here. 

Call for Papers 

Sociolog   

Dear Christina Carroll, 

This e-mail is sent from SocfoIo~ d (SM), a peer-reviewed open access 

journal. We would like to invite you to submit related papers to us via the Paper 

Submission System or by e-mail to subrnit@scirp.org. 

Published Articles in SM 

[] ish Lan Learni es of Malaysian Seconda~. School Students: 

Implication for Inter-Cultural Communication 

Author(s): Noor Zainab Binti Abdul Razak, Mallam Adamu Babikkoi 

[] The ~irit of Motivational Interviewing as an A~aratus of Governmentali 

Analysis of Reading Materials Used in the Training of Substance Abuse Clinicians 

Author(s): Tony Carton 

[] The Rehabilitatior~ Role of Punishment in Prisons ir~ Ital~;. Theoretical Development 

and Sociological Considerations 

Author(s): Maurizio Esposito 

[] Lifetime Prevalence of Emotional/Psychological Abuse amon~ualifled Female 

Healthcare Pro~Aders 

Author(s): Azmat Jehan Khan, Rozina Karmaliani, Tazeen Saeed Ali, Nargis Asad, 

Farhana Madhani 

[] ~Telling Masculine Tales []: Traci Embodied Experience as a Psychiatric 

Ward Securi~2 Guard through Ethno~hic Narrative Writi~g 

Author(s): Matthew S. Johnston 

Free Newsletter Subscription 

Scientific Research Publishing provides latest information delivered to your inbox at 



optional time periods. Subscribe now to receive email alerts about our newly 

published articles, launched journals or other updates as newsletters. 

About Us 

[] Open Access [] Free Indexing Service 

[] Peer-reviewed [] Free Promotion Service 

[] Rapid Publication [] More Citations 

[] Lifetime Hosting [] Search Engine Friendly 

Best regards, 

Prof. Asafa galata (University of Tennessee, USA) 

Editor-in-Chief 

SM Editorial Office 

E-mail: 

Place of Public Relation: Scientific Research Publishing Inc., P. ©. Place of Customer Service: Building 5, Headquarters Space of 

BOX 54821, Irvine CA 92619-4821, USA. Optical Valley, Tangxun Lake North Road #38, East Lake High- 

Teeh Development Zone, Wuhan 43o223, Hubei Province, China. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 
Wednesday, July 2, 2014 5:26 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
NCAA statement on the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

,Jay Smith, 
Here’s what’s trending on Twitter this week. 

Pat Forde @YahooForde 

Good RT @lnsidetheNCAA NCAA has reopened its 
investigation into UNC: ow.ly!yCtt7 

30 dun 

NCAA statement on the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

"The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, was cited by the Division I 
Committee on Infractions in 20!2 for violations in its athletics program, including 
academic misconducL 

’~ ~ELATED TWEETS 

New York Times Books @nyqmesbooks 

Novelists with ties to Africa are gaining prominence as they 
investigate "what happens to the dislocated soul." 

30 Jun 

New Wave of African Writers With an 
internationalist Bent 
Novelists with ties to Africa are gaining prominence in the 
publishing world as they become more cosmopolitan, and 
America does, too, 

RELATED T~,/~E ET 

Jon Solomon @donSolomonCBS 

NCAA: Video game settlement terms shouldn’t be 
considered pay for performance, cbsp~.co/lvoMXFg 

EA and NCAA video game settlements have 
$5,000-a-year cap 
See how college football and basketba!l players would be 
paid under the proposed settlements. Keller attorneys say the 
$60 million from the two se~lements represents 75% of a trial 
victor},. 

01Jul 



Princeton Univ Press @PrincetonUPress 

Coldest, oldest, fastest: Marine biologist Stephen Palumbi 

picks 10 favorite underwater creatures: wp.me/p4wskCoo4o 

via @TEDTalks 

Coldest, oldest, fastest: 10 extreme sea 
creatures 

Marine biologist Stephen Palumbi picks 10 of his favorite 
under~,,,,ater creatures. From the oldest living animal to the 
fastest food in the sea, they’re all prel~ty extreme. 

01 Ju 

SiIvia K. Spiva @s v akspva 

just wanted to remind everyone that #USA has won the 
#WorldCup before @ussocce~_wnt pic.twitter.com/2 
FewUODVow 

01 Jul 

1 
R ETWE ET 

Kyle Gilreath @KyleGi reath 

Love this quote from @kevineastman in #Toughness 

@JayBilas pic.twitter.comi2eSleYHrhG 

01 Jul 

1 

R ETWE ET 

Sara Ganim @sgan m 

Mary VVillingham is suing the University of North Carolina 

for retaliating against her. 

R ETCh.rE ET 

01 Ju 



Pat Forde @YahooForde 

Asked Swofford about NCAA reopening UNC investigation. 

His comment: "Hate to see it, can’t really comment on it." 

R ETWE ET 

01 Ju 

Don’t miss out. Stay up to date on what’s happening. Go to TwiAer 

Forgot your Twitter password? Get instructions on how to reset it. 

You can aso change your email digest frequency or unsubscdbe from these emals Need 

help? 

f you received this message in error and did not sign up for Twitter dick not my account. 

Twitter nc 1355 Market St., Sute 900 San Francsco, CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Garrell (via Twitter) <notify@twitter.com> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 8:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Richard Garrell (@RichardGarrell) is now following you on Twitter! 

.lay Smith, 
You have a new follower on Twitter. 

Richard Garrell 
@RichardGarrell 

~o~itic(~ a~d sporL%h~ki~ ~iuir~ i~ ~fl~ heart 

Greensboro, NC 

Follow 

If you be ieve R chard Garrell is engaging in abusive behav or on Twitter, you may repoR 

Richard Garrett for spare. Forgot your TwiSer password? Get instructions on how to reset it 

You can aso unsubscribe from these emaib or change your notification settings Need help? 

If you rece ved this message in error and did not sign up for Tweet dick not my account. 

Twtter Inc, 1355 Market St, Suite 900 San Francisco CA 94103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tricolorboox@yahoogroups.com on behalf of 
historyboox <historyboox@yahoo. com> 

Saturday, February 19, 2011 9:43 AM 

Tri col orb oox@y ahoogroup s. c om 

[Tricolorboox] February new arrivals: European history 

Tricolor Books 
Susanna Betzel ~ PO Box 3174, Mbany, NY 12203 

histo        ahooocom ~ htt~/academybooxowebsocom 

Catalogue - February 2Oll - New arrivals 

General European history; British history; German/North/Central European history; Russian/Eastern European history; 
historical method & philosophy of history (a long list of French history coming in March!) 

A separate list of reference books and books on fiction writing technique (I’m thinning down my own collection) is 
available upon request, for anyone interested - just email me. 

EUROPEAN HISTORY &#8213; GENERAL 

12 full years of the quarterly Economic History Review (1990 to 2002 inelusive). Paperbound in excellent, clean condition. 
$975 total, ineludes shipping to addresses within the USA. (This is a steal for a library, for which the institutional 
subscription price to the EHR is around $45o per year.) 

Allardyce, Gilbert, ed. The Place of Fascism in European History. Prentice-Hall, 1971. Trade paperback, very good. $8.00 

Aron, Raymond, transl. Richard Howard and Annette Baker Fox. Peace and War: A Theory of International Relations. 

Frederick Praeger, 1966. Trade paperback, some wear to wraps, else very good. $25.00 

Barber, Bernard, and Barber, Elinor G. European Social Class: Stability and Change. Macmillan, 1965. Trade paperback, 
$9.00 

Berg, Eugene. Chronologic internationale, 1945-1985. 3e edn. P.U.F. (Que sais-je?), 1987. Pocket paperback, very good. 

$7.oo 

Berman, Harold d. Law and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition. Harvard UP, 1982. [author’s 
inscription to dohn P. Dawson on first front endpaper] Hardeover, very good+, no dj. Very scarce. $75.00 

Cowley, Robert, ed. No End Save Victory: Perspectives on World War II. 46 essays by Stephen E. Ambrose, Caleb Carr, 
dohn Keegan, William Manchester, and others. NY; Putnam, 2OOl. 688 pp. Hardeover, near mint w/dj. OP; $18.oo 

Crouzet, Mauriee, transl. Stanley Baron. The European Renaissance since 1945. Thames & Hudson, 197o. 144 illustrations. 
Trade paperback, very good+. $12.oo 

Douglas, David C. The Norman Achievement: lO5O-11oo. California, 1969. A history of the Norman conquest throughout 
not only England but also southern Europe. Extensive notes & bibliography. Hardeover, very good w/dj. $25.oo 

Duroselle, d.B. L’Europe de 1815 a nos jours: Vie politique et relations internationales. P.U.F., 1964. Hardeover, some hard 
wear to binding, pages good. $15.oo 

Earle, Edward Mead, ed. Makers of Modern Strategy: Military Thought from Machiavelli to Hitler. Atheneum, 1966 
paperback of 1941 Princeton original. Trade paperback, light wear to wraps, else good. $12.oo 

Elliott, 3.H. The Old World and the New, 1492-165o. Cambridge UP, 197o (Cambridge Studies in Early Modern History). 
Paperback, some wear, elean pages, good. $8.oo 



Gerhard, Dietrich. Old Europe: A Study of Continuity, lOOO-18oo. Academic Press, 1981. Hardcover, like new, clean and 
tight, with shelfworn dj. $2o.oo 

Gies, Joseph & Frances. Marriage and Family in the Middle Ages. NY; Harper & Row, 1987. Hardcover, ex-library copy 
with usual markings, pocket, and/or plastic cover; else good. $15.oo 

Grosser, Mfred. Les Oeeidentaux. Les pays d’Europe et les Etats-Unis depuis la guerre. Fayard, 1982. Paperback, good. 

$9.00 

Gutkind, E.A. International History of City Development, vol. I [of 8]: Urban Development in Central Europe; Free Press 
of Glencoe, 1964. Oversize. Heavily illustrated in b/w. Hardcover, light soiling to cloth, slight damage to foot of spine on 

vol 1, else very good, pages excellent. $60.00 

Gutkind, E.A. International History of City Development, vol. II [of 8]: Urban Development in the Mpine and 
Scandinavian Countries. Free Press of Glencoe, 1965. Oversize. Heavily illustrated in b/w. Hardcover, light soiling to cloth, 

else very good, pages excellent. $60.00 

Hazard, Paul. La erise de la conscience europ~enne, 1680-1715. Librairie A. Fayard, 1961. Broeh~, wear to wraps, else good, 
pages clean & bright. $15.oo 

Hudson, Kenneth. The Archaeology of Industry. NY; Scribners, 1976. A study of archaeology covering industrial sites, 
including sites converted to other uses, from the 18th through early 2oth centuries in various countries. Many 
illustrations. Hardeover, very good with dj. OP; $17.OO 

Hughes, Thomas Parke. The Development of Western Technology since 15oo. Macmillan, 1964. Paperback, light wear to 
wraps, else very good. $6.oo 

Jeannin, Pierre. L’Europe du Nord-Ouest et du Nord aux 17e et 18e siecles. P.U.F. (Nouvelle Clio), 1969. Hardeover, good. 
$9.00 

Jones, Eric L. The European Miracle: Environments, Economies, and Geopolitics in the History of Europe and Asia. 2nd 
edn. Cambridge UP, 1967. Paperback, very good. $7.00 

Kennedy, Paul. Preparing for the Twenty-First Century. Vintage, 1993. Trade paperback, very good. $7.00 

Kennedy, Paul. The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers. NY; Vintage, 1989. Trade paperback, good. $8.00 

Kertesz, G.A., ed. Documents in the Political History of the European Continent, 1815-1939. Oxford UP, 1968. Trade 
paperback, wear to wraps, else good. $12.oo 

Krieger, Leonard, and Stern, Fritz, eds. The Responsibility of Power. Historical Essays in Honor of Hajo Holborn. 
Doubleday Anchor, 1968. Pocket paperback, good. $5.oo 

Langer, William L. European Mlianees and Alignments, 1871-1890, 2nd edition. Knopf, 195o. Hardeover, light wear to 
cloth, else good, no dj. $2o.oo 

Langer, William L. The Diplomacy of Imperialism, 1890-1902, 2nd edition. Knopf, 196o. Hardcover, light wear to cloth, 
else good, no dj. $20.00 

Maier, Charles S. Recasting Bourgeois Europe: Stabilization in France, Germany, and Italy in the Decade after World War 
I. Princeton UP, 1975. Trade paperback, very good. Listed at $61.oo in paperback. $20.00 

Mauro, Fr6d6rie. L’expansion europ6enne (16OO-1870). P.U.F. (Nouvelle Clio), 1964. Hardeover, damaged binding, fair. 
$6.00 

McKeown, Thomas. The Modern Rise of Population. Academic Press, 1976. Extremely scarce. HC, very good+. $125.OO 

MeRae, Hamish. The World in 2020: Power, Culture, and Prosperity. Harvard Business School Press, 1994. "Determining 
which nations will experience economic growth and prosperity in the next century--and understanding why--is of vital 



interest to economists, investors and business leaders .... McRae paints a vivid competitive landscape in which culture and 
values will be the new sources of advantage for the industrialized nations." Hardcover, like new w/dj. $25.00 

Mitchell, Mlan, and Deak, Istvan. Everyman in Europe. Essays in Social History, vol. II: The Industrial Centuries, 2nd 
edition. Prentice-Hall, 1981. Trade paperback, good. $8.oo 

Mitchell, B.R. European Historical Statistics, 175o-1975 (2nd revised ed.). Facts on File, 198o. Oversize, 868 pp. 
Hardeover, very good with dj. Listed at $95. $5o.oo~ 

Moraze, Charles. The Triumph of the Middle Classes: A Study of European Values in the Nineteenth Century. NY; World 
Publishing, 1966. 414 pp. Translation of Les Bourgeois Conquerants. Hardeover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, 
pocket, & dj pasted to inside of front cover; else very good, text clean. OP; $15.oo 

Mosley, Leonard. On Borrowed Time: How World War II Began. NY; Random House, 1969. 509 PP. With extensive notes 
& bibliography. Hardeover, light shelfwear, else very good w/shabby dj. OP; $2o.oo 

Parker, Geoffrey. The Military Revolution: Military Innovation and the Rise of the West, 15OO-18OO. Cambridge UP, 1980. 

Large trade paperback, near mint. $17.OO 

Pollard, Sidney. Peaceful Conquest: The Industrialization of Europe, 1760-1970. Oxford UP (Oxford Student Edition), 
1981. Trade paperback, very good. $12.oo 

Prentice, E. Parmalee. Hunger and History: The influence of hunger on human history. Caxton, 1951. Hardeover, ex- 
library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; bound in sturdy library 
cloth; overall very good. $2o.oo 

Sulzberger, C.L. The Fall of Eagles: The Death of the Great European Dynasties. Crown, 1977. The collapse of the houses of 
Habsburg, Hohenzollern, and Romanov, 1848-1914. Many illustrations. Oversize hardeover, very good+ w/fair dj. $15.oo 

Symcox, Geoffrey, ed. War, Diplomacy, and Imperialism, 1618-1763. Harper Torch, 1973. Paperback, good. $7.00 

Tapir, Vietor-L. The Age of Grandeur: Baroque Art and Architecture. NY; Praeger, 1961. With extensive notes & 
bibliography, many b/w illustrations. Hardeover, ex-library copy with usual markings, bound in sturdy library cloth; very 
good condition, clean pages. OP; $25.oo 

Thomson, David, ed. The Era of Violence, 1898-1945. (New Cambridge Modern History, vol. 12). 1960. Hardeover, very 
good, no dj. $20.00 

Tuchman, Barbara W. The Proud Tower: A portrait of the world before the War: 1890-1914. NY; Macmillan, 1966. 

Hardeover, very good w/fair dj. OP; $2o.oo 

Zeller, Gaston. Les temps modernes, II: De Louis XIV a 1789 (Histoire des relations internationales, III). Librairie 
Hachette, 1955. Broch6, some wear to wraps, else good, clean bright pages. $25.00 

BRITISH HISTORY 

Appleton, William W. Madame Vestris and the London Stage. Columbia UP, 1974. Biography of the celebrated 19th- 
century English actress and theatre manager. Hardeover, very good+ w/shabby dj. $18.oo 

Bailyn, Bernard. The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution. Harvard UP, 1967. Hardcover, light wear to edges & 
corners, else very good, no dj. $2o.oo 

Bennett, H.S. The Pastons and Their England. Cambridge, 1968, reprint of 1922 original, paperback, very good. $6.00 

Black, Adam & Charles. Victorian Travellers Guide to 19th Century England & Wales: Containing charts of roads, railways, 
interesting localities, views of scenery and a comprehensive list of hotels. Bracken Books, 1985. Facsimile edition of 
original 1864 guidebook. 544 PP. Hardeover, very good+. $2o.oo 

Black, Eugene C., ed British Politics in the Nineteenth Century. Walker, 1969.35 selections from contemporary writings. 



Hardcover, very good+. $20.00 

Bloch, Michael, ed. Wallis and Edward: Letters 1931-1937: The Intimate Correspondence of the Duke and Duchess of 
Windsor. NY; Summit, 1986. Hardeover, very good w/good dj. OP; $15.oo 

Brantlinger, Patrick. Fictions of State: Culture and Credit in Britain, 1694-1994. Cornell, 1996. Trade paperback, like new. 
$9.00 

Brooke, John. The House of Commons, 1754-179o: Introductory Survey. Oxford UP, 1964. Trade paperback, shelfwear & 
creasing to wraps, else good. $15.oo 

Budiansky, Stephen. Her Majesty’s Spymaster: Elizabeth I, Sir Francis Walsingham, and the Birth of Modern Espionage. 
Viking, 2oo5. Hardeover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside 
cover; else very good+, clean and tight. In print at $24.95; $1o.oo 

Buxton, John. Elizabethan Taste: Architecture, Painting, Sculpture, Music and Literature of the Elizabethan Age. London; 
Macmillan, 1963. Extensive notes, some illustrations. Hardcover, very good+ with shabby dj. OP; $25.00 

Chesney, Kellow. The Anti-Society: An Account of the Victorian Underworld. Gambit Ine, 197o. Hardeover, light shelfwear 
& soiling to cloth, else good, no dj. $18.oo 

Daiehes, David, & John Flower. Literary Landscapes of the British Isles: A Narrative Atlas. NY; Paddington Press, 1979. 

Explorations of many cities and areas of Britain as seen through the eyes of classic authors who depicted them. Many 
illustrations. Trade paperback, some light wear to wraps, else good, pages clean. OP; $12.oo 

Davies, D.W. Elizabethans Errant: The Strange Fortunes of Sir Thomas Sherley and His Three Sons -- As Well in the 
Dutch Wars as in Muscovy, Morocco, Persia, Spain, and the Indies. Cornell, 1967. Hardeover, very good+ w/good dj. 
$20.00 

De-la-Noy, Michael. Elgar: The Man. London; Mlen Lane, 1983. Hardeover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, 
pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good. OP; $15.oo 

Douglas, David C. The Norman Achievement: lO5O-11oo. California, 1969. A history of the Norman conquest throughout 
not only England but also southern Europe. Extensive notes & bibliography. Hardeover, very good w/dj. $25.oo 

Elton, G.R, ed. The Tudor Constitution: Documents and Commentary. Cambridge UP, 196o. Trade paperback, shelfwear 
to wraps, else good, clean. $2o.oo 

Elton, G.R. The Tudor Revolution in Government: Administrative Changes in the Reign of Henry VIII. Cambridge UP, 

1953. Trade paperback, light shelfwear, some yellowing to spine, else very good. $20.00 

Elwin, Malcolm. Lord Byron’s Wife. John Murray, 1974. Hardcover, very good w/fair dj. $20.00 

Fitzgerald, Percy. Laurence Sterne. 2 volumes complete. London; Grolier, n.d. (ca. 19oo). Biography of the 18th-eentury 
novelist. Hardeover, blue cloth, light wear to edges & corners, slight soiling & sunning overall, else very good+, clean and 
tight, many uncut pages. OP; $5o.oo 

Grey, Edward (Viscount Grey of Fallodon). Twenty-Five Years: 1892-1916. Frederick Stokes, 1925. A political memoir. 
Hardeover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket; bound in library cloth; very good. $20.00 

Hal6vy, Elie. England in 1815 [second English ed]. Volume I of Hal6vy’s History of the English People in the 19th Century. 
Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1949. Hardeover, light wear & sunning to spine, one 1/4" tear at head of spine, else very good, no dj. 
$18.OO 

Hal6vy, Elie. The Liberal Awakening, 1815-1830 [2nd English edition]. Volume II of Hal6vy’s History of the English People 
in the 19th Century. Ernest Benn, Ltd., 1949. Hardeover, light shelfwear, else very good, no dj. $18.oo 

Hibbert, Christopher. Charles I. NY; Harper & Row, 1968. Oversize edition with many b/w & color illustrations. 
Hardeover, good, no dj. OP; $15.oo 



Hibbert, Christopher. The Royal Victorians: King Edward VII, His Family and Friends. Philadelphia; Lippincott, 1976. 

Hardeover, some wear to boards, inked inscription on front pastedown and first front endpaper, a small amount of 
underlining on a very few pages of text; otherwise fair with tattered dj. OP; $8.oo 

Higham, Charles. The Duchess of Windsor: The Secret Life. NY; McGraw-Hill, 1988. Extensive notes. Hardeover, very 
good w/dj. $15.oo 

Hildesheimer, Wolfgang. Marbot. Braziller, 1983. Biography of Sir Andrew Marbot (1801-1831), pioneer in art criticism in 
the Romantic era. hardeover, light shelfwear, else good. $15.oo 

Hobsbawm, Eric J. Industry and Empire. Penguin, 1969, reprint 199o. Paperback, good. $8.00 

Hough, Richard. The Mountbattens. NY; Dutton, 1975. "The Illustrious Family who through Birth and Marriage -- From 
Queen Victoria and the last of the Tsars to Queen Elizabeth II -- Enriched Europe’s Royal Houses." Hardeover, light wear 
to cloth, small tear at head of spine, else good, no dj. OP; $15.oo 

Jenkins, Elizabeth. Elizabeth the Great. Coward-McCann, Inc., 1958. Hardcover, shelfwear, good, no dj. $10.OO 

Jones, Kathleen. Learning Not to be First: The Life of Christina Rossetti. NY; St. Martin’s, 1991. Hardcover, ex-library copy 
w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else very good. OP; $15.oo 

MacCaffrey, Wallace. The Shaping of the Elizabethan Regime, Princeton UP, 1968. Trade paperback, very good+. $12.OO 

Marreeo, Anne. The Rebel Countess: The Life and Times of Constance Markieviez. Chilton, 1967. Biography of the Anglo- 
Irish nationalist. Hardeover, very good. $15.oo 

Mattingly, Garrett. The Armada. Houghton Mifflin, 1959. Trade paperback, very good+. $10.OO 

Mazlish, Bruce. James and John Stuart Mill: Father and Son in the Nineteenth Century. Basic, 1975. Hardeover, very good 
w/good dj. $18.OO 

Morgan, Ted. Churchill: Young Man in a Hurry - 1874-1915. NY; Simon & Schuster, 1982. Extensive notes. Hardeover, 
very good w/good dj. $18.oo 

Namier, Sir Lewis. England in the Age of the American Revolution, 2nd edition. NY: St. Martin’s Press, 1961. Trade 
paperback, light shelfwear, else very good. $17.OO 

Namier, Sir Lewis. The Structure of Politics at the Accession of George III. 2nd edition. NY: St. Martin’s Press, 1957. Trade 
paperback, shelfwear & creasing to wraps, else very good. $20.00 

Nash, Roy. Buckingham Palace: The Place and the People. Macdonald, 198o. Lavishly illustrated. History of the palace and 
its royal inhabitants from the 18th to 2oth century. Oversize trade paperback, near mint. $17.OO 

Neale, J. E. Queen Elizabeth I: A Biography. Doubleday Anchor, 1957, reprint of 1934 original. Pocket paperback, wear & 
yellowing to wraps, fair. $3.oo 

Paxman, Jeremy. On Royalty: A Very Polite Inquiry Into Some Strangely Related Families. NY; PublicAffairs, 2006. 
Focuses primarily on the British royals. With extensive bibliography. Hardeover, near mint w/vg dj. 0P; $12.00 

Quennell, Peter, ed. London’s Underworld. London; Spring Books, n.d. (ca 195o?). "Being selections from ’Those That Will 
Not Work’, The Fourth Volume of ’London Labour and the London Poor’ by Henry Mayhew." Hardeover, good w/shabby 
dj. $25.00 

Read, Mike. Forever England: The Life of Rupert Brooke. Mainstream Publishing, 1997. Extremely scarce. Hardeover, ex- 
library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else very good. $45.oo 

Rice, Edward. Captain Sir Richard Francis Burton: The secret agent who made the pilgrimage to Mecca, discovered the 
Kama Sutra, and brought the Arabian Nights to the West. NY; Scribners, 199o. Hardeover, near mint with dj. OP; $2o.oo 



Rostenberg, Leona. The Library of Robert Hooke. The Scientific Book Trade of Restoration England. Modoc Press, 1989. 

Trade paperback, inscribed and signed by author, very good. Scarce. $4o.oo 

Royde-Smith, Naomi. Portrait of Mrs. Siddons. Viking, 1933. Biography of the great 18th-century English actress. 
Hardeover, light wear to cloth, else very good. $2o.oo 

Scarisbrick, J.J. Henry VIII. University of California Press, 1968. With extensive notes & bibliography. Hardcover, very 
good with worn dj. $17.oo 

Simpson, Colin. The Lusitania. Boston; Little, Brown, 1972. An exploration of the conspiracies and coverups surrounding 
the 1915 sinking. Hardeover, very good w/good dj. OP; $18.oo 

Slavin, Arthur Joseph. The Precarious Balance: English Government and Society, 145o-164o. (The Borzoi History of 
England, vol. 3) Knopf, 1973. Trade paperback, shelfwear to wraps, else very good. $17.OO 

Smith, Man G.R. The Government of Elizabethan England. W.W. Norton, 1967. Trade paperback, a little red ink 
underlining & marginalia, else good. $5.oo. 

Stanley, Arthur P. The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold, D.D., Late Head-Master of Rugby School, and Regius 
Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford. Scribners, 1887. 2 vols in 1, approx. 8OO pp total. Hardeover, 
light wear to cloth, bumped corners, else good. $3o.oo 

Stedman Jones, Gareth. Outcast London: A study in the relationship between classes in Victorian society. Peregrine 
Pelican, 1971. paperback, pages yellowed, else good. $15.oo 

Tomalin, Claire. Mrs. Jordan’s Profession: The Actress and the Prince. NY; Knopf, 1995. Biography of Dora Jordan, 
famous comic actress and longtime mistress to Prince William, 3rd son of George III, later William IV (and mother of his 
ten illegitimate children!). Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective cover/dj 
pasted to inside cover; else very good. $15.oo 

Tuehman, Barbara W. The Proud Tower: A portrait of the world before the War: 1890-1914. NY; Macmillan, 1966. 

Hardeover, very good w/fair dj. OP; $2o.oo 

Warren, W.L. Henry II. California, 1973.693 pp. Hardcover, very good+ w/shabby dj. $25.00 

Wedgwood, C.V. A Coffin For King Charles: The Trial and Execution of Charles I. Book of the Month Club, 1991 printing of 
1964 original. Hardeover, near mint w/torn dj. OP; $15.oo 

Weir, Mison. Queen Isabella: Treachery, Adultery, and Murder in Medieval England. NY; Ballantine, 2005. Biography of 
Isabelle de France, known as the "She-Wolf of France," queen of Edward II. (She is the French princess in "Braveheart", 

but don’t believe anything you see in the movies...) Extensive notes & bibliography. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual 
markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective cover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good. $15.oo 

Whipple, A.B.C. The Fatal Gift of Beauty: The Final Years of Byron and Shelley. NY; Harper & Row, 1964. Hardeover, ex- 
library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good. OP; $15.oo 

Williams, E. Neville, ed. The Eighteenth-Century Constitution, 1688-1815: Documents and Commentary. Cambridge UP, 
1960. Trade paperback, shelfwear to wraps, one small tear, else very good.. $17.OO 

German & North/Central European History 

Allen, William Sheridan. The Nazi Seizure of Power: The Experience of a Single German Town, 1930-1935. Quadrangle 
Books, 1965. Trade paperback, light shelfwear & creasing, else good. $1o.oo 

Berman, Russell A. Cultural Studies of Modern Germany: History, Representation, & Nationhood. Wisconsin, 1993. With 
extensive notes. Trade paperback, brand new. OP; $12.oo 

Bibby, Geoffrey. The Testimony of the Spade: Life in Northern Europe, from 15,ooo B.C. to the time of the Vikings. NY; 



Knopf, 1956. An exploration of many famous archaeological finds in northern Europe: Lascaux, Sutton Hoo, bog bodies, 
others. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective cover/dj pasted to inside cover; 
else very good. OP; $18.oo 

Brion, Marcel. Daily Life in the Vienna of Mozart and Schubert. Macmillan, 1962. Hardcover, fair, no dj. $12.oo 

Jaszi, Oscar. The Dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy. University of Chicago Press, 1961 reprint of 1929 origina.. Trade 
paperback, light shelfwear, else very good. $15.oo 

Macartney, C.A. The Habsburg Empire, 179o-1918. Macmillan, 1969. 886 pp. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual 
markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective cover/dj pasted to inside cover; binding a little shaky; else good. Scarce. 

$40.00 

Marek, George R. Schubert. NY; Viking, 1985. A biography. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, 
and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good. OP; $15.oo 

Silagi, Denis. Jakobiner in der Habsburger Monarchic. [In German] Vienna; Verlag Herold, 1967. Broeh6 in dust jacket, 
wear to jacket, light wear to book, overall good+. $25.oo 

Russian & Eastern European History 

Alexander, John T. Bubonic Plague in Early Modern Russia: Public Health and Urban Disaster. Johns Hopkins UP, 1980. 

Hardeover, near mint w/dj. $2o.oo 

Burbank, Jane. Intelligentsia and Revolution: Russian Views of Bolshevism, 1917-1922. Oxford UP, 1986. Trade 
paperback, near mint. $15.oo. 

Carr, Edward Hallett. The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923, vol. 1. Penguin, 195o. Pocket paperback, fair. $2.00. 

Clark, Alan. Barbarossa: The Russian-German Conflict, 1941-1945. Signet, 1976. Pocket paperback, fair. $2.00. 

Daglish, Robert. Coping with Russia: A Beginner’s Guide to the USSR. Basil Blackwell, 1985. Trade paperback, good. 
$5.00 

Daniels, Robert V., ed. The Russian Revolution, Prentice-Hall, 1972. Trade paperback, near mint. $8.00 

Ference, Gregory C., ed. Chronology of 2oth-Century Eastern European History. Detroit; Gale Research, 1994.530 pp. 
Oversize. Hardeover with pictorial boards, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, else very good, clean, tight. 
Originally published at $59.95. $25.oo 

Karpovich, Michael. Imperial Russia, 18o1-1912. Henry Holt, 1932 (Berkshire Studies in European History). Paperback, 
good. $7.oo 

Longmire, R.A. Soviet Relations with South-East Asia: An Historical Survey. NY; Kegan Paul International, 1989. 

Extensive notes & bibliography. Hardeover, mint w/dj. In print at $15o.oo; $3o.oo 

Pomper, Philip. The Russian Revolutionary Intelligentsia. Thomas Y. Crowell, Co., 197o. Trade paperback, light wear to 
wraps, else very good. $8.oo 

Radzilowski, Thaddeus C. Feudalism, Revolution, and the Meaning of Russian History: An Intellectual Biography of 
Nieolai Pavlovieh Pavlov-Silvanskii. Columbia UP/East European Monographs, 1994. With extensive notes & 
bibliography. Hardeover, new, no dj. OP; $2o.oo 

Raeff, Marc, ed. Peter the Great, Reformer or Revolutionary? D.C. Heath, 1963 (Problems in European Civilization). 
Paperback, wear to wraps, pages clean, good overall. $7.00 

Rice, Tamara Talbot. Elizabeth, Empress of Russia. Praeger, 197o. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual markings, stamps, 
pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good. $12.oo 



Schonzeler, Hans-Hubert. Dvorak. NY; Marion Boyars, 1984. Hardcover, ex-library copy with usual markings, pocket, 
and/or plastic cover; else good. $12.oo 

Simmons, Ernest J., ed. Continuity and Change in Russian and Soviet Thought. Harvard UP, 1955. Hardcover, very good, 
no dj. S20.o0 

Stone, David R. Hammer & Rifle: the Militarization of the Soviet Union, 1926-1933. Kansas, 2ooo. With extensive notes. 
Hardeover, near mint with dj. $2o.oo 

Thompson, John M. Revolutionary Russia, 1917. Macmillan, 1989, 2nd ed. Trade paperback, shelfwear to wraps, else very 
good+. $1o.oo 

Ulam, Adam B. The Unfinished Revolution: An Essay on the Sources of Influence of Marxism and Communism. Vintage, 
1960. Trade paperback, pages yellowing, else good. $8.oo 

Zelnik, Reginald E. Law and Disorder on the Narova River: The Kreenholm Strike of 1872. California, 1995. "The 
Kreenholm strike--the most dramatic episode of industrial conflict in Russia to that point in history--marked the 
beginning step in a series of conflicts that led to the momentous upheavals of the early 2oth century." With extensive 
bibliography. Hardeover, new with dj. Listed at $55.oo. OP; $2o.oo 

Historical Methods, Philosophy of History, Reference, etc 

Barzun, Jacques, and Graft, Henry F. The Modern Researcher, 3rd edn. Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1977. Trade 
paperback, light shelfwear, else very good. $7.00 

Beard, Charles A. An Introduction to the English Historians. Burt Franklin, 1968 reprint of 19o6 original. Hardeover, ex- 
library copy w/usual markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else good, bound in 
library doth. $2o.oo 

Becker, Carl L. Everyman His Own Historian: Essays on History and Politics. Appleton Century-Crofts, 1935. Hardeover, 
very good, no dj $12.oo. 

Benjamin, Jules R. A Student’s Guide to History, third edition. NY; St. Martin’s, 1983. Trade paperback, very good. 

$7.ooBeasley, David. How to Use a Research Library. Oxford UP, 1988. Trade paperback, like new. $7.00 

Cook, Chris. Dictionary of Historical Terms (2nd edition). Peter Bedriek, 199o. Hardcover, ex-library copy w/usual 
markings, stamps, pocket, and/or protective eover/dj pasted to inside cover; else very good, dean, tight. $17.OO 

Dollar, Charles M., and Jensen, Richard J. Historian’s Guide to Statistics: Quantitative Analysis and Historical Research. 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1971. Hardcover, stamps on top of page edges, front pastedown, and first front endpaper, else 
near mint, no dj. $15.oo 

Dray, William. Laws and Explanation in History. Oxford UP, 1959. hardeover, light shelfwear, else good, dean, no dj. 
$20.00 

Ducrot, Oswald, and Todorov, Tzvetan. Dietionnaire encydopedique des sciences du langage. Editions du Seuil, 1972. 
Hardeover, dusty top edge, else near mint with vg dj. $45.oo. 

Fern, Alan, et al. Viewpoints: The Library of Congress Selection of Pictorial Treasures. Arno Press, 1975. Oversize, lavishly 
illustrated with images from world history in the LOC collection. Hardeover, very good. $17.OO 

Gardiner, Patrick. The Nature of Historical Explanation. Oxford UP, 1952. hardcover, light shelfwear, else good, dean, no 
dj. S2o.oo 

Jarauseh, Konrad H. and Hardy, Kenneth A. Quantitative Methods for Historians: A Guide to Research, Data, and 
Statistics. U of North Carolina Press, 1991. Trade paperback, near mint. $12.oo. 

Johnson, Allen. The Historian and Historical Evidence. Charles Scribner and Sons, 1926. Hardcover, some dents to 
boards, inked name on first front endpaper, else very good. $12.oo 



McCoy, F.N. Researching and Writing in History: A Practical Handbook for Students. U of California Press, 1974. Trade 
paperback, very good+. $8.oo 

Muller, Herbert d. The Uses of the Past. Mentor, 1952. Pocket pb, fair condition. $2.oo 

Porter, Dale H. The Emergence of the Past: A Theory of Historical Explanation. U of Chicago Press, 1981. Trade 
paperback, near mint. $12.oo 

Reiehenbaeh, Hans. Laws, Modalities and Counterfaetuals. U of California Press, 1976. Hardeover, very good+ w/fair dj. 
Scarce. $45.oo 

Reiff, daniee L. Structuring the Past: The Use of Computers in History. AHA, 1991. Trade paperback, light shelfwear, else 
very good+. $8.oo 

Sehaff, Adam. History and Truth. Pergamon Press, 1971. HC, library cloth, very good+. OP; $15.oo 

Tilly, Charles. As Sociology Meets History. Academic Press, 1987. Hardeover, mint condition, clean, tight, unread; dj has a 
little shelfwear and a few small closed tears. Scarce. $45.oo 

Winks, Robin W., ed. The Historian as Detective. Essays on Evidence. Harper Torch, 1968. Trade paperback, very good. 
$12.00 

Shipping: 

Within the USA: Average-size volumes, $3.5o for first volume, $1 for each additional volume. ~Denotes oversize book; 
additional shipping charge may apply. Postal insurance extra and optional. Orders over $1oo insured without charge. 

Canada: ! will be in Toronto at the end of March and may be able to mail your books within Canada to save you a little 
money. Email me for a quote. 

All other countries: email me for a quote. 

To unsubseribe from all future catalogues/announcements, click on the link at the bottom of this message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

t r u t h o u t <messenger@tmthout.org> 

Sunday, February 20, 2011 5:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Greenspan’s Incompetence Badgers Wisconsin’s Workers 

The flame of genuine progressive street action is burning brighter. We all knew that the corporate-sponsored 
Tea Party and the hate and deceit they spew would be no matchJbr a real progressive movementJbr change. 
It’s on its way and, with your support, Truthout will be here to bring you the inJbrmation you need as it 
continues to rise. 

We still have $14,000 to raise by Monday night. Can you join yourJbllow readers in helping us make our 
budget? 

to donate 

Click here to donate. 
(Truthout is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit. EIN: 20-0031641) 

You can also donate by check, made payable to: 

Truthout, P.O. Box 276414, Sacramento, CA 95827 

(Please include your email address on your check.) 

Sunday 20 February 2011 

Greenspan’s Incompetence Badgers Wisconsin’s Workers 
Dean Ba£er, Trnthout: "Alan Greenspaaa has been strangely missing from the fierce battle over the future of public sector unions in 

Wisconsin aaad other states. His absence is strange because he bears more responsibility for the current conflict than anyone else alive. 

The reason is simple. Mr. Greenspaaa’s incredible incompetence in allowing the $8 trillion housing bubble to grow unchecked created 

the fiscal crisis that is gripping Wisconsin aaad most other states... How does it change aaaything if we know that Greenspan (last seen 

being feted at the Brookings Institution) is the reaJ villain in the Wisconsin budget crisis? First, it should turn the heat where it belongs: 

Washington." 

Read the Article 

Cycle of Suppression Rises in Libya and Elsewhere 
Anthony ShaNd, The New York Times News Service: "Libyan security forces moved against protesters Saturday in Benghazi, the 

country’s second-laJcgest city aJad the epicenter of the most serious chaJlenge to four decades of Col. MuammaJc el-Qaddafi’s rule, 

opposition leaders and residents said. The death toll rose to at least 104 people, most of them in Benghazi, HumaJa Rights Watch 

reported... A day of antigovernment marches in Yemen, the Arab world’s poorest country, took a violent turn as government 

supporters opened fire on a group opposing the 31-year rule of President Ali Abdullah Saleh, wounding at least four people. And 

hundreds of police officers in the Algerian capital Algiers, used clubs to overwhelm antigovemment demonstrators." 

Read the Article 

Back to the Future With Comcast 
Peter White, Truthout: "After hammering out the details in dady meetings with Comcasl over a three-month period in late 2010, the 

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Department of Justice (DO J) approved the $30 billion merger of Comcast aJad 

NBC/Universal in January 2011. In other words, Comcast met behind closed doors with the FCC to map out the future of broadband 

service and video streaaning over the Intemet. Anyone who wonders how federaJ baJaking regulators got captured by the finaJacial 

industry, or how lawmakers got neutered by the insurance compaJaies on the heaJth caJce bill, or how big money is going to buy the next 

presidentiaJ election, should s~dy the Comcast merger. It is a cautionary taJe of things gone awry in Washington, where corporate 
speech is heard and heeded and the voices of actual citizens are ignored." 

Read the Article 

After the Revolution, Egypt Takes a Step Back From IMF Ways 
Emad Mekay, Inter Press Service: "Egypt could soon be looking for a new economic model - one that will be diffbrent from the 
traditionaJ system that has been promoted for years by international financial institutions such as the World Baaalc, the IMF, and the 

U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), under the reign of ousted president Hosni Mubarak... Since the mid 1980’s, the 

World Bank, the IMF, and USAID have sought to encourage policies that limit the role of government in the economy, cut budget 
deficits, and give more influence to the private sector and corporations. Under pressure from the public following the success of the 

January revolution, the government .... quickly rolled back some of the controversiaJ policies." 

Read the Article 

We’re All Mad Here 



Briaaa Moench, Tmthout: "As Alice (in Wonderland) stumbles upon the Matter Hatter’s Tea Party, the Cheshire Cat greets her with 

’Come on in, we’re aJl mad here.’ The Cheshire Cat should be posited at the door of the new House of Representatives. With the 

Republicans turning Congress into a Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, firs~t in line to receive the sentence of’off with their heads’ are 

environmentaJ regulations, the scientific community, if not the scientific method itself... At the Mad Hatter’s Tea Paxty reality is turned 

upside down in a frenzy of nonsense. But this anti-science, aaati- regulation nonsense will create a world more like J.R.R. Tolkien’s 

hideous industrial waffteland of Mordor, hardly a Wondeflaaad with silly white rabbits." 

Read the Article 

China Cracks Down on Protest Threats, Rounds Up Dissidents 

Tom Lassetter, McClatchy Newspapers: "Chinese officials on Sunday cracked down against protests, or rumors of them, sending 

police to detain dissidents aaad breakup public gatherings in the capital and Shaaaghai. After Interuet messages calling for demonstrations 

in 13 cities surfaced on Saturday, apparently from Chinese language sites based overseas, there were reports of activists being 

preemptively hauled away. Very few Chinese responded, aaad in only a couple of cities, but Beijing’s authofita~iaaa regime still mobilized 

large teams of police to ensure aA1 remained quiet. The heavy response by Chinese officials was a reminder of the government’s low 

toleraaace for aaay hint of political discord." 

Read the Article 

Fairer Tax Reporting, Finally 

Gerald E. Scorse, Truthout: "Income from wages has been reported to the Internal Revenue Service ever since World Wax II. Starting 

in 2011, income from stock market capital gains will elt~ctively begin to get the same treatment. This closes a loophole that cost the 

Treasury billions every year. It takes a big burden offtaxpayers. And it never would have happened without a man the Left loved to 

hate. He’s Evan Bayh (D-IN), newly retired from the Senate. His Blue Dog politics rankled liberals, and he was trashed for giving up a 

seat that would flip to the GOP. All the same, Bayh made tax reporting fairer than it’s ever been in America. He did it by passing a bill 

that requires brokers to report basis prices to the IRS... It was easy faking numbers on tax returns. It was hard keeping basis records 
yeax after year, adjusting them for distributions aaad stock splits, even remembering where they were." 

Read the Ai~icle 

Click here/br more Truthout articles 

TR U TH O U T ’S B UZZFLASH DAILY HEAD LINES 

The BuzzFlash commentary for Truthout will return on Monday. 

Scott Walker Padded Salary Increases for Cronies During Budgetary Distress: 24% Salary Increase for Aide with Two 
Public Pensions 

Read the Article at BuzzFlash 

Pro-Union Protesters Outnumber Tea Party Mad Hatters by At Least 35-to-1 in Madison! 
Read the Article at Daib,~Kos 

Frank Rich: The GOP’s Post-Tucson Traumatic Stress Disorder 
Read the Article at The New York Times 

Weekend of Violence Leaves Scores Dead in Afghanistan 
Read the Article at The Wall Street Journal 

Bob Herbert: The Human Cost of Budget Cutting 

Read the Article at The New York Times 

It’s Tough to Be a Pinhead Elitist, as Bill O’Reilly Calls Liberals 
Read the A~icie at BuzzFlash 

Message to Scott Walker: Report, Public Employees Make Less, Including Benefits, Than Private Workers 
Read the Article at Wisconsin State Jonrna~ 

Trumka: Walker "Can’t Have Our Freedom" 

Read the Article at AFL-CIO Blog 

Present, Former Green Bay Packers Say They Back AFL-CIO 
Read the Ai~icle at The Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel 

Click here for more BuzzFtash headlines 

Support Truthout with a tax-deductible donation by clicking here. 

To ensure you receive our messages please add the following address to your email address book. messenger@truthout, org 

If you need help figuring out how to do this click here to read our guide. 



Click here to Subscribe 

Our l~rivacv Policv 

Click here to Uusubscribe 



Subject: Jay Smith meeting 
Location: 203C Woollen Gym 
Start: 1/18/2013 11:30 AM 
End: 1/18/2013 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Received 
Required Attendees: Smith, Jay M 
Resources:       203C Woollen Gym 

W~-:en : ~riday, January I 8, 

%~ere: 203C Woollen Gym 

2013 11:30 .~,~-i2:00 PM. (TjTC-05 : 00) Eastern (US & Canada) 

Jay, 

If you can come to my office, great, If not we can meet irl Lerloir Hall, if that would work better for you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AcademicPub <donotreply@mailer. sharedbook, com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

AcademicPub is a "Cool Vendor in Education 2013" 

AcademicPab has been named one of the four 

Vendors°° in the Coo~ Vendors in Education Report*, 

by Gartner, 

Your Course Pack Reimaqined 

Mix and match unlimited content into high quality, 
transparently priced course packs 

Read about it here! 

in this ~ssue 

AcademicPub Provides Educators with: 

¯ The ability to mix and match pre-cleared textbook chapters, 

articles, case studies and more from 240+ top publishers in the 

AcademicPub Content Library. 

¯ Access to pristine digital files that come directly from our 

publishers. 

¯ Upload your own content, including your syllabus, lecture notes, 

We’re in the news 

Oxford University Press 

Princeton University Press 

Springer 



and any third party content. 

¯ Cloud storage allows you to access your course materials from 

anywhere. Download desk copies to any digital device, remove 

materials from unfinished projects, track how many copies have 

been sold, or re-adopt the same book! 

¯ 100% copyright compliance -we don’t have every piece of 

content, but we’ll clear it all for you! 

It’s not too late to create a custom book for your summer courses. Or, 

get started on your fall course! 

*Gartner "Cool Vendors in Education, 2013" by Jan-Martin Lowendahl, Allen Weiner, Marti 

Harris, Bill Rust, May 1,2013. 

Jones & Bartlett Learning 

Cambridge University Press 

Elsevier 

Routledge 

Yale University Press 

M.E. Sharpe 

RSC Publishing 

Psychology Press 

RAND Corporation 

Brookings Institute Press 

Ivey Publishing 

Island Press 

Marshall Cavendish 

F.A. Davis 

& More! 

Follow Us: ~ ~ SharedBook nc 

~eb: AcademicPub.com 110 Wllam St 30 FL 

Phone: 1 866297-9095 New York, New York 10038 

Have questions? No problem. VVere here to help. Please call us at 1o866o297o9095, Monday Fdday, 8am - 8pro 
(ET) or email us anytime at support@sharedbook.com 

If you do not wish to receive this type of information from Sha~edBook in the future please click here to notify us 



Subject: Spring Holiday 
Start: 3/29/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 3/30/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~Jendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Ymy.ad.unc.edt~/Calendar 



Subject: Labor Day 
Start: 9/2/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 9/3/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~Jendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Ymy.ad.unc.edt~/Calendar 



Subject: Thanksgiving 
Start: 11/28/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 11/30/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~Jendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2013]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Ymy.ad,unc.edt~/Calendar 



Subject: New Year’s Day 
Start: 1/1/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 1/2/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~Jendar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Ymy.ad,unc.edt~/Calendar 



Subject: Martin Luther King Jr. Day 

Start: 1/20/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 1/21/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~]endar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Tmy.ad.unc.edtr/Calendar 



Subject: Spring Holiday 
Start: 4/18/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 4/19/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~]endar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Tmy.ad.unc.edtr/Calendar 



Subject: Independence Day 
Start: 7/4/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 7/5/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~]endar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Tmy.ad.unc.edtr/Calendar 



Subject: Thanksgiving 
Start: 11/27/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 11/29/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~]endar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Tmy.ad.unc.edtr/Calendar 



Subject: New Year’s Eve 
Start: 12/31/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 1/1/2015 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 

’][’his is ~ automated c~]endar event published to: [UNCHolidays2014]. 

U se the link below to manage your automated calendar subscriptions. 

https:/Tmy.ad.unc.edtr/Calendar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:57 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 
meeting/Carter 

Hi David: 
Only now, on break time, have I had a few minutes to think about where we go next on the athletic business. 
Seeing Hodding Carter’s remarks at the Friday service, I was reminded that he is a likely ally that I/we should 
do more to take advantage of. I have a couple of immediate thoughts: do you think he might have an interest in 
sharing his thoughts at one of our group meetings? In addition (or instead), any interest in having lunch with 
you and me to talk about long-term strategy? Our group has been in flux, but I think we’re on the verge of 
rededicating ourselves to an "athletes’ rights" angle for our reform efforts, rll keep you posted. 

Also would be happy for a one-on-one with you to talk strategy. Not sure when we could work this in (any of 
this, in fact), but early to mid-Novemeber looks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:11 PM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

another chapter 

Osman--whole thing--draft 1.docx 

Julia: 
I’m afraid I’ve only made it through chapter one, will keep plugging as I find time this week. Maybe chapter two 
tomorrow. 

My remarks again focus mostly on style. The one other mechanical thing to think about are your transitions and 
how you can make those transitions clearer for the reader. I was 2 paragraphs into the whole milice thing, at 
least, before I realized I was in a new section and that you were making a new point. When you have those key 
transitions (you seem to have about 4 &them), I recommend that you take 1-2 sentences at the top of the first 
paragraph and introduce/remind your reader of the larger structural/argumentative point you’re about to head 
into, of which the topic at hand is the illustration. 

When you get a minute--can you remind 



From." 

Sent." 

To: 

Subject: 

University of Pittsburgh <oafa@pitt.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 2:02 PM 

Connor Smith <c.a.s.418@gmail.com>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Learn More About Pitt 

Lea rn 
More 
About 
Pitt 

Hi Connor, 

Thank you 
for your 
interest in 
the 
University 
of 
Pittsburgh! 

We hope 
you are 
enjoying 
your junior 
year. We 
have 
created a 
VIP page 
for you that 
will give 
you 

information 
on your 
areas of 
interest, 
allow you 
to explore 
videos 
about Pitt, 
and offer 



insight into 
areas 
unique to 
Pitt. Click 
here to go 
to 
PittConnect 
and login to 
view your 
VIP page. 

Use this 
temporary 
username : 
csmith418 
and 
password." 

(Password 
excluded 
for security 
reasons) Set 
Password 
(Link 
expires 
after 24 
hours) we 
created for 
you. You 
can change 
these to 
whatever 
you choose 
after 
logging in 
the first 
time. 

The best 
way to get a 
feel for Pitt 
is by 
visiting the 
campus. If 
you decide 
a visit to 
Pitt is in 
your future 



click on the 
link below. 

Hail to Pitt! 

University of Pittsbur~ ¯ Office of Admissions and Financial Aid 
4227 Fifth Avenue ¯ Alumni Hall ¯ Pittsburgh, PA ::[5260-660::[ 

:If you no longer wish to receive emails from the University of Pittsburgh, please click here, 



Research and contribution. In the last decade, a shift in focus has reinvigorated Napoleonic scholarship; 

historians have been drawn to the workings of the Napoleonic administration expanding considerably 

the more traditional focus on biography and military tactics. For Italy, the new wave of scholarship 

culminated with Michael Broers’ provocative thesis of French cultural imperialism in a European 

context. In turn, this work generated outstanding new research on the dynamics between resistance 
and collaboration.I Much recent Italian scholarship now dwells on popular opposition to Napoleonic 

rule, also interpreted in cultural key, a departure from a long tradition of extolling the modernizing 

attributes of the period. Taking Parma as a case study, my book will join this discussion to make a 

historically grounded contribution while also testing the prevailing new orthodoxy. Rooted in ample, 

and so far largely unexamined archival sources, my book will train the spotlight on the debates sparked 

among Italians by the inherent contradictions of the Napoleonic occupation, set against the manifold 

disagreements that divided the French bureaucrats in charge as well. I employ social history methods 

and cultural approaches to unpack what became the ’new normal’ in Parma under French rule, but this 

is essentially a history of ideas centered on the interface between the philosophical convictions claimed 

by various groups on each side of the French-ltalian divide. 

Precis, methods, and work plan. The states of Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla, a Spanish protectorate 

since the Treaty of Basel (1795) experienced an atypical trajectory within Napoleonic Italy. On account 

of France’s reliance on Spanish neutrality, Parma was not revolutionized during the first French 

occupation (1796-1799). After the Battle of Marengo (1800) Parma remained nominally sovereign until 

the death of its last duke in 1802. It was absorbed into the French state afterwards, but, unlike the 
neighboring regions which were fully assimilated into the French administrative and legal system, Parma 

retained its traditional institutions as well as the political personnel inherited from the Bourbon dukes. 

French rule, therefore, did not come by means of revolutionary upheaval but as a gradual, albeit tightly 

controlled, conversion from one system to another, which gave people more time and space to ponder 

the merits and demerits of both. Moreau de Saint-M~ry, the first official to assume formal French 

control in 1802, was not a stranger to ambiguity: a native of Martinique known for encyclopedic studies 

on the Caribbean, pro-slavery advocate and enthusiastic revolutionary at the same time, he had recently 

returned from emigration in the United States. To deal with Parma’s ambiguities, he opted for the 

strategy of ralliernent: inserting French norms within pre-existing structures instead of dictating French 

demands. He worked hard at winning hearts and minds - especially minds - and tirelessly made the case 

for French rule as the surest path to political progress. His efforts were not without success, or so he 

believed, as he proudly pointed to reforms that gradually, though unevenly, began to gain a foothold in 

the region. The picture of amiable compliance was shattered in December 1805 when a large-scale 

popular insurrection, triggered by conscription orders, exploded in the Apennine Mountains around 

Piacenza. Napoleon understood this event as a glaring repudiation of Moreau’s light touch and 

dismissed him on the spot. Two senior officers, General Junot and Mar~chal P~rignon, and one 

seasoned bureaucrat, Hugues Nardon, arrived in Parma in March 1806 with orders to carry out a sharp 

change of direction, from ralliernent to rigorous assimilation. In addition to punitive measures against 

the rebels, the new team effectively revolutionized the state by means of coercion, not persuasion: 

French legal and administrative institutions, staffed by handpicked French-speaking new employees, 

replaced the traditional infrastructure in a matter of weeks. The core chapters of my book are devoted 

to a comprehensive analysis of the varied, fluctuating, contradictory local responses to the abrupt 

regime changes and dramatic twists in political philosophies that turned Parma into a veritable 

1The fundamental work for this particular set of problems is Michael Broers, The Napoleonic Empire in Italy 1796 - 1814. 

Cultural Imperialism in a European Context? (London, 2005). 



laboratory for political experimentation. I examine side by side two kind of documents, preserved at the 

archives in Parma/Piacenza and at the Biblioteca Palatina in Parma: 1. private correspondence and 

diaries where local citizens discuss the situation among themselves; 2. reports from newly appointed 

gendarmes, awkwardly worded Italian-language petitions sent by village mayors and parish priests, 

polished French-language letters from members of the Parmense elites, all filtering the news through 

their own judgments and interests. It is at this point that my analysis diverges from the thesis of cultural 

imperialism, which tends to portray Napoleonic subjects as consistently hostile to French rule, differing 

only in their forms of resistance. I argue that attitudes towards the French imposed-order, while indeed 

not consistently sympathetic or deferential, were neither uniformly hostile nor reflexively unreceptive; 

they were, moreover, informed by local realities, values, and aspirations that usually escaped the grasp 

of even the most alert French officials. The built-in duality of the French occupation, at once reformist 

and oppressive, stimulated processes of self-reflection that made local citizens painfully aware of the 

fractures within their own society rather than unite them in common struggle. Even when open revolt 

broke out, as in the case of the Apennine insurgency - to be extensively examined in my book - there 

was no compact anti-French front as the citizenry split between pro and anti-insurgents while the rebels 

themselves squabbled over their own motivations and the goals they hoped to attain. Between 

embracing and resisting French-led changes there was a vast, conceptually elastic space made of day to 

day processes of rethinking, reassessments, arbitrations, and adaptations. The hardest part of life under 

Napoleonic occupation was not finding ways to fight it: it was separating the hope for freedom, 

emancipation, and civil equality championed by the French imperial ideology from the unbending 

authoritarianism of the French state. 

On their side, French administrators, portrayed all too often as a homogenous group, were in fact no 

less torn. Faced with Parma’s hybrid political situation, Moreau de Saint-M~ry kept in close contact with 

Talleyrand, minister of foreign affairs and close friend, and fell back on his past investigative experience 

to launch an ingenious program of local consultation. His successors, caught between Napoleon’s 

intransigence and the unpredictable reality on the ground, reached out for advice to colleagues 

elsewhere in Italy and in France. Much like the reports they received from local agents, the French 

administrators’ bulletins to their hierarchical superiors offered a filtered version of reality. Tracing the 

writings left by Moreau and by his successors from the archives in Parma/Piacenza to the National 

Archives and Foreign Affairs Archives in Paris allows me to reconstruct the anxious mindset of 

Napoleonic bureaucrats. A number of recent studies have called attention to the necessary, matter-of- 

fact collaboration between French officials and local elites, which compelled both sides to compromise. 

I draw on these findings, but I argue that, beyond pragmatic deal-making, French administrators were 

deeply invested in illustrating by example the civilizing mission ethos that justified their power to remold 

societies and alter the lives of millions. Napoleon’s own claims of uniting Europe around an enlightened 

political vision have been subjected to severe scrutiny; his representatives, however, did rationalize 

their work in terms of progressive governance. For them, the hardest part was not putting down 

rebellions and imposing the French order; it was deciding the ratio between fulfilling their duties, law 

and order included, and staying true to the French promises of an enlightened polity. 

The Napoleonic system restructured identities and forced both the French administrators and the 

Italians they were tasked to govern to negotiate with themselves before negotiating with each other. 

The regional angle has the great advantage of distilling day-to-day experiences, big and small, into the 

constant give-and-take that made this period so intriguing for all who lived through it and so rich in long- 

term consequences. Part of this book’s impact will come from unearthing numerous fascinating primary 

documents that add texture and nuance to the movement of ideas underpinning the communication 

between the rulers and the ruled. Admittedly, the historical actors involved in this process did not think 



they were doing anything as heady as contributing to the history of ideas; but their arduous efforts at 

bridging different sets of beliefs, perspectives, and sensibilities constantly raised new questions. The 

ways these questions were answered formed the intellectual foundation of the dynamics between state 

and society which ultimately generated a new political culture, in Italy and throughout Europe. 

Competencies and skills. This line of research is a shift in focus from French-American to French-Italian 

relations, one that continues, methodologically and chronologically, my previous work. The link between 

the two is Moreau de Saint-M~ry, a central figure in my book Lessons from America, which dealt with 

the movement of people and ideas across the Atlantic during the revolutionary era. Following Moreau 

de Saint-M~ry’s post-American career brought me to Parma where I discovered a wealth of little known 

archival sources waiting for a historian with my training in comparative and French history of ideas. A 

strong background in the humanities and a longstanding interest in Italian history complement my field 

of specialization, and I am fluent in both French and Italian. I spent a one-year sabbatical leave 

(2010/2011) immersed in reading and systematizing the relevant secondary literature, and the two 

summers since conducting archival work in Parma, Piacenza, and Paris. This summer I will return to the 

archives in Parma and Piacenza to finish all remaining primary research. I have presented sections of 

this project at major scholarly conferences, receiving excellent feedback from colleagues. 

State of the manuscript and dissemination. I have already written the first four chapters and drafted all 

but the last two chapters. With the research phase concluded, a 12 months NEH Fellowship would allow 

me to complete the entire manuscript by the end of 2014, calculating about five weeks per chapter and 

three months for revisions. I plan for a submission date no later than February 2015. The prospects for 

publication are very good; several publishers have encouraged me to submit the final manuscript. My 

hopes for this book are to engage several audiences: scholars and students working in the vast field of 

Napoleonic history; the diverse readership captivated by the Napoleonic era; all readers interested in a 

historical perspective for the current challenges of globalization. 

Chapter outline 

1. Parma before Bonaparte. Parma under the Bourbon dukes: Enlightenment and conservatism 

2. Bonaparte against the Revolution. Parma’s thwarted revolution (1796-1799) 

3. Enlightening the Italians: Moreau de Saint-M~ry’s philosophy and the politics of ralfiement. 

4. Ralliement and counter-ralliement: The array of local responses to ralliement. 

5. Storm-gathering in the Apennines: The conscription trigger; local debates, divisions. 

6. Insurgency December 1805 - March 1806. An in-depth analysis of the Apennine insurrection. 

7. Imperial fury: Administrative, political, and theoretical outcomes of the insurrection. 

8. Assimilation and its discontents: the administr~s’ dilemma. Local reactions and inner debates 

in the wake of harsh repressive measures and abrupt turns in governing principles. 

9. The imperial administrator’s dilemma: civilizing mission or law and order? 

10. Parma after 1815: Long-term political and intellectual fallout of the Napoleonic period. 

11. Conclusions. The relevance of Parma’s experiences within the Italian and European context. 



Working for and against Napoleon: Parma during the Napoleonic era 1796-1815 

This project addresses the dynamics between state and society in Napoleonic Italy (1796-1815). Rooted 

in rich and little known archival sources, this is a study in history of ideas centered on the interface 

between the philosophical convictions claimed by various groups on each side of the French-Italian 

divide. Parma’s distinct experience of dramatic changes of government and governing philosophy 

serves as a case study for comprehensive examinations of the intricate relationship between the rulers 

and the ruled. My projected monograph draws on recent studies focused on resistance to the 

Napoleonic order but pursues a different angle that challenges the new orthodoxy of consistent 

opposition to French rule. I focus on the debates sparked among Italians by the French-imposed order 

alongside policy disagreements that divided the French bureaucrats in charge as well. The comparative 

analysis brings into play political, theoretical, cultural, and ethical aspects relevant to all humanities. 



COMMENTARY 

At dusk in the Gdvaudan 
Tom Griflqths 

T 
hirty years ago, I walked out of the railway station 
at Le Puy in the Auvergne region of the Massif 

Central of France, put most of my belongings 

in a locker at the station along with a note in schoolboy 

French explaining that I hoped to be back, and then 

walked over the horizon at sunset. I was embarked on 

my discovery of the Velay and the Gdvaudan. 

The Velay is a remarkably beautiful and remote 

region of France, an extensive volcanic upland of gentle 

puys, wooded hills that form undulating chains of cones 
and domes amid grazing cattle and fields of wheat. The 

soil is rich, but the climate at 1200 metres is harsh. 

This green and blue plateau, with its felicitous mixture 

of forests and farms, of ~vildness and cultivation, long 

resisted the industrialisation of its agriculture. It ~vas 

not until the 1960s and early 1970s that animal power 

finally gave way to tractors, manual labour in the fields 

diminished, and agriculture became centralised. On my 

visit in 1981, these changes were still visibly taking place; 

I would often encounter elderly farmers wearing sabots 

(clogs) and driving their stock along the roads with their 

batons.They ~vere generally the only other walkers I met, 

and they were stunned to see me, especially when they 

learned I had come from so far away, from Australia, to 

see their land on foot.~l}mre was a souse of appreciation 
and a gaping smile. The local teeth were not then in 

good condition. I had found myself in/a Franceprojbnde. 

For fifteen days I walked the Velay plateau, camp- 

ing in pine forests and the corners of farmers’ rid& at 

night, buying baguettes in the villages, and creating a 

minor sensation whenever I entered a bar for breakSast 

or a beer. It was July, but it rained a lot. My tent never 

dried, and the winds blew with unforgiving vigour. It 
was Simone de Beauvoir, that walker extraordinaire, 
whose writing had brought me there. Before she became 
a renowned intellectual, an existentialist, and a famed 
author, Beauvoir was a walker, driven to astonishing feats 
of stamina in her quest to lose herself in the landscape 
and to master country by physical exertion. No one 
could keep up ~vith her; she left Sartre in a ditch and 
her sick sister at a bus stop. She had walked the Velay, 
attracted of course to its most desolate summits. She 
spent a haunted, uncomfortable night on the high- 
est mountain in central France, Mont Mdzenc (1753 
metres), and I dutifully followed her footsteps into 
that bleak world on an unkind evening and suffered in 
sympath> I jumped over that most famous of French 
rivers, the Loire, near its source at Mont Gerbier de 
Jonc, and washed in and drank from its youthful alpine 
waters. I dried my socks in a precious shaft of sunlight at 
the foot ofle Gerbier. I ate white nectarines that really 
did taste like nectar, pressed wildflowers, and snatched 
siestas beside newly harvested wheatfields. Heralded by 
dogs, I walked through mysterious stone villages where I 
saw no people and wondered about the life behind dark 
windows. I crossed the southern edge of the plateau into 
a rougher region, the Gdvaudan. It felt wild, harsh, and 
forbidding, and it seemed steeped in melancholy. But it 
was also redolent of a beckoning mystery. I soon climbed 
gratefully back to the balance and beauty of the Velay. 

On the last night of my journey I walked into the 
village ofLe Monastier, not far south from Le Puy where 
I had begun, treated myseffto a hotel, dined in a local 
restaurant, and strolled around the outer walls of the set- 
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tlement on that clear evening, in a celebratory mood.The 

land dropped sharply away to the Gazeille River below 

the village, and I could look out towards the circle of 

puys pricking the horizon at dusk. I had enjoyed a con- 

versation with the young chef at the restaurant and had 

told him of my ~val~ng tour; he considered it unusual 

and was impressed. I think he was also a little envious. 

Now the village was quiet and the light ~vas faltering. 

In the gloom I happened upon a small plaque below 

the main road. It informed 

me that, in late September 

1878, the Scottish writer 

Robert Louis Stevenson 

had commenced a twelve- 

day journey on foot with 

a donkey from this very 

village, and that the story 

of this adventure was told 

in his book Tra~ds 

a Donkey in the Cd~ennes 

(1879). 

~ was thrilled and sur- 

prised by this revelation; 
thrilled that ~ had discov- 

ered this region myself 

(with some help from 

Simone), completed my 

walk, and then inadvert- 

ently made this discovery 

on my last night, giving a 

certain symmetry to the 

]ourne)~ for I was finishing 

my walk where Stevenson, 

a century earlier, had be- 

gun his. ~ was surprised 

that any other foreigner 

had ~und the Vclay, so 

secret and forgotten did 

seem. It seemed odd that 

~ had not known before of 

Stevensor~s investment in 

this place ~ had grown to 

love, that ~ was unfamiliar 

with his book, and that no one, not even our local chef, 

had mentioned him along the way. ~e plaque seemed 

a lone memorial to his passing, and ~ was grateful for it. 

Just as ~ was leaving the Vela)~ a ncwwindow of promise 

had been opened onto it. One da)~ perhaps, ~ would 

return to see it through Stevenson’s eyes. 

Illustration by ~alter Crane from Travels with a Donkey 

I 
n the three decades since that accidental literary 

discover)~ I returned often to take long walking 

tours in rural France - in the Vosges mountains, 

the Dordogne, in Brittan?; Roussillon, and the eastern 

Pyrdndes, the Gorges du Tarn, the western Auvergne, 

and t~vice, with my children, to the Velay. Aged six and 

eight, they enthusiastically walked all 183 kilometres of 

the GR40, the grande randonnde footpath that I followed 
in 1981 and that circles the plateau. Over the );ears we 

observed the slow depopulation of the fields; it became 

rare to meet ~vith drovers on the path. But tile landscape 

remained captivatingly beautiful and the little villages 

of basalt stayed much tile same; certainly, the local dogs 

continued to signal my arrival with equal vehemence. 

qfl~e stone houses became less mysterious to me, for we 

were befriended by a local family: 

In 1995 I bought 

Stevenson’s Travels with 

a Donkey, carried it in 

France in my rucksack, 

and once even read aloud 

from its opening chapter 

or two as we dangled our 

feet over the river Tam in 

the south. But I had barely 

managed to get Stevenson 

and his donkey more than 

a couple of kilometres 

from Le Monastier. Short 

book though it is, it some- 
how resisted its first full 

reading until we were on 

the trail itself. 

Last year, finally, I 

returned with my grown- 

up children to walk Ste- 

vensons route. The book 

was again dipped into the 

pack, still unread. We did 

not know much about our 

chosen literary compan- 

ion, except for his aura 
of fame. He was familiar 

from childhood, of course, 

as the author of_/! Child’s 
Garden of Verses, Treasure 

Island, Kidnapped, The 

Strange Ca~e of Dr Jeky# 
and Mr Hyde, and other 

swashbuckling romantic 

and gothic tales. His words were known to both children 

and adults, his renown such that he was instantly recog- 

nisable by his initials. To me he was a Victorian figure, 

eminent, beloved, distant, and probably venerable. But 

RLS grew younger in our minds as ~ve followed him. 

With every step the man became disentangled from the 

legend, and it was the younger Stevenson we came to 

kno~v. He was twenty-seven at the time of this journe> 

still establishing himself as a writer; he was experiment- 

ing in life and prose; he was i11; he was in love; he was 

on the brink of the great decision of his life. TraveZs 

with a Donkey in the Cgvennes was just his second book, 

and it was a crucible for all this angst. 

\Ve began our pilgrimage, of course, at Le Monastier, 
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where Stevenson spent a month of fine days before he 

bought a donkey and set off on the trail south. It is a 

mountain town amongst the pz6~,s where, as RLS put it: 

’As far as the eye can reach, one swelling line of hill top 

rises and falls behind another.’ He found the landscape 

Scottish; the people had ’abrupt, uncouth Fifeshire 

manners’. In the weeks before his journe?~ he became an 

object of considerable interest: every urchin seemed to 

kmow his name, his daily walks provoked questions about 

where he was going, and the local women, sitting in the 

street making lace, waylaid him to gossip. Stevenson 

spoke French, but it was his English they wanted to hear, 

which they regarded as a preposterous kind of patois. 

To hear him utter words like ’bread’ was the height of 

entertainment, causing the younger women to ’rise from 

their chairs and stamp about the street in ecstasy’. His 

novelty was partly due to the fact that he was ’a man 

living of his own free will in Le Monastier’, but mostly 

due to his forthcoming excursion. ’A traveller of my 

sort was a thing hitherto unheard of in that district,’ he 

recorded. On account of his projected journey on foot, 

he was vie~ved with both contempt and respectful inter- 

est - contempt for his ridiculous and doomed ambition, 

and respectful interest in his courage and foolhardiness. 

He was determined to have the freedom to camp 

out. This alone aroused attention and some concern - 

and a cacophony of warnings about the cold, wolves, 

robbers, and nocturnal practical jokers. Stevenson was 

equipped with a revolver. He fashioned a sleeping bag 

that could be a bed by night and a portmanteau by day; 

in other words, one that did not advertise his intention 

to every curious passer-by. This was vital, and we found 

it vital, too, 134 years later. Stevenson’s sleeping sack 

was made of green waterproof cloth on the outside and 

sheepskin on the inside. He could put on a fur cap, fold 

its hood down over his ears, and envelop himself in the 

sack. Should it rain, he would make a little tent over his 

head ~vith his waterproof coat and a bent branch. These 

were the trappings of true independence on the trail. 

RLS grew younger in our minds 
as we followed him 

But Stevenson was dependent on a beast of burden 

to carry this sleeping sack, along with his spirit lamp, 

lantern, candles, two changes of clothing, books, railway 

rug, cakes of chocolate, tins of Bologna sausage, a leg 

of cold mutton, bottle of Beaujolais, and an egg whisk 

with which to prepare his favourite morning tonic, the 

brandy egg-hog. He chose a donkey as his companion 

just before setting off. She was, at first sight, ’a love’, 

’a darling’. He couldn’t stop reporting to friends at home 

~ ad - one of two options 
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La bdte du Gd~,.,audan, artist unknown, c.1762q54 (Biblioth~que nationale de France, d@artement Estampes et photographie) 

that she was the colour of’an ideal mouse’. He bought 

her for sixty-five francs and a glass of brandy and named 

her Modestine. He did not think of introducing Mod- 

estine to her load until the morning of their departure. 
Thus it was not from robbers or wolves that he would 

suffer, but from the pack and the donkey. 

Modestine was not just essential for Stevenson’s 

logistics and independence; she was also a literary 

expedient. His letters home from Le Monastier reveal 

that it was always going to be a journey ~vith a donkey; 

and he would later refer to it as his ’donkey book’ or 

simply as Donkey. He judged perhaps that a donkey 

would give him good cop?; and the opening chapters 

do indeed gain much of their drama and humour from 

his struggles ~vith Modestine and her load. Modestine 

was docile, then she ~vas ~vily; Stevenson was innocent, 

then he was brutish; Modestine would not be hurried; 

Stevenson wielded his staffwith guilty vigour; the pair 
was condemned to a painful intimacy and an aching 

progress. On the way to Goudet and beyond, the pack 

on her back slewed left, then it slewed right, then it hung 

from her belly; then it exploded its contents all over the 

road. Onlookers laughed at him and gave advice. 

Finally; the despairing Stevenson surrendered: he 

took on more of the weight himself and threw" away 

some of his provisions. Out ~vent the cold leg of mutton; 

out went the egg whisk. As the evening shadows of that 

first day fell on the distant heights of Mont Mdzenc, 

Stevenson and Modestine found an uneasy truce and 

a moderate pace. The next morning the hotelier at Le 

Bouchet-Saint-Nicolas would fashion for Steven- 

son a ’goad’ with which he could prick Modestine’s 

rump and propel her forward. The writer’s companion 

would provide more good copy the next day: And the 

donkey proved a good marketing strategy for Stevenson’s 

modest little book over the following century and 

more. But it was a different beast that was to stalk his 

imagination. 

O 
n the morning we were to walk into the forests 

of the Gdvaudan, our host in the medieval town 

of Pradelles handed me the local newspaper 

with a photograph and headline that declared Le/oz~p 

est arriv~ (~l~he wolf has arrived[). It cited evidence 

that the wolf, which had verged on local extinction in 
the 1930s and then returned to France via the Italian 

Alps in the 1990s, ,vas back in the Gdvaudan, one of 

its most notorious former realms. Our host was stirring 

us by eagerly brandishing this news; he knew we had a 

tent and were determined to camp. As the owner of a 

char~bres d’hgtes, it was not in his interest to encourage 

anyone to camp. Le ~oz~p has always had its human uses. 

By morning the cold north wind that had swept us 

into town the evening before had become even stronger 

and colder. It was as if it were confirming our arrival in a 

new, harsher region. Vge were abruptly leaving the b eau- 

tiful Velay and plunging offthe plateau into the desolate 

lands of the Gdvaudan. From Pradelles, sitting high 

above the Allier River, one gazes down onto forested 

ridges beneath glowering skies.This is the territory of’La 

B&e du Gdvaudan’, a wolf or wolves that terroriscd the 

populace in the mid-eighteenth century, killing about 

one hundred people between !764 and 1767, mostly 

children and young women tending sheep and cattle. 

’The beast’ did not just attack, it devoured. It lunged 

for the neck, gored and mauled its victims, and wrenched 

heads from bodies. One woman’s crushed skullwas car- 

ried to the edge of a wood some distance from her body 

and was not found until a week after her death. Another 

was killed just a few steps from her door. Twenty thou- 

sand peasants t]com one hundred parishes were drafted to 

comb the countryside and run it to ground in February 

1765, and they failed. It teased and eluded a succession 

of royal hunters and kept on killing. £a bdte became a 

national sensation, securing the attention of the king 

and attracting commentaries from Voltaire, Immanuel 

Kant, Frederick the Great, and Horace \Valpole. 
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author descending from Mount Loz~re (photograph by Billy Griflfiths) 

Stevenson carried a revolver, perhaps as much out 

of wariness of wolves as of bandits. If wolves survived 

anywhere in Europe in the late nineteenth century, he 

reasoned, it would be here: ’For this was the land of 

the ever-memorable BEAST, the Napoleon Bonaparte 

of wolves ... he ate women and children and "shepherd- 

esses celebrated for their beauty"; he pursued armed 

horsemen ...’ Stevenson, keen for adventure, hoped he 

would meet a descendant of the creature. He even began 

to consider the beast as an ally. Following an encounter 

with a pair of girls near Fouzilhic who giggled and 

teased him (one stuck out her tongue), refusing him di- 

rections and bidding him to follo~v the cows, Stevenson 

exploded in his journal: ’The Beast of Gdvaudan ate 

about a hundred children of this district; I began to 

think of him with sympath?~’ 

Le ]oup has always had 
its human uses 

Stevenson also observed that the terror it had in- 

spired remained active even a hundred years later. He 

encountered a man who ~vould not venture out of his 

door at night, though Stevenson was lost and begged 

him for assistance on the road. ~he man stubbornly 

repeated the local logic: ’It is night ... I will not cross 

the door.’ Stevenson - the nomadic representative of 

worldly modernity - seemed to stare impatiently over 

the cottage threshold into a rural past of superstition 

and fear. He reflected that ’if all the wolves had been as 

this wolf, they would have changed the history of man’. 

But what if all the 

wolves hadbeen as this 

wolf? Almost all the 

histories and stories of 

La Bdte du Gdvaudan 

rely on the belief that 

this was a singular wolf. 

It was extraordinarily 

large; it was deviantly 

fierce; it had a cor- 

rupted lust for blood; 
it was a werewolf. It 

was an unknown spe- 

cies; it was a hybrid; 

it was a hyena; it was 

a savage survivor from 

the prehistoric world. 

Its eyes had a satanic 

glove; it leapt gorges in 

a single bound; it ~vas 

supernatural; it was an 

instrument of divine 

retribution. It was bred 

with malice; it was 

trained with purpose; it was manipulated by a psychotic 

human; it was a man in a wolf skin. All of these theories 

have been generated across the centuries, and most of 

them made their appearance within months of the first 

attacks.They continue today, feeding the modern hunger 

for forensic drama that focuses on analysing victims’ 

bodies to find the identity of the killer. 

But what if the attacks were simply an intense but 

normal outbreak of predation by ~volves moving through 

the district? The key question then becomes: why did 

this particular outbreak become a national sensation 
and whose interests did such a legend serve? This is the 

subject of a convincing new history of Monsters oj’the 
Ggvaudan (2011) by the American scholar Jay M. Smith, 

whose work contributes to an exciting tradition of Eu- 

ropean micro-history, in which historians like Carlo 

Ginzburg, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Natalie Zemon 

Davis, and Alain Corbin make a single life or village 

or event historically luminous. Although fearing that 

his academic colleagues might disdain his book-length 

scrutiny of the phenomenon of/a t~dte, Smith fruitfully 

directs our attention away from infatuation with the 

character of the beast itself to~vards deeper questions 

about the social, historical, and environmental context 

of the making of the legend. 

Before pursuing this line of reasoning, though, we 

have to ask ourselves whether ~ve are able to accept that 

normal wolves attack, lunge, gore, and decapitate.This is 

an important question for a walker with a tent at dusk 

in the Gdvaudan. ~]~is was also the question posed by 

our teasing host in Pradelles as he farewelled us into the 

forest.The day was gloomy and the wind malevolent; the 

afternoon was closing in.The question seemed vital.VVas 
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the rough, untutored peasant who irked Stevenson by 

not venturing beyond his threshold at night a supersti- 

tious coward, as Stevenson thought, or was he actually 

a rational man steeped in remembered local experience? 

Fatal ~volf attacks were reasonably common in 

eighteenth-century France. Historian Jean-Marc 

Moriceau has documented about 3000 fatalwolfattacks 

in France from the late sixteenth century to the early 

nineteenth century, and estimates that tile true number 

may have been three times that. Intense and gruesome 

outbreaks of killing similar to that in the Gdvaudan 

had occurred before: in the G~tinais in the 1650s, 

the Limousin in the 1690s, the Touraine in the 1690s 

and 1740s, and the Auxerrois in the 1730s. Moriceau 

estimates that in mid-eighteenth-century France there 

was an average of one hundred fatal wolf attacks each 

year. Just a fe~v years before the Gdvaudan outbreak, 

a traveller passing through the Cdvennes recorded 

his encounter with a threatening ’legion’ of wolves that 

he thought ’~vere coming to eat me’. He dispersed them 

with a shot from his pistol. 

It was illegal for peasant tenants to possess firearms. 
¯ he women and children of the wild and sparsely popu- 

lated Gdvaudan had only their batons with which to 

defend themselves and their herds and flocks. ~l~ough 

~-dlnerable, they had little choice but to play their roles 

in the desperate family economy. ~They were out there 

on the edge of the forests protecting one of their few 

assets - the stock they owned or controlled - while their 

husbands and fathers ~vorked in the fields, gathered 

wood, or walked the roads looking for ~vork. Sheep 

and cattle were precious resources; they fertilised the 

fields, provided milk, cheese, and cloth, and shared 

living quarters with the people, keeping them warm in 

the harsh winters of the Massif Central. These peasant 

families ~vere exploited by their feudal-style landlords 

and benefited least from the small grain harvests of an 

agriculturally marginal district. In the late spring and 

summer, when the autumn harvest was still some months 

away, the migration of stock to the mountain pastures 

took their carers into more remote country. The women 

and children would have been isolated, scared, under- 

nourished. They were hungry - and so were the wolves. 

A 
s we walked the melancholy forest paths of the 

Gdvaudan and contemplated our evening camp, 

we discussed/a ~dte and what might be real and 
what might be imagined (although it was only on our 

return that we were able to find, and hungrily devour, 

Jay" M. Smith’s book).The wind was icy and the country 

as desolate as Stevenson had found it. }Ve encountered 

the same brusque rudeness in the tiny settlement of 

Fouzilhac (very close to Fouzilhic) where Stevenson had 

met tile man who would not cross the door. A woman 

who was undoubtedly his descendant seemed startled 

by our presence and waved us dismissively awa?< 

Nightfall was brisldy upon us and a rare grassy sward 

under pines just off the track was welcome. YVe did not 

want to be seen by either beast or man. 

\¥e spent that night listening to the same wind in 

the same pines as Stevenson had - the ’concert of the 

wind among the woods’was his ’lullaby’, as it was ours 

- but we had a slightly better idea of where we were. 

Although he had spent the evening lost and stumbling 

in the dark, by morning he was exhilarated by his sur~ival 

and feeling of renewal. ’I have been after an adventure 

all my life, a pure dispassionate adventure, such as be- 

fell early and heroic voyagers; and thus to be found by 

morning in a random ~voodside nook in Gdvaudan - not 

knowing north from south, as strange to my surround- 

ings as the first man upon the earth, an inland castaway 

- was to find a fraction of my day-dreams realiscd.’ 

It was not just the wind, the mist, the dark, and the mud 

that disoriented Stevenson, say locals today; but also a 

renowned regional disturbance of the earth’s magnetic 

field. It was perfectly understandable that he didn’t know 

north from south or Fouzilhic from Fouzilhac. 

If wolf predation was so much a part of remote 

rural life, why did the attacks in the Gdvaudan become 

a national sensation? The first attacks in the summer of 

1764, however shocking, were probably accepted locally 

as a natural hazard. But they continued, and several 

factors then ~vorked towards presenting the killings as 

the work of one extraordinary beast. Local superstitions 

about werewolves, witches, and demons were probably 

the least of the exacerbations. More influential, argues 

Smith, were the opinions and purposes of urban, edu- 

cated dlites: scientists,journalists, noblemen, tile bishop, 

and the king. Scientists were beginning to take a strong 

interest in natural exotica, in analysing hybrid species, 

and in separating real from imagined monsters.Journal- 

ists were creating a national audience for sensational 

stories, and printed newspapers were winning a new and 

broader audience. The beast went viral because of a new 

kind of media.The Seven Years’VVar had finished just the 

year before its appearance, leaving newspaper columnists 

seeking local tales of blood and battle. Returned French 

veterans, having tasted humiliating defeat abroad, were 

desperate to redeem their honour at home, and eagerly 

led hunting parties for an enemy they might hope to 

vanquish (and whose singular and legendary qualities 

they were keen to exaggerate). 

The bishop and the king also saw an opportunity 

to manipulate their pawns. ~fl~e bishop of Mende, the 

cathedral city of the region, called for public prayers and 

issued an official circular-’a masterpiece of provocation’, 

says Smith - invoking the beast as the wrath of God 

and blaming ’this extraordinary scourge’ on the spiritual 

waysvardness of the people themselves. ’A ferocious 

beast, unkno~vn in our latitudes, appears all of a sud- 

den as if miraculously, without anyone knowing from 

whence it came.., it is because you have offended GOD 

... What dissolution and ~vhat disorder in the youth of 

our day!’ Louis XV, suffering political difficulties, saw 
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an opportunity to foster both fear and loyalty with his 

personal interest in the peasants’ sufferings and his offer 

of a reward for the killing of’the beast’. Identi~’ing and 

vili~’ing an enemy and waging a phoney war have long 

been the strategies of politicians in domestic trouble. 

Identifying and vilifying an 
enemy and waging a phoney war 
have long been the strategies of 
politicians in domestic trouble 

Thus there was a mentalitd in the !760s ~vhere, as 

Smith puts it, ’many could accept, and even expect, the 

presence of a monster’. A single beast had to be found 

and killed; a single, extraordinary beast had to be pre- 

sented to the king. But the creature proved strangely 

elusive, especially for the royal hunters, and so its legend 

grew. And when a wolf was trophied, stuffed, embalmed, 

and taken to the royal court in Versailles, it was disap- 

pointingly normal in size ... and soon the killings in 

the Gdvaudan continued. It was now that the very 

dlites who had whipped up the sense of crisis began to 

fed some embarrassment at inciting popular belief in a 

monster, and thus they began to attribute the legend to 

rural superstition. Mean~vhilc, the beleaguered peasants 

of the Gdvaudan continued to shelter anxiously behind 

their portals at night. 

WiBn 
at is intriguing about the legend of la 

dte is the way it emanates from a moment 

Vgestcrn history when we ~vcre on the 

brink of modernit}~ The ancien rggime is tottering, the 

French Revolution is brewing, the birth of the modern 

world is imminent. It is exactly this kind of kno~ving 

hindsight that has shaped the legend of the beast. In 

post-revolutionary France, the beast of the Gdvaudan 

came to represent the traditional, rural, superstitious 

world from which rational modernity freed itself. The 

beast was the creation of ignorant peasants and credulous 

women, explained nineteenth- and t~ventieth-century 

urban males. It was part of the world we had to leave 

behind to become who we are, a world where such a 

monster might be thought to exist. It was thus both 

fZantastical and necessary. It was a childhood nightmare, 

a rite de_passage from which adult consciousness emerged. 

In this way, the singularity of the beast and its legend- 

ary qualities were strengthened in storytelling even by 

rational moderns, and the real historical context further 

suppressed. There is an archaeology of forgetfulness at 

the heart of modernity. 

Could the beast have seeded France’s revolutionary 

fervour? Surely not. Yet this is an argument made by 

Simon Schama in his passionate narrative history of 

the French Revolution, Citizens (1989). One of this 

book’s earliest illustrations is a contemporary drawing 

of’The hyena of the Gdvaudaff. Schama’s purpose in 

Citizens is to move away from a focus on structures and 

inexorable forces of social change and back towards the 

unforeseen influences of events and personalities - to 

opt for ’chaotic authenticity’. He begins the book ~vith 

a pen portrait of Gilbert de LafZayette, who figured in 

both the American and French Revolutions.Where did 

this revolutionary hero’s deeply felt allegiance to the cause 

of liberty come from? Schama’s answer is that Lafayette 

spent his childhood in the ’cragg?~ forested uplands of 

the Auvergne’ where his ’Romantic imagination ~vas 

left to run happily wild’. He ~vas eight years old when 

’the beast’ was wreaking full terror, and its wildness 

penetrated his consciousness. The boy identified with 

the animal and, together with a friend, roamed the 

woods in the hope of a chance encounter. ’Even at the 

age of eight,’wrote Lafayette,’my heart beat in sympathy 

with the hyena.’ Schama concludes that ’what began 

with childish acts of sympathy for recalcitrant animals 

would not long after flower in a generalised preference 

for liberty over authority, spontaneity over calculation, 

candour over artifice, friendship over hierarchy, heart 

over head and nature over culture.’Ihat ~vas the making 

of a revolutionary temper.’ 

Romanticism, suggests Schama, ’supplied a crucial 

ingredient in the mentality of the revolutionary elite: 

its association of liberty with wildness.’ And also of 

wildness with violence, for in Schama’s history violence 

was not just an unpleasant ’aspect’of the Revolution, an 

unfortunate by-product of politics. Rather,’violence was 

the Revolution itself’. From its beginning, the Revolu- 

tion was ’powered by brutality’; it was both sublime 

and terrible. Schama concludes that ’What began with 

Lafayette’s infatuation with the hyena of the Gdvaudan 

surely ended in the ceremonies of the pike-stuck heads.’ 

That threshold over which Stevenson gazed - that 

defended doorway in Fouzilhac beyond which the lo- 

cal farmer would not step - was not, after a11, a dear 

boundary between archaic and modern, between super- 

stition and reason. To our postmodern sensibilities, the 

traditional world looks more rational than we thought 

and our own times more superstitious. 21~e rural farmer 

at that door was unkind but rational, and the urban 

traveller who confronted him was dreamy and lost. In 

Australia in the 1980s, intelligent citizens disdained the 

testimony of Aboriginal people and refused to accept 

that a dingo could take a baby from a tent in a national 

park. 2]~ey preferred to believe that Azaria, the name of 

the bab?; meant ’Sacrifice in the Wilderness’ and that 

spray paint and milk under a car dashboard were infant 

blood.They" found a monster in a Seventh-day Adventist 

woman who refused to cry for the television cameras. 

Monsters, like Stevensoffs Mr Hyde, often erupt un- 

controllably from inside ourselves, and are projections of 

our amdeties whipped up by opinion-makers, politicians, 
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Figure du Mons~re qui d&ole le G?vaudan, artist unknown c.1762-64 

(Biblioth~que nation~e de France, d@artement Estampes et photog*aphie) 

bishops and radio shockjocks. 
Environmentalists are among the latest to fuel the 

legend of the beast of the Gdvaudan, arguing that a 
normal wolf could not have killed like that. Gdrard 
Mdnator?~ promoter of a wolf park in the region and 
keen to rehabilitate the reputation of the wolf, argues 
from his knowledge of wolves today that the beast of 
the 1760s was a hyena, probably trained by a human. 
Another wolf advocate favours the theory of a wolf-dog 
hybrid also led by a sinister trainer, and another in 2004 
identified the beast as a’hemicyoff, a species of dog-bear 
thought to have become extinct over five million years 
ago, but one specimen of which remarkably survived 
until the eighteenth century in the remote Gdvaudan. 

A few weeks after our walk, in October 2012, the 
newspapers Midi Libre and La Loz~re Nouve//e reported 
from the town of Pont-de-Monvvert the first convinc- 
ing evidence that the wolf had returned, finally, to the 
slopes of Mont Lozhre. Some footprints had been 
photographed and identified with ’near certainty’. Sev- 
eral attacks on livestock had been reported. A blurred 
night-time silhouette of the creature was published. 
¯herc had been local meetings to consider the threat 
and possible responses. It was pronounced a scourge (un 

fldau) that must be removed and defeated or else society 
and economy in the region would be in peril ... c’est un 
combatpour vivrd Sheep and ~volves don’t go together, 
said farmers. The wolf does not just threaten lives, it 
threatens livelihoods, they argued, for the economy and 
heritage of the C(:vennes depends on a history oftrans- 

humance pastoralism, on a humanised landscape, not on 

wild nature. But is there not a place for wild species in 

our lives, ask the naturalists of the Loz~re? 

In July, in a little village in the Vela?~ a horse was 

killed and found partly devoured. Its head and neck 

were especially attacked, its eyes and ears eaten. ’I grew 

up with horses but I’ve never seen anything so horrible,’ 

confessed a villager to Paris Match. Locals wondered: 

~What kind of beast could attack with such savagery? 

What arc the thickening forests of the mountains hid- 

ing?’ Last year the local mayor saw a big cat with a long 

tawny tail. Some think it is a puma from South America, 

never before seen on the European continent. 

I think it is a curious and disabling dimension of our 

humanity that we are often simply unable to accept the 

power of nature. VVe constantly underestimate nature, 

and think we can control, tame, and master it, whether 

it be wolf or dingo.When it takes us unawares, we strive 

to find an extraordinary explanation rather than an 

ordinary one. Rather than be humble and respectful in 

the face of wild nature, we look to implicate humanity 

or circumstance in a singular explanation. 
It is the same with the wild beast of the Australian 

forests - fire - which regularly roars out of the bush and 

consumes people. Our research focuses on ’the beast’, on 

fire itself- on its physical attributes, the way it moves 

and consumes, and its effect on victims - but less often 

on the social, ecological, and historical context of its 

making. Rather than accepting its certain return as part 

of the ecological cycle of the forest, we look instead to 
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blame an errant human - a distracted leader, a negligent 

power company, a sinister arsonist - for its exceptional 

appearance. ~hus we are unprepared when, inevitabl?; 
the beast returns. 

O 
n the barren summit ofMont Loz~re, you are 

on the threshold of new country, if only you 

can see it. ~q~e stark granite standing stones of 

the old transhumance trail march you through the mist 

to the top, then release you into a landscape that is at 

once prettier and more imposing. As we descended into 

the valley of Pont-de-Montvert, the brutal north ~vind 

dropped and the Mediterranean sun strengthened. Soon 

we were bathing in a deep, dark pool of the Mimente 
River, a tributary of the Tarn that drains the mountains 

of the Cdvennes. Historian Napoldon Peyrat wrote in 

1842 that these waters ran purple with the blood of the 

Camisards, the French Protestants who from 1702 to 

1705 fought a guerrilla war against the oppression of 

their religion by the king. Peyrat walked here in 1837 in 

search of their history and gazed with reverence at the 

peaks above our remote swimming hole; those rugged 

summits had been the stronghold of the Camisards, 

and the forest glades through which we walked had 

been their church. 

From Mont Loz~re, Stevenson gazed down into 

the country of the Camisards with keen anticipation. 

He had grown up on the ~blood-curdling tales’ of the 

persecution of the Scottish Calvinists by the English 

king in the seventeenth century, and now he had come 

to the Cdvennes to learn about their French cousins, 

the CaMnists of the South. Squeezed into Modestine’s 

um¥ieldy packroll (and not thrown out with the egg 

whisk) were the two volumes of the 1842 edition of 

Peyrat’s romantic history of the war of the Cdvennes, 

all one thousand pages of them. Stevenson grumpily 

stubbed his toe on Volume Two when it was lurking at 

the bottom of his sleeping bag during his camp in the 

dark near Fouzilhic. 

I knew from the start that we were on a pilgrimage, 

but it took me a while to understand that he was on 

one, too. W~e followed Stevenson, who followed Peyrat, 

who himself retraced the secret paths of the Camisards, 

who were suffering a reprise of the YVars of Religion 

that upset French society from the mid-sLxteenth cen- 

tury. Thus does the layered past deepen and disturb the 

ephemeral present. The bishop of Mende, who invoked 

the Beast of Gdvaudan as God’s punishment and who 

stirred religious fear among his Catholic flock, had been 

a young man at the time of the Camisard revolt. He was 

ever after on guard against spiritual enemies storming 

the valleys from mountain forests. 

It was early evening when we left the village of 

Bleymard and began to clirnb Mont Loz~re, hoping to 

find a flat patch of earth for our tent before nightfall. 

\¥e scouted the forest and found a glade of pines that 

opened northwards towards the valley we had just 

crossed. As the sun set, we ate our picnic of cheese, 

sausage, and baguette. After dark we read some more 

pages of Stevenson’s Travels by the light of a torch. It 

was important not to read too far ahead of ourselves, 

but to let the book be our daily, surprising companion. 

How would our friend’s day finish here under the pines 

on the southern edges of the Gdvaudan? 

N~e light had also been fading for Stevenson as he 

began this same climb towards the summit that would 

take him into the country of the Camisards. He had 

come on this journey to experience this landscape and 

learn its history, but also to take ~the walking cure’. He 

walked to lose himself in the rhythm and exhilaration of 

day-long exercise, and to allow pure feeling to ambush 

his thoughts. A few weeks earlier, his American lover, 

Fanny Osbourne, had suddenly left him to rejoin her 

estranged husband in California. Did Stevenson and 

Osbourne have a future together? \¥ould he pursue her 

across the Atlantic? 

Below the crest of the mountain, he found a dell 

of green turf under the pines, fed Modestine, buckled 

himself into his sack, and fell asleep. At two in the 

morning, an ~inaudible summons’woke him. It was the 

magic time of night ~when a wakeful influence goes 

abroad over the sleeping hemisphere’. His mind was 

clear and his heart at peace: ~I have never tasted a more 

perfect hour oflife.’All was silent about him except for 

the sound of Modestine browsing and a stream running 

over stones. As he lazily smoked a cigarette and gazed at 

the stars through the trees, and as he contemplated the 

country through which he had travelled, Stevenson felt 

exaltation at his solitude. But in that very same moment 

he also knew that something was lacking - ~For there is 

a fellowship more quiet even than solitude, and which, 

rightly understood, is solitude made perfect.’ Something 

inside him quietly shifted. The path lay before him. 

There was a summit still to reach, and beyond that a 

new world beckoned. ¯ 

Tom Grifliths is the VV.K. Hancock Professor of 

History at the Australian National University and 

author of ~-Iz~nters and Collectors (1996), ~eectJ~ort/~ 

(1987) Forests of Ash (2001), and Slicing the Silence. 

(2007). His most recent book, written with Christine 

Hansen, is 5i~o, ing with Fire (CSIRO Publishing, 2012). 
This essay was commended in the 2013 Calibre Prize. 
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From the Introduction... 

This book poses a simple question, for which, I have come to believe, the answer is not so simple. In many parts of the 

world, but especially in relatively industrialized countries, vast numbers of awards and prizes of various kinds are 
bestowed yearly or even monthly, not only by governments and churches, but also by businesses, voluntary 

associations, and universities. Multi-volume directories, such as Gale’s Awards, Honors and Prizes, despite their massive 

size, cannot keep up with them all. We live in a world of awards that surpasses any other in human history. 

And yet social scientists have given little attention to this subject, and explanations for the rise of these recognition 

practices have been very sparse indeed. There is, of course, a large literature generated by those responsible and by 

some social scientists that asserts the utility of awards and prizes. The reasons given can be divided into three inter- 

connected categories: (1) psychological; (2) "rational choice"; and (3) organizational. At the most basic level 

psychological reasons for the utility of awards and prizes are grounded in "behaviourist" theory, which says that we 

understand human behaviour in terms of positive and negative stimulus- response processes. An award or a prize is 
simply a positive stimulus. It is functional because it satisfies the need we have to be appreciated and recognized, 

because there is a basic human drive for status or distinction, and because people derive psychological satisfaction from 

bonding and inclusion, which awards and prizes give them in the way that monetary rewards do not. Rational- choice 

theory adds to this the assumption that it is in the interest of employers and governments to satisfy these basic 

psychological needs in order to motivate a high level of performance. 

It is also asserted that awards and prizes have organizational advantages over other kinds of rewards. They are low in 

cost. They do not crowd out intrinsic motivations, but rather reinforce the psychic pleasure that people can derive from 

doing a good job, or serving the organization or national state to which they belong, an especially important criterion 

where egalitarian or anti-materialist beliefs are present. Awards and prizes are also less subject to diminishing returns 
than monetary rewards; the more one works the less time one has to enjoy the benefits of the latter. They also build 

commitment and loyalty to the organization or the nation; it has even been argued that they can improve worker 

morale. And they can be used to promote the values of an organization, as well as providing it with publicity and 

(perhaps) raising its status. In particular, it has been suggested that, where employees must work relatively 

autonomously, recognition is usually the best way to motivate them. Awards and prizes are especially suitable when the 

performance is difficult to quantify, and for non-profit or volunteer enterprises. And finally, awards and prizes can lead 

to additional rewards, both symbolic and material, and thus provide potential recipients with additional reasons to seek 

them. 



While this literature certainly gives us an idea of why employers or state agents might be persuaded to adopt incentive 

programmes of this kind, it does not answer the question I have posed. It does not explain why Modern societies have 

more awards and prizes than most previously known societies. The psychological needs that awards and prizes allegedly 

meet are found in all societies. By the same token, if they are rational and bestow organizational benefits, this would be 

the case in many societies, not just in Modern societies. 

Nor does this literature explain how modern awards and prizes have come into being. What is functional does not 

automatically materialize. This is not to say that the functionality of awards and prizes is irrelevant to an explanation of 

how they have emerged, but simply that understanding this functionality does not, in itself, answer our question, which 

is why and how we have come to be blessed (or cursed) by so many awards and prizes. Nor does the above literature tell 

us which of the functions honorific rewards was instrumental in their evolution. It is unlikely that all of the above 

functions have been equally important in this process. And finally, though I think it can be done, this literature does not 

explain differences between Modern recognition institutions and recognition practices in earlier periods of history. 

The fundamental assumption on which the present book is based is that we cannot understand Modern awards and 

prizes simply in terms of how they are seen and how they operate at the present time. They are a product of history, 

and how that product has been created over time must be fully understood if we want to explain current recognition 

practices. All reward systems are historically specific, including the reward systems that prevail in Modern societies. 

Thus different reward systems require different historical explanations. To be sure, these different explanations will 

identify common conditions, but how particular honours systems came into being will not all be the same. 

Obviously, therefore, the question I shall be trying to answer in this book is not why award systems in general have 

emerged but rather why a particular award system has emerged. This award system will be the Modern state honours 

system in Western Europe. 
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When Pigs Fly: 

toward Modern Pork Production on Belle l~poque Postcards 

Depuis le premier mars, les vitrines de tous les marchands de cartes postales 

avaient fait une place de choix fi des multitudes de cochons bien dodus, roses et 

joyeux. Ce n’~tait plus le premier avril, c’~tait la Saint Antoine! 

--Romain Rolland, La Foire sur la Place (1908) 

Rolland should have added le Nouvel An and Carnaval to April Fool’ s Day and la 

FOre de Saint Antoine, all high water marks for pig postcard publishing. During those 

holidays but also throughout the year, pigs abounded on French postcards in the 

medium’s golden age, c. 1900-1914.1 The pig was a traditional symbol of plenty, a staple 

in the Gallic diet, and integral part of festive occasions, rooted in the peasant calendar’s 

cycles of fat and lean, and seasonal harvesting and consumption. Belle l~poque postcard 

pigs participate in conventional scenes of farm and village life, drink and carouse like 

humans, or loom in floats at Mardi Gras parades. Yet in contrast to such time-worn 

agrarian and carnivalesque activity, they also drive automobiles, pilot planes, and get run 

over by trains or processed by sausage-making machines. Registering the shift from 

artisanal, local, to industrial, remote food production, and from ritualized sacrifice to 

Michael D. Garval is Professor of French and Director of the Master of Arts in Liberal 
Studies Program at North Carolina State University. His most recent book is ClOo de 

MOrode and the Rise of Modern Celebrity Culture (Ashgate, 2012). 
1 Using online auction sites to sift through thousands of Belle l~poque pig postcards, I 

have put together a representative corpus of over one hundred cards. They depict their 
subjects through caricature, more realistic illustration, photography, or combinations of 
these, and in an extraordinary range of styles and registers. I have also included some 
chromos, chromolithographic cards used for advertising instead of correspondence, but 
similar to postcards in format, conception, and theme. 
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rationalized slaughter, these cards probe the incipient stirrings of our alimentary 

modernity--developments at once exhilarating and disconcerting. In the broadest sense, 

Belle l~poque pig postcards picture a world in transition, with all the promise and regret, 

realignment and dislocation that change would bring. 

Raising pigs, from the Gauls to De Gaulle 

[The Gauls] subsist principally on... all kinds of flesh, especially that of swine, 

which they eat both fresh and salted .... They have.., swine in such abundance 

that they supply.., salted pork in plenty, not only to Rome, but to most parts of 

Italy. 

--Strabo, The Geography 

Pork production and consumption run deep in France’s past. Across this longue 

durOe shifts in the nature and volume of pork production reveal evolving foodways and 

serve as a barometer of land use and transformation, indexing historical patterns of 

forestation, cultivation, and urbanization. And along the way significant changes occur in 

the relationship between humans and swine. 

Ancient Gaul was already renowned for the quality and quantity of its sausage 

and ham, exported widely: 

[dans] les immenses for~ts gauloises de chines et de h~tres.., d’immenses 

troupeaux de porcs domestiques viennent s’y gaver de glands et de faines. Ils 

constituent une des grandes richesses de la Gaule, leur viande ~tant en partie 

destin~e it l’exportation .... Jusqu’it l’~poque des invasions barbares, les 

salaisons gauloises sont consomm~es dans presque tout l’empire.2 

Michel Pastoureau, Le cochon." Histoire d’un cousin real aimO (Paris, 2009), 26. 



Through the Middle Ages pork, especially preserved pork products, remained a central 

ingredient in the diet. Pigs, tended by communal swineherds, were generally still fattened 

in the forest, where they reproduced regularly with boars, keeping their genetic stock 

wilder, an "extreme rusticitY" observed in images from this period of pigs hairier, darker, 

longer-legged, and fiercer-looking than their modern counterparts.3 

With population growth from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries there was 

increased clearing and cultivation of land for agriculture. Less wooded area available for 

pigs to forage meant relatively less pork to eat, while competition for sylvan acreage led 

to tighter regulation, to limit pigs’ damage to the forest floor. In the late Middle Ages 

however, with decreasing population due to wars, epidemics, and famine, land clearing 

stopped and, temporarily at least, more forest became available again for pork 

production. 

But not all pigs were fattened in forests. Continuing a practice dating to antiquity, 

townspeople--and notably monks of the order of Saint Antoine--kept swine, which 

foraged in town as their rural counterparts did in the woods. Left to their own devices in 

city streets, pigs could feed on urban waste, which they helped control. They could also 

cause all sorts of mischief and accidents, eating cadavers, pillaging stocks of grain, 

attacking and in some cases devouring babies, provoking accidents, and even changing 

the course of French history when, in 1131, on a Paris street, the heir to the throne was 

thrown fatally from a horse spooked by a rampaging pig.4 Over the years various 

3 Michel Hachet, Quelques aspects de l’iconographie du porc en Occident. ThOse pour le 

doctorat vOterinaire, ~cole Nationale VOterinaire d’Alfort (Paris, 1947). 
4 The death of Philippe, eldest son of Louis VI le Gros, led to the succession and in many 

ways unfortunate reign of his brother Louis VII. 
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legislation sought to curb urban pig raising, but only in 1539 did a royal edict ban them 

more effectively from within city limits. 

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw new demands for wood, particularly 

for shipbuilding. Deforestation led again to reduced pork production and consumption. 

By the eighteenth century, there were four times less pigs relative to the human 

population than in the thirteenth century.~ With supply diminished, and the gabelles 

making salt--essential for charcuterie--improbably expensive, pork prices rose. The 

wealthy could still afford but largely spurned it, turning instead to veal, now considered 

more refined. Meanwhile common folk could no longer afford pork products for 

traditional dishes from cassoulet to crdpinettes, pois au lard to potde auvergnate. 

Yet forces underway would reverse these trends. Starting in the mid eighteenth 

century potatoes were introduced in certain regions, providing pigs cheap, plentiful 

nourishment. Over the following 100 years this would reach the entire country, making it 

possible again for farmers across France, no matter how modest their means, to keep a 

pig or two. By the middle of the nineteenth century the author of an agronomic handbook 

on raising swine could declare confidently that "Le cochon est l’animal de premiere 

importance dans une ferme," found everywhere, even in poor households lacking any 

other kind of livestock. Pigs alone thrive "dans toutes les contr~es" and constitute "la 

richesse la plus r~elle de bien des pays.., l’unique ressource d’un grand hombre de 

colons et de malheureux prol~taires.’’6 Or as Pastoureau remarks, "le porc repr~sente de 

~ "En Europe occidentale, il y a deux fois moins de porcs au XVIIIe si~cle qu’au XIIIe, 

alors que la population est deux fois plus nombreuse." Pastoureau, Le Cochon, 42. 
6 Henry-Arnauld Leroux, Du cochon, de son ~levage, de son entretien, de sa 

reproduction, de son engraissement, de ses divers produits, de ses maladies et de leur 

traitement. Manuel du paysan et du propridtaire (Boussac [Creuse], 1848), 5. 



nouveau pour le paysan europ~en un ideal de s~curit~, comme il l’~tait d~jit au Moyen 

~ge.’’7 And this renewed cottage pork production offers an alimentary corollary to the 

flourishing medievalism in nineteenth-century French arts and letters: a joyous return to 

the neglected if not entirely forgotten bounty of the Middle Ages. 8 

Meanwhile changes were underway that would modernize and eventually 

industrialize pork production. Attempts to improve porcine races for human use began in 

England around 1740, leading to larger, stockier pigs that yielded more meat and lard. 

Things evolved slower in more deeply, extensively rural France, but these English trends 

were popularized through agronomic publications9 and competition for prize animals in 

the increasingly popular and influential cornices agricoles. By the 1860s the new breeds 

had been introduced throughout the Hexagon, and were progressively replacing older, 

less profitable varieties. As one authority remarked in 1876, 

L’esp~ce porcine subit chaque annie des perfectionnements consid~rables. Ces 

modifications sont telles que dans quelques ann~es, on ne conna~tra en France que 

les grandes et les petites races se distinguant les unes des autres par une plus ou 

7 Pastoureau, Le cochon, 45. 
8 We find this conjunction of nineteenth-century medievalism and porcophilia in a text 

like Robert Tinant’ s illustrated Histoire de Boulot: Impressions d’un cochon du Moyen 
~ge (Paris, 1899), the tale of a rowdy, runaway pig, caught and slaughtered finally by 
three lancers who appreciate him more dead than alive: "Les soudards qui sont parvenus 
it s’en rendre maitres sont d’avis qu’en lui tout est bon, depuis la t~te jusqu’aux pieds, 
truff~s ou non. Sa hure excite leur enthousiasme. Ils parlent peu, il est vrai, des qualit~s 
morales de feu Boulot, mais beaucoup de celles de ses boudins, tripes, jambons, 
andouilles et andouillettes, si bien que, nous sommes forc~ de l’avouer, il est plus 
appr~ci~ en chair it saucisses qu’il ne le fut jamais en chair et en os" (47-48). 
9 Notably the Journal de l’agriculture pratique, founded in 1837. 



moins grande pr~cocit~ et une aptitude plus ou moins marquee pour 

1’ engraissement. 10 

In addition to selective breeding, other factors like standardization and commercialization 

of feed (to include agricultural and later industrial by-products), as well as increasing 

confinement of pigs in specially designed structures, made production more efficient. 

Over time refrigeration, modern transportation, and the development of smaller, 

municipal slaughterhouses, then larger, state-of-the-art commercial ones, would further 

streamline and thus boost production. Still, through the mid twentieth century, across 

rural France, individual pigs continued to be raised and harvested as they had for 

centuries, with the time-honored ritual of the tue-cochon carried out at the farm, among 

family, friends, and neighbors, who gathered for the sacrifice, butchering and preparation 

of the meat, and ensuing festivities. But such holdouts in the face of inevitable 

modernization were largely ended by the arrOt~ minist~riel du 21juillet 1971, requiring 

that pigs be killed in a slaughterhouse, with only tightly-regulated exceptions for animals 

consumed exclusively by the family. 11 The age of homemade boudins drew to a close, 

ushering in the age of cellophane-wrapped, supermarket pork chops. 

While profound these transformations were gradual. In this respect as in so many 

others the Belle l~poque stood at the crossroads of opposing historical tendencies. The 

renaissance of medieval-style, small-scale, artisanal pork production continued-- 

realizing the ideal not of Henri IV’s chicken in every pot, but rather of a pig on every 

farm, supplying traditional pork products to enjoy throughout the year. Pigs themselves 

Gustave Heuz~, Le porc: Historique, caractOres, races, porcheries, dlevage, 
engraissement, abatage et utifsation; dtudes dconomiques (Paris, 1876), i. 

Jean-Louis Giard, Le jour du cochon darts les Alpes de Haute-Provence (Digne-les- 

Bains, 1993), 122. 



and their circumstances had changed however: bred for greater domesticity, these tamer, 

more docile, more dependent creatures lived in closer quarters with humans, almost as 

members of the household, fostering a more intimate connection between people and 

their pigs. Yet forces already in motion--urbanization, the long rural exodus, new 

technologies--were industrializing food production, estranging the French from tradition, 

terroir, and the natural realm. So the final flowering of long-standing agricultural, 

alimentary, and culinary practices took place amid, on the one hand, marked 

intensification of the pig-human bond and, on the other, consumers’ growing alienation 

from their food, especially from how living things become dinner. And this is the 

paradoxical world we discover in Belle l~poque pig postcards. 

Pigs on postcards, or l’artpour lard 

--M. Fourquemin .... [a] une bien dr61e de manie, monsieur. Imaginez- 

vous qu’il ne peut pas voir un morceau de pain sans en arracher la mie pour en 

confectionner des petits cochons... [C]ette maladie-1it .... [o]n l’appelle .... 

[1]a delphacomanie.., du mot grec delphax, delphacos, qui veut dire petit 

cochon. 

--Alphonse Allais, "Les petits cochons" (1891) 

In addition to varied and abundant pig effigies Belle l~poque postcards feature 

frequent mises-en-abime depicting the depiction of pigs. Some give formulas for how to 

draw cartoon pigs, treating the animal as a common, necessary part of the period’s visual 

culture. One card conveys pigs’ importance in artistic representation through a painter’s 

palette, blank except for three circular frames containing pigs’ heads rather than 

pigments, with three brushes alongside dipped respectively in blue, yellow, and red--as 



if these paints had come from the pigs’ head vignettes. Tantamount to primary colors, this 

suggests, pigs are a fundamental visual element. Other cards highlight artists portraying 

pigs. In one, captioned "Inspiration Artistique," a painter in front of his easel inside a 

barn looks at the porcine young woman before him, and the graceful, almost equine pig 

behind her, for inspiration. Elsewhere an artist paints a pig in a farmyard setting, as a 

peasant nearby exclaims, "Ah! Y a-t-il des m~tiers sales !"--ironically, the old man with 

his mud-encrusted clogs, who deals with pigs daily, dismisses the painter’s profession as 

"dirty." And a card entitled "Le peintre au village" also juxtaposes an urban, bohemian 

painter with the quaint locals who watch him as he sits on an improvised scaffolding of 

two barrels and a plank, painting a pig on the outside wall of the village charcuterie (fig. 

1). In an age of ambitious commemorative projects, with la statuomanie erecting 

monuments to les grands hommes in parks and squares throughout France, this modest 

vision of public art honors tasty pigs instead. 

So, not unlike the epidemic of miniature pig sculpting or delphacomanie that 

Belle l~poque humorist Alphonse Allais imagines in the appropriately sausage-inflected 

town of"Andouilly" (see epigraph to this section), contemporary postcard artists were 

driven to represent pigs. Why though should there be so many, such compelling, and such 

telling images of pigs on postcards, realizing an ideal not of / ’art pour l’art, but of/’art 

pour lard?. 

Artistic interest in pigs goes back far beyond the Belle Epoque. The long history 

of porcine iconography starts with cave paintings and continues through Grecian vases; 

Roman bas-reliefs; medieval religious art; early modern genre and landscape painting; 

prints, paintings, and eventually photographs of prize pigs, from the eighteenth century 



onward; nineteenth-century caricatures; and twentieth century children’s books, films, 

and television series, starring such notable porcine characters and jovial human analogues 

as Beatrix Potter’s Piglet Bland, A.A. Milne’s Piglet, Disney’s Three Little Pigs, E.B. 

White’s Wilbur, The Muppet Show’s Miss Piggy, and Babe the "sheep-pig 12 The 

traditional backbone of the peasant larder--a revealing term--the pig embodied 

sustenance, abundance, wealth, and luck, epitomized by the piggy bank, and expanded 

metonymically through association with other good luck symbols, notably four-leaf 

clover. But pigs also incarnated filth, sloth, gluttony, lubricity, general iniquity and, in 

the broadest sense, evil. Paradoxically, while relying upon pigs for nourishment, the 

Christian Middle Ages usually depicted them in a negative light, continuing and 

elaborating upon the Old Testament vision of pigs as fundamentally impure. The New 

Testament story of the Prodigal Son turned swineherd (Luke 15:11-32) cast the company 

of pigs as man’s ultimate fall from grace, while that of the possessed man whose demons 

Jesus drove into a nearby herd of swine (Mark 5:1-20) linked pigs with Satan in the 

medieval imagination. Moreover, through complicated associations and displacements, as 

pigs also came to symbolize the Jews who rejected them, they were incorporated into 

anti-semitic imagery, most strikingly through the Judensau, which pictured Jews 

ingesting a giant sow’s vile excretions13--a conjunction of anti-semitism, porcophobia, 

and scatology, as in much later anti-Zola and anti-Dreyfusard caricatures.14 The sole 

exception to this medieval excoriation of swine was the pig as St. Antoine’ s faithful 

12 The 1995 film Babe, co-written and directed by Chris Noonan, adapted Dick King- 

Smith’s 1983 novel The Sheep-Pig, known as Babe." The Gallant Pig in the US. 
13 Claudine Fabre-Vassas, La bore singuliOre." les Juifs, les ChrOtiens et le cochon (Paris, 

1994). 
14 Bertrand Tillier, Cochon de Zola! (Tusson, Charente, 1998) and John Grand-Carteret, 

Zola en images (Paris 1908). 
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companion, a pairing that scholars have explained in various ways. 1~ In short, across the 

centuries, representations have ranged from praise to blame, depicting pigs as the best 

and worst of creatures, their embodiment of all virtues and vices underscoring their real 

and perceived proximity to humans. And these contradictions would filter into Belle 

l~poque postcard renderings of the polyvalent pig. 

Pig iconography also overlaps with a broader western tradition of food-related 

imagery. From Antiquity through the Renaissance this consisted largely of ceremonial 

and banquet scenes, both religious and secular, while in the 17th and 18th centuries, genre 

scenes and still lifes predominated. In France during the post-revolutionary period, the 

rise of gastronomy intertwined fruitfully with the rise of popular visual culture. Artists 

representing food and dining themes relied less on elevated forms like painting or 

sculpture than on modest, mass-produced images: lithographs or engravings, 

frontispieces for cookbooks and gastronomic treatises, illustrated menus and, of special 

relevance here, postcards. 

There has been growing scholarly interest in old postcards in recent years, with 

the study of popular and especially visual culture flourishing, and with online auction 

sites making these artifacts more readily available than ever before. Moreover, as the 

recent exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston demonstrates so amply, the 

postcard was, in its heyday, a versatile, influential medium. 16 Across the globe in the 

years leading up to World War I, billions were produced, sold, sent, and collected. 17 

Pastoureau, Le cochon, 91-94. 
Lynda Klich and Benjamin Weiss, The Postcard Age: Selections from the Leonard A. 

Lauder Collection (Boston, 2012). 
Daniel B~nard and Bruno Guignard, La carte postale, des origines aux annOes 1920 

(Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire, 2010). 



Postcards were like a precursor to email, a revolutionary new means for transmitting 

messages quickly and inexpensively, to places near and far. They could also be 

significant aesthetic and cultural objects, richly revealing visual-verbal documents 

engaged with contemporary issues and developments, from the rise of tourism and 

colonialism, 18 to the emergence of international celebrity culture,19 to the impact of new 

technologies like the automobile or airplane. Postcards offer invaluable perspectives into 

a bygone world in flux, that in so many ways anticipated our own. 

While no single pig postcard tells all, together they paint a fuller picture of a 

world in transformation, but still rooted in a past in which pigs had played--and 

continued to play--a key role, not just in the diet but in daily life. In particular humans’ 

physical proximity to pigs paralleled other forms of closeness between the two species, 

long-standing conjunctions ofterroir and tradition persisted, and sacrificial rituals 

endured, yet were on the brink of yielding to a new regime of industrialized slaughter as, 

in this way and many others, pigs seemed to be running headlong into modernity. 

Family Pork Traits 

Porcus = corpus 

--Latin anagram 

Belle l~poque postcards depicting animals considered human surrogates or 

sidekicks--cats, dogs, bears, monkeys, and of course pigs--probe in various ways the 

11 

18 Christraud M. Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb, eds., DeBvering Views." Distant Cultures 

in Early Postcards (Washington, DC, 1998). 
19 Michael D. Garval, ClOo de MOrode and the Rise of Modern Celebrity Culture, 

(Burlington, Vermont, 2012), 132-49. 
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complex, highly-charged connections between human and animal realms.2° These 

connections were evolving significantly at the time, as the forces of modernization and 

urbanization renegotiated boundaries between humans and animals. People were 

investing ever more heavily in their affective relationships with animals deemed pets-- 

the Cimeti~re des chiens in Asni~res opened in1899, for example--but were also 

becoming increasingly alienated from animals used for labor or food. These opposing 

tendencies were especially marked in the case of the pig, become so domesticated that it 

was treated almost as a pet, while increasingly subj ect to industrial production and 

slaughter. 

One revealing postcard, referring to Enlightenment naturalist Buffon, singles out 

the pig among all other animals for its resemblance to humans--or at least to the card’s 

unfortunate addressee (fig. 2). Entitled "HISTOIRE NATURELLE," just like Buffon’s 

magnum opus, the card showcases a hybrid creature with a pig’s body and man’s head, 

its facial features porcine yet still distinctly humanoid. This image is surmounted by the 

humorous couplet, "Voici! De tous les animaux d’ apr~s Buffon / Celui qui te ressemble 

le plus SALE COCHON." Buffon was no fan of pigs, which he dismissed as vulgar, 

insensitive, greedy, and obtuse, despite their usefulness to humanity.21 So both through 

image and text this card is a put-down, poking fun at its recipient. But on another level it 

20 Most cards feature just one species. But interestingly, when they depict pigs partnering 

with other animals, by far the most common match-up is our fellow primate the monkey, 
whose biological and evolutionary closeness to humans, and ties to notions of imitation 
(like "singer" in French, or "monkey see, monkey do" in English) help by association to 
underscore the full range of pigs’ real and imagined resemblances to humans, including 
their frequent acting out of human behaviors on postcards. 
~1 As a taxonomist, Buffon had a bone to pick with pigs, whose anatomy resisted easy 
classification. See in particular: Georges-Louis Leclerc Buffon, Histoire naturelle des 
artimaux (Paris, 1888), 93-109. 
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gets at our longstanding and especially fraught relation to pigs, humankind’s "cousin mal 

aim~’’22 in Michel Pastoureau’s apt formulation. Reaching back in time and across 

cultures, contradictions abound: at once our tender companions and a thrifty, 

dependable, cherished source of delicious meat, pigs have also been regarded as the vilest 

of creatures, the object of lavish, blanket praise ("tout est bon dans le cochon"), and of 

endless scorn and suspicion. No doubt our age-old love-hate relationship with pigs stems 

in large measure from their manifold closeness to us: biologically, anatomically, 

culturally, gastronomically, temperamentally, sexually, and even intellectually, for pigs’ 

keen intelligence, housed in a vessel so oft considered ignoble, both fascinates and 

unsettles. During the Belle l~poque, when a mix of historical forces was at once bringing 

pigs closer and distancing them from us, people puzzled with new intensity over their 

many-faceted kinship with these ill-loved porcine kin. 

Numerous other postcards work through pigs’ resemblances to humans, in diverse 

ways. Pigs wear full or partial human dress, and perform human actions (smoking, 

drinking, strolling with baby carriages, and so on). Senders often push the identification 

further, beyond what’s represented on the original card, and inscribe labels identifying 

the pigs as friends or members of the family. For example, on a card of two pigs in 

human clothing, where one carries the other in a wheelbarrow after a wild night on the 

town (as suggested by the latter’s pushed-in tophat and undone collar), the sender writes, 

"Raoul quand il est saoul, Namou quand il a bu, les deux font la paire." There is also an 

interesting subset of culinary-themed cards that take up the identification of human and 

pig heads already posited in the frontispieces for Grimod de la Reyni~re’s pioneering 

2~ Pastoureau, Le cochon, title. 
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gastronomic work, the 8-volume Almanach des Gourmands (1803-1812); as I have 

argued elsewhere, the Almanach in general, and the frontispieces in particular, are a key 

point of origin for the profusion of popular food imagery in post-revolutionary France.23 

These postcards follow Grimod’s lead through substitutions and displacements between 

human heads and pigs’ heads. In one untitled lithographic card for instance, a portly chef 

in his kitchen holds before his face a platter displaying a large pig’s head, which at first 

glance seems his. In a broad sense this offers a culinary twist on the trompeur-trompO 

device of medieval farce, with the preparer of the food becoming, momentarily, the food 

prepared. The way that the image is set up moreover, it’s not as if the chef has staged this 

masquerade intentionally, for effect. If this were a photograph it would seem a 

spontaneous or "candid" shot.24 This privileged glimpse at a fortuitous identification 

reveals truths just below the surface of everyday reality: the homology between a fat cook 

and a plump pig and, more generally, the resemblance between humans and pigs. 

Representations of pigs as akin to human babies or children have deep roots in 

mythology and folklore that explore their proximity and even interchangeability, as in the 

legend of St. Nicolas who resurrects three boys slaughtered by a butcher, their pieces then 

put into salt barrels like pork. And Belle l~poque postcards reflect upon connections 

between human offspring and pigs in various revealing ways. Elegant women or couples 

care for and play with little pigs: to wit, a stylishly-dressed lady bottlefeeds a baby pig 

cradled in her arm, while the rest of the litter surrounds her, jumping up eagerly like 

~3 Michael D. Garval, "Grimod’ s Gastronomic Vision: the Frontispieces for the 

Almanach des Gourmands," in Consuming Culture." The Arts of the French Table, ed. 
John West-Sooby (Newark, Delaware Press, 2004), 11-33. 
24 On the development of candid celebrity photography at the time, see Garval, ClOo de 

MOrode and the Rise of Modern Celebrity Culture, 143-45. 
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piglet siblings vying for their mother’s abundant teats; or, a fashionable couple dressed 

for a night on the town plays with a litter of piglets perched upon a lovely art nouveau 

side table. Such incongruous mixing of high society sorts with farm animals reflects 

wishful thinking, a nostalgie de la boue not unlike Marie-Antoinette’s frolicking with 

perfumed cows in her Hameau at Versailles. Tellingly, on another similar card, the 

sender’s inscription pierces through this polite fantasy of pigs as genteel pets: a smartly- 

dressed young woman sits with a bonneted piglet upon her lap, below which we find 

cordial greetings from "Henriette," and then the startling postscript--"Je vous pr~viens 

de l’envoi d’un saucisson"--conveying a completely different, more honest vision of a 

little pig’s destiny. Along similar lines yet another card gets at the divisions between 

well-to-do city dwellers and humble country folk, pointing up in particular the 

discrepancies in their respective connections to natural realities like sex and animals. A 

well-dressed young couple has come out to the country, apparently to get a child. With a 

sweeping hand gesture a farmer shows them a field full of babies--humans, but also the 

usual analogues, including dogs, cats, monkeys, and pigs--emerging from cabbage 

leaves, a scene acting out popular lore about baby boys born from cabbage leaves, like 

girls from rose petals. Yet the farmer’s gesture is echoed by that of a monkey in a tree 

about to steal the woman’s hat, a comparison suggesting that the farmer too is trying to 

pull one over on city dwellers so far removed from the natural world that they actually 

imagine babies coming from cabbage patches. Finally there are also cards of children and 

pigs interacting, like one depicting two swine about to dig into the contents of a little 

boy’s chamber pot, as he looks on with great interest. What you can and can’t eat is a 

crucial part of the child’s world, of coming into a world divided into edible and inedible, 
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a dichotomy so central as well to humans’ relationship to pigs, with all the longstanding 

proscriptions on pork, and general contempt for an animal that devours the unthinkable: 

human and animal waste, cadavers, its own young, and even the occasional human baby. 

Pigs also have a longstanding reputation for lasciviousness, and accordingly 

cochon is slang for "naughty," "obscene," "off-color" or, in a sexual sense, "dirty." This 

view of pigs, while aligned with general notions about their wickedness, also derives in 

large measure from sexual behavior similar to ours, since pigs engage in more frequent, 

longer, noisier intercourse than most other animals. Not surprisingly then one notable 

way that postcards get at human-pig resemblances and interactions is through images of 

sexuality and desire. 

Some sweeter, more innocent cards represent anthropomorphized porcine couples 

posing tenderly, playing on a see-saw, or smooching in bed with blankets pulled 

modestly to their pudgy chins. In a more licentious vein, a card in the series "Gauloiseries 

frangaises," titled "~ LA CAMPAGNE--M~prise" shows an exhausted farmer lying in 

the hay, fending off’the amorous advances of his sow, which he mistakes for his wife. 

Other cards get at interwined human and porcine lust through the courting of dancers, 

that nineteenth-century obj ect of desire par excellence: in one backstage scene, a well- 

dressed hog ogles a ballerina sow, her stance and raised tutu giving him a privileged view 

of her meaty hams; in another, beneath an aphorism on the dynamics of desire ("~ 

vouloir trop on obtient peu"), a human ballerina gets accosted by a pesky pig raising a 

champagne flute, and wearing nothing other than the Croix de la LOgion d’honneur round 

his neck and a tophat tucked beneath his foreleg, attributes identifying him as one of 

those influential gentlemen--pigs deep down this implies--who were allowed to frequent 
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ballerinas in the Paris Opera’s notorious Foyer de la Danse.2~ Pigs also provide a 

metaphor for human desire, figuring popular notions of the pig in each man’s heart 

("Tout homme a dans son coeur un cochon qui sommeille," a remark generally attributed 

to nineteenth-century gastronomic writer and humorist Charles Monselet). In a more 

rustic mode, a young peasant couple heads home from market carrying wares, the man 

holding a piglet against his chest, telling his companion he’s got "something on his heart" 

("quequechose... su l’coeur") that he wishes to tell her, as a sign indicates suggestively 

that they’re headed toward "un tournant dangereux." Elsewhere, in a more refined 

register, a well-dressed young bourgeois couple holds hands, with the man eyeing his 

partner ardently and sporting on his chest a decorative pig characterized as the 

"messenger" of his heart.26 Perhaps the most striking comparison along these lines occurs 

in a Xavier Sager card captioned "Oh! les cochons!!.." (fig. 3), in which a man and a 

woman, dressed for an outing in the country, race pigs bareback, as the man in hot pursuit 

grabs his partner’s curvaceous bottom with both hands. Their knowing looks contrast 

with the startled expressions of the pigs caught unexpectedly in this naughty game, 

leaving little doubt about who are the true cochons here. 

Other cards get weirder still. A pig and an attractive young woman do the 

cakewalk, a popular dance in Parisian society at the time, with intriguing racial and 

sexual overtones. Or a bevy of scantily-clad contemporary lovelies, their flesh-colored 

maillots accentuating ample curves, lavish their attentions upon a central, male pig 

figure--someone’s vision of heaven, since this is a card for the cabaret Le Ciel, which 

2~ On female dancers as objects of desire, and the role of the Foyer de la Danse in 

particular, see Garval, Clio de M~rode and the Rise of Modern Celebrity Culture, 49-53. 
26 The full text reads, "Ce petit COCHON PORTE VEINE / Est trivial mais porte 

bonheur, / Veuillez l’accepter 6 ma reine / C’est le messager de mon coeur." 
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stood nextdoor to its counterpart L ’Enfer on the boulevard de Clichy. And yet another 

postcard beauty, showing cleavage, reaches down eagerly for a pig’s tail or queue, with 

all that suggests, since queue is slang for penis. Further displacements and substitutions 

occur elsewhere: St. Antoine leaves his pig for a woman, and a Breton peasant prefers her 

piglet to her man: "il est plus galant que mon hommme, mon joli, petit goret." Sometimes 

it gets more explicit: a frisky pig with mischievous grin and queue standing up as straight 

as it can leaps upon a supine woman’s shapely behind. Another card’s caption reads, 

"Ah! Maman. Profitons-en pendant que c’est chaud," while a pig pokes its long tongue 

into a woman’s nether regions as she crouches to relieve herself, in what seems to be 

interspecial cunnilingus, coprophagia, urophagia, or some combination of these (fig. 4). 

But ultimately the scene’s depiction of space is most unsettling. Of particular interest is 

the clumsy, curious fence or wall between them. The perspective is all off, and it’s 

unclear how this structure is standing, what’s supporting it, or why, instead of ending 

neatly along its upper edge, it just fades into thin air. This awkward barrier figures the 

awkward, shifting divide between humans and pigs, and one might object that it’s just 

badly drawn, but it’s badly drawn in revealing ways. Featuring unexpected and 

disconcerting intimacy alongside a seemingly obtrusive yet unconvincing boundary, it’s 

an ambiguous image, emblematic of the malaise and bewilderment accompanying 

changes underfoot at the time. These were transforming society’s venerable patterns of 

interrelation and interdependency with animals, and with their porcine cousins in 

particular, disrupting long-standing networks of relations so closely bound up with the 

ways food was cultivated, prepared, and consumed. 
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Terroir and tradition 

Lou que n’a pas un oustal, un oft et un porc tam bal que siogue mort. 

(Celui qui n’a pas une maison, un jardin et un cochon tam vaut-il qu’il soit mort.) 

--Occitan proverb 

De m~me que chaque pays, chaque r~gion, chaque village a ses sp~cialit~s de 

produits charcutiers, de m~me chaque terroir, chaque communaut~ vit it sa 

manibre cet ~v~nement [la tue-cochon]. Mais partout, depuis des temps trbs 

recul~s, celui-ci constitue une sorte de c~r~monial presque immuable, mettant en 

sc~ne une v~ritable civilisation du cochon, avec son calendrier, son ~conomie, son 

vocabulaire, ses gestes, ses acteurs et sa th~tralit~. 

-- Michel Pastoureau, Le Cochon: Histoire d’ un cousin real aimO. 

Traditional pork production occupied a key place within a whole complex of 

time-honored means for supplying food, like local raising of livestock, but also local 

slaughtering, processing, and consumption, in a tightly-knit web of community, custom, 

and belief. Indeed pork production in predominantly Christian France was just as much 

surrounded by tradition and ritual as its proscription in other cultures. 

Across the territory that has become modern France, the broad lines of these 

practices long remained constant. Whether in Brittany, Alsace, Auvergne, or Languedoc, 

people followed much the same calendar for raising and harvesting their pigs, using 

blood collected from the sacrifice to make boudins, consuming some of the meat fresh 

while preserving the rest through salting and smoking, and using the whole hog for both 

culinary and many other purposes. These common threads formed what Pastoureau calls 
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"une v~ritable civilisation du cochon.’’27 Yet despite such essential commonality there 

were endless local variations in husbandry techniques, recipes, terminology, and folklore. 

Pig postcards convey a deep sense ofterroir and tradition in various ways. Many 

cards highlight localities or regions and their diverse customs, including pig races in 

village festivals and truffle hunting in the P~rigord. There are market scenes galore and in 

some the parties to a transaction haggle in patois, adding local, linguistic color, and 

generally a bit of folksy humor as well ("You want more money for your pig because you 

gave it special food? Did you also teach it to read and write?") Elsewhere, pork 

specialties get associated with local industries or monuments: in a card entitled "LES 

GRANDES INDUSTRIES TROYENNES--LA BONNETERIE ET LA 

CHARCUTERIE" an anthropomorphized, cotton-bonnetted pig, foregrounded against a 

panorama of Troyes, holds up strings of the town’s famed andouillettes and a bundle of 

woven socks from its textile mills; or, on a "SOUVENIR DE Ste MI~NI~HOULD" 

celebrating the town’s renowned pied~~ de cochon, a little chef riding a hefty hog hoists a 

large platter with a giant pig’s trotter atop a pile of postcards, which cascade out into the 

rest of the composition, displaying all of the town’s top historic sites (fig. 5). Pigs also 

figure in more generic scenes of farm, village, and town life, for example as peasants 

pose proudly with their pigs. 

In France the pig was so much a part of the traditional gastronomic and cultural 

landscape that it became simply part of the landscape, as evidenced by an abundance of 

pig-related place names: "pour la toponymie frangaise.., le porc est de tous les animaux 

27 Pastoureau, Le cochon, 64. 
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domestiques un de ceux qui ont engendr6 le plus grand nombre de noms de lieux.’’2* 

Along similar lines, postcards would feature pigs discerned in rock formations, like a 

collective Rohrschach test for a population with pigs on its mind.29 So too for the urban 

landscape: in one noteworthy card Lyon, known for its pig-based charcuterie, is 

circumscribed by the silhouette of a pig, which frames a collage of color postcard views 

representing the city’s principal monuments (fig. 6). This large, colorful pig stands out 

against a muted, wallpaper-like pattern of much smaller, shadowy pig silhouettes that, 

according to the card’s visual logic, would represent other French localities, like towns 

on the map marked with pig icons rather than dots. By extension, by projecting the 

background pattern beyond the rectangular frame--as partial silhouettes along the edges 

invite us to do--this composition envisions the entire Hexagon in the image of its 

innumerable pigs. 

The land-sea dichotomy, an opposition so central to French geography and 

gastronomy, also figures prominently in postcards, giving rise to serious and humorous 

associations. In a card in the series "La Bretagne Pittoresque" for example, several pigs 

graze alongside the Port du L6gu6 in St. Brieuc, a juxtaposition emblematic of a region 

renowned for both pork production and maritime traditions. Elsewhere, customs from 

land are taken to sea, as a piglet gets sacrificed aboard ship: part of the series "NOS 

MARINS," the card "Corrida de Muerte" shows several sailors restraining a little pig as a 

shipmate approaches, knife raised for the kill, like a toreador. There are multiple 

28 Jacques Verroust, Michel Pastoureau, and Raymond Buren, Le cochon." Histoire, 

symbolique el cuisine du porc (Paris, 1987), 78. 
29 For example, the regional postcard publisher Collection Villard in Quimper produced 

views like "861. BRIGNOGAN--Le Rocher <<le Cochon>>" and "3483. L’ILE DE 
SEIN--Le Rocher du Cochon it File de N6roth." 
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incongruities in the scene, like the big sailor fighting the little pig, the ship’s deck 

standing in for the farmyard, or a humble French peasant custom cast as an exotic 

Spanish corrida, full of drama and romance. These twists produce a sort of 

Verfremdungseffekt, pointing up by contrast the ritualistic nature of the familiar tue- 

cochon, such a fixture of French village life that its elaborate ceremonial could otherwise 

be taken for granted. Postcards also flog a verbal-visual, land-sea pun involving the 

homonyms "porc" and "port." Cards entitled "Le porc de Toulon" or "Le vieux porc de 

Marseille" each showcase a large pig with a panorama of the town’s port across its belly. 

More elaborate and stranger still is the card entitled "LA SARDINE DU VIEUX-PORT 

DE MARSEILLE," in which a pig is saddened by an oversized, postcard-shaped image 

of Marseille highlighting a gargantuan fish removed from the water and suspended from 

the Pont Transbordeur, a massive modern structure built in 1905 to connect the two sides 

of the port (fig. 7). Accompanying verses inform us that the pig, "le vieux, POR... de 

MARSEILLE," is crying, moaning, and feeling sick about seeing "la SARDINE, son 

amie sans pareille, / Retiree des flots bleus, gr~.ce au Pont Transbordeur." Whatever local 

lore this card references, it is also an allegory of the oppositions, transitions, and 

transpositions between land and sea in French geography and cuisine, for in addition to 

the giant sardine pulled from the water, the pig’s salty tears flow into the watery surface 

where he sits, as he ponders the juncture between water and terrafirma in the port scene, 

and the wise old moon--who regulates the tides that forever renegotiate boundaries 

between land and sea--looks down knowingly. 

Another card takes up the pig-sardine association in a rustic scene entitled "Au 

Village: Jacquet Lhoumi~. tue son cochon." An old woman who may be blind, senile, or 
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just joking, refers to the sacrificed pig as a sardine, and exclaims in patois that they’ll 

have a great Lent with such a big sardine. The traditional cycle of fat and lean, so much a 

part of French culture and the French calendar, underlies so many other pig postcards, 

notably scenes of Carnaval, for example from Nice, with pig and pig-themed floats in its 

Mardi-gras parade. Yet despite these images’ apparent gaiety there is always a nasty 

edge: to wit, an apron-clad butcher heads, cleaver in hand, toward the pigs, raising the 

crucial question of how pigs become pork. So under what circumstances, and with what 

human understanding of its significance, does the fatal transformation occur? 

Sacrifice vs. slaughter 

Le saigneur se pr~sente toujours avec ses couteaux. I1 peut en avoir une dizaine, 

bien ranges dans un carquois en bois. Parmi eux, se trouve le couteau saigneur. 

I1 est, bien entendu, interdit de le toucher, de s’en approcher et je me 

demande m~me si l’on a le droit de le regarder. Nous sommes 1A en presence d’un 

objet sacra. 

--]~mile Farenc, ]l ~tait une fois "Le cochon" (2000) 

Une grande salle confuse. Elle donne acc~s, dans un angle, fi la galerie couverte 

par laquelle arrive le fleuve de cochons. Les b~tes, toutes fangeuses, sont saisies 

par une patte, saisies dans un noeud coulant et accroch~es fi la chaine. Elles 

pendent, la t~te en has, et hurlent en choeur leur affreux chant de mort. Mais, d~jfi, 

la cha~ne les entra~ne et, tout de suite, les pr~sente au tueur. 

--Georges Duhamel, "Royaume de la mort," Scbnes de la vie future 

(1930) 
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"[Q]uant/~ moi qui ne suis bon! Qu’i~ manger, ma mort est certaine," cries the pig 

in La Fontaine’ s fable Le Cochon, la ChOvre et le Mouton, comparing his plight to that of 

his fellow creatures as they’re hauled to market.3° Unlike other farm animals--cattle also 

pulled plows and supplied milk, sheep provided wool, hens laid eggs--pigs were always 

raised exclusively for meat. From the beginning of human civilization this conditioned 

our relation to pigs, focusing attention on the necessary outcome: our killing them. But in 

recent times the nature of this inevitable ending has changed profoundly, and the Belle 

l~poque in particular was a pivotal period of transition from traditional sacrifice to 

modern, industrial slaughter. 

Sacrificial practices reach far back in history and across cultures. Calves, goats, 

and lambs were common victims, but so too were pigs. This was the case to some extent 

in ancient Egypt, and much more in ancient Greece where 

Des troupeaux entiers sont ~lev~s pour servir de victimes sacrificielles. Le 

sacrifice est toujours sanglant ... [et] s’accompagne d’op~rations culinaires 

rituelles, faisant partie du c~r~monial religieux lui-m~me, au sortir desquelles la 

chair de l’animal consacr~ au dieu est consomm~e .... L’homme qui en a mang~ 

se trouve purifi~ et renforc~ par la puissance vitale de cet animal. Religion et 

nourriture sont ainsi ~troitement m~l~es.31 

Distant echoes of such religious sacrifices resonate in the French peasant’s tue-cochon: 

highly codified and bloody--with rules about spilling and collecting blood, and 

3o Jean de La Fontaine, Oeuvres, ed. Henri de R~gnier, 11 vols., (Paris, 1883-1897), 

2:272. 

3~ Pastoureau, Le cochon, 19. 
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transforming it into boudins--this was a time of renewal and reaffirmation, accompanied 

by extensive culinary rituals, and linked to a web of other traditional practices, beliefs, 

and religious holidays. 

Deep in our past animals also provided real and symbolic stand ins for human 

sacrificial victims, a substitution that likens consumption of the slain animal to 

cannibalism. This connection becomes especially compelling with pigs. Not only are pigs 

so close to humans in so many ways, but they devour their own young, and sometimes 

ours as well, complicating matters further: if they can eat us, what does it mean when we 

eat them? This chassO-croisO of mutual consumption flirts with cannibalism and, 

understandably, troubled our ancestors.32 There is also ample folklore, legend, and 

historical documentation on the similarities between pig and human flesh, from stories 

about pork replacing human meat in certain ancient dishes; to the tale of St. Nicolas 

ressuscitating the three boys cut up and preserved in salt; to accounts of medieval 

brigands selling pieces of their human victims as pig parts;3~ to the testimony of plane 

34 crash survivors who kept themselves alive by eating less fortunate fellow passengers, 

and confirmed afterwards that people do taste like pork. In light of such varied and 

abundant evidence, Pastoureau concludes, "Manger du porc c’est, plus ou moins ~tre 

cannibale.’’~ 

32 In the Middle Ages, for example, pigs found guilty of eating human babies were 

condemned to death and executed through various methods, however "une fois d~c~d~, et 
quel que soit le moyen utilis~ pour l’ex~cution, l’animal ~tait enti~rement incin~r~. On 
exorcisait ainsi la tentation de d~guster un d~gustateur de b~b~s..." G~rard Rossini, 
MOmoire des cochons (St-R~my-de-Provence, 2005), 63. 
~ Franco Bonera, Le Cochon: Art, Histoire, Symbolisme, trans. Alexandrine de Mun 
(Paris, 1990), 47. 
34 Pastoureau, Le cochon, 126-27. 

3~ Pastoureau, Le cochon, 127. 
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In his Essais, Montaigne already understood ritual cannibalism to be built upon a 

web of meaningful relations and deep-rooted beliefs,36 and his analysis has much in 

common with arguments advanced by modern anthropology. Indeed in the afterword to a 

fascinating analysis of the tue-cochon as still practiced around 1990 in a remote village of 

the Ard~che, ethnologist Dominique Camus compares the pig’s traditional sacrifice to 

ritual cannibalism, not just in the elaborate ceremonial surrounding both, but also in their 

broader philosophical and spiritual underpinnings. He sees "dans les qualit~s sans cesse 

affirm~es de la b~te par ses bourreaux une.., analogie avec... [1]es guerriers guayaki, 

par exemple, qui pensent que les qualit~s de cet autre consomm~ enrichissent son 

consommateur" as well as "un parall~le entre le guerrier de la verte for~t amazonienne, 

qui s’assure de l’avenir en mangeant le corps de son adversaire tu~ au combat, et le 

paysan de l’aride plateau ard~chois.’’37 To be sure, there are other dimensions to consider 

in the tue-cochon, which yielded meat for the whole year, while affirming family and 

community relations. But we shouldn’t forget that the whole complex of ritual, 

ceremony, belief, and custom accompanying the event also mitigated its violence, and 

assuaged participants’ guilt over killing and consuming a creature that, if not exactly our 

equal, is at least our close counterpart. 

Before the advent of modern industrial pork production, these traditional practices 

had endured, largely unchanged and a fixture of peasant life, for a millenium: 

Michel de Montaigne, "Des Cannibales," in Les essais (Paris, 2004), 202-14. 
Dominique Camus, "Post-Face," in Laurence Chaniac and Andr~ Brun, La tuade du 

cochon: Les stratOgies symboBques d’ une pratique paysanne gt Montpezat-sous-Bauzon, 
err ArdOche (Mont~limar, 1990), 106. 
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Toutes ces operations, soigneusement codifi~es par des r~gles ancestrales, 

ob~issent/~ une unit~ de temps et de lieu precise et se d~roulent selon un rituel qui 

n’a gu~re chang~ depuis l’~poque f~odale jusqu’aux ann~es 1960.38 

Despite endless local variations, the broad lines of the sacrifice remained constant: 

immobilizing the pig, slitting its throat, collecting its blood, removing its bristles, cutting 

it open and apart, preparing all sorts of dishes and charcuterie from the carcass, sharing 

some of this in a carniverous feast called la Saint-Cochon, and consuming the rest more 

sparingly throughout the year. Kinship and community ties determined who could 

participate and in what capacity, during the event and ensuing feast. Tasks split along 

gender lines, with men responsible for killing and butchering, and women for preparing 

the meat. Blood was a central motif, and the subject of multiple proscriptions, notably 

involving women)9 Those in their menstrual period were prohibited from participating; 

stirring the blood collected from the pig’s throat--so premature coagulation wouldn’t 

ruin the boudins--was such a critical operation that it could only be entrusted to old 

women safely into menopause. Scheduling the tue-cochon was tricky as well, as it could 

not take place on religious holidays, nor on the sabbath, nor on Friday when Jesus died, 

inviting troubling comparisons between Saviour and swine. In addition it could only 

happen when the local Saigneur was available. In charge of killing the pig, and 

especially of administering the fatal blow, the Saigneur was a deeply respected member 

of the community--the central figure of this crucial event in the peasant calendar. 

In France as in much of Europe, pigs were harvested between December and 

February, with cold weather providing better conditions for keeping fresh meat, some to 

38 Pastoureau, Le cochon, 62-63. 
39 l~mile Farenc, I1 dtait unefois "Le cochon", (Lacaune, 2000) 97-98, 101-3. 
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be consumed soon, but the rest preserved through smoking and salting, to last through the 

seasons. The tue-cochon was a high point in the year for the family, on the farm, and in 

the village. Often timed to just precede Christmas or Carnaval, it provided meat for those 

occasions. The feast ofla Saint-Cochon was also a holiday in itself, a carnivalesque event 

with a name patterned nonetheless on the religious model of saints’ days. And the 

consumption of the remaining meat through the year had symbolic as well as practical 

dimensions, marking other key moments in the liturgical calendar, like a ham on August 

15, for Assumption. On the morning of the tue-cochon, to mark the completion of the 

annual cycle, the last meat from the previous year would be served for breakfast, and at 

least in some regions this was a fat sausage called a JOsus, the name pointing again to the 

underlying religious dimension in this process of renewal through sacrifice. 

While a fascinating and revealing phenomenon, the rural tue-cochon was not the 

only means of pork production during this period. From the Middle Ages onward the 

slaughtering of pigs in towns and cities, by bouchers, charcutiers, and r6tisseurs, 

represented a significant economic activity, and constituted an intermediate point 

between peasants’ highly ritualized, seasonal harvesting of their animals, and rationalized 

modern industrial production. This urban butchering remained relatively small-scale and 

tied to both the region for stock and the local community for customers. But it also 

differed from peasant practices in the sheer volume of meat generated, the possibility of 

nearly year-round production, an obedience to practical, commercial imperatives, and 

corresponding divorce from larger symbolic and spiritual considerations. And unlike the 

respected rural Saigneur the urban boucher, while often wealthy and powerful, was a 

suspect figure, whose reputation for violence and cruelty survives in modern fictional 
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characters like the murderous butcher in the film Deficatessen (dir. Jean-Pierre Jeunet 

and Marc Caro, 1991). 

The emergence of"un v~ritable ~levage porcin industriel’’4° in late nineteenth- 

and early twentieth-century France did not occur in a vaccuum. Throughout Western 

Europe and North America the most salient feature of food production’s broader 

industrialization was the rise of industrial meat production in general and modern 

slaughter houses in particular. By the start of the twentieth century widespread abuses 

and a need for regulation and reform led to Upton Sinclair’s indictment of the Chicago 

meatpacking industry in The Jungle. Translated almost immediately into French and 

sixteen other languages, the novel struck a resonant chord nationally and internationally. 

As a socialist Sinclair was especially concerned with horrendous working conditions, but 

the most tangible impact of his expose--with its gruesome detailing of what ends up in 

processed meat products, from rat poison to human remains--was to raise public 

awareness about industrial food safety. 

No,lie Vialles’s much more recent study of slaughterhouses in the Adour region41 

is also disturbing in its implications, but in different ways. Her analysis reveals how in 

our sanitized modern society we rely upon a complex system of avoidances to distance 

ourselves from the horrors inside slaughterhouses--a far cry from the tue-cochon as a 

highpoint of the peasant calendar, or even from the once common spectacle of butchers 

slaughtering on city streets. Emblematically, unlike the respected traditional saigneur, or 

the feared if suspect butcher, those responsible for killing livestock today are relegated to 

40 Pastoureau, LecCochon, 41. 

41 No,lie Vialles, Le sang et la chair: Les abattoirs des pays de l’Adour (Paris, 1987). 
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virtual nonexistence, their work invisible, anonymous, and designated only by 

euphemism. 

As traditional practices and the reassurance they provided were fading into the 

past, Belle l~poque postcards displayed nostalgia for the time-honored ceremonial of the 

sacrifice, while betraying real malaise about the new regime of industrial slaughter. In 

one emblematic card family members gather in the farmyard, with great solemnity and 

sense of purpose, as the pig’s throat is slit and blood collected (fig. 8). The card’s title, 

written on the roof, is "le sacrifice." Other cards, including humorous ones, get at the 

gravity of the creature’s sacrifice by likening it to human execution, invoking the title of 

Victor Hugo’s novel Le dernierjour d’un condamnO or, in a carnivalesque turn, with the 

pig sacrificing the man (the caption reads, "Le monde ~ l’envers"). Often an ambivalent 

tenderness surrounds depictions of these lovable yet doomed creatures. On one card, four 

pigs frolick across a meadow as the sun rises, with a four-leaf clover where the stamp 

should go--an image of freedom, joy, promise, and good fortune, but the inscription 

reads, "C’est de circonstance, on l’a tu~ hier," followed by the name of the farm, then: 

"Aujourd’hui on prepare le petit sal~, que l’on gofitera en septembre." The truth of the 

pig’s fate is there, but remains within the traditional realm of food produced locally, 

raised with care, harvested with respect and dignity, and consumed gratefully, within a 

tight circle of family, friends, and neighbors. 

In stark contrast, other cards record the frightful, carceral spaces of modern 

slaughterhouses. One entitled "PARIS--Abattoir de Cochons, rue de Dantzig" shows a 

photograph of the massive slaughterhouse structure looming behind an iron gate and 

guard station, with uniformed guards posted in front. Another photographic card, 
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"LYON-VAISE. -- Les Abattoirs. La saign~e des cochons" takes us into the facility, to 

glimpse what’s happening inside (fig. 9). Within a vast workspace illuminated by harsh 

electric lights, rows of pig carcasses hang from their hind legs, dripping onto a floor that 

seems like a bloody lake. Meanwhile, from a distance, workers look warily at the 

camera--perhaps just the awkwardness of humble men not used to being photographed, 

but their attitudes bespeak the malaise, even the bad conscience of slaughterhouse 

workers ashamed of their bloody mOtier. 

Penetrating further into the slaugherhouse, to document the carcasses’ 

transformation into cuts of meat and charcuterie, would be too messy and disconcerting 

for realistic, photographic cards. So instead the modern processing of pigs by machine 

gets depicted by caricatural images whose humor and whimsy mitigate the gore. In one 

card an elegant couple approaches a store marked "CHARCUTERIE AUTOMATIQUE: 

ICI ON FAIT TOUTES SORTES DE COCHONNERIES," the latter alluding to both the 

inferior goods produced there and the off-color jokes woven into the accompanying text. 

Out front the old charcutier and his young male and female sales clerks demonstrate a 

fanciful pork processing machine, where a squealing pig disappears into a funnel-shaped 

orifice, and finished products stream out the other end. As the charcutier declares, 

C’est ce soir l’exposition 

De la Machine-Cochon. 

Le cochon rentre plein de vie, 

I1 sort en charcuterie. 

Press one button for ham, he explains, another forpdtO, another for hard sausage. 

Andouille and boudin come out different-sized tubes. As if this weren’t all magical 
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enough, should you find the preparations too salty, run the machine backwards and the 

pig comes out again, alive. And while still ostensibly about charcuterie, the concluding 

stanza turns risque: 

Entrez donc, Monsieur, Madame, 

Profitez de ma r~clame. 

Voulez-vous un saucisson, 

Adressez-vous au gargon, 

Et pour la langue fourr~e 

Ma commise est d~sign~e. 

Customers interested in the handsome clerk’s "sausage" and his pretty female 

counterpart’s tongue are hungry for human flesh. So, within the context of mechanized 

pork production, there’s already an intimation of cannibalism. Along similar lines, 

another card displays a hog-shaped sausage-making machine (fig. 10). As a couple 

watches the contraption ingest a pig and extrude sausage out its metal tailpipe, the 

porcine-looking gentleman comments, "On met un cochon dans un trou et it l’autre bout y 

sort un saucisson," to which his saucy companion retorts, "Oui mais ton p~re a dfi faire le 

contraire." Beyond the clever caricature and witty sexual allusion, this conflation of 

machine and pig, and pig and human, raises once again the specter of cannibalism. 

Taking this theme further one card shows an innocent young pig who 

inadvertently eats his father’s remains, by sampling an internationally-marketed brand of 

lard, produced by N.K. Fairbank & Company of Chicago (fig. 11). The little porker, 

wearing fancy pyjamas and a bib emblazoned with the brand’s slogan, "PURETI~ 

ABSOLUE," takes a tub of lard from atop a barrel marked "SAINDOUX RAFF1NI~" 
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and, holding this up to his mouth, licks the contents enthusiastically. His horrorstruck 

mother, wearing a frilly white bonnet, sticks her head in the window and cries, "Arr~te, 

malheureux c’est la GRAISSE de TON PI~RE! ! ! ! !" The ears of corn in the foreground are 

a recurrent motif in the company’s advertising from this period, and are meant to convey 

the virtues of lard produced from corn- rather than slop-fed pigs. But taken to an extreme, 

as in one advertising card’s slogan, "N.K. FAIRBANK & CO’S LARD is Pure CORN 

JUICE Boiled down,’’42 this makes us wonder. Is the lard made of pig or corn? Is it 

animal or vegetable? The mother’s awkwardly-drawn, bovine hooves are also 

disconcerting: have other animal parts been mixed in the lard? What moreover of the 

anthropomorphized pigs whose relative’s been rendered? Are we too eating our own 

when we consume animals who resemble us? And despite the slogans, how "refined" is 

this lard, how "absolute" its purity? Unwittingly, this advertisement recalls stories 

circulating at the time about slaughterhouse workers fallen into vats and rendered into so- 

called "pure" lard--most famously in Sinclair’s The Jungle.43 Ultimately, when we eat 

an industrial product we don’t know what we’re eating, but as both the mother pig’s 

exclamation and subtler visual cues suggest, we suspect we’re eating something other 

than what the manufacturer claims, and perhaps something we shouldn’t be eating at all. 

42 Porkopolis, "N.K. Fairbank & Co., Advertising Trade Cards," 

http ://www.porkopolis. org/art-museum/artist-index/nk-fairbanks-trade-cards/(accessed 
on August 6, 2013) 
43 "as for the.., men, who worked in tank rooms full of steam, and in some of which 

there were open vats near the level of the floor, their peculiar trouble was that they fell 
into the vats; and when they were fished out, there was never enough of them left to be 
worth exhibiting,--sometimes they would be overlooked for days, till all but the bones of 
them had gone out to the world as Durham’s Pure Leaf Lar!!" Upton Sinclair, The Jungle 

(New York, 1906), 117. 
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Another card with an intriguing international dimension, "La Vendange de 1914," 

was one of many patriotic World War I cards sponsored by le PHOSCAO, a major 

industrial producer of chocolate breakfast drink powder (fig. 12). Across a barren 

landscape and winding from the background forward, runs a seemingly endless string of 

allied troops, carrying captured enemy soldiers in grape harvesting baskets, then dumping 

them into a huge wine press in the foreground--like a factory production line or, better 

yet, a slaughterhouse processing line. Atop the giant vat three soldiers representing the 

members of the Triple Entente trample upon the bodies below, like stomping grapes to 

express the blood or "wine" that, amid a troubling mix of nationalities and species, and 

unholy transubstantiation of soldierly blood into 1914’s bitter vintage, an oblivious 

Wilhelm-as-pig laps up eagerly.44 Behind this mass slaughter of men--cast as a harvest, 

organized like an assembly line, and underwritten by an industrial beverage producer-- 

lurks the new mass slaughter of livestock. And there looms again the specter of 

cannibalism, a nascent anxiety over massacring and devouring our close cousins, 

however "ill loved," and whether they’re Germans or pigs, which the caricature treats as 

all the same. What’s dreaded here however is not traditional, ritualized cannibalism, a 

deliberate activity that, like the tue-cochon, was rooted in a web of deeply held beliefs 

and meaningful relations. Rather, as both Wilhelm’s and the Fairbank piglet’s heedless 

consumption of their own kind suggests, it’s a new sort of careless, accidental 

cannibalism, one of the prime risks in an increasingly alienated, anonymous, and 

untraceable food supply. Industrial food production--divorced from the local 

44 Emperor Wilhelm as a pig was a commonplace in World War I caricature in general, 

and on postcards in particular. To dispel any doubt about its identity, this hog has "W II" 
and an imperial crown branded upon its hindquarters. 
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community, from time-honored customs and, in the largest sense, from the sacred-- 

serves up the unspeakable, but if we’re not vigilant we may not know it. 

Yet other cards probe transitions in the food supply in other revealing ways. One 

chromo for "les ’bons saucissons du COCHON PRODIGUE’" features a self-immolating 

pig who cuts himself mechanically into neat sausage rounds, offering a streamlined 

version of the Machine-Cochon in the CHARCUTERIE AUTOMATIQUE card (fig. 13). 

Like so many misleading advertisements for industrially manufactured food, this one 

invokes the virtue of tradition and terroir, identifying the product as a "Saucisson 

d’Auvergne," as if it were obtained from an old-fashioned artisan in Aurillac or Brive-la- 

Gaillarde. At the same time, as in the Fairbank card, there’s a claim of"Puret~ 

Alimentaire Absolue," to allay any fears about what’s really in modern processed meat. 

In a somewhat different vein, a lithographic postcard depicts an urban chef figure, on a 

dirt road in the countryside with a farmhouse in the background, riding a pig like a 

bronco, apparently rustling up dinner, an incongruous image that highlights the growing 

discontinuities between food suppliers and consumers (fig. 14). 

There are also many cards of pigs smoking pipes or cigars, and many more still of 

pigs surrounded by ice and snow--skating on frozen ponds, frolicking in wintry 

landscapes, and so forth. To some extent smoking can be explained by the widespread 

anthropomorphization of pigs on postcards, and cold by the seasonality of postcard 

publishing, since so many pig cards marked winter holidays, especially New Year’s. But 

on another level postcards like these, and the abundant maritime-themed cards as well, 

point to the shift underfoot from local, traditional to modern, industrialized food 

production, and specifically from preserving meat with smoke and salt, to preserving 
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through refrigeration, a new technology evolving rapidly at the time. In this connection, 

wintry pig postcards with no explicit link to winter holidays are of particular interest, as 

by default they associate pigs with the cold itself, rather than with events during the cold 

season. On one such card, little pigs in a circle dance zealously round a large pig effigy in 

snow, a snow pig with arms outstretched and a demoniacal expression on its face, like 

some malevolent idol in a weird, cult-like scene (fig. 15). On another equally enigmatic 

card, a snow man grins and ogles an elegantly-dressed young woman, who looks 

fetchingly in our direction and holds up her umbrella against the driving snowstorm, 

while she sits upon a snow pig that smiles knowingly as her hand, with index finger 

outstretched, rests tenderly upon its back. Perhaps the strangeness of such postcards 

figures a noteworthy historical incongruity, since France was a leader in early 

refrigeration technology, but slow to adopt it for use in the food industry,4~ so 

refrigeration remained less a part of daily reality than of an imaginaire d’Opoque that we 

glimpse in fanciful images like these. Meanwhile other modern conveniences and 

conveyances were becoming ever more a part of everyday life: trains, bicycles, 

automobiles, and of course flying machines, which loomed especially large as hallmarks 

of modernity. 

When pigs fly 

I1 se produit un l~ger craquement de soie quand l’acier du couteau ouvre la b~te.. 

¯. Catherine et Antoine retiennent les boyaux. Ferle fend jusqu’au bas. Un peu de 

sang d~goutte du museau dans la bassine, l~velyne tient ~ bout de bras un autre 

r~cipient ~maill~. Le passage d’un avion secoue les tuiles du toit. 

45 Alberto Capatti, Le go~tt du nouveau." Origines de la modernitO a#mentaire (Paris, 

1989), 111-34¯ 
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--Robert Marteau, Le jour qu ’on a tuO le cochon (1991) 

In Robert Marteau’s short novel, set in the years following World War II, an 

airplane still provides a jarrring contrast to the traditional scene of the tue-cochon at the 

farm. Belle l~poque postcards offer many such juxtapositions. All sorts of encounters 

occur between pigs and various manifestations of the modern world, like the "Vieux Porc 

de Marseille" facing the Pont Transbordeur, the Fairbank piglet eating industrially 

processed lard, or unsuspecting swine getting fed into automatic butchering machines. 

Modernity often takes the form of new-fangled transportation, like automobiles, bicycles, 

or trains, with many images of pigs run over on road or rail. In one postcard, a chauffeur- 

driven car with three well-dressed passengers hits a pig on a country road, and the 

characters react with varying degrees of composure: men look on calmly, women throw 

up their arms in dismay, and the victim cries, predictably, like a stuck pig, as the 

vehicle’s rear wheel strikes him (fig. 16). The title, "Un Obstacle," recalls one of the 

period’s best-known advertising slogans, "Le Pneu Michelin boit l’obstacle," though here 

the tire would need to swallow the whole hog, rather than bits of metal or glass. In "Le 

Cochon ~cras~," one of the many LOgende de Saint-Saulge cards,46 as the pig gets sliced 

in half by a locomotive’s front wheel, a peasant grieves in patois, cursing "lai vilaine 

46 Popular postcards of these legends feature colorful locals, speaking in patois, 

encountering various aspects of the modern world: trains, telephones, the legal and 
electoral systems, advertising, posters, or streetlighting. See for example: "L~gendes de 
Saint-Saulge, collection particuli~re d’Andr~ Devalli~re," 
http://cahiersduvaldebargis, free. fr/stsaulge, htm (accessed Augu st 10, 2013), and Le 
Figaro.fr, "Carte postales anciennes de Saint-Saulge," Communes.corn, 

http://www, communes, com!bourgogne/nievre/saint-saulge_5833 0/cartes-postales- 
anciennes.html (accessed August 10, 2013). 
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invention" and wondering what she’ll become without her "pou P’tit coissot.’’47 Further 

underscoring the close bond between owner and pig, the creature looks beseechingly at 

her in its last moment, like a faithful dog, while the locomotive chops up the carcass with 

the expediency of the charcuterie automatique vaunted elsewhere. 

Such encounters are plausible, and probably happened with some frequency, but 

other cards venture into the phantasmatic realm of pigs riding bicycles, driving cars or, 

most improbable of all, flying (fig. 17). Artists exploited the aeronautic theme from every 

possible angle, imagining pigs with wings, pigs piloting hot air balloons or primitve 

planes, pig-carrying zeppelins using champagne power for proto-jet propulsion, piggy 

banks with propellers transporting human passengers, and normally ponderous pigs 

transformed into lighter-than-air craft.48 At least on Belle l~poque postcards, modernity is 

that unlikely time when pigs fly. 

One exemplary card in particular, from the 1909 Carnaval de Nice, displays a 

float called euphemistically "Un atterrissage mouvement~" (fig. 18). This elaborate 

crash--involving pedestrians, dogs, trees, lampposts, a horse and carriage, an early 

airplane, and a pig-shaped dirigible--juxtaposes past and present. On the one hand, 

47 Herpauvre petit cochon, that is: "coissot" or "couessot" mean cochon in Morvandiau 

dialect. See for example: G~rard Gros, "Glossaire Morvandiau--Suite," Saint Germain 

des Champs, Commune du Morvan, http://www.commune-saint- 
germain, com!glo ssaire2, php (acce ssed August 10, 2013). 
48 Without taking into account the broader aeronautical craze at the time, G~rard Rossini 

is at a loss to explain postcards’ frequent pairing of pigs and balloons: "La montgolfi~re 

et le ballon reviennent ~galement de fagon r~currente. Je ne leur ai trouv~ que deux 
explications, qui ne sont d’ailleurs pas incompatibles: dans toutes les f~tes, des ballons 
sont l~ch~s et des baudruches tenues en laisse a~rienne par des gamins favoris~s: les 
catalogues d’articles de f~tes sont formels. Quant it trouver une iconographie pertinente 
sur ce th~me, c’est une autre affaire, et quatre ann~es de recherche n’ont pas port~ leurs 

fruits," Rossini, MOmoire des cochons, 124. 
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within the context of Carnaval, pigs conjure up age-old cyles of fat and lean, and the rich 

tradition and elaborate ritual of the sacrificial tue-cochon. On the other, in the year that 

Louis Bl~riot crossed the Channel and French aviation came into its own, planes offer the 

symbol par excellence of modernity--of a new age that, amid so many other changes 

underfoot, was sweeping away traditional modes of food production, and replacing them 

with cold-bloodedly efficient, industrial methods. Out of all the revealing Belle l~poque 

pig postcards, this is perhaps the most emblematic: a transitional image of two worlds 

colliding. 



A Feast for the eyes: gastronomy and vision in post-revolutionary France 

Culinary reality shows, celebrity chefs as cultural icons, foodie films with lavish cooking 

and dining scenes, glossy magazine spreads of tempting dishes, slick food styling in ads, and so 

much more... The contemporary food world serves up a visual extravaganza, a feast for the 

eyes. But how did we get here? How did gastronomy become an international spectator sport? 

The roots of this visual turn run deep, to the very beginnings of modern gastronomy in 

immediately post-revolutionary France. Indeed the rise of gastronomy and the rise of popular 

visual culture intertwined fruitfully across the long nineteenth century, with food and dining 

themes represented less through elevated artistic media like painting or sculpture than through 

more modest, mass-produced images. Over time, gastronomy’s visual impulse would spread 

from lithographs and engravings to advertising and packaging, posters and postcards, illustrated 

menus, gourmet magazines, and eventually film, television, and the internet. 

Images have facilitated vicarous tasting and dining, prompted reflection upon the 

gastronomic experience, and also publicized and popularized gastronomy. Highlighting 

important people, products, dishes, events, and traditions, images have commemorated the past 

and celebrated the present, while enabling viewers to glimpse the future and envision new 

possibilities. Images have played a vital part in the broader democratization of gastronomy 

during the post-revolutionary period but, until now, this story has remained largely untold. 

A Feast for the eyes starts with the frontispieces for Grimod de la Reyni~re’s eight 

volume Almanach des gourmands (1803-1812), now recognized as modern gastronomic 

writing’s founding work. Much like the almanach’s prescient text, these imaginative engravings 

envision gastronomy’s place in the post-revolutionary order and, showcasing chefs, gastronomes, 



products, purveyors, meals, menus, dreams, and desires, they preview the key elements of 

gastronomic imagery’s further evolution. Chapter 2 looks at how nineteenth-century chefs and 

gastronomes, wary of their precarious status in society, styled themselves as men of letters, in 

individual and group portraits, to capitalize on the literary realm’s prestige. Chapter 3 focuses on 

the rise of the celebrity chef through the career of flamboyant culinarian Alexis Soyer (1809- 

1858), who began by fashioning himself a man of letters in his gastronomic works’ increasingly 

elaborate frontispieces. But he diverged from the literary model through his extensive media 

presence, aggressive marketing of "Soyer" brand products, humanitarian efforts in the Crimean 

War, and published account thereof. Particularly with the latter’s illustrations, Soyer established 

that chefs could be noteworthy personages without posing as great writers - a fundamental shift 

in their public image, underlying their later emergence as broadcast stars. Chapter 4 turns to 

Third Republic illustrated menus, which juxtapose word, image, and cuisine, and conjugate key, 

parallel trends: the rise of visual culture, of gastronomy and gastronomic discourse, and of 

culinary nationalism and colonialism. Remarkably abundant, varied, and sophisticated, these 

richly-layered, visual-textual-culinary documents function as hors d’oeuvres, located outside the 

main oeuvre proper - the food - but playing a pivotal role in orienting the diner, situating the 

meal within social, cultural, economic, and political contexts, stimulating the imagination, and 

providing an anticipatory vision of gastronomic pleasures ahead. Finally, Chapter 5 examines 

another little-known but revealing corpus: Belle Epoque postcards in which pigs participate in 

time-worn agrarian and carnivalesque activity, yet also drive automobiles, pilot planes, and get 

run over by trains or processed by sausage-making machines. Registering the shift from 

artisanal, local, to industrial, remote food production, and from ritualized sacrifice to rationalized 

slaughter, these cards probe the incipient stirrings of our alimentary modernity. 



Chapter outline: 

Chapter 1: Grimod’s gastronomic visions 

Chapter 2: Chefs and gastronomes as men of letters 

Chapter 3: Alexis Soyer and the rise of the celebrity chef 

Chapter 4: Third Republic illustrated menus as hors d’oeuvres 

Chapter 5: Envisioning change: when postcard pigs fly 
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Abstract 

In January 2012, during his "State of the Association" address, National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA) President Marl< Emmert urged members to fix the 

"collegiate model." Imbedded in the speech’s framework, this relatively new term 

in the NCAA national office’s lexicon has received spontaneous consent from the 

association, member universities, and other college-sport constituents including 

administrators, coaches, athletes, reporters and journalists, and college=sport fans. 

This anchor--"The Collegiate Model of Athletics"--has been adopted without 

disclosure regarding its genesis, dissemination, and insertion into college=sport’s 

institutional consciousness. This process of achieving spontaneous consent among 

constituents provides a case study illustrating the NCAA’s position as a hegemon, the 

institutional logics that sustain such hegemony, and the effective use of propaganda to 

quell critical examination of and dissent to the created collegiate model of athletics. 

Such examination reveals this process has not only been detrimental to higher 

education and the general punic, but particularly harmful to college athletes. 

Keywords 

NCAA, collegiate model, hegemon, propaganda, institutional logics 

In January 2012, during his "State of the Association" address, National Collegiate 

Athletic Association (NCAA) President Mark Emmert urged members to fix the orga- 

nization’s "collegiate model." Acknowledging college sport was at a "crossroads," he 
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questioned whether the college-sport community ~vas going to adopt a ’°professional 

model," as some suggested, or continue to protect the collegiate model. To that end, he 

said, 

So here we axe at this curious fork in the road, and we have to decide¯ kae we going to take 
the collegiate model, maximize our values, make the changes we need to make, but bring the 

collegiate model up to the 21st century consistent with our values as academic enterprises. 
Or me we going to wave the white flag, throw in the towel axed say it’s too much¯ (Emmert, 
2012, p. 13) 

According to Emmert, reform efforts initiated in August of2011 exemplified: 

¯.. two very simple, complicated, but simple propositions. One, that student-athletes have to 
be students in all the ways that we meax~ that, and two, we have to behave with integrity, 
consistent with our own values and our own rules structure. (p. 10) 

He went on to proclaim: 

Coaches, administrators, ~myone around an athletic program have to be held to the same kind 

of behavioral standards as everyone else inside the university. Student-athletes have an 
obligation to take responsibility for a very simple thing, and that is you have to take advax~tage 
of the opportunities that have been put in front of you. (Emmert, 2012, p. 12) 

Emmert’s "fork in the road" is not the only curiosity within his speech. 

Embedded in his speech’s framework is a relatively new term in the NCAA national 

office lexicon that has received spontaneous consent from the NCAA association, 

member universities, and other college-sport constituents including administrators, 

coaches, athletes, reporters and journalists, and college-sport fans (Brand, 2004; 

NCAA Executive Committee, 2004). The key expression anchoring Dr. Emmert’s 

remarks--’The Collegiate Model of Athletics" was used without disclosure of its 

genesis, dissemination, and insertion into the college-sport consciousness. Given this 

moment’s "fork-in-the-road" importance, this process provides a case study illustrat- 

ing the NCAA’s position as a hegemon, the institutional logics that sustain college- 

sport hegemony, and the effective use of propaganda in an attempt to quell critical 

examination or dissent. However, such examination reveals this process has not only 

been detrimental to higher education and the general public, but particularly harmful 

to college athletes. 

Research Setting: Big-time College Sport in the 21st 
Century 

By 2003, when Dr. Myles Brand~ assumed the NCAA presidency, big-time college 

sport was in the midst of an economic transformation. As reported in The ~,~e~,, }~ork 

Times, by JanualT 2004 "... at least 23 college football coaches now earn $1million... 

That million-dollar benchmark, which was first reached by Florida State’s Bobby 
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Bowden in the mid-1990’s sometimes does not even include the abundance of perfor- 

mance incemives" (Drape, 2004, para. 5). Many perceived spiraling coaching con- 

tracts, increasing bowl payoms and expanding television contracts indicative of a 

college-sport system ran amok. William Friday, then chair of the Knight Commission 

on Intercollegiate Athletics (KCIA), presciently declared: 

We’ve created a huge entel~aimnent industry &~ven by the greed factor¯.. When you add it 

all up, what’s at stake is the integrity of the American university. You can’t be ma example 
of integ~ and leadership when you have television networks m~d shoe companies 
subsidizing these coaches¯ (Drape, 2004, para. 9-10) 

Pete Carroll, at the time head football coach at the University of Southern California, 

ruminated on the incongruity of the big-time college-sport ente~arise within a univer- 

sity setting: 

¯.. in another sense, in a more pm-e sense, it is kind of unusual that this would happen in a 
university setting, that there would be something that would be that far out of line. I t1~nk 
that’s clear and it is somewhat uncomfortable at times for me to think about that because we 
me just coaching football. (Drape, 2004, paxa. 13) 

According to New York Times reporter, Joe Drape, Carroll conceded, "he often 

thought about the disparity between his salary and the pay given to the university’s 

professors" (Drape, 2004, para. 11). However, he also justified his $1.5 million salary 

as indicative of market forces. "It’s all about supply and demand... I don’t thi~k it’s 

hard to justify that, when you take a look at the stadiums and the money that is gener- 

ated by the programs and all that" (Drape, 2004, para. 12). 

This conflict between the stated educational mission of institutions of higher learn- 

ing and college sport’s adherence to free-market principles2 ~vas not lost on NCAA 

leaders who recognized "an inherent tension between the intellectual independence of 

the academy and the use of co~0orate dollars to support any aspect of higher educa- 

doff’ (National Collegiate Athletic Association [NCAA], 2010b, para. 2). Brand him- 

self acknowledged increased commercialism did not square with the public’s expanded 

perception of amateurism ’°as a concept that defines the entire enterprise of intercol- 

legiate athletics" (NCAA, 2010a, para. 3). The NCAA national office was well aware, 

"As the scale of both revenue generation and spending has grown over the past few 

decades, there is a general sense that ’big-time’ athletics is in conflict with the princi- 

ple of amateurism" (NCAA, 2010a, para. 3). To the NCAA staff and Brand it was 

clear this apparent conflict must be addressed: "Critical for the future of intercollegiate 

athletics will likely be a better understood definition of amatemism that isolates the 

principle to the way in which student-athletes are viewed without imposing its avoca- 

tional nature on revenne-producing opportunities" (NCAA, 2010a, para. 3). 

Fundamentally, Brand "wanted to change the way people talked about intercollegiate 

athletics" (NCAA, 2010c, para. 1). 

To bridge this gap, Brand and the NCAA national office noted as historical fact 

"the presence of commercial activity within the context of intercollegiate athletics is 
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as old as the games themselves and it is grooving" (Renfro, 2012, p. 33). However, 

Brand declared unilaterally "participation in college sports enhances the educational 

experience of student-athletes and that such educational value is the only rational rea- 

son for the continned support ofiutercollegiate athletics in higher education" (Renfro, 

2012, p. 33). Proceeding from this axiom,3 it ~vas imperative Brand "as the voice and 

face of imercollegiate athletics.., must cominually reinforce the concept and steadily 

build the context for the relationship of intercollegiate athletics to higher education" 

(NCAA, 2010c, para. 1). To achieve college-sport hegemony, Brand and the national 

office crafted The Collegiate Model of Athletics as "a term of art . . . created by 

Myles Brand as a surrogate for but not a replacement for the concept of amateur- 

ism to the degree it was too frequently used as a descriptor for intercollegiate athletics" 

(NCAA, 2010c, para. 1). 

Theoretical Concepts 

Hegemony and Institutional Logics 

The most often quoted characterization 

(1971)~nvolves 

of hegemony attributed to Gramsci 

¯ . . the "spontax~eous" consent given by the great masses of the population to the general 
direction imposed on social life by the dominant fundamental group; this consent is 

’°historically" caused by the prestige (and subsequent confidence) that the dominm~t group 
enjoys because of its position ~md function. ~p. 12) 

This dominant group, which Strange (1987) refers to as the hegemon, can be either 

"strong" or "weak," with a strong hegemon producing a semblance of order and stabil- 

ity. While, as Strange (1987) noted, ’°... hegemonic po~ver is a necessary, but not 

al~vays sufficient, condition for order" (p. 555), hegemonic order and stability can be 

subtly achieved through what Gramsci (1971) described as spontaneous consent. Such 

consent may be achieved through real or perceived force, but may also be exercised 

through the use of example setting, persuasion, and coercion (Snidal, 1985). Gramsci 

(1971) and Adamson (1980) noted hegemony is also rooted i~and dependent o~ 

the hegemon’s "folklore." This folklore’s context is created, reinforced and main- 

tained through the hegemon’s control of language and common sense, and built on an 

entire system of beliefs, superstitions, opinions, and ways of seeing and acting. 

When hegemony is exerted only through example and persuasion, and deemed ben- 

eficial to dominant and subordinate groups, it is characterized as "beneficent" (Snidal, 

1985). While hegemony may have beneficent roots, Gramsci (1971) noted hegemony 

is often maintained through subtle or overt coercion, and results in the exploitation of 

subordinates or nonruling groups. 

Fundamentally, hegemony has little meaning without reference to notions of domi- 

nation. To achieve dominance a hegemon may utilize physical, political, economic, or 

moral force (Adamson, 1980; Gramsci, 1971). Regardless, a hegemon often prefers to 
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be seen as beneficent, relying on moral amhority exerted through the creation and 

perpetuation of legitimating symbols and the adoption of institutional logics by domi- 

nant and subserviem group members (Southall, Nagel, Amis, & Southall, 2008). 

However, the threat of officially sanctioned force always remains implicit (Gramsci, 

1971). Fundamentally, a ruling group seeks to achieve and maintain hegemony by 

manufactm’ing and/or gaining subordinate groups’ explicit or implicit consent. 

Both hegemony and institutional logics theory describe the importance of the con- 

sent of subordinate groups and individuals to the dominant-group’s agreed-upon val- 

ues, norms, perceptions, beliefs, sentiments, and prejudices (Friedland & Alford, 

1991; Southall et al., 2008). Over time, these values, norms or beliefs become taken 

for granted "facts," reflected in specific unquestioned courses of action (Southall et al., 

2008). The dominant group defines, controls, and supports the distribution of these 

logics and the established order. 

However, such consent is not always one-dimensional. Sometimes conflict arises 

between individuals’ or groups’ conscious thoughts and the values or no~ns espoused 

by a hegemonic institution. Within an institutional field a subordinate group may 

develop its own institutional conception, or borrow a conflicting logic from another 

group (Gramsci, 1971; Purdy & Gray, 2009). Purdy and Gray (2009) identify this 

agency-based activity as the ~vork of institutional entrepreneurs who enact and culti- 

vate opportunities for change. This contradictory logic or consciousness may influ- 

ence moral conduct and implicitly unite a subordinate social group, but may not be 

powerful enough to permit any action. Instead, it may produce a condition of "moral 

and political passivity" (Gramsci, 1971, p. 333). 

When viewed from this theoretical perspective, hegemonic maintenance of a domi- 

naut institutional logic does not require subordinate groups’ active commitment and 

consent. The hegemon’s logic maintains legitimacy because subordinate groups and 

individuals find it difficult, if not impossible, to conceptualize an oppositional logic. 

The inability to conceptualize an oppositional logic results from the hegemon’s con- 

trol of language and common sense (Jowett & O’Donnell, 1992). This linguistic con- 

trol marks the boundaries of any discourse, making it difficult or sometimes impossible 

for those exploited or dispossessed to determine the source of their alienation, let alone 

conceptualize remedies (Gramsci, 1971; Purdy & Gray, 2009). 

This contradictory consciousness results in subordinates adopting a mental and 

emotional state that fluctuates between resistance and conformity, disagreement, 

and apathy (Gramsci, 1971). The dominant group never completely achieves con- 

sent, but most often exploited and/or subordinate groups are divided and ambiguous 

in their consciousness, unable to break away from the accepted "folklore" (Gramsci, 

1971). As a result, institutional hegemony is protected by the dominant group’s 

"created" linguistic and philosophical "armor of coercion" (Adamson, 1980, p. 215). 

This folkloric armor is fashioned by language (expressions of determined concepts 

and agreed-upon values), common sense (conventional wisdom), and accepted sys- 

tems of beliefs, superstitions, opinions, and norms (logics; Adamson, 1980; Southall 

et al., 2008). 
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Sociological Propaganda 

For some observers, Adamson’s amour of coercion is clearly propaganda. For others, 

such developed folklore is simply promoting enduring values. One often-noted ele- 

ment distinguishing propaganda from such promotion is Qualter’s (1962) distinction 

that propaganda involves the use of "instruments of communication" as pa~ of a 

"deliberate attempt by some individual or group to form, control, or alter the attitudes 

of other groups" (p. 27). Ellul (1965) described propaganda in much the same way as 

Gramsci defined hegemony. Jowett and O’Donnell (1992) identify propaganda as pre- 

determined fabrication and manipulation of symbols to deliberately and systematically 

shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behavior to achieve the propa- 

gandists’ desired intent. Knhn (1991) noted propaganda is effective because it exploits 

people’s reluctance to intellectually engage with any oppositional or alternative views. 

Simply put, people seek to have their prejudices confHmed by pseudo-evidence. 

In a social or institutional setting, propaganda serves to spur allegiance and action 

to existing economic, political, sociological, or institutional norms, values and beliefs 

(Jowett & O’Donnell, 1992). Since it is based on a general climate or agreed-upon 

t~acts, sociological or institutional propaganda is often seen as simply reinforcing 

agreed-upon values (Black, 2001; Qualter, 1962). Quite often, it influences people 

imperceptibly, without the appearance of more obvious overt political propaganda. 

The hoped-tbr by-product of sociological/institutional propaganda is institutional 

hegemony, the spontaneous adoption of "new criteria of judgment and choice . . . 

almost as if choosing them via free will" (Black, 2001, p. 125). This "long-term" pro- 

paganda becomes self-reproducing and reshapes the institutional or social field as a 

stable, permanent social setting (Black, 2001; Ellul, 1965). In addition to its long-term 

character, such propaganda is often unconsciously prodnced and integrated w-ithin 

institutions by institutional actors who are thoroughly and often blindly "... invested 

in the values and belief systems being promulgated" (Black, 2001, p. 126). These 

unintentional propagandists often merely view their mission as maintaining and rein- 

forcing the status quo, crafting a mythological ideology, which possesses cultural and 

economic solidarity. Gramsci (1971) termed this a hismrica 1 bloc, bo und by religious, 

economic and other ideological ties. Within such a bloc, sociological propaganda 

allows institutional actors to successfully form alliances with other powerful stake- 

holders or institutions. To insure hegemony appeals to a wider range of groups, the 

propagandists must plausibly claim their particular interests are congruent with those 

of society at large, or at least of the institutional stakeholders to whom they are appeal- 

ing for support. 

Historical Use of Propaganda by the NC~ 

As Black (2001) notes, all institutions at some level engage in the use of propa- 

ganda. The NCAA has long traded in the art and science of propaganda (Byers & 

Hammer, 1995; McCormick & McCormick, 2006; Sperber, 1990; Stam’owsky & 

Sack, 2005). The control of messages about the college-sport enterprise through the 
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employment of propaganda techniques by the NCAA is particularly salient given its 

members are institutions of higher learning. While the corporate entity of college sport 

as embodied in the NCAA national office has benefited from the use of propaganda, 

NCAA members’ mission is presumed to be fostering independent thought and critical 

thinking among the citizenry so as to promote an important system of checks and bal- 

ances to ensure power is used for the greater good rather than the self-serving interests 

of the few (Hofstadter, 1966; Sack & Stanrowsky, 1998). 

Despite this obvious disconnect, the college-sport enterprise has been built on a 

series of legal fictions spun from the imaginative and strategic manufacture of lan- 

guage designed to create the impression that the business practices associated with the 

running of big-time college sport are educational and not exploitative in nature (Huma 

& Staurowsky, 2011). The clearest example of this dnplicity is evidenced in the his- 

tory of the term, student-alhlete. Fitting witlfin a ~videly held common sense belief that 

the term captures the priority system that places value on students f~rst and athletes 

second, the term has a far less obvious and far more serious history. 

After establishing the 1-year athletic gram-in-aid (GIA), a decision that effectively 

set up a system of pay for play that threatened the NCAA’s fundamental principle of 

amateurism, college-sport leaders confronted the looming prospect that athletes would 

be identified as employees by state industrial commissions and the courts. "According 

to Walter Byers, the term slu&~nt-athlete was created by the NCAA to convince work- 

ers’ compensation boards, as well as the general public, that scholarship athletes are 

studems like any others" (Staurowsky & Sack, 2005, p. 105). Mobilizing a newly 

emerging staff of public relations professionals in athletic departments called Sports 

Information Directors (SIDs), Byers issued strict instructions that "student-athlete" 

was to be used whenever possible. In his memoir, he wrote, 

We crafted the term "student-athlete", and soon it was embedded in all NCAA rules and 
inte~pretations as a m~mdated substitute for such words as players and athletes. We told 
college publicists to speak of "college teams", not football or basketball "clubs", a word 
common to the pros. (Byers & Hammer, 1995, p. 69) 

This pattern of linguistic subterfuge has formed the foundation for a commercial 

institutional logic that drives the college-sport enterprise in general and the NCAA’s 

approach to business more specifically (Southall & Nagel, 2008; Southall et al., 2008; 

Southall, Somhall, & D~vyer, 2009). The most recent iteration of this is the case under 

consideration here. 

Nethod 

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) acknowledges that language (discourse) derives its 

meaning from particular historical, social, and political comexts (Fiske, 1994). In 

addition discourse can be used to assert power and knowledge, and achieve hegemony, 

or to resist and critically analyze (Luke, 1997). As Fairclough (2000) noted, discourse 

is not only shaped and constrained by sociaL/cultural structures (e.g., class, status, age, 
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ethnic identity, and gender), it also shapes and reflects an institntion’s logics (e.g., 

identities, relationships, and systems of knowledge and beliefs; Southall & Nagel, 

2008). In light of this duality, CDA unites, and determines the relationship between, 

tba-ee levels of analysis: (a) the actual text, (b) the discursive practices (e.g., creating, 

writing, speaking, reading, and hearing), and (c) the larger social or institutional con- 

text within which the text and the discursive practices occur (Fairclough, 2000). 

Utilizing CDA as our theoretical and methodological guide, we retrace the creation, 

refinement, dissemination, and imbedding of the Collegiate Model of Athletics within 

the institutional field ofNCAA Division-I college sport. This analysis offers an oppor- 

tunity to examine the term as an example of sociological propaganda and hegemony 

within the U.S. college-sport institutiona! field. Using publicly available primaw doc- 

uments generated by NCAA staff members, most specifically state of the association 

addresses from 2003 tl~’ough 2009 and 2010 NCAA president’s briefing documents, 

we follow the path of the Collegiate Model as its elements become taken-for-granted 

"facts," which embody summarily agreed-upon values and norms within the institu- 

tional field of NCAA Division I college sport. This analysis is supplemented with 

research on key figures working within the NCAA during this time period, as well as 

relevant news accounts. 

The NCAA Collegiate i~odel of’Athletics 

Setting the Stage: 2003 NCAA State of the Association Address 

On his 2003 appointment as NCAA president, Myles Brand was the f~rst former uni- 

versity president to serve as the Association’s highest-ranking official. However, as he 

made clear from the outset in his first state-of-the-association address, he had 15 years 

of experience dealing with college-sport issues, "Even though I have much to learn, 

my mind is not a blank slate" (Brand, 2003, p. 1). In his f~rst address Brand ’articulated 

several "key principles that should underlie any adequate strategic plan for reform and 

advocacy in college sports" (Brand, 2003, p. 1). These four articulated principles 

included: 

1. The conviction that intercollegiate athletics must be integrated into the academic 

mission of colleges and universities. 

2. [P]residential control of intercollegiate athletics is essential. 

3. [T]he positive value of intercollegiate athletics should be stressed and 

reinforced. 

4. [T]heintegrityofintercollegiate athletics is and must remain paramount. College 

sports have their own unique identity. They are different from professional 

sports. (Brand, 2003, pp. 3-4) 

In addition to these principles, he identified one enduring value that made college 

athletics distinct from professiona! sports and "should be preserved and nurtured" 

(Brand, 2003, p. 4). This was the long-held belief that 
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These athletes are amateurs in the sense of the term most often tmderstood by the general 

public. The sense of the game for its own value, the feeling of pride in the competition itself, 

the recognition for the local champions. (Brmnd, 2003, p. 4) 

Brand also specifically referenced NCAA Bylaw 2.9: The Principle of Amateurism: 

Student-athletes shall be amatems in an intercollegiate sport, and their pal~icipation should 
be motiw~ted primmily by education axed by the physical, mental and social benefits to be 
derived. Strident participation in intercollegiate athletics is an avocation, and student-athletes 
should be protected from exploitation by professional and commercial enterprises. (NCAA, 
2012, p. 4) 

His allusion recalled the NCAA’s 1916 description (embodied in Article VI[b]) of 
a college athlete as "one who participates in competitive physical sports only for the 
pleasure, and the physical, memal, moral, and social benefits derived therefrom" (Sack 
& Staurowsky, 1998, pp. 34-35), as well as its 1922 definition of an NCAA athlete as 
"one who engages in sport solely for the physical, mental, or social benefits he derives 
therefrom, and to whom the sport is nothing more than an avocation" (Sack & 
Staurowsky, 1998, p. 35). 

Unveiling the Collegiate Model: 2004 

While there was no specific mention of the term in his 2003 speech, two principles (1 
and 4) from that address provided the framework for his ’°timeless," but not-yet-fully 
articulated, "Collegiate Model of Athletics." Brand’s 2004 State of the Association 
address provided a national opportunity to unveil the model and articulate its enduring 
values to various constituencies. To provide an institutional context within which to 
place the Collegiate Model, the first portion of his 2004 speech addressed ways Brand 
felt the NCAA was often misunderstood and mischaracterized. Seeking to clear up 
such confusion, he outlined three entities that comprise the NCAA: the association or 
"body corporate," the members, and the national office and staff (Brand, 2004, p. 2). 
These three NCAA components were more fully defined in the subsequent April 2004 
NCAA Strategic Plan: 

The "Association" is the "cmlporate entity" comprising member institutions, conferences, 
the governance structure (for example, boards, cabinets, committees) and affiliated entities 
(for example coaches associations), as well as student-athletes, coaches and athletics 
admit~istrators. 

The ’°membership" of the Association is primarily the colleges and universities. It is campus 
based. 

The "national office" represents the employees in Indianapolis who make up the infiastructme 
of the Association. (NCAA Executive Committee, 2004, p. 2) 
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Brand also believed such confusion was deliberately created, "occasionally by the 

media, but sometimes by the membership itself’ as a "handy cover for anything that 

appears to mn counter to common sense or the interests of some person or group" 

(Brand, 2004, p. 2).4 

Having defined the NCAA, Brand highlighted the NCAA national office’s recent 

ongoing strategic-planning process as "a recommitment to the Collegiate Model of 

athletics.., a value-based template for intercollegiate athletics. It is a vision for the 

future that must guide us" (Brand, 2004, p. 6). In addition, he reiterated the collegiate 

model’s historical primacy: "The Collegiate Model is more than a hundred years old. 

The professional approach is a more recent development" (Brand, 2004, p. 6). 

Within this historical context, during the remainder of his speech Brand compared 

and contrasted the two "dominant approaches to sport in America the Collegiate 

Model and the Professional Model" (Brand, 2004, p. 6). Utilizing the term collegiate 

model 21 times in 27 paragraphs, he noted that beyond youth and high-school sport 

these were the two central competing models and demarcated their critical difference: 

"Simply put, the Collegiate Model is education based, The Professional Model is 

profit based" (Brand, 2004, p. 6). 

Having clearly demarcated each model’s primal-y goal, Brand proceeded to differ- 

entiate each model’s athletes: "[P]articipants in the Professional Model represent a 

labor force in pursuit of a negotiated salary . . . College teams consist of students 

enrolled in the academic programs of their universities" (Brand, 2004, p. 7). Warning 

"college sports must note be allowed to be drawn to the professional model like a moth 

&awn to a flame" (Brand, 2004, p. 7), Brand cantioned, "If this movement continues, 

college sports as we know it will disappear, and with it, the educational value to 

student-athletes and the institutional good will and support from alnmni and fans" 

(Brand, 2004, p. 7).5 Ominously, Brand described this drift toward the professional 

model as a looming disaster: "The thi’eat is real, and the consequences devastating. I 

want to go on record in calling attention to this potential disaster" (Brand, 2004, p. 7). 

To avert this catastrophe, Brand charted three objectives that must be met to reaf- 

firm the "Collegiate Model and sustain its future within higher education in ways that 

are valuable to universities" (Brand, 2004, p. 7): 

First, we have to recommit to academic success as a primary goal of intercollegiate athletics. 
Second, we have to respect the concept that the student-athlete is central to the ente~l~se. 
And third, we have to recom~ect athletics programmatically and finmncially with the rest of 

the university.. (Brand, 2004, p. 7) 

Failnre to recommit to the Collegiate Model would continue the "cultural deteriora- 

tion of the fundamental relationship between college sports and the college campus" 

(Brand, 2004, p. 7). 

According to Brand the role of the Association is to be "central point of contact in 

sustaining the Collegiate Model" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). As the forum in which college- 

sport’s values are discussed and the platform "on which value-based rules of conduct 

are built" (Brand, 2004, p. 8), the Association must necessarily develop "successful 
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cooperative arrangements and agreements among those who have a legitimate stake in 

college sport" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). Forging such partnerships with college-sport’s 

stakeholders is "the means by which cooperative action is undertaken in support of the 

Collegiate Model" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). 

Since it "is, and should be, the neutral, objective instrument for cooperative action" 

(Brand, 2004, p. 8), Brand pledged the national office would promote cooperative 

decision making and action among all identified stakeholders (Brand, 2004). In addi- 

tion, since the Collegiate Model "represents our best fnture, and the role of the national 

office and the president of the Association is to articulate this vision and to take strong 

and consistent action in support of it" (Brand, 2004, p. 8), Brand promised to person- 

ally "advocate strongly for the Collegiate Model of athletics" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). 

Such advocacy would help sustain the Collegiate Model and insure "that we all are 

rowing in the same direction and at the same time" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). 

Brand closed his address with a historically based, a priori affirmation of the 

Collegiate Model: "I am more convinced than ever that the relationship between inter- 

collegiate athletics and higher education has survived the test of time because those 

who went before us had the values right" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). He also vowed to defend 

"the collegiate model against those who ~vould turn intercollegiate athletics into pro- 

fessional sports" (Brand, 2004, p. 8), which throughout his presidency ~vould be 

defined by the national office as "nearly by definition the primary focus of the office 

of the NCAA presidem" (NCAA, 2010c, para. 3). Finally, he called on the member- 

ship, the association and the national office to help him protect the Collegiate Model. 

"It falls to us all ofus~o see that these values are preserved and that they direct our 

future actions" (Brand, 2004, p. 8). 

Obtaining Spontaneous Consent 

Having publicly defined the Collegiate Model for the membership and Association, 

the national office developed and implemented a plan to consistently use the term 

with the stead)i drumbeat of what it means (NCAA, 2010c, para. 3) in all communica- 

tions with various partners within the "body corporate." "[T]hrough messaging with 

the use of various communication platforms" the national office sought to "continu- 

ally reinforce the concept and steadily build the context for the relationship of inter- 

collegiate athletics to higher edncation" (NCAA, 2010c, para. 3) within the governance 

structure and among affiliated entities such as the Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Association (FARA), Division I Athletics Directors Association, National Association 

of Academic Advisors for Athletics (N4A), Association of Governing Boards (AGB), 

and Coalition of Intercollegiate Athletics (COIA). As part of this plan, in January 

2005, Brand formed a NC~L4 Presidentia~ Task Force on the Future of Division l- 

Intercollegiate Athletics. Eighteen months later, the task force published its report: 

The Second-Century Imperatives : Presidential Leadership Institutional Accountabilicy 

(Presidential Task Force, 2006). 

In the report "collegiate model" appears 22 times and the first subsection "The 

Collegiate Model of Athletics" (NCAA, 2006, p. 8) reiterates Brand’s 2004 State of 
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the Association definition. The subsection’s final paragraph summarizes the unique 

nature of the "enterprise of intercollegiate athletics that has emerged with its empha- 

sis on the participants as student" (NCAA, 2006, p. 9). In addition, the final sentence 

outlines the model’s utilitarian goal, "to maximize the number of students who benefit 

from competition as part of their total educational experience" (NCAA, 2006, p. 9) 

and describes this goal as "jeopardized as the collegiate model drifts toward the pro- 

fessional approach" (NCAA, 2006, p. 9). 

During its deliberations the NCAA presidential task force reached out to several 

affiliated organizations, including FARA and COlA for input. A draft of the task 

force’s report was forwarded to COlA in late 2005. As a result 28 COIA members 

from 24 [COIA] member senates met on December 2-3, 2005, at Washington State 

University to discuss the task force’s work (Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics 

[COLA], 2005; COLA, 2012). Participants &afted eight brief reports that included rec- 

ommendations on specific task force topics: "fiscal responsibility, presidential leader- 

ship, over-commercialization, the nature of the collegiate model, integration of 

athletics into campus life, and admissions and diversity" (COLA, 2012, para. 6). An 

initial draft was endorsed by the meeting’s participants and a final document: A Report 

to the ~,rCAA Presidential TaskForce was approved by the COlA Steering Committee 

and submitted to the NCAA on December 23, 2005 (COIA, 2012). 

According to Dr. Nathan Tublitz, at the time COlA Steering Committee co-chair, 

there was no discussion among meeting participants regarding the task force’s use of 

the term collegiate model, since COlA members "viewed the term ’collegiate model’ 

as being synonymous with amateurism as I remember it from the 1960s" (personal 

communication, October 16, 2012). Consistent with this expansive view of amateur- 

ism, in its report COIA suggested the following as part of a concise statement of the 

collegiate model’s nature: 

College spo~s can help develop the character of athletes, create a focus for campus 
community, and sustain ties between schools, alunmi, and the public. These attributes shape 
the collegiate model of athletics, which is extra-cm~icular competition among students 

whose immediate goals must be educational. Unlike professional sports, in the collegiate 
model students who participate in athletics are not to receive financial rewards for 
participation beyond what the NCA~4 allows and their immediate goals should be related to 
educational objectives. (COIA, 2005, pp. 8-9) 

In addition, COIA recommended the "NCAA and its member institutions should 

clarify and broadly publicize the distinction between collegiate and professional 

sports" (COLA, 2005, p. 9). 

In concert with obtaining consent from associated organizations, Brand and the 

NCAA national office continued to espouse and reinforce the collegiate model. This 

process included columns, articles in academic jotu’nals, and speeches at symposia and 

conferences. In addition, there were nnanced refinements to the collegiate model. The 

model’s evolving character was articulated in Brand’s 2006 address. 
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Refining the Collegiate Model: 2006 State of the Association Address 

The 2006 NCAA Convention marked the association’s centennial celebration (Brand, 

2006). As is often the case on such a historic occasion, Brand utilized his 2006 State 

of the Association address to recount the story of the NCAA’s founding and remind 

the membership, association and national office staff that "sports, especially college 

sports, both shape and are shaped by American culture" (Brand, 2006, p. 2). In addi- 

tion, he noted "we are the only countq¢ in the world that integrates sports with educa- 

tion at the secondary and collegiate levels" and "what began 100 years ago in the 

marriage of sports with college, is as American and as celebrated by Americans as 

apple pie and the Fourth of Jnly" (Brand, 2006, p. 2). 

While recognizing "[t]he NCAA, of course, does not have the luxury to redesign 

the enterprise t?om scratch" (Brand, 2006, p. 2), Brand called on the "body corporate" 

who have "inherit[ed] the history of college sports" [and whol "represent those who 

are engaged in it . . . to be singularly aware that college sports does not exist in a 

vacuum, a Platonic heaven, so to speak" (Brand, 2006, p. 2). As a result, he urged col- 

lege coaches, administrators and athletes to "better understand what we have wrought" 

(Brand, 2006, p. 2), and hearkening back to the NCAA’s founders and President 

Theodore Roosevelt declared the NCAA "has a distinct obligation for normative 

leadership; leadership that is value-based... [Ilt behooves us to get it right" (Brand, 

2006, p. 2). To assist the body corporate in meeting this moral obligation, Brand next 

began to articulate an historic, but yet to be articulated, metaethical conceptual 

framework: 

To be the voice and conscience of college sports, to be true to the intent of those in our 
universities who founded our organization and continue to provide leadership, trod yet to be 

appropriately pragmatic, we need a conceptual framework for college sports that is 
aspirational, wflue-based, but realistic. And a Centennial is an appropriate milestone at 
which to reaffirm the undel°lying structure. I have been calling this framework °The Collegiate 
Model of Athletics’. (Brand, 2006, p. 2) 

Brand felt that "[aJrmed with this framework, we can begin to look ahead to the 

future of intercollegiate athletics.., and influence its directions" (Brand, 2006, p. 2). 

Having previously (in his 2003 and 2004 State of the Association addresses and 

other commentaries) differentiated the collegiate model fi’om other models, Brand 

proceeded to outline "three key principles that constitute the collegiate model, namely 

ones that pertain to the participants, the contests, and the enterprise as a whole" (Brand, 

2006, p. 2). These principles included: 

Principle No. 1 Those who participate in intercollegiate athletics are to be 

students attending a universi~ or college. 

Principle No. 2~ntercollegiate athletics contests are to be lair, conducted with 

integrity, and the safety and well-being of those who participate are paramount. 
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Principle No. 3 Intercollegiate athletics is to be wholly embedded in universi- 
ties and colleges. 

Irmnediately after outlining these principles, Brand bestowed on them a deoniologicaL 

based, a priori status of "axioms [that] should dictate the fundamental nature of col- 

lege sports" (Brand, 2006, p. 2). While he next proceeded to examine each principle, 

the majority of his address focused on the first and third principles, which dealt with 

the participants and the college-athletics enterprise, respectively. 

The parzicipants. In Brand’s Collegiate Model "the heart of the matter... [is] those 

who participate are university and college students. It is a student-centered enterprise. 

Student-athletes come first" (Brand, 2006, p. 3). While conceding that "[a] few- will 

play professional sports" Brand reiterated the NCAA’s public-relation messaging, 

"There are more than 360,000 studeut-athletes, and almost all of them will go pro in 

something other than sports’’6 (Brand, 2006, p. 3). Everything rests on this principle, 

"[s]ince the participants in college sports are students individuals whose first order 

of business is acquiring an education" (Brand, 2006, p. 3). 

Building on this proposition, Brand went on to rebuke "critics of college sports 

[who] never tire of asking why we do not pay college athletes.., at least those stars 

who attract thousands to the stadiums and millions to televised games" (Brand, 2006, 

p. 3). Offering an expanded restatement of his initial proposition, Brand noted, 

The fundamental reason we do not pay student-athletes to play is because they me students. 
This commitment is captured in the first principle of the collegiate model. The pm~icipants 

in intercollegiate athletics are students. They are not, in their roles as athletes, employees of 

the university. They are students who participate in athletics as pm’t of their educational 
experience. (Brmnd, 2006, p. 4) 

However, this principle was not simply many people’s romanticized notion of ama- 

teurism, which Brand criticized as being rooted "in the class distinctions of 19th cen- 

tury England, where sport was reserved for those whose wealth permitted participation 

as a leisure activity" (Brand, 2006, p. 4). Nor was the collegiate model "a halcyon 

ideal that college sports can operate without commercial support and indifferent to the 

realities of a modern business model" (Brand, 2006, p. 4). Fundamentally, ’°the best 

way to ’articulate the collegiate model is to emphasize the initial principle, that those 

who participate in college sports are regular students. Anything else is professional 

sports" (Brand, 2006, p. 4). 

The college athletics enterprise. Having defined the participants and briefly discussing 

the need for the NCAA to insure a level playing field and student-athlete well-being 

by "establishing and enforcing the roles" (Brand, 2006, p. 4), Brand spent the remain- 

der of his address enunciating his third principle, which was also "the most fundamen- 

tal principle of the collegiate model [upon which] everything else rests" (Brand, 2006, 

p. 5). This principle’s "central point is that intercollegiate athletics is embedded, is part 
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of, the university" (Brand, 2006, p. 5). As a result, Brand proclaimed the same inher- 

ited "values that underlie the modern American university and college ought to under- 

lie their athletics programs" (Brand, 2006, p. 5). 

Recognizing our universities are proud of being meritocracies, he then lamented the 

"intolerable lack of head coaches who are African American in Divisions I, II, and 

including the high-profile Division I-A level" (Brand, 2006, p. 5), and declared that 

"as we identify specific barriers to success for w-omen and people of color to leader- 

ship positions, we will take appropriate steps to correct the problem" (Brand, 2006, 

p. 6). He also noted that college presidents again "become more involved in the direc- 

tions of the NCAA" (Brand, 2006, p. 6). 

After touching on these issues and announcing the formation of two task forces, 

as well as legislative changes designed to continue refoma efforts Brand returned to 

"one final major issue that pertains to the third principle of the college model, namely, 

the underlying financial structure of intercollegiate athletics" (Brand, 2006, p. 6). Just 

as he had in his 2004 address, in which he addressed confusion regarding the NCAA 

itself, Brand proceeded to clear up significant misunderstanding of the financia! model 

for athletics that supports collegiate athletics, which "despite differences among the 

divisions in grant-in-aids, fan bases and expenditure levels.., is basically the same as 

the university as a w-hole" (Brand, 2006, p. 6). In this model, "universities attempt to 

maximize their revenues and redistribute those funds according to their educational 

mission" (Brand, 2006, p. 7). 

Brand noted, "There is nothing wrong with this financial approach; indeed without 

it, the modern comprehensive university, as we know it, could not exist" (Brand, 2006, 

p. 7). Since an athletic department is part of a university, it should also maximize rev- 

enue and redistribute it to meet its strategic emphasis (Brand, 2006). Because in an 

NCAA D-I athletic department 

the revenue sports most often only football and men’s basketbal~generate resources that 

axe needed to conduct all the other sports in the program.., it has an obligation to conduct 
its revenue-generating activities in a productive and sonnd business-like manner. (Brand, 
2006, p. 7) 

As Brand explained, revenue maximization on the "in-put" side allows an athletic 
department to follow its nonprofit mission on expenditure or "out-put" side, and maxi- 
mize participation opportunities for its athletes (Brand, 2006). As a result, "the busi- 
ness of college sports is not a necessary evil; rather it is a proper part of the overall 
enterprise" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). However Brand cautioned, "We must not let the inter- 
est in the ’business’ of college sports become so alluring or enticing that it di-verts us 
from the primary purpose of intercollegiate athletics~roviding athletics opportuni- 
ties for students that enhance their academic experience" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). 
Consequently, increased commercialism, including the NCAA national office negoti- 
ating and managing broadcast media contracts is "an obligation, derived from its 
members to maximize the revenue from these contracts and to manage them following 
the best business practices" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). 
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Rejecting the outdaed idea that "working too hard to generate revenue somehow 

taints the purity of college sports" (Brand, 2006, p. 8), Brand declared it was not 

improper for the NCAA to be engaged in such business activities and exhorted all 

NCAA members involved in the enterprise to "not be ambivalent about doing the busi- 

ness of college sports" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). As long as such business activity "is 

informed by the values of higher education... We should do it well" (Brand, 2006, 

p. 8). Most importantly, the collegiate model provided a pragmatic framework to 

address critics who comended college sports’ increased commercialism was incom- 

patible with amateurism. Brand dismissed such a view as "nonsense! [and] a misimer- 

proration and a misapplication of amateurism, [since] ’Amateur’ defines the participants, 

not the enterprise" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). 

In closing, Brand challenged the association, its members and the national office 

staffto embrace the unknown future of college sports and its challenges. "What we do 

now and how- we react to changing events and conditions determines what the future 

will be for intercollegiate athletics" (Brand, 2006, p. 9). He repeatedly referred to this 

historic obligation as "an awesome and grand trust [that] canies the obligation to act 

on the basis of our values" (Brand, 2006, p. 9). 

Imbedding the Collegiate Model: 2009 State of the Association Address 

While not ignoring the collegiate model, Brand’s 2007 and 2008 addresses spent rela- 

tively little time discussing the collegiate model. However, in his 2007 address Brand 

did briefly discuss Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Division I athletic departments’ 

spending behaviors. Specific to coaches’ compensation, which continued to be a 

national topic of discussion, Brand noted, 

The institutions with revenues exceeding expenses have clearly responded to a changed 

compensation market. Frankly, it cam be argued the increases in both gross and net revenues 
attributed to the success of a new coaching regime is a sound investment. (Brmnd, 2007, p. 4) 

However, he noted that not all programs had experienced this positive return on 

investment. For these "have not" programs, ’°Spending more has not meant sufficiently 

more revenue to reduce subsidies" (Brand, 2007, p. 4). 

In his 2007 address Brand had also described his encouragement at "the rising pres- 

ence of the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics, which now includes the faculty sen- 

ates on more than 50 division I campuses. COIA is poised to stand with the [FARA] 

as significant allies for presidents in addressing fiscal issues" (Brand, 2007, p. 4). 

In 2009, on the eve of the NCAA convention, Dr. Brand was diagnosed with pan- 

creatic cancer. Consequently, Wallace I. Renfro (NCAA vice-president and senior 

advisor) delivered Brand’s 2009 address. In what would be his last address, Brand 

discussed "the Challenges of Commercial Activity [and] . . . the relationship of com- 

mercialism to sports" (Brand, 2009, p. 1). Beginning with the premise that "college 

sports occupies a central place in the American culture" (Brand, 2009, p. 1), Brand 

focused on an "exasperating challenge for intercollegiate athletics: the proper role for 
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commercial activity" and finding "a proper balance that helps financially support as 

many participation opportunities as possible without swamping the principle of ama- 

teurism" (Brand, 2009, p. 2). Framing this issue’s importance, he declared, "If this 

issue has not already reached crisis, it is certainly approaching it" (Brand, 2009, p. 2). 

Conceding that in recent years college sports’ revennes have not kept pace with 

expenditures, Brand outlined three potential categories from ~vhich new funds could 

come to meet increased expenditures: (a) increased donor comribntions, (b) increased 

subsidy from the university general fund, and (c) increased commercial activity 

(Brand, 2009). He then proceeded to declare: "Increased fundraising, while impor- 

tant, may not be the best solution. Almost eve~2¢ campus subsidizes athletics, and 

there is nothing wrong ~vith subsidization, [but] . . . continued large increases in sub- 

sidy for athletics is proving problematic" (Brand, 2009, p. 2). As a result, "That, then, 

leaves increases in commercial activity to fund increased expenses in athletics" 

(Brand, 2009, p. 2). 

Within this climate, Brand pointed out the "new- media environment" provides 

"opportunities for universities to generate revenue by selling the rights to present and 

distribute their sporting events to those new- media outlets" (Brand, 2009, p. 3). 

However, this highly competitive "confluence of the Internet and reali~ animation 

makes difficult control by content providers namely us" (Brand, 2009, p. 3). This 

results in "increased commercialism and why, at this time, the challenge to finding the 

right balance for is [sic] critical" (Brand, 2009, p. 3). Seeking this balance, Brand 

pointed ont, required "some level of commercial activit~from nominal levels of 

local sponsorship to huge media and corporate contracts, [since] . . . [w]ithout com- 

mercial activity, intercollegiate athletics as we know- it could not exist. This is true 

even in the Divisions II and IIF’ (Brand, 2009, p. 4). Pragmatically, while these divi- 

sions might have much less overt commercialism, "the ability of Divisions II and 

to conduct championships are based indirectly at leas~in commercial activity... 

by revenues generated from the Division I men’s basketball tournament" (Brand, 

2009, p. 4). 

However, Brand quickly pointed out, crass commercialism and unrealistic idealism 

were mistaken extremes. In addition he declared that "even if it generates substantial 

revenues for athletics . . . student-athletes should not be commercially exploited" 

(Brand, 2009, p. 4). Since college athletes are students, not professionals, "exploiting 

student-athletes for commercial purposes is as contrary" to the collegiate model as pay- 

ing them" (Brand, 2009, p. 5). In addition, "there must be shared responsibility in the 

oversight of commercial activity" (Brand, 2009, p. 5) among the NCAA national 

office, conferences, and individual universities. The national office has the responsi- 

bility "for conducting and managing the media rights for championship events (except 

BCS football)" (Brand, 2009, p. 5), while conferences "negotiate media and corporate 

contracts on behalf of and at the direction of their conference members" (Brand, 2009, 

p. 5). Universities as NCAA members have the responsibility of overseeing "their 

athletic programs and events in which their teams compete, so the [collegiate model’s] 

core principles are followed" (Brand, 2009, p. 5). 
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Such shared-responsibility grew out of the understanding that ~vhile "some level of 

commercial activity is necessary even appropriate.., also understand that there must 

be a balance reached so that such activity does not overwhelm the values of higher 

education" (Brand, 2009, p. 5). Any discussion of balancing commercial activity 

invoh, es asking the question, ’°What is not acceptable under any circumstance?" 

(Brand, 2009, p. 5). To answer this question, Brand said, "We need f~rst to distinguish 

between two types of commercial activity.., commercialism that directly involves 

student-athletes and commercialism that does not" (Brand, 2009, p. 5). Referring to 

the Collegiate Model’s first axiom (Brand, 2004), he outlined the Condition of 

Nonexploitation, ’°Since student-athletes are amateurs, not paid professionals, they 

cannot accept payment for endorsing or advertising any commercial product or ser- 

vice" (Brand, 2009, p. 6). According to Brand, this principle is not subject to debate: 

"commercial exploitation of student-athletes is not permissible. Period. This is the 

clearest and most important line of demarcation between college and professional 

sports" (Brand, 2009, p. 6). 

However, "[u]sing pictures of student-athletes by programs to promote the upcom- 

ing big game or to promote literacy.., is acceptable" (Brand, 2009, p. 6). In addition, 

other types of commercial activities not directly involving college athletes were also 

acceptable, including licensed merchandise and clothing, coaches endorsing commer- 

cial products or services, advertising signage, commercial sponsorships (e.g., shoes or 

soft drink; Brand, 2009). In addition, while shared responsibility was important, Brand 

conceded that while commercial activity involving college athletes must have 

"enforceable pales and meaningful sanctions.., these pales are not easy to formulate 

con’ectly" (Brand, 2009, p. 7). In addition, ’°there need not be consistency at the 

national, conference, and institutional levels in commercial activity" (Brand, 2009, 

p. 7) that does not directly involved college athletes. 

As a matter of fact, to requite such consistency in oversight for commercial activity is to try 
to legislate taste, and to do that is at best foolish .... Rules govepaing commercialism not 
directly involving student-athletes, therefore, are to be kept to a minimum. (Brand, 2009, p. 7) 

Brand also placed the need for revenue generation within the Collegiate Model 

framework. "It is understood that commercial activity is undertaken to generate reve- 

nue .... Good judgment and sound contract negotiations with the media and corporate 

sponsors is the key to revenue generation" (Brand, 2009, p. 8). However, those 

involved in intercollegiate athletics must focus on college sports’ higher-education 

aspects and not emulate professional sports’ entertainment focus (Brand, 2009). Such 

a focus, in conjunction with good judgmem by sensible people will cominue to result 

in "widespread agreement with the condition of nonexploitation of student-athletes" 

(Brand, 2009, p. 9). In addition, when necessary the national office should provide 

"experienced, objective, and careful judgment . . . in interpreting pales pertaining to 

student-athlete exploitatioff’ (Brand, 2009, p. 9). 

As he had in 2006, Brand concluded his 2009 address by referring to Aristotle’s 

golden mean and intercollegiate athletics’ inherent moral goodness. "The objective, 
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then, is to determine the balancing point, all factors considered, between crass com- 

mercialism and unrealistic idealism" (Brand, 2009, p. 9). "Given the educational value 

of participation in athletics, it is important to not sell this great enterprise short. But it 

is immoral to sell it out. We must do it right" (Brand, 2009, p. 10), thereby protecting 

the Collegiate Model. 

Conclusion and implications 

After more than five decades, through sophisticated and subtle sociological propa- 

ganda, the NCAA national office has achieved spontaneous consent to its collegiate 

model. This consent has involved almost unanimous approval and support by some 

(i.e., coaches, conference commissioners, and administrators, corporate partners), and 

"moral and political passivity" (Gramsci, 1971, p. 333) by others (i.e., presidents, 

FAR’s, and athletes) to the ever-increasing commercial forces and corporate partner- 

ships that place primary importance on big-time football and men’s basketball as val- 

ued entertainment commodities. This ascendancy, which justifies free-market business 

decisions and practices, is neither accidental nor happenstance. Framing revenue max- 

imization as an obligation (Brand, 2006), the model reflects big-time college-sport’s 

dominant commercial institutional logic (Sonthall & Nagel, 2008). Not surprisingly, 

the NCAA national office has declared, "the business of college sports is not a neces- 

sary evil, [but] a proper part of the overall enterprise" (Brand, 2006, p. 8). As a result 

creating, refining, imbedding and protecting its model has become "nearly by defini- 

tion the prima~ focus of the office of the NCAA president" (NCAA, 2010c, para. 4). 

During the critical time period between 1951 and 1988, when the "promotional 

power of television became the most important t~actor in the tremendous growth" 

(Dunnavant, 2004) of college football, and college basketball began to morph into 

March Madness®, the architect of agreements struck by the NCAA was its executive 

director, Walter Byers. His understanding of media, born out of a career in journalism, 

served as the impetus that "... made a kingdom out of what once was a dot on the 

American sports scene" (McCallum, 1986, para. 7). According to Jack McCallum 

(1986), a writer for Spor~s" Illustrated, Byers cultivated a cm~orate culture wherein 

NCAA stafflearned the art form of"following the party line" while college presidents 

had largely ceded authority to the NCAA. Notably, it is at the moment when Byers 

started to advocate for an "open" division in college athletics, "... an idea that meant 

a dismantling of the present concept of amateurism to accommodate the big-money 

climate of the 80s..." that he retired. 

This juncture is significant because the "party line" camouflaged the college-sport 

enterprise’s monopoly practices that exploit revenue-producing athletes’ labor, while 

simultaneously excluding them from participating in the burgeoning market economy 

(Byers & Hammer, 1995). As the enterprise’s architect stepped down, the NCAA 

national office and its partners continued consolidating their power, ca~ing on Byers’ 

legacy and engaging in their own acts of subterfuge. Saliently, as he prepared to retire, 

it was Byers who engaged in truth-telling regarding the business of college sport, as 

evidenced in a 1986 Spor~s Illustraced intervie~v in which he advocated for plainly 
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acknowledging the NCAA had abandoned an amateur ideal (McCallum, 1986). His 

1995 memoir, ~vhich serves as a decoder of the institutional logic that obfuscated the 

NCAA’s suspect practices, was dismissed by college-sport insiders (many of whom 

were deeply involved in the college-sport enterprise) as the ranting of a discontented 

contrarian whose time had passed (Echelin, 2012). For some scholars, however, the 

book resonated with an accuracy that was difficult to dismiss (McCormick & 

McCormick, 2006; Sack & Staurowsky, 1998; Staurowsky & Sack, 2005). 

In a speech delivered by Byers to the Kansas City. Sports Commission in 1994, he 

observed "The management of intercollegiate athletics stays in place committed to an 

outmoded code of amateurism drawn, quite frankly, with many of the same words that 

they had drawn in 1956" (Echelin, para. 6). The NCAA national office, including 

long-time staffers such as Renfro,7 continued the propaganda utilizing presidential 

figureheads Significantly, this is seen in the rise of Myles Brand as head of the orga- 

nization in 2003 where the job title for the NCAA’s highest office was no longer that 

of %xecntive director" but "president," an intentional attempt to shift focus from the 

corporate nature of the NCAA to that of higher education (Albion College, 2012).s It 

is during Brand’s era that the NCAA, a sport governing body, is specifically described 

as a "higher education association.’’9 

Consistent with Black’s (2001) analysis, the national office’s propaganda has 

imperceptibly influenced marginalized NCAA institutional actors to adopt a mental 

and emotional state that flnctuates between resistance and conformity, disagreement 

and apathy. In addition, by positioning the NCAA president as a philosopher king,1° 

who speaks with almost unquestioned moral authority, the national office maintains a 

semblance of order, continnity and stability within college sport. 

Dr. Brand’s cantionary appeal to the NCAA membership to avoid being drawn like 

moths to the professional model flame (i.e., "paying" college athletes any more than 

an athletic GIA) and reaffirm their commitment to the Collegiate Model is predicated 

on the axiom that paying athletes would unhinge college sport’s ties to alumni and 

~ans, and result in the college-sport enterprise’s destruction. Few noted at the time this 

assertion was not supported by empirical evidence given that no publicly available 

research had been conducted to determine if such payment ~vould be so objectionable 

to college-sport consumers that they would cease attending games. Furthermore, the 

timing of Brand’s collegiate-model pentalogy is notable given the NCAA was engaged 

in ongoing conversations with a primary media partner (ESPN) exploring a new ven- 

ture that would deliver college-sport content to viewers 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. 

In September of 2004, ESPNU executive John Wildhack said ESPNU would give "... 

college-sports fans more of what they want. There is not a better opportunity for ESPN 

than this network, considering the roots of our company that go back to college bas- 

ketball and football and our relationship with the NCAA" (Reynolds, 2004). This 

additional distribution channel was lannched during the height of March Madness 

2005. Ironically, one of ESPNU’s first broadcasts~nder the umbrella of ESPN’s 

Emmy-award winning enterprise journalism franchise Outs’ide the Lines~as the 

"ESPNU Town Hall: Should College Athletes Be Paid?" Paradoxically, the NCAA’s 

hegemony was so complete it could even generate revenne off discussions about the 

issues plagning college sports resulting from its collaboration with media partners. 
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While systematic and sustained propaganda need not be detrimental to society, its 

use to silence the masses is problematic, especially when applied in educational set- 

tings. Cantioning propaganda had the potential to discourage open-mindedness, a con- 

dition antithetical to education, M~u-tin (1929) wrote, "Education aims at independence 

of judgment. Propaganda offers ready-made opinions for the unthinking herd" (as 

qnoted in Black, 2001, p. 122). Herman and Chomsky (2002) likened the use of pro- 

paganda in a democracy to that of violence in a dictatorship, where mechanisms for 

dissent are effectively stifled either through benign messaging or omright force. 

The NCAA national office’s efforts to insure consent to "... a better understood 

definition of amateurism that isolates the principle to the way in which student- 

athletes are viewed withont imposing its avocational nature on revenue-producing 

oppm~tunities’’ (NCAA, 2010a, para. 3) through consistent messaging and snbtle per- 

suasion rather than member engagement reveals the extent to which an effective socio- 

logical propaganda campaign can shape public discourse. This strategy is consistent 

with the NCAA’s federated governance structure, which isolates decision making 

among a small group of major conferences, and results in acquiescence from the vast 

majority of the NCAA "association" and "membership" (Staurowsky, 2004). While 

State of the Association addresses serve as blueprints for where the NCAA is headed, 

the vast majority of individuals working in college sport rarely read them, and only a 

few institutional decision makers actually hear the addresses. The subtle nuances in 

language and preferred terminology encoded in these speeches have been represented 

and retransmitted through NCAA commnniquds that invite agreement rather than crit- 

ical consideration. As a consequence, just as was the case with COIA, a group 

approached by Myles Brand to spontaneously support a Collegiate Model of which 

they had little, if any, working knowledge, some within the intercollegiate athletic 

community genuinely do not apprehend what is at stake in embracing a model that 

codifies the monetization and revenne maximization of the college-sport enterprise at 

eve~, level, something once reserved only for Division I. 

As a result, today’s college-sport landscape is populated with some who fail to 

comprehend the institutional hegemony, others who unquestionably view- their mis- 

sion as maintaining and reinforcing a status quo that conforms to taken-for-granted 

institutional facts, and a dominant group that actively creates and wields the Collegiate 

Model as a linguistic and philosophical "armor of coercion" (Adamson, 1980) to 

deliberately form, control, and alter the attitudes of those within the institutional field 

of college sport. 

Within this discursive setting, college athletes’ choices are limited (Huma & 

Stanrowsky, 2011). Not only do they often find it difficult, if not impossible, to con- 

ceptualize an alternative college-sport logic, but since the collegiate model marks the 

boundaries of any discourse, a discourse college athletes inherit but effectively play 

no role in shaping, it is necessarily difficult or sometimes impossible for college ath- 

letes to determine the source of their alienation within the collegiate model, let alone 

conceptualize ways to remedy their situation. In addition, for marginalized college 

athletes, who most notably in NCAA Division-I have "no voice and no vote" 

the threat of officially sanctioned force (in the form of a loss in eligibility) remains 

an implicit control mechanism.~1 As a result, college athletes especially those 
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revenue-sport athletes who migrate to Predominately White Institutions (PWI) from 

geographically and cnlturally distant settings (Hawkins, 2010; Hawkins & Southall, 

2012) adopt a mental and emotional state that fluctuates between resistance and 

conformity, disagreement and apathy. 

Nowhere is the NCAA national office’s overriding imposition of its authority and 

jurisdiction over subordinates (specifically athletes), more clearly evidenced than in 

its manipulation of "consent" through the use of "eligibility" documents (i.e., Form 

12-3~Student-Athlete Statement NCAA Division I) to obtain access to athletes’ 

names and likeness. A pending lawsuit (O’Bannon vo NCA~) and subsequent dis- 

covery and depositions may serve to unmask the NCAA’s faux commitment to ama- 

teurism. The NCAA has manufactured consent to the economic interests of its 

Collegiate Model of Athletics through simultaneously threatening athletes with loss of 

eligibility and fostering uniform agreement among member institutions and represen- 

tative leadership ~vho consent to these practices with little opposition (Hi,men, 2013; 

Singer, 2013). 

Achieving spontaneous consent among NCAA members allows for the prolifera- 

tion of the NCAA National Office’s profit-seeking tendencies to move forward with 

little actual resistance. In concert with the national office, the NCAA’ most powerful 

football playing institutions have carved out a new playoff system under the name of 

the College Football Playoffthat is expected to yield a $500 million return on four end 

of season games leading to a "national" champion (Schroeder, 2012). The NCAA 

national office, in turn, realizes nearly $800 million per year as a result of its multibil- 

lion dollar contract promoting March Madness and men’s basketball (Clarke, 2013). 

The NCAA national office’s very existence relies on the spontaneous consent it 

obtains from member institutions, athletes and other college-sport stakeholders for its 

Collegiate Model of Athletics. 

This manuscript has focused on the creation and evolution of the "The Collegiate 

Model of Athletics" during Myles Brand’s presidency. Throughout this time- 

period, the NCAA national office consistently and staunchly dismissed any discus- 

sion of college-sport inconsistent with its Collegiate Model as simply unpleasant 

"cynicism" (Brand, 2008), while proclaiming college sport "... one of the great 

subcultures in America" (Brand, 2008, para. 7). While this may be true, future 

research should investigate whether, and to what extent, the current NCAA national- 

office administration, to protect its Collegiate Model, has engaged in an ’°aggres- 

sive public and media relations agenda [based upon the] consistent use of the 

term with the steady drumbeat of what it means" (NCAA, 2010c, para. 3 4) to 

form, control, or alter the attitudes of actors within the institutional field of NCAA 

college sport. 
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Notes 

1. The former president at Indiana University was best known for firing Bob Knight, Indiana’ s 

iconic nlen’s basketball coach. 
2. Southall and Nagel (2009) have referred to the big-time college-sport enterprise’s adher- 

ence to market principles as Jock Capitalism. 

3. In the construction of a themN, axioms me ta2en to be true without proof, stipulated to be 

an unproved premise for the proof of other inside a formal system. As Glock (1996) noted, 
°°Axioms work for math like the rules of a game work for said game; they are the base, the 

entire support system that allows it to function" (p. 193). In contrast to Brand’s axiomatic 
schema, Davidson (1996) quotes Quine as saying troth °°... is felt to harbor something of 
the sublime. Its prosuit is a none prosuit, and unending... Science is seen as pursuing and 

discovering truth rather than as decreeing it" (p. 272). 
4. An alternative reading of this anangement, as Staurowsky (2004) pointed out, is that the 

NCAA has been successful in creating a corporate veil under the guise of amateurism that 
discomages accountability because no one entity is ever responsible for actions ta2en. 

5. As of the writing of this manuscript a review of literature reveals no publicly available 
studies confirming this assertion. 

6. At the 2005 The Drake Group Conjbrence, Diane Dickman (Managing Director NCAA 
Academic Membership Affairs) noted that in the NCAA’s initial calculation of NCAA 
athletes for this slogan (i.e., 360,000), FBS football and D-I men’s basketball players were 

not included. 

7. With more than 40 years of media-relations experience and as (at the time of this writ- 
ing) vice-presidant for public policy, Renfio has been credited with writing hundieds of 
speeches and position papers for NCAA officials (Washington and Lee, 2009). 

8. Cedi~c Dempsey, a former NCAA Division I athletics director who had competed and 
coached at Division III Albion College, was the executive director at the time the NCAA 
transitioned fiom offices in Kansas City, Missouri, to Indianapolis, Indiana. He is the 

person responsible for recmmnending the change in job title for the Association’s chief 

officer, switching from "executive director" to "president" ("NCAA dedicates...," 2012). 
Dempsey was responsible for overseeing the process that led to the NCAA’s cmrent feder- 

ated structme. 
9. In his reminiscence following the death of Myles Brand in 2009, Stephen Jordan, president 

of Metropolitan State College and then chair of the NCAA Division II Presidents Council, 
~vrote, "Myles Brand always reminded us that we in the NCAA are a higher education 

association" (NCAA President Myles Brand, A Legacy of Leadership, 2009). 
10. In The Republic, Plato ascribes moral authority to philosopher kings, rulers who (as philos- 

ophers) possess knowledge ot; and access to, Forms archetypal entities that exist behind 
any pm~icular instance of a fol°m (e.g., Love itself as opposed to a pat~iculm instance of a 
person in love). Brand identified himself as a philosopher by training and preference. As a 
leader, he was refened to at times in the press as a "philosopher king" (Madigan, 2003). 

11. According to the NCAA’s Student-Athlete ~dvisor Committee brochure, "The Division I 

national SAAC consists of one student-athlete fiom each of the 31 Division I conferences. 
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Members are selected by the current Division I SAAC members from a pool of thiee nomi- 

nees from each of the represented conferences..." One SAAC member serves in an advi- 
sory role to the NCAA Division I Leadership Council (NCAA Academic and Membership 

Affairs Staff, 2012). 
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"Our mission is to ensure that intercollegiate athletics participation is an 
integral part of the higher-education experience...Using ’business’ and ’college 
sports’ in the same sentence is not the same as labeling college sports as a business. 
It is not. College sports exhibits business aspects only when it comes to revenues 
- the enterprise is nonprofit on the expenditure side .... [W]e will be inflexible in 

our devotion to principles and in our commitment to higher education"--NCAA 
President Myles Bi~nd’s Presidential Message, September l l, 2006 (Brand, 2006, 

para. 2, 10, 16, emphasis in original). 
"How does playing major college football or men’s basketball in a highly 

commercialized, profit-seeking, entertainment enviromnent further the educa- 

tional purpose of your member institutions?"--Representative Bill Thomas, 
Chairman, U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Ways and Means Octo- 

ber 2, 2006 letter to NCAA President Myles Brand (Thomas, 2006, p. 2). 
Coming less than a month after National Collegiate Athletic Association 

(NCAA) President Myles Brand’s presidential message, U. S. Representative Bill 
Thomas’ eight-page letter, excerpted above, questioned whether the NCAA, with 

its $6 billion men’s basketball television contract, fulfills an educational mandate 
and thus deserves its tax-exempt status. Such congressional scrutiny into the 
NCAA’s educational legitimacy was unprecedented. Clearly Thomas’ letter ques- 
tioned whether there is an educational purpose to the current manifestation of 
major collegiate sport, and the extent to which the NCAA in fact achieves its 
stated purpose of retaining ’°a clear line of demarcation between intercollegiate 
athletics and professional sports" (p. 2). Not surprisingly, an NCAA spokesper- 
son, Erik Christianson, challenged the letter’s fundamental assertion that big-time 
college sport is a business, unrelated to higher education, saying, "We educate 
student athletes; they are students first" (Associated Press News Service, 2006, 

para. 4). 
While NCAA Division I athletic departments, often the largest or second 

largest operational units on a college campus, have increasingly been labeled sep- 
arate corporate entities, they are still, ostensibly, university departments under the 
direction and control of university presidents (Padilla & Baumer, 1994). Within 
this structure, university administrators contend that athletic contests, as represen- 
tative events, reflect and convey messages consistent with their universities’ over- 
all institutional mission (Gerdy, 2006). 

Without question, many Division I university administrators view their men’s 
basketball programs as not only revenue-generating subunits but also as excellent 
advertising and public relations platforms through which educational messages 
can be conveyed (Brown, 2002; Washington, 2004). As the United States’ largest 
intercollegiate athletic event, the 2006 NCAA Division I men’s basketball tourna- 
ment drew 670,254 on-site customers (an average of just over 19,150 per session), 
generated consistently high television ratings, and attracted higher levels of adver- 
tising spending than the Super Bowl or the World Series (Bosman, 2006; National 
Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006a). Despite, or perhaps because of, this com- 
mercial popularity-, the NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Committee officially 

recognizes its mandate of ’°...exemplify[ing] the educational mission of intercol- 
legiate athletics" and explicitly acknowledges the need to ’°...balance the principle 
of student-athlete welfare with its attempt to maximize exposure and revenues 
from the championship" (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 7). 
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While the ’°student-athlete welfare" component is undoubtedly viewed as 
highly important by many university and NCAA administrators, today’s high- 
profile college sporting events are more than just visible components of collegiate 
life. They are advertising and public-relations vehicles through which television 
networks garner audience share and promote their programming, advertisers reach 
potential consumers, and universities directly (e.g., from fights fees) and indi- 
rectly (e.g., from furore student fees and alumni donations) generate income. 
Thus, the final product that is consumed by, in particular, television audiences is 

heavily mediated and the result of apparently contested institutional pressures and 
negotiated arrangements among stakeholders (Rifle, Lacey, & Fico, 1998; Silk & 
Amis, 2000). However, despite the vast amounts of money involved, and the sig- 
nificant amount of academic and popular press research devoted to intercollegiate 

athletics in general and men’s Division I basketball in particular, scholarly inquiry 
into the construction and delivery of televised NCAA events remains lacking. 

Thus, using both content and semiotic analyses this paper explores the ways 
in which competing institutional logics--belief systems that essentially work to 
constitute appropriate and acceptable courses of action (Friedland & Alford, 1991; 
Scott, Ruef, Mendel & Caronna, 2000)--shape the (re)presentation of the NCAA 
men’s Division I basketball tournament, popularly refen’ed to as ’March Mad- 
ness.’ 1 In particular, we identify two perceived institutional logics, ’educational’ 

and ’commercial’, and assess the consequences of the dominant position held by 
the commercial logic. In so doing, we provide a critical examination of the insti- 
tutional mechanisms that constitute, and are constituted by, choices in television 
production structures and practices. 

Theoretical Background 
The NCAA men’s basketball tournament broadcasts are heavily mediated events 
resulting [}om choices made by influential actors involved in their production. As 
Rifle et al. (1998) noted, "Communication content may be viewed as an end prod- 

uct, the assumed consequence or evidence of antecedent individual, organiza- 
tional, social, and other contexts" (p. 8). Such organizational or institutional con- 
texts affect decisions regarding a televised game’s representation. Silk and Amis 
(2000) have argued that a broadcast organization’s actions stem not only from 
choices based on internal m-rangements and predetermined objectives, but also 
’°...from a comparatively nm’row range of options that have been deemed legiti- 
mate by influential actors within the firm’s organizational field" (p. 269). 

As such, decisions pertaining to the construction of sport broadcasts are 
dependent upon extant institutional logics. As Friedland and Alford ( 1991 ) pointed 
out, institutions "...have a central logic - a set of material practices and symbolic 
construction - which constitutes its organizing principles and which is available 
to organizations and individuals to elaborate" (p. 248). The institutional logics in 
a field determine what are considered acceptable or unacceptable operational 

means, guide the evaluation and implementation of strategies, establish routines, 
and create precedent for further innovation (Duncan & Brummett, 1991; Fried- 
land & Alford, 1991; Nelson & Winter, 1982; Washington & Ventresca, 2004). 
These logics become manifest in a pm’ticular field as shared typifications or gen- 

eralized expectations that allow individuals to engage in coherent, well-understood, 
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and acceptable activities. In this sense, then, institutions become "encoded in 
actors’ stocks of practical knowledge [that] influence how people communicate, 

enact power, and determine what behaviors to sanction and reward" (Barley & 
Tolbert, 1997, p. 98). Eventually, these institutional logics become reified as 
unquestioned, taken-for-granted "facts" reflected in particular courses of action. 

Over time, contestation among different institutional logics usually results in 
the emergence of a dominant logic. This works to establish local-meaning trame- 
works that guide strategy and structure by focusing the attention of decision-mak- 
ers toward those issues that are most consistent with the logic and away from 
those issues that are not (Thornton, 2002). O’Brien and Slack (2003, 2004), for 
example, demonstrated ways in which a shift in the dominant logic that governs 
professional rugby, from amateurism and voluntarism to professionalism and 
commercialization, substantially altered what were considered to be acceptable 
activities at the individual, organization, and field levels. Similarly, Cousens and 
Slack (2005) highlighted how the cable broadcasting industry’s deregulation in 
1977 resulted in an industry-wide shift trom a "sport-specific" logic to %.. a logic 

that emphasized the entertainment aspects of sport and its value to corporate and 
broadcast buyers" (p.39). 

Understanding the dominant logics that underpin ’March Madness’ broad- 
casts involves examining game broadcasts as culminations of many negotiated 
decisions and actions among prominent stakeholders or actors (e.g., the sanction- 
ing body [NCAA], the broadcast entity [CBS], and corporate sponsors and adver- 
tisers). It is apparent that influential actors in other settings have been able to exert 

pressures that constrain the broadcast representation of a given sport event 
(Duncan & Brummett, 1991; Silk & Amis, 2000). These pressures may be exerted 
explicitly in formal or legal regulations, or may be taken-for-granted assumptions 
usually ensconced in institutionally-prescribed codes and values (Silk & Amis). It 
should also be noted that such institutional pressures exerted on a broadcast orga- 
nization involved in televising college athletics may come not only from the spon- 
sors/advertisers specifically doing business with the network, but also from the 

sanctioning body (NCAA) and its members, as well as sponsors and/or licensees 
aligned with it. 

Bourdieu (1996) has held that tree-market competition has created a variety 
of mechanisms that have resulted in television-production homogeneity. He sug- 
gested that this outcome is a result of pressures exerted at the macro- and microlev- 
els. These pressures combine to create the institutional logics that define legiti- 

mate activities by key decision-makers. Silk and Amis (2000) demonstrated how 
macro-pressures are exerted at the field level through coercive, mimetic and nor- 

mative mechanisms (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Coercive pressures can be 
exerted formally (e.g., through established rules) or informally (e.g., by cultural 
expectations). Silk and Amis noted the ways in which established broadcast enti- 

ties Channel 9 (Australia) and the BBC (Great Britain) used their commercial 
power--allied with the threat of legal action--to ensure the host broadcaster of 
the 1998 Commonwealth Games in Kuala Lumpur delivered a product that con- 
tbrmed to expected industry norms. In the same study-, mimetic processes were 
observed when the host broadcaster attempted to overtly copy established over- 
seas broadcasters’ on-air techniques. Finally, normative mechanisms became 
appareut wheu western-educated and trained television personnel--including 
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producers, camera operators and other personnel--were used to train a local- 
television workforce capable of producing broadcasts that complied with estab- 
lished industry broadcast production methods and standards. 

While field-level forces are important, it is also necessary to consider the 

cognitive, or microlevel, processes that emanate from the ways in which individu- 
als interpret accepted rules to make sense of the world around them (Berger & 
Luckman, 1967; Scott, 2001). In this respect, activities become institutionalized 
through a process of ~°reciprocal typification of habitualized action" (Berger & 

Luckman, p.54). This leads to the creation of routines: repetitive, recognizable 
patterns of interdependent actions involving multiple actors (Feldman, 2000; 

Feldman & Pentland, 2003; Nelson & Winter, 1982). As routines become estab- 
lished, they become conduits through which acceptable courses of action are 
spread. These routines result in a shared belief structure that in turn leads to the 
appropriateness of established courses of action being unquestioned and taken- 
[br-granted (Barley & Tolbert, 1997; Jepperson, 1991; Nelson & Winter; S eo & 
Creed, 2002; Zucker, 1983). Silk and Amis (2000, p. 288) provided evidence of 
the outcomes of microlevel processes in the ways in which television broadcast 
personnel, ~in the chaotic and frenzied environment of live televised sport produc- 
tion relied on a subconscious naturalized code" to guide courses of action. 

Altheide and Snow (1979) identified a media logic involving chosen forms or 

patterns, habits of thinking and processing that ~°...has become so taken for granted 
by both communicator and receiver that it has been overlooked as an important 
factor in understanding media" (p. 10). Duncan and Brummett (1991) further 
elaborated the central elements of this media logic as including type of content, 
grammar, time-structure, tempo, organization, special techniques, camera angles, 

or graphics. Consequently, since televised spectator-sport broadcasts have been 
heavily mediated by institutional logics, the broadcasts should always be studied 
in connection with the institutions to which they are heavily linked. Such an anal- 
ysis may reveal how the organization has resolved organizational-level ambiguity 
and adopted a dominant logic (Duncan & Brummett). 

The macro and micropressures outlined above work to facilitate and constrain 
the array of options perceived as available to decision-makers and act to shape a 
particular broadcast. This process of repackaging and/or representing a mediated 
event involves not only the decision to broadcast some sports and not others, but 
also the decision to accentuate particular aspects of the sporting event for listeners 
and viewers (Sage, 1998, Silk & Amis, 2000). Because the producers of such a 
mediated event have consciously or subconsciously selected the information 
viewers receive, the viewers’ experiences of any such event are restricted and 
consist of mediated event highlights portrayed in the broadcast. Editors and/or 
journalists decree which event aspects viewers will experience. Producers, 
directors, and sanctioning organizations often telescope events, magnifying or 
minimizing certain elements of the occasion or personalities to fit into the 

parameters established by the network, sponsors, and/or the sport’s sanctioning 
body or league. Little surprise, then, that Graneau, Whitson and Cantelon (1988) 
contended that sport-media representation occludes the social and historical 
~°character" of modern sport, with economic pressures and informational 
possibilities combining ~°to produce conventions about what constitutes ~good 
television’" (Gruneau et al., p. 266). By definition, all televised (or mediated) 



sport broadcasts are representations of a reality not directly witnessed by television 
viewers. Television-sport producers intentionally compose, light, write, frame, 
crop, caption, brand, target and/or censor each broadcast’s content to satisfy 
various stakeholders’ needs, wants or desires. Each broadcast thus becomes little 
more than a simulacrum (Harvey, 1990) of the actual event. 

According to Hall (1980) a sport-broadcast analysis should focus on how an 
audience or individual viewer may operate inside the dominant code, apply a 
negotiable code, or substitute an oppositional code to a represented broadcast. A 
broadcast is not passively accepted by an audience; readers/viewers interpret the 
broadcast’s meanings based on their individual cultural background and life expe- 
riences. As a result, each represented event comes to have many meanings, 
depending on how it has been constructed by the major stakeholders, represented 
by the broadcasters, and interpreted by viewers through their cultural lens (Sage, 
1998). The variation in viewers’ backgrounds explains why some viewers accept 
a certain representation of an event text while others reject it. It follows from this 
that producers’ representations may be designed to satisfy- certain constituencies, 
but that any specific viewer’s reception of that meaning is contextually based. 

However, any individual interpretation or decision made by a viewer or broadcast 
decision-maker is, as Lawrence and Suddaby (2006) point out, still made within a 

particular institutional context. Thus, the actions of key decision-makers--event 
organizers, directors, producers, graphic designers, commentators, script writers, 
and so on--will inevitably constrain the range of available interpretations of those 
consuming the broadcast. Further, and perhaps more importantly from the pur- 
view of this paper, the decisions made by these ’cultural intermediaries’ (Bour- 
dieu, 1984; du Gay, Hall, Janes, Mackay, & Negus, 1997) will themselves con- 
tour, and be contoured by, the dominant institutional logic. Guided by this 

theoretical background, the next section details the data-collection methods used. 

Methods 

To uncover possible links between, and outcomes of, the macro- and micropres- 
sures discussed above, a mixed-methods approach including content and semiotic 
analyses, which allowed both quantitative and qualitative data collection, was 
used. The 2006 edition of March Madness--CBS’s exclusive coverage of the 
2006 NCAA Men’s Division I Basketball Championship (N = 63 games2)--began 

on Thursday, March 16, 2006 and culminated with the national-championship 
game between the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) and the Uni- 
versity of Florida. To ensure our conclusions were not based on single broadcast 
idiosyncrasies, while still allowing for manageable data collection and analysis, 
the study’s sample consisted of (n = 31; 49.2%) randomly selected 2006 tourna- 
ment game broadcasts. In addition, to contextualize the sampling unit and gain 
insights into the labor production of NCAA broadcasts, primary and secondary 
sources were analyzed. Primary sources included documents (e.g., 2004 2005 
NCAA Broadcast Manual Championship Guidelines and 2006 Division I Men’s 

Basketball Championship Handbook) outlining contractual-based advertising and 
promotional standards, and/or broadcast policies and procedures. Secondary 
sources consisted of periodicals such as NCAA NewsOnline, newspapers, sports 

magazines, and sport-business trade publications. 
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The smdy’s sample included games from all four tournament regions (Atlanta, 
Oakland, W~ashington, D.C., and Minneapolis) obtained [?om local CBS and 

~DirecTV Mega March Madness’ telecasts of the 2006 NCAA Division I men’s 
basketball tournament. The 31 sampled broadcasts included 20 randomly selected 
first-round games, five randomly selected second-round games, three randomly 
selected third-round games, both national-semifinal games, and the national- 

championship game. 

Content Analysis 

Neuendorf (2002) identified four threats to content=analysis reliability. These 

include (a) utilizing a poorly executed coding scheme; (b) failing to adequately 
train coders; (c) not allowing for coder fatigue; and (d) not detecting the presence 
of a rogue coder. To begin to address these threats a pilot study of 2005 Division 
I men’s basketball tournament games (n = 19) was conducted. This study’s coding 
schema, utilizing seven game-broadcast analysis units, was based upon that pilot- 
study process (Rifle et al., 1998). These developed units allowed [’or the broad- 
casts’ manifest content (physically present data or surface structures physically 
present and countable) to be identified, categorized and then statistically analyzed 

(Neuendorf). The broadcast-analysis units developed comprised the following 
nonprogram categories: (a) standard commercial advertisements (ADV), (b) 
NCAA public service announcement (NCAA), (c) corporate-sponsor public ser- 
vice announcements (CORP), (d) nonstandard sponsorship graphics without 
verbal commentary (GR), (e) nonstand~u:d sponsorship graphics with verbal com- 
mentary (GR/VER), (f) academically-related player-information graphics (GR/ 
ACA), and (g) positive or negative educational commentary (ED). 

This study’s content-analysis coding schema was consistent with a protocol 
outlined by Madden and Grube (1994) and involved analysis of nonprogram 
broadcast content [?om pregame, in-game and postgame segments. Nonprogram 
content included traditional commercial advertisements (including network com- 
mercial time, local advertising spots, promotions, and public service announce- 
ments [PSAs]), as well as ~°nonstandard" in-game advertisements, graphics, pro- 
motional announcements and game-announcer commentary (Gough, 2006). 
Nonprogram messages were also categorized as commercial or educational in 
nature. 

In this study, educational messages were not limited to those detailing a uni- 
versity’s academic mission; they included any discussions of an athlete’s major or 
course of study, classroom performance or grade point average (GPA). In addi- 
tion, identified educational messages were categorized as either ~positive" or 
"negative" in nature (e.g., a negative educational message detailed a previous aca- 
demic ~°scandal" or a player having been academically ineligible, while a positive 
educational message involved any ~°non-negative" message, for example a play- 
er’s major being designated, or ~positive" discussions, such as a player being 
described as an ~°Academic All-American"). 

Since multiple coders were used to conduct the quantitative content analysis, 
a coder-training program was developed utilizing standardized coding matrices. 
Discussions of developed broadcast-analysis units took place before coders view- 
ing game broadcasts. While broadcast format standardization reduced coder- 
training requirements, it did raise concerns about potential coder fatigue (e.g., 



boredom). Since all games were recorded, coders were not asked to work to the 
point of fatigue. In addition, coders were able to review a broadcast tape more 
than once before submitting a final completed coding matrix. 

To establish intercoder reliability and provide basic validation of the coding 
schema, a number of reliability tests have been proposed, including Scott’s pi 
and Cohen’s kappa (K; Rifle et al., 1998; Neuendorf, 2001, 2002). In adherence to 
accepted protocol, five randomly selected broadcast analyses (15.6% of study 

sample) were tested for reliability (Neuendorf, 2002; Wimmer & Dominick, 
1997). The resulting Scott’s pi (.83) and Cohen’s kappa (.83) established accept- 
able levels of intercoder reliability (Neuendorf, 2002). 

Semiotic Televisual Analysis 

In addition to the quantitative content analysis, the study also used qualitative 
methods to uncover possible mythic messages not only represented during NCAA 
Division I men’s basketball tournament game broadcasts, but also promoted in 
organizational documents, operational handbooks, and public statements (Big- 
nel!, 1997; Creswell, 1998; Neuendorf, 2002; Patton, 2002). Such an analysis 
allowed the data to be critically examined for both linguistic and visual signs to 
determine "... what [was] portrayed and symbolized.., and what [was] absent 
or silenced" (Rossman & Rallis, 1998, p. 146). In examining the data in this fash- 
ion, various levels of analysis were established. These levels ranged t~om indi- 
vidual words and images to overall concepts--words and visual images grouped 
in concept clusters--contained in the broadcasts and documents (Bignell; Strauss 

& Corbin, 1990). 
During this analysis, represented broadcast content was examined for consis- 

tency with stated NCAA goals, rules, policies and guidelines, as well as organiza- 
tional parameters outlined in primary and secondary sources, including official 
NCAA documents found on the NCAA.org website. This analysis allowed the 
broadcasts’ visual and audio techniques to speak to the evaluators (Patton, 2002). 
In addition to game-specific content and standard advertisements, nonstandard 
advertising and nonbasketball specific in-game messages were evaluated (Bignell, 

1997; Madden & Grube, 1994). 

The Research Setting: The National Collegiate 
Athletic Association 

To contextualize the analysis of 2006 Division I NCAA men’s basketball tourna- 
ment television broadcasts, it is necessary to briefly examine the NCAA and col- 

lege sport in the United States. As B ailey and Littleton (1991) noted, college sport 
is a significant cultural component in the United States, often represented by 
campus stadiums and coliseums "that consecrate the identity and remembrance of 
past athletic triumphs in ways that classrooms and laboratories cannot hope to 
duplicate" (p. 14). 

In addition to college sport’s cultural significance, Division I men’s basket- 

ball has inherent value to broadcasters, t?om niche collegiate sport cable stations 
to major networks. March Madness is a lucrative sports property the value of 
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which extends to various stakeholders, including the host broadcaster CBS, the 
NCAA, participating universities, and corporate sponsors and advertisers (North, 
2004). Somewhat inevitably, given the resource-limited environment in which the 
NCAA and its member institutions operate, the pursuit and maximization of rev- 
enue-generation opportunities are largely unchallenged. In fact, the NCAA’s rev- 
enue-maximization efforts ;u:e t~equently proclaimed as consistent with the orga- 

nization’s educational mission (Brown, 2002; Brand, 2006). 
While recognizing possible conflicts and identity dissonance (Elsbach & 

Kramer, 1996) within the field, NCAA administrators are still comfortable with 
"the juxtaposition of the NCAA’s educational mission with a commercial entity" 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2002, para. 5). Bob Lawless, NCAA 
Executive Committee Chair, articulated the NCAA’s position, "There’s a realiza- 
tion that when you receive a certain amount of revenue from a network that they’re 
going to generate revenue in order to meet the agreement of the contract" (National 
Collegiate Athletic Association, para. 6). According to The NCAA News, college 
presidents are unperturbed with ~°... a corporate partner essentially ’sponsor[ing]’ 
the NCAA’s educational mission," as long as it is ~’...done well and tastefully" 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, para. 2, 6). 

In his 2006 presidential message, Myles Brand, NCAA President, responding 
to external events (academic scandals, low graduate rates, etc.) and media criti- 
cisms of the NCAA’s excessive commercialization, used impression management 
(see Elsbach & Kramer, 1996) to selectively self-categorize the NCAA as an edu- 
cational organization while discussing the business of college sport. In his speech 
Brand dismissed any apparent identity dissonance (Elsbach & Kramer) arising 
t?om such commercialization, contending that NCAA members can remain true 
to the organization’s identity, while pursuing additional revenue opportunities 
associated with the NCAA’s most valuable commodity--the Division I men’s bas- 
ketball tournament: 

Our mission is to ensure that intercollegiate athletics participation is an inte- 
gral part of the higher-education experience... That message seems prag- 
matic enough, but one piece might be perceived as anomalous. While we 
profess the integration of athletics within the educational mission and the 
moderation of athletics spending locally-, the Association nonetheless must 
conduct the business of college sports well. That means the Association must 
pursue additional revenue options, as long as it is done within the mission and 
values of higher education (Brand, para. 2, 9). 

Interestingly, these "values of higher education" remain vaguely defined, 
usually being referred to in an abstract, nebulous manner. Nevertheless, the NCAA 
mission statement does seek to reify the noncommercial mandate of the 
organization: 

The overriding purpose of the NCAA is to govern competition in a fair, safe, 
equitable and sportsmanlike (sic) manner, and to integrate intercollegiate ath- 
letics into higher education so that the educational experience of the student- 
athlete is paramount. Among the core values elucidated by the NCAA are a 
belief in and a commitment to: (a) the collegiate model of athletics in which 



students participate as an avocation, balancing their academic, social and ath- 
letics experiences, (b) the highest levels of integrity and sportsmanship, (c) 
The pursuit of excellence in both academics and athletics, and (d) the sup- 
porting role that intercollegiate athletics plays in the higher education mis- 
sion and in enhancing the sense of community and strengthening the identity 
of member institutions (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2005d). 

What is also apparent is that NCAA spokespeople and decision-makers do 
seek to imbue the NCAA brand with nostalgic ideals of amateurism and sports- 
manship that play on the NCAA’s brand attributes: "Learning. Balance. Spirit. 
Community. Fair play. Character" (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
2005f). According to the NCAA’s advertising policies, "The NCAA strives to be 
associated with entities and messages that ...champion the STUDENT-athlete 
reflecting the integration and balance that student-athletes achieve every day 

between academics and athletics" (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
2005e, emphasis in original). 

As with any corporate entity, the NCAA utilizes all legal means, including 
securing trademark protection, to protect its brand (National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, 2005a). As of 2006, the NCAA listed 64 trademarks on its website 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2005c). This trademark total represents 
a 40% increase over a one year period (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
2005c). In addition, the official licensee list catalogs 52 corporations selling prod- 
ucts, including concession cups, t-shirts, jackets, hats, mugs, key chains, and 
video games (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2005c). In summary, the 
NCAA continually provides a rhetoric that promotes amateurism and emphasizes 
the importance of balancing athletics and academics, plays hard upon the ’stu- 
dent’ component of ’student-athlete,’ and attempts to police its members’ activi- 
ties to avoid any dilution of its brand position. However, there is also a clear rec- 
ognition of the NCAA brand’s commercial value reflected by aggressive attempts 
to maximize financial returns. These principles establish a context in which the 
data can be interpreted. 

Results 

A critical component of CBS’s NCAA men’s basketball tournament broadcasts is 
nonprogram commercial advertisement content. Consistent with broadcast-indus- 
try practices, the commercial format of NCAA men’s basketball games is pains- 
taldngly designated by the NCAA in its NCAA Championship--Basketball Com- 
mercial Format (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2005b, 2006b). 
According to guidelines listed in Appendix S of that document: 

The television commercial format during the NCAA Division I Men’s Bas- 
ketball Championship allows a maximum of 27 minutes of commercial time 
per game. In addition to that time, the network [CBS] may also air com- 
mercials during 60-second team-called timeouts in each overtime period 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 107). 
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Within this 27-min block (1620 s) "ten ’full television timeouts’ shall be 
permitted per game" (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 107). 
The NCAA specifies that "each ’full television timeout’ shall last two minutes, 15 
seconds from the time the teams arrive at their benches to the ’second horn’" 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 107). Interestingly, between 
October 17, 2005 and March 13, 2006, NCAA documents reflect an increase in 
the prescribed length of standard commercial advertisements (ADV) or ’°breaks" 
[}om 90 to 135 s (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2005b, 2006b). In 
addition, the prescribed ’full television timeout’ length is relaxed during "...the 
regionals and the Final Four, [when] the network may extend any two timeouts by 
10 seconds" (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 107). However, 
these extensions explicitly must not be used for commercial or promotional pur- 
poses (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b). It should noted that in 
the sampled broadcasts the average over-the-air standard commercial advertise- 
ment (ADV) "full television timeout" was nearly 2 min and 30 s, in excess of 
either prescribed ’°full television timeout" lengths in NCAA documents. 

~Vhile the handbook clearly designates the maximum commercial time per 
game as 27 min, it also contains several inconsistencies, including a detailed "per- 
missible commercial format" in which the length of a full television timeout is 
decreased to "two minutes of commercials" (National Collegiate Athletic Asso- 
ciation, 2006b, p. 107). In addition, the handbook presents an exemplar detailing 
the permissible commercial content in an NCAA Division I men’s basketball 
broadcast that exceeds the 27 min "maximum" commercial time limit. Utilizing 
the various NCAA definitions and guidelines, Table 1 summarizes the range of 
possible standard commercial nonprogram totals. 

Drawing on the nonprogram content categories established earlier, in the 
sampled broadcasts there was a total of 74,157 s of standard commercial adver- 
tisements (ADV), or an average of 39 min and 52 s of commercial advertisements 

Table 1 NCAA Championship Division I Men’s Basketball 
Commercial Format 

Category Total Time 

Maximum Commercial Time per Game~ 27 min (1620 s)~ 

Ful! Television Timeou~~ Length 2 rain, 15 s (135 s)~ 

Permissible Commercial Format~ Full Television Timeout 2 rain (120 s)~ 
Length 

Amount of Standard Commercial Advertisement (ADV)b 46 min (2760 s) 
per Game (Utilizing Permissible Commercial Format) 

Standard Commercial Advertisement (ADV) per Game 48 min, 30 s (2910 s) 
(Utilizing Full Television Timeout and Permissible 
Commercial Format) 

~ Note. All terms are from NCAA 2006 Division 1 men’s basketball championship handbook (National 
Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006b, p. 107). 

UA standard commercial advertisement is an advertisement broadcast during a "fi~ll television 
timeout." 
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Table 2 Nonprogram Content Summary 

Category Total Seconds Average Time per Broadcast 

ADV 74,157 39 min, 52 s 

NCAA 1,620 52 s 

CORP 956 31 s 

GR 6,584 3 min, 32 s 

GR~v’ER 4,773 2 rain, 34 s 

GRiACA 58 1.8 s 

ED 197 6.36 s 

per broadcast (Table 2), strikingly longer than the NCAA-prescribed 27 rain. The 
lowest ADV total was 29 min and 20 s (1760 s) in the UCLA v. Belmont game, 
while ihe highest ADV total was 59 min and 30 s (3570 s) in the Ohio State v. 
Davidson game. 

It should be noted that the NCAA’s maximum allowable commercial time per 
game did not specifically exclude public service announcements t~om the total 

allowable nonprogram commercial time. However, this study separated commer- 
cial advertisements (ADV) from public service announcements (NCAA and 
CORP). As a result, the ADV cumulative total and per game averages detailed 
above do not include PSAs or other in-game nonprogram content such as promo- 
tional or sponsor graphics, or verbal comments. Adding PSA totals to the ADV 
figures for the sampled broadcasts results in a cumulative total of 76,733 s or a 

per-game average of 41 rain and 15 s of traditional nonprogram advertisements. 
As marketers are well aware, technological advances such as digital televi- 

sion recorders (e.g., Tivo) allow television viewers the option of ~°fast-forwarding" 
through standard commercial breaks. This has had the dual effect of increasing the 
propensity of advertisers to look to sport properties because of their ability to 
draw "live’ rather than ~delayed’ viewers, and to increasing the use of within- 
game graphics and verbal references to decrease the likelihood of audiences being 
able to skip standard commercial advertisements and PSAs. In the sampled bas- 
ketball broadcasts such graphics and verbal messages comprised a substantial 
amount of nonprogram content: GR total (6584 s cumulative total/per-game aver- 
age: three minutes and 31 s), GR/VER total (4773 s cumulative total/per-game 
average: two minutes and 32 s). However, such content was not included in NCAA 
guidelines regarding maximum allowable commercial time (National Collegiate 

Athletic Association, 2006b). 
The educational message categories developed included: academically- 

related player information graphics (GR/ACA), and educational commentary by 
game announcers (ED). In ihe 31 sampled broadcasts, there was an aggregate of 
58 s (per-game average: 1.8 s) of academically-related player-information graph- 
ics (n = 11 player academic-major graphics), and 197 s {per-game average: 6.36 
s) of educational commentary. In addition, it should be noted that of the 197 s of 
educational commentary, 42 s (21%) was categorized by the research team as 
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"negative" in nature, detailing player ineligibility as a result of poor grades or 
other negative academic issues. 

Discussion 
Friedland and Afford (1991) argued that all of contemporary Western society’s 
major institutions, such as Christianity, capitalism, the family, democracy, and the 
bureaucratic state, have logics that guide action. While Friedland and Alford 
[bcused their attention at the societal level, others have drawn attention to the 
ways in which logics act at the industry or field level. Lounsbury’s (2002) work on 
the financial services field, Thornton’s (2002) on publishing, Cousens and Slack 

(2005) on professional U.S. sport and O’Brien and Slack (2004) on English rugby 
union are all notable examples. Central to these discussions, and very much in 
keeping with Friedland and Alford’s theorizing, has been the existence of compet- 
ing institutional logics and the prominence of different dominant logics at various 
historical epochs. 

Our study differs [?om those cited above in that, although we can point to the 
apparent existence of two different institutional logics in the field of NCAA divi- 

sion I men’s basketball, termed here ’educationaP and ’commercial,’ there is evi- 
dence to suggest that the commercial logic has been dominant for almost as long 
as the NCAA has been in existence. Indeed, Washington and Ventresca (2004) 
suggested that US universities and colleges developed sport programs to enhance 
resources and increase visibility. This is exemplified by the aggressive pursuit of 
television rights fees by the NCAA and its members since the early 1950s, and the 
organization’s willingness to strategically position competitions to maximize its 
commercial revenue (see Washington, 2004). As others have found in different 
contexts (publishing, financial services, etc.), the existence of a dominant logic 

has pronounced implications for the direction of strategic decision-making (e.g., 
Thornton, 2002). We further elucidate the bases for our suppositions, and their 
implications, in the remainder of the article. 

A primary justification for university sponsorship of athletics at the highly 

visible NCAA Division I level relates to an athletic contest’s potential to tell the 
institution’s educational story to the public (Gerdy, 2006). For many college ath- 
letic departments, television has become a prominent vehicle through which this 
"educational" purpose has been pursued. That being the case, it would follow that 
the content of televised athletics events--the images portrayed and messages con- 
veyed~uring the course of such telecasts, would reflect intercollegiate athletics’ 

stated values and communicate the expressed purposes of higher education. 
Therefore, a major factor in determining the return on educational institutions’ 
investment in NCAA Division I athletics should be the extent to which televised 

athletic events, such as the NCAA Division I men’s basketball tournament, are 
representative of educational values and purposes. 

Based on this study’s results, the 2006 NCAA Division I men’s basketball 
tournament provided little evidence that an educational logic was influencing stra- 
tegic decision-making. While the primary messages conveyed during an athletic 
contest are, of course, going to be related to the athletic contest itself, there are 



also significant nonprogram messages conveyed during a broadcast. In 2006 

NCAA Division I men’s basketball tournament broadcasts, which were typically 
two and a half to three hours in length, educational messages were rare. On aver- 
age, there were 8.16 s of educational messages per game. Within the broadcasts, 
discussions of higher education, academics or broader university missions of 
teaching, research or service did not occur. While CBS placed an average of nearly 
two NCAA PSAs per broadcast, there were no instances of university-specific 

public service announcements in the sample. This lack of advertising by universi- 
ties participating in the NCAA tournament may be the result of the high cost of a 
30-s spot (e.g., in 2005, a 30-s Final-Four spot sold for $650,000, while a 30-s 
spot during the national-championship game cost $ l m--Vasquez, 2005). 

In addition to having no standard advertising presence within broadcasts, 
very rarely were universities specifically mentioned. Instead, athletic monikers, 

nicknames and quasi-t?anchise or "program" references were the norm. The effect 
of this is to reinforce what have to all intents and purposes become sporting brands 
(e.g., Gators, Brains, etc.) within a sport media complex that is replete with them. 
In fact, during postgame comments, neither coach of the teams involved in the 
2006 national championship game mentioned their university by name, but instead 
referred to "their program and their fans" when thanking their constituencies. In 

addition, neither coach referred to his players as "student-athletes?’ The only time 
university titles "University of California at Los Angeles" or "University of Flor- 
ida" were mentioned during the game broadcast was during Craig Littlepage’s 
(Director of Athletics, University of Virginia) awards-ceremony remarks. 

In 2001, college athletic administrators recognized that "...television net- 
works are trying to do everything they can to add value and increase advertising 
sales to be able to pay the ever-increasing rights lees we ask for...We are the ones 
driving their needs to do these types of things" (Weiberg, 2001, para. 3). Contrary 
to then-NCAA president, Cedric Dempsey’s claim that "In actuality what we’ve 
done is provide more money without increasing ad time during events," (Brown, 
2002, para. 44) this study reveals the NCAA has actually increased the length of 
"full television timeouts" in its television commercial format. The political maneu- 
vering that led to this is uncleac but it is a course of action entirely consistent with 
the dominant logic of the field. If an educational logic was affecting decision 
making, one would expect that educational messages, both during the in-game 

broadcast and during commercial breaks, would total more than the mere seconds 
that are currently offered. In fact, with CBS’s rights fees escalating over the con- 

tract’s term, l?om $420 million in 2005 to $453 million in 2006 and $764 million 
by 2013 (Brown), it would not be surprising if broadcast strategies were further 
modified in a manner consistent with the dominant commercial logic. 

Discussions of the NCAA’s 11-yeac $6 billion television rights and market- 
ing agreement with CBS, also offer evidence of the NCAA’s dominant commer- 
cial logic. The association "...wanted to be ’fairly compensated’ for its wares... 
the NCAA didn’t go looking for $6 billion - that was the market value of the 

package when it was put out to bid" (Brown, 2002, p. 2). However, at the same 
time NCAA spokespeople consistently insist that its championship broadcasts 
serve to advance the organization’s educational mission. "...the NCAA isn’t yet 
guilty of having sold its soul...the very act of selling that event [Division I men’s 
basketball tournament] doesn’t render the NCAA a commercial opportunist" (pp. 
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1-2). In addition, in 2002, NCAA Senior Vice-President Tom Jernstedt stressed 
the importance of "telling the truth - over and over again - through promotional 
platforms gained in the agreement... [about] the partnership between intercolle- 
giate athletics and higher education" (Brown, p. 3) 

This study’s results demonstrate that the 2006 NCAA Division I men’s bas- 
ketball tournament broadcasts do indeed offer evidence of such a "partnership" 
existing, but contrary to the rhetoric espoused by Jernstedt and many other NCAA 
officials, this is a partnership built on commercial, not educational, values. While 
David Goldfield (faculty athletic representative at the University of North Caro- 
lina) may have been hypothetically correct when he said, "there’s nothing wrong 
with money and making it, especially if you can use it to further your mission" 
(Brown, 2002, p. 4), he also presciently warned, "It’s easy for the NCAA’s credi- 
bility to be compromised when the public is bombarded with mixed messages" 
(Brown, p. 4). This study offers evidence that Goldfield’s concern regarding the 

NCAA’s lack of academic credibility--at least in reference to the educational 
value of men’s basketball broadcasts--is accurate: "The problem comes when the 
money diverts you from what you’re supposed to be doing" (Brown, p. 4). In this 
study’s sample, NCAA men’s basketball broadcasts do not bombard the public 

with "mixed messages?’ Overwhelmingly the messages are not mixed, but com- 
mercial, with greater than 99% of the sampled broadcasts’ nonprogram messages 
being commercial in nature. While the NCAA may promote its "brand," education 
was rarely, if ever, represented during 2006 NCAA Division I men’s basketball 
tournament broadcasts. The ’collegiate’ label has effectively become no more 
than a point of differentiation to separate NCAA sanctioned games and teams 
[?om other televised sport leagues and events. 

The uncovering of a distinct dominant logic of commercialization that guides 
decisions related to NCAA March Madness is useful because it highlights the key 
influence that shapes routines that comprise the activities of those involved in the 

day-to-day broadcast operations (see, for example, Feldman & Pentland, 2003), 
as well as "...the relatively constant dispositions and strategic heuristics that 
shape the approach of a firm to the nonroutine problems it faces" (Nelson & 
Winter, 1982, p. 15). It is also important that the dominant logic be uncovered 

because it is unlikely that there will be any revision to the existing mode of operat- 
ing while actors operate unconsciously, guided by entrenched, unquestioned codes 
(Barley & Tolbert, 1997; Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005). 

Further, this study brings to the fore ways in which a dominant logic can 
become established despite the publicly-espoused rhetoric of institutional leaders. 
This is a salient finding because most of the work that has been carried out on the 

effects of institutional logics has examined change in the context of broadly 
accepted and widely espoused dominant institutional logics. While O’Brien and 
Slack (2003, 2004) documented some disagreement among participant stakehold- 
ers as to how change should occur with respect to the shift [?om amateurism to 
professionalism in rugby union, such disagreement was very quickly confined to 
the margins of any discussions. By contrast, in NCAA Division I men’s basketball 
broadcasts, there is strong evidence of a dominant logic apparently inconsistent 
with the rhetoric espoused by institutional leaders of stakeholder institutions. 

Given the recent interest in the role of rhetoric in institutional transformation, and 
our nascent understanding regarding how change in institutional logics occurs 



(e.g., Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005) this constitutes an important finding in the 

context of broader theorizing about institutional change. 
This also leads to an interesting contradiction present in NCAA men’s bas- 

ketball broadcasts. Lower levels of variation in routine actions normally indicate 
a greater level of institutionalization; lower levels of rhetoric also tend to indicate 
greater levels of institutionalization (Green, 2004). NCAA Division I men’s bas- 

ketball broadcasts do indeed exhibit low levels of variation in routines. However, 
there is not a correspondingly low level of contradictory rhetoric. While the broad- 
casts reflect the dominant commercial logic, NCAA administrators consistently 
espouse noncommercial educational messages. 

In addition, there is evidence of coercive, mimetic, and normative mecha- 
nisms at work (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Coercively, there is the ever-present 
future threat of nonrenewal, or significant reduction, of the television rights fees 

agreement. The desire to retain this revenue stream, particularly in the context of 
ever-decreasing university funding from state and federal sources and concomi- 
tant pressures to secure funding from external sources, is apparent. 

From a mimetic standpoint there is clear evidence of alignment between 
CBS’s March Madness broadcasts and its National Football League (NFL) broad- 
casts (Southall, Nagel, & Gerdy, 2006). The use of in-game nonprogram graphics 
and verbal commentary to advertise CBS programs and sponsors, as well as 
describe in-game content was consistent in the telecasts of both sports properties. 
This increased commercialization and integration of a network’s entertainment 
properties into a sport’s broadcasts is consistent with the melding of sports and 

entertainment. Similar to its NFL broadcasts, CBS’s NCAA broadcasts have con- 
sistent commercial breaks at designated times within a game. These designated 
commercial brews allow the network to guarantee a sponsor or advertiser a des- 
ignated number of impressions per broadcast, and offer the ability for sport broad- 
casts to seamlessly integrate themselves into other entertainment broadcasts. This 

is consistent with the statement of a National Basketball Association (NBA) 
Senior Vice President, who noted, "}Ve don’t consider ourselves a sport league. 
We consider ourselves an entertainment company. So we try to be aware of what 
is happening all over the entertainment industry" (quoted in Cousens & Slack, 
2005, p. 35). It seems apparent that all stakeholders involved in March Madness 
do not classify their product as a ’sport,’ but instead actively borrow from estab- 
lished television production practices that comply with the desired commercial 
logic and emphasize entertaimnent. 

Finally, there are normative pressures at work. As Silk and Amis (2000) noted, 
there is little time to reflect in the often chaotic enviromnent of ’live’ televised 
sport. Thus, operators at all levels rely on established norms and values to make 
rapid decisions. Given that many of those involved in producing March Madness 
have learned their trade in "professional" sport broadcasting, it is not surprising 
that such professionalized codes or media logics apparent in this milieu so readily 
transfer to NCAA basketball production. For example, a cursory examination of 

two principals involved in the production of CBS Sports’ March Madness tele- 
casts offers evidence of how transference of professionalized codes to an ostensi- 
bly "amateur" sports property can occur. Tony Petitti (Executive Vice President 
and Executive Producer CBS Sports) 
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...oversees all day-to-day operations of CBS Sports...is responsible for the 
staffing of all production and talent personnel [as well as all]...editorial con- 

tent for all sports programming including the National Football League and 
Super Bowl XXXVIII, the NCAA Men’s Basketball Championship, the PGA 
TOUR, including the Masters and the PGA Championship, college football 
and the U.S. Open Tennis Championships (SportsLine.com, Inc., 2006b, 
para. 1). 

Similarly, Bob Dekas, coordinating producer of CBS Sports’ college basket- 
ball coverage since 1985, also serves as producer for the CBS Television Net- 
work’s coverage of the NFL (SportsLine.com, Inc., 2006a). Faced with continu- 
ing media consolidation--as evidenced by CBS’s 2006 acquisition of CSTV 
Network, Inc. (College Sports Television Networks, 2005)--unless the NCAA 
insists its media partners’ implement and evaluate broadcast strategies designed to 

increase adherence to the NCAA’s educational mission, the continual transference 
of professionalized media logics among sports properties will likely continue to 
increase. 

This intermingling of prominent broadcast decision-makers and the sports 
properties whose representation they oversee is significant because as such actors 
make sense of their enacted environment (Weick, 1995) they also transmit their 

understanding to others (Zucker, 1977). In such situations, in which producers and 
directors are involved in the production of numerous professionalized sports, rou- 
tines become seen as social ~facts’ (Barley & Tolbert, 1997; see also Greenwood 
& Hinings, 2006). Nelson and Winter (1982) contunded that ~°routinization of 
activity [is] the ~locus’ of operational knowledge in an organization... [and] that 
the knowledge an organization possesses is reducible to the knowledge of its indi- 
vidual members" (p. 104). This is because, as Seo and Creed (2002) suggest, 
without alternative courses of acting being apparent, it is highly unlikely that there 
will be any change to the status quo. Such challenges to institutional homeostasis, 
through actors envisioning and realizing alternative courses of action, are deter- 
mined by their levels of embeddedness within the institutional setting (Green- 
wood & Suddaby, 2006; Holm, 1995; Seo & Creed, 2002). However, it should be 
noted that an actor’s embeddedness is not easily overcome. The ability to do so is 
a function of having an awareness of alternatives, being open to those alternatives, 
and then having a motivation to change (Greenwood & Suddaby). 

Of course, with an expenditure of $6 billion, it would t~ke an incredibly naive 
Panglossian view to expect CBS executives to do anything other than attempt to 
maximize their return on investment. What is interesting is the response from 
those involved with the NCAA and other educational institutions. Despite 
espousing an educational mission, with a focus on student well-being and 
development, there is overwhelming evidence in the current study that such 
messages are delivered with the sole intent of establishing the NCAA’s legitimacy 
as a bastion of amateur ideals, protector of character-building opportunities for 
young people, and champion of its members’ educational mandates--which, by 
extension, possibly justify its tax exempt status. In fact, by quietly increasing the 
time permitted for nonprogram commercial advertisements during March Madness 
broadcasts, not enforcing its own rules regarding the nature and content of 



educational messages, and allowing for the transmission of few--if any-- 
educational messages, the NCAA is essentially exhibiting a ’°ceremonial 
conformity" (Meyer & Rowan, 1977, p. 341) to its stated commitment of ensuring 
"...that intercollegiate athletics participation is an integral part of the higher- 
education experience" (Brand, 2006, para. 2). The analyzed broadcasts offer 
strong evidence that the NCAA’s strategic decision-making in relation to NCAA 

Division I men’s tournament broadcasts reflects Oliver’s (1991) notion of 
"acquiescence," with little apparent attempt to modify production protocols to 
deliver on the organization’s supposed educational mandate. In this sense, it is 
apparent that this study offers support for Andrews’ (1999) contention that we 
have essentially reached the "end of sporting history" with no alternatives to the 
predominant corporate, commercialized form. Further, we are clearly in accordance 
with Giroux’s (2003) concerns regarding the increasingly corporative nature of 
the university with the vast majority of practices and processes subjugated to the 
pursuit of external funding. 

Conclusion 
Washington (2004; see also Washington & Ventresca, 2004) has plotted the evolu- 
tion of the NCAA as an institution designed to enhance visibility and resources 
[br member schools. Our work is clearly in sympathy with this finding, though by 

pointing to the existence of a dominant commercial logic and articulating the 
mutually constitutive effects of this on particular outcolnes, we extend work in 
this area. Clearly apparent are the ways in which, to borrow t?om Thornton (2002), 
decision-making is continually focused toward those issues that are consistent 

with the dominant logic, and away from those that are not. Much current thought 
holds t!~at organizations and institutions, far from existing in a static state, have 
structures and systems that must be continually reenacted (e.g., Jarzabkowski, 
2005). In this enduring state of ’becoming’ (see also Tsoukas & Chia, 2002), we 
realize a mutually constitutive link between the dominant logic and the activities 
of organizational actors. The consequence is, as illustrated by Lounsbury (2002) 
and Thornton (2002), a continual reintbrcement of the dominant logic and further 
marginalization of any competing logic. Thus, while there may be an ’official’ 

l’hetoric espousing educational values, this is very much ceremonial conformity to 
what is perceived to be a requirement for institutional legitimacy that is not backed 
up by the behaviors of organizational actors (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). In essence, 
the attachment of collegiate nomenclature effectively becomes a point of competi- 
tive differentiation designed to distinguish NCAA Division I men’s basketball in 
an increasingly crowded marketplace. While some officials, industry analysts, and 

members of the general public may cling to a perceived notion of an educational 
logic that influences decision-making, this is little more than--depending on your 
viewpoint--na’/ve interpretation or deliberate misleading of how NCAA division 

I men’s basketball is constructed. 
This study offers evidence that college sport reflects Lounsbury’s (2007) con- 

tention that, "most environments are subject to multiple competing logics that 
provide a foundation for ongoing contestation and change" (p. 302). While clearly 
college-sport, reflected in the various NCAA divisions, and other intercollegiate 
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athletic associations (e.g., National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics 
[NAIA], National Junior College Athletic Association [NJCAA], and National 
Christian College Athletic Association [NCCAA]), is reflective of multiple, com- 
peting logics, the NCAA is so dominant that it, together with its commercial part- 
ners, inevitably shapes the prevailing logic of the ’°big-time" Division-I college 
sport field. 

Reflective of such competing logics, summaries of tire differences between 

the three NCAA membership divisions highlight this organizational fragmenta- 
tion. On the NCAA website, NCAA Division I athletic departments, most notably 

those in the Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) classification, are described as 
"usually faMy elaborate programs" and the foci of the D-I summary are require- 
ments involving attendance and location of contests (National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, 2007c, para. 1). Perhaps coincidentally the term "student-athlete" 
never appears. In contrast, the Division III summary notes: 

Division III athletics features student-athletes who receive no financial aid 

related to their athletic ability and athletic departments are staffed and funded 
like any other department in the university. Division III athletics departments 
place special importance on the impact of athletics on the participants rather 
than on the spectators. The student-athlete’s experience is of paramount con- 
cern (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2007c, para. 3). 

Cognizant of these differences the NCAA has developed a governance struc- 
ture that allows for these logics to coexist. 

In fact, the 1973 reorganization of the NCAA into three distinct and autono- 
mous divisions, with separate independent management councils and the aboli- 
tion of the necessity for association-wide approval for policies specific to each 
division (National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2007a, 2007b), lends credence 
to the organization’s long-standing recognition of the dominance of a commercial 
logic in Division I and supports our study’s conclusion that production of NCAA 
Division I men’s basketball tournament broadcasts is shaped by just such a domi- 
nant logic. 

While clearly once CBS buys the rights to the NCAA tournament, it controls 
the commercials and, in fact, all nonprogram content associated with the broad- 
casts, the NCAA asserts that it "controls" its championship events and that all 
decisions regarding NCAA championships are first and foremost made on the 
basis of student-athlete welfare. In official documents the NCAA notes that even 

though CBS has purchased rights to NCAA Division I men’s basketball game 
broadcasts, "All television rights (over the air and cable), both live and delayed, 
will be under the jurisdiction of the Division I men’s Basketball Committee" 
(National Collegiate Athletic Association, 2006a, p. 33). In light of our findings, if 

the NCAA’s assertion that it maintains control over the game broadcasts is false, 

the NCAA has ceded control of the broadcasts to CBS and as a result, CBS’s domi- 
nant commercial logic permeates the analyzed broadcasts. However, if the NCAA 
has retained jurisdiction over the broadcasts, tire broadcasts offer strong evidence 
that a commercial logic has come to dominate the NCAA Division I field. 

Needless to say, there is a need for further research in this area. While 
investigations of Meyer and Rowan’s (1977) "ceremonial faqades" will, in all 



likelihood, not be welcomed by the NCAA or university athletic departments, 
there is clearly a need for research designed to evaluate the extent to which other 
televised intercollegiate athletics events convey particular messages. In addition, 
we suggest that analyses of other college sport event broadcasts along a spectrum 
of "commercialization" (e.g., Division I football bowl games, NCAA Division I 
women’s basketball tournament, Division I baseball "College World Series," 
Division I women’s softball national championships, Division II national 
championships, and Division III national championships) would be useful to 
determine if such broadcasts exhibit the same corporate, commercialized form 
[bund in this study. Further analysis should be conducted to determine the extent 
to which the commercial logic evident in NCAA Division I men’s basketball 
broadcasts is being adopted in the production of other college sporting events. The 
development of CSTV and ES PNU as additional broadcast platforms for delivering 
"non-revenue" college sporting events to consumers offers a potentially useful 
setting for such analyses. 

In addition, it may be appropriate to extend the work of Green, Costa, and 
Fitzgerald work (2003) to examine the effectiveness and value of the NCAA 
logo’s visual exposures during event broadcasts (See Debner & Jacoby, 1994; 
Shapiro, MacInnis, & Heckler, 1997). Further studies should also qualitatively 

assess the perceptions and motives of broadcasters representing college and pro- 
fessional sport events to determine if any differences exist between such broad- 
casts. In addition, research probing consumers’ perceptions of the educational 
importance of events such as March Madness and Division I football bowl games 
might revea! the effectiveness of NCAA public-relations activities attempting to 
reinforce the "educational" aspect of big-time college athletics. Such research 
might raise farther questions regarding the apparent educational ’°faqade" of big- 
time college athletics and lead to farther investigations of the NCAA’s operations 
to determine the extent to which college sport is a commercial enterprise unre- 
lated to universities’ educational missions. 

Notes 

1. The NCAA and the Illinois High School Association are members of the March Mad- 

ness Athletic Association LLC, which owns the registration to March Madness. The NCAA is 

the exclusive licensee of this m~xk in connection with the NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball 

Championship and the Division I Women’s Basketball Championship (National Collegiate Ath- 

letic Association, 20051). 

2. "Play-in" game held on Tuesday, Mmch 14, 2006 was broadcast by ESPN and not included 
in study population. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Sherman <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 11:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow and Monday 

Dear Jay, 

Well, I have a lot on my plate as well, including pig postcards, so I 
understand. But it’s not going to be easy to find an alternative. We 
are away Weds. evening to Saturday evening; next week I can’t do it 
Monday or Friday and would rather not Weds. (when I think you have a 
department meeting anyway). I know you prefer MWF, but could you 
consider a Thursday late, after I finish teaching at 1:45 (and before my 
next class at 3:30)? We could get something quick at the Carolina (the 
bar). I could do that on the 24th. The week of the 28th is not ideal, 
but I could probably manage something on the 30th. 
Good luck with your bluebooks-- 
D. 

Daniel J. Sherman 
Professor, Art History; Adjunct Professor, History 
Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Fax: (919) 967-0722 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 17, 2013 9:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

the Farmer comment 

Incidentally--one reason I think we need to start drawing "bright red 
lines" (i. e., confirmation of basic literacy, SAT floors, etc.) when we 
talk about admissions is that whenever we use more vague 
language--"prepared for college work," for example--Farmer always 
responds with "well, we already do that. We only admit those who will be 
successful." "It’s really tough to predict with any individual...." 

I’m sorry, if we’ve admitted guys who have to work on their letters and 
vowels, we have distorted the meaning of "successful" beyond 
recognition. We can’t continue to let them get away with it. 
On 10/17/13 9:33 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Stancill got our name wrong, but it’s something. 
> 
> ~:iiwww.~ewsobserver.comi2013/10/16/3287134/chal~eloN~l=braces~t~roaorare.h~ml 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
> ~ :i/lists.tmc.eduh~?id=61803888.b835e606 lc75aa962ed73bd5f5ff4e lf&n=T&l-lhear             , 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-33735496-61803888.b835e606 lc75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4e lf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Twitter <info@twitter.com> 
Thursday, October 17, 2013 9:52 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Princeton Univ Press, New York Times Books, and 5 others have Tweets for you 

,lay Smith, 
Here’s what’s trending on Twitter this week. 

New York Times Books @n~imesbooks 

Eleanor Catton, 28, becomes youngest winner of Man 
Booker Prize, for her novel "The Luminaries": 
nyti.ms/l ep0Ah9 

At 28, Eleanor Carton Is Youngest Man Booker 
Winner 
Ms. Catton was awarded the British literary prize for "The 
Luminaries," an epic, 848-page tale set in 19th-century New 
Zealand. 

15 Oct 

L.A, Times Books @latimesbooks 

You dropped a book on me: Drones to deliver textbooks 
lat.ms/167XL3H 

15 Oct 

You dropped a book on me: Drones to deliver 
textbooks 

Imagine the book you need to ace the exam showing up at 
your door, care of your friendly neighborhood drone. 

Princeton Univ Press @PrincetonUPress 
Americans Win Economics Nobel For Market Insights: 
Scholars Fama, Hansen and Shiller Share Award via 

online .wsj .com/news/articles/.., 

Three Americans win economics Nobel for 
market insights 
Americans Eugene F~ Fama, Lars Peter- Hansen and Robert 
J. Shitter won the Nobel prize for economics for pioneering 
work in the operations of financial markets, asset prices and 
behavioral economics. 

14 Oct 



Boston Globe Arts @BostonG obeARs 

The insider’s guide to the Boston Book Festival: 
b.globe.comi15Ddo0K 

15 Oct 

The insider’s guide to the Boston Book Festival 

The stories behind festival authors, books, events, and the hidden connections 
among them: "Americans tend to think poetry is a schoo! subject like ancient 
history or precalculus, because we often,,, 

RELATED TWEET 

Tim Chartier @timchartier 

Index done for my @PdncetonUPress book. Index includes 
"People Magazine’s Sexiest Man Alive". Why? Ah-buy the 

book when it appears. LOL. 

R ETWE ET                                                       ~ 

15 Oct 

Nobelprize=org @Nobe pdze_org 

2013 Prize in Economic Sciences awarded to: Eugene 
F.Fama, Lars Peter Hansen & Robert Shiller #NobeIPrize 
pic.twitter.com/hOkPHQqi7W 

14 Oct 

FAVOR TE 

Seth Ditchik @econeditor 

Congratulations to @PrincetonUPress authors Bob Shiller 
and Lars Peter Hansen for winning the Nobel Prize in 

Economics (with Eugene Fama)! 

1 
FAVOR TE 

14 Oct 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Shermer <mshermer@skeptic.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

An Evening with Richard Dawkins and Michael Shermer 

Ths s a spec al announcement to our eSkeptc subscr bars about an upcoming evenL This emal 

was sent to: [jaysmith@emalunc.edu] Need to u_p~@~# ~,ouremailaddress for eSkept c? Don’t 

want eSkepSic anymore? Unsubscribe now. 

A Dinner Evening with         Dawkin5 
in Michael Shermer’s home in Southern California 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 at 6pm 



To help the Richard Dawkins Foundation raise money, I am hosting a 

dinner with Richard at my home this Sunday night at 6pm, after the 

Calteeh event. Cost is $5oo/plate. It is tax deductible. We’ll have a 

spectacular sunset view of all of Southern California from my diffside 

home, and I have an 8-inch Meade telescope for some star gazing that 

night. Good cause, good fun. ,loin us! (And if you did not already get a 

ticket for my "in conversation" with Dawkins at Calteeh at 9pm this 

Sunday, we are l~ve s~reaming it on skepticocom. 

--Michael Shermer, Executive Director 

Skeptics Society 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

visa education (Google Groups) <noreply@googlegroups.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:07 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Google Groups: You’ve been added to visaeducationl 1 

The group’s name, description, and address will automatically be included in the email. 

About this group: 

hi 

The owner of the group has set your subscription type as "Email", meaning that you’ll receive a copy of every 
message posted to the group as they are posted. 

Visit This Group 

Start your own group, unsubscribe from this group, or stop invitations like this. or report spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leonard Smith <lvsmith@oberlin.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:01 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Not a state secret, but .... 

Dear Lloyd and Jay: 

Just to let you know that my campaign to get Oberlin to award an honorary degree to Chris Browning has 
succeeded. The degree will be awarded at Commencement next May. He knows, and has accepted. But I don’ t 
think this is public knowledge yet. I might wait for Chris to tell you. 

But since you both helped feed me information at a crucial time, I wanted to thank you both. 

And by the way, I applied for the NHC for next year. Maybe our paths will cross again directly! 

best, Len 

Leonard V. Smith 
Chair and Frederick B. Artz Professor 
Department of History 
Oberlin College 
Oberlin, OH 44074 USA 



CAP ACT OVERWEW          ONLY CONGRESS MAY GRANT... 10-18-13 

iF MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSN., ASS UST SERVE 40% OF 

ALL 4-YR iNSTiTUTiONS/ALMO! ~IM+ ATHLETIC 

PROGRAMS AND MEET ALL OF .LOWING CONDiTiONS : 

BOARD OF INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS 

Expert FORMER college presidents (40%), 

trustees, athletic directors, faculty & athletes 

Equal representation of all divisions 

Fiduciary control, legislative responsibility 

for eligibility, financial and other rules to 

ensure academic/financial/ethical integrity & 

benefit health/welfare of 450,000 athletes 

DUE PROCESS GUARANTEES 

¯ cases w/significant penalties require 

Independent investigators/professional judges 

¯ discovery with subpoena power 

¯ athlete welfare advocate to advise athletes 

of their rights 

MUST OWN NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 

¯ FBS Nat. (~hampionship revenues provide 

insurance/medical/catastrophic athletic injury 

expense for 450,000 athletes, full cost of 

attendance to D-I athletes and Academic Trust 

fund for athletes and non-athletes 

COMMERCIAL CONDITIONI 
¯ Institutions, conferences, 

revenues from their respe 

events-no share to athl 
¯ Institution cannot      hts to 

names/ima        _~sses of athletes, but can 

use to prol athletic events 

¯ Colleg~ may sell rights to names/ 

if not related to sport in 

they are currently participating; may 

sell without restriction following eligibility 

EDUCATIONAL ATHLETICS CONDITIONS 

¯ Full scholarship = S-year promise -not yr. to yr. 

¯ Faculty/athlete whistle-blower protection 

¯ Required peer review certification of program 
¯ Academic support program control by 

academic authority-not athletic department 
¯ (~ap on coach/athletic director salaries/outside 

income 
¯ Athlete medical screening/treatment rights 

iF iNDEPENDENT, MUST MEET 

ONLY THESE CONDiTiONS 

EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS (cont.) 
¯ Minimum GPA of 2.0 for athletic participation; 

with practice hour limits for ineligible athletes 
¯ No freshman eligibility if high school GPA or 

SAT below one standard deviation of academic 

profile of incoming class 
¯ Ineligible for athletic scholarship if cumulative 

GPA below 2.0 for two consecutive semesters 
¯ If institution not in compliance with Title IX, all 

teams ineligible for post-season play 
¯ Faculty senate must approve missed class 

policies 
¯ Prohibition of construction/use of athletics 

only facilities 
¯ If athletic scholarship withdrawn, no athletics 

personnel on institutional appeal committee 

Faculty only committee mandated for annual 

academic oversight/report to Faculty Senate 

Vote and consent of student government on 

use of mandatory student fees for athletics 

(~oaches cannot use name or position at 

institution for private gain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Clotfelter <charles.clotfelter@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:38 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Oct. 24 

Dear Jay, 

I have read about this film. Unfortunately [ am not in NC tMs year, so I had to miss it. 

We still have time to remake the NCAA... 

Charlie 

Charles T. CIotfelter 

Professor of Public Policy, Economics, and Law 

Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke University 

On leave, 2013-2014 

Straus Institute for the Advanced Study 

of Law and Justice 

NYU School of Law 

22 Washington Square North 

New York, NY 10011 

646-416-6258 

Emai!: charles.clotfelter@du ke.ed u 

Web page: http://fds.duke.edu/db/Sanford/charles.clotfelter 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 11:56 AM 

To: Charles Cloffelter 
Subject: Oct. 24 

Dear Charlie: 
Still feeling guilty for having let slip our grand plans to remake the NCAA, I nevertheless want you to know about an 
upcoming event here that you might be interested in. If you come, I’d recommend getting here by about 6:30. The room 
could be pretty packed by showtime. Please share with any interested parties at Duke. 

On Oct 24, beginning at 7:00, in Carroll Hall Auditorium, UNC will host a screening of the new EPIX documentary: 
"Schooled: The Price of College Sports." The documentary is inspired partly by award-winning author Taylor Branch’s 
recent book The Cartek ~nsid÷ the Rise and Imminent ga~ of the NCAA, and includes interviews with a number of persons 
associated with UNC. After the screening, beginning at approximately 8:30, we will have a town hall panel discussion 

and Q&A session with Andrew Muscato (the producer), Taylor Branch, Lawrence R. "Bubba" Cunningham (UNC’s 
Director of Athletics), Dwight Hollier (former UNC player and currently Director of Transition and Clinical Services in 
the NFL), Dan Kane (reporter from the News & Observer), Bob Orr (former NC Supreme Court Justice), and Richard 
Southall (College Sports Research Institute). 

This event was sponsored and organized by UNC’s School of Journalism and Mass Communication and the UNC 
Faculty Athletics Reform Group. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethany S. Keenan <bkeenan@coe.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 11:49 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Darnton opinion 

Hi Jay, 

I’m leaning towards Cat Massacre too, for one reason: I’ll be honest with you, I don’t think Midwesterners can 
handle that much nun porn. Especially in what’s scheduled to be a morning class. And perhaps more 
importantly, I don’t know that I can teach Midwesterners nun porn before noon. But killing cats? Sure! 

You told me in Banff that that was your last; I’d say that was a darn good one to go out on. Myself, I think I’m 
sticking to the Western from here on out. I have little time for questions that are more about how smart the 
questioner is, and less about what the paper said. Nice people + history = fun for me! But if I don’t get to count 
you among them, I’ll just have to try to get to NC sometime soon. 

Thanks for all the help - it’s been invaluable. 

bk 

On Fri, Nov 1, 2013 at 9:33 AM, Jay Smith ~j~v~N)h@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Bethany--I’ve actually never taught with Forbidden Best Sellers, mainly because a) it’s too long, and b) I’m 
now tired of the Darnton thesis. But I have taught with selected essays from the Cat Massacre, and that has 
usually gone well. I like the cat massacre, the Rousseau chapter, and the one about the bourgeois ordering his 
world. 

Nice that you saw Lloyd. I think I’m actually following through on a threat I’ve made for years: no more 
conferences. At least for a good long time. I don’t like conferences either. (My misanthropic tendencies are 
hardening, like my arteries, in my old age.) I do hope to see you in some other venue, though. -Jay 
On 10/31/13 5:48 PM, Bethany S. Keenan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I had a lovely time seeing Lloyd at the Western and wished you were there too. It was great to 
hang out with folks and really, my kind of conference. 

I wanted to ask your opinion, as you’ve probably taught both: Which do you prefer for 
undergrads for Darnton, _Forbidden Best-Sellers_ or _Great Cat Massacre ? I love both, but am 
wondering which one translates better for teaching. I didn’t read either unti]-grad school, so I’ve 
no experience that way. 

Hope all’s well, 
BK 

Bethany S Keenan 
Assi stant Professor,, Hi story 
Coe College 
1220 [=irst Avenue NE 
Cedar Rapids~ Iowa 52402 
bkeenan~coe.edu 



Bethany S. Keenan 
As si stant Profes sor, Hi story 
Coe College 
1220 First Avenue NE 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402 
bkeer~an~coe.edu 



The University of Virginia’s Carter G. Woodson Institute for African American and 

African Studies seeks to make a three-year non-tenure track Lecturer appointment, to 

begin August 25, 2014. The position will be 100 percent in the Woodson Institute. 

Preference will be given to applicants who have conducted research in Africa and have 

taught courses on Africa and the African Diaspora. Additional duties include service to 

the African American and African Studies program. Review of applications will begin 

November 8, 2013 and continue until the position is filled. Applicants must hold a Ph.D. 

by the time of appointment. To apply, candidates must submit a Candidate Profile 

through Jobs@UVA (https://jobs.virginia.edu). Search on posting number 0613024 and 
attach the following documents electronically: a cover letter describing teaching interests 

and experience, a curriculum vitae, a statement of teaching philosophy, a sample article 

or chapter (Attach to Writing Sample 1), and contact information for three references. 

Please have referees email letters directly to cgwi-lecturer@collab.itc.virginia.edu. 

Questions regarding the application process in Jobs@UVA should be directed to Cheryll 

Lewis in the Woodson Institute (cll2d@vir~inia.edu). 

The College of Arts and Sciences and the University of Virginia welcome applications 

from women, minorities, veterans and persons with disabilities; we seek to build a 

culturally diverse, intellectual environment and are committed to a policy of equal 

employment opportunity and to the principles of affirmative action in accordance with 

state and federal laws. The University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 

Employer. 

~wwv.virginia. edu/woodson 



Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:30 AM 

Smith Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

The Journal of Modern History Vol. 85, No. 4, December 2013 is now available 
online 

Table of Contents 

The Un vers ty of Chicago Press s happy to notfy you that the new issue of The Journal of Modern 
History is now ava able. The onl ne issues of this ioumal are hosted on JSTOR on beha f of The 
University of Ch cago Press. 

The Journal of Modern History 
Vol. 85, No. 4 December2013 

Pubfished by: The University of Chicaqo Press 

Articles 
An American Model for French Liberalism: The State of Exception in #douard Laboulaye’s 
Constitutional Thouqht 
Stephen W Sawyer 
DO: I0 1086/672528 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 739-771. 

A State of Exception? Mass Expulsions and the German Constitutional State, 1871-1914 
Matthew P Fitzpatrick 
DO: I0 1086/672529 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013 Vo 85 No 4:772-800 

Race and Empire: The Legitimation of Italian Colonialism in Juridical Thought 
Oindo De Napoli 
DOI: 10 1086/672530 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vol 85 No 4:801-832 

Contemporary Issues in Historical Perspective 
The Strange Politics of Federative Ideas in East-Central Europe 
Hoy Case 
DO: I0 1086/672531 
The Journal of Modem H story December 2013 Vo 85 No 4:833-866 

Das rdmische Gesprach in a New Key: Hannah Arendt, Genocide and the Defense of Republican 
Civilization 



A Dirk Moses 
DOI: 10 1086/672532 
The Journa of Modern H story December 2013 Vo. 85 No 4: 867-913. 

Book Reviews 
Sophus A. Reinert Translatinq Empire: Emulation and the Orlqins of Pofitical Economy 
Translating Empire: Emulation and ~e Od\q/ns of Po//dcat Economy by Sophus A. Reinert 
Review by: R chard Davd Sheldon 
DOI: 10.1086/672533 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 914-915. 

Joachim Radkau and Patrick Camiller, Wood: A History 
Y~Zood: A H/sto~/by Joachim Radkau Patrick Cami er 
Review by: Tamara L Whted 
DOI: 10.1086/672534 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 915-917. 

Elizabeth L. Eisenstein Divine Art, Infernal Machine: The Reception of Printinq in the West from First 
Impressions to the Sense of an Endinq 
D~vme Art, tn~ernat Machine~ %~e Reception of Ph;~’ff~ng m the West ~?om ~Yst trnpresdons to the Sense 
of an End,~ng by Elizabeth L Eisenstein 
Review by: Geoffrey Turnovsky 
DO: 10.1086/672535 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vol. 85 No. 4: 917-920. 

Anthony Grafton, The Culture of Correction in Renaissance Europe 
lan Maclean, Scholarship, Commerce, Refigion: The Learned Book in the Aqe of Confessions, 1560- 
1630 
The Culture of Cart÷croon in Renaissance ~urope by Anthony Gra~on; Scholarship, Commeme, 
Religion: The Learned Book /n t}~e Age of Confesdons, 156~1630 by lan Maclean 
Review by: Adran Armstrong 
DOI: 10.1086/672536 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 920~922. 

Carina L. Johnson, Cultural Hierarchy in Sixteenth-Century Europe: The Ottomans and Mexicans 
Cutturat Hierarchy m S/xteenth.~Century Europe: The Ottomans and Me£/cans by Cadna L. Johnson 
Review by: Jesse Spohnhoz 
DOI: 10.1086/672537 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 922~924. 

John Tresch, The Romantic Machine: Utopian Science and Technoloqy after Napoleon 
The Romantic Machine Utopian Science and Technotogy after Napoteon by John Tresch 
Review by: Martn Staum 
DOI: 10.1086/672538 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 924~926. 

Jonathan Schneer, The Balfour Declaration: The Oriqins of the Arab-lsraefi Conflict 
Stephan E. C. Wendehorst British Jewry, Zionism and the Jewish State 1936-1956 
The Balfour Declaration: The O~/ns of the Arab-tsraefi Conflict by Jonathan Schneer; Br/dsh Jevv~/, 
Zionism, and the Jewish State, 1938-1956 by Stephan E. C. Wendehorst 
Review by: Stua~ Cohen 
DOI: 10.1086/672539 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 926~929. 

Ulrich Lappenkeper Mitterrand und Deutschland: Die entratselte Sphinx 
Mttterrand und Deutschland: Die ent~tsette Sphinx by Urch LappenkOper 
Review by: Holger Nehdng 
DOI: 10.1086/672540 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013 Vo.85 No. 4: 92%931. 

Orna Alyagon Darr, Marks of an Absolute Witch: Evidentiary Dilemmas in Early Modern Enqland 
M~rks of an Absotute Witch: Evidential/Dilemmas in Early Modem England by area A ya~on Dart 
Review by: Norma Landau 
DO I: 10.1086/672541 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 931-933. 

Carl Wennerlind, Casualties of Credit: The En,qfish Financial Revolution, 1620-1720 



Casuatdes of Credit: The E,sg//sh F/nandd Revolution, 1620-1720 by Carl Wennedind 
Review by: Geoffrey Clark 
DOI: 10.1086/672542 
The Jouma of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 933-934. 

Robert Inqham and Duncan Brack, eds., Peace, Reform, and Liberation: A History of Liberal Pofitics in 
Britain 1679-2011 
Peace~ Reform and Liberation: A History of Libet:at Pofidcs in Britain 1879-2011 by Robe~ ngham; 
Duncan Brack 
Review by: Nancy LoPat n-Lummis 
DOI: 10 1086/672543 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vol, 85 No 4:935-936 

Michael Bentley, The Life and Thouqht of Herbert Butterfield: History, Science, and God 
The Li~ and Thought of Herbert Butte~’~etd~ History4 Sc/ence~ and God by M chael Bentley 
Review by: Victor H. Feske 
DO: 10.1086/672544 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vol. 85 No. 4: 936-938. 

D. M. Leeson, The Black and Tans: British Pofice and Auxiliaries in the Irish War of Independence, 
1920-1921 
The Btack and Tans British Police and Auxiliaries in the Irish Y~@r of independence, 1920-1921 by 
M Leeson 
Review by: Joost Augusteiin 
DOI: 10.1086/672545 
The Jouma of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 938-940. 

Bill Williams, "Jews and Other Foreiqners’: Manchester and the Victims of European Fascism, 1933- 
1940 
"Jews and Other Forerunners~ Manchester and the Wc~ms of European Fasdsm~ I933-I940 by BI 
Wiams 
Review by: Todd M Ende man 
DO: I0.1086/672546 
The Journal of Modern H story December 201% Vo. 85, No. 4: 940-941. 

Katherine Crawford The Sexual Culture of the French Renaissance 
The Sexual Cu£ure of the French Renaissance by Katherine Crawford 
Review by: Cathy Yandell 
DO: I0.1086/672547 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 942-943. 

Virqinia Reinburq French Books of Hours: Makinq an Archive of Prayer, c. 1400-1600 
French Books of Hours: Making an Archive of Prayer~ c 1400-1600 by V rginia Reinburg 
Review by: Rachel Futon Brown 
DO: I0.1086/672548 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 943-945. 

Jeremy L. Caradonna, The Enlightenment in Practice: Academic Prize Contests and Intellectual Culture 
in France, 1670-1794 
L~e ~d/ghtenment in P~cbce: Academic Prize Contests and intellectual Cutture m ~a,sce, 1870-1794 
by Jeremy L Caradonna 
Review by: William Beik 
DOI: 10.1086/672549 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 945@47. 

Raymond Birn Royal Censorship of Books in Eiqhteenth-Centurv France 
Royat Censorsh@ of Books in E/ghteenth~Centu~y £,’ance by Raymond Brn 
Review by: Jack Censer 
DOI: 10.1086/672550 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 947@48. 

Kathleen Kete, Maldnq Way for Genius: The Aspirinq Self in France from the Old Reqime to the New 
Making Way for Genius~ The Aspih~ng Serf in ~ance ~.om the Old Re@~me to the New by Kattfieen Kete 
Review by: Dodnda Outram 
DO I: 10.1086/672551 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 949@50. 

Mary Ashburn Miller, A Natural History of Revolution: Violence and Nature in the French Revolutionary 



Imaqination, 1789-1794 
A Nature/Histor}/of Revo/udon: Vio/ence and Nature in the S~ench Revo/udonary imagination 1789- 
!794 by Mary Ashbum Miller 
Review by: Johnson Kent Wright 
DOI: 10.1086/672552 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 951-952. 

Nicolas Mariot and Claire Zalc, Face ~ la persecution: 991 Juifs dans la .querre 
Face b/a persecution 991 Juffs dana/a guerre by Nicolas Madot Claire Zalc 
Review by: Ethan Katz 
DOI: 10.1086/672553 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 953-955. 

Philip Gavitt, Gender, Honor, and Charity in Late Renaissance Florence 
Gende~ Hono~ and Chari~y in Late Renaissance Florence by Philip Gav~ 
Review by: Sharon T. Strocchia 
DO: 10.1086/672554 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 955-956. 

Katherine Aron-Beller, Jews on Trial: The Papal Inquisition in Modena, 1598-1638 
Jews on Tria/~ The Papal/nqu/sfl/on in Moden& 159~1638 by Kather ne AromBeller 
Review by: Jeffrey R. WaS 
DO: 10.1086/672555 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 957-958. 

Emma Fattorini, Hitler, Mussofini, and the Vatican: Pope Pius XI and the Speech That Was Never 
Made 
H~der, Musso#ni, and the Vadcan: Pope P/us Xt and the Speech That Was Never Made by Emma 
Fa~orini 
Review by: Susan Zucco~i 
DOI: 10 1086/672556 
The Journa of Modern Hstory December 2013 Vo 85 No 4:958~961 

Scott Eastman, Preachin.q Spanish Nationafism across the Hispanic Atlantic, 1759-1823 
P~each/ng Spanish Nadona//sm across the Hispanic Adandc, 1759-1823 by Scott Eastman 
Review by: Jesus Cruz 
DOI: 10.1086/672557 
The Jouma of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 961-962. 

Olivia MuSoz-Rojas, Ashes and Granite: Destruction and Reconstruction in the Spanish Civil War and 
Its Aftermath 
Ashes and Granite: Destruet/on and Reconstruction in t~e Spanish C~v// War and its A£ermath by OIva 
MuSoz~Roias 
Review by: Carola Hein 
DO: I0.1086/672558 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 96%964. 

Martin Conway, The Sorrows of Bel.qium: Liberation and Pofitical Reconstruction, 1944-1947 
The Sorrows of Bdg~um Liberation and Po/~t/ca/ Reconstruc~/on~ 1944-1947 by Martin Conway 
Review by: Carl J. Stdkwerda 
DO: I0.1086/672559 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 964~966. 

Jakob WQhrer and Martin Scheutz Zu Diensten Ihrer Ma[estat: Hofordnunqen und Instruktionsb~cher 
am fr~hneuzeitlichen H, fener Hof 
Zu D~ens en /hrer Majest~t: Ho~ordnungen und /nst~u~t/onsb~cher am ££}hneuzeit/ichen t44ener Hof by 
Jakob WOhrer; Ma~n Scheutz 
Review by: Howard Louthan 
DOI: 10.1086/672560 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 966@68. 

Charles D. Gunnoe, Jr., Thomas Erastus and the Palatinate: A Renaissance Physician in the Second 
Reformation 
7~omas Eras~us and the Pa/adnate: A Renaissance Physician in ~he Second Refbrmadon by Charles 
D. Gunnoe Jr 
Review by: Dane Dane 
DO: 10.1086/672561 



The Journal of Modern H story December 2013 Vol 85 No 4:968-969 

Fritz Fellner and Doris A. Corradini, eds., Schicksals/ahre Osterreichs: Die Erinnerunqen und 
TaqebE~cher Josef Redlichs 1869-1936. Volume 1 : Erinnerunqen und TaqebE~cher 1869-1914. Volume 
2: TaqebE~cher Josef Redlichs 1915-1936. Volume 3: Bioqraphische Daten und Reqister. 
Schicksatsjahre ©sterreichs: Die Erfnnerungen und ~agebPcher Josef Redfichs 1869-1936 ~4otume 1: 
Er/~nerungen und Tageb~cher 1869-1914. Votume 2: Tageb~cher Josef Red//chs 1915-193& ~btume 
3: Biogttaphische Daten und Redder by Frtz Fellner; Doris A Corrad n 
Review by: John Deak 
DOI: 10.1086/672562 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 970-972. 

Mark Tilse, Transnationafism in the Prussian East: From National Conflict to Synthesis, 1871-1914 
Transnat/ona/ism in ~Y}e Prussian East~ S~om Nat/onat Conflict to Synthesis 1871-1914 by Mark Tlse 

Review by: Winson Chu 
DOI: 10.1086/672563 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vok 85 No. 4: 973-975. 

Sebastian Conrad German Coloniafism: A Short History 
Christian S. Davis, Coloniafism, Antisemitism, and Germans of Jewish Descent in Imperial Germany 
Gem~an Cotoniafism: A Short H/sto~/ by Sebastian Conrad; Cotonia/ism~ Antisemit~sm~ and Germans of 
Jewish Descent m/mper~at Geh~any by Chdst an S. Davis 
Review by: Woodruff Smith 
DO: 10.1086/672564 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 975~978. 

Friedrich Wilhelm Graf, Der heiliqe Zeitqeist: Studien zur Ideenqeschichte der protestantischen 
Theoloqie in der Weimarer Repubfik 
Der heitige Zeitge st: Studen zur tdeengeschichte der protestandschen ~heotogie in der Weimarer 
Repubtik by Fdeddch Wilhe m Graf 
Review by: Beniam n Z emann 
DOI: 10.1086/672565 
The Jouma of Modern H story December 2013, Vo. 85, No. 4: 978-980. 

Othmar PlOckinger, Geschichte eines Buches: Adolf Hitlers "Mein Kampf" 1922-1945 
Geschichte eines ~uches: Adoff Hiders "Mein KampF 1922-1945 by Othmar P 6ckinger 
Review by: Derek Hast ngs 
DOI: 10.1086/672566 
The Journal of Modern H story December 2013 Vo.85 No. 4: 980-981. 

Jan Peters, Menschen und Mdqlichkeiten: Ein Historikerleben in der DDR und anderen Traumlandem 
Menschen und M~sgtichkdten: Ein Histo~kerteben in der DDR und anderen ~aum/~ndem by Jan 

Peters 
Review by: Wliam W. Hagen 
DO: I0.1086/672567 
The Journal of Modern History December 2013 Vo. 85 No. 4: 982~984. 

Christina Morina Leqacies of Stalinqrad: Rememberinq the Eastern Front in Germany since 1945 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: that sign 

Your question is on my list. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 9:11 PM, "Jay Smith" <j ay smith@email.unc, edu> wrote: 

> Joy--just between you and me...have you found out anything about that sign in the football locker room? 
> 

> Jay 



Proposal Application 

Las Vegas National Technology & Social Science Conference 

National Social Science Association 

Las Vegas Meeting April 13-15, 2014 

Session Presenter(s) 

Institution Department 

Address 

City_ State 

Day Phone ( ) Evening Phone ( 

E-mail 

Zip 

Co-author(s) if applicable 
If co-presenters are at different institutions, please list the full names and addresses at bottom of the abstract. 

Will co-author(s) be involved in this presentation? [] Yes    [] No 

If co-authors are not involved in presentation they will not receive program acceptance materials. 

No single presenter multiple presentations allowed. 

[] Paper [] Student Paper    [] Technology Session 

[] Symposium (multiple presenters)    [] Session Chair 

Title of Presentation : 

Specific Discipline Area of Presentation: 

Equipment Needed for Session 

25 Word Abstract: 

© 

© 

Conference Registration Fee: $225 member rate, $275 new/renewal membership, $155 student 

Membership: One year membership in National Social Science Association - $50.00 Includes two 
Social Science Newsletters and four online copes of the National Social Science Journal. All 
members can submit articles to the refereed National Social Science Journal. 

© Attend: If you are interested in just attending please go to our website www.nssa.us for an attend 
form. 

Make checks or purchase orders payable to National Social Science Association. Return form to: 

NSSA Las Vegas Meeting 
2020 Hills Lake Drive 

El Cajon CA 92020-1018 

Phone: (619)448-4709 Fax: (619)258-7636 Email: natsocsci(~aol.com 



Website: www.nssa.us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rice, David Byron <dbrice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Long time... 

Great to hear from you, Jay. I am in town and largely free for lunch throughout most of December. Please throw out a 

day or two that looks good for you and I will confirm. 

As for which shade of blue is darker, I have so many friends at both institutions that I had better not draw any 

distinctions, but I do look forward to hearing about your continuing efforts to shed light on the dark places. Many is the 

morning I think how wonderful it would be to open up the sports pages and only read about sports... 

See you soon! 

David 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:09 AM 

To: Rice, David Byron 

Subject: Re: Long time... 

David--I’ve thought about you quite a bit lately, too. I’ve been so consumed by my athletics crusading that I do next-to- 

no socializing anymore. (It’s a pathology.) But by all means let’s grab lunch one day. One of my fellow crusaders, 

incidentally, is Lew Margolis in the SPH. 

Glad you’ve come back from the dark side. (Or actually--is it TO the dark side? Yes, probably.) I should have some days 

free between about Dec. 10 and Dec. 20, so let me know if you have a spot open. -Jay 

On 11/26/13 10:41 AM, Rice, David Byron wrote: 

Hello, Jay. I hope you are well. For some reason your name popped into my head recently, and I thought it 

was about time that I got in touch. 

I am currently about seven weeks into a new position at the School of Public Health. I am a major gifts 

officer in the external affairs office, but they read my writing samples before they hired me, so I am also 

doing some stewardship writing as I learn the ropes. They’ve just begun a mini-campaign for the upcoming 

75th anniversary of the school, so I have been to parties in Charlotte, Atlanta, Boston and on campus 

during my short tenure. It’s been a lot of fun so far. 

It would be great to get together now that we are on the same campus. Please let me know how you are, 

and let’s plan to have lunch soon. 

Happy Thanksgiving. 

Best wishes, 

David 

David B. Rice 

Development Director 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Rosenau :108A, 135 Dauer Drive 



Campus Box 7400 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7400 

Phone: 919.966.8368 



NC-4 
Web 
11-13 

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
North Carolina Department of Revenue 

Important: You must complete a new Form NC-4 EZ or NC-4 for tax year 2014. As a result of recent law changes, how you 
determine the number of allowances for tax year 2014 will differ from previous years. Most taxpayers will not be entitled to as 
many allowances, and as a result, more taxpayers should claim zero (0) allowances. Additionally, you are no longer allowed to 
claim a N.C. withholding exemption for yourself, your spouse, your children, or any other qualifying dependents. 

PURPOSE - Complete Form NC-4, Employee’s Withholding Allowance 
Certificate, so that your employer can withhold the correct amount of State 
income tax from your pay. If you do not provide a new NC-4 to your 
employer, your employer is required to withhold based on single with 
zero allowances. 

FORM NC-4 EZ -A new form was created for tax year 2014 for taxpayers who 
intend to claim either: exempt status, or the N.C. standard deduction and no 
tax credits or only the credit for children. 

FORM NC-4 BASIC INSTRUCTIONS - Complete the Allowance Worksheet. 
The worksheet will help you figure the number of withholding allowances you 
are entitled to claim. The worksheet is provided for employees to adjust 
their withholding allowances based on N.C. itemized deductions, federal 
adjustments to income, N.C. additions to federal adjusted gross income, N.C. 
deductions from federal adjusted gross income, or N.C. tax credits. However, 
you may claim fewer allowances if you wish to increase the tax withheld during 
the year. If your withholding allowances decrease, you must file another NC-4 
with your employer within 10 days after the change occurs. Exception: When 
an individual ceases to be head of household after maintaining the household 
for the major portion of the year, a new NC-4 is not required until the next year. 

TWO OR MORE JOBS - If you have more than one job, figure the total 
number of allowances you are entitled to claim on all jobs using one Form 
NC-4 Allowance Worksheet. Your withholding will usually be most accurate 
when all allowances are claimed on the NC-4 filed for the higher paying job 
and zero allowances are claimed for the other. You should also refer to the 
Multiple Jobs Table to determine the additional amount to be withheld on line 
2 of Form NC-4 (See Allowance Worksheet). 

NONWAGE INCOME - If you have a large amount of nonwage income, such 
as interest or dividends, you should consider making estimated tax payments 
using Form NC-40 to avoid underpayment of estimated tax interest. Form 
NC-40 is available on our website at www.dornc.com under individual income 
tax forms. 

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD - Generally you may claim head of household 
status on your tax return only if you are unmarried and pay more than 50% of 
the costs of keeping up a home for yourself and your dependent(s) or other 
qualifying individuals. Note: "Head of Household" for State tax purposes is 
the same as for federal tax purposes. 

QUALIFYING WIDOW(ER) - You may claim qualifying widow(er) status only 
if your spouse died in either of the two preceding tax years and you meet the 
following requirements: 

1. Your home is maintained as the main household of a child or stepchild for 
whom you can claim a federal exemption; and 

2. You were entitled to file a joint return with your spouse in the year of your 
spouse’s death. 

MARRIED TAXPAYERS - For married taxpayers, both spouses must agree 
as to whether they will each complete the Allowance Worksheet based on 
married filing jointly or married filing separately. 

For married taxpayers completing the Allowance Worksheet based on 
married filing jointly, you will consider the sum of both spouses incomes, 
adjustments, additions, deductions, and credits on the Allowance 
Worksheet to determine the number of allowances. 

For married taxpayers completing the worksheet on the basis of married 
filing separately, each spouse will consider only his or her portion of 
income, adjustments, additions, deductions, and credits on the Allowance 
Worksheet to determine the number of allowances. 

All NC-4 forms are subject to review by the North Carolina Department of 
Revenue. Your employer may be required to send this form to the North 
Carolina Department of Revenue. 

CAUTION: If you furnish an employer with an Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate that contains information which has no 
reasonable basis and results in a lesser amount of tax being withheld than would have been withheld had you furnished reasonable 
information, you are subject to a penalty of 50% of the amount not properly withheld. 

NC-4 
Web 
11-13 

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
North Carolina Department of Revenue 

1. Total number of allowances you are claiming for 2014 
(Enter zero (0), orthe nurober of a//owances froro Page 2, fine 16 of the NC-4 A//owance Worksheet) 

2. Additional amount, if any, withheld from each pay period (Enter whole dollars) 

Social Security Number I’~ Marital Status 

........ 
/ (’~} Single (ii> Head of Household 

First Name (USE CAPITAL LETTERSFOR YOURNAMEANDADDRESS) M.I. Last Name 

Address 

00 

Married or Qualifying Widow(er) I 
I 

County (Enter first five ~rs) 

City State Zip Code (5 Digit) Country (If not U. S.) 

Employee’s Signature 
I certify, under penalties provided by law, that I am entitled to the number of withholding allowances claimed on line 1 above. 

Date 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Part I 

Important: You must complete a new Form NC-4 EZ or NC-4 for tax year 2014. As a result of recent law changes, how 
you determine the number of allowances for tax year 2014 will differ from previous years. Most taxpayers will not 
be entitled to as many allowances, and as a result, more taxpayers should claim zero (0) allowances. Additionally, 
you are no longer allowed to claim a N.C. withholding exemption for yourself, your spouse, your children, or any 
other qualifying dependents. 

For tax year 2014, answer all of the following questions for your filing status. Because N.C. does not recognize 
same-sex marriages, same-sex couples who file married for federal purposes must complete this worksheet as single, 
or if qualified, head of household or qualifying widow(er). 

Single - 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $10,000? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Married Filing Jointly - 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $17,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 
4. Will your spouse receive combined wages and taxable 

pensions of less than $5,000 or only retirement benefits not subject to N.C. income tax? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Married Filing Separately - 

1. Will your portion of N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $10,000? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Head of Household- 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $14,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Qualifying Widow(er) - 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $17,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter THREE (3) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Part II to determine if you qualify for additional 
allowances. Otherwise, enter THREE (3) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

NC-4 Part II 

Enter your total estimated 2014 N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 ............................................ 1. 

Enter the applicable 
N.C. standard deduction 
based on your filing status. 

$ 7,500 if single 
$15,000 if married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er) 
$ 7,500 if married filing separately 
$12,000 if head of household ................................................................. 2. 

Subtract line 2 from line 1. If line 1 is less than line 2, enter ZERO (0) ................................................................. 3. 

Enter an estimate of your total 2014 federal adjustments to income and State deductions from 
federal adjusted gross income from Page 3, Schedule 2 ....................................................................................... 4. 

Add lines 3 and 4 ................................................................................................................................................ 5. 

Enter an estimate of your 2014 nonwage income (such as dividends or interest)... 6. $ 

Enter an estimate of your 2014 State additions to federal adjusted gross 
income from Page 3, Schedule 3 .......................................................................... 7. $ 

Add lines 6 and 7 ................................................................................................................................................ 8. 

Subtract line 8 from line 5 (Do not enterless than zero) ....................................................................................... 9. 

Divide the amount on line 9 by $2,500. Round down to whole number ............................................................... 10. 

Ex. $3,900 + $2,500 = 1.56 rounds down to 1 

Enter the amount of your estimated N.C. tax credits from Page 4, Schedule 4 .. 11. $ 

Divide the amount on line 11 by $145. Round down to whole number ................................................................ 12. 

Ex. $200 + $145 = 1.38 rounds down to 1 

If filing as single, head of household, or married filing separately, enter zero (0) on this line. 
If filing as qualifying widow(er), enter 3. 
If filing as married filing jointly, enter the appropriate number from either (a), (b), (c), or (d) below. 

(a) Your spouse expects to have zero wages and expects to receive retirement benefitsthat will all be nontaxable 
for N.C. purposes, enter 3. (Nontaxable retirement benefits include: Bailey, Social Security, and Railroad 
retirement) 

(b) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than $1, but less than $2,500, 
enter 2. 

(c) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than $2,500 but less than 
$5,000, enter 1. 

(d) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than 
$5,000, enter 0 ............................................................................................................................................. 13. 

Add lines 10, 12, and 13, and enter the total here .................................................................................................. 14. 

If you completed this worksheet on the basis of married filing jointly, the total number of allowances determined 
on line 14 may be split between both spouses, however, they so choose. Enter the number of allowances 
from line 14 that your spouse plans to claim .......................................................................................................... 15. 

Subtract line 15 from line 14 and enter the total number of allowances here and on line 1 of your 
Form NC-4, Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate ............................................................................ 16. 

$ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Schedules 
Important: If you cannot reasonably estimate the amount to enter in the schedules below, you should enter ZERO (0) on line 1, NC~,. 

Schedule I 

Estimated 2014 N.C. Itemized Deductions 
Qualifying mortgage interest $ 
Real estate property taxes $ 
Total qualifying mortgage interest and real estate property taxes* 
Charitable Contributions (Same as allowed for federal purposes) 
Total estimated N.C. itemized deductions. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 1 

$ 
$ 
$ 

*The sum of your qualified mortgage interest and real estate property taxes may not exceed $20,000. For married 
taxpayers, the $20,000 limitation applies to the combined total of qualified mortgage interest and real estate property 
taxes claimed by both spouses, rather than to each spouse separately. 

Schedule 2 
Estimated 2014 Federal Adjustments to Income 

Federal adjustments to income are the amounts that are deducted from total income claimed on your federal return. 
Adjustments to income may include: 

Health savings account deduction 
Moving expenses 
Alimony paid 
IRA deduction 
Student loan interest deduction 
Certain business expenses of reservists, performing artist, 
and fee-basis governmental officials 
Total Federal Adjustments to Income 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Estimated 2014 State Deductions from Federal 
Adjusted Gross Income to Consider for NC-4 Purposes 

20% of prior bonus depreciation addback $ 
20% of prior section 179 addback $ 
Amount by which North Carolina basis of property exceeds 
federal basis of property - in year taxpayer disposes of property    $ 
Total State Deductions from Federal Adjusted Gross Income 

(Do not consider any amount of the portion of Bailey Retirement 
Benefits, Social Security Benefits, or Railroad Retirement Benefits 
included in Adjusted Gross Income.) 

Total Federal Adjustments to Income and State Deductions from Federal Adjusted 
Gross Income. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 4 

Schedule 3 
Estimated 2014 State Additions to Federal 

Adjusted Gross Income to Consider for NC-4 Purposes 

Shareholder’s share of built-in gains tax that the S corporation paid for federal income tax purposes $ 
Amount by which federal basis of property exceeds NC basis of property - in year taxpayer 
disposes of property $ 
Amount of gross income from domestic production activities that a taxpayer excludes 
from gross income under section 199 of the Internal Revenue Code $ 
Total State Additions to Federal Adjusted Gross Income. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 7 $ 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Schedules 

Schedule 4 
Estimated 2014 N.C. Tax Credits 

Tax Credit for Income Taxes Paid to Other States by Individuals 

Credit for Children 
A taxpayer who is allowed a federal child tax credit under section 24 of the Internal Revenue Code is allowed a tax credit 
for each dependent child unless adjusted gross income exceeds the threshold amount shown below. 
The credit can be claimed only for a child who is under 17 years of age on the last day of the year. 

Filing Status 

Single 

Adjusted Gross Income 
No. of Credit Amount per Estimated 

Children Qualifying Child Credit 

Up to $20,000 $125 

Over $20,000 and up to $50,000 $100 

Over $50,000 $0 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

Married Filing Jointly or 

Qualifying Widow(er) 

Up to $40,000 $125 

Over $40,000 and up to $100,000 $100 

Over $100,000 $0 

Head of Household Up to $32,000 $125 

Over $32,000 and up to $80,000 $100 

Over $80,000 $0 

Married Filing Separately Up to $20,000 $125 

Over $20,000 and up to $50,000 $100 

Over $50,000 $0 

Additional Tax Credits and Carryovers 

G.S. 105-129.16A, Credit for Investing in Renewable Energy Property 

G.S. 105-129.16H, Credit for Donating Funds to a Nonprofit Organization or Unit of State or 

Local Government to Enable the Nonprofit or Government Unit to Acquire Renewable 

Energy Property 

G.S. 105-151.29, Credit for Qualifying Expenses of a Production Company 

G.S. 105-129.35, Credit for Rehabilitating Income-Producing Historic Structure 

G.S. 105-129.36, Credit for Rehabilitating Nonincome Producing Historic Structure 

G.S. 105-129.42, Credit for Low-Income Housing Awarded a Federal Credit Allocated on or 

after January 1, 2003 

G.S. 105-129.55, Credit for North Carolina Research & Development 

G.S. 105-129.71, Credit for Income Producing Rehabilitated Mill Property 

G.S. 105-129.72, Credit for Non-income Producing Rehabilitated Mill Property 

G.S. 105-129.96, Credit for Constructing a Railroad Intermodal Facility 

G.S. 105-163.011, Tax Credits for Qualifying Business Investments 

Tax Credit Carryover from previous years 

$ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ Total Tax Credits and Carryovers. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 11 



Multiple Jobs Table 

Find the amount of your estimated annual wages from your lowest paying job(s) in the left hand column. Follow across to 
find the amount of additional tax to be withheld for each pay period. Enter the additional amount to be withheld on line 2 of 
your Form NC-4 EZ/NC-4. 

Additional Withholding for Single, Married, or Qualifying Widow(er) with Multiple Jobs 

Estimated Annual Wages Payroll Period 

At Least But Less Than Monthly Semimonthly Biweekly Weekly 

0 1000 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1000 2000 7.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 

2000 3000 12.00 6.00 6.00 3.00 

3000 4000 17.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 

4000 5000 22.00 11.00 10.00 5.00 

5000 6000 27.00 13.00 12.00 6.00 

6000 7000 31.00 16.00 15.00 7.00 

7000 Unlimited 36.00 18.00 17.00 8.00 

Additional Withholding for Head of Household Filers with Multiple Jobs 

Estimated Annual Wages 

At Least 

0 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

But Less Than 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

Unlimited 

Monthly 

2.00 

7.00 

12.00 

17.00 

22.00 

27.00 

31.00 

36.00 

41.00 

46.00 

51.00 

56.00 

58.00 

Payroll Period 

Semimonthly 

1.00 

4.00 

6.00 

8.00 

11.00 

13.00 

16.00 

18.00 

21.00 

23.00 

25.00 

28.00 

29.00 

Biweekly 

1.00 

3.00 

6.00 

8.00 

10.00 

12.00 

15.00 

17.00 

19.00 

21.00 

23.00 

26.00 

27.00 

Weekly 

1.00 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5.00 

6.00 

7.00 

8.00 

9.00 

11.00 

12.00 

13.00 

13.00 



NC-4 EZ Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
Web 
10-13 North Carolina Department of Revenue 

FORM NC-4EZ: Please use this form if you: 

- Plan to claim the N.C. standard deduction 
- Plan to claim no tax credits or only the credit for children 
- Prefer not to complete the extended Form NC-4 
- Qualify to claim exempt status (See line 3 or4 below) 

You may complete Form NC-4, if you plan to claim N.C. itemized deductions, federal adjustments to income, or N.C. deductions. 

If you do not plan to claim the credit for children, enter zero (0) on line 1. If you plan to claim the credit for children, use the table below for your filing status, 
amount of income, and number of children under age 17 to determine the number of allowances to enter on line 1. For married taxpayers, only 1 spouse 
may claim the allowance for the credit for each child. 

Single & Married Filing Separately Married Filing Jointly & Qualifying Widow(er) Head of Household 

1. Total number of allowances you are claiming for 2014 (Enter zem (0), or the number of allowances from the table above) 

2. Additional amount, if any, withheld from each pay period (Enter whole dollars) 

3. I certify that I am exempt from North Carolina withholding because I meet both of the following conditions: 
= Last year I was entitled to a refund of all State income tax withheld because I had no tax liability; and 
= For tax year 2014, I expect a refund of all State income tax withheld because I expect to have no tax liability 

Check Here 

4. I certify that I am exempt from North Carolina withholding because I meet the requirements 
of the Military Spouses Residency Relief Act and I am legally domiciled in the state of (Enter state of domicile) __ 

If line 3 or line 4 above applies to you, enter the effective year 20 __ 

00 

[] 

5. I certify that I no longer meet the requirements for exemption on line 3 [] or line 4 [] (Check applicable box) 

Therefore, I revoke my exemption and request that my employer withhold North Carolina income tax based on the 
number of allowances entered on line 1 and any amount entered on line 2. 

Check Here [] 

Check Here [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 3:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

University jobs in Foreign Languages/Literatures, History - European, Linguistics, and 
other related areas 

Nov. 29th, 2013 

UNLOCKING ACADEMIC CAREERS 

Dear Colleague, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Humanities features 61 faculty 
openings, 5 senior administrative positions, and 0 post-doc opportunities and links to 
hundreds more positions in higher education. 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Foreign Languages/Literatures 
- History - European 
- Linguistics 
- Literature - General 

Want to receive additional job notifications from our KeyVersity 
diversity program? Learn more! 

NEW! - Dean Colle~ of AAs & Humanities 
Central Washington University 



College of Arts and Humanities 

Location Ellensburg, WA Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

Executive Director 
University of St. Thomas 
International Education Center 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

Executive Director, ~nternationa~ 
University of British Columbia 
Office of the Executive Director, International 

Location Vancouver, BC, Canada Posted Sep. 13, 2013 

Executive Recruitin£ Consultant 
Academic Keys 
Academic Keys 

Location Storrs, CT Posted Sep. 13, 2013 

Associate Dea - Ubera~ Arts and Sciences 
Dev~ University 
Academics 
Location Fo~ Washington, PA Posted Aug. 28, 2013 

NEW! -    ~ish Adjunct instructor 
Berkeley College 

Location Woodland Park, NJ Posted Nov. 20, 2013 

NEW! - Assistant/Associate Professor of English Literature 
Qatar University 
Department of English Literature and Linguistics 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Nov. 18, 2013 

NEW! - Visiting InstructodAssistant Profo of Forei~ 
Valparaiso University 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

NEW! - Asst, Prof, of Forei s and Literatures 
Valparaiso University 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

NEW! -Assistant Professor of Histo~ o Les~ey University 



Lesley University 
Lesley University-College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 

Location Cambridge, MA Posted Nov. 11, 2013 

NEW! - Germar~ o Adjur~ct [r~structor 
University of St. Thomas 
Department of Modern & Classical Languages 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Oct. 31, 2013 

NEW! - English for S~ecia~ Pur#oses     ) ~nstr~4ctor 
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology 
Learning Center 

Location Thuwal, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia Posted Nov. 1, 2013 

NEW~ - Senior Lecturer, Afr~ca~ H~story 
The Ohio State University 
Depa~ment of African American and African Studies 

Location Columbus, OH Posted Oct. 31, 2013 

NEW~ - Asst, Prof. America~ or World Uterat~re, Ph#osop,_ 
Lawrence Technological University 
Dept. of Humanities, Social Sciences, and Communication 

Location Southfield, MI Posted Oct. 29, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Re~i£~o~ 
Guilford College 
Depa~ment of Religious Studies 

Location Greensboro, NC Posted Oct. 25, 2013 

Lecturer i~ Ja#a~ese La~ 
Qatar University 
College of A~s & Sciences 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Fuel/Associate Research Prof. i~ Gulf Politics - Research. 
Qatar University 
Gulf Studies Research Center, College of Arts and Sciences 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Associate Professor Uterat~re a~d C~t~re i~ the G~f 
Qatar University 
MA Gulf Studies Program 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Assista~#Associate Professor i~ U~g~istics 
Qatar University 
Depa~ment of English Literature and Linguistics 



Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Assistant Professor/Lecturer in Rhetoric and Composition 
Qatar University 
Department of English Literature & Linguistics 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Persian Lan 
Qatar University 
Department of Arabic Language 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Assistant Professorof Hebrew Langua~ 
Qatar University 
Department of Arabic Language 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Professor of~anish and Latin American ~iterature 
University of Amsterdam (Universiteit van Amsterdam} 
Faculty of Humanities 

Location Amsterdam, Netherlands Posted Oct. 16, 2013 

Two PhD candidates in Eastern European Studies 
University of Amsterdam (Universiteit van Amsterdam) 
Institute for Culture and History 

Location Amsterdam, Netherlands Posted Oct. 16, 2013 

Assistant Professor 
University of Warwick 
English and Comparative Literary Studies 

Location Coventry, United Kingdom Posted Oct. 16, 2013 

Asst. Profo in the Literatures and Cultures of the period.,, 
University of Warwick 
English and Comparative Literary Studies 

Location Coventry, United Kingdom Posted Oct. 16, 2013 

Lecturer in American Literature 
King’s College London 
English 

Location London, United Kingdom Posted Oct. 16, 2013 

Lecturer o Arabic Lan~ for Non-Native ~eakers 
Qatar University 
Arabic for Non-Native Speakers Program 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 14, 2013 



Assistant Professor in Arabic Lanq#_##es & Literature 
Qatar University 
Department of Arabic Language 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 10, 2013 

Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of A~s & Science 

Location AI Khobar, Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia Posted Oct. 10, 2013 

Assistant Professor of E~q~sh 
Pennsylvania State University 
Depa~ment of English 
Location University Park, PA Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

A~s~sta~t P~ofessor 
Pennsylvania State University 
Comparative Literature and Asian Studies 

Location University Park, PA Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

E~g~ish Lecturer 
Univ. of Michigan-Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ. Joint Institute 
Mech. and Elec. Engineering (including Related Disciplines) 

Location Shanghai, Shanghai, China Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

Assistant Professo~ ~ Germa~ 
Wellesley College 
German 

Location Wellesley, MA Posted Oct. 8, 2013 

H~story - ~e~re~Track - Ear~ ~odem 
University of St. Thomas 
H istory 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Oct. 8, 2013 

Te£~re Track Assista£t Professor - 
University of British Columbia 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Vancouver, Canada Posted Oct. 7, 2013 

Ass~sta£t Professor 
Indiana University 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Bloomington, IN Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

Tenure Track Assistant Professor 
University of California - Berkeley 



Comparative Literature and English 

Location Berkeley, CA Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

Assistant/Associate Professor 
Indiana University 
Department of English 

Location Bloomington, IN Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

Language Studies Researchers/Teachers {2-3 #ositions avai,oo 
Australian National University 
School of Language Studies 

Location Canberra, Australia Posted Oct. 2, 2013 

University of Cambridge 
Faculty of English 
Location Cambridge, United Kingdom Posted Oct. 2, 2013 

Assistant Professor British Romantic PoetQL 
Amherst College 
English 

Location Amherst, MA Posted Oct. 2, 2013 

Visiting Assistant Professor English 
Williams College 
English 

Location Williamstown, MA Posted Sep. 30, 2013 

Asst. Professor #osition in Globa~ An~hone Literatures 
University of California - Berkeley 
English 

Location Berkeley, CA Posted Sep. 30, 2013 

Assistant Professor of 20/21C Literature in English 
Yale University 
English 

Location New Haven, CT Posted Sep. 30, 2013 

English Language Teacher 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
Preparation Year Program 

Location AI Khobar, Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia Posted Sep. 30, 2013 

Phonetics: Tenure-track Asst. Professor~ Univ of De~aware 
University of Delaware 
Department of Linguistics and Cognitive Science 

Location Newark, DE Posted Oct. 2, 2013 



~ish Lecturer 
University of California - Los Angeles 
English 

Location Los Angeles, CA Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

Adv. Asst. Prof. o 18th a£d 19thoCentury An~hone Liter.,, 
University of California - Los Angeles 
English 

Location Los Angeles, CA Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

Assistant Professor of ~odern European Jewish History 
University of Wisconsin - Madison 
H istory 

Location Madison, WI Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

Assistant Professor o World Environmenta~ Histor~ 
University of Wisconsin - Madison 
H istory 

Location Madison, WI Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

lish Lecturer 
Princeton University 
Department of English 

Location Princeton, NJ Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

Associate or Fui~ Professor o irish Literature 
Princeton University 
Department of English 

Location Princeton, NJ Posted Sep. 26, 2013 

Assistant Professor of ~anish 
Valparaiso University 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 25, 2013 

Assistant Professor of HistoQL 
Valparaiso University 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 25, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Enq~ish 
Valparaiso University 
College of Arts and Sciences -- Department of English 
Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 17, 2013 

Assistant Professor o ~anish 



Wellesley College 
Spanish 

Location Wellesley, MA Posted Sep. 12, 2013 

Assistant Professor o Enq~ish/Communications/Libera~ Arts 
DeVry University - Philadelphia 
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences 

Location Philadelphia, PA Posted Sep. 9, 2013 

Asst, Prof. of English in rv~u~tiethnic American Literature 
Skidmore College 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 

Ws~ti~ Assistant Professor i£ Ear~Z Amer~ca~ Literature 
Skidmore College 
Depa~ment of English 
Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 

Assistant Professor of English ~ Shakes#care 
Skidmore College 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 

Art History_ ~structor 
Berkeley College 
A~ Histo~ 

Location Dover, NJ Posted Aug. 30, 2013 

Assistant Professor - Languages & Uterature 
Lehman College of The City University of New York 
Languages & Literature 

Location Bronx, NY Posted Aug. 29, 2013 

~a~sh ~ ~structor 
Berkeley College 

Location New York City, NY Posted Aug. 22, 2013 

History o Tenure "Frack o ~odern ~’v~us~im World/Middle East 
University of St. Thomas 
H istory 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Aug. 21, 2013 

Facu~t~ Positions in Cu~tura~ Her~ta~ 
I~T (Institutions, ~arkets, Technologies) Inst. for Adv .... 
Economics and Institutional Change Research Area 



Location Lucca, Tuscany, Italy Posted Aug. 12, 2013 

Update Your Subscription 

¯ Chan~our e-mail address 
¯ Subscribe or u      our subscription 

Unsubscribe 

We sent this to: 

jaysm ith@em ail. unc. edu 

¯ Unsubscribe from further e-Fliers 

We assure you that we make every attempt to honor requests to unsubscribe. Thank 
you for your patience! If you have any further comments or suggestions, please send 
an email to: EmailUs@AcademicKeys.com 

Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
am cca rt h~Acad e m icKeys, corn 
AcademicKeysocom 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 
1.860.429.0218 
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in order to stay eligible on the field. If 
they’re making good money ~vhile still 
in school, they may not care one lick 
about learning. "i iust don’t think we 
ever want to go down the path of cleat- 
ing an employee-employer relationship 
with student-athletes." says Bob Bowlsby, 

commissioner of the Big r2 conference. 
"This is higher education, and it always 
ought to be higher education." 

But too often, it’s not. The federal grad- 
uation rate for footba!l playeis at Big zz 
school Oklahoma, for example: 38%. (Fed- 
eral rates count athletes who transfer out 
or leave school for the pros as nongradu 
ares; the NCAA’s more generous "gradua- 
tion success rate" for Oklahoma football is 

47%; Oklahoma’s federal rate for the entire 
student body is 65%,) At some schools, 
difficult to know what graduatian really 

means: at the University of North Caro- 
lina, for example, grades were changed 
and bogus classes were offered for athletes 

and nonathletes alike. College sports are 
already impure;paying players can’t make 
things much worse. At the highest lords, 
the games are mass entertainment. 

Video stars, NCAA scourges 
Ex-UCLA star Ed O’Bannon 
and Arizona State QB Sam 

Keller have sued the NCAA. 
EA Sports and a licensin~ 

company over the use of their 
likenesses in video games 

wouldn’t deem them good enough for a 
scholarship plus more. So if Lehigh could 

upset the big stars from Duke back in 
aorr, they could stilt upset the big stars 

from Duke tomorrow, even if the Duke 
guys got some extia cash. 

Most important, player payments 
would force schools to operate in an en- 
vironment in which they’re honest with 
themselves. Sports are a big bns~ness. 
and we value the exposure and revenue 
that it brings to our schools. But let’s 
stop saying one thing--"we care for our 
studentathletes"--while doing another: 
preventing them from benefiting mone- 
tarily. "Living a lie," says Richard Southa!l. 
director of the College Sport Research Im 

As for the less crucial worry about stituteattheUniversityofSouthCarolina. 
competitive balance, it doesn’t really ex- 
ist in college sports right now since the 
best players are already going to the top 
schoolso SEC schools have won the past 
seven national football championships. 

Nearly every top-ranked high school 
football recruit goes to schools in the 
SEC, Atlantic Coast Conference, Big r2, 
Big xo, Pac-~2 or Notre Dame. Payments 
for basketball players wouldn’t harm the 
NCAA’s crown jewel, the March Madness 

men’s basketball tournament. We could 

still see Cinderella. The kids who wind 
up at, say, Lehigh Universitygo toLehigh 
because Duke doesn’t deem them good 
enough for a scholarship and certainly 

"is ham to do." 
Within higher ed, there’s clearly mo- 

mentum to give athletes at least a Iittle 
more than what they’re getting now. 
think there is change likely on the hori- 
zon." says Nebraska chancellor Harvey 
Perlman, who is chairman of ~he BowI 
Championship Series oversight commit 
tee. The NCAA membership has sta!ted a 
plan giving schools the option to offer a 
$2~ooo stipend to cover expenses beyond 
tnition, room and board, books and fees. 
Many schools at the lower levels of Divi- 
sion ~ said they couldn’t afford it. 

But at this point, the power ~oo~ball 
conferences seem determined to offer 

42 

at least some kind of extra. "I think we 
will find a way to provide all scholarship 
student-athIetes with the full cosbof- 
attendance scholarship," says Perlman. As 

for anything above that, don’t expect radi 
cal change, but universities’ leaders are at 
least discussing it, "I don’t think there’s 
any doubt about that," says Martin, the 
Colorado State chancellor ~vho-was recent- 
ly chanceIlor at LSU. "With the O’Bannon 
thing hanging outthere,we’re going to see 
a great deal more of a conversation about 
this than we’ve had before. Because we 
have to fix it one way or another," 

Athletes are starting to speak ~p too. 
Chris Burnette, an offensive linenran from 
the University of Georgia, is pursmng an 

MBA durin.ghis final year of athletic eligi- 
bility.Thoughhis pro prospects arestrong, 
Burnette knows he can suffer a career- 
ending injury at any point. "The NFL is 
not promised at all." says Burnette. "For so 
many college athletes, at no other time in 
our lives willwe be as valuable. To be able 
to capitalize on that wood be great?’ 

Wizen he first arrived on campus in 

~oo9, Burnette says, "I thought a schola> 
ship was more than enough?’ During his 
freshman and sophomore years, Burnette 
opened a business on the side giving ~5 
haircuts to his teammates to help pay ex- 
penses. (Burnette checked with the NCAA 
compliance officer before launching his 
dorm room barbershop, just to be on the 
safe side.) Georgia football--which started 

the season ranked fifth in the countr~ 
generates $ 75 million in annual revenues. 

"I don’t want to seemlilce arroublemaker 
or greedy, he says. We re marketing too s 
for the programs but can’t see the proceeds. 

In this country, it just seeras backwards." 
The U.S. has enjoyed a long, deep love 

affair with college sports. It’s about time 
we finally paid ibr it.                 [] 

rlME September 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc. edu> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 8:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Times 

Hi Jay, 

Yes, she did contact me. I am fine talking to her. I suggested Tuesday morning. I am not sure how much I have to say, but I really 
think of how sad it would be to have a line in the story to the effect that "No faculty were willing to comment on the situation." 
Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Tomaskova, Silvia; Weiler, Jonathan D; Margolis, Lewis; Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J; SOUTHALL, RICHARD 
Subject: Times 

Folks--just FYI, the NYTimes is doing a story on Julius’s indictment and 
what it says about the UNC scandal. I spoke with reporter Sarah Lyall 
this AM and she asked me for some other informants. Your names came to 
mind. Obviously you can tell her to take a hike if you’d like. And if 
you want to be sure I never give a reporter your name again, just let me 
know. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

K Vincent <svincent@ncsu.edu> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 8:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: University athletics 

This is helpful... I’ll check out the Charles Clotfelter book. 

Many thanks, 
Steven 

On Sat, Dec 7, 2013 at 5:16 PM, Jay Smith           email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Steven: Good to hear from you. (I’ve been meaning to write to thank you for that copy of the Constant book, 
which is still sitting on my desk at the office--it’s on my reading list.) You’re basically right--of all the big- 
time programs, only about 20 turn a profit. All the rest require subsidies of some sort, and even those that turn 
a profit are still partially dependent on "student fees." (At UNC, the athletic fee is $280 per semester.) And 
there are other hidden costs--i, e., upkeep of the arenas, campus safety patrols, the additional time devoted to 
"support" for athletes, etc.--that never get factored into the costs. There’s a recent book by Charles Clotfelter 
at Duke, called Big-Time Sports and American Universities (or something close to that), that lays out all the 
numbers very helpfully. He’s an economist. -Jay 

On 12/7/13 4:17 PM, K Vincent wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I got into a discussion about the costs of university athletics with some colleagues, and they 
claimed (as was claimed by a NCSU spokesperson in the N&O this morning) that the athletic 
programs pay for themselves .... This has not been my understanding, but I’d like some firm 
evidence one way or the other. Can you direct me to something that would answer this question? 
My assumption was that, except for a few programs (Duke is probably one, perhaps UNC-CH), 
most NCAA university programs require some financial imput from the overall university 
budget, at least when buildings, stadiums, salaries for all of the coaches and tutors, etc., are taken 
into account. Any help would be appreciated. 

Hope you are well, 
Steven 

K. Steven Vincent 
Professor of History 
North Carolina State University -Box 8108 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8108 

telephone: 919-513-2233 
email: stev~en_.vdncent@r~c su. edu 



K. Steven Vincent 
Professor of History 
North Carolina State University - Box 8108 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8108 

telephone: 919-513-2233 
email: ste~en_.~dncent@r~csu, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dela Cruz, Michael <Michael.DelaCruz@oup.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:28 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: nobility essay 

Jay M Smith_Nobility.doc 

Hello Professor Smith, 

Thank you for your message, and my apologies for not getting back to you sooner: I’ve just recently returned from a two week holiday 
and am still making my way through all the messages I received while I was away. 

I’m sorry you had so many problems working with the document I had sent to you, but just to make sure that I’m capturing correctly 
the addition you would like to make, can I please ask you to check the attached version of your essay, which includes the final 
footnote as a track change to the document? Assuming what I have here is correct, we should be able to move forward with the online 
publication of your essay in the months ahead. 

Many thanks, 
Michael 

MICHAEL DELA CRUZ 
Associate Editor I Reference Division 
Oxford University Press USA 
198 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 
United States 
+1-212-743-8257 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [maiho:NyslNlh@emaiLunc.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 12:18 AM 
To: Dela Cruz, Michael 
Subject: Re: nobility essay 

Dear Michael: 
I apologize for not getting back to you sooner with this, but November was, as usual, the cruelest of months for me. Making things 
worse is that I still have not been able, now on my second try, to modify the text you sent me back on Nov. 4. Happily, I see that 
someone (presumably David Andress) fixed the one spot in the middle of the paper that I had been concerned about, but the final 
footnote at the end of the final sentence is still not there--because figuring out how to autoformat or not in this exotic text was way 
beyond my means. I tried many ways, but none worked. 

I therefore ask, implore, you to add a footnote 43 to the very end of the document. And in the text for the footnote insert the following: 

This discovery of unity mirrored the earlier experience of David Bien’s non-noble professionals who, in 1789, ’created a unified 
nobility, at least in their minds, before they destroyed it’. See ’Manufacturing Nobles: The Chancelleries in France to 1789’, Journal of 
Modern History 61 (1989): 445-486, esp. 486. 

Thanks. -Jay Smith 

On 11/4/13 6:40 PM, Dela Cruz, Michael wrote: 
> his discovery of unity mirrored the earlier experience of David 
> >Bien’s non-noble professionals who, in 1789, "created a unified 
> >nobility, at least in their minds, before they destroyed it." See 
> >"Manufacturing 
> >Nobles: The Chancelleries in France to 1789," Journal of Modern 
> >History 
> >61 (1989): 445-486, esp. 486. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Western Society for French History Secretary 
<eeferg=unm.edu@mail188.wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

WSFH Proceedings Extended CFP 

Proceedings of the Western Society for French History 
Volume 41 (2013) 
Call for Submissions 
Extended Deadline: January 30, 2014 

The Proceedings, published since 1974, has now moved to an online format with the Scholarly Publishing Office at the University of 
Michigan Library. Volumes 31-38 (2003-2010) are available at ~:/iwsfh.usT.list-ma~:~age2.com/track/click? 
a=6dce1451%f(~6054f%5aaS~&id:54a3043eeO&e=91154d8212. Volumes 39 (2011) and 40 (2012) are currently in production. The 
Proceedings are indexed in Historical Abstracts; America: History and Life; PapersFirst; and ProceedingsFirst. With full online access 
and without subscription charges, please encourage your university library to link the Proceedings site to its catalog. 

We invite participants of the 2013 Atlanta meeting of the WSFH to submit revised versions of their papers for publication in the 
Proceedings of the Western Society for French History 41. The Proceedings peer review process includes: 1) a recommendation by 
panel commentator or chair, 2) a second level of peer review, and 3) the judgment of the editors. 

Deadline for submission is 30 January 2014. Manuscripts must be submitted electronically to both Proceedings co-editors Joelle 
Neulander (joelle.nenlander@citadel.edu) and Robin Walz (robin.walz@uas.alaska.edu). All submissions must conform to the 
following procedure guidelines to receive consideration for publication: 

Papers must be reformatted as a journal article in accordance with Chicago Manual of Style (15th or 16th ed.). The attached 
Proceedings style sheet is for your reference. The style sheet in electronic format may be found at h~t~p:/A~.sfh.us7.1ist~ 
manage~comi~rac~iclick?u=(~dce 1451 f~f~6054f%5~mgfb&id=b0693 f~b6&e=91154d8212. 

The entire manuscript needs to be double-spaced (including footnotes) as a Word document (    .doc or .docx). 

Include panel information, including session number and e-mail contact information for the session commentator and chair. 

Joelle Neulander and Robin Walz 
Co-Editors, Proceedings of the Western Society for French History 

You are receiving this e-mail because you are associated with the Western Society for French History: you are a member or have 
attended a conference. 

Unsubscribe jaysmith@email.unc.edu from this list: 
http:i/~,s:~.usT.listomanage.com/ur~subscribe?u=(~dce 1451 f(~f(~(~O54~9(~5~mSY~&id=cb 11 c%259&e=91154d8212&c=(~d 1 eeSgTb0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 

CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-12-13 05:06AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon. Please visit 
~s:iiwebcat.lib.ur~c.ed~_/patronir~fo,~S ~ for details or to renew. 
AUTHOR: Zimbalist, Andrew S. AUTHOR: Dowling, William C. 
Unpaid professionals : commercialis Confessions of a spoilsport : my li 
CALL NO: GV351 .Z56 1999 CALL NO: GV351 .D68 2007 
BARCODE: 00009630321 BARCODE: 00029220584 
Davis Library DUE: 12-15-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-15-13 

AUTHOR: Sperber, Murray A.    AUTHOR: Yost, Mark. 
Beer and circus : how big-time coll Varsity green : a behind the scenes 
CALL NO: GV351 .$63 2000 c.3 CALL NO: GV351 .Y67 2010 
BARCODE: 00025729542 BARCODE: 00035914494 
Davis Library DUE: 12-15-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-15-13 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 

CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

29:13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH University Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:06 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 

CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-12-13 05:06AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon. Please visit 
~s:iiwebcat.lib.ur~c.ed~#patronir~fo,~S ~ for details or to renew. 
AUTHOR: Smith, Ronald A. 
Pay for play : a history of big-tim 
CALL NO: GV347 .$65 2011 
BARCODE: 00038110132 
Davis Library DUE: 12-15-13 

JAY M SMITH 
HISTORY 

CB# 3195 564 HAMILTON HALL 

29:14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Donald M. <dreid 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:02 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Publication Announcement 

Hi Jay, 

Here it is. 

Don 

From: h-france@lists.uakron.edu [h-france@lists.uakron.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 8:15 AM 
To: h-france@lists.uakron.edu 
Subject: Publication Announcement 

Dear colleagues, 

I am pleased to announce the publication of my book, The Idea of the Sciences in the French Enlightenment, a Reinterpretation 
(University of Delaware Press). 

~s :/irowmar~.com!~SB N/97g 1611494747 

Matt Adldns 

G. Matthew Adkins, Ph.D. 
European History 
History of Science 
Humanities Department 
Columbus State Community College 
gadkins@c scc. edu<mai~to: cscc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lewis Talbot <Lewis@city-internships.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:13 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

2014 Summer Internship Program 

CITY INTERNSHIPS - IN A NUTSHELL.PDF 

Dear Prof Smith, 

I hope you are well. 

I am reaching out to Department Heads and Course Directors to raise awareness of the 2014 Summer Internship 

Program. 

City Internships provides structured Summer Internship Programs for students seeking to gain experience in Banking & 

Financial Services, Legal & Professional Services, IT & Technology, Art & Design, Marketing, Advertising & PR, Property & 

Construction, Media, Publishing & Entertainment and Science, Technology & Engineering. 

The Summer Internship Program operates in London, New York, Los Angeles and Hong Kong. 

Graduate unemployment is at a 17 year high in the UK and a 40 year high in the US*. The current graduate employment 

market is proving to be ineffective at matching graduates with careers that justify their potential. Our mission is to 

change this. 

Please share this email with your students if you think the Summer Internship Program would be of interest - The 

program prospectus can be viewed here. 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 

Kind regards, 

Lewis 

Lewis Talbot I Programme Director 

D +44 (0)20 3141 8080 

E [ewis@citv4nternshipsocom 

T +44(0)20 3141 8080 

A Wesminster Tower, London, 5E1 75P 
W www.city-internships.com/apply 

* Offce of National Statist cs (UK} and Burea~ of Labor Statistics (US} Q2 20113 



To learn more about the 2014 Summer Internship Program please review the Program Prospectus by clicking 

here. 

Undergraduates and graduates may Apply Now by clicking here. 

0o Futher ~nformation 

:[o 20:[4 Program Status (by location) 

2° Internship Opportunities of the Week° 

3° 20:[4 Summer Internship Program - General Information. 

1o 2014 Program Status 

London - Application process opens 30th November 2013 - APPLY NOW 

New York - Application process opens 30th November 2013 - APPLY NOW 

Hong Kong - Application process opens 30th November 2013 - APPLY NOW 

Los Angeles - Application process opens 30th November 2013 - APPLY NOW 

To apply, visit www.citvdnternships.com/applv 

2, ~nternship PJacements of the Week 

Banking & Finance - Sales & Trading - Leading global financial services firm looking for intern in final or penultimate year 

of studies, placement to lead to permament role. Intern will shadow senior traders and rotate through Equity, Fixed 

Income and Commodities trading desks in London. LONDON. 

Professional Services - Consulting - Boutique Technology and Infrastructure consulting firm seeking technologically 

savvy intern to join Los Angeles-based financial services advisory team. Intern must have an interest in both technology 

and financial markets. LOS ANGELES. 



Marketing Advertising & PR - integrated Media - Full service integrated media agency - one of America’s most 

prestigious - seeking interns to shadow Senior Project Managers on London. The interns will rotate through the firm’s 

specialist teams across commercial good and services. LOS ANGELES & NEW YORK. 

Banking & Finance - IT & Technology - Global clearing house - Leaders in the UK, Europe and Emerging Europe. Intern 

must be pursuing an Engineering or Computer Science based degree. LOS ANGELES. 

Marketing, Advertising & PR - Digital Marketing - London-based Digital Maketing agency. Intern will gain exposue to 

both the production-side (Graphic Design, Web Design, Analytics) and client-side as they rotate through the firm’s core 

divisions. LONDON. 

Banking & Finance - Hedge Fund - Europe’s largest Alternative Asset Manager looking for interns to join Multi-Manager 

Investment, Fixed Income Risk and Performance analysis and European Institutional Sales teams. The internship will 

likely result in a permanent position in London. LONDON & HONG KONG. 

Media & Entertaiment - Publishing - Global publishing firm - a market leader in the electronic and print publications in 

the US, UK, Europe and Asia. Intern will shadow and assist senior researchers, writers and editors. Intern must be 

currently undertaking a degree English, History, Literature, Media or Communications. NEW YORK. 

Banking & Finance - Risk & Quantitative Analysis - Multi-strategy hedge fund looking for interns with a numerate 

background (Mathematics, Statistics, Engineering, etc.) with an interest in modelling and programming (VBA, C++, 

Python, etc.) to join the RO.A investment strategy division. Placement to lead to permanent role. LONDON. 

To apply, visit www~citwinternships~com/applVo 

3o City  ntemships o 2014 Summer internship Program o General  nformation 

The Summer Internship Program is a launch pad into the most prestigious, rewarding and intellectually stimulating 

careers. 

The program operates in the world’s leading cities - London, New York, Los Angeles & Hong Kong - and provides an 

immersive and formative experience that is focused on enabling undergraduates and graduates to convert their skills, 

ambition and academic accomplishment to real-world success. 

[] 8 Week Internship Placement 

[] Social Events & Excursions 
[] Daily Transportation 

[]Accommodation* 

[] Meal Plan 

[] Career Seminars, Guest Speaker & Networking Events 

[] Welcome Reception, Orientation & Closing Reception 

[] Intensive Language or Professional Training Course* 

[] CV Revision & Interview Coaching 

[] 24/7 On-site Staff Support 

[] Academic Credit 

[] Post-program career services through City Careers 

The Summer Internship Program is structured around an eight week internship placement, with a leading employer in 



the student’s chosen field, which is complemented by a series of inclusive career seminars and workshops, guest speaker 

and networking events, social events and weekend excursions. 

The 8 week internship placement is designed to help students explore their chosen field and career path, develop 

industry specific skills and knowledge, and increase their professional network - simultaneously helping students to 

focus the direction of their career and increase their appeal to future employers. 

The inclusive career seminars, guest speaker and networking events are designed to bolster their on-the-job learning 

and to further equip them with the tools necessary to launch a thriving career in today’s highly competitive graduate 

market. 

The inclusive social events and weekend excursions help to deliver a well-rounded experience and showcase their 

chosen city’s cultural highlights. They serve as a great opportunity for students to fully experience their chosen city with 

like-minded students from across the globe. 

Students will benefit from an extensive support network before, during and after the program. The overarching 

philosophy of the program is to give undergrauates and graduates the freedom to define their own experience and to 

progress independently, both personally and professionally, within a framework that provides comprehensive direction 

and guidance. 

Internship placements are available in Banking & Financial Services, Legal & Professional Services, IT & Technology, Art 

& Design, Marketing, Advertising & PR, Property & Construction, Media, Publishing & Entertainment or Science & 

Engineering. 

The Summer Internship Program operates in London, New York, Los Angeles & Hong Kong. 

Learn more at wwwocitvqnternshipsocomiProspectusopdf. To apply, visit WWWoCitvqnternshipsocomiapplVo 

To learn more about the 2014 Summer Internship Program please review the Program Prospectus by clicking 

here. 

Undergraduates and graduates may Apply Now by clicking here. 

City Internships is a member of the Association of Graduate Recruiters (AGR) and the National Association of Colleges & Employers 

(NACE). 

For the latest career guidance and opportunities join us on Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin. 



Please email unsubscribe@city-internshilos,com from the recipient email address if you would like to unsubscribe, You will not be 
inundated by emails from us - we send no more than two emails on average per term to our academic network, 



We give university students and graduates the skills, experience and professional 

network to become stars at great companies. 

The City Internsh ps P~os~am helped me to s multaneously explore my career opt ons anti make myself more attractive 

to employers° The p~os~am has been nst~umental n enabl n8 me to translate my academic accomp~ shment ~o ~ea~ 

world success~~ - Sam Ca~twdsht~ H~ed by Perm~a post p~os~am~ 

Transitioning from college to the workplace, especially in today’s highly competitive graduate market, is 

challenging. The City Internships Program puts you on the fast-track to securing a career that’s right for you. 

Learn by doin~ Gain \work experience directly \with a leading company and build your skills and knowledge. 

Get career ready Learn how to make an impact with a company from day one and accelerate your career. 

Make connections Network with inspiring professionals and career-minded peers from across the globe. 

THE PROGRAM 

On the program, you jump right in. Following the welcome and orientation weekend, you will begin an 8 week 
placement with a leading company in your chosen field. We teach relevant skills and surround you with 
mentors and facilitators whose sole purpose is to help you learn more about your chosen career, develop 
practical skills, and be highly effective from day one. 

8 Week Internship Placement 

Networking Events 

Career Seminars 

SkiIB Workshops 

24/7 support & guidance 

Centra[ised accommodation* 

Daily transportation and meal plan 

Excursions, socials & fundraising events 

When you complete a program with us, you become a lifetime member of the global City Internships 

community. We partner with companies that are actively interested in hiring our alumni. And our mentors 

and facilitators are current and former business leaders from a broad array of sectors - all become part of the 

team invested in your success and helping you get a foot on the ladder in the careers you want. 

2014 Los Angeles Program o 21~t June - 16t~ August 

2014 New York Program ° 21st June ,- 16~’ August 

2014 London Program o 28t~, June ,- 23rd August 

2014 Hong Kong Program o 28t~’ June ,- 23rd August 

Undergraduates & Graduates o Apply online before 28tf~ February 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hanson, Paul <phanson@butler.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

the beast 

Sharp Scanning_20131216_161442.pdf 

Dear Jay: 

I assigned your book this semester in a course I teach on "The Individual and Society in Europe, 1600-1850," and 

the students liked it a lot, as did I. This was an undergraduate course, so a couple of them struggled with it a bit, but on 

the whole I thought it worked well. In a graduate seminar I think it would be interesting to teach alongside Cynthia 

Bouton’s last book. 

As luck would have it, the night I sat down with the book before class I opened a bottle of C6tes-du-Rh6ne with 

dinner, the label for which I shared with the students (to show them the enduring relevance of 18th-century French 

history) and an image of which I am attaching to this e-mail. If you don’t already have it in your cellar, you should 

definitely add it! It’s a bit pricey for a Rh6ne, at least here in Indiana, but a nice bottle. 

Best for the holidays, 

Paul 



~~QUB is a sensual, old-vine, 
CIJ{~T~---’~ DU RH~T~NE GRENACHE-dominated 
Apr=ellaLIon d’Orlgrne Pro~Q#~e blend of elegance and 
structure, named For the notorious beast that 
ravaged ~he medieval countryside of the CGtes du 
RhGne, According to ~egend, the dragon was a ~eluc- 
tan~ tyrant, gladly saved by the soothing hymns and 
prayers of Saint Hartha. 
"i’ve crafted this wine inspired by the creature coaxed 
by St. Hartha’s hand; unmasking the beast for a spirited 
wine of complexity and suppleness," -- Aaron Pott 

GOVERNMENT WAR~ING: (1) ACCORDING TO THE 
SURGEON GENERAL, WOMEN SHOULD NOT DRINK 
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DURING PREGNANCY BECAUSE 
OF THE RISK OF BIRTH DEECTS. (2) CONSUMPTION OF 
ALCOHOLIC BEVE~GES IMPAIRS YOUR ABILI~ TO 
DRIVE A CAR OR OPERATE MAOHINER~ AND MAY CAUSE 
H~LTH PROBLEMS. 
Produced and bottled by Grands Vr~s S~fecti~, 
69~ route Champanard~ 69220 
Saint Jean ~’Ardi~res, France I Product of France 

Imported by Demijohn Imports~ Na#a CA 94558 
excl~sive4y for I~novine LLC. 

~ 

AIc 13,5% by volume Contains Suffites 750HL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brundage, W Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Thorp 

That was my impression. 

Cheers 
Fitz 
W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
Chair, Department of History 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-9824 
brundage@email.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Bmndage, W Fitzhugh 
Subject: Thorp 

Fitz--thanks again for the feedback yesterday. I just went to read 
Gurganus’s installation oration. One of the most nauseating things I’ve 
ever read. Thorp wasn’t installed, he was beatified. What an eye-opener. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sophie Rosenfeld <sar5d@virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: your article 

Thanks, Jay. That sounds great. I look forward to being in touch again in the new year-- 
Best, 
Sophie 

On 12/18/2013 5:00 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Sophie--nice to hear from you. And thanks for the guidance. I can certainly try to do that. Most of 
the material from the book is "narrative" material about the intendant’s identification of the 
"monster" (though the paragraph on Buffon is also partly borrowed.) But the heart of the article is 
quite new. In fact, I wish I had given a whole lot more thought to the sublime before I’d written the 
book! I’ll try to make it clearer where old is old and new is new. 

The timetable is fine. I just didn’t want it disappearing into a back hole again. Thanks. -Jay 
On 12/18/13 3:04 PM, Sophie Rosenfeld wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I hope this message finds you well. Thanks for sending your very 
interesting article to Modern Intellectual History. Charlie Capper 
passed it on to me (we divide up the editorial duties loosely by 
period), and I’m happy to send it out to readers. Assuming that I can 
line up three in the next week or so, I hope that I’ll be able to get 
back to you with a verdict and readers’ reports around the end of 
February. I hope that timetable sounds ok. 

Just one thought in advance: the other editors and I agree that you 
will eventually need to signal in the text, not just the notes, which 
parts of the article go over material that has already been made 
public in your book (i.e., "As I’ve explained in detail in...") and 
which parts are entirely new (i.e., "What has not yet been 
asked..."). Otherwise, it may be difficult for readers to determine 
whether the article is fresh or a summary of your now well-known book. 
I don’t think this will be a problem, however, and I hope you agree. 

I look forward to working with you on this-- 
With best wishes for the holidays and new year, 
Sophie 

Sophia Rosenfeld 
Professor, Department of History, University of Virginia 
Co-Editor, Modern Intellectual History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sport & Society <Community@sportandsociety.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 1:14 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Fifth Sport and Society Conference, Universo Niterdi, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 16-17 July 
2014 

Having trouNe? Cick here to view this email in your browser. 

Soc ety 

FIFTH INTERNAT ONAL CONFERENCE ON SPORT AND SOCIETY 

for Papers 

The Fifth International Conference on Sport and Society will be held at Universidade Salgado de Oliveira 

(Universo Niter6i), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 16-17 July 2014. The Sport and Society knowledge community is 

brought together by a common concern for scientific policy and strategic perspective in sport and society. 

Proposals for paper presentations, poster sessions, workshops, roundtables or colloquia are invited, 

addressing sport and society through one of the following themes: 

Sporting Cultures and Identities 

Sport and Health 

Sports Education 

Sports Management and Commercialization 

The deadline for the current round in the call for papers is 9 January 2014. Please visit our website for more 
information on submitting your proposal, future deadlines, and registering for the conference. 

Presenters have the option to submit completed papers to The International Journal of Sport and Society. If 
you are unable to attend the conference in person, you may still join the community and submit to the journal 
for peer review and possible publication, upload an online presentation, and enjoy subscriber access to The 
International Journal of Sport and Society. 



Universidade Salgado de Oliveira and Our Plenary Speakers 

Rio de Janeiro, known for its natural settings, carnival celebrations, samba, and balneario beaches, is one of 

the most visited cities in the southern hemisphere. Rio is the capital city of Brazil and the 2014 host of the 

FIFA World Cup, whose finale takes place just days before the start of the conference. 

Universidade Salgado de Oliveira (Universo Niter6i) sits across the bay from Rio de Janeiro in Niter6i. The 

Sport and Society Conference is excited to partner with Universo Niter6i’s Physcal Activity Sciences 

Department and has worked closely with the department in developing the conference program and selecting 

plenary speakers. We are proud to announce our first group of plenary speakers who will engage 

interdisciplinary thought around our featured theme - Sport and Development - and include: 

Roberto Ferreira dos Santos, Coordinator and Professor, Master in Physical Activity Sciences 
Program, Universidade Salgado de Oliveira, Niter6i, Brazil 

Richard Giulianotti, Professor of Sociology, School of Sport Exercise and Health Sciences, 
Loughborough University; Professor II, Telemark University College, Norway 

For future announcements and program updates, visit our website. 

We hope you will be able to join us in Rio de Janeiro to participate in this interdisciplinary forum, and we look 
forward to receiving your proposal! 

for Papers o Submit a Proposa  

Common Ground PuMishir~g 

Unive[sity of Illinois Research Park 

2001 So~Jth Fkst Street Sute 202 
Champaign IL 61820 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 11:47 AM 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights, com 

A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Colloquium & Town Hall Meeting 

A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Colloquium &Town Hall Meeting 
Preliminary Program 

January 16th- 17th 2014 
San Diego, CA 

Schedule & location to be posted on~:i/smdentathleteshumar~rights.com 1/1/2014 

January 16th 2014 

EVENING 
Presenters Dinner and Meet & Greet 

Mary Jane’ s at Hard Rock Hotel 207 5th Avenue, DowntownGaslamp, CA 92101 

January 17th 2014 
MORNING (Hosted by Algerian Hart, PhD, Western Illinois University) 
Student-Athletes and Prescription Drug Abuse: Developing Preventive Measures 
Marcus Amos, MRC, MS, Prevention Education for Athletes 

Identifying Mental Health Risk Factors Among Student-Athletes 
Natalie Graves, AM, LCSW, Progressive Solutions 

Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Manifestations of Sport Concussions & Developmental Disabilities 
Whitney N. Griffin, University of Washington 

Student Athletes, Universities, & Commercialism In Higher Education 
Jennifer Lee Hoffman, PhD, Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of Washington 

Reorganizing Equity: How College Athletes’ Formation of Registered Student Organizations Can Entitle 
Them Union-like Rights 
Valyncia C. Raphael, J.D. University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Education Educational Leadership and 
Policy Analysis 

Creating an Equitable Playing Field: Vital Protections for Male Athletes in Revenue- Generating Sports 
who are predominantly African-American 
Jonathan M. Stahler, J.D. Candidate, Thomas Jefferson School of Law 

The Haunting Legacy of Abuse 
Cindy Miller Aron LCSW, Samaritan Mental Health 

Concussion Litigation 
Dirk Vandever, Popham Law Firm 

NOON 

Student-Athletes Human Rights: A State of the Union Address 
Emmett Gill, The Student-Athletes Human Rights Pr0i ect 



AFTERNOON 
Student-Athlete Mental Health Town Hall Meeting 
Charles Crowley, Host/Moderator, PhD, California University of’Pennsylvania 

Student-Athlete Compensation Town Hall Meeting 
Algerian Hart, PhD, Western Illinois University 

Press Conference 
All Panelists and SAHRP Board 

EVENING 
Informal Closing Celebration 

Jolt’n Joes 379 4th Avenue, Downtown Gaslamp, CA 92101 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Support Mailbox <support@LSAC.org> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 1:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you for your E-mail. 

Your e-mail has been received by the Law School Admission Council. 
We will be contacting you shortly. 

Thank you, 
Law School Admission Council 
Technical Support Services 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 9:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: book/intro 

Dear Jay, 

THanks for this. I had a bad feeling when so much time passed without hearing from you that this was going to need work. 
What makes me nervous now is that I’ve already sent it to presses (they asked for two chapters, including an intro). I’m in 
Florida right now with family, so will probably not be able to give this a look for a few days (no wireless, can’t download the 
doc onto a usb because the computer I’m using here is quite old). If you can get backto me before Jan 8, that would be 
splendid, but heck, it’s Christmas break. You probably have much more fun things to do than read this again for the upteenth 
time. 
Thanks again, 

Julia 

>>> Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 12/28/13 4:44 PM >>> 
Julia: 
Sorry I’m being slow. The holidays got in the way. I’m attaching the 
manuscript here even though I’ve read only the intro at this point. I’m 
going ahead and sending now, though, because I can see that the intro 
needs some work/reframing. There are clarity/word choice issues 
throughout, and I generally think it still sounds a bit too much like a 
dissertation. By that I mean that you discuss historiography too 
explicitly, you still show too much "scaffolding" (e. g. "In chapter two 
I will argue that.."), and you enter into too much detail prematurely. 
Save the book for making the argument; here you just want to indicate 
the broad outlines of the argument and its significance for our 
understanding of big issues (i. e., the coming of the Revolution and the 
experience of the Revolution.)I’ve marked up the intro extensively, so 
I think the thing to do is for you to focus on absorbing and thinking 
about my criticisms here in the intro, while I move on to the body of 
the text. I don’t know exactly when I’ll get through the whole 
enchilada, but I will move as efficiently as I can. I’d like to think I 
will finish before classes begin on Jan. 8. On verra. Let me know if 
you’re confused about anything I’ve written. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Silvia Tomi~gkovi~ <tomas@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 4:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] NY 

tomas.vcf 

I am a lot more cynical about this - she was a nice enough person to chat with but she clearly had an idea what 
she wanted to write about and whatever most of us told her did not fit the story-line. She wanted to write about 
1 person and make some case for race in a rather simplistic sense. I told her I never met the guy, I could not 
help her in that respect and that ultimately it is not about the one person but a whole system - I tried to sell her 
on "anthropologists are not interested in individuals because we do not believe in individuals! we believe in a 
construction of the person by a system...". She was not buying it, so I even thought she might abandon the story. 

speaking of.. a daughter of one of our colleagues took a HIST class last semester with lots of fun people in it 
and she was "surprised" by the standards (or lack thereof...) Hist before (name a date), maybe Hist    ? 

Happy New Year! 

now delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 9:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Maps that will help you make sense of the world 

Jay~ 

Try map 17 for a guffaw. 

> > http:~~www.twistedsifter.c~m~2~13~~8~maps-that-wi~~-he~p-y~u-make-sense-~f-the-w~r~d~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alyssa Smith <alyssa24@terpmail.umd.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 11:46 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: no turning back now 

I’m confused about why people still don’t understand that UNC is a microcosm. All I read in the comments are 
State, Duke, Wake fans saying "yeah, we knew this had to be going on! Take sports away from them!" 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 11:42 AM, Alyssa Smith < mail.umd.edu> wrote: 
Wow! Great article. Scared to read the comments... 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 10:30 AM, Jay Smith           email.unc.edu> wrote: 
~//www~b~sir~essweek.c~m/art~c~es/2~14-01-~6/u~c~ath~etic-scanda~charges-~f-t?a~d-c~d-be-tip-~f- 
wider-revelations#r=lr-sr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Barbara J <bharris@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 7:59 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

FW: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 

Hi Jay, 
I don’t know if you’ve seen the article in Business Week¯ Mike Malec, who sent it to me, is 

¯ He’s in the Sociology Department at BC and started yelling about the corruption of sports at least 20 years 
ago. If he hadn’t had tenure they’d have certainly fired him and for a time did make his life more difficult. But now he’s 
something of a hero for having led a charge that needs to be led. He’s very active in the field of sports sociology. In 
response to Mike’s question about you, I told him that I would absolutely trust you on this issue and have great values. 

I didn’t know you were going to write a book about it. That’ll be a page turner for sure. 

Best wishes to you and Debra for a happy & healthy 2014. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Harris 
Professor Emeritus, History and Women’s Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
New Email Address: bharris@live.unc.edu 

From: malec@bc.edu <malec@bc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 11:41 PM 

To: Harris, Barbara J 
Subject: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 

malec@bc.edu has shared an article from Businessweek.com with you. They included a personal message for you: 

Hi Bobi, 
Do you or Stan know Prof. Jay Smith, a UNC historian who is mentioned in the article? If so, on this issue, what is your 
opinion of him? 

Scandal Bowl: Why Tar Heel Fraud Might Just Be the Start 

The fraud indictment against a former UNC professor for inflating athletes’ grades could be the tip of a wider 
scandal at the school’s flagship Chapel Hill campus Read More°°° 

~date Profile 
This email was sent by: B[oomberg 
73~. Lexington Ave. New York, NY, J~0022, USA 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Barbara J <bharris@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:08 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 

Dear Jay, 

I would think they’d have a hard time firing you, given tenure AND all the issues of free speech involved. 

I’ll tell Mike he can get in touch if he wants to. 

My own view--and I think the writer from the Time agrees--is that so far we’ve seen only the tip of the iceberg. Whoever 
wrote their article will certainly champion you if necessary! 

Meanwhile enjoy the New Year. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Harris 
Professor Emeritus, History and Women’s Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
New Email Address: bharris@live.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 3:09 AM 

To: Harris, Barbara J 

Subject: Re: FW: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 

Thanks for the nice words, Barbara. (Or should I say Bobi? I had no idea!) 

The U may try to fire me after this book, but I consider it a moral obligation. It’s about 80% written, and my co-author and I 
just need to find a publisher. Wish us luck. 

I’d be happy to talk to your friend Mike. Obviously, the UNC situation is only the symptom of a national disease. 

Say hello to Start. And Happy New Year. 

Jay 
On 1/6/14 8:00 PM, Harris, Barbara J wrote: 

This is what I wrote to Mike about you. He and my cousin are in Florida at the moment--much better than 
Boston. 

Barbara J. Harris 
Professor Emeritus, History and Women’s Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
New Email Address: bharris@liveouncoedu 

From: Harris, Barbara J 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 12:49 AM 

TO: malec@bc.edu 

Subject: RE: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 



Hi Mike, 
Yes, I do know Jay Smith. He’s in the history department and in fact was the first person I helped to hire 
alter I joined the department. I haven’t read the article but in the last 3 years that all this has been going on, 
he’s been right on target--a voice of anger, criticism, and good values. 

Hope you’re having fun and rejoicing on the fact that you’ve avoided the dreadful weather in Boston. 

Love to you & Myrna, 
Bobi 

Barbara J. Harris 
Professor Emeritus, History and Women’s Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
New Email Address: bharris@liveouncoedu 

From: malec@bcoedu <malec@bcoedu> 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 11:41 PM 

To: Harris, Barbara J 
Subject: malec@bc.edu shared a Businessweek article with you 

mNec@bcoedu has shared an article from Businessweek, com with you. They included a personal message for 
you: 

Hi Bobi, 
Do you or Stan know Prof. Jay Smith, a UNC historian who is mentioned in the article? If so, on this issue, 
what is your opinion of him? 

Scandal Bowl: Why Tar Heel Fraud Might Just Be 
the Start 

The fraud indictment against a former LTNC professor for inflating athletes’ grades could be the 
tip of a wider scandal at the school’s flagship Chapel Hill campus Read More... 

Update Profile 
This email was sent by: B~oomberg L,P, 
731 Lexington Ave. New York, NY, 10022, USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B erler, Anne Karen <berak@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 7, 2014 7:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 
RE: athletes 

Gotcha. 
See you tomorrow at 3, then. 
Anne 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 6:02 PM 
To: Berler, Anne Karen 
Subject: Re: athletes 

I’ll be the one with a bull’s eye on my back. No...I’m about 6 feet, 
blondish/greyish hair, barely visible goatee (more grey than blond.) 
You know, dashingly handsome in the way of historians. 
On 1/7/14 5:22 PM, Berler, Anne Karen wrote: 
> 3pm is just fine. 
> I don’t think I know you by sight, so if you want to meet at the Daily Grind, will you be holding a red carnation?! 
> Anne 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 5:20 PM 
> To: Berler, Anne Karen 
> Subject: Re: athletes 
> 
> Anne--if you have some time tomorrow, that would be terrific. Is 3PM too 
> late for you? Happy to buy you a coffee at the Daily Grind (or 
> wherever.) -Jay 
> On 1/7/14 5:14 PM, Berler, Anne Karen wrote: 
>> Prof. Smith: 
>> 
>> I’d be happy to get together with you. I leave tomorrow night for a week, but anytime in the afternoon would work for me. 
Otherwise, I’ll be back next Thursday. 
>> 
>> Anne 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:44 PM 
>> To: Berler, Anne Karen 
>> Subject: athletes 
>> 
>> Hi Anne: 
>> I’m belatedly following up on Julia Osman’s introduction from way back 
>> in November. When I was visiting Mississippi State, Julia shared some of 
>> her TA’ing stories involving UNC athletes, and she suggested to me that 
>> you and one or two others might be willing to do the same. (I’m 
>> interested in part because I’m writing a book about the UNC 
>> scandal--though of course I would not use anything I did not have 
>> permission to use. But I’m also just generally interested.) No pressure, 
>> but would you have an interest in getting together over a coffee at some 
>> point? Are you still in the Chapel Hill area? If not, there’s always 
>> the telephone .... 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

lellis <Lindsay.Ellis@chronicle.com> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: article 

Professors in Classroom on Time_ Check.pdf 

I saved it as a PDF and attached it here. Hope this helps. 

Best, 
Lindsay 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 6:04 PM 
To: lellis 
Subject: article 

Hi Lindsay--I see that your article is out, but since I’m not personal 
subscriber to the Chronicle I can’t get access to it. (And for some 
reason my institutional subscription isn’t helping me either, which is 
strange.) Do you happen to have a version you could send me? -Jay 
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Professors in Class on Time? Check. 
At the U. of North Carolina, a culture of autonomy falls victim 
to one department’s no-show scandal 

By Lindsay Ellis and Robin Wilson 
Chapel Hi[[, N.C. 

everly Foster moved from classroom to classroom last spring, 

slipping into the back, unannounced, and jotting down notes 

about what she heard and saw. 

Students taking test. Class presentation. Professor lecturing. 

Ms. Foster, director of undergraduate education at the University 

of North Carolina’ s School of Nursing here, then Ibrwarded her 

observations to top administrators at the university. Other officials 

made similar classroom visits campuswide. In the College of Arts 

and Sciences alone they covered 430 courses, or almost 10 percent 

of those offered last spring and this fall. If a class didn’t meet as 

scheduled, officials followed up with a department head to ask why. 

Such spot-checks are unheard of on college campuses, especially at 

a prestigious public research university like Chapel Hill. They are 

among the changes the flagship campus has adopted in the wake of 

the most egregious case of academic fraud ever committed at the 

university. 

The academic improprieties, in which professors’ signatures were 

*brged to change students’ grades and undergraduates got credit 

*br courses that never met, went undetected for nearly 15 years 

within the African- and Afro-Americm> studies department. The 

university says the fraud appears to be the work ofa longtime 

administrator in the department and its chairman, ~ulius E. 

Nyang’ oro, who led African-American studies here *br nearly two 

decades. Many of the students who were involved in the 

questionable classes were athletes. 
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The fraud has served as awake-up call about the potential dangers 

surrounding the hallmarks of the faculty work culture. Autonomy 

and flexibility may be key to maintaining academic freedom, but 

they can also lead to abuse. 

James G. Martin, atbrmer governor of North Carolinawho was 

asked by the campus’s Board of Trustees to conduct an extensive 

investigation into the fraud, told the board in his report: "The 

mutual mantra (the Inverse Golden Rule of Academia) is: I won’t 

question how you teach and grade your courses, if you won’t 

question mine." 

Administrators characterize what happened here as an isolated 

episode that involved just one of 3,665 full-time faculty members. 

But the academic changes that the university has pushed through 

in the aitermath have reverberated through classrooms and faculty 

offices across the campus. The changes attempt to limit the largely 

unchecked authority that professors have had in performing their 

iobs, and to make sure that such an embarrassment cannot recur. 

The scandal still haunts the university, even though Mr. Nyang’ oro, 

who was indicted last month on fraud charges in a county district 

court, has departed. His defense attorney has said he plans to plead 

not guilty. 

Professors at North Carolina say colleagues at other institutions 

continue to askhow such large~ scale fraud could have gone on 

so long at an elite institution. "What’s sobering," says Jonathan 

Weiler, a faculty adviser in global studies at Chapel Hill, "is that we 

were capable of much more systematic cheating than I had 

previously naively thought." 

. rofessors here say it was in part because of the university’s 

high-caliber academic reputation that an apparently 

dishonest faculty member operated in their midst for so long. They 

note that Chapel Hill--which before the Nyang’ oro episode had 

not been accused ofa maior violation of NCAA rules in 50 years-- 

had managed to strike the right mix between academics and 

athletics, making it seem immune to the ldnd of classroom scandals 

that have plagued other universities with big-time sports programs. 
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"There is a real culture at UNC of being proud of what that 

institution stands for as a really strong public university," says 

Laurie F. Malty-Kipp, head of the religiousm studies department 

until she joined Washington University in St. Louis this academic 

year as a distinguished professor of humanities. She was part of a 

small group of Chapel Hill faculty members who led one of the 

university’s analyses of the scandal. 

Just like other professors here, Mr. Nyang’oro was assumed byhis 

colleagues to be part of what one faculty member here calls the 

"honorable fraternity" of scholars who upheld the university’s high 

standards. He came to North Carolina in 1984 as a-visiting assistant 

professor after earning a Ph.D. in political science from Miami 

University in Ohio and a law degree from Duke University. By 1992 

he had become an associate professor and been named chair of the 

program in African and Afro-American studies. It achieved 

departmental status in 1997, and Mr. Nyang’oro continued on as 

chairman. 

Like other department heads at Chapel Hill, he was reappointed by 

administrators to the iob every five years without going through the 

usual posttenure review required of other tenured faculty 

members. 

Professors at other universities say it is odd for a chairman to 

continue serving without receiving a more-thorough review. While 

practices across higher education and even within universities vary 

widely, scholars say the}’ believe that department leaders on most 

campuses are scrutinized more closely both by their 

colleagues and by administrators than Mr. Nyang’ oro was. 

"I find it strange that they have a posttenure review tbr all faculty 

but exempted the chairs," says Henry Reichman, who heads the 

American Association of University Professors’ Committee on 

Academic Freedom. He is a professor emeritus of history at 

California State University-East Bay. "The department as awhole 

should be looking at the chair," he says, "and so should the 

administration. ’~ 

Professors here say that, in retrospect, some of Mr. Nyang’ oro’s 
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behavior should have raised red flags. His scholarlywork explores 

economic and political developments in Africa, and he traveled 

there frequently, so that he oRen was absent from the campus and 

uninvolved in university business. One former dean told The 

Chronicle that his office had emalled Mr. Nyang’ oro several times 

without response, asking him to submit syllabi *br a universitywide 

curricular review. Though the course material eventually trickled 

in, it was too late to be included in the rollout of a new curriculum. 

At an event to promote his 2010 biography of Tanzania’ s president, 

]K: A Political Biography o2¢Talcaya Mrisho Kitcwe~e (Africa World 

Press), Mr. Nyang’ oro’s wife mentioned her husband’s work away 

from home, calling him the family’ s "most frequent guest." Yet, 

according to a later analysis included in Governor Martin’s report, 

Mr. Nyang’oro was routinely scheduled to teach 10 to 15 courses 

per year, including summer sessions. 

Academic irregularities in the department began to surface publicly 

in ~uly 2011, primarily because of attention from the news media. A 

*brmer ~botball player whom the NCAA had ruled ineligible for 

improperly accepting a tutor’s assistance in *brmatting citations for 

a class paper filed alawsuit against both the NCAA and the 

university. He included the class paper, for a course in intermediate 

Swahili, in his legal proceedings. On blogs and message boards 

geared toward rival sports teams, readers picked apart the 

assignment and found that large chunks resembled published 

works. Although Mr. Nyang’oro is listed as the professor on the 

paper’s title page, he has denied ever teaching the course. 

As questions surrounding Mr. Nyang’ oro’s teaching and grading 

continued to arise, he resigned as department chairman in August 

2011. 

The investigation by Mr. Martin showed that 21(3 courses, enrolling 

more than 4,000 students, were anomalous or potentially 

problematic. In some instances, professors denied ever teaching 

the courses and assigning the grades that students received. In 

others, Mr. Nyang’ oro was listed as the instructor of a lecture-style 

course, but the class had never met and required only that students 

turn in a paper to pass. 
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The report, issued in December 2012, also said the department had 

offered an inordinately high number of independent- study courses: 

1,760 from 2001 - 2 through 2010-11, or 176 per year. And 

investigators fbund more than 500 cases in which they suspected 

that students’ grades had been changed without the authorization 

of the professor listed as instructor. 

any people here and elsewhere have questioned how Mr. 

Nyang’oro and Deborah Crowder, the fbrmer department 

manager, could have engaged in such large-scale improprieties 

without drawing suspicion of others in African and Afro-American 

studies. (The Chronicle was unable to contact Ms. Crowder, who 

retired in 2009 and has not yet faced legal charges.) Didn’t anyof 

their colleagues hear students talldng about the department’s easy 

courses and independent studies? 

Evelyne Huber, a professor of political science here, was named 

interim chair of the department in 2011, aX~er Mr. Nyang’ o ro 

resigned. In an interviewwith The Chronicle, she said she had 

quickly learned that faculty members in the department had long 

felt disaf[’ected and were unhappy with Mr. Nyang’ oro’s leadership. 

Rather than involve others in departmental decisions, he made all 

of them himself; she says: "Theywere employees of a department 

with a dictatorial chair." 

Mr. Nyang’oro did not return several telephone calls from The 

Chronicle asking for comment. 

None of the department’ s 15 tenured and tenure- track professors 

would speakwith The Chronicle, although university officials say 

the professors have said they had no kmowledge of the apparent 

fraud within their department. Eunice Sable, an associate professor 

who took over as chair in 2012, has presided over a restructuring 

that changed the nanm of the department to African, African 

American, and Diaspora Studies and broadened its curriculum. 

"They talk about it as the refbunding of their department," says 

lonathan Hartlyn, who oversees the department as senior associate 

dean for social sciences and global programs in the College of Arts 

and Sciences. 
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The department has also adopted safeguards, requiring professors 

to submit detailed syllabi to the department’s new director of 

undergraduate studies. It has created learning contracts 

independent-study classes and now allows grade changes to be 

monitored via an electronic system. (Betbre this fall, all grade 

changes were made on paper.) The department has also established 

committees to give all of its professors a sayin howit operates. 

Some of those safeguards are commonplace on other campuses 

and even elsewhere at Chapel Hill. Many professors prepare 

detailed syllabi, and most academic departments have internal 

committees that allowvarious professors to handle tasks rather 

than cede all authority to the department head, as was the case in 

the department here. 

When Chronicle reporters stopped by her office, in Battle Hall, in 

November, Ms. Sable said she couldn’t speak,~qth them %~qthout a 

mandate from the department’s faculty," who she said had "been 

through a lot." In testimony betbre the university system’s Board of 

Governors in August 2012, she pledged that the unethical practices 

"will never occur again in our unit." 

Some scholars outside of Chapel Hill say it’s understandable that 

professors in the African-American-studies department might have 

been unaware of fraud going on around them. Sundiata Cha-~lua is 

president of the National Council for Black Studies and an 

associate professor of history and African-American studies at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champalgn. He says he has spoken 

with a couple of faculty members in his discipline at Chapel Hill 

since the scandal broke. 

"If you don’t have a robust democratic culture in a department," he 

says, "things breal< down and people get the attitude: I’ll do my 

research, I’ll teach my classes, then I’m out of the office. I’m not 

hanging around." 

Professors of African and Afro-American studies at Chapel Hill, he 

says, have felt under siege and embarrassed by the improprieties, 

worrying that they might discredit not just their department but 

also their whole field. 
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"Despite 40-plus }Tears in academia, there is still a stigma attached 

to the discipline," Mr. Cha-Jua says. "The reality is that Africm> 

American studies is tolerated as a political concession but not as a 

place where new knowledge is produced the way it’s produced in 

traditional academic disciplines." 

Any problems, he adds, "always rebound disproportionately 

against the discipline." 

o one at Chapel Hill seems to have contemplated the kind of 

,~qdespread fraud Mr. Nyang’ oro is accused of committing. 

The extent of the alleged abuse is unusual, professors say, 

regardless of how much autonomy faculty members enjoy. And 

people here and at other universities say it may be impossible to 

put enough checks in place to stop someone who wants to cheat. 

"It didn’t occur to us that someone in aleadership role would take 

advantage," says James W. Dean, Chapel Hill’s provost. 

But the fact that the improprieties involved so many students and 

courses over so manyyears points to evidence of lax administrative 

controls, some outsiders say. A review panel appointed by the 

Board of Governors to examine the university’s response to the 

fraud blamed "imperfect institutional processes and systems" for 

the failure to "discover and put a halt" to the fraud, according to a 

university report. 

Burley B, Mitchell Jr,, a retired chief justice of the North Carolina 

Supreme Court and now a la’~wer in Raleigh, sat on the Board of 

Governors until June. "The whole story here about how it was just 

two employees at fault, the chairman and the department manager, 

isn’t true and never has been," he says. "There was no oversight at 

the university. It should be obvious to anyone that the department 

of African-American studies was utterly without any supervision by 

anybody." 

Mr. Nyang’ oro remained chairman, first of the curriculum and then 

of the department, *br so long in part because he was willing to do a 

iob that not many faculty members want, administrators here 

acknowledge. ’%~en you find someone who wants to stay in a 
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chair’s position, you keep them on," says Mr. Dean. ’~There was 

nothing about that situation that seemed particularly odd to 

anyone, and no reason to look at it." 

Department heads here are now subject to posttenure review every 

five years, just like every other tenured professor. In addition to the 

campuswide classroom visits, the university also checks the 

legitimacy of classes in which more than 20 percent of the students 

who enroll are athletes. 

"I was contacted by a dean who asked ifI was aware that three or 

fbur of 85 history classes had large numbers of athletes," says Lloyd 

S. Kramer who stepped do’~m as chair of history in June. The dean 

called him, he says, to ask about courses offered this past spring. 

"I looked at the syllabi and I confirmed that these were rigorous 

courses being taught," says Mr. Kramer. 

In 2010 the university computerized its grading system, which now 

allows it to limit and trackwho submits grades and who changes 

them. During most of Mr. Nyang’ oro’s tenure as chairman, the 

process was done on paper, which professors say made it easy to 

fbrge signatures. 

Faculty members say they understand the need fbr many of the new 

rules. And some changes, including the new computerized grading 

system, are long overdue, they say. Professors here have been most 

offended by the classroom spot-checks, calling them 

"embarrassing" and "insulting." The provost himself bemoans the 

classroom intrusions. "It’s a precedent that’s heartbreaking," he 

says, "but we had to do it to make sure it didn’t happen again." 

It may be difficult for those outside academe to understand 

professors’ sensitivity to monitoring that might not seem unusual 

to many American workers. But that’s because faculty members are 

not traditional employees, responsible fbr discrete tasks and 

answerable to bosses from 9 to 5. 

"We trust everybody, and you assume everyone is doing what 

they’re supposed to be doing," says Jan Boxill, a senior lecturer in 

philosophy, director of the university’s Parr Center for Ethics, and 
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chair of the university’s Faculty Council. 

Faculty members aren’t used to looking over one another’s 

shoulders, much less checking on their department heads, she says. 

Professors oken come to the campus to teach their courses and 

then leave, doing their research and writing someplace else. 

"IfI have to visit one of my colleagues," Ms. Boxill says, "I have to 

look up the office number." 

Flexibility is understood to be a central perk of faculty life. "If I 

can’t work at home, why did I go into such a low-paying line of 

work?" asks Frank Donoghue, a professor of English at Ohio State 

University who writes about academic life. "This is avery different 

kind of job than most people have." 

Mr. Reichman, the AAHP committee chair, says the changes that 

Chapel Hill has made sound sensible and shouldn’t threaten 

professors’ overall autonomy, as long as they are made with faculty 

input. "I see no reason to object," he says. 

Ms. Maffly-Kipp, the Chapel Hill professor who is now at 

Washington University in St. Louis, agrees that systems of 

accountability are wise, particularly at large universities, where it 

maybe easier fbr professors’ bad behavior to go unnoticed. But the 

institutions must maintain a delicate balance, she says. 

"You need common standards, but you want people to be able to 

work freely and not be micromanaged," Ms. Mat~[ly- Kipp says. "You 

don’t want everyone to feel watched all the time." 

Even critics like Mr. Mitchell, the fbrmer chiefiustice who served 

on the Board of Governors, says no one wants universities to 

operate like businesses. 

"Higher education is intended to be a much more relaxed system 

than you’d find in industry and even in government, and that is 

understandable," he says. "It is important that faculty and deans 

and everyone else have alot of elbow room. They are engaged in 

academic inquiry, and we really don’t want to throw out the baby 

with the bathwater." 
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Jay M. Smith, a history professor here, says that with the scandal 

still so recent, professors may have to change. 

"As the guardians of the university curriculum, I worry that we are 

so trusting and so committed to the principle of faculty autonomy 

that we have been reluctant to look at the teaching practices of our 

colleagues," says Mr. Smith. "It has made me wonder about our 

capacity fbr self: policing and self:correction." 

An Un~vatcbed Department Goes OffTrack 

Academic fraud within the department of African and Afro- 

American studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

went undetected fbr nearly 15 years. The university says the fraud 

appears to be the work of a rogue chairman, who led the program 

fbr almost two decades, and one of his staffmembers. 

luly 1992 

~ulius E. Nyang’ oro is named chair of African and Afro-American 

studies. 

luly 1997 

African and Afro-American studies achieves department status; Mr. 

Nyang’ oro continues as chair. 

Fall 1997 

Problematic courses in the department begin. From 1997 to 2011, 

more than 200 courses have proven or potential problems, 

affecting more than 4,000 students. The problems include lecture 

courses that did not meet and simply required a term paper fbr 

credit, and independent-study proiects created without the 

kmowtedge of instructors of record. The university also suspects 

that someone changed more than 500 grades without a supervising 

professor’s permission. 

2001 

Many students in the department are scheduled fbr independent 

studies. A total of 1,760 signed up for those studies bythe end of" 

the 2010-11 academic year. 
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2002 

Mr. Nyang’oro is reappointed to a second term as department 

chair. 

2OO7 

Mr. Nyang’oro is reappointed to a third term as department chair. 

September 2009 

Deborah Crowder, who worked in the department in various 

positions since 1979, retires as department manager. The number 

of apparently fraudulent courses and grade changes then begins to 

drop. 

June 21, 2010 

The NCAA begins investigating the university’s tbotball program, 

including allegations of players’ receiving improper academic 

benefits. (Nine major violations of NCAA rules are eventually 

/bund.) 

June 2011 

"Blacks in North Carolina," a lecture course with Mr. Nyang’ oro 

listed as professor, does not meet as scheduled over the summer 

session. Of the 19 students enrolled, 18 are football players and one 

is a fbrmer player. 

July2011 

A Chapel Hill fbotball player whom the NCAA had ruled ineligible, 

*br accepting improper academic help, files a lawsuit against the 

association and the university. He includes the paper on which he 

was ruled to have accepted help, which is about Swahili culture, 

and lists Mr. Nyang’oro as the instructor. Online message boards 

popular among rival football fans pick apart the paper, pointing out 

large chunks that appear to be plagiarized. 

August 30~ 2011 

Mr. Nyang’oro resigns as chair as the university begins to 

investigate the department. 

Fall 2011 
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The department begins to standardize the fbrms that professors 

use to submit grade changes. New rules also go into effect 

governing how temporary grades can be used and how 

independent studies are approved. 

]anuary 1, 2012 

Eunice Sahle becomes department chair. 

May2~ 2012 

]onathan Hartl~-n and William Lo Andrews, senior associate deans, 

publish an analysis of all courses offered by the department from 

the first summer session in 2007 through the second summer 

session in 2011. They find that nine out of 6115 had no evidence of 

faculty supervision or grading. Mr. Nyang’oro is tied to more than 

40 other problematic courses, including some with "limited or no 

classroom or other instructional contact with students." 

July 1, 2012 

Mr. Nyang’ oro retires from his tenured position on the faculty. 

September 17, 2012 

H. Holden Thorp, chancellor at Chapel Hill, after a series of 

controversies, announces that he will resign at the end of the 

academic year. 

December 20, 2012 

James G. Martin, a fbrmer governor of North Carolina, presents his 

extensive report on academic fraud in the department to the Board 

of Trustees. He writes, "The mutual mantra (the Inverse Golden 

Rule of Academia) is: I won’t question how you teach and grade 

your co urses, if you won’t question mine." 

Spring 2013 

Spot checks of classrooms, in which monitors mal(e surprise visits 

to make sure that courses are actually meeting, begin across the 

campus. 

May2013 

The university announces that it ,v~ffll provide classes at no cost to 

chronicle.coln!article/Professors-in-Classroom-on/143813/#disqus_thread 12/13 



1/6/14 Professors in Classroom on Time? Check. - Faculty- The Chronicle of Higher Education 

students and alumni who were enrolled in the 39 courses 

confirmed to have never met during the period from *’all 1997 

through summer 2009. 

June 20, 2013 

Accreditors from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 

tell Chapel Hill of their decision to monitor but not penalize the 

institution. 

December 2, 2013 

Mr. Nyang’ oro is indicted *br accepting $12,000 from the university 

*br the "Blacks in North Carolina" course. 

--Lindsay Ellis 

comment ,,~ o 

aloofbooks o : o ; ~ ? 
"By 1992 he had become an associate professor and been named cha:r of the 

program in African and Afro-American studies. It achieved departmental 

status in 1997, and Mr. Nyang’oro continued on as chairman" 

Professor Nyang’oro was chair of the department from 1992 to 2011 ?:::: That’s 

was part of the problem there. How can anyone be an effective chair for such a 

long time? Even without the scandal, the department was bound to stagnate 

due to this fact alone. 

chronicle.con~article/Professors-in-Classroom-on/143813/#disqus_thread 13/13 



Spring 1998. Senior class president at East Carolina University. 

Congratulations! 
It’s hard to believe this day finally came isn’t it? 
I would like to start off by telling you no one will ever know the hard work, blood, sweat and tears we 

have all put into making it to this day. I can not let this day go by as if it is no big deal. It is a day we will 
remember for the rest of our lives. Let us sit back, forget about the world around us and enjoy this day 
we have before us. Those days of digging through the cabinets only to find a package of Ramen 
noodles, selling our $90 books back for $12, and having professors who love to give exams the Monday 
after break. Yes, those days are all behind us. 

We no longer have to take trips to the pawn shop to sell our prized possessions. No longer do we 
have to write those $2 checks at the grocery store due to poverty. But wait a minute, everyone talks 
about college like it was the best time of their life. Oh God, what does this world have in store for us? 
So hopefully I can help you to understand exactly how important this day really is. 

First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to ask all the candidates for graduation to stand and 
turn to whoever is here today supporting you and say thank you. You are now looking at what is going to 
be the most successful graduating class ever (you may be seated). We are going to be so successful 
that this could even be called the third greatest day this world has ever seen. Two more came before 
this however. 

The first greatest day this world has ever seen was when man was placed upon the earth. He had 
his choice of occupation or lifestyle. He could have been a philosopher or even ruler of the world. 
Something tells me this first man had dreams of being a pirate. At this particular moment, there was 
nothing to keep him from being everything he chose to be. Whatever he chose to be, he was the best 
ever when doing it. And in a moment you will see how WE TODAY have the ability to experience the 
same opportunity this first man had. 

The second greatest day this world has ever seen was March 08, 1907 when the state of North 
Carolina decided to begin this institution which has come to be known as East Carolina University. The 
second greatest day was March 08, 1907. 

And now, the third greatest day this world has ever seen is right here, today, when the class of 1998 
graduates. This third greatest day marks another rite of passage on our very long journey to success. 
This time it is ECU who has given us the opportunity to be as successful as we want to be ..... just like the 
very first man who was placed upon the earth. 

Notice I said "as successful as we want to be". I did not say "as successful as our professors 
thought we could be" or "as successful as our credentials allow". You see, each of us, as individuals, 
has a responsibility to fulfill our OWN potential in life. 

Remember your first Saturday here at ECU? We had no homework and had as few worries as we’ll 
ever have again. Do you believe we were fulfilling our own potential at this point in our lives? I turned 
21 that first Saturday I arrived. My innocence was all but over as the sun went down. Everything our 
parents ever taught us was quietly tossed in the trunk of the family car as they exited the campus. For 
most of us, it was the first time we were able to make decisions for ourselves. 

We began to challenge why our parents taught us the way they did. Why did they teach us those 
lessons about self respect and give us curfews as teens? We all gained an average of 15 pounds our 
first year, and not all of it was because of the food we ate. We would return home for break as if our 
values were intact. The truth is, it has taken many of us a long while to fully understand the teachings of 
our parents. After years of searching through different cultures and customs, I feel our parents did a fine 
job. As graduates, we will be leaving the university as men and women with concrete beliefs and that all 
important life experience to back them up. 

Somewhere between the beginning and end, we stumbled across the realization that we could be as 
successful as we wanted to be. Uncovered was the fact that if we did not attend class, failure would be 
most definite. We also learned how perfect attendance and strict study habits would ensure us the 
grades we so desired. The most important lesson of all was how success is directly related to how much 
effort we were willing to put in to our activities. 

If we want to be astronauts, engineers, or even the most successful class ever, all we have to do is 
work hard to make it happen. Much like what we have done for ourselves here in college. 

Our next order of business is to experience the world’s fourth greatest day. Now this day will come 
soon enough and this time it is your own choice to make. Will it be when you get married? Will it be 



when you graduate with a higher degree? Or will it be when your children graduate from college? 
I can tell you what my fourth greatest day will be. My fourth greatest day will be tomorrow, about 

lunch time, because it will probably take me that long to rise up out of bed. Tomorrow will be the day I 
finally have a chance to bust a move right on outta here. I will finally have a license to market myself and 
rise to the top of whatever job I take on. Once again, tomorrow will be the time we begin to see returns 
on our overwhelming investment. The returns we receive from this investment are dependent upon how 
successful we want to be. Lots of effort will result in big returns. And well, I guess you know the rest. 

On this third greatest day, I would like to convey to you how we can actually add more credibility to 
our own education. We do not have to wait several years for our football team to win a national 
championship. We also do not have to wait on the very best academic admission requirements. By 
attending sporting events, becoming members of The Pirate club, and yes even working hard on our jobs, 
we actually add weight to our own diplomas. By continuing to give our time and money as graduates, the 
university will continue to grow and reach new heights. And in return, a diploma with East Carolina 
University across the top will certainly take us where we want to go. 

As we turn our tassels to signify we are leaving the university, let us remember. We have the power 
to think, choose, and act as we please. 

Let us THINK like ECU pirates. 
Let us CHOOSE to do good things for the university so the students after us can enjoy the things we 
have. 
And let us ACT in ways to make it all come true. 

We have the potential to be the most successful class ever. To accomplish this, each one of us 
must WANT to be successful. And I think we all do. 

Let us be remembered as the class of 1998! Thank you and congratulations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silvia (via Doodle) <mailer@doodle.corn> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 12:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Lunchtime ARG 

Hi there, 

Silvia (tomas@unc.edu) invites you to participate in the Doodle 

poll "Lunchtime ARG". 

Pa~icipate now 

What is Doodle? Doodle is a web service that helps Silvia to find a suitable 

date for meeting with a group of people. Learn more about how Doodle 

works. 

You have received ths e-mail because Silva has invited you to pa~icipate n the 

Doodle pol Lunchtime ARG, 

Doodle AG Werdstrasse 21 8021 ZOrch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: great job 

alt body.html 

Yes purely local is fine 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Jay Sulith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
At: 1/10/2014 12:26 

Paul--this all sounds fine to me. When you say major profile (I’m mainly 
just curious), I assume you mean a national publication/organization? 
Can she still talk to the N&O if/when the call? -Jay 
On 1/10/14 12:09 PM, Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) wrote: 
> News: 
> 
> I pitched a major feature on all this for the print magazine (1 
> million circ), and the editor in chief gave me the green light. 
> 
> Will be heading your way soon. 
> 
> We need to discuss. Short term imperative: Need to have Mary NOT 
> appear as the subject of a major profile elsewhere. I have in mind 
> using her as the spine of my piece, with digressions to other 
> campuses. Huge potential here for a blockbuster. 
> 

> Let’s talk later. I have to do some interviews on other stories. 
> 

> Paul 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: jaysmith@email.unc.edu <mail~o:                     > 
> To: Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) <mailto:pb~e~t 17~ibloorriberg.ne~> 
> At: Jan 10 2014 09:37:45 

To me, the most intriguing/appalling reactions came not from the 
university--which was just more pathetic but familiar boilerplate 
from 
the gang that couldn’t shoot straight--but from Roy Williams and 
basketball announcer (and former player) Eric Montross. Williams 
talked 
about how angry he was over the CNN report. He said it was 
"untrue" and 
that it was "unfair" to attack the character of his recruits. They 
could 
all babysit his grandchildren (wW?), and he had never recruited a 
student who couldn’t read. Montross said it was all untrue, and that 
"someone was just trying to take down a giant in academics and 
athletics" and that he hoped there would be "some ramifications" for 
this careless lying. 

I imagine this is how Pravda operated. 

What’s next? Hard to say. The events have been moving fast the 



last few 
days. I’ve been delighted to see CNN rub the university’s shameful 
dishonesty in its face over the past 24 hours. We’ll see if that gets 
another reaction. I’m guessing not. For a long time, we have had an 
amazingly incompetent leadership team. Incompetence compounded by 
dishonesty. What a great combo for a ’public ivy.’ -Jay 
On 1/10/14 9:27 AM, Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) wrote: 
> Jay-Thanks. Didn’t see earlier email. 
> Let me know abt react to this latest one. 

I expect Mary is going to get more blowback from top mgmt. 
What’s next? 
Paul 

Sent From Bloomberg Mobile MSG 

.... Original Message .... 
> From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
<mai~to mai~ul~c.ed~>> 
> At: 1/10/2014 

> Paul--when I emailed you earlier I had not yet seen your piece 
on Mary. 
> Grea[job with that. I especially appreciated this: 
> "Top administrators, one would assume, immediaely called 
Willingham in, 
> congratulated her, and got to work fixing remaining problems. Nope." 

> This is what I expected [o happen in November, 2012 when Mary 
fi~lly 
> went public with the N&O. I *honestly* assumed that "top 
administrators 
> [would ]immediaely [call] Willingham in, congratulate her, and 
get to 
> work fixing remaining problems." Instead she met a wall of silence. 
> Impenetrable. They wanted NOTHING to do with her. It was only a 
month 
> later, after the Martin report fiasco, that I emailed Mary and 
said: we 
> have to write a book. The university’s treatment of and attitude 
toward 
> Mary Willingham tells you all you want to know about how perversely 
> skewed our priorities have become. -Jay 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iPetitions <support@ipetitions. com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 7:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Welcome to iPetitions 

Welcome to iPetitions! 

You are now a member of one of the largest communities of online activists. Your 

iPetitions account allows you to meet and interact with others who care about the same 

issues as you. This is a chance for you to share your passion and commitment with a 

global community. 

You have registered for iPetitions using the e-mail address: jaysmith@emai.unc.edu 

In order to get you fully signed up as a member, we need to confirm your e-mail address. 

Please do so by clicking the link below or pasting the link into your browser. 

Click here 

Or copy this link: http://www.ipetitions.com/verify/eOO517aa83f8058e632e4950daade645 

you did not register for iPetitions, please ignore this message. Once again, welcome to 

iPetitions! 

In registering this account you have agreed to our terms of service and our                . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iPetitions <support@ipetitions. com> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 7:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Your UNC opposes death threats signature at iPetitions 

Dear Jay Smith, 

Thank you for signing the "UNC opposes death threats" petition at iPetitions.com. Your 

signature is valuable and makes a real difference. Please encourage others to sign the 

petition as well. Forward the text below to everyone who might be interested: 

....... FORWARD THiS TO YOUR FRIENDS ....... 

Hi, 

I wanted to drawyour attention to this important petition that I recently signed: 

"UNC opposes death threats" 

http :/Iwwc~. ipetitions, com/petition/u nc-op~osesodeath-threats 

I realy think this is an important cause, and i’d like to encourage you to add your signature, 

too. It’s free and takes just a few seconds of your time. 

Thanks! 

p.s. If you would like to start your own free petition, you can do so at 

http:!/~, ipetitions.com/start-petition 

UNSUBSCRIBE: This email is a one-time correspondence from iPetitions to confirm your 

petition signature and you will not be contacted again regarding this matter. You are not 

part of any iPetitions mailing list and there is nothing to "unsubscribe" from. 

Did you receive this email in error?. Sometimes people enter wrong email addresses when 

they sign a petition. If you think this has happened, please send us an email at 

support@ipettions.com and explain the problem. Thank you! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:04 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] DTH 

hl~p:~iwww.dai~y~arheel.colr~/aa~icle/2014/01iwillinghamoshares=damowilhoofficials 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.unc.ed~/~?id~18~388~.b~35e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~=34~ 14588, or send a blank 
email to leave-34114588-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:19 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] I love Ed Yoder 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.unc.ed~/~?id~18~388~.b~35e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~=34~ 14677, or send a blank 
email to leave-34114677-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 7:11 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] Chapelboro 

Rare voice of sanity. 

e~boro, com/lifes~eiot~mior~ita roheelsoha~ers/ 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~1~3~8~.b835e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5~5ff4e1f&n=T&l~hearg&o~341194(~9, or send a blank 
email to leave-34119469-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:54 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: "as" 

Dear Jay, 

Oh! Ok, that works. I was doing that with some of the other ones, then thought maybe I was supposed to be 
"explaining" more. 

Thanks, 
Julia 

> > > Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 1/15/2014 7:41 PM > > > 

This one’s actually a pretty straightforward one (from my perspective.) You should simply say more directly what you 
clearly mean to say, substituting because for as. "Because the French army...acres of snow,’ did not receive the full 

strength..." Etc. Because X, Y is an explanation. "As..." leaves things hanging. 

On 1/15/14 8:00 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

i’m currently working on fixing chapter 2, and i’m having a hard time with correcting my use of "as". You 

say that I use the word in lieu of providing an explanation, but i’m having a hard time seeing what more 
there is to explain, i’m just stuck in phrasing things this way and am having a hard time seeing a better way 

to do it. Can you tell me a little more about what you mean? Here’s an example of what i’m doing with the 

"as": 
"As~..~] the French army fought simultaneously on three continents during the 

Seven Years’ ~Var, the colony in Canada, which Voltaire famously described as 
merely "some acres of snow," might not have received the full strength of the 
French army because it was less important to maintain than the borders of France 
threatened by the Prussians. 

Iotsl]Another troubling example of "as" used in lieu of explanation." 

Thanks, 
Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 8:09 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] McAdoo returns 

hltp:~iwww.~ewsobse~!er.co~r~/2014/01/15/3535977!fom~erom~coplayerotieSoCOU~Selors.hlml 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.unc.ed~/~?id~618~38~.b%5e6~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~3412~91~, or send a blank 
email to leave-34120918-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 11:44 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I hope that you also caught the letters today--one each in NYT and N&O. 

How many signers are there, and when/how will the documenl!protesl!appeal be transmitted (to the chancellor?)? 

Will 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ ~ail.m~c.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 8:09 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] McAdoo returns 

~:iA~,ww.ncwsobse~er.corr~i2014/~? 1 / 15/3535977/former-anc:~erotiesocom~sdors.hm~l 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ht~:/!Iists.ur~c.eduia? 
id=61803861.73dldgd4009efd57950c577fd6fg033c&~:T&l=thearg&o=34120918~, or send a blank email to leave-34120918- 

61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

EM France for 84.pptx 



































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Lindsay <lalindsa@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:58 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

hist 278 syllabus 2014.doc; Hist345Spring2014syllabus.docx 

Hi Jay, 

I hope your semester is offto a good start--at least the part unrelated 
to the athletics scandal. That, I realize, is relentless. 

I’m writing to ask whether you’d consider 
~ which 
will take place this spring. Rather than just a hoop I have to jump 
through, I’d like to use this occasion to get constructive feedback from 
a trusted colleague. I’m asking you because I’ve heard great things 
about your teaching, and I’m guessing that you’d be good to talk with 
about pedagogy. 

I’m sure you know how this process works. I understand from Adam that 
the               would need to be submitted by the end of 
February. I teach Hist 278 (the Atlantic slave trade) on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at 12:30, and I’m co-teaching Hist 345 (comparative premodem 
empires) with Richard and Kathryn on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 2:00. 
I’ll attach both syllabi. If you were to come to the 2pm class, we’d 
need to make sure it would be a day when I’m leading the class. But 
then again--didn’t I see you today going into a class to teach for 2pm? 
So maybe that one won’t work. 

I realize this is a burden on your time, so of course if you can’t do it 
then I’ll ask someone else. You’re my first call. Thanks for 
considering it. 

Lisa 

Lisa A. Lindsay 
Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina 
CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
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PIRANHAS  WHALES  AND 

GUPPIES: TRANSEORMING THE 

HISTORY DEPARTMENT AT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH 

CAROLINA AT CHAPEL 

1965-1985 
WILLIAM PALMER 

HISTORY DEPARTMENTS HAVE histories, although as yet very little has been done 

to explore them. We do know that before 1940 most history departments at 

leading American universities were gentleman’s clubs~ comprised largely of 

waspish, patrician males, with few, if any, women, Jews, or African Americans. 

While most departments possessed a few serious scholars, faculty members at 

most institutions were chosen for their pedigree, institutional ties, and good 

company at lunch. At the same time, the curriculum in most departments was 

based almost entirely on the histories of Western Europe and the United States.I 

William Palmer is Professor of History at Marshall University. He is the author of four hooks and 
nearly thirty articles, which have appeared in such journals as the Journal of Brkish Studies, 
Renaissance Quarterly, Historical Journal, and The Historian. He would like to thank all the 
people cited in the notes for permitting him to interview them and Peter Filene, Leon Fink, 
Jacquelyn Hall, Donald Mathews, the late Gillian Cell, Howard Segal, and James Banner, Jr., for 
commenting on earlier drafts. The standard disclaimers apply. 

1. William Palmer, From Gentleman’s Club to Professional Body: The Evoh¢tion of the History 
Department, 1940-1980, Charleston, SC: Booksurge, 2008, ix-xxviii. For some other works, 
not specifically on history departments, but which provide essential backgronnd on the 
development o~ the profession and research trends, see Peter Novick, ’That Noble Dream: The 
"Objectivity Question" and the American Historical Profession, Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1988; James M. Banner, Jr., Becoming a Historian: An Introduction to the Professional World 
of History, Cambridge UP, 2012, 1-23; Ellen Fitzpatrick, History’s Memory: Writing about 
America’s Past, 1880-1980, Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 2002; Theodore S. Hamero,v, 
Reflections on History and Historians, Madison, WE Wisconsin UP, 1987. See also David S. 
Brown, Richard Hofstadter: An Intellectual Biography, Chicago, IL: Chicago UP, 2005, and 
David S. Bro*vn, Beyond the Frontier: The Midwestern Voice in American Historical Writing, 
Chicago, IL: Chicago UP, 2009, which is in part about the Wisconsin history department; 
Jacqueline Goggin, "Challenging Sexual Discrimination in the Historical Pro~ession: Women 
Historians and the American Historical Association, 1890-1940," American Historical Review 
97, 1992, 769-802. For some background on the development of the American university, see 
Laurence Veysey, The Emergence of the American University, Chicago, IL: Chicago UP, 1965; 
and Julie A. Reuben, ’The Making of the Modern University: Intellectual Transformation and 
the Marginalization of Modernity, Chicago, IL: Chicago UP, 1996. 
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This comfortable paradigm began to change at Harvard in the 1930s, where 

President James B. Conant waged a relentless campaign to make publication and 

scholarly reputation the most desirable qualities in a Harvard faculty member. 

Even then, Harvard exerted a great deal of influence on other American univer- 

sities, and many of them foflowed suit, abandoning their previous hiring patterns]- 

Between 1950 and 1970, most leading American departments appointed qualified 

Jews, African Americans, and women; they also began to place more emphasis on 

graduate education, and on appointing faculty members more on the basis of their 

intellect and scholarly potential than on social position and institutional ties. The 

teaching program was expanded to include areas outside the West. 

The appointments in the Yale history department of Edmund S. Morgan in 

1955, John Morton Blum and Arthur Wright in 1957, and C. Vann Woodward 

in 1960 were examples of the change. None of the four held Yale degrees. 

Morgan, Blum, and Woodward were all Americanists with impeccable scholarly 

reputations, and Blum ,vas Jewish. Arthur Wright, an Asianist, ,vas the depart- 

ment’s first appointment outside the United States or Europe; his wife Mary, also 

an Asianist, was the department’s first woman.3 For the most part, the changes in 

history departments were implemented with relative ease. Reform was usually 

accomplished by powerful department chairs, such as George Pierson at Yale, 

Joseph Strayer at Princeton, and Wifliam McNeifl at Chicago. Operating with the 

blessing of the university administration and in concert with a few- distinguished 

senior members of the department, these rnen and others like them ,vere able to 

reform their departments with relatively little opposition.4 

The reasons behind the shift from gentleman’s club to professional body are 

fairly clear. The Second World War and the civil rights movement shined the 

harsh light of reality on American life. While rnost Americans were horrified by 

the Nazi racial policies, they slowly came to realize that Jew-s, African Americans, 

and women were discriminated against in many avenues of American society, of 

which academic life was one of the most conspicuous. At the same time, the 

2. Morton Keller and Phyllis Keller, _Making Har~,ard Modern: The Rise of America’s Uni~,ersity, 
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001, 22-6; on the process of professionalization generally, see Magali 
Sarfatti Larson, ’The Rise of Professionalism: A SocioIogical Ana!),sis, Berkeley, CA: California 
UP, 1977; and Mike Savage and Anne Witz, eds, Gender and Bureaucracy, Cambridge, MA: 
Blackwell, 1992. 

3. Pahner, From Gentleman’s Club, 55-6. 

4. An exception should be made for the department at the University of California at Berkeley, 
where the struggle for reform was quite bitter (see Gene A. Brucker, Henry F. May, and David 
Hollinger, Histor), at Berkeley: A Dialog in Three Parts, Berkeley, CA: California UP, 1998; 
Palmer, From Gentleman’s Club, 132-7). 
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post-war boom and the G.I. Bill pumped unprecedented numbers of students and 

much more money into American colleges and universities. As more and more 

students stampeded onto college campuses, more teachers ~vere required to teach 

them, offering departments the chance to expand. The history department at the 

University of Wisconsin had roughly eight faculty members in 1940; by 1969 it 

had nearly seventy. For most departments the need for faculty members was so 

great that it was necessary to change their usual hiring patterns. It was no longer 

possible to hire simply people of pedigree and institutional ties. Hence, they 

needed to look elsewhere for faculty members. 

But the faculty demographic was also changing. The G.I. Bill permitted Second- 

World-War veterans of middle- and lower-class backgrounds go to college at 

government expense and enabled many of them to acquire doctoral degrees. People 

fitting this profile entered the profession in large numbers in the fifties and sixties. 

The Second World War also exposed American ignorance of other areas of the 

world. In the 1950s, it was becoming increasingly clear that the Cold War would 

be waged in large measure over ne~vly decolonized areas in Asia, Africa, and Latin 

America, about which most Americans knew very little. With funding from private 

agencies such as the Ford Foundation, leading departments began to add faculty 

members in non-western areas, although this process took longer than the others. 

The history department at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(UNC) affords an interesting opportunity to study the process of 

professionalization from another perspective. We know a fair amount about 

reform in Ivy League departments and in departments at leading state universities, 

such as the University of Wisconsin and the University of California at Berkeley. 

Less is known about departments in the South, and about those which, prior to 

1970, were not considered among the elite. As a southern depamnent and one 

not considered at the time to be among the leading depamnents, UNC’s history 

department provides an excellent opportunity to explore the process of 

professionalization outside the mainstream,s 

5. The history of UNC’s history department has been undertaken primarily through the use of 
intervie,vs with former and present members of the department who ,vimessed the changes. It 
should be noted that the University of North Carolina Archives has the personal papers of 
several of the leading figures in the story. In the spring of 2010, I went to Chapel Hill and 
examined the relevant materials, but found literally nothing concerning the struggle that took 
place. For example, the papers of James Godfrey, one of the key figures in the story, consisted 
mainly of his correspondence as a member of the editorial board of the Journal of British 
Studies. Nor did the papers of George Tindall, another key figure, yield anything of value. The 
papers may be accessed at the Southern Historical Collection in the Louis Round Wilson 
Special Collection Library of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). Uni- 
versity Archives at UNC also has oral histories with Tindall and two other important figures 
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More important, departmental reform at UNC followed a much different 

pattern than the others. As noted earlier, reform in most departments in the fifties 

and sixties was accomplished without much controversy by powerful chairs with 

the support of the administration and senior faculty members.~ At UNC, however, 

it was accomplished largely by younger faculty members who were not initially part 

of the university or departmental power structure, with help of a few senior mem- 

bers. Their reform initiatives were fiercely resisted by an entrenched "Old Guard," 

most of whom were either southerners, or the holders of UNC PhDs, or both. 

To understand the process of change in the UNC department, it is necessary to 

explore at some length its condition prior to the 1960s. This paper will proceed 

by examining first the UNC campus and its history, followed by a discussion of 

the characteristics of the unreformed department, including the composition and 

values of its Old Guard, as well as the department’s hiring patterns prior to the 

sixties. It will then explore the changing contexts and conditions that stimulated 

reform of the UNC department, and how that reform was achieved. It will be seen 

that neither the university, the department as it stood before the 1960s, nor those 

who wished to reform it should be cast in black-and-white terms. The Old Guard 

was not without virtue, possessing many respected teachers and several members 

of scholarly distinction. Nor ~vere the reformers entirely pure. Yet, on balance, 

beginning in the late sixties, a number of steps were taken to transform an 

old-fashioned department into one of the nation’s best.r 

UNC was the nation’s first state university to admit students, opening its doors 

in 1795.8 Its history has often been intertwined in politics. When the Civil War 

broke out, many of its students and graduates ioined the Confederate army, and 

memories of the "Glorious Cause" at UNC did not die with the end of the war. 

In 1913, the United Daughters of the Confederacy raised the funds necessary to 

erect a bronze statue of a Confederate soldier on one of the university’s main 

quads in memory of those who died for the Confederacy.~ By the 1930s, despite 

in the department, Joel Williamson and Donald Mathews. None of the interviews, however, 
touch on departmental matters. The three interview, s may be accessed online at the Southern 
Oral History Collection, part oI: the Southern Historical Collection in the Louis Round Wilson 
Special Collection Library oi: UNC. 

6. Although we always need to keep in mind the University of California at Berkeley as an 
exception. 

7. In 2009, the U.S. News and World Report ranked UNC in a tie for twel~:rh among history 
departments. 

8. William D. Snider, Light on the Hill: A History of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC: U. North Carolina P., 1992. 

9. Snider, Light on the Hill, 148. 
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its outward signs of devotion to the memory of the Confederacy, the university 

had emerged as a haven for southern liberals. Frank Porter Graham, who had 

been a member of the history department, was president. Graham was a progres- 

sive southerner, who championed free speech and civil rights, even at considerable 

risk to his reputation in segregated North Carolina. While he ~vas president, he 

defended the right of such controversial figures as the British philosopher Bertrand 

Russell and the African-American poet Langston Hughes to speak on campus.1° 

One indication of the progressive side of the university and its history depart- 

ment in the 1930s was that it already offered the possibility of interdisciplinary 

study, which was unusual for most American departments of the time. The 

historian C. Vann Woodward was a graduate student at UNC in the thirties, 

interested in the study of Tom Watson and southern Populism. He was able to 

construct a program of interdisciplinary study ~vith the historian Howard K. Beale 

and UNC’s two distinguished sociologists, Howard Odum and Rupert Vance.1~ 

Another future historian, Arthur S. Link, arrived at UNC a few years later and 

was dazzled by "the grandeur, the romance, and the glory of it and the intellectual 

excitement of the place. Intellectual freedom. Anything went." For his first few 

days in Chapel Hill, Link simply roamed the campus, gazing with awe at the 

buildings and all the books.~2 

But the campus remained conservative in many respects. African Americans 

were not admitted until the early 1950s, and, even then, their numbers remained 

lo~v.~3 While the university had female students since the 1840s, they were not 

admitted to all university progralns, and their numbers remained low because of 

limited dormitory space for women. Women often attended the North Carolina 

College for Women in Greensboro for two years before transferring to the Chapel 

Hill campus. But, in 1963, the women’s college became a co-educational institu- 

tion called the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and women were 

admitted to all programs on the Chapel Hill campus, although their numbers 

remained low.~4 

10. Snider, Light on the Hill, 218. 

11. C. Vann Wood,vard, Thinking Back: ’77be Perils of Writing Histor3,, Baton Rouge, LA: 
Louisiana State UP, 1986, 19. 

12. Link is quoted in Snider, Light on the Hill, xii. 

13. Snider, Light on the Hill, 246-8. 

14. Snider, Light on the Hill, 213,267; Pamela Dean, "Women on the Hill: The History of Women 
at the University of North Carolina," 4, 6, 9, 19, unpublished paper, available (as PDF) at: 
hnp:iiwww.lib.unc.edu/ncdref/undwomenonthehill.pdf, accessed 13 February 2013. 
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Most visitors consider the UNC campus beautiful, with its appealing combi- 

nation of ornate Georgian buildings, tree-lined quads, and majestic towers. The 

city of Chapel Hill, like the campus, was beautiful as well, with rows of handsome 

houses on the streets surrounding the campus and many elegant churches, but it 

was also highly segregated and lacking in diversity. Only a few- restaurants, 

theaters, and public events were open to African Americans. Early in his career, 

the famous basketball coach Dean Slnith risked his future in Chapel Hill by 

supporting integration at a local restaurant well before his teams were successful 

on the court.IS 

The history department was controlled largely by an Old Guard of faculty 

members ,vho had begun teaching at UNC in the 1930s. As a group, their most 

defining characteristic was that they were either native North Carolinians or 

had earned one or more degrees in Chapel Hill, or both.I~ Two members of the 

group, the modern Europeanist Carl Pegg, who taught at UNC from 1930 to 

1975, and J. Carlyle Sitterson, an American historian who joined the depart- 

ment in 1937, were native North Carolinians ,vho held all three of their degrees 

from Chapel Hill. A third member, Hugh Lefler, earned his degrees from 

Trinity (later Duke) and the University of Pennsylvania, but w-as a native North 

Carolinian and an authority on North Carolina history. A fourth, James 

Godfrey, was a Virginian who earned a master’s degree in Chapel Hill and 

returned to teach at UNC in 1936 after earning a PhD at the University of 

Chicago. 

All four served the university with distinction as teachers, and Sitterson and 

Lefler ,vere chosen Kenan Professors, the university’s highest faculty honor. 

Godfrey and Sitterson were also successful administrators. In the fifties Godfrey 

was the Dean of the Faculty, before returning to the department as chair in 1965. 

Sitterson was Dean of the College of Arts and Science fi’om 1955 to 1965. Shortly 

after that, he was appointed Chancellor, the equivalent of president at most other 

universities. While several members of the group published occasionally, none of 

them could be considered a distinguished scholar. By the 1950s, however, the 

UNC history department had acquired several faculty members with genuine 

scholarly distinction. The first was Fletcher Green, another UNC PhD who began 

15. Art Chansky, Blue Blood: Duke-North Carolina, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2005, 108. 

16. Information on Carl Pegg, J. Carlyle Sitterson, Hugh Lefler, and James Godfrey ca~ be 
found in the Directory of American Scholars: A Biographical Director)’, voL I: History, Ne~v 
York: Jaques Cattdl Press for the American Council of Learned Societies, 1969, 186, 299, 
397, 472. 
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teaching at the university in the mid-1930s. Green was a leading scholar in the 

field of southern history and helped establish the department’s tradition of excel- 

lence in this area. He directed numerous dissertations and supervised the work of 

such students as Arthur S. Link, Dewey Grantham, and Paul Gaston. In 1946, 

Green was appointed a Kenan Professor. 

Another department melnber of scholarly distinction was George B. Tindall, a 

UNC PhD. whose dissertation had been directed by Green.17 After receiving his 

degree in 1950, Tindall taught at several places, including Eastern Kentucky 

University (then Eastern Kentucky State) and Louisiana State University, before 

returning to UNC in 1958 where he remained until his retirement in 1990. Tindall 

was a good example of the changing demographics of the profession. As we have 

seen, before the Second World War, history departments were highly patrician 

bodies, populated largely, though not exclusively, by people of privileged back- 

grounds. Tindall’s father, however, ran a hardware store in Greenville, South 

Carolina, and Tindall had served four years in the Army Air Force during the 

Second World War. After the war, supported by the G.I. Bill, he enrolled in 

graduate school at UNC. 

For his dissertation he chose what would have been at the time an unusual 

topic, the struggles of black South Carolinians in the post-Reconstruction era. The 

dissertation was published in 1952 as South Carolina Negroes, 1877-1900 and 

was a pioneering work. Tindall contested the idea that the end of slavery should 

be celebrated, as it was by many historians of the time, as a liberating force for 

black South Carolinians. In fact, he easily demonstrated that certain elements of 

segregation were more oppressive than slavery. More importantly, many years 

before it became fashionable, he saw black Southerners not only as victims, but as 

people who succeeded in carving out their own worlds in the midst of preiudice. 

Tindall thus argued that many African Americans had agency well before histo- 

rians adopted the term.Is 

Over his career, Tindall published half a dozen books and over forty articles, 

while directing 26 dissertations. Louisiana State University Press’s History of the 

South Series published another important work by Tindall, The Eme~ence of the 

New South, 1913-I945. Reviewing the book in 1994 for the Nez~, York Times 

Book Ref, ie~,, the historian Charles B. Dew- referred to The Emergence of the Ne~, 

17. The materials presented here on the career o~ George Tindall can be found in Dan T. Carter, 
"George Brown Tindall," AHA Perspectives 45, 2007, 58-9. 

18. Carter, "Tindall," 59; George B. Tindall, South Carolina Negroes, 1877-1990, Columbia, 
SC: U. of South Carolina P., 1952. 
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South and Vann Woodward’s Origins of the New South as "the twin peaks" of 

southern history.19 

The UNC history department of the fifties, thus, had a decidedly southern air. 

Its leading figures were native southerners, and were usually also North Carolin- 

ians or UNC PhDs. And, while it possessed two leading scholars in southern 

history, the remainder of the department was largely undistinguished and dem- 

onstrated little interest in following the path toward scholarly distinction estab- 

lished in other departments. When the department needed to make an 

appointment its goal would usually be to find the best available southerner who 

could teach in the desired field.2° In addition to the dominance of North Caro- 

linians and UNC PhDs, there was also a strong Christian component to the 

department. Joan Wallach Scott, who came to UNC in 1975 as a junior faculty 

member, had grown up in New- York City and been educated at Brandeis and the 

University of Wisconsin. She found that the university and history department 

embraced a strongly Christian culture.21 The main topic at a department cocktail 

party was often the sermon preached the previous Sunday at the church attended 

by most of the department’s senior figures. 

The most powerful figure among the department’s southern Christian 

gentlemen was James Godfrey, who served as department chair fi’om 1965 to 

1973. His longtime tenure at the university and his experience as Dean of the 

Faculty provided him with a formidable knowledge of the university’s history and 

procedures. He was suspicious of outsiders, especially Yankees, and also of 

presumptuous young people who might want to reform his department. To some, 

he was an ominous, forbidding presence, once remarking that he had seen four 

major changes to the university during his career, and all of them were bad.= 

19. Carter, "George Tindall," 59; George B. Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, 1913- 
1945, Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State UP, 1967; C. Vann Woo&yard, Origins of the New 
South, 1877-1913, Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State UP, 1951. 

20. William Palmer, "Intervievv with Joan Wallach Scott," 8 January 2010. 

21. Pahner, "Interview ~vith Scott." Scott of course became a major figure in the profession. For 
more information on her, see Joan Wallach Scott, "Finding Critical History," in James M. 
Banner, Jr., and John R. Gillis, eds., Becoming Historians, Chicago, IL: Chicago UP, 2009, 
26-52. 

22. William Pahner, "Interview with Donald Mathews," 21 December 2009; idem, "Interview 
with Peter Filene," I December 2009; idem, "Interview ,vith Scott." Some of the UNC 
faculty members quoted or paraphrased in the article may be contacted at Filene@ 
emaiLunc.edu; leonfink@uic.edu; jhall@emailmnc.edu; dgmathew@bdlsouthmet. Emails for 
other UNC faculty members can found online (available at: http:llhistory.unc.edulpeoplel 
faculty/, accessed 13 February 2013). Sadly, Gillian Cell died September 9, 2010. Transcripts 
of my interviews with UNC faculty are available upon request at palmer@rnarshalLedu. 
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Others remember a man of considerable wit and charm, who was a popular and 

dedicated teacher. 

As chair, Godfrey was an autocrat, making most decisions on departmental 

matters himself or in consultation with the senior full professors, who were the 

only ones allowed in department meetings. Godfrey preferred to hire North 

Carolinians or UNC PhDs who could be trusted riot to challenge the edifice he and 

his associates had erected. Most candidates were not required to give a job talk, 

and no one read their work if they had published something.23 Decisions on tenure 

and prornotion were usually made informally; the department’s senior members 

would decide, perhaps at lunch, when a young person had proven their worth and 

could be adrnitted to the club. Godfrey and the Old Guard clearly preferred 

sociability over scholarship in tenure arid promotion decisions.24 

In the early 1960s, the department did have several women, Anne Firor Scott, 

Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg, Elizabeth Nathans, and Gillian Cell, all of 

whom were teaching in Chapel Hill because their husbands taught there or at 

universities in the area. Anne Scott, whose husband had been hired to teach 

political science at UNC, was the first. She thought the department consisted of 

"great southern gentlemen," who were generally courteous and welcoming to 

her.2s But there were little indignities; for example, she was not given a desk. 

Finally, one of the male members, who had two desks in his office, offered it to 

her, "in case she ever wanted to sit down.’’26 

Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg, came to UNC a year or two after Scott, arid 

her experience was similar. Unlike Scott, she did have an office, but had to share 

it with Nathans arid Cell, and they soon discovered they were teaching four 

courses while the men in the department were teaching three. When they conl- 

plained to the chair, he told them he did riot regard any of them as permanent. 

Later, when she asked the chair if she could teach an undergraduate seminar in 

women’s history, the chair agreed, but said, "it’s not here to stay. I don’t regard 

it or black history as anything that will last.’’27 

23. William Palmer, "Interview ,vith Lamar Cecil," 14 July 2011. 

24. Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 

25. Constance B. Schulz and Elizabeth Hayes Tuner, eds, Clio’s Soutbe*~¢ Sisters: Intervie~t,s ~vitb 
Leaders of the Southern Association for Women Historians, Columbia, MO, and London: 
U. of Missouri P., 2004, 38; see also Anne Firor Scott, lVlaking the Invisible Woman Visible, 
Urbana, IL, and Chicago: Illinois UP, 1984, xix-xx. 

26. Schulz and Turner, eds, Clio’s Southern Sisters, 38. 

27. Schulz and Turner, eds, Clio’s Southern Sisters, 54-5. 
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The career of Gillian Cell, vvho would later become the department’s first 

female chair and the university’s first female dean, reveals much about how the 

department operated in the 1960s and about the position of women in it.2s Cell 

had been brought up and educated in England in a closely knit Irish-Catholic 

family that believed that a daughter didn’t leave home until she married or died. 

Nevertheless, Cell was the first person in her family to go to college, attending the 

University of Liverpool, not far from her home. At Liverpool, she studied with 

David B. Quinn, a pioneering scholar in the field of British colonization in North 

America. Quinn supervised Cell’s undergraduate thesis, and later a doctorate on 

the English settlement in Newfoundland. While holding a fello,vship at the Insti- 

tute of Historical Research in London, she rnet John Cell, an American graduate 

student from Duke University, who ,vas also interested in imperial history. When 

John Cell was offered a one-year instructorship at Duke, they married, and 

moved to the United States. In 1959, Duke offered him an assistant-professor 

position. 

Gillian Cell and the others who taught at UNC in the early 1960s were among 

the first academic spouses who had career plans of their own. Like the others, Cell 

had to decide how to combine raising a family, teaching, and research along with 

her husband’s career. After settling in Durham, she wrote to the UNC department 

to ask if they had any openings. Carl Pegg ,vas chair, and he replied ,vith a brief 

note, saying that they had nothing to offer. But, when Theodore Rabb, another 

early modern British historian, invited her to participate in a session at the 1964 

A.H.A. meeting, she agreed. It was a fortunate choice. Unknown to her, the UNC 

department sent a person to hear her paper. And, shortly after, she was invited for 

an interview. By that time, she had finished her PhD, published an article in the 

William and Mar), Quarte,’ly, and had been offered a contract by the University 

of Toronto Press to publish her dissertation, English Enterprise in Nc, w~Coundland, 

1577-I 660.29 

Yet, ,vhen UNC decided to hire her, it was at the instructor level, at a time 

when all the men in the department who held PhDs at the time of their appoint- 

ments were offered positions at assistant professor level. At some point later, 

28. William Palmer, ’qntervie~v ,vith Gillian Cell," 17 January 2010; for some background on 
women in the historical profession, see Julie Des Jardins, Women and the Historica! Enter- 
prise in America: Gender, Race, and the Practice of Memory, Chapel Hill, NC: U. of North 
Carolina P., 2003; Eileen Boris and Nupur Chaudhnri, eds, Voices of Women’s Historians, 
Bloomington, IN: Indiana UP, 1999; Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of Histor),, 
New’ York, 1988, 278-98; Goggin, "Challenging Sexual Discrimination." 

29. Gillian T. Cell, English Enterprise in Newfoundland, 1577-1660, Toronto:U. of Toronto P., 
1970. 
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while discussing other matters, Godfrey told her that the reason she was hired at 

the instructor level was that the department didn’t know if it could rely on her. If 

her husband left Duke, she would certainly go with him. Cell was aware that life 

in the department would not be easy. Anne Scott had taught at UNC prior to 

Cell’s arrival, but was not offered a permanent position, although she subse- 

quently found one at Duke. Cell found it difficult to make friends in the southern, 

male-dominated atmosphere. The UNC department was curious in other ways. 

She was given no indication about whether her appointment would continue. One 

day she went to the department office to get her mail. She found a teaching 

schedule in her box, listing her classes for the upcoming fall, which meant that 

someone had decided that her appointment would continue. In the early 1970s, 

she would eventually become the first woman to be tenured in the history depart- 

ment and in the 1980s the first woman to chair it. 

By this time, however, events in the department were being overtaken by 

national issues. In February 1960 the lunch counter sit-ins in Greensboro, 

North Carolina, drew national attention to the civil rights movement.3° In the 

spring of 1963, the first serious civil rights demonstrations began in Chapel 

Hill. As the demonstrations became larger and more frequent, they sometimes 

became violent. In December 1963, Chapel Hill police arrested more than 150 

demonstrators, black and white.31 Many in the state feared that the demonstra- 

tions were the result of Communist agitation. In 1963, swept up in a ~vave of 

anti-Conmmnist sentiment and resentment against civil rights demonstrations, 

the North Carolina legislature passed an act which came to be known as the 

"speaker ban." The act was intended to bar several groups, including members 

of the Comnmnist Party, those knovvn to advocate the overthrow of the Con- 

stitution of the United States, or who had pleaded the Fifth Amendment, from 

speaking on campus. As such, it ,vas a clear attempt to stifle freedom of speech 

and academic freedom. Ironically, by threatening First Amendment rights, the 

speaker ban was itself an attempt to overthrow constitutionafly guaranteed 

rights.32 

Students were outraged by the ban and discovered ~vays to subvert it. Herbert 

Aptheker, a distinguished historian of slave revolts, delivered an attack on the war 

in Viet Nam while standing a few- feet off-campus while students listened on the 

30. For Greensboro, see William H. Chafe, Civilities and Civil Rights: Greensboro, North 
Carolina, and the Black Str~tggle for l@eedom, New York and Oxford: Oxford UP, 1980. 

31. Events in Chapel Hill are recounted in Snider, Light on the Hill, 268. 

32. Ibid., 271. 
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other side of a ~vall bordering the campus. In February 1968, a federal court found 

that the speaker ban’s restrictions were too vague to be enforceable and declared 

them null and void.33 By this time, however, the Black Student Movement (here- 

after BSM) on campus was taking bolder steps, demanding the creation of a Black 

Studies Program and the hiring of more black faculty members. In April 1968, the 

BSM asked all black employees at the university to boycott their iobs. Black 

employees held mostly menial jobs and were woefully underpaid. About ninety 

percent of them complied with the request. The most visible consequence of the 

boycott was that only one cafeteria on campus remained open.34 

Tense and lengthy deliberations ensued between the BSM, Chancellor J. 

Carlyle Sitterson, and state o~cials. The negotiations were conducted against the 

backdrop of the shootings at Kent State, the expansion of the Viet Nam War into 

Cambodia, and frequent student demonstrations against the war and on behalf of 

the strikers. The strike was finally settled w-hen the state legislature agreed to raise 

the salaries of all non-academic employees in the UNC system)~ 

While the history department was never directly threatened by protestors, there 

was an undercurrent of racism in it. One member of the Old Guard told "nigger" 

jokes to his classes.~ The department did have an African-American faculty 

member in the late 1960s. While most members of the department were cordial to 

him, the department staff was not. One woman refused to do any work for him. 

The faculty member later had a nervous breakdown)7 

There was also a sense in the minds of some people that political views could 

affect their salaries. As chair, Godfrey determined salaries, sometimes in consul- 

tation with Sitterson. Some in the department thought that particularly junior 

people sympathetic to civil rights or who opposed to the ~var in Viet Nam were 

penalized for their convictions)s Other faculty members fell afoul of Godfrey for 

different reasons. Donald Mathews, a historian of religion in the American South, 

who came to UNC in 1968, decided to build a house in Chapel Hill soon after his 

arrival. He was surprised to discover that Godfrey and other members of the Old 

Guard were offended. They thought the purchase of a house at such an early stage 

33. Ibid., 276-7. 

34. Ibid., 280-4. 

35. Ibid., 283. 

36. Palmer, ’qnterview with Mathews." 

37. Palmer, "Intervie~v with Filene." 

38. Palmer, "Interview with Mathews." 
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of one’s career ~vas presumptuous; Mathews had evidently assumed his future at 

UNC was secure.39 

Under normal conditions, it might have been possible for the Old Guard to 

maintain its power indefinitely, but times and circumstances were changing 

rapidly. From the late 1950s onward, the enrolhnent of the University of North 

Carolina, like that of most other universities, was increasing dramatically, and the 

department could rio longer count on a sufficient number of UNC PhDs, North 

Carolinians, and southerners to fill all its staffing needs. During this time, a steady 

stream of new people, many of them outsiders, entered the department.4° 

In 1958, the department hired Stephen Baxter to teach early modern English 

history. Baxter held a Cambridge University PhD and had published his disserta- 

tion with Harvard Historical Studies. In 1960, the department hired a historian of 

the South, Joel Williamson, who held a Berkeley PhD Other people hired by the 

department during this time included Joseph Anderle, a Chicago PhD in Eastern- 

European history, Herbert Bodman, a Middle-Eastern specialist with a Princeton 

PhD, and Michael McVaugh, a Princeton PhD in the history of medieval and early 

modern science.41 A few years later, the department made another cluster of 

appointments, many of whom ~vho were, again, outsiders. Among them ~vas Peter 

Filene, a Harvard PhD who specialized in American social history, hired in 1967. 

In 1968, the department hired Lamar Cecil, a Johns Hopkins PhD in modern 

Europe, Richard Soloway, a Wisconsin PhD, who specialized in modern Britain, 

and Donald Mathews. 

The department also continued to hire its own PhDs, in such cases as the 

American intellectual historian Frank Ryan, who was hired in 1957, and the 

medievalist Frederick Behrends, who was hired in 1967. And it also continued to 

hire people who held their PhDs from southern universities. This group included 

the Civil War historian Peter Walker, a Vanderbilt PhD, hired in 1958; the 

American colonial historian Don Higginbotham, hired in 1963, who received a 

PhD from Duke, and Donald Mathews. 

Several of the new hires, however, especially Mathews, Cecil, and Soloway, 

were shocked by what they considered the department’s autocratic and antiquated 

values and became persistent thorns in the side of the Old Guard.42 Mathews and 

39. Palmer, "Interview with Mathews." 

40. Information on the department’s staffing changes in the next few paragraphs comes from 
Palmer, "Interview with Filene." 

41. Williamson and McVaugh in particular achieved genuine distinction in their specialties. 

42. Palmer, "Interview with Mathews"; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 
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Cecil had both taught at Princeton and had been exposed to what they perceived 

as Princeton’s more progressive values. But, since they were appointed as associate 

professors, they were not invited to department meetings. In response, they began 

holding their own meetings, and they enmrged as advocates for such changes as 

more formalized hiring procedures, more rigor in the graduate program, and more 

involvement by the junior faculty in departmental decisions.43 

Of particular annoyance to the reformers was a candidate for a position in 

American history, pushed forward by a committee shared by George Tindall. The 

candidate seemed to them to be utterly unqualified for the position. When they 

opposed his appointment, Tindall vvas incensed. It also seemed clear to the 

reformers that winning tenure in the department required only that a junior 

faculty member be an agreeable person who could accept the values of the Old 

Guard.44 The reformers received an unexpected break in 1973 vvhen Godfrey 

turned 65. They were aware that their ideas would have difficulty moving forward 

as long as Godfrey was chair and that he had no intention of stepping down. But 

it was discovered that the university’s statutes prevented someone 65 or over from 

serving in an administrative position. The Dean of Arts and Sciences at the time 

disliked Godfrey and was eager to be rid of him. On the day that Godfrey turned 

65, he ,vas informed by the dean that he could no longer serve as chair. The chair 

position was now open. The dean interviewed several department members before 

offering the chairmanship to the department’s historian of the French Revolution, 

George Taylor.4s 

Taylor’s career is interesting by ahnost any standard. Like Tindall, Taylor 

represented the new academic demographic of the 1950s, a person who entered 

academic life from humble roots after service in the Second World War with help 

from the G.I. Bill. During the Depression, Taylor’s father lost his job as a sales 

manager for a large cornpany, and Taylor ,vent to work to help support his family. 

A native of New Jersey, Taylor worked his way through Rutgers University, 

supporting himself by working as a clerk at a manufacturing company. The 

position enabled him to learn how to read business ledgers and account books. 

After military service, he entered graduate school at the University of Wisconsin, 

where he intended to study American intellectual history. But he soon changed to 

the study of businessmen and capitalism in France in the years leading up to the 

43. Palmer, ’qnterview with Mathews"; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil"; Palmer, "Interview with 
Filene." 

44. Palmer, "Intervievv with Cecil." 

45. Palmer, "Interview with Mathews"; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 
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French Revolution. With his job experience, he was able to read and comprehend 

their records and account books in ways that few other historians could.46 

In the early 1950s, however, a dissertation topic concerning businessmen and 

capitalism in the French Revolution did not appear to be promising. In the minds 

of many scholars the complexities of the revolutionary era had been convincingly 

solved in the works of a series of French Marxist historians fi’om Georges Lefebvre 

to Albert Soboul. Those scholars saw- the Revolution as the first great clash 

between the French feudal aristocracy that had ruled the country for centuries and 

a rising bourgeoisie that wished to challenge their authority.47 

Beginning in the late fifties, however, Taylor and others began to challenge the 

Marxist interpretation along several lines. In a series of articles, published in 

highly respected journals, he called into question the entire idea that the noble and 

bourgeois of eighteenth-century France were antagonistic classes locked in an 

inevitable and unrelenting power struggle.4s In the first place, Taylor contended 

that those mernbers of the bourgeoisie who were capitalists were largely uninter- 

ested in politics either before or during the Revolution. Moreover, proprietary 

wealth, which Taylor defined as wealth from rent and office, was far more 

prevalent and important than capitalist enterprise. And, in any case, he contended, 

the two groups, nobles and bourgeois, were largely heterogeneous, with frequent 

intermingling through marriage and business cooperation. 

But Taylor did not stop there. Several years later, he challenged the equally 

sacred Marxist idea that the Revolution had been fueled by ideological ammu- 

nition provided by the Enlightenment. Using some of the quantitative methods 

pioneered by the French historian Daniel Morner, Taylor examined the cabiers, 

or grievance lists compiled by members of the Third Estate before the Revolu- 

tion.49 However, he found them extremely conservative, possessing little that 

could be identified as Enlightenment ideology or anything else revolutionary in 

them. 

46. William Pahner, "Interview with George V. Taylor," 5 November 1999. 

47. For the classic statement of the Marxist interpretation, see Georges Lefebvre, ’The Coming of 
the French Revolution, Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1947; for an early critique, see Alfred 
Cobban, The Social Interpretation of the l@ench Revolution, Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 
1964. 

48. George V. Taylor, "Types of Capitalism in Eighteenth-Century France," English Historical 
Review 79, 196, 478-97; George V. Taylor, "Non-Capitalist Wealth and the Origins of the 
French Revolution," American Historical Review 72, 1967, 469-96. 

49. Daniel Morner, Les origines intellectueIles de & RdvoIution l+an~aise, 1715-1787, Paris: 
Tallendier, 1933; George Taylor, "Revolutionary and Non-Revolutionary Content in the 
Cahiers of 1789: A Preliminary Report," French Historical Studies 7, 1973, 479-502. 
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Published between 1958 and 1973, each one of Taylor’s articles ~vas inteflec- 

tual dynamite, reflecting extensive archival research and offering a powerful 

challenge to key components of a widely held interpretation of the Revolution. On 

that basis, one might have expected Taylor would have ascended quickly to the 

pinnacle of the UNC department. In fact, he did not. He remained something of 

an outsider in the department and was decidedly not one of its southern gentle- 

men. In addition to these obstacles, Taylor believed that his progress in the 

department had been impeded because the American wing of the department, and 

George Tindafl in particular, did not recognize the importance of his work. He 

also published articles rather than books, and he further suspected that his 

dedication to teaching was not fully appreciated by those who held the balance of 

power in the department,s° 

It is perhaps not surprising that a historian of the French Old Regime would 

take a leading role in chaflenging his department’s antiquated and sometimes 

oppressive Old Regirne. But Taylor assumed the chairmanship of the department 

determined to make it better and more democratic.~1 Since those who wanted 

reform had no clear maiority at this point, Taylor realized he would need help, 

and he found support in several places. His most consistent support came from a 

coalition of "young Turks" like Donald Mathews, Richard Soloway, Lamar Cecil, 

and Joseph Tulchin, a Latin Americanist with a Harvard PhD. Perhaps less visibly, 

it also included several older people, including Giflian Cell, Stephen Baxter, Don 

Higginbotham, and George Mowry, a senior Americanist recently recruited from 

UCLA. The group, particularly Mathews, Soloway, and Cecil, became known as 

the "Piranhas," with the Old Guard known as the "Whales." Those caught in 

between were sometimes known as the "Guppies.’’~2 

This terminology was first applied to the department by a "guppy" who was 

seeking a hmnorous way to classify the department’s divisions,s3 It is certainly 

useful in that regard, but, in other regards, the "Piranhas" were also a social 

group. Mathevvs, Soloway, Cecil, Tulchin, and their families, as well as others, 

like Giflian Cell and her husband, met fairly regularly for dinners and picnics. But 

the terminology implies a unity that did not always exist. 8ome of the older ones, 

such as Taylor and Mowry, were not part of the social group, and even those in 

50. Pahner, "Intervievv ,vith Taylor." 

51. Palmer, "Interview with John Headley," 8 December 2009. 

52. Pahner, "Interview ~vith Hall"; Palmer, ’qntervie~v with Filene." 

53. Email communication, "Donald Mathews to Author," 10 October 2011. 
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the group did not always agree on issues or even vote the same way. The group 

subsequently lost cohesion as certain members moved on and family situations 

changed. 

But, despite their occasional differences, they all wanted to raise the depart- 

ment’s standards and were a force for reform that had to be reckoned ~vith, even 

if they were not always successful. With the support of the "Piranhas," Taylor 

initiated a comprehensive series of reforms. He opened department meetings to all 

faculty members and created committees to develop new procedures on appoint- 

ments and promotions. For the first time, the search process included interviews 

and a job talk with the goal of the process to fnd the most powerful intellects 

rather than those who would be governable. Higher standards and a formal 

process for tenure and promotions were also implemented. Taylor also managed 

to find the money to give raises, in some cases nearly 20%, to those faculty 

members whose salaries had been held down by Godfrey. And he also found 

better o~ces for many of the junior faculty members.$4 

Graduate education was subjected to major reform. In an effort to move 

graduate students through the program more swiftly, the number of seminars 

which students were required to take was reduced by one. The number of minor 

fields and the size of the M.A. thesis were also reduced. At the PhD level, new 

seminars focused more on the methods of historical research than on theory, and 

the PhD oral exam included a defense of the dissertation topic,ss These reforms 

took years to be enacted and were bitterly resisted by the Old Guard, many of 

whom were clearly uncomfortable with the kind of department the reformers 

wished to create. Several junior faculty members, closely tied to the Old Guard 

and who would have probably been tenured or promoted easily under the Old 

Regime, were denied. Several graduate students, whose work had been supervised 

by faculty members from the Old Guard, failed their oral exams. Bitter debates 

also erupted over who should be appointed to jobs. Members of the Old Guard 

felt they and their students were unfairly targeted by the Reformers. One of the 

reformers received anonymous notes left under his door, telling him "stop trying 

to brainwash the graduate students.’’s~ 

The battle for the soul of the department lasted for nearly a decade, and 

its fault lines defied easy classification. On one level, the battle between the 

54. Pahner, "Interview with Filene"; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 

55. Pahner, "Interview with Mathews." 

56. Palmer, "Interview with Mathews"; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 
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"Piranhas" and the "Whales" could be seen as a struggle to improve the scholarly 

quality of the department. Indeed, one member of the Old Guard complained 

about the "creeping intellectualism of the newer faculty.’’s7 Yet George Tindall 

and Joel Williamson, two of the department’s foremost scholars, stood resolutely 

with the Old Guard. 

The battle also sometimes seemed to some to pit the older faculty members 

against the newer ones. Yet such older faculty members as Stephen Baxter and 

George Mowry often sided w-ith the younger ones, and of course, the older George 

Taylor was a key figure among the "Piranhas.’’ss Even Taylor, however, was not 

a consistent champion of reform. Some of the "Piranhas" thought that he, like the 

Old Guard he challenged, sometimes supported weak candidates both on appoint- 

ments and in tenure and promotion decisions. Others thought that Taylor, fearing 

he might be overshadowed, blocked the careers of promising junior people in 

French history,s9 

Perhaps the most consequential line of division could be found bet,veen the 

department’s Americanists, particularly its southern historians, who were often 

arrayed against its Europeanists. The American wing of the department had for a 

long time commanded the balance of power at the expense of Europeanists, such 

as George Taylor. But, as the leading figures of the Old Guard, such as Pegg, 

Lefler, and Godfrey, retired, new divisions emerged. When fresh disputes arose, 

they often involved the southern historians, Tindall and Willialnson, against the 

Europeanists, such as Solo,vay, Cecil, and Taylor. When the southern Americanist 

Donald Mathews and the Latin Americanist Joseph Tulchin sided with the 

Europeanists, the balance of power shifted toward the reformers.~° 

Junior faculty members entered the department at their own peril. Jacquelyn 

Dowd Hall, who arrived at UNC in 1973 to start an oral history program in 

Southern history, found her first eight or nine years in the department difficuk.6~ 

The most prudent strategy for someone in her position was to try to stay detached. 

She made friends on both sides and tried to avoid being drawn in. It seemed to her 

that the fight was too often driven by personal animosity rather than principle. 

Like the other junior faculty members, Hall was nervous about her tenure 

57. Pahner, "Interview ,vith Cell." 

58. Palmer, "Interview with Filene." Others, however, remember Baxter as an obstacle to reform 
(see Palmer, "Interview with Scott"). 
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situation. Particularly distressing for her ~vas a controversial decision in which the 

"Piranhas," led by George Taylor, denied tenure to a promising French historian 

who had published a book. Moreover, despite a university initiative to provide 

more funds for the recruitment of women, many of the junior women across the 

university had been rejected when they came up for tenure. But Hall would 

eventually receive it and enjoy a long and productive career at UNC.~2 

Perhaps the bitterest of the department’s disputes involved ~vho should 

teach North Carolina history, a dispute that reemerged each time the department 

took up this issue. In the early 1970s, Hugh Lefler, who had taught North 

Carolina history at UNC since the thirties, retired. Lefler was a UNC legend as a 

teacher, but he had reportedly promised one of his students that the student would 

be the one to replace him. That student, however, fit the profile the Old Guard had 

long preferred in making its appointments. In the eyes of the the "Piranhas," he 

was affable and collegial, but not a serious scholar. A bitter and divisive battle, 

one which affected relationships in the department for many years, ensued. The 

Old Guard fought doggedly to secure the appointment of Lefler’s student; the 

"Piranhas" fought with equal tenacity to appoint someone from outside. So 

poisonous was the atmosphere that it was not until 1976 that a successor 

was found, when the department hired Harry Watson, whose Ph.D. was from 

Northwestern University. The Watson appointment was a clear victory for the 

reformers, and he would subsequently mnerge as one of the department’s 

brightest stars.~ 

For some, the 1980s represented an improvement over the 1970s as far as 

departmental tensions were concerned. The bruising battles over appointments 

and promotions between the Old Guard and the Reformers, ~vhile they had not 

entirely vanished, were less frequent than before. The "Piranhas" had by and large 

won the battle for the soul and direction of the department.~4 

But echoes of the department’s eruptive past ~vould occasionally resurface in 

unexpected ways, several of which would defy- the department’s traditional pat- 

terns of allegiance. A good example of this would be the tenure and promotion 

case of Leon Fink, a labor historian hired at UNC in 1977. Fink had been an 

undergraduate at Harvard in the early seventies when he was introduced to E.P. 

62. Palmer, ’qnterview with Hall." 

63. Pahner, ’qnterview with Mathevvs’; Palmer, "Interview with Cecil." 

64. Palmer, "interviews with Michael Hunt," 10 February 2010; Palmer, "interview with 
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Thompson’s The Making of the English Working Class in a sophomore tutorial.6s 

Captivated by Thompson’s work and intending to study British history, he per- 

suaded Harvard to send him to Britain for a year’s study at the Warwick Center 

for the Study of Social History, where another prominent labor historian, David 

Montgomery, was also in residence. Montgomery was a student of American 

labor history, and, under his influence, Fink decided to shift his emphasis from 

European to American labor.6~ Upon graduation from Harvard, he went to the 

University of Rochester to study labor history vvith Herbert Gutman, the leading 

American authority in the field. When Gutman left Rochester to go the City 

College in New York, Fink went with him to finish his dissertation, although his 

degree was from Rochester. 

Like others of his generation, he entered a bleak job market in 1976. But there 

were several jobs in American history in 1977, especially one at UNC which was 

specifically for a labor historian. After going to Chapel Hill for an interview, he 

was offered the job and decided to accept it. A liberal Jew from the Midwest who 

had also lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Warwick, Rochester, and New York 

City, Fink’s outlook was fairly cosmopolitan. But Chapel Hill was different. Like 

Joan Scott, Fink found the Christian atmosphere to be pervasive. Only one store 

in town sold kosher foods, and even there the staff was not always well informed. 

When Fink stopped in one year to buy Passover foods, the clerk said, "Honey, 

a lot of people are buying these things. This is some sort of Catholic feast 

day, right?" 

But Fink found the history department congenial, making friends both among 

the "Piranhas" and the "Whales," with a particularly close connection to those 

who were raising young children at the time, as he and his wife vvere. In the 1980s, 

as he neared the decision on his tenure, he had a book, Working Man’s Democ- 

racy: The Knights of Labor and American Politics, accepted and in page proof.~7 

He seemed to be exactly what the department wanted, a scholar in an important 

field, who had published and gave the promise of being productive for years to 

come. He sailed smoothly through a preliminary review. He was surprised, 

however, when word subsequently leaked out from the department’s tenure and 

65. E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working C&ss, New York: Vintage, 1966 
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promotion committee that his tenure was in trouble.~s Even more surprising was 

that the committee consisted mainly of "Piranhas," a group that might have been 

expected to be supportive of a publishing scholar in the field of labor history. 

The committee returned a unanimous decision that his tenure should be denied. 

The matter then went to the department, which voted strongly in favor of Fink. 

Their decision was passed to the chair, who, at the time was Don Higginbotham, 

who had historically sided with the "Piranhas." It was within Higginbotham’s 

prerogative as chair to rnediate between the committee and departmental decision. 

And he chose to exercise that prerogative in favor of the committee and against 

Fink. Higginbotham’s decision touched off a fierce letter writing campaign both 

from within and outside the department on Fink’s behalf to Samuel Williamson, 

a former member of the department, who was now serving as dean. Williamson 

asked the department to reconsider, which it did, offering Fink promotion without 

tenure. Two years later, when Gillian Cell was chair, Fink’s tenure ~vas approved. 

Fink’s promotion and tenure case indicated once again that the department’s 

fault lines could become blurred. Fink could have reasonably expected the support 

of the "Piranhas." He got support from some, but other "Piranhas" were also his 

most tenacious opponents. He received much support from the Old Guard, 

including George Tindall. Peter Walker, another one of the Old Guard, left him 

supportive messages in Latin. He also found supporters among the younger 

people. Judith Bennett, a junior medievalist, told him that "if you ever want to get 

lunch, just knock on my door.’’~ Later, Fink got along quite well with several of 

those who voted against him, even team teaching a course with one, though never 

a word was spoken to him from any of his opponents about their opposition. 

It was clear that some scars from the battles of the 1970s remained, even 

though Fink had not been present for most of them. For some of his opponents, 

the decision was clear; Fink’s book had not yet been published. The rigor that they 

believed they had applied to others, must, in their view-, also be applied to Fink. 

On the other hand, some of Fink’s supporters suspected hidden agendas. Some 

thought that perhaps the "Piranhas" considered Fink too friendly to the Old 

Guard.7° Fink himself thought that there was a generational component to the 

controversy, which explained at least in part some of the "Piranhas’" opposition. 

While most of the "Piranhas" were serious scholars, they were also somewhat 
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traditional in their approach. They were not sympathetic to approaches like 

Fink’s, which stressed the importance of grassroots political movements over high 

politics.71 

But, by the late 1980s, despite the controversy over Fink and another bruising 

battle over an appointment in North Carolina history, the department’s tensions 

continued to ease. Younger faculty members, like Hall and the French historian 

Donald Reid, refused to buy into the dispute, and getting Fink’s tenure approved 

was a clear signal that the times had changed and the department was moving 

away from the battles of an earlier generation. Moreover, perhaps nothing in 

academic life heals old wounds like money. During the 1980s and 1990s, the 

university experienced great success raising money for distinguished chairs, bring- 

ing in such people as Wifliam Leuchtenberg, a distinguished Americanist lured 

away from Columbia in early eighties. The fund raising campaign was successful 

enough that distinguished chairs could also be offered to outstanding people 

already in the department, which boosted the salaries of several members and 

further reduced the tensions. By the twenty-first century, nearly half of full 

professors and even some of the associate professors in the departn~ent held some 

sort of titled chair. 

In the 1990s, at the initiative of the diplomatic historian Michael Hunt, the 

Japanese specialist Miles Fletcher, and the economic historian Peter Coclanis, 

the department made a concerted attempt to improve its coverage of other parts 

of the world.72 And the prosperity of the state of North Carolina helped, too. 

Times were so flush that when Coclanis was chair he almost literally had more 

money to give out than he could think of ways to give it. The reform of the 

department was then complete. 

At sunrise and sunset the Chapel Hill campus is said by some to exude a special 

beauty and sense of serenity. But, for the UNC history department, the period 

between the late-1960s and mid-1980s was anything but serene. In a bitter and 

often highly personal conflict, a very conservative and old-fashioned department 

was transformed into a much more professional one, and one that is regularly 

considered among the nation’s best. 

The transformation of the UNC history department in some ways followed the 

pattern that occurred at many other leading American departments. An 

entrenched Old Guard, used to ruling in a certain manner and convinced that its 

ways reflect the wisdom of time and experience, is confronted by a series of 

71. Email Communication from Leon Fink to Author, 13 September 2011. 
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demographic, social, and cultural changes. These changes appear first in the world 

around them, but eventually penetrate to the university and the department itself. 

But reform was also significantly different at UNC. Reform in most other 

departments came from the initiative of powerful chairs with the support of the 

university administration and senior faculty members. At UNC, however, reform 

was taken up by a group that largely, though not exclusively, consisted of 

outsiders and younger people, who saw the department as behind the times. They 

eventually gained control, in part because of their tenacity and in part because the 

administration appointed a chair who was generally sympathetic to their aims. 

Perhaps because the process was initiated by people who were educated outside of 

UNC, the Old Guard yielded far less easily than in most other departments and 

the process was more divisive. 
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A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

At a time when both the emphasis on Division I athletics and the scandals that are 
associated with the athletics enterprise have presented new challenges to many 
universities across the country, we the undersigned faculty at UNC encourage the Board 
of Trustees, the Chancellor, the Athletic Director, and the entire UNC community to join 
with us in working to insure that the athletics program operates in ways that enhance 
and complement the University’s core mission: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the nation’s first public 
university, serves North Carolina, the United States, and the world through 
teaching, research, and public service. We embrace an unwavering commitment 
to excellence as one of the world’s great research universities. 

Our mission is to serve as a center for research, scholarship, and creativity and to 
teach a diverse community of undergraduate, graduate, and professional students 
to become the next generation of leaders. Through the efforts of our exceptional 
faculty and staff, and with generous support from North Carolina’s citizens, we 
invest our knowledge and resources to enhance access to learning and to foster 
the success and prosperity of each rising generation. We also extend knowledge- 
based services and other resources of the University to the citizens of North 
Carolina and their institutions to enhance the quality of life for all people in the 
State. 

With lux, libertas--light and liberty--as its founding principles, the University 
has charted a bold course of leading change to improve society and to help solve 
the world’s greatest problems. 

(Approved bg the UNC Board of Governors, November 2009) 

Sports are worthwhile activities in themselves, and a robust athletics program 
underscores the University’s commitment to excellence across the spectrum of human 
endeavor. Fielding competitive teams can help build community cohesion among 
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and all who have interests in the University. We are 
justly proud of UNC’s record of integrity and success in intellectual and athletic life. In 
light of recent developments, however, we insist that the pursuit of athletic excellence at 
UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on a foundation of academic integrity and should always 
reflect the following three principles: 

1. Institutional Openness. The University should confront openly the many conflicts 
created by its commitment to winning in the athletic arena. The University must 
commit itself to honest, open, regular conversation about the divergent imperatives, and 
competing values, that drive athletic and academic success. All data needed to 
understand the athletics department, and to address the issues raised by its operations, 
should be readily available. 



2. Educational Responsibilit!j. The University should commit itself to providing a 
rigorous and meaningful education to every student. All students should be integrated 
fully into the life of the campus, and they should be well prepared for life after college. 
All students--those who participate in sports and those who do not--should be 
permitted and encouraged to take full advantage of the rich menu of educational 
opportunities available at UNC. 

3. Mission Consistenc!j. Athletics must be integrated into the common enterprise of the 
University. Faculty committees and administration must be empowered to oversee 
athletics and insure that it supports and remains in alignment with the University’s core 
missions. In times of hardship, the University must consistently work to preserve these 
core missions, even if such preservation comes at the expense of athletic success. 
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Review by Victoria Thompson, Arizona State University. 

In Murder in Parisian Streets’: Manufacturing Crime and Justice in the Popular Press, 1830-1900, Thomas 
Cragin examines French canards" published between 1830 and 1900. The term canard encompasses the 
English-language terms of broadsheet and chapbook, as these precursors to tabloid newspapers took both forms 
throughout the nineteenth century. Cragin’s purpose in examining these texts is to draw attention to this 
popular and long-lived genre as a source for examining popular attitudes toward a range of subj ects, including 
the nature of criminality, attitudes toward women and children, views on the police and attitudes toward the 
iudicial process. In addition, Cragin uses the canards" to examine the relationship between popular and elite 
cultures and between tradition and modernity. As Cragin puts it, "each canard was the product of the mediation 
between a rich diversity of apparent influences stemming from oral and written, urban and rural, elite and 
popular cultures" (p. 89). 

Cragin begins by challenging Michel Foucault’s influential account of the transformation of punishment from 
the public spectacle of execution to private mechanisms geared toward reform. The canards’, as Cragin 
demonstrates, kept the spectacle of crime and punishment before the eyes of countless avid readers throughout 
the nineteenth century. Cragin also takes on Foucault by challenging "the Foucaultian assumption of the 
insignificance of cultural resistance" (p. 15). Yet while Cragin’s use of the concept of resistance shapes his 
narrative in some fruitful ways, causing him to emphasize the persistence of popular attitudes and practices, it 
also results at times in a contradictory analysis of the relationship between popular and elite, traditional and 
modern. 

As early as the sixteenth century, Cragin tells us, the term canardwas applied to all printed news sold in the 
streets. Although the term took on a pej orative meaning of false news in the eighteenth century, the canard 
retained its popularity. Indeed, as Cragin’s work demonstrates, the canard was one of the most popular literary 
genres throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, with 4,000 to 15,000 printings of each canard during 
this time. In the second half of the nineteenth century, newspapers began to rival the canards’, but "only by 
imitating the canards" emphasis on thefaits divers did the new tabloids build an audience to rival the old news 
genre" (p. 218). This imitation included the use of street peddlers, who sold most of the canards" until the Third 
Republic, when canards" were more frequently sold in news kiosks or bookshops. 



The persistence of the street peddler is important to Cragin, who sees him as one who, "preserved part of 
France’s oral traditions, fighting off change in order to hand down this legacy to [his] children well into the 
twentieth century" (p. 98). The peddler provided the means by which "popular culture could resist 
modernization," while also serving as a conduit to the popular classes (p. 98). As Cragin argues, the peddler’s 
profits depended upon his ability to correctly anticipate and meet the interests of his public; as he came into 
constant contact with this public, he was able to gauge this interest through the feedback of his customers. This 
constant interaction with the public makes the canard, "an invaluable source for our understanding of [the 
popular] classes’ beliefs and practices" (p. 90). 

In addition to selling the canard, peddlers contributed to its writing. The canard was composed of two texts, a 
narrative that expounded the facts of the case, along with the arrest and eventual trial and punishment, and a 
complainte, or ballad, which highlighted the broad strokes of the crime in song. The peddler attracted 
customers’ attention by singing the complainte, which Cragin argues was more akin to the traditional folktale in 
its emphasis on a moral battle between good and evil. The narrative, on the other hand, with its lack of 
emotional language and emphasis on the facts of the investigation, "read more like a crime drama" (p. 93). 
Cragin argues that these two parts of the canard may have been written by different individuals, citing 
journeymen printers and peddlers as the most likely authors. While evidence concerning authorship is hard to 
come by, Cragin suggests that peddlers were more likely to have written the complainte and printers the 

narrative because "one [was] tied to rural tradition and urban street culture and the other to a culture of urban 
elites" (p. 89). While this claim is most likely impossible to prove, Cragin’s analysis of the differences between 
the two texts is fascinating, and contributes to proving an important aspect of his overall argument, that the 
canards" existed at a "nexus point of cultural traditions" (p. 89). 

The close analysis of the two elements of the canards" provides compelling evidence that the canard "spoke" in 
two cultural registers, one that emphasized a moral struggle between good and evil, appealed to the emotions, 
and provided clear indicators of how readers/listeners were supposed to react and another that employed a more 
objective, investigatory tone and provided more details of the case. While Cragin’s argument concerning the 
narrative’s similarity to either newspaper reporting or the crime drama is convincing, his insistence on the 
"folkloric" elements of the complainte is less so, given the seemingly evident similarity to the melodrama. 
Cragin, in fact, makes this connection at another point in the book when discussing the canards" depiction of 
victimization as, "melodrama with social meaning" (p. 170). Yet in his discussion of the cultural origins of the 
complainte, this connection is not made, despite the fact that, as Sarah Maza has demonstrated, melodramatic 
structures became increasingly popular in the writing of late eighteenth-century judicial briefs. [ 1 ] There is, 
therefore, a reasonable argument to be made that melodrama had an impact on the writing of the complainte. 
Making such a connection, however, would complicate Cragin’s analysis of the ballad as a holdover of a rural, 
popular and oral genre. While the melodrama was, by the early nineteenth century, also a largely popular genre, 
at its origins it was a genre embraced by all classes of society. It was, in addition, a specifically urban genre, 
whereas Cragin wants to argue that, "the complaintes, as cultural products, bear witness to their authors’ rural 
roots" (p. 92). 

The lack of reference to melodrama does not undermine Cragin’s detailed analysis of the differences between 
the two elements of the canard, and his underlying argument that the canard constituted a blend of different 
cultural elements is convincing. It is important, however, because it speaks to his characterization of the 
canards" as a vehicle for popular resistance against both "elite" and "modern" elements in nineteenth-century 
French culture. Cragin argues, for example, that the canards’, "stood as a media [sic] that expressed a popular 
resistance to the ideas of the elites as the French read their narratives, sang their complaintes, and hung them up 
on their apartment walls" (p. 218). Cragin here and throughout the book depicts both elites and the popular 
classes as rather monolithic entities. In addition, he continually contradicts his assertions that the canard 
provided a means by which the popular classes "resisted" elite beliefs and practices. For example, the sentence 
immediately following that quoted above is the following: "Rather than a wholesale rej ection of all elite ideas, 
however, the genre blended a few elements of these theories with a larger body of old ideas that had dominated 
their [sic] pages for centuries" (p. 218) 

Similar contradictory statements are made concerning the relationship between tradition and modernity, for 



example: "[The canardiers] not only re si sted modern j ournali stic style and form, but actively fought off efforts 
by the state to control their products. [... ] But the canardiers were not wholly opposed to all the changes taking 
place in French printing and publishing during the century" (pp. 217-18). The problem here, it seems, is an 
unwarranted attachment to the notion of resistance. Cragin wants to criticize both Foucault’s dismissal of the 
canard as a relevant cultural form in the nineteenth century, and his notion that an all-encompassing field of 
power relations created a situation in which "policing mechanisms and the ideas of the elites that informed 
them," dominated all manner of cultural production (p. 15). Cragin fully proves his claim that the canard 
remained a significant cultural product throughout most of the nineteenth century, and influenced the 
development of the popular press. 

However, Cragin does not explicitly engage with Foucault’ s rather subtle notion of culture as a field of 
discourses and practices that constantly renegotiated, only to ultimately reify, power relations. Instead, the 
language he uses to describe resistance suggests a sort of heroic agency, possessed by printer, peddler and the 
popular public, who were able to actively and consciously resist the imposition of dominant cultural norms and 
forms. The problem with this portrayal of resistance is that it first of all does not explicitly help us understand 
the limits of Foucault’s analysis concerning the ubiquitous nature of power, and secondly, that it is difficult to 
prove, given the lack of sources indicating resistance on the part of either producers or consumers of the 
canards. Finally, it is constantly contradicted by Cragin himself as he provides evidence of both modernization 
of the form of the canard and a partial inclusion of cultural discourses that emanated from cultural elites. 

Most importantly, Cragin’s portrayal of resistance as a conscious act obscures a more significant argument that 
emerges from his work, and that he makes quite eloquently and convincingly. This argument concerns the 
persistence of traditional cultural forms and beliefs in quintessentially modern genres. As Cragin puts it, "the 
canard was the child of both traditional oral and modern literate cultures. The product of those steeped in the 
oral traditions of modernizing France as well as those immersed in elite cultural production, produced for and 
certainly heard by all classes, it represents a critical intermediary between tradition and modernity, between 
elites and the lower classes" (p. 103). Here, the key concept is not resistance, but rather continuity, as Cragin 
demonstrates how the inclusion of both ballad and narrative, the adoption of modern typographical techniques 
by printers of the canards, and the persistence of beliefs concerning women’s dangerous nature and punishment 
as divine retribution in texts that also contained more modern notions of the relationship between parent and 
child served to create a curiously hybrid genre. The canard was, according to this argument, "a medium through 
which new ideas were introduced and old ones sustained for a vast and eager audience" (p. 176). Or, if we want 
to preserve the concept of resistance, it is not the sort of active, conscious resistance that Cragin repeatedly 
evokes, but rather a sense that the canards, and the popular beliefs and tastes that they both reflected and 
shaped, were resistant to certain forms of cultural modernization. 

In this sense, Cragin’s work does indeed challenge Foucault, by demonstrating the continuing importance of 
older cultural forms throughout the nineteenth century. It also helps us understand why and how the sorts of 
mass cultural products of the type described by Vanessa Schwartz could and did appeal to all classes so as to 
create a unified sense of community.[2] Cragin’s analysis of the ways in which the canards portrayed 
criminals, victims, police and the judicial process provides a fascinating window into this blend of cultural 
traditions, demonstrating how different currents of thought concerning each of these topics came together in 
what was clearly an enormously popular genre. While an analysis distinguishing the characterization of each of 
these topics in the complainte and the narrative would have been welcome as a means of testing Cragin’s claims 
that the first was more popular and the second more "elite," these chapters nonetheless demonstrate the hybrid 
nature of the canard as a cultural product. Cragin’s attention to the profit motive is also useful, as it reminds us 
that attention to audience reactions may have shaped the content of the canards. For example, he argues that 
notions of criminality that saw it as endemic to the popular classes were likely to offend large numbers of 
readers, and that this, in addition to popular tradition, may explain why the canards focused on crime as an 
individual act. 

At the same time, Cragin argues that the canard could also serve a didactic function, disseminating "elite" 
notions concerning appropriate behavioral norms for women, for example, throughout the popular classes. This 
didactic function brings us back to Foucault, for Cragin argues that the canards portrayed the police as 



omnipresent and responsive to the population, and "empowered its readers/singers to act as investigators 
working with the police" (p. 193). Perhaps the relative lack of censorship exerted against the canards" was due 
to the useful purpose they served in galvanizing the community to support and aid in police investigations? In 
this sense, at least, nineteenth-century canards" do seem to differ from those that were disseminated in an earlier 
period which, according to Foucault, required suppression because they "glorified the criminal."[3] 

In addition to providing a thorough examination of a little known, and even less understood, popular genre, 
Murder in Parisian Streets" is a compelling study of the roots of mass culture. If the reading of Cragin’s work 
raises so many questions, it is in part because we know so little about how urban mass culture functioned in the 
period before the Third Republic. The inclusion of ninety-seven illustrations (some of them unfortunately of 
poor quality) makes this text a valuable resource for anyone interested in the histories of publishing, crime and 
punishment, and popular culture. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Sarah Maza, Private Lives and PubOc Affairs: The Causes COlObres of Prerevolutionary France (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1993). 

[2] Vanessa R. Schwartz, Spectacular ReaOties: Early Mass Culture in Fin-de-SiOcle Paris (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1999). 

[3] Michel Foucault, DiscipOne andPunish: The Birth of the Prison, translated by Alan Sheridan (New York: 
Vintage Books, 1977), p. 68. 
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Thierry Rigogne, Between State and Market: Printing and Bookselling in Eighteenth-Century France. 
Foreword by Robert Darnton. Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2007 (Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth 
Century). xiii + 313 pp. Maps, illustrations, tables, bibliography, and index. $132.00 U.S. (pb); ISBN 978- 
0729409070. 

Review by Jeremy D. Popkin, University of Kentucky. 

The contrast between Robert Darnton’ s claim, in the preface to Thierry Rigogne’ s new monograph, that 
"scholars of the eighteenth century have only a shadowy idea of the infrastructure of the Enlightenment," (p. xv) 
and the actual content of Rigogne’s study, in which "Enlightenment" does not even rate an index entry, gives an 
interesting clue to the new directions in which the history of the book in eighteenth century France is moving. [ 1 ] 
Although Rigogne began this proj ect as a dissertation under Darnton’s direction, it actually moves away from the 
"social history of ideas" that has framed Darnton’s own research and concentrates instead on understanding the 
political and administrative framework within which eighteenth-century printers and booksellers functioned. The 
story Rigogne tells is indeed one of movement in the direction of modernity, but it is a modernity defined, not by 
the diffusion of particular ideas and texts, but by the development of a provincial printing industry and book 
trade better suited to exploit market opportunities and promote new kinds of reading. Furthermore, in place of 
Darnton’ s familiar portrayal of a book trade systematically at war with a repressive French government, Rigogne 
gives a picture of printers and booksellers who were as often in collusion with the authorities as they were in 
opposition to them. The result is both an important contribution to the history of print culture and a fascinating 
case study of the relationship between government and society in the last decades of the old regime. 

Between State andMarket is built around an intensive study of a single set of documents: the responses to a 
survey of the French book trades ordered by the Directeur de la fibrairie Sartine upon his appointment to that 
office in 1764. As Rigogne explains, Sartine’s survey was only one of a number of such efforts in the course of 
the eighteenth century, and he makes good use of the surviving data from the abb~ Bignon’s earlier inquest in 
1700, as well as the printed book-trade almanacs that began to appear after 1770, to put the 1764 results in 
perspective. The 1764 survey is by far the most comprehensive, however, and the only one for which the raw 
data have been preserved. Standardized forms directed the intendants" to report on policing of the book trades in 
their territories and to provide detailed information about local printers and booksellers, including an estimation 
of the nature of their production and a report on whom they did business with. 

Although the French system for controlling the circulation of printed texts was supposedly a model of 
bureaucratic completeness and efficiency, the replies to Sartine’s survey showed that the reality was entirely 
different. Regulations originally drawn up in 1723 for the policing of Paris had been extended to the entire 
kingdom in 1744 without any concern for provincial conditions. Only a few towns outside of Paris had the fully 
developed book-trade guild structure and the full-time officials presumed by the regulations. In some places, 
local printers and booksellers were left to police themselves; elsewhere, officials overburdened with other 
concerns rarely bothered to enforce the rules. Authorities were often more concerned to protect the business 
interests of the printers and booksellers in their town, who served local institutions and elites, than they were to 



enforce the cumbersome rules handed down from Paris. The result was a system that lacked the capacity to 
prevent the production and circulation of forbidden books--a category that included both genuinely subversive 
materials and the more numerous contrefa9ons of authorized titles--but, in Rigogne’s view, the administrators 
themselves accepted this situation. They were satisfied if they made the import and sale of truly forbidden books 
somewhat costlier and more complicated than it would have been otherwise; as far as counterfeiting was 
concerned, many provincial officials tolerated it as the only way for local printers to make a living in the face of 
regulations that heavily favored the privileged printers of Paris. 

The royal administration was not entirely ineffective. From the end of the eighteenth century, it had pursued a 
plan to reduce the number of printers by squeezing out the least successful enterprises, which were assumed to be 
the most likely to break the rules, and to concentrate production in a smaller number of centers, thereby making 
supervision easier. This policy had begun under Colbert in the late seventeenth century, but inconsistent 
enforcement meant that the results were not really seen until Sartine’s period. The outcome was not a printing 
trade stifled by authoritarian control, but rather a leaner, meaner group of more efficient entrepreneurs who "had 
benefited handsomely from the concentration of the industry" (p. 145). Government intervention had promoted a 
process of rationalization that guild regulations and entrepreneurial conservatism would otherwise have 
hindered. Nevertheless, Rigogne finds, the most innovative sector of the book trades was not the printers but the 
booksellers, who were less carefully regulated. Whereas printers could be defined as the operators of presses, 
book vendors were a more varied lot and included not only the owners of shops dedicated to that purpose but 
unspecialized merchants who sold books alongside other goods, colporteurs, and priests and schoolteachers who 
might also distribute reading material. Where they existed, book-trade guilds tried to limit competition, but from 
1767 on the Direction de la librairie actually encouraged it by selling new licenses or brevets as a means of 
raising funds. The result was a growth in the number of vendors and in the number of communities with a 
bookstore, which rose from 167 in 1764 to 212 in 1781. 

The market for books in the French provinces was in many ways still oriented toward tradition. Local religious, 
legal and educational institutions were often the biggest customers, providing a steady demand for prayer books, 
legal documents and school texts. Nevertheless, Rigogne sees evidence that innovative booksellers were 
learning to stimulate and exploit an interest in new kinds of texts, books of literature and history whose 
consumers "formed a public, a community based on common interests rather than on occupations" (p. 196). 
Some of the books to feed this new demand were smuggled in from presses abroad, such as the Soci~t~ 
typographique de Neuch~tel familiar to readers of Darnton’s works, but many of them were actually 
counterfeited in France itself. Like Jean-Dominque Mellot, Rigogne insists on the importance of centers such as 
Lyon, Rouen, Toulouse and Limoges, whose printers supplied extensive regional markets.[2] Rather than 
Darnton’ s sharp contrast between domestic and foreign printing trades, Mellot and Rigogne thus sketch a three- 
way division of labor between Paris, the provinces, and the extraterritorial enterprises. Although much of what 
the provincial presses put out was technically illegal, local administrators often tolerated it because they saw 
counterfeiting as the only resource to keep the enterprises under their supervision economically viable. 

Rigogne thus makes a persuasive case for his conclusion that book-trade regulation was "much less dogmatic in 
its policies and much less powerful in its ability to enforce them than often portrayed" (p. 221). Despite legal 
restrictions--and, indeed, sometimes because of them--the French book trades were becoming more dynamic and 
market-oriented, a reflection of the wealthier, more urbanized and more commercialized society of which they 
were an integral part. Rigogne’s findings parallel Gilles Feyel’s exhaustive study of the development of the 
French provincial press, which also owed much to administrative encouragement. [3] The process of book-trade 
expansion accelerated dramatically in the quarter-century after 1789, but the direction in which things were 
going was already clear before the Revolution. [4] Between State andMarket provides a clear and convincing 
picture of the development of the book trades in provincial France in the last decades of the old regime, and it 
also helps us understand how government and society affected each other during this period. In view of the 
broad potential appeal of Rigogne’s clearly written study, one does have to regret that it has appeared with a 
publishing house that is definitely not oriented toward that market of general readers whose emergence is traced 
in its pages. At $132 for a paperback copy, the book is too expensive for classroom use. The fact that the often 
lengthy source citations are given only in French reflects, alas, a bygone era, and severely limits the book’s 
accessibility for undergraduates. This is regrettable, because Rigogne has shed important new light on many 



questions that readers of his mentor’s popular works would want to pursue. 

NOTES 

[1 ] Darnton’s comment reflects a curiously narrow definition of the Enlightenment’s "infrastructure." The 
general subject has been extensively explored in studies such as Daniel Roche, Le SiOcle des LumiOres en 
Province: acaddmies et acaddmiciens provinciaux, 1680-1789, 2 vols. (Paris: 1978), Jean Qu~niart, Culture et 

socidtds urbaines dans la France de l’Ouest au XVIIIe siOcle (Paris: 1978), Jack R. Censer, The French Press in 
the Age of Enlightenment (New York: Routledge, 1994), and Antoine Lilti, Le Monde des Salons: sociabiftd et 
mondanitd gt Paris" au XVIIIe siOcle (Paris: Fayard, 2005), to name only a few titles from a vast literature. 

[2] A short overview of Mellot’s work can be found in his article, "Counterfeit Printing as an Agent of Diffusion 
and Change: The French Book-Privilege System and Its Contradictions (1498-1790)," in Sabrina Alcorn Baron, 
Eric N. Lindquist, and Eleanor F. Shevlin, eds., Agent of Change: Print Culture Studies after Elizabeth L. 
Eisenstein (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2007), pp. 42-66. 
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(Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2000). 

[4] Jeremy D. Popkin, "The Book Trades in Western Europe during the Revolutionary Era," Papers of the 
BibBographical Society of America 78 (1984): 403-45. 
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Moral significance Essay.doc 

Happy New Year Everyone. 

Attached is an article I said I would send you. I wrote this years ago, [you can tell by the examples!] but is still appropriate today. 
have modified version that I use for talks. 

Also, after our meeting I shared our discussion with the Chancellor and about forming an appointed Faculty Task Force. He reminded 
me that this would require open publicized meetings, whereas an ad hoc committee does not. Since I may not have effectively 
communicated our discussion with him, he would like to attend our meeting on Friday. 

Yes our conference room in 207 Caldwell Hall is open. If we need a bigger room, 213 should also be available. Caldwell is across 
the street from Davie Hall, right offthe circle from Steele, Bynum and Carr Bldgs. 

Best, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

From: Vin Steponaitis [vps@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2011 10:28 AM 
To: West, Tim; Boxill, Jeanette M; McGowan, John; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: Re: Next meeting 

The only time when everyone’s schedules coincide is Friday Jan 6, from 
9-10 am. So let’s plan to meet then and continue our discussion of 
spring events related to college athletics. 

We should be able to get the bulk of our business done in an hour, but 
it might be a little tight. So I have two suggestions: (1) let’s start 
at 9 am sharp, and (2) let’s tack on an extra half hour at the end and 
put it on our calendars as 9:00-10:30. I know Tim has another meeting 
at 10, but if we’re still embroiled in discussion at 10, then Tim can 
leave while the rest of us continue, and I can fill him in later. 

Jan, would it be OK if we meet in the Parr Center conference room in 
Caldwell? If so, just tell us where to find it. 

I hope everyone has a restful and happy holiday weekend! 

Best, 
Vin 

On 12/22/2011 12:15 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
Dear Colleagues, 



Thanks again to all of you for meeting today on such short notice. It 
was a very productive hour! 

As we discussed, let’s aim to have a follow-up meeting in early January. 
Please let me know your availability on January 5 or the morning of 
January 6, and I’ll pick a time that works for everyone. 

Best wishes for the Holidays! 
Vin 

Vincas P. Stepouaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology 
Director, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Mailing address: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 

tel.: (919) 962-6574 
fax: (919) 962-1613 

email: vin@unc.edu 



The Moral Significance of Sport 

Jan Boxill 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

There is no doubting that sports play a significant role in the lives of many Americans and indeed 
of many people around the world. What accounts for this fascination? It is doubtful that sports simply 
provide an outlet for violence in society. This is too simplistic. Sport, I maintain, fascinates for many 
reasons, including its beauty and its display of morally heroic virtues. Human beings admire the beauty 
and grace in sport; they are moved by the discipline of the best athletes; and often it is the heroism and 
courage in sport that they applaud, not the violence which occasion the display of these virtues.. 

But this is not all. I maintain that because of the nature and design of sport, sport provides a 
significant moral function both for the individual and for society at large. It does so first because it 
provides participants a vehicle for self-expression, and a means of self-respect and self-development. Sport 
in this sense may serve as what philosopher John Rawls calls a "social union" in a society of social unions, 
a community of people with shared ends and common activities valued for themselves, enjoying one 
another’s excellences and individuality as they participate in the activities.’’1 

Second, because sport is a microcosm of society, it dramatizes the social order. As a microcosm, 
sport represents the social order in miniature, a "slice of life" and exhibits that slice in an exaggerated and 
dramatic form, much as a play dramatizes an episode of life. Sport mirrors or reflects society, its virtues 
and vices, but unlike a mirror, which is passive, sport is active. It reflects back on society; its reflection 
affects what it is a reflection of. And finally, because sport functions analogously as an art form, as a 
controlled expression of emotion, it enhances the notion of sport as a social union, and further serves a 
significant moral function in the dramatization of sport as a microcosm of society. 

In its paradigmatic form, sport can serve illuminate its moral significance, both negatively and 
positively. Four features exemplify sport in its paradigmatic form: 1) Sport is a freely chosen, voluntary 
activity; 2) Sport is rule governed with two sets of rules; 3) Sport is physically challenging; 4) Sport 
involves competition in a mutual challenge to achieve excellence.2 These features provide neither an 
exhaustive nor exclusive definition, but a model to examine the moral significant features of sport. 

First sport is a freely chosen, voluntary activity whose participation is an expression of the 
individual’s creativity and his or her freedom to choose. Thus, sport is an unalienated activity, and as such 
is included in what Marx called "the realm of freedom." As an unalienated activity, sport has as its end the 
activity itself. Thought it may serve other purposes, it is an activity complete in itself. It dos not have to 
have a product nor provide a service, nor is it a means to an end outside itself. Sport is an end in itself. 

Of course, those who participate in a sport necessarily have goals. For example, to play basketball 
is necessarily to have the goal of scoring baskets. But the goal is within the context of the activity itself. 
That is, in stating the rules of the game, one necessarily states the goals internal to it which the participants 
must have. But the participants need not have goals external to the game. 

In its paradigmatic form them, participation in sport is both conscious and free, and the 
participants know and freely abide by the rules. This voluntary co-operation is required to begin, continue, 
and end the activity. Thus, for example, when I play basketball, tennis, or golf, I freely choose to do so 
and am conscious of my freedom to participate in the activity for no end outside the activity itself. Neither 
my existence nor my subsistence depends on my participation in the activity. This is unlike work. 

By contrast work in its paradigmatic form is nonvoluntary and aims at something other than itself. 
Most members of society work in order to live; for them work is a means to an end other than itself. It is 
seen as a deliberate providing for needs or wants. As such work belongs in what Marx called "the realm of 
necessity." 

It is possible, of course, for the fortunate few to express their creativity and freedom to choose in 
their work; most often when work approaches the paradigm of sport, it also enters the realm of freedom. 
But this cannot be the case for the great many workers whose work has little or no room for creativity nor 

1 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Harvard University Press, 1971, p. 523. 
2 This concept I take from Robert Simon, in Fair Play: Sports, Values and Society, Westview Press, 1991. 



self-expression. Conversely, sport which in its paradigmatic form is in the realm of freedom, may be an 
individual’s means of living and thus in the real of necessity. As I will argue, however, this is one possible 
source of the perversion of sport. 

Now it might be objected that on my analysis, sport is no different from work, because sport is 
indeed a means to some ends, for happiness and pleasure, for health, discipline, relaxation, or for money. 
All of these are products of sports. Several points may be made here. First, when the aim is health or 
discipline, the activity degenerates into dull routine and quickly becomes something akin to work. When 
these objectives dictate what is done, efficiency becomes the concern. The question is "what is the most 
efficient way of obtaining these products?" This is the question one asks in work, not in sport. Examples 
of such activities are calisthenics, weightlifting, and jogging. These are examples of what are better called 
exercises, not sports. These activities are generally designed for physical fitness and are generally 
subjectively different from sport, in that they are not enjoyed for themselves. 

This subjective difference has an objective counterpart. They are not designed nor participated in 
for self-expression because they are repetitive and simple. In doing sit-ups, for example, you do not try to 
be creative, nor do you do them for their own sake. You can concentrate on the sit-ups initially to make 
sure you are doing them correctly or efficiently, but after the efficiency level is reached, there is no more to 
think about except what end they will achieve, the "cut" abdominal muscles. "Once given a chance to train 
for games, students revolted against doing set exercises as ends in themselves. They found them to be 
tedious, repetitious and meaningless. ,,3 This may be further illustrated in body building. This was not 
satisfying in itself; the regimen had to be seen for something; thus, competition was devised. 

Interestingly and importantly, when one participates to the fullest, the by-products of all sports are 
health, discipline, and a sense of achievement. These may be aimed at, as we saw, but they are better 
achieved when one forgets about them and participates. This is certainly also the case with relaxation, 
happiness, and pleasure. These are by-products of sports, but only when they are not the aim. This is just a 
particular instance of the paradox of happiness. In discussing this issue, a friend commented that she 
jogged, "not for its own sake, but for fun, relaxation, health and a sense of achievement." BUt if my 
analysis is correct, these can best be achieved by participating without those aims in mind. A person "who 
wants to be refreshed through play must forget about refreshing himself and just play.’’4 By participating to 
the fullest, that is by participating freely with no other specific aim in mind, one achieves these "products." 
This is not the case in work, where the end product must always be kept in mind. If I am building a house 
and am concerned with the end product, I must keep fully aware of that end and must be alert and aware of 
the day-to-day operations and building. If I "lose myself’ occasionally, it could be disastrous. The 
structure depends on keeping in mind on the work at hand. 

When money becomes the aim, sport begins to degenerate in another way. It begins to degenerate 
into a means to that end, in so far as this objective dictates what is done. "How best can I command 
money?" becomes the question. Being good at the sport helps, but becoming a spectacle or entertainer is 
often the main criterion. To this end individuals try gimmicks or antics, or go to schools with a big athletic 
publicity department. For example, the Heisman trophy winners command more money by virtue of 
winning that award. But the winner is not always the best football player in the nation. It is often the result 
of the publicity that is put out by the athlete’s school. Athletes become commodities and the "bottom line" 
is what matters to the owners. Further, salaries are decided relative to the draft choice. 

Of course, the Heisman trophy winner is still an outstanding athlete, but unfortunately there are 
other cases where the sport itself is incidental. How best to be an entertainer or produce a spectacle is the 
primary concern, since that is how to command more money. At this point sport begins to be perverted, 
and moral virtues are undermined. The epitome of a perverted sport is professional wrestling. Everything 
is done for the entertainment value, for the benefit of the spectators, or more honestly for their money. In 
fact there is little sport left in it. The perversion is so pervasive that in most states professional wrestling is 
not even considered a sport. The participants are not athletes, but actors and stuntmen, certainly talented in 
their own right. There is little resemblance between this spectacle and collegiate wrestling, which is a 
spectacular sport, but is far from being spectacle. 

Fortunately, it is still the case that in most sports ability is still the primary money-maker. But 
because money becomes the aim, other factors are introduced, or at least encouraged; namely the violence 
or "bad boy" behavior. Violence is encouraged, not for the good of the game, but for the good of the gate. 

Paul Weiss, Sport: A Philosophic Inquiry, Southern Illinois Press, 1969, p. 225. 
Ibid. p. 228. 



Violence does nothing to enhance the sport performance. This can readily be seen in professional hockey. 
Hockey is a contact sport, but the contact is often exaggerated and violence is encouraged because it is 
spectacular and develops fan loyalty through hatred. This testifies to humankind’s great passion and failure 
to keep focus on the athletic event. In this sense sport begins to parallel war. Love of one’s country, or 
patriotism, is enhanced during war; loyalty developed through hatred of a common enemy. 

We also see this in professional basketball with the proliferation of "bad boy" behavior, with 
some players seeing who can be the "baddest" or the most outrageous. We are all familiar with former 
NI3A players Charles Barkley and Dennis Rodman. Spectators flocked to see their antics, encouraging 
others to follow in their footsteps. League officials could curtail behavior such as theirs, but it would cost 
the league ticket sales, and so is basically ignored. Again this attests to what is good for the gate not for the 
game. It is true that fines are levied for fighting in professional basketball, but with the enormous salaries, 
this has little affect. These players know that their antics are a drawing card, so they can command salaries 
whereby fines mean very little.5 Again the bottom line is money. 

It might be claimed here that where there are spectators perversion is inevitable. Possible yes, in 
that spectators often dramatize or multiply the atmosphere so that violence is encouraged even more. But 
inevitable, no. I agree with those who maintain that participating rather than watching is central to sport,6 
and I agree that everyone should participate, if they are able. This point I will take up in Section II. 

The second feature of sport in its paradigmatic form is that it is rule governed. There are two 
different sorts of rules that are important to sport: rules decency or fair play and constitutive rules. Some 
sports have more rules than others, and some may have only one sort. First there are rules of decency, 
safety, and fair play. For example, in boxing one cannot hit below the belt; in football one cannot tackle 
by grabbing the face mask or tackle a non-ball carrier from behind; in baseball one cannot throw at the 
batsman’s head; in cricket one cannot continually bowl bodyline, etc. There are very many rules for 
decency and safety, and when violated players are penalized. Rules of fair play include penalties for moves 
of strategy within the game. Rules of decency reflect basic moral standards. The basic ground rules are 
accepted, and they may be manipulated for strategy, but must not overstep prohibitive ones without swift 
punishment (e.g. fighting, biting, etc). The death of ethics is the sabotage of excellence. 

Added to the rules of decency and fair play are constitutive rules which the game and the 
permissible moves. Their existence comes from their acceptance. Constitutive rules define the activity and 
are designed to develop and exhibit distinct sets of skills and talents. In combination these rules impose a 
discipline and create a framework for self-expression and self-development. These rules require 
calculations, decisions, strategies, and mental agility as well as a physical challenge. Thus, when I agree to 
play basketball, I agree first of all to abide by the rules which define the game, and the rules of decency, 
safety and fair play within the game. Further, I use thee rules as a disciplined means of self-expression and 
self-development. In playing basketball, for example, I cannot put the ball in the basket any way I choose. 
I must put it in the basket in the ways the rules permit. I cannot stand on a ladder, knock someone out of 
my way or climb on someone to reach the basket. Nor can I score a basket by sending the ball through the 
bottom of the net. To be sure these attempts use some skill and ingenuity, but the rules impose a kind of 
discipline that requires me to devise ways of scoring a basket which require skill, bodily excellence and 
ingenuity. The rules force me to use various strategies to create moves to score within these carefully 
specified rules. 

Now it is a fact that not all sports impose a defining set of rules, for example, mountain climbing. 
However, besides the rules for safety, there are impositions that require bodily excellence and ingenuity, 
rules that require strategies for climbing to reach the top. The goal is not just to reach the top, but to climb 
to reach the top, and this requires adherence to rules, or laws, of nature. No artificial rules need be 
imposed. 

It is this rule-governing feature that contrasts sport to play, where the rules are simply the more 
general rules of the society. In play there is little to guide the play activity except the general rules that 
guide normal human behavior, in particular rules against harming others. But such rules impose no 
discipline for self-expression or self-development. (They do serve to develop character however.) The 
rules of sport, on the other hand, provide a framework for creativity in accordance with aesthetic standards, 
requiring both mental and physical energies. It is this last notion which signifies the third feature of sport. 

The Latrell Sprewell situation is a case in point. 
See James Michener, Sports in America. New York: Random House, Inc. 1976. 



The third feature of sport in its paradigmatic form is that sport is physically challenging. This 
feature contrasts sports to games. It is the rule-governing feature of sport that makes sports coextensive 
with games, but games to not always emphasize a physical challenge or require bodily excellence. Both 
sports and games are rule-governed, but not all games are sports, and are not when there is no physical 
challenge. Thus, for example, chess is a rule-governed activity and is a game, but it does not qualify as a 
sport because it is not physically challenging. The rules which define the sport activity are specifically 
designed for displaying and expressing bodily performance and aimed at bodily excellence. Thus, these 
rules often create artificial obstacles for just this purpose. Further, often rule changes are made for just this 
purpose. Without these rules no particular bodily perfection would necessarily be exhibited. 

Using the example of basketball again, rules and obstacles are designed so that baskets scored 
require skill, coordination, strategies, and bodily excellence. The obstacles and rules present a challenge. 
The size of the court forces the action in a relatively small area. The "three-second lane" forces continuous 
action around the basket and prevents a very tall players from simply standing next to the basket for a dunk. 
This is why we have heard some advocate for raising the rim of the basket to eleven or twelve feet, so that 
the tallest players must create moves which require bodily excellence. Dunking itself displays a 
tremendous amount of ability--coordination, timing, jumping ability and balance. It is probably one of the 
most beautiful moves in basketball because it requires such a combination of abilities--mental and 
physical. 

A rule that imposes another discipline is the shot clock. In college men’s basketball the shot clock 
is 35; women’s is 30; and in the professional game it is 24 seconds. The shot clock requires a basket to be 
attempted with the time allowed. This not only requires bodily excellence, it requires mental concentration 
and strategies. Interestingly the women’s rules, once they changed to approximate the men’s rules, included 
a 30-second clock in their revision, and this still remains. Professional men’s basketball has required a 24- 
second clock since 1954. In every case the clock serves to keep the game challenging, mentally and 
physically, and also serves for spectator appeal. 

Obviously some sports impose more obstacles and discipline than others. However, as I 
mentioned above, not all obstacles need be artificial. The mountain itself is the obstacle in climbing; as the 
water is for kayaking and white water rafting. But all impose some obstacles providing a physical 
challenge, and forcing the participant to create ways to display their abilities. Cricket, for example, does 
not allow the bowler to throw the ball to the batter in the same way the pitcher throws to the batter in 
baseball. Also the bats are very different. But in both baseball and in cricket the bats are very specifically 
designed with definite specifications stipulated by the rules] All these rules, obstacles, and equipment 
specifications are designed for displaying and creating bodily excellence. 

What is interesting and significant is that the different sets of rules which define different sports 
are designed to exploit the different bodily excellences which correspond to the different body types in 
men. A good basketball player for example, does not necessarily make a good football player; a good 
football player does not necessarily make a good swimmer, etc. The point is that certain body types fit 
different types of sports. There presently exist sports opportunities for nearly every male body type; though 
there have been great strides, this is not the case for women. 

Women cannot as a rule compete in football and boxing, nor compete with men inmost other 
sports. Although there will always be exceptions, because these are exceptions there will always be 
societal prejudice which guarantees inequalities of opportunities. Therefore, there is a case for developing 
sport activities that exploit women’s body types. In some cases this may simply involve revising the rules 
of existing sports, such as in basketball by reducing the size of the basketball for the college players. In 
other cases it may require developing entirely new activities. In any case since sport is already the single 
most available activity for self-expression for men, as is clear by the great variety of sports which serve 
most men’s body types, it seems reasonable that similar activities ought to be provided for women. It is 
interesting to note that basketball was originally created for men to play in the winter between the fall and 
spring sports. This testifies to the truth that a sport can be a fresh creation made to satisfy definite 
purposes; other sports could be similarly created. What is also fascinating about basketball is that women 
played the same game as the men in 1892, but due to concern for women’s bodies, it did not develop as the 
men’s game did, and only in 1976 was women’s basketball an Olympic sport. 

7 Recall the controversy when George Brett hit a game-winning home run with a bat with too much tar, and 

further controversy over the "super-bats." 



The final feature of sport in its paradigmatic form is that it requires competition. And it is in 
competition that the mental and physical skills, talents, and coordination come together. Competition in 
sport obviously compels the players to exercise and develop their mental skills. Each must develop 
strategies to counter a competitor’s skills and strategies. Here coaches often play significant roles; they are 
the skilled strategists and work with the athletes in practice and discuss the mental aspects of the sport in 
the locker room. But once on the court or the playing field, it is up to the athletes to make quick 
calculations and decisions. Only the most basic plays and moves become automatic. It is seldom that every 
play of the game is automatic, so quick calculations and decisions based on past behavior and conduct are 
required. The quarterback in football must be able to "read" and understand the opposing team’s defense 
and then call the next play accordingly,s And if the defense shifts in anticipation or if the play does not go 
quite as it should, the quarterback must make a quick calculation and decision, and the other players must 
do the same. Good players are neither afflicted with decidophobia nor rashness. In most activities 
challengers change in unpredictable ways and so one must be prepared to counter within the rules. Making 
these decisions in those circumstances can serve an important moral function. It is not only in sport that one 
has to make decisions quickly, but not rashly. 

It should be noted here that not all sports require person-to-person competition nor even team 
competition. There are different forms of competition. Sports such as rock and mountain climbing do not 
require competition between persons; rather they pit a person against nature. This may be understood as 
"contention" rather than competition; but the requirements are the same in that one must put ones mental 
and physical skills to the test. However, while this is the case, in analyzing the moral significance of sport, 
my discussion centers on the person-to-person aspects especially seen in organized sport. 

This feature of sport dramatizes the morality of a community in competition. Sport dramatizes 
how competition can lead to friendship, to a cooperative challenge toward a shared end. When the game is 
played fairly according to the rules of the game, and when the competitors are relatively evenly matched, 
the participants take pleasure in a well-played game, whereby the participants put out their best efforts in 
the desire to win. This requires the cooperation of all involved. The shared end is the game well played. 
Without the cooperative efforts of the participants, referees, etc, such an end cannot be achieved. This 
cooperative effort constitutes a mutual challenge. I am challenged by my competitor as she is challenged 
by me. I am not interested in destroying her as an enemy, nor subjugating her. I do not view her as an 
enemy, but as a challenger, someone who by her efforts makes me work hard to develop my abilities. In 
this way I respect her as a person with similar abilities and virtues and also respect myself in this mutual 
cooperative challenge. That competition leads to friendship is epitomized by the traditional handshake at 
the end of the competition. That the competitors are saying in this symbolic gesture is, "Thanks friend, I 
could not have done it without you. Thanks for the challenge." 

Unfortunately sport also dramatizes how competition may lead to combat. But the dramatization 
in either case serves as a significant moral function. It shows our intense passion and desire to be 
victorious as well as our failures. Competition as a challenge to better oneself is a value to society and to 
the individual. This is not unique to sport situations; it is important in all fields of endeavor. Competition 
is valuable when it is viewed as a cooperative challenge and not as combat, when it is viewed as a means to 
friendship and not as a means to alienation. In these ways competition does serve to develop citizens as 
well as individuals. Competition enables participants to deal properly with other realities. 

Now, of course, this does not carry over into all activities and realities. It does not mean, for 
example, that participants now put as much energy into activities they dislike or find great difficulty doing. 
There are, of course, aberrations, and these aberrations are definitely dramatized in a sport context. This is 
especially seen when competition is viewed as combat, emphasizing the "win-at-all-costs" syndrome, and 
when viewed as a zero-sum game. It has been argued that these are essential features of competition. But 
if my analysis is correct, these "features" are not essential to the notion of competition and are, as I have 
noted above, aberrations. 

The point of competition is not just to win, but to function at a maximum, to develop oneself to the 
fullest, and to do this one must compete against those who challenge. If it were simply to win, one would 
choose weak opponents that one could always defeat. Generally one prefers to lose against a strong 
opponent than win against no competition at all. This is evidenced by the expression "hollow victory." 
Certainly winning is part of the game (i.e. someone must win), but one does not see an opponent as an 
enemy to be defeated, but one whose excellences challenge and make possible one’s own best performance. 

Admittedly technology has made some decision making less spontaneous. 



This point was made clear to me in the 1993 National Indoor Tennis Championship. Roland Thornquist of 

the University of North Carolina disagreed with a line call that was in his favor saying, "I’d rather lose a 
match and be a good sport than cheat and win the match. I think you win in the long run.’’9 This 

epitomizes competition in sports. The goal is not to destroy, but to achieve, to discover how effectively 

one’s power can used to bring about a successful outcome under the established rules, not at all costs. 

Again here I am talking about person-to-person competition. These observations are not present in all 

kinds of competition, as I noted above, but perhaps we ought to derive our the model of competition from 

that of the mountain climber, or kayaker, or rower, where strategy is used to challenge the mountain or the 

river. The point is not to subjugate, but to challenge, to achieve, where the struggle involves the process, 

he desire to be tested. The win-at-all-costs syndrome does not seem to be present in sports where the 

competition does not involve other persons. Much can be learned from this and transferred to the person-to- 

person organized sports which is the focus of this project. 

To illustrate the virtue of competition as an achievement toward a shared end, David Halberstam, 

a noted sportswriter writes: 

"When most oarsmen talked about their perfect moments in a boat, they referred not so much to 

winning a race as to the feel of the boat, all eight oars in the water together, the synchronization 

almost perfect. In moments like that, the boat seemed to lift right out of the water. Oarsmen 

called that the moment of swing .... it allowed you to trust the other men in the boat. A boat did 

not have swing unless everyone was putting out in exact measure, and because of that, and only 
because of that, there was the possibility of true trust among oarsmen.’’1° 

This same moment of "swing" can be seen in other team sports when the play works beautifully because 

everyone is putting out the same energy to be synchronized with each other. 

These four features constitute a schema for sport in its paradigmatic form, and it is these four 

features that characterize the importance of sport. Sport, therefore, is an unalienated activity which is 

required for self-development, self-expression, and self-respect. This is part of its fascination. I do not 

deny that other activities provide vehicles for these goods; there are others. What I contend is that sport is 

the single most available means and single most participated means for attainment of these goods. It is in 

this sense that sport is the art of the people and is therefore morally significant. 

II 

Karl Marx has argued that work is the means to self-development. Not, of course, work under 

capitalism, but unalienated work; work that is freely chosen and exemplifies human creativity requiring 

both the energy of the mind and of the body, in accordance with aesthetic standards. And, Marx continues, 

given the proper setting, i.e. communism, there can be this alienated work available to everyone. This 

obviously was essential for Marx’s argument. 

Further Marx maintained that in a communist society, we could all not only be workers, but 

philosophers, poets, etc. 

"In communist society .... each can become accomplished in any branch he wishes, society 

regulates general production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and another 

tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticize after 
dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, cowherd, or critic.’’11 

I am not sure this is the case, but Marx is correct in emphasizing that this well-roundedness which is 

necessary for self-development requires "unalienated activities"; activities designed specifically to provide 

room to express and develop oneself freely and not activities that are means to satisfy needs. I have already 

discussed sport as an unalienated activity. I will now discuss how it also provides the basis for well- 

roundedness and for development of our uniquely human capacities. 

I adhere to the claim that we all ought to be well-rounded and that we all ought to develop our 

uniquely human capacities; capacities which include the rational, aesthetic, moral, as well as the capacities 

for friendship and cooperation. But Marx’s claim notwithstanding, we can’t all be artists, philosophers, 

poets, or top athletes. To be well-rounded and to develop all our faculties is impossible if it means we must 

9 Roland Thornquist went on to play professional tennis and is currently the Head Women’s Tennis Coach 

at his alma mater, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
lo David Halberstam, The Amateurs, William Morrow & Co., Inc., New York, 1985, p. 40. 
11 Karl Marx, "German Ideology," in Karl Marx: Selected Writings, edited by David McLellan, p. 169. 



attempt to perfect all our faculties. Time alone does not permit the development of all our potentialities. 
As RaMs puts it, "One characteristic of human beings is that no one person can do all that they might like 
to .... Potentialities of each are greater than those we can hope to realize. ,,12 

How then can we be well-rounded? If excellence necessarily requires specialization, it would 
seem that we cannot be well-rounded. One possible solution is for everyone to participate in as many 
activities as possible, but specialize only in one or two endeavors. We can’t perhaps all be philosophers, 
but we should all philosophize. We can’t all be experts in any one area, but we should participate in as 
many areas as possible. Obviously not all of us can be superior athletes, but we should all participate. 
However, in both cases, philosophy and sports, some must specialize so that everyone else can appreciate 
the superior excellence of that activity. In this way we can participate in that excellence. So, for example, 
the more you participate in sports yourself, the more you appreciate the superior excellence of the best. 
The same holds true for philosophy, or for any other activity. It is in this sense that sport fulfills the 
requirements of Rawls’s social union. The successes and enjoyments of others complement our own good. 
Thus, the successes and enjoyments of superior athletes and their performances complement the good of 
others. This justifies professional sports. The professionals display the superior talent and excellence of 
the best and as such enable us to participate in and appreciate their excellence. We do this as spectators. In 
this way we become complete vicariously. 

Now it may be asked here whether participation is necessary for appreciation. I maintain that 
some participation is necessary to appreciate the excellence of others. Otherwise one runs the risk of 
becoming an elitist, or of focussing on the "accidents" of the activity, or of denying its significance. As a 
result the nonparticipant often fails to give respect to the superior participant. It is in this situation that 
spectators contribute to the perversion of sport. 

However, rather than perverting sports, our participation and knowledge actually enhance the 
quality of the performance. An analogy may be made with philosophy and philosophical conventions. 
Attending a convention are professional philosophers, students of philosophy, other academics, and 
professionals interested in certain areas of philosophy. Some of the performances are entertaining with 
little content. But these are rare, because most of the spectators at any paper are fairly knowledgeable and 
are actual participants themselves, and thus "see through" such performances. Thus the quality of the 
convention is enhanced. And further we as spectators appreciate the excellences of the professional 
philosophers through these performances (i.e. their papers). 

The same can and does hold true in sports. By being a participant, a student or a knowledgeable 
aficionado of the sport, these spectators enhance the quality of the sport. The more knowledgeable people 
become, the more they are able to see through the performers who lack ability; and less likely to be 
impressed with violent displays. They appreciate the superior performances, the hard work, the creativity, 
the strategy, and the artistry involved. They need not be participants in all sports to appreciate all sports. 
The unique nature of sport activities transfers to any sport. So that while I may be a participant in 
basketball, I can appreciate the excellences of other sports because they all have similar requirements. 
They all, in some way, participate in the model presented in Section I. However, the more I know about 
any one sport, the more I can appreciate it.13 And the more I participate in a variety of sports, the more I 
can appreciate the significance of sport in general. 

The point is that we cannot all be specialists in all areas, but because there are specialists who do 
achieve excellence, we can participate in the excellences in the performances of others. In this way our 
capacities are complemented, and we become well-rounded. Thus, "when [we] are secure in the enjoyment 
of the exercise of [our] own powers, [we] are disposed to appreciate the perfections of others...,14 This is 
the essence of Rawls’s social union. 

Thus, individuals realize themselves as individuals by participating in roles and stations of the 
social order. "We need one another as partners in ways of life that are engaged in for their own sake, and 
the successes and enjoyments of others are necessary for and complementary to our own good.’’15 Thus 
social institutions are to be judged by their contribution to this aim. And it is to this aim that sports must 
also be judged. 

12 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Harvard University Press, 1971, p. 523. 
13 This is why those who most respect Coach Smith are players and other coaches. 
14 Rawls, 523. 
15 Ibid. 522-523 



III 
It has been argued by many that sports mirrors the society in which they operate. In this way sport 

is a microcosm of society.16 Sport is society in miniature, complete with all its conflicts, assets, and 
defects. Society is lived by people and sports are played by people. Sports provide an effective medium for 
bringing out the characters of people. They serve to bring out the best and the worst of people. In 
observing sport as a microcosm, just as there is corruption in society, there is corruption in sports; just as 
there is violence in society, there is violence in sports; just as there are drugs in society, there are drugs in 
sports. On the other hand, just as there are rules of conduct in society, there are rules of conduct in sport; 
just as there are successes and heroes in society, there are successes and heroes in sports. In all these ways 
and others, sports reflect the society in which they operate. But while I agree with this analysis, it is only 
part of the picture. Sport is more than a mirror reflection. A mirror provides a passive reflection, but sport 
is not a passive reflection. Sport is active and affects what it is a reflection of. Further sport not only 
reflects society, it also dramatizes the social order. These unique aspects are what make clear the moral 
significance of sport both for the individual and society at large. 

In its being a miniature of society, it compresses and heightens aspects of society, much like a 
dramatic presentation. Aspects of society are exaggerated and dramatized, and in this way are made clear 
to all of us. Like drams, sport may reveal to the society virtues it has not yet recognized, or present new 
values to the society and criticize old ones, or dramatize the established virtues and values in a society. For 
example, in the triathlon competition perseverance is dramatized in the mere attempt to finish the 
competition. This dramatization shows the virtue of perseverance and the struggles involved. We admire 
the finisher as well as those who merely push themselves to the limit in an attempt to finish. 

In all of these ways sport may spur moral change. Insofar as it declares the virtues and values of 
society, sport tells people when they do not live up to their ideals, chastises them for their laxity and prods 
them to be better people. For example, "that’s not cricket" is not said only in cricket. 

We espouse the virtue of hard work. Sport does much to dramatize this, and it is with this in mind 
that some rules changes are made. Surely some people have more talent and aptitude than others. That is 
as it should be; but raw talent is usually not sufficient. No one, no matter how apt, is naturally great. To be 
great, an athlete must become great. This is why Michael Jordan is a great basketball player, and Tiger 
Woods is a great golfer. They both have talent, but they dominated their sports because they developed 
their natural abilities to be the best they could be. Sport emphasizes the development of the raw talent, and 
this carries over into society. 

We also espouse the virtues of courage, patience, sportsmanship, perseverance and determination. 
These are emphasized in sports, but are also dramatized so that when they are undermined, they become 
more obvious and acute. And in so doing we chastise not only the violators but society itself for its laxity. 
This was illustrated quite well in our attitude toward John McEnroe, who in his displays on the tennis court 
dramatized the lack of some of our cherished values. Again some rule changes have tried to address such 
behavior. 

Another value society holds dear is justice as fairness. Sport may serve to dramatize how justice 
ought to be administered and how fairness is emphasized. This is done by carefully specified rules, both to 
define the game to provide for development, bodily excellence, hard work and fairness, and to provide for 
proper conduct within the game. With regard to the latter, penalties are swiftly and surely dealt with. 
Referees and umpires mete out immediate justice. It is in playing the game that one agrees to abide by the 
rules, recognizing both their importance and their essential fairness. In this way participants are aware of 
each other as individuals with shared ends. And it is in this way participants come to appreciate others as 
moral persons and as such constitute a moral community. 

It is because sport is an art form and dramatizes our virtues and values that we are outraged at the 
aberrations. And it is therefore most important that these be corrected within sports and don so surely and 
quickly. But while this dramatization of virtues may spur moral change, it may also be the source of a 
great moral danger in sport. People may substitute sport for reality and in so doing be content with their 
cherished virtues being played out in the game and not in reality. Sport in this way may be the moral 
opium of the people. For example, C.L.R. James, in his book Beyond a Boundary, gives the example of 
how on the playing field, racism was nonexistent. The important thing was the competition, the 
cooperation, teamwork, and friendship. But as soon as the players left the playing field the racial 

16 For example, see D. Stanley Eitzen, "Sport as Microcosm of Society," in Sport in Contemporary Society, 

Sixth Edition, Worth Publishers, 2001, pp. 1-9. 



prejudices returned and this the racists felt was all right. After all we treat you as equals on the playing 
field, what more do you want?" 

This situation is analogous to Marx’s criticism of religion. Religion, says Marx, "is the imaginary 
realization of the human essence..."17 Thus, to tolerate the misery on earth, people live in imagination and 
all that is good is played out in this imaginary world. In this way what is miserable and less than good is 
tolerated. "Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the feeling of a heartless world, and the soul of 
the soulless circumstances. It is the opium of the people.’’is Sport could represent an alienation in this 
sense and become the opium of the people in a similar way.19 All the virtues could be carried out in the 
sport instead of in our own day-to-day lives, as C.L.R. James points out. On the cricket field there was no 
prejudice--not on the field, a place of honor--not in heaven! Thus the players alienate their good qualities 
from themselves and live them out in an imaginary realm. But neither sport nor religion is wholly 
imaginary. 

In sport the realm is not imaginary. As a matter of fact in sport the prejudices were not and are not 
dropped. As C.L.R. James points out, there were black captains in cricket. There was indeed teamwork 
and friendships on the field which were not acknowledged off the field, but other prejudices carried over 
into the sport itself. So that after all the talk about no prejudices, there clearly was. So what happened? 
When pointed out as glaring prejudice it forced people to recognize what they were doing. By focusing on 
a specific point, changes were made.Z0 Hopefully this dramatization and change carried over into society 
spurring further changes in society, which leads me to the aspect of sport that it affects what it reflects. 
Sport is not a mere passive reflection, but is active in that it affects society even when it is not intended. 

We can see this in the circumstances and changes in our own society and in sport in America, in 
particular baseball, football and basketball. In baseball there were black and white leagues, no integrated 
teams. This was a glaring violation of the ideal. When dramatized and thus with the emergence of Jackie 
Robinson into the Brooklyn Dodgers, it stimulated or provoked analysis and criticism of wider issues in 
society. More recently the issue of black managers has been raised, and when Al Campanis, then Vice- 
President of the Los Angeles Dodgers, answered that blacks do not have the requisite abilities to manage, 
he was chastised and relieved of his position. And after that, we had Marge Schott, owner of the Cincinnati 
Reds, whose racist comments landed her a suspension. In an interview she commented that "everyone" 
uses these comments, so why was she singled out? While she may be right, the point is that it serves to put 
people on notice to recognize these issues in society and that people in power are most in need of this 
awareness. But even further, while these examples may reflect society prejudices, they also serve to 
perpetuate them. People in power as well in other roles in our society, by their very chosen positions, take 
on the duties attached with those positions, because they exemplify what is allowed in society. This 
includes owners, CEOs, public athletes, professors, to name a few. It is through these people that society 
learns what is proper, what is tolerated, and is right or wrong. So Marge Schott, Dennis Rodman, John 
McEnroe, Marion Jones all have duties beyond the general public. Once you choose to become a public 
figure, you also choose the duties that go along with this because it is the nature of being a public figure 
that you affect others in society. Since sports have become the most public of all professions, they impose 
more duties. Sports figures are role models; it goes with the territory.21 

This can be extended to other areas as well, in particular feminist issues. The Title IX ruling of 
1972 requires that schools not discriminate in their athletic programs on the basis of sex. Though even 
today this is met with resistance, most schools complied with this ruling and provided teams and coaches 
for females. Some schools did the bare minimum just to placate females and keep the law offtheir backs. 
Other schools provided facilities and revenue to provide competitive and challenging sports. Now it could 
stop there by claiming that the challenges have been provided, and that is enough. But because sports are 
viewed by many people as insignificant, sex equality in sports is tolerated, but not necessarily extended to 
or tolerated in the society in general, in business or politics. But rather than permit this, sports can serve to 
show that many of the old ideas held about women were simply prejudices--prejudices such as women 
being weak, not competitive, rendered incapacitated by their biology, etc.--and in this way sport may again 

17 Marx, 64 
is Ibid 
19 See for an analysis of this concept. 
2o Recall the controversy and changes surrounding the A1 Campanis affair resulting in black baseball 

managers. 
21 Kit Wellman discusses this issue in his essay in this collection. 



spur moral change. "If women’s athletic potentialities are taken with as much seriousness as a man’s, it 
will become more evident that sport concerns not only mankind but humankind and deserves to be viewed 
as a basic human enterprise.’’22 Gender equity is presently one of the biggest issues facing the NCAA and 
college athletics. 

This serves to strengthen the analogy between sport and religion. Both sport and religion are only 
partially or temporarily in an imaginary realm. Prejudices carry over in both sport and religion, and in this 
way are reflections of the wider society. But because sport dramatizes and affects these prejudices, it turns 
and helps change society in a way that religion does not. Religion may serve a similar function, and often 
does, but only when it approaches the public dramatization as in sport. 

It is in recognition of this dramatization that unlike Marx’s recommendation that religion be 
abolished to destroy the illusion, this "holy form of self-alieuation ... to establish the truth of the here and 
now,’’23 neither sport nor religion ought to be abolished. Rather both should continue to dramatize our 
ideals and our virtues, as well as our prejudices and vices. In this way both may serve to spur moral 
change. But because sports involve a more public realm, the dramatizations are move visible and 
prominent. And further sports are concerned with the here and now in a way that religion is not. Sport is 
only "imaginary" in the sense that it is set apart from the normal everyday work world, and like religion 
may serve to help individuals tolerate the miseries of that workaday world. But it is the here and now that 
the participants are finding solace, not in any life after death. And so it is in the here and now that sports 
may serve to spur moral change. This can be seen in television ads that show young girls participating in 
sports and how this is good for them. The television promotion of the U.S. National Soccer Team does the 
same. These show that the old prejudices were just that, and that girls and women can and should 
participate to receive the same benefits men have so long enjoyed. 

In religion it is in heaven where everything is just and good and this goodness depends on God, 
not us. We can’t make it good on earth, only God can. In sport this goodness depends on us, not God. 
Sport has no God; there is no pretense that the perfect realm of sport is God’s. Sport is of human beings 
and human creations. Thus for moral change no gigantic step is required. We don’t have to wait for God 
to do it; it is within our present abilities. Sports reveal who we are and may reflect who we are in society, 
but it is up to us to recognize our duties to ourselves and others. In this way sport serves a different but 
compatible function. And in this function lies its moral significance. 

IV 

That everyone is entitled to self-respect and self-esteem is undisputed. These are as Rawls claims, 
primary social goods. That everyone has capacities that ought to be developed is also undisputed, 
capacities that include the moral, the rational, and the aesthetic. These are often referred to as "uniquely 
human attributes." What are required for self-respect, self-esteem, and the development of these at_tributes 
are activities. One kind of activity is productive activity, i.e. work. But another kind of activity is also 
required and that is "unalienated" activity--activity designed for no end outside itself, designed to 
emphasize creativity and enjoyed for its own sake. Work cannot always serve this function, so some other 
activity is necessary. Sports, I have argued, are such activities. And further there are all kinds of sports at 
all levels of participation. Thus sports are the single most available unalienated activities which provide 
autonomous agents a vehicle for self-expression, self-respect, and self-development, because the excellence 
of the athletes in themselves. In this way sports serve to humanize individuals and thus serve a significant 
moral function. 

Sports also serve a significant moral function to the society at large. I have argued that in its 
dramatization and active reflection, sports may spur moral change. But while sports may be the "art of the 
people," they may also serve as the moral opium of the people.24 

22 Weiss, 228. Also see Jane English’s essay in this collection. 
23 Marx 64. 
24 1 have had the benefit of helpful comments and criticisms from a number of students and colleagues, 
most notably Bernard Boxill, Thomas E. Hill, Jr., Jacob Hale, Kit Wellman, Shirl Hoffman, participants at 
the Hillsdale College Conference, "Who’s on First? Liberal Arts, Christianity or Sports," where an earlier 
version of this paper was presented, the Johnston Scholars Honors and my First Year Seminar students at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
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To: 

Subject: 

Hurt, Christi <christihurt@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:40 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: another story 

It was good to see you as well! 

Yes, this story is just awful. I did hear about this one and it breaks my heart every time I read it. The underlying issues are related in 
most institutional settings- the dynamics of power and privilege play themselves out each time. Terrible. 
Christi 

> On Oct 28, 2013, at 10:53 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Christi--it was good to see you last week. I just ran across another holTific story I thought you might want to know about. (Have you 
hear about Maryville, Missouri? Unbelievable.) She was a cheerleader, not a hostess, but the issue is largely the same. -Jay 
> 
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Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 
Tyler Curtain <          @gmail.com> 

Friday, November 18, 2011 12:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu>; Thrailkill, Jane F. <tkill@unc.edu>; 
Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu>; 
Perrin, Andrew J <andrewA~errin@unc.edu>; Talbert, Richard J 
<talbert@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Tomaskova, 
Silvia <tomas@unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu>; Carter, Tim 
<cartert@email.unc.edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting on Athletics and the University 

Hi, all. This is from the NYT. 

-Tyler 

November 17, 2011 

At Penn State, a Bitter Reckoning 
State College, Pa. 

THE worst scandal in the history of college athletics, involving charges of serial child rape 
and systemic covering up, is almost too much to comprehend. The breaches of trust on the 
part of a former assistant football coach, Jerry Sandusky, toward vulnerable children, and on 
the part of Penn State administrators who responded to a credible report of child rape in 2002 
merely by barring him from bringing young boys onto campus -- reach far beyond the world 

of ordinary big-time college sports corruption. 

The public image of Penn State is now that of students rioting on behalf of a disgraced 
football coach. But there are also 6,000 full-time teachers and researchers working here -- 
and none of us had anything to do with this mess. Like the vast majority of our 45,000 
students, we did not riot. We are every bit as disgusted and horrified as you are. This is our 
place that has been trashed, and we care deeply about cleaning it up. 

Ah, but why should anyone listen to Penn State professors? We teach at a mediocre 
institution as the renowned intellectual Howard Stern reminds us -- in the middle of 
nowhere. And yet, somehow, Penn State’s academic departments, from English to sociology 
and anthropology, were ranked among the top 10 universities in a surveyof academic 



reputation released by the National Research Council earlier this year 

since 1995. 

the first such report 

As Michael Weinreb, an alumnus whose father has taught chemistry here since 1978, wrote 
last week on Grantland, a Web site for sports writing: "It is a far better academic institution 
than it was when he first arrived. It is a far better institution than it was when I graduated in 
the mid-1990s, and, despite everything we’ve learned in the past week, you cannot deny that 

a great deal of that has to do with Joe Paterno." 

Joe Paterno -- author of the "Grand Experiment" that sought to uphold academic standards 
in a major football program, the English major from Brown, the coach whose favorite poet is 
Virgil and who said, after his first national championship, that Penn State had to improve its 
library because "you can’t have a great university without a great library." He and his wife, 

Sue, led the capital campaign that quadrupled the library’s size; the new wing bears their 
name. 

Mr. Paterno and three university presidents -- Bryce Jordan, Joab L. Thomas and Graham B. 
Spanier -- were determined to compete with their counterparts in the Big Ten off the field as 
well as on. The Paterno family endowed two professorships that testify to their commitment 

to the humanities; one is in the library. The other is in English. I’m well acquainted with that 
professorship, since I happen to hold it. 

I have had but one substantial encounter with Mr. Paterno, a postgame dinner 10 years ago 
(the Paternos host 50 or 60 guests on such occasions) during which I talked to him about 
Virgil and "Moby-Dick" -- which he said he had recently reread. He noted that Ahab is 
furious that the whale can descend to the depths while Ahab himself remains on the surface 
of things. Since then, I’ve spoken chiefly to Sue, who works with Special Olympics and is 
friendly to my 20-year-old son, Jamie, who has Down syndrome. I’ve let her know that I’ve 

used the Paterno Fund for arts and humanities programming and disability studies. In this 
debacle, there seems no reason to think of her with anything but compassion. 

And yet there is a sense in which the Paternos’ academic legacy makes the scandal worse, or 
more complicated, insofar as their reputation for academic integrity was well earned. 
Because of that reputation, Penn State faculty members were permitted to feel less conflicted 

about the school’s football program than our counterparts elsewhere; we took pride in the 
fact that the school had never run afoul of the N.C.A.A. and that its football coach benched 
star players for missing class. Now we are in shock. 



The university’s acting president, Rodney A. Erickson, has promised a new era of 
transparency; he has also promised to appoint an ethics officer who will report directly to 
him. But it is entirely conceivable that when confronted by an issue with powerful 
repercussions for university business (whether with regard to athletics or to drilling for 
natural gas in the Marcellus Shale), an ethics officer will offer advice that tries to protect the 
university -- and its leadership -- from damaging public scrutiny. And again no one will 
know until it is too late. 

Penn State has been an emphatically "top-down" university; decisions, even about academic 
programs, are made by the central administration, and faculty members are "consulted" 
afterward. Now Penn State will very likely lose its exemption from open records laws, and 
rightly so. But the administration must begin treating faculty members, and their elected 
representatives on the Faculty Senate, as equal partners in the institution. Perhaps if a faculty 
ethics committee had been informed about Mr. Sandusky in 2002, one of us could have 
advised administrators to inquire more aggressively into the case instead of circling the 
football program’s wagons. 

The principle of "shared governance" is the least well understood aspect of academic 
freedom, and as a result, it is honored chiefly in the breach. But if the administration is 
serious about restoring shattered trust at Penn State, it must start by trusting its own faculty; 
and we faculty members -- invisible so far, too stunned and depressed to speak -- must 
work with the administration to repair what Mr. Sandusky and his enablers have destroyed. 

Michael BOrubO is the Paterno Family Professor in Literature and director of the Institute for the Arts’ and Humanities 

at Pennsylvania State University. 
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By Jodi Upton and Kristen Novak, USA TODAY 

When the NCAA adopted new rules in 2003 intended to improve graduation rates of athletes, critics 

countered that under pressure to keep athletes progressing toward a degree, schools might cut 

academic corners to help the athletes stay eligible to play. 

Teams now can lose scholarships and access to postseason play if enough athletes are not on track to 

receive a degree or do not graduate. 

But giving athletes a more meaningful academic experience also was part of the new rules’ intent, NCAA 

president Myles Brand told USA TODAY for a story in 2003. However, Syracuse University athlete Dylan 

Malagrino, who had headed the NCAA Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, expressed concern that 

"coaches and academic administrators in the athletic department might be strongly encouraging 

students to take easier majors or to choose a major and never switch." 



Graduation rates have improved as the rules have phased in over the past few years. Whether that has 

been due to students taking easier majors has not been studied. 

To study the extent to which athletes disproportionately group in particular majors, USA TODAY chose 

five sports, selected to give a mix along gender, revenue-generating and seasonal lines: football, 

baseball, softball and men’s and women’s basketball. USA TODAY reviewed media guides and school 

websites at 142 schools -- the 120 Football Bowl Subdivision (formerly Division I-A) schools and 22 

Division I schools with standout basketball teams over the past few years, based on USA TODAY coaches’ 

poll rankings. The result: a list of about 9,300 upperclass athletes on the team rosters during the 2007- 

08 school year. 

Assisted by sports information and other school offices, USA TODAY obtained the majors for about 85% 

of the athletes in the study. For most of the rest, no major was listed. Primary or first-listed majors were 

used in the cases of students with multiple majors. 

Initially, part of the intent was to compare the percentages of athletes in a major with those of the 

student body as a whole. That is, if 30% of baseball players are in sociology, is 30% of the entire student 

body enrolled in sociology? However, short of getting athletes’ private records and the federal reporting 

code of each athlete’s major, large-scale comparisons are unreliable because some schools have 

multiple versions of some majors. 

The NCAA collects similar information, but does not release it and has no current plans to study it. 

Prior research offered an alternative. Professor Robert Case, previously at Indiana University and now at 

Old Dominion’s Sport Management Program, and other researchers have studied athletes’ clustering on 

a smaller scale. Using probability testing for NCAA tournament basketball teams, they have determined 

that if 25% or more of a team is in the same major, it constitutes a non-random cluster, regardless of the 

size of the team. 

USA TODAY took it a step further: the 25% mark was used for larger teams (10 upperclassmen or more, 

with a minimum of five athletes in the major) and a 33% benchmark was used for smaller teams 

(between five and nine upperclass athletes, minimum: 3). Fifty-five of the 654 teams did not have 

enough juniors and seniors on the team to be considered. 



Eighty-three percent of the schools had at least one cluster. One-third of schools had two or more teams 

clustering in the same major program. 

A cluster isn’t necessarily bad, says Walter Harrison, president of the University of Hartford and 

chairman of the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance. In fact, two clusters were with 

softball players in rigorous biology programs, especially rare because lab demands can infringe on 

practice time. 

In addition, 25% may be too low of a standard, Harrison says. But if 40% or 50% of a team has the same 

major, "those two would be significant thresholds in my opinion, especially in the larger squads." One- 

third of the 235 clusters included at least 50% of the students on the team with the same major, but no 

clear standard has been discussed, let alone adopted. 

Monitoring the appropriateness of a major is an issue for the school’s accrediting agency, not the NCAA, 

Harrison said. 

Although clustering is common among Division I schools, it’s still unclear if the clustering has increased 

since the NCAA rule change, making further studies necessary. 

Among the other criteria used in the study: 

The class years: For all teams, when an athlete’s eligibility year and class year both were listed, the 

eligibility year was used. If an athlete had earned an undergraduate degree, the major for that degree 

was used. Only juniors and seniors by class-year or redshirt members of those classes were included as 

some schools do not allow students to declare a major before the beginning of their junior year. The 

NCAA requires athletes to declare a major before the beginning of their junior year. 

Athlete data: For football teams, only players on scholarship were included, with the following 

exceptions for which all juniors and seniors on the roster were included: 



¯ Schools that do not award athletic scholarships in football: Air Force, Army, Navy, Butler, Dayton, 

Drake, Georgetown and Princeton. 

Schools that can award partial athletic scholarships in football: Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Southern 

lllinois and Villanova. 

Schools that declined to provide scholarship status: Boston College, lowa, Maryland and Rutgers. 

Athlete data were collected by Steve Berkowitz, Patrick Bohn and Jill Lieber Steeg of USA TODAY. Andy 

Gardiner, Joan Murphy, A.J. Perez and Erick Smith also of USA TODAY helped check data. Professor Ellen 

Staurowsky and students Daniel Barton, Dan Bozzelli, Andre Harris, Jennifer Homa, Nori Weider, Meg 

Olenowski and Shannon Archer of Ithaca College also contributed data. Kristen Novak created the 

graphic. 
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emilysdad (0 friends, send message) wrote: 1/11/2009 1:02:26 PM 



Lets be honest about this, most are their because the coach thinks they can win games for them.l have 

never heard of a coach go into a recruits house and sell them on the english department. 

Recommend I Report Abuse 

amh (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 9:28:23 AM 

engineerofsorts wrote: 19h 49m ago 

not a single real major-not an engineer in the lot. 

That’s because this only shows those majors with 25% or more Juniors and Seniors in the same major. 

Most teams have a handful of "serious" students but, alas, the true "student - athlete" is a rare breed. 

Recommend 11 Report Abuse 

St Louis (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/19/2008 9:54:46 PM 

The reason for the clustering is that many of the student-athletes do not really meet the entrance 

requirements of that specific school. If you took most D-I schools (except the Ivy League) athletes are 

allowed to have lower ACT or SAT scores compared to the general school population. The athletes are 

there to play sports. How many times has one seen players being introduced on national televsion and 

they announce their majors: "Senior, undecided major’, or "Senior, major-general studies." 
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happy 2424 (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/19/2008 5:01:41 PM 



Being a individual who went on scholarship to play college basketball, most athletes aren’t there for a 

education, it’s a opportunity to extend their careers or hopefully go to the next level. It’s unfortunate, 

you get free education and along the way you get to play a sport you enjoy. I got my hoop on and got a 

college degree to put icing on the cake! 

Recommend 21 Report Abuse 

engineerofsorts (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/19/2008 1:32:04 PM 

not a single real major-not an engineer in the lot. 

Recommend 31 Report Abuse 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:04 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch today--Hoddin8 may show afterall--Follow up 

Hodding’s wife 

Key principles discussed: 

Transparency about the facts of the athletic program; where the funds come from; who is admitted; how they do; which 

teams have chronic academic problems 

Defining for and advocates the rights of students who participate in athletics 

Making sure faculty are involved with governance of athletics at the right level and with significant enough presence to make 

a difference 

Understanding how the culture of Carolina affects issues of academic integrity 

Monitoring in sufficient degree to catch any problems with courses, grades, plagerism, etc. 

Defining what we have to do to maintain academic integrity 

Actions Discussed 

Talk with Knight Commission Staff Director (get intro from Hodding) 

Identify campuses where faculty have made a differences 

Get funding to bring those leaders to campus to tell their story 

Possibly develop a white paper 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@email~unc~edu> 

Date: Mon, 5 Nov 2012 11:45:46 -0500 
To: David Kiel <kiel@emailoUnCoedU> 

Co: "Margolis, Lewis" <lew mar~olis@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Lunch today--Hodding may show afterall 

I’ll be there. 

On 11/5/12 11:35 AM, Kiel, David wrote: 

Just spoke to Hodding, he said he might try to duck out of the first part of his telephone conference board 

meeting (re-scheduled because of the storm NY) and join us. I will be there in any case. 



From: David Kiel <kiel@emailouncoedu> 

Date: Mon, 5 Nov 2012 11:32:01 -0400 

TO: <~smith@email.Uncoedu> 
Cc: "Margolis, Lewis" <lew mar~olis@uncoedu> 

Subject: Lunch today 

I assume you heard that Hodding had to cancel. I still need to eat however and would be happy to meet you top 

of the hill at noon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:54 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Charlotte Observer 

~:iiwww.chafiotteobser~.’er.comi2012/11 / 19/3677036ithe-dee~peroscandalowith-colle ge.html 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: ~://~is~s~mc.ed~/~?id~4~699~57.65997791b4b45b3~d9f69522ac99~ca9&n~T&~-fac~°°a~Ne~icso 
forum&o=32452903, or send a blank email to leave-32452903-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, November 21, 2012 4:37 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] food for thought 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: ~://~is~s~mc.ed~/~?id~4~699~57.65997791b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac99%a9&n~T&~-fac~°°a~Ne~icso 
fomm&o=32458504, or send a blank email to leave-32458504-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, November 24, 2012 12:17 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] NCAA absurdity of the day 

This one boggles the mind. 

~:i5%ww.inds, star.comiarliclei20121123/SPORTS0601/211230360flndianaobasketballolPereaoJu-rkinosu~ensio~so oNCAA? 
=tab%7 C~oj)~ews%7 Cte xt%7 Cindy’ Star.com&nclick_~c:l-~eck= 1 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: ~://1is~s~unc~ed~/~?id~48(~99~57.(~5997791b4b45b3~d9f(~9522ac998ca9&~T&~facu~°°a~h~e~icso 

=324~1694, or send a blank email to leave-32461694-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 26, 2012 6:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] blast from the past 

The obituary for Georgia’s Jan Kemp, who died in 2008. 

~ :i5% ww.r15,times.com/2008i12/12/edt~catior~/12kemp.l"mnr? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: h~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~48699~57.65997791b4b45b38d9f~9522ac998ca9&n~T&~=£ac~h~°°a~1~e~icso 

t:oram&o=32468875, or send a blank email to leave-32468875-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 2:32 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
2 items 

5 problems to tackle in big7.2.12.docx; Margolis Smith bullet points June 2012.docx 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 
Director, Master’s Degree Program 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
ChapeZ HiZZ, NC 27599-7445 

(919) 966-5974 



5 problems to tackle in big-college sports 
By Charles T. Clotfelter AJC.com 

9:02 a.m. Monday, July 2, 2012 

Last week, a panel of university presidents dealt with one of college sports’ festering problems 
by approving a four-team playoff for football. For years, critics have been calling for this kind of 
playoff, which is so popular in pro sports and the NCAA’s own March Madness. To someone 
who has spent the past five years researching the business and ethics of big-time college sports, 
this change may be welcome, but it leaves five unresolved problems with college athletics. 

First, a playoff does nothing to address the unsustainable economics of big-time college sports. 
The specter that haunts every athletic director and university budget chief is a continuing arms 
race in spending. Head coaches earn several multiples of what university presidents or state 
governors make, and there is no end to spending on facilities. 

Second, there’s the exploitation of revenue athletes. Not only do college athletes have few of the 
procedural rights available to residents in the criminal justice system, they also are the only 
group of producers in big-time college sports who do not enjoy the fruits of commercial success. 
Economic studies show every draft-quality college athlete generates far more in revenues than 
the cost of a scholarship. 

Third, the current system is built on abuse of universities’ nonprofit status. You won’t hear this 
often on talk radio or ESPN, but in the halls of Congress, the occasional brave legislator will 
contrast the commercial nature of today’s big-time enterprises with the reasons that Congress 
originally granted generous tax breaks to universities and other nonprofit organizations. 

Fourth, there is the steady stream of rules violations, crime and scandal. Long before Penn State, 
these scandals have featured all sorts of bad acting, from impermissible phone calls to phantom 
courses to payments under the table. 

Fifth, and perhaps most important, the current system too often sacrifices educational principles. 

Not only grumpy faculty, but also outspoken college presidents, national blue ribbon 
commissions and a host of reformers for a century have complained that commercialized 
spectator sports divert attention and resources from the educational aims of universities. 

What reform can fix these remaining problems? Would beefed-up NCAA enforcement efforts do 
that? Will paying the players solve them? How about more stringent graduation requirements for 
teams to be eligible to play in postseason tournaments? Persuading Congress to exempt college 

sports from anti-trust laws so the NCAA could more effectively regulate competition? Requiring 
universities to issue detailed annual reports on athletic spending, academic exceptions and 
graduation rates? These are among the reforms proposed in the past year. Some fixes might 
address some problems, but there is no silver bullet out there. 



Based on my own reading of this nation’s century-long love affair with big-time college sports 
and a record of reform efforts with an almost unblemished record of failure, I am not optimistic 
that universities or Congress have the resolve to fix these five problems. The passion for athletic 
success and the winner-take-all character of the competition shackle most efforts to improve the 
situation. Short of a court ruling against the NCAA or a widespread scandal, it’ s unlikely reform 
will happen. 

Still, the optimist in me hopes a few forward-looking universities might try to build support for 
some systemwide changes that reduce the compromises with academic principles while 
preserving most of the infectious excitement of college competition. We just might yet see 
surprising results. After all, few thought a playoff system would ever decide the champion of 
college football. 

Charles T. Clotfelter is a professor of public policy, economics and law at Duke University and 
author of "Big-Time Sports in American Universities." 



1. Require that practice schedules and total hours of practice time accommodate the widest possible access to 
courses and other educational activities of the university. 

2. Students become eligible for varsity intercollegiate competition only after satisfactory completion of the 
freshman year. 

3. Require that scholarships for athletes be granted for a minimum of four years. (C) 
4. Place all academic support structures and programs wholly under the jurisdiction of academic units rather 

than athletics departments. 
5. Grant athletes their full rights as citizens and as students--including the right to be held harmless until 

proven "guilty," the right to due process, the right to legal and professional representation, and the right to 
ameliorate their material condition by accepting fees for sel~’ices. 

6. Prohibit 9 pm or later start times on Sunday through Thursday during regular season conference play (C) 
7. Reduce the number of scholarships offered in football to seventy [from 85]. (C) 
8. Relinquish beer ads for the national championship tournament. (C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc.edu> 
Monday, December 3, 2012 8:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Auburn 

A fascinating story and oh so familiar in certain ways (see Findings) 

~:iA~w~.a~b~ra.ed~iad~m~istratio~v’s s/directed studies ~html 

S. 

Silvia Tomfigkovfi 

Associate Professor 
Dept. of Women’s and Gender Studies & Dept. of Anthropology 
UNC Chapel Hill 
tomas@unc.edu 
~:i/~thropo~og~.~mc,e           ~l~y/s~omaskova 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 3:50 PM 

edieg@umich.edu 

athletics 

A Statement of Athletic Principles 2-16-12.doc 

Dear professor Goldenberg: 
Allow me to introduce myself. I’m a professor of European history at 
the University of North Carolina, and I and a small group of faculty 
colleagues have been embroiled in the aftermath of UNC’s recent football 
"scandal" (one with so may tentacles that it’s hard to say where the 
real scandal is.) We’ve tried to assert a stronger faculty voice in the 
campus discussion about our local issues (a discussion that has been 
remarkably muted, alas), and we managed to get a little attention in 
February of this year by crafting a brief statement of principles that 
we believed should serve as the foundation for UNC athletics in the 
future. (I attach that statement.) 

We have become much better informed about college sport issues over the 
past two years and much more alert to developments around the country. 
We have learned about, for example, the appalling independent studies 
controversy at Michigan in 2008, and someone forwarded to me just last 
week a Michigan Daily article in which you and other faculty expressed 
your disappointment at having been shut out of the decision-making on 
conference expansion. It’s clear that Michigan and North Carolina are 
dealing with many of the same problems. I’m sure this is true of other 
"big-time" programs all across the country. 

At this point, I have nothing concrete to propose to you and your 

colleagues, but we at UNC are convinced that inter-institutional 
solidarity offers about the only hope that faculty will ever begin to 
exert meaningful influence over the out-of-control athletics 

enterprise. For now, I’d just like to establish contact. Perhaps in 

the near future, a Michigan-UNC alliance of sorts could be formalized 
(well, semi-formalized), provided we can agree on goals. Anyway, for now 

I just wanted to reach out--in part simply to assure you that other 

faculty at other places are feeling the same frustrations, and in part 

to broach the possibility of future concerted action. 

I hope the semester ended well for you. 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith (History) 



A statement of principles for Athletics at UNC 

At a time when both the emphasis on Division I athletics and the scandals that are 
associated with the athletics enterprise have presented new challenges to many universities 
across the country, we the undersigned faculty at UNC encourage the Board of Trustees, the 
Chancellor, the Athletic Director, and the entire UNC community to join with us in working to 
ensure that the athletics program operates in ways that enhance and complement the 
University’s core mission: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the nation’s first public university, 
serves North Carolina, the United States, and the world through teaching, research, and 
public service. We embrace an unwavering commitment to excellence as one of the 
world’s great research universities. 

Our mission is to serve as a center for research, scholarship, and creativity and to teach a 
diverse community of undergraduate, graduate, and professional students to become the 
next generation of leaders. Through the efforts of our exceptional faculty and staff, and 
with generous support from North Carolina’ s citizens, we invest our knowledge and 
resources to enhance access to learning and to foster the success and prosperity of each 
rising generation. We also extend knowledge-based services and other resources of the 
University to the citizens of North Carolina and their institutions to enhance the quality of 
life for all people in the State. 

With lux, libertas--light and liberty--as its founding principles, the University has 
charted a bold course of leading change to improve society and to help solve the world’s 
greatest problems. 

(Approved by the UNC Board of Governors, November 2009) 

Sports are worthwhile activities in themselves, and a robust athletics program underscores 
the University’s commitment to excellence across the spectrum of human endeavor. Fielding 
competitive teams can help build community cohesion among students, faculty, staff, alumni, 
and all who have interests in the University. We are justly proud of tlNC’s record of integrity 
and success in intellectual and athletic life. In light of recent developments, however, we 
insist that the pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on a foundation of 
academic integrity and should always reflect the following three principles: 

1. Institutional Openness. The University should confront openly the many conflicts created 
by its commitment to winning in the athletic arena. The University must commit itself to 
honest, open, regular conversation about the divergent imperatives, and competing values, 
that drive athletic and academic success. All data needed to understand the athletics 
department, and to address the issues raised by its operations, should be readily available. 

2. Educational Responsibility. The University should commit itself to providing a rigorous 
and meaningful education to every student. All students should be integrated fully into the 
life of the campus, and they should be well prepared for life after college. All students-- 



those who participate in sports and those who do not--should be permitted and encouraged 
to take full advantage of the rich menu of educational opportunities available at UNC. 

3. Mission Consistency. Athletics must be integrated into the common enterprise of the 
University. Faculty committees and administration must be empowered to oversee athletics 

and ensure that it supports and remains in alignment with the University’s core missions. 

In times of hardship, the University must consistently work to preserve these core missions, 
even if such preservation comes at the expense of athletic success. 

Signed: 

Alain Aguilar (Exercise and Sport Science) 
Sahar Amer (Asian Studies) 
Dima Arinkin (Mathematics) 
Cemil Aydin (History) 
Rita A. Balaban (Economics) 
Lucia Binotti (Romance Languages) 
William Barney (History) 
Margaret Bentley (Nutrition, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 
Susan Bickford (Political Science) 
Stanley W. Black (Economics) 
Carole Blair (Communication Studies) 
W. Fitzhugh Brundage (History) 
Chad Bryant (History) 
Melissa Bullard (History) 

lane Burns (Women’s Studies) 
Kathryn I. Burns (History) 
Emily Burrill (Women’s Studies) 
Neal Caren (Sociology) 
Patrick Conway (Economics) 
Richard Cramer (Sociology and Academic Advising) 
Tyler Curtain (English and Comparative Literature) 
lane Danielewicz (English and Comparative Literature) 
Kathleen Duval (History) 
Geni Eng (Health Behavior, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 
Paul Farel (Cell and Molecular Physiology, School of Medicine) 
loseph S. Ferrell (School of Government and Secretary of the Faculty) 
William Ferris (History and American Studies) 
Emma Flatt (History) 
Gregory Flaxman (English and Comparative Literature) 
W. Miles Fletcher (History) 
Richard Froyen (Economics) 
Darryl Gless (English and Comparative Literature) 
Adam Goldstein (Family Medicine, School of Medicine) 



Beth Grabowski (Art) 
Lawrence Grossberg (Communications) 
Kevin Guskiewicz (Exercise and Sport Science) 

Karen Hagemann (History) 
Jacquelyn Hall (History) 

Anne Hastings (Sociology) 

Elizabeth Hedgepeth (Exercise and Sport Science) 

Joanne Hershfield (Women’s Studies) 
Jonathan M. Hess (Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures) 

Glenn Hinson (Folklore) 
Brandon Hunziker (History) 

Sharon L. James (Classics) 
Kenneth R. Janken (African and Afro-American Studies) 
Michelle King (History) 

Jonathan Kotch (Maternal and Child Health, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 
Lloyd Kramer (History) 

Charles Kurzman (Sociology) 

Miriam Labbok (Maternal and Child Health, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 
Christopher J. Lee (History) 

Wayne Lee (History) 

Michael Lienesch (Political Science) 
Lisa Lindsay (History) 
Lewis Margolis (Maternal and Child Health, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 
Bonnie Marks (Exercise and Sport Science) 

Steven K. May (Communication Studies) 
John McGowan (English and Comparative Literatures and Institute for the Arts and 

Humanities) 
Terence McIntosh (History) 

Louise McReynolds (History) 
Elliott Moreton (Linguistics) 

Dennis Mumby (Communication Studies) 
Fred Naiden (History) 

Raul Necochea (Social Medicine, School of Medicine) 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (African and Afro-American Studies) 

Sergio O. Parreiras (Economics) 

Andrew Perrin (Sociology) 

Karl Petersen (Mathematics) 
James V. Porto (Health Policy and Management, Gillings School of Global Public Health) 

Christopher R. Putney (Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures) 

Roberto Quercia (City and Regional Planning) 
Cynthia Radding (History) 
Donald J. Raleigh (History) 

Peter Redfield (Anthropology) 
Donald Reid (History) 

Tom Reinert (English and Comparative Literature) 

Andrew Reynolds (Political Science) 



James B. Rives (Classics) 
Jack Roush (Speech and Hearing Sciences, School of Medicine) 

Walter Rucker (African and Afro-American Studies) 

Michael Salemi (Economics) 
Maria Servedio (Biology) 

Iqbal Sevea (History) 

Daniel Sherman (Art) 
Sarah Shields (History) 

Tanya Shields (Women’s Studies) 

Jay M. Smith (History) 
Keith W. Sockman (Biology) 

Deborah Southall (Exercise and Sport Science) 
Richard Southall (Exercise and Sport Science) 

Jeff Spinner-Halev (Political Science) 
Vincas P. Steponaitis (Anthropology) 
Kevin G. Stewart (Geological Sciences) 

Debby Stroman (Exercise and Sport Science) 

Randall Styers (Religious Studies) 
John Sweet (History) 

Richard Talbert (History) 
Jane Thrailkill (English and Comparative Literature) 

Silvia Tom~kov~ (Anthropology and Women’s Studies) 

Michael Tsin (History) 
Zaragosa Vargas (History) 

Adam Versenyi (Dramatic Art) 

Ariana Vigil (Women’s Studies) 

Sean Washburn (Physics and Astronomy) 
Ben Waterhouse (History) 

Harry Watson (History) 
Judith Wegner (School of Law) 

Jonathan Weiler (Global Studies) 
Ellen Welch (Romance Languages) 

Heather Williams (History) 

Cecil Wooten (Classics) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edie Goldenberg <edieg@umich.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 9:48 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: athletics 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for your message. I’m not entirely sure anything will work to provide any meaningful control to college 
athletics, but I admire your effort. When I return to Ann Arbor, rll consult with my colleagues and see if they 
have any good ideas for the future. Meanwhile, good luck with your efforts at UNC. 

Best regards, 
Edie 

On Wed, Dec 19, 2012 at 3:49 PM, Jay Smith email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dear professor Goldenberg: 
Allow me to introduce myself. I’m a professor of European history at the University of North Carolina, and I 
and a small group of faculty colleagues have been embroiled in the aftermath of UNC’s recent football 
"scandal" (one with so may tentacles that it’s hard to say where the real scandal is.) We’ve tried to assert a 
stronger faculty voice in the campus discussion about our local issues (a discussion that has been remarkably 
muted, alas), and we managed to get a little attention in February of this year by crafting a brief statement of 
principles that we believed should serve as the foundation for UNC athletics in the future. (I attach that 
statement.) 

We have become much better informed about college sport issues over the past two years and much more 
alert to developments around the country. We have learned about, for example, the appalling independent 
studies controversy at Michigan in 2008, and someone forwarded to me just last week a Michigan Daily 
article in which you and other faculty expressed your disappointment at having been shut out of the decision- 
making on conference expansion. It’s clear that Michigan and North Carolina are dealing with many of the 
same problems. I’m sure this is true of other "big-time" programs all across the country. 

At this point, I have nothing concrete to propose to you and your colleagues, but we at UNC are convinced 
that inter-institutional solidarity offers about the only hope that faculty will ever begin to exert meaningful 
influence over the out-of-control athletics enterprise. For now, I’d just like to establish contact. Perhaps in 
the near future, a Michigan-UNC alliance of sorts could be formalized (well, semi-formalized), provided we 
can agree on goals. Anyway, for now I just wanted to reach out--in part simply to assure you that other 
faculty at other places are feeling the same frustrations, and in part to broach the possibility of future 
concerted action. 

I hope the semester ended well for you. 

Sincerely, 
Jay Smith (History) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Uthman, Dan <duthman@usatoday.com> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 3:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Questions from USA TODAY re: the Bill Martin report 

Hi Professor Smith, 

I can’t believe I typed Bill. Getting my elite public university investigations confused. 

I appreciate your thoughtful replies. Rachel George and I are working on our piece, so we will be back in touch if there is 

a need for follow up. 

Thanks again, 

Dan 

Daniel Uthman 
Senior Editor, Colleges 

USA TODAY Sports Media Group 

duthman@usatoday.com 

202-3:16-2798 

@DanUthman 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 2:28 PM 
To: Uthman, Dan 
Subject: Re: Questions from USA TODAY re: the Bill Martin report 

Dan--See my responses in CAPS. (It’s Jim Martin, by the way.) 
On 12/20/12 12:12 PM, Uthman, Dan wrote: 

Hello Professor Smith, 

I am the college sports editor at USA TODAY. I wanted to see if you might have time to talk about the Bill Martin 

report. If email is more convenient for you, I have pasted a few questions below. 

What is your reaction to Bill Martin’s report? SOME OF THE FINDINGS ARE REASSURING, ESPECIALLY THE 

NEWS THAT OUTRIGHT FRAUD WAS LIMITED TO ONE MEMBER OF THE FACULTY. IN GENERAL, THOUGH, I’M 

QUITE DISAPPOINTED BY THIS REPORT. THEY COLLECTED A LOT OF STATISTICS, BUT THEY FAILED TO ADDRESS 

THE STRUCTURAL STRAINS PLACED ON THE UNIVERSITY BY PRESSURES TO SUCCEED IN THE ATHLETIC ARENA. 

THEY NEVER EVEN ACKNOWLEDGED THEM. YOU’D THINK, BASED ON THIS REPORT, THAT THE UNIVERSITY 

SHOULD BE OBLIGED TO REHIRE BUTCH DAVIS, BRING BACKTHE VARIOUS PEOPLE THAT HAVE BEEN 

REASSIGNED, APOLOGIZE TO THE TUTOR JENNIFER WILEY, AND GIVE EVERYONE IN ACADEMIC SUPPORT A FAT 

RAISE. MARTIN AND BAKER-TILLY PROVIDE NO TEAM-BY-TEAM STATISTICS, THEY SIMPLY IGNORE THE 

DISTINCTION BETWEEN REVENUE AND NON-REVENUE SPORTS, THEY DISMISS AS INSIGNIFICANT THE SMALL 

NUMBER OF ACADEMICALLY CHALLENGED ADMITS (IGNORING THAT ALMOST ALL ARE CONCENTRATED IN 

THE REVENUE SPORTS, WHERE THE IMPERATIVE TO WIN IS STRONGEST), THEY ACCEPT UNCRITICALLY THE 

EXCULPATORY ACCOUNT OF THE FORMER DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC SUPPORT FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

(WITHOUT EVEN IMPUGNING THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE FACULTY ATHLETICS COMMITTEE ALLEGEDLY 

APPRISED OF THE IIRREGULARITIES IN 2002 AND 2006). THEY FAILED TO ANSWER KEY QUESTIONS, AND IT’S 



PRE1-FY CLEAR FROM THE TONE AND ORGANIZATION OF THEIR REPORT THAT MOST OF THOSE O,U ESTIONS 

DID NOT EVEN OCCUR TO THEM. THEY SHOWED AN IMPRESSIVE ABILITY TO MANIPULATE REGISTRATION 

DATA, BUT THEY SHOWED REMARKABLE NAIVETE ABOUT ATHLETICS PROGRAMS AND HOW THEY OPERATE. 

THEY TURNED THE UNC ATHLETICS SCANDAL INTO A STORY ABOUT GRADE INFLATION IN AMERICA. 

AMAZING. 

How valid are the measures the university is implementing or says it plans to implement to prevent this from 

happening again? I THINK ALL OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES ARE GOOD ONES, AND WILL CERTAINLY HELP US 

IN THE LONG RUN. BUT FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES ARE STILL BEING IGNORED. 

How confident are you that this scandal coming to light will lead to change for the better? WE MAY DO 

BETTER, AND I SUSPECT WE’LL AVOID EGREGIOUS FRAUD IN THE FUTURE, BUT THE STRAINS ON THE SYSTEM 

ARE GOING TO BE LEFT IN PLACE. IN FACT, I SUSPECT THAT THE UNIVERSITY WILL NOW USE THIS REPORT AS A 

CLARION CALLTO GET BACKTO BUSINESS AS USUAL. 

Does the athletic department need to do a better job of monitoring the classwork of its student-athletes? NO, 

ON THE CONTRARY. LET’S KEEP THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT OUT OF THE FACULTY’S BUSINESS. LET THE 

ACADEMICS MONITOR CLASSWORK. 

I appreciate any insights you can offer. If you have time and prefer to speak, I can be reached at the phone number 

below. 

Thankyou, 

Dan 

Daniel Uthman 

Senior Editor, Colleges 

USA TODAY Sports Media Group 

duthman@usatoday.com 

202-316-2798 

@DanUthman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wheeler, Burgetta <bwheeler@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 6:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Newsroom : Martin op-ed (whittled to 740 words!) 

hello, ive made that change. 

i think im going to let your piece go online tonight instead of 
tomorrow night (as usually happens with sunday pieces). 

just fyi. 

best, 
burgetta 

On Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 3:02 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> That the chair of the department could be so negligent, so inattentive to 
> broad departmental interests in 2005-2006, of course directly contradicts 
> Martin’s evidence-free speculation that the whole "paper" course scam 
> reflected ONLY HIS DESIRE to boost departmental enrollments and win new 
> faculty positions. The very idea that the chair would have hoped to draw 
> attention to his own bloated enrollment figures, along with the fraudulent 
> strategies that underlay them, RUNS AGAINST COMMON SENSE. 

Burgetta Eplin Wheeler 
The News & Observer 
919-829-4825 

215 S. McDowell St. 
Raleigh NC 27601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 8:37 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Martin 

Jay, there are only a couple of people that I will defend to the end and I confess Jim Martin is one them. That being said it was very 
clear from my meeting with him and the consultant and the instructions given him by Thorp, that the end result would not be focused 
in any way on the real issues that we are concerned about. I don’t know who is advising Thorp but conceptually the Martin Report 
was fiendishly clever. Take a 76 year old former GOP Governor who has a PhD in Chemistry, give him no staff or legal help but pair 
him up with a CPA consulting firm who will focus on numbers and you have the report of their dreams. The Report shows that this 
went on way before Thorp took over and that it was focused on the AFAM Department and Nyang’oro and Crowder. There was no 
charge or ability to determine why this happened. The primary culprits won’t talk, the Academic Cotmseling folks (Mercer in 
particular) covered their own tails, and none of the athletes taking those classes were interviewed other than Deunta and I don’t know 
what his experience was. Regardless, the practicalities of the investigation doomed it from the start at really getting at the 
culpability. That will only come if the DA presses charges and the COA reverses McAdoo’s suit and discovery can go forward. 
However, I suspect the powers that be will do everything possible to see that those two events, if they happen, get settled quickly with 
no public information provided. The reality is that no one in the middle of the matter will be willing to talk and the powers that be 
don’t want them to talk. Ironically, the main hope for digging into this may lie with the Republican lead legislature where UNC’s 
friends are few and far between. It may take Art Pope to dampen the enthusiasm for an investigation but frankly, Art is a straight 
shooter. The leadership of the state has no UNC connection from McCrory to Berger to Tillis so they may be willing to really get to 
the bottom of it. Frankly, I told them a year ago that they should investigate this. Anyway, I have total confidence in Governor 
Martin’s integrity, I just think he was given a limited charge and limited ability to pursue broader issues. Bob 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2012 5:54 PM 
To: Orr, Robert F. 
Subject: Martin 

Bob--I’m afraid your friend Martin did us a grave disservice. And I get 
the distinct impression, having exchanged a bunch of emails with him in 
the last two days, that he was more determined to vindicate Holden and 
the administxation than he was to understand how the athletics program 
operates. Such a wasted opportunity. 

Jay 

This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for 
the use of the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying 
this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by return message or by 
telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this 
communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding 
tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax related matter addressed herein. 
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Professor resigns committee position, questions plagiarism 

decision 
Posted By Kharli Mandeville On April 16, 2012 @ 9:57 pm In Administration,News,Newsletter,Tempe 

I No Comments 

History professor Monica Green, Ph.D., resigned as chair of the History Promotions and Tenure 

Committee on April 11 in protest of the University’s decision to drop plagiarism allegations 

against Matthew Whitaker [1], Ph.D. 

Whitaker, the director of the Center for the Study of Race and Democracy and ASU Foundation 

history professor, received the status of full-tenured professor in June 2011. 

A motion in 2010 to expedite Whitaker’s promotion resulted in a review of his personnel file. 

This routine review is part of the process the committee uses to determine promotions, Green 

said. 

Green said during this process the file will be sent to outside reviewers to make an assessment 

and decide whether to recommend a candidate for promotion. 

History professor Mark von Hagen, Ph.D., served as director of the School of Historical, 

Philosophical and Religious Studies at the time of Whitaker’s review. 

During the review, some senior members of the history faculty began researching and compiling 

reports of his work, and found what they considered to be evidence of plagiarism, von Hagen 

said. 

"The senior faculty and history department were pursuing a witch hunt against Matthew 

Whitaker," von Hagen said. "They compiled at least 20 pages of report researching his work." 

Green said the case against Whitaker is complicated because the personnel file containing his 

promotion packet cannot be revealed. 

"The issue is (that) the formal conclusion of the process of review was terminated by the 

administration when they promoted him," Green said. 

While Green did not say whether she believed the plagiarism allegations were true, she did say 

she might use some of Whitaker’s writing as an example of plagiarism in her classroom. 

"What I have seen, I would use in a classroom as evidence to a student to show them this is how 
we document plagiarism," Green said. "This is what plagiarism looks like." 

She said she wonders how students will view the situation. 

"How are we going to train our students?" Green asked. "That is the big question for me." 

Architecture sophomore Matt Holley said if he were to discover that any of his professors had 

committed plagiarism in their outside research or work, it would lower his opinion of them as an 

educator. 

"The people that are teaching you should have a higher standard, hopefully they didn’t cheat to 

get where they’re at," he said. "It would make me mad if one of my professors cheated." 

History freshman Devon Ironside said he hopes to someday become a history professor and 

historian. He said in the history field it is especially important to maintain a high standard of 

academic integrity. 
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"It’s not like math," he said. "You can go back and prove (math) to someone, whereas in history, 

if someone’s work has been discredited, everything they’ve done can be discredited and that’s 

really detrimental to their profession as a whole." 

The dropped plagiarism allegations against Whitaker brought questions of ethics and values as 

an educator to Green’s mind. 

"I’ve been exceedingly upset by the disregard of our disciplinary standards as historians," Green 

said. "I cannot pretend by acquiescing to this decision, that I agree with it or that I agree with 

the strategies and the methods and the administrative attitude that has been characteristic of 

what’s been going on the past year and a half." 

Reach the reporter at kmmandev@asu.edu 

Follow us on Twitter [2] or like us on Facebook [3]. Click here [4] to subscribe to the daily State 
Press email newsletter 

Article printed from ASU News I The State Press I Arizona State University: 

http://www.statepress.com 

URL to article: http://www.statepress.com/2012/O4/16/professor-resigns-committee- 

position-questions-plagiarism-decision/ 

URLs in this post: 

[1] Matthew Whitaker: https://webapp4.asu.edu/directory/person/9:t993 

[2] Twitter: http://twitter.com/statepress 

[3] Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheStatePress 

[4] Click here: http://statepress.com/newsletter 
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Professor resigns committee position, questions plagiarism 

decision 
Posted By Kharli Mandeville On April 16, 2012 @ 9:57 pm In Administration,News,Newsletter,Tempe 

I No Comments 

Correction: A previous version of this article omitted that the committee reviewing the 

case involving Matthew Whitaker concluded that plagiarism had not occurred. 

History professor Monica Green, Ph.D., resigned as chair of the History Promotions and Tenure 

Committee on April 11 in protest of the University’s conclusion that Matthew Whitaker [1], Ph.D., 

had not committed plagiarism. 

Whitaker, the director of the Center for the Study of Race and Democracy and ASU Foundation 

history professor, received the status of full-tenured professor in June 2011. 

A motion in 2010 to expedite Whitaker’s promotion resulted in a review of his personnel file. 

This routine review is part of the process the committee uses to determine promotions, Green 

said. 

Green said during this process the file will be sent to outside reviewers to make an assessment 

and decide whether to recommend a candidate for promotion. 

History professor Mark von Hagen, Ph.D., served as director of the School of Historical, 

Philosophical and Religious Studies at the time of Whitaker’s review. 

During the review, some senior members of the history faculty began researching and compiling 

reports of his work, and found what they considered to be evidence of plagiarism, von Hagen 

said. 

"They compiled at least 20 pages of report researching his work," von Hagen said. 

A committee was appointed to the investigation by the Research Integrity Officer with the Office 

of Knowledge Enterprise Development, Vice President for Academic Personel Mike Searle said in 

an email. The committee in the Whitaker case included historians who are not part of the School 

of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies. 

"That was, of course, done to ensure a fair and independent review of the allegations that had 

been made against Dr. Whitaker," Searle said. 

The committee later concluded that the Whitaker had not committed plagiarism, Searle said. 

"Dr. Green is entitled to disagree with the findings of the committee charged to do the 

investigation," he said. "Nonetheless, that is the process as determined by university policy and 

procedures and the matter is now closed." 

Green said the case against Whitaker is complicated because the personnel file containing his 

promotion packet cannot be revealed. 

"The issue is (that) the formal conclusion of the process of review was terminated by the 

administration when they promoted him," Green said. 

While Green did not say whether she believed the plagiarism allegations were true, she did say 

she might use some of Whitaker’s writing as an example of plagiarism in her classroom. 

"What I have seen, I would use in a classroom as evidence to a student to show them this is how 
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we document plagiarism," Green said. "This is what plagiarism looks like." 

She said she wonders how students will view the situation. 

"How are we going to train our students?" Green asked. "That is the big question for me." 

Architecture sophomore Matt Holley said if he were to discover that any of his professors had 

committed plagiarism in their outside research or work, it would lower his opinion of them as an 

educator. 

"The people that are teaching you should have a higher standard, hopefully they didn’t cheat to 

get where they’re at," he said. "It would make me mad if one of my professors cheated." 

History freshman Devon Ironside said he hopes to someday become a history professor and 

historian. He said in the history field it is especially important to maintain a high standard of 

academic integrity. 

"It’s not like math," he said. "You can go back and prove (math) to someone, whereas in history, 

if someone’s work has been discredited, everything they’ve done can be discredited and that’s 

really detrimental to their profession as a whole." 

The dropped plagiarism allegations against Whitaker brought questions of ethics and values as 

an educator to Green’s mind. 

"I’ve been exceedingly upset by the disregard of our disciplinary standards as historians," Green 

said. "I cannot pretend by acquiescing to this decision, that I agree with it or that I agree with 

the strategies and the methods and the administrative attitude that has been characteristic of 

what’s been going on the past year and a half." 

Reach the reporter at kmmandev@asu.edu 

Follow us on Twitter [2] or like us on Facebook [3]. Click here [4] to subscribe to the daily State 
Press email newsletter 

Article printed from ASU News I The State Press I Arizona State University: 

http://www.statepress.com 
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One person’s challenge to the quantitative analyses and qualitative mis statements of the Martin 
report. I include here my rebuttals to specific items/comment in the report, listed here in the 
order of their appearance, and I conclude with some general remarks about the nature of the UNC 
"s candal." 

1) 
"The Hartlyn-Andrews Report considered whether the instructional method of courses vaned in 
relation to those courses’ representation in the course Catalog (e.g., lecture course versus 
independent study course) and whether the instructor apparently engaged in limited or no 
classroom or other instructional contact with students. We did not undertake this same analysis, 
as we learned thatprior to the University’s recentpolicy changes, instructorshadwide latitude 
to offer courses as "Term Paper Courses "when they were represented in the course Catalog as 
lecture courses. " (p. 3) 

A s a statement of fact--"instructors had wide latitude to offer courses" in any format they 
chose~this is simply false, no matter what heaxsay evidence the authors of the report might have 
collected. The College of Arts and Sciences (and eveu professional school) has an 
Administrative Board that approves newly proposed courses; these courses are approved only on 
condition that the instructor submit for review a draft syllabus of the course. Queries and 
suggestions are often made, and the course approval process frequently involves a several-stage 
dialogue between the instructor and the Board and its relevant subcommittees. When a new 
course is ultimately approved, it is approved for teaching in subsequent semesters only in the 
basic form indicated by the draft syllabus (mutatis mutandis in succeeding semesters.) If this 
were not true, the course reviewprocess would be a nonsensical waste of time. When an 
instructor is notified that his/her course has been approved, she/he does not find at the bottom of 
the memo the added note: "and you may also teach this course in all sorts of ways not considered 
by the Board. Anything g o es!" If anyone on the Faculty Athletics Committee ever s aid anything 
to this effect to anyone (i. e., "wide latitude" to alter the format of a course,) that person was 
making up policy to fit the facts and/or revealing a surprising ignorance about University 
procedures. He/she would also have been demonstrating why FAC has zero jurisdiction in 
curricular issues. 

2) 
"A s noted in the Hartlyn-Andrews report, the internal working group identified no instances in 

which students had received grades but had n otperformed written work. " (p. 3) 

Here the Maxtin report boldly repeats a bold assertion that, it would seem in light of the evidence, 
is incapable of being proven. For some of the aberrant courses identified in Hartlyn/Andrews, 
the deans were unable to identif~v an instructor. (In those cases, how were they even able to locate 
submitted materials? Submitted to whom and by whom? How can this be known?) Norwere 
they able to verif~v, consequently, that the course featured anything approaching a meaningful 
teacher-student relationship. To assert that students taking such courses all "performed written 
work" and thus earned their grades is tantamount to verif~ving that "words were placed on pieces 
of paper by someone, in full compliance with course requirements." In other words, the sentence 
signifies nothing. Wh~v was this assertion in Evans’ internal working group report? Why 
repeated in the Hartlyn/Andrews report? Why is it here again? Is there an assumption that the 
NCAA is listening? 



3. Reviewed copies of certain tutor logs (containingpersonally-idennfiable information) fi’om the 

A cademic Support Program for Student-Athle tea to idennfy references to any independent study 

courses that were taught as lecture courses, which we then subjected to further scrutiny. (p. 4) 

This is confusing. It says nothing about the number of tutor logs reviewed and says nothing 
coherent about the logic of s election. Why would independent studies "taught as lecture courses" 
draw attention? Wh~v limit the kinds of tutor logs reviewed in any case? This is one of several 
statements in the report that assures readers that certain kinds of evidence were examined, but 
which shares little about the methods of analysis used and nothing at all about what was found. 

4) 
"[~ We reviewed both temporary and permanent grade changes, notin9 9rade change 

anomalies only in the Department of African andAfro-American Studies and identifying 454 
suspected unauthorized grade changes." (p. 8) 

This is factually misleading, since it understates the problem being addressed. The chart on 

page 7 lists 106 "unauthorized grade changes" in addition to the 454 "potentially 

unauthorized" changes listed here. There are also 373 additional changes about which the 

report can only say: "inconclusive." 

5) 
"In the case of the Department of AJkican and AJko-American Studies, there is evidence that 
certain ASPSA employees were aware that certain courses within the Department were so-called 
"Term Paper Courses, "and that lecture courses w ere being taught in an independent study 

format. When these concerns w ere raised, the Faculty Athletic Committee stated that it was 
incum bent upon each instructor of record to determine how to teach his/her own course and that 
it was therefore unnecessary for ASPSA personnel to question the instructional methods used." 
(p.S) 

A s noted above, the FAC has no authority, no jurisdiction in curricular matters. This issue, if it 
was rais ed in the way here claimed, should have been raised not at FAC but with the Senior 
A s sociate Dean for Undergraduate Education, who chairs the College’s Administrative Board. 
The director of ASPSA had regular contact with that SAD, and with the associate dean for 
undergraduate curricula, throughout the lead-up to the curriculum change-over of 2006; he had 
ample opportunity to report these concerns to persons with the authority to do s omething about 
them. This statement in the Martin report is therefore badly misleading; it implies that concerns 
were pursued through proper channels and that the University’s proper faculty representatives 
endorsed and encouraged fraudulent pedagogy. 

6) 
"The results o four analysis of "easy courses" did not support speculation that student-athletes 
comprised a higher population of the enrollment for these courses. " (p. 8) 

This statement confuses two issues unnecessarily (and unhelpfully), but as for the point about the 
percentage of athletes: Speculation? This is not speculation--this is already confirmed in the 
Hartlyn/Andrews report, which stated that 39% of the students in the fraudulent courses were 
footba31 and men’s basketba31 players. Subsequent FOIA requests showed the number of all 
athletes in those same courses to be 64% of the total. Both of these figures are far out of line with 



athletes’ representation in the University and, most likely, in this major. Is the report going to 
show non-athlete numbers in earlier semesters that are so staggering that they un-do the strong 
evidence about athletics concentrations in 2007-2011 ? That will be quite a curiosity, one that will 
need explaining all on its own. 

7) 
"Faculty A thletic Committee - Per the University’ s Faculty Code, the Faculty Athletic 
Committee is "concerned with informing the faculty and advising the chancellor on any aspect of 

athletics, 
including, but not limited to, the academic experience of varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for 
members of the University community, and the general conduct and operation of the University’s 
athletic program." When questions were brought forth by the Department of Athletics and the 
leadership of the ASPSA in 2002 and 2006 related to the construct of certain courses offered to 
students (including student-athletes), the Faculty Athletic Committee stated that it was incumbent 
upon each instructor of record to determine how to teach his/her own course and that it was 
therefore unnecessaxy for ASPSA personnel to question the instructional methods used." (p. 22) 

This repeats the misstatement from page 8. It is most interesting to see the amount of interpretive 
weight placed onthis alleged encounter and the improper finding it allegedly produced. 

"Course Creation - academic departments are responsible for designing and offering courses 
which contribute to students’ learning within that department’s specialized subject area. As 
departments identif~v gaps in the available curricula, new courses are designed to fill the gaps (or 
expand upon the offerings available). Creation of a new course include s working with instructors 
to identif~v the relevant subject matter to include, developing a curriculum or syllabus detailing its 
academic aims, and receiving a series of approvals from across the University to finalize the 
course as available for students." (p. 23) 

Here the process described for course creation would seem to contradict the report’s statement, on 
page 3, about the "wide latitude" for individual instructors. Howwould the report’s authors 
reconcile these two statements? 

9) 
This athletic success not only adds to the reputation and prominence of the University, but also 
benefits the University financially. (p. 24) 

This statement is at best dubious, and it is the most obvious case (of many) where the report 
accepts uncriticaJly and without question the self-representation of a University officer or office, 
in this case Admissions. Where is the hard, objective evidence that athletics has a net positive 
value for the University? Without such evidence, such statements amount to propaganda and 
would seem to have no place in a report meant to be analytical in content. 

10) 
"However, as describedabove, a handJ~l [of students] each year are ofJ~redadmission only afier 

faculty review and approval. These student-athletes include a very few typicallyJ~wer than five 
per year who do not meet minimum course or admission requirements, as well as others whose 



first-year grade-point averages areprojected to fall below 2.3. "(p. 26) 

This is a misleading and convoluted statement; a cynic would s ay that it was crafted with intent to 
mis lead. Statistics shared by Stephen Farmer himself have shown that the "special talent" or 
"committee case" decisions have ranged between 16 and 20 or s o for most of the past decade. In 
the paragraph that precedes the one in which this statement is made, on p. 25, there seems to be a 
clear acknowledgment that up to 20-25 committee cases will be considered each year. Wh~v, then, 
the emphasis on "ve~ few’’ and the number five? Could it be that the words "very few" and 
"under five" serve to minimize the concerns raised by Maxy Willingham? 

11) 
From the chart on p. 31 that includes a category "Inconclusive Course Se ction Lecture Course: 
"Neither instructor of record nor chair couM confirm whether the course section had been taught 

AND [< 10% grade changes and enrollment > 10 students in the course section.]" 

So the decision to put some courses in the "inconclusive" rather than "anomalous" category had 
to do in part with the percentage of students having their grade s changed? Why? A perfectly 
fraudulent course might involve no grade changes at all. This seems like a serious 
methodological error, one that the authors of the report should be challenged to explain. 

12) 
"The percentage of unauthorized grade changes for student-athletes was consistent with student- 

athlete enrollment in the course sections with grade changes. Additionally, the student-athlete 

enrollment in courses with unauthorized grade changes was consistent with student-athlete 

enrollment in all courses offered by the Department. " (p. 42) 

The first sentence in this paragraph, though perhaps not technically false (we need to see the 
numbers), certainly has the effect of misleading. The question is not whether the nurnber of grade 
changes for athletes was "consistent" with the nurnber of athletes in the class, but whether 
athletes were getting disproportionately more grade changes--more than the non-athletes in the 
s ame courses. (This incomplete and misleading statement is simply repeated on p. 43 with 
respect to the "suspected" unauthorized changes.) Moreover, here as elsewhere throughout the 
report, the authors acknowledge no distinction between revenue -sport athletes and non-revenue- 
s port athletes. 

13) 
"1. In 2006, the Universi t~ conducted a renumbering of its courses in order to increase the 

number of course offerings to its students. By increasing the number of courses offered, the 

need for a student to request an independent study to fulfill a degree requirement would likely 

decrease, as a newly created lecture course may satisfy a degree requirement for which an 

independent study would have been needed prior to 2006. 

2. Beginning with the 2006-2007 academic year, overall enrollments decreased by 14% in 
AFRI/AFA3/i courses. This would also impact the number of students enrolling in 

independent study courses. " (p. 47) 

Point # 1 is flat-out wrong (fewnew courses were created for the new curriculum, and the 
precipitating factor in renumbering was the crowding that had been occurring in our previous 
numbering system, which could not accommodate the courses we had without resort to suffix 



tricks of various kinds---e, g., History 102A.) Point #2 is seriously misleading. If the global 
decline in AFRI/AFAM enrollments supposedly helps to explain the decline in independent study 
enrollments, shouldn’t that decline have been on the order of 14% (as was the case for all 
department courses?) Why did enrollments in independent studies drop by 85% in one year? 

It is important to note here that the report declines to mention the other publicly known 
hypothesis about this drop-off(that the College had instructed counselors in ASPSA to stay away 
from these courses--as reported by the N&O) and opts instead for an obviously deficient 
explanation of the same phenomenon. 

14) 
"Through interview and meeting minutes, we learned that ASPSA employees raised questions to 
administrators within the Department of A thletics (Athletics administrators) about the prevalence 
of independent study courses and about le cture courses that were being taught in an independent 
study format. As a result, Athletics administrators brought to the attention of the Faculty A thletic 
Committee (FAC) in 2002 and 2006 their questions about trends related to the frequency of 

student-athletes’ earning credit through independent study course se cti ons. Additionally, 
A thletics administrators in 2006 raised a general question to the FAC regarding the propriety of 
le cture courses that were being taught in an independent study format; however, we found no 
evidence that the FAC received specific data regarding the frequency or number of students, both 
student-athletes and non-athlete students, in these course sections. By its nature, this data isnot 
readily available (i.e., in the academic system of record these courses appear to be identical to 
"regular" lecture courses). Through interviews, we understand that the FAC provided the 

following responses to the questions raised by Athletics administrators: 1) instructors have wide 
latitude in how they teach approved course content and 2) all students, including student-athletes, 
may take any course for which they are able to registen While in hindsight w e can say that this 
interchange may have represented a missed opportunity for inquiring further into the ojy’e~ngs of 
the Department, this misapplication of the concept of academicJ?eedom may not be unique 
among many institutions of higher learning in the UnitedStates. " (pp. 52-3) 

For the third time now we see this explanation trotted out: Athletics tried to fixthis problem, but 
the academics wouldn’t let them. This is a pernicious myth, pernicious bothbecause it distorts 
the historical record and because of the way in which it assigns blame to some and absolves 
others. Consider the context in which this most elaborate statement of Maxtin’s supposed 
"causes" is laid out: a discussion of academic freedom and the ways in which UNC faculty like to 
teach innovatively. One would think, on reading these pages, that we at UNC have the most 
unstructured and unbureaucratic curricular machinery in higher education--Reed college on 
steroids. That is not an impre ssion that squares with the experiences of most UNC faculty (and 
especially in the College of A&S.) If this myth is allowed to stand, faculty will ultimately 
s acrifice some of their pedagogical freedoms for no good reason--except to save the good name 
o f the athletics department. 

15) 
"We noted the possibility that an emerging department would be motivated to increase its 
enrollment, pressure which could potentially have contributed to the ident~fied academic 
anomalies. We also noted that for a department to offer a lecture course section requires a 
minimum enrollment often students. "(p. 54) 

Here we see the gram explanation for the Nyang’oro course scaxn: he wanted to increase 



enrollments in his department. Assuming for the moment that that is true (i. e., that "the 
pos sibility" they "noted" has any basis in fact), did it occur to the report’s authors just how 
inefficient independent studies are as a method for increasing enrollments? Did it occur to them 
how unusual--shockingly so--it is for tenured faculty members to teach multiple courses and 
independent studies in the summer sessions? Did they ask what other motives there might have 
been for doing so? They appear not to have done some basic questioning with the whole picture 
in mind. Ins tead, they provide speculation wrapped in guesswork. This is not persuasive. 

16) 
"The review team ident,fied no confirmation for speculation that ASPSA ’s academic counselors 
colluded with instructors or administrators to oJJ~r anomalous course sections for the benefit of 
student-athletes or engage in any improper activities to maintain eligibilit~ of a student-athlete. " 
(p. 56) 

They "identified no confirmation" (strange language.) Think about what the University 
community is being asked to believe (and forget) in this statement. It is a well established fact 
that academic counselors, until this scandal occurred, had the authority to register athletes for 
their courses (indeed, the University has begun a reform of the system because of this well 
establishedJhct); a few brave athletes have said, and have even gone on record saying, they had 
no real choice in some of the courses they took; we know that the instructor of the suspect NAVS 
course recruited athletes for that course in the academic counseling office, and that players heard 
about the course from Wayne Walden; said that she, like other counselors, 
called Crowder on the phone to find ’paper’ courses that her athletes were capable of completing. 
The statement that there is "no confirmation’’ for evidence of collusion, if true, can mean o~v one 
of two things: the investigative team did not look for said evidence or were assured by multiple 
athletics personnel that no such evidence existed--this in the face of evidence already made 
public. 

W e already knew that athletics personnel did not "offer" courses--they have no means, no 
institutional mechaxfism, to do so. This does not mean that the courses were not "offered" first 
and foremost because athletes needed and wanted them. BothNyang’oro and Crowder had close 
ties to the athletic department. They were known to be ’fans.’ [Their degree of fan-dam is 
nowhere addressed in the Martin report.] In 1997, they had been given"departmental" status for 
their discipline and had a secure administrative partnership (Nyang’oro-Crowder) assured for 
them. Employing Ockham’s razor, do we not find here the most likely explanation for 
Nyang’oro’s strategy of offering IDST and paper courses on a large scale? 

17) 
"As previously mentioned, when these concerns [about ’Term Paper Courses ’] were raised, the 

Facult~ Athletic Committee stated that it was incumbent upon each instructor of record to 

determine how to teach his/her own course and that i t was therefore unne cessary for ASPSA 

personnel to question the instructional methods used." (p. 56) 

For the fourth time in the report, the FAC is saddled with the blame. If for no other reason, the 
UNC faculty should be up in arms over the findings of this report. 

lg) 
"The review team w orked with the Universi{v ’s contracted educalional testing service to review 



personally-identifiable diagnostic results for special admission student-athletes over a five-year 

period. These diagnostic tests, of J~red to special admission student-athletes in the Spring before 

they matriculate, evaluate a student-athlete ’s grade level equivalent for academic performance in 

the areas of reading, math, and writing. " (p. 57) 

This statement is, let us say, incomplete. They provide no numbers, no stats, no anything on 
reading levels or anything else. They just assure the world that they have looked at the diagnostic 
results. Absent any detail, why even include this 

19) 

"We consulted with University learning specialists and w ere advised that it is possible for 
students with learning disabilities or other special needs to succeed if they have suJ]~cient 

support, and that, contrary to publicized assertions that this was more prevalent, there are very 

few student-athletes who need such extensive remediation to enable them to be successful 

academically. "~I~.:. 57) 

Here is the great brash off to Mary Willingham. We have determined, they are saying, that the 
pres ence of these athletes in the program presents no particular challenges that might encourage 
the taking of short cuts, certainly not on a systematic scale. Besides, they are also saying, we are 
talking about "very few" people [repeating the language from their false and misleading 
dis cussion of the admissions process.] At this point, the instinctive skeptic might begin to 
wonder whether this report--clearly false and misleading in many paacticulars--is not dishonest 
by design. 

20) 
"The existence o fleas challenging, or "easy, "courses does not in i tselJ~epresent academic 
misconduct. 

The results o four analysis of "easy courses "did not support speculation that student-athletes 

comprised a higher percentage of enrollments for these courses relative to the overall student 

population. The procedures completed during this review included an analysis of courses where 

the average assigned grade was above-average compared to the population of all other courses. 

The enrollment in these courses sometimes included student-athletes, but the results of this 

analysis did not support speculation that student-athletes comprised a higher population of the 

enrollment forthese courses than others across the University. "(p. 58) 

Did anyone ever say that the existence of easy courses is a form of academic misconduct or that 
their existence is designed for the benefit of’student-athletes’? This seems like little more than a 
red herring that allows the authors of the report to tie everything up in a nice bow that says ’we 
have only a grad inflation problem, national in scope, not a UNC athletics problem. Move along 
now.’ Note, however, the deceptive use once again of the term "student-athlete" (which is used 
consistently throughout the report) and the complete lack of numbers--especially by team. 

21) 
"For this particular course [the NA VS Naval Weapons course], we were told that the department 

was concerned about disrespecOCul grajy~ti on the walls of its building and had reached out to try 

to attract student leaders to the course so that the campus might come to appreciate the value of 

the program. In doing so, he attractedsix basketballplayers to join the course, which explains a 



concentration of basketball players in thatparticular course. " (p. 58) 

I can only assume that this was thrown in for comic relief. The department had "reached out" by 
going to ASPSA? Basketball players are regaxded as "student leaders"? By whom? The 
department entrusted this "reaching out" operation to a part-time instructor who had never before 
taught the course in question? I assume that the strategy of"reaching out" can be shown working 
in other classes and in subsequent semesterwithin NAVS? The inclusion of this anecdote seems 
to betray an investigative strategy built on seeking and accepting excuses. 

Conclusions: 

The biases, blind spots, misrepresentations, and factual errors in this report make it an unreliable 
guide for understanding the "scandal" that has consumed the University’s time and attention for 
two years. Governor Maxtin’s guesswork about Julius Nyang’ oro’s alleged long-term enrollment- 
boosting strategy is pure speculation, and the means he devises to minimize the "special talent" 
admis sions process and the structural problems it creates show startling intellectual sloppiness 
and--by a less chaxitable reading--a bias pronounced enoughto cause dismay. The bias in favor 
of the athletics department, the officials who support it, and the explanations it produces is 
demonstrated most clearly in the account given of that much-emphasized conversation that 
allegedly took place at FA C in 2006 (with a preview in 2002?) There is no record indicating that 
the AFRI/AFAM department was specifically singled out for review, there is no proof that the 
concept of the ’term paper course’ was ever broached, and there is no indication--neither in FAC 
annual reports nor in meetings minutes (which I have seen) that FAC ever affirmed the principle 
of"academic freedom" in defense of questionable pedagogy. I am not prepaxed to make this 
claim, but there is evidence in what Martin reports--at least as much evidence as that adduced to 
indict FAC--to suggest that athletics personnel used a devious strategy in 2006 to secure a "green 
light" for a practice they knew benefited athletes greatly. I do not want to impute such dishonest 
motives to any UNC colleagues, but it is cleax from a close reading of this report that the 
evidence does not support Maxtin’ s insistent, and athletics-exonerating, interpretation of events. 

I see no credible evidence in this report that contradicts, and much that confirms, a counter- 
hypothesis of scandal that accounts for the full range of academic malfeasance discovered since 
2011. That hypothesis would run something like this: 

’Julius Nyang’oro and Debbie Crowder were great sports fans and enthusiastic boosters of UNC 
athletics. Julius taught, and Debbie managed, in a department that had high numbers of athletes 
as majors and many other athletes as students in elective courses,        had many contacts, 
including deax friends, in A SPSA. Julius knew one of the counselors so well that he eventually 
would hire him to teach a course in the AFRI/AFAM depaxtment. Julius and Debbie got to know 
well many of UNC’s athletes; they admired them and also felt understandable sympath~v for them 
On his own authority, Julius began to offer courses that made athletes’ lives a bit easier. With an 
implicit or explicit understanding between them, Julius and Debbie expanded this shadow 
curriculum through the yeaxs, always careful to make courses available to all (or most) comers so 
that athletes would not appeax as special beneficiaries. Julius enjoyed the great familiarity with 
athletes and athletics that the scam afforded him (free tickets? free access? we’ll never know), 
and he enjoyed wielding despot-like power in his depaxtment--a power that was never 
questioned, neither by disempowered colleagues consistently put in their place nor by 
administrators who did little to cultivate the AFRI/AFAM department and were happy not to have 
to pay it too much notice. ASPSA counselors were happy to take advantage of the courses being 
offered--precisely because they knewthem to be "easy" or "no-show" or "paper" courses that 



would not taxthe athletes and would assure them a good, GPA-boosting grade at the end of the 
term. It was not semester-to-semester "eligibility" that was at is sue s o much, but rather academic 
survival. They knew that many athletes needed a regular GPA boost because they were either 
literacy-deficient and therefore seriously challenged orbecause they were simply marginal 
students who would struggle under the best of circumstances, never mind 43-hour, ph~vsically 
exhausting, work-week circumstances. Since the counselors actually registered many athletes for 
their courses, and approved every course they took, they frequently reached out to AFRI/AFAM 
to find out about the next semester’ s offerings; s ometimes (perhaps) they even lobbied for 
offerings to be made available. News of what was going on reached the highest levels of ASPSA 
administration, and they looked into University policies and procedures to make sure that the 
windfall athletes were enjoying could be justified if need be. They found what they needed, and 
the scare continued. 

After 2009, with Debbie’s retirement, Julius found himself hemmed in by the absence of knowing 
administrative support. He had to curtail his oft~rings of dubious courses. But the tree intentions 

behind the whole scare were laid bare in the second summer session of2011, when Julius--for 
reasons never explained by anyone--created a section of AFAM 280 (a course he is not even 
qualified to teach) for the benefit of the football team. Enrollment was by permission only, and 
within two days of the course’s appearance in the online system, 19 football players (one former 
player included) were enrolled. Julius handed out his free grades in this course in which he did 
no teaching, and by the end of the summer he saw his system crumble around him amid public 
revelations that shocked the public. 

The whole machinery of academic fraud came to light in summer, 2011 only because one 
unwitting football player insisted in court that he had been treated unfairly by UNC and the 
NCAA, that he had played by the academic roles as he understood them and as they had been 
communicated to him tacitly or otherwise by UNC personnel. Cut-and-paste composition 
techniques were encouraged in A SPSA; he had used them and got into trouble for them. Now he 
was being made to bear full responsibility for actions nurtured in a system that had assured his 
academic survival and that of other players like him in the only way that it could--by cutting 
comers, by cheating. 

Whennews of these realities begmato surface, when investigations were launched, the personnel 
working in and connected to ASPSA did what any persons would do who similarly feaxed for 
their job, were eager to save their reputations, and were convinced of the unfairness of an 
investigation that looked a little bit like a witch-hunt. They denied wrongdoing and shifted blame 
elsewhere.’ 

I see no credible evidence in the Maxtin report that counters this hypothesis. The course scam 
that has stained the University would not have happened "but foi’ the needs of athletes desperate 
to escape s ome of the strains imposed by their two full-time jobs. "Athletics" cannot be left out 
of any s atisf~ving explanation for what occurred here. 



The Drake Group: Background Information 

I. Brief History 

The Drake Group was founded in 1999 when Jon Ericson, a former professor and provost at 
Drake University, invited a distinguished group of college faculty, authors, and activists to a 
twenty-four-hour think tank in how to end academic corruption in college sport. Included in the 
conference were members of faculty senates, journalists, athletic directors, and members of 
organizations such as the NCAA and the Knight Foundation Commission on collegiate Sport. 
Out of the meeting emerged an organization initially called the National Association of Faculty 
for Collegiate Athletic Reform (NAFCAR). The organization changed its name to The Drake 
Group in 2000 and also adopted bylaws and elected officers (see attached). The group’s mission 
and goals were formally defined at an annual meeting at the Chicago meeting in 2003. 

II. DRAKE GROUP MISSION 2012 

The mission of the Drake Group is to defend academic integrity in higher education from the 
corrosive aspects of commercialized college sports. 

III. DRAKE GROUP VISION 

The vision of the Drake group is to create an atmosphere on college campuses that encourages 
personal and intellectual growth for athletes and other students, and demands academic integrity 
from the university as a whole. 

IV. GOALS 

Ensure that universities provide accountability of trustees, administrators, and faculty by 
publicly disclosing information about the quality of educations college athletes receive. 

Be a major lobby for proposals that ensure quality education for students who participate 
in intercollegiate athletics. 

Support faculty and staff whose job security and professional standing are threatened 
when they defend academic standards in intercollegiate sports 

Influence public discourse on current issues and controversies in sports and higher 
education 

Coordinate local and national reform efforts with other groups that share our mission, 
goals, and/or proposals. 

V. SPECIFIC PROPOSALS 

¯ Support Congressional Hearings to provide the NCAA with an opportunity to explain 
how revenue producing college sports are meeting their tax exempt educational function. 



Replace one-year renewable scholarships with need-based financial aid (or) with multi- 
year athletic scholarships that extend to graduation (five-year maximum). 

Require one year in residency before an athlete can participate in intercollegiate sport. 
This rule would apply to transfer students as well as to first year students. 

Require students to maintain a Grade Point Average of 2.0, determined each semester, to 
continue participation in intercollegiate athletics. 

Make the location and control of academic counseling and support services for athletes 
the same as for all students. 

¯ Establish university policies to ensure that athletic contests are scheduled so as to not 
conflict with class attendance. 

¯ Support a rule to protect faculty and other university employees who disclose unethical 
behavior related to collegiate athletic programs. 

VI. Three Year Plan 

Fall 2012 

¯ Establish a loose affiliation with the University of New Haven through "in residence 
status." 

¯ Make substantial changes to The Drake Group Website which can also be accessed 
through the UNH site. Add short videos to site featuring testimonials from Hutchins 
Award winners. Install system for paying membership dues online. 

¯ Attain not-for -profit status by November. (In hands of IRS) 
¯ Launch major membership drive (goal 400 members) Revenue goal for the end of 2012-- 

$10,000 
¯ Work with NCPA to spread Cal and CT legislative initiatives to other states. 
¯ Continue publishing Drake positions in mass media, presenting views on current college 

sport issues in public forums, and generally using every public relations medium possible 
to argue for academic integrity on college sports. 

¯ Continue lobbying for Congressional hearings to determine how the NCAA can explain 
how it achieves its tax exempt educational function. 

¯ Explore "truth telling" legislation that would protect faculty and staff who report 
academic malfeasance in athletic programs and the classroom. (Sally Dear Healey) 

¯ Focus on UNC scandal 

Spring and Summer 2013 



¯ Plan for annual Drake Group Meeting in April. Choose Robert Maynard Hutchins 
recipient. Report on progress of Truth telling Legislation. Work on PR strategy 

¯ Continue effort to protect faculty and staff who come forward as whistle-blowers (truth 
tellers). 

¯ Produce fund raising brochure 
¯ Add more states to those already signing on to the athletes right to know act. 
¯ Have concrete plan in place for responding to harassment of faculty or staff for 

supporting academic integrity in their schools athletic programs. 

Fall 2013 

Spring 
¯ 

¯ 

Continue to lobby for the initiatives listed above. 
Sponsor a major conference (perhaps at Princeton University) on faculty members’ roles 
in maintaining academic integrity in college sport and in higher education in general. 
Panels could include topics such as 1. Do "friendly faculty" actually gain respect from 
college athletes? 2. Grade inflation and student evaluations, 3. How far should faculty go 
to accommodate the athletic department? 4. Do faculty have the same respect for their 
professions as coaches do? 5. Has big-time college sport swamped academic values. 6. 
How can college faculty come to the defense of colleagues who are ostracized for merely 
doing their jobs? 7. When does athletic advising become cheating? 8. Should athletes use 
different counseling centers than other students on campus? Dowling, 

and Summer 2014 

Extend the "student athletes right to know act to other states in the country. 

Continue to protect faculty who incur the wrath of powers that be for merely maintaining 
academic standards that are required in their profession. 

¯ Continue to support efforts to maintain athletes as an integral part of the student body and 
to retain a clear line of demarcation between collegiate and professional sport 

¯ Increase membership to 1000 and become an effective lobby for initiatives that support 
athletes as students whose educations are enhanced by participation in competitive sports. 

¯ Revenue Goal $20,000 
¯ Continue to insist that big-time college sport should lose its tax exempt status unless it 

can disclose concrete evidence that athletes are an integral part of the student body. 
Congressional hearings are necessary for this kind of disclosure. 

¯ Continue to be a voice for academic integrity in the media and elsewhere, but work with 
other organizations that have shared values. 

VII. Past Accomplishments. Over the years The Drake Group has engaged in a variety of 
strategies to attain its goals including the following: 

Drake Group members have regularly published their views on college sport reform in 
periodicals such as the New York Times, Chronicle of Higher Education, Inside Higher 
Education, the Los Angeles Times, Street & Smith’s Sport Business Journal, the Christian 
Science Monitor, NCAA News, Indianapolis Star, Hartford Courant, The New York Daily 
News. They have also articulated Drake Group positions on television shows such ESPN, 



the Big Ten Network, PBS, and done hundreds of radio interviews. They have also 
published scholarly articles in journals and law reviews, and published books on 
intercollegiate athletics. They have been quoted in the media countless times. 

The Drake Group has sponsored several academic conferences focused on major policy 
issues in collegiate sport. These conferences were held at the same sites where the NCAA 
was staging its Final Four basketball playoffs. The Drake Group combined its 2004 
academic conference in San Antonio with an informational protest outside the coaches’ 
hotel. Members carried signs listing Drake proposals. These early Drake Group 
Conferences helped to inspire the creation of the College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) 
at the University of Carolina, Chapel Hill. The NCAA now sponsors a similar scholarly 
conference. 

On an annual basis, The Drake Group has presented the Robert Maynard Hutchins Award 
to a faculty or staff member who has taken a courageous stand to defend academic 
integrity in college sport, often encountering ostracism and risking job security to do so. 
In addition to this annual award ceremony, Drakes have provided moral and other 
support to faculty and staff who find themselves in these situations. 

The Drake Group and the National College Players Association are currently co- 
sponsoring a bill called the "student athletes right to know bill" in state legislatures. The 
bill was unanimously approved by the Connecticut Higher Education committee, was 
passed overwhelmingly by the in the House of Representatives, and the Senate, and was 
signed into law. The bill was passed in California by the NCPA. 

The Drake Group has created its own website on which its mission, goals, and proposals 
have been posted. The website is currently under reconstruction as part of a fairly 
ambitious rebranding effort. The Drakes have also created brochures which list mission, 
goals, and proposals which have been distributed at academic conferences and other sites. 
The group has published an online newsletter. 

Drake Group members have reached out to organizations like the American Association 
of University Professors (AAUP), The National Association of Academic Advisors for 
Athletic Advisors (N4A), and the Coalition on Intercollegiate athletics (COLA), and the 
Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics in order to find common 
areas of agreement which could lead to joint action. 

The Drake Group has been in touch with consumer advocate Ralph Nader and his sport 
advocacy group "League of Fans" to address the issue of one-year-renewable 
scholarships. Nader has proposed eliminating athletic scholarships altogether. The Drake 
Group continues discussions to explore ways that our organizations can work together. 

The Drake Group has carried on extensive correspondence with members of the U.S. 
House Ways and Means Committee, The Senate Finance Committee, as well as with 
current Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s Office in an attempt to get government to 



focus on problems in college sport. The Drake Group would support a hearing to examine 
how the NCAA fulfills its tax exempt function of educating college athletes. The goal is 
public disclosure of how athletes are being educated. 

RESULTS OF SWOT ANALYSIS Strengths 

¯ 13 years of experience with addressing academic integrity issues in college sports 

¯ Members and former members whose views on sports and higher education have often 
appeared in books, major media outlets, and scholarly journals. 

¯ Members with expertise and/or interest in sports law and who have been intimately 
involved in major legal actions involving the college sports 

¯ Clearly stated proposals for substantive change, and a healthy disrespect for bureaucracy 
that stifles taking action 

¯ Strong moral commitment to academic values. Demonstrated passion, tenacity, and 
commitment. 

¯ Tax exempt status and recognition as an LLC which give the organization legitimacy and 
an advantage in fund raising 

¯ Relationships with diverse groups such as the National College Players Association 
(NCPA), Nader’s League of Fans, and the College Sport Research Institute (CSRI), and 
the Coalition of Intercollegiate Athletics (COLA). 

¯ Experience with getting legislation through state legislatures. 

Weaknesses 

¯ Lack of dedicated full time support staff. Major projects must be done during the little 
"free time" we have left from our real jobs 

¯ Very limited website resources necessary for group success 

¯ Past inability to grow membership to a degree necessary to become an effective lobby. 

¯ Perception of the Drake group as anti-athletic 

¯ Very limited financial resources 

¯ No integrated marketing and communications plan. 

¯ Confusion regarding primary sources of membership support. To use business jargon, no 
clearly defined target market. 

Opportunities 

¯ Decline in public confidence in NCAA 



¯ Increase in national concern over falling educational standards 

¯ Growing public awareness of disconnect between commercial college sport and 
educational values 

¯ Growing awareness in black community that sport can both enhance and stifle 
educational opportunity. 

¯ College sport corruption has appeared on the radar screen of the federal department of 
education 

Threats 

¯ Growing influence of big-time college sport over university governance, e.g., presidents 
and governing boards 

¯ NCAA’s ability to use its marketing and communications resources to shape public 
opinion, and to weather periodic crises. 

¯ Faculty indifference to academic corruption in athletic programs and/of fear of exposing 
it. 

¯ The explosive growth of college sport as mass commercial entertainment, and as a major 
point emotional attachment for many Americans to their universities 

¯ A resurgence of anti-intellectualism in higher education as the public demands greater 
emphasis on career training. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Drescher, John <john.drescher@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:04 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: your Romanesko blog post 

Dr. Smith, 

Thanks for your email. Dan Kane has done great work on this story. 

I have high regard for Gov. Martin. I covered him extensively as a reporter 20-some years ago. 

However, in regard to his UNC report, he and Baker Tilly did not provide the accurate, fair report I expected. 
Regarding the matter I wrote about Wednesday, there is no acceptable explanation for why they did not 
interview several members of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. 

Best regards, 

John Drescher 

On Wed, Jan 9, 2013 at 9:01 PM, Jay Smith <jogysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Drescher: 
I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for the recent JimRomnasko.com blog post in which you 
carefully and effectively dismantled the reasoning of Jim Martin with respect to those Faculty Athletics 
Committee meetings. Your paper has been a beacon of light over the past two years, demonstrating time and 
again the necessity of vigorous public interest journalism in any democratic culture. I have no doubt that you 
and your staff have heard vile criticisms from those threatened by your reporting in one way or another, but 
you need to know that intelligent people of good conscience greatly appreciate all that you have done and all 
you continue to do--on this story as on others. 

Personally, I can’t get the injustice of the Martin report out of my head. I’m delighted to see that the N&O is 
willing to call a spade a spade and intends to keep up the pressure that UNC so richly deserves. Thank you 
and your staff for the invaluable work you have done. 

Jay Smith 
Hi story Department 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Silvia Tomfigkovfi <tomas@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 5:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

discontinued 

tomas.vcf 

So who is the dude who attacked you at at the Fac Council mtg? very professional behavior... 
(though I must say I was surprised by Holden’s interruptions too) 

Silvia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dave Thompson <davethompson@alumni.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 11:38 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: the plot thickens 

HiJay, 

Thanks for getting back to me. The more this unfolds, the more disgusted I become. 

When it became clear that Carolina would sacrifice its academic reputation to keep the NCAA at bay (itself a corrupt 

institution) I knew that the university’s administration had lost all integrity. More than one person in South Building has 

heard from me but my words have all the impact of the morning dew and about as much staying power. 

wish Carolina would withdraw from Div. I sports, but I know this will never happen. 

Kind regards, 

Dave 

From: .lay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, .July 21, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: Dave Thompson 
Subject: Re: the plot thickens 

Dave--indeed. Boxill’s election looked very curious at the time and has only become more confounding in the course of 

the scandal. We have a peculiar "nomination" process at UNC, one that effectively limits who can run (or be proposed 

for) key offices to a small number deemed "suitable" to a nominating committee of insiders. Frankly, I wouldn’t mind 

seeing someone investigate how her election happened in 2011 (the timing is awfully peculiar.) Boxill is dishonest, she’s 

been caught in way too many lies at this point. She should do the honorable thing and step down. But...honor is dead 

and gone at UNC. 

Jay 

On 7/21/13 8:09 AM, Dave Thompson wrote: 

HiJay, 

Today’s N&O brings more ugliness to light. 

I confess that it seems strange to me that Senior Lecturer Jan Boxill would be an appropriate chair for the 

faculty council, given her lack of tenure. How did that happen? 

Anyway, I just wanted to say thank you for being courageous in the face of what seems to be an ever- 

widening scandal and cover-up. 

"Big time" college sports is just disgraceful, in my view. 

Kind regards, 

Dave Thompson ’79 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhardt@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 4:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Re: thanks again 

Jay, thank you for your kind words. I appreciate them a lot. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 21, 2013, at 2:24 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Michael: 
> I suspect that you and I may have slightly different perspectives on the performance of UNC administration in the course of this 
never-ending scandal, but I just want to tell you how much I appreciate your integrity. After having read the latest N&O story and the 
accompanying emails around the FEC report, I’m more persuaded than ever that you and your fellow subcommittee members 

represent the very" best of UNC and its faculty. 
> 
> I also have opinions about Jan that may well differ strongly from yours. But there’s no need to go into that. I just wanted to say that 
these emails (to the extent anyone ever looks at them), put the UNC faculty in the best possible light. Integrity is defined by how we 
behave when no one’s looking--and you’ve shown that the rank and file faculty can be expected to behave damned well indeed. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gerhardt, Michael J <gerhardt@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FEC statement 

Hi, Jay, I appreciate your following up. I can imagine we might disagree 
on some of these things but hasten to add that I think others on the FEC 
would be happy to talk with you. Of course, here I can only speak for 
myself and, perhaps to some extent, Laurie and Steve. First, I should say 
the FEC statement was just that. It was not a resolution, and we worded 
it carefully. You already know we had our disagreements with Jan and 
still do occasionally, as I guess we do with you. We felt the need for 
the statement and the comments made yesterday because we do think, 
whatever our differences, we respect her as a person and, yes, we do think 
Jan is honest and not as the Dan Kane article insinuated. I think Jane 
Stancill’s article better captures the dynamic of the editing process and 
what happened. No one, not Jan, not anyone, pressured us to do anything 
we did not want to do. The emails reflect our concerns as well as our 
growing understanding of what Jan was asking. In fact, she asked for two 
things. One we agreed to and the other we did not. But, she was not 
forcing anything on us. We felt throughout that process she has been 
perfectly honest and we do not question her ethics. 

The three of us had our differences with Holden as well. He was not 
perfect, but again we respected him, even when we disagreed. It would be 
an odd university indeed if we all thought alike. For us, the critical 
thing was the process, and we felt, then and now, the process was 
ultimately fine. After all, we three made strong recommendations for 
thorough, independent reviews of the scandal on the campus. And we think 
the Martin Commission fit the bill for the kind of independent review we 
had requested. 

Perhaps most of all, we three see little value in revisiting the editing 
of our report. The fact is we are very comfortable with how the final 
report reads. It was not our job to find facts but to raise questions. 
We tried to do that. It would have been irresponsible -- indeed, 
impossible -- for us to do comprehensive fact-finding. We did not meet 
with the two main figures in the African American studies department, did 
not meet with the football team, all the tutors, etc. So, it would have 
been wrong for us to go beyond the record that we ourselves had put 
together. 

Last but not least, Laurie, Steve, and I each came to this task as people 
who had good reputations in our respective fields. We never would be, or 
ever would be, a party to anything that puts those reputations at risk. 

Michael Gerhardt 

Samuel Ashe Distinguished Professor in Constitutional Law & Director, 
Center for Law and Government 
UNC School of Law 
919.843.5600 

On 7/31/13 2:40 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear Michael: 
>I’ve told you already that I respect your instincts, but I believe that 
>the FEC statement in support of Jan was premature and politically 



>foolish. It makes the UNC faculty look insular and defensive yet again, 
>and--worse--it sends the message that we’re less interested in truth 
>than we are in protecting our leaders. The FEC expressed no concern 
>about the fast-hardening perception that UNC faculty care more about 
>sports than about honesty. It expressed no concern about the exposure of 
>the back-door processes that led to the modification of an independent 
>report. Instead, it chose to stand and applaud for the integrity of the 
>faculty chair. Is this really the message the UNC faculty want to send 
>the world? 
> 
>The FEC rushed in with standing ovations for Holden when it should have 
>quietly accepted his sound decision to resign; here it has rushed in to 
>short-circuit any prospect of critical questioning of Jan’s actions last 
>year. The result: it now becomes next to impossible to have an honest 
>discussion about all this when we reconvene at Faculty Council. This was 
>unfair, and the FEC was wrong to move in such peremptory fashion. 
> 
>If you’re interested, I would be plenty interested in meeting with you 
>and/or some of the others on the FEC to hear more about the reasoning 
>that went into this decision. -JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham         ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: procedure question 

All athletes waive their rights to any type of privacy roles and bring athletic staffwith them every time they visit anyone from the honors court/dean of students. Amazing how these folks 
can lie - part of the culture here. We need a past SAG who will tell all -maybe a job for CNN Sara (not sure what happened with that painful experience- sorry for roping you into that). 
I have not updated the IRB yet but will do it - Richard needs some more data and when we update for that, we can also add a (historical) comparison to past athletes academic 
success/failures with similiar standard scores. How does that sound? 

On Wednesday, October 2, 2013, Jay Smith wrote: 
Blech 

........ Original Message ........ 
Suhiect:RE: procedure question 

Date:Wed, 2 Oct 2013 18:23:43 -0400 
From: Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M qaysmith~email.unc.edu> 
CC:Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>, Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>, Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>, Wegner, Judith Welch 

<judith wegner@unc.edu> 

Jay, 

I appreciate your follow up. I just want to clarify one item. 

My reference to "on behalf of" students was not limited to student athletes. In fact, the two most coK@~on circumstances in which I am contacted on 

ieve I have ever ended a training session on the Honor System without providing the relevant contact information of the offices, along with encourag 

JONATHAN C. SAULS ] DEAN OF STUDENTS 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

102 Carr Building 

Campus Box 5000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 5100 

v. 919 966 4045 ] f. 919 962 2090 ] 711 (NC RELAY) 

jsauls@email.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential i 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 5:37 PM 

To: Sauls, Jonathan C 

Cc: Hunter, Erik; Crisp, Winston B; Boxill, Jan; Wegner, Judith Welch 

Subject: Re: procedure question 

Jonathan: 

I did not accuse you or anyone of "acting improperly." I asked whether there existed a procedure that could be construed as "favorable" 

treatment. Those are different things. People can follow procedure, stay true to the letter of the law, and provide disproportionate benefits to cer 

As Erik can tell you, I’ve long been puzzled/baffled/angered by the University’s failure to accuse                      of a violation of the honor code a 

and, I will add, serious handicaps in the educational arena) that accrue to a population of students equipped with so many highly interested "handle 

I wonder if all UNC students know that they’re free to go see the Dean of Students to talk about their honor problems even before they’ve been charg 

Thanks. I’m sure I’ll keep the questions flowing... 

Jay 

On 10/2/13 5:03 PM, Sauls, Jonathan C wrote: 

> Jay, 

> 

> I feel it important to respond further to your inquiry. My experience as Judicial Programs Officer and Dean of Students is similar to Erik’s. I 

there is sufficient evidence to issue a charge, a responsibility expressly delegated to them by the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 

> 

> There is not, nor has there ever been, any unique or preferential treatment for student athletes with respect to the meetings described above. Du 

heir being advised of a potential Honor Court issue. In any event, I have always endeavored to meet with any student needing my assistance, regardl 

I am compelled to observe that although cast as an effort to confirm or refute rumors, the intended or unintended implication of your inquiry is t 

JONATHAN C. SAULS I DEAN OF STUDENTS 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

102 Carr Building 

Campus Box 5000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 5100 

v. 919 966 4045 I f. 919 962 2090 I 711 (NC RELAY) 

jsauls@email.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

Original Hessage 

From: Hunter, Erik 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:02 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Sauls, Jonathan C 

Subject: RE: procedure question 

Hi Jay, 

Preliminary interviews are conducted by the student attorneys general or their designee. 

Thanks, 

Erik 

I will meet with any accused student who has questions o 



Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 9:03 AM 

To: Hunter, Erik 

Subject: procedure question 

Dear Erik: 

I wonder if you might be able to enlighten me on a question of 

procedure that’s come up in my discussions with several people. I have heard rumors about what seems a slight procedural anomaly, and I’d like to ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:13 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] the scandal that wouldn’t die 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.u~c.ed~/~?id~8~38~.b%5e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~33~%754, or send a blank 
email to leave-33676754-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:42 PM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] "hostesses" and athletics 

I’ve long been bothered by the widespread University practice of 
enlisting attractive co-eds in the recruitment of 17- and 18-year old 
athletes. It’s degrading and insulting to all involved. (And what does 
it say about a University’s attitude towards its female students?) Turns 
out, it’s also dangerous. Should UNC not be held to account for its own 
such program? 

~:iiw w w. lhe a~lantic, co mier~tertaimne ntiarchivei2013/09/we-re 1l-like-we-were-ab ore-lhe-law- how-the-~caaoe wda~ers- 
wome~/280004i 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-33679098-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:40 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] The System 

I’ve been leafing through the Benedict/Keteyan book "The System," and I can attest that, though it’s a little 
uneven, it’s often gripping and contains mind-blowing details about how big-time sport programs operate. One 
of the most chilling chapters involves a sexual assault case between a fb player and a tutor at Missouri. (This is 
the place that herds its fb players into an "agriculture" major, by the way.) The environment in that tutoring 
program was clearly sick. But...to this day, UM insists that this was an "isolated incident" involving rogues. I 
love how U officials, in this St. Louis Dispatch story that preceded the book’s release, defend "the 520 student- 
athletes and approximately 150 tutors who do outstanding work." I got a little d~j a vu reading that passage. 

See: 

~:iiwww.st~tod ortsicollegeimizzouire-examh~ir~g:mu-s-mtor-mrmoiliarticle 22aa4c12-a~ 1-5ge2- 
b40d-c(52577eg3174.htm~ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~,smith@emaiLur~c.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~:ii~ists.unc.edula? 
~d=61803888.b835e6061 c75 aa9b2ed73 bd5 f5 f~>4e 1 f&n=T&l=thearg& o=33 (581291 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33 (58129 ~ -(51803888.b 835 e60(51 c75 aa962ed73bd5 fSff4e l*?~listserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:24 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] thoughtful piece 

h~p:~qwww, spor~so~car~h.cor~/arliclei61573892/ 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://lists.m~c.ed~!a?id=61g03888.b%5e60~lc75aagb2ed73bd51~5~el r&~:T&l=thearg&o=33(~%929, or send a blank 
email to leave-33683929-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:23 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] Inside HigherEd 

http:~iwww.i~sidehighered.co~r~/q@ck~akesi2013/10i 17if acuity, o~rgesonorthocaroli~aop~shoboldoa~l"fle~icsorefonn 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.unc.ed~/~?id~18~38~.b%5e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~3373~58~, or send a blank 
email to leave-33736580-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:48 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] great piece on Schooled 

A review from Alabama--with a very thoughtful comment section (with 
replies by the author.) 

~:l~1v~,ww.al.com/sj2ortsimdex.ssfi’2013/10ischooled the price of college.hlml 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists~unc~ed~/~?id~6~388~b~35e(~6~c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~e1~T&~=~1~ar&&o=3373817~, or send a blank 
email to leave-33738170-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 6:03 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] NFL’er quits as health precaution 

He reads the Dalai Lama and Noam Chomsky? Clearly not the usual NFL player, but... 

~ :~www~usatoda~’ ~ comistor2f~ortsir~flibror~cosi2013 / ~ 1iO~!~ohn-mo~tt-~uits-seatt~e-seahawks/3454097/ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: email.ur~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:/il[ists.~r~c.ed~iu? 
id-61803888.b835 e(5061 c75 aagb2ed73bd5~5 ff4e 1 f&n - T&I -~thearg& o-:33832457 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33832457-61803888.b835e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5~5ff4e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:05 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] Ed Yoder 

Interesting to see this North Carolina dignitary enter the fray. 

~:i5’¢~vww.newsobser~,er.comi2013/12/03/3429437ied~.ix~omo~rostt~denloa~:~le~tes.hlml 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~1~3%~.b%5e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5~5ff4e1f&n~T&l~thearg&o~3395%49, or send a blank 
email to leave-33957649-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:10 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] Bloomberg News now on the story 

This one, though it contains some unfortunate inaccuracies, hits very 
hard indeed. 

~:l~1w.ww.businessweek.com!articlesi2014°0 1-~2/~he°sca~ada1°b~w1°tar°hee1s°[~ba11°academic-fraud°and°imp1ici~°mcism#r=}~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists~unc~ed~/~?id~388~b~35e(~6~c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~e1~T&~=~1~arg&o=34~545~2, or send a blank 
email to leave-34054512-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caren, Neal P <neal.caren@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:09 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] pls post full text 

Professors in Class on Time? Check. 
At the U. of North Carolina, a culture of autonomy falls victim to one department’s no-show scandal 
By Lindsay Ellis and Robin Wilson 

Beverly Foster moved from classroom to classroom last spring, slipping into the back, unannounced, and jotting 
down notes about what she heard and saw. 

Students taking test. Class presentation. Professor lecturing. 

Ms. Foster, director of undergraduate education at the University of North Carolina’s School of Nursing here, 
then forwarded her observations to top administrators at the university. Other officials made similar classroom 
visits campuswide. In the College of Arts and Sciences alone they covered 430 courses, or almost 10 percent of 
those offered last spring and this fall. If a class didn’t meet as scheduled, officials followed up with a department 
head to ask why. 

Such spot-checks are unheard of on college campuses, especially at a prestigious public research university like 
Chapel Hill. They are among the changes the flagship campus has adopted in the wake of the most egregious 
case of academic fraud ever committed at the university. 

The academic improprieties, in which professors’ signatures were forged to change students’ grades and 
undergraduates got credit for courses that never met, went undetected for nearly 15 years within the African- 
and Afro-American-studies department. The university says the fraud appears to be the work of a longtime 
administrator in the department and its chairman, Julius E. Nyang’oro, who led African-American studies here 
for nearly two decades. Many of the students who were involved in the questionable classes were athletes. 

The fraud has served as a wake-up call about the potential dangers surrounding the hallmarks of the faculty 
work culture. Autonomy and flexibility may be key to maintaining academic freedom, but they can also lead to 
abuse. 

James G. Martin, a former governor of North Carolina who was asked by the campus’s Board of Trustees to 
conduct an extensive investigation into the fraud, told the board in his report: "The mutual mantra (the Inverse 
Golden Rule of Academia) is: I won’t question how you teach and grade your courses, if you won’t question 
mine." 

Administrators characterize what happened here as an isolated episode that involved just one of 3,665 full-time 
faculty members. But the academic changes that the university has pushed through in the aftermath have 
reverberated through classrooms and faculty offices across the campus. The changes attempt to limit the largely 
unchecked authority that professors have had in performing their jobs, and to make sure that such an 
embarrassment cannot recur. 

The scandal still haunts the university, even though Mr. Nyang’oro, who was indicted last month on fraud 
charges in a county district court, has departed. His defense attorney has said he plans to plead not guilty. 

Professors at North Carolina say colleagues at other institutions continue to ask how such large-scale fraud 
could have gone on for so long at an elite institution. "What’s sobering," says Jonathan D. Weiler, a faculty 
adviser in global studies at Chapel Hill, "is that we were capable of much more systematic cheating than I had 



previously nafvely thought." 

Professors here say it was in part because of the university’s high-caliber academic reputation that an apparently 
dishonest faculty member operated in their midst for so long. They note that Chapel Hill--which before the 
Nyang’oro episode had not been accused of a major violation of NCAA rules in 50 years--had managed to 
strike the right mix between academics and athletics, making it seem immune to the kind of classroom scandals 
that have plagued other universities with big-time sports programs. 

"There is a real culture at UNC of being proud of what that institution stands for as a really strong public 
university," says Laurie F. Maffly-Kipp, head of the religious-studies department until she j oined Washington 
University in St. Louis this academic year as a distinguished professor of humanities. She was part of a small 
group of Chapel Hill faculty members who led one of the university’s analyses of the scandal. 

Just like other professors here, Mr. Nyang’oro was assumed by his colleagues to be part of what one faculty 
member here calls the "honorable fraternity" of scholars who upheld the university’s high standards. He came to 
North Carolina in 1984 as a visiting assistant professor after earning a Ph.D. in political science from Miami 
University in Ohio and a law degree from Duke University. By 1992 he had become an associate professor and 
been named chair of the program in African and Afro-American studies. It achieved departmental status in 
1997, and Mr. Nyang’oro continued on as chairman. 

Like other department heads at Chapel Hill, he was reappointed by administrators to the j ob every five years 
without going through the usual posttenure review required of other tenured faculty members. 

Professors at other universities say it is odd for a chairman to continue serving without receiving a more- 
thorough review. While practices across higher education and even within universities vary widely, scholars say 
they believe that department leaders on most campuses are scrutinized more closely both by their own 
colleagues and by administrators than Mr. Nyang’oro was. 

"I find it strange that they have a posttenure review for all faculty but exempted the chairs," says Henry 
Reichman, who heads the American Association of University Professors’ Committee on Academic Freedom. 
He is a professor emeritus of history at California State University-East Bay. "The department as a whole 
should be looking at the chair," he says, "and so should the administration." 

Professors here say that, in retrospect, some of Mr. Nyang’oro’s behavior should have raised red flags. His 
scholarly work explores economic and political developments in Africa, and he traveled there frequently, so that 
he often was absent from the campus and uninvolved in university business. One former dean told The 
Chronicle that his office had emailed Mr. Nyang’oro several times without response, asking him to submit 
syllabi for a universitywide curricular review. Though the course material eventually trickled in, it was too late 
to be included in the rollout of a new curriculum. 

At an event to promote his 2010 biography of Tanzania’s president, JK: A Political Biography of Jakaya Mrisho 
Kikwete (Africa World Press), Mr. Nyang’oro’s wife mentioned her husband’s work away from home, calling 
him the family’s "most frequent guest." Yet, according to a later analysis included in Governor Martin’s report, 
Mr. Nyang’oro was routinely scheduled to teach 10 to 15 courses per year, including summer sessions. 

Academic irregularities in the department began to surface publicly in July 2011, primarily because of attention 
from the news media. A former football player whom the NCAA had ruled ineligible for improperly accepting a 
tutor’s assistance in formatting citations for a class paper filed a lawsuit against both the NCAA and the 
university. He included the class paper, for a course in intermediate Swahili, in his legal proceedings. On blogs 
and message boards geared toward rival sports teams, readers picked apart the assignment and found that large 
chunks resembled published works. Although Mr. Nyang’oro is listed as the professor on the paper’s title page, 
he has denied ever teaching the course. 

As questions surrounding Mr. Nyang’oro’s teaching and grading continued to arise, he resigned as department 



chairman in August 2011. 

The investigation by Mr. Martin showed that 216 courses, enrolling more than 4,000 students, were anomalous 
or potentially problematic. In some instances, professors denied ever teaching the courses and assigning the 
grades that students received. In others, Mr. Nyang’oro was listed as the instructor of a lecture-style course, but 
the class had never met and required only that students turn in a paper to pass. 

The report, issued in December 2012, also said the department had offered an inordinately high number of 
independent-study courses: 1,760 from 2001-2 through 2010-11, or 176 per year. And investigators found more 
than 500 cases in which they suspected that students’ grades had been changed without the authorization of the 
professor listed as instructor. 

Many people here and elsewhere have questioned how Mr. Nyang’oro and Deborah Crowder, the former 
department manager, could have engaged in such large-scale improprieties without drawing suspicion of others 
in African and Afro-American studies. (The Chronicle was unable to contact Ms. Crowder, who retired in 2009 
and has not yet faced legal charges.) Didn’t any of their colleagues hear students talking about the department’s 
easy courses and independent studies? 

Evelyne Huber, a professor of political science here, was named interim chair of the department in 2011, after 
Mr. Nyang’oro resigned. In an interview with The Chronicle, she said she had quickly learned that faculty 
members in the department had long felt disaffected and were unhappy with Mr. Nyang’oro’s leadership. Rather 
than involve others in departmental decisions, he made all of them himself, she says: "They were employees of 
a department with a dictatorial chair." 

Mr. Nyang’oro did not return several telephone calls from The Chronicle asking for comment. 

None of the department’s 15 tenured and tenure-track professors would speak with The Chronicle, although 
university officials say the professors have said they had no knowledge of the apparent fraud within their 
department. Eunice Sahle, an associate professor who took over as chair in 2012, has presided over a 
restructuring that changed the name of the department to African, African American, and Diaspora Studies and 
broadened its curriculum. 

"They talk about it as the refounding of their department," says Jonathan Hartlyn, who oversees the department 
as senior associate dean for social sciences and global programs in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The department has also adopted safeguards, requiring professors to submit detailed syllabi to the department’s 
new director of undergraduate studies. It has created learning contracts for independent-study classes and now 
allows grade changes to be monitored via an electronic system. (Before this fall, all grade changes were made 
on paper.) The department has also established committees to give all of its professors a say in how it operates. 

Some of those safeguards are commonplace on other campuses and even elsewhere at Chapel Hill. Many 
professors prepare detailed syllabi, and most academic departments have internal committees that allow various 
professors to handle tasks rather than cede all authority to the department head, as was the case in the 
department here. 

When Chronicle reporters stopped by her office, in Battle Hall, in November, Ms. Sahle said she couldn’t speak 
with them "without a mandate from the department’s faculty," who she said had "been through a lot." In 
testimony before the university system’s Board of Governors in August 2012, she pledged that the unethical 
practices "will never occur again in our unit." 

Some scholars outside of Chapel Hill say it’s understandable that professors in the African-American-studies 
department might have been unaware of fraud going on around them. Sundiata Cha-Jua is president of the 
National Council for Black Studies and an associate professor of history and African-American studies at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He says he has spoken with a couple of faculty members in his 



discipline at Chapel Hill since the scandal broke. 

"If you don’t have a robust democratic culture in a department," he says, "things break down and people get the 
attitude: I’ll do my research, I’ll teach my classes, then I’m out of the office. I’m not hanging around." 

Professors of African and Afro-American studies at Chapel Hill, he says, have felt under siege and embarrassed 
by the improprieties, worrying that they might discredit not just their department but also their whole field. 

"Despite 40-plus years in academia, there is still a stigma attached to the discipline," Mr. Cha-Jua says. "The 
reality is that African-American studies is tolerated as a political concession but not as a place where new 
knowledge is produced the way it’s produced in traditional academic disciplines." 

Any problems, he adds, "always rebound disproportionately against the discipline." 

No one at Chapel Hill seems to have contemplated the kind of widespread fraud Mr. Nyang’oro is accused of 
committing. The extent of the alleged abuse is unusual, professors say, regardless of how much autonomy 
faculty members enjoy. And people here and at other universities say it may be impossible to put enough checks 
in place to stop someone who wants to cheat. 

"It didn’t occur to us that someone in a leadership role would take advantage," says James W. Dean, Chapel 
Hill’s provost. 

But the fact that the improprieties involved so many students and courses over so many years points to evidence 
of lax administrative controls, some outsiders say. A review panel appointed by the Board of Governors to 
examine the university’s response to the fraud blamed "imperfect institutional processes and systems" for the 
failure to "discover and put a halt" to the fraud, according to a university report. 

Bufley B. Mitchell Jr., a retired chief justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court and now a lawyer in Raleigh, 
sat on the Board of Governors until June. "The whole story here about how it was just two employees at fault, 
the chairman and the department manager, isn’t true and never has been," he says. "There was no oversight at 
the university. It should be obvious to anyone that the department of African-American studies was utterly 
without any supervision by anybody." 

Mr. Nyang’oro remained chairman, first of the curriculum and then of the department, for so long in part 
because he was willing to do a j ob that not many faculty members want, administrators here acknowledge. 
"When you find someone who wants to stay in a chair’s position, you keep them on," says Mr. Dean. "There 
was nothing about that situation that seemed particularly odd to anyone, and no reason to look at it." 

Department heads here are now subj ect to posttenure review every five years, just like every other tenured 
professor. In addition to the campuswide classroom visits, the university also checks the legitimacy of classes in 
which more than 20 percent of the students who enroll are athletes. 

"I was contacted by a dean who asked if I was aware that three or four of 85 history classes had large numbers 
of athletes," says Lloyd S. Kramer who stepped down as chair of history in June. The dean called him, he says, 
to ask about courses offered this past spring. 

"I looked at the syllabi and I confirmed that these were rigorous courses being taught," says Mr. Kramer. 

In 2010 the university computerized its grading system, which now allows it to limit and track who submits 
grades and who changes them. During most of Mr. Nyang’oro’s tenure as chairman, the process was done on 
paper, which professors say made it easy to forge signatures. 

Faculty members say they understand the need for many of the new rules. And some changes, including the new 
computerized grading system, are long overdue, they say. Professors here have been most offended by the 



classroom spot-checks, calling them "embarrassing" and "insulting." The provost himself bemoans the 
classroom intrusions. "It’s a precedent that’s heartbreaking," he says, "but we had to do it to make sure it didn’t 
happen again." 

It may be difficult for those outside academe to understand professors’ sensitivity to monitoring that might not 
seem unusual to many American workers. But that’s because faculty members are not traditional employees, 
responsible for discrete tasks and answerable to bosses from 9 to 5. 

"We trust everybody, and you assume everyone is doing what they’re supposed to be doing," says Jan Boxill, a 
senior lecturer in philosophy, director of the university’s Parr Center for Ethics, and chair of the university’s 
Faculty Council. 

Faculty members aren’t used to looking over one another’s shoulders, much less checking on their department 
heads, she says. Professors often come to the campus to teach their courses and then leave, doing their research 
and writing someplace else. 

"IfI have to visit one of my colleagues," Ms. Boxill says, "I have to look up the office number." 

Flexibility is understood to be a central perk of faculty life. "If I can’t work at home, why did I go into such a 
low-paying line of work?" asks Frank Donoghue, a professor of English at Ohio State University who writes 
about academic life. "This is a very different kind of job than most people have." 

Mr. Reichman, the AAUP committee chair, says the changes that Chapel Hill has made sound sensible and 
shouldn’t threaten professors’ overall autonomy, as long as they are made with faculty input. "I see no reason to 
object," he says. 

Ms. Maffly-Kipp, the Chapel Hill professor who is now at Washington University in St. Louis, agrees that 
systems of accountability are wise, particularly at large universities, where it may be easier for professors’ bad 
behavior to go unnoticed. But the institutions must maintain a delicate balance, she says. 

"You need common standards, but you want people to be able to work freely and not be micromanaged," Ms. 
Maffly-Kipp says. "You don’t want everyone to feel watched all the time." 

Even critics like Mr. Mitchell, the former chief justice who served on the Board of Governors, says no one 
wants universities to operate like businesses. 

"Higher education is intended to be a much more relaxed system than you’d find in industry and even in 
government, and that is understandable," he says. "It is important that faculty and deans and everyone else have 
a lot of elbow room. They are engaged in academic inquiry, and we really don’t want to throw out the baby with 
the bathwater." 

Jay M. Smith, a history professor here, says that with the scandal still so recent, professors may have to change. 

"As the guardians of the university curriculum, I worry that we are so trusting and so committed to the principle 
of faculty autonomy that we have been reluctant to look at the teaching practices of our colleagues," says Mr. 
Smith. "It has made me wonder about our capacity for self-policing and self-correction." 

An Unwatched Department Goes Off Track 
Academic fraud within the department of African and Afro-American studies at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill went undetected for nearly 15 years. The university says the fraud appears to be the 
work of a rogue chairman, who led the program for almost two decades, and one of his staff members. 

July 1992 



Julius E. Nyang’oro is named chair of African and Afro-American studies. 

July 1997 

African and Afro-American studies achieves department status; Mr. Nyang’oro continues as chair. 

Fall 1997 

Problematic courses in the department begin. From 1997 to 2011, more than 200 courses have proven or 
potential problems, affecting more than 4,000 students. The problems include lecture courses that did not meet 
and simply required a term paper for credit, and independent-study proj ects created without the knowledge of 
instructors of record. The university also suspects that someone changed more than 500 grades without a 
supervising professor’s permission. 

2001 

Many students in the department are scheduled for independent studies. A total of 1,760 signed up for those 
studies by the end of the 2010-11 academic year. 

2002 

Mr. Nyang’oro is reappointed to a second term as department chair. 

2007 

Mr. Nyang’oro is reappointed to a third term as department chair. 

September 2009 

Deborah Crowder, who worked in the department in various positions since 1979, retires as department 
manager. The number of apparently fraudulent courses and grade changes then begins to drop. 

June 21, 2010 

The NCAA begins investigating the university’s football program, including allegations of players’ receiving 
improper academic benefits. (Nine maj or violations of NCAA rules are eventually found.) 

June 2011 

"Blacks in North Carolina," a lecture course with Mr. Nyang’oro listed as professor, does not meet as scheduled 
over the summer session. Of the 19 students enrolled, 18 are football players and one is a former player. 

July 2011 

A Chapel Hill football player whom the NCAA had ruled ineligible, for accepting improper academic help, files 
a lawsuit against the association and the university. He includes the paper on which he was ruled to have 
accepted help, which is about Swahili culture, and lists Mr. Nyang’oro as the instructor. Online message boards 
popular among rival football fans pick apart the paper, pointing out large chunks that appear to be plagiarized. 

August 30, 2011 

Mr. Nyang’oro resigns as chair as the university begins to investigate the department. 

Fall 2011 



The department begins to standardize the forms that professors use to submit grade changes. New rules also go 
into effect governing how temporary grades can be used and how independent studies are approved. 

January 1, 2012 

Eunice Sahle becomes department chair. 

May 2, 2012 

Jonathan Hartlyn and William L. Andrews, senior associate deans, publish an analysis of all courses offered by 
the department from the first summer session in 2007 through the second summer session in 2011. They find 
that nine out of 616 had no evidence of faculty supervision or grading. Mr. Nyang’oro is tied to more than 40 
other problematic courses, including some with "limited or no classroom or other instructional contact with 
students." 

July 1, 2012 

Mr. Nyang’oro retires from his tenured position on the faculty. 

September 17, 2012 

H. Holden Thorp, chancellor at Chapel Hill, after a series of controversies, announces that he will resign at the 
end of the academic year. 

December 20, 2012 

James G. Martin, a former governor of North Carolina, presents his extensive report on academic fraud in the 
department to the Board of Trustees. He writes, "The mutual mantra (the Inverse Golden Rule of Academia) is: 
I won’t question how you teach and grade your courses, if you won’t question mine." 

Spring 2013 

Spot checks of classrooms, in which monitors make surprise visits to make sure that courses are actually 
meeting, begin across the campus. 

May 2013 

The university announces that it will provide classes at no cost to students and alumni who were enrolled in the 
39 courses confirmed to have never met during the period from fall 1997 through summer 2009. 

June 20, 2013 

Accreditors from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools tell Chapel Hill of their decision to monitor 
but not penalize the institution. 

December 2, 2013 

Mr. Nyang’oro is indicted for accepting $12,000 from the university for the "Blacks in North Carolina" course. 

--Lindsay Ellis 



On Tue, Jan 7, 2014 at 9:02 AM, Cravey, Altha J <cra,~es~;lu~c.edu> wrote: 

Hello: Would someone who has access to the full text pls cut-and-paste the full article and post it to the 
listserv? Thanks. 

"Professor in the classsroom? Check. At the U ofNC a culture of autonomy falls victim to one department’s 
no show scandal." In the Chronicle 

~://chronicle.com/article/Professors-in-Classroom-on/143813/ 

Altha J. Cravey 

UNC Geography Department 
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Associate Professor, Department of Sociology 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 10:55 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] NY Post 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.u~c.ed~/~?id~18~38~.b%5e~1c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5~4e1f&r~T&~=~hearg&~34~9%1~, or send a blank 
email to leave-34098816-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:05 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 
[thearg] Ned Barnett 

hltp:~iwww.~ewsobse~!er.colr~/2014/01/11/3522217ilimeotoocomeocleanoatotmCoch.h~ml 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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email to leave-34098831-61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelly Moutria <smoutria@siu.edu> 

Friday, January 30, 2009 9:42 AM 

’Accampo, Elinor’ <accampo@college.usc.edu>; ’Allen, Jim’ <j sallen@siu.edu>; 
’Andrews, Naomi’ <jua@andlev.com>; ’Applebaum, David’ <applebaum@rowan.edu>; 
’Armbruster, Carol’ <carm@loc.gov>; ’Baycroft, Timothy’ <t.baycroft@sheffield.ac.uk>; 
’Berenson, Edward’ <Edward.Berenson@nyu.edu>; ’Bergen, Barry’ 
<barry.bergen@gallaudet.edu>; ’Bivar, Venus’ <venusb@uchicago.edu>; ’Boel, Bent’ 
<boel@ihis.aau.dk>; ’Briggs, Jonathyne’ <jwbriggs@iun.edu>; ’Broch, Ludivine’ 
<ludivine.broch@bnc.ox.ac.uk>; ’Byrnes, Joe’ <joseph.brynes@okstate.edu>; ’Chartier, 
Roger’ <chartier@history.upenn.edu>; ’Christofferson, Michael Scott’ <msc8@psu.edu>; 
’Cohen, Deborah’ <cohen.deborah@free.fr>; ’Coleman, Charly’ <c.coleman@wustl.edu>; 
’Conchon, Anne’ <conchon@univ-parisl .fr>; ’Day-Hickman, Barbara’ 
<barbday@temple.edu>; ’Deacon, Valerie’ <vdeacon@yorku.ca>; ’Delnore, Allyson’ 
<adelnore@history.msstate.edu>; ’DeRoo, Rebecca’ <rderoo@wustl.edu>; ’Dilworth, 
Rob’ <rdilworth@dukeupress.edu>; ’Doyle, William’ <william.doyle@bristol.ac.uk>; 
’Dunlop, Catherine’ <catherine.dunlop@yale.edu>; ’Dussault, Eric’ 

@yahoo.fr>; ’Farmer, Sarah’ <sfarmer@uci.edu>; ’Fischer, 
Christopher’ <cfischer@isugw.indstate.edu>; ’Freeman, Aaron’ <apfreemn@ucla.edu>; 
’Germani, Ian’ <ian.germani@uregina.ca>; ’Graham, Lisa Jane’ 
<lgraham@haverford.edu>; ’Green, Nancy’ <Nancy.Green@ehess.fr>; ’Haas, Ron’ 
<ronhaas@ou.edu>; ’Harp, Stephen’ <sharp@uakron.edu>; ’Hause, Steven’ 
<shause@wustl.edu>; ’Heath, Elizabeth’ <eaheath@uchicago.edu>; ’Jablonka, Ivan’ 
<ivan.j ablonka@ens.fr>; ’Jackson, Jeffrey’ <j acksonj @rhodes.edu>; ’Jeffries, Chloe’ 
<chloe.jeffries@history.ox.ac.uk>; ’Kaiser, Thomas’ <tekaiser@uair.edu>; ’Karthas, 
Ilyana’ <karthasi@missouri.edu>; ’Kaufman, Suzanne’ <skaufma@luc.edu>; ’Kiernan, 
Linda’ <linda.kiernan@ucd.ie>; ’Kim, Mi Gyung’ <kim@social.chass.ncsu.edu>; ’Kitson, 
Simon’ <s.kitson@ulip.lon.ac.uk>; Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; 
’Krasnoff, Lindsay’ @gmail.com>; ’Kreisel, Cynthia’ <ckreisel@thiel.edu>; 
’Lacroix, Bernard’ <blacroix@u-parisl0.fr>; ’Landrin, Xavier’ <landrin@free.fr>; ’Le 
Digol, Christophe’ <christophe.digol@orange.fr>; ’Lee, Daniel’ <daniel.lee@st- 
hughs.ox.ac.uk>; ’Liebersohn, Harry’ <hliebers@illinois.edu>; ’Lindheim, Rachel’ 
<rlindheim@fullerton.edu>; ’Machen, Emily’ <emily.machen@uni.edu>; ’Margolin, 
Arianne’ <margolan@culink.colorado.edu>; ’Matlock, Jann’ 
<Jann.Matlock@wanadoo.fr>; ’Maza, Sarah’ <scm@northwestern.edu>; ’Merriman, 
John’ <john.merriman@yale.edu>; ’Milano, Ronit’ @gmail.com>; ’Miller, 
Stephen’ <sj miller@uab.edu>; ’Mollenauer, Lynn Wood’ <mollenauerl@uncw.edu>; 
’Nelson, Jessica’ <jj nelson@purdue.edu>; ’O’Brien, David’ <obrien 1 @uiuc.edu>; ’Orosz, 
Kenneth’ <oroszkj@buffalostate.edu>; ’Ott, Sandra’ <sott@unr.edu>; Passman, Elana M 
<passman@email.unc.edu>; ’Perkins, Michelle’ <michelleperkins@btinternet.com>; 
’Perrier, Sylvie’ <sperrier@uottawa.ca>; ’Salinas, Claire’ <csalina 1 @gmu.edu>; ’Sandlin, 
Julianne Parse’ <sandlinjp@appstate.edu>; ’Sawchuk, Mark’ 
<mark_sawchuk@berkeley.edu>; ’Shovlin, John’ <john.shovlin@nyu.edu>; ’Skornicki, 
Arnault’ @yahoo.com>; ’Smith, Gretchen’ <gesmith@mail. smu. edu>; Smith, 
Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; ’Sonn, Richard’ <rsonn@uark.edu>; ’Steinberg, 
Ronen’ <ronens@uchicago.edu>; ’Stone, Bailey’ <BStone@uh.edu>; ’Synicky, Natasha’ 

@yahoo.com>; ’Taylor, Karen’ <taylork@sidwell.edu>; ’Thompson, 
Victoria’ <victoria.thompson@asu.edu>; ’Tseng, Gloria’ <tseng@hope.edu>; ’Voilliot, 
Christophe’ <christophe.voilliot@u-parisl0.fr>; ’Weber, William’ <wweber@csulb.edu>; 
’Woell, Edward’ <EJ-Woell@wiu.edu> 

SFHS Conference 

Dear SFHS Conference Participant: 



The Society for French Historical Studies conference in Saint Louis (March 26-28) is a little less than two months away. In 

order to ensure that all goes smoothly, we ask you to observe the following. Please, if you would, 

1. Register for the meeting on the conference’s secure website (https://cme.wustl.edu/sfhs2009/index.html), 
including your hotel reservations at the Marriott Union Station. 

2. Draft your contribution in time to send a copy to your panel commentator one full month before the meeting. If 

you are unsure who is commenting on your panel, please consult the Conference Program 

(www.siu.edu/~histsiu/SFHSmeeting.html). And if you need his or her e-mail address, contact Donovan Weight 

(dweight@siu.edu). 
3. Provide your panel chair with relevant professional information to introduce you. The one-page c.v. you 

submitted as part of your proposal will be fine. Again, Donovan Weight has the e-mail address if you don’t. 

4. Keep to the time limit for papers in your panel. Those panels with three papers and a commentator- and that is 

almost all of them - must allow for 20-minute papers and 1S-minute comments, thereby leaving ample time for 

introductions, transitions between presentations, and discussion. Those panels with four papers and a 
commentator need to limit their remarks to 15 minutes each. Plenary session speakers should plan for 25 

minutes each. 

5. Consider your audience. Most of us write text to be read, not to be read aloud. Clarity of language (in both 

French and English) is a worthy professional courtesy to colleagues who may not be experts in your particular 

field of inquiry. Discussion of historiography, sources, and significance for such an audience will be, I’m sure, 

much appreciated. 

6. Mac users need to bring their own laptops and adapters to connect with the projectors. All other users of 

PowerPoint need to bring their USB sticks/flashdrives for use in the PC laptops that the conference will have for 

just three meeting rooms (New York Central, Frisco, and Burlington Route) - in order to reduce equipment 

rental costs (which are estimated at $5600 for this meeting). 
7. Let me know if there is anything amiss in the Conference Program or in your plans to attend. 

Thank you very much. Steven Hause, SFHS President, and I look forward to welcoming you to Saint Louis. Thanks to your 

participation - more than 225 of you from the U.S., Canada, Britain, France, and elsewhere in Europe - the meeting 

looks to be one of the Society’s best. 

Jim Allen 
Vice President and Program Chair, Society for French Historical Studies 

Professor, History and Women’s Studies 

Director, University Core Curriculum 
Coordinator, NCA Accreditation Self-Study 

Acting Director, Office of University Assessment 

Southern Illinois University Carbondale 

Mail Code 4522, 2512 Faner Hall 

Carbondale, IL 62901 
USA 

jsallen@siu.edu 
618-453-3466 

618-453-3253 FAX 

https://cme.wustl.edu/sfhs2009/index.html 
www.siu.edu/~histsiu/SFHSmeeting.html 

www.siu.edu/~histsiu/facult¥/facult¥info.html#jsallen 

www.siu.edu/~corecu rr 

Shelly Moutria 
University Core Curriculum 
Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
MC 4522 



618-453-3466 
618-453-3253 FAX 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Joelle Neulander <neulanderj 1 @citadel.edu> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 1:01 PM 

j oelle.neulander@citadel.edu 

accampo@usc.edu <’accampo@usc.edu’>; cmadmas@smcm.edu 
<’cmadmas@smcm.edu’>; t.adams@auckland.ac.nz <’t.adams@auckland.ac.nz’>; 
karen, adler@nottingham ac.uk <’karen. adl er@nottingham, ac. uk’>; 
andrew.aisenberg@scrippscollege.edu <’andrew.aisenberg@scrippscollege.edu’>; 
malpaugh@mta.ca <’malpaugh@mta.ca’>; kamdur@emory.edu <’kamdur@emory.edu’>; 
mcookand@utk.edu <’mcookand@utk.edu’>; nandrews@scu.edu 
<’nandrews@scu.edu’>; kathleen.antonioli@duke.edu <’kathleen.antonioli@duke.edu’>; 

@gmail.com < @gmail.com’>; Stephen.Auerbach@gcsu.edu 
<’ Stephen.Auerbach@gcsu.edu’>; nbarton@princeton, edu <’nbarton@princeton. edu’>; 
t.w.beaumont@ex.ac.uk <’t.w.beaumont@ex.ac.uk’>; behrentmc@appstate.edu 
<’behrentmc@appstate.edu’>; Robert.Belot@utbm.fr <’Robert.Belot@utbm.fr’>; 
bernstein@history.ucsb.edu <’bernstein@history.ucsb.edu’>; jblanchl @swarthmore.edu 
<’jblanchl@swarthmore.edu’>; gmboss@wm.edu <’gmboss@wm.edu’>; 
bbowles@albany.edu <’bbowles@albany.edu’>; bbowles@albany.edu 
<’bbowles@albany.edu’>; nbracher@tamu.edu <’nbracher@tamu.edu’>; 
nbracher@tamu.edu <’nbracher@tamu.edu’>; eric.brandom@duke.edu 
<’eric.brandom@duke.edu’>; breckman@sas.upenn.edu <’breckman@sas.upenn.edu’>; 
breenm@reed.edu <’breenm@reed.edu’>; kbrennan@Loyola.edu 
<’kbrennan@Loyola.edu’>; j wbriggs@iun.edu <’j wbriggs@iun, edu’>; 
ludivine.broch@bnc, ox.ac.uk <’ludivine.broch@bnc. ox.ac.uk’>; 
christi.brookes@cmich.edu <’christi.brookes@cmich.edu’>; hgbrown@binghamton.edu 
<’hgbrown@binghamton.edu’>; duke-bryant@rowan.edu <’duke-bryant@rowan.edu’>; 
mgbull@email.unc.edu <’mgbull@email.unc.edu’>; @bellsouth.net 
< @bellsouth.net’>; byrnesm@southwestern.edu 
<’byrnesm@southwestern.edu’>; @gmail.com @gmail.com’>; 
hbcallaw@fas.harvard.edu <’hbcallaw@fas.harvard.edu’>; ecamis@binghamton.edu 
<’ecamis@binghamton.edu’>; caroline.campbell@und.edu 
<’caroline.campbell@und.edu’>; vc21@cornell.edu <’vc21@cornell.edu’>; 
jcenser@gmu.edu <’jcenser@gmu.edu’>; ec295@cam.ac.uk <’ec295@cam.ac.uk’>; 
chapman@oakland.edu <’chapman@oakland.edu’>; hc3@nyu.edu <’hc3@nyu.edu’>; 
sally.charnow@hofstra.edu <’sally.charnow@hofstra.edu’>; chisick@research.haifa.ac.il 
<’chisick@research.haifa.ac.il’>; michoudhury@vassar.edu 
<’michoudhury@vassar.edu’>; chrastilr@xavier.edu <’chrastilr@xavier.edu’>; rebecca- 
church@uiowa.edu <’rebecca-church@uiowa.edu’>; hc@clemson.edu 
<’hc@clemson.edu’>; catherec@usc.edu <’catherec@usc.edu’>; J.R.Clarke@soton.ac.uk 
<’J.R.Clarke@soton.ac.uk’>; collinsja@Georgetown.edu <’collinsja@Georgetown.edu’>; 
Conklin.44@osu.edu <’Conklin.44@osu.edu’>; @aol.com 
< @aol.com’>; @earthlink.net < @earthlink.net’>; 
katherine.b, crawford@vanderbilt.edu <’katherine.b.crawford@vanderbilt. edu’>; 
crowston@illinois.edu <’crowston@illinois.edu’>; phdail@wm.edu <’phdail@wm.edu’>; 
amdaily@rci.rutgers.edu <’amdaily@rci.rutgers.edu’>; @hotmail.com 
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Review by Alan Williams, Wake Forest University, for H-France, August 2002. 

This is an ambitious book. Having apparently set out to write a conceptual history of error during the 
Enlightenment (p. vii), Professor Bates claims, in consequence, to have performed at least three more daunting 
tasks. He has, he believes, offered a fresh view of the Enlightenment, redefined the Enlightenment’s relation to 
the Revolution’s violence and to modernity, and marked what he takes to have been fundamental shifts in the 
intellectual history of the West since the Enlightenment. 

In his opening chapter Bates begins this labor by furnishing a brief but intelligent overview of Enlightenment 
historiography. As Bates sees it, most of those who have written about the Enlightenment can be sorted into 
one of two camps: those who admire it, and those who don’t. To the first group belong postwar liberal 
academics such as Peter Gay, those younger historians who appreciate the movement’s various forms of 
sociability, Habermas (with qualification), and some recent postmodernists who have discovered in the work of 
the philosophes unexpected playfulness, complexity, and a potential for subversiveness. To the second Bates 
assigns Adorno and Horkheimer, Foucault, and a bevy of other postmodernists, plus a number of feminist and 
post-colonial theorists. Differ though they might, both groups agree that the essential characteristic of the 
Enlightenment was its confidence in reason, and both see modern Western culture--modernity--as having its 
origins in this confidence. For the critics this faith is ultimately hubris, a hubris that produces human beings 
with both the inclination and the capacity to destroy what they cannot master. For those who admire the 
Enlightenment, this same faith in reason does not tempt us to brutality, but instead furnishes an antidote to 
irrationality and ignorance, our real enemies. While Bates acknowledges the power and scope of both views, he 
finds them inadequate: the critics, because they fail to appreciate the value of rationality in the modern world; 
the admirers, because they are unwilling to acknowledge, or even think about, the possible connection between 
reason and violence--the violence of the Revolution and that of the modern world. 

Bates argues that the way past these shortcomings is to shift our focus. Preoccupied with reason and, perhaps, 
with its presumed product, truth, we have ignored the other, the marginalized, potential outcome of reason’s 
exercise, namely error. Once we turn our attention in this direction, we will see that the eighteenth century was 
"obsessed with error" (p. 24) and that "’truth’ is really parasitic on its supposed negation" (p. viii). For help in 
grasping the meaning error would have had for the philosophes, Bates turns in his second chapter to the 
etymology of the term and to metaphor. In the eighteenth century, he finds, error retained some of the original 
sense embodied in the Latin root errare and the French errer, the sense of a wandering accompanied by 
adventure. For the Enlightenment, though, the wandering associated with error was not aimless; it was rather 
aberration--repeated but progressive departure along a path that runs on toward unseen (perhaps unseeable) 
truth. Thus, the Enlightenment conception of error has positive connotations. While error is, indeed, a failure 



to attain truth, it--or rather the awareness of it--is also always an achievement, a step forward, a foundation for 
belief in progress; and because any survey of the past reveals that much of what one generation regarded as 
"truth" became error for the next, error must be seen as inevitable and as the only guise in which any of us get 
to imagine we have glimpsed a truth that, like the postmodernist’s meaning, is always deferred. For Bates, then, 
it is not a widely shared confidence in reason--something all human beings have--that defines the 
Enlightenment but rather faith in a particular view of truth--a truth no one can possess, one that "must itself 
remain absent" (p. 18). It is this conception of truth (approached only by the error he calls to our attention) that 
links the Enlightenment to modernity, for it is the source of"a modern idea of knowledge defined by failure, 
conflict, and risk, but also hope" (p. 18). 

Having explored the Enlightenment’ s view of error and truth in chapters two and three, Bates moves on in the 
succeeding three chapters to try to link this view (and so the Enlightenment) to the Revolution. He draws 
primarily on four figures to make his case: Condorcet, Siey~s, Robespierre, and Saint-Just. If I understand 
Bates (and I confess I’m not sure I have), seeing the connection requires us to remember that, as with the 
philosophes, the revolutionaries believed in truth, albeit an absent truth. Politics for them was not a game, not a 
contest over the possession of authority, not a means for conciliating conflicting interests; it was the serious 
business of moving toward this truth by way of innumerable aberrations. However, since some aberrations are 
useful and some not, the task of politics became creating a "space" within which the nation could be protected 
from "unproductive error" (p. 16). Whether that space was to be within new institutions, as Siey~s thought, or 
within the individual psyche and conscience, as Robespierre believed, it was essential that in that space 
progressive error be protected from error that was not. So rather than acknowledge the potential utility of 
various perspectives, the revolutionaries fought one another in the name of truth, there being no visible 
standard--political truth being beyond ken--by which to decide among them. Most revolutionaries understood 
that they, like their opponents, were condemned to political error; but in their own aberrations they saw that side 
of error that was the imperfect form of truth, while in their opponents’ views they found only the dark side of 
Enlightenment error--the deviation from truth. Here, Bates seems to believe, is the link between the 
Enlightenment and the subsequent violence of the Revolution, not in an abandonment of reason for irrationality, 
as the Enlightenment’s admirers believe, nor in a fatal commitment to a kind of reason that must eliminate 
whatever it cannot refashion to fit its categories. "The logic of Enlightenment error," he says, "made conflict 
inevitable" (p. 16). 

Bates’s claim to have marked important alterations in the relatively recent intellectual history of the West is 
implicit in the concluding two chapters of his work and in an epilogue. He believes that the Enlightenment did 
constitute an important break with the past in that it produced a new view of truth and a new valuation of error. 
Truth became something to seek, not something one could possess; and error, in its inevitability, became not 
only a failure to attain truth but a mark of progress toward it and a promise of its existence. The Revolution left 
this view of truth and error untouched, and it persisted in both the counter-revolutionary and post-revolutionary 
thinkers whom Bates treats in chapters seven and eight. [1 ] The break came later in the nineteenth century, 
perhaps, he suggests, when Laplace developed a theory of the distribution of errors that made it possible to fit 
aberrant data to a curve and thereby prepared the way for people to begin speaking about what was normal. 
Truth--the graphic average--previously hidden by variation, was now revealed, something to be grasped. "It 
was only in the nineteenth century, and not in the Enlightenment...that some direct access to truth was thought 
possible" (p. 249). Here, then, not in the eighteenth century, lie the origins of a "destructive rationality" (p. 
248), "a ruthless instrumental logic" (p. 247), prepared to believe error and aberration could be eliminated 
altogether. 

If such a view of truth and its relation to error are what we mean by modernity, then it is the work of the 
nineteenth century, not the eighteenth. Bates suggests that while Nietzsche, Freud, and Durkheim attempted, in 
one way or another, to restore the Enlightenment’s respect for complexity and its belief in a truth more 
mysterious than that found in many currents of nineteenth-century thought, their heirs among the 
postmodernists have abandoned truth of whatever sort. Among them, Bates says, "wandering is celebrated in 
its own right, and disconnected from any notion of truth that could limit or define it" (p. 254). In the face of the 
intellectual futility and crisis he sees characterizing our own time, Bates concludes by suggesting we might do 
well to turn to the French thinkers he has treated, men from the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries who 



could see that error and aberration had two faces, who knew that, while both were inevitable and deficient, they 
also embodied what each of us could manage on the road to truth. 

The philosophes would have applauded this view and seen in it further reason for tolerance. So do I. 
Nonetheless, I have three reservations about Bates’s work. First, there is the evidence on which it rests. Bates 
contends that what makes the Enlightenment important to a history of error and important in the intellectual 
history of the West is that it reconceived humanity’s relation to truth. As we have seen, truth was something no 
one would ever see, except in the imperfect form, or guise, of error. Truth itself lay always beyond the 
voyager’s horizon. To found such a significant contention, one critical for the argument of his book, Bates 
relies primarily on his scrutiny of a number of articles in the Encyclop~die and on his reading of d’Alembert and 
Condillac. I will leave to others who know Enlightenment texts better than I to decide whether the view of truth 
and error Bates has extracted from these three sources does justice to eighteenth-century beliefs; but given all 
Bates tries to do in this work, my own sense is that we should treat his perspective on the Enlightenment as an 
intelligent attempt to provoke us rather than as an extended effort to persuade. 

Second, there is his attempt to connect the Enlightenment, as he conceives it, to the Revolution. If my attempt 
to summarize his views on this matter was not perspicuous, I can only say I did my best. I see, I think, that 
believing in the reality of a general, unitary will made the contest to represent it as accurately as possible a 
serious one for those engaged and that revolutionaries may well have desired to limit the degree of inevitable 
error present in any of their concrete formulations. But I do not see why "the logic of Enlightenment error" 
made conflict rather than humility inevitable. What beyond commonplace presumption led an individual or a 
faction to believe that its insight was productive error and that of their opponents unproductive, to use a 
distinction Bates employs? Indeed, Bates suggests that it was just such presumption (or delusion) that impelled 
Robespierre to terror "when he implicitly declared himself the privileged organ of the nation, of truth itself. 
Here, Robespierre strayed at his own peril from the Enlightenment understanding of error" (p. 161). In 
Robespierre’s case, then, it appears it was not the logic of Enlightenment error that led him to violence, but a 
failure to recall that logic--a failure induced by insufficient self-doubt. 

Third and last, Bates leaves me confused about the scope and meaning he wants to give to the term "error" that 
figures so prominently in his work. In what is "a conceptual history of error" (p. vii) or a study of"the structure 
of error" [his italics] (p. 18), we find that, once we enter the world of politics and revolution in chapter four, 
error (which, like truth, I take to be a property attributable to statements, propositions, or beliefs) becomes "a 
deviation from the pure will of the general interest" (p. 76). Error begins to shade into another sort of property, 
namely difference, which, while applicable to propositions and beliefs, can be applied to all sorts of things, 
including forms of behavior and being itself. And if"difference" (and, sometimes, "plurality" as Bates 
proceeds) begins to take the place of error--or be equated with it--identity and unity begin to replace truth as 
objects of Bates’s attention. By the time he has finished, individual particularity, division within a political 
community, moral transgression, and variety in the natural world all appear to have become, in some sense, 
manifestations of error. 

What Bates has given us may not be so much a study of error or its structure as a view of an intellectual world 
in which one set of terms--error, difference, variation, the multiple, the temporal present, the concrete, the 
deviant, the physical, the particular--were seen as analogous in that they were all viewed as imperfect, but 
inevitable and valuable, forms of their opposites. It may be that Bates gives "aberration" priority over "error" in 
his title in an attempt to find some category broad enough to subsume all the terms associated with error in the 
cluster I have listed above. Still, what relationship Bates means to suggest the Enlightenment saw between 
error and these other, increasingly prominent terms remains obscure. He does remind us that, in an article on 
"evidence," the EncyclopOdie suggests that error arises from abstraction. But does this mean error is 
abstraction--or plurality or difference? I am not sure. 

I am sure, though, that Professor Bates has produced a bold and stimulating book, one that will require and 
reward more than a single reading. In retracing eighteenth-century ground he has certainly found sufficient 
kindling to start a discussion. But, given the ultimately humane and generous spirit of his work, I am sure he 
also hopes to have found enough material to light a path for all those among us who so often lose our way. 



NOTES 

[1] To a greater extent than the revisionist historians of the Revolution, Bates believes the revolutionaries 
recognized both the inevitability of their own error and the fact that the divergent views of others were not 
necessarily evil (see, for example, pp. 104, 116, 118). 

Alan Williams 
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DESPOT AND DESPOTISM: VICISSITUDES OF A 
POLITICAL TERM 

By R. Koebn.er 

I 

T he semantics of politics offer many instances of a momentous connection 
between the vicissitudes of vocabulary and the fates of states and societies. 

The concept of despotic rule is a case in point. Its problem was seen by 
Voltaire. It has not been investigated since.1 

In his L’A, B, C, of 17682 Voltaire professes to be amazed at the current 
interpretation of the term: "I1 a plfi ~ nos auteurs, (je ne sais trop pourquoi) 
d’appeller despotiques les Souverains de l’Asie, & de l’Afrique. On entendait 
autrefois par despote un petit Prince d’Europe vassal du Turc .... Ce mot 
Despote, dans son origine avait signififi chez les Grecs maitre de maison, 
p~re de famille. Nous donnons aujourd-hui lib~ralement ce titre ~t l’Empereur 
de Maroc, au grand Turc, au Pape, ~ l’Empereur de la Chine." The 
Commentaire sur quelques principales maximes de l’Esprit des Lois (I777) enlarges 
upon this observation: "I1 me semble qu’aucun Grec, qu’aucun Romain ne 
se servit du mot despote ou d’un d~riv~ de despote, pour signifier un roi. 
Desp.oticus ne fut jamais un mot latin." Then the Balkan despots are mentioned 
again. And again attention is drawn to the fact that in his time another 
significance, at the same time derogatory and characteristic of a political 
system, is read into the word: "Nous attachons ~ ce titre l’id~e d’un fou 
ffiroce, qui n’~coute que son caprice; d,un barbare qui fait ranger devant lui 
ses courtisans prosternfis, et qui pour se divertir ordonne ~ ses satellites 
d’~trangler ~ droite et d’empaler ~ gauche.’’a 

In both places Voltaire is cavilling at the fundamental concepts of the 
Esprit des lois. Voltaire could never approve of the distinction made by 
Montesquieu between le gouvernement despotique supposed to be genuinely 
Asiatic and le gouvernement monarchique in which royal power was checked by 
"intermediary bodies" such as claimed a privileged position in European 
states. This distinction was at variance with his appreciation of Oriental 
civilization on the one hand and with his interpretation of enlightened 
government on the other. In both respects his ideas were already well defined 
when the Esprit des lois was given to the world in ~ 748. His disagreement 

The reader will ascertain without diffi- 
culty to what extent basic information in this 
study is due to the standard dictionaries of 
Greek, Latin, French, Italian and English. 
References to them are, therefore, as a rule, 
left out from the footnotes. 

Special thanks are due to Mr. H. D. 
Schmidt, in Oxford, who supplied important 
references to the author when writing the 
greater part of the manuscript in Jerusalem. 

1 The interest inherent in the history of the 

concepts has, however, been emphasized by 
Professor McIlwain in a footnote to The 
Growth of Political Thought in the West. From 
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the Greeks to the End of the Middle Ages, New 
York, ~932, p- 3o~, complemented by Ap- 
pendix II (Reprints from Aristotle, Occam 
and Bodin). 

~ L’A, B, C, dialogues curieux traduits de l’Ang- 
lais de Monsieur Huet; Oeuvres, Paris, Garnier, 
XXVII, pp. 323 If. Concerning the date cf. 
the footnote of the editor, p. 3~ ~. 

~ Section III referring to Bk. II, ch. 4 of 
the Esprit des lois; Oeuvres, loc. cit., XXX, 
pp. 4o9 If. About the same time Voltaire gave 
vent to his dismay at the misuse of the word 
in a private letter; loc. cit., L, p. 236. 
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developed into abhorrence in later years, when he saw Montesquieu’s distinc- 
tions put to use by obscurantist, obstinate and egotistic magistrates. The 
sentences quoted above are, it follows, related to fundamental issues, concern- 
ing which the two master-minds of the Enlightenment did not see eye to eye. 
But apart from this significance Voltaire’s observations are valuable contribu- 
tions to the history of the language of politics. They emphasize three facts 
which are forgotten to-day as easily as they were in Voltaire’s time: 

(i) "Despotism"--or "despotic government"--did not become a promi- 
nent watchword of political thought and strife until very late in history. 
Volt~ire was entirely right in regarding it as an innovation. It had been 
giveri currency only in his lifetime. 

(2) The terms in question were not authorized by Lati’n usage. Voltaire 
rightly contested the legitimacy of despoticus. He should not even have said in 
the Commentaire: "Les Grecs et ensuite les Romains entendaient par le mot 
grec despote un pbre de famille." The Romans had not adopted the Greek 
word either in this form or with this meaning. 

(3) This word, ~,~6~, and its derivatives ~o~×6~ and ~o~t~, applied 
in fact particularly to the head of the household. But here some qualifica- 
tions are necessary which escaped Voltaire’s attention. Voltaire toyed with 
overturning Montesquieu’s terminology by some semasiology of his own: 
"Le terme monarque emportait originairement l’id~e d’une puissance bien 
sup~rieure ~t celle du mot despote; il signifiait seul prince, seul dominant, seul 
puissant . . ."~ He overlooked the fact that the pore de famille was called 
~o,~6,~g and thought to govern ~,~o,~×~ in a capacity in which he was "sole 
governor" too--namely, as being the master over slaves. In accordance with 
this connotation, classical Greek usage allowed for speaking of "despotic" rule 
in the general meaning of arbitrary rulh. And in some short but momentous 
passages which completely conform to accepted Hellenic opinions, Aristotle 
made this extended meaning apply specifically to certain governments, in 
which the legitimate royal power was intrinsically the same as that of a 
master over slaves. By this assumption Aristotle came very near the theory 
which Voltaire stated to have become common belief only in his own time. 

Plato used the adjective ~oz~×6~ in its general sense when making 
Thrasymachos in the Republic (344 C) hold that forsaking right (adikia) was 
"stronger and freer and more despotic than righteousness" (~t 
~x~0~d,~o~ ×~t ~,~o~×o~o~ ~×~" ~,,~o~). He uses the noun in its specific 
sense "master of slaves" when in the Statesman he starts from the assumption 
that despotes and oikonomos are identic~d notions and then argues that one 
and the same science ought to bring out the qualities implied in the position 
of a householder and those required for the king and for the statesman 
(258e, 259b, c). For Aristotle these rash assertions served the purpose of 
bringing into relief his own methodical approach to the problems of the 
state. Plato’s tenets are taken to task at the outset of Politics (I, i ; 3~---~ I252a, 
i253b). Inside the household (the oikonomia) the despoteia or ~**~o~×~, being 
the association of master and slave, is determined by rules of its own. Still 
less can the despotikon be identical with the politikon which regards the higher 
entity to which the elementary units of the households are looking up. After- 

x Commentaire, loc. cit. 
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wards when dealing with forms of government Aristotle abandons this special 
reference of the "despotical" to the household and makes the word typify 
political systems of a particular kind. In his political terminology, however, 
the special reference to the relation between master and slave is maintained. 
On the one hand the word despotikos is brought in, whenever the "degenerate" 
stage of one of the three forms of government is to be depicted: so with 
regard to the tyrannus in the third book (ch. 8=i~79b)~ to the overbearing 
demos in the fourth (ch. 4= I~9~a) and to the oligarchia in the fifth (ch. 6= 
i3o6b). In all these cases the transition to "despotical" rule is bound up 
with abandonment of lawful tradition--~ ~ apz~ ~,~ ~o~, as is said in 
the case of the demos. But the precarious position which such a rule entails 
on the subjects is ann to the position of slaves. That is why Aristotle sees 
special reason for considering "tyrannical" and "despotical" rule as identical 
notions (III, 8; I4=I~79b; I285a, b. IV, IO=I~95a). On the other hand 
he knows of instances in which a government submitting the subjects to a 
slavelike condition is in accordance with law~,a ~6~o,. So it was once in 
some Greek city-states whose citizens for reasons of expediency compromised 
by putting themselves under the swa~ of elected tyrants: the Ai~mnetai 
(I~85b, I~95a). But arbitrary, almost "tyrannical" kingship is even more 
lawful in some "barba~an" countries. With them it is la~ul and heredita~; 
their monarchies are ~,~ ~6~o, ~t ~,~. This is their innate condition, says 
Aristotle. "The reason is that these uncivilized peoples are more servile in 
character than Greeks (as the peoples of Asia, in turn, are more se~le than 
those of Europe); and they will therefore tolerate despotic rule without any 
complaint" (st~ vao ~ ~ouxt~a**oor .~ .a ~0~ ~6..~ o~ ~, ~o~ .~ ’Exx~vo., o[ 8~ 

III, i4, ~ 6=I285a). Hellenic students of politics have to reconcile them- 
selves to the fact that "in some barbarian countries there are autocratic 
monarchs" (~,~ vao ~ ~ ,~t~ ~,o~o~,oo~g :~aoxoo~), si~lar to those who 
had been in early days among the Greeks too (~,o~g ao~to~g "~xx~@. "They 
may be called both half royal and half tyrannical~royal because govern- 
ment rests on consent, and is conducted on a legal basis; tyrannical because 
it is conducted despotically according to the ruler’s will.’’~ (’H~, ~ ~a ~ 

~*~,w6~. IV, io, ~ 2=I295a). 
In the last resort the concept of despotical rule or despotism, which 

annoyed Voltaire as being a misleading innovation, originated from these 
occasional remarks of Aristotle. But it took these remarks about two thousand 
years to have an effect on the concepts of political theory and the language 
of political discussion. The long delay and the late impact~both facts are 
in need of explanation. 

II 

Aristotle is said to have drawn, for the benefit of his greatest disciple, 
practical inferences from his view of the nature of despotic governments. 

1E. Barker’s translation (The Politics of and Appendices, Oxford, I946), pp. 138, i79. 
Aristotle. Translated with an Introduction, Notes 
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According to Plutarch he advised Alexander to behave as a leader (hege,non) 
towards Greek, s but as a despotes towards the Barbarians conquered by his 
victories.1 Experience went far to justify this advice. Those countries which 
Aristotle assumed would obey the arbitrary rule of hereditary kings very 
quickly submitted to that of H.ellenic and Macedordan governors. To explain 
their acquiescence by the long habit of barbarian servitude would have 
sounded by no means flattering to the ears of the rulers and might have become 
a provocation to their subjects. It can be easily understood that on this point 
Aristotle’s argument had no conspicuous effect on Hellenistic literature. 

Authors of Imperial Rome could not feel inhibitions of this kind. To them 
the submissiveness of oriental peoples was again an established fact of 
historical experience. They might on occasion refer to it. When uttered by the 
Augustans such remarks presupposed the complacent assumption that condi- 
tions at home could not be compared with barbarian servility. Some decades 
later the topic aroused painful reflections. Brooding over the fate which had 
been decided by tl~e battle of Pharsalus, Lucan professed to envy Arabs, 
Medes and eastern peoples generally because they had been tyrannically 
governed at all times and needed not, like the Romans now, to blush for having 
become enslaved. With similar acerbity but greater caution Tacitus made 
the Batavian Civilis express contempt fo~ "suetus regibus oriens.’’~ But none 
of these authors spoke of oriental "despots." However much Roman writers 
were saturated with Greek political doctrine, they avoided copying Greek 
nomenclature. They kept to the terms provided by Latin tradition. Only 
one figure of the Hellenic politidal scene was given admission: the tyrannus. 
The Roman concept corresponding to despotes in its relation to. domestic as 
well as to political concerns was dominus. Because of the implication of abso- 
lute mastership the first principes declined this title, and under Trajan Pliny 
emphasized again "non aliis esse principem gratiorem quam qui dominum 
graventur.’’3 This odium was not to last. Two centuries later, in the imperial 
administration reformed by Diocletian and Constantine, the power of the 
ruler was visibly that of an absolute dominus. This term consequently attained 
official recognition. 

in the Eastern provinces despotes, being the Greek equivalent of dominus, 
rose to a similar dignity. Its career as a title of honour in the Byzantine 
Empire was varied;~ but it was never impaired by reminiscences of the 
derogatory connotation attached to it in Aristotle’s political terminology. 
Latin scholarship of the West, on the other hand, learned in the thirteenth 
century to use the concept of despotic rule in the same sense as "il maestro di 
color che sanno" had used it. 

When the discussion of Aristotle’s tenets had become the recognized basis 
of philosophical teaching, the canon of his writings accessible in Latin was in 
about ~26o completed by William of Moerbeke’s translation of the Politics.~ 

1 E. Barker, op. tit., pp. LtX, 386, 388. 

~Vergil, Georgica, IV, 2io-2~2. Livy, 
1. XXXVI, c. 17. Lucan, Pharsalia, VII, 
442-45. Tacitus, Historiae, 1. IV, c. x 7. 

3 Panegyric, c. 45, § 3. See Ch. Wirszubski, 

Libertas as a political idea at Rome, Cambridge 

Classical Studies, ~95o, pp. x3o, ~67 f. 
~ See L. Brfihier: Les institutions de l’empire 

byzantin (LYvolution de l’humanitd, t. 32, 3), 

x949, PP. 48, 5o, I4O If. 
~ Aristotelis Politicorum octo cum vetusta trans- 

latione Guilelmi de Moerbeke recensuit Franciscus 
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As in the beginning of the book (I, ~ ; 3) the concept ofdespotes was explained 
by its reference to the relation between master and slave, the translator saw 
no objection to the adoption of the whole nomenclature. The expressions 
despoticum, monarchia despotica, despoticus principatus, despotice principari, despotizare 
were offered to the reader. They belonged to the stock of political terminology 
which was now to be digested by the scholar and put to use when he had 
to give opinions on matters of government and issues of statecraft. They could, 
however, not become as important as monarchia, ar~stocratia, oligarchia, democratia 
and the already well-known tyrannus. The notion of the despotic referred 
neither to one of the "normal" forms of government nor to one of their 
typical deteriorations. The mediaeval scholar was not very strongly en- 
couraged by his classical master to apply despoticus and cognate expressions to 
home issues. 

In view of this fact the attraction exercised by the term soon after its 
adoption must be regarded as somewhat remarkable. At first, commen- 
tators were, indeed, somewhat sceptical concerning its intelligibility. Thomas 
Aquinas wrote in explanation of Pol. I, 3: "combinatio domini et servi 
vocatur despotica, id est dominativa." Peter of Auvergne, who continued 
his Commentary, consistently replaced the term by dominativus or dominator.1 
The author who completed Thomas’ De regimine principum--Ptolemy of 
Lucca, ~s is commonly supposed~--took a considerable interest in the word 
but then dropped it again. Aristotle’s distinctions led him to the conclusion 
that in the last resort the philosopher knows of two forms of principatus 
only, politicus videlicet et despoticus. "Political" government is carried out 
in countries and places "secundum ipsorum statuta" as most conspicuously 
in Italy. His explanation of the term despoticus runs as follows (II, 9): "Est 
autem hic advertendum quod principatus despoticus dicitur qui est domini 
ad servum, quod quidem nomen graecum est. Unde quidam domini illius 
provinciae, adhuc hodie despoti vocantur. Quem principatum ad r.egalem 
po~sumus reducere, ut ex sacra lique.t scriptura.’’3 In this sentence the un- 
common word is seen to provoke various reflections. The author first refers 
to Aristotle’s definitions in the first chapters of the Politics. Then he remembers 
that in the "province" of Greece for which the philosopher wrote, the title of 
despotes was recognized to that day. His information, indeed, needs some 
correction. What he assumes to be old Greek tradition is, in actual fact, 
rather recent Byzantine innovation. 

Susemihl, Leipzig, ~872. Concerning author- 
ship and text see M. Grabmann in Miscellanea 
Historiae Pontificiae, XI, Rome, ~946, tzP. x ~ ~" 

~3. 
1 St. Thomas Aquinas, Opera Omnia, Parma, 

~862-x873, XXI; 1. I, lectio II; 1. III, lectio 
XIII; 1. IV, lectiones III, IX. For Peter of 
Auvergne’s authorship and attitude to the 
text see Conor Martin, "Medieval Commen- 
taries on Aristotle’s Politics," ttistory, n.s., 
XXXVI, ~95~, PP. 32 f., 36. 

2 Cf. M. Grabmann: "Die echten Schriften 
des hl. Thomas v. Aquino," in Baeumker’s 
Beitri~ge zur Geschichte der Philosophic des Mit- 

However, Ptolemy is aware that 

telaIters, XXII, ~nd edition, x93x, p. 297 f., 
and Ch. H. McIlwain, op. cit. (cf. n. x, 
p. 275), pp. 325, 33x f. 

3 S. Thomae Aquinatis Opuscula Selecta, II, 

Citt~ di Castello, ~886, p. 5~; R. W. and 
A. J. Carlyle: A History of Medieval Political 
Theory in the West, V, x928, pp. 72-74. On 
the republican views of Ptolemaeus Lucensis 
(Tholommeo de Fiadonibus, O.P.) see also 
McIlwain, op. cit., pp. 335-7, and W. H. V. 
Reade, Cambr. Medieval Hist., VI, ch. ~8, 
pp. 629 f. 

a After having been given a place in the 
hierarchy of dynastic titles by Manuel Com- 
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official nomenclature inside the restored Byzantine Empire does little to 
serve the purposes of a theory of government. So he finally resorts to a more 
impressive expedient. Samuel’s warnings to the Israelites wishing for a king 
(~ Sam. viii, IO-~8) satisfy him that what Aristotle calls principatus despoticus 
is essentially implied in regimen regale. Going on with his argument he prefers 
this concept to that of "despotical" rule. 

Only a writer who distrusted royalty altogether could resort to this sweep- 
ing identification. But other schoolmen too seized upon the Aristotelian topic 
of despotice principari. We see the result in the writings of Marsilio of Padua 
and William of Occam. When adopting the statements of Politics III, ~4 
and IV, ~ o in his basic definitions of monarchic government the Defensor Pacis 
(dictio I, cap. 9, § 4, 5) supposes that his readers ar.e informed of the special 
note of servile condition attached to the concept. He calls the government 
"in question quasi despoticam and deems it to be tyrannical propter legis despociam. 
Having always in mind the basic tenets of the master--whom in this instance 
he also follows in locating the system in Asia--he states that despotical rule 
cannot but be fundamentally different from the modus vere regalis, because its 
sanctions are for the benefit of the ruler, not for that of the ruled ("secundum 
¯ . . legem que non est ad commune conferens simpliciter, sed monarche 
magis, quasi tyrampnicam"). The concept helps to emphasize the necessity of 
providing safeguards for the subordination of executive to legislative power. 
If legislation were in the hands of only one man, or a few men, then "legem 
ferentes aliorum despotes essent." The prince would embark on despotice 
principari if his military forces were to exceed those of the "legislator," the 
community of citizens (loc. cit., cap. I~2 § 6, cap. 14 § 8). Finally Marsilio 
discovers a special nuisance value implied in the concept; it serves to denote 
the pernicious dominance usurped by the ruler whom he is about to denounce. 
It is the Pope whom he sees ex abundanti obediencia . . . despotizare (loc. cit., 
cap. ~ 6 § ~ 6). He opens his direct attack with the indictment that artful inter- 
pretation of sacred authority has by "these priests" been put so well to their 
own use that they finally subjected the simple minded Christians to their 
injusta despocia (dictio II, cap. I § I).1 William of Occam when fighting in the 
same cause took occasion to improve upon Aristotle and to distinguish 
principatus despoticus with equal exactness from both principatus regalis and 

menus, the dignity of despotes had in ~2o4 
been taken to denote the self-made authority 
of Michel Angelos in Epirus who refused to 
submit to the Latin Emperor at Constanti- 
nople. In the restored Greek Empire of the 
Palaeologi the title had risen to a prominent 
place bestowing one and the same dignity 
upon members of the imperial family and 
upon semi-independent provincial rulers in 
Epirus and Serbia. Cp. Br~hier, opo tit., 
pp. 14o, t43-6. Latin documents translated 
the title by despotus. See Du Cange, Glos- 
sarium, under this heading. 

1 Marsilio of Padua, Defensor Pacis, ed. 

R. Scholz (Fontes Juris Germ. Ant., etc.), 

Hanover, ~932, pp. 4~ f., 44, 67, 82, ~o2, ~o4, 
~38. The notion of despocia, after having 
played a conspicuous part in the dictio prima, 
reappears in the dictio secunda. The ques- 
tion as to whether Marsilio himself or 
John of Jandun composed the dictio prima is 
therefore irrelevant for our present purpose 
(R. Scholz, pp. L~-Lm of his edition, and, 
simultaneously with him, Ch. H. McIlwain, 
op. cit., pp. 297-9, have summarized and 
amplified the controversy with contradictory 
results.) On the importance of the passage 
in dictio I, c. 12, § 6, for the constitutional 
views of the Defensor, see McIlwain, p. 3o2. 
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principatus tyrannicus.1 Of these distinctions the first implied constitutional 
criteria, which were important to Occam for fathoming the stipulations of 
the translatio imperii.2 

Early in the fourteenth century a Dominican preacher, Frate Giordano, 
ventured to transfer one of the concepts to the Italian vernacular. Very 
appropriately, he saw the Asiatic ruler exemplified in "Erode, il quale 
despoticamente governava.’’~ The latinized terms were transferred to the 
French vocabulary by Nicolas Oresme in the text and the gloss of le liure de 
politiques d’Aristote (~37i-4). The gloss, after having stated--with reference 
to 1. I, ch. 3--that the "combination : . . dicte despotique . . . est celle que 
du seigneur a son serf de sa maison" enlarges on the decisive remark of 1. III, 
ch. x4 concerning the acquiescence of Asiatic barbarians in despotic rule. 
Oresme explains: "Princey despotique est princey sur serfs et ilz souffrent 
pource quilz sont de serville nature .... Et sont a ce acoustumez et des 
enfance virent leurs peres en telle servitude. Et per auenture nont pas 
memoire que leur pays feust oncques en liberte" . . .4 This interpretation 
goes far to show that it was no easy ma~ter for a Frenchman to understand 
how peoples could ever have forgotten that liberty was their birthright. Such 
a position was an anomaly only to be found in far away Asia--for whose 
conditions Oresme adds the testimony of Lucan’s Pharsalia.5 The term 
defining the system issupposed to be as unfamiliar to French readers as the 
system itself must be uncongenial to them. A "table des expositions des 
forains motz de politiques" annexed to the translation enumerates despotes, 
despotie, despotique and despotizer among the "moz qui sont propres a ceste 
science de politiques ou qui ne sont pas en commun parler." Here, indeed, 
Oresme emphasizes the possibility of using the terminology in a sense very 
similar to that of "tyranny." He gives it a place in controversies only too 
familiar to Frenchmen and their neighbours in Western Europe. "Despotie 
est princey ou seigneurie sur serfz. Et se ilz sont iustement serfz tel prince est 

~ William ofOccam, Dialogus inter mag~strum 
et discipulum de,imperatorum et pontificum potestate, 
pars. III, tract I, 1. II, cap. 6, in M. Goldast, 
Monarchia S. Romani Imperii, II, x6~4, pp. 

794"5. Reprint: Ch. H. McIlwain, The 
Growth of Political Thought in the West, New 
York, ~932, Appendix II, pp. 4oo-4o3. 
"... Principatus despoticus est principaliter 
propter bonum proprium principantis . . . 
Principatus regalis est propter bonum com- 
mune . . . Tyrannis non intendit bonum 
subiectorum nisi per accidens... Non tamen 
tyrannis proprie est despotia," etc. "The 
fullest and clearest discussion of these im- 
portant distinctions that I have found in the 
political writings of the fourteenth century," 
as Professor McIlwain states. To bring into 
relief Occam’s achievement he reproduces 
in the same place (pp. 398-4oo) the Greek 
and Latin text of some passages of Aristotle’s 
Politics dealing with the despotikon. The 
passages selected are, however, taken from 

Book I (ch. 2, 3, 6, 7), which deals with 
domestic despoteia; the author does not take 
notice of Aristotle’s own political application 
of the term (III, ~4; IV, ~o, etc.) which in 
fact underlies the theories of the x 4th century. 

2 R. W. and A. J. Carlyle, op. cit., VI, 
pp. 49-5° n. 

3 Frate Giordano, Prediche (~ 3o3-6), quoted 

by Tommaseo-Bellini, Dizionario, etc., II, 
p. 894. 

~Nicolas Oresme, Le liure de politiques 
daristote, "acheue . . . ~489 par Anthoine 
Verad demourant a Paris," fol. I, col. 2; 
V verso, col. 2; CI, col. 2. 

~"... et a cest propos raconte lucain 
comment au temps de la guerre entre Jules 
cesar et pompeius les roumains se com- 
plaignoient et leur estoit dure chose entrer 
en servitude et comment ilz lendurassent 
amains de tristresse se ilz leussent accostume 
comme ont les peuples dorient." This is a 
paraphrase of Pharsalia, VII, 442-5. 
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iuste. Et se ilz sont en seruitude iniustement par violence ou par fraude ce 
est princey despotique, olygarchique ou tyrannique ou semblable.’’1 

Obviously, the concept to which the first translation of Aristotle’s Politics 
had drawn attention proved attractive to schoolmen and publicists of the 
fourteenth century. But just when printed books could have made it a topic 
of common use, a stop was put to its career by the decree of the arbiters of 
classical language, the humanists. 

III 

zx~,,~6~n~ and its derivatives were good Greek; but despotes, despoticus, 
despotia were not really Latin. Leonardo Bruni Aretino, the man who coined 
the concept of human#as and set the standards for it in his translations from 
Greek, could not but draw consequences from this elementary fact. He 
pioneered for Plato; but serving the interests of the Florentine republic he 
thought it one of his duties to provide an adequate Latin version of Aristotle’s 
authoritative book on matters of state. In his translation of the Politics he 
endeavoured to express, Aristotle’s thought in words such as Cicero would 
have used. There was no room any longer for monarchia and monarchizare, for 
oligarchia and for democratia and so no room either for the whole despotes 
nomenclature. 

In William of Moerbeke’s literal translation, Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s 
Statesman (Pol. I, ~; ~252a) had run: "Quicumque igitur quidem existimant 
politicum et regale et oeconomicum et despoticum idem, non bene dicunt." 
Bruni wrote "Quicumque vero putant gubernatoris civitatis et regis patrisque 
familias et domini eandem esse rationem, non bene dicunt." Later on (~3; 
i253b), where Moerbeke had reproduced Aristotle’s definitions by despotica, 
nuptialis..., tecnofactiva," Bruni made the philosopher speak "de domestica, 
de coniugali, de paterna disciplina." And in those paragraphs in which the 
political implications of the concept of despoteia are brought out in the original, 
the new Latin text translates it mainly, though not solely, by dominatio. 
"Tyrannidem esse diximus unius dominationtm civili societate praesidentis" 
(III, 8, I279b)--"Talis ergo populus utpote absolutam potestatem habens 
dominari solus quaerit, nec ulli legi subesse, efficiturque dominator (IV, 4; 
~292a). "... Ob id enim quia magis aptae sunt ad serviendum nationes 
barbarorum quam Graecorum, et eorum qui incolunt Asiam quam eorum 

,q, ui Europam perferunt servile iugum aequo animo" (III, ~4 § 6; I285a). 
¯ Erant enim regiae ex eo quia secundum leges et ex eo quia volentibus 

imperabant, tyrannicae autem ex eo, quia pro arbitrio dominationem exerce- 
bant" (IV, IO, § 2; ~295a). 

Leonardo Bruni’s translation of the Politics was one of the early triumphs 
of humanist erudition. In the course of the fifteenth century it succeeded in 
superseding the clumsy version of Moerbeke. Students who were initiated 
to the teaching of Aristotle by that commentary which went under the name 
of Aquinas, were nevertheless provided with Aretino’s new text in order to 
learn how to express the meaning of the Greek original in flawless Latin¯ 

x Fol. ddi verso, col. 2. 
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We find this text and Thomas’ commentary printed together at an early 
date.1 Classical scholars of later generations were, indeed, as little satisfied 
with the translation given by the proto-humanist as they were disposed to 
content themselves with the explanations of the Doctor Angelicus. From about 
155° onwards new Latin versions or abstracts of the Politics, which were sup- 
plemented by new commentaries, followed one another for about a century 
in France, Italy and Germany. They bear witness to the intense interest 
which scholarly learning of the time, in keeping with public life, took in the 
first principles of political theory. In these new translations Bruni’s fastidious- 
ness was not maintained in every point; monarchia, for instance, was accepted 
as a Latin word. But in the rejection ofdespotes, despotia, despoticus, etc., Bruni 
was followed unanimously. The later scholars deviated from him only in a 
small detail. His choice of terms built on dominus was not thought adequate 
for expressing the meaning of the philosopher. Words were at hand which 
the Latin tongue had especially reserved for the "master over slaves" and 
his dominance: erus and erilis (herus, herilis). Terms built on these words 
were now used either instead of the "dominance" nomenclature or in addition 
to it wherever Aristotle spoke of "despotical" rule.~ 

The decree of the philologists was authoritative for Latin writing on matters 
of state. Those thinkers, writing in Latin, who in some way inserted the views 
of Politics III, i4, § 6 and IV, io, § 2 into their own framework of doctrine, 
spoke no longer with Marsilio and Occam of despocia or principatus despoticus, 
but of dominatus, herilis monarchia, subjectio herilis.3 Moreover (and this is still 

x Aristotelis Politicorum libri in latinum versi a 

Leonardo Aretino cum commentariis D. Thomae 
Aquinatis et cbnclusionibus Lud. Valenciae Fer- 
rariensis, Rome (E. Silber alias Francke), 

x492. The Venetian edition of Thomas’ 
Commentary, x595, prints it as a frame round 
a parallel reprint of the "antiqua inter- 
pretatio" and the text of Leonardus Aretinus. 
This example has been followed by the Parma 
edition of Thomas’ Works. 

~J. L. Strebaeus, Paris, x55o ("... accessit 
quid inter eundem Strebaeum et Joachimum 
Perionium non conveniat . . ."), p. 5 (1. I, 
c. 3=3; I253b) : ". ¯ ¯ una est herilis: altera 
affinitate iuncta, cui non est inditum pro- 
prium nomen." tertia, patria dicatur uel 
paterna;" p. ~o3 (1. III, c. ~o=~4; ~285a) : 
"... barbari . . . non aegre ferunt domina- 
tionem et herile imperium." Aristotelis Politica 
a Petro Ramo Regio Professore Latina facta et 
dialecticis rerum summis breuiter exposita et 
illustrata (I used the edition of Frankfort, 
i6ol), gloss, p. 5: "Plato et Aristoteles 
Graece vocant woX~×~v, ~X~×bv, o~×ovovtt×bv, 
8,~r.o~×6v, qui scientiam habent pol!fici, 
regii, familiaris, herilis imperil;" p. ~55 (1. 
III, c. 5=8; ~27~b) : "est vero tyrannis, ut 
dictum est, monarchia civilis societatis velut 
hera quidem et domina ;" p. 2o~ (1. III, c. 8 = 

~4, ~285b): "tales sane herilem domina- 
tionem facile ferunt," etc.--Petri Victorii 
(Pietro Vettori) Commentarii in VIII libros Aris- 
totelis de optimo statu civitatis, Florence, ~576, 
cf. pp. 2x7, 258 ("tolerant erile imperium 
nihil stomachantes"), 262, etc. Joannes 
Calvinus Wetteranus, Notae in Politicos Aris- 
totelis Priores Libros .... Frankfort, f. ~ 59x, p. 

x 5 : ’:Aristoteles de herili societate deinceps ac- 
turus..." ; p. 127 : "Monarchia barbarorum 
est imperium indefiniturn, herile quasi . . ." 
Eric Puteanus, Civilis Doctrinae Lineae, etc., 
Danzig, i646; Severus Christophorus Olpius, 
Aristotelis Politicorum libri octo, etc., Jena, x 66o, 
pp. 2, ~5, 257, 3~o; Hugo Grotius, De iure 
belli et pads, 1. I, cap. III, § XX, ~ (Ed. P. C. 
Molhuysen, Leyden, ~9~9, p. 93) ;.AristoteIes 

IIIPoliticorum XIV... (Greek text) "Asiatici 
dominatum aeque animo ferunt." Grotius 
quotes Pol. III, x4 side by side with the 
example of the Hebrew kings ("voluerat enim 
populus regem quales habebant vicini"), the 
testimonies of Aeschylos on the Persians and 
of Apollonius apud Philostratum on the Assyrians 
and Medes, and the passages from Vergil, 
Livy and Tacitus quoted above, p. 278, n. 2. 

~ Bodin, Besold, Grotius, all of whom are 
referred to below. 
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more important) the ban inflicted on the latinized form of the Greek termin- 
ology was transferred to the French rendering of Aristotle. And the greatest 
political thinker of the period, Jean Bodin, submitted to it in the French as 
well as in the Latin version of his work. 

Though printed in I489, Oresme’s translation of the Politics had become 
obsolete some decades later. In I568 a new version, directly translated from 
Greek, was produced by Loys le Roy. It was equipped with expositions prises 
des meilleurs auteurs and with "innumerable examples ancient and modern." 
Here the primary statement of Aristotle (I, I ; I252a) runs: "Ceux donc qui 
pensent le politique et le Roy, l’oeconome et le seigneur estre mesmes, ne disent 
bien." While, unlike the Neo-Latinists, Le Roy thinks the oeconome palatable, 
he, like them, needs a substitute for the despotes. In explanation of this word 
Oresme had written: "ong seigneur a deux manieres de subietz: les ongs 
francs, les autres serfz, et au regard des francz il est prince yconomique et 
comme pere. Mais au regard des serfz il est dit despotes.’’1 Le Roy was 
apparently aware that Oresme had failed to make the word populitr. He 
was satisfied that the general expression for feudal lordship, seigneur, would 
convey to his readers the meaning of Aristotle’s term. This opinion also 
applied to the passages which used the term in a political context. The 
decisive sentence of Book III, ch. 14 now reads: "Car pourtant que les 
Barbares sont de meurs plus seruiles par nature que les Grecz: & les habitans 
en Asie, que ceulx d’Europe: ilz portent plus uolentiers l’empire seigneurial." 
Making good his promise to illustrate the tenets of Aristotle by ancient and 
modern examples he comments on this passage; this system is said to be 
"comme sont les royaumes des Barbares, lesquelles combien que soyent 
legitimes et hereditaires neantmoins retiennent empire seigneurial comme est 
l’estat du Turc, du Moscouite et du Preteian. Tel estoit iadis le royaume de 
Perse selon Platon 3 des Loix, et Isocrates au Panagyrique.’’2 

With this gloss the French translator happened to ,open a chapter of 
political literature which was passed on from generation to generation until 
it was in the foreground of political discussion in the age of Voltaire. The 
Preteian--"Prester John," the legendary name for the ruler of the Ethiops-- 
was, indeed, to become of minor importance. But the "Moscovite" and, still 
more, "the Turc," whose r~gime was by now firmly and dangerously estab- 
lished on European soil, were seen to exemplify in the glaring light of con- 
temporary eXperience what kind of government was implied in Aristotle’s 
description of "barbarian and Asiatic" monarchy. 

Le Roy’s translation and comment proved immediately inspiring for Jean 

10resme, Le liure, etc., fol. ddi verso, col. 2. 
Brunot, Histoire de la langue francaise, VI, 
part I, fasc. I, p. 431 states (in retrospect 
from the I8th century) : "Despote et despotisme 
avaient paru ~ la fin du Moyen Age." But 
in this as in other instances it says little that a 
term has for once put in an appearance. Of 
the whole family of words only despotat is 
quoted by E. Huguet in his Dictionnaire de la 
languefranfaise du seiziOme si~cle, 3, P- ~o7 ; and 
this, of course, only in the meaning gouv~rne- 

merit, province en GrOce. Despotisme is not 
evidenced before the end of the 17th century. 
Dispotme in Ronsard’s Epitaphe de Marguerite de 
France (Brunot, op. cit., II, p. 227) is Frenchi- 
fled 8u~ndvtm¢=luckless. (G. Cohen: Ron- 
sard, Oeuvres ComplOte, 2, p. Io9I .) 

~ Les Politiques d’Aristote, esquelles est monstree 
la science de gouverner le genre humain en routes 
especes d’estats publics. Par Loys le Roy, dict 
Regius, de Costentin. Paris, i568, pp. 5, 

371, 373. 
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Bodin. In his Six livres de la Rgpublique (I576) he singled out la monarchic 
seigneuriale for consideration in a special chapter (1. II, ch. 2). Some lines of 
this chapter have. become so momentous as to deserve extensive quotation. 

"Or toute Monarchie est Seigneuriale, ou Royale, ou Tyrannique, ce qui 
ne fait point diuersitfi de Republiques, mais cela prouient de la diuersit~ de 
gouuerner la Monarchie .... Donc la Monarchic Royale, ou legitime, est 
celle off les subiects obeissent aux loix du Monarque, et le Monarque aux loix 
de nature, demeurant la libert~ naturelle et proprietfi des biens aux subiects. 
La Monarchic Seigneuriale est celle off le Prince est faict seigneur des biens 
et des personnes par le droit des armes, & de bonne guerre, gouuernant ses 
subiects comme le pere de famille ses esclaues. La Monarchic Tyrannique 
est off le Monarque mesprisant les loix de nature, abuse des personnes libres 
comme d’esclaues, & des biens des subiects comme des siens. La mesme 
difference se trouve en l’estat Aristocratique & populaire: car l’un & l’autre 

(~ueUt est, re legitime, Seigneurial, ou Tyrannique en la sorte que j’ay dit .... ant a la Monarchie Seigneuriale, il est besoin de la traiter la premiere, 
comme celle qui a est~ la premiere entre les hommes." 

At the present time not many l’epresentatives of the species are in existence, 
so Bodin states, but: 

"... neantmoins.., il y en a encores en l’Asie et en l’Ethiopie, et mesmes 
en Europe les Princes de Tartaire et de Moschouie, desquels les subiects 
s’appellent Chopes, c’est ~t dire Esclaues, ainsi que nous lisons en l’Histoire de 
Moschouie et pour ceste cause le Roy des Turcs est appelld le grand Seigneur, 
non pas tant pour l’estendue de pais, car le Roy Catholique en a dix fois 
autant, que pour estre aucunement seigneur des pers0nnes et des biens.’’1 

In these lines Bodin renewed Aristotle’s theory of despotic government, 
but adapted it to his own uses and fundamental views. For the Greek name 
he substituted the term "seigneurial" suggested by Le Roy. For the Latin 
version of his book he chose dominatus. ~ At the same time he found an answer 
to a question put by his own theory of sovereignty. According to this theory 
supreme power in the state was by definition legibus soluta. Was not that 
system, then, which Aristotle had found prevalent among Asiatic barbarians, 
the very prototype of consistent monarchy ? Bodin avoids this odious inference; ¯ " " " " Uri his translation of despotic by sezgne al goes far to help him. Sovereign 
power must indeed be essentially identical in every "republic," whether 
monarchical or not. It cannot be legally barred from exerting full discretion. 
But there are different forms of practising this discretion. "Seignoria.1 
monarchy" is a term applying to a special type of practice. In describing this 
type Bodin makes use of Aristotle’s definitions, but gives more colour to them. 
A government comparable to that of pore de famille implies discretionary 
power over the goods and the life of the subject. This is as much as to deny 
"natural laws" such as are respected by "royal or legitimate monarchy." So 
far the attitude of a "seignorial" ruler towards his subjects resembles that of 

1Jean Bodin, Six hvres de la RgpubIique, 
Lyons, I579, pp. I89-I9x. The three defining 
sentences are, for a comparison with Occam, 
reprinted by Mcllwain, op. cit., p. 4o3. 

~ De Republica Libri Sex, I586, p. I88 f.: 

1. II, c. II : "De unius dominatu . . . Domina- 
tus vero dicitur, cum Princeps unus, libertatis 
ac fortunarum omnium dominus, iure belli 
factus, aut foedere, subditos, quasi pater 
familias servos moderatur." 
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a "tyrant." Nevertheless there is a difference. The tyrant is, in accordance 
with Aristotle’s definition in Pol. III, 7, depicted i~s the ruler who does not 
admit of any interest in the state but that of furthering his own private ends; 
therefore he wantonly annihilates natural law and inflicts the condition of 
slavery on free subjects. "Seignorial" government, on the other hand, is 
practised in countries where natural law and freedom have either never been 
valid or, by peculiar misfortune, have ceased to be valid. The first case is 
assumed by Bodin (who here remembers Aristotle’s remark on "barbarian.’.’ 
despoteia) to apply to primitive peoples. The second case is thought to be 
implied in conditions of conquest; it results from the "droit des armes et de 
bonne guerre." With regard to the place of the system in the present world 
Bodin’s opinion conforms to that of Le Roy. Ethiopia, the Moscovites and 
the "Grand Signior" are the most important representatives. 

The significance of this new category, Monarchic seigneurial, was theoretical 
rather than practical. Bodin’s interest in the type of government indicated 
by Aristotle in Politics III, 14, § 6 was logically enough founded on his theory 

/ . 
of sovereignty, which like Aristotle’s doctrine of kingship had use for a form 
of government standing half-way between "legitimate" and "tyrannical" 
monarchy. But this distinction had no special reference to home issues in 
France or elsewhere in Europe. Its main components were three: the servile 
condition of the subjects, the example of oriental monarchies, the rights of 
conquest. The first criterion applied to tyranny as ~vell. So thought Aristotle ; 
so thought Bodin himself. So, on the other hand, thought the advocates of 
the right of resistance, the "Monarchomachi." When in I58I the Dutch 
provinces repudiated the rule of the king of Spain and established their 
independence in the Act of Abjuration, they justified their action by the 
principle that, a prince who treated his subjects as slaves was "not a prince 
but a tyrant." The second m6tif, the arbitrariness of orientals compared 
with Western Christian monarchy, was a familiar topic to Bodin’s contem- 
poraries, at least with reference to the Sultan. 

This is the English, not the Turkish court. 
Not Amurath an Amurath succeeds, 
But Harry Harry. 

Such terse allusion, however, breathes contempt. Kingdoms subject to the 
caprices of the monarch "quale hodie Turcicum esse constat" were in a 
condition appropriate only to cattle and wild animals. This was, as Hotman’s 
Francogallia pointed out,1 attested by Aristotle. Bodin failed to convince even 
his most learned countrymen that to such government the qualification of 
"tyranny" did not apply. When the troubles of the Huguenot wars had 
subsided, on the battlefields as well as in controversial writing, the French 
Parlements learned to value their, position as the only remaining bulwark 
against arbitrary government. Then their theorist, Bernard de La Roche 
Flavin, contrasted the "monarchie mixtionnfie" of France with those "abso- 
lute" kingdoms, "ou la volontfi du Roy est loy.., en laquelle maniere ont 
commandfi plusieurs Empereurs Romains, ou a mieux dire, tyrans, usurpans 

x 4th Edition, Frankfort, I586, ch. I2, p. 92. See also p. 95. 
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authorit~ entiere sur la vie et la mort, biens et honneurs des subjects. Tel est 
aujourd’hui le grand Knes, ou Duc de Moscovie." To this .example the 
author adds those of "le Prestre Jean" and ’TEstat du Turc.’’1 In other 
words, he avails himself of the paradigmata of the monarchie seigneuriale. But 
because he objects to Bodin’s doctrine of sovereignty., he. consciously avoids an 
expression which would imply that there were any instances of arbitrary rule 
which ought nbt to be dubbed "tyranny." 

Regarding the third point, the rights of conquest, Bodin’s version of the 
Aristotelian concept could be by-passed no less-easily. "Jus esse belli, ut qui 
vicissent iis quos vicissent quemadmodum vellent imperarent," as Caesar had 
put it into the mouth of Ariovist (De Bello Gall. I, c. 36), was, indeed, a 
commonplace of classical tradition. But experience did certainly not show 
that the principle invariably materialized in arbitrary government. HUgO 
Grotius devoted a special chapter of De iure belli et pacis to the variety of con- 
ditions with which a conquered people might have to comply. Only one of 
them, he concluded, was the status of a people of slaves; subjectio mere herilis 
as opposed to various forms of subjectio civilis (1. III, c. 8, § 2, I). 

In some form, however, as de La Roche Flavin and Grotius have just 
shown, Bodin’s "second kind of monarchy ingratiated ~tself w~th the next 
generation of writers on constitutional doctrine. It was known to be, as the 
German professor Christian Besold explained, that "species monarchiae 
quam herilem dominatum et quandoque legitimam tyrannidem vocant.’’~ 
And the most powerful thinker among the adepts of Bodin, Thomas Hobbes, 
restored to this species its Aristotelian name, "despotic government." 

IV 

To Englishmen who did not know Greek, the Aristotelian concept was 
presented, as it were, in the guise of a cousin twice removed. The English 
translation of the Politics, published in 1598, was based on Le Roy’s text. It 
rendered seigneur in Book I, chap. I, by lord or master over servants, and empire 
seigneurial in Book IIi, ch. I4, by maisterlike sway.~ Some years later King 
James began to govern. His interpretation of royal dignity was in part 
modelled upon Bodin’s doctrine of sovereignty, to which he added the idea 
of the "replica of the Divine omnipotence." An English translation of Bodin’s 
"Six books" fitted the needs of the time, and R. Knolles provided one on the 

1 Bernard de La Roche Flavin, Treze Livres 

des Parlemens de France, Bordeaux, ~6I 7, P. 704 
(1. XIII, ch. ~7). 

2Chr. Besold, Discursus Politici, ~6~3. 
Discursus I. De Monarchia generatim tractans, 
p. 24. "Princeps libertatis fortunarumque 
omnium dominus est; sibique subjectis, ut 
paterfamilias servis (aut belli imperator 
militibus) imperat. Taleque regnum des- 
cribitur Danielis cap 5, vers. 19 .... " The 
author refers to Aristotle and Bodin, to 
barbarians, Egyptians, Muslims, Moscovites 
(pp. 25, 28).--Cf. also the same author’s De 
Regirnine sive Statu Monarchico, x618, Thesis I, 

§3. 
3 Aristotles Politiques or Discourses of Govern- 

ment. Translated out of Greeke into French . . . 
By Loys Le Roy, called Regius. Translated out of 
French into English. London, 1589 ; pp. 3, ~ 68. 
The English version of the Defensor Pacis, 
fabricated for Henry VIII in ~535, The 

defence of peace: lately translated out of latin in to 
englyssche, suppressed the relevant sentences 
in Dictio I. In Dictio II, cap. I, § I, iniusta 
despocia, referring to the pope, was rendered 
by "wrongful domynyon and lordshyp ouer 
and vpon the faythful people." 
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basis of both the French and the Latin versions. He decided on rendering 
monarchic seigneuriale and dominatus by lordly monarchy.1 But Bodin was also 
read by Englishmen in French. In the debates on Charles I’s forced loan, Mr. 
Creswell of Lincoln’s Inn quoted the King’s Serjeant, Sir John Davis, as 
having professed him.self "that the Kings of England always have had a 
Monarchy Royal and not a Monarchy Seignoral"--and thereby tellingly 
testified to the limits of the royal prerogative.2 This was, indeed, only a side 
issue of the controversy in comparison with the concept of sovereignty itself, 
which provoked Sir Edward Coke to his famous and for the moment decisive 
dictum on Magna Charta. 

Twelve years later, when Charles’ attempt to govern by prerogative 
alone had come to a disastrous end, Thomas Hobbes had just made up his 
m~nd as to what Bodin’s notion of sovereign power really meant. In the 
Elements of Law, Natural and Politic--which were to reach the public only ten 
years later and in mutilated form--he outlined the theory of the original 
"Pact or Covenant." Its v~gorous interpretation of the powers of government 
is well known. It is less evident, but still important that as a subsidiary 
element Bodin’s concept of "seignorial" government found a place in his 
argument. It was incorporated, indeed, under a changed aspect, and at the 
same time the original Greek name, despotic or despotical, was restored. Hobbes 
was the first to show an interest in adding the word to the stock of terms 
used in the political discussions of Europe. 

"And a man may subject himself to him that invadeth, or may invade 
him, for fear of him, or men may join amongst themselves to subject them- 
selves to such as they shall agree upon for fear of others. And when many 
men subject themselves the former way, there ariseth thence a body politic, 
as it were naturally; from whence proceedeth dominion paternal and despotic. 
And when they subject themselves the other way, by mutual agreement 
amongst many: the body politic they make, is for the most part called a 
commonwealth, in distinction from the former, though the name be the 
general name for them both. And I shall speak in the first place ot" common- 
wealths, and afterwards of bodies politic patrimonial and despotical.’’~ 

These sentences delineate the ground-plan of Hobbes’ whole system. They 
are memorable too for representing the first step in the career of a powerful 
watchword. The special discussion announced in the above passage turns 
out, indeed, to be rather perfunctory. The victor is said "to have a right of 
absolute dominion over the conquered." This results in the relation of 
"master" ("a little sovereign") and "servant," constituting together "a little 
body politic." "And when a man hath acquired right over a number of 
servants so considerable, as they cannot by their neighbours be securely in- 
vaded, this body politic is a kingdom despotical" (Part II, ch. 3, § 2). Later on 

1 The sixe books of a Commonweale, London, 

I6o6 ; pp. ~97-2o~. "Ofa Lordly Monarchie, 
or of the sole gouvernement of one." 

2John Rushworth, Historical Collections, 
17~, I, p. 5o8: "... where, under the first 
saith he, the Subjects are Freemen, and have 
Propriety in their goods and Freehold and 
Inheritance in their Lands: But under the 

later, they are as Villains and Slaves, and 
have propriety in nothing." (Commons 
debates of 2~nd March, ~6~8, N.S.) 

3 Thomas Hobbes, The Elements, etc., ed. 

F. T6nnies, Cambridge, ~9~8, p. 8~. Part I, 
ch. ~9, § x ~. De Corpore Politico, ~65o, Part I, 
ch. 6, § ~. 
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Hobbes takes occasion to disengage the term from the bad connotation of 
the "tyrannical," which Aristotle had made adherent to it. Implicitly, how- 
ever, the removal of disrepute from the "despotical" also removes any reason 
to take s~riously the notion of the "tyrannical" as defined by Aristotle and 
common tradition. For Hobbes emphatically denies that "there is one 
government for the good of him that governeth, and another for the good of 
them that be governed, whereof the former is despotical (that is lordly), the 
other a government of freemen . . ." (Part II, ch. 5, § I). In actual fact, 
Hobbes was at that time already convinced that ."they that are discontented 
under Monarchy, call it Tyranny" (Leviathan, Part II, ch~ I9). 

The statement of the Elements reappeared--and, in print, appeared for the 
first time--in the Latin treatise De Cive I64~.1 It is enlarged and, to some 
extent, modified in the Leviathan ( ~ 65 i). Here the Commonwealth originating 
in the Covenant is called a "Political Commonwealth, or Commonwealth by 
Institution" ; its counterpart is the "Commonwealth by Acquisition... where 
the Soveraign Power is a, cquired by Force." Within the second category 
"paternal" and "despotical" dominions are no longer identified. "Dominion 
is acquired two ways: by Generation and by Conquest." The notion of 
"paternal" dominion is now restricted to that "which the parent hath Over 
his children," though this definition (far from being identical with Filmer’s2 
construction of authority) turns out to have practically no reference to con- 
ditions ofpolitical government. Conversely "dominion acquired by conquest, 
or victory in war is that which some writers call despoticall, from 
which signifieth a lord or master; and is the dominiori of the master over his 
servant. And this dominion is then acquired to the victor, when the van- 
quished, to avoyd the pi~esent stroke of death, covenanteth e~ither in expresse 
words, or by other sufficient signes of the will, that so long as his life and the 
liberty of his body is allowed him, the victor shall have the use thereof, at his 
pleasure." In this interpretation the notion of the covenant is introduced to 
explain that kind of Commonwealth which has been said to differ in origin 
from the "Commonwealth by Institution" though it is precisely this other 
form which has just been based on the Covenant. The paradox is part of 
Hobbes’ main argument. He lays stress on the fact that this difference is of 
less consequence than that between the position of the "servant," which leads 
to despotical dominion and that of the slave "kept imprison or bonds." In the 
last resort "it is not.., the victory that gives the right of Dominion over the 
vanquished, but his own covenant." The vanquished regains "corporal 
liberty"; in exchange for this he acknowledges "the covenant of obedience; 
that is, of owning, and authorizing whatsoever the master shall do" (Leviathan, 
Part II, ch. 2o). And this covenant implies nothing more rigid than what is 
stipulated in "Sovereignty by Institution of the people assembled." Fear is 
the motive in which both kinds of covenant and dominion originate. In both 
cases the cause bringing forth fear is a state of war. The Commonwealth by 
Institution emerges from "that miserable condition of war, which is neces- 
sarily consequent . . . to the naturall Passions of men" (ch. i7) and makes 

1 Opera latina, ed. Molesworth, II, pp. paternum et despoticurn; alterum institu- 
2I5 £ ; c. 5, § I~. "Hinc est quod duo sint tivum, quod et politicum dici potest." 
genera civitatum, alterum naturale, quale est ~ See p. 29I below. 
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men generally possessed by the "fear of one another." Despotical Dominion 
is the outcome of actual "conquest" and "acquired by force," so that those 
who acquiesce in it "subject themselves to him they are afraid of" (ch. 2o).1 

Obviously Hobbes was inspired by Bodin’s theory of the monarchic 
seigneuriale which originates in the "droit des armes et de bonne guerre." 
Obviously he consulted the original model of this’ concept, Aristotle’s inter- 
pretation of despoteia. But at the same time he contradicts both of them. To 
him despotic monarchy is neither "barbarian" nor "Oriental"; it .originates 
in quite a normal, "natural" way and in effect it implies no harsher rule than 
any other government in which the principles of social order are consistently 
carried through. Sovereign power cannot be more or less paramount, more or 
less legibus soluta as long as it deserves to be called sovereign. The ultimate 
reason why Hobbes reserved a special p.!ace for "despotical" rule was that he 
had to take account of historical experxence. There were many examples of 
empires won by conquest; there was none of a state founded by covenant. It 
was important, therefore, to show that the political implications of conquest 
could be interpreted by the constructive stipulations attributed to the 
covenant. 

Another aspect of Hobbes’ new theory is that he wished government by 
conquest to be called in English as well as in Latin by the Greek name of 
"despotic" dominion. This meant in effect a conscious breaking away 
from three traditions at once: that of classical Greek, according to which 
this was a word of evil omen; that of scholarly Latin, according to which it 
was a solecism; that of vernacular usage, in which it was uncommon. The 
first deviation was a purposeful challenge. The second is a significant though 
minute symptom of a gradual change in the atmosphere of learning and 
thought. The humanist attitude is giving way to the scientific; the Greek 
vocabulary may be called in to form adequate terms which are not sanctioned 
by classical Latin.2 The third deviation faces us with a particular question. 
Did Hobbes suppose that his readers already knew the concept despotic or 
despotical? As a matter of fact, his opinion underwent a change on this head. 
In the Elements and in De Cive he introduces the term so as to take for granted 
that the reader will understand it. The parenthesis "that is lordly," in the 
third of the passages quoted above from the Elements, serves only to convince 
the reader that the word "despotical" is not blemished by any derogatory 
connotation. But in the Leviathan Hobbes proceeds rather circumstantially. 
He explains the Greek origin of the word despoticall and refers to the fact that 
the dominion in question is given this name by "some writers" only. What 
writers besides Aristotle he had in mind remains to be ascertained. At all 
events this way of nomenclature signifies that he was now conscious of intro- 
ducing an unusual term. 

1 Leviathan... Edited with an introduction 
by M. Oakeshott, pp. Io9, II~ f., i3o, 132 f. 
Latin version of ch. XX: Op. lat., III, pp. 
15o ft. "Dominium per victoriam in bello 
acquisitum ab aliquis scriptoribus despoticum 
appellatur, quod est dominium herile in 
servos" (loc. cit., p. I53). 

2 An analogy may be seen in the simul- 

taneous and even more momentous rise of 
terms vital for the "new philosophy" of 
natural science. Magnetism made its way 
from England. Leges mechanicae, mdcanique, 
were redefined by Descartes and soon called 
mechanism by Boyle. 
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Both attitudes are equally characteristic of the situation. When writing 
the Elements and De Cive Hobbes addressed a public which, like him, read 
Aristotle in Greek besides using the translations. Every learned man knew the 
Greek words which had been translated by dominatio, dominatus, herilis, and 
seigneurial. To students of politics the word could not be unintelligible; its 
use was simply not generally accepted. Men steeped in classical learning 
might allow it to enter oral or written discourse, not, as Hobbes did, in 
provocative coolness but either unattentively or in that passionate scorn to 
which Hobbes objected. An example of incidental use has been traced1 in 
D. Tuvil’s Essaies Politicke and Morall (I6O8). Passion and contempt made 
the word flow from Milton’s pen. In his tract Of Reformation ( ~ 64 ~) he charged 
the prelates with having "almost attained . . . to thrust the Laity under the 
despotical rule of the Monarch." Later on in The Tenure of Kings and Magis- 
trates (~649) he argued that Charles, long before being brought to trial, had 
been deprived of his kingship by the men "holding him in prison, vanquished 
and yielded into their absolute and despotic power.’’2 But in this tract 
Charles himself is invariably not the "despot," but the "tyrant." The two 
passages just mentioned betray, indeed, Milton’s responsiveness to Greek 
diction; but they do not prove that the word had become familiar to the 
English literary language. It was of no value for defining positions in the 
great constitutional conflict. To English ears the terms of "absolute" and 
"arbitrary" power were sufficiently poignant when royal prerogative was 
the question at issue.3 Hobbes’ care in explaining the meaning of despotical 
to the public addressed in the Leviathan was well founded. To this situation 
the Observations of Sir Robert Filmer, which followed immediately the publica- 
tion of Leviathan, bear witness too. The passage in Politics III, 8 is here re- 
ferred to by the words "Tyranny, saith Aristotle, is a despotical or masterIy 
monarchy." But in his comments on III, 14 and IV, IO Filmer speaks of 
"masterly government" only. He quotes Hobbes’ concept of "a Common- 
wealth by conquest," but does not mention that such a commonwealth had 
been called "despotical" by the author of Leviathan.4 

Before that book was published, it appears, the notion of the "despotical" 
was understood only by those Englishmen who knew Greek. To them it had 
a pejorative connotation different from "tyrannical" only in so far as it 
emphasized the situation of the governed rather than the character of 
governors. To Hobbes it had quite another significance. He wished to enlist 

1 By the Oxf Engl. Dict. The author wishes 

(fol. 68) to illustrate the joint success of 
wisdom and courage by the revolt of the 
burghers of Ghent against "Lewis Earle of 
Flanders, unwilling at all hands to receive 
them againe into his favour, unlesse with 
halters about their necks, they would aske 
pardon . . ." They overpowered his strong 
army "and freed themselves whollie from that 
Despotical kind of government to which 
before . . . they offred to submit both them- 
selves and theirs." 

2 Milton’s Prose, ed. M. W. Wallace (The 

World’s Classics), pp. 48, 354. 
2 "I... have proved that to give a Limited 

Monarch only a moral Limitation, is to 
resolve all into Absolute and Arbitrary, for 
the most absolute under heaven hath moral 
limitation." Philip Hunter, A Vindication of 
the Treatise of Monarchy, 1644, p. 64. 

4 Observations upon Aristotles Politiques, Touch- 
ing Forms of Governinent, p. 14 ; Observations upon 
Mr. Hunton’s Treatise of Monarchy, p. 26 f. 
Observations . . . upon Mr. Hobs Leviathan, fol. 
A. 3; all published in London, I65~. 
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its service for impressing the necessity of absolute government on his con- 
temporaries; in this interest he thought it political wisdom to make the word 
popular. 

To some extent he may have been successful. Leviathan was understood 
to justify acquiescence in the rule of Cromwell the conqueror.1 After the 
Restoration, such devices of reconciliation were no longer a practical issue. 
At the same time, Church and Parliament did their utmost to prevent the 
heretical book from being read. Nevertheless, it was read.2 Forty years after 
its first publication, and on the morrow of another Revolution, John Locke 
included Hobbes’ concept of despotic goverffment in his general revisign of’ 
the theory of "compact." ¯ In his Two Treatises of Government, one of the con- 
eluding chapters (II, ~5) deals with "paternal, political and despotical power, 
considered together." "The great mistakes of late about government having, 
as I suppose, arisen from confounding these distinct powers one with another," 
so Locke declares, this comparison may "not be amiss." This is a hit at 
Hobbes. And in order to blot out the doctrine of Leviathan, the concept of 
"despotical power" is suddenly reintroduced and redefined. It is said to be 
"an absolute, arbitrary power one man has over another, to take away his 
life whenever he pleases." By this definition alone Hobbes’ interpretation of 
the term which implied the conqueror’s renunciation of the right to kill is 
annihilated. His--and in the last resort, Bodin’s--supposition that despotical 
power originates in conquest is accepted; but to interpret it as a covenant of 
some kind is made impossible. "... Captives, taken in a just and lawful war, 
and such only, are subject to a despotical power, which, as it arises not from 
compact, so neither is it capable of any, but is the state of war continued." 
Therefore, as the next chapter explains (ch. ~6, §§ ~78, ~8o) the "perfectly 
despotical" power of the conqueror does not give him any just title to the 
possessions of the vanquished--however often "the practice of the world" 
neglects this principle. 

Locke’s regretful hint at the "practice of the world" concerning the 
property of the subjects did not refer to Sultans and Czars; it referred to a 
system of government near at hand. "Levying money for or to the use of 
the crown by pretence of prerogative" had just been definitely proclaimed to 
be illegal by the Bill of Rights. But it was the practice in that monarchy with 
which England in ~69o was at war. It was of utmost importance that French- 
men began just now to grumble in a similar sense about the "despotical" 
practices of their monarch--though they did it with a subdued voice. 

V 

In France the concept of the despotique made its first appearance in public 
life at the time when Milton was writing the Tenure and Hobbes the Leviathan. 

1 Cf. G. Davies, The Early Stuarts (Oxford 

History of England), p. 168. 
~ Pepys’ Diary, 3rd Sept., I668 (cf. A. R. 

Waller, Cambr. Engl. Classics edition of 
Leviathan, p. wI). Algernon Sidney in his 
Discourses concerning Government (which re- 

mained manuscript until ~698) speaks of 
"absolute or despotical kingdoms" only when 
vindicating Aristotle’s intentions in Politics, 
1. III, against the interpretation of Sir Robert 
Filmer (Ch. III, Section XXIII; ed. Edin- 
burgh, ~75o, II, p. 2oI). 
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The pamphlet war of the Fronde produced nothing comparable either to the 
torrid eloquence of the one or to the remorseless dialectics of the other. As 
far as the struggle was at all concerned with constitutional issues, it concerned 
the claim of privileged bodies and privileged gritndees to refuse obedience to 
a powerful minister and to control the royal administration themselves. This 
interest was at stake when secular hnd clerical pamphlet-writers" advocated 
limited monarchy. But, when showing up the absurdity of the unlimited 
power usurped by Mazarin in the name of the monarch, they sometimes 
availed themselves of the concep.t of monarchic despotique. Its occurrence, here 
as in England, testifies to the fact that the erudite writer who knew his 
Aristotle no longer felt inhibited by the ban inflicted by the humanists on the 
Greek word. At the same time, men of classical learning were not satisfied 
that monarchie seigneuriale, suggested by Le Roy and Bodin, was an adequate 
substitute for that word. 

Despotique was as yet far from being a favourite epithet of arbitrary govern- 
ment. Tyrannique was more commonly understood.1 The comparison of the 
condition of Frenchmen under the present rfigime with "ceux que nous ap- 
pelons escl~ves sous l’Empire du Turc" was in the early stages of the troubles, 
in ~649, made a watchword, again without any reference to the expression 
which, according to Aristotle, was most characteristic of Asiatic submissive- 
ness.~ But at the same time this expression was gaining ground. We find 
it in scattered instances only; but those quoted below are certainly not the 
only ones. Being independent of one another they testify to a use in speech 
more frequent than that directly evidenced in print. 

The first testimony occurs in a priestly harangue of I649. "Les rois, les 
souverains, les grands, et toute sorte de personnes qui sont pr~posfies ~ la 
conduite des autres, jusqu’aux p+res dans les familles ne doivent point proc~der 
dans leur direction avec une autoritfi ou commandement despotique. I1 n’y a 
que Dieu qui puisse agir de cette sorte .... -3 Three years later, when the 
Paris Parlement had again solemnly proclaimed Mazarin an outlaw and 
therefore been reprimanded by the Royal Council, the most famous of all the 
Fronde pamphlets used the concept in a strictly constitutional meaning and 
made it imply the ominous reference to the rule of the Sultan. This pamphlet, 
Les v~r~tables maximes du gouvernement de la France, declared the Parlement to be 
the rightful inheritor of the Champ de Mars and its consent to be indispensable 
to royal decrees. This was true, the author asserted, though all valid acts of 
state were issued in the name of the king. Such restriction was not at variance 
with the character of true monarchy. For "Les Monarchies ne sont pas toutes 
d’Espotiques (sic !), il n’y a que celle du Turq." All other monarchies known 
to-day were tempered by aristocracy of some kind.4 

1 "Que le Royaume de France n’est pas un 

estat tyrannique, ou le Souverain n’ayt pour 
object de sa conduite que sa seule passion." 
Catechisme des Partisans ou Resolutions Theolo- 
giques, etc., Paris, Besongne, ~649, p. 7.-- 
Many more examples occur in Choix des 
Mazarinades, ed. C. Moreau, ~853. 

~ Catechisme des Partisans, p. I9.--Maximes 
morales et chrestiennes pour le repos des consciences 

dans les q~’airespresentes; Paris, Besongne, i649, 

P. ~5- 
~ Suite des Maximes Morales et Chrestiennes, 

Paris, Besongne, ~649, p. 7 f- 
~ Les vgritables maximes du Gouvernement de la 

France justifides par l’ordre du temps, depuis l’dtab- 
lissement de la Monarchiejusques ~ prdsent. Servant 
de Response au prdtendu arrdt de cassation du Conseil 
du ~8 Janvier ~65~. Dedi~ & son Altesse 
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The theory here proclaimed was to be renewed in the eighteenth century 
by the Paris Parlement when by obstinate self-assertion it defied the ministers 
of the last Bourbon kings until it finally called for the Etats g~ndraux and 
thereby effected its own undoing.1 The concept of despotic government and 
the spiteful reference to the Turkish rdgime had by then been elaborated by 
Montesquieu and, on the strength of his authority, had now become powerful 
arguments. In i652 these tenets were asserted only to be very soon dis- 
avowed in practice. The Parlement could not but dissolve its alliance with 
the wayward Prince of Cond~ who embarked on high treason. It came to 
terms with the Court; this understanding implied unconditional surrender 
to Mazarin. 

In the pamphlet just mentioned, the printer’s mistake in orthography 
seems characteristic of the fa~t that despotique was no popular war-cry.2 
Nevertheless the word remained in circulation when the Fronde was over. In 
~653 Claude Joly dared to publish his Recueil de Maximes Veritables et impo¢tantes 
pour L’Institution du Roy. Here the word put in an appearance, first rather 
shyly in a scholarly footnote,3 and then again in the annexed Lettres Apolo- 

Royale. Paris, ~652; cf. p. 22. Reprinted 
by F.-E. de M~zeray, Mdmoires Historiques et 
Critiques .... Amsterdam, ~732, II, pp. ~4- 
x27, under the title Mdmoire touchant l’origine 
et l’autoritd du Parlement de France, appeld 
Judicium Francorum (the passage in question is 
on p. ~24). On the pamphlet see : L. v. Ranke, 
Franz6sische Geschichte, III, Buch XI, Kap. 5 
(3rd edit., ~877, p. ~23) ; E. Carcassonne: 
Montesquieu et le problOme de la constitution fran- 
~aise au XVIIIe siOcle, ~927, p. 35; Ph. Sagnac, 
La formation de la socidtd fran~aise moderne, I, 

x945, P- ~9~- 
~ A. Cobban, "The Parlements of France 

in the ~8th Century," History, New Series, 
XXXV, ~95o, pp. 73 If. 

~ Some months after the Vdritables maximes 
du Gouvernement another pamphlet was issued 
which made a stand for raising questions of 
principle, Le Raisonnable plaintif sur la derniOre 
Dgclaration du Roy, ~9 ao~t ~652 (Choix des 
Mazarinades, II, pp. 452-65). The author 
declares that Aristotle, Pol. III, ~4 has been 
wrongly interpreted by Bodin. The type of 
government which Bodin had called monarchic 
seigneuriale, is to him la monarchic as contrasted 
with la royautd. While this terrm means "une 
puissance lfigitime d~ffir~e par la choix du 
peup!e," monarchic is "une puissance violente 
qui domine contre le gr~ des subiets et qui 
les a sousmis contre leur gr~ . . . La fin de 
la Royaut~, c’est l’utilit~ commune; la fin du 
Monarque, c’est la sienne particuli~re." 
Ignoring accepted opinion, the author is con- 
vinced that "ce que nous appelons Roy en 
France, en Allemagne c’est un Empereur; en 

Moscouie c’est un duc; ~t Constantinople 
c’est un grand Seigneur; mais partout, de 
ces Seigneurs et de ces Roys, les peuples en 
attendent Justice, protection et soulagement" 

(PP. 456, 46~-3). 
~ 2nd impression, Paris, ~663, p. 426. The 

principle "que les Roys n’ont pas droict de 
mettre des imposts sur leurs peuples, sans 
leur consentement," ch. XI, has led the 
author to a digression concerning the doubt- 
ful appropriateness of the title nostre Maistre 
applied to the king. "... le mot de Maistre 
est diamfitralement contraire ~t celuy de Roy. 
Car les personnes qui sont relativement op- 
pos~es au Maistre, comme sont les esclaves, 
ou mesmes les simples domestiques, sont 
en cette qualitfi fairs pour le Maistre." . . . 
The authority of Tertullian (Apologeticum, ch. 

34) is called upon to show "la consfiquence 
de l’idolatrie qui en pouuoit arriuer, ce 
nora n’appartenant proprement qu’~t Dieu 
seul . . ." The footnote here added quotes 
the modern commentator of that Father of 
the Church, Didier Herauld (~6~3). In 
relation to Tertullian’s protest Herauld 
refers to "la cause pour laquelle Auguste 
et quelques autres Empereurs apr~s luy ne 
volurent pas permettre qu’on leur donnast ce 
nom de Maistres" and then "fort ~ propos" 
draws attention to the fact "que parmy les 
anciens c’estoit une mesme chose, de com- 
mander despotiquement et tyranniquement. 
¯ . . zX~r:ow×~5~ ~, dit-il, apud eos idem 
est quod ~p~w~×~ ~p~v",--the whole quota- 
tion closing with a reference to ~o~0ipx~t 
8s~noxrx~ in Arist., Pol. III.--The passage is 
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gdtiques inveighing against the "ministres de la tyrannie" who had tried to 
suppress the book. Of them it is said that "ils veulent effacer de l’esprit et de 
la memoire des hommes l’image d’un vray et legitime Roy, pour substituer a 
sa place l’idole d’un Monarque Despotique, qu’ils adorent lachement.’’1 

The term had become sufficiently notorious to make it appear a duty of 
loyalty to deprecate its application to the rdgime of Mazarin. In 1657 the 
abbd Des Marolles wrote a treatise in which he purported to refute another 
moralist with regard to "le gouvernement despotique, sous lequelle il prdtend 
que les hommes vivent plus heureusement que sous un empire moins absolu." 
Marolles starts by asserting that despotic power, "c’est-a-dire . . . puissance 
de seigneur a l’esclave," has never been held by Christian rulers. He then 
bases his refutation on the certitude that "le gouvernement despotique . . . 
n’est pas le nostre"---that France has "un gouvernement moins absolu." 
"Sajustice et sa douceur ne le font-elle pas aimer? Sa force ldgifime ne le fait- 
elle pas craindre? Et la saintetd de ses lois ne lui concile-t-elle pas le respect?" 
Assuredly one can nowhere live more happily than in this state which looks 
forward to "les grandes esp~rances que lui donne son jeune Auguste." A 
"monarchie royale absolue comme celle des Fran~ais" was just the contrary 
of that barbarian despotic rule to which Aristotle refers in Politics III, 14. 
Marolles shows himself familiar with Bodin’s distinction between monarchies 
tyranniques and monarchies seigneuriales "comme celles du Grand Seigneur et du 
Grand Mogul." But he relates the term monarchie despotique to both species.2 

Anot.her French writer, Samuel Sorbi~re, who was a disciple of Hobbes, 
on occasaon inadvertently used the word despotique in the sense of monarchique. 3 
But after Louis XIV had assumed the reins of government, and when manners 
of his court had become exemplary in matters of usage too, it was, so it 
appears, understood that the odious word must not be uttered whenever there 
was the slightest possibility of relating it to his authority. Bossuet purpose- 
fully withheld it from the ears of the Dauphin when instructing him about 
the sublime qualities of royal majesty. In the two instances when he saw 
reason to deal with its implications he replaced it by arbitraire. He had to 
satisfy his august pupil that royal authority being "l’image de la grandeur 
de Dieu" was absolu. He could not but scornfully refer to the malignant inter- 
pretation which had been read into this latter concept by making it appear 
synonymous with another term of evil omen. But this other term was neither 

instructive in various respects. It shows how 
the identity of meanings of ~,~, dominus 
and maitre was evident to classical scholars,- 
how, in France as in England, "master" was 
thought more expressive of this meaning than 
Bodin’s "seigneur,"--and how, at the same 
time, despotique, so to speak, waited at the 
door to be admitted. 

~Joly, op. cir., Leltre Apolog~lique, p. 39. 
~ Suilte des Mgmoires de Michel des Marolles, 

Abbd de Ville-Loin Co*ztenant douze traitez sur 
diuers suiets cur#ux, Paris, ~657, Q.jmtri~me 
Discours, pp. ~o~-9, relating to Second Discours 
sceptique d’Aldthophile, loc. cit., pp. 8o-6. Bayle 
(cf. below, p. 3oo, n. 2) supposed that this 

Discours sceptique--which does not itself use 
the word despotique--was written by Sorbi~re. 

~ Relations, lettres et discours de M. de Sorbiere, 
sur diverses matieres curieuses, Paris, t 66o; dedi- 
cated to Mazarin. Lettre III, 2me relation: 
Du Gouvernement des Provinces Unies, p. 6~: 
"Cependant les Nations fort filoignfies ont 
trait~ avec les Estates, comme si c’estoit avec 
le Prince d’Orange duquel ils fussent les 
subjects: et l’Estat a souffert cette formalitd 
pour s’accomoder ~ la mani~re des peuples 
qui vivent sous le gouvernement Despotique 
et qui n’ont pas id~e de la Rfipublique." 
Sorbi~re had in ~653 translated Hobbes’ De 
corpore politico from English into French. 
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tyrannique nor seigneurial nor despotique. "Pour rendre ce terme odieux et 
insupportable, plusieurs affectent de confondre le gouvernement absolu et le 
gouvernement arbitraire." Of the difference between both systems the bishop 
of Meaux had more to say when dealing with the administration of justice. 
"I1 y a parmi les hommes une esp~ce de gouvernement que l’on appelle 
arbitraire, mais qui ne se trouve point permis dans les Etats parfaitement 
policds." There were, he explained, four symptoms of arbitrary government. 
The peoples were born slaves. Private property did not exist, because the 
prince owned all. The prince had power of life and death over the subjects. 
There was no law apart froin his will. The master added that he would 
not inquire into the question whether such a power could be rightful (licite 
ou illicite). "I1 y a des peuples et de grands empires ,qui s’en contentent, et 
nous n’avons point a les inqui4ter sur la forme de leur gouvernement. I1 nous 
suffit de dire que celle-ci est barbare et odieuse. Ces quatre conditions sont 
bien 4loign4es de nos moeurs et ainsi le gouvernement arbitraire n’y a point 
de lieu.’’1 The whole passage is clearly a paraphrase of Aristotle’s remark 
on despotical government and of Bodin’s chapter on gouvernement seigneurial. 
The "great empires," which the teacher had in mind, were, of course, again 
Turkey and Russia. But Bossuet may have been glad to call their systems 
of government by names which had no tradition in the language of constitu- 
tional strife. 

No authority was, indeed, powerful enough to erase the word despotique 
from the vocabulary of refined language once it had entered this sphere. It 
was recognized by the dictionaries of Richelet and of the Acad4mie Fran~aise. 
But dignified usage confined it to such harmless meanings as those of literary 
arbitrament or overbearing manners. 

"Cependant, ~ l’entendre, il chfirit la critique, 
Vous avez sur ses vers un pouvoir despotique." 

So Boileau portrayed the feigned deference of the incorrigible poet towards 
the competent critic. And a tutor of the young Duc de Bourbon, the grand- 
son of the "great" Cond4, complained: "D4cid4ment Monseigneur est 
despote, il veut tout ce qu’il veut, absolument, et ne peut jouer sans chagrin 
ni dispute.’’3 But the successor to this tutor, the great moralist, who entered 
the house of Cond4 in ~684, dared some years later to use the term con- 
spicuously in its political meaning. Among the introductory aphorisms of 
La Bruyhre’s Caract~res, ch. X (Du souverain ou de la rdpublique), we come across 
the following sentences: 

"C’est une politique sure et ancienne dans les rdpubliques que d’y laisser 
le peuple s’endormir dans les f4tes..., le laisser se remplir du vide et savourer 
la bagatelle: quelles grandes ddmarches ne t~ait-on pas au despotique par 
cette indulgence!" "Ii n’y a point de patrie dans le despotique, d’autres 

1 j. Benigne-Bossuet, Polilique tirde des 

propres paroles de l’Ecriture Sainte a Mon- 
seigneur le Dauphin ; Ouvrage posthume, Paris, 
~7o9, I, pp. ~o3, ~o7; II, p. ~o5 f. (Bk. IV, 
art. ~ ; Bk. V, art. 4; Bk. VIII, art. ~). 

2 Boileau, L’Artpodtique, Chant Ier, v. ~ ~9 f. 

(Oeu. compl., Hachette, p. ~95). 
a E. Allaire, La BruyOre dans la maison de 

Condg, ~ 886, p. ~ 45 (Report ofM. Deschamps). 
The Dictionnairefranfois of Richelet (~ 68o) ex- 
plains despote only as "Prince souverain qui 
d4pend de l’Empire Ottoman." 
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choses y suppldent: l’intdr~t, la gloire, le service du prince." . . . Of these 
sentences the first dates from the 4th edition of the book published in ~689, the 
second from the 7th edition in ~692.1 Both form part of enlargements, the bias 
of which is unmistakable. In its original shape the chapter, as far as it out- 
lined the qualities of a great monarch, aimed at being read as an undiluted 
eulogy of that one king who was "bien digne du nom de Grand." The later 
editions from the 4th onward qualified this portrait by adding verdicts which 
offered themselves as implying criticism on the present rdgime.2 The medita- 
tions on le despotique obviously summarize the bitter judgment of the state of 
the nation at which La Bruy~re had arrived since ~689. Their scrutiny of 
social morals, their contribution to the analysis of les moeurs de ce siOcle issues 
from the author’s own refined sensibility. But since for sharpening his verdict 
he uses the word despotique, this device betrays a fact of wider import. 
Obviously in the circles in which La Bruy~re conversed--and first of all in 
the house of his late patron, the formerfrondeur--the word had not ceased to be 
used clandestinely whenever there was reason to demur at the irresistible royal 
authority to which the noblesse had submitted after the breakdown of the 
Fronde. The word had in this meaning gone underground. It had become a 
traditional whisper of moanings. And for such moaning there had never been 
so much reason as of late, when Louis by the onslaught on the Palatinate 
had opened his most high-handed war in the winter ~688-89. This war 
was certain to expose France to the enmity of all Europe; it was certain to 
jeopardize the economic recovery of the country, already made precarious by 
the exodus of so many Huguenots. Such national dangers were, it appeared, 
incurred only to satisfy the boundless personal ambition of the king. This, 
for certain, was "despotic" policy--a policy in which the interests of the 
country counted for nothing compared with those of the ruler. La Bruy~re 
addressed men who secretly held such views. He wished to teach them that 
the evil was more deeply rooted--that they had complied with a political 
system which necessarily debilitated the very soul of national society. And 
he called this system by the name by which he found it called: despotique. 

We are entitled to see the passage in this light because it is not completely 
isolated. There exists a second document; it is embodied in the anonymous 
pamphlets which bear the name Les Soupirs de la France Esclave, qui aspire apr~s 
la libertd. 

These Mgmoires were published in Holland from August ~689 to July 
~ 69o in successive instalments. They were written after Louis’ onslaught on 
Western Germany had achieved no result except the devastation of the 
Palatinate, and after William III had established his Great Alliance. The 
intention of the pamphlets was to strengthen the energies of the allies by 
showing to them that their enemy was the oppressor of his own people no 
less than of others, and that the defeat of Louis would be a godsend to France. 
The author has been identified with Michel Levassor, a member of the 
Oratorian congregation,a He was, when embarking on his enterprise, still 

1 Aphorisms X, 3, 4 of the final version. 

Oeuvres, ed. Servois (Les grands dcrivains de la 
France), II, pp. 275 f.; IV, pp. 29, 35. 

~ Cf. G. Michaut, La BruyOre, ~936, pp. ~37- 

~39, ~7~. 
a The question of the authorship (some- 

times, on the authority of Bayle, attributed 
to Jurieu) has been re-examined and decided 
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residing in France. By smuggling the pamphlets across the frontier he did 
treasonable work of the most precarious kind. He cannot have had accom- 
plices in circles connected with the Court. His aim of being instrumental 
"pour ramener la monarchie ~ son ancien gouvernement" may also not have 
had many hopeful sympathizers. Nevertheless, the very proclamation of this 
aim testifies to the fact that some underground, though helpless, allegiance to 
the principles proclaimed and defeated in the Fronde was still alive. The 
author professes to be encouraged by the Glorious Revolution in England. 
This example will, he trusts, "faire renaltre dans l’gtme de tous les bons 
Fran§ais l’amour pour la patrie.’’1 And though he expresses compassion 
for the sufferings of the people at large--"tant de millions d’hommes rdduits 
~ une si profonde mis~re pour satisfaire les passions d’un seul homme’’2- 
la France esclave represents first of all the classes and bodies nominally privi- 
leged, but now deprived of all their valuable rights. His argument starts 
from "l’Oppression de L’Eglise, des Parlements, de la Noblesse et des Villes’’a 
and culminates in a lengthy dissertation which explains the historical rights 
of the aristocratic institutions now obliterated by the royal rdgime. It is 
one of his gravest reproaches "que dans le Gouvernement prdsent tout 
est Peuple. On ne sqait plus ce que c’est que qualitd, distinction, mdrite, 
naissance." 4 

Obviously the author was familiar with sentiments voiced in private by 
discontented persons of rank. Considering this fact, the language used by him 
deserves special attention. La tyrannic du Turc, la puissance du Grand Seigneurs 
is to him as indispensable for describing the arbitrary rule of Louis and the 
humiliation of his subjects as it had been to the pamphleteers of the Fronde 
for stigmatizing Mazarin. "Le Roi a pris la place de l’Etat. C’est le service 
du Roi, c’est l’intdrfit du Roi . . . Enfin le Roi est tout, et l’Etat n’est plus 
rien.’’6 This sentence and that just mentioned which calls for a resuscitation 
of l’amour pour la pattie remind us of the aphorisms of La Bruy+re. The author 
in fact voices soupirs which are on many men’s lips. And the term pouvoir 
despotique or puissance despotique is a prominent element of this language of 
complaint. At first the term is used in passing; the author proposes as his 
first task to "voir l’oppression & la tyrannie, sous laquelle gdmissent tous les 
ordres de la France, et la mis~re ~t laquelle ils sont rdduits sous une Puissance 
Despotique.’’7 Afterwards it designates the main issue. The third Mdmoire 
bears the title "Les tristes effets de la Puissance Arbitraire et Despotique de 
la Cour de France: Que cette puissance est tout aussi despotique que celle du 

in favour of Levassor by G. Riemann. Der 

Verfasser der "Soupirs de la France esclave," 
Berlin, I938. 

1 Ier Mdrnoire, Ioth August, 1689, p. 3 f. 

~HIme Mimoire, I5th September, I689, 

P. ~9. 
~ Title ofIer Mdmoire. Cf. also lllme M&n., 

pp. 3°, 32. 
~ Ilme Mdmoire, 2oth August, p. 17. 
~ Ier Md~n., p. 4; IIIme Mdm., p. 45: "pour 

trouver des exemples de cette Puissance. on 
croit qu’il faut sortir des fronti~res du Chris- 

tianisme et passer chds les Turcs, les Perses, 
les Tartares, les Mongols. Mais je vous prie, 
sans passion, et sans rien outrer, considerds 
ce que nous venons de prouver . . . et voyds 
s’i! y a aucune difference essentielle, entre la 
Domination Franc, oise et la Domination du 
Turc." Then the rdgimes of "le Grand 
Seigneur" and "la Cour de France" are com- 
pared and found to differ only in outward 
procedure. 

~ Ilrne M~rn., p. ~3. 
~ Ier Mgm., p. 5. 
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Grand Seigneur." This pamphlet is a massive indictment ofpouvoir despotique 
which is said to be "opposd ~ la raison..., opposd ~ l’humanitfi..., oppos~ 
m~me ~ l’Esprit du Christianisme." The pouvoir despotique et arbitraire is shown 
to have manifested itself in the revocation of the Edict of Nantes with all its 
disastrous consequences, in the unprincipled distribution of offices, in the 
management of financial affairs, and, worst of all, in foreign policy; for "il 
n’y a rien en quoi les rois doivent faire moins usage de la puissance despotique 
que dans les ddclarations de guerre." To the author the word becomes the 
adequate expression for the reckless and selfish use of power: "Les noms de 
puissance arbitraire et de pouvoir despotique sont demeurfis odieux parmi 
tous les hommes. Les Tyrans m~me s’en ddfendent.’’1 

The notion of the "despotical" is assumed to imply an issue more serious 
than that traditionally read into the concept of the ."tyrannical." This was 
no mere freak, no arbitrary playing with terms. The name of tyran, so the 
author of the Soupirs understood, might apply to individual rulers ; but puis- 
sance arbitraire et despotique denotes a specific system of government, traditional 
with Oriental kingdoms, and now unfortunately beginning to take root in 
France. Of the implications to be read into the concept he was informed as 
exactly as had been Bodin and Bossuet, who shunned the term despotique. 
"Que les sujets du royaume sont dans la servitude, qu’ils n’ont rien ~t eux, 
que leurs biens et leurs vies sont toujours comme en l’air, d~pendants du 
caprice d’un seul homme"--these facts, he says, are conceded even by the 
blindest partisans of the Court ; and they are characteristic of the gouvernement 
despotique. 2 

In assuming that the destruction of this system could figure among the aims 
of the present war the author of the Soupirs misjudged the political as well as 
the military situation. Though his pamphlets aroused attention they remained 
soupirs.3 But amongst the upper classes of France sighs such as these were be- 
ginning to have rather a wide diffusion. "On n’a plus parl~ de l’Etat ni des 
r~gles, on n’a parlfi que du Roi et de son bon plaisir." This is one of the stric- 
tures of the Lettre au Roi which in 1694 or 1695 F~nelon drafted for the relief of 
his conscience.~ And in Tdldmaque he made Mentor preach thus to Idomdnde : 
"Souvenez-vous que les pays o~h la domination du souverain est plus absolue 
sont ceux o~a les souverains sont moins puissants. Ils prennent, ils ruinent tout, 
ils poss~dent seuls tout l’Etat; mais aussi tout l’Etat languit." Of such a king 
it was true that "son pouvoir absolu fait autant d’esclaves qu’il a de sujets.’’5 
Such phrases very much resemble the statements of the Soupirs. They conform 

a IIIme Mgm., pp. 29, 33, 35, 38, 43, 44. 

~XIIIme Mdm., 15th July, x69o, p. I92. 
~ Translations of the Soupirs into Spanish 

and English were taken in hand in 1689 (copies 
are in British Museum Library). But the 
print of the Spanish translation stops short 
before M~moire III; it suppresses the massive 
exposure of the puissance despotique et arbitraire. 
The English translation was discontinued 
after M~moire VIII, in the middle of the 
lengthy constitutional argument which issued 
in the author’s project of reform. The reso 

ponse of French emigrants was, of course, 
more lively. Cf. the studies of G. Riemann 
(above, pp. ~97-8, note 3) and F. Kleyser, 
Der Flugschriftenkampf gegen Ludwig XIV zur 
Zeit des pfdlzischen Krieges, Berlin, x935, 

PPi I42-5" Ecrits et lettres politiques, ed. Ch. Urbain, 

~92°, P- ~44- For views on Ffinelon’s inten- 
tion cf. Sagnac, op. cit., p. I63 n. ; L. Andrfi, 
Louis XIVet l’Europe, I95o, p. 25. 

~ Xme livre. Ed. A. Cahen (Les grands 
dcrivains de la France), II, pp. ~6-8. 
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to the type of despotic government. This concept itself--very important to 
Fdnelon about ten years later--was still avoided by him when he wrote 
Tdgmaque. He must have known it well, for the word, just at this time, proved 
its vitality by a peculiar achievement. It gave rise to another word, despotisme. 

This word had no currency as yet in ~689 and 1692 when the implications 
of le despotique were discussed in the Caract~res ; otherwise La Bruy~re would not 
have seen reason to imitate Greek ~ ~,:o~×~ by using the French adjective as a 
noun. For despotisme no earlier evidence has been traced than the jesting side- 
remark of an antiquarian, who in i698 wrote of "le despotisme que le gram- 
mairiens ont exercd sur les poesies d’Hom+re.’’1 The author, a gentleman of 
the noblesse de robe who had acquaintances at the Court, must have picked up 
the word in conversation, the background of which was less harmless ttlan 
the use to which he put the expression. A few years later the term is taken 
as commonly understood in its political connotation by the greatest of emigrant 
authors, Pierre Bayle. One of the learned and polemical analecta which form 
his R@onse aux questions d’un provincial (Rotterdam, 17o4) bears the title Du 
despotisme. Bayle betrays a special interest in the concept and its suitability 
for denoting conditions in France. He probes into tlae background of the 
reflections of Marolles and Sorbibre and concludes with highly topical warn- 
ings. One ought not to assume that there was so great a difference between 
the gouvernement absolu of the Turks and that of other monarchs. According 
to competent information the Grand Seigneur was by no means above observ- 
ing laws. "Voilit de quoi rdfuter ceux qui supposent qu’un gouvernement 
absolu est exclusif de toutes sortes des lois. Ils ne se font pas des iddes justes 
des divers degrds du despotisme.’’2 

One might be inclined to pass over this neology as a slight variation which 
was bound to turn up sooner or later. But in actual fact it represents an 
innovation which is memorable with regard to its background as well as to 
its consequences. The -ism suffix has had a history somewhat similar to that 
of the term of the despotic.3 The combination of both is a significant landmark. 
As was the case with the root despot, so the suffixes -izein, -istes, -ismos belonged 

x Ch.-C. Baudelot de Dairval, Histoire de 
Ptolomde Auletes. Dissertation sur une pierre gravde 
antique du cabinet de Madame, Paris, I698, 
p. 346: "Ce que j’avance icy, comme on le 
voit, n’est pas une opinion nouvelle, et le 
Despotisme que les Grammairiens ont exerc~ 
sur les Poesies d’Homere, a ~tfi reconnu par 
Eustathius sur le premier Livre de l’Illiade." 
The sentence has been referred to by Hatz- 
feld-Darmesteter. The Dictionnaire dtymolo- 
gique of O. Bloch and W. von Wartburg 
(~93~) has not added any previous evidence. 
Brunot, indeed, enumerates the word among 
"les deux cent roots environ" putting in an 
appearance between ~66o and ~7~5, with 
regard to which "on se demande si vraiment 
ils avaient attendu jusque 1~ pour na_itre, tant 
ils apparaissent comme n~cessaires" (Histoire’ 
de la languefranfaise, IV, ~, p. 5~5). But such 

necessity was, in the case of despotisme, by no 
means acknowledged in the 17th century. 

~Rdponse, etc., pp. 587-6oo. I owe the 
important reference to Mr. R. Shackleton of 
Brasenose College, Oxford. 

~ For the history of the suffixes -ismus, -ista, 
-izare and their imitation in the vernaculars, 
cf. O. Gradenwitz, Laterculi vocum latinarum, 
Leipzig, ~9o4; the Oxf Engl. Dict. articles 
-Ism, -Ist, -Ize ; Kr. Nyrop, Grammaire historique 
de la langue fran~aise, Copenhagen, x9o8, III, 
pp. ~56-~6~ ; L. Pearsall Smith, The English 
Language (Home Univ. Libr., Vol. 44), PP. 95 f- 
See also A. Campana, "The Origin of the 
Word ’Humanist’," in this Journal, IX, ~ 946, 
p. 6o. The words construed until about ~ 7oo 
by means of the suffixes may be most com- 
pletely ascertained from Brunot, op. cit., 
Index to VI, I. 
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to those elements of Greek learning which were not allowed to spoil the Latin 
tongue as long as it was in the custody of genuine Roman tradition. They 
had to be accepted when they had become indispensable to the great institu- 
tion which migrated from the Greek to the Roman world: the Church. 
Christian practice could not do without baptismus and exorci~ta, nor theological 
argument without Arianismus and Donatistae. Characteristically enough, the 
first -ismus superposed upon a Latin word was paganismus. To mediaeval 
schoolmen the syllables proved immensely useful for determining diversifica- 
tion of doctrine as well as branches of study Thomists, Scotists, legists, artists. 
These formations were freely adopted by the vernaculars; there the mean- 
ing of them might be varied too. "Humanism"--though this word itself was 
invented rather late in the day-considerably added to their vogue. So did 
the warfare of religious doctrines and allegiances initiated by the Reformation. 
In this context the abusive ring to which the suffixes had always been prone 
was naturally predominant, whether they were attached to proper names, 
such as Calvinism, or to appellatives, such as anabaptists or atheism. But of all 
spheres of common interest that of political institutions was, at the end of the 
seventeenth century, still the least affected. One had spoken of"Macchiavel- 
lism" and thereby referred not only to a doctrinal attitude but also to criminal 
practices in politics. One had spoken of "royalists" in the civil wars of France 
and England. But there had not been as yet an -ism based upon an appellative 
designing a system of government and politics. Despotisme opened, in this 
respect, a new branch of nomenclature. Presumably its formation was 
suggested by another trenchant -ism, ngpotisme. This word, brought to birth 
only forty years earlier by the weaknesses of Pope Innocent X, had recently 
again attracted attention as the abolition of the abuses implied in the term 
had been proclaimed by Innocent XII in the bull of 22 June, ~692.1 The 
despotisme of the French court was a telling analogy to the n~potisme de Rome. 
This association goes far to emphasize the bitterness which gave rise to the 
word. 

Amplified by this new word the concept of despotic rule entered its con- 
tinuous political career in the last years of Louis XIV’s reign.2 The deficiencies 
of the rdgime manifested by the War of the Spanish Succession had caused the 
malcontents of the foregoing decade to l~ccome a secret opposition group 
which prepared for the accession of a r~ew king. To members of this group-- 
Fdnelon, St. Simon, Boulainvillier--despotisme was a name of the system which 
ought to be mended. The memoranda which urged its abolition still remained 
underground. But under the Rggence the fetters of expression were loosendd 
and the term came into the open. Three’decades later it became a funda- 

1 According to the dictionaries the earliest 

testimony for the French word is J. L. de 
Balzac’s letter to V. Conrart, 28 April, ~653 
(Oeuvres, ~665, I, p. 974). As an example of 
court favours which the writer professes to 
value less than the friendship of the addressee, 
he mentions le Nepotisme du Cardinal Pamphilio ; 
this is Camillo Astalli whom Innocent X in 
~65o unexpectedly promoted to the nepotal 
dignity of Cardinal Pamphili. (See L. v. 

Pastor, Geschichte der P~pste XIV, ~, p. 33.) 
Gregorio Leti’s Il nipotismo di Roma, ~667, 
which traced the policies of nepotism back to 
Sixtus IV, was soon translated into French 
and English. Innocent XII’s bull of ~69~ 
was hailed all over Western Europe (Pastor, 
op. cir., XIV, 2, p. I ~9)- 

~ This development will be the subject of a 
special study. 
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mental element in the political doctrine which contemporaries considered to 
be one of the greatest achievements of the moderh age: the Esprit des Lois. 
This book caused the word to acquire a significance even more momentous 
than that intended for it by the critics of Louis XIV. It is no exaggeration 
to say that the concept of despotisme played a part in the intellectual and 
political unrest which drove the French monarchy down to the Revolution. 
The dismay aroused by the word in Voltaire’s mind was only too well founded. 
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Review by Robert Mills, King’s College London, for H-France, June 2004. 

To date, Debra Higgs Strickland (previously publishing under the name of Debra Hassig) has been best known 
for her careful analyses of illustrated bestiary manuscripts from France and England. [ 1 ] In the present volume 
she continues to draw on her expertise in thirteenth-century manuscript studies, while also establishing herself 
as a gifted and inventive cultural historian. Strickland’s subject matter is what she terms the "pictorial code of 
rejection" deployed by artists in the later Middle Ages to depict social others; more particularly, she focuses on 
the ways in which, during the era of the crusades, representations of monsters and demons informed--and 
crucially blurred into--images of non-Christian groups, such as Ethiopians, Jews, Muslims, and Mongols. Given 
the topic’s unwieldy potential, Strickland feels the need to impose "serious limits" on her material (p. 9). She 
chooses to concentrate primarily on French and English works of art and literature, explaining that in countries 
such as Spain and Italy fewer demeaning images have survived because Jewish-Christian tensions were less 
pronounced. This points to what is perhaps Strickland’s overriding focus in the study, namely the production of 
anti-Jewish images in regions where actual Jewish communities were discredited, abused, persecuted, and 
eventually expelled. 

Strickland works in the shadows of several other scholars who have explored the topic of pej orative 
representation in recent years--these are debts that she is quick to acknowledge. Ruth Mellinkoft~s Outcasts, a 
seminal survey of signs of otherness in the art of medieval northern Europe, is credited as being an especially 
significant precursor to and indeed foundation for the present analysis. [2] At the same time, given the 
comparative interest in other areas of cultural production such as theology, literature, and drama, Strickland 
envisages her own book as having wider implications too, as an "art historical corroboration and extension" of 
claims made in Edward Said’s Orientalism (p. 20). 

After a short introductory preface outlining the author’s methodological and practical considerations, the book 
opens with a survey of the ideological underpinnings to the medieval iconography of rej ection. Strickland 
contends, in chapter one, that ancient Greek and Roman theories of climate, medicine, astrology, and 
physiognomy combined to produce the belief that one’s environment, bodily form, and moral well-being were 
intimately and intricately related; these theories, in turn, are deemed to have provided the basic template for 
later Christian beliefs about the links between outer appearance and inner character. One manifestation of this 
association is the ideal western European human type--Strickland cites here a striking image from a fifteenth- 
century French copy of a well-known encyclopedia, stunningly reproduced as one of the book’s fifteen color 
plates, which depicts the figure of Health Man as predictably white-skinned, blond, well-proportioned, and 
male. The other extreme is the monster, an anti-ideal constructed as a foil to the normative medieval Christian 



that provided, says Strickland, one of the intellectual frameworks within which living outcast groups could be 
legitimately dehumanized and, in the case of Jews, physically harmed. The chapter ends, as such, with a 
consideration of the Monstrous Races in medieval culture and argues that these elusive, imaginary figures 
"conveyed Christian ideas about evil that also informed representations of the living enemies of 
Christendom" (p. 59). 

Chapter two continues apace with an account of another figure used to conceptualize notions of evil in medieval 
Christian culture: the dark, disturbing, and consummately hybrid demon. Demons were not only embodiments 
of evil, however; they were also--and here Strickland deploys terminology that, in the light of recent events, 
possesses a peculiarly contemporary resonance--"terrorists" (p. 67). What the author means here is that artists 
depicted demons as tormentors who lured medieval Christians into hell and, when they got there, subj ected 
them to horrific tortures. In a move that mirrors the previous chapter’s analysis of the Monstrous Races, the 
author insists that medieval demonology provided a resource and conceptual framework for the depiction of 
other types of enemies, especially Jews and black Africans, who were often cast similarly, in the role of 
torturers or terrifying savages; Ethiopians especially were imagined as demonic figures, based primarily on their 
associations with blackness. 

Chapter three is the book’s thematic centerpiece, comprising as it does an account of the appearance of Jews in 
the medieval Christian imaginary. The question of how Christians imagined Jews in medieval art and literature 
has, of course, been addressed in numerous other studies (by Andrew Gow, Ruth Mellinkoff, and Miri Rubin, to 
name just a handful). Strickland’s particular contribution to this dynamic body of scholarship is to consider the 
links between depictions of monsters and Jews. The Jew is a figure characterized by Strickland as "a kind of ur- 
monster, an imaginary and ideological complex of all that medieval Christians found abhorrent" (p. 111). It is 
not clear how useful this recourse to a vocabulary of origins is: the idea that portraits of Jews provided some 
kind of ultimate or original symbolic resource for representations of other outcasts needs substantiating and, 
indeed, produces numerous interpretative problems. 

For instance, a folio from the thirteenth-century Westminster Abbey Bestiary (reproduced on the front cover) 
depicts a three-faced giant, a pygmy, a one-legged creature known as a Sciopod, and a group of cave-dwelling 
Bragmanni. Strickland suggests that the giant’s bright orange Phrygian hat, like that of the Sciopod, "identifies 
him as a Jew" and as such is a prime example of the propensity for "blurring the line between Monstrous Races 
imaginary and living" (p. 134). While the point about representational blurring is perfectly valid, I wonder 
whether the certainty with which the author identifies monsters in the folio as Jews risks simultaneously 
masking some of the image’s complexity. After all, several of the figures raise their hands in gestures of 
pointing: this suggests that a signifier like, say, the Phrygian cap, which was traditionally used by Christian 
artists to communicate the opprobrium of Jewish identity, might also be associated, through its 
recontextualization in the depiction of Monstrous Races, with a different conception of monstrosity--one 
emphasizing the monster as a figure of wonder, portentous of divine existence or spiritual truths. This more 
"positive" understanding of monstrosity is explored at greater length in Strickland’s concluding chapter, and I 
simply wonder whether it could also provide a more sophisticated interpretative model for some of the images 
discussed earlier in the book. 

In addition, the chapter asks us to recognize imagery of this sort as part of a "powerful propaganda" campaign 
on the part of the church--a campaign that had injurious consequences for the actual Jewish populace living in 
regions where these depictions were created and circulated (p. 105). This is an attractive and indeed tempting 
formulation, but I wonder whether Strickland’s notion of a campaigning ethos here might also be reframed, 
more subtly, as a question about how, in specific locations and timeframes, the process of "propagandizing" 
worked. How exactly were individual artists and patrons enlisted in this program of ideological indoctrination? 
Did the prejudicial endeavors of religious leaders translate directly and unproblematically into a visual 
"language" of rejection? Was the code that Strickland so deftly unravels always perfectly understood or 
supported by individual medieval commissioners, makers, and beholders? These are questions that are hard-- 
sometimes even well nigh impossible--to answer with any certainty. In posing them, I do not wish to knock the 
life out of Strickland’s broad comparisons and energetic observations: this book’s merit is precisely that it opens 
up the field to further, more localized investigations. 



This chapter’s most successful section is also arguably its most original contribution: a brief discussion of 
iconography that expressed not the hope that Jews might convert to Christianity but the fear that Christians 
might convert to Judaism. The pair of images Strickland interprets in this light are powerful illustrations of the 
author’s earlier claim that, while Christian portraits of Jews tell us next to nothing about medieval Jews, "they 
reveal a great deal about medieval Christians" (p. 96). As highly educated critics of Christian belief, Jews were 
perceived as posing an intellectual as well as social threat to the integrity of medieval Christianity, and these 
images seem designed to further substantiate that perception. 

Strickland next turns to how pej orative renderings of Jews coincided with an increased interest in representing 
non-Christian enemies from further afield, particularly Saracens and Mongols, during the period of the 
Crusades. This fourth chapter reproduces some extraordinary visual material in this context--a scribal doodle 
representing Mohammed as a monstrous, fishy hybrid in a twelfth-century French copy of De generatione 
Machumet is especially striking, adding weight the book’s contention that the medieval pictorial code of 
rejection literally made monsters of its subjects. Also noteworthy is the observation that Muslim descriptions of 
Tartar physiognomy occasionally rivaled those of Christians in terms of negative sentiment. 

The penultimate chapter explores how Jews, Muslims, Ethiopians, and monsters were integrated into Christian 
eschatological and apocalyptic visions and were shown to be in collusion with the AntiChrist. Strickland 
suggests that the proj ected defeat of these groups at the end of the time served an ideological purpose in the here 
and now: to convince readers and viewers of the supreme strength of the church. 

Chapter six, the last, addresses a question that possibly would have been better posed at the outset: that is to say, 
"what is a monster?" Here the author notes how the pictorial code of rej ection was not applied to certain social 
groups, monks for example, who otherwise shared characteristics with communities denigrated as "monstrous": 
strange dress and language, domestic segregation, and so forth. So why in these circumstances were no 
pej orative features rendered? And how was it that certain monstrous figurations--for instance, images of the 
Trinity as a three-headed being--could be considered perfectly legitimate in Christian contexts, at least until 
they came to be condemned by certain medieval theologians? "Context is the key," announces Strickland, an 
insight that leads her to demand an "adjusted definition" of monstrosity--not as a metaphor for unacceptability 
as she had previously assumed, but as a term accommodating a more "positive" set of meanings too (p. 243). 
She draws here on David William’s account of the medieval interest in monstrosity as a "deformed discourse," a 
method of grasping the Divine through the representation of its conceptual opposite. [3] As I have already 
implied, this more capacious definition of monstrosity may well produce alternative interpretations of images 
discussed elsewhere in the book, not least that reproduced on the dust jacket. It is therefore a pity that the issue 
of "what makes a monster" was not raised more regularly and explicitly throughout. 

That I would like to reread the book with a view to retroactively "adjusting" some of its explanations is, 
nonetheless, an index of just how rich and suggestive Strickland’s examples and analyses are. This is a book that 
will stimulate discussion and debate in a variety of fields. Exceptionally well documented, it is also generously 
illustrated, which makes it an outstanding visual resource. Above all, it reminds us of the power of images to 
demarcate, categorize, violate, and offend--and of the capacity for monsters to impact on people’s lives in ways 
that extend well beyond their perceived role as fantastic and imaginary beings. 

NOTES 

[1] Debra Hassig, MedievalBestiaries: Text, Image, Ideology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); 
Debra Hassig, ed., The Mark of the Beast: The Medieval Bestiary in Art, Life, and Literature (New York: 

Garland, 1999). 

[2] Ruth Mellinkoff, Outcasts: Signs of Otherness in Northern European Art of the Later Middle Ages, 2 vols 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1993); see also Ruth Mellinkoff, The Mark of Cain 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1981). 



[3] David Williams, Deformed Discourse: The Function of the Monster in Mediaeval Thought and Literature 
(Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1996). 
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Review by Kathleen Wellman, Southern Methodist University 

This volume, a set of essays produced from a symposium on monstrosities held at Pennsylvania State 
University, is designed to call into question "progressive rationalization" as an apt description of the way early 
modern Europeans dealt with monsters and to emphasize the richness of the ways monsters could be used, 
especially to serve political ends. The rationalist account of the Enlightenment has led us to underestimate the 
array of purposes monsters served. Monstrosity, the editors insist, evades "containment" by eighteenth-century 
rationalists into a science ofteratology (p. 5). 

The articles are organized in four sets of two essays each around a theme connecting the two, albeit sometimes 
quite loosely. Peter Burke deals first "monstrous races" or peoples depicted as between human and animal, 
often with their animal attributes highlighted. These, he insists, were not fantasies but distorted images of the 
other. Over the early modern period, such images shifted from the old world to the new, from the wild man to 
the savage. Ultimately they led to scientific quests to classify "monstrous races" such as Linnaeus’s homo 
monstruosus. Animal images applied to human beings by one group of Europeans seeking to characterize 
another as uncivilized or barbaric were, Burke contends, an early modern way to define national characteristics 
of other peoples. Such images have had a long life. In the eighteenth century, they were integrated into 
physiognomy and, in the nineteenth century, they formed the basis of "race thinking." They persist in national 
and racial stereotypes. 

David Cressy treats more specific kinds of abnormality. His article is rife with images of"headedness" in the 
period of the English Civil War, from two-headed dogs to the headless children of anomalous births. 
Monstrous births were considered ample demonstration of both general and particular disorders; "the world was 
turned upside down," and radical women, who challenged authority, bore obstetrical disasters. "Headedness" 
was a preoccupation of political imagery as well, from Roundheads to the headless Charles I. As Cressy 
demonstrates, monsters were invoked to castigate gender, religious, or political disorder or deviance. 

The second section reinforces themes of the first. R. Po-chia Hsia explores the role of monstrous births in the 
polemics of the German Reformation. He distinguishes the German response to the monstrous from that 
described by Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park as "wonder" or a pleasurable response to monsters. [1 ] 
Instead, Hsia finds that in Germany monsters provoked fear among Lutherans and repugnance among 
Catholics. For Protestants, monsters exacerbated fears of the Apocalypse, even though Luther himself refused 
to speculate on their meaning. For Catholics, images of monsters depicted heresy. Hsia deftly explores the use 
of the language of monsters deployed by each side to suggest general affinities and subtle differences. 
Catholics were rather dubious about monsters, seeing them as tainted by enthusiasm. While Protestants looked 
to monsters as prophesies, Catholics deployed them in polemics against Protestants. Hsia also finds a broad 



evolution in the Protestant use of monsters. They were first seen as portents of the coming Apocalypse and later 
as warnings to impel correct behavior. He concludes that when they were no longer able to constrain virtuous 
behavior, Protestant churches adopted institutional means to shape disciplined Christians. 

Laura Lunger Knoppers’s article focuses on another specific political use of monsters. She points to the many 
images of monsters invoked both to support and to oppose Oliver Cromwell. Initially, Cromwell’s supporters 
used such images to convey their belief that he was an agent the second coming, and thus the monstrous 
creature of the Apocalypse highlighted Cromwell’s millenarian role. After some of Cromwell’s supporters 
became disillusioned with him when he failed to go to war against Dutch Catholics and seized Parliamentary 
power, they depicted him as the "whore of Babylon," even though this image was more often associated with 
the Renaissance papacy. The earlier positive association between monsters and Cromwell shifted to negative 
uses of them to indict him. The image of the "whore of Babylon" was further turned against Cromwell by 
Dutch Catholics who feared him. Both of these two articles offer careful expositions of the ways in which the 
same images were used in a specific context to reflect on both sides of religious and/or political divides. Both 
are also especially sensitive to the evolution in the uses of the images of monsters in religious and political 
polemics. 

The next section focuses on the medical or anatomical by treating first monstrous births within the medical 
tradition and then the use of grotesque anatomies in the culture of the French Revolution and its aftermath. 
Marie-H~l~ne Huet specifically focuses on the role of the maternal imagination in monstrous births, but she first 
provides a broad overview of the role of monsters in medicine. Although monsters contaminated nature, 
physicians studied them because they told them important things about nature. Monsters fascinated physicians 
as kinds of prodigies; they also gave physicians access to the "wonders" sensibility described by Daston and 
Park. As part of this overview of monsters in medicine, Huet integrates them into theoretical frameworks of 
early modern medicine, such as Galenists and empirics, and notes the role of religion in medicine. She 
concludes that as medicine divested itself of religion, monstrous births lost their association with the 
supernatural. 

Joan Landes makes interesting connections between the French Revolution and anatomy, especially grotesque 
anatomy. The revolution, in Landes’s account, is full of monstrous body images. The king and queen were 
depicted with animal images and under various monstrous guises; the revolution itself was a many-headed 
hydra. The counter-revolution then required expiation for the acts of"monstrous cannibals." "What is a 
monster" comes to be defined by political groups as the other, or, as Landes puts it, "it is not one of us" (p. 
154). Landes suggests a number of associations between bodies and the culture of the revolution. Body parts 
were distributed as scientific specimens to medical and veterinary institutions. Anatomy was connected to the 
monstrous since abnormal bodies were especially highly prized as anatomical specimens. Bodies were featured 
in artistic competitions held by the new republic to award prizes for depictions of such classical events as the 
death of Brutus. (Some of the entries were ruled too realistic.) Honor~ Fragonard developed ~corch~s as an 
artistic/anatomical medium. Flayed bodies were put on display in artistic poses; they offer especially vivid 
examples of the connection between anatomy, art, and the monstrous. As the chilling illustrations of the 
OcorchOs attest, scientific/artistic specimens still have the power to horrify. 

The last section presents two specific literary representations of monstrosity from opposite ends of the early 
modern period. Timothy Hampton offers a close textual reading of several chapters ofRabelais’s Pantagruel_as 
a subtle commentary on the religious debates of the day. He looks to the Monster of Lent of Pantagruel. 
Rabelais describes the monster with more than six pages of outrageous and improbable analogies. Hampton 
reads this almost incomprehensible set of associations on many levels. He compares the hyperbole to the 
language of contemporary critiques of Lent, especially by Calvin. (One of the many unnatural aspects of the 
Monster of Lent is that it resembles "demonical Calvin," p. 189). According to Hampton, Rabelais is 
contributing to the debate on Lent by arguing against Lenten excessesa critique made by both Christian 
humanists and Protestants. But Rabelais also used the monstrous to inveigh against religious intolerance. So a 
whale is first perceived as an allegory of evil and then simply as a dead fish. And, in the war against the 
Sausage People (the proponents of Carnival), the Council of Trent (proponents of Lent) is indicted for 
deepening rather than resolving religious divisions. Both of these examples, Hampton suggests, illustrate 



Rabelais’s discomfort with religious rigidity and his implicit espousal of toleration. 

David Armitage takes notes of the sharp distinction usually drawn between the early modern and modern use of 
monsters, i.e., portent versus scientific specimen. The same distinction between the early modern and the 
modern, he suggests, extends to the appreciation of mythology. Thus, by the nineteenth century, myth was 
considered to reflect a primitive mind and to be treated appropriately only in poetry. Armitage both accepts and 
challenges this distinction, largely because the text he treats, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, is such a powerful 
counter example. Armitage traces Shelley’s literary gratitude, as he puts it. Shelley was conscientious in both 
acknowledging and discussing the important literary influences on her work from Ovid to Keats and Percy 
Shelley. Armitage also discusses her literary heirs, William Hazlitt and John William Polidori, who also revive 
classical mythology and endow it with modern meaning. For Armitage, despite these rich sources, Shelley’ s 
Frankenstein, with monstrosity at its core, was anomalous in the nineteenth century but resonant in the modern 
age. 

The afterward by Andrew Curran points out some the useful connections between the articles and prods the 
reader to consider contemporary issues of physical abnormality and how these might relate to our own political, 
ideological, and methodological concerns. 

Like many edited collections, the diversity of the articles is both its strength and weakness. The articles are not 
uniform in what they attempt to accomplish. Some provide synthetic overviews, while others offer very specific 
arguments. Because the articles in the collection treat a broad array of subj ectsfrom anatomy in French 
Revolution to allegory in Rabelaisthe authors must often provide brief, short hand background not only on their 
topics, but also on the relevance of their specific topics to the broader themes and even on how particular topics 
relates to their disciplines. Huet, for example, surveys the history of medicine in the broadest of brush strokes. 
Timothy Hampton provides a telescoped discussion of the literary forms used to describe monsters, from 
Aristotle, to Cicero, to the sixteenth-century popular text by Pierre Poistuau. The excellent introduction and 
afterward are effective in integrating articles whose connections to each other are not readily discerned in all 
cases. 

Since this volume intends, in part, to critique the notion that the Enlightenment rationalized monsters, it is 
peculiar that so many articles look to periods and texts much prior to the Enlightenment. Many deal with the 
polemics of the Reformation and the English Civil War, neither subjected to eighteenth century rationalism. 
Other articles lend some credence to a progressive rationalization of monsters as they lose their power to move 
their reader or observer in specific contexts over time. For example, Armitage accepts that because science 
discredited the role of monsters, the Romantics revived the imagination’s ability to produce monstrous 
depictions. Huet argues that as religion retreated from medicine the monster became a medical phenomenon, 
and Hsia points to a decline in the power of monstrous images to impel virtuous behavior. 

The collection poses a series of fundamental issues: the extent to which "monstrous language" becomes 
polemical, the effect of multiple appropriations of monsters, the emotional response monsters generate, and the 
role of political exigency in shaping monsters (p. 13). The first and last are admirably addressed by many 
examples of polemical uses of monsters and their role in political debates. The emphasis on the political uses of 
monsters is very broadly construed, and indeed the specific examples brought to bear demonstrate an 
astonishing diversity in the application of images of physically monstrous bodies to abhorrent or monstrous 
politics. Ultimately, one of the strongest points the collection makes is the clear evidence that charges of 
monstrosity proved an effective way to disparage political enemies. In every case, the charges were leveled on 
both sides of the question. Despite the richness of the examples treated, it remains unclear how these images 
were perceived by their intended audience. And, of course, for many of these images, such evidence would be 
hard to glean. One is left to wonder about the effect of these depictions. Had they become political labels, 
deployed so readily and so frequently by partisans of both sides of a political conflict that they were robbed of 
meaning or effect? 

The volume has a number of attractive features. Compelling images and a thoughtful explication of the import 
of the images is a feature of virtually every article, and the articles are engagingly written. They provoke us to 



consider not only these early modern images but also how we read the images, especially the political images, 
presented to us. As this collection amply demonstrates, monsters both proved to be good for early moderns to 
think with and good for us to consider in thinking about the early modern period. 
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Eighteenth-century document collection [3 Replies] 

I don’t know of any collection of the sort Dave Andress is looking for. However, if you have access to the 
Eighteenth Century Collections Online, there are large numbers of eighteenth-century English translations of 
interesting and teachable French texts, including Mercier’s Tableau de Paris and The Year 2440, factums from 
causes c~l~bres such as the Diamond Necklace Affair and the Cadi~re-Girard scandal of the 1730’s (the alleged 
seduction of Catherine Cadi~re by a Jesuit, which became the basis for the erotic bestseller Th~r~se Philosophe), 
The "Memoirs of Antonina, Queen of Abo, Displaying her Private Intrigues and Uncommon Passions," and 
much, much else. 

Failing this, Jeremy Popkin has published an excellent selection of translations from Mercier under the title 
Panorama of Paris; Bob Darnton’s Forbidden Best-Sellers has translated selections from three illicit best-sellers; 
and there is also M~n~tra. 

David Bell, Department of History, The Johns Hopkins University 

dabell~jhu.edu, www.davidbell.net 

If you are searching for such documents in printed form, Robert Darnton’s The Forbidden Bestsellers of Pre-Revolutionary 
France reproduces a "short anthology of philosophical books" of three works as a sort of appendix. You may find those 
helpful. 

Wayne Hanley, Ph.D. 
assistant professor of history 
West Chester University of Pennsylvania 

a.edu 

Hi, 

If you don’t mind, I will write to you in French, because my English is awful...J’ai photographi6 ~ Paris I’ann6e derni~re un 
manuscrit comprenant les proc~s-verbaux d’un commissaire de police qui enqu6te et interroge, dans diff~rents quartiers 
de Paris, ~ propos de << mauvais propos >> et << d’injures >> entre voisins. Les relations entre les sexes y sont 
particuli6rement int~ressantes. Le probl~me, c’est que je ne I’ai pas encore transcrit et que les photos sont celles du 
manuscrit original. Je peux donc vous les faire parvenir ~ votre convenance. Sinon, si vous voulez quelque chose de 
hot, les m~moires de Casanova devraient vous r~jouir ; le Tableau de Paris de Louis-S6bastien Mercier ; la Chronique 
d’Edmond-Jean-Frangois Barbier ; le Journal de Charles Coll~ ou, si vous avez des << topics >> particuliers, des extraits du 
Journal de Simeon-Prosper Hardy. Je proc~de ~ son ~dition critique et je peux vous faire parvenir des extraits si vous le 
d6sirez. 

En esperant vous avoir ete utile, 

Pascal Bastien, D~partement d’histoire, Universit~ du Quebec ~ Montreal 

bastien.pascal@uqam.ca 



MATTHEW ADKINS 

The Montmor Discourse: 
Science and the Ideology 

of Stability in Old 
R~gime France 

HISTORIANS HAVE LONG READ EARLY modern French history 

from the perspective of 1789, as if the Revolution were the telos 

of pre-modern France. Ever since the Marxist paradigm fell out of 

fashion, the Revolution has come to represent for many historians 

the rise of modern political culture, founded upon notions of par- 

ticipation, representation, factions, and ideologies) Since the po- 

litical culture and its concomitant political consciousness depend 

upon the development of a politically aware and eventually radical 

opposition to old r~gime authorities, historians of the French En- 

lightenment are faced with an important question: If the Revolution 

unleashed the possibility of a democratic polity, what role, if any, 

did the philosophes play in the formation of the revolutionary spirit 

and the egalitarian ethos? 

In attempting to answer this question, historians since Alexis de 

Tocqueville have sought to discover the intellectual and cultural ori- 

gins of the French Revolution in the moral, philosophical, and po- 

litical ideas of the philosophes, as well as in their cultural practices 
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and spaces of communication.2 In the 1990s, Jfirgen Habermas’ The 

Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere ( 1962, English trans- 

lation 1989) provided a compelling new mode of analysis. Habermas 

proposed a structural explanation for the emergence of a new politi- 

cal consciousness that avoided a simplistic history of ideas in which 

the philosophes pose as radical theorists and ideologues inspiring 

revolution. Habermas’ notion of the public sphere enabled histori- 

ans of the Enlightenment to explain how an educated and urbane 

literary sphere--the famed Republic of Letters--was transformed 

into a politicized public sphere that recognized its dialectical oppo- 

sition to the authority of the monarchy. In Habermas’ words, "state 

authorities evoked a resonance leading the publicum, the abstract 

counterpart of public authority, into an awareness of itself as the 

latter’s opponent, that is, as the public of the now emerging public 

sphere of civil society.’’3 

Habermas’s structural method, despite its refreshing focus on a 

sociological mode of analysis, continues to suggest a proleptic and 

possibly teleological reading of history, in which contingency and 

human agency seem delimited by the logics of a historical dialec- 

tic. In Citizens Without Sovereignty (1994), for example, Daniel 

Gordon adapts some of Habermas’ themes to assert that the French 

philosophes sought to preserve their personal sense of dignity and 

freedom under the rule of an authoritarian regime that rendered 

its citizens "officially powerless in the public sphere." Since culti- 

vating openly republican political ideas was "inherently treasonous 

and utopian," and since no feasible opportunity arose before 1789 

to become rebels or revolutionaries, the philosophes, Gordon ar- 

gues, sought a solution to the problem of personal freedom and 

dignity by creating an "ideological space" infused with an egalitar- 

ian ethos free from direct state control--the concept of "society," or 

the social sphere, institutionalized in the salons and in the Republic 

of Letters .4 

Gordon scrupulously avoids a simplistic teleological argument 

that the Revolution of 1789 formed the logical completion of 
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a historical dialectic between the authoritarian tendencies of the 

monarchy and the egalitarian ethos of Enlightenment °’society," but 

the establishment of a dialectical opposition nevertheless dominates 

his narrative,s One might conclude from Gordon’s argument that, 

even if Enlightenment sociability did not directly cause the Revo- 

lution, it must have established the conditions for its possibility by 

fostering an egalitarian or °’revolutionary spirit" in the emerging 

political consciousness of the public sphere.6 

Dena Goodman bases her 1994 history of the Republic of Letters 

more explicitly on a thesis of dialectical opposition. The Repub- 

lic of Letters, she argues, emerged in conjunction with absolutism 

and was in some ways dependent on it, but remained fundamen- 

tally a different °’polity" with an antithetical °’constitution." The 

Republic of Letters, Goodman writes, was the "twin"--even the 

antithesis--of state authority, but it formed the heart of a public 

sphere that represented an °’authentic" realm of political and moral 

authority because it was based on egalitarian principles. Although 

the Republic of Letters °’betrayed its independence" in the mid- 

seventeenth century and settled into the royal academies, thus gain- 

ing state protection and support in return for service, the arrange- 

ment with the state began to break down in the mid-eighteenth cen- 

tury. The fundamentally egalitarian constitution of the Republic of 

Letters clashed with state power, Goodman argues, and the pursuit 

of knowledge led to interminable conflicts with Church and State. 

As the philosophes struggled to free themselves from the monar- 

chy, the Republic of Letters found its new home in Diderot and 

d’Alembert’s Encyclop~die, where it could engage more freely in a 

radicalized "project of Enlightenment.’’7 

The desire to find in the philosophes the origins of modern demo- 

cratic ideals may lead us to read the past from the future--to define 

eighteenth-century Enlightenment political discourse as necessar- 

ily anti-absolutist, as if the philosophes were always already sub- 

versives and closet democrats. But democratic, and not to men- 

tion egalitarian, ideas emerged slowly and in response to specific 
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historical events.8 Reading eighteenth-century political discourse 

from its past rather than its future reveals its historical continu- 

ity with a seventeenth-century political discourse that sought to 

answer fundamental problems of government in an age of crisis. 

Viewed in historical context, the Republic of Letters--the intellec- 

tual community--did not "betray its independence" by settling into 

the royal academies in the seventeenth century. Instead, the alliance 

of the monarchy and the intellectual community was intentional and 

ideologically conceived--designed to further the goals of a political 

ideology that sought stability and rationalization after the chaos of 

the civil wars through the agency of a strong, centralized monarchic, 

even despotic, state. 

The rationalizing ideology begins with the Montmor Discourse. 

On April 3, 1663, Samuel Sorbi~re (1610-1670), a scholar and 

physician, pronounced a discourse on the sciences at a meeting of 

savants in the Parisian home of Henri-Louis Habert de Montmor. 

History has largely forgotten his speech, and those who do remem- 

ber it--historians of early-modern science---consider it primarily of 

symbolic importance, for it contained one of the first serious propos- 

als in France for a royal academy of the sciences.9 Samuel Sorbi~re’s 

speech was, according to most accounts, merely a blip in the de- 

velopment of modern state-sponsored science, barely worth notice 

except as a curiosity. Someone had to stand up and make a proposal, 

and history fated this small honor to an obscure savant who, after 

his short moment as a world-historic actor, withdrew behind the 

curtains of time and disappeared. But when viewed in a larger con- 

text, Sorbiere’s speech proves more than a curiosity. Sorbiere voiced 

a new ideological conception of the relation between the sciences 

and society, and his speech marks the beginning of an Enlighten- 

ment ideology that sought to apply the discourse of the rational 

sciences to the socio-political realm to make the world conform to 

the scientific ideals of objectivity, harmony, and stability. 

Since the appearance of Charles Gillispie’s Science and Polity in 

France at the end o[ the Old Regime (1980), the preponderance 
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of research has rejected Gillispie’s assertion that the statesmen and 

politicians of the old r~gime sought in the sciences only instrumen- 

tal powers--"weapons, techniques, information, communications, 

and so on"--and that scientists wanted only to avoid politiciza- 

tion.~° The opposite is true: As Keith Michael Baker argues, the 

sciences became a source, albeit contested, of political authority 

and legitimation.~ Baker, in his "On the Problem of the Ideological 

Origins of the French Revolution," identifies the discursive triad 

that defined the political outlook of French monarchical authority 

during the old r~gime: the discourses of justice, will, and reason.~2 

The political discourse of reason, Baker argues, also provided the 

discourse of modernity, by which Robert-Jacques Turgot and the 

physiocrats wanted "to transpose the problem of social order into 

the language of social science"--in short, to transform royal will 

into the exercise of universal reason, and so to make any opposition 

to their reforms seem tantamount to denying the dictates of reason. 

Sorbi~re’s speech, a century before Turgot, sought to set the "dis- 

course of reason" in motion, not merely to define a new political 

outlook, but to define the means by which the political world could 

be transformed. 

Revolution could not have been further from Sorbi~re’s mind, 

however. Following the chaos of the religious wars in France--not to 

mention across the Rhine--and the civil disturbances of the Frondes, 

Sorbi~re, like many politically aware thinkers of his era, supported 

a strong, even despotic, monarchy. Agreeing with Thomas Hobbes, 

with whom he corresponded regularly, he believed a despotic monar- 

chy was the only proof against social and political chaos, and the 

sciences would support the monarchy in creating a stable, rational 

polity. 

Although we can discern the outlines as far back as the late 

sixteenth century, a political discourse of reason began to emerge 

with clarity in the 1660s among the savants of Paris, driven by 

visionaries or ideologues such as Christiaan Huygens, Charles Per- 

rault, and Sorbi~re. Sorbi~re’s notion of a state-sponsored scientific 
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rationalization for the socio-political order became a central feature 

of an enlightenment philosophy upheld by later philosophes such 

as Yoltaire. The close association of rationalist political discourse 

with ideological notions of "enlightened absolutism," or despotisme 

ldgal did not end until the disillusioning final decades of the eigh- 

teenth century, particularly after the fall of Turgot in 1776, when it 

became impossible to reconcile the goal of rationalization and sta- 

bility with a failing monarchy. Only then did surviving philosophes, 

especially the younger and more radicalized second generation, be- 

gin to abandon the monarchy and promote a stronger, more cen- 

tralized state formation--a technocratic republic administered by 

an educated elite that could sweep away the irrational and unjust 

vestiges of the ancien r~girne and resolve the disjuncture between 

the philosophes’ ideals and the world as they perceived it. 

A structural explanation for the origins of revolutionary ideas and 

attitudes that supposes a dialectical relation between the state and 

the intellectual community seems problematic. Sorbi~re’s support 

for despotism was not "backward," or a false consciousness, or 

a betrayal of the true interests of the authentic public sphere as it 

existed in the Republic of Letters. Instead, Sorbi~re helped to initiate 

a critical strand of Enlightenment ideology later upheld by the likes 

of Voltaire and Turgot, and only collapsing with Condorcet and 

Brissot. The Montmor Discourse provides a focal point that enables 

historians to read the Enlightenment more from its past than its 

future, viewing it as a response to the catastrophic events of the 

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 

THE LONG ENLIGHTENMENT 

Sorbi~re, in his spring 1663 speech, sought to prepare the informal 

Montmor Academy for formal status in the state because he thought 

the sciences offered the state practical assistance and the authority 

of reason. Praising Montmor for his support of the sciences during 

the dark years, Sorbiare stated, "there is nothing more to wish for 

[Montmor’s] glory and for the public utility, if he never engages in 
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another enterprise so noble, than that it should become an enter- 

prise of Sovereigns.’’13 Elitist, pessimistic about human nature, and 

distrustful of the nobility, Sorbi~re saw a despotic regime advised 

by a ministry of experts and scientific institutions as the best hope 

for establishing a civilized and orderly society. We can best under- 

stand Sorbi~re’s political views as an evolution of the ideals of the 

politiques, the religious moderates who, beginning in the late six- 

teenth century, desired to bring an end to war and anarchy through 

religious toleration and a strong, preferably absolute, monarchy.14 

The politiques of the sixteenth century found the philosophical 

expression of their political views in a revival of ancient Greek 

scepticism and stoicism.Is By promoting above all the virtues of 

tranquility, moderation, and wisdom, neo-stoicism offered a moral 

via media to those disinclined the take a dogmatic stance during 

the religious wars. The stoic’s apathy toward the external world 

also complimented the sceptic’s suspension of judgment.16 If certain 

knowledge of the external world is impossible, neo-stoics argued, 

the wise should opt to suspend judgment and cultivate a stoic apathy 

toward the unknowable and uncontrollable. 

To politiques, the political significance of the neo-stoic and scepti- 

cal positions lay in their denial of any religious justification for civil 

or religious strife, which they blamed on the immoderate passions 

that stemmed from errors of judgment. The Belgian refugee Justus 

Lipsius, in his hugely popular neo-stoic work, De constantia libri 

duo (1584), argued that a philosopher achieves la sagesse (wisdom) 

through reason, and thus learns virtue and tranquility. La sagesse 

keeps philosophers’ souls free from immoderate passions by allow- 

ing them to distinguish accurately truth from falsity.17 The wise, 

Lipsius suggests, obey the laws of the state scrupulously and do not 

get mired in conflicts that disrupt social or political order and thus 

prevent contemplative tranquility.18 

The politiques found a more politically active neo-stoic philoso- 

phy in the works of Guillaume du Vair than in Lipsius, however. As 

Bishop of Lisieux and later Keeper of the Seals under Louis XIII, du 
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Vair lived a public life and adapted neo-stoic themes to his own 

civic humanism. Like Lipsius, du Vair advised a purging of the 

violent passions that lead to error.~9 When the state is well ordered, 

a stoic philosopher’s sphere of action is his or her own soul, just as 

Lipsius observed. In times of trouble, however, du Vair argued that 

the wise must act vigorously in the world to remedy the situation.2° 

According to du Vair, the duty and responsibility of the virtuous and 

talented is to help lead society toward tranquility, because no one 

can find happiness in solitude if one’s fellows are in misery.2~ 

Lipsius, du Vair, and other sceptics and neo-stoics, including 

Michel de Montaigne, provided philosophical authority to the poli- 

tique position, but their intellectual influence paled next to the most 

widely read neo-stoic author of the era, Pierre Charron. Charron’s 

De la Sagesse appeared in thirty-nine editions between its first pub- 

lication in 1601 and 1672. Praised as well as criticized, the work 

was placed on the Index in 1606, and yet called by Gabriel Naud4, 

the librarian of Richelieu and Mazarin, the greatest book ever writ- 

ten after the Bible.22 Although derivative of other neo-stoic works, 

including those of du Vair and Montaigne, Charron’s work was 

seminal to the intellectual identity of thinkers such as Sorbi4re. 

Like du Vair, and even his friend Montaigne, Charron was a poli- 

tique. His turn to neo-stoicism, like that of other neo-stoic thinkers, 

marked an overriding desire for political stability and peace. An 

avocat of the Parlement of Paris at the end of the sixteenth cen- 

tury, Charron moved in the circle of the politique leader Michel 

de l’Hgpital. In anger and indignation, after the assassination of 

the Duc de Guise in 1589, Charron briefly sided with the Catholic 

League. After the assassination of Henry III, however, Charron re- 

turned to the cause of the politiques and remained faithful ever af- 

terward to Henry IV, to whom he dedicated his first published work, 

Les Trois V~rit~s (1593). Charron later explained his temporary de- 

fection as the result of violent emotions that clouded his reason.23 

De la Sagesse resulted in part from Charron’s intense inner scrutiny 

to seek the causes of his actions. He concluded that uncontrolled 
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passion had been the culprit--false judgment, the result of preju- 

dice and opinion, had led to his passionate response.24 The goal of 

the wise, Charron argued, should therefore be the supreme virtue 

of self-control, which regulates the passions by reason and will and 

is achieved through contemplation and knowledge. The suspension 

of judgment, as the sceptics advise, is wise because it preserves the 

mind from prejudice. Virtue and morality come not from adher- 

ence to dogmatic and unexamined religious doctrine but from wis- 

dom, or la sagesse--one likely reason De la Sagesse was put on the 

Index.2s 

The primary duty of the wise, according to Charron, is to control 

their conduct in the world, which implies both a duty to the internal 

self--the maintenance of self-control--and a civic duty similar to 

what du Vair suggests. "To flee and hide oneself while having the 

means to profit others and aid the public," Charron wrote, "is to be 

a deserter, to bury one’s talent, to hide one’s light.’’26 Like du Vair, 

Charron asserted that the virtuous cannot maintain their tranquility 

and liberty alone while the rest of the world is in chaos. The internal 

cannot be radically separated from the external. 

Charron did not believe that those who can achieve virtue through 

the ethic of self-control are like most people, however. They are 

esprits sup~rieurs. The majority are either les esprits faibles or les 

esprits rn~diocres.27 The weak-minded can be ignored; they are born 

only to obey. Mediocre minds are active and dogmatic, both ruling 

and troubling the world. Superior minds prefer to stand aloof from 

the relentless bang and clatter les esprits mddiocres cause, but they 

willingly engage when the state is in need. They observe the laws 

and customs of the land not from habit but from reason, and even 

with a hint of cynicism. If order, tranquility, and stability are to be 

maintained, a powerful central authority must enforce the obedi- 

ence of the masses. The philosopher easily sees through the king’s 

assumptions of divine right and absolute power, but supports them, 

because they are the best hope for establishing the authority of the 

monarchy and thus ending civil strife.28 
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The generation most influenced by Charron, of whom many 

earned the epithet libertin or libertin drudit, formed the nascent 

scientific community in Paris, and from them a rationalist moral- 

political discourse emerged. Sorbi4re belonged to the second gen- 

eration of learned freethinkers who took their ideals as a matter 

of course and for whom self-conscious religious and epistemologi- 

cal scepticism formed a way of life.29 The first generation, writing 

mostly in the early seventeenth century, included Gabriel Naud4 

(1600-1653), Frangois le Mothe le Vayer (1585-1672), Pierre 

Gassendi (1592-1655), and such disparate personalities as Father 

Marin Mersenne (1588-1648) and the poet Th4ophile de Viau 

(1590-1626).3° As disciples of Charron, the learned freethinkers 

thought of themselves as esprits forts, echoing Charron’s esprits 

supdrieurs--intellectual elites surrounded by weak and mediocre 

minds. They were sceptical of theological and epistemological dog- 

matism and privately cynical of authority, but publicly they evinced 

orthodoxy and loyalty.3~ They had no desire to disrupt a tenuous 

social and political stability by inciting in the masses anything other 

than Catholic orthodoxy and unquestioning loyalty to the monar- 

chy. Most held offices of some sort from Richelieu or Mazarin and 

believed it was the job of the state, according to its enlightened self- 

interest, to ensure peace, harmony, and tolerance.32 The libertins 

drudits were, at least in spirit, politiques. 

From the ranks of the libertins drudits in the early seventeenth 

century emerged a moral discourse that upheld what we might term 

a Baconian moral ideal of the sciences as pragmatic, rational, polite, 

and civilizing.33 Some of the learned freethinkers, such as La Mothe 

le Vayer, adopted a nihilistic Pyrrhonism in response to the loss of 

religious certainty; but others, such as Gassendi, found their attitude 

unnecessarily pessimistic in light of recent scientific achievements 

such as those of Galileo. In the first two books of Exercitationes 

paradoxicae adversus Aristoteleos (1624), Gassendi upheld sceptical 

arguments and insisted that a science of necessary causes that reveals 

certain truths about some supposed real world existing independent 
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of our sense perceptions cannot exist.34 Certainty is impossible and 

must be abandoned in favor of probability, because the ultimate 

nature of things cannot be perceived, although °’it can be stated 

also that there are many things that can be known.., only by an 

experimental science or one following appearances.’’3s In short, a 

science must avoid metaphysics, and so also avoid the dogmatism 

that results from false certainties. Gassendi continued to promote 

his epistemological via media in the Syntagma Philosophicum, still 

uncompleted at his death in 1655. 

This moral discourse of the sciences emerged from political and 

social concerns. Gassendi’s close friend, Mersenne, for example, sup- 

ported the sciences as a source of stability in a chaotic world. In La 

Verit8 des Sciences contre les Sceptiques ou Pyrrhoniens (1625), and 

in other works, Mersenne argued that a basic scepticism must be ac- 

cepted, but he agreed with Gassendi that useful, positive, and reliable 

knowledge of the experiential world could be attained.36 Mersenne 

also appears to have believed that pragmatic, non-systematic, and 

non-dogmatic natural philosophy could best foster unity and stabil- 

ity among the intellectual elites of Europe, thus providing a model of 

civil society for the political elites to follow.37 Savants should work 

together to discover useful knowledge and not fight over inflexible 

beliefs or the doctrines of ancient authorities. Through such col- 

laboration, the intellectual community could take up the social and 

political duty du Vair and Charron prescribed. Mersenne himself 

took this duty seriously: He conducted a vast correspondence with 

scholars throughout Europe, sponsoring cooperation and pragma- 

tism. He and other correspondents, such as Peiresc and Oldenburg, 

virtually created the Republic of Letters in the early seventeenth 

century. 

Mersenne, from the 1630s until his death in 1648, also organized 

a circle of savants who met to discuss matters of natural philosophy. 

The group, which at times numbered over sixty, including Descartes, 

Gassendi, Roberval, Huygens, Carcavi, and the Pascals, was cos- 

mopolitan, transcending religious, social, and political differences. 
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After Mersenne’s death, the survivors of the group eventually made 

their way, virtually en masse, to the house of Montmor.3s 

SORBII~RE’S DISCOURSE 

And so, by a circuitous route, we return to Sorbi~re’s discourse. 

Since about 1657, Montmor, a wealthy office-holder and founding 

member of the Acad~mie Fran~aise, had scheduled weekly meet- 

ings for scholars to discuss scientific matters.39 Soon alter the 1648 

death of Mersenne, savants such as Boulliau, Pascal, Roberval, 

Desargues, Carcavi, and Sorbi~re had begun congregating at the 

Montmor residence for discussions and dinners. By the early 1650s, 

Montmor, an avowed Cartesian, had become the leading supporter 

of the scientific community in Paris. He even provided lodging 

for Cartesianism’s aging philosophical opponent, Pierre Gassendi, 

which made the Montmor house especially attractive to savants. 

Alter Gassendi’s death in 1655, he was buried in the Chapelle de 

Montmor, and Montmor himself led the organization and publi- 

cation of Gassendi’s Oeuvres in collaboration with other savants, 

including Sorbi~re.4° By placing the interests of what was already 

called the Republic of Letters above petty internecine disputes, 

Montmor won the respect of savants, who longed for a society 

where stability and reasonableness replaced anarchy and dogmatic 

inflexibility. 

By 1663, however, disputes over philosophical systems, selfish 

concerns with personal glory at the expense of scholarly exchange, 

and personal animosities threatened to destroy the Montmor 

Academy despite Montmor’s best efforts to organize it by posing, 

in effect, as a petty enlightened despot in a tiny realm of savants. 

He rapidly grew bored with the whole affair. In April 1663, sev- 

eral savants, led by Sorbi~re, made a last-ditch effort to renew the 

academy’s spirit of cooperation.4~ 

Sorbi~re, in his speech on 3 April, expressed his annoyance at the 

dissonances of the Montmor Academy, which he took personally-- 

in 1657, upon Montmor’s request, Sorbi~re and his colleague, du 
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Prat, had drawn up the academy regulations.42 Some members 

thought themselves above etiquette and openly flaunted the rules, 

Sorbi~re complained, and ruined the academy assemblies for the 

rest by willfully disrupting meetings. Others, whom Sorbi~re termed 

"qui non scire cupiunt ut sciant, sed ut sciantur"--whom we might 

call "windbags "--wasted everyone’s time with useless, frivolous dis- 

courses. Such speechifying broke the first article of the Montmor 

Academy regulations, upon which the pragmatic, anti-Aristotelian 

spirit of the academy, depended: "That the purpose of the Confer- 

ences will not at all be the vain exercise of the mind on useless sub- 

tleties, but will always focus on the clearest knowledge of the works 

of God, and the improvement of the conveniences of life in the Arts 

and Sciences which serve better to establish them." These wind- 

bags, Sorbi~re complained, associating them with the Aristotelians 

of the universities, "have come here only to kill time and to ac- 

quire esteem," and they contributed nothing to the advancement of 

knowledge.43 

Sorbi~re’s attack on the speechmakers did not imply that he sup- 

ported the elimination of all learned discourses, as some exasperated 

experimentalists had advocated. He preferred the experimentalist 

method, but an elimination of all discourses would, he argued, break 

"our primary resolutions, which are to carry out a learned and judi- 

cious mix of experiments and reasoned discourses." Moreover, an 

orderly and harmonious society, best suited to foster progress and 

peace, would exclude "no method, provided that it does not contra- 

vene order." 44 A determined and self-conscious scepticism, and not 

dogmatism, Sorbi~re believed, remained critical to the maintenance 

of order. 

Besides the windbags, Sorbi~re also complained about those sa- 

vants who willfully behaved with incivility. Noting that certain 

savants, treated with "too much indulgence," had disrupted the 

academy soon after its establishment, Sorbi~re insisted on the neces- 

sity of depriving the academy of their enlightenment, rather than al- 

lowing them to silence others. He was likely referring to the brilliant 

I3 
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but apparently vain mathematician, Gilles Personne de Roberval, 

who, in 1658, had argued rudely with Montmor and was subse- 

quently not invited to any further assemblies.4s 

For Sorbi~re, order was required to maintain sociability and po- 

liteness, but not for their own sake--the unfettered communication 

of practical knowledge depended upon the control of irrational and 

disorderly passions. How many times, complained Sorbiere, had the 

Montmor Academy witnessed "two men who are with us no longer, 

two minds as penetrating and judicious as there ever were to my 

knowledge, two disciples of Mr. Hobbes and two copies of Bacon, 

the wise M. du Prat, and the agreeable M. du Bosc, leave without 

having said a single word because two others had amused fruitlessly 

this company for three solid hours, as if they were the only ones 

with something good to say?"46 

The academy was a microcosm of French society, and required au- 

thority and regulations to function properly. Effective and practical 

regulation ensured stability, enabled communication, and facilitated 

progress. Unlike society, however, the academy, as a community of 

esprits [orts, should be able to regulate itself--but it was failing. 

Historians who see in the early scientific associations only the play- 

ful emptiness of aristocratic politesse or new sites for games of pa- 

tronage and power diminish the political awareness of these savants. 

The aristocrats had disgraced themselves in the recent Frondes, and 

some savants held them to blame for the turmoil of the past cen- 

tury and a half. Sorbi~re sought to advance the dream of Mersenne 

and create in the scientific community a new social paradigm that 

favored tolerant scepticism over dogmatism, and rational, intellec- 

tual association over self-interested designs for glory and honor. His 

frustration steadily grew as the dream teetered toward collapse. 

Sorbiere had a vision of the role the sciences, and savants, should 

play in the state. He hoped to make the academy more attractive to 

the monarchy and to convince sceptical savants that they needed the 

formal recognition of the state. The Montmor Academy, Sorbiere 

insisted, showed that private scientific associations had gone as 
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far as possible in promoting a study of the sciences. To complete 

their work, natural philosophers needed funding, facilities, labora- 

tories, machines, and manpower, which even wealthy patrons such 

as Montmor could not provide. "In truth, Messieurs," said Sorbiare, 

°’Only Kings, and rich Sovereigns, or some wise and wealthy Re- 

publics could undertake to outfit a Science Academy engaged in 

continuous experimentation," and until they did, °’our Mechanics 

will remain imperfect as they are, our Medicine will be blind, and 

our Sciences will teach us with certainty only that there is an infinity 

of things that we know nothing about.’’47 

David Sturdy, in his study of the Acadamie des Sciences, discusses 

the extent to which the monarchy after the Frondes sought to bring 

intellectual activity in France under its control. An absolute monar- 

chy required not only the centralization of military and political 

power in France, but the control of intellectual and religious forces 

as well.48 The establishment of royal academies in various fields of 

expertise, including the sciences, to channel intellectual and artistic 

production to the service of the absolutist state soon followed.49 

Centralization was not necessarily oppressive or authoritarian. 

From 1648-1653, during the turmoil of the Frondes, many savants 

turned to the monarchy, as their forebears had during the religious 

wars. Sorbiare, who, from his home in Leiden, followed with hor- 

ror news of the depredations of the Frondes, became an enthusiastic 

and vocal proponent of an absolute monarchy--sentiments which, 

as a devoted follower of Thomas Hobbes’ philosophy of central- 

ized state power, he had expressed earlier in the 1640s, in the last 

glory-days of Richelieu and Louis XIII.s° In 1649, with the Fron- 

des underway, Sorbiare translated into French Hobbes’ Elementa 

philosophica de Cive, followed in 1653 by Corpus Politicum.si In 

the 1650s, Sorbi~re’s outrage inspired him to compose tirades pro- 

moting despotism. In 1656, he wrote two essays: The first, Discours 

Sceptique ~ Philotime, pour montrer que Paris et les Frangais ne sont 

pas tout ~ fair exempts de barbarie, ranted about the terrible state 

of affairs in Paris and France; and the second, Discours sceptique en 

I5 
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faveur des b~tes et du gouvernement despotique, insisted that men 

live more happily under a despotic government than under one less 

absolute.52 Far from seeing despotic regimes as repressive, Sorbi~re 

argued that they protect the people, who "are all immediately under 

the protection of their Sovereign," from mistreatment at the hands 

of an autonomous nobility. An insufficiently despotic government, 

Sorbi~re wrote, would allow a governor of a region or province 

to disobey "sometimes with impunity the orders of the sovereign," 

while "the least folly of the people is severely punished, as if there 

is not more to fear from the disobedience of the great than from the 

little people.’’53 

By the mid 1650s, if not earlier, Sorbi~re had come to believe in 

the necessity of a rational but despotic government if France were 

ever to achieve political stability and justice. Moreover, he was con- 

vinced that the arts and sciences, by promoting civilization and rea- 

son, supported and required a strong state, and he strove to direct 

the energies of Montmor Academy toward his desired ends. His ide- 

alism is evident in a February 1658 letter to Thomas Hobbes, who, 

intrigued by reports of a new science academy with formalized rules 

of etiquette, the first in France, had requested a copy of the reg- 

ulations Sorbi~re and du Prat had only recently devised. Eager to 

obtain Hobbes’ approval, Sorbi~re sent a transcription of the nine 

articles and waxed poetic about a future in which the arts and sci- 

ences would promote peace and harmony on Earth: "The age of 

iron will not last forever. Peace will return in its time to the Earth, 

the Muses will not be eternally exiled, the Arts will be reborn, the 

Sciences will once again take their place, and a more gentle influ- 

ence of the Stars than that which today produces only soldiers and 

Captains, will produce once again the Gilberts, Bacons, Harveys, 

Fra Paolos, Galileos, Mersennes, Descartes, and Gassendis." 

Institutions such as the Montmor Academy, Sorbi~re believed, 

would prove "the glory of our age," enabling "these Illustrious 

persons" to teach that, "despite the barbarism in which we have 

lived, there is found a great number of honest men who have not 
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lacked love of Philosophical studies." Sorbi~re hoped he would be 

able to shape the Montmor Academy to realize his utopian vision: 

"God grant that I be a Prophet with my desire that we imitate the 

Modesty of Monsieur Gassendi, that his sweet and tranquil spirit 

rein in our Assembly and that this new Academy fail not the hopes 

of these regulations that I send to you.’’54 

AN IDEOLOGY OF STABILITY 

By the end of the 1650s, Sorbi~re had begun to articulate and act 

upon a rationalist political discourse, an ideology, which sought to 

make the world conform to an ideal: a stable, centralized polity 

organized according to the dictates of scientific reason. Sorbi~re’s 

ideology, although consistent with Sorbi~re’s, and his colleagues’, 

education, experience and ideals, was not democratic, egalitarian, 

or revolutionary, and in 1658 it seemed stillborn. Sorbi~re was not 

yet the prophet he hoped to be in his letter to Hobbes, and problems 

of organization, regulation, and philosophy continued to plague the 

Montmor Academy. Sorbi~re doggedly continued his efforts to keep 

the academy focused. In a June 1658 speech, he admonished the 

savants to embody the practical and visionary spirit of Gassendi: "I 

do not want us to dispute eternally on what fire is. Rather I wish that 

we would report on new inventions, or on the practices of diverse 

lands, for warming oneself better." 

An easier and more convenient life, and hence a happier one, 

Sorbi~re argued, contributed to peace and tranquility, and since 

these were the goals of the state, the sciences should soon attract 

the attention of the monarch and his ministers. "We have seen in 

this Assembly the first men of the Robe, the Cordons Bleus, Dukes 

and Peers, and Grand Prelates," said Sorbi~re. "Our scientific re- 

searches find themselves honored by their presence. Their example 

could well advance our discoveries and favor the commodities of 

life if Sovereigns also stood one day before the land, and claimed 

afterwards that they had extended and assured the felicity of their 

People--to which, without doubt, the natural sciences, and the Arts 
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that depend on them, could contribute much--certainly if we could 

by their means make our health better, life longer, and happiness 

more universal. Such would be a rather magnificent plan.’’ss 

Sorbi4re was not content merely to harangue the savants of the 

Montmor Academy. He also cultivated friendship and patronage 

in high places, in particular with the Cardinal Mazarin. Since con- 

verting to Catholicism in 1654, Sorbi4re had maintained an irregu- 

lar correspondence with Mazarin, and from 1657 he he sought to 

focus Mazarin’s mind on the utility of the sciences to the state,s6 

In 1659, Sorbi4re collected his various discourses and letters on 

philosophy and the sciences, many to Mazarin, and published 

them in two volumes dedicated to him.s7 The dedication, which 

strongly echoed Sorbi4re’s optimistic 1658 letter to Hobbes con- 

cerning the imminent conclusion of the "age of iron," contained 

in the flattery a not-so-subtle injunction for Mazarin to support 

the sciences, which would then support him and his glory: "All 

the Sciences and Arts rejoice to see you return to your first in- 

clinations: And I have no doubt that, after the great discoveries 

that the Galileos, Gilberts, Bacons, Harveys, Gassendis, Hobbes, 

Descartes, and several other excellent men have made, that if you 

favor them, and if you undertake to push them vigorously much 

will be accomplished before the end of the century. This would not 

make, in my opinion, a small mark in posterity for the glory of Your 

Eminence.’’ss 

Sorbi4re’s ideas about the utility of the sciences to the state were 

growing more complex than a cursory reading of his dedication to 

Mazarin might reveal. In Sorbi4re’s view, the sciences could pro- 

vide rational authority to state power. When Sorbi4re suggests that 

Mazarin’s interests "are confounded" with the sciences, he implies 

that politics can be made scientifically rational, and that such ratio- 

nality supports central authority. 

Mazarin knew exactly what Sorbi4re meant. In an earlier letter to 

Mazarin, Sorbi4re had explicitly argued that politics could be stud- 

ied scientifically, using similar a priori proofs one finds in sciences 

i8 
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such as geometry. Sorbi~re thus contradicted the common belief that 

politics, a creation of the human mind, could never be explained or 

predicted by definitive scientific proofs, which were based upon 

universal principles. On the contrary, Sorbiare argued, politics rests 

upon the underlying science of ethics--the science of what is just 

and unjust--the proofs of which are known a priori. One cannot 

deduce ethical propositions from the behavior of men in a state of 

nature, because for such men justice and injustice have no meaning, 

and their social activity differs little from that of any social animal. 

Justice and injustice, rather, are deduced from their causes, which 

are the laws and pacts man has made in accordance with his reason. 

One cannot know justice by observing the behavior of men, but 

by consulting one’s reason and deducing the manner in which men 

ought to behave, and then making laws to regulate behavior. Like 

Hobbes, Sorbiare argued that justice, law, and right do not emerge 

naturally from society; a rational authority must impose them from 

above. Mazarin was bound to favor such an argument linking sci- 

entific rationalization with Royal Authority.s9 

Sorbiare’s obsequiousness served him little, however. Mazarin 

died in March of 1661, and Sorbiare lost his privileged connection in 

the government. Failure continued to dog his efforts. He was less fa- 

miliar with Mazarin’s protaga, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, who founded 

the Acadamie Royale des Sciences in 1666. Several of Sorbiare’s 

colleagues--including Christiaan Huygens, who was by then one 

of the most respected savants in Europe--also advocated royal pa- 

tronage of a science academy and were closer to Colbert. They soon 

stole the limelight, especially after the appearance of the Project [sic] 

de la Compagnie des Sciences et des Arts, a proposal for a broadly 

conceived academy of human knowledge. Although usually asso- 

ciated with Huygens, the Project appeared only a few days after 

Sorbiare’s 1663 speech to the Montmor Academy, and there is no 

reason to assume Sorbiare was ignorant of it.6° Certainly the Project 

reached Colbert, probably through Huygens, and became the basis 

for later formal proposals for a royal academy of the sciences.61 
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In the early 1660s, the clamor for an official science academy was 

reaching a crescendo, and Sorbi~re was only one of its more vocal 

and ideologically driven proponents. 

Sorbi~re, a few weeks after his 3 April speech to the Montmor 

Academy, sent a copy with a cover letter to Colbert. Sorbi~re noted 

that he desired nothing for himself but to pass the rest of his life 

in "the business of the Sciences," and he sought to impress upon 

Colbert, as he had Mazarin, the importance of supporting scientific 

endeavors, "as you will see from my harangue of 3 April, which 

could lead to something important for the public if it is considered 

by those who work for the ornamentation of France." 62 Linking the 

utility of the sciences with the health of the state, Sorbi~re asserted 

that Colbert could not heal the state of its maladies, nor bring it to 

its full stature, unless he helped the arts and sciences to flourish. 

CONCLUSION 

In the Sorberiana (1694), the collected sayings of Sorbi~re, his ad- 

mirers sought to remind the public of his role in fostering the go~t 

des sciences that swept France at the end of the seventeenth cen- 

tury.63 Since the foundation of the Acad~mie Royale des Sciences 

twenty-eight years earlier, a craze for things scientific had taken 

hold of polite culture, and scientific experiments and writings were 

all the rage in the salons of Parisfi4 The sciences did not merely 

entertain the wealthy, however. As the rising voice of the scientific 

community, Fontenelle had implied eight years earlier in his popu- 

lar Entretiens sur la pluralit~ des mondes (1686) that the sciences 

could fundamentally alter human consciousness. In suggesting that 

the earth was only a small part of a vast universe filled with many 

inhabited planets, Fontenelle implicitly argued for a rational world- 

view that would tolerate differences and abhor religious arrogance 

and dogmatism. 

The sciences offered human society new ways to construct its 

morality and politics, which the compilers of the Sorberiana be- 

lieved had been Sorbi~re’s message as well--as esprits forts, the 
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duty of savants, per the neo-stoic tradition, was to promote sta- 

bility and peace, which meant supporting a strong central author- 

ity, the monarchy of Louis XIV. Such support, while practical and 

pragmatic, was also ideological. In the Sorberiana Sorbi&e begins to 

sound like the fiercely rationalist philosophes of the late eighteenth 

century: "The Mathematical Sciences are the true Metaphysics and 

Moral Science is the true Theology. They both arise from the Physi- 

cal Sciences, and civil society is their invention because our Arts and 

our Customs come from them, and they draw out of us all those 

things that distinguish us from other animals... I avow to you that 

Moral Science and Mathematics come together, and that Physics is 

an Ocean to which all our knowledge will return.’’6s 

Sorbi&e’s work and passion suggest a new vision of the ratio- 

nal sciences as the basis for an uncompromisingly monarchical so- 

cial, political, and moral order. The philosophes’ eventual role in 

the development of a revolutionary consciousness must be under- 

stood in an ideological rather than a social-structural context-- 

one, moreover, that reads historical change historically, not pro- 

leptically. Sorbi~re’s Montmor Discourse was a response to the 

post-Fronde anxieties of French intellectual culture, and he sought 

to resolve the disjuncture between the chaos of the socio-political 

world and the supposed tranquility of the scientific world by re- 

forming the monarchical state to conform to the dictates of scien- 

tific reason. By the mid-1770s, the failure of the project sparked 

revolutionary sentiments, but that is another story, although, even 

in the 1660s, the ideology of stability was on the verge of col- 

lapse. Sorbi~re himself was dogged by failure, and seems even in his 

own estimation to have achieved little or nothing, despite constant 

effort. 

In 1663, soon after his letter to Colbert, Sorbi&e departed for a 

summer voyage to England, where he visited Hobbes and attended 

meetings at the Royal Society.66 Upon his return to France, he wrote 

an account of his travels, which appeared in 1664 under the title Re- 

lation d’un voyage en angleterre. Predictably, the account focused 
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upon the Royal Society in a pointed comparison to what Sorbi~re 

considered the failings of the Montmor Academy. Of Royal Society 

fellows, Sorbi~re wrote approvingly, "They report in as few words as 

they find appropriate to explain the experiments that the Secretary 

has proposed. No one hastens to speak, nor takes it upon himself 

to be longwinded and say everything he knows. They never inter- 

rupt whoever is speaking." The Royal Society’s motto, Nullius in 

verba, expressed perfectly Sorbi~re’s scepticism of philosophical sys- 

tems. Despite arguments over theories, hypotheses, and principles, 

Sorbi~re insisted, all members of the Society behaved toward each 

other with such moderation that their work was never impeded. 

The Society fellows "know well that they are coming together for 

the same end, even if by different routes, since they all work to 

explain the same phenomena.’’67 

Sorbi~re foresaw the result of collaborative, government- 

supported scientific work as "an infinity of useful inventions" for 

everyone, leading to general peace and prosperity as life improved. 

A monarch who supported such work, Sorbi~re added, would re- 

ceive glory far beyond those who sought it in "ill-considered wars," 

and would be remembered forever.68 By aiding the call for a royal 

academy of the sciences, Sorbi~re proved instrumental in the final 

push to found one. By 1664, Perrault and Huygens had Colbert’s 

ear regarding a general learned academy. After the spectacular comet 

of 1664, astronomers such as Adrien Auzout were able to make a 

compelling case for the creation of a royal observatory. Clearly in a 

mood to listen, Colbert lent his Parisian residence for observations 

of the eclipse of 1666, and by that summer he was selecting the first 

members of the official Acad~mie Royale des Sciences.69 

Sorbi4re, however, enjoyed no part in these grand events. In June 

1664, despite his efforts, the Montmor Academy collapsed. Al- 

though Huygens hoped that a royal academy would soon rise from 

its ashes, the end of the Montmor Academy marginalized Sorbi4re in 

the scientific community.7° The English received Sorbi4re’s Relation 

poorly, and his dream of savants working together for the common 
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good took yet another blow. An apparently indiscreet remark about 

the Lord Chancellor brought an open complaint from the English 

government, and in an effort to retain good relations across the 

channel, the French government issued an arr~t de Conseil d’Etat 

ordering the Relation suppressed and its author banished from the 

capital.71 Although granted royal clemency in October, Sorbiare 

found he had earned the nationalist rancor of his colleagues in 

the Royal Society. In 1665, Thomas Sprat, historian of the Soci- 

ety, issued a violent, rambling, and incoherent reply to Sorbi~re’s 

Relation entitled Observations on Monsieur de Sorbier’s Voyage 

into England, and he sought to have Sorbi~re’s name stricken from 

the Society rolls in 1666.72 

Discouraged and ill, Sorbi~re committed suicide on 9 April 1670 

by overdosing on Laudanum. 
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Review by Sarah Maza, Northwestern University. 

The most important contribution of Jennifer Heuer’s monograph is expressed in its subtitle: gender and 
citizenship. These concepts have been paired before, of course, but usually in the context of broader studies of 
political culture. Much has been written about the exclusion of women from citizenship during and after the 
French Revolution, but no historian until now has shown us what happened when ordinary French men and 
women, and the legislators who governed them, had to struggle with the competing legal claims of family and 
nation. In France, at the end of the eighteenth-century, traditional assumptions about familial duty and brand- 
new notions of patriotic loyalty were at times on a collision course. There is much to be learnt about the 
articulation of public and private authority in those years from the cases that resulted from this situation. 

When Marie-Antoinette was on trial before the Revolutionary Tribunal, she argued that she could not be held 
responsible for actions she committed as an obedient wife. In the case of the former queen, agency and 
responsibility were clearer to her accusers than in those many instances when obscure women, charged with far 

less serious crimes, offered a similar defense. In the 1790s an estimated fourteen thousand women 
accompanied their husbands abroad. Was a woman to be considered personally guilty for following her 
husband into emigration? Successive legislative bodies of the Revolution, the Directory, and Empire grappled 
with the claims of women (and less frequently, minors) who argued on various counts that they should not be 
held liable for the contradiction between the duties of a wife or child and those of a citizen. 

While the solutions to such dilemmas were never, as Heuer abundantly demonstrates, self-evident to legislators, 
assumptions did shift significantly with the changes in political and ideological regimes. Under the traditional 
monarchy, such issues did not arise in this form, of course, because the subjection of women and minors to the 
sovereign was mediated by patriarchal authority: an institution like the lettre de cachet captures the presumed 
congruence between paternal and monarchical power. In establishing the theory of an unmediated relationship 
between the state and each citizen, even a "passive" one, the Revolution opened up a Pandora’ s box of legal 
conundrums. Once emigration was criminalized, was a woman guilty for leaving with her spouse? Could the 
wife of a ci-devant escape the civil and criminal penalties attached to aristocracy on the grounds that her 
marriage had been paternally coerced? Could a woman unilaterally divorce an OmigrO stricken with mort civile, 
or even be considered patriotically "widowed"? 

Although Heuer’s approach is resolutely empirical, her research offers an intriguing challenge to Carole 
Pateman’s influential theory of the "sexual contract."[ 1 ] Revolutionary legislators did not turn out to be a band 
of contractually-bound brothers exercising private authority over subjected wives and sisters. Rather, they tried 
to re-script the nation as a great patriotic family, for instance through the practice of adopting the orphaned 
offspring of notable patriots as "children of the nation". One such adoptee, Suzanne Lepeletier, daughter of the 



famed revolutionary "martyr", in 1796 successfully petitioned the state as her "parent" to override her uncles’ 
obj ections to her marriage with a foreigner. While legislators did, in many cases, uphold the fights of husbands 
and fathers, Heuer offers enough evidence of successful petitions by women to complicate Pateman’s thesis that 
the birth of the modern social contract entailed the political erasure of women. 

Jacobin radicalism with respect to family law did not, as we know, last into the following century, and Heuer 
chronicles the predictable rollback. Under the Directory, as Suzanne Desan has also shown, legislators moved 
towards defining families rather than individuals as the social foundation of the nation.[2] This was no simple 
return to the status quo ante, however. As the revival of laws against, and debates around, emigration in the 
later 1790s shows, the idea that women had individual rights and duties as citizens endured even into the midst 
of the Napoleonic backlash after the passage of the Napoleonic Code. And as Heuer’s final chapter on 
naturalization practices in post-imperial Alsace demonstrates, there could be significant variation between laws 
(which granted citizenship only to the foreign wives of citizens), and practices (which allowed for the 
naturalization of immigrant men who married Frenchwomen.) 

Readers should be warned that Heuer’s is very much a work of legal and political, rather than social and cultural 
history. While several famous cases involving family strife are discussed in some detail, the author focuses on 
legal and constitutional issues mostly to the exclusion of external factors, except for a brief foray into social 
history in the last chapter. The legislators and writers who addressed these issues of marriage and family 
remain disconcertingly abstract entities, not real men with a stake in the matter. Neither does the author make 
any real attempt to connect their opinions, or the claims of petitioners, to contemporary normative or 
imaginative writings about marriage and family. Granted, this is not Heuer’s stated purpose, but it does make 
the book narrower in scope and harder to read than it could otherwise have been. If lengthy and inconclusive 
accounts of debates on emigration law occasionally try the reader’s patience, Heuer’s imaginative and skillful 
research succeeds nonetheless in overturning many unexamined cliches about gender and public life during 
France’s transition into political modernity. 

NOTES 

[1] Carole Pateman, The Sexual Contract (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1988). Lynn Hunt 
famously applied Pateman’s theory to the political culture of the Revolution in The Family Romance of the 
French Revolution (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 

[2] Suzanne Desan, The Family on Trial in Revolutionary France (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

2004). 
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Review by Sylvie E. Blum-Reid, University of Florida. 

Julianne Pidduck constructs her presentation of the film La Reine Margot in a three-part study. Directed, co- 
written by Patrice Ch~reau and Dani~le Thompson, and produced by Claude Berri (Renn Productions) the film 
was released in 1994. The long introductory first chapter lays out the rich production contexts of the film and 
brings together different layers such as the genre of the film, Ch~reau’s theatrical background, the issue of 
literary adaptation in the 1990s at the core of the film, notwithstanding present in much of French cinema, 
earlier adaptations of Dumas’ eponymous novel, the French cultural context at the making of the film in 1994, 
the star persona of Isabelle Adj ani, her roles in French cinema, coupled with the myth surrounding the queen 
Margot and Adjani herself. In what is an extremely well-argued and articulated study, Pidduck makes a case for 
a comprehensive rereading of the film that has drawn critical reviews and controversy since its first appearance 
in theatre. Now thanks to the new French film guide series directed by Ginette Vincendeau (U. Illinois Press), 
she examines film reviews and articles on the film as well as historical studies to situate the extremely complex 
moment surrounding the "Queen Margot" and the era of the Religious Wars and the events known as the Saint- 
Barth~l~my massacre that took place in August 1572. 

Pidduck is first and foremost interested in the cultural values circulated by the epic film, and its iconic 
references in French popular and classical culture. Extensively referencing the period of the Renaissance, her 
analysis borrows from film historians’ approach to reading a film against the time in which it is produced and 
observing that the meaning of the film is as much linked to contemporary issues than the historical period it 
covers: 

"The predominant approach to historical representation used in this book follows the revisionist position to 
address how La Reine Margot constructs meanings in the present through mythology and intertextuality. In 
keeping with my own work and the approaches of Raphael Samuel, Frangois de la Bret~que and Marcia Landy, 
this perspective explores how popular culture forms (including films) use past settings and stories to engage 
symbolically with cultural and political issues in the present" (p. 13). 

In other words, the author sees a resonance between Renaissance France, religious intolerance, its 
Catholic/Protestant wars and France of the 1990s with its intense social climate, the rise (or revival should I 
say) of anti-Semitism, National Front sentiments, and racial and ethnic struggles not to mention other instances 
of violence and ethnic cleansing past and present beyond France’s borders. 

Her reading underlines the corresponding revival of interest in Alexandre Dumas in the 1990s, along with the 
Romanticism that lies beneath his novel La Reine Margot, which Ch6reau in turn heavily borrows from in his 
remake. Analyzing the figure of Marguerite de Valois, and Adi ani, Pidduck ostensibly gives the study a 



feminist orientation. Ultimately, the predominance of the female character(s) of Margot and Catherine de 
Medicis is side-lined in Ch~reau’s film(s) as he tends to celebrate homosocial desire. 
According to the study, the film can be seen as a hybrid between historical fiction and costume film (p. 12) yet 
it fits in the category of the swashbuckling film, a genre that is of particular importance in French literary and 
filmic adaptations and considered as a marker of a prestigious national cultural heritage according to many 
French film historians (p. 30). This trend started in early silent cinema "with multiple silent versions of Hugo 
and Dumas’ works and continued into the sound era" (p. 30). This type of films is highly popular in France and 
highly exportable abroad. Citing historian Pierre Guibbert, Pidduck notes that the "swashbuckling film is a 
quintessentially French genre" (p. 30). Pidduck, author of Contemporary Costume Film, distinguishes the 
costume film from historical fiction as more feminine and less praised by critics, especially the makers of the 
New Wave cinema in their critical essays yet she does not develop this notion here. Numerous key examples of 
French swashbucklers come to mind with FanFan la Tulipe, Le Bossu, Cyrano de Bergerac, etc. 

In the second part of the monograph, the author performs a close filmic and narrative analysis that covers the 
structure of the film as well as the cinematographic style and the tangled story lines that compose the film. She 
cites the nineteenth-century paintings that Ch~reau emulates in his mise-en-sc~ne, lighting and composition (a 
motif that she introduced in the first part) as well as the Dutch paintings that have influenced the director. The 
color scheme and the use of close-ups convey a sense of ’a disturbing visceral proximity’ (p. 63) absent from 
the 1954 ’tradition of quality’ adaptation by Jean Dr~ville starring Jeanne Moreau that relied heavily on long 
shots and elaborate costume scenes. Through quick editing and close-ups of bodies and faces, Ch~reau and his 
cinematographer (Philippe Rousselot) are able to render immediate (or present) the violence of the past, yet they 
confuse the spectator as to the actual location and time of the violence. The issue of the spectator’s position is 
raised more than once, especially when it comes to the spectacle offered by the film and the potential level of 
identification it raises. Confronted with such ’tableaux’ of violence, the spectator aligns himself or herself with 
the dissenters and with the participators in the violence. Such an aestheticizing of violence may be one of the 
criticisms leveled against the film. 

Pidduck observes the violence inflicted on the bodies of male characters and on the female protagonist, Margot. 
The violence and death imagery play constantly with the eroticisation or sexualization of the male body against 
the backdrop and gendering of death as woman. In the long run, male homosocial coupling (either sexual or in 
violent massacre scenes) dominates the film to the detriment of the heterosexual intrigue that achieves a limited 
amount of screen time. The association of blood runs throughout the film and clearly evokes the AIDS crisis at 
its height during the release and making of the film in France. 

In her last section of the book, the author explores the reception and pre-publicity campaign surrounding the 
making of the film, its release, as well as its post-production alterations for the American market. This last part 
combs through the different critical receptions of the film by the popular press and more intellectual trade 
iournals such as Cahiers du cinema, whose acclaim of the film stands out despite its traditional disdain for 
costume and epic films. However, Patrice Chateau due to his ’auteurist’ statute manages to escape the treatment 

associated with such films made in the 1990s. The international fate of the film, and its different versions due to 
different possible receptions makes an interesting conclusion. The author insists on the director’s persistent 
exploration of the male body in most of his films such as the earlier L ’Homme blessO, and the more recent Ceux 
qui m ’aimentprendront le train. I am curious to read further what Pidduck would say oflntimitO, (Intimacy 
2001) a Franco-British production, adapting Hanif Kureishi’s novel tracing the story of a man and a woman’s 
weekly sexual encounters in South London. 

La Reine Margot constitutes the only foray of theatre director, actor and filmmaker Ch~reau into the world of 
historical fiction and costume film. It definitely launched his career as that of a true film auteur on the national 
and international scene. Pidduck covers the rich layers that such a production entails generating a very 
interesting and subtle analysis of the period, the film, and its cultural contexts. 

Sylvie E. Blum-Reid 
University of Florida 
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Review by Steven Kale, Washington State University 

Literature, sociability, and the art of conversation have always been closely bound to the French sense of 
identity in the modern period. That is why the history of salons has always run the risk of alternating easily 
between reality and myth. In Le monde des salons, Antoine Lilti tries to rewrite that history, but only after an 
extensive work of excavation in which he seeks to remove layers of sediment accumulated for over 200 years. 
For Lilti, that sediment consists of thousands of memoirs, histories, portraits, eulogies, anecdotes, personal 
letters, anonymous testimonies, and apocryphal stories that still form "the documentary foundation of the 
history of salons" (p. 8), a body of sources that Lilti finds biased, impressionistic, fantastic, and often carefully 
selected. 

Repeated and recycled from book to book, along with the prejudices, assumptions, and polemics they embody, 
these fragments have acquired the status of evidence from which historians have failed to take a critical 
distance, even though they were often written by salon habitu6s nostalgic for an idealized past. Indeed, Lilti 
goes to great lengths to avoid the bias of posterity and the lure of filiation by treating the voluminous 
commentary on eighteenth-century mondaine sociability as texts designed to legitimize social practices and 
identities.[1] He also makes extensive use of previously neglected sources such as the files of the Contr61e des 
~trangers, consisting of reports addressed each week to the Secretariat d’Etat aux Affaires ~trang~res by the 
Lieutenance G~n~rale de Paris on the movement of diplomats posted in the capital and on the activities taking 
place in the salons they visited. According to Lilti, such sources make it possible to overcome previous 
obstacles of"the application of the methods of sociocultural history" (p. 12) to salons by offering an exterior 
view of a world that was largely self regarding and by placing it under daily scrutiny for roughly fifty years. 

Before reconstructing the eighteenth-century salon as a historical object, Lilti traces its historiographical 
invention over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The memorialization of prerevolutionary 
salons began almost immediately, in the first decades following 1789, when the term salon itself entered the 
lexicon, when a vast number of aristocratic memoirs began to recall the sweetness of life under the Old Regime, 
and when the aestheticization of aristocratic conduct j oined the critique of post-revolutionary society in the 
novels of Stendhal, Balzac, and Barby d’Aurevilly. At the same time, the literary polemics undertaken by the 
liberal critics of Napoleon tended to associate eighteenth-century salons with Enlightenment philosophy and the 
art of conversation just as Madame de Stall was making the esprit de soci6t6 a central element of the French 



national character. 

The myths surrounding the eighteenth-century salon were consolidated in the nineteenth century, most notably 
in the work of Pierre Louis Roederer, who rehabilitated the H6tel de Rambouillet and separated polite society 
from the court, and Saint-Beuve, who made the salon into an institution of literary life, cut it off from politics, 
the aristocracy, and mondanitO, and created a durable canon of famous maitresses de maison. During the 
Second Empire, the Goncourt brothers made the enduring distinction between aristocratic salons, reputed to be 
both elegant and frivolous, and the more serious bureaux d’esprit of the philosophes, where imperious hostesses 
presided over gatherings of artists and men of letters who helped pave the way for 1789. By linking salons to 
the causes of the Revolution, the Goncourts helped inaugurate the long tradition of identifying salons with 
intellectual debate, the diffusion of the political philosophy of the Enlightenment, and the advent of public 
opinion. Refined sociability became an essential aspect of literary life, rather then a feature of the life of the 
aristocracy. It was represented as distinct from court, hostile to absolutism, and disdainful of the opponent of 
des LumiOres. In this form, the memory of the salons could be appropriated by the republicans of the Belle 
Epoque, anxious to reconcile their love of Enlightenment philosophy and their taste for the pleasures of high 
society, as well as by opponents of Vichy, who saw in the salons of the eighteenth century a manifestation of 
social and national consensus, and who constructed an image of them as socially mixed, egalitarian, and 
democratic. 

The critical point for Lilti is not that the historiography of the salon is fundamentally mythical, but that the 
idealization of the salon has become inscribed in more recent works written by philosophers, literary scholars, 
and university historians, whose arguments signal "the tenacious perpetuity of certain interpretations" (p. 58). 
Daniel Gordon, Frangois Furet, Marc Fumaroli, Jfirgen Habermas, and Dena Goodman have all to one extent or 
another "returned to certain traditional theses on politesse and salon conversation" (p. 56), whether the question 
concerns the salons’s "democratic sociability" and its noncorporative egalitarianism (Gordon and Furet), its 
reinscription as pure conversation (Fumaroli), or its role in the constitution of the "bourgeois public 
sphere" (Habermas). [2] In the feminist version of what Lilti calls the Habermasian paradigm, in which 
salonniOres were excluded from the public sphere by Enlightenment thought and the Revolution, Lilti sees a 
synthesis of all these themes: the salon as an Enlightenment institution; the Enlightenment salons as "serious" 
and consensual; the role of salons and salonniOres in the emergence of an enlightened public opinion. 

None of these studies offer a satisfying account of salons because they reduce the salon’s complexity, invest 
them with a false ideological coherence, and remove them from the world of mondaine sociability. Instead, Lilti 
proposes to study the salon as a form of sociability both in terms of its social practices and the representations 
those practices generated, representations that must be treated as discourses in order to avoid replaying the 
literary debates of the nineteenth century. Lilti’s approach, therefore, entails a sociological analysis of the 
conviviality of urban elites, an anthropological analysis of the mechanisms of mondanitO, and a literary analysis 
of the representations and discourses by which its practices were legitimized and denounced. 

From there, Lilti sets out to reconstitute his historical obj ect, defining its criteria, detailing its practices, 
describing its frontiers, and assessing the material conditions that made mondaine sociability possible. Much of 
what he finds recapitulates the work of other scholars who have also shown that the salon was a hybrid social 
space that provided weekly meals in private domiciles to a diverse collection of habituOs. Salons received 
invited guests and visitors on a regular basis who were expected to respect the rules of civility and politesse. 
Whether salons were held by women or men, they always offered a "mixed sociability" and were therefore 
distinct from academies and clubs. Lilti insists that the principal aim of salons was divertissement and that its 
practices were grounded in aristocratic traditions of hospitality. Since the salon inhabited the same social circuit 
as the Com~die fran~aise, the Opera, and the court it operated firmly within the framework of"the mondanit~ of 



the ancien regime" (p. 70) and the practices associated with it "were not necessarily perceived in their 
specificity" (p. 87). The requisite food, decor, heating, and furniture made salons very expensive to maintain, 
placing them beyond the means of all but the court nobility, the Parisian aristocracy, and rich financiers. Access 
to salons involved social recognition and the "curial selection" (p. 109) of those who already belonged to high 
society. Men of letters who were regarded as honnOtes hommes were invited or recommended by virtue of their 
prior acceptance of the norms of politesse. 

The role of the salon’s ma#resse de maison--usually an older woman, often widowed or separated--was to 
engage regularly in the practices of mondaine hospitality, which were associated with the aristocratic social 
norms that identified le monde as a distinctive arena of feminine action, separated from both the domestic 
interior and the public realm. The salon hostess was expected to gain consideration for the hospitality of her 
salon and create "a space of distinction and amusement" for her soci~t~ (pp. 112-13). Eulogized for her talents 
as a hostess and for the reputation of her salon, she was hardly ever praised for her intellectual qualities and 
never published her writings. In the eyes of high society, afemme du monde was not compatible with afemme 
de lettres and the distinction was enforced by satire and ridicule, so that success devolved to those salons that 
offered pleasure and entertainment, whether or not they were frequented by men of letters. [3] 

Lilti sees the "espace mondain" enclosing these salons as both topographical and metaphorical: it could be 
mapped and traversed, but it could also redefine the social encounters it made possible. In geographical terms, 
the world of the salons was crisscrossed by rivalries, family ties, political solidarities, and ideological polarities; 
it stretched out from its heart in the aristocraticfaubourgs of Paris and into the spa towns and chateaux of the 
provinces to encompass the maj or urban centers of Europe, where a cosmopolitan elite affiliated itself with the 
quintessential customs of the French aristocracy. 

Within that space, the court aristocracy was predominant; it used ridicule to police its territory, drawing its 
authority from the power to judge. Social status was never a matter of indifference and men of letters never 
entered this world on an equal footing; instead, aristocrats used the rules of politesse to suspend hierarchical 
norms in order to permit reciprocity in verbal exchange. Unequal relations were thereby managed in an 
egalitarian mode without erasing either the reality or the consciousness of the social hierarchy. The formal 
equality of conversation was made possible by rituals that everyone knew were designed to hide social 
distinctions, so that salons were able to perform a bit of alchemy by transforming social hierarchies into 
distinctions that pertained specifically to le monde. Polite sociability created a symbolic, non-material basis for 
cohesion among a social elite bound together by a common sense of the superiority of its shared manners. 
Distinctions of honor, prestige, reputation circulated as symbolic currency, creating mondaine hierarchies based 
on the judgment of others. 

In the book’s pivotal chapter on the place of men of letters in high society, Lilti develops this concept in order 
to address what he sees as the key questions surrounding the historical significance of eighteenth-century 
mondaine sociability: why do the representations of salon life contrast so sharply with its practices; why did the 
philosophes appropriate the language of politesse; and why did the aristocracy embraced the Enlightenment? 
Lilti’s response to these questions is compelling, not least because he addresses them in a number of analytical 
registers (social history, political philosophy, literary history) in order to connect contemporary theories of 
sociability and literary polemics to the conditions of eighteenth-century mondanitO. In a nutshell, Lilti thinks 
that the polemics surrounding polite sociability stemmed from the need for writers to justify their involvement 
in high society. Writers were constrained to frequent le monde for patronage and protection, which meant that 
they were dependent financially on the generosity of social elites, whose connections helped advance their 
careers and whose opinions imparted the recognition necessary for access to the literary institutions of the 
monarchy. In exchange, writers helped society vanquish ennui and their celebrity--derived from the recognition 



of society--added to the prestige of the salons they frequented. But the materially and socially asymmetrical 
nature of this relationship was hidden at every turn, by patronage offered as a gift, by eulogies praising 
benefactors in the language of friendship, and by discretion on all sides. 

It is clear that Lilti’s reading of this transaction was inspired by Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of the gift that permits 
the unconscious transformation of an interested exchange into a disinterested one. But Lilti insists that the 
material and symbolic exchanges that took place in le monde were conscious, out in the open, exposed to the 
clear light of day, so that men of letters were forced to legitimize their actions by theorizing about them. As a 
result, the themes developed by the philosophes around the protection they received in salons constituted a 
discourse on the social identity of writers whose polemical nature gave rise to a variety of representations of 
mondaine sociability, the same ones that later found their way into the historiography. The dominant position 
was that the writer ought to be an honnOte homme and adhere to the values of polite society. These values-- 
courtesy in discussion, the avoidance of personal attack--came to be associated with the Republic of Letters as 
well as the mondaine redefinition of aristocratic honor, helping to seal the alliance between the philosophes and 
a part of the social elite. 

Writers who took this position justified their participation in high society by arguing that it was a strategy for 
spreading enlightenment and invented a philosophy of sociability that elaborated upon the rules of politesse as 
the basis of a harmonious social order. The alternative, adopted by the adversaries of the philosophes and by 
Rousseau, criticized the hypocrisy inherent in the justification of dependency and demanded that writers forge a 
new identity based on autonomy, originality, and authenticity. The latter went hand in hand with a patriotic 
critique of the aristocracy and the constitution of a new public of citizens with which writers must ally to 
combat monarchical despotism and the domination of the rich. 

If salons provided writers with the symbolic resources they needed to carry out this debate, salons themselves 
were not sites of literary production or ethereal philosophizing. Instead, people frequented salons for 
amusement in order to escape the boredom of idleness. Conversation was a principal activity, but it was always 
associated with others, like gambling, eating, and amorous intrigue, a feature of salon culture that gave rise to a 
literature of libertinage that Lilti sees as instructive with regard to many of the rules and paradoxes of society 
life. In addition to discussing the place of theatre and music in high society, Lilti uses the exposition of 
scientific experiments in salons to drive home the point that mondanitO was concerned with entertainment rather 
than with the advancement of knowledge, and that even science was subj ected to the norms mondaine civility, 
making salons the perfect venue for the protracted interest in scientifically dubious spectacles such as hypnosis 
and animal magnetism. Since salon conversation cannot be reconstructed on the basis of direct evidence, Lilti 
tries to explicate the salon’s "literary practices" (conversation, letter writing, poetry) by breaking them down 
into their individual elements (bon mots, word plays, puns, j ests, mockery, banter, storytelling, eulogies) in 
order to show how such practices had little to do with the rules of publicity because they were mondaine 
activities subj ect to the exigencies of divertissement and the quest for recognition. 

Lilti’s discussion of the relationship between salons and the public sphere expands on this notion of le monde as 
distinct from the places in which published works circulated and public opinion was formed. News of public 
affairs and judgments made about literary works were common currency in salons but they were not subjected 
to critical scrutiny. Instead, news and ideas were absorbed into the "economy of divertissement" (p. 320) and 
were therefore appreciated primarily for their interest or novelty. A wide variety of subj ects were discussed in 
salons, but in a rather whimsical and disorganized fashion, with the conversation moving arbitrarily from one 
thing to the next without much concern for veracity or importance. The aim of such conversation was not 
enlightenment or a deeper understanding of events but the reinforcement of a sense of belonging to the "in 
crowd," which is why mondaine society was most interested in news about itself. On the one hand, salons were 



embedded within a larger communications network that included Paris, its gazettes, and its cafes, so that it was 
not closed off from the public sphere. On the other hand, the court was its primary horizon, so the "opinion 
mondaine" (p. 329) that was formulated in salons had mostly to do with court politics and court fashion. 

As a consequence, salons were ill-suited to the exercise of critical reason for public purposes and writers were 
well aware of the difference between what was required to influence polite society and what it took to influence 
public opinion. With regard to the former, writers sought and expected the sort of praise, patronage, and 
protection that flowed from the social collusion that characterized mondaine encounters. From the latter, they 
expected to undergo a more risky form of appraisal as the written word was detached from the interpersonal 
relations of the salons and sent out into the public in search of universal significance. Since success in society 
seldom went hand in hand with public success, authors were well aware that it was more difficult to control the 
public reception of their work and regarded with some trepidation the growing and undifferentiated public of 
readers that was fast creating a new sphere of legitimate intellectual judgment that was increasingly separate 
from le monde. 

Lilti finds that the habituOs of eighteenth-century salons spent a lot of time discussing politics, but he again 
emphasizes that they did not do so in a detached critical spirit. Salons were fixated on the traditional politics of 
the Old Regime, with its rumors, coteries, and intrigues. Political news often circulated in salons in the form of 
songs, jokes, bon mots, and anecdotes. Nevertheless, salon politics was serious business because salons 
occupied a strategic position at the intersection between Parisian society, the public, and the court and were 
politically importance enough to attract hordes of diplomats and numerous spies from the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. Proximity to court and courtiers gave certain salons privileged access to political news and those who 
frequented salons were often participants in factional disputes. By going to salons or by holding one’s own, 
members of society could make connections, advance careers, find protection, or gain support for certain 
policies. 

According to Lilti, this was the significance of the salon of Madame Necker, who identified fully with her 
husband’s political work and whose salon permitted him the Swiss Protestant banker to be integrated into high 
society and gain a reputation as an enlightened protector of men of letters. Lilti takes issue with Keith Baker’s 
claim that Necker based his political action on a theory of public opinion that defined the latter as a rational 
tribunal that was able to hold the government to account. Instead, Lilti argues that Necker defined public 
opinion in terms associated with mondaine sociability and aimed to address himself to high society in order to 
exploit its genius for cultivating and circulating reputations so that his ideas would receive a positive hearing at 
court. [4] Convinced that France could only be governed by winning the confidence of the social elite, Necker 
translated an abstract notion of public opinion into the language of old regime politics and created a bridge 
between a "virtual" public and the conventional play of factions. 

The picture Lilti paints of the eighteenth-century salon stands in stark contrast to the one drawn by those who 
have tried to write its history in the light of Habermas’s theory of the bourgeois public sphere. His rendering is 
the product of two acts of destruction, one aimed at the invented salon of the nineteenth century, and the other at 
the whole Habermasian paradigm. Lilti sees no grounds for characterizing the salon as a public space that 
contributed to the formation of an enlightened opinion hostile to the institutions of the Old Regime; he makes a 
sharp distinction between mondaine practices and the affirmation of public reason, concluding that salons were 
badly suited to the exercise of rational judgment. He sees no reason to conclude that there was a radical 
difference between the aristocratic salons of the seventeenth century and the philosophical salons of the 
eighteenth, and he asserts that the latter were fully immersed in the traditional politics of the time. 

Lilti makes an even more emphatic case against the work of Dena Goodman, who largely neglected the 



mondaine dimension of salons and portrayed them as pedantic or serious institutions of the Republic of Letters 
governed by women who used the traditions of politesse to bring order and harmony to the conversation of male 
writers. Lilti contests this portrait on every count, explaining that salons were not necessarily "governed" by 
women; that their habituOs rarely engaged in collective literary production; that there was no real difference 
between feminine salons and male coteries; and that the distinction between salons devoted to frivolous 
amusement and salons devoted to philosophical conversation is a fiction. Salons did not oversee the fusion of 
elites and the confusion of ranks but were often scenes of vicious ridicule, more like fraternities than academies. 
They did not harmonize every dispute and sweeten all bitterness but were frequently torn by j ealousies and 
rivalries. And they did not disappear in the last years of the Old Regime but rather survived the "political 
ebullition" of the 1780s along side a growing number of male-dominated clubs. 

Lilti is no more convinced by the arguments of Daniel Gordon. He denies that salons were irenic enclaves 
separated from the social tensions of the Old Regime and the political machinations of absolute power. He 
rej ects the idea that they were regulated by egalitarian civility, animated by the search for conviviality, opposed 
to the hierarchical etiquette of the court, and devoted to philosophical speculation, collective harmony, and the 
effacement of rank. While Lilti insists that the sources contradict most efforts to get at salons theoretically, he 
finds in Norbert Elias’s study of court society and the civilizing process a number of"very efficacious tools for 
understanding mondanitO" (p. 53) and the roles writers played in salons, especially, and not surprisingly, with 
regards to the symbolic maintenance of group cohesion.[5] 

At the very least, Lilti has done a great deal to undermine the Habermasian model on empirical grounds. But the 
strength of his analysis depends not on his fidelity to the sources but on the veracity of the metaphors he uses to 
describe and explain the one thing that the evidence does not reveal: what happened in salons? Like his mentor, 
Daniel Roche, Lilti takes an anthropological approach to the study of social practices in order to reveal the 
codes, define the stakes, expose the logic, and describe the tacit rules that governed salon sociability. Lilti’s 
salon functioned as a social mechanism operating in the larger context of mondaine sociability according to an 
internal economy of norms that had the power to transform everything and everyone who entered. It socialized 
all opinions, subjected all ideas and actions to its own internal dynamic, and forced everyone who participated 
into a self-reinforcing collusion, legitimizing its own values and generating its own legitimizing representations. 

St~phane Van Damme wrote recently that the salon has become a "veritable fetish of the historiography of the 
Enlightenment," suggesting that too much attention has been lavished on the subj ect. [6] In some ways, Lilti’s 
book may reverse that trend by evoking a salon that may be of less interests to scholars of eighteenth-century 
intellectual history. In Lilti’s hands, the salon seems diminished in stature, faded in comparison to the salons 
that just a few years ago were regarded as the social base of the Enlightenment Republic of Letters. The salons 
that Lilti has portrayed can no longer shoulder the aspirations that have previously been invested in them: they 
were neither liberal nor harmonious; they did not contain the elements of an ideal society; their conversation did 
not irrigate the public sphere, challenge absolutism, or contribute to the cultural origins of the French 
Revolution. On the contrary, they were self-referential, narcissistic, and sometimes a bit vicious; their habitues 
were frivolous and vain, and their sociability reflected the dominant values of the time. Their maitresses de 
maison--Lilti points out that the term saloninOre was invented in the late nineteenth century--did not calm 
passions and reconcile disputes. In short, they are likely to be a disappointment to feminist historians who will 
have difficulty seeing them as central to the history of women or the evolution of gender relations in the era of 
the French Revolution. 

A number of the broader claims made by this dense and rewarding book, however, suggest that salons matter 
more than we have previously thought. Not only has Lilti reaffirmed that the subj ect will remain a vital element 
in a number of on going historical debates--concerning the roles of writers, the dimensions of the public sphere, 



the formation of public opinion, and the nature of Old Regime politics--but he has opened up new lines of 
inquiry by exploring such themes as the construction of social identities, the links between mondanitO and 
literature, and the constitution of national stereotypes. Finally, Lilti has demonstrated that mondaine sociability 
was a key matrix of French identity, in which writers and foreigners alike found the distinctive traits of the 
French character and a privileged field of social and psychological observation. 

NOTES 

[1] The adjective mondain(e) is used to identify that which pertains to le monde or anything that touches "la vie 
de societY." The term mondanitO(s) is usually rendered in English as "society life," with the connotation that it 
involves polite conversation. In French usage, it normally encompasses the obligations and enthusiasms that 
draw people to sociOtO, the time spent there, and the activities involved in frequenting le monde. According to 
the TrOsor de la Langue Franqaise informatisO, Proust used the term to suggest "un gofit de la vie mondaine" 
and Simone de Beauvoir used it to refer to "les occupations et relations sociales superficielles propres it la vie 
mondaine." 

[2] Daniel Gordon, Citizens Without Sovereignty: EquaBty and SociabiBty in French Thought, 1670-1789 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1994); Frangois Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, trans. 
Elborg Forster (Cambridge, U.K., and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Marc Fumaroli, "La 
Conversation," in Pierre Nora, ed., Les Lieux de MOmoire (Paris: Gallimard, 1984-86) vol. 3.2: 679-743; J~rgen 
Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the PubBc Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois 
Society, trans. Thomas Burger (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1989); Dena Goodman, The RepubBc of 
Letters: A Cultural History of the French Enlightenment (Ithaca, N.Y., and London: Cornell University Press, 
1994). 

[3] According to Lilti, salon women limited themselves "aux pratiques d’ ~criture l~gitime dans la sphere 
mondaine: la correspondance, et parfois, quelques pi~ces de soci~t~ .... ~ l’inverse, quelque femmes essay~rent 
de conjuguer sociabilit~ et publication, d’etre it la fois femme du monde et femme de lettres. Elle furent la cible 
de satire tr~s violentes, jusqu’it la fin de si~cle" (p. 118). 

[4] Keith Baker, "Public Opinion as Political Invention," in Keith Baker, Inventing the French Revolution: 
Essays on French PoBtical Culture in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, U.K., and New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), pp. 167-99. 

[5] Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Oxford and Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 
1994) and The Court Society, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983). 

[6] St~phane Van Damme, "Farewell Habermas? Deux d~cennies d’ ~tude sur l’ espace public," 
~ i!~amO~otmiv-paris ~ ~¢;~iW3iespacepub~civandamme~pdt~ May 15, 2006. 
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Joan of Arc in French Art and Culture (1700-1855): From Satire to Sanctity follows the traj ectory of Joan’s 
representations in works of art, literature, and drama from the Enlightenment to the end of the Romantic period. 
Despite the enormous body of work dedicated to Joan of Arc and her legacy, this period, as the author informs 
us, has been rather neglected (p. 11). The book shows that the French medieval peasant girl who led the French 
king’s army to several victories against the English was the sexualized subj ect of political satire in the 
eighteenth century before becoming an embodiment of piety and sanctity in the middle of the nineteenth. 
Heimann demonstrates that the political, religious and social changes (including conceptions of gender) that 
mark the period from 1700 to 1855 had a maj or effect on this radically altered view of Joan of Arc, which 
would ultimately result in her canonization in the early twentieth century. 

Heimann argues persuasively that Joan of Arc’s international fame was triggered by the Enlightenment 
philosopher Fran9ois-Marie Arouet, better known as Voltaire. Voltaire made her an instrument in his political 
satire by presenting her as a sexually alluring stable maid. The notoriety of his conception of Joan led 
generations of prelates, authors, artists, and politicians with different political, cultural and religious views to 
respond. As a result, for the next century and a half, Joan’s portrayals underwent successive transformations 
from an icon of martial strength to one of humble piety and maidenly purity and from a symbol of the power of 
the people to one of the divine rights of kings. In the process, Joan’s gender remained a focal concern and, 
indeed, played a crucial role in the transformation of her image from a figure in a quasi-pornographic satire to 
the personification of sanctity in a secular age. 

In her introduction, Heimann traces the way the iconography of Joan of Arc was shaped in the centuries that 
followed her death. As early as the fifteenth century, images of Joan deviated from historical accounts, which 
emphasized her masculine attire and hairstyle. These inaccurate depictions are related to the following factors. 
First, the only known surviving image of Joan made during her lifetime is a small pen sketch drawn in 1429 by 
C16ment de Fauquembergue, the Burgundian notary of the Parliament of Paris. While he never saw her, he 
depicted her with long, loose hair and clothed in a low-cut, tight-fitting dress, holding a sword and a standard. 
The Burgundians called Joan the "Harlot of the Armagnacs" and Fauquembergue’s drawing clearly was the 
product of that hostile attitude toward the Maid. Second, for a long time, there was a lack of accurate historical 
information about Joan. Her trial records, which thoroughly documented her life story and appearance, were 
not widely known until the 1840s, when they were published by the French historian Jules Quicherat. [ 1 ] 
Because of this, artists and illustrators tended to copy Fauquembergue’s feminized image, which shaped the 
iconographic tradition throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance Whether she was depicted as a soldier 
in battle, defendant in her trial, martyr at the stake, or a model of female virtue, she always conformed to the 
standards of feminine beauty of the time. Two images by anonymous artists may serve as examples: a full- 
length picture of Joan of Arc in Martin le Franc’ s The Champion of Women, an illuminated manuscript made in 



Arras in 1440 (Paris, Biblioth~que Nationale), and the so-called Aldermen Portrait of c. 1581 (Orleans, Centre 
Jeanne d’Arc). The first shows Joan with long hair holding a lance and a shield, standing beside the biblical 
heroine Judith. The second, which influenced Joan’s iconography from the sixteenth through the mid- 
nineteenth century, portrays her with long unbound hair under a plumed hat, holding a sword in her hand, and 
wearing a gown with slashed sleeves in the style of the Renaissance (p. 8).[2] 

The first chapter provides a detailed analysis of Voltaire’s epic poem The Maid of OrlOans (1730-1762). Hardly 
known and largely ignored by scholars today, this mock epic in twenty cantos, first circulated in pirated 
manuscripts and later in clandestine printed editions, was widely read for over a century. The major literary 
sources for The Maid were Jean Chapelain’s The Maid or France De#vered (1656), which was modeled after 
Torquato Tasso’ s Jerusalem De#vered (1581) and Virgil’ s Aeneid (first century BCE). In Voltaire’ s epic, Joan 
is an illegitimate stable girl who is protected by a saint and his winged companion against many suitors and 
sexual assailants, including members of the Church and both British and French royalty. For Voltaire, Joan’s 
most remarkable accomplishment was that she maintained her chastity for one year and thus guaranteed her 
country’s protection: "You’ll tremble at the feats whereof you hear/And more than all the wars she used to 
wage,/At how she kept her maidenhood--a year!" (p. 43). 

The chapter concludes with an insightful discussion of Voltaire’s emphasis on Joan’s sexuality. While it 
enraged eighteenth- and nineteenth-century- and even some modern-day readers, Heimann comes to Voltaire’s 
defense. She asserts that, for Voltaire, Joan’s sexuality was a vehicle to criticize the corruption of the French 
monarchy and the Catholic Church. His emphasis on her sexuality moreover, reflects the ongoing concern with 
Joan’s chastity, both by her supporters and her detractors. She suggests that Voltaire intended to challenge the 
notion that virginity was a sign of female virtue as well as its promotion as a "salvific virtue" by the Catholic 
Church (p. 41). To Heimann, Voltaire’s ideas were ahead of his time, because in modern Western society, 
virginity has lost its importance, and the Catholic Church no longer advocates it as "a uniquely heroic virtue, 
superior to marriage or consecrated celibacy as a means of attaining sanctity" (p. 41). 

One of the most influential responses to Voltaire came in The Virgin ofOrlOans: A Romantic Tragedy (1801) by 
the German poet and dramatist Johann Christoph Friedrich von Schiller, which is the subject of the second 
chapter. Schiller’s play created a new vision of Joan of Arc as a romantic heroine, which inspired a generation 
of French authors and artists. Like Voltaire, Schiller was not concerned with historical accuracy; he wanted to 
recount a more "poetic and pathetic" story (p. 62). He portrays Joan as a virgin inspired by God, who gives her 
a magic helmet to protect her from falling in love. At the beginning, she is a determined warlord (like Minerva, 
who was chosen by Schiller as the frontispiece to his first published edition), but, when she meets Lionel, an 
English soldier on the battlefield, Joan becomes helpless. However, she resolves to sacrifice this love in order 
to save her country and king. After she is captured, she frees herself miraculously, and dies on the battlefield 
gloriously before Charles VII and the assembled French knights and noblemen. Once more, as in Voltaire’s 
poem, the Maid’s military successes are less important than her sexual life, because she has to struggle to 
maintain her vow of chastity in order to accomplish her divine mission. 

In an insightful analysis of the play, Heimann points out that this emphasis on Joan’s personal emotional 
conflicts and sacrifice is an expression of Schiller’s Romantic ideals. The Virgin of OrlOans "can be seen as a 
dramatic illustration of the author’s beliefs regarding the power of human suffering and the potential of moral 
and intellectual reason to temper and even ennoble the brute impact of suffering in life" (p. 70). Concomitantly, 
in the same chapter, Heimann offers a vivid account of the numerous theatrical productions and operas 
produced in France during the first half of the nineteenth century that were influenced by Schiller’s play. 
Among the plays discussed are those by Jean-Guillaume-Auguste Cuvelier de Tile, and Alexandre Soumet, and 
operas by Jules Barbier, Giuseppe Verdi, and Pyotr II’ych Tchaikovsky. 

During the Revolution, the Consulate, and the Empire (1789-1815), Joan of Arc emerged as a symbol of martial 
resolve and liberation. Chapter three focuses on Napoleon Bonaparte and the sculptural monument of Joan by 
Edm~-l~tienne-Frangois Gois. On May 8, 1804, Gois’s Joan of Arc in Battle was dedicated in the Place de la 
R~publique in Orleans. This bronze monument follows earlier depictions of Joan (going back as far as the 
Aldermen Portrait), showing her with long hair and plumed hat. She is clad in a long full skirt with a set of 



armor over her torso, arms, and feet. Joan is cast here as a powerful woman warrior recalling "Minerva, 
Bellona, the Roman personification for Fortune and Fortitude, and even personifications of Liberty and the 
Republic from the French Revolution" (p. 77). 

In her discussion of Gois’s Joan of Arc in Battle, Heimann demonstrates how nineteenth-century political and 
cultural forces as well as individual interests shaped both its initial success and subsequent obscurity. These 
forces and interests, as she explains, included the "town of Orleans’s commitment to supporting civic pride and 
regional patriotism; the Catholic Church’s desire to encourage the renewed recognition of a resonant, faithful 
figure in France; a young artist’s ambition to garner whatever professional advancement he might gain by his 
work; and above all, Napoleon Bonaparte’s desire to cultivate a cogent cultural symbol that fostered his own 
agenda" (p. 97). While Gois’s sculpture was criticized by many within a few years of its erection, its reputation 
rapidly declined after the fall of Napoleon. By 1855, it was moved to a less visible location at the Place 
Dauphine on the southern shore of the Loire River. 

With the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy in 1815, a refashioned Joan of Arc emerged to suit the times. 
Instead of the image of a classical woman warrior with martial resolve that was promoted during the 
Revolution, Consulate and Empire, Joan came to be the embodiment of heroic and pious suffering. Her new 
representation in literature, sermons, and art, particularly in Paul Delaroche’s painting, is the topic of chapter 
four. Joan had a high symbolic value for the restored monarchy and the Catholic Church, as she had helped 
bring a disinherited crown prince to the throne "with the help of divine intervention" (p. 99). Many sermons 
and panegyrics of Joan, praised her fervent faith and loyalty to the king, while pointing to "God’s providential 
care for a faithful French people and their most Christian kings" (p. 101). 

During the Restoration (1814-1830), Joan’ s long captivity and painful martyrdom became a predominant theme 
for politicians and the Church as well as for authors and artists. This theme occurred in numerous plays, poems, 
books and paintings produced around the 1820s. Among the literary works were Joan of Arc in Rouen (1819), a 
play by Charles-Joseph Loeuillard d’Avrigny; "The Death of Joan of Arc," a poem by Casimir Delavigne (in 
the series Les MessOniennes of 1819); and The Truth about Joan of Arc, or Explanations Regarding her Origin, 
a history by Pierre Caze. A number of paintings on the theme of Joan of Arc were exhibited at successive 
Salons by such artists as Auguste-Jacques R~gnier, Pierre-Henri R~voil, Richard Fleury-Frangois, and Paul 
Delaroche, several of which enj oyed immense success. Delaroche’ s Joan of Arc, Sick, Interrogated in Prison 
by the Cardinal of Winchester (Salon of 1824) portrays Joan in prison wearing female attire. She is cast as a 
weak and a humble figure, "with her huge eyes raised as if seeking deliverance through prayer" (p. 126). 
Heimann points out that Delaroche’ s portrayal of Joan in a way that suggests her spirituality, humility, and 
suffering influenced later treatments of Joan of Arc, such as those by the historian Jules Michelet and by the 
artists Princess Marie d’ Orleans and Jean-Auguste Dominique Ingres, as well as the filmmakers Carl Dreyer, 
Robert Bresson, and Jacque Rivette (p. 131). 

During the July Monarchy (1830-1848), Joan of Arc was elevated to sacred status by both conservatives and 
liberals. The fifth and final chapter surveys this new direction, particularly in the works of Jules Michelet, 
Princess Marie d’ Orleans, and Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres. In the fifth volume of his History of France 
(1841), the French historian Jules Michelet portrays Joan as a secular martyr who redeemed France and declares 
her sanctity when he is describing her death: "whether considered religiously or patriotically, Joan of Arc was a 
saint" (p. 139). Princess Marie d’Orl~ans also portrays her as a humble, and pious maiden soldier praying to 
unify a divided nation in her popular sculpture entitled Joan of Arc in Prayer (ca 1837). In addition, this 
sculpture is the first attempt at an "accurate" rendition of Joan with her short boyish haircut, clad in medieval 
armor. Heimann’s final example is the painting entitled Joan of Arc at the Coronation of Charles VII (1854) by 
one of the most celebrated artists of the nineteenth century, Ingres.[3] In this canvas, Joan is depicted with long 
bound hair (historically inaccurate) and medieval plate and armor similar to the sculpture by Marie d’Orl~ans. 
However, in contrast to Joan of Arc in Prayer, Ingres’s painting includes many biblical symbols and images of 
the French monarchy. As "an artistic and political conservative, who allied himself with Orl~anists, 
Legitimists, and the Catholic Church," Ingres wanted to emphasize at once Joan’s holiness, the ascendancy of 
the French monarchy, and the Catholic Church’s authority (p. 163). 



Joan of Arc in French Art and Culture (1700-1855): From Satire to Sanctity contains much new and valuable 
information, proving that there is still more to learn about the reality and legend of Joan of Arc. The book helps 
the reader understand the multivalence of the image of Joan of Arc, who, even today, is embraced at once by the 
Catholic Church, feminists, and French neo-fascists. With its original insights, rich narrative detail, impeccable 
research, and pertinent illustrations, this study is of interest to historians of art and literature, as well as all who 
are concerned with feminism OR French history and culture. This is, however, a specialized study: it is written 
in an academic language that may not be easily accessible to the general public and the numerous footnotes, 
while a valuable resource, make it clear that this is not a book for leisure reading. However, for those interested 
in the way historical memory is shaped and reshaped by successive generations trying to make sense (or, make 
use) of the past in the context of the present, this book provides a marvelous case study. 

NOTES 

[ 1] Jules-l~tienne Quicherat, ProcOs de condamnation et de rOhabiftation de Jeanne d’Arc, dite la Pucelle, 
pubOOs pour la premiOre fois d’aprOs les manuscrits de la BibOothOque royale, suivis de tous les documents" 
historiques qu’on a pu rOunir, et accompagnOs de notes et d’Oclaircissements, 5 vols. (Paris: J. Renouard, 1841- 
1849). 

[2] In her overview of the iconographic tradition that influenced Joan’s posthumous images, Heimann might 
have referred to Marina Warner, who in her Joan of Arc: The Image of Female Heroism (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1981), pp. 212-213, links the origin of Joan’ s long and wavy hair in sixteenth 
and seventeenth-century images to the figure of Clorinda in the Renaissance Italian epic of Torquato Tasso. 

[3] Though not completed until 1854, Ingres’s painting was commissioned and conceived during the July 
Monarchy. 

Alia Nour-E1 sayed,.       ~,a~oo. corn 
Petra ten-Doesschate Chu, chupeJtra@shu.edu 
Seton Hall University 
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Patricia Phillippy, Painting Women: Cosmetics, Canvases and Early Modern Culture. Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2005. xii + 258 pp. Figures, notes, bibliography, and index. $52.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 
0-8018-8225-7. 

Review by Katharine J. Lualdi, University of Southern Maine. 

More than two decades ago, Natalie Zemon Davis painted a compelling picture of how the sixteenth-century 
French peasant woman, Bertrande de Rols, created her personal identity in part by manipulating gender-based 
customs to her advantage. [ 1 ] In revealing that women (and men) at the time were aware not only of the 
existence of gender but also of their ability to fashion their lives accordingly, Davis’ approach had implications 
extending far beyond the events and characters at hand. Consequently, she helped historians to rethink their 
understanding of the place of early modern women in what scholars largely agree was an increasingly 
patriarchal society. Patricia Phillippy attests to the vitality of such rethinking across a wide range of 
disciplines. Female self-fashioning assumes center stage in her book, which, as the introduction states, "studies 
the intersection of painting and femininity in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe as a site for exploring 
abstract ideas of gender construction and subj ectivity in specific, historically grounded models" (p. 2). 

Phillippy’s use of the term "painting" has a dual meaning, as the title of her book suggests. It encompasses 
women’s use of cosmetics to paint their faces as well as representations and self-representations of women in 
literary texts and visual arts. Her reasoning stems from the fact that at the time, painting with cosmetics and 
canvases shared physical features (various cosmetics and paint colors included the same ingredients, for 
example) along with deeply entrenched ideas about woman’ s essential being and capabilities. By examining 
one form of painting in relation to the other, Phillippy explores the gendered assumptions underlying the 
conventions governing painting and, equally important, how women writers and painters exposed and 
challenged these assumptions to establish their rights to self-authorship and self-creation (p. 4). 

Throughout her study, a key contention guides Phillippy’s interpretive and methodological lens: "Despite the 
cultural and historical differences separating early modern women from twenty-first century critics, it is not 
anachronistic to attribute to these women’s works a feminist sophistication when confronting questions of 
gender and subj ectivity" (p. 4, n. 17). Articulated explicitly only in passing, it is not Phillippy’s intent to 
engage her readers in a debate on the merits of this view but rather to reap what she regards as its rewards. The 
result is provocative (if at times challenging given the author’s penchant for dense prose) and has considerable 
value for scholars interested in early modern history, literature, and art--and in blurring the lines among the 
three. 

In arguing that women could fashion themselves through words and images, Phillippy is clearly tipping her hat 
to Stephen Greenblatt’s notion of"self-fashioning."[2] At the same time, however, in the introduction she 
distances herself from what she regards as the limitations of this notion and its attendant approach (p. 18). 
Instead of viewing individual texts and paintings within a narrow time and place, she intentionally adopts a 
broad disciplinary, geographic, and chronological scope in order "to trace the outline of a body of works, 



attitudes, and practices that, considered in its entirety, constitutes a background against which local gestures 
take on new meaning and novel relationships among discrete texts, discourses, and artworks are revealed" (pp. 
18-19). But by no means does Phillippy ignore the historical context of this background--in fact, she 
interweaves concrete historical markers throughout her analysis--she simply regards these markers as part of a 
bigger, more dynamic, international web of related ideas and concerns. 

Each of the ensuing five chapters centers on a comparative analysis of a carefully selected grouping of physical, 
visual, and textual sources drawn from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England, France, and Italy. The 
relationships among the sources are occasionally strikingly concrete (for example, Marguerite de Navarre’s 
poetic Miroirs and her own mirror, discussed in chapter 3); more frequently, however, they are linked by 
common, and often conflicting, themes, assumptions, and discourses regarding painting and femininity. On the 
one hand, cosmetic manuals instructed women on how to use makeup to achieve standard ideals of feminine 
beauty (blonde hair, black eyes, white skin, red cheeks and lips); on the other, anti-cosmetic invectives warned 
of the physical and moral dangers of doing so, wary of the gap between outward appearance and inward essence 
which was considered to be inherent to female nature. This view informed artistic theory as well, claiming that 
women were masters of surface, not design, of color, not substance. 

As Phillippy reveals, female artists and authors were well aware of the limitations placed on feminine creativity 
intrinsic to the cosmetic debate and theoretical discussions of the arts, and self-consciously used them to shape 
their own images in the public forum. Phillippy’s analysis of the painting, Portia Wounding Her Thigh by the 
Italian artist, Elisabetta Sirani, in chapter one is illustrative of the book’s central concerns (not coincidentally, a 
color reproduction of the painting adorns the book jacket). Beautifully made up and attired, Portia holds a 
compact male toilet set, from which she has removed a nail file and gouged her thigh. But her wound is a 
superficial one, an unsurprising result given the implement used. Why did Sirani choose to depict Portia in this 
way? Phillippy’s creative methodology yields a compelling answer. She juxtaposes two images, one a detail of 
the toilet set in Portia’ s left hand (fig. 6); the other a photograph of a larger version of a mid-seventeenth- 
century English set now housed in the Victoria and Albert Museum typical of the type purchased, inherited, or 
received as gifts by wealthy men during Sirani’s lifetime (fig. 7). When viewed side by side, the two images 
remind us of the physical realities governing Sirani’s visual vocabulary while lending credence to Phillippy’s 
assertion that, "Borrowed from her husband, Portia’s toilet set displaces the material objects of feminine 
painting with those of masculine self-definition and self-fashioning. As such, Sirani explicitly engages the 
cosmetic culture on gendered terms, exposing the degree to which men as well a women are implicated in its 
mandates and exploring the contours of its gendered form in creating her masculine-feminine heroine" (p. 55). 

Chapter two continues this exploration into female creativity and empowerment, in this case as revealed in the 
"intersection of painting and justice" found in three distinct genres: the transcript of Agostino Tassi’s 1612 trial 
for the rape of the artist, Artemisia Gentileschi, Gentileschi’s paintings of Judith, and Shakespeare’s play, 
Measure for Measure. As in other chapters, Phillippy effectively supplements these sources to illuminate the 
interplay between local and more general attitudes towards femininity. In the rape trial, for example, Tassi 
claimed Artemisia was a whore because several times he saw men leaving her house, and once, he saw her at 
the window with her arm around a man (p. 61). At the time, it was a cultural commonplace in Italy that women 
should not be seen at or near a window lest they appear loose or shameless. Tassi’ s defense clearly drew upon 
this commonplace; but women artists could use and control it, too, as Phillippy’s analysis of Lavinia Fontana’s 
Self-Portrait demonstrates. Lavinia presents herself looking straight at the viewer (her future father-in-law, for 
whom it was painted). A window appears in the background, with an easel placed in front. Although she 
situated her perfectly made up face far away from the window within the frame of the canvas, she created the 
image through the instruments of her art, including her easel. 

Working as a pair, chapters three and four guide the discussion towards the role of religion, specifically 
Reformation debates on idolatry, in shaping early modern attitudes toward women. Critics of religious images 
and cosmetics shared a fear of the power of images to seduce the viewer into believing that outward 
appearances equaled inner substance. Against this backdrop, Phillippy discusses how the works of four public 
women, with Marguerite de Navarre’ s Le Miroir de l’dme p~cheresse and Le Miroir de Jhesus Christe crucif!~ 
as the starting point, recast femininity by transforming woman into a new creature in Christ. Through her 



corporeality, these women proclaimed in words and images, woman was j oined with and redeemed through 
Christ, God made flesh. For those familiar with the work of Caroline Walker Bynum, this angle--albeit in an 
entirely different setting--will strike some familiar notes, thus suggesting that female self-fashioning has 
important medieval antecedents. [3 ] 

Religion likewise frames the content and argument of chapter five. Here Phillippy explores the relationship 
between new constructions of female subj ectivity and post-Reformation descriptions of conscience as the 
product of an inner dialogue between internalized authorities and the mind of the individual. Works as diverse 
as Elizabeth Cary’ s drama, The Tragedy of Mariam and Artemisia Gentileschi’ s painting, Mary Magdalen, 
portray women who harmonized their outward countenance with their inner selves according to the dictates of 
their conscience. In this way, they challenged the long-held view that women were nothing more than 
malleable matter in need of male guidance and form. 

Viewed as a whole, Phillippy’s study makes a compelling case that early modern women were able to navigate 
male control and hierarchy to create self-portraits in words and images, thereby controlling the mirror, not just 
being controlled by it. In the process, Phillippy strikes a delicate interpretive balance between contemporary 
criticism and specific historical periods, cultures, and genres that will undoubtedly guide future research. 

NOTES 

[ 1] Natalie Zemon Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983). 

[2] Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1980). 

[3] Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval 
Women (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). 

Katharine J. Lualdi 
University of Southern Maine 

~;.maine~rr.com 
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Andrea Frisch, The Invention of the Eyewitness: Witnessing and Testimony in Early Modern France. Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2004. North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and 
Literatures, 279. 195 pp. Notes, bibliography. $34.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN 0-8078-9283-1. 

Review by Cathy McClive, University of Durham, United Kingdom. 

The Invention of the Eyewitness is a dense, original, and ambitious study of the philosophical and literary 
notions of testimony and eye-witnessing in early modern France. Frisch begins with a compelling introduction 
juxtaposing the modern (judicial) notion of an eyewitness as someone with a specific knowledge of events with 
the pre-modern notion based on the ethical status of the witness. The aim of her work is to uncover the 
"genealogy of testimony," tracing this rhetorical evolution from ethical to epistemic eyewitness in travel 
writing, specifically the writing of John Mandeville, Marco Polo, and sixteenth-century French eyewitness 
accounts of the New World. As such, Frisch seeks to understand what she calls the "testimonial situation," or 
the socio-historical context in which the status and credibility of an eyewitness--and thus of his or her 
testimony--was constructed. She argues strongly against a universal philosophical concept of the eyewitness, 
promoting instead an "historical re-positioning" of the evolution of witness testimony in the pre-modern era. 

The first chapter is crucial to the development of Frisch’s argument. In "The Witness and the Judge," Frisch 
presents a theoretical, rhetorical, and etymological discussion of the notions of testimony (both giving and 
receiving it), witnessing, and credibility. Here Frisch draws upon medieval folklore, early modern 
jurisprudence, as in the work of Jean Imbert, and the philosophies of Jacques Derrida and Maurice Blanchot to 
argue that the early modern concept of eye-witnessing was primarily related to the notion of giving evidence--of 
testifying to someone--rather than to the modern definition of seeing or hearing an event first hand. In this 
sense, Frisch argues, what counted was not the accuracy of the testimony but the personal credibility of the 
witness, and therefore his or her standing within a particular community, which meant that the testimony was 
believable for the addressee. 

The issue of credibility is the subject of the second chapter, "Ethos." In order to demonstrate the dramatic shift 
from ethical to epistemic witness, Frisch juxtaposes the travel accounts of Marco Polo and John Mandeville 
with the literary creations of Frangois Rabelais, Gargantua and Pantagruel. According to Frisch, the tension 
between the two opposing systems of eye-witnessing is apparent in the reception of travel writing and Rabelais’ 
satire of the quasi-divine status of the medieval story-teller. Marco Polo’s and Mandeville’s accounts of their 
voyages were received according to their credibility as story-tellers back home in Europe. Marco Polo’s 
immersion in Mongol culture rendered him "other" to his former Western community--an "Orientalised 
Venetian" (p. 53)--lending him a Mongol rather than Christian ethos; whereas Mandeville retained a strictly 
Roman Catholic world view in his accounts, proving his status as an ethical witness for Western Europe. 
Pantagruel’s narrator, Alcofribas Nasier, embodies the diverging ethical and epistemic witness, "short- 
circuiting the ethical dialogue between narrator and audience" (p. 63) and positioning himself as someone both 
believable and other, who has actually witnessed what he recounts, alternating between the roles of "divinely- 
inspired prophet, the author of allegories; and the tall-tale teller" (p. 66). The backdrop to this analysis is a 



discussion of the medieval inquest and customary law. 

Chapter three, "Experience," launches the exploration of sixteenth-century accounts of travel to the Americas in 
the context of the Reformations and the "crisis of faith in judicial testimony" (p. 84). It is here that Frisch really 
gets to the heart of her enquiry; this is the most successful of her chapters, combining her earlier theoretical 
discussions with a close reading of travel-writing to support her earlier statements regarding the evolution of 
eye-witnessing. Frisch charts the introduction of epistemological witnessing, beginning with Binot Paulmier de 
Gonneville’s Relation authentique (1505), an official royal report of his voyage to the New World, and Michel 
de Montaigne’s essay Des Cannibales (1580). Frisch argues that by mid-century, travel writers emphasised the 
authority of their first-hand experience, drawing on evolving protocols of forensic testimony. She links the 
breakdown of the medieval ethical relationships (necessary for the system of ethical witnessing to function) to 
the collapse of feudalism and the centralization of the judiciary: increasingly, witnesses testified before 
strangers who could less-easily evaluate their moral stance. The resultant crisis shifted attention from the person 
of the witness to the testimony, leading to the creation of the invisible witness in Montaigne’s Des Cannibales 
and tying testimony firmly to the individual rather than the collective. 

The individual nature of testimony is the subj ect of chapter four, "The First Person," which is concerned with 
the technology of witness deposition and the fundamental shift from oral to written testimony within the 
iudiciary. The authoritative, fixed, written deposition, argues Frisch, replaced the "ontological priority" (p. 124) 
of the oral testimony and was designed to provide an accurate, authentic proof. Frisch links this development to 
legislative changes imposing the vernacular for all court proceedings and records as an attempt to create 
transparency and ensure a faithful transcription of the oral deposition. In the context of travel writing, reliance 
on the first person developed as a result of the social, political and religious upheaval of the Reformations. 
Frisch argues that since travellers to the Americas could no longer rely on royal, institutional authority to give 
them and their accounts credibility, they were obliged to claim that accorded by their authentic first-hand 
experience. 

This theme is developed further in the final chapter, "Presence," in which Frisch compares the accounts of 
Protestant Jean de L~ry (Histoire d’un voyage faict en la terre du Bresil, 1580) and Catholic Andr~ Thevet (Les 
singularitOs de la France Antarctique, 1558), assessing the impact of doctrinal differences with regard to 
martyrology (and the eucharist in particular) on the development of eye-witnessing Frisch concludes that 
whereas Thevet retains his Western European Christian outlook, referring for instance to the Americas as 
primitive, L~ry instead is able to relativise and both praise and criticise the Brazilians as he does the French, 
arguing the impossibility of recounting the authenticity of Brazil and encouraging the reader to go there. Frisch 
reads this as the elision of the physical presence of the eyewitness and the creation of a unique authority based 
in the text itself, rather than in the experience of witnessing. The epilogue closes the circle nicely with its return 
to modern notions of eye-witnessing and twentieth-century problems of testimony with regard to the Holocaust. 

The strengths of The Invention of the Eyewitness are also in some cases its weaknesses, however. The vast 
scope and range of the book are to be applauded, but also render it dense and inaccessible in places. To Frisch’s 
credit, The Invention of the Eyewitness spans a wide chronological period (1300-1600), although thirteenth- 
century texts are also often cited--in itself problematic. The focus on largely medieval sources throughout whole 
sections of the work, whilst providing a valuable backdrop for the subsequent analysis of the sixteenth century, 
renders the subtitle (Witnessing and Testimony in Early Modern France) misleading. The book’s chronological 
framework would perhaps have been more accurately signalled by reference to pre-modern or late medieval and 
early modern France. 

iOn a more technical note, it would have been helpful if the bibliography had been divided into separate sections 
for primary and secondary sources. There are also a few quibbles relating to the use of nineteenth-century 
versions of early modern texts. For instance, Pierre Ayrault’s De l’ordre et instructionjudiciaire (1576) appears 
in the bibliography, yet references to his text are clearly taken from Aldh~mar Esmein’s Histoire de la 
procedure criminelle en France, printed in 1882 (as Frisch herself states on p. 132). It is therefore unclear to the 
reader whether Frisch has actually consulted the original edition. In addition, one of the key sources for chapter 
three, Paulmier de Gonneville’s Relation authentique du voyage de Gonneville (1505), is only cited in a 



nineteenth-century edition. It is rather odd that such a careful and rigorous scholar has not paid more attention 
to the authenticity of her sources. It may well be that these particular texts are only accessible in the later 
editions, in which case this should be noted, or that preference was given to the nineteenth-century editions in 
order that the reader may more easily consult them, but again this needs explanation. 

Similarly, two seemingly different systems of referencing are used to often confusing and frustrating effect: 
footnotes are employed sparingly, but sometimes at great length, to expand on certain points and occasionally 
provide full references or page numbers, whereas citation references are, on the whole, limited to page numbers 
in brackets following the quotation, leaving the reader to trawl through the bibliography for the full reference of 
the work. This may well be standard practice for this press but I found it rather clumsy. 

The Invention of the Eyewitness covers an awful lot of ground, incorporating legal, religious, and social 
discourses with regard to eye-witnessing. It offers complex, detailed discussions of difficult problems linking 
travel writing firmly to the wider context of early modern France and situating the evolution from the ethical to 
the epistemic witness firmly within shifts in the judiciary. The cross-referencing of literary, theological, 
philosophical, and judicial sources will surely appeal to readers of many different disciplines. Frisch’s thorough 
use of rhetoric, theory, and literature will hopefully stimulate scholars to pursue this important topic in other 
areas of research, drawing perhaps on archival material, court records, and actual witness depositions to 
complement Frisch’s textual analysis and test her preliminary findings. 

Cathy McClive 
University of Durham, United Kingdom 
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Peter R. Campbell, ed. The Origins of the French Revolution. Houndmills and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 
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0-333-69348-5. 

Review by Jack R. Censer, George Mason University. 

This book, focused on the origins of the French revolution, can be best understood as an English response to the 
historiographical developments that emerged elsewhere over the last 25 years. [ 1 ] Specifically, the English 
approach might be characterized as empirical, focused on social rather than cultural history, committed to 
linking social history to political events, and quite uninterested in the postmodern and feminist approaches 
current elsewhere, particularly in North America. Illustrating this approach in the last decade or so, English 
historians have published a raft of political histories concerning the eighteenth century. 

The modern English academic study of the French Revolution emerged as a distinctive tradition in the postwar 
era, led by luminaries Richard Cobb and Alfred Cobban. The two scholars hardly shared a similar perspective, 
except their skepticism toward Marxism. Emerging even more clearly among their students was the view that 
social conditions underpinned politics. Yet these English historians specifically disputed the connection 
articulated by Marxists in France, as Cobban found only an occupational group, the lawyers, rather than the 
bourgeoisie, as the progenitors of the Revolution. Similarly, his intellectual descendent Colin Lucas saw only 
"social stresses" between groups rather than all out class conflict as the problem in the Old Regime. In 
discounting social factors, some like William Doyle would go further. 

Perhaps Doyle provided the most complete account of the origins of the revolution by an English scholar. He 
almost completely discounted social causes and introduced somewhat more the role of ideas, by describing a 
disgruntled society having lost confidence in monarchical competence in governing. This step into broader 
political culture was not widely followed. All these historiographical tendencies paralleled those in the United 

States.J2] 

By the 1970’ s, even some French scholars, particularly Frangois Furet, assaulted the Marxist orthodoxy (that 
revised Marx but still relied on his insights). At first, Furet held the same position as some Anglo-Americans, 
emphasizing social but not Marxian explanations, but then gradually changed his approach. Assimilating the 
insights offered by the "linguistic turn," Furet offered an interpretation that featured discourse analysis and 
argued that the Revolution and the Terror issued from the domination of Rousseauist thinking, in particular the 
rule of the maj ority, rather than the rule of law. [3 ] 

Although English born and educated, Keith Baker, who has spent his teaching career in the United States, was 
Furet’s most famous associate on this side of the Atlantic. However, most of Furet’s acolytes were not from the 
Anglo-American professoriate. While accepting the value and originality of Furet’s interpretation, scholars in 
England and North America tended at first to continue to do what they had before. By the 1980’s with the 



cultural turn, a surge of new work divided the English from the Americans who were more influenced by Furet. 
Even though the latter mainly eschewed discourse theory, the history of ideas in one form or another surged far 
more than in Doyle or others of his countrymen. Generally the Americans studied not the philosophes but a 
lower brow stratum including the press, the theater, the legal profession, and religious combatants. Knitting 
together this work was a general notion of political culture which both Baker and Furet had embraced. The 
influential leadership of Princeton’s Robert Darnton surely had an impact in this regard. [4] 

The field of women’s history also developed in America as scholars such as Joan Scott, Lynn Hunt, Joan 
Landes, and Dena Goodman among many others sought to relate the revolution’s origins to shifts in gender 
relations in the eighteenth century. Although feminist historians tended to focus more on the impact than the 
cause, the latter issue figured prominently. For example, Hunt saw the origins of the demise of the monarchy in 
the general weakening of patriarchy; Goodman envisioned the retreat of the 
feminine salon as an opportunity for abstraction and contestation in the late eighteenth century. 

These developments would have transpired regardless of the role of Furet, although his emphasis on discourse 
accustomed French historians to think along these lines. Generally, they relied on discourse theory to show how 
the revolutionaries put forward a decidedly subordinate role for females during the revolutionary decade and 
beyond. Perhaps J~rgen Habermas, who like Furet did not directly consider gender, was more influential, as 
Joan Landes, in particular, relied on his notion of the public sphere as a beginning for her feminist critique. 
Whatever the influence of Furet and Habermas, this field surged the most among Americans studying the 
French Revolution. [5] 

English historians took another route away from their pre-Furetian agenda. First, their numbers simply declined 
relative to their American colleagues where faculty hiring remained much stronger. Further, despite the 
prominence of Oxford’s Olwen Hufton, they were largely uninterested in women’s history or gender. [6] 
Likewise, the history of ideas and political culture received comparatively far less attention. To be sure, the 
English did not stop studying the French Revolution. Colin Jones blew flesh air into Marxian analysis; Alan 
Forrest contributed to our understanding of the military; and Simon Burrows broke ground in the history of the 
press. [4] But the most work went into a revitalized study of politics, especially court politics, during the 
revolution and produced a spate of monographs that in particular expanded an understanding of eighteenth- 
century France. [6] 

An important aspect of this English "school," and to a lesser degree the American, has been an emphasis on 
contingency in explaining the connection between these social and political problems and the revolution itself. 
As opposed to the Marxists who argued class conflict long existed and Furet who asserted that very early in the 
revolutionary crisis the die was cast, these English historians and their American counterparts extended the 
period when accident and chance played a role. 

Thus, an English tradition has come to exist that, grounded in the social history of politics, has highlighted 
politics itself. Interestingly, the English have not followed American trends. And more important, this book 
reviewed here essentially emphasizes themes that have emerged, surely without any guiding hand, over the last 
half-century in the English view of the revolution. 

In fact, the general point made by this collection is not immediately apparent. Although introductions often 
focus upon the substantive articles that follow in the collection, this one apparently reflects the view of Peter 
Campbell, editor of the compilation. As such, the collection presents two different viewpoints--that of the 
introduction and another arising from on the total impact of the other articles. Although Campbell’s initial 
chapter indicates the English view, it more deeply reflects the field in general. 

Hampering this very well-informed opening chapter is a surfeit of information, compressed into a relatively few 
interesting and instructive pages. After reviewing and critiquing various interpretations of the Revolution, 
Campbell dismisses them as contradictory and turns to his own. The structure for his introduction, emphasized 
by social scientists in the 1960’s and used by historians ever since, examines long-term, mid-term, and the 
short-term causes and concludes with a narrative of the revolutionary crisis. 



In a nutshell, Campbell argues that the Old Regime government remained rigid, never really developed the 
suppleness that would have allowed it to respond to challenges. As such it grew weak, but contemporaries did 
not really realize how weak it had become. In the midst of this situation, a restless bourgeois class flourished. 
Cultural practices, such as individualism and a reliance on the market over corporatism, emerged, though they 
did not fit well with the monarchical insistence on its sovereignty in theory combined with constant compromise 
with other elites. Campbell does not assert these last two points with the same vigor as his view of state 
weakness and, interestingly, he scarcely refers to the Enlightenment, even indirectly. 

For mid-range factors, Campbell does turn to issues prominent in other historiographies of the revolution-- 
specifically an emergent spirit of contestation and doubts regarding the mystical powers of the monarchy. The 
second of these notions may be most commonly encountered in the work of Americans while contestation was 
first associated with the work of Keith Baker. Yet Campbell suggests that only with the revolution did 
contestation become serious because during the Old Regime, whatever the level of rancor, only the traditional 
actors could participate in politics. 

Finally, Campbell’s short-term influences mainly include the fiscal and bureaucratic failures occasioned by the 
American War. By 1787, this crisis was compounded by provincial resistance to monarchical solutions. Still, 
according to Campbell, none of these problems alone amounted to revolution. 

It would be the actions of various groups activated by the crisis that created a revolution. Here, Campbell 
strongly emphasizes the serendipitous developments, including in this category the decision by the parlement to 
favor an elite-dominated Estates General that would surely support stasis. But despite this rebuff, the Third 
Estate continued into July 1789, beyond Bastille Day, to plan for change but offered a compromise to old 
regime adherents. Turmoil throughout the country upset these hopes, but the leadership temporized. Only the 
rather surprising decisions of August 4 led to an overthrow of the "feudal" regime and directly to real change, 
enabled by the simultaneous collapse of royal power. Even then the elites from the bourgeoisie on up remained 
cautious in the face of popular demands. 

Campbell’s introduction obviously discusses a plethora of issues raised about the revolution including its 
culture and contestation. Most reflective of English and American tradition as well is the author’s insistence 
that the revolution emerged from immediate, unstructured circumstance, haltingly at the last minute, and not all 
that decisively as well. 

The articles that follow show more clearly a strong adherence to the English emphasis on politics in considering 
the origins of the revolution. It is worth noting again that, in treating these articles as the creation of a collective 
interpretation, I used them for a purpose for which they were not created. Most important, though they may 
reflect the English school, they do not encompass all the work by English scholars. And more important, the 
contributors are not all English; four in fact are American. Finally, the articles also deserve to be considered as 
investigations of particular topics on their own terms, and I shall give some attention to that as well. 

Whether or not written to link together, these articles, in fact, do just that. The first group concentrates on the 
events leading up to the revolutionary crisis and together stresses the serious political breakdown. The care 
taken in this narrative to explain the faltering of the Old Regime is evident in the three substantive articles, 
respectively by Jo~l F~lix on finances; John Hardman on royal decision making; and Campbell himself on the 
parlements. F~lix points to the fundamental problem of the enormous debt caused by the American Revolution. 
As long as the war continued, F~lix demonstrates in a most interesting fashion, the debt might be tolerated. 
When hostilities concluded, the public quickly grew restless about these expenditures. And structurally, the 
omnipresence of privileges and the resistance by the privileged to sharing the financial burdens made difficult 
any substantial rise in revenues. 

Complicating a coherent response to this fiscal crisis was the monarchical approach to decision-making 
According to Hardman, political faction always disrupted the situation and limited royal authority. 
Furthermore, the more difficult the situation, the wider the area of disagreement became. Specifically, the 



revolutionary outbreak capitalized on both principles of difficulty and factionalism, leading to paralysis. 
Pursuing the political machinations that led to the calling of the Estates-General, Hardman concludes that the 
decision in 1786 to convoke the Assembly &Notables, which led to the revolutionary chain of events, did not 
have to take place. Potentially tax increases, which the King hoped the Notables would ratify, could have been 
achieved had these simply gained more support in royal councils. Rather abruptly Louis XVI had sided with 
Calonne’s approach to call for the Notables, even though much of the cabinet disagreed. Advocated by a 
faction, these tax reforms were resisted by many advisors; and the king’s position was fatally weakened. 

These initial articles indicate the danger posed by taxes and the weakness of the monarchy in dealing with them; 
Campbell completes the picture by describing the relationship between the Bourbons and theparlements in the 
eighteenth century. Here, contrary to many scholars who have emphasized the ideological differences over 
constitutionalism, Campbell avers that the divide was factional, the language rhetorical. And, indeed, Hardman 
also insists that factions were important in this crisis in the late 1780’ s. In fact, exacerbating this disagreement 
was a divide in the parlement over the Diamond Necklace Affair that made it impossible for the King to count 
on the Queen’s allies to support a less volatile solution. 

Thus, the focus here emphasizes politics embedded in practical, factional disputes and, to some extent, 
privilege. Although the interpretation has a social aspect, it is far more constricted than that put forward by the 
previous generation led by Cobban and Cobb, who saw the "social" as encompassing much beyond political 
elites. Still farther away is any resemblance to a Marxian approach or to discourse analysis as pioneered by 
Furet and Baker. This volume’s coverage of ideas is encompassed by Marisa Linton’s chapter on the 
Enlightenment and Mark Ledbury’s article on dissonant messages found in cultural life. Linton’s main focus is 
to make more complex the relationship between the Enlightenment and the revolution; in fact, she sees the 
revolution actively reshaping the philosophes’ messages. Ledbury deftly shows the way in which the stresses in 
society and artistic trends combined to create a cultural proj ect that reflected its diverse origins and purpose. But 
despite these cogent analyses, the message is too general to do any reshaping of the overall argument put 
forward in the first three chapters. Likewise an essay by William Scott on cultural history raises only theoretical 
and disparate questions. 

It is the article by Dale Van Kley that strikes a somewhat dissonant chord. Van Kley is justly recognized for 
showing how Jansenist ideology, by advocating sovereignty in the parlement as a virtual representative of the 
people, penetrated the Parisparlements and significantly helped to create a constitutional challenge to 
absolutism. Indeed, Van Kley’s argument has influenced, it seems to me, Baker’s discourse analysis of the 
revolutionary crisis. Yet here in this volume Van Kley poses less of a direct contradiction to the thesis of the 
initial chapters. 

In this essay, extraordinary for its chronological range and clarity, Van Kley answers the question how the 
revolution became anti-religious in a society in which religion, particularly the Catholic religion, was the basis 
of the individual’s political inclusion in the seventeenth century. The actions of Henri IV had cemented this 
connection between religion and political participation, but according to Van Kley, in the 1690’s Louis XIV 
began to break this by siding with the Pope who contested Gallican claims to the primacy of French councils. 
Seeing these councils as a threat to his power, Louis XIVjoined with the Vatican and then relied on the papal 
censure of Jansenists. Thus, the king started out down the long road in which he ended up opposing Jansenism, 
seemingly a more devout form of religiosity. Eventually, the coronation of Louis XVI confirmed the 
weakening of sacrality. 

Not only had the king lost his complete identification with religion, in the revolutionary cauldron so would his 
opponents. Already during the Old Regime, Enlightenment had overtaken and absorbed the most salient 
remnants of Jansenism, particularly its resistance to the monarchy. Thus, the revolutionary solution of the Civil 
Constitution was more highly secularized than any previous outcome. Not only did constitutional control by 
parishioners invert more strongly than before the hierarchy of the church, but likewise the clergy lost its status 
as an order and all contemplative vocations were eliminated. In a sense a "radical" version of constitutionalism 
prevailed that led to the secularization of politics. 



In this account, the ideologies of Jansenism, Enlightenment, and constitutionalism play roles, but the driving 
force remains the royal decision to choose Papal authority and abandon "true" religiosity. Furthermore, the 
eventual outcome--the Civil Constitution--comes unpredictably, as well it might with all sorts of new players 
figuring in the mix. Thus, Van Kley’ s interpretation colors but does not confront the previous essays’ focus on 
royal deficiency and unforeseen results. 

Two final essays carry the story from the early days of the revolution through to the August 4 decrees (1789). 
In part, these articles are more difficult to connect directly to the English interpretation because they mainly 
focus on a neglected period. In general, the revolutionary decade following the seizure of the Bastille has been 
far less studied than the causes, by the English historians as well. Even though Marxists had concluded long ago 
that the revolution was the working out of the class conflicts raised in 1789, Anglo-Americans had done little 
more than argue, without a lot of research, for a liberal period until 1791 followed by an unexpected radicalism. 
After Furet and his associates made the summer of 1789 such an important crucible for the slide toward the 
Terror, it follows that others would examine this period. And, in fact, the articles included here do that in a way 
consistent with the "English" interpretation. 

John Markoff’ s "Peasants and their Grievances," which summarizes and extends his groundbreaking work on 
the cahiers, provides valuable background to the last two essays, yet does not seem particularly connected to the 
"English" interpretation. This article is valuable because of its breadth, as it argues that anti-seigneufial feeling 
among the peasantry became significant as early as 1770 and continued to the August 4 days and beyond. Such 
attitudes provide a backdrop to the huge events of that day that makes the deputies’ response more 
understandable. 

Yet the two essays on the revolutionary events by Kenneth Margerison and Michael Fitzsimmons link directly 
to the English interpretation because they highlight contingency over inevitability. Unlike other work in this 
tradition, the authors treat ideology as well as politics, but this is just a necessary part of all studies concerned 
directly with the revolution. In fact, the main point of Margerison’s clear and compelling article on the 
pamphlet wars (1788-89) is to dispute the inevitability of the Terror as predicted directly in the Furetian account 
and, indeed, implied by Marxian studies which see class warfare embedded in the revolution’s origins. In fact, 
Margerison argues that Si~y~s’s radicalism, which proclaimed the preeminence of the Third Estate, was less 
important than historians had later asserted. To the contrary, a platform calling for unity among all three orders 
provided the dominant theme. Not only does he agree with Timothy Tackett about the persistence of unity in 
the National Assembly, Margerison further argues that quest for reconciliation continued stronger and longer 
than Tackett found. [9] 

Likewise, Fitzsimmons’s well-developed article, concluding the book, disputes interpretations of inevitability 
concerning the decrees of August 4. Fitzsimmons believes that the reasons for these actions, which utterly 
transformed the social fabric from privilege to equality before the law, to be varied. He gives greater emphasis 
to the absence of a plan than do most accounts. And the overarching theme that penetrates the entire analysis is 
the role "...that unforeseen circumstances and contingency played in the outcome (p.289)." 

By emphasizing immediate circumstances and accident, these last two articles extend the spirit of the English 
interpretation while adhering to its essence. Perhaps it is the absence here of new topics, which particularly 
have dominated the current American scene, that place this book squarely in English historiography. While 
gender absorbs tremendous attention on this side of the Atlantic, the book remains silent on this subj ect. 
Likewise, as many American scholars are beginning to see the revolution in global perspective, this book and 
English scholars of the revolution in general have less to say. To be fair, most "global" interest does not 
concern the origins of the revolution, but as Robert R. Palmer and Jacques Godechot showed long ago, it could 
do so.[10] 

What should one make of a book that reprises a venerable tradition that to some is out of step with other 
scholarly approaches? First, the book is more valuable and interesting than its physical appearance, as its cover 
and publicity suggest an undergraduate reader. The existence of editorial summaries before each article, a 
glossary and suggestions for further reading all point to a student audience. This is, however, a book that 



deserves serious scholarly attention as well as evaluation as a student reader. For the latter, it can be edifying as 
the articles are of a very high caliber. On the other hand, many of these essays would be difficult for a novice 
because of the writing style, and the lack of historical and historiographical background is all more comfortable 
for advanced scholars. Also, as the collection omits several areas of important work, teachers would have to 
add other readings. 

I find much to recommend the approach of this book. The attention to detail and the quality of research are both 
impressive. More important, the theme of these articles highlights an emphasis on politics and contingency too 
often ignored in other histories. While I personally would be much more inclusive in constructing a general 
interpretation, as would probably all of the authors included here, the tighter focus of this volume makes sense. 
It forces those who would emphasize discourses, ideology, gender, and global perspectives to come to grips 
with the inexorability of politics that characterized daily life in that period. As the English tradition is 
revivified, "histoire totale" is encouraged. On the other hand, I see these articles as only part of the whole, and 
they too require learning from other points of view. 
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Review by Karen E. Spierling, University of Louisville. 

Jeanne de Jussie was a nun in the Genevan Convent of Saint Clare in the sixteenth century. Like every member 
of her convent save one, she came from a noble family and retained many of her social prejudices in her life as 
a nun. From within the convent walls, she witnessed some of the most turbulent years in the political and 
religious history of Geneva: The 1520s and 1530s saw Geneva’s successful rebellion against the Duke of 
Savoy; its alliance with a powerful Protestant ally, Bern; its rejection of its Catholic bishop; and, then, its formal 
adoption of the Reformation. One result of the city’s acceptance of the Reformation was the closing of the 
Convent of Saint Clare and the exodus of all but one of its sisters to a monastery in nearby Annecy, France. 
Jussie, the secretary (Ocrivaine) for the convent and later its abbess (1548-1561), recorded the events of the fall 
of Geneva to the "Lutherans" and the exile of her order from their home so that they would be remembered by 
future Poor Clares (p. 90). The result is one of the few extant contemporary chronicles of these events, and the 
only one known for certain to have a female author.[1] It is now, for the first time, available in English, thanks 
to the excellent translation of Carrie Klaus. 

As Klaus explains in her introduction, the complete French text of Jussie’ s Petite chronique has been available 
in published form only since 1996, thanks to Helmut Feld. [2] Feld’s critical edition of Jussie’s text, including 
footnotes clarifying dates, identifying people and providing references to Scripture and canon law, serves as the 
basis for Klaus’s translation. That such a valuable and engaging source on the Genevan Reformation was not 
available in full published form for so long is appalling. Both Feld and Klaus are to be thanked and 
commended for rectifying that situation. 

Klaus’s translation is part of the University of Chicago’s Other Voice in Early Modern Europe Series. One of 
the goals of the series, as articulated by the series editors, is to make available texts that demonstrate the early 
modern challenge to "reigning assumptions" about women’s nature and the place of women in society (p. ix). 
Specifically, they assert that "those writing in the tradition of the other voice" issued a "call to justice" that 
"must be recognized as the source and origin of the mature feminist tradition" (p. xxvii). Jussie’s writing is 
certainly valuable as part of that tradition, and it is equally revealing as a source on the religious and political 
turmoil surrounding the Reformation in Geneva. As Klaus makes clear in her introduction, Jussie intended her 
chronicle not as a public contribution to the querelle desfemmes but as an account to be kept, read, and retold 
by future Poor Clares, so that the painful experiences of her convent would not be forgotten. Jussie passionately 
defends the virtue of her sister nuns and their right to continue their convent life despite the developments just 
outside their walls. While she expresses gratitude to the various men who assist her order, she makes it clear 
that she views women as stronger than men in a variety of ways. She is just as ardent in her defense of the 
social and political status quo in Geneva--for example, she remains loyal throughout to the Duke of Savoy and 



repeatedly suggests the connection between beauty, nobility, and religious piety in her descriptions of 
individuals who interact with the convent. 

For courses on early modern Europe, and on the Reformation specifically, Klaus’s translation of Jussie’s 
Chronicle is a unique pedagogical tool. It is the only book-length manuscript I know of, translated into English 
that describes the establishment of the Protestant Reformation in an urban setting, as interpreted by a female, 
Catholic author. Undergraduate courses on the Reformation generally mention the establishment of the 
Reformation in Geneva only briefly, tying it to the struggle for Genevan independence (when time permits). 
Discussions on Geneva almost always focus on John Calvin’s work there; if the struggle over the Reformation 
is addressed, it is usually painted more in terms of political opposition to Calvin and his supporters than 
resistance deeply rooted in the Catholic faith. Jussie’s Chronicle complicates this picture considerably and adds 
interest to the story of the Genevan Reformation. While contemporary Protestant accounts and modern histories 
of Geneva sometimes make it sound as if all Genevans welcomed the Reformation and independence from the 
Catholic Church, even if they did not all welcome Calvin himself, Jussie’s account presents the Reformation as 
a devastating, horrific development. Here the reformers and their supporters are not heroes defending "True 
Christianity"; they are heretics, dogs, scoundrels, and "miscreant infidels" (p. 91). Jussie describes the 
"Lutherans," as she calls them, as variously wretched, wicked, villainous, and satanic. More than once she 
asserts that they are more despicable than the Ottoman Turks, the great threat to Europe in the sixteenth century, 
as when she relates that "the people" of Geneva agreed that they would "not allow this infection [of reformers] 
in town anymore, for they are worse than Turks" (p. 76). 

In Jussie’ s description, one of the greatest and most terrible threats posed by the Reformation was the marriage 
of formerly celibate male clergy and nuns. When recounting the Protestant conversion of individual priests and 
monks, she almost always mentions their immediate marriage, usually to an "unworthy" woman. For example, 
in discussing the religious struggles of the summer of 1534, Jussie describes the public conversion of a 
Dominican monk. After removing his habit and renouncing Catholicism at the top of his lungs, the former 
monk "began to insult the holy church and the life of devotion and celibacy with words that are not fit to be 
written down. Then he delivered a heretical sermon. Then after his sermon he married a woman whom 
everyone said had a very bad reputation" (p. 106). When she describes the efforts of the Genevan reformers to 
convert the Poor Clare sisters, Jussie makes it clear that she and her sisters found the thought of marriage itself, 
much less marriage to a heretic, so dreadful that they were willing to die rather than leave their convent. 

Interestingly, while Jussie shows nothing but contempt for the women who married former Catholic clergy, in 
general she depicts women on both sides of the religious divide as more strong and brave than men. Even the 
faithful Catholic men who assist the Poor Clares in surviving the Protestant onslaught, eventually helping them 
to leave Geneva altogether, ultimately are weaker than the nuns themselves. An outstanding example of this is 
Jussie’s description of the near-abandonment of the convent by the father confessor, Jean Gacy. She describes 
the man’s agonized decision and the calm response of the nuns: "For the love of God, dear father, save 
yourself" (p. 126). The situation is resolved only with God’s intervention, a consistent theme in Jussie’s 
chronicle. As the confessor was debating with himself, she tells us, "as it was God’s will, two good peasant 
men from the village arrived" and convinced him that "it would be a great shame in the eyes of God and the 
people" for him to leave the nuns on their own (p. 126). The confessor stayed, despite being forced to attend 
the great disputation of 1535, one of the final steps in Geneva’s conversion to a Reformed city. But Jussie goes 
on to recount that when the reformers forced their way into the convent in an attempt to preach to and convert 
the sisters, the same confessor was "more frightened than [the nuns] were" (p. 130). The fearful clergyman 
serves as the perfect counterpart to the convent’s vicaress, one of the clear heroines of the chronicle, who 
resisted the infiltrators by shouting and pounding on the wall. Jussie remarks that the vicaress "was steadfast in 
her strong will and not afraid to die for the honor of God" (p. 131). 

The beginning of Jussie’s text is a brief account of the political events of the later 1520s, starting with Geneva’s 
alliance, in 1526, with two Swiss cantons, Bern and Fribourg. Although Bern would convert to Reformed 
Protestantism in 1528 and Fribourg would remain Catholic, the alliance held in the interest in defending the 
members of the Swiss Confederation (which Geneva had not yet joined) from the encroaching powers of both 
the French king and the Duke of Savoy. In 1528, Geneva’s prince-bishop, Pierre de la Baume, fled the city, to 



make only a brief reappearance in 1533. With the bishop’s final departure, Geneva gained its independence 
from the church, but its survival depended upon the military support of Bern, now a firmly Reformed city. 
While Geneva’s initial break with the Catholic bishop in the 1520s was not motivated by Reformation impulses, 
in 1536 the city government officially established the Reformed church and abolished Catholicism in Geneva. 
Jussie’s chronicle focuses mainly on the height of this religious struggle, 1533-1535. Not surprisingly, politics 
and religious concerns were tightly intertwined in this period, dividing the Genevan population into a number of 
factions. The most extreme of these were the Mammelus and the Enfants (also known as the Eidguenots). The 
Mammelus (who called themselves the Monseigneuristes) were loyalists to the Catholic Duke of Savoy; they 
were determined to keep Geneva under the Duke’ s rule. Their clearest opponents, who called themselves "Les 
Enfants de Gen~ve," supported Geneva’s alliance with the Swiss cities in order to free themselves from Savoy. 
Initially the Enfants wanted to break from Savoy’s influence but maintain Geneva’s relationship with the 
prince-bishop. Ultimately, they turned to the Swiss alliance to support their break from both Savoyard and 
ecclesiastical power. [3 ] Although Jussie does not use the term "Monseigneuriste," she makes clear throughout 
her chronicle her unwavering support for the Duke of Savoy; her disgust for the reformers is based not only on 
their religious beliefs but also on their disrespect for the Duke and his historical relationship with Geneva. 

These are just a few examples of the wealth of information provided by Jussie’s Short Chronicle, which to this 
point has been little used by researchers, much less students. [4] Scholars of the period will still want to rely on 
the Feld transcription, for the original French text as well as for the contextual historical information provided 
in his footnotes. From the historian’s point of view, it is unfortunate that those notes could not be included in 
this translation. Klaus acknowledges that fact in her introduction; briefer editorial footnotes are in keeping with 
the style of this series. Nevertheless, Klaus’s translation is useful for researchers as an easily accessible 
opening into the Short Chronicle. The effective discussion of historical context she provides in her introduction 
will be useful for both students and more advanced scholars unfamiliar with the period or the specific context of 
Geneva in the 1520s and 1530s. Additionally helpful for students is Klaus’s clear and concise discussion of the 
key historical and literary themes that make Jussie’s Chronicle important and worth reading. For example, in 
addition to the topics mentioned in this review, Klaus addresses issues such as the history of the Poor Clares, 
the involvement of women in the Genevan Reformation, Jussie’s emphasis on miracles and divine intervention, 
the written style of the text, and the history of the reception of the Chronicle. 

Carrie Klaus’s translation of Jussie’s Short Chronicle is, above all, an invaluable teaching tool. Her translations 
are clear, and she has maintained the conversational style of Jussie’s text; both of these characteristics make this 
source easily accessible by undergraduate students. Well-placed notes on questions of language remind the 
reader of important differences between French and English expression without making the text itself 
confusing. This is a relevant primary source for undergraduate courses on a variety of early modern topics, 
including the Reformation and the roles of women in early modern Europe. It will give students a sense of what 
life was like in a sixteenth-century convent, such as the daily rituals, hierarchy of the order, and commitment of 
the nuns to their way of life; a specific understanding of how the Protestant Reformation offended faithful 
Catholics; and a vivid picture of the kind of struggle that could occur when cities chose to become officially 
Protestant. 

Even in a review of substantial length, it is difficult to do full justice to the richness of the Short Chronicle as a 
primary source for early modern Europe. Klaus’s translation will immeasurably enliven and enrich any course 
on sixteenth-century Europe or early modern women. It will help bring the divisiveness of the Reformation and 
the experiences of early modern women to life not only for undergraduates, but for all readers. 

NOTES 

[1] As Klaus notes, one surviving account of the Genevan Reformation, Guerre et des#vrance de la ville de 
Genesve, may have been written by Marie Denti~re, a former Augustinian nun who became a proponent of the 
Reformation in Geneva (pp. 20-21). Denti~re’s known works have been published in the Other Voice series: 
Marie Denti~re, Epistle to Marguerite de Navarre and Preface to a Sermon by John Calvin, ed. and trans. Mary 
B. McKinley (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2004). 



[2] Jeanne de Jussie, Petite chronique, ed. Helmut Feld (Mainz: Von Zabern, 1996). 

[3] For more explanation and sources on these divisions, see William G. Naphy, Calvin and the Conso#dation 
of the Genevan Reformation (New York: Manchester University Press, 1994), pp. 14-21. 

[4] Even relatively recent works on Geneva and Calvinism, while otherwise thorough in their research, do not 
cite Jussie’s Chronicle as a source on the Genevan struggle over independence or establishment of the 
Reformation. See, for example, Naphy’s Calvin and the ConsoOdation of the Genevan Reformation (above) 
and Philip Benedict’s Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed." A Social History of Calvinism (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 2002), pp. 78-82. 

Karen E. Spierling 
University of Louisville 
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Review by Chandra Mukerji, University of California, San Diego. 

Claude-Henri Watelet (1718-86) was a poet, painter, and writer on the art of painting who was made a member 
of the Academy in 1760, the year his acclaimed work, L ’Art de peindre, was put into print. A voice of the 
Enlightenment and friend of Rousseau, he wrote on painting and design for the EncyclopOdie and was working 
on a dictionary of the visual arts when he died. He was from a wealthy family of financiers, inheriting his 
father’s position as receveur general des finances for Orleans. He used much of his fortune on a country estate 
called Moulin Joli that became a fashionable destination. There he created not only a peaceful retreat from Paris 
but also an experiment in the emerging aesthetic of picturesque parks. Watelet wrote on the subject and 
described Moulin Joli in his Essai desjardins. 

Watelet’s gardening essay was lost to Anglophone readers for centuries. But Samuel Damon has recently 
provided us with a translation that is graceful and precise, conveying Watelet as a writer along with his ideas. 
There is an introduction to the text by Joseph Disponzio with useful detail about Moulin Joli, Watelet’s personal 
life, and the picturesque garden. Since the book was published in a garden history series, the Essay’s 
significance to other readers is not indicated in the volume but remains within Watelet’s text itself. 

The Essay provides an aesthetic reading of French intellectual culture in the mid-eighteenth century and argues 
for the value of motion, change, and new approaches of the rich to their land. The author promotes the 
picturesque garden not because he wants to ape a fashionable English style, but to advocate a new form of life. 
Watelet despises French formal gardens as models of arrogant and destructive domination. The picturesque 
garden that he wants for France is, in contrast, a model of stewardship, capturing admirers with wisdom and 
natural charm. The "new parks" draw people into them with "hospitality, which is a simple feeling emanating 
from nature" (p. 24). They beckon people to them rather than striking viewers with awe. These gardens are 
unadorned with statues and fountains, but are nonetheless designed with enough diversity and surprises to pique 
curiosity and stimulate the senses. They draw out thoughts and feelings from visitors who consequently want to 
go further into them and see more. The beauty of these gardens is derived less from their grand design than the 
modest elements of the natural world that invite attention--the sound of water, the curve of a hillside, or the 
sight of a distant village. 

Watelet prescribes this type of park as a rural retreat for men and women of rank whose pursuit of urban 
pleasures has left them exhausted and in need of fresh air, simple activities, and time for reflection. His friends 
and readers who join him at Moulin Joli are learned people. They are used to reading, writing, thinking, and 
debating, but still need to learn how to contemplate and learn about the natural world. He is their guide. Like 
Fontenelle teaching ladies astronomy from his imaginary garden, Watelet presents a sensory approach to natural 
beauty on his estate. The task is at once literary, spiritual, and liberal. "Let us imagine the dwellings of the 



patriarchs. Let us consider, in our own countryside, the isolated establishments of people who are still simple in 
their ways and limited in their wealth" (p. 24). The countryside, Watelet suggests, gains its beauty not from 
artifice but from natural motion, such as the play of light on trees. These effects are equally available to the high 
and low born. But men of wealth lack the habit of appreciating them, preferring gardens that demonstrate their 
powers over the earth. This is their weakness, and what Watelet wants to teach the French to abandon. They 
should become students of the land, seeking the utility of nature and the beauty of its natural processes. 

Watelet’s version of a picturesque garden is not so different from others. He calls for using aesthetics from 
painting to highlight forms already in the landscape. He also argues that, "the person viewing picturesque 
scenes in a park...changes their organization by changing his location" (p. 36). Having a static view of an open 
park (or formal garden) is a poor way to appreciate the complexity of nature and the problems of perception and 
knowledge that limit our ability to use it well. 

Movement is also an aesthetic necessity in the garden. "Works of art that are not animated by movement and 
action, or do not appreciably evoke these ideas, are of limited interest" (p. 36). So, the new French park should 
contain streams, rivers, and other water courses to give life to what would otherwise be a static scene. Garden 
paths should also open and close vistas and views to make the landscape visually mobile. These devices are the 
invitations sent out by a well-designed park. Land in this cultural configuration is not something to control as 
much as a site of regeneration and natural generative power. 

Watelet demonstrates the sensual but egalitarian pleasures of his beloved park: "To the west, an hour’s distance 
from the city, the river irrigates lovely meadowlands as it divides into many branches and forms a number of 
islands shaded by thick willows and tall poplars. The banks of the winding canals offer continuous shade and 
greenery that is kept fresh by the coolness of the water. The eye delights in the picturesque views on all sides, 
and in the distant expanses adorned with villages and castles. Finally, in this relatively limited space, the variety 
of perspectives, the irregularity of the terrain, the windings of the riverbanks, the asymmetrical disposition of 
the trees, slopes, islands and of the dikes connecting them, all produce such a charming diversity that you have 
no desire to leave" (p. 60). 

While landscape historians today refer to picturesque gardens as English, Watelet refuses to do this. He calls 
Moulin Joli a French garden, not an imitation of British parks. He admits that great parks are often created by 
"servile imitators of foreign fashions and peculiarities" (p. 25), and that this new kind of park might be 
"designated in the name of a nation [England] that we imitate in certain uninteresting practices with an 
eagerness that is often ridiculous" (p. 34). But Watelet presents the new park as a descendant of the embellished 
farm (laferme orn~e) described by French mesnagement writers in the sixteenth and early seventeenth century, 
such as Charles Estienne and Olivier de Serres. This tradition of French estate management predated the formal 
gardening that Watelet wants to overthrow, and provides the French with an alternative precedent for garden 
design. 

Authors ofmesnagement texts explained how to design farms to improve their utility and aesthetic orderliness. 
The purpose of these efforts was restoration of the landscape to make it more Edenic. Wild nature lacked the 
order that God intended on earth, because men had corrupted nature by sin. Rational land management was 
designed to restore the natural abundance of Eden. Mesnagement books provided practical prescriptions to 
facilitate dominion over the creatures. A house would be built partly up a hill, where the earth was not too wet 
or too dry. Different parts of the farm would be located according to their requirements. Each hillside and valley 
had its own amount of sunlight, water, and soil properties. Some areas were good as pasture land for animals; 
other places were appropriate for hen houses and chicken yards. The farm needed apiaries for bees, fields for 
grain, orchards for fruit trees, and gardens for vegetables, flowers and medicinal herbs. All had different 
requirements and suitable sites that could be found through careful study. Using land wisely was an act of 
intelligence and a form of organizing nature to improve its productivity. Gardening in this tradition was 
associated with Huguenots, and appealed to the English in part because of it. French books on the subj ect were 
quickly translated and widely read in England, but that was not the point for Watelet. 

Neither was the explicitly spiritual dimension of mesna~ement writings. Stewardship rhetoric had disappeared 



from French gardening literature a century before Watelet wrote his essay. Still, theferme ornOe, as Watelet 
describes it, is Edenic--a model of simplicity and virtue. This is why a country estate should have such a farm, 
and landowners should experiment in agriculture. Such tasks can focus the minds ofj aded urbanites, and serve 
the well-being of others, too. 

The English picturesque garden is also a model of stewardship, but explicitly so. The point is to realize God’s 
plan, not follow the fashion for French formal gardens. With the mesnagement roots of French gardening mostly 
forgotten even in France, and French style so firmly associated with the gardens ofLe N6tre, parks based on 
stewardship principles and painterly aesthetics seem in England a radical break with French garden aesthetics. 
The picturesque is a modest style that appears appropriate to the gardens of sober, Protestant land owners, not 
flamboyant, Catholic Frenchmen. But Watelet wants his peers to understand the form as fundamentally French. 

Importantly, Watelet’s tone is not agonistic toward the English. His is an essay on motion and change crafted 
with a keen sense of aesthetics and French political critique. He takes the reader on a visit to Moulin Joli with 
its old mill, streams, and farm buildings. He rails against parks that have been stripped of their natural features 
by rich landowners, who only want to draw attention to themselves and to kill animals when they are not at war. 
Watelet prefers a peaceful countryside shaped by farmers, not soldiers, and used to sustain rather than terminate 
life. At places like Moulin Joli, the terrain carries its history lightly, and its improvement seems possible and 
worthwhile. "Its potential beauty was only waiting to be revealed when, one day in spring some twenty years 
ago, I discovered this charming location. I was crossing the river in a ferryboat on my way to the city, calmly 
preoccupied with thought of my friends and of the arts .... I let my gaze wander. [A grove of trees] attracted my 
eye .... Here, I told myself, far from the tiresome and sterile bustle of crowds, away from the childish and 
gloomy anxiety of people who search in vain for happiness while running away from it--this is where I could 
taste in tranquility both the delights of study and the beauties of nature" (p. 60). 

In this secluded spot, Watelet reasoned, nature had not been debased because farmers had tended it with care. 
When the farm had been abandoned, the land only got more natural. Both the aesthetic possibilities of the site 
itself and the intellectual rewards of improving it made this piece of property attractive to Watelet. What he 
built there (or left available in the garden) was a treat for the senses, relief for the mind, and site to cultivate a 
new thoughtfulness. "When, amidst the books of my study, I tire of composing and writing, I jump into a boat 
and then row myself and go seeking the pleasures of my garden. Sometimes I come to the island reserved for 
fishing, where, protected from the burning sun by a large straw hat, I amuse myself by luring the fish that frolic 
in the water, and study our human passions by observing their readiness to be deceived" (p. 58). 

To learn from nature requires attention, and a well-designed garden draws it out. A picturesque garden can take 
a dissipated Parisian and make a new man of him. Nature has this power, but needs improvement to manifest it. 
So, the garden must also be a laboratory to serve the intellect as well as the senses. 

Moulin Joli no longer exists except on paper. It is a great benefit to historians of early modern France, 
aesthetics, and gardening that Samuel Damon has now made the Essay available to Anglophone readers. New 
guests can be conducted to Watelet’s beloved garden and follow the author on his walks into a countryside 
where he tried to teach the powerful to see the wisdom in nature, and to loosen their destructive hold on the 
land. 

Chandra Mukerji 
University of California, San Diego 
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Subject: Re: H-France Review: Spierling on Jussie, THE SHORT CHRONICLE 

I enjoyed this fine review of Jussie’s chronicle, but would just quickly 
point out that the town of Annecy was not located in France as the 
review indicated (not until the 19th c.), but in the county (duchy after 
1564) of the Genevois, a territory subject to the sovereign house of 
Savoy. 

"But where can I learn about the Genevois and its relationship to the 
rest of the Savoyard lands?" one might ask. Fortunately, a forthcoming 
volume published by the Librairie Droz (hopefully by the end of 2007) 
will provide all manner of interesting detail both about the apange of 
the Genevois and its sixteenth-century apanagiste, Jacques de Savoie, 
duc de Genevois-Nemours. 

Matt Vester 
West Virginia University 
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William A. Hoisington, Jr, The Assassination of Jacques Lemaigre Dubreuil: A Frenchman between France 
and North Africa. London and New York: Routledge Curzon, 2005. xii + 184 pp. $125.00US (hb). ISBN 0-415- 
35032-8. 

Review by James McDougall, Princeton University. 

Jacques Lemaigre Dubreuil (1894-1955), was an arch conservative, industrialist, newspaper owner, and 
imperial activist whose career spanned the most troubled years of the Third and Fourth republics and who 
intervened frequently, if not often successfully, in the turbulent political life of his times. His death at the hands 
of European colonialist ultras in Casablanca, on 12 June 1955, was a significant moment in the crisis that led to 
Moroccan independence. William Hoisington’s book, based primarily on private papers solidly backed up with 
public archives, official publications and a well-chosen secondary literature, does not provide a sustained and 
comprehensive biography of this intriguing figure, but does present a series of sharp and detailed sketches of his 
activity at crucial moments in the life of French public affairs, domestic and imperial, from the late 1930s to the 
mid-1950s. 

The five chapters begin with the history of the national Taxpayers’ Federation, of which Lemaigre Dubreuil was 
President from 1935 to 1940, and its role in the anti-parliamentary protests of the late 1920s, leading up to the 
violently suppressed demonstration (or right-wing coup manquO) in Paris of 6 February 1934, and the latent 
"civil war" of the pre-World War II period. An excursus on Lemaigre Dubreuil’s failed military-economic 
mission to Rumania in 1940 precedes an account of what Hoisington calls the "Vichy change" and the 
protagonist’s move (along with his company, Lesieur oils of Dunkirk), to French Africa (chapter two), where 
Lemaigre Dubreuil was heavily involved in what is perhaps the most interesting part of the story (chapter three), 
the political and diplomatic antecedents to Operation Torch, the Allied landings in Morocco and Algeria in 
November, 1942. This episode is followed (also in chapter three) by an account ofLemaigre Dubreuil’s 
(ultimately disappointing) political life as a principal supporter and counselor to one of the major players on the 
inchoate scene of the reconstruction of French independence in 1942-44, General Henri Giraud. The book 
closes with Lemaigre Dubreuil, who from 1949 until his death resided in Rabat, struggling against the 
impatience of nationalism, the intransigence of the colonial lobby, the violence of both, and the fragility and 
immobility of the Fourth Republic, to carve out a liberal and "fraternal" policy for achieving the (formal, 
political) decolonization of Morocco. 

Each of these moments, well known as are most of the events described, is narrated here from a highly engaged 
personal standpoint, and with the warmth of a narrator sympathetic to his subject (though not averse to 
evaluation of his weaknesses), which makes for a frequently insightful and highly readable account of several 
critical issues in mid-twentieth century French history. The book has the feel more of a collection of vignettes 
than of a single, focused narrative, and the overall theme--the consistent patriotism of the central character, and 
his eventual "self-reinvention," from metropolitan bourgeois conservative to colonial liberal and "martyr to 
Franco-Moroccan solidarity"--perhaps overlooks the deeper themes at play in this story: the competing 
locations and meanings of French nationalism and "patriotism," on left and right, from the 1920s to the 1950s; 



the imbrication of the empire in the life of the Republic; the persistence of a conservative view of proper 
political authority from the taxpayer protests of the 1930s through to the concern for a "responsible" 
management of (neocolonial) Franco-Moroccan relations at the moment of formal decolonization. 

Above all, the imperial side of the story remains tantalizingly under-explored; we are given a detailed account 
of attempts at moderate opinion-forming in the 1950s which are redolent of arguments more common (and less 
out of place) in Algeria twenty or thirty years earlier, but a more thoroughgoing (perhaps more ruthless) 
analysis of Lemaigre Dubreuil’s positions--the persistence of his belief in the positive developmental 
achievements of the protectorate, in France’s political "education" of a Moroccan elite, his fear of a restored 
makhzen as "reverting" from the putatively nascent democratic potential of imperial tutelage to a "pre-colonial" 
archaism of unaccountable, authoritarian power--might have enabled a more searching discussion of the limits 
and contradictions of the kind of "liberalism" and "solidarity" that all this represents, and of the ways in which 
they actively blinded even sympathetic characters like Lemaigre Dubreuil to the actively anti-democratic 
inheritance prepared for successor regimes by the colonial state itself (to the perpetuation of which Lemaigre 
Dubreuil’s scheme of North African Cold War client-states to be re-garrisoned by French troops after nominal 
"independence" would have made more than a little contribution). 

After all, a consistent theme of this individual life, from participation in the suppression of resistance to the 
French takeover of Syria (alluded to only in passing as furnishing evidence of his military valor), through the 
salvation of the occupied mOtropole from a safely sovereign empire, to in camera meetings of"notables" over 
the prospects for guaranteeing a smooth transition to neocolonial security of property and influence for 
Europeans in an "independent" Morocco, is very clearly the story of the workings of the French empire’s 
"unofficial" mind. The political and economic interplay between the empire and the mOtropole--"between 
France and North Africa" (and indeed West Africa, whence came Lesieur et ses Fils’ steady supply of peanut 
oil)--is nicely in evidence through most of the book, and tidily narrated through concentration on the individual 
life-story. But Lemaigre Dubreuil’s murder by the irreducible partisans of the colonialism with which he 
himself was entirely bound up is more than the story of an enlightened "liberal" gunned down by fanatical 
reactionaries (and less, perhaps, than the "turning point" in Moroccan history that Hoisington suggests--without 
it, the "turn" would undoubtedly have come soon enough). It might be considered more as a moment (of which 
there would soon be many others across the border in Algeria) marking the final unraveling of one particular 
way of being "a Frenchman," one very much tied to "greater France" and a particular view of its place in the 
world, and signaling the onset of a crisis both of the patrie, and of defining what it would mean to be a 
"patriot." 

James McDougall 
Princeton University 
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Louise Lab~. Complete Poetry andProse: A Bifingual Edition. Edited with introductions and prose translation 
by Deborah Lesko Baker; poetry translation by Annie Finch. The Other Voice in Early Modern Europe. 
Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 2006. xxxi + 274 pp. Bibliographies, notes, indexes. 
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Review by Leah Chang, The George Washington University. 

In their bilingual edition of Louise Lab~’s prose and poetry, Deborah Lesko Baker and Annie Finch offer 
scholars, students, and teachers an elegant, much-awaited, and long overdue critical translation of one of the 
most important women writers of the French sixteenth century. In the last twenty years, Lab~ has become 
increasingly central not only to scholarship but also to undergraduate and graduate teaching of the French early 
modern period. And yet, in anglophone countries her work remains accessible to a relatively narrow audience: 
scholars who read sixteenth-century French easily, and students whose linguistic capabilities allow them to read 
some of her writings--most often limited to her poetry. 

As the first major translation of Lab~’s entire corpus to appear in twenty years (and only the second translation 
of the complete works ever published), Lesko Baker and Finch’s edition breathes new life into Lab~’s work for 
both specialists and non-specialists, and enables instructors to include her in more broadly-conceived 
undergraduate and graduate courses offered in English, such as those featuring women’s writing or European 
early modern literature. As a bilingual edition, it will also help students of French literature grapple with the 
difficulties of sixteenth-century language, style, and spelling, and (in a different vein) engage with the 
theoretical questions surrounding translation and its praxis. The scholarly and pedagogic contribution of the 
book lies, however, not only in its elegant and well-wrought translations, or its thorough--yet accessible-- 
introductory analyses of both Lab~’s texts and the methodologies that informed the translators’ renderings into 
English. In its very objective--to bring Lab~ to a twenty-first-century audience--and in its conceit as a 
collaborative project, the book also underscores an inherent modernity to Lab~’s writings, one that has always 
been at the heart of Lab~’s appeal. 

The volume is divided principally into two parts: the first dedicated to Lab~’s prose, the second to her poetry. In 
addition to the French and English versions of Lab~’s works, the book also contains extensive historical and 
analytical material, including two general introductions (one by the editors of "The Other Voice" series, and one 
by the volume editor), two bibliographies of important primary and secondary sources, a separate introduction 
to each of the prose and poetry sections, and "Translator’s Notes" by both Lesko Baker and Finch. While at first 
glance the sheer amount of analytical material may seem to overwhelm the primary texts and translations, the 
introductions and notes situate Lab~’ s work both broadly--in terms of the female social and literary condition in 
Europe predating the early modern period--and more specifically with regard to Lab~’s life, reception, and 
literary interventions. The organization of the book easily allows for selective reading of the secondary material 
according to specific needs. 

The "Introduction to the Series" (by Margaret King and Albert Rabil Jr.) defines the "Other Voice" as "a voice 



of protest" (p. xxxix), female but sometimes male, against a largely misogynist and patriarchal historical and 
cultural backdrop. This brief but conscientious introduction is by design a review and covers topics ranging 
from women in Greek philosophy and Roman Law to women’s roles in the church, humanist attitudes toward 
women, theoretical questions of gender and power, and the vexed problem of women and chastity. The 
"Volume Editor’s Introduction" (Lesko Baker) nuances this framework by briefly covering basic information 
on Lab~’s life, 1555 publication, and reception. It is here that Lesko Baker raises the fundamental problem of 
male subjectivity--a chief preoccupation of early modern male-authored poetry--against which Lab~’s feminism 
defines itself. If early to mid-sixteenth-century male writers explore the fragmentation of the male subj ect in 
order to (paradoxically) celebrate and glorify it, Lesko Baker asks, what happens "when the woman is no longer 
an abstract obj ect of male desire but rather becomes the subj ect of desire in her own right, one who narrates her 
own j ourney through the vicissitudes of love?" (pp. 9-10). [ 1 ] 

Lesko Baker’s introductions to Lab~’s prose and poetry begin to explore this question. Neither introduction 
pretends to be a comprehensive analysis (Lesko Baker is explicit on this point), but through nuanced close 
readings of selected passages, these introductions help untangle the thematic and rhetorical complexities of 
Lab~’s writing and offer a model for discerning its feminist sensibilities. The introduction to the prose discusses 
Lab~’s "Dedicatory Letter" and "Debate of Folly and Love." Lesko Baker’s discussion of the dedicatory letter 
underscores the richness of a comparatively short text (the French and English together comprise only four 
pages in this edition). This complexity is based in part on a cyclical, narrative structure, which begins with the 
first person, develops to a broader discussion of women in general (nous or "us"), and finishes by returning to 
the first person and a direct invocation of Lab~’s addressee. The preface also employs a number of thematic 
juxtapositions, including among others the intellectual and sensual pleasures for women of reading and writing, 
prohibitions placed on women’s education in the past and their emancipation in the present, and an 
acknowledgment of women’s modesty juxtaposed with a call for their assertiveness, effectively captured in the 
double-entendre of the word vertu. Lesko Baker also highlights Lab~’s insistence on her own modernity through 
an implicit rej ection of female exempla; her letter thus becomes a tract on current social practice as much as a 
literary defense. 

One of the strengths of Lesko Baker’s introductions is the way she reveals Lab~’s writings to be thoroughly 
interconnected with one another, rather than separate and self-contained texts. Thus, she shows how the "Debate 
of Folly and Love" takes up once again some of the decidedly feminist themes of the dedicatory letter, 
including a caution against divisiveness among women (which she will address again in her poetry), in 
preference for their solidarity against the patriarchal order (personified in the figure of Jupiter). Most 
importantly, Lesko Baker shows how Lab~’s text is thoroughly in dialogue with a male poetic--particularly 
Petrarchan--tradition that she subtly attempts to overturn. Thus, for instance, the social change advocated in the 
dedicatory preface is once again evident in her "Debate," where Love (Cupid) first asserts then moves away 
from a traditional Petrarchan and neo-Platonic "sublimation of sensuality" (p. 33) to embrace a mutual physical 
expression of love and desire. This is a posture that inherently acknowledges and promotes a notion of 
reciprocal love and--more importantly--women’s desire not conventionally expressed in the early modern 
literary tradition. 

Lesko Baker’s introduction to the poetry walks readers through intricate points, especially in the elegies, whose 
length and difficulty make them less popular among readers than the sonnet sequence. As in her discussion of 
the prose, Lesko Baker masterfully shows the thematic and stylistic connections between the elegies and 
sonnets, tying both back to important themes developed in the dedicatory letter and the "Debate." Again, Lab~’ s 
subversion of the Petrarchan tradition is central. However, this subversion is not without nuance and depth. 
Lesko Baker is careful to develop the multiple traditions on which Lab~ draws and from which she departs-- 
Sapphic, Catullian, and Ovidian, in addition to Petrarchan--and to foreground the interplay among these 
traditions in the poetry. What emerges from her analysis is a female and feminist poetic voice that is at once 
engaged with its poetic predecessors and contemporaries and sensitive to the gendered differences and 
perspectives entailed in those disparate traditions. 

Both Lesko Baker and Finch include translator’s notes that clearly outline their methodology. Lesko Baker 
helpfully compares her own approach to that of other translators who have preceded her, most notably Anne- 



Marie Bourbon, Edith Farrell, and Jeanne Prine. [2] Lesko Baker’s principal obj ective in tackling the prose is 
readability: as she puts it, Lab~’s dense and difficult prose often presents significant "obstacles to readability" 
for the specialist and general reader alike (p. 39). Her goal is thus to "make the English version of these texts 
not only more accurate and idiomatic but simply more fun to read" (p. 41). In this she has entirely succeeded. 
Readers familiar with the difficult "D~bat" in French will be pleasantly surprised at how well Lesko Baker’s 
English "Debate" moves. Her translation is in many ways true to both the letter and the spirit of the text. Its 
style is clear and elegantly simple yet not simplistic; although the translation employs a modern idiom, it is by 
no mean overburdened with colloquialisms that would date it. A comparison between the French and English 
shows very few grammatical interpolations in the translation, except in a few deserving instances, for example, 
where the subj ect of the French sentence needs clarification. The greatest changes to the original text occur on 
the level of syntax, punctuation, and organization. Lesko Baker frequently breaks up Lab~’s longer sentences, 
for example, or exchanges confusing colons in the original for the more definitive full-stop. She also divides 
Lab~’s prose into separate paragraphs in the English; in the French, she demarcates where those breaks occur, 
using paragraph symbols in brackets so as to alert the reader without compromising the organizational integrity 
of the original version. Carefully prepared notes address both historical and mythological references in the text 
and more difficult points of translation. 

As Lesko Baker herself puts it, Finch’s translations of the poetry are innovative, although some of her choices 
may be more controversial than others. In her introduction to the poetry, Lesko Baker discusses Finch’s work 
and specifies how her versions differ from previous translations. The distinctions she draws are significant for 
modern scholarship: Finch’ s, for instance, are the first to preserve in English the Petrarchan rhyme scheme for 
every one of the twenty-six sonnets (whereas others used either English forms or loose variations of Petrarchan 
ones). Lesko Baker takes the discussion one step further to show how Finch reads Lab~ through her translations, 
avoiding technical issues of sonority and rhyme scheme that might overburden the poems for modern readers, 
yet capturing the fundamental sensuality and emotional immediacy of the verse. 

Finch’ s translations are indeed beautifully crafted and dynamic. If at times some of her vocabulary choices 
determine meanings that the original French leaves more ambiguous, she nonetheless captures thoroughly the 
sensual passion and the startling modernity of the poems. Perhaps the most controversial element in the 
translations is Finch’s addition of titles to the English elegies and sonnets. Although some critics might see 
these as determining the meaning of the poems in ways that the original French did not (especially for non- 
French readers), Finch and Lesko Baker are both careful to emphasize that these are Finch’s creative additions. 
The titles, moreover, are clearly demarcated by brackets, which helpfully allow the reader or instructor to 
consider them only if desired. For instructors, the titles can serve another pedagogic purpose by showing the 
extent to which these translations (like any translation) are subj ective and personal readings: in the titles, Finch 
gives us her sense of the heart of each poem. 

Readers interested in Lab~’s work as a historical artifact should take note that this is not a translation of the 
entire 1555 or 1556 Lyonnais editions. Noticeably absent are translations of the twenty-six male-authored 
laudatory poems that accompanied Lab~’s writings in the original sixteenth-century French publications. 
Including these poems, one might argue, could have added yet another historical dimension to the book and 
shed additional light on the ways in which Lab~’ s constitutes an "other voice." Nevertheless, the difference and 
originality of Lab~’s prose and poetry stand on their own. Scholars of Lab~ will want to consult this edition for 
their pleasure and edification as well as for their own research; the translations may very well become standard. 
For teachers of French or European literature and early modern women’s writings, the book is indispensable. 
Lesko Baker and Finch have produced a critically rich, analytically subtle, and elegantly crafted bilingual 
edition that is also refreshingly honest about its objectives and methodologies. As specialists of Lab~ are by 
now well aware, recent critical work has questioned the historical reality of Lab~ as a writer. [3 ] Although this 
line of inquiry is perhaps overdetermined, it captures the scholarly imagination and does put into question 
approaches to teaching Lab~. This new bilingual edition, however, demonstrates that Lab~ resonates most 
powerfully not as a historical figure, but first and foremost as a "voice" that traces a specifically feminine, 
feminist, and decidedly unified subjectivity, whether or not the work was produced by a single female writer, 
was a sixteenth-century collaboration, or was reproduced 500 years later by the collaboration between Lesko 
Baker and Finch. And, by communicating it so effectively and passionately to a twenty-first-century audience, 



Lesko Baker and Finch prove the originality, the modernity, and--most importantly--the vitality of this voice. 

NOTES 

[1] Lesko Baker’s introductions adapt for a more general audience many of the points and analyses of her 
Subject of Desire, requisite reading for Lab~ scholars and an important full-length study of Lab~’s corpus in 
English: The Subject of Desire: Petrarchan Petics and the Female Voice in Louise LabO (West Lafayette, Ind.: 
Purdue University Press, 1996). 

[2] Debate of Folly andLove, trans. Anne-Marie Bourbon (New York: Peter Lang Publishers, 2000); Louise 
LabO’s Complete Works, ed. and trans. Edith R. Farrel (Troy, N.Y.: Whitson, 1986). Jeanne Prine translates the 
dedicatory letter in "Louise Lab~, Poet of Lyon," in Women Writers of the Renaissance and Reformation, ed. 
Katharina M. Wilson (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1987). 

[3] Mireille Huchon, Louise Lab& Une crOature dupapier (Geneva: Droz, 2006). 
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Review by Mita Choudhury, Vassar College 

Over the last several decades, historians have successfully used legal causes cOlbbres to uncover how relatively 
obscure individuals negotiated the demands and crises of early modern life. Most famously, Natalie Zemon 
Davis has investigated the trial of Martin Guerre to shed light on the more intimate aspects of sixteenth-century 
peasant families and their communities. Davis’s narrative and Judith Brown’s study of a lesbian nun have 
contributed to women’s history by providing important examples of how women could achieve varying degrees 
of independence within a patriarchal society. Such causes cOlbbres were important cultural moments that often 
highlighted disruptions in the social order and therefore generated anxiety. At the same time, they also 
represented an opportunity for lawyers and social theorists to reevaluate social and political norms. In her work 
on pre-revolutionary causes cOlbbres, Sarah Maza has argued that lawyers used private conflicts to make political 
points and thus contributed to the emergence of a new political culture. [1] 

Tracey Rizzo’ s study of causes cOlbbres seeks to bring together the different approaches found in the work of 
Davis, Brown, and Maza. Through a close textual analysis of Nicolas Des Essart’s Causes COlbbres, the most 
famous eighteenth-century compendium of trials, Rizzo investigates how the litigation process of the 1770s and 
1780s afforded women the opportunity to claim certain rights for themselves. According to Rizzo, lawyers who 
defended women in cases involving seduction, separation, and rape, maintained that their clients’ virtue had been 
compromised by the tyranny of selfish men, errant laws, and even public opinion itself. Rizzo thus seeks to 
complicate the place of women in the emergent public sphere. Building on the scholarship of Joan Scott and 
Carla Hesse, who have examined female citizenship during the French Revolution, she argues that the exclusion 
of women from citizenship was not automatic and non-negotiable in the pre-revolutionary period. 

Rizzo identifies the "certain emancipation of women" as a "liberatory moment, an opening, in which late 
eighteenth-century constructions of female citizenship offered virtuous women, regardless of rank or even race, 
’strategic possibilities’ for establishing modern identities"(p. 12). This "moment" was the result of the 
confluence of three maj or cultural and political developments in the late eighteenth century. First, lawyers who 
espoused Enlightenment ideas of natural law began reevaluating family law that traditionally privileged 
masculine authority. Second, the period witnessed a relentless critique against paternal and monarchical 
authority. And last, "as readers and subjects, as representations and as historical actors, but more directly as 
authors and consumers," women participated in a cult of sensibifitO through their reading of sentimental fiction, 
which featured endless images of tormented, self-sacrificing virtue (p. 15). Within these broader cultural trends, 
women were able to achieve a modern identity through the help of their lawyers who portrayed them as capable 
of reason, moral judgment, and virtue, the same qualities that merited citizenship. 

Virtue was a recurrent theme in the forensic arguments made on behalf of women, but its meaning was contained 



within what Rizzo describes as a complex and paradoxical "narrative and counternarrative." On the one hand, 

women, as mothers and wives, exercised a form of virtue that influenced those around them and therefore the 
larger polity. These contributions qualified them as citizens; moreover, they were, in fact, the beneficiaries of 
progressive legislation, particularly in the early years of the French Revolution. However, even as legal and 
political opportunities opened up for women during the early Republic, representations of sexual difference and 
the prescription of domesticity severely limited women’ s participation in the public arena, and led to women 
being rhetorically and then more literally confined to the private sphere. While the Revolution dramatically 
illustrates the tensions inherent in this construction of virtue, Rizzo argues that the "lived experiences" of women 
in prerevolutionary France, as revealed in Des Essarts’ Causes COlObres, indicate that many women were able to 
assert themselves precisely because of the complex understanding of virtue and the fluid definitions of 
citizenship. 

The causes cOlObres reveal these possibilities. At the center of Rizzo’s discussion is Nicolas Toussaint le Moyne 
Des Essarts’ Les Causes c~lObres, curieuses et int~ressantes de routes les cours souveraines du Royaume avec les 
iugements qui les ont dOcidOes, published between 1773 and 1789. Distributed to subscribers on a monthly basis, 
Des Essarts’ j ournal totaled ninety-eight volumes and included accounts of nearly 700 trials. In the litigious 
world of pre-revolutionary France, court cases were food for discussion throughout society. According to Rizzo, 
the readership was diverse, encompassing a variety of social classes, which included women and men from both 
urban and rural areas. What drew them to the periodical were the compelling narratives of trials not of the rich 
and famous, but of obscure men and women of all ranks. Readers encountered an emotionally-packed narrative 
that incorporated large (sometimes unattributed) quotes from the mOmoiresjudiciaires and other sources as well 
as Des Essarts’ own moral pronouncements. Despite the obscurity of the individuals, these cases "could scarcely 
be read as apolitical in the 1780s." especially given the challenges to patriarchal authority permeated the legal 
process (p. 32). According to Rizzo, "the terms honor and virtue recur throughout the Causes COlObres and the 
contestation over their meaning and relation fuels an explosive discussion, one of the outcomes of which is the 
Republic of Virtue" (p. 36). Rizzo draws her conclusion from a sampling of 223 cases from the Causes COlObres, 
and provides statistics with respect to the topic, location, and social background of the litigants. Her exploration 
of virtue and honor are found in her analysis of trials that involved seduction, separation, and rape, topics that are 
explored in the three central chapters of the book. 

In the chapter examining trials of seduction, Rizzo focuses on three cases, including the 1784 affair of Catherine 
Noailles who was defended by Bar,re de Vieuzac, the high-profile lawyer from Toulouse and future regicide. 
The lawyers who defended their female clients in all three trials targeted male authority that had become 
tyrannical. According to lawyers and Des Essarts, fathers who refused to countenance a love match because of 
their own social aspirations were ultimately responsible for the "seduction." Such abuses of power were also the 
product of social rank. The "villains" in the Noailles and Th~r~se Martin case were aristocratic men who used 
their privileged status to undermine the virtue of the young women involved. On behalf of their female clients, 
Bar,re and other lawyers argued for "natural" unions based on love and for punishment of self-interested power. 
Operating within the complex social prism of the Old Regime, honor and virtue become contested categories in 
all three cases. For members of the aristocracy, honor was tied to family and lineage and was to be maintained at 
the expense of others. But lawyers for the women held the men in the trials up to a new standard of honor that 
required keeping promises. Honor then became linked to character as well as reputation. By reconfiguring 
honor as an individual attribute and not a socially determined virtue, lawyers imbued the notion of honor with 
"democratic" value. Within the pages of Des Essarts and the mOmoiresjudiciaires, the women demonstrated 
their virtue through expressions of faithfulness. Rizzo asserts that the theme of virtue and the ability to put the 
common good above one’ s own interest foreshadowed the requirements of citizenship in the Republic of Virtue. 

Rizzo continues to explore these themes in the following chapter on marital separation, the most common case 
involving female litigants. She examines three marriages that unraveled, two because of spousal abuse and one 
because of a union forced on the couple by their parents. All three women in these trials won their suit, 
reflecting a trend in the courts that favored separation. As in the cases laid out in the previous chapter, virtue and 
honor again featured in the lawyers’ arguments. Two of the women filed for separation from husbands who had 
committed financial malfeasance, abused them, and had brought dishonor upon them. According to their 
lawyers, although these women invited condemnation for publicizing their troubles, they would incur further 



dishonor by attempting to hide their husbands’ criminal behavior. Within these narratives, women were virtuous 
as a result of innate qualities and upbringing, and therefore, did not deserve to be dishonored because of their 
husbands’ perfidy. Such arguments reveal that the right to separation was one granted to women from the middle 
and upper classes. Rizzo concludes that "the modern individualism to which women were called in the late- 
eighteenth century was class-specific" (p. 67). The absence of any sustained call for women’s rights with respect 
to marriage and divorce, Rizzo argues, resulted from this class bias. Nevertheless, the victory of each individual 
woman incrementally amounted to a "certain emancipation of women" as women were acknowledged as citizens 
with rights. 

The tenuous nature of this citizenship is examined in the chapter on rape and infanticide. Des Essarts’ 
commentary on rape trials indicate that rape was not just about sexual violence but also included violence done 
to a woman’s reputation. In making such a claim, Des Essart suggested that the rapist was not the only one to 
blame for a woman’s problems, but rather that public opinion also bore responsibility. Like many of his 
contemporaries, Des Essart differentiated between the people and the public, comprised of"reasoning 
enlightened individuals." Despite this distinction, he did not trust public opinion because according to Rizzo, 
"though the man commits the first crime against a woman, it is "opinion" that ruins her reputation, with its power 
to confer honor or shame" (p. 95). The fear of losing one’s reputation, despite one’s innocence and virtue, led a 
woman to concealment and tragic acts. Moreover, the importance of reputation in early modern society 
undermined a woman’s potential to assert herself: "Thus the narrative of liberation is undercut by a 
counternarrative that maintains women’s subservience to their constructed reputations" (p. 99). As Rizzo points 
out in her conclusion, Manon Roland, whom Des Essarts idolized in a post-revolutionary version of the Causes 
COlObres, fell victim to public opinion (manipulated by the Jacobins) even as she attempted to exercise feminine 
republican virtue. Roland’s claims to being a disinterested citizen loyal to her country were ignored in an 
atmosphere in which any woman who put herself before the public was regarded as a monster. 

In her investigation of the precarious place of female agency in the eighteenth century, Rizzo focuses exclusively 
on Des Essarts’ Causes COlObres and argues that "it uniquely bridges the gap between representation and lived 
experience, enabling an analysis of the degree to which one influenced the other" (p. 108). Undoubtedly, Des 
Essarts criticism of patriarchal authority echoed the ethos of the period. However, despite the popularity and 
influence of Des Essarts’ narratives, we must ask the extent to which the cases in the Causes COlObres revealed 
the typical, "lived" experiences of women in the French legal system. Or were these accounts just a reflection of 
Des Essarts’ selection process and his own personal and political agenda? Moreover, as Rizzo herself notes, the 
Causes COlObres were a few steps removed from the actual trials, especially given Des Essarts’ inconsistency in 
attribution and use of quotation marks. Thus, while Rizzo allows us to see the possibilities available to women 
through the use of legal channels, her claims that women asserted themselves as moral and reasonable citizens 
remain somewhat tenuous. The voices of unknown women are difficult to uncover. Nevertheless, Rizzo’s 
conclusions would have been strengthened by engaging material beyond the Causes cOlObres, such as the legal 
documents from the trials themselves and contemporary reactions to the specific trials or similar ones. 

As Rizzo rightly notes, the legal arguments made on behalf of women were heavily politicized by the lawyers 
who bolstered their clients’ position within a critique of patriarchal authority that ultimately extended to the 
monarchy. It is within this volatile political climate that women of the Old Regime achieved some form of 
citizenship. How then does the story of female citizenship described by Rizzo fit into the larger historical 
discussion of citizenship, especially given that notions of male as well as female citizenship were hardly stable in 
the Old Regime? The discussion of female virtue, honor, and citizenship would have been stronger with more 
sustained and concrete attention to other relevant contemporary debates and events, including the highly 
publicized trials in Sarah Maza’s work. 

This study on the place of women in the Old Regime’s litigation process adds to our understanding of the 
importance of family and gender within pre-revolutionary political discourse. Rizzo’s work raise significant 
questions about the ways in which women asserted themselves despite the limitations of a patriarchal society, on 
the one hand, and emerging ideals about female functionality and space, on the other. She provides an important 
perspective by discussing class and how it shaped the legal process and rhetoric; it is unfortunate that she did not 
include the arguments made in her article on colonial subi ectivity in the Causes COlObres. [2] Moreover, Rizzo 



also provides us with a different perspective on public opinion, one that problematizes the Habermasian 
paradigm of"enlightened" public opinion. Rizzo reminds us that as important as public opinion was in the legal 
world, even as late as the 1780s, it was regarded with apprehension. And for women, enlightened public opinion 
was difficult to navigate, as were the treacherous waters of the Old Regime’s patriarchal order. Women could 
profit from the opportunities created by a universalist discourse on liberty and rights, but they remained burdened 
by the gender particularities assigned to their sex. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Natalie Zemon Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981); 
Judith C. Brown, Immodest Acts: The Life of a Lesbian Nun in Renaissance Italy (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1986); Sarah Maza, Private Lives and PubBc Affairs: The Causes COlObres of Prerevolutionary France 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993). 

[2] Tracey Rizzo, "’A Lascivious Climate’: Representations of Colonial Subj ectivity in the Causes COlObres of 
Eighteenth-Century France," Journal of Caribbean History 34, 1 &2 (2000): 157-177. 
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University Press, 2005. xii + 275 pp. Figures, notes, bibliography and index. $50 U.S. (cl). ISBN 0-8018-8125- 
0. 

Review by Gregory S. Brown, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 

Susan Maslan begins her Revolutionary Acts’: Theater, Democracy and the French Revolution by describing the 
book as "about theater and democracy during the French Revolution" (p. 1). In this original and thoughtful 
work, she argues that the relationship between theater, understood as a body of literature defined by genre, and 
democracy, meaning an ethos of popular participation in government, should be analyzed as overlapping, 
culturally determined concepts rather than as institutions or social practices. The resulting book offers great 
originality, creativity, thoughtfulness and erudition by impressively bringing together a wide range of sources 
from parliamentary speeches to treatises to plays, and by drawing on secondary scholarship from a variety of 
disciplines: history, literature, philosophy, sociology and cultural studies. Not doubt this is a substantial book, 
well presented by Johns Hopkins University Press. 

An historian of the Revolution, even one well read in cultural historiography, may not be well equipped to 
assess or even understand the argument, evidence or method of the book. Written by an author who has a 
doctorate in Humanities and teaches in a French Department, the book is published in a series on literary 
criticism. By taking an approach that eschews institutional analysis, Maslan departs, for better and worse, from 
the thrust of more recent scholarship by historians on French Revolutionary theater and democracy. [ 1 ] She 
addresses instead that body of work best described as Revolutionary cultural studies, which takes up quite 
different questions, arguments, sources and methods. This approach leads to both the creative originality and the 
shortcomings of this book as a work on the French Revolution. 

The book consists of a lengthy introduction, followed by four chapters, of which chapters 1 and 4 have appeared 
in largely the same form as articles. [2] Chapter one narrates several well-known controversies arising from 
theatrical performances in the early years of the Revolution, notably Marie-Joseph Ch~nier’s Charles IX, before 
moving on to a more theoretical discussion of"the historical contradiction between political representation and 
direct democracy" and suggests that revolutionary-era theater audiences became a salient instance of the latter; 
this assertion becomes one of the recurrent themes of the book. Chapter two discusses what Maslan calls "the 
comic revolution," arguing that Fabre d’Eglantine’s efforts as a playwright in the late 1780s and early 1790s 
amounted to an appropriation and adaptation of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s hostility to theater, so that Fabre’s 
comic works succeeded, she argues, in expressing an "antitheatricalism" that appealed to Revolutionary 
audiences. Chapter three takes up on the problem of "surveillance" as central to popular republican political 
culture, arguing that the theme emerges in Rousseau’ s oft-cited Lettre gt M. d’Alembert sur les spectacles (1758) 
and then attempts to show how this theme was taken up in Maximillien Robepierre’s speeches to the 
Convention, in Parisian sections, and then in popular imagery and several popular plays. Finally, Chapter four 
continues the discussion of surveillance in a discussion of the content and controversy surrounding several 
popular plays with both political and domestic themes, Jean-Baptiste Radet’s La Chaste Suzanne (1793) and 



Maurin de Pompigny’s L ’Epoux rOpub#cain (1794), concluding that these works expressed "a longing for and a 

vision of revolutionary totality" among otherwise "fragmented" citizens (p. 215). The chapters function as 
separate essays that develop common themes but the author does not seek to present either a narrative or an 
argument that builds to an overarching conclusion. 

While seeking to address such important historical themes as the advent of representative democracy, Maslan 
nevertheless takes great pains throughout to distinguish her work from that of historians--and indeed from 
almost all work previously written on Revolutionary theater. She asserts in the Introduction that much of the 
previous scholarship does not study plays as literary works, which is a valid assertion and one that would imply 
there is still more to be learned about the meanings of different theatrical genres in the late eighteenth century. 
Maslan, though, does not raise that question, approaching theater and "theatricality" in a fashion that she 
describes as "extraordinarily complex" (p. 217); her sources are mostly texts of plays, with very little discussion 
of dramaturgy or theater criticism. Maslan’s analysis of these texts is thoughtful and subtle but one might have 
hoped that a critic of Maslan’s evident intellectual abilities and interests might have sought to develop a more 
straightforward explanation of how her readings shed light on political theory and practice during the 
Revolution. 

Instead of a framing argument, Maslan offers in the introduction a thoroughgoing critique of scholarship on 
Revolutionary theater, which is at once all-encompassing in its desire to find fault with almost every work it 
cites and at the same time incomplete in its mastery of the relevant scholarly literature. An unsympathetic reader 
might find Maslan’s undeniably aggressive tone baffling given that the bibliography and references include no 
works published after 2000 and very few after 1995 (other than works previously published and then 
republished). One hopes that by implication those many recent works on the topic not cited have been left out 
because the author’ s sharp eye found less to fault rather than because these more recent works merely escaped 
her purview. 

Whatever the reason, the glaring omission of Paul Friedland’s 2002 monograph, Po#ticalActors, must be 
attributed either to the author’s desire either to avoid a fight or to a fear of appearing redundant or reductive. [3] 
Friedland’ s book works different terrain, comparing acting theory to political theory to study the concept of 
representation. Without rendering Maslan’s book any less original, interesting, or important, Friedland’s 
argument closely parallels Maslan’s argument that one of the more significant developments of the French 
Revolution was "the direct popular democracy that burst forth in 1789 was soon overwhelmed and replaced by 
the more practical, manageable system of political representation, which is to say the hegemonic form of 
government in our time" (p. 1). [4] Maslan takes up Friedland’s book in a lengthy footnote to her introduction 
(p. 217, n. 3) that offers several sharp distinctions in their respective understandings of theatricality and 
representation, but offers little to explain the evident significance of the questions that captured the 
preoccupations of two very brilliant scholars who have worked simultaneously--but apparently without 
conversation--on these topics for the past ten years. Without assigning blame, it is therefore disappointing to a 
reader of both books that they seem to have avoided rather than built upon each other’s arguments and findings 
in their respective, and quite complementary, studies. 

At times, Maslan’ s treatment of prior scholarship resembles a bull in a china shop, breaking everything in sight 
in a mad fury to clear an open path--with no effort at all to avoid trampling over, disfiguring and breaking into 
pieces the arguments and work of others. She is particularly harsh in her attitude towards the work of historians, 
which is often unsubtle and frequently unsupported. She resorts frequently to the formulation "Historians 
claim..." without either limiting the claim or even providing references to clarify or illustrate. For instance, the 
claim that "Historians... have argued that revolutionaries were obsessed with conspiracy" is supported by a 
footnote that renders this thought only more complex but does not specify or give any example. [5] 

Equally frustrating is her tendency to group scholars, as well as eighteenth-century writers, into amorphous 
categories, such as "Rousseauian," "Habermasian" or the old chestnut, "Marxist." This tendency not only 
confuses more than it clarifies, but it borders at times on demagoguery, as with her statement that "Marxist 
historians have emphasized" wage and price controls as the essence of Jacobin political culture--rather than her 
interpretation of Jacobinism as "an espousal of popular aspirations for full participatory democracy." This 



important distinction would be worth demonstrating, beginning with some evidence or example of the 
supposedly materialist-determinist Marxists. The footnote to this sentence, however, only repeats the same 
rhetorical ploy; it consists of the unqualified and unsupported claim that "Historians typically claim that the 
Jacobins were free-marketers" (p. 246, f. 14). Not only then do we never learn who "claims" this or why, but we 
never learn that both Jacobinism and economic theory during the eighteenth century remain topics of extensive 
research and vigorous debate. [6] Such details are not important to Maslan, because she is in, in short, not 
seeking to demonstrate her claims as historically accurate but instead seeking to make a prescriptive argument 
about how she believes "democratic political culture" ought to function. 

To consider an example of how Maslan’s evident but unexplained antipathy to historians effects her analysis, 
one can turn to her lengthy discussion of the literary career of Fabre d’Eglantine in chapter two. Maslan argues 
that Fabre (and, in passing, Olympe de Gouges) ought to be considered writers "of some consequence" whose 
"literary efforts [were] serious" but "remain unexplored" (p. 77). Moreover, Maslan claims that Fabre "has 
received little new critical attention" since Alphonse Aulard (p. 231, n. 2), and thus his "major accomplishment" 
as an author has not been recognized.[7] In this passage, Maslan draws heavily on Robert Darnton’s reading of 
Fabre’s work and career, notably Darnton’s interpretation of Fabre’s Le Phi#rite de Mo#Ore as a reversal of the 
moral lesson of Moli~re’s Le Misanthrope. At the end of this passage, she then explicitly criticizes Darnton for 
his failure "to offer a literary analysis of Fabre’s play nor does he attend to what is at stake" in Fabre’s writing 
(p. 86). But, of course, Darnton devoted considerable discussion to just those topics in the full, final version of 
his 1989 paper. [8] Moreover, Maslan does not refer to or cite other, recent accounts of Fabre’s involvement in 
theater and politics that draws on new, archival material and also offers an alternative reading to Darnton’ s. 

To question her apparent lack of familiarity with the literature is not merely splitting hairs, because Maslan 
repeats erroneous information or leaves out crucial points. She repeats Fabre’s own claim to have won the 
Eglantine d’or at the Toulousain Jeux Floraux, as if a writer’s claims about him or herself could be read as 
documents of lived experience--and indeed, Fabre did not actually win the award, yet he did consistently use the 
claim that he had done so to fashion an identity as an accomplished poet. Moreover, she leaves out the crucial 
conditions under which Fabre achieves what she twice states to be the success of having his play performed by 
the Com~diens Frangais--that Fabre had to threaten the troupe with an attack by the militia of the Cordeliers 
district to get the play staged.[9] 

Maslan’s tendency to overstate her case is most noticeable in the ensuing chapter on Robespierre and what she 
refers to as "revolutionary surveillance." This chapter attempts to discuss what Maslan calls the "Rousseauian 
faith in surveillance," which she does not explain or specify, so we have no idea why it is "paradigmatic for 
Revolutionary culture." Surveillance, for Maslan, is central to the Revolution, which--she argues here-- 
"constitutes a lost chapter in the.., shift from a regime of spectacle to a regime of surveillance." This change, 
she further asserts, demonstrates an instance of "the shift from monarchic states ruled by powerful princes to 
liberal and industrial nations," which can also be described as a shift "sometime between the eighteenth century 
and the nineteenth" in the use of power through "the gaze" (p. 126). 

Historians--to be specific, this reviewer--may be troubled not only by the lack of detail about revolutionary 
policing, a topic that has generated an ample secondary literature, but the lack of precision in defining 
"surveillance."[ 10] One has the sense that Maslan takes for granted many of the claims, including some of the 
most historically ungrounded, made by Foucault or in his name--especially in the hey-day of his influence on 
American humanities scholarship (which of course coincides with the years and institutions in which Maslan 
did most of the formative thinking for this book). Because her discussion of "popular surveillance" seems to be 
derived more from Foucault than from source material on the French Revolution, we do not get much of a 
detailed sense of what it was, how it was practiced, or, above all, how it was experienced--which means 
fundamentally also we don’t know if it was experienced as "popular surveillance." Thus, the claim of a 
transition from "popular surveillance" to a regime of "repressive surveillance, with which we are familiar" is 
not clearly argued, because it is not at all clear what she means by the distinction between popular and 
"repressive" surveillance (p. 169). 

Elsewhere in the same chapter, Maslan provides another example of assertion taking the place of argument. She 



asserts the importance of "surveillance" to ideas of "popular sovereignty" held by "Rousseau... and large 
numbers of revolutionary citizens." To explain or demonstrate this assertion, however, she draws on Albert 
Soboul’s discussion of sans culottes (p. 153). But of course, more recent work has built upon Soboul to 
demonstrate that the sans culotte was a cultural construct that resonated powerfully in the sections. The sans 
culottes were not, as Maslan presents them, a social constituency or political pressure group. In this sense, her 
arguments are undermined by her lack of mastery of the scholarly literature. [ 11 ] It is thus difficult to be 
convinced by her assertions about the "demise of popular surveillance" as a necessary step in the advent of 
"mass politics" and "mass democracy" (pp. 169-170). 

We return then to the central question raised by Maslan about the meaning of the French Revolution--that 
"direct popular democracy burst forth in 1789" only to be "replaced by the more practical, manageable system 
of political representation." She does not explain, however, what is meant by "the hegemony of representation" 
that emerges from the Revolution or what is meant that "many citizens persisted in rej ecting the representative 
model." Likewise, she is never clear on what "new mass revolutionary culture" is or why theater in particular is 
an instance of it (p. 1). All of these terms ought to have been specified, given how powerfully Maslan is here 
arguing against the prevalent consensus on, for instance, the continuing evolution of representative democracy 
in France across the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries--and on the advent of mass culture only in 
the late nineteenth centuries. To posit the "hegemony" of anything and a "mass" anything as early as 1789 is 
indeed creative and original, but without clear definitions or evidence, it is also not convincing. 

Ultimately, this book disappoints, not for lack of effort or ability on the part of the author--but for lack of 
guidance. One wishes that one of the many scholars she cites in the acknowledgements would have encouraged 
her either to engage with the historiography and consider the approaches, sources and findings of different 
historians to the problems she wants to study, or to have scaled back her claims and offered what would have 
been an equally valuable study of revolutionary plays as literary works. Instead, we have a book that puts forth 
an argument too complex to be sustained by decontextualized readings of texts--even of texts as rich and varied 
as the ones Maslan deploys. Given the stakes for the contemporary world, which is in dire need of careful and 
lucid discussions of the relationship between individual liberty, democracy and cultural unity, one can only 
hope that Maslan will inspire others to tackle these big questions but, from an historians’ standpoint at least, to 
do so with a bit more empirical precision and a bit more intellectual humility. 

NOTES 

[1] On theater studied as an institutional component of political culture, see Jeffrey Ravel, The Contested 
Parterre: Public Theater andFrench Political Culture (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999), and more 
recently, Lauren Clay, "Provincial Actors, the Com~die-Frangaise, and the Business of Performing in 
Eighteenth-Century 
France," Eighteenth-Century Studies 38:4 (2005): 651-679. An institutional approach to the study of 
democracy has been particularly important in the study of elections; see Malcolm Crook, Elections in the 
French Revolution: An Apprenticeship in Democracy, 1789-1799 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1996), and articles by Melvin Edelstein including "Laying the Foundations for the Regeneration of the Empire: 
the First Municipal elections in the biggest Cities of France during the Revolution," French History 17 (2003): 
251-279. 

[2] Maslan, "Resisting Representation: Theater and Democracy in Revolutionary France," Representations 52 
(1995): 27-52; "Susannah at her Bath: Surveillance and Revolutionary Drama," Eighteenth-Century Studies 34: 

3 (2001): 421-439. 

[3] PoBtical Actors: Representative Bodies & TheatricaBty in the Age of the French Revolution. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2002. 

[4] Friedland devotes much of his conclusion to this issue, questioning in the end "whether in replacing tyranny 
with representative democracy.., we have not replaced one form of tyranny with another. For representative 



democracy is not democracy" (emphasis in original, p. 299). Maslan seems to echo this precise thought on the 
first page of her book. On the relationship of her work to Friedland’ s, she explains not entirely convincingly that 
Friedland’s book "was published after the completion of this book" (p. 217), although both dissertations were 
completed in the mid-1990s, and Maslan and Friedland have participated jointly on conference panels on at 
least one occasion as long ago as 1997. 

[5] Instead of an example, we find Maslan supporting this point with a statement that reads as if this were a 
work of German philosophy: 

"If actorly representation, with its institutionalized disjoining of appearance and reality, was the antithesis of 
revolutionary representation, the broader structure of theatrical representation suggested a relationship between 
representatives and represented--between actor/political and audience / people--even more deeply disturbing to 
revolutionary ideology." (233, f. 13). 

[6] Those interested in Jacobin political economy might consult with profit the decidedly non-Marxist Jean- 
Pierre Gross, Fair Shares for All: Jacobin Egalitarianism in Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997) or the brilliantly written and explicitly anti-Marxist, Patrice Higgonet Goodness Beyond Virtue: Jacobins 
During the French Revolution (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1998). 

[7] Alphonse Aulard, "Figures oublie6s de la R6volution fran9aise: Fabre d’Englantine," Nouvelle Revue 
(1885): 59-85. 

[8] Compare Maslan (pp. 80-87) with Darnton, "The Facts of Literary Life in Pre-Revolutionary France," in 
Keith M. Baker, ed., The Political Culture of the OMRegime (Oxford: Pergamon, 1989), 261-291. Maslan cites 
an earlier, shorter version of Darnton’s article. 

[9] See Gregory S. Brown, A FieM of Honor: Writers, Court Culture and PubOc Theater in French Literary 
Life from Racine to the Revolution (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002) chapter 6, sec 5, para. 65-75. 
~ttp I,/,~’ww.gutenbe~g-e or~l’l~gO lt~TameslfbrgOS.ktml. 

[ 10] The classic work of Richard Cobb, The PoOce and the People (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970); 
among more recent work, noteworthy is G. Charles Walton’s as yet unpublished doctoral dissertation, "Policing 
Public Opinion in Revolutionary France" (Ph.d. dissertation, Princeton University, 2003). 

[ 11 ] Richard Mowery Andrews, "Social Structures, Political Elites and Ideology in Revolutionary Paris, 1792- 
94: A Critical Evaluation of Albert Soboul’s Les Sans-Culottes Parisiens en Fan II," Journal of Social History 
19, no. 1 (1985): 71-112, and more recently, Haim Burstin, L ’Invention du sans-culotte (Paris: Odile Jacob, 
2005). 
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Andrew Bridgeford has spent a lot of time thinking about the Bayeux Tapestry, the late eleventh-century textile 
of monumental scale and design, whose content records and celebrates Duke William of Normandy’s invasion 
of England, victory at Hastings, and conquest of England. The issue of his considerable industry, 1066: The 
Hidden History of the Bayeux Tapestry, is a bit difficult to review in an academic context, as it has a perspective 
that appears more popular than scholarly, and should perhaps be treated in circles less critical than here. 
Nevertheless, 1066 does make some big claims for interpreting the Tapestry; its book flap touts it as "a brilliant 
piece of detective interpretation," that also promises to "discover a wealth of new information" that will 
"overturn received wisdom on the Tapestry." While such hyperbolic marketing spurred a flurry of popular 
publicity at the book’s release in the United Kingdom, and no doubt accompanying book sales, Bridgeford’s 
considerable labor regrettably brings little that is original to the table of critical debate. More alarmingly, to 
construct his hidden history, the author resurrects and props up, with scant new evidence, a number of obscure 
and marginal interpretations of the Tapestry, long discounted and justifiably dismissed in mainstream Tapestry 
scholarship. 

Though the author makes heavy, if selective, use of the vast corpus of commentary on the Tapestry, 1066 
resides somewhere between a scholarly endeavor and a sensational, highly conj ectural treatment--as close to 
The Da Vinci Code, in a fashion, as it is to critical inquiry. Academic readers may find Bridgeford’s style 
somewhat incongruous, as he often writes more imaginatively than objectively, and colors his accounts of 
historical events with subj ective descriptors and imagined details. In his background to the Godwin family, for 
instance, we learn that for Edward the Confessor’s accession in 1042, the king "had little choice but...to accept 
Godwin’s oily hand of friendship" (p. 49); a page later we are told without qualification that the first scene of 
the Bayeux Tapestry, a meeting between Edward and Harold Godwinson, takes place as "a secret huddled 
gathering" (p. 50). Such a reading is arguable, of course, but a bit suspect. The opening scene clearly takes place 
in a palace, likely Westminster or Winchester, and was obviously well known--several literary sources describe 
the encounter (including Eadmer of Canterbury, William of Jumi~ges and William of Poitiers), while none of 
them note an aspect of secrecy. This is a small quibble, of course, but one that stands as representative of the 
greater concern for the general execution and main theses of 1066. The author, as he frequently does throughout 
the work, here presents ungrounded readings, building more an affective and circumstantial foundation for his 
"discoveries" than a compelling argument. 

As interpretative detective, Bridgeford relates that he has recovered "half-hidden in the dry j ournals and dusty 
tomes of academia" the truth of this hidden history--namely that the Bayeux Tapestry only superficially 
supports its understood function as Norman propaganda legitimizing William’s claims to the English throne and 
subsequent military actions. Instead, the embroidery must be understood as "a testament to the ingenuity of the 
artist that so many ensuing generations have failed to notice that his agenda was in reality subversive" (p. 7). In 



the book’s two main halves, a scene-by-scene description of the whole of the Tapestry’s narrative, and then a 
series of chapters dedicated to background and particularly sticky interpretative moments, the author advances 
two primary claims. The first is that the Tapestry, long understood to have been likely embroidered by Anglo- 
Saxons at Canterbury, encodes in its early parts a home-grown resistance that effectively undermines the work’s 
triumphal and legitimizing program. The second is that the probable patron of the Tapestry was not Odo, the 
half-brother of William, Bishop of Bayeux and Earl of Kent, but instead Count Eustace of Boulogne, a 
nobleman with marital ties to the English throne who first supported William at Hastings in 1066, but one year 
later unsuccessfully invaded England against William. Let us take each of these claims in turn. 

The idea of a subversive Anglo-Saxon code in the Tapestry has been around for a while--it was most notably 
championed by a small school of articles from the 1970’s and 1980’s that have not had a healthy critical 
afterlife. [ 1 ] Notwithstanding, Bridgeford dusts them off, and presents much of their arguments again 
(sometimes with only minimal acknowledgement), regrettably with no new evidence to speak of, and with 
plenty of highly questionable readings. For instance, he makes much of the possibility that in early scenes with 
William, a number of potentially (or, in Bridgeford’s view "clearly" and "obviously") English characters are 
represented, and goes as far as to identify the marginal, seated figure in the upper border by Mont St, Michel as 
"a high ranking Englishman"--a reading based solely this tiny figure’s hairstyle, a miniscule scrap of weaving so 
small its character is impossible to so surely read as anything (pp. 76, 79, 86). Taking such readings in tandem 
with a mistake of embroidery where three Norman knights have four shields and only five legs, and with the 
ambiguity of the inscriptions in these early scenes, the author concludes: "There are secrets here" (p. 79). The 
main secret, though, appears to be merely a rehashing of the extremely tenuous hypothesis that one unknown, 
ancillary and bearded figure in the ducal palace scene must be one of Harold’s kinsmen, taken hostage years 
earlier during the failed Godwin revolt of 1051. Thus, the secret code of Anglo-Saxon subversion is revealed. 

In support of such readings (and the book contains many more), Bridgeford also points to analogous material in 
Eadmer of Canterbury’s Anglo-Norman Historia Novorum Anglia, arguing that this source, as well, has been 
"unjustly neglected" (p. 58). Eadmer, while not as well known as more contemporary sources such as William 
of Jumi~ges, William of Poitiers, or the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio, is regularly tapped in Tapestry 
scholarship; relevant excerpts and commentary receive substantial treatment in several standard works of 
reference. [2] More to the point, however, the use of Eadmer is practically moot with regards to the author’s 
argument. The notion that the Tapestry could contain some aspects of English sentiment is not far-fetched or 
even revolutionary. The Tapestry is a manifestly complex and polyvalent discourse, shot through with 
contradiction, and the product of post-Conquest England, a period of massive cultural assimilation and 
hybridity. In his own, now canonical discussion of the Tapestry, David M. Wilson perhaps puts it best, noting 
that the Conquest of England by the Normans meant that the two cultures were intermixed so as to strengthen 
and distribute English art in the Duchy as in England...Norman and English scribes and artists worked alongside 
each other on both sides of the Channel, [and] an Anglo-Norman Romanesque style developed in which it is 
quite often difficult to separate English from Norman elements. [3] 

Bridgeford, on the other hand, sensationalizes (rather than sensitizes) the notion that one might find Anglo- 
Saxon material in the work, arguing that any English elements must be polarizing forces, the inclusion of which 
for the artist must have been made at considerable risk to himself, perhaps to his life, certainly to his career, and 
we should pause and listen to his brave witness, at a time when all others were drowned out by the noise of 
Norman propaganda (pp. 80-81). 

Pause, indeed--there is another way, here, I think. As I and others have argued elsewhere, the content and 
function of the Tapestry does not represent the past dualism of Anglo-Saxon and Norman states, but rather the 
desired syncretism of a successful Anglo-Norman one, with William succeeding Edward as the rightful ruler, 
ordained by God, blood and might. [4] In such Norman propaganda, we should not be surprised at English and 
Norman (and French) elements, or that the designer(s) of the Tapestry may have cast a wide net for literary 
sources and inspiration for the Tapestry’s narrative. The inclusion of English details (those that are actually 
evidenced in the work), and an account that aligns with aspects of the Anglo-Norman Eadmer’s version is hardly 
surprising--it should be practically expected. 



In making his second major claim, that Eustace, rather than Odo, should be considered the probable patron of 
the Tapestry, Bridgeford does adduce some intriguing historical evidence; unfortunately, such findings might 
easily be read otherwise, and his mode of argumentation again dilutes the force of his case with another set of 
questionable close readings. Anyone wanting to challenge Odo’s position as the best candidate for patron, or at 
least as the most significant figure in the Tapestry next to William, is going to have a bit of a hard climb. Other 
accounts of the Conquest barely mention Odo, but the Tapestry gives Odo a first class treatment: we see Odo 
advising William on the building of ships, breaking bread at the invasion feast in the iconographic place of 
Christ at the Last Supper, and manfully leading the troops at Hastings; additionally, two of his noble tenants, 
Vital and Wadard, receive noted cameos in the textile. 

In response, 1066 maintains that Eustace, with the blood of Charlemagne running through his veins, is likely 
"the central and most important person in the work" (p. 198). Eustace, according to conventional readings, 
appears only once in the Tapestry, during the melee of Hastings, with Odo and William, holding a banner and 
pointing out the duke to the troops around him. In 1066, though, we find Eustace everywhere, and are presented 
with a beguiling array of readings as support. For instance, the fact that part of the banner design of one of the 
charging French knights has three boules, a feature that also appears on the later heraldry of Boulogne takes on 
staggering weight ("It would be hard to overemphasise the iconographic significance of this particular banner") 
(p. 194). Elsewhere, the desire to find Eustace results in simply fantastic interpretations. In the scene portraying 
the death of Harold, the author first wonders if the spacing of the inscription INTERFEC TUS : EST(interfectus 
est, "is killed"), with the last six letters below the rest, might encode Eustace’s name. To do so, of course, one 
must first reverse the two groups of three (EST TUS), resulting in a new order which provides two-thirds of 
Eustace’s name, now ready to be assembled by one who knows the code. Doing so, apparently, reveals that it is 
really Eustace who kills Harold. The fact, however, that the horseman striking down Harold "bears no obvious 
resemblance to the named Count Eustace of Boulogne is not particularly relevant," because if Eustace were to 
be clearly portrayed in the Tapestry, then "the secrecy of the message...would have been destroyed" (p. 196). 
Significantly, Bridgeford fails to note that this inscription itself is a nineteenth-century reconstruction, and 
might not have been the original text. [5] 

The shame of such conspiratorial and proleptic strategies is that they obscure a few fine moments of 
interpretation, research and discussion on Bridgeford’s part, especially in later sections of the work. For 
instance, his consideration that the Tapestry actually emphasizes the French, not Norman contribution at 
Hastings is surely right (p. 142 ff.). Such a depiction, though, need not point to a subversive meaning, but rather 
to a cultural one; instead of encoding the significance of Eustace (only one Frenchman among many at 
Hastings, after all), the inscribing of Franci in the Bayeux Tapestry more likely speaks to the Realpolitik 
concession that William and Normans could not have taken Harold alone, and that the new king continued to 
reward and laud his Breton and Flemish allies for decades afterward. After all, William also still had Normandy 
to protect. Likewise, in his discussion of the rebuilding of St. Augustine’s abbey and Goscelin’s subsequent 
account, Bridgeford carefully and impressively charts the network of relationships between Odo, Eustace, Vital 
and Wadard, all connected through the Canterbury monastic house (pp. 272-294). But such relationships likely 
do not refute the conventional wisdom regarding the status of Odo or Eustace in the Tapestry, as the author 
suggests. They do, however, shed new light on how closely intertwined the personages and communities 
depicted in the Tapestry were, not simply in the events of 1066, but more importantly, in the decades 
succeeding the Conquest--the time when the Tapestry was conceived, designed and executed. 

Isolated from the context of the larger arguments of 1066, such insights, at the very least, deserve further 
academic consideration and investigation. In many of his final chapters, Bridgeford presents a series of 
noteworthy observations: for example, concerning the possible association of Guy of Ponthieu’s court and the 
authorship of the Chanson de Roland (pp. 225-245, though the connections made to the identity of Turold in the 
Tapestry remain unconvincing), or regarding the notion that the lack of attestation of the Tapestry between the 
twelfth and fifteenth centuries may be related to the 1105 collapse of the Bayeux Cathedral’s crypt, which 
remained unexcavated until 1412 (pp. 295-303). The mysterious ~Elfgyva, of course, has her own chapter as 
well (pp. 246-271), with Bridgeford providing a rigorous (if largely redactive of Bard McNulty’s own treatment) 
review of his candidate--~Elfgyva of Northhampton, consort to Cnute and mother, briefly, to an English king. [6] 
As with many such treatments, though, why the figure might not refer to Emma-~Elfgifu, the mother of King 



Edward, great aunt to William, mentioned by Norman chroniclers as the blood tie between past and future 
kings, is never plausibly explained. 

In each of his chapters, Bridgeford does excel at assembling and recounting the fundamental background 
materials necessary to begin learning and thinking about the Bayeux Tapestry. As an amateur historian, he has 
written a book that could well have served as a sturdy and accessible introduction to this iconic and monumental 
document of early medieval culture. Unfortunately, these positive attributes here are wound inseparably with a 
series of hypothetical convictions, presented as near certainties through questionable methods, that must be 
approached with a healthy dose of skepticism, if not avoided altogether. In the end, 1066: The Hidden History 
of the Bayeux Tapestry cannot make the journey from basic survey to compelling critical analysis, and the 
author’s central contention that "the Tapestry’s content is far removed from the ’Norman propaganda’ of 
conventional myth" must remain more accident than substance (pp. 306-307). 

NOTES 

[1] See, for instance, Richard D. Wissolik, "Code in the Bayeux Tapestry," Annuale Medievale 19 (1979): 69- 
97, or David Bernstein, The Mystery of the Bayeux Tapestry (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), 163- 
164. 

[2] See, for instance, the Martin F, oys, ed., The Bayeux Tapestry DigitalEdition (SDE, 2003) or Lucien Musset, 
La Tapisserie De Bayeux (Paris: Editions Zodiaque, 2002). 

[3] The Bayeux Tapestry (London: Thames and Hudson, 1985, 2004), 202. 

[4] Martin Foys, "All’s Well that Ends: Closure, Hypertext, and the Missing End of the Bayeux Tapestry," 
Exemplaria 15, no. 2 (2003): 39-72. 

[5] See M.K. Lawson’s treatment of this inscription in The Battle of Hastings, 1066 (Stroud: Tempus, 2002), 
260-263. 

[6] J. Bard McNulty, "The Lady ~Elfgyva in the Bayeux Tapestry," Speculum 55, no. 4 (1980): 659-68. 
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This volume celebrates the 250th anniversary of Montesquieu’s death with a variety of studies, many of which 
derive from, or are inspired by, the philological and methodological work involved in producing a truly critical 
edition of Montesquieu’s works (Oeuvres complbtes de Montesquieu, also at the Voltaire Foundation). While 
some essays (especially those in the last section) will appeal to a broader readership than others, scholars of 
eighteenth-century France should take a look at all ~fthem. While the details of such subjects as the 
handwriting of Montesquieu’s secretaries are intended for specialists, the frameworks developed for dealing 
with the genesis and revision of texts as complex as the Lettrespersanes (henceforth LP) ofL ’E~prit des lois 
(henceforth EL) will benefit all those who work with primary sources in the French Enlightenment. A handy 
series of abstracts at the end of the volume provides helpful overviews for busy readers. 

The first section includes four essays on LP, which supplement the critical material now available in the edition 

of that book in volume one of the critical edition (2004). This edition differs from most modern editions of LP 
by taking the "A" edition of 1721 as its base text, rather than the posthumous edition of 1758, which contains 
additional letters (some of these had been published in another 1721 edition, "B", whose relation to A has been 
a subject of scholarly dispute, since some letters present in A do not appear in B). By separating the additional 
letters from the main text, this edition seeks to be faithful to the work as it was initially read. A similar 
preoccupation with textual form characterizes Jean-Paul Schneider’s essay. By carefully comparing the letters 
the B edition added to (or omitted from) A, he shows that Montesquieu’s changes reflect an evolving approach 
to the representation of power. B’s omissions tend toward a streamlined but simplified theoretical 
understanding, while the additional letters, which reinforce the "novelistic" aspect of the work, mark a greater 
emphasis on the relation between theory and practice. The central idea is not new, but by focusing on the way 
the changes affect the overall economy of the work instead of on the letters as individual texts, he is able to 
make that argument more concrete. Among other observations, Schneider undercores a point he had made in an 
earlier study. Montesquieu settled on a date for Usbek’s chronologically last letter (# 146 in the 1758 edition) 
which suggests that Usbek had in hand Roxane’s famous suicide letter (#161), which ends the book. Thus we 
need to read the general reflections on power in Usbek’s letter as his response to the particular situation of the 
seraglio. 

S~it~ and Volpilhac-Auger examine the "sommaires" or annotated list of letters that was first added without 
Montesquieu’s authorization to an edition of 1752, and then the "tables des mati~res" or index that was added in 
1758. These are reproduced in modern editions of the novel and we take them for granted (so much so that no 
one seems to have noticed that the "sommaires" that appear in Paul Verni~re’s widely used Gamier edition are 
not those of the eighteenth-century editions but of unknown provenance.) The inclusion of annotated list of 
letters reinforces the narrative quality of LP and affects the interpretation of the thematic content as well, 
notably by amplifying the opposition between East and West. The index, on the other hand, which may have 



been added in imitation of the one in the later EL, "monumentalizes" the work and encourages an encyclopedic 
and utilitarian reading of LP that flattens the polyphonic voices of the letters and the conditioned nature of the 
propositions advanced in them. The index also names people only alluded to in the book itself (as well as 
famously referencing Montesquieu himself as depicting himself under the guise of Usbek). The authors also 
note that references to Rica appear less frequently in the "table des mati~res" than one would expect. 

Laurence Mac~ analyzes the process whereby LP was placed on the Vatican Index of forbidden books in 1762 
and gives the text of the judgment that condemned it. Noteworthy is the fact that Montesquieu himself is not 
named as the author, nor would he be when the Vatican condemned EL. TheprOsident was held in high 
personal esteem by many churchmen. The late date of LP’s condemnation would seem to reflect a hardening of 
Church opposition to the Enlightenment after 1760. Philip Stewart discusses the decisions he made about the 
modernization of spelling and, especially, punctuation in the Oeuvres complOtes edition of LP. The essential 
unit of Montesquieu’s text is the period rather than the (modern) sentence. Even editors who claim to reproduce 
the punctuation of the 1758 edition do not do so consistently, and indeed it is legitimate to break up some of 
Montesquieu’s very long periodic sentences. Useful reference is made to Beauz~e’s article "Ponctuation" in the 
EncyclopOdie in his discussion of contemporary understandings of the issue. 

The second section of the volume is a study of over a hundred pages about various aspects of EL’s textual 
history. Volpilhac-Auger takes issue with a number of Georges Benrekassa’s interpretations of the Biblioth~que 
nationale de France manuscript and its complex layering of composition and revision. The new edition of the 
Oeuvres complOtes aims to present as complete a picture as possible of the evolution of this major work, and so 
the author pays close attention to such material clues as paper types and watermarks. Expanding and revising 
the pioneering work of Robert Shackleton, she details the role of the various secretaries employed by 
Montesquieu, which helps us date different parts of the text. She also tries to reconstruct the long process of 
refinement of key notions such as the "principles" of regimes as well as the rewriting that gives the book its 
distinctive style and pace. A key feature of the book is its division into often very short chapters, a process that 
Volpilhac-Auger says began between 1739 and 1741. Care must be exercised in any determination of 
Montesquieu’s final intentions, since the manuscript we have was not used for the printing of the book and 
some of its late corrections may not have been authorized by the author himself. The appendices also offer 
fascinating pieces of detective work. In one of them, Volpilhac-Auger also demolishes the legend of 
Montesquieu’s supposed blindness in the later years of EL’s composition. In another, she shows that the 
placement by later editors of the poetic invocation to the Muses at the beginning of Book XX not only goes 
against Montesquieu’s explicit directive to leave it out, but inserts it in the wrong place (it probably belongs to 
Book XI) and misreads a key sentence in the original text of the invocation. Montesquieu had asked the Muses 
to ensure that "ce qui ne devait ~tre qu’un amusement sera un plaisir," thus implying there was something 
frivolous about his work. This was changed to "ne saurait ~tre un amusement," as if the seriousness of EL 
needed to be safeguarded. 

The third section offers more wide-ranging approches to the meaning of EL. C~line Spector, the author of the 
stimulating recent Montesquieu: pouvoirs, richesses et sociOtOs (PUF, 2004) wrestles with the vexed question 
about whether Montesquieu’s idea of justice is descriptive of a rationality internal to a society or as normative, 
based on a higher notion of nature. When Montesquieu defines law in terms of the "rapports n~cessaires qui 
d~rivent de la nature des choses," she claims, he is appealing to a discernment of proportionality that takes 
account of historical variation but is not reductively quantitative since it is linked to the normative principle of 
moderation, without which there can be no freedom. This means that Montesquieu is neither an ancient or a 
modern as those terms as usually defined, especially by Leo Strauss, but something elusively in between. 

Catherine Larr~re explores the relation between economic and politics Montesquieu, starting from 
historiographical accounts of the emergence of economics as a separate discipline. Montesquieu pays a lot of 
attention to commerce in EL, yet he still does not envisage such a split. This is because he refuses to see the 
state simply as a decision-maker, as both mercantilist and later physiocratic writers would do. This is to neglect 
the character of the state in its larger meaning as a form of regime. While the spirit of commerce has its own 
virtues and is not opposed to republican "virtue," France could all to easily turn into a commercial despotism, 
given the nature and power of its monarchy. A critique of John Law and his system constitutes a "secret chain" 



running through the entire fourth part of EL. Similarly, if Montesquieu does not want the nobility to engage in 
trade, this is not only because of concern for their ethos of honor, but because in France nobles might well 
monopolize trade to the detriment of the general good. In England, where broader participation in government is 
linked to economic self-regulation, this threat is absent. 

Jean Erhard probes the meaning of"fundamental laws" in EL, emphasizing in particular that this expression is 
not a synonym for "constitution," since the latter includes much more than statutory law and encompasses "tout 
l’~quilibre de la soci~t~ politique" (269). Do fundamental laws belong to the essence of a government or to its 
history? Montesquieu inclines to the first view, which is that of natural right theorists such as Pufendorf, even 
though his discussion of France’s laws is historical. While the rules of succession (including the Salic law that 
excludes women from the throne) have an historical origin, they are not revisable. The same is true for the role 
of the parlement. How much room is there for future change? Ehrard sees some ambivalence in Montesquieu on 
this issue. He also includes a full list of the occurrences of the expressions "lois fondamentales" and 
"constitution" in EL to encourage further exploration. 

In the final essay, Olga Penke compares Montesquieu’ s ConsidOrations sur la grandeur et la dOcadence des 
Romains with Voltaire’ s Histoire de Charles XII in terms of the renewal of history-writing in eighteenth- 
century France. Contemporary readers found the former lacking in narrative drive, but Montesquieu wanted to 
shake up conventional ideas about rise and fall and to provoke reflection on the present threat of despotism. He 
was skeptical of Voltaire’s focus on individuals. Voltaire was more optimistic about the reliability of modern 
sources than Montesquieu, who continued to view Rome as a model for reflection in part because of the 
richness of the available record. Voltaire was also more interested in an explicit effort to renew literary genres, 
and his historical work should be viewed alongside his attempt to revive epic and tragedy. 

Depending on their interests, readers will want to pick and choose among the very different kinds of essay in 
this volume, but each is an excellent example of its kind and is well worth reading. One comes away from these 
studies with the impression that Montesquieu is very much an idiosyncratic thinker, one who eludes attempts to 
place him within any familiar narrative of the history of political and social thought. 
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Review by Liana Vardi, State University of New York at Buffalo. 

Physiocracy was a short-lived eighteenth-century French economic doctrine that saw the land as the only source 
of true wealth since only Nature could multiply itself. Its adepts argued that agriculture had to be encouraged, 
that landowners must invest in farming improvements and advance capital to their farmers, and agricultural 
goods should circulate freely so that they could reach their proper markets. Agricultural profits would be 
returned to landowners who would pay all taxes so that the state and citizenry at large would benefit from 
agricultural prosperity. Industry and commerce merely transformed natural products and marketed them. They 
added no usable surplus value (the netprofit produced by agriculture) and were therefore considered "sterile." 
The inventor of Physiocracy, Frangois Quesnay, Mme de Pompadour’s physician, expressed his ideas by means 
of a visual model, the Tableau 6conomique, which depicted the distribution of advances by landowners, the 
series of reciprocal purchases by ’farmers’ and ’artisans’ that produced a monetary surplus for farmers. They 
returned this as rent to the landowners who had advanced them capital to begin with, thus ending a cycle that 
would begin anew. Physiocratic publications in the 1760s and 1770s described how this system worked and 
why it would be profitable. 

Nearly half a century after publishing Franqois Quesnay et laphysiocratie, the Institut National d’Etudes 
D~mographiques (INED) has brought out a new edition of Frangois Quesnay’s writings. [1] This version is 
more than twice as long as its predecessor but unlike that earlier compendium--where one volume was devoted 
to critical assessments of Physiocracy--this edition does not include papers from the international conference 
held a decade ago at Versailles. What is more, Jacqueline Hecht’s biography of Quesnay, which first appeared 
in the volumes she co-edited in 1958, is reprinted in this new edition. 

When Auguste Oncken published an edition of Quesnay’s works in 1888,[2] he had in mind the coming 
centennial of the French Revolution and Tocqueville’s assessment of the importance of Physiocrats (known in 
the eighteenth century as the 6conomistes) in the transformation of the regime. [3] Physiocracy had been 
misrepresented, in Oncken’s opinion, especially in Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, which was the lens 
through which people had come to know that doctrine. Oncken was not disputing that Physiocratic thought was 
problematic, but he wanted people to gain a more accurate idea of what they had actually said and engage with 
them directly rather than through intermediaries. In his view, Du Pont de Nemours and Eugene Daire’s 
selections did not fully render Quesnay’s centrality to the doctrine, drowning his contributions among those of 



his followers. What is more, they privileged those Quesnay writings they considered to be seminal.[4] As an 
historian of economic thought, Oncken believed that ideas developed over time, and that their development 
could best be gauged by reading both major and minor writings. By publishing all of Quensay’s economic texts 
(and a selection of his other writings), Oncken hoped that readers would gain a far deeper understanding of 
Quesnay’s approach to economics and society. The volume included, therefore, segments on the nature of 
liberty and the soul from Volume III of the 1747 edition of Quesnay’s medical textbook, Essaiphysique sur 
l’Oconomie animale, as well as Quesnay’s introduction to the first MOmoires de 1 ’AcadOmie royale de chirurgie- 
-of which he was permanent secretary-- published in 1743. [5] Oncken also set himself straightforward editorial 
tasks: he meant, as he put it, to be both complete and exact which meant restoring original texts wherever 
possible.[6] 

With much the same goals, The Institut National d’Etudes D~mographiques (1NED) marked the bicentennial of 
the appearance of Quesnay’s Tableau Oconomique with a new edition of his works. 1NED’s aim was to make 
widely available texts which were either out-of-print or difficult to find, and to disseminate long-lost versions of 
Quesnay’ s draft articles "Hommes" and "Imp6ts" intended for the EncyclopOdie, and some of the Philosophie 
rurale he had penned directly, although it had traditionally been attributed to the marquis de Mirabeau. 
Quesnay’s Despotisme de la Chine, on the other hand, was truncated. The 1958 INED version presents writings 
chronologically (they are divided into broad themes in Oncken). Jacqueline Hecht also provided a thoroughly 
researched eighty-page biography[7] and updated the bibliography of Quesnay’s works and on Physiocracy as a 
whole. 

Oncken had not provided any critical assessment of the doctrine but only notes to assist the reader. One of the 
volumes of the 1958 INED set, on the other hand, offered scholarly assessments of Quesnay’s doctrine, 
including the relevance of his medical corpus. Luigi Einaudi and Alfred Sauvy (the editor of the volumes) 
framed the proj ect in separate introductions. Einaudi stressed the innovative aspects of Physiocratic thought-- 
especially the Tableau--whose mysteries were a warning against any facile conclusions about economic 
processes, and whose circulation so well embodied the importance of continuous exchanges for economic 
growth. If the Physiocrats’ concept of a netproduct was reductive, it was no more so than Ricardo’ s notion of 
rent or Marx’s of surplus value. Physiocrats had come up with a totally new interpretation of economic 
processes in their day. What is more, despite a common misconception, they did not believe in an unchanging 
natural order, but rather in an enduring order, based on material realities. Alfred Sauvy was less sanguine about 
the eternal verities peddled by the Physiocrats, emphasizing instead their historical significance. Whether their 
ideas were "true" or not was beside the point, for they had reflected seriously about the problems of their own 
era. What is more, both Marx and Leontief had been stimulated by their writings, so displaying the "variety and 
wealth of the subj ects upon which Quesnay reflected" would attest to the richness of his thought. [8] 

The 2005 edition is far more encompassing and would have been even longer (including some hitherto 
unknown documents, such as the inventory of Quesnay’s library) had the enterprise not become too costly. 
Longer extracts from Quesnay’s medical writings were therefore sacrificed, although an important fifty-page 
segment from the 1747 Essaiphysique sur l’oeconomie animale opens the first volume. As in Auguste 
Oncken’s edition, Quesnay’s writings are divided thematically. Commentary is provided both in notes and in 
introductions to each "dossier." These volumes are certainly handsome and decidedly erudite. Anyone 
interested in French economic history will be delighted with the care that the principal editors, Christine Th~r~ 
and Lo~c Charles, have taken in tracing provenance, in rendering manuscripts accurately, and contextualizing 
each work. One of the great contributions of this edition is its thorough inventory of the Mirabeau and Quesnay 
papers located at the Archives nationales. George Weulersse had catalogued them in 1910 and published some 
selections, but given pell-mell additions and reshufflings, the work is now outdated, and was imprecise to begin 
with. [9] The new presentation is meticulous, displaying both editors’ familiarity with Quesnay’s and 



Mirabeau’s writings and their penmenship. Doubtful earlier ascriptions are dismissed, erring perhaps too much 
on the conservative side. Having perused these documents myself in search ofMirabeau arcana, I am less 
convinced than Christine Th~r~ that some of the literary pieces are not from his hand or not revised by him. 

The careful examination of these manuscripts reflects another aspect of recent Quesnay scholarship. The 
Quesnay corpus has been gradually extended, with the growing realization of the degree to which Quesnay 
oversaw Physiocratic texts. Lo~c Charles weighs the evidence for and against Quesnay’s authorship of the 
Essai sur l’administration des terres (1759) only to reject it. Other false attributions are restored to their 
probable authors, Louis-Paul Abeille and the still mysterious Mr "X." The parti-pris of this edition, however, is 
to render unto Quesnay what the editors Christine Th~r~ and Lo~c Charles (and Jean-Claude Perrot as series 
editor) believe he read, annotated, and sanctioned: Patullo’ s Essai sur 1 ’amOlioration des terres (1758)[ 10], 
and, as they say, grant him the paternity of all of Mirabeau’s works published during Quesnay’s lifetime from 
their meeting in July 1757 to his death in December 1774.[11] Mirabeau is in fact the big loser in this collective 
attribution, for not only does Quesnay now share in the writing of his works, so do the mathematician Butr~ and 
Baron Marivetz (the former calculating French economic performance for analyses of the Tableau and the latter 
assisting in the composition of the Questions intOressantes sur la population, l’agriculture et le commerce 
(1758). [ 12] The overall contention is that Quesnay, as "party chief’’ retained uncontested control over 
Physiocracy both intellectually and practically. [ 13 ] 

One-quarter of Volume I (238 pages) is devoted to the different versions of the Tableau Oconomique and the 
simpler Formule Oconomique that followed it (along with explanations and commentaries that accompanied 
them). For Quesnay scholars this will be a special boon, for although several versions are available on-line or 
have been published elsewhere, this allows for more formal comparisons and displays the centrality of the 
model to the doctrine. 

The real novelty, as mentioned above, is the inclusion of documents from the Quesnay/Mirabeau manuscripts 
(the bulky bundles of M 784) at the Archives nationales. Although Weulersse had published some of these 
materials in 1910, they had never been examined quite so carefully or systematically. The selections (rescued 
from the fragmentary and disjointed originals, as anyone who has looked at these documents will attest), are 
presented in five separate dossiers (Philosophic rurale, "d~penses, "luxe", "fragments sur les sciences" and 
"commerce"). 

This is where the editors can best demonstrate Quesnay’s continued engagement with the Physiocratic 
entreprise. Whether he can be construed as a principal (as opposed to an occasional) contributor, however, 
varies from work to work (in my humble estimation)--evidence of his writing entire chapters of the Philosophic 
rurale being more convincing than his oversight of Mirabeau’s Leqons Oconomiques of 1770, addressed to 
"young readers."[14] Mirabeau, for one, told the Margrave of Baden that this work "has cost him more than all 
his other writings."[15] There is no reason to question his credibility given the credence accorded to Grimm or 
the notoriously unreliable Du Pont. We might ask what "textual" purity meant in a century when borrowings 
were common and manuscripts were passed around for comment. For the editors, this seems to suggest, if not 
quite the "death of the author", the death of all but Quesnay as "author." This seems too bold an assertion to me 
(for one might then be entitled to ask whether a particularly overbearing dissertation supervisor can be 
considered the actual author of the work) but these pages will allow students of economic thought the 
opportunity to ponder this question--which previous editions did not raise. 

Quesnay’s articles in the Ephdmdrides and Journal d’Agriculture, du commerce et des finances are gathered 
under the rubric of"Polemical Writings" that makes up much of volume II and Quesnay scholars will again 
appreciate the decision to print "original" versions (which Oncken had not found), such as that of the 



Despotisme de la Chine. Du Pont de Nemours had made the editiorial decision to switch the first and last 
chapters when he published the work in the EphOmOrides to make it appear more "inductive" than the 
"deductive" piece Quesnay had actually written. Whether it was worthwhile to include articles that are 
available in other collections, especially now that many can be accessed on Gallica, is more problematic. Th~r~ 
and Charles went to great lengths to track down original manuscripts and correspondence--for example several 
letters from Quesnay to Tronchin[16]--but the choice to duplicate as well as update older editions seems a waste 
of precious space. It might have been better to direct the reader to available resources and to include more path- 
breaking materials. 

Of course, this is undeniably a magnificent achievement. Users can rest assured that they are reading the most 
reliable versions they are ever likely to find of Quesnay’s writings, and those not familiar with his oeuvre will 
encounter a far greater variety than was hitherto possible. It is unfortunate that such elegant editions are so 
costly. It would be nice to imagine every eighteenth-century French historian owning a set, rather than the 
privileged few. 

NOTES 

[1] Franqois Quesnay et laphysiocratie, 2 vols (Paris, 1958) 

[2] Auguste Oncken, Oeuvres Oconomiques et philosophiques de F. Quesnay, fondateur du systOme 
physiocratique accompagnOes des Ologes et d’autres travaux biographiques sur Quesnay, (Frankfort and Paris, 
1888). It is available on Gallica. 

[3] Quoting from the OMRegime andFrench Revolution (1856): "De tous les gens de ce temps-l~ les 
~conomistes sont ceux qui para~traient le moins d~pays~s dans le n6tre. Si je lis les discours et les ~crits des 
hommes qui ont fait la R~volution, je me sens tout ~ coup transport~ dans un lieu et au milieu d’une soci~t~ que 

ie ne connais pas. Mais quandje parcours les livres des ~conomistes, il me semble que j’ai v~cu avec ces gens 
et que je viens de discourir avec eux." Oncken, pp. ix-x. 

[4] Pierre Samuel Du Pont de Nemours, Physiocratie ou Constitution naturelle du gouvernement le plus 
avantageux au genre humain ("Leyden", 1768) and Eugene Daire ed., Collection des principaux Oconomistes, 
volume 2, Physiocrates (Paris, 1846). (Both works are available on Gallica) 

[5] MOmoires de l’AcadOmie royale de chirurgie (Paris, 1743), volume I. It is available on Gallica. 

[6] Oncken, pages xxiii-xxiv. 

[7] Oncken had chosen to present Quesnay through the Ologes that followed his death in December 1774, and 
Mme du Hausset and Marmontel’s recollections. 

[8] Alfred Sauvy, "PrOsentation ", p. xix, in Francois Quesnay et la Physiocratie, volume I. 

[9] George Weulersse, Manuscrits Oconomiques de Franqois Quesnay et du marquis de Mirabeau aux Archives 

nationales (M 778 ~t M 785) (Paris, 1910). 

[10] Which is listed under Quesnay’s name on Gallica. 



[11] "Introduction des 6diteurs ", volume I, pp. xix and xxii. 

[12] "Pr6sentation" of the section "Questions int6ressantes sur la population, 1’ agriculture, et le commerce", 
volume I, pp. 331-33, and "Pr6sentation" to the section on the "Tableau 6conomique’, pp. 391-96. 

[13] See the "Pr6sentation" of the section "Philosophie rurale", volume I, pp. 639-642. 

[14] Another sample of Quesnay’s comments and revisions of Mirabeau’s drafts is provided by Gino 
Longhitano’s recent edition of the hitherto unpublished TraitO de la monarchie, (Paris, 1999) based on 
manuscripts in M 784. 

[15] Letter of 12 May 1770, in Carl Knies, ed., CarlesFriedrichs von Baden Breiflicher Verkher mitMirabeau 
undDu Pont (Heidelberg, 1892), volume II, p. 39. 

[16] I must say that help received from others is not fully acknowledged. Thus footnote 49, p. xxvi, mentions 
the existence of Quesnay annotations of books he owned, such as the Lettre gtMonseigneur l’ArchevOque de 
Lyon darts laquelle on traite duprOt gt l’intOrOt, at the Hagley Museum and Archives. It is I who alerted the 
editors to its existence and provided them with xerox copies of the relevant pages. 

Liana Vardi 
State University of New York, Buffalo 
vardi @but~l o. edu 
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Peter Fritzsche, Stranded in the Present: Modern Time and the Melancholy of History. Cambridge, Mass. 
Harvard University Press, 2004. 268 pp. Index. $27.95 U.S (cl). ISBN 0-674-01339-5 

Review by Harold Mah, Queen’s University, Canada. 

Peter Fitzsche’ s Stranded in the Present: Modern Time and the Melancholy of History traverses the cultural 
history of late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Europe and America to offer an unconventional view of 
the origin of modern historical awareness. According to Fritzsche, in the eighteenth century, as in the rest of the 
early modern period, people thought of history as unproblematically part of a comprehensive order of things 
that encompassed all societies and in which past, present, and future formed an unbroken continuum. In 
"universal history," as this view was then called, the past, served as a "counselor and teacher" (p. 6) offering 
lessons to the present and future, reminding one, for example, of human limitation and folly or suggesting how 
all things ultimately decay and return to nature. Those who saw in history some progressive development, such 
as some philosophes of the Enlightenment, still thought of such change in gradualist and universal terms, as the 
advance of human civilization in general. 

This long-standing conception of history, Fritzsche argues, came to crashing end with the French Revolution. 
The unprecedented changes and extended turmoil of the Revolution and subsequent wars overturned 
assumptions about continuity and order, so that "the new appeared to contemporaries as an unmistakable if 
unknowable force, which upended, uplifted, and destroyed. Inconstancy was the new constant .... " (p. 30) 
Fritzsche draws apt testimony and vivid examples from writings, letters, and memoirs to show how people in 
this period came to feel themselves cut off from a predictable past, "stranded," as Fritzsche’s title puts it, in a 
chaotic present that rendered the future unknowable and fearful. The separated past was now invested with a 
deep sense of melancholy, but for the first time, Fritzsche emphasizes, perceived in recognizable modern 
historical terms, as the result of specific and contingent historical events and as having distinctive characters 
that made them very remote from the present. Under the shock of the French Revolution, universal history thus 
gave way to what was in effect a widely shared relativist, historicist appreciation of historical difference. 

This melancholy historicization of the past showed itself in a variety of ways--in Chateaubriand’s reflections on 
the despoiled tomb of French kings at Saint-Denis, for example, or in the new interest in the ruins of castles and 
churches in the Rhine valley. The Revolution’s creation of a melancholy historical awareness spilled over, 
Fritzsche tells us, into how others conceived of further historical developments. The same sentiment permeates 
William Cobbett’s account of the English countryside devastated by enclosures and appears in how American 
settlers heading westward looked on New England as a ruined past and how they sympathized, surprisingly, 
with the eradication of American natives. 

The focus on the historical specificity of the past and its strangeness made people more conscious of alternative 
trajectories of history that were lost. The past, as Fritzsche nicely puts it, was considered to contain "half-lives," 
and the desire to recover those inspired, among other proj ects, Sulpiz Boisser~e’s devotion to the rebuilding of 
the Cologne cathedral and the obsessive collecting of folk tales of the brothers Grimm. In this new view of 



history, great public events were intertwined with deeply personal fates and private, domestic experiences. 
Signature quilting in early America thus recorded the patchwork of personal travails and tragedies that came 
with the splitting up of families in the westward movement of Americans. The shared sense of historical loss 
and the recognition of contingency, the appreciation of particularity and difference, and the fusing of public and 
private--these aspects of a new historical awareness, Fritzsche tells, led people to construct the subjectivities 
and national identities of the nineteenth century and that period’s distinctive melancholic recognition of the 
unsettled, "nomadic" character of modern life. 

Stranded in the Present is immensely likable. Deeply humane and sympathetic, the author describes people’s 
fates and feelings in often moving characterization. Many of the book’s observations are arresting and its 
arguments about the role of loss and suffering in the formation of modern historical awareness, selfhood, and 
national identity are important considerations connected to recent cultural and literary theory. But 
notwithstanding the book’s virtues, there remain many questions about how far one should take the book’s 
argument and how it overreaches its evidence to skew the nineteenth century. 

Some of the underlying terms of the book are extremely vague. Fritzsche cites many writers but his concern is 
not to write an intellectual history; there are no extensive or intensive analyses of works of history or of 
philosophy of history. Fritzsche is more interested in personal reflections in letters and memoirs, in attitudes and 
moods, and of a wide range of people, including American women who quilted or those ordinary Germans who 
read the Grimm’ s fairy tales. At times, I thought that without calling it by name, Fritzsche was constructing a 
new, emerging historical mental#O, a generalized set of beliefs common to a broad spectrum of people. But the 
argument in fact is never this clear in its intentions. Although Fritzsche refers to different persons and groups, 
those references do not add up to a discernible general subject who held the new historical awareness. Fritzsche 
writes in the plural; he speaks of"contemporaries" and "people" (and I have taken over that mannerism in the 
description above), but these ambiguous terms are only placeholders and not clear identifications. Is Fritzsche 
speaking only of some scattered persons or groups or something larger, as Fritzsche seems to presume? A 
disclaimer in the conclusion adds to the uncertainty about whom in general Fritzsche is writing and suggests 
that he is himself somewhat aware of this uncertainty, yet offers no help: "It would be silly to argue that 
suddenly the vast maj ority of Europeans and Americans consciously upheld the new historical 
consciousness .... " (p. 216). Does Fritzsche mean that it was held by a "majority," but not a "vast" one, and 
what then would that be telling us? Or was that view held by just "some" people and what would that mean? 

Fritzsche is onto something in focusing on a deep sense of loss that is associated with this period’s social and 
political dislocations, but he exaggerates the role of the French Revolution as an all-determining "’moment of 
innovation’" (p. 8) in formulating all of a sudden a new historical awareness. The most thoroughgoing, explicit 
statement of relativist and historicist awareness came well before the Revolution in Johann Gottfried Herder’s 
essay "Auch einer Philosophe der Geschichte" published in 1774. This tract on historical awareness was closely 
connected to an anti-Enlightenment sense of the loss of local culture, leading Herder in the same period to 
collect German folk songs (that is, well before the efforts of the brothers Grimm) and to imagine himself as a 
savior of the submerged indigenous population of Riga, an outpost of the Russian empire where he served as 
pastor in a German Church. When Herder met Goethe in Strasbourg in 1770, they were drawn together by, 
among other things, a melancholic admiration for the physical remnants of medieval society, an appreciation 
that issued in Goethe’s famous essay on the Strasbourg cathedral. 

A melancholic, historicist, relativist, folkloristic appreciation of cultural difference preceded the Revolution and 
this sentimentalist and Sturm undDrang sensibility fed the largely Romantic response to the Revolution that 
Fritzsche describes. That response--in its fundamental principles--did not suddenly spring whole from the 
French Revolution; Fritzsche would be on firmer ground arguing that the Revolution extends and popularizes 
that view. But how far it does we are again uncertain, because of the ambiguity of the group of people Fritzsche 
is dealing with. His assertion that the response to the Revolution oriented reactions to other significant 
developments of the period, such as the enclosures movement in Britain and the westward movement of 
Americans, far exceeds what he enlists as evidence. A reference to Napoleon in a poem by John Clare on the 
devastation of enclosures does not indicate, as Fritzsche suggests, that Clare’s response is caused by his 
response to the Revolution but only that Clare is making, rhetorically, an analogy. To conclude anything causal, 



such as, for example, that Clare could think in this particular melancholic and historical fashion only because of 
Napoleon, requires much more demonstration. 

Fritzsche tends to draw conclusions that, though striking in what they suggest, are left empty of content. He tells 
us repeatedly that the new historical awareness and its associated changes in thinking were critical in producing 
new subj ectivities and national identities. In their collection of fairy tales, the "Grimms," for example, "offer a 
distinctly German past to a German audience .... The local knowledge they championed formed the foundations 
of a specifically national tradition that resisted common denominators" (p. 157). But though Fritzsche 
establishes how well-read and well-loved these stories became, he does not identify the content of the "local 
knowledge" or of the new "national tradition" it purportedly help establishes. Given that those fairy tales (like 
Darnton’s French folk tales in The Great Cat Massacre) teach very simple messages (don’t be mean, don’t be 
foolish, don’t be greedy, etc) and come to be read and loved by many people in other countries, how they 
function to generate specific national characteristics remains very uncertain indeed. 

Fritzsche tells us that in sending Germaine de Stall into exile and travel in other countries, including England 
and Italy, the Revolution and Napoleon inspired her to think in an innovative fashion about national differences, 
a consideration that shows up in her famous novel of 1807, Corinne or Italy. Fritzsche leaves us with this 
general point and says nothing about what those differences are, about what Stall actually shows in her 
"sustained exploration of national identity" (p. 75). A look at the characterization of Italian and "English" 
identity (she calls her Scottish protagonist English) in Corinne shows in fact not a new recognition but the 
reiteration of stereotypes of national character found in the bellelettristic, so-called "anthropology" of the 
eighteenth century, including Kant’s early book of 1763 Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and 
SubBme. For both Stall and Kant, Italy represents a version of the "south"--sensuous, pleasure-loving, feminine, 
beautiful; England is a version of the "north"--austere, dutiful and grave, masculine, sublime. In this case as 
well the Revolution does not bring up a new thinking about cultural difference; nor is that difference so 
remarkable and strange as Fritzsche repeatedly asserts. In its content, it can be rather trite even by eighteenth- 
century standards. Stalls achievement, like that of many writers, is to make artful use of society’s cliches. 

Fritzsche cites an impressive array of modern and contemporary theorists--among them, Walter Benjamin, 
Roland Barthes, Michel Foucault, Julia Kristeva, Judith Butler, Joan Scott, and Susan Stewart. Commendably, 
Fritzsche wants to give us easy access to these complex theorists in clear prose and fluidly integrated into his 
narrative. From the point of view of fidelity to the theory, the results of his invocations are very uneven. 
Sometimes an idea is aptly used (Foucault’s observation, for example, about the turn to tropes of depth in the 
nineteenth century) (p. 106), but often the references are rather glib and confused. In discussing 
Chateaubriand’s characteristic exile experiences, Fritzsche calls on Joan Scott’s well-known essay on 
experience, which, as Fritzsche rightly puts it, "has persuasively argued" that "the evidence of experience could 
only be brought forward once a general frame of meaning--in this case the narrative of the Revolution and the 
movement of modern time--had been constructed to constitute and absorb and circulate such evidence" (p. 63). 
The general point is indeed Scott’s but Fritzsche’s application makes little sense. The narrative of Revolution, 
Fritzsche is saying, precedes the experience of the Revolution, but where exactly does the narrative come from? 
It derives, he shows us, from people’s experience of the destruction of institutions, their flight for their lives, 
armies marching through one’s town and country, the feeling that all this chaos will not end. In Fritzsche’s 
account, the narrative is not a given analytic framework that precedes experience, but is the direct result of 
dramatically described traumatic experience. 

The invocation of Scott and the priority of an analytic frame are misleading in that the book’s effectiveness 
stems largely from the moving description of loss-in other words, from its ability to make the reader identify in 
the most direct, affecting manner with presented experiences. In this sense the book takes over as its organizing 
trope the characteristic mode of appeal of the sentimental Romantics that it likes to quote--Chateaubriand, 
Wordsworth, Rahel Varnhagen, Germaine de Stall, and others--who in their prose sought to summon up 
intense, presumably unmediated and hence authentic experiences. The Romantic sentimentalizing of experience 
which Fritzsche uses uncritically, as if under the influence of some kind of historical "transference" from the 
Romantics, is one of the elements of a "frame of experience" that should be questioned. Instead, he presents us 
with experience directly resulting from an event, the Revolution, but that experience is indeed framed--by 



earlier thinking, by sentimentalizing rhetoric, and by political orientation. 

Although Fritzsche notes that the writers who exemplify the new historical awareness are Romantics, he does 
not make much of that association. What he does not even note is the other obvious category most of these 
writers fit into: they are also political conservatives of different sorts, from the idiosyncratic royalism of 
Chateaubriand to Wordsworth and Friedrich Gentz disillusioned with the Revolution of 1789 to Tocqueville 
disillusioned with 1848. Their sense of loss is inseparable from their political position and their appreciation of 
"otherness" refers to social orders that are anti-republican and anti-liberal. Fritzsche prefers to leave his view of 
a new historical awareness oddly pristine, nonideological, rooted in our compassion of human beings and 
ignoring the politics of the period. 

Even more strangely, to turn this particular conservative-Romantic view of the past into our general "modern" 
view, he must ignore the most common view of nineteenth-century thinking about history. There is no mention 
of the familiar teleologies of the period--whether liberal, Hegelian, or Marxist. Fritzsche may wish to offer a 
dissenting view that emphasizes the views of nineteenth-century Romanticism and conservatism, but a case 
should at least be made in a discussion of historiography (which is entirely absent) for why his emphasis is 
superior to the conventional view. 

The reference in the book’ s subtitle ("modern time") is I think inaccurate in relation to what the book actually 
offers. In the focus on loss and cultural difference, on memory, on the private over the public, on recent 
theorists, on the "nomadic" and "hybrid" sense of exile that characterizes globalization (in Fritzsche’s book this 
is a globalizing historical awareness), and on the final reference to how this sense of history is necessary for 
political agency (how so is never explained), combined with the elisions mentioned above, Fritzsche sees in the 
early nineteenth century not a "modern" but a distinctly "postmodern" condition. The more conventional 
"modern" conception of history remains to be found in the teleological views of nineteenth century that 
Fritzsche ignores. These too have a place for historical loss and suffering but they interpret that loss as 
something that serves other purposes and leads to new developments. Hegel’s experience of the Revolutionary 
period left him with the recognition that history is a "slaughter-bench" but remained nonetheless the 
development of world spirit. Marx’s own conflation of the French and industrial revolution (reading the former 
ultimately in terms of the latter rather than vice versa in Fritzsche’s case) looked on the unrelenting destruction 
of modern economies and the immiseration of large populations but sees them as all leading to greater material 
productivity and a harmonious world community. Mill, learning from the gloomy Tocqueville, the instabilities 
of democracy, could still write in On Liberty: "We are the most progressive people who ever lived." This 
trumping of melancholy with optimism seems more characteristic as well, in an on-again, off-again manner, of 
popular middle-class sensibility for much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Frtizsche’s Stranded in the 
Present is a symptom of the disrepair into which has fallen the "modern" view, that view of history as 
ultimately progressive, as a theodicy of state, class, and nation, the great abstract subj ectivities of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. 

Harold Mah 
Queen’ s University, Canada 
hem       eerlsu.ca 
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Sarah Alyn Stacey and V~ronique Desnain, Eds., Culture and Conflict in Seventeenth-Century France and 
lreland. Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2004. xii + 288 pp. Notes, bibliography, and index. $55.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 
1-85182-717-X. 

Review by Brian Sandberg, Northern Illinois University. 

What better way to celebrate the arrival of a new collection of rare seventeenth-century books than with the 
production of a collective volume on the history of the period? Culture and Conflict in Seventeenth-Century 
France andlreland emerged from a conference in Dublin in 1999 on the occasion of Trinity College Dublin’s 
acquisition of a large seventeenth-century book collection that had been compiled by Geoffrey Aspin. Because 
of the collection’s emphasis on theatrical works, most of the essays delve into the history of theatre, literature, 
and textuality in early modern Europe. 

Gender and textuality are woven into much of the book, but are foregrounded in two contributions. V~ronique 
Desnain offers a gendered reading of Racine’s tragedies Esther and Athalie. Desnain shows how Racine uses 
biblical sources to emphasize women’s subservience to patriarchy, and to warn of the dangers women pose to 
society. Kate Curry’s chapter recounts the life ofBarbe d’Ernecourt, madame de Saint Balmont, a French 
noblewoman who led the defense of Neuville during the Thirty Years’ War. Contemporaries referred to Barbe 
d’Ernecourt as Amazone chrestienne, and she seems to have tried to project the image of a pious, devout woman 
even as she dressed in masculine clothing. Madame de Saint Balmont is a remarkable historical figure--the 
subj ect of several biographies and a Claude Deruet painting. Yet Curry offers a fresh perspective by comparing 
early biographers’ interpretations of madame de Saint Balmont with Ernecourt’ s own writing, principally her 
religious drama on the theme of martyrdom. 

Moral controversies and religious crises provoked intense polemical debates over free will and sin in 
seventeenth-century France. The writings of moralists, such as Jean-Pierre Camus, often centered on divine 
order and the punishment of those sinners who transgressed that order. However, Camus’ attempts to use divine 
providence to explain tragic events and assure readers of God’s justice ultimately ran afoul of his interest in 
relating the human dimension of suffering, according to Mark Bannister. The Jansenist controversy sparked 
further debate over free will, since Jansenius was accused of imprisoning the will with sin and thus of 
promoting belief in predestination. Michael Moriarty analyzes Antoine Arnauld’ s attempts to defend Jansenius 
precisely by elaborating on the notion of freedom. Henry Phillips delves into religious criticisms that secular 
theatre represented a scandalous threat to Christianity because of its sinful subj ect matter, morally corrupt 
characters, and cross-dressing actors. While each confession focused on a different rationale for the corrupt 
nature of plays, Phillips discovers many similarities in various confessions’ responses to theatre. 

The history of medicine in early modern Europe has recently become a field of intensive research and debate, 
and this volume provides two interesting contributions on seventeenth-century French medicine. Rebecca 
Wilkin explores the seventeenth-century scientific discourse on ovism, a theoretical approach to human 
reproduction emphasizing the role of the female egg over the male semen. Wilkin’s discussion of the "father 



function" demonstrates that the writings of the Scientific Revolution shared many assumptions about authorship 
with contemporary literary works and forces us to reappraise Michel Foucault’s now famous notion of the 
author. Jean-Paul Pitton analyzes the limits of confessional coexistence amongst the physicians of seventeenth- 
century La Rochelle after the siege of 1628. Pitton finds sharp polemical exchanges and an increasing 
polarization of the medical community along confessional lines in the city. Despite remarkable similarities in 
Protestant and Catholic physicians’ practice of medicine, Huguenot physicians were eventually banned from 
practicing medicine in La Rochelle. 

The experience of these medical doctors points to the significance of changing legal practices in seventeenth- 
century Europe. Pascale Feuill~-Kendall addresses judicial violence directly, presenting a case for a 
transformation in the French judicial system stemming from the ordonnance criminelle of 1670. While one can 
agree with Feuill~-Kendall’s outrage at the use of torture, the essay’s analysis seems unconvincing to this 
reviewer, relying as it does on a fundamentally ahistorical vision of judicial history. 

Another vital institution in seventeenth-century society appears in this volume, the princely court. Craig Moyes 
offers a new analysis of Antoine Fureti~re’s Roman bourgeois, seeing it as a comment on changing artistic 
patronage practices at the court of Louis XIV. Sarah Alyn Stacey presents a reading of Saint-Amant’s poetry 
that emphasizes his paradoxical representations of nature, which highlight the tensions between life at court and 
life on country estates. Andrew Calder and David Culpin offer complementary readings of humor in 
seventeenth-century French and English writings, which reflected the ideals of courtly conversation and 
exposed the boundaries of acceptable humor and mockery. 

The process of translating French plays into English forms the subj ect of Pat Short’s and Deana Rankin’s 
contributions. Both of these authors find the translators made substantial changes from the original texts of the 
plays in order to enhance the sense of spectacle and please their English and Irish audiences. The sorts of 
politicized tactics employed by the translators studied here demonstrate well why research on translation in the 
early modern period has become such an important area of cultural history. 

Social disorder and civil warfare deeply scarred seventeenth-century Britain and France, leaving their marks in 
literature through depictions of rebellion. Guy Snaith delves into the theme of revolt in La Calpren~de’s plays, 
finding that the playwright structured his plays around a common plot moving from chaos to order. Marc Serge 
Rivi~re interprets Voltaire’s Le siOcle de Louis XIV as pro-monarchist propaganda that depends on a satirical 
portrayal of the Fronde as commedia dell’ arte. Providing a counterpoint to these representations of civil war is 
Harman Murtagh’s military history perspective on civil war in Ireland. Murtagh investigates French assistance 
to the Jacobite cause in Ireland during the Nine Years’ War, finding that Louis XIV achieved his strategic aims 
in the conflict, even if the Jacobite cause failed in the end. 

Although a number of the authors offer new insights into theatre history and seventeenth-century text, the book 
unfortunately remains disjointed and reads as a conference proceedings. It seems fitting that theatre history 
takes center stage here, but the theatre receives so much attention that links with other issues are sometimes 
obscured. The book’s overwhelming geographic focus on France leaves the Irish material somewhat isolated 
and also limits broader European perspectives that might have materialized. The contributions could have been 
reorganized and molded into a more articulate book by assembling chapters around a series of focused themes, 
instead of relying on the poles of "culture" and "conflict" to hold the contributions together. Nonetheless, the 
authors’ cultural history readings of literary and dramatic texts expose new aspects of seventeenth-century 
religious and scientific discourses, hinting at the pervasiveness of the contemporary Counter-Reformation and 
New Science movements. At intersections between essays, implicit discussions arise concerning the dynamics 
of seventeenth-century European culture and its expansive textual representations of human behavior, worldly 
organizations, and nature’s workings. 
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Evan Haefeli and Kevin Sweeney, eds., Captive Histories: English, French, and Native Narratives of the 1704 
DeerfieldRaid. Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press, 2006. xxii + 298 pp. Maps, 
illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, and index. $80.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN 1-55849-542-8; $22.95 U.S. (pb). 
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Review by Dale Miquelon, University of Saskatchewan. 

Captive Histories brings us to the margin &H-France’s mandate: just beyond the frontier of a French frontier 
colony. It is a collection of accounts, many never before published, about the 1704 raid by Canadians and allied 
Indians against the Massachusetts frontier village of Deerfield. Captivity narratives, the stories of American 
colonials captured by Indians or by the French of Canada, emerged in the later seventeenth century and became 
a cornerstone of an emerging American literature, maintaining their popularity well into the nineteenth century. 
These were stories of Protestantism versus Catholicism, Savagery versus Civilization, or, in the largest terms, 
Us versus Other. They exemplified a way of seeing the world that spoke to Anglo-Americans of the colonial 
era and emerging republic. 

The editors of this welcome collection go beyond the traditional captivity narrative to include other relevant 
material, some of it from the other side: the reports of the Canadian governor, the governor of Montreal, a 
French Jesuit, a Canadian officer, and orally-transmitted accounts of Mohawk and Abenakis spokespersons of 
much later periods. This enlargement beyond New England memoirs and memories adds to the relevance of the 
volume for students of French colonial history. The editors suggest by their clever title that all of these 
narratives are not only about captivity but are also captive to the world views and the interests of the individuals 
and societies that created and preserved them. Their comments on this process of shaping are imaginative and 
subtle in their analysis of individual cases. 

With its careful footnotes and editing, Captive Histories is a collection that can be used by professional 
historians. They will welcome the general and sectional introductions that also make the collection user- 
friendly to the senior undergraduate. This volume, as Haefeli and Sweeney write, "is an outgrowth of the 
research that produced Captors and Captives: the 1704 French and lndian Raid on Deerfield, which was 
published in 2003" (p. xvii). Like Captors and Captives, Captive Histories is exemplary in its rejection of New 
England self-absorption, of which traditional captivity narratives are an instance. It transcends borders to probe 
life and motive in Quebec, Montreal and, among other towns, Abenaki Odenak and Mohawk Kanawake. In 
this, the book is not unique. The history of New England itself is being transformed by the rediscovery of its 
Native past as, for example, in Michael K. Foster and William Cowan, eds., In Search of New England’s Native 
Past: Selected Essays by Gordon M. Day or Frederick Matthew Wiseman, Reclaiming the Ancestors: 
Decolonizing a Taken Prehistory of the Far Northeast.[1] 

The delineation of the French colony of Canada is historiographically up-to-date and sympathetically achieved 
in the introductions to documents. But the French documentation on the Deerfield raid is disappointingly thin. 
The included dispatch of Governor Rigaud de Vaudreuil gives some sense of his general strategy but includes 



only nine lines on the Deerfield raid. The passage on Deerfield in a report critical of Vaudreuil penned by his 
rival and subordinate, Claude de Ramesay, the governor of Montreal, is only slightly longer. Given the brevity 
of the material, the editors might have given us a clearer idea of this debate over strategy by following up 
references in the two letters to earlier dispatches giving fuller accounts of the reasons for (Vaudreuil, p. 81) and 
against (Ramesay, p. 85) the strategy of border raids. Nevertheless, no substantial French narrative of the 
Deerfield raid is there to be found. The raid did not exercise the Canadian imagination as it did the New 
England mind; it constituted just a raid amongst raids in a war amongst wars. There are no elaborate battle 
plans, no extensive exchanges of correspondence for us to read. There was apparently no need (as there 
evidently was in New England) to cogitate ex post facto over its meaning. Much depends upon whether one is 
the attacker or attacked. The Phips (1690) and Walker (1711) expeditions against Quebec, both of which were 
abject failures, cast a long shadow in French Canada, perhaps because they came to be emotional 
counterweights to the British conquest of Canada in 1759-63. The eighteenth century community saw a 
religious dimension in both failed invasions--the intercession on Canada’s behalf of the Virgin Mary--just as 
New England ministers saw in punishing border raids God’s judgment on New England’s spiritual "falling 
away" or "declension." 

Native material is of a different order. In the Mohawk or Kanewake tradition, the raid and the taking of 
captives was transmuted into a quest to take from Deerfield a bell that rightfully belonged to Kanewake. The 
editors explain well how the story of the bell incorporates the essentials of the traditional "mourning war" (loss 
and recovery) in a way palatable to nineteenth-century people. While the Kanewake community was aware of 
the captives taken and the family lines descended from them, these individual identities became subsumed 
under the bell in what one Kanewake contributer, Taiaiake Alfred, describes as "a collective history" (p. 251). 
The Abenaki stories, on the other hand, emphasize descent from a single captive, Eunice Williams, who was in 
fact carried off to Mohawk Kanewake. The stories use this flesh and blood link--possibly fictive, possibly real-- 
through a descendant of Eunice Williams as a connection to the Deerfield region, the land of their ancestors 
from which they had been exiled. 

There are in this volume three narratives that provide "The Setting," six on the raid itself (four from New 
England and two described above from Canada), five classic New England captivity narratives, two Canadian 

narratives (or rather documents with brief mentions), two later Mohawk narratives, and two later Abenaki 
narratives. Of the captivity narratives, the most important is the well-known The Redeemed Captive Returning 
to Zion (1707), comprising some sixty-five pages, written by the most celebrated captive, Deerfield’s minister 
John Williams. The text presented is based on the original edition as compared with three modern editions and 
has 153 explanatory footnotes. "What befell Stephen Williams in his captivity," written by John Williamses’ 
teenage son, provides a youthful perspective unvarnished by Puritan pieties. John Kellogg’s "When I was 
carried to Canada," written circa 1740, is a tale of high-handed Jesuit methods of conversion by a convert who, 
having returned to New England and to Congregationalism, may or may not have exaggerated. 

"The Fair Captive," a version of the story of Eunice Williams attributed to one Charles B. de Saileville, who 
appears to have been fictional, and presumably written by Eunice’s great-grandson, Kanewake-born Eleazer 
Williams, is included here amongst the Mohawk narratives. The editors consider it, as in the case of the story 
of the bell, which they venture Eleazer may also have invented, as having "cultural truth" rather than "historical 
accuracy" (p. 226). Perhaps its real value is that, romanticized as it is and turned into an ecumenical tract, it is 
part of the author’s search for self and acceptance. Eleazer had been sent from Kanewake to Longmeadow, 
Massachusetts, for an education. He renounced Catholicism and became a Congregationalist with a view to 
becoming a minister. Finding that on racist grounds he would be denied a congregation, he then became an 
Episcopalian deacon and missionary to Oneidas relocated to Wisconsin. At some point he fell out with the both 
the Oneidas and the Church. His next gambit was to pass himself off as the lost dauphin of France, having 
grown to manhood safely on an obscure Canadian Indian reserve. 

On the European imperial frontier in North America, French and English not only vied with each other. They 
also entered into relations with aboriginal populations. In the end, European colonial societies expanded; native 
societies were obliterated by disease, military action, and cultural disturbance. Group identities were lost or 
transformed. Englishmen became Americans. Frenchmen became Canadiens. Some Europeans became 



Indians. For mixed-blood people like Eleazer Williams, the search for a place in society could be long, 
bewildering, and bitter. 

As in their superb monograph, Captors and Captive, Haefeli and Sweeney here present a work of relevance to 
the historian of empire and of its legacy. 

NOTES 

[1] Michael K. Foster and William Cowan, eds., In Search of New England’s Native Past: Selected Essays by 
Gordon M. Day (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1998); Frederick Matthew Wiseman, Reclaiming 
the Ancestors: Decolonizing a Taken Prehistory of the Far Northeast (Hanover, Mass.: University Press of New 
England, 2005). 

Dale Miquelon 
University of Saskatchewan 
miquelon@sask.usask.ca 
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Marie-Madeleine Pioche de la Vergne, Comtesse de Lafayette. Zayde: A Spanish Romance. Edited and 
translated by Nicholas D. Paige. The Other Voice in Early Modern Europe Series. Chicago and London: The 
University of Chicago Press, 2006. xxi. + 210 pp. Bibliography and index. $45.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN 0-226- 
46851-8; $18.00 U.S. (pb). ISBN 0-266-46852-6. 

Review by Christie Sample Wilson, St. Edward’s University. 

In his recent translation of Zayde: A Spanish Romance, Nicholas Paige offers the modern reader a glimpse into 
the French romantic tradition of the late seventeenth century. This romance is both "the last great French 
romance" and an attempt to redefine the genre (p. 13). In this tale of love found and love lost, the comtesse de 
Lafayette draws on the long tradition of French romance. She takes her readers on a tour, familiar to a 
seventeenth century audience, of the Mediterranean in stories that are full of intrigue, misunderstanding, 
heroism, and courage. At the same time, she presents the characters in a new way for her readers. Rather than 
focus on the concrete obstacles to love as was tradition among romance writers, Lafayette turns to the interior 
lives of her characters, concentrating instead on their inner struggles. The story evolves in a succession of 
personal tales recounted by each of the main characters about the events in their lives that led them to their 
current situation. As they tell their own stories of romance and romantic frustration, the characters reveal their 
own perspective and interpretation of events, thereby providing a critique of the form of the romance novel as it 
was passing out of vogue in favor of more psychological novels at the end of the seventeenth century. 

The editor’s introduction clearly and succinctly positions the novel within the context of the development of the 
genre of romance novels, and its demise, which was imminent at the time of the writing ofZayde. Lafayette’s 
work, published pseudonymously, was part of a larger effort to reinvigorate the romance novel. This literary 
form was losing its central place as it was increasingly maligned as suitable reading primarily for women, who 
were considered idle and naive readers. Efforts to revive and remake the genre included the work not only of 
the comtesse de Lafayette, but also that of Madeleine de Scud~ry and Marie-Catherine Desjardins, known as 
Madame de Villedieu. In her effort to help the process of reinvigoration, Lafayette’s novel is much shorter than 
the traditional romance novel and is simpler in terms of the number of characters, main and incidental, as well 
as the intricacy of their respective tales. 

Additionally, this novel presents a critique of the form of the romance novel. As a critique of the genre, 
Lafayette’s characters act as they were expected to act in a romance novel, with the expected series of 
infatuations, broken hearts, and interventions of supernatural elements such as prophecies. However, the nature 
of the romantic entanglements and disappointments of the characters in Zayde were focused on the internal 
struggles and insecurities rather than the role of external obstacles and fate. Though simplified by the standards 
of the seventeenth century, for the modern reader the tale is complex. The novel is tightly written in 
comparison to contemporary works. The typical romance was characterized by a dizzying pace of action that 
was explained and contextualized through a subsequent series of flashbacks. By contrast, Lafayette 
dramatically limits the amount of action in her tale. Combined with a relatively small number of incidental 
characters, her story is streamlined and proceeds at a much slower pace. 



The story of Zayde includes love and intrigue, along with courage and heroism. The novel presents the events 
in the romantic lives of three main characters, Consalve, Alphonse, and Zayde, along with those of two related 
characters, Felime and Alamir. Each has loved and been loved, yet was ultimately frustrated by the object of 
affection, or, more precisely, by their own insecurities, j ealousies, or misunderstandings that resulted from their 
infatuation. Consalve and Alphonse find refuge from their pasts in a deserted stretch of the Spanish coast in 
early tenth-century Leon. Each has escaped a failed love affair and sought isolation and anonymity. Having 
been thrown together through happenstance, the two men find two women who have washed ashore after a 
shipwreck, Zayde and Felime. These women are beautiful, particularly Zayde, and mysterious. The women do 
not speak either Spanish or Arabic, which leaves them unable to communicate with their rescuers. Though 
Consalve has sworn off of any further loves, he falls in love with the beautiful Zayde, who, he is certain, pines 
after another love. The plot continues and becomes ever more complicated as the various characters recount 
their stories, become separated, and rediscover one another, finally ending with a rather hurried and happy 
resolution for Consalve and Zayde. 

This romance was written by a woman for a largely female audience in a genre increasingly identified and 
demeaned as feminine in the late seventeenth century; as such, it is a valuable contribution to this series’ 
commitment to the tradition of the "other voice". The series introduction by Margaret L. King and Albert 
Rabil, Jr. succinctly explains the tradition of the other voice. This is the voice that challenged the "first voice" 
of educated men, particularly in the early modern period. The other voice raised questions that confronted the 
long held cultural assumptions about women in Western culture. 

The editors highlight four problems addressed collectively by the authors of the titles in this series: "the 
problem of chastity, the problem of power, the problem of speech, and the problem of knowledge" (p. xxiii). 
Both Lafayette and the story of Zayde represent an invocation against the growing prejudice toward the other 
voice. Lafayette herself represented a challenge to the reigning expectations that women would refrain from 
excessive speech, be unable to exercise significant power, or be well educated. As a member of the French 
aristocracy, Comtesse de Lafayette was both well educated and powerful. She had power through her position 
in the traditional aristocracy, as well as a result of her connections with the court of Louis XIV. She also had 
some independence by virtue of the fact that she was not fully integrated into the increasingly complex and 
regimented life of the court. 

Lafayette herself had risen to the traditional aristocracy due to the advantageous marriages of both her mother 
and herself. Marie-Madeleine became the comtesse de Lafayette and began to act accordingly, moving to her 
husband’ s estate, while maintaining her ties to Paris and its literary culture. In time she took the unusual step of 
remaining in Paris, even when the comte de Lafayette returned to the ancestral home. Here she was an active 
participant in the salon culture of the mid-seventeenth century, where she was recognized as a leading figure. It 
was in this environment where she wrote both Zayde and her more celebrated novel, the Princess of ClOves. As 
a woman living independently and having such a public life, Lafayette represented a challenge to all of the 
problems identified by the volume editors in their introduction. The aristocratic Lafayette, who served as maid 
of honor to the queen mother and whose close friend wed the dauphin, did not represent a rebellion against all 
of the social norms of her age. Her life and accomplishments do, however, shed light on the ways in which 
women, restricted by a significant and sometimes rigid set of social expectations, could create pathways to 
power and knowledge. 

Both the life of Lafayette and those of her characters represent subtle challenges to the expectations of the 
seventeenth century in the tradition of the other voice. The very publication of the novel, at once traditional and 
innovative, was an invocation against the growing prejudice against the romance novel as a form that was 
quintessentially feminine, and, therefore, less substantive and serious than the emerging realism, a genre 
identified with male characteristics. 

With regard to the problems identified by the series editors, Lafayette and her feminine characters represent 
women such as herself who challenge the conventional ideas of how proper women protected their reputation 
for chastity and reveal ways in which women, excluded from traditional pathways to power, managed to exert 



significant influence over people and events through their cunning, beauty, and virtue. The female characters in 
Zayde also behave in ways that are at once socially correct and powerful. Zayde and Felime were not passive in 
their relationships with their loves or others who would control them. These women variously gained and 
disavowed the affections of men who were aristocratic and well placed to provide security and social status to 
their loves. The women showed themselves willing and able to manipulate a complex variety of circumstances 
and expectations in order to achieve the desirable end of their own choosing, whether they sought true affection 
or social prestige. 

For the historian this translation offers some interesting possibilities for teaching about both the issues 
surrounding the tradition of the other voice as well as the intricacies of the evolving court life under Louis XIV. 
The stories of Consalve and Alphonse both have as central elements the delicate and changing relationship 
between the monarchy and the leading aristocrats of the realm. Traditional historiography has long grappled 
with the question of the relationship between king and aristocracy during the reign of Louis XIV, and the past 
twenty years have seen an outpouring of publications that offer increasingly nuanced analyses of the balance of 
power and patterns of dependence and domination between the crown and aristocracy. The stories of these 
characters in the novel give a sense of the relationship of the aristocracy, particularly the traditional sword 
nobility, with the monarchy. 

The novel, while set in a very different time and place, was written by a woman who in many ways represented 
the past, in terms of her literary genre as well as her social position. The first part Zayde was published in 1670 
and was set in the princely courts of Spain at a time when the court in her own home was transformed under the 
personal rule of Louis XIV. In the experiences of Consalve in particular, Lafayette provides glimpses into the 
complex relationships of the court. These include those between the king and the heir to the throne, and those 
between the pretenders to power, in the case of this tale, the heir to the throne and the heir to one of the 
powerful counts of Castile. Finally, it gives insight into the power that the queen herself could exercise. 
Though fictional, the interactions and considerations of these characters highlight the collaborative nature of 
ruling and the degree to which the monarch relied on the cooperation of his nobles, both at court and in battle, 
even in a monarchy with pretensions to absolutism. 

Lafayette herself was an example of the continued power of the traditional aristocracy. She was part of the 
sword nobility through her marriage to the comte, but was not fully integrated into the life of the court. Her 
social position and literary career represented the continuation of a degree independence from the court at a time 
when Louis XIV was trying to increase his control over the nobility in a variety of ways. 

The efforts of Paige to produce a translation of this uncommon, yet important, novel provide another good 
option for teaching in a form that is accessible to the advanced undergraduate. The novel will certainly be 
useful in courses on women’s history. It can also serve as an introduction to the principles and intricacies of life 
at court in the seventeenth century. While it does not provide specific information, in a general course it could 
well serve to introduce students to the intricate power relationships between men and women as well as between 
monarchy and aristocracy in a format that is accessible and entertaining. For the student who needs to 
understand the general principles of the early modern French state without being overwhelmed by the 
intricacies of the relationships between king and noble, Zayde provides an intriguing window into this world of 
power and intrigue. 

Christie S. Wilson 
St. Edward’s University 
christiw@stedwards, edu 
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Matthew L. Jones, The Good Life in the Scientific Revolution: Descartes, Pascal, Leibniz, and the Cultivation of 
Virtue. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006. xvii + 384 pp. Bibliography and index. $27.50 U.S. 
(pb). ISBN 978-0-226-40955-9. 

Review by Michael Wolfe, Pennsylvania State University--Altoona. 

"Better living through mathematics" might make a good advertising slogan for Matthew Jones’ very interesting 
new book if Madison Avenue handled its marketing. Serious-minded and well-reasoned, this important study 
unpacks intellectual history the old-fashioned and still quite worthwhile way by focusing on context and close 
expfication du texte. As theological controversies raged and scholastic Aristotelianism declined, new directions 
of thought based on mathematical reasoning developed in seventeenth-century elite culture in an effort to 
formulate new epistemic foundations upon which to base rational thought and moral choice. With the exception 
of Sir Isaac Newton, who curiously wins only slight mention in the odd note, no three intellects stand out more in 
this crucial proj ect of early modern philosophy than Ren~ Descartes, Blaise Pascal, and Gottfried Wilhelm 
Leibniz. [1 ] Their respective innovations in mathematics and metaphysical philosophy, as Jones carefully 
demonstrates in his fascinating analysis, held critical implications for humanity’s capacity to remedy its faults 
and thus pave the way for a life of virtue. 

In lesser hands, this story might devolve into a clumsy dialect, with Descartes and Pascal staking out antithetical 
positions on humanity’s potential for perfection--one brimming with hope and the other decidedly not--with 
Leibnitz arriving as the all-crucial synthesizer who set the stage for the measured optimism of the eighteenth- 
century Enlightenment. In a nutshell, however, that is essentially where the argument goes. The book opens with 
two chapters on Descartes, focusing on lesser-known texts such as the GOometrie (1637). Jones reminds us of the 
profound influences the Jesuits had on Descartes, who studied under them at La Fl~che; indeed, he presents the 
genesis of Cartesian rationalism in the broader context of Catholic Reformation theology. In the spirit of Loyola, 
Descartes enj oined individuals to steel their minds and thus prepare their souls with the bracing discipline of 
rigorous mathematical exercise. Individuals habituated to these new modes of deductive reasoning cultivated the 
discernment necessary to choose among philosophical doctrines and practices in order to pursue the good life or 
honnOtet& Though couched in the language of geometric proof, Descartes’ vision of honnOtet~ cleaved closely to 
the Neostoic views then popular in erudite circles of his day. [3] 

Descartes hoped his method of clear thinking would lead to educational reform that replaced mindless rote 
procedures of calculation with the habits of rational insight and moral discrimination gained through mindful 
practice of his new mathematics. He influenced Oratorians and Port Royal thinkers to devise new pedagogies 
based on elementary geometry. Even as it later lost its philosophical cache, Cartesianism thus became 
institutionalized in French school curricula to exert a powerful effect on subsequent generations of boys and, 
eventually, girls. It is doubtful Descartes would have been pleased with this outcome, for his famous subjectivist 
solution to the problems of knowledge sought to cultivate independent minds, not ratio-centric conformists. [4] 
The key to finding agreement among such liberated clear thinkers was to base all knowledge, be it intuitive or 



deductive, upon evidence on which the new mathematics compelled subjective individuals to agree. Descartes 
turned to classical rhetoric--particularly the notion of ingenium--as interpreted by scholastic thinkers to persuade 
his readers to embrace in their imaginations the "clear and distinct" knowledge proposed by algebraic 
calculations. [5] For Descartes, the new mathematics became folded into the arts of mimesis to describe a 
material reality that was inherently mechanical and mathematically demonstrable to the mind. But contradictions 
persisted as the liberating new rhetoric and psychological subj ectivism Descartes promoted effectively 
undermined the intellectual underpinnings of Tridentine theology, which sought to reaffirm the church’s 
magisterium, not individual consciousness, as the touchstone for determining truth and the "good life." 

Blaise Pascal wrestled with many of the same problems of faith and physics but arrived at radically different 
solutions. As he does with Descartes, Jones situates Pascal in a vibrant milieu of fellow thinkers, whose works he 
read and with whom he often conversed. Based on these exchanges, Pascal, too, thought good mathematics 
exercises the mind; but rather than reveal "clear and distinct" ideas to the skeptic, it enhanced one’s ability to 
relate apparently disparate objects through a multiplicity of expressions. Instead of empowering individual 
subj ectivity to arrive at certain truth, Pascal concluded that mathematical reasoning led honnOtes hommes to 
recognize and accept the limits of humanity’ s ability to know ultimate reality. The human intellect represented an 
amalgam of what Pascal called the mathematical mind (esprit de gOometrie), the sound mind (esprit de justice), 
and the intuitive mind (esprit de finesse), as he sketched out in his celebrated PensOes. Although God structured 
the universe in mathematical forms, mathematics did not vouchsafe the underlying causes behind its operation. 
That which we dimly perceived could never be ultimately known, as mathematics revealed rather than bridged 
the ineffable, awful distance between humanity and God. [6] Where algebraic geometry led Descartes to discern 
"clear and distinct" knowledge, Pascal’s celebrated arithmetical triangle opened up an unlimited proliferation of 
numerical relationships that forced the individual to keep in mind many principles without reducing or confusing 
them. Unlike Descartes, who called for mathematics to replace propositions explained by language, Pascal 
emphasized the paucity of the linguistic expressions used to relate these numerical relationships. 

Descartes and Pascal parted company less on mathematics and more on differences over the nature of language. 
Pascal’s ferocious attack in his Lettresprovinciales on Jesuit scholastic philosophers and rhetoricians, upon 
whom Descartes relied so heavily, turned on their fallacious confusion of nominal definitions of essences with 
demonstrable propositions about them. The result, epitomized in the Jesuits’ casuistical science of probabilism, 
was both hubris and delusion, not knowledge, however limited and artificial it might be. A nominal definition for 
Pascal served simply as a heuristic that modeled rather than captured the essence of the object it defined, be it a 
number, line, time, space, or God. The ensuing connections produced between objects of mathematics and of 
nature found their fullest expression for Pascal in the existence of the two infinities--one of greatness, one of 
smallness--between which individuals, like tiny "thinking reeds" (Pens&s, frag. 347), bent to contemplate but 
not fully comprehend all that lies beyond human reason. If properly used, mathematics enables us to see the 
unutterable disproportion between our yearning desire and paltry ability to know ultimate truths, a paradoxical 
condition that Pascal likened to the monstrous. Given our existential condition, Pascal concluded, we really strive 
for consolation, not certainty, in the search for a good life. Such solace could only be found in doctrines that 
captured this paradox by pointing to forms of understanding beyond reason. For Pascal, touched to the core after 
his famous night of fire, only the mysteries of Christianity offered hope in the face of the abyss mathematics 
revealed. 

The problem of whether the symbolic expressions found in language and mathematics could ever constitute 
legitimate knowledge formed the Holy Grail which Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz believed he found with the 
invention of his calculus. Whereas Pascal saw proliferating mathematical relationships among obj ects in an 
infinite universe, Leibniz discovered in his quadrature of the circle a means of expressing an infinite series-- 
triangles in the case of squaring the circle--as a progressive ratio rather than a fixed numerical quantity. Although 
Leibniz still insisted upon the symbolic character of these expressions, he thought that knowing the rule or 
rationes behind such progressions enabled properly trained individuals to intuit simultaneously many complex 
truths "clearly and distinctly" without the extraneous calculations necessitated by Descartes’ method of 
geometrical construction. The calculus thus served as a "transmutative heuristic" (p. 177) that augmented the 
human deficiencies that Pascal considered both natural and immutable. Leibniz, on the other hand, saw his form 
of reducing an infinite series to a formula of value as the key to realizing the old Platonic dream of discovering 



the universal harmony inherent in the seemingly discordant diversity of phenomenal reality, the metaphysics of 
which he later explored in his Monadology (1714). Leibniz fervently believed society could be greatly improved 
if diverse perspectives could be harmonized into a unified form of comprehension. Past causes for human 
conflict and misery could be overcome and the way paved for a new harmonious Christian Europe. A novel, 
more powerful system of symbolic notation in mathematics thus became necessary, predicated on expressing a 
perspective from which one could see all at once. 

Leibniz spent many years exploring the rich literature on perspective--in particular optical games and machines-- 
to understand more fully the underlying natural laws and rules expressed in the calculus. His stated goal was to 
devise a "compendium," as he called it, of all the various representational techniques that communicated (and 
thus reconciled) many, many different things together into one expression. Although Leibniz conceded humans 
could still not obtain intuitive knowledge of complex things, they could through these means at least gain partial 
knowledge of their essences. In doing so, humans did not begin to see the world as God, who alone possessed all 
possible views simultaneously. Indeed, Leibniz used the analogy of bird’ s-eye views of cityscapes, which 
enabled one to regard a town from various sides, to clarify the differences between divine and human knowledge. 
The accumulation of human insights over time represented a vital, yet still meager, portion of all the necessarily 
infinite possibilities (and thus perspectives) available to God. While humans cannot become God-like, they 
worship God most fittingly when they strive to understand more fully (though never completely) the beauty of 
creation, its harmonies, and its underlying rules as expressed in modern science. Such an understanding based on 
improved formal systems of reasoning will bring about human improvement, Leibniz argued as he labored long 
and hard on devising inventories to aid experimental investigation and discovery. In the process, he made a 
number of singular contributions to Cameralist theory and practice, for Leibniz was both a utopian dreamer and a 
technocrat avant la lettre. 

Matthew Jones offers a very rich and intricate exploration of the critical philosophical roots of modernity. He 
reminds us that the new forms of mathematical reasoning in the Scientific Revolution--the algebraic geometry of 
Descartes, the arithmetical triangle of Pascal, and Leibniz’s accounts of differential and integral calculus-- 
redefined in sometimes hopeful, sometimes disquieting ways humanity’s capacity to know its own nature and the 
wider reality beyond it. The possibility--if not the urgency--of such knowledge bore directly on the moral choices 
humanity had to make if it ever hoped to cultivate virtue and realize a good life. Looking back from the early 
twenty-first century, we may with dismay be tempted to conclude that the new science promised too much. 

NOTES 

[1] Although it appeared after Jones’ book went to press, the essays in Conal Condren, Stephen Gaukroger, and 
Ian Hunter, eds., The Philosopher in Early Modern Europe: The Nature of a Contested ldentity (Cambridge, 
U.K. and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), focus on the themes of self-cultivation and personal 
subj ectivity (persona) in the work of a number of other important early modern thinkers. 

[2] See, in particular, Gerhard Oestreich, Neostoicism and the Early Modern State, trans. David McLintock 
(Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Mark Morford, Stoics andNeostoics: Rubens and the 
Circle of Lipsius (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1991); and the essays in J.-P Moreau, ed., Le 

sto~cisme au XVIe et au XVIIe siOcle (Paris: Albin Michel, 1999). 

[3] In this respect, as he fully acknowledges, Jones builds upon the seminal work of Stephen Gaukroger, 
particular his Cartesian Logic: An Essay on Descartes’s Conception of Inference (Oxford, U.K. and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989). 

[4] See Frangois Azouvi, Descartes et la France: Histoire d’une passion nationale (Paris: F ayard, 2001). 

[5] Part of this crucial change occurred as a result of the shifting ontology of number, an aspect that Jones does 
not perhaps sufficiently stress. See on this subj ect the recent essay by Rivka Feldhay, "Mathematical Entities in 
Scientific Discourse: Paulus Guldin and His Dissertatio de Motu Terrae," in Lorraine Daston, ed., Biographies 



of Scientific Objects (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 42-66. 

[6] Still worth reading on this subject is Lucien Goldmann’s Le Dieu cachO. Etude sur la vision tragique dans les 
PensOes de Pascal et dans le thOdtre de Racine (Paris: Gallimard, 1983), originally published in 1959. 

[7] John Locke, while not employing mathematics, also raised questions about the reality and stability of words. 

See Hannah Dawson’s study, Locke, Language andEarly-Modern Philosophy (Cambridge, U.K. and New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007). 

Michael Wolfe 
Pennsylvania State University--Altoona 
mww4~ s~. ed~ 
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Author’s Book Announcement 

I am delighted to announce the publication of my book: 

The Counts of Laval. Culture, Patronage and Religion in Fifteenth- and 
Sixteenth-Century France 

Aldershot : Ashgate, 2007 

Hardback - ISBN-13:9780754658115 - 755 

Synopsis: 

The Lavals were one of the most important families in late medieval France, 

rising to a position of unsurpassed eminence by the mid sixteenth century. Yet, 
at the very point where they reached this position of unrivalled importance, 

all was put at risk by the dual challenges of dynastic failure and the 

Reformation. The vagaries of dynastic failure threatened their hard won success 

and these problems were compounded by the decision of crucial members of the 
family to support Protestantism in the middle of the century. By the end of the 

sixteenth century the fortunes of the family were in ruins and the brief 

eminence of Lavals in western France was over. 

This monograph offers a fresh look at several of the critical questions facing 
historians of late medieval and early modern France. It re-examines the 
clientage of a rising and enterprising family and explores the cultural 
patronage of a noble court. The book also provides a new insight into the 
nature of noble Protestantism, notably analysing the connections between 
nobles, patterns of family loyalty and religious conviction. Finally, it 
considers the events of wars of religion in western France from the perspective 
of a noble leadership that simultaneously played a vital role in sustaining the 
cause and did much to undermine it. This latter issue is examined in particular 
through the analysis of the relationship between the houses of Laval and Rohan, 
two Protestant families with shared loyalties but with rival dynastic 
ambitions. 

This study is based on a complete re-examination of the archive base in both 

Paris and the west of France and in English archives. For many centuries the 
destruction of the archives of the family of Laval during the French Revolution 

has prevented historians from undertaking a serious study of the family. 
Indeed, this book is the first monograph to be published on the Comtes de Laval 

since the manuscript volume written by Le Blanc de La Vignole in the 

seventeenth century. At the same time it engages with the historiography of 

both French and Anglo-Saxon historiographical traditions. 

~)s :iiwww.ashgatc.comis ?isbn=0%207540%205811%202 

Dr Malcolm Walsby 
Reformation Studies Institute 
School of History 
University of St Andrews 
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H-France Forum 

Volume 2, Issue 4 (Fall 2007), No. 3 

Christian Jouhaud, Sauver le Grand-Sibcle ? PrOsence et transmission du passO. Paris: l~ditions du Seuil, 2007. 
315 pp. 23.00 Euros (pb.). ISBN 9-78-20203-76266. 

Review Essay by Orest Ranum, The John Hopkins University. 

Christian Jouhaud’s Sauver le Grand-Sibcle is written as a variant on the sub-genre of history whose purpose is 
to breathe life into what is perceived by the author as an enfeebled concept or chronological period that is being 
neglected by both readers and writers. His work is a variant in the sense that writers plead in favor of a concept 
or period pretty much as they or it is usually taken to mean. But Jouhaud does not like the term "GrandSibcle," 
because it connotes an authoritarian, bellicose, and culturally warped reign (my terms) that at least since the late 
eighteenth century has been evoked to legitimate right-wing policies. 

His task, therefore, is twofold: discern or open doors to a seventeenth century that is admirable for being more 
humane, disinclined to war, and endowed with a more pluralistic culture that is not centered on a royal court. 

Implicit throughout the book is the presumption of today’s increasing ignorance about the seventeenth century, 
which functions to sustain a quite emotional, almost sentimental attitude that fosters a search for authenticity in 
the past that is little known or forgotten. No non-French observer has much legitimacy to challenge this 
presumption, but it ought to be recognized for what it is, a powerful aiguillon toward anecdotes drawn from 
seventeenth-century sources, of the type later found in romans de gare and histoirespopulaires. I believe 
Jouhaud is right about the grandpubfic’ s implicit choices for reading - almost always laden with human interest, 
fairs divers, personal tragedy, and identification with victims. 

The principal theoretical theme in Christian Jouhaud’s books up to now has been the emphasis on writing and 
speaking as forms of action. In societies where analytical philosophy and rhetoric are frequently found in college 
courses, the point seems almost obvious; but such was certainly not the case for historians in France during the 
decades after World War II when functionalist social sciences held sway in the universities. Jouhaud returns to 
the point here (p. 87) but this book is centered on the question of how the past may be reconstituted in the 
present. Being able to answer a question about a play by Moli~re on the Jeu de Mille Euros is a form of pastness- 
in-the-present that cannot be disparaged; but this is not the type of past-presentness that satisfies. Jouhaud calls 
upon so many testimonies on this issue that all cannot be presented here, but to facilitate the reading of this 
review, I shall give the page number after introducing a testimonial or source for comment. 

Such familiar thinkers as Walter Benj amin, Paul Ricoeur, Jacques Ronci~re, and Roland Barthes are brought 
together to testify, each in his own way and in somewhat obscure prose, that the past is (sic) and can be part of 
the present. The fact that history in French is often written in the present tense is almost stated (p. 17), but the 
ramifications from this epistemological setting are not explored to propose a presentist conceptual framework 



grounded in the French language as it is used to write history - a missed opportunity. This also results in a very 
weak and vague concept of history. History can be almost any writing about the past as brought into the present. 
Let me state a more formal definition: History is a sustained, analytical narrative grounded on archival and/or 
literary sources, evaluated and presented through the apparent or subsumed understanding of the most recent 
narratives and authoritative narratives on the same theme. 

An exploration of the psychological dimensions of the problem of how the past can become or remain present is 
centered on individual (M. de Certeau), rather than collected (e.g.M. Halbwachs, Pierre Nora) approaches. The 
metaphor (and historical fact!) regarding Louis XIV’s entrance into Marseille in 1660 through a breach in the 
walls rather than a city gate puts strong emphasis on intention, again individual, as something to be brought up to 
consciousness, a past unknown but that can be brought to the present. De Certeau’ s brilliant analytical sensibility 
yields a sense of history (p. 206) that is not only largely private, but also perhaps not communicable to others, 
despite its humanist foundations. Interesting as all this is, it has little bearing on the more collective and not- 
conscious (a term preferred by Philippe Ari~s) past-present nexus that would have to be brought to bear in the 
creation of a different GrandSiOcle. Still, there is some congruence between what de Certeau expounds and the 
thought of the art historian Pierre Charpentrat (p. 231) regarding the forgotten past which is remembered as 
forgotten, a past in the present that cannot be remembered, but its present forgotten-ness remains. This reviewer 
finds this reflection very thoughtful and true. 

Until Voltaire, the notion ofsiOcle, and of Louis XIV, had remained pretty much the way Charles Perrault had 
first stated it, that is, essentially in poetic and short-essay form to expound the comparison between the great 
ancients in letters, arts, and sciences, and the French moderns. The SiOcle de Louis XIVwas not entitled 
"History" by the author, who in the subtitle describes it as an "essay" (p. 46). The first written work that 
contained political, military, and cultural history, the concept of the SiOcle..., as the Century, also strengthened 
when it followed ancient Greece, ancient Rome, and Medicean Florence as the fourth great age in what would 
eventually be characterized as Western Civilization. Jouhaud is right to point out the gossipy reference technique 
of thephilosophe, an indication that, despite innovation, respect for the ars historica principles of privileging 
eyewitness sources still had some influence, although Voltaire is frequently ironic and tendentious when 
commenting on sources. 

At the time Voltaire was writing, how well-known was Eugene de Savoy’s lack of interest in women? (p. 51) 
There may be wit here, or a wink at "those who know" at the expense of those who do not. The cue about the 
battle is an anecdote, as the ancients, especially Tacitus, characterized the term. An anecdote is a minor incident 
with major consequences. It may merely be personal animosity or affection, or a door left unlocked on the Day of 
the Dupes. S. Uomini’s Cultures historiques dans la France du XVIIe siOcle (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1998) includes 
an account of Varillas’s disgrace from the world of the Orudits for having invented anecdotes. Varillas simply 
wished to liven up his narrative. A parody of such an anecdote would be: had Cleopatra’s nose been shorter, 
Rome would not have declined (France-Inter, June 4, 2007). Jouhaud does not discuss the meaning of 
"anecdote," but readers will notice that his presentation of excerpts from Marie Du Bois’s MOmoires, the word is 
used to characterize emotion-filled incidents, not unlike the fairs divers of a newspaper. Had Jouhaud remained 
true to the ancient meaning and selected his anecdotes for their great import, the book might have yielded a more 
complex and original Grand-SiOcle. The word "Otrange" appears frequently throughout the book, a device used 
to stimulate attention and suggest that there is an unknowable, perhaps bizarre or even scary past that awaits 
being brought into the present. 

When Jouhaud attempts to go beyond quoting and commenting in philosophical language, the results are at best 
thin. An example is his remark about the lack of utility for some facts that Voltaire provides about the Fronde. 
Deemed useless because they are not in the present: the tautology is apparent. How can facts not be useful or 
present if Jouhaud is writing about them? Is it not the historian who makes facts useful and present? This 
suggestion that facts can be effective on their own raises other questions that cannot be framed in the language of 
utility. 

After noting that Pascal is so much more than a writer, Jouhaud comments upon him as a writer and does not 
quote his thoughts about the relationship between past and present. Certainly not a typical seventeenth-century 



individual, Pascal nonetheless belongs to that century and very much to the present as well. He is nearly the only 
presence about whom Jouhaud has no strong reservations.Jouhaud recognizes the force of the Jansenist presence 
but considers it as closed in upon itself. When he comes to the memories of the Camisard atrocities that are still 
very present, as Philippe Joutard has shown, Jouhaud notes that there is a relation between that presence and the 
charitable welcoming of the persecuted; but again, as with Jansenism, the Camisard historical presence lacks a 
more extensive, or perhaps more diffusible, past in the present. 

These two examples of a strong presence of a past in the present, but lacking something, might have prompted 
Jouhaud to reflect upon the alternate values of a culture constituted of numberless strong presences, each with its 
own living past yet all living together, versus a mass culture; but he does not. To this reviewer, a disciple of 
Montesquieu, the phantasmagoric impulses toward extending and deepening the national culture since the 
Jacobins have certainly enriched the overall historical experience of the nation, but none has been sufficiently 
strong to destroy a pluralistic society grounded on various pasts such as the Jansenist, Provengal, Socialist, etc. A 
conglomerate can be a very curious and solid rock. 

Jouhaud’s evocation of Paul B~nichou’s Morales du Grand SiOcle (Paris, 1948) and his Le Sacre de l ’Ecrivain, 
1750-1830 (Paris, 1973) might have prompted deeper engagement with such remarkable insights as the 
relationship between ideas and intentionality as refracted in the past-present equation; but it does not. The 
medieval heroic idea of the Cid as brought to life by Corneille is a brilliant illustration of what Jouhaud seems to 
be searching. And B~nichou believed, yes believed, that this heroic idea could be made present again in the 
1930s, and that it would weaken the weight of the "machine sociale." Great pedagogue that he was, B~nichou 
lets the reader infer that the past, not philosophy, is about all we have to reinvent present moral action. 

If Voltaire pioneered the inclusion of the arts and letters into the French historical narrative, Alphonse Feillet 
brought famine, the peasantry, and working conditions into the same narrative. After his La MisOre pendant la 
Fronde, which appeared in 1862, no general history of France of any seriousness could be published without 
some attention to the basic conditions of life for the overwhelming maj ority of the population. From Jouhaud’s 
perspective, if I understand it, Germinal- not Feillet’s remarkable book - would have the necessary purchase on 
the present as bearer of the past. The only equivalent from the seventeenth century might be Callot’ s MisOres de 
la Guerre, Michel Serre’s great painting of the plague of 1720 in Marseille, or the Le Nains’ peasants - 
perceived as poor although historians know they were fairly well-off. 

Is Bremond fair to Ranch’s actual devotional message when he attributes to him the rejection of Tradition? One 
of the difficulties in the essay approach, as developed in Jouhaud’s book, is that it results in the restatement of 
conclusions that are often (not always!) more nuanced than in their original authorial frame. Bremond’s authority 
is enormous, yet A.J. Krailsheimer found it necessary to spend several years of research on Ranch, not merely 
because of Bremond’s views, surely, but as a result of the complexity of Ranch’s place in Western cultural 
spirituality. The rejection of Tradition is so often a starting place in the reform of the Church, but not an end 
point. 

Many historians sooner or later are tempted to transmit their sources directly to the reader with only somewhat 
modernized spelling and punctuation to make them more accessible. This has become characteristic of Le Roy- 
Ladurie’s works since Montaillou. Here Jouhaud does fundamentally the same, using excerpts from the 
MOmoires of Marie Du Bois, a long-serving gentilhomme de la chambre under both Louis XIII and Louis XIV, 
and an ambitiously pious neighbor in the small communities of Montoire-sur-Loir and Couture (Loir-et-Cher). 
Jouhaud quotes Du Bois at length to permit readers a direct experience of the past being brought into the present. 
The passages are all very interesting, and they enhance the reader’ s understanding of court culture, royal 
personalities, father-son relations, and social ambitions, in synthesis with Tridentine pious (not charitable) work 
in the villages where Du Bois was one of the coqs. In effect, his pious activities are repudiated by his neighbors. 

Du Bois brings Moli~re’s Orgon to mind almost immediately, though he does not seem obsessed by sex. His 
constant overt allusions to devotional writings, saints’ days and lives, infused with his personal life, may well 
have made Du Bois insufferable to live around--so much so, perhaps, that Louis XIV laughed at him (p. 184) 
when Du Bois announced his retirement. Cruel as the Sun King’s laughter was, and about this there can be no 



doubt, Du Bois may have laid on his pious discourse so heavily that, in a post-Tartuffe climate, laughter could be 
the only response on the part of the most polite of all kings. 

The excerpts from Du Bois could prompt pages and pages of questions and analysis from this reviewer; but 
Jouhaud’s own enthusiasm for this text is sufficient to confirm its success in bringing the past into the present for 
a historian of seventeenth-century France. But what about the reader who has very little seventeenth-century past 
in his present? Strong emotional responses there would certainly be to the almost Erlkonig narrative (also, the 
Bicycle Thieves) about a father and his young son riding in the cold; and to Bossuet’s complete moral failure to 
intervene to stop Montausier from rapping the Dauphin’s knuckles. But what else? I fear that Jouhaud’s proj ect 
would yield no more of a revised Grand-SiOcle than a new film of The Three Musketeers. This result would be 
much less successful than what Third-Republic lyc&ns learned. A chapter on the techniques used by historians 
and novelists from Voltaire to Goubert to bring the seventeenth-century past into the present might have 
advanced Jouhaud’s purpose more than the excerpts from Du Bois. 

Not a single woman is considered for Jouhaud’s past-into-present pantheon, neither as author nor as actor. Is the 
Grande Mademoiselle too obvious? Her escapades during the Fronde and her affair with Lauzun give her strong 
credentials for the concours of Romantic authentic anecdotes. Or perhaps Liselotte von der Pfalz, an engaging, 
highly intelligent and perceptive observer of the Grand SiOcle! 

Nor is there anyone truly artful at gaining power and wielding it for its own sake or for some higher purpose. The 
political is such an important part of the self (Aristotle) that any proj ect for bringing a past more into the present 
ought to include it. Strong candidates who both wrote and acted would be Sully, Turenne, and Vauban. Not Retz. 
Madame de Chevreuse? Not enough of her correspondence has survived to make her an interesting political 
survivor without help from fiction. Every fifty years or so, the triangulation of the ethical, of extraordinary 
political intelligence, and of the past, yields a great synthesis (Ch~ruel, Meinecke, W.F. Church, B~nichou). 

Jouhaud has accomplished what he proposed to do. He has presented a congeries of critical comments and 
sources which would yield a new Grand-SiOcle. He has kept in mind the pursuit of the popular reader by an 
emphasis on human interest and emotion. This book about what another book might be about is nonetheless quite 
personal and inward-looking; it will not, in this reviewer’s opinion, influence other historians’ writings about the 
GrandSiOcle. Were Jouhaud to write it himself, the results would be path-breaking. He is a formidable close 
reader, a technique abandoned by French historians when they began to frame their findings in the discourses of 
social science. As reader-critic, he has broken down walls in French historiography, and nothing could be more 
welcome. The more Grand-SiOcles the better. 

Four pedantic points follow, so unimportant that they ought not to clutter my comment: 
Du Bois seems to say (p. 63) that Ch~teauneufwas relieved of the seals in 1648. Mor~ri says that this 

occurred on February 25, 1633. He became garde des sceaux again on March 2, 1650, and was again relieved of 
the seals on April 3, 1651. Du Bois’s apparent confusion of one disgrace with another suggests that he was 
writing from memory, possibly months or years after the fact. The king’s lesser householders may not have been 
all that familiar with the high politics of the royal council. 

Richelieu’s so-called M~moires are the ~paves of a history of the reign of Louis XIII, not of Richelieu’s 
ministry (p. 244). 

As I recall, there was a bust of Louis XIII over theporte d’honneur at Richelieu’s new chateau at Richelieu 
(p. 294)? And there was a great room designated as the chambre du roi? 

Finally, as I read about theje (p. 93) as it might be said by a king, the use of the first person plural - nous - 
immediately came to mind. To my knowledge, no historian has studied precisely when the royal nous was used. I 
recall Louis XIII writing to Richelieu about the accommodation between his infant son and himself. He says: "Je 
lui ai donn~ des babioles .... " 

Orest Ranum 
The Johns Hopkins University 

~cs.com 
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Reviewed for H-Ideas by Jan Ruzicka, Department of International Politics, University of Wales, Aberystwyth 

This is an opus magnum not only in terms of how the book presents its central character, Alexis de Tocqueville, but also because the 
book was in the making over the span of an entire academic career. The author, Hugh Brogan, a retired research professor in the 
History Department of the University of Essex, first began to study Tocqueville in the late 1950s at Cambridge and continued during a 
research stay at Yale University. There were two early outcomes of his efforts. In 1966, Brogan wrote an introduction to _The Ancien 
R~gime and the French Revolution_, and seven years later he published a tiny biography, _Tocqueville_ (1973). Brogan was said to 
be working on a larger Tocquevillean project, but it took a backseat partly to his other preoccupations (political historiography of the 
United States) and especially because of the restrictions to access the Tocqueville family archives. Brogan wrote occasional articles 
and book chapters about Tocqueville, coedited with Anne P. Ke! 
rr correspondence between Tocqueville and one of his close English friends Nassau Senior (_Correspondence et Conversations 
d’Alexis de Tocqueville et Nassau William Senior_ [1991]), and fully resumed research on the present volume only in 2000. 

The result is an excellent biography of Tocqueville, which has no equivalent in English. There are several introductory portraits of this 
French nobleman thinker and politician (e.g, Larry Siedentop, _Tocqueville_ [1994]); however, these are mostly limited in scope with 
a strong focus on his major books, but not much about the author himself. 
The only comparable biography is that of Andr~ Jardin, _Tocqueville: A Biography_, which is a translation from French, published 
twenty years ago. There are overlaps, of course, and, on several occasions, Brogan refers approvingly to Jardin’s book, but his own 
work surpasses it in the wealth of covered material as well as the ability to use the most recent research on Tocqueville. 

The volume is divided into two books of roughly the same size. There does not appear to be a clear reason for the division. The first 
book, "Young Tocqueville," starts well before the year of Tocqueville’s birth 
(1805) and finishes with the publication of the second part of_Democracy in America_ (1840). It, therefore, covers much more than 
"young" Tocqueville: growing up during the Bourbon restoration, a regime his father served ably as a prefect; law education and the 
years in the judicial system, where he met his close friend Gustave de Beaumont; the revolution of 1830 and the way it affected the 
supporters of the restoration; and Tocqueville’s two campaigns for the Chamber of Deputies, the second of which was successful in 
1839. The core of the first book, however, is the journey to the United States that Tocqueville undertook with Beaumont in 1831-32. 
The account of their travels in America and the profound influence they had on Tocqueville is certainly among the most captivating 
and enjoyable passages in this book. America is at center stage also on the return from the journey as Brogan pays close attention to 
the writings that came out of the visit: 
Beaumont and Tocqueville’s report on American prisons, _Systbme p~nitentiaire_ (1833) ("a remarkable book" [p. 224]); 
Tocqueville’s first part of_Democracy in America_ (1835) ("the greatest book ever written on the United States" [p. 278]); 
Beaumont’s novel _Marie_ (1835) ("full of the particulars and the living movement which Tocqueville omitted" [p. 294]); and 
Tocqueville’s second part of_Democracy in America_ (1840) ("above all a highly personal book" [p. 359]). And, just as Tocqueville’s 
_Democracy in America_ is as much about the United States as it is about France, Brogan’s narrative wonderfully places its origins 
within France of the 1830s. 

The next two decades are the subject of the biography’s second book, "Monsieur de Tocqueville." The discussion of Tocqueville’s 
career as a deputy shows his less appealing political attitudes, such as strong nationalism. More important, it allows Brogan to capture 
Tocqueville’s growing preoccupation with order and support for the Orleanist regime ("He took fright in a particular way as soon as he 
sensed that the July Monarchy, dedicated to the protection of property, was in danger" [p. 
414]). At the same time, he was able to recognize some of the problems of the regime and, with foresight, warned against the 
revolution. The revolution, which occurred shortly thereafter in February 1848, is the central feature of the second book. Brogan 
presents excellent chapters on Tocqueville and French politics in Paris as well as in his home region of the Manche during tumultuous 



February and June 1848. That he was enthusiastically elected into the new Constituent Assembly, where he helped to craft the 
republican constitution, suggests a lot about Tocqueville’s independent streak but also the limits of the revolution. 
Tocqueville was further convinced about the necessity of restoring order, especially by countering demands of workers in Paris. He 
wrote to a political supporter in the Manche: "’this is not about political reforms, but about property, family, civilization, in short 
everything that makes life worth living’" (p. 462). Tocqueville only slowly assumed a more reflective and critical stance to the 
republic, which he supported and in which he even served briefly as minister of foreign affairs. Brogan draws masterfully on 
Tocqueville’s recollections of 1848 captured in the _Souvenirs_ ("without it Tocqueville’s _oeuvre_ would be infinitely less 
fascinating" [p. 488]). Following the _coup d’etat_ in 1851, Tocqueville left political life and, in search for answers, tumed to the other 
revolution, that of 1789. Ill health allowed him to finish only a portion of the larger project _The Ancien Rdgime and the French 
Revolution ("the secret of the Ancien Rdgime’s_ continuing vitality li! 
es in the fascination of TocqueT~ille himseW’ [p. 565]) before his death in 1859. 

Some have called this book the definitive biography, but, splendid as it is, those are, of course, overstatements. As Brogan notes in his 
acknowledgements at the end of the book, "definitive biography is impossible" (p. 693). It is in this context that critical remarks 
should be raised. There is no point in dwelling on minor mistakes, such as a rare typo or incorrect dates (p. 218-220), in a book of this 
size. 
Nevertheless, there are two problems of a technical nature and one substantive shortcoming. The book is a pleasure to read thanks to 
its clear style and wonderfully rich language. However, the high quality of the text brings into sharper relief what I cannot but consider 
two disturbing elements. The first one is the frequent use of French words and phrases in the text. To a certain degree, this is 
tmderstandable (though one is tempted to ask whether the frequency would be the same had the book referred to a German- or 
Russian-speaking character), and, in some instances, it is even inevitable, but often it is simply annoying. Readers without the 
knowledge of French will also be frustrated by the inconsistency with which French expressions or entire sentences are or are not 
translated or explained. This is an unnecessary blemish on a book that aims at a greater than just an academic audience. 
The other technical problem is the occasional comparisons to the present, which are unnecessary and will be dated sooner or later. It is 
misleading when Brogan describes a former prison govemor in the United States in the early nineteenth century as "a sadistic bully, of 
an American type all too familiar today from films and novels about the US Marines in the Second World War, and recent outrages in 
the prisons at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib" (p. 166). Similarly, nothing is gained when we are told, "Tocqueville, it might almost be 
said, was anticipating from afar the Common Agricultural Policy" (p. 302). 

Even in a book of this breadth and scope, there will be substantive issues about which readers would like to know more. In this 
respect, Brogan manages to provide an extremely balanced and well-rounded picture of Tocqueville. Yet, I wish he had paid a little bit 
more attention to Tocqueville’s property and finances. It is not that there is no information on these, but they are touched upon only in 
passing: in 1833, "he was still entirely dependent on his father for an income"; in 1848, his letters "are full of personal money 
worries"; and in 1852, Tocqueville and his wife left Paris partly for financial reasons (pp. 
240, 440, 530). Brogan, however, never explicitly connects the issue of property and sources of income to Tocqueville’s turn to "the 
party of order," to his distrust of popular majority, or to the possibility to engage in contemplative life. The reader senses that they are 
somehow related, but Brogan, it seems, has adopted Tocqueville’s "ostentatious disdain for material concems" (p. 428). Greater 
scrutiny and examination of his material position and status would have complemented the already rich picture. 

This book has received praise aplenty and deservedly so. It will be indispensable reading for all those interested in one of the most 
original thinkers of the modem age. The book offers much more in addition to the life of Alexis de Tocqueville. There is a depth of 
analysis of Tocqueville’s writings, Hugh Brogan also recreates the politics and the society of Tocqueville’s times in France and, thanks 
to Tocqueville’s travels, briefly in other places. _Alexis de Tocqueville: 
A Life is an immense achievement. 
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The following book review is the product of an experiment in collective, collaborative book reviewing conducted 
by the Theorizing Early Modern Studies (T~S) research collaborative at the University of Minnesota 
~)://www~ tems. umno edu. On October 4, 2007 the T~S group met to discuss Richard Scholar’s The Je-Ne- 
Sais-Quoi in Early-Modern France: Encounters with A Certain Something (Oxford." Oxford University Press, 
2005). Present were faculty members Jufiette Cherbufiez (Associate Professor of French and ltafian, University 
of Minnesota, and a co-coordinator of TEMS), Michael Gaudio (Assistant Professor of Art History, University of 
Minnesota, and a co-coordinator of T~S), Stuart McLean (Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of 
Minnesota), Marcela Kostihov& Assistant Professor of English, Hamfine University), J. B. Shank (Associate 
Professor of History, University of Minnesota, and a co-coordinator of TEMS) and graduate students Melanie 
Bowman (French and Italian), Luke Brekke (History), Lauren Fichtel (French and ltafian), and Jacob Steere- 

Williams (History of Medicine). After our initial review, we further invited Richard Scholar to come to the 
University of Minnesota to discuss his book with our group. This conversation occurred on November 1, 2007. 
Subsequently, we prepared the final review collectively using onfine "wiki" technology to collaboratively write 
and edit the text. The review pubfished here is the end result of these efforts and it thus represents a jointly 
produced collective assessment of the book. 

If it is hard to specify the precise topic of Richard Scholar’s The Je-Ne-Sais-Quoi in Early-Modern France: 
Encounters with A Certain Something, it is no criticism of the book or its author. Rather, to expose this difficulty 
is to isolate one of the crucial insights of Scholar’s thoughtful and erudite work. To state that theje-ne-sais-quoi 
is beyond precise definition may at first appear like a trivial tautology. But as Scholar endeavors to historicize the 
concept and to offer us a reason to peer more closely at its contours, he convincingly shows why a book-length 
analysis of a "something that is experienced but cannot be explained" (p. 34) is not only a fruitful project in and 
of itself, but also an important gambit to what should be an ongoing discussion about the development of more 
interdisciplinary methodologies for the study of early modern ideas and culture. 

Indeed, as Scholar’s book traces the fortunes of theje-ne-sais-quoi through the early modern period, its analysis 
proves to be as much about methodology as it is about the concept itself. Scholar’s efforts to historicize the 
emergence and then insistent presence of theje-ne-sais-quoi in early modern European culture ultimately poses a 
particular early modern problem that in turn suggests a distinctively early modern complex of methodological 
questions. This is true even, or especially, when the book falls short of its aspirations or potential. 

The structure of Scholar’s book derives from the multi-perspectival and reflexive way that he defines theje-ne- 
sais-quoi. The first of three sections, entitled "Word History," focuses on a lexicographical account of the 
beginnings and initial deployment of this "modish name" as Scholar calls it, using Dominique Bouhours’s 



Entretiens d’Ariste et d’EugOne (1671) to give this origination a linguistic, philosophical, and historical frame. In 
this section, we are introduced to theje-ne-sais-quoi as a word and as a particular historical phenomenon. The 
second section, called "Critical Histories," continues this historical work by tracing the trajectory of the je-ne- 
sais-quoi in seventeenth-century French discourse. This section also adds a multi-disciplinary dimension to this 
historical discussion by exploring how the word and the concept were used by natural philosophers, writers, 
dramatists, and theologians. Here the historical emergence and development of theje-ne-sais-quoi is examined 
through its activity in a range of different texts and contexts. This section concludes by returning to Bouhours in 
order to show the completion of this historical traj ectory through the "sedimentation" or semantic stabilization 
and increasing routinization of theje-ne-sais-quoi into a fixed and settled label. In the third and final section, 
entitled "Pre-History," Scholar changes frames by exploring theje-ne-sais-quoi through readings of Montaigne 
and Shakespeare (the latter as a gesture toward the comparative potential of the concept outside of French 
discourse). If the previous two sections interpreted theje-ne-sais-quoi in early modern Europe through the lens of 
a traditional diachronic historical framework, this final section self-consciously destabilizes this reading by 
"rescuing the topic from its early modern history of sedimentation" (p. 225) so as to emphasize its vitality as a 
living concept detached from its death within a particular historical and lexicographic dynamic. Here, following 
Terence Cave, whom Scholar cites throughout this section, theje-ne-sais-quoi is reclaimed as an early feature of 
a still present modernity.[ 1 ] 

So what does this complex architecture ultimately produce? The first section’s lexicographical accounting of the 
je-ne-sais-quoi rej ects a poststructuralist model of language where meaning would simply be a play of semantic 
difference within language itself. Instead, Scholar adopts what he calls a "mentalist" (we could also call it 
"realist") model in which meanings really exist as historical entities, independent of words. This allows him to 
trace the history of theje-ne-sais-quoi by mapping the textual appearances of words onto a history of meaning. 
Calling it "mapping," however, may make this method appear too straightforward, since Scholar certainly 
recognizes that tracing a history of theje-ne-sais-quoi is an embattled affair. Defining a concept that is present 
precisely at the moment when language structures fail is tricky business. Is that "certain something" which the 
word "j e-ne-sais-quoi" denotes a real void in language itself?. Or is it a concept or notion, or a kind of gestalt 
noting the limits of epistemological inquiry? Do neologisms, such as "nescioquiddity" which Scholar deploys, 
help us to define these limits, and thus to stabilize the relations between words and things, and between language 
and meaning? Or do we struggle futilely with theje-ne-sais-quoi such that our repeated rehearsals of this battle 
to know are forever thwarted and our deployment of this category as a solution just one more way to renounce 
our ability (and desire?) to understand? 

Scholar is at his best when he rigorously documents and describes these lexicographic conundrums, and the 
result is certainly nothing less than a stunning scholarly achievement (the pun is unavoidable). Yet once 
established, the empirical facticity of this intensely unstable lexicographic-hermeneutic field begs an account of 
it in something other than the empirical, descriptive terms that the book provides. One reason for the absence of 
this more dynamic approach seems to be Scholar’s urge to keep critical lexicography (or word history) separate 
from phenomenology. The critical word histories offered are very insightful in their descriptions, yet we felt that 
they would have acquired even more force had they been embedded more fully into a phenomenological account 
of the historical factors that produced this precise discursive field at this precise time. Scholar notes that there 
have been phenomenological treatments of theje-ne-sais-quoi before, and one reason for his decision to take a 
different approach, he states, was a worry about redundancy. Yet would it not have been possible to join the 
thorough accounting of the deployment of theje-ne-sais-quoi offered here with a more thorough 
phenomenological treatment of the concept as historical agent and actor? 

In one of Scholar’s many brushes with these other agendas, he treats the correspondence between Ren~ Descartes 
and Queen Christina of Sweden in terms of the epistemological conundrums with which it wrestled. Descartes’ 
philosophy is presented by Scholar as a failed attempt to eradicate theje-ne-sais-quoi from rational 
understanding, and he likens the inevitable return of the concept, despite Descartes’ best efforts to erase it, as a 
form of "haunting." Christina, meanwhile, is shown to have been an astute observer of these inadequacies, and a 
conjurer of sorts who continually insisted on returning the ghosts to Descartes’ philosophy. Failed exchanges and 
haunted dialogues of this sort were the norm in the seventeenth century, yet this is one of the few examples of 
this sort offered in the book. Scholar’s critical history of the.je-ne-sais-quo might have been enriched, therefore, 



had it thus been framed in less clean, linear, and successful terms. The historical treatment also would have been 
more potent had the interests, motivations, and anxieties that led the actors in the book into the positions they 
took been included as a category of analysis. In short, the critical word histories offered here are very insightful 
in their empirical and structural descriptions, but they would acquire even more force were they to be embedded 
more fully into a phenomenological account of the historical factors that produced this precise discourse at this 
precise time. For isn’t this very task--how to consider the historical agency of a concept--the very essence of 
our interest in theje-ne-sais-quoi? 

The second section, "Critical Histories," continues in this vein by taking on a broad range of texts, and then using 
them to show, so to speak, theje-ne-sais-quoi in historical action. The inquiry ranges in subject matter from the 
history of science (natural philosophers) to theology (natural philosophers and thinkers such as Pascal) to drama, 
poetry, and the worldly literature of politeness. In all these seventeenth-century spaces, Scholar aptly 
demonstrates, theje-ne-sais-quoi flourishes, offering itself as something of a marker of the anxieties and 
uncertainties of this era of political, religious, and social upheaval, countered with renewed urges toward 
certainty and confessional rigidity. The temporal traj ectory of the rise and "sedimentation" of theje-ne-sais-quoi 
as Scholar documents it conforms remarkably well, in fact, with other well-established moments of 
transformation in early modern European history. The Scientific Revolution is one obvious parallel to cite, but 
the "general crisis" of the seventeenth-century as theorized by historians and social scientists, along with other 
more particular "crises" like those associated with the Baroque or skepticism or religious and political authority 
also relate in fascinating ways to the history of theje-ne-sais-quoi. [2] To see the history of theje-ne-sais-quoi in 
conjunction with these other shifts is to illuminate the ways that seventeenth-century Europe was caught in one 
of those transversal moments that, via a linguistic and epistemological crisis, allowed certain humans to 
encounter and attempt to articulate the limitations of our understanding. Scholar shows in detail how this 
category burst onto the scene at precisely this moment, and that it did so should appear as deeply significant to 
students of this period in European history. Moreover, while Scholar chooses not to explore these synchronic 
coincidences because of his focus on the rise and then sedimentation of theje-ne-sais-quoi as a linguistic obj ect, 
the book points to these other possibilities and makes them available as avenues of inquiry for other researchers. 

Scholar’s historical work in the first two sections ends with an account of the sedimentation of theje-ne-sais-quoi 
within polite society in the late seventeenth century. At this juncture, the word loses its dynamic character 
becoming instead a stable "sign of quality." Framed this way, Scholar’s history echoes a familiar narrative about 
modernity, which is to say that his is a story about the "disenchantment of the word" as it travels from a vital 
early history where it powerfully intervenes in debates over the nature and value of human experience toward its 
inevitable sedimentation as a marker of bounded qualities (chapter four). He also offers a socio-political 
argument to explain this final transformation, namely the increasing assimilation of theje-ne-sais-quoi to a 
particular language game characteristic of an elite segment of French society. Here Scholar opens the possibility 
of linking this linguistic phenomenon with the socioeconomic delineation of power in society, a door that was 
not opened in the earlier historical chapters. If theje-ne-sais-quoi helps to delineate the boundaries of the 
comprehensible--it is intrinsically connected to contemporary methods of inquiry and understanding--how does 
it simultaneously outline the hierarchy of status as acquired by particular kinds of knowledge? Said another way, 
how does knowledge translate into power among and for those who agree on a certain delineation of the very 
boundaries of knowledge marked by the "certain something" that can be felt but not fully articulated by those "in 
the know," and how does the same translation exclude those who do not, or refuse to participate in such linguistic 
games? Scholar shows how this worked during the historical twilight of theje-ne-sais-quoi, but this analysis 
begs for extension to the moments of origination and development as well. This is especially true since theje-ne- 
sais-quoi as a concept exists in a troubling liminal space between the familiarly categorized and the unfamiliar, 
and therefore has broader implications outside the early modern period for understanding the fraught relationship 
between order and disorder, center and margin, in our own period and in many others. 

The bulk of Scholar’s book is devoted to the construction of the complex historical analysis of theje-ne-sais-quoi 
described above. But in a fascinating counter move, one that the readers in our group found to be among the 
book’s best features, Scholar seemingly undermines this earlier work with a focus on what he calls, following 
Terrence Cave, the "Pre-History" of theje-ne-sais-quoi. The chapter on Montaigne that opens this section is 
particularly rich, for here Scholar proposes that we see Montaigne as a writer caught between a dynamic of 



experience and explanation that can never be resolved. Montaigne is not the origin of the human subject for 
Scholar, or of theje-ne-sais-quoi word usage, but rather a writer "de bonne foi" in his attitude toward what he 
cannot fully comprehend. This dynamic defines Montaigne’s encounter and relationship with theje-ne-sais-quoi, 
and since theje-ne-sais-quoi is not situated here within an over-arching and culturally specific historical 
narrative, this reading will be useful for early modernists in general and for students focused on these problems 
outside of this precise time and space as well. 

The final section of Scholar’s book thus creates a sense of a deconstructed historical narrative. In its resistance to 
the evolution of an Enlightenment modernity as rehearsed by the previous sections, the Montaigne chapter 
unravels much that comes before. As such, the Montaigne material seems to reach beyond a mere "pre-history" 
ofje-ne-sais-quoi to pose a challenge to the narrative of modernity constructed in the first part of the book. 
Scholar’s use of Foucault’s work is especially intriguing in this respect. Following in the footsteps of the 
archaeological Foucault ofLes Mots et les Choses, Scholar offers the dynamics of theje-ne-sais-quo in its 
origination and development as a challenge to the supposedly static nature of the Foucualtian episteme. [3] While 
this undoubtedly makes for compelling arguments, we wondered whether the later genealogical Foucault would 
not have provided a valuable methodological resource, since the conceptions of power and discourse that 
Foucault develops in his later work provide rich possibilities for thinking through a genealogical account of the 
rise of theje-ne-sais-quoi. Especially powerful is the way that this methodology would situate language more 
fully in relationship to institutions and other sites of power in seventeenth-century Europe. The Cave/Scholar 
conception of "pre-history" also seeks, in a manner not at all unlike Foucault’s thought in the essay "Nietzche, 
Genealogy, History," to break free of the frameworks of historical teleology and genesis altogether. Why, 
therefore, this particular dual approach with "Critical history" followed by "Pre-History" instead of one or the 
other exclusively? And why the particular arrangement of the two? Overall, the book succeeds wonderfully in 
performing a very interesting set of historical gymnastics, and the final result, despite its complexities, is 
anything but incoherent. Yet the precise architecture does create an unsatisfied longing for a more systematic 
engagement with the historiographical problems that it poses. 

In the end, The Je-ne-sais-quoi in Early Modern Europe accomplishes much by bringing this inherently ineffable 
topic into clear view with an eye toward the fascinating reasons why and how it burst into European discourse 
when and where it did. Scholar accomplishes this work with an admirable self-consciousness about disciplinarity 
and a refreshing willingness to think self-reflexively about it. For, above all, Scholar’s book shows how our drive 
to delineate the boundaries of the comprehensible must remain intrinsically connected to contemporary methods 
of inquiry and understanding, and why the early modern period is one of the most fruitful areas of inquiry for 
making this connection. 

NOTES 

[1] Terence Cave, Pr~-histoires: Textes troubles au seuil de la modernit~ (Geneva: Droz, 1999) and Pr~-histoires 
II: Langues ~trang~res et troubles ~conomiques au XVIe si~cle (Geneva: Droz, 2001). 

[2] Richard Popkin, The History of Scepticism from Erasmus to Spinoza (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1979); Theodore K. Rabb, The Struggle for StabiBty in Early Modern Europe (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1976); A. R. Hall, The Revolution in Science 1500-1800 3rd ed. (Indianapolis, Ind.: Addison Wesley, 
1983); Stephen Toulmin, CosmopoBs: The Hidden Agenda of Modernity (Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago 
Press, 1992). 

[3] Scholar mentions Foucault’s notion of the episteme explicitly on pp. 14-15, citing Michel Foucault, LesMots 
et les Choses (Paris: Gallimard, 1966); idem., L’ArchOologie du savoir (Paris: Gallimard, 1966). 
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Review by Miranda Spieler, University of Arizona. 

At the center of Lynn Festa’s study of empire and sentimentality is the emergence during the second half of the 
eighteenth century of a new language for representing marginal groups at home and in the colonies of England 
and France. In Festa’s account, seemingly tenderhearted depictions of enslaved and conquered people made 
sympathetic identification with them impossible on the part of European writers and their public. In this sense, 
her book offers a counter-point to the work of David Brion Davis, who connects the spread of a new "ethic of 
benevolence, personified in the ’man of feeling,’" to the development of British abolitionism. [ 1 ] In contrast, 
Festa suggests that expressions of benevolence tended to distance and even to dehumanize people while 
bestowing new visibility on their afflictions. As the world grew smaller, it was not only or even chiefly by 
means of racial hierarchies and exotic descriptions that European writers constructed boundaries between 
themselves and colonized people; of equal importance, from the late eighteenth century forward, were the 
subtleties that underlay affirmations of compassion and solicitude. 

In chapter one, "The Distinction of Sentimental Feeling," Festa theorizes the difference between sympathy and 
sentimentality by looking to texts by Hume, Smith, Rousseau, Diderot and Raynal. Here she seeks to understand 
the "disruptive nature of experiencing the feelings of another" (p. 11). Sympathy involves a collapse between 
self and other that occurs the moment one begins to feel what another feels or to see oneself through another’s 
eyes; sympathy is thus incommensurate with imperial domination and subversive of it. In contrast, 
sentimentality offered a means of positioning the self in relation to the other that made impossible the mobility 
of perspective that sympathy entails. 

Remaining chapters of the volume explore the way that relations between self and other are mediated by things 
(obj ects or representations of them) in a practical sense and occluded by things in an intellectual or affective 
one. In chapter two, "Sterne’s Snuffbox," Festa examines the problem of sentimental value as a theme in the 
writings of Lawrence Sterne. The chapter takes its title from "the most celebrated sentimental obj ect in 
eighteenth-century literature": the snuffbox acquired by the parson Yorick from Lorenzo, a mendicant monk in 
Sterne’s Sentimental Journey (1768) (p. 69). Yorick begins by dodging the elderly friar ("I had predetermined 
not to give him a single sou"), but meets him again, in the company of a fetching woman. While attempting to 
win the woman’s favor, Yorrick gallantly offers his tortoiseshell snuffbox to the monk, who gives his own horn 
snuffbox in return; this becomes Yorick’s most treasured possession ("I guard this box, as I would the 
instrumental parts of my religion"). [2] Festa builds outward from this odd transaction to theorize sentimental 
value in light of Annette Weiner’s feminist critique of Bronislaw Malinowski. [3] In Festa’s reading, a 
sentimentally-valued thing is a thing invested with significances that make it impossible to exchange, on terms 
of equivalence, with any other object. Because sentimentally-valued things seem to exist outside the capitalist 
system, they allow their owners an albeit illusory escape from the taint of the marketplace. More generally, they 



are a means of affirming one’s personal independence and authenticity against impingements by "the herd of the 
world" (p. 78). 

In fact, the tenderness elicited by such curios is not at all harmless. In the world remade by sentimental value, 
the place of the other is usurped by an inanimate thing endowed with human-like qualities. These are objects 
that derive their aura of inestimability from being repositories and extensions of their owners’ sense of self. 
And yet they are not as aloof to market principles as they at first appear. As Festa notes, there was an 
eighteenth-century cult of Lorenzo, a market in Yorick snuffboxes following the publication of Sterne’s book. 
She observes, "To acquire sentimental feeling in the form of an object like a snuffbox is to shortcut the 
emotional labor that creates a human relation to the world..." (p. 81). Ultimately, Festa reveals sentimentally 
valued things to be solipsistic repudiations of the other more than fond reminders of him. 

Festa extends her investigation of subj ect-obj ect relations in the sentimental mode into Chapter Three, "Tales 
Told By Things," where she begins by exploring popular English novels in which quotidian artifacts--coins, 
coaches, canes, coats--describe their wandering through human society. These talking obj ect tales, sentimental 
iourneys of a kind, tend to conjure a benign image of empire, capitalism, and slavery. The pet-like objects that 
narrate these stories cannot take their minds off the people who abuse and fondle them. They recall the delights 
of having a master and the heartbreak of losing one. The talking imperial coin in Helenus Scott’s Adventures of 
a Rupee (1784) loves being in British hands. 

In such stories, human subjectivity is everywhere and nowhere--conspicuously absent when simulatedly 
present. As Festa observes, language that humanizes is always ironic: it implies the absence of humanness. No 
one would mistake a talking frock-coat for a human. She is particularly incisive on this point. "Personifications 
are figural proxies that arise in the absence of subjectivity. They mark the non-appearance of a person" (p. 131). 

That talking obj ects, especially talking books, make frequent appearances in autobiographies by former slaves 
allows Festa to move from her discussion of tales told by things into a reading of the Interesting Narrative by 
Olaudah Equiano (1789), the famed Afro-British j ournalist and abolitionist. Festa suggests that sentimental 
rhetoric, in blurring the distinction between persons and things, duplicates the logic of slavery. As a result, even 
former slaves who claimed a voice in autobiographies were unable to carve out identities as self-directed 
individuals in the contaminated medium of sentimental prose. Festa depicts these stories about the recovery of 
personhood as unfulfilled tales of becoming in which the manumitted slave, upon crossing the boundary from 
legal res to legal person, finds that he is a mere object awaiting animation and direction by the hands of God. 

Olaudah Equiano wrote his Interesting Narrative to advance the cause of abolitionism in England. In chapter 
four, "Making Humans Human," Festa addresses the moral limitedness of British abolitionist discourse and the 
role of sentimentality in shaping its contours. The figure of a kneeling slave in shackles that appeared on a 
Wedgwood medallion with the legend, "Am I not a man and a brother?" expressed broader shortcomings of the 
abolitionist movement. To Festa, the Wedgwood figure exemplifies what she calls the trope of redundant 
personification--humanizing the already human. To the extent that the Wedgwood figure stimulated emotion in 
the viewer, it was exclusively the feeling of oneness with fellow white abolitionists. And that identification, 
notes Festa, "is connected to the repudiation of being another, of being a slave" (p. 170). 

In chapter five, "Global Commerce in Raynal’s Histoire des Deux Irides," Festa suggests that sentimental tropes 
helped forge a new language of global history in Raynal’s work. Raynal, Diderot, and other contributors to the 
History depict commerce as a world system that draws remote peoples into relation with one another while 
creating new forms of affective isolation. In their account, the men who rule the world from small desks and 
remote encampments express unembarrassed indifference toward the people they destroy. In an apparent 
attempt to reverse creeping global numbness, the History includes apostrophes, written by Diderot, to the reader 
in the voice of the narrator and, in many cases, in the voice of imperial peoples. Festa draws attention to the 
problematic nature of this "catalog of victims in an array of postures of supplication and abjection" to signal the 
lack of cultural specificity surrounding the figures who speak--whether Indians, Hottentots, or slaves--or who 
are spoken for (p. 226). At the same time, she recognizes the book’s revolutionary character. Sentimental tropes 
"at times outstrip the aims and intentions of their authors" (p. 232). In this case, the apostrophes to the reader by 



individuals "adorned with barely enough decorative cultural detail.., to locate them.., in time and space" 
open unexpected, radical possibilities (p. 227). The very unreality of imperial victims in the History, their 
resemblance to man in general, may help readers from different eras and cultural contexts to insert themselves 
into the text, to "shake off the myopia of [his] own worldview," and to see such people as embodiments of a 
universal rights-bearing subject (pp. 231-232). 

In her conclusion to the volume, "The Peripheral Vision of the Enlightenment," Festa follows Gayatri Spivak in 
lamenting the manufacture of denatured imperial others by Western scholars who fancy themselves to be 
engaged in benevolent restorative proj ects. [4] Read against Festa’s portrait of the eighteenth century, scholarly 
efforts to recover the agency of colonial subj ects become acts of redundant personification--a matter of exerting 
oneself to prove that a noted characteristic of human beings everywhere is indeed present where one least 
expects it. In turn, to accord voice to colonized peoples and to conjure stories of resistance is to risk 
ventriloquizing the European political imagination and going the way of Diderot and Raynal. 

Festa’s unsparing shakedown of European subj ectivity in the age of empire and beyond makes this book a 
salutary read for historians, who may catch unflattering glimpses of themselves throughout the volume. It is a 
book that invites reflection upon the ethical problems that narrators confront when representing marginal people 
and violence against them. The contemporary resonance of this study, as well as its gliding prose, help to make 
this a constantly interesting book, though not an unflawed one. 

In her introduction, Festa writes, "Although I analyze the sentimental construction of the category of the person, 
I do not attempt to identify places where the subaltern can speak or has spoken" (p. 13). The riddle a reader 
confronts, upon reaching the third chapter of the volume, is that of squaring this early disclaimer with Festa’s 
inclusion of writing by subaltern people--namely, the autobiographies of former slaves. 

Henry Louis Gates has argued that former slaves who wrote their memoirs found in literacy a means of 
triumphing over the objectifying logic of slavery by becoming subjects, masters of their own story.[5] In 
contrast, Festa applies Paul de Man’s reading of Romantic autobiography to the slave narrative; in effect, she 
argues that former slaves who wrote their autobiographies could not help being thrown back upon the 
experiential reality, or site of speech, of the enslaved persons who come to life as characters in these memoirs. 

The application of de Man’s criticism to slave narratives raises a number of problems that I can only briefly 
sketch here. De Man’s essay on Wordsworth, "Autobiography as De-Facement," like his other essays on 
Romanticism, engages the problem of a writer who seeks to use the imagination as a way of transcending the 
boundaries of humanness.[6] In the essay, de Man defines autobiography through the relationship it creates 
between a reader (who here would be the memoirist) and the figure that speaks as I on the page. He suggests 
that the I who reads and the figural I in the text are enlaced, fused and differentiated in a circular, unending 
fashion that he compares to a revolving door. De Man calls this the "specular" or mirroring structure of 
autobiography. Where this account of autobiography suggests a visual encounter, where two beings face one 
another, de Man provides a second, complementary description of autobiography that emphasizes the obscurity 
which lies between the two partners in this odd exchange, who are unenvisagable to one another, and yet confer 
a face upon one another. The distinguishing trope of autobiography is prosopopeia, which de Man defines as 
"the fiction of an apostrophe to an absent, deceased, or voiceless entity, which posits the possibility of the 
latter’s reply and confers upon it the power of speech" (p. 75). 

The text that de Man uses to demonstrate the dangers of prosopopeia is Wordsworth’s autobiographical Essays 
on Epitaphs. De Man argues that a maker of epitaphic inscriptions summons voices from the grave that bend 
back and absorb the writer into the deathly reality from which the voices issue. Thus the Romantic’s straining 
toward immortality is undone by the trope he uses to attempt this. 

De Man presumes that autobiographical writers aim to secure their immortality and thus to place themselves 
above other humans. The same cannot be said of former slaves who write their memoirs. Such people write 
(among other reasons) to affirm or to prove their humanness before an undecided public. For this sort of 
narrator, the danger of prosopopeia, as de Man describes it, is not that of death. At stake is the danger of being 



enveloped by a different kind of nothingness--the relational nothingness depicted in these books, the one 
inhabited by the non-human or sub-human as defined by a society of slaveholders. It thus seems, at least to this 
reader, that to apply de Man’s interpretation of autobiography to slave narratives is to enact the dehumanization 
of the subaltern subject, against which Festa’s whole study otherwise warns. 

In his recent biography of Equiano Olaudah, Vincent Carretta offers quite a different reading than Festa of self- 
abnegating religious language in Equiano’s Interesting Narrative. Carretta suggests that Equiano Olaudah 
borrowed from the conventions of spiritual autobiography so as to model himself after Bunyan’s Everyman and 
thereby force Christian readers to recognize themselves in him.[7] Language that functions, in Festa’s account, 
to reduce the self-actuating former slave to a mere object is for Carretta a purposeful device that makes 
sympathy possible. 

In her conclusion, Festa suggests that sentimentality lost its association with nominally anti-imperial 
movements to become the privileged idiom of empire in the nineteenth century. In this sense, Festa’s study 
traces the habits of mind and expression that later made it possible to justify conquest in the name of benevolent 
solicitude. Among the things elided by this forward-looking glance at empire and sentimentality beyond the 
Enlightenment are the experiences of people of color in the Caribbean as they crossed into the nineteenth 
century. Sentimental imperialism was not part of that world. Instead there came the reenslavement of citizens in 
Guadeloupe and French Guiana, the invasion of Saint Domingue, and a ban against blacks entering domestic 
France. Wordsworth wrote a poem about sharing a coach from Calais with an expelled woman. "She was a 
Negro Woman driv’n from France/Rej ected like all others of that race/Not one of whom may now find footing 
there". [8] 

NOTES 

[1] David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution 1770-1823 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1975), 46. For the case of domestic France, see David J. Denby, Sentimental Narrative and 
the Social Order in France, 1760-1820 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 

[2] Laurence Sterne, A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy and Continuation of the Bramine’s 
Journal with Related Texts, Melvyn New and W.G. Day, eds. (Hackett: Indianapolis, 2006), pp. 8 and 25. 

[3] Annette Weiner, InaBenable Possessions: The Paradox of Giving-While-Keeping (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
and Oxford: The University of California Press, 1992). 

[4] See for instance Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Can the Subaltern Speak?" in his Marxism and the 
Interpretation of Culture (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), pp. 271-313. 

[5] Henry Louis Gates Jr., "Introduction: The Talking Book," in Henry Louis Gates Jr. and William L. 
Andrews, eds., Pioneers of the Black Atlantic: Five Slave Narratives from the Enlightenment 1772-1815 
(Washington, D.C.: Civitas Counterpoint, 1998). 

[6] Paul de Man, "Autobiography as De-Facement," MLN(December 1979) 94 (5): 919-30; reprinted in Paul de 
Man, The Rhetoric of Romanticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984). 

[7] Vincent Carretta, Equiano the African: Biography of a Self-Made Man (Athens: University of Georgia 
Press, 2005), pp. 325-6. 

[8] William Wordsworth, "September 1st 1802," in Stephen Gill ed., The Major Works (New York and Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 283. On the predicament of blacks in France during the Napoleonic period, 
and the unsystematic application of the 1802 ban, see Michael D. Sibalis, "Les Noirs en France sous Napoleon: 
L’enqu~te de 1807," in Yves B~not and Marcel Dorigny, eds., ROtablissement de l’esclavage dans les colonies 
[kan~aises: 1802, Ruptures et continuit~s de la politique coloniale fran~aise (1800-1830), aux ori~ines d’Ha~ti 
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Madeleine de l’Aubespine, Selected Poems and Translations: A Bifingual Edition. Edited and translated by 
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Review by Isabelle Fernbach, Montana State University. 

Anna Klosowska’s bilingual edition of Madeleine de l’Aubespine’s poetic works is part of "The Other Voice in 
Early Modern Europe" series and constitutes a welcome addition to Renaissance studies for at least two maj or 
reasons. First, it is the first English translation from this French Renaissance female writer, whose poetry was 
praised by her most illustrious male counterparts, especially Ronsard. Second, this is the first complete edition 
of l’Aubespine’s poems in any language: seventeen sonnets including an exchange with Ronsard, never 
published before the present edition; three songs or vilanelles in which l’Aubespine engages in a galant debate 
with Philippe Desportes and Agrippa d’Aubign~; a dialogue; and three epigrams. The appendix also features 
Madeleine de l’Aubespine’s two translation projects: the first two cantos from Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, 
previously attributed to male writers, and four Ovidian Epistles, of which only one had been discovered before 
the present edition. 

Klosowska’s original findings make this new edition of l’Aubespine’s poetry more accurate than previous ones, 
such as Roger Sorg’s Les Chansons de Callianthe,fille de Ronsard (Paris: L~on Pichon, 1926) and Frederic 
Lach~vre’s Poesies attribuees a tort a Madeleine de Laubespine sous le titre Chansons de Callianthe (Paris : A. 
Margraff, 1932), which is less faithful to the original manuscript. Indeed Klosowska’s edition, established 
according to BnF MS ft. 1718 and the description of a lost posthumous volume of l’Aubespine’s complete works, 
corrected the reordering of the love poems in the previous edition by Sorg, which aimed at creating a romantic 
narrative absent from the original manuscript. Klosowska’s discovery of a fragment of an unknown sonnet from 
Ronsard enabled her instead to present l’Aubespine’s poetry in a new literary context. [ 1 ] Through an exchange 
of three sonnets between the two authors, Madeleine de l’Aubespine is portrayed as a "true poet," worthy of 
competing with her male contemporaries. 

However, Lach~vre’s previously cited work raises the problem of the debated authorship of the poems, which 
the author attributes to H~liette de Vivonne, a question not properly dealt with by Klosowska. [2] The same 
ambiguous authorship is seen with l’Aubespine’s prose work Cabinet des saines affections (ed. Colette Winn, 
Paris: Champion, 2001), as the book editor is careful to explain. Klosowska on the other hand only mentions the 
mistaken attribution over l’Aubespine’s translation of Ariosto. It is important to insist, though, that with 
Klosowska’s three main discoveries--the Ariosto and Ovid translations by l’Aubespine, and Ronsard’s lost 
sonnet to the poetess--this new edition is the only one gathering the poetess’ complete poetic works. It is also 
the first English translation, which will surely contribute to have l’Aubespine’s work find its way into the 
classroom. As for Klosowska’s translation of l’Aubespine’s poetry, facing the French original, is very readable 
and will help this largely unknown female author reclaim her place next to the most famous poets of 
Renaissance France. 



Klosowska’s cross-references with other Renaissance female authors also highlight the mainstream position of 
Madeleine de l’Aubespine’s poetry, preoccupied by the Pl~ade’s literary project as well as more feminist stances 
such as those seen in Louise Lab~’s poetry, among others. L’Aubespine’s "Song translated from Biscayen into 
French" (pp. 70-71) for instance links her poetry to the idea of a national poetic model. The reader can 
nonetheless grasp the significance of l’Aubespine’s feminine voice in the Renaissance thanks to Klosowska’s 
comments on her erotic writing, "unprecedented in French poetry" (p. 17) for its boldness and originality. 
Insights into the contexts of courtly life inform the non-specialist reader of l’Aubespine’s peculiar stylistic 
features. Moreover, biographical commentaries about the poetess’ prosperous marriage and tumultuous 
amourous life are reminiscent of the oscillations in her work between virtuous love and the pleasures of 
seduction. Given the constraints on space, notes are scarce and limited to bibliographical information or 
translation issues, but Klosowska provides the reader with relevant comments on the individual poems in the 
introduction. 

The text presentation follows an introduction by the series editors that contextualizes women/female writing 
through medieval and early modern societies. Klosowska’s commentary starts with some historical background 
about sixteenth-century-century France, continues with biographical information about l’Aubespine, and 
proceeds with the text analysis. Following the order in which the poems appear in the volume, she first 
comments on the sonnets, where she isolates various themes: the "myth of the author" (p. 12), mainly expressed 
through l’Aubespine’s exchange with Ronsard and Desportes, the lyric subject, and eroticism. She then proceeds 
to the three chansons where l’Aubespine is in dialogue this time with Desportes and d’Aubign~. They in turn are 
followed by l’Aubespine’s poetic dialogues, mainly satirical of courtly life, three epigrams on the theme of love, 
her translation of Ariosto and Ovid, and an anonymous dedicatory epistle to l’Aubespine’s lost volume of poetic 
works. The text commentary as a whole would have gained in clarity with a better referencing to the poems, the 
adoption of some kind of numbering system, or a more accurate table of contents. In the current form, it is not 
always clear which poem Klosowska is referring to in her introduction, especially as the collection includes 
works by several authors. Klosowska’s argument also appears difficult to follow at times, as she tends to jump 
from a description of early modern cultural practices to in-depth comments on her editorial method; at the end 
of her section on the sonnets for instance, she goes from general observations on female erotic poetry to the 
ordering of the poems in the reference manuscripts. 

My last critique addresses the choice of an English translation in prose, likely to appear as if the author had 
sacrificed meter and rhyme to readability. This choice may have been influenced by the series’ emphasis on the 
feminine voice, whereby the provocative erotic content of the poems takes over the literary quality of the 
translation - the editor, for example, heavily adverstises the pieces celebrating lesbian love and onanism. 
Without considering the re-creation of an English rhyme pattern, the translator should commit to the 
preservation of a metric system and strive to preserve the lyricism of the text. To quote Du Bellay: "Celuy 
donques qui voudra faire oeuvre digne de prix en son vulgaire, laisse ce labeur de raduyre, principalement les 
Pontes, ~ ceux, qui de chose laborieuse, (...) emportent ~ bon droict plus de molestie, que de gloyre" (Deffence, 

I.vi. 35). [3] 

NOTES 

[1] Klosowska presents her finding in Anna Klosowska, Madeleine de l’Aubespine: Life, Works, andAuto- 
Mythography: An Exchange with Ronsard, ca. 157~80, in French Forum (Lincoln and New York: University 

of Nebraska Press), 32, Numbers 1-2, Winter 2007: 19-38. 

[2] On the same topic, see also Frederic Lach~vre, Madame de Villeroy ou HO#ette de Vivonne ? : Les chansons 
de Callianthe, OditOes par M. Sorg ne sont pas de Madeleine de Laubespine : rOponse dt M. Jacques Lavaud (sa 
those sur Desportes) ; Un critique #ttOraire dt trois totes : Pierre de Ninon, Jean Tournemille, Georges 
MongrOdien, ennemies d’HO#ette de Vivonne (Paris, 1937). 

[3] "Let him then who wishes to produce a work worthy to be valued in his vulgar tongue leave the work of 



translating, especially of poets, to those who from a laborious task of little profit (...) rightly earn more vexation 
than glory," in Joachim du Bellay, The Regrets, with the Antiquities of Rome, Three Latin Elegies, and The 
Defense and Enrichment of the French Language, Richard Helgerson, ed. and trans., (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), bk.1, ch.6, p. 336. 
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Olivier Ferret, La Fureur de nuire : Ochanges pamphlOtaires entre philosophes et antiphilosophes (175~1770). 
Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2007. xxii + 487 pp. Notes, figures, annexes, bibliography, and index. �121,33 
(pb); ISBN 978-729408912. 

Review by Darrin M. McMahon, Florida State University. 

Students of the French Enlightenment have long recognized the middle of the eighteenth century as a critical 
moment, witnessing the launch of the EncyclopOdie and the emergence of thepartiphilosophique as a self- 
conscious and identifiable group. Yet for all its acknowledged importance, this period--above all, the crucial 
decade of the 1750s--remains understudied and far more opaque than it should be, especially with regard to 
those not inconsiderable forces which opposed the century’s new lights. Given this opacity, Olivier Ferret’s La 
Fureur de nuire, based on a doctoral dissertation completed in 1998, is a welcome addition, even if the book may 
leave historians and students of political culture (as opposed to literary scholars) somewhat disappointed. 

Ferret, a maitre des confOrences in the faculty ofLittOrature, idOologies, et reprOsentations at Lyon II who has 
previously published an edited a version of Charles Palissot’s satirical play Les Philosophes, is interested in what 
Linguet described as the "art de calomnier avec fruit," an art cultivated in great volume, if none-too-subtly, in the 
many querelles that pitted philosophes against anti-philosophes in the period of Ferret’s concern. [ 1 ] Bounded on 
one end by the publication of the prospectus of the EncyclopOdie in 1750 and on the other by the release of 
Palissot’s Le Satirique ou l’Homme dangereux in 1770, the period was instrumental in Ferret’s view in the 
coalescence of the genre of the literary "pamphlet," a term that he uses broadly to encompass a range of various 
textes pamphlOtaires, including brochures, fibelles, critiques, satires, rOfutations, and facOties (B eaumarchais’s 
term for Voltaire’s writings of the sort). Collectively these forms served as what Ferret describes as "une arme 
sans nom," gradually inflecting the meaning of pamphlet itself, a word that, although used during this period, 
only gained ascendancy in the last decades of the eighteenth century. 

By whatever name, philosophes and anti-philosophes alike put these "arms" to good use, waging war on their 
adversaries with the intent to ridicule, wound, and harm, often in deeply personals ways. Hence, Ferret’s title: la 
fureur de nuire. The abb~ Morellet, a master of such invective, was not above suggesting that his nemesis, the 
Jansenist polemicist Abraham Chaumeix, was the son of a widowed Quaker and a bastard Jew, a vinegar-maker 
who had perfected his trade by placing a cadaver in the bottom of the fermentation barrel. Le jeune Abraham, it 
seems, was thus ’%l~v~, et pour ainsi dire n~ dans les vapeurs du vinaigre le plus violent" (p. 267). Voltaire could 
be even crueler, accusing Palissot on one occasion of prostituting his wife and then locking her up "lorsqu’elle n’a 
plus ~t~ lucrative" (p. 270). The anti-philosophes, for their part, could hit back every bit as hard. 

It is with reason, then, that both sides frequently resorted to martial metaphors to describe their "battles" and their 
"perpetual war," countering "offensives" and parrying "attacks" like two "armies," face to face. So common 
were such skirmishes in this period, that one author, the abb~ Irailh, could imagine them as a universal feature of 
literary life, attempting to demonstrate as much in Les Querelles litt~raires, ou M~moires pour servir gt l’histoire 
des rOvolutions de la rOpubfique des lettres depuis Hombre.jusqu’gt nos.jours, first published in 1761. 



Ferret draws attention to the literary salvos launched around a number of the more celebrated of these quarrels as 
they took shape from 1750 to 1770, discussing, for example, the bataille encyclopOdique, the furor set off by the 
publication of Helvetius’s De l’E~prit, the reaction to Jean-Jacques Le Franc de Pompignan’s incendiary 
acceptance speech at the Acad~mie frangaise in 1760, and the heated response to Marmontel’s BOlissaire of 1767, 
among others. Yet his interest lies less in the battles themselves--or even in their ideological content--than in 
the "arms" that were employed to wage them, the textespamphlOtaires marshaled by the soldiers on the front 
lines. These are undoubtedly of interest, and they were certainly so to contemporaries. It is worth recalling in 
this connection, as Ferret reminds us, that not only Linguet, but Pierre Bayle and Frederick the Great published 
treatises on #belles and their place in an enlightened republic of letters (or not). In two long sections of the book 
devoted to "Tactiques ~ditoriales" and "Strategies d’~criture," Ferret attests further to the centrality and 
importance of such texts, analyzing their "manoeuvres langagibres" (p. 255), their rhetorical strategies and 
tropes, their formal devices and shared features, above all as these were employed by Voltaire, their 
acknowledged master, to whom Ferret devotes the most sustained energy and attention. Informed, as well, by the 
histoire du livre et de l’Odition, with its emphasis on circuits and networks of production and reception, Ferret 
attends to the materiality of his writings alongside their formal qualities, attempting (if with only minimal 
success) to investigate their publishers and audience and the colporteurs who brought them to market, a 
notoriously difficult enterprise given the clandestine and ephemeral nature of many of these writings. 

But overall Ferret says very little about the personalities involved--the men (for they were all men) of flesh and 
blood behind the pamphlets. If his archival research is not vast, he has done more than many literary scholars, 
dutifully consulting the manuscripts of the Librairie and the files of the police inspector Joseph d’H~mery, 
among other important holdings He has also certainly combed through French libraries and the footnotes of 
classic works by the likes of Ren~ Pomeau and Gustave Desnoiresterres with great care, compiling a thorough 
list of contemporary writings by those engaged in the Ochanges pamphlOtaires between philosophes and anti- 
philosophes. Specialists will find particularly useful the two concluding appendices that enumerate in 
chronological order the corpus of relevant polemical texts and offer the expansive list of pamphlets attributed to 
Voltaire, which were gradually incorporated into successive editions of his collected works from the eighteenth 
century forward. 

That is all serviceable scholarship, carefully conducted, and fine and well as it goes. But those more interested in 
what these texts actually said (as opposed to how they functioned and were assembled), and how that in turn 
might help us to more fully understand the culture of the Enlightenment and the old regime may well find this 
book slightly frustrating. I confess that I did, though I’m prepared to acknowledge that this may be in part an 
issue of the different disciplinary predilections and concerns shared by students of history, on the one hand, and 
students of literature, on the other. I should also add, in the interests of full disclosure, that I have published on 
subj ects very closely related to those that Ferret addresses--works, among others in English and German, of 
which he is apparently unaware, a fact that I inevitably found un tout petit peu regrettable. [2] 

That said, it strikes me that a good deal of Ferret’s painstaking analysis yields rather minimal results. For 
example, it is not exactly a surprise to be shown in extensive sections that these pamphlets attempted to ridicule 
the style of their opponents (pp. 244-50), or to have demonstrated their contradictions (pp. 251-55), their odious 
principles (255-60), or the personal shortcomings of their respective authors in ad hominem attacks (pp. 260- 
71). Ferret is surely right to remind us, elsewhere, in a discussion of diffusion, that "Au terme de cette analyse 
des circuits de diffusion des pamphlets, il importe de ne pas c~der/~ une illusion d’optique. I1 faut souligner que 
tous les pamphlets ne b~n~ficient pas de la m~me diffusion" (p. 205). Such statements of the comparatively 
obvious and demonstrations of what common sense or basic familiarity with the period would already suggest 
are all-too-common in a book that errs on the side of excessive caution. As Ferret observes revealingly in one 
instance, "I1 convient une nouvelle fois de ne risquer qu’avec prudence des generalisations, ces quelques 
exemples ne pouvant que jusqu’i~ un certain point ~tre consid~r~s comme repr~sentatifs" (p. 182). One wishes 
that he had taken more risks and drawn more connections. 

In the end, the reader is left to wonder how precisely to situate these OchangespamphlOtaires and why exactly 
they matter. Ferret takes pains to emphasize their unique literary character, noting that "dans la diversit~ des 



querelles qui agitent la r~publique des lettres, il convient en outre d’op~rer une distinction entre celles dont l’objet 
est litt~raire et celles qui portent sur des questions religieuses et politiques" (p. 427). That is fair enough, but as 
Tocqueville famously observed in the celebrated ch. 1 of Part 3 of the L’Ancien rOgime et la ROvolution, literature 
served the French as a means to talk about politics, all the more so given that, as Ferret himself points out, the 
authorities of the book trade tended to look more indulgently on literary productions than they did, say, on the 
pamphlet literature surrounding the war between the Jansenists and the Jesuits or that emanating from disgruntled 
parlementaires and their supporters incensed by the usurpations of royal power. Many of the philosophes and 
their adversaries themselves, of course, engaged in the latter and other such overtly political and theological 
disputes. And though it is understandable that Ferret should want to limit the scope of his inquiry to keep it 
manageable, by choosing to read the pamphlet literature investigated here in isolation from the political and 
religious debates that wracked France from 1750-1770 (to say nothing of those before or since), he excises much 
of what renders his material broadly interesting.[3] 

For in truth the disputes between philosophes and anti-philosophes were political and ideological from the very 
beginning, turning on issues of conspiracy and defense of the patrie, tolerance and the place of reason in civil 
society, the state of public morality, the sanctity of the family, and fidelity to throne, altar, tradition, and God. 
Ferret, to be sure, is not unaware of this fact. He could hardly fail to be, given the prominence of these themes in 
the literature, and he does devote some space to the pragmatic stakes (les enjeuxpragmatiques) raised by the 
literary quarrels under investigation, as well as a short chapter to the politics of Voltaire (one that regrettably fails 
to take account of Peter Gay’s classic book on the same subject, Voltaire’s Po#tics). Still, the treatment is cursory 
and is conducted without recourse to a number of works that would have helped the author move his study 
beyond its self-imposed limits. He might have consulted, for example, Amos Hoffman’s pioneering work on the 
origins of anti-philosophe conspiracy theory. Or there is the (admittedly dated but still useful) study by Kurt 
Wais, Das antiphilosophische Weltbild des franzOsischen Sturm und Drang 176~1789 (Berlin, 1934). There is 
Furio Diaz’s Filosofia etpo#tica nel Settecentofrancese (Torino, 1962), and Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht and Rolf 
Reichardt’s volume on Philosophe, Philosophie in that that marvel of scholarship, the Handbuch po#tische- 
sozialer Grundbegriffe in Frankreich 168~1820. Finally, one wishes that Ferret had made a greater effort to 
attempt to account for how the experience of the literary battles he has studied--so steeped, as they are, in 
metaphors of violent conflict and war--helped to shape the broader contours of the Enlightenment and indeed 
the Revolution, which is scarcely mentioned here at all. One need not succumb to the teleological fallacy, 
reading the whole of the eighteenth century backward through the lens of the Revolution that followed, to 
wonder how what Tocqueville called (fairly or not) the "abstract literary politics" of this period shaped the 
broader political milieu, or how, pace Reinhart Koselleck, the extraordinarily vicious personal attacks of the 
philosophes and anti-philosophes’ literary critique may have engendered a crisis in the republic of letters, and the 
Old Regime. [4] 

Ferret does not take up such questions, which is unfortunate, for as both senior scholars of the stature of Jonathan 
Israel and younger students like Jeffrey D. Burson have argued of late, the scandals and controversies of the 
1740s and 50s in France exerted a maj or influence on the subsequent development of the Enlightenment and 
European politics more broadly. [4] The early battles betweenphilosophes and anti-philosophes are a central part 
of that story. In helping to refocus attention on them, and in highlighting the richness of the source base, Ferret 
has rendered historians an important service, for which we should be grateful. But important work remains to be 
done. 

NOTES 

[1] Simon Nicolas-Henri Linguet, ThOorie du Libelle, ou l’Art de calomnier avec fruit: dialogue philosophique, 
pour servir de supplement ~t la ’ThOorie du paradoxe’ (Amsterdam, 1775). 

[2] Darrin M. McMahon, "The Counter-Enlightenment and the Low-Life of Literature in Pre-Revolutionary 
France," Past & Present 159 (1998): 77-112, and McMahon, Enemies of the Enlightenment: The French 
Counter-Enlightenment and the Making of Modernity (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
To his credit, Ferret has consulted, by contrast, Didier Masseau’s Les Ennemis des philosophes: 



L ’Antiphilosophie au temps des lumiOres (Paris: Albin Michel, 2000). 

[3] See Ferret’s qualification: "Si les querelles politiques et religieuses peuvent occasionnellement avoir des 
incidences sur la situation des deux camps en presence, elles ne sauraient cependant ~tre prises en compte dans 
cette ~tude d~s lots que les philosophes n’y participent pas directement .... Plus g~n~ralement, on exclura les 
pamphlets, notamment voltairiens, qui prennent pour cible les textes sacr~s..." (p. 177). 

[4] Reinhardt Koselleck, Critique and Crisis’: Enlightenment and the Pathenogenesis of Modern Society 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1998). 

[5] See Jonathan Israel, Enlightenment Contested." Philosophy, Modernity, and the Emancipation of Man, 16 7~ 
1752 (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), esp. Part VI, and Jeffrey D. Burson, "Theological 
Enlightenment and the Scandal of abb~ Jean-Martin de Prades," (Ph.D. dissertation, George Washington 
University, 2006). 

Darrin M. McMahon 
Florida State University 
dmcmahon~fsu.edu 
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Query about 18thC engravers - 5 responses 

From: Paul T Werner [~auLwerner ] 

I suppose you’ve already checked Benezit, as well as R. Portalis & H. Bdraldi. Les graveurs du XVIIIe. sidcle. Paris 1880-1882. Since 
you refer to the portraits of Girondins it might be useful to look into the career of Nicolas Bonneville and his brother, who did the 
engraving and printing for the Imprimerie du Cercle Social. The idea of publishing portraits of revolutionary leaders (and others) was 
part of the Cercle’s propagandistic agenda. 

Paul Wemer, New York 
~:,~itheomn~ress.com 

I have several recommendations: 

1. for 18th-century French engravers in general, the primary reference is Portalis & Beraldi, Les graveurs du dix-huitieme siecle 
(please forgive the lack of accents. I don’t know how to insert them in this e-mail program) 2. for short biographies of artists, see 
Portalis, Dictionary of Artists (reprinted in English in the last few years) 3. for portraiture during the Revolution see Tony Halliday, 
Facing the Public (Manchester, 1999) 4. for printed portrait engravings during the Revolution see Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, Necklines 
(Yale, 1999) 

This is just a start. There is a large literature on the subject of revolutionary era portraiture. 

Hope this helps! 
Laura 

Laura Auricchio 
Assistant Professor of Art History 
Parsons The New School for Design 
New York, NY 
AuricchL@newschool.edu 

From: Stdphane Roy [mailto: 

Hello, 

Amy Freund recently published an excellent article dealing with this topic: 
"The Legislative Body: Print Portraits of the National Assembly, 1789-1791", _Eighteenth-Century Studies_, vol. 41, no. 3, Spring 
2008, pp. 337-558. On the business/politics of portraiture and printmaking, you could also check my (sorry...) essay entitled "Un 
panthdon des ’personnages qui ont dminemment marqud dans la Rdvolution, soit en bien, soit en maP: les portraits des Tableaux 
historiques de la Rdvolution franqaise", in Claudette Hould et al., _Les Tableaux historiques de la Rdvolution franqaise, une entreprise 
dditoriale d’information et sa diffusion en Europe (1791-1817)_, 
Paris: RMN, 2002, pp. 50-75; 272-283. 

Good luck! 

Stdphane Roy 

From: Jennifer Sessions [mailto;ienni~?rosessions(~tdow a.edu] 
Sent: 21 September 2008 22:41 



To: H-FRANCE@LISTS.UAKRON.EDU 
Subject: Re: query about 18thC engravers 

Grace Phelan, 

The person to contact about revolutionary portraiture, especially prints, is art historian Amy Freund. 

Jennifer Sessions 

From: Bernadine Heller [mailio: 

I did my doctoral dissertation on Moreau le jeune. Although I have not come across Peronard, I would be happy to send you my 
bibliography. Maybe that would help. 

Sincerely, 

Bernadine Heller-Greenman 

Bernadine Heller-Greenman, PhD 
School of Art and Art History 
Viertes Haus 216 
Florida International University 
Miami, Florida 33199 

This message has been checked for viruses but the contents of an attachment 
may still contain software viruses, which could damage your computer system: 
you are advised to perform your own checks. Email communications with the 
University of Nottingham may be monitored as permitted by UK legislation. 
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H-France Review: Lindheim on Oliver, FROM ROYAL TO NATIONAL 

The following review may be found on the H-France web page at: ~:iiwww.h- 
france, netivol 8reviews/vo~ 8no 120~i ndheim.pdf 

H-France Review Vol. 8 (September 2008), No. 120 

Bette W. Oliver, From Royal to National." The Louvre Museum and the Bibfiothbque Nationale (Lanham, Md.: 
Lexington Books, 2006). ix +110pp. Bibliography and index. $45.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN-10:0-7391-1422-0 and 
ISBN-13: 978-0-7391-1422-3; and $18.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN-10:0-7391-1861-7 and ISBN-13: 978-0-7391-1861- 
0. 

Review by Rachel A. Lindheim, California State University, Fullerton. 

Bette Oliver’s accessible study of the history of the the Louvre Museum and the Biblioth6que Nationale from 171 
1815 focuses on the transformation of royal collections, formerly accessible to an elite few, into public institutio: 
theoretically open to all. The book traces this fraught traj ectory of nationalization by providing an overview of tt 
changes in collecting, conservation, and display practices within each institution, and examining their shifting pr 
in light of the differing political goals of successive regimes. Oliver emphasizes that despite the political and soc 
instability of the Revolutionary period, the symbolic value attached to the Louvre and the Biblioth6que Nationah 
remained constant. Both Republican and Imperial governments believed these cultural monuments served as site 
publicly embodied the power, wealth and ideals of the French nation. 

Oliver’s study juxtaposes the historical development of the Louvre with that of the Biblioth6que Nationale. Her 
emphasis on their common traj ectories is noteworthy for it opens a broader perspective on the nature of high cull 
implicated in the Revolutionary and Imperial projects than is traditionally offered in art history and museum stuc 
Her account is divided into five chapters and organized chronologically. The first section opens with a short pre- 
of private aristocratic collections in France under the Old Regime, and then examines the drive to nationalize bol 
royal museum and library at the start of the Revolution. Chapter two focuses on the legacy of the Interior Minist~ 
Roland, who strove to place the Mus6um Fran9ais (as it was then known) and the national library under the direc 
protection of the French government in order to preserve their valuable holdings for future generations. 

Roland’s legislation ensured the survival of both institutions during the Terror, and chapter three examines both t 
growing menace posed by ardent Jacobins to collections confiscated from the royal family, ~migr~s, and monast, 
and the efforts expended by museum and library administrators to save them. Problems of display, classification. 
storage move to the foreground in the chapter on the Directory. Following victories in military campaigns in Bel 
Italy and Austria, a steady flow of works of art, books and manuscripts were sent back to Paris. The government 
enthusiastically supported this practice of confiscating and expatriating valuable objects--for example in 1797, ( 
fifth of the Committee of Public Instruction’s budget went to museums, libraries, and library depots--for it felt tt 
these new acquisitions served to bolster the reputation of the French republic both nationally and internationally. 



Oliver’s study closes with an examination of the Mus~e Napoleon and the Biblioth~que Imp~riale during the Em 
when Paris, bursting with the spoils of Revolutionary wars and of Napoleon’s conquests in Germany and Spain, 
became the cultural capital of the Western world. Napoleon strove not only to enrich each collection but was als~ 
interested in renovating and expanding the buildings that housed national treasures. His most ambitious plan, wh 
was never carried out, was to attach the Biblioth~que Imp~riale to the Mus~e Napoleon. This decision demonstra 
desire to increase the prestige of both institutions and to remake the city of Paris in his image. It lends support, 
moreover, to Oliver’s main point that the museum and the national library were conceptually linked in the 
Revolutionary and Imperial projects of cultural reform and national glorification. Napoleon’s aspirations for botl~ 
institutions suffered as a result of his second defeat in 1815; previously vanquished countries, now the victors, 
demanded the repatriation of lost works of art and valuable manuscripts, and this ultimately led to the dismembe 
the collections of national museum and library which been built up over the last two decades. The final section o 
book provides a quick overview of enduring problems and more recent challenges faced by the Louvre and the 
Biblioth~que Nationale, such as the difficulties posed by growing collections, increasing space constraints, and 
tourism. 

Throughout the text, Oliver moves fluidly between providing a detailed--at times even too detailed--historical ov 
of maj or political events and a discussion of the corresponding policy changes that occurred at the national muse 
and library. She demonstrates that the creation of nationalized public institutions was a fraught proj ect, one in wl 
even seemingly unquestionable good fortune, such as the confiscation of artistic and literary treasures from abro~ 
to complex bureaucratic, structural, and financial problems that were not easily fixed. These included difficulties 
properly transporting and preserving plundered objects, the lack of space for displaying and storing expanded 
collections, and an insufficient number of staff members to accommodate new visitors. More significantly, Oliv~ 
ioint discussion of historical and cultural developments demonstrates that the two are interrelated. Regime chang 
1789 to 1815 necessarily brought about changes in cultural institutions designed to embody both the nation and i 
ideals. 

Oliver, moreover, does not treat the evolution of policy and practice at the national library and museum as abstra 
bureaucratic responses to altered historical circumstance. She attempts to rescue from oblivion many of the 
administrators responsible for key decisions made at each institution; indeed, this would seem one of the primar5 
contributions of her study. The work of Jean Roland, who had the foresight to put both sites under the protection 
government in 1792, and of Sebastien Roch Nicolas Chamfort and Jean-Louis Carra, who struggled to safeguard 
even hide the royal collections within the newly formed national library shortly before the start of the Terror, are 
especially emphasized. Oliver also attempts to flesh out the character of these men rather than simply reducing tt 
the changes they enacted. The inclusion of background information about the three heightens the reader’s sense c 
efforts they expended and the sacrifices they made to ensure the survival of these institutions. Roland, Chamfort 
Carra all lost their lives during the Terror when their patriotism was called into question, and their deaths serve t, 
reinforce Oliver’s assertion of the inter-connectedness of politics and high culture in the Revolutionary project, l~ 
institutions created to protect and promote the national heritage, goals that might seem to be beyond reproach, w, 
vulnerable to attack and upheaval as any other segment of French society. 

The concluding chapter provides a thoughtful coda to the narrative of the historical development the national libl 
and museum. This section, which briefly sketches out central moments in the evolution of the Louvre and the 
Biblioth~que Nationale since 1815, demonstrates that key issues both institutions confront in the present are leg~ 
their nationalization in the eighteenth century. Lack of funds to protect, preserve and display collections remains 
central concern, as does the problem of adequate space for exhibition and storage as both institutions expand. Th 
provenance of objects continues to be a pressing issue, especially after World War Two when items belonging tc 
private citizens that had been seized by the Nazis were returned to public collections for safekeeping. Once agair 
enrichment of these institutions is seen to be the result of loss, plunder and war. 



Oliver’s study thus offers a survey of the historical stages of the Louvre’s and the Biblioth~que Nationale’s 
development. But the wealth of compelling facts included in the text about the nationalization of these two cultu: 
institutions raise several fundamental questions about the intersection of politics and culture which are not suffic 
addressed. One concerns the relationship between the creation of the national library and museum and Revolutio 
ideology. Did their very existence incarnate Revolutionary values or did their collections, and the expansion of tl 
collections, also play a role? If the latter is true, and the extent to which their changing inventory is detailed sugg 
this is so, what ideals were these collections supposed to represent? Moreover if, as Oliver suggests, these institu 
served an educational function, what attitudes were they designed to shape and who was the intended audience? 
scholars and artists, who continued to have the greatest access to the collections, or the general public as well? H 
important a role were the national museum and library seen to play in reshaping social beliefs and mores more 
generally? Although these questions may seem straightforward, I do not believe that the answers are. A more su~, 
attempt to unravel or to account for the complex relationship between these sites and the Revolutionary program 
to be made in order for the reader to appreciate Oliver’s claims about the significance of these institutions during 
era. 

Oliver might also have discussed more directly what nationalization actually meant during the Revolution and E~ 
Was it simply a matter of accessibility, that is, private collections becoming open to the public? Or did it also enl 
concrete changes in the process of acquiring works, exhibition strategies, and inventory practices? If so, how do 
concerns intersect with the proj ect of social reform and renewal? For example, Oliver points out that after the ro, 
collection was nationalized, a debate ensued between the Museum Commission created to oversee this transform 
and the private art dealer Jean-Baptiste Pierre Lebrun who objected to its decision to hang works in an aesthetic 
arrangement rather than divided into national schools and chronology. This argument was not just couched in ter 
outmoded versus modern museological practices but also as a conflict between anti-republicanism and enlighten, 
thinking. But what makes a hanging program Republican? It is simply a matter of rejecting the taste of the Old t! 
or were specific cultural values, such as order, egalitarianism, rationality, believed to symbolize the new republi( 
invoked?[1] 

Definitions of nationalization are further called into question at a key moment in the development of the national 
museum described by Oliver: the decision in 1797 to create a museum specializing in French art at Versailles, w 
keeping the best French paintings for the Mus~e Central in Paris. How does the separation of the French school ( 
painting serve to strengthen the Mus~e Central’s role as a national cultural institution? Were decisions about whi, 
works to jettison based simply on quality and aesthetics or were the subject matter and themes illustrated by thes 
paintings significant factors as well? Another issue raised but unanswered here is whether the definition of what 
constituted a national cultural monument shifted along with changes in Revolutionary regimes--let alone betwe~ 
Republic and the Empire. 

Similar questions are raised by Oliver’s discussion of the national library, which one senses is her true passion. S 
claims that Joseph Van Praet, who presided the longest of all directors during the Revolutionary period, made de 
contributions to the transformation of the royal collection into a national institution. She ascribes this successful 
metamorphosis to his continuing acquisition of books and his re-organization of the Department of Printed Book 
what makes this re-organization a nationalizing gesture? 

The complex and triangulated relationship between politics, high culture and the public might have been engage~ 
productively through a sustained analysis of primary documents, such as political speeches, newspaper articles, 
pamphlets, and private correspondence produced during the Revolution and Empire. As Oliver notes, politicians 
administrators of the newly created national museum and library repeatedly discussed both plans for daily operal 
and the long term goals of each institution. There were, moreover, moments of serious contention and debate ab( 



role and function of these sites. A crucial example in this regard is the struggle Roland had to undertake simply t 
create a national museum that would stand for the values of the French Republic. In 1793, the art dealer LeBrun, 
harshest critic of the Interior Minister’s decisions about hanging and personnel, took his objections public in a tw 
page pamphlet entitled ROflexions sur le musOum national. LeBrun’s complaints are briefly glossed but Roland’s 
response, an open letter sent to newspapers two days after the publication of LeBrun’s diatribe, is only mentione~ 
passing. Yet Roland’s public explanation of the government’s cultural program would likely offer important insi~ 
the symbolic and social role attributed to the arts by the Revolutionary regime. Overall, the sparse presence of 
eighteenth-century voices limits Oliver’s text. Without the words of both partisans and critics, a sense of the urg~ 
and the stakes in the debates about the nationalization of the library and the museum are lost. [2] 

Also lacking here is any discussion of the reaction of French citizens for whom these institutions were created. � 
mentions once in passing and only in reference to the museum, that "the opening of the Museum Frangais was g~ 
appreciated by the public" (p. 35). This statement, however, reveals little about the response to what she contend 
major cultural and institutional shift. Moreover, it seems to indicate that there existed a unified public whose rea~ 
could be summed up so swiftly. Such a proposition has been contested by Thomas Crow who has persuasively a~ 
that the second half of the eighteenth century was marked by intense debate and uncertainty about just who and ~ 
defined the public for the visual arts, and by Richard Wrigley who pointed out that consensus in the public spher 
subj ect of nostalgic regret by 1850s. [3] Given these cautionary observations, and the fact that differing accounts 
public opinion (or manifestations of the opinion of various publics) were published in newspapers, magazines, al 
pamphlets that are accessible for scholarly investigation, Oliver’s reductive categorization of public response is 
problematic. Since both the library and the museum were nationalized for the purpose of public instruction, stud, 
their educational mission--or even their evolution--calls for engagement with the opinion of those for whom th~ 
were created, or the critics who presumed to speak for them. Did they serve as sites that functioned to unify the t 
by providing a sense of shared heritage and ideals or were they contested spaces, where the meaning of national 
and identity was shifting and uncertain? 

Oliver’s short study of the history of the Louvre and the Biblioth~que Nationale serves to remind us of the impor 
held by the arts and letters in the construction of French national identity during the Revolution and Empire, as v 
suggesting their continued relevance to current debates about the distinctiveness of French culture in the twenty- 
century. Yet in the end, such a complex and timely subject may require a more nuanced and in-depth analysis th~ 
work provides. 

NOTES 

[1] Questions such as these are engaged in Andrew McCellan, Inventing the Louvre: Art, Politics, and the 
Origins of the Modern Museum in Eighteenth-Century Paris (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 
1999). 

[2] This kind of primary material informs analyses of the interaction between high culture and politics during 
the Revolutionary period and the Empire in works such as Philppe Bordes and R~gis Michel, eds., Aux armes et 
aux arts!: les arts de la ROvolution 1789-1799 (Paris: Adam Biro, 1988); R~gis Michel, Le beau idOal ou l’art 
du concept (Paris: R~union des mus~es nationaux, 1989); Thomas Crow, Emulation: Making Artists for 
Revolutionary France (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1995); Ewa Laj er-Burcharth, Necklines: The 
Art of Jacques-Louis DavidAfier the Terror (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1999); McCellan, 
Inventing the Louvre; Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby, Extremities: Painting Empire in Post-Revolutionary France 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2002); Philippe Bordes, Jacques-Louis David." Empire to Exile 



(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2005); David O’Brien, After the Revolution: Antoine-Jean Gros, 
Painting and Propaganda under Napoleon (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006). 

[3] Thomas E. Crow, Painters andPubfc Life in Eighteenth-CenturyParis (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 1985), 1-22; Richard Wrigley, The Origins of French Art Criticism: From the Ancien Rdgime 
to the Restoration (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), p. 10. 

Rachel A. Lindheim 
California State University, Fullerton 
r~indheim~,t~ertor~, edu 
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Catherine Nesci, Le Fldneur et les fldneuses : Les femmes et la ville a l’~poque romantique. Grenoble: Ellug, 
2007. 430 pp. Figures, notes, bibliography, and index. 32� (pb). ISBN 978-2-84310-150-2. 

Review by Denise Z. Davidson, Georgia State University 

Most readers of this review are probably familiar with the image and concept of thefl6neur, the "male stroller" 
who consumes the sites of the city as he walks. As theorized by Walter Benjamin in the 1930s, the classic flS~neur 
of the early and mid nineteenth century symbolized the transformations of modern, urban life. In Baudelaire’s 
writings of the 1860s, which inspired Benj amin’s analysis, the flS~neur is associated with bohemian Paris. He was 
an artist and an intellectual, an upper-class man of leisure, a dandy and a connoisseur of the pleasures of the city. 
In Le F16neur et lesfl6neuses, Catherine Nesci focuses on an earlier period, when the flS~neur took a slightly 
different form, and was more an observer and chronicler of all that he saw than an artist transforming it through 
his creative impulses. Nonetheless an erotic component was as central to these earlier flS~neurs as to later 
versions: while strolling, observing, and consuming sights, the flS~neur objectified all that he saw, especially 
women. 

It is this erotic component, along with the idea that flS~neurs are by definition male, which has inspired much 
feminist scholarship on lafl6nerie. Can there be a female flS~neur, or "flS~neuse"? Since it is assumed that women 
do not, or at least did not, have the power to objectify the men (and women?) whose paths they crossed in the 
streets, many scholars have argued that the flS~neuse could not exist. According to this argument, women who 
appeared in public spaces and strolled on city streets lacked the obj ectifying power of the male gaze. [1 ] They 
could only be turned into objects of the gaze, and thus any incursion into city streets left them vulnerable to this 
objectifying male gaze and to accusations that they were not "respectable" if they were seen leaving the private 
spaces where bourgeois women were supposed to spend their lives. And what about those working women who 
found themselves on city streets for either work or pleasure? They became, in the literary representations of the 
early nineteenth century, the classic grisette, the working-class girlfriend of young, upper-class men. Thus the 
question of the flS~neur, and his encounter with the city and its inhabitants intersects many of the central problems 
and questions of modern urban life: public versus private, consumption and urban pleasures, sexuality, class 
relations, and relations between men and women. 

Nesci’s thorough and thoughtful analysis incorporates all of these themes and many more, and illuminates 
through analysis of literary sources the varied significance of lafl6nerie as well as how three exceptional women 
tried, in their own unique ways, to empower themselves by taking on the role of "flS~neuse." So can women be 
flS~neuses? Nesci’s answer seems to be yes, but she insists that the flS~neuse necessarily differs from the flS~neur. 
Through their observations and writing, the women Nesci focuses upon assumed the subject position of the 
flS~neur, but they simultaneously transformed it, making it correspond to their own needs as women and as social 
commentators. They insisted on their fight to observe and to reflect upon all they saw. To do so, however, they 
needed some kind of mask or camouflage to protect them from the series of dangers presented to elite women 
roaming city streets. They also accomplished different things with their gaze. Rather than eroticizing urban life, 



their gazes took on a social function, drawing attention to the misery and inequalities they saw around them. 
Thus, for Nesci, the fl~neuse unquestionably existed, but she was not simply a female version of the fl~neur, she 
was an altogether different species. A huge literature exists on the fl~neur, and Nesci has clearly read widely, 
building upon earlier analyses to construct her own. One surprising omission from her bibliography, however, is 
the sociologist David Harvey, one of the most important theorists of nineteenth-century urban life and the 
fl~neur. [2] Work such as Harvey’s could have helped Nesci to ground her literary analysis of fl~neurs and 
fl~neuses more in the lived reality of early nineteenth-century urban dwellers. 

Nesci’s book is divided into five parts. Part one examines panoramic literature with a focus on two works: Paris, 
ou le livre des cent-et-un (1831) and Les Franqais peints par eux-mOmes (1840-1841). She argues here that a 
clear evolution took place during these years regarding the fl~neur. In the earlier publication, the fl~neur 
observed and consumed what he saw, and in the process felt empowered. In the parallel text from 1840, the 
fl~neur emerged as an artist and an intellectual who also analyzed and dissected the scenes he observed: "Passant 
de l’observation it l’analyse, le fl~neur va au-delit du visible pour d~couvrir l’~nigme des ~tres et des choses, car 
de ces secrets, il est d~positaire it l’~gal de Dieu" (p. 69). In part two of her book, Nesci moves to a discussion of 
the Balzacian fl~neur, with most of her attention paid to the story Ferragus, chef des DOvorants (1833), the first 
part of Histoire des Treize. Much of Nesci’s analysis of the story focuses on Balzac’s obsession with bodies, 
particularly that of the grisette, Ida Gruget, who commits suicide. 

Nesci’s analysis emphasizes the dual function of Ida’s body in Balzac’s story: "le corps de la grisette est bien 
double: corps habit~ par les nouvelles normes de la soci~t~ parisienne... ; mais aussi corps de plaisir et de 
passion, corps en mouvement dans l’espace urbain, corps de l’ivresse populaire, corps au travail. Corps productif 
en ceci que la grisette est couturi~re en corsets" (p. 107). This passage exemplifies Nesci’s ability to tease out 
meaning from her material, in this case Balzac’s portrayal of this female character and her death. Nesci wraps up 
her analysis of the body in Ferragus with a discussion of how that female body relates to the fl~neur. Balzac’s 
story "est le r~cit naissant de la fl~nerie et du trajet de l’~nigme dans la ville, r~cit qui d~bouche sur la 
constitution d’une nouvelle forme narrative offrant un savoir neuf sur la soci~t~ postr~volutionnaire. Ce r~cit ... 
fait revivre l’histoire de ces femmes vaincues, victimes de la volont~ de voir et de savoir" (p. 159). Balzac depicts 
women who transgress the boundaries of "respectable" behavior as victims, victims of the male desire to see and 
know all. The remainder of Nesci’s book draws our attention to women who consciously transgressed such 
boundaries, who refused to be turned into passive victims of the male gaze, and in the process created 
empowering subj ect positions for themselves as fl~neuses and writers. 

The last parts of Nesci’s study focus on three female writers: Delphine de Girardin, George Sand, and Flora 
Tristan, each of whom created masks that permitted them to become fl~neuses. In the case of Delphine de 
Girardin, she used an aristocratic male pseudonym for the accounts of Parisian life she published in the feuilleton 
section of the daily newspaper La Press. George Sand also (very famously) created an alternate identity for 
herself in both her pseudonym and her cross-dressing. Finally, Flora Tristan similarly hid some aspects of her 
identity (her illegitimate birth and her marital status) and constructed new ones (her aristocratic Peruvian 
connections) as she traveled to the Americas in search of her paternal family, and later as she traveled to England 
and around France. Through these different kinds of masking, these women found ways to act as fl~neuses. They 
roamed city streets observing all that they saw around them, and they used their observations to create identities 
for themselves as writers. As this point of creating female subj ects through their lives and writings is central to 
Nesci’s argument, I was disappointed that she did not engage with some of the recent historical literature on the 
self. [3 ] Again, engagement with this material might have provided a broader context in which to frame her 
analysis. Still, Nesci’s research is certainly laudatory as she engages with scholarship in a variety of disciplines: 
literature, art history, sociology, and history. 

Part three ofLe Fldneur et lesfldneuses examines the career and writings of Delphine de Girardin. Girardin, who 
was already a well known poet during the Restoration under her maiden name of Delphine Gay, moved into 
iournalism after marrying the newspaper owner 
Emile de Girardin. [5] Nesci begins by discussing two of Delphine de Girardin’s short stories, which were 
published as she was making the transition from poetry to prose and from sentimental topics to more 
carnivalesque accounts of urban life. In Le Lorj~non (1831), Girardin uses the symbol of the eyepiece to refer to 



the ocular powers of the aristocratic main character, Edouard de Lorville. Lorville is the classic fl~neur who 
visits all the cultural sights of the capital, observing "les moeurs" and figuring out the secrets of his neighbors. In 
La Canne de M. de Balzac, Girardin parodies the classic Balzacian "fl~neur artiste" through another male 
character, Tancr~de, whose "canne merveilleuse repr~sente pour le beau j eune homme (et la conteuse) l’attribut 
phallique du maitre de l’ironie et de la satire social" (p. 191). 

The second chapter in part three focuses on Girardin’s feuilleton articles "Le Courier de Paris" published in La 
Press. The feuilleton, the bottom part of the pages, was reserved for "lighter" information, particularly accounts 
of Parisian amusements and fashions. [6] Here, too, Girardin appropriated the voice of a male, aristocratic 
fl~neur--the vicomte Charles de Launay--to describe Parisian goings-on, and Nesci focuses on this masking and 
all that it allowed Girardin to accomplish. While these articles on Parisian life and fashions beneftted from an 
omniscient male gaze, at the same time "les d~tails de la toilette f~minine trahissent l’identit~ sexu~e de la femme 
auteure sous le travesti masculin" (p. 201). Nesci draws attention to the social categories that Girardin’s detailed 
observations of fashion tried to lay bare: "De la coquetterie f~minine d~pendent l’enchantement de Paris comme 
le spectacle sans cesse renouvel~ d’une ~lite social entretenant le d~licieux d~cor de sa distinction .... La femme 
ornement conserve les differences mat~rielles et symboliques entre les classes et les sexes" (p. 221). Girardin 
used her position as an "invisible fl~neuse" [4] to reflect on the make up of Parisian society and on women’s real 
and symbolic roles in building social distinctions. 

Part four of Nesci’s book turns to George Sand, perhaps the clearest example of the "invisible fl~neuse" and 
literary masking as she donned male dress and a male pseudonym to gain access to spaces she would otherwise 
have been unable to enter. Nesci focuses on two works by Sand: Histoire de ma vie and Horace. In the first, Sand 
seemed to relish her new power as a fl~neuse: "La d~couverte jubilatoire du monde par la fl~neuse travestie 
donne ainsi naissance it la creation artistique: la ville se fait paysage et espace de la r~verie" (pp. 262-263). As a 
fl~neur, who was really an invisible fl~neuse, Sand was neither an object of knowledge nor an object of desire. 
Instead, she turned herself into a social commentator, using her subj ect position as a flS~neuse to draw attention to 
the misery she saw around her. In Horace, Sand "donne une ~me au petit peuple du Mansarde" (p. 296). Sand 
tells much of her story from the perspective of Marthe, a grisette who goes on to a successful career as an actress, 
combining a bohemian lifestyle with motherhood. According to Nesci, Sand refused to oppose "la boh~me" and 
"la bourgeoisie" and as such was proposing new social norms. 

The last part ofLe Fldneur et lesfldneuses focuses on Flora Tristan’s two early publications, NOcessitO defaire 
bon accueil auxfemmes OtrangOres (1835) and POrOgrinations d’une paria (1838). Unlike Girardin, who used the 
voice of a male narrator to give her the right to speak and act as a flfineur, Tristan used these non-fictional 
accounts of her travels to draw attention to the difficulties faced by women and to emphasize her right to travel 
and to write as a woman. Both serve Nesci’s argument that Tristan was a "conscientious traveler:" the first 
describes the atrocious treatment she received when traveling by herself in France; the second describes her trip 
to South America and all that she encountered en route and once settled in Peru. 

Tristan fits the "masking" theme of Nesci’s study as she had to hide some aspects of her identity while 
constructing others. Forced into an early marriage by her widowed mother, Tristan left her husband and returned 
to using her maiden name, thus rejecting her legal position as a wife and instead choosing to emphasize her 
background as the daughter of a Peruvian aristocrat. When she traveled to Peru in search of her father’s family, 
she received a cold response, yet still formed a close relationship with a female cousin, who permitted her to gain 
access to the intimate spaces and thoughts of Peruvian women. When her paternal uncle renounced his ties to 
her, she left her family’s home town and settled on her own in Lima. One of the famous passages of her 
P~r~grinations focuses on the dress of women in Lima, which included a kind of veil that completely covered 
their bodies and faces, leaving only one eye visible. Tristan remarked on the empowering aspects of this 
concealing dress, which permitted these women to roam the streets freely and to have greater access to public 
space than European women; they even attended sessions of the Congress of Lima. Tristan herself seemed to 
recognize the power of the "invisible flfineuse." Upon her return to Europe she would more self-consciously 
empower herself as a flfineuse and writer documenting, among other things, the horrific poverty and filth she 
observed in the Irish quarter of London. [7] 



The five parts of this book add up to a brilliant analysis of literary representations of the flS.neur and of how 
women writers of the early nineteenth century consciously sought to appropriate the flS.neur’s subj ect position. 
The book also contains numerous illustrations that help to reinforce the author’s arguments, including a set of 
images of George Sand that depict various forms and degrees of her "perplexing" androgyny (p. 249) as well as 
some color reproductions of paintings that help us to "see" the invisibility of female strollers. Though the women 
writers under discussion were anything but typical, as Nesci herself admits (p. 398), through their examples, one 
can imagine less exceptional women finding less exceptional ways to claim the right to traverse public spaces, to 
exercise the power of their gazes, and to comment upon what they saw. They may not have been known in their 
own time, and their commentaries may have been far less articulate than the three women examined in this book, 
but it was still no doubt possible to be a flS.neuse. And, as Nesci explains in her concluding paragraph, women 
played an often neglected role in the invention of "une culture urbane de la flS.nerie" (p. 400). 

NOTES 

[1] I discuss some of the issues revolving around women seeing and being seen, and cite much of the relevant 
literature, in "Making Society ’Legible’: People-Watching in Paris after the French Revolution, French Historical 
Studies 28 (Spring 2005): 265-296. Sharon Marcus’s recent work drawing attention to the homoerotic component 
of the female gaze shifts the terrain of these debates. See her Between Women: Friendship, Desire, and Marriage 
in Victorian England (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2007). 

[2] A recent publication pulls together new and previously published essays on Paris, including lengthy analyses 
of Balzac’s depictions of the city and lafldnerie: David Harvey, Paris: Capital of Modernity (New York: 
Routledge, 2003). 

[3] Two relevant works are Carla Hesse, The Other Enlightenment: How French Women became Modern 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2001) and Jan Goldstein, The Post-Revolutionary Self." Pofitics and 
P~yche in France, 1750-1850 (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2005). 

[4] The phrase comes from Janet Wolff, "The Invisible Fldneuse: Women and the Literature of Modernity," in 
Feminine Sentences, Essays on Women and Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991). An 
insightful critique of Wolff’s argument appears in Elizabeth Wilson, "The Invisible F15.neur," New Left Review 
191 (Jan.-Feb. 1992), pp. 90-110. 

[5] For more on Delphine Gay/Delphine de Girardin, see Cheryl A. Morgan, "The Death of a Poet: Delphine 
Gay’s Romantic Makeover," Symposium 53 (winter 2000):249-260. Nesci builds upon Morgan’s analysis for her 
own. 

[6] On the feuilleton and the July Monarchy press, see Marie-Eve Th6renty, 1836, l’an I de l’Ore mOdiatique 

(Pari s: Nouveau Monde, 2001). 

[7] Excerpts of Tristan’s writings appeared in translation in Flora Tristan, Utopian Feminist: Her Travel Diaries 
and Personal Crusade, ed. Doris and Paul Beik (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993). 
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Review by Sue Peabody, Washington State University Vancouver. 

The quasi-autobiographical introduction of Race et esclavage dans la France de l’ancien ROgime, in which the 
author shares his French roots, American education and Canadian professional position, prompts me to begin 
this review with a personal anecdote of my own. 

I traveled to Paris in 1990 as a graduate student to research the archival records pertaining to blacks in 
eighteenth-century Paris. Upon my return, senior colleagues at the French Colonial Historical Society suggested 
that I contact Pierre Boulle, a professor of history at McGill University who was engaged in a similar proj ect. 
My heart sank when I learned that in addition to already having digitized all of the Paris census records that I 
had painstakingly copied by hand, Professor Boulle had collected similar materials from many French port 
citiesincluding Nantes and Bordeauxwhere France’s black residents concentrated. Only a handful of my original 
research materials had not yet been amassed by Boulle, including some judicial factums concerning slaves’ 
lawsuits for freedom. After a genial (but for me demoralizing) exchange, we reached a "gentleman’s 
agreement"Professor Boulle would complete his statistical analysis &France’s nonwhite population and I 
would concentrate on the lawsuits for freedom. It was not long before I would recognize the extraordinary 
generosity that his cession entailed. I had taken the far simpler narrative task; Professor Boulle was left with the 
much more difficult and time-consuming proj ect of verifying the accuracy and relationships of thousands of 
names, of pursuing new leads and visiting many more archives, all in search of the elusive "comprehensive" 
portrait of France’s people of color. This spirit of generosity has permeated all of our subsequent interactions, as 
Boulle has shared with me (and numerous other scholars) the substantial fruit of his labors over more than two 
decades. It is therefore a great pleasure to be asked to review this work, which many have looked forward to for 
so many years. 

Since the mid-1980s, Pierre Boulle has produced a series of papers and articles on black (to use the 
comprehensive US term) or (as Boulle generally prefers) "non-white" people in eighteenth-century France. 
These writings are now collected and published as Race et esclavage dans la France de l’ancien rOgime and 
represent the ultimate state of knowledge of people of color in France in the decades prior to the Revolution. 

Race et esclavage consists of an introduction and nine essays, five of which have been previously published, all 
translated (where necessary) into French and edited so as to eschew redundancy. [1 ] The book is divided into 
three parts: 1) the origins of French racism, 2) the legal status of non-whites in eighteenth-century France and 3) 
the social history of non-whites in France according to the 1777 census. An appendix gives the text of four laws 
as they appeared in eighteenth-century French published compilations: the 1685 Code Noir, the 1738 



declaration concerning blacks who travel from the colonies to France, the 1777 Police des Noirs and the 1778 
marriage ban on interracial marriages. American readers will lament the French practice of indexing only proper 
nouns, not topics, as references to many subj ects are scattered throughout the chapters and can only be found by 
careful trawling through each chapter. 

Part I allows us to trace continuities and change in Boulle’s thinking on the origins of racism in metropolitan 
France over almost two decades. The first essay is the oldest in the collection, originally published in 1985, 
while the second and third appeared in 2002 and 2003. A consistent theme sustained throughout Boulle’s 
inquiry into the origins of French racism is his assertion it originated in the colonies and from there was 
transmitted to the metropole (pp. 29, 73-76). Racism took hold among elites in Paris and the port cities where 
the largest concentration of non-whites lived (p. 44) but the popular classes did not share the same prejudices as 
evidenced in many marriages between black and white servants and artisans (pp. 80, 186-188, 197). 

Boulle’s second essay on racism focuses more narrowly on a peculiar text published anonymously in the 
Journal des savants in 1684, which, he claims is the first French work to employ the term "race" in its modern 
sense of four distinct classes of people, grouped primarily according to skin color, physical characteristics and 
geographical origin. Boulle argues persuasively that the author was the French adventurer and medical doctor 
Frangois Bernier, a student of the eighteenth-century libertine philosopher Gassendi. According to Boulle, 
despite Bernier’s prescient and original formulation of race, it never took hold among subsequent natural 
philosophers, like the Comte de Buffon or Carl Linnaeus, who ignored Bernier as "un homme de salon..., [ni] 
maitre/~ penser, ni [fondateur] d’~cole" (p. 46). 

Boulle summarizes his conclusions regarding the origins of French racism in his 2003 essay entitled, 
"Finalement, une triple origine." Here he puts forward three roots of French racist ideology: 1) the noble 
discourse of heritable character traits (including an exploration of the linguistic origins of the term "race" that 
originally appeared in the article on Bernier), 2) the emphasis on skin color that emerges in the late seventeenth 
century and 3) the influence of slavery on the notion of racial hierarchy. The early publication date of this essay, 
and its focus on the metropole as opposed to the colonies, does not permit Boulle to engage with some of the 
recent explorations of French colonial racial thought, including Guillaume Aubert’s comparative exploration of 
mOtissage in Canada, Louisiana and the Caribbean, John Garrigus’ careful analysis of mixed race identity and 
racism in Saint-Domingue, Frederic R~gent’s postulations regarding racial identity in Guadeloupe, or my own 
inquiry into the early racism of French missionaries in the Caribbean.[2] These projectsand ongoing work by 
Brett Rushforthtend to challenge both Boulle’s timeline for the hardening of anti-black racism and the 
unidirectional flow of racial ideology from colonies to metropole. [3] 

Boulle’s second section, on the legal status of French blacks, offers useful correctives and new sources for a 
more complete, accurate account of French race and slave law. For example, Boulle argues persuasively that a 
memorandum attributed to De la Haye, the lieutenant general of the Table de Marbre (Admiralty Court), was 
instead authored by the racially phobicprocureur du roi, Poncet de la Grave (p. 218, n. 23).[4] More 
significantly, Boulle has discovered that the 1777 law known as the Police des Noirs, which shifted regulation 
on the basis of slave status to racial categories and prohibited the introduction of all "negroes, mulattoes and 
other people of color" into France, was not a ministerial response to a single lawsuit for freedom, Pampy v. 
Julienne.[5] Rather, two earlier cases, in 1775 and 1776, concerning the slaves Jean-Louis and Hercules, 
developed into a jurisdictional battle between the procureur du roi (attorney general) of the Admiralty Court 
and the lieutenant general of the police. These two cases, along with that of Pampy and Julienne, prompted 
Minister of the Navy Antoine de Sartine to solicit proposals for the Police des Noirs, which ultimately resulted 
in both France’s first experiment with racial quarantine and the census of non-whites of 1777. 

The real gems of Race et esclavage can be found in the book’s final five chapters, all based on Boulle’s careful 
analysis of the 1777 census. His original quantitative study (published in 1989 and reprinted here as chapter six) 
addresses the 765 non-whites registered in greater Paris from 1777 to 1790. In the most recent summary Boulle 
is able to speak comprehensively about all blacks registered throughout France in 1777, a total of 2,329 
individuals (109). [6] France’s Enlightenment, bureaucratic, and colonialist penchant for systematic collection of 
information yields a precise catalog of details about most of these people, including their name, age, sex, racial 



classification, and place of origin; the date, ship and port of their arrival in France; whether slave or free; their 
occupation, and current place of residence in France. Many of the free non-whites ("blacks, mulattoes and other 
people of color" in the parlance of the legislation) who registered themselves could sign their names; Boulle 
notes that their literacy levels approximate those of their white French peers (p. 194). 

The typical French person of color in 1777 was a young black man employed as a domestic servant. The 
average age for male slaves was just under twenty, while enslaved women averaged twenty-five; free people of 
both sexes were a little older, averaging twenty-seven (p. 172). Most non-whites lived in one of three cities- 
Bordeaux, Paris and Nantes - with the remaining residents congregating primarily in the lesser port cities (p. 
181), though a handful lived scattered in the countryside. [7] The vast maj ority of non-whites (93.5 percent) had 
African ancestry, while most of others were from South Asia (surprisingly few identified as Native American) 
(p. 175).[8] While two-thirds of all people of color were employed as servants, a substantial proportion (around 
14 percent) were learning or practicing a skilled trade, the most common being sewing or hairdressing (p. 190). 

Although the census did not specifically ask for marital status (which is therefore probably under-reported), 
Boulle has discovered evidence of seventy-nine married individuals and fifty-three extra-marital liaisons (pp. 
186-188). Most of these were interracial liaisons, between blacks and whites, or mixed-race lineage and whites 
or blacks, at least partly because of the gender imbalance within the non-white population (2.5 men for every 
woman [p. 171]), but also, argues Boulle, because of the lack of racial prejudice in the French popular classes. 
The year following the 1777 census, Louis XVI would outlaw marriages between whites and non-whites. 
Boulle cites several examples of interracial marriages that flew in the face of this official regulation (pp. 183- 
184). There is more to uncover on this topic, as Jennifer Heuer’s recent work on interracial marriages in the 
Napoleonic era is showing. [9] 

Chapter five, published here for the first time, treats the "non-blancs de l’oc~an indien en France." Here Boulle 
argues that the two royal laws granting limited permission to masters to bring their slaves to Francethe edict of 
1716 and the declaration of 1738applied only to colonies with plantations, such as the Antilles, Louisiana, 
Guyana and the Mascarenes. Implicitly, French settlements with slaves but without plantations, such as the 
trading factories located in Saint-Louis, S~n~gal, or Pondich~ry, India, were not covered by the two laws. 
Consequently, slaves arriving from these regions should have been entitled to avail themselves of the Free Soil 
principle, the maxim that held that any slave who set foot on French soil was free. Nevertheless, Boulle shows 
that migration from eastern branch of France’s empire was substantial in the period leading up to the 1777 
census. Some 275 individuals, or 13 percent of the known non-white residents of France in this year, came 
directly from Africa or India. The overwhelming majority (almost 90 percent) was male and their average age 
(15.6 years) was considerably younger than the general non-white population (pp. 109-110). 

Boulle explains the exceptional profile of the migrants from African and South Asia by noting these youths 
primarily came to France as the enslaved servants of slave ship captains or military officers. They belonged 
(and here I am going beyond Boulle’s careful empirical study) to the homosocial seafaring world of Equiano 
and the Black Jacks. [ 10] The arrival of South Asians in France, in particular, may also be the result of the 
British rout of French imperial designs in Pondich~ry and Chandranagor following the Treaty of Paris in 1763. 
But it might also be useful to see the South Asians, in particular, as the roots of new nineteenth-century patterns 
of labor migration, drawing first from the Indian subcontinent and later China. Boulle does not address these 
"push factors" or deeply consider the origins of non-whites who found themselves migratingwillingly or 
unwillinglyto France. 

In other words, Boulle’s painstaking and laborious quantitative study of the non-white population of eighteenth- 
century France yields very valuable information that will be useful not only to historians of France, its colonies, 
or the wider Atlantic. The material presented here will also be useful to historians working on borderlands, 
world history, diasporas, race, slavery, migration and identity in a comparative light. The articles here reveal the 
gradual unfolding of Boulle’s very important long-term proj ect. While we await his final conclusions (and, I 
would hope, a website or database devoted to his dataset!), there is much here to chew on, as well as inspiration 
for new directions and future research. 



NOTES 

[1] Three articles originally appeared in English and two in French: "In Defense of Slavery: Eighteenth-Century 
Opposition to Abolitions and the Origins of a Racist Ideology in France," in History from Below: Studies in 
Popular Protest and Popular Ideology in Honor of George RudO, ed. Frederick Krantz (Montreal: Concordia 
University, 1985), pp. 221-41 (repr. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), pp. 219-46; "Frangois Bernier and the 
Modern Conception of Race," in The Color of Liberty: Histories of Race in France, ed. Sue Peabody and Tyler 
Stovall (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), pp. 11-27; "Racial Purity or Legal Clarity? The Status of Black 
Residents in Eighteenth-Century France," The Journal of the Historical Society 6:1 (2006):19-46; "La 
construction du concept de race dans la France d’Ancien R~gime," Outre-mers, revue d’histoire 89 (2002): 155- 
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Memory and the French Revolution might seem like an inauspicious site for new research almost twenty-five 
years after the first volume of Pierre Nora’s Les Lieux de mOmoire appeared and in the wake of the studies that 
surrounded and followed it, many of which saw the Revolution as pivotal to the place of collective memory in 
modern France. [ 1 ] Yet Joseph Clarke’ s Commemorating the Dead in Revolutionary France: Revolution and 
Remembrance, 1789-1799 reveals that our understanding of collective memory in this period is ripe for revision. 

Clarke makes the terms of his revision clear: the emphasis of past studies "has been almost exclusively 
political" (p. 4), focusing on the role of commemoration in the making of the modern nation-state and the 
sacralization of the nascent Republic. This scholarship privileged the public sphere over private experience and 
centered on the values and discourse of elite society. Clarke, in contrast, seeks to understand what 
commemoration meant on a personal level to a broad range of the French populace, both in Paris and in the 
provinces. Like Richard Cobb, whom he offers as a model, Clarke wants "to put individuals, their passions and 
their private lives, back into Revolutionary politics" (p. 6). In doing so, he argues that traditional religious 
culture, however routine and unthinking it may have been, held a central place in the Revolutionary 
commemorations of the dead until its proscription by the Jacobin regime, and even after this date he emphasizes 
its influence on Revolutionary remembrance as well as the effects of its absence. 

The book begins with an examination of aspects of commemoration in the Old Regime. We learn that such elite 
modes of remembrance as the Ologe and sentimental visits to pastoral tombs (specifically, that of Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau at Ermenonville) were highly susceptible to self-promotion and the vagaries of fashion. The church, in 
contrast, continued to provide forms of commemoration that were more popular and more adequate to most 
people’s emotional needs in the face of death. Clarke argues for the continued importance of religion and its 
rites of memory across the eighteenth century. 

At the outset of the Revolution, religion continued to be central: "the medium of Revolutionary memory in 1789 
was overwhelmingly sacred. In churches lit by votive candles and echoing with the sound of the De Profundis, 
the smell of incense was scarcely diluted by a smattering of ’discours philosophique et patriotique’" (p. 86). This 
was especially true for the memory of the ordinary men who died in the Revolution-in particular the fallen 
vainqueurs of the Bastille. Revolutionary authorities almost invariably turned attention away from the spectacle 



of the people in arms in favor of Nation, Law, and the King, as did artists in general when they depicted recent 
events. It was primarily priests sympathetic to the Revolution, notably the Abb~ Claude Fauchet, who 
commemorated its humbler actors and answered to the personal needs of relatives of the fallen. 

In the midst of the growing tension between religion and revolution, government officials appropriated the rites 
of memory to serve their own ends, which were often completely caught up in the circumstances of the moment. 
If Mirabeau’s pantheonization in April 1791 allowed for a temporary rapprochement between Revolutionary and 
clerical authority, that of Voltaire in July accelerated their rupture and highlighted the political chaos in France. 
The key site of these commemorations, the Pantheon, itself became as much a lieu de conflit as a lieu de 
mOmoire. Thus, "In the spring of 1792, most Revolutionaries still looked to the Church to consecrate the 
memory of their dead" (pp. 154-5). As the Revolution’s settlement with Catholicism completely disintegrated, 
the government assumed responsibility for commemorative ceremonies and turned them increasingly away from 
mourning and towards narrow political ends. During l’an II, the government proposed a series of ever more 
insignificant and uninspiring "martyrs." The ceremonies devoted to them were confused, factional, mechanical, 
dissembling, and exploitative, anything but a sincere expression of collective memory. 

Memory continued to serve narrow political purposes after the fall of Robespierre, as "the Thermidorians used 
commemoration to repudiate the past rather than remember its dead" (p. 223). Rousseau’s pantheonization in 
Vend~miaire an III provided a moment of consensual commemoration more or less above politics, but it proved 
to be short-lived and unrepeatable. Instead, the Directory saw a militarization of memory. In small towns, 
cenotaphs and ceremonies recognizing simple soldiers might express "a sense of loss as well as an urge to 
inspire" (p. 250), but on the national level it became "a purely propagandistic affair" (p. 253), with manipulative 
rhetoric addressed to the citizen-soldier and civic ceremonies reserved primarily for a few select generals. The 
sympathy the Revolution professed for its war dead is belied, for Clarke, by its miserly treatment of war 
widows. His verdict on the Directory is scathing: 

The Directory’s military funerals furnish somber ceremonies and heart-rending speeches aplentyample material 
for historians inclined towards the cultural turnbut beneath the fagade, there was no concern for the dead and 
precious little consideration for the bereaved, just a desperate attempt to shore up the authority of an increasingly 
unloved Republic with the corpses of fallen heroes. Like the architects who consigned the names of the fallen to 
the most inconspicuous extremities of their triumphal arches, and the eulogies that recalled the dead merely to 
summon vengeance down upon the heads of Europe, the Directory’s rites of memory were grimly opportunistic 
affairs (pp. 265-66). 

The book ends with a brief consideration of the individual experience of death through funerals, burials, and 
cemeteries. The Republic’s intrusion into this domain, which appears as inadequate here as elsewhere, is 
especially damning because Clarke delivers it through the eyes of the bereaved who found no solace in the new 
Revolutionary rites. (Note: Made change here because there was just a bit of ambiguity as to whether the 
"inadequacy" referred to Clarke’ s account or the Republic’ s intrusion. Obviously it’ s the latter but when 
originally reading the sentence I began to read it the other way and had to go back.) 

Three aspects of Clarke’s book seem certain to inspire debate: his reevaluation of the importance of religion, his 
suggestion that an overemphasis on the nation-state has distorted our picture of the place of collective memory in 
the Revolution, and his almost entirely negative assessment of Revolutionary authorities’ treatment of memory 
as, by turns, cynical, self-serving, elitist, or shabby. I will leave the first issue to specialists. On the second, I 
would agree that the focus on Nation and Republic has been exclusive, especially in French historiography, and 
therefore the perspective opened up here is to be welcomed. Clark offers compelling evidence that 
Revolutionary commemorations did not achieve the "transfer of sacrality" of Mona Ozouf’ s Revolutionary 
festival. Revolutionary commemorations were far more varied and linked to immediate political agendas and far 
less efficient in inculcating the principles of the new order than Ozouf’ s festival. And they were far less 
successful in nationalizing and laicizing memory than Jean-Claude Bonnet’s Pantheon. It remains unclear to me, 
however, if he would nonetheless accept that the Republic’s rites of memory went some (or a great) distance in 
eroding older forms of commemoration and establishing Nation and Republic as central symbolic entities in the 
imaginations of ordinary French men and women. 



As for the third, my feeling is that Clarke overemphasizes the failures of Revolutionary authorities. There is 
little recognition of how unprecedented and enormous the challenges confronting Revolutionary authorities were; 
nor do the democratic innovations of the Republic get their due. For example, we only really hear about the 
Jacobin regime’ s efforts to honor the citizen-soldiers and care for their families (however cynical these may have 
been) when we learn the Directory’s own endeavors in this regard were sadly inferior. Or again, the incomplete, 
improvised, or ramshackled state of many Revolutionary monuments to the dead was as much the result of the 
lack of funds, rapid pace of politics, and bewilderment of artists faced with completely unorthodox demands as it 
was the result of anything else. 

But, as an art historian, it is primarily Clarke’s use of formal culture as evidenceand more specifically his use of 
the plastic artsthat I want to address here. Clarke finds some of his key sources in the works of painters and 
architects, and he interprets them in sophisticated and original ways. For instance, he turns to a sculptural project 
by Jean-Joseph Mounier and a proj ected painting by Gabriel-Frangois Doyen, as well as related works, to 
illuminate the reluctance early on in the Revolution to acknowledge the contributions of ordinary people. He 
offers a new explanation of the failure of Jacobin clubs to finance Jacques-Louis David’s Tennis Court Oath: its 
republicanism was still too radical in 1791. Most impressive is his analysis of Antoine-Chrysost6me Quatrem~re 
de Quincy’s work on the Pantheon. Using an idealized, allegorical sculptural language, Quatrem~re attempted to 
transform the unfinished and unconsecrated church of St. Genevieve into a secular temple of remembrance above 
faction and the Revolutionary cult of personality. Clarke argues that his decorations were both obscure and out of 
step with the increasingly violent and acrimonious language of Revolutionary politics. Though his analysis, here 
as elsewhere, relies less on visual evidence than on verbal accounts of the art work, Clarke sensitively captures 
the elitist, moderate, and generalizing tone that separated Quatrem~re’s brand of classicism from David’s in 
1792. 

It is of course impossible for a study with as broad a subject as Revolutionary commemoration to include even a 
fraction of the relevant works of art and architecture, much less to enter into the sort of detailed visual analysis 
that is the bread and butter of art history. Every reader will have his or her own favorite work of art that does not 
figure in this account. My own is Jean-Jacques Lebarbier’s The Heroic Courage of Young DOsille (Nancy, 
Mus~e des Beaux-Arts), an early, understudied painting of a Revolutionary martyr and the first completed large- 
scale painting of a Revolutionary event. The fate of the painting over the course of its long genesis reveals much 
about the memory of the soldiers of ChS~teauvieux, to whom Clarke devotes special attention. 

There are some omissions, however, that help to delineate the contours of Clarke’s study. Clarke’s account of 
the Terror includes a fascinating discussion of the use of sacred imagery to commemorate Marat. In part he 
wishes to emphasize the survival of customary sacred forms in even the most radical phase of the Revolution, for 
this renders problematic efforts to see a complete republicanization of memory and to separate neatly the civic 
from the religious. But he also explores Revolutionary leaders’ fascination with and fear of language’s 
polyvalence and inevitable reliance on past conventions to express new ideas. On the one hand, many 
Revolutionaries had doubts about the ability of language to capture the significance of the unprecedented. On 
the other hand, signs could be manipulated to dissemble and deceive, and Clarke emphasizes the cynical 
willingness of Marat’s eulogists to exploit the credulity of the lower orders with sacred imagery. 

Understanding the attitudes of Revolutionaries towards signsin writing, art, architecture, or any other medium- 
seems like the occasion for a detailed examination of the genesis and reception of texts, images, and other 
cultural artifacts, for it is precisely by studying an artist grappling with a subject, or by studying a viewer coming 
to terms with an image, that we can appreciate the semiotic specificities of the period on a personal level. And, 
indeed, art historical studies exist, especially of David’s martyr portraits, that address exactly these questions. [2] 
The best of these argue that David, like the Jacobins in Clarke’s account, represented Marat in ways that sought 
to neutralize the sans-culottes as a political force and freeze the Revolution and represented Bara in ways that 
emptied him of any active heroic attributes, as could only be the case for a martyr manufactured by the Terror as 
it was reaching its own dead end. They have explored David’s ambivalent adoption of religious imagery in ways 
that overlap greatly with Clarke’s discussion of sacred language. At the same time, they would hardly make 
David, who was of course both a politician and an artist, out to be as insincere and cynical as the politicians 



described by Clarke (for whom intentions are surprisingly important). On the contrary, David struggled mightily 
to find some truths on which to hold. Moreover, David’s political motivations were complexly intertwined with 
other, very personal determinations such as artistic affiliations and rivalries, and the consumption of his Marat in 
1793 appears to have been a complex mixture of manipulation from above and enthusiasm from below. 

These art historical studies rely on extended visual and textual analyses that are perhaps impossible to integrate 
into a broader account of Revolutionary commemoration, but nonetheless I am struck by their almost complete 
absence from Clarke’s account. At a minimum, they suggest how difficult it is to incorporate an artist’s or 
viewer’s personal experience of a monument into a general account and how different the priorities of historians 
and art historians remain. For Clarke, individual works of art can only be included to the extent that they fit 
within the larger cultural history he is tracing, and attention to the larger context inevitably subtracts from the 
attention paid to individual works, while for art historians it is often the work of art itself, both in its conformity 
and nonconformity to larger historical trends, that constitutes the scholar’s main interest. 

Another omission is the result of Clarke’s tendency to focus his attention on cultural production sponsored by the 
state or immediately in its orbit. To a large extent this makes sense because one of his maj or themes is the 
Revolutionary government’s failure to provide adequate means of commemorating its dead, particularly after it 
had eliminated traditional religious means of doing so. On the other hand, the attention devoted to the 
shortcomings of the government with regard to memory threatens to upstage the actual experience of memory on 
a personal level. Collective memory (whatever we may take it to be) and commemoration existed, as Clarke 
points out in places, in forms that exceeded the control of the church and the state. Mourning, too, surely went 
on regardless of whether or not it was guided by the church or officialdom. In order to gauge how badly the 
Republic failed its citizens, we need a better understanding of the place of memory, commemoration, and 
mourning in private life and of the memories that were emerging at a distance from the church and the state. 
There are places in the book where Clarke surveys such material, but overall he is forced to extrapolate personal 
responses from indirect sources, and these responses are almost always to official commemorations. The 
impression is of a people at the mercy of what the church, the government, or elite society had to offer. 

In the spirit of this forum I have focused on the questions that Clarke’s narrative raises for me, so let me close by 
emphasizing what an achievement this book is. The range of sources incorporated into the book and Clarke’s 
ability to tease meaning out of such disparate materials are truly impressive. There are passages of 
interpretationfor example, the analysis of provincial responses to demands from Paris to commemorate Marat- 
where Clarke is able to recover convincingly individual motivations and intentions out of scant documentation. 
For him, there is often an important gap between what people said and why they said it. Most impressive, 
however, is his ability to think freshly about such familiar themes. This is an important book because it demands 
so forcefully that we reexamine basic assumptions about the Revolution. 

NOTES 

[1] Pierre Nora, ed., Les Lieux de mOmoire, 7 vols. (Paris: Gallimard, 1984-93). Other studies with which 
Clarke’s account is explicitly engaged include: Jean-Claude Bonnet, La Naissance du Pantheon: Essai sur le 
cube des grands homes (Paris: Fayard, 1998); Mona Ozouf, La FOre rOvolutionnaire (Paris : Gallimard, 1976); 
Maurice Agulhon, ~ La ’statuomanie’ et l’histoire, ~ reprinted in Agulhon, L ’Histoire vagabonde, 2 vols. (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1988), vol. 1, pp. 135-85; Robert Gildea, The Past in French History (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1994); and Avner Ben-Amos, Funerals, Pofitics and Memory in Modern France, 1789-1996 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000). 

[2] Clarke cites T.J. Clark’s study of David’s Marat and refers to it as the "most stimulating," but refrains from a 
detailed study of the painting as it has been "exhaustively analysed" (p. 180). See T.J. Clark, "Painting in the 
Year Two," Representations 47 (Summer, 1994): 13-63. Other studies include Thomas Crow, Emulation: 
Making Artists for Revolutionary France (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); R~gis Michel, "Bara: du 
martyre/~ 1’ ~ph~be," in La Mort de Bara: de l’OvOnement au mythe, autour du tableau de Jacques-Louis David, 
ed. Marie-Pierre Foissy-Aufr~re (Avignon, 1989), pp. 42-77; Robert Simon, "David’s Martyr-portrait of Le 



Peletier de Saint-Fargeau and the Conundrums of Revolutionary Representation," Art History 14 (Dec, 1991): 
459-487; Jorg Traeger, Der ToddesMarat. Revolution desMenschenbildes (Munich: Prestel, 1986); "Donna 
Hunter, "Swordplay: Jacques-Louis David’s Portrait of Le Pelletier de Saint-Fargeau on his Deathbed," in J. 
Heffernan, ed., Representing the French Revolution (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1991), pp. 
169-91; William Vaughn and Helen Weston, ed., Jacques-Louis David’s Marat (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000); and numerous essays in David contre David." acres du Colloque David MusOe du 
Louvre, 1989, ed. R~gis Michel, 2 vols., (Paris: La Documentation frangaise, 1993). 

Two studies worthy of mention that devote considerable attention to art and commemoration during the 
Revolution are: Philippe Bordes and R6gis Michel, ed., Aux Armes et aux arts ! Les arts de la ROvolution, 1789- 
1799 (Paris : Adam Biro, 1988); and Edouard Pommier, L ’Art de la libertO: Doctrines et dObats de la ROvolution 
[kan9aise (Pails: Gallimard, 1991). 
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Review essay by Marisa Linton, Kingston University. 

The French Revolution readily lends itself to a book commemorating the dead, for it certainly had more than its 
fair share of dramatic fatalities and lugubrious ceremonies. As Clarke repeatedly shows, "the dead had a part to 
play in revolutionary politics" (p. 277). In his revised doctoral thesis, he reminds us of this with some grim tales. 
We hear, for example that when Lepeletier became a revolutionary "martyr" after he was assassinated for voting 
for the death of the king, his body was exposed for three days and nights on a bier in the Place Vend6me, 
displaying to curious onlookers the stab wound that killed him (p. 155). Not all deaths caused by the Revolution 
were so gruesome. Clarke begins his account with the story of Jean-Denis Blanc, a deputy of the Third Estate, 
who reportedly "died ofj oy" amidst the dramatic scenes on 15 July 1789 when Louis XVI came to the National 
Assembly and announced his intention to cooperate with the Revolution. Blanc’s body was taken home to 
Besan¢on for burial, where huge crowds turned out to pay homage to his patriotism and to weep at the moving 
spectacle (pp. 1-2). What such deaths had in common was the political dimension. Both men, and many of the 
others in Clarke’s book, were deemed to have died for thepatrie. Therefore the public rituals surrounding their 
death and burial were reflections of revolutionary politics. They became revolutionary "heroes", even, in some 
cases, "martyrs", their deaths enlisted in the cause of furthering the Revolution. Their lives were transfigured. 
They were deemed to have been men of virtue: stainless, peerless, and dedicated to the public good. The subject 
is a fascinating one that has attracted a good deal of attention in the last decade or so with the rise of cultural 
history and attendant theory. Clarke’s treatment of it is frustratingly mixed in that it is very short on the sort of 
historiographical and cultural discussion to be expected of a book in a Cambridge series on cultural history. 

There is a wealth of material here on commemoration. One of the book’s strengths is the attention that it pays to 
the impact of death upon the living. Another positive aspect is provided by Clarke’s determination to go beyond 
official policy and the political leadership. He introduces us to many obscure and humble figures and pays 
particular attention to widows and the families of the deceased. Chapter two "Piety and Patriotism", is largely 
concerned with the "vainqueurs" of the Bastille and examines questions about how their actions should be 
commemorated. Clarke charts in detail the shifts in the ways in which the "vainqueurs" were treated and reflects 
on how this indicates changing attitudes towards the Revolution itself. It is a pity that the important work of 
LiJsebrink and Reichardt is not used because it might have offered an insight into the problematic question of 
how to commemorate the violence that accompanied the taking of the Bastille. [ 1] 



Most of the book deals with how the revolutionaries used funerary and commemorative rituals to construct 
posthumous heroes for the Revolution. There are several chapters on the setting up of the Pantheon as a final 
resting place for great men of the patrie and on the politics whereby men were chosen - and sometimes 
subsequently ousted. Some of the ritual commemorations of leading figures who feature here, notably Mirabeau, 
Voltaire, Rousseau, Lepeletier and Marat, and the politics of the "panth~onisation" of revolutionary heroes have 
already been treated at length by other historians (including Jourdan, de Baecque, Ben-Amos, Hunter, Bonnet 
and Guilhamou).[2] I for one would have liked Clarke to have engaged more closely with the work of these 
historians and to have been more explicit about how and what he feels he is adding to our knowledge of these 
events. 

Where Clarke scores more highly is in his attention to the persistence of Catholic belief and attachment to 
Catholic rituals in the minds of ordinary people. He argues that the increasingly secular commemoration of the 
dead sat uneasily in the minds of the onlookers. They clung to their beliefs, particularly where the deaths of their 
own loved ones were involved. Symbols and rituals invoking such themes as reason or classical antiquity were 
no substitute for the familiar and venerable funeral rites of the Catholic church. Clarke claims that even amongst 
the sans-culottes, who provided the spearhead of ferocious anti-clericalism and whose devotion both to Marat 
and to the Revolution was not in doubt, there was still a vestigial attachment to Christianity. Their religious 
beliefs were simple and unsophisticated, but nonetheless important to them. He argues that they understood such 
terms as "martyrdom" and "immortality" in a literal sense that had many echoes of Catholic meaning. Historians 
are wrong "to conflate the visceral anticlericalism of the streets with the more considered irreligion of the 
elite" (p. 193). The Jacobins were uneasy about the religious elements of popular belief in "Saint Marat", and this 
is one reason why they eventually curtailed celebrations of the cult of Marat. 

Clarke’s work is partly a lament for the loss of Catholic ritual and its traumatic effects on ordinary people who 
were unable to obtain the comfort of Catholic rites in the funeral ceremonies for their loved ones. For them the 
Revolution was about loss. Clarke’s conclusion points towards the nineteenth-century revival of Christian piety 
as evidence of the failure of the revolutionaries’ attempt to set up secular rituals of death and burial. He sees this 
as a consequence of popular rej ection of these secular values. This makes it all the more frustrating that he does 
not engage with Ben-Amos’s work on republican secular funerals in France from 1789 to 1996 beyond brief 
mentions in the Introduction. Ben-Amos’s book is not included in Clarke’s bibliography, and the footnote 
providing details of the book wrongly gives the dates Ben-Amos covers as 1789 to 1799, which suggests that it 
did not figure much in Clarke’s research (p. 4). Yet Ben-Amos’s work is very relevant to Clarke’s argument, for 
it shows that the revolutionary funerals were resilient and popular and that they continued and grew into the 
nineteenth century, reaching their height with the massive secular state funerals of the Third Republic. Clarke 
briefly takes this point up in his Introduction, stating that Ben-Amos discounts the continuing importance of 
religion (p. 7). Again, it would have been interesting to see Clarke return to Ben-Amos’ s arguments - and indeed 
those of other historians of memory and culture - more strongly in his conclusion and to consider in greater depth 
how his own findings might change how we understand the historiography of revolutionary commemoration of 
the dead and its legacy into the nineteenth century. 

Death was integral to the Revolution, not only because the Revolution caused the deaths of so many people, but 
also because death was central to revolutionary rhetoric - a preoccupation epitomised by the ominous phrase: "la 
libert~ ou la mort."[3] Clarke’s book has comparatively little to say about death itself. There are several 
historians whose work on the politics of death in the Revolution - how death was understood and explained in 
terms of political ideology -might have helped Clarke to conceptualise his subject more fully in terms of its 
political language and ideology. One of the most notable of these omissions is La ROvolution et la mort, a work 
that began as a bicentenary colloquium. It contains discussion of several topics that would have been relevant to 
Clarke’s work, including revolutionary "immortality", heroism, political martyrdom, and funerary music and 
architecture. [4] The work of both Higonnet and Merrick on revolutionary suicide could have added another 
dimension to Clarke’s considerations of revolutionary heroism and martyrdom.[5] One of Antoine de Baecque’s 
books figures in the bibliography, but not his most relevant work for this subj ect: Septs morts sous la terreur 
(translated as Glory and Terror: Seven Deaths under the French Revolution), which includes chapters on 
Mirabeau and Voltaire (both discussed at length by Clarke). De Baecque’s work, with its emphasis on the 
cultural use of the imagery of the dead body, is not to everyone’s taste, but no one could deny the originality of 



his approach, and it would have been good to have seen Clarke’s take on this. 

Clarke tells us that the Pantheon was "dedicated to a timeless conception of civic virtue" (p. 139). Eighteenth- 
century and revolutionary conceptions of political virtue are clearly at the heart of decisions about whom to 
honour as "great men of the patrie". Although Clarke repeatedly refers to such terms as "virtue" and "patrie", he 
does not offer us a consideration of what these terms meant to people at the time, their origins and the reasons for 
their significance. Clarke is curiously dismissive of the influence of antiquity on the rites of death and the 
creation of posthumous "heroes" of the republic. Chapter one, entitled "Virtue in action", which deals with the 
pre-revolutionary period, only mentions classical antiquity in passing (p. 37). His justification seems to be that 
classical antiquity meant little to the lower orders, as they had not been exposed to that sort of education. But of 
course, the men who devised revolutionary rituals and commemoration were overwhelming from the social 
groups that had received a secondary education and, consequently, were steeped in the world of the ancients, 
making deeper discussion highly pertinent. As much work has shown, belief in virtue in the eighteenth century 
owed a great deal to the ancients, and this mindset was taken up by the revolutionary generation. [6] The concept 
of natural virtue that developed from the mid-century was also to feed into revolutionary symbols and ritual. 
Virtue and nature were of course not necessarily secular, as indeed Clarke recognises with a discussion of 
Fauchet’s religious beliefs. Clarke describes how the adoption of nature found its expression in the rej ection by 
many revolutionaries of the Pantheon and their preference for natural open air places and gardens for the 
commemoration of virtuous heroes. The veneration of nature was therefore another aspect of the politics of 
virtue, but Clarke does not deal with this as a concept. 

One historiographical issue with which Clarke does engage strongly is that of the history of the emotions. He 
argues that Ben-Amos, Agulhon, Gildea, Bonnet and the contributors to Nora’ s Les Lieux de mOmoire invariably 
dwell on politics and the elite, at the expense of people in private life. He seeks to redress this balance. Death, he 
says, is about "genuine human emotions", about mourning, loss and sorrow (pp. 4-6). This aim finds expression 
in the different ways in which he discusses the politicians themselves and the impact of their policies on the rest 
of the population. His tone fluctuates between the gleefully cynical (which he uses when describing the 
revolutionary leaders’ orchestration of funerary rituals to further their own political ends) and the sympathetic 
way in which he speaks of the ordinary people who were deprived of the recourse to traditional Catholic funerary 
rituals by the manipulation of revolutionary politicians. Several of the six chapters are focused on the 
commemoration of the great men of the Revolution and in that sense cover well trodden ground. At times 
however, when considering the "vainqueurs" and the widows of revolutionary soldiers, Clarke’s approach recalls 
that of the English historian, Richard Cobb, who looked at the Revolution very much from the experience of the 
"little man" for whom the Revolution was a calamity that descended upon him from outside, often in the shape of 
"a man on a horse". There may well be a lot &truth in this argument. Part of the difficulty though is proving it. 
How can one tell what ordinary people felt, especially during the period of the Terror when it became positively 
dangerous to challenge the official line of the Jacobins? To answer this question Cobb paid unrivalled attention 
to local and popular materials. Clarke’s sources are, for the most part, printed accounts: debates in the clubs and 
assemblies, newspapers, pamphlets. Much of the focus is necessarily on Paris. Had he made more extensive use 
of regional archival sources a clearer picture might have emerged. As it is, he cites some intriguing material, 
particularly on the provincial reception of the cult of Marat, such as an account of a mock funeral held for Marat 
in Rennes on 18 July 1793. The inversion of Jacobin ritual involved many elements of a charivari, with "a hearse 
decorated with pigs’ bladders and broken buckets, a convoy of laughing choir boys" and "a garish effigy of 
Marat" which was sent up in flames amidst roars of appreciation from the crowd and imprecations in defiance of 
the Jacobins (p. 197). A greater attention to such material would have been beneficial as would some 
investigation of this early use of charivari in a political sense. 

One of the most intriguing and original parts of the book is the concluding chapter on the period after Thermidor 
and the Directory. Here Clarke examines the treatment of dependents of soldiers who had died for the patrie. 
This perspective goes beyond the official politics of commemorating heroes, for it considers how far the 
successive revolutionary regimes were prepared to put their ideals into practice and offer financial help to the 
many widows and orphans left vulnerable by the loss of their men folk. Here, for the first time in his book, 
Clarke offers a much more positive assessment of the Jacobins. Under their rule there was a genuine commitment 
to giving significant sums to the families of dead soldiers - though as with almost everything else about the 



Jacobins’ social policy, the intention to do good was more notable than their ability to put their ideas into 
practice. Indeed, for Clarke the track record of the Jacobins in this respect was much more admirable than that of 
the regimes that succeeded them. In his treatment of the Directory, Clarke paints a damning picture of a cynical 
regime that cut back even on its promises to help the families of ordinary soldiers whilst increasing the sums paid 
to widows of higher officers, particularly generals. Here, Clarke aligns himself against recent attempts to portray 
the Directory as a time of positive political achievement. His view of the Directory is much more the traditional 
one - of a threadbare and corrupt regime. 

Clarke’s main finding seems to be that, despite the efforts of the secularising revolutionary state, Catholic rituals 
remained important for ordinary people. To many readers this conclusion may be rather less unexpected than 
Clarke seems to think. Nevertheless, it will be helpful for non-French readers to have some of this primary 
material made available in English. More worryingly, Clarke has declined the opportunity to profit from some of 
the maj or works of historiography in this field, particularly by French and American scholars, that would have 
given greater interest and depth to his study. He has cited historians (or in some cases not even cited them) in 
what is often a perfunctory manner, without integrating their approaches into his study. He may feel that this 
gives more originality to his own work, but it actually makes it less interesting. Since this book appeared as part 
of a series in cultural history published by Cambridge University Press it seems surprising that the series editors 
did not encourage Clarke to engage more widely with historians and their innovative methodologies of cultural 
history, particularly those beyond the confines of English historiography. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Hans-Jfirgen Lfisebrink and Rolf Reichardt, The Bastille: a History of a Symbol of Despotism and Freedom 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1997). 

[2] These works include: A.R.M. Jourdan, Les Monuments de la ROvolution 1770-1804: une histoire de la 
reprOsentation (Paris: Champion, 1997); Antoine de Baecque, La Gloire et l’effroi: Sept morts sous la Terreur 

(Paris: Grasset, 1997); Avner Ben-Amos, Funerals, PoBtics, andMemory in Modern France, 1789-1996 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Donna M. Hunter, ’Swordplay: Jacques-Louis David’s Painting of Le 
Peletier de Saint-Fargeau on his Deathbed’, in James A.W, Heffernan (ed.), Representing the French Revolution: 
Literature, Historiography, and Art (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1992); Jean-Claude 
Bonnet (ed.), La Mort de Marat (Paris: Flammarion, 1986); and Jacques Guilhaumou, La Mort de Marat 
(Brussels: Editions complexe, 1989). 

[3] This phrase was central to the Jacobins’ understanding of what they were trying to do in the Year II, a fact 
that Sophie Wahnich acknowledged when she made it the title of her recent book seeking to explain, even to 
iustify, the Terror: Sophie Wahnich, La LibertO ou la mort: essai sur la Terreur et le terrorisme (Paris: La 
Fabrique editions, 2003). 

[4] Elizabeth Liris and Jean Maurice Bizi~re (eds), La ROvolution et la mort (Toulouse : Presses Universitaires 
du Mirail, 1991). 

[5] These works include: Patrice Higonnet, ’Du suicide sentimental au suicide politique’, in Liris and Bizi~re, La 
ROvolution et la mort ; and Jeffrey Merrick, ’ Suicide and Politics in Pre-Revolutionary France’, Eighteenth- 
Century Life, 30 (2006): 32-47. 

[6] The importance of the influence of classical antiquity on the French revolutionaries is well attested in many 
studies. The most comprehensive are: Harold T. Parker, The Cult of Antiquity and the French Revolutionaries 
(originally published Chicago, 1937, reprinted New York, 1965), pp. 8-36; Chantal Grell, Le dix-huitiOme siOcle 
et l’antiquitO en France (2 vols, Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 1995); and the more recent, though less thorough, 
Claude Moss~, L ’AntiquitO darts la ROvolutionfranqaise (Paris: Albin Michel, 1989). George Armstrong Kelly, 
Mortal PoBtics in Eighteenth-Century France (Ontario: University of Waterloo Press, 1986) includes a lengthy 
discussion of the profound influence of classical antiquity on funerary practices in the Revolution. 
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Review essay by Thomas Kselman, University of Notre Dame. 

The French Revolution, which produced so many thousands of corpses through civil insurrection, political 
repression, and international war, also generated thousands of speeches and ceremonies to explain to the living 
why so many had died. As Joseph Clarke shows in his work on revolutionary commemorations, those 
responsible for the cult of the dead during the decade of the revolution faced a daunting challenge, for the 
cultural conflict with the Church made the use of traditional Catholic ritual increasingly unavailable. In 
Clarke’s view most French were left unconsoled by processions and speeches praising the sacrifices of those 
who died for the "pattie" in the latter part of the decade. But the failed rituals of the Directory were part of a 
longer traj ectory that Clarke traces back into the eighteenth century, and then follows through the political and 
cultural upheavals of the 1790s. 

Clarke seeks to avoid an anachronistic reading of revolutionary commemoration, which would emphasize its 
links to the cult of the modern nation-state as practiced during the Third Republic. Instead, he suggests that 
religious beliefs and practices inherited from the past provide a more appropriate starting point for the study of 
revolutionary ritual, since "religious practice remained the rule for the overwhelming maj ority, and ... the rites 
relating to death proved the most resistant to the onset of secularizing change"(p. 8). From this starting point 
one might have expected Clarke to explore the Catholic cult of the dead in the eighteenth century as the context 
for revolutionary developments. Instead, his first chapter looks at the tomb of Rousseau as it developed into a 
pilgrimage site at Ermenonville and at the "cult of great men" as celebrated in the "~loges" presented at the 
French Academy after 1758. 

In his discussion of the cult of great men Clarke does not take up the recent argument of David Bell, who links 



it to the "cult of the nation" that he sees developing on many fronts during the eighteenth century. [ 1 ] Both 
Clarke and Bell see the cult of great men as able to serve royalist and republican agendas, and both emphasize 
its utilitarian ethos, subversive of a value system based on inherited status or religious fervor. Bell, however, 
includes the many collective biographies that appeared in the latter part of the century in his analysis, a genre 
which included doctors, jurists, bankers, merchants, and even some artisans, thus extending the cult of great 
men well beyond the kings, military figures, statesmen, and men of letters praised in the French Academy. 
With this more extended view of what memory encompassed during the Old Regime, Bell is able to link the cult 
of great men to that of the revolutionary martyrs more clearly than Clarke. Bell also avoids the harshly 
moralistic tone characteristic of Clarke in this section and in many others as well. For Clarke "the 
Enlightenment discourse of memory.., was a sham: sentimental window-dressing to mask the claims of a new 
moral order"(p. 41). 

Clarke’s normative perspective can at times get in the way of his analysis, but his claim that most French in the 
eighteenth century turned to the familiar Catholic rituals in the face of death is a plausible starting point for his 
study of revolutionary commemoration. In this area Clarke has several interesting things to say as he 
documents a ritual program for funerals in the early days of the Revolution that merged Jacobinism with 
Catholicism, a mix of"piety and patriotism" in his terms. Historians are familiar with this kind of syncretism, 
as in the famous Festival of the Federation on 14 July 1790, when hundreds of thousands gathered to hear a 
Catholic Mass celebrated on the altar of the fatherland in the Champ de Mars. Clarke’s evidence extends 
beyond such major events to include the masses and funeral sermons for the men who died in the storming of 
the Bastille. Catholic priests, with the Abb~ Fauchet the most prominent example, celebrated the heroes of the 
Bastille "in the name of the crucified Christ that hung over their catafalque" (p. 55) but stopped short of 
sanctifying the violent act that brought an end to the absolute monarchy. Clarke points out shrewdly that their 
sermons invoked Divine Providence rather than angry artisans as the ultimate explanation for the fourteenth of 
July. 

The death of Mirabeau and the establishment of the Pantheon in April 1791 offer Clarke another opportunity to 
explore the complex cultural interactions between Catholicism and the emerging civil religion of the 
Revolution. Clarke fits Mirabeau into the specific political context of the spring of 1791, just as the crisis of the 
oath demanded by the regime of the Catholic clergy was beginning to destroy the fragile unity of France, 
driving a wedge between many devout Catholics and the Revolution. The death of Mirabeau was the occasion 
for the National Assembly to pass a decree that transformed the church of Sainte-Genevi~ve into the Pantheon, 
a moment typically seen as a major step towards an all-out program of dechristianization. But Clarke 
emphasizes that on his way to the Pantheon Mirabeau’s body passed through the church of Saint-Eustache, 
where a High Mass was celebrated and a funeral sermon preached. In both Paris and the provinces Jacobins 
organized Catholic masses as the appropriate ritual for marking the death of the first great man of the 
Revolution. Just three months later, in July 1791, the transfer of Voltaire’s remains to the Pantheon struck a 
very different chord, with the clergy notable by their absence. In the interim, the news of Pope Pius VI’s 
condemnation of the Civil Constitution and the attempted flight of Louis XVI, worked to discredit the Church 
and the Monarchy, creating a new context for official commemorations of the dead, more highly politicized and 
more hostile to Catholicism. 

The revolutionary legislators may not have initially intended the Pantheon to serve as dechristianized site for 
honoring France’ s great men, but that was certainly the goal of Quatrem~re de Quincy, who oversaw its 
remodeling between 1791 and 1794. Clarke detests the work of Quatrem~re, who "robbed the majority of 
French men and women of their principal ritual means of remembering the dead" and created "a glacial pile 
perched on a windswept hill in a cramped city centre" (pp. 142, 144). Even in 1792, however, the provinces 
still resisted the dechristianizing impulse, with most cities celebrating the death of Guillaume Simonneau with 



the same combination of masses and sermons that marked the passing of Mirabeau. Only in 1793 do the clergy 
finally disappear from the scene, excluded by politicians and bureaucrats who "paid lip service to the widows 
sorrow and the orphan’s loss, [but] offered them no real hope and little consolation" (p. 164). 

By the time he reaches 1793, a year when the Convention organized a number of political funerals, most 
famously for Marat, Clarke’s categories have been well established. An out-of-touch revolutionary elite, formed 
by a commitment to Enlightenment ideals, moves further and further away from the Christian references that 
people expect and want at the moment of death. Clarke has trouble fitting Marat into his scheme, for he 
acknowledges the fervor of the Parisians in celebrating his death, even while they generally did so without the 
clergy, masses, and sermons on which they had previously relied. He insists that the funeral of Marat was 
"religious," citing the vocabulary - martyr, saint, sacrilege, immortal - invoked at the civic rites. Clarke may 
be right to claim that these services merit the adjective "religious," but he struggles to make sense of this new 
religious sensibility. He argues first of all that, following Richard Cobb, we need to take this language 
seriously: "in the forthright world of the rOvolutionnaire.., words were neither metaphors nor similes, but 
simple signs, possessed of ’un sens littoral, une puissance mal~fique’ that defied ambiguity or equivocation"(pp. 
190-191). It is hard to reconcile this literalist position with Clarke’s comment just two pages later that [c] 
ulturally speaking, the rOvolutionnaire was in limbo," which suggests, more plausibly, confusion and ambiguity 
about the meaning of the words and rituals surrounding death (p. 193). 

In his discussion of the provincial celebrations of Marat, and of subsequent ceremonies organized by the post- 
Thermidorian Convention and the Directory, Clarke’s distaste for those who lead the Revolution is palpable. 
He points to the militarization of the cult of the dead under the Directory and contrasts this rhetorical and ritual 
concern with the failure of the regime to support the families of the dead soldiers it celebrated. Clarke notes the 
"sobs that punctuated La Revelli~re-L~peaux’s eulogy of Hoche" in year VI but concludes that "it is difficult 
not to be skeptical of such outpourings when the Directory never saw fit to extend them to the vast majority of 
the Republic’s dead" (p. 254). In general the military funerals of the Directory were a "fagade, there was no 
concern for the dead and precious little for the bereaved, just a desperate attempt to shore up the authority of an 
unloved Republic with the corpses of fallen heroes." (p. 265) Clarke’ s description of a manipulative and 
hypocritical revolutionary elite recalls the kind of comments made by anti-clericals about the Catholic clergy, 
concerned only with their power, which they defended by a cynical deployment of religious ritual. This view of 
the revolutionary elite seems to violate Clarke’s own methodological bias in favor of taking what people say 
and do at face value. But more importantly it runs the risk of seeing these men as caricatures rather than as 
individuals struggling with the same kinds of dilemmas faced by their constituents - how to make sense of 
death without recourse to traditional Christianity. We may disapprove of the religious and political policies of 
the leaders of the Directory, but that does not necessarily make the tears shed by La Revelli~re-L~peaux 
insincere. 

Clarke’s book confirms much of what we know about the religious history of the Revolution, as it moved from 
accommodation to confrontation with Catholicism. Like Suzanne Desan, whose work is not cited, Clarke 
demonstrates that this trajectory, while broadly true, needs to be qualified by a sense of the complex 
interchanges and appropriations that occurred throughout the revolutionary decade. [2] He might have added as 
well some reference to the world of occult belief and practice that was emerging in the late eighteenth century. 
[3] From my perspective Clarke’s most significant contribution is his demonstration of how far into the 
Revolution Jacobins and Catholics were able to collaborate, especially in the provinces, reinforcing a view of 
the dechristianizing campaign as a contingent development. 

But dechristianization did occur, and while much of the revolutionary cult of the dead may have failed to evoke 
deep reactions, Clarke shows us that it could succeed at times, in the Parisian celebration of Marat’s funeral and 



in the pantheonization of Rousseau. Clarke does not speculate at length on the historical consequences of the 
revolutionary interlude, though he does point to the religious revival that followed the Terror, and suggests that 
for many the Revolution represented "an unforgivable intrusion into that relationship [between the living and 
the dead]" (p. 287). The history of the cult of the dead in the nineteenth century provides much evidence for 
such a conclusion, but it also reveals the appeal of alternatives, including some that look back to the civil 
religious experiments of the Revolution. Christianity survived the Revolution, and I agree with Clarke that for 
most French it remained (and remains) the most appropriate setting for dealing with the dead.[4] But the 
"stripping of the altars" that occurred during the Revolution also had consequences, leading to complex and 
curious rituals, such as those surrounding the death of Mitterrand in 1996.[5] Clarke’s book, although overly 
tendentious at times, provides us with an opportunity to observe and ponder the tensions between traditional 
Christianity and the modern nation-state as they struggled to shape the thoughts and feelings of people about 
death at a particularly dramatic moment in modern history. 

NOTES 
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Response Essay by Joseph Clarke, Trinity College, Dublin, to the review essays of his book by Thomas 
Kselman, Marisa Linton and David O’Brien. 

Having one’s first book chosen for review in the same forum as works by distinguished scholars like Jan 
Goldstein, Jean-Clement Martin and David Bell was an unexpected, but very gratifying, honour. So I would 
like to begin by thanking H-France’s editors for selecting my book for consideration here and for overseeing the 
review process with such good grace, efficiency and patience. I am also pleased to see that the Forum chose its 
reviewers in the same inter-disciplinary spirit as the book was written in. Of necessity, any history of 
commemorative culture should engage with a variety of methodologies and disciplines, and for this reason, I am 
particularly glad that the editors have assembled a diverse range of scholars to comment on my book. In 
bringing together an art historian, a historian of ideas and a nineteenth-century historian this forum presents 
three distinct perspectives on my work, and I welcome the chance to engage with these different points of view. 
I wrote this book to raise questions about how we write about memory and, more generally, about French 
Revolutionary culture, so the different views expressed in this forum will hopefully contribute to prompting a 
renewed debate about how historians confront these issues. 

That said, reading these reviews has also been a frustrating experience in several ways. Seeing one’s arguments 
critically engaged with is obviously stimulating but to see them misconstrued and even misrepresented has been 
exasperating as well. Such are the perils of authorship, but when the reviews here appear to be fundamentally at 
odds about even the most basic of issues, the breadth of my research for instance, then it is difficult to find an 
appropriate response. Caught between David O’Brien’ s conclusion that "the range of sources incorporated into 
the book and Clarke’s ability to tease meaning out of such disparate materials are truly impressive" and Marisa 
Linton’s rather less favourable verdict on my research I can only stand above the fray and ask the book’s 
readers to reach their own conclusions. However, if detachment seems the only option in the face of such 
divided opinions, I would like to engage directly with the more substantial issues these reviews have raised. My 
approach to commemoration, my place in the historiography of memory and my relationship to recent 
scholarship on the Revolution are issues which have arisen to a greater or lesser extent in all of the reviews 
here, and I will try to address them together. However, one review stands out quite markedly, both in content 
and tone, from the others, and I hope that the other reviewers will not feel short-changed if I devote more 
specific attention to it further on. 



It is a truism to suggest that book reviews frequently say as much about the book the reviewer would have liked 
to have seen written as they do about the book actually under review. When that book spans aspects of the 
political, social, intellectual, cultural, religious, artistic and even horticultural history of eighteenth-century 
France, then predictably enough, each reviewer will privilege his or her own perspective to see how the book 
measures up to the standards of his or her specialism. In one way or another, each of the reviews here conforms 
to this rule. Accordingly, Marisa Linton takes me to task for not going into more detail on the "origins" and 
"significance" of "concepts" such as virtue or antiquity in Revolutionary culture, both topics on which she has 
either published or recently presented research papers.[1] Alas, I must plead guilty as charged, although I am 
also tempted to ask how far one should go in tracing the ’origins’ of the idea of virtue in Western culture in a 
book on Revolutionary memory? Would a few references to Montesquieu or Bossuet or F~n~lon have sufficed 
or should I have traced this idea’s evolution back to antiquity itself in order to explain what it meant to attend a 
funeral in 1789 or raise a memorial in 1793? More importantly, why stop at virtue and antiquity? Perhaps I 
should have punctuated my analysis with excursions into the intellectual history of Republicanism or fraternity 
or Catholicism or grief as well, all "concepts" that feature prominently in this study. The resulting book would 
certainly have been much longer, and probably a good deal less coherent, but I am not convinced that this type 
of approach would have added much to our understanding of commemoration as a cultural practice as opposed 
to a "concept". 

Nevertheless, the fact is that contemporary discussions about virtue and the r61e of antiquity in Revolutionary 
culture do arise in this book, as do many other "concepts". However, to paraphrase Mend~s-France, "~crire 
c’est choisir", and I chose not to stop off to conduct a detailed exegesis of each individual "concept" I 
encountered in my research. There is a particular type of intellectual history that specialises in tracking the 
trajectory of specific themes or "concepts" within elite political discourse. Marisa Linton’s The Politics of 
Virtue in Enlightenment France is a good example of this kind of history, and obviously, I can see the merits of 
this approach when it is done well. However, this type of study has clear limitations as well. It generally 
concerns itself with the production of discourse but seldom addresses its reception, and as a rule, it rarely looks 
beyond the world of print culture and the well-to-do. Put simply, this is not the type of history that I want to 
write. Its preoccupation with the chattering classes of eighteenth-century urban society seems so very 
restrictive in an age of still limited literacy, and its stress on canonical texts and critical concepts would leave so 
many aspects of commemorative culture, the ceremonial, the sensory, the spatial even, unexplored. So, as I 
should have thought my decision to begin my book with a Parisian apprentice’s funeral and conclude it with a 
lament sung by an illiterate Norman widow made quite clear, I am not a historian of ideas in the mould of 
Marisa Linton. Rather, my aim in writing this book was to look beyond the world of the social and cultural 
elites to understand what the death of a tradesman before the Bastille or a soldier on the Spanish front meant to 
the communities who came together to honour, and mourn, them and to integrate their stories into the wider 
history of Revolutionary remembrance. 

To do the scope of its subj ect justice, the cultural history of commemoration must try to transcend the confines 
of the printed page and investigate the realms of the ritual and the visual (and the emotions they evoke as well 
as the ideas they express), and it must be willing to learn from related disciplines such as anthropology and art 
history. And yet, with a few notable exceptions, too many cultural historians’ interest in images stops once 
their book cover has been chosen for them. This is bad enough at the best of times, but this neglect would be 
especially indefensible when so many critical aspects of commemorative culture, the placing of a crucifix or 
memorial, the sound or indeed the silence of a church-bell, or the composition of a painting or print, remain so 
resolutely non-verbal. For this reason, I welcome David O’Brien’s considered comments on my work and 
appreciate that his review raises important issues about the relationship between our respective disciplines. As 
a historian aiming to integrate a range of visual sources into a wider political and cultural history, I hope I have 
benefited from the fine scholarship of art historians like Thomas Crow, T. J. Clark and Philippe Bordes, but I 
must agree with Professor O’Brien that our emphases do diverge in significant ways. [2] 

In the context of a study that incorporated everything from garden designs and architectural projects to 
paintings, prints and commemorative plates, there will inevitably be absences like Lebarbier’s The Heroic 
Courage of Young DOsille and images that would, in an art historical study, have warranted a quite different 
type of discussion. Professor O’Brien is quite right in this respect. However, my principal concern in 



discussing little-known works like Brenet’s plodding Louis XVIjurefidOBtO gt la constitution or Vaudoyer’s 
almost equally pedestrian plans for a memorial Voie de l’honneur or even the commemorative slipware that 
appeared after Mirabeau’ s death was not to assess them in aesthetic terms. Rather, my aim was to explore the 
values and memories such works expressed or, in many cases, suppressed and to explain their relationship to the 
context within which they were produced and received. This is obviously a context in which political priorities, 
personal ambitions and artistic agendas intertwine, but for much of the 1790s, I would suggest, politics probably 
outweighed aesthetics in many artists’ minds. This was certainly the main thrust of publications such as the 
Journal de la SociOtO rOpubBcaine des arts" and of proj ects such as the Republic’s concours, not to mention the 
iconoclasm of an II, but this prioritisation operated on a more personal level too. While I quite agree with 
O’Brien that Jacques-Louis David wrestled with many conflicting impulses throughout his Revolutionary 
career, I also suspect that the politician in him won most of these contests, and for this reason, I have tended to 
emphasise the ideological rather than the aesthetic imperative in assessing his work. Art historians may hang 
their heads in despair at such philistinism, and O’Brien seems slightly shocked that I should find the artist’s 
intentions "surprisingly important" in this context. However, I very much doubt whether we can appreciate 
how Quatrem6re planned the Panth6on or David painted his Marat without first understanding why they chose 
to do so in the first place. This is probably where my priorities diverge most dramatically from the art 
historian’s agenda. For all that we can learn from one another, both our ends and our methods do differ. So 
while I fully accept the encouragingly inter-disciplinary thrust of David O’Brien’s comments, I must admit that 
I remain a historian after all. 

As such, and as a historian of that infuriatingly elusive term "collective memory" in particular, I must take my 
place in an extensive historiography. For that reason, I am pleased to see that Professor O’Brien thinks that my 
book has opened up welcome new perspectives on the study of commemoration in France. Marisa Linton, 
however, seems less convinced. Indeed, she appears almost indignant that the editors and external readers at 
Cambridge University Press considered my book fit for publication (to raise that particular point once in a 
review might be legitimate criticism but to raise it twice looks rather like pique), and her review is a litany of 
historians whose work I apparently did not address in enough detail. I have to confess to some surprise at this, 
not least because she then concedes that my work "engage[s] strongly with the history of emotions", but also 
because I made my views concerning many of the historians she mentions abundantly clear in the introduction 
and elsewhere throughout the book. Jacques Guilhaumou’s La Mort de Marat, for example, is referenced 
appreciatively in the relevant chapter, as are Annie Jourdan’s studies, while Jean-Claude Bonnet’s work is 
addressed, rather less favourably it might be added, in three chapters out of six. So too, I engage with 
Liisebrink and Reichardt (whom she claims I ignored entirely) quite unambiguously on p. 75 in the midst of a 
lengthy discussion about the political problems the bloodshed at the Bastille posed for those commemorating its 
fall. 

The list of explicit references overlooked and historiographical arguments ignored by Linton’s review could go 
on but that would be pointless. More generally, as regards the American and French scholarship that she thinks 
I so badly need to brush up on, I can only conclude that she also ignored the historiographical agenda I outlined 
in my introduction as well. So, given her rather caustic closing remarks concerning "the confines of English 
historiography", it is only fight to note that my introduction singles out works by Michel Lagr6e and Jean- 
C16ment Martin, alongside Jay Winter and Annette Becket, as models of how memory may be studied with real 
sensitivity and acknowledges Gabriel Le Bras’ seminal studies of French religious sociology as the "starting 
point" for my own investigations in that sphere (pp. 5-7).[3] I may be mistaken but none of these authors are 
conspicuously English in either their origins or their approach to cultural history. It is a small point perhaps, but 
the implication that I have adopted a blinkered, "little Englander" approach to the writing of French history is 
too egregiously unjustified to ignore. However, rather than turn this response into the extended 
historiographical review that Linton appears to think I should have written in place of a piece of original 
research, it might be more constructive to reiterate exactly how my approach to commemoration differs from 
most historians of collective memory in France. 

I should begin by stating that whereas most of the studies of collective memory Linton mentions explore how 
the commemoration of the past has been used to construct an ideological consensus or cement a sense of 
political identity, I encountered a quite different set of concerns in the Revolutionary archives. Unsurprisingly, 



given the turbulent decade under investigation, division and discord loomed far larger in the sources I consulted 
than consensus ever did, and so my analysis has been as much about the disputes commemoration engendered 
as the unity it failed to inspire. So too, the archives furnished much more evidence of ordinary men and women 
seizing the commemorative initiative as opposed to obeying the instructions of the authorities than many studies 
of memory, with their endless parade of politicians, artists and intellectuals, allow. The deputies of successive 
legislatures may have kept the keys of the Pantheon to themselves, but when it came to commemorating lesser- 
known local heroes like the vainqueurs de la Bastille, the dead of 10 August 1792 or the war-dead of an II, the 
impetus for, and much of the ethos inspiring, commemoration came from the closely knit world of the 
neighbourhood, village or even family connection. Seen from this perspective, the paradox of Revolutionary 
remembrance is that the 1790s most explicitly democratic rites of memory were as much, if not more, a 
reflection of the customary moral and social values of the corporate order than they were an expression of the 
epic individualism or embryonic nationalism that Bonnet and Bell, for instance, have identified as the hallmarks 
of the Enlightened cult of the Grandttomme. [4] [i] 

Finally, the archives also furnished much more evidence for the ongoing importance of customary religious 
beliefs and practices in making sense of death and mediating remembrance than they reflected what Michel 
Vovelle and many more scholars since have described as "the dechristianisation of death" or the "laicisation of 
memory". [5] While I do not see this in terms of the "lament" for the lost world of Catholic ritual that Marisa 
Linton ascribes to me, that sounds far too elegiac, this does point towards one very clear conclusion: that many 
of these long-standing (and still current) assumptions concerning the secularisation of eighteenth-century 
attitudes towards death need to be radically revised. [6] So, in place of the normal preoccupation with "the 
politics of national identity" that has supplied the subtext for so many works on commemoration, and Bonnet’s 
rhapsodic account of the GrandHomme as the axis around which the French "imaginaire national" has evolved 
is a case in point, my research resulted in a new set of priorities alongside the conventional political narrative. 
[7] Conflict and contestation, the central importance of social community as an actor in the politics of 
commemoration and the initially collaborative but later conflictual relationship between customary culture and 
Revolutionary politics: these are the issues I encountered most often in my research. 

Now, whether one views the conclusions I reached following this research as a dispiriting reflection on the 
Revolution’s failure to realise its regenerative ambitions or a reassuring affirmation of the cultural resilience of 
ordinary men and women is entirely a matter of choice. However, it is also a question of perspective. And on 
purely methodological grounds, the angle of vision I have adopted diverges markedly from the perspective that 
has generally characterised the study of collective memory in France. That perspective, and while I generalise I 
do not believe that this is too much of a caricature, has been overwhelmingly statist in its stress on the 
ideological ends that successive French r~gimes have made memory serve and socially exclusive in its emphasis 
on those r~gimes’ political and intellectual elites. This predominantly political focus, with its rather teleological 
emphasis on the invention of national traditions and the promotion of modern, and in most cases this means 
Republican, values, has been illuminating. However, as "collective memory" has become a commonplace in 
historical discourse, so many of these assumptions about how societies remember have come to look 
increasingly stale. The state-centred bias that characterises Nora’s influential Lieux de MOmoire, for example, 
now appears rather one-dimensional in comparison to the scope of sophisticated recent studies by scholars like 
Val~rie Sottocasa, Anne Dolan and Catherine Merridale. [8] Indeed, in many ways, the very term "collective 
memory" has itself become something of a straitjacket, one that I prefer to avoid precisely because its use tends 
to privilege the political sphere over the private and overlook the specificity of context that makes each act of 
commemoration unique. Above all, this preoccupation with the political has essentially ignored the other ends, 
social, cultural, emotional, even economic, that the remembrance of the dead entails for those who remember. 

On that basis, if a book like Ben-Amos’ Funerals, PoBtics andMemory in Modern France 1789-1996 does not 
figure as prominently in my work as Marisa Linton would like, it is for two reasons, and both are implicit in the 
book’s title. Ben-Amos’ work is a fine study, but it does view the funerals it examines in exclusively political 
terms, and, as I argued throughout my book, this can only ever be one element of what remembering the dead 
means and often a far from fundamental one at that. Ben-Amos’ book is also, one introductory chapter on the 
Revolution notwithstanding, essentially about the politics of memory in the nineteenth and twentieth-centuries, 
not the eighteenth. Rather than view the 1790s as merely an overture to commemorative conflicts to come or an 



anticipation of a later la~citO, I chose to prioritise what death and remembrance meant to the men and women of 
the Revolutionary generation instead. I could, and did, cite Richard Cobb to justify my emphasis on exploring 
the lived experience of the Revolution rather than revisiting, as Linton advises but so many other scholars have 
already done, the Revolution’s "legacy into the nineteenth century", and I might also recommend Peter 
McPhee’ s superb recent Living the French Revolution 1789-1799 for the same reason. [9] Alternatively, I could 
mention Stephen Lukes, Roger Chartier and Michel de Certeau to endorse my interest in exploring the multiple 
meanings that texts, symbols and ceremonies may contain. [ 10] I could even echo Edward Thompson’s classic 
crie de cceur concerning "the enormous condescension of posterity" to justify the importance I attached to 
understanding the meaning of memory "from below", from the perspective of the men and women who made 
their own choices about whom and how to remember independently of the authorities throughout the 
Revolution. [ 11 ] 

Ultimately, however, I prefer to think that my reluctance to make the commemorations of the 1790s conform to 
historiographical type is a reflection of the variety of voices I encountered in my research and a recognition that 
no historian can disregard the grief, sympathy, anxiety and often anger that so many communities expressed 
when they assembled to honour their dead without doing this subject an immense disservice. Lest that seem too 
idealised a vision of what remembrance meant in the 1790s, it would be just as unwise to ignore the ulterior 
motives and political machinations that marked so many of the Revolution’s rites of memory, but I think it will 
have become clear from the preceding essay that I have given this aspect of the question its due. 
Commemorating the dead is a complex business, more complex than most historians of Revolutionary France 
have allowed. It certainly served any number of political purposes during that tumultuous decade, and these 
varied enormously according to circumstance, but remembering the dead in a time of Revolution also entailed 
social and spiritual responsibilities and fulfilled private, personal needs that went well beyond mere politics. 

With these points in mind, I am very gratified to read that Professor O’Brien concludes that my work "reveals 
that our understanding of collective memory in this period is ripe for revision." Convincing one’s readers to 
rethink what once seemed familiar is as much as any author can aspire to and it is encouraging to see that David 
O’Brien thinks I have accomplished that. Marisa Linton seems much more troubled by my work, but while we 
clearly disagree on many issues, we can probably concur on others. Thomas Kselman’s review of my book is 
different. It is shorter than the other essays here so I think I can summarise its conclusions quickly enough. 
Kselman does concede that I have "several interesting things to say", and at one point my analysis even appears 
"plausible", but in the main his review is overwhelmingly negative. At best, he suggests that my work merely 
confirms the conclusions of others, but more generally, my argument is dismissed as "overly tendentious", my 
writing as "harshly moralistic"; my structure appears erratic to him and my analysis either "struggles to make 
sense" of its subj ect matter or else simply "caricatures" it. To make matters worse, Professor Kselman’s final 
barb implies that I have also failed to take account of the most relevant recent scholarship when he claims that I 
did not cite Suzanne Desan’s Reclaiming the Sacred." Lay Religion and Popular Politics in Revolutionary 
France. 

To take the last point first: I agree. Any work that aspires to say anything meaningful about Revolutionary 
religious history would need to be familiar with Desan’s work. However, if Professor Kselman turns to the 
conclusion’s discussion of the relationship between remembrance and religious revival after an II, (p. 282 to be 
precise) he will find the reader duly referred to Desan’s book, along with Olwen Hufton’s pioneering essay on 
the reconstruction of the Church, for more general discussions of the religious revival that swept France after 
Thermidor. [12] Now, I would be loath to suggest that Kselman made this mistaken claim in order to 
deliberately misrepresent my work. It might be more charitable to suggest that he simply missed this point, but 
he seems to have missed quite a few points in his review. The discussion of the Catholic cult of the dead and 
the historiography of secularisation in eighteenth-century France that concludes chapter one appears to have 
passed him by completely because he criticises me for not discussing this "where one might have expected" it to 
be, i.e. in chapter one. In similar vein, he refers to my failure to make "some reference to the world of occult 
belief and practice that was emerging in the eighteenth century". Again, this might be valid comment if it was 
true, but it does overlook the references to popular practices concerning the afterlife, millenarian prophecies and 
belief in ghosts that punctuate chapters one, two, three and five. Certainly, any reviewer would be entitled to 
suggest that these issues might have been discussed in more detail; that is a matter of opinion, but to pretend 



that I ignored them entirely is simply disingenuous. To put it bluntly, if Professor Kselman wants to criticise 
my work for its sins of omission then he should at least get his facts right. 

More substantively, Kselman suggests that my analysis both "violates Clarke’s own methodological bias in 
favour of taking what people say and do at face value" while also apparently "seeing these men as caricatures". 
While I certainly hold that the historian should take what his subjects say and do seriously, Kselman cannot 
seriously claim that my methodology consists of nothing more than to accept them uncritically and "at face 
value" especially as he repeatedly implies that I have let my supposed "distaste" for and "disapproval" of the 
Revolution determine my analysis. In point of fact, these two criticisms contradict one another. Indeed, I think 
it would probably be quite difficult to discuss one’s subject in such an unreflecting manner and caricature it so 
critically at the same time, but I will try to give an example of how this might be done. In assessing my chapter 
on the Terror, Kselman claims that "Clarke insists the funeral of Marat was ’religious’." This supposed 
quotation is not accompanied by any page reference for the simple reason that I insist upon no such thing. I 
actually say very little about Marat’s funeral, except to refer readers to Guilhaumou’s definitive description of it 
(p. 180). Rather, my analysis of the cult of Marat revolves around the wealth of scriptural and sacred language 
that was used to commemorate "the apostle and martyr of liberty" (p. 171) from his murder in July 1793 to his 
depantheonisation in February 1795. It focuses on the images and associations this language evoked, the 
diverse political ends it served and the varied responses it provoked in both Paris and the provinces. My 
purpose in this was two-fold. First, by analysing how and why the language of martyrdom, prophecy, sanctity 
and immortality continued to dominate Revolutionary remembrance throughout the dechristianisation of the 
Terror, I sought to explore the ordinary r~volutionnaire’s predicament as he, or she, struggled to erase the 
trappings of customary religious culture from public life while still retaining many of the beliefs and 
assumptions about death, morality and the afterlife that that same culture had imbued him, or her, with from 
birth. Second, I sought to delve beneath this explosion of commemorative activity and uncover the diverse 
political agendas at work as competing factions and interest groups in Paris and throughout provincial France 
seized upon Marat’s memory to serve their own particular ends. So much, I might add, for taking things at face 
value. This analysis drew on a wealth of manuscript, printed and visual sources from across France to produce 
the first substantial assessment of the cult of Marat that embraces the provinces as well as Paris. 

My conclusions in this were perfectly clear, and both Marisa Linton and David O’Brien offer accurate and even 
complementary accounts of them; the latter even considers it "a fascinating discussion". By contrast Kselman 
suggests that my interpretation is inconsistent with the "literalist position" he has arbitrarily ascribed to me and 
concludes acidly that my argument "struggles to make sense of its subj ect". The rest of my book fares no 
better. A chapter-length analysis of the Pantheon, which O’Brien considers "impressive", is dispatched with a 
curt "Clarke detests the work of Quatrem~re" while a multi-layered discussion of commemoration after the 
Terror, which Linton describes as "intriguing and original", is dismissed on the strength of a few lines quoted 
out of context. I am more than willing to engage in honest argument with any reader, and I would gladly debate 
the contrast I drew between Jacobinism’s concern to honour every casualty of war, and to provide for their 
families, and the elitist overtones of state ceremony during the Directory with Professor Kselman if he did not 
insist on inferring that my arguments had been dictated by "distaste" for the Revolution as a whole. However, 
in the face of such misrepresentation, and the repeated insinuation that I have let political prejudice distort my 
analysis is quite simply unworthy, I will leave it up to the reader to decide who is caricaturing whom. 

Commemorating the Dead in Revolutionary France is a challenging book. It raises new questions and asks the 
reader to rethink old assumptions. It was written to provoke debate. In as much as the reviews here offer 
radically different assessments of its achievements, then it has been at least partly successful in this. My 
attempts to re-consider how we write about memory, my conclusions concerning Revolutionary culture, even 
my writing style, have been variously commended as "important", criticised as "frustrating" and condemned as 
politically inspired. As an obj ect lesson in confronting one’s work through the eyes of one’s readers, this forum 
has been an interesting and invigorating experience. It has raised a number of important issues about the 
writing of cultural history, its relationship to other disciplines, and even about the etiquette of the reviewing 
process. If my response to these questions has occasionally struck the reader as rather robust, then I can only 
apologise, but I have little patience for the reviewer who complains of individual studies or scholars (of 
whatever nationality) not being cited without caring to check whether his or her claims are even factually 



correct. Book reviewing entails responsibilities, to the potential reader certainly but to the author under review 
as well, and accuracy is surely one of them. And so, I would like to conclude by thanking H-France once more 
for the opportunity to engage in this debate and to make my arguments more explicit, even if this has meant, 
more often than I would have anticipated in a scholarly exchange, simply having to set the record straight. 
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Review by Emmet Kennedy, The George Washington University 

The national councils of 1797 and 1801 were the last signs of ecclesiastical life in the French Revolution of 
1789. The councils were made necessary by the Civil Constitution of the Clergy of 1790 which legislated a 
thorough administrative reform of the church by drastically reducing the number of dioceses, stipulating the 
election of the clergy by the national secular electorate in each department, thus subordinating the entire church 
to the Nation. The ensuing 1791 ecclesiastical oath to the Constitution and the briefs of the pope the same 
spring condemning the Civil Constitution led to a schism. Those who swore loyalty to the Constitution were 
the "Constitutional" clergy, salaried by the State. Those who did not were called "Refractories" and were 
excluded from state salaries, appointments and toleration. In 1793, the Terror found all priests guilty by 
association. The movement known as "dechristianization" had begun. The churches, as well as priests, altars, 
calendar, sacraments, sacred vessels and vestments were attacked. The purpose was to extirpate Christianity in 
France.[1] Formal persecution ceased in 1794 with the end of the Terror, but so then too did the payment of all 
salaries to the now ex-Constitutional Church. Liberty of religion was pronounced, but it was coupled with a 
hostile form of separation of church and state. No public support could be expected and no influence of religion 
on public institutions was to be allowed. Church buildings, which had often been expropriated by the State, 
were returned to "the cult" sparingly. The secularization of the public sphere was to be completed in a space of 
six years displacing a church that had been established by the monarchy for eight centuries. 

A number of historians, in the spirit of Christian democracy or "Catholic Aufkl@rung," have tried to revise this 
Manichean representation of the Revolution by finding religiosity in revolution and vice-versa. This 
conciliatory approach, now a half-century old, is well represented by the work of Bernard Plongeron [2], 
Timothy Tackett [3], and the present study. Its historical protagonist is the ex-conventionnel, Abb6 Henri 
Gr6goire, a forceful defender of every liberal cause compatible with Christianity from the emancipation of Jews 
and slaves to the establishment of a national educational system, and a national language. Gr6goire escaped the 
regicide vote on Louis XVI and refused Dechristianization or apostasy. He was the leading figure of the ex- 
Constitutional church in the Directory as ex-Constitutional Bishop of Blois, and of the two national church 
councils of 1797 and 1801, even though he does not dominate the book as the sub-title suggests. 

After the Terror neither the refractory, nor the ex-Constitutional church could be said to exist as organized, 
national institutions. Both had been divorced by the state. Neither had anything equivalent to the stable old 
regime parishes or the tithe. This is where the national councils assume their importance. The church was in 
such material and moral disarray that some new authority was necessary to rejuvenate it. Residual "ex- 
Constitutional" bishops assumed the mission "to put back in order a church which the revolutionary storm had 
damaged" (p. 290). 



Historically, the Catholic Church called councils (local or general) periodically to address some maj or problem, 
usually a heresy, threatening it from within. The councils during the Directory were not called by Rome, but 
they nonetheless invoked the Council of Trent, among others, because it had restored discipline within the 
church in a period of equivalent religious turmoil. The novelty of the conciliar idea in 1797 was to have 
combined Tridentinism with fourteenth-century Conciliarism, which stressed, as did subsequent Gallicanism, 
the superiority of a council over the authority of a pope. Such an idea was found to be compatible with the 
republican, elective idea of the Revolution which the author likens to "presbyterian" church governance (p. 
180). The gist of Conciliarism was the stress on the assembly as the ultimate seat of authority. Thus, a great part 
of this book after the "Central Preparation of the Council" (Part One) is "The Local Preparation of the 
Council" (Part Two) or the elaborate electoral process leading to the National Council. Readers of Patrice 
Gueniffey’s works on the elections to French Revolutionary assemblies will find this section of particular 
interest.[4] 

The Councils were also influenced by Jansenism and Gallicanism as Dale Van Kley has shown for the 
Revolution’s beginnings. [5] The Jansenism in question was not predestinarianism or moral asceticism, but 
rather the political Jansenism of the eighteenth century, which stressed the role of state hegemony in church 
reform. The Gallican articles of 1682 posited the independence of the state from the pope in all matters, except 
doctrine, when affirmed by a universal council of the church. The elective principle was to be combined with 
eventual state reform (p. 166). The author perceives this union of democracy and authoritarianism in Gr~goire’s 
"absolute committee authority" (p. 337). The whole electoral and committee process seems to operate somewhat 
like the political machine which Frangois Furet found in the Terror. [6] 

The idea of a French National Council was born after the Terror when several ecclesiastics, who called 
themselves the "Reunited bishops" (Henri Gr~goire, Jean Baptiste Saurine, El~onore-Marie Desbois de 
Rochefort, and Jean-Baptiste Royer), convoked a council with two encyclical letters of 1796. In the latter, they 
asserted their episcopal authority and outlined their idea on ecclesiastical discipline. They urged submission to 
the civil powers, and to the 1790 demarcation of dioceses, but "condemned the marriage of priests, [and] 
rej ected apostate or sacrilegious priests and bishops," who had abdicated Christianity during Dechristianization 
(p. 27). 

Specifically, the other moral and disciplinary problems facing this church in 1797 were: the secularization of 
marriage, validated only by a civil authority; the legalization of divorce in 1792 threatening the marriage bond 
itself; the suppression of Sunday by the Revolutionary calendar or decadi; and discontinuation of the 
sacraments. The bishops idealized the primitive church as a norm. Doctrinal instruction consisted of a Christian 
civicism, heir of the Enlightenment and Revolutionary pedagogy, more than Christian revelation (pp. 174-179). 
It would not be hard to surmise a need for penitence in a population that had just experienced outbursts of 
blasphemy, sacrilege, repeated denunciations, murders of relatives and friends, and reckless disruption of 
marriages. But confession was not much stressed by the ex-Constitutional church; if it existed, it was to be 
"public" as in the primitive church, not private as in the Roman Catholic Church. Of course the biggest problem 
facing the councils in 1797 was the schism separating the two churches themselves. The ex-Constitutional 
Church was open to reconciliation on certain grounds, but wary of notorious refractories (pp. 56-59, 312-313). 
The refractories for their part were happy to receive the "retractions" of ex-constitutional priests and bishops, 
who were otherwise regarded as "schismatics," or "so-called bishops" of "such and such a diocese."[7] 
Attempts were made by the Permanent Committee of the ex-Constitutional Church to bring the two churches 
together, despite Gr~goire’s opposition (pp. 312-316). Gr~goire’s leadership comes off in Tuffery-Andrieu’s 
candid study as a desire to conciliate all Catholic clergies favorable to the revolution, but not enemies of it. 
Despite its anti-papalism and presbyterian hearkening back to the "primitive church," the Conciliar movement 
of the 1790’s conceived of itself as "Catholic." And despite its anti-papalism, it did not reach out ecumenically 
to Protestants. It was the extreme Gallican representation of French Catholic Christianity, different from 
refractory Roman Catholicism’s support of papal primacy over the church (p. 290). 

Assemblies were convoked in 1797 by bishops’ circulars to local diocesan assemblies, where elections of 
worthy ecclesiastics took place. Records frequently exist for the number of voters, but not those who were 
elected (p. 213). Refractories were sometimes elected, as at Aix and Loz~re, whereas elsewhere as in the 



southwest, "widow dioceses"--ones generally opposed to Gr~goire’s church--did not vote at all (p. 215). 
Attendance at the Council was not guaranteed by election as funds to subsidize travel were frequently lacking 
(p. 224). The ex- Constitutional Church was hierarchical in the sense that it was headed by a Permanent 
Committee of (three to five) "Reunited Bishops," which published the Council’s Acres. The spirit of the Council 
was reformatory rather than dissident (p. 317). No acrimony toward the government’s suspension of clerical 
salaries seems to have been voiced. 

The second council which began June 29, 1801, encountered a shock before it could pursue its agenda. There 
was division at the top emanating from the ex-Constitutional bishop of Paris, who opposed its convocation. 
More importantly, having commenced on June, 29 1801, it terminated abruptly on 16 August, one month after 
the signature of the Concordat to which the Constitutional bishops quickly assented, except Gr~goire, who 
never did so for the duration of his life. One of them, Detorcy, wrote in a reaction printed in the Acres of the 
Second National Council: "We were convoked only in order to concur in peace; events have led to this happy 
moment sooner than we expected.., consequently we have nothing more to do" (p. 323). This sudden and 
general acquiescence is somewhat surprising and the author does not fully explain it, perhaps due to a lack of 
documentation (p.328). The Concordat briskly swept aside (reappointing many) existing clergies, refractory as 
well as Gallican. With them was removed all the confusion and indecision of these republican ecclesiastical 
idealists. A less independent Church of France than had existed under the old regime was created. 

Several reasons can be ascribed to the failure of the ex-Constitutional church: it did not come to terms with half 
the clergy of France or the papacy until it voted itself out of existence. Secondly, Bonaparte trumped Gr~goire’s 
Gallicanism by imposing his own Gallicanism on the papacy (which owed much to 1790), yielding to the pope 
final approval on episcopal nominations. Thirdly, the ex-Constitutional church lacked money altogether. This 
was at the root of many of its organizational problems. The Concordat church, by contrast, was fully subsidized 
and salaried by the state. Fourthly, the resurgence of religion noted by Suzanne Desan, suggests, in my view, a 
popular reverence for the pope noticeable in the voyages of Pius VI and Pius VII in France in 1799 and 1801. 
But this needs further investigation.[8] 

What was lost in the Concordat was an ideal "presbyterianism," the spontaneous rule of the church by its elders, 
in other words, self-rule, with all its doctrinal divergences and divisions. Tuffery-Andrieu proves that this never 
really obtained: what was gained by the Concordat was a greater doctrinal and disciplinary unity. The 
Concordataire church provided order without which moral life is difficult, but in exchange for religious routine. 
It took the missions of the Restoration and saints like Madeleine Sophie Barat, Catherine LabourS, the Cur~ 
d’Ars, Bernadette Soubirous and Th~r~se de Lisieux, and the scores of founders of religious orders in the 
nineteenth century to breathe life into the Napoleonic structures. [9] 

Jeanne-Marie Tuffery-Andrieu’s study is thorough and careful. She is one of the first persons known to this 
reviewer to make a truly extensive and methodical use of the archives of the Biblioth~que de Port Royal. These 
archives enclose most of the passive correspondence of the Abb~ Henri Gr~goire with the entire ex- 
Constitutional Church of which he was the titular head. There are few collections of the Revolution as rich as 
this one, few as large, and few as inaccessible for administrative reasons. She has exploited this source to great 
advantage in order to tell one of the maj or stories of the Directory: the attempt to pull the Catholic Church out 
of smoldering revolutionary ashes. 

Tuffery-Andrieu’s research is thorough in both primary and secondary French sources. It is useful not only for 
its purported subj ect, but is probably the most up-to-date bibliography of French titles on the religious history of 
the Revolution. She did not, however, consult American works such as Alyssa Sepinwall’s The AbbO GrOgoire 
and the French Revolution: The Making of Modern Universalism (Berkeley, 2005). 

The form in which the author has presented her material is very juridical. This is not surprising since it is indeed 
a thesis in canon law (in the Catholic Theology Faculty at the Marc Bloch University of Strasbourg) and is 
scholastically divided into "titles," chapters, sections, and sub-sections, making it very clear but not very 
conducive to understanding a historical development. The material is not fashioned into a story of a frustrated 
utopian enterprise, but is rather a logical exposition. 



The Abbd Grdgoire, while cited on almost every page, does not emerge as a true historical leader or personality. 
This is because it was not Tuffery-Andrieu’s aim to paint him as such. He is simply presented as the principal 
correspondent of the ex-Constitutional Church. But her characterization of him as the center of the councils’ 
"committee absolutism," provides much for reconsideration of his liberal persona. 
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Christopher L. Miller has chosen an opportune time to publish The French Atlantic Triangle. In the English- 
speaking academic world since the late 1980s, interest in the concept of Atlantic histories and cultures has 
generated a new j ournal (Atlantic Studies, founded in 2003), undergraduate and graduate courses, and a survey 
textbook, to say nothing of dozens of monographs, scholarly articles, and dissertations.[1] Yet the term "French 
Atlantic" has received relatively little use from historians, for whom French Atlantic historiography still overlaps 
heavily with studies of France’s North American and Caribbean colonies. [2] 

French historians were among the first to write about "Atlantic" history-one thinks immediately of Jacques 
Godechot, Pierre and Huguette Chaunu, and more recently Paul Butel.[3] But they defined the concept in ways 
that had little to do with the French trade in African slaves or French plantation slavery. Until the 1950s those 
topics tended to be the domain of French maritime and imperial historians who studied these Atlantic activities to 
better understandand promoteFrench imperialism in Africa and Asia. After World War II some scholars, such as 
the prolific Gabriel Debien, rej ected this imperial tradition to investigate plantation society and the slave trade on 
their own terms. But their work was seen as marginal to French history, properly speaking.[4] 

That is changing. France’s role in the transatlantic slave trade has become a critical issue in an ongoing debate 
over the nature of the Republic, since (at the latest) May 10, 2001, when the Loi Taubira recognized slavery and 
the slave trade as crimes against humanity. [5] Are the official "race-blind" policies of the French government a 
rej ection of racism, as Republican tradition has long insisted? Or are they a way to avoid or minimize the 
nation’s 200-year history of enslaving Africans and trafficking profitably in their bodies? Because Great Britain 
and the United States have an even more terrible Atlantic legacy of this kind, many black and white Americans 
and Britons would stand with Miller, a scholar of the literature of Francophone Africa, "to marvel at the ability of 
France to keep the problem of slavery out of sight and out of mind" (p. x). 

Miller’s ambitious book, like Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic, is an "Atlantic" study in that it takes French maritime 
culture, or rather literature about the maritime aspects of the commerce in slaves, as its main subj ect. [6] In 
describing the impact of the slave trade on the wider culture of France and its former colonies, Miller scrutinizes 
and in some measure explains France’s cultural amnesia about the slave trade. And that is the most obvious 
reason historians of metropolitan France should read this important book: Miller reveals how French authors 



from the 1780s to the 1830s portrayed Atlantic slavery and slave trading and illustrates how Enlightened 
humanitarianism and a profound disregard for the humanity of enslaved people could coexist, sometimes within 
the same text. 

The French Atlantic might be divided into three main sections. The first (part one) describes France’ s role as one 
of the great Atlantic slaving powers of the eighteenth century. The second (parts two and three) focuses on the 
years from the 1780s to the 1830s and studies seven French authors that critics have often labeled "abolitionist," 
though Miller raises questions about that label in nearly every case. In the final section (part four), following 
"the persistence of the triangle in French Atlantic civilization," he examines how writers and filmmakers from 
Antillean France and Francophone Africa have grappled with the issue of the slave trade. 

Although he wants "to evoke a dialogue among all three points of the French Atlantic triangle ... in several 
different historical periods" ( p. 92), Miller’s analysis is heavily historical. His engagement with the 
historiography is assertive enough to expose the origin-story of the French slave trade as a myth, invented by the 
early eighteenth-century priest and chronicler Jean-Baptiste Labat. Labat claimed that in 1643 Louis XIII only 
reluctantly authorized the slave trade because he understood it was the best way to Christianize Africans. For 
Miller, this oft-repeated story reveals the early and ongoing conflict between France’s self-image as a liberating 
force and the deadly reality of its slave trade. 

While providing an up-to-date synthesis of the historiography of slavery in the Caribbean, Africa, and France, 
and a by-now familiar description of how Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau largely overlooked the 
inhumanity of France’s Atlantic economy, [7] Miller shows how Enlightened texts travelled around the grim 
triangle. He finds slave traders, sugar planters, and others performing or attending performances of Voltaire’s 
anti-slavery play Alzire in Nantes, Senegal, Saint-Domingue, and in Rousseau’ s Geneva with little recognition of 
how the work’s underlying message applied to them. What he looks for and does not find, however, are French 
texts produced by enslaved people. There is no Francophone equivalent of Olaudah Equiano’s 1788 Interesting 
Narrative, unless one accepts the theory that that this is a work of fiction.J8] 

In his second section, Miller turns to post-1780s authors associated with French abolitionism, dividing his 
treatment into a section on French women writers from 1783 to 1823 and another on French male writers in the 
1820s and 1830s. 

Miller begins by criticizing the suggestion that women dominated French abolitionist writing in these years. [9] 
Nevertheless he organizes his sections around gender because he finds the literature of the 1820s and 1830s to be 
so deeply masculinist. For the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, he devotes a chapter each to the 
abolitionist works of Olympe de Gouges, Germaine de Stall, and Claire de Duras. His portrayal of their ideas 
within a French abolitionist movement that he acknowledges was "belated, derivative, elitist, and generally 
anemic" (p. 108) will not surprise historians of the period. But their central contributions to the sentimental 
literature critiquing slavery and racism in this earlier period expose how very different depictions of the slave 
trade were in the 1820s and 1830s in the hands of four male authors (Prosper M~rim~e, Jacques-Frangois Roger, 
Eugene Sue, and Edouard Corbi~re) writing tales of travel and adventure. 

At the heart of this section and of Miller’s entire book is Prosper M~rim~e’s 1829 short story "Tamango", which 
he characterizes as "perhaps the most influential representation of the French slave trade of any kind" (p. 179). 
In a thinly veiled allegory of the Haitian Revolution, M~fim~e portrays a slave ship rebellion in which the captive 
Africans take control of the vessel. Under the leadership of the ignoble African antihero Tamango, the rebels die 
because they cannot master European navigational technology. In his most powerful illustration of the cultural 
cohesion of the French Atlantic, Miller traces the influence of this image on other French and Francophone texts, 
most notably Aim~ C~saire’s 1939 masterwork Cahier d’un retour aupays natal. 

The rest of Miller’s nineteenth-century "masculine" chapters are equally striking illustrations of how muted 
French anti-slavery ideology was in the 1820s and 1830s, the very years that France began to prosecute slave 
traders and officially recognized Haitian independence. The novel KelOdor by Baron Jean-Frangois Roger, the 
former French governor of Senegal, narrates the odyssey of an African prince who fondly remembers being 



enslaved in Spanish Santo Domingo, fights for but eventually rejects Toussaint Louverture’s revolution in Saint- 
Domingue, and returns to Senegal to work on an experimental French plantation. Miller shows how Eug6ne Sue 
and Edouard Corbi6re achieved popular success with adventure novels that used the slave trade as an exotic 
backdrop, with slave trading pirates as heroes. Miller’s reading of Sue and Corbi6re is particularly notable for its 
depiction of how the homosocial and homosexual aspects of maritime life intersected with the slave trade. 

Miller is not trying to explain France’s failure to produce a popular mass movement to end slavery. [ 10] But his 
nuanced portrait of these authors and texts does suggest some answers. Some of these are based in the 
Revolution, whose events he summarizes but whose texts he does not examine in depth, except for the writings 
of Olympe de Gouges. The Revolution’s anti-slavery laws were largely forced upon Paris by enslaved and free 
people of color in the Caribbean working with a handful of French activists, most of whom favored only gradual 
emancipation. Napoleon turned the Revolution against people of color by attempting to restore central control 
over France’s colonies. Black liberation in Haiti became a symbol of French failure or, more palatably, 
victimhood. After 1815 a renewed though technically illegal slave trade was justified as a way for France to 
rebuild some of its Caribbean prosperity, while abolitionism was increasingly identified with the British. [11 ] 

Miller describes these events, but it is the 1820s that he captures best. Without a strong popular movement to 
counteract the nostalgia of Saint-Domingue’s refugee planters, the idealization of the plantation world could 
flourish among self-proclaimed abolitionists. And despite French readers’ empathy for Africans like Duras’s 
orphaned Ourika, the horror of the slave trade remained distant and largely unacknowledged. This meant that an 
author like Edouard Corbi6re could present a true-to-life episode in which slave trading pirates murdered their 
African captives at sea to escape arrest as "an entertaining tale of adventure, cleverness and derring-do" (p. 317). 

In most of his book Miller follows French authors and their texts around the Atlantic; in his third and final 
section he turns to Antillean and Francophone West African texts. The writers of the Antilles have thought most 
about the French Atlantic, and Miller compresses this rich field into a discussion of the region’s four most 
prominent voices: Aim~ C~saire, Edouard Glissant, Maryse CondO, and, through his screenplay for Guy 
DesLaurier’s 1999 film Passage du milieu, Patrick Chamoiseau. For lack of space, one imagines, the rich 
historical context that informed his treatment of nineteenth-century French authors is missing here. His account 
of how C~saire and Glissant appropriate and transform M~rim~e’s image of the rebel Africans at the helm of a 
slave ship they cannot control helps organize this section. But the treatment of Cond~ especially seems abridged; 
Chamoiseau and the Creolists appear primarily to illustrate how C~saire’s Cahier has been misread. 

For Francophone Africa, Miller faces a different challenge: a literary silence about the transatlantic slave trade. 
In his discussion of M~rim~e’s "master text" on French slave trading, Miller describes Boubacar Boris Diop’s 
1981 "wildly postmodern" treatment of Tamango in his novel Le Temps de Tamango. He pulls more from an 
earlier response to "Tamango": the Senegalese writer Ousmane Sembene’s 1956 novel Le Docker Noir about the 
suffering of African maritime workers in France long after the end of the transatlantic slave trade. But for the 
rest of his African material, Miller turns to historical films about the internal African slave trade: Sembene’s 
1976 Ceddo [The Outsiders] from Senegal, the 1983 Le Courage des autres, filmed in Burkina Faso by the 
Frenchman Christian Richard, and Roger Gnoan M’Bala’s Adanggaman (2000) from the Ivory Coast. 

In a recent essay about disciplinary tensions within Atlantic studies, Eric Slauter argues that historians have 
become less likely to read and cite what literary scholars write about the Atlantic, even as literary scholarship has 
become more "historical."[12] This will not be the case for Christopher L. Miller’s work, whose ambitious 
geographical and historical traj ectory confirms the explanatory power of the French Atlantic. 
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Review essay by Nick Nesbitt, University of Aberdeen. 

Christopher L. Miller’s The French Atlantic Triangle: Literature and Culture of the Slave Trade is a path- 
breaking work that charts the contours of the history and experience of the Middle Passage in the French slave 
trade. Miller’s study brings to fruition the promise of Atlantic Studies inaugurated by Paul Gilroy’s Black 
Atlantic (1993), standing as a comprehensive investigation and elucidation of the francophone dimension of 
Atlantic slavery. Spanning some four centuries, Miller’s encyclopedic study manages to combine a 
compendious grasp with an attention to literary detail and interpretive insight that place the work in a class of its 
own. My comments will thus be limited to calling attention to a few of the paths of inquiry it opens up and 
questions it leaves unexplored in its 560 pages. 

The French Atlantic Triangle is a profoundly Atlantic work. No mere compilation, the study is structured 
around the central conceptual problem of the slave-holding Atlantic world: value. Miller reminds us that what 
drove the triangulation of this infernal intercontinental machine was a perverse economic fact: "the force behind 
the rise of the slave trade was.., the general doubling (or more) of the value of a slave after crossing the 
Atlantic" (p. 17). From this peculiarity of the early-modern Atlantic world, Miller goes on to investigate the 
French Atlantic world as a world-system (in the spirit of Immanuel Wallerstein), one that created desire, value, 
profit, suffering, and death through a generalized process of the commodification of humans and their labor. 
The French Atlantic Triangle thus suggestively juxtaposes "literature and money" as two modes of Atlantic 
signification linked through their shared creation of desire (p. 10). Ranging broadly across archival and literary 
sources, Miller describes how Africans’ desires, after initial resistance, were hooked into this Atlantic profit 
machine. While the book’s final section describes the rare Antillean and African attempts to represent the slave 
trade and African participation in it, parts two and three analyze desire as (abolitionist) sentiment, and, most 
revealingly, homosocial and even explicitly homosexual desire. Miller’s detailed exegesis of the homosocial 
dimension of Eugene Sue’s A tar-Gull (1831) and hi s unearthing of the explicit homosexual content in Edouard 
Corbi~re’s Le NOgrier (1832) form an intriguingif, as Miller says, unexpectedaspect of this Atlantic field of 
desire. 

Since, as Miller reminds us, there is no extant narrative of the French Middle Passage from the subject position 
of the captives, the author rightly turns, after judiciously surveying the historiography of the French slave trade, 
to the fictional works that preserve and imaginatively recreate what should rightly take its place as one of the 



founding events of Western modernity. Miller excels in bringing a critical literary sensibility to bear upon 
questions of historical and experiential memory. Again and again, The French Atlantic Triangle employs 
etymology to stunning effect. From traite and traire (p. 11), retour (p. 55) and culture (p 81), to the triad 
cattle/chattle/capital (p. 58), and traduire (p. 101), Miller draws out the many etymological dimensions of these 
and other central signifiers of French Atlantic slavery, paying particular attention to their historical 
specification. 

Miller rightly presents the issue of freedom as historically bearing a class-based, zero-sum character: the 
freedom of an elite has repeatedly been purchased at the expense of a subaltern community (pp. 56-57). From 
Plato and Aristotle through the Enlightenment to the present, this has clearly been the case. Against this 
background, however, the universal, unqualified abolition of slavery under the Haitian Revolution in 1793 
deserves mention as the first time this equation was refactored. That said, the conflict after 1796 between the 
Toussaintian elite and the former slaves over the question of’"freed up’ time" (p. 57) (i.e., whether they would 
return to work on the plantations where they had been slaves) subsequently reintroduced a class-based, 
differential dimension to the Haitian pursuit of freedom in consonance with the distinction Miller draws. [1 ] 

While it is true that Rousseau’s Contrat social "betrays a total disdain and contempt for anyone who has been 
enslaved" (p. 69), I wonder if the effects of his discussion of political freedom and the volontO gOnOrale upon 
readers are as clear-cut as Miller suggests. While Rousseau’s discussion may well nearly "rationalize" slavery 
for European readers, does it not harbor a certain rhetorical ambiguity? If one were in fact enslaved, might not 
the effect of Rousseau’s words (regardless of whether he ’intended’ them as such)be precisely a sense of 
revulsion that could conceivably motivate one to revolt against such abasement? Isn’t the question of reception 
on the part of the ’enslaved’ (whether literal Antillean slaves or Rousseau’s metaphoric European ’slaves’), and 
not what such words might imply to relatively unimplicated observers like ourselves, the ultimate question? 
This is precisely the question that Miller poses later regarding Enlightenment theater: "What did they think 
when they heard" these words (p. 78)? Though the Contrat social seems never to have been read in St- 
Domingue, other words and phrases, such as those of the D~claration des droits de l’homme, most certainly 
were, and they were, moreover, understood very differently according to one’s subj ect position in 1789. As 
Miller states, "Once in motion, those ideas could not be stopped" (p. 79). 

The French Atlantic Triangle employs a wide range of psychoanalytic categories in its analysisdesire, denial, 
fetishism, displacement, traumawhose usage and conceptualization might have been more fully explicated. The 
concept of fetishism in particular might have been more widely employed as a polyvalent analytical tool, 
extrapolating from its occasional appearance in the literature as the stereotypical trope of African primitivism 
(pp. 211,373). The obvious reference here, given The French Atlantic Triangle’s analytical economy, is 
Marxian commodity fetishism, but it is striking as well how phenomena such as the prolonged debate over the 
choice of a date for the annual French commemoration of slavery (pp. 386-87) function fetishisticly to displace 
attention from the scope and details of historical injustice, legitimizing continued failure to work through the 
traumatic past. 

While readers undoubtedly share the author’s revulsion over slavery, one would have wished for some 
elaboration of the ethical basis for the work’s critique of slavery and the slave trade. Instead, The French 
Atlantic Triangle takes this condemnation as a given, while at the same time showing its historical 
indeterminacy via writers such as Corbi~re, who maintained a decidedly accommodating and even affirmative 
attitude to the institution. Given this contradiction, as well as the fact that, as Miller points out, slavery 
continues to exist to this day, can one simply take any given author’s "stance [for or] against slavery or the 
trade" (p. 93) as an ethical touchstone in no need of defense or theoretical grounding? 

The analysis of Sue’s Atar-Gull might have profited from another theoretical reference beside Hegel’s 
"inevitable" Phenomenology: Atar-Gull’s systematic, all-consuming search for "revenge" is a prototypical 
example of the reactive "slave mentality" that Nietzsche describes in the Genealogy of Morals. In contrast to 
the Haitian Revolution’s active seizure of power and construction of a new state under the rule of universal 
emancipation, Atar-Gull’s "economics of vengeance" (p. 294) and "reparation" (p. 296)takes the form of a 
bilious, consumptive "hatred" and "joy as [he] watched [Brulart’ s] execution" (p. 295)that might properly be 



figured as the unfreedom of a protagonist unable to escape from a Nietzchean "slave morality." 

I think the one point where The French Atlantic Triangle fails to explore one of the fundamental registers of its 
field of inquiry is in its neglect of Victor Schoelcher. Admittedly, the book’s concern is not abolition per se but 
rather the slave trade in its French Atlantic dimensions. That said, while the author extensively documents the 
complexities of the French abolitionist movement in the periods of particular interest to him (roughly 1820-35), 
Schoelcher and the actual abolition of slavery in 1848 garner hardly more than a single sentence (p. 194). This 
omission leads to a notable silencing of Schoelcher’s fundamental historical role in the destruction of Atlantic 
slavery. While it is true that emancipation was "construed in the nineteenth century as a debt that blacks owed 
to whites" (p. 89), Schoelcher’s radical, uncompromising universalism was the outstanding exception to this 
tendency. While it is certainly true that the 1848 abolition was, even more than in 1794, formally grantedto 
slaves rather than seized through a Hegelian conflict of master and slave, Schoelcher’ s example nonetheless 
remains fundamental. 

Against the compromised gradualism of fellow abolitionists such as Tocqueville in 1848 Paris, Schoelcher was 
alone in arguing for immediate, unconditional abolition with full accession to the civil rights of the French 
republic. As a citizen of that republic, he recognized his own implication within the national scandal of slavery 
and his responsibility to do his utmost to end its injustice through the overthrow of legal particularism. By the 
time he published On the French Colonies: Immediate AboBtion of Slavery in 1842, Schoelcher had abandoned 
his early defense of gradual abolition to call instead for universal and immediate abolition with no intermediary 
period of"acculturation" to liberty for the slaves. When, on March 4, 1848, Schoelcher met with Minister of 
the Colonies Frangois Arago, the latter assured him of the need to proceed slowly with any eventual 
emancipation decree. Schoelcher refused all such compromises and convinced Arago to call on the government 
to adopt the principle of universal, immediate emancipation with full citizenship rights. 

Schoelcher maintained a strict fidelity to uncompromised abolition, a fidelity taken up from the Robespierrean 
and Toussaintian interventions of 1793. For Schoelcher, any intermediary period between abolition and full 
accession of former slaves to their civic and human rights would have amounted quite simply to a continuation 
of slavery under another name. Unlike Tocqueville, who repeatedly based his analysis on the needs of French 
capital or of the imperial nation-state when discussing the possible modalities of emancipation, Schoelcher 
analyzed the political question of emancipation and its modality from the perspective of what we now call 
universal human rights. While Tocqueville recommended forbidding freed slaves from owning plots of land for 
a limited period, Schoelcher recommended (though his commission refused to endorse) proactive land-reform, 
the distribution of small plots of land, along with the much more radical proposal for remuneration, not only to 
the slaveowners but also to the former slaves themselves. Schoelcher explicitly placed human rights and a 
radical vision of remunerative justice above the economic good of both the state and slaveowners. Like 
Robespierre before him, he went so far as to call explicitly for the abandonment of the colonies if they should 
prove to be workable only by slave labor. Schoelcher, alone in his era, concluded his most famous book in 
visionary and truly prophetic terms with precisely the point that the gradualists like Tocqueville never deigned 
to consider: why, in fact, should the former slaves, if they were to be considered full citizens subj ect to all 
human and civic rights, be forced at all to work on the plantations where they had spent their lives as tortured 
captives? "All the sophisms in the world cannot go against right. The blacks must be free, because it is just. If, 
when they are free, they do not wish to cultivate the land beyond their own needs, as we are told, either they 
should be replaced by immigrants who will work, or we should give back the islands to nature, which did not 
make them fit for man, since it is impossible to exploit them without violence toward our fellow 
man" (Immediate AboBtion of Slavery, p. 387). In light of Miller’s analysis, Schoelcher’s refusal to accept a 

differential calculus of the costs of abolition (the value of colonists’ slaves and their labor to be indemnified 
[Tocqueville]; the calculation of the deferred apprenticeship of freedom [Condorcet, Gr~goire]) and to defend in 
its place the undivided universalism of the emancipatory imperative should rightfully reserve him a place in a 
history of the French slave trade as thorough as this one. 

The French Atlantic Triangle’s central chapter, "Tamango Around the Atlantic," is the thematic and analytical 
centerpiece of this outstanding study. Prosper M~rim~e’s 1829 short story tells the story of the slave trader 
Captain Ledoux and the mid-Atlantic revolt of the African chief Tamango he has captured. One can only 



applaud Miller’s judicious recourse to the exploration of literary sources in a work that so elegantly moves from 
linguistic detail to the elaboration of a pan-Atlantic systematic. Particularly revelatory for this reader was the 
link made between M~rim~e’s "master text" (p. 179) of the French Atlantic triangle and the central lines of 
Aim~ C~saire’s Cahier d’un retour aupays natal (1939): "debout et libre" (p. 220). Miller’s analysis of 
"Tamango" sheds new and important light on Cahier’s scope of literary referentiality. [2] 

Most significantly, Miller overthrows through detailed textual analysis the prevalent misconception of C~saire’s 
Cahier as a romantic celebration of a mythical Africa. Instead, The French Atlantic Triangle fully delineates 
the "Atlantic frame" of the Cahier to rightfully conclude that "[t]he nostalgic, idealized Africa for which 
C~saire is famous is not to be found in his Cahier" (p. 334). Miller’s readings ofEdouard Glissant’s Sartorius 
(1999), Maryse CondO’s HOrOmakhonon (1976), and Ousmane Semb~ne’s Black Docker (1986) are equally 
innovative in their erudite reappraisals of these neglected and maligned (for the first and third of them at least) 
texts. The outcome is to inaugurate a new and much fuller understanding of the phenomenon of the French 
Atlantic slave trade in a book that takes pride of place as one of the signal references of Black Atlantic Studies. 

NOTES 

[1] The classic references on this struggle to reappropriate labor-free time in St. Domingue are Carolyn Fick’s 
The Making of Haiti: The Saint Domingue Revolution from Below (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 
1991) and G~rard Barth~lemy’s extraordinary Le pays en dehors: Essai sur 1 ’univers rural ha~tien (Port-au- 
Prince: H. Deschamps, 1989). 

[2] And in its reference to Tamango, does so, I should add, in a much more convincing fashion than the 
speculative link I made between these same lines and the Paris exhibition of 1937 in Voicing Memory: History 
and Subjectivity in French Caribbean Literature (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2003). 

Nick Nesbitt 
Centre for Modern Thought 
University of Aberdeen 
nesbitft@googlemail, corn 
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Review essay by Carolyn Vellenga Berman, The New School. 

In this book, Christopher Miller, an eminent scholar of"Africanist discourse in French" and "Francophone 
literature and culture in Africa" (to quote from his previously published book titles) turns his meticulous critical 
gaze upon a formative period in the French-African encounter that both sides have long sought to forget: the 
French slave trade, which forced more than a million Africans across the Atlantic. As the figure of the triangle 
reminds us, to be sure, there were more than two sides to this encounter, and the timeliness of Miller’s scholarly 
movein tandem with the French government’ s official recognition of slavery and the slave trade as crimes in 
2001 (p. xi)testifies to the crucial impact of the third point in the oceanic triangle: the Francophone Caribbean 
and its writers. The French Atlantic Triangle, as Miller explains, "flows from a desire to consider metropolitan 
France and the ’Francophone’ polities that used to constitute the French Empire within the same analytical 
field" (p. x), and it succeeds in so doingbeautifully, persuasively, and indelibly. 

Miller makes a pivotal contribution to the history of French and Francophone literature and culture by focusing 
on the slave trade connecting Europe, Africa, and the Caribbean, rather than on slavery as a practice (mostly) 
confined to the colonial Caribbean. We have, it seems, been putting the cart before the horse in our discussions 
of slavery in literature: looking at slavery, while forgetting the trade. 

With the benefit of hindsight, it is easy to see why. First, since the trade was abolished separately (on more than 
one occasion) and slavery outlived it, we have tended to see it as an adjunct to slavery rather than its motivating 
engine. Second, on a more pragmatic level, the Caribbeanists and Americanists who discuss slavery in 
literature are not usually knowledgeable about Africa. Third, even if they were, the slave trade would be 
treacherous ground for them, since it typically depended upon African trading partners, whose collaboration 
furnished talking points both for defenders of slavery and for the (subsequent) colonization of Africa. Miller 
emphasizes that eliminating the slave trade not only served as an alibi for the subsequent invasion and 
colonization of Africa by European governments (who claimed they were there to suppress the slave trade), but 
it also actually inspired dreams of African colonization, as if "bringing sugar plantations to Africa would 
somehow, paradoxically, end the slave trade" (p. 249). As Baron Roger, the French governor of Senegal, wrote 
in an 1828 novel, "Here are free men.., cultivating, producing the same crops as those African slaves who had 
been ripped out of Africa. Blessed be the prince who works such marvels in the interests of humanity!"[ 1 ] 
Finally, unlike colonial slavery, the slave trade comes painfully close to the French "home," casting a sinister 
light on the wealthy classes and cultural institutions of port cities from Bordeaux to Nantes. [2] 



The first part of Miller’s book introduces the French slave trade to "readers who have not studied this 
history" (p. xi). Since I am not a historian of the slave trade, I will leave it to others to judge this "critical 
synthesis" (p. xi). What I can affirm is that Miller tells a compelling and urgent story. The French did not 
invent, but they certainly embraced, the slave trade as a remunerative import/export business, in which a captive 
worth "one twenty-fifth of a horse" in late-seventeenth-century Senegal could be sold for "nine thousand 
pounds of sugar" in the Antilles-"and that of course is before said captive is put to work" (p. 16). 

Miller’s sensitivity to language allows him to link this economic history with the diasporic consciousness 
articulated by Aim~ C~saire, as he juxtaposes the impossibility of the slave’s retour aupays natal with the 
multiple French retours, a word not only used to describe "the j ourney home to France" but also "used 
constantly to indicate the merchandise brought back from the islands; the ’returns’ on the original investment 
made by the armateurs months or even years earlier" (p. 55).[3] Never neglecting the third angle, Miller also 
attends to the ways in which "the Atlantic triangle (along with the Eastern slave trade) stimulated the slave 
market in Africa, which in turn spread the social mayhem of war, kidnapping, and depopulation ever deeper into 
the continent" (p. 61). That the "triangular trade" has a rich history all its own, connecting the "colonizing" past 
to the "globalizing" present, becomes clear in Miller’s scrutiny of the history of the French slave trade with its 
unique switchbacks and illicit expansions. 

In the long wake of the triangular trade, Miller uncovers a new trove of essential texts for literary study, shaping 
a whole new canon. But literature, in this account, does not remain in the wake (or the hold) of a boat piloted 
by history for long. "What might a reading of literary texts add to the now considerable historiography on the 
slave trade?" Miller asks in the conclusion to part one. His answer, elaborated in subsequent chapters, is that 
"literature has surprising perspectives to add to the questions that history raises" (p. 93). This may be self- 
evident in the case of neglected literary works from the era of the slave trade such as Baron Roger’s KelOdor, 
which illustrates the "connectivity" of"circum-Atlantic revolutions" by highlighting "an African war that took 
place in 1796-thus, in the wider Atlantic context, at the time of both the French and the Haitian revolutions" (p. 
260). [4] Such novels are themselves historical artifacts. Yet Miller also makes this case for latter-day 
imaginative works like director John Berry’s 1958 film Tamango, a "distinctly B picture" which was, in the 
words of the Village Voice, "suspended between trash and truth."[5] For Miller, Berry’s film "offers a stunning 
response" to the Prosper M~rim~e story it purports to re-enact (p. 241); it also highlights a "homosexual 
subtext," featuring both an "apparently loving and consensual relationship" between "mates" and the specter of 
a "taboo within a taboo: homosexual rape within the context of the slave trade, a subj ect that no historian or 
novelist has touched" (p. 237). As Miller emphasizes, "acts of projection by French authors.., by no means 
fill the historical void nor remedy the silence of the captive or the slave. But they try to" (p. 93). Carefully 
historicizing each work with an analysis of its production and reception (from authors’ lives to "sources" and 
audience responses), Miller establishes a nuanced "dialogue" (or rather, "trialogue") between "the various 
imaginations at work on all points of the triangle" (pp. 96, 92). 

This is not a balanced triangle, as Miller admits. Seven chapters delve into the histories and works of French 
authors, followed by one chapter on Caribbean writers (C~saire, Glissant, CondO) and one chapter on what 
Miller dubs a "rather noisy .... African ’Silence’" (p. xiii). Miller claims that "the preponderance of metropolitan 
French literature on this subj ect, in terms of the sheer number of texts, over writings from both Africa and the 
Caribbean, is of course one of the principal asymmetries of the triangle. It is an imbalance that I have not been 
able to fully overcome in this study" (p. 93). But this seems disingenuous. After all, many critics of, say, 
Caribbean literature have had no problem overcoming (by ignoring) this "imbalance." In fact, the French 
writings he discusses are far less widely read today than the Caribbean ones. (His primary texts include works 
by women writers mostly studied in the U.S.-Olympe de Gouges, Madame de Stall, Claire de Duras-as well as 
non-canonical works by thefeuilletoniste Eugene Sue, the colonial governor Roger, and the trader Edouard 
Corbi~re, together with a popular tale by M~rim~e and a little-known play by Voltaire.) It would be simpler to 
say that a renewed attention to the work of French writers on the slave trade is Miller’s primary contribution to 
the "trialogue." In this case, we would not be surprised to find the Caribbean writers jammed together in one 
chapter with, for example, no more than a mention of CondO’ s novel SOgou, a significant work described briefly 
as "a historical narration of slavery, the rise of Islam, and the dawn of French colonialism in West Africa, with 
glances across the Atlantic to Jamaica and Brazil" (p. 363). 



Interestingly, the three literary parts of The French Atlantic Triangle are thus not devoted to French, African, 
and Caribbean writings but rather to "French Women Writers," "French Male Writers," and "The Triangle from 
’Below.’" This truncated triangle is, at times, constrained by its tight center. Why, for example, focus only on 
the Atlantic? The French slave trade, as it happens, served not only the Caribbean and American plantations but 
also those off the coast of Africa in the Indian Ocean. It is thus somewhat arbitrary to exclude works concerned 
with passages to Mauritius (Ile de France) or R~union (Ile Bourbon), now a French slave colony-turned- 
dOpartement, from the history of the slave trade’s geographical imaginary.[6] (To his credit, Miller does allow 
his survey to go off-course once or twice, as when "Gouges takes us, willy-nilly, into the Indian Ocean" (p. 

102). 

The French Atlantic Triangle is also defiantly myopic in exploring the French Atlantic in mostly French- 
language representations. This allows Miller to dispute over-generalizations from the British experience: "In 
Britain in the eighteenth century and the early nineteenth a genuine and very modern mass movement united 
intellectuals, clergy, and hundreds of thousands of ordinary people in opposition to slavery and the slave trade. 
No such thing happened in France, where a relatively small and elite group had a limited impact" (p. 84). As he 
polemically concludes, "any suggestion that there was ever a popular abolitionist movement of women (or men) 
in France is particularly unwelcome, given the belated, derivative, elitist, and generally anemic nature of the 
efforts that were made" (p. 108). But why did the French elites belatedly imitate ordinary British people? And 
if (some of) the French sought to imitate British anti-slavery discourse, did they not imitate British pro-slavery 
discourse as well? Did those French imitations, moreover, have no impact on the English? To take one widely- 
circulated example: Jean-Jacques Rousseau exposes his ideal student, the eponymous Emile, to just one text in 
his early years: Robinson Crusoe, an English novel which features a would-be-slave-trader shipwrecked in the 
Caribbean, where he learns to distinguish use-value from exchange-value, but never regrets his slaving venture. 
[7] Omitting novels like Robinson Crusoe from this survey rends the fabric of (even) French Atlantic culture. 

Yet this is already a large book, and we cannot expect it to do all things. Replacing the geographical divide 
with a gender divide (in the table of contents) is, moreover, a fascinating move in its own right. Part two 
("French Women Writers") was, as Miller notes, originally intended as a "short critique" of Translating 
Slavery, an important feminist anthology (p. xii).[8] Miller locates the paradoxes surrounding women’s anti- 
slavery writing and translations, ranging from women writers’ familial debts to the slave trade to the etymology 
of the word traduire, referring to the moving of"persons only" (p. 101). An eighteenth-century slave trader’s 
journal, for instance, recounts that "the male captives are translated [traduits], attached at the wrists."[9] 
Reading French writing about the trade in this way allows Miller to trace continuities between (supposedly) 
abolitionist works and their less-earnest successors-sea adventure stories, for example. It also significantly 
alters the history of sexuality in literature, adding to "homosocial" contexts and canons. 

The division between "women writers" and "male writers" lines up a bit too neatly with chronology for my 
comfort since the women are found only in the early period of anti-slavery writing (1783-1823) and the men 
only in the Restoration. (Margaret Cohen’s theory of a "hostile takeover" of sentimental literature by men in 
this period provides a rationale for this gendered chronology, but it begs to be tested by a comparative reading 
of men in the earlier period and women in the later one.)[10] Nonetheless, this fork is fruitful, allowing us to 
rethink the "triangulated family romance" (p. 5) with something else in mindperhaps, anachronistically, a pink 
triangle. New histories begin to emerge here, as Miller’s survey evokes not only the continuities of the slave 
trade with aspects of the global immigration and trade system today but also with tourism and "sex tourism." 

The French Atlantic Triangle thus enriches the historical record on slave-trading with provocative and 
compelling new perspectives. (I will never read the name of a ship with indifferent eyes again.) A masterpiece 
of historicist literary criticism, it uses history to tell us what we are seeing in a wide variety of cultural texts, 
including the "postmodern funhouse refractions of the horrors of earlier times," (p. 91) while employing 
literature to articulate why we should care. Bracingly, it ends with a call for more fiction in the service of 
French historical memorywithout which "the heritage of the French Atlantic triangle will be continuing 
inequality and a failure of reckoning" (p. 389). Christopher Miller’s timing is impeccable, and his word is 
urgent. This elegant, groundbreaking book will surely incite a dialogue between voices on all sides of the 



triangle as it inspires writers of fiction, criticism, and history for years to come. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Jacques-Frangois Roger, KelOdor, histoire africaine (Paris: Nepveu, 1828), quoted on p. 263. 

[2] Miller’s work thus complements recent work by literary and cultural critics of British and American 
literature, e.g., Ian Baucom’s Specters of the Atlantic: Finance Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy of History 
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2005) and Saidiya Hartman’ s Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the 
Atlantic Slave Route (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2007). 

[3] Miller argues forcefully for the misunderstood "Atlantic consciousness" of C~saire’s Cahier d’un retour au 
pays natal; see 332 ff. 

[4] Miller notes that "Africans from the Senegambia who, like Kel~dor, were veterans of the Muslim 
Revolution in West Africa could surely have been among the slaves who rose up and fought in the Haitian 
Revolution," although "I have found little attention to the connectivity of these circum-Atlantic revolutions 
among historians" (p. 260). He does cite one historian, however: John Thornton, "African Soldiers in the 
Haitian Revolution," Journal of Caribbean History 25: 1-2 (1991). 

[5] J. Hoberman, "Film: Tamango," Village Voice 1 July 1997, quoted on p. 228. 

[6] The Atlantic focus accounts for the exclusion of Alexandre Dumas’s 1843 "tale of race and slavery in the 
Indian Ocean," Georges, despite its "themes of the slave trade" (p. 277) and works like George Sand’s Indiana 
(1832). Bernardin de Saint-Pierre’s widely-read novel Paul et Virginie, his travel accounts, and discussions of 
slavery are briefly explored due to their Eastern geography. 

[7] "Puis qu’il nous faut absolument des livres, il en existe un qui fournit & mon gr~ le plus heureux traitt~ 
d’~ducation naturelle. Ce livre sera le premier que lira mon Emile; seul il composera durant longtems toute sa 
bibliotheque, et il y tiendra toujours une place distinguee... Quel est donc ce merveilleux livre? Est-ce Aristote, 
est-ce Pline, est-ce Buffon? Non; c’est Robinson CrusOO." Emile ou, de l’Oducation, livre III (Paris: Gallimard, 
1969), 291. 

[8] Doris Y. Kadish and Frangoise Massardier-Kenney, eds., Translating Slavery: Gender andRace in French 
Women’s Writing, 1783-1823 (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1994). 

[9] Jean-Pierre Plesse, Journal de bordd’un nOgrier (Paris: Le Mot et Le Reste, 2005, orig. ed. 1762), quoted 
on p. 101. 

[10] Margaret Cohen, The SentimentalEducation of the Novel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 
xii. 

Carolyn Vellenga Berman 
The New School 
BermanC@newschool.edu 
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Response by Christopher L. Miller, Yale University, to the review essays of his book by John Garrigus, Nick 
Nesbitt and Carolyn Berman. 

I am grateful to these fine scholars-each of whom has influenced my work-for their careful and generous 
readings of my book. In each review, there are numerous stimulating suggestions regarding paths that I did not 
take, or take very far, in The French Atlantic Triangle. I will not attempt to respond to every suggestion. 

I appreciate John Garrigus’s placement of my book within the context of Atlantic scholarship, with its relative 
dearth of attention to France and the French Atlantic. His closing thoughts on the need for more cross- 
pollination between literary scholars and historians are most welcome. 

Nick Nesbitt’s comments about Victor Schoelcher point not only to a limitation of The French Atlantic Triangle 
(since, as an abolitionist of slavery itself rather than the slave trade, Schoelcher was not a focus) but also to a 
wider lacuna in scholarship. The fact is that the institution of French slavery, and especially its cultural 
ramifications in literature and other arts, remains seriously underexamined. Many dozens of additional texts 
would belong in a study of French slavery, which would, in terms of chronology, pick up in the intentional gap 
in The French A tlantic Triangle b etween the end of the French slave trade (1831) and the b eginning of 
Francophone responses to the trade such as C~saire’s Cahier (1939). A comprehensive reading of Schoelcher 
would be integral to any such proj ect. Still, Nesbitt’s comments about Schoelcher’s exceptional perspective and 
its relevance, even to the earlier abolition of the slave trade, are well taken. 

The issues of balance and imbalance raised by Carolyn Vellenga Berman, and to a lesser extent by John 
Garrigus, preoccupied me during the writing process. Berman’s critique contains some rather strong accusatory 
language that relates strangely to her words of praise in other passages. Most significantly, she suggests that I 
merely made a "disingenuous" excuse for giving short shrift to the non-metropolitan-French sides of the 
triangle-as if I had chosen to ignore equal amounts of extant, relevant materials on the two southern points, 
Africa and the Caribbean. But I am not sure that the book, restructured with a forced equilibrium among the 
three points on the triangle, would actually have been able to say what needed to be said about the French slave 
trade. It seemed to me that the most work that needed to be done, for better or for worse, was on the largely 
unknown corpus of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century French writers (the female side of said canon having 
been established by Doris Kadish and her collaborators in Translating Slavery)[1] and what they actually said 



about the slave trade. It is all too easy to forgetas Berman sometimes appears to have forgottenthe specificity of 
the slave trade (the subj ect of my book) as opposed to slavery itself (a closely related but not identical topic). 

It was precisely because, as Berman puts it, "the French writings [I discuss] are far less widely read today than 
the Caribbean ones" that I chose to devote so much space to them. Novels like Sue’s Atar-Gull, Corbi~re’s Le 
NOgrier, and Roger’s KelOdor are virtually unknown, even in the United States where the works of Glissant and 
Cond~ are frequently read and taught in colleges and universities. In France everyone has read some M~rim~e, 
and many recognize the title of"Tamango," but few have read the story or given it serious thought. 

Berman does not name any texts that I could have or should have included, except for CondO’s SOgou, which I 
(rather perversely, indeed) mentioned but chose not to discuss in detail. This is not the place to draft a chapter 
on that novel. To the brief comments that I made in The French Atlantic Triangle, I would add these remarks: 
SOgou is, generically speaking, a historical novel and as such is written in a style that is quite different from that 
of the novel that I still consider to be CondO’ s best, H&Omakhonon. The complex architecture of memory and 
free-indirect reflection that is so compelling in H&Omakhonon is replaced in SOgou by a much more transparent, 
accessible structurewhich made the latter novel a best-seller. (Not that there is anything wrong with that!) The 
relatively thin thread of reflections on the slave trade in H&Omakhonon is, I think, more significant in the long 
run than the more extensive treatment in SOgou. This is because H&Omakhonon is an enormously important, 
revolutionary text; it set the new agenda for a post-negritude attitude in Caribbean literature. As I attempted to 
show, its narrator’ s, V~ronica, evolving thoughts on the slave trade are a bellweather of that shift. 

Still, more attention to SOgou alone would not have created "balance." I carefully considered other novels of 
the Caribbeanwhere, let us remember, Patrick Chamoiseau says there is "peu de litt~rature" on the subject [2] - 
but in no case is there, to my knowledge, another major, significant treatment of the slave trade (as opposed to 
slavery). So I am not sure what Berman means to suggest when she writes, "After all, many critics of, say, 
Caribbean literature have had no problem overcoming (by ignoring) this ’imbalance.’" Have any of these 
(unnamed) critics focused on the slave trade? No; again the specificity of the subject seems to have been 
forgotten. My chapters on Caribbean and African writings do not claim to be all-inclusive, but if they missed 
any major, significant Caribbean or African Francophone texts on the slave trade (other than SOgou), I would 
like to know what they are. 

John Garrigus also mentions the relative brevity of the chapters in part four of The French Atlantic Triangle. I 
would suggest that that comes less from a lack of attention to history in those chapters than from the fact that 
the relevant history had been dealt with in earlier chapters. The detailed attention to history and historiography 
in, for example, chapter nine, on the Restoration and slave-trade abolitionism, is the very same background that 
is exploited by C~saire, Sembene, CondO, and Glissant. The primal scene of the French slave tradecaptives 
being throw overboard to evade prosecution by the Britishwas evoked at length in its original historical context, 
that of the Restoration, then recalled as the images were revived by Francophone African and Caribbean 
authors. 

Returning to Berman’s concerns, I am sure that a treatment of Robinson Crusoe would have been interesting, 
but my inclusion of Defoe’s Captain Singleton (1720), a novel explicitly concerned with the slave trade, was, I 
think, more apposite (even if Rousseau’s Emile did not read it). Berman is half right when she says that my 
gendered division of literature (women before and men after) "begs to be tested by a comparative reading of 
men in the earlier period and women in the later one." A reading of men in the earlier period was, in fact, one 
of the tasks of chapter five, "Gendering Abolitionism," where I sought to correct the gender imbalance of 
Translating Slavery. As for the women writers of the Restoration, Duras is of course one such. Further work 
on Sophie Doin will undoubtedly extend our understanding (for my critique of Doin, see The French Atlantic 
Triangle, 216-17). 

If, as Berman puts it, my triangle seems "truncated," with a "tight center," where do the frequent comparisons 
(which Berman mentions) to the British experience come from? Her description of The French Atlantic 
Triangle-a 500-page book concerned with the enslavement of one million individuals and their descendants, and 
spanning several centuries of cultural representations-as "defiantly myopic" is, frankly, bizarre. It is, however, 



reflective of a double standard that sometimes obtains in Anglophone academia: a book-a long book-dealing 
with the French Atlantic is accused of"myopia," but those that focus on the Anglophone Atlantic (The Many- 
Headed Hydra by Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, for example) are not.[3] The French Atlantic, I would 
maintain, is an ample subject, deserving further, extensive exploration. 

NOTES 

[1] Doris Y. Kadish and Frangoise Massardier-Kenney, eds., Translating Slavery: Gender andRace in French 
Women’s Writing, 1783-1823 (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1994). 

[2] Patrick Chamoiseau, L ’Esclave vieilhomme et le molosse (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), 17. 

[3] Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many-HeadedHydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and the 
Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000). 

Christopher L. Miller 
Yale University 
christopher.miller@yale.edu 
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Review by Kevin Guilfoy, Carroll College. 

The correspondence and love letters exchanged between Peter Abelard and Heloise are well known and much 
studied. Abelard and Heloise are two of the leading personalities in twelfth-century Europe. Their story of, 
learning, politics, spirituality, and love cut short has captivated centuries of readers. In this book Jan Ziolkowski 
translates and critically introduces thirteen letters on various topics. Some are previously untranslated into 
English; none has received the scholarly or general attention given to Abelard and Heloise’s personal 
correspondence. The translations are excellent but this book is much more than a collection of excellent 
translations. Each letter is accompanied by a critical introduction. These introductions incorporate the very best 
scholarship to provide historical background, political and cultural context, and the kind of insight into 
Abelard’s character that is the soul of the very best biography. This is a valuable book for Abelard scholars, 
students, and for a general reader engrossed by the story and personality of a man who considered himself the 
smartest in Europe--and may have been correct. 

As Abelard himself argues in letter nine, and as he unintentionally demonstrates in letter ten, there is no 
substitute for reading in the original language. But these translations come close. Ziolkowski’s translations 
brilliantly capture Abelard’s tone and content, but there is much more to recommend them. Ziolkowski has 
rendered Abelard as readable in English as he is in Latin. Very often the precision of a logician is lost or glossed 
over by a translator. That is not the case here. Where Abelard is struggling for precision and exactness of 
thought, the translated passages require that same careful attention from the reader. Where Abelard is giving 
vent to the extremity of his indignation, the translator’s word choice and phrasing convey Abelard’s emotion to a 
modern reader. There are many notes to the translations indicating where there is a subtlety in Abelard’s Latin 
that cannot quite be captured, and many more where Ziolkowski indicates that he made a particular choice of 
word or phrase (and that there might be some cause to disagree). This book is an excellent example of the 
translator’s art. 

The letters are organized into three general categories: Heloise and the nuns of the Paraclete, Bernard of 
Clairvaux, and "Other Controversies." The first category contains Letter Nine: To the Nuns of the Paraclete and 
the preface, dedication, and prologues to the hymnal, sermons, and commentary on the six days of creation that 
Abelard had written for the Paraclete. Due to accidents of medieval compilation, letter nine was not part of the 



earliest manuscript collections or subsequent translations of Abelard’s letters and so has been largely ignored. 
This is unfortunate. Letter nine picks up several themes present in these other letters: the need to read texts 
critically, the need for understanding and knowledge rather than mere acceptance of authority, and the benefits 
and necessity of women’s education. Quoting extensively from St. Jerome, letter nine is a lengthy argument 
about the need to read critically the Holy Scriptures in their original languages. Abelard understands the 
intricacies and ambiguities of language, and here applies this insight to the problems of translation. Abelard 
himself notes an almost contradictory irony here: he did not read the Greek or Hebrew that he argues is essential 
to the proper understanding of Holy Scripture. He makes a plea for the women of the Paraclete to step in: "What 
we have lost in men let us recover even in women, to the condemnation of men." Abelard argues that women 
have the intellectual ability, but he is not as enlightened as he his sometimes presented to be. Letter nine ends 
with the admonition that women have "a lesser capacity to sweat in manual labor than do monks and can slip 
more easily into temptation.., owing to the weakness of their nature." In other words, the women of the 
Paraclete should focus on learning to prevent fornication (p. 33). 

Abelard’s prefaces, dedications and prologues each contain brief glimpses of his views on language and the 
authenticity of ritual performance. Ziolkowski’s introductions provide further context as well as a discussion of 
the genre of letter writing and the arguments for counting these texts as letters. 

The second section of the book, St. Bernard, contains Letter Ten, To Abbot Bernard; Letter Fifteen, To His 
Comrades Against Abbot Bernard; and the Apologia Against Bernard of Clairvaux. The conflict with Bernard is 
one of the central themes in Abelard’s life; these three letters provide glimpses into their relationship at a fairly 
calm stage in their conflict, as well as views on the eve of and just after Abelard’s ultimate defeat. 

Letter ten is likely dated to 1131 (some ten years before the council of Sens) and, if typical of Abelard’s and 
Bernard’s correspondence, indicates a fair amount of disrespect (if not hostility) on Abelard’s part. The 
introduction to letter ten offers some speculation about their early relationship and the translation masterfully 
conveys Abelard’s tone. This letter was written after Heloise had relayed Bernard’s criticism of the version of 
the Lord’s Prayer Abelard had written for the Paraclete. In the letter Abelard writes to defend his use of the 
phrase "supersubstantial bread" from Matthew’s Gospel rather than "daily bread" from Luke’s. The letter is 
another tour de force of Abelard’s method of analyzing authoritative texts. (However, as Ziolkowski points out, 
if Abelard had had the linguistic skills he advocates in letter nine, he would have known that Luke and Matthew 
use the same word--"supersubstantial"--in the original Greek.) Abelard does not stop at merely proving his 
point: he goes on at length in a tone that indicates he does not appreciate Bernard’s input. Ziolkowski sums up 
the remainder of the letter: "With a backhanded magnanimity [Abelard] volunteers to be tolerant of the 
Cistercians for their odd practices if in turn they allow him to be true to the words and spirit of Christ"(p. 83). 

Letter fifteen is written a decade later, and it is apparent that Bernard and Abelard have never really got on. 
Sometime in 1140 (the dates are in dispute), Bernard received a list of thirteen heretical propositions allegedly 
found in Abelard’s writings. He and Abelard met twice to discuss the issues; this attempt at fraternal correction 
failed. It is tempting to speculate that these men disagreed as to who was being fraternal and who was being 
corrected. In letter fifteen, Abelard writes that he thought the problem had been solved and he is shocked and 
insulted to hear that Bernard had been rubbishing him around France. Bernard is quoted as calling Abelard’s 
work not "theology" but "stupidology." (Neither man was renowned for his wit.) Letter fifteen is an open letter 
to all Abelard’s friends and supporters urging them to attend the council of Sens in 1141, where he believes he 
has been granted the chance to publicly debate the issues. The tone and content of letter fifteen are 
inflammatory: Abelard accuses Bernard of being a liar and a hypocrite, motivated purely by envy for Abelard’s 
fame. In the end, the council of Sens turned out badly for Abelard. His supporters did show up in some 
numbers, but he was not allowed to debate. Bernard had successfully arranged a condemnation even before 



Abelard arrived. Abelard appealed to the pope, but Bernard had beaten him there also. Abelard’s student, Arnold 
of Brescia, was causing trouble closer to Rome by preaching against church ownership of property. In a flurry 
of manipulative diplomacy, Bernard was able to link the two in the mind of Pope Innocent II. The pope 
excommunicated both and condemned them to perpetual silence. 

The Apologia against Bernard is the surviving fragment of Abelard’s attempt to respond to the thirteen specific 
charges Bernard had brought. Ziolkowski’s introductions discuss the circumstances of the council, Abelard’s and 
Bernard’s possible thoughts and motivations, the political wisdom or folly of Abelard’s letter and subsequent 
actions, and also the literary style of the letters: Abelard’s choice of various quotations from scripture and 
classical authors. What is perhaps best is that Ziolkowski indicates where he is speculating (e.g., about 
Abelard’s political instincts and motivations) and where his inferences are based more solidly on textual or other 
evidence. It is this degree of clarity and precision in Ziolkowski’s argument that make this volume valuable as a 
teaching text. 

The final section, "Other Controversies," contains only four letters. This is no doubt due to poor contemporary 
archiving of Abelard’s correspondence and not to his collegial nature, which is quite well hidden in these texts. 
In this section Ziolokowski presents the following documents: Letter Eleven, To Abbot Adam and the Monks" of 
St. Denis; Letter Twelve, To a Regular Cannon, Letter Thirteen, To an Ignoramus in the FieM of Dialectic; and 
Letter Fourteen, To Bishop G[ilbert] and the Clergy of Paris. The four letters in this section reveal Abelard at 
his combative intellectual best and his self-righteous obtuse worst. Ziolkowski’s introductions explain the 
context for each controversy, and his translations masterfully convey the force of Abelard’s intellect and his 
emotions. 

Letter eleven is Abelard’s infamous argument that the Abbey of St. Denis, as well as the king and nation of 
France, had identified the wrong Denis as their patron saint. Ziolkowski precisely unpacks the problem. There 
are four Denis/Dionysiuses: Dionysius the Areopagite (converted by St. Paul), Dionysius Bishop of Corinth (c. 
170 C.E.), St. Denis the martyr (third century), and Psuedo-Dionysius "who is known now not to have been who 
he claimed to be" (p. 136). The Abbey and the king were quite happy to believe there was only one Denis: their 
Denis, Denis the Areopagite. Abelard’s letter gives a very close reading of the textual and historical evidence 
available. After a detailed discussion of the criteria for ranking authoritative texts, Abelard concludes there are 
two Denises: Denis the Areopagite and a later Denis who founded the monastery. Once again Abelard found 
himself inexplicably unpopular. In his autobiography, the Historia Calamitatem, Abelard claimed to have made 
his case in a collegial and even humorous fashion. The text reveals that he did not: letter eleven is the work of a 
scholar who thinks that being right is self-justificatory. 

Letters twelve and thirteen are rigorous defenses of Abelard’s life as a monk and a logician. It is not clear if 
either is addressed to any specific recipient, but they reflect the reasons and emotions Abelard felt in his dispute 
with St. Norbert and St. Bernard--Norbert on the superior virtue of the monastic life to that of the canon 
regular and Bernard on the need to study logic. The distinction between monk and canon has been mostly lost, 
but seems to have been a vital part of Abelard’s spiritual self conception. While much is written about Abelard’s 
(and Heloise’s) thoughts on the spiritual orders for women, letter twelve presents Abelard’s thoughts on orders 
and rules for men. Although it cannot be explored here, there are at least hints that Abelard thought there was a 
greater difference between male and female spirituality than is found in the correspondence with Heloise. 

Letter thirteen presents--in fairly standard fashion--Abelard’s arguments for the study of logic. Much of his 
reasoning is probably better explained in letter nine where he has a concrete problem at hand to work with. 
Letter fourteen is a very brief appeal for a hearing to adjudicate a dispute with his former teacher Roscelin of 
Compi~gne. Although short, it offers a clear glimpse into Abelard’s self-righteousness and sense of wounded 



pride; it reads like an e-mail sent to the entire faculty by a disgruntled colleague on the occasion of his latest 
perceived indignity. 

Ziolkowski states a fairly modest goal that this volume will be useful to interested readers "without fluent Latin 
and access to large libraries" (p. xlviii). The translations are wonderful even for people with fluent Latin and the 
originals close to hand. All interested readers will find the introductions and discussions valuable. This volume 
is a much-needed contribution to Abelard studies. 

Kevin Guilfoy 
Carroll College 
~%g~ilfo~cc~ ed~ 
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? l’encontre de l’id?e commun?ment admise qu?il y aurait, d?un c?t?, les sujets 
du roi et, de l?autre, les ?trangers, l?exemple de Strasbourg ? clans les ann?es 
qui suivent son rattachement ? la France ? permet de voir qu?il n?en est rien 
et que de nombretLx individus se trouvaient dans des situations beaucoup plus 
ind?cises et changeantes selon leurs relations au plan national, local, 
religieux ou professionnel. Strasbourg est une ville id?ale pour ?tudier ces 
multiples jeux et enjeux sociaux, car elle ?tait alors tout ? la fois 
multiconfessionnelle, fiche de son commerce, anim?e d?un fort courant 
migratoire et gouvern?e par une mosa?que de pouvoirs o? se superposaient, aux 
traditions et institutions anciennes, des r?alit?s administratives nouvelles 
introduites par l?annexion fran?aise. 

L?ouvrage met ainsi aujour la complexit? de la notion d??tranger et manifeste 
la multiplicit? des statuts et leurs variations selon les contextes et les 
individns et selon l?issue des confrontations entre le local et le national. I1 
montre comment les hommes ont su, par-del? les institutions, d?velopper des 
syst?mes de cat?gorisation formalis?s, utiliser les conflits entre les diverses 
instances, et, enjouant sur les diff?rentes appartenances possibles et sur 
leurs propres appartenances, gagner de la reconnaissance sociale et des 
avantages mat?riels. Ces analyses sont confirm?es par des histoires concr?tes 
qui montrent comment les ? ?trangers ? ont r?ussi, entre roses et conflits, ? 
n?gocier leur existence dans une zone de contact entre de multiples acteurs et 
institutions. Par ces r?cits, se r?v?lent alors les dynamiques sociales ? 
l??uvre derri?re les processus d?inclusion et d?exclusion. 

Table des mati?res 

Introduction 

Chapitre I 
De la cit? imp?riale libre au royaume de France : les institutions et la 
population de Strasbourg 

Chapitre II 
Les statuts urbains et la naturalit? du royaume 

Chapitre III 



L’appartenance confessionnelle et religieuse, crit?re essentiel de l’inclusion 
et de l’exclusion 

Chapitre IV 
Les dynamiques d?inclusion et d?exclusion dans l?espace ?conomique 

Chapitre V 
La d?finition de l??tranger, un sujet de contestation entre le Magistrat et les 
autorit?s concurrentes 

Conclusion g?n?rale 
Sources et Bibliographie 

Studies on foreigners and strangers in early modem France have usually either 
departed from a fixed category or categories of the sort of foreigners that 
would then be studied in the following, or they have aimed, through the study 
of legal documents and political discourses, at delivering a general definition 
of the ?tranger. However, if we consider the dynamics of the inclusion and 
exclusion of foreigners from a local society, we come to the conclusion that 
the boundary, which was drawn by the crown between naturels and ?trangers was 
only one factor among others defining the place of an individual in the early 
modem society. Competing, local definitions of the foreigner coexisted and in 
the case of Strasbourg, even prevailed over the definitions by the Crown. 
Furthermore, individuals would take advantage and exploit different kinds of 
definitions according to the interests at stake. 

Instead of aiming at a general definition of the foreigner, this study does the 
opposite and shows the multiplicity and variability of different categories of 
foreigners by inquiring to concrete cases of identifying individuals or groups 
of individuals as foreigners at the local level. The study asks how, when and 
why people would have interpreted social experience in terms of foreignness and 
who were the agents doing the identifying in any given situation. The focus is 
therefore shifted from juridical categories to the study of social practice. 

In order to explore the multiple ways of defining the foreigner, the city of 
Strasbourg was chosen for the case study. In 1681, Strasbourg passed from being 
an imperial city (Reichsstadt) to being a free city under the sovereignty of 
the French king. A German speaking, Lutheran city, it was an important 
migratory centre, both before and after the French annexation. The local 
citizenship rights provided the magistracy with the possibility of detaching 
domicile rights from political, economic or juridical rights. Thus even the 
Frenchmen coming to Strasbourg after the French annexation could be regarded as 
foreigners to the city. The French conquest did not lead to an immediate loss 
of local political autonomy, but it did lead to the introduction of Catholics 
into the city and to the existence of competing authorities, regulations, and 
interests. In daily interaction with the local inhabitants and authorities the 
different groups of strangers took part in a process of continuou! 
s redefinition of local norms and practices. 

The dynamics of inclusion and exclusion of foreigners are being examined in 
relation to the local system of citizenship rights, religion, economic 
interests and power struggles between different authorities. 
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Review by Howard G. Brown, Binghamton University (State University of New York). 

Shortly after crushing the Turks in the Battle of Aboukir on 25 July 1799, General Bonaparte learned of the 
mounting political and military crisis facing the republican regime in Paris. He quickly decided to leave his army 
in Egypt and return to France. After secret preparations, a month crossing the English-infested Mediterranean, 
and a triumphal procession from the coast to the capital, the celebrated hero arrived at his modest house on the 
rue des Victoires (of course) only to find it empty. His unfaithful wife had misjudged the route of his return and 
rushed out to explain herself before his brothers could describe her misconduct while he was away. After 
making up with his beautiful wife, he found Paris teeming with cross-cutting conspiracies. With little doubt 
about just who should replace the incompetent lawyers running the country, he j oined forces with the best 
organized of the plots, that headed by Siey~s, a Trojan-horse member of the five-man Directory. The overthrow 
of the regime involved enough blunders to add suspense, but it was happily bloodless and provoked little 
resistance. Moreover, the actual event had a nice symmetry--that universal element of human beauty. The first 
half was sufficiently parliamentary and the second half sufficiently military to reflect the leading personalities in 
the drama. The new regime produced a string of successes--including peace with victory and peace with the 
pope--and so won almost universal approval from the French people. 

Only a third-rate novelist would dare combine so much obvious symbolism with such a happy ending. But this is 
history, and so not subject to the same restraints, and historians have been delighted to tell the tale again and 
again. Patrice Gueniffey, Le Dix-huit Brumaire: L’~pilogue de la R~volution frangaise, is the latest version. 

Gueniffey’s book appears in a new series published by Gallimard entitled "Les j ourn~es qui ont fait la France." 
The publisher intends this series to "prend le relais des fameuses ’Trente journ~es qui on fait la France’ cr~es il y 
a plus d’un demi-si~cle et dont elle va r~diter quelques titres c~l~bres." Not limiting the number of 
"j ourn~es" (and therefore books) to thirty allows Gallimard to extend the political history of France beyond the 
original series’ terminus at the liberation of Paris on 25 August 1944 as well as to add books on other key events 
not included in the original series. All the same, five of the ten books published thus far in the new series are 
reprintings of books published in the original series. Rather than reprint Albert Ollivier, Le dix-huit brumaire (9 
novembre 1799), however, the editors at Gallimard commissioned a new one from Gueniffey. Knowing this 
raises expectations. One anticipates a fresh interpretation, maybe some new archival evidence, or perhaps an 
innovative approach to political history in keeping with Gallimard’s hope to use the series to "illustrer le profond 
renouveau de l’histoire politique comme mode d’explication privil~gi~ du destin des soci~t~s"; at the very least, 
one looks forward to a thoughtful engagement with recent scholarship. Sadly, these expectations are not fulfilled. 

Ollivier’s original volume from 1961 is certainly out of date. His prefatory claim of avoiding partisanship and 



seeking only the truth about the past appears distinctly old fashioned in an age of post-modern skepticism about 
historical objectivity. And yet Gueniffey’s book is even more old-fashioned. Rather than wrestle with 
interpretations of the Brumaire coup developed by the leading French scholars of Napoleon over the past half 
century, such as Georges Lefebvre, Albert Soboul, Jean Tulard, Louis Bergeron, or Thierry Lentz, Gueniffey’s 
book challenges nineteenth-century republican interpretations embodied in the works of Edgar Quinet and Jules 
Michelet. Having opted for an equally partisan approach, but without their flamboyant rhetorical style, 
Gueniffey describes the Directory (1795-99) as the culmination of revolutionary failures, utterly moribund, and 
on the verge of collapse. Under these conditions, the Brumaire coup could not be an act of "republicide" and 
instead becomes an act of political salvation. According to Gueniffey, Bonaparte’s sudden ascension to the 
summit of power enj oyed such widespread consent as not really to be a coup d’~tat, but in essence an election 
that circumstances deprived of legal forms. Moreover, Brumaire immediately ended the French Revolution. 
Voili~! In six weeks France had a regime that combined political legitimacy with real authority. 

Gueniffey’s version is largely that propagated by the Consulate at the time and later bolstered by Napoleon and 
his fellow conspirators in their memoirs, which are excerpted uncritically throughout the book. But the emphasis 
is firmly on Bonaparte. For example, more space is devoted to his victory in the Battle of Aboukir than to the 
series of victories won by French armies in Switzerland, Germany, and Belgium, not to mention (and it is not) 
the turning of the tide on royalist insurrection in the south and west of France itself, all achieved before 
Brumaire. In Gueniffey’s account, it was Bonaparte, rather than Siey~s and his fellow revisionists, who 
determined the nature of both the coup and its consequences. Moreover, Brumaire spared France the tragedy of a 
failed state, provided a relatively painless solution to the crisis of 1799, and restored (sic) the regular functioning 
of institutions on the basis of common values. Gueniffey dates the Napoleonic dictatorship to the Constitution of 
1799, thereby eliding the political traj ectory of the Consulate and justifying the dictatorship as an understandable, 
even inevitable, response to contemporary circumstances, namely revolutionary politics and foreign war. This 
conforms to the broad outlines of bonapartist historiography, represented best by the monumental works of 
Albert Vandal and Louis Madelin. 

Failing to develop an original interpretation of Brumaire is understandable, given how much has been written 
about these events. Far less understandable, however, is basing such an interpretation on the opinions and 
prejudices of contemporaries while largely ignoring the abundance of painstaking archival research done on the 
period. This is not an epistemological choice based on preferring the voices of the participants to the voices of 
historians, for he also sprinkles his book with lengthy excerpts from secondary sources. Furthermore, Gueniffey 
does some good positivist sleuthing of his own. For example, he has carefully pieced together evidence to 
conclude--very credibly--that Bonaparte’s return from Egypt in 1799 depended on the maverick strategy and 
personal complicity of Sir William Sydney Smith, the man in charge of English naval and foreign affairs in the 
eastern Mediterranean. 

Nonetheless, Gueniffey does have strong methodological preferences. As a former student of Frangois Furet, it 
is natural for him to emphasize the history of political ideas and institutions. Thus, Gueniffey interestingly 
investigates various eddies of thought, notably those of Benj amin Constant and Madame de Stall, that turned 
alongside the main current of constitutional revisionism. Such an approach leads him to ascribe the Directory’s 
demise to its lack of democratic legitimacy. He asserts that the Directory sealed its own fate in 1797 by refusing 
to cooperate with the majority in the legislative councils led by lawmakers whom he describes as royalists who 
were "republicans despite themselves." The impasse led to the purge of Fructidor year V (September 1797). 
Thus, by failing to respect the logic of its democratic institutions, the Directory irredeemably compromised its 
chances to acquire legitimacy. 

Such an analysis has both merit and appeal. However, it is too deterministic and overstates the importance of 
democratic ideals. Messier aspects of life under the Directory, such as the economy, religion, conscription and 
public order, mattered far more. Gueniffey’s interpretation can only be sustained by ignoring a large body of 
scholarship on the period, much of it published in the last generation. This work shows 1) that the Directory was 
an important period in the apprenticeship of democracy in France; 2) that the regime made major strides in state- 
building, especially in areas of tax collection, military professionalism, and law enforcement; and 3) that 
considerable continuity existed between the late Directory and the early Consulate. It is certainly true that the 



Directory did not enjoy much public support by November 1799; nevertheless, Gueniffey’s impressionistic 
caricature of the Directory’s failings is based largely on contemporary writings and ignores the fact that without 
the progress made by the Directory since 1795, the Consulate would never have succeeded. 

Gueniffey prefers the writings of Frangois-Ren~ de Chateaubriand, Hyppolite Taine, Jacques Bainville and 
Frangois Furet over works that reflect the Sorbonne’s tradition of combining archival research with socialist 
politics.[1] The reason is certainly ideological. It is just as importantly aesthetic. Gueniffey has both a taste and 
a gift for trenchant writing. Furthermore, his fondness for stark contrasts and interpretive pronunciamentos gives 
his book flair. The reader senses a frisson of excitement to see the dilemma of the Directory pithily reduced to 
unidentified opinion ["on tient la restauration pour impossible sans pour autant croire it la possibilit~ de la 
r~publique" (p. 58)], to have Bonaparte’s relationship to the Directory described as a contest between "une 
l~gitimit~ sans autorit~ l~gale [et] une autorit~ l~gale sans l~gitimit~" (p. 244), or to read how 18 Brumaire 
resembled le 13 mai because the two chief protagonists could incarnate values untainted by partisanship: 
"Bonaparte, c’~tait la R~volution sans ses crimes, l’~galit~ unie it la gloire; de Gaulle, la France lav~e des mauvais 
souvenirs de la d~faite et de la collaboration" (p. 387). 

But the price of such aphoristic insight is inevitably the loss of complexity and nuance demanded by an ever 
expanding corpus of scholarly research. Rather than debating more recent interpretations of the Brumaire coup 
d’~tat, Gueniffey prefers to return to interpretive first principles. These lead directly to unqualified certainties 
associated with the classical historians of the nineteenth century. After all, these seemed to promise both clarity 
and profundity. No doubt the grand public for whom this book was written will find this approach reassuring. 

NOTES 

[1 ] One assumes that Gueniffey cites no Anglophone scholarship--other than a few sources pertaining to 
Bonaparte’s dealings with Sydney Smith--due to a lack of facility with English. 

Howard G. Brown 
Binghamton University (State University of New York) 
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Compte-rendu par St~phane Gal, Universit~ Pierre Mend~s France, Grenoble 2 

Mark Greengrass, professeur d’histoire de la premiere modernit~ it l’universit~ de Sheffield, a opt~ dans ce livre 
pour une approche d’une grande originalit~ : l%tude d’un th~me vaste, celui de la ~ R~formation ~, sur une 
p~riode extr~mement courte it l%chelle de l’histoire, y compris de l’histoire des guerres de Religion frangaises 
(1562-1598), la d~cennie 1576-1585. Ce choix pourrait sembler une gageure si l’auteur, historien sp~cialiste du 
XVIe si~cle frangais, n’avait utilis~ une documentation extr~mement vari~e, puis~e it diff~rents niveaux, qu’il a 
crois~e au fil des pages de mani~re it obtenir un faisceaux d’informations et d’arguments susceptibles d%clairer 
sa d~marche. Ainsi, sources manuscrites et imprim~es, ~crites ou iconographiques, culturelles et sociales, sont 
tour ~ tour sollicit~es. Le changement d%chelles, entre provinces et royaume, province et cour, individus et 
groupes, roi et suj ets, est constamment pratiqu~ et revendiqu~ comme un ~l~ment heuristique essentiel pour la 
juste apprehension du XVIe si~cle. Tr~s subtilement, l’auteur confronte les idles aux ~v~nements et scrute 
l%laboration, puis la mise en oeuvre, d’une vraie politique de r~formes entreprise au d~but du r~gne du dernier 
roi Valois, Henri III (1574-1589). Plus qu’un simple penchant, la r~forme put aussi ~tre un v~ritable programme 
politique. 

Le th~me de la ~ r~formation ~ est un des plus grands mythes du XVIe si~cle, si ce n’est de l’humanit~, d’hier it 
aujourd’hui. Dans le contexte sombre des guerres civiles frangaises, il prend cependant une dimension 
existentielle et quasi talismanique. La r~formation g~n~rale de la societY, voire de l’homme tout entier, n’est-elle 
pas la seule issue pour sortir de la spirale de la violence et juguler le d~cha~nement des passions ? Mais 
comment parvenir it cette r~formation : par la douceur de la paix ou par la radicalit~ de la guerre ? Par la base ou 
par le sommet de l’Etat ? Selon un calendrier lent ou rapide ? D’ailleurs, que faut-il r~former exactement et dans 
quel ordre ? Ainsi, l’auteur nous montre-t-il comment le d~calage entre le virtuel et la r~alit~, les idles 
g~n~reuses et la duret~ des pratiques, voire le pragmatisme de terrain, conduisent progressivement ~ la 
paralysie, puis ~ la frustration, et partant ~ pr~cipiter le royaume vers une trag~die digne de Shakespeare : la 
lutte contre les passions provoque au final le triomphe des passions ! 

L%tude de Mark Greengrass s’ouvre sur les ~checs militaires royaux, notamment lors du si~ge de la Rochelle en 
1573, lesquels priv~rent la monarchie d’une victoire militaire d~cisive sur les protestants. La paix de Monsieur, 
sign~e en mai 1576, qui pr~voyait la r~union des Etats g~n~raux dans les six mois, allait cependant permettre fi 
Henri III d’amorcer une politique neuve destin~e au r~tablissement de l’autorit~ morale de la monarchie. Premier 
levier dans cette entreprise hercul~enne : la parole. L%loquence codifi~e it travers le grand art de la rh~torique, 
d~clin~ it travers l’invention, la disposition, l%locution, la m~moire et la prononciation, ~tait consid~r~e comme 
seule capable de faire se mouvoir les passions. La politique ~tait alors une branche de la philosophie morale 
guid~e par les vertus. Aux trois ~motions rationnelles (volont~, j oie et prudence) regroup~es sous la notion de 
~ constantiae ~ r~pondaient quatre passions irrationnelles (volupt~, extase, crainte et tristesse extreme). Le 



d6r6glement de ces derni6res s’entendait sous la notion grave << d’intemp6rance >>. Cependant, si la d6finition des 
passions se fondait sur les bases 6tablies de l’aristot61isme et de la scholastique, le fran9ais manquait de mots 
pour les d6crire pr6cis6ment. L’Acad6mie palatine r6unie par Henri III sur le mod61e du banquet platonicien, et 
en prolongement de l’Acad6mie de musique fond6e jadis par Charles IX, consacra de nombreuses s6ances/~ la 
question des passions et des vertus. Trente-deux brouillons des th6mes abord6s nous sont parvenus. Loin d’etre 
une fuite de la r6alit6, cette Acad6mie se donnait pour but ultime la r6formation du royaume. Au c6t6 de 
l’61oquence royale, il s’agissait de parfaire l’6ducation du roi et notamment son sens politique it un moment 
les id6es de Machiavel 6taient le plus diffus6es. 

Les Etats g6n6raux du royaume, convoqu6s it Blois en novembre 1576 auraient dfi ~tre l’instrument privil6gi6 de 
la r6forme, mais ce ne fut pas le cas. Les 61ections se d6roul6rent dans un climat tendu de contestation de la paix 
et de constitution de ligues ultra catholiques it partir de la ville de P6ronne. Les protestants de leur c6t6 se 
sentirent victimes d’un complot qui visait it les exclure. Lors de l’inauguration des Etats, le discours du roi fut un 
triomphe et jamais, peut-~tre, ne fut-il plus pr6s de croire it la r6alisation prochaine du nouvel ordre dont il 
r~vait. Mais les tensions rattrap6rent les Etats et le roi lui-m~me. De mani6re inattendue et sans doute 
improvis6e, le roi saisit le pr6texte de la constitution d’associations illicites pour revenir sur la paix de Monsieur 
tout en neutralisant le potentiel de danger des ligues catholiques. Mais cette << journ6e des dupes >>, en 
consacrant l’intrusion de consid6rations imm6diates, d6tourna les Etats de leurs premiers objectifs : la paix et la 
r6forme. Mark Greengrass aborde 6galement l’environnement culturel et social de ces Etats en s’attachant it la 
sociabilit6 des d6put6s, r6v616e, entre autres, par leurs correspondances et leurs j ournaux personnels. Les 
probl6mes financiers furent un autre point majeur qui empoisonna les d6bats. La dette de l’Etat 6tait 6valu6e it 
cent millions de livres, soit dix fois plus qu’it la mort du roi Henri II en 1559. Les suspicions d’impositions 
nouvelles ou de cr6ation d’offices d6chir6rent les ordres et paralys6rent les commissions d’enqu~te. Au final le 
clerg6 se divisa et le tiers donna l’impression de soutenir une guerre qu’il ne voulait pas, le tout contribuant it 
faire passer la t~che de la r6formation au second plan. 

Une nouvelle paix, celle de Bergerac, sign~e en 1577, allait permettre de reprendre le proj et de r~forme. Les 
n~gociations avec les protestants furent ~pres car la mani~re de faire la paix ~tait diff~rente de part et d’autre : 
alors que les catholiques parlaient grace et justice, les protestants r~torquaient droits et ~galit~s. La paix 
cependant fut celle du roi et Henri III reprit l’initiative it cette occasion. Des serviteurs de l’Etat, choisis parmi 
les maitres des requites et les magistrats les plus ~g~s, v~ritables ~ missionnaires en qu~te de paix ~, furent 
d~ploy~s par tout le royaume pour ~ pr~cher ~ les b~n~fices de la paix. Mais si celle-ci fut un triomphe pour les 
n~gociateurs, elle restait conditionn~e it trop de facteurs. Elle n’~tait pas la simple execution d’un acte d’Etat, son 
succ~s ~tait reli~ it d’innombrables rouages informels : secr~taires, ~cuyers, amis et parents voire ills 
ill~gitimes... Les gouverneurs de province et leurs lieutenants g~n~raux auraient dfi ~tre des instruments 
privil~gi~s de la paix, mais leur diversit~ d’int~r~ts rendait la situation difficile. M~me les officiers de la 
couronne avaient une position ambivalente, d~chir~s entre la d~fense de la foi catholique et leur conscience du 
besoin de restauration du royaume. Malgr~ les d~bats au sein des Etats provinciaux, auxquels l’auteur attache un 
souci particulier, les ann~es qui suivirent furent des ann~es de frustrations. Pour l’ambassadeur anglais de 
l’~poque, tout semblait continuer ~ it la mode de France ~ ! I1 entendait par-lit la paralysie d’un royaume qui 
refusait de choisir entre le ~ chaud ~ d’une ~ guerre trop ~pre ~, et le ~ froid ~ d’une ~ paix trop douce ~. 

La paix demandait it ~tre perfectionn~e, la reine m~re, Catherine de M~dicis, ma~tresse reconnue dans l’art de la 
n~gociation, se consacra it cette t~che au cours de plusieurs d~placements dans le sud du royaume (de la 
Guyenne au Dauphin~), entrepris entre 1578 et 1580. Au cours de cette p~riode, notamment lors des 
conferences de N~rac, sa fille, la reine Marguerite, put, elle aussi, jouer un r61e non n~gligeable. La paix devait 
se gagner lentement, de province en province, de ville en ville. La reine m~re, accompagn~e de conseillers 
royaux, et habitue par un ideal ~lev~ d’amour n~o-platonicien (voir ~galement sur le m~me sujet Denis Crouzet, 
Le haut cceur de Catherine de MOdicis, Paris, Albin Michel, 2005), chercha partout it r~soudre les conflits 
locaux, it dissoudre les associations sectaires, it faire quelques exemples avec des fauteurs de troubles, it confier 
des charges it des gentilshommes moderns qui feraient office de ~ m~diateurs ~ et it convaincre les ~ gens de 
bien ~ de partager des signes de paix, ~ oubliant les choses pass~es ~. L’amn~sie en somme, plus encore que 
l’amnistie, ~ l’oubliance ~ ~tant pr6n~e comme valeur positive de la m~moire depuis la guerre de Cent Ans. 
Pourtant, l’oubliance introduisait une relativisation de la justice, donc de la religion, et it ce titre fut r~fut~e par 



certains. De plus, en intervenant directement dans les affaires locales, en Provence comme en Dauphin~, le 
pouvoir prenait le risque de la partialit~ et donc de se voir accuser de compromission. Le succ~s de la 
courageuse mission de la reine Catherine fut une illusion entretenue par la propagande. La r~alit~ ~tait tout 
autre : il paraissait une fois de plus impossible de traiter la paix localement. Les accords de N~rac, s’ils avaient 
ouvert une fen~tre pour la possibilit~ d’une r~forme, ne dur~rent pas plus d’une annie. L’histoire semblait 
b~gayer et le sentiment de confusion s’accentuer. Pamphlets et satires attis~rent la critique du pouvoir, en 
particulier l’ouvrage de Nicolas de Montand, le Miroir des Franqois (1581), qui, tout en traitant avec r~alisme 
l’incapacit~ du pouvoir ~ se r~former, introduisait l’id~e que le roi de France pouvait ~tre regard~ comme un 
tyran. Un tel contexte n’~tait pas favorable ~ l’accueil du formidable travail l~gislatif entrepris par le roi grace ~ 
~ l’ordonnance de Blois ~. Le contenu de ce texte ~tait compos~ de 369 articles qui montrent ~ quel point la 
r~alit~ ~tait ~loign~e de l’id~al qu’ils ~taient census exprimer. Dans 60% des cas, l’ordonnance reprenait un point 
qui avait ~t~ trait~ de mani~re similaire par au moins un des ordres lots des Etats g~n~raux ; 34% ~taient trait~s 
de mani~re diff~rente ; 6% abordaient des sujets nouveaux. Mais elle ~choua ~ satisfaire les chim~res d’un 
impossible syst~me judiciaire, que l’on voulait ~ la fois professionnel et ~quitable, rapide et peu chef. 

Au plan religieux, les choses ne r~ussirent pas davantage. Ceci malgr~ l’assembl~e du clerg~ r~unie entre 1579 
et 1580, le d~ploiement nouveau d’une p~dagogie de la p~nitence, entretenue par les congregations de p~nitents, 
et les bonnes dispositions du roi, ~ partir de 1582, dont la spiritualit~ ~tait marquee par la relation de l’Esprit 
Saint au monde. Au m~me moment, l’utilisation des arts face aux passions, en particulier ~ travers les nombreux 
portraits du roi et dans le cadre des f~tes donn~es ~ la cour des Valois, aurait pu ~tre davantage soulign~e par 
l’auteur, par exemple les r~jouissances orchestr~es autour du mariage du duc de Joyeuse, ~ mignon ~ d’Henri III, 
en 1581 (voir Frances A. Yates, Astrea, The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth Century, Ark paper backs, 

Londres, 1975). 

Le mouvement r~formateur culmina avec l’assembl~e des notables en 1583-1584. Celle-ci, r~unie par le roi au 
chateau de Saint-Germain-en-Lay, appara~t comme la derni~re grande tentative pacifique de ~ r~parer les 
mis~res du passe. ~ Le travail de l’assembl~e fut pr~par~ en amont par le d~ploiement de nouveaux 
commissaires qui, tels des m~decins prenant le pouls de leurs malades, devaient sonder l’~tat du royaume. Ils 
furent exp~di~s par groupes de quatre ou cinq dans les provinces afin d’enqu~ter sur les collectes des taxes, 
visiter les institutions locales et expliquer comment les guerres avaient endett~ le royaume. Le roi et le peuple 
devaient s’efforcer de liquider le pass~ ensemble grace ~ la justice, la paix et la ~ bonne police ~. Mark 
Greengrass dresse le tableau des diff~rents th~mes abord~s ~ Saint-Germain et souligne l’affinit~ avec 
l’Acad~mie de palais fond~e par le roi. On y distingue cependant les sympt6mes d’un malaise grandissant : le 
malaise d’une noblesse qui persiste ~ se voir comme principal fondement de l’Etat, ainsi que la d~gradation de 
l’image du roi soulign~e par l’insistance sur les cas de l~se-majest~. 

La r~forme avait besoin de la paix et de temps pour s’accomplir. L’absence d’un h~ritier royal hypoth~qua 
gravement les chances de succ~s du roi. La mort de son dernier fr~re, en 1584, lib~ra les tensions que l’espoir de 
changement avait jusqu’alors contenu tant bien que mal. Le comportement d’Henri III, et avec lui ses efforts de 
r~forme, lui furent d~sormais reproch~s comme autant de feintes et de comedies. La Ligue en orchestra le 
naufrage tout en se substituant au roi dans l’id~al de r~formation, mais cette fois-ci par le fer et par le feu : Henri 
III, dont le corps qualifi~ de monstrueux incarnait aux yeux des ligueurs non la r~formation mais la perversion 

diabolique, paya son ~chec de sa propre vie (voir ~ ce sujet l’ouvrage de Nicolas Le Roux, 1er ao~tt 1589 Un 
rOgicide au nora de Dieu L ’assassinat d’Henri III, Paris, Gallimard, 2006). Toutefois, Mark Greengrass montre 
bien que les multiples efforts entrepris par le souverain au cours de cette ~ extraordinaire d~cade ~ de l’histoire 
du royaume de France ne furent pas vains. Ils pr~par~rent la refondation bourbonienne op~r~e par Henri IV. 
L’ordonnance de Blois devint ainsi un module pour r~former et codifier les pratiques judiciaires au si~cle 
suivant, participant ~ l’~dification d’un Etat stable et moderne, lib~r~ de toutes passions d~sordonn~es, qui fit la 
force de la France du Grand Si~cle. 

St~phane Gal 
Stephar~e.Gal(~mf~grenoble. fr 
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Author’s Book Announcement 

I’m pleased to announce my new book: 

Jennifer J. Popiel, Rousseau’s Daughters: Domesticity, Education, and Autonomy 
in Modem France (Durham: University of New Hampshire Press, 2008). 

In this book, I look at ideological and cultural shifts in French child rearing 
and maternity from 1762 to 1833. I demonstrate how ideals promoted in 
Rousseau’s Emile anchored women more firmly in private life by emphasizing 
their critical role in their children’s early education and development. I 
argue that Emile marked the beginning of a widespread shift toward domestic 
nurturing, with an emphasis on self-control, autonomy, and gender difference. 
This "domestic revolution" not only drove new genres of literature, clothing 
styles, and toys, but also set the stage for greater civic participation of all 
individuals, including women and children. 

Jennifer Popiel 
<popieljj@slu.edu> 
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H-France Review: Kates on Burrows, BLACKMAIL, SCANDAL, AND REVOLUTION 

The following review may be found on the H-France web page at: ~:!/www.h- 
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Simon Burrows, Blackmail, Scandal, and Revolution: London’s French fibellistes, 1758-92. Manchester and 
New York: Manchester University Press, 2006. xvi + 256pp. Tables, sources, and index. $80.00 U.S. (cl). 
ISBN 0-7190-6526-7. 

Review by Gary Kates, Pomona College. 

In 2000, Simon Burrows published an important monograph on French exiled j ournalists who used London as a 
base from which to direct counter-revolutionary propaganda across French-speaking Europe. Armed with a 
masterful understanding of the late eighteenth-century French press, Burrows demonstrated that the most 
important thirteen ~migr~ newspapers not only enj oyed commercial success, but influenced public opinion 
against the policies of the French revolutionary government. [ 1 ] 

Now Burrows, a historian at the University of Leeds, has written a prequel to that volume, and the result is no 
less successful. Instead of exploring the relationship ofj ournalists to counter-revolution in the midst of the 
French Revolution, Burrows has gone back a generation to investigate the relationship between London-based 
French writers during the reigns of Louis XV and XVI, who wrote scandalous libels attacking the royal family, 
various courtiers and mistresses, as well as unpopular ministers. That the British monarchy allowed such smut 
to be published became itself a source of diplomatic irritation between the two countries. When the French 
foreign minister bitterly protested the free circulation of such literature, David Hume (then secretary to the 
English ambassador in Paris) responded over dinner that the English regarded the laws protecting freedom of 
the press as immutable, and the government would not dare intervene. [2] The French, in turn, regarded such an 
attitude as a deliberate provocation; Louis XV would not sit still while such horror vomited from London. 
French ministers, therefore, began a program of purchasing wholesale the manuscripts of authors before the 
works were even published, or, of buying up all the copies before they could be distributed. Often, through go- 
betweens that sometimes even included other libellistes: the government offered a grand pension or cash 
settlement for purchasing all extant copies and manuscripts. Hundreds of copies of these forbidden books 
wound up stored in the Bastille, where they sat until its liberation in 1789. 

Burrows is dealing with explosive material, and he knows it. Because of the sketchy nature of this literature-- 
much of it never read because of the government’s success in its suppression--it has been shrouded in mystery 
and subject to various exaggerations and inaccuracies of one sort or another. It would have been fun, and 
perhaps more entertaining, to watch Burrows do likewise. But he does nothing of the sort. Writing with the 
same analytical approach that he demonstrated in the previous volume, he soberly addresses the fundamental 
questions that interest historians: who were the libellistes? What did they write? How influential were they 
and their writings? And what does their activities tell us about late Enlightenment political culture? 
Burrows focuses on sixteen writers: Marianne-Agn~s Pillement de Fauques, Charles Th~veneau de Morande, 
Anne-G~deon de La Fite de Pelleport, the comte and comtesse de La Motte, Simon-Nicolas-Henri Linguet, the 
Chevalier d’Eon, Pierre-Henri Treyssac de Vergy, Lenoir de La Bussi~re, Mme Campagnol, Dom Louis, the 
Baron de Linsing, Jean Joseph Janiau de Vignoles, Jean-Claude Jacquet de Douai, Alphonse-Joseph Serres de 
La Tour, and Joseph Perkyns Macmahon. This difficult attempt at prosopography is skillfully achieved, 
allowing an original perspective about a group that has been much commented about, but for whom until now 
we have had little empirical data. 



The #belliste that interests Burrows the most is perhaps the one who least fits in with the rest of the group: the 
Chevalier d’Eon, whom I have written about at some length, because soon after he blackmailed the French 
government over the publication of secret diplomatic correspondence, he convinced the rest of Europe that he 
was really a woman, and he lived as one until his death decades later in 1810.[3] Burrows’ treatment of d’Eon is 
fresh and insightful. Only an historian simultaneously immersed in both British and French archives could 
make such good sense of what d’Eon and the other blackmailing writers were up to. To be sure, there were self- 
serving motives. Many of them simply wanted to get rich, and when Louis XV paid off one writer, others 
would try to hop on the bandwagon. But greed was only part of their motivation. Ultimately, Burrows 
convincingly argues, these writers were vehicles of court politics back in Versailles; they were pawns of 
factions who battled one another for power. Libel and blackmail were the "Hardball" of Old Regime political 
media. The Chevalier d’Eon, for example, was the prot~g~ of the Broglie brothers (one a minister of foreign 
affairs, the other a general in the French army), who were exiled from court by a faction fiercely loyal to 
Madame de Pompadour. The French #bellistes in London may have had political ideas of their own, but in 
Burrows’s telling, their dreams of reform were subordinate to the needs of such court factional politics. 

The importance of Burrows’s work is not so much the narrow story about political affairs at Versailles under 
Louis XV and XVI, nor the increasing rivalry between England and France, nor even the role of the press in the 
developing public sphere--although each of these themes is important and addressed--but rather it is the 
relationship between a certain strand of the Enlightenment and the causes of the French Revolution. At the 
center of the book lay a critique of the most important historian in this field, Robert Darnton. In 1971, Darnton 
produced a seminal article arguing that these same #bellistes were so effective that their scandalous writing 
eroded the foundations of Old Regime France, helping to pave the way towards revolution. The London-based 
writers, in Darnton’s view, hated the monarchy, despised all privilege and aristocracy, and desired a new 
republican way of life. "They hated the system in itself," wrote Darnton. "They expressed that hatred by 
desanctifying its symbols, destroying the myths that gave it legitimacy in the eyes of the public, and 
perpetrating the countermyth of degenerate despotism." [4] Seizing on the womanizing stories of Louis XV, 
they impregnated into their writings sexual filth that made the monarchy seem both inept and immoral. 
Darnton’s influence on other scholars has been immense, spurring historians (including myself) to argue that 
this new literature, commonly referred to as political pornography, became the undoing of the monarchy even 
before the fall of the Bastille.[5] In short, it was the corpus of these scandalous writings, rather than the more 
formal theoretical attacks by the likes of Rousseau and Mably, that set France on a course towards revolution. 

This book attempts a refutation of Darnton’s key findings. Burrows argues contra Darnton that the #belliste 
writers were not at all embittered revolutionaries, but at most tame reformers inspired by the moderate wing of 
the Enlightenment. They despised "ministerial despotism," not the monarchy itself, and were more the disciples 
of Montesquieu than Rousseau. Burrows also shows that Darnton and his colleagues overplayed the sexual 
motif. Political pornography is a fun catch phrase, but one that did not characterize this pre-revolutionary 
literature as much as we have thought. Most of this literature has no sexual motif at all. In contrast to Darnton, 
Burrows shows us how tame #belliste rhetoric was with regard to sex. Following the scholarship of Vivian 
Gruder, Burrows also demonstrates that the sexual pamphlets attacking Marie Antoinette were mostly published 
after the Revolution, and therefore, political pornography may have been a result of the French Revolution, but 
surely did not contribute to its cause. [6] 
Despite its narrow subj ect, Burrows’s book has large implications for the historical scholarship on the causes of 
the French Revolution, especially regarding the eternally interesting question regarding the relationship of the 
Enlightenment to the Revolution. While Burrows establishes that Darnton was dead wrong about the influence 
of smut, he nonetheless vindicates Darnton’s larger argument that disaffected French writers from London 
undermined the authority of the Old Regime with literature that made the court and royal family seem wholly 
corrupt. Long ago, Harvard historian Crane Brinton argued that a precondition of the French Revolution 
involved the elite aristocracy losing faith in the legitimacy of the monarchical system. [7] This book gives us an 
intimate and novel view of how that happened. 

NOTES 



[1] Simon Burrows, French Exile Journafsm and European Poftics, 1792-1814 (Suffolk, UK, and Rochester, 
NY: Royal Historical Society, 2000). 

[2] Correspondance secrOte du comte de Broglie avec Louis XV,, 1756-1774, eds. Didier Ozanam and Michel 

Antoine, 2 vols. (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1959 and 1961), 2:251. 

[3] Gary Kates, Monsieur d’Eon is a Woman: A Tale of Poftical Intrigue and Sexual 
Masquerade (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 

[4] Robert Darnton, "The High Enlightenment and the Low-Life of Literature in Pre-Revolutionary France," 
Past andPresent 51 (1971): 109; quoted by Burrows, p. 11. 

[5] See, for example, Lynn Hunt, "The Many Bodies of Marie Antoinette: Political Pornography and the 
Problem of the Feminine in the French Revolution," in her Eroticism and the Body Poftic (Baltimore, Md.: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991), pp. 108-130; and Kates, Monsieur d’Eon, p. 164. 

[6] Vivian Gruder, "The Question of Marie-Antoinette: The Queen and Public Opinion before the Revolution," 
French History 2002 16(3): 269-298. 

[7] Crane Brinton, The Anatomy of Revolution (New York: W.W. Norton, 1938). 

Gary Kates 
Pomona College 
ggzv.kates@~om or~a. edu 
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H-France Review Vol. 8 (November 2008), No. 143 

A. J. B. Johnston, Endgame, 1758." The Promise, the Glory, and the Despair of Louisbourg’s Last Decade. 
Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 2007. x + 365 pp. Notes, illustrations, maps, appendices, 
and index. $19.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN 978-0-8032-6009-2. 

Review by Kenneth Banks, University of Ottawa/l’Universit~ d’Ottawa. 

The course of eighteenth-century French overseas settlement, commercial ventures, and indeed, the very 
philosophy of a French version of an imperial vision were written into the stones of Louisbourg. Jutting from 
the eastern shore of what is today’s Cape Breton Island, Canada, and now a stunningly restored site by Parks 
Canada, the French Marine (which handled both the Navy and overseas settlements) ordered the founding of 
Louisbourg on what was then called ~le Royale in 1717. Its role was multi-faceted: to guard the Grand Banks 
cod fisheries; to stand sentinel over the sea entry into New France; and to provide a secure depot for West 
Indian sugar, French brandy, and smuggled goods, all the while wielding a heavy club over the brow of bustling 
New England. Ironically, this expensive, stout seaport fortress fell on both occasions that it was attacked, in 
1745 and 1758. And while the first siege has been recounted in some detail by a number of historians, the 
second has been given surprisingly less print, in part due to the better known battle at Quebec that has assumed 
epic proportions as the end (incorrectly) of French fighting in the American phase of the Seven Years’ War (or 
French and Indian War). 

A. J. B. (Andrew John Bayly) Johnston aptly employs the extended metaphor of a chess game--which observes 
a strict etiquette, is played over a barren patch of territory, and relies on sacrifices of lowly pawns to advance 
positions--to convey the long, bloody match between the imperial forces of Great Britain and France over the 
fate of the French seaport fortress of Louisbourg. He is at pains to drive home one over-arching point. Just as 
one cannot understand a chess game by observing the moves of just one side, historians have for too long 
condensed or simply ignored the French element in understanding the events leading up to the capture of 
Louisbourg in 1758. 

Johnston is uniquely qualified to write on colonial Louisbourg. One of the select group of Parks Canada 
historians at the Fortress of Louisbourg Project, he has written or edited at least eleven monographs and over 
three dozen articles or government reports since 1977, mainly on the eighteenth-century seaport fortress. His 
thesis is straightforward: "the imperial power that prevailed at Louisbourg was the one that brought and 
effectively used more resources" (p. 5). Strong on narrative, but thin on analysis, and peppered with armchair 
counterfactuals, Johnston’s latest does not provide any new interpretation of Louisbourg’s role in France’s 
surging Atlantic economy in the first half of the eighteenth century, or advance any new perspectives on why 
the seaport fortress fell. In fact, he largely embraces the earlier assessments of Louisbourg’s military 
weaknesses previously identified by Ian K. Steele, George G.F. Stanley, if not Louisbourg eminence grise John 
S. McLennan (1918).[1] 



Instead, Johnston’s stated aim is to set right the omissions by historians, notably Fred Anderson’s Crucible of 
War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North America, 1754-1766 that present only one 
side of the game of empire, as it were. [2] In this reviewer’s mind, however, Johnston’s greatest contribution is 
to bring his decades of experience at the site of Louisbourg and his formidable knowledge of the archives and 
archaeological reports to chart the hardships for civilians and the ever-constricting resources that colonial 
administrators faced when trying to govern Louisbourg effectively and organize its defense. While at odds with 
another of Johnston’s stated aims, which is to rescue Louisbourg’s military history from the overtly civilian 
cloak thrown over the site by Parks Canada in its re-building program (pp. 289-90), the book nicely 
incorporates, if perhaps unconsciously on Johnston’s part, the general trend in the new military historiography to 
encompass the totality of war on combatants and civilians alike. 

The fall of Louisbourg was ten years in the making. Soon after the end of the inconclusive War of the Austrian 
Succession (in the Anglo-American colonies, King George’s War, 1744-48), France negotiated the return of the 
seaport fortress, which had been captured by British and Anglo-American forces after a tough, three-week siege 
in the summer of 1745. The French Minister of the Marine, the comte de Maurepas, repatriated nearly two 
thousand civilians, doubled the size of the garrison, and assigned a professional engineer to rebuild and 
complete the walls of the town. Having lost Louisbourg in the game of diplomacy, the British government 
determined not to allow it to re-emerge unchecked. In 1749, it sponsored the founding of Louisbourg’s alter- 
ego nearly two hundred miles further south, the new naval port of Halifax. 

For the next six years, the French Louisbourg and British Halifax (the latter also supported by the governor and 
merchants of Massachusetts) engaged in a series of proxy skirmishes in the ~le Royale-Nova Scotia region. 
Both sides understood that conflict would be renewed at nearly any moment, and they made that belief a 
reality. Johnston places the Louisbourg-Halifax rivalry squarely into the series of the formative military 
rivalries between French and British combatants around the world in the 1750s: India; the slave forts of the 
Atlantic littoral of West Africa; the closely-packed slave plantation islands of the Caribbean; and, of course, the 
Ohio backcountry. 

French and British efforts focused on the strategic Chignecto isthmus (which bridges New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia) to extend their influence in the region among Mi’kmaq, Kenenbec, Abenaki, and other native tribes, as 
well as among Catholic, French-speaking Acadians under British rule. From his secure base at Halifax, acting 
Governor Charles Lawrence removed French palisaded forts, attempted (unsuccessfully) to buy off native 
warriors, and finally ordered the forced removal of the Acadians. Johnston notes that senior French officials in 
Louisbourg, quite aware of the deportation (or la Grande D~rangement) initially expressed little surprise or 
outrage. Louisbourg’s governor, Augustin de Boschenry, Chevalier de Drucour, fretted more over the loss of 
livestock that the Acadians had traded to feed the town’s garrison (86). The escalation of forces and the 
eruption of a shooting war (which premeditated the European theatre by nearly two years), brought early French 
victories. Louisbourg once again reprised its role as an impregnable fortress, filled with French regular soldiers 
and amply supplied by the French navy. 

Or did it? Johnston shows how the town’s officers and its leading merchants escalated their preparations for war 
against a background of increasingly severe deprivations and suspicions. As early as the summer of 1755, with 
the Acadian deportation underway and a clear example of what might befall them, Louisbourg’s civilian and 
military populations began to feel the precariousness of their situation. British warships initiated regular cruises 
within sight of the harbor, picking off stray merchantmen. Louisbourg’s chief engineer, Louis Franquet, begged 
the court for funds and men to repair gates, breaches in the walls, and forward positions, all to no avail. French 
regiments were plagued by desertions (although surprisingly, some Catholics also defected from the British 
side), which not only weakened ranks but also undermined security, as some deserters sought to sell information 
to the British in order to secure their safety. A fire at the king’s bakery and a poor harvest in neighboring ~le St. 
Jean (today Prince Edward Island) led to a serious shortage of bread. Even a highly-placed spy, a governor’s 
secretary, somehow revealed the extent of suffering in detailed reports to the military commanders at Halifax. 

Most enervating of all, long-entrenched snobbishness and divisive struggles over scant resources, pitted 



authorities against each other: civilians against troops, of course; but also metropolitan regiments against 
French colonial troops; metropolitan naval against army commanders; and the chief civilian officer ofpo#ce 
(technically, a commissaire ordinateuO Jacques Pr~vost de la Croix, against pretty well all military officers. 
Well before William Pitt identified Louisbourg as the primary North American target, Johnston convincingly 
shows the fortress had already endured a protracted siege by the French themselves. 

By early 1758, the situation for Louisbourg worsened dramatically. The French Navy possessed less than half 
the number of ships of the line (that is, those mounting seventy-four or more cannon) as did the British, 
commanded far fewer sailors (in part due to an outbreak of typhus), and were no longer able to send supply 
ships regularly to replenish the town. By late winter, Anglo-American workman and British soldiers engulfed 
Halifax to make preparations for the landing and siege, including the construction of six pre-fabricated 
blockhouses (p. 169). By mid-April, the first contingent of a force that would number over 160 vessels and 
some 27,000 men under General Jeffrey Amherst and (later) Admiral Edward Boscawen, took up its position 
off Louisbourg. In this section, Johnston navigates expertly through the labyrinth of official orders, diaries, 
personal letters, memorandums, and maps to recount the events over the summer of 1758. 

The real drama concerned the landing, which almost did not take place. After waiting for nearly a week for foul 
whether to abate, the British commanders seized upon a break in the weather to begin. At first, the French, who 
could barely make out anything in the dawn fog, beat back the invaders; the British commanders began 
signaling a withdrawal. But by accident, three of the boats found a small, unguarded stretch of beach, deemed 
too rough by the French and therefore unguarded, and rowed in. The young Brigadier General James Wolfe, 
who would be the victor at Quebec the following year, noticed the boats’ landing, reversed the retreat, and the 
British charged ashore. Once established on the ’board’, their forces of some 16,000 went to work, slowly 
building batteries of cannon encircling the walls, a "noose tightening on the town," in order to choke it by 
bombardment (p. 250). 

The section on the siege is long: events unfold like a horrible accident in slow motion. The narrative on the 
British side is carried forward by General Amherst’s exceedingly cautious and minutely-planned preparations 
and actions. As Amherst apologetically explained in one letter to Prime Minister Pitt, "the difficulty of landing 
every thing in almost a continual Surf, the making of Roads [for artillery], draining and passing of Bogs, and 
putting ourselves under Cover, render our approach to the Place much longer than I could wish" (p. 246). In 
contrast to the bland pronouncements of Amherst and Boscawen, Johnston uses the diary and letters of Wolfe as 
a kind of comic foil to the serious and deadly business of siege warfare, who laments at one point, "My whole 
affair now is the spade and pickaxe" (p. 230). 

On the other side of the walls, the portrait is unremittingly grim. Compounding the earlier problems of 
divisiveness and lack of funds (oddly, the food supply had apparently improved), a bitter feud erupted between 
French naval and military commanders over whether to allow French warships to sneak out of the harbor. The 
naval officers, led by Admiral Jean-Antoine Charry, Marquis des Grouttes, viewed Louisbourg as lost once the 
British had landed, and argued that the doomed French ships should leave Louisbourg in order fight another 
day. Governor Drucour, however, clinging to orders from court to defend Louisbourg at all costs, sought to 
prolong the siege as long as possible in order to prevent an attack on Quebec the same season, and refused des 
Grouttes permission to sail. Both sides wrote feverishly to Versailles to defend their positions. Des Grouttes 
even resorted to sending a stow-away officer on a small, fast-sailing ship to present his perspective at court. 

Weakened by the rising number of wounded, outbreaks of illness, constant sleeplessness from bombardment, 
and worn down from moving both soldiers and armed civilians around at night to anticipate the next British 
attack, a kind of morbid inertia seized the town. No one in command appeared sure what to do. In what could 
be a succinct summary of Louisbourg’s officials and its inhabitants in this last decade, assistant engineer Grillot 
de Poilly, his advice on how to shore up the walls again ignored, could only scrawl in his diary, "I have the 
voice of man who cries in the desert" (p. 250). 

The end arrived when honor and etiquette had been satisfied. Having held out against a force clearly far 



superior in size and heeding Pr~vost’s call to protect the King’s subj ects, Governor Drucour reversed his initial 
decision to fight to the death and surrendered unconditionally on July 26. Despite holding all the cards, 
Amherst and Boscawen were clearly relieved, and reciprocated by imposing ’honorable’ terms of surrender. 
Given the savage night assaults and brutal destruction on both sides of the siege, the virtually bloodless and 
relatively orderly occupation of the town still impresses the twenty-first century person exposed to news or 
realities of mass amputations, rape camps, and foul retributions. Honor had its uses. 

The text is complemented by thirteen black and white, often grainy, reproductions of period maps, three outline 
maps created for the book and useful for locating the battle positions around Louisbourg, and four appendices 
summarizing naval and troop strengths on both sides. Johnston’s writing style is generally clear and crisp. Not 
only is it well-suited to a more popular audience, but greatly aids in keeping the otherwise complex interplay 
and overlap of actions running in a smooth, comprehensible narrative. He has a kind of genius for capturing the 
right quote to express nuance of emotion or highlight ironies of the moment, no small feat for many academic 
writers. That being said, a stronger editorial hand might have been wished for, as the text suffers from more 
than the occasional trite sentence or repetitiveness. For example, to describe the painful experience of those 
Louisbourg inhabitants who returned to the port after the British restored it to France by the treaty of Aix-la- 
Chapelle (1748), Johnston writes, "Despite the overarching worries about security and food, the inhabitants of 
Louisbourg went on with their lives. The cycle of life continued." (p. 51). 

To the degree that the book lacks a strong interpretative framework, it is a regrettable step backward from his 
previous Control and Order in French ColonialLouisbourg, which has become an invaluable study for French 
Atlantic historians. [3] What Johnston has achieved is nonetheless considerable: a highly readable, energetic 
synthesis, that provides, for the first time, an equitable balance between French and English sources on a key 
historical match that defined a new political and social game in late colonial North America. 

NOTES 

[1 ] Ian K. Steele, Warpaths: Invasions of North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994); George 
G. F. Stanley, New France: The LastPhase, 1744-1760 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1968); Lawrence 
Henry Gipson, The British Empire Before the American Revolution, vol. 7, The Great War for the Empire: The 
Victorious Years, 1758-1760 (New York: A. Knopf, 1968); J. S. McLennan, Louisbourgfrom Its Foundation to 

lts Fall, 1713-1758 (London: MacMillan, 1918). 

[2] Fred Anderson, The Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British North 
America, 1754-1766 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000). 

[3] A. J. B. Johnston, Control and Order in French Colonial Louisbourg, 1713-1758 (East Lansing: Michigan 
State University Press, 2001). 
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University of Ottawa/l’Universit~ d’Ottawa 
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Olivier Cabay~. Albi au XVIe sibcle: Gens de bien et autres "apparens". Albi: Presses du centre universitaire 
Champollion, 2008. 901 pp. Figures, notes, bibliography, annexes, index. 30� (pb). ISBN 978-2-915699-60- 
9. 

Review by Gayle Brunelle, California State University, Fullerton. 

In Albi au XVIe sibcle: Gens de bien et autres "apparens", Olivier Cabay~ has in a massive nine-hundred-page 
th~se d%tat used the ample notarial records of Albi to follow the fortunes of forty families of the city’s ruling 
elite of merchants, office-holders and clerics, from the closure of the Hundred Years War through to the end of 
the Wars of Religion. It was this period, Cabay~ asserts, that witnessed the solidification of the ruling elite that 
dominated Albi through to the end of the Ancien Regime. Cabay~ reconstructs the creation of Albi’s elite and 
analyzes how these families perpetuated their status over generations. This book is a classic French thesis in the 
"old school" strain of Annales social history, involving a length, type of meticulous archival research, and 
comprehensive yet detailed analysis that few American dissertation students these days would undertake to 
write, and still fewer dissertation advisers to direct. Nor would it be easy to find a publisher in the 
"Anglophone" academic publishing world for a work of this size and density. 

Albi au XVIe sibcle shares both the advantages and the drawbacks inherent to this type of work. On the positive 
side, the book contains a wealth of detailed research about the elites of the city of Albi and the changing 
economic base of their social status and political power. As in most of France during this era, the elite of Albi 
shifted the bulk of their assets from commerce to a combination of municipal and regional offices and 
landholding. They also began to shift their identities and the epithets surrounding their names in notarial 
documents to reflect their self-identification with the nobility. Like many such voluminous theses, however, 
Albi au XVIe sibcle has a central theme--the nature of Albi’s elite and how they navigated the disruptions of the 
Wars of Religion to maintain their preeminent status in Albigeois society--but does not really coalesce around 
a central argument. Cabay~ presents the results of his research in a meticulous, carefully structured manner that 
renders the book a mine of information for specialists on Albi and its region, but the sheer weight of the 
evidence, much of which is repetitive, reduces the usefulness of the work to non-specialists. Ironically, a more 
concise, comparative, and analytical work would have increased the impact of Cabay~’s findings. 

The central and most significant theme that emerges from Cabay~’s research is also reminiscent of the Annales 
approach in its emphasis on deep social and cultural stability underlying apparent economic or political shifts. 
Cabay~ asserts that most of the same families that constituted the elite of Albi at the beginning of the "long" 



sixteenth century examined in this book--from about 1500 through about 1650--continued to constitute the city’s 
elite at the end of the period, despite great changes in Albi’s economy. A few families relatively new to Albi at 
the beginning of the sixteenth century, such as the Assaguel, rose into the ranks of the elite during the course of 
the century, while a few others, such as the Lafont and one branch of the Nupces, receded. But for the most part 
the Albigeois elite remained remarkably stable during the sixteenth century and long after despite the economic 
vicissitudes resulting from religious warfare. These families were able to adapt to the changing economic 
conjuncture, including the decline of Albi’s international commerce, and cemented such a firm dominance in the 
city that they remained its governing elite until the French Revolution. This accomplishment was even more 
impressive given the limited opportunities in Albi, which lacked a parlement or any other maj or royal 
institutions, for obtaining the types of offices that sustained elite families shifting their assets out of commerce 
in other French cities. Nevertheless, the strategies of the Albigeois elite mirrored those of their counterparts 
throughout urban France in the early modern era. They intermarried heavily in networks centered around a half 
dozen of the most prominent and powerful families, purchased and consolidated large tracts of land surrounding 
the city, and to the extent they were able acquired offices in Albi’s ecclesiastical establishments--the bishopric 
and the cathedral--as well as the municipal government and the court of the local seneschal. Some of the most 
successful families were able to place sons in royal or regional courts in Toulouse, Carcasonne or Villefranche- 
de-Rouergue. 

By the end of the sixteenth century the mercantile elite that had dominated Albi a century earlier was now an 
elite of bourgeois rentiers and medium-scale office holders, but comprised for the most part of the same cadre 
of families as before, transformed from merchants to landholding nobles or pseudo-nobles. The mercantile elite 
that had dominated the city through their wealth in 1500 fused with their junior partners, the office-holding and 
clerical families. The wealthiest merchants ceased placing their sons in commerce and marrying their daughters 
to other merchants and instead sent their sons to read the law and married their daughters to lawyers and office- 
holders. The two career paths of commerce and office-holding traded places in the hierarchy of status and 
wealth because Albi declined during the religious wars from a node in France’s network of international 
commerce to a mere regional market. With less wealth to be made in commerce, the status of merchants in the 
city fell and those families that remained in commerce by the end of the century were no longer able to 
intermarry with the city’s now non-mercantile elite or to compete with them for political power or offices. In 
other French cities that maintained or expanded access to international markets in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, such Nantes, Bordeaux, or Marseille, a similar process of upward mobility and flight from 
commerce characterized the governing elite. 

Given the risks and instability that religious warfare created in commerce both in France and in many of 
France’s markets in the Low Countries and central Europe until the mid-seventeenth century, it is not surprising 
that wealthy mercantile families would increasingly pull their assets out of commerce and invest them in land 
and offices. But in cities where commerce recovered during the seventeenth century, new families replaced 
those who had left commerce, creating a new commercial elite, some of whose members also eventually joined 
the ranks of the office-holders. The difference in Albi, therefore, was less the strategy of upward mobility its 
elites employed than the narrowing economic and political horizons of the city and the absolute decline in the 
commercial base. The smaller economy that emerged in Albi after the religious wars led the elite to close ranks 
and focus their efforts on maintaining control of the limited number of institutional careers available in the city. 
Higher endogamy and very little upward social mobility of new families into the ranks of the elite was the 
result. 

Albi was not unique in this shift, however. Rather, in the declining importance of commerce Albi resembled 
Rouen albeit on a much smaller scale. [1 ] In Rouen, commerce after the Wars of Religion never regained the 
central role it had played in the city’s economy prior to 1572, and much of the city’s international commerce 



shifted into the hands of Dutch, English, and Portuguese merchants operating in the city, with a concomitant 
decline in the status of native merchants as a result. Rouen’s economy remained more commercial than that of 
Albi during the seventeenth century, but by the end of the century Rouen had become primarily an institutional 
center governed by an elite of robe nobles--albeit with access to a much higher echelon of offices than in Albi 
due to the presence in the Norman capital of a parlement and a host of other royal courts. 

No doubt the governing elites of other regional centers with declining commercial bases and limited access to 
royal offices closely resembled those of Albi in 1650. One maj or difference between Albi and cities such as 
Rouen, however, seems to be the relative absence of tax-farming and other sorts of financial investments 
beyond the acquisition of local rentes, public and private. The Albigeois were active in farming the local and 
regional ecclesiastical and seigneurial revenues owned by the city’s bishop. But in cities such as Rouen, public 
finance and in particular tax-farming on a regional and even national scale played a significant role in the social 
ascension of wealthy mercantile families into the ranks of office-holders and the robe nobility, and for many 
merchants this movement from "active" commerce to "passive" investment in tax-farms seems to have been as 
important a stage in this career shift as purchases of land and rentes, and often to have preceded the acquisition 
of offices. It is possible that investments in tax farms simply were not recorded in the notarial contracts that 
provide the bulk of Cabay~’s evidence, but if their absence is not merely an anomaly of the documentation, it 
would be interesting to know why public finance beyond the level of the episcopal and seigneurial revenues 
seems to have played such a small role in the fortunes of Albi’s elite families. Was it due to lack of capital, lack 
of opportunity, or lack of interest? 

Albi au )(Vie siOcle is a book rich in sociological data regarding the wealth and lifestyle of Albi’s elite families; 
their investments, their homes and possessions, their marriage strategies, even the customary wedding gowns 
and gifts are discussed in detail. Cabay~ has thoroughly mined the notarial documents to create a composite 
image of the city’s elite families during the early modern era. Most of his conclusions will come as no surprise 
to early modern historians well-acquainted with the strategies of upward mobility France’s urban elites 
employed to maintain their wealth, power, and status during and after the Wars of Religion. More surprising is 
the lack of acknowledgement of the role of religious strife as a causative factor in the decline of commerce and 
growing political and economic instability that obliged wealthy French urban families to employ the very 
strategies Cabay~ analyzes in this work. Albi was a Catholic city in a predominantly Protestant region and was 
besieged on more than one occasion. Surely the disruption religious warfare created in local, national, and 
international commercial networks was a prime reason for the shrinking profits and markets with which Albi’s 
merchants had to contend. Elite families naturally would have sought to shelter their fortunes by shifting their 
assets to safer if not always more profitable investments in land, rentes, and royal offices, not only in Albi, but 
throughout France, where religious conflict made movement of goods and merchants dangerous and depressed 
markets. Cabay~ is correct in pointing out that it was the declining profitability of commerce that lowered the 
status of this career path rather than the other way round in Albi. This was probably true in the rest of France as 
well. 

But if this was the case, and if the Wars of Religion were, as seems likely, a maj or factor in the disruption of 
French commerce after 1560, then the wars had a much bigger and longer-lasting impact on France’s economy 
and social structures than historians have acknowledged. To what extent, in other words, was the rise in status 
of office-holding as a career path in French cities such as Albi due to the shock to France’s national and 
international commerce resulting from a century of religious warfare in France and in France’s prime European 
markets? To what extent were "cultural" and "social" choices--to opt for the stability of landed income and 
institutional careers--the result of revised economic circumstances, as seems clearly to have been the case in 
Albi? And to what extent did religious warfare fundamentally change the economic landscape of France? 
Micro-studies such as Albi au XVIe siOcle, while rich in data and suggestive in the limited analyses they offer, 



are of greatest use when they can be woven together in a comparative, synthetic investigation of the relationship 
between economic and cultural change in early modern France. 

NOTES 

[1 ] Gayle K. Brunelle, The New World Merchants of Rouen 1559-1630. Volume XVI, Sixteenth Century 
Essays and Studies. (Kirksville, Missouri: Sixteenth Century Press, 1991), especially Chapter 4, "Principal and 
Profit: Land, Loans and Economic Security," 83ff. 

Gayle K. Brunelle 
California State University, Fullerton 
gbrunelle@fullerton.ed~ 
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Author’s Book Announcement: Saint-Domingue Plantation 

We are pleased to announce the publication of the translation of Charles de R~musat’s The Saint-Domingue Plantation; or, The 
Insurrection by Louisiana State University Press. See description below. ISBN 978-8071-3357-6; Paper, 22.95. 
Norman R. Shapiro, Wesleyan University (translator) 
Doris Y. Kadish, University of Georgia (introduction and notes) 

Based on events that began in Saint-Domingue on August 21, 1791, The Saint-Domingue Plantation; or, The Insurrection vividly 
dramatizes the genesis and outbreak of a slave revolt. When a representative of the French Assembl~e nationale, Monsieur de Tendale, 
arrives at the Valombre family plantation to examine the condition of slaves in Saint-Domingue and to preach their liberation, he 
sparks a debate among the local cur~ and the Valombres-Monsieur, Madame, son L~on, and daughter C~lestine-who disagree about 
how slaves should be treated and whether they should be freed. Meanwhile, rebellion brews on the plantation. As the slave revolt 
unfolds, the play’s white hero, L~on, realizes the discrepancy between his liberal political and philosophical ideas and the reality of his 
family’s economic interests. The black hero, Timur, confronts the slaves’ bloodthirsty desire to kill the masters, their resistance to his 
leadership, and the realization that freedom places hea! 
vy demands on him and the other insurgents. 
Translated into English by Norman R. Shapiro for the first time since its publication in 1825, The Saint-Domingue Plantation 
addresses a wide range of topics that antislavery activists raised during Charles de R~musat’s time, including antitorture measures, 
slaves’ access to the sacrament of marriage, and religious education. An informative introduction by Doris Y. Kadish places the play in 
its historic and literary contexts, inviting further discussion and interpretation of this important work. 

Doris Y. Kadish 
Distinguished Research Professor of French and Women’s Studies 
University of Georgia 
~:i/www,rorr~.uga.eduidkadishi <htt~)s://mine~ma~Lmst~ed~/~×chweb/~h~/red~a~)?URL=htt~://www~rom~ga~e~/~kad~sh/> 
706 583-0619; fax 706 542-3287 

dkadish@uga.edu 
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H-France Review Vol. 8 (December 2008), No. 154 

John Dunmore, Storms and Dreams: The Life of Louis de Bougainville (Fairbanks: University of Alaska Press, 
2007). 296 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, appendix, bibliography and index. $45.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 13: 978-1- 
60223 -000-2. 

Review by Margaret Sankey, University of Sydney. 

A subject search on the internet reveals that Bougainville, the Pacific island in the Solomon group belonging to 
Papua-New Guinea, has over the last twenty years provoked more interest than Louis-Antoine Bougainville, the 
eighteenth-century philosophe, career army and naval officer who discovered it and after whom it is named. It is 
to be hoped that John Dunmore’s recent book, Storms andDreams: the Life of Louis de Bougainville will bring 
this remarkable figure to a new generation of readers. 

Dunmore is well-known for his pioneering work on the French exploration in the Southern Hemisphere in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (French Explorers in the Pacific, Oxford, 1966, 1969). Since that time he 
has focused particularly on Louis-Antoine de Bougainville’s circumnavigation of the globe during 1767 and 
1768, publishing a translation into English of his circumnavigation (Bougainville’s Pacific Journal, London: 
Hakluyt, 2002) and then in 2005 (under the Exisle imprint in Australasia) his biography of Bougainville entitled 
Storms and Dreams: Louis de Bougainville : Soldier, Explorer, Statesman. 

Bougainville’s circumnavigation and his discoveries in Tahiti and the Pacific Ocean are the best known 
episodes, albeit significant ones, in his rich and full life. His encounter with the "noble savages" of Tahiti fed 
the European Enlightenment imaginary and he is a significant figure in the long list of European explorers, 
preceding the Englishman Captain James Cook, who from the early seventeenth century searched in vain for the 
fabled Great South Land, exemplified in Ortelius’s map of 1570. This new 2007 edition of Dunmore’s work, 
with the modified title and published by the University of Alaska, will bring the biography to a North American 
audience, demonstrating as it does that Bougainville’s achievements in the Northern Hemisphere were no less 
significant, if less spectacular, than those in the Southern Hemisphere. 

The present title of Dunmore’s work, Storms and Dreams, indicates the broad lines of his interpretation of 
Bougainville’s life. Born into 1729 in Paris, Bougainville weathered many storms in his eventful life, not the 
least of which was the French Revolution. Clearly a man of action, endowed with prodigious energy, 
Bougainville is also a man of reflection, a gifted mathematician and aphilosophe, with all that entails in terms 
of Enlightenment ideals. It is in fact his dreams and ideals which provide the motivation and impulse for his 
actions: the many adversities he encounters are accepted philosophically as he turns to another sphere in which 
to exercise his dream-fuelled energy. The title of the prior Australasian edition, mentioned above, is more 
explicit. It illustrates the breadth of Bougainville’s activity for he defies simple categorization--he is not just a 
gifted navigator, explorer, soldier, statesman, diplomat and writer but all of these, sometimes at the same time, 
sometimes consecutively, always at least and sometimes more than the sum of these parts. 



His father, Pierre-Yves was a lawyer and instead of following on in the family tradition, as did his sickly elder 
brother, Jean-Pierre, he j oined the army, found a patron in Madame de Pompadour, became secretary to the 
Duke of Mirepoix and was sent to Canada to help defend the French possessions against the English, playing an 
important role in organizing French defences. Fighting at the side of Montcalm in the battle of the Heights of 
Abraham in 1760, he was part of the defeated French army. Well-educated and a gifted mathematician, he also 
published a treatise on infinitesimal calculus. 

Bougainville had read the President de Brosses’s Navigation aux Terres australes, published in 1755, which 
enj oined the French to seek Terra austra#s incognita, supposedly discovered in 1504 by the French navigator 
Gonneville. Seeking a new project on his return to France from Canada, he submitted a plan to the Duke de 
Choiseul to set up a colony on the Falklands, at that time uninhabited, to be followed by acircumnavigation of 
the globe with the idea of searching for the elusive Great South Land. The little French colony set up in 1763 
prospered but Spain obj ected to France’s annexation of the Falklands, alleging prior discovery of the desolate 
islands. Bougainville was involved in the Franco-Spanish negotiations but was obliged to bow to Spanish 
demands and after much discussion Spain was granted ownership. 

In 1766 Bougainville, on the first leg of his circumnavigation of the world, effected the handing-over of the 
colony to Spain and organized the repatriation of the colonists. During the circumnavigation in the Boudeuse 
and the Etoile, Bougainville visited Tahiti, the New Cythera and embarked the native Ahu-toru whom he would 
take back to Paris. Sailing on, he was deterred by the Great Barrier Reef, and did not encounter Australia. He 
concluded that the Great South Land did not exist and rediscovered the Solomon Islands, originally sighted by 
Mendana two hundred years previously. The voyage was an outstanding success, and returning to France in 
1769 Bougainville was hailed as a hero, granted a pension and appointed to the rank of capitaine de vaisseau. 
His account of his voyage, Voyage autour du monde (1771), was well-written and popular and continues to be 
read today. 

His next dream was to explore the Arctic and seek the North-West Passage but the funds and support are not 
forthcoming. He was sent in 1778 to support the Americans in the War of Independence. Marrying at the 
relatively late age of 51 in 1780, he was almost immediately sent off to the West Indies under Admiral de 
Grasse to fight the British, and as a result of this unsuccessful expedition, he was court-martialled in France for 
the role he played, thus ending his naval career. His return to favour was signaled by Louis XVI’s endorsement 
of his application to j oin the Acad~mie des Sciences in 1788. Louis XVI subsequently asked him in 1791 to 
head the French Navy, a position which he prudently declined. 

During the Revolution Bougainville managed to keep his distance from his aristocratic connections at Court by 
remaining with his family in Normandy. He was, however, imprisoned at Coutances in Normandy but at the fall 
of Robespierre he was freed, just before he was to have been transferred to Paris for execution. After the 
Revolution, he became the loyal subject of Napoleon, a sort of elder statesman. He was, for example, 
instrumental in obtaining Napoleon’s agreement to the release of the English explorer, Matthew Flinders, 
imprisoned by the French in Mauritius. He also devoted himself increasingly to his writing, his scientific 
pursuits and his family--one of his sons, Hyacinthe, would j oin the Baudin expedition to the Southern 
hemisphere in 1800 and return with his own command in 1825. Attaining glory and honours during his lifetime, 
Bougainville died at the age of 82 in 1811 and was honoured as a great man by being buried in the Pantheon. 

Dunmore’s enthralling account of Bougainville’s life draws heavily on the author’s familiarity with and 
understanding of the events shaping French history. One of the pegs on which he hangs his story of 
Bougainville’s life is that of his social status. Born into a family of the haute bourgeoisie, his mother was from 
the noble d’Arboulin family and Bougainville enj oyed aristocratic support for his various ventures throughout 
career. However, in the hierarchical ancien r~gime army and the navy, he was an officer of the blue and as such 
thwarted and made aware of his inferior status on several occasions by the officers of the red, the aristocrats. 
Dunmore contends that it was his in-between status that is responsible for his successful and action-packed life, 
both as a spur to action and as an element in his surviving the Revolution. Dunmore presents Bougainville as 
consummate political animal who could keep afloat in the turbulences of the times. He comes across as a 



sympathetic character: witty and urbane--a man of the eighteenth-century salons; a man of strong beliefs who 
can adapt to the circumstances and even survive a court-martial, relatively unscathed. As well as telling the 
man, Dunmore also lets Bougainville speak and quotes extensively from Bougainville’s writings. This is 
effective in giving another angle on the man, as Bougainville, nourished by his classical education, expressed 
himself with wit and pertinence. 

Several biographies of Bougainville, both in French and in English, have appeared in the course of the last 
century, many of which have been devoted to specific aspects of his career or periods of his life. The most 
recent biography before the volume under review is The Sea Has" No Endby Victor Suthren, published a year 
before Storms andDreams, in 2004 (Toronto, The Dundurn Group). It covers the same ground as Dunmore but 
in much less detail, focusing more on Bougainville and Canada. 

Dunmore’s eminently readable and engaging biography aims at presenting a rounded portrait of this complex 
and multi-facetted figure, exploring his writings as well as his actions, and showing the rich tapestry of a life 
rather than emphasizing episodes of it which, with hindsight, might seem more significant. The biography is 
aimed at a wide audience, perhaps at the general English-speaking reader rather than at the specialist historian, 
as it contains little new material, relying heavily on secondary sources such as Jean-Etienne Martin Allanic’s 
biography ofBougainville (Bougainville navigateur et les dOcouvertes de son temps, PUF, 1964) and Charles de 
la Ronci~re’s biography of the navigator (1942), as well as on his Histoire de la marinefranqaise (1909-1932). 
It is the organization of this material, however, which is particularly judicious. Dunmore picks his way with 
consummate skill through the complexities of French political intrigues and foreign policy, as well as bringing 
to life the episodes of Bougainville’s life. 

Assuming little knowledge on the part of the English-speaking reader of the intricacies of French eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century history, Dunmore gives much helpful background information, both as regards the 
exposition and interpretation of historical events and in the creation of local colour--the harsh Canadian winter, 
the desolate landscape of the Falklands. As well as presenting a portrait of Bougainville, Dunmore succeeds in 
giving a snapshot of the momentous times both at home and abroad through which Bougainville lived, and the 
pre- and post-Revolutionary confusions which he navigated as successfully as any of the marine hazards he 
encountered. Dunmore is at his best when describing the man of action. During the post-Revolutionary period 
when Bougainville was much more the diplomat and adviser he becomes a somewhat shadowy figure--a 
relatively small proportion of the book is devoted to these post-revolutionary years, which after all occupied 
twenty-two years of Bougainville’s life. It would be interesting to see this part fleshed out more and to read 
more about Bougainville’s scientific endeavours, but it is understandable that this is not within the scope of the 
present volume. 

Dunmore’s book contains helpful maps, a useful bibliography, an index and an interesting Appendix entitled 
"Bougainville commemorated", which lists places, streets and educational institutions named after him 
throughout the world. Most of these are in France but a large number are also in the Pacific and Australia. The 
black and white illustrations provide interesting visual information but it is a pity that they are not in colour and 
that the quality is not better. 

Margaret Sankey 
University of Sydney 
Margaret. sankey@usyd, edu. au 
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June K. Burton, Napoleon and the Woman Question: Discourses of the Other Sex in French Education, 
Medicine, and Medical Law, 1799-1815. Lubbock, Texas: Texas Tech University Press, 2007. xxx & 288 pp. 

Notes. $40.00 (hb). ISBN 0-89672-559-6 

Review by Suzanne Desan, University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

As Susan P. Connor notes in her foreword, "While a thriving historiography of French Revolutionary women 
exits, women under the Napoleonic regime have, for the most part, been invisible and ignored in historical 
scholarship" (p. xiii). Fortunately, June Burton’s book j oins a recent upsurge of works that have begun to 
rethink gender in early nineteenth-century France. [1 ] Burton’s title, Napoleon and the Woman Question, 
reveals the dual intentions of the book: "a great deal of thought went into this title," she comments (p. xvii). The 
book aims to probe medical and educational discourses on women’s nature during the Empire and also to focus 
on Napoleon’s own ideas about women, for "naturally, Napoleon’s own opinions about these issues would have 
the most importance in determining the sexual politics of the consulate and empire" (p. 4). 

The author devotes her opening chapter to Napoleon’s encounters with women and his attitude toward women’s 
nature more generally. Burton stresses that mechanistic assumptions about bodies stood behind Napoleon’s 
view that women’s primary role was to become "baby-making machines" (p. 7). He embraced this vision not 
only because of the influence of the Enlightenment, but also because of his desire to build up the population of 
France. Burton hastens to point out that even though Napoleon held patriarchal assumptions, he took his own 
mother’s toughness as evidence of women’s abiding strength and he urged the doctor to save Marie-Louise 
rather than their son at the most dangerous moment in the birth of the King of Rome. (Luckily, both mother and 

son survived the ordeal.) 

Even as she acknowledges Napoleon’s assumptions about innate male superiority, Burton indirectly seeks to 
rehabilitate Napoleon by focusing attention on his various innovations that aided women and mothers. For 
example, although Napoleon abandoned the revolutionaries’ attempts to institute basic schooling for all girls, he 
founded boarding schools for the orphaned daughters of military figures and opened two impressive schools for 
the daughters of men in the Legion of Honor. Likewise, he supported the establishment of a national school for 
midwives in the Port-Royal Hospital and revived the Paris Society of Maternal Charity, originally founded in 
the late Old Regime. He endowed the revived Imperial Society of Maternal Charity with 500,000 francs. This 
institution aimed to fuse public and private charity. Its membership comprised elite women, dedicated to aiding 
orphans and impoverished families. Drawing on Christine Adams’ research, Burton points out that Napoleon 
and his administrators hoped that this charitable society would also improve the morals of its rich female 
patrons by encouraging them as well as their poor clients to breast-feed their babies. [2] 

Burton situates Napoleon’s policies within a broader examination of medical discourses about female nature. 
She shows how these medical discourses all revolved around the fundamental question of how female bodies 



related to women’s moral duties within French society. She highlights how medical science supported domestic 
ideology and the glorification of motherhood. She discusses not only the ideas of some more well known 
figures, like Pierre Roussel and Pierre-Jean-Georges Cabanis, but also a host of lesser known pamphleteers who 
wrote advice manuals on topics such as how to prevent miscarriage (avoid wearing perfume or dancing all 
night) or how to conceive the most robust child. J.R.J Dubuisson’s Tableau de l’amour conjugal, for example, 
counsels men who want to "produce healthy, vigorous, and intelligent progeny to wait to fecundate their 
spouses until the arrival of spring, the time when Nature, revivified, speaks most energetically to our 
senses" (her emphasis, p. 61). 

In analyzing advice manuals as well as more scientific treatises, Burton discovers a distinction between 
"humanistic authors" and those more "scientifically trained." This latter group, Napoleon’s elite medical 
scientists and surgeons, emphasized female difference and physical weakness far more than did the 
theoreticians. Paradoxically, performing surgery, examining tissue, and exploring female anatomy only made 
these elite doctors more convinced that women were fragile machines, prone to illness all their lives. She 
writes, "Contrary to what we would imagine, the more surgeons examined tissue, the more sexually biased they 
became in comparison to the liberal, humanistically trained physicians - even more sexually biased than 
Napoleon himself" (p. 130). These figures played a crucial role in transforming childbirth and breast-feeding 
into veritable diseases rather than natural functions; these deeply gendered assumptions contributed to 
"restricting women to the home" (p. 130). 

Burton provides a valuable exploration of these medical discourses, but she tends to adopt a rather rigid 
distinction between public and private spheres, and often situates thinkers on a span of"more" or "less biased" 
against women. She tends to oversimplify the complex impact of the French Revolution on gender dynamics, 
and reduces revolutionary influence simply to forging domesticity and generating anxiety. More generally, 
Burton is not interested in situating evolving gender ideas into a larger framework by exploring their 
connections to political culture or social upheaval. As Susan Connor’s foreword points out, Burton does not 
want to write "a theoretical work," but rather to provide" the personal, the anecdotal, and the case study" (p. 
xiv). 

Among these case studies, Burton includes chapters on an interconnected array of additional topics, such as 
textbooks on legal medicine, medical advice about crimes of infanticide, Napoleon’s laws against infanticide, 
and his national education system for midwives. Her exploration of Napoleonic training for midwives is 
especially rich. She shows how his doctors, above all Jean-Antoine Chaptal, created a flagship Parisian school 
to train midwives who learned the trade by helping to deliver the babies of unwed mothers in the childbirth 
section of La MaternitY. Since some 1800 to 1900 births occurred here each year, the midwives-in-training 
could learn skills from both male professors and leading midwives, such as Marie-Louise Lachapelle and 
Marie-Anne Victoire. The newly trained midwives frequently returned to their departments of origin to put 
their birthing skills to use and train colleagues in the provinces. Given its massive war expenses, the 
Napoleonic government lacked adequate funding for its training programs in the departments, and midwifery 
remained a low-paid profession. Yet as Burton demonstrates, Napoleon’s fervent desire to build the population 
of France at times had unexpectedly positive results for some women and may have contributed in a small way 
to reducing infant mortality rates. 

In one of her most intriguing chapters, Burton uses the writings of two elite women to probe the personal 
experience of illness and medical treatment. The British novelist Fanny Burney d’Arblay and Adrienne 
Noailles, wife of General Lafayette, both left behind letters and documents that detail their struggles with breast 
cancer and lead poisoning, respectively. The chapter makes for harrowing reading: Fanny Burney successfully 
underwent an experimental mastectomy without anesthesia, while Adrienne Noailles was essentially poisoned 
by her doctors’ attempts to cure her. Burton’s narrative simultaneously emphasizes these women’s strategies of 
survival and explores their marriage dynamics. Both women crafted strong roles and complex intimacy within 
their conjugal relationships, even as they struggled against their devastating diseases. 

As June Burton demonstrates throughout her book, Napoleonic gender debates in education, medicine, and legal 



medicine constantly posed one crucial question: "the relations between the physical and the moral in feminine 
bodies and minds" (p. 200). By and large, Napoleonic answers provided crucial new reinforcement for 
women’s maternal role. By continually highlighting the intersections between Napoleonic policies and medical 
discourses, Napoleon and the Woman Question provides a wealth of thought-provoking information. It will 
prove useful to historians of medicine as well as historians of gender and politics. 

NOTES 

[1] Denise Davison, France after Revolution: Urban Life, Gender, and the New Social Order (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007); Jennifer Ngaire Heuer, The Family and the Nation: Gender and 
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Review by Jacob Soll, Rutgers University. 

How did the state establish individual identity in early modern France? The famous trial of Martin Guerre 
is one dramatic illustration of the fact that in a time without biometrics, good imposters were hard to 
identify. The records that defined the legal existence of early modern French people were comprised of 
parish records, feudal charters and deeds, assorted business contracts and documents, and the recognition of 

one’s family and peers. In his Une histoire de l’identitd, Vincent Denis shows that by the Revolution, a 
number of state institutions created systematized records and paperwork first for the identification of 
workers, vagabonds, foreigners and then, increasingly, for all citizens. Where did the traditions of state 
identification come from, and how effective were they? Denis’ well-researched book raises these important 

questions but does not always answer them. 

Taking inspiration from Michel Foucault, Daniel Roche, Stephen Kaplan and Giovanni Levi, Denis looks at 

the modes by which the state sought to regulate the identity of poor citizens, soldiers, workers and 

foreigners. The increasingly organized police state of the eighteenth century not only sought to create files 

of vagabonds and foreigners; it also attempted to follow the paths of workers, issuing personal books (livrets) 

which kept the records of all work experience and qualifications. Passports were increash~gly issued, not 

only for foreign travel, but also for h~ternal movements within France itself. The rise of the internal 

passport, or personal papers, would be one of the defining marks of absolutist government from ancien 

regime France, the Revolution and Napoleon. 

By the mid-eighteenth century, police reformers and philosophes such as Jacques-Joseph Guillaut~ looked 

for a way to control rural vagabonds, deserters and the urban poor. In his Mdmoire sur la reformation de la 

police de France (Paris, 1749), Guillaut~ suggested making a file on each citizen of Paris, listing their address 

and issuing them papers. The Ministry of the Army, attempting to limit desertion, began a long process of 

making identification files for each soldier. In 1722, the army had begun making biometric files on 

deserters, describing their physical attributes, such as descriptions of body scars, chin size, the form of eyes 

and even the measurement of shadow portraits, later to be called silhouettes. In the mid century, soldiers 

moving outside of their regiment were to carry passports that described their origins, family and physical 

traits. The vicomte de Flavigny, Joly de Fleury, Turgot and Lom~nie de Brienne helped develop policies for 

the control of France’s poor, soldiering and workh~g population. Thus, two hundred years later, Pansette 

the deserter might have had a harder time posing as Martin Guerre. 

As Denis shows, state officials had an increasing array of paperwork tools with which to identify citizens 
and foreigners alike. There is little doubt that by the time of Napoleon, the system of identity papers 



allowed the state greater ability to police the population of France. The rise of such state paperwork was, of 

course, mirrored by frauds and falsifications. As identity papers became more complex, so didfaux 

papiers. Although it was still difficult and now required knowledge of state paperwork, one could find ways 

of being an imposter. 

Denis suggests that identification papers represented a process of rationalization growing out of the 
administrative traditions of the Enlightenment. He can be interpreted as arguing that the slow rise 
of]oa]oiers d’identit~can be seen as part of the dialectic of Enlightenment by which administrative 

rationalization--perhaps the less loaded term systematization is better--went hand in hand with state 
control, political repression, and possibly a totalitarian bent. The state expanded its control, or, to use 
Foucauldian terms, "power" over the population. 

Yet does the evidence really show the eighteenth century as the central point in a process of rationalized 
class policing? Perhaps inadvertently, this book illustrates that the Enlightenment propagated and 
appropriated old, complex traditions that grew from the hodge-podge of medieval and counter-reform 

absolutist government. Denis’ historical grounding is weakened by the fact that the book is not written in 
chronological order. The author draws on examples from the reign of Louis XVI and Napoleon and then 
jumps back to the age of Louis XIV and the Regency, often on the same page (see the jump between 
chapters two and three, and pages 188-9 for examples). While reading, I found it necessary to make a 
timeline and write down key moments in administrative reform and innovation. When I did, it became clear 

that in spite of the book’s starting point--iriS--much of the eighteenth-century policy of population 
identification grew out of administrative policy from the reign of Louis XIV, as the author himself notes (p. 
36). 

Indeed, it was Colbert who founded the office of Lieutenant G~n~ral du Ch~telet in 1666 and assigned 
Gabriel-Nicolas de La Reynie as the first de facto police chief of Paris, who began writing lists of criminals 
and outlaw scholars and printers. Many of the policies to control vagrant and military populations grew 

from Colbert’s work to collect information on all aspects of French society. Along with policing and 
organizing the navy and galley system, Colbert collected h~formation about workers and industry. He had 
personality and financial files on members of Parlement. Most significantly, he began the reform of the 
nobility which created genealogical files for each family and verified claims of nobility and tax 
exemptions. In doing so, he drew on older traditions of identification that grew out of the counter-reform 

and the church’s management of parishes and the Inquisition, as well as out of medieval traditions of feudal 
and industrial record-keeping. 

Denis’ own evidence reveals the artificiality of the eighteenth century as an autonomous temporal 
period. Eighteenth-century Europeans lived in the old world and though they sought to change it, they did 
so often within the rich set of traditions that many of them h~herited as children of the seventeenth 
century. For example, it is impossible to view the history of French eighteenth-century state administration 
without understanding Richelieu’s reforms and the growth of Louis XIV’s administration, both reactions to 

feudal tradition. This is why, as Lionel Gossman first showed, many philosophes read seventeenth-century 
history and were also medievalist antiquarians.~l~ Figures such as Montesquieu, Boulainvilliers and La 
Curne de Sainte-Palaye knew that not only did they not live in a new, or distinct age, but rather that their 
future of liberty lay in a historically conceived past. They fought Louis XIV’s absolutist reforms with 
medieval, legal scholarship and political, philosophical tracts such as Boulainvilliers’ ~,tat de la France (17o 1, 
published in 17~). The state culture of civil identity was as ancient as medieval hierarchy, and the cultures 
of imposing state order grew out of the collage of administrative tools brought to bear by Richelieu, 

Colbert, Turgot and Napoleon. Indeed, the so-called rationalizing tendencies of figures such as Turgot or 
Joly de Fleury were often as absolutist as they were enlightened. Denis is therefore correct in seeing the 
Revolution as a major turning point. What remains to be explained is how exactly the successive 
governments of the Revolution and Empire built on or threw away the deep sedimentarized governmental 
traditions of the ancien regime. 

Enlightened ministers expanded many of the teclmiques of policing developed by La Reynie and later 
Nicolas Delamare, as well as Colbert’s legal codes. And yet, in spite of building on the administrative 
reforms of the police, from the middle ages through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the state still 
relied on parish priests to record births and deaths and to help identify individuals, which still meant calling 
on family members as had been done in the trial of Martin Guerre. It is not clear to what extent eighteenth- 
century Paris was more effectively policed than it was under Louis XIV. How much did the creation of 



dossiers, passports andfichiers add to or take away from the old modes of identification? If the Intendants 

and Lieutenants du Chfitelet of the eighteenth century were major agents in identifying the population, then 

to understand the institutions and traditions behi~d identity papers it is necessary to reach back at least to 

the i~to the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries into the development of political economy, state 

statistical policies, paperwork and identification. To understand this complex administrative tradition and 

its evolution into the new governments of the Revolution and Napoleon requires not simply a history of the 

state, but rather a history of relationship between church and state. Throughout the eighteenth century, 

philosophe intendants still drew on parish records, though Denis does give convincing evidence that they 

were increasingly replacing church records with their own. There was a trend of secularization, but Denis 

never examines the process of this central though very slow takeover by the secular state of domains that 

had once been the reserve of the Catholic Church. 

This process did not simply entail the rich oppressing the poor. Rather than posing the problem in terms of 
class struggle, it might be more revealing to look at civic identity in a wider history of the origins of 
totalitarianism, following Hannah Arendt.[2] Or it could be posed in the focused frame of a history of 
taxation. The state looked not only to use its power over the poor and marginal, but also over its nobility 
and bourgeoisie. Notably, Colbert’s policies of policing the poor were integrated into his system for 

policing the rich through genealogical regulation. The creation of files on noble families caused noble 
uprisings and protests, which slowed Colbert’s project and continued as a poh~t of contention between the 
crown, nobles and overtaxed commoners throughout the eighteenth century. By the reign of Louis XV, the 
genealogical files created and managed by the d’Hozier family grew. They illustrate the links between the 
history of the state, identity and privilege and taxation. And yet, these genealogical files were not only used 

to police nobles. Parliamentary antiquarians defending their own rights drew on these medieval registers as 
tools of political contestation, to identify their rights, as Lionel Gossman, Dieter Gembicki, Blandine Barret- 
Kriegel and Keith Baker have shown.[3] The complex and sometimes contradictory equation of politics and 
power does not always work one way, from the top down. At least in the context of eighteenth-century 
France, the use of state power could have unintended consequences and create reactive modes of discourse, 

revolt and possibly counter powers. 

The struggle over paperwork was not only about Enlightenment modes of reform: it is also situated at the 

center of the history of modes of writing, print and the management and dissemination of 

information. Denis does show the growing centralized apparatus offichiers, or files on individual 

citizens. Yet the reader does not get enough of a sense of what passports and identity papers looked 

like. Though it would have been costly, this book would have benefited from images. Even more, detailed 

descriptions of state archives and their mechanics would show the evolution of teclmologies of policing and 

civil administration. More difficult but nonetheless essential would have been to examine the evolution of 

the establishment of identity from the oral and written forms of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 

towards possibly printed identity cards and files by the eighteenth century. When did civic identity become 

enshrined in print? How did oral identification persist (for of course it did), and how then did written, 

pri~ted and oral identification interact and evolve together between the seventeenth and early nineteenth 

centuries? While Martin Guerre was misidentified by those who knew him--they referred to his moles and 

scars and squabbled over the different size of his feet--how would comparable cases of imposters have 

functioned in the age of Napoleon? These questions could be more effectively answered by more detailed 

examples from the rich annals of scandal and law. 

All this said, Denis’ book has many merits, among them its creative choice of topic and strong base of 
research. As I have said in other reviews of published French and Italian theses, I feel it a lost opportunity 
that the book’s editors did not do a more thorough job. This work is rich, creatively conceptualized, yet a 
jumble, missing key questions and bibliographical references, for example concerning the history of 

police. As such, it is unfinished. French publishers thankfully still publish monographs, but they would do 
a service to their authors by setting higher organizational and rhetorical standards. And they would do 
well to have their authors write indexes--a common practice by the late seventeenth century. The 
publishi~g of raw Ph.D.s is not usually the best way to establish talented young scholars. Having learned 
much from this book, I hope that Denis takes the time to develop the rich topic he has skillfully identified 

into a mature work outside the historically dubious constraints of the periodization of the eighteenth 
century and the limits imposed by a simplistic schema of class relations and the concept of power. 

NOTES 
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Florence Gauthier. L’Aristocratie de l’dpiderme. Le combat de la Socidtd des Citoyens de Couleur 1780-1701. 
Philippy. Paris: CNRS Editions, 2007. 446 pp. ~22.00 (pb). ISBN 978-2-271-06576-6. 

Review by Jeremy D. Popkin, University of Kentucky. 

Pr~£ Pierre 

As they tried to square their ringing declaration that "All men are born and remain free and equal in rights" with the 
reality of a society constructed on very different principles, the legislators of the Constituent Assembly quickly found 
themselves confronted with the issue of race. France’s tropical colonies had a significant population of individuals who 
were legally free but of African descent, in whole or in part: were they now to enjoy the same rights as whites? The 
question posed by these libres de couleur was distinct from the issue of slavery, although certainly related to it, since the 
h~dividuals concerned were wholly or partially the descendants of slaves. Laws and practices regarding them were 
ambiguous: the Code noir of 1685 had promised them the same rights as whites, but many subsequent edicts--not all of 
which were enforced--defined a second-class status for them. At the same time, however, the more prosperous members 
of the free colored group were themselves slaveowners, and the maintenance of the slave system in the colonies depended 
on militia forces largely composed of libres de couleur. The debate about the rights of the libres de couleur retraced in 
Florence Gauthier’s L’aristocratie de l’dpiderme thus had profound implications for the interpretation of the revolutionaries’ 
doctrine of natural rights and for the French colonial system. 

Although every h~habitant of the colonies was familiar with the issues raised by the existence of the libres de couleur, their 
status was ignored in metropolitan debates about colonial issues in 1788 and the early months of 1789. The Soci~t~ des 
amis des noirs, founded in February 1788, occupied itself only with the questions of slavery and the slave trade. The 
issue of the libres de couleur surfaced when the newly created Constituent Assembly discussed whether to admit deputies 
from the colonies: Mirabeau, among others, objected that the delegation from Saint-Domingue seated on 4 July 1789 did 
not represent all the free people of the islands, sh~ce it was chosen by and made up only of whites. Unless they had lived 
h~ the colonies, however, most metropolitan Frenchmen probably had only a hazy notion of the role of those usually 
called "mulattoes" in colonial society. The small band of libres de couleur in the metropole was therefore driven to take 
action to put their case forward. 

The campaign for rights for free men of color has been studied by a number of scholars, starting with Armand Brette in 
1895 and continuing through more recent works by Gabriel Debien, Yvan Debbasch, Yves B~not, and Jolm Garrigus. 
[1] Gauthier’s account is longer than any of its predecessors, but not always as convincing or coherent. Determined to 
present the free people of color and especially their most prominent representative, Julien Raimond, as idealistic 



proponents of a universalistic definition of human rights, Gauthier minimizes or simply ignores the abundant evidence of 
their ambivalence on the subject of slavery. Equally convinced that the meaning of the doctrine of natural rights was and 
is self-evident, Gauthier fails to acknowledge that there were many possible readings of the 1789 Declaration of the 
Rights of Man and Citizen, and many controversies about how to implement its principles. Finally, Gauthier’s narrative 
of the campaign for free-colored rights is confusingly written; among other things, she cannot decide whether she is 
telling the story of a triumph, as her lengthy description of the furious debate of 1~-15 May 1791, which resulted in a 
decree promising rights to libres de couleur whose parents had been legally free, suggests, or of a defeat, as her briefer 
account of the Constituent Assembly’s last-minute revocation of its earlier action on ~4 September 1791 implies. 

Like all previous historians of the free-colored movement during the Revolution, Gauthier finds herself focusing heavily 
on a single man: Julien Raimond, a wealthy free colored planter from the South Province of Saint-Domingue.[~] 
According to the epoch’s racial terminology, Raimond was a quarteron: three of his four grandparents were white. 
Encouraged by royal officials in Saint-Domingue, some of whom saw the libres de couleur as more loyal to the mother 
country than the colony’s whites, Raimond arrived in France in 1784 to lobby for improved status for his group. He 
submitted four lengthy mdmoires to the minister responsible for the colonies, but by 1786, realizing that his campaign was 
going nowhere, he left Versailles for the provincial estate of his second wife. The revolutionary excitement of 1789 
brought him back to the capital, where several other free men of color were attempting to put their cause in the public 
eye. (One might have hoped that Gauthier would go beyond earlier scholars in identifying these lesser-known figures, 
but she doesn’t.) Rather than turning to the Soci~t~ des amis des noirs for support, Raimond and the other free colored 
activists initially attempted to make an alliance with the white colons, arguing that they shared a common interest in 
maintaining slavery. Rebuffed by the colonists of the Club Massiac, some libres de couleur formed their own group in early 
September 1789 and demanded that "the Declaration of Rights decreed by the National Assembly be applied to them as 
well as to the whites."[3] It is significant that Raimond did not sign this document (which Gauthier does not mention), 
and he evidently did not subscribe to its radical program, which included the opening up of all occupations and offices to 
libres de couleur, the emancipation of all slaves having any white blood, and the immediate emancipation of any black 
woman made pregnant by a white, along with her children. Once Raimond’s signature began to appear on the group’s 
pamphlets, their content became much less provocative, stressing their role in defending the colonies and their right to 
representation in the National Assembly. The difference in tone between the group’s first declarations and those to 

which Raimond subscribed underlines the difficulty in sustaining an argument like Gauthier’s, in which the libres de 
couleur are presented as a unified group dedicated to a universal notion of human rights. 

Raimond eventually found allies in the Soci~t~ des amis des noirs, particularly its leader Brissot and the abb~ Gr~goire, 
who wrote several eloquent pamphlets defending the rights of the libres de couleur. Gauthier tries to separate Raimond 
and Gr~goire, whose pamphlets occasionally veered from this issue to demand the abolition of slavery, from the other 
Amis des noirs, who were officially committed to a policy of gradual abolition of the institution, but this distinction is 
questionable. Although Gauthier insists that Raimond affirmed "la n~cessit~ de d~truire la soci~t~ coloniale, esclavagiste 
et s~gr~gationiste," (1~7) Raimond himself was still writing publicly, in 179~, that "la politique doit assur~ment exiger 
que l’on conserve les colonies tl la m~tropole; elle exige aussi que la culture des productions coloniales ne soient plus 
interrompues par les soul6vemens des esclaves."[4] Even in private letters, he insisted that he was opposed to abolition: 
"On ne pouvoit gu6re supposer que je voulusse ruiner tout d’un coup toute ma famille qui possede entre elle 7 tl 8 millions 
de biens tl St. Domingue."[5] Raimond kmew how to use anti-aristocratic arguments and the language of natural rights 
on behalf of his group, but Gauthier’s attempt to elevate him to the status of an anti-colonialist human-rights crusader 
flies in the face of the evidence. 

Gauthier retraces the series of debates about colonial issues that rocked that Constituent Assembly in March and October 
1790 and May 1791. On all three occasions, the representatives of the white colonists and their supporters insisted 
vehemently that the Assembly had no right to interfere in the internal affairs of the colonies, and in particular to legislate 
about the "status of persons" there, a code phrase that covered both slavery and the status of the libres de couleur. In 
contrast to Yves B~not, who argued that the success of the libres de couleur in diverting the energies of Brissot and his 
group from the slavery issue to their own cause weakened the campaign against slavery, Gauthier stresses the fact that 
these debates gradually drove the Jacobins to a more radical position on the race issue. When the club shouted down 
Charles Lameth, a pro-colonial member, on 13 May 1791, its action marked "une victoire pour la c6t~ gauche et un 
v~ritable tournant dans l’histoire de cette soci~t&" (299) While the Jacobin left embraced the principle of racial equality, 



its spokesmen could not stop the Constituent Assembly from explicitly decreeing that no legislation concerning slavery 
h~ the colonies would be passed without the white colonists’ consent. 

It was h~ the wake of that stinging defeat that the deputy Rewbell, otherwise known primarily for his violent hostility to 
the granting of rights to France’s Jews, introduced a proposal to grant civil and political rights to those free men of color 
h~ the colonies who were the sons of free parents. There was complete disagreement about how many individuals would 
actually qualify for civic rights under this provision, which flew in the face of Raimond’s longstanding demand that all 
libres de couleur be put on the same level, and Gauthier claims that the true supporters of their cause--Robespierre, 
Gr~goire, and P~tion--voted against the Rewbell amendment. Its passage was nevertheless generally interpreted as a 
victory for the libres de couleur and as a statement that race, in and of itself, was not a barrier to French citizenship. In 
some of the French colonies--a point Gauthier fails to acknowledge--the whites were willing to accept this concession, 
but among the whites of Saint-Domingue, the most important of the country’s possessions, the Rewbell amendment was 
met with explosive opposition. The Saint-Domingue colonists and their parliamentary allies waged a successful 
campaign to get the Constituent Assembly to repeal the measure, which it did on 24 September 1791. 

In light of this reversal, one cannot disagree with Gauthier’s conclusion that "la politique coloniale de l’Assembl~e 
constituante se r~v61e profond~ment r~trograde, non seulement parce qu’elle viole les principes de la D~claration des 
droits, mais ~galement par rapport h la politique de la monarchic elle-mSme..." (336): Louis XVI’s ministers had at least 
h~sisted that the national government, not the white colonists, would determh~e the rights of the libres de couleur. 
Nevertheless, the fact that this measure was passed by the same deputies who had drawn up the Declaration of Rights in 
1789 and who granted rights to the Jews four days later indicates the difficulty of deciding whether the Constituent 
Assembly should be considered "for" or "agah~st" the principle of natural rights. Furthermore, the reversal of 24 
September 1791 was not the last word in the story: on 24 March 1792, the Legislative Assembly overturned its 
predecessor’s decision and granted full rights to all libres de couleur, thus vindicath~g Raimond’s faith that the 
revolutionaries would ultimately recognize the justice of his group’s cause. (This decree is usually known as the law of 4 
April 1792, the date on which Louis XVI sanctioned it; Gauthier incorrectly refers to it as the decree of 15 April 1792. 
(336)) By this time, however, the slave uprising h~ Saint-Domh~gue, which began on 22 August 1791 and became known 
h~ Paris at the end of October, had completely changed the context of the debate. Raimond continued to dream of a 
society in which a racially mixed elite of free men would gradually prepare the slaves for orderly emancipation,[6] but 
the black soldiers ofToussah~t Louverture would finally create a very different society in France’s former colony. 

L’aristocratie de l’dpiderme explores a topic that is vital to an understanding of the French Revolution’s confrontation with 
race and slavery, and highlights the actions of a complex figure Julien Raimond--whose thought cries out for a serious 
and well-documented study. It is unfortunate that Florence Gauthier’s determination to force the French Revolution h~to 
the mold of a movement for "la conquSte de droits communs h l’humanit~ toute enti6re," (18) and to dismiss as counter- 
revolutionaries all those who failed to adopt this view, together with her insistence on presenting Julien Raimond as an 
advocate of this position, have prevented her from accurately explaining the significance of the debates about the rights of 
the libres de couleur and of Raimond’s activities. A more even-handed account of the campaign for rights for free people of 
color during the early years of the Revolution would remind us that in France, as elsewhere in history, notions of human 
rights have emerged out complicated debates, and that the defenders of particular minority groups have not always been 
proponents of universal equality. 
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Modern national governments always claim to represent and defend the rights of the people whom they govern. These 
governments may range from authoritarian dictatorships to constitutional monarchies, small republics, or large 
representative democracies, and they often define "human rights" with a quite different emphasis on individualistic or 

collective themes: the right to vote, defend national sovereignty, practice religions, use different languages, speak freely 
in public, attend school, receive social benefits, own property, hold a job, or enter a hospital. Although the exercise of 
such rights varies enormously for women and men in different societies around the world, the public affirmation of 
"human rights" has become common even in places where governments regularly ignore or repress them. 

The Soviet Constitution of 1936, for example, proclaimed the fundamental rights of free speech and religion, and Stalin’s 
repressive regime asserted its commitment to the abstract "rights of man" while it dispatched millions of people to 
prisons or death. Modern nations also justify their military actions and international policies by claiming to protect the 
rights of their own people or the rights of others who are oppressed; and the ideological arguments for modern 
imperialism defended Western colonial systems as a means for advancing the human rights of colonized peoples in Asia 
and Africa. Promoting the "rights of man," after all, became a theme in France’s global "civilizing mission" during much 
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

The pervasive influence of "human rights" in modern history thus raises the historical questions that Lynn Hunt explores 

in her concise, well-argued new book, Inventing Human Rights: A History. How and why did the belief in universal human 
rights emerge in modern world history? Hunt strongly supports the modern political campaigns for these rights, yet she 
recognizes that the belief in their existence was by no means "self-evident" before the eighteenth century. Famous 
writers such as Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and many of their contemporaries began to 

describe the "rights of man" as a deeply embedded, "natural" component of human life, but this idea only became "evident" 
to modern thinkers after millennia of human history in which nobody assumed that people were actually free and equal in 
their individual possession of universal rights. 

Hunt therefore argues that a coherent political, legal, and cultural belief in human rights could only emerge after wider 

historical changes had created a new conception of selfl~ood in eighteenth-century Europe and America. Hunt’s emphasis 

on the trans-Atlantic aspects of this historical transformation might in fact be compared to R. R. Palmer’s classic, two- 

volume work, The Age of the Democratic I~evolution (1959, 1964). Like Palmer (though in a much shorter book), Hunt 

argues that the late eighteenth century marks the decisive starting point for modern political cultures and governments, 

that America and France made the most influential contributions to the distinctive, new aspects of national politics and 

institutions (democracy for Palmer, human rights for Hunt), and that the legacies of the American and French 

Revolutions remain essential for the continuing development of enlightened societies and governments in our 



own time. Palmer wrote about the democratic revolutions shortly after the catastrophic events of the Second World War 
and during the dangerous conflicts of the Cold War, so he described political events and movements which (despite their 

own violence) offered enduring historical alternatives to the dictatorships and world wars that his generation had 
confronted in the twentieth century. 

Hunt is writing in a different historical context, of course, but she is also deeply concerned with the modern history of 
dictatorships, total war, and genocide; and she shares Palmer’s interest in reaffirming certain ideas of late Enlightenment- 

era, Western culture in a world that still faces the repressive reality of religious intolerance, torture in government 
prisons, and many other assaults on human rights--from the sex traffic that enslaves young girls to the "ethnic 
cleansing" and forced removal of vulnerable populations who live in disputed territories. As Hunt notes in her forcefully 
argued conclusion, the campaign for human rights is a constantly expanding project that remains as relevant today as it 

was in 1776 or 1789 or 1938; and the struggle for basic rights continues because earlier advances can always be 
overturned in the future. Who could have imagined in the mid-nineteenth century, for example, that the governments of 
modern, democratic societies would revive the use of torture in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries? Hunt therefore 
uses the history of human rights to raise pointed questions about contemporary events for readers both within and 
beyond the community of academic historians. Her concluding affirmation of human rights, however, does not fully 

examine the political or cultural challenges that the eighteenth-century conceptions of human rights now face, and I will 
come back to this issue at the end of this review. 

The discussion of Hunt’s argument should begin with her persuasive historical account of how "human rights" were 
invented in the eighteenth century. I have noted that her emphasis on trans-Atlantic exchanges and political transitions 

might be compared to Palmer’s description of the democratic revolution, but Hunt adds a great deal to the older political 
narratives of this era. She is especially adept at showing how cultural history expands our understanding of political and 
legal history. Placing the transitions of political theory in a broad cultural framework, Hunt argues that the arcane 
debates of political thinkers and legal scholars could only gain significant public influence after other cultural changes 
had shaped a new conception of individual selfl~ood. 

People had to develop a new "sense of empathy" for others--including persons in the lower social classes--before they 
could imagine that all people might possess equal legal or political rights. Hunt finds this new view of equality emerging 
partly in the responses to popular epistolary novels such as Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1730) and Clarissa (1737-38) 

and Rousseau’s Julie, or the New Heloise (1761). These novels attracted a huge audience and encouraged readers to 
identify with women characters whose rich interior lives showed psychological and emotional complexities that people of 
all social classes could share. Readers therefore came to empathize with individuals in different social classes, Hunt 
argues, because the personal encounter with literary characters helped them see a resemblance between themselves and 
the emotional lives of others. "Human rights could only flourish when people learned to think of others as their equals, as 
like them in some fundamental fashion," Hunt writes. "They learned this equality, at least in part, by experiencing 
identification with ordinary characters who seemed dramatically present and familiar, even if ultimately fictional" (p. 58). 

The growing influence of novels may help explain a new sense of empathy among the literate classes, but it does not 
explain how literature could have influenced the many non-readers in eighteenth-century Europe. Hunt acknowledges 
this problem and then draws on recent scientific research to suggest that the human brain may carry a capacity for 
identifying with others. Pushing the biological theme further than most historians might extend it, Hunt notes that 

biology and culture may have merged in a new social tendency to "empathize" with others. 

Whatever the exact sources of this evolving sensibility, new conceptions of human bodies, judicial punishments, and 
individual rights had clearly emerged by the later decades of the eighteenth century. Although Hunt’s discussion of 
literary empathy and the influence of brains provides a somewhat speculative explanation for the changing views of 

selfl~ood, she moves on to firmer historical ground when she describes new attitudes toward torture and the physical 
punishment of suspected criminals. Summarizing the critical responses of Voltaire and others who wrote about the 
torture and abuse of Jean Calas, the French Protestant who was put to death in 1762 for allegedly murdering his son, 
Hunt shows how legal reformers began to condemn torture and traditional punishments such as "breaking on the wheel." 

The most important critic of torture was the Italian writer Cesare Beccaria whose influential Essay on Crimes ana 
Punishments (1763) argued that the human body should be respected because physical pain failed to elicit true confessions 

and also violated the alleged criminal’s right to "public protection." 

The human body thus took on new meanings as legal theorists redefined the limits of a "just" punishment, but these 
abstract theories gained a stronger cultural influence when people also developed a new sense of personal privacy, a new 
artistic interest in individual portraits, and a new respect for the "separateness" of each individual’s physical being. The 

historical evidence for these transitions is extensive, so Hunt can explain how a new respect for the body and the body’s 



interior self could help shape new campaigns for reforms in the judicial system, the abolition of slavery, and the legal 
prosecution of nobles who abused their domestic servants. The new attention to human bodies, in short, contributed to a 
wider cultural emphasis on the autonomous selfl~ood of individuals. Defined now as autonomous, sentient beings whose 
bodies should be respected, individuals could be viewed as "rights-bearing" persons without reference to their social 
estate, their family or (ultimately) their religion. 

The more individualistic conceptions of selfl~ood, however, could only influence a new political culture when they became 
linked to new collective identities. Hunt thus attributes the invention of human rights to an additional, essential change 
h~ late eighteenth-century cultures: the new interest in declaring the universal rights of sovereign people who embody a 
nation. She stresses the significance of America’s Declaration of Independence, for example, which asserted that 
governments derive "their just powers from the consent of the governed" and claimed that when a government breaks 
from this principle, "it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it." The French soon followed the Americans with 
their own "Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen," which explicitly affirmed that "all sovereignty rests essentially 
h~ the nation" rather than in the king or his government. 

Hunt’s argument for the historical significance of these famous political documents follows a more traditional narrative 
about how the new political culture broke away from religion or monarchy as the legitimating foundations for 
governments and collective communities, but here, too, she emphasizes the importance of a new language ("declaring") 
and a new conception of human identities ("the people" and the "nation" as well as individual selfl~ood). This new 
language about identities helped to justify a belief in individual liberty, legal equality, free speech, freedom of religion, and 
national independence. And the various changes in the cultural understanding of human bodies, autonomous selfl~ood, 
and the shared, collective life of the "people" led finally to the "self-evident" truth of human rights. 

After tracing the diverse cultural and political changes that fused in the invention of human rights, Hunt’s later chapters 
show how the "rights of man" were gradually extended to new categories of previously excluded people. As Hunt 
describes it, the formal declaration of universal rights made it difficult for governing elites to limit the rights of religious 
minorities, racial minorities, or the lower social classes--all of whom consisted of individuals who could now claim equal 
rights for themselves. Although the English and Americans led the way h~ declaring certah~ political rights, Hunt 
explains how the French moved ahead of other nations in granting rights to minorities and in abolishing slavery during 
the most radical phase of their Revolution in 1793. These advances became possible as the rights for each additional 
group became "thinkable" because of the inexorable logic of equal rights. Once the principle of equal rights was 
established as a universal, self-evident truth, it could be applied (in turn) to Protestants, Jews, free persons of color and 
enslaved people in the French colonies. 

Indeed, women were ultimately the only significant group of adults for whom equal rights remained generally 
"unthinkable" in the 179os, though Hunt notes that women also gained new rights to divorce and to inherit property. A 
few French radicals such as Condorcet and Olympe de Gouges also tried to place the political rights of women on the 
agenda for public debate and reform, but they failed to achieve their goals. The "logic" of human rights nevertheless 
remained available for the future generations who would eventually win the struggle for women’s suffrage and other 
rights in twentieth-century Europe and America. Having gained acceptance as a fundamental idea in modern political 
cultures, the principle of human rights eventually pushed social and political life toward major, "now-thinkable" reforms 
h~ almost every part of the world. 

Hunt’s story of human rights, however, does not become a history of constant progress. On the contrary, her concluding 
chapter on "why human rights failed, only to succeed in the long run" examines ideologies and political movements that 
successfully resisted the push for equal human rights after the revolutionary and Napoleonic era came to a close in 1815. 
Bonaparte’s imperialism was itself responsible for much of the early backlash against "equal rights," because the French 
army forcefully imposed concepts of religious freedom or legal equality on many people who had no desire to introduce 
such reforms in their own societies. As anti-French sentiments grew into new national identities, the campaigns for 
human rights came to be seen as dangerous, foreig~ impositions on local traditions and beliefs. Meanwhile, Napoleon 
repressed many of the "rights of man" within France as he consolidated his control of French institutions and created an 
autocratic political system. 

Powerful, enduring challenges to human rights also developed in conjunction with the later nineteenth-century 
ideologies of nationalism, racism, imperialism, and anti-Semitism, all of which denied the universalist claim that every 
human being holds certain inalienable, equal rights. Nationalists celebrated the superiority (and special rights) of their 
own people, racists and imperialists assumed that the white, European race was superior to all others (for whom equal 
rights could thus be legitimately denied), and the anti-Semites insisted that Jews were an "alien" people who should be 

excluded from the key institutions of social or political life. The other new influential "isms" of the late 19th century-- 



socialism and then communism--viewed property rights as an obstacle to political or social equality, and Marx never had 
much interest in defending abstract "rights of man" that could become a theoretical rationale for the exploitative use ot 

property and workers. 

Hunt notes that these "anti-rights" themes coalesced in the dictatorships and horrific world wars of the twentieth 
century, but the reaction to this modern barbarism led finally to a post-19~5 reaffirmation of earlier ideas in the 
important "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" that the United Nations approved in 19~8. The anti-egalitarian 

"isms" that had dominated so much political and cultural life during the first half of the twentieth century were 
discredited after 19~5, thus giving the UN the strongest possible reasons to place human rights permanently on the 
modern, international political agenda. To be sure, Hunt notes the ongoing abuse of human rights, the persistence ot 
slavery and the modern use of torture by the early advocates of universal rights (France in Algeria, the United States in 

Iraq). The struggle for human rights, as she soberly recognizes, is never a finished project; but she argues that the idea ot 
universal rights is now firmly established in all democratic nations, in international institutions such as the UN, and in 
modern conceptions of human identity. 

Although Hunt examines the recurrh~g political and international threats to human rights, she might have extended her 

analysis with a fuller account of the recent theoretical or intellectual challenges to the eighteenth-century conceptions ot 
natural rights. Perhaps she views these influential criticisms of "human rights theories" as too abstract to explore in a 
book that seeks to reach a broad public audience, but the theoretical critiques raise recurring questions for the defenders 
of universal rights. Hunt’s argument would thus be strengthened if she had provided a careful, concise response to some 
of the ideas that have shaped contemporary criticisms. The first of these critical challenges, though limited mostly to 

philosophers and post-modern cultural theorists, rejects eighteenth-century beliefs h~ the existence of "natural" rights 
and an autonomous selfl~ood (the important Enlightenment idea which Hunt describes in her accounts of empathy, 
literature, the body, and legal reforms). This modern critique of "natural rights" uses new theoretical languages, but the 
critical themes go back to the earlier arguments of writers such as Edmund Burke and Jeremy Bentham who rejected the 
idea of inherent, natural rights and argued that rights are (as we might now say) culturally and historically constructed. 

Hunt refers to these earlier critiques of natural rights, and her own history of human rights actually shows how this 
"cultural construction" developed in specific places and cultures during the eighteenth century. She does not directly 
confront the anti-foundationalist, philosophical critique of human rights, however, so she does not give a detailed 
theoretical response to the argument that rights cannot be derived from nature or some other permanent foundation. 

The historical response to this critique would presumably stress that human rights do not exist in nature or self- 
evidently in the human soul, yet the history of human societies has shown that the abuse of human rights leads to 
barbarism, brutality and death. Hunt could stake her claims on evidence from a wide range of historical eras and cultures 
to show why the belief in and protection of human rights has become an essential component of stable, democratic 
political and legal systems. In any case, Hunt’s conclusion would become even more persuasive if she confronted the anti- 

foundationalist philosophical critique with a more explicit discussion of why history rather than nature or "natural law" 
now offers the best argument for human rights. 

Hunt’s concluding argument could also be strengthened if she addressed the cultural critique that portrays "universal" 
human rights as simply a specific Western cultural conception of autonomous selfl~ood. This critical assessment ot 

"human rights" in various post-colonial societies suggests that the idea of personal rights was imposed on non-western 
cultures through imperial conquests that have nothing to do with universal truths (much like Napoleon imposed French 
ideas on other Europeans after 1800). Hunt’s argument for human rights thus needs to address this theme of cultural 
differences more directly, perhaps by showing how other cultures outside the West have also developed their own 
conceptions of human rights.~l~ Despite her extensive consideration of anti-universalist ideas such as nationalism and 

racism, Hunt does not discuss other "isms" that have also challenged the universalism of human rights: for example, 
cultural relativism, anti-colonialism, and post-colonialism. Again, the theoretical and historical themes in Hunt’s 
concluding argument could become even more forceful if she explained why cultural relativism or anti-colonialism should 
not be used to justify the denial of human rights. 

These missing themes in Hunt’s work point to an interesting contrast with the concerns of another leading historian ot 
modern France, Joan Wallach Scott, who has also written extensively on the meaning of human rights.~ Scott, like 
Hunt, notes the contradictions in a French culture that long claimed to protect universal human rights while denying 
numerous political and legal rights to women and (more recently) denying certain rights to Muslims.~a~ Where Hunt 
resembles R. R. Palmer and many others in stressing the long-term liberating consequences of the eighteenth-century 

conceptions of human rights, Scott tends to emphasize the French suspicion of difference and the difficulty of allowing for 
multicultural diversity whenever the French actually implement their ideals of"universal" rights. The most recent books 
by two leading American historians of France thus represent two sides of the on-going political and cultural debate about 



the relation between the "universal" and the "particular" or between collective national identities and specific expressions 
of cultural or gender differences. Hunt sees the defense of universal human rights as the surest way to defend the rights 

of cultural or religious diversity, whereas Scott (who also believes in equal political, social, legal, and religious rights for 
all persons) calls historical and political attention to the danger of using universal prh~ciples to suppress cultural 
differences. 

The contemporary political commitments of these two creative, insightful historians may not be all that different, but 

their accounts of modern French history develop a contrasting emphasis on the advantages and possible dangers that 
follow from a belief in universal human rights. A careful historical analysis of human rights within France and in other 
parts of the world needs to consider both the universal and the particular, or what we might call the "Hunt emphasis" and 
the "Scott emphasis." Hunt rightly stresses the long-term liberating effects of the struggle for universal human rights, 

but Scott shows how the campaigns for these rights should also recognize and mediate the complexities of cultural 
diversity. Hunt focuses on the modern conception of similarities among human beings, whereas Scott reminds us that 
important human differences never disappear. [4] 

Although Hunt’s narrative could include more discussion of the recent critiques of human rights, her book makes a highly 

readable, engaging contribution to the history of modern political and cultural life in Western societies. It therefore 
provides the kind of wide-rangh~g overview that students need in order to understand the historical development of 
national cultures and contemporary public debates. At the same time, however, her book will become essential reading 
for specialists in French history who continue to debate the complex relation between the universalizing claims of French 
political culture and the specific policies of France’s modern national governments. Maintaining this connection between 

universal principles of human rights and specific government actions is of course an equally important issue in the United 
States, as Americans have learned again in the recent history of prisons at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay. How do 
we establish and sustain a belief in human rights, what do they mean h~ practice (not just in theory), and how do we find 
the historical, cultural and political resources to protect them? These are the questions that Hunt explores h~ an 
h~sightful historical narrative that will now become part of the long-developing debate that she describes. 

NOTES 
[1] One starting point for further, cross-cultural exploration of human rights appears in the important work of Amartya 
Sen, whose writings could be useful for the expansion of Hunt’s argument. See, for example, Sen’s essay, "Human Rights 
and Asian Values," which was published by the Carnegie Council on Ethics and International Affairs in New York in 

1997, and his commentary on cultural identities, civilizations, and rights in Identity and Uiolence: The Illusion of Destin) 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006). 

[2] See, for example, Joan Wallach Scott, Only t~aradoxes to OJf}r: French Feminists and the l~ights of Man (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1996) and Scott’s more recent account of the campaign to ensure women’s participation 

in French political institutions, t~aritd: Sexual Equality and the Crisis of French Universalism (Chicago, Ill.: University of 
Chicago Press, 2005). 

[3] Joan Wallach Scott, The Politics" of the Ueil (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2007). This book examines 
French debates that preceded and followed passage of the law that bans the wearing of headscarves or the "veil" by 
Muslim girls in French public schools. 

[4] People who study and teach about France in the United States are often asked how or why the study of French 
history should matter to Americans. This question arises especially during the periodic waves of anti-French feeling that 
sweep over American political and popular culture whenever French-American relations become strained (the lead-up to 
the Iraq war provides a good recent example). The history of human rights thus becomes an excellent subject for 
explainh~g why French history is important and why some of America’s best historians have spent their professional 

careers trying to explain and understand France. I have mentioned three such historians in this review--Lynn Hunt, R. 
R. Palmer, and Joan Scott--all of whom have used French history or the history of French-American similarities and 
differences to explore wider issues of modern history. The work of these historians (and many others, of course) offers 
outstanding examples of how Americans can think creatively and critically about their own society through a sustained 
engagement with the provocative and complex history of France. 

Lloyd Kramer 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
lkramer@email.unc.edu 
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H-France Reviews: Dubois on Boucher, FRANCE AND THE AMERICAN TROPICS 
TO 1700 

The following review may be found on the H-France website at: http://www.h- 
france.net/volgreviews/volgno~dubois.p_~d~ 

H-France Review Vol. 9 (January £oo9), No. 6 

Philip P. Boucher, France and the American Tropics to 1700: Tro~bics of Discontent? Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2008. xiii + 372 pp. $55.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 978-0-8018-8725-3; $24.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN 978-0-8018- 
8726-0. 

Review by Laurent Dubois, Duke University. 

"Bad news from the Indies," Philip Boucher notes in this study, "has more likely survived in the archives than good" (p. 

40). There was, to be sure, plenty of bad news coming from the French tropical colonies durh~g the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries: ravaging disease, including dysentery and malaria and then (as if that wasn’t enough) yellow 

fever; rolling periods of imperial warfare; poisonous snakes and poisonous trees; the devastation of local ecosystems 

through over-fishing of the delicious manatees and sea-turtles that sustained early colonists; the devastation of local 

ecosystems through the introduction of European mammals, who at first provided a fine diet for the boucaniers who 

hunted them before they too, remarkably, were hounded nearly to extinction; incompetence, ego-trips, mismanagement, 

and glaring stupidity among colonial leaders; poorly thought-out and executed economic and legal policies, transmitted 

within a state structure tied together by creaky ships that had to cross the vast Atlantic, not to mention battling 

currents, wind, and cannon-fire as they navigated within the Caribbean sea itself. There were also constant conflicts 

with indigenous Caribs seeking to preserve their land and autonomy, for whom the bad news never stopped. For, as 

Boucher notes laconically, once the French were "on the move . . . [g]rave consequences ensued," particularly for the 

Carib population (p. 87). Boucher remains remarkably upbeat as he chronicles all of this and more, never ignoring the 

disasters but also showing how all of this laid the foundation for what became remarkably successful--if always brutal-- 

plantation colonies in the eighteenth century. 

The period of his study was the foundational one in the history of French colonialism in the Atlantic, but, as Boucher 

notes, it has received surprisingly little attention from historians. Studies on the French Atlantic in general are not 

legion, and studies of the French Caribbean comparatively rarer than those on French Canada. Work on the Caribbean 

has tended to focus for the most part on the height of the French plantation system and on its fiery and fascinating 

demise h~ Saint-Domingue during the 1790s and early 1800s. Even as scholarship on the French Caribbean has 

expanded in recent years, few have ventured into this earlier period, though there are important exceptions, notably 

Doris Garraway’s fine book The Libertine Colony. [1] Before the publication of this new book, Philip Boucher’s first book, 

Cannibal Encounters--a wide-rangh~g and fascinating study of European-Carib interactions from 1492 to the end of the 

eighteenth century--was one of the main touchstones for those seeking to gain an understanding on the early colonial 

history of the French islands. [2] Thankfully, Boucher built on this earlier work during the past decades in order to 

present here a rigorous, expansive, and erudite investigation of a period that defies easy analysis or straightforward 

narrative. 

Boucher focuses on what he calls the "American Tropics," incorporating analysis of French attempts to settle Brazil, as 



well as the long and often disastrous series of settlement projects in French Guiana. But much of his study focuses on 
the Caribbean, and particularly the eastern Caribbean, where French colonists first settled in St. Christopher and then 
expanded to Martinique and Guadeloupe. Saint-Domingue, whose settlement really only got off the ground in the 166os 
and 167os, is less of a focus, but is also included especially in later chapters, which emphasize how its development was 
directly tied to the piracy and looting of nearby Spanish and English possessions that supplied money and often slaves 
for this late-blooming colony. 

What propelled this seemh~gly unstoppable expansion? First, one drug--tobacco, which was "introduced from Spain into 
France in the 1550s by Jean Nicot (hence the genus Nicotiana and our word ’nicotine’)" starting a "smoking addiction" 
that "gathered pace slowly but steadily" (p. 55). Then, once competition from other tobacco-growing regions (including 
North America) coupled with ill-considered French economic policies reduced the viability of that crop, another drug: 
sugar. Boucher is cautious in his exposition of the rise of sugar, highlighting the many slow steps along the way 
(notably the importance of h~digo production in some contexts) and arguing that its rise never constituted a "sugar 
revolution," as some scholars have claimed. Still, the world he leaves us in by the end of his book is one in which sugar is 
well on its way to becoming the domh~ant plantation crop in the French Antilles. 

Boucher takes care to outline the political and institutional history of colonization, detailing the role of various 
companies and of a range of fascinating individuals who oversaw, for better or worse, colonization efforts. In contrast to 
his first book, which carefully examined Carib responses to European invasion, this book is for the most part centered on 
the experiences and actions of the French colonists. Nor is there extensive attention to the social or cultural history ot 
enslaved Africans in these new societies, though Boucher does carefully examine their health and demography in 

different colonies and at different times. While emanating a healthy dose of skepticism about the viability of official 
population records--"Who counted the people, and whom did they want to fool?"--he provides a valuable and detailed 
breakdown of population changes in the various islands over time. 

Boucher is interested in a question that has attracted much ink and controversy over the years: why the use of European 
h~dentured labor ceded, relatively quickly, to the racialized system of slavery that came to dominate the societies of the 
French Caribbean. In answering the question, he emphasizes French demographic and political factors, arguing for 
h~stance that the "push" factors present in the English islands, such as the land enclosures, were not present in France. 
He also focuses on the details of the situation on the ground in the colonies, rather than on ideological or cultural issues. 
He does not hazard a grand theory about the transformation--that is not his intellectual style--but the careful 
h~formation he provides about the transition, as well as the conditions under which European indentured laborers were 
recruited and toiled, will help readers gain a much richer and more complex understanding of the interaction of various 
forms of coerced labor during this period. 

Boucher also lays out the legal and social differences between metropole and colony--colonists had much greater latitude 
when it came to debts in the colonies, for instance, and social hierarchies among the colonists were more fluid than those 
back home. Women, he argues, "in general had greater opportunities to achieve a decent existence in the islands than 
they did in France," inheriting their husband’s properties and often running them (p. ~6+). They were also spared the 
attention of"busybody clerics and lawyers so involved with the blight of European witch hunts" (p. ~67). 

Boucher concludes his book with a chapter on "Coerced Labor," describing the emergence of the Code Noir as both a 
product of and an attempt to control plantation life in the Caribbean. He tells the remarkably stoW of an early maroon, 
Francisque Fabul~, "a black Spartacus of Herculean proportions," according to Boucher, who in 1665 negotiated a 
"surrender" with the island’s Sovereign Council that guaranteed him a tribute of tobacco and protected he and his 
followers from punishment. Fabul~, like many other enslaved men, was mobilized by the French to fight England. 
Indeed, Boucher’s work shows how prevalent the use of enslaved soldiers--some of whom won their freedom--was in 
French wars especially during the seventeenth century. The enslaved, who became the pillar of the labor force of the 
French colonies, therefore also played a crucial role in the violent processes that created them. 

Boucher’s book is dense, thick with names and numbers, and structured less by narrative than by analysis and 
historiographical debate. At the same time, it is pleasingly conversational, and Boucher’s sense of humor enlivens the 
text. It would be most appropriate in the classroom for graduate students and some advanced undergraduates. For 
them, as well as for scholars and researchers seeking to understand the foundations of the French Atlantic empire and 
all those broadly interested in the history of European expansion into the Americas, this book is a rich--indeed 
h~valuable--resource, one which will hopefully spur on a new generation of historians to wander back into this 
fascinating and startling period of encounter, devastation, change, and creation. 



NOTES 

[1] Doris Garraway, The Libertine Colony: Creolization in the Early French Caribbean (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2005). 

[2] Philip Boucher, Cannibal Encounters: Europeans and Island Caribs, 1492-1797 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1992). 

Laurent Dubois 
Duke University 
ld48@duke.edu 
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H-France Reviews: Daughton on Hale, RACES ON DISPLAY 

The following review may be found on the H-France website at: http://www.h- 
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H-France Review Vol. 9 (January 2009), No. 12 

Dana S. Hale, l~aces on D@lay: French l~epresentations of Colonized Peoples, 1886-1940. Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana University Press, 2008. Black and white illustrations, notes, and index. 215 pp. $24.95 US (pb). ISBN: 978-0- 
253-21899-5. 

Review by J. P. Daughton, Stanford University. 

Dana Hale’s Races" on Display makes a relevant contribution to the sizeable body of historical and literary scholarship on 
the representations of colonized people in the age of "new" imperialism. The book focuses on commercial trademark 
images, as well as state-sponsored colonial and international expositions, which, Hale argues, "revealed the heart of the 
colonizer" (p. 172) during the Third Republic. By offering a detailed history of how businessmen and colonial officials 
represented the inhabitants of French possessions in North and West Africa and Indochh~a, she aims to "demonstrate 

the prevalence and complexity of ideas about ’race’ and empire" (p. 2) commonly held by officials and businessmen. The 
result is a book that charts the conth~uities, shifts, and contradictions inherent in the representations of colonial "others" 
at the height of France’s imperialism. 

Races" on Display is divided into two parts. The first section provides a brief account of French colonial expansion and 
the significance of race as a category during the Third Republic, followed by three chapters on representations of sub- 
Saharan Africans, North Africans, and Indochinese up to the First World War. In each of these chapters, Hale examines 
trademark images and then shows how these colonized peoples were portrayed in the 1900 Exposition universelle in 

Paris. The second part of the book, which mirrors the structure of the first, continues the story after the First World 
War, covering trademarks and the colonial expositions of 1922 and 1931, as well as the 1937 World’s Fair. A final 
chapter offers some concluding observations about the contradictory nature of colonial ideology and the impact of racial 
representations on both colonial and French identities. 

According to Hale, until 1914, sub-Saharan Africans were regularly portrayed as "uncivilized," while North Africans 
were seen as "mysterious" and Indochinese "gentle" and acquiescent. The exposition of 1900 used spectacle and social 
science to highlight the many ways in which French civilization could improve the economic and social lives of its 
colonial populations. Live "specimens" of colonized people were exhibited at the fair, expected to parade, sing, dance, 
and make crafts for the curious public. Exhibits on individual sub-Saharan groups often highlighted the allegedly 

ruthless, savage habits of people without civilization; the Indochh~ese, by contrast, were portrayed as docile and 
hardworking. In both instances, Hale argues, the message was the same: further colonization was necessary for France 
to help its subjects improve their moral and material well-being. In return, local populations, with their potential as 
laborers and producers of raw materials, would help enrich French businesses and bring grandeur to the nation. 

Such impressions of France’s colonized populations changed somewhat, though certainly not dramatically, after war. 
The sacrifices of about eight hundred thousand colonial soldiers and laborers during the Great War meant that post- 
war expositions often celebrated the service of colonial subjects and increasingly defined them in terms of kh~ship-- 



especially as file" ain& (North Africans) and file" dou& (Indochinese). But, Hale argues, while these later expositions 
stressed Africans’ and Southeast Asians’ continued potential, they did not abandon their older prejudices: sub-Saharan 
Africans continued to be portrayed as "primitive"; North Africans remained an exotic "enigma"; and Indochinese were 
"gifted" children, but ones who were "incapable of charting their own future" (p. 131). Indeed, Hale shows that in some 
instances images of French subjects became more derogatory, rather than less, after the war. For example, in Hale’s 
opinion, the use of hapless tirailleurs sdndgalais to sell Banania and other products "mocked and belittled" black troops. (p. 
95) 

Hale explains the continuities of representations before and after the war by pointing to both the durability of the 
civilizing mission as a cornerstone of French ideology and the increasing difficulty of defending colonial rule. The 
stereotypes of backward subjects displayed at colonial and international expositions in France, Hale argues, provided a 
moral justification for further consolidating French colonial rule. Family or not, the rhetoric went, colonial subjects 

needed more civilizing. This leads Hale to the book’s central contention: the French "were unable to recognize the 
inconsistencies" (p. 161) inherent in an ideology that claimed fraternity between colonizer and colonized while pursuing 
a policy of domination based on a racial hierarchy of civilized Frenchmen and inferior Africans and Asians. 

The main strength of lZtaces on Display is its detailed descriptions of the expositions. Hale is particularly strong in her 
discussion of the exhibition of human subjects, mainly performers, artisans, and soldiers brought in from the colonies to 
add a dash of authenticity to the reconstructed villages erected at the fairs. There are also colorful accounts of just how 
far some organizers and concessionaires would go to capture the exoticism of the empire, such as the English woman 

who, dressed as an enslaved North African, paraded around the 1901 exhibition screaming in order to attract attention 
to her employer’s diorama, or the near riot that broke out when the Miss d’Outre-Mer beauty pageant, in which 
daughters of Frenchmen and indigenous women vied for the crown, did not take place according to schedule. The 
second half of lZtaces on Display is particularly valuable for its focus on the 1922 colonial exposition in Marseilles and the 
1937 World’s Fair, which have drawn less scholarly attention than the 1931 expo in the Bois de Vincennes. 

Readers might leave lZtaces on Display wishing Hale had pushed her conclusions a little further. That expositions 
portrayed subject populations in ways that justified further colonial rule is not particularly surprising. Broader 
questions, such as why the French state chose the exposition as the means of making its case, and why they remained so 
popular throughout the Third Republic, might have allowed Hale to reflect on larger issues about the nature of the 
modern democratic state and the allure of the "exotic" in more detail. Hale might have accomplished this through 

engagement with the sizeable literature on expositions--a literature cited but rarely engaged in any productive way. 
There is also very little here on the popular reception of the expositions, positive or critical. But for the documentation 
it does present, lZtaces on Display is a solid work of research. Anyone preparing a lecture on the subject or wishing to 

assign a vivid reading on how Europeans exhibited their colonies will find this a valuable book to consult. 

J. P. Daughton 
Stanford University 

daughton@stanford.edu 
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Author’s Book Announcement Walton - Policing Public Opinion in the French 
Revolution 

Dear fellow H-France subscribers, 

I would like to announce the release of my book. 

Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution: The Culture of Calumny and the Problem of Free 
Speech (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). 

In the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789, French revolutionaries proclaimed 
the freedom of speech, religion, and opinion. Censorship was abolished, and France appeared to be on a path 
toward tolerance, pluralism, and civil liberties. A mere four years later, the country descended into a period of 
political terror, as thousands were arrested, tried, and executed for crimes of expression and opinion. 

In Policing Public Opinion in the French Revolution, Charles Walton traces the origins of this reversal 
back to the Old Regime. He shows that while early advocates of press freedom sought to abolish pre-publication 
censorship, the majority still believed firmly that injurious speech--or calumny--constituted a crime, even 
treason if it undermined the honor of sovereign authority or sacred collective values, such as religion and civic 
spirit. 

With the collapse of institutions responsible for regulating honor and morality in 1789, calumny 
proliferated, as did obsessions with it. Drawing on wide-ranging sources, from National Assembly debates to 
local police archives, Walton shows how struggles to set legal and moral limits on free speech led to the 
radicalization of politics, and eventually to the brutal liquidation of "calumniators." It also led to fanatical 
efforts to rebuild society’s moral foundation during the Terror of 1793-1794. 

In emphasizing how revolutionaries drew upon cultural and political legacies of the Old Regime, this 
study sheds new light on the origins of the Terror and the French Revolution, as well as the history of free 
expression. 

Charles Walton’s book is the most sophisticated and persuasive history I have ever read of the problem of 
freedom of expression. It brilliantly reveals what the concept really meant to the French Revolutionaries, while 
offering a provocative and compelling new perspective on why the Revolution lapsed into Terror. 

David A. Bell, Johns Hopkins University 

The history of public opinion is now generally recognized as crucial for understanding the origins and course of 
the French Revolution. There has been a tendency, however, to view it as a concept operative largely in the 
history of ideas. Charles Walton’s innovative book will thus be widely welcomed, for by focusing on free 
speech--the precondition of public opinion--he is able to extend the framework of analysis to cover important 
cultural and political debates on honor, calumny, morality and religion. This change of focus also allows us to 
grasp the difficult choices the Revolutionaries faced--and that we continue to face today. 

Colin Jones, author of The Great Nation: France from Louis XV to Napoleon 

Broad-ranging and carefully argued, Professor Walton’s study places the origins of constraints on free speech 
under the Revolution in the Old Regime’s obsession with honor and calumny. In doing so, the book sheds a 
whole new light on the cultural and political dynamics of the Revolution’s climactic years. 



Sarah Maza, Northwestern University 

Charles Walton writes a fascinating and provocative new study of freedom of expression in France in the last 
decades of the eighteenth century. It will compel historians to reconsider their interpretations of the 
radicalization of the French Revolution and the origins of the Terror. 

Timothy Tackett, author of Becoming a Revolutionary 
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H-France Reviews: Vincent on Winegarten, GERMAIN DE STAEL AND BENJAMIN 
CONSTANT 

The following review may be found on the H-France website at: 
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H-France Review Vol. 9 (January 2009), No. 17 

Renee Winegarten, Germaine de Stall and Benjamin Constant: A Dual Biography. New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2008, vii + 343 pp. $ 35.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN: 9780300119251. 

Review by K. Steven Vincent, North Carolina State University. 

The relationship between Germaine de StaOl and Benjamin Constant is fascinating because of the prominence of the 
participants, the drama of the historical period on which both made their mark, and the passionate and turbulent nature of 
the relationship itself. Renee Winegarten’s new book examines the StaOl-Constant relationship in detail, providing an 
elegantly written guide to their meetings, movements, union, tensions, and disunion. It provides an excellent narrative 
account of the relationship; it does not (as its subtitle might suggest) tell us a great deal about the larger lives of StaOl and 

Constant beyond this relationship, or about the important roles they played in European politics and thought. 
Winegarten has written previously about the life and larger political role of Germaine de StaOl, but not to my knowledge 
about Constant. 

Both Stall and Constant had complicated love lives. When they met on September 18, 1794, both had had numerous 

liaisons and both were legally married. Germaine had had affairs with Hippolyte de Guibert and Charles-Maurice de 

Talleyrand. In 1786, she had married Eric Magnus de Stall Holstein, the Swedish ambassador to France. It was a 

marriage of convenience for both parties, and they lived virtually separate lives. In the early years of her marriage 

(before she and Constant met) Stall had given birth to two children as a result of her passionate relationship with Louis 

de Narbonne, a liaison that lasted, roughly, from 1788 to 1794. Moreover, at the time of their meeting, she was in the 

throes of an amorous attachment to Adolf yon Ribbing. Benjamin also had experienced numerous early romantic 

episodes, humorously recounted in his memoire Le Cahier rouge. In 1789, he had married Wilhemine Louise Johanne 

(Minna) yon Cramm, a lady-in waiting at the court of Brunswick, to which Constant also was briefly attached. By late- 

1791 there were serious strains in the marriage, and in 1793 they had agreed to separate (a divorce was finalized in 

1795). Constant also had had an intimate, though probably not physical relationship with the accomplished writer 

Isabelle de Charri6re. 

When StaOl and Constant met, therefore, they were far from being sentimental neophytes. They were both in their late- 
20s and, though both were legally married, they were not in any important ways emotionally encumbered, with the 
exception of StaOl’s attachment to Ribbing. From their first meeting, Constant was dazzled by StaOl’s mind, wit and 
enthusiasm. He was immediately infatuated and soon very much in love. StaOl, on the other hand, was not swept off her 
feet, though she was attracted to Constant’s energy, sensibility, and generosity, and found great pleasure in their 

h~tellectual exchange. Constant became part of StaOl’s entourage, but not her lover, in February 1795 when he moved 
h~to a room in her house in M~zery. Distraught that they were not lovers, Constant staged some dramatic scenes, 
h~cludh~g a threatened/attempted suicide in late March 1795. StaOl was touched by his devotion, but found him 
physically unappealing and experienced at most what B~atrice Jasinksi has called "amused compassion." [2] 



Stall and Constant became lovers in late-January 1796, following their return to Paris in May of the previous year. In 

mid-April, they signed an "engagement" which declared their intention to remain "indissolubly joined together" and "to 

devote our lives to each other."[3] They were frequently separated, however. Because of her political activities and the 

residency restrictions imposed by the government, Stall was in and out of France during the next few years; when the 

political leaders permitted it, she would return to Paris. Constant was torn between pursuing his ambition to play a role 

h~ French politics and being with Germaine. As a consequence, he was often on the move between Paris, his residence 

outside Paris at H~rivaux (where Stall often stayed when she was allowed to reside in France, but not Paris), and the 

Stall chateau in Switzerland. On June 8, 1797 in Paris, Stall gave birth to Albertine de Stall, Constant’s only child. 

Winegarten provides an animated account of the tumultuous relationship and the continuous movements of Stall and 
Constant into and out of Paris. She provides less detail about the h~tellectual connection, which was central. In Paris, 

Stall and Constant became embroiled in post-Thermidorian politics, supporting the Constitution of 1795 and working to 
find a via media between Left and Right. Stall’s salon at the Swedish embassy on the rue du Bac became a central 
meeting place of moderate republicans and constitutional monarchists working to find a "liberal" middle way. [4] When 

at the Stall chateau of Coppet in the pays de Uaud, they were at the center of European liberal cultural and politics, 
especially during the Consulate and Empire, with cultural luminaries like August Wilhelm Schlegel and Jean-Charles- 

L~onard Sismondi regular habituds. Though romantically connected, these two figures were, first and foremost, public 
h~tellectuals with wide-ranging political and cultural agendas. 

Stall and Constant were clearly attracted to each other’s intellect, but they were also driven by passion. Unfortunately, 
however, their temperaments were quite different, and from the middle of 1798 there were severe strains in the 
relationship. Concerning this, Winegarten provides a well-informed account with much clarifying detail. The first 
decade of the new century was filled with dramatic confrontations interspersed with temporary reconciliations. They did 
not definitively part ways until May 10, 1811, but the emotional closeness of the first few years became more 
intermittent, and they were more and more frequently apart. The strain is revealed most starkly in Constant’s Journaux 
intimes, where he vacillated between his desire to rupture with Stall and his desire to "return to this tie because of 

memories or some momentary charm." [5] There are extended entries where Constant saw Stall as "the only person who 
understands him" and imagines a future in which they will be married. More frequently, he expressed his need for a quiet 
scholarly life, and imagined (or celebrated) his escape from the exhausting rigors of the continuous sociability that 
surrounded Stall. Most arrestingly, the private journals record the dramatic gyrations from one to the other, sometimes 
in the same day. One emerges from reading Constant’s private journals with the sense that Stall was such an immense 

presence--intellectually, physically, and emotionally--that Constant was alternately dazzled, enthralled, exhausted, and 
disgusted. Sometimes, he seems to have experienced all of these simultaneously. Stall left no intimate private diary for 
the period, so her day-to-day thoughts and passions are more difficult to gauge. 

By the time they parted in 1811, Stall and Constant had long ceased to be intimate. Constant had a passionate affair with 

Anna Lindsay in 1800-01, and he married Charlotte yon Hardenberg in June 1808, regularizing what is arguably the 
most emotionally stable, and certainly the most enduring, relationship of his life. Stall had long since taken on a 
succession of other lovers, and, in October 1816, secretly married John Rocca. Winegarten provides a lively account of 
the spectacular chapters of this fraught relationship, and is especially good on the mutually critical regard they showed 
each other after they returned to Paris in 1814 (pp. 247-87). 

Inevitably, when dealing with the personal lives of historical figures with whom one has spent a lot of time, one comes to 
conclusions about psychological makeup and character. Just as inevitably, perhaps, assessments differ. Winegarten 
captures something essential, I believe, about Stall’s character when she writes that: 

she held in her mind two images of womanhood: the delicate creature, weak by nature, who needed to be 

supported and protected by an admired master, and the daring, visionary, exceptional woman. She would never 

be able to reconcile the two, either in her life or in her novels (p. 93). 

And I find myself nodding in agreement when she writes that Constant’s "tendency was to veer between frenetic activity 

and quiet and solitude, whereas she [Stall] was a constant whirlwind of energy and sociability" (p. 136). She is less 
convincing, to my mind, when characterizing Constant’s attitude toward women. She claims, incorrectly I believe, that 
he had a "fundamental reluctance to accept her [Stall’s] genius as a woman" (p. 183). Winegarten also suggests that 
Constant’s dissatisfaction with Stall in the early years of the new century was sexual in nature (p. 162), and that he was 
driven by a desire to dominate her in the context of "an ideal haven of quiet domesticity" (p. 186). While these were 

clearly expressed, I am not convinced that Constant’s attitude toward Stall is so easily summarized, given the various, 
often conflicting, roles that he imagined women in his life were to fill.[6] Constant, at times, imagined a relationship 
with a woman who would be entirely subordinate to him and to his own emotional and social needs. At other times, 



however, quite at variance with this, he longed for complete transparency and sublime fusion. Finally (and most 

famously), he depicted love as a self-defeating dialectic of desire. In this form, as depicted in his novel Adol])he, love is 
identified as the desire to attain the love of another, to overcome obstacles, to eliminate difficulties, and to obtain the 
object of love. But, the "dialectic" is such that if the love is reciprocated then the desire disappears. Therefore, love, in 

this mode, is either unfulfilled or it dies.[7] At certain moments, Constant may have wanted or imagined that his 
connection with Stall could be restricted to the first type of relationship, as Winegarten suggests, but I do not think he 
ever seriously believed it should be, or could be, forced into such a conventional mold. 

What is so impressive about the Constant-Stall relationship is the intellectual power and productivity of the participants, 

something that generated deep mutual respect that survived the emotional storms of their years together. Winegarten’s 
book notes the intellectual connection, especially in the epilogue, but unfortunately does not give its substance sufficient 
attention. What the book does highlight is the fraught nature of their intimacy, what she cogently refers to as "the 
splendors and miseries of their liaison" (p. 299). 

In quest of an elusive happiness and deeply dissatisfied, veering between euphoria and melancholy, both of them 
appear highly sensitive, kind and thoughtful, vain, egotistical, ambitious for gloire, coolly reasonable and rational, 
wildly passionate and emotional--in short, full of contradictions. Both of them knew each other and themselves, 

and both, in their worst moments, can be unjust to each other (p. 158). 

One of the things that makes this book so compelling is that, along with deep sympathy for both Constant and Stall, 

Winegarten is willing to be critical of the actions of both parties. She places more of the blame for the ultimate 

unraveling of the relationship on Constant than on Stall, but both are implicated in the failure. Like Winegarten, I would 

emphasize the psychological neediness of both parties (both were narcissistic and melancholic[s]), their contrasting 

natures, and the inherent difficulty of constructing a stable relationship in the midst of the torrent unleashed by the 

Revolution. 

Winegarten’s book reinforces what we know about the contrasting natures of Stall and Constant. Constant, though 

anxious to attain public recognition, was drawn to a relatively quiet existence that would allow him to pursue his 
intellectual pursuits. In a revealing letter to his aunt dated 15 May 1798, Constant complained that in the relationship 
with Stall he was "isolated without being independent, subjugated without being united with her. I see the last years of 
my youth passing by with neither the repose of solitude nor the gentle affections of a legitimate union. I have tried in 
vain to break it off."[9] Stall, on the other hand, dreaded isolation, expected devotion and attention from those around 

her, and required a lively social scene. By all accounts, she was an enthralling conversationalist and an enthusiastic and 
generous supporter of her friends and acquaintances. Generally surrounded by a veritable court of admirers, she suffered 
when confined to a more restricted life-style. In 1797, passing several days in Coppet with only her father and Constant 
in residence, she wrote to a friend: "il faut du monde pour avoir de l’esprit, du monde pour s’animer, du monde pour 
tout." As Henri Grange has cogently put it, this made an intimate like Constant, in Stall’s dizzying social world, 

"toujours n&essaire et jamais suffisant." [10] 

One of the fascinating aspects of the Stall-Constant relationship is the analytical acumen each brought to it. Both are 
famous for their examination of relationships in their novels; Constant, in addition, obsessively scrutinized his own 
character and relationships in his private journals. He was impressed with the elusive quality of emotional attachments. 

"In the present state of society," he wrote in 1806, "personal relations are composed of fine nuances, undulating, 
impossible to grasp, which would be denatured in a thousand ways if one tried to give them greater precision."[12] 
Renee Winegarten’s engaging new book provides greater precision but avoids any "denaturing"; she helps us better 
understand the "fine nuances" and "undulating" aspects of this passionate and productive relationship. 

NOTES 

[1] Renee Winegarten, Mine de Stall (Leamington Spa, UK: Berg, 1985); and the especially good chapter on Stall in 
Accursed Politics: Some French l/Uomen l/Uriters and Political LiJ~, 1715-1850 (Chicago: Joan R. Dee, 2003), pp. 153-90. 

[2] B~atrice Jasinski, L’Engagement de Benjamin Constant: anzour etpolitique (1794-1796) (Paris: Minard, 1971), p. 19. 

[3] These quotes from: Dennis Wood, Benjamin Constant: A Biography (London: Routledge, 1993), 142. 

[4] See my "Benjamin Constant, the French Revolution, and the Origins of French Romantic Liberalism," French 
Historical Studies" 23:4 (2000):607-37. There were some differences in their political stances, however. During 1795, Stall 



was close to the republican opposition around Pierre-Louis Roederer’s Le Journal de Paris’, while Constant in July 1795 

moved closer to the partisans of the government around Jean-Baptiste Louvet’s La Sentinelle. For the political 

maneuverings of this period, see Henri Grange, Benjamin Constant: aznoureux et r@ublicain 1795-1799 (Paris: Les Belles 

Lettres, 2004). 

[5] This is a direct translation of the code chi~?d dujournal abr@d--that is, of the numerical code that Constant himself 

devised to refer to his shifting emotional states for the abridged version of his Journaux intimes. 2 = "D~sire de romper 
mon ~ternel lien dont il est si souvent question." 3 = "Retours tl ce lien par des souvenirs ou quelque charme 
momentan~." [Benjamin Constant, Oeuvres" completes, t. VI: Journaux intimes (1804-1807) (Tiibingen: Max Niemeyer 
Verlag, 2002), p. 44.] 

[6] On this, see Tzvetan Todorov, d Passion for Democracy: The Limb, the I/Komen He Loved and the Thought of Benjamin 

Constant, translated from French (no name provided) (New York: Algora Publishing, 1999). 

[7] I discuss this in more detail in my "Constant and Women," The Cambridge Companion to Constant, ed. Helena 
Rosenblatt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming). 

[8] Jean Starobinski has suggested that Stall struggled with melancholy and was preoccupied with thoughts of suicide. 

Constant suffered from a similar inquietude. See Starobinski, "Suicide et m~lancolie chez Mme de Stall," in Madame de 

Stall et l’Eur@e (Paris: Editions Klincksieck, 1970), pp. 242-52. I have written at more length about this in "Character, 

Sensibilitd, Sociability and Politics in Benjamin Constant’s Adolphe," Historical l~ejqections/l~djqexions Historiques 28:4 

(~00~):361-83. 

[9] Constant to Anne-Marie-Pauline-Adrienne de Nassau, 15 May 1798, Benjamin Constant, Corre@ondance gdndrale II1 

(1795-1799) (Tiibingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2003), p. 335. Winegarten discusses this famous letter, on pp. 111-16, 

136, 159. 

[10] Letter from StaOl to Adrien de Mun (19 septembre 1797), cited and commented on by Grange, Benjamin Constant. 
amoureux et r@ublicain 1795-1799, p. 134. 

[11] Benjamin Constant, Principes de politique applicables d tous les gouvernements, ed. Etienne Hofmann, 2 vol. (Gen~ve: 
Droz, 1980), II, p. 443. 
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Review by Michael V. Leggiere, University of North Texas. 

On the inside flap of the Yale University Press dust jacket, Charles Esdaile provides a typical laudatory blurb, claiming 
that Philip Dwyer’s Napoleon: The Path to Power "is the best biography of Napoleon that has ever been written in the 
English language, and conceivably the best biography of Napoleon ever, in any language." Contrary to Professor 
Esdaile’s flattering observation, Napoleon: The Path to Power is not a biography and should not be categorized or 
recommended as such. Describing this book as a conventional biography does a disservice to Professor Dwyer, creates 
expectations that his work cannot satisfy, and in general detracts from its quality and original contributions. Moreover, 
Dwyer did not intend to provide a new account of Napoleon’s military exploits. In fact, the book says little of Napoleon’s 
achievements as a military innovator and commander other than to clarify some enduring popular yet false perceptions. 
Instead, Dwyer has provided the best political history of Napoleon’s early life ever in any language. Readers are spared 
both a long polemic and pages of introductory drivel that fail to reveal the author’s casus belli. Employing a powerful 
prologue to establish his argument and capture his audience, Dwyer succinctly explains his motive: "Indeed, Napoleon 
contributed much towards constructing his own myth, from his youth even until he fell from power, when, while in exile, 
he dictated his memoirs to a group of disciples who took down his every word in the hope that his version of history 
would prevail" (p. 1). It is precisely this question that Dwyer answers: How did Napoleon and those around him construct 
his image and market it to whoever appeared interested? As Dwyer himself states, "The following pages are about 
understanding how Napoleon went about constructing his life, and how he constructed his own legend" (p. 8). 

Two major themes dominate the book. First, Professor Dwyer provides a superb study of Napoleon’s modern use of 

propaganda. The book expertly chronicles Bonaparte’s numerous media blitzes, reports to the government, self- 

aggrandizing use of the arts, and the resulting capture of French public opinion to the extent that the name Bonaparte 

became synonymous with that of a savior by 1799. Second, Dwyer employs the tools of psychobiography to reach the 

"understanding" of the forces that shaped Napoleon’s life and, at the same time, how Napoleon constructed his life. Rather 

than offer a traditional descriptive narrative, Dwyer places his central emphasis on Napoleon’s psychological motivation: 

his youth, upbringing, loves, hopes, fears, and, in particular, the darker aspects of his personality that drove him. 

Consequently, Napoleon: The Path to Power is first a political and iconographical history of Napoleon’s early life and 

second a psychological analysis of what Dwyer contends to be a conflicted young man. 

Critics of Dwyer’s methodology will have much fuel. On one hand, revealing that Napoleon relied on propaganda to 



promote himself does not constitute an epiphany and adds little to the literature that can be termed "new." Indeed, 
Napoleon was a "politician," and throughout western civilization extendh~g back to the Caesars of Rome "politicians" 
have harnessed the arts to magnify their glory and further consolidate their rule. On the other hand, psychobiography 
and its parent, psychohistory, have well-documented shortcomings. Psychoanalysis, which often does not enjoy the 
support of credible research, emphasizes speculation on psychological motivations and analyzes the subject after the fact, 
sometimes at the expense of conventional historical analysis. 

While acknowledging these specific criticisms that could be levied against Dwyer’s main themes, this reader found that 
first, the author bases his work on solid foundations and second, eighteenth-century historiographical trends bolster 
Dwyer’s correct interpretation of Bonaparte as a modern propagandist. To begin, Dwyer stops short of actually 
attributing Napoleon’s actions to psychological turmoil and instead suggests that Napoleon’s mood may have prompted his 
behavior at specific times. One example is Dwyer’s treatment of the massacre at Jaffa: "The massacre was committed from 
a position of weakness, that is, out of a desire to impose authority and to terrorize the opposing camp. Bonaparte must 
have hoped that news of the massacre would weaken any future resistance. To that extent it was a political act, but it also 
testifies to a complete disregard for human life bordering on the pathological, to an authoritarian, repressive style of rule 
that did not originate in the ’Orient’ but which already existed, to an extent, in Corsica and which was certainly present 
h~ Italy. As for Bonaparte, it is impossible to say whether his lack of humanity was an inherent latent trait that had now 
come to the fore--had the realization that Josephh~e was unfaithful made him even more callous and unfeeling towards 
those around him?--or whether he had simply become immune to suffering. There was now a ruthlessness about him that 
was taking alarming dimensions" (pp. 421-2~). While some could view this as a matter of semantics h~ which the mere 
suggestion amply substitutes for the direct accusation, and thus attack Dwyer for not being bold enough to openly and 
fully state his case, the author skillfully supports his notions with plenty of erudite research and critical historical 
analysis. Dwyer supports his 519 pages of text with over 1,500 endnotes. Quality does h~deed eclipse quantity, as the 
breadth and depth of the sources Dwyer consulted is nothing short of impressive. He bases his arguments on a thorough 
synthesis of published primary material supported by a smattering of archival documents. Regarding the overall picture 
of Bonaparte as a pioneer of modern propaganda, Dwyer provides numerous examples to support his claim. He finds that 
during the First Italian Campaign, "the accounts of the battles and the conditions h~ which they were fought, the missives 
that were regularly sent to the government and the people of Paris so that they were constantly kept abreast, were all 
techniques of self promotion. Bonaparte, in other words, was particularly adept at flaggh~g his own achievements. Other 
generals.., published their letters to the Directory in newspapers . . . but their accounts lacked the flair and excitement 
that Bonaparte was able to convey. Like so many modern-day administrators, they were not writing to be read . . . 
whereas Bonaparte was writing for the public, instinctively aware of the importance of the newspapers as a medium. 
Moreover, many of the so-called letters to the Directory were also printed as posters destined for the walls of various 
French towns" (pp. 206-207). "The interesting thing is that Bonaparte was perhaps the first figure h~ modern history to 
foster the illusion of avoiding public acclaim when his real goal was to attract it. It was a ploy that worked." (p. 323) The 
reason why this worked, and the reason why Napoleon was able to employ propaganda in a modern sense, was because of 
the existence of a politically-conscious, informed public opinion which the eighteenth-century produced. 

Dwyer’s extremely interesting prologue barely spans eight pages, yet a reader need only scan it to gain a complete 
appreciation for Dwyer’s methodology and to feel the full weight of his argument. To establish his thesis, the author uses 
the example provided by the combat on the bridge at Arcola on the banks of the Alpone River on 15 November 1796 
when troops under General Bonaparte’s personal command failed to cross a wooden bridge in the face of Austrian 
artillery. Using the words of not merely eyewitnesses, but the very officers of Bonaparte’s staff, Dwyer interprets the 
combat for what it was: a French failure. With the troops cowering behind dykes to shield themselves from the dreadful 
Austrian artillery, the French General Augereau grabbed a standard and charged the bridge followed by a handful of bold 
soldiers. After his small escort had been cut down, Augereau retraced his steps and escaped unscathed. Not to be outdone, 
Bonaparte repeated the scene, dragging his poor staff with him. Several fell and some received mortal wounds; intensified 
Austrian fire turned Bonaparte’s charge into a route. The general himself fell victim to the stampede of fleeing 
Frenchmen, falling into a ditch where he probably would have drowned had not his men fished him out. Dwyer cites 
General Joubert’s evaluation of the combat: "Never have we fought so badly, never have the Austrians fought so well" (p. 
3). 



After recounti~g the events at Arcola, Professor Dwyer turns to the core issue of the book: Bonaparte’s propaganda 

machine and the Napoleonic version of the "Big Lie." "This is not how the battle, described by Bonaparte as having 

decided the fate of Italy, or the behavior of the French troops, was presented to the public back home," writes Dwyer (p. 

3). The author notes how within a short time the roles of Augereau and Bonaparte became reversed in the story so that 

the former actually followed the latter’s lead. Dwyer concludes: "The cowardice, or common sense, depending on one’s 

point of view, of the troops was expunged entirely from the official report. Indeed, the fact that the attempted crossing 

failed was discreetly forgotten" (p. 4). Dwyer’s presentation of this evolution in the manner in which the events at Arcola 

were portrayed brings to mind Nazi veneration for the failed 1923 Munich Beer Hall Putsch. "The heroic image of 

Bonaparte successfully charging the bridge was transformed, within a short space of time, i~to a propaganda cornerstone, 

represented in countless engravings and paintings." Of course leading the way was Antoine-Jean Grogs Bonaparte at the 

Bridge of Arcola, "the first iconic painting of Bonaparte" (p. 4). As Dwyer concludes, the strength of the painting was not 

historical accuracy, but its ability "not only to allow people to recognize Bonaparte, but also to identify with him" (p. 5). 

According to the author, Bonaparte was able to use the First Italian Campaign to continue "the tradition of romanticizing 

and idealizing war" i~ order to feed the French public’s i~creasing need to worship "the ideal of the heroic individual. 

Bonaparte was instinctively able to exploit this need for the hero" (p. 7). 

From this stirring prologue, Dwyer brings the reader to Corsica and Napoleon’s childhood; 5oo pages later the book ends 
with the coup of Brumaire and Bonaparte’s rise to power as First Consul. Space does not permit a complete rendering of 
all of the author’s i~triguing and provocative points--there are many and they are all interesti~g--yet a few examples will 
suffice to describe the general tone of the book. Although the scant details of Bonaparte’s youth is excusable in light of 
the fact that Dwyer did not seek to write a biography, the absence of a detailed, insightful discussion concerning 
Napoleon’s education on Corsica as well as his relationship with Carlo and Letizia (especially the latter), remains a 
curious omission. Instead, Dwyer looks for the i~fluences that molded Bonaparte’s psyche. Concerning his father, the 
author concludes that "Carlo was ambitious, driven by a desire to get ahead socially" and that Napoleon sensed an 
"obsequiousness in his father towards people in authority. But it was, nevertheless, ambition, not sycophancy that Carlo 
passed on to his sons; they would never hesitate to approach the great and the powerful to solicit favors" (p. 16). In this 
regard, Carlo, once the close associate of the father of Corsican freedom, Pasquale Paoli, established close and beneficial 
relations with the French forces that occupied Corsica. Carlo’s "cooperation, or collaboration, was to be rewarded 
materially in a number of different ways . . ." (p. 25). Primarily, Carlo was able to secure appointments for his sons and 
daughters to the prestigious schools in France that were reserved for the children of the nobility. Napoleon went to 
military school rather than his older brother, Joseph, who was enrolled in the seminary at Autun. Dwyer dispels the 
popular belief that Napoleon received the appointment to military school because of his martial superiority over Joseph 
(oddly, Owen Connelly’s 1968 biography of Joseph Bonaparte is not included in the bibliography). As the author explai~s, 
i~ Corsica the church took precedence over the state, meaning that the first born was destined to be a member of the 
clergy. In France, however, the first-born would have been pursued a career in the military. Thus, "personal inclinations 
had absolutely nothing to do with the choice of careers: tradition, family contacts and lack of suitable alternatives did" (p. 

26) 

Equally important to Napoleon’s "construction" was Carlo’s "cooperation or collaboration" which sowed the seeds of 
turmoil in his son’s heart. Torn between his love for Corsica and his task at Brienne of assimilating himself to the people 
who conquered and now ruled his native land, the young Napoleon succumbed to depression, according to Dwyer. He 
describes Napoleon’s state of mind while at Brienne as "melancholic" (p. 38). Carlo’s death on 24 February 1785, contends 
Dwyer, "brought no external outpouring of grief’ on Napoleon’s part (p. 39). In fact, the author cannot find any 
h~dication that Carlo’s death adversely affected Napoleon. "This does not mean that Bonaparte did not love his father, but 
it is safe to say that his feelings were ambivalent." Dwyer also speculates that this ambivalence may have been caused by 
"deeper, underlying reasons. It is possible Bonaparte resented his father, even if unconsciously, for having sent him away. 
¯ . so many years ago" (p. 39). Dwyer, who suggests that Napoleon may have been "embarrassed by his father’s social 
position, or rather his lack of it," concludes that Napoleon’s view of his father bordered on the "disdainful" (pp. 40-41). 
Finally, Dwyer reiterates Connelly’s position concerning the popular belief that Napoleon assumed the role of head of the 
family after Carlo’s death simply because Joseph was weak. Although the author provides no source documentation to 
support it, he asserts that the dying Carlo tasked Joseph with devoting "himself to his family duties." Unable to break his 
promise, Joseph left France, forgoing a career in the military (he had left the seminary) and returned to Corsica. However, 



he still needed formal preparation for a career and so enrolled at the University of Pisa in Tuscany. Dwyer speculates that 
"this is perhaps why Bonaparte took an active role in family affairs" (p. 42). 

Although Dwyer forgoes an in-depth analysis of Bonaparte’s young years on Corsica, he does provide a satisfactory 
description of Napoleon at Brienne. This period of Napoleon’s life is rich with barely substantiated stories that fill the 
pages of popular biographies. In an interesting tactic, Dwyer does not waste his time attempting to prove or disprove 
stories whose sources "are unreliable" and "written many years after the fact." He spares the reader an investigation of 
these stories and their sources, and instead comes to the conclusion that "Napoleon was probably a loner, a marginal 
figure. There is nothing to indicate the contrary .... This is not to say that... Napoleon didn’t have a relatively normal 
childhood. What it does show is that, in the face of tremendous difficulties, Napoleon could adapt and flourish" (p. 31). In 
fact, Dwyer asserts that "the point is not whether these and other stories are true.., nor so much what they may or may 
not tell us about Napoleon as a child, but rather what they tell us about the way Bonaparte, as adult, wanted to be seen, 
and how Bonaparte’s childhood was mythologized over the years" (p. 3o). In addition, the author cautions that the 
popular image of Napoleon at Brienne as a disadvantaged, "asocial loner, picked on by his fellow students, who displayed 
martial virtues--including stoicism and selflessness--is, in some respects, a political image that needs, accordingly to be 
treated with a certain amount of skepticism" (pp. 31-32). According to Dwyer, Napoleon and/or his supporters 
purposefully fabricated "the image of an outsider who had been chosen by destiny in childhood to play a great role and 
whose heroic potential was evident even as a boy" (p. 31). 

We see the next step in Napoleon’s evolution take place at Auxonne in 1788 on the eve of the Revolution. "Bonaparte was 

becoming much more communicative, much more confident, and it was undoubtedly this confidence that made him 

amenable to chatter. This character trait was to last right up to the First Italian Campaign in 1796 .... At Brienne and 

the Ecole militaire, his manner was more forced: he was a foreigner .... At Valence and Auxonne he seems to have been 

happier, perhaps not as hard on himself. He was, in short, enjoying his youth for the first time..." (p. 49). Returnh~g to 

Corsica, the turmoil of the Revolution soon followed Bonaparte to his island paradise. Dwyer provides detailed yet 

succinct coverage of the revolution in Corsica, making the poh~t that Corsicans were "fighting to become an integral part 

of France and to break any obstacles that prevented this from happening" (p. 57). Dwyer of course chronicles Napoleon’s 

h~volvement, claiming that "on 30 November 1789, a letter drawn up in Ajaccio, probably inspired by Bonaparte, stating 

that the troubles in Corsica stemmed from the uncertainty about the island’s future," was read to the National Assembly 

(p. 61). This reviewer would have liked to see some definitive substantiation of the statement: "probably inspired by 

Bonaparte." Regardless, when news reached Corsica that on that same day the National Assembly had declared Corsica 

an integral part of the French kingdom, Napoleon hung a banner stating: [#i’ve la nation, rive Paoli, rive Mirabeau. Dwyer 

views this as an "apparent evolution in Bonaparte’s thinking on France and Corsica. If outwardly he had integrated h~to 

French society, inwardly he still defined himself in opposition to the French" (p. 62). "When Bonaparte now cried ’Ui’w 

Mirabeau’ alongside his customary ’Uive Paoli’, it was the first instance of his identifying with the French, rather than 

rejecting them as he had done so emphatically up until now. This does not mean that he had become French--he was still 

Corsican above all else--but he was now identifying for the first time with Corsica and France" (pp. 64-65). 

Dwyer arrives at some of his more profound conclusions by analyzing the essays Bonaparte penned at this time, such as 
the 1789 short story Nouvelle Corse. "the violence running through this and other stories is particularly noticeable. There 
are any number of ways of explaining this: as a literary artifice to heighten sympathy for the victims; as a normal 
outpouring of aggression on the part of a young man; as a cultural expression of revenge (the Corsican vendetta); or as a 
comparatively simple expression of rage against all those whom he felt had hurt him (his parents, the French)" (pp. 63- 
64). Related to this and of course later in his life is the deep impact Josephine’s infidelity had on Napoleon. "It is fair to 
say that, from this point on, a change came over Bonaparte. He may not have lacked barefaced ambition before this 
revelation, but much of that ambition had been directed towards impressing, if not pleasing his wife. To an extent, 
therefore, he had been motivated by romantic ideals rather than ruthless political goals. That was about to change" (pp. 

377-78). 



Philip Dwyer has made a considerable contribution to Napoleonic historiography. While his conclusions about 
Bonaparte’s use of propaganda are solid, his use of psychohistory to "construct" Napoleon is less convincing but 
extremely thought-provoking. Some will find themselves agreeing with Professor Dwyer’s suggestions and speculations, 
while others, particularly apologists, will be horrified by how the author portrays Bonaparte as a Hitler-like psychopath 
in his megalomania and disregard for human life. Perhaps too advanced for students, this book is a must read for doctoral 
candidates and specialists in the field and will remain authoritative for the foreseeable future, particularly for its 
treatment of a variety of subjects that could not be discussed in this review, such as Napoleon’s interactions with his 
siblings, his relationship with the Directory, the invasion of Egypt, and the coup of Brumaire. Many will come away from 
reading this work with a completely different view of Napoleon than when they first opened the book. Professor Dwyer 
should be commended, and we can only hope that the second volume is just as good. 

Michael V. Leggiere 
University of North Texas 
michael.leggiere@unt.edu 
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Philippe Bordes, Jacques- Louis David: Empire to Exile. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, in association with 

the Sterlh~g and Francine Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, Mass., 2005. xvii +379 pp. 80 color and 88 black and white 
illus., notes, bibliography, and h~dex. $ 5o.oo U.S. (pb). ISBN o-9311102-60-x. 

1Review by Heather McPherson, University of Alabama at Birmingham. 

Philippe Bordes’s meticulously researched catalogue, published in conjunction with the exhibition, Jacques-Louis David. 

Empire to Exile, on view at the J. Paul Getty Museum Los Angeles, and the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, 
Williamstown in 2oo5, provides an illuminating account of David’s post-revolutionary career and the complex multi- 
layered relationship of art, politics, and history during the Napoleonic era. In particular, the exhibition highlights the 

range and complexity of David’s late work which has only come to be appreciated in the last twenty years (p. x). David’s 
reputation as a leading proponent of Neoclassicism has long rested primarily on his heroic history paintings from the 
178os. One of the catalogue’s particular strengths is Bordes’s encyclopedic knowledge of French history and visual 
culture of the revolutionary and post-revolutionary period. Drawing on recent rediscoveries and new archival sources, 
including unpublished letters by David and the administrative correspondence of Vivant Denon, he is able to offer a more 

complete and nuanced account of art and cultural politics under the Empire (pp. xi-xii).~l~ Empire to Exile offers a 
compelling revisionist account that sheds new light on the last twenty-five years of David’s artistic career. Beginning 

with his determined Self-Portrait of 1794~, holding a brush and easel, painted while he was in prison, and concluding with 
Frangois 1Rude’s posthumous bust of the artist (1826-31), Bordes’s exemplary catalogue enriches and complicates our 
understanding of David’s creative imagination and his modernity and seeks to redefine his place within early nineteenth- 
century art. 

Bordes’s scholarly but very readable catalogue contextualizes and supplements the exhibition it documents by discussing 
(and illustrating) numerous works that were not on display. That is particularly useful since David’s largest most 
ambitious canvases painted under the Empire, namely The Coronation of Napoleon and Josephine (1805-08), The Distribution 

of the Eagles (1808-10), and Leonidas at Thermopylae (1814~) could not be lent.~2~ The catalogue, which is organized 
chronologically and thematically, is divided into seven sections each of which includes an essay outlining the broader 
historical and artistic context, followed by detailed catalogue entries for each of the twenty-seven paintings and twenty- 

nine drawings in the exhibition. The opening essay, "Art after Politics," succinctly traces David’s remarkable self- 
reinvention and transformation as a painter in the 1790s following his release from prison in 1795. That shift is 
exemplified by the Intervention oft he Sabine l/Uomen (1799), with its timely message of national reconciliation and its 

Greek-inflected style and heroic nudity. Under the Directory David’s interest in fashion and luxury goods surfaced in his 
portraits notably those of Madame de Verninac and Madame 1R~camier, the celebrated beauty and salonni~re, which 
remained unfinished. When David exhibited the Sabines in 1799 he charged an admission fee, boldly asserting the 
independence of genius and the artist’s right to charge the public for viewing art in an evolving increasingly market- 
driven system. [3] 
The next two sections, which discuss David’s service under Napoleon and portraits of the Consulate and Empire, form 
the centerpiece of the catalogue. "In the Service of Napoleon" evenhandedly reexamines David’s complex, often 



frustrating artistic collaboration with Napoleon, which Bordes cogently characterizes as a "parallel strategy of recovery 
and cover-up," in which David sought to put the Terror behind him and Napoleon strove to efface the memory of his 

ruthless rise to power (p. 20). David’s enthusiastic embrace of Napoleon has often been denounced as opportunistic and 
sycophantic but, as Bordes shows, David both ably served Napoleon and created art that resisted or circumvented 
politics. Against the shifting terrain of war and politics, Bordes scrutinizes the elusiveness and instability of Napoleon’s 
image in the myriad portraits he commissioned, focusing on the complex history of the Coronation of Napoleon aria 
Josephine and the Distribution of the Eagles’. As Bordes reminds us, despite his preeminence, David did not work in artistic 

isolation and was obliged to compete with his peers, notably his pupil, Antoine-Jean Gros, whose General Bonaparte at 

Arcole (1796) became the emblematic image of Bonaparte as military hero. By contrast, David’s project for a whole-length 
portrait (c.1797-98) was never completed.[4] Ironically David’s iconic depiction of Bonaparte as conquering hero in 
Bonaparte Crossing the Alps at Grand Saint-Bernard (1800-01), was commissioned by Charles IV, kh~g of Spain, rather than 

Napoleon himself. [5] In this brilliant propagandistic portrait steeped in historical fiction, art and politics are thoroughly 
conflated. With the declaration of the Empire in 1804, David was named first painter to Napoleon. Of the four ceremonial 
pictures he was commissioned to paint, only two, the Coronation and the Eagles, were completed. The history of the 
Coronation and the transformations it underwent is indicative of the artistic rivalries and court politics with which David 
contended and the compromises he was obliged to make in the service of Napoleon. [6] When it was finally exhibited in 

1808, the Coronation was an immense success. Napoleon was dazzled by its visual impact and dramatic sweep, and 

spectators were transfixed by David’s illusionistic restaging of the coronation. David’s other iconic image, The Emperor 

Napoleon in His" Study at the Tuileries (1811-12), commissioned by the 10th duke of Hamilton, forms a civic pendant to 

Bonaparte Crossing the Alps. Rather than a dashing military hero, the emperor is pictured as a hardworking enlightened 
statesman toiling through the night to complete the Civic Code. 
Though officially categorized as a history painter, David painted portraits throughout his career. From the 1790s on, 

portraiture came to occupy an increasingly prominent place within his oeuvre. Furthermore, as Bordes points out, David 
took an unconventional attitude toward his portraits and was keenly aware of their value as artistic statements and their 
exchange value (pp. 125-27). Although many of the portraits he painted under the Consulate and the Empire were of 
family and friends, he received high fees for portrait commissions. In his portraits, especially his portrayals of women, 
David was confronted with the dialectic between idealism and objective observation. Ranging from the sober, reductivist 

Portrait of Cooper Po, rose (1802), a lucrative private commission, to the dazzling official portrait d’apparat of Antoine 
Frangais in full court regalia, his portraits provide an invaluable historical and personal record. Although David’s 
portraits have attracted the attention of scholars in recent years, they remain an understudied aspect of his art that merits 

further investigation. In the 1810s David also painted a gallery of family portraits that are direct and unflattering in 
their unvarnished realism. Unlike the majority of his contemporaries, David valued portraits as artistic and historical 
statements grounded in visual truth. It is in his portraits especially that he boldly manifests his modernity through his 
directness, psychological intensity, and technical virtuosity. 
In "Antiquity Revisited," Bordes considers David’s complex and evolving engagement with antique forms and themes 

after 18oo. Works such as The Anger of Achilles (1819), with its dramatic close-up format, cropped life-size figures, and 
unresolved psychological tensions, highlight his capacity for artistic renewal and his sometimes disquieting recasting of 

the antique in modern terms. In Cupid and Psyche (1817), in which realism and myth uneasily co-exist, the snarky Cupid 
seemingly smirks at the viewer. David’s propensity for experimentation and reinvention is particularly evident in his late 
drawings, which are discussed in greater detail in Dorothy Johnson’s and Mark Ledbury’s essays in the symposium 
proceedings. These intense autonomous drawings, which explore the extremes of expression, have long perplexed 

scholars and resisted interpretation. With their heavy stumping and rejection of grace and finish, they challenge 
preconceptions about the practice and significance of drawing for David. His forceful yet oddly disjunctive t~tes 

d’expression, primarily drawn from memory, remain perhaps his most enigmatic works. 
The final two sections are devoted to" Portraits in Exile" and "The Image of the Artist." Following Napoleon’s defeat at 
Waterloo, David lived in exile in Brussels until his death in 1825. Like the late drawings, the portraits painted in 

Brussels pose perplexing problems of context and interpretation. Although Bordes links David’s intensified 
preoccupation with color to Flemish influences, he does not fully address the question of David’s late style as evidenced in 
works such as the double Portrait of Z&,a[de and Charlotte Bonaparte (1821) or Mars" Disarmed by Uo, us (1824). The impact 

of exile and David’s production from the Brussels period, which were examined by a number of speakers at the 
symposium, clearly merit further scholarly investigation. 
Empire to Exile, which builds on and complements the encyclopedic 1989 Paris retrospective, rectifies many 

misconceptions about David’s post-revolutionary career and demonstrates the aesthetic range and complexity of his late 
works.[7] In particular, it highlights David’s constant reinvention as an artist and his complex engagement with the 
past, enhancing our understanding of how David responded to and negotiated the abrupt political and social changes that 
swept across France in the early nineteenth century. Bordes’s splendid catalogue and the exhibition it accompanied have 
established a new benchmark for reevaluating David’s post-revolutionary works, too long relegated to the margins of art 

history. It is an essential resource for scholars of French art and culture that will serve as a springboard for further 
investigations of David’s late work and the recognition of his seminal and still under-appreciated position in the history 



of portraiture and early nineteenth-century art. 

NOTES 
[1] Philippe Bordes and Mark Ledbury are preparing a critical edition of David’s writings. 
[2] Drawings and preparatory studies for the Coronation, the Eagles, and Leonidas were on display. David’s last major 

work, Mars" Disarmed by Venus and the Graces" (1824), was also missing. Several key portraits, notably those of Emmanuel- 
Joseph Siey6s and Alexandre Lenoir, both painted in 1817, were also absent. Many of these lacunae were taken up at the 

symposium cosponsored by the Getty Research Institute and the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, held 24-25 
June 2005 at the Clark in Williamstown, Mass. See Mark Ledbury, ed., David a~er David: Essays" on the Later I/Fork 
(Williamstown, Mass: Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, distributed by Yale University Press, 2007). 

[3] In the booklet he distributed to visitors, David invoked the model of the greater freedom enjoyed by English artists 
and the "noble independence that suits genius" as justification for his innovative exhibition venture (p. 20). 
[4] The project is known through a recently discovered sketch (1796-97; Mus~e du Louvre) that documents David’s 
early fascination with Bonaparte. David originally intended to paint a canvas celebrating the Battle of Lodi. 
[5] Though not commissioned by Napoleon, David’s heroic depiction met with his approval. Five versions of the 

composition were painted, one of which hung at Saint-Cloud and another in the library at the Invalides. 
[6] As David’s preparatory studies attest, he originally intended to represent Napoleon crowning himself as he in fact 
did. David modified the controversial pose and instead represented a chivalrous Napoleon holding the crown over 
Josephine’s head. 

[7] See Antoine Schnapper, Arlette S~rullaz, and Elisabeth Agius-d’Yvoire, eds. ,Iacques-Louis David 1748-1825. Exh. cat. 
(Paris: t~ditions de la R~union des mus~es nationaux, 1989). 

Heather McPherson 

University of Alabama 
hmcphers@uab.edu 
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Editor’s Book Ann.: Le Second Triomphe du roman du XVIIIe siecle 

[Announcing...] 

Le Second Triomphe du roman du XVIIIe sl~c/e 
Ed. Philip Stewart et Michel Delon 

SVEC 2009:02 
ISBN 978 0 7294 0956 8, vii + 298pp, £60 / �70 before tax (hors taxe) / $90 

Une ~quipe internationale de sp~cialistes r~examinent la contribution apport~e par diff~rentes approches critiques du 
roman: I’histoire culturelle et I’histoire de I’imprimerie, I’analyse textuelle et rh~torique, les ~tudes sur le genre et sur la 
traduction. Ces ~tudes d~montrent que le roman ne peut pas se r~duire ~ une seule caract~ristique, mais que son 
importance et I’int~r~t qu’il suscite perdurent en raison de la diversit~ m~me de ses formes, du langage qu’il utilise et 
des sujets innovateurs qu’il aborde. 

TABLE DES MATIERES 

PHILIP STEWART et MICHEL DELON, Introduction 
I Discours 
MICHEL DELON, Le d~tail, le r~el et le r~alisme dans la perspective fran~aise 

JAN HERMAN, MLADEN KOZUL et NATHALIE KREMER, Crise et triomphe du roman au XVIIIe si~cle: un bilan 
NATHALIE FERRAND, La lecture du roman 
SUZAN VAN DIJK, La lecture f~minine: les correspondantes d’Isabelle de Charri~re comme t~moins 
KRIS PEETERS, Bakhtine et la question du roman: de I’autre c6t~ du dilemme 
II Formes de I’~dition 
UGO DIONNE, Livres et chapitres: la division du roman des Lumi~res 
CATRIONA SETH, Les miroirs du roman 
PHILIP STEWART, Traductions et adaptations: le roman transnational 

ANGUS MARTIN, La survie des textes romanesques du XVIIIe si~cle: I’enseignement des r~ditions 

CHRISTOPHE MARTIN, L’~mergence d’un nouvel objet de recherches: le roman illustr~ au XVIIIe si~cle 
III Contextes 
BENOIT DE BAERE, La fiction et I’histoire naturelle au si~cle des Lumi~res: fonctions, enjeux, dangers 

MLADEN KOZUL, Du roman et de la religion au XVIIIe si~cle: observations sur les fictions th~ologiques 
ERIK LEBORGNE, Destins de femmes et R~volution dans I’oeuvre romanesque d’Isabelle de Charri~re 
JEAN-PAUL SERMAIN, Roman et presse au XVIIIe si~cle 

Published as part of the SVEC(Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century) book series by the Voltaire 
Foundation. 

For further information on this and other SVEC titles, go to http://www.voltaire.ox.ac.uk 
To place an order or for further information, please contact email@voltaire.ox.ac.~Jk 

Philip Stewart 
Benjamin E. Powell Professor Emeritus 

of Romance Studies and Literature 
Box 90257 
Duke University 
~stewar~@dukeoedu 
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Author’s Book Announcement: Abb~ Pr~vost between Novel and Newspaper 

Dear list subscribers, 

I am pleased to announce the publication of my book. 

Please see the publisher’s announcement below for further details. 

Best, 

Rori Bloom 
ribloom@ufl.edu 

NEW from BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS w~,w.bucknell.edulur~iversit52press 

Man of Quality, Man of Letters: The Abb~ Pr~vost between Novel and Newspaper 

Best known for the short novel Manon Lescaut, Antoine-Frangois Pr~vost was also the author of a dictionary, 
several important translations, an extensive corpus of historical writing, a dozen novels, and more than twenty 
volumes of journalism. While much of his fiction is reminiscent of the adventure 

stories of baroque novelists, Pr~vost’s nonfiction expresses an encyclopedic ambition that prefigures the 
intellectual enterprises of the philosophes. In her exploration of the tension between his novelistic and 
journalistic writing, Bloom argues that Pr~vost’s novels evoke established and even archaic attitudes toward 
authorship, while his newspaper elaborates a new understanding of the roles of author and public. With 
exemplary scholarship, Man of Quality, Man of Letters juxtaposes Pr~vost’s novels and newspaper in order to 
analyze the sophisticated literary strategies through which this author constructed his complex professional 
identity. 

Rori Bloom is an assistant professor of French in the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at the 
University of Florida. 

$47.50; hardcover. TO ORDER: Associated University Presses ¯ aol.com ¯ (609) 655-4770 
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Book Anouncement 

Subj ect: Book Announcement 
From: Jo Margadant scu.edu> 
Date: Fri, 06 Feb 2009 11:31:18 -0800 
To: H-France <h-frar~ce~ostrich.uakron.edu> 

I have been asked by Emmanuel Fureix to announce the publication of his path-breaking, prize-winning 
doctorat d’~tat entitled La France des larmes: Deuils politiques it l’~ge romantique (1814-1840). You will find 
below a description of its contents, information for ordering the book, and a site to the recent compte rendu in 
Le Monde. 

Comment lire le politique it travers le culte rendu aux grands morts, h~ros ou martyrs ? ~ l’~ge romantique, 
de la Restauration des Bourbons au retour des cendres de Napoleon (1814-1840), au moment o/~ la dignit~ des 
morts est r~affirm~e, o/~ les larmes sensibles sont valoris~es, Paris r~sonne de ces deuils dynastiques, ~tatiques, 
contestataires, voire insurrectionnels qui disent 
les fractures et les efforts de r~conciliation d’une soci~t~ avec elle-m~me. 

Une g~n~ration apr~s la R~volution, en plein apprentissage de la vie parlementaire, les affrontements 
politiques s’expriment par des pantheons rivaux, des m~moires contradictoires et des rites concurrents. Le deuil 
des victimes de la R~volution vise it exorciser le r~gicide dans une improbable expiation nationale. Les 
fun~railles dynastiques des Bourbons (duc de Berry, 
Louis XVIII) c~l~brent le seul sang royal, quand le r~gime de Louis-Philippe << bricole ~ un deuil national 
r~conciliateur - celui de Napoleon ou des insurg~s de 1830 -, au risque de voir se retourner cette m~moire 
contre lui-m~me. Dans le m~me temps, des fun~railles d’opposition permettent it des exclus de la politique de 
p~n~trer par effraction dans le cours de l’histoire. Des foules en deuil traversent la capitale et inventent 1’<< 
enterrementmanif ~ autour de la d~pouille du g~n~ral Foy, de Benj amin Constant, du g~n~ral Lamarque ou de 
La Fayette. L’impossible deuil des vaincus, de Napoleon aux insurg~s tomb,s sur les barricades, parvient aussi 
it percer dans l’espace public populaire. La France des larmes, it travers ces deuils concurrents, propose un << 
~tonnant voyage ~ (Alain Corbin), une immersion complete dans des gestes, des mots, des ~motions qui 
sugg,brent une autre mani~re d’~crire l’histoire politique. 

Ancien ~l~ve de I’E.N.S. Ulm, Emmanuel Fureix est maitre de conferences en histoire contemporaine. 
I1 enseigne it l’Universit~ Paris XII et it I’I.E.P. de Paris. Sa th~se a obtenu le prix John-Jaff~ 
2004 (Lettres et Sciences humaines) de la Chancellerie des Universit~s de Paris. 
(en vente dans les bonnes librairies ou it d~faut chez l’~diteur) 
~vw.charnp-vallo~.corn 
info       -vallon.com 

For a recent compte-rendu in Le Monde see: 

~ ~//www.~ern~nde.~?/~i~res/a~ic1e/2~9/~2/~5/~a-~ance-des-~arrnes-deui~s-~ues-a-~-a~e-r~rnantic~1ue- 
1814-1840-d-ernmanue~-fureix 1150927 32(~0.htrn!) 

Jo B. Margadant 
Santa Clara University 
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archival historical research in France 

Though not specific to the AN, there is a great overview for French archives that explains all the terms, where 
things are, how to search, et cetera in Th~r~se Chamasson’s Histoire de l’enseignement XTXe - XXe sibcles: 
Guide du chercheur. A new edition came out at the end of 2006. The contents extend far beyond what the title 
suggests. 

Jan Marquardt 
Eastern Illinois University 
<jtmarquardt@eiu.edu> 
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H-France Forum, Volume 3, Issue 4 (Fall 2008), No. 1 

Vivian R. Gruder, The Notables and the Nation. The Political Schooling of the French, 1787-1788. Cambridge, Mass. and 
London, Harvard University Press, 2007. x + 495 pp. Map, illustrations, appendices, notes, index. $59.95 (hb.) ISBN 978 
0 674~ 0~534~ 9. 

Review essay by Jo~l F~lix, University of Reading. 

Ce livre rassemble, de mani6re commode, l’essentiel des articles que Vivian Gruder a publi~s, entre 1984 et 1993, sur le 

processus de politisation de la soci~t~ frangaise ou, dit avec les mots de l’auteur, la mani6re dont les Frangais sont entr~s 

en R~volution au cours des deux armies 1787 et 1788. Ces articles sont augment~s de contributions in~dites qui 

repr~sentent plus de la moiti~ du volume et qui, ensemble, lui donnent une v~ritable coherence. 

Dans ses grandes parties, le livre refl~te l’environnement historiographique dans lequel l’auteur a travaill~ : le 
r~visionnisme des ann~es 1970, en particulier sur la noblesse et les ~lites, et, plus encore, l’histoire culturelle, le tout 

mfitin~ d’une volont~ r~solue de se pencher sur les << ordinary people >~. Une telle approche n’est pas sans rappeler les 
travaux d’une autre historienne am~ricaine, ~galement passionn~e par la France de la fin du dix-huiti~me si~cle, Edna 
Lemay, qui cherchait elle aussi h atteindre ceux qu’elle appelait les <~ silencieux ~ dans le sein des d@ut~s aux Etats 
g~n~raux plut6t que de s’enferrer dans les grands textes ou discours fondateurs de la modernit& On discerne donc dans ce 

livre une tension h l%gard de certains auteurs, comme Siey~s qui est syst~matiquement repouss~ de la main (trop grand 
pour 8tre vrai ?), et plus encore Tocqueville qui, s’il apparait d~s la premiere ligne pour justifier le projet d’une ~tude ces 
deux ann~es 1787-1788, autrefois appel~es pr&r~volutionnaires, n’est ensuite cit~ que pour 8tre contest& A moins qu’il 
s’agisse de simples formules rh~toriques, j’y vois personnellement des conflits entre l’histoire intellectuelle et l’histoire 
culturelle, entre l’histoire politique et celle de la culture politique. Si ces conflits d’interpr~tation demeurent sous-jacents, 

c’est essentiellement parce que l’auteur entend fonder sa d~marche sur l’utilisation syst~matique de sources originales - ce 
qui est tout h son honneur et rend humble face h la moisson de documents analys~s et r~colt~s au cours d’une vie. Cela dit, 
le mode d’exposition demeure fonci~rement litt~raire. Si le texte est fort bien ~crit, surtout dans les parties consacr~es h la 
culture, son caract~re empirique peut parfois lasser le lecteur averti, qui y trouvera cependant de nombreux petits tr~sors 
(exemples savoureux, citations in~dites, rapprochements inattendus). En revanche cette m~thode sera tr~s ~vocatrice pour 

saisir la complexit~ des probDmes de la soci~t~ fran~aise h la fin de l’Ancien R~gime et la richesse des connaissances 
accumul~es par des g~n~rations d’historiens. Dans la mesure off certains chapitres ont ~t~ r~imprim~s tels qu’ils ont ~t~ 
publi~s dans diverses revues historiques anglophones, le lecteur pourra regretter l’absence d’une mise h jour 
bibliographique mais a contrario savourer le moment historiographique de leur conception - une @oque extrSmement 
f~conde - et se rappeler certains articles qu’on ne lit plus. 
La premiere partie du livre est consacr~e aux deux Assemblies des Notables de 1787 et 1788. LoiIl d’Stre envisag~e sous 
l’angle traditionnel de la r~action nobiliaire, l’opposition des Notables aux projets du gouvernement, en particulier de la 
premiere assembl~e r~unie h l’instigation de Calonne en 1787 pour rem~dier au d~ficit du budget, devient, au contraire, 

sous la plume de l’auteur, le moyen par lequel des hommes d’horizons fort disparates, et a priori plut6t enclins h d~fendre 
l’Ancien R~gime, ont, en quelque sorte, transgress~ leurs pr~jug~s pour ~laborer, collectivement, une nouvelle conscience 



politique, annonciatrice de la R~volution et du patriotisme. Bien connu des historiens, le premier chapitre du livre est, h 
mon sens, Fun des plus passionnants. A travers une biographic politique br6ve mais nerveuse de quatre Notables au profil 

different, Vivian Gruder souligne la vari~t~ des experiences des hommes qui se retrouv6rent tl Versailles et qui mettent 
bien en ~vidence l’existence, par deltl le mod61e absolutiste, d’une vie politique (ou administrative) avant la R~volution. Ce 
chapitre lumineux fait regretter qu’il n’existe pas, tl ce jour, de prosopographie des Notables qui nous permettrait, sans 
doute, de mieux p~n~trer la culture politique de ces mar~chaux, ~vSques, maires de grande villes et autres Notables 
h~vit~s tl singer dans cette Assembl~e. Le second chapitre, qui est plus particuli6rement consacr~ aux d~bats de 

l’Assembl~e des Notables de 1787, est d’un acc6s plus difficile parce qu’il tente de r~sumer, en quelques pages, les travaux 
et r~flexions des Notables sur des r~formes assez complexes. Notons ici qu’un premier jet de ce chapitre paru sous forme 
d’article portait dans son titre une r~f~rence tl la R~volution am~ricaine << No taxation without representation >>, une 
allusion tl l’influence ~trang6re qui est quasiment absente dans ce livre. Ce second chapitre me semble trop mince pour 

rendre compte de la subtilit~ des arguments avanc~s par les divers bureaux, sans compter l%volution du contexte g~n~ral. 

Vivian Gruder, qui a une connaissance tr~s approfondie de la p~riode ~tudi~e et des sources, a le talent de susciter l’int~r~t 
du lecteur, qui, parfois, voudrait en savoir plus et reste un peu sur sa faim dans la mesure o~ le corpus consultS, tr~s 
impressionnant, demeure in~vitablement sous-exploit~ et toujours difficile d’acc~s (malgr~ la num~risation) en l’absence 

d’une recension syst~matique des textes ~tudi~s. On doit s%tonner, d’ailleurs, de ce qu’une assembl~e aussi importante 
dans l’histoire de France que celle des Notables de 1787 n’ait pas donn~ lieu h une publication savante des proc~s-verbaux 
de ses divers bureaux (du moins pour ceux qui existent),[1] sans compter les m~moires de Calonne pr~sent~s h Louis 
XVI qui, h ma connaissance, n’ont pas ~t~ r~dit~s depuis les travaux anciens de Hans Glagau.[2] Comme c’est le cas de 
l’ensemble du livre, les ann~es 1787-1788 semblent ~tre couples du travail que la monarchie avait entrepris sur elle-m~me 

depuis le milieu du si~cle au moins et que de nombreux travaux consacr~s aux r~formes du milieu du dix-huiti~me si~cle, 
il est vrai pour la plupart publi~s apr~s la r~daction des articles de Madame Gruder, ont analys~ de mani~re tr~s precise. 
Le dernier chapitre de cette premiere partie consacr~e aux Notables souligne, h mon sens, les limites d’une analyse 
r~visionniste de l’attitude des Notables en 1787 et 1788. Comment en effet concilier l’id~e qu’en 1787 les Notables ~taient 
les parangons du patriotisme qui allait d~faire l’Ancien 1R~gime et que ces m~mes Notables, h peu de choses pros, allaient 
seize mois plus tard s’affirmer les d~fenseurs du pire conservatisme et, dans le cas des princes, d’une contre-r~volution 
avant l’heure ? On peut ~videmment imaginer que la r~action des Notables a pos~ les jalons d’une mutation dans la 
culture politique qui a d@ass~ le programme limit~ de leurs initiateurs : la revendication (par les Notables) de formes de 
contr61e sur le gouvernement par le biais d’une participation politique d~bouchant sur le conflit avec le Tiers Etat au sujet 
de la representation. Vivian Gruder a sans doute raison de mettre en avant cette dimension. Pour ma part, j’aurais plut6t 

tendance h penser que les Notables n’ont pas chang~ d’une Assembl~e h l’autre, ou si peu, et que par delh des vell~it~s 
d’opposition ils avaient au fond d~jh c~d~, en 1787, {I la peur des consequences de leur opposition sur la stabilit~ du r~gime 
et pr~f~r~ abandonner h Louis XVI le soin de ramener l’ordre dans le pays, cela h cause de la nature de leur mandat, qui 
n%tait pas clair, et surtout, comme je crois l’avoir montr~, parce que le 1Roi, piqu~ au vifpar cette nouvelle r~sistance h son 
autorit~, d~cida de prendre les choses en main (avec la reine et l’aide d’un Notable, Lom~nie de Brienne, figeant ainsi 

l’opposition) avec les consequences que l’on sait.[3] Louis XVI aurait ainsi manque, comme je le pense, l’opportunit~ de 
conserver les Notables, ou du moins de les r~unir r~guli~rement, et jeter ainsi les raclnes d’une monarchie 
constitutionnelle, comme il s’y r~soudra, en vain, apr~s l%chec de sa querelle personnelle avec les parlements, en 
~tablissant une Cour Pl~ni~re. 

La seconde partie du livre entend ~tudier la politisation des fran~ais h travers l’analyse syst~matique de la production 
d’information politique au cours des ann~es 1787 et 1788, {I la fois dans ses manifestations mat~rielles (imprim~es, 
manuscrites, visuelles et festives ou ’r~bellionnaires’) et de leur r~ception par les Fran~ais, le tout avec la volont~ de 
distinguer, du sein de cette masse de concepts, d%motions et d’images sans precedent (je dirais au moins depuis 1763) des 
m~canismes d’acquisition/r~ception/appropriation (ou les ~ventuelles entraves) de mani~re h distinguer ce que le 

Fran~ais ordinaire avait lu, vu, entendu ou retenu, par opposition au ~ bourgeois ~ ou, comme les gouvernants les 
nommaient, les riches ~ oisifs ~ qui avaient le temps et les moyens de se d~lecter h la critique de leur temps dans les 
academies, salons, clubs, cafes et autres lieux de sociabilit~ dans la capitale et les provinces. 

A mon sens, les chapitres quatre h sept, qui sont construits sur un m~me module (introduction g~n~rale, analyse d~taill~e) 

auraient gagn~ h ~tre fondus en un seul chapitre, surtout pour ce qui concerne la presse p~riodique d~coup~e en tranches 
(presse nationale, presse ~trang~re de langue fran~aise, nouvelles h la main, etc.). Cette partie n’en forme pas mob, s une 
synth~se tr~s pr~cieuse qui fait le point des nombreux et excellents travaux consacr~s h la presse, en particulier pour cette 
p~riode complexe de transition entre la presse p~riodique d’Ancien R~gime et le journal r~volutionnaire. Le chapitre 
consacr~ aux lieux de la lecture et aux lecteurs est particuli~rement bon et forme une excellente synth~se. De m~me le 

chapitre sur les chansons et les representations figur~es sont tr~s int~ressantes. On regrette, encore une fois, que l’auteur 
n’ait pas song~ h donner, en appendice, ou ramass~ sous forme de tableaux, certaines informations, comme par exemple la 
liste des estampes produites en 1787-1788 ou leur description telle qu’elle apparalt dans certains textes qui demeurent 



d’un acc6s difficile, sauf tl r~sider tl Paris. Au total Vivian Gruder se place en porte tl faux avec l’id~e de la d~sacralisation 
de l’image du roi qu’elle consid6re comme ~tant le r~sultat des erreurs strat~giques du roi plut6t que d’un travail pr~alable 

de sape de la l~gitimit~ du souverain. Dans tous les cas, Vivian Gruder donne tl voir une image du roi qui - au contraire 
de celle de la reine honnie, mais seulement tl partir de 1787 (l’impact de l’affaire du Collier est ramen~ tl des broutilles) - 
est loin d’Stre uniforme.~ En r6gle g~n~rale, les deux derni6res parties du livre, par la profusion des exemples cites, la 
vari~t~ des angles d’analyse et le souci d’exhaustivit~, laissent parfois le lecteur un peu pantois en d~couvrant que tout et 
son contraire a ~t~ dit dans ces ann~es tumultueuses. 

D’o~) une troisi6me partie qui tente cette fois d’acc~der aux racines, au Fran~ais ordinaire, un terme que je trouve un peu 

g~nant d’autant que Madame Gruder souligne fort bien la vari~t~ des experiences (par exemple les patois et l’acc6s au 

franqais, les conditions socio-~conomiques, le degr~ d’alphab~tisation) mais qui n’en demeure pas moins valable dans une 

recherche consacr~e h la politisation de masse. Madame Gruder s’int~resse donc h ceux des artefacts qui ont pu vraiment 

h~fluencer les gens ordinaires ou que ces derniers avaient plus de chance de vouloir s’approprier. A cet ~gard il est 

amusant de noter qu’apr6s avoir pass~ en revue l’ensemble des genres litt~raires du temps, depuis le cat~chisme jusqu’~ la 

satire, Madame Gruder nous informe que le vrai best-seller fut le nouveau compte-rendu de Necker qui, a priori, semble 

moins passionnant que d’autres litt~ratures plus l~g6res.~5~ C’est ~videmment sans compter les intonations moralisantes 

du c~16bre Genevois, nous dit l’auteur, et, j’ajouterais, une dimension non n~gligeable qui est celle de la magie des chiffres. 

Au total, Necker (que certains paysans ~pel6rent Nequaire dans leurs d~lib~rations adress~es au gouvernement) apparalt 

dans ce livre comme la grande figure de la fin de l’ann~e 1788. Plus que le portrait du Roi, c’est le rappel de Necker qui fut 

repr~sent~ sur la majorit~ des estampes qui circul6rent alors. Et alors que Brienne avait ouvert la porte h la libert~ 

d%crire en appelant les autorit~s locales h manifester leurs rues sur la forme h adopter pour la convocation des Etats 

g~n~raux, les travaux de Madame Gruder soulignent que les Fran~ais ne se sont empar~s de cette possibilit~ qu’au mois 

de novembre 1788, lorsqu’il apparaissait que la seconde Assembl~e des Notables ne serait pas favorable au Tiers Etat. Sur 

bien des points, l’auteur corrige des appreciations erron~es, qu’il n’est pas possible de relever syst~matiquement ici mais 

qui concernent, par exemple, le degr~ de soutien des cours de justice tl la r~forme Lamoignon, l’interpr~tation de la 

d~cision de Brienne de juillet 1788, l’impact de la d~cision du parlement de Paris en septembre de la m~me annie, etc. Elle 

met en perspective des ruptures h venir, en particulier l’irruption de la caricature r~volutionnaire, encore largement 

absente des armies 1787-1788, malgr~ la fameuse representation de Calonne en singe-cuisinier dans le Buffet de la cour. 

Au total, ces deux derni~res parties du livre couvrent un panorama tr~s vaste de la production politique et de sa 

r~ception h la veille de la fameuse annie 1789. Si j’adh~re h la plupart des conclusions de Madame Gruder, 

fond~es sur une analyse des mots et de leur appropriation, je demeure sceptique quand h l’argumentation 

g~n~rale que la << libertY, l’~galit~ et la fraternitY, et la souverainet~ nationale n’~taient pas des concepts 

pr~existants qui initi~rent la crise r~volutionnaire mais qu’ils furent l’aboutissement r~sumant et cristallisant 

une experience politique pr~alable >>.~6~ Certes, il ne fait aucun doute que la crise initi~e par l’opposition des 

Notables a contribu~ h former la conscience politique des Franqais. Mon d~saccord provient essentiellement de 

la volont~ de l’auteur de limiter - ou refuser de consid~rer - l’impact des grands auteurs et grands acteurs dans 

la politisation, autrement dit la pens~e des Lumi~res et les futurs t~nors de la Constituante. A l’~vidence, les 

armies 1787 et 1788 sont marquees par une conjonction d’int~r~ts qui permit de donner une force 

extraordinaire h l’opinion publique, entendue ici comme construction intellectuelle. Cela dit limiter la 

politisation de masse h la crise des armies 1787 et 1788 est oublier tout ce qui s’est produit auparavant. On peut 

ne pas ~tre d’accord avec les conclusions g~n~rales des travaux sur la d~sacralisation de la monarchie, ils n’en 

demeurent pas moins fondus sur l’analyse de sources qui rendent compte d’un travail critique h l’oeuvre. La 

question des origines de la R~volution - d~jh si complexes en elles-m~mes - et l’image v~hicul~e h dessein que 

l’av~nement de Louis XVI marquait l’aube d’un monde nouveau sont h l’origine d’une c~sure dans l’histoire et 

l’interpr~tation de la fin du dix-huiti~me si~cle. Dolt-on vraiment oublier que si le nouveau compte-rendu de 

Necker ~tait l’ouvrage le plus populaire en 1788, les faux m~moires de l’abb~ Terray par Cocquereau figuraient 

d~jh au d~but du r~gne de Louis XVI sur la liste des best-sellers compil~e par R. Darnton ? Dans un m~moire 

adress~ au roi durant l’~t~ 1787, Malesherbes expliqua que la situation politique avait chang~ depuis Louis XV. 

Selon Malesherbes, h l’~poque de Louis XV c’~taient les parlements qui excitaient le peuple, alors qu’en 1787 

c’~tait d~sormais peuple qui poussait les parlements h la r~sistance. Malesherbes peut s’~tre trompS. Mais 

venant d’un homme qui avait traverse, comme beaucoup d’autres, les r+gnes, la r~flexion n’est pas h prendre h la 

l~g+re. A mon sens, elle invite h positionner bien avant 1787 la politisation de masse des franqais ou, en tout cas, 

h relier ces ann~es pr~-r~volutionnaires aux graves tensions du r+gne de Louis XV. La rumeur du pacte de 

famine - et les r~voltes frumentaires h la fin des ann~es 1760 - est, je crois, l’une des manifestations les plus 

notables d’une politisation qui m~lait la nouvelle pens~e ~conomique, les r~formes de la politique des grains et 

la r~action populaire en un moment de crises ~conomique et climatique. 



Quoiqu’il en soit, le livre de Vivian Gruder demeurera pour de longues g~n~rations d’historiens un ouvrage 
particuli~rement ~vocateur de l’exp~rience pour le moins extraordinaire de ces millions de Fran~ais qui 
entraient en R~volution. 

NOTES 

[1] Voir par exemple l’int~r~t du livre de Bernard Chevalier. Notons que Marie-Th6r~se Allemand-Gay a 
publi6 les manuscrits in6dits de Coeurderoy Un Magistrat lorrain au XUIIIe si~cle. Le Premier prdsident de 
Coeurderoy (Paris : L’Harmattan, 1997) et L’Assembl~e des Nolables de 1787 et l’Espril de R~forme. Lea" R~dTexions de 

Michel Joseph de Coeurderoy (Nancy : Presses Universitaires de Nancy, 2008). Pour l’int6r~t de ces sources voir le 
Journal de l’dssembl~e des nolables de 1787, par le comle de Brienne et l~tienne-Charles de Lom~nie de Brienne, publi6 
par Pierre Chevallier (Paris : C. Klinksieck, 1960). 

[2] Reformversuche und Sturz des Absolutismus in Frankreich (1774-1788) (Mtinchen : R. Oldenbourg, 1908), les documents 
annexes sont publiSs dans la langue originale. 

[3] Jo~l FSlix, Louis XKI et Marie-Anloinetle. Un couple enpolilique (Paris: Payor, 2006). 

[4] Une question abord~e par Vivian Oruder dans ~<The Question of Marie dnloinelle: The Queen and Public 

Opinion Before the Revolution ~, French Hislory 16:3(2002), pp. 269-298; et plus r~cemment par Simon 

Burrows, Blackmai~ Scanda~ and Revolution: London’s French (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006). 

[5] Sur le comple rendu au roi en 1781. Nouveaux ~claircissemens par M. Necker, 1788. 

[6] Ibid.,p. 291. 
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Review essay by William Doyle, University of Bristol. 

Ever since the Fifth International Congress on the Enlightenment in 1979 scholars interested in the transition between 
the Ancien Regime and the French Revolution have been aware that Vivian Gruder was working on the Assemblies of 

Notables of 1787 and 1788, their background and their significance. Over that time, a regular sequence of articles and 
conference contributions has announced her findings, and this book brings them all together. Seven of its thirteen 
chapters are in fact expanded or amended versions of previous articles. The footnotes present impressive evidence of 
exhaustive reading in the sources for the state of public opinion in France over the two years preceding the convocation 
of the Estates-General. Gruder’s mah~ conclusion is that the scale of political mobilisation effected during this period 

was so massive and unprecedented that it should be regarded as the first phase of the Revolution proper rather than 
merely the "pre"-revolution it was dubbed by Jean Egret over half a century ago. 

The text is divided into three sections. The first, and oldest in terms of the sequence of previous publication, consists ot 

three chapters on the Assemblies of Notables themselves, emphasising how their members saw themselves as 
deliberating under the eyes of a wider, critical public. Gruder insists that the first Notables were not simply concerned 
to defend entrenched privileges against reform of any sort. She shows how some of the most vocal and active members 
had given sustained and constructive thought to public affairs over the preceding years. The ins and outs of everyday 
politics in the Assembly are not her prime concern. She is much more interested in the Notables’ "mental world" (p.36). 

But this approach has its costs. Readers unfamiliar with the outline of events during and between the two Assemblies 
will struggle with allusions which crowd almost every page in this and the other two sections. The personal ambitions 
and antagonisms of the participants, which did so much to bring down Calonne and to motivate Brienne, are not 
discussed at all. Necker, not a member but a figure whose own ambitions and analyses hung over much of the first 
Assembly’s deliberations, receives only a fleeting mention. He gets more when it comes to the second Assembly, which 

after all was his idea. But there is very little sense of the turbulent developments between May 1787 and October 1788 
which had transformed the political situation completely, not to mention the simple fact that a significant proportion of 
the second Assembly’s members had not been in the first. So far from setting the scene, therefore, these three chapters 
read more like the disparate pieces they originally were than a sustained argument. 

There is much more coherence to the second, and much the longest, section, on "the Media and the Public." Each of the 
six chapters is devoted to a survey of one of the various channels by which the nation was informed about the Notables 
and the issues they were confronting. They cover newspapers, gazettes, French language journals of record and of 
opinion published abroad, nouvelles ~ la main, pamphlets, prints, and festivities marking the return of popular heroes like 

the magistrates of the exiled parlements, or the fall of unpopular ministers. Most of them, Gruder argues, reflected 



public opinion as much as they led or moulded it. What her analyses cumulatively show is a government steadily losing 
control of the media, even when it was trying, as in May to August 1788, to reassert it. It was also losing the argument, 

as a national consensus emerged in favour of entrusting the state’s problems to the wisdom of the Estates-General. Yet 
there was no marked loss of faith in either monarchy or the king personally. Gruder, quite rightly, has no time for that 
false friend of too many recent historians of the period, "desacralisation." The determination of the second Notables to 
stick with the Forms of 1613 for the organisation of the Estates deflected any potential discontent from the king 
towards the privileged orders who seemed to be obstructing his benevolent intentions. Loss of faith in monarchy would 
be the work of the 1Revolution, not one of its causes. On the other hand, emerging in tandem with the consensus was a 
reflex of intolerance towards disagreement which would fatefully mark so much of revolutionary discourse and underpin 
increasingly authoritarian policies and the drift towards terror. Here Gruder is much more in tune with recent fashions, 
rooting this ominous strain in centuries of Catholic intolerance and deep ancestral fears of division and civil war. 

Public opinion and its development, Gruder’s true quarry, emerge overwhelmingly as the preserve of the leisured and 
the educated. This is scarcely surprising intuitively, but a useful brief chapter on subscription lists and where and by 
whom the printed word was read provides firm evidence to confirm it. While disclaiming any aspiration to precision in 
light of the paucity of hard statistical information, this chapter nevertheless offers a useful summary of what we know 

about who the consumers of media were on the eve of the 1Revolution. Yet Gruder is anxious for more. She wants to 
kmow how far the political consciousness emerging during the terminal crisis of the Ancien 1Regime penetrated below 
the level of the formally educated. Two of the three chapters in the third section, "At the Grass [loots," look into this 
problem. One examines seventy pamphlets, broadsides and almanacs seemingly aimed, through their direct language, 
simple ideas, shortness and low price, at a more popular audience. It finds that they were very effective in mobilising 

opinion outside the elite behind the call for the Estates-General and, subsequently, the doubling of the Third and vote 
by head. They did not in themselves express some authentically independent popular voice, but the echoes they aroused, 
Gruder argues, can be found throughout the language and demands of Third Estate cahiers during the spring of 1789. 

And what about illiterate peasants, far from the centres of political action and often speaking and thinking in their 
impenetrable patois’? Gruder has only found two pamphlets specifically directed at rustics and claiming to express their 
concerns. She glosses them at length, but in the end has to admit that they can underpin no firm general conclusions. 

Once again, it is the cahiers which are invoked as evidence of prior peasant engagement with public issues. 

This is a book steeped in the sources and determined to convey the full subtlety and range of the opinions expressed in 

them. It is perhaps too anxious to get everything in. A highly unconvincing case is made, for example (p.l~O), for 
classing Simeon-Prosper Hardy’s famous manuscript diary "Mes Loisirs" as nouvelles ~ la main because it "may have 
been" available to the customers in his bookshop. Everybody who knows the period will agree that Hardy is a 
wonderfully quotable source for public affairs and their reception over this period and long beforehand, but the contents 
of his journal offer no evidence that they were intended for anything other than their author’s own satisfaction. Another 
example is the introduction of Necker’s _ddministration des" Finances in the middle of the chapter on ’popular’ pamphlets 

(pp. ~sS-S), on the tenuous grounds that this three-volume work was a bestseller and thus popular. This is to place far 
too much weight on the ambiguities of the word. Dense and full as the eighty-six pages of notes are, there is surely 
scope for banishing yet further material to them in order to unclog the text and make salient conclusions stand out more 
clearly. But never before has the ferment of public discussion unleashed by the convocation of the Notables been so fully 
anatomised. Gruder’s researches should banish once and for all the (never very persuasive) notion that it is enough to 

characterise the politics of this period simply as an aristocratic revolt. 

William Doyle 
University of Bristol 

William.Doyle@bristol.ac.uk 
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Review Essay by Nigel Aston, University of Leicester. 

For the last quarter of a century, Vivian R. Gruder has made the first Assembly of Notables the principal focus of her 

scholarly activity, and she returns to this theme with this fine book, The Notables and the Nation. Approximately half the 
chapters have appeared previously, but others are new, and these deal primarily with the rapid development of French 
political life in the eighteen months after the first Assembly was adjourned in May 1787. Taken as a whole, it constitutes 

an impressive summation of a distinguished body of work, and scholars working on the "Pre-Revolution" will find it 
impossible to ignore her findings and her claims, including the proposition that these years are not prior to the 
Revolution at all or any sort of prologue: they constitute its first act. That there was no aristocratic revolt will hardly be 
news for most historians. They might be more surprised at the spotlight so firmly placed centre-stage by Professor 
Gruder on "a broad and diverse public" (p. 157). Only the first three chapters concern themselves with the two 

Assemblies of Notables proper. All have appeared previously. It is their summons to meet at Versailles and advise the 
monarchy on its fiscal difficulties that Gruder points up as the beginning of the Revolutionary process leading on to a 
"path of widening political criticism" (p. 7) that was impossible for the authorities to reverse even if they had wanted to. 
Of course, by 1787 the place of the public in national life was essentially uncontested (beyond deciding what its authority 
was in relation to the king’s), and the Notables were keen to reach out and fashion "an image of themselves as spokesmen 

and defenders of the public" (p. 31) because they thereby underlined their own institutional significance. It remains hard 
to assess (rather harder than Gruder might concede) how far the Notables believed in public involvement in the life of the 
state as per se desirable; they certainly believed in their own indispensability to the public as its guardians and protectors. 
Gruder states that the Notables were representative of the elite, but it is unclear whether she believes that this was 
accidentally achieved; there is disappointingly little on the criteria adopted for selection of the Notables that might help 

to throw light on their "representativeness" of the ~lite. Gruder confines herself to laying bare the thoughts and opinions 
of archbishops Brienne and Boisgelin, Coeurderoy (the president of the parlement of Lorraine) and Joly de Fleury 
(procureur gdndral of the Paris parlement) on their roles in the Assembly. Much of this material will be familiar, and it 

would have been more gratifying to have learnt more about the perspective of the princes who were heads of the bureaux 
or some of the lesser luminaries in the membership. The client links of the Notables, both nationally and locally, remain 
to be systematically set out. 

Gruder talks of the "collective consciousness" (p. 32) of the Notables. That may be slightly overstated, but, as far the 

proceedings of the bureaux can be reconstructed, the Notables exhibited an institutional confidence that surprised most 

observers and perhaps even themselves. They had no time for Calonne’s identification of the "national interest" with his 

own; insisted on the need for consent to contentious public proposals and exhibited a suspicion of bureaucracy and secret 

h~fluence. So much--the subject of chapter two--is well-known, due in no small part to Gruder’s own researches. She 



claims that the Notables were in part echoing and giving vent with "renewed vigor to sentiments already long-lived and 
commonplace" (p. 57), but, if this was quite so much the case, it remains hard to explain how Calonne and the king 

imagined that it would not be thus. Gruder offers no pointers, but she does return to the key question of what constituted 
(popular) consent and its links to representation. The debate on the latter is well covered (p. 62fl) but the extent to which 
the Notables--and French political opinion more widely--were following the debates on the constitution in the United 
States, in Pittite Britain, and in the revolting provinces of the Habsburg Empire are overlooked, here as throughout the 
book. This is a book with politics at the centre; it is not one, alas, with much of a comparative feel to it. 

The first Assembly of Notables aligned itself with the nation at large, indeed urged a participatory role for propertied 
commoners in Provincial Estates and Assemblies throughout France; the second Assembly (November-December 1788) 
was fearful of public opinion and was anxious to shore up the position of the first two Estates by reinvigorating atrophied 

iuridical distinctions for political purposes between themselves and commoners. The bulk of The Notables and the Nation is 
devoted to explaining how that disconnection came about. Gruder is not treading chronologically in a bid to update Jean 
Egret’s classic text on these months. Instead, she painstakingly seeks out signs--and they were super-abundant--of 

political consciousness by looking at the literature, every kind of it, as writers held up mirrors to the public and then 
themselves reflected back that gaze. This second section,"The Media and the Public: Networks of Information, Opinion, 
Instruction," is the core of the book. 

Domestic newspapers were hamstrung from openly expressing views on politics until late 1788 when Necker removed 

most of the constraints. Nevertheless, editors had well-established devices in place to offer furtive commentaries on 

current events, and the summoning of the Assembly of Notables gave ample scope for historical reflections that stoked up 

constitutional expectations that the Franks could once again be a free people. Gruder devotes appreciable attention to 

manuscript newsletters such as the M&noires secrets, those private letters claiming to deal in (state) secrets that could be 

either printed or hand-written. This chapter on manuscript newsletters is a useful and original general essay based on 

some formidable research that confirms the work of Simon Burrows as to how much the nouvellistes were a powerful force 

in steering and reflecting public opinion throughout 1787-88 (as well as earlier).[1] In these months, she considers, the 

French public is found "not as monolithic whole" but rather made up of "different groups [that] formed, altered course, 

and [she adds portentously] became prepared for Revolution" (p. 149). Journalists were key agents in fostering this sense 

of participatory entitlement, as were the pamphleteers whose outpourings (the subject of chapter eight) acted as "a 

barometer of politics" (p. 169). 

Chapters nine and ten are dynamic and suggestive and have not appeared in any previous format. The first on readers 
and what Gruder calls "reading sites" lucidly clarifies the distinction between chambres de lecture and cabinets de lecture. Her 

own categories of "extensive" and "intensive" also come across as serious readers seeking engagement with politics rather 
than seeking refuge from its ubiquitous presence in France during the late 17808. And what of women readers and the 
extent of their political interests? Gruder is strangely neglectful of them and, more widely, of the gendered dimension to 
this emergent national politics. This absence is the more surprising as it would reinforce her central claim that 1787-89 
should properly be considered part of the Revolution. The second deals with the verbal, visual, and festive dimensions of 

Gruder’s "political schooling." She is exhaustive on the visual but insufficiently amusing about the jokes told about the 
Notables (could she not have shared some of them with her readers?), and her discussion of the rites of carnival in 
relation to the lived experience of the politics of 178788 adds a completely new dimension to our understanding of these 
key months. There is clearly scope for more extended consideration of the material culture produced during the "Pre- 
Revolution" along the lines attempted, for instance, by Eirwen Nicholson in her study of the Sacheverell Crisis in 

England of 1709-10. 

The last three chapters appear under the heading "At the Grass Roots" and have a slight sense of the leavings from the 
rest of the book. Chapter eleven on popular pamphlets has already appeared previously and contains themes and insights 
largely raised in Section Two, chapter twelve on the voices of the peasants, with its conclusion that there was "a contest 

for peasant support" (p. 322), is similarly known to scholars. It is chapter thirteen that is the highpoint of this trio. Here 
Gruder looks at meetings h~ administrative districts across the country between May 1788 and January 1789 and surveys 
the awakening of the Third Estate. She presents enough information to persuade all but the most sceptical that it was 
becoming proactive in its own right as well as reactive to royal orders relating to the Estates-General. However, it is too 
easily forgotten that this muscle flexing by the non-nobles was actually sanctioned by the government which had on 5 

July 1788 h~vited the nation to explore documents on Estates-Generals h~ the past and advise on the formation of a 
reconvened body. Gruder also seems unsure of the stability of this emerging political colossus: on p. 354 she refers to the 
group solidarity of the commoners. Two pages further on and one finds that they posses a "fragile group cohesion" (p. 
356). 

If these are loose ends, then they are suggestive and scarcely detract from the scale of Gruder’s achievement in The 



Notables and the Nation. This is a book that suggests the dynamism of a popular political culture that would no longer be 
imposed upon whether by ministers, magistrates or Notables and was incapable of imposing its own agenda. Since she 
sees a "grassroots democracy" at work (p. 336), Gruder disputes the view of Jean Egret and William Doyle that the 
opposition to the May Edicts of 1788 would in time have faded.[3] This position is certainly tenable, although it leaves 

the state bankruptcy out of the account and undervalues the importance of high political manoeuvrings. Given this 
degree of public consciousness and awareness, it is amazing how France’s unrepresentative government had managed to 
survive into the 17808 without insisting that alterations were engineered in the monarchy. Much is here presumed 
regarding the relative maturity of public opinion in 1787-88, almost no less so than in contemporary Britain. Gruder does 
not tell us how it came to be so. Here it emerges unbound in response to the first Assembly of Notables without any 

preliminary summary that might have drawn on the work, for instance, of scholars such as James Van Horn Melton, 
Mona Ozouf, Arlette Farge, Keith Michael Baker or Roger Chartier.[4] The author would have assisted some readers by 
some small reference at least to its evolution earlier in the century. She is aware that measuring the impact of these varied 
genres of texts on the public of the 178os--"known only through impressionistic observations of a few 
contemporaries" (p. 217)--is problematic, and yet she is occasionally guilty of insufficient caution herself. 

Her presentation and analyses are also overwhelmingly secular and the religious aspects of the political contest of 1787- 
88 are hardly considered. She offers a profound insight into how much harsh polemics antedated the Revolution with 
their "demonization of adversaries." This apparently represents "the scars of history and the imprint of religious 
culture" (p. 181), and yet we learn nothing of the latter, and it is at face value a lop-sided and unfair reading of Tridentine 

teaching ministry among the laity with its emphasis on the associated values of forgiveness and good-neighbourliness. 
Gruder is sure that sermons contained political messages (p. 261) but actually surveys only two of them. This is a 
surprising given the importance of the homily as a legitimate mode of discourse in pre-Revolutionary France. Likewise 
there is no consideration of the widely perceived providential dimension of the crisis or the role of the Church in 
moulding responses to it for a public that was made up of its parishioners. Gruder accepts that priests acted as key 

"cultural intermediaries" (pp. 304-5), but it might have been helpful for her to have focused on clerical political activity in 
regions where clergy were less supportive of change than the Auvergne and Dauphin& 

Religion may be largely absent from Gruder’s cultural presentation, but she does full justice to this society’s 
determination to be guided by what it understood had happened in the past: to look back was to look forward. There was 
an amazing proliferation of history manuals h~ these years with arguments from history and archival investigations 
positively encouraged by the Crown. Gruder appears to find this obsession with precedent slightly concernh~g and 
appears almost desperate to have explanatory recourse to the "Enlightenment" despite the absence of the philos@hes and 

their formulae from the literature. It is surely explicable that in a crisis of government that was predicated on 
constitutional recovery antiquarian delvh~g offered answers that general precepts of philosophy could not embody. This 
was a decade h~ which the appetite for constitutionalism was ubiquitous, and yet it was one the Crown was slow to 
recognise with ministers like Miromesnil imagining they were still living in the Versailles of the 16808 rather than the 
17808. The battle against representative assemblies was over and lost, but some of the Crown’s advisers remarkably slow 

to perceive that. Even Lom~nie de Brienne, one of the leading engines of opposition in the first Assembly of Notables, 
gave way to the absolutist impulse that could get the better of intelligent ministers. Had he, once Prh~cipal Minister, 
continued the Assembly instead of proroguing it there would have been an immediate easing of political tensions. For had 
the Crown but been able to tap into it, there was an overwhelming sympathy for the monarchy retained by the majority 
of the king’s subjects. Brienne proved incapable of strengthenh~g himself by cultivating the basic royalist sentiments that 

existed at a popular level, and Gruder makes clear that the average Frenchman wanted the end of absolutism but not an 
end to the reassuring comfort of the king as a father figure. It only required a popular politician like Necker to rekindle 
the connection between the nation and the sovereign, a politician attempting to bring the king out of hiding and to 
associate him with the constitutionalist ambitions of the majority population at a juncture when popular rage against the 
nobility and magistrates was determining Third Estate opinion. The problem for Louis XVI was so often that he did not 

(or could not) sufficiently distance himself from the aggressive traditionalism of other princes of the blood, expressed, for 
example, in the Mdmoire of December 1788 excoriath~g the claims of the Third Estate. 

Too much of this book is written with one eye on the Revolution though that may be excusable if one believes that the 
Revolution has already started. For Vivian R. Gruder, the "Political Schooling of the French" took place not in time of 
pre-Revolution but actual Revolution (or at least, one might say, quasi-Revolution). She sees, no later than early 1788, 

every indication that "a public of followers was becoming an autonomous public" (p. 158). This was nothing less than a 
full-fledged "national political community" (p. 165) engaging with internal opponents and capable of wresting the 
political initiative from them by 1789. In effect she is abolishing the classic category of the "Pre-Revolution 1787-89." 
Most historians, despite the quality of her arguments, will take a little more convincing. At times the author herself can 
hardly bring herself to believe it. Thus she writes that the French were "preparing for Revolution" (p. 149) (one might 

rather say with more accuracy that they were preparing for a reconvening of the Estates-General). And if the "pre- 



Revolution" did not take place between 1787 and 1789 then when did it occur? This is not the least important of the 
questions left us by this fascinating volume. 
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Review essay by Clarisse Coulomb, University of Grenoble. 

<< La manie de parler, la rage d%crire ont enfant~ une foule de pamphlets >> d~plorait, en 1788, Louis S~bastien-Mercier 
dans son Nouveau Paris’. Cette << manie de parler, cette rage d’&rire >>, qui t~moig~ent de la politisation des Frangais tl la 
veille de 1789, est le sujet du nouveau livre de Vivian Gruder. I1 s’agit d’un recueil de ses principaux articles, publi~s 
depuis 1979, enrichis de nouveaux chapitres, d’une introduction et conclusion qui montrent l’unit~ de l’ensemble. La 
question qui domine en effet l’muvre de Vivian Gruder est de comprendre comment les Frangais sont << entr~s en 
R~volution. >> Dans cet apprentissage politique, elle se concentre sur la courte p~riode que Jean Egret, dans un livre 
classique, publi~ en 1962, avait nomm~ la << Pr&R~volution >>. Vivian Gruder offre ici une relecture de ces deux ann~es de 
transition, 1787 et 1788. 

Ce livre est tl la crois~e de trois renouvellements historiographiques accomplis durant les trois derni6res d~cennies. En 
premier lieu, il participe du retour au r&it comme le montre la r~f~rence presque immediate tl l’article fondateur de 
Laurence Stone[l]; l%tude de cette courte p~riode permet, en effet, de renouer avec le r~cit ~v~nementiel, un temps 
occult~ par le primat accord~ aux structures &onomiques et sociales. En second lieu, il s’inscrit dans le champ de l%tude 
de la culture politique de l’Ancien R~gime, champ de recherche initi~ aux Etats-Unis par Keith M. Baker; Vivian Gruder 
faisait ainsi partie du colloque de Chicago en 1986, tl la veille du bicentenaire de la r~volution, qui a vu le triomphe de 
l’interpr~tation politique des origines de la R~volution frangaise. [~] Deux th6mes majeurs de ce livre, qui lui donnent son 
titre, s’inscrivent dans cette lignite : d’une part celle de la representation, ~tudi~e au travers de l’Assembl~e des Notables, 
r~unie de f~vrier tl mai 1787, puis tl nouveau de novembre tl d~cembre 1788; d’autre part celle de l’opinion publique 
analys~e au travers de la litt~rature ~ph~m6re: la presse, les brochures et pamphlets, nouvelles a la mainjusqu’aux chansons 
et vers et m~me images. 

Mais pour Vivian Gruder, l’opinion publique n’est pas ce tribunal de la raison abstraite, que d&rivent Keith Baker ou 
Mona Ozouf: c’est une force sociale, un corps, dont il faut ~tudier les diff~rents membres. En cela, Vivian Gruder fait 
partie de ce groupe qui, apr6s Colin Lucas ou Colin Jones, insiste, en r~action tl l%cole r~visionniste, sur le poids du social 
et la n&essit~ d’en ~tudier les diff~rents niveaux : celui des ~lites, mais aussi de celui qu’elle nomme << the grass roots >>, le 
niveau local, provincial. Ce n’est pas un hasard si le livre s’ouvre sur ses articles les plus anciens qui concernent 
l’Assembl~e des Notables tl Versailles et se referme sur l%tude neuve de centaines de d~lib~rations de communaut~s 
paysannes... A la mani6re d’Arlette Farge, elle met l’accent sur l’existence d’une opinion publique populaire. 

Pour cette historienne, dont la th6se portait sur les intendants au XVIIIe si6cle,[3] la politique est une affaire concr6te. 
Elle r&oncilie lecture politique et lecture sociale quand elle ~crit : << We should view the beginning of the Revolution 



from the perspective of politics, but politics neither as theory, nor personal mudslinging, nor doctrinaire ideology. 
Politics in its concrete temporal and social context: political conflict between the nobility and the Third Estate. >> (p. 

Son int~rSt pour les circonstances et l’exp~rience, tl mille lieues du linguistic turn et de l%tude discursive, comme de 
l’histoire abstraite des idles, la situe dans la lign~e des travaux de Timothy Tackett et de son Becoming a Revolutionary ou 
de Bailey Stone bien plus que de l%tude par Durand Echeverria de The Mau/)eou Revolution. 

Comment approcher la politique dans ses dimensions les plus concr6tes et ce Public dans sa diversit~ sociale ? Par l%tude 
de ce qu’elle appelle << the media >> : le journalisme, les pamphlets et nouvelles tl la main, mais aussi les fStes, les chansons, 
les vers, les revendications des communaut~s, de l’assembl~e des notables: bref toutes les formes de prise de parole, orale 
ou ~crite, des ~lites comme du peuple. Ce programme peut sembler immense. Vivian Gruder alterne avec brio micro- 

histoire, par exemple dans le chapitre 1~ qui scrute deux pamphlets << populaires >>, et enquStes s~rielles quand elle ~tudie, 
chapitre la, des centaines de d~lib~rations de communaut~s villageoises. 

La premi6re partie, intitul~e << Paths to Political Consciousness >>, rassemble les ~tudes sur l’Assembl~e des 

notables ouverte h Versailles en f~vrier 1787 : elle critique l’interpr~tation de Jean Egret d’une 

Bien loin de refuser le plan de Calonne parce qu’il remettait en cause leur exemption, les Notables ~taient d’accord pour 

souhaiter l%galit~ fiscale. Ils critiquaient cependant l’alourdissement du poids de l’imp&t qu’entralnait le nouvelle taxe 

fonci6re et, surtout, r~clamaient un contr&le de la Nation sur les d~penses du gouvernement par le biais d’Etats-G~n~raux 

r~guli6rement convoqu~s: le fameux slogan << no taxation without representation >> avait travers~ l’Atlantique. Ce 

programme politique puisait dans un fonds ancien, celui des r~voltes paysannes, des revendications municipales et 

provinciales, mais aussi des idles r~centes avec les remontrances parlementaires ou les ~crits des physiocrates... 

<< Tous les notables, du duc et pairs aux maires ~taient dans la plus parfaite union >> note le premier president du 

parlement de Metz dans son livre de raison. De f~vrier h mai 1787, les notables donn~rent forme, sous la pression de leurs 

travaux, h une conscience collective : on assiste h la politisation de la soci~t~ enti~re d’accord pour r~clamer, avec eux, le 

contr&le et la participation dans la vie politique. La question cruciale, une fois la convocation des Etats-G~n~raux obtenue 

de Louis XVI, se d~plaqa vers le vote. Les d~bats sur les ~lections r~v~l~rent deux conceptions oppos~es de la soci~t~ : 

d’ordres pour les aristocrates, partisans du vote selon les modalit~s observ~es en 161~, OU d’individus pour ceux qui 

pr~conisaient un vote censitaire, inspir~ des physiocrates. D~s l’automne 1788, s’en ~tait fini de l’union des trois ordres ; le 

combat politique entre les nobles et les roturiers commen~ait. 

Dans la deuxi6me partie, << The Media and the Public >>, Vivian Gruder se penche sur les modalit~s de l’apprentissage 

politique des Franqais par l’interm~diaire des << media >> : la presse tout d’abord : les journaux franqais sont analys~s dans 

le chapitre 4, tandis que le chapitre 5 examine les gazettes, journaux de langue franqaise imprim~s h l%tranger, au travers 

des exemples du Courrier cl’~lvigrton et de la Gazette de Leycle. Ces journaux touchent un large public, mais sont contraints 

par la censure h des critiques politiques d~tourn~es. La presse est donc moins subversive par son contenu que par son r&le 

de relais : elle indique au lecteur les pamphlets et brochures politiques. M~me les deux journaux d’opinion qui sont 

~tudi~s chapitre 6, les ~lrmales de Linguet et le Courrier de l’Eur@e de Th~veneau de Morande, n’ont eu qu’un r&le mineur 

dans l%ducation politique des Franqais. En effet, ces deux journaux royalistes, tous deux imprim~s h Londres, ~chouaient 

h convaincre le public qu’il ancrait plut&t dans l’opposition au gouvernement... Le chapitre 7, a contrario, montre la 

richesse des Nouvelles ?~ la main qui, malgr~ un public moindre puisqu’elles ~taient manuscrites, permettent h l’historien 

d’entendre << the voice of the people>> (p. 16~). Mais ce sont les pamphlets, qui font l’objet du chapitre 8, qui d~montrent le 

mieux la puissance de l’opinion publique et la faiblesse de la monarchie, impuissante h endiguer leur riot. Voir le mot de 

Malesherbes saluant en 1788, << le jugement du public, le souverain juge des juges de la terre. >> 

Enfin, les deux derniers chapitres, s’interrogent sur les lieux de cet apprentissage du politique : les cabinets de lecture, 

mais aussi les f~tes urbaines, notamment parlementaires. Ainsi, les nouvelles politiques ~taient-elles connues d’une 

portion considerable du public, m~me si un calcul statistique est impossible. A travers les p~riodiques, franqais ou 

~trangers, les lettres manuscrites, le d~ferlement des pamphlets, chansons et vers, des images, le public -- comprenant 

ceux qui ne savaient pas lire -- vh~t h connaltre les maux du gouvernement et les rem~des pr~conis~s par certains pour y 

rem~dier... Les m~dia, si varies, contribu6rent ~l forger et ~l mobiliser un public qui a pris conscience de ses d~sirs 
collectifs et de sa force. 

Dans la troisi6me partie, l’auteur retourne tl la vie publique, mais cette fois-ci non plus tl Versailles, mais << At the Grass 

Roots >>. Le chapitre 11, qui aurait pu trouver sa place dans la deuxi6me partie, se penche sur les pamphlets << populaires 

tandis que les chapitres 1~ et 13, tr6s neufs, essaient de distinguer la voix des paysans, trop souvent oubli~e. Vivian 

Gruder d~montre, au travers des exemples des villages de Cr~voux en Dauphin~ et de Chatonat en Auvergne, que 

certains paysans, avant que la R~volution ne fasse intrusion dans leur vie avec violence, ~tait d~jh au courant de la vie 

politique nationale et qu’ils avaient une certaine conscience politique. Dans de nombreux villages, de plus en plus de 



Fran~ais s’engageaient dans les affaires publiques. Leurs opinions en 1788 sont r~v~l~es par les discours, d~clarations et 

surtout les d~lib~rations ~tudi~es dans 1100 communaut~s locales. On a lh des chapitres tr~s stimulants sur la 

fermentation politique partant de la base. 

Au total, Vivian Gruder nuance l’id~e commun~ment admise d’une r~volution commenc~e en 1789. << The Revolution was 

under way already h~ the two preceding years, when a wide body of the French nation, not limited to an elite of 

magistrates and nobles, began to adopt, articulate, and act on ideas and aspirations for fundamental change in their 

monarchical government: the end of absolute monarchy and the introduction of limited monarchy, with claims for 

consent to taxation and participation in government at both the national and provincial levels >>. >> ~crit-elle en conclusion 

(p. 365). 

On ne peut que saluer l’immense ~rudition de l’auteur, sa connaissance des sources, des archives nationales aux 

d~partementales. La publication d’articles, d~jh anciens pour certains, entralne malheureusement une bibliographie parfois 

dat~e et qui aurait gagn~e h ~tre << r~vis~e >> ; par exemple, les analyses sur le vingti6me s’appuient sur les travaux de 

Michel Marion, ignorant ceux de Michael Kwass (chapitre 2) ; comment renvoyer h propos du Procureur G~n~ral du 

parlement de Normandie, Godart de Belbeuf, h un article de Paul Cacheux dat~ de 1955, quand la th6se d’Olivier Chaline 

sur ce magistrat a ~t~ publi~e en 1996715] On s’~tonne plus encore de l’absence, h propos de la <<r~action 

aristocratique >>, du c~16bre article de William Doyle. [6] 

Plus profond~ment, on peut se demander si l’on ne pourrait pas faire l’~conomie du concept de pr~-r~volution : en effet, il 

privil~gie, par nature, l’~tude de la R~volution avant la R~volution. Cette qu~te chim~rique des origines d~nonc~e par 

Michel Foucault entralne le risque d’une histoire t~l~ologique.[7] Significative, dans ce sens, est l’emploi constant de 

l’expression << ~ la fin de l’Ancien R~gime >> pour d~signer 1787 et 1788. Cela conduit ~ minorer tout ce qui tient de la 

tradition, notamment le recours ~ l’histoire, rapidement ~voqu~ chapitre 1 ; il n’est en revanche pas ou peu question du 

ians~nisme ou du constitutionalisme parlementaire, qui montrent combien le XVIIIe si6cle ne se r~duit pas aux Lumi6res. 

Par exemple, peut-on ~crire : << calls for national consent through a superior institutional process, episodic or marginal in 

the past, were now repeated >> ou << this prior political experience >>, ~ propos de 1787-1788 (p. 291) ? C’est faire fi des 

travaux de William Doyle ou de Dale Van Kley qui ont montr~ que les pamphlets de 1788 ~taient souvent des reprises de 

ceux de 1771... On pense aussi au r61e des Etats provinciaux, r~cemment mis en lumi6re par Marie-Laure Legay ou 

Julian Swarm.[8] Finalement, alors que Tocqueville est cit~ d6s les premi6res lignes, on ne voit gu6re que la r~volution 

est moins une rupture qu’une continuation. 

Lh off la relecture de Jean Egret aurait pu ~tre ~galement davantage pouss~e, c’est sur le plan de l’~tude sociale. Apr6s 

avoir attaqu~ l’id~e d’une << r~volte aristocratique >>, aboutissement d’une << r~action >> du m~me groupe social, Vivian 

Gruder affirme l’existence d’une << r~volution aristocratique >> (p. 2-4) Elle substitue h la cause sociale (<< la r~action >>) la 

cause politique ; en revanche, l’existence de l’aristocratie comme un bloc n’est pas remise en question. Les travaux de 

William Doyle et de David Bien ont pourtant mis en lumi6re les divisions internes au sein du second ordre, plus fortes 

que celles qui opposaient les nobles au Tiers. Les travaux sur les parlements, d’Olivier Chaline par exemple, ont montr~ la 

force, m~me dans la noblesse de robe, des partisans du pouvoir royal. 

Toutes ces remarques ne remettent pas en cause ~videmment l’immense richesse de cet ouvrage, ~crit d’une plume 

limpide et racontant un moment unique de l’histoire de France. A la fin de novembre 1788, une f~te fut organis~e dans la 

ville de Nimes, dans le midi de la France, pour c~l~brer la convocation des Etats-G~n~raux : un ballet mettait en sc6ne 

une femme, personnifiant la France, qui ordonnait h un noble et un abb~ de payer l’imp6t, ce qu’ils faisaient sur-le-champ. 

C’est au r~cit de cette France en effervescence, unie dans l’attente et l’espoir, que nous convie ce beau livre. 
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Response Essay by Vivian Gruder, Professor Emerita Queens College, City University of New York, to the review 
essays of her book by Nigel Aston, Clarisse Coulomb, William Doyle and Jo~l F~lix. 

I want to thank Julian Swann for inviting me to participate in the review and discussion of my book for the H-France 
Forum. My thanks as well to the reviewers for the time they have taken and the insights they have offered; I am 
grateful for their thoughts and thoughtfulness. In my response to their critiques I shall try to clarify my point of view 
on issues they have raised. 

I acknowledge William Doyle’s criticism that in the first three chapters on the First and Second Assembly of Notables, 

the "turbulent developments between May 1787 and October 1788" are absent. The focus instead is on the arguments 

of the First and Second Assembly of Notables, which sparked public responses from the beginning to the end of these 

two years that are examined in the following sections. So too I acknowledge the absence of attention to "personal 

ambitions and antagonisms of the participants"--Notables and ministers. Some readers may consider these serious 

lapses. I struggled in my mind particularly over the first. So I must explain my reasons for the organization of the 

book. 

From the outset I did not want to reproduce a narrative of the events of 1787-88--I did not want to repeat what Jean 

Egret had done. My intention was not to recount events, but to explain the thoughts behind events and developments. 

Thus it seemed to me that underneath "personal" antagonisms between Notables and ministers were political disputes, 

conflicts over important issues of government, and those issues required attention. The few changes in membership in 

the Second Assembly--a minority of new Notables and some former Notables no longer included--do not detract from 

the arguments presented, which are the focus; I admit though that I should have indicated in the book the precise 

changes even though the numbers had little effect on the outcome. 

The study of political culture became the object of my research. To me this meant a concentration on the thoughts 
underlying acts and the thoughts linked to experience--not ideas in themselves, as in intellectual history, nor events in 
the foreground, as hitherto in political history (categories that Jo~l F~lix cites). Having set aside a narrative approach, I 



had to find a new key for organizing my research and writing. To get at thoughts behind events, I examined diverse 

media--not just pamphlets, which so many historians had studied and were again studying; nor just the press, which was 

then a subject of intense research thanks to the Initiative of Pierre R~tat and Jean Sgard. Pamphlets, the press and 

whatever else served as media--from imagery to poetry and festivities--were the many facets to see the ways the French 

received news, opinions and arguments; how these circulated among the public; and what individuals or groups 

themselves expressed through these same media. I tried to anchor the thoughts of contemporaries to social and political 

experience: whether Notables, aristocrats, or those with other social identities whose thoughts were made known; and 

to events in the political sphere that gained public attention and left marks on their ways of thinking. Chronological 

narrative was subordinated to the media. In its many forms the media served several purposes: through it people could 

learn what was happening, and reflect on and express similar or different thoughts related to political and social 

experiences. How the French learned about events, problems and arguments as these unfolded during these two years, 

and how they responded with their own thoughts and actions transcribed i~ diverse media became the keys to 

organizing the book. No organizing principle is without fault, but I hope the one I chose may also have its benefits. 

Other points that Doyle makes also require clarification. The French did not turn against the principle of monarchical 

government nor reject Louis XVI as king, as Doyle correctly states. But the significance of the years 1787-88 is that 

both the Notables and the public agreed on the need to change above all the existing institutions of monarchical 

government: the centralized administration and the absolute authority of the monarch. Their aim was public 

participation in government: decentralized administration at the local and provincial levels; and public control of 

policies and consent to laws through representatives in national government. Thereafter disagreement arose over the 

nature of representation. Allegiance to monarchy and to the person of the king went along with strong criticism of the 

policies that Louis XVI pursued, mainly directed at surrogates in the ministry and his wife but at times at the king 

himself. Still the Gordian knot between monarchy and nation was not yet untied. 

Doyle is correct that one chapter examines only two pamphlets linked to peasant groups. But peasants appear again as 

participants in many community assemblies that are examined in the final chapter. In some instances rural assemblies 

explicitly voiced their views, but most often theirs was a silent presence. Their silence was not a sign of ignorance or 

h~difference but of adherence to the views expressed in the assemblies. Since differences of opinion do at times appear 

among those several hundred assemblies we can feel assured that on the broad goals of double representation of the 

Third Estate, vote by head in the Estates-General, and free choice of representatives through elections, peasants were in 

accord with many others in the Third Estate. 

My contention that Hardy’s Journal was not a personal diary but a form of a nouvelle tl la main elicits Doyle’s strongest 

criticism. He argues that "the contents of his journal offer no evidence that they were h~tended for anything other than 

their author’s own satisfaction." Yet Hardy often comments that he is transcribh~g many parlementary remonstrances 

so that his readers might be made aware of them. So too does he summarize not only news of events in Paris but the 

contents of pamphlets and the manuscript newsletter that he evidently subscribed to. His was a "journal d’~v~nements" 

that was not limited to his private thoughts and perusal; though not a circulating newsletter as were the Mettra series 

or the M~moirs secrets, it appears as an "in-house" news digest. And why not? He had a bookstore; bookstores were 

then often sites of cabinets de lecture where customers could read whatever the owner placed at their disposal. 

Jo~l F~lix rightly castigates me for my critical treatment of Tocqueville, for which I offer a heartfelt posthumous 

apology. For Tocqueville was the first to spotlight the importance of the years 1787-88, to discern its reformist aims 

and the political leadership of the aristocracy. Yet public support of reform goals and aristocratic leadership does not 

enter his vision. Instead he turned to writers who became important figures in the Revolution and who epitomized the 

abstract theorizing that he believed undermined from the start the prospects for a moderate, liberal transformation of 

the monarchy and society--Siey6s being the leading example. If Siey6s was "trop grand" that is because Tocqueville and 

historians after him predate his influence on public opinion and political events. That influence was not exerted towards 

the end of 1788 nor at the onset of 1789..Q_ue-ce que le Tiers t~tat? appeared only in January, and neither the bookseller 

Hardy nor the publisher Ruault were aware of it then. Only in June, when the situation changed with stalemate in the 

Estates-General over seating in common and vote by head did Siey6s’s pamphlet offer the argument for the Third Estate 

to forge ahead. His influence was "grand" but in a foreshortened period of time. 



The use of the words "no taxation without representation" in my first published article on the Assembly of Notables of 
1787 was an allusion not to the influence of the American Revolution, as F~lix assumes, but to my contention that the 
Notables, as the Americans in the 1760s-1770s, used the leverage of taxation to demand consent to fiscal measures and 
to lawmaking in general. I do not believe, based on the sources I used and as the chapter on the provincial press 
h~dicates, that the American experience had any preeminent influence. The historical precedents or models most often 
cited in contemporary writings came from French history, albeit a largely mythologized past. It was indeed impressive 
to see the degree to which history was manipulated and transformed to serve completely opposite political ends, 
whether monarchical, parlementary or (Third Estate) Patriotic. 

Paradoxes abound in history, but to me it is not paradoxical that in 1787 the Notables were "parangons du patriotisme" 
and in late 1788 they were "d~fenseurs du pire conservatisme et, dans le cas des princes, d’une contre-r~volution...." Nor 
did something like a "mutation dans la culture politique" occur among the Notables. In 1787 their political leadership 
was not in question; they expected to exercise such leadership which then was tacitly accepted. By 1788 the Notables, 
and parlementary magistrates and many aristocrats in general, feared the loss of their previously unquestioned political 
leadership which they defended behind the bulwark of separate and equal representation of each estate and vote by 
order. They tried to appeal to the Third Estate with the offer of a quid pro quo: the nobility would accept fiscal 
equality, which commoners sought, in exchange for a quota of seats for the first and second estates in the Estates- 
General (i.e., equal numbers and separate voting of each order), which would give numerical preponderance to the 
nobility and (upper) clergy. In that sense the Notables, adhering to the centuries-old belief in the political leadership of 
aristocrats, "n’ont pas chang~ d’une Assembl~e tl l’autre...." If by "mutation dans la culture politique" F~lix refers to 
commoners, that was undeniably true. By 1788 commoners were increasingly autonomous in their political 
engagement, anticipating and not deferring to aristocratic initiative, and beginning to make claims to an effective 
political role in national government: demandh~g for the Estates-General and provincial estates equal numbers and 
voting weight to the first two orders with vote h~ common, which the Notables had granted to them in provincial 
assemblies one year earlier. Surprise at and disappointment with the aristocracy’s backtracking on representation and 
voting turned the Third Estate resolutely against the aristocracy. I may add that I do not believe the Notables h~ 1787 
feared "des consequences de leur opposition sur la stabilit~ du r~gime" and preferred "abandonner tl Louis XVI le soin de 
ramener l’ordre dans le pays...." Their disclaimer of authority to vote on new taxes was a ruse to intensify fiscal 
pressure on the Crown so as to force Louis XVI to convene an Estates-General which they called for. I believe F~lix’s 
own analysis of Louis XVI shows that even if the king retained or regularly summoned the Notables as a consultative 
body (which they were), that would not have been sufficient to "jeter ainsi les racines d’une monarchic constitutionnelle" 
nor assuage public demands which extended beyond giving advice and aimed at a role in lawmaking, concessions which 
Louis obdurately refused.~l~ 

I completely agree with F~lix that my book does not deal with royal reform policies nor the influence of Enlightenment 
writings and public politicization before 1787. There is no lack of works on those themes. The political engagement of 
the French public immediately leading to Revolution was less known, apart from Egret, and known in the broadest 
generalities. And let us not forget that not all experience ofpoliticization erupts in revolution. The "graves tensions du 
r6gne de Louis XV," "la rumeur du pacte de famine," "les r~voltes frumentaires ~ la fin des ann~es 1760"--involved 
serious conflict. The economic crises provoked popular engagement--and elite countermeasures. None of these 
examples and others such as the conflicts pitting the parlements against the Crown erupted in revolution in earlier 
years, not even the outbursts against the Maupeou reforms. Not all tensions and conflicts signal revolution. Revolution 
requires other ingredients to occur, which came together beginning in 1787. Above all was the necessity of consensus, 
agreement on fundamental political goals to change the system of government, and unity among a broad range of the 
French public. The demands for local administrative autonomy, consent to taxation and, most basically, participation in 
government had the power to appeal to and draw together many of the French from diverse backgrounds, before they 
were drawn apart. 

Nigel Aston voices a similar reproach about the absence of"any preliminary summary" of public opinion prior to 1787- 
88. I would add to what I said in the previous paragraph that to do so in any "summary fashion" would have been very 
watered down. I do indicate in the sections on the Notables and the community assemblies, and in references to the 
parlementary magistrates, that their words did show links to the past--to the ideas of philosophes, physiocrats, and 
parlementary constitutionalism--but except for the latter I did not draw out those connections. It is a weakness I 



acknowledge, to limit the length of the text and because so many other works do a much better job than I could have 
accomplished in a summary manner. My aim was to provide a "snapshot" of a brief but very important period of two 
years, albeit with lacunae. 

As to "the relative maturity of public opinion" in France and in Great Britain h~ the late eighteenth century to which 
Aston refers, it seems to me from my work that the political consciousness of the French, rather than "almost no less 
than in contemporary Britain," became more keen. The French demanded not only participation through a 
representative body, which Britain already had; they also sought greater representation for non-aristocrats, i.e. the 
Third Estate, whereas in these same years the call for suffrage reform to extend the vote to broader sectors of the 
British public failed and had to await the reform of 18~. How this disparity between the two nations and peoples may 
be explained is a puzzle that demands attention from historians. 

Aston also criticizes the absence of a "comparative feel." I do indicate that the provincial press through book reviews 
expressed sympathies for self-government with the examples of the American states and Great Britain, as well as 
Switzerland, the United Provinces (Holland) and ancient Greece. Although newspapers reported on the revolts in the 
Austrian Lowlands, those events did not enter the debates on political developments in France in the many sources I 
consulted. But I repeat here what I wrote above and in the book: far and away more attention was given to examples, 
true or exaggerated, drawn from French history. That the French gave, and therefore I too, greater importance to their 
own historical precedents does not "concern..." me at all; and far from my feeling "desperate," to indicate the presence of 
Enlightenment or parlementary discourse is meant to underscore the heterodox character of political views among 
contemporaries. 

Other lacunae that Aston points out are "the religious aspects of the political contest of 1787-88..." and "the gendered 
dimension to this emergent national politics." If what I present is "overwhelmingly secular" that is because secular 
matters--taxes, deficits and political participation--were the main concerns of the French in 1787-88. Those issues 
attracted the attention of two archbishops, Lom~nie de Brienne and Boisgelin. The Auvergnat priest wrote about 
economic and social problems that affected his "rustic society," although he was sufficiently pious to oppose, in later 
years, the Civil Constitution of the Clergy. In these two years the clergy as a collective body also expressed its support 
for consent on fiscal matters and the convenh~g of an Estates-General, as well as its insistence on retaining its fiscal 
privilege, these issues made known to the public through the press and pamphlets, and are included in my analysis of the 
media. A hitherto important publication that has attracted the attention of historians, the Jansenist Nouvelles 
Eccl~siastiques, had not a single word on the events of 1787-88. The beliefs of Jansenist (or Jesuit) writers did not set 
apart their political views from those of other Frenchmen in these two years. Religious doctrines or spiritual outlooks 
did not in any significant way enter the political public sphere--as these had in the past and would shortly in the future. 

As to women readers that Aston mentions, I cite the marquis de Bombelles’s description of aristocratic ladies who avidly 
read history in late 1788, at the time that writers fastened on historical precedents with the approach of the Estates- 
General. The pamphlets of Olympe de Gouges in these two years were in the general stream of thought rather than 
unique; her feminist writings came later. A few pamphlets ascribed to groups of women were likely apocryphal, or 
rather satirical spoofs of women’s political engagement; the actual involvement of women in political affairs is opaque 
but probably within the mainstream. I could have included discussion of these and regret not doing so. With writings 
by or about women, as with religion, it is not possible to include everythh~g and choices had to be made determined by 
the weight or the originality of the sources. (I also regret excluding two pamphlets whose unique arguments were of 
particular interest to me). 

How representative were the Notables of the elite, Aston wonders? They came from social, professional and 
h~stitutional categories of high status, thus of the elite, chosen by the controller-general Calonne whose criteria were 
determined and constrained by considerations of social status, h~stitutional affiliation, and (presumed) political loyalty. 
Calonne also assumed that these "notable" persons would support his policies and promote them among the public, sh~ce 
the reforms he proposed embodied aspirations that reformers had sought for decades, especially local assemblies 
engaged in administration. But, as I point out, the hopes of the Notables in 1787, and then of the public, extended 
beyond the administrative activity that the Crown offered and aimed at participation in government policy and 
lawmaking. Prolonging the Assembly of Notables in 1787 would not have eased "political tensions" because the Crown, 



meaning the king, was unwilling in 1787 as in 1789 to cede legislative authority beyond public consent to taxation. And 
not because Louis acquiesced in the views of the princes of the blood; on the contrary, while the princes opposed 
doubling of the Third Estate and vote by head in the Estates-General Louis nonetheless granted doubling of the Third 
in December 1788. As to the "perspective" of the seven princes and "lesser luminaries" among the Notables, their views 
when identifiable are noted in the analyses of the responses of the several bureaux. 

Aston also questions "...how far the Notables believed in public involvement in the life of the state..."--to the extent that 
aristocrats would be leaders of the public, as I indicated above. It was natural for them to believe this since aristocratic 
leadership prevailed throughout Europe, including Great Britain. When aristocratic leadership was endangered, the 
Notables and many nobles attacked and tried to contain public political involvement. We should not be too quick to 
consider the distinction of estates as "atrophied juridical distinctions." The three orders still served "political purposes" 
both for the aristocracy and the Third Estate. The distinction of orders was part of the new provincial assemblies that 
the Notables demanded in 1787, and that particular feature did not elicit criticism, perhaps because the number of Third 
Estate members was doubled and voting was in common (there were other criticisms of the assemblies’ lack of sufficient 
authority). Separation of orders became a guarantee of voting dominance for the aristocracy in the Estates-General 
when in late 1788 the Notables withdrew their earlier support for doubling of the Third and voting in common. As for 
the Third Estate, Elizabeth Eisenstein pointed out that Patriot leaders --and participants in the community assemblies 
that I examine--insisted on separation of orders in voting for representatives to the Estates-General so as to preclude 
the influence of prominent nobles and clergy on voters in the Third Estate and assure the election of commoners to 
represent the Third. Unity among commoners on these and other issues in 1788-89 did not mean uniformity on all 
matters. Rather than being "unsure," I clearly stated that on other issues shortly to come to the fore, especially the 
limits or extent of suffrage for the Third Estate, lines of division were already apparent. The one does not preclude the 
other. 

Aston rightly discerns a shift h~ my view of the significance of the years 1787-88: from "preparing for Revolution," 
meaning a pre-Revolution, to a Revolution "already start[ing]." In other words I learned in the course of doing 
research and writh~g, and between the beghming and end of the book I worked out a different interpretation. 

Clarisse Coulomb also criticizes the lack of detailed reference to political thought and activity prior to 1787, a common 
theme among the reviewers which I answered earlier, perhaps to no one’s satisfaction nor mine. She further states that 
"les pamphlets de 1788 ~taient souvent des reprises de ceux de 1771...." Among the several hundred pamphlets of 1787- 
88 that I studied, only a handful were reeditions; that lesser number does not preclude arguments attacking the 
"Maupeou revolution" from reechoing in later years in new writings. The political discourses of 1787-88 had roots in 
earlier years which I try to indicate if not examine. As to "le recours tl l’histoire," I do not believe that I undervalue 
historical justifications. In addition to chapter 1, to which Coulomb refers, arguments evoking history are examined in 
the debates of the First and Second Assemblies of Notables and in the chapter on pamphlets; in the index there are 
several citations under "history and historical discourse" as well as "history manuals" (p. 480). More than once I refer 
to the intermix of discourses borrowed both from historical precedent and the Enlightenment, as well as the link 
between arguments based on precedent and the juridical tradition. Nor do I overlook the importance of parlementary 
constitutionalism, which I indicate in the chapter on pamphlets (pp. 173-174) and which is cited in the index (p. 488). 

That there is "pas ou peu question du jans~nisme" is correct. Writings by Jansenists that I examined invoked 
parlementary constitutionalism, the source in earlier decades of much of Jansenist political thought (as distinct from its 
religious thought). Following the abolition of the Jesuits in the 1760’s, historians agree, a mutation from religious to 
political concerns among the Jansenists was underway (but not in the Jansenist Nouvelles Eccl~iastiques in these two 
years; see above). Furthermore, the writings of two prominent Jansenist writers, Le Paige’s Lettre sur les lits de justice, 
republished in late 1788, and Maultrot’s Dissertation sur le droit de convoquer les ~tats g~n~raux, republished in early 
1789, were already outdated by events. 

There is no study of the provincial estates in my book, Coulomb regrets, but those estates are not ignored. An evolution 
in public thought about provincial estates in these years is explained: in 1787, following initial euphoria over the 
creation of provincial assemblies, provincial estates came to be considered better alternatives and demands arose to 
replace the assemblies with estates; in late 1788 the community assemblies vigorously attacked existing provincial 



estates and sought reforms of their membership, voting practice, and operation. I regret that I overlooked the work oI 
Julian Swann on the estates of Burgundy, but I do cite some of Marie-Laure Legay’s writings on the estates of Artois 
and her argument about the transformation of provincial estates in the second half of the eighteenth century (p. 466, n. 
41). 

Coulomb raises the Tocquevillian theme of "rupture" or "continuation," a choice of one or the other, she regrets, the 
book does not unequivocally make. While patterns and components of thought antedated 1787-1789--historical 
references, Enlightenment values and language, juridical rhetoric (and also the tendency to ostracize and demonize 
opponents)--there was also rupture. Foremost were demands for representation in government through forms that 
would be elective rather than appointive or based on status, and which would give greater weight to commoners; and 
the rare feature of virtually universal consensus among the three estates on the need to limit absolute and centralized 
monarchical authority through greater public participation in provincial and national institutions. Just as that broad 
agreement between aristocracy and commoners was limited in time and ended in late 1788, so too did the aristocracy 
experience similar unity and dissension. In 1787-88 most nobles (including members of the royal court) and upper 
clergy supported demands for greater participation in government. Few aristocrats publicly supported the 
government’s policies and royalist arguments. In their common political opposition and goals, did the aristocracy 
constitute "un bloc"? But not one that was adamantine (even the "blocco storico" that Antonio Gramsci identified with 
the Jacobins was short-lived). On other matters divisions within the aristocracy existed or arose at the same time and 
especially before and after 1787-88, however fleeting but important that moment of unity. Hather than embrace 
"rupture" or "continuation," unity or divisiveness, we should determine which tendency prevailed within different and 
specific contexts. 

Lastly, Coulomb points to additional bibliographical omissions. I do not cite in this book William Doyle’s pioneering 
article questioning an "aristocratic reaction" because I did not want to repeat what I had already argued in my 
historiographical article "Whither Revisionism? Political Perspectives on the Ancien R~gime," in which Doyle’s article 
appears in the first note.[2] Michael Kwass is not only not ignored, he is referred to on p. 37 and his book cited on p. 
393, n. 12. I did not know of Olivier Chaline’s book on Godart de Belbeuf, but the procureur-g~n~ral of the Parlement of 
Normandy is not even mentioned by name in the text, only in the footnote citation to the 1955 article; I hope that is not 
a grievous oversight. 

Again I want to express my gratitude for this opportunity to clarify my arguments and I am pleased at the generous 
responses of the reviewers. My book is not a "total history" of the years 1787-88. Any and all lacunae that reviewers 
here and in the future note, such as a prosopography of all the Notables or a linkage between political culture before and 
during 1787-88, we may leave as work for future historians. 

NOTES 

[1] Jo~l F~lix, Louis XKI & Marie-Antoinette Un couple en politique (Paris: Payot, 2006). 

[2] Vivian R. Gruder, "Whither Revisionism? Political Perspectives on the Ancien R~gime," Frowh Historical Studies 
(Spring 1997, 20-2), 245. 

Vivian R. Gruder 
Professor of History, Emerita 
Queens College, City University of New York 
vrgruder@gmail, com 
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Danton (advice on playing regionally coded dvds) 

Dear members, 

For those of you unable (through the greed of DVD player manufacturers) to play region-encoded dvd’s, the 
following website explains how to unlock your dvd player: 

~:/iwww.mon e~.comish dvd-un~ock 

I used it for mine, it took a few minutes, worked like a charm, and is completely free and legal. The result is that 
you can play dvd’s from any region. Hopefully its instructions will apply in the US too. 

Good luck, 
Una Mcllvenna 
Centre for Editing Lives and Letters 
Queen Mary, University of London 
u.mci~verma@~.rrml.ac 
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Danton film (response) 

For another take on Wajda’s film, "Danton," can I suggest Robert Darnton’s essay, "Danton," in my book, PAST 
IMPERFECT: HISTORY ACCORDING TO THE MOVIES (Holt, 1995, and subsequent paperback editions)? 

Mark C. Carnes ( columbia.edu) 
Professor of History 
Barnard College 
Columbia University 
NY NY 10027 
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H-France Reviews: Strachan on Liauzu, HISTOIRE DE L’ANTICOLONIALISME EN 
FRANCE 

The    following    review    may    be    found 
f’rance.net/voIgreviews/voI9g~o4~strache~.~i 

on the H-France website at: 

H-France Review Vol. 9 (March ~009), No. 4~ 

Claude Liauzu, Histoire de l’anticolonialisme en France du XUIe si~cle ~ nos jours. Paris: Armand Colin, ~007. 304 pp. Preface, 

notes, appendices, indices. ~4.50 � (pb). ISBN 978-~-~003-5093-~. 

Review by John Strachan, Lancaster University, UK. 

Born in Casablanca (although he made his academic career in France), the late Claude Liauzu (1940-2007) belonged to a 

group of creole intellectuals whose existence represented one of the more interesting--not to say positive aspects of the 
French colonial presence overseas. Much of Liauzu’s early life played out in the context of the anti-colonial struggle; 
after the decisive break that came with Algerian independence in 1962 his work centered on European relationships with 
the non-European world (particularly North Africa) and the decolonization of French politics, society and 

historiography. A very prolific historian, Liauzu’s oeuvre is also a fine example of engagd scholarship. 

Few students of modern France will be unfamiliar with the controversy surrounding the Law of 23 February 2005. 

Crucially, this legislative acknowledgement of France’s "positive" role overseas included an article requiring French 

educators to teach colonial history in precisely these terms. At a time when more sober assessments of the Algerian 

colonial past seemed to be gaining ground, this intervention threatened a return to the narrow, polemical, and what 

Benjamin Stora famously described as "gangrenous" debates over the Algerian War of Independence. [ 1] 

Liauzu played a central role in the opposition to the offending law (repealed in part in 2006), a cause which, as Jean- 
Claude Liauzu points out in his preface to the present, posthumous volume, continued to animate the author at the time of 
his death. In an article written for Le Monde diplomatique in 2005 Liauzu raises a number of important questions all of 

which reappear in different forms in Histoire de l’anticolonialisme en France du XUIe si~cle d nos jours. First, how should we 

make sense of the various paradigms of colonial remembering--how to navigate between nostalg~e, fracture and 
repentance? Second, what role should be played by historians (and what, if any, should be the role of the state) in the 

historicization of the colonial past? Finally, how to define the exception franfaise in all of this--what was it about the 
republican episteme that lent French colonial (and anti-colonial) ideas their unmistakable hue? [2] 

Beginning with Las Casas and Montaigne, Histoire de l’anticolonialisme en France du XUIe si~cle d nosjours offers a survey of 
French anti-colonial thinking through the Enlightenment and Revolution, the early years in Algeria, and the Halcyon 
days of empire in the late-nineteenth century. The final three chapters address the twentieth-century decline and fall of 
France overseas and the relationship of anti-colonialism to socialism, the Popular Front, and the wars in Indochina and 

Algeria. Christian in its origins, an increasingly laicized anti-colonialism acquired a diversity of economic, social and 
theoretical dimensions. "Colonialism", we discover, was coined by the liberal economist Gustave de Molinari in 1895 and 
’anti-colonialism’ eight years later by Charles P~guy (p. 13). 

Liauzu’s ambivalence towards recent developments in French colonial historiography--which in their emphasis on terms 

like fracture, repentance and catharsis are inclined to represent France as a wounded postcolonial subject --is 



illuminated, in part, by his attitude to historical anti-colonialism.[3] Nowhere, he argues, should it be understood as a 
unified (or even coherent) set of ideas. Though colonialism was always, inevitably a battle for meaning, and always a 

contested field (as Michel de Certeau brilliantly pointed out), Liauzu’s emphasis is firmly on the heterogeneity of its 
opponents. [4] In fact, he argues, anti-colonialism mirrored closely its colonial nemesis insofar as it was most often to be 
found minoritaire, cantonnd and at the margins of contemporary epistemology. The opacity of Tocqueville’s positions on 

Algeria, and the often esoteric quality of Jean-Paul Sartre’s collisions with Albert Camus and Raymond Aron, offer good 
evidence for these claims.j5] In the case of Diderot, his support for certain forms of colonization as a vehicle oj 

enlightenment casts doubt on the virtue of grand narratives in which the philosophes are seen as harbingers of colonial 
emancipation (p. 26). 

At the heart of his approach to the postcolonial guerres de mdmoire lies Liauzu’s understanding of the devoir d’histoire. If 
anti-colonialism can be understood as a series of nebulous, though connected, ideas, there was, nonetheless, a certain 

consistency over the longue durde. There is too little written on this tradition in French scholarship, despite the 
contributions of two of the great doyens of twentieth-century colonial historiography, Charles-Andr~ Julien and Charles- 
Robert Ageron. [6] Liauzu alludes to Marc Bloch, approvingly, as compelling evidence of the leading role that historians 
can, and should, play in the political domain. [7] Julien was equally radical in his conflation of politics and history.j8] 
And it is not without a certain pride, one suspects, that Liauzu identifies France as the fulcrum of colonial debates and 
aspires to continue in this vein. 

Another recurrent theme is the complex and unpredictable relationship between French republicanism and 
colonialism/anti-colonialism. There were always tensions, however nuanced, between those who believed in the 
universality of the principles of 1789, and in the assimilationist project as the means to realize them, and those who saw 
in colonialism their antithesis. Others differed on more pragmatic grounds (the revanchiste focus on Germany, for 
instance). Jules Ferry’s imperial adventures, we are reminded, gave rise to a curious and not-altogether-holy alliance of 
republican anti-colonialists from across the political fault-lines of his day (p. 14). Liauzu’s own search for a new 
postcolonial humanism is, at the very least, a sincere attempt to test again the limits of this republican project, and to 
chart a course between Eurocentric and Third-worldist commonplaces. 

Histoire de l’anticolonialisme en France du XUIe si~cle ~ nos jours has the inevitable strengths and weaknesses of an 

encyclopedic work that addresses more than five centuries of anti-colonial thought. I was often left wanting to hear more 
about particular anti-colonialists (though this is no doubt a strength of the book if it encourages further reading). 
Frequent and extensive quotations occasionally hamper the flow of the argument and give the feel of a "reader." There 
are a few editorial errors which are unfortunate given the likely uses of the volume in an undergraduate context--Las 

Casas was not alive in the eighteenth century (p. 18) and Adam Smith was no anglais (p. 25). Quibbles aside, I learnt new 
things about Algdriefran~aise (North Africa is given the lion’s share of the text) and was encouraged to think again about 

the peculiarly French nexus of colonialism and republicanism. If this work of synthesis is not entirely successful it is 
precisely because Liauzu makes a modest and ultimately compellh~g case for the limits of French anti-colonialism. 

NOTES 

[1] Benjamin Stora, La gangr~te et l’oubli (Paris: La D~couverte, 1991). 

[2] Claude Liauzu, ~Une loi contre l’histoire ~, Le Monde diplomatique, April 2005, p. 28. 

[3] Pascal Blanchard, Nicolas Bancel and Sandrine Lemaire (eds.), Lafracture coloniale: la socidtdfran¢aise au prisme de 
l’hdritage colonial (Paris: La D~couverte, 2005); Daniel Lefeuvre, Pour en finir avec la repentance coloniale (Paris: 

Flammarion, 2006). 

[4] Michel de Certeau, L’&’riture de l’histoire (Paris: Gallimard, 1975), opening pages. 

[5] On Tocqueville see Alexis de Tocqueville, Sur l’Algdrie (Paris: Flammarion, 2003); I/Uritings on Empire and Slavery (ed. 

Jennifer Pitts) (Baltimore, Md.:Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 

[6] Charles-Andr~ Julien, Une pensde anticoloniale:positions 1914-1979 (Paris: Sindbad, 1979); Charles-Robert Ageron, 

L’anticolonialisme en France de 1871 ~ 191(b (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1973). 

[7] Liauzu, << Une loi contre l’histoire >>, p. 28. 



[8] See especially 3ulien, Histoire de l’dd~?ique du Nord. Tunisie. dlgdrie. Maroc (Paris: Payot, 1931). 

Jolm Strachan 

Lancaster University, UK 
j.strachan@lancaster.ac.uk 
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Super-Enlightenment - new digital corpus launched 

Super-Enlightenment 

We are excited to announce the launch of the Super-Enlightenment website in its beta version at: 

And at the following special URLs: 
http:iisuperoe.stanford.edu 

h~elm~em.star£ord~ed~. 

This collection assembles about three dozen rare works in French written between 1716 and 1835, covering mythology, alchemy, 
religion, free-masonry, science, and other topics. Rather than rejecting what we commonly think of as Enlightenment ideas and 
paradigms, these esoteric texts explore many of the same themes, representing what Dan Edelstein, Stanford University French and 
Italian department and faculty coordinator of this site, calls "the dark side of the Enlightenment" -- or the "Super-Enlightenment." We 
hope that making these works, long pushed to the margins, available as a searchable corpus will open up new paths of research for 
scholars at Stanford and around the world. Historians, literary scholars, and art historians are some of the target audiences for this 
resource. 

This text collection currently consists of 64 volumes both held by SULAIR and gathered from other library collections, presented as 
searchable PDFs. Yet Super-E is not only a collection of primary sources, it also offers scholarly materials for the researcher and 
teacher. Nine bio-bibliographical essays by specialists in the field and Professor Edelstein’s brief introduction offer historical and 
theoretical background to the project and to the works and authors that it showcases. By clicking on "Texts" or "Topics," users can 
sort the texts by author, date, and by the following thematic topics: Art and Architecture, Illuminism and Science, Masonry, 
Mythology, Orientalism, and Reform and Revolution. 

The "search" link is currently unavailable as the beta release does not offer full-text searching across all volumes, however users can 
download the PDF’s for each volume 
and search them separately. Future releases will include more robust search capabilities currently under active development that will 
allow searching across all texts. 

In any event, we hope you enjoy--and use!--this new resource. Any suggestions or comments (or offers to contribute bio- 
bibliographical essays !) should be directed to Dan Edelstein (danedels@stanford.edu) or Sarah Sussman (ssussman@stanford.edu) 

Sarah Sussman 
Curator, French and Italian Collections 
Stanford University Libraries 
Stanford, CA 94305 

tel: 650.723.9481 

fax: 650.725.1068 

.star~ord.eduid frmb/mdex.html 
http:iisulnotizie.blog~pot.com 
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Links to Websites on the French Revolution 

Dear All, 

For many years now, I have had a page of French Revolution links that I maintained increasingly intermittently. 
Now, it seems, some strange machination within my university has robbed me of the ability to update, or even 
access the old pages. I have rescued and slightly updated the links [in some extremely clunky old HTML], and 
deposited them at: 

~:iiculturalform.wor@ress.cornif~inksi 

I expect the old pages at http:i/userweb.po~t.ac.uk/-andressdifrlinks.hm~ to vanish shortly. 

With thanks for all the custom over the years, 

Dave Andress 
Professor of Modern History, 
Associate Dean (Research) 
FHS S, Univ. of Portsmouth 
Milldam, Portsmouth, PO1 3AS, UK 
Tel. 02392 842204 
david.andress~ort.ac.uk 
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Gavle K. Brunelle <~brunelle@fullerton.edu>; dhafter@emich.edu; 

H-France Reviews; Hafter on Locklin, WOMEN’S WORK AND IDENTITY IN 
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BRITTANY 

The    following    review    may    be 
f’rance.net/volgreviews/vo19gxoi, ohaRer.~] 

found on the H-France website at: 

H-France Review Vol. 9 (April 2oo9), No. ~9 

Nancy Locklin, Women’s Work and Identity in Eighteenth-Century Brittany. Aldershot, U.K. and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 
2007. viii + 162 pp. Maps, tables, notes, bibliography, and index. $99.95 U.S. (hb). ISBN 978-o-75~-5~ 19-1. 

Review by Daryl Hafter, Eastern Michigan University (Emerita). 

Nancy Locklin’s Women’s Work and Identity in Eighteenth-Century Brittany is an important monograph in helping to 
establish a portrait of early modern France. A balanced, numerically sophisticated analysis, the book documents the 
variety of actions women took, despite the restrictions that a patriarchal society and legal code put on them. Although 

this volume (a bit stiff since it grew out of her dissertation) hews closely to the documentary and statistical evidence, it 
is written with considerable flair and appreciation of the humanity of the individuals she studies. Locklin has effectively 
mined the archives using intelligent suppositions to fill out what the clues suggest. She also reveals the lacks, lacunae, 
and biases in her sources in an effort to resist claiming more than she can reasonably assert. With this material, she has 
been able to give us a tantalizing view of the possibilities and choices of women in the past. 

The study is divided into four chapters: "The Women of Brittany"; "Work and Identity"; "Women under Breton Law"; 
and "Social Life and Honor." In the first chapter, Locklin discusses the vagaries of statistical data. Parish registers only 

have information on births, deaths, and marriages. Exempt from the taille, Brittany’s chief impost was thefouage, which 
listed households in rural areas and villages, but not in cities. The capitation (a head tax), imposed on all but the clergy, 

was a greater source of information; but even here inconsistent recording and the loss of many documents made 
comparison among the population centers difficult. The geographical setting of Brittany also interfered with exact 
comparisons, but it also provided glimpses into the population and work structure of port cities like Brest and Saint- 
Malo. 

The most striking element in Locklin’s presentation is how often her material challenges our present assumptions about 
women’s history. Historians have already located single women in cities where the sources of commerce and trade were 
prevalent. In Brittany, surprisingly, the percentage of unmarried, independent women was larger in the small towns and 
villages. Locklin attributes this to the fact that a high percentage of females inherited property under Breton law, 
allowing them to live from fees collected from renters. While widows sometimes joined households with others in the 
same situation, it was more often single women in the same profession, perhaps sisters, who linked their living 
arrangements. Sometimes these women willed donations to their housemates, showing thanks for services or for 
affection received, and surprisingly, the law protected these legacies from family pressure. 

Challenging Olwen Hufton’s declaration that women without partners often faced destitution, Locklin asserts that the 

reality was much more varied. Some widows, as well as unmarried women, were too impoverished to pay any taxes, but 
others appeared in the middle range and a few were quite well off In villages and small towns, these women were likely 
to live from rental property. In cities, with more commerce, they took up work in textiles, food preparation, commerce, 



or odd jobs. The port cities presented their own idiosyncrasies. With husbands as fishermen or sailors, women had their 
own trades even before they became widows. 

In answer to the common view that women remained widows only because there were not enough men to marry, 
Locklin asserts that widows had complete control of their legal and financial affairs; if they were in comfortable 
circumstances, this freedom might have kept them from seeking husbands. It remains to be seen whether Breton widows 
were more fortunate than the women Sarah Hanley described, whose in-laws fought to control their children and their 

funds, or whether they eluded the difficulties that Janine Lanza found oppressing widows in Paris. 

Another of Locklin’s important discoveries is the variety in married women’s work. Taking Natalie Zemon Davis’ 

comment that women’s professional identity was weak because their life roles required them to be to be flexible, 

Locklin’s documents show a different possibility. According to the capitation records, numerous women ran their own 

businesses, and did so throughout their marriages. In Brittany, the family economy was not necessarily a home 

workshop headed by a skilled husband, with auxiliary tasks done by wife and children. Those with seafaring husbands, 

whether sailors or long-distance merchants, needed trades to support the family in their absence. Nor could married 

)ourneymen sustain a household on their slim wages. In these situations, it was natural for wives to carry on a 

profession different from that of their husbands. 

But even when husbands lived and worked in the same domicile, women might have their own businesses. Locklin cites 

the amusing story of a prosperous fish merchant, Andr~e Boursin, who had substantial commerce with distant 

customers. In an altercation with one of her clients, her husband irritably protested that he had nothing to do with her 

trade. She, in turn, asserted that she never ran up debts, buying only what had been ordered and reeling off the 

particulars of past orders--all this without benefit of reading and writing. Married women performed many other 

independent trades in their own right both in Brittany and elsewhere. Locklin does not cite, for example, the interesting 

rules in 1Rouen’s ling~res’ (linen drapers) guild that forbade husbands to participate in their wives’ business affairs. 

Locklin’s aim is to enlarge the narrow family economy model, not to overturn it. The inner world of family business that 
obscures the identity of wives also hides their skill in making and managing goods. Many married women worked in 
tandem with husbands, acting as surrogates when the men were absent. They functioned as head of the firm and of the 

family when widowed. Although these mothers played a crucial role in preserving the business and handing it along to 
children, it would be wrong to think of them solely as conduits. 

As for the shibboleth that the burden of children kept early modern women from plying their trades, Locklin cites the 
frequent use of wet nurses and placement of children in the poor house or the countryside. Maurice Garden first noted 

this practice among the silk makers of Lyon, where the wife’s industrial labor was crucial to family survival. Older 
children found tasks in the family workshop. As a rule, mothers seldom had enough wealth to let childcare interrupt 
their gainful employment. To quote Locklin: "It is clear that each stage of life offered unique challenges and choices. 
There were necessary adaptations for marriage and childcare, but there was room to maneuver. Marriage did not always 
require a complete abandonment of previous skills and occupations .... [T] he various stages of a woman’s life had an 

impact, certainly, but did not entirely dictate her work opportunities" (p.46). 

Locklin’s appeal for understanding the variability of women’s situation is advanced in her discussion of work. A number 
of Breton guilds admitted women as mistresses in their own right, and even traditionally masculine trades listed a few 
women. Unlike the cases that Julie Hardwick reported, these women did not shun male work in an effort to preserve 

their femininity. Surprisingly, daughters had the same inherited rights as sons to work in these associations. The 
tailors’ guild had a curious regulation that permitted women to become full masters, but if they married within the 
guild, they had to give up their license; only if they married men in other trades could they maintain their mastership. 

But the majority of women took on employment in trades outside the guilds. Here, the authorities seemed to have a 

particularly charitable view of women’s work, allowing seamstresses, cloth merchants, secondhand goods dealers, and 
others to work relatively unhindered by guilds with similar trades. To be sure the guilds apprehended some individuals 
for illegal production---as many women as men--but "there was a sizeable gray area between full membership [in a 
guild] and contravention" (p.67). Despite the advantages that Brettonnes could find, the women constituted the largest 
number of the poor. While Locklin avoids presenting a "golden utopia," she wishes to underscore that "the gendered 

nature of work did not lock women into rigid roles .... and indeed, such flexibility was often a necessary component of 
survival in the early modern economy" (p.71). 

Since historians’ keen interest in Brittany stems from its relative political and legal h~dependence, chapter three on 
women under Breton law is especially welcome. Locklin attributes female independence to customary codes that gave 



partible inheritance (equal shares) to all children. In addition, the community of goods between wife and husband could 
start a year and a day after marriage, allowing women to manage their property and funds for that time. The community 
of goods---sometimes begun immediately---gave women access to marital resources. 

Traditionally, Breton women signed contracts and made wills and donations without the permission of the husband. As 
elsewhere, unmarried women over the age of twenty-five had the same freedom of action. They could also make their 
homes together and share a profession, rights forbidden elsewhere. However, the relative liberty accorded Bretonnes 

was successively curtailed as this province responded to the "family-state pact" that Sarah Hanley has described; by the 
seventeenth century, a husband’s consent was needed for contracts and wills. Constricting women’s actions further, the 
charge of leading a mauvaise vie (a debauched life) could cause a woman to be sentenced to exile or worse. The support of 

female neighbors might or might not convince the court to exonerate her. 

The author’s wide knowledge of the early French legal system within the context of work, sociability, and family 
behavior creates a vivid reconstruction of the lived experience that women and men shared. Although the author leans a 

bit too strongly on Brittany’s singularity (women elsewhere opened their own shops), Locklin’s work is a valuable 
contribution toward enlarging the paradigms of women’s history. Our understanding of early modern France will gain 
much from this significant monograph. 

Daryl M. Hafter 
Eastern Michigan University (Emerita) 
dhafter@emich.edu 
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Size of French merchant marine [2 responses] 

From: Jacob Soil <soll@crab.ratgers.edu> 

Colbert’s naval expansion brought the navy from only a couple dozen boats to more than 200 by 1683. This 
was quite a feat and remarkable in comparison to England, but not to Holland, with its massive merchant 
marine. What Colbert was referring to was probably the number of boats flying Dutch flags. See his Holland 
file in the Melanges Colbert. On the French navy there are numerous modern works, but the essential work is 
by Rene Memain--its a treasure trove. Had Colbert’s naval expansion continued after his death, and had he built 
a public system of state finance to fund it, all might have been different. On this, see my forthcoming, "The 
Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System" (May 28, 2009 publication date). 

All best, 

Jacob Soil 

From: <collir~eorgetowr~.edu> 

You can consult, for Normandy, an article I published in Annales de Normandie, ca. 1980-1982, on the surveys 
done there in the 1660s and 1680s. The raw numbers argument is not much help: at least in Normandy, total 
number of ships went up, but total tonnage remained relatively stable. In a harbinger of 18th-century 
developments, one can see the shift from the mixture of the 1660s - overwhelming majority of barks of the 40- 
80 tx range - to that of the 1680s - small number of very large ships, drastic reduction of the 40-80 middling 
ships, vast increase in small (<30tx) ships. 
You could get some figures on Brittany from the report done by Colbert de Croissy in 1665 (published under 
the editorship of Jean Tanguy) and from the intendant’s memoir for the duc de Bourgogne ca. 1699, also 
published, edited by Jean Meyer and H. Berenger. 
There is a vast literature on 18th-century tonnages. 
Jim Collins 
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French sailors 1600-1700 [complied responses] 

From: William Beik < @comcast.~et> 

French Sailors 1600-1700 
I was truly impressed with the speed and expertise displayed by H-France readers who responded almost 
instantly to my request for information on the social background and/or geographical origins of French deep- 
sea sailors 1600-1700 and of French migrants to the Caribbean and Latin America, 1600-1700." Many thanks 
to all of you. 
Bill Beik 

The promised summary of the responses follows: 
Steven Zdatny: The person to talk to about this is my friend Marcus Rediker, at Pitt, a brilliant fellow and the 

world’s foremost authority on pirates.              ~ahoo.com. 

Marc St-Hilaire: I have not a specific reference, but I know that Micka~l Augeron, a modern history professor 
at Universit~ de La Rochelle (maugeror~@univ-lr.~?), is writing a book on flibustiers dans pirates in France, 
XVIth-XVIIIth c. He is also a specialist of Atlantic migrations to Spanish and French colonies. And the Poitou- 
Charentes archives (espcially Charente Maritime archives) are well furnished with documentation on piraterie. 
Micka~l would be for sure a very good resource to start with. 
David Hopkin: Tim Le GofPs chapter ’The Labour Market for Sailors in France’ in van Royen, Bruijn and 
Lucassen (eds)/Those Emblems of Hell? European Sailors and the Maritime Labour Market, 1570-1870/, 
Newfoundland, 1997, gives a pretty full survey of the literature up to that point, as well as a good account of the 
labour market for sailors under the Old Regime. Like most studies it starts with the Inscription Maritime, that 
marvel of bureaucracy. Therefore the early C 17 does not get much of a look in. 

Jim Collins: Jean Tanguy wrote an excellent articles years ago on Les engages de Nantes (probably in the late 
60s or early 70s); 
I’m not sure where it appeared (in a French j ournal). Marcus Rediker, right there in Pittsburgh, might know 
some answer, of course. 
If this person wants to do primary research, I can assume her/him that the Norman tax rolls from the late 17th 
century exist, and 
identify people always by profession. They are a mine of info about sailors. The registers of translation de 
domicile (particularly 
good set for election of Bayeux, so plenty of ports) give detailed info about many sailors, including a great 
cross section of how 
many of them could sign their names (more than peasants, including laboureurs, and more than most other non- 
elite groups). 
If you read Berce carefully, you see that the leaders of the rebellions in the 1630s - or I should say the 
instigators - were the bargemen 
working on the Charente. There were engages who left from Poitou, too, although I don’t know if anyone has 



written about them. 
(I vaguely remember yes, but not who or where.) My former student Sara Chapman has done some work on 

French pirates, so she 
might be of some help (         oakland.ed~). Philip Boucher: The standard source is Gabriel Debien’s on 
indentured servituded, 17th century. He discusses origins in France of these migrants, who probably 
outnumbered free migrants to the Caribbean. There are however other sources which your friend can access at 
my on line bibliography to France and the American Tropics (Hopkins, 08). Simply google my name. Important 
work has been done on migration to Martinique by such as Jacques Petitj ean-Roget, Philippe Rossignol and Leo 
Elisabeth; or Leo Abenon on Guadeloupe. For boucaniers see the website of Raymond Laprise other than the 
mass of published works. If your friend wishes, he/she may contact me. Regards, Philip Boucher 

~l~otmail.com Hopes this helps a bit. 
Dr Alice Garner: Alain Cabantous’ books on French maritime communities would be a good start, and would 
indicate some useful sources. 
Here are a few: 
Les citoyens du large : les identit~s maritimes en France, XVIIe-XIXe si~cle / Alain Cabantous. Paris : 
Aubier, c1995. 
Dix mille marins face/~ l’oc~an : les populations maritimes de Dunkerque au Havre aux XVIIe et XVIIIe si~cles 
(vers 1660-1794) : ~tude sociale / Alain Cabantous ; preface du recteur Pierre Deyon. Paris : Editions Publisud, 
c1991. 
Le ciel dans la mer : christianisme et civilisation maritime (XVe-XIXe si~cle) / Alain Cabantous. [Paris] : 
Fayard, c 1990. 
Christie Davies: Under British law slave trading was classified as piracy in 1827, a capital offence The French 
did not finally abolish it ( Napoleon had said it was commendable)until the 1840s It would be nice to think that 
the Royal Navy hung a few citoyens from the yard arm. Pass it on. 
TJA LeGoff: I have written quite a bit on the social background of the French sailors, but in the 18c, where the 
sources are better. 
However I doubt things changed much from earlier on. There was probably less mobility in the 17c, with more 
reliance on areas just 
behind the ports and from the big the labour basin in the Cotentin and Haute-Bretagne, which fed into the 
Newfoundland fisheries in 
Granville and Saint-Malo. In the 18c, those traditional basins were augmented by recruitment from the 

hinterlands of the big Atlantic 
ports like Nantes and Bordeaux and from the urban underclasses. I am enclosing a list of articles as an 
attachment. The last one (1995) 
sets the others in perspective.I also have a few notes on the j oint Anglo-French action to wipe out piracy in the 

post-Utrecht years which I would be happy to pass 
on to your student, but they are in Toronto and I am writing you from Paris, so it will have to wait till we return 

on 15 June. [LeGoff’ s bibliography:].    "Offre et productivit~ de la main-d’ oeuvre dans les armements 
frangais au XVIII~me si~cle", Histoire, ~conomie et societY, ii (1983), 457-74. [An earlier version of this article 
appeared without notes in Commission internationale d’histoire maritime, Seamen in Society/Gens de mer en 
Soci~t~ (Bucharest, 1980), pt. 2, 95-108.] 

"Les origines sociales des gens de mer frangais au xviiie si~cle", in Croix, A., and Lebrun, F. (eds.) La 
France d’Ancien R~gime Etudes r~unies en l’honneur de Pierre Goubert (Toulouse, 1985), 367-80. 

"L’impact des prises effectu~es par les Anglais sur la capacit~ en hommes de la marine frangaise pendant 
les guerres de 1744-1748, 1755-1763, 1778-1783", in Acerra, M., M~rino, J. and Meyer, J., Les Marines de 
guerre europ~ennes xvii-xviiie si~cles (Paris, 1985), 103-22. 

"Les gens de mer devant le syst~me des classes 1755-1763: r~sistance ou passivitY?", Les Hommes et la 
Mer dans l’Europe du Nord-Ouest de l’Antiquit~/~ nos jours, Revue du Nord, num~ro 1 special hors s~rie - 



collection Histoire (1986), 463-79. 
"Le recrutement g~ographique et social des gens de mer bretons it la fin de l’Ancien R~gime (r~sultats 

pr~liminaires)", La Bretagne, une province it l’aube de la R~volution. Colloque, Brest, 28-30 septembre 1988 
(Brest-Quimper, 1989), 207-24. 

"Probl~mes de recrutement de la marine frangaise pendant la guerre de Sept Ans", Revue Historique, 

cclxxxiii (1990), 205-33. 
"De la paix it la guerre, les origines des ~quipages de commerce frangais en M~diterrann~e pendant les 

guerres du xviiie si~cle", in M. Verg~-Franceschi (~d.), Guerre et commerce en M~diterran~e IXe - XXe si~cles 
(Paris, 1991), 279-308. 

"Les gens de met des armies 1780" in U. Bonnel, (ed.), Fleurieu et la Marine de son temps, (Paris, 1992), 
139-160. 

"The Labour Market for Sailors in France", in van Royen, P., Bruijn, J. and Lucassen, J. (eds.), "Those 
Emblems of Hell"? European Sailors and the Maritime Labour Market, 1570-1870" St Johns, Nfld., 1997, 287- 
327. 

Michel De Waele: 
Bonjour ~ vous deux, 
Je vous transmets ce message, carje sais que vous codirigez un ~tudiant qui s’int~resse it ces questions. Je peux 
~ventuellement, si vous le d~sirez, contacter Bill Beik que j e connais pour v~rifier si les deux th~se ne font pas 
double emploi. 
[refers to Turgeoon letter below] 
Laurier Turgeon: I suggest your student contact a PhD student from Laval who is working on a similar topic, 
but concentrating on New France. He may also want to contact my ex student, Gervais Carpin, who did a 
wonderful thesis that has been published on French migrants to Canada during the 17th century, entitled "Le 
r~seau du Canada", 2001, Laval Universit~ Press. It won several prizes. 

Most of the work on the topic in France deals with the 18th century; there is very little on the 17th century 
because of a lack of sources. I suggest your student proceed by port. There have been some good monographs 
done on the French Atlantic ports, Christian Heutz de Lemps for Bordeaux, for exemple. 

Pierre Boulle: You probably already got a response from Philip Boucher, but in case he won’t toot his own 
horn, your friend might find it useful to take a look at the bibliography of Philip’s new book, FRANCE AND 
THE AMERICAN TROPICS which is available on line as wa~.philipboucher.com. The book itself has some 
comments on French sailing activities in the Caribbean area. 
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H-France Reviews: Reynolds on Schwartz, IT’S SO FRENCH! HOLLYWOOD, PARIS, 
AND THE MAKING OF COSMOPOLITAN FILM CULTURE 

The    following    review    may    be    found 
f’rance.net/voIgreviews/vo~9g~o51 rew~olds.pdf. 

on the H-France website at: 

H-France Review Vol. 9 (April ~oo9), No. 51 

Vanessa R. Schwartz, It’s So French! Hollywood, Paris, and the Making of Cosmopolitan Film Culture. Chicago and London, 

University of Chicago Press. 2007. 272 pp. Color plates, halftones. $65.00 U.S. (el). ISBN 978022674~24~27. 

Reviewed by Sifin Reynolds, StMing University. 

’How ya gonna keep ’em down on the farm, now that they’ve seen Paree?’ Vanessa Schwartz’s book on Frenchness in 

postwar film culture has an immediate feel-good appeal. Beautifully illustrated with high-quality film stills and publicity 

photos, almost one hundred of them, in colour and black-and-white, it resurrects a world the author describes as "remote 

from our own experience" (p. 2) --though this reviewer must confess to having seen many of the featured films first time 

round, as a teenager in the 1950s and 60s. Skirts twirl, sports-cars dash (and smash), starlets (now there’s a period word) 

pose on the Cannes seafront, Brigitte Bardot jives on the cover. As the author jokes, she is tackling some previously 

rather neglected subjects (what she calls the pioneering field of’Gigi Studies’). 

As often in cultural analysis, Schwartz’s book operates largely through linked case studies. Here there are four, each 
thoroughly explored via an impressive exploration of archives and press records in France and the United States, with 

the aim of reassessing the cinematic relationship between those two countries and locating it within what eventually 
became globalization. The first chapter discusses the wave of 1950s Hollywood ’Frenchness films’: in particular An 

American in Paris (1951) and Gig~ (1958), but by way of Moulin I~ouge (1952), French Can-Can (1954) and Funny Face 

(1957) among others. Many of these English-language films, often made in authentic Paris locations, depict the belle 
@oque: the age when cinema began in France, but also when wealthy American collectors began their massive buying of 
recent French paintings. Toulouse-Lautrec in particular inspired set design. From such spectacular movies, images of 

’Paree’ became familiar outside France. The location filming combined with advanced visual technology to create a 
version of ’Frenchness’, cliched though it might be, which dazzled and impressed the French themselves. Such 
productions, Schwartz maintains, go beyond surface nostalgia to define a transatlantic cinema and, to some extent, heal 
the breach so often referred to in cinema history between an ’invasive’ Hollywood and a ’protectionist’ France. Her 
starting-point (indeed it underlies the whole thesis of the book) is the famous Blum-Byrnes agreement of 1946, which 

limited the percentage of foreign films, mainly American, to be shown in French cinemas. Against the grain, she argues 
that there was more cooperation going on at many levels, including production, than you would think given the number 
of accounts which overly emphasise this as a nexus of Franco-American competition and conflict. 

The second chapter effectively develops the theme with a solidly documented and original account of the Cannes Film 

Festival, using the festival’s archives at BIFI in Paris. This charts in some detail, though not in strictly chronological 
order, the evolution of Cannes h~to a visual feast, as famous for its paparazzi (La Dolce ~ta won the Palme d’Or in 1960) 

as for its stars. Gene Kelly was inclined to shun the ’shutterbugs’ if he didn’t have a hat or hairpiece handy; Jean Cocteau, 

h~ a reference both to the red carpet and to second thoughts, memorably called it a festival d’escalier. What interests 
Schwartz most, however, is the cooperation which Cannes initiated between the French organizers and the wider US film 
industry. She does not conceal some spats and awkwardness in this relationship, but concludes that overall it prepared 



the way for a more h~ternational cinema, rather than a Europe/American split. No doubt the shrewd decision of the 
festival authorities to allow their selected films to bypass the quotas helped, though she also suggests a potential 

contradiction in that while Cannes claimed to exhibit films in proportion to production levels (p. 96), American producers 
still "never believed they had enough films exhibited at Cannes" for their size (p. 94). 

The title of Schwartz’s third chapter, "And France Created Bardot," indicates that the huge US box-office success of El 
Dieu crda la Femme (1957) will be the main focus, but it starts with an thoroughly documented twenty-odd pages on 

efforts--from both sides of the Atlantic--to gain foreign, and specifically French, films more distribution in American 
movie theatres. Her argument convincingly suggests that Bardot’s fame initially surfed on a modest wave favouring the 
export of French commercial films in the latter half of the 1950s. EtDieu Crda la Femmewas, as she says "a fairly ordinary 

slick middlebrow product," but it appealed to its US audiences for a variety of reasons, not least its visual style. It was 
made in widescreen and colour, which Roger Vadim, its director and Bardot’s then husband, explicitly described as 
American-intluenced. More famously of course, it traded on Bardot’s photogenic "sex-kitten" image, made possible by 
French freedom from US production regulations. Her youth and casual manner--illustrated in the book by a striking 
unstaged shot of her alongside the Com~die Francaise’s Edwige Feuill~re at a caf~ in Cannes (Fig. 2.13)--offered an 

exportable image of modern French youth. This was no costume drama, although it was, of course, exactly contemporary 

with the belle @oque movies. 

The paradox is, as Schwartz points out, that the film was retrospectively incorporated into the New Wave canon. The 
New Wave directors themselves, just then emerging into the light, had made plain their own passion for Hollywood 
(albeit a very special, auteur-type Hollywood) but Vadim was very far from being Godard. While the short-lived Bardot 

phase appeared to usher in possibilities for the French home grown industry’s commercial success, it was not followed 
through for a combination of reasons, including perhaps government cultural policy under Malraux in the early 1960s. 
Middle America didn’t take to the New Wave, which ended up as cinema for intellectuals. "What [it] could not manage 

was big box office", Schwartz concludes (p. 143). She sees Bardot’s screen death in Godard’s Le M@ris (1963) as a 
metaphor for the Nouvelle Vague’s "perhaps even accidental murder" of France’s export of commercial movies (p. 153). 
Still, she argues that rather than analyse Bardolatry as an episode in the success or failure of French national film, one 
should see it as a further loosening of frontiers between France and America, paving the way for the "cosmopolitan film," 
the subject of Chapter 4. 

The previous three chapters had been linked by a number of threads. Frenchness, largely centred incidentally on 
photogenic women, is absolutely central to their thesis. The French connection is radically stretched and perhaps 

weakened by making the focus of the final chapter Mike Todd’s blockbuster Around the l/Uorld in 80 Days" (1956). One can 
see how tempting it will have been to home in on a film "almost entirely omitted from the history of film" and now lost 
from screens, despite its ’best picture’ Oscar. Admittedly, it is based on Jules Verne’s novel, "a French story about a 

shrinking globe," and as Schwartz rightly emphasises, Todd did play three minutes of Georges M~li6s’s version of 
Verne’s Uoyage dans la Lune in the prologue. The story of Todd and his venture in glorious Todd-AO, as narrated here, is 

remarkable in itself.[1] And Schwartz is surely right in her portrayal of the transnational, or cosmopolitan, but 
essentially Occidental film-making of the late 1950s, and into the 1960s and 1970s, as a significant and linked 
development. The Bond films are perhaps the most iconic example of this. ’Frenchness’ was no doubt a presence here, 
among others. 

I’m less convinced of the case for tying too exclusive a connection between Todd’s movie and the French-US links 

previously unearthed. Any Frenchness still remaining in Around the l/Korld was pretty residual. As Schwartz concedes, 

casth~g Mexican star Canth~flas as the valet Passepartout, stripped out the French point of view that would otherwise 

have acted as counterpoint to David Niven’s imperturbable Englishman. The overall impression of the film (which I saw 

h~ Todd-AO) was arguably a lot more Anglo-American, notably in its huge cast-list, than French. Schwartz rescues this 

by saying that the fact "that the story was French in origin but played otherwise suggests the porous way in which 

French culture could be easily assimilated into a generalised ’Western’ culture" (p.175). Nothing to quarrel with there, 

but that is because the reasoning has at this point become rather bland. As the author rightly says, new technology and 

easier jet travel, not to mention Hollywood blacklisting, all played a role in the move towards more global film-making. 

80 Days was perhaps sh~gled out as the cosmopolitan film with the best claim to a French connection, albeit a somewhat 

diluted one. But one effect of the narrowing of the focus, essential, no doubt to the book’s thesis, is to screen out virtually 

all other components of European-transatlantic contacts: Italy and Germany get only thirteen and eight index references 

respectively; Britain is almost completely marginalised, with a mere half a dozen mentions. Yet surely plenty was going 

on that wasn’t French). 

Vanessa Schwartz’s book is refreshing and stimulating. She takes an unexpected angle on a much-condescended-to period 
and set of films, and her case studies are all intrinsically full of interest. She has uncovered a wealth of persuasive evidence 



of contacts between the French and American film industry, especially on the production side, and provides a formidable 
set of quotations from private correspondence and official minutes alike. It is a great asset too, to find such well-selected 

illustrations to back up the points. The downside of the case-study approach is a slight temptation to over-state the 
argument. The broader European cinema context, as suggested above, gets fairly short shrift. So too does the French 
political context of these years as reflected in the international media: viz. the Fourth Republic’s catastrophically unstable 
image in so many cinema newsreels of the time. That regime may have laid the foundation of France’s post-war recovery, 
but English-speaking cinema-goers were regularly fed a diet of disparagh~g shots of departing politicians, interspersed 

with Parisian fashion parades, to suggest that Frenclmess was an uneasy combination of glamour and incompetence. The 
only ’NATO’ in the index is the ’National Association of Theater Owners’, rather than the better-known one welcomed to 
set up its headquarters in Paris between 194~9 and 1966. There are one or two points of detail about which one could 
quibble.[2] And the book is rather short on statistics: it isn’t clear, for instance, whether even at the peak of Brigitte 

Bardot’s fame, any French-made films apart from Et Dieu Crda la Femme had anythh~g like ’mass’ distribution in the 
United States, i.e. outside New York and Los Angeles. [3] 

But these are minor criticisms of a well-researched and original study. The strengths of the book seem to me to lie in its 
welcome comparative approach, its range of fascinating detail, and its challenge to received wisdom. Schwartz has made 
an excellent case for film historians to rethink the period, to boldly go beyond their more usual national approach, and to 
pay more attention to the origins of cosmopolitan/Western filmmaking, even if, in the terms posed here, her claims for 
the overwhelming importance of the French-US connection aren’t necessarily easy either to prove or disprove. 

NOTES: 

[1] Todd-AO is an improved variant, developed by Todd with Brian O’Brien, of the widescreen process Cinerama. 

[2] Georges Bidault was not president, but prdsident du conseil, i.e. prime minister. 
Saying that "Henri Langlois and his partisans used the broad events of Paris in May 1968 to shut down the [Cannes] 
Festival" (p. 72) doesn’t quite do justice either to the Cin6math~que scandal or to the reasons behind the protests. 

[3] My 1993 edition of Katz agrees that with this film, "BB single-handledly brought French films out of the small art- 
houses and into the major movie theaters," but that still looks more like a unique event accompanied by a lot of press 
attention, than a wave of all-conquering commercial French cinema. Schwartz doesn’t give figures for distribution of BB’s 
other films in the U.S. 

Sifin Reynolds 
University of Stirling 
sian.reynolds@stir.ac.uk 
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Antonella Alimento, l~dformes fiscales et crises politiques dans la France de Louis XU: De la taille tariJ~e au cadastre go~eral. 

Brussels and New York: P.I.E. Peter Lang, 2008. 4o2 pp. Notes, bibliography, and index. $ 71.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN: 

978905~014~14~ 

Review by Stephen Miller, University of Alabama at Birmingham. 

This book provides a detailed narrative of 1763, a year of more peril and uncertainty for the French crown and upper 

classes than any other in the eighteenth century prior to the Revolution. To amortize the debts accrued during the Seven 

Years War, the royal minister in charge of finances, Henry Bertin, sought to establish an administration for the 

investigation of land values and have nobles and office holders, exempt from the basic tax on commoners, pay an exact 

portion of their revenue to the vingti~me taxes levied on all subjects apart from the clergy. The resistance of the 

parlements to this initiative diminished the crown’s ability to collect taxes and weakened its control over the provinces. 

Scholars have examined this crisis from the perspective of government finances, the Parlement of Paris, and the other 

parlements in the provinces, but none has brought together the kind of rich analysis of the political positions staked out 

by the royal ministers and parlements that one finds in the book under review. In this sense, Alimento provides scholars 

with a comprehensive account of 1763, just as informative as the one of 1787 and 1788 written years ago by Jean t~gret. 

Alimento begins the analysis of 1763 by presenting the efforts of previous governments to investigate the quality and 

extent of landholdings for the purpose of accurately taxing the country’s wealth and augmenting royal revenue. These 

efforts formed part of the monarchy’s slow and gradual transformation from a judicial to a bureaucratic management of 

the realm, a transformation brought on by the rising costs of warfare. Alimento makes this transformation one of the two 

major themes of her book. She writes that it was particularly evident in the controller-general’s department, which alone 

possessed half of the administrative personnel of the monarchy in the eighteenth century. The staff of this executive 

department encompassed nobles of the royal court, the king’s appointed intendants in the provinces, their assistants, 

fiscal agents, and engineers for public works. As was the case in monarchies elsewhere in Europe, the heads of the 

controller-general’s department launched reforms from 1730 onward with the goal of strengthening the state and making 

royal subjects equal before the law through a program of investigating their landed revenues. Several intendants took 

advantage of their authority over rural communities and obliged the communities to pay for land surveyors. In this 

process, they put in place objective records for taxation and diminished the volume of litigation, and thus the influence of 

the judiciary. 

Alimento argues that the administrators of the central government were of two minds concerning the best means to 

evaluate land values. One strategy, seen in the work of Turgot as intendant of the administrative province of Limoges 

(roughly the Limousin), called for royal commissioners to prepare geometric cadastres of all of the parcels of land. This 

strategy also envisioned the input of proprietors for the estimation of property, thus mixing decentralized methods with 

traditional centralization and statist methods. The other strategy, apparent in the cadastres carried out by Louis-Jean 



Bertier de Sauvignyfils in the administrative province of Paris (the ~le-de-France), was later revived under the Consulat 

after 1799 and was descriptive according to crop masses. One of Louis XV’s principal advisers, Marie-Francois de Paule 
Lefbvre d’Ormesson, supported this second strategy for land evaluations. He argued in favor of a uniform distribution of 
taxation in each province but did not want to confer on communities a preponderant role in making the cadastres. 

D’Ormesson wanted the intendants and their agents to exercise authority over the work of the communities. 

The second major theme of the book is the resistance of the parlements to plans to investigate landed revenue. Alimento 
argues that the opposition of the courts in 1763 arose from the Jansenist convictions of influential judges that the crown 
had no right to dispose of the property of its subjects without their consent and that the royal officials who stood between 

the king and his people were acting in their own private interests and not those of the kingdom as a whole. For this 
reason, the Parlement of Paris declared its right to verify the financial accounts of the monarchy prior to writing into the 
legal registers the edicts providing for the investigations of landed revenue, and the Parlement of Rouen sought the 
reestablishment of the Estates of Normandy to oversee the collection of taxes in that province. Such resistance was so 
effective that the cadastres drawn up in the eighteenth century remained episodic provincial initiatives and never gained a 

foothold at the national level. 

Alimento also brings to light a conflict, hitherto absent from the scholarly literature, between the crown and the 
parlements over the question of feudal perquisites. Bertin’s administration proposed in February 1763 to permit the 
dependents of seigneurial lords to make reimbursement payments and free themselves from feudal levies. The edict 

opened the path toward full rights of property for all of landowners in the realm. The controller-general’s department 
thus sought to resolve a problem identified in the 1750s by theorists interested in free trade and economic growth. 
Alimento notes that the noble judges of the Parlement of Paris bristled at this proposal and demanded its retraction, 
claiming that the proposal contravened feudalism and property rights. Later, in 1779, the Parlement opposed another 

edict suppressing the feudal burdens weighing on the inhabitants of the king’s domains. The parlementaires evinced a 
deep-seated attachment to the prerogatives of the seigneurial regime. 

After defeating the initiatives of Berth~, Alimento argues, Jansenist judges of the Parlement of Paris and the other 

parlements of the realm gained the upper hand in the central government when Clement Charles Francois de L’Averdy, a 
parlementaire and a Jansenist, became the controller general of finances in December 1763. The edict of August 1763 
replacing municipal venal offices with elective positions, and the edict of 1766, creating an elective provincial 

administration in the Boulonnais on an experimental basis, stemmed from the Jansenist groups’ penchant for 
decentralization. 

Alimento maintains that the ruling groups of the years immediately following the fall of the monarchy rejected the 
administrative ideas that had been prevalent since 1750 and that had inspired the bureaucrats of the controller-general’s 

department under Bertin. These bureaucrats had wanted controllers, agents, h~tendants, sub-delegates, and land 
surveyors, aided by assemblies of inhabitants or representatives of proprietors, to assure an equitable allotment of taxes. 
The Constituent Assembly, by contrast, gave responsibility for the allotment of fiscal charges to the taxpayers. It aimed 
to forestall the development of officialdom between the treasury and taxpayers. This stance, manifest in the constitutions 
of the 1790s, came from the heritage of the ideological debate launched by the Jansenists after 1750, the debate which had 

first exploded in 1763-1763 when the parlements sought to do away with all the administrators between the sovereign 
and the taxpayers. The Jansenist Charles-Guillaume Lambert even found himself at the head of the controller-general’s 
department in 1790 when communities were given responsibility for composing the tax assessments of the citizenry. 

While Alimento has undoubtedly written a fine book, indispensable for anyone interested in the political and financial 

history of eighteenth-century France, one can still question some of her explanations of the evidence. One cannot help 
but wonder, for example, if there really was a trend toward bureaucratic centralized government when one reads 
Alimento’s own account of the fragility of the financial system. This fragility, she writes, stemmed from the private 
administration of royal revenues and the sums reserved by the king’s financial managers for providing him with liquidity. 
Bertin recognized that to gain 22o million livres for royal initiatives, the king would have to decree a tax or loan of 32o 

million; and to gain 100 million for royal projects, he would have to collect or borrow twice this amount. 

Further questions about this alleged bureaucratization emerge from Alimento’s analysis of the relationship between the 
crown and the privileged orders. She writes that the bureaucrats of the controller-general’s department had to defend all 
of the elites with title to privileges, because these guaranteed the cohesion of the state and formed the basis of the 
monarchy. When royal ministers sought to reduce privileges, Alimento writes, they threatened the consensual 
submission to the crown of the dominant groups within the three estates, which had no reason to acquiesce in absolute 
monarchy without the enjoyment of privileges. 



One might also question the significance Alimento attributes to Jansenism. Other well-researched studies of the 
opposition of the parlements to the investigation of land revenues and to the reduction of tax privileges have not 

accorded much significance to religious conviction. Historians have found that the nobles objected above all to the 
h~dignity of having officials scrutinize their personal affairs. They objected to submitting their income to standard 
uniform tax rates in the absence of standard provisions for their representation in government. 

According to Alimento’s research on the late 1750s, the noble judges of the Parlement of Besan~on, unlike their peers in 

the other parlements, supported the Jesuits against the Jansenist onslaught, yet still opposed the crown’s effort to levy a 
second vingti~me. They only agreed to the tax when the monarchy worked out a deal with the province, a deal similar to 

the ones with the clergy and the/rays d’dtat (provinces such as Languedoc, Burgundy and Brittany retaining medieval 
estates), permitting the Franche Comt~ to make a payment to the royal treasury and spare it the presence of royal fiscal 
personnel. The agreement stipulated that the tax would not entail official investigations of properties but rather an 

allotment determined by communities. In this manner, Alimento argues, local elites could bring their influence to bear 
within the communities and assure that the vingti~me did not systematically tax their income. Alimento shows that the 
judges in Besan¢on, lacking any Jansenist convictions, opposed royal fiscal personnel with as much vigor and 

effectiveness as did their Jansenist peers in Rouen, Dijon, Grenoble, Bordeaux, and Pau. 

Alimento’s narrative of events makes the Jansenist ideology with regard to the intermediate royal officials appear rather 
shallow. The judges do not seem to have opposed the idea of administrators between the taxpayers and the people per se 
so much as the idea of administrators that the nobility did not control. Alimento shows that L’Averdy and t~tienne- 

FranCois, duc de Choiseul, the most influential minister at the time, together began to set the administrative machinery of 
the monarchy back in motion toward the end of 1763 by pursuing a policy of collaboration with the parlements. The 
judges had no problem with intermediate personnel when these personnel consisted of the nobles of the parlements, the 
provincial estates and the seigneurial classes. The monarchy gained the approval of the magistracy for new taxes once it 
abandoned the policy of investigations by royal appointees and instead permitted privileged proprietors to oversee the 
declarations of landed revenues on the local level. 

On the whole, these questions of interpretation arise from the richness of Alimento’s narrative. She brings together so 
much research that the narrative resists broad theories about modernization and religious culture. In fact, these questions 
actually serve to show the strength of the book, which is a thought-provoking and comprehensive account of the politics 

of 1763. Alimento offers a thorough and challenging scholarly study that will prove invaluable to students and 
researchers of early modern France. 

NOTES 

[1] Julian Swann, Politics and the Parlement of Paris under Louis XU, 1754-1774 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1995); James C. Riley, The Seven ~%ars I/Far and the Old I:teg~me in France: The Economic and Financial Toll (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1986); Jean Egret, Louis" XUet l’opposition parlementaire, 1715-1774 (Paris: A. Colin 1970); 

Idem., La prd-rdvolutionfrancaise, 1787-1788 (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1962). 

[2] Two examples of this scholarship are Michael Kwass, Privilege and the Politics of Taxation in Eighteenth-Centur) 

France: Libertd, ~galitd, Fiscalitd (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) and Vivian Gruder, The Notables" and the 

Nation: The Political Schooling of the French, 1787-1788 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007). 
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Mario Vargas Llosa, The Temptation of the Impossible: ~ctor Hugo and Les Mis~rables._Trans. John King. Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 2007. 196 pp. Notes, index. $24.95 (cl). ISBN 13 9780691131115 

Review by Isabel K. Roche, Bennington College. 

As is often the case when one well-known writer takes on another, Mario Vargas Llosa’s study of Hugo’s Lee" Misdrables 
generated a fair amount of attention upon its publication in Spain in 2004, as well as upon the recent publication of John 
King’s English-language translation. Rightly so, this attention has been uniformly positive, as Llosa’s reading provides 

us with a richly nuanced understanding of the novel and its stakes. 

While neither the first writer nor the first French writer to capture Llosa’s attention (earlier studies of Gabriel Garcia 
Mfirquez and Gustave Flaubert both met with acclaim), Victor Hugo, as the personal introduction lets us know, is an 

author for whom Llosa has had a particular affinity since reading and finding solace in Lee" Misdrables during a bleak 
period in his youth as a student in a military boarding school (pp. 1-10). The study, based on a series of lectures delivered 
while a visiting professor at Oxford University in April in May of 2oo4 is unencumbered by an explicit theoretical 
approach and makes only light reference to the (abundant, indeed overwhelming) scholarly work that has been done on 
the novel. Although Llosa demonstrates a firm grasp of nineteenth-century French literature, history, and politics and 
makes smart use of contemporary reactions to the novel, this is Llosa on Hugo. Such directness, for those accustomed to 
the larger scholarly dialogues that almost always swirl around studies of great works requires some recalibration, and 

those for whom Lee" Misdrables is an object of critical or scholarly interest will quickly come to the realization that, most of 
the time, Llosa is not saying anything new. Rather, what is showcased here is the art and the enduring interest of 
methodical, careful reading and reflection and the dynamism it engenders. Nothing is lost on Llosa and what is most 
remarkable here is perhaps the resulting immediacy of his analysis. 

Organized around Llosa’s understanding and questioning of the novel as form, this study is as interested in prodding how 
Hugo constructed this fictional world and reality as by what it contains. The first several chapters focus in this way on 
elements of narration, plot, and character. The first chapter, "The Divine Stenographer," treats the Hugolian narrator, 

advancing at its opening that "The main character in Lee" Misdrables is not Monseigneur Bienvenu or Jean Valjean, or 
Fantine, or Gavroche, or Marius, or Cosette, but the person that invents them and tells their story, this insolent narrator 
who is constantly cropping up between his creation and the reader" (p. 11). Llosa links the germination and spurt-like 
growth of the novel to almost 2000 pages over a nearly twenty-year period (1845 to 1862) to Hugo’s aesthetic aspiration 

to totality. To his mind, the narrator serves necessarily as its principal support, with a presence and knowledge "as 
excessive as the story itself’ (p. 13). Accordingly, the narrator of Lee" Misdrables unapologetically manifests his presence 
(be it through explanations, attitudes and behaviors, digressions, or even rants) and even his absences (in moments of 

purposefully restricted omniscience) are acutely felt. Llosa’s conclusion, all while built around one of the most basic 
tenets of narrative theory--that one must never confuse the narrator of a novel with its author--compellingly situates the 
larger-than-life quality of this narrator in the evolution of the novel from classic to modern. 



The second and third chapters ("The Dark Vein of Destiny" and "Touchy Monsters", respectively) turn our attention to 

aspects of plot and character. Identifying what he calls an "order of coh~cidence" (p. ~0) in the novel, Llosa traces the way 
h~ which the fictional mechanism of chance unifies the unwieldy plot of Lee" Misdrables, focusing his attention on three key 

episodes. These significant moments (or "volcanic craters" (p. ¯ 1) in his words)--the ambush in the Gorbeau tenement, the 
barricade at La Chanvrerie, and the Paris sewers--generate an energy that reverberates throughout the entire novel and 
reveal both the providential and the dark workings of fate. Yet as Llosa also observes, this grip is both tempered and 

complicated by concrete suggestions of the possibility of freedom and free will, leaving us to wonder how events and lives 
really unfold--"in a programmed way, dictated by the workings of fate, or through the achievements and failures ot 
sovereign human beings?" (p. 53). His exploration of the novel’s characters, and his grouping them according to their 
polarized defining qualities of good and evil (or "luminous" and "shadowy," (p. 57) provides solid readings ot 
Monseigneur Bienvenu, Jean Valjean, Javert, and Gavroche among others. 

Beginning with the fourth chapter, "The Great Theater of the World," Llosa’s analysis becomes more distinctive, above 
all for its organization. While critics have long-noted the blurring of genre in Hugo’s work and the poetic and theatrical 
qualities of his fiction, Llosa draws here on theater and performance--both concretely and as a metaphor--as a way ot 

connecting and understanding aspects of Lee" Misdrables most often examined through a narratological lense. In this way, 
for example, attention to onomastics (the names that characters are assigned) results not in a thematic discussion ot 
identity but as one of the purposes of shifting roles and theatrical conventions. Similarly, setting is evoked not as much 
for its symbolic value as for the value of its contrivance, as the artifice of the novel’s strangest locations--the Elephant at 

the Bastille, the Gorbeau tenement--paradoxically makes the novel more believable. Through the strength of its 
performance, Llosa concludes, this novel and great novels in general succeed in offering "another life, endowed with its 
own attributes, that is created to discredit real life. They hold up a mirror that seems to reflect real life but in fact 
deforms real life, adds fresh touches, reshapes it" (pp. 

The fifth and sixth chapters ("Rich, Poor, Leisured, Idle, and Marginal" and "Civilized Barbarians," respectively) delve 
h~to the philosophical and ideological underph~nings of Lee" Misdrables, and take care to contextualize them within Hugo’s 
own complex political evolution. Llosa underscores in the first of these chapters the fact that the liberal utopianism Hugo 

advanced, while a rather benign stance to twenty-first century readers, was viewed as a real threat to the world that 
received it and had no way of knowing what was coming next. The novel also offers a "disproportionate 
reorganization" (p. 130) of social problems, with the ills issued of an imperfect judicial and penal system the pivot around 
which everything turns. Llosa responds vigorously to many of Hugo’s contemporary critics, who bemoaned the danger 
of such a slant, as a way of asserting the liberty, the very fictionality that fiction must be granted. If Hugo’s 

dissatisfaction with the way human justice is conceived and executed is clear, his stance on history and particularly on the 
h~surrection of 183~ is less so, and the second of these two chapters is not afraid to make the very basic observation that 
we, the readers of Lee" Misdrables, are really never told what is at stake in the revolt. Llosa convh~cingly argues that 

readers and critics, quick to supplement the fiction with the historical fact that surrounds it, miss Hugo’s intent by 
attributing information to it that is not there. Hugo does not tell us much because "in the fictional reality, these problems 
belong not to the historical domain, but to the domain of fate or divine predetermination. Men are agents through whom 
the unfathomable hand of God maps the course of history, which, as the narrator emphatically declares, is a steady march 
toward improvements in society and justice" (p. 133). In this way, the novel makes use of history above all to shape a 

reality of Hugo’s own design, one in which, as Llosa concludes, "the mysterious hand of God" (p. 1~5) is the unifying 
force. 

The seventh chapter, "From Heaven Above", develops this thread, first in drawing proof from the little-read "preface 
philosophique" drafted for the novel in 186o but abandoned, and then in revisiting Hugo’s ambition to totality from 

personal and esthetic perspectives as a way of both affirming Hugo’s belief in a larger divine force and apprehending its 
imprint upon the novel. The concluding chapter, "The Temptation of the Impossible," thoroughly dissects Alfred de 
Lamartine’s harsh critical study of Lee" Misdrables. Highlighting the irony in Lamartine’s assessment--that concern that 

the truths of the fiction were powerful enough to be taken for real proved in fact the power of the fiction--permits Llosa 
to arrive neatly at the conclusion, or the truism, that the entire study prepares: that the enduring power of fiction is its 
ability to give form, make meaning, out of all that spins and churns around us, precisely in transporting us outside ot 
ourselves, in letting us live "the impossible" (p. 173). 

King’s translation, although very readable, either contains or maintains a few odd errors of fact: "nine years in exile" (p. ~) 
instead of nineteen; Hugo’s date of death given as "lSS3" (p. 6) instead of lSS5; the "street uprising of 193~" (p. 5~) 
instead of 183~. 

One has the sense from the beginning to end of The Temptation of the Impossible that similarly sweeping political 



trajectories additionally feed and shape Llosa’s fascination and dialogue with Hugo, but these are not mentioned. Be this 
purposeful or a curious omission, the study, all on its own, is a testament to the value of solid, carefully constructed 

criticism, criticism which is additionally bolstered by Llosa’s intuitive understanding of the equally important mysteries 
and mechanics of great fiction. 

Isabel Roche 

Bennington College 
iroche@bennington.edu 
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Michael Lynn, Popular Science and Public" Opinion in Eighteenth-Century France. Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 2006. ix + 177 pp. Notes, select bibliography, and index. $8o.oo U.S. (el). ISBN 9780719073731. 

Review by Matthew Ramsey, Vanderbilt University. 

Forty years ago, in his classic study of French mesmerism, Robert Darnton wrote of"the golden age of popular science 
[that] occurred in prerevolutionary France."[1] He described the balloon craze of the 1780s and mentioned some of the 
same figures who appear among the dramatis personae of Michael Lynn’s study (though Lynn gives Mesmer himself only 
a cameo role): Jean-Antoine Nollet, known as abb~ Nollet-- he held a degree in theology from the University of Paris-- 
experimental physicist, member of the Acad~mie Royale des Sciences, professor of physics, and an immensely popular 

public lecturer; Henri Decremps, jurist, mathematician, magician, and author of how-to books on performing magic tricks 
for entertainment, who, like an eighteenth-century James Randi, delighted in exposing the subterfuges used by those who 

claimed to work miraculous feats beyond the ken of ordinary science; Nicolas-Philippe Ledru,,    physicist,          prestidigitator, 
and medical electrician (Louis XVI authorized him to practice at his new Hospice M~dico-Electrique), who styled himself 
"Comus," after the Roman god of mirth and revelry, and entertained royalty, aristocrats, and the general public with his 

scientific experiments; Joseph Pinetti, "professor of natural magic," who often performed at the royal Th~fitre des Menus- 
Plaisirs; Jean-Francois Pilfitre de Rozier, probably best remembered as an early balloonist and one of the first two 
fatalities caused by an aviation accident (in 1785 the balloon in which he and a companion were ridh~g crashed in flames), 
but also a successful lecturer on chemistry and physics; and Barth~lemy Bl~ton, a celebrated dowser who performed 
demonstrations of water witching before large audiences. By citing these examples, sometimes only in passing, Darnton 

conveyed the remarkable variety of practices that could be grouped under the rubric of popular science and the ways in 
which they linked instruction and entertainment. He did not, however, situate the popularizers within the larger social 
and cultural space in which they competed for audiences and recognition. 

Despite the interest and importance of the topic, popular science in eighteenth-century France received limited attention 

h~ the decades that followed, perhaps because it seemed to occupy a no-man’s-land between history of science and cultural 
history. The most innovative scholarship in English dealt with Britain rather than France. [2] On the French case, 
Charles Gillispie’s study of the Montgolfier brothers primarily concerned the scientific and technical aspects of early 
balloonh~g. [3] Two books published in the 1990s explored aspects of popular science h~ the ancien regime, but as part of 

different research agendas. Dena Goodman’s study of the eighteenth-century Republic of Letters had a chapter on musdes, 
lycdes, and clubs, which, she argued, "challenged the salon as the center of the Republic of Letters." [4] Like Lynn, she 

devoted a subchapter to the Mus~e de Monsieur, founded by Pil~tre de Rozier in 1781. (82-90) [5] Abb~ Nollet figured 
prominently in Geoffrey Sutton’s study of"the demonstration of Enlightenment" in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
France--he merited two subchapters--and Sutton duly noted the commercial success of his public lectures. The emphasis, 
however, was on "science for a polite society."[6] The literature in French included some specialized and often 

antiquarian studies of individual figures such as Pil~tre de Rozier, but no synthetic work that dealt with the general topic 
and engaged with broader developments in intellectual and cultural history and the history of science. [7] It is revealing 



that a newly-published study with the ambitious goal of linking the history of politics, science, and literature in France 
around the turn of the nineteenth century cites only the French translation of Darnton on the subject of popular science. 

Lynn’s carefully-researched and lucidly-written book finally meets the need for a synoptic study that places popular 

science in the broader social and cultural history of the ancien regime. It focuses on experimental physics in Paris, from 

the 1730s to the early years of the Revolution, a period when, Lynn argues, "science formed a mainstay of French popular 

culture" (p. 149). In his introductory chapter, he contrasts his approach with earlier work on the dissemination of 

"enlightened ideas," which dealt with "the readership of books and affiliation with enlightened institutions." His own 

central subject, he writes, is "the appropriation of science" through public lectures, club memberships and other activities 

that made science accessible to a large part of urban society (p. 4). 

Lynn devotes chapter 2 to the popularizers who practiced what became a recognized occupation, mixing experimentation 
and spectacle; they turned to the public as patron when elite patronage was hard to come by. Their activities reached a 
peak during the period from about 1775 through the first years of the Revolution. Chapter 3 is entitled "the audience, 
economics, and geography of popular science. Like Robert Isherwood in his study of popular entertainments in Paris, 

Lynn finds that individuals from all walks of life--women as well as men--attended the lectures, though a subscription to 
a series was too expensive for people of modest means and attracted mainly a "middling audience" (p. 46). [0] 
Unfortunately no information survives on enrollments or the identity of audience members; nor is it possible to document 
exchanges between the popularizers and their clientele, in the way that James Smith Allen was able to do for ten 
nineteenth-century French writers, using the correspondence they received from their readers. [10] Lynn, however, 

makes effective use of the indirect evidence that does survive, including publicity that specifically targeted certain 
segments of the population. There is more solid information on the prices paid by "consumers" of popular science for 
courses and club membership, and on the venues used by popularizers, whose movements around Paris sometimes 
reflected a change in status. Chapter 4 examines musdes, lycdes, and other institutions of popular science. Once again Lynn 

finds a significant level of participation by women, especially at the Music de Monsieur, although some institutions were 
not fully open to them (pp. 70, ss-so). 

The last two chapters deal with special topics: rhabdomancy (the use of divining rods) and ballooning. Lynn’s account of 

ballooning treats it as a commercial enterprise linked to popular science, mixing entertainment with instruction for a 
wide public. It took place on a grander scale than lecture series or clubs. His discussion of rhabdomancy focuses on two 
celebrated cases, both involving peasants from Dauphin& in the late seventeenth century, Jacques Aymar, a dowser who 
in addition to locating water was purportedly able to track down criminals, and in the 1770s and 17sos, the 
aforementioned Barth~lemy Bl~ton, who reputedly could find coal as well as water. The activities of both were highly 

controversial; for Lynn, they illustrate the role of public opinion in deciding the validity of such claims to special powers. 
Aymar’s credibility was challenged by opponents ranging from the Academic Royale des Sciences to theologians who 
feared that his feats might depend on demonic forces. Other learned observers were persuaded by the public 
demonstrations of his skills and developed theories to explain the phenomenon in natural terms. In the end, Lynn writes, 
"it was the scientifically unfounded opinions of the popular classes that carried the day," and the services of dowsers 

continued to be widely used (p. 10s). Nearly a century later, a much larger public participated in the debates over Bl~ton’s 
powers. He found an active defender in the physician Pierre Thouvenel, whose 17S 1 book on Bl~ton included testimonials 
from clients and thereby "put the question into the hands of the general public" (p. 111). An interesting figure in his own 
right, Thouvenel became a proselytizer for dowsing and later traveled to Italy to promote his theory of rhabdomancy. 
[11] The Bl~ton affair coincided with the controversy over Mesmer and animal magnetism, and his reputation and 

Thouvenel’s, like Mesmer’s, sank within the "scientific community." The elite, however, could not control the debates 
over his work: "The state, savants, and public all participated on relatively equal terms" (p. 11 s). 

Lynn brings his narrative to a close at the end of the eighteenth century, where he locates the beginnings of a divide that 
separated popular from "elite" science, "for reasons not necessarily connected to the Revolution." Starting before the 

Revolution, in the mid-lVSOs, "some savants began to attack science in the public sphere ... [and] denigrated the role 
popular science had played during the Enlightenment" (p. 149). Popular science continued to flourish into the nineteenth 
century, but in a different space than the "’real’ science" of the "elite savants" (p. 152). 

The framework for the study brings together three clusters of concepts: public opinion, highlighted in the book’s title, 

and the Habermasian public sphere; the market, consumerism, and commodification; and popular science, popular culture 

and popularization. The public sphere--in some places "the enlightened public sphere"--is where scientific ideas competed 

for recognition, bestowed by public opinion rather than patrons and experts (p. 5). In "the market in popular science," 

popularizers competed to sell their product to consumers (p. 53). Lynn draws here on the work of Daniel Roche and Colin 

Jones, among others, on the development of consumerism in eighteenth-century France. [12] Science is an object of 



"consumption," and "enlightened ideas" are subject to "commercialization" (pp. 51-5~). Indeed, "the Enlightenment itself 
was commodified and packaged for consumption by the general Parisian public" (p. 90). In other publications, Lynn has 

analyzed the commodification of fireworks and ballooning. ~13~ 

The public sphere and the market are common coin among historians of the ancien regime. The concepts of the popular 
and popularization are more problematic and have been widely contested. The terms "popular" and "elite" are notoriously 
polysemous--they can refer to a social hierarchy of consumers and producers of cultural objects or to a hierarchy of 

cultural goods--and have long been criticized for suggesting the existence of separate cultural arenas completely isolated 
from each other. ~13~ The history of science introduces another hierarchy, of expertise within a discipline; a highly- 
educated member of the upper classes may still be a mere amateur in matters scientific. Lynn at one point recognizes this 
distinction, writing of "the social and scientific elites" (p. 7). In general, he applies both "popular" and "elite" mainly to 

science, though he occasionally employs the terms in other senses: "popular classes," "the more elite parts of Paris," an 
audience consisting of "the educated and the elite," and "noblemen and the social elite" (pp. 108, 36, 56, 79). Traditional 
accounts of"popularization" have been criticized for assuming a one-way transmission of information from experts to the 
public and ignoring the active role of the latter in the construction of scientific knowledge.~lS~ Lynn wholeheartedly 
embraces what has become the standard model, in which consumers appropriate and transform cultural goods, while 

producers respond to feedback from consumers. He treats his popularizers as "cultural intermediaries between multiple 
aspects of scientific life," who had to please their audience but also, if they aspired to a higher status in the scientific 
world, "their more elite brethren" (p. 8). The most successful of these popularizers linked the public to the Academy of 
Sciences and the University of Paris (p. 19). As for the audiences, although direct evidence is hard to come by, it is 
plausible that "people actively appropriated science in general and even demanded specific kinds of science to meet their 

own cultural needs" (p. 7). 

Lynn applies the flexible term savant rather than "scientist" to persons engaged in scientific activities. He does not 

explain this choice of vocabulary, but it works well, both because science was not a well-defined profession in the ancien 
regime and because it avoids anachronism. (The first use of scicv~tifique in this sense in the Tr~sor de la languefran~aise is 
from 1791, and the first example of"scientist" in the Oxford English Dictionary from lS3O--though it should be added that 
the term "popular science," which is crucial to Lynn’s account, also dates from the nineteenth century.) ~16~ He positions 
the savants in a status hierarchy with permeable boundaries, with "elite savants" at the top (pp. 1, 7, 16, 151). Next come 
the "mid-level" or "middling" savants, who made up the rank and file of the popularizers (pp. 15, 17) The key 

relationships are those between the elite and middling savants, on the one hand, and between the latter and the public, on 
the other. The lowest rung appears only rarely--Thouvenel, for example, is characterized as a "minor savant"--and plays 
no role in the argument (p. 110). A second hierarchy applies to the savant’s activities: research, instruction, and 
entertainment. Members of the Academy of Sciences and other elite savants could, if they chose, engage in full-time 
research. The middling savants were obliged to offer public courses combining instruction and entertainment, and were 

often employed in other occupations as well. The ratio between instruction and entertainment seems to be another 
marker of status in Lynn’s hierarchy, with the lowest of the popularizers offering nothing more than an amusing show 
(pp. 3~-33). Lynn adds a normative judgment, writing that the classes of a certain Perrin, for example, "bordered on the 
charlatanesque and hovered near the ever-shifting line between science and pseudosciences" (the last term was also 
employed by Darnton) (p. 5o). ~17~ But the boundaries were fluid, and popularizers, Lynn suggests, linked even 

charlatanism to elite science (p. ~6). 

One can imagine categories other than the ones used here--public science rather than popular science, for example. ~18~ 
Some readers may wish for clear definitions of popular, popularization, and other terms, which are lacking h~ these pages. 
But on the whole Lynn’s categories are more helpful than not for the purposes of his analysis, except for pseudoscience 

and charlatanism, which appear only in passing and should either have been omitted or subjected to more careful scrutiny 
than they receive here. 

Lynn’s work will be a fruitful starting point not only for additional research on the ancien regime but also for studies that 
extend the inquiry in time and space. The shift in attitudes toward popularization around the time of the Revolution 

deserves further attention. The parallel shift in the medical elite’s views of popularization in medicine may reflect in part 
bitter memories of "medical anarchy" following the Revolution’s deregulation of the medical field. ~19~ In the case of 
science, Lynn points to "the professionalization of science education, a new focus on the utility of science for the state, and 
the emphasis on savants working directly for the nation," but it is not clear exactly how those things closed doors that 
had once been open (p. 138). Much work remains to be done on the history of popular science in nineteenth-century 
France, when popular science flourished as never before and the boundaries between the different forms or levels of 
scientific activity were more porous than Lynn’s account might lead one to expect.~o~ Provincial studies would be 
welcome, too, along the lines of Lauren Clay’s recent work on provincial theaters. ~1~ Lynn notes that some of the 
announcements of public lectures specifically targeted visitors from the provinces, but the inhabitants of the larger 



provincial towns had options at home as well (pp. 45-46). And as the case of Thouvenel suggests, the international 
connections and travels of the French popularizers deserve to be explored. One of the great merits of this relatively short 

but conceptually rich study is that it not only fills a gap in the historiography but also points to such promising avenues 
for future research. 
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Vh~cent J. Pitts, Henri IU of France: His l~eign and Age. Baltimore MA: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009. xviii + 377 
pp. Maps, figures, notes, bibliography and h~dex. $35.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 978-0-0818-9027-7. 

Review by Eric Nelson, Missouri State University. 

"De la poule au pot." 

"Paris vaut bien une messe." 

In the popular imagination, Henri IV is perhaps best remembered today for often repeated bons roots and equally colorful 

tales of his amorous adventures and chance meetings with peasants that underpin his reputation as the Uert galant. That 
many of these sayings and stories were the creation of his later biographers speaks to the difficulties that writers over the 
centuries have had in reconcilh~g Henri’s reputation with the limitations of the survivh~g sources. The problem of 
separating memory from history is further exacerbated by numerous reinventions of Henri through time. During the 

seventeenth century Henri was portrayed by his biographers as the good, conscientious and pious king; in the eighteenth 
century Henri’s chroniclers redefined him as the tolerant and enlightened king; and during the Third Republic 
biographers recast him once again, this time as the crowned peasant. 

Over the centuries ’the good king Henri’ described by his biographers has in some ways overshadowed the historical 

Henri. Nonetheless, Henri’s accomplishments--first as leader of the Huguenots and then during his twenty-one year 
reign that coincided with the reestablishment of peace and relative prosperity after decades of violent civil and religious 
wars--continue to attract scholarly attention. Over the past twenty years, scholars have made important strides towards 
a more nuanced understanding of Henri and his impact on France. Michael Wolfe, Ronald Love, Michel De Waele, 
Annette Finley-Croswhite and myself amongst others have written on specific aspects of Henri’s life, often focusing on 

his relationship with particular groups of his subjects.Ill These studies have collectively offered new windows into 
Henri and his reign. 

However, none of these recent studies were primarily biographical in conception or approach. This undoubtedly has 
something to do with the daunting prospect of writing a biography of a man whose lengthy and varied career spans one 
of the most complex periods of early modern French history. Before the appearance of this new volume, the last two 
serious scholarly biographies of Henri appeared during the 1980s as the 400th anniversary of his accession to the throne 
approached. In 1984, David Buisseret produced what has become the standard biography in English.[2] Buisseret 
focused primarily on Henri as a military commander and on Henri’s efforts to stabilize the crown’s finances. As for other 
parts of his life, Buisseret briefly summarized them. In 1982 (updated in 1997), Jean-Pierre Babelon produced his over 

lOOO page study of Henri in French, which has become the standard study in any language.[3] His approach was more 
comprehensive in that he sought to cover all phases of Henri’s life in depth. With this relative dearth of recent scholarly 
biographies of Henri in mind, a new volume in English that takes into account recent scholarship on Henri and on France 
during the period more generally is a welcome addition to the field. 



As its title indicates, this biography places Henri IV h~to the wider context of his age. Its strength lies in the author’s 

meticulous research that includes both a deep reading of the primary sources and an admirable knowledge of the most 
recent research on Henri and early modern France. Pitts is equally at home describing the intrigues of Jeanne d’Albret 
following the death of her husband as he is h~ explahfing the complex diplomatic maneuverings over the Jiilich-Cleves 
succession in 16o9. The sound research at the heart of the book is complemented and amplified by an engaging writing 
style, which makes even the most arcane dynastic squabbles amongst the aristocratic families of France understandable. 

The biography takes a traditional chronological format and is balanced h~ its coverage of Henri’s life. Pitts’s book puts 
forth no new interpretation of Henri that will fundamentally change how we understand him or his reign. However, by 
focusing on Henri as a member and then leader of one important aristocratic dynasty in France, this biography 
emphasizes the importance of noble culture and the relationship between leading aristocratic families to the course of the 

French Religious wars in a manner that refocuses attention on this important factor in the continued instability of 
France. Unlike many of his predecessors, Pitts does not delve h~ a sustained manner into the ’real’ Henri behind the 
persona. Indeed a reader seeking Henri the person will be disappoh~ted, since, especially in the opening chapters, Pitts 
examines Henri primarily in the context of his family as France descended into civil war. However, in this Pitts is merely 

following his sources, treating with healthy skepticism the bons roots and other tales that have underpinned previous 
attempts to peer into Henri’s soul. 

Louis Fischer once wrote that "Biography is history seen through the prism of a person."[4] In this context Henri IV is 

an ideal subject for a biography. Henri was an active player in one of the most complex periods of French history. He was 
born into the world of the French aristocracy, became king of Navarre, a leader of the Huguenots, and finally, king of 
France. Through Henri the complex and chaotic religious wars come into focus. For this reason, and for the biography’s 
engagement with the most up-to-date scholarship on the period, I would highly recommend this book for any scholar or 
student seeking an entry into not only Henri and his reign but the wider field of sixteenth and early seventeenth century 
France. 
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Robert Gildea, Children of the Revolution: The French, 1799-1914. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 2008. xx + 540 pp. Maps, illustrations, notes, and index. $35.00 U.S. (hb). ISBN 978-0-674-03209-5. 

Review by Steven Rowe, Chicago State University. 

In his acknowledgements to Children of the Revolution, Robert Gildea notes the significance of the work of 
Theodore Zeldin as an inspiration for his thoughts in writing a new book on nineteenth-century France. 
Gildea’s Children of the Revolution shares several things in common with Zeldin’s magisterial overviews of 
France in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.[1] Gildea’s book is similarly ambitious in its scope and 
breadth to Zeldin’s work, and it is also similarly difficult to classify. In a sense, Gildea’s book is a work of 
synthesis that incorporates recent historiography with published and archival primary sources, but it is not 
simply another textbook on nineteenth-century France. Gildea has set out to make a specific argument about 
the continuing presence of the French Revolution throughout the nineteenth century, in which the conflicts of 
the Revolution were replayed and refracted across successive generations. 

Gildea’s argument is structured around five generations that each experienced and defined the conflicts 
inherited from the Revolution. The conflicts that he identifies were primarily political conflicts between 
monarchists, republicans, and Bonapartists, but Gildea also notes continuing conflicts over the influence of the 
Catholic Church and conflicts between national and local identities. For simplicity, he states that the members 
of the five generations he examines were born around 1760, 1800, 1830, 1860, and 1890, respectively, but he 
notes that his use of the concept of generations is historical, in that members of the same generation were 
defined by specific historical events that "they experienced in their formative years, or later in life" (p. 3). 

Although Gildea structures his argument around these five generations, the book is organized into two parts 
divided at the year 1870, with part one covering 1799-1870 and part two covering 1870-1914. Each half 
contains seven chapters on parallel themes: national politics (chapters one and nine), national identity versus 
regional diversity (chapters two and ten), society and its divisions (chapters three and eleven), religion (chapters 
four and twelve), women and feminism (chapters five and thirteen), culture (chapters six and fourteen), and 
French nationalism in an international context (chapters seven and fifteen). Chapter eight on the Franco- 
Prussian War and the Paris Commune, located at the beginning of the second part of the book, forms a hinge 
between these thematically-organized chapters. 

The strength of this thematic organization is that Gildea covers a wide breadth of developments in nineteenth- 
century France, allowing readers to examine these seven specific areas of life in France both before and after 
1870. Gildea makes extensive use of personal narratives to ground his analysis of these broad themes. He has 
done an impressive job of culling many of these life-stories from published memoirs and autobiographies, 



recalling the work of Denis Bertholet. [2] Gildea’s use of memoirs and autobiographies does not approach the 

358 individuals whose memoirs form the sources for Bertholet’s work. However, Gildea’s skillful 
incorporation of individual life-stories drawn from memoirs as well as from other sources allows him to show 
how specific people experienced and responded to the conflicts of the nineteenth century. 

For example, in his chapter on society and its conflicts in the first part of the book, Gildea draws on the 
memoirs of the male workers Agricol Perdiguier, Martin Nadaud, Jean-Baptiste Dumay, and Norbert Truquin to 
demonstrate the diversity of the French working class in the early nineteenth century. [3 ] In his chapter on 
women and feminism in this same part of the book, Gildea outlines the political activities of Suzanne Voilquin, 
Flora Tristan, D~sir~e V~ret, Jeanne Deroin, and Eug~nie Niboyet, but this time he draws out their life-stories 
from recent historiography on early socialism, feminism, and women’s work. Regardless of the specific sources 
for the lives of these women and men, Gildea presents vivid accounts of their experiences and activities. The 
differences in the sources are only apparent in his notes, a tribute to Gildea’s skill in creating a lively and clear 
narrative. 

As these examples show, Gildea includes discussions of working-class women and men and their places in 
developments in nineteenth-century France in several chapters of this book. However, Gildea structures his 
argument primarily around the lives of elites, as is evident in the representatives of the five generations that he 
defines in his introduction. In fact, when developing his argument about how each generation struggled with 
the legacies of the French Revolution, Gildea relies on the political elite to define this struggle. 

In the "leaders" of his fourth generation (born around 1860), for example, Gildea includes Raymond Poincar~, 
Louis Barthou, Joseph Caillaux, Aristide Briand, Alexandre Millerand, Ren~ Viviani, and Jean Jaur~s--all of 
whom figure among the era’s political elite (pp. 11-12). He claims that members of this generation were 
defined by the Dreyfus Affair of 1897-99, and yet his discussion of the Dreyfus Affair in the chapters on 
politics and religion during the Third Republic (chapters nine and twelve) does not demonstrate the ways this 
event shaped the generation of 1860. Instead, Gildea give us a fairly standard, if detailed, narrative of the 
Dreyfus Affair and the political history of the Third Republic. When he does specifically refer to the generation 
of 1860, this is secondary to his narrative, whether he is discussing politics (p. 286), feminism (p. 383), or 
culture (p. 396). 

This is an example of the most significant weakness of Gildea’s book: his argument about the inheritance of the 
conflicts of the Revolution being played out in the lives of members of five generations is not used consistently 
to structure his analysis and narrative. At times, his specific narrative or analysis seems to be in tension with 
this larger argument, indicating the argument’s insufficiency for encompassing the rich history that Gildea 
wants to convey in his thematically-organized chapters. This is most apparent in his discussions of working- 
class women and men, as noted above, whose experiences do not seem to represent the kinds of conflicts that 
Gildea wants to emphasize as the inheritance of the Revolution. [4] 

When Gildea does rely on his argument to frame his narrative, he makes several interesting points that suggest 
the potential this argument has as an interpretative framework for analyzing nineteenth-century France. Perhaps 
the strongest example of this occurs at the very end of the book, where Gildea uses the life of the writer Charles 
P~guy (a member of the generation of 1890) to illustrate his argument that the divisions of the Revolution were 
overcome by the time of World War I. P~guy’s publication of LaMystOre de la charit~ de Jeanne d’Arc in 
1910 had increased his popularity and associated him with the nationalist cause, an association furthered by his 
death fighting at the Battle of the Marne in 1914. Gildea makes a convincing case that P~guy represented a 
resolution to many of the conflicts of the Revolution as "a republican, dreyfusard and socialist but also a 
Catholic and attached to the values of old France" (p. 439). P~guy also represents Gildea’s best use of his 
argument in its strongest fashion, tying together larger political and cultural developments in the life of a 
particular individual. It is also perhaps the most contentious point of Gildea’s larger argument, and many 
historians would critique his claim that the Revolution’s conflicts had been resolved by the onset of World War 
I. However, this claim of resolution is less important to Gildea’s book than his desire to argue the centrality of 
the conflicts of the Revolution in framing the history of France in the nineteenth century. 



This argument may not be controversial for specialists in nineteenth-century French history, but it could be 
particularly thought-provoking if Gildea was able to link it more clearly to the different areas of life he 
explores. He is certainly able to show conflicts among artists from the specific generations of 1800, 1830, and 
1860. Unfortunately, Gildea does not link these cultural conflicts, like the conflicts within society, to the 
inheritance of the Revolution. While this may weaken the effectiveness of his larger argument, perhaps this 
tension between the argument and the content of the narrative is ultimately more productive than problematic. 
It reveals the difficulty of reducing the complex history of France in the nineteenth-century to one larger frame. 

The tensions between the argument and the narrative could certainly be explored in a graduate course, or 
perhaps an upper-level undergraduate course, but would probably be too difficult to deal with in most other 
undergraduate courses. Gildea’s frequent use of French terms without translation might also put off many 
undergraduate students. Gildea’s book would certainly be useful for scholars who are not specialists in modern 
French history, particularly because of its incorporation of much recent historiography and its breadth of 
coverage. Its level of detail might be daunting at times, but Gildea’ s fluid prose and thematic organization do 
much to aid in comprehending the complexity of the history he covers. 

NOTES 

[1] See Theodore Zeldin, France, 1848-1945, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973-77) and The French (New 
York: Pantheon Book, 1982). 

[2] Denis Bertholet, Les Franqaispar Eux-MOmes, 1815-1885 (Paris: Olivier Orban, 1991). 

[3] Translated selections from all four of these male workers’ memoirs have been published in Mark Traugott, 
ed. and trans., The French Worker: Autobiographies from the Early Industrial Era (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993). 

[4] Several historians have linked working-class life and its conflicts in nineteenth-century France to the 
inheritance of the Revolution, specifically linking the French working classes to political conflicts in the 
nineteenth century. One recent interesting book to do this is Casey Harison, The Stonemasons of Creuse in 
Nineteenth-Century Paris (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2008), where he examines the evolution of a 
contentious relationship between migrant stonemasons and the police that was tied to the stonemasons’ 
association with the Place de Gr~ve, which had inherited strong political symbolism from the Revolution. 

Steven E. Rowe 
Chicago State University 
s-rowe@csu.edu 
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1. In response to Emmanuelle Saada, the Cliotexte site has moved to http:L/ic~oge.c~/~o!c~iotexte. 

Jennifer Sessions 

ienrdfer-sessior~s@uiowa.edu 

Please note that numerous subscribers sent in the same information as Jennifer Sessions. Their responses have 
not been included in this posting, but their efforts and responses are deeply appreciated. Bud Burkhard, Duty 
Moderator for H-France) 

2. I can recommend a site we’ve been working on at Carleton College, located at htt~:i/estemas,.cafieton.edui. 
The site is dedicated to a collection of nineteenth-century letters (currently about 1000, but growing to about 
5000) from the town of Esternay (Marne). The site includes scans of the actual letters, along with transcriptions 
and even translations for many of them. Some history classes have participated in the project by working to 
transcribe letters -- which provides direct contact with the difficulties of nineteenth-century handwriting and 
abbreviations. 

Regarding some uses of the site for teaching purposes, see ~:i/estemay.carletor~.eduiteachir~g.htm1. 

I should note that the version of the site currently posted is somewhat rough; over the next month it will be 
transitioned to the new, more complete and powerful version. 
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Scott Carpenter 
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Helena Rosenblatt, Liberal Values: Benjamin Constant and the Pofitics of Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008). 275 pp. $ 99.00 U.S. (hb) ISBN 978-0-521-89825-6. 

Review by Robert Alexander, University of Victoria. 

Partly due to his reputation as an opportunist in politics and unprincipled rouO in private life (which led 
contemporary liberals to distance themselves from him), and partly because Karl Marx misrepresented him as a 
mediocre spokesman for bourgeois economic interests, Benj amin Constant has generally been placed in the 
lesser ranks of foundational liberals thinkers-a link, perhaps, between Montesquieu and Tocqueville, but by no 
means as profound or influential. Moreover, the frequent association of Constant with Germaine de Stall has 
tended to reduce the originality attributed to either. Constant’s intellectual stock has been rising, however, since 
the resurgence of interest in liberalism that began in the 1970s. Helena Rosenblatt’s admirable study will further 
this trend. At a time when scholars increasingly focus on cultural, rather than social, issues, Rosenblatt’s 
emphasis upon the centrality of religion to Constant’s political liberalism reflects current trends, but more 
important it provides a highly instructive perspective on the character of early nineteenth-century liberalism. 

Liberal Values is published by Cambridge University Press as part of a series entitled "Ideas in Context" and it 
would be difficult to cite a work that more scrupulously charts "the development of ideas in their concrete 
contexts." Constant’s career spanned the late Enlightenment, the Revolution, the Napoleonic era, the 
Restoration, and the commencement of the July Monarchy and he either closely followed, or engaged in, most of 
the principal debates of the various periods. Thus there is a great deal of ground for Rosenblatt to cover as she 
introduces a wide range of political and intellectual developments, discusses the milieu that influenced Constant, 
traces his political and personal experiences (in so much as they relate to the book’ s particular themes), and 
systematically relates his private and published writings to the controversies of the day. 

For this reader, what is especially striking in Rosenblatt’s account is the extent to which conflicts begun during 
the Reformation continuously re-surfaced. For conservatives, often of a royalist and frequently of an 
ultramontane complexion, Protestantism, the Enlightenment, the Revolution, and liberalism were all cut from the 
same cloth. Each was characterized by an advocacy of individual rights that was fundamentally averse to 
spiritual and secular authority, and would inevitably lead to atheism, revolution, and anarchy. Conversely, much 
of the French political Left was anticlerical, if not anti-religious, although Protestantism was less subj ect to 
attack than Catholicism. Because Catholicism was perceived as despotic in both the spiritual and temporal 
realms, it was considered the leading obstacle to human progress. Over the course of his career Constant sought 

to steer between the extremes of "fanaticism" and militant anticlericalism, but his ideas on the relation between 
religion and politics gradually evolved. As a young student at the University of Edinburgh in the mid-1780s, 
Constant came into contact with a congenial Scottish Enlightenment that was Protestant in character, but he 



facetiously posed as an advocate of paganism and decided to write a book on polytheism. During subsequent 
stays in Paris he was introduced to fiercely anticlerical Frenchphilosophes, but also to moderate leaders of the 
Protestant community. Thereafter an extended period spent at the otherwise dull court of Brunswick was crucial 
for Constant’ s religious thought as he gained knowledge of a north German Enlightenment that wedded respect 
for both religion and reason. In the late eighteenth century liberal Protestantism, strongly influenced by Kant and 
G.E. Lessing, was remarkably free of dogma, emphasizing sentiment, unfettered individual inquiry, and a belief 
in progressive revelation that meant that religions must evolve in terms of social and political context. Whether 
Constant ever fully accepted Protestant theology can be questioned, but in time he came to identify himself as a 
Protestant, and the values of the north German Enlightenment would underpin much of what he subsequently 
wrote. 

One of Constant’s early manuscripts focused on the counter-productive nature of the policies of Prussian King 
Frederick William II when he sought to reverse Frederick the Great’s implementation of religious toleration. 
Back in France, from the beginning of Thermidor onwards, Constant nevertheless became party to the same sort 
of misguided policies. Both de Stall and Constant supported the Directory and the attempts of the IdOologues to 
’republicanize’ the public through use of festivals, imposition of the Revolutionary calendar, control of 
education, and-effectively-persecution of the Catholic Church. As a minor official in the canton of Luzarches, 
Constant sought to enforce "republicanization," an unhappy experience that would confirm his earlier doubts 
about the efficacy of state attempts to inculcate morality. During the Consulate, he tried unsuccessfully to rally 
opposition to the Napoleonic Concordat. The failure of the Id~ologues to block Bonaparte’s binding of Church 
and State then completed Constant’s break with the French Enlightenment tradition of anticlericalism, and the 
Catholic clergy’s support of the Napoleonic regime hardened Constant’s conviction that political and religious 
tyranny were inextricably bound. Although many scholars have drawn attention to Constant’s rej ection of the 
Terror, Rosenblatt correctly underlines the point that Constant’ s liberalism did not reach full maturity until the 
Napoleonic era. [ 1 ] Masterpieces such as Principles of Politics and The Spirit of Conquest and Usurpation were 
a direct product of Constant’s reflections upon the religious and political policies of the Directorial and 
Napoleonic regimes. 

It was predictable that during the Restoration Constant would emerge as the great defender of individual liberty 
from the onslaught of ultramontane ultraroyalists such as de Maistre, Bonald, and Lammenais. More interesting 
is the attention Rosenblatt directs towards Constant’s frequent clashes with elements of the Left. While he did 
advocate economic laissez-faire, Constant was sharply critical of ’industrial’ theorists such as Charles Dunoyer, 
who argued that political liberty was unimportant and that progress lay solely in increased economic 
productivity. Constant’s rebuttal that man must strive for moral progress as well as physical well being suggests 
how misleading Marx’s description was. Nor did Constant think highly of early utopian socialism, which 
showed the same despotic tendencies as Catholicism in its desire for a state-directed religion that would foster 
unity by eliminating dissent. Although Constant’s sympathy with Protestantism at times ran close to the thinking 
of others who wanted to substitute Protestantism for Catholicism, by the time that he published what he 
considered his masterpiece, De la Religion, Constant was advocating a pluralist line reminiscent of Tocqueville-- 
religious diversity encouraged competition and, hence, progress. 

Ultimately, Constant’s liberalism derived from his recognition that the tutelage of an authority-be it religious or 
political-hinders the individual’s inclination to draw conclusions for himself or herself, thus blocking self- 
improvement or collective progress. The Protestantism he came to profess was remarkably tolerant, and his 
notion of religious sentiment was intentionally obscure, seemingly amounting to little more than an innate desire 
for moral growth. Moral preoccupations thus led Constant to become an early champion of individual liberties. 
His sources of inspiration were diverse, but increasingly very few of them derived from specifically French 
intellectual traditions. Throughout his career Constant had been perceived as an enemy of authority and order by 
the French Right. In his later years he drew far more criticism than admiration from the French Left for his 
attacks on thephilosophes, IdOologues, materialist champions of laissez-faire, and utopian socialists. After his 
death in 1830, French liberalism came to be dominated by the doctrinaires. Like the latter, Constant believed 
that political rights should be determined by capacity and based on property ownership. He thought that landed 
property was more valuable than business property because ownership of the former encouraged cultivation of 
moral attributes. But he was far more generous than his erstwhile liberal colleagues in evaluating capacity and 



far less worried about preserving social order from the alleged anarchic tendencies of the masses. Most crucially, 
Constant was consistently suspicious of dirigisme in all its forms, placing him outside the mainstream of modern 
French political thought. 

By underlining the ties between Constant’s political and religious thought, Rosenblatt provides an illuminating 
analysis of Constant’s liberalism. But it is also true that such a perspective places Constant in a perhaps 
excessively favorable light; other perspectives might be less flattering. Liberal Values is not a biography, 
although it does discuss broad swathes of Constant’s life and times. In the concluding chapter Rosenblatt 
explains why Constant’s reputation plunged after his death, noting how contemporaries such as Guizot and Saint- 
Beuve belittled his contribution. Rosenblatt correctly attributes their animus partly to political partisanship, but it 
seems fair to say that, at least for his contemporaries, there was a pronounced disjuncture between Constant’s 
intellectual quest for moral improvement and his private conduct. There is a certain logic to arguing that 
Constant’s collaboration with Napoleon during the Hundred Days can be reconciled with his desire to limit state 
power, especially given the alternative of Bourbon rule. Many biographies, however, suggest that Constant’s 
principles were not always proof against his quest for power and fame. [2] None of which affects the merit of his 
thought, but it does suggest that not all perspectives on Constant are equally appealing. Similarly, the liberal 
Protestantism endorsed by Constant was not fully representative of the faith at a time when the ’Awakening’ was 
challenging notions of free will and the application of reason. 

Minor caveats" aside, Helena Rosenblatt’s Liberal Values is a fine study of a profoundly important religious 
thinker and political philosopher. Happily free ofj argon, Rosenblatt’s prose is lucid and her principal arguments 
are thoroughly demonstrated and utterly convincing. Constant’s political and religious thought were intricately 
bound; the combination of the two made him one of the great contributors to western liberalism. 

NOTES 

[1] See, for example, Francois Furet, "La R~volution sans la Terreur? Le d~bat des historiens du XIXe si~cle," Le 
DObat, 13 (June, 1981), 41 ; and Marcel Gauchet, "Benj amin Constant: L’Illusion lucide du liberalism" in B. 
Constant, Ecritspo#tiques, ed., M. Gauchet (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), p. 28. 

[2] On the complex relations between Constant’s principles, ambitions, and penchant for political gambling 
during the Hundred Days, see Dennis Wood, Benjamin Constant (London: Routledge, 1993), pp. 213-15 ; Kurt 
Kloocke, Benjamin Constant (Geneva: Librairie Droz, 1984), pp. 204-12 ; Paul Bastid, Benjamin Constant et sa 
doctrine 2 vols. (Paris, Armand Colin, 1966), vol. I, pp. 278-92; and Elizabeth Schermerhorn, Benjamin 
Constant (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1924), pp. 258-89. 
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Review by David Todd, University of Cambridge. 

The opposition between British-or Anglo--Americaneconomic liberalism and French dirigisme is an enduring 
clich~ in economic history. On both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, the dual notion that Britons and Americans 
have long been natural supporters of free markets while Colbertism was deeply ingrained in French attitudes 
towards the economy, still informs contemporary debates about economic policy. John V. C. Nye asserts in 
War, Wine, and Taxes that as far as eighteenth- and nineteenth-century trade policy is concerned, the contrast 
between British free trade and French protectionism is no more than "a myth." From the early nineteenth 
century, British statesmen admittedly became adept at describing themselves and their policies as staunchly pro- 
free trade, whereas their French counterparts were unlikely to use a more liberal discourse than that of 
"moderate" protection. Yet, Nye’s thorough analysis and quantitative measurement of British and French tariffs 
suggests that until the early 1880s, Britain pursued more protectionist policies than France. Although it is based 
on a contentious definition of protectionism that rej ects the traditional distinction between revenue-generating 
and protective customs duties (discussed below), this counter-intuitive result has wide-ranging implications for 
our understanding of the comparative political economies of Britain and France, from the age of Louis XIV and 
Oliver Cromwell through the political ascendancy of Adolphe Thiers and William Gladstone. 

The book’s first chapter summarizes the empirical findings that lie at the heart of Nye’s thesis. Using tariff 
revenue as a fraction of all imports to measure effective protection against foreign competition, Nye finds that 
the British tariff averaged between fifty and sixty percent in the early 1820s, while the French tariff stood at just 
a little over twenty percent in the same years. Both tariffs thereafter steadily declined, the British tariff more 
rapidly than the French. Yet it was only from the late 1870s that the French average tariff marginally began to 
surpass the British. How does Nye account for such a surprising result and previous misrepresentations of the 
two countries’ commercial policies? Rather than trying to assess the overall level of protection against foreign 
competition, contemporaries and historians have tended to focus on a few items of the tariff that corresponded 
with the supposedly "leading sectors" of the Industrial Revolution, such as textiles, machinery, iron, or steel. 
French tariffs on such imports, which included outright prohibitions on cotton and woolen textiles, were indeed 
higher than British tariffs. Yet, the recent historiography of the Industrial Revolution has shown that the 
quantitative importance of these sectors in British and other industrializing economies should not be 
exaggerated, as traditional sectors continued to make up the maj ority of national incomes well into the 
nineteenth century. [ 1 ] Nye’s insistence on the necessity to take into account the whole economy when 
measuring protection is therefore legitimate and welcome, but his measurement of overall protection relies on 
an assumption that many economic historians would deem, at best, heroic. According to Nye, all customs 



duties on imports are essentially protective, even the so-called fiscal duties on imports of goods that cannot be 
produced at home, such as coffee, sugar, or wine in the case of Britain, because such duties entailed maj or 
distortions of consumer preferences, usually in favor of goods produced in Britain or in British colonies and 
subj ect to a lower level of indirect taxation. Nye also analyzes the higher British and lower French Imports/and 
Exports/GDP ratios. These ratios are often used to measure the openness of national economies, but Nye 
rightly stresses that the moderate inferiority of French ratios is at least as likely to reflect the greater diversity of 
productions and larger outlets offered by the French national market. 

Chapters two to six seek to bolster Nye’s contention that the traditional distinction between fiscal and protective 
duties is invalid by highlighting how interwoven taxation, commercial policy, and diplomacy were in Britain 
from the last decade of the seventeenth until the late nineteenth century. The distinction is shown to be even 
more invalid by focusing on the political economy of the British tariffs on alcoholic beverages, especially on a 
quintessentially French product, wine. Britain came out victorious in what some historians have called the 
Second Hundred Years War against France, from 1689 until 1815, largely thanks to an extraordinary financial 
effort based on a steady increase of fiscal revenue, which rose from 16 percent of per capita incomes in 1700 to 
24 percent in 1800 and a staggering 36 percent between 1803 and 1812. This increase primarily relied on the 
growing importance of the indirect excise taxes on widely consumed products, notably alcoholic beverages. By 
1790, the excise taxes on beer, malt, and domestic spirits represented nearly 30 percent (and customs duties on 
foreign alcoholic beverages another 10 percent) of all British fiscal revenue. Only incessant wars with France 
and the adoption of a high tariff on wines, based on volume rather than on alcoholic strength to put lighter 
French wines at a disadvantage with Spanish and Portuguese wines, permitted the rapid growth of a highly 
concentrated British brewing industry in the early eighteenth century and a high level of indirect taxation on its 
output. British brewers in effect agreed to pay enormous excise duties to the British government in return for 
protection against all except the finer French wines. This typically mercantilist arrangement shows that the 
allegedly revenue tariff on wines was also, in intent as well as in practice, a protectionist tariff. Nye’s 
counterfactual calculations suggest that if Britain had not adopted an anti-French wine tariff in the early 
eighteenth century, British imports of French wines, instead of decreasing fivefold by the mid-nineteenth 
century, would have increased fortyfold. 

In chapter seven, Nye argues that his demonstration invalidates the hegemonic stability theory, popular among 
political scientists, who see in the leadership of a dominant economic power a necessary condition for the 
establishment and maintenance of a large international free trade zone. It was not the abolition of the Corn 
Laws in 1846 that marked the adoption of free trade by Britain, but the signature of the 1860 Anglo-French 
treaty of commerce, which replaced the high volumetric tariff on wines with a more moderate tariff based on 
alcoholic strength. It was therefore not Britain, despite its economic dominance, that played the leading part in 
the rise of free trade in mid-nineteenth-century Europe, but France, thanks to the free trade convictions of 
Napoleon III and his Saint-Simonian advisors such as Michel Chevalier. Europe’s free trade era ended when 
Germany and France reverted to a policy of moderate protection after 1880. Only then did Britain’s policy 
conform to its official discourse as that country became the leading free trade nation in Europe. But its 
influence over Continental commercial policies proved limited, and it was unable to maintain the free trade 
zone created in the 1860s. In the last chapter, Nye, who does not conceal his own preference for free trade, 
resists any attempt to infer from his findings that high levels of taxation and trade protection may have benefited 
British economic development and facilitated Britain’s rise to economic supremacy in the mid-nineteenth 
century. Placing his own work in the context of the New Institutional Economic History championed by 
Douglass North, he still attributes the acceleration of British economic growth to the broad institutional changes 
brought about by the Glorious Revolution of 1688-1689, such as more secure property rights and a more 
efficient banking system, but stresses that the strengthening of the state’s capacity for taxation came at a cost for 
the economic welfare of Britons. In Nye’s view, it was not thanks to but despite high taxes and tariffs that 
Britain became the world’s leading economic power in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

Not everything is new in War, Wine, and Taxes, including the first chapter that reproduces some results 
published by Nye more than fifteen years ago.[2] But the book ties up a lot of loose ends in the current 
historiography of British, French, and European commercial policies in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Contemporaries knew and historians have remained aware that eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century Britain 



pursued highly protectionist policies. [3] What is novel in Nye’s work is his claim that Britain continued to be 
more protectionist than France in the years 1845-1875, a relatively short but crucial period, usually described as 
the zenith of British free trade and its dissemination across Europe. Accepting Nye’s findings on the endurance 
of British protectionism therefore implies a radical reinterpretation of the origins of commercial liberalization in 
Europe between 1850 and 1875 and of the subsequent return to protection on the Continent. Yet, in a work 
strangely ignored by Nye, Peter Marsh has already shown that it was not British but French diplomacy that 
succeeded in establishing the network of commercial treaties that created a first European "Common Market" in 
the 1860s-on grounds utterly different from Nye’s since Marsh attributes the inefficiency of British diplomacy 
to the loss of bargaining power entailed by Britain’s unilateral adoption of free trade in the 1840s. [4] In a maj or 
work that Nye also fails to mention, Martin Daunton already highlighted the interweaving of fiscal and 
commercial concerns in the policies that led to the gradual adoption of free trade by Britain. [5] More recently, 
Frank Trentmann also sought to reduce the significance of the abolition of the Corn Laws, arguing that it was at 
the turn of the twentieth century that the British ideology of free trade became fully fledged, while the public 
opinions of Continental countries endorsed a return to protectionist policies. [6] 

Nye undeniably makes an important and valid point when he questions the traditional distinction between fiscal 
and protective tariffs. Uneven customs duties on imports will often foster the growth of substitute domestic 
industries, implying that almost all tariffs are partly protectionist in effect if not in intent. The encouragement 
given to beer consumption by the high British duties on foreign and especially French light wines is a striking 
example, and readers of Nye’s book who enjoy going to a British pub will probably have a grateful thought for 
the fiscal greed and mercantilist policies of Sir Robert Walpole, Prime Minister from 1721 until 1742. Yet, the 
invalidity of a strict dichotomy between revenue-generating and protective duties does not imply that all tariffs 
are exclusively protective. Each tariff should be viewed as partly fiscal, partly protective, in proportions 
varying according to the specific conditions of each national market. A 50 percent customs duty on imports of 
pineapple is still likely to have a proportionally greater protective effect in Mexico than in Iceland. Tariff 
revenue as a fraction of all imports is therefore not only an imperfect way of measuring effective protection 
against foreign competition, as Nye himself admits, but it is also particularly ill-suited to international 
comparisons. Adepts of the Laffer curve will also point out that a reduction in the level of taxation on foreign 
imports may result in an increase in revenue when tariffs are extremely high, as indeed happened when Britain 
reduced its tariffs on tropical products such as sugar, coffee, or tea after 1842. It is difficult to escape the sad 
conclusion that there still exists no satisfactory statistical method for measuring the overall protective character 
of a national commercial policy, let alone for making international comparisons. 

Despite his excessive confidence in the reliability of quantitative tools to measure overall levels of trade 
protection, Nye makes another important and valid point when he stresses the necessity of distinguishing 
between economic discourse and actual policies. Historians have tended to accept that Britain embraced free 
trade in the 1840s because contemporary politicians and publicists said so, just as those same historians usually 
describe French policies as protectionist because most French policy- and opinion-makers declared themselves 
hostile to free trade. Nineteenth-century free trade and protectionism should perhaps primarily be viewed as 
ideologies, well worth studying in their own right, but should not be confused with the realities that they tend to 
conceal. British liberalism and French Colbertism are historical, but also rhetorical constructs. 

NOTES 

[1] N. F. R. Crafts and C. K. Harley, "Output Growth and the British Industrial Revolution: a Restatement of 
the Crafts-Harley View," Economic History Review 45 (1992): 703-730. 

[2] J. V. C. Nye, "The Myth of Free Trade Britain and Fortress France: Tariffs and Trade in the Nineteenth 
Century," Journal of Economic History 51 (1991): 23-46, and "Guerre, commerce, guerre commercial," 
Annales ESC 47 (1992): 613-632. 
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I would like to announce the publication of my book, Expansion and Crisis in Louis XIV’s France: 
Comt~ and Absolute Monarchy, 1674-1715, published by the University of Rochester Press. 
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Announcement of my new book 

Dear Colleagues, 

Ashgate just published my most recent book: Revolutionary Love in Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century France. 
~:s~/www~ashgate~cor~/~sbrd978~)754(~56 ~04 It attempts to justify using literature as an historical archive. In so doing, it carves out a 
sociology of literature that turns on the nexus of literature and society. Calling especially on literature, but also on history, sociology 
and psychology as points of reference, the book examines the conceptual shift in the ideal of love in eighteenth-century France. 

The author explores the radical, though gradual, changes that occurred during the Enlightenment with respect to how the emotion of 
love was viewed. Earlier, love had been subordinate to the demands of family, king and deity; passion was dangerous, and to be 
avoided. But over time, individual happiness became the "greatest good," and passion the measure of love. Authors as diverse as 
Marivaux, Marmontel, Rousseau, Bacnlard d’Arnaud, Pigault-Lebrun and Madame de Stall make it clear that the ideal of rapturous 
love did not live up to its billing--it did not last, and it brought destructive fantasies, an epidemic of disease, the "scourge" of divorce, 
and considerable anguish. Still, as Revolutionary Love points out, passion became and remained the ideal, and the Romantics were left 
to plumb its nature. 
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Charlotte Guichard, Les Amateurs d’Art ~t Paris au XVIIIe sibcle. Champ Vallon: Seyssel, 2008. 400 pp. 
Bibliography and index. � 29 (pb). ISBN 9782876734920. 

Review by Kristel Smentek, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Since the 1980s, histories of European artistic institutions, collecting practices, and art markets have 
proliferated. In the case of eighteenth-century France, numerous studies have illuminated the mechanisms of the 
market and the role of collections in knowledge formation and self-representation. But although we are better 
informed about the consumption of art in the age of Enlightenment, many lacunae remain. Chief among them is 
the figure of the amateur who, as Charlotte Guichard argues, was more critical to the eighteenth-century French 
art world than has been assumed. Although the term amateur is a familiar one, Guichard shows that art 
historians have misunderstood amateurs and underestimated their significance as art historical actors. 
Marshalling an impressive range of material and combining sociological, historical, and art-historical 
approaches, Guichard restores historical specificity to the figure of the amateur, and makes a compelling claim 
for the pivotal role such agents played in the development of new forms of art, sociability, and the market itself. 

The amateur was an institutionally-sanctioned artistic arbiter. In part one of her book, Guichard examines the 
fundamental role of the French Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in the emergence of this distinct 
social type. Although founded (in 1648) to defend the liberal status of artists, the academy nevertheless gave a 
central place to non-practitioners in its administration. Statutes promulgated in 1663 established the position of 
the honorary amateur, a man of rank--they were always men--given voting rights denied to all but the most 
senior class of artists within the academy. When the statutes were reformulated in 1747, the institutional 
definition of the amateur was as well. To his previous responsibilities was added the more urgent charge of 
defending the institution and its artists from public attack. The changed statutes constituted part of a broader 
agenda of pedagogical and organizational reform. As Thomas Crow and others have shown, the academy’s 
campaign was largely instituted in response to the emergence of a broader public for art that was of the 
academy’s own making. The monarchy’s establishment in 1737 of bi-annual public art exhibitions (known as 
the Salons), had the undesired effect of prompting pamphlets and brochures critiquing the exhibitions and, by 
extension, the authorities behind them. In the face of dissident public opinion, the academy sought to reassert 
royal authority and reclaim its monopoly over artistic discourse. [1] Guichard’s contribution is 
to show that amateurs were envisioned as crucial to this endeavor. 

As she argues, the academy held up amateurs as the ideal public for art, deploying them in response to the 
illegitimate crowd at the Salon. Central to the institutional definition of the amateur as it was articulated from 
the 1740s to the 1760s was goftt, or taste, a concept that was the subj ect of much theorizing in the eighteenth 
century. It was taste that differentiated the amateur from the curieux, derided as a mere accumulator, and from 
the connoisseur, defined by his more scholarly savoir and discernment. The academy sought to counter the idea, 
authorized by sensationist theory, that taste resided in sentiment and that anyone could judge a work of art. The 
amateur was a key weapon in this regard. Through this figure, defined as the sole legitimate judge of taste, the 
academy sought to arrogate to itself the right to judge. As articulated in texts and lectures, the academy’s ideal 
amateur subscribed to elite values and was the privileged interlocutor between artist and elites. His judgments 



were legitimated by his own non-professional artistic practice and by the perfection of his taste through sociable 
exchange with artists. Such exchanges were couched in a language of friendship that masked the social 
asymmetry of the relation to the benefit of each party. Hommes de lettres were explicitly excluded from this 
discursive space. 

If the academy was fundamental to the construction of the amateur, so too was the collection in which his taste 
and judgment were materially manifested. Part two examines the collection, and the market that supported it, as 
physical and discursive spaces in which the identity of the amateur was further constituted and performed. Chief 
among the practices that established and solidified the authority of the amateur was the publication of his 
collection through reproductive prints, descriptions in guides to Paris, and catalogues. All of these made the 
amateur’s collection accessible and established his bona tides as a man of taste without requiring him to admit 
any but the most select visitors into his gallery. In addition to printed works, auction sales were another venue 
in which amateurs, through their purchases, publicly demonstrated their taste and thus their adherence to a 
select social group. While recent studies have primed us to see the dealer as the pivotal figure in the burgeoning 
Parisian art market of the eighteenth century, Guichard shows how the amateur was deeply imbricated in its 
mechanisms, helping to secure the reputations of academic artists and even acting as experts or intermediaries 
in private sales. She thus nuances Krzysztof Pomian’s influential argument that the professional dealer 
definitively eclipsed the authority of lay experts in eighteenth-century Paris. [2] 

Most exciting to me was Guichard’s examination of the affective dimensions of collecting and the pleasures of 
possession. These are issues that are often underexamined in the extant literature on eighteenth-century French 
collecting practices. Possession entailed looking and touching, acquiring, unpacking, arranging, and 
rearranging, pleasures that were extended in the act of writing about them. Such pleasures bordered on the 
erotic. One amateur equated the objects he desired with mistresses and the collection with the seraglio, the 
eighteenth-century’s preferred site for the proj ection of sexual fantasies (p. 177), and he was not alone in 
deploying such language. Guichard suggests that thejouissance of collecting should be restored to analyses of 
the eighteenth-century French art market. Economic interest may play a significant role in the rapid expansion 
of the secondary market for paintings in the second half of the century, but so too may an "aesthetic of 
possession." 

The final section of the book is an extended examination of the new forms of artistic sociability that emerged in 
the second half of the eighteenth century, and the interactions of amateurs and artists within what Guichard calls 
the mondain culture of the image. From mid-century, more and more amateurs traveled to Rome fueled by a 
renewed interest in the antique. The amateur’ s grand tour was testament, Guichard argues, to the new 
significance of visual culture in the world of the elite. Amateurs devoted their j ourneys entirely to art, 
frequently traveled with artists and, once in the eternal city, developed personal relationships with the members 
of the Acad~mie de France in Rome, the institution to which the academy in Paris sent its most promising 
students. Amateurs engaged these aspiring artists in an apparently informal and spontaneous exchange of favors 
and commissions for gifts of drawings or paintings. While much of this section of the book treats well-trodden 
ground, Guichard provocatively links this form of patronage as amitiO developed in Rome to the efflorescence 
of the market for contemporary art in Paris, positing amateurs, and the mondain salon culture in which they 
participated, as its motor force. She thus challenges Colin B. Bailey’s recent thesis that the amateur’s increasing 
predilection for modern French painting from c. 1750 is a manifestation of patriotic sentiment. [3] Guichard 
argues that the amateurs’ institutional responsibilities and their affective bonds with artists are more significant 
factors in explaining both the numbers of contemporary French pictures in Parisian collections and the 
increasing demand for modern French art. Artists like Joseph Vernet and Hubert Robert, who best understood 
the codes of this form of elite sociability, and astutely worked within them to promote their work, became some 
of the century’s most fashionable and well-remunerated painters. 

If amateurs were protectors of artists, they were also increasingly artistic themselves. Guichard charts in 
fascinating detail how the group and individual identities of amateurs were invested in their ability to draw and 
etch. Graphic work by French amateurs has received little scholarly attention; print scholars in particular will 
find much to reflect on in Guichard’s discussion of the social uses of printmaking for this elite. Given lessons 
by the artists they protected, aided by the livre de dessiner, a new genre of book designed specifically for their 



needs, and legitimated by institutional recognition of their efforts, artistic practice became an essential 
component of the amateurs’ claims to authority in judgments of taste and a vehicle for their subjectivity. 

The authority of the amateur was not uncontested, however, and dissatisfaction with this social group began to 
mount in the 1770s. Hommes de lettres increasingly attacked amateurs as symbols of the monarchical system of 
the arts, and for their tyrannical hold on artists. Amateurs were derided for their bad taste and for their lack of 
support for the pictures of edifying patriotic themes increasingly demanded by critics. This is familiar territory 
for art historians; more revelatory is Guichard’s argument for the reinvention of the amateur and persistence of 
some of the values attached to him well into the Revolution. This is just one of the many insights offered by this 
ambitious and intelligent book. Guichard may press her case too forcefully at times, but having viewed the 
history of eighteenth-century French art through the lens of the amateur, one will not regard it in the same way 
again. 

NOTES 

[1] The authoritative study is Thomas Crow, Painters andPubBc Life in Eighteenth-Century Paris (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1985). 

[2] Krzysztof Pomian, Collectors and Curiosities: Paris and Venice, 1500-1800, transl. Elizabeth Wiles-Portier 
(Cambridge, U.K.: Polity Press, and Cambridge, Mass., USA: Basil Blackwell, 1990), pp. 139-68. 

[3] Colin B. Bailey, Patriotic Taste: Collecting Modern Art in Pre-Revolutionary Paris (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 2002). 
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author’s book announcement 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to announce the publication of my book: Les Acadiens rOfugiOs en France (1758-1785): L’impossible 
reintegrafion? (Quebec, Septentrion, 2009). 

Two hundred years before the arrival in France of one million ’Pieds-Noirs’ from North Africa, the French administration 
had already had to deal with a first wave of repatriated settlers from its former colony, Acadia. In an infamous prelude to 
the French and Indian Wars, the deportation of the Acadians in 1755 by Britain led to the systematic expulsion of all 
French speaking settlers from Nova Scotia. As a result, about 3,500 refugees arrived in various French Atlantic ports from 
1758 onwards. 

Upon arriving in metropolitan France, the government took various measures to accommodate the refugees, such as 
organising the distribution of financial help and promoting several resettlement efforts in places such as Belle-Ile-en-Mer 
(a small island off the coast of Brittany) and in Poitou, near Ch~tellerault. However, the reintegration of Acadian refugees 
did not go smoothly; whilst Acadians progressively appeared to form an exclusive and recalcitrant ’nation’ within the 
French ’nation’, the voices of various administrators increasingly rose against such claims, and, as well as economic 
hardship and uncertainty about their fate, the struggles which followed severely constrained Acadian choices. About half 
of the Acadians lelt France for Louisiana in 1785, and the book looks at the reasons for such a departure, challenging 
previous interpretations, and concluding that identity factors (however defined) most probably did not play an important 
role in the choice to re-emigrate to New Orleans. 

A website, including various appendixes and an archival database, comes as an online companion to the book and 
provides a transcription of all 1500+ documents referenced in the monograph ~://Www.se~tentrion.qc.caiac~die~s]. 

Ordering information: 

United States/Canada 
The book can be found on Amazon.ca or from: 
Les 6ditions du Septentrion 
1300, avenue Maguire 
Sillery (Qu6bec) 
G1T 1Z3 
CANADA 
Tel: (418) 688-3556 
Fax: (418) 527-4978 
email : sept@septentrion.qc.ca 
http://www.se ptentrion .qc.ca 

Europe 
Purchasers in Europe can obtain the book on Amazon.fr of from 
Distribution du Nouveau Monde, 30 rue Gay Lussac 
75005 Paris 
01 43 54 49 02 
France 
dnm@librairieduq uebec.fr 

With very best wishes, 

Jean-Francois Mouhot 
Department of Modern History 
University of Birmingham 
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Dear colleagues, 

I am happy to note that my book, Family Business: litigation and the 
political economies of daily life in early modem France, was published 
by Oxford University Press in August. 

htt~://ww~w.~up.c~m/us/cata~enera~/subject/Hist~ry ~r1d/F‘ur~ear~Fmnce/?view~=usa&c~=97% 199558070 

Table of contents 

1. Introduction: Family Business 
2. Economies of marriage: managing marital status 
3. Economies of justice: the possibilities of a people’s court 
4. Economies of family politics: litigation communities, subject, and state 
5. Economies of markets: borrowing, customary practices, and emerging 
markets 
6. Economies of violence: battery, neighborhood values, and legal remedies 
7. Epilogue: family business on the cusp of the modem world 

Best wishes to all of you, 

Julie Hardwick 

Julie Hardwick 
Professor & Director of the Institute for Historical Studies 
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University of Texas at Austin 
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Mark Ledbury, ed. David after David." Essays on the Later Work. Williamstown, Mass.: Sterling and Francine 
Clark Art Institute, 2007; distributed by Yale University Press. xvi + 360 pp. 135 b/w and 15 color illustrations. 
Notes. $65.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN 978-0-931102-69-1 and 978-0-300-12151-3. 

Review by Jann Matlock, University College London. 

Jacques-Louis David has emerged, over the last two decades, as the most influential artist of the pivotal moment 
of the birth of modernity. Head of a powerful teaching studio that produced some of the most important young 
artists of his era, David was elected president of the National Convention and thus served to organize 
revolutionary festivals as well as to conceptualize the new art of revolutionary institutions. He not only produced 
some of the most important canvasses of the late eighteenth century--Belisarius (1781), The Oath of the Horatii 
(1785), The Lictors Returning to Brutus the Bodies of His Sons (1789), but he elaborated some of the 
Revolution’s most significant representations (The Death of Marat; Bara; Le Pelletier de Saint-Fargeau on His 
Deathbed [all 1793]), even as he helped frame crucial questions about political representation. Not surprisingly, 
David’s work of the 1780s and 1790s has been instrumental for scholars formulating new enquiries about visual 
culture. Since the 1980s, a series of challenging studies asked new questions about power, politics, 
representation, and ideology. David took center stage in these shifting frameworks because his work from the 
late eighteenth century, from Belisarius to The Intervention of the Sabine Women (1799), was so thoroughly 
imbricated in political and social change. Understanding the conditions for cultural representation meant 
necessarily thinking beyond formal or biographical analysis of works and seeking new ways to understand how 
art was embedded in--changing and changed by--events in the world. Yet, while David’s early and middle career 
initiated debates in a variety of arenas, silence shrouded his work after 1800. It was as though his adhesion to the 
Napoleonic regimes, for which he was First Painter, somehow risked undermining the very artistic projects, if 
not also the evocative questions about them, that made his art of the revolutionary period so intriguing. Mark 
Ledbury’s edited volume, David after David, along with a maj or show and catalogue by Philippe Bordes, 
Jacques-Louis David." Empire to Exile, sets out to refigure the post-revolutionary era through the art, politics, 
cultural spheres, and life of that later David. [ 1 ] 

The title of Ledbury’s volume, drawn from contributions to an international conference in 2005 at the Clark Art 
Institute, announces a temporal paradox and a problem of identity: David after David suggests there is a man--or 



a myth of a man--after the one readers think they know, the artist born in 1748 who successively reinvented 
himself and the art of his era through six regimes and in several countries. This volume’s title also puts forward 
a crisis in subjectivity for the artist Jacques-Louis David himself, for his contemporaries, for his legacy, and 
especially for his interpreters in the field of art history. David after David would therefore set forth a problem of 
staging, of masks, of reframing, even, in the words of the volume’s editor, of"decentering" (p. x). Articulated in 
these terms, the proj ect of representing a David "after David" seems embedded in the theoretical acquisitions of 
two decades of creative work in visual studies, an awareness that the very authority of art history has often been 
invested in the cult of personality surrounding artists. [2] It has thus involved a turn away from questions of 
biography, subjectivity, and intentionality toward issues of representation, discourse, and reception; and 
especially, an interdisciplinary imperative that has valorized the exchanges of art historians with those in history, 
philosophy, anthropology, and literary and film studies. 

Ledbury’s book refers, implicitly in its title and explicitly in its introduction, to a founding moment in these 
shifts, a conference called David contre David, organized by R~gis Michel at the Louvre in 1989, amidst 
commemorations of the French Revolution and alongside the first maj or retrospective of David since 1948. [3 ] 
Michel’s model conference (and the resulting two-volume publication) trumpeted transformations in the 
discipline of art history--especially new questions about narrative, history, gender, sexuality, sociability, and the 
public sphere. [4] It also staged the problem of identity announced in its title--which translates as "David against 
David"--as one of split subjectivities and ideological crises, both in the era that the artist’s career spanned and in 
the late twentieth century that had reinvested his life and work with new meanings. David contre David at once 
announced a protest against the more conservative aspects of the Louvre show and amplified new voices 
deconstructing the cult of great men traditionally espoused by French art institutions. But it was also a teaser 
about the very constructions of identity in and through art. How did David work within one framework but 
against it at the same time? How could "David" be marketed by the artist and/or his contemporaries to undo the 
very expectations that the artist’s name seemed to imply? Where was "David" anyway? Was he in the painting 
of his ancien rOgime studio, in the Academy that elected him and that he helped supplant, in the Convention, in 
prison after Thermidor? Was he still with the Jacobins or now with Napoleon? When we said "David," who did 
we think we were talking about and why? 

David after David takes up the gauntlet nearly twenty years after the call for a pluralistic, interpretative, 
theoretical art history by Michel and some forty multidisciplinary authors of David contre David A few 
contributors are back again here, not least Bordes, now curator of Jacques-Louis David" Empire to Exile, the 
exhibit at the J. Paul Getty Museum and Clark Art Institute for which Ledbury’s colloquium proposed to 
"further the aims" (p. viii). Ewa Laj er-Burcharth announced her feminist psychoanalytical approach to David’s 
Sabines at the earlier conference and has returned here to discuss the artist’s exile portraiture. Thomas Crow 
offered in 1989 a peek into Emulations, his book on David’s relation to his students, and has come back now, as 
outgoing Getty Research Institute Director, to explore David’s exile imagination. Dorothy Johnson gestured at 
the Louvre toward her volume about David’s exile art, a work that especially figured "David contre Davia~’ by 
arguing that the art resulting from David’ s engagement with Napoleon worked subversively against the Empire. 
She is back here to reflect on the late exile drawings. Important figure in the 1980s David renaissance because of 
his analysis of Belisarius in Absorption and Theatricafity, Michael Fried analyzed David’s antitheatricality in 
1989, and although he did not participate in the 2005 conference, he joins contributors in the published volume 
with a reading of David’s prison self-portrait. [5] 

Though one misses certain voices and conceptual frameworks from that earlier conference, especially its maitre 
d’oeuvre, R~gis Michel, one can relish here the presence of powerful new voices emerging between the two 
events: Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby whose Extremities refined our questions about nineteenth-century colonial and 
imperial projects; Susan Siegfried, whose work on Boilly, Napoleonic art, and Ingres has set new standards for 
integrating theoretical and historical research in art history; Todd Porterfield, whose Allure of Empire and co- 



authored book with Siegfried, Staging Empire, offer new paradigms for analyzing art and politics; Satish 
Padiyar, whose Chains brings queer and gender theory to rigorous visual analysis; and Daniel Harkett, whose 
work on politics and spectacle in Restoration France promises to rejuvenate reception studies. [6] But one can 
also regret certain voices: Mary Sheriff and Abigail Solomon-Godeau, both strangely absent (were these 
important scholars really not invited?) as well as the late Mary Vidal, whose work on David’s female students 
has transformed our understanding of women’s artistic participation in the revolutionary and post-revolutionary 
period.[7] 

The advantage of the 1989 conference (and publication) was its breadth--nationally and internationally, but also 
in terms of disciplinary affiliations and theoretical approaches--and the sheer number of scholars (forty-seven, 
including the organizer) who contributed work there. But that was another era in publishing, another era for 
barriers between fields and methods being challenged, another era in conceptual risk-taking even within the most 
conservative institutions in art history. It was also literally another David--of the 1780s to 1799--the one we had 
gotten to know since the 1974 show, De David gt Delacroix: La Peinture franqaise de 1774 gt 1830, shook up the 
terms for interrogating Neoclassicism and Romanticism. [8] In fact, the pre-1800 David was so well known by 
the time of the publication of David contre David that it could get by on 256 shoddily reproduced (often postage- 
stamp sized) black-and-white illustrations, as if readers no longer needed to see the works to follow 
interpretations. Ledbury’ s David after David is much more lavishly produced with 15 color plates, 135 
halftones, and an artistic layout that sacrifices a page to each contributor’s title (Note to the production 
designers: I would far rather have had longer articles and an index!). And it is also shorter on contributors (21 of 
them) by more than half. Given the smaller size of this conference and volume, one cannot fault Ledbury for 
inviting principally well-known art historical scholars of David. But one can still imagine a more widely ranging 
dialogue around this period and these works. [9] The framework for that dialogue seems laid out, in fact, in 
Ledbury’s introduction and through a number of the essays. 

While Bordes’s catalogue was organized temporally in relation to biographical aspects of David’s career (e.g. "In 
the Service of Napoleon") and thematically in terms of preoccupations within those temporal frames (e.g., 
"Portraits of the Consulate and Empire," "Antiquity Revisited," "Portraits in Exile"), the essays in Ledbury’s 
collection weave in and out of temporal problematics and mix thematic and conceptual issues that arch beyond 
biography. The five sections--"History Painting and Empire," "Myth, Memory, and Exile," "The Stakes of 
Portraiture," "Friends, Pupils, Rivals," and "Seeing David"--offer wide stages on which groups of analyses can 
dialogue with one another. While one might have wished for more elucidation of these categories in Ledbury’s 
introduction, the essays do a good j ob of clarifying the stakes for each section. 

In his "Introduction" Ledbury lays out enticing frameworks for new research on David--both for research that 
lies beyond this collection and for work actually appearing here. He summarizes the book’s achievement as 
primarily salvage work--fixing how we see the David after 1800, specifically through "voices that counter this 
sense of David’s waning complexity and relevance" (p. viii). The remedial work is twofold, first, "restor[ing] 
complexity" to the works of Empire, which "have sometimes been regarded as empty works of pure brawn and 
bravura, lacking depth or resonance" and, second, "reanimat[ing] and revis[ing] our understanding of several of 
the maj or works in exile" (p. ix). [ 10] Ledbury argues that understanding David under the Empire requires seeing 
how the First Painter to Napoleon becomes anything but central as he is pushed aside by former students and 
rivals. Through this discovery, Ledbury claims, "we can start to plot a network of troubled friendships, mutual 
borrowings, and aesthetic differences that can no longer be seen simply in terms of a diachronic emulation 
model, but rather as a more synchronic and complex process of intergenerational love-hate that spans the 
Napoleonic and exile periods." In short, we can see David "less as the leader of a school than as part of a 
complex generation of cultural creators" (p. x). Ledbury argues further that problems in narrative, gender, 
ideology, and sociability open interpretative possibilities for the post-Directory David, as do new approaches to 
reading sources "both ancient and modern" (p. xi) and to engaging contemporary visual and entertainment 



culture.[11] The multiple "Davids" after David here will include not just David’s self-reinvention and, in turn, 
the critics’ sense of a break within the artist’s career after 1800, but also new research into the "contingent, 
bizarre, astonishing, and irregular on canvas" (p. xv). With a "wider agenda that far outstrips the scope of this 
volume," Ledbury contends, much research can yet occur (p. xv). While this is a predictable promise in 
collections that propose to rescue hitherto invisible artists and art, it is nonetheless an important one. But 
Ledbury’s remarks here seem tinged with regret, as if this volume has not quite found an agenda as wide as 
"David after David" merited, as if the project had become hamstrung by a concern evoked in Ledbury’s 
conclusion where he noted that "There are many aspect of David’s social, cultural, and intellectual life that need 
to be clarified" (p. xv). Might the volume have become too caught up with rescuing the subject that was David, 
thus losing sight of the more ambitious scope it began by proposing? Fortunately, a good number of essays in 
David after David honor the most daring tradition of interdisciplinary and theoretically-inspired David studies. 

Grigsby and Porterfield open the volume with essays informed, on the one hand, by rigorous research into 
historical reception and, on the other, by theoretical questions about power and its workings through art. Grigbsy 
here makes accessible a portion of her unpublished 1995 dissertation on the Decennial exhibit of 1810 and its 
prize competition [ 12]--a show "intended to aggrandize the regime by drawing attention to its highest 
achievements in the arts, letters, and sciences between 1799 and 1809" (p. 19). Exploring the paradoxical 
situation in which the jury’s award of a top prize to The Coronation of Napoleon and Josephine (1805-08) 
ultimately staged an opposition to both the emperor and his First Painter David, Grigsby analyzes the politics of 
a network of rivalries racking both aesthetics and the French state. Expertly drawing on contemporary press 
criticism and Institute reports, Grigsby forges an account of political values that makes one wish for a more 
extensive publication of her research on the prix dOcennaux. Her work also points beyond her essay. Her 
reflections on the Decennial report’s praise of new directions in medicine makes one want to understand the 
interrelationships of the reorganized postrevolutionary surgical and medical schools and the reinvestment of 
anatomy in artistic practices. Her analysis of Guizot’s and Stael’s Salon criticism suggests a need for work on 
sociability and aesthetics in post-Thermidor France, and her nuanced analysis of the Decennial show makes one 
long for similarly detailed work on the Empire Salons. Grigsby makes an important contribution to thinking 
about how narratives are privileged in art and how the definitions of"histoire" (both lapeinture d’histoire as 
well as "History") change in relation to conceptions of the past. Most importantly, she offers an excellent 
paradigm for considering how the best-laid plans for instrumentalizing culture can go awry. 

Porterfield, like Grigsby, works from contemporary press and state reports, in this case from the three exhibitions 
of David’s Coronation (known as the Sacre). Winking at the symposium title, Porterfield announces his subj ect 
as "David sans David," or the creation of a David who, by the time of this commission in 1805-08, was no longer 
really doing the work that made him David: "The notion rested on essentializing the artist’s identity and 
minimizing whatever would upset the picture of artistic mastery and aesthetic coherence" (p. 39). From the 
outset, Porterfield claims, the critical reception of David’s Sacre was "ambivalent," a "persistent discourse" that 
suggests "we somehow have a David painting without David" (pp. 39-40). Porterfield sets out to demonstrate 
that from the first exhibitions of the painting in 1808--exhibitions that entailed considerable reworking of the 
painting between each of its appearances--the Sacre was always riven by "occulted and shifting 
responsibility" (p. 40). What’s more, Porterfield argues, this "dispersed responsibility" was crucial to its success 
(p. 40). One of the most important contributions of Porterfield’s work, here and in the longer version of this 
study in Staging Empire, is to shift questions about the Sacre away from David’s allegiances, intentions, 
motivations, and conflicts. It is possible, as Porterfield shows brilliantly, to study the changes made to a canvas 
without speculating on what the artist wanted each time he reworked it. Porterfield successfully uses 
contemporary criticism and police reports to reflect on the tensions that made changes in the painting necessary 
and that create its illusions of being illustrative of a real event. To do this, he also turns to the speech act theory 
of J. L. Austin and the modifications to it by Jacques Derrida and Judith Butler. How, asks Porterfield, does a 
"promise" like the one cited in the performative action of the Sacre make intentionality irrelevant? There is great 



subtlety in this move to use speech-act theory to think about the way events and our depiction of them ultimately 
elide subjectivity, not least because Porterfield combines it with nuanced historical analysis and attentiveness to 
formal aspects of these visual works. The "David sans David" here is one that puts the "David after David"’s art 
in historical and political context, making it less a David of subjectivity than of work caught in tensions that we 
are even today still negotiating. 

Siegfried’s "The Artifice of Antiquity: Sappho’s Dream" brings a fresh approach to a painting that has been 
underestimated, even by B ordes’s catalogue. [ 13 ] Sappho, Phaon, and Cupid (1809) is one of the fourteen 
paintings from this exhibition that were not present in the 1989 Louvre retrospective, and its reinsertion into the 
Davidian canon by Siegfried’s inventive analysis will make some new waves. Siegfried’s essay is the most 
informed by feminist theory in the volume, though Porterfield’s reflections on the Sacre as "Josephine’s 
painting" (p. x) and Lampe’s analysis of the creepy Cupid in Love Leaving Psyche (1817) are both indebted to 
gender studies. Siegfried veers away from Johnson’s argument that the late mythological works are "political 
project[s] against the odds" (p. 93)[14] but even more so away from the assumption that what David should have 
been doing was painting heroic historical dramas rather than mythological fantasies. Siegfried asks us to look at 
those paintings revisiting antiquity, especially Sappho, on their own terms. The second of two questions she asks 
at the outset (what is going on in these paintings and what was David trying to do in them?) suggests a more 
traditional approach to intentionality and subj ectivity than one usually finds in Siegfried’s work, but her analysis 
here, fortunately, pays more attention to the former question than to the latter (p. 93). Through a careful tracing 
of David’s potential sources (not just the versions we know today, but specifically those available to David and 
his public), Siegfried demonstrates that this painting shows David’s projection of Sappho’s fantasy and not a 
dramatic representation (as imagined by Ovid) of an episode in Sappho’s life. Arguing that the painting 
demanded reflections on how painting stages truth artificially (p. 105), Siegfried teases out suggestions in this 
work that the viewer should not be "taken in" by the private fantasies staged by art (p. 105). Her readings raise 
intriguing questions about what uses David was forging in this era through a proj ect of female ventriloquizing. 
Such ventriloquizing expanded in the period around 1808 far beyond new translations of Sappho’ s extant Greek 
fragments or Ovid’s Heroides, and there is much work to be done to develop a broader context for these 
proj ections of male artists into female voices, particularly in relation to the voluminous novelistic and painting 
production by women in the Consulate and Empire. [ 15] "Sappho" was, after all, the nickname of one of the 
most powerful feminist thinkers of the first decades of the nineteenth century, Constance de Salm, a figure whose 
marriage enabled her to retire partially from Paris in 1804 rather than take her lumps from Napoleon’s draconian 
policies toward the Ideologues with whom she had been associated. [16] And, too, the Emperor’s banned arch- 
enemy, Germaine de Stall, had represented another woman with a lyre in a novel (Corinne) that was on every 
chic bed stand in France from 1807. While we have no hard evidence that David is referencing these women 
who spoke so powerfully in their own voices, he is certainly testing what having a voice might mean and 
considering the costs of losing it--a concern that must have been shared by many artists and intellectuals as 
Napoleon progressively shut down the press, the theaters, and the free expression of ideas, even putting 
restrictions on how art represented his own physicality and gaze. Siegfried’s article lays a fine foundation for 
thinking about how this staging of the artifices of painting might occur. It makes one anticipate her further work 
on how those artifices are imbricated in the Napoleonic regime’s ambivalent uses of female voice, artistry, and 
genius. 

Helen Weston’s "David’s Alexander, Apelles, and Campaspe," rescues this work from the ignominy in which it 
has often languished, while also projecting new relationships for early nineteenth-century painting to the 
powerful theatrical arts operating in high and low culture. Attentive to classical sources in a way that aligns her 
work with Siegfried’s sleuthing of nuances, Weston discovers an important contemporary source for the Apelles 
(1813-23) in a popular opera of 1798. She likewise opens doors for analyzing this painting through her 
exploration of David’s experience of the Phantasmagoria shows of Consulate Paris, forged in part through his 
connection with Girodet who moved his own studio into the original locale of the Robertson spectacles of 1799- 



1800, the Capucine convent, after having lived next door at the time of the first performances (p. 145). 
Suddenly, through this geographic insight, the recently recovered Frangois-Louis Dejuinne painting of Girodet 
Painting Pygmalion (1821) enters into a new relationship with David’s later unfinished painting (pp. 148-49), 
casting the project of painting on canvas as a magic act. Recent studies have explored how lantern shows 
operated in terms of fantasies of the imaginary, of the invention of new forms of subjectivity, of the restaging of 
the historical as spectacle, and of the sexual possibilities opened up by popular theater with mixed audiences. 
[18] One looks forward to Weston integrating this work in her proj ected study of how popular spectacles 
transformed the terms through which nineteenth-century art was produced and imagined. 

Laj er-Burcharth turns in "The Self in Exile: David’s Portrait of Emmanuel-Joseph SieyOs" to Edward Said’s 
"Reflections on Exile." Given that David spent the years 1815-25 in exile, nearly a quarter of his artistic career, 
the theorization of exile needed a larger place in this volume than it received. One is therefore grateful for Lajer- 
Burcharth’s attempt to tease out the paradoxes of the state of exile. Cautiously reading David’s statements about 
his exile experience not as a "source of information or a document of truth about the artist’s Belgian experience, 
but rather a form of self-presentation through which David sought to work out the meanings of [exile]," Laj er- 
Burcharth asks, "How does one paint in exile?" and "How does one represent an exiled sell’?." (pp. 233-34). She 
establishes exile as shaking up the relationship between subj ectivity and history, "including one’s own history" 
and asks if such an experience can "generate... a new image of interiority" (p. 234). Building on her earlier 
work concerning David’s prison portrait, Lajer-Burcharth brings her usual sharp sense of historical detail to 
careful visual analyses of how David’s portrait of his fellow revolutionary, Siey~s, juggled figurative codes. 
Laj er-Burcharth has irked more conservative scholars like Jean-Claude Lebensztejn with her poised questions 
about homosociability and the politics of gender as well as her analysis of how, after Thermidor, David ran into 
trouble with representation. [19] In fact, her explorations of the issue of representation go to the heart of the 
problem of figuring social and aesthetic meaning. As Necklines showed, how bodies were figured visually had 
political ramifications, and those politics were run through with the desires invested in bodies. In her essay on 
the Siey~s portrait (1817), she returns to the former priest’s own revolutionary writings on representation as well 
as to his later political texts, teasing out how this crucial figure both opened and closed the revolution (p. 250, n. 
33).What Lajer-Burcharth does with the Latin inscription in this painting dazzles, not just for the way she 
imagines a performative space of history within what superficially appears to be intimate portraiture, but also 
thanks to the way she connects the work to representational problems of exile. Laj er-Burcharth’s work here 
draws attention to the length limitations imposed on contributors in this volume, whose essays tend to be half (or 
less) the length of essays in Art Bulletin or Representations. I would have been delighted to have seen this essay 
expand so that it might have worked through in more detail the theoretical stakes for its argument and explored 
other works of David’s exile period (perhaps through comparisons to other artists who have struggled with exilic 
representation). Even in its brevity, this is a stunning invitation to new questions about portraiture, 
representation, and the paradoxes of exile. 

Harkett, like Grigsby and Porterfield, reminds us how radically works change when we read them in the context 
of their exhibitionary practices. Drawing from his dissertation on Restoration art exhibitions, Harkett vividly 
reconstructs the last Paris show of David’s work, centering around Mars" Disarmed by Venus (1824-25), one 
where the artist employed, as he had with the Sabines in 1799-1804 and with Le Sacre in 1808, an installation 
with a mirror where his spectators saw themselves "walking into the [exhibited] picture."[20] Harkett suggests 
how surprising it was for the public in the mid-1820s to experience David’s works because of their invisibility in 
the decades after the Revolution. He also conveys how much this experience must have shaken up aesthetics, if 
not also politics, in that period marked by repressive crackdowns following Charles X’s arrival in power and the 
assassination of the duc de Berry. Harkett has discovered that the Mars show occurred in one of the busy arcades 
near the entertainment district that included the Panorama Show, the Theatre des Funambules, and as much street 
carnival as the government would allow. This discovery opens doors for Harkett to reflect on how these 
spectacles relate to exhibition practices and to the aesthetics of the art itself (p. 323, n. 6). Harkett also shows 



how David’s revolutionary-era work-seen for the first time in decades at the estate sale after the artist’s death-- 
retained its "disruptive potential" and "resistan[ce] to stabilizing narratives" (p. 322). One wants more on how 
this shock would play out in the art and politics of those who were able to see, for the first time since the early 
1790s, works like The Oath of the Tennis Court, The Death of Bara, and the more confidentially exhibited Marat 
and Le Pelletier. But that is perhaps not a story of"David after David" but rather one of the Davidian legacy in a 
myriad of other forms. [21 ] Harkett’s further explorations of political and aesthetic discourses seem promising. 

The methodological significance for what Ledbury calls "a wider and more ambitious agenda" (p. xv) 
foregrounds the articles by Grigsby, Porterfield, Siegfried, Weston, Lajer-Burcharth, and Harkett as deserving 
special attention. The volume also includes smart analyses by Godehard Janzing of the variations on Leonidas, 
Issa Lampe on the different versions of Love Leaving Psyche, Thomas Crow on The Anger of Achilles, Dorothy 
Johnson on a series of large late drawings, Mark Ledbury on works depicting myths of the establishment of 
Rome through violent sexual acts, and Michael Fried on how David’s prison self-portrait interpolates his own 
Marat. Tom Gretton provides a stunning reading--one of the best close analyses in the volume--of the Portrait oJ 
Z~naMe and Charlotte Bonaparte. Satish Padiyar considers how what Said called "late style" might elucidate 
the exile repetitions of Leonidas. Thanks to their perceptive analyses and to Bordes’s catalogue that provides 
exquisite color plates of these works along with details about their creation, provenance, and previous research, it 
will henceforth be impossible to think of David as an artist whose career soured after 1799. In fact, there are still 
works displayed by this exhibition that remained little discussed in this volume and on which one can hope for 
further study: for example, the 1997 Louvre acquisition, Portrait ofBaptistine-Ju#e ("Ju#ette ") Blair de 
Villeneuve (1824), showing a woman in a cluttered interior with her harp. One also looks forward to more work 
on the painting that did not travel to either Los Angeles or Williamstown, the bizarre overblown spectacle of 
Mars. Perhaps, thanks to Harkett’s discoveries, the Mus~es Royaux de Belgique who own the painting could 
restage the 1824-25 show? 

Part of the challenge for this volume of essays, as well as for the Empire to Exile show it accompanied, was a 
proj ect of necessary salvage-work and remedial reputations, both for specific paintings that had been neglected 
or critically disparaged, and for the artist David himself about whom Ledbury cites, not without irony, Michel’s 
remark that the post-Consulate David was little more than a puppet. [21 ] One of the pleasures in the last two 
decades of analyzing the David of the late ancien rOgime and Revolution was that so much important cultural 
historical (i.e., the history of meanings) and history of culture (i.e., the history of various kinds of high and low 
art) work had been done on this period in the run-up to the bicentennial. The archives for studying the 1780s 
through 1790s had been tapped by a diverse group of scholars in fields ranging from political culture to history 
of medicine, and their sophisticated research created a solid interdisciplinary platform for exchange. Also, the 
Biblioth6que Nationale’s Deloynes Collection of press clippings about exhibitions from the old regime to 1808 
facilitated broad perspectives on aesthetic change and the political engagements of art with its time. Fine 
research on the late eighteenth-century press meant that the frameworks for making sense of stories told about 
visual culture had been forged before scholars walked into the Periodicals section of the Biblioth6que Nationale. 
Then, too, post-’ 68 theoretical engagements in French, British, and North American research institutions made 
the Revolutionary era and its culture a fertile ground for testing the theories of Foucault, Barthes, Lacan, Stephen 
Greenblatt, Eve Sedgwick, Joan Scott, and Judith Butler. [22] The Napoleonic and Restoration periods 
corresponding to the concerns of David after David remain far less explored. 

Despite a number of excellent articles, despite its editor’s provocative suggestions about wider goals, and despite 
the beautiful production of the volume, David after David struck me as a shift away from what made the earlier 
Louvre conference volumes so daring. If David after David called for a less biographical, less intentions-driven 
art history, both in its polemical introduction and in the actual practice of many of its contributors, David after 
David means business when it says we are going to read about David. This is a volume that is too often 
preoccupied with the biographical, with the man in relation to his art, and therefore less concerned than one 



would wish with the art in its historical or ideological contexts. This is an anthology where a surprising number 

of contributors seemed even to claim to know what David’s intentions were, what his motivations were, what the 
subj ectivity of that man entailed. Doubly invested in subj ectivity, then, David after David works its framework 
both in traditional ways and, fortunately, in more surprising ones. Its superior articles--those by Grigsby, 
Porterfield, Siegfried, Weston, Gretton, Laj er-Burcharth, Padiyar, and Harkett--continue in the best tradition of 
the interdisciplinary, theoretically informed work of the Louvre conference. Several other articles provide fine 
analyses and fascinating invitations to read beyond their pages to other work by their authors, and here I count 
Janzing, Crow, Johnson, Ledbury, and Fried. But the overall volume, even some of its impressively analytical 
essays, seems to shy away from theory, from interdisciplinarity, from paradigms that have shaken up our 
frameworks in the past three decades. This is an interesting, if too well-behaved, collection that procures 
impressive readings of understudied paintings and that foregrounds the work of the older generation of David 
scholars with a few significant nods to new work in the field. David after David will ensure the posterity of 
David’s post-1800 art. But I am not sure that is quite enough. The volume asks when is "David," and it does a 
fine j ob of insisting on who "David" was, but it leaves too far outside its boundaries the question of where was 
"David." It risks, at turns, losing the ironic bracketing of the split subj ectivity implied in that doubling of names. 
In doing so, despite the strength of more than half its contributions, David after David reads like an account of 
another exile, of the tough, daring questions the best art historians have asked since the 1980s. We should hope 
for a David after this David that will reinsert those questions in the temporal and spatial frames they demand. 
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from outside the discipline of art history. Gone are those trained in history or literature (Simon Schama, Antoine 
de Baecque, Norman Bryson, Ronald Paulson). Gone are the voices of T. J. Clark, Richard Wrigley, Neil 
McWilliam, Adrian Rifkin, and Alex Potts--participants in "the new art history" of the 1980s. Gone too, are 
questions of popular culture (represented in 1989 by James Cuno on caricature), though Helen Weston uses the 
history of popular spectacles to analyze a painting. Gone as well is the centrality of gender, at least the explicit 



gender questions that steamed up the 1989 Louvre public (Bryson, Laj er-Burcharth, Robert Simon), though 
Susan Siegfried gestures toward her own contributions to this field, and Vidal’s essay might have remedied this 
gap. 

[6] Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby, Extremities: Painting Empire in Post-RevolutionaryFrance (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 2002); Todd Porterfield, The Allure of Empire: Art in the Service of French ImperiaBsm, 
1798-1836 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton UP, 1998); with Susan Siegfried, Staging Empire: Napoleon, Ingres, and 
David (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2006); Susan Siegfried, The Art of Louis-LOopoM 
Boilly: Modern Life in Napoleonic France (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1995); ed. with Adrian 
Rifkin, Fingering Ingres (London: Wiley-Blacwell, 2001); Satish Padiyar, Chains: David, Canova, and the Fall 
of the PubBc Hero in Revolutionary France (University Park: Pennsyvlania University Press, 2007); Daniel 
Harkett, "Exhibition: Culture in Restoration Paris," Ph.D. Dissertation, Brown University, 2005. 

[7] See, for example, Mary Sheriff, The Exceptional Woman: VigOe-Lebrun and the Cultural PoBtics of Art 
(Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago Press, 1997); and "Jacques-Louis David and the Ladies," in Dorothy 
Johnson, ed., Jacques-Louis David." New Perspectives (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2006), pp. 90- 
107; and Abigail Solomon-Godeau, Male Trouble: A Crisis in Representation (New York: Thames and Hudson, 
1997); and "Endymion ~tait-il gay," in Girodet, 1767-1824, ed. Sylvain Bellanger (Paris: Gallimard, 2005), pp. 
81-96. One also regrets the absence of the late Stefan Germer whose work inspired many of those in this volume 
(See "On marche dans ce tableau. Zur Konstituierung des ’Realistischen’ in den napoleonischen Darstellungen 
von Jacques-Louis David," in Gudrun Gersmann and Hubertus Kohle, ed. Frankreich 1800 [Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner, 1990], pp. 81-103; and "In Search of the Beholder," Art Bulletin, 74:1 [ 1992]: 19-36). 

[8] De David gt Delacroix: La Peinture franqaise de 1774 gt 1830, Exhibition Catalogue (Paris: Grand Palais, 
1974). 

[9] One might have wished, for example, to hear from those working on the Empress Josephine’s patronage, 
especially since a major Getty show foregrounded this work in the same year as the David show (Josephine and 
the Arts" of the Empire [Los Angeles, Calif.: Getty, 2005]). One might equally have hoped to hear from those 
asking questions about colonialism, such as Jill Casid (see Sowing Empire: Landscape and Colonization 
[Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005]), or about war, such as Tony Halliday in John Bonehill and 
Geoff Quilley, Conflicting Visions: War and Visual Culture in Britain and France c. 1700-1830 (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2005). Of interest might also have been those working on propaganda and ideology such as historians 
Annie Jourdan, Annie Duprat, Stuart Semmel, or art historians Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer and Barbara Day- 
Hickman. One misses Patricia Mainardi who works so effectively between disciplines and between high and low 
art (see her "Impertinent Questions," French Historical Studies, 19:2 [1995], 399-413). One regrets that Sylvie 
Aprile, historian of nineteenth-century exile, is not engaged in debate with those elaborating paradigms for 
studying this modern condition. Two cultural historians who have studied brilliantly the postrevolutionary 
period, James Livesey and Denise Davidson, could have been asked to share their work. Two recent scholars of 
portraiture, Tamar Garb and Margaret Oppenheimer, might have brought further breadth to this volume’s 
readings of portraits. In short, one regrets the absence of the cross-temporal and cross-disciplinary dialogue that 
such scholars might have imported to the field of David studies. 

[10] Rosenblum noted that despite the size of the 1989 Louvre colloquium, "many maj or chapters of his work, 
especially his Napoleonic productions, were barely mentioned at all" (p. 92). 

[11 ] This echoes Rosenblum’s view of the "fertility" of"David territory" for "feminist questions of gender roles; 
inquiries into 18th-century attitudes toward child-rearing; investigations of the lowest order of popular imagery 
as sources for the lofty achievements of high art; psychoanalytic speculations about the covert projection of an 



artist’s personal traumas in work destined for public view; Marxist efforts to see the changing structures and 
subj ects of art as inevitable corollaries of radical social change" (p. 191). 

[12] Grigsby, "Classicism, Nationalism and History: The prix dOcennaux of 1810 and the Politics of Art under 
post-Revolutionary Empire," Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1995. 

[13] B ordes, JLD, 205-11. See Marc Gerstein’s similar critique of this portion of the catalogue, which he 
contrasts with Bordes’s "tour de force" interpretation of Cupid andPsyche (CAA Reviews, 6 June 2006 at 
www.caareviews.org). 

[14] Johnson takes particularly strong hits from Bordes who critiques her influential argument about the 
continued revolutionary impulses in David’s Napoleonic and exile works (JLD, 236, 238); Siegfried’s 
disagreement with Johnson seems much more appreciative of Johnson’s attention to Sappho. 

[15] I discuss the uses of female voices by male authors in the Consulate and Empire in "Novels of Testimony 
and the ’Invention’ of the Modern French Novel," in The Cambridge Companion to the French Novel from 1800 
to the Present, ed. Timothy Unwin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 16-35." See also Carla 
Hesse, The Other Enlightenment: How French Women Became Modern (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 2001; Margaret Cohen, The Sentimental Education of the Novel (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Pres s, 1999). and Margaret Oppenheimer, "Women Arti sts in Pari s, 1791 - 1814," Ph.D. Di ssertation, Institute of 
Fine Arts, NYU, 1996. 

[16] See Elizabeth Colwill, "Laws of Nature/Rights of Genius: Constance de Salm and Debates over Female 
Authorship in the Age of Revolution," in Going Public : Women and Publishing in Early Modern France, ed. 
Dena Goodman and Elizabeth Goldsmith (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell UP, 1995), 224-42; and Jacqueline Letzter and 
Robert Adelson, Women Writing Opera: Creativity and Controversy in the Age of the French Revolution 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), esp. 35-36; 100-104. Salm’ s tragedy Sapho, under her first 
married name, Constance Pipelet, played from December 1794 through 1795 and was the ninth most-performed 
work in Paris in this period (Letzter and Adelson, 35). Her Epitre auxfemmes (Paris: Desenne, 1797), which 
established an identification with Sappho, was praised by the DOcade philosophique in 1797, setting off a press 
battle. 

[17] See, for example, Terry Castle, The Female Thermometer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995); Jann 
Matlock, "The Invisible Woman and Her Secrets Unveiled," Yale Journal of Criticism, 9:2 (Fall 1996): 175- 
221; S6gol6ne Le Men, et al., ed., Lanternes magiques, tableaux transparents, Exhib. Cat., Mus6e d’Orsay 
(Paris: RMN, 1995); and Maurice Samuels, The Spectacular Past: Popular History and the Novel in Nineteenth- 
Century France (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2004), chapter one. 

[18] Lebensztejn simultaneously published his critical view of Necklines in Art Bulletin (83 [March 2001]: 153- 
57) and Les Cahiers du MusOe national d’art moderne (75 [Spring 2001 ]: 112-17). Peculiarly, in JLD, Bordes 
refers readers to the former review rather than to Laj er-Burcharth’s book itself, though he makes a concession to 
the interest of her work by adding a notation about John Goodman’ s more favorable review (OxfordArt Journal, 
24:1 [2001 ]: 162-76). It is hard not to read Bordes’s highlighting of the Lebensztejn attack in tandem with his 
snipes against feminist research in his catalogue essay (JLD, pp. 7; 337, n. 14). As a longstanding admirer of his 
work, I was disappointed in his resorting to caricature of research that is as rich and varied as the scholars 
involved with it: Laj er-Burcharth, Solomon-Godeau, Sheriff, Siegfried, Vidal, Grigsby (for example in her 
stellar "Nudity ~t la Grecque in 1799," Art Bulletin, 80 [June 1998]: 311-35), and Linda Nochlin, to name only a 
few luminaries in this field for the era spanning David’s career. 



[ 19] See Germer, "On marche dans ce tableau," pp. 81-103. Laj er-Burcharth first explored the implications of 
this in her David contre David presentation, revised in Necklines. Fr~d~rique Desbuissons offered an 
interpretation of this early installation art, uncovering later mirror installations on which Harkett draws here with 
attribution ("A Ruin: Jacques-Louis David’s Sabine Women," Art History, 20:3 [1997]: 434-36). 

[20] Neil McWilliam explored this in his David contre David essay, a more detailed version of which appeared 
as "Life and Afterlife." 

[21] See Michel, PossOder et dOtruire : StratOgies sexuelles dans l ’art d ’Occident (Paris: RMN, 200), 120, cited 
by Ledbury, p. xv, n. 9. For harsh criticism of the Apelles, see Warren Roberts who calls it "kitsch," associating 
it with the "decline... in David’s work as a history painter" in Jacques-Louis David." Revolutionary Artist 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989), pp. 213-14. 

[22] Bordes and Michel collaborated in 1988 on a path-breaking anthology that continues to set the terms for the 
best historically and theoretically engaged art history: Aux Armes & aux Arts! Les Arts de la R~volution, 1789- 
1799 (Pails: Adam Biro, 1988). What makes that volume so important, especially Michel’ s analysis of the 
politics of the post-1789 Salons ("L’Art des Salons," 9-101), was that it took seriously the interdisciplinarity 
made possible by so many scholars descending simultaneously because of the bicentennial to work on a single 
short period, while at the same time putting into service the challenging new questions being asked by British 
and North American scholars using "French theory"--about ideology, power, sexual politics, gender, and the 
relationship of aesthetic preoccupations to their time. "The representations of the social world themselves are the 
constituents of social reality," Roger Chartier had pointed out ("Intellectual History or Sociocultural History," in 
Modern European Intellectual History, ed. Dominick LaCapra and Steven Kaplan [Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1982], 30). Both the editors and contributors of AuxArmes took to heart such new reflections 
on the social embeddedness of representations and the transformative power of the arts. In "Y a-t-il un art 
r~volutionnaire?" the editors asked in their introduction, giving as their answer "Ce n’est pas certain. Du moins 
y a-t-il une rOvolution darts l’art." The articles in this 1988 volume continue to serve as reference points because 
of its authors’ eagerness to think the revolution differently--and to shift the focus of art history away from great 
works and great artists toward that very battle articulated by the revolutionaries themselves, toward new 
questions and new frameworks--even toward new ways of imagining the historical. From the studies of 
revolutionary decors and architecture to those on the invention of the revolutionary museum and the 
revolutionary myth itself, this volume continues to bear fruit for approaches to culture because its contributors 
had worked so well with research beyond their disciplinary fields. But it also profited from the sheer magnitude 
of research in fields beyond art history and from the theoretical sophistication and daring of that new work. 
Studying the Empire and Restoration leaves scholars with fewer means. Though the last decade has seen new 
research, such as Repenser la Restauration, ed. Jean-Yves Mollier, Martine Reid, Jean-Claude Yon (Paris: 
Nouveau Monde, 2005), the overall scope of the work on the Restoration and Empire remains (in comparison 
with the outpouring of research in the period around the 1789 Bicentennial) narrower and its quantity less ample. 
Small wonder then that the art historians in David after David have fewer frameworks for analyzing how these 
works operate in their historical moment. 

Jann Matlock 
University College London 

i.matlock@ucl.ac.uk 
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H-France Review: Martin on Poirrier, ed., L’HISTOIRE CULTURELLE 

This review may be found on the H-France website at: 
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H-France Review Vol. 9 (September 2009), No. 113 

L ’Histoire culturelle : un tournant mondial darts l’historiographie ? Sous la direction de Philippe Poirrier, avec 
une postface de Roger Chartier (Dijon : Editions universitaires de Dijon, 2008). 198 p. Tables. 20.00 �. ISBN 
978-2-915611-06-9 

Compte-rendu de Laurent Martin, Sciences Po Paris. 

Depuis quelques ann~es, le travail de l’historien Philippe Poirrier a pris un tour r~solument international et 
comparatiste, en particulier dans la r~flexion ~pist~mologique qu’il a engag~e sur l’histoire culturelle. D~j& 
auteur d’un ouvrage remarqu~ sur Les enjeux de l’histoire culturelle (Point Seuil 2004), il convie auj ourd’hui 
douze historiens de douze pays diff~rents & r~fl~chir sur le << tournant culturel >> de l’historiographie. Le choix 
aurait pu ~tre plus large mais des d~faillances personnelles (par exemple pour l’Allemagne) et une absence de 
r~activit~ de la part de certaines aires culturelles (l’Asie, h~las totalement absente) 1’ ont restreint. Tel quel, le 
recueil nous offre cependant, en moins de deux cents pages, un vaste panorama de l’histoire culturelle telle 
qu’elle se pratique en Europe et en Am~rique du Nord, sans oublier l’Australie ni le Br~sil. 

Le point d’interrogation qui figure it la fin du titre n’est pas de trop, tant les situations nationales paraissent 
contrast~es, en-degit d’une dynamique d’ensemble qui n’est pas niable. Oui, la plupart des historiographies ont 
pris le virage ou le tournant culturel, mais selon des modalit~s bien diff~rentes d’un pays it l’autre. Pour tenter 
d’y voir clair, Philippe Poirrier a soumis un questionnaire aux auteurs. Leur texte devait presenter un 
recensement et une analyse succincte des oeuvres maj eures, faire ~tat de la conjoncture hi storiographique, 
d~crire l’organisation des march~s universitaires, enfin mettre it j our les transferts intellectuels entre les diverses 
historiographies. Disons tout de suite que toutes les contributions ne se sont pas strictement tenues it ce cahier 
des charges, certaines se limitant it tel ou tel de ces aspects. Mais, lit encore, la mati~re offerte est suffisamment 
riche pour permettre d’utiles comparaisons. 

Comparaison entre les corpus des oeuvres reconnues comme relevant de l’histoire culturelle, en premier lieu. 
Certaines contributions affrontent d’embl~e la question redoutable de la d~finition de la culture et donc de 
l’histoire culturelle tandis que d’autres pr~f~rent l’~viter pour ne pas fermer trop rapidement le champ 
d’ observation. Plusieurs avalisent le grand partage, observ~ en France par Roger Chartier, entre une histoire 
sociale de la culture et une histoire culturelle du social ; ou entre une histoire culturelle comme domaine et une 
histoire culturelle comme regard ; ou encore, entre une d~finition ~ ~troite ~ de la culture et une d~finition ~ 
large ~, ~ anthropologique ~. On retrouve ces clivages, qui se recoupent en partie, dans certaines contributions, 
par exemple celle d’Andrea Daher, sur le Br~sil, qui choisit de n’~tudier que ~ l’histoire des pratiques lettr~es ~ 
tandis qu’it l’inverse Palle Ove Christiansen, en charge de la Scandinavie - seul exemple d’aire culturelle, et 
non de pays, present dans le recueil - se concentre sur l’histoire de la culture entendue comme ~ experience et 
vie quotidienne ~. D’autres auteurs pr~sentent une vision plus ~quilibr~e d’une histoire culturelle en tension 



f~conde entre ces deux p61es entre lesquels existent bien des passages. 

Une autre tension appara~t dans les diverses contributions, entre deux dimensions nagu~re d~crites par Carl 
Schorske et reprises par Roger Chattier dans sa postface : la premiere est verticale et relie toutes les oeuvres 
dans une cha~ne diachronique, les inscrivant dans une tradition intellectuelle qui remonte pour la plupart des 
pays au XIXe si~cle ; la seconde est horizontale et associe dans la synchronicit~ d’ autres travaux apparent~s par 
des probl~matiques communes. Cette m~taphore de la cha~ne et de la trame, utilis~e par certaines historiens de 
la culture pour ~chapper aux descriptions unidimensionnelles de leurs obj ets, s’applique ici parfaitement ~ 
l’histoire culturelle consid~r~e elle-m~me comme obj et. L’ attention pottle ~ la premiere dimension conduit la 
plupart des auteurs ~ citer des ~ pr~curseurs ~, des ~ pionniers ~ de l’histoire culturelle - ainsi le Suisse Jacob 
Burckhardt appara~t-il comme un ~ grand anc~tre ~, non seulement en Suisse mais en Grande-Bretagne ou en 

Scandinavie - et ~ ~ inventer une tradition ~, selon la formule d’Hobsbawm, de l’histoire culturelle. D’o~ il 
r~sulte que si l’expression m~me - ~ histoire culturelle ~ - n’appara~t parfois que fort tardivement et se heurte 
toujours ~ de fortes r~sistances (ainsi en Italie), il est loisible d’identifier aposteriori certains travaux comme 
relevant de l’histoire culturelle, m~me s’ils ne s’en r~clamaient pas. 

Ce qui est vrai diachroniquement l’ est aussi synchroniquement- et beaucoup d’ auteurs du recueil se livrent au 
m~me exercice concernant les oeuvres contemporaines. Ici, nous sommes d~j~ du c6t~ de l’analyse de la 
conjoncture historiographique et, plus globalement, intellectuelle, ainsi que dans celle des m~canismes 
institutionnels et universitaires. De m~me que beaucoup d’oeuvres et d’auteurs du pass~ sont d~sormais 
reconnus - certains disent : accapar~s - par les historiens de la culture alors qu’ils n’~taient pas m~me 
historiens, les articles recensent nombre de travaux issus de sp~cialit~s et disciplines proches - l’anthropologie, 
les ~tudes litt~raires, l’histoire de l’art - avec lesquels l’histoire culturelle entretient un dialogue nourri. Vis-a- 
vis de sp~cialit~s comme l’histoire politique ou l’histoire sociale, l’histoire culturelle fonctionne parfois comme 
un grand attracteur qui attire ~tudiants, travaux de recherche, publications - et parfois, des postes universitaires. 

Au moyen d’indicateurs varies (recensement des articles publi~s dans des grandes revues g~n~ralistes en 
Australie, mots-clefs attribu~s par les chercheurs eux-m~mes dans le cadre du r~f~rencement universitaire belge, 
ou encore les subventions publiques ~ la recherche au Canada), les auteurs d~taillent l’in~gale 
institutionnalisation de l’histoire culturelle, bien avanc~e en Grande-Bretagne et au Canada, marginale en 
Australie et en Belgique. Dans les deux premiers pays, le succ~s de l’histoire culturelle est tel que la sp~cialit~ 
court le risque de la dilution et des effets de mode ; dans les deux derniers, ses partisans doivent encore batailler 
pour obtenir une reconnaissance et les moyens qui 1’ accompagnent. De fagon g~n~rale, on peut s’interroger si 
1’ essor de l’histoire culturelle correspond v~ritablement ~ un renouvellement des th~mes et du questionnaire ou 
~ des positionnements acad~miques et ~ditoriaux. La focalisation de certains articles sur quelques macro-objets 
classiques tels que la Renaissance (Grande-Bretagne), la Seconde Guerre mondiale (Suisse, Belgique) ou la 
guerre civile (Espagne) permet de constater dans bien des cas une requalification de certaines probl~matiques de 
l’histoire sociale ou politique en histoire culturelle, sans que l’on sache toujours tr~s bien si le choix de ces 
exemples proc~de de leur importance r~elle dans le champ historiographique ou de la sp~cialit~ de 1’ auteur. 

On peut se poser le m~me type de question ~. propos de la pr6pond6rance de l’6poque moderne, qui appara~t 
centrale dans beaucoup de contributions ; de l’histoire du livre et de l’imprim6, tr6s souvent cit6e comme 
domaine privil6gi6 de l’histoire culturelle ; de l’influence pr~t6e/~ certaines 6coles, certains mod61es 
historiographiques (l’6cole des Annales, qui domine l’histoire culturelle/~ la fran¢aise dont Philippe Poirrier 
traite dans son article, les cultural studies dans leur version britannique, mais aussi, quoique dans une bien 
moindre mesure, la tradition germanique de l’histoire de l’art ou la New CulturalHistory am6ricaine) ; enfin,/~ 
l’intersection de ces diff6rents plans, de la pr66minence de quelques grandes figures, en particulier de Roger 
Chartier, pr6sent6 par beaucoup d’auteurs comme la r&6rence majeure de l’histoire culturelle dans le monde. 
Au-deli~ des apports propres de sa recherche, la reconnaissance mondiale dont Roger Chartier b6n6ficie tient 
aussi/~ ses comp6tences linguistiques et/~ des strat6gies 6ditoriales et universitaires qui ont fait conna~tre son 
oeuvre sur plusieurs continents. Au-del~. de ce cas individuel, l’intensit6 des transferts intellectuels d’une 
historiographie/~ une autre ne peut pas se penser ind6pendamment d’une r6flexion sur les rapports de force 
entre langues et mod61es nationaux au sein de la communaut6 mondiale des historiens. L’exemple am6ricain est 
int6ressant, qui montre le r61e _jou6 par des chercheurs situ6s ~. l’interface entre deux traditions nationales, en 



l’ occurrence les histofiens am~ficains travaillant sur la France, dans la f~condation crois~e des recherches. 

L’intensit~ des transferts intellectuels doit ~galement compter avec la plus ou moins grande r~ceptivit~ des 
traditions nationales aux influences ext~fieures et avec les d~bats int~fieurs propres ~ chaque contexte national. 
l’histoire culturelle a pu appara~tre, dans des pays ayant connu l’exp~fience de la dictature qui les coupa de la 
circulation internationale des idles, comme la voie pfivil~gi~e d’une reprise de contact : ainsi de la Roumanie 
ou de l’Espagne. Par ailleurs, l’importance du th~me de l’identit~ nationale et des identit~s communautaires ou 
r~gionales dans plusieurs pays ~ forte r~alit~ multiculturelle et/ou multilinguistique appara~t avec force ~ la 
lecture de certaines contributions, ainsi que 1’ enj eu politique que rev~t, par l~-m~me, l’histoire culturelle. Celle- 
ci appara~t beaucoup moins dispos~e qu’elle ne l’~tait au XIXe si~cle ~ attester la r~alit~ d’une construction 
nationale ; elle serait plut6t port~e ~ ~ d~construire ~ les mythologies unanimistes qui ont cours dans nombre de 
pays. I1 s’agit d’un renversement de perspective par rapport au XIXe si~cle et c’est l’un des plus int~ressants 
enseignements que l’on peut tirer de la lecture de ce recueil par ailleurs fort fiche. 

Laurent Martin 
Centre d’histoire de Sciences Po Paris 
laurent.martin@sciences-po, fr 
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Author’s announcement: Dew, Orientalism in Louis XIV’s France 

Dear friends and colleagues, 

I am happy to share the news of the recent publication of my book: 

Orientalism in Louis XIV’s France. 
(Oxford Historical Monographs) 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009. 
ISBN-13:978-0-19-923484-4 

For more information, including a free sample chapter, see: 
http i/t~kcata~og~e oap cora/producti97 g 0199234 g44 do 

Before the Enlightenment, and before the imperialism of the later eighteenth century, how did European readers find out about the varied cultures 
of Asia? Orientalism in Louis XIV’s France presents a history of Oriental studies in seventeenth-century France, mapping the place within the 
intellectual culture of the period that was given to studies of Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Chinese texts, as well as writings on Mughal India. The 
Orientalist writers studied here produced books that would become sources used throughout the eighteenth century. Nicholas Dew places these 
scholars in their own context as members of the "republic of letters" in the age of the scientific revolution and the early Enlightenment. 

The book is now available through OUP’s subscription service, Oxford Scholarship Online: 
~ ://www~ ~xf~rdsch~arship~c~m/~s~/p~b~ic/c~nter~t/h~st~r~/97~199234~44/t~c~htm~ 

Bien cordialement, 

Nicholas Dew 

Assistant Professor, Department of History 
McGill University 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
r~icho~as~dew~ill~ca 
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William Ritchey Newton, Derriere La Fafade--Ui’vre Au Chateau de Uersailles Au XUIIIe Si~cle. Paris: Perrin, 2008. 268 pp. 
Maps, illustrations, notes. 19~ (pb). ISBN 978-2-262-029~0-2. 

Review by Jeroen Duindam, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen. 

In traditional national histories of states and state institutions, the dynastic household long played a marginal role at 
best. Mhfisters, councils, and representative h~stitutions were deemed more important, as they pointed toward the future. 
Household offices and their routines did not conveniently fit the image of the modernizing state, and hence were 
relegated to the margins of historiography. In the French case, the household was traditionally granted one important 
’political’ function: the transformation of unruly nobles into unctuous domestics burdened with honors but separated from 

power. In his challenging 1969 Die hofische Gesellschafl, Norbert Elias took this classic image as starting point for a 
powerful analysis of the court that dictated the agenda of a first generation of court historians. [1] 

From the late 1980’s onwards, however, critical voices started questioning the standard depiction of the court as a gilded 

cage, of courtiers as a group secluded from power and enmeshed in quarrels about rank. The image appeared highly 

questionable for Versailles itself, downright anachronistic for most other courts--at least before the 1750’s. Court 

dignitaries were usually closely integrated into the upper echelons of the state, and in any case enjoyed status as well as a 

measure of power through their access to the ruler. They were not invariably able to influence major policy decisions, yet 

they were often key figures in the distribution of honors--an essential element in early modern politics, and arguably in 

any political system. Ceremonies and rituals, moreover, cannot be understood merely or primarily as a ploy absorbing 

and redirecting the energies of an otherwise unmanageable warrior elite. Clearly, the show of rank was important for 

rulers, elites, and wider audiences: it was inseparable from the ideology and practices of power. Both in terms of decision- 

making and the representation of power, household staffs and routines deserve to be studied as an integral part of the 

early modern body politic. [2] 

Indeed, from the 1990’s onwards, a widenh~g stream of publications has given the early modern court a more 
differentiated and human face, stressh~g its mobility and changeability, the less than dignified settings of daily court life, 
the ’below stairs’ servants formh~g the bulk of most courts, the frugality hidden behh~d a screen of magnificence, the 

dense transactions between court and city. It has also underlined the role of courts as meeting places of various social 
groups and institutions. At court, elites from far-flung territories of dynastic composite states would regularly converge, 
attracted by offices, titles and privileges, as well as by the opportunity to meet their peers. This process could help to 
create a common court culture and a sense of cohesion. Religion, curiously absent from Eliasian interpretations of court 
life, was restored to its primacy as main structuring force for the court’s daily and annual rhythms. State formation, 

decision-making, faction and favoritism, and patronage are now all seen from a perspective that includes the household. 
To be sure, a separation and professionalization of household as well as government services did take place, leading to 
major changes h~ the course of the eighteenth century: but this gradual and erratic process needs to be examined carefully 
rather than taken for granted. 

While these new approaches gathered force rapidly among German and Anglo-Saxon historians, their French compeers 
generally followed more hesitantly. In France historians of the sixteenth- and eighteenth-century court connected to the 



h~ternational reorientation more rapidly than specialists of the grand si&’le.[3] Recent publications and initiatives 
h~dicate that this is now changing. Versailles has founded a centre de recherche which publishes a bulletin and a series of 

monographs, and a pan-European study group on courts bringing together earlier national initiatives has been 
established. [4] 

Palaces, and the lively memoirs of their former occupants, continue to attract the interest of tourists and connoisseurs. A 

rich literature, ranging from academic to popularizing studies, serves their interests. Palaces are the focus of historians of 

art, music, literature, and a variety of related fields. At the juncture of the reinvigorated new court studies, the arts, and 

the general public, the work of William Ritchey Newton takes up a special place. Newton has a profound Pmowledge of 

eighteenth-century memoirs and court archives, particularly those pertaining to the topography and occupancy of 

apartments at Versailles. This was amply demonstrated in his L’Espace du roi (2000). Newton’s reputation was 

definitively established by his prizewinning study La petite cour (2003), outlining in detail the organization, finances, 

hierarchies and staffs of lesser servants at Versailles.[5] These two preceding books are more ambitious than Derriere la 

~a~ade. They number 600 pages or more, whereas the current study reaches a more modest 268; they include lengthy 

annexes, absent in the latest book. In many respects, however, Derriere lafa~ade has greater cohesion and unity of style 

than the preceding titles. After a seventy-page introduction L’Espace du roi becomes a series of annexes outlining 

courtiers’ careers and apartments. La petite cour consists mostly of coherent exposition, yet more than one third of its 662 

pages were still reserved for a sizeable annex on staff organization. 

Derriere lafa~ade describes the mundane aspects of living in the Sun King’s palace in the century following his death. 
Newton systematically traces categories of daily life in his seven chapters, going from his original starting point, the 
apartments, to eating at court, provisioning of water, and use of fire, lighting, cleaning, and washing. The honor of living 
under the king’s roof--or at least under one in the palace complex--came with many discomforts. We read details about 
cramped and dark living spaces, cold and unpalatable food, freezing or smoke-filled rooms, the permanent danger of fires, 
leaking sanitation, overflowing sewers, rampant rats--all presented with colorful detail and evocative quotes. Courtiers 
and servants adapted to the situation in manifold ways--constructing illegal stoves to heat their food, chimneys to heat 
their chambers. Palace administrators in turn sought to control the deformations and dangers arising from the situation. 

Understandably, Newton’s introduction and conclusion (’arri~re-pensdes’) dwell on the contrast between the proud facade 
of the chateau, and its less refined--sometimes downright repulsive--backstage practices. Royal magnificence was the 
main point of the palace, but its occupants were well aware of its less glamorous aspects. Newton writes in a pleasant, 
accessible style, and his work will undoubtedly appeal to a general French readership. On the other hand, it raises 

questions and provides information quite relevant for specialists in the field. 

One such point, already put forward in l’Espace du roi, is the sense that Versailles in the second half of the eighteenth 

century could not live up to its own standards. Newton repeatedly mentions the expanding royal family, forcing court 
dignitaries from prestigious and comfortable apartments to humbler lodgings. War and financial crisis made palace 
administrators increasingly stingy and hesitant to grant demands of courtiers to repair or improve their quarters. At the 
same time, standards of comfort and luxury were rising rapidly: courtiers asked for larger mirrors, new-style windows, 
and improved amenities. In terms of room, finances, and expectations, the match between the noble elite and the palace 

became increasingly problematical. Newton does not explicitly relate this change to general ideas about the changing 
balance between court nobles and royalty on the eve of the revolution. Neither does he unveil his views of other works 
on the eighteenth-century court, such as the re-evaluation of Louis XV’s court by Bernard Hours.[6] The notion of a 
Versailles in decline, finally, could have been substantiated more thoroughly by looking back to earlier instances of rising 
war debts, reform and penury--at the French court under Louis XIV or at other European courts. The practical details of 

living at court never matched glamorous palace faCades, although changing standards and expectations in the eighteenth 
century may have exacerbated the contrast. 

One phrase offered in the context of the right of lesser officers in the king’s chamber to pocket for their own benefit the 

remains of candles is worth quoting. It is not given special emphasis by Newton, but seems to be entirely typical for 
patterns of service at court, particularly in France, where venality aggravated general tendencies toward patrimonialism: 

"... cette pratique, l’origine marque de la bienveillance royale, s%tait transform~e en une prerogative 
fiprement d~fendue" (p. 134). 

Favors tended to turn into rights, and dependent followers could prove to be stubborn defenders of their privileges--a 
perspective correcting the outside view of the court as a temple of glory. Newton provides many suggestive instances of 
courtiers’ complaints and requests, as well as the usually level-headed responses of palace administrators, but doesn’t 
venture far beyond these engaging dialogues. This book is very rich in examples and quotes, but Newton doesn’t use the 
opportunity to connect his ample materials to current discussions about courts and courtiers. Newton’s examples, for 



h~stance, can be connected to other instances of"backstage" court life familiar in recent court historiography; yet we can 
also read them as a narrative of gradual decline following the glories of the Sun King’s reign. This book can painlessly be 

fitted into both the traditional and the revisionist modes of h~terpretation, and it is not altogether clear whether the 
author knows this. The notes consist largely of references to archival material and memoirs, with only incidentally 
references to secondary literature. I would have appreciated a more comprehensive introduction into such matters as 
court quartering, the right to eat at court, or court staffs’ material rights and privileges, reflecting standard practices ot 
European court life from the Middle Ages into the eighteenth century. Where, when and why did the French court 

depart from general tendencies? Newton’s descriptive stance seems to reflect a choice rather than a weakness, and it may 
not be appropriate to criticize an author for omitting matters he considers outside of his purview. 

In Derriere lafafade Newton shows himself unsurpassed as a specialist on the apartments at Versailles in the eighteenth 
century, including the details on the courtiers living there, and the administrators organizing maintenance. He loses 
some strength when he describes earlier phases of household life; more importantly, he declines to connect his expertise 
to scholarly debates or wider comparative horizons. Newton’s book offers a welcome antidote to some specimens of our 

occasionally over-conceptualized culture of scholarship, but in the end he leaves his fellow researchers with important 
unanswered questions. Clearly, however, the succession of these three books on Versailles and its occupants confirm 
Newton’s status as an established authority in the field. His erudite, colorful and accessible style of writing, moreover, 
makes this latest book particularly attractive for a general readership. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Norbert Elias, Die hOfische Gesellschayq. Untersuchungen zur Soziologie 
einer Einleitung: Soziolo3qe und Geschichtswissenschayq (Darmstadt; Neuwied 1969); ~)ber den Prozef! der Zivilisation. 

Soziogenetische und Psychogenetische Untersuchungen, 2 vols. (Bern: Verlag Francke, 1969). See Jeroen Duindam, Myths oj 
Power. Norbert Elias and the Early Modern European Court (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1995) for a critical 

discussion and bibliography. 

[2] A random choice among the many titles indicative of a ’new court history’: David Starkey, "Representation Through 

Intimacy. A Study in the Symbolism of Monarchy and Court Office in Early-Modern England" in Ion Lewis, ed., Symbols 
and Sentiments. Cross-Cultural Studies" in Symbolism (London: Academic Press, 1977), 187-224; R.G. Asch and A. Birke, eds., 

Princes Patronage and the Nobility. The Court at the Be3qnning of the Modern Age c. 1450-1650, (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1991); John Adamson, ed., The Princely Courts of Europe. l~itual, Politics’, and Culture under the Anciat l~d3qme 1500- 
1750 (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999). See ~://resikom.ad~v-~oett~ge~.g’wdg.de/index.~. for an overview of 
the important conferences and volumes of the Residenzen-Kommission der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu G6ttingen. 

Attempts at comparison of European courts: Malcolm Vale, The princely court: medieval courts" and culture in North-l/Uest 

Europe, 1270-1880 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2OOl); Jeroen Duindam, Uienna and Uersailles:The Courts of Europe’s 
Dynastic Rivals, 1550-178O (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

[3] See, for example, the impressive and wide-ranging study by Nicolas Le Roux, Lafaveur du roi. Mignons et courtisans au 

temps des" derniers Ualois (vers 1547 - vers 1589) (Paris : Presses Universitaires de France, 2000), or the concise and lucid re- 

evaluation of Louis XV by Bernard Hours, Louis" XU et sa Cour. Le roi, l’dtiquette et le courtisan (Paris : Presses 

Universitaires de France, 2002). On the seventeenth-century court, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie pioneered an 

anthropological approach in: "Aupr~s du roi, la Cour" Annales ESC 38 (1983): 21-41; and his "Syst~me de la cour 

(Versailles vers 1709)," L’Arc 65 (1976): 21-35. His major book following upon these early articles, Saint-Simon ou le 

syst~me de la cour (Paris : Fayard, 1997) effectively attacked Norbert Elias’ model, and restored the religious component of 

French court life, but still relied mostly on the memoirs of Saint-Simon, and hence remained limited in its revisionist 

potential. Jean-Frangois Solnon, La cour de :France (Paris 1987), based mostly on literature and printed sources, did not 

diverge widely from the classic views of the Ludovician court. Although not focused on the court, the work of Katia 

B~guin challenges the traditional image of the Sun King, see her Lesprinces de Condd. Rebelles, courtisans et mdc&~es dans la 

:France du grand si&’le (Seysesel : Champ Vallon, 1999) and "Louis XIV et l’aristocratie: coup de majest~ ou retour tl la 

tradition," Histoire, dconomie et socidtd 19 (2000): 497-512. The same holds true for Daniel Dessert, Argent, pouvoir et socidtd 

au grand si~cle (Paris : Fayard, 1984). Revision of Ludovician absolutism and reassessment of the traditional analysis of the 

court, however, was initiated largely by British and American historians. 

[4] See http://www.chateauversailles-recherche.fr for the various activities of the Centre de recherche du chateau de 

Uersailles. Recently, several European groups studying court history joined ranks and founded the Court Studies Forum 

linking the Society for Court Studies, the Centro Studi Europa delle Corti, the Centre de Recherche du Chhteau de 

Versailles and La Corte en Europa, Institute of the Independent University of Madrid. Two careful recent scholarly 



works on the French court are Sophie de Laverny, Les domestiques commensaux du roi de France au XUIIe si~cle (Paris: 
Presses de l’Universit~ de Paris-Sorbonne, 2002); and Mathieu da Vinha, Les valets de chambre de Louis XIU(Paris: Perrin, 
2004). While these works rely on impeccable archival research, they do not seem fully in touch with previous English- 
language scholarship. 

[5] William Ritchey Newton, L ’espace du rob la Cour de France au chdteau de Uersailles, 1682-1789 (Paris: Fayard, 2000); La 
Petite Cour: services et serviteurs d la Cour de Uersailles au XUIIIe (Paris: Fayard, 2006). 

[6] On dissatisfied nobles see Munro Price, "The court nobility and the origi~s of the French Revolution" in Hamish 

Scott and Brendan Simms, eds., Cultures of Power in Europe during the Long Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007); Daniel Wick, "The Court Nobility and the French Revolution: The Example of the Society of 

Thirty," Eighteenth-Century Studies 13, 3 (1980) 263-284; Hours, Louis XU et sa Cour. 
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Author’s Book Announcement: Shapiro. Traumatic Politics 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to announce the publication of Traumatic Po#tics: The Deputies and the King in the Early French 
Revolution (Penn State University Press, 2009). 

Traumatic Politics 
The Deputies and the King in the Early French Revolution 
By Barry M. Shapiro 
216 pages I 6 x 9 I 2009 

ISBN 978-0-271-03542-0 I cloth: $65.00 sh 

"Barry Shapiro addresses in original fashion a classic question about the failure of constitutional monarchy in 

Revolutionary France. He has mastered the events and debates of the Revolution’s first years, but he replaces 

traditional political and ideological explanations with insights from trauma research. In a work of creativity and 

daring, he explores the logic and fllogic of political decision making in stressful times. "--David G. Troyansky, 

Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York 

"Barry Shapiro’s provocative psychological analysis of the ~trauma’ induced by the French Revolution may not 

convince every reader. But the analysis itself is both careful and creative. Shapiro is simply too well acquainted 

with the history of the French Revolution--and too good a historian--to be taken lightly."--Darrin M. 

McMahon, Florida State University 

The opening events of the French Revolution have stood as some of the most familiar in modem European 

history. Traumatic Politics emerges as a fresh voice from the existing historiography of this widely studied 

course of events. In applying a psychological lens to the classic problem of why the French Revolution’s first 

representative assembly was unable to reach a workable accommodation with Louis XVI, Barry Shapiro 

contends that some of the key political decisions made by the Constituent Assembly were, in large measure, the 

product of traumatic reactions to the threats to the lives of its members in the summer of 1789. As a result, 

Assembly policy frequently reflected a preoccupation with what had happened in the past rather than active 

engagement with present political realities. 

In arguing that the manner in which the Assembly dealt with the king bears the imprint of the behavior that 

typically follows exposure to traumatic events, Shapiro focuses on oscillating periods of traumatic repetition 

and traumatic denial. Highlighting the historical impact of what could be viewed as a relatively "mild" trauma, 

he suggests that trauma theory has a much wider field of potential applicability than that previously established 

by historians, who have generally confined themselves to studying the impact of massively traumatic events 

such as war and genocide. Moreover, in emphasizing the extent to which monarchical loyalties remained intact 



on the eve of the Revolution, this book also challenges the widely accepted contention that prerevolutionary 

cultural and discursive innovations had "desacralized" the king well before 1789. 

Barry M. Shapiro is Professor of History at Allegheny College. 
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H-France ReviewVol. 9 (September 2009), No. 122 

Claude Coquard, ed., ztnnales historiques de la Prkvolution francaise: Tables du Centenaire 1908-2007. Paris: Soci6t6 des 

Etudes Robespierristes, 2008. Introduction plus CD-Rom. 29 � (pb). ISBN: 978-2-908327-68-7. 

Review by Jack Censer, George Mason University. 

Unparalleled in its commitment to studying the French Revolution, the Annales hisloriques de la Rgvolutionfran¢aise 

(AhRJ~ must be regarded as the most important periodical in this field. In part to applaud the contributions ot 
this journal, its organizers decided to publish a bibliography of its first one hundred years. This book (and 

accompanying CD-Rom) provides several different indexes for the AhRf and its predecessor (Annales 
rgvolutionnaires, 1908-1923) as part of this centennial review. In addition to encompassing two periodicals, the 

index reflects the impact of world events, especially "vVorld "vVar II, on the publication schedule of the 
periodical. It also builds on several previous indexes, all of which focused on specific limited periods. 

Most significant for the subjects covered in this volume were the variations in content introduced by changes in 
the historical profession over time. In fact, those shifts in the journal surely deserve a full scale study as the 

periodical has been managed and/or heavily influenced by some of the lions of the profession, including Albert 

Mathiez, Georges Lefebvre, Albert Soboul, Michel Vovelle, and most recently, Philippe Bourdin. To be certain, 
that the Socigtg des gtucles robespierristes published the AhRffor a long time guaranteed a certain point of view that 
supported the revolution as a whole, including the Terror, by justifying the latter as necessitated by 

circumstances. Furthermore, until relatively recently the journal published little on the revolution outside ot 
France and less by or about historians outside of France. But changes in emphases followed the trends oI 

historical scholarship and the particular interests of the leader. The 1989 accession of Vovelle in particular 
opened up the publication to the wider profession. Prior to that point, the journal had a personal tone in the 

past in which friendships and alliances meant more. 

However much one might welcome the changes Vovelle introduced, the earlier period, with its partisan attitudt 

and cliques, actually published much of interest, including special attention to political events and individual~, 
And despite political rigidities and lack of access to many, the AhRfin this earlier period undeniably possessed 

polemical spark that has been lost in the last twenty years. Even those believing in balanced treatment (even 

this reality cannot be attained), would have to admit that the earlier journal had greater verve. In fact, because t~ 
French Revolution has in the post-Mitterand years lost a certain political resonance and with it a competiti~ 

spirit, one longs somewhat for that earlier day when the struggle over its meaning--embedded in current conflict: 
-was sharp and direct. The journal has replaced these rapier thrusts, usually at foes whose own writings had 1 



appear elsewhere, with a strong sense of inclusion and an overriding professionalism. English and Americ~ 
authors are much more in evidence and open support for the revolution is no longer required. 

Charting all the articles, notes, and entries of all sorts in the/lnnales--which inevitably chronicle the history of t~ 
period--is the Tables du centenaire, 1908-2007, divided in three parts. The first index includes all the authors wh 

have published over the century and the second provides a list of all the "ouvrages et articles" analyzed in t~ 
same period. However, these latter works are arranged in alphabetical order according to the name of the auth~ 

of the work under analysis. Under each author, other information follows: extended or brief analysis; the locati~ 

in the/!h!~ and the individual (if stated in the periodical) responsible for the analysis. After these sections com~ 
the bibliography for various loci of study, divided into sections~ates, subjects (e.g., Old Regime, Belgian 
peasantry), places, and proper names. "vVhat makes this last section very complicated is that the references are i 
shorthand. The schema sends the user back into the earlier sections of the book to find the relevm 

bibliographical detail, and this can be quite cumbersome. Finally, the book concludes with a list of the vario~ 

periodicals cited one or more times in the/!h!~f Under the name of each journal, one finds the specific artich 
listed not by name, but by page and date. 

Accompanying the book is a CD-ROM which provides more data and functionality. Accessible only digitally aJ 
the titles of works merely footnoted in the /!h/~f. One finds these by creating a search using a key word 

Depending on the kind of keyword one chooses, one may search by author, subject matter, or both. The seato 
turns up not only relevant tides in the data bank of footnotes but also whatever is useful either in the publishe 

studies or bibliography of analyzed works that constitute parts one and two in the printed book. Essentially, a 

this allows the user a personalized search--a very useful aid different than the one provided in the third part ~ 
the book. This is still a limited search because it only uses keywords from the tides in all three book section 
Nevertheless, it has extra value because it does include materials that reside only in the footnote section of t[ 
CD-Rom. Unfortunately, however, the CD-Rom does not reliably work on all computers. Although I only tried 
on a limited number of machines, it appeared inoperable on computers using Microsoft Vista or on AppI 

Macintosh. This is regrettable as it may deny scholars access to one of the most potent parts of this exhaustix 
work that, indeed, potentially provides easy access to a vast array of important materials. 

Jack R. Censer 

George Mason University 
jcenser@gmu.edu 
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H-France Review Vol. 9 (October 2009), No. 124 

Ina Baghdiantz McCabe, Orientalism in Early Modern France: Eurasian Trade, Exoticism, and the Ancien Rdgime. Oxford and 
New York: Berg, 2008. 409 pp. Notes, bibliography, and index. $105.00 (hb). ISBN 978-l-84520-374-0. 

Review by Julia Landweber, Montclair State University. 

Ina Baghdiantz McCabe opens the first chapter of Orientalism in Early Modern France with the following story. Sometime 
around 1525, a teenage orphan arrived in Paris with the ambition of becoming a university student. Things did not go 
well: that first night he was befriended by several men who stole all his clothes and money, and soon after he contracted 
severe dysentery. After a year in a hospital for the sick and poor, he left to do farm work in the region of Beauce, south- 

west of the capital. Restored to full health, he returned to the city and at last enrolled in the University of Paris. Even 
then, his opportunities seemed limited. With no money, rank, or patron to assist him, the boy was only able to gain 
admittance by becoming a domestic servant in the Coll~ge Sainte Barbe, charged with "sweeping and taking filth away," 
duties which left very little time for learning (p. 19). Not a promising start for young Guillaume Postel, the man who 
would eventually earn his place in history as France’s original Orientalist and one of the great Renaissance intellectuals 

at the court of King Francis I. 

Postel matured into a fascinating figure, a cosmopolitan scholar who was also a religious mystic, for whom the desire to 
understand Christianity’s true origins necessitated studying both the new Protestantism and the emerging discipline of 
Orientalism. He was a man of decidedly murky origins (although he claimed to be born in Normandy, McCabe speculates 

that he actually might have been a transplanted Portuguese Jew). His classmates at the Coll6ge included none less than 
Ignatius of Loyola and John Calvin, both of whose ideas would have a profound effect on his future thinking. His genius 
with foreign languages, including Hebrew and Greek, would earn him an important place in the first two embassies sent 
from France to the Ottoman Empire in 1536 and 1547. From these diverse experiences, Postel cobbled together a most 

unusual philosophy of tolerance, which in turn drives the first half of Oriattalism in Early Modern France: "In Guillaume 
Postel’s writings, there was to be no East or West, and no divisions between Christianity and Islam; he had a universal 
vision of a united world at peace, albeit one with a clear hierarchy: France was at the helm of the universe" (p. 15). 

While the maturation of Postel’s orientalist ideas occupies much of McCabe’s first two chapters, he is just one of a galaxy 
of talented thinkers whose life and ideas are featured in this rich study devoted to the question of how Eurasian trade and 
Orientalism shaped early modern France. McCabe’s prior publications established her as an expert on the Eurasian silk 
trade and early modern entrepreneurial networks.[1] By tracing the economic influence of thinkers such as Postel and 
his scholarly descendents, and thereby connecting the exchange of goods with the exchange of ideas, her new book adds 

an intellectual and cultural dimension to the history of early modern French trade with the East. The "Orient" of the title 
refers mainly to the realms of Islam, and more specifically, to the world encompassed by the Ottoman Empire, this being 



a study of France set between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries--although French relations with the Far East of 

India, Siam, and China, as well as the West Indies and Americas, are also addressed. 

~VlcCabe provides a compelling argument about the nature and consequences of relations between France and the 

"Orient." Her vision, one that is shared by a growing body of scholarship produced in the last ten years, is significantly 
less combative than Edward Said’s thesis of eternal Western opposition to and oppression of the East introduced in his 

classic 1979 work, Orientalism.[2] She writes, "Early Orientalisms [sic] had an immense impact on French culture and 
on French institutions, not on the ’Orient.’ It is argued here that if the Orient was an object of study, it was France that 
was the subject of transformations. France shaped itself while engaging the world" (p. 2). McCabe seeks to tie the 
intellectual development of academic Orientalism (and the related discourse on luxury and despotism) with the concrete 
realities of French-Asian trade and exotic imports. To this end, she asserts that far from being a purely intellectual 
movement with nefarious imperial implications, as per Said, "the importance of Orientalism to the development of early 
[French] science should be recognized" (p. 23). Her conclusion reiterates these points: "Orientalism before the very end 
of the eighteenth century was first and foremost about France, a form of very active political participation in domestic 

issues" (p. 293). 

As one might surmise from the above, this book’s contents are tremendously broad. Very much to her credit, McCabe 

marshals (more or less) an amazing depth of detail in the service of her argument. The book is organized into an 

introduction, two parts of five chapters each, and an epilogue. The theme of part one, "One Nation, One World Under 

French Rule," derives from Guillaume Postel’s radical vision for a universal government. Chapters one through five 

"argue in different ways that France’s trade relations [with the Orient in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries] were 

closely tied to the very diverse and often contradictory textual production [of Orientalism]" (p. 3). Opting to begin at the 

beginning, chapters one and two focus on the context in which Postel became "the first Orientalist" (p. 15). Chapters 

three through five respectively consider the conflation of the East and West Indies in the French imagination, the 

connections between scholarly Orientalism and the development of new scientific knowledge under the reign of Louis 

XIV, and the perceived relationship between the Turks and the Huguenots. 

In part two, "Consuming the Exotic," McCabe explores the cultural and political consequences Eurasian trade had on the 
way French society viewed itself in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Chapters six through eight focus chiefly on 

the gradual adoption of coffee in France, intermixed with a history of the domestication of other exotic goods such as 
oriental plants and, in particular, Chinese silk and porcelain. Chapter nine examines how French royals--Louis XIV in 
particular--utilized imitations of Oriental splendor to project an image of power, and more broadly, how oriental fashions 
and the importation or imitation of oriental cloth influenced European dress in the early modern period. Finally in 
chapter ten, "Orientalism, Despotism, and Luxury," McCabe addresses the complicated intersection of these three ideas in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a crucial component of a study devoted to understanding the interplay of 
economic trade, intellectual movements, popular culture, and political ideas. In the final half-century period of this study, 
the French nobility seemed to be in a race to impoverish itself through the consumption of exotic luxury goods, while a 
new breed of wealthy merchants and artisans aped the ways of the nobility and a slew of pamphlets condemned society’s 
elevation of luxury and commerce at the expense of virtue. In the end, oriental goods and oriental despotism become 

irretrievably linked in the political imagination of the French Revolution when "patriotic consumption and abstention 
from foreign goods became a citizen’s ultimate duty" (p. 289). 

Orientalism in Early Modern France is a work of great erudition. In the introduction McCabe tells us she first envisioned 
this project nearly 30 years ago (p. vi). It has clearly been a fruitful incubation period: h~ the intervening years she has 
identified and read an extraordinarily immense collection of primary printed sources, especially but hardly exclusively 
focused on works by Orientalists. I consider myself moderately well versed in this field, yet for every name I recognized, 
McCabe discusses in detail the lives, works, and interconnections of at least a half-dozen authors I had not previously 

encountered. Perhaps in consequence, "sprawling" is the best way to describe this historical narrative of early modern 
French Orientalism. Yet while I hesitate to criticize anyone who has read so widely on her topic, I wondered a little at the 
absence of significant manuscript sources. To take but one small example, the archives of the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs contains important unpublished material on the 1669 Ottoman embassy to France, yet she overlooks it in favor of 
the published diary of Olivier Lefbvre d’Ormesson, which she calls the "best source" on the subject (p. 187).[3] This 

imbalance is further illustrated by the bibliography, which devotes only one page to primary unpublished sources 
(admittedly, there are some additional archival sources cited in the end notes), but lists eighteen pages of primary 
published sources. 

McCabe’s study also relies upon an impressively broad reading of secondary sources, although again a gap appears which 

should not be there. She asserts that this book is a pioneering effort on the subject of"the orientalization of France and 
the resistance to it [which] deserve study" and that "there is scant literature on the adoption of oriental goods, manners, 



fashions, techniques, and modes of thinking by European societies" (p. 6). This claim is surprising, given her otherwise 
deep knowledge of modern scholarship on early modern Orientalism. While McCabe’s book is a welcome addition to the 

field, a respectable historiography most certainly exists on the subject--though little of it appears in her bibliography. 
On a related note, I was also struck by the absence of illustrated matter (which of course may be due more to the 
limitations of publishing costs than anything else). Despite the wealth of pictorial sources in this subject, there is only one 
illustration in the entire book (cover and p. 167), and it happens to be one which has already been widely reproduced 

elsewhere: taken from Sylvestre Dufour’s Traitez Nouvez & curieux du card, du thd, et du chocolate, it shows a Chinese man 
drinking tea, a Turk drinking coffee, and an Aztec drinking chocolate. 

Despite these lacunae, McCabe has produced an excellent reference work for the researcher in quest of detailed factual 

information about myriad aspects of early modern France’s intellectual, cultural, and economic relations with the Orient. 

For someone beginning work on the topic, or even a more advanced researcher, Orientalism in Early Modern France should 

be required reading for learning about early modern French Orientalists; it is a veritable compendium of who’s who on 

the subject. In the course of the book McCabe argues her thesis convincingly, although sometimes the highly detailed 

accumulation of facts threatens to bury her point. All told, this is an ambitiously wide-ranging book with exceptionally 

interesting content. 

NOTES 

[1] Ina B. McCabe, The Shah’s Silk for Europe’s Silver: The Eurasion Silk Trade of the dulfa Armodans in Safavid Iran ana 

India (1530-1750) (Atlanta, GA: Scholar’s Press, 1999), and Diaspora and Entrepreneurial Networks" 1600-2000, co-edited 
with Gelina Harlaftis and Ionna Minoglu (Oxford: Berg, 2005). 

[2] See for example: Turcs et turqueries, XUI-XUIIIe si~cles, prdface de Lucien Bdly (Paris: Presses de l’Universit~ Paris- 

Sorbonne, 2009); Eric R. Dursteler, Uenetians in Constantinople: Nation, Identity, and Coexistence in the Early Modern 
Mediterranean (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); and Mich~le LonginG, Orientalism in French 

Classical Drama (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002). 

[3] Nicolas Le Dran, "M~moire sur le c~r~monial observ~ en France en 1669 ~l l’egard de l’Aga Soliman," Archives des 
Affaires t~trang~res (Paris), Mdmoires et Documents, Turkey, vol. 10, doc. 4 [1720]. 

[4] For example, McCabe overlooks Pierre Martino, L ’Orient dans la littdrature francaise au XUIIe et au XUIIIe si~cle (Paris: 

Hachette, 1906, reprinted Geneva, 1970); Alexandrine N. St. Clair, The Image of the Turk in Europe (New York: The 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1973); Aileen Ribeiro, "Turquerie: Turkish dress and English Fashion in the Eighteenth 

Century," The Connoisseur 201, May 1979, no. 807: 16-23, and The Dress l/Uorn at Masquerades in England, 1780 to 1790, ana 

its" Relation to Fancy Dress in Portraiture (New York and London: Garland, 1984); Perrin Stein, "Madame de Pompadour 

and the Harem Imagery at Bellevue," Gazette des" Beaux Arts" 123 (1994): 29-44; and Julia Landweber, "Turkish Delight: 

The Eighteenth-Century Market in Turqueries and the Commercialization of Identity in France," Proceedings" of the 

l/Uestern Society for French History, vol. 30, 2004: 202-211, and "Celebrating Identity: Charting the History of Turkish 

Masquerade in Early Modern France," Romance Studies" Quarterly, 23 (3) 2005: 175-189. 
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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT 

A new book by Philippe Gardy and Christophe Regina on a women’s prison in Aix-en-Provence during the Ancien Regime 

is now available. Please see the website below for more information. 

http://www.pulm.fr/lucifer-au-couvent?var recherche=xviie 
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New publication: Transnational Spaces and Identities in the Francophone World 

Editors’ Announcement: A new interdisciplinary publication: 

Transnational Spaces and Identities in the Erancophone World, Edited by Hafid Gafa£ti, 

Patricia M.E. Lorcin, and David G. Troyansky (University of Nebraska Press): 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/pr~duct/Transnati~nal-spaces-and-Identities-in-the- 

Francop, 674075.aspx 

Contents 

Part One. Colonialism and Immigration. 

i. Philip Dine, "The French Colonial Myth of a Pan Mediterranean Civilization." 

2. Keith David Watenpaugh, "The Uncomfortable Inhabitants of French Colonial Modernity: 

Mandate Syria’s Communities of Collaboration (1920-1946)." 

3. Elisa Camiscioli, "Race-Making and Race-Mixing in the Early 20th-century Immigration 

Debate." 

Part Two. Immigrant Spaces and Identities. 

4. Neil Macmaster, "Shantytown Republics: Algerian Migrants and the Culture of Space in 

the Bidonvilles." 

5. Todd D. Shepard, "Excluding the Harkis from Repatriate Status, Excluding Muslim 

Algerians from French Identity." 

6. Alain Gabon, "The Transformation of French Identity in Mathieu Kassovitz’s Films 

M@tisse (1993) and La Haine (1995)." 

Part Three. Writing Algerian Identities. 

7. Robert Aldrich, "A Poet’s Politics: Jean SAnac’s Writings during the Algerian War." 

8. Trudy Agar-Mendousse, "Counterviolence and the Ethics of Nomadism: Malika Mokeddem’s 

Reconstruction of Algerian Identity." 

9. Mary McCullough, "Interpretation, Representation, and Belonging in the Works of Le£1a 

Sebbar." 

Part Four. Jewish Migrations and Identities 

i0. Sarah Sussman, "Jews from Algeria and French Jewish Identity." 

ii. Johann Sadock, "Anti-Arab and Anti-French Tendencies in Post-1948 Oriental Jewish 

Literature Written in French." 



12. Brigitte Weltman-Aron, "The Figure of the Jew in North Africa: Memmi, Derrida, 

Cixous." 

Part Five. Francophone Spaces and Multiple Identities. 

13. Antony Johae, "Transnational Identities in the Novels of Amin Maalouf." 

14. Joseph Militello, "Madwoman in the Senegalese Muslim Attic: Reading Myriam Warner- 

Vieyra’s Juletane and Mariama B~’s Un Chant Ecarlate." 

15. Georges Van Den Abbeele, "Gender, Exile and Return in Vi6t-Ki6u Literature." 

16. Ali Y6des, "Vietnamese Relationships: Confucian or Francophone Model." 

Part Six. Postmodern Sites and Identities. 

17. Habiba Deming, "Feminism and Neocolonialism: Discursive Practices." 

18. David Prochaska, "The Self as Other: Yasmina Bouziane." 

19. David G. Troyansky, "Displaying World Culture in Provincial France: Erancophonie in 

Limoges." 

David G. Troyansky 

Professor and Chair 
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H-France Reviews: Goodlett on Friedlander: J. J. ROUSSEAU: AN AFTERLIFE OF 
WORDS 

The review may be found on the H-France website at: ~://www.h-fraace.~et/voDreviews!voD~o 1 ~8goodlett.pdfl 

H-France Review Vol. 9 (October 2009), No. 128 

Eli Friedlander, J. J. Rousseau: An A~erliJ} of I/Uords. Cambridge, Mass., and London: Harvard University Press, 2004. xi + 
160 pp. Notes, works cited, and index. $46.50 (hb). ISBN 0-674-01514-2. 

Review by Scan C. Goodlett, Fitchburg State College. 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s tt~veries dupromo, eur solitaire has received sporadic attention in the last several decades, and only 

the occasional study has approached the book as a work of philosophy.Ill Eli Friedlander attempts this and something 

more ambitious: he has sought to make "manifest the idea of the book as a concentrated perspective on life, on the world, 

rather than a partial account of Rousseau’s last days that must be balanced against his other works" (p. 6). Such a reading 

of the ]~veries offers Friedlander the opportunity to explore autobiography as "a possible style of philosophy" (p. 1) and to 

examine the "refraction" of Rousseau’s other writings through this last work (p. 6). In engaging the ]~veries thus, 

Friedlander offers new life, and an "afterlife" of meaning, to the text. 

Rousseau likely began to compose his final autobiographical work in the auturm~ of 1776, and on his death roughly two 

years later he left completed drafts of the first six, and fragments of the remainh~g four, promenades. Finding himself in 
the position of literary inheritor, Ren&Louis, marquis de Girardh~, sought to rescue the unfinished manuscript from 
obscurity: 

Nous n’avons pu rassembler avec de soins extremes que quelques Cartes ecrites au crayon et a moiti~ effac~es, et 
quelques Chiffons de papier a moiti~ dechir~s et Couverts de ratures et qu’apr~s avoir devin~ avec beaucoup de 
peine j’ai trouv~ n’avoir rapport qu’a un petit ouvrage commenc~ dans lequel [Rousseau] rassembloit Les 
reveries de ses promenades depuis environ un an. [2] 

The disorderly state of the manuscript greatly concerned the officious marquis, who sought to "improve upon" this and 
other unprinted autobiographical works, including the Confessions. Nowhere was his intervention more direct and 

egregious, though, than with his suggested revisions to the l~&eries. [3] 

Rousseau himself was largely silent during the composition of the ttSveries. Roughly a dozen letters in the philosopher’s 

hand survive for the period between August, 1776, and his death in early July, 1778, and in these only oblique references 

are made to the promenades. However, lengthy reflections on his solitary walks are found within one of his four famous 

autobiographical letters to Chr~tien-Ouillaume de Lamoignon de Malesherbes. In January of 1762, and at the age of fifty, 

Rousseau had insisted that it was not "les plaisirs de ma jeunesse" but rather "mes promenades Solitaires" that 

preoccupied him. The walks enabled the philosopher to people an imaginary world, "et chassant bien Loin L’opinion, Les 

pr~jug~s, toutes les passions factices, je transportois dans les aziles de la nature des hommes dignes de Les habiter.’[4] 

Encouraged to publish such peripatetic reflections by Malesherbes, Rousseau eventually made these autobiographical 

"sketches" the basis of the Confessions, a work which he h~tended to appear in print only posthumously. [5] 



As for the l~veries du ])romeneur solitaire, Friedlander insists the work was never h~tended for the public. In the first 
Dromenade, the Genevan philosopher tells his readers that "the work is notJbr us" (p. 2): "je n’~cris mes rSveries que pour 
moi."[6] How then to separate reader from author when the only reader is the author? Friedlander’s answer rests on an 

examination of solitude. He views the various ])romenades as a discovery of "repose in the midst of persecution," an 
embrace of an all-encompassing solitude and thus a state that is "utterly and completely hopeless" (pp. 12-13). In 
rejecting the reader, Friedlander concludes that Rousseau has only drawn him in, rendering the act of reading the 

l~veries impossible unless the reader "transform[s] his thinking in order to become the book’s addressee" (p. 18). As 
Dena Goodman has argued, Rousseau was a master of such "univocal" rhetoric. In his dispute with David Hume during 
the 176os, the philosopher conjures (in her words) a "false public." In the case of the l~veries, author and reader are (to 

paraphrase Goodman again) "always just sides of Rousseau." [7] 

For Friedlander, the problem of just how one reads the I~veries is resolved in part through the sixth promenade. In this 

walk Rousseau reflects upon an act of charity that becomes an obligation, and he concludes that only in proffering it to a 

stranger is a gift freely given. Because Friedlander views the I~veries as the product of abandonment, it becomes just such 

"a gift freely given." The heightened transparency of the work, the "open ordinariness" of its peculiar autobiographical 

nature, and the "complete exposure" of the text only reinforce this sense of abandonment by Rousseau. In accepting the 

I~veries as the product of abandonment, the reader’s task is no longer impossible, even if he is prevented from either 

appropriating or mastering the text (p. 72). 

Friedlander’s preoccupation throughout An AJ?erli./~ of I/Fords with the problem of reading the I~veries du promeneur 

solitaire is merited. Making sense of this text -- like the more problematic I~ousseau, juge de dean-Jacques -- is and has 

historically been a difficult task. As he asks his readers, just what is Rousseau up to in the I~veries? Evoking "the mood of 

a reverie"? Capturing the "sound of the soul itself’? Or is it simply that Rousseau seeks "the pleasure of [his] own 

company"? Here, an exploration of the act of writing down the various reveries aids in salvaging the meaning of the 

work. Friedlander views a reverie as a "spontaneous mental movement, essentially fluid, smooth, and lyrical," and because 

its occurrence signals a "distracted state opposed to the concentration demanded by writing" the act of writing down the 

reverie necessarily becomes an act of re-creation, allowing for the regeneration of meaning (pp. 26-7). 

However, a fully rescued reading of the tt~veries would involve "bringing the agitation of meaning to rest by 

concentrating it intensely" (p. 94). For Friedlander this translates in part into freeing Rousseau’s final autobiographical 
text from literary-critical "attachments and entanglements." It also means transplanting the experience of the reveries 
into a reader’s memory. Friedlander insists that the meaning on the page ([~uille) -- like the leaves of plants Rousseau 

randomly collects in the sixth promenade-- "can be detached from its original life." Such transplanting allowed Rousseau 
himself to "rekindle" past reveries. When applied to the reading of the tt~veries by other readers this method "might bring 
meaning to rest beyond intention" (pp. 82-3). In the last years of his life, and particularly after the carriage accident in 
October 1776, the philosopher had given up hope of controlling the meaning of his works. But Friedlander goes farther. 
He implies that Rousseau’s act of abandonment exposes the reader himself to being "revealed" by the book (p. lO5), and 

thus reading the ttSveries becomes a new form of engagement with Rousseau and potentially oneself. 

Moreover, Friedlander feels it is Rousseau’s meditation on existence (the search for an answer to the question, "What am 

I?") that gives purpose to this final autobiographical work. If he is to take the I~veries seriously as philosophy, 

Friedlander must therefore confront Rousseau’s descent into a final "monadic" existence (p. 21). The solitude of his last 

years, he argues, returns Jean-Jacques to a State of Nature. Alone there, the Genevan discovers what Nature means for 

him to be, while the writing of autobiography enables the collection of these thoughts and the re/collection of reveries. 

Moreover, it is here in this final solitary moment that Rousseau -- ostensibly the only intended reader of these reveries -- 

discovers a "higher self [in] the text" (p.17). Not simply Natural Man, but "the exception to the social law" and "the 

singular" (p. 20) emerge in the I~veries. It is, incidentally, in treating such concepts as Natural Man that Friedlander most 

successfully "refracts" the Genevan philosopher’s earlier writings. 

An Aflerli./~ of I/Fords falls short as a comprehensive, even coherent, analysis of the I~veries, but this is not Friedlander’s 
intention. Neither does he hope to interpret the work in the light of "the material conditions of its production [or] the 
state of affairs that gave rise to the writing of the work" (p. 3). Readers looking for such a critique will have to go 
elsewhere.j8] Instead, Friedlander engages in philosophy (p. 2), and his treatment of the problem of reading concludes in 

a "reversal" whereby the reader of the I~veries is in turn read by the book (p. 105). The "afterlife" that Friedlander captures 
is thus not only Rousseau’s attempt "to use his own past fund of life, [to] feed on his own substance" when re/collecting 

his reveries (p. 28), but (as he phrases it) a movement of meaning beyond the life of Rousseau and the pages of the I~veries 
du pronzeneur solitaire. 



NOTES 

[1] An exemplary case is Michael Davis, The 3utobiography of:Philosophy: l~ousseau’s The Reveries of the Solitary Walker 
(Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 1999). 

[2] Letter from Girardin to Paul-Claude Moultou, 5 September, 1778, in Correspondance complete de Jean Jacques l~ousseau 
(Oxford: The Voltaire Foundation, 1965-1998), vol. xli, p. 262. R.A. Leigh adds that Girardin had "entre les mains une 

mise au net des six premi6res Promenades, avec un brouillon du reste" (note "f’ in the "notes explicatives" to Appendice 

680, CC, Vol. xl, pp. 352-3). Marcel Raymond offers as solid a chronology for the composition of the various promenades as 
is possible in his introduction to the l~?veries within ~uvres completes (Paris: Gallimard, 1959-1995), vol. 1, pp. lxxxv- 

lxxxvi. The notes Rousseau took in composing the l~?veries betray a distracted state, and they provide Friedlander a 
fascinating book cover: a draft of a promenade on a playing card--apparently, the eight of hearts. 

[3] Raymond Birn, Forging l~ousseau: Print, Commerce, and Cultural Manipulation in the Late Enlightenment (Oxford: The 

Voltaire Foundation, 2001), pp. 117-23 and 137; see esp. note 49, p. 122, where Birn insists that by the early 1780s 

"Girardin wished to edit the l~?veries as an act of vengeance" against Marie-Th~r6se Levasseur, Rousseau’s companion. 

[4] Letter from Rousseau to Malesherbes, Correspondance, Vol. x, p. 52-8. The so-called "autobiographical" letters (Nos. 

1622, 1633, 1650, and 1654, composed on 4, 12, 26 and 28 January, 1778, respectively) appear conveniently in ~uvres, 

Vol. 1, pp. 1130-47 and are translated in Appendix 1 of the fifth volume of The Collected l/Uritings ofl~ousseau (Hanover, 

N.H.: University Press of New England, 1995), pp. 572-83. For the surviving letters in the last two years of Rousseau’s 

life, see Vol. xl of Correspondance. 

[5] Rousseau purportedly told his longtime friend Paul-Claude Moultou to withhold the publication of the second part of 

the Confessions until "le dix-neuvi~me si~cle et apr~s la mort de ceux qui y ~taient nomm~s." As for the first part of these 

"m~moires," the philosopher felt that it "he dit de mal que de moi," and thus it could appear on his death ("Entretiens 

entre JJ et Moultou," Appendice 667, Correspondance, Vol. xl, p. 315). For the letter from Malesherbes to Rousseau urging 

publication see Correspondance, Vol. ix, p. 354-6. 

[6] tl~uvres, Vol. 1, p. lOOl. 

[7] Dena Goodman, "The Hume-Rousseau Affair: From Private Querelle to Public Proc~s," Eighteenth-Century Studies" 25 

(1991-1992), p. 184. Friedlander echoes Goodman when he claims that "the autobiographical dialogue, l~ousseau, Judge oj 

dean-Jacques, leaves no room for ... an external standpoint by occupying all the positions in a court of judgment" (p. 15). 

[8] The l~veries continues to inspire serious study. See most recently the collection of essays edited by John C. O’Neal, 

The Nature of l~ousseau’s R~veries: :Physic’a~ Human, Aesthetic (Oxford: The Voltaire Foundation, 2008). 
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Review by Joseph F. Byrnes, Oklahoma State University. 

How does one position the Constitutional Church on a historical continuum? Was it simply the French Roman Catholic 
Church, as it claimed to be? Or was it as a Catholic schism that had cultural and political importance from 1790 to 1801? 
How does one explain the existence of this form of Christianity? Was it the culmination of the Jansenist, Richerist, and 
above all Gallican controversies of the preceding centuries? Or was it the creative development of a Catholicism, 
reformed though orthodox, that privileged the church order of early Christianity, thus beating the Roman authorities at 
their own game? None of this can be settled easily, even as we make our way across the available literature on the topic. 
Certainly, we need to peruse thoroughly the two magisterial studies of the inner workh~gs of the Constitutional Church 
administration by Rodney J. Dean, an English docteur-en-Sorbonne writing in French. 

The full story begins with the Ecclesiastical Committee appointed by the Constituant Assembly in 1789. Inasmuch as 
Dean concentrates in L’abbd Grdgoire et l’~glise constitutionnelle aprSs la Terreur, 1794-1797 on the reassembling of the 

Constitutional Church with usable parts left over after the Terror, he must provide the early, foundational part of the 
story, 1790-1794, in introductions and occasional reprises. After so assiduously searching out the available archival data, 
he presents information for his privileged period, 1794-1797, which constitutes an opening up of a passage-both the 
highways and the byways- to the post-Terror Constitutional Church. This post-Terror church was a broader and less 
formal version of that reform of Catholicism of 1789-1790 that had caused a falling out with the pope. 

Dean was wise to secure the hard-hitting introduction by Jean Dubray, Professor at the t~cole sup~rieure de th~ologie 

catholique (successor to the former Parisian archdiocesan seminary at Issy-les-Moulineaux), parish priest of St.-Sulpice, 

and author of two recent studies of the abb~ Gr~goire.[1] Dubray goes straight to the problem of the Catholic 

legitimacy of the Constitutional Church reform: "En effet, le v~ritable enjeu de cette hpre lutte qui opposa, tl l%poque 

r~volutionnaire, les r~formateurs constitutionnels et le pontificat romain, ne fut-il pas, d’abord et avant tout, d’ordre 



institutionnel ou juridictionnel et fort peu--pour ainsi dire pas du tout--d’ordre dogmatique?" (p. vii). The problem came 
to a head, of course, when all pastors and priests in public function were required to take an oath of loyalty that implied 
acceptance of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, a reform of Catholic polity that had been thrashed out by the 
Ecclesiastical Committee of politically radical priests and lawyers specialized in church law. Dubray presses on to say 
that the oath was more an oath of loyalty to the king, the law, and the nation than an oath of radical submission to the 
Civil Constitution of the Clergy as such. It was very little different from the oaths taken by bishops of the old regime or, 
for that matter, little different from the oaths taken by other types of civil functionaries in the revolutionary era. He 
praises and promotes Dean’s text for its complete and precise lay-out of all the details of the story. 

With L’abbd Grdgoire et l’~glise constitutionnelle we are in medias res. The bishops and the most engaged priests of the 

revolutionary church attempted to reconstitute the official French Catholic Church as it was set up in 1790-1791. The 
original structure, in fact, no longer existed as a legal entity. With the coming of dechristianization, its existence was a 
legal fiction, and after the Terror, legislation caught up with reality in a law of separation of church and state. Leading 
bishops from the old official Constitutional Church worked to reconstruct a French Catholic church with the same 
relationship to the papacy as the church of 1790-1793 and a similar relationship to the government: looking no longer for 
partnership but rather for compatibility. This was the setting for the reunion of some of the leading constitutional 
bishops consecrated after 1790, with Gr~goire at the center of the proceedings. These so-called "United 
Bishops" (~v~ques rdunis) issued two encyclical letters in 1795: the first was an exercise in damage control for the 

restoration of discipline, a presentation of the fundamentals of Gallicanism, a set of procedures for reconciling priests who 
had slipped away from or renounced their official functions, and a plan for reorganizing the dioceses of France. Dean has 
remarkably searched out a set of background documents, conserved at the Biblioth~que de l’Arsenal (where Gr~goire 
eventually served as curator) and the Biblioth~que de Port-Royal. In the Biblioth~que de l’Arsenal documents we catch 
the lively influence of Charles Saillant, a medical doctor who would be ordained a year later and Augustin-Charles 
Clement, later bishop of Versailles. Their dedication to the old constitutional cause was reinforced by their traditional 
Jansenism, but their operative loyalty was to the prerogatives of the Gallican Catholic church. In fact, it took a little bit 
of self-reinterpretation for the bishops to set themselves up as the appropriate leaders of the French church. Dean 
underlines the power of Gr~goire’s pastoral letter, written for the faithful of his diocese; it well served to solidify his 
reputation among his fellow "rico-constitutionals" (this is my word, not Dean’s, and I will only use it this once). 

The documentation in L’abbd Grdgoire et l’~glise constitutionnelle apr~s la Terreur is so full that it really requires a standard 

chronological arrangement of chapters and sections; all the chapter headings post the appropriate year and months. After 
the first chapter on the March 1795 encyclical, there follows "Problems of the Constitutional Church April-December 
1795," which included the founding and first publications of the monthly review of the constitutionals, Annales de la 

Religion, a combination of views, news, official and semi-official documents. This publication was, and remains, a 
veritable omnium gatherum of the "life and times" of the Constitutional Church. On its pages appeared the essays and 
speeches of the most intellectually powerful and historically informed of the constitutional bishops, Claude Le Coz of the 
Ille-et-Vilaine in particular. To describe their trials and tribulations, the editors of the Annales selected from a repertoire 
of insulting attitudes and abusive actions that had been reported by constitutionals in all areas of France. Reorganization 
and its procedures, especially for handling marriage and divorce--in effect the agenda of the first encyclical--led to the 
publication of a second encyclical in December 1795, dealing with Church and State theology, Roman and Gallican 
church polities, and especially the values and importance of national councils. At that point the constitutional bishops 
were planning a national council, some with high hopes for an invigorated French church. Some of the bishops feared 
that the time was not ripe. 

The next chapters document April to December of 1795 in Paris, but in the pastoral trenches. A counterpoint to the 

national organizing efforts of the United Bishops was the committee of Paris cur~s that constituted the Presbytery. Past 

tragedies and new tensions animated the leadership of a second tier of personalities, beginning with the cur~s of Saint- 

Paul, Saint-Andre-des-Arts and Saint-S~verin. In the church of St. M~dard, at the base of rue Monge and the rue 

Mouffetard (still the fifth arrondissement), the temporarily displaced bishop of Ain, later bishop of Paris in fact, Jean- 

Baptiste Royer, served generously, though slightly in tension with, the bona fide Parisian priests. A low level of tension 

was omnipresent across the city because it was the capital and the priests there believed they had to face up to the overall 

national problems of the resigned refractory priests. The cur~s issued their own pastoral letter for the diocese of Paris, 

even as they dealt with a movement to reestablish and strengthen a diocese at Versailles. Here Dean provides a wide- 



ranging look at the principal parishes in Paris and the principal negotiators for the establishment of the Versailles 
diocese. Dealings with Royer did not end simply at St. M~dard; some thought he would be an appropriate bishop of 
Paris, the great see vacant since the abdication ofJean-Baptiste Gobel, the only previous bishop of the capital city. Those 
antagonistic to Gr~goire or fearful of the central figures of the United Bishops thought that Royer might make a good 
compromise candidate. Dean emphasizes that the minutes of the Presbytery meetings provide clear enough evidence that 
the cur~ members had no profound antagonism to Royer (even though he was not elected bishop of Paris until 1797). 

The important side show was the reestablishment of the diocese of Versailles, recounted here in a chapter also covering 
the years 1795-1796. With its episcopal seat vacant since the death of the first constitutional bishop, the diocese was so 
close to Paris and had such a notable seat that there was high motivation to regulate the parish structures in tandem 
with the cur~s of the city and the diocese, the Seine-et-Oise. The intense and quasi-irascible old organizer from that 
diocese, Augustin-Charles Clement, was a dominating personality. But the Synod of Versailles over which he presided 
was more a symbolic or virtual synod than a representative meeting. Dean balances his account of the jurisdictional 
arguments of the Versailles cur~s outside the synodal meetings with an account of the frustrations of some government 
legislators in the face of this ecclesiastical squabbling. 

In "Constitutional Church 1796," Dean turns to the relationships of the reconstituted Constitutional Church with the 
Directory government, to the refractory priests, and to central papal authority. The new minister of police, Merlin de 
Douai, although he was mainly out to control refractories, surveyed constitutional activity very closely. And it was clear 
that government legislators were adamant in their support of the revolutionary calendar with its ten-day week and a 
whole system of festivals to replace, or at least distract from, the Catholic church year. They also wanted to make this 
festival system an integral part of the restructuring of national education. Authorities were concerned, too, lest the 
projected nation-wide church council get out of hand. Within the church organization, Le Coz in particular was working 
to contain the retractions of former constitutionals, and it was a paradoxical effort. On the one hand, he recognized that 
the oath was no longer legally binding, but on the other, he believed that it was symbolic of a church commitment and as 
such should not be retracted. At this time, the new minister of police, Charles Cochon de Lapparent, and a leading 
legislator, Jean-t~tienne-Marie Portalis, promoted policies of rational surveillance, and steady, balanced support of the 

constitutional enterprise. The problem was that some forms of religious tolerance and liberalism could favor the 
refractories over the constitutionals. More of a challenge for the constitutional church was Rome. An outline of what 
was to be a papal brief, Pastoralis Sollicitudo, permitting submission, and even the swearing of submission, to the republic 
came to light. Although the document represented a genuine discussion and a draft was produced by the pope’s 
entourage, legislators suspected it, refractories rejected it, and constitutionals found it puzzling. In this chapter in 
particular, Dean has had to pull together a disparate variety of printed primary and secondary sources. 

Moving back to the Paris-Versailles continuum for 1796, Dean teases out all the day-to-day issues. Some of them, such 
as the bell-ringing controversy, attracted nation-wide attention. Others, such as the complications of selling parish 
houses or appropriate clerical dress or ensuring fair burial practices, were strictly church affairs. But the revived teams of 
bishops and priests gave no-nonsense apostolic attention to the eternal problem of the poor and a revival of spirituality 
that prompted the Lenten pastoral letter of the United Bishops. They successfully established the Soci~t~ libre et 
litt~raire de philosophic chr~tienne with its bi-weekly journal Annales de la religion. Plans were made for the publication 
of traditional historical-theological collections, such as Gallia Christiana and new refutations of anti-Christian texts, such 
as the Origines de tous les cultes by the ex-priest Charles Dupuis. Although the dnnales has been a favorite source for 
contemporary historians of religion during the Revolution, the Soci~t~ is perhaps less well understood. Dean’s work with 
the SocietY’s correspondance at the Bibliothhque de l’Arsenal once again gives his work special importance. Useful on its 
own is his summation of the first years of dnnales. During the first period, 31 October 1795 to 8 March 1796, most 
essays dealt with works that defended or attacked constitutional theology and polity, whereas after that period more 
general works on theology and history were published. Dean believes that this reflects a new confidence on the part of 
the journal writers. Constitutional bishops who had been holding back--the major scholar and writer, Antoine-Hubert 
Wandelaincourt is perhaps the best example--now came forward, providing greater depth and solidity to the episcopal 
community. In Versailles there was the continuing saga of Augustin Clement, always the curmudgeon, always of vital 
importance. Getting him elected had its challenges and he had to submit to a traditional examination by the ever-useful 
and overworked bishop of nearby Meaux, Pierre Thuin. Once this was accomplished the constitutional bishops marshaled 
all their forces for a major consecration ceremony that put to shame (one assumes the bishops wanted it so) the rapid and 



summary consecrations of the first years, when Constitutional Church bishops were turned out every few weeks, 
sometimes every few days. The anxiety of the civil authorities over public religious expression and the rejection of 
Clement by some elements within the Constitutional Church itself were still problems. It was left to poor Bishop Thuin 
to work on the major problem: the limited number of available priests. 

Although the first National Council of the Constitutional Church began in August, the month before had its own high 
development which receives chapter-long coverage in L’abbd Gr@oire et l’~glise constitutionnelle. The political backdrop 

was the success of Napoleon in Italy, so the constitutionals had to decide what to make of him: celebration of his victories 
would provide the proper excuse for ringing bells and overturning that strange legislation! The Annales de la religion 
offered a high level of debate on essential issues. Wandelaincourt argued that all reference to the Civil Constitution of 
the Clergy should be dropped and that clear reviews of church-state studies should be continued. Constitutional 
disappointment over resignations was more than compensated by the listings of active bishoprics and diocesan 
presbyteries. Clement at Versailles and the presbytery in Paris worked separately and together to bring about the long- 
delayed election of the bishop of Paris and the openh~g of the National Council. Although the election would be delayed 
well beyond the sessions of the 1797 Council (September 1798), clear decisions were essential; bishops and presbyteries 
risked an impasse as they continued to defend their own partis pris and prerogatives. Here Dean sorts out and arranges 
the correspondence, the minutes, and the work of the Paris presbytery in particular. Even the most reticent members of 
the presbytery admitted that a council would be necessary to repair the enormous damage that resulted from 
revolutionary confusion and violence. Readers will find here a full lay-out of the discussions and the issues, with footnote 
precisions and extensions that all together provide a virtual day-to-day presentation of all the written documents 
conserved from this period. 

The daily discussions of the bishops and priests in attendance at the first National Council of the reconstituted French 
church, contained in a volume of minutes preserved in the Biblioth6que de Port-Royal, are at the center of Dean’s 
exposition. Claude Le Coz, perhaps the leading constitutional personality after Henri Gr~goire, presided. Decrees of the 
council dealing with marriage, education, and the liturgy were ultimately issued, but the bishops and priests had to set 
the tone of their report on the council to the pope. They also tried to deal with that continuing question of whether the 
the Civil Constitution of the Clergy was a real foundation for their church organization or simply one passing moment in 
its life. The perennial Gallican solution would seem to be the most solid, but it brought with it more difficulties about the 
ongoing role of the old constitutional bishops and their relationship with their priests. One of the great commentators on 
the religious issues and spiritual forces, giving special attention to the role of priests as over against bishops, was the 
abb~ Francois de Torcy. Among the most epistolary of the council members, De Torcy is a primary reference for the 
council’s inside story and receives full coverage here. On September 4, the wider national political world grossly intruded 
into the religious discussions with the coup of 18 fructidor, mounted to prevent the validly elected legislators of the 
political right taking office. This meant that the constitutionals had to face a no-nonsense revolutionary republican 
authority once again, one that eschewed Terror but not close surveillance and control of religion. The years after 1797 
were by no means easy ones for the church of France. 

Rodney Dean’s earlier book, L’~,glise constitutionnelle, Napoldon et le Concordat de 1801 provides both the setting for and the 

continuation of L’abbd Grdgoire et l’~,glise constitutionnelle apr~s la Terreur: a prequel and sequel! The theological ancestry 

of the Constitutional Church goes back to controversies opened and closed by royal-ecclesiastical concordats of the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and two disputed ecumenical councils, but the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, as a 

dynamic statement and symbol, can not be reduced to the sum of its political and theological ingredients. In fact, the 

oath of 1791 has been a source of confusion both for French priests of the era and for contemporary historians of France. 

Dean puts the controversy up front: "Pour les constitutionnels le serment qu’ils pr~t~rent ~tait un serment pour 

maintenir la Constitution de l’t~tat; il semble que pour les r~fractaires et pour bien des historiens apr~s, le serment en 

question ffit un serment pour maintenir la Constitution civile du Clerg~ " (p. 19). It was more a referendum on the 

ecclesiastical reform and the Revolution, clearly promoted as such by Gr~goire in particular. Of course, L’~,glise 

constitutionnelle, N@oldon et le Concordat de 1801 is not principally about these topics. It is a study of the negotiations 

between Napoleon’s government and the Holy See that led up to the Concordat and the dramas that surrounded its 

promulgation, and the years immediately following. If the years from the end of the Terror through the meetings of the 



first National Council were years of ascent, the years afterwards, up through the second National Council h~ 1801 were 
years of leveling off. It was a grave disappoh~tment for the constitutionals, when Napoleon’s negotiations with the pope 
issued in full acceptance of old Rome-loyal refractories, whose bishops and priests would inevitably achieve domination in 
the concordatory church. Napoleon’s major counselors, Talleyrand and Fouch~ had to use all their h~tluence to secure a 
place for the constitutionals, but, only one tenth of the former constitutional bishops were appointed, or to put it more 
positively, one-fifth of those who were alive and in the ministry when the Concordat was proclaimed. 

Before this, at the beginning of 1800, the Constitutional Church was at least as disorganized as it was reorganized, to the 
satisfaction of political opponents and the chagrin of political friends. Royer, the Bishop of Paris, antagonized Clement, 
Thuin, and other United Bishops by his hesitancy and apparent unwillingness to choose bishops for the region over 
which he was Metropolitan bishop and prepare for a second National Council. An article in Annales de la religion, 
however, was a model of theological consistency, contrasting the principles and conduct of the constitutional clergy with 
the conduct and principals of the refractory clergy-caustically called bons pr~tres in the article. Constitutionals held that 
republican governments were in greater conformity with the gospels because they represented the God-given authority 
of the people; constitutionals distinguished the spiritual and temporal powers, and so decline to interfere with the 
legitimate exercise of government; constitutionals recognized the authority of the pope but also the prerogatives of local 
churches; constitutionals recognized the authority of the bishops insofar as they treat their priests as brothers and 
counselors. 

In this book, considerably lengthier than the more recent tome, Dean holds in tension the complex, variable religious 
policy of the government and the inner divisions of the Constitutional Church. He follows every step in the preparation 
of the Concordat. Pope Pius VII knew that the Catholic church would be saved from its low estate if Napoleon could 
reintegrate it into French national life, and accordingly sent Cardinals Spina and Caselli to Paris from Rome in 
September of 1800. They were given instructions to deal directly with the government and not with the constitutionals 
at all. In the series of formal "projects" and responses that were put together over the following months by the 
representatives of Paris and Rome an agreement was slowly fashioned, a combination of written formulations and 
interpretative maneuvers around the formulations. Representing Napoleon was the arriviste Bishop t~tienne Bernier. 

The central documents were labeled the Projets de convention, in that they were to represent the "compact" or "convention" 
of two substantial powers. The principal printed source for this history is the documentation collected by Alfred Boulay 
de la Meurthe. [2] 

With the First Project, bargaining began on the resignation of the episcopacy, with Bishop Bernier recalling the 
Concordat of Leo X and Francois I as a model of exchange between the French and papal governments--in total contrast 
to the oR-expressed viewpoint of the constitutionals. In response to the First Project, Talleyrand, who had joined 
Bernier in the negotiations, insisted that Catholicism could not be the state religion or the "dominant religion." By the 
Third Project, Catholicism was called the religion of the majority of French citizens and of the government (but not of 
the state), and the reconciliation of the constitutionals and married priests was to be left to a delegate. But Talleyrand 
held out until formal provisions were made for the constitutional clergy. Napoleon himself was aware that national 
surveys of religion in late lSOO and early 1801 indicated the popularity of constitutional parishes and clergy in some 
areas. In May of 1 so 1, Napoleon intensified his demands for the confirmation of the constitutional bishops, acceptance of 
priests’ marriage, silence about the revolution-era takeover of church properties, and the calling of a national council of 
the French church. 

After twenty-one different drafts and eight months of discussions, the text was signed 15 July 1801, ratified in Rome on 
15 August, and in Paris on 8 September. Then, just as the constitutionals’ second national church council was in full 
swing (it had begun on 29 June and would continue through to the middle of August), the constitutional bishops were 
shown a draft of the text. Henri Gr~goire and another constitutional bishop, Jean-Francois P~rier, were taken to meet 
Napoleon, who authorized the continuation of the council and attended an official dinner at the Tuileries to mark its 
closing. After this, Napoleon indicated that he did not want retractions extracted from the Constitutionals but did want a 
minimum of twelve constitutional bishops named for the concordatory hierarchy of ten archbishoprics and sixty 
bishoprics. 

The concordatory church as it was finally set up would be governed by bishops chosen by the First Consul and invested 



with church authority by the pope. The new lay-out of dioceses would be the same as the revolutionary division of 
France into departments. Napoleon expected all of the bishops to resign and await the decision of the pope as to their 
role in the concordatory church. He expected the pope to admit the validity of the ministry of the Constitutional Church 
and disinherit the old-regime bishops and other refractories. This, of course, attributed to the pope a tightened rule over 
French clergy that he never had before, and surrendered the old jealously guarded rights of the Gallican church to 
organize ministry and make all hierarchical appointments on its own without interference from l~ome 

Between August 1801 and April 18o~, rules and procedures for the Constitutionals’ submission and retractions of errors 

were at the center of continuing negotiations--and subterfuge. Napoleon knew that many former Jacobins, and in fact 

many of his generals, remained quite hostile to the Concordat and to the refractories especially. Cardinal Caprara, the 

chief negotiator, headed for Paris on 5 September, even as the French bishops, the constitutionals, were deliberating the 

mode of their resignations and incorporation into the concordatory church. Their reactions to several papal 

communications and the letters of Archbishop Spina were somewhere between reserved and negative. To elevate the 

discussions to a higher political register, Napoleon decided to appoint Jean-t~tienne-Marie Portalis as the minister of 

state responsible for church affairs, an office coordinated with the ministry of the Interior, headed by Jean-Antoine- 

Claude Chaptal. This facilitated the agreement on a formula for the resignation of the constitutional bishops, but it did 

not ensure consistent interpretation and submission on the part of the bishops themselves. Gr~goire (along with 

constitutional bishop Franqois-Xavier Moi’se) addressed a letter to Portalis attempting to radically modify the document, 

and then issued a pastoral letter on their own. 

The indefatigable Cardinal Caprara continued to negotiate with the constitutionals, who appeared to be satisfied with the 

reception they had received from him. Such are the ways of diplomacy that the constitutionals could say they had been 

treated as bishops, whereas Caprara wrote in his diary that he did no such thing. From October 18o~ on, Portalis was 

preoccupied with the lists of bishops to be appointed, using the results of a survey begun by Chaptal on ~ 1 July, 18Ol. 

Unfortunately the discussion was gerrymandered by Portalis’s nephew, the abb~ Paul-Th~r6se-David d’Astros, who 

worked out an evaluation of the constitutional bishops that did not correspond to the results obtained by Chaptal from 

his departmental prefects. Each prefect had established a rostrum, or annotated list (dtat nominate, evaluating the 

personal strengths of the bishops and priests of the department.~3~ Dean manages to get the essence of this elaborate 

documentation into two pages, completely consistent with his main purpose, which is to clearly reveal the principal 

contents of the information base available to the Concordat negotiators. 

The high level conversations of government legislators and the politicking of both constitutional bishops and the 
ultramontanes are preserved in an embarrassment of archival riches. One could wish that all this had been less elaborate, 
but it was not, and all of it, one suspects, is found here in Dean. The story of the constitutional bishops who resigned, or 
pretended to resign, or actually did resign should engage all readers. True to form, Augustin Clement of Versailles 
attracted most attention during the Council, although Gr~goire and others were adamantly opposed to any concessions. 
The 1801 National Council was certainly the constitutionals’ last stand. Gr~goire and Le Coz were actually the main 
personalities, with Le Coz presiding formally, as he had for the Council of 1797. With negotiations between church and 
state going on right under their nose, the Council fathers did have the same freshness of movement and expression they 
had in 1797. They continued to take stock of their apostolate in France and the needs of each diocese, always with 
shortages of priests, sometimes without a bishop. Presbyteries occasionally filled in for a bishop’s absence, but in some 
regions there was no church administration at all. 

At the highest levels, Cardinal Consalvi and Cardinal Caprari, sent from Rome successively to finalize the Concordat and 
to reconcile constitutionals and abdicators, were continually in operation. It is a long story, and Dean tells it all, to do 
iustice to his extensive sources. The drama continued on through to the coronation of Napoleon at emperor h~ 18o~. 
Pope Pius VII, having been importuned to preside at the coronation in Notre-Dame cathedral, found that for the most 
ideologically driven of the constitutional bishops who were to be integrated h~to the Concordatory church, submission 
hid a repertoire of intransigence. Caprara, assisted by at principal French episcopal negotiator, was continually 
challenging and challenged. The old negotiator had met his match in the constitutional hold-outs. And Dean just 
follows these men out to the very end: Lacombe, Belmas, Saurine. Le Coz, the new archbishop of Besan~on, who all 
across his career had insisted on reverence for the pope--at times to the consternation of his colleagues--"submitted" 
noting that he had never not submitted. It was a final play worthy of Galileo. 



In the end of the story as at the beginning of the story there was Henri Gr~goire, the quintessential rdsistant. There was 
never any question of integrating him into the concordatory church even though he had been the leading light of the 
Constitutional Church. He resisted the illegitimate incursions of Napoleon and the pope into the life of a church that was 
at once Catholic (and therefore not in every case the affair of the government) and French (therefore not in every case the 

affair of Rome). As I finish this review, I have before me two flyers presenting coll~ques on Gr~goire, whose importance to 
French religious and cultural history seems to grow continually, in that his accomplishments are increasingly clarified 
and his churchmanship increasingly defended within Catholic intellectual circles. At the Conservatoire des Arts et 
M~tiers (2 June 2oo9) Jean Dubray presented "L’Abb~ Gr~goire d~fenseur des droits de l’Homme." And at Music 
national de Port Royal (17 June 2oo9) Rodney Dean presented "Millenarisme et figurisme autour de Gr~goire"; Jean 
Dubray, "Grfice, libre arbitre et predestination chez Gr~goire." The work continues, such that a definitive history of the 
constitutional church is not to be written, any more than the definitive history of, let us say, the Counter Reformation is 
someday to be written ("definitive" has always been a chimera, no?). But I believe it can be definitively said that Dean’s 
work is a quasi-complete and necessary presentation of the available data on the middle and last years of constitutional 
church history. Along with the research of Bernard Plongeron and Timothy Tackett, his books provide a basis and a 
model for all future work on the Constitutional Church. 

NOTES 

See Jean Dubray, Les Fondements anthropologiques et l’art social dans l’oeuvre de l’abbd Gr@oire, Ph.D. dissertation, 
(Marseille: University of Aix, 2oo4) and the modified, more accessible version of this, La Pens~e de l’Abb~ Gr@oire. 

Des~otisme et libertd (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 200@ 

[2] Alfred Boulay de la Meurthe, Documents sur la n@ociation du Concordat et sur les autres rapports de la France avec le 

Saint-Si@e en 1800 et 1801, 6 tomes (Paris: E. Leroux, 1891-1905). 

[3] Archives Nationales F19 865. Renseignements fournis par les pr~fets des d@artements suivants au Minist~re de 
l’Int~rieure sur les eccl~siastiques qui m~ritent la confiance du Gouvernement. 

[4] Bernard Plongeron and generations of his students have made available an enormous range of archival data on 

religion and the Revolution, and established several basic theological/political orientations for Constitutional Church 

study. See in particular Plongeron’s dissertation, published as Les R@uliers de Paris" devant le serment constitutionnel (Paris: 

J. Vrin, 1964), his general but original study in volume X of Histoire du Christianisme (Paris: Descl~e, 1997), especially 

301-453, and an extremely important collection containing his revised articles, convention papers, and three previously 

unpublished essays, Des" I:tdsistences religieuses d N@oldon (1799-1813), (Paris: Letouzey et An~, 2006). The fundamental 

contemporary research on the constitutional clergy remains Timothy Tackett’s Religion, Revolution, and I:teg~onal Culture 

in Eighteenth-Century France: the Ecclesiastical Oath of 1791 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1986), a for-all- 

practical-purposes definitive study of the priests’ revolutionary motives, but see also Claude Langlois, Timothy Tackett, 

and Michel Vovelle, eds., Atlas de la I:tdvolution franfaise, vol. 9: Religion (Paris: t~cole de Hautes t~tudes en Sciences 

Sociales, 1996), the studies, rich in archival research, of revolutionary mentalities by Michel Vovelle, and, most recently, 

the dissertation of O~rard Pelletier, !~ome et la I:tdvolution franfaise: la Thdolog~e et la Politique du Saint-Si@e (1789-1799), 

(Rome: t~cole fran~aise de Rome, 2004). Of course, the principal works of John McManners, Dale Van Kley, and Nigel 

Aston on religion in the pre-Revolution and early Revolution, as well as the studies of the abb6 Gr6goire by Alyssa 

Sepinwell and Rita Hermon-Belot are also essential reading for any student of the period. 

Joseph F. Byrnes 

Oklahoma State University 

)oseph.byrnes@okstate.edu 
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Zo~ A. Schneider, The King’s Batch: Bailiwick Magistrates and Local Governance in Normandy, 1670-1740. Rochester, N.Y.: 
University of Rochester Press, 2008. xvi + 326 pp. Maps, tables, appendices, notes, bibliography and index. $75.00 U.S. 
(cl). ISBN 9781580462921. 

Review by Jeremy Hayhoe, Universit~ de Moncton. 

In recent years a number of studies of local courts in the ancien r~gime, including both seigneurial and royal jurisdictions, 

have been published. ~ 1~ While there is much research that remains to be done, these works are changing the way that we 
think about how justice was admhfistered and how the central state impacted the lives of ordinary people. Few historians, 
however, have approached the question in the way that Zo~ Schneider does, placing the issue of the absolutist state at the 
center of her preoccupations. This is a revisionist study of absolutism that attributes little real authority to the Crown to 
impact the lives of ordinary people. Schneider goes further than those historians who see the absolutist state as a 

cooperative venture between elites and the Crown,[2] arguh~g that the judicial and administrative authority of bailliage 
and seigneurial judges combined in almost total isolation from the prying eyes of royal administrators to construct 
spheres of personal power over which the monarchy had little control or influence.j3] As lower judicial officers were 

increasingly squeezed out of higher venal office-holding starting in the early seventeenth century, they turned instead to 
local governance, accumulating various kinds of lower offices and positions to ensure their control over local affairs. [4] 

The research for the book consists primarily in the analysis of"a vertical slice of the court system from bottom to top" (p. 

23), specifically a prdsidial, four royal bailliages and four seigneurial high justices in the pays of Caux. Sclmeider chose 
Normandy because of its proximity to Paris and the fact that it was well-integrated into the state system, and she chose 
to focus on the period from 1670 to 1745 because it was "an era of intense judicial activism at the top of the state" (p. 23). 

The study begh~s with a description of the importance of local judicial officers within the towns and villages. Crucial to 
the book’s argument are the social changes that occurred in the region over the course of the seventeenth century, 
namely the increasing absenteeism of the great noble families that left space for a new local ruling class made up of lower 
royal judicial and seigneurial high justice officers. This class of landholding local elites maintained order, protected 
property and managed to amass considerable wealth in doing so. To be effective a judge needed to "occupy a social berth 

that would give him natural authority, not merely judicial authority, over his district" (p. 61). A substantial number of 
local judges came from the lower nobility--over half of judges in royal courts. Surprish~gly, seigneurial judges in high 
iustices were frequently nobles, or at the very least substantial local landowners. The judges formed a coherent social 
grouping, cemented through marriage and god-parentage. 

The authority of the judges came not only from their social position, but also from the accumulation of offices. Judges 
combined lower royal and seigneurial court offices, while those at the apex of the local legal elite also worked as 
subdelegates to the intendant or held municipal office. Schneider argues that historians have underestimated the revenues 
that judges took in from their work in large part because they failed to take the many fees charged in regular cases h~to 



account (these fees are not to be confused with ~pices). But equally important was the insider knowledge that judges 
gained about land leases, auctions and especially guardianships that allowed them to enrich themselves by defrauding the 
clients of the courts. Indeed, one of the most fascinating sections of the book involves an inquiry by the Parlement ot 

Rouen into the misbehavior of the judges and other officers within the bailliage and vicomt~ of Pont-Audemer. The 
charges directed against the officers (from the clerks and notaries up to the head judges) were mostly related to bribery 
and overcharging. The judges justified their behavior by claiming that they were following local practice. The final 
iudgments of the Parlement are missing, but other records indicate that punishments, if any were indeed handed out, 

were lenient, demonstrating the relative powerlessness of the Crown to enforce its rules and regulations within the 
province. Rooting out these judges who held so many local offices would have left entire communities rudderless, a 
prospect not to be envisaged during the famine of 1693 when the case was being decided. 

Schneider then moves on to discuss exactly what law the judges were enforch~g. The law in France was made up of three 

separate strands: royal edicts and ordinances (so-called French law), Roman law, and custom (the Custom of Normandy, 
but also local customs). Questions of droit ~priv~ were worked out under the auspices of the Custom, and the king was 
"deeply restrained h~ his ability to make private or civil law" (p. 96). And indeed, the vast majority of cases heard in the 

lower courts of Normandy were decided under customary rather than royal law (although I am somewhat skeptical that it 
is really possible to determine that only two percent of court cases h~volved the application of royal law). The author 
nevertheless identifies several problems with the Custom, notably the fact that it was outmoded from the very start. The 
matrimonial and successoral regimes were among the most inflexible (and exclusionary toward daughters) in all ot 
France, a fact that helps explain the decline in recourse to the province’s courts over the course of the eighteenth century. 

But as the same decline in the number of court cases can be observed not only in other French provinces, but also in 
England and Spain, the argument that the decline in Normandy is due to the inflexibility of the Custom strikes me as 
implausible. ~5~ 

Returning to her argument that the officers were slowly excluded from social mobility into the Parlement and the 
provincial Estates, Schneider sees the development of a local state "largely h~dependent of direct royal or noble control 
and centered instead on the common courts" (p. 126). The contrast between what she calls bailiwick officers and the 
officers of the Parlement and other higher courts is significant--Schneider argues that the ordinary courts were more 
"modern" in the sense that the offices were more open to talent and merit and that direct succession of offices was rare. 
The Parlement allowed the bailiwick officers to consolidate their power locally and rarely overturned the latters’ 

decisions on appeal. The royal intendant also had little influence or authority over the judicial officers, who repeatedly 
refused or delayed sending the intendant the information he requested. 

In addition to discussing the functions filled by judicial officers, Schneider analyses the cases heard in the courts studied. 
As in all judicial systems, the vast majority (87 percent) of cases were civil rather than criminal. Among the civil cases 

where the nature of the cause was known, debt and property issues predominated, followed by family questions (primarily 
h~heritance). A few cases involved seigneurial privilege, and moral and communal life was also the subject of a small 
amount of litigation. It is unfortunate that Sclmeider gives few statistics regarding the nature of civil cases heard--this is 
because only a small proportion of cases (between a tenth and a quarter) are clearly identified in the records according to 
the nature of the case. Schneider discusses three types of cases in some detail: family and property litigation regulated by 
customary law, morality and community cases, and equity cases. A number of cases involved issues that were not 
explicitly covered either by the Custom or by royal law, and these were to be settled by the judge, in the words of legal 
author Daniel Jousse, through the use of "reason and equity" (p. 175). This is an interesting point, and one that could 
have been further expanded. In fact it seems to me that while Schneider is right that historians have overestimated the 
importance of royal law in terms of the daily practice of lower courts, she herself places too much emphasis on the role ot 

the Custom. A substantial proportion--probably the majority--of cases decided by lower courts in fact h~volved neither 
Custom nor royal law, but rather the enforcement of promises or the reimbursement of damages. 

Schneider argues that the ways that ordinary people used the courts demonstrates considerable popular legal skills and a 
depth of understandh~g of the law that penetrated far below the elites. There is a fascinating discussion of the hue and cry 

(clameur de haro), an early version of the citizen’s arrest that was frequently practiced in Normandy under the ancien 
r~gime. It applied not only to criminal matters, but also to questions involving various kinds of property offences, 
sometimes even against royal officials. Schneider then discusses the role played by arbitration in the settling of disputes. 

Fewer than one case in five in her courts include a final judgment--although this figure is doubtless far too low, as 
summary civil cases here generally neglected to provide the final judgment--which means that litigants must often have 
resolved their cases informally or submitted them to an arbitrator.~6~ The discussion is interesting and informative, 
although based primarily on normative sources rather than the records of actual cases known to have been arbitrated or 
settled informally. There can be little disagreement with her argument, however, that legal culture was widespread and 

that by frequent recourse to local courts through waging law ordinary people "wove their own ideas and practices ot 



justice into the royal system, even as the royal system Pafit its reasoning and discipline into theirs" (p. 189). 

As with civil affairs, the plaintiffs in criminal cases generally actively participated in the prosecution, and sentences 

iudges passed were in line with community notions of justice. Royal theories of swift and terrible punishment were 

moderated by judicial discretion, including composition (payment of damages), restitution and conviction on lesser 

charges. Magistrates possessed a large arsenal of possible punishments, which allowed them to match punishment to 

crime. Furthermore, conviction in criminal cases depended heavily on community participation, since testimony was the 

most important form of proof. When a case that did not have the support of the community came up (poaching, wood 

theft in seigneurial forests), witnesses frequently refused to testify, effectively halting the prosecution. 

Schneider puts forward considerable evidence demonstrating that the lawyers and notaries that staffed the thousands of 

local judicial offices in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries played an important role in local governance and could 

sometimes enjoy considerable independence from the central government. I can’t help but wonder, however, if the power 

and authority of these judicial officers are not somewhat overdrawn. The seventeenth-century aristocratic reaction the 

author describes that closed the sovereign courts and provincial Estates to modest legal families was probably 

accompanied by a seigneurial reaction that saw many lords across France seeking out new forms of revenue and more 

authority over their villagers. To an extent that is perhaps insufficiently acknowledged h~ the book, and even in 

Normandy--that most modern and industrial of French provinces--seigneurs remained a powerful political force until the 

Revolution. In seigneurial courts success in finding judgeships depended on garnering (and keeping) the support and 

patronage of noble seigneurs. 

While it is abundantly clear that royal intendants did not have much control over the judicial officers, and even that their 
authority over municipal and community affairs has been substantially exaggerated by an overly-zealous application of 
Tocqueville’s vision of state centralization, there were nevertheless checks and balances in place by the kingdom’s 
parlements that ensured a measure of supervision over the activities of local courts. Certainly by the second half of the 
eighteenth century parlements closely watched these lower courts, and at least in some provinces royal edicts and 

ordinances were passed that affected the way things were done h~ local courts, a fact that has led many historians of 
seigneurial and royal courts to see them as part of the royal state.[7] It seems to me that by the latter decades of the 
eighteenth century "bailiwick" officers had less independence than Sclmeider allows. But then again, much had changed 
between the late seventeenth and the late eighteenth century, and the book provides a much-needed corrective to a 
tendency to analyze the practice of government in the ancien r~gime primarily from the perspective of the elites. 

The King’s Bench is an outstanding book. It is based on an impressive amount of research in archives that are unwieldy 
and difficult to use. It makes a major contribution to the debate concerning the functioning of the absolutist state. Other 
historians have portrayed local judicial officers as basically independent from royal control; indeed this has been a 
dominant trope of the literature on seigneurial justice for a long time. But Schneider’s take on the role of this group of 
men is much subtler and more interesting. Few historians have thought to study seigneurial and royal officers together 

as a united governing group and to relate the results so explicitly to the nature of the absolutist state. 

NOTES 

[1] See especially Francois Brizay, Antoine Follain and V~ronique Sarrazin, eds., Lesjustices de village: Administration et 

]ustice locales de la fin du Moyen _ffge d la I~dvolution (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2002). Recent monographs 
include Anthony Crubaugh, Balancing the Scales" of Justice: Local Courts" and I~ural Society in Southwest France (University 

Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001); Fabrice Mauclair, La justice au village. Justice seigneuriale et socidtd rurale 

dans le duchd-pairie de La UalliSre (1667-1790) (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2008); Herv~ Piant, Unejustice 

ordinaire. Justice civile et criminelle dans la prdvJtd royale de Uaucouleurs sous l’ancien rdgqme (Rennes: Presses universitaires de 

Rennes, 2006); Sylvain Soleil, Le siSge royal de la sdndchaussde et du prdsidial d’dngers (1551-1790) (Rennes: Presses 

universitaires de Rennes, 1997); S~verine Debordes-Lissillour, Les sdndchaussdes royales de Bretagne. La monarchic d’ancien 

rdgime et ses juridictions ordinaires (1532-1790) (Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2006); Jeremy Hayhoe, 

Enlightened Feudalism. Seigneurial Justice and Uillage Society in Eighteenth-Century Northern Burgundy (Rochester, N.Y.: 

University of Rochester Press, 2008). 

[2] For example, James B. Collins, The State in Early Modern France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); 

William Beik, Absolutism and Society in Seventeenth-Century France: State Power and Provincial Aristocracy in Languedoc 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); Sharon Kettering, Patrons, Brokers and Clients in Seventeenth-Centuz) 

France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). 



[3] Schneider’s vision of the limits of royal authority owes much to David Parker’s important article, "Sovereignty, 

Absolutism and the Function of the Law in Seventeenth-Century France," Past and Present 122 (1989): 36-74~. 

[4] They were also largely pushed out of municipal office-holding in many of the kingdom’s largest cities. See Michael 
Breen, Law, City and King: Legal Culture, Municipal Politics and State Formation in Early Modern Didbn (Rochester, N.Y.: 

University of Rochester Press, 2oo7). 

[5] For evidence that the eighteenth century likely saw a decline in litigation rates across much of Europe, throughout a 
variety of legal systems, see Christopher W. Brooks, Lawyers’, Litigation and English Society since 1450 (London: 

Hambledon Press, 1998), 63-128; Craig Muldrew, The Economy of Obligation: The Culture of Credit and Social l~elations in 
Early Modern England (London: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), p. 203; Richard Kagan, Lawsuits" and Litigants" in Castille, 1500- 

1700 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1981); John A. Dickinson,"L’activit~ judiciaire d’apr6s la 

procedure civile : Le bailliage de Falaise, 1668-1790," ]~evue d’histoire dconomique et sociale 2 (1976), p. 152; Colin Kaiser, 
"The Deflation in the Volume of Litigation at Paris in the Eighteenth Century and the Waning of the Old Judicial 
Order," European Studies" l~eview 10 (1980): 309-336; Jonathan Dewald, Pont-St-Pierre, 1398-1789: Lordship, Communit) 

and Capitalism in Early Modern France (Los Angeles and Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Mauclair, La 

iustice au village. 

[6] In other parts of France the records frequently include details concerning summary cases, at least for seigneurial 
courts, and in general the rates of attrition are far lower than we are accustomed to seeing in studies of criminal justice. 

In the large twin seigneurial high justices in the duchy of La Valli6re, whereas only about five percent of criminal 
complaints led to a full trial, between 65 and 80 percent of civil cases were seen through to final judgment, a statistic that 
is close to what I found in northern Burgundy. Mauclair, Justice au village, pp. 239-40, 276; Hayhoe, Enlightenea 
Feudalism, p. 161. 

[7] This is the argument put forward by Sylvain Soleil for both lower royal and high seigneurial courts, and by Fabrice 

Mauclair for large seigneurial courts. But S~verine Debordes-Lissillour’s analysis is much closer to that of Schneider, as 

she sees the roy,al sdndchaussdes of Brittany as largely independent of royal control. Sylvain Soleil, "Les justices 
seigneuriales et l’Etat monarchique au XVIIIe si6cle : L’incorporation par le droit," in Francois Brizay, Antoine Follain 

and V~ronique Sarrazin, ed., Les justices de village, pp. 325-39; Soleil, Le si~ge royal; Mauclair, Justice au village; Debordes- 

Lissillour, Sdn&’haussdes royales. 

Jeremy Hayhoe 

Universit~ de Moncton 

jeremy.hayhoe@umoncton.ca 
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Rebecca M. Wilkin, //Uomen, Imaggnation, and the Search for Truth in Early Modern France. Hampshire, England and 
Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2008. x +253 pp. Eleven b & w illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. ~55.00, on-line 

£~9.00 (hb). ISBN: 978-0-754~6-6138-2. 

Review by Maryanne Cline Horowitz, Occidental College and University of California, Los Angeles. 

Rebecca M. Wilkin has made a substantially-evidenced clarion call for more studies of the impact of the sixteenth-century 
discourse on women’s nature and roles on seventeenth-century insights on gender bias in scholarship and in the sciences. 
Thus, Wilkin makes a particularly important contribution to Ashgate’s series on "Women and Gender in the Early 
Modern World," a series that evaluates concepts of gender as well as the experiences of early modern women. Her title 

l/Uomen, Imagination, and the Search for Truth in Early Modern France highlights the scholarly fictions concerning women as 
well as women’s involvement in humanistic and scientific inquiry. Her in-depth analysis of texts and their influences 
shows sophistication in intellectual history, history of science, literary criticism, and history of philosophy. Overall the 
book shows sixteenth-century awareness of"epistemological instability" leading to a "systematic reflection on the need 

for epistemological reform" (p. 5), that is, the scientific curricula claiming to supersede the scholastic and humanist 
curricula, as well as the issue of who is to be included as seekers of truth. 
Rebecca M. Wilkin introduces her work as differing from previous scholarship that has emphasized sexist ideology; 
instead she focuses on "contradictory representations of women" (p. 1). Her important dethroning of MacLean’s The 
Renaissance Notion of I/Uoman (1980) by juxtaposing characterization of women in genres beyond university curricula does 
of course have many precedents derived ultimately from the texts of"la querelle des femmes."[1] Second-wave feminist 

historical scholarship of the 1970s and 1980s was very interested in exposing the negative stereotyping of women and the 
societal restrictions on their productivity. 
In her Introduction, Wilkin emphasizes the contribution of skepticism to Descartes’s argument for the intellectual 

equality of women and men (in his French Discours for female as well as male readers, but not in his Latin Meditationes). 
Wilkin’s emphasis on the Renaissance relationship between "pro(to)feminist discourse and sceptical or fideist attitudes 
toward knowledge" (p. 225) is very important but not unprecedented. In "The Image of God in Man--is Woman 
Included?," I began by asking whether Agrippa yon Nettesheim’s argument of 1529 that the distinction of sex is only in 
bodily parts, not in soul or mind, might be the dominant Western interpretation of Genesis 1:26-27 (as in the mainstream 
Augustinian tradition) rather than the viewpoint of a skeptic showing that "reason can prove anything, no matter how 
absurd."[2] I strongly commend Wilkin for viewing the sixteenth-century historical and comparative discussions of 
nature vs. cultural nurture as an important contribution to scientific h~quiry. Through texts by Marie de Gournay and 
Elizabeth of Bohemia, Wilkh~ illustrates that the participation of women played a role in shakh~g up gender biases in 

scholarly fields and in the sciences. 
Wilkin’s methodology involves five chapters, each focusing on one or two authors who contributed to defining a broad 
h~tellectual trend. In succession, the chapters are "Common Sense: Johann Weyer and the Psychology of Witchcraft," 
"The Touchstone of Truth: Jean Bodin’s Torturous Hermeneutics," "Masle Morale in the Body Politic: Guillaume du Vair 

and Andr~ du Laurens," "The Suspension of Difference: Michel de Montaigne’s Lame Lovers," and "’Even Women’: 
Cartesian Rationalism Reconsidered." Without any change in content of the last two chapters, she might have added to 



the chapter titles the name Marie de Gournay (with Montaigne) and Elizabeth of Bohemia (with Descartes). Wilkin 
provides eleven book illustrations which she analyzes to explore the role of imagination in representation (Thevet, 

L’Estoile), as well as to document the search for anatomical evidence (Vesalius, du Laurens); while there are images ot 
male authors (Weyer, Aristotle), there are none of women authors. I’d recommend the 1610 portrait of Marie de 
Gournay. 

Wilkin’s chapter one makes a subtle analysis ofJohan Weyer’s De])reaestigqis daemonum in the context of the literature on 
demonology, heresy, witchcraft, and the secrets of women. As denying demons would be heresy and Weyer initiated the 
naturalistic explanation of alleged witches as melancholiacs, I see less inconsistency in Weyer’s mention of demonic 
distortion of human perception (pp. 8, 68). Wilkin appropriately applies "reading" (as in Luther’s reformation) to Weyer’s 

seeing for himself the sense-based evidence and his lifting up the status of observation and common sense for attaining 
l~owledge.~ ~ She praises Weyer for his restraint from torture, and emphasizes that the French perceived Weyer’s 
writing as "Protestant," in that it undermines "demonic possession" and consequently Catholic "exorcism." 

Wilkin in chapter two focuses on Jean Bodin’s De la ddmonomanie des sorciers, which contained a refutation of Weyer. 
Wilkin discusses Montaigne’s responses to the two works in chapter four, and is correct in viewing Weyer as important 
for Montaigne’s discrediting of Bodin’s demonology.~4~ Wilkin emphasizes Ginevera Condi Odorisio’s interpretation of 

the power of the husband over the wife in Bodin’s La Ftd])ublique~5~ as basic to Bodin’s gender construction of nature as 
God’s wife and of the atheism of female insubordination (pp. 71, 7~). Particularly interesting is the exploration of the 
impact of Sextus Empiricus on Bodin (pp. 69-71) and Wilkin’s imagining the perspective of Descartes on the weakness of 
Bodin’s overall hermeneutics--requiring a prophet-magistrate to understand God’s authority (pp. 91-9~). The chapter 
concludes that despite different epistemologies, both Weyer and Bodin exclude women from the search for truth. 
Wilkin in her third chapter emphasizes the adjective masle (masculine) in Guillaume du Vair’s description of Stoic vertu 

(virtue)--the determination of reason to will the control of the passions. She interprets the neo-Stoic ethic as best served 
by "a healthy male body, a body one might readily glimpse in a battlefield" (p. 1~6). However, the peace established by 
Henry IV’s Edict of Nantes (1598) would eschew the warrior ethic, and the analogies she analyzes in La Constance et 

consolation (1595) concerning feminine truth requiring male eloquence derive ultimately from the common medieval and 
early modern use of"masculine" and "feminine" as a shortcut for hierarchical distinctions as in the analogical discussion of 
the soul in both men and women into an upper (called "masculine") part and a lower (called "feminine") part. The authors 

in Masculinities in Si~:teenth-Century France give abundant evidence of fashion for feminization as in Francis I after the end 
of the Italian wars, the playing with concepts of hermaphroditism, and the problematization of masculinity.~5~ Likewise 

from the viewpoint of Seneca’s letters to women, Stoic ideals for women included masle virtue, and the famous tale from 

Livy of Lucretia’s suicide might inspire a honn~tefemme to fulfil Stoic virtue. Stoicism does support Wilkin’s recognition 
that for Du Vair, masculine traits are a product of the will. Whereas Wilkin juxtaposes Du Vair with medical doctor and 
neo-Stoic Du Laurens, I find Du Vair more similar to Du Laurens in the assertion of autonomy of the will of women and 
men to choose strength (called "masculinity") rather than weakness (called "femininity’). For Wilkin, Du Laurens views 
the mind as using the body for its autonomous purposes, and thus Du Laurens forshadows "Descartes’s claim that the 

mind and body are distinct substances" (p. 
Wilkin’s chapter four analyses twelve essays of Montaigne and a few short works of Marie de Gournay. In succession, 
she discusses "fideism versus scepticism," "Montaigne’s effeminiate ethics," "imagining sex change sceptically," 

"ourselves, par de¢’a: the Amazons," and " from equipollence to equality: Marie de Gournay." In attempting the first 
sustained argument for the relationship of scepticism and the woman question, Wilkin views Marie de Gournay’s "De 
l%galit6 des hommes et des femmes," as derived from a "flattening of gender hierarchy and the suspension of gender 
difference, both privileged expressions of Montaigne’s scepticism" (p. 1��). Therein is the precedent for Descartes. Wilkin 
might have discussed the scholarship claiming Gournay’s possible impact on Montaigne’s post-1588 additions. 

Very relevant throughout the book is Wilkin’s discussion of Sextus’s tenth mode of opposition concerning the variety of 
customs and beliefs among peoples. She does not explore Bodin’s De la rdpublique or Methodus adfacilem historiarum 

cognitionem for the many examples of the variety of cultures which entered the writings of authors Montaigne and Pierre 
Charron. While Montaigne takes a sceptical conclusion from his examples of relativity of gender categories as in 
resemblance of Amazonian matriarchy to patriarchy (pp. 151, 173-7~b), Marie de Gournay’s applies the "suspension of 
gender difference to make a case for women’s equality with men" (p. 177). 

Wilkin is to be commended for placing Descartes in the context of late Renaissance French thought encompassing 
medical and scientific treatises, moral and political treatises, and literary texts. During the French religious wars, 
authors were responding to many challenges to the commonly agreed truths (p. 1) and sought a foundation in the Stoic 

epistemology of seeds of virtue and knowledge (pp. 98-99, ~o6).~8~ The Ciceronian Stoic formulation asserting recta ratio 
(right reason) in women and men contrasts with the Aristotelian limitation of full deliberative reason only to men and is a 
major source undermining Aristotelian misogyny~9~; Wilkin perceptively emphasizes the impact of Stoic epistemology 
on Descartes’s alleged scepticism. 

Wilkin emphasizes Descartes’s opening of scientific inquiry to actual women, arguing constructively with the theses of 
Carolyn Merchant, Genevieve Lloyd and Erica Harth (pp. ~-�, ~5). Distinguishing herself from their critics Michael 
Ruse and Alan Soble, Wilkin clarifies: "I have attempted to model a methodology in which gender provides the key to 



unlocking complex and highly individual epistemological and ethical stances" (p. 225). Wilkin’s assessment of Elizabeth 
of Bohemia’s impact on Descartes advances upon Erica Harth who showed Elizabeth of Bourbon influencing Descartes’s 

Les passions de l’ame, and Jacqueline Broad who showed that the writings of Elizabeth of Bohemia, Margaret Cavendish, 
and other women scientists explicated more soul-body interaction than in Descartes’s dualism.[lO] 

Wilkin argues that Descartes "legitimated women’s full participation in the search for truth" and "was the first to provide 
the philosophical justification for the reform of institutions that produced and maintained inequality between men and 
women." (p. 188). One might qualify that argument in the context of medieval and Renaissance women’s writing on 
educational reform and of Plato’s institutions for women guardians and women philosopher-kings in his theoretical 

I~epublic, and in Wilkin’s recognition that Descartes like the other male authors she analyzes did not take Gournay’s 
position "that custom must change to reflect the equality of women and men" (p. 214). Wilkin’s analysis of the writings of 
Gournay and Elizabeth of Bohemia illustrates the gender-bending impact on seventeenth-century thought of respectively 
a woman humanist and a woman scientist. 

Wilkin’s primary and secondary source bibliography is extensive and very helpful for those studying France of sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. I have followed several of her leads to recent important articles and books. Subsequent works 
to consider are Jacqueline Broad and Karen Green, 3 History of YUomen’s Political Thought in Europe, 1400-1700 (2009) and 

a historiographical debate on feminist historiorgraphy of science in the dou~ml of the History of Ideas (2008). [11] 
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trans., Jolm Tedeschi and Anne C. Tedeschi (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1999) 
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First Decades of the Edict of Nantes," Early Modern Skepticism and the Origins of Toleration, ed. Alan Levine (Lanham, 
Maryland and Oxford: Lexington Books, 1999), 77-79, 91-92. 

[8] Maryanne Cline Horowitz, Seeds" of Uirtue and Knowledge (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998) which 
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University Press,1992), 64-78. Jacqueline Broad, //Uomen Philosophers" of the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002). 

[11] Jacqueline Broad and Karen Green, A History of YUomen’s Political Thought in Europe, 1400-1700 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009). Brian Vickers, "Francis Bacon, Feminist Historiography, and Dominion of Nature, " 
Katharine Park "Response to Brian Vickers, ’Francis Bacon, Feminist Historiography, and the Dominion of Nature,’" and 
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Review by Peter R. Campbell, Universit~ de Versailles-Saint-Quentin and University of Sussex. 

This fine volume of essays on the nobility in the later eighteenth century is a most welcome addition to the existing 
literature. It comprises eleven essays by American historians whose research engages with the concept of nobility. The 
collection issues from a conference in ~oo~ and reflects the cultural turn in historiography that has such sway, 
particularly in America. There is a stimulath~g introduction by Jay Smith, whose excellent recent study of the discourse 

of patriotism with regard to the nobility is in a closely related field. ~1~ Nine of the eleven essays here could be said to 
deal with representations of the nobility, and all of them are written with an eye to explaining the relationship of the 
nobility to the coming Revolution. Overall, the focus is on how the nobility became h~creasingly open to criticisms that 
tended to empower other groups in society and deprive the nobility of some of its legitimacy. The approach reflects 
current North American work, and is quite distinct from that of current French work. The latter tends to focus in a far 

more archival way upon social, economic and cultural practices to the detriment of discursive constructions, and stresses 
that the noblesse is best viewed as a set of relationships that reflect numerous national and localised groups whose 

boundaries are often unclear and whose differences are often as great as their similarities. ~ Eighteenth-century royal 
genealogists like Bernard Chitin ( 1718--1785), and Antoh~e Maugard ( 1739-1817), were keenly aware of how fragmented 
the nobility was and fretted over the impossibility of arrivh~g at perfectly sound criteria to define noble status. ~a~ There 

is also a substantial revival of the political and social history of the parlements taking place in France. ~ The upshot is 
that everywhere revisionism has been shown to be based upon insufficiently deep research and has long been in need of 
considerable revision itself, in the sense of introducing much greater refinement and complexity. 

As collections of essays are by their nature open texts, I am going to deal with them in a different order from the table of 

contents. In so doing I hope to bring out some themes and show why they pose an important question about the 
relationship of discourses to practice. The various essays are often complementary and sometimes there is implicit 
disagreement. The volume might have begun with Jonathan Dewald’s essay on why the nobility was so written out of 
eighteenth-century French history from the Restoration to 1960. That year saw the appearance of Forster’s archival 

study of The Nobility of Toulouse in the Eighteenth Century that inaugurated a renewal of interest and a new interpretation 
of the nobility as modernising, and not redundantly feudal. The answer is that wider currents of thought "rendered 
nobles at once central and invisible" (p. ao6). The presence of Marxism in French academia is only part of the answer, as 
such views were widespread elsewhere too. It was the unsuitability of noble world-views for the modernising nh~eteenth- 

century that French thinkers stressed at the time. Moreover, they bought into the argument that the rising bourgeoisie 
was, after the seventeenth century, displach~g the rebellious elite, one now tamed or reduced to relative insignificance by 
the rise of the centralising state. Basically, the nobles lost out historiographically because they appeared as the losers in 
the grand narrative of the rise of a new bourgeois France and a modern state, which they had resisted. Dewald reassesses 
this story which is so familiar to historians and expands it with considerations of the role played by concepts of race, and 

the institutional dominance of certain thinkers. One suspects, though, that the coherence among commentators that is 



portrayed here was sometimes absent. The editors of the political documentation in the nineteenth century, like Clement, 

Boislisle, and Avenel, as well as historians of the intendants and ~parlements, must have remained aware of how closely 
related state and nobility were. Only from the early 1960s, as both the editor and Dewald explain, did revisionism favour 
a renewed interest in the nobles. 

Thus the scene was set for a revival, and the rest of the essays in this book reflect this. Most refer to revisionism - 
though we should perhaps remember that this was a fashionable overall argument put forward in general essays, and that 
it never did account for all the characteristics of the nobility and its role, and that revisionism tended to define the 
political in such a way as to exclude its social components. Although the social may not be much in evidence except as 

imagery, the authors are for the most part concerned to integrate the cultural into the political. The key issue for most of 
the historians is how the nobility related to the Revolution, and more specifically how an order came to be seen as an 
aristocratic conspiracy that despite its abolition on 19 June 1790, continued to be viewed with deep suspicion by 
revolutionary society. 

While most of the essays help us understand why the nobles became unpopular, the road to exclusion is precisely the 
topic treated by Tom Kaiser. In a deep, wide-ranging and erudite piece, he argues that whatever the long-term 
differences of interests between nobles and third estate, which were greater than revisionists once claimed, "they shared a 
growing hostility to Versailles". (p. 19~) Goh~g right back to the sixteenth century he considers the differing, evolving 
and complex characteristics of anti-nobilism. Nobles were depicted as rebellious; they plotted and captured the ear of 

ministers to encourage the corrupt abuse of royal power. One shade of this anti-noble discourse was promoted by the 
monarchy itself in 1787. Anti-nobilism was also reinforced by fears of courtly conspiracy whose paradigm was the 
conspiracy of Cataline. Thus, before the Revolution the elements were in place for a vision of the noble order that 
transformed it into an aristocracy characterised by conspiracy. D’Antraigues and Siey6s denounced an "aulic aristocracy," 
while moderates like Rabaut argued that to be patriotic, nobles had to support the Third Estate’s demands. The road to 
abolition is dealt with in fascinating detail, particularly on 1789, in which the specific reactions of nobles are clearly at 
least as important as wider discourses, although these too are analysed. In particular, Kaiser stresses that the 
conspiratorial discourse has been neglected despite its importance. Of course, the fractured multi-faceted order ended up 
being regarded as unitary. He might have said, therefore, and this is an argument made explicitly by Francois Furet, 
Guy Chaussinand-Nogaret and implicitly in Michel Figeac’s more detailed work cited above, that the Revolution 

reinvented or imposed on a varied estate the concept of a single, unitary, nobility, both with the organisation of the 
Estates General and the subsequent suspicions of conspiracy coupled with revolutionary polemics. ~5~ 

The Revolution certah~ly imposed a new division on "the nobility", between those who were for, and those who were 
against the Revolution. This was the fundamental division that dominated the politics of the nineteenth century. The 

trauma of this Revolution, during which the nobility became unacceptable, was not only political, but for a liberal noble 
like Lameth, it was a particularly defining memory when he came to write his memoirs. ~6~ Liberal nobles such as he, 
and he was in this sense typical, felt they had been stymied by the conservative opposition to the Revolution within their 
order. The left misunderstood their aristocratic magnanimity and their efforts were ungratefully misrepresented by both 
right and left. As Doina Harsanyi explains, this sentiment gave rise to the authorial strategies at work in the noble 

memoirs, and I found this essay particularly illuminating. 

But where did this noble liberalism and conservatism come from? Could it have been from the most important theorist of 
the Enlightenment? Kent Wright looks afresh at the traditional answer, which is that it had its roots in the influence of 
Montesquieu, and finds that recent study of the philosophe’s specific relationship to the question of the nobility is 

lacking. After helpfully passing in review the social and political philosophical interpretations of The Spirit of the Laws, he 
delights his reader with nothing less than a coherent re-reading of the structure and argument of the book in twenty 
pages that makes perfect sense to me. Surely here is a book trying to get out. In this essay Montesquieu emerges as a 

pluralist but conservative defender of a noblesse that was an essential ingredient in his definition of a well balanced 
monarchy, a monarchy whose tendency to despotism is held in check by the end of servitude and by the judicial rights of 
the nobility in the civic sphere. In contrast to the essentialist approach of Boulainvilliers and Dubos, who saw the nature 

of the monarchy established under either the Franks or the Romans, ~7~ this form of monarchical government evolved 
historically from the unique feudal regime, reaching its apogee for France perhaps in the late Valois period, when there 
were also estates. Although the calling of estates is not a feature of Montesquieu’s argument, it meshes with his idea of 
mixed government. Wright proposes a reading that seems to allow Montesquieu a logical motive for almost all the 
elements of the book’s structure. His final conclusion relates to Montesquieu’s position on the French nobility in his own 

time in which he is portrayed as a conservative. But surely Montesquieu believed in historical decline, as his study of the 
Roman Empire showed, and one could argue that he wanted to stop the despotic tendencies and noble rot that were 
apparent in the monarchy of Louis XIV and Louis XV, by the advocacy of more civic virtue from the nobility. Thus 
might we extend the argument to suggest that Montesquieu, aware of classical republican virtues and of British 



commercial virtues, found the virtue of the French nobility of his time wanting, and in need of reinvigoration? And here 
the argument could join that of the several essayists in the book who stress the theme of opposition to courtly culture, 

effeminising luxury and corruption that only fuelled despotism. Of course, as Kent Wright says, "intellectual authority is 
one thing, and political impact another." (p. ~51) Even if this argument was Montesquieu’s intention, it did not mean he 
was read that way at the time, for the book was so long and the argument so complex and unclear that readers could pick 
and choose. If it took aSo years to arrive at this understanding, then they must almost certainly have found other 
readings at the time. 

Montesquieu dealt with gender and power in his Persian Letters. Here Mita Choudhury takes up the theme in a helpful 

essay on a subject that goes back to Chaucer and the scurrilous literature of the eighteenth century, though her version of 
the lives of cloistered women is less saucy. Abbesses were often daughters of wealthy noble families and not infrequently 
expected the church to support them in their status and tastes, regardless of their religious calling which implied 
frugality and communal piety. Some judicial cases show lawyers arguing that feminine passion represented illegitimate 
power as opposed to the reasonable power of men. "In effect the mother superior exerted a ’paternal’ presence in the all- 

female environment of the cloister." (p. 17~). Noble abbesses were increasingly under attack in the last decades of the 
regime, and were condemned in gender-related ways through the exploitation of social imagery. A case in 17139 
involving Jansenism, a new recruit and a noble prioress provides the material for this analysis. The lawyers argued that 
power in a convent implied not privilege but responsibility to protect the natural equality of all in this secluded 
environment. The unruly emotions of the prioress were contrasted with the virtue of the persecuted nun, and the 

prioress’s world of the feminised and almost effeminate urban nobility implicitly condemned. Thus the anti-despotic 
rhetoric "fused anxieties about aristocracy and women" and contributed to a crisis of authority. (p. 187) 

Michael Kwass too is interested in "the crisis in social representation that plagued France at the end of the Old 
1Regime." (p. ~1) He sets up his question with a perceptive reminder of the importance of the politics of appearances in 

1789, when the deputies to the Estates General were required to wear traditional dress, an act that profoundly irritated 
members of the Third, who felt demeaned. The fact was that the recent politics and debates on consumption had 
modified views considerably. Kwass then deftly focuses on political economy, considering how the Enlightenment 
provoked a re-evaluation of traditional social categories. Three texts from the 1750s, by 1Rousseau, Mirabeau and 
Forbonnais, illustrate the emergence of three basic vocabularies. 1Rousseau, in his analysis of consumption, called for 

ancient civic virtue; Mirabeau called for a more modern, but still classically frugal, form of patriotic virtue for the landed 
nobility; and Forbonnais offered a more complex interpretation of the role of luxury in which consumption by the rich 
promoted the wellbeing of the lower orders with what we might call the trickle-down effect. For the latter, consumption 
and luxe were not moral defects but promoters of status and wealth for all, and thus Forbonnais valorised commerce and 
merchants as well. Turning back to the relationship between consumption and display, Kwass cautions us against 
attributing too much in 1789 to just 1Rousseau’s ideas in this field. The deputies in 1789 had "for decades, been exposed 
to an economic literature that reconceptualized links between consumption, social rank and civic status" (p. ~0). As well 
as being a clearly-written contribution on the understanding of debates on political economy, the essay chimes well with 

a later one by Blaufarb on the way deputies thought, and the way experience conditioned their responses. The deputies 
certainly condemned the dress code, but it would be good to know a little more about whether deputies in 1789 had read 
or owned this literature, as they were from the right social groups to have access. Here intellectual and cultural history 
could apply the quantitative methods of the social historian. 

The chapter by John Shovlin also discusses the Gournay group, and Mirabeau and the Physiocrats, covering basically the 
same ground as Kwass on political economy and luxury, but in a different way. Because noble authors formed between a 
fifth and a third of all writers on political economy (as opposed to seven to eight per cent merchants or entrepreneurs) the 
debates must have engaged the nobility deeply, because the "language of political economy became a critical site for 
debate on the place of the Second estate in national life." (p. 123) Nobles tried to exploit the idiom to their own 

advantage and in particular tried to validate the provincial nobility, even as others used it to criticise them. Shovlin 
stresses the way in which court nobles were censured for their luxury. Indeed, a consensus seems to emerge from the 
research in this book, that while other sorts of nobles could still be defended in the last decades of the old regime, the 
court nobility was particularly criticised. As Shovlin notes, the basic arguments had emerged by 177~, but perhaps the 
final section of the chapter, on the 178os, could have been deepened with a systematic analysis of the incidence of 

economic pamphlets or debate in either the Assembly of Notables or the National Assembly. Those pamphlets he 
references do reveal elements of political economy, as he rightly says, but they also display age-old tropes being used 
against the nobles, quite as much as new ones. In particular, as he says of Volney, they seem to employ the rhetorical 
strategy of simply standing the current arguments on their head, making the cultivator rather than the noble "always 
virtuous, always honest" or portraying nobles as too interested in money and not enough in honor. (p. 136) These were 

as much classical republican arguments as they were modern political economic ones, and it would be interesting to see 
how the two could co-exist in their minds. Si~y6s is noted, and he does of course figure in a wider political-economic 



context, and this itself was an achievement. What the mass of the deputies was thinking in terms of the debate on luxury 
might be an interesting area to develop further. 

Gail Bossenga, author of what is surely the best current short survey on the origins of the Revolution available [9] is 
interested in how we conceptualise the multiple fractures in the upper echelons of society, a subject that has interested 

historians since Tocqueville. Working through insights from Max Weber, who characterised the state as patrimonial 
with a market in status created by the state, complemented with more recent work on the nature of markets, she offers a 
stimulating set of reflections on the role of the markets as social organisers. Here she focuses mostly on the market in 
offices, a huge element of "proprietary capitalisM’ to employ Taylor’s phrase [lO] and on the advantages in terms ot 

access to opportunities that courtly dynasties, often fused with financiers, enjoyed. This throws further light on the anti- 
courtier literature that fuelled sentiment in 1789. Revolutionaries desired a level playing field in markets not because ot 
class conflict, she argues, but because the markets had been skewed by the patrimonial state and the monopolistic 
tendencies it created, tendencies that courtiers were so skilled at exploiting. Her overall argument provides stimulating 
food for thought, and the essay certainly reminds us of the importance of the state itself in creating and perpetuating key 

elements in the structuring of social hierarchy. Yet, like all good models, it can only work by leaving some elements out. 
Can we entirely replace ownership of the means of production with status or are they still intricately linked? A latter-day 
Marxist might reason, and without bringing back class, that "in the final assessment," as they used to say, those with 
most status were nobles and the richest nobles were usually very considerable landowners. As Bossenga implies, nearly 
all nobles were probably involved both in the market for status that was either created by or expanded by the state, and 

as consumers of new status-enhancing commodities. Indeed, and this is grist to her mill, other research shows that the 
nobilities of Bordeaux, Marseilles, the court and Paris all seem to have defined themselves through consumption as much 
as anything. [11] But surely the non-venal commercial economy and cultural practices were social organisers too? 
Although merchant capital fled to the land, as a sound investment both economically and in terms of status, on a higher 
status (or wealth) level, was not landed capital also increasingly exploited in more modern ways: forestry, mines, the 

beginnings of the chemical and heavy industry, and capital for transatlantic trade, as Guy Richard and others have 
shown? [12] True, it was often court nobles like the comte d’Artois who were involved, and perhaps they were so highly 
ranked that their status was not at risk from ddrogdance, but this was not always the case, as the history of the elites in the 

seaports shows. [13] Expanding the analysis to take in all markets would perhaps help explain the fragmentation of the 
nobility into so many different local, regional and national groups that to view the order as one group was considered 
inappropriate in this complex society. Gail Bossenga is absolutely right to stress, in the wake of the important insights ot 
David Bien, [14] the importance of venal investments conditioned by the state, and in going beyond this analysis she 
offers a wide-ranging and deep rethinking of the issues, that is provocative of further reflection and thoroughly in the 
spirit of this collection. 

While France was indeed changing, it was doing so largely within the context of existing institutions and frameworks, 
and was still dominated by complicated and obscure old systems of property, which were often being put to new uses 
socially and economically. This is further shown by one of the two determinedly archival pieces here, that is also an 

excellent essay in micro history. By revealing exactly how two seigneuries in Burgundy operated largely from the 1760s 
on, Robert Schwartz throws light on the way the nobility was perceived as lords in a countryside that was undergoing 
economic change. His essay also amplifies and refines points made by Bossenga in her sub-section on "seigneurialism and 
the markets." His main concern is what seigneurs were actually doing. Rural capitalism was stimulated by rises in grain 

prices in the 1760s, fuelling higher returns on leases and land prices. In this conjuncture the seigneurs benefited from the 
legal support of the parlement in Dijon. Schwartz modestly says this is all in Pierre de Saint Jacob, but here it is 

refreshingly accessible and up to date. The case study reveals how the intricacies of feudal ownership and rights were 
exploited, and the way "the seigneurie became a vehicle for rural capitalism, and the growing benefits of the seigneurial 

enterprise accrued both to lords and to astutefermiers and tenants" (p. 107). Moreover, for these villages at least, Saint 
Jacob’s accepted portrait of thefermier as the terror of the peasantry is not much in evidence, concludes Schwartz. There 
were antagonisms, but these could be held in check by careful management, for "a well run lordship was geared to 
making a profit under changing market conditions." (p. 107) But we should not misunderstand the conflicts in order to 
suggest that they were essentially between lord and poor peasant. "Key conflicts in the seigneurial offensive after 175o 

were likely to be those between seigneurs and nonresident land-owners, all of whom were more or less privileged." (p. 97) 
We might take this as a fundamentally different argument from the work by Hilton Root, who drew wide conclusions on 
the litigiousness of peasants based on villages whose size and typicality can be questioned on the grounds that, being near 
Dijon, they actually had in residence numerous lawyers and notaries who, as landowners there, were willing to engage in 

litigation, and who obviously were not "peasants" though they were in a conflictual "feudal" relationship to the seigneurs. 
[15] Sadly, there is only one sentence on what happened during the Revolution, leaving us to wonder what happened to 
these domains after 1789. How did ex-lords profit from the sale of biens nationaux, what happened to the managers and 

owners? Was the Revolution an opportunity or a disaster for these noble seigneuries? Please, Professor Schwartz, tell 
us in another article. 



I have left the chapters by Rafe Blaufarb and Jay Smith to the end because, unlike the other essays, they both are clearly 

attempting to address a key issue of the relationship between concepts and action. They both try to show not simply that 

certain arguments existed on the eve of the Revolution, as general context for the politics, but they are also concerned 

with precisely how these arguments were used in politics. We find with Blaufarb old ideas and conflicts taking on 

different language in a new political context, in which the new language is rhetorically manipulated in the service ot 

long-standing interests. For Smith, under the impact of contingent events, newer ideas are undergoing revision and, 

while there are continuities worth stressing, the ideas emerge from the cauldron of events with quite a different political 

significance. Both arguments go beyond adducing a relationship between the existence of the discourse and consequent 

action that is inferred rather than fully accounted for. 

Through a thoroughly archival history of direct taxation in Provence, Rafe Blaufarb shows that the taille rdelle, often 

thought to be fairer than the taille personnelle, was in fact the source of considerable tension between communities and 
nobles. The regime had been imposed in such a way in the sixteenth century that it fuelled conflict for 250 years. This 
conflict explains the demand by the Third Estate in the new assemblde provinciale of Provence in 1787, and promh~ently in 

their general cahiers, for a syndic, whose role would be to enable legal action by the Third without having to apply to the 
noble-dominated estates first. The near victory of the communities against noble tax exemptions in the 1780s had 

alarmed the noblesse. In this context "[t]he successful campaign conducted by the noblesse in 1787 to resuscitate the 
provincial estates was an attempt to shift its losing battle with the communautds away from the field of law and onto the 

more promising terrain of politics... It is true that the noblesse articulated its demands in a political idiom built around 
such key notions as nation, constitution, and liberty, ...but the noblesse was using it to achieve longstanding aims." (p. 

162) This is a fascinating argument that carries weight and challenges those who stress the rise of a new language to 
contextualise their findings even more, to see how it is employed in political debate. It is not so far removed in argument 
from Bossenga’s earlier work on the oJ~c’iers of Lille, and Norman Hampson’s on the nobles of Artois. Of course, this 

dispute was joined by conflicts over other interests, as is well known, in a snowball effect. "Older concerns did not 
evaporate in the glare of the beckoning revolutionary future, but rather shaped the aims and assumptions political actors 
brought with them into the Revolution." (p. 165) 

Jay Smith’s subtle essay in intellectual history, thoroughly grounded in the contemporary debates, returns us to the 

abolition of nobility in 1790. He studies the writings of the fairly well-connected French resident, the Swiss comte 
Francois-Louis d’Escherny. As a man of the Enlightenment he could welcome the Revolution of 1789 because he was in 
favour of reason, liberty, anti-despotism, and could even denounce the higher echelons of the nobility who formed a 
"formidable aristocracy," (p. 258). Here Smith would seem about to join Kaiser and Tackett [16] in arguing for the 
h~fluence of contingent political events - in this case the experience of the 1787-9 crisis - but argues instead that 

"feelings about nobility ran high in 1789 precisely because the reading and writing public in France had labored long and 
unsuccessfully to redefine the vital relationship between nation and nobility." (p. 255) Yet, it was under the impact of 
events that d’Escherny realised that the Assembly did not share his own idea of equality of opportunity, which was 
designed to preserve the concept of nobility as a force for emulation. The abolition of nobility on 19 June 1790 to create a 
socially-levelling equality enraged him and prompted reflections on virtue, in which honor was the mainspring of 

patriotic virtue. D’Escherny would seem to be typical of many nobles who were against the corruption of the court but in 
favour of"true honor," and thus enmeshed in discourses that competed with anti-noble discourse . A comparison with 
d’Antraigues, also discussed by Kaiser, shows that he too defended true nobility, while simultaneously criticising the 
court aristocracy. When the crisis arose, for him early in the spring of 1789 (whereas for d’Escherny the choice came 
somewhat later) he found the transformation of noble honor into a national patriotic honor unacceptable. I sense from 

Smith’s multiple other articles driving at the same problem of choice and agency, that he is working towards a theory 
that will help bridge this gap between discourse and action in specific politically charged contexts. This is a problematic 
that also particularly concerns this reviewer, and I detect some welcome common ground with my own attempts to make 
sense of the way patriotism developed as a discourse though interaction with the contingency of events. [17] 

The book raises a number of interesting questions, one of which is whether intellectual historians can come up with a 

theory of how excavating and recovering the differing arguments conditioned political debates in practice. It could be 

argued that the kinds of arguments made in 1788-9 were of necessity simply those currently available - it seems obvious 

-but in fact the authors here and historians in general tend to focus on the new arguments that evolved after about 1750, 

and thus not on all the arguments that were available, such as ideas conveyed by a classical education, or the streams of 

sixteenth and seventeenth century concepts. We could call this the trap of the new, and the problem is here addressed 

only by Rafe Blaufarb and by Tom Kaiser with their long-term take on the issues. Both authors point to the existence of 

older ideas and debates that were still current in the literature on the eve of the Revolution. Perhaps there is a 

historiographical process at work similar to the one evoked by Jonathan Dewald over the long term, but here confined to 

our view of the nobility in the pre-revolution. It seems that all the vital changes in the discourses are identified here with 



the period from 1748 to the early 1770s, and thus the subsequent period 1774-1788 suffers from relative neglect because 

that period is presumed to show the working out of the debates that will turn out to influence the Revolution. But do we 

perhaps have, as in Mornet’s Les Orig4nes intellectuelles, a period of innovation followed by a period of consolidation and 

diffusion? [18] If we have some excellent work on particular themes studied as discourses over time, like luxury or 

political economy or finances or honor, we still have too little work on how nobles read and put these ideas together 

either in general or at particular points. We still do not know whether indeed they adopted them in contrast to much 

older ideas or whether as rhetoricians, stressed the old or the new to fit particular debates. Another disadvantage of 

focusing on the new concepts in the 1750s, is that we lose sight of more long-term debates and arguments that 

foreshadow what may appear to be entirely new ideas in the middle of the century. [19] I put down the book feeling that 

rhetorical strategies need also to be more fully explored by all of us doing cultural and intellectual history, for this was 

above all an age of rhetoric. 

Overall this is a thoroughly worthwhile and stimulating volume both for its content and as an example of current 
American historiography. To be sure, a lack of French or British perspective is evident, but perhaps any loss is 

outweighed by the considerable coherence of the approaches displayed here. The volume is a small monument to the 
fruitfulness of American work on the nobility and the origins of the Revolution, and will clearly interest all scholars of 
the later ancien r~gime. It finds its natural place on the shelf alongside what is almost a companion volume, Tocqueville 

and Beyond (with five essays on very similar themes, including companion pieces by four of our authors here) [2o], and Le 
second ordre: l’ideal nobilaire Hommage d Ellery Schallc, which is a very international collection. [21] 
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~ la charni~re des XVIIIe et XIXe si~cles, la fondation des Archives nationales, la creation de d~p6ts dans les 
minist~res et dans les d~partements sont autant de j alons d’un processus qui noue ensemble administration et 
archives. Longtemps abord~e it partir de ses seuls objets, l’action administrative a ~t~ depuis peu envisag~e sous 
1’ angle de sa mat~rialit~, comme un ensemble de tS~ches, dont l’observation ~claire les propri~t~s performatives 
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savoirs administratifs >>, s’inscrivent dans une double acmalit6 historiographique : une approche de 
1’ administration/~ travers ses pratiques et proc6dures, et une histoire des archives attentive/~ 1’ 6volution du 
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Review by Carolyn Lougee Chappell, Stanford University. 

Historians have long been admonished to write for "that elusive critter called the general reader," to break out of their 
grad-school-induced practice of writing for each other in tiny editions on topics of interest only to themselves.[1] United 
States historians seem to have come closest to meeting this goal of capturing a broad audience, perhaps because many in 
their field are independent scholars rather than academics. There have of course been some notable successes from 
academic pens in the French field--Le Roy Ladurie’s Montaillou and Simon Schama’s Citizens spring to mind.[2] But 

addressing the general public is not easily accomplished. Unless they are willing to take the advice I once received from a 
colleague in French literature--"Why don’t you just write a novel?"--historians face serious challenges in making good 
history connect with readers who have shown themselves ready to be intrigued by The Da Uinci Code or The Girl with the 

Pearl Earring. ~ ~ 

Jeffrey Ravel’s The l/Uould-Be Commoner illustrates the complexity of this aspiration. Ravel does not specify that he targets 
a general audience, but his choice of a trade publisher as well as inclusion in the text of frequent explanations and 
definitions that no specialist requires suggest that he did envision a broad readership for his exposition of an odd and 
mystifying criminal case from the last decade of the seventeenth century. 

The book will be admired on numerous grounds. Ravel displays a remarkable depth of understanding on a broad 
spectrum of subjects: legal briefs and summations, live theater, intricacies of law and court procedures, local history, the 
swirl of simultaneous happenings in Paris at the moment of the trial. His distinctive contribution to a case that has been 
revisited many times over the years is the archival research he undertakes in order to purify the case of accreted legend 

and identify the principal source of its falsification. The presentation is well-constructed and nicely illustrated with 
contemporary engravings and documents. It would be hard to imagine more impressive, exhaustive archival research or 
more beautiful writh~g. Ravel slows the narrative and decompresses the academic’s usual dense prose to provide what the 
general reader needs to know. Can the book, then, serve as a model for historians who aspire to write for the general 
reader? 

The "would-be commoner" of the book’s title was Louis de la Pivardi~re, seigneur de Narbonne, who quitted his still- 
living-wife’s Berrichon estate around 1690, ostensibly to fight in the War of the League of Augsburg, and resettled in 

Auxerre as the roturier "Louis Dubouchet," husband of a huissie/s daughter. Back in Berry it was rumored after his 
disappearance that he had been murdered by his wife and her priest-lover, and an investigation hfitiated by the local 
Drdsidial began to wend its way up to the highest and most highly publicized court in the land, the Parlement of Paris. As 

Ravel shows, the authorities were puzzled (the avocat gdndral Henri-Francois d’Aguesseau delivered one of his 
philosophically deep and oratorically moving summations in the case), the public feasted upon the case’s ambiguities (an 



F.C. Dancourt play about the case ran at the Com~die-Franlaise simultaneously with the Parlementary appeal), and even 

the international press reported the irregular progress towards solving the mystery. Ravel connects the major difficulties 

h~ the case to skepticism and Cartesian epistemology, uncertainties about identity, shifting definitions of social status, and 

(less convincingly) to questioning of Louis XIV’s authority in his failure-riddled later years. These connections are 

presumably what in Ravel’s mind raise the case from a mere curiosity to a microhistorical incident with historical 

sig~ificance. 

While the book is superbly researched, beautifully written, and effectively contextualized, certain aspects of Ravel’s 
approach probably will work against his aim of capturing and holding a non-academic reader. Its best use may well be 
precisely within an academic setting, as a textbook students are required to read in Old Regime undergraduate courses. 
There, it could serve well as a single unified focal point for pursuing a variety of themes: the political character of Louis 

XIV’s reign, the everyday lives of the poor nobility, the workings of French law courts, the province of Berry, the 
unsettling effects of pre-Enlightenment philosophy, and the interactive theatre of Paris. For other readers, it may both 
retain too much of the academic and yield too little of significance. The issues chosen for highlighting and explanation 
tend to be those that tie into recent lines of inquiry among specialists but may strike the uninitiated as esoteric. The 
intricacy and extent of explanation and analysis that the case requires--or at least that Ravel gives it--sometimes get 

overly detailed and blunt the impact of the story itself. For all the case’s sensational ingredients--deception, murder, and 
iustice--the book may not engross the general reader. So little can be known of the characters and their personalities-- 
they enjoy none of the color, for example, that Le Roy Ladurie is able to lend the Clergues--that they do not quite come 
to life. Ravel is forced to resort to lifting their basic biographical facts from the claims in their pleadings, thus muddying 
himself the border between fact and fiction he is attempting to clarify. For all the rich contextualization Ravel provides, it 

remains unclear that the case satisfies the requirement that microhistory yield insights into significant dimensions of the 
past that are to be gained in no other way, rather than merely illustrating what is known through other methods. 

A book of many merits, then, Ravel’s l/Uould-Be Coznmoner leaves the question of how an academic historian can interest a 

general reader about where he found it. The question remains: What must the academic historian do who aspires to reach 
a broad readership, beyond wrapping the methods and interests of scholars in accessible, non-technical prose? 
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Antoh~e Le Camus and Alexandre Wenger, Abdeker ou l’art de conserver la beautd: 1754. Grenoble: Editions J~r6me Millon, 
~oos. ~77 pp. Notes and bibliography. ~0 ~ (pb). ISBN 97s-~-s+1av-~as-6. 

Review by Antoinette Sol, University of Texas at Arlington. 

One may well ask why one would be interested in an obscure eighteenth-century beauty manual. In his scholarly 

introduction to this new edition of Antoine Le Camus’s 3bdeker ou l’art de conserver la beautd (1754@ Alexandre Wenger 
makes a good case for a modern reading of this rather odd text. Situating the text and the author in their historical 
context, Wenger argues that the interest to modern readers and the originality of the text lies in its hybrid nature and 
formal properties. It is at once an oriental tale belonging to a long tradition of this genre and a historical document 

testifying to eighteenth-century canons of beauty, social and aesthetic practices. According to Wenger, the text is tied to 
Enlightenment ideology of the perfectibility of man and founded in current theories of the solidarity of body and spirit. 
Wenger suggests that there is a subversive side to this text as well in that its sensual atmosphere and libertine scenes 
encourage an exploration of desire. There is, Wenger observers, an "ambigui’t~ morale" (p. 30) and series of 
contradictions conveyed by the story of Fatm~ and Abdeker and its exploration of beauty. 

The story of Abdeker related by the eighteenth-century physician Le Camus was said to be a "translation" of an Arabic 
manuscript brought to Paris in 17~o by one Diamantes Ulasto, the Turkish ambassador’s doctor. It tells the tale of a 

young woman, Fatm~, who is sold to the Sultan Mohamet, a passionate and violent leader. She, of course, is indifferent to 
his affections. When Mohamet falls ill and is cured by a young doctor, Abdeker, the sultan rewards him by appointing 
him Premier Mddecin de Sa Hautesse (p. ~8). Part of Abdeker’s duties is to see to the well being of the odalisques in the 

sultan’s seraglio and this is where he encounters Fatm~ and falls in love. During the course of the tale, Fatm~ finds out 
the story of her true birth, her true mother, and her true love. Her education, like the reader’s, takes place during 
discussions with Abdeker. In addition to the discussions with Fatm~ on what constitutes beauty, the doctor deals with 

health issues presented to him by the other odalisques, such as oral hygiene and h~oculation agah~st small pox. 

The tale of Fatm~ and Abdeker belongs to a genre of the exotic--and often erotic--tale that was in vogue in France for 
most of the eighteenth century. The course of this genre may have been uneven but it never really fell out of favor 
altogether. Exoticism would wane temporarily only to re-emerge in another form later. At the beginning of the century, 
Antoine Galland’s translation of Mille et une nuits (17o+-1717) served as the impetus for three main periods of exotic tales. 
The first was the great oriental vogue of 17gos marked by Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes (17gl). The second was 
characterized by the wave erotic exotic parodies of the 17+os typified by Cr~billon’s Le Sopha (17+~) and Diderot’s Bijou~ 
indiscrets (174~8). The third followed a transitional period in the 175os during which the publication of Rousseau’s first 
and second discourses (1750, 1755) prepared the way for the resurgence of exoticism in the late 177os and early 178os in 
the form of noble savage narratives. Other cultural manifestations of the popularity of all things oriental were the 
proliferation of imported art objects, painted wall papers, chinoiserie, travel literature, and exotic dress, to name a few. 
Exotic narratives were used as settings for titillating tales, as political allegories, as thinly disguised vehicles for social 
criticism, and as a way in which to question gender roles, religious hypocrisy, and the nature of individual rights. They 
were also, as in Le Camus’s Abdeker ou l’art de conserver la beautd shows, a means of disseminating health information. 



The eighteenth century began the movement towards the medicalization of beauty care realized in the nineteenth 

century. In "The Medical Control of Women’s Toilette in France, 1750-18~0," Morag Martin points out that philosophes 

added their secular voice to the religious criticism of cosmetics dating back to the sixteenth century. In the face of 

mounting criticism and "calls for a ban on all cosmetics found in tracts, novels and newspapers," beauty manuals came to 

fill the gap.~l~ Grounding their arguments against cosmetics h~ moral as well as aesthetic concerns, the philosophes 

protested that heavy use of cosmetics feminized men, was unbecoming to idealized conceptions of womanhood, and hid 

one’s soul to judgment by reason. By fostering deceit and debauchery, cosmetics foiled the establishment of a "self- 

evident hierarchy of merit." As Terry Smiley Dock observes, many articles warning of the danger of noxious 

composition and the ill effects of cosmetics appeared in the Encyclop~die.~ According to Martin, the use of cosmetics 

also went against scientific precepts upon which new conceptions of beauty were based. Transparency h~ behavior as well 

as appearance was allied to the science of physiognomy, the reading of facial traits. As a result, men generally stopped 

wearing foundation and rouge, but women proved more resistant to change and their behavior changed little. 

Rather more effective than the arguments of the philosophes were those made by the medical community. The criticism 
of cosmetics was part of a "larger shift towards creating healthier subjects through science."~a~ In mid-century, this 
movement toward improved health through hygiene picked up momentum with the opening of public baths on the Seine 
in Paris in 1760. According to Martin, nineteen beauty manuals that aimed to establish a healthy toilette were published 
between 1750 and 1818. Supplanting perfumers, chemists and apothecaries, doctors took on the role of advisor in daily 
personal hygiene, turning the former cabinet de toilette as spectacle and a site of pleasure into a practical domestic one. 

The 1750s formed the juncture of two moments, one in which the exotic tale moved towards a more serious tone and the 
other in which beauty advice moved out of the hands of charlatans and chemists and into the realm of medicine. ~lbdeke~ 

ou l’art de conserver la beaut~, published anonymously in 1753, connected the two strands through an exotic narrative that 
included advice on healthy beauty practices and preventative medical care. The text wove ancient and modern medical 
ltnowledge into a tale with mysterious threads of the orient, scented with the heady perfume of the senses. Le Camus was 

actually more well-known at the time for his book La M~decine de l’e~rit (1753) which established him in the forefront ot 

the "vogue of intellectual self-improvement" emerging in the 1750s. L)octeur regent and member of the medical faculty ot 
the University of Paris, Le Camus chose to address a broader public than just his professional colleagues or students in 
that book. As Anne Vila notes, Le Camus used "the conceit that his readers are themselves philosophes--that is, 

individuals interested in understanding both their own internal mental operations and medicine ’as a field of human 
l~owledge.’" ~3~ 

In ~lbdeker, published the following year, Le Camus accomplished something similar. He encouraged the reader to 
explore his or her sensibilities through the exotic love story while enhancing their knowledge of hygiene. Setting up his 
tale for the reader, Le Camus states in the preface that "L’auteur p~n6tre jusque dans le sanctuaire des plaisirs; mais sans 

effaroucher les GrAces qui en gardent l’entr~e" (p. 35). However, he also alerts the reader to the serious and complete 
treatment of the topic of beauty. "En effet, tout ce qui peut la d~truire ou la conserver, l’augmenter ou la diminuer, se 
trouvera d~velopp~ dans tout son jour. Causes physiques, causes morales, rien n’est omis" (p. 

Le Camus figures himself in the text as "un M~decin, mais un M~decin amoureux qui initie sa Maltresse, la plus belle 
femme de l’univers, dans tous les myst6res de la Beaut~" (p. 35). The reader is cast as Fatm~, his love. Le Camus 
underscores the fact that the traitS/love story is destined for an enlightened female readership, not only though Fatm~’s 
intellectual curiosity but also through the portrayal of her mother: "Marie ~tait un Philosophe sur le Tr6ne; elle 

m~prisait les grandeurs humaines, et aurait pr~f~r~ les douceurs d’une vie ignor~e tl tout l%clat d’une Cour brillante, off 
l’on trouvait l’exemple du crime, que l’image de la vertu" (p. 193). 

Le Camus draws attention as well to the "forme singuli6re" of his enterprise (p. 36), which is constructed around 
conversations, observations and a system of annotation and renvois. The text is divided into two parts, each of which is 

followed by "Observations." A "Biblioth6que de la toilette" follows the Observations at the end of part one. All the 
conversations with Fatm~ and the others are extensively footnoted by Le Camus. A third and fourth part made their 
appearance in later editions and a summary of the chapters are included in the modern edition under review. 

Le Camus’s tale offers a fascinating example of how this enlightened doctor linked beauty and health with desire tinged 

by exoticism. In his discussions with the odalisques, Le Camus recommended treatments for warts, corns, abnormal 

weight, and skin diseases, and even discussed a "r~tr~cissement de la peau" for women who had many children or needed 
to "recover" their virginity. This links nicely to the exotic tradition and brings to mind, for example, Cr~billon’s 
Ecumoire: histoireja/)onaise (1733), in which a magical incantation, rather than scientific expertise, was used to restore 

virginity.j5] A moment in which medical and cosmetic advice affect the exotic narrative comes during Abdeker’s 



discussion on the judicious use of"rouge, fard and des mouches" to hide passions and mask bodily manifestations of them. 
Wenger points out that in this instance, the art of cosmetics literally saves Fatm~’s life by rendering her sensible body 

illegible to the sultan. Abdeker figures as an avatar of the doctor as demiurge whose domain is this seraglio born out of a 
male fantasy. 

Wenger sums up the contribution of this strange novel-treatise as an early manifestation of the redefinition of what falls 
under the purview of medicine. In his hybrid work, Le Camus conflates the art and practice of love with that of writing 
and medicine. In addition, this strange combination of exotic, erotic tale of love combined with the beauty and hygiene 

manual could be seen as preparing the way for other hybrid texts, such as the marquis de Sade’s Philoso~phie dans le boudoi~ 
(1795) where philosophy takes the place of medicine and theory and practice are in a different, but similar, dialogue in yet 
another incarnation of the boudoir. 

NOTES 

~1~ Morag Martin, "Doctoring Beauty: The Medical Control of Women’s Toilette in France, 1750-1820," Medical Historp 
39 (2005): 351-368, at 351. 

~2~ Terry Smiley Dock, I/Uomen in the Encyclop~die : a Compendium (Potomac, Md: Studia Humanitatis, 1983), 67. 

~3~ Martin, "Doctoring Beauty," 353. 

~ Anne C. Vila, Enlightenment and Pathology: Sensibility in the Literature and Medic’ine of Eighteenth-Century France 
(Baltimore and London: Jolms Hopkh~s University Press, 1008), 83. 

~5~ Claude-Prosper Jolyot de Cr~billon, Ecumoire: histoireja~ponaise. This tale was first published as Tanza~ et N~adarn~ 
(Londres, aux d~pends de la Compagnie, 1733) and has been reprinted by A.G. Nizet, 1976. 

Antoh~ette M. Sol 
University of Texas at Arlington 
amsol@uta.edu 
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Sean M. Quinlan. The Great Nation in Decline: Sea, Modernity, and Health Crises in Revolutionary France c. 1750-1850. 
Aldershot, U.K. and Burlington, Vt.: Ashgate, ~007. xi + ~65 pp. Includes bibliographical references. $99.95 U.S. (hb). 
ISBN 978-0-7 54~6-6089-9. 

Review by Michael Winston, Ohio University. 

In The Great Nation in Decline: Sex, Modernity and Health Crises in France c. 1750-1850, Scan Quinlan provides a valuable 
look at the medical profession in France over the course of a critical, one hundred-year time span. Quinlan’s book traces 
the emergence and transformation of social medicine in France in three distinct phases (a progressive pre-Revolutionary 
phase, a regenerative Revolutionary phase, and an ideologically fragmented phase that runs from the Napoleonic Empire 
to the 1850@ Quinlan shows how each period was marked by a series of health crises--real or perceived--that shaped the 
discourse on physical and moral health and hygiene and spurred the shift from individual care to social medicine. This 
well written and thoroughly researched book--it contains a wealth of archival documentation--should appeal to anyone 
interested in the history of modern medicine. 

In the introduction, Quinlan situates his work with respect to two contrasting interpretations of the history of medicine, 
especially as pertains to public health and hygiene debates. On the one hand, historians like George Rosen and Henry 
Sigerist present the development of (social) medicine from the Enlightenment onward as a triumphant narrative of 
scientific progress. On the other hand, more critical approaches to the history of public health (such as that of Michel 
Foucault) interpret this narrative as one of control and repression. Neither view, however, can satisfactorily explain the 
complexity of the public health debate from 1750-1850, nor can they fully account for the diverse reasons that motivated 
medical practitioners during this time period. Quinlan’s analysis focuses on four generations of French health activists 
and their attempts to use biomedical science to regenerate the "sick and decaying nation" (p. 4). In so doing, Quinlan has 
produced a nuanced study that avoids the shortcomings of both the progressive and neo-Foucauldian interpretations and 
fits nicely within general trajectory of recent accounts of French medical practice. 

In chapter one, Quinlan explores the medical diagnosis of a social problem--the presumed degeneration of the French 
nation--within the shifting cultural, political and epistemological contexts of mid-century France. Particularly important 
here is the emergence of medicine as a true science of man. Informed by a holistic view of the relationship of mind, body, 
and society, medical practitioners considered which types of moral and physical comportment best promoted individual 
and, by extension, social health. Conversely, certain groups were targeted for reform due to their insalubrious patterns ot 
behavior: urban elites, intellectuals, women, and children (each group constituted the subject of its own subgenre ot 



medical literature). Quinlan pays particular attention to treatises that extol individual responsibility, and charts the 
proliferation of popular works intended to place medical knowledge in the hands of individuals. Indeed, the notion of self- 
regulating behavior as a means of avoiding disease returns as a central theme throughout the book, yet Quinlan avoids 
the temptation to read this as the imposition of narrow (bourgeois) class interest. 

The second chapter moves beyond the health issues of specific groups and focuses on the treatment of large-scale 
populations and the concomitant emergence of proactive public hygiene programs. As Quinlan puts it, the doctor was 
forced to "leave the bedside and treat society as a whole" (p. 56). Numerous factors drove this shift, including anxieties 
surrounding depopulation, concerns over rural health as well as those related to living and working conditions of urban 
poor and laboring classes. In addition, many practitioners believed the institution of medicine itself desperately needed 
reform. Emblematic of this transformation of medical practice is the creation of the Royal Society of Medicine, which 
Quinlan interprets as further evidence of the central government’s desire to shape France into a unified polity. In 
addition, the use of demographic studies and medical topographies provided physicians and lay reformers with the means 
both of identifying factors influencing disease and distributing risk factors according to specific categories (age, sex, 
occupation, geography, etc). However, as Quinlan points out, the medical perceptions of the health of the nation were far 
from uniform, and the interests of medical practitioners and the government did not always match. For instance, views of 
rural life varied from sentimental depictions of an ideal state of health in the countryside to representations of life among 
the peasantry as insalubrious, while depictions of life in urban areas--especially in Paris--were complex and ambivalent 
(p. 77). As well, far from beh~g a top-down model of diffusion, the medical networks established by the Royal Society of 
Medicine provided practitioners with the opportunity to shape and influence central policy. 

Against the backdrop of changing attitudes toward slavery and the reconfiguration of the French colonial empire, chapter 
three takes the national health concerns explored in the first two chapters and follows their application in France’s West 
Indian colonies, particularly Saint Domingue (Haiti). Here medical practitioners considered how the colonial milieu 
affected non-indigenous bodies, the white settler and African slave. For the white population, the key to health 
maintenance lies in self-control, especially with respect to sexual relations and alcohol consumption. But Quinlan 
recounts a different story for the enslaved black population. Here he examines the way in which racial difference was 
thought to change the experience of disease. In other words, why did one group experience disease when another does 
not? Consideration of this question raised a further dilemma: were Africans particularly susceptible to certain diseases 
because of some sort of inherent physiological defect or did diseases like yaws result from the dehumanizing conditions of 
slavery? Regardless of the position adopted, there was little debate that the slave owner must regulate the health of his 
slaves--like women and children, slaves could not be trusted with their own welfare--if only for the sake of his own 
economic interest. Even abolitionists argued for the most part that the slave population had to be assimilated to 
European norms before emancipation. The application of health policy in the colonies also provides a glimpse at the 
tensions between the increasingly autonomous plantocracy and the central government h~ France. In very broad terms, 
this chapter is of particular h~terest h~ light of recent scholarship on Haiti and the Haitian Revolution offered by David 
Geggus and Doris Garraway. 

Chapter four examines the way in which medicine plays a central role in the efforts to restore the physical and moral 
character of France during the Revolutionary era. Prior to the Terror, as Quinlan points out, reform programs tended to 
be radical and were intended to regenerate the nation by creating the new Republican citizen. However, post- 
Thermidorian social medicine proved to be more conservative in approach. Drawing on the doctrine of limited sensibility 
(the idea that the individual was endowed with a limited amount of this vital prh~ciple and that, consequently, it must be 
preserved by careful attention to moral and physical health), physicians like Cabanis and Bichat once agah~ took up the 
banner of self-control and advanced a doctrh~e of limited perfectibility. Quinlan also traces the evolution of the medical 
discourse devoted to the "natural history of women" h~ the wake of Pierre Roussel’s groundbreaking pre-Revolutionary 

work, Syst~me ~physique et moral de la femme. Under the guise of preserving the overall health of the social order, this 
medical sub-genre essentially reduced socio-cultural roles to biology, thereby "naturalizing" women’s domestic roles. 
The final section of the chapter follows this conservative medical discourse as it develops within the context of conjugal 
hygiene treatises. The goal of such treatises is the restoration of French bloodlines through careful attention to 
reproductive practices and domestic hygiene. Here the importance of heredity and limited capacity for change come to 
the fore. As a consequence the optimism ofpre-Revolutionary reform projects is largely liquidated. 



The increasing skepticism and conservative attitudes with respect to meliorist health policy during the Napoleonic 
Empire and the Restoration constitute the subject of chapter five. In general, the basic premises of pre-Revolutionary 
medicine--that hygiene could improve the lives of ordinary citizens; that the nation needed healthy citizens; and that 
population growth mattered for national power--are systematically undercut. Here Quinlan takes the reader into 
increasingly fragmented terrain, as evident in the three major trends in social medicine in the post-1804 era. In the first 
place, the proponents of medical police (like FranCois-Emmanuel Fod~r~) espoused a pragmatic approach: medicine was to 
support the status quo and promote good hygiene both in rural and urban environments. The second approach, 
associated with the Id~ologues, Eclectics and social Christians, aimed at creating a new moral society based on social 
harmony and interdependence. The final approach, influenced by statistical methods and Malthusian thought, focused on 
the plight of the laboring classes. In this final section, the seeds of class conflict (that will be fully developed in chapter 
six) are sown: while the doctors recognized unsanitary living conditions, they claimed that the poor were largely 
responsible for their own ill health. Despite the disparate ideological orientations of these practitioners, they generally 
shared conservative values, rejected the idea of radical change and reform, and were united in their commitment to public 
service and law and order programs. 

Chapter six analyzes the changing attitudes regarding human nature, sexuality and society during the period 1832-1852. 
The critical moment in this chapter is the cholera epidemic of 1832, an epidemic that forced physicians to rethink notions 
of social progress and public assistance. What emerges is a social theory of disease (the notion that health varies 
according to class and milieu) that posits the cholera epidemic as a sign of the degeneracy of the urban poor and working 
classes. Along with milieu, the other major force that caused physicians to reconsider conceptions of health and hygiene 
was heredity. Doctors began to explore the possibility that an underlying biological force was responsible for illness 
among the so-called dangerous classes. Consequently, reproductive strategies assume primary importance, and theories 
of hereditary degeneration cement class distinctions. In this climate, upper- and middle-class concerns about 
urbanization and the growth of the proletariat spell the end of the progressive, meliorist dream articulated by physicians 
like Charles Augustin Vandermonde in the pre-Revolutionary period. 

In the concluding section, Quinlan recapitulates the major shifts within the field of social medicine over the course ot 
three distinct periods (1750-1789; 1789-1804; and 1804-1852), and provides a glimpse a the ways in which physical and 
moral hygiene continued to intersect with social, economic and political discourses from the middle of the nineteenth 
century to the early twentieth century. 

Generally speaking, the book represents a valuable contribution to modern medical historiography, and its few 
shortcomings pale in comparison to its many strengths. Nevertheless, certain aspects of the first two chapters do not 
strike this reviewer as particularly original, especially in light of the extensive treatment of anthropological medicine by 
Elizabeth A. Williams and Anne C. Vila. Furthermore, the discussion of Pierre Roussel raises a couple of problems. 
Quinlan does not devote enough attention to theories of sexual dimorphism and the resurgence of seminalist or spermist 
conceptions of human generation (Roussel was a proponent of seminalism, not epigenesis) during the 177os and 178os; 
this would have provided a more solid foundation for his claims regarding the biomedical sexism of the immediate pre- 
Revolutionary and post-Thermidorian periods. Jean-Andr~ Venel, the author of Essai sur la santd et l’dducation mddic’inal~ 

desfilles ddstindes au mariage, is misidentified as Gabriel Venel, the chemist responsible for the article "Chimie" in Diderot 

and d’Alembert’s Encyclopddie. In addition, Quinlan refers to Rousseau as a primitivist, a characterization that A.O. 
Lovejoy has shown to be inaccurate. 

The very interesting, but rather short, chapter on social medicine in the colonies could have been supplemented by a 
more detailed look at the then contemporary debate concerning the Americas as human habitat (what Antonelli Gerbi 
memorably termed the "dispute of the Americas"). The conservative medical backlash in the post-Thermidorian period is 
extremely well documented (Cabanis, etc.), but the specifically medical social activism of the early years of the Revolution 
is largely absent. Does this bear any relationship to the purported anti-scientific ideology of the Revolutionaries, 
especially during the early years of the First Republic? Quinlan could have also expanded the discussion of social 
Christians in Chapter Five. Finally, women disappear as agents of social decline after 1832, at least in Quinlan’s account. 
Why is this? Are women simply displaced as a "problem group" by the rapid growth of the urban underclasses during 
the early nineteenth-century? All things considered, these are but minor reservations. Readers will find many original 
h~sights in this stimulating contribution to the history of medicine, especially as pertains to the role of gender, class and 



race in shaping the debate over public health and hygiene in modern France. 

Michael E. Winston 
University of Oklahoma 
mewinston@ou.edu 
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L’Histoire culturelle : un tournant mondial darts l’historiogr@hie? Sous la direction de Philippe Poirrier, avec une postface de 
Roger Chartier. Dijon: Editions universitaires de Dijon, ~oos. 198 p. Tables. ~0 �. ISBN 978-~-915611-06-9. 

Compte-rendu de Laurent Martin, Sciences Po Paris. 

Depuis quelques ann6es, le travail de l’historien Philippe Poirrier a pris un tour r6solument international et 
comparatiste, en particulier dans la r6flexion @ist6mologique qu’il a engag6e sur l’histoire culturelle. D6jh auteur d’un 

ouvrage remarqu6 sur Les enjeuz de l’histoire culturelle (Point Seuil ~oo�), il convie aujourd’hui douze historiens de douze 
pays diff6rents h r6fl6chir sur le << tournant culturel >> de l’historiographie. Le choix aurait pu ~tre plus large mais des 
d6faillances personnelles (par exemple pour l’Allemagne) et une absence de r6activit6 de la part de certaines aires 
culturelles (l’Asie, h61as totalement absente) Font restreint. Tel quel, le recueil nous offre cependant, en moins de deux 

cents pages, un vaste panorama de l’histoire culturelle telle qu’elle se pratique en Europe et en Am6rique du Nord, sans 
oublier l’Australie ni le Br6sil. 

Le point d’interrogation qui figure h la fin du titre n’est pas de trop, tant les situations nationales paraissent contrast~es, 
en-deCh d’une dynamique d’ensemble qui n’est pas niable. Oui, la plupart des historiographies ont pris le virage ou le 

tournant culturel, mais selon des modalit~s bien diff~rentes d’un pays h l’autre. Pour tenter d’y voir clair, Philippe 
Poirrier a soumis un questionnaire aux auteurs. Leur texte devait presenter un recensement et une analyse succincte des 
oeuvres majeures, faire ~tat de la conjoncture historiographique, d~crire l’organisation des march~s universitaires, enfin 
mettre h jour les transferts intellectuels entre les diverses historiographies. Disons tout de suite que toutes les 
contributions ne se sont pas strictement tenues h ce cahier des charges, certaines se limitant h tel ou tel de ces aspects. 
Mais, ltl encore, la mati~re offerte est suffisamment riche pour permettre d’utiles comparaisons. 

Comparaison entre les corpus des oeuvres reconnues comme relevant de l’histoire culturelle, en premier lieu. Certaines 
contributions affrontent d’embl~e la question redoutable de la d~finition de la culture et donc de l’histoire culturelle 
tandis que d’autres pr~f~rent l%viter pour ne pas fermer trop rapidement le champ d’observation. Plusieurs avalisent le 

grand partage, observ~ en France par Roger Chartier, entre une histoire sociale de la culture et une histoire culturelle du 
social ; ou entre une histoire culturelle comme domaine et une histoire culturelle comme regard ; ou encore, entre une 
d~finition ~ ~troite ~ de la culture et une d~finition ~ large ~, ~ anthropologique ~. On retrouve ces clivages, qui se 
recoupent en partie, dans certaines contributions, par exemple celle d’Andrea Daher, sur le Br~sil, qui choisit de 
n%tudier que ~ l’histoire des pratiques lettr~es ~ tandis qu’h l’inverse Palle Ove Christiansen, en charge de la 

Scandinavie - seul exemple d’aire culturelle, et non de pays, present dans le recueil- se concentre sur l’histoire de la 
culture entendue comme << experience et vie quotidienne ~>. D’autres auteurs pr~sentent une vision plus ~quilibr~e d’une 
histoire culturelle en tension f~conde entre ces deux p61es entre lesquels existent bien des passages. 

Une autre tension apparalt dans les diverses contributions, entre deux dimensions nagu6re d~crites par Carl Schorske et 

reprises par Roger Chartier dans sa postface : la premi6re est verticale et relie toutes les oeuvres dans une chalne 

diachronique, les inscrivant dans une tradition intellectuelle qui remonte pour la plupart des pays au XIXe si6cle ; la 



seconde est horizontale et associe dans la synchronicit~ d’autres travaux apparent~s par des probl~matiques communes. 
Cette m~taphore de la chalne et de la trame, utilis~e par certaines historiens de la culture pour ~chapper aux descriptions 

unidimensionnelles de leurs objets, s’applique ici parfaitement tl l’histoire culturelle consid~r~e elle-m~me comme objet. 
L’attention port~e tl la premi6re dimension conduit la plupart des auteurs tl citer des << pr~curseurs >>, des << pionniers >> 
de l’histoire culturelle - ainsi le Suisse Jacob Burckhardt apparalt-il comme un << grand anc~tre >>, non seulement en 
Suisse mais en Grande-Bretagne ou en Scandinavie - et tl << inventer une tradition >>, selon la formule d’Hobsbawm, de 
l’histoire culturelle. D’ofi il r~sulte que si l’expression m~me - << histoire culturelle >> - n’apparalt parfois que fort 

tardivement et se heurte toujours h de fortes r~sistances (ainsi en Italic), il est loisible d’identifier a posteriori certains 
travaux comme relevant de l’histoire culturelle, m~me s’ils ne s’en r~clamaient pas. 

Ce qui est vrai diachroniquement l’est aussi synchroniquement - et beaucoup d’auteurs du recueil se livrent au m~me 
exercice concernant les oeuvres contemporah~es. Ici, nous sommes d~jtl du c&t~ de l’analyse de la conjoncture 
historiographique et, plus globalement, intellectuelle, ainsi que dans celle des m~canismes institutionnels et 
universitaires. De m~me que beaucoup d’oeuvres et d’auteurs du pass~ sont d~sormais reconnus - certains disent : 

accapar~s - par les historiens de la culture alors qu’ils n%taient pas m~me historiens, les articles recensent nombre de 
travaux issus de sp~cialit~s et disciplines proches - l’anthropologie, les ~tudes litt~raires, l’histoire de l’art - avec 
lesquels l’histoire culturelle entretient un dialogue nourri. Vis-tl-vis de sp~cialit~s comme l’histoire politique ou l’histoire 
sociale, l’histoire culturelle fonctionne parfois comme un grand attracteur qui attire ~tudiants, travaux de recherche, 
publications - et parfois, des postes universitaires. 

Au moyen d’indicateurs varies (recensement des articles publi~s dans des grandes revues g~n~ralistes en Australie, 
mots-clefs attribu~s par les chercheurs eux-m~mes dans le cadre du r~f~rencement universitaire belge, ou encore les 
subventions publiques tl la recherche au Canada), les auteurs d~taillent l’in~gale institutionnalisation de l’histoire 
culturelle, bien avanc~e en Grande-Bretagne et au Canada, marginale en Australie et en Belgique. Dans les deux 

premiers pays, le succ6s de l’histoire culturelle est tel que la sp~cialit~ court le risque de la dilution et des effets de mode ; 
dans les deux derniers, ses partisans doivent encore batailler pour obtenir une reconnaissance et les moyens qui 
l’accompagnent. De fa~on g~n~rale, on peut s’interroger si l’essor de l’histoire culturelle correspond v~ritablement tl un 
renouvellement des th6mes et du questionnaire ou tl des positionnements acad~miques et ~ditoriaux. La focalisation de 
certains articles sur quelques macro-objets classiques tels que la Renaissance (Grande-Bretagne), la Seconde Guerre 

mondiale (Suisse, Belgique) ou la guerre civile (Espagne) permet de constater dans bien des cas une requalification de 
certaines probl~matiques de l’histoire sociale ou politique en histoire culturelle, sans que l’on sache toujours tr6s bien si 
le choix de ces exemples proc6de de leur importance r~elle dans le champ historiographique ou de la sp~cialit~ de 
l’auteur. 

On peut se poser le m~me type de question tl propos de la preponderance de l%poque moderne, qui apparalt centrale dans 
beaucoup de contributions; de l’histoire du livre et de l’imprim~, tr6s souvent cit~e comme domaine privil~gi~ de 
l’histoire culturelle ; de l’influence pr~t~e tl certaines ~coles, certains mod61es historiographiques (l%cole des Annales, qui 
domine l’histoire culturelle tl la franCaise dont Philippe Poirrier traite dans son article, les cultural studies dans leur 
version britannique, mais aussi, quoique dans une bien moindre mesure, la tradition germanique de l’histoire de l’art ou 
la New Cultural History am~ricaine) ; enfin, ~ l’intersection de ces diff~rents plans, de la preeminence de quelques grandes 
figures, en particulier de Roger Chattier, pr~sent~ par beaucoup d’auteurs comme la r~f~rence majeure de l’histoire 
culturelle dans le monde. Au-delh des apports propres de sa recherche, la reconnaissance mondiale dont Roger Chattier 
b~n~ficie tient aussi h ses comp~tences linguistiques et h des strategies ~ditoriales et universitaires qui ont fait connaitre 
son oeuvre sur plusieurs continents. Au-delh de ce cas individuel, l’intensit~ des transferts intellectuels d’une 
historiographic h une autre ne peut pas se penser ind@endamment d’une r~flexion sur les rapports de force entre 

langues et modules nationaux au sein de la communaut~ mondiale des historiens. L’exemple am~ricain est int~ressant, 
qui montre le r61e jou~ par des chercheurs situ~s h l’interface entre deux traditions nationales, en l’occurrence les 
historiens am~ricains travaillant sur la France, dans la f&ondation crois~e des recherches. 

L’intensit~ des transferts intellectuels doit ~galement compter avec la plus ou moins grande r~ceptivit~ des traditions 

nationales aux influences ext~rieures et avec les d~bats int~rieurs propres tl chaque contexte national, l’histoire culturelle 
a pu apparaltre, dans des pays ayant connu l’exp~rience de la dictature qui les coupa de la circulation internationale des 
idles, comme la voie privil~gi~e d’une reprise de contact: ainsi de la Roumanie ou de l’Espagne. Par ailleurs, 
l’importance du th6me de l’identit~ nationale et des identit~s communautaires ou r~gionales dans plusieurs pays tl forte 
r~alit~ multiculturelle et/ou multilinguistique apparalt avec force tl la lecture de certaines contributions, ainsi que l’enjeu 
politique que revSt, par ltl-mSme, l’histoire culturelle. Celle-ci apparalt beaucoup moins dispos~e qu’elle ne l%tait au 
XIXe si6cle tl attester la r~alit~ d’une construction nationale ; elle serait plut6t port~e tl << d~construire >> les mythologies 
unanimistes qui ont cours dans nombre de pays. I1 s’agit d’un renversement de perspective par rapport au XIXe si6cle et 
c’est l’un des plus int~ressants enseignements que l’on peut tirer de la lecture de ce recueil par ailleurs fort riche. 
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Jeremy Hayhoe, Enlightened Feudalism: Seigneurial Justice and ~llage Society in E@teenth-Century Northern Burgundy. 
Rochester, N.Y. and Woodbridge, Suffolk: University of Rochester Press, 2008. xii + 309 pp. Maps, figures, tables, 
notes, bibliography, and index. $80.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN 978-1-58046-271-6. 

Review by Jonathan Dewald, SUNY at Buffalo. 

Laws, law courts, and legal personnel hold a peculiar place in the historiography of the old regime. Social historians have 

long used the documents that legal conflict generated, as points of access to otherwise hidden aspects of early modern life; 
historians of violence, family relations, and economic exchanges have all had to immerse themselves in old regime judicial 
practices. The social and political lives of lawyers and judges have also attracted careful scrutiny, appropriately so given 
their prominence in most French cities. But the daily workings of the regime’s jurisprudence are far less well known, 
partly because in this respect 1789 constituted so decisive a break: students of Anglo-Saxon law need a clear 

understanding of the early modern period because its laws and decisions still affect us, but old regime justice retah~s only 
faint relevance to contemporary practice. Hence our conventional wisdom on the subject rests mainly on a handful of 
examples and on the (often interested) comments of contemporaries. We know little about who went to law and what 
happened when they did; we don’t know much about judicial standards, either intellectual or ethical; we don’t know how 
most old regime lawyers made a livh~g, given their high numbers and the low fees that they charged; we don’t even know 

the exact number of bailliages, the most important courts in the system. 

Over the last decade or so, however, a series of important studies have begun to explore the quotidian workings of old 

regime justice, providing some idea of what the system meant for ordinary people.[1] Answering questions of this kind, 
of course, requires confronting a series of technical issues, and has usually required a narrow focus on specific regions and 
institutions. Partly for that reason, the implications of this burst of legal history will probably take some time to work 
their way into our more general understandings of the old regime. But as Jeremy Hayhoe’s fine new book makes clear, 
understanding its legal system is in fact essential to understanding the old regime and its eventual overthrow 

Hayhoe examines one of the most widely criticized components of the old regime’s judicial system, the seigneurial courts- 
-law courts that belonged to estate owners and had the double charge of defending their owners’ property rights and 
settling their inhabitants’ minor crimes and litigation. Like most other recent examples of legal history, this is a regional 
study, focused on northern Burgundy. The example is of particular interest because Burgundian lordship was among the 
most burdensome in France. Lordships there took a heavy share of peasant revenues, and serfdom still remained a 
significant reality in the eighteenth century. This geographical focus gives particular force to Hayhoe’s principal 
conclusion: over the eighteenth century, he finds, these feudal institutions were both effective and well-liked, providing 
rustics with cheap and competent justice. Well-trained legal professionals ran seigneurial courts, and villagers of all 
social classes showed up regularly in them, often with professional counsel. 

They did so partly because judicial intervention was required for such inevitable occurrences as dividing inheritances and 
selecting guardians for orphans--partly because they expected fast and sensible decisions, and partly because they felt 
comfortable about using the formalities of the law against their neighbors. Scholars have been too ready to stress 



peasants’ anxiety in the face of legal learning and the urban culture that went with it, Hayhoe argues. Peasants used the 
tools that the law offered them as well as anyone else; in fact village life required that they do so. Continually 

exchanging goods, services, and loans with their neighbors, their property rights constantly threatened by encroachment, 
villagers could not afford to imagine that they lived in a "moral economy" governed only by traditional values, informally 
enforced; readiness to litigate was a precondition for communal life, not its enemy. 

Hence going to law in these villages was probably less traumatic than in our own society, for judicial institutions were 

both cheaper and more familiar, the site of much ordinary business as well as of extraordinary conflicts. In this respect, 
Hayhoe finds, the 1Revolution did not favor villagers’ interests, and their nineteenth-century descendants were much less 
likely to make use of the courts that the 1Revolution established. Only in one respect was seigneurial justice less than 
satisfactory. Lords expected their judges to defend the seigneurie and its dues, and where these were concerned villagers 

could not expect impartiality. Some complaints about this seigneurial bias showed up in the cahiers de doldances of 1789, 

but for the most part these documents expressed satisfaction with how the institution worked. Burgundian villagers (the 

cahiers indicate) hoped for many changes in 1789, but the abolition of seigneurial justice was not one of them. 

These conclusions rest on research that impresses for both its scope and its ingenuity. Hayhoe starts with two samples ot 
cases, from the 1750s and 1780s, most of them civil litigation, amounth~g in all to about 6,ooo examples. These are 

difficult materials to use, and Hayhoe does an admirable job with them; simply to understand what happened in a given 
case is no easy matter, often requiring the collation of at least two sets of court documents. He has turned as well to tax 
rolls in order to establish the sociological profile of his litigants, and the book concludes with a remarkable analysis of the 

region’s cahiers de doldances, to establish the institution’s popularity. Most of these materials lend themselves to 
quantitative analysis, and Hayhoe offers plenty of tabulations of what he has found. At the same time, he brings a suitable 
degree of skepticism to these quantitative results. 

Based on such extensive archival research, the book is altogether persuasive as a depiction of one region at one time, the 

middle and latter years of the eighteenth century. One’s questions, inevitably, concern the problem of typicality: to what 
extent are these findings to be extended to other regions and to the old regime as a whole? Anthony Crubaugh, for 
instance, makes exactly opposite claims about seigneurial justice in Aunis and Saintonge in the late eighteenth century, 
finding that it was slow, expensive, and corrupt. ~ Hayhoe is alert to the problem of regional difference and fair-minded 
in responding to it, yet Burgundy remains an awkward example on which to base larger assessments of old regime 

seigneurial justice. The very onerousness of Burgundian seigneurialism meant that lords there had a stronger interest in 
maintaining their private justices than lords elsewhere. Lordship remained vital to estate management, and lords were 
therefore willing to pay for competent seigneurial officials. In other provinces, the battle to preserve the seigneurial 
economy had already been lost by the 175os, and seigneurial justice was a mere drain on the lords’ income; estate owners 
happily let royal judges take over business that had once gone to their own courts. 

Parallel questions arise about Hayhoe’s choice of time-frame. His focus on the second half of the eighteenth century 
certainly helps in understanding the background to the 1Revolution, but it also hides from view conflicts and changes over 
the longer course of the old regime. Elsewhere, seigneurial justice decayed with particular speed in the later seventeenth 
and early eighteenth centuries, then functioned at a roughly steady level after 17130; and Louis XIV’s investigations led 

harassed estate owners to relinquish many of their real powers.~ From this longer chronological perspective, there is 
perhaps more substance than Hayhoe allows in the view (first articulated by Alexis de Tocqueville) that essential 
conflicts set royal and seigneurial justice against each other. 

Eventually, the study of old regime justice will thus need to move beyond regional investigations and beyond the 

eighteenth century. But Hayhoe’s book provides a model for these future investigations, both in its careful analysis ot 
complex topics and in its sensitivity to larger contexts. Understanding the institutions through which the old regime 
dispensed justice, Hayhoe demonstrates, is an essential step in assessing the justness of Old 1Regime society as a whole-- 
and in assessing the 1Revolution that ended it. 

NOTES 
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Andrew H. Clark, Diderot’s Part. Aldershot and Burlington: Ashgate Publishing, ~008. ix + ~05 pp. Figures, notes, 
bibliography and index. $99.95 U.S., £ 55.00 (el). ISBN 978-0-754~6-54~38-4~. 

Review by Jay L. Caplan, Amherst College. 

The vast and heterogeneous body of work produced by the encyclopedist Denis Diderot seems to elude all forms ot 

systematic or synthetic presentation. His oeuvre straddles the borders of fields as diverse as philosophy, physiology, 
aesthetics, art criticism, music theory, poetic theory and (what one can anachronistically call) literature, as well as genres 
as varied as the philosophical dialogue, the novel, the short story, and the "serious" drama (that Diderot invented and 
theorized), while simultaneously questioning, if not blurring, the boundaries of all these fields and genres. Andrew 

Clark’s brilliant and wide-ranging study constitutes one of the most successful attempts at "framing" Diderot’s 
prodigiously broad, diverse and visibly contradictory production. 

In Diderot’s Part Clark argues that Diderot was primarily concerned with working out the relationship between part and 

whole. By "part" he means both (1) a portion or essential element of a whole (bee to swarm, organ to body, word to 

phrase, dissonant chord to harmonic progression, article to encyclopedia, and individual citizen to body politic) and (2) a 

portion assigned or given (as in a play or musical score): both relatively autonomous parts that interact with 

continuously changing wholes and characters in a theatrical presentation, the score for a particular voice or instrument or 

any of the voices or instruments in a concerted piece. This notion of the part as both a moving object and an element of a 

performance leads the author to begin his study with an examination of Le Fils naturel (1757) and the appended Prdface 

and Entretiens, a set of works that is at once a theatrical production, a literary work, and a text on dramatic theory. Clark 

means to show that because all of Diderot’s texts display a similar heterogeneity, they cannot be identified with any 

consistent point of view (materialism, vitalism, rationalism, bourgeois ideology, etc.). He contends that Le Fils naturel 

exemplifies Diderot’s preoccupation with continual reconstitution of a changing whole, composed in this case of the play 

enacted on the stage, the spectator’s involvement with the play, and its proposed annual reenactment. The author uses 

Deleuze’s anti-Platonic view of difference and repetition to argue that as the "parts" (divisions, actors, roles, etc.) of Le 

Fils naturel impinge upon each other, no one part (such as the father or the tableau) ever arrests the movement long 

enough to lend more than a temporary identity to the entire set. [1] 

Chapter One ("Autonomous Fibers and Secreting Organs") examines the relationship between part and whole in 

Diderot’s scientific thought, while establishing suggestive relationships between these works and the philosophds aesthetic 

doctrines. For example, after remarking that physiological experiments conducted by scientists such as Albrecht yon 

Haller (1708-1777) and Th~ophile de Bordeu (1722-1776) led Diderot to conceive of muscles, glands and organs as 

endowed with a certain degree of autonomy with respect to the organism as a dynamic whole, Clark makes an apt 

connection between this position and Diderot’s negative judgment of Boucher’s Le Triomphe de Udnus (1740). Its parts are 

not sufficiently delineated: "What [Diderot] dislikes in Boucher is the representation of a continuity in which transitions 

are highly visible, blurring difference." (p. 45) He also notes that in the eighteenth century the emerging discourses of 

physiology and aesthetics were both concerned with accounting for the ways in which sensations were aroused and 

received by the observer, and with the extent to which reception was conditioned by objective or subjective factors. In 



his discussions of Diderot’s place in contemporary debates on sensibility and irritability, the relative autonomy of muscle 
fibers, organicism and secretion, Andrew Clark not only displays an admirable mastery of the technical issues, but also an 

ability to relate them to broader aesthetic, philosophical, and even political questions. Thus he concludes Chapter One by 
suggesting that "Diderot creates a poetics of physiology: a poetics that [...] seeks to give new life to forms, and new 
forms to life, and it understands continuity and communication between the part and the whole.., as a result of the 
assemblage, negotiation, and, at times, subordination of autonomous (discontinuous) individual entities." (p. 84) 

Chapter Two concentrates on the importance of borrowing and reconfiguration in Diderot’s poetics. Clark approaches 

the subject through a re-evaluation of Diderot’s first published work, a translation of the earl of Shaftesbury’s (1671- 

1713) Inquiry Concerning Uirtue, or Merit (authorized edition, 1711). He shows how the translation illustrates Diderot’s 

practice of writing as rewriting, that is, a process whereby the embracing of the other "text" (writing, object, person) 

changes it and affects one’s own. Diderot refashions Shaftesbury’s ideas of order, natural virtue, social communication, 

and enthusiasm, just as the latter’s ideas contribute to the formulation of his own views. In the central portion of this 

chapter, Clark describes how Diderot’s resistance to Shaftesbury’s conception of order as a hierarchical regime in which 

the parts are subordinated to the whole leads him to imagine a constantly changing "poetic order" on the model of Jacques 

lefataliste et son maitre (1773), where everything is at once completely determined and absolutely free. Chapter Three 

("The Figure of Dissonance") contains what is perhaps the most original part of this book. Here, Clark’s thorough 

Pa~owledge of the cultural context and his understanding of contemporary theoretical debates on melody, harmony and 

dissonance enable him to show the many ways in which the metaphor of dissonance helps Diderot to rethink a wide 

variety of epistemological and aesthetic concerns. Clark’s attentive reading of the Lemons de clavecin etprincipes d’harmonie 

at dialogues (1770), a pedagogical text to which Diderot scholars have paid relatively little attention, provides him with an 

original and persuasive way of approaching some of the most familiar Diderot texts (La Religieuse [1760], in which 

Suzanne functions as a figure of irresolvable dissonance; Le R~ve de d’Alembert (1769), which he reads as "a series of 

dissonances [...] that encourage greater understanding of a more complex, opening whole; and Le Neveu de Rameau 

(1760-1777), where dissonance can be shown to be a musical, poetic and physiological figure). 

It is not always easy to make one’s way through this provocative and thoroughly-researched book. In the end, however, 

the reader’s efforts are richly rewarded. Andrew Clark evinces a profound understanding of Diderot’s thought in its 
h~tellectual context, and his scholarship is impeccable. Diderot’s Part does not avoid the temptation of conceiving of 
Diderot’s prodigiously diverse work as a self-identical whole, but it gives that work a much more subtle and complex 

identity than is usually proposed. 

NOTES 

[1] Oilles Deleuze, Di~rence and Repetition, translated by Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994). 
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H-France Reviews: Chaudhury on Strayer, SUFFERING SAINTS: JANSENISTS AND 

CONVULSIONNAIRES IN FRANCE, 1640-1799 

This review may be found on the H-France website at: ~://www.h-fi’ance.net/vol loreviews/volso~~oDchaad}mr~~. 

H-France Review Vol. 10 (January 2010), No. 3 

Brian E. Strayer, SujT~ring Saints: Jansenists and Convulsionnaires in France, 1640-1799. 

Academic Press, 2008. xii + 424. Notes. $95.00 U.S. (cl). ISBN: 978-1-84519-245-7. 

Review by Mita Chaudhury, Vassar College. 

Brighton, Portland: Sussex 

Over the last three decades, historians on both sides of the Atlantic have reaffirmed the centrality of Jansenism to 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French history. Not only were the adherents of this Augustinian theology and way 

of life an almost constant irritant to Louis XIV and Louis XV, but in the name of conscience they also established 
important new forms of political resistance in their defiance of papacy, episcopacy, and monarchy. By the mid-eighteenth 
century, proponents of the Jansenist cause arguably had laid the foundation for some of the key ideals associated with the 
French Revolution, through their insistence on "ecclesiastical democracy" (p. 3). Culturally, the world of Port-Royal, the 
heart of Jansenism even after its destruction in 1709, created a space for creative and independent thinking for both 

women and men. Moreover, in the eighteenth century the Jansenist periodical the Nouvelles Eccldsiastiques, polemical 
writings, and even the notorious convulsionary movement helped politicize non-elites. Nonetheless, when asked about 

Jansenism’s influence in early modern France, students and non-specialists either offer "blank stares" or noncommittal 
answers suggesting vague familiarity or outright ignorance (p. viii). In this ambitious volume SuJ~ring Saints, Brian 
Strayer seeks to rectify this state of affairs by offering an English-language survey of seventeenth- and eighteenth- 

century French Jansenism, more comprehensive than that of William Doyle’s Jansenism (2000) and along the lines of 
French publications such as those written by Louis Cognet, Ren~ Tavenaux, and Fran~oise Hildesheimer.[1] 

Unlike Doyle’s volume which succinctly covers Jansenism’s influence on politics, Strayer also attempts to integrate the 
social, material, and cultural elements of the movement and place Jansenism in the larger context of early modern French 
history. The end result is a lengthy, synthetic study combining recent scholarship on Jansenist topics, published sources, 
and archival material from the Biblioth6que de l’Arsenal and most notably, the Biblioth6que de l’Histoire du 
Protestantisme. (The absence of material from the Biblioth6que de la Soci~t~ de Port-Royal is somewhat surprising.) 
Strayer’s goal in covering this vast area of material is to reach a wide audience including students new to the subject, 
teachers and specialists. In order to demonstrate "how these sufferh~g saints were people, not cardboard saints," (p. 294) 
Strayer blends biography, narrative, and analysis, offering "breadth over depth" (p. ix). 

Suffering Saints begins with two chapters addressing the central questions, "who were the Jansenists" and "what was 
Jansenism?" In an effort to give readers some faces of who these Jansenists were, Strayer provides small biographies of 
fourteen figures central to the history of seventeenth-century Jansenism. This brief reference guide does indeed, alert 
the reader to the key individuals and untangle their ideas and roles in shaping the Jansenist controversies, although it 

does create a certain amount of repetition in subsequent chapters. Personalities include theologians such as Jansenius 
and the abb~ Saint-Cyran whose ideas would shape the careers and lives of men like Antoine Arnauld and Blaise Pascal. 
What is striking is the absence of prominent women in this list, including Ang~lique Arnauld, Jacqueline Pascal, and 
Madame Marguerite de Joncoux, even as Henri Arnauld is given two paragraphs. Given that Strayer agrees with other 
historians regarding the importance of women to the Jansenist movement, this omission or inconsistency, perhaps 



inadvertent, marginalizes them. Ang~lique Arnauld and Jacqueline Pascal are certainly featured in the lengthy chapters 
on Port-Royal, but Strayer introduces them within the context of the institution and not as individuals. 

Strayer places Jansenist theology firmly within the Catholic Reformation. Theologians such as Michel Baius and 
Cornelius Jansen highlighted Augustine’s notion of the corrupt nature of humanity and the importance of God’s 
efficacious grace in predetermining salvation which also served as an indictment of the Catholic Church’s worldliness. 
Although the Council of Trent did not repudiate Augustine’s teachings, such positions put Augustinian Catholics at odds 

with those who took a more humanist approach to salvation, such as the Jesuits. Not only did the Jesuits favor free will 
over predeterminism, but the Jansenists saw them us corrupting the purity of Christianity with their willingness to 
comprise, to introduce innovation, as well as their use of casuistry. The theological differences were compounded by 
social and political differences. Detesting the Jesuits’ hierarchical organization and their closeness to monarchs, 

Jansenists accused the Jesuits of embracing "a spirit of domination" and desiring nothing less than to take over the 
world. 

The Jesuits’ greatest ammunition against the Jansenists was to link them to Calvinists, and Strayer does an excellent job 
outlining the similarities and differences between Jansenism and French Calvinism. The two groups held a vision of the 

primitive church that demanded greater commitment from the individual and placed greater authority in the 
congregation of the Church as opposed to the hierarchy exemplified by bishops and popes. Both Jansenists and Calvinists 
benefited from the explosion of print culture, and both energetically used vernacular print to attack their enemies and to 
defend themselves. Beyond these parallels, there were some actual social connections. For example, the grandfather of 
the great Antoine Arnauld and M6re Ang~lique Arnauld of Port-Royal had converted to Calvinism only to reconvert in 
the aftermath of the St. Bartholomew’s massacre in 157~. However, Jansenists insisted on remaining within the Catholic 
Church, seeing themselves as true Catholics, and thus were judged not as "heretics" but as "schismatics" (p. 17). 

Strayer provides an in-depth narrative of Port-Royal’s history chronicling its "sunrise" and "sunset." During the 
seventeenth century, the convent came to embody the elements that defined Jansenism: the embracing of Augustinian 

"truth" or efficacious grace, the almost single minded efforts to lead a saintly life, political conflict with authority, and 
resistance to that authority. As Alexander Sedgwick’s work has shown, the Arnauld family was the backbone of the 
convent. [~] Strayer offers some lively anecdotes of the Arnauld family including a portrait of the abbess Ang~lique, n~e 
Jacqueline, Arnauld whose spiritual devotion and fierce desire to reform was so deeply admired by many of her 
contemporaries. This discussion is supplemented by illustrations of life in Port-Royal that are now housed in 
Biblioth6que de l’Histoire du Protestantisme. 

Although many admirers, such as Madame de S~vign~, regarded Port-Royal as a paradise populated with human saints, 

the Bourbon monarchs regarded it as a nest of potential frondeurs, not in the least because of their association with 
Cardinal Retz. Louis XIV despised Jansenism as an offense to his monarchical dignity with its "republican" ethos and the 
willingness of adherents to dissent from Church and State orthodoxy. During the course of his reign, Louis XIV worked 
to stamp out this subversive community by interfering with its elections, shutting its doors to new entrants, and of 
course working to get the papacy to issue bulls outlawing Jansenist theology. 

Despite exile, imprisonment, papal bulls, and royal threats, the Jansenist movement persisted and, at times, even thrived 

during the seventeenth century. No doubt powerful supporters from the noblesse d’dpde and the royal family, including 

Anne of Austria, helped the cause. And in 1656, a miracle saved the convent from persecution when a thorn purportedly 

from Christ’s crown of thorns, Port-Royal’s most valuable relic, cured a young pensioner’s eyes. More importantly, 

Jansenists perfected their ability to take their case before the public through print, as exemplified by Pascal’s trenchant 

and popular t~rovincial Letters. The Port-Royal nuns often deployed the traits commonly associated with women-- 

weakness, ignorance, submissivness--to resist monarchical browbeating, few, like Jacqueline Pascal, did not hesitate to 

make their grievances public.[3] Such tactics and events often stayed the hand of the Crown. And however determined 

Louis XIV was to eradicate Jansenism, he did not always receive complete compliance from the parlements, the Sorbonne, 

and even popes, such as Clement IX, who were not always willing to risk schism for the sake of the king. Nevertheless, 

at the end of his realm, Louis XIV appeared to have succeeded when Clement XI finally issued Unigenitus in 1713. 

As historians of the eighteenth century now well l~ow, the bull would create a host of new problems without resolving 

preexisting tensions.j4] Instead of eradicating Jansenism, the promulgation of Unigenitus precipitated bitter debates 
over the next five decades over the nature of the Catholic Church in France with respect to its organization, relations 
between clergy and laity, and papal authority. Led by recusant bishops, including the archbishop of Paris Cardinal 

Noailles, members of the clergy declared themselves as a/~/~elants who wished to appeal the bull before a church council; 
although only three percent would openly oppose Unigenitus, the influence of these clerics would be far reaching. In 
addition to this active voice of dissent within the clergy, the Crown also had to face growing parlementary resistance to 



unequivocal acceptance of the bull. Through the appel cornme d’abus, opponents of Unigenitus were able to use secular 
courts to protest against ecclesiastical judgments and individuals that were too ultramontane. Much of this political 
narrative concerning the 1730s and the 1750s, during the refusal of sacraments crisis, may be found elsewhere in 
accounts by Van Kley, Maire, and Doyle. 

Strayer enhances the story of Jansenism’s increased politicization with a sustained discussion of the movement’s 
diffusion. He provides his reader with statistical data regarding the policing and imprisonment of Jansenists during the 
reigns of Louis XIV and Louis XIV, and includes anecdotal material on obscure figures associated with the 

convulsionnaires as well as the Jansenist periodical Nouvelles Eccldsiastiques. Until the early 1730s, censors were kept busy 
with the proliferation of publications that condelm~ed the bull. The most influential work was of course, the Nouvelles 

Eccldsiastiques which began in 1728 and survived until 1803. It possessed a complex organization where the anonymity of 
all involved, authors, printers, booksellers, was maintained within the organization as well as kept secret from 
authorities. Significantly, the journal enjoyed a national readership, an unusual feat for an underground paper of this era, 

and its competitive prices made it accessible to groups beyond elites such as shopkeepers and artisans. The Nouvelles kept 

readers abreast not only of all the political events surrounding Unigenitus but also the plight of the hundreds of 
individuals suspected of Jansenism. More importantly, the periodical carried on a relentless attack on the enemies of la 

Udritd, notably the Jesuits. These attacks were buttressed by satirical political pamphlets such as the "sarcelades" 
produced by Nicolas Jouin, which railed against the ultramontane clergy in rough dialect. [5] 

The most spectacular example of such popularization remains the convulsionary movement of the 1730s that signified the 
"’democratization’" of Jansenism.[6] Initially, followers in the late 172os claimed either to be witnesses or the 
beneficiaries of miracles generated around the tomb of the revered Jansenist deacon Francois Pfiris. By the summer of 
1731, the movement transformed into a spectacle featuring bodies wracked with spasms and screams; certain groups 

engaged in the sado-masochistic secours (aids or assistances) in which participants did violence to themselves and one 
another, and went so far to enact the crucifixion in the grand secours. Thus, "the movement degenerated from miracle 

working to masochism, from spiritual entertainment to social eroticism" (p. 257). The convulsionary movement not only 
introduced an entirely different dimension to Jansenism but also involved a population separate from the legal and 
religious world of Jansenist elites as members of the lower orders and particularly women dominated the scene. Indeed, 
Strayer’s analysis of the police records from the Archives de la Bastille indicate that 9o percent of individuals arrested for 
participation in convulsionary activity were women mainly from the Third Estate. The radical movement as a whole 

burned out quickly by 1730 with small underground cells persisting into the 1780s, but in the long run, it created 
divisions within the larger Jansenist movement between defenders and detractors of the convulsionaries. 

It is somewhat unfortunate that Strayer chose to examine the convulsionary movement in two chapters distinct from the 
larger discussion of Jansenism. His organization is grounded in the contention that this separation was necessary given 

the divide between Jansenists and convulsionists. Nevertheless, in this writer’s opinion, Strayer’s decision undermines 
one the strengths of the books--the inclusion of details on the spread of Jansenism with close attention to demographics 
and the dissemination of printed material. Strayer thus misses the opportunity to query the division between popular or 
"proletariat" Jansenism and the "purer" Jansenism of Port-Royal as well as the distinction between "religious" and 
"political" Jansenism, distinctions made by contemporaries in the 1730s and indeed, to some extent maintained by many 

historians today. 

The details found in Suffering Saints convey the complexity of the Jansenism and bring to life the people and passions of 
the movement. Nevertheless, the book’s effort to be comprehensive, if not exhaustive, can potentially lose one of 
Strayer’s target audiences--"readers unfamiliar with the persons, places, and events in the history of French 
Jansenism" (p. viii). In his introduction, Strayer sets up twelve major themes, far too many to serve as a useful 
organizational structure for the reader. Moreover, problems with organization create a tendency toward repetition such 
as multiple recountings of the "Miracle of the Thorn." In addition, there are a number of inaccuracies, such as references 

to Louis XIV as Philippe duc d’Orl~ans’ grandfather, to Mme. de Grignon as Mme. de S~vign~’s friend and not daughter, 
and typos such as "Maupeau." Despite these flaws, Suffering Saints is an heroic effort and will lead historians to think 
more about ways in which the story of French Jansenism might be tailored for larger audiences. 

NOTES 
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St Andrews Studies in French History and Culture 

The Centre for French History and Culture of the University of St Andrews, together with the Institute on 
Napoleon and the French Revolution at Florida State University and the University of London Institute in Paris, 
is pleased to announce the launch of a new publication series for French history. 

The history and historical culture of the French-speaking world is a major field of interest among English- 
speaking scholars. The purpose of this series is to publish a range of shorter monographs and studies, between 
25,000 and 50,000 words long, which illuminate the history of this community of peoples between the end of 
the Middle Ages and the late twentieth century. This series of midigraphs covers the full span of historical 
themes relating to France: from political history, through military/naval, diplomatic, religious, social, financial, 
cultural and intellectual history, art and architectural history, to literary culture. Titles in the series are 
rigorously peer-reviewed through the editorial board and external assessors, and are published as both e-books 
and paperbacks. 

The first title, now available, is: 
"The New enfant du si~cle: Joseph de Maistre as a Writer", edited by Carolina Armenteros and Richard A. 
Lebrun 
(St Andrews, 2010: ISBN 978-1-907548-00-0 [paperback]; ISBN 978-1-907548-01-7 [e-book]) 

Description of the first book: 
"Joseph de Maistre’s reputation as a writer is legendary. His style, unique and alive, moulded the French 
language anew. It sabotaged his attempts at anonymous publication and earned him, through the centuries, the 
praises of enemies and admirers. Yet the relationship between Maistre’s thought and writing remains ill-known. 
This collection is the first to examine how Maistre’s ideas - including his denunciation of the written word - 
intersected with his writing practices and personas. The essays disclose an author formed by duty and 
affectionate relationships, by the conventions of public combat, by an intense sense of history, and by the 
imperatives of Revolution." 
The book contains essays by Richard A. Lebrun, Pierre Glaudes, Benj amin Thurston and Carolina Armenteros. 

Published paperback copies will shortly be available in leading world libraries, and may be obtained through 
on-demand print from the Centre. 

E-book files may be consulted and downloaded through the webpage of the Centre for French History and 
Culture and through the Digital Research Repository of the University of St Andrews. 

The titles in this series are FREE, and libraries are warmly invited to establish an e-book link in their catalogue 
systems to this series. 

TO LINK YOUR WEBBROWSER OR YOUR UNIVERSITY LIBRARY TO THE SERIES AND ITS 
TITLES GO TO: 
~ :iTw~,w. st- an drew s. a~:. uk/hi sto~/fren ch c entrei~ub Iii c ati on s. shtm ~ 

Future publications for 2010-12 will include: 
David Bien’s study of the French army’s officer corps in the eighteenth century 
an essay collection on Geneva and the French Wars of Religion edited by Sara Barker 



Malcolm Walsby’ s edition of a sixteenth-century protestant pastor’ s j ournal 
Gavin Bowd’s study of General Paul Azan 
Carolina Armenteros’s study of women and aristocracy in the revolutionary age 

For further details on this series, and on how to publish in it, please contact the editor-in-chief, Dr Guy 
Rowlands, at the University of St Andrews: 

st-andrews.ac.uk 

Guy Rowlands, M.A. (Oxon.), D.Phil. (Oxon.), F.R.Hist.S., 
Director, Centre for French History and Culture 

~ /Twww,st-andrews,ac,ulc/histo~ifrenchcentrei 

School of History, 
University of St Andrews, 
St Katharine’s Lodge, 
The Scores, 
ST ANDREWS, 
Fife, KY16 9AL, 
SCOTLAND, 
UNITED KINGDOM 

The University of St Andrews is a charity registered in Scotland : No. SCO13532 
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H-France Review Vol. 10 (January 2010), No. 6 

Jeffrey Merrick and Suzanne Desan, eds. Family, Gender, and Law in Early Modern France. University Park: Penn State 
University Press, 2000. 272 pages. $55 (hb.) 078-0-27103-360-0. 

Review by Jennifer Heuer, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 

This excellent collection developed from a 2002 conference, "Law, Family, and State Organization in the Early Modern 

World," and from dialogues at subsequent conferences. Unlike many such volumes, it offers a remarkable coherence, and 

the essays have likely been considerably reworked from earlier incarnations. 

The title sums up the major themes of the volume: All of the essays examine the intersections of family, gender, and law 
hi seventeenth and, especially, eighteenth- century France. Jeffrey Merrick and Suzanne Desan open with an effective 
hitroduction. They trace changing methodologies for analyzing the history of European families and the challenges and 
opportunities provided by thinking about family together with gender and law. The rest of the book is structured by 
articles moving from marriage negotiations and relations within marriage to studies of the breakdown of marriage, and 

finally, to legal issues around parenthood, especially guardianship and bastardy. Unusually for a collection that seems to 
be aimed at an academic as well as a textbook market, each chapter ends with a short document or set of documents 
relevant to the author’s material. 

The first substantive essay is by Desan, "Making and Breaking Marriage: An Overview of Old Regime Marriage as a 

Social Practice." It fulfills Desan’s goal of providing an outline of both marriage alliances and separations. It also 

provides the reader with a useful context for the case studies that follow in the volume. Desan illuminates eighteenth- 

century law in general, explaining the broad differences between property regimes in southern France (and to some 

extent in Normandy) and those in the northern and western parts of the country. 

Dena Goodman then looks at two propertied couples. She shows that Bernard de Bonnard and Sophie Sylvestre married 

primarily for financial reasons, but developed a loving relationship, while Jean-Marie Roland and Manon Phlipon wed 

despite familial opposition, but did not have a happy marriage. Goodman’s point in contrasting these two couples is to 

draw our attention away from the Enlightenment campaign for free marital choice to dynamics within marriage. She 

claims that for eighteenth-century women, "marital happiness depended not on the free choice of a partner, but on 

accepting one’s subordination to one’s partner, no matter how chosen or by whom." (p. 37) 

In the next essay, Clare Crowston questions the subordination of married women, at least in certain contexts. More 
precisely, she asks a provocative and innovative question. Given the legal control husbands enjoyed over family property, 

why did contemporaries fear that wives would drive families into bankruptcy? Her answer is trade credit. While a 
married woman technically required her husband’s written authorization to take on debt, she could effectively act as 
independent agent in daily transactions. Crowston argues that women’s trade credit helped fuel the consumer revolution 
of the late eighteenth century, in turn, changing patterns of consumption reshaped the importance of such credit. To 
elucidate her argument, she turns to the fashion merchant Rose Bertin. Bertin ran a prosperous business that involved 



both extending credit and taking on debt herself. Her affairs went downhill with the Revolution, and her heirs spent 

years trying to reclaim money they were allegedly owed. Crowston uses these lawsuits to show that even when specific 

transactions were contested, the validity of debts assumed by women was unquestioned. She concludes with 

precautionary tales against excessive use of women’s credit and consumption from Mme de Genlis. 

Julie Hardwick and Jeffrey Merrick bring us to marital conflicts and separations. Hardwick bases her analysis on one 

hundred and fifty suits for marital separation in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Nantes. Her concern is less with 

the plaintiffs in these trials than with witnesses. Part of her argument is methodological. She contends that witnesses 

should be seen as "litigation communities" that both addressed issues specific to a case and articulated larger grassroots 

assumptions about family, state, and the nature of gendered authority. Specifically, she examines the social diversity of 

witnesses and the logistics of witnessing in the period, noting that in contrast to many other countries, "French women 

of every age, marital status, and rank were credible, critical members" of litigation communities (p. 126). She also 

contrasts elite understandings of marital authority to the more popular vision expressed in these testimonies, in which 

men earned their privileges as heads of household through their actions and behavior. 

Jeffrey Merrick also focuses on suits for marital separation, but on a particular case, that of Agla~ Langeac vs. the 

marquis de Chambonas in 1775. Because of the couple’s social prominence and the notoriety that had surrounded Agla~’s 

mother, Mme Sabatine, their dispute was a cause cdl~bre. Langeac accused her husband of having mistreated her cruelly, 

describing sexual and financial misconduct; he riposted with accusations of insolence and adultery. Merrick argues that 

the marquise lost her case because she violated gender norms by claiming independence. In the distinctive context of the 

first year of Louis XVI’s reign, when family values were celebrated, such claims were particularly damning. While Sarah 

Maza argued that sensational courtroom literature contributed to the birth of public opinion judging aristocracy and 

monarchy, Merrick reverses this to suggest how contemporary attitudes towards power could affect individual families. 

The remaining two essays look at other aspects of family and law. In "Gender, Kin, and Guardianship in Early Modern 
Burgundy," Christopher Corley examines the institution of tutelle or guardianship. Like Hardwick, Corley focuses on a 

particular body of legal documents, in his case, guardianship cases in Dijon from 1580 to 1780. He also contends that 
analysis of early modern gender and family relations should not be limited to the household. While Hardwick uses family 
law to explore the roles of witnesses, Corley uses it to show the importance of kin networks, especially maternal kin. He 
argues that "despite extensive legal changes that favored the patrilineal family, most families continued to empower 
women as guardians." (p. 185) Here, he claims that the Burgundian code is especially illuminating because it contained 

aspects of Roman and northern customary law. While sixteenth-century legal reformers attempted to limit women’s 
control within families, guardianship trials continued to favor widows. 

In the concluding essay, Matthew Gerber looks at the practice of buying legitimation through royal rescript, that is, 
purchasing letters of legitimation from the royal government. The use of such letters declined in the seventeenth 

century, but natural parents and their offspring revitalized the form during the eighteenth century, both in terms of 
numbers and increasing use of sentimental language. While Gerber presents a series of detailed graphs and charts 
analyzing his data, the essay is ultimately less ambitious than some of the others in the volume. He concludes by 
suggesting that such letters may have made thinkable revolutionary laws allowing illegitimate children to inherit from 
their parents, even if the influence of such letters was less important in 1793 

than was the pressing problem of child abandonment. 

The documents appended to individual essays often provide vivid snapshots of the period. Some relate more directly to 
an author’s argument than others. Desan, for example, concludes her essay by appending a 1757 letter from a man in the 
army assuring his wife that she has not been abandoned. The letter is intriguing, but only loosely connected to her 
analysis, which focuses more on the logistics of marriage and of legal separations than the reasons couples might remain 
together, or why in particular a man might seek to reassure his wife. However, all of the documents in the volume are 
well-chosen. Those looking at the collection for teaching purposes could use many of them to introduce students both to 
specific themes and to the range of possible sources in the period. 

Most of the articles focus on case studies, and as such, raise the question of whether their examples are representative of 

more general social relations or patterns. For example, Goodman’s juxtaposition of two couples is effective. But in 

several respects, her couples were atypical. For example, in both of her cases, the husband was roughly twice as old as his 

wife, while the average age of marriage in the eighteenth century was 27 to 28 for men and 25 to 26 for women. [2] The 

unusual age difference of her subjects may have intensified the experience of inequality withh~ the couple. 

Hardwick, Corley, and Gerber each focus on a corpus of one kind of legal source 



over a long period of time, respectively, suits for marital separation, guardianship hearings, and letters of legitimation. 
This choice allows the authors to look closely at the people involved with the trials and the language of the documents, 
and to track patterns with some precision. But it leaves other questions unanswered. While Hardwick explains how the 
specific conditions of lawsuits for separations affected who was called to witness and what they were asked in such trials, 
she does not fully address how litigation communities functioned in other kinds of conflicts. Other essays similarly leave 
one wondering about broader generalizations. How did guardianship work outside of Burgundy? How does the 
sentimental language in letters of legitimation compare to that used in other contemporary documents? 

The collection focuses on the ancien regime rather than the Revolution, thus increasing the coherence of the volume and 
avoiding the dangers of teleology all too frequent in studies of late eighteenth-century France. Nonetheless, several ot 
the authors touch on the political and social crises that led to the Revolution. Merrick provides a snapshot of tensions 

within elite society and the ways of critiquing both domestic and political disorder. While he briefly contrasts Langeac 
vs. Chambonas to another highly publicized lawsuit in the 1770s, it would also be revealing to compare it to subsequent 
conflicts. How much was this emphasis on "family values" specific to the beginning of Louis XVI’s reign? How much do 
these attitudes suggest longer-term patterns or developments? His claim that a woman’s alleged insolence and adultery 
sounded more serious to contemporaries than a husband’s alleged insolvency and brutality also makes an interesting 

contrast to Crowston’s discussion of women’s debt. Crowston takes on the question of gender and the Revolution most 
directly, contending that public debate over femhfine consumption should not only be seen as growing anxiety or 
hostility to elite women, but also as an indication of changing relations to credit. In this light, her claim that Genlis 
should be seen as offering a self-critique of reforming nobility is intriguing, raish~g the question of how to position other 
contemporary commentators. Crowston also suggests surprising continuities across the revolutionary caesura, pointing 
out that wives’ access to credit would not be challenged or limited during last decade of the eighteenth century or the 
first decades of the nineteenth. 

One cumulative effect of these essays is to call attention to potential sites of negotiation within a highly inegalitarian 
system. While Goodman emphasizes the subordination of married women, several of the other authors highlight the 

(circumscribed) ways h~ which women could exercise agency. Crowston focuses on women’s use of trade credit, 
Hardwick points to the importance of women as witnesses in trials, while Corley explores the role of widows as 
guardians. To some extent this is a question of sources and emphasis: Identifying exceptions within the context ot 
patriarchal law does not contradict accounts of the experience of constraints by women. However, calling attention to 
the functional limits of prescriptive regulations on gender also seems to be part of a more general trend in the field. Since 

the 1980s, scholarship on early-modern French law and gender has been marked by Sarah Hanley’s formulation of a 
"Family-State compact" in which she argued that French state power and that of patriarchal families expanded together 
from the sixteenth century onwards. [3] Her formulation remains potent. But a number of new books emphasize the 
limits of such power in practice, and most of these essays lead in that direction. [4] 

While most of the contributors address women and femininity, they also look at men. This is perhaps most explicit in 
Hardwick’s essay, where she explores the repertoire of masculinity, connecting public sociability to roles within the 
home. But it is a recurrent theme elsewhere in the volume, from Goodman’s discussion of courtship to Merrick’s analysis 
of masculinity, power, and scandal. The essays cumulatively expand and reframe our ideas about both femininity and 
masculinity in the period, especially in relation to marriage and fatherhood. 

Finally an article on the French colonial empire might have provided a useful addition and counterpoint to these essays. 
There is an increasing body of literature on the very themes of gender, family, and law within early modern French 
colonialism, from changing laws affecting interracial marriage in the Caribbean to the trans-Atlantic negotiations and 
complicated gender roles of metropolitan European families involved with colonial business. [5] Exploring such themes 

would not only illuminate to what extent contemporary legal structures and social attitudes applied outside the hexagon, 
but would also complicate our understanding of relations within the metropole. 

Overall, however, this is a rich, creative and timely collection. The contributors make clear that looking at the 

apparently narrow realm of family, law and gender can lead us to rethink many assumptions about old regime society. 

They also offer a series of analytical lenses and approaches that should be seriously considered even by those 

investigating very different periods and contexts. 
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NOTES 

[1] Sarah Maza, Private Lives" and Public" Air’airs: The Causes C~l~bres of Prerevolutionary France (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1993). 

[2] Francois Lebrun, La vie conjugale sous l’ancien rdgime (Paris: Armand Colin, 1993), 30. Phillipe Daumas, ed., Familles 
en rdvolution: Uie et changements familiales en Ile de France, changements et continuitds (1775-1825) (Rennes: Presses 

Universitaires de Rennes, 2003), 135, gives similar numbers, although he extends the age for men until 29. However, this 

was the age at first marriage; age differences were often different for subsequent marriages. Goodman does address 

marriage much more generally in her recent book, Becoming a l/Uoman in the Age of Letters (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 

Press, 2009). 

[3] Sarah Hanley, "Engendering the State: Family Formation and State Building in Early Modern France," French 

Historical Studies" 16, no. 1(1989): 4-27. 

[4] For example, on the basis of visual evidence, Geraldh~e Sheridan has suggested that trade practices and gender 

relations often changed little in practice despite increash~gly restrictive legislation on women’s ability to become 

apprentices or masters or to take on apprenticeships. Geraldine Sheridan, Louder Than I/Fords: l/Uays of Seeing l/Uomen 

I/Forkers in Eighteenth-Century France (Lubbock, TX: Texas Tech University Press, 2009). Similarly, based on her 

assessment of the opportunities for widows of guild masters, Janine Lanza argues for "the limitations of patriarchy in 

practice." Janine Lanza, Front I/Fives to l/Kidows in Early Modern Paris’: Gender, Economy, and Law (Aldershot, UK: 

Ashgate, 2007). 

[5] Among other works, see Jennifer Spear, "Colonial Intimacies: Legislating Sex in French Louisiana," l/Killiam ana 

Mary Quarterly 60, no. 1(2003): 75-98, John Garrigus, "Redrawing the Colour Line: Gender and the Social Construction 

of Race in Pre-Revolutionary Haiti," The Journal of Caribbean History 30, no. 1-2(1996): 29-38, Sue Peabody, "Ndgresse, 

Muldtrese, Citoyenne: Gender and Emancipation in the French Caribbean, 1650-1848," in Gender and Emancipation in the 

Atlantic" l/Uorld, ed. Diana Paton and Pamela Scully (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2005), 56-78, and 
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Rochelle" (Ph.D. thesis, University of Michigan, 2008). 
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Review by Patrick H. Hutton, University of Vermont. 

Alexander Nemeth has written a well-developed profile of the personality of the famous ~bhiloso~bhe, Francois-Marie 
Arouet, better known by his pen name Voltaire. Nemeth is a clhfical psychologist with a long-standing interest in 
Voltaire’s life and work. He brings the keen eye of an experienced practitioner to his readh~g on this topic, and he has 
produced a discerning psychological study. 

It takes some scholarly courage to revisit a philosopher as much studied as Voltaire. In his own day, he was the most 
lionized ~hiloso~he of the European Enlightenment, and sustained h~terest in his writings continues to this day. His short 

novel Candide (1759) has been a staple of French literature and humanities courses in American universities throughout 
the twentieth century. One might argue, however, that research on the meaning of Voltaire’s life work quickened during 
the late 195os, when Peter Gay advanced the provocative thesis that Voltaire was a hard-headed realist, earnest about his 
reformist projects but modest in his expectations about what might be accomplished in light of the problems of his day. 

Gay was taking issue with the highly influential interpretation proposed a generation before by Carl Becket, who had 
argued that Voltaire and his fellow ~hiloso~hes, while repudiating St. Augustine’s City of God, unwittingly and naively 

reconstructed it in an earthly design.~l~ In challenging Becket’s notion that the Enlightenment was a grand 
eschatological project, Gay introduced an element of controversy about Voltaire’s stance on prospects for progress in the 
late eighteenth century.~ Drawing forth a more conflicted Voltaire, troubled by the daunth~g problems of his age, 
Gay’s revisionism was a sign of his own times in light of the shipwreck of the idea of progress in the world wars of the 

first half of the twentieth century. During the 196os, a lively debate ensued about the meaning of Voltaire’s Candide, with 
scholars irreconcilably divided over optimistic and pessimistic readings of the novel. ~a~ 

Since the 1960s, scholarly interest in Voltaire has waned, perhaps because the reformist projects that mattered so much to 

him in the late eighteenth century no longer speak in a pressing way to the problems of our contemporary age. Then, too, 

so much good scholarship had been published on him that would-be Voltaire scholars may sense that there is little more 

to say about him. Definitive critical editions of Voltaire’s writings, together with a companion collection of commentary 

h~itially published by the Institut et Music Voltaire in Geneva, surpass �00 volumes.~¢~ Such codification is a sure sign 

of the margh~alization of a topic’s research interest, most interpretive issues having already been canvassed in 

excruciating detail. 

Nemeth nonetheless believes that he can offer a fresh perspective on Voltaire’s life and work. He notes that he was drawn 

to the study of Voltaire precisely because of the tensions in his behavior and their apparent contradictions. As a 

psychologist, he wondered whether he might resolve them in a coherent psychoanalytic interpretation. From a 

psychological vantage point, Voltaire displayed a mercurial temperament, suggesting that he was beset by inner demons 

that he was never able to quell and that handicapped his experience of life. Nemeth presents the extremes to which his 

behavior ran. He was a brilliant rationalist, but also highly emotional. Ordinarily well-mannered, he could fly into a rage 



when his ideas were challenged. He took up some celebrated cases of legal injustice in the name of the conscience of 
humanity. But his friendships were few, his love relationships far from satisfactory, and his personal behavior often 

erratic. He could be kind and charming, but at other times peevish, even gratuitously cruel. Despite all that has been 
written about him, Nemeth proposes, his personality remains an enigma. Voltaire is a puzzle waiting to be solved, and 
Nemeth has undertaken this biography in hope of shedding new light on Voltaire’s psychological makeup. 

Nemeth builds his narrative through a comprehensive analysis of Voltaire’s most significant personal relationships over 

the course of his life--with his parents, school teachers, friends, lovers, and patrons. Through his commentary on these 
personal interactions, Nemeth highlights the most poignant traumatic episodes in Voltaire’s inner life history, directing 
the reader’s attention to clues about the unconscious motivations that underlay the decisions he made along the way. 

Nemeth’s study might be characterized as a late example of the kind of popular psychobiography pioneered by Erik 
Erikson during the 196os. Erikson’s method was grounded in the ego-psychology of life-long personal growth. He 
concentrated on the psychology of adult life passages: for example, Martin Luther resolved an adolescent identity crisis in 
the courageous stand of his young adulthood; Mohandas Gandhi traversed the difficult passage of mid-life en route to 
becoming a leader of remarkable personal power. By comparison, Nemeth’s biography to me seems closer to Freud than 

to Erikson, indeed to Freud’s study of the psyche of Leonardo da Vinci, for he shares with Freud the belief that childhood 
trauma scores the psychic pathways an individual travels for the rest of his life. ~5~ Voltaire’s problems, Nemeth argues, 
stemmed from his unsatisfactory relationship with his parents. He had a loving mother who doted on him, and showed 
off his precocious intellect in her salon while he was only a child. But she died when he was only seven. Voltaire was left 
with a father who was conventional, morally rigid, boorish, and most importantly, emotionally distant from his son. All 

his life, Nemeth explains, Voltaire yearned for the love denied him in his primary family relationships. Like Leonardo, 
therefore, Voltaire took his childlike self as the object of his affections and became a lifelong narcissist fending off 
conscious awareness of his unfulfilled need for intimacy in his personal relationships. His restless, ceaseless activity as 
traveler, writer, and reformer was a defense mechanism against coming to terms with unresolved issues that troubled his 
soul. Voltaire may have been a genius, Nemeth allows, but he had no capacity for self analysis and so sought substitute 
satisfactions in an active public life. 

The indifference of the father to his son’s need for affection, Nemeth explains, incited his rebellion on many fronts. The 
young Voltaire spurned his father’s plan that he pursue a conventional career and pointedly turned his energies toward 
creative endeavor that could give expression to those qualities of mind his mother had recognized in him early on. He 

became a free-thinking, lavish-living libertine as a challenge to the Jansenist piety of his father. His celebrated status 
notwithstanding, the absence of love in his primary relationships left him with stunted emotional development that 
crippled him all his life. Nemeth argues that there was as well a social dimension to Voltaire’s inner conflicts. His mother 
was an elegant aristocrat, moving in refined circles of learning and the arts. His father was a dour bourgeois, 
commonplace in his tastes, trivial in his interests, and vulgar in his modes of self-expression. 

Nemeth further contends that Voltaire’s unresolved conflicts over his relationship with his parents explain his inability to 
establish satisfactory love relationships, even with his longtime mistress, Emilie du Chhtelet, with whom he lived in a 
rural idyll in the middle of his life. Wanting more from their intimate relationship, she married someone else in the end. 
Voltaire, Nemeth argues, was incapable of loving another human being deeply. His most significant erotic adventure was 

an incestuous relationship with his niece Marie-Louis Denis, who had little to recommend her in terms of beauty, talent, 
or intellectual interests, and who in the end stole and sold some of his writings. Nemeth suggests that he overlooked all 
of her foibles in a fantasy about who he wanted her to be. 

Voltaire’s relationships with male companions, Nemeth continues, were equally bizarre, again suggesting his diminished 

capacity for emotional connections. For the most part, he shunned close friendships, preferring pen pals. Where he did 
enter into personal friendships, he chose men who, like his female lovers, were not even remotely his equal. As a 
narcissist, he needed to play the father figure for those who were weak and in need of protection. 

Particularly perceptive is Nemeth’s account of Voltaire’s relationship with his patron Frederick the Great of Prussia, who 
invited him to take up residence as court philosopher in Potsdam. Nemeth attributes the mutual attraction to some shared 
personality traits. Emotionally they led parallel lives. Frederick, too, had a harsh father, who ridiculed his son’s love of 
literature. Frederick was thus torn between his duties as a tough-minded military leader and his tender-minded aesthetic 
sensibilities. He courted Voltaire by flattering him in their correspondence. Voltaire, the vain narcissist, was easily taken 
in and accepted Frederick’s offer. Voltaire had wanted to see in Frederick a philosopher-king but was soon unconifortable 

in the role of courtier. Their mutual admiration quickly dissolved, since Voltaire was obliged to share the limelight with 
other illustrious intellectuals that Frederick had called to take up residence in his palace. Voltaire could not tolerate any 
situation in which he did not shine, and left after only a few months. He took revenge on Frederick by publicly ridiculing 



the scientific ideas of Pierre-Louis de Maupertuis, his rival for Frederick’s intellectual affections. 

Nemeth points out that, as one so uncritically self-involved, Voltaire could be opportunistic in his quest for fame and 
fortune. Even his praiseworthy public crusades in the name of justice for Jean Calas, the Sirven family, and the Chevalier 
de La Barre, were in some measure self-serving in his need for public adulation. Success in the defense of these 
individuals brought him little personal satisfaction and suggests why he moved from one righteous cause to another. 
Voltaire may have been enormously effective as social critic, Nemeth concludes. But he was never a happy man. 

Nemeth’s psychobiography of a historical figure evinces the differences in perspective that psychologists and historians 
are likely to bring to bear on their subject matter. The role of clinical psychologists is therapeutic, and their need is to 
find solutions to the problems that trouble their patients. Historians, by contrast, may be more attuned to accepting the 

vagaries of human experience and to building interpretations that draw out their complexities. While appreciative of the 
insights gained from the many biographies of Voltaire that he has read, Nemeth believes that in scientific terms he has 
moved beyond them in his capacity to decode the conflicted elements in Voltaire’s unconscious mind and so to solve the 
problem of the nature of Voltaire’s personality. In musing on this proposition, however, one has to ask whether the 
pathology of Voltaire’s "tormented soul" is the essential foundation of our search for the meaning of his work. One 

wonders whether Voltaire would have written so creatively, prolifically, and with such intense energy had he suffered 
from fewer inner conflicts. 

Nemeth’s claim that he offers an alternative to all the scholarship that has gone before is certainly credible. Different 
disciplines may rely on different methods, interpret evidence differently, and reach different interpretative conclusions. 

His psychoanalytic study gives us a fresh perspective on Voltaire’s personality. But in closing he leads us into an 
intellectual stratosphere that goes beyond this claim. He follows up his study with two appendices in which he 
extrapolates from his specific findings on Voltaire to speculate generally about the way the cognitive sciences are taking 
scholarship to a level of interpretative understanding exceeding anything the humanities have accomplished. He refers to 
what he characterizes as the "splendid isolation of the humanities." Whereas scientists have broken down disciplinary 

barriers in mutually beneficial ways, he contends, humanists cling to discipline-specific methods, respecting long- 
standing barriers to interdisciplinary scholarly exchange. Humanists can offer insight into psychological problems, he 
maintains, but never resolution. He then offers a litany of the great writers of the Western tradition, from Plutarch to 
Camus, who merit our respect for their aesthetic accomplishments, but whose intuitions about the human personality 
cannot measure up to the standards of modern science. 

For researchers in French history, Nemeth’s "splendid isolation" observation is likely to be received as startling news. He 

seems unaware of the impact of Annales scholarship in opening history to interdisciplinary perspectives, or the turn 

French historians from political to social and cultural topics since the la6Os. More to the point, they have promoted a 

keen interest in historical psychology. The history of collective mentalities, the venue for so much cutting edge research 

in French historiography over the past half century, deals directly with habits of mind and conventions of thought on the 

boundary between biological and psychological responses to life experience. 

Historians, too, are likely to have reservations about Nemeth’s use of source material. He offers no references to Voltaire’s 
actual writings, though he does present quotations from them lifted from the biographical studies he has examined. From 

the standpoint of documentation, his study is constructed exclusively out of a survey of secondary sources dealing with 
Voltaire’s life history. Given his objective of providing a profile of personality, there is nothing wrong with this. His 
reading of the biographies of Voltaire is careful and comprehensive. But he cites them in his documentation without any 
evaluation of their bias or reliability as sources. One would expect that in interpreting a figure as much studied as 
Voltaire that a biographer would review and assess the main interpretive approaches in the secondary sources on which 

he relies. Instead, Nemeth references his sources without critical comment on their merit, as if they were of equivalent 
evidentiary value. Accordingly, Will and Ariel Durant get as much play as Peter Gay. Nor does he pay much attention to 
general studies of the culture of the times that might have provided a fuller context for his interpretation. The result is a 
biography that is clearly written and well-organized, but not all that original. His interpretation confirms what we 
already know about Voltaire rather than breaking new ground. 

Accordingly, Nemeth’s study comes to us as if out of the time warp in which psychobiography emerged during the 1960s. 

In his clarity and detail, his narrative is better than the prototypes written by Erikson and certainly Freud. It nonetheless 
suffers from the reductionism implicit in the genre as practiced during that era. The historians’ interest in psychology 
remains lively, a perspective that is here to stay. But the most original historians interested in this approach have long 

since moved into new territory, notably to consider issues of collective psychology in a broader historical context. This 
was true of Gay, who shared Nemeth’s interest in psychoanalytic technique and whose early work was devoted to 
Voltaire’s place in the Enlightenment. But Gay used his study of Voltaire as a springboard to his multi-volume 



investigation of the collective psychology of the bourgeoisie during the nineteenth century, producing a work of literary 

elegance and original findings based on extensive reading of primary sources from the era.[7] Others have pioneered 

new directions in non-psychoanalytic historical psychology.j8] 

My quarrel is not with psychoanalysis as historical method, for it need not be reductionist in interpretation. Nemeth’s 

study brought to mind a comparison with Lynn Hunt’s "family romance" of the French 1Revolution. Hunt canvassed late- 

eighteenth century French novels for insight into the psychodynamics of family relationships. Interestingly, she notes a 

recurrent theme in the family life of the old regime not unlike that attributed by Nemeth to Voltaire’s family: families 

diminished by the absence of caring fathers. It would take the French Revolution, Hunt argues, to restore psychological 

harmony to the emerging modern family in which fathers would be expected to play a guiding role in the upbringing of 

their children.[9~ Hunt’s interpretation leads one to ask: was the cultural imperative to play the role of"sensitive" father 

figure an invention of the revolutionary era? Hunt might allow that her interpretation is speculative. But it is 

enormously stimulating in opening an original perspective on family relationships at the end of the eighteenth century 

and the cultural consequences brought on by the political upheaval of the French Revolution. 

As for Nemeth’s argument that the cognitive sciences are now solving problems long unresolved in humanistic research, 

the issue is whether the scholars’ quest for truth favors certah~ty or wisdom. The two may be of different orders of 
understanding. The authors of the Western canon to whom Nemeth alludes in his concluding appendix pose questions 
that do not lend themselves to definitive answers, and historians are wont to revisit them in the exegetical task of 
drawing forth new meanings h~ light of changing issues that perplex their present circumstances. We read them as much 

for the questions they raise as for the answers they provide. This is true of Voltaire’s Candide, which poses in a 
demanding way the question of how to account for the unmerited suffering that plagues the human condition. Nemeth’s 
fine psychobiography of Voltaire’s character notwithstanding, controversies over the meaning of his life and work may 
yet present themselves in surprising ways. 
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It has been twenty years since a revolutionary wave swept across Europe, forming in the summer of 1989 in Poland and 

Hungary, cresting with the fall of the Berlin wall in November, and rolling east over the next two years, dissolvh~g the 

boundaries of the Eastern Bloc and the Soviet Union. Yet despite the grand symbolic gestures in Berlin, walls and 

boundaries have proliferated to an extraordinary extent in the last two decades, both politically and historiographically. 

True that 1989 coincided with the latest phase of globalization as an ever increasing flow of people, commodities, and 

h~formation across state boundaries, a shrinking and flattening of the world that we might expect to make boundaries less 

and less relevant. And Europeanization--that is, the political construction of Europe and European integration, 

especially after Maastricht--also seemed to reh~force the idea that the boundaries separating the member states of the 

European Union were to be effaced. Yet the counterevidence is overwhelming: political boundaries, alongside cultural 

and ethnic ones, have become more salient, and the world has become more "obsessed" (in the word of Michel Foucher) 

with boundaries and walls. Foucher claims that states have delimited or negotiated nearly 30,000 miles of political 

boundaries since 1989.[1] At the same time (literally), ethnic and national conflicts have exploded, beginning h~ the 

Balkans during the 1990s; "Fortress Europe" and a vast security and surveillance mechanism form a wall (albeit 

permeable) around Europe; and beyond Europe, there are more walls being built in the Age of Globalization, especially in 

the post 9/11 world, than ever before. These include the US-Mexican border, where the inequities of global capitalism 

are revealed; the Israeli walling off of Palestine; and the less visible but no less real walls that dictate and are produced by 

the uneven spread of globalization itself. The world may be flat, but it is increasingly walled off [2] 

Meanwhile, boundaries have become valuable currency withh~ the scholarly community, where renewed interest in 

border histories coincided with post-structuralist thinking about boundaries, identities, and counter-identities. (Full 

disclosure: my own Boundaries: The Making of France and Spain in the Pyrenees [Berkeley: University of California Press], 

is also twenty years old). The result was a steady and consistently high-quality stream of monographs in history and 

anthropology, too numerous to begin citing here, on borders and borderlands around the world. But nearly all of the 

work on boundaries, whether about their historical emergence or contemporary effects, has fixed on terrestrial 

demarcations: the land boundary negotiated among states, and especially the relations between borderland inhabitants 

and their respective political authorities. 



Here is where Renaud Morieux offers a revelation. In Une mer pour deux royaumes (some puns are better left alone), 

Morieux forces a rethinking of a conventional wisdom-- even one that is only twenty years old--by considering the 

English Channel (La Manche) as a (the?) French-English frontier in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He focuses 

on the period increasingly known as the "Second Hundred Years’ War" opposing the two great powers between 1689 and 

1815. What a good idea this was. Not that the Channel has gone unnoticed in recent historiography, literary studies, or 

h~tellectual history.j3] But by shifting our attention to a fluid political boundary (h~ a literal and metaphoric sense) of 

the two nascent nation-states, Morieux can test hypotheses about the periodization and modalities of territorialization 

and state-building, about the nature of frontiers in the eighteenth century and during the Revolution; and especially 

about state-society relations in the construction of the maritime boundary, including the problem of belonging and 

national identity in the emergence of modern world. 

The book, a revised 2005 French doctoral thesis based on prodigious research i~ French and English archives, is 

classically divided into three parts, but in fact there are two main concerns that run through the text. One is to side with 

Lucien Febvre’s geographic possibilism over Fernand Braudel’s determinism, and to compare the different constructions 

of two nation-states on their shared maritime periphery, especially during the so-called "era of delimitation" in the second 

half of the eighteenth century. The second problem is to consider, beyond the discourse of Franco-English rivalry and 

hatred, the social relations of the Channel populations--their resistance, negotiation, and adaptation to the dictates of 

i~ternational rivalry (albeit half the time peaceful) in the period-- and the construction "from below" of the frontier 

according to a different chronology and set of interests. 

Morieux’s introduction moves perhaps too rapidly over the brittle "discourse" of rivalry itself. He cites but doesn’t 

engage the older work of Frances Acomb and the newer works of Linda Colley and David Bell and others that take this 

discursive work of defining the nation as counter-identity seriously. Instead, Morieux uses the image of a sempiternal 

Franco-English rivalry as a foil against which to consider "The Invented Frontier (part one). Unexpectedly, he begins 

with an ethno-geological account of the Channel from the early seventeenth century to the 1770s (chapter one). In the 

i~terest of countering the discourse of eternal enmity, he points out how the thesis of a lost terrestrial bridge was 

i~separable from Christian conceptions of time in the seventeenth century, structured by ideas of the unity and 

subsequent dispersal of the human race. That idea lost its appeal after the 1750s in the Enlightenment attack on 

Christianity, opening the door to a "conventional" and historical understanding of the reasons for rivalry and 

cooperation. The chapter, mechanically argued without much original research, should have been cut by an alert editor. 

The book takes off in chapters two ("Noms de Mer") and three ("Situer la Manche"), a remarkable study of an important 
corpus of maps. Morieux has constituted a significant database of 217 English and French maps of the boundary in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and if his efforts to exploit the data statistically fall short, the maps (a dozen of 
which illustrate this book) are highly revealing, and the author makes good use of them. Only in the sixteenth century 
did French and English terminologies of the body of water begin to disti~guish themselves, leading to a "symbolic 
territorialisation of the Channel" (p. 345) that resulted in the double nomenclature that we recognize today: the (English) 
Channel. In retrospect, this "anchoring of names" in the later eighteenth century was not inevitable, and the tension 
between Atlantic corridor or continental sea is nicely described by Morieux. 

Part two, "La Fronti6re impos~e," considers the comparative efforts of France and Great Britain to define the maritime 

frontier in military terms. Although the bulk of the research in chapter four, "La Fronti6re militaire," is French, Morieux 

can nonetheless point to a significant contrast: the French maritime border was an extension of its territorial one, 

requiring an extensive deployment of Vauban-built (or rebuilt) fortresses of port cities, while the English defense was 

based on the concept of naval superiority. France, in the beginning and the end, was a land-based power, while England 

was fundamentally maritime. The contrast is extended in chapter five, "To Whom does the Channel Belong?," where the 

author examines how the terrestrial politics of delimitation translated into a maritime contrast, and with contrasting 

iuridical and spatial implications. There are some incisive moves in Morieux’s construction of the two different models: 

he sees how English jurists cited Selden’s Mer Clausum (1635), while the French brandished Grotius’s Mare Liberum 

(1609) (pp. 150-151). The struggle over natural resources, mainly fishi~g rights, is the subject of chapter six, the final 

chapter in this section. Here Morieux offers a rich understanding of "territorialisation," especially in its juridical sense, 

pointing to a further contrast between the two nascent nation-states: while the English sought to fix the boundary on the 



French coast, the French diplomats developed the idea of"territorial waters" and a set of policies evolved over the seizure 

of fishing boats that remained in place during the revolutionary decades. 

Still, the heart of the book is its last section, "The Frontier Abolished." Morieux shifts perspectives here, from the center 

to the peripher(ies), and considers a gamut of social relations and practices--from "gens de mer" and their parallel 

diplomacy (chapter seven)[4]; to the smugglers and their games of counterfeit goods and identities (chapter eight); to the 

travelers (or at least some of them) from Calais-Douvre (chapter nine); to the ever increasing migration of workers in 

England from the Cambr~sis and of merchants "with a foot in France and the other in England" (chapter ten). This is 

rich, illuminating social history, with lots of fine detail and always a larger picture in mind. It is a revealing portrait of a 

"local society" deeply connected by networks of alliance and rivalry among themselves as well as across the Channel. In 

the tradition of Alan Cabantous,[5] Morieux emphasizes contiguity and horizontal alliances of a "maritime identity," 

against the divisive efforts of the state, but he stops short of romanticizing the resistance of local society. He is not at all 

persuaded of the applicability of the "Cerdanya model," where local interests make use of the "national" h~ pre-existence 

rivalries over resources, nor does he see an application of the other "models" outlined by Daniel Nordman.[6] Rather, 

Morieux sidesteps the question of "typicality" or "exemplarity" while he insists on the flexible and multiple frames of 

belongh~g beyond (or below) those of the nation. 

This monograph is an important intervention in a scholarly conversation about borders and belonging, and will be of 
i~terest across a range of disciplinary boundaries. It’s a shame that the author doesn’t concern himself more deeply with 
the construction of the French-English rivalry in the eighteenth century, accepting it as a given. Still, there is much to 
applaud: the research is extensive (seventeen archives and libraries in France and Great Britain) and used well; and the 
monograph tacks gracefully between empirical detail and general conclusions. Attentive to an abundant historiography, 
this book makes a signal contribution to the ever-fertile field of border and borderland studies. It is to be hoped that a 
shorter and modestly-restructured version will soon find its English translation. 
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Conspiracy Theories and Theories of Conspiracy: 
A Review Essay 

In the course of several centuries of rumored conspiracies, two of the most obdurate ones were religious in character and 
pitted Jesuits against Jansenists. The Jesuit side of the Jansenist controversy was first in the field with the publication in 

1654 of Jean Filleau’s l~elationjuridique that accused the first Jansenists including Cornelius Jansen and the abb~ de Saint- 
Cyran of having plotted the destruction of Catholicism at a meeting at Chartreuse of Bourgfontaine in 1621.[1] 

Assuming the mask of Catholics, the plotters planned to undermine Catholicism from within by means of a theology 
featuring a Protestant-like predesthmting god combh~ed with inaccessibly high moral demands, thereby driving the 

despairing faithful out of the church and into an amoral Deism. The plot died hard as the Jesuit Pierre-Louis Patouillet 
took the occasion of the centennial of Filleau’s book in 1754~ to publish a demonstration of the "reality" of the plot as 
evident in its realization, adding to its original aim, that of deformh~g the structure of the church from a monarchical 
hierarchy to an aristo-democratic polity.[2] At about the same time, other Jesuits espied another dimension to the plot, 
that of transforming the French monarchy h~to a de facto republic that would make kh~gs dependent on their subjects 

without whose consent no monarch could do anything.[3] 

It took real Jansenists until around 1730 to answer the charge of being anti-Catholic plotters with the denunciation of a 
Jesuit plot to destroy Catholicism fully as insidious as the one of which Jesuits had accused them. As formulated by Pavie 

de Fourquevaux in his Catdchisme historique et dogmatique, the author of the plot was the new Jesuit society’s general Diego 
Laynez and his immediate associates. Far from putting salvation out of reach of Catholics, the Jesuit plot was on the 
contrary to lower the moral demands of the Gospel while putting salvation in the hands of the human free will, thereby 
attracting Catholics into their own churches and confessionals.[4] Needing the power of the papacy in order to foist this 

"new religion" on to the entire Church, the Jesuits posed as champions of the papacy and in time helped transform the 
pope from the bishop of Rome h~to an "absolute and despotic monarch in the church."[5] Like the Jesuit version of the 
Jansenist plot, the Jansenist version of the Jesuit one developed ever newer political dimensions, including not only the 
aim of transforming the French monarchy into a despotism but also of using both papacy and monarchies to found the 
society’s own "universal monarchy." Indeed, by 1759 the editors of the Nouvelles eccldsiastiques had come to perceive the 
Jesuits’ "universal political plan" to have been the mold of their "universal plan" in religion rather than the reverse, their 
"new" theology playing handmaiden to their drive for political power. "Behold them unmasked," exclaimed the editor, 
reacting to recent revelations about the society’s nefarious activities around the world. ~6~ 



Of the two perceived plots, the Jansenist version of the Jesuit plot proved the more immediately influential, playing a 
certain role in the series of expulsions or suppressions of the Jesuits in Europe beginning in Portugal in 1759 and 

culminating with the papal suppression of the society under Bourbon pressure in 1773. These events figured in turn as 
damning evidence in the Jesuit version of the Jansenist plot, which resurfaced as a part of counter-revolutionary theories 
of the conspiratorial origins of the French Revolution such as the comte Emnanuel d’Antraigues’s D&~onic’iation au~ 

catholiques fran~ois and the sixth and last part of Nicola Spedialieri’s De’ diritti dell’ uomo libri UI (On the Rights of Man in 

Six Books), both published in reaction to what was perceived as the Revolution’s Jansenist-inspired ecclesiastical 
legislation of 1790.[7] As for the Jansenist version of the Jesuit plot, it not only survived the French Revolution but, in 
the form of the denunciation of the mysterious Congregation, lived on to play a role in the expulsion of the Jesuits in 
Restoration France in 1828--indeed, to play a role in the internal unraveling of the Restoration’s conservative coalition 

on the eve of the Revolution of 1830. [8] 

In between 1788 and 1828 lay the French Revolution and the Napoleonic consulate and empire containing proofs aplenty 
that people could perceive conspiracies without the help of religion, and that if a secularizing Enlightenment went into 
the making of the French Revolution, the resultant revolutionaries could have their enlightenment and their conspiracies 

too. Not only did revolutionaries perceive and denounce far more conspiracies than were hatched by the most religiously 
motivated--and just as conspiratorially-minded--counter-revolutionaries, but they also soon began to perceive and 
"unmask" false "patriots" and their conspiracies among themselves, beginning with the magistrates of the Parlement of 
Paris in the fall of 1788 and ending with Robespierre and his "tail" of followers in July 1794. By the fall of Robespierre, 
the Revolution seemed of have run out of revolutionaries, very few of any prominence having escaped the charge of 

having conspired on behalf of the counter-revolution. That this was so and how it was so is abundantly demonstrated 
and illustrated in nine animated essays in Conspiracy in the French t~evolution edited by Peter Campbell, Thomas Kaiser, 
and Marisa Linton. Thematically related but not tightly reined in by the editors, these essays and the sense the editors 

make of them succeed in being one of the most profound studies of the political culture of the French Revolution since the 
bi-centennial avalanche of publications around 1989. 

Seeking to explain the paradox of the apparent irrationality of conspiratorial-mindedness in a revolution that brought a 

century of lights to a climax, this book’s overall argument is that the Old Regime’s combination of "closed" court politics 

and an "enlightened" quest for a more open politics bequeathed to the Revolution a juxtaposition that made a great deal 

of political activity seem conspiratorial, quite apart from the existence of real conspiracies. What the book even more 

effectively does, however, is to problematize all the going explanations while suggesting areas of compatibility between 

them and ways to advance them further. But unless the Revolution can be considered to have had no religious content 

and unless the Terror really succeeded in its aim of "dechristianizing" France, some attention to religion may be one of 

these ways. Although the lack of patriotism is a key trope of revolutionary accusations and prosecutions, that patriotic 

reference had a history. Patriotism was always already at stake in the reciprocal forms of unmasking in pre-revolutionary 

religious plot theories that would assume a similar if secular form during the French Revolution itself.[9] And while 

many would point out that the ever larger purview and area of activity of the early modern state was one of the agents in 

the demise of providential explanations of events, the advent of the confessional state after the religious wars of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also made the religious identity of the nation-state into a matter of ultimate concern. 

I. Theories of Conspiracy 

Four explanations of conspiracy constitute the historiographical foil for this book: those of Gordon S. Wood, FranCois 

Furet, Lynn Hunt, and Timothy Tackett. The first is a classic article by Gordon S. Wood that, although published more 

than twenty-five years ago, reads as freshly and pertinently as though written today.[lO] Wood’s starting point was the 

propensity to interpret events conspiratorially so characteristic of "commonwealth-man" ideology that both he and 

Bernard Bailyn had helped uncover and restore, both regarding it as one of the main components in the intellectual 

origins of the American Revolution.[11] But Wood’s article ranged farther afield and, noting the pervasive presence of 

the "paranoid style" of political thought throughout the Atlantic world and in the French Revolution as well as the 

American, asked why that should have been so. Wood’s disarming answer was that, far from evidence of any collective 

mental disorder, the propensity to explain complex developments by means of hidden conspiracies was an example of 

"enlightened" thought as applied to historical explanation. In a world characterized by a receding sense of the divine on 

the one hand and increasing demographic, economic, and political complexity on the other, the century’s "enlightened" 

minds undertook a search for a new explanatory order comparable to the one that Newton had discovered in the natural 

world. What they fastened upon was the motives and intentions of historical actors--the moral counterpart, as it were, 

to the "force" or "energizing principle" that Newton thought might lay behind the physical uniformities he measured. 

Since in the normal moral economy of human action benign causes were thought to produce like effects, a public 

profession of benign intentions that produced malign effects could only be explained by deceit, hypocrisy--and 

conspiracy: whence in part the pervasive political culture of "unmasking." 



Just a few years before the appearance of Wood’s article, Frangois Furet similarly made conspiratorial explanation an 

integral part of his characterization of the political culture of the French Revolution.j12] But rather than regard it as 
the revolutionary avatar of an Atlantic-wide, early-modern and "enlightened" phenomenon, Furet saw it as something 
very specific to France and the French Revolution. If, for Furet, the Revolution sought to put the Old Regime behind it 
and "regenerate" France, it remained bedeviled by the Old Regime’s long legacy of absolute monarchy and its Bodinian 
ideal of unity and indivisible sovereignty--an ideal that perpetuated itself in the influential form of Rousseau’s "general 

will." When applied to the Revolution’s deliberative assemblies that supposedly represented the national will, the quest 
for the unity of a single will ran up against the inevitable fact of disagreement while making it impossible to construe 
disagreement innocently. The result was a competitive criminalization of divergent wills as "particular" and, therefore, 
conspiratorial as well as a dynamic that drove the Revolution forward and leftward, producing its event-filled character. 

Writh~g a few years after the publication of Wood’s article, Lynn Hunt further radicalized Furet’s argument and made 
the obsession with conspiracy even more specific to the French Revolution by severing just about all the connections 
between the Old Regime and the Revolution, which for her created a political culture based so precariously on a mythical 
virtuous present that when things began to go tragically wrong, as they all too predictably did, the revolutionaries had 
no one to blame except themselves. The result, however, was the same as for Furet. Saddled with a political culture with 

no room for a past politics as usual, the revolutionaries could only construe every manifestation of self-interest as 
factional and the factional, in turn, as conspiratorial. [13]. 

These conspiratorial characterizations of eighteenth-century or revolutionary political culture did not provoke a reasoned 
refutation until fifteen years later when Timothy Tackett took on all comers in the pages of the American Historical 
I~eview. [14] Statistics typically in hand--and clearly defending the sanity of the revolutionaries against Furet--Tackett 
argued that with the notable exception of the hard-core noble and clerical Right and the Jacobin Left, the revolutionaries’ 
perceptions of conspiracies closely followed the existence of real conspiracies against the Revolution. The spikes in 
perception of conspiracies therefore occurred after the king’s dismissal of Necker and the abortive coup against the 
National Assembly in July through October 1789 and again in the wake of the king’s equally abortive attempt to flee 
Paris in June 1791. In Tackett’s reckoning, it was not until revolutionary France reached a state of anxiety-inducing 
instability and uncertainty induced by an initially unsuccessful war conducted by an untrustworthy king that 
conspiratorial-mindedness took on a life of its own. Rather than typical of the political culture of the eighteenth century 
or of the French Old Regime in particular, the paranoid political style best correlated in Tackett’s calculations with the 
periods of revolutionary instability across time. While in the process of at once confining conspiratorial-mindedness to 
the French Revolution and downplaying it there, Tackett advanced the rather arresting assertions that Protestant 
countries were more prone to conspiratorial-mindedness than Catholic ones and that, in pre-revolutionary France, only 
one Jansenist perceived ex-Jesuits as the conspirators behind Chancellor Maupeou’s constitutional coup against the 
parlements in 1771. [15] 

Among these alternatives, Conspiracy in the French l~evolution is arguably closest to the world of Gordon Wood. The 
conspiratorial political culture described in this book is a climactic enlargement of Wood’s picture of the century’s 
political culture as a whole. The only area where this book partially parts company with Wood is in posing the question 
of whether political modernity ever put conspiratorial thinking behind it, or whether modern political culture ever 

benefitted from professional history’s more sophisticated concepts of"development," "process," "evolution’--multiple and 
unintended causation, in short. Against Furet this book’s bias is sharper, refusing to regard conspiratorial mindedness as 
confined to the revolutionary experiment in democracy. To be sure, Furet credits the legacy of the Old Regime myth of 
absolute sovereignty as a necessary condition for the development of the Revolution’s paranoid style, but the relation 
posited by the editors of this book between the Revolution and the Old Regime is more direct. Not only do they trace the 

roots of this mode of thought into the political culture of the Old Regime itself, but they also demonstrate a measure of 
continuity as well as discontinuity between the two. The book’s most direct target is Tackett’s attempt to limit the 
century’s conspiratorial mindedness to revolutions while making it a largely rational function of real conspiracies there. 
As a whole, this book therefore contends that Wood’s paranoid style of political thinking characterized the French 
Revolution from start to finish. While the relation here between the Revolution and conspiratorial mindedness is not 

quite as tight as it is in the work of Furet and Hunt, it is pretty tight (see the "Introduction," pp. 1-14). 

That much said, this book is not at all polemical in intent or tone, and the nine essays that comprise this book are allowed 
to go in various directions, whether they directly support the book’s overall thrust or not. 

II. Toward the Terror 

Some of the essays question the centrality of the conspiratorial-mindedness of the Revolution as a whole. Among these, 
the first and most prominent is that of Barry Shapiro, who defends Tackett’s thesis that until the Terror the perception ot 



conspiracies rose and fell with the existence of actual conspiracies against the Revolution. Shapiro identifies the tendency 
of the National Assembly’s deputies to attribute conspiratorial designs to executive authority as deriving from the 

traumatic experience of 1~-14~ July 1789, when only the intervention of Paris and the stormh~g of the Bastille saved these 
deputies from being the victims of a monarchical or at least ministerial coup that might have ended in their 
imprisonment, exile, or death. In some "corner of their minds," he writes, the deputies would have found it difficult not to 
"think of the king as someone who had been prepared to have them killed" (p. 51). Rather than any longer-term distrust 
of "ministerial despotism," Shapiro maintains, it was this punctual, trauma-induced fear of executive authority by deputies 

hitherto inclined to trust the king that prompted the National Assembly to block the comte de Mirabeau’s entry into the 
royal ministry and disallow the constitutional possibility of mhfisterial governance with its decree of 7 November 1789. 
Shapiro moreover takes his argument further, tending to make the events of mid-July function as the explanation for the 
conspiratorial-mindedness of the rest of the Revolution. 

This argument would seem to place far more weight on the events of mid-July 1789 than they can possibly be made to 
bear. Not the least of the problems attendant on this interpretation is the total unavailability of any evidence with which 
to measure the intensity or even to ascertain the existence of this putative state of trauma. Among the deputies, distrust 
of Mirabeau’s pro-monarchical proclivities long antedated the events of July, evident as they are in the memoirs of the 

deputy Adrien Duquesnoy, whom Shapiro quotes to little evidential effect. [16] 

The main problem with Shapiro’s argument, however, is that it assumes that Louis XVI or at least his ministers really 
intended to use royal troops to disperse the National Assembly and arrest its leadership after the dismissal of Necker on 
1~ July 1789. As it happens, the reality of that intended royal "conspiracy" is contested in the very next essay by John 

Hardman. Echoing a point made by Crane Brinton decades ago, Hardman argues that at the very most the existing 
evidence points to a defensive intention to protect the approaches to the various royal residences in anticipation of a 
possible march by Paris in reaction to the monarchy’s attempt to re-impose the constitutional legislation of ~3 June 1789. 
[17] While the monarchy’s intention to re-impose this legislation may be conspiratorial enough, it is not tantamount to 
the design of arresting the National Assembly’s leadership or putting Paris to fire, dungeon, and sword. 

If Hardman is right--and the evidence is in his favor--then what has to be explained is not the conspiratorial mindset 
that followed the events of mid-July 1789 but rather that which prompted most deputies and the Parisian public alike so 
readily to read a coming coup against the National Assembly and Paris into the movement of troops and the dismissal ot 
Necker. One proximate precedent in the light of which deputies might have viewed the dismissal of Necker and the 

activity of royal troops is the Brienne-Lamoignon ministry’s "coup" against the Parlement of Paris in May 1788 when, 
only days after it had similarly set down the lineaments of France’s putative "constitution," the parlement found itselt 
surrounded by royal troops for thirty hours until it relinquished two of its ringleaders for arrest, at which point the 

ministry sent the remaining magistrates on vacation sine die after altering the "constitution" with a set of forcibly 
registered edicts on 8 May. That coup followed the pattern of Chancellor Maupeou’s constitutional coup against the 
Parlement of Paris and other parlements some seventeen years earlier, as that one followed earlier such confrontations-- 
1756-57, 1753-54~, 1730-3~--that had punctuated the entire century. 

True, the victims were in this case the largely noble members of the Parlement of Paris who subsequently lost public 
favor by ruling in favor of the forms of 1613 for the upcoming Estates General after returning triumphant from their 
exile in September. It is also true that, given the anti-aristocratic tenor of the ministry’s pre-revolutionary propaganda, 
the deputies of the Third Estate had reason to expect the king to side with them against the nobility and in favor of the 
vote by head versus that by orders when they came to Versailles in May 1789. But after six weeks of indecision by the 

monarchy followed by a thinly disguised lit de justice against the Third Estate cum National Assembly on 23 June, 
deputies of the Third Estate including even Mirabeau discovered that they shared the parlementary magistracy’s quarrel 
with the monarchy after all, and that if they wished to dismantle the structure of the society of orders, they would have to 

take on the monarchy and assert the National Assembly’s claim to sovereignty as well. By 1789 a century of events and 
meanings had left a well established script with which to interpret the actions of the monarchy and its ministers, and this 
script was bound to be influential whether or not those subject to its influence had witnessed any of the events that had 
gone into its making. 

What seems to lie behind Shapiro’s determination to place the entire weight of the Revolution’s subsequent anti-royal 
conspiratorial-mindedness on the events of July 1789 is the acceptance of the Revolution’s claim to have invented itself e:t 

nihilo, and to free it from any kind of indebtedness to the political culture of the Old Regime. The target is in part Furet’s 
thesis that the long legacy of unitary absolutism doomed the revolutionaries to an attempt to create a democracy within 
absolutism’s unitary mold and therefore also to construe disagreement conspiratorially. But the more direct target is the 
proponents of the thesis--principally Jeffrey Merrick and myself--that a century of usurious confrontations between the 

monarchy and the parlements, many of them over religious issues, had not left the reputation of the monarchy unscathed, 



and that in an era of growing public opinion these conflicts contributed to the "desacralization of the monarchy." [18] 
The Restoration chancellor Etienne-Denis Pasquier said nothing else in his memoirs when, recalling his experience as a 

debutant magistrate in the Parlement of Paris in 1788, he opined that the "quarrels about Jansenism and Molinism" had 
had the most "serious" consequences for the monarchy because it was "above all these that had taught resistance and 
accustomed minds to it during the reign of Louis XV," leaving "the unfortunate Louis XVI to reap the deplorable 
heritage." [ 19] 

Here is not the place to pick up the gauntlet, although given the persistence of guerilla-like challenges to the thesis, the 

time for an open debate has perhaps come. Suffice it to say that the validity of this thesis in no sense rests on the 

assumption that this putative "desacralization" of the monarchy in the eighteenth century affected all Frenchmen 

uniformly no matter who they were or where or when they lived. It was the "middle order of society" that, according to 

the abb~ Joseph Alphonse de V~ri in June 1776, had abandoned the "veneration for royalty that our ancestors had of its 

divine origin" and began to regard the "sovereign merely as the agent of the nation."[20] Nor can the refutation of it 

rest on taking expressions of filial affection for Louis XVI as the equivalent of what Bishop Bossuet, quoting Tertullian, 

called "the religion of the second majesty."[21] 

In mirrored contrast to Shapiro’s essay, John Hardman’s essay is in obvious tension with the overall thesis of the volume 
because it features hardly any conspiracies at all. The essay concentrates on the royal court where its central figure did 
not, in Hardman’s estimation, do much conspiring. Or perhaps this essay is most in line with the book’s overall thesis 

because most of the conspiracies against the constitution and France attributed to him by the revolutionaries would in 
this case have been pure products of their conspiratorial mindedness. 

In defense of this portrayal of Louis XVI, Hardman takes the war into the camp of another event that has been asked to 

bear the weight of the Revolution’s subsequent conspiratorial-mindedness, namely Louis XVI’s and his family’s attempt 

to escape from the Tuileries palace during the night of 21 June 1791.[22] Hardman argues with rather compelling 

evidence in hand that the king’s intention was not to flee France and seek refuge in the arms of the Austrians but rather 

to go under the cover of the marquis Francois-Claude-Amour de Bouill~’s troops to Montm~dy from where he hoped to 

renegotiate the terms of the constitution from a position of safety from Parisians along the lines laid out in the 

proclamation he left behind. Although conceding that the secrecy of the royal family’s fight from Paris made it 

conspiratorial and that the king would have had to cross the border if his attempt to renegotiate the terms of the 

constitution had not succeeded, Hardman nonetheless contends that the king’s attempt to negotiate changes in the 

constitution was no more conspiratorial than the Girondin-dominated Legislative Assembly’s more successful attempt to 

destroy the constitutional monarchy by leading France into a war designed to make the royal pair’s position untenable. 

After similarly exculpating Louis XVI of any conspiratorial complicity with France’s enemies after the beginning of the 
war with Austria and Prussia in April 1792--the queen is another matter--Hardman concludes that the king’s most 

serious conspiracy was to have punctiliously abided by the letter of the constitution in order to demonstrate its 
impracticability instead of lending it the initial prestige of his royal authority in order to make it work. To which 
observation it might be added that what most made the constitution not only unworkable but unconscionable for Louis 
XVI was the part of it that reformed the Gallican Church, especially after the papacy’s condemnation of the Civil 
Constitution of the Clergy in 1791 and the begh~ning of the schism between "constitutional" and "refractory" clergies that 

lasted until the Napoleonic concordat of 1801. The king’s bad conscience on this subject obliged him to have public 
recourse to the mhfistry of "refractory" priests and, therefore, brought him into a kind of open conspiracy against the 
ecclesiastical part of it, if indeed an open conspiracy is not a contradiction in terms. 

Of course the divisions within Catholicism on display after the Civil Constitution only refracted and exacerbated pre- 

revolutionary ones that, along with other sources, perforce take the quest for the origins of the Revolution’s 
conspiratorial-mindedness back to the Old Regime. And for those essays--the majority of them--willing to acknowledge 
continuities as well as discontinuities between the Old Regime and the Revolution, Peter Campbell’s essay provides a 
magnificent exordium. 

While Furet, too, recognized the Old Regime’s shadow in the Revolution’s attempt to create a democratic form of 

h~divisible sovereignty, Campbell takes his research to the workaday politics of the Old Regime which, like Tocqueville, 

Furet tended to downplay.[23] There, Campbell finds conspiracies and rumors of conspiracies--or rather more rumors 

of conspiracies than conspiracies, since he acknowledges with Yves Marie Berc~ that "real" conspiracies against royal 

authority were in decline. [24] What seems to have distinguished the age of Louis the "[less than] well loved" from that 

of Louis the Sun King is that, with inevitable exceptions, perceived conspiracies by the king or at least his ministers 

against the "nation" tended to replace noble or provh~cial conspiracies against the king. When, for example, Jansenists 

perceived a Jesuit plot behind Damiens’s apparent attempt on the life of Louis XV in 1757, the motive attributed to the 



Jesuits was their failure to transform Louis XV into the anti-parlementary despot they hoped he would be. Even such 
popular perceptions of plots as the attempt to kidnap children to send to the French colonies in 1750 and to induce famine 

by hoarding grain for higher prices in the 1760s and 1770s got laid at the feet of the monarchy rather than that of the 
aristocracy. ~5~ Well might the monarchy have retaliated when, in 1771, it began to put pamphleteers up to accusing the 
magistracy of an "aristocratic" plot to undermine the monarchy. In inventing it--if plotters there were, they were not 
self-consciously aristocratic--the monarchy also revived the "aristocratic" plot just in time for the Revolution to take it 
further. 

Another of Campbell’s contributions is the distillation of his own research in an area where Furet pointed but did not 
go--to the royal court, that is, and to its political praxis and culture. Here if anywhere was the native habitat of the 
aristocratic plot, which after the relative domestication of the high nobility by Louis XIV and its transformation into full- 

time courtiers at Versailles, typically took the form of familial and factional competition for power, position, and pension. 
It is of course one of Campbell’s signature contentions that this court society was intrinsic to royal governance, and that 
while the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries indeed witnessed elements of the rise of an increasingly professional, 
bureaucratic or "administrative monarchy," the conth~uance of social position, noble clientage, and court faction made the 
Old Regime into a "baroque state" until the very end. ~6~ Since factions were always involved, and success depended on 

secrecy and maskh~g intentions until the moment to act arrived, court politics were almost conspiratorial by definition. 
So secretive were court politics that they lacked their own literature unless it was that of the voyeuristic vie secrete and 
made do without a recognizable language or discourse unless it was that ofputdown and wit. 

The eighteenth century did, however, have a vocabulary to describe these politics, and while terms such as cons~piration 

and conjuration remained for the most part pejorative, Campbell finds that others such as brigue and cabale were less 
perjorative and described politics as they were. What changed in the course of the eighteenth century was the evaluation 
of the practices so described. What passed as normal at the beginning of the century came to be perceived as ever more 
damaging to the state as the century went on. Campbell plausibly attributes this gradual pejoration of court politics as 

usual to the exposure of a growing reading public to the invidious contrast between workaday court intrigue as 
represented by supposedly first-hand historical memoirs, on the one hand, and the ideal of transparent and disinterested 
republican "virtue" as depicted in histories of ancient Republican Sparta or Ciceronian Rome and in the works of proto- 
republican philosophes, on the other. To this quest for "virtue" and transparency might be added the century-long 
Jansenist call for "Christian sincerity" or openness as opposed to the Jesuits’ constant recourse to unthinking "despotic" 

authority in both church and state in order to erect their own "universal monarchy" at the expense of both church and 
state.~7~ 

The one thing missing from Campbell’s account is the Tocquevillian emphasis on the growth of the administrative state 
as such. If, in the eighteenth century, the state succeeded in getting the better of the sort of aristocratic and court-based 

conspiracies that had still plagued it in the age of Richelieu, Mazarin, and Louis XIV as a minor, it is hard to believe that 
this success was without relation to the growth of the sheer power and presence of the state, however shot through it 
may still have been with elements of the "baroque." And if, in the eighteenth century, the conspiratorial thinking that 
began to replace real conspiracies perceived the state as the principal source of conspiracies, that perception is not 
without relation to the growth of an ever more pervasive administration in which, as memorably stated in Lamoignon de 
Malesherbes’s classic indictment, no person without an influential patron was so obscure as to be free from the 
depredations of a minor clerk nor any such clerk a known enough quantity not to be able to hide behind the authority ot 
the king h~ whose name he issued his orders.~8~ Far from incompatible, Campbell’s emphasis on the anachronistic 
features of court society and, say, Michel Antoine’s emphasis on the growth of the administrative state are 
complementary.~9~ As much as secretive influence, the sheer expansion of the state’s activities and concomitant contact 

with those ever more directly affected by it invited conspiratorial thinking as way of explaining its effects, much as 
Gordon Wood maintained. 

And in the glaring light of the Revolution’s new standard of virtue, it became as important to unmask the meddlesome 
minister as the corrupt leftover courtier. Articulating one of the chief themes or theses of this book, the end point ot 

Campbell’s analysis leaves the Old Regime itself as the only barrier to the avalanche of virtuous denunciations that 
became so typical of revolutionary political culture as described by Furet and Hunt, or Marisa Linton in this volume. 

If the politics of "unmasking" is the form of conspiratorial-mindedness most typical of those directly engaged in the 
political process and most evident in the Terror, popular fears of a famine engineered by those in a position to profit from 

high prices of basic commodities--the famine plot--is arguably the form of conspiratorial thinking most characteristic ot 
the many and of the beginnh~g of the Revolution. Trying to widen the social focus of analysis by narrowing it to Paris, 
David Andress in his essay uses this form of conspiratorial thinking as a point of entry into an examination of the 
political culture of the Revolution itself, from its immediate origins in 1789 until the September massacres and prelude to 



the Terror in 1792. Like the "unmasking" of false patriots, the denunciation of famine plots had roots in the Old Regime, 
as did the fear of paid "brigands"--another of the conspiracies promh~ent in Andress’s analysis. During the Old Regime, 

however, those who perceived these plots came from different social groups, as those who rioted in reaction to famine 
plots found themselves denounced as brigands paid by one interested group or another. Nor even then was either group 
of putative plotters unconnected to high politics, as those who rioted against high prices during the "flour war" of 1775 
fell prey to accusations that they acted as agents of the prince de Conti or of ex-Jesuits. Although occupying opposite 
sides of the political spectrum at the time, these two groups shared an interest h~ bringing down the reformist ministry of 

the "philosophic" controller general Turgot. 

As Andress points out, both fears thus cross the divide between Old Regime and Revolution in that they presuppose 

features unique to the eighteenth century: the existence of an international market in grain and a thirty percent rise in 

population that left France with a population of poor too numerous for the state to handle. Both also therefore 

presuppose a state large and tentacular enough to be blamed for grain shortages and brigands. During the eighteenth 

century, the "people" often denounced the king himself as a hoarder of and profiteer in grain. 

But in Andress’s analysis, exclusive connections between the menu peuple and even these sorts of conspiratorial thinking 

and non-elites fare little better than such connections between conspiratorial thinking and the Revolution tout court. 

While the members of Paris’s Saint-Roch electoral section may have been closer to "the people" than the deputies in the 

National Assembly, they nonetheless constituted a social elite. And although they tracked down evidence of the hoarding 

or willful destruction of grain or bread, they also investigated putative conspiracies of all sorts, including such "elite" ones 

as i~tercepted letters addressed to the king’s brothers and the duc d’Orl~ans. Indeed, i~ Andress’s consideration, 

conspiratorial thin, king "ricocheted up and down the social and political ladder" and defies any attempt to locate a social 

or political level immune to it (pp. 88-91). A similar connectedness characterizes the kinds of conspiracies perceived, as 

fears of grain-hoarding, the activity of hired brigands, the existence of aristocratic and clerical opposition to the 

Revolution, and the intentions of the royal court became acts in elaborate and competitive conspiratorial scenarios. 

Parisians often acted out these scenarios in advance of ex-post-facto explanation, making it all but impossible to 

distinguish between action and commentary. Action and reaction reached caricatural proportions well before the king’s 

flight from Paris when, on the si~gle bizarre day "of daggers," the national guardsmen saw double duty, first to prevent 

men from the Saint-Antoine quarter from dismantling what they took to be the municipal government’s plot to remake 

the chateau of Vincennes into a new Bastille, and then to protect the royal court both from members of the nobility and 

the "people," both of whom suspected the other of conspiring to harm or take control of the state i~ the form of the king. 

The last dichotomy to fall victim to Andress’s narrative is any distinction within the Revolution between before and after 
Varennes, at least where Paris is concerned, as the royal family’s flight from the Tuileries Palace on 21 June 1791 all too 
predictably fit into and took on immediate meaning from pre-existent systems of conspiratorial interpretation. 
Empirically the richest in the book, Andress’s chapter ends with a convincing crescendo on the subject of Paris’s prison 
massacres of 2-6 September 1792, which he interprets as the long sought reckoning with the "brigands" in conspiratorial 

league with aristocrats and non-jurh~g priests, all of whom--those imprisoned for criminal offenses in the role of 
brigands--found themselves selected from among others for the administration of impromptu street justice. 

What is most new for Andress about conspiratorial-mindedness in the Revolution as distinct from the Old Regime seems 
to be the possibility for acting out conspiratorial scripts by groups heretofore excluded from a public sphere that, given 

the volatility of a free press and the proximity or accessibility of the legislators, circulated political rumor as well as fact 
at a far greater speed than had been the case under the Old Regime. What one might most obviously add to this cursory 
diagnosis is that, in contrast to the Old Regime, the shape of the new state was daily at stake along with the place of 
Catholicism in it. Although Andress does not underline it, nothing is more salient in the evidence in his chapter than the 
leap in conspiratorial thinking after the Revolution added about fifty thousand Frenchmen to the number of its enemies 

by ending the church as a separate corps with the Civil Constitution of the Clergy and by requiring all would-be holders 
of benefices to swear an oath of loyalty to it. In Paris, the active search for brigands h~ boardh~g houses seems to have 
begun as an attempt to prevent paid ruffians from deterring Paris parish clergy from taking the ill-fated oath. And a full 
month before the king attempted to flee the Tuileries palace Parisians already perceived a royal conspiracy in the king’s 
decision to take communion from a non-juring priest on Palm Sunday, whereupon crowds prevented the royal couple 

from leaving the Tuileries Palace for Saint Cloud--the real origin of the kh~g’s decision to risk his kingship in an attempt 
at flight about two months later.[30] 

As it happens, the defection of a large percentage of the French clergy from the cause of the Revolution was also decisive 
for the extension of governmental searches for conspiracies from the cities into the countryside and from urban to rural 

populations. While peasants had long suspected governmental authorities as well as "aristocrats" of plotting to profit 
from high prices of grain at their expense, the Revolution’s drastic reform of the French Catholic Church added peasants 



along with their priests to the list of possible conspirators against the state. Included in the revolutionized state as 
"passive citizens" but often attached to the previous parish structures as well as their priests, some peasants followed 

priests who refused to take the oath to the civil constitution into active opposition to the new state when it replaced these 
priests with oath-taking "intruders" from elsewhere. This much was true even in the relatively peaceful southwestern 
corner of France studied in Jill Maciak Walshaw’s essay. What was new to the revolutionary mix was the possibility of 
peasants being misled by conspiratorial priests in contrast to peasants being misled by conspiratorial nobles--a 
combination common enough during the entire Old l~egime. If and when peasants "conspired" for religious reasons 
during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, they followed Protestant pastors and nobles and not priests, while 
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century the peasantry stayed largely clear of Jansenist forms of religious 
protest. 

Most salient in Walshaw’s chapter on the 1Revolution in the countryside is the old rather than the new. As did the Old 
l~egime monarchy, the various revolutionary regimes construed "seditious discourse" as a form of conspiracy against the 
state, the only differences being that the crime was now one of l~se nation rather than of l~se majest~ and it came to include 

more peasants than it had in the past. Although the Old l~egime’s concerted search for mauvais discours or seditious 
propos in the wake of 1Robert-Francois Damiens’s stabbing of Louis XV in 1757 and the years that followed occasionally 
reached day laborers or inebriated soldiers in countryside cabarets, it did so only rarely.~al~ And if, in Walshaw’s 

account, peasants guilty of seditious propos against the 1Revolution tended to get the benefit of doubt when the push of 
denunciation came to the shove of any actual trial, it was for reasons similarly rooted in the social prejudices of the Old 
l~egime. The regnant assumption in both regimes was that no one from such a lowly social station could have possibly 
given birth to reasons for political opposition to the government by means of his or her native intellectual resources and, 
therefore, had to have been put up to the seditious talk by someone higher up on the social ladder. The real target of a 

judicial enquiry was the conspiring priest or noble, not the peasant pawn. The main difference introduced by the 
1Revolution was to give those so accused a trial and a sentence of one kind or another instead of putting them into the 
Bastille or its provincial counterparts, where they might languish for years on end, sometimes lost from view for life. 
Some of these were beggars, peddlers, and deserters--the social stuff that went into the making of the "brigands" of the 
revolutionary period. Whether under the Old l~egime or during the 1Revolution--another continuity-~only "brigands" 
apparently thought that the brigands were not conspiring. 

Although afraid of conspiring brigands, property-owning peasants also stood opposed to urban sans-culottes whose 
demands for lower food prices, more terror against hoarders, and efforts to stamp out priestly "superstition" ran directly 
counter to the interests of peasants who needed decent prices for the crops they grew and remained attached to their 

parishes and priests. While needing to retain the peasantry within the revolutionary coalition, the revolutionary 
leadership just as obviously needed the support of the urban sans culottes, especially after the onset of war in 179~ made 
it more than ever dependent on the only social constituency consistently enthusiastic about that war. The stresses and 
strains endured by the revolutionary leadership in the course of performing that social balancing act is of course one of 
the factors going into the creation of a policy of Terror that, demanded by the sans-culottes, also terrorized the 

leadership into perceiving conspiracies within the revolutionary coalition itself. And unlike peasants, those at the helm of 
the 1Revolution in Paris did not enjoy the benefit of the presumption of innocent ignorance for the political opinions they 
professed, the political positions they took, or the company they kept. If conspiracies they perceived, there was, as Lynn 
Hunt has observed, no one to blame but themselves. 

III. Beyond the Terror 

Blame each other the leaders did, and with lethal effect. The subject of "conspiracies real and imagined" within the 
leadership of the 1Revolution takes us to Marisa Linton’s essay on that subject--and into the heart of the conspiratorial 
darkness. To be sure, the deadly process whereby the revolutionary leadership "devoured its own children"-- 

Monarchiens, Feuillants, Girondins, H~bertist Ultras, Dantonist Citras, and finally 1Robespierre and Saint-Just 
themselves--arguably began as early as late 1788. But Linton is probably wise to limit the scope of her essay to the 
Jacobin-dominated culmination of the process in 1793-93. What is unique to this period--and this is Linton’s main 
point--is the total absorption of private life into the public sphere and the concomitant politicization of everything and 
the everyday, with the result that the literally indifferent itself became suspect and subject to the accusation of being 

conspiratorial. While conspiratorial thinking arguably played a role in the making of the circumstances used by Jacobins 
to justify this state of affairs, it is on the circumstances themselves--the foreign war, the Vend~en and federalist revolts, 
the demands of the Parisian sans-culottes--that Linton tends to place the emphasis. Anxiety, fear, pragmatism and 
political rivalry in an ever more circumscribed arena--these are the factors in Linton’s account that, as much as if not 
more than ideology in isolation, sharpened and hardened the Jacobin capacity to perceive conspiracies, some of which may 

have really existed. So in the classic standoff between the roles of ideology and circumstance as the key to the Terror, 
Linton inclines toward the side of circumstance, although in 1Robespierre’s case she has to grant the preeminence of 



ideology. 

These choices probably situate Linton’s account closest to Tackett’s take on the conspiratorial phenomenon, but she is 

otherwise wise to keep her options relatively open. Depending on exactly what aspect of the process is singled out for 

analysis, a plausible case can be made for each. Was the Terror a time of extraordinary stress and strain, engendering 

weak self-identities and an exaggerated sense of the conspiratorial power of others? Nothing can be more certain than 

the unstable sense of collective identity on the part of the leaders trying to govern a fledgling republic based on a fragile 

coalition in the wake of the fall of a thousand-year-old monarchy and amidst war with the rest of Europe and, after June 

1793, much of France itself. All of this is grist for Tackett’s interpretation, as is the existence of some real counter- 

revolutionary conspiracies. Was the Terror a period of bewildering complexity, tempting those charged with controlling 

it to understand it by means of explanations on a human scale? Nothh~g is less doubtful than the unprecedented 

complexity of the Convention’s task of reining in the aberrant departmental and municipal administrations while 

provisioning a million-man army with armaments and horses as well as the cities with food. Already good for the 

eighteenth century world as a whole, Wood’s theory of an enlightened century’s attempt to explain complexity in secular 

terms would seem to hold a fortiori for the terroristic period, all the more so in the divine void left by the Terror’s 

campaign to "de-Christianize" France. Was the Terror not a war against a European coalition and revolt at home that 

required a national will as single as the monarchy’s had been, tempting those h~ control to construe all pursuit of private 

interest as faction and the fact of disagreement as conspiratorial? Here Linton’s emphasis is close to that of Furet, whose 

thesis of the quest for absolutist indivisibility in democratic form never seems more compelling than when applied to 

Terror’s immolation of the revolutionary leadership via the progressive "unmasking" of supposedly self-interested 

traitors. Was the Terror not also the culmination of the revolutionary project of substituting a regenerated citizenry for 

any political know-how inherited from the monarchical past, leaving this project dependent on an ideology of a mythic 

present? Never does the need for equally mythic enemies seem more compelling than during the terroristic culmination 

of the revolutionary refusal to legitimize "parties" redolent of past politics, as Lynn Hunt’s theory would stress. 

In line with the argument being developed here, Linton’s account of the Revolution’s holocaust of conspiratorial 

denunciation of the year II seems susceptible to two additional observations. The first concerns the obvious but unstated 
importance of the state. Although this phase of the Revolution certainly witnessed a struggle among groups and 
individuals for control over the state, the goal of controlling the state in the name of the people never prevented them 
from seeing the state as itself the source of conspiracies. Nothing is more telling in this respect than the Committee of 
Public Safety’s report to the Convention of 10 October 1793 that, in the very act of requesting the Convention to declare 

the government "revolutionary until the peace," did not hesitate to denounce the government as "a perpetual conspiracy 
against the present ~revolutionary~ order of things."~a~ By the "government" here the committee’s well-known 
reporter Louis-Antoine-L6on de Saint-Just meant the sprawling bureaucracy vulnerable to being colonized by the 
"enemies of the people" against whom he hoped to pit the Convention’s purified committees. But as events were to show, 
it was no easier to maintain the purity of these committees than of the outworks of the "government" in the departments. 

Second, the form of the conspiracies denounced began increasingly to resemble the religious conspiracies perceived 
during the Old Regime. Like the Jansenist "party" and Jesuit society in each other’s conspiratorial "imagqnaire," the 

Brissot and the Brissotins denounced by the Camille Desmoulins and the Jacobins or H6bert and the Ultras denounced by 
Robespierre and the committees had conspired from the very beginning of the group as faction, the faction having never 
had any other purpose than to conspire. And just as Jansenists and Jesuits regarded each other as all the more dangerous 
because both disguised themselves as Catholics all the better to destroy Catholicism from within, so had Girondins and 
Ultras and Citras effectively masked themselves as true patriots and partisans of"the" Revolution the better to corrode 

revolutionary regeneration from within--to perpetrate counter-revolution, in fact. And although religious truth 
occupied the foreground of the Jansenist and Jesuit conspiracies while political power was at the center of the 
revolutionary ones, the two seriously overlapped, as Jansenists and Jesuits also accused each other of conspiring in view 
of universal empire or of a republicanized state respectively and the revolutionary "parties" accused each other of 
conspiring against the "Truth" of the Revolution. A certain Rousseavian religiosity accompanied the culmination of the 

Revolution’s self-immolation of conspiratorial accusation, ending in Robespierre’s campaign against "aristocratic" atheism 
and in favor the cult of the Supreme Being. 

Altered to fit the new circumstances of 1789, the anti-Jansenist variant of the religious plot went into the making of 
counter-revolutionary theories about the origins of the Revolution almost as soon as the Revolution began--or even 

before, as Darrin McMahan demonstrates in his book on the counter-Enlightenment.[33] Long at work for all who 
observed it, the Protestant, Jansenist, and encyclopedic plot remained alive in head and members in the form of the 
cooperation between Antoine Barnave, Armand-Gaston Camus, and the comte de Mirabeau in the National Assembly; 

while the same plot assumed a more abstract form for Augustin Barruel whose Question nationale traced the pedigree of 
the notion of national sovereignty from the conciliarists to Protestants to Jansenists and finally to philosophes. Barruel 



would go on to give definitive form to the Counter-Revolution’s conspiratorial account of the origins of the Revolution in 

his Mdmoires pour servir d l’histoire dujacobinisme published in 1797, by which time freemasons and philosophes had all but 
taken the place of the original religious plotters. [34] 

The comte d’Antraigues also figures in Simon Burrows’s essay on the dmigrds, although as a real counter-revolutionary 
plotter and planner in 1797 rather than the conspiracy theorist reacting to the Revolution’s ecclesiastical legislation in 

1791. In some respects it is unfortunate that Conspiracy in the French l~evolution does not contain an essay devoted 
exclusively to counter-revolutionary conspiratorial theory because counter-revolutionaries were far more influential and 

successful as theorists than as practitioners. Yet Burrows’s decision to concentrate on dmigrd conspiratorial activity 
rather than thought makes sense in that it was the threat of conspiratorial activity rather than theory that spooked the 
revolutionaries, scaring them into preemptive conspiratorial activity of their own. So after noting conspiratorial theory’s 
ideological function in assuring counter-revolutionaries that the Revolution was thinly rooted and therefore reversible, 
Simon Burrows’s chapter bears down on the counter-revolutionary conspiratorial plots and plans such as those 

undertaken or underwritten by the king’s brother, the comte d’Artois, and the former minister of Paris and of the king’s 
household, Louis-Auguste Le Tonnelier, the baron de Breteuil. Paultry at best, the evidence that counter-revolutionary 
plots within France ever posed a serious threat to the success of the Revolution provides scant succor to the theory that 
the Revolution’s parabola of paranoia followed that of real conspiracies, although Tackett allows that after the failed 
flight of the king and then the onset of war, the Revolution’s conspiratorial-mindedness took on a life of its own. To be 
sure, Burrows contends that the revolutionaries’ belief in the "reality" of the counter-revolutionary conspiratorial threat 
was "far more than a result of [their] own fantasies." (p. 151). But after all the evidence has been sifted and weighed, and 
even allowing for the loss of some of it, the "result" does not seem to weigh very impressively in the evidential scales. 

In Burrows’s telling, the real danger consisted of connections between the states at war with France and effectively 

disguised agents within revolutionary France. Whatever real danger these in turn posed seems to have peaked, not 
during the Terror, but toward the very end of the Directorial Republic circa 1797 and during the Napoleonic consulate, 
when counter-revolutionary efforts and money managed to win over the general Jean-Charles Pichegru and may even 
have tempted the Director Jean-Paul Barras and Napoleon’s minister of police Joseph Fouch~. In contrast, the only real 

agents of dmigrds or foreign powers that figured in the "foreign plot" that preoccupied Robespierre at the height of the 
Terror seem to be the murky baron de Batz, who acted in concert with the dmigrd Bretueil, and Pierre-Jean Berthold, 
comte de Proli, an Austrian agent. The chief mischief perpetrated by these rare real conspirators was perhaps to have 
used means of financial corruption to discredit deputies from the Dantonist and H~bertist sides alike as well as to have 
lent a certain substance to the belief in the reality of a "foreign plot" by virtue of their existence alone. But since, in the 
mind of Robespierre and his closest associates, the fact of financial corruption alone was evidence of a preference for 
factional self-interest over virtue and this in turn of conspiracy against the republic of virtue, the main achievement of 

these conspirators may have been to help the remaining revolutionary leaders perceive enough conspiracies and 
conspirators among themselves to eliminate themselves as well as real enemies of the Revolution from the scene. 

However dangerous they may or may not have been, the agents of dmigrds or of foreign powers on whose activities 
Burrows’s chapter throws light have the distinction of being the main "real" conspirators against the institutions of the 
Revolution until after the Terror. In contrast to their incompetence, sans-culottes and their allies conspired far more 
successfully. Planned in secretive central committees of delegates of Parisian sections, units of the National Guard and 

revolutionary clubs, the famous journdes of 10 August 179~ directed against the Tuileries Palace and of 31 May-2 June 
1793 against the Girondin presence in the Convention both bear the earmarks of successful conspiracies. But if, as seems 
certain, the sans-culottes did not consider themselves to be conspirators, they nonetheless shared that conviction with 

their less successful ~migr~ compatriots. For in the counter-revolutionary mind lurked the conviction that, since the 
Revolution was itself a product of a conspiracy, opposition to it in the interests of the "real" France could not really be 
conspiratorial. Conspiracy thus shared the fate of "faction" that, in France, never achieved the status of a theoretical 
legitimization such as that in James Madison’s tenth Federalist letter. 

Such was the case at least until 1796 when Gracchus Babeuf hatched an unsuccessful conspiracy against the Directorial 
government from the side of the post-Thermidorean Jacobin Left that, bypassing the notion of faction, made a clear case 
for the legitimacy of conspiracy in the interests of republican government and the "general good." It is the genius of 
Laura Mason’s essay on Gracchus Babeuf to recognize this aspect of the originality of Babeuf and his associate Filippo 

Buonarroti’s famous "conspiracy of equals," an aspect heretofore obscured by Babeufs more famous commitment to the 
communistic ideal of public or state ownership of property. Rather than the immediate implementation of any such state 
of affairs, it was really the restoration of the republic as envisioned by the democratic but stillborn constitution of 1793 
that Babeuf and his associates aimed at by means of what, in their trial, they freely acknowledged was a "conspiracy" in 
1796. That the American Revolution ended by legitimizing "faction" while the French Revolution wound up legitimizing 



"conspiracy" may say much about the difference h~ political culture between these two sister republics. While the 
Directory had recourse to extra-legal means to quash even electoral challenges from the neo-Jacobin Left and the royalist 

Right as "factions," Babeuf and Buonarroti gave rise to a principled republican conspiratorial tradition that largely took 
the place of the counter-revolutionary one until after the solidification of the Third Republic in 1877. 

In addition to the discovery of a conspiratorial republican as well as a proto-communistic Babeuf, Mason calls renewed 
attention to the classical republican as well as to the "utopian" communistic Mably. Recently rescued from oblivion by 

the work of J. Kent Wright and Keith Michael Baker, the classical republicanism of Gabriel Bonnot de Mably was as 
much of an inspiration to Babeuf as was the communistic aspect of abb~’s thought.[35] With Mably and the republican 
Machiavelli too, Babeufs commitment to republican government went hand-in-hand with a deep neo-Augustinian 
pessimism about human nature and the consequent need for "will" to take advantage of fleeting circumstances and, in the 

direst of these, to seize power in the interests of the public good. Mason’s analysis--if not Mason herself--therefore 
situates Babeuf as far closer to the Enlightenment’s civic humanist strain as described by John Pocock--and Wood--than 
to the celebration of commerce, civility, and inevitable "progress" as represented in France by Condorcet and recently 
defined as the Enlightenment in a Scottish and Neapolitan setting by John Robertson and others.[36] For Maby and 

Babeuf, as for Augustine, the all too human libido dominandi or "will do dominate" made each and every sort of 
government all too vulnerable to a "fall" into despotism. [~ 7] 

These two varieties of enlightenment form the starting point for Thomas Kaiser’s essay, the last in the volume, on the 

course of the related concepts of conspiracy and revolution in the Revolution’s changing conception of its place in history 
from its beginnings in 1789 until the Napoleonic consulate of 1799-1804--less a conclusion, in fact, than a brilliant 
cadenza. If, in Kaiser’s telling, the Revolution replaced the Old Regime’s multiple "revolutions" with the singular 
"Revolution" that aimed, among other things, at replacing despotism with political liberty, it inherited very different 
scenarios from the political thought of the Old Regime. In that of Turgot, Condorcet, and the encyclopedic French 

Enlightenment, the inevitable advance of knowledge and retreat of ignorance would spill over into the moral and political 
realms, banishing "despotism" along with the ignorance that sustained it. In the other scenario, the far more pessimistic 
one of the humanist or classical republican strain in the Enlightenment, political liberty was always a fragile and 

precarious acquisition, ever subject to human inattention, the force of libido dominandi and the wiles of despotic 
conspiracy. The revolutionary project represented a very imperfect synthesis of these two. The goal of political liberty 
was really a latecomer to the agenda of the scientific and civil enlightenment, while the civic humanistic strain-- 
Rousseau’s is the most flagrant case--had been short on enthusiasm for the arts and sciences. 

In his account of the ensuing tension and competition between these two enlightenments among those committed to the 
Revolution, Kaiser gives due weight to the role of "external" circumstances such as the resistance of the nobility to the 
Third Estate’s initial demands, the existence of real counter-revolutionary conspiratorial activity within the royal court, 
and the king’s attempted flight from the Tuileries. It goes without saying that these circumstances also included the 
threat of invasion from without and defeat from within after France went to war with just about all of Europe at the same 

time that the Vendee and numbers of cities rose in revolt in 1793. What is most original in Kaiser’s rendition of these 
circumstances is the emphasis on the weakness of France’s alliance system as the country went into the Revolution and 
the extent to which its alliance with Austria had soured well before the Revolution, with very adverse consequences for 
the reputation of Marie-Antoinette. Kaiser’s cadenza also concedes to Shapiro and Tackett the immediate impacts on the 
incidence of conspiratorial thinking of Paris’s foiling of the putative ministerial coup on 1~-1~ July and the king’s 

attempted flight from Paris on ~ 1 June 1791. 

But in the end, ideology prevails, and the perception of conspiracy becomes a reality more destructive than the thing 
itself. Despite being enshrined in the Revolution’s festivals, its new calendar, and its post-Thermidorean sponsorship of 
Condorcet’s sketch of the progress of the human mind, the Revolution conceived as the perennial if episodic crisis of 

liberty got the better of the conception of it as the inevitable triumph of liberty, as the revolutionaries perceived and 
pursued so many conspirators and conspiracies within their very own ranks that the concept of the Revolution itself 
became contaminated with the notion of conspiracy, much as the counter-revolutionaries had always seen it. Faced with 
the task of ending the Terror and distinguishing the Revolution from conspiracy, the Thermidorean Convention and the 
Directory squandered the opportunity to end the Revolution as constant crisis when it exaggerated the conspiratorial 

threat from the Babeuvian Left and later and repeatedly conspired against both the royalist Right and neo-Jacobin Left in 
pursuit of the inglorious goal of staying in power. Nor did the Napoleonic consulate really turn a new page when, itself 
the product of a conspiracy, it knowingly misused the evidence of a real royalist plot in order to invent a Jacobin 
conspiracy and to ship more than a hundred innocent bystanders off to the "dry guillotine" in French Guinea. 

IV. Theories of Conspiracy Revisited and Revised 



But Kaiser’s essay is not exactly a conclusion and, apart from the point about the Revolution’s criminalization of politics 

as usual, the editors offer no formulaic hypothesis to compete with Furet’s theory of conspiratorial mindedness as the 

legacy of the Old Regime h~ the Revolution, Hunt’s as the necessary corollary of the French Revolution’s opposition to 

the secrecy of the Old Regime, or Tackett’s as symptomatic of the most stressful periods of revolutions anywhere and 

everywhere. Anchored as they are in a combination of rich research and close analysis, these essays tend to undermine 

each of these theories in one way or another. Among them, however, Wood’s as secularized causal thinking as applied to 

the early-modern world of human events may emerge the least worse for the wear, if only because it is the most general 

and least vulnerable in a book devoted to conspiracy in the French Revolution in particular. Yet it is too specific in the 

estimation of the editors who, noting that nh~ety percent of the titles containh~g the words complot, conjuration, and 

conspiration in the British Library and Biblioth6que nationale date from after the French Revolution, suggest that the 

"paranoid style of politics" is characteristic of the political culture of modernity as a whole (p. 12). 

Something quite persuasive nonetheless clings to Wood’s combination of generality and specificity. The phenomenon of 
conspiratorial thinking seems far too general to confine to the American and French revolutions. At the same time, it 
seems too specific to make it applicable to all of political modernity or to all revolutions generally. Something "foreign," 
not quite modern, also rings in the ears of the twenty-first-century reader when confronted with conspiratorial political 
thinking in early modern texts. Whatever its nature, this alien quality inhabits texts well before as well as immediately 

after the American and French revolutions. While it is not clear when it gives way to the "modern," it clearly extends in 
the reverse chronological direction back through the seventeenth century, perhaps to Machiavelli and the "new 
monarchies." [38] 

Is this foreign quality due to the fear for liberty’s fragility so typical of the civic humanist or proto-republican tradition of 

political thought? While this mode of political thought was far more widespread than Wood or Pocock may once have 
thought, its ubiquity does not account for the equal if opposite conspiracies of those committed to the defense of 
"legitimate" authority in state and church. The source of this foreign quality more probably resides in the relative 
weakness of any counter-conspiratorial discourse that, today, tends to prevail in high journalistic commentary on events. 
While, as Wood himself concedes, the eighteenth century’s new science of political economy could account very well for 

the wide discrepancy between individual intentions and collective outcomes, that science did not yet pack much punch in 
the give-and-take of the century’s public sphere. And all but missing from the century of lights is anything resembling 
the individual and social psychology that would later make room for motivations other than conscious and intentional 
ones.[39] Little if anything cushioned the clash of one set of intentions against others. When in 1757--to exploit his 
example one last time Damiens thrust the blade of a penkafife between the fourth and fifth ribs of the King of France, 

virtually nobody thought that he could have acted without the instigation of those socially qualified to have political 
intentions. Where crowds and their actions were concerned, regnant explanations tended either to glorify them as the 
"people" in action or to decompose them into individuals paid to do the bidding of conspiratorial others. By the second 
half of the nineteenth century, however, a psychology of the isolated and eccentrically politicized "rational imbecile" was 
available as an explanation for lone assassins, as was a fledgling if rather crude crowd theory for the inchoately motivated 

behavior of groups. Conspiratorial explanations no more disappeared than did the providential ones they supposedly 
replaced, but they ceased to occupy the discursive field uncontested. 

If, however, the applicability of Wood’s theory to both revolutionary and calm times can be salvaged, and the explanatory 
economy of its combination of conspiratorial thinking with "enlightenment" retained--the theory’s two chief virtues-- 

then the essays in this book suggest that it needs updating in certain ways. Among these ways, first of all, is perhaps its 
definition of "enlightenment," which needs to be explicitly modified to include the enlargement of the "public space" 
opened up by the expansion of print media and a reading public that, while culminating in the century of lights, also 
characterizes the early modern period from Machiavelli to Maistre. Although the fear of a famine pact and "brigands" to 
enforce it may have been able to travel as rumor by word of mouth, it was only by means of print that the elaborate and 

lengthily premeditated plots perceived by revolutionaries and counter-revolutionaries against church and state could 
travel from place to place and perpetuate themselves over time. At the same time, the new pervasiveness of print was 
bound to heighten the suspicion of oral culture, as conspiratorial intentions were bound to hide themselves there. It was 
behind doors, and by word of mouth, that Jansenists and Jesuits imagined each other plotting the subversion of religion, 
church and state, even if print and print alone enabled a Jesuit to commemorate the centennial of one denunciation of a 

Jansenist plot by demonstrating how it had unfolded in the course of the entire century past. And it was similarly over 
dinner that Jacques-Pierre Brissot’s "cabal" supposedly plotted its unpatriotic policies, at least according to Camille 
Desmoulins’s printed Brissot ddmasqud. In a word, Wood’s enlightenment bears updating with the help of Eisenstein’s as 

modified in turn by that of Jtirgen Habermas and his many disciples--and as amended, finally, by Habermas’s equally 
numerous critics. [4o] 

Second, although already stressing the rise in population, Wood’s model might also explicitly incorporate the related 



expansion of national and international markets and the threats both posed to local access to grain and flour in times of 

bad harvest or what was called chertd in France. For the popular panics associated with grain shortages produced the 
early modern period’s stock-in-trade kind of conspiratorial thinking--the famine pact plot--that attributed the periodical 
rise in prices to producers who hoarded grain in order to drive up and profit from these prices. Coinciding with the 
heyday of early-modern conspiratorial thinking from the late sixteenth to the early nineteenth century, the famine plot 
peaked with the state’s experimentation with liberalizing the grain trade in the eighteenth century, most especially in 
France where the monarchy’s fiscal record did not inspire the sort of confidence enjoyed by the King-in-Parliament 
across the English Channel. More or less confined to the "people," the famine-plot nonetheless drifted socially upwards 
and combined with other forms of conspiratorial thinking in times of political crisis--in 1770 and 1776, for example, or 
during the French Revolution as described by Andress in this volume. If the French Revolution is to stand out from the 
general early modern backdrop in this respect, that salience must consist in the fusion of popular with more elite forms of 
conspiratorial thinking in the elaborate plot theories that play so prominent a role in the essays in this book. 

Similarly coinciding with the heyday of conspiratorial thinking is that of the would-be "absolute" state that, from the 

"new" Renaissance monarchies until after the French Revolution, also intervened in the markets before it just as 

controversially tried laisserfaire. Although this enlarged state figures as a feature in Wood’s picture of early modern 

complexity, it needs greater promh~ence near the theoretical prow of Wood’s model if it is to remain entirely seaworthy 

h~ revolutionary and calm waters alike. So long as this state was largely "patrimonial," its politics centered in a court, and 

the extension of its administrative reach remained both limited and contested, the control of the state became the object 

of the conspiracies real and perceived. But when, by the eighteenth century, Campbell’s baroque monarchy shared space 

with an increasingly intrusive administrative monarchy and, as in Tocqueville’s classic portrait, no church roof could be 

repaired without the involvement of the state, the state and its agents themselves took their places as perceived 

perpetrators of plots and conspiracies as well as being the object of them, even of famh~e plots.[41] Both sets of 

conspirators became subject to unmasking, the faceless commis who hid behind the authority of an unknowh~g king as 

well as the courtiers and other sorts of factions who sought to expropriate the state and its resources. 

It goes without saying that the perception of conspiracy reached its apogee during periods of political crisis--the most 
critical such period being that of the French Revolution--when not only the control over but the shape of the state was at 
stake. Provided that this apogee is regarded as the top point h~ an orbit that encompasses the whole century of lights, 
and that the Revolution’s continuity as well as discontinuity vis-tl-vis the eighteenth century as described by Wood is 

respected, the Revolution may be regarded the special case that Furet, Hunt, and Tackett might variously wish it to be. 

Although, last but not least, Wood’s argument about the replacement of divine with human intentional causes to explain 
change in the human affairs remah~s essential to any theory about the prevalence of conspiratorial thinking in the early 
modern period, religion had anything but disappeared during the early modern period, even the eighteenth century. In 

combination with both the state and enlightened culture, religion’s continuing presence should be regarded as just as 
essential as any "enlightenment" to such a theory. If, as Carl Becket once insisted, even the eighteenth-century French 
philosophes were far more Christian than they knew, Becker’s student Robert R. Palmer made just as valid an 
observation when he insisted that the eighteenth-century French defenders of Catholic Christianity were more 
"enlightened" than they knew.[42] Commencing in different kinds of Catholic "mystique," the plots that Jesuits and 

Jansenist alike attributed to each other culminated in the eighteenth century in "politique"--in plots to seize political 
power and shape the state. And while their Augustinian denial of free will and insistence on sin made Jansenists the least 
"enlightened" Catholics in Palmer’s estimation, their plot theory accorded the Jesuits a will as free and efficacious in 
human affairs as the one they denounced as heretical when they detected it in Jesuit theology. 

From the reformations of the sixteenth century until after the French Revolution, the early modern era was also that of 
the different religious establishments that went into the making of the era’s "confessional state." While the degree of state 
control undoubtedly played a role in secularizing religion, the confessional or religious dimension of the identity of these 
states and the nations they increasingly embodied raised the stakes in the competition for deciding the character and 
control of these nation-states. Those who controlled the levers of power therefore controlled the elements of the national 

identity, chief of which remained the religious identity, thereby making the matter into one of temporal if not eternal 
destiny. Even in Gordon Wood’s Anglo-American world, some of the century’s most spectacular conspiracy theories 
remained conspicuously connected to religion, including the popish plot against Charles II denounced by Titus Oates in 
late Stuart England and another one detected by Lord George Gordon and American colonists alike a century later, this 
one to subvert the English throne and to surround New England with a Catholic establishment. Productive of the 
Gordon Riots in London in 178o and a factor in the American Revolution in the colonies, this plot alone is eloquent 
testimony to the ongoing religious form and complexion of political plots in the century before the American and French 
revolutions. [43] 



So too of course is the conspiratorial reaction to the French Revolution’s threat to the Catholic confessional identity of 
France beginning with the National Assembly’s refusal to declare Catholicism the official religion of the regenerated state 
in 1790 and ending with the break with the papacy over the Civil Constitution of the Clergy in the spring of 1791. Too 
weak to christen revolutionary France in anything like the fashion in which Parisian cur~s blessed the revolt of the 
League, the religious issue remained strong and explosive enough to derail the French Revolution into a holocaust of 
counter-conspiratorial perception and denunciation after 1791. Here too the French Revolution may be regarded as an 
exceptional case confirming a general early modern rule. 

No more than conspiracy, however, did religion disappear from the modern scene. Nor for that matter did religious 
explanation then take either Bossuet’s parochially providential or Barruel’s simplistic conspiratorial form. On the 
ultramontanist and pro-Jesuit side of the spectrum, the counter-revolutionary Savoyard diplomat Joseph de Maistre 

contrived a sophisticated form of providential explanation while observing the Directorial phase of the Revolution from 
the relative safety of Lausanne. While blaming the philosophes and their misuse of reason for what was "satanic" in the 
Terror, he assigned human free will and its repeated misuse independent roles to play in a history whereby divine 
cunning used repeated "falls" such as the Revolution and further self-sacrifice to effect humanity’s progress toward 
perfection.[44] At the same time, but on the Jansenist and Gallican side of the conflict, the constitutional bishop of Blois 

Henri Gr~goire elaborated a similarly providential explanation of the Revolution while still trying to christen its course 
in a still pretty terrifying Paris. Attributing the Terror to the anti-Christian reaction to Maistrian-minded counter- 
revolutionary refractory priests, he similarly accorded human imperfection a role to play in a divine design to realize the 
values of liberty, equality and fraternity under Catholic auspices in history. As a way of endowing the theological virtue 
of"hope" with a temporal historical dimension, modernity has done little better. 

[The author wishes to thank Susan Rosa of Northeastern Illinois University and especially Mircea Platon of the Ohio 
State University for their assistance and advice on this review essay.] 
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Review by Darryl Dee, Wilfrid Laurier University. 

For many years, studies of the early modern French nobility have tended to stress success. The second order, these 

studies argue, adapted to rapid, frequently wrenching social change, learned to profit from the rise of a market economy, 

embraced new cultural and intellectual traditions, and entered into collaboration with an increasingly powerful royal 

state. [1] In his fine new book, Fondation et ruine d’une "maison": Hisloire sociale des" comtes de Belin (1582-170@, Elie 

Haddad explores failure and argues that failure reveals just as much about the nature of the French nobility and the 

changes it experienced during the early modern period as does success. 

Haddad focuses on the foundation and ruin of a single noble line, the counts of Belin. The Belins were members of the 

moyenne noblesse, the titled provincial nobles who ranked immediately below the Grands in the social hierarchy and who 
remain relatively understudied by historians. Haddad closely examines the political, social, and cultural practices of the 
Belins over the course of their line’s 125-year existence. He also seeks to offer more, however, than just a microanalysis 
of action. Drawing concepts and methods from anthropology, he uses kinship as a device to analyze the Belins’ practices 

h~ the wider contexts of the evolution of the nobility and of French society as a whole (pp. 18-19). To reconstruct the 
Belins’ kinship ties and the uses they made of them, Haddad carried out exhaustive research in the acts of the notaries of 
Paris preserved in the Minutier central h~ the Archives nationales. He supplemented these sources with the few 
surviving family papers of the Belins as well as with genealogical records from the Cabinet des titres of the Biblioth~que 
nationale. 

Central to Haddad’s argument is his contention that the Belins represented a distinctive system of kinship that Claude 
Levi-Strauss identified as a maison or house, which Levi-Strauss defined as: 

Une personne morale d~tentrice d’un domaine compos~ tl la fois de biens 
materiels et immat~riels, qui se perp~tue par la transmission de son nom, de sa 
fortune et de ses titres en ligne r~elle ou fictive, tenue pour l~gitime tl la seule 
condition que cette continuit~ puisse s’exprimer dans le langage de la parent~ ou 

de l’alliance, et, le plus souvent, des deux ensemble (p. 138). 

The house of Belin was created in 1582 when Jean-FranCois de Faudoas-S~rillac, a Gascon noble then serving as maitre 
de camp in the r~giment de Picardie, married Ren~e d’Averton, a rich heiress from Maine. Both bride and groom drew 
invaluable advantages from the match. For Ren~e, it allowed her to continue her lineage. As a condition of the marriage, 

she required Jean-FranCois to assimilate into her house, adopting its name and coat of arms as his own; he would 
henceforth call himself FranCois I d’Averton. For his part, the marriage gave him the wealth, status, and prestige he 
needed to pursue his political and social ambitions. The house of Belin that they created developed into a distinct entity 



with its own name, titles, honor and reputation as well as landed wealth and other benefices. It was also always an 
artificial creation, constantly evolving according to such factors as its membership, its alliances, the growth or shrinkage 

of its lands, the offices and royal appoh~tments held by its members, and the vagaries of inheritance (p. 142). Yet, when 
its members possessed sufficient solidarity, the house possessed what Haddad terms a "crypto-corporative" nature, by 
which he means that it functioned as a unit that acquired a social visibility and a capacity for action (p. 146). The house 
therefore both shaped the possibilities and imposed limits on the actions of those who belonged to it. 

The fate of the house of Belin was determined by the actions of its members over four generations as they faced the social, 
political, and cultural forces that buffeted the French nobility during the seventeenth century. At first, the prospects ot 
the house appeared bright. Under FranCois I d’Averton, the Belins possessed considerable lands around Alen¢on and Le 
Mans, and another advantageous marriage in the next generation added estates in the Dauphin~ and Franche-Comt& 

Possession of this considerable domain allowed the Belins to claim to be the leading noble house in Maine. Moreover, 
FranCois I was well-established at the royal court, holding the important and lucrative charge of governor to the young 
prince of Cond~ from 1600 to 1608. Thereafter, however, the fortunes of the Belins began to decline. 

The principal reason for this decline was a steady erosion of the wealth of the house. One of the most important causes 

of this erosion was a change in how property was transmitted among the nobility. A particularly distinctive and critical 
characteristic of the house structure was the cognatic transmission of property through women. Haddad makes a 
significant contribution to our understanding of the power and importance of aristocratic women by demonstrating the 
vital role they played in the circulation of property among noble lineages. During the Belins’ first two generations, their 
landed wealth was due mainly to wealthy heiresses bringing their inheritance into their marriages and integrating them 
into the patrimony of the house. This practice ended with the third generation. The sons of FranCois II, the second 
count of Belin, married wives from families of the rising robe nobility. Haddad argues that the Belins made what turned 
out to be a fateful decision in order to strengthen their deteriorating ties to the royal government and thus increase their 
likelihood of securing royal charges. But the robe nobility was at that very moment drastically reinforcing patrilineal 
inheritance. The cause was the rapid increase in the value of venal offices following the introduction of the ~paulette in 
16o4, a development that in turn led to a rise in robe noble dowries. Unwilling permanently to lose control of what 
amounted to a significant part of their patrimonies, the heads of robe families hedged their daughters’ dowries with strict 
conditions. The sons of Francois II were prohibited from adding their wives’ properties to their house’s domain. When 

they died, the Belins were required to return their dowries to their families and were also obligated to furnish the widows 
with large dowers. 

Unable to acquire new lands through their old practices, the Belins relied increasingly on the revenues from their 
existing domain. Belying the image of careless and spendthrift noble landlords, the Belins were conscientious managers 

of their seigneuries. During the first half of the seventeenth century, their revenues were enough to pay for a lavish 
lifestyle and to support their pretensions of preeminence among the nobles of Maine. After 1650, the Belins’ landed 
revenues declined drastically. They suffered from the general deterioration of income from land that occurred in the 
second half of the seventeenth century. But the most significant causes of their distress flowed from their decision to 
marry into families of the robe nobility. The requirement to provide substantial dowers for the widows of the sons of 

Francois II forced the house to sell a number of its most profitable estates, which only accelerated the diminution of its 
income. The Belins consequently fell into a deep trough of indebtedness and further alienations of estates from which 
they would never emerge. The nadir was reached in 1669 when the creditors of Antoinette d’Averton, sole heiress of the 
house, forced her to accept their oversight of her properties. 

The deterioration of the Belins’ landed revenues would not have been so dangerous if these revenues had been 
supplemented with income from royal offices and pensions. Haddad points out, however, that the house did not possess 
lucrative charges after 162~. Their failure to acquire such charges stands in stark contrast to more successful noble 
families, which derived an ever larger proportion of their wealth from royal appointments. For example, the 
1Roncherolles of Pont-St-Pierre in Upper Normandy held a series of royal military positions after 1560; by the later 

seventeenth century, the income that the marquis of 1Roncherolles received from his military governorship dwarfed the 
revenues he drew from his estates. [2] 

The Belins’ failure to acquire royal charges was due to their inability to develop a stable relationship with the 
increasingly powerful Bourbon monarchy. Haddad contends that their attitude towards royal power was always 

ambiguous, oscillating between proximity and distance, service and defiance (p. a77). FranCois I d’Averton, for example, 
began as a moderate Catholic Leaguer and a client of the Guise duke of Mayenne, who made him governor of Paris in 
1591. He then rallied to Henry IV after the king’s conversion to Catholicism. It was to secure FranCois I’s loyalty that 
Henry IV appointed him governor to the prince of Cond& The decisive phase in the Belins’ relationship with the 
Bourbon monarchy occurred with FranCois II d’Averton. He sided with Marie des Medicis in her power struggle with 



Cardinal Richelieu. In 1624, he abandoned the court for his estates h~ Maine. Francois II’s choice to establish his 
powerbase exclusively in his home province was fatal in the long run for the Belins because it cut them off from royal 

favor and robbed them of a large measure of political influence. FranCois II’s descendants attempted to rectify this 
mistake. During the 1640s, they were among the first nobles to side with Cardinal Mazarin. More importantly, the 
Belins elected to become officers in the king’s army, hoping that military service would restore them to royal favor. This 
choice was, however, a dangerous gamble. Service as officers in the armies of Louis XIV involved not only financial but 
also mortal risks: three of FranCois II’s four sons were killed in battle. [3] The Belins’ gamble failed disastrously when 

the last male of the house, Emmanuel-Ren~, grandson of FranCois II, died at the siege of Douai in 1667. 

Haddad also examines how the social ties of the Belins helped to shape the matrimonial, political and religious choices 
they made. He criticizes the "functionalist" theory of clientage developed by Sharon Kettering, Mark Greengrass, and 

Mack Holt as failing to distinguish sufficiently between the varied types of links that nobles created and maintained with 
each other. The peregrinations of the Belins from patron to patron--Mayenne to Cond~ to Marie des Medicis to 
Mazarin--show the great fluidity of clientage links. Once made, however, these attachments proved to be durable and 
long lasting. They could lie dormant for many years, only to be mobilized again when needed. Clientage and other social 
links therefore created a range of possible engagements for the Belins. For example, FranCois II’s attachment to Marie de 

Medicis was largely determh~ed by the numerous former moderate Leaguers in her clientele. The Belins had maintained 
links with these lineages since the creation of their house, constructing ties of marriage, friendship, and clientage with 
them. 

The Belins were not only clients; they were also important patrons of the arts. After his return to his estates, FranCois II 

d’Averton patronized a number of important writers, notable among them the playwright Jean Mairet. Haddad contends 

that the count of Belin’s artistic patronage was largely motivated by the sociopolitical circumstances of his house. In 

exchange for his protection and support, FranCois II’s artist-clients extolled his virtues--his generosity, the high origins 

of his lineage, and his valor at arms. Patronage therefore served as a means for Franqois II to maintain his name and the 

presence of his house at the royal court and capital that he had abandoned. The count of Belin’s artistic activity 

culminated with his participation in the quarrel that broke out over Pierre Corneille’s play Le Cid. Through a careful 

reading of the polemical works produced during the quarrel, Haddad demonstrates that FranCois II was one of its 

principal protagonists as the opponent of Richelieu’s efforts to exert royal control over artistic patronage. Yet his 

intervention was forgotten within a generation and left almost no trace in posterity. This effacement reveals the 

weakness of Franqois II’s efforts to maintain the name and reputation of his house through artistic patronage. 

The house of Belin ended as it began--with an heiress, Antoinette d’Averton, widow of Emmanuel-Ren~. Unlike the 
founder of her house, Ren~e d’Averton, Antoinette could not remarry because of the catastrophic state of the Belins’ 

patrimony and their political feebleness. When she died in 17o6, the house of Belin was ruined. Haddad convincingly 
argues that the examination of failure offers valuable insights into the evolution of the French nobility over the course of 
the seventeenth century. Furthermore, he provides an excellent model for other historians to follow. 

NOTES 

[1] Examples of such studies include Katia B~guin, Les princes de Condd. Rebelles, courtesans et mdcMes dans la France du 

Grand si~cle (Seyssel: Champ Vallon, 1999); Guy Chaussinand-Nogaret, La Noblesse au XUIIIe si~cle. De la Fdodalitd aux 

Lumi~res (Paris: Hachette, 1976); Jonathan Dewald, Pont-St-Pierre, 1398-1789: Lordship, Community and Capitalism in 

Early Modern France (Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1987) and Aristocratic Experience ana 

the Origins of Modern Culture: France 1570-1715 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1993); 

Robert Forster, The Nobility of Toulouse in the Eighteenth Century (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1960) 

and The House of Saulx-Tavannes: Uersailles and Burgundy, 1700-1830 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1971). 

[2] Dewald, Pont-St-Pierre, 178-180. 

[3] On the financial and other costs of noble military service under Louis XIV, see Herv~ Dr~villon, L’Imp6t du Sang. Le 

Mdtier des" armes sous Louis" XIU(Paris: Tallandier, 2005). 

Darryl Dee 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
ddee@wl-a.ca 
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Review by Nadine D. Pederson, Central Washington University. 

Francois de Belleforest (1530-83) and his contemporaries claimed that French court festivals surpassed those of other 
European countries. Margaret McGowan (who surely needs no introduction to anyone familiar with the French 

Renaissance) examines, in meticulous detail, the aspect of dance h~ these festivals, as well as France’s role in the larger 
context of European dance, and in turn, dance’s "extraordinary grip...on the minds and behavior of men and women" in 
the Renaissance (p. xv). The author aims "to recreate a vision of Renaissance dancing within the cultural, political and 
aesthetic frames that gave it meanh~g" (p. xviii). Her argument for a French-focused book on Renaissance dance is 
grounded in the opinions of non-French sources as well: "by the end of the sixteenth century, the French court had 

become a kind of crucible, the source of inspiration for dance forms and choreographic spectacles in other European 
countries and the touchstone by which would-be rivals were judged" (p. xv). 

A book about early dance presents specific historiographical challenges: how does a scholar write about sources created 

long before technology provided the means to record the history of bodies in motion? The answer is in McGowan’s 

range of evidence: "The picture I shall paint is a complex collage, made up of bits and pieces drawn together into an 

imperfect yet striking whole" (p. xvi). She discusses the challenges involved with relying on production records that 

discuss "preparation, not performance" and eyewitness testimonies from the audience’s perspective that "assume a prior 

kmowledge of this art on the part of their readers" (p. xvi). If much dance scholarship focuses on reconstructing the 

choreography, that is, in a way, anachronistic for sixteenth-century dance, when dance had more important socio-political 

function than an artistic one "to display the person" (p. xvii). 

Chapter one, "The Status of the Dance," establishes dance’s popularity at court. This popularity was spearheaded by 

people like Marguerite de Valois, who helped solidify the obsession for ballets and mascarades at court as an organizer. 
Her reputation for favoring the art form spread throughout Europe, so much so that during her travels (for example to 
Flanders in 1577), her hosts ensured that dance was a part of the entertainments in her honor. The high level ot 
performance meant extensive training; teachers at court are a topic of current research as rare sources come to light and 

are edited by scholars. The experience of dancers is harder to trace: "but what evidence of personal experience of dancing 
can be found in the writings of French performers themselves?" (p. 13) Diaries record little, but occasionally we have 
comments on the challenge that dance presented to the dancer. One French source is Philibert de Viennes’ 154~7 satire, 
which makes reference to the impossibility of complicated training as a background to the ease with which courtiers were 
supposed to display skill and range of dancing. This example of evidence from literature is supplemented with a dose ot 

reality from an English work of 1581 by Barnaby Rich. McGowan points out that Rich expressed his difficulty dancing 
and his "underlying fear that--with such h~competence--what began in sport was likely to end in shame" (p. 1~). 



This key chapter also discusses the role of dance in Renaissance self-fashioning. Castiglione and his ilk, as well as diaries 

and histories, underlined the core usefulness of dance training for a career at court. Dance appears to have been a 
completely practical skill. As McGowan notes, there is little evidence for any kind of "pleasure it gives the performer; 
instead it was proclaimed as an instrument of management in the first instance, and as a step towards power in the 
second" (p. 18). The importance of dance is difficult to document this consistently at the French court in the sixteenth 
century due to incomplete household accounts. This is unlike early seventeenth-century English records, which preserve 

samples of the high salaries dancing masters (often French) earned. One example offered is a Ben Jonson/Inigo Jones 
collaboration, Love Freed from Ignorance and Folly (161 1), for which the person who taught the dances (Mr. Confesse) was 

paid more than the poet and the scenic designer. Not everyone was equally thrilled with the importance of dance: "A 
measure of the status of the dance and of the significance attached to it by the French court may, paradoxically, be gained 
from the hostile remarks of satirists, diplomats and men of affairs," who considered dance a distraction from the kind of 
political and economic business that they believed should be central to the court’s activities (p. 3o). Complaints of 
diplomatic receptions (and even wars) delayed for the cause of dance and other entertainments abound. 

Chapter two, "Discourses on Dancing," tackles texts created by dance masters--mainly French and Italian, with some 
from the Netherlands and some published in England. There seems to be a relative abundance of these works, but there 
are significant issues with scholars’ "ability to analyze the dances of the past... ~being~ hampered by the imprecision of 
many descriptions of dance forms . . . We are also hindered by inadequacies of teclmical language in sixteenth-century 
discourses, and the musical accompaniment is directly related to the surviving choreography all too rarely" (p. 3~). The 
dance masters themselves had difficulty rendering a body’s movement through space in book form; Italian treatises 
handled the problem differently than in France and England, where "choreographies were given by means of signs and 
alphabetical shorthand" (p. 37). Choreographers were expected to have the kind of interdisciplinary knowledge usually 
associated with the humanist tradition, and discussions in dance treatises often made reference to texts by Cicero, Plato, 

Aristotle, and the like in order to strengthen the positive image of dance (and their own status as dancing masters). 
McGowan acknowledges the variety of treatises--some written for patrons, some for fellow professionals--and the 
"contradictions and omissions" they present for dance historians to untangle and fill (p. 59). One of the major challenges 
is their relationship to dance in performance: the theory of a certain technique described on the page may not translate 
well into actual practice. 

This idea is carried into the next chapter, "Making a Ballet," where McGowan considers the evidence of production plans 
at court: "we shall never know how far a performance matched the intentions of the team who invented the spectacle" (p. 
61). Using contracts, household accounts, and illustrations, she considers the scale of performance and discusses the 
specifics of several spaces known to be used for dance productions. Financial records also turn out to be useful for 

information about musicians who played music for these productions. This music was subject to adaptation as it passed 
from one musician to the next and was rarely recorded in print-- the Baler comique of sixteenth-century France is a rare 
example. Choreography for performance was also rarely written down, leaving the bulk of the evidence for dances in the 

realm of plans and payments for costumes, props, sets, and temporary spaces (or decoration of existing ones), all of which 
McGowan discusses with the aid of illustrations. 

"Forms of Dancing," chapter four, provides an explanation of the different types of Renaissance dances, describing the 
conditions under which each would have been performed. This chapter gives the reader a sense of the ubiquity of dance 

during this time, covering everything from social dancing to horse ballets to the Pyrrhic--a form that crossed into the 
martial arts. McGowan also delves into three case studies of dance forms in performance: Brach’s Mascarade de Diane, the 

1573 Ballet des Polonais, and the famous 1581 Baler comique de la reyne of Beaujoyeulx. (A minor note: the position of this 
chapter mid-book rather than at the beginning might be frustrating for some readers unfamiliar with dance history, since 
the terms defined in it have been used in previous chapters.) 

Chapters five and six, "Dance Conquers the Court I: FranCois Ier and Henri II" and "Dance Conquers the Court II: 
Catherine de M~dicis and her Sons," trace the rise of dance at court over the course of the sixteenth century. These 
chapters often (but necessarily) reference material covered earlier in the book, but they allow McGowan to scrutinize the 
monarchy’s use of and participation in dance much more fully, and so allow for a clearer picture of the centrality of the art 
form at the seat of power. Reaching beyond that seat, chapter seven, "Dancing in the Country" discusses--among other 

things--the influence of court dancing on dance in the countryside, as well as the influence of the pastoral genre on dance. 

In chapter eight, "Dance as Transformation," McGowan enters the realm of the philosophy of dance; the chapter’s 
"arguments rest largely upon the written evidence of poets" (p. ~09). Having constructed a solid case for dance as 
obsession and fashion by citing plentiful evidence of performance from the archives, she turns to writers such as Jean 
Dorat and Pierre Ronsard to understand the more spiritual power of dance in the Renaissance. Less accomplished 



scholars might have been tempted to use this chapter to trot out general theories of ritual as they apply to performance; 
McGowan stays grounded in the words of Renaissance writers (and the classical authors who influenced them--not a 

supposition--dates of the availability of printed texts abound). She explores dance as a kind of magical power, as well as 
its power to inspire poetry and to seduce. One particular text, Ronsard’s La Charite, "sums up the power that sixteenth- 

century minds thought should be attributed to the dance, and--in many ways--provided the ultimate expression of those 
beliefs" (p. 228). A final chapter, "The Rise of the Professional," looks at evidence not only of dancers and dance masters, 
but also other kinds of professionals who plied their trade in the realm of movement, such as acrobats and commedia 

dell’arte actors. 

McGowan ends her book with an anecdote about Henri III nearly dancing himself to death; his doctors attributed his 

severe ear infection in September 1579 to "excessive dancing." If this were not a clear enough illustration of "how 

enthusiasm had become an obsession" (p. 248), readers may cast their eyes on the appendix that follows. McGowan keys 

her impressive list, "Records of the Dance h~ the French Renaissance: Dances, Mascarades and Ballets, 1500-1600," to 

references in the bibliography. Such useful tools, along with the author’s masterful handling of difficult, fragmented 

evidence, guarantee that Dance in the I:tenaissance will serve as both a reference text and a model for further studies in 

French Renaissance performance. 

Nadine D. Pederson 
Central Washington University 
Pederson@cwu.edu 
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Review by Stuart Jones, University of Manchester. 

What is the relationship between classical republicanism and liberalism as traditions of political thought? The 

entrenched view, originally formulated with reference to the origh~s of the American republic, dates back to the seminal 
work of Bernard Bailyn and J.G.A. Pocock.[1] These writers see a sharp divide between the two traditions. 
Republicanism was rooted in a cyclical view of history, and derived much of its force from its invocation of political 
models drawn from classical antiquity, whereas liberalism espoused a progressive conception of history and was strongly 
modernist. Republicanism was communitarian whereas liberalism was individualist. For republicans, liberty depended on 
"manners," and in particular on civic virtue and public spirit; whereas for liberals, it was constitutions which would make 
it possible for people to live together in freedom, irrespective of their moral qualities. Republicans distrusted commerce 
because it tended to dissolve civic virtue, whereas liberals celebrated the commercial spirit both for its wealth-creating 
capacity and because it underpinned modern freedom. 

This dichotomy between republicanism and liberalism has been reasserted by latter-day republicans such as those 
rediscoverers of the neo-Roman "third concept of liberty," Quentin Skinner and Philip Pettit.[2] But their account has 
struggled to find favour with historians of nineteenth-century liberalism, who are increasingly prone to find liberal 
discourse shot through with republican themes, including enthusiasm for the Athenian polis. Eugenio Biagini, Paul Nolte 

and Nadia Urbinati, to name but three, have made important historiographical interventions along these lines. [3] 

The French case is the test-case for the continuity thesis. On the one hand, classical republicanism was particularly 
powerful in revolutionary France, under the influence of Rousseau and others, although we now know thanks to the work 

of Rachel Hammersley and others just how much French revolutionary politics owed to the English tradition of classical 
republicanism.~ On the other hand, the progenitors of a distinctively liberal tradition of political thought in France-- 
notably Germaine de Stall and Benjamin Constant--drew a sharp distinction between ancient and modern liberty, and 
argued that the critical failing of revolutionary politics lay in its pursuit of the former in a modern commercial society. 

Does not Constant’s critique of the republicanism of Rousseau and Mably, and of their love of Sparta, provide the clearest 
evidence for those who see a sharp break separating republicanism from modern liberalism? Did not French liberalism 
take as its starting-point a rejection of revolutionary politics inspired by classical republicanism? As Andreas Kalyvas 
and Ira Katznelson put it in a recent book, "Stall’s liberalism can be understood as the result of a struggle first within and 
then against the civic tradition." ~5~ Moreover, is not the longer-term fortune of French liberalism explained by its 

difficult coexistence with a strong republican tradition? 

In fact much recent work on Constant denies this account, and points out how ambivalent he was towards modern 

liberty, and how careful he was not to deny the importance of political liberty to the preservation of freedom in modern 

society. But if there was no sharp break, what alternative account can we construct of the transformation of 

republicanism into liberalism, or of the ability of liberalism to subsume republican themes? In attempting to respond to 

this challenge, historians of liberalism have been hampered by our lack of a full study of republicanism through the whole 



revolutionary period. This gap has now been admirably filled by Andrew Jainchill’s excellent new book, based on his 

Berkeley Ph.D. This will be indispensable reading for anyone concerned to reconstruct the intricate story of how modern 

political forms and political languages emerged out of the wreckage of the French Revolution. Crucially, Jainchill argues- 

-against Constant, but also against recent scholars such as Keith Baker--that classical republicanism reached the peak of 

its influence not during the Terror, but after it. Far from being discredited by the experience of the Terror, as a reader of 

Constant might suppose, classical republicanism in fact constituted "the dominant political language of post-Terror 

France" (p. 11). 

In fact Jainchill’s substantive argument is rather less clear-cut than this over-statement of his case, drawn from the 
h~troduction, suggests. The bulk of the book consists of a rich and detailed excavation, not of the classical republican 
tradition, but of modern republicanism--of that tradition that took as its focus the distinctive forms that a republic must 
take in modern commercial society. To that extent, Jainchill echoes other recent authors, such as James Livesey, and 

picks up on themes Biancamaria Fontana and her collaborators defined h~ their study The Invention of the Modern l~epublic. 
[6] It is no surprise to learn how important the idea of the modern republic was to the political debates of the post- 
Thermidorean period. Jainchill’s originality lies in his demonstration of the extent to which the modern republican 
writers of this period--unlike their Girondin precursors, such as Condorcet--were animated by classical republican 
themes: in other words, there was no clean break between these two traditions, and the origins of liberalism, therefore, 

cannot straightforwardly be traced to the triumph of modern republicanism over its classical precursor. 

The crucial chapter, from this point of view, is chapter three, on "Liberal Republicanism during the Directory." Here he 

contextualizes the work of Stall and Constant, and demonstrates that the former, in particular, stood at the ’aristocratic’ 

end of a spectrum of modern republican writers, several others of whom were notably more influenced by classical 

republican concerns. The key figure h~ Jainchill’s account here is the little-known Charles-Guillaume Th~remin, whom 

he interprets as putting forward a "Kantian version of modern republicanism" which "constituted an important, and 

underappreciated, undercurrent of French Liberalism" (p. 113). Jainchill stresses that Th~remh~ was "resolutely and 

explicitly a modern republican," although "his political philosophy was often marked by tensions between classical- 

republican and liberal themes" (p. 115). Like Constant, he was no straightforward celebrant of the triumph of 

commercialism, but remained a critic of many of the consequences of the commercial spirit. He was a modern republican 

whose work was infused with classical republican anxieties. Jainchill most effectively demonstrates the connection 

between classical anxieties and "modern" solutions in his analysis of Th~remin’s advocacy of the extension of political 

rights to women. This proposal was, of course, alien to most of the classical republican tradition, with its central concern 

for the distinctively masculine quality of civic virtue. But for Th~remin the need for the enfranchisement of women 

stemmed the critical dependence of the republic on the mores of the citizens, for it was women, much more than men, 

who were the educators of the next generation of citizens. 

Jainchill’s work has another important implication: French liberalism was formed less by the reaction against the Jacobin 
Terror than by resistance to Napoleonic rule (p. 17). His key case-study here is of the liberal rejection of the growing 

authoritarianism of the Consulate, and in particular the response to the 18o 1 law establishing military tribunals to crush 
rural brigandage. Constant was a notably articulate defender of the jury system, and for Jainchill the key exposition of 
this anti-Bonapartist liberalism is to be found in De la possibilitd d’une constitution rdpublicaine dans un grand pays, an 

h~complete manuscript which Constant drafted mostly during the Consulate and which was not published until 1991.[7] 

Here Constant outlined "a constitutional architecture for a liberal republic," but "its language of balance and advocacy of 
an active political life reprised key features of the early modern classical-republican tradition" (p. 285). Its emphasis on 
h~dividual liberty as its core value makes this a fundamentally liberal text, but it was a liberalism strongly inflected with 
classical republican preoccupations with how to sustain an active citizenry. Jainchill makes a good case for the 

importance of this text, but given that Constant’s political writings were powerfully shaped by historical conjunctures, I 
would have liked to see some consideration of where it fits in the evolution of his thought. It is, interestingly, neglected 
(except by Marcel Gauchet) in Helena Rosenblatt’s excellent recent edited volume, The Cambridge Companion to Constant. 

Jainchill concludes with a stimulating epilogue on "The Fate of French Liberal Republicanism." This makes two central 
points. The first is that the bifurcation which emerged in the 1790s between the "liberal republicanism" of Constant and 
Th~remin and the "liberal authoritarianism" of Siey6s and Roederer anticipated the subsequent division between 
h~dividualistic and elitist strands which Lucien Jaume has made the centrepiece of his account of French liberalism in the 
nineteenth century.[9] The second point concerns Tocqueville. He has long been recognized as a liberal whose 
preoccupation with civic virtue gives his writings a curiously classical republican tint. For that reason he has often been 
regarded as a rather isolated figure in French liberalism. Jainchill’s account makes Tocqueville’s liberalism look 
significantly less strange; although it still leaves us with the puzzle of why Tocqueville should have displayed so little in 

h~terest in Constant’s writings. 
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Review by Thomas M. Luckett, Portland State University. 

(Paris: Collection Le Promeneur, 

Paris, writes Edmund White, "is the great city of thefldneur--that aimless stroller who loses himself in the crowd, who 
has no destination and goes wherever caprice or curiosity directs his or her steps."[1] Celebrated in the nineteenth 

century by Charles Baudelaire, the urban promenade remains a distinctively Parisian pass-time. Laurent Turcot’s Le 

Promeneur ~ Paris au XUIIIe si~cle explores the origins of the promenade in Paris, as both an idea and an activity, from the 

reign of Louis XIV to the eve of the Revolution. Combining literary analysis with archival research, he has written a 
richly interdisciplinary study that draws together sociology, history of discourse, urban planning and criminology. 
Walking serves Turcot not simply as a fascinating topic in its own right, but as a lens through which to view larger 
trends in the cultural history of eighteenth-century France, including the rise of individualism. 

Turcot summarizes the scope and purpose of his book in his conclusion when he writes: 

La pr~sente ~tude s’articule sur la d~finition et la transformation d’un rituel collectif de la promenade et 
l’affirmation progressive d’une forme de promenade individualis~e qui se construit sur trois grands 
ensembles: l’am~nagement de l’espace, les representations sociales et culturelles et les pratiques de la 

promenade. (p. 412) 

Somewhat confusingly, if the phrase after the colon is meant to describe the three large parts into which the book is 
divided, it lists them out of order. To the extent that he keeps them distinct, urban planning is actually the topic of part 
two, and cultural representations that of part three, while the evolution of the practice of strolling is more properly that 

of part one. 

Indeed, part one (chapters one and two) argues a bold narrative thesis that to a great extent frames the rest of the book: 

having previously been understood almost entirely as a social activity, in the eighteenth century the promenade came to be 
medicalized as a healthful activity. A surprising number of advice-books were published in early modern Paris to explain 
to readers both how and why they ought to go walking. Examining this literature, Turcot finds that those of the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries present the walk as a polite and civil activity, an extension of the elaborate 
social etiquette that had developed in the salons and the royal court. Authors such as Jean Puget de La Serre, Charles 

Sorel, Francois de Grenaille and Antoine de Courtin wrote works explainh~g how to conduct oneself during a promenade 
so as to make a good impression. When you turn around at the end of a footpath, turn toward your companion, not 
away. At some point surprise your companion by saying goodbye and leaving, so as to affirm your independence. If 

strolling with a social superior, walk slightly behind him, not side-by-side. The promenade de civilitd was peculiarly suited 
to strolling in a garden with well planned footpaths such as the Tuileries or the Cour-la-Reine rather than a busy street, 
and consequently influenced the development of the French garden. 



Though they never entirely disappeared, publications on the ])romenade de civilitd became rarer in the eighteenth century. 
Turcot attributes their decline in popularity to the influence of moralizing writers from Blaise Pascal to Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau who criticized civilitd itself as something artificial and dishonest. Instead, the eighteenth century saw the rise of 

a new sort of advice-book that presented walking as healthful and enjoyable exercise. Medical writers like Andry de 
Boisregard, the chevalier de Londeau and Theodore Tronchin rejected the earlier emphasis on social distinction, arguing 
that persons of all social classes should benefit from regular walks. The anatomist Petrus Camper, inspired by a passage 
of Rousseau’s Discours sur l’origqne et les fondements de l’indgalitd parmi les hommes, even criticized high-heeled shoes and 

proposed a new style of flat-soled footwear that would restore the natural function of the human foot. As the activity of 
strolling became democratized, it spilled beyond the confines of the landscaped garden into the streets and boulevards of 
the capital city. 

Based mainly on sources in the French National Archives, part two (chapters three and four) examines the construction 

of Paris’s first boulevards, designed both to ease traffic congestion and to provide Parisians with new places to walk. 

Beginning in the reign of Louis XIV, the demolition of Paris’s ramparts freed up space to create a semi-circle of great 

thoroughfares along the city’s northern perimeter from the Porte St-Antoine to the Porte St-Honor& Bordered by 

footpaths and rows of trees to provide shade, boulevards h~tegrated elements of the French garden into the urban 

landscape. They were socially transformative, with often unintended consequences. For wealthy burghers they became 

one of the most fashionable places in Paris to own a townhouse, but the proliferation of mansions with private carriage 

gates along the boulevards tended to defeat their intended purpose as an open and public space in which to enjoy a 

promenade. Eventually the construction of newer mansions even reduced the market value of the older ones. 

Turcot documents in some detail the ongoing legal struggles between the crown and the property owners over control of 
the space bordering the boulevards, and devotes a separate chapter to the development of the Champs-Elys~es, a vast new 

boulevard west of the Tuileries along which private constructions were not allowed to intrude. He also documents the 
growing problem of traffic accidents and petty criminality on the boulevards, and the response of the police. Within the 
city the Garde de Paris patrolled the boulevards, but on the Champs-Elys~es that job fell to the Garde suisse. Here 
Turcot is able to draw a wealth of detail from the hundreds of weekly reports that Ferdinand de Federici, a sergeant in 
the Garde suisse, filed with his superior. They constitute a remarkable source that Turcot and Arlette Farge have edited 

as a separate volume.[2] 

Part three (chapters five and six), based once again on printed sources, develops the last great theme of the book: by the 

second half of the eighteenth century the practice of the urban promenade became highly individualized. For 

Enlightenment writers, the purpose of strolling through Paris was less to make a good impression, or even to improve 

one’s health, than to observe the city and its denizens, and each observer’s experience was unique. In part this trend was 

an unintended consequence of the growing number of travel guides published for the use of tourists visiting Paris. To 

compete for readers, guide books had to be detailed and exhaustive. The ~tat ou Tableau de la ville de Paris" by J~ze and 

the Ahnanach parisien en faveur des" dtrangers et des" personnes curieuses by H~bert and Alletz were eventually surpassed in 

1779 when Hurtaut and Magny published in four volumes their Dictionnaire historique de la ville de Paris" et de ses environs. 

Turcot argues that such encyclopedic travel guides invited readers to choose their own itinerary and discover the city for 

themselves. "L%volution du genre m~me du guide de voyage favorise la promenade individualis~e" (p. 277). 

Turcot’s final chapter focuses on three great texts by Enlightenment writers who spent much of their lives wandering, 
observing and describing the streets of prerevolutionary Paris: Simeon-Prosper Hardy, Nicolas-Edme R~tif de la 
Bretonne and Louis-S~bastien Mercier. All three texts are well known to historians of Paris. All three, moreover, 

though encyclopedic in their ambitions, present highly idiosyncratic accounts of the city based largely on the writer’s 
personal experiences. Mes Loisirs, ou Journal d’dv&zemens tels qu’iA" parviennent ~ ma connoissance by the Parisian bookseller 
Hardy is a vast diary that fills eight folio volumes in the original manuscript, and that is only now being published in its 

unabridged form.[3] Covering the last quarter-century of the old regime, it details the daily social and political events of 
the capital, often from the point of view of the author who tells us what he saw in a given street at a given time. For 
Hardy, "La promenade est v~ritablement une m~thode pour connaltre l’espace et se l’approprier" (p. 353). R~tif de la 

Bretonne’s Nuits de :Paris" is a much more fictionalized diary following the nightly adventures of its extraordinarily 
eccentric author as he roams Paris in search of material for his stories. Mercier’s Tableau de :Paris" runs to twelve volumes 
containing over a thousand articles on a wide variety of Parisian sites and institutions, arranged without any obvious 

logic but apparently in the order he wrote them. Though not a diary, it too presents a highly individualized account of 
the city interwoven with the author’s moral and political opinions. For both Mercier and R~tif, concludes Turcot, "le 
promeneur, plus qu’une figure litt~raire, devient une figure sociale dont la fonction est de mettre au jour les m~canismes 
qui r~gissent la capitale" (p. 410). 

Beginning as it does with the collectivized ritual of the promenade de civilitd at the start of the eighteenth century, and 



closing with the eccentric promeneur-observateur of the 1780s, Turcot’s Le Promeneur d Paris presents a grand narrative arc 
that leads from pre-modern communitarianism to modern individualism. As naturalists of the urban landscape, the great 
diarists of the late old regime had to separate themselves socially from the city in order to observe it. Turcot argues that 

they drew much of their inspiration from the later writings of Rousseau, including his l~veries du promeneur solitaire, 
penned at a time when the author was increasingly paranoid and friendless. R~tif in particular, wandering the night in 
outlandish black costumes and frequently assaulted by Parisians who mistook him for a police spy, reminds us of the price 
that literary observers often paid. Recent scholarship demonstrates that even the bookseller Hardy had retired from 

selling books by at least 1770, thus distancing himself from the profession to which he was so proud to belong.[4] The 
isolation and sheer loneliness of the literary promeneurs of prerevolutionary Paris may help explain their dark, 
Baudelairian vision of a city filled with criminality, squalor and suicides. 

NOTES 

[1] Edmund White, The Fldneur: A Stroll through the Paradoxes of Paris (New York & London: Bloomsbury, 2oo 1), p. 16. 

[2] Ferdinand Federici, Flagrants ddlits sur les Champs-Elysdes: Les dossiers de police du gardien Federici, 1777-1791, ed. 

Arlette Farge & Laurent Turcot ([Paris]: Mercure de France, 2008). 

[3] Simeon-Prosper Hardy, Mes Loisirs, ou Journal d’dvdnemens tels qu’ils parviennent d ma connoissance (1753-1789), vol. 1, 

ed. Daniel Roche & Pascal Bastien (Quebec: Presses de l’Universit~ Laval, 2008). 

[4] Ibid., pp. lO-14. 
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Review by Daisy Delogu, University of Chicago. 

France’s remarkable Louis IX, or Saint Louis, has long been the object of scholarly attention. Born in 1~14~, Louis 
became king in 1~6 as a boy of twelve. He was guided, not only in his youth but throughout his life, by his mother 
Blanche of Castile--a remarkable woman in her own right. In l~S Louis embarked on his first and most famous 

crusade. Upon his return to France six years later he enacted a number of reforms of the kingdom, most notably 
concernh~g the admhfistration of justice. He likewise enacted a number of what might be considered personal reforms-- 
wearing the simplest dress, h~creasing his public charity and almsgiving, and engaging in acts of penitence and humility. 
He embarked upon his second and last crusade in 1~7o, and died the same year of illness before the gates of Tunis. Louis 
was an exemplary figure during his own lifetime both for his piety and for his kingship, and this exemplarity was 

confirmed by his canonization in 1~97. 

Louis’s life and its impact has garnered the attention of those concerned with questions of later medieval sanctity, such as 
Andr~ Vauchez, scholars of royal or dynastic saints, such as Robert Folz or Gfibor Klaniczay, and on the part of those 

h~terested in political or military history, kingship, or the Capetians, as in studies by Jean Richard, William Chester 
Jordan, and Elizabeth A. R. Brown. Jacques Le Goffs monumental 1996 biography of Louis IX combines a study of the 
king’s life with a consideration of the process of his canonization and the various groups who participated in the 
formation of Saint Louis. As both a king and a saint, Louis IX’s life and deeds are among the best documented of any 

medieval figure, and these sources have been mined by scholars interested in his life, as well as his saintly afterlife. One 
might have imagined, particularly in the wake of Le Goffs magnum opus, that there was little room remaining for 

scholarly intervention. This is not the case however, as M. Cecilia Gaposchkin shows in The Making of Saint Louis. 
Kingship, Sanctity, and Crusade in the Later Middle Ages. 

Gaposchkin’s book is not a biography. It is, rather, a sort ofpost-mortem, which takes as its point of departure the king’s 
death in 1270. She relies upon a heretofore underused (if not un-used) source, the liturgical offices, liturgical hours, and 
sermons created to honor Louis, in order to trace the very local and specific "readings" of Louis that circulated and were 
promoted among different constituencies, including various mendicant or clerical orders, Louis’s descendents, and 
members of the nobility. Gaposchkin’s book is itself a kind of local reading, one which demonstrates with deftness and 

nuance how the image of Louis was made and remade over the two or so generations following his death and subsequent 
canonization. Gaposchkin rightly points out that the liturgical offices, hours, and sermons are essential and dynamic 
sources that can provide varying or competing interpretations of a single saint. Her handling of these sources is 
admirable, and has effectively transformed the basis of our possible understandings of Louis IX. The book’s subtitle is 
somewhat broader than the material covered, and while kingship, sanctity, and crusade do constitute important aspects of 
her consideration of Louis, these topics in and of themselves are not the focus of her attention. 



The Making of Saint Louis is divided into an introduction, eight chapters, a short excursus on the liturgical office, a 
conclusion, and four appendixes. The first three chapters focus on the period from Louis’s death to his canonization, 
while the final five provide a series of close readings of the images of Saint Louis that were created in various milieu. In 
her introduction Gaposchkin notes that Louis’s canonization took place during a pause in the action, as it were, in the 
ongoing struggle between Philip the Fair of France, Louis’s grandson, and Pope Boniface VIII. Thus despite Louis’s 
acknowledged reputation for piety and the genuine religious motivations behind the movement to have him sainted, his 

canonization cannot be disentangled from the political and institutional pressures that surrounded it. At the same time, 
the rise of the mendicant orders had brought about changes in the notion of sainthood which made sanctity less 
compatible with kingship than it had been in earlier periods, yet more compatible with lay saints engaged in a life of 
active charity and piety. How then, Gaposchkin asks, was Louis able to reconcile the paradox of his kingly and saintly 
identities? In order to answer this question Gaposchkin turns to the liturgical sources mentioned above which, though 

less well known to modern scholars than the many medieval lives of Louis, were arguably much more widely circulated 
among publics contemporary to Louis’s canonization, and therefore were able to exert considerable pressure on the image 
of the king-saint that would emerge from this period. 

Chapter one, "The Making of a Saint, 1270-1297," looks at the canonization process itself which, since the papacy had 
institutionalized the canonization requirements and procedure, was quite an affair. She discusses the well-known pre- 
canonization vitae of Geoffroy of Beaulieu and William of Chartres, and the post-canonization vita of William of Saint- 
Pathus, which takes as its source the over 330 interviews that were held by the papal curia to establish the evidence of 
Louis’s sanctity. She argues that in these early texts Louis’s rulership (which she defines as the exercise of power, as 
opposed to kingship, which refers to the personal qualities of the king) played a relatively minor role, and that the 

mendicant ideals of active Christian piety and humility were far more important in the initial construction of a saintly 
identity for Louis IX. Chapter two, "The Canonization of 1297," examines the immediate political context of the 
canonization itself, in particular as it related to the ongoing conflicts between Philip the Fair and Boniface VIII. In his 
bull of canonization and sermons preached to promote the cult of now-Saint Louis, Boniface constructed an image of 
Louis as a just king, one protective of the rights of the Church, thereby establishing a "standard of royal behavior by 

which to upbraid Philip" (p. 59). 

Chapter three, "Constructing the Cult: Bones, Altars, and Liturgical Offices," examines where and by what means Louis’s 
cult was established. Not surprisingly, Louis’s canonization had the greatest impact in Paris and the Ile-de-France, and 
Philip the Fair, who had worked tirelessly to have his grandfather canonized, worked just as hard to promote his cult. 
Philip was not successful in his efforts to have Louis’s remains moved from Saint Denis to the Sainte Chapelle, but he was 
able, in 1306, to obtain Louis’s head. Philip sought to transform the Sainte Chapelle into a monument to Louis and to 
Capetian kingship writ large, and also to meld Louis’s saintly kingship with the kingship of Christ. Though six liturgical 
offices were composed for Louis, they were not adopted universally by the orders responsible for them, and so proper 
celebration (i.e., celebration focused on Louis individually) of Louis’s cult was largely confined to Paris and its immediate 

surroundings. The section entitled "Excursus: A Short Primer on the Structure of the Liturgical Office" contains much 
useful information, but its location in between chapters three and four is somewhat jarring, and it might better have been 
included as an appendix. 

The second half of Gaposchkin’s book consists of a series of close readings of the images of Louis created in texts 

composed in a variety of different milieu. Gaposchkin affirms that the representation of Louis that emerged from a given 
context was shaped by the aims, ideals, and self-definitions of those promoting it. Philip the Fair and the Capetians for 
instance (discussed in chapter four, "Royal Sanctity and Sacral Kingship") defined Louis’s sanctity in terms of his kingship 
in an effort to sacralize kingship in general, and Capetian kingship in particular. The texts produced in or for a royal 
setting emphasized the idea that the king’s authority came from God, and depicted Louis’s sanctity as the result of the 

quality of his rulership. Gaposchkin shows that Louis was construed as a saint for the French people in particular and 
that "his spiritual constituency was defined by the political community of his earthly reign" (p. 103). The Cistercians and 
Dionysians (the subject of chapter five) constructed an image of Saint Louis that incorporated Biblical ideals of kingship 
that focused on humility, service, devotion, and obedience to God, rather than on divine election or sacral royalty, and 
that also spoke to the monastic ideas of exile from God, imprisonment of and in the body, and the chastisement of the 

flesh. Gaposchkin argues that the rise of the mendicant orders had altered the spiritual values of society at large, and that 
the monastic modeling of Saint Louis "according to the older, contemplative ideals represented a conservative impulse 
suited to sacralize the values of the institution itself in the face of a broader social challenge" (p. 152). 

The Franciscan version of Saint Louis (described in chapter six) was closely modeled on that of Saint Francis himself, but 

Gaposchkin notes that Franciscan ideals were themselves tempered over the course of the thirteenth century such that 
wealthy lay people could achieve them. The Franciscans had to reconcile their increasing political and spiritual power 



with the Franciscan ideals of renunciation and poverty, and they did so in part by turning their focus to identification 

with Christ. Louis’s crusade was understood as analogous to Francis’s vow of poverty, and also as a kind of passion that 

united Louis with Christ. In addition, Louis’s professed willingness to renounce wealth and power (in spite of the fact 

that he did not actually do so) attested to his saintliness. She concludes that "if Louis, as king, were able to fulfill the ideal 

set forth by Francis through the quality of his faith, then the Franciscan ideal was attainable even by those in positions of 

wealth and power" (p. 18@. In chapter seven, Gaposchkin turns to a consideration of Jean de Joinville’s life of Louis. She 

espouses the critical position according to which Joinville’s life was composed at two different historical moments, and 

with two distinct aims. The central crusade narrative commemorated Joinville’s relationship with the kh~g over the 

course of the latter’s first crusade, while the frame discussed Louis’s sanctity defined, for Joinville, by his "ideal, just and 

Christian kingship" (p. lSS). Not unlike Boniface VIII, Joinville constructed an image of a kingly ideal, incarnated by 

Louis, which he used to reproach the reigning king, Philip the Fair. 

In chapter eight, Gaposchkin examines books of hours, as well as other texts and art objects constructed in or for a royal 
or noble setting. The Capetians were, by and large, the driving force behind Louis’s cult. Gaposchkin shows that Saint 
Louis was both a model for subsequent Capetian kings (admittedly one that was sometimes thrown in their faces, tl la 
Joinville), as well as an emblem of the sanctity of the House of France (understood broadly, such that it included for 

h~stance the Angevh~ and Valois dynasties). She notes that Louis’s charity, humility, and concern for the poor made him 
a model not only for kh~gs, but for queenly conduct as well. 

In her conclusion Gaposchkin shows how Louis IX was invoked in later centuries as a symbol of political legitimacy, and 
how his cult was revived and more widely diffused in the seventeenth century by Louis XIII and Louis XIV. In addition, 

she underscores the richness and variation in the early history of devotion to Louis and the importance of liturgical 
sources in uncovering and appreciating this richness. In a previous chapter Gaposchkin had noted "how powerful liturgy 
could be in creating, defining, and reinforch~g local ideological priorities" (p. 151), and her keen and sensitive readings of 
these liturgical sources, as well as her attention to local phenomena, are the most important contributions of this book. 
In the passage cited above Gaposchkin reads the importance of liturgy in defining and reinforcing local ideological 

priorities back onto itself, affirming "the importance of local practice, history, and identity in making sense of the 
meaning of liturgical texts" (p. 15~). I would have liked to see Gaposchkin read her sources outward by exploring the 
broader issues that she herself identifies in her conclusion, for "Louis’ sanctity-- and sanctity generally--was not only the 
representation of social ideals but also a vehicle for a cultural discussion of ideals, a symbolic focus of competing 
ideologies and values, and a mechanism of articulating and constructing identity" (p. ~a). As it stands, Gaposchkin’s 

book provides valuable readings of a series of neglected sources, and thoughtfully nuances previous understandings of 
this most written-about king. 

Daisy Delogu 
University of Chicago 
ddelogu@uchicago.edu 
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Dominique Barth~lemy, The Serf, the Knight, and the Historian, translated by Graham Robert Edwards. Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornell University Press, ~009. Xii + ~56 pp. Notes. $ ~9.95 U.S. (pb). ISBN 978-0-8014~-7560-3. 

Review by Jeffrey Bowman, Kenyon College. 

The Serf, the Knight, and the Historian is a translation of Dominique Barth~lemy’s 1997 La mutation de l’an rail: a-t-elle lieu? 
Servage et chevalerie dans la France des Xe et XIe si~cles with new introductory and concluding chapters. This book is a 

series of closely interrelated challenges to the model of Feudal Revolution or Feudal Transformation (mutationfdodale). 
Since the early 1970s, historians have described a tumultuous period in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries. 
Regional monographs from different parts of France (and elsewhere in Europe) traced similar cataclysmic forces: 

political fragmentation, the rise of an oppressive seigneurial class, the multiplication of castles which aided this new class 
h~ its predatory projects, and the proliferation of new forms of servitude. Conjoined to these were widespread 
millenarianist sentiment and sporadic movements of popular resistance such as the Peace of God movements. By the late 
19sos, the scholarly consensus was that the decades around the year lOOO were particularly harrowing. It is a complex 

model, incorporating social, political, intellectual, religious, and legal phenomena. In The Serf, the Knight, and the 
Historian, Barth~lemy makes a forceful case for rejecting the model. Here and elsewhere, Barth~lemy is unapologetically 

polemical; but he is also level-headed, learned, and ultimately convincing. The English title hh~ts that the publisher 
suspects that Anglophone readers will have less enthusiasm for the polemical tone of the original. Although the book is 
clearly focused on dismantling a model, even readers who are not partisans in this particular debate will find much to 
admire. 

In the first chapter, "Revisiting the ’Feudal Revolution’ of the Year 1000," Barth~lemy describes the emergence of the 
model that he has set out to destroy. This amounts to more than a review of scholarship, because Barth~lemy’s method 
throughout the book is to juxtapose the work of historians of different generations and schools, asking what assumptions, 
preoccupations, and choices of evidence have led them to formulate such divergent pictures of the period. In other words, 
if change was so systemic, so disruptive, and so geographically widespread in this period, how is it that generations of 

earlier historians simply failed to notice it? Barth~lemy hints that the initial interpretive misstep on the part of several 
historians was to interpret too literally the use of particular terms in medieval records. 

Changes in eleventh-century Angevin charters are the subject of chapter two. Between lO4O and lO6O, traditional record 
forms changed abruptly. New terminology appeared and records began to incorporate newly discursive narratives. 

Barth~lemy rejects the claims of historians like Georges Duby and Pierre Bonnassie who suggest that these changes in 
vocabulary, voice, and form reflect dramatic social and political change. There are no straightforward correlations 
between documentary changes and social realities. The proliferation of a new term (miles, for example) does not indicate 

the emergence of a new class and the concomitant reshuffling of political order. 

In chapter three, "Voluntary Serfdom at Marmoutier in Touraine," Barth~lemy examines sixty-five acts by which free 
men or women voluntarily accepted servile status. These curious records have been interpreted as signs of increasing 



seigneurial pressure on peasant proprietors. In these acts of"voluntary serfdom," historians have seen the degradation of 

h~dividual property-holders at the hands of powerful institutions. Barth~lemy’s account is more sanguh~e. He encourages 

us not to be preoccupied with particular categories of social identity (like servus), but instead to strive to see the range of 

connections and options available to individual actors. There were many shades of serfdom and the transactions recorded 

at Marmoutier might in some cases reflect an improvement in someone’s conditions. In other words, Barth~lemy does 

not see individuals being forced into a degrading servitude so much as the monasteries and their neighbors negotiating 

and lay people cultivating possibly advantageous affiliations with the monastery. Acts of self-enserfment could be 

promising opportunities rather than desperate last resorts. Chapter four also deals with serfdom, particularly "rites of 

serfdom." Here too Barth~lemy advocates a nuanced appreciation of different varieties of semi-liberty, including the 

h~fluential ministerials. 

In the three chapters that follow, Barth~lemy’s focus shifts from serfs to social and political elites: knights. In chapter 

five, he explores the meaning of the word miles, again rejecting arguments that growth in the use of the word marked the 

emergence of a new form of knighthood and insisting that the terms nobilis and miles did not refer to separate groups. In 

chapter six, he bolsters the argument for continuity by showh~g that ideas about knighthood around the year lOOO were 

h~ many respects similar to Carolh~gian antecedents. In chapter seven, "Knighthood and Nobility around the Year lOOO," 

Barth~lemy explores social gradations, expectations about knightly behavior, and variation h~ documentation in different 

regions. He challenges the claim made by some historians that the knights of eleventh century came from more modest 

backgrounds than their tenth-century predecessors. 

In chapter eight, "The Peace of God in the Days of the Millennium," Barth~lemy addresses the intellectual and religious 
aspects of the Feudal Revolution. The traditional model argued that churchmen and groups of lay people organized 
Peace councils in response to the violence and disorder around them. Crowds of lay people were fueled by millenarian 
expectations. With regard to the Peace councils themselves, Barth~lemy suggests that neither their organization nor 
their legislative agenda were particularly revolutionary. Here too, he points to Carolingian precedents. It is a mistake to 

overstate the degree to which these councils reflected popular concerns or to suggest that they were fundamentally anti- 
seigneurial. The logic of sah~tly patronage apparent in the Peace movements reaches back farther to late antiquity as 
described by Peter Brown. Feverish millenarianism was confined to a circumscribed, monastic context. Most people 
were not concerned with the millennium of Christ’s incarnation or that of his crucifixion. Apocalyptic, millenarian 
thought was kept mostly in the cloister and not diffused in the wider world. This was, in Barth~lemy’s phrase "an 

experts’ apocalypse," with little purchase on the popular imagination and little impact on political order. Fascinating 
though they are, we should not take Rodulfus Glaber and Ademar of Chabannes as reliable guides to popular opinion. 

In a short final chapter, "New Perspectives on France around the Year 1000," Barth~lemy reviews scholarship that has 
appeared since the French edition of the book. Barth~lemy’s is no longer a lone voice in the wilderness. Much recent 

work has followed him in at least qualifying and in some cases flatly rejecting the key tenets of mutationnisme. Recent 
accounts of the period’s social, political, or legal orders tend to describe the interaction of knights, churchmen, peasants, 
and serfs in terms of negotiation and calculation, rather than predation, crisis and chaos. 

Barth~lemy does a remarkably thorough job of dismantling the model of Feudal Revolution. He describes an eleventh- 

century political order that is scalar and hierarchical, but not rigidly so. He argues powerfully for a new chronology of 

the high Middle Ages . . . or, more accurately, for the restoration of an older chronology favored by historians like Marc 

Bloch who saw important continuities from the Carolingian world to the eleventh century. For Barth~lemy, we must 

wait until the twelfth century to see fundamental shifts in political and social order. Barth~lemy is engaged, but he is also 

generous. One of the rhetorical achievements of the book is that Barth~lemy can be so programatically critical of a 

generation of prominent French medievalists (most notably Georges Duby, Pierre Bonnassie, and Pierre Toubert) 

without in any way lessening the palpable respect Barth~lemy displays for their accomplishments. In short, Barth~lemy 

achieves what he sets out to do. He dismantles the model of Feudal Revolution and leaves something rigorous and viable 

in its place. It is hard not to conclude that the mutation~odale is, as Barth~lemy argues, a caricature whose usefulness has 

all but vanished. This alone would be enough to make The Serf, the Knight, and the Historian essential reading for anyone 

interested in the history of France in the Middle Ages, but it is worth noting two other accomplishments that make this 

volume interesting to historians whose research interests do not include the tenth and eleventh centuries. 

Barth~lemy displays an authoritatitive command of the relevant primary sources and a subtle appreciation of the currents 
of historiographic tradition. The "historian" of the volume’s title refers not only to the beleaguered mutationnistes whose 
model the author assails, but more broadly to generations of French historians who have treated the period from the 

eighteenth century on. For Barth~lemy, a deep understanding of the evolution of historiographic traditions might and 
must inform our understanding of the medieval past. Balancing these two foci (the world of the year lOOO and strains of 
French historiography) is a difficult task, but Barth~lemy accomplishes it with grace. The reader comes to see, for 



example, how Michelet’s breathless account of the terrors of the year 1000 can help us understand the assumptions and 
enthusiasms of more recent scholarship. 

A second signal accomplishment lies in the Barth~lemy’s discussion of the interpretive principles that should govern our 
approach to medieval records. The book’s final chapter promises new perspectives on "France," but the significance of 
this chapter and of the collection more generally extends well beyond the dynamics of change and continuity around the 
year lOOO. In Barth~lemy’s account, the model of the Feudal Revolution became dominant in large part because scholars 

overestimated the stability and the coherence of the vocabulary medieval scribes used to categorize tenure and social 
status. Transformationists have shown a misplaced faith in the rigor and lucidity of the terms used by medieval scribes 
to describe social status. They argue that a marked modulation in vocabulary (the abandonment of the word manci])ium 

or an upsurge in the use of the word miles) must signal seismic social transformation. For Barth~lemy, on the other 
hand, references to violence or to serfs, require "decoding." Barth~lemy points out, for example, that a single cartulary 

might refer to the same person with different titles or designations. The realization that the meanings of particular terms 
are fluid and imprecise fundamentally changes how we see the period. The accumulated examples offer a sobering lesson 
about how little confidence we can have in the semantic precision of the terms used by medieval scribes. Barth~lemy 
convinces that ambiguity of these terms does not permit us to impose an order upon them that did not exist. 

The Serf, the Knight, and the Historian is an important and inspiring book. As the long obituary of a model that dominated 
our understanding for several decades, it is essential reading for historians of the central Middle Ages. At the same time, 
Barth~lemy’s probing explorations of the principles that should govern the interpretation of records and of the deep 

currents of historiographic tradition should interest even those who have not followed the career of the mutationfdodale 
with keen interest. 

Jeffrey Bowman 

Kenyon College 

bowmanj@kenyon.edu 
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Review by David Parrott, New College, Oxford. 

A series of books and articles by David Potter over the last two decades have established him as the leading English- 
speaking expert on Renaissance French warfare.~l~ The present book brings together much of Potter’s earlier 
explorations of French military organization, of war and its impact on society, and on the distinctiveness of a Renaissance 
military culture, and adds a great deal more to our knowledge of all these fields. It bears the characteristic stamp of 
Potter’s intellectual approach: extensive use of primary manuscript sources, especially from the north-east of France, and 

familiarity with an extraordinary range of printed contemporary sources. These latter are never far from a discussion 
which is given depth and contemporary resonance by numerous direct quotations (in translation), and by an ability to get 
under the skin of the period and to see the culture and organization of Renaissance war through the eyes of the 
protagonists. Sixteenth-century French nobles, administrators, clergy and scholars wrote a lot about war, and the 
present work is remarkably successful in offering a rich and detailed overview which makes extensive use of these 

contemporary voices. 

If the book represents a culmination of much of David Potter’s earlier scholarship, it also represents another welcome and 
important stage in a larger process by which the French armies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have been 
subjected to detailed study. This has remained a largely Anglo-American development, even though in recent years a 
number of French historians have begun to take an interest in what might still be termed "new" military history--albeit 
that the study of war in its relationship to government, society and culture is now a well-established and well- 
represented branch of historical scholarship. In this context Potter’s book provides a study of early sixteenth-century 
French armies that asks the same types of questions that James Wood approached for the armies of the early Civil Wars, 
Jolm Lynn considered for the seventeenth century armies, the present author attempted to do for the period of Richelieu’s 

ministry, and Guy Rowlands examined for the armies of Louis XIV down to the late 1690’s. ~ 

The difference here, which realigns the overall focus for the book, is signified by the use of the word "culture" in the 
title. A third of the book is focused on a detailed examination of the cultural impact of war. This includes a detailed 
discussion of the way that news of warfare was communicated and presented, how the actions of French arms and foreign 

policy were understood and interpreted across society, and a survey of art, literature and music celebrating war. The 
reader is led from a world of war finance, troop numbers, logistics, military organization and discipline, all of which are 
familiar from this genre of detailed military history, into one which connects more closely with a fast-growing corpus of 
studies of French courtly and urban celebrations, investigations of public opinion and printed propaganda, and artistic 
patronage and its political contexts. None of this has been brought together before in a specific study of military culture, 

and to some extent it will inevitably create two different constituencies for the book. That said, Potter’s contribution to 
the perception and presentation of war in Renaissance France deserves the attention of military historians for whom 
"culture" can easily become a synonym for "society." 



What then does the new book bring to our knowledge of armies, warfare and military culture under the French 

Renaissance monarchy? 

Potter’s survey starts at the top of society. The decades from 1490 to 1560 may not be--year-for-year--the most bellicose 

h~ French history, but they were certainly ones overwhelmingly dominated by the wagh~g and impact of war. The 

sequence of monarchs from Charles VIII to Henri II all considered their dynastic responsibility and ambitions, their self- 

image and their sovereignty, to be intimately linked to the waging of war, often in person. The first two chapters are 

concerned to explore the justifications for warfare advanced by kings, diplomats and writers, setting these in the context 

of the political reasons why the long series of wars starting with Charles VIII’s h~vasion of Italy in 1494 were initiated. 

Much that was written at the time swathes a series of opportunistic initiatives, enforced responses and calculated gambles 

h~ the time-serving cloak of royal honour, protection of weaker states and the defence of universal peace. 

Potter does nonetheless show us that a few individuals do break ranks--Blaise de Monluc in his Commentaires, for 

example--to discuss the human and material costs of frivolous dynastic rivalry and ambition. Such dissenting opinions 

were rarely expressed amongst those who were given command of the armies, or were involved in the planning and 

preparation of war: the same Monluc describes how he swayed the mood of a Council of War in March 1544 against the 

"defeatists" who argued against fighting an aggressive, battle-seeking campaign in Italy at the same time as defending 

north-east France against the invasion of Emperor Charles V (pp. 54-55). Bellicose debate aside, there is plenty of 

evidence here that the planning, costing and collection of material for wars was carefully assessed and that the state, in 

the form of the king’s council and the military high command, did see themselves as directly responsible for much of the 

administration of the army, whether that meant the hiring of mercenaries, the purchasing of transport, or the contracting 

for provisions and munitions. The latter, as most studies of early modern warfare reveal, represented a colossal element 

of the total military budget: in 1551 the costs of provisions, transport and the artillery was estimated at three times the 

costs of actually raising or hiring troops and paying their wages. 

The evolution of the army in this period as a fighting force receives detailed attention: the balance of heavy and light 
cavalry; the role of French infantry versus foreign mercenaries; the development of the artillery into a major arm--and a 
major expense--in the waging of field campaigns and the ever-more frequent sieges. French nobles’ self-identification 

with service in the cavalry, and especially the heavy gendarmerie, seems to have held the line into the 1540’s and 1550’s 
against what was the most obvious characteristic of the infantry, the vast expansion in the proportion of foreign 
mercenaries. The role of mercenaries receives a full chapter, and the historical singularity of a French royal army that by 
the 1550’s was over 70 percent composed of contracted foreign troops--by then both infantry and cavalry--remains 

remarkable. As often with discussions of the mercenary phenomenon in early modern armies, the chapter, beyond some 
references to ’battle-hardened infantry’ and the flexibility that hiring mercenaries allowed, then presents a detailed litany 
of every kind of disadvantage seemingly brought by hired soldiers who possessed a strong sense of their collective 
bargaining power. As Potter himself admits of the Swiss in French service: "such reliance on quasi-independent forces 
might seem surprising..." (p. 128). 

Yet frustratingly we have little here on the mind-set that could only envisage increasing the number of mercenaries 
despite these problems of pay, discipline, and--as Potter points out--erratic battlefield performance. Was it about 

prestige, fashion, or simply a conviction that every attempt to create a native French h~fantry organized on Lands~techt 
prh~ciples seemed to have proved a dismal failure? (And in this respect it might have been illuminating to have had more 
discussion about why the innovation of the 1530’s, Francois I’s infantry ’legions’ proved so unsuccessful.) What it may 
show up, as Potter hints in places, is the embryonic nature of a military administration which relied heavily on the efforts, 
support and goodwill of regional nobles in recruiting and supporting armies, and on traditional social hierarchies to 

exercise command and control. Successive French rulers convinced themselves that the threat posed by the dynastic 
agglomeration of Emperor Charles V’s resources could only be met by unparalleled military expansion. The consequent 
task of raising a military establishment within France that was more or less double that at the beginning of the century 
was simply beyond the organizational resources of these existing, traditional mechanisms. 

Similar underlying questions might be asked about the building of fortifications, one of the great challenges and expenses 
of this period. The book provides an excellent discussion of the evolution of fortification design in the first decades of the 
sixteenth century until the emergence of the angle bastions with their characteristic ’ears’ (orillons), which defined the 

basic forms of fortification into the age of Vauban and beyond. The process by which key fortifications across France 
were transformed is well-illustrated with an excellent series of ground-plans. Most of this work was planned and 
executed by a new generation of Italian engineers, who literally exported the fortification-revolution to the rest of 
Europe. How autonomous were they in carrying out this work? The signals in the relevant section here are mixed: 
contracts were clearly drawn up but was the design and the process of construction entirely outsourced under contract to 

these Italian engineers? If not, just how large a role did a French military administration take in this process? 



The sinews of war were of course money, and war finance occupies a prominent role throughout the book, but with a 

dedicated chapter which details the various hand-to-mouth expedients that kept the military machh~e operating, the 
mounting pressure of taxation and, even more significantly, the growing burdens of local requisitionh~g either h~ lieu of 
taxes or as an extra, extraordinary burden. The material here is rich and provides much suggestive detail, some via well- 
presented graphs interpreting the material of appendices, in an area that is notoriously problematic given misleading 
accounting and both deliberate and accidental destruction of documentation. A curiously under-interpreted feature of all 

this evidence is the truly exponential rise in military expenditure in the 1550’s. If expenditure was kept reasonably under 
control--a shallow upward line--from the 1510’s to the 1540’s, expenditure made through the extraordinaire des guerres 

quintupled by 1553, and sextupled by 1558 (p. 214, pp. 260-263). Even allowing for faulty accounting, the evidence that 
warfare was entering a new phase of unprecedented expense seems hard to resist. Although Potter reasonably suggests 
h~ his introduction that there was no reason why the Habsburg-Valois wars would definitively have ended in 1559 had 
not France descended into civil war after the accidental death of Henri II, it might well have been a different kh~d of war. 
The evidence of both the expenditure in the later 1550’s, and the vast reschedulh~g of debts required by both France and 

Spain, suggests that war fought on this scale over an unprecedented number of campaigns was simply unsustainable. 

How did the French people react to war and its burdens? The chapters on the impact of war, the evidence for 
dissemination of information and the early signs of a public sphere in which policy might be discussed and debated, 
necessarily stress diversity of opinion and response. From the various hired pens, or pens who would like to be hired, 

emerged a wide range of more or less routine or outlandish justifications and defences for the French kings’ policies. 
Underlying much of this, as Potter skilfully brings out via reports of ambassadors, private chronicles and other sources, 
was a greater sense of unease about the expense of war, and the recklessness with which Christian princes appeared to be 
ready to drag their states into ever-more destructive combat. The scale of royal justifications and propaganda, through 
manifestos, ceremonies and the sponsoring of literary justifications, all suggest that the unease was recognized and that, 
as in so many other aspects of sixteenth-century politics, persuasion was far more important to the crown’s authority 
than threats or the limited possibilities of coercion. The chapter on the arts and war, on the other hand, while pointing to 
some particular examples of royal commissions glorifying the ruler’s role in warfare--coins, medals and ceremonial 
armour are given due attention--also indicates the relatively limited use at this stage of these media as tools for military 

self-presentation. There was little here to prefigure the image of the roi de guerre, which Louis XIV’s artistic patronage 
was to bring to its apotheosis in the great stage-set of Versailles. 

This is an important and thought-provoking book, which makes a substantial contribution to our understanding of 

numerous aspects of early modern warfare. It is a pleasure to see the book’s dedication to Robert Knecht, a worthy tribute 
to a historian who has done more than any other to brh~g together the political and cultural dimensions of the French 
Renaissance monarchy. 
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Review by Rebecca K. McCoy, Lebanon Valley College. 

Since the 198os, historians have turned increasingly to the disciplines of cultural anthropology, literary criticism, and art 

history for the theories and models that have shaped the "new cultural history." Pioneering works by Lynn Hunt and 
Roger Chattier demonstrated how these theories might be used to move beyond a social history that explored social 
divisions, to a cultural history focused on understanding meaning and how people in past societies constructed it 
symbolically.~l~ The essays in this collection provide an overview of recent research on representation and power 
during a seminal moment, the revolutionary era from 1789 to 1830. In this period, revolutionaries sought to create a new 

political culture and establish new sources of political legitimacy. For each successive regime, the key problem was to 
establish recognition of its power within a pluralistic context. The authors explore how each regime used symbols to 
communicate a vision of power, normative values, and citizenship. Yet as Chattier poh~ts out, the creator of an image, 
symbol, or discourse cannot completely control the way in which the communication is "read".~ Power, in fact, is the 
product of a negotiation between those in authority and those from whom they want to win support. As these authors 

show, power rests not only on force but on public acceptance. Accordingly, the authors of these essays also address 
public opinion and the reception of the political representations that they analyze. 

The essays in this collection were presented at a colloquium in Paris in June ~oo~. Hans-Ulrich Thamer organized the 
conference under the auspices of the Center for Research "Sonderforschungsbereich ~96" at the University of Munster in 

Germany, and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft at the Institut historique allemande h~ Paris. The colloquium 
reflected an h~ternational collaboration in the area of French cultural history. Although the papers in the collection are 
by historians from France, Germany, and the United States, unfortunately, the collection did not include any papers by 
British historians. As conference papers, the work included represents research that is in different stages of completion. 
Some essays, such as that of Christina Schroer, are full-length articles. Others, such as those of Annie Duprat, Hans- 

Ulrich Thamer, or Cheryl Kroen, are much shorter, and provide an overview of work in progress or are based on recently 
published works.[3] Overall, reading these essays together provides a fasch~ating look at the work being done in the 
field of cultural history. 

Although work in cultural history cannot be defined simply by the genres addressed, these essays do demonstrate the 

creativity in applying the methods and assumptions of cultural history to a variety of types of representation. ~ Visual 
images including engravings, painting, and caricatures pick up on the themes articulated by Lynn Hunt. Christina 
Schroer, on engravings from the Directory, Rolf Rechardt on the changing visual portrayals of the constitution, Armin 

Owzar and Annie Duprat on images of Napoleon, and Elizabeth Fraser on the Delacroix’s Massacre at Scio, all add to the 
growing literature on visual representation. All of these essays address the issue of how the images were received 

How successive governments used the theatre as a political tool is the subject of several papers, including those by 



Philippe Bourdin, Rtidiger Schmidt, and Sheryl I~roen. These papers argue that after the initial freedom of the 
constitutional monarchy, the government took firmer measures to control theatre productions, thereby politicizing them. 
This control extended not only to the subject matter, scripts and directors, but also to the figurative space between the 

stage and audience. Early in the revolution, class distinction in the seating disappeared and the audiences were allowed 
to react to the plays. After 179~, audience participation was increasingly discouraged. Under the Directory, government 
control loosened, thereby also allowing the government to divorce itself from the message. Yet, class distinctions in 
seating reappeared. Under Napoleon, the government took tight control. Under the relatively looser controls of the 
Restoration as I~roen demonstrates, ordinary French people embraced participatory theatre in order to express 

opposition to the Restoration government. 

The third type of symbolic representation addressed here is that of public ritual. Bernard Gainot, writing on the 
Revolution and Bettina Frederking, on the Restoration, explore the importance of funeral rituals for revolutionary 
generals and the Due de Berry respectively. Hans-Ulrich Thamer’s work focuses on the use of banquets in the early 

revolution and the revival of this ritual form in the late Restoration, thereby demonstrating the continuity of form despite 
the changing political message. 

Finally, Eric Barrault and Jo Burr Margadant demonstrate the use of writing in fashionh~g representations of the self in a 
changing political environment. Barrault’s research on the historian Charles Lacretelle and Margadant’s on Louis- 

Philippe explore the ways in which people of the period, through their writing, refashioned their political images or self 
representations in order to conform to the many changes in political regime. 

The collection of essays is arranged chronologically so that together, they present the reader with a good sense of how 
each successive regime used symbols and images to manipulate public opinion. The collection as a whole also 

demonstrates that from the Directory onwards, this attempt to create a unified message failed precisely because the 
symbolic representation of consensus and legitimacy did not match the reality of a divided France. Fully half the volume 
is devoted to the revolutionary decade. These papers argue that despite the efforts of the revolutionaries to create a new 
political culture, they drew on a repertoire of symbols and forms of representation that had considerable continuity with 

the ~lncien l~gime and imbued them with new meanings. All make clear that that the revolutionary decade had several 
turning points as the revolution became more radical. Although the authors signal 179~ and the advent of the Republic 
as an important turnh~g point, they focus on the period of the Directory and later. In his introduction, Jean-Clement 

Martin indicates that the authors made this choice because only with the end of the Terror could the threat to the goal of 
unity posed by bitter political cleavages become apparent. By emphasizing the Directory as a turning point, these essays 
make a contribution to the growing reassessment of this regime.~6~ It was these political divisions that were to bedevil 
successive governments, thereby posing the contradictions in trying to establish unity in representations of power. 

The papers on the Napoleonic Era emphasize how Napoleon dealt with the political factionalism of the Directory and 
used symbolism centered on his person as a source of unity. One of the recurring themes in these essays is the depiction 
of the soldier as a new model of sacrifice and patriotism. This group of essays also juxtaposes the use of both repression 
and symbols to reinforce the centrality of Napoleon as a unifying figure, with an examination of the way the public 
h~terpreted the government’s representation of itself. For example, Annie Duprat demonstrates how caricature 

continued to be used to critique the regime. Despite the tight control imposed by Napoleon, these papers show that his 
regime also struggled with establishing legitimacy because of the contradictions in the images presented to the public and 
the reception of them. As Armin Owzar demonstrates, in the occupied German territories, the regime used a wide variety 
of symbols and messages to appeal to a population that was divided by geography, religion, language, and social status. 
The variety of means employed to win public loyalty actually sent a pluralistic message that belied any notion of unity. 

Nonetheless, as Natalie Petitau concludes, the Napoleonic regime did succeed in building on the revolutionary legacy by 
reinforcing the values of military honor, glory, and merit with lasth~g effect. 

The papers on the Restoration also contribute to the growing literature that has redefined the period.~7~ They 
emphasize the ways in which the Bourbons tried to create a new basis for legitimacy and the contradictions in message 

that bedeviled the regime. The Bourbons used representations from the past that ignored the ways that France had 
changed, and therefore prevented it from establishh~g an effective consensus on its right to rule. Cheryl Kroen focuses on 
the "~politique d’oublie," whereby the crown tried to ignore the revolutionary legacy, a denial of reality that undermined its 

credibility. Nathalie Scholz examines the sentimental representation of the royal family to represent the monarchy in 
order to use notions of patriarchy as a way to gain legitimacy, a theme shared by Elisabeth Fraser on Delacroix. A paper 
by Bettina Frederking compliments the other papers on the restoration, especially that of Kroen, in arguing that the 
h~creasing identification of the monarchy with the church sent a contradictory message about forgetting and 
reconciliation given the propensity of the clergy to blame the French openly for the regicides. Jo Burr Margadant’s paper 

on the Duc D’Orleans addresses the problem that the future kh~g but also every other member of the elite who weathered 



the revolutionary period had to refashion their identity to fit each successive regime. All of these papers conclude that 
the Bourbons were unable to find a way to represent themselves credibly to the French people, a failure that contributed 
to the reasons for the revolution of 1830. 

No volume can cover all aspects of cultural history as practiced currently. Nonetheless, papers specifically on imagery 
related to the place of women in these regimes would have been welcome. To be sure, the articles on Revolution and on 
the Napoleonic era address the role of the soldier, and create a convincing picture of how masculine values were central to 

the message of these regimes. The convh~cing case made for the centrality of male images of the soldier could have been 
balanced by more analysis of how constructions of femininity fit into the political messages. Similarly, the essays on the 
Restoration discuss the family as a metaphor, specifically in terms of how the Bourbons used the ideal of patriarchy 
within the family as the basis for their claim to legitimacy. Only Fraser’s paper explicitly brings the role of women h~to 

the analysis. In all of these cases, attention to the gendered nature of the symbolism could benefit from more analysis 

In conclusion, the essays in this volume provide an excellent window on current research on politics and representation 
h~ the revolutionary era. All share the premise that not only did successive French regimes manipulate images and 
symbols in order to shape public oph~ion and win support, but that they were unsuccessful in doing so. First, the 

plurality of viewpoints meant that no unitary vision of France was possible. Second, by insisting on representing their 
government as unified, each regime’s message lacked credibility because the message did not correspond with reality. 
Taken together, these essays provide an excellent overview of the ways h~ which the new cultural history is reshaping the 
understanding of the revolutionary period. 
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I~evolutionary Tradition: Liberal Opposition and the Fall of the Bourbon Monarchy (New York and London: Cambridge, 2004); 
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Burgesellschaft, 2005); Fran~oise Wacquet, la F~te royale sous la I~estauration, ou l’Ancien I~dgime rdtrouvd (Geneva: 1981); 

Isser Wolloch, The New I~egime: Transformation of the French Order, 1789-1820s (New York: 1994); Jo Burr Margadant, 

"The Duchesse of Berry and Royalist Political Culture in Postrevolutionary France" History l/Korkshop Journal 43 (1997): 

23-52; Emmanuel Waresquiel and Benoi’t Yvert, Histoire de la I~estauration, 1814-1830. Naissance de la France Moderne 

(Paris: Perrin, 2002); David Skuy, Politics and Miracles: France and the I~oyalist reaction of 1820 (Montreal and Kingston: 

McGill Queen’s University Press, 2003), and Geoffrey Cubitt, The Jesuit Myth: Conspiracy Theory and Politics in Nineteenth- 

Cezztury France (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993). 
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Bonnie Arden Robb, Fdlicitd de Genlis: Motherhood in the Margins. Newark: University of Delaware Press, ~00~. ~9~ pp. 
Figures, notes, bibliography, index. $60.00 U.S. (el). ISBN 978-0-874~13-999-0. 

Review by Denise Z. Davidson, Georgia State University. 

A fascinating and influential author and educator, best kmown perhaps for her role as tutor of the future king of the July 

Monarchy, Louis-Philippe, F~licit~ de Genlis’s (1746-1830) life and views straddled the worlds of aristocratic, ancien 

r@ime France and the new order of the early nineteenth century. Born into an impoverished aristocratic family, F~licit~ 

had an unusual childhood. Her mother, Madame du Crest (we never learn her first name in the book), who was largely 

absent during her daughter’s first years, later encouraged F~licit~ to perform in plays at their own and other people’s 

homes. In one such performance, F~licit~ played the role of Cupid, and then continued wearing the costume for months, 

and she frequently donned boy’s clothes until she and her mother left their first home to stay with various friends and 

relatives in 1765. As the family’s financial situation worsened, Madame du Crest profited from her daughter’s musical 

talents by having her perform for pay in aristocratic households. These early experiences contributed to Genlis’ lifelong 

focus on performance, her sense that one’s life and the performance of that life were essentially the same thing. Trying to 

be virtuous, and encouraging others to lead virtuous lives, meant as much as actual moral behavior. The emphasis on life 

as a process, and the idea that "all the world is a stage" are the leitmotifs of Genlis’s life and writing as they come across 

in Bonnie Arden Robb’s engaging new study of this prolific author of novels, prescriptive literature, literary history, and 

numerous other genres. 

Fdlicitd de Genlis: Motherhood in the Margins combines biographical information with analysis of Genlis’s writing. The 
book is arranged in nine short chapters. Aside from the first two, which focus on Genlis’s childhood and early married 
life, each chapter connects a stage or event in her life to one or two of her literary productions. This structure suits the 

argument Robb develops in the book, namely that Genlis used her writing to work through moral issues raised in her 
own life. Robb’s argument, though convincing, does not seem particularly new or surprising. Robb includes a quotation 
which suggests that Genlis herself interpreted the process and goal of her writing similarly: "Les &rivah~s moralistes, 
ah~si que les pr~dicateurs, sont obliges de conformer leur conduit aux principes qu’ils ~tablissent dans leurs ouvrages" (p. 
~gT). Robb continues by paraphrasing Genlis’s h~terpretation of her own writing: "Of what good are study, reading, and 

literary endeavors, she asks, if such noble occupations don’t temper one’s character and morals? Thus being a 
writer/moralist obligated but presumably also engendered the practice of moral principles. Writing and living were 
h~tertwined... Genlis’s life was on the line, when she wrote" (p. ~g7). 

In addition to drawing attention to how writing could function as a way for Genlis to try to lead a moral life, Robb’s 

argument serves to counter the criticisms voiced by Genlis’s contemporaries and more recent scholars who focused on 
Genlis’s supposed hypocrisy in preaching morality while herself leading a life of dubious virtue as the mistress of the duc 
de Chartes (later to become the duc d’Orl~ans and later still "Philippe Egalit~"), while she lived in the Palais Royal with 
her husband and children and served as the governess of his children. Rumors also circulated that two of the children 
Genlis adopted were actually her own children fathered by the duke. Robb discusses these accusations, and concludes 



that we cannot be sure about the origins of those adopted children, but these kinds of questions are not at the heart of her 
analysis. 

Robb emphasizes several key themes in Genlis’s life and works, all revolving, as the title suggests, around motherhood. 
These themes are illegitimacy, adoption, and education, especially musical education. Genlis herself was an accomplished 
harp player, and her adopted son Casimir became a well known harpist himself. The theme of"margins" runs throughout 
the book, as well, as suggested by the titles given to the two parts of the book: "Models of Motherhood: Experiencing 

Maternity and Exploring Its Margh~s" and "Labors of Literary Motherhood: Engendering Marginal Genres." The 
chapters in the first part discuss Genlis’s actual experiences of motherhood, along with her literary representations of 
illegitimate and adoptive mothers and children. The second part analyzes Genlis’s literary treatment of mothers in some 

of her later works, including historical novels and works of literary history, particularly De l’iz~luence des Femmes sur la 
literaturefranfaise comme protectrices des letters et comme auteurs (1811). One of her better known publications, Oenlis’s study 

of French women of letters "asserts not only that women have exerted influence but, more fundamentally, that literature 
is an empowering domain for women" (p. 197). Here, too, we see how Robb’s argument dovetails Genlis’s own 
interpretation of her and other women’s literary careers. 

Robb’s argument that Genlis’s literary productions and her life’s concerns were intimately linked is one that Genlis 

herself would no doubt have agreed with, and it is easy for twenty-first century readers to accept as well. My criticism of 
the book is that such an argument is perhaps a bit too simple; Robb could have tried to ask bigger questions and done 
more to put Genlis into a broader context. Did other women writers of this period view their work similarly? Did 
women writers understand the function of their writing differently than male writers? The subject of Robb’s study--an 
intelligent, prolific female author whose life and works are full of both obvious and subtle contradictions that reveal many 

broad social and cultural patterns of this turbulent period in French history--begs a broader analytical scope. Several 
recent works by historians could have helped Robb answer these bigger questions, most obviously Carla Hesse’s The 

Other Enlightatment, which discusses Genlis at length, while putting her literary career in dialogue with those of other 
women of her generation.[1] Still, Robb’s study is a useful first step in drawing attention to the great potential of Genlis 
as a subject of scholarly analysis. Robb’s discussions of Genlis’s literary works are insightful and convincing. The book 
also includes four pages of color illustrations, including a beautiful photograph of Casimir’s harp, which is now owned by 

a physicist who lives in Colorado. Robb’s study deserves the attention of all who are interested in the issues of female 
authorship, motherhood, and childrearing in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, not only because of Genlis’s own 
experiences and views which shed light on prevailing attitudes at the time, but also because of how her ideas influenced 
later educational theorists and writers of fiction. 

NOTES 

[1] Carla Hesse, The Other Enlightenmatt: How French l/Komen Became Modern (Princeton. N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 2001). In the section of her book that treats the legal debates surrounding adoption, Robb could have also 
benefited from the details on divorce and family law contained in Suzanne Desan, The Family on Trial in l~evolutionar) 

France (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004). On the conservative tradition of which Oenlis was a part, Robb 
would have also gained important contextual information, along with some treatment of Oenlis herself, in Darrin 

McMahon, Enemies of the Enlightenment: The French Counter-Enlightenment and the Making of Modernity (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2001). 

Denise Z. Davidson 
Georgia State University 

hisdzd@langate.gsu.edu 
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Raymonde Monnier, ed., ~ Paris sous la l~dvolution. Nouvelles approches de la ville. Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 2008. 
221 pp. Notes. �25.00 (pb) ISBN 978-2-85944-596-6. 

Review by Sydney Watts, University of Richmond. 

Quoi de neufsur la l~dvolution? Raymonde Monnier’s latest publication on Paris during the French Revolution stands out 
as a valuable collection of fresh ideas and illuminating scholarship, the ongoing work of a number of both young and 
well established historians from France and abroad. This plentiful compilation of groundbreaking research, taken from 
conference proceedings held at the H6tel de Ville in October 2005, reveals the vitality of historical scholarship on this 

topic over the past two decades. Certainly, one would think after the flurry of publications following the bicentennial of 
1789 that the subject of revolutionary Paris has been exhausted. Not so. In fact, the seventeen contributors to this 
collection open more historical terrain to the interested scholar than they close off. While each essay is kept brief, close 
to its conference paper format, many of them point to burgeoning fields of study. These historians have left behind 
ideological debates to focus on new topics, original historical problems, and open-ended discussion. 

The questions around which the conference focused point to the place of Paris under the Revolution, its role as a site of 

acculturation that transformed its citizens as much as the city was transformed by its citizens. These scholars look to 
Paris as the center of revolutionary activity, keeping in mind the historical change in material conditions, social life and 
economic activity. Many of them contend with the fact that Paris was a growing metropolis with its own urban 
problems that were further challenged under the revolution. Other participants focus on the political culture that 
permeated urban life in ways that to a greater or lesser degree demonstrate what Parisians made of this revolutionary 

world. In turning to clearly delineated objects of study located in Paris (i.e., urban politics related to financing urban 
projects and policing the city, cultural venues such as the theatre and museums, city businesses such as construction, 
public transportation the meat trade, and examples of political culture as seen in sermons, engravings and Parisian 
academies) these scholars aim to untangle Paris from the Revolution writ large. As a result, instead of using Paris as a 
backdrop to this revolutionary period, Paris--its urban administration, economic life and political culture--is both the 

subject and object of this historical period. 

While these focused, tightly written studies reveal a depth of new research underscored in citations throughout each 
section, they do not neglect broader questions of context. The first section on administration and finance examines the 
degree to which the city was able to assert its political jurisdiction over local finance and administration as well as 

policing its own citizens in the context of republicanism. The second section on the economy includes various studies of 
Paris as a market center and the ways that various forms of commerce and local businesses shaped the everyday lives of 
those who steered themselves through revolutionary political and economic storms without a keel. The third section on 
cultural practices centers on the political culture of Paris and the changing social spheres within specific artistic and 
intellectual communities. The three sections are prefaced by well respected scholars FranCois Monnier, Dominique 



Margairaz, and Raymonde Monnier, each of whom keeps a broad sense of the enormous shifts taking place in the ways 

Parisians were making their way in a world that was being re-made around them. Francois Monnier calls on scholars to 

investigate the claims administrators made in regard to their own institutional memory. Beyond the simple notion of 

building a new bureaucracy upon a clean slate, he demands a more nuanced inquiry to consider what these bureaucrats 

made of their new situation in light of their past experiences. Monnier investigates the strategies that these 

administrators relied on when facing problems of transition from one new government to another. He puts forth a long 

list of research questions that aim to uncover a much more complete and realistic understanding of the lives and 

ambitions of administrators. He offers suggestions to reveal a more accurate picture of public office through techniques 

of microhistory and prosopography. Of the three, his introduction goes furthest to chart new territory for historians, 

asking how public opinion inflects the inner workings of bureaucracy at the most detailed level. 

The three papers that fall under this first section on administration and finance only address a few of Monnier’s queries, 
but in ways that flush out some of the revisionist pathways sketched out by Monnier. Jean-Louis Harouel focuses on the 
financial problems that the city government faced at the end of the Old Regime and how it affected urban projects such 
as the cost and upkeep of roadways through the city. Harouel reveals how the crown’s ultimate authority in urban 
planning and its control over municipal matters was well established under the Old Regime. Yet, as Harouel 

demonstrates, it was the relative soundness of the city government that allowed for urbanization to continue into a 
period of financial and political crisis. Pierre Belda’s investigation into the quarrels between the city and the central 
government undermines the thesis that administrative reform under the Constituant Assembly decentralized the 
government. He argues that the central government exercised a greater degree of power than previously thought to 
subordinate the municipal government of Paris within an administrative hierarchy. 

In a very probing piece written by Michel Pertu~, we see how far we have come in framing questions about 
revolutionary activity, rioting and revolt in Paris. Pertu~ considers the role of policing as a way to maintain public 
order. He points out the great paradox inherent in this thesis: If Paris stands at the epicenter of revolution, a city 
constantly decried as the city of enemies, as a place where disorder reigns, what is the role of the police? But as Pertu~ 

argues it was the recognition of a municipal power extended to the police which permitted the revolution to put a level 
of defense in place, to neutralize a hostile prince, and to prevent the counter-offensive of a privileged population recently 
disempowered and disoriented by the reorganization of national lands along with the public investment of the 
administration (p. 51). Given this situation, Pertu~ carefully outlines the pressing questions historians need to pursue in 
order to see how the city managed to keep public peace. Moving beyond studies of what incited violence and revolt, this 

work opens up new ways to examine how law and order was constitutionally founded in the new state. 

The second section offers various approaches to the economy, some that draw upon traditional urban history and the 
world of commerce and trade, and others that focus new attention on urban geography and industrial environment. 
Instead of figuring in economic indicators as the progenitor and response to revolutionary conjunctures, Margaraiz 

leads the way by proposing a simpler and more far-reachh~g problematic: what influence does Paris have on the 
economy of the kingdom or the republic? Her call for a longer and broader view is not always possible given the narrow 
focus of many of the papers in this collection--and Margaraiz clearly admits the limits of historical research given the 
lack of archival documentation--but clearly these authors frame their historical problems in ways that privilege Paris 
and its economic life as the central object of study. Moreover, these contributors reconfigure Paris, too often seen as the 

two dimensional background to revolutionary events, by bringing varying aspects of its commercial life into relief. 
Here, Paris takes the promh~ent position as the economic capital; its ruptures and continuities are viewed through 
clearly delineated topics such as legal battles for new construction, the logistical problems of urban transportation, and 
the fluctuating work force and market share in industrial and artisanal production. 

Within this last subject, Jean-Francois Belhoste and Denis Woronoff make clear the scale and scope of h~dustrial 
workforce in Paris, seen as a complex of economic actors, many of whose industries fell apart and reorganized under the 
revolution. Durh~g this period, the rise, fall, and realignment of economic activity generated a range of responses to the 
sudden absence of royal public works, the war effort and radical shifts h~ the labor market. As these authors conclude, it 
was during the revolution that the groundwork of nineteenth century industrialization was being laid. Eric Szulman 

draws a similar conclusion in his piece on the butchers and meat sellers of Paris. More than simply seeh~g the end of the 
guilds as an explosion of market activity, Szulman shows how the organization of the trade was reshaped by h~dustrial 
capitalism and the massive demands of a burgeoning urban populace. Anne Cochon pursues similar problems of 
urbanization through the growth and development of urban transportation during the revolutionary period. The city’s 
response to provisioning needs and demands for better access to the markets of Paris were often deterred by a 

fragmented transportation system that divided water routes from major thoroughfares. Carriage drivers and watermen 
were further frustrated by the loss of their corporate privileges and their noble clientele, the rising cost of hay for a 
dwindling population of horses, not to mention the disruption of routes blockaded by revolutionaries. 



The questions of corporatism and liberalism, so often debated by scholars of eighteenth century guilds, play a large part 

in the world of the builders of Paris described by Allan Potofsky. They provide an interesting case-study of how the 
state responded to wild turns in the construction trades (a sector of the economy that favored speculation) that left 
somewhere between 5 to 7 percent of the working population unemployed at the end of the Old Regime. The crown’s 

response to this situation took form in the ateliers de secours, whose corruption provided the grist for Marat’s 
denunciations in the L’dmi du/~eu/~le. Potofsky narrates the swings between a hierarchical system based upon privilege 

and an openly competitive one based upon merit, where the state’s control over public works projects wins out over the 
free market. The reassertion of state regulation in response to liberal experiments under the revolution is a familiar 
story, but as we see in Thomas LeRoux’s example, not altogether an outcome of revolution. LeRoux shows how 
industrialists even as early as the 1770s fought regulation in the name of economic progress to forward innovations in 
industry, many of which were polluting the city. During the laissez-faire revolutionary period, these industrialists 

gained further ground in ways that allowed for polluting industries to flourish within the city, despite serious 
complaints. LeRoux explains how the state overlooked the effects of chemical processing and other industries that 
posed health risks, as it understood any interference would be overly restrictive to industrial development. It would take 
several more decades before the state would counter what LeRoux presents as the "industrialist ideology" in favor of 
legal protections for reasons of public health. 

The final section offers perhaps the most diverse set of writings on the cultural practices of revolutionary Paris. 
Raymonde Monnier conceptualizes his project as a collection of research that opens up new perspectives to the 
promotion of republican culture and the apprenticeship in democracy. His introduction to these six essays is briefly 
stated, and the preface quickly turns to the historiography of revolutionary political culture, providing a highly 
informed review of recent scholarship that gives homage to the hefty contributions of Haim Burstin and David 
Garrioch, as well as a number of other francophone scholars. In designing this collaborative project, Monnier sought 
the work of Canadian scholars St@hane Roy and the late David Trott. Both offer cultural studies of the fine arts, 
engraving and theatre respectively, in the Parisian context. The history of these art forms, their successes and failures 
among a changing public, provides an entry point into the making of Parisian identity, one in contrast to London 

engravings, the other in contrast to the Italian commedia del arte. Cyril Le Meur’s essay on the work of Chamfort for the 

Tableau~ historiques de la Rdvolution franfaise points to how the artist and revolutionary enlarges our vision of events, 
how an artist’s "aggrandizing" vision is made by the historic events in and around Paris. Her descriptions of these 
paintings are vivid. 

Unfortunately, only one image is included in this essay that allows us to see how revolutionary history is portrayed 

within these artistic compositions. In the next essay, written by Isabelle Brian, the cultural effect of being inscribed in 
the revolutionary moment comes forth clearly in the rhetoric of public speakers. Brian takes a novel approach to ways 
in which speech evolved from the structured practice of traditional sermons in the Church to the "mauvaise discours" of 

the civic sermon in the new national religion of republicanism. Beginning with the famous example of l’abb~ Fauchet, 
Brian questions the possibilities and limits of this reformulated language that equated Christian with citizen. Her study 
examines the modalities of parody and harangues of a variety of religious and secular preachers. She suggests how the 
antithetical sermons of Robespierre and Maury, as well as the double-entendre of the Lenten message of self-sacrifice, 
overthrew conventional preaching and opened the way to the inspirational and highly emotional messages of the 

romantic age. Jean-Luc Chappey’s essay shows how specific social circles were reconfigured under the revolution, 
specifically the learned societies of academies into specialized, scientific circles, giving Paris the prominent place among 
the academic elite. His study sketches out the new systems of patronage brought about under the Directory, which, 
along with greater professionalization, divided amateur scholars from credentialed professors. Finally, Dominique 
Poulot’s study of the many uses of the Pantheon from memorial to museum, offers another look at the transformation of 

urban space into different symbolic uses. In breaking definitively with the past, revolutionaries sought new ways (some 
entirely inadequate) to memorialize their newfound history. 

While this widely varied anthology can be read selectively according to one’s particular interest, its composite picture 
suggests how many different interpretations of Parisian exceptionalism and its revolutionary character persist. We see 

some economic and social actors who move along the revolutionary timeline simply contending with the changes 
around them, while others are propelled into a new political culture which they make for themselves. Such divergent 
perspectives in a single volume should be commended for its intellectual inclusivity. The central problem that this 
volume does seem to miss (apart from one or two exceptions) is the question of Paris’s vanguard position vis-tl-vis the 
nation and the West. Nevertheless, these twenty-first century scholars offer us rich and provocative examples of how 

we might pursue the history of revolutionary Paris in ways that rely less on the engine of revolutionary spirit to carry 
the story forward than the situated experience and meaning born of a certain time and space. It seems clear that after 
nearly two and a half centuries, French historians have begun to distance themselves from an historical topic as highly 



charged as revolutionary Paris. Perhaps this is a good thing as we are now able to see a different set of trees in the 
forest. 
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Robert J. Knecht, The French l~enaissance Court. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, ~oos, ~0 pp. $~5 (hb). 
ISBN: 978-0300-11851-3. 

Review by Michael Wintroub, University of California, Berkeley. 

The court in sixteenth century France was a wandering city; at its largest it may have had as many as lO,OOO 
inhabitants, only twenty-five towns in France had larger populations. It was the peripatetic centre of French politics 
and culture, the locus where patronage and clientage networks intertwined with monarchical power, and where 
etiquette, fashion and ceremonial were produced and performed as a means of demonstrating the "power, good taste and 
munificence" of the king. 1Robert J. Knecht’s The French l~enaissance Court is a top-down, king-centered, political history 
of sixteenth century France as seen through the lens of the culture of the court. English speakers who are most familiar 
with the French court of Louis XVI will find Knecht’s account a welcome addition to the historiography of the court for 
an earlier, much less well-known, period. Given its lucid and accessible style and its many interesting details about the 
Valois court, the book will have a wide appeal, both for a popular audience and for professional historians who will find 
it a valuable reference source both for teaching and for orienting future research. 

Knecht skillfully recounts well-known events--e.g., the Field of Cloth and Gold, the tragic death of Henry II, and the 
1Religious Wars--weaving them through an accumulation of anecdotes about the desires and pastimes of the court’s elite 
inhabitants. We learn, for example, that in May of 1517, "Francis I and his courtiers, disguised and masked, frequented 
houses of ill-repute"; that Monsieur de Vieilleville, "who received Henry II at Durtal in 1550, in addition to providing 
the courtiers with food in abundance, placed his two wine cellars at their disposal. Each was given two bottles of wine, 
red and white, and even the meanest servant was able to drink as much as he liked"; that Cellini quarreled with the 
king’s mistress, Madame d’t~tampes, who favoured Primaticcio over him; and that in 1581 Catherh~e De’ Medici "spent 

8,898 dcus on the H6tel de la l:leine and 76o dcus on Saint-Maur." Knecht’s book is an encyclopedic tour de force that 
guides its readers across the intricacies of political, cultural and religious life of the court from Charles VIII to Henri III 
(though, the reign of Francis I receives by far the most attention). 

Despite this wealth of detail, however, it is difficult for the reader to discern any overall argument in this book. To 
claim, as Knecht does, that the court was a reflection of its monarch’s personality (pp. xxi, ~95, 339) seems a curiously 
naive position coming from an historian with the kind of detailed and erudite knowledge of early modern French culture 
and society as Knecht. Thus, for example, he concludes on the book’s final page, that the increasingly rule-bound, 



secretive, and hierarchical nature of the court under Henri III was an artifact of the king’s personality--no mention is 
made of larger structural forces, historical trends or socio-cultural developments. As he puts it: "(t)here is no doubt that 
Henry III, highly intelligent as he was, misused the court. Instead of following tradition and using it to gain the 
affection of his subjects, to foster and retain their loyalty, he used it rather as a plaything of his own; he sought to adapt 
it to the needs of his own autocratic, reserved and morbid personality. He tried to enhance his authority by distancing 
himself from the mass of his subjects while surrounding himself with a small group of intimate friends." In 19a9 
Norbert Elias wrote--describing recent historiography of medieval and early modern Europe--that numerous "studies 
describe, for example, how the French kings from Philip Augustus to Francis I and Henry IV increase their power, or 
how the Elector Frederick William pushes aside the regional estates in Brandenburg, and the Medici the patricians and 
senate in Florence, or how the Tudors do the same to the nobility and parliament in England. Everywhere it is the 
individual agents and their various actions that we see, their personal weaknesses and gifts that are described. And it is 
no doubt fruitful and even indispensable to see history in this way, as a mosaic of individual actions of individual 
people." 

Fruitful indeed. 1R. J. Knecht’s The French Renaissance Court is a carefully researched, painstakingly constructed, and 
beautifully put together descriptive history; yet seventy years after Elias ground breaking work on the sociogenesis ot 
the French court, one expects more, especially from an historian of Knecht’s caliber. Indeed, one searches in vain--as 
one reads his vivid portrayals of well-known events and his fascinating collection of anecdotes about the deeds, 
character traits, hobbies and tastes of kings and queens, their favorites, and their clients--for a deeper more penetrating 
mode of analysis, one that addresses, for example, questions having to do with power relations, class dynamics, social 
change, political culture, and/or gender. But The French Renaissance Court is simply not this sort of book, and it is clear 
that these are not the kinds of questions that interest its author. It is a dazzling portrait--a richly elaborated and 
detailed picture; as such it succeeds brilliantly. 

Michael Wintroub 
University of California, Berkeley 
wintroub@berkeley.edu 
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Review by Jean-Francois B6dard, Syracuse University 

In ~lrchitecture, Print Culture, and the Public" Sphere in Eighteenth-Century France, Richard Wittman tells the story of the 

relationship between architectural discourse and political power in France from the creation of the Royal Academy ot 
Architecture in 1671 to the end of the ancien regime. Inspired by Jiirgen Habermas’s seminal Strukturwandel de~ 
Oj~bttlichkeit, Wittman argues that the development of a community of writers and readers of architectural criticism 
anticipated the creation of an open forum for political discussion and consensus, Habermas’s "bourgeois public sphere," 
that superseded absolutism and served to legitimize nh~eteenth-century Western democracies.~l~ If some art historians 

have long claimed Habermas’s thesis as their own, notably Thomas Crow’s influential Painters and Public LiJ~ in 

Eighteenth-Century Paris of lO85, Wittman is the first to highlight architectural criticism’s unique contribution in the 
development of public opinion. ~ The most visible and politicized of the fine arts, architecture had always nurtured an 
h~timate relationship to power. Wittman argues that the late eighteenth-century pamphlets that, using royal buildings as 
a foil, condemned the crown’s legitimacy, found their origin in the seventeenth-century paeans that had praised 
architecture’s supporting role in the celebration of the monarch. Unlike most architectural historians that tend to focus 

their textual analysis on the evolution of theoretical concepts or scour the architectural press to delineate contemporary 
discussions of buildings, Wittman reveals instead the structural role the architectural media played in the advent ot 
political modernity in France. 

Wittman’s project is an ambitious rewriting of the history of eighteenth-century French architecture--or rather its 

convenient surrogate, the buildings and urban designs sponsored by the crown in Paris--through the words of its critics. 
Relying on some 3,000 printed primary sources collated as part of his ~oo 1 Columbia dissertation (some of these texts are 
announced in a forthcoming anthology h~ the same series), Wittman brings new resonance to familiar episodes in 
eighteenth-century French architecture. 

Wittman begins his account with the surge in architectural publications that followed the foundation of the Royal 
Academy of Architecture by Louis XIV’s minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert. Part of Colbert’s propagandistic cultural 
arsenal, the academy had been charged with the formulation of rules for a monarchic and nationalistic brand of classicism 
devised to quash any lingering appreciation of medieval forms. Wittman shows that the academy’s denigration of the 
Gothic and its will to codify precise rules presupposed a fictive public consensus, one staged in state-sponsored 

publications. Thanks to the academy, Wittman argues, a nascent readership began viewing and evaluating buildings in 
purely aesthetic terms. As it sought universal, transhistorical principles for architectural beauty, Wittman explains, the 
academy bound architectural meaning to the abstraction of printed words. It negated in the process the local, physical 
reality of embodied experience that had marked the art of building since its inception. In this, Wittman notes, the 
academy acted like other agents of absolutism who sought to sever local allegiances. The disconnect Wittman finds 



between pre-modern forms of architectural meaning resting on embodied spatial experience (Wittman’s "ethical-social" 
apperception of buildings) and those residing in linguistic descriptions ’Wittman’s "critical-aesthetic" mode) would still 
preside over the reception of architecture today. 

Wittman recounts how, by the turn of the eighteenth century, a growing number of architectural writers from outside 

the academy vied for its elite readership. The generalist press--the Mercure Galant and its successor the Mercure de 
France, the Journal de Tr&oux, the Journal des &’ayahs, and countless later periodicals whose significant role Wittman 

brings to light--began featuring more frequently articles on architecture penned by engaged amateurs. One such author, 
the guidebook writer Germain Brice, renewed this plebeian genre by incorporating pointed critiques of buildings 
patterned on academic dictums. Non-professionals such as the royal administrator Michel de Fr~min and the canon Jean- 
Louis de Cordemoy published the inaugural discussions of architectural theory by lay individuals in the first decade of the 
eighteenth century. [3] Inspired by academic publications that celebrated architecture as one highly visible component of 

national policy, these writers judged the merits of recent Parisian constructions in patriotic terms. Wittman 
demonstrates how they also began to question the government’s motives in the guise of aesthetic discussions of building 
and town planning schemes. 

In the wake of the prolonged debates over the papal bull Unigodtus that pitted the crown against the parlemo, ts and that 
fostered unprecedented political engagement, the 174os witnessed the increased politicization of architectural discourse. 
Wittman highlights how critics such as Louis Petit de Bachaumont and t~tienne de La Font de Saint-Yenne used 
architecture to castigate openly royal policy. Despite the absolutist claim of political autonomy, a French monarchy in 
crisis responded by energetic efforts to cajole public opinion. With special vigor under the directorship of Abel-Frangois 
Poisson, Marquis de Vandihres and then de Marig~U (1797-81), the Marquise de Pompadour’s brother, the Batiments du 
Roi launched a series of ambitious building projects. State agents such as Charles-Nicolas Cochin the Younger 
appropriated at the same time the techniques of persuasion of the crown’s opponents in propagandistic pamphlets and 
articles. As Wittman recounts, highly visible initiatives in Paris like the project for a place Louis-XV (from 1748; now 

the place de la Concorde), the completion of the East fagade of the Louvre (from 1754), and especially the new basilica of 
Sainte-Genevihve (from 1755; now the Pantheon) show that, by mid-century, the government had fully engaged, and not 
simply censored or ignored, the public debate on architecture generated in the press. 

Wittman’s story ends with the heightened political climate that followed the accession of Louis XVI to the throne. As 

the construction of a new Com~die-Frangaise (begun 1767) and a new Th~tre-Italien (begun 1780) unfolded, the state’s 
manipulation of public opinion reached new levels of sophistication adapted to a more strident press. Wittman notes that, 
by the end of the ancien regime, the emissaries of the crown and their opponents were not the only ones seeking 
publicity. Architects had also taken to the press to justify their designs or simply to promote their careers. Pierre-Louis 
Moreau, Charles de Wailly, Victor Louis, Claude-Nicolas Ledoux, even Marigny’s prot~g~ Jacques-Germain Souffiot felt 

the need to defend in print architecture’s very relevance against a widespread condemnation of its blamable role in the 
economy of noble luxury and royal excess. 

Architecture, Print Culture, and the Public" Sphere in Eighteenth-Century France successfully foregrounds the socio-political 
functions of architectural writing. By considering the full range of architectural criticism, and not only its consecrated 
milestones, Wittman reintegrates to the story of eighteenth-century French architecture previously obscure texts and 

hitherto peripheral figures. He also brings an altogether new level of sophistication to the analysis of the propagandistic 
techniques architectural writers used. This is especially apparent in Wittman’s superb analyses of the complex debates 
that took place in the fully developed press after mid-century, particularly those surrounding Sainte-Genevi~ve. 
Wittman’s study is destined to discredit any historians who would dare, in their discussions of eighteenth-century 
architectural criticism, to disregard the political agendas of ancien regime spin doctors. 

Wittman’s casting back of the Habermasian thesis to earlier times proves less convincing, however. As Wittman himself 
acknowledges, Habermas’s project was not that of a historian; rather it was a political scientist’s endeavor to find the 
origins of the modern configurations of power in ancien regime culture (p. 5). Habermas’s teleological emphasis 
undermines the effectiveness of Wittman’s thesis, in particular when he examines Louis XIV’s reign and the subsequent 
Regency. Wittman’s portrayal of louis-quatorzian rule as an authoritarian regime propped up by propaganda leads to 
overly simplistic conclusions (pp. 8-1o). The alleged opposition of a centralized absolutism associated with classical 
forms to a localized, residual feudalism represented by the Gothic is too schematic to account for the subtleties of real 
power struggles. If the crown had found the condelmmtion of the Gothic so central to its political project, how could one 
account for Louis XIV’s personal decision to impose a Gothic design for Orleans cathedral’s west fagade, in direct 
opposition to the classical project proposed by an academy he nominally established (p. 37)? And if, as Wittman 
supposes, the academy had been so invested in overcoming medieval architecture (p. 24), why did Frangois Blondel, its 
first director, comment favorably on and even include an elevation of the late-Gothic Milan cathedral in the official Cours 



d’architecture that enshrined academic architectural instruction?[4] Wittman may subscribe too much at times to 
conceptual generalities to the detriment of concrete evidence. 

One can raise similar objections against Wittman’s discussion of Regency domestic architecture. He relies here on 

studies by Katie Scott that depict the rococo as a formal system developed by a marginalized nobility in rebellion with the 
royal monopoly over politics and the arts.j5] Scott’s desire to assign formal systems to political positions distorts the 
empirical evidence. The rococo forms that would have symbolized noble autonomy were in fact also found at Versailles 
before the death of Louis XIV. The kh~g’s architects, those alleged vectors of academic orthodoxy, also built for the very 
nobility that opposed the monarchy. Following Scott, Wittman sees the publication of engravings of early eighteenth- 

century hotels as symptomatic of a decline, resulting from the printing press, of the traditional meaning of buildings that 
rested on social ritual. Thanks to these engraved surrogates, Wittman argues, plebeian viewers could now experience 
spaces they would never have accessed otherwise (pp. 4o-41). Yet, were not representations of noble dwellings made 
available in print much earlier that the eighteenth century--one thinks immediately of the suites published by Jean Marot 

in the 1660s or even Androuet du Cerceau’s Plus Excellents Bastimens de France from the late 1570s, among countless less 
famous examples--without a corresponding overturn of the social order or any mutations in the civic public sphere? In 
fact, as Corinne Le Bitouz~ has shown for the first half of the eighteenth century, consumers of such prints belonged 
themselves to the social elite.[6] These representations functioned more as mirrors of the nobility’s ambitions than as 
instruments for the social empowerment of the lower orders. By wanting to track the earliest signs of democratization 
generated by the press, Wittman tends to minimize the importance of hierarchic patterns of consumption that regulated 
printed images and words in court society. 
Wittman might have benefitted from fuller discussions of those lucid theoreticians of the ancien regime public that were 
Jean-Baptiste Du Bos and Antoine Houdar de la Motte (examined by Wittman respectively on p. 38 and p. 74). These 

authors recognized that the rigid social hierarchies of their time were much more resilient that later Republican 
advocates of the masses or even twentieth-century political scientists may have believed. Du Bos and Houdar maintained 
that noble social ordering largely prescribed the legitimacy of the eighteenth-century "public." Thus, as with any luxury 
products marketed to the elite, social segregation played a major role in the circulation of books. If one wanted to 
demonstrate the crucial contribution writing made in the severing of traditional social ties by the absolutist monarchy, 
other documentary sources than books might prove more effective. As analyzed by Daniel Roche, the vast body of 
administrative and judicial records that governments imposed on their citizens to sanction social relationships after the 
Renaissance had a much more pervasive impact on eighteenth-century French households than did the press.[7] The 
choice discussions of architectural matters that concerned only the most privileged of the French king’s subjects could 
never match the ormfipresent role that the mandatory possession of legal documents played in the formation of a 

delocalized public sphere and in the shaping of modern citizenry. 

Finally, Wittman’s repeated opposition of two models for architectural meaning--the lived-world experience of physical 

symbols, staged by society’s usages and hierarchies, and the abstract universality of aesthetic discourse afforded by the 

printed word--is perhaps too schematic (pp. 5, 92, and 121). Accounts of the type of embodied spectatorship of 

architecture that Wittman situates before the invention of printing are conspicuously absent from medieval testimonials, 

for h~stance. Thanks to his discussion of Jean-Louis Viel de Saint-Maux’s prescient Lettres sur L’drchitecture des dnciens et 

Celle des Modernes of 1787, Wittman is well aware that meaning in pre-modern architecture was profoundly symbolic: 

buildings could "communicate" only insofar as they referred to concepts situated outside their physical reality. [8] In their 

consideration of religious architecture of the Middle Ages, for example, Richard Krautheimer and Oiinter Bandmann 

have shown that medieval churches incorporated complex numerologies and learned references to far-away prototypes 

that encapsulated their significance for the privileged members of these societies.[9] Some of these buildings even 

featured elements that spectators could never see, such as detailed carvings at the top of spires. Elite medieval observers 

could only hope to grasp the meaning of such designs through metaphorical exegesis, therefore in language, never solely 

by means of their personal sensory perception. The symbolic and linguistic nature of architectural meaning in the 

Middle Ages calls into question whether the h~vention of printing during the Renaissance constituted an epistemological 

shift of the same magnitude as the one, in late Antiquity, that transformed into metaphor the hitherto immanent, 

talismanic presence of architectural form. 

None of these observations should diminish the importance of Wittman’s remarkable achievement. Architecture, Print 

Culture, and the Public" Sphere in Eighteenth-Century France is poised to reinvigorate studies of French architecture during 
the long eighteenth century. Not only does Wittman’s publication stress the imperative of a critical use of textual 
sources by architectural historians. Thanks to the unprecedented range of primary documents and to the detailed 
discussions served by an elegant writing style, Wittman demonstrates vividly how Paris became a veritable laboratory 

for architectural modernity at the end of the ancien regime. The publication of the companion volume to this 
h~vestigation will surely seal the significance of Wittman’s contribution to the study of eighteenth-century French 
architecture, politics, and culture. 
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Review by Gail Bossenga, The College of William and Mary. 

How to characterize royal "absolutism" under Louis XIV, if one even is willing to use the term, is a question that has 
preoccupied historians for quite some time. An older interpretation depicts Louis XIV as the founder of a rational, 

centralized, and bureaucratic state that ran rough-shod over the traditional privileges of local elites. By contrast, a 
revisionist position, now widely accepted, argues that the political system of Louis XIV was built upon the collaboration 
of the kh~g with his privileged subjects who, far from suffering from the rise of absolute monarchy, were often amply 
rewarded for their cooperation.[1] In this excellent book, Darryl Dee uses the province of Franche-Comt~ as a case 
study to examine both positions and ends up persuasively crafting an interpretation that is more nuanced and complex 
than either one. 

Dee accepts the revisionist thesis of collaboration to a degree, but he also strictly qualifies it. Cooperation between the 
monarch and the elite did exist at times, but this mutuality rested upon a prior "authoritarian foundation" that assumed 
the sovereignty of the king and the continued obedience of the privileged (p. 178). Furthermore, not all members of the 
privileged elite benefitted from the system crafted by the royal government. Although some clients of the monarchy 
were nicely rewarded for aiding the royal government, many local notables were fiscally exploited by wartime levies, and 
factional divisions within the elite mediated the effects of governmental largesse. 

Although Dee argues that the Sun King was intent on developing his sovereignty, the monarch did not do so by laying 

the foundations of a rational bureaucratic system. Rather, Louis XIV’s state worked because it effectively mobilized a 
highly personalized system of loyalties, controlled patronage from the center, and coopted traditional institutions for 
royal purposes. Its success can perhaps best be measured not by its grandeur, but by its sheer survival. Whereas the 
huge strains of war led to the civil disorder of the Fronde in the mid-seventeenth century, Louis XIV’s state weathered 
the enormous demands of the king’s wars. In 1713 the state was bankrupt, starving, and exhausted, but it remained, 
amazingly, intact. 

Dee’s case study of Franche-Comt~ is carefully chosen to trace how Louis XIV and his ministers crafted a state able to 
survive multiple crises. Although, as Dee observes, no case is "typical," he also rightly argues that the goal of a case 
study is to illuminate the common, underlying political problems and dynamics at work in otherwise diverse settings (p. 
199). By this criterion, his case study is a clear success. 

Ruled in the seventeenth century by the Spanish Habsburgs, Franche-Comt~ was a largely independent province whose 
provincial estates, parlement, and urban oligarchies vied for regional political power and prestige. Besangon, the largest 



city in the province, was an imperial free city, a miniature republic whose town magistrates were elected and answered to 
no one but the Holy l~oman emperor himself. The viability of this assortment of local privileges was brutally called into 

question by the Thirty Years War. A frontier province, Franche-Comt~ was a major theater of the war and lost as much 
as three quarters of its population to fighting and plague. Conquered initially by the French in 166~, the province was 
returned in 1668 to the Habsburgs, who attempted a hurried and desperate program of centralization. The imperial 
government suspended meetings of the provincial estates, started to build a massive fortress, and imposed new taxes to 
pay for provincial defense. The reforms provoked deep resistance from the populace and privileged elite alike. When the 

French returned, the province paid the price for its internal fragmentation and lack of integration into a larger state that 
could defend it. Franche-Comt~ was annexed to France in 1678. 

One of the major issues facing the region was how privilege would operate after its annexation to France. Dee provides a 
complex and satisfying analysis of the myriad ways that Franche-Comt~’s new sovereign utilized, or discarded, privilege 
to facilitate the integration of the province into the French kingdom. The privileges to which the Comtois had become 
accustomed under the Habsburgs were medieval "liberties" that protected local elites and territories from outside 

interference. Louis XIV signed a capitulation treaty that guaranteed provincial privileges, but it soon became apparent 
that the meaning of privilege would change under French rule. 

When the Comtois invoked their privileges to obstruct royal goals, the French government either restructured or 
suppressed those prerogatives. The government definitively abolished the provincial estates, replaced the old republican 

corps de ville of Besan¢on with a new municipal government chosen by cooptation under the intendant’s watchful 
supervision, and created a new bailliage court in Besan¢on whose jurisdiction would further dilute that of the 
reconstructed municipality. Using a precedent already created by the Habsburgs during their hasty, war-stimulated 

attempt at reform, the French government also reformed the distribution of direct taxation, so that the privileged elite 
footed part of the bill, although at a reduced rate. The intendant, rather than the now defunct provincial estates, oversaw 
the system of direct taxation. Thus, ten years after annexation, many of the most cherished privileges of the Comtois 
elite had been stripped away. 

Nonetheless, absolute monarchy was not simply a program to eliminate privilege. Once privilege as a source of 
autonomy had been effectively tamed or eliminated, privilege as a reward for government service could be profitably 
employed. Louis XIV revived the old parlement, which was moved from Dole to Besan¢on, and used the transfer to 
create a group of magistrates who owed their political position and prestige to the French monarchy. He also made the 
post of mayor of the Besan¢on ennobling. 

The creation of local clienteles who would promote royal interests was another step essential to successful state building. 
Sensing the opportunity presented by French annexation, the ambitious Claude Boisot got the ear of FranCois-Michel, 
marquis de Louvois, Secretary of State at War, and helped him to fill the new parlement with pliable royal allies. Four 
members of the Boisot family, including Claude himself, were rewarded with positions in the new sovereign court. The 

dependability of the Boisot family eventually led the royal government to promote Claude’s half-brother, Gabriel Boisot, 
to the critical position of first president of the parlement. In times of upheaval, Gabriel successfully steered his colleagues 
to adopt policies favored by the royal government and amassed a considerable fortune in the process. 

As Dee observes, the revisionist interpretation of absolutism as collaboration concentrates on the early period of Louis 

XIV’s reign. Thus he is particularly interested in the latter stages of the monarchy when France faced enormously 
expensive and lengthy wars that required the mobilization of every possible resource. One innovation of this period was 
the introduction of venality into Franche-Comt& Did the creation of venal offices enhance the privileges of members ot 
the elite, as some historians have argued, or promote exploitation, as others have contended?~ Both outcomes were 
possible: venality, according to Dee, produced "a complicated balance sheet of winners and losers" (p. 111). 

On the one hand, the introduction of venality into the parlement of Franche-Comt~ did help to secure the magistrates’ 
privileges. Bankers would not lend funds to the parlementaires to meet forced loans demanded by the monarchy until the 
royal government agreed to turn the offices of the magistrates into heritable property. Only by guaranteeing the 
magistrates’ privileges and rights of property in office could the government be sure that the magistrates would be able 

to raise money for the government on multiple occasions. The creation of a fourth chamber in the parlement, meanwhile, 
accelerated social mobility among wealthy, ambitious commoners and gave the Boisot family a chance to consolidate their 
intluence at the expense of rivals. 

On the other hand, the government’s creation of new venal offices was often a thinly-disguised form of blackmail. The 
monarchy created offices that threatened the authority of existing officeholders so that the latter would be forced to buy 
up the offices. Members of Besan¢on’s town council were so worried about the creation of new urban offices that they 



personally advanced money to buy up the posts and then had themselves named as preferred creditors of the town. 
Finally, in an attempt to stave off further creations of offices, provincial officials agreed to pay the royal government a 

fixed subsidy. The subsidy was a good deal both for the government, which acquired a predictable source of income, and 
for the elite, who were partially exempt from the taxes used to support the subsidy. This measure, the reverse of what 
most of France experienced, was only possible because the intendant already had such strong admhfistrative control over 
direct taxation in the region. 

How France, virtually bankrupt, survived the War of the Spanish Succession makes a fitting close to Dee’s story. Costs 
mounted so astronomically compared to revenues that in 1707-10 the Extraordinary Treasurer of War had no funds 
available to feed and house troops in winter quarters in Besan~on. In 1709 the city only avoided being sacked by the 
troops, a scenario common during the Thirty Years War, because the intendant and the town councilors borrowed 

money on their own personal credit, as well as that of the town, to pay for supplies and wages. The city fathers were 
persuaded to act by a combination of civic duty and the intendant’s threat to unleash the troops if the city did not open up 
its public granaries. Thus, the French state survived at a critical moment, at least in Franche-Comt~, because local 
officials and the intendant decided to dig deep into their own pockets to rescue it. 

The relative calm in Besan~on during this crisis was a testimony to the accomplishment of Louis XIV’s state building. By 
now, so many of the remaining privileges of the Comtois elite were bound up in the success of the French state that 
rebellion to secure autonomy scarcely seemed imaginable. Through the tireless work of the h~tendants, the revamping of 
old institutions and creation of new ones, the recruitment of loyal local clients, and a process of intimidation and 
negotiation, not to mention higher taxation, a new political order had been permanently laid. 

Lucidly written, cogently argued, and masterfully researched in appropriate archives, Dee’s study is essential reading for 
anyone who wishes to understand the debate over the nature of absolute monarchy during the reign of Louis XIV. 
Naturally, his book inspires a number of questions about the fate of absolutism in the next century, some of which he 
himself raises. As Dee notes, "seventeenth and eighteenth-century historians of France appear to be holding two 

separate conversations about the early modern monarchy" (p. lO). The former tend to stress the personalized, limited 
nature of the state and its need for collaboration, while the latter are more prone to accept at least some degree of 
administrative centralization. [3] 

The questions arise, then, to what extent did the state created by Louis XIV persist during the eighteenth century? And 
if it did continue, at least in part, why did it not hold together, as it had in the early 1700s, but finally collapse in a 
momentous revolution? Were new forces at work, such as bureaucratic development? Or were traditional institutions 
poorly managed? Did the competitive international climate change? With such interesth~g questions to tackle, perhaps 
the author might be persuaded to write a sequel that traces the evolution of the political system developed during Louis 
XIV’s reign into the period of the last Bourbon kh~gs. 

NOTES 

[1] Interpretations of the centralizing nature of absolute monarchy include, for example, Roland Mousnier, Les 

institutions de France sous la monarchie absolue, 1598-1789, 2 vols. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1974); George 

Pages, La monarchie d’ancien r@ime en France de Henri IU d Louis" XIU (Paris: A. Colin, 1932); and John C. Rule, "Louis, 

Roi-Bureaucrate," in Rule, ed., Louis" XIUand the CraB of Kingship (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1969), pp. 3- 

101. For examples of the collaborative nature of absolutism see William Beik, Absolutism and Society in Seventeeth-Centur) 

France: State Power and Provincial Aristocracy in Languedoc (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); and James B 

Collins, Classes, Estates, and Order in Early Modern Brittany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994). Two 

examples of the importance of clientage are Sharon Kettering, Patrons, Brokers" and Clients in Seventeenth-Century France 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), and Roger Mettam, Power and Faction in Louis" XIU’s France (London: Basil 

Blackwell, 1988). 

[2] On the interconnected growth of privilege and the state through venality see David Bien, "Office, Corps, and a 

System of State Credit: The Uses of Privilege under the Ancien 1R~gime," in Keith Michael Baker, ed., The Political Culture 

of the Old l~eg~me (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 89-114, and William Doyle, Uenality: The Sale of Ojfices in 
Eighteenth-Century France (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). On the exploitive effects of venality see John J. Hurt, 

Louis" XIUand the Parlements: The Assertion of l~oyal Authority (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002). 

[3] The interpretive power of the thesis of centralization can be traced to Alexis de Tocqueville, The Old l~egime and the 
French l~evolution, trans. Stuart Gilbert (New York: Doubleday, 1955). For examples of eighteenth-century 



administrative centralization, see Michael Kwass, Privilege and the Politics" of Taxation in Eighteenth-Century France 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ~ooo), and Michel Antoine, Le conseil du roi sous le r~gne de Louis" XU(Geneva: 

Droz, 1970). Although interpretations drawn from political culture domh~ate studies of the origins of the Revolution, 
Dee’s statement that historians of the eighteenth century do not study the state (p. 9) seems to me untrue. There is 
simply no consensus on the nature of the state. 

Gail Bossenga 
The College of William and Mary 
gmboss@wm.edu 
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Review by Mark Burde, University of Michigan. 

Medievalism, as the term is used in literary studies, is most broadly understood as the study of the reception--esthetic, 
political, or disciplinary--since the sixteenth century of European events or artifacts having occurred or been produced 

h~ the medieval period. Taken more narrowly and commonly, the term evokes the myriad ways in which the 
rationalistic, post-Enlightenment West went about rediscovering, reappropriating, and systematically codifying and 
analyzing its pre-modern past, especially in the hundred fifty years or so between the rise of romanticism and the end oI 
the Second World War. The two essential sub-branches of inquiry focus on either art or science, which is to say that 
the medievalism of Viollet-le-Duc, Victor Hugo, Julien Gracq, or Tolkien or Eco as novelists is generally treated 

separately from the contributions made to medieval studies by Gaston Paris, Joseph B~dier, or the Abb~ Migne. The 
Swiss are particularly strong in institutional medievalism, having recently produced exhaustive intellectual biographies 
of Paris and B~dier, whereas the Americans and the British have been highly prolific in both artistic and institutional 
medievalism, with entire graduate seminars now offered based on the copious literature of both topics. The French 
academic establishment has been more hesitant to embrace such approaches, but things are beginning to change, 

especially with the work of the Modernitds mddidvales group. [1] 

For readers having acquired reference points within the increasingly vast medievalism bibliography, the contents of this 

book can be said to fall perhaps most closely in line with the Studies in Medievalism series begun by the late Professor 
Leslie J. Workman and continued by his compatriot, the British scholar Thomas Shippey. Although questions of 

political recuperation and instrumentalization are part and parcel of the medievalism project, overt engagement with the 
paradigms of critical theory usually takes a back seat in this style of approach to detailed analysis and historical 
contextualization of period-specific documents and edifices. Hence in the collection under review one comes across an 
occasional evocation now and again of Said’s Orientalism or, more gratuitously, Bloom’s Anxiety oflr~uence, but Foucault 
here is Nicolas-Joseph, the seventeenth-century bibliophile instrumental in the recovery of the Bayeux tapestry, not 
Michel, and the principal Bataille of these essays not Oeorges but World War I’s encounter with Reims. [2] 

The collection got its start in sessions on the reception of medieval art and architecture held at two major medieval 

conferences, one at Leeds in ~oo~ and the second at the Medieval Academy of America conference in Boston in ~oo6. Of 
the sixteen essays, roughly two-thirds (ten) focus on French topics; the remainder treat British, German, Irish and 
Italian questions. In their preface, the editors divide the contributions into two basic groups (subcategories mainly of 
the art side of the above dichotomy): those treating the persistence of the spirit of the medieval in the form of a 
reconstructed, imagined past (usually architectural), and, alternatively, investigations into the post-medieval afterlife of 



appropriation undergone by objects and artifacts that survived materially for centuries after their creation (pp. vii-viii). 
A further goal, as Janet T. Marquardt puts it in her very readable introduction, is to pose an art-historical equivalent of 

the "Why France?" question recently addressed by historians in a Cornell University Press book of the same title, the 
answer, as she sees it, residh~g h~ the proliferation of reproductions and analyses that made "the accessibility of French 
~medieval~ examples easy to employ as prototypes by which objects and monuments from other places might be 
measured" (p. 1~). This is the closest the editors come to imposing an organizing principle on their essays, which are 
presented in chronological order beginning with the reception accorded a fourteenth-century psalter in Tudor England 

and ending with a Nazi historical exhibition. 

Of course with the changes in reading habits being fostered by electronic media, fewer people than ever (aside from 
reviewers) are likely to feel the urge to read an essay collection cover-to-cover or even between covers, anyway, so one 

could argue that effort spent fighting fragmentation by grouping essays thematically is better channeled elsewhere. Just 
by chance, chronological order also happens in this case to align the essays in such a way as to save the best for last, a 
fortuitous coh~cidence that gratifies and delights a reviewer, who of course occupies the only position from which such 
declarations can be made publicly. This is not to denigrate the first thirteen pieces, which all achieve a satisfactory level 
of engagement with their material; there is less unevenness of quality here than can be the case in this type of 

collection. Rather, I mean to call attention to the superbly evocative and polished nature of the final three pieces, which 
each deserves a detailed engagement with its arguments. To the extent possible, I devote a separate section to them in 
the latter portion of this review. 

The first essay by Anne Rudloff Stanton (for titles, see list below) treats an early fourteenth-century psalter from the 

British library bearing an inscription asserting it belonged to Queen Mary in the 155os. Stanton investigates the 
various levels of additional significance that the manuscript’s Marian iconography would have acquired with Mary’s 
ownership. The next essay by Kerry Paul Boeye turns its attention to a 17o6 history of the abbey church of Saint-Denis 
by the monk Michel F~libien and the ingenious iconographic strategies it deployed to reframe Saint-Denis as a much 
more worthy candidate for Louis XIV’s attentions and largesse than competing institutions such as the school of Saint- 

Cyr. Grazyna Jurkowlaniec then investigates the middle path taken by sixteenth-century Lutheran reformers between 
the traditionalist promotion of the display of the crucifix by Catholics and the absolutist prohibition of which it was 
made the object by Calvinists; their comparative flexibility allowed them to mimic what had theretofore been a typically 

Catholic knack for reorientation and reinterpretation of holy imagery. Next comes a piece by Elizabeth Carson Pastan 
on an important moment in the dissemination of knowledge of the Bayeux Tapestry: the Abb~ Bernard de Montfaucon’s 
publication in 17~9 of the engraved reproductions that would make the tapestry known to a broad audience; of images 
that are not overtly partisan h~ the original, Pastan argues, Montfaucon offered readings that pushed in a decidedly pro- 
Norman, anti-English direction. 

Subsequently, David Walsh treats mid-nineteenth-century pictorial depictions of the abbey church of Cluny by the 
architectural design artist Emile Sagot, examinh~g the ways h~ which the post-Revolutionary ruins were given 
ennobling reconstructions in print. The following piece, Marian Bleeke’s contribution, investigates a specific instance of 
the construction of the Irish past through the lens of related but separate nineteenth-century governmental programs 

for its representation. Following this, Mary B. Shepard wades into the early nineteenth-century debate on the origin of 
the pointed Gothic arch. Focusing on the painter and museum organizer Alexandre Lenoir, she unpacks Lenoir’s theory 
of the Levantine origin of the form, situating his ideas in the context of his program to shelter art from the reach of 
post-revolutionary de-royalizing legislation and to trumpet the inherently perfecting tendencies of French culture. 
Next comes Nancy M. Thompson’s account of the moment when Florence, newly freed from Hapsburg rule in the 

lSSOs, grappled with the problem of how best to return what had become a dilapidated carceral structure, the Bargello, 
h~to a fitting monument to the glorious Tuscan past. Here conservation clashed with restoration in a complex mix of 
Risorgimento politics and public works esthetics. 

At this point, Alyce A. Jordan’s essay turns to broadly similar questions concerning Paris’ famous Sah~te-Chapelle and 

the state of disrepair it had fallen into by the early nineteenth century. First the July Monarchy and then Louis- 
Napoleon engaged h~ a restoration program that "downplayed monarchic claims to sacral kingship and royal 
prerogative in favor of monarchic piety and consensus buildh~g" (p. ~11). Newly restored with reconstructed stained 
glass, the Sainte-Chapelle was transformed from a private space for royal prayer into a secular monument to French 
monarchic history open to the public. Meredith Cohen’s subsequent article develops the architectural legacy of Louis IX 

from a different perspective, exploring the reception several waves of later scholars accorded Robert Branner’s 1065 
study on the "court style" of this king. Here again power politics and art mingle as the question of to what degree 
Parisian architecture became identified with the French monarchy was addressed from multiple perspectives in the wake 
of Branner’s research. Following this comes the first of this volume’s two exclusively German pieces. Foregrounding 
the lack of attention paid to Teutonic lands, Andrea Worm proposes to break away from the dominant Anglo-French 



Gothic Revival model to examine a number of manuscript studies done by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century German 

scholars on such collections as the Codex Manesse, the primary repository for Minne-Singers poems. Germans, it turns 

out, like their neighbors, also read vanished utopias into their medieval documents, but because of the specificity of the 

German political situation tended to gravitate much more deliberately toward vernacular texts, esteemed for their 

precious testament to the language seen to unite all Germans. 

Donna L. Sadler then returns things to the French domain with what is the first of the volume’s two studies devoted to 

the Reims cathedral. Implicitly echoing the tensions between restoration and conservation made in Thompson’s piece 

on Florence, Sadler traces a history of reconstruction done on the edifice over three hundred years beginning in the 

seventeenth century. Not surprisingly, although at times restorers did seek to replicate thirteenth-century models, "the 

more common solution was to repair the battered sculpture in the style of the restorers’ day," with especial emphasis 

inevitably placed on promoting the agenda of royalty (p. 276). In the following essay, the thirteenth, Kathryn Brush 

tackles for the first time in the collection a disciplinary question, asking what fundamental role the arrival of a set of 

twelfth-century carved stone capitals at Harvard’s art museum just after World War I may have played in constituting 

the study of medieval art in the United States. Harvard’s Arthur Kingsley Porter is the central figure here, a 

foundational researcher who shakes up received opinion with his B~dieresque hypothesis (my comparison, not hers) that 

romanesque sculpture owed its success to the network of communication and exchange promoted by French and 

Spanish pilgrimage routes, not to native, hermetic French genius. 

Concluding the collection, as mentioned above, are three articles that I found particularly captivating and well-argued. 
What they all share is an attention to the fine details of the range of emotions and sentiments that the artifacts of a 
remembered and reconstructed Middle Ages can conjure up. Elizabeth Emery’s "The Martyred Cathedral: American 
Attitudes Toward Notre-Dame de Reims During the First World War" examines the stages by which the Reims 
cathedral, generally regarded as one of the best-preserved examples of the high Gothic style, was gradually brought into 

the forefront of an American collective imaginary, not without propagandistic overtones, as the symbol of a martyred 
France savaged by barbarian Germans. The cathedral was bombed particularly hard at the very beginning and the very 
end of the war, with "What is happening to Reims?" gradually shifting by 1920 to a "What is to be done about Reims?" 
Emery makes a strong case that the post-war vogue for medieval art and culture to which we owe the founding of the 
Medieval Academy of America is traceable in large measure to the way in which the Great War "made the art of the 

European Middle Ages a topic of popular debate" (p. 331). 

Laura Morowitz’s article, "The Cathedral of Commerce: French Gothic Architecture and Wanamaker’s Department 

Store" echoes Emery’s piece nicely in picking up where the preceding story left off. The question here is how medieval 

art was packaged (more or less literally--the topic is Christmas shopping displays) for a receptive public in one of the 

most innovative American department stores of the interwar years. Morowitz tells a fascinating tale that interweaves 

Calvinist ideals, the Social Gospel movement, commerce, and, of course, medieval art: "Like the village craft shop, the 

medieval cathedral could symbolize Wanamaker’s fair contract with his workers, but could also evoke the pre-industrial 

social values of honesty, integrity, and face-to-face exchanges embodied in his business guarantee of a fixed price and 

respect for customers .... At Wanamaker’s all customers were equal; as promised ’the prices are precisely the same to 

everybody for same quality, on same day of purchase’" (pp. 355-56). 

Finally, William J. Diebold tackles the problem of how the early medieval period was represented in a little-studied Nazi 

exhibition entitled "German Greatness" (L)eutsche GrOsse) that traveled to six Third Reich cities between 1940 and 1942. 

Of course, Diebold avers at the outset, "the show was deeply and frankly ideological" (p. 364). But ideology is not 

generally monolithic, he contends, and proceeds to demonstrate with great skill how the attractiveness of several 

foundational Germanic figures of late antiquity and the early medieval period--Arminius, Theodoric, Charlemagne-- 

varied depending on whose National Socialistic gaze was being cast back to them and when it was being cast. "The 

early Middle Ages was a fraught period in the Nazi understanding of the past, because it was seen to involve pagan and 

Christian, ethnic and non-ethnic Germans, Germany and Europe," Diebold writes. "In each case, the Germanophilic, 

neo-pagan trend of Nazi historiography that dominated during the formative years of the Party, and in the period 

immediately following Hitler’s seizure of power in 1933, clearly favored the first term of these pairs. After the start of 

the Second World War, however, when the Nazi goal of German domination in Europe appeared a reality, the second 

term of each pair came to have at least equal importance to the first" (p. 363). Take, for example, Charlemagne and the 

eighth-century Saxon duke whom he repressed, Widukind. The strict Germano-centrism of earlier Nazism favored the 

pagan germanic rebel over the Belgian-born Christian emperor, but by 1940, political realities were crowding out 

ideological purity as the Third Reich cast about for suitable models of imperial greatness. Diebold’s intriguing 

summary on p. 375 of the compromise solution implicitly peddled by the exhibition is only one of the many reasons to 

read his essay in full. 



As regards the mechanics of these articles, one wishes for signs of a firmer editorial hand. Several passages could have 
stood revision for clarity and logic. Although some targets of the penciled emendations in my copy fall on the quibbling 

end of the spectrum (comma splice on p. 289, sixth line; subjunctive called for rather than indicative on p. 238, first line; 
"Nicaise" on p. 281, line 11 needs to be possessive case), others constitute more serious problems. The third line on p. 33 
is improperly typeset, with logical flow garbled mid-sentence by a repeated line of type; the figure on p. 282 is much too 
small to illustrate the point it is meant to support; the font size in the notes on p. 85 is inconsistent; and 
conspiratorially-minded readers could get the impression that several authors entered into collusion with the copy- 

editors to promote the use of"principle" as an adjective, since it occurs on three widely-separated occasions (pp. 45, 91, 
and 171, the last as its author’s translation of the Italian "principa_lt’). Also present are the types of slip-ups that 
everyone makes in drafts: the incorrectly-remembered name of the prominent critic (John Baldwin, not "James" on p. 
214 n. 21) or of the title of a review in a field outside of one’s own (Modern Language Studies, not "Association" on p. 
361, n. 33); the footnoted original language passage that omits part of the passage translated in the body of the essay (p. 

269, n. 34); the mistake that no spell check will ever catch ("sondeV’ for "sondern" on p. 383, n. 23). Many of these are 
inevitable and inconsequential in small numbers. In the aggregate, however, these problems reflect poorly on the 
copyediting of this collection and detract unnecessarily from the overall quality of the whole, which, as far as content 
goes, runs from medium-good to excellent. 
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NOTES 



~1~ See www.modernitesmedievales.org 

[~] Compare Bruce Holsinger’s The Premodern Condition: Medievalism and the Making of Theory (Chicago, II1.: The 
University of Chicago Press, ~oo5), a study of the medievalist underpinnings of the thought of Bataille, Lacan, Barthes, 
Derrida, and Bourdieu. 
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Dena Goodman, Becoming a I/Uoman in the Age of Letters. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2009. xi + 386 pp. 
Figures, illustrations, notes, and index. $79.95 U.S. (el); ISBN 978-0-8014~-4~761-7. $29.95 (pb); ISBN 978-0-8014~-754~5-0.. 

Review by Joan Landes, Pennsylvania State University. 

A generation has now passed since the publication of Stephen Greenblatt’s and Natalie Zemon Davis’s influential works 
on self-identity in early modern Europe. In their wake, scholars have probed further the contours of what Greenblatt so 
memorably termed "self-fashioning" by men and women of different social ranks and religions.[1] Dena Goodman’s 

latest book makes a strong entry into this historical sub-genre, while enhancing our understanding of eighteenth-century 
elite French women’s lives. In addition, she draws upon a wider range of methodological resources than in her previous 
work, most notably by incorporating visual evidence. In important respects, she also modifies the account of gender 
relations and suggests a very different feminist encounter with Jiirgen Habermas’s theory of the oppositional 

(bourgeois/liberal) public sphere from what she previously advanced in The l~epublic of Letters: A Cultural History of the 
French Enligatenment. ~ 2 ~ 

Becoming a l/Korean in the Age of Letters was initially conceived as an exploration of the material culture of women’s letter 

writing in eighteenth-century France; and the book retains valuable features of such an investigation, including the 

reprisal in four of its chapters of materials originally published in several recent articles. Beginning with French and 

Dutch imagery of the letter-writing woman and her male counterpart, Goodman investigates the spaces and furniture of 

writing, the implements employed in it--inkstands, pens and paper--and the shops supplying these materials to a 

burgeoning new class of female consumers. While appreciative of and aiming to contribute to the ever-expanding 

literature on female authorship, Goodman emphatically eschews an exclusive focus on published female authors, noting: 

"Among women more than men, the gap between the ability to write and being a published writer or author grew, even 

as literacy rose over the course of the eighteenth century" (p. 8). 

Goodman instead orients her study toward the more mundane practice of writing letters, an activity engaged in by 

growing numbers of otherwise ordinary, but notably literate women of aristocratic and commoner background. Such 

women had acquired a requisite level of education, as well as the material means and leisure time necessary to devote 

themselves to the (often daily) activity of correspondence with mothers, friends, husbands or suitors, and other kin. 

Letter writing was an accomplishment, much like harpsichord playing or dancing, which enhanced a girl’s attractiveness 

on the marriage market. Moreover, the acquisition of such skills set a girl apart from the mass of French women. As 

Goodman recalls, literacy was unevenly distributed in the kingdom of France by gender, class, and geography, vastly 

favoring the city over the countryside and the north of the country over the south. Moreover, although literacy doubled 

in the century before the French Revolution, by 1789 only roughly one in four women as against almost one in two men 

could sign their names. The education that prepared a girl to be a letter-writing woman provoked cultural anxieties over 

whether it might lead women to turn away from the vocation of motherhood. Rousseau not only found the writing 

woman unattractive, but in ~mile he even referred to the little girl’s "natural repugnance" to writing (p. 113). 



By itself, letter writing makes for a fascinating subject. Indeed, Goodman introduces the reader to aspects of the 

quotidian lives of women (of great and more modest wealth) eclipsed in histories dwelling on social and political 
discourses or labor processes and working environments. From this broader canvas, she analyzes the letters written by 
four women to friends and family members, only one (Marie-Jeanne ~Manon~ Phlipon, later known to history as 
Madame Roland) being among the truly illustrious or "exceptional" women of the age. In their stories and many others 
told throughout the book--including a lovely account of two daughters of a creole planter from ile Bourbon (present-day 

R~union) in chapter two--we discover a great deal about the subjects and purveyors of female education, the bonds of 
motherhood and sisterhood, and woman’s place in the expanding consumer economy of urban France. The book’s closing 
analysis of four correspondences offers Goodman a window into what it meant to be a woman, how women confronted 
the choices that womanhood entailed, and how they achieved some measure of autonomy as women. 

Emboldened by her discoveries concerning the multiple activities associated with letter-writing, Goodman advances a 
strong claim about the latter’s role in the formation of women’s gendered subjectivity, or what we might otherwise call 
the self-fashioning of the female self. While literary critics and historians have explored the gendered forms of 
authorship among the comparatively few women of this age who wrote for publication, Goodman widens her lens to view 

the manner in which girls without celebrity came to adulthood by a distinctly feminine route. Above all, she asks how 
girls and women came to understand themselves as (sexed) human beings possessed of moral agency and individual 
consciousness. Pushed to the extreme, this is a tricky argument. It implies that, prior to this (modern) age in which 
letter-writing became so widespread, girls were not fully individuals (in the Kantian sense of achieving full moral 
consciousness); or, alternatively, only girls of a certain class position, with the means and leisure to pursue an activity 

encouraging self-reflection rooted in relations of reciprocity, could achieve (modern) individuality. But a more measured 
formulation, as Goodman clearly intends, involves historicizing an otherwise universalistic philosophical claim. Yet the 
resort to history is somewhat problematic, given the inherited weight of overarching narratives concerning the rise of 
h~dividual freedom in the West, in which subjectivity and class identity are inextricably linked. 

Goodman roots her theoretical position on these matters in the proposition that moral autonomy, as several 
contemporary feminist theorists have elsewhere insisted, entails not only self-consciousness but also an appreciation of 
the individual’s social embeddedness. From this perspective, individuality cannot be an absolute condition of being but 
instead amounts to a relative achievement within a wider field of human relationships.~a~ Thus, Goodman appeals to 
philosophers Diana T. Meyers’ concept of "autonomy competency" and Charles Taylor’s approach to autonomy, 

according to which reflexivity is the distinctive feature of a modern conception of the self. She anchors such philosophical 
arguments in the more historical claims of Michel de Certeau and Walter Ong: notably in Certeau’s appreciation of 
writing’s role in forging individual subjectivity and, above all, in Ong’s contention that "more than any other single 
invention, writing has transformed human consciousness" (cited in Goodman, p. ~).~ "As a conversation in writing," 
Goodman asserts, "correspondence is dialogue with reflection. If, as Taylor concludes, we become persons as 
interlocutors, we become modern persons as correspondents" (p. a). 

However, Goodman remains most indebted to the early contribution of the philosopher Jtirgen Habermas, whose critical 
theory feminist philosopher Maria Pia Lara has elsewhere characterized "as an effort at normative reconstruction that is 

rooted in empirical development."~5~ As in her previous book on the Republic of Letters, Goodman borrows Habermas’s 
identification of letter-writing "as the dominant practice through which men and women of the eighteenth-century both 
came to know themselves as individuals and to develop what he calls ’human’ relations with one another" (p. a).~6~ 
Following Habermas, Goodman is interested in how the intersubjectivity of letter writing oriented "the new subject it 

constituted outward," and she concurs with his view that "publication of ’private’ letters was thus the first stage through 
which private persons entered into the new public sphere that was both discursive and intersubjective." Yet, Goodman 
now faults Habermas for failing "to consider what it meant for women, who were routinely praised for their ’natural 
talent’ as letter writers and encouraged to develop it, to be denied full participation in this new public sphere for which 
letter writing prepared them" (p. ~). In this simple and, arguably, self-evident--observation, Goodman begins a 

nuanced shift away from her previous reconstruction of Habermas’s theory and her evaluation of the positive role played 
by enlightened (salon) publics in the specifically modern articulation of gender relations. 

Goodman is well known as a proponent of Habermas’s model of the bourgeois/liberal public sphere, and, equally, as a 
vocal opponent of Habermas’s feminist critics for stressing women’s exclusion from it. Indeed, her interpretation of 

Habermas’s account of the public sphere in relation to the role of the salon and the impact of gender on the articulation of 
public and private spheres in eighteenth-century France has been especially influential among historians of France on 
this side of the Atlantic.~7~ She targets what she characterizes as a false opposition between public and private spheres 

in ancien r~g~me France by other scholars. ~s~ She regards the eighteenth-century salon as an institution of the "authentic 
public sphere" within the private realm, a space in which private people come together as a public through the public use 



of their reason. She also maintains that Enlightenment salons were not burdened by the practices of masculinist privilege 
obtaining elsewhere h~ old regime France, attributing to the revolutionaries (and virtually ’ab ovo’) the destruction of a 

public role for women: "It was the authentic public sphere that was dissolved in the revolutionary process, and with it, a 
public role for women."[9] In contrast, other scholars of eighteenth-century French salons have questioned Goodman’s 
over-estimation of a wholly progressive function to Enlightenment salons and their hostesses. They have located the 
latter within the precincts of elite amusement, disputing Goodman’s argument that they were spheres of critical reason, 
serious work, or enlightened, liberal and oppositional politics, inscribed within the "authentic" public sphere. [lO] From a 

comparative perspective, questions can also be raised. Outside France, women in other European, colonial and newly 
post-colonial societies like the new American republic were also denied political equality and access, although they were 
not subject to the same demands of Rousseau-inspired revolutionaries. 

In Becoming a I/Korean, Goodman once again grounds her argument in the project of Enlightenment feminism. To 
Habermas’s feminist critics, she maintains, "there is more to modernity than the public and the political ... And as 
Habermas himself shows, what distinguished the new public sphere of the eighteenth century was the privateness of the 

individuals who constituted it... Letter-writing women became conscious of themselves as gendered subjects in the gap 
between a common experience of privateness and the differential positions defined by gender in the public sphere" (p. 4). 
Her study of the letter-writing woman is intended to explore the intimate private rather than the public sphere, although 
as before she quarrels with any strict divide between public and private spheres during this age. 

Goodman is certainly right to insist that there is more to modernity than the public and the political. In a larger respect, 
however, she seems to want to have it both ways. On the one hand, she would remain loyal to her earlier version of 
Habermasian feminism, such that the Enlightenment benefited rather than limited women’s emancipation. On the other 
hand, she now appears as a (sympathetic) critic of Habermas--and , by implication, of the very same Habermasian or 
Enlightenment feminist model she earlier defended--insofar as it fails to account adequately for the gendered constraints 

imposed on women’s full emancipation. This book steps back behind the curtain of strictly Rousseauist, republican, or 
revolutionary views of femininity to explore insightfully the ways in which women’s autonomy as moral subjects was 
damaged, curtailed and monitored by the reigning norms of femininity, which, it must be added, were as profoundly 
modern as the forms of individuality to which women otherwise aspired. 

Part one, "Images," brilliantly sets the stage for what follows. It begins with a critical meditation on a portrait by the 
French woman artist Ad~lai’de Labille-Guiard of an unidentified, fashionably dressed letter-writing woman of the late 
1780S, posed in the act of writing a letter to her children whose first words are legible: "’tl mes enfants / tl l’amiti~ elle 
vous prot~g~ra’--too my children, I commend you to friendship, it will protect you" (p. 21). Goodman counterposes this 
image to multiple instances of the genre of letter writing women in Dutch and French genre painting from the mid- 
seventeenth through the eighteenth century, in which the woman is the recipient of the (illegible) letter, which is 
invariably associated with love. Moving from Vermeer to Fragonard or Dutch seventeenth-century to French 
eighteenth-century images, Goodman sets the stage for the originality of Labille-Guiard’s portrait of the letter writer, in 
which neither allegorical treatment nor erotic themes of the classical narrative of letter painting are present. The artist 
posits a present daughter, rather than an absent male, whose absence through marriage it anticipates. Moreover, "by 

taking the portrait of the [male] writer as her model, rather than the epistolary woman of genre painting, Labille-Guiard 
found a new way to represent the new, modern woman, defined by her sensibilit~ and maternal love and idealized by 
Enlightenment men of letters such as Rousseau and Diderot" (p. 55). 

Part two introduces the institutions and pedagogical practices of girl’s education. In the first of three rewarding 

chapters, Goodman surveys the debates over female education, pedagogical techniques, convent education and private 

boarding schools. In the second she addresses instruction in penmanship and orthography as a disciple of the body in 

Foucault’s sense. She sets the frequent complaint about eighteenth-century women’s poor spelling against a wider 

campaign for phonetic reform of the French language, which drew upon gendered understandings of speech and writing. 

For example, "the new orthography promoted by the philosophes was based on the written usage of contemporary men of 

letters (themselves) rather than on the spoken usage of women of le monde and la cour... [and] was also embedded in the 

relationship they sought to establish between themselves and the reading public they often figured in their texts as an 

elite woman" (p. 122). Moreover, "whereas seventeenth-century commentators had praised ladies for the naturalness of 

their epistolary prose as an extension of their conversation, eighteenth-century successors ... used the wedge driven 

between speech and writing to turn praise into admonition and polemic into pedagogy. The perceived differences 

between men and women no longer open up possibilities of reform .... More and more, they simply marked weaknesses 

or inadequacies of women relative to men that pedagogy was meant to address" (p. 130). The third chapter in this section 

addresses the paradox of an epistolary education that claimed to be teaching women what came naturally to them. 

Manuals offered models of modern and practical sorts of letters, of different style conforming to matters of business to 

letters of friendship and sentiment. In addition, "by the eighteenth century, men and women had their complementary 



modes of both speech and writing: conversation and correspondence for women; oratory and literature for men" (p. 141- 

142). A morally charged line had been drawn between letters and literature on gender lines, and literate women were 

taught the protocols of femininity through family and schooling. 

Part three, "The World of Goods," introduces the fashionable commercial vendors who supplied the epistolary 
paraphernalia that women required: pens, ink, paper, seals and sealing wax, desks and inkstands. In chapter five, 

Goodman traverses the shops of marchand-merciers and explores the pleasures of shopping for writing supplies. Making 
excellent use of decorative art collections inside and outside France, she also appraises the styles and types of objects that 
were designed for the fashionable world of writing implements. In chapter six, "The Writing Desk: Furniture of the 

Modern Self," she expands upon the scholarship of Annik Pardailh~-Galabrun and others concerning how the growth of 
privacy in the eighteenth century was instantiated in and supported by the development of new spaces or rooms and the 
fashionable furniture that filled them. We learn, for example, that the writing desk or table had become the personal 
furniture of the letter writer and how to distinguish different styles of furniture making or to assay what features 

signified the furniture used for writing letters in contrast to the bureauplat or larger desk employed by men as a working 
space. As Goodman remarks, "in principle, no woman had a cabinet de travail or owned a bureau because working women 

were not admitted into the ranks of professionals, and ladies were not expected to engage in work. In practice, there was 
no such thh~g as aJ?mme avocat, and ... aJ?mme savante, femme de lettres, orJ?mme auteur was considered an ’exceptional’ 
woman, if not an aberration or a monster" (p. 230). Moreover, she observes, "as public and professional writing was 

masculinized, personal writh~g was femininized" (p. 238); and more and more the popular small personal writh~g desks or 
secrdtaires took on a feminine cast as well. "As the repository of the owner’s most valued thoughts, actions, and desires, 
the secretary was a stand-in for its owner; violating a woman’s secretary was thus a metaphor for rape" (p. 241). As the 

furniture of the modern self, the secrdtaire "represents the transformation of the secretary from servant to material 
extension of the writer’s body, and of writh~g into the direct expression of the self in communication with a trusted 
other. For the woman who owned and used it to write and store her letters, as well as the materials necessary to produce 

them, the secretary contributed to the reintegration of mind and body and thus to the integrity and expression of the self 
that we know as modern" (p. 244). 

The letters presented in part four of Becoming a I/Korean poignantly return the reader to the book’s overriding concern: to 
what extent did eighteenth-century women achieve individuality? To what extent were women full subjects--agents of 
their own will? Whereas in The I~epublic" of Letters, Goodman focused on the female "governors" of men of letters within 
the salon as part of the authentic public sphere within the private realm, in Becoming I/Korean she follows women even 
further into the interior, intimate spaces of the private sphere. In their stories, she discovered--to borrow from her 

portrayal of the dilemmas faced by Manon Phlipon, the future Mme Roland--"the gap between the novel sense of 
privateness that eighteenth-century women not only could but were encouraged to develop through the practice of letter 
writing, and the gendered possibility of moral agency in the public sphere .... The paradox of womanhood, as Manon 
lived and expressed it, was to find true freedom only in the restrained space of the cabinet. She found solace and meaning 
and even happiness in the practices of privacy, but these same practices led her to understand that for her they were a 

dead end, a tautology, leading nowhere but deeper inside the self or, at best, around the endless circle of correspondence 
between friends. Worse still, the very practice of reflection that she maintained was the source of all happiness, and 
especially her own, was really a masculine practice, and, as such, an illusory vocation for her" (p. 272). To be sure, 
Goodman also claims that despite all of this, Manon exercised through writing "a form of agency, a form of freedom that 
she learned to value in its contrast to the constraints of her life as a woman" (p. 272). But, then, Manon was truly an 

"exceptional" woman of her age. 

Apart from her later celebrity during the Revolution, what set Manon apart from other women of her age was that her 
marriage to Jean-Marie Roland was "a love match freely chosen by both parties and arranged by no one but 
themselves" (p. 298). What she shared with other women, claims Goodman, was an ability to exercise "epistolary 

reasoning": "Writing created a space for women to lay out the issues, options, and dilemmas about which they had to 
reason and on which their future happiness depended ... What made these women modern was not the freedom to follow 
their hearts into marriage but the reasoning they used to sort through the possible paths to happiness through marriage 
with which life presented them" (276-77). Yet her marriage turned out to be a disappoh~tment, as a consequences of the 
gender structures that determh~ed individual choice: "For the lack of ’parity’ or equality that Manon complained of was 
h~tegral to the script for companionate marriage that Rousseau had written in both ~,mile and Julie: the husband was 
supposed to the master and the wife his dutiful second" (p. 301). The problem for a woman was how to be free and 
married? Paradoxically, women of the age were offered "freedom as human beings, but happiness, purpose, and value 

only as wives and mothers" (p. 3o3). Manon was at one with the other elite women of the 1780s featured in this book, 
ladies who developed "both autonomy and gender consciousness through the education they received, not despite it" (p. 
333). 



In the end, Goodman does indeed bestow a new twist upon her previous version of a Habermasian-derived 
Enlightenment feminism, one that is less optimistic or perhaps more realistic since it is grounded in the lives of more 

than just a few prominent salonni6res. Even so, the women featured here are those with the necessary means and leisure 
to become epistolary subjects. For them, as Goodman states, "far from being a form of complacency, in the late 
eighteenth-century epistolarity was perhaps the most important medium of women’s aspirations. Unlike conversation, 
correspondence allowed them to retreat to a space of privacy in which to reflect, and from which they could, as Manon 
Phlipon so eloquently wrote, launch themselves through time and space beyond the limits of their daily lives. The 

epistolary matrix of women’s writing presupposed a reader as the very pretext for writing and shaped the sort of subjects 
they would become through it" (pp. 334-335). As to the question of whether eighteenth-century women achieved 
individuality, Goodman would answer that women became subjects in and through their gender. That, in turn, exacted a 
price for which women paid dearly. In the end, Goodman finds "modern subjectivity in the world women inhabited and 

the words they chose to use rather than assuming that the only path to modernity is the one forged by men" (p. 337). But 
if so, have we not come full circle? Did the models of individuality and freedom associated with male subjectivity offer 
women anything more than a compromise formation, insofar as gender was articulated in and through the roles that 
women were expected to perform within the sphere of domesticity, intimacy, and, yes, privacy--all of which were deeply 
encoded within the liberal utopia of freedom? 
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H-France Review Vol. 10 (June 2010), No. 80 

Annie Jourdan, La ROvolution batave entre la France et l’AmOrique (1795-1806). Rennes: Presses 
universitaires de Rennes, 2008. 483 pp. Foreward, figures, and bibliography. � 22.00 (pb). ISBN 978-2-7535- 
0702-9. 

Review by Janet Polasky, University of New Hampshire. 

Annie Jourdan, a French historian who teaches at the University of Amsterdam, is perfectly placed to write a 
comparative history of the building of these three revolutionary nations at the turn of the nineteenth century. 
She sets the comparatively little known Batavian Revolution of 1795-1806 at the intersection of the American 
and the French Revolutions. In her thorough study of the politics and culture of this Dutch revolution, she 
challenges the view of the American Revolution as a moderate affair--"In sum, every revolution is radical and 
violent: it is the historians who are less so"--and of the French Revolution as THE radical revolution (p. 454). 
The American and French revolutions are not just comparative foils for the Batavian Revolution, but the subj ect 
of the book. 

Jourdan’s weighty monograph, 455 pages of text, is organized thematically. That facilitates comparison 
between the three revolutionary struggles. Readers interested in American, Dutch, and French declarations of 
rights, constitutions, families and moral codes, social order, museums, public education, and nineteenth-century 
revolutionary histories will discover a wealth of detail in her carefully researched and meticulously documented 
volume. Jourdan is at home in the history of the French Revolution and she convincingly marshals tracts from 
the philosophes and revolutionary leaders and a wide range of secondary sources to support her comparisons 
between the Dutch and the French. Equally confident in her treatment of the American Revolution, she is 
strongly influenced by the American historian, Gordon Wood. [1 ] 

Richly illustrated, the book does suffer from the lack of an index. This is particularly problematic for readers 
who try to follow lesser-known Dutch revolutionaries and their ideas from one chapter to the next. Before 
diving into this "Otude pointilliste of the upheavals experienced by the three nations during these tumultuous 
years,"readers without background in Dutch history might want to consult more narrative histories of the Dutch 
revolutions (p. 435). [2] 

This study of the Batavian Revolution is not limited to the nine revolutionary years, but ranges back to the 
Enlightenment and forward to Napoleon. The eighteenth was an uneasy century, Jourdan explains. She begins 
with the French philosophes and their optimistic challenge to the mid-century malaise that she identifies as a 



trans-Atlantic phenomenon. These philosophers attacked the false values cultivated in courts, especially 
Versailles, the symbol of frivolous spending and vanity. Ministerial despotism compounded the social and 
cultural crises in England as in France. Dutch moralists, rather than attacking the church as in France, looked 
for happiness in a world created by God. The Dutch found their inspiration more in the English and German 
thinkers than in the French. They also found answers to the crisis of the eighteenth century in their republican 
past and in the American Founding Fathers. 

The United Provinces "entered the zone of turbulence" with the publication of a pamphlet in 1781 by a regent 
from Overij ssel who had supported the American Revolution, Joan Derk Van der Capellen tot den Pol (p. 43). 
The second chapter ofLa R~volution batave sketches the history of the Dutch Patriot Revolt that drew the 
attention of Europe to the United Provinces in 1787. Part of the revolutionary contagion, one diplomat noted, 
cities and provinces, one after another, throughout the Dutch republic, proposed schemes of reforms that 
included real instead of virtual representation, citizen committees to oversee magistrates, militias to defend 
liberties, and individual suffrage. The Americans and the Swiss served as examples of federations that had 
taken up arms to defend their republic, but so too did the Dutch revolt of the sixteenth century. This was a 
revolution, not a restoration, Jourdan insists, pointing to the Grondwettige Herstelling that urged the Dutch in 
1787 to: "Follow the example of the United States, that have followed in the steps of our ancestors" (p. 59). 
The Dutch Patriots, like the Americans, reformed based on past traditions. 

The second section of the book, "Revolution and Politics," compares the declarations of rights of the 
Americans, the French, and the Dutch in 1795, and then analyzes the constitutions of the three nations. From the 
perspective of 1810 when the French annexed the republic, Jourdan acknowledges, "the Batavian revolution 
was the most complete failure of all in the constellation of Sister Republics" (p. 100). Jourdan instead explores 
the "political imagination" of the Batavian revolutionaries who formulated proj ects for a representative 
democracy infused with ideas from America and France (p. 103). The French, the Americans, and the Dutch 
were all influenced by Locke and Rousseau in declaring fundamental rights the base of their new social 
contracts. Familiarity with other declarations encouraged emulation, not imitation as the Dutch put primary 
emphasis on equality as the source of liberty, security, property, and resistance to oppression. 

In this "constitutional century," Jourdan suggests, Europeans actually understood little of what was really 
happening in the United States. By the 1790s, the French example had eclipsed that of the Founding Fathers. 
The French had more to offer the Dutch who sought to replace their seven-headed provincial federation by a 
single, centralized state in their second revolution. The Dutch, however, did not just adopt French Jacobinism, 
rather they renewed it by adapting it to Dutch society. That the Dutch declaration of 1798 endured for three 
years, Jourdan asserts, demonstrates that this indigenous document drawing on American ideas was not dictated 
to the Dutch by the French as historians often argue. It "was truly Batavian," a clear example of the vision of 
the Dutch revolutionaries (p. 193). The Dutch had found a "juste milieu" between French centrism and 
American federalism. 

Jourdan cautions in her discussion of constitutional borrowings between the three republics, "The points of 
resemblance between France, the United States, and the Low Countries should not hide the differences"(p. 
194). Her nuanced balancing of the similarities and differences in the revolutionary proj ects highlights new 
approaches to each of the revolutions and proposes an Atlantic Revolution where revolutionaries on both sides 
of the ocean fought for the same goal: "to reconstruct government of more equitable and rational bases, and 
thereby to reconstitute their societies on foundations more in line with the spirit of the Enlightenment and the 
natural rights of man" (p 435). Her study of differences, though, does not buttress either the Americans’ 
interpretation of a uniquely moderate, respectable revolution or the French turn towards violent universality. 
Her interpretation of the Batavian Revolution pulls the other two revolutions towards the Dutch center. 

All three republican societies adapted to their new laws, Jourdan explains in her third section, "Revolution and 
Codification: The Big National Family." Private virtues that contributed to national prosperity in the 
Netherlands were displayed in images. Families were spaces of civility, domestic foyers were the hearts of 
society, little commonwealths inside the larger nation. In contrast to France where paternal authority was clearly 
asserted, the Dutch recognized women as equally responsible for children, even as they remained under their 



husbands’ tutelage. However, the revolutionaries’ desire to assure peace in households limited real innovation. 

The fourth and final section of the book, entitled "National Education and Public Space," examines how culture 
harmonized with a new order defined by constitutions, laws, and codes. Comparing the three different sets of 
educational reforms, Jourdan argues that although more modest at first glance, the Dutch system that focused on 
primary education was more radical than French or American reforms. She concludes, however, that the most 
significant differences did not divide nations. "Even if the primary objective differed, the secondary goals and 
methods were identical, a testament to the influence of the Enlightenment and sensualism in the West"(p. 300). 
Instead, disagreements over reforms split revolutionary factions within each republic. The supporters of a 
strong, centralized state were opposed by the spokesmen for individual, provincial, and religious liberties. 

Revolutionaries in all three republics shared the goal of forging a nation through education, a common 
language, monuments, museums, festivals, architecture, national libraries, and histories. But only America 
identified founding fathers to immortalize. The French buried the philosophes, not their revolutionaries, in the 
Pantheon, while the Dutch identified revolutionary heroes from earlier centuries to immortalize. 

Jourdan argues for the primacy of nationalism in the eighteenth-century revolutionary projects. The irony of 
constructing a comparative study of the formation of three independent nations that calls into question the three 
nationalist historiographies is not lost on Jourdan. She also acknowledges that "Nationalization and the 
formation of a political state does not equal popular nationalism" (p. 432). The attempt to mold "one people" in 
each of the three nations failed. The revolutions led not to national unification, but to "division and discord"(p. 
437). Jourdan is more concerned with revolutionary proj ects than with their ultimate results. That 
"nationalization" was largely a failure, even though the revolutions invented and practiced a "republican culture 
of democracy," suggests that other guiding principles, such as municipal identity (as she identifies in the United 
Provinces), or cosmopolitan internationalism might have been equally if not more important in the eighteenth 
century. Both can be found with abundance in contemporary documents of these three revolutions, not to 
mention in the other even lesser-known eighteenth-century revolutions. 

Jourdan explains that "The State had difficulty imposing [the idea that all Dutch were one people] on all of the 
citizens" (p. 438). Who were these "citizens?" Was the definition consistent across borders? Were "the 
people" who entered the political stage of each revolutionary nation the same? Curiously, especially from an 
American and a French perspective, there is little mention either of race or colonialism in this exhaustive 
comparative volume, other than to acknowledge the Dutch debate over whether to mention slavery in the code 
of laws. 

Jourdan takes on a historiography of the Batavian Revolution that she judges too ready to leave radical 
initiatives in the shadows. Jourdan strongly rej ects the portrayals of the Batavian Revolution as a mere 
reflection of the French Revolution. She points out that the French, too, were influenced by foreign models, 
including that of the sixteenth century Dutch. [3] This history of the three revolutions does what comparative 
history at its best strives to do, it illuminates the constitutions, legal codes, family structures, narratives, prison 
and educational systems of the three revolutionary nations in ways we would not see if we studied them 
separately. 

NOTES 

[ 1 ] Gordon Wood, The Radicafism of the American Revolution (New York: Random House, 1991). 

[2] See among others: Wayne Ph. Te Brake, Regents" andRebels. The Revolutionary Worm of an Eighteenth- 
Century Dutch City (Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell, 1989); Pieter Geyl, La rOvolution batave (Paris: 
Soci~t~ des ~tudes Robespierres, 1977); Margaret C. Jacob and Wijnand W. Mihnhardt, The Dutch Repubfic in 
the Eighteenth Century. Decfine, Enlightenment, andRevolution (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1992); 
Simon Schama, Patriots" and Liberators (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977); and Jan Willem Schulte 
Nordholt, The Dutch Repubfic and American Independence (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 

1982). 



[3] See her history of the French Revolution in comparative perspective, Annie Jourdan, La ROvolution, une 
exceptionfranqaise? (Paris: Flammarion, 2004). 

Janet Polasky 
University of New Hampshire 
Janet.Polasky@unh.edu 
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Age of revolutions (responses) 

1. There is a book on exactly this period in The Norton History of Modern Europe series: Charles Breunig and Matthew 

Levinger, The Age of Revolution and Reaction, 1789-1850, 2nd ed (2002); quite readable and used copies are affordable. 

Dr. Robert W. Brown 
Professor and Chair 
Department of History 
UNC Pembroke, Box 1510 
One University Drive 
Pembroke, NC 28372-1510 USA 
Phone (Office): 910.521.6438 
Phone (History): 910.521.6229 
Fax: 910.775.4026 
Email: robertobrown@u rlcgo~du 

2. Dear Professor Steinberg, 

On the subj ect of 1848, I would suggest short, comparative selections from Karl Marx’s "The Class Struggle in 
France" and Alexis de Tocqueville’s "Recollections." "Class Struggle" represents Marx at his most 
bombastically funny and vociferously angry, while the Tocqueville reading provides a lucid, readily accessible 
first-hand account to the events of 1848. These selections should allow students to think about 1848 as an event 
with multiple perspectives, which can be supplemented by a concise textbook reading/lecture/discussion. It also 
creates room for a larger debate on the liberal/radical threads of politics in the mid-nineteenth century, 
eminently linkable to previous readings and discussions for 1789 in France as well as Haiti. Using these texts to 
has the added pedagogical layer of allowing the students approach them either as primary or secondary sources 
(or both, depending on your methodology/goals) for 1848 in France. 

Best, 

Eric Sacco 
Graduate Assistant 
Department of History 
University of Connecticut 
Eric Sacco <eric.sacco@uconn.edu> 
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author’s book announcement 

Dear H-France, 

I write to let everyone know that my book, That Men Would Praise the Lord: The Triumph of Protestantism in 
Nimes, 1530-1570, has recently been published by Oxford University Press. 

The book is a history of the development of the Protestant movement in Nimes, and attempts to explain what 
motivated people to convert and why the Reformation was so much more successful in Nimes than in most 
other French cities. 

For more information, see: 

http://www, amazon, com/That-Men-Will-Prai se-Lord/dp/0199736529/ref=sr 1 1 ? 
ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1270130239&sr=1-1 

Regards to all, 

Allan Tulchin 
Shippensburg University 

@verizon.net 
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H-France Reviews: Broomhall on Reid, KING’S SISTER-QUEEN OF DISSENT: 
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H-France Review Vol. lO (July ~2010), No. 91 

Jonathan A. Reid, King’s Sister- Queen of Dissent: Marguerite de Navarre (1492-1549) and her Evangelical Network. 2 vols, 
Leiden and New York: Brill, 2009. (volume 1) xxii + 377 pp. Tables and notes. (volume 2) viii + 379-800pp. Tables, 
notes, bibliography, and index. $281.00 (hb). ISBN 978-90-04-17497-9. 

Review by Susan Broomhall, The University of Western Australia. 

This is an important book for French Reformation history, fleshing out a domain of evangelical activities which has 

until now remained poorly articulated. Reid’s two-volume monograph brings together a wealth of sources and 
scholarship in a new and persuasive analysis of early reform activities and writing under Marguerite de Navarre’s 
patronage and leadership. Reid interrogates each issue he covers in great depth, footnotes indicating the full extent of 
his impressive research, but his arguments are presented in a highly engaging manner, making this a text potentially 
suitable for classroom use and scholars alike. The text also includes two important appendices covering additions and 

corrections to Marguerite’s known correspondence, and a large bibliography of French and Latin editions related the 
Navarrian network, produced or by others in debate with them. 

In the first chapter Reid sets the scene on the conventional historiographical state of the Reformation in France, and 
more particularly of analyses of Marguerite’s own religious position. This is an important prelude to the rest of his 

study and it also signals clearly the debates with which Reid has engaged. In the following chapter, Reid establishes the 
focus of his own study, to explore the coherence, actions, and perceptions of a group of evangelicals more or less loosely 
connected to Marguerite. Although Reid observes that Marguerite and her networks were recognized as a coherent 
group by her allies and enemies, he argues that their unity, and thus their extent and intentions, have been largely 
missed in the historical writh~g on the Reformation movement in France. Reid sets out to show how central Marguerite 

was to this network and to create its history through its writh~gs and actions. Reid terms this network the "Navarrian 
network". While he is the first to admit that this network did not achieve its goals, one of the reasons that it has not 
featured in the historiography of the Reformation h~ France, he is right to suggest that this makes it no less worthy to 
study. Its successes and failures tell us much about the specific contexts in which France’s early questioning Catholics, 
reformers, and heretics, operated and allows us to understand their relationships to wider movements across Europe. 

Reid then moves on to establish the religious position of FranCois and Louise, the other members of the Valois trinity, in 
the context of the crown’s centralizing and financial policies, as well as Marguerite’s relative weakness among the three. 
As a widow, Louise was both focused and dependent on her son while Marguerite had demands and ties to a husband 
which put her at one remove from FranCois. This is important, as Marguerite’s relationship to FranCois was clearly 

critical to the network, providing the context in which she could develop and promote the evangelical movement, but 
also preventing its ultimate success. In the next chapter, Reid examines the work and activities of Lef6bvre d’Etaples in 
order to understand the Fabrist context on Marguerite’s network prior to the Meaux period. Reid concludes that 



ultimately Lef6bvre drew back from direct confrontation with the Sorbonne. Here Marguerite’s role is articulated as a 
patron of such activities, as someone engaged with humanist scholarship, but not as a producer of ideas and works. 

Further engagement here with the work on the gendered nature and uses of patronage which has been recently 
undertaken might have strengthened the analysis of a key aspect of Marguerite’s contribution and leadership of the 
Navarrian network. [ 1] 

In the followh~g two chapters, the activities of the Meaux reformers, and Marguerite’s relationship to them, are 
analyzed in depth. Reid here advances a thesis for post-Meaux sodality, making an exploration of their doctrinal core 
critical. Chapter Five investigates the reforms of Bri~onnet prior to the arrival of the Fabrists. With the assistance of 
the crown, he had already commenced a series of reforms to religious institutions such as the H6tel-Dieu, as well as 
regular and secular clergy. When the Fabrists arrived, focus shifted however to the teaching of the laity directly, which 

led to publications commenting on the Bible, and then finally to a vernacular translation of the Bible itself. This was a 
bold step; the only other such undertakh~g of the period was Luther’s. Lef6bvre, Reid argues, was galvanized by his 
contact with Bri~onnet durh~g this period. And Marguerite? Reid suggests that her queries in correspondence with 
Bri~onnet may have highlighted inadequacies of the Vulgate version soon after the translation project was initiated. 
Certainly Lef6bvre attributes ’ladies at court’ with interest in this knowledge. 

Chapter Six is based almost solely on the correspondence of Bri¢onnet and Marguerite which Reid divides into three 
distinct phases, over which the dynamics shifted from Bri¢onnet as leader, Marguerite as follower, to Marguerite taking 
a more forceful position of reforming beyond and in the light of Meaux. The Sorbonne condemned Marguerite’s position 
through its persecution of those she supported, such as Louis de Berquin. While Louise accepted the actions of 

conservatives as a political necessity, Marguerite pushed forward her views through her employment of like-minded 
evangelicals at Bourges. Reid argues that it was Marguerite’s leadership that fostered a separate network independent of 
the Meaux group led by Bri¢onnet. By the end of this period, while Briconnet urged caution, Marguerite had become 
more convinced of the need to forge ahead with reform for the sake of France. Reid argues convincingly through this 
analysis that Meaux and Marguerite were not one and the same. 

Thus in chapter seven Reid examines the development of Marguerite’s separate and broader network of reform-minded 
individuals under her leadership. His focus here is collaboration on shared goals developed through a set of activities: 
preaching, teaching, printing and forging links with the German reformers whose ideas and successes inspired them. He 
debates whether the cells that they developed by aiming their teaching directly to the laity (their "true church") were 
intended to break away from the institutional Church. Already, Reid argues, one can see their acceptance that God 
might pass over France, although they remained ever hopeful of inspiring FranCois (through Marguerite) to support 
religious reform. In Reid’s analysis of this preaching campaign, it is difficult to see the hand of Marguerite involved 
directly: was she patronizing activities and ideas as she found them or orchestrating the network’s words and deeds? It 
seems a pity not to explore Marguerite’s early work from this period: how did it fit the doctrinal unity that Reid argues 

was progressed here? It is unclear whether Marguerite was seen as someone capable of religious thought, or merely 
sponsoring it. Did they think that she was capable of more than being a patron? Did they take her religious ideas 
seriously? It is hard to know from the evidence presented here. 

In the following chapter, Reid turns to the period in which FranCois and his sons were held captive in the late 1520s. 

Here, he argues, Louise and Marguerite needed the support of the papacy against the Emperor. It was thus crucial for 
the political stability of the dynasty not to jeopardize that relationship. This was a period in which Marguerite’s 
activities were necessarily restrained and largely reactive. She protected radicals, negotiated to move their trials before 
Parlement, saw to the release of others from prison, and, more actively, gave them positions of power and influence 
where she was able. Reid reminds us just how far Bri~onnet and Marguerite had now moved apart: the former assisting 
with prosecutions at Meaux, whilst Marguerite arranged for refuge in Strasbourg for key Fabrists at risk. She did, 
however, with her patronage of Jean and Guillaume Du Bellay, open unofficial diplomatic channels with Geneva and the 
Swiss at the end of the decade, preparing France for a potential international evangelical alignment against the 
Emperor. This detailed elaboration of her various actions in support of reform at this period is important, but for much 
of Reid’s discussion in this chapter, it is unclear the extent to which Marguerite was setting the direction of those on her 
network or responding to their initiatives with varying degrees of support. If the latter (which is largely what Reid’s 
picture seems to show), were these responses a result of the limitations of her sex, her position or simply her personal 
inclination? 

Moving to Volume 2, chapter nine explores evangelical hopes in the period 1531-9, which historiographically, Reid 
argues, has been assumed barren after the Placards affair. However, Reid suggests that a re-reading of the work of 
Marguerite’s networks shows that despite the violence of the response to them, they were still hopeful for a sudden 
change of direction by Francois, and thus no less focused on their goals. At the same period, he reminds us, the 



formation of the Schmalkaldic League and the conversion of Henry VIII in England must have been cause for some 

hope. In this climate, Reid outlines Marguerite’s protection (of the Waldensians), her encouragement (at Toulouse) and 

her development (in Alen~on) of evangelical cultures. Marguerite was able, it seems, to intervene in Fran~ois’s foreign 

policy with support for invited international scholars and overtures towards the English. Reid demonstrates English 

strategic recognition of Marguerite’s sympathy to their cause and her h~fluence with Francois. He suggests too that 

evidence of this link can be found in the English translations of Marguerite’s writings by Princess Elizabeth and later, 

the Seymour sisters, another reasons why it would be perth~ent to examine both what Marguerite articulated in the 

works they chose to translate and also how she and her ideas influenced and were in dialogue with those of other 

WOlllen. 

Focusing more closely on the publishing program of the network in chapter ten, Reid argues that opportunities to 

express views in traditional theological and catechetical genre were limited under the watchful eye of the Sorbonne after 

the Placards affair, and thus the group turned to literary genres to explore and promote their ideas. Reid traces the wide 

range of major and minor authors who risked condemnation by support for each other in their works through prefaces 

and avowed friendships in print, publication with known sympathetic printers and Marguerite’s patronage. Although 

noting the limited means for exposition of their doctrines in such works, Reid argues convincingly that the body of 

works nonetheless represents a deep and coherent theological intervention and carefully analyses their focus on 

personal, rather than institutional, transformation. The question of intellectual leadership at this period is not explored - 

certainly it is not attributed to Marguerite nor any treatment of her own writings at this period provided. 

Reid focuses the final chapter on diplomatic and political policies of the 154os, and Marguerite’s attempts, in 

collaboration with the Duchess d’Etampes, to form a three-way alliance for France with England and the Schmalkaldic 

League, and to encourage a break from Rome. The analysis here provides material to examine how elite women at court 

may have been particularly influential and engaged protagonists in diplomatic, political and religious networks, 

although Reid does not examine the specific opportunities which their gender limited or opened to them. In her last 

years, Reid shows how Marguerite continued to invest efforts in protecting proteges, encouragh~g (unsuccessfully) freer 

religious expression and spreading the network’s shared ideas through established institutions such as universities. 

Disappointingly, her own writings and theatre pieces are not explored as part of her strategy of direct religious 

engagement. This chapter, as most of those before it, is largely about Marguerite’s relationship to men defined as part of 

the Navarrian network. Yet here and there Reid hh~ts at Marguerite’s influence or interaction with ladies of court, her 

direction of matrons managing the H6tel-Dieu at Alen~on, and support for women whose husbands, fathers and sons 

had been persecuted by conservatives. In what ways were these women part of the evangelist network? Was 

Marguerite’s leadership, support and expectations of them different from the way she engaged with men? 

Finally, Reid explores the program of Roussel’s reform in B~arn as a possible reflection of the ideals and goals of the 
Navarrian network. His ambiguous confessional stance echoes much of the wider network’s careful attempts to conduct 

change from within the Church and focus on personal reform, a stance that by the end of the decade would be 
condemned as much by Calvin and his followers in Geneva as the conservatives. Calvin’s critiques, Reid argues 
persuasively, ’purified’ the evangelical ranks in France: moderates persecuted in France were no more welcome in 
Geneva. By the end of Henri II’s reign, the confessional divide had become significantly more polarized than earlier. 

In conclusion then, Reid argues that long before Calvin, Marguerite was leading a reform program, inspired by German 
reformers working with the opportunities and contexts they were given. Everything depended on the king, who was 
their hope for change. Throughout her life, Marguerite’s ability to promote this cause had been governed by 
international and internal politics. However, Reid argues that Marguerite did not turn away from reform in her final 
years, but continued to promote her favored causes in the limited ways that were open to her. This, he argues, was a loss 

of power, but not of ardor. The network’s legacy was ambiguous. There were no heirs to this program because they 
were not militant, and never rejected obedience to the king. Those who were more radical went to Geneva, and it was 
this group’s view of what came before them as incoherent that came to dominate. Calvin’s voice and his historiography, 
Reid argues, have been privileged. 

Marguerite’s greatest power was, as Reid’s title indicates, her position as the "King’s Sister": her proximity to FranCois 

allowed her to do much. In the traditional role of a queen, Marguerite could personally bestow, or intervene to channel, 

mercy: protecting allies from prosecution, exile, even death. However she could never quite convince FranCois in favor 

of reform in her role as an interlocutor in the political and religious fate of France. It is a pity therefore that Reid has not 

explored the wider literature that would help to make sense of her gendered opportunities for religious interactions, 

expression, and activities - even as a highly privileged woman. 

This leads to the larger question. In what sense was the Navarrian network "hers"? Was she its intellectual leader or 



the political and financial patron of a large extended clientage network? Reid does not, it seems, demonstrate the former, 
but it is unclear whether the evidence does not exist to show this, or whether Reid has not considered this possibility. It 
is disappointing not to have some exploration of Marguerite’s own writings, in addition to the important focus Reid 
gives to her actions in and for her network of evangelicals. This seems a lost opportunity in a work so extensive, 
especially when the religious messages of her ’fellow’ network members’ literary texts are so carefully examined. This is 
not to say, however, that to be a political or financial leader was not a powerful or significant role. Gender limited 
women in many ways, and this was certainly one way in which women could participate in religious ideas of their era. 

However one wonders whether other views held by Calvin still remain historiographically powerful: in particular his 
limited assessment of women’s capacity for intellectual engagement with religious ideas. Reid’s text has done much, but 
it also demonstrates just how more there is still to explore h~ this area. 

NOTES 

For Marguerite specifically, see Barbara Stephenson, The Power and Patronage of Marguerite de Navarre (Aldershot: 

Ashgate, 2004) 

Susan Broomhall 
The University of Western Australia 

susan.broomhall@uwa.edu.au 
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obtaining French theses (responses) 

1. Regarding Ms. Greene’s inquiry on obtaining a copy of a French 
dissertation, I have sometimes had luck contacting the Center for Research 
Libraries (www.crl.edu). They may purchase a copy on microfilm which they will 
then lend out via Interlibrary Loan. 

David J. Hensley 
PhD Candidate, Department of History 
The Pennsylvania State University 
djh328@psu.edu 

2. Try the Atelier National de Reproduction des Th&#269;ses (ANRT). Many 
theses can be ordered online with a credit card at 
~:iiwww,anr~heses,com,fr/. 

cheers, 

mpb 
"Michael P. Breen" breenm@reed.edu 

3. You might try contacting the Atelier national de reproduction des th?ses, 
http:i/www,anr~heses,com,fr/. 

Naomi Norberg 
nnorberg@northmountain.com 

4. I normally recommend the on-line database of the Atelier National de 
reproduction de theses, from which you can purchase microfiche: 

~:i/www,anr~heses,com, 

However, it does not appear at first glance to have anything by Severine 
Parayre. The database only tracks doctoral databases, so if it’s a thesis for 
a Master, or something less than the doctorate, it will not show up. You could 
try a title search too, sometimes they spell the names wrong. 

Mary D. Lewis 
Professor of History, Harvard University 
<mdlewis@fas.harvard.edu> 
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H-France Reviews: Taylor on Vernier, LORD OF THE PYRENEES: GASTON FEBUS, 
COUNT OF FOIX (1331-1391) 
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H-France l~eview Vol. lO (July ~010), No. 96 

Richard Vernier, Lord of the Pyrcmees: Gaston F~bus, count of Foi:: (1331-1301). Woodbridge: Boydell & Brewer Ltd, ~008. x 
+ ~ pp. Maps, figures, notes, bibliography, and index. $105.00 U.S. (el). ISBN 978-1-84~383-356-7. 

Review by Craig Taylor, University of York. 

In the summer of 1358, Gaston III, count of Foix and viscount of B~arn, returned with his cousin Jean de Grailly, the 
captal de Buch, from a brief crusade in Prussia. On the journey through France, they stopped at Meaux to rescue some 
aristocratic ladies from the hands of peasants taking part in the violent Jacquerie uprising that enveloped the ile de 

France in June and July. Then, upon arriving at his home in Orthez, Gaston announced that he had adopted a new nora de 

guerre, F~bus, the B~arnais spelling of Phoebus, that is to say Apollo, the sun god. It is not clear whether Gaston chose 
the name because of his golden hair, or simply because he was a passionate hunter who would subsequently write the 
most famous and successful medieval work on the subject, Le livre de chasse. Either way he prominently featured the new 

name in his war cry, ’F~bus aban!’ (F~bus go forth), echoing his motto ’Toquey si gauses’ (’Touch me if you dare’ in 
Befirnais) that embodied the fierce independence that characterised his lifelong efforts to steer a careful course between 
the competing claims of the four kings of France, England, Navarre and Aragon, not to mention his life long feud with 
the counts of Armagnac and Albret. 

The most famous and inexplicable incident in this story occurred just a few years later, in December 1362, when Gaston 

III sent his wife Agn~s back to her brother Navarre and her family in Pamplona, claiming that they owed him 9,000 

francs from her dowry. This was just three months after the birth of their only child, Gaston, and days after the count 

had paved the way to becoming the wealthiest man h~ the Languedoc by capturh~g dozens of prisoners at the battle of 

Launac, including the count of Armagnac whose ransom alone would raise 300,000 francs. In 1380, Gaston III paid the 

price for this extraordinary treatment of his wife when their son reportedly attempted to poison him at the instigation of 

his uncle, Charles II king of Navarre and subsequently died at the hands of his father. This story was reported in book 

three of Jean Froissart’s Chroniques. In 1388, the famous chronicler of chivalry spent ten memorable weeks at Gaston’s 

court at Orthez. He reported that the count slept during the day and dined at midnight, listening to chivalric tales like 

Froissart’s new romance, Mdliador, the story of an Arthurian knight who quested for the hand of a Scottish princess. 

Speaking to various members of the court, most notably the military captain and routier Espan de Lion, Froissart 

collected an extraordinary set of stories about the count’s killing of his son Gaston and another man named Pierre- 

Arnaud de B~arn, not to mention a sleep-walking knight whose dreams were haunted by a bear and a baron of B~arn who 

employed a demon named Orton to provide news of what was happening Christendom. 

In short, Gaston III F~bus lived a remarkable and dramatic life that sheds important light on chivalry and aristocratic 
culture in the fourteenth-century, not to mention the regional politics of Gascony and Languedoc as well as the course of 
the Hundred Years War. It is therefore surprising how little scholarly attention he has received in the English-speaking 
world, where there is no biographical study to match the important works of Pierre Tucoo-Chala, such as his doctoral 

research, Gaston Fdbus et la vicomte de Bdarn, 1343-1391 (Bordeaux, 1959), and subsequent publications like Gaston Phdbus, 



un grandprince d’Occ’idcmt au XIUe si~cle (Paris, 1983). Instead scholarly attention has focused principally upon Froissart’s 
so-called ’voyage en B~arn’ in 1388 and Gaston’s two great written works, the Livre des Oraisons (1380) and Livre de 

chasse (1387-1391). 

Richard Vernier is therefore responding to a tremendous gap in the market in writing a biography of Gaston III. 

Unfortunately, Vernier brings little to the table other than a decent summary of secondary sources such as the studies by 
Tucoo-Chala, Roland Delachenal and Jonathan Sumption’s grand narratives of the period, and the more obvious printed 
primary sources like Jean Froissart’s Chroniques. Like Vernier’s previous book, The Flower of Chivalry. Bertrand du Guesclin 

and the Hundred Years" I/Far (2003), this is not a scholarly biography supported by research or even proper footnotes. 
Vernier is unaware of much recent work such as the doctoral research of Dominique Barrois (Lille III, 2004) on Jean I 
count of Armagnac, or by Justine Firnhaber-Baker (Harvard, 2007) on local warfare in southern France. Most 

astonishingly of all is the absence of any real discussion of Constance de Rabastens, a visionary whose importance in any 
understanding of Gaston’s story is made clear by Jean-Pierre Hiver-Berenguier and Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski. 

What we are left with is a competent but dry narrative of the life of Gaston Foix, too often fleshed out by the imaginative 
additions that mark a more popular kind of history, and framed by some rather odd perspectives on fourteenth-century 

life that seem more in keeping with Victorian views of the middle ages. For example, we are told (pp. 30-31) that the 
French lost the battle of Crecy because they perceived ’reckless individual prowess’ to be the ’duty and privilege of the 
Pmight’ and that this was characteristic of a general ’failure of the spirit of chivalry’ during the reign of King Jean II-- 

notions that spring directly from the pages of Jean Froissart’s Chroniques and other contemporary chroniclers and 
moralists. As in his previous work on Bertrand du Guesclin, Vernier is too willing to allow the literary sources to drive 
his interpretative framework. If there is a central framing device for this biography, it is the notion that Gaston III was 
an avaricious man, a stale and simplistic idea that betrays Vernier’s deep debt to Froissart but also leaves the narrator 
hard-pressed to explain such odd decisions on the part of the count as going on crusade in 1357. 

A most extraordinary and unnecessary error occurs at the end of the book, when Vernier broaches the subject of the 
treaty of Toulouse signed by King Charles VII and Gaston F~bus on 5 January 1390. This agreement poses many 
problems for the historian in explaining why F~bus would abandon his lifetime’s work of securing the independence of 
B~arn from the French crown, in return for control of Bigorre, 100,000 francs and royal support for his plan to disinherit 

the rightful heir to his lands, Mathieu, viscount of Castelbon, in favour of F~bus’ two bastard sons, Yvain and Gratien. 
Vernier adds to the mystery, though, by dating this event to 5 January 1389 (p. 181), unwittingly making it occur while 
Froissart was in B~arn and hence providing an extremely confusing and misleading context for the chronicler’s stories 
and narrative of his visit to Orthez. The informed reader will also note a multitude of smaller errors and confusions, such 
as the author’s flawed discussion of the Salic Law and the complex negotiations surrounding the treaty of Br~tigny. From 

an editorial perspective, it seems odd to leave French and almost all Castilian proper names in their original forms while 
translating those of other peoples, not to mention the extremely unhelpful decision not to present a proper map of the 
region until page 76. Reconstructing the chain of events from this narrative is difficult, given Vernier’s infuriating habit 
of referring vaguely to a name or an event pages before proper details are supplied. 

In summary, this is not a scholarly biography and should only be used by researchers with extreme caution. It does at 
least have the merit of opening up the important life of Gaston F~bus to an English-speaking audience, but I do wonder 
how long a student or an interested reader would engage with the long, tortuous and sometimes repetitive narratives of 
Gaston’s political machinations. The most interesting sections deal with Froissart’s visit to Orthez and the death of the 

count’s son in 138o, but there are certainly much better studies available in English and the serious researcher would do 
better to consult the important new collection of essays Froissart d la cour de Bdarn: l’dcrivain, lea" arts et le pouvoir, edited by 
Val~rie Fasseur (Turnhout, 2009). 

Craig Taylor 
University of York 
cdt l@york.ac.uk 
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Luc Foisneau, general editor, The Dictionary of Seventeenth-Century Philosophers. London and New York: Thoemmes 
Continuum, ~oo8. ~ volumes, xxvi + 1313 pp., index. $795 (cl.). ISBN: 978-0-8~6~1-861-6. 

Review by April Shelford, American University. 

Pierre-Daniel Huet, the seventeenth-century French grudit, had a dim view of reference works. Prepared by scholars with 

the laudable intention of smoothing the path of learning, such efforts had a paradoxical result: a decrease in learning (it 
not intellectual pretension) as their users acquired too easily and superficially the fruits of others’ labors. A proliferation 
of reference works exposed scholars to criticism, too. Pierre Bayle (himself no stranger to the genre!) dissented from his 
colleagues’ generally high regard for the Huguenot scholar Samuel Bochart by dismissing him as a mere peruser ot 
dictionaries.~l~ Possessors of hard-earned advanced degrees and instructors frustrated by students’ uncritical use ot 

l/Uikipedia may well agree with Huet that, to be worthy of the name, learning should be difficult. Yet, as harried scholars 

and lecturers, we frequently rely on reference works (even guiltily consult the much-scorned l/Uikipedia). At their best, 
though, reference works do more than satisfy a need for information efficiently and reliably; they may begin, not end, an 
engagement with learnh~g. Such is The Dictionary ofSevo~teo~th-Co~tury Fro~ch Philosophers’. [2] 

Why do we need a reference work that focuses exclusively on this subject? The editors aspire to dispel the notion that 
French philosophy during the Grand Si&le begins and ends with Descartes or that only the self-consciously "great" years 
of the Sun King’s reign matter. They want to illustrate the diverse intellectual concerns considered "philosophical" at the 

time which we, wearing our disciplinary blinders, are either ignorant of or ignore. "The ~seventeenth-century~ 
philosopher ... combin~ed~ in a single person elements that can today appear to us heterogeneous" (p. ix), including 
ethical, scientific, religious, and other concerns. Because "there are often several lives within a philosopher’s life" (p. ix), a 
biographical approach helps to avoid our intellectual balkanization by sketching a "plural and complex vision of the 
French philosophers’ seventeenth century" (p. viii). The editors also seek to avoid imposing interpretations by eschewing 

thematic treatments that slot intellectually protean individuals into constrictive intellectual spaces such as quarrels or 
philosophical schools. Rather, they encourage the reader to "progressively compos~e~" her own synthesis by "successive 
readings of the entries from cross-reference to cross-reference" (I:viii). Consistent with these objectives, the editors cast a 
wide and finely meshed net, one that snares sardh~es as well as swordfish. They avoid the assumptions inherent in 
periodization by defining "the seventeenth century" in its most precise, yet arbitrary sense, 16o1-17oo. To be included, 

an individual must have published at least one work during those years. The result is two thick volumes of nearly 13oo 
pages with articles on nearly 600 hundred philosophers; each article includes a biography and a bibliography, which 
includes suggestions for further reading and, if relevant, manuscript materials and additional contemporary works. By 

including intellectual careers that began before 1601 or extended beyond 1700, the Dictionary also organically links the 
sixteenth with the seventeenth century, the seventeenth with the eighteenth. 

As an intellectual historian who has engaged with the pleasures (and challenges) of writing on a seventeenth-century 
polymath, I find the editors’ objectives and methods laudable, welcome, and consistent with recent scholarly trends, 



including an emphasis on the workings of the Republic of Letters. While contingent factors prompted my own 
concentration on the seventeenth century, it has held my attention precisely because of its intellectually diverse, even 

anarchic character. While temperamentally inclined to biography, I also agree that a biographical approach enables us to 
better capture the intellectual integrity (or fascinating inconsistencies) of these thinkers. But that experience has also 
made me wary of the editors’ claims--or perhaps a tad worried about their confidence in making them. 

A reference work is a historical artifact, too, thus captive to contemporary intellectual concerns and contexts. Being a 

polymath came naturally to someone like Huet, and seventeenth-century philosophers just as naturally linked religious 
and scientific questions. But scholars today are trained more narrowly as classicists, historians of gender or science, 
theologians, literary critics, etc. It also seems a bit inconsistent with the stated objectives that ten "supervising editors" 

in different thematic areas managed the Dic’tionar)is workload (see footnote s). Apparently, we cannot do without 
categories--nor need we if we remain mindful of their shortcomings. Scholarship of seventeenth-century intellectual life 
has focused particularly on how institutional contexts shaped it. What is the impact, then, of the "Frenchness" of the 

Dictionary despite its publication in English and the international flavor of its list of contributors? ~a~ It is a great 
strength that so many leading scholars resident in France contributed to the project, but the intellectual culture of 
French research institutes and universities has no doubt shaped this endeavor in important ways. 

Ultimately, though, we must seek proof of the editors’ claims in the articles themselves. Here I consider how well they 
accomplish their objectives in the context of three basic tasks: presenting each subject’s thought comprehensibly and 
concisely; evaluating his significance in a wider context (more on gender below); and providing solid bibliographic leads 
for further investigation. As test cases, I selected two subjects: Isaac La Peyr6re (1596-1676) and Jean LeClerc (1657- 

1736). I chose them for the same reason that any scholar or student might consult the Dictionary, that is, a need-to-know 
prompted by current research interests. Given the editors’ ambitions--and the Dic’tionarfs hefty price tag--does it 
accomplish these tasks better than some already reasonably available alternatives? In each case, then, I compared the 
Dictionary’s articles with those found in other reference works devoted to philosophy: the Routledge Encyclopedia oj 

Philosophy, both the print (1998) and online versions, the ~006 version of Macmillan’s The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, and, 
as a counterpoint, The Cambridge History of Sever~teer~th-Century Philosophy (~00~), which was edited by Daniel Garber and 

Michael Ayers and which adopts a thematic approach. ~ In both cases, the Dic’tionarfs treatments are not merely up- 
to-date, but superior to those found in either the Routledge or the MacMillan encyclopedias. 

In fact, no entry for La Peyr6re appears in Routledge’s print or online versions. Indeed, he is precisely the intellectual 
type likely to be excluded under a more restrictive definition of "philosophy." La Peyr6re prompted both Catholic and 
Protestant attacks by asserting that the Genesis account simply could not explain human diversity; thus, there had to be 
men and women before Adam and Eve. The entry by Richard Popkin in MacMillan’s encyclopedia remains very useful. 

His inclusion of a contemporary’s characterization of La Peyr6re as "the best man in the world, the sweetest, who 
tranquilly believed very little" demonstrates how well an apt quotation may say about a subject. Popkin also mentions La 
Peyr~re in the chapter "Religious Background" appearing in the Cambridge History, and he devoted a monograph to him. 

Elisabeth Quennehen, the author of the Dic’tionar)ts article, has clearly picked up the baton of La Peyr6re scholarship. She 
gives us a richer biographical sketch, which in itself reveals much about the opportunities and risks of seventeenth- 
century intellectual life, and she ably explicates the heterodox ideas of this infamous and influential intellectual. 

The article on Le Clerc by Antony McKenna, who served as consulting editor and who contributed several other 
excellent articles, exhibits particularly well the strengths of the Dictionary’s approach. As the editors admit, defining the 
"French" in "French philosophers" poses its own problems. Thus, Le Cleft, a Genevan, appears here because of his 
residence in France (especially at Saumur, an important center of Calvinist scholarship); the extensive connections he 
maintained with French thinkers after settling permanently in the Netherlands; and his importance as an intellectual 
mediator between England and the Continent through his correspondence and his periodicals. ~5~ McKenna details Le 
Clerc’s travels, which, like La Peyr6re’s, were not incidental to his intellectual development. He gives Le Clerc’s labors in 

the erudite, yet central endeavors of textual criticism their due, and he elaborates usefully on Le Clerc’s network of 
intellectual connections. Thanks to McKenna, we learn of LeClerc’s first published work in which the Calvinist pastor 
already appears to have been breaking bad; there he suggested (perhaps mischievously?) the ambiguity of central 
Christian doctrines by portraying two imaginary and assiduous students of the Bible responding to identical questions in 
divergent ways, one as a Calvinist, one as a Socinian. McKenna’s bibliography is also very rich. In short, Le Clerc’s ideas 

appear more complex and more worthy of our attention than in the Cambridge History, which mentions Le Clerc briefly in 
connection with a discussion of religious toleration, or in the articles found h~ Routledge’s online encyclopedia or in 

MacMillan’s encyclopedia. 

Ultimately, the utility and even intellectual pleasures of a project like this are not what the Dictionary tells us about 
people we already know, but what we learn about people who do not usually appear h~ the conventional pantheon of 



seventeenth-century French philosophy. Knowing about them adds important nuances to our understanding of 

seventeenth-century developments, and they potentially challenge what we think we already know and what we think 

matters. Thus, Olivier Bloch’s lively article on Moli~re demonstrates that philosophic concerns were central to the 

playwright’s work, not just convenient targets for his satiric barbs. Sylvie Taussig’s article on David Derodon--his 

irregular life (he lost an early position because of "his customary debauchery and dissoluteness" (I:335)), confessional 

side-switching, and ideas that vexed both Jesuits and the Calvinists--is a learned romp.~6~ Anne-Lise Rey profiles the 

inventive Denis Papin, Christiaan Huygens’ assistant in Paris who conceived and built prototypes of the steam engine 

and the submarine in a peripatetic life that took him to London, Venice, and Hesse-Cassel. General Editor Luc Foisneau 

introduces us to Claude Pithois--a religious who obviously found the vow of obedience irksome and who eventually 

converted to Protestantism--because of his writings, which marked "an important state in the criticism of superstition in 

the first half of the seventeenth century" (II:1o13). With more than eighty articles, Jacob Schmutz, the supervising editor 

on scholastic philosophy and theology, makes clear how absolutely central pedagogy and religious controversy were to 

the maMng of seventeenth-century French philosophy. Although the editors acknowledge that philosophy, however 

liberally defined, remained an overwhelmingly male endeavor, they nonetheless include women whenever possible. Thus, 

Montaigne’s first editor, Marie de Gournay, receives a sympathetic treatment from Philippe Desan, while she is only 

mentioned in articles on Montaigne and feminism in the Routledge online encyclopedia. Jacques Pr~vot discusses 

Mademoiselle de Scud~ry’s popular Conversations in the context of moral philosophy, showing how well she knew her 

Ancients and Moderns, while Anne Frostin introduces us to Hortense Mancini, one of Cardinal Mazarin’s nieces and an 

"unclassable libertine" whose "singular turn of mind" is much in evidence in her M~moires (II:s 13). 

In short, the reader will find both capable and stimulating articles everywhere he or she looks in the Dictionary despite 
some disappointments (surprisingly, the article on Descartes) and some unfortunate copyediting and odd translation. Yet 
however rich the Dic’tionarjs material, I suspect that it will chiefly benefit specialists. The lack of adequate finding aids 
militates against wider utility,[7] and the expense makes widespread availability unlikely. I am no expert in the 
economics of academic publishing, but I wondered why the publisher did not create a fully searchable digital version. 
Such would greatly facilitate the efforts of the researcher--and it would put less faith in the reader whom the editors 
envision "progressively compos[ing]" her own synthesis through a leisurely pursuit of renvois. A digital version has 
pedagogical applications, too. Like it or not, our students will continue to rely--and increasingly, as do we--on electronic 
databases, and electronic sources can easily be incorporated into teaching.[8] This matters in an institutional setting 
where I am frequently--and rightly--asked how a proposed purchase will benefit my students. 

The question of form, print or digital, returns us to the early modern period, which created the modern reference work as 
we know it. For Huet, learning had to be difficult because he also believed that only an intellectual elite deserved to 
possess it. His grumpy comments implicitly acknowledged the democratization of knowledge implicit in creating 
reference works, especially those published in the vernacular. Of course, the editors and authors of the EncyclopMie self- 
consciously embraced precisely that possibility just a few decades after Huet’s death. Digitization today confronts 
publishers and editors with similar choices. The audience for a publication like the Dictionary is inevitably more limited 
than the other reference works mentioned in this review, though its interdisciplinary character makes it appealing to 
more than philosophers. Colleagues of mine frequently complain about the decline in seventeenth-century studies. A 
single reference work cannot revive a field, of course. Nevertheless, one in English that makes the intrinsic interest of its 
subject so apparent deserves more readers than specialists fortunate enough to live near a major research library. 

NOTES 

~1~ April O. Shelford, Transforming the Republic" of Letters: Pierre-Daniel Huet and European Intellectual LiJb, 1650-1726 

(Rochester, N.Y.: University of Rochester Press, ~007), 177, gS. 

~ Some disclaimers: As an intellectual historian who has published on Frangois de La Mothe Le Vayer and Pierre- 
Daniel Huet, both included in the Dic’tionary, I am disappointed that a couple of my earlier articles did not appear in the 
fine treatments, respectively, of Frangoise Charles-Daubert and Dinah Ribard. Elena Rapetti’s Pierre-Daniel Huet. 
Erudizione, filosofia, apologetic’a (Milan: Vita e pensiero, 199~) should also have appeared in the Huet bibliography. 

~ By my rough count, contributors within France (just over one hundred) outnumber those elsewhere by nearly three 
times. Most scholars living outside the Hexagon rarely contributed even a handful of articles. Roger Ariew is a notable 
exception with seventeen contributions. Please note that I have not attempted to distinguish between "French" and "non- 
French" in terms of nationality, but have only distinguished institutional contexts. 

might also have consulted reference works in other specialties, such as science or religion, but more conventional 



reference works on philosophy provided a better way to illuminate the editors’ intentions--and life is short. 

[5] In contrast, the inclusion of Cardinal Mazarin makes very little sense. 

[6] She does just as fine a job with more "canonical" figures such as Pierre Gassendi; indeed, her contributions are 

notable for both quality and quantity (more than forty). 

[7] At the end of the second volume there are lists of names organized by the topics covered by the supervising editors: 

freethinkers and clandestine literature, Cartesians and anti-Cartesians; political thought; religious controversies; 

humanism, arts and techniques; scientists and scientific academies; Port-Royal and its adversaries; the secret sciences 

(alchemy, cabbala, astrology); scholastic philosophy and theology; and moralists and theorists of literature. These are 

helpful, but flawed because of omissions, some quite serious. In any event, an index with judiciously selected subject 

headings would have accomplished the same and more. The index that is included covers only the names of people with 

articles in the Dictionary, places, and organizations. It is impossible, for example, to look up "Jesuit," "Epicurus," 

"pedagogy," "amour propre," or "Battle of the Ancients and the Moderns." 

[8] Precisely what I do now with the Europe, 1450-1789: Encyclopedia of the Early Modern l/Korld, published by Scribner’s 
in 2003. 

April G. Shelford 

American University 

shelfor@american.edu 
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Age of Revolutions [Query Results] 

Dear Colleagues, 

As promised, albeit somewhat later than intended, I am posting the results of my query about suggested 
readings for an undergraduate course on the Age of Revolutions. 

A few comments: first, I grouped the readings by subject, and indicated "document" when it’s not clear that this 
is a primary source collection etc. Second, the focus is on Europe. Third, I have not included specific material 
on the French Revolution because, frankly, one doesn’t know where to start.., there is much and most is easy to 
come by. Finally, this is obviously not an exhaustive list. I have merely included those items that were 
recommended by most respondents. 

I hope you will find this brief list useful as I did. I would welcome any additional comments. (contact me at 
ronens@msu.edu) 

Age of Revolutions Course: Reading Suggestions 

General readings: Merriman, History of Modern Europe; University of Chicago?s ?Readings in Western 
Civilization,? vol. 8; Lyons, Post-Revolutionary Europe, 1815-1856; Sperber, Revolutionary Europe 1780- 
1850; Breunig and Levinger, The Age of Revolution and Reaction, 1789-1850; Hobsbawm, The Age of 
Revolutions; Palmer, Age of Democratic Revolution 

On the Industrial Revolution: Beaudoin, ed, The Industrial Revolution; Bowditch, Voices of the Industrial 
Revolution (documents); Traugott, The French Worker (documents); Kelly, The German Worker (documents); 
Burnett, ed, Useful Toil (Documents, autobiographies of working people); Dickens, Hard Times; Engels, 
Conditions of the Working Class in Manchester 

On 1848: Sperber, the European Revolutions, 1848-1851; Tocqueville, Recollections; Marx, 18 Brumaire of 
Louis Bonaparte, Communist Manifesto, Class Struggle in France (Marx and Tocqueville can be usefully paired 
against each other.) 

On Haitian Revolution: Dubois, Avengers of the New World; and Dubois and Garrigus, Slave Revolution in the 
Caribbean, 1794-1804 (documents); Alyssa Sepinwall?s entry on ?Atlantic Revolutions? in Oxford?s 
Encyclopedia of the Modern World (edited by Stearns); in addition, Popkin has a forthcoming synthesis on the 
Haitian Revolution 

On radical thought in the period: Pilbeam, French Socialism before Marx; Fourier?s ?Phalanstery? (document); 
and Etienne Cabet?s "Travel and Adventures of Lord William Carisdall in Icaria" (document) 

Please feel free to contact me at ronens@msu.edu 



All the best, 
Ronen 

Ronen Steinberg 
Assistant Professor 
Department of History 
Michigan State University 
Morrill Hall 15-D 
(517) 432-8222 ext. 155 
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H-France Reviews: Rogers on Popiel, ROUSSEAU’S DAUGHTERS: DOMESTICITY, 
EDUCATION, AND AUTONOMY IN MODERN FRANCE 

This review may be found on the H-France website at: httj)://www.h-ffa~ce.net/volloreviews/vollOnoasr 

H-France l~evie~w Vol. lO (July ~010), No. 98 

Jennifer Popiel, l~ousseau’s Daughters: Domesticity, Education, and/lutonomy in Modern France, Durham, University of New 
Hampshire Press, ~008. ~8~ pp. Illustrations, notes and index. $5o U.S. (cl.), ISBN 978-1-58~65-7~3-3. 

Review by Rebecca Rogers, Universit~ Paris Descartes, UMR Cerlis. 

Historians of women have long debated the characteristics of domesticity, as ideology and norm and more recently as a 
set of cultural practices that both determined women’s lives and offered opportunities for them to participate more widely 
h~ public life. Underlying these analyses lies an engagement with the notion of separate spheres, that quintessential 

expression of the division between the sexes, perhaps most famously expressed in Rousseau’s pedagogical novel Emile 
(176~). Jennifer Popiel’s engaging new book enters the scholarly discussion through an exploration of domestic 
education scrutinizing the writings of the Genevan philosopher with care in her concern to understand his role in the 

"invention" of the domestic mother in the final decades of the eighteenth century and the first three decades of the 
nineteenth century. More specifically, she argues that by examining "the cultural and intellectual content of domesticity 
we can see if Rousseau’s promotion of education for domesticity and self-control is in any way compatible with liberal 
ideals" (p. 9). The answer is a resounding yes. Jennifer Popiel writes: "this study emphasizes that an increased focus on 
child-rearing, individuality, and self-control was already culturally prominent long before the French Revolution 

emphasized civic education or abolished primogeniture, and indeed, that revolutionary legislation was founded on a 
general expectation of domestic nurturing" (p. 13). 

Framed as a study in cultural and intellectual history--not social history or educational theory-- the book seeks to 

understand the cultural and political valences of domesticity through a variety of sources. Beginning with a study of the 

works of Rousseau himself, Popiel argues convincingly for the importance of Emile in the philosopher’s oeuvre and in 

comparison to the writing on education of Locke. In particular, she emphasizes how Rousseau shifts the terms of 

Enlightenment discussion about education from the reform of society to the remaking of society. The goal of this 

remaking then is to create the autonomous individual, the moral man, not the political man. The necessary regeneration 

of self and society began, in Rousseau’s writing, within the family. By emphasizing the moral, rather than the political 

objectives of this educational project, Popiel shows how the relegation of Sophie to the home and family is not as 

misogynistic as many have argued. Following a recent vein of scholarship that has begun to reevaluate Rousseau’s 

writing and influence, she argues that Sophie is expected to exert the same self-control as Emile and that her role within 

the family is to create political, active, and independent individuals. By insisting on women’s natural and decisive role in 

the physical and moral order, Rousseau opened a "space ...into which nineteenth-century maternal and domestic education 

of both sexes could easily enter" (p. 51). 

This initial chapter probing Rousseau’s contribution to the intellectual debates about Enlightenment education is 
followed by three more unusual chapters that explore the material and print culture related to childhood, women, and 
domestic education. In line with the arguments which are so clearly laid out in the introduction, Popiel emphasizes 
throughout how clothh~g, parenting and advice manuals, toys, and children’s literature all urge women to train children 



in self-control and to take up their allotted and gendered role in society. Chapter two, entitled "Freeing the body, 

educating the mind: childhood in clothing and toys" focuses mainly on early childhood and changing attitudes toward 

clothing, the body and the mind. Fashion journals testify to a new concern for movement and physical liberty, while 

parenting manuals and pedagogical texts similarly emphasize the need to have children play. Both boys and girls are the 

object of Popiel’s analysis as she notes the new focus in the second half of the eighteenth century on children’s bodies and 

behavior. The conclusion of this chapter argues that "Material culture...demonstrates the trend away from traditional 

hierarchies and toward increasing gender distinctions. No longer were physical shaping and placement into the social 

ladder the most important goals of childhood. Instead the training of modern, rational and gendered individuals in self- 

control offered a new vision of the world" (p. 88). The focus on sources that address mainly the literate elites raises some 

doubts about the validity of this claim, but certainly Popiel is correct in arguing that the years before the Revolution 

witnessed a new attention to the child’s body and behavior that historians of the body have long noted. [1] 

Advice manuals and domestic motherhood are the objects of the third chapter which focuses more specifically on women’s 
roles in raising children. Popiel points h~ particular to the development of books on home economics and child-rearing 
that teach women how to inculcate the appropriate values. Bad mothers are frequently the object of these manuals, the 
women who send their children away to wet nurses, for example, or those who were too preoccupied with their social 

duties to love their children. Combined with the children’s literature examined in chapter four these sources highlight 
the ways domestic mothering entered the print world and proposed new models of behavior. Once mothers had laid the 
groundwork raising healthy and moral individuals, primers, fables and particularly didactic tales by authors such as 
Sophie Renneville or Alida Savaignac "taught girls to suppress their passions and desires so that they might become 
autonomous within the sphere of their own home" (p. 135). 

The final chapter on "Education and Politics" examines how debates about education acquired more political goals h~ the 
period of the Revolution and early nineteenth century and in this process a new focus on schooling emerged. 
Nonetheless, as legislators and pedagogues urged the creation of schools, Popiel argues, mothers continued to hold pride 
of place within an ideological system that left moral education for the young in their hands. The chapter traces the 

various revolutionary measures and then moves on to consider the Guizot law of 1833 which culminates the study. This 
law that required all communes of 5oo inhabitants or more to open a primary school for boys is generally perceived as 
seeking to moralize and discipline the poor. In Popiel’s reading however the focus on religious and moral instruction in 
this law was "fundamentally about social integration and the creation of a state that matched one’s own civic vision" (p. 
162). And the vision that underlay the new polity was grounded in the family where mothers reigned supreme. A year 

after the passage of the Guizot law, Louis-Aim~ Martin published his well-known treatise, The Education of Mothers: or the 

Civilization of Mankind by l/Uomen that serves to conclude this study. Waxing eloquent about the importance of maternal 
love and education, Martin described the role of women in inculcating self-control h~ order for all to enjoy liberty. This 
text, like the lithographs, the toys, advice manuals, and children’s literature all serve then the author’s argument that 
"ideas about individuality, gender, and self-control were formed not only in the salons of Enlightenment France but also 
at the skirts of the domestic mothers of the nineteenth century" (p. 179). 

While I enjoyed reading this book, admired the consistent effort to study girls and boys, and was quite fascinated by the 
source material, it raises a number of questions about scholarship in this field of intellectual/cultural history. Popiel 

takes care from the outset to write this is not a social history, presumably meaning, there will be no exploration of 
archives or institutions in this investigation of domestic motherhood. Possibly this caveat is also meant to justify the 
absence of any forms of quantification: numbers of home economic treatises published, chronology and quantity of advice 
manuals under exploration. This vision of cultural history, however, appears oddly uninformed by "the new cultural 

history", now some twenty years old, with its emphasis on representations and practices, norms and reception.[2] 
Obviously attention to mothering practices requires a search for other sources, correspondences, memoirs, household 
accounts, etc. and this would have produced another book. [3] 

But rather than ask for that other book, I wonder about the decision to treat the interesting collection of sources 
exploited here with such unsystematic attention to authors, publishing dates, re-editions, audience or chronology. Why 
are some authors frequently cited, while others such as Mme de Genlis, only briefly mentioned despite evidence of their 
influence?[4] Readers are given excerpts from one of the "most popular authors" of advice manuals (p.lo9), William 
Buchan, presumably an Englishman since the book has a translator, but no evidence is given for his popularity and I, for 

one, have never heard of him. As a result, Popiel misses an opportunity to ground her analysis of cultural objects and 
formations in a specific social and political context. The reader cannot help wondering whether discussions about 
motherhood really changed so little over the revolutionary decades. In stating that Gacon Dufour is the foremost home 

economist of the Restoration, the reader familiar with her angry refutation to Sylvain Mar~chal’s provocative t~rojet d’une 
loiportant ddJbnse d’apprendre d lire auxfemmes (1801) would love to learn more about her conversion to home economy, 
and indeed about the publishin~ market for this subject which still awaits its historian. 



The dissociation evident in this study between cultural and social history may also explain the rather remarkable absence 

of social categories in this study of domestic motherhood. Occasionally Popiel recognizes that the new more liberating 

clothing styles were not worn by most children of this era (p. 84), but the fact most mothers could not read much less 

afford the advice manuals or children literature under discussion is never explicitly addressed. As a result, the reader 

cannot help but wonder how the masses of peasant and working-class mothers acquired the lessons in moral conduct that 

allowed them to exert influence on their children within the family. The Guizot law of 1833 left girls out of the 

legislator’s purview, a point Popiel fails to mention. The suspicion that legislators, school directors and moral reformers 

endlessly repeated concerning the moral failings of families suggests that the discourse about domestic motherhood needs 

to be understand as an appeal for maternal influence, not a given. Explicitly recognizing this positioning would have 

strengthened the argument of the book and made more comprehensible the decision to focus on primary schooling in the 

final chapter. Just as bourgeois women philanthropists mobilized in the late 182os and 183os to create salles d’asiles 

precisely because they perceived working-class mothers to be incapable of providing the moral or educational lessons 

necessary for their children, the State stepped in with the Guizot law. Popiel insists repeatedly that domestic 

motherhood shaped individuals for autonomy thanks to lessons in self-control, but were the lessons really so grounded in 

practices for Guizot to be sanguine about the early childhood training within poor families? 

Like many dissertations that become books, this study combines many engaging features of the young scholar, most 
notably the voice and the enthusiastic reappraisal of Rousseau, with somewhat exaggerated claims for novelty. The need 
to position one’s work as new, leads to an insistence on originality, such as when Popiel argues that previous studies have 
failed to distinguish between education and instruction, or that her argument about the rhetoric of domestic motherhood 
makes us rethink current historical perspectives (p. 25). For historians of education or women’s historians, the pretense 

of innovation here will appear belabored given the past twenty years of scholarship. Indeed, the copious footnotes testify 
to the contrary, although Popiel is more familiar with English language studies than the considerable scholarship in 
French that makes similar arguments. Obviously publishing strategies demand novelty, but the real novelty here is less 
in the overall argument than in the range of sources Popiel explores to make her argument and the time period under 
consideration. By drawing attention to these sources, she unquestionably highlights a discourse that has not received 

sustained attention for this particular period. Still paying more careful attention to the conditions of production of this 
discourse and their positioning within particular political and social cor~gurations (to borrow the terminology of Norbert 
Elias with whom Popiel begins the book) would have strengthened the arguments made. Analysis of the rhetoric 

surrounding such a slippery notion as self-control would also have helped; what exact terms are employed in French? 
contr~le de soz? mMtrise de soz? la mMtrise des" passions? All this said, however, Rousseau’s Daughters" remains a well-written, 
attractive, and enjoyable introduction to the "invention" of domestic motherhood prior to the Revolution. 

NOTES 

[1] For a general overview of scholarship in this field, see Alain Corbin, Jean-Jacques Courtine, Georges Vigarello, eds., 

Histoire du corps, and particularly the volumes I, De la Renaissance aux Lumi~res, ed., G. Vigarello, and II, De la Rdvolution 

d la Grande Guerre, ed., A. Corbin, (Paris: Seuil, 2005). 

[2] See, in particular, Lynn Hunt, ed., The New Cultural History (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of Berkeley Press, 
1989). 

[3] See, for example, Christine Adams, A Taste for Comfort and Status. A Bourgeois" Family in Eighteenth-Century France, 
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University, 2000). The classic such study for England is Leonore Davidoff and 
Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes’. Mot and I/Uomen oft he English Middle Class, 1780-1850, (Chicago, Ill.: University of 
Chicago, 1988). 

[4] For an exploration of similar themes and sources, see Isabelle Brouard-Arends, Marie-Emmanuelle Plagnol-Di~val, 

eds., Femmes dducatrices au Si~cle des" Lumi~res, (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2007). The work of these 

literary historians on women writers and educators has led to a renewal of interest in pedagogical writings of the later 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. See, for example, this very recent dissertation, defended after the publication 

of Popiel’s Rousseau’s daughters’, Sonia Cherrad, La littdrature dducative au miroir des" Lumi~res. Etude du discours pddagogique 

/~minin de la second moitid du XUIII si~cle (1756-1801) (th6se de doctorat de litt~rature franCaise, Universit~ de Rennes II, 

2009). 

[5] Among the authors which are curiously absent from the footnotes and bibliography, one notes in particular the work 
of Gilbert Py, Rousseau et les dducateurs. Etude sur la fortune des" iddes pddagogiques de Jean-Jacques Rousseau en France et en 



Europe au XUIII si~cle (Voltaire Foundation: Oxford, 1997), that of Dominique Julia, Les trois couleurs du tableau noir. La 
l~dvolution, (Paris: Editions Belin, 1981) and the extensive work of Georges Vigarello on the body, education, beauty, etc. 

Rebecca Rogers 

Universit~ Paris Descartes, UMR Cerlis 

rebecca.rogers@parisdescartes.fr 
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Nicholas Dew, Orientalism in Louis XIU’s France. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2009. xv + 301 pp. 

Notes, bibliography, and index. $110.00 (hb). ISBN 978-0-19-923484-4. 

Review by Julia Landweber, Montclair State University. 

Nicholas Dew has produced something unusual with Orientalism in Louis XIU’s France. His study examines exactly what 
the title indicates, and yet its focus is almost entirely other than what readers may initially expect. How is this possible? 
Most historians h~terested early modern Orientalism (more about that difficult term below) have tended to focus their 

research in recent years on the extra-European history of political, economic, cultural, and social encounters between 
Europeans and non-European "others" from the worlds of Islam, India, and East Asia.[1] Therefore a new study of the 
subject which almost never leaves Europe, and indeed only rarely strays beyond the geographical confines of Paris, is 

unexpected. Dew is unabashedly curious about the h~tellectual world of seventeenth-century French scholars of the East, 
as opposed to the larger constellation of diplomatic and mercantile parties engaged in East-West interaction. A set of 
queries posed rhetorically in the epilogue reveals the motive behind the restricted geographical emphasis of this study, as 
well as Dew’s tight focus on the most traditional aspect of early modern Orientalism, its European scholar-inventors. 
Dew ponders: 

"How could late seventeenth-century Europeans establish reliable knowledge about distant cultures and places? 
How could the reader, based h~ a library or ’cabinet’, and connected to the rest of the world only by a network of 
correspondence, be sure of any of the tales that travelers brought back from the Indies? How could European 
readers improve their patchy knowledge of the geography of Asia? How could they gain access to the technical, 

scientific, medical, and religious learning contained in Oriental libraries?" (p. 235). 

The curiosity displayed here--at once particular and wide-ranging--is at the heart of this book. Dew answers his own 
questions via case studies concerning three individuals (Barth~lemy d’Herbelot, Melchis~dech Th~venot, and FranCois 

Bernier) and two publications (d’Herbelot’s Biblioth~que orientale, and the Confucius Sinarum Philos@hus), who and which 
would later be remembered as collectively establishing the field of Orientalist studies. 

A word about the words "Orient" and "Orientalism" (here defined simply as "intellectual engagement with ’Oriental’ 

cultures" (p. 5)). Although seventeenth-century usage of "the Orient" was geographically flexible, "European scholars 
from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment often asked.., similar questions.., and used a similar conceptual tool-kit, when 
studying cultures as diverse as Egypt and China" (p. 7).[2] While recognizing the archaic and politically freighted 
quality of these terms, Dew defends their use in the present study. He seeks to recover a field of scholarship quite 
different from and prior to that of the high Enlightenment and the nineteenth century made familiar to several 

generations of modern readers through Edward Said’s influential work.[3] To distinguish his subject from Said’s, Dew 
coins the phrase "baroque Orientalism," to identify the period of"Orientalism before empire, [when] Europeans were not 
the dominate powers" vis-h-vis the Ottoman, Safavid, Mughal, and Qing empires (pp. 6-7). Dew argues that in order to 



fully comprehend what made late eighteenth-century Orientalism significant, it is not enough to simply nod to the 
seventeenth-century precursor texts (and their authors) upon which the later scholarship was founded. We need to 

understand the history of seventeenth-century Orientalist scholarship on its own terms, and within its own context. 

Having established his thesis concerning how to approach baroque Orientalist scholarship, Dew moves into decidedly 
newer territory by adding a fascinating layer of argument about the eclectic nature of seventeenth-century learned 
communities in Western Europe. Dew’s Orientalist scholars turn out to have been intimately involved with another cast 

of intellectuals usually treated as "foreign to Oriental studies," namely, early modern scientists (natural philosophers or 
savants’, in seventeenth-century parlance). In fact, the seventeenth-century Republic of Letters did not separate humanism 

from science as we do today. For Dew, that commingling of topics is significant, because ultimately his subject is nothing 
less than the birth-history of modern scientific (meaning accurate) knowledge acquisition. 

In the remainder of the book Dew systematically makes his case through chapter-length analyses devoted respectively to 
the intellectual travails of d’Herbelot, Th~venot, and Bernier, and to the convoluted production and publication histories 

of the Biblioth~que orientale and the Cozfucius Sinarum Philosophus. One by one, each individual or book is situated within 
the intellectual world of seventeenth-century Paris, with enough tangential context provided to give the reader a sense of 
how the Paris scene fit within the larger European Republic of Letters. Through close readings of a wide assortment of 

personal papers and correspondence, Dew offers new interpretations of the differing significance of key seventeenth- 
century Orientalist scholars and texts to contemporaries versus how they were remembered or used by their intellectual 
successors. 

Chapters one and two establish the "fragility of French Orientalist studies" under the patronage of Colbert (p. 40), 

pressing home how insecure baroque Orientalists could be compared to Said’s nineteenth-century subjects. Chapter one 

reconstructs the struggles of d’Herbelot to locate a secure institutional base in which to pursue his monumental work-in- 

progress, the encyclopedic Biblioth~que orientale (only published posthumously, and itself the subject of chapter four). 

Chapter two follows the similarly frustrating experiences Th~venot faced while trying to edit and publish an important 

Arabic text, Abulfeda’s Geography. However Th~venot had better luck than d’Herbelot in realizing his other major 

project, the I~elations de divers" voyages" curieux, a published collection of travel accounts to rival and augment the 

compilations of Englishmen Purchas and Hakluyt. In chapter three, Dew makes his lone foray outside Europe to argue 

for contextual and philosophical connections between court cultures in Mughal India and Louis Quatorzian Paris, as 

reported in the travel account of FranCois Bernier. These three chapters situate baroque Orientalists within a particular 

set of social networks and intellectual programs which combined active engagement in the new science with participation 

in a more general "culture of curiosity." Th~venot and Bernier especially shine as generalists whose cases "highlight the 

importance of ’Oriental’ knowledge for the intellectual culture of the period" (pp. 82, 84). 

Dew argues that hindsight has blurred historical interpretations of key books as much as it has the memory of early 

Orientalists’ careers. He allots two of his five chapters to the "making of’ history of a pair of books, treating them almost 
as actors in their own right in the creation of modern Orientalism. In the interest of not giving away the entire book, I 
will concentrate here on chapter four. Chapter four, more than any other portion of the book, confirms Dew’s argument 

about the need to interpret baroque Orientalist products within their own historical context. D’Herbelot’s Biblioth~que 
orientale had a very peculiar reception history which has influenced interpretations of it ever since. Upon its publication 

in 1697, its format and contents seemed so unusual that reviews were mixed as to whether it was a "world-changing" 
work of erudition, or so weak that booksellers could scarcely give it away for free (p. 173). Decades later it was 
rediscovered by Enlightenment philosophers writing their own world histories, such as Voltaire and Edward Gibbon. 
They simultaneously found it an invaluable source for facts and stories about the East, but also disapproved of its 
encyclopedia-style organization. Later still it would be fingered by Edward Said as a prime example of Westerners 

attempting to master the Orient "through the filtering ’grids and codes’ imposed by the Orientalist," and by confirming 
"readers’ prejudices" (pp. 173-74). 

Dew is most interested in the long-forgotten reality that the Biblioth8que orientale, so influential in the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, almost never saw print in the first place, and was virtually ignored during most of the first century 
of its existence. Most of chapter four is devoted to recovering the quite unusual history of its creation, and using that 
history to reinterpret some of its later uses. In particular, Dew challenges Said’s interpretation of the alphabetic order as 
a Western imposition or filter placed on Oriental knowledge. D’Herbelot’s most important source was a seventeenth- 
century encyclopedia, the Kashf al-zunun, or The Uncovering of Ideas: On the Titles" of Books and the Names of the Sciences, by 

noted Ottoman scholar Katib Chelebi. In other words, far from imposing an alien system on a silently protesting Orient, 
d’Herbelot borrowed an Eastern structure to help Europeans better grasp this important new world of knowledge. 
Moreover, further challenging Said’s reading, Dew finds that regardless of d’Herbelot’s intent, "if the Biblioth~que oricv, tale 

was a scientific instrument, it was one that did not work very well. It was unable to impose meaning on the reader; it was 



h~stead a place of possibility, a place for readers to lose themselves" (p. 204). 

In Orientalism in Louis XIU’s France, Dew analyzes a strikingly similar subject to Ina B. McCabe’s recent book, Orientalism 

in Early Modern France.[4] Both focus their monographs on Orientalists active during the seventeenth century, and both 
authors’ theses depend upon the surprising intertwining of early Orientalism and the social history of the scientific 
revolution in Louis XIV’s France. McCabe’s book appeared recently enough that Dew was unable to read it prior to 
finishing his manuscript (see p. 12, n. 24). McCabe demonstrated a similar tendency toward biographical depth on a 

number of seventeenth-century orientalists, but there the parallels in their books’ contents end. McCabe aimed for an 
almost encyclopedic gathering of h~formation, bringing in figures great and small alike for brief cameos, whereas Dew 
chose to focus his research on the deep analysis of a much narrower set of individuals. By happy fortune, Dew’s subjects 
barely overlap with McCabe’s; in consequence, the two works complement each other nicely. Read together, their theses 
essentially reinforce one another, and indicate that a consensus has been reached in terms of a new post-Saidian 

h~terpretation of"baroque Orientalism." 

NOTES 

[1] For example, see Eric R. Dursteler, Uenetians in Constantinople: Nation, Identity, and Coexistence in the Early Modern 

Mediterranean (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); Glenn J. Ames and Ronald S. Love, eds., 
Distant Lands and Diverse Cultures: The French Experience in Asia, 1600-1700 (London: Praeger, 2003); Molly Greene, A 
Shared l/Uorld: Christians and Muslims in the Early Modern Mediterranean (Princeton, N.J.: Prh~ceton University Press, 
2000); and Daniel Goffman, Britons in the Ottoman Empire, 1642-1660 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1998). 

[2] In the seventeenth century, authors disagreed as to whether the term "Orient" referred exclusively to Asia Minor, or 
to the entire Islamic world; also debated was whether it encompassed North Africa or India, and whether its usage 
extended all the way across East Asia. 

[3] Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Random House, 1978). 

[4] Ina Baghdiantz McCabe, Orientalism in Early Modern France: Eurasian Trade, Exoticism, and the dncien l~dgime (Oxford 
and New York: Berg, 2008). Full disclosure: I also reviewed McCabe’s book for H-France l~eview, Vol. 9 (October 2009), 
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Review by Michael Breen, Reed College. 

William Beik is best known for his path-breaking study of absolutism in Languedoc under Louis XIV and an important 

book on the political culture of urban protests in seventeenth-century France, but in A Social and Cultural History qfEar{~ 

Modern France he .presents us with a sweeph~g overview of early modern French history that relegates politics and the 

state to a mere five-page synopsis h~ an appendix.[1] This may seem rather surprising from a scholar whose work has 

been so crucial h~ transforming our understanding of the Sun King’s reign and the workings of the so-called "absolute 

monarchy." Having helped articulate the now-dominant revisionist paradigm of absolutism as a form of "social 

collaboration" between the monarchy and traditional elites, rather than the latter’s subjugation by the former, Beik’_s 

decision to skirt the ongoing debates about the subject might, at first glance, seem problematic. [2] Ultimately, however, 

pushing political and institutional issues to the margh~s enables Beik to focus on the wide and disparate range of actors-- 

men and women, rural peasants and urban workers, bourgeois notables and noble aristocrats, clergy and military--who 

collectively made the history of early modern France. The result is an impressive, magisterial synthesis that 

simultaneously serves as an apology for, and a model of, a classic approach to social history that long defined the field, 

but has waned somewhat in recent years. 

Aimed squarely at advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students, as well as those looking for a thorough and 
reliable introduction to the past several decades of scholarship, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France, 

provides a thoughtful, well-written, and consistently engaging synthesis of a prodigious amount of scholarship on a vast 
array of topics. After an opening chapter that crisply surveys France’s piecemeal expansion from 1400 to 1789 and 
introduces the kingdom’s considerable cultural, geographic, and economic diversity, Beik proceeds to sketch a detailed 
picture of French society, admirably balancing overarching patterns with local particularities. At the core of his portrait 

are France’s 30,000 villages, where eighty to ninety percent of the population lived, and the thousands of seigneuries that 
structured daily life for the vast majority of the population. "All of French society," Beik reminds us, "was fundamentally 
built upon the life and work of people in the countryside" (p. 15). While village organization and rural life differed 

markedly from region to region owing to differences in climate, custom, and agriculture, he notes, the countryside was 
inescapable. Even urban dwellers relied on it for food and income, and invested much of their surplus wealth there. 
Similarly, despite their diverse sizes and structures, seigneuries provided the basic framework for rural economic and social 

organization. Originally a form of personal rule, seigneuries over time became managed more as forms of property with an 
eye towards market production and increased productivity. In spite of this more capitalist turn, or perhaps because of it, 
the land remained the indispensable source wealth, status, basic necessities, and tax revenues all the way down to the 

revolution. 



The next three chapters each examine a particular social group--the peasantry, the nobility, and city dwellers--in greater 
detail. Chapter two provides a fascinating discussion of different forms of land usage and agricultural practices, many ot 

which will be familiar to those versed in the pioneerh~g work of annaliste historians but which should give students an 
almost tactile sense of the ways French peasants struggled to earn a living from the land. Beik also provides vivid 

descriptions of the complexities of early modern property law, taxation, and rural communities and families, repeatedly 
stressing the subtle yet significant changes taking place beneath the surface of apparent stability in the countryside. 
Similar patterns of broad diversity, apparent stability, and subtle change h~form Beik’s discussion of the nobility as well. 
Drawing on a number of local studies, Beik explains the profound gaps separath~g the court aristocracy from the majority 

of provincial nobles who enjoyed h~comes of less than 4,ooo livres per year, and who were often a presence in most 
peasant villages. While nobles generally shared three main characteristics--lordship over seigneurial estates, military 
service, and service to a lord (especially the king)--Beik observes that the early modern period witnessed a great deal ot 
demographic turnover among the nobility as well as major cultural changes, as the chivalric warrior noble was replaced 

by courtier aristocrats and legal/administrative "robe" nobles. Chapter four focuses on urban dwellers who inhabited the 
commercial, administrative, religious, and economic centers that dotted the landscape. Beik does an excellent job ot 
capturing the realities of life in these small, walled enclaves with their narrow streets, proud town governments and 
diverse populations of merchants, professionals, artisans, and a sizeable number of workh~g poor. He also crisply surveys 
recent findings about the important role of women and their work h~ urban economies, as well as the rise of sea-faring 

ports, which became dynamic centers of long-distance trade in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Chapters five through seven examine the impact of the kingdom’s primary national institutions-- the monarchy, the 
Catholic Church, and the army--on early modern society and culture. In the first, Beik concentrates on the transformative 
effects of venality and the expansion of the royal fiscal system. Drawing on the work of Roland Mousnier, David Bien, 

FranCois Bayard, and others, Beik explains how "exploiting the opportunities provided by the expansion of the 
monarchical state" (p. 135) fostered the creation of a "new robe-ministerial elite" (p. 152) that was less a "rising 
bourgeoisie" of precocious bureaucrats and fiscal rationalists, as historians once believed, than a new branch of the second 
estate that shared many of the traditional nobility’s values. The Church, meanwhile, thoroughly penetrated social and 
cultural life at all levels throughout the period. As with the nobility, Beik highlights the profound differences among the 

clergy, who ranged from poor priests without a church of their own to wealthy and powerful bishops and abbots drawn 
from elite families. The pervasiveness of religion in French culture and society, meanwhile, serves as the context for a 
lengthy discussion of the shortcomings of the French Church in the sixteenth century and the subsequent spread of 
Calvinism. Thanks to the work of Natalie Davis, Denis Crouzet, Barbara Diefendorf, Philip Benedict, and a number of 
other scholars, the complex and often violent interactions between Catholics and Protestants during the Wars of Religion 

and into the seventeenth century are well-known, and Beik synthesizes this research clearly and efficiently. The same is 
true for his treatment of the seventeenth century’s revived and reinvigorated Catholicism. Chapter seven weaves 
together recent scholarship on the military to show how profoundly the experiences of early modern French men and 
women were shaped by war and the monarchy’s h~creasing efforts to find resources to support its growh~g armies. As in 
earlier chapters, Beik shows how military expansion served as an avenue for social advancement, even as it came under 
increased royal control, while at the same time imposing heavy new costs on much of the rest of French society. 

The next three chapters delve more fully into the constant tensions between tradition and innovation that marked early 
modern France. The first of these provides an overview of the many bonds that tied society together, starting with the 
family and moving outward to communal and occupational networks such as neighborhoods, militia companies, guilds, 
compagnonnages, and confraternities. Beik also devotes considerable space to traditions of protest and revolt, drawing 
considerably on his earlier research into this topic. Cultural history--in the anthropologically-informed sense of customs, 
practices, and rituals--while addressed throughout the book, receives its most concentrated treatment in a chapter on 

"Traditional attitudes and identities." Popular culture, religious rites, festivals, and notions of honor are all discussed, as 
are the changing values of the nobility and grandde families. Beik notes that although high-ranking elites were becoming 
more educated and developing more refined senses of taste and etiquette, they continued to share beliefs in the 

importance of violence and retribution with the popular classes. Chapter ten explores the social and cultural impacts of 
education in greater detail, tracing the ways the spread of literacy and humanist-based learning transformed the culture 
of civic elites, royal officials, and Jansenist critics of the monarchy. 

The final two chapters return to the upper crust of early modern French society. The first addresses the evolution of the 

royal household and courtly society from the Renaissance court of FranCois I through the court of the Sun King, with a 

brief epilogue on the eighteenth century courts of his successors. Although the court served useful functions in gathering 

royal advisers near the king’s person and helping to "civilize" the rough-and-tumble warrior aristocrats of an earlier age, 

Beik nevertheless concludes that it was a "wasteful, extravagant, and socially reactionary" institution (p. 338) that only 

served to widen the gap between the privileged few who benefited from the wealth and status to be gained there, and the 

vast majority of the population who funded this "hybrid combination of aristocratic support and governmental rule" (p. 



340). The last chapter, on "Aristocracy’s Last Bloom and the Forces of Change" concentrates on the growth of a 
consumer economy and the rise of fashion and a new urban culture of salons, coffee houses, booksellers, and cultural 
i~stitutions in the eighteenth century, most notably in Paris. The "last splendid flowering of the old regime’s aristocratic 
society," Beik argues, should not be viewed in the context of the impending Revolution, but rather as prosperous 
contemporaries saw it, "as a vibrant, comfortable existence far removed from social strife" (p. 343). 

A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France is excellent throughout. Beik does a very nice job of blending 

different types of evidence--quantitative, visual, and literary--with anecdote and analysis to produce a well-written 

volume that students and non-specialists will find to be a highly approachable and informative introduction to the 

subject. Specialists, meanwhile, will appreciate how Beik bri~gs together a vast swath of both classic studies and the 

most recent scholarship into a si~gle volume. Like any work of this scope, the book has its limitations, some of which the 

author addresses candidly in the preface. As noted earlier, issues concerning state formation and the problem of 

absolutism are often relegated to the background and receive limited treatment. There is also little on the colonies and 

their influences on French culture and society, a thoroughly understandable decision, though one that might be lamented 

given the recent spate of i~teresting work on the subject. [3] Beik is also candid about his intention to offer "one 

coherent, descriptive interpretation which readers can grasp and use," arguing that "the best way to understand a society 

is to acquire one consistent view of it and then to criticize that view by exploring alternatives, rather than approaching 

each issue as a heated debate" (p. xv). This approach is, of course, debatable in its own right, but Beik’s decision, in my 

view, is a prudent one that ultimately contributes greatly to the book’s readability and will make it more effective for use 

i~ a classroom setting. Well-chosen, up-to-date bibliographies at the end of each chapter provide useful jumping off 

points for readers who want to explore historical debates in greater depth. Fiscally, as might be expected in a work that 

covers such a vast subject in such considerable detail, some errors, mostly minor, have crept into the text. The victor of 

Rocroi, for instance, was Louis II de Bourbon, not his father, Henri II (p. 91). Chambres des Enqu~tes were i~deed staffed 

primarily with junior judges, but their main function was to consider appeals of civil suits that had been tried according 

to written procedure, not to "[carry] out inquests h~to circumstances of crimes" (p. 138), especially since their criminal 

jurisdiction was limited to cases that did not carry physical punishments. [4] The date of the Edict of Nantes and the 

title of the 1685 Edict of Fontainebleau that revoked it are both also misstated (pp. 368 & 370). In a similar vein, Beik’s 

statement that litigation was considered an expensive and unneighborly act that was used as a bargaining strategy or a 

last resort (p. 273), has been called into question by several recent studies. [5] Many of these works, it should be 

stressed, were published after d Social and Cultural History went to press, and Beik can hardly be criticized for 

recapitulating what has long been the standard view on the subject. Rather they serve to highlight how the field surveyed 

so effectively in this book continues to change in rapid and often surprising ways. 

Two issues do merit further mention. As Beik notes in the preface, "The concept of social history is vast and undefined. 

There is no such thing as a master narrative that puts all the parts in their places" (p. xiv) While Beik is surely correct 

that there are "many possible stories" historians can put together depending on the interpretive and analytical choices 

they make, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France does, at times, suffer from the absence of a clear, 

overarching thesis or narrative. Beik’s analysis takes place primarily at the level of individual chapters, making them 

easier to excerpt for classroom use, but limiting the book’s overall force and coherence. Similarly, while Beik repeatedly 

calls attention to transformations taking place amidst the seeming stability of early modern French culture and society, 

the book’s topical organization tends to mask these developments and will make it challenging to use in courses with a 

predominately chronological set-up. In such instances, it might work best in conjunction with a more straightforward 

narrative history such as James Collins’ The State in Early Modern France or Robin Briggs’s Early Modern France, 1560- 

1715. [6] 

Taken on its own terms, however, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France does what it sets out to do 

admirably. It serves as a reminder of the richness and fascinating complexity of early modern French society, the 

disparate groups of people who inhabited it, and the lessons to be learned from studyh~g their history. Students, 

h~terested non-specialists, and even specialists of early modern French history will learn a great deal from reading this 

admirably rich, well-written and thoughtful synthesis. 
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Zina Weygand, The Blind in French Society from the Middle Ages to the Century of Louis Braille. Translated by Emily-Jane 
Cohen. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009. $60 (cl.). ISBN 978-0-8047-5768-3. 

Frangois Buton, L’administration des faveurs: L’~,tat, les sourds et les aveugles (1789-1885). Rennes: Presses Universitaires 

de Rennes, 2009.30~. ISBN-13: 978-2753508514~ 

Review by Anne Quartararo, u.s. Naval Academy. 

The publication of Zina Weygand’s The Blind in French Society (first appeared in France as Uivre sans voir in 2003) and 
FranCois Buton’s L’administration des faveurs: L’~,tat, les sourds et les aveugles (1789-1885) are timely contributions to 

French history and the field of disability studies, which has grown considerably over the past decade.[[1] The work of 
Weygand and Buton invite us to analyze representations of disability and the role of the state in the care of disabled 
people from medieval period to the nineteenth century. Though there is partial overlap in information between the 
books, Weygand and Buton differ noticeably in their methodological approach to the study of blind and deaf people in 
French society. Weygand employs cultural analysis to reconstruct the history of blind people over several centuries. 
She wants to recreate some of the individual stories that show how blind people lived, what they thought, and how they 
interacted with sighted people. In contrast, Buton focuses on the institutional role of the French government and how 
the state intervened at crucial historical moments to affect the lives of blind and deaf people. He examines the "favors" 
or benefits that the state extended to these two disabled groups from the era of the French Revolution to the early 
Third Republic. For Buton, the state itself is the main protagonist in this history of blind and deaf people. 

Zina Weygand’s The Blind in French Society is divided into five main parts that cover the period from the Middle Ages to 
early nineteenth century. It is fair to say, however, that most of her book is devoted to the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. From the outset, Weygand tells her readers, "When it comes to attitudes toward disabled people, it appears 
that our society remains, in many respects, a prisoner of a past that refuses to die."[1] Weygand argues that the way 
society represented the blind and concurrently how the French actually treated blind people over a long historical 
period needs to be carefully studied (pp. 6-7). She identifies a "dialectic of assistance and education" for the blind that 



played a key role in social progress certainly from the eighteenth century onward (p. 8). By using different cultural 
sources, Weygand tries to piece together the varied representations of the blind that formed a negative social image: a 
short play entitled The Boy and the Blind Man, for instance, portrayed a blind beggar as "a hypocrite who feigns piety in 
order to better collect alms" (p. 14). 

Another representation of blind people came from Catholic Church congregations that founded many h6tels-dieu 
(hospices) to aid the impoverished blind. One special Parisian hospice, the Quinze-Vingts, was officially created in 1260 
under the auspices of King Louis IX, who had taken a personal role in caring for poor blind people. As Weygand points 
out, the poor blind of the Quil~ze-Vingts, who numbered some 300 persons, became a privileged group of beggars 
(sanctioned by the king’s decree) whose collections went directly back into the hospice’s treasury and supported the 
entire community (pp. 20-21). Weygand argues that the quasi-monastic rules of the Quil~ze-Vingts only reinforced the 
more general social perception that blind people were naturally destined to be beggars and the French should view them 
with pity (p. 23). Yet neither of these representations, whether the blind were naturally duplicitous or pious, actually 
portrayed the social life of blind people before the modern era. 

The blind were often center stage during the Enlightenment period when philosophers like Locke, Berkeley, Buffon, 

Diderot, Condillac, and Rousseau wrote about whether blindness was an innate characteristic or a defect of human 

sensation that could be altered. While surgery on the eye was rare (and even more rare that sight was restored), the 

new experiments of the eighteenth century suggested that blil~dness might not be a permanent condition. Weygand 

discusses the lives of noted blind people such as M~lanie de Salignac, Maria-Theresia yon Paradis, and Johann-Ludwig 

Weissenburg who fascinated the philosophes of the era and prepared the way for Valentin Hatiy’s efforts to educate the 

blind. 

The story of how Valentin Hatiy became involved in educating blind people in the 1780s is a key part of Weygand’s 
book. Inspired by attendil~g the public demonstrations that Abb~ de l’Ep~e held at his school for the deaf in Paris, Hatiy 
spent the next twelve years saving his own money to start a school for the blind (Hatiy was a teacher of Latin and other 
foreign languages and also had a family to support). He worked initially with one young blind man, Francois Le Sueur, 
and in 1784 presented him to the Academic Bureau of Writing, an educational society of the day. Epic, the noted 
teacher of the deaf, attended the meeting and witnessed how Hatiy’s student could read a book with raised letters, was 
able to complete dictated sentences, and completed mathematical sums on "a grooved board" (p. 97). On the eve of the 
French Revolution, both Ep~e and Hatiy "offered Enlightenment society the spectacle of disability overcome, thanks to 
the happy combination of philanthropy and pedagogy" (p. 109). This was an important turning point in social 
representation for both blind and deaf people. 

In part three of her book, Weygand discusses how the national government first created a school for the blind and deaf 
ill 1791. Although a victory of sorts for philanthropists, the school was far removed from Hatiy’s imagined goal. His 
forced collaboration with Abb~ Sicard (Epic’s successor) was strained and even hostile. Weygand argues that the 
school’s strict regulations turned Hatiy’s educational mission il~to an exercise in social control (her italics) (p. 132). If 
Hatiy thought that an independent school for the blind would produce a better learning environment, that reality proved 
illusive once the schools were separated il~ 1794. Hatiy’s Institute for Blind Workers lacked even basic necessities like 
food and firewood. Even in this sad condition, Weygand tells us about how Hatiy created a theater of the blind at the 
school which was supposed to draw greater public interest (and possibly donations) to his educational project (pp. 148- 
49). These details about Hatiy’s cultural activities and his own association with a "cult of natural religion" offer readers 
fascinating historical context. 

Unfortunately for Valentin Hatiy, Bonaparte’s Consulate would revoke his control over the Institute for Blind Workers 
and merge it with the existing Quinze-Vingts in 1800. Within a couple of years the interior ministry informed Hatiy 
that his teaching position would be abolished. Duril~g the Napoleonic period, the blind institute became "a charity 
workshop" where productive work mattered more than any kind of basic education (p. 249). After forced retirement 
from his government post, Hatiy became a private tutor to a small number of blind children from wealthy families at his 
new school in Paris. But in 1806, Hatiy embarked on a new phase of his career when, at the request of Tsar Alexander I, 
he opened a school for the blind il~ St. Petersburg. 



In the final part of Weygand’s book, she looks closely at the transformation of the Institute for the Blind after the fall of 
Napoleon and its revival during the Restoration. In 1815, the school and Quinze-Vingts were officially separated from 
each other and a military doctor, S~bastien Guilli~ was appointed director of the new institute that housed sixty boys 
and thirty girls. Weygand describes Guilli~ as an "authoritarian and ambitious man" (p. 255) who conducted medical 
experiments on the children even though he had no ophthalmological training (p. 265). However, Guilli~’s tenure was 
short-lived (he was dismissed for an affair) and Alexandre-Ren~ Pignier took over the school in 1821. Pignier made the 
school more into an educational establishment, though the workshops were never abandoned. In the 1830s, students 
had more opportunity to develop musical knowledge and even piano tuning became part of the curriculum (p. 271). The 
key change that came to the Institute for the Blind was due to the inventiveness of Louis Braille who entered the school 
i~ 1819 at the age often. By 1828, Braille was a tutor in the school and was soon teaching the alphabet in raised dots. 
In his brief lifetime (Braille would die of tuberculosis in his early forties), he drew praise from many educators who 
realized that Braille had developed a practical and effective system to instruct blind people. The material on Braille is 
important; Weygand could have expanded this section of the book to discuss the use of the Braille method further into 
the ni~eteenth-century. 

Francois Buton’s L’administration des faveurs: l’~tat, les sourds et les aveugles (1789-1885) takes a different approach to the 

study of disabled groups in France. While Weygand readily employs cultural sources to explain representations of the 
blind, Buton turns to sociology as his main tool to analyze how the French state formulated policies and developed an 
i~stitutional framework that would affect the well being of many disabled blind and deaf people. To his credit, Buton 
mines a wide range of sources, including many government and school archives, to reconstruct this history. A 
weakness, however, is that Buton sacrifices the more i~dividual accounts of deaf and blind history (and their cultural 
significance) to focus on the bureaucratic role of the state. 

L’administration des faveurs is divided into three main parts: 1) the creation of "favors" during the late eighteenth 

century, 2) how the state’s benefits became institutionalized in the mid-nineteenth century, and 3) how oralism (spoken 

language) affected the way that deaf education developed in the early Third Republic. The first part of the book is 

where readers will find the most overlap with Zina Weygand’s study, if only in the basic facts. Buton explains how Abb~ 

Charles-Michel de l’Ep~e became involved in teaching deaf children before the Revolution and argues that his 

development of "methodical signs" favored the diffusion of signed language in many French schools for the deaf in the 

nineteenth century (p. 36). He compares the philanthropic work of Ep~e and Valentin Haiiy and, I think, successfully 

shows that both men were dedicated to humanistic principles that guided them i~ their educational mission. With the 

outbreak of the Revolution, the French state became the primary catalyst for change, according to Buton, and 

transformed the discussion of deaf or blind education into a state activity. For Buton, this means that individuals were 

less the focus of the state-run schools than defining a whole class of"sensory deprived" people. At the end of part one, 

Buton engages in some comparative observations about the treatment of blind and deaf people by mid-nineteenth 

century. He writes that "the deaf were not only more numerous [as a group], but also more interesting" because the 

"deaf were reduced to the level of a savage" i~ society’s judgment (p. 81). Buton concludes that the blind (presumably 

because of their communication skills) were more easily integrated into mainstream French society. Does this mean 

that the government’s attempt to lump deaf and blind people into one generally disabled group in the first half of the 

nineteenth century was a failure? 

In part two, Buton correctly points out that the appointment of D~sir~ Ordh~aire (in 1831) to direct the national school 

of the deaf and Alexandre-Ren~ Pignier (in 1840) to lead the national school for the blh~d marked a turning point in the 

government’s plans for each institution. Both men were medical doctors and both were politically and socially 

conservative in their view of public assistance and education. (Weygand mentions that Pignier was a doctor only once in 

her book.) The era of philanthropy for these schools officially ended with the royal decree of 21 February 1841 when 

the state centralized the operations of the Quinze-Vingts, the deaf institute and blind institute as well as the Maison 

royale de Charenton (a hospice for the mentally disabled) under the Ministry of the Interior. The new classification was 

that each establishment was part of a system of"public assistance" institutions coordinated by the state (pp. 147-49). As 

a result, there were more state inspections to determine whether or not these institutions were progressing according to 

government plans. Buton devotes a large segment of part two to the state inspectors who catalogued a variety of details 

(curricular and material conditions) about these schools/hospices His one chapter entitled "Les sourds et les aveugles 

comme groupes sociaux" h~cludes a few pages on Louis Braille and another few pages on deaf leaders like Ferdinand 



Berthier, Alphonse Lenoir and Claudius Forestier. In comparison to Weygand’s discussion of different blind students, 
Buton’s material is quite limited. 

In part three of his book, Buton considers the debate over oral education (articulated speech) for deaf students and the 
implications of the Congress of Milan of 1880. There is no further discussion of the blind institute in this last part of the 
study. For Buton, the Milan Congress and the other congresses that quickly followed "not only marked the triumph oI 
oralism, but also the entry on stage of representations of the State" (p. 269). Oscar Claveau, the inspector general oI 
schools for the deaf and a staunch oralist, was a key advocate of the state’s authority. Buton explains how 
administrators in the Interior Ministry, especially Claveau, allied themselves with Catholic congregations in the debate 
over jurisdiction of schools for the deaf. There were many oralist reformers who favored universal and secular 
h~struction for deaf children; they urged that all schools for the deaf be moved to the jurisdiction of the Ministry oI 
Public Instruction. This call for reform was consistent with the Third Republic’s laws on free, secular and compulsory 
education for all French youth (known as the Ferry Laws). 

In the end, however, the struggle for control over schools for the deaf resulted h~ a victory for the Interior Ministry 
with the proviso that oralism would now be the only state-approved teaching method. Buton points out that the more 
powerful role of the Interior Ministry by 1885 also meant that the state would exercise "authoritarian normalizatiod’ oI 
deaf schools (p. 309). Although critical of the government’s role that outlawed any use of signed language in schools for 

the deaf, Buton does not consider the views of deaf educators (like Claudius Forestier and Victor-Gomer Chambellan) 
who denounced this oralist plan. Buton claims (not without some debate) that the few deaf teachers still employed at the 
national institute for the deaf in 1879 were now "agents of the state" and therefore made no attempt to fight the oral 
method (p. 313). While this conclusion may seem logical given the purview of Buton’s study, I doubt that deaI 
educators of the early 1880s saw themselves as mere conduits for a state policy that so negatively affected the cultural 
identity of deaf people. 

Both Zina Weygand in The Blind in French Society and Francois Buton in L’administration desfaveurs reveal how different 
types of methodology can uncover the history of deaf and blind people in eighteenth and nineteenth-century France. 
Although Weygand’s cultural approach gives us a more direct connection to blind people of the period, Buton’s study 
explains how the modern state established stronger control of charitable institutions for disabled people by the 1840s 
and had a substantial impact on the lives of deaf people (h~ the fight over language) well into the twentieth century. 

NOTES 

[1] See Catherine J. Kudlick, "Disability History: Why We Need Another "Other,"" American Historical Review 108:3 

(June 2003): 763-793 for an excellent review essay on disability history and how it opens up a new category of historical 
analysis. 

Anne Quartararo 
U.S. Naval Academy 
quartara@usna.edu 
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St Andrews Studies in French History and Culture - latest volume 

The Centre for French History and Culture of the University of St Andrews, together with the Institute on 
Napoleon and the French Revolution at Florida State University and the University of London Institute in Paris, 
is pleased to announce the publication of the second volume in its new series for French history: "St Andrews 
Studies in French History and Culture". 

The second title, now available, is: 

"Caste, Class and Profession in Old Regime France: the French Army and the S~gur Reform of 
1781" by David D. Bien, with Jay M. Smith and Rafe Blaufarb 
(St Andrews, 2010: ISBN 978-1-907548-02-4 [paperback], ISBN 978-1-907548-03-1 [e-book]) 

Description of the second book: 
"First published in French in 1974, David D. Bien’s essay on the nature of nobility in old regime France pivoted 
around the 1781 "S~gur regulation" that required four generations of nobility for most officers entering the 
army. Once seen as a classic manifestation of the so-called "aristocratic reaction" against commoners, the loi 
SOgur, in Bien’s deft analysis, instead emerges as a telling sign of tensions within an increasingly divided 
nobility. While exploding crude myths about class conflict and its causative role in the Revolution, Bien mounts 
a strong case for viewing eighteenth-century social tensions as the product of professional identity as much as 
social class. This study is presented here for the first time in English with a short preface by Rafe Blaufarb, and 
a wide-ranging introduction by Jay M. Smith that places Bien’s work in the wider context of historical thinking 
over the past half-century on the origins of the French Revolution." 

Published paperback copies will shortly be available in leading world libraries, and may be obtained through 
on-demand print from the Centre. 

E-book files may be consulted and downloaded through the webpage of the Centre for French History and 
Culture and through the Digital Research Repository of the University of St Andrews. 

<!-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endif]--> 
The titles in this series are FREE, and libraries are warmly invited to establish an e-book link in their catalogue 
systems to this series. 

TO LINK YOUR WEBBROWSER OR YOUR UNIVERSITY LIBRARY TO THE SERIES AND ITS 
TITLES GO TO: 
~ :/?iwww. st-andrews, ac. ukihi stow/frenchcer~trei~ubli cati ons. shtrn~ 

Future publications for 2011-13 will include: 
an essay collection on Geneva and the French Wars of Religion edited by Sara Barker 
<!-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endif]--> 
Malcolm Walsby’ s edition of a sixteenth-century protestant pastor’ s j ournal 
<!-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endif]--> 
an essay collection on women and wills in medieval and early modern France edited by Jo~lle Rollo-Koster and 



Kathryn Reyerson 

Carolina Armenteros’s study of women and aristocracy in the revolutionary age 

For further details on this series, and on how to publish in it, please contact the editor-in-chief, Dr Guy 
Rowlands, at the University of St Andrews: 

st-andrews.ac:uk 

Guy Rowlands, M.A. (Oxon.), D.Phil. (Oxon.), F.R.Hist.S., 
Director, Centre for French History and Culture 
~ :/iwww. st-andrews, ac.u~/histowi~?enchcentrei 

School of History, 
University of St Andrews, 
St Katharine’s Lodge, 
The Scores, 
ST ANDREWS, 
Fife, KY16 9AL, 
SCOTLAND, 
UNITED KINGDOM 

The University of St Andrews is a charity registered in Scotland : No. SCO13532 
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Author’s announcement: Popkin, _You Are All Free_ 

I’m pleased to announce the publication of my new book, _You Are All Free: The Haitian Revolution and the Abolition of Slavery_ 
(Cambridge University Press). This is the first detailed study of the events that led to the first emancipation declarations in Saint- 
Domingue in 1793 and to the National Convention’s decree abolishing slavery on 4 February 1794 (16 pluviose II). Among other 
things, it explains why both Toussaint Louverture and Maximilien Robespierre opposed the emancipation decree issued by the French 
commissioners Sonthonax and Polverel in Saint-Domingue in June 1793. 

"Brilliantly written and tightly argued, this book will compel readers to rethink the history of Haiti, the French Revolution, and the 
abolition of slavery." Lynn Hunt (UCLA) 
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Subject: H-France Reviews: Keese on Bonin, Hodeir and Klein, eds., L’ESPRIT ECONOMIQUE IMPERIALE (1830-1970) 

This review may be found on the H-France website at: ~:i/www.h4Yance.neVvol10reviewsA,ol10r~o 113keese.pdf <ht~p://www.ho 
france.neti\~o~ ~ 0reviewsh~’ol 10~o 113 keese.~. 

H-France Review Vol. 10 (August 2010), No. 113 

Hubert Bonin, Catherine Hodeir, and Jean-Francois Klein, eds., L’Esprit Economique Impdrial (1830 - 1970): Groupes de pression & 
rdseaux du patronat colonial en France & dans l’empire (Paris: Publications de la SFHOM, 2008), 844+ii pp., 70�. 

ISBN: 2-85970-037-4. 

Review by Alexander Keese, Centro de Estudos Africanos da Universidade do Porto (Portugal) 

How much influence did economic lobbies have on the evolution of France’s imperial activities? In the 1980s, this question, hotly 
discussed and perhaps sometimes exaggerated by the neo-Marxist French school of colonial and overseas economic history, was 
slowly losing importance. However, while broad discussions of this theme became less prominent, there has still been an enormous 
amount of more individualized research in continuation. Given the scarcity of broader approaches over the last twenty years, the 
edited volume to be discussed here is an equally enormous response to the need of new conceptualizations. 



A first part of this book analyses broader, governmental or ministerial strategies over the nineteenth century. Francis D~mier traces the 
victory of protectionism against tendencies to more liberal economic practices in the French territories under the Restoration (p. 47). 
The example of Algeria under the two Ministries for Algeria and the Colonies under the Second Empire, discussed by Eric Anceau, 
shows another opposition: between a rather economically liberal course concentrated on one colony, as exemplified by the Prince 
Napoleon (p. 57), and a protectionist course focusing on the economic cohesion of the empire, as by his successor, Prosper de 
Chasseloup (p. 59). Nicole Tixier, for the case of French engagement in China, discusses quite tangibly the evolution of an 
administration entirely based on consuls and trade agents, towards political goals and objectives of territorial control (pp. 73-75). 

This brings us slowly to the ’critical phase’ between 1871 and 1914, in which the ’Parti Colonial’, as interest group in the National 
Assembly, had importance in steering France’s imperial policy. However, as Julie d’Andurain convincingly demonstrates through the 
careers and programmes of conservative nobleman Auguste d’Arenberg and liberal Lyon merchant Eug5ne Etienne, while there was 
collusion between economic interest and the pro-colonial networks, there is little proof that economic goals eclipsed diplomatic 
engagement and the wish for political expansion (p. 99). Jean Vavasseur-Desperrier indicates the same for Charles Jouart, another key 
figure in the promotion of colonial expansion. Even with his responsibilities in three different companies, sitting on or leading their 
boards, Jouart apparently was, above all, an ’homme politique’ (p. 133). Xavier Daumalin’s analysis of a fourth protagonist, Paul 
Leroy Beaulieu, makes a case for the flexibility o! 
f doctrines within the pro-colonial movement. Leroy-Beaulieu changed from supporter of settlement projects in Algeria to the 
protection of local cultures, from a liberal economic position to insistence in the necessity of protected colonial markets (p. 109). 

Somewhat detached from the interest of the ’parti colonial’ is the missionary activity, as discussed by Claude Prudhomme in a broad 
overview. While the author shows that in some specific cases there was a connection between missionaries and economic engagement, 
as in Lebanon from 1860, and that missionaries could become economic informants, it is difficult to measure their impact in the local 
economies. Their own attempts at the creation of large export plantations, and their eventual contribution to creating an African 
entrepreneur spirit through preaching the necessity of hard work, might have been influential in particular contexts (pp. 159-160). 

Pierre Singarav61ou’s characterization of the attitudes of economists towards colonial expansion notes them as an originally hesitant 
group, which was not at all in their majority favourably disposed towards colonial expansion, and stuck to the principle of free trade. 
However, from 1850 this gradually changed, and this alteration of positions started to spread towards the universities, where 
preparation courses in colonial economy were given. The latter can be found both at the levels of prestigious universities, including 
the Sorbonne, and in merchant education, and they helped in modest pro-colonial propaganda (p. 143). The same can be said for the 
colonial institutes which, starting with Marseille and Bordeaux, appeared in most of the urban centres of metropolitan France. While 
these centres offered a (tentative) panorama and knowledge about the empire, including in some cases language training, Laurent 
Morando holds that with the exception of Marseille, the propagand! 
a of these institutions did not really reach the broader public, and that there was a clear lack of co-ordination between the individual 
institutes (p. 217). 

A good part of the book --its third major section --shows the institutions of mobilisation in the metropole, particularly the instituts 
coloniaux. In Bordeaux, the importance of overseas investment was quite strong, especially through the activities of merchant 
company Maurel & Prom. Their presence in West Africa during the late nineteenth century had an impact and was promoted by 
different governors and high-level administrators. However, according to Yves P6haut, the case of Maurel & Prom’s Senegalese 
activities shows that even a privileged company ran into conflict with the colonial administration over questions of tariffs (p. 235). 
Back at the Gironde, Hubert Bonin concedes the existence of an ’imperial spirit’ among the Bordeaux elites, dominant families 
involved in the overseas trades, and who invested in the infrastructure of the colonies. Given the considerable percentage that the 
overseas trade had in the overall trade pattern of the city’s elites, there wa! 
s satisfaction with the existence of the imperial structures, although Bordeaux merchants concentrated particularly on Morocco. Bonin 

insists, nevertheless, that the overseas trade remained always second to the wine trade, and that the weight of Bordeaux mercantile 
interest towards the political class is rather questionable (pp. 262-264). 

Guy Durand confirms similar patterns for Marseille, for which he sees the importance of the colonial trade at only one fourth of the 
whole trade volume in the late nineteenth century. Moreover, Durand describes the Marseille elites as cut off from the centres of 
parliamentary decision over colonial questions, where they could only introduce their own proposals under particular circumstances. 
In the case of the ville phocdenne, there was no contradiction between a vote for free trade from the 1870s (that changed former, 
protectionist attitudes) and support for colonial expansion (p. 318). Xavier Daumalin demonstrates for the 1930s that these attitudes 
continued among the olive oil producers and the trade companies based in Marseille, particnlarlv as these suffered from the 



preferential policies decreed by the French government, which were to save the colonial production schemes. The trade companies, 
like the Compagnie Franqaise de l’Afrique Occidentale, had to adapt to th! 
e new wave of protectionism - their directors did this quite reluctantly (pp. 295-296). Apparently, indeed, in the interwar period, 

there was no strong Marseille lobby to redirect French policies. On the other hand, in the nineteenth century, it was the strong hand of 
the state that promoted the position of the city through tariff exemptions. Competitors like Toulon had no real possibility to stand 
against these advantages, as Ivan Kharaba indicates (p. 323). 

The companies of France’s north did their best to secure themselves some colonial markets, as Jean-Franqois Eck discusses. A 
geographical society, associations, and study voyages to sub-Saharan Africa were to help the business, and there was a certain interest, 
particularly after the export of cotton threads to overseas territories had established itself. The patrons of northern companies 
attempted to build up a common front in order to lobby politicians, but this failed over internal fissures, including between local 
chambers of commerce, such as those of Lille and Tourcoing (p. 340). More successful were apparently the merchants of Le Havre, as 
Claude Malon makes clear. With a strong chamber of commerce and a colonial institute founded in 1929, they obviously managed to 
create a rather efficient network. They operated with a clear position against protectionism, and an energetic demand for access to the 
colonial markets that excluded any industrialization of the colonie! 
s, particularly in Indochina (pp. 384-385). 

Lyon was an old overseas trading city, due to the silk trade. For the larger part of the nineteenth century, its elites did not favour any 
colonization measures. However, the support of local entrepreneur and politician Edouard Aynard for Guy Thiers’s colonialist liberals 
changed these attitudes. The Lyonnais transformed from a lobby regarding colonial expansion as a necessary evil, to convinced 
adherents of the imperialist programme (p. 377). Even so, as Jean-Franqois Klein emphasizes, they remained obliged to free trade, and 
to co-operation with other colonial powers whenever similar behaviour was economically advantageous, such as with British 
merchants (p. 372). Mulhouse finally, as the capital of a major exporting region of cotton products, had a curious relation to the 
empire, interrupted by its cession to the German Empire in 1871. In the 1920s, as pointed out by Nicolas Stoskopf, the overseas export 
trade in cotton products departed again from zero, but after the ! 
Second World War, it was in full bloom, and even survived the independences (p. 405). 

Finally, there was corporatist initiative in the capital, through the yet under-researched Chamber of Commerce of Paris. Philippe 
Lacombrade shows that this institution had close contacts with politicians and officials-- but it remains questionable how far this 
favoured France’s imperial policy. While French consuls were strong among the members of the chamber, very few were actively 
involved in colonial ventures; while the institution subsidized economic activities, the colonies remained marginal in these activities at 
least before 1900. After 1900, the interest of the Paris Chamber of Commerce in colonial economies became stronger, but its members 
were notably opposed to the official political line with regard to common tariffs, which was regarded as nefarious. All in all, the 
members of the chamber acquiesced in France’s imperial policy, without ever having a strong influence in any part of it (pp. 419- 
420). 

Broadening the picture, the Comit6 de Forges must not be omitted in this metropolitan panorama, as it was reputed to be a particularly 
active lobby group to promote colonial expansion and administrative regulations, in favour of the interest of metal producers. 
According to Jean-Marie Moine, the reality appears to have been more complex. While individual companies, such as Schneider & 
Co. --basically through the Compagnie marocaine --and the Fond6ries de Pont-~-Moussan in Tunisia and Algeria, and Wendel as 
investor in Tonkin, had some impact, the lobby group itself was a rather weak actor. It was not overwhelmingly represented in the 
French parliament, in spite of the presence of Florent Guillain and some others, and activities targeting industrial development in 
North Africa or in Indochina came late and had little success (pp. 488, 512). The same marginal role can be pointed out for the 
Chinese market, and for the Trans-Sahara Railway, on which there was such abundant d! 
ebate among the French public (p. 516). 

Hubert Bonin also questions the role of the French banks, and of their corporatist institutions. The Comptoir National d’Escompte de 
Paris (CNEP) had its links to French colonial policy through some of its presidents, Emile Mercet and Ernest Denormandie, far later in 
the decolonization phase by Henri Bizot, but its impact as a pressure group appears to have remained small. With regard to 
metropolitan banks with overseas engagement, it is often difficult to identify the role of"imperial bankers", as Bonin calls them. For 
the Hante Banque, as proprietor of the Banque de l’Union Parisienne, the existence of a "specialised group" seems to be difficult to 
show (pp. 448-450). For Paribas, this is also complicated, but the Banque Indnstrielle de Chine was an important asset for this 
metropolitan bank, and the administrative council of Paribas also showed clearer objectives with respect to the Banque d’Etat de 
Maroc, which they wished to take over, and with regard t! 
o interest in Lebanon and Madagascar. The Banque d’Indochine also exemplifies the importance of"imperial bankers". Even so, 



Bonin regards the potential of the CNEP and the individual banks to exert pressure on French governments as relative, while the state 
intervened increasingly in the banking sector from the Great Depression of the 1930s. 

More curious still are the attempts of several protagonists in French industry to formulate joint initiatives with German industrial 
forces, exemplified through the activities of the Comitd Franco-Allemand d’Information, the Commission Economique Franco- 
Allemande, or joint participation in the Chambre de Commerce Internationale. French economic leaders and politicians, in these 
contexts, were quite open to respond positively to German demands for the restitution of colonies, for tariff unions or multinational 
colonial exploitation that allowed for German participation. Following Anne Lacroix-Riz, this might well imply that a part of France’s 
economic elites was detached enough from national goals to further the interest of their companies even if this meant losing territorial 
ground to the archenemy (p. 533). 

Somewhat disconnected from most other contributions stands Andrd Nouschi’s account on the activity of the state-owned petrol and 

gas company, ELF-ERAP, after 1966. While it is interesting, as a potential late and neocolonial example of economic imperialism, to 
see the transformation of the old Bureau de Recherches de Pdtroles founded under the first de Gaulle government, into ELF under the 

de Gaulle government of the 1960s, this account is rather descriptive and does not offer deep insights, due to a lack of sources. 
Nonetheless, with ELF being a successor to earlier ventures, it also shows a type of economic activity in which state actors employ 

economic engagement to reach political goals, in a mixture of public and private (p. 557). 

The fourth part of the book finally leads us more closely to another key question, namely the levers accessible to local economic 
actors that would make politicians represent their interest. 

The islands of the Pacific and the Indian Ocean often had a particular exportable resource that conditioned their exploitation by 
colonial firms. Yann Bencivengo’s contribution on the company Nickel in New Caledonia, controlled by the Rothschild Group, shows 
that engineers and advocates of the society entered into colonial institutions. Even more, in Paris, the administrator of the company 
was able to make the then Secretary of the Colonies, Etienne, a supporter of the company’s attempts to secure prisoners as a workforce 
for the mines (p. 438). 

On Reunion, to the contrary, political interventions often resulted in weakening leading economic actors. As Fdlix Torres analyses, the 

Kervdguen family, which dominated the production of sugar cane in the nineteenth century, was severely hit by a process started by 

the colonial authorities, who attacked the illegal introduction of foreign currency by the owners of the business (p. 676). In the 
interwar period, following a slump and a relative boom of sugar cane, Ldonus Bdnard, great concession holder but supporter of 

production limits, only managed to stay in a leading position because his rival, Rend Payet, was brought down after the Second World 

War as a Vichy sympathizer (pp. 680-681). Ironically, European Economic Community quotas saved Reunion’s sugar and allowed a 
modernization which the colonial system had rather stalled than promoted (p. 684). 

In Indochina, the chances for strong collusion between local French owners and the colonial state were quite promising, as becomes 
clear from Gilles de Gantds’s contribution on Cochinchina. Here, the French merchants were initially marginal within an international 

group of traders, which--even under the French protectorate--married into Indochinese families. With the new civil colonial 
government from the 1870s, new players emerged, such as the bankers Kohn & Reinach, who, in co-operation with the governors and 

officials, advocated colonial expansion and introduced metropolitan capital (p. 743). 

Altogether, however, this process, as a trend between 1850 and 1954, remained limited, even though the interwar period brought a 
new impact of transforming the colony into a showpiece. This trend was supported by a shift of capital investment into the 

Indochinese market, where companies in the export agriculture sector were now financed by the Banque d’Indochine, the Banque 

Industrielle de Chine (later bought by Paribas), the Banque de l’Union Parisienne, and others. While the banks, from 1928, became 

increasingly powerful within the agricultural companies, there was never a common front that could have exerted power as a lobby. 
Patrice Moflat demonstrates that, instead, there was a constant antagonism between alliances of banks against their competitors (p. 

628). Rubber, as a particularly important agricultural trade good, attracted a number of big players on Indochinese territory. The 
Banque d’Indochine financed local concession companies, as did the Socidtd Franca! 

ise Financidre et Coloniale. While there were some colonial officials sitting on the boards of these local rubber companies, we do not 
seem to find unconditional support for their ventures, as pointed out by Marianne Boucheret. To the contrary, the then Governor- 



General of Indochina, Albert Sarraut, and other colonial administrators were negative about permanent and large concessions, and led 

a policy of limiting these concessions in scope and duration. The Syndicat des Planteurs, a lobby organisation of the French planters in 
Indochina, only saved a compromise that spared them the worst, and negotiated the creation of a compensation fund during the Great 
Depression (p. 725). Even so, the success of the colonial pressure group was limited, as is confirmed on the level of commerce by 
Claire Villemagne, in her article on the Chambre de Commerce de Tonkin. She emphasises the heightened level of tension between 

European merchants in Indochina and the local colonial administrat! 
ion. The former led a vigorous campaign against imperial tarif! 

fs andt 
h 

e introduction of monopoly general stores, and feared the issue to be manipulated by metropolitan producers, namely from Rouen (p. 
711). 

During the war of independence in Southeast Asia, there was the question of adapting currency politics, about which companies 
operating on the ground were quite concerned. The devaluation of the piaster, as colonial currency, was opposed by the representatives 

of these companies, but there is no indication that they attempted to sabotage the process, as Daniel Leplat points out. If anything, the 
currency politics of the 1950s make obvious that the administration dominated over private economic interest (pp. 183-184). This 

view is seconded by Hugues Tertrais, who shows that while the war in itself was interesting to companies involved in arms 
production, many other groups and companies remained in a ’passive role’ (190). 

Colette Dubois’s analysis of the activities of Charles Michel-C6te in Djibouti exemplifies another facet of entrepreneurial choices 
within the French empire: personal attachment and its consequences. Michel-C6te, veteran of the French expansionist campaigns in 
Northeast Africa at the end of the nineteenth century, then banker of different metropolitan institutes, rediscovered Djibouti as a 
principal outlet for his activities. Through maritime and railway engagement, his company, dependent on the Banque d’Indochine, was 
central in local economic life, and metropolitan interest dominated important infrastructural decisions, such as the construction of a 
new deepwater port. After the Second World War, economic conditions in Djibouti were influenced by the personal rivalry between 
Michel-C6te and Antonin Besse, the latter attempting in vain to supplant French Djibouti as principal harbour for import and export 
ventures towards Ethiopia, by the Eritrean port of Assab (p. 5 ! 
76). 

The analysis of Mohamed Lazhar Garbi focuses more strongly on the broader financial situation of an individual territory --Tunisia -- 
pointing out that the particular status of the protectorates, treated according to a 1918 law in financial terms as foreign territories, did 

not attract a clear initiative of the main private economic players. Infrastructure projects rarely found the direct interest of the latter, 

with participation being shown, mainly, by smaller banks and companies from Lyon and Marseille, and by investors from the Eastern 

Algerian d~partement of Constantine (pp. 569-570). Catherine Hodeir takes up the vision of company owners with regard to another 
critical period, after the Second World War and with growing fears of revolt, in Tunisia and Morocco. Up to 1954, protagonists such 

as Edmond Giscard d’Estaing did not believe into a nationalist uprising, and most French businessmen stood against demands that 
they saw as Communist propaganda. Nevertheless, fr! 
om 1954, they actively sought a ’realistic position’, which meant colonial retreat linked to guarantees from new autonomous (or 
independent) governments in both protectorates (p. 603). Leading businessmen would indeed be quite content with the conditions 

maintained for them in the early years after decolonization. The interaction of the French business community with colonial 

administrators during the transition process demonstrates, furthermore, that while some high officials, such as Gilbert Grandval in 

Morocco, were interested in co-operation with the patronat and eager to protect the latter’s interests, many were not; the impact of the 
lobbies was relative (p. 613). 

Reflections on the ’imperial spirit’ in overseas regions that knew French political engagement but not a proper colonial presence, are 

important in order to contrast these experiences with those of colonial territories. Egypt is an interesting case for showing the slow 

nationalisation of French business ventures around and after independence. While the French companies in this semi-colonial territory 

under British control were initially typically colonial in their structure, in co-operation with Christian and Jewish minorities in Egypt’s 
urban centres, there was a certain take-off of the activity of Egyptian elites with their participation in the Soci~te Kh~divale in 1922, 

where they first represented roughly 25% of the members. Followed by the F~d~ration des Industries d’Egypte, the Egyptian role 

became more prominent in the 1930s, and was increasingly combined, first with anti-’ Syrian’, i.e., anti-Lebanese agitation, and, later, 

a political campaign which f! 
tom 1947 led into a phase of European retreat, as Caroline Piquet makes clear (pp. 643-644). 

Rang Ri Park-Bariot analyses the investment made by the R~gie G~n~rale de Chemins de Fer and the Soci~t~ de Construction de 



Batignolles, which both promoted projects for railway construction in Yunnan, in Southern China. The Service de Travaux Publics 

supported the steps made within this infrastructure project, which was judged to be of strategic importance by the French Colonial 
Ministry. Even so, the consortium that included representatives of both companies remained underfunded. The lip-service paid by 

colonial politicians did not reflect itself in more engaged public investment (p. 667). 

To be certain, L’Esprit Economique Imperial is a vital book. Its articles are generally of a good standard, and they give manifold 
inspirations to readers who wish to become familiar with economic ventures in France’s colonies in the nineteenth and twentieth 
century. The reader obtains denser information about a number of areas of research, for example on typical Third Republic careers of 
politicians linked to economic interest, and on the regional impact of pro-colonial economic institutions of different regions of France 
(including, for instance, the Comit~ des Forges or the attitudes of French economists as a professional group). It also gives information 
on new research on other regions, although in the form of particular cases, which do not always link up easily to the more general 
trend. Much of the research present here is nonetheless quite important, and will need to be referred to in any future activities of 
research on economic processes in the French colonia! 
1 empire. 

This book is nevertheless difficult to handle. Catherine Hodeir, in her final chapter, attempts to press the very diverse results presented 

by the authors into a stream of argumentation, but one may ask if the coherence of the articles could not have been greater, had the 
authors all responded to the same guiding questions. This can also be seen in Jean-Francois Klein’s concluding remarks, which--while 

giving an inspiring picture of the networks of economic actors towards the colonial state, described here as linocratie-- normally refer 
to only a small and very selective part of the results given in the articles. It is also regrettable that Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and 
Jacques Marseille do not point out more clearly and in more detail, if and how the new results of this book might give views to 
influence the historiography of French colonial economy with regard to their own interpretations from the 1970s and 1980s. It is 

interesting to have their voices as grands tdmo! 
ins--but their own voices could have given stimulating remarks on the more concrete results of the research discussed, which is barely 

the case. 

This being said, L’Esprit Economique Imp6rial is a huge undertaking, and one that is inspiring and fertile. In spite of all difficulties in 
getting through to the common research agenda of its contributors, the book will be indispensable for any specialist in French colonial 
history, and in the history of colonial economies, and interesting for students of the French economy of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. It will hopefully stimulate the publication of future monographs, which will then present a more compact revision of 
France’s imperial economic structure. 
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Author’s Book Announcement 

Subscribers to H-France may wish to note the publication of Frangois de Calli~res: a Political Life (Republic of Letters 
Publishing). My biography of the author of On Negotiating with Sovereigns (1716) traces the long career in public life 
of Calli~res (1645-1717), from a first undercover mission to Poland in 1670, to his passionate advocacy of the failed 

1708 Franco-Jacobite invasion of Scotland. Previous accounts have tended to confuse Calli~res with the idealized 
envoy he portrays in his famous book. This biography reviews the part he played in the ill-fated expedition of Cavelier 
de La Salle to the Mississippi (1684); his negotiations for Louis XIV in Holland in 1696, when his conduct drew a sharp 
rebuke from the King; his unsuccessful efforts to promote his candidacy as a French envoy to Poland and to Holland; 
and his later career at court, where he was the friend and political ally of the Duke de Saint-Simon. Based on newly 
discovered archival materials and primary sources, from Calli~res’s report on his 1674 mission to Poland for the Duke 
of Savoy and the negotiations which led to the election of Jan Sobieski as King, to the detailed plans he drew up for 
the invasion of Scotland, the book contrasts the sometimes sharp practice of the historical Calli~res with the high- 
minded precepts of On Negotiating with Sovereigns. 

Laurence Pope 
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Laine E. Doggett, Love Cures: Healing and Love Magic in Old French Ronzance. University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, ~009. g67 pp. $a9 pb. ISBN 978-0-g71-0~5~1-4~. 

Review by Tracy Adams, University of AucMand 

In Love Cures: Healing and Love Magic" in Old Frer, ch Romance, Laine Doggett proposes a new genealogy for the courtly 
lady of medieval romance, both cause and cure of the hero’s lovesickness. She is not the cousin of the inaccessible and 

capricious domna of troubadour lyric but descends principally via Iseut, a healer in two separate senses, metaphoric and 
literal: Iseut cures Tristan of his lovesickness through her love, but she also heals his physical wounds with medicinal 
herbs. An empiric, that is, a practitioner of a type of medicine based upon experience rather than theory, she possesses 
valuable knowledge. The courtly lady, then, can be traced to a figure who is not idealized, remote and uncaring but 
vitally engaged in social life. By focusing upon the realistic detail with which some female healers are portrayed in the 
romance, Doggett lifts the love episodes out of the marvelous literary world to which they often have been consigned and 
shows them to fit more comfortably into a world where women worked busily through tested means to assert control 
over their own destinies and those of their loved ones. In this world, love is a force that can be controlled, like illness and 
injury, by those adept in the practice of healing. The notion of love as both illness and remedy -- as a poison that cures -- 
is as old as it is ubiquitous. As Doggett notes, for Ovid, the best remedy for Love’s wound is Love. But the notion must 
be historicized, as well. In the context of the twelfth century, when the boundaries among love, healing, and magic were 
penetrable, and lovesickness was a physical malady curable through medicine, the role played by Love in Ovid is 
sometimes played by a female healer. 

Doggett’s goal is to consider the areas where love, healing, and love magic intersect, to trace the reciprocal influences of 
the three upon each other and discover how these contributed to new conceptions of love. Her examination, which she 
places within the larger context of the development of the institution of marriage, further aims to contribute to 

understandings of love as it was conceived of during the high Middle Ages. In an introductory first chapter, 
"Background Considerations," she explains how the fields of medicine and magic converged at many points and why these 
fields should not be confused with the "marvelous." The practices of medicine and magic cannot be separated easily 
during the period covered by the study. Healers included "physicians, empirics, surgeons, diviners" (p. 17). Richard 
Kieckhefer’s query, "If a person rubs bat’s blood into his eyes, is that magic, or is it a kind of primitive medical science?" 

makes the point: magic was not a type of illusion but a branch of natural science, an investigation into the hidden things 
of nature (p. go). However, medicine and magic must be distinguished from the marvelous, which includes phenomena 
that cannot be explained: supernatural events. Doggett then suggests that the romances that she analyses all offer 
rational responses to a difficult situation occasioned by an arranged marriage. Empirical practice, she explains, "appears 
in these works not merely coincidentally, but as leverage in situations brought about by forced marriage." It thus gives 

women "a means of influence in situations where they have no authority..." (p. a 1). The chapter concludes with a quick 
survey of the critical concept of "courtly love." The widespread notion that women in romance are "idealized figures" 
placed in the story for the purpose of frustrating men does not catch the complexity of the genre’s depictions of gender (p. 
aS). Also, in contrast with some of the Ovidian tenets popular during the period, love as described in the romance is "an 



earnestly desired and potentially permanent bond that motivates life’s biggest decisions" (p. 38). Magical practice is a 
means of helping love along in the romance. 

Chapter two, "On Artifice and Realism: Thessala in Chr6tien de Troyes’s Cligds," offers a new perspective on the nurse ot 

the romance heroine Fenice. Most often regarded as evidence of this romance’s emphasis on the marvelous and artifice in 
its discussion of love--that is, on love as a phenomenon largely irreconcilable with social life except through supernatural 
means--Thessala is shown in this chapter to be more closely aligned with empirics than sorceresses. She manipulates the 
romance between Fenice and Clig6s through a series of practices that would have been familiar and perfectly credible to a 
late twelfth-century audience. The episodes that Thessala engineers, Fenice’s feigned death and the nightly 

hallucinations of Fenice’s husband, Alis, during which he believes himself to be participating hi sexual relations with his 
wife, thus are not bits of artifice woven into a fairly realistic story. Rather, they represent "a highly realistic depiction ot 
an empirical healer and magical practitioner of the later twelfth century whose function is to create illusions" (p. 42). 
Referring to herself as "mire" or doctor, Thessala carries out procedures that correlate with typical twelfth-century 
medical practice. What is the effect of situating this character "within the ’realm’ of common empirical magic" practiced 

throughout medieval society (p. 82)? Thessala’s activity, referred to as that of a "mestre" or master, must be seen as 
analogous to that of the master craftsman, Jean, who constructs the magnificent tower where Fenice and Clig6s carry on 
their love affair. Highly skilled h~dividuals thus manage to work around institutions established through feudalism and 
the Church. As Doggett insists, however, different audiences would have brought different reactions to the story which 
"depicts both Fenice’s displacement from agency within the courtly marriage system and resistance to the system’s 

dictates" (p. 84). 

The third and fourth chapters posit that while scholars agree on Iseut’s influence on the romance is clear, the nature ot 
her influence has been misunderstood. "Tristan and Iseut: Beyond a Symbolic Reading of Empirical Practice" argues for a 
literal interpretation of the famous love potion of Thomas of Britain’s version of the story along with a recognition ot 
Iseut’s talent as a healer. Tristan and Iseut experience first friendship and then love for one another, but, prohibited from 
a romantic relationship by social regulations, they do not acknowledge their feelings. These rise to a level ot 
consciousness only when they drink the potion, which Doggett reads not as a metaphor but as genuine uninhibitor. 
What we have here then is neither a religion of love, as Jean Frappier describes it in his classic article, nor a pessimistic 
statement about the unsustainability of passion, but a tale of how an emotion can be enhanced and modulated through 

empirical practice.[1] Nor is there anything mysterious about Iseut, a skilled healer. True, she cures Tristan of his 
lovesiclmess, but her knowledge of medicine is her defining attribute. It strikes me that this point reminds us of Leslie 
Rabine’s reading of the tale, although Doggett does not mention it, which emphasizes the terrible loss suffered by Iseut 
when she leaves her homeland for an alien country where her particular genius is not valued.j2] Although Iseut and 
Thessala "take their inspiration from the world around them, not from literary witches of antiquity" and serve as models 

for romance composers to create a new type of heroine possessing "competence, excellence, and wisdom in a world where 
women are often considered to lack these traits" (p. 133), the court society depicted in Thomas’s Tristan is not interested 
in Iseut’s qualities. In the second of the Tristan and Iseut chapters, "Empirical Practice Amidst Competing Claims," 
Doggett proposes that the feature most clearly distinguishing Thomas’s story from B~roul’s is that the latter represents 
its characters doubting the efficacy of empirical practice as fully rational, which is taken for granted in the former. The 

narrative thus presents love as a phenomenon susceptible of manipulation, but also questions the interpretation. The 
Folie Tristan de Berne goes even further, presenting the thoughts of the characters under the influence of intense emotion 
and in the process of making possibly faulty assumptions about the emotional state of the other. This is an interesting 
take on the traditional critical debate over the degree to which the lovers exercise free will over their love, for here the 
characters themselves take part in the debate. 

Doggett chooses the I~oman de Silence to demonstrate how Iseut’s model developed in different directions in later 
romances. Scholars of this late thirteenth-century romance have been interested prhicipally hi the transvestite heroine, 
Silence, raised as a boy by her father to circumvent laws against female inheritance. But in chapter five, "Love and 

Medicine in the I~oman de Silence," Doggett focuses attention on a different aspect of the romance, the medical skill of 
Silence’s mother. Like Cligds and some of the Tristan narratives, the l~oman de Silence opens with the story of the 
hero/heroine’s parents, Cador and Euphemie, who is depicted as an empiric. However, her roles as healer and beloved are 

inseparably intertwined; Cador is physically injured and struck by love, and Euphemie’s cures are both physical and 
emotional. Her empirical knowledge, writes Doggett, "is appropriated to flesh out the representation of love, allowing a 
strong link to be made between healing a poisoned body and a lovesick one" (p. 220). The happy love story of Silence’s 
parents then serves as a standard against which other marriages in narrative are measured. That between Silence and 
Ebain, while not freely chosen by the heroine, is based on loyalty, which Doggett suggests becomes the defining 

characteristic of a positive marriage. 

In "Reworked Elements in Amadas et ~’doine," Doggett reads this little-studied romance as a "travesty" of the elements 



treated seriously in the other works she has analyzed. Lovesickness and its cures are ridiculed. But, as she demonstrates, 
what comes up for mockery is not the female empiric working her rational magic, but creatures of folklore working 

miracles. Doggett’s point is that the romance thus "accords a measure of respect to empirics" (p. ~61). Moreover, by this 
point, the beloved’s ability to heal has transformed into a miraculous ability to cure her lover. 

Several recent studies demonstrate how drastically the modern critical lens of "courtly love" has tended to reduce the 
interest of romance heroines, obscuring the degree to which romance heroines are often clever and active.[3~ Doggett’s 

study with its shift of perspective away from the romance heroine as idealized courtly lady to a figure involved in taking 
care of people is a welcome addition to this body of scholarship. The point that loving is originally accompanied by the 
literal ability to heal and that the two slide into each other such that healing becomes a metaphor when medical 
kmowledge begins to be monopolized by the university is an important one. Doggett’s insistence on the rational as 

opposed to marvelous aspects of the beloved’s activity counters earlier perceptions of romance heroines as capricious 
beings, remote and frustrating cousins of fairies. Her emphasis on the origins of love potions, sickness, and cures in the 
everyday business of empirical practice offers wonderful food for thought, suggesting that romance love discourse is at 
least as much indigenous as acquired from literary models. A tighter argument, clearly detailing the proposed genealogy 
and exactly what this has to add to our study of the romance would have been welcome, however. The different chapters’ 

introductory material is often repetitive without clarifying the arguments and sub-arguments, and, although a 
progression of development is implied, it is not quite clearly outlined. Still, by drawing attention to a practice which is 
shown very persuasively to lie behind many of the love episodes of the medieval French romance, this fascinating study 
opens many new paths for research. 

Tracy Adams 
University of Auckland 
t.adams@auckland.ac.nz 

[1] Jean Frappier, "Structure et sens du Tristan: version commune, version courtoise:" Cahiers de Civilisation Mddidvale 6 
(19133): ~55-80; ~1-53. 

~ Leslie W. 1Rabine, "Love and the New Patriarchy: Tristan and Isolde," Tristan and Isolde: ~I Casebook, ed. and intro. 
Joan Trasker Grimbert (New York and London: Garland Publishing Co., 1995): 37:73. 

~3~ Some examples include E. Jane Burns, Courtly Love Undressed: Reading Through Clothes in Medieval French Culture 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, ~oo~); Kathy Krause Reassessing the Heroine in Medieval French Literature 

(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, ~OOl) and Peggy McCracken, The Romance of~1dultery: Queenship and Sezua¢ 
Transgression in Old French Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
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Review by Leslie Choquette, Institut fran~ais, Assumption College. 

This excellent book is the most exhaustive study to date of Acadians in France from the arrival of the first refugees in 

1758 to the mass departure for Louisiana in 1785. Based on thorough archival research, it describes h~ unprecedented 

and convh~cing detail the refugees’ economic status and interactions with the French government over three decades. It 

also explores the vexed question of identity formation, arguing that Acadian ethnicity perhaps emerged during but 

certainly not prior to the diaspora. Mouhot’s contribution to this ongoing debate, while thought-provoking, is 

necessarily less definitive. 

As readers of John Mack Faragher’s fine narrative of the Grand Ddrangement will recall, British authorities deported 

7,000 Acadians--roughly half of the total population--to the Thirteen Colonies in 1755 after they insisted upon 

remaining neutral during any Anglo-French conflict. [ 1] The expulsions continued during the Seven Years War, 

eventually totaling more than 10,000 (p. 19). Between 1758 and 1768, about 3,000 of these "French neutrals" were 

repatriated to France" (p. 22), where they clustered temporarily h~ seaports along the English Channel. Mouhot follows 

these refugees from their arrival on French shores through multiple failed resettlement schemes to 1785, when 1,600 

Acadians boarded ships in Nantes to rejoin compatriots who had found asylum in Spanish Louisiana. In explainh~g their 

migration, he consistently downplays cultural identity h~ favor of economic advantage and fortuitous circumstance. 

The first section of the book surveys the French state’s various attempts to cope with the Acadian refugee problem. At 
first the dominant approach, endorsed by Minister Choiseul, was to resettle them elsewhere in the French empire, 
prh~cipally Guyana, the French West Indies, and the Falkland Islands. This policy failed dismally when the vast 

majority of Acadians, acting collectively, stood up to pressure and refused to go. With the loss of mainland North 
America, the only colony that interested them was Saint-Pierre and Miquelon, the tiny island fishing base off the 
Newfoundland coast. (The Acadians’ stubbornness turned out to be fortunate, for the ill-planned French expedition to 
Guyana resulted in the deaths of thousands of colonists, mostly Germans and Alsatians). 

To preempt a return of Acadians to British North America, Choiseul next conceived the idea of depl~oying them on the 
French agricultural frontier. In 1764, the first rural Acadian settlements were established on Belle-Ile-en-Mer, an 
island off the Breton coast recently retaken from the English. Proposed settlements in Corsica, the forests of 
Normandy, and on the Chateaubriand estate in Brittany never materialized due to government inaction or Acadian 
disinterest; however, the most ambitious project, a line of Acadian settlements in the barren heath of Poitou, was carried 



out over their strong protest in 1773. 

During this period, there was a stark contrast between the government’s view of Acadians and the Acadians’ view of 
government. Officials saw them as a virtuous people--French-speakh~g, patriotic, pious, hard-working--superior in 
every way to shiftless French peasants. For their part, Acadians were unappreciative of the efforts made to resettle 
them in the French countryside. Only 78 families (~63 people) accepted homesteads on Belle-~le because of widespread 
dissatisfaction with the meager allotments, poor farmland, and elevated dues; over two-thirds of these settlers would 

eventually re-emigrate. In Poitou, P~russe d’Escars, an improving landlord, secured 1,500 pioneers for his "Acadian 
line" in 1773 and 1773 only after government recruiters employed strong-arm tactics. Mouhot hypothesizes that many 
came in hopes the experiment would soon fail, leaving them in a position again to request passage to Saint-Pierre and 
Miquelon, Boston, or Louisiana, as they had done h~ a petition in 177~ (pp. 109, 13@ In any case, massive opposition 

persisted, dashing the marquis’ hopes that the Acadians would set an example for his other tenants. Citing a dispute 
over land title, these formerly prosperous freeholders simply refused to farm. Nearly all of them picked up and moved to 
Nantes in 1775 and 1776. 

At this point, the government began to rethink its Acadian policy. The refugees’ political organization, which by 1773 

h~cluded not only deputies, as in Acadia, but an elected council, a "~petite administration r@ublicaine," (p. 67) could not but 
rankle in these waning days of absolutism. During the Necker ministry, from 1777 to 1781, the goal was to "divide and 

dissolve them, so to speak, into society," rather than allow their "cor~ps ~particulier de nation" to subsist "in the very bosom 
of the French nation." (p. 118, my translation) But Necker’s fall from power aborted the attempt at forced assimilation, 
and the Peace of Paris made a return to North America feasible. Louisiana, in the end, was a compromise destination for 
both parties, the colony of an allied crown where an Acadian community had been taking shape since 1765. 

The second part of the book explores the less-than-enviable economic situation of Acadian refugees h~ France. 
Although they received government assistance, conceived h~ part as indemnity for their lost properties (p. 13~), it 
amounted to a very modest sum, clearly insufficient to live on. Acadians therefore needed work, which they sought 
primarily in Breton and Norman port cities affected by high unemployment. Mouhot’s thorough examination of the 

documentary record reveals that most Acadian men found jobs as day laborers, seamen (including on pirate ships and 
slavers), and carpenters (p. 165); Acadian women worked in domestic service, the needle trades, and petty commerce (p. 
169). Although in Acadia, most had made a living from farming, they were, on the whole, quite unwilling to become 
French peasants (p. 167). They did, however, continue to practice one of their North American specialties: massive 
smuggling. Particularly around Saint-Malo, Acadians traded heavily in contraband tobacco and cod, using their 

kmowledge of English to maintain illicit relations with the Channel Islands and even Halifax (p. 193). Although a 
number of Acadians worked in organized trades, they were handicapped by the absence of corporations in their 
homeland. Some attempted, with limited success, to obtain master’s certificates; requests for masterships multiplied 
after 1785 on the part of Acadians who chose not to leave for Louisiana (p. 179). 

The third part of the book, an argument concerning Acadian cultural identity, is more problematic. Mouhot takes 
leading historians to task, notably the doyenne of Acadian studies, Naomi Griffiths, for h~terpreting migration to 
Louisiana in ethnic terms. ~ In his view, the move was primarily an economic response to downward social mobility, 

not a mechanism to ensure ethnic survival; indeed, Acadian culture and identity were really inventions of the mid- 
nineteenth century (p. 3~). 

Mouhot concedes that pre-deportation Acadians "probably" saw themselves as a distinct group, the "neutral French," 
and that a distinct "Acadian" group "perhaps" took shape in France, only to disappear after 1785 (pp. ~7~, ~93). He 

acknowledges that beginning h~ the 1770s, Acadians increash~gly described themselves as a "nation," "cor~ps de nation," or 
"people" (p. ~33), but notes the possibility, first suggested by Christopher Hodson, that this language had its source in 

Darlementaire rhetoric opposing Maupeou (p. ~39).~3~ The high levels of endogamy, up to 75 percent h~ Acadian urban 
communities, are dismissed as a practical response to the likelihood of resettlement outside of France. Additionally, 
Mouhot points out that Acadians were divided to the end on where they wanted to go, with a significant minority, 
between 30 percent and 30 percent, opting to remain in France in 1785 (p. 69). In discussing the majority decision to 

embark for Louisiana, he emphasizes the role of serendipity. After all the chief organizer of the migration, Henri-Marie 
Peyroux de la Coudreni6re, was not even an Acadian but a profit-minded Nantes apothecary with a brother in New 
Orleans. 

To this reader, Mouhot’s insistent denial of"acadianitg’ goes too far. What to make, for example, of the intense 
transatlantic correspondence linking Acadians in France, England, and North America? Mouhot characterizes the letter 

writers as members of an extended family concerned with its survie, yet it is clear they use the word "fr~res" in a 
metaphorical sense, while expressing their desire to rejoin "~parents et antis" (pp. 66, 67, 1~). As for the word "nation," 



even if it did originate with the parlements, couldn’t Acadians be using new political language to express pre-existing 
identity? Nor does political dissention preclude ethnic identification, as the French of the past two centuries have reason 
to know. Yet what strikes me in reading this story is the extent to which Acadians did come together at crucial 
moments, regardless of the difficulty of doing so. Finally, I wonder if the Acadians who stayed in France assimilated as 
quickly and seamlessly as Mouhot suggests. For instance, in 1790, they petitioned the National Assembly to maintain 
their government assistance, and they succeeded in collecting it (as would subsequent refugees from Saint-Domingue) 
until 1884! 

Mouhot’s polemical stance may be natural in an ambitious young historian eager to take on his elders and say 

something new, but I think it has other roots as well. The controversial debate over colonial identity formation is often 
a dialogue de sourds between those who believe Atlantic migrants primarily recreated old worlds in the colonies and those 
who think they created new ones. Should our emphasis be on cultural continuity or on the construction of new 

societies? Did identities survive migration or emerge as a result of the settlement process? It seems that North 
Americans, from their vantage point as members of distinct societies, often privilege interactions with new 
environments and peoples, depicting colonists as incipient Quebeckers, Acadians, or Americans. Europeans, on the 
other hand, tend to be more sensitive to cultural transfers and to see replication of metropolitan identities. Members of 
both camps, of course, acknowledge that cultures are mutable. It is simply a question of whether to emphasize 

continuity or change. Perhaps one thing that gets lost in the shuffle is the incredibly complex nature of ethnicity in the 
New World, from the seventeenth century to today. Where Griffiths sees Acadians, Mouhot sees Frenchmen. But 
couldn’t Acadians have seen themselves as both? 

NOTES 

[1] John Mack Faragher, A Great and Noble Scheme: The Tragic" Story of the Expulsion of the French Acadians from Their 

American Homeland (New York: Norton, 2005). 

[2] See N.E.S. Oriffiths, From Migrant to Acadian: A North American Border People, 1604-1755 (Montreal & Kingston: 
McOill-Queen’s University Press, 2005). This book is the culmination of four decades of Acadian research. 

[3] Christopher Hodson, "Refugees: Acadians and the Social History of Empire, 1755-1785," Ph.D. diss. (history), 

Northwestern University, 2004. 
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1Review by Malcolm Crook, Keele University, United Kingdom. 

"The misfortune to us at the moment is, that Buonaparte remains in existence. Saddled as the world must be with this 
fallen despot, it is of the utmost moment to place him where he can never disturb its repose again."~l~ Such was the 
prescient apprehension expressed by Sir Charles Stewart, Castlereagh’s half-brother, in 181~, when he learned ot 
proposals to place Napoleon on the Mediterranean isle of Elba. This location was indeed insufficiently secure and, less 
than a year later, during the astonishing episode of the Hundred Days the Emperor would return to his imperial throne 
h~ France. After defeat at Waterloo the question of ’what to do with Boney’, as the British put it, became a matter of vital 
importance. This time St Helena, an isolated spot in the South Atlantic, was chosen as a much more suitable destination. 
Napoleon would spend the last six years of his life there, but his British jailers were understandably nervous that their 
illustrious captive might yet prove hard to hold. 

Emilio Ocampo’s The Emperor’s Last Campaign demonstrates that Hudson Lowe, who became governor of St Helena 
shortly after Napoleon’s arrival, had good reason to lose sleep over the situation. Despite the remoteness of the island, the 
precautions taken to restrict shipping in the surrounding area and the additional fortifications that were constructed, 
there were frequent alarms. Napoleon himself was closely watched and restrictions of movement were imposed on his 
person, yet he and his entourage continued to communicate with the outside world. However, the ’emperor’, as he insisted 
on beh~g addressed, placed his hopes in a change of regime in Europe and was not disposed to countenance the indignities 
of escape. To that extent the title of this study is somewhat misleading, because Napoleon did not actively seek to end his 
captivity by military means; as he insisted, he would only leave ’with his hat on’ (p. 79). The campaign that aimed to 
spring him from St Helena and create a new Napoleonic empire h~ Latin America was actually the work of his followers. 

There were, to be sure, plenty of Bonapartists in Europe, not least in Britain, where sympathisers around the Holland 
House circle were bold enough to raise questions about Napoleon’s island prison in parliament.[2] In France, by 
contrast, any machinations had to be conducted clandestinely, given the crackdown imposed by the re-restored Bourbons. 
However, the real base for operations to free the emperor was established in the United States, where Joseph Bonaparte 
had taken refuge (Napoleon having, to his later regret, spurned suggestions that he too seek asylum across the Atlantic in 
the wake of Waterloo), along with a series of Napoleonic veterans and erstwhile collaborators.[3] Most notable among 



the former was general Lallemand, who set up a French exile colony, first in Alabama, then in Texas, while the latter 

h~cluded Regnaud de Sah~t-Jean-d’Ang~ly, a count of the Empire. This diaspora served as the seedbed for manifold plots 

and conspiracies linked to Napoleon’s escape, not only on account of its greater proximity to St. Helena but, above all, 

because of opportunities offered by the dissolution of the Latin American empires of Spain and Portugal, which lay even 

closer to their quarry. The prospects for liberating Napoleon were inextricably linked to the struggle for independence in 

Central and Southern America. 

Books on Napoleon, not to mention his battles and generals, are still rolling off the press, and the anticipated crescendo in 
2015 will surely turn this flow into a flood.[4] Much of this output is repetitive, but at least some new ground is being 
broken during the bicentenary. This particular volume, an English version of the longer work that appeared in Spanish 
in 2007, is certainly an original piece of work. Based on extensive consultation of published sources and research in both 
public and private archives, many of them located in Britain, it has now appeared in a good English translation thanks to 
a new Atlantic Crossings series edited by Rafe Blaufarb. 

The Emperor’s Last Campaign is a veritable mine of well-documented information. There are 100 pages of notes, though 
only a brief bibliographical essay is included h~ this version, and it is crammed full of fascinath~g material on a galaxy of 
characters. Yet it relies far more on aggregation than analysis: in the effort to be comprehensive little is omitted and it is 
often hard to distinguish wood from trees. The resulting account thus tends to tax the reader, to whom few concessions 
are made as the narrative proceeds, in sections, from one year to the next, from defeat to demise, 1815-1821. A list of 
characters, for a cast as long as I/Uar and Peace, would certainly have helped, and the absence of any maps is a matter of 
great regret, for few of us carry a mental image of the South Atlantic or enjoy familiarity with the topography of St.. 
Helena. An acquaintance with the early nineteenth-century history of Latin America is equally essential in order to 
appreciate the historical context in which conspirators and liberators were moving. 

In sum, more critical reflection is required on the dizzying activity that is relayed here. Should Governor Lowe’s 
recurring nightmares, like the reports of worried British or French diplomats located in America, be taken so seriously? 
Too many plots were flights of fancy that had never stood any chance of success, the ranks of conspirators always riddled 
with spies, while rumour abounded. The idea of floating barrels into a secluded bay on St. Helena, where they would 
unfold into boats, like the notion of using tiny steamships designed to circumvent the island blockade, were pure 
fantasies. Most far-fetched of all was the mysterious construction of a submarine on the river Thames, which was 
apparently discovered and destroyed on a dark November night in 1820. Ocampo, who approvingly cites some lines from 
Tennyson on his flyleaf-- "The world which credits what is done, Is cold to all that might have been"--is too willing to 
credit similar hare-brained schemes, which were far from ever coming to fruition. 

What this complicated story really tells us is that widespread sympathy for Napoleon burgeoned in the wake of 
Waterloo, following his revolutionary re-incarnation during the Hundred Days. The campaign he so effectively waged on 
St Helena created a mighty legend of the emperor-liberator, while the basis for his posthumous image was being laid all 
over the western world. This latter-day Prometheus on his lonely rock attracted not just rebels and romantics-- 
individuals like the Chilean independence leader of Irish descent, Bernardo O’Higgins, perfectly fitting that bill--but 
many dedicated radicals too. Henry Hunt, the celebrated British democrat, was overreacting to news of Napoleon’s death 
when he described him as "the most wonderful man that ever existed" (p. 397), but his ill-judged remark is indicative of 
pronounced Bonapartist enthusiasm after 1815. 

Most important, as this study amply demonstrates, was the active role played by grognards, the Napoleonic veterans who 
possessed not only the military expertise, but also the incentive, once the Restoration had cast them aside, to play a vital 
part in promoting further unrest. A host of soldiers from the grande armde became active in the Americas, serving under 
French generals like Lallemand or Brayer.[5] Counterparts who remained in Europe, often masons and members of 
secret societies, were subsequently involved in the rash of revolutions that erupted in the Mediterranean around 1820, as 
Napoleon’s long shadow continued to provoke paranoia among the allied powers. Indeed, the overthrow of the Bourbons 
h~ Spain, with which this particular outbreak of insurrection began, would signal the end of its imperial hegemony in 
Latin America. 

To suggest, as Ocampo does, that Napoleon was ’committed to the independence of the Spanish colonies’ (p. xx) is, 



however, highly debatable. More likely the emperor hoped to annex fresh territories to replace the losses France had 

sustained in America and the Caribbean. However, following his h~vasion of Spain in 18o8, the Hispanic empire, already 

undermined by preceding revolutions in the western Atlantic, was beginning to unravel. This age of unrest, spanning the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, would in fact constitute the greatest upheaval in the southern hemisphere 

since 1492. Ironically, independence was to be achieved in Mexico or Chile just as Napoleon was reaching the end of his 

life on St. Helena. The successor states were obliged to look elsewhere for a champion. 

There was, needless to say, acute rivalry among the maritime powers over the fate of Latin America, with wariness 
regarding British ambitions in the area shared by both the French and the Americans. In the end the USA would prove 
the chief beneficiary, expanding at the expense of Spain when Florida and Texas became part of the Union. Still more 
significant were the precocious but neglected experiments in democratic nation-building that ensued in Latin America, 
even if Ocampo is somewhat dismissive of their achievements. Nonetheless, working on the vast canvas of the western 
hemisphere in this highly detailed study, he integrates the histories of two continents and in the process reveals their 
interconnections. Above all, his effort reminds us that the age of Napoleon was a truly global one, though its 
transnational dimensions are only just beginning to be explored. [6] 

NOTES 

[1] Sir Charles Stewart to Lord Bathurst, 7 April 1814, cited in Sir Archibald Alison, Lives" of Lord Castlere@ and Sir 

Charles" Stewart, 3 vols (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood, 1861), vol. ii, p. 460. 

Stuart Semmel, Napoleon and the British (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004). 

[3] Paul F. Brunyee, Napoleon’s Britons and the St Helena Decision (Stroud: The History Press, 2000) and Brian Unwin, 
Terrible Exile. The Last Days" of Napoleon on St Helam (London: I. B. Tauris, 2OlO) are just two examples of recent 
publications covering the same, final years of Bonaparte’s life. 

[4] Rafe Blaufarb, Bonapartists in the Borderlands’: French Exiles" and Befugees on the Gulf Coast, 1815-1835 (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 2006). 

[5] Patrick Puigmal, ’Ind@endance, politique et pouvoir au Chili et en Argentine: attitudes des officiers napol~oniens 
dans les armies de liberation (1817-1830)’, Napoleonica. La Revue, 2 (2009). 
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Review by Jennifer M. Jones, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. 

Morag Martin’s Selling Beauty engages multiple narratives within early modern historiography: the consumer revolution, 
changing norms of beauty and aesthetics, the growing medical authority over women’s bodies, and the history of 
masculinity. Martin’s book fleshes out some of the most important details of these narratives, providing rich descriptions 
of how the marketing, use, and meaning of cosmetics developed hand-in-hand with modern consumer culture, the 
authority of science, and a new modern sense of self that was more malleable and less rigidly fixed by class hierarchies 

than earlier models. From rouge to hair pomades, by the late eighteenth century cosmetics were no longer restricted 
exclusively to the imperative of aristocratic ostentation and were adopted by a broader group of consumers, who applied 
tonics and tints for their individual private pleasure. The results of this transformation are well-known to historians. As 
Martin phrases it, "The stark white skin, brilliant red cheeks, and black silk patches of Versailles were replaced by 
naturally flushed skin and an open, honest countenance free of artifice" (p. 1). 

But, Martin argues, conventional histories of the "downfall of paint" provide a superficial story that requires 
complicating. Relying on a wide range of print and archival sources, from newspaper advertisements, to beauty manuals 
and medical treatises, to portraits and poems, Martin analyzes the ways in which producers courted new consumers and 
compromised with, and softened, the voices denouncing cosmetics. In doing so, they created by the early nineteenth 

century a modern beauty culture in which cosmetics were promoted as both exotic luxuries and natural health aids. 
Martin’s title, Selling Beauty, aptly captures her project, which explores the ways in which cosmetics producers and 

retailers "sold" French men and women on the utility, necessity, and safety of cosmetics. It is a story that ends when, in 
Martin’s words, "The small rouge pot, labeled as safe and natural, could now give the neighborhood laundress natural 
color as well as mark her entry into the paired worlds of consumerism and fashion" (p. 133). The modern cosmetics 
industry, she argues, had roots deep in the eighteenth century. 

The first three chapters of the book, "The Practices of Beauty," "A Market for Beauty," and "Advertising Beauty," form a 
unified whole and provide a finely detailed portrait of the consumption, production, and advertising of cosmetics to the 
end of the eighteenth century. For historians seeking a thoughtful analysis of the history of cosmetics in eighteenth- 
century France, Martin provides an excellent overview without being encyclopedic. Martin’s concise history of makeup 

describes the difference between cosmdtiques (used to cleanse and beautify the skin), parfumerie (used to scent skin and 
clothing), andfards (rouge and blanc used to mask imperfections). Her study also discusses ancillary practices, including 

care of the teeth and hair. Indeed, Martin observes, "The most popular cosmetics were ultimately not for the face but for 
the upkeep of prominent wigs" (p. 23). The typical perfumer’s client, Martin observes, "bought large amounts of powder 
and pommades but not much else" (p. 23). One of the most important conclusions of this chapter, as well as the entire 



book, is that although men stopped using visible makeup by roughly1780, they continued to buy other cosmetics, 

including creams, and hair tonics and oils, in great quantities. As Martin concludes, "The feminization of makeup still left 

room for men to participate in the practices of the toilette" (p. 24). Martin provides conclusive evidence that historians’ 

narrative of "the Great Masculine Renunciation" of fashion needs to be significantly revised to acknowledge men’s 

continued participation in the consumption of cosmetics and products for the hair well into the nineteenth century. [1] 

Martin argues that by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries shop girls, neighborhood laundresses, and other 

non-elite consumers participated in the consumption of cosmetics. Martin makes a good argument for the "populuxe" (in 
Cissie Fairchild’s apt term) nature of cosmetics, yet her evidence for lower-, working-, or even middle-class, practices of 
cosmetic use is speculative.[2] Her most significant set of sources for the actual use of cosmetics, over six hundred 
watercolor profiles by Louis Carrogis Carmontelle, which reveal the kinds of makeup used by a range of elite sitters, 

provide scant views of lower-class use of cosmetics. Martin’s analysis of transformations in cosmetics production and 
marketing, the subjects of chapters two and three, however, suggests the eighteenth century witnessed a significant 
commercialization and broadening of the cosmetics market. Whereas previously men and women had prepared their own 
concoctions based on recipe books and oral tradition, by the eighteenth century a wide range of commercially-made 
goods, at a range of prices, were available. 

Although the perfumers’ guild was the main contender for the production of cosmetics, mercers, wigmakers, and vinegar 
makers also flooded the market with their cosmetics. A fierce competition, typical of eighteenth-century turf battles 
between the guilds, ensued. And, Martin reminds us, "from street corners, doorways and stores, new female 
entrepreneurs sold goods of their own invention" (p. 37). Martin gracefully compresses the details in her narration of 

these particular corporate rivalries in order to focus on her main point: "The constant pressure of competition, though 
divisive for the guild structure, forced cosmetics producers to turn to new forms of legitimacy and marketing, which 
became the basis for the commercial development of beauty" (p. 39). For example, Antoine-Claude Maille, a member of 
the vinegar makers’ guild, gained fame for his luxurious vinegar and mustard based cosmetics and became vinaigrier du 

roi. Martin argues that "Maille represented a new type of artisan, one who was both a respected master of a guild 
dependent on royal privileges and also an independent artist and inventor" (p. 47). Although Martin admits that 

advertising strategies were not well developed in France until the 1830s, her analysis of over 1,600 advertisements for 
cosmetics printed in French affches in the second half of the eighteenth century confirms that cosmetics producers and 
retailers "marshaled complex, aggressive publicity techniques," invoking their royal patents and stressing innovation 

rather than tradition in their advertisements (p. 53). 

Despite the commercial success of cosmetics manufacturers, the use of cosmetics met with considerable criticism in the 
late eighteenth century from moralists and medical doctors. Chapter four, "Maligning Beauty," explores the cultural 
history of late eighteenth-century criticism that linked make-up, deception, and seduction. Martin argues that attacks on 

wigs and painted faces, part of a long tradition of attacks on artifice in the West, also took on a new purpose in the late 
eighteenth century. Drawing on the work of John Shovlin, Martin argues that conderm~ation of cosmetics was neither an 
attempt to attack the court nor an effort to keep the lower orders in check.[3] Instead it was part of the attempt to 
distinguish, "a new group of elite, made up of both commoners and nobility," who "rallied around the concepts of virtuous 

luxury and natural beauty" (p. 74). Martin bases her argument in part on her analysis of criticism of the petit mattre, a 
social type who, "even more than the coquette, pointed to the perils of artifice for both the women who frequented him 
and the men who admired his looks" (p. 85). As Martin perceptively observes, "the newly naturalized and feminized body 
was an amorphous entity whose signs and meanings were much less easily pinned down that the regulated extravagance 
of court dress" (p. 75). It is precisely the "amorphous" nature of the new aesthetic of beauty, Martin argues, that created 
such strong debate and enabled merchants creatively to market their vision of a safe, healthy and virtuous use of 
cosmetics. 

The manipulation of the malleable language of beauty to serve commercial interests is key to Martin’s overall thesis and 

is the topic of pivotal chapters five, "Domesticating Beauty," and six, "Selling Natural Artifice." In these chapters Martin 
charts the influence of medical doctors on the construction of new ideals of beauty and the legitimating of cosmetics use, 
noting that between 1750 and 1818 physicians wrote half of all beauty advice manual, and even those manuals not 
written by doctors cited medical opinion. Doctors offered women a wide range of advice, such as recommending 
cosmetics made from vegetable matter rather than mineral bases. Martin argues, "Distancing themselves from the severe 

criticism of philosophes, playwrights, and poets, doctors gained a tenable middle position in which they could decry 
cosmetics for medical reasons while still proposing to make women’s lives more pleasant through their application" (p. 
lO8). In chapter six, Martin analyzes how entrepreneurs quieted criticism about cosmetics by invoking the authority of 
science and medicine. Sellers publicized their patents and adopted a medical language to stress the utility of their 
cosmetics in treating, for example, the damage previously done by paint. Martin wraps up her main narrative with the 
ascendancy of a new discourse of cosmetics in which "Women, taught to be good consumers, were to worry about which 



cosmetics to buy and from whom, rather than about their moral or aesthetic failings. By the end of the eighteenth 
century and well into the nineteenth century the conversation had shifted from the salons to the stores, from private 

toilettes to public displays of consumption, and from the texts of moralists to those of doctors, perfumers, and fashion 
magazines" (p. 133). Overall Martin’s argument is persuasive, but many historians of gender and fashion would hasten to 
point out that moral panic about women’s fashions and hair would continue throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. 

The final two chapters of the book, chapter seven, "Selling the Orient," and chapter eight, "Selling Masculinity," present 
interesting and important details, but are not as well integrated as the previous chapters into the main argument ot 
Martin’s book. Yet, no book on the marketing of cosmetics in this period could neglect to analyze the use of images ot 
the exotic orient and the harem to sell cosmetics. Chapter eight, ’Selling Masculinity," which focuses on the concern over 

male hair loss, particularly during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods when energetic youthful hair was strongly 
prized, lends dramatic support to Martin’s central argument that men in no way were banished from the world ot 
cosmetics. Martin’s focus on youth in this chapter also provides an important reminder that both individuals’ use ot 
cosmetics and broader debates over the use of cosmetics were deeply connected to conceptions of what was appropriate 
behavior for men and women as they aged; in the eighteenth century, as now, the use of cosmetics was inspired by the 

desire to recapture one’s youth. 

In her conclusion Martin confesses that many of the most interesting questions about the history of cosmetics are 
difficult answer: "Did consumers, faced with the prospect of natural fashion, throw away their bottles or did they continue 
to paint while advocating purity of face? .... How did women feel about their use of paint in this changing world? .... How 

did men feel about giving up the pleasures of the toilette?" (p. 176) Martin points out that there are few frank and 
detailed discussions of actual cosmetic use for historians to draw on. But she does provide two rich anecdotes in her 
conclusion, one based on the memoirs of the celebrated actress at the Com~die-FranCaise, Mlle Clairon, and the other 
based on the writings and paintings of Anne Louis Girodet as he struggled with his hair loss. Martin’s finely wrought 
reading of Mlle Clairon’s and Girodet’s attitudes toward beauty, aging and cosmetics leaves the reader wishing that she 

had incorporated these two examples, and preferably other glimpses of personal experience, into the main body of her 
narrative. 

Selling Beauty is a well-written and impressively researched book that will be useful to historians of consumer culture and 

early modern gender history who desire an overview of the basic transformation in the production, use, and marketing ot 
cosmetics in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. It complements recent works by scholars such as Lynn Festa 

and Michael Kwass, as well as Catherine Lano~’s recent book, La poudre et le lard: Une historic des" cosmdtiques de la 
l@naissance au~: Lumi~re, which Martin cites, but which appeared too recently to be incorporated into her argument. 
Readers interested in the history of gender, commercial culture, and fashion will appreciate Martin’s subtle analysis of 

social and cultural change that enriches and complicates many of our existing narratives of the gendering of consumer 
culture. Perhaps most important, Martin remh~ds us that new eighteenth-century ideals of "natural beauty" had to be 
sold, and that men, as well as women, would continue long after the demise of mouches and powdered wigs, to be seduced 

by the promises of entrepreneurs who were "selling beauty". 

NOTES 

[1] John Carl Fltigel, The Psychology of Clothes (London: Hogarth Press, 1966). 

[2] Cissie Fairchild, "The Production and Marketing of Populuxe Goods in Eighteenth-Century Paris," in John Brewer 

and Roy Porter, eds., Consuzr@tion and the l/Uorld of Goods (London: Routledge, 1993). 

[3] John Shovlin, The Political Economy of Uirtue: Luxury, Patriotism and the Origins of the French Revolution (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 2006). 

[4] Lynn Festa, "Cosmetic Differences: The Changing Faces of England and France," Studies" in Eighteenth-Centu0 
Culture 34 (2005): 23-54; Michael Kwass, "Big Hair: A Wig History of Consumption in Eighteenth-Century France," 
American Historical Review III, no. 3 (June 2006): 631-59; Catherine Lano~, La poudre et le fard: Une historie des" cosmdtiques 

de la I@naissance aux Lumi~re (Paris: Champ Vallon, 2008). 
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H-France Reviews: Koepp on Sheridan, LOUDER THAN WORDS: WAYS OF SEEING 
WOMEN WORKERS IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FRANCE 
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H-France Review Vol. 10 (September gOlO), No. lg8 

Geraldine Sheridan, Louder Than I/Uords: I/Uays of Seeing I/Uomen I/Uorkers in Eighteenth-Century France. Lubbock: Texas 
Tech University Press, ~oo~. xiv + ~56 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, and index. $55.oo U.S. (el). ISBN ~78-o- 
8967-~6~-~. 

Review by Cynthia J. Koepp, Wells College. 

As titles such as Becoming Uisible and Hidden from History suggest, for more than forty years, historians of women and 
gender have been searching for new ways to uncover what traditional scholarship and traditional sources have typically 
denied or overlooked: the vast contributions and pursuits of women.~l~ Determining what females were doing in the 
world of work in the ancien regime has proved particularly challenging. Assumed to be unskilled or unproductive, many 
women workers and their employments went undocumented altogether. Yet, as Geraldine Sheridan discovered in her 

work on eighteenth-century female printers, otherwise h~visible tradeswomen occasionally left traces in police records 
when they got in trouble.~ 

That realization led Sheridan to seek another kind of source that would help reveal the working lives of women. The 

result is her beautifully illustrated folio-sized volume, Louder Than I/Uords, a major scholarly contribution to histories of 
work and gender--one based on visual sources. Here Sheridan goes far beyond her earlier studies on the book trade to 

make visible in surprish~g and illuminating detail a diverse picture of women involved in almost every conceivable kind of 
occupation: sometimes performing the most grueling physical labors or intricate work teclmiques along side of men (but 
paid significantly less) or engaged in a variety of specialized tasks deemed appropriate for women (again-no surprise here- 
-for significantly lower wages). She also has many things to say about skill, working conditions, the physical effects of 
various tasks on the body, poverty and social status that engage directly with recent discussions and debates about 
women and work.~a~ 

The sources for this monumental project were primarily the two major collections of eighteenth-century engravings 
renowned for illustrating the trades: The Descriptions des" arts and m~tiers (associated most often with l~aumur) and the 
plates published as part of Diderot’s great Encyclopedic. Yet both collections had their blind spots: they left out most 
women’s occupations (such as laundering, domestic servitude, mendh~g, and food preparation) and almost completely 
ignored the important all-female guilds such as the Parisian seamstresses. Indeed as Sheridan points out, images ot 

women appear in only a fraction of the total plates (~.8 percent in the Descriptions and ~.~ percent in the Encyclopedic). 
Nevertheless, she makes the most out of what even these tiny glimpses reveal. 

Sheridan contends that the designers of these images registered many elements of the contemporary cultural and social 

contexts within which these women operated and that were not recorded elsewhere. Thus, as she explains h~ the 
h~troduction, Sheridan will attempt to decode this evidence, by reading the images alongside (and sometimes against) 
each other, their accompanying texts, additional relevant eighteenth-century sources, and the best historical scholarship 
of the last four decades. She wants to see what new knowledge we can gain from the images--as well as to reveal the 



ways in which the images confirm, contradict, or complicate what we already think we know about women’s working 
lives. 

In the introduction, Sheridan also briefly rehearses how the Acaddmie des sciences came to produce accurate depictions of 

the crafts and manufactories in the first place; the methodology behind the design of the engravings; and the complex 

relationship between the two sets of plates (Diderot borrowed much from the earlier work). She also deftly situates these 

engravings within the larger conventions of the fine arts of the time, while affirming the worth and importance of the 

copper engravings themselves. 

The five main chapters of the book are organized around five areas of work: the traditional economy, artisanal crafts and 
trades, textiles, manufactories, and commerce. Each chapter offers a review of the relevant social history followed by a 
revealing description and analysis of dozens of copperplate engravings depicting work activities of women. Most readers 

of H-Net France are likely to be familiar with the illustrations depicting work processes in the Encyclopddie. The typical 
plate had a vignette of the workshop or manufactory in a top panel and the tools or machinery of the trade laid out on a 
panel below. Roland Barthes once spoke of these images as "sterile," but Sheridan presents in enlivening detail what is 

happening at every stage.[4] She is extremely skilled at describing the complex work processes illustrated in the plates 
and their likely toll on the practitioner--whether in the field, mining operation, fishing enterprise, workshop, manufactory 
or boutique. 

In the first chapter--whose focus is primarily on fishing, mining, and agriculture--what really stands out is that rural 

women participated in much backbreaking and dangerous physical labor. Here women are not driving teams of horses 

(gender distinctions made that a man’s job), but acting as draft animals themselves. We see somewhat unsettling images 

of women drawing ox carts and sleds and cranking the windlass to bring to the surface both huge baskets of coal as well 

as the male workers who labored underground. Women are also dragging impossibly heavy nets from the sea, shrimp- 

fishing on stilts in treacherously deep water, transporting on their backs 2oo-pound basket loads of coal, rock salt, and 

fish, and turning over 14o-pound cheeses. These are fascinating (and unusual) pictures of arduous labor (and there will 

be more examples in subsequent chapters). Yet, interestingly, the accompanying texts typically offer little or no 

comment about female participation--sometimes they even refer to the working women as men (ouvriers). Such 

invisibility suggests to Sheridan that these sights were commonplace, not unusual. In the subsistence economies of 

eighteenth-century France, J-J Rousseau’s notions of weak and passive protected females apparently had little place. 

Early on Sheridan also begins a conversation about skill (habilete~, as she subtly speculates about the amount of expertise 

or training required for the countless tasks relegated to women. How hard, for example, would it have been to learn to 

smoke or salt fish successfully, or to pack fresh fish so that they would survive travel to market without spoilh~g? Her 

point (reinforced through multiple examples h~ later chapters) is that many seemingly simple tasks likely were not all 

that easy to do well. 

In chapter two on the sworn artisanal trades, Sheridan’s finds many images that provide evidence for one of her main 
arguments: that women continued to dominate as workers in the same crafts where they had once held membership. 
The transformation of the feather dressers guild provides a typical narrative. In the Middle Ages, feather dressers were 
an all female guild; by 1599 the corporate codes referred to both masters and mistresses; by 1644 only masters, sons, and 
widows had legal status (and widows had no right to train apprentices). Yet, in the plate depicting the feather dressers’ 

workshop, all the workers are female--a rather significant presence. For Sheridan, it is another instance where the 
engraving speaks "louder than words." 

She argues that in many cases, wives and daughters continued to work in patriarchal family enterprises, not as qualified 

workers, but trained none the less by the master. In other cases, masters preferred to hire illegal female chamberlans 

whom they could hide away and pay much less. Sheridan offers interesting contrasts as well, between the craft of candle 

making, for example, where various tasks were strictly gendered, and other trades (such as leather goods production) 

where women and men seem to have been almost interchangeable. 

More surprising is the number of women shown in the plates performing "men’s work." Some engravings show women 

active in base metal trades, as skilled edge tool makers, or producers of pins, nails, lead shot, and pewter. Women also 

participated in really nasty jobs such as smelting metal or transforming catgut into strings for musical instruments and 

tennis rackets. These unexpected findings suggest the need for more research on women pursuing seemingly "male" 

occupations. 

In chapter three, Sheridan amplifies her discussion about women and skilled work in a close examination of the intricate 
tasks connected with spinning, weaving, silk and ribbon production, and braiding for upholstery--tasks that would seem 



to require expertise, ability, training, and experience. Yet gendered as female and often labeled as "ancillary," these jobs 
did not count as important aspects of the work process: ancillary work was "beneath the trade classification of training 

and skill" (p. 1�6). 

Here Sheridan confirms what Judith Coffin and Daryl Hafter have also observed. If eighteenth-century authors discussed 
women’s work achievements at all, they attributed them to nature: a result of female dexterity, female patience, and 
female temperament--not a matter of skill or expertise. Citing Hafter, Sheridan agrees that "skill was often a gendered 

artificial label that shed more light on the sex and status of the worker than on what it produced."~5~ Hence the vital 
importance of these engravings, for as Sheridan argues, more often than not we have nothing except the image standing 
"witness to the ka~owledge, understanding, and dexterity, with which women accomplished the many tasks assigned to 
them" (p. 1~6). 

Sheridan also reminds us that the consequences of such dismissive regard for "women’s work" generated enormous 
inequities over time--reflecting patterns and tendencies that continue to the present. Silk, for example, was an extremely 
prized and costly good, but female silk workers labored in dreadful conditions for very low wages. Similarly, the 

products of lace making--one of the most difficult crafts to learn--sold many times higher than silk, but its female workers 
were paid even less than silk workers. 

This chapter also includes a number of troubling images, such as one of a giant loom where a woman is reaching to tie 

broken cords above her head--a task she would have repeated many times a day. Another shows two women who needed 
to walk continuously in a small circle to provide the power to run a big square mill for twisting yarn, as if they were dogs 
running a spit. As Sheridan remarks, "women’s bodies are the producers of energy in this world of early 
mechanization.., yet the conventions of the genre operate here to mask the traces such heavy physical toil would have 
left on their physique and on their clothing" (p. 15~). 

Chapter four on "Manufactories," presents more images of women participath~g h~ difficult, dirty, dangerous, yet essential 
activities. These eighteenth-century women seem tied to their tasks and their machines much as they will be in the 
nineteenth century’s satanic mills. In larger enterprises--such as paper manufactories, glass works, or carpet weaving 
establishments--vulnerable women experienced wretched conditions and harsh discipline for very low pay (sometimes 

receiving only one third of a man’s wages). Many jobs were laborious or painful, yet required "precision and 
iudgment" (p. 188). Women sorted and graded huge piles of rags for paper making, for example; they smoothed and 
glazed--sheet by fragile sheet--six reams of paper per day; they ruined their eyes following intricate carpet patterns; they 
wielded large mallets to reduce blocks of stone into sand--that they subsequently sifted, refined, and graded--for various 
types of glass production. As in the earlier chapters, these illustrations show women participating h~ taxing work that 

often required endurance, finesse, ability, skill, and judgment. 

Chapter five focuses on the one area where women were both ubiquitous and visible: as sellers at all levels of commerce. 

Their abilities were crucial to a successful enterprise. Women were typically responsible for trading, bookkeeping, 
managing credit, paying bills, and maintaining correspondence--activities requiring literacy, skills, and good judgment if 
the enterprise were to thrive. Since many goods were not priced, women also had to be skilled hagglers and negotiators. 
Somewhat more intangible, but of crucial importance, saleswomen needed to create a certain sociability within the shop 
to attract and retain customers. And, as wives and daughters of masters, these working women were typically unpaid, 

thereby saving the business the price of their labor. Here again Sheridan’ shrewd analysis of the plates enables us to 
comprehend the variety and importance of women’s activities behind the counter in both high and low trades. 

Sheridan concludes her book with a thoughtful and sophisticated essay that offers an even more penetrating exploration 
of ideas, language, and speculations about gender, skill, dexterity, the worker’s body, and the family economy, and much 

more besides. Along the way she raises many important questions about the vast amount that we do not yet know--and 
point the way for future work on work. It is a satisfying end to an impressive volume. 

Sherlock Holmes once said to Dr. Watson, "You see, but you do not observe." Certainly many of us have seen these 
plates illustrating the trades, but with Sheridan’s guidance we can now observe and understand much more acutely what 

is happening. Even specialists in the history of work and labor are likely to find surprises, as well as much support for 
what they have always suspected and imagined. Thanks to Sheridan’s labors, these engravings of "irrepressible women 
workers of the eighteenth century " (p. 17) have indeed spoken louder than words. 

NOTES 
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H-France Review Vol. 10 (September ~2010), No. 135 

Allan H. Pasco, Revolutionary Love in Eighteotth- and Early Nineteotth-Century France. Farnham and Burlington: Ashgate 
Publishing, ~00~. ~36 pp. 3~55.00 or $~.~5 (hb). ISBN 978-0-75~6-5610-~. 

1Review by Giulia Pachfi, College of William & Mary. 

I~evolutionary Love traces the rise of a new amorous mentalitg in France over the course of the long eighteenth century, 
when an ideal of rapturous love slowly displaced more traditional notions of dutiful and reasonable affection. This 

paradigmatic shift found support in the emergent discourse of h~dividual rights; it was facilitated by the gradual 
secularization of marriage that followed the Council of Trent, and became publicly visible with the legalization of divorce 
during the French revolution. Pasco places this history within the context of a weakened church, monarchy, and 
patriarchal family structure, and he raises the important question of how eighteenth-century men and women may have 
understood, and felt about, these psychological, social, and political changes. He argues that the literature of this period 

shows an increash~g anxiety about the duration of love and marriage, as well as about general conditions of life h~ the late 
eighteenth century. Indeed, even though they spoke increasingly of passion and personal happiness, the French suffered 
from an overarching "inability to plan and prepare with any confidence for the potentially tumultuous future" (p. ~7). 

Pasco starts out by noting that although historians have been able to uncover a wealth of information about eighteenth- 

century marriages and personal relationships, they have not been able fully to understand the ideas and emotions 
embedded in these hard facts. For instance, we may know that the French revolutionaries legalized divorce in 179~, but it 
is difficult to assess how popular, contentious, or downright scary this act actually was. To reconstruct this psychological 
and intellectual history, Pasco proposes that we mine the literary field, and his first chapter entitled "French Literature 
As Historical Archive" is, h~ fact, a text that could easily stand on its own and serve as a provocative spring-board for 

classroom discussion. With a nod toward the work of Lucien Febvre, 1Robert Darnton, Terry Castle, Felicity Nussbaum, 
and 1Robert Mandrou, to cite but a few, Pasco states that he too believes that "~literary texts~ serve particularly well for 
h~sight h~to common opinions and attitudes, everyday life in the streets, in houses, apartment, and hovels," in particular 
when it comes to understanding "the beliefs, mind-sets, values, social constraints, and passions of what might be called 
the ’silent majority’" (pp. 6; 10). The silence of the middle and lower classes is particularly troubling for historians of the 

revolutionary years, since so many personal documents were either inadvertently lost or consciously destroyed out of a 
need for secrecy under the Terror. Luckily, according to Pasco, literary analysis can offset this problem because 
eighteenth-century characters’ "actions and reactions, thoughts, fears, and hopes are typical of real people in similar 
situations, and they take place in settings that are surprisingly accurate" (p. 8). Even if they published works of fiction, 
eighteenth-century authors chose familiar settings to make their stories more "acceptable" to their readers or audiences 

(p. s). 

To support his claim that eighteenth-century authors directly addressed their readers’ expectations, talking to them 
realistically about their worries and their worlds, Pasco reminds us of the demise of the literary patronage system; he 
points to a growing readership, and emphasizes the conditions of a new mass market that depended largely on these 
readers’ financial support. Even when penning a work of exotic fiction, eighteenth-century authors were presumably 



conscious of the fact that people would only buy their books if they "sensed some aspect, some sort of resonance, some 
application, something that attracted them" (p. l s). They therefore wrote plot lines, addressed questions, and expressed 

feelings that were easily recognizable. Although "fantasy did exist, and the successful utopian and exotic tales leave no 
doubt of its attraction ~...] stories of the supernatural were most often set solidly in reality" (p. ~). This equation of the 
readers’ interest in a plot with the "reality" in which they lived might make some twenty-first-century critics uneasy, but 
Pasco does nuance his argument by recognizing the non-transparency of language and by extending his argument to 
unconscious realities as well. 

In any event, Pasco’s subsequent explanation of the function of literature stands strong as he affirms that fiction served 
"to elucidate aspects of [its writers’ and readers’] world [...], to explain things so that they would be more able to understana 

and cope with the turmoil they saw and sensed around them" (p. 19; emphasis added). Ultimately, "[the] inventions [of 
novelists and playwrights] played out deep-seated needs, concerns, and dreams of the men and women who lived during 

the last half of the eighteenth century [....] society was changing rapidly, leaving people desperately seeking 
understanding" (p. 17). In short, literature was an active force that helped people understand and accept their changing 
world: it clarified issues and relationships, and therefore contributed to building "social conformity and cohesion in the 
midst of change" (pp. ~ 1-~). 

Having thus explained the value of his literary sources, Pasco describes his interpretative methods, emphasizing that one 
must be trained both to read in between the lines of a text, and to place this work within its broader cultural context. One 
must analyze texts "in a critically sophisticated way," showing proper awareness of contemporary "tropes, conventions, 
codes, recurrent patterns, metaphorical strategies, and generic considerations" (p. ~s). The critic-turned-historian must 
also look for significant congruence within a large sample of examples, and test his or her ideas regularly against other 
kinds of sources. After all, "reality is never pure, simple, or linear," and literature itself does not simply reflect its 
complicated referent; it can only give a "sense of social context," by "reflection or reaction" (p. 9). Nevertheless, when 
properly analyzed, literature is an invaluable source that can cast "fresh light" on "attitudes about the relationships 

between people" (pp. 9; 179). 

Eighteenth-century French literature tells Pasco that in this period love and marriage were no longer conceived as a 
fundamental duty toward family and society; nor did a couple’s union necessarily have to be consecrated by the church. 
Virtue and reason gradually lost in importance, while personal and rapturous forms of love emerged as desirable 

emotions to which an individual might even have a natural right. This new understanding of love and life, however, did 
not bring with it all the happiness one might expect. Pasco identifies recurrent plot foci in eighteenth- and early 
nineteenth-century French literature to support his claim that personally chosen love could be unsettling, not only 
because of the emotional toll it took on the individual and couple (passions were often violent and short-lived), but also 
because it disrupted society at large. It upset marital stability; was accompanied by a rise in illegitimate pregnancies, 

prostitution, and venereal disease; most probably it also caused an increase in the number of abandoned children. The 
critical presence of these issues in the fiction of this period, along with the frequency of related literary motifs (e.g. love- 
at-first-sight; suicide; love-tests; serial love; and divorce), allow Pasco to conclude that "instability was the rule of the day 
~....] Little remained to give people a sense of place, or purpose, or of community" (p. 93). 

Thus, the concept of an individual right to love and happiness may have been gaining currency, but novels also expressed 
a (not necessarily contradictory) desire for stability and for proven relationships, especially durh~g the turmoil of the 
revolutionary period. Pasco’s chapters on serial love and divorce speak particularly well to the ways in which people 
simultaneously wanted and feared change. The French dreamed of being able to test multiple partners and to explore 
different relationships, but only because they wanted to find their ideal permanent companion. By analyzing the trope ot 

the island in the travel literature of this period, Pasco identifies a "yearning for other amorous adventures" that reflects 
both a basic dissatisfaction with the current state of French society, where "little was workh~g as it should," and a desire 
to locate a viable alternative (pp. 98; 99). Eighteenth-century literature’s fixation on the workings of different natural 
societies where men and women meet freely for love and sexual pleasure speaks to a related desire to investigate the basis 
of morality, legality, and happiness: "the anguish at the end of the eighteenth century was very real, and the public was 

anxious to discover a core reality that could perhaps protect them from constantjTu~:" (p. 1 lZb; emphasis added). Later, however, 
h~ the literature of the late 1780s and early 1790s, Pasco sees an important shift as writers lost interest in these imaginary 
’natural’ societies and refocused their attention on more concrete issues of social reform. The legalization of divorce and 

the issues it raised (e.g. the destabilization of the family; a woman’s ruined reputation; her limited opportunities for 
employment; feelings of helplessness; lost points of reference) inform one of the book’s most h~teresting chapters. 
Revolutionary Love concludes with a discussion of literary representations of venereal disease and of the middle class’ 

resistance to the century’s new social and sexual mores. 

Overall, Pasco tells an engaging story. Although his conclusions are sometimes predictable, his analysis should be ot 



h~terest to specialists and non-specialists alike. His sources extend beyond the literary canon, and his work is sinfilarly 

supported by a wealth of footnotes that refer to excellent studies on eighteenth-century society and culture. One might 

wish, however, that more of this information had been presented directly within the main text. Pasco probably chose to 

isolate this history in order to protect the book’s clarity of focus, but unpacking these references would have given this 

study additional precision and welcome depth, most notably in its discussion of the ways in which "things change" (p. 

1~). French literary scholars may also regret that Philip Stewart’s L’Invention du sa~timent: roman et ~c’onomie afl~ctive au 

XUIIIe si~cle only appeared in print a few months after the publication of Pasco’s study, for the former is in many ways a 

complementary study of French representations of passion and of their transformation into more nuanced forms of 

affection over the course of the eighteenth century.~l~ It would have been interesting to see Pasco engage Stewart’s 

argument and methodology, and therefore pay closer attention to the linguistic and narratological aspects of his own 

corpus. These details in fact might have revealed a more pleasurable, and perhaps even a steadying, dimension to Pasco’s 

fundamentally anxious love. 

NOTES 

~1~ Philip Stewart, L’Invottion du sottimott: roman et dconomie aflbctive au XUIIIsi~cle (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, ~olo). 
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Review by Jennifer J. Popiel, Saint Louis University. 

In A Mother’s Love, Lesley H. Walker offers readers a vision of the "remarkable mother figure" of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, emphasizing domesticity, virtue, and maternity even as she also insists that women’s public 
presence, demonstrated by both literary and artistic production, was central to reframing cultural ideals. She notes that 
feminist scholars have been rightly suspicious of the claim that women were full participants in a new social discourse 
that gave them authority even as it required sublimation of one’s own personal goals. This is why critics often have been 
frustrated by activist women like Mary Wollstonecraft and Madame Roland for their privileging of the domestic sphere 
over the public sphere.Ill 

Despite Walker’s similar frustration with their model, as evidenced by her frequent use of the term "masochisnf’ to 

describe heavy-handed demands for self control, Walker believes that much of our dissatisfaction stems from viewing the 

domestic home from withh~ our own incorrect and "predigested paradigms." From a modern view, the "protective 

cocoon" of private life exists primarily to give "aid and succor to the commercial and civic activities of a husband" (p. 194) 

rather than itself being a constructive part of society. In order to contest the assumptions inherent in this vision, Walker 

calls our attention to the fact that eighteenth-century fiction had, for the greater part of its history, an astounding "lack of 

confidence in the sustainability and hence desirability of the heterosexual love match as such" (p. 35). Her book demands 

that we engage with a different artistic vision, that of mothers as agents whose most important relationships were with 

their children, especially daughters. Through their maternal influence, they could see the home as "a contestatory space 

where radical social transformations might occur" (p. 194), though not necessarily in ways that we would find liberating 

today. 

Chapter one, "Rethinking Domesticity in Eighteenth-Century France," explains Walker’s intended analysis of "maternal 

discourse" and offers us a hint of the impressive distribution of sources and disciplines that offer context for her study. In 

this introduction, Walker outlines how careful examination of the narrative of domesticity in its broader context (and not 

merely as a product of Rousseau’s misogyny) gives shape to a maternal figure whose virtue and self-sacrifice could re- 

order a world that was desperately in need of reform. Art and literature from the later eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries offer a point of entry into a common but often baffling domestic mindset. We are told that, while many 



contemporary scholars have seen the home as a place opposed to the political, we should instead avoid oversimplification 
of what was a very complex space. Instead, she urges scholars to engage h~ "a reframing of the debate about women’s 
contribution to ancien rdg~me culture that h~cludes a reconsideration of the domestic sphere" (p. 16). As modeled by 
Walker, this reconsideration recognizes that the language of virtue challenged the status quo. "This emergent theory ot 
domesticity at once respected age-old prejudices at the same time that it dislodged them" (p. 39). In short, while virtuous 
motherhood was not only--or obviously--liberating, the tension between progressive and traditionalist elements within 
the supporting paradigm offered a space for action. 

Chapter two continues an analysis of this tension. "The Diligent Mother" explains how the logic of Catholic reform, 
represented particularly well by F~nelon, mixed with progressive ideas in order to produce a powerful, yet subordinate, 
maternal figure who lived a life of self-knowledge and moderation. Women took the ideas and promoted them in a higher 
register, arguing that private virtues were actually the most authentic virtues, arising not from social esteem but self- 
determination. Art also promoted the idea that the mother, a paragon of Christian virtue, was the foundation of real 
reform insofar as she molded the family, and by extension society, into the proper moral shape. The tenderness that 
mothers showed, however, continued to exist alongside a deep-seated suspicion of passionate love. As Walker 
convincingly notes, this is a fiction where "lovers always leave you in disgrace and husbands all too frequently 
disappoint." (p. 6~). Men cannot be trusted, nor are even the good men likely agents of social transformation. Instead, 
feminine virtue is the primary agent of social change and appropriately selfless individuals had the possibility for 
substantial agency. 

Chapter three, "When Girls Read Rousseau or a Rake’s Progress," combines the problems of the previous two chapters in 
order to arrive at an explanation of why feminist historiography has tended to emphasize Rousseau’s work and cast him 
as the villain who caused women to be excluded from the public sphere. ~ In Walker’s account, Rousseau is hardly 
unimportant, but neither is he singular or visionary. Instead, he promotes an idea already popularized by his 
predecessors, one in which women were responsible moral agents and, as mothers, used sacrifice in order to bring about 
the newly reformed society. While this is one of the shorter chapters of the book, it provides a central conceptual bridge 
between the first and last halves of the book. It moves the reader from the Christian virtue of F~nelon to Madame de 
Stall’s repudiation of many of those same values in her novel Del])hine. In some sense, then, Rousseau still does a great 
deal of important work for the book, for his consolidation and popularization of these virtues allowed women to blend the 
fictional sacrifice of Julie to their own sacrifices in the real world. Just as Rousseau’s heroine needed to struggle against 
her sexual desire in order to become a fully responsible moral agent, other women tied their own suffering, read through 
Rousseau’s novel, to their growth as moral individuals. And yet, unlike what we might expect from a clear-thinking 
reader of Rousseau, the women who linked their sacrifice with social change also saw themselves as part of a public 
project. In what seems like a contradiction in terms, Madam Roland imagined a necessary public of daughters, moved to 
imitate Roland’s heroic virtue as she had been inspired by Julie’s. Domestic reforms could remake the nation by their 
public witness as well as their private influence. 

The tension between public, private, and women’s visions of the world becomes even more explicit in chapter four, "The 
Erotics of Motherhood." Even as female novelists, building on Rousseau, saw passion as a danger when attached to 
heterosexual courtship and marriage, so too female pah~ters began to embody the maternal ideal as a passionate 
relationship between mother and daughter, with both willing to suffer in order to maintah~ their unique relationship. As 
Walker explains, novels still presumed that romance was dangerous and that heterosexual passion was "unstable, 
fleeting, and dangerous" (p. lO5). This could result in decisions that seem inexplicable by contemporary standards. More 
than once, for example, a daughter marries her mother’s former lover despite her lack of attraction for him, killing both 
the mother and the daughter’s passion in one fell swoop. Only self-control and sacrificing maternal virtue, not to 
mention the exclusion of the father or the passionate lover, could offer a true vision of happiness. Similarly, genre 
paintings of maternitd, which contemporaries saw as erotic when produced by men, became depictions of chaste but true 
happiness when painted by women. Marguerite G~rard and Elisabeth Vig~e Lebrun’s paintings gave power to this 
discourse by emphasizing the joys of maternity. In fact, as women and mothers they invested their own work with a 
double influence: maternities invented and reshaped the understanding of the mother’s role and, with its growing 
importance, offered painting mothers power as female authorities in a locale where men no longer had pride of place or 
even emotional influence. 



In fact, once men were excluded from the maternities, they also were expelled from the domestic interior. In chapter five, 
"The Good Mother or the Sex Born to Suffer," Walker uses images, essays, and novels to analyze the uniqueness of 
women’s interiority and sensibility. Central to the influence of women was feminine suffering, depicted, planned, and 
even carried out by women for and on themselves. "This conviction that suffering can be thus regulated or 
instrumentalized is a hallmark of enlightened motherhood" (p. 135) and in fact, became the mark of the mother alone. 

Men, as those depicted in David’s Brutus (1787), are stoic and almost inhuman in their lack of pity for their own flesh. 
The women, in anguish, experience and inspire pity. Both components are necessary for a complete human 
understanding of the moment, and only the existence of the weeping mother allows us to see a horrible deed, the murder 
of one’s son, in a sentimental and thus moral context. While a simplification of Brutus or the literary conventions under 
consideration seems to conform to a public/private split, the projects also show how intertwined they are. The mother 
has extraordinary power because of the relationship between pity, suffering, and family ties. Without her, there can be no 
moral community and indeed, no public. If Roland served as a public example for future mothers and Vig6e Lebrun 
depicted the obvious and natural shape of the mother-daughter bond, Madame de Genlis made the public link between 
maternal affection and social activism fully explicit. 

Chapter five offers us a hopeful look at the future; Chapter Six describes the waning of the moment of possibility. In 
"Nostalgia and Maternal Loss," Walker explains how the placement of the virtuous daughter within the home becomes 
fully idealized and essentially mythical in its power. Instead of providing a pathway for mothers to influence daughters 
and society as a whole, nurturing love offered the foundation for complete male citizens, who then regretfully moved 
beyond the feminine project. Motherhood fell out of fashion, even as the Enlightenment was eclipsed by Romantic 
ideals. While men still appear in the novels with faults that make them untrustworthy and dangerous, maternal agency 
and mother-daughter relationships no longer constitute the solution. Instead, "virtue is no longer about actively forming 
a daughter in one’s own image; it is redefined as passive suffering and willful ignorance of man’s capacity for 
wickedness" (p. 18o). Strong female characters, like Sta61’s Delphine, can no longer harness their passions and serve a 
public function as the face of moral reform. Instead, we find that an independent woman has become, at least 
novelistically, a natural impossibility. Readers are left resentful and dissatisfied, but no closer to finding a place in a 
hostile world and indeed, perhaps farther than before. And yet, Walker suggests that this literary frustration is not 
matched in the visual arts or in the political realm. While the domestic sphere might not be a contested space where 
mothers would reproduce virtuous daughters, they could be inspired to seize the political stage themselves and not just 
envision a reformed world, but act in favor of their ideals. 

Walker has indeed offered us a remarkable mother, one who believed that the personal was radical in its implications. 
She has also traced a story that allows us to explain the coexistence of beliefs that we often find contradictory without 
assuming that there were two "selves," a public and respectable one alongside a private and subversive self. This alone is 
a significant achievement. But I would like to suggest that she has led us even further. The argument that heterosexual 
love matches were not particularly valorized in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries pushes open a new space for 
historical and literary analysis. The retreat to the domestic interior was not, in this analysis, because women were 
subordinating themselves to their loving husbands, but instead a result of the fact that women remained suspicious of the 
ideal of companionate marriage. 

While we might still see this impulse toward self-sacrifice as masochistic, it hardly indicates emotional coercion or a 
hopeful misunderstanding of male-female relations. Additionally, by marking out the ways in which tendresse maternelle 
was popularized and then, publicized, Walker reminds us that the domestic mother was also public and saw her public 
presence, be it as a producer of art, a moral arbiter, or a paragon of virtue, as fundamental to her ultimate success. It 
literature and art demonstrated how public esteem belonged to the meritorious, then every female reformer and 
instructor of fellow citizens could know that a public presence was not an unnatural role. These two components 
together comprise a substantial contribution to current scholarship. While domestic fiction could not maintain its 
potency in the face of nineteenth-century social change, it had already traced the outlines of a story where women and 
girls remarkably clear-eyed about the power relationships in their society and knowing that they were acting at a 
disadvantage, self-consciously carved out important spaces for themselves. 

NOTES 
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FYI France: online Actes Royaux at the BnF, seeing history 

FYI France: online "Acres Royaux" at the BnF, seeing history 

There are many wonders to be mined, online at the BrlF’s digital 
library, Gallica. As exciting as the original announcements of 
these large-scale digitization projects were, their steady 
development and enormous growth since, as-revealed by regular 
re-visits, can be even more impressive. 

The other day, for example, re-visiting Gallica I stumbled upon 
something the BnF calls "Actes Royaux": ordinances, 
annotmcements, commands, "ddits" and "harangues", declarations 
and decrees of the French State, stretching back to the 16th 
Century... now online... 

This is the Ancien Rdgime, and the Age of Absolutism, the 
infamous "lettres de cachet" which led to the Bastille, the 
internal workings of the Chfitelet, the governance of Old Paris -- 
and Louis XIV and his many wars, and their glory, and what it 
meant to be a wounded soldier of one of those, caught stealing, 
or begging, in the Paris streets... 

How the whole state enterprise actually was run, the legal and 
administrative history -- but also French printing history, back 
nearly to their Age of Incunabula and the many deep and broad 
changes early printing brought to French government and social 
and political life, the raw matdriel of same... 

All available in an online digital fulltext collection at 
Gallica, now 3168, oops now 3173 documents-strong, and growing: 

At that web address you now can, literally, walk through French 
history and law -- these are wall posters, the notorious 
"placards", and leaflets produced for the government by famous 
printers such as the shop of "R. Estienne", broadsides, working 
documents of the national "administration" bureaucracy -- you can 
choose your favorite 16th century topic, say "Armde", and there 
the documents themselves are, now, hundreds of them, in their 
originals or very nearly, available for you to sort by various 
criteria and study, as you might have walking down a street in 
16th century France. 

Doing so now from Tasmania, or Chennai or an airport or even on 
an airplane, or on-board a TGV zooming past Cluny -- or in the 
bathtub, the way Marat did -- wherever your French Studies laptop 
or iPad or iPhone happens to be... just don’t drop your iPhone 
into the bathwater, and watch your back... 

Sample entries: something for everyone, and remembering that a 
click now gets you to the fnlltext image "originals" -- 

* the founding of royal academies -- 



Auteur(s) : France 
Titre conventionnel : [Acte royal. 1713-02-00. Marly] 
Titre(s) : Lettres patentes.., qui confirment l’dtablissement 
des Acaddmies royales des Inscriptions et des Sciences. Avec les 
l~glemens [des 16 juillet 1701 et 26 janvier 1699] pour lesdites 
deux Acaddmies.*.. Registrdes en Parlement le 3 may 1713 [Texte 
imprim~] 
Publication: Paris : Vve F. Muguet et H. Muguet, 1713 
Description matdrielle : In-4°, 12 p. 
h~p:i/~my~rl.colrv’27k89o3 -- or, 
~a~lica.bl~Lf~iark:/12148/~W lb8(~023288.r~Le~tres+~ater~es+ 
qui+confirment+l’%C3 %A9tablissement+des+Acad%C3 %A9mies+royales+des+ 
Inscriptions+.langFR 

* speeches -- Henri III speaks, at Blois -- 

Titre : Harangue prononcde par le Roy en l’assemblde gdndrale de 
ses Estatz, en la ville de Bloys, le... 6ejour de ddcembre 1576 
Auteur : Henri III (roi de France ; 1551-1589) 
l~diteur : J. de Lastre (Paris) 
Date d’ddition : 1576 
Sujet : Blois -- l~tats gdndraux (1576) (Actes royaux) 
Sujet : l~tats gdndraux (1576 ; Blois) (Acres royaux) 
Format : 23 p. ; in-8 
Description : [Acre royal. 1576-12-06. Blois] 

lica.b~f.f~iark:i121487o~6k 104342b~ima 

And now -- very interesting for any library -- these images are 
showing up in the OPAC... The "digitization project" and the 
"library catalog" at last are meeting, online -- you now, and I 
suppose and hope increasingly, can see full bibliographic - 
standard catalog records alongside the images, and images in the 
catalog records! 

Example: online fulltext in the OPAC "catalog record", now, not 
just in the "digital imaging project" Gallica -- 

Louis XV ; France. Ddclaration concernant les gages attribuez aux 
officiers gardescostes de la marine... Registrde en la Chambre 
des Comptes le 7 juin 1720 (Paris : J. Saugrain, Is. d.]) Acre 
royal. 1720-05-03. Paris ; In-41~, 4 p. ; Sujet(s): Bohdmiens 
(Actes royaux) ; online fulltext at the BnF : 

e~br~f~fr/~k:/12148icb 3 3 83 5 2 3 2 5 

Many of us have been wondering when these two might meet -- 
nowadays, after all, they’re all just digits -- so it is "media 
convergence", alors, finall!! 

Believe it or not, in the past, the OPAC was one digital 
generation while the "images / digitization project" was another 
and somewhat-younger bunch -- both pony-tailed, but the first 
already-graying while the second was still-blonde -- and the turf 
wars were legendary, back when office space for "computers" still 
was considered an oddity, in a "library" -- many noticed the need 
for, in classical American tech-feuding terms, "the farmer and 
the cowman must be friends"... 

A salutary solution, in the Gallica / Opale situation: wonderful, 
now, to be able to view both the complete bibliographic catalog 
record and, on or at least via the same webpage, the digitized 
online fulltext of the original document... 

The one so often validates the other: not-so-fondly recallin~ the 



early OPAC wars -- back when the scribbled 3x5 cardboard card was 
considered indispensable and infinitely superior to anything so 
obviously-ephemeral as to be merely "digital" -- and digital fans 
laminated library walls with remnants of the old cards, while 
digital foes wagged fingers and warned of the loss of invaluable 
librarian "Notes". 

Well, now not only are the "Notes" there, they are right next to 
readable fulltext images of the documents themselves! What an 
improvement, in intellectual access, what a step up and forward 
for the librarian’s professional contribution -- kudos to the 
BnF! And what, potentially (?), a saving for the much-harassed 
library finance officer, seeking a nickel or two to save in 
"OPAC" / "imaging project" duplication! We’ll see... 

--oOo-- 

And now translated excerpts, from a good article by the BnF’s 
Gilles Baudouin explaining the BnF’s "Actes Royaux" project 
described above -- the article appeared in January, in the 
interesting & useful "Blog lecteurs de la BnF" cited in the URL: 

h~lp:iiSk~g,b~’, frilecte~rsimdex:phpi2010/01/08/ 
les-actes-royaux-une-collection-particuliere-meconnue/ 

> Les actes royaux : une collection particulibre mdconnue 

"The Actes Royaux: a little-known collection" 

[tr. JK, excerpts:] 

"The Actes Royaux are administrative decrees, or collections of 
them, emanating from the sovereign; issued by the conseil du roi, 
the chambre des comptes, cours des aides, cours des monnaies, 
chambre du trdsor et du domaine... 

"The acts in the Collection extend from the 16th century, with 
King Henri II, to the reign of Louis XVI and the birth of the 
French Revolution. 

"From the beginning of the 16th century, certain French printers 
published some ordinances and collections of royal acts. 

"At that time, these items went into the private collections of 
learned gentlemen and so, paradoxically, did not become a part of 
the Bibliothbque Royale. 

"But in 1652, the brothers Pierre and Jacques Dupuy, at the time 
curators at the Bibliothbque du Roi and owners of one of the 
finest and most representative collections of Actes Royaux, 
willed their precious trove to Louis XIV, a gift which led to 
regular additions to the royal collection... 

"At the Revolution, the library, having become "national", 
enriched itself considerably via the efforts of Conservateur des 
Imprimds Joseph Van Praet, drawing largely upon the collections 
placed into ddptts littdraires and confiscated from religious 
communities, certain civil institutions, and dmigrd nobles. 

"Following the Revolution the collection did not increase, with 
one exception, the acquisition of Actes Royaux from the first 
half of the 16th c., held now in the Rdserve des livres rares. 



"Where to find these Acres -- 

"The collection of Actes Royaux of the Bibliothbque uatiouale de 
France is divided between the department of Droit ~conomie 
politique (cote F), the R~serve des livres rares (cote R~s. F) 
and the departement of Philosophie, histoire, sciences de 
l~homme (cote L or M). 

"The collection.., is entirely cataloged -- 42,369 items -- in a 
series of 7 volumes, edited between 1910 and 1960, within the 
Catalogue g~n~ral des livres imprim~s de la Bibliothbque 
natiouale. 

"A group of these texts, held at the departement of Droit 
dconomie politique, now is being digitized as part of the digital 
library Gallica. 

"This is the ’sdrie gdndrale des recueils’ assembled prior to 
1886, which contains Acres from different periods and emanating 
from a variety of jurisdictions." 

[For anyone interested in the BnF Acres Royaux collection qua 
collection: the above-mentioned series of 7 printed volumes 
offers a precise and excellent Prdface, in Volume 1 at pages 
i-lvii, explaining the history and structure of both the 
collection and the cataloging project, written by the original 
series editor Albert Isnard. And, interestingly, the initial 
reign-specific entry included in that volume’s list describes a 
1 bis item from Dagobert Ier, a decree "de fugitivis" issued "en 
faveur de l’abbaye de Saint-Denis".*.. Or maybe it wasn’t: 
"dipl6me faux", the entry reads... So the early French kings 
faced spammeurs, too... JK] 

--oOo-- 

Note: 

"Worth a journey", like so many things in France -- one far 
better-informed, these days, and useful & productive & enjoyable, 
for being on the Ouebbe... 

The Ouebbe qua encyclopddie, maybe, like Wikipedia: no equivalent 
of the originals, but the closest many of us can get, and an 
incentive for going further, for a few, and a much-improved 
preparation for the eventual Grand Tour voyage. 

If we ever are to "preserve" such documents, we need to show 
others why they are worth preserving, and the Ouebbe is a 
wonderful tool for that -- as the BnF, once again, demonstrates 
superbly here. 

Jack Kessler, kessler@well.com 
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Review by Jacob Soil, Rutgers University. 

In 1661, Louis XIV read an announcement to his cabinet ministers: 

The first thing I desire from you is secrecy; and as I consider it important and necessary for the sound management ot 

my affairs, I am at ease telling you that if I learn that someone has dared tell anyone anything at all that has happened 
here, I will find out the origin of this leak, and I will expel from my council he who has been capable of this weakness. 
(...) once I have taken the resolution to give an order, it must be executed and supported with resoluteness, sincerity 
and secrecy. ~1~ 

Given the importance of secrecy in early modern religious and political culture, it might seem surprising that Louis had 
to make such a declaration. Most educated honn~te-hommes andfemmes in France, and indeed Europe, at least kmew the 
basic rules of dissimulation and its role in politics, conversation and courtly manners. Secrecy was ingrained through 
the casuist pedagogy of Jesuits and the international culture of neo-Stoicism, which taught the rules of prudence and 
self-control. 

And yet, Louis felt the need to make a formal policy of political, administrative secrecy. A master of prudence himself, 
Louis was famed for his inscrutability, and his policy of state secrecy worked to an extent: no budgetary information 
leaked. At the same time, Louis made clear his displeasure with reason of state literature. While Richelieu was 
supposed to have kept a copy of Machiavelli’s The Prince on his night table, Louis loathed books which taught or 
exposed the methods of secrecy and he worked to ban them. 

In what was probably an act of thinly veiled criticism, Amelot de La Houssaye dedicated his translation of Balthasar 
Gracifin’s 16~10rac~lo manualy Arte deprudencia h~ 1683, L’Homme de cour, to Louis. The master of the court most 
likely never read L’Homme de cour. Louis could not have accepted a work which so candidly recommended maxims of 
prudence, silence, dissimulation, and finally, to "enfin, ~tre saint." 

When then, was it ethical to lie, dissimulate, keep secrets or maintain strategic silence, and when were such topics 
discussed? In Dissimulation and the Culture of Secrecy in Early Modern Europe, Jon R. Snyder examines these old 

philosophical questions. Snyder’s erudite tour d’horizon begins with antiquity and medieval thought, and works its way 
to the beginning of the eighteenth century. Following in the path set by Friedrich Meinecke, Gerhard Oestreich, 
Rosario Villari, Ren~ Pintard, Vitorio Dini, Jos~ Maravall, William F. Church, Quentin Skinner, Peter Burke, Perez 
Zagorin, Richard Tuck, Robert Bireley, and Jean-Pierre Cavaill~, Snyder is primarily concerned with a fine point: he 



claims there was a thin line between dissimulation, which is possibly immoral, and simulation, which, according to the 

Neapolitan Torquato Accetto’s baroque treatise, Della dissimulazione onesta (1641), could be an honest form of hiding 
one’s intentions. 

Snyder shows that there was a rich philosophical framework to deal with these ethical, behavioral philosophies in the 

work of ancient thinkers like Aristotle, Pyrrhon, Cicero and Tacitus. Christian fathers and theologians such as 

Augustine looked to balance parrhesia, the need to speak what is on one’s mind, with dissimulatio, and the need for the 

Church to maintain secrecy and silence in certain matters. Some early humanists, such as the Neapolitan Giovanni 

Pontano (1426-1503), struggled with the ethical dilemma of prudential dissimulation and Christianity. 

At least philosophically, what was new during the late-Renaissance was Machiavelli’s revolutionary chapter XVIII of 

The Prince concerning dissimulation. Machiavelli twists Cicero’s bestial analogy of wrongful action from De oJ~c’iis (I. 

xiii. 14) h~to an analogy of necessary political prudence, rendering it the key passage of the prudential transformation. 

Machiavelli rejected Cicero’s ethic of taking the skin of the lion to do good, instead recommending the prudenza of 

taking the skin of the fox to dissimulate one’s actions. This flew in the face of Aristotelian, Ciceronian and Augustinian 

ethics and fell more in line with the duality of Tacitean history, which explained the mechanics of both political 

dissimulation and unmasking. Following Machiavelli, manuals of prudence proliferated, in particular in Italy, Spain, 

France, the Netherlands and Germany. The renowned Dutch humanist, Justus Lipsius recognized the necessity of 

Machiavellian political prudence and sought reconcile political dissimulation with Christian civic virtue. More than the 

quest for honest simulation, there were attempts to render political lying ethical. In spite of the clarity of Thomist 

ethics, even orthodox churchmen could recommend prudence and reason of state in the old name of dissimulatio, now 

fashioned as casuistry, or the moral art ofjustifyh~g expedient action in the name of the greater good of the Church 

without recourse to simulation. 

If simulation was a religious behavioral necessity, Snyder never explains why there were so few well-known books on 
it. Nor does he examine what anti-Machiavellian thinkers and critics of lying--from scholastic and Jesuit critics such as 

Roberto Bellarmino, Francisco Su~rez and Pedro de Ribandeneyra, to Protestants such as Innocent Gentillet--thought 
of it. As Snyder points out, dissimulation was not simply behavioral; it was also a stylistic writing practice. It would 
have been helpful for Snyder to dig further how figures from Giovanni Botero, Trajano Boccalini, Justus Lipsius, 
Thomas Hobbes, Samuel Jolmson, and Hugo Grotius wrote about dissimulation, while also possibly masking their own 
intentions. 

Snyder’s historical view of the ethics of dissimulation also needs clarification, for rather than distinct works, there was a 
real tradition which linked humanist authors not only to the ancients, and to patristic thought, but also to themselves. 
To cite Lipsius and Graci~n without explaining their connection (Graci~n along with many others of his generation 
were heavily influenced by Lipsius), and the large body of works which grew out of it, risks the danger of cherry-picking 
sources outside of their historical context. 

Of interest in Snyder’s book is his analysis of a number of Italian authors relatively unknown to Anglophone and French 
scholars, such as Giovanni della Casa, Gianfranceso Lottini, Bernardino Pino da Cagli and Bonifaccio Vannozzi. Snyder’s 

original research is compelling: for example his fascinating discovery of the Saletta del_silatzio, or the "Salon of Silence" 
in the Palazzo Salmatoris in Cherasco, outside of Turin. It was here, in the frescoed room painted by Sebastiano Taricco 
(1641-1710) that the Shroud of Turin was hidden during the siege of Turin by French forces in 1706. The frescoes 

comprise a remarkable iconographic tribute to the virtues of silence and secrecy, but also to revelation and honesty. 

In his concluding analysis of the Saletta, Snyder reminds us of a well-known but little studied point. While secrecy 
remained an elemental part of early modern society, Enlightenment philosophers became increash~gly uncomfortable 
with publicly justifying insincerity and hypocrisy. Voltaire, Diderot and Rousseau all agreed that prudence was a "sotte 

virtu" and that dissimulation was immoral. But a major question remains: what exactly tipped public sentiment away 
from the quest to find a moral form of dissimulation while still possibly dissimulating? Was it useful for libertines to 
pretend to experience Rousseauist honest sentiments? Obviously many, like Danton, who presented themselves as 
honest citizens, still lied. Ministers from the marques de Pombal, the vicomte de Vergennes, princes Tallyrand, and 
Metternich still employed courtly prudence, but professional administrators like Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Samuel Pepys 

and Turgot had to straddle both prudence and candor in financial administration. 

To begin to figure out what changed, at least in the world of political culture during the seventeenth century, it is useful 
to return to the earlier anecdote about Louis XIV. Where did Louis’ sense of secrecy come from? Did his libertine tutor 
FranCois de La Mothe Le Vayer instill in him neo-Stoicism? Did he formally consider the fine points of dissimulation 
and simulation? Or, was it the merchant Colbert, who we know wrote this speech for Louis, and his practices of 



mercantile industrial and financial secrecy help influence the hard-nosed king? If the late-seventeenth century saw the 
rise of merchants as managers of large-scale administrative states, they brought with them old attitudes about how to do 

business. Secrecy along with sound financial record-keeping were high among them. Historians of philosophy often 
ignore economic writings and theories from the genre known in the Middle Ages and Renaissance as the ars mercatoria, 

and in the classical age and Enlightenment known more diffusely as political economy or administrative and accounting 
manuals. Trade did not necessarily mean fraud, as Charles Fourrier would later claim. Instead, secrecy was a 
managerial and professional necessity to protect business interests against competitors and rapacious tax collectors. 

The ideas of administrative, industrial and financial secrecy in turn complicate Norbert Elias’s misleadingly simple 

chronology of the process of civilization, and schema of court society. At the top, the king was secretive; courtiers 
employed secrecy in their quest to climb closer to the throne. Private citizens followed suit. But in the corridors of 
government, professional administrators were secretive not only with government information, but also with their 
managerial trade. Dissimulating one’s emotions was important, but equally important in the large centralizing 
monarchies was the old Italian tradition of protecting one’s office and family "lobby" by hiding administrative archives 

and information and plugging information leaks. The kind of know-how necessary to run an ideally airtight 
administration could be found in books of ethics, but also in manuals of political economy and accounting from the late 
Middle Ages onwards. Surely to understand early modern political and ethical culture, it is necessary not only to look 
to traditional manuals of reason of state, prudence and dissimulation, but also to manuals of practical administration. It 
might show that princely courts lagged behind family companies in many aspects of the so-called civilizing process 

which most likely began in the early Italian city states and, of course, the Vatican. 

Politics, as the practically-trained Louis XIV knew so well, could run only so far on theory. Behind the court society 
was the highly sophisticated mechanism of administration. While absolutist courts engaged in their ballets of 
dissimulation and attempts to move closer to the sun, few aside from the king and a small group of administrators had 

any idea of the budget of the kingdom. Far more threatening than the self-fashioned pose of a courtier, or even the 
acidic wit of a critical writer, and certainly as important as the prudence of diplomats, was the dissimulation or 
simulation of financial information. As John Law and the Mississippi Bubble would dramatically illustrate in 17~0, 

financial sleight of hand could pose great danger to power and to the very stability of the state. Snyder’s book makes for 
an enjoyable read for students of reason of state and courtly ethics, but to answer the big questions about dissimulation 

and its evolution in early modern Europe, a wider disciplinary net must be cast. 

NOTES 

~1~ Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Lettres, instructions et m~moires, ed. by Pierre Clement, 7 vols. (Paris: Imprimerie Imp~riale, 
1861-70), "Discours de Louis XIV tl l’ouverture du Conseil des Finances (Minute autographe de Colbert), 1661, ~, 1, pp. 
ccii-cciii at cciii. 

Jacob Soll 

Rutgers University 

soll@crab.rutgers.edu 
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Review by Anthony Purdy, The University of Western Ontario. 

The title is rich in promise, bringing to the public eye an area of more than apparent neglect. In recenttimes, 

transatlantic studies have tended to come out of black or postcolonial studies, while language based approaches have 
privileged anglophone, hispanophone or, occasionally, lusophone cultures. Within the framework of francophone 
studies, the Maghreb, sub-Saharan Africa, and Asia all loom larger for European eyes than Quebec, as does the 
Caribbean in a transatlantic francophone context. For its part, Quebec has long been less than forthcoming in 
acknowledging in serious scholarly terms its profound and multivarious cultural relations with France, preferring to 

explore in recent decades the amdricanitd of Quebec culture, first through a turn to the U.S., and then to a more plural 
Americas with an increasing focus on Latin America. Academic collaborations with francophone European scholars 
have at times seemed to be disproportionately with Belgian universities rather than French (though this has been 

changing in recent years), and there has sometimes been a sense that comparative studies between Quebec and Belgian 
literatures are somehowmore appropriate than those involving France. The resulting shortage of English language 
studies of cultural relations between France and Quebec makes the publication of this wide-ranging volume by McGill- 
Queen’s--which, while gesturing toward Belgium and Switzerland, in fact privileges France almost exclusively--a 
most welcome contribution to an understudied field. 

That said, anyone turning to this collection of essays expecting a synthesizing historical study of cultural relations 
between Quebec and France (let alone francophone Europe) will be disappointed. It is simply not that kind of book. For 
one thing, the only essay to take a long historical perspective (pre-twentieth-century) is Pat Smart’s engaging study of 
the autobiographical writings of four seventeenth-century women of New France. Indeed, the vast bulk of the essays 
take the period since the start of the Quiet Revolution to the present day as their object, with the occasional foray into 
the years between the end of World War II and the death of Maurice Duplessis in 1959. 

Nor are the essays organized in any systematic way that might reflect an overarching vision of the subject.Instead, they 
follow a loose thematic division into five sections: "I. Women’s History and Passages across the Atlantic"; "II. European 
Cultural Influences on Quebec Writers"; "III. The Theatrical Space of Exchange"; "IV. Franco-European Immigrant 
Voices in Quebec"; and "V. Contemporary Art Forms and Popular Culture." This organization presumably speaks to a 
post-hoc distribution of the essays received from invited participants. One suspects that, in the planning stages of the 

volume, there was an attempt to cover a reasonably wide variety of subjects with contributions from different 
disciplines. It is difficult, however, toagree with the claim made on page 12 that this makes for an "interdisciplinary" 
volume in any strong sense. The volume’s contents may indeed be multidisciplinary, but there is no truly 
interdisciplinary approach to the subject matter either in the book’s conception or in the individual essays. 

In lieu of a genuinely historical approach or a strong conceptual unity of purpose, the editors, Paula Ruth Gilbert and 
Mil~na Santoro, seek coherence through a metaphor--the passages" of the title. These, like any self-respecting metaphor 
deployed in a title, are plural and are duly listed on pages 4-5. Speaking for myself, the first thing the words 

Transatlantic" Passages" bring to mind is the nostalgic phrase "booking passage," triggering a flurry of images of the great 

transatlantic ocean liners such as the Ile de France, whose first-class restaurant was recreated on the ninth floor of the 
old Montreal Eaton’s department store, turning le neuvi~me into a stylish Montreal Art Deco landmark. But though the 



phrase itself is invoked on p. 5 (and again by Bonnie Baxter on p. 227), I looked in vain for any trace of either ships or 

Deco in the book’s essays, where transatlantic crossings are usually either metaphorical or mentioned only in passing, 

and even Susan Ireland’s fine study of"Transatlantic Crossings in the Work of Alice Parizeau and Nai’m Kattan" 

conveys little sense of the actual voyage. What one will find instead are two epigraphs that situate the passage metaphor 

firmly on dry land. The first, taken from Walter Benjamin’s The Arcades Project (the Paris arcades are, in French, known 

as passages), introduces the figure of thefldneur and the themes of desire and commodity fetishism. The second, taken 

from Gail Scott’s My Paris, mentions Benjamin’s writings on nineteenth-century Paris and the arcades and allows the 

editors to expatiate: 

Just as Benjamin found in Paris the fuel for his reflections on modernity, so Scott, a contemporaryjTdneuse, 

finds in Benjamin’s Arcades Project a structuring principle for her own postmodern text, a first-person 
narrative where the subject is never that of a verb but is rather expressed in infinitives, gerunds, and 
accumulated sentence fragments that convey her vision of an outsider’s encounter with and passage through 

what remains an enduring nineteenth-century Parisian cityscape (p. 3). 

Unfortunately this is not quite true, for though Gail Scott’s text relies for the most part on the usual stylistic devices of 

the interior monologue outlined above, the penultimatesentence of the passage quoted in the epigraph does in fact 

contain a conjugated verb with a perfectly orthodox personal pronoun subject. [1] This is a small detail perhaps, but 

one which can scarcely escape the reader who has just read the epigraph and who will therefore feel a little less 

comfortable in the editors’ scholarly hands than she or he might wish. [2] But if this is a quibble, a more salient point 

concerns the editors’ decision to privilege Scott’s work (rather than Benjamin’s, which it so admires) as a structuring 

device for their own book. Indeed, quotations from My Paris serve as epigraphs not only to the Introduction but to each 

of the book’s five sections. In addition, Lorna Irvine’s enthusiastic contribution is devoted to Scott’s text and is followed 

by a longer extract from it. In short, My Paris sets the rhythm for the whole book, which it dominates to an unusual 

degree. Instead of the little explosions of Jetztzeit that Benjamin’s quotations are meant to produce, there is a 

monotonous and monologic quality to Scott’s repetitive structures, especially her syntax, which makes for a curious 

reading experience as cultural and linguistic differences are rendered through a bizarre pidgin, accentuated by the 

inexorable accumulation of present participles presumably signifying simultaneity: 

I telling how Madame X laughing. When I asking where to put what we calling vidange, garbage. They 

calling poubelle. Chez nous we also saying okd. Where they saying d’accord. Bonjour where they saying au revoir. 
Further leaving diphthongs slightly open. Inviting. They closing theirs up suavely. So we nasalizing pain, 
bread. Causing mockery in bakeries (p. 139). 

One is left longing for the wry expressions of cultural d@aysement in R~gine Robin’s novel, La Qudbdcoite, where the 

newly arrived immigrant from France is astonished to learn that, in Montreal, the initials PC refer not to the Parti 

Coznmuniste but to the Progressive Conservatives.[3] Scott’s constellations of observations offer neither Robin’s 

snapshot realism nor her stream of consciousness and convey neither defamiliarization nor culture shock. Instead, the 

overwhelming impression is of contrived artificiality and labored and gratuitous fragmentation: 

Raining. Entering caf~ lit by giant geometric teardrops. Suspended from ceiling. Smaller wall versions. Over 

curly-pawed tables. Pretty but unheated. So sitting far from window. R arriving almost simultaneously. Le 

Nouvel Obs in hand. On cover FiJ~een Leading Intellectuals. Derrida. Lyotard. Deleuze. Etc. All worriedly 
reflecting on growing entrenchment of Right. Which Right they have spent lives striving to philosophically 

defeat. By enprincipe displacing. Deferring (p. 27). 

I suspect that, paradoxically, My Paris does not lend itself well to the further fragmentation involved in short quotation 

in epigraph form. It depends instead on accumulation and repetition to produce its best effects, and here it is not 
allowed that luxury. As a structuring device for Transatlantic" Passages, it doesn’t really work. And that is a pity, because 

it distracts from the fact that what we have, under the editorial smokescreens, is a miscellany of often very strong 
essays by an unusual variety of contributors on a complex subject that merits attention. So let’s return briefly, while 
turning a blind eye to the metaphor, to the "five distinct and yet linked ’emporia’ of influences within which are 
congregated displays of luxurious intellectual goods" (p. 13). 

The first section, "Women’s History and Passages across the Atlantic," follows Pat Smart’s historical account of 
women’s autobiographical writing in New France with previously unpublished English translations of a radio piece by 
writer Monique Proulx and poems by Nicole Brossard. Sandwiched between them is a perceptive and very useful essay 
on the debates and exchanges between French and Quebec feminisms by Chantal Maill~, who argues that the legacy of 
Quebec nationalism and itsconstruction of Quebec as colonized have allowed Quebec feminism to avoid an engagement 



with postcolonial thought and an examh~ation of power relations among different groups of women. 

In addition to Irvine’s chapter on Scott, more poems by Brossard and an autobiographical piece by Louise Dupr~, the 
second section, "European Cultural Influences on Quebec Writers," brings together essays by Patrick Coleman on the 
young Hubert Aquin and Mordecai Richler in Paris in the early fifties; Karen McPherson on the role of Switzerland in 
texts by Aquin and Brossard; Karen Gould on French and European intertexts in works by France Th~oret; and Patrice 

Proulx on reworkings of aspects of Montesquieu’s Lettres])ersanes in Lise Oauvin’s Lettres d’une autre and Cornment])eut- 

on 8trefranfais? by Chahdortt Djavann, an Iranian writer living in France. 

Post-colonial and post-national perspectives are to the fore in the essays by Louise Forsyth and Jane Moss that open 
section three, "The Theatrical Space of Exchange." Forsyth focuses on questions of identity in Marie Cardinal’s work, 

while Moss looks at forty years of Quebec writers taking their plays to France and their reception there. The section 
closes with a short piece by French actor and director Michel Cochet on staging plays by Quebec playwright Larry 
Tremblay. 

Section four, "Franco-European Immigrant Voices in Quebec," gathers essays by Mary Jean Green on Robin, Ireland on 
Parizeau and Kattan, and Rachel Killick on Swiss filmmaker L~a Pool. Theturn to Switzerland is reinforced by an 
engaging interview with Werner Nold, a Swiss-born film editor who immigrated to Quebec and participated from the 
start in the evolution of the national film industry. 

The book closes with an adventurous fifth section (my favorite) on "Contemporary Art Forms and Popular Culture." 

Multi-media artist Bonnie Baxter sets a lively tone with a personal and thoroughly enjoyable memoir of her time with 

Jean Paul Riopelle, one of Quebec’s best known painters. FranCois Morelli, a Quebec performance artist, then chronicles 

in words and images one set of installations/performances in France in 2004. Alisa B~langer’s beautifully illustrated 

critical essay explores the artist’s book as a site of collaboration between Quebec poets and European artists, while 

Brian Thompson’s piece on the Quebec chansonniers and song connections between France and Quebec is appropriately 

complemented by a translation of singer Robert Charlebois’s "Ce soir je chante tl l’Olympia." The last word falls to Guy 

Spielmann, whose study of the transatlantic exchange of popular culture homes in on comic books (BD), television, and 

internet productions. 

As the editors acknowledge, their volume "only begins to chart the richness of the field of Francophone transatlantic 
studies" (p. 22). The essays they have brought together will serve to whet the appetite, and it is to be hoped that further 

studies will follow, perhaps with a tighter focus and a more rigorous approach to the questions and problems they 
choose to pose. 

LIST OF ESSAYS 

Introduction: 

Paula Ruth Gilbert and Mil~na Santoro, "On ’Passages,’ Passeurs and Passeuses in Paris and Montreal" 

Patricia Smart, "Women’s History and Passages across the Atlantic A Place for the Spirit: Canada as Dream and 

Reality in the Autobiographical Writings of the Women of New France" 

Monique Proulx, "Time, Sir" 

Chantal Maille, "French and Quebec Feminisms: Influences and Reciprocities" 

Nicole Brossard, "Je m’en vais tl Trieste (excerpt)" 

Patrick Coleman, "European Cultural Influences on Quebec Writers Writing Beyond Redemption: Hubert Aquin and 
Mordecai Richler in Postwar Paris" 

Karen McPherson, "Des chfiteaux en Suisse? Switzerland in the Quebec Imagination Aquin and Brossard" 

Nicole Brossard, "Je m’en vais tl Trieste (excerpt)" 

Lorna Irvine, "Chez Nous: Gail Scott’s My Paris" 



Gail Scott, "My Paris (excerpt)" 

Karen L. Gould, "Transatlantic Reading h~ the Works of France Th~oret" 

Patrice J. Proulx, "Literary Border Crossings: Reconceptualizing Montesquieu’s Lettres persanes in Lise Gauvin’s 
Lettres d’une autre and Chahdortt Djavann’s Comment peut-on ~tre fran~ais?" 

Louise Dupr~, "France h~ the Heart of the Eastern Townships" 

Louise H. Forsyth, "The Theatrical Space of Exchange Marie Cardinal, Translator of Myths and Theatre: The Words 
to Say Difference" 

Jane Moss, "(Post)Colonial Performances: Nationalist and Post-nationalist Quebec Theater in Europe" 

Michel Cochet, "Michel Cochet on Larry Tremblay: An Auto-Interview" 

Mary Jean Green, "Franco-European Immigrant Voices in Quebec From Flhneuse to Cybernomad: Roaming the 

World with R~gine Robin" 

Susan Ireland, "Transatlantic Crossh~gs in the Work of Alice Parizeau and Nai’m Kattan" 

Werner Nold, "From Europe to Quebec Cinematic History" 

Rachel Killick, "Three Demoiselles sauvages in Search of Other Worlds: Corinna Bille and Gabrielle Roy in the Films 
of L~a Pool" 

Bonnie Baxter, "Contemporary Art Forms and Popular Culture Riopelle and Me: Impression passag6re" 

Francois Morelli, "Crossings: In Situ Art in Transit" 

Alisa Belanger, "A Quiet Evolution: Artist’s Books inQuebec and France (Beausoleil, Dorion, Desautels)" 

Brian Thompson, "La Chanson qu~b~coise: Not the Same Old (French) Song" 

Robert Charlebois, "Ce soir je chante tl l’Olympia/Tonight I’m Singing at the Olympia" 

Guy Spielmann, "(Not so) Separate but Unequal: On the Circulation of Popular Culture Items between France and 
Quebec" 

NOTES 

[1] Or flip forward to the epigraph to the second section on p. 65, which contains at least four conjugated verbs with 

subjects and a number of marginal examples where there is a simple conversational ellipsis of the subject. 

[2] The notes to the editors’ Introduction do little to allay any misgivings the reader might be feeling, as one of them 

cites l/Uiktionary as its only source for definitions of"passage" and another turns to l/Uikipedia for a definition 
of"phantasmogoria" in the historical sense of a kind of magic lantern show. I have nothing against consulting such 
sources when information is needed in a hurry, but it is annoying to find them quoted authoritatively in a scholarly 

work when a little legwork might have resulted, for example, in Max Milner’s fine essay, La Fantasmagorie : essai sur 
l’optiquefantastique (Paris: Presse Universitaire de France, 1982), being brought to the attention of readers, many of 

whom will be students. Similarly, the section on "Fldnerie in Paris" (pp. 6-8), like the Introduction as a whole, misses an 
opportunity to complicate and interrogate critically both the metaphor in general as it is used here the page as shop 

window, jqdnerie as reading of urban space, theeditors asjqdneuses in geographic, cultural and textual space (pp. 12, 6)-- 
and the much debated notion of thejqdneuse in particular, through reference to the extensive and lively critical literature 
that has seen thelight of day since Janet Wolffs pioneering essay in the eighties. 

[3] R~Kine Robin, La Qudbdcoite (Montreal: Qu~bec/Am~rique, 1983), p. 176. 
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~dmuad Burke had a case of stage 
~ fright 17, 1766, when he on January 

~first spoke in the House of Communs 

’[ ~klt like a ma~ drunk", he wrote m a ff~d 
afterwards Bm as oH~ers stood up m conua- 

dic~ him he grew 

with aswimmir~g m my head ~ vcmure{~ t~p 

horrors: ~ had no hopes of makm.g 

Over ~be ~em thirty ~ems. Burke 

make a figure which has awed even h~s most 

distinguished *>!/ow pariiamentafiaus. ~Made 
many extracts from Burke". G~Ms~one 

Churchill cN~ed him "an mcomp~~b~e 

icN reasoner    . perhaps the greatest ma~ 

that Irehmd bus ~roduced". A major politician 

and a proflmnd pNlosopher, a man of deep 

D %NIEL HITCHENS 

afig 
force: c<msidering [orcc not only as an o@om~ 

he delighted in Burke°s company as lo~g as 

~he question of parE’,’ politics did ~aot cm~e 
Johnson m~d Go~dsmhh 

mistrusted Whigs m get, crab bu~ there is defb 
nitety a tenskm between Burke the d~inker 

and Burke the political animM. The Com,?am 

b~t a fieebb b~strurnem. Ibr preservnL~2 a people i#n does ~o~ expk>re this ve~ y deeply aad 

so m moron,s, so acuve, so growbg, so spirted ~he exccpt~ on - Harry T. Dickinson’s essay urn 

David Dwan aBd Christopher asthis, ma~rofimt:~ea~dsubordkmleconnex- Ame~ica=irnpliestha~Burkcwasmoa~mched 

J. [ n s o [ e. e d i t o r s ~on wi~h us. m Rockingham Whig policy to see the AmP> 

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION Burke chaages ~e subect from America as ~cm~ grievance dear1> ?e~ if ffm coHeclion 

TO EDMUND BURKE an~’obiecUtoi~s"people’~with~henpa~bular aoes m~ say enough about Burke as a politi 

28{}pp. Cambridge Un{versib,~ Press. nature. ~’We must govern America according ciam ~his ~s more than compe~sated ibr b? 

to that nature.., not according to abstract its drawia~ ou~ of his cemral concerns. The Paperback. £~799 [US $27 99< 
978 0 52~ 1833{ a ~heories of righ~ " essays frequem~) converge on his two great 

. - ~-- As Pi{ts demo~s~rates_ Burke was a~ways themes, i~stitutions and the moral !ffk~. 

a~armed when political m~ers ~nsisted m~ Burke continents in the Rg/~ecfio~s that 
B u1~ard                                                       every p@i~ica~ p~an he has see~ in his career 

E D M U N D g U R K E A N D has ~efitcd from teamwork: even mediocre 

TH [{ ART OF RH E FORIC ~imit which makes them t~e ~e~Tect rhetorica{ h~tdlects ~ave )con abb to suggest in@rove 

284pp. Cambr~dgeUrfi’.ersityPres~.£58. excuse [k~r a~ overm me~s which the grea~es~ mind~ miss~ This. 

learrJng and mora~ courage [he made himself 
97g 1 H}7 00657 7 [ramp!ing on ]oca~ affections a~d attachments. Burke says, ~, the val~e of iss[itutions~ Au 

unpopular by defending Camotics anu 
Frederick Whelan observes thin when Burke %!0 esmbtishmenU ~ike the Bri~isb constim- 

homosexuals a~ain.st legal crueltiesk Burke 
I a n C r o w e re%fred to the British acquisition of Benga} as tio~ arises {>ore ~he joint efforts of ~eop]e 1iv- 

PATRIOTISM AND PUBLIC SPtR~T 
"Yevo~uqon’ he had begu~ a c~tiqm: which mg in difl)rem centuries, and so oese>,es 

wouId reach ks ftfll height of scum in the respect. Tha~ does not keep all old things- ~he 
Edmtmd Burke and t~e role of d~e critic m 

the English hng~mge mid-~gtb, ceamry, Brffain R<fiecfio~s. BuNe saw ia both cases~ as Eas~ [~dia Company, for instance- be,,ond 

Yet it is :lifficult to fom~ a clear idea o[ 304pp. StarHbrd UniversiU Press £54.95 ’US $65L Whetan pu~s i<’~p~venu adventurers,., oh]i> criticism. Burke judges institutions b3 a mora] 

his personality. Compared ~o his inte1[ecma~ 
978 0 8047 g~27 5 ious to ~he dcs~rucdoa 1he} were inflicting on code: no, ms~ m~¥ mora~ code. bn~ what 

sparring promet Samuel Johnsom Burke is an 
- ~he socia~ fabric". CF~-istopher J. Insole b~ his essay calls % 

oddt? remote kind of genius. We know that he ’~Burke was a u~ilitanan in the extreme]? triv- AH this makes Burke seem a cusses mn~ man Christia~ appropriation of Cicero’< From 

made a k)~ of bad puns and ~ived i~ pennanen~ ial ae~se that he warned good outcomes ff)r of principb ~ some~hh3g his [fiends some- Cicero comes the belief tha~ ~hcre i:, ao way ~o 

~5nancial dism’ray ~o pay [br h~s beamifu~ peopb". ~imes doub~ed. Oliver Goldsmith wrom wis~- happh?ess and fulfilmem excep~ by ~ryi~g m 

house, but beyond that be has a way of eluding The Co;npanion gains ~}om its svmpad3y %l]y and biti agl), ~ha~ Burke ~to D~ty gave ut": be good; from the Chris~ia~ understanding of 

the imag] na~iom He often ends up as a human, with Burke. Some propo~aion of his ~hought what was mean~ ~br mankind’L Johnso~ said providence. ~hat you wi~ that happiness by 

oid symboI ~)r a school of ~hought Or a hisk~rb can certainly be pm dowr~ ~o pre{udice or neu= 

ca~ trend, rosis_ rhe~oricN sel~Uintoxica~ion or a yearning 

Burke’s double rote as statesman and phibs- for emo~iona~ securib., or A~g{o-~ish guilt or 

opher makes him an even trickier subject. For 

example, fis maste~iece, R<fiec~,/o;~s" o~ ’he 

R~voIafion i~ t@am~~ ~ 1790~ has bee~ cele~ is secn as a ca~tious and discerning observer, 

when few British observers could see much .speech: %ur wise a~tcestors have.., diffused 
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~bllowing the pmticuhr duties God has given 
you. and loving the pm~icutar peopk ~rnong 
whom you find yourselL Moreover, {m- Burke 
~he vhtues of seI>dema~ make up -at least 
gh~e OUt of ~e0 of the vff~ues’L because, he 

remarked in a let~e~ of ~791 
] have found gmt those who were m~ ~ mdub 

gem to ~hems@ves > ere ~m the mass, bss kh~d 

~’~e friendly m~d peacefu{ socie% t~r g~rke. 

Bm~<e’s political thoug!3t p[oceeds from those 
high mor:d stm~dards, in ~he 1760s and 70s. he 
loined h3 the m-iticism of ~he House of Com~ 
mot>. but ~hmggcd a~ proposaE fi~r sweepir 
pafliamemau refl~rm. The crisis, i~ his 
was one of public ~rusu Which MPs would 
orfl) regain 
sel~cnrichment and ambition. Because ~hcy 

Commons had also lost its puq~osc: 
as a conmJ fi. the people-, ii became a 
control "’;;po;; {he pcople’L 

Burke tends to assume there ~ 
Jesigned~L or m any rme discow~rabb, iden- 

fib’ which this person, o~ fl3is 

have to attain their give~3 "charac~cff~ - 
impo~ant word for Burke and {he ke) 
of Paddy gu~lard’s Kdmtmd Yg;rio a;~d the 
q[ Rhgforic. Aristotle Bu!tard reminds 
[bought ~he n3os{ ef{bcfive pax of rhetoric 
thor Io£os (the appea~ to mason } nor patho,v 
emotion3 ~ but rather etho.< the persuasive 

Han~psher-MonL takes the point f@~her. An cuitme. Thanks m i~s own cbrgy, Britafi~ 

individual who acre mora~h< who builds up may pu~ i~ our claim to as amp]e and a~ early a 

honest fidendships, is abb ~o" erubody an instb share in a~ ~c improvements in science, m 

ration’~ ~o represem in ~heir a~ ~-~ person those art£ and in ~itcrmure. ~hich have i!lumim~ted 
vim3es which shouM define the House of Corn- an,~ adorned ff~c modern world, as any o~her 

mons~ o~ ~hc wbo~e body p{Jific nation in Europe: we think one mai~ cause of 

in Bullard’s co£e~3t reading, the impeach- 

mere {>1- Warren Hastings became° [or Burke. a 
bagb betwee~ a]~ the abuses of the East h3dia 

Compm% persorfified by Hasting< and a~l the 

cestraini~g power of dx: Commons, person> 
fled by Burke himseK Why. asks Bullard did 

Burke pu~ some of his mos~ impressive oratory 

b3to 1o£ causes tikc AmcNcan concilia~km? 
Because he cm>e to see flint ~ he{oric is n.o~ jus~ 

a toolkff [or wim3b~g deba~es. Raher. a good 
rhc~ofichm shores up the af~%c~ion and con> 
mon values on v~.hich political 

depe~d~. When Burke describes hirnseff as 

-one ahnost the whole of whose public exer- 

tion has been fbr ghe liberty of others", he is 

appealing ~o his readers to recognize in him 

their ow~ Mve of libmly. IL alter that fns~ 

~giddy" speech. Burke taught himse][ how ~o 

retake a tigure"~ i~ was as a mm representative. 

This is a fresh and hmnediately [11unJnah~g 

thesis and Bul~md’s digresshe erudition adds 

to ~he book’s charm. My one complaint is that 

as so ohen. ~he flesh-and-blood Bm’ke begins 

k~ disappear into his owr~ ideas. Howeve~ wall 

gullard discusses the significance of affection 

in Burke’s thoug hr. he exm3flnes Burke’s aft)c- 

tions ~hemselves >o much as a ma~er of Eter- 

arv mcucs. The R<¢h’cfioms do exhibi~ a rheto- 

ric of "character’L but they are also an expres- 
sion of love -~ %r a civilization and a way of 

of the speaker’ s character. Whether or ~ot he li{? which Burke sees in danger° The assault 

found it in Aristotle. Burke bad a similar on the French Church @pals Nm partly 

inkffi~3g, BulIard. following a bin! from ~afi3 because he views the clergy as guardians of 

this impr~ ~vcmcnt was our not despising the 
nmony of knowledge which was left us by our 

~bre~thers 
A passage like this makes pbin ~he depth of 

Burke’s devotion to the bcst things Europe 

meant to him its socia~ improvcmenls and ca] 
tara accomFtishmcms. 3hm last deadly flick 

uf the ~af "’ou~ not despising the patrimony} 

which Burke treated ~he enemies of what he 

veneraed which has gben him a reputation 

an euemy of the Enlightenment. 
A superb essa> [u the (;)m~bri~@e ComFa~> 

icm oa "Burke. En!ightem~em and Roeaami- 

cis:n’L by Richard Boarke. dea}s wi@ this 
mater. For a s~uq. Bm’ke had never heard 

the term "~{he En]igh~enmenf’ as i~ ~s 
:~eployed: bin. nor was he in revok agaiust 

~pirit of hi~ age. Inasmuch as the ~ge was 
defined by secularism and i~3dh’idualism. 
B~rke de;esmd iL Ye~ one ~s sm~ck by how 

rarely his writings sotmd dd?nsive or fogey- 

lsh~ To Bt~rke. ~he "modem world" h~cluded 

much d-rot he cherished a~d wanted n) pass on 

art a~d titeramre~ scie~3tific progress, eco= 

aonic growth, i~}creasing~y rafiona~ retigior 
and politics, and the               ~,, emb s~re~3             :,~the~3ir, g of 

~bose smalbsca~e pomona1 a~mchmcnts ~vhic~. 

to hirm were the foundatio~3 of 

describes a si~ gle ~[f e’,.entua~y predomhmm~ 

~rend in a wider ~Repub{ic of Letters": so 

argues ~a~ Crew� m the [mroducfion ~o t%:~tri 

ogism amf P,/Mic 5})iriL Crowe’s promising 

idea is to place the yom~ger Burke within that 
Republic of Letters a~d ;pecKica~ly ~he world 

of Barkers we~bco~nected publisher Rober~ 

Dodslc3 Ir~ Dodsley’s c}rcle, an eclectic 

gro~p of ~hinker~ discussed the reffwigoration 

of"pubIick~Spirit" in m~ age of politicN disil}u~ 

skmmem, they rat~ged over comparative rdb 

gkm aeslhetics and historiography: a sugge> 

tire context fbr Burke’s first writing projects 
fbr Dodsby, which were a satire on deism. A~ 

and two works of history. 

The drawbacks are firsL ~ha~ tim biograph~ 

[ca~ record goes very ~uiet in ~hesc years, 

Burke’s d~mght a~d his socia~ 

milieu a matter of guesswork, and. secondly, 

d3e book% uneven st)le. Even so. Crowe has 
hh on a valuable approach of some impor{- 

ance. simply by taki~,g seriousb d3e vibrant 
h~e!lectual cullure of mid<e~mry Lo~3don. 

For example~ he considers the 

crkici~,m of Joseph and Thomas War~ou. 

Allegory, say the Wa~m~ brothers, brh~gs 

out the ~ee~,est m~ths when it is rooted in a 
pmticu]ar historical situation. Crowe de~ects 

a resemblance ~o o~3e of Burke’s ]ifebng 

the esser}ce of hm3mn[ty is ~3ot obscnred. 

but revealed hr the rnm3~raade s~ructures of 
a sonbisticated civitb-ati~m. He telE a s~o~y 

{sadly hidden in the endnote:, ~ of Burke and 

Charles James Fox taking sides against u3e 

Duke of Richmond. who had declared tha{ 

he prefe~red history m poe~r~ because ~’his~ 

tory is aruth’L Accordin~ ~o Samuel Rogers, 

"Burke m3d Fox disagreed with him: the} 

d~ough{ ff~a{ poetry was ~rmn being a repre~ 

senmtio~ of huma~ natural’. 

by gradually discovering t~emsebes 

less sm3ple - less straight, less 

towards the gathering and p~b]ishbg of songs 

Aho~eeff~er he contributed 223 iterm to 
&-o~s Mus£:M M;~s~;~.; a3d. as Irvine says, 

SEAMUS PERRY 



~ne rest of Europe? And what if thai 

was whipped up in no small pa~ by ~he author 

~o take sides t<~ see whata mr~gled issue it soo~ 

Hw’f, ahns to dise~ta~g~e Burke from his 

many contexm, a~d ~br ~he mos~ par* ~t 

ceeds 
effordess "interdiscipli~afiU’, with sh 

mqs. five ~keraQ critics and four phi ~osop[rers 

among the contributors. ~he collection ~s gem:r- 

opher makes hun an even trickier subject For a hatnot, But the contributors pay him the corn- 

example, hi~ masterpiece, R@’ecfio:~s on dw p[ime~ of keepi~g tha propo~km small, He 

Rewo:,:io, i~ Frauce ~ 1790k has bee~ ode- [5 seen as a cauuous and discerning observer. 

braed for hs sombre premonitions of {he reh~siag exgeme positions. For example, 

decade Mter ~he k~l~ of the Basti~e~ At a time ]em~it~r Pitts quotes ~rom one Comm~ms 

wheg ~ew gr~t~sh observers could see much speech: "~our wise ancestors have,,, dKfl.~scd 

caose ~br a~arm. Burke predicted execu~o~>, i,~ a mos~ unexampled ma~aer t~e blessings 

~ocia~ chaos te~’ifymg inhumaaib, and the of libe~y and good govemmeat tr~rough our 

ever~ma~ rise of a figure who sounds remark- remo~es~ provincesZ The speaker is one o~ 

ably like Napoleon, Burke’s Dl~ow Rock[~gham WNgs, George 

To a socia! conservative, the lessoa is dear: Demps~er. ~ is em phaticalliy not Burke. who 

Burke had perceived ~/at i[ you sweep away [hong~ such blessings extremely hard [o 

emsm~g hierarchies, ignore custom and cere- secure, aud regarded empire as l~ke[y~ wi[hout 

moW, despise oghodox religiom and show no set ous wisdom and integrky a~ the top, to 

respect for ~he traditions you have received. Jide imo exploitamm 

~hen you wilt leave no~hmg bu~ the will ~o Likewise~ as ~an McBride no~es, ahhough 

power, which NI these mmgs were meam ~o Burke considered ~688 a G~ofions Revolmkm 

medime, and which can now only be reined in so fa~ as England was concerned, i~ seemed to 

by despousm, One standard response is: bu~ him a black year for ireland. ]he Wiltia~nim 

wha[ if fl~e revo~mion degenerated m>[ [h~mks triumph emrenched wha this staunch ~,mgli- 

~o >~ume ironer [ogic of violeace, but because o~ can called "’fire r~ aligrm) of the principles of 

mass~w political and military hostility f?om Pro~esm-at ascer~dancy’h 

near the end of his 1il? he classed with {he 

Eas~ India Com~an y’s ma~pracdce~ and ~, kh 
me callousness of ~he brenc~ ~evoluUom.gms. 

These are examples of a specia~ kh~d of 
insensft~wty, also evident m the case of Amer- 

k:a. ~n the period after the Bosto~ Tea Pa~y~ 

the Jde of British opimon w~s %r a hard~ine 
cnfbrcemem of PmJiament s co~sfimtional 

right to raise taxes g~irke argued (to ao avaib 

thai punhive measnres would achie~ e nothing 
except ~o make frie~diy rela*ioas m~possible. 

The ,~eech o~ Co:~dIiatkm ~ ~775} i~[ustraes 
his skill a{ ba~m<i~~ ~ ~r<my and sincer~y: 

ally or>p, broad-minded and clearly wri~tem !t America~ gea*lemea say~ Js a n~b]e object tt is 

is aEo unafi’aid of sin)rig judgements, ARer an ob~ec~ we~ worth figh~ag for. Certainly i~ 

sm-veymg ~he tradition wNch agemp~s to is. if fighging a people be ~he best wa~ of gaits- 

make Burke into a kind of uli~itariam David ing them ~ confess,,, my opinion is m~ch 

Owan gives ~he eNoyably deadpaa verdict: more in f p~,our of pradem managem~mt~ t~ar~ ot 

TLB MAY 24 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Representations <reps@berkeley.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 6:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: article submission 

Dear Professor Smith, 

We are writing to acknowledge receipt of your essay; thank you for your submission. Your essay will now be 
circulated among members of the editorial board, and we hope to have a response for you in the near future. 

Our review process usually takes between eight and sixteen weeks when the board is in session. Responses to 
papers submitted during the summer and year-end academic breaks may be somewhat delayed by the absence 
of editorial board members; the board is in recess from late May until late August and from early December 
until late January every year. 

You are welcome to contact the editorial office at edu at any time to inquire about the status of 
your submission. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jennifer Pranolo 
Editorial Assistant 
Representations 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 1:38 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Greetings: 
I’d like to submit for your consideration an article I’ve written that grew out of--but moves well 
beyond--my recent book on the beast of the Gdvaudan. Because it deals with cultural history, the 
construction of the scientific imagination and--literally--representations of an animal, I thought it 
might be a good fit for your journal. I hope you find it to be of some interest. 

Best, 
Jay Smith 
< Smith Menagerie of the Mind low res 1-4-13.docx><Ab stact Menagerie article 1-4-13. docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

french-tfl @highwire. stanford, edu 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:15 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

french@oup.com; oup-corrauthor-cc-test@highwire, stanford, edu 

Your article has been published in French History 

Dear Author 

I am pleased to inform you that Oxford Journals has published your article in French 

History. 

~ H~[e a[~ the [rees~c~ss !inks to }~0u[ or}!!ne a[~!d~! .................................................................................... 

Full Text: 

PDF: 

htt~,’fh,oxfordjou rna Is, or crs1457 

The fU!I ~itat!0n f0[ y0ur art!de !s: ........................................................................................ 
Royal Censorship of Books in Eighteenth-Century France 

Jay M. Smith 

French History 2013; doi: 10.1093/fh/crs145 

This is the final published version of your article and it can be cited using the DOI 

given above (for more information on DOIs see htt~,%~ww,doi,or~). Please see below 

for additional information and the conditions of use for the links. 

You can view information about how your article has been accessed on your Article 

Data Webpaqe, a new service for Oxford Journals’ authors. View the latest online 

usage figures, track citations, and register for relevant journal alerts. Visit the page 

regularly to see how your article is used over a period of time. 

Thank you for publishing with Oxford Journals and I hope to be of service to you again 
soon. 

Best wishes, 

French History Production Editor 

E-mail: french@ou -corrauthor~cc~ 

test@hi~ hwire,sta nford~ed u 

Visit French History_Online 

Additional information (please read) 

Sending a free-access URL 



instead of a PDF file, including: 

¯ Access to both the HTML and PDF versions of an article (where available). 

¯ You (and your co-authors) plus any users of your own personal/institutional web 

sites will get free access to the finally published and authoritative version of the article 

that is available from our site whether or not they are a subscriber to the journal; 

¯ We guarantee that you (and your co-authors) will have continued access to your 

article without the responsibility of maintaining and updating these files; 

¯ All the linking and other functionality for the article remains in place; 

¯ We can continue to gather accurate usage statistics for the journal to help us ensure 

that we continue to provide a good service for authors and readers. 

Using the free-access URL 

To access your article, click on the link above. If you reach a sign-in page, go back to 

this e-mail and check if there are extra letters or numbers on the line below the URL. 

If so, the URL has broken over two or more lines and does not get picked up in its 

entirety by your browser when clicking through. In this case, copy and paste each line 

into the address bar of your internet browser, deleting extra characters (such as < or 

>) or spaces.This should allow the URL to bypass subscriber sign-in. 

Distribution of the link 

You may wish to include these links in your list of publications. As with an offprint, 

following these links allows interested readers free access to the full text of your paper 

whether or not they are a subscriber to the journal. However, in distributing the link, 

we request that you consider the following points: 

¯ The article should only be viewed from the Oxford Journals site, and not hosted by 

your own personal/institutional web site or that of other third par~ies, though you or 

your co-authors may post the URLs on your own sites or those of your 

institutions/organizations; 

¯ The URL (but not the final published version) can be deposited into an institutional or 

subject based repository (such as PubMed Central) providing that it is not made 

publicly available until 24 months after online publication; 

¯ Single copies of the article can be printed and distributed to interested colleagues 

who wish to use the article for personal research/study purposes only. For those 

wishing to make commercial use of the article, please direct them to 

~urna/sopermissions@oup.com for permissions information or see the website. 

Advance Access articles 

Please note that the URLs given here are for the Advance Access version of your 

paper. Once the article appears in a paginated issue the link will automatically take 

you to the latest version. To be alerted when the page numbers are available, please 

register for our electronic table of contents (eTOC) a/ert!n~ sepvice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Andress <david.andress@port.ac.uk> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 6:13 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Oxford Hbk of the French Rev - delayed festive missive 

Style Guide OHB.doc 

Here. 
Best, 
D 

On 18 January 2013 00: 52, Jay Smith <~;srnith~emai~. uric. edu> wrote: 
David--you sent a style sheet. I deleted it. Could you re-send? Many thanks. -Jay 

On 1/7/13 6:50 AM, David Andress wrote: 

Dear all, 

I was going to send season’s greeting the week before Xmas, but I decided to have the flu instead... 
Since I am back at work now, please have a Happy New Year as a consolation... 

Two points for everyone to note: 

1. The online editorial team has recently notified me that they would like an abstract and a list of 
keywords for each contribution. Please oblige, either now if you have already sent me your piece, or 
integrally to it in future. 

2. Speaking of the future, and our looming final deadlines, could I please ask everyone to reply to this 
message now, just in case we have a problem with someone that might otherwise go unnoticed. The 
typological equivalent of a grunt will be adequate, just so I know you’re there... 

All best wishes, 

Dave Andress 
Associate Dean (Research), FHSS. 
Professor of Modem History 
SSHLS, Univ. of Portsmouth 
Milldam, Portsmouth, PO1 3AS, UK 
Tel. 02392 842204 
da,~id, ar~dress~ort, ac.uk 

Dave Andress 
Associate Dean (Research), FHSS. 
Professor of Modem History 
SSHLS, Univ. of Portsmouth 
Milldam, Portsmouth, PO1 3AS, UK 
Tel. 02392 842204 
da~’id~ ar~dress~o~, ac. uk 
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The purpose of this outline is to provide guidance in the preparation of your manuscript. 
The intention is to ensure a uniform presentation that will minimize work for you later and 
allow the copy-editing stage to proceed as smoothly as possible. 
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GENERAL STYLE GU~[DE 

Text 

The length of your chapter (text and apparatus combined) should not exceed the word 
limit stated in your contract. This is essential if we are to fit everything into our planned 
extent. 

Authors should not use elaborate formatting: it is needless because the typesetter will 
need to delete such elements anyway (see Tables, below). It is always easier for the 
typesetter to add style than to remove it. 

Do not centre text or use special fonts (use default fonts such as Times or Courier). 

Do not use bold. 

Use Italics for book titles, but not journal articles. Journal titles themselves should be in 
italics. 

Do not attempt to format text by putting in multiple columns, centring heads, or any other 
technique that would make it look good. Most likely, if you have attempted a visual 
organization of the material, the typesetter will have to undo it to fit the publication 
design. 

Numbered, bulleted, and word lists should be typed as one column only. Place a single 
space after the full-stop or the bullet before the text. Do not use tabs or spaces to indent 
run-over lines on lists. 

Number pages consecutively at the centre of the page. 

Margins 

Use at least 11/2in (4cm) for top-bottom and left-right margins. 



Spacing 

Double-space all text, including end-notes and references (see below). 

Use only one character space following a full-stop, comma, colon, or semicolon. 

Spelling and Punctuation 

When using American spelling, please refer to Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary of English for 
guidance. When using British, please refer to the Oxford English Dictionary and use its first 

preference in ’s’/’z’ spellings (e.g. emphasize; but analyse). 

Use single inverted commas for quotations (’quotation’) and double inverted commas 
within quotations (’She said "quotation’"). Please note that US punctuation, unlike British, 

puts the quotation mark outside the closing punctuation in ALL circumstances. 

A hallmark of OUP style is the comma before "and" and "or" in enumerations of three or 
more items: "red, white, or blue"; "Jones, Smith, and Brown". 

Capitalization 

Use capitals sparingly but not minimally. Capitalization can usefully distinguish between 

use in an abstract or specific sense: e.g. a capital ’F’ for ’Fascism’ and ’Fascist’ when 
writing about Italian Fascism in an institutional sense, but fascism or fascist when 

describing the generic variety. Titles should usually be capitalized when directly connected 

to a name (e.g. ’King Henry is meant to have asked "will no one rid me of this 

meddlesome priest?"’) but not otherwise (e.g. ’if he did, the king soon became aware of 

his miscalculation’). 

Quotation 

Set out (indent) long quotations (over 60 words) as extracts. (No inverted commas). 

Consecutively number footnote references and within the text place the number as a 
superior character, usually after the closest available punctuation mark. 

Numbers and Dates 

Spell out numbers one to ninety-nine, except when used as a measurement or percentage 

Always spell out the words ’per cent’ (US: ’percent’) or the unit of measurement, e.g. 6 

per cent; 2 kilograms. However, the % sign/measurement abbreviation can be used to 

save space in tables and graphs. 

Ordinals are to be spelled out (second, twenty-first, etc.). This also applies to centuries: 
e.g. nineteenth century, twenty-first century. 

1980s; 1990s; etc. (Do not use an apostrophe.) 



Use European date format: 5 March :[983 (Unless the date is in another format in a 
citation or title) 

Spaces, Tabs, Paragraph Returns 

When indicating an em dash, use space hyphen hyphen space --. 

Do not use solid capitalization for a word (’all caps’) unless it is an acronym or is 
conventionally rendered in that way, It is easy to code lower-case letters to capitalize 
them, but manuscript typed as all caps must be re-keyed to make it lower case and there 
is always the risk that the essential capitalization will then be missed, 

Use ’carriage returns’ only at the end of paragraphs, after items in a list, or wherever it 
must appear in the final document, 

If a tab is required, use only one. A series of them that gets you visually to the correct 
place on the page in your document will have to be removed later. 

Use a single tab to indicate paragraph indent. 

Tables 

These should be functional and never merely illustrative, Do not try to give too much 
information on tables - a table taking up an entire sheet of paper will probably exceed the 
size limits of the book page, 

Please use simple table formats with as little formatting as possible, Tables should be 
generated using Word or Excel, Please do not send scanned tables, 

Begin each table on a new folio and print all of the tables in a single, separate batch at the 

end of the typescript (the typesetter will format them apart from the main text and then 
slot them into the pages). Tables should be submitted in a separate electronic file. The 

optimal position for tables should be signalled in the margin of the text: ’Table 1.1 near 

here’, etc. The exact position of the table will of course depend on the final page layout, so 

you should not use phrases like: ’in the table above/below’. 

Do not include tables within notes. 

Copyright Permissions 

If it has been agreed that illustrations will be used in your chapter, it is your responsibility 

to obtain illustrations and the associated permissions. Illustrations need to be submitted, 
with permissions cleared, as high-resolution electronic files or good quality prints at the 

same time as the typescript is delivered. Typescripts cannot be handed to production until 
illustrations and permissions are submitted. Virtually all of OUP’s new academic books will 

be made available in electronic form, as demand in our markets continues to move in that 
direction, at the expense of the traditional printed edition. For that reason, when 

requesting permissions for illustrations or third-party textual material please ensure that 

you ask for electronic as well as print permissions. NB Some sources will onlygrant 
time-limited online permissions, which we cannot accept (some of our electronic 

products are sold ’in perpetuity’). , 



Electronic Formats 

Please use recent versions of standard word processing software and inform your editor 

upon submitting your chapter of the total word-count (main text and other text combined). 

II. NOTES, REFERENCES, AND BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Please identify the sources of quotations and cite publications or records in support of 

statements that might not be considered general knowledge. The amount of annotation 

will be a matter for individual judgement, but avoid discursive footnotes. If it is worth 
saying, it should be in the text. 

Notes/select bibliography - Books and Articles 

Where a book’s title page lists several cities as the places of publication, use only the first 
in a citation. 

The amount of annotation will be a matter for individual judgement, but (to avoid wide 

variation within the Oxford Handbook) a norm might De in the region of 30-50 

endnotes per essay (certainly no more). As well as endnotes, contributors are asked 
to provide a brief bibliography (i.e. 10-15 items) of publications most germane to 
their enquiry. 

For ease of reference, use the following template: 

Books 

Short Form 

Edited volume 

Newspaper 

Periodicals 

Chapter in 
book 

Short Form 

Firstname Lastname, Title (City, Year), 71-4. 

Lastname, Title, 71-4. 

Firstname Lastname, ed., ~tle (City, Year), 71-4. 

Firstname Lastname, ’Article’, Newspaper, 1 January 1994, 3-5. 

Firstname Lastname, ’Article’, Periodical 4, no. 1 (January 1994), 15-17. 

Firstname Lastname, ’Article’, in Firstname Lastname, Title (City, Year), 

71-4. 

Lastname, ’Article’, 15-17. 

NB: Do not put ’p.’ or ’pp.’ to designate Arabic page numbers. These abbreviations should 
only be used before roman page numbers to avoid confusion with volume numbers. 

NBB: If an institution is an author or publisher of a book or document, you should use the 
acronym. 



Select bibliography (15-20 items) 

The format described above for the notes will be used, but instead of ’Firstname 
Lastname’, the format will switch to ’Lastname, Firstname’ and the list should be arranged 

in the alphabetical order of the surnames. 

Notes - Web-based Documents 

address). 

Eg. : African Development Forum 2000, Leadership at AII Levels to Overcome HIV/AIDS, 
www.uneca.org/adf2000/docs/htm. 

There is no need to include "http://" unless there is no "www" in the URL. 

There is no need to enclose the URL with "< >" 

There should be no final "/" 

URLs should be kept as short as possible while still enabling access to the information. 
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Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Journal of Modern History, E-tearsheet, June 2013 

Pastoureau, The Bear.pdf 

Dear Professor Smith, 

We are pleased to inform you that your review of Pastoureau, The Bear, has been published in the June 2013 issue of the 
JMH. A .pdf 
copy is attached to this e-mail; please let us know if you are unable to 
view it. We greatly appreciate your contribution to the JMH and look 
forward to working with you again. 

Sincerely yours, 
Daniel Koehler 
Editorial Intern 

Journal of Modern History 
University of Chicago 
Social Sciences Box 122 
1126 E. 59th St. 
Chicago, IL 60637 
U.S.A. 

Telephone: (773) 702-7227 
Fax: (773) 702-8830 

Web: http://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/journals/journal/jmh.html 
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Review by: LFay M. Smith 
The Yournal of Modern History, Vol. 85, No. 2 (LFune 2013), 
Published by: The University of Chicago Press 
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selves in triumphal, often masculine terms. On the other hand, several regents (such as 
Isabel Clam Eugenia in the Netherlands) were depicted as feminthe exemplars. While 
Monter’s assertion that female regents were models for xvomen who ruled on their own 
feels intaltively ~{ght, the lines of it~luence axe not spdled out and the chronology is not 
entirely persuasive. 

For female kings, the Navarrese solution gave way to deliberate strategies to neutral- 
ize influance fiom husbands after 1550. Queens such as Mary Tudm; Jearme III d’Albret, 
and MaU Stum~ opted to reduce the authority of their husbands. Unmarried monarchs 
such as Elizabeth Tudor and Christina of Sweden managed withom husbands~m 
Elizabeth was the last of her dynasty, und Christina abdicated. Neither monarch fulfilled 
dynastic expectations but, more significantly5 did not even t~T to do so. By the eighteenth 
cuntm’y, female kings who ittherited and were married relegated their husbands to sub- 
m’dinate roles. Whereas Mary II of England had defen’ed to her husband and jotht 
monarch, her sister Atme kept her husband fi~mly on the sidelines and relied on female 
favorites as advisers. Mau~a Theresa, the daughter of the emperor Charles VI, enjoyed 
coronations in Hmxgary and Bohemia. Although she derived her title (empress) fi’om her 
husband, she remathed the politically dominant force in the marriage; after her husband 
died, she contthued on as coregent with her son, Joseph II. In Portugal, the same pattern 
prevailed: when Maria I came to the tln’one in 1777, her husband functioned as a consort, 
und she associated her son with the government in 1785. While she ceased ruling in 1792 
because of declining mental health, she remained queen of Portugal until her death in 
1816. 

Up to this poim in Monter’s nan’ative, all the female kings were legal heirs. In Russia, 
finn" tsarinas and a female regeut who ruled, with minimal breaks, bet~veen 1725 and 
1796 acquired power by coups. Peter the Great’s half siste,; Sophia, set the prece- 
dent for female rule as regeut for the m~derage Peter. After his death, his second wife, 
Catherine I, used the suppm~ of the militau to gain the throne. Atma Ivanova, Peter’s 
widowed and childless niece, was the choice of Russian m~istocrats who unticipated (in- 
con’ectly) being able to manipulate her: Peter’s danghtet; Elisabeth, was expected to act 
as regent but took over as tsarina instead. She emphasized Russia’s imperial dignity and 
military capacity, as did Catherine II, whose coup in 1762 agathst her husband was 
followed by an industrious reign full of internal refrain and increased international 
visibility. 

Catherine’s reign was an apogee atnd an end: in Rnssia, her son decreed that women 
could not succeed to the throne. After 1800, a few women did t~e, and when they did, 
neither the democtutic changes nor the devekipmeut of constitutional monarchy did 
them muny favors. Monter’s addition of female kings to the narrative thvites reflection 
on how gendered presmnptions about political anthority continue, with a few prominent 
exceptions, to outlast political change. 

KATHERINE CRAWFORD 

Vanderbilt University 

The Bear: History of a Fallen King. By Michel Pastoureau. Translated by 
George Holoch. 

Cambridge, IVIA: Harvard University Press/Belknap, 2011. Pp. 343. $29.95. 

This is a peculiar but intriguing book. A history of the bear’s status in Western Emopean 
societies fi’om prehistory to the present (though it focuses on the pivotal years between 
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1000 and 1400), the book is elegantly and evocatively written and trax~slated, beautifully 
illustrated, and consistently illuminating. Above all, however, The Bear stands om as a 
work of great imagination. One thinks: What impressive scholarly imagination! And one 
asks: Is this whole phenomenon a product of the author’s imag~aation? 

~e basic story line is straightforward enough. Having been venerated in Em’ope 
fi’om Paleoli~ic times to the Middle Ages, ~e bear suffered a demotion in the comse 
of ~e twelRh and thirteenth centm~es. Suppl~ted by the lion as ~king of the beasts," 
~e bear was tfltimately tzduced to ~e stares of comic fig~e a tame and clumsy per- 
framer in minstrel shows ra~er th~ a fierce ~d powerful master of~e forests. 

~e evi&nce p~sented for ~e be~"s primacy in the atfimal hierarchy of E~ope’s 
early history infmms the most eye-opening and suggestive sections of the book. The 
authm; Michel Pastotweau, shows that "cavemen" lived with bern’s, and ~e axchaeo- 
logical evidence indicating the e~ly hmnans’ fascination with and admiration for bears 
is ab~d~t. A Neandea~al ~ave in Pd~gord, approximately eighty thousand years 
is adjacent to ~e grove ofa bm~vn beau; ~e two having been placed ~’~der a single slab 
between two blocks of stone" (11). The oldest statue on ~cord, made some twenty 
~ous~d years ago in the cave co~dor of Montespan in southwestern France, tvpresents 
a beam The cNtlike stares of the bear may have reflected ~e impo~ce of the hant 
Paleolithic cultme, or it may have bean ~ emly sign ~at ht~ans were p~disposed to 
regard ~e be~" as kin. Pliny, for example, would later obse~’e that male and female 
bears coupled "not aRer the fashion of o~er quaNatpeds; for both animals lie down 
and embrace each other" in the maturer of hmans (68). A powerful mythology held 
~at male beax’s were aRracted to women (and vice versa) and ~at hmnans and bears 
sometimes mated. 

Pastom’eau oRen dazzles with his c~zative and learned readings of the so~ces, which 
range fi’om ancient m~hs to ~do-Em’opean philology, patristic w~tings, saints’ lives, 
chansons de geste, besti~es, and theological t~atises. He ~gues persuasively that ~e 
wm~’ior cult~e of ~e e~’ly Middle Ages placed the bear at the canter of its imagined 
animal kingdom. ~e pinto-Germanic mot *ghwer or *bher, origin of the German 
~d the Old Ftvnch bet (as well as the later baron) meant "the strong," "~e violent," 
"one who s~kes ~d Nlls" (48). Yo~g wa~ors proved their merle, and passed into 
ad~thoo& by &fearing a be~" in handAo-h~d combat. ~e Berserkers of Norse 
ogy ate ~e flesh and &~u~ the blood of a bear before engaging N basle, rit~lly assi~lat- 
ing ~e savage q~lities of~e aufimal ~d beconfing, N effect, ’~ere-be~s" (45). ~e ldngs 
of Deter’k, Noa~a?; and Sweden pmuNy claimed descent fiom be~ ~cesmrs. Beowulf 
and ~e CeNc ~ng ~m; l~e P a~s of Trojan ~Sx ~ame, l~ewise c~ed ~aces of an ~ine 
ancestry. 

All this material is Nscinating and thought provoking, establishing ~at ~e be~" is 
Nlly wm~y of~e aRention of someone with the schol~ly p~ache of Pasto~eau. Pa~ 1 
of the book, "The Be~" Venerated," provides a whole new lens for inte~ting medieval 
Em’opean cultme ~d its successive tmnsfmmations. Pat~s 2 and 3, "The Be~" Combat- 
teg’ and "The Bear DetN’oned," mv less satisfying. Thes~ too, contNn ilNminating ma- 
tefiN, bm it is fo~ved into an ~elpNlly rigid expiratory fi’amewoN, one that makes 
~e Ch~ch into an axch-villNn and tm’ns the bear into ~ aggrieved victim. 

~e bear’s decline is a consequance, in Pasto~eau’s telling, of the &liberate and sus- 
tained work of men of the Ch~ch, who feared the be~ as a symbolic enemy. ~xious to 
eliminate all vestiges of paganism, ~e Chmch trained its sights on the be~ as "the most 
d~gerous of all indigenous animals and even as a ctvatm’e of the Devil." The bea~" was 
~e animal "amid which clustered oral ~aditions, m~contmllable beliefs," ~d super- 
stitions ~at proved resistant to eraNcation (89). ~us ~e priests and mo~s "sou~t to 
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humiliate and ridicule" the bear (90). They developed "strategies" to "bring the bear 
down from his throne" (94) and make its image "hatefttl in every way" (128). The "long 
war against the bear" preoccupied the Church "for nearly a millemfium" (113); it "fought 
it on every field, devalued it in every domain" (155), and eventually replaced its sym- 
bolic power with that of the lion a creature whose geographical and conceptual distance 
from Europe made it easier to control. 

The Church’s alleged war" against the beat" fits with what we ah’cady know abom me- 
dieval efforts to overcome or co-opt the ceremonies, beliefs, and ritual time of pagan 
cmmmmities; Pastourean notes Charlemagne’s campaigns of bear hunting, beginning 
in the 770s, and reasonably portrays them as part of that emperor’s war on pagan cults. 
But evidence for the intent mad direction behind the Church’s alleged wat" on the bear 
is close to nonexistent, atad even the indirect evidence for this supposed assault is riven 
by contradiction mad ambiguity. Pastourean places great weight on a stray comment by 
Augustine in which the bear is designated as the Devil incarnate (mainly, it seems, be- 
cause of Pliny’s false reporting on the beat"s transgressive sexual habits), but the bishop 
of Hippo actually condemns the lion, the successor to the bear on the animal throne, in 
the very same seutence (see 119). 

Saints’ lives are used as examples of the Church’s systematic del~igration of the 
beat; but Pastourean interprets them tendentiously. Saint Gall, founder of the fatned 
Swiss abbey; is said to have confronted a bear that tried to seize his food on a journey 
through the Alps. He spoke to the beat’, persuading it to fetch wood for his fne. ha 
gratitude, the saint removed a thorn from its paw and shared his food with the animal. 
The two became close compaaions, and the beat helped the saint build the hermitage 
that wmdd later become the great abbey-. This topos recurs in other saints’ lives. Saint 
Richardis, overcome with pity at the sight of a mournful she-beat" scratching the ground 
sxad preparing to bm’y a dead cnb, prayed successfnlly for the cub’s resurrection. In cele- 
btatiun of this miraculous ninth-century event, Richardis established a monastery on the 
site of the cub’s recovery; the statue of a she-bear, in Romanesque style, still com- 
memorates the monastery’s founding event. 

Pastoureau represents the circulation of such stories as a tactic in the Church’s long 
effot~ to °’weaken the veneration bestowed’’ on the bear (105). BUt can these stories 
not be read as signs of the bear’s endm~ing prestige? As inhabitants of an eat’ly medieval 
world marked by Berserker mythology, would priests and mmkks not wish to make 
positive use of the beat"s standing in the imagination of nc~v converts? ha the late 
fom’teenth century, the duc de Berry was still di’awing on the rich symbolism of the 
beat to define his family’s identity. His tomb depicts a beat" sleeping at the feet of its 
master. Would the duc’s sartorial and emblematic choices have even been thil~kable in 
1400 if the Church had been fighting for a thousand years to render the beat" "a grotesque 
and hateful creNure" (184)? MoLe than Catholic anxiety about paganism, perhaps the 
new standing accorded the lion reflected the flow of ideas in the twelfth-century Re- 
naissanc~Latin bestiaries and the Greek P@siologus had always referred to the lion 
as "king of all the wild beasts" (139) as well as the West’s crusading engagement 
with NmN Afiica and the Neat" East. The exotic lion, one might argue, simply gained 
cultural cachet after 1099 an event that coincided with the proliferation of coats of 
arms and therefore contributed to an iconographical transfm~nation largely maforeseen 
and tmscripted. 

Pastoureau expels cultural di~ift and cuntingency from his story, however; because 
he identifies with the beat and is determined to assign blame for its "fall." Like the 
defender of a deposed royal dynasty, Pastourean represents the beat" as having been 
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supplanted fi’om its rightful position. The victim of a coup, it has suffered a series of 
tmjust insults, and those responsible must be held accotmtable. Pliny called the beau" 
both stupid and mischievous; Pastoureau responds that this is a °’te~{ble" statemant 
(118). Buffon, in noting in his Natural History the physical clumsiness of the beat; 
deployed %Tindictive" and "spiteful" language (235). Pastom’eau wonders what trau- 
matic childhood experience explains "Augustinian zoophobia" (119), and he devotes 
a section of his book to °~the cruelty" of proverbs that mock the bern" for its lack of 
intelligence (224). He asset*s that female attraction to beaxs was a historical realit~ 
he believes that Charles VI of France was saved fi’om a great fire at a masquerade ball 
because he was &’essed as a ferocious animal and thereby attracted the attantions of 
women ~vho were in position to douse the fire. The author seems to lament the passing 
of this specific interspecies attraction. 

Pastoureau writes in his introduction that "man living in society [is] the primary object 
of all historical investigations" (6). In the end, though, Pastoureau has really written a 
history for; about, and in defanse of the bear an actm; some readers will be surprised 
to learn, that is fully capable of feeling "hmniliation" (chapter 7 is titled "A Hvaniliated 
Animal"). This history is chock-full of mms~elous detail, fi’om the toots of Groundhog 
Day to the origins of the Teddy Beat; bm it is marked throughout by a strange bias. 
Cmmteracting that bias would have requited the integration of a broader range of per- 
spectives those of the lion, the eagle, the elephaut, the dm~key, and the lamb, and many 
more of the humans who gave these creatures their meanings. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jay M. 

The Unintended Reibrmation: How a Religious Revolution Secularized Society. 
By Brad S. Gregory. 

Cambridge, MA: Harvard Ut~iversity Press/Belknap, 2012. Pp. 574. $39.95. 

In this erudite analysis of the modern ~VVestelon world’s material excesses and secular 
confusions, Brad GregmT outlines six moral disasters that supposedly have their ori- 
gins not in modem social or economic developments but in the Protestant Reforma- 
tion. In staking this claim, he presents evidence that it ~vas not just the philosophies 
of materialism, skepticism, and relativism that led to what the author regards as ova" 
modem moral morass but, even more, the religious thought and religious developments 
of the early moderu period. This is an important contention, because it provides a vehi- 
cle for the spread of (to him) dubious positions that othet~vise might well have remained 
the rarefied domain of scholm’s only. And implicit in Gregory’s ana@sis is the fro*her 
contention that the dilemmas of modernity have their origins not in social, economic, or 
political movements but in the realms of the spiri~of thought and religion. This is a 
bracing and intelligent claim, but not one the author defends with full rigor. And when 
he casts his eye on the distant origins of atheism, moral individualism, consumerism, 
relativism, and the general separation of theology fi’om the wider cultm’e, he singles out 
the Refmmation as the unintentional fova~t of all these supposed evils. 

It appears, however; that in The Unintended Reformation, Gregory is equally incensed 
at certain theological movements of the later Middle Ages, especially the "tmivocal" 
notion of God promoted by Duns Scotus and the skeptical razor of William of Occam. 
These thinkers spoke so carelessly of God that they imagined him as having "being," 

This content downloaded from 128.135.57.80 on Tue, 2 Jul 2013 14:11:45 PM 
All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

martin wrede <martin.wrede@upmf-grenoble.fr> 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 8:39 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: article 

Dear Jay, 

thank you very much for your text. It will be an important contribution to our book. For the rest, typographical guidelines etc, je ferais 
comme L 14, je verrai ... 

I am, by the way, finalizing a text on french warfare in North America in 1757/58. One understands why there are voices in France 
who do not longer support the renaming of a ship of La Royale after that poor Montcalm. 

With my very best wishes 

Martin 

..... Mail original ..... 
De: "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
A: "martin wrede" <martin.wrede@upmf-grenoble.fr> 
Envoy& Vendredi 22 Novembre 2013 18:42:05 
Objet: article 

Cher Martin: 
J’envoie, cy-joint, la version finale de mon article, "The Decline and 
Fall of the French Nobility: An Invisible History?" J’ai essayd de 
conformer aux rbgles typographiques de I’IHA, mais....peut-~tre sans un 
succbs trbs estimable. J’ai essayd, je le veut rdpdter! 

Merci de votre patience, et de tous vos dnergies en rddacteur. Bolme fin 
de novembre .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Gusky 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today’s story 

Date:Tue, 10 Jul 2012 17:43:09 -0400 
From:Jay Smith ~ysrrdth@emaiLt~nc~edt~ 

To:Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

Kevin please do remind him! I’m hoping that the report of Laurie’s 

coKg~ittee will light a fire under him, but of course I have no idea 

what’s in the report, so... 

I’m still enjoying France, where it’s actually a bit cool (at least in 

Paris). See you on the 25th, though. 

Jay 

On 7/8/12 10:54 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin H wrote: 

> Jay, 

> I read the article too , and remain puzzled (as you know because I continue to press this point) as to how Blanchard, Mercer, and others in academ 

> Hope your suKg~er is going well. 

> Kevin 

> 

> 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

> Kenan Distinguished Professor 

> Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 5175 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Jay Smith [ma~to:]aysm~t~@emaJi.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2012 10:08 AM 

> To: discussion 

> Subject: [faculty athletics forum] today’s story 

> 

> Not much genuinely new in this story today, but we see the first evidence uncovered by the N&O, naturally that the fraud goes back a decade or mor 

> 

> "As far back as 1999, some of the same class offerings were listed with a maximum of one student, a News & Observer review of archived Internet page 

> 

> That second sentence is highly, highly dubious. If the University is deliberately throwing up a smokescreen here, I think someone should be 

> disciplined or fired for it.    I’ll be asking Chris Derickson for his 

> opinion about these records .... 

> 

> Jay 

> 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: Sus@emai~.unc~edu. To unsubscribe click here: httD://i~sts~u!~c.edu/u?id ~869988%~2b 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:25 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Another Gusky 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Meeting with Bubba Cunningham 

Date:Fri, 20 Jul 2012 13:37:56 -0400 
From:Jay Smith ~ysrrdth@emaiLt~nc.edt~ 

To:Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

~l~en brother. 

On 7/20/12 7:29 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin H wrote: 

> FYI...John Blanchard has been removed as the head of academic advising. ~l~en. My understanding is that he will still have a role in Athletics with 

> Kevin 

> 

> 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

> Kenan Distinguished Professor 

> Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 919 962 5175 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Jay Smith [ma~ito:~avsm~th@emaJ~unc~edu] 

> Sent: Friday, July 20, 2012 5:02 AM 

> To: Steponaitis, Vincas P 

> Cc: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Agbe Davies, Anna Sophia; Reznick, Steve; Boxill, Jan; Jack Evans; Margolis, Lewis 

> Subject: Re: Meeting with Bubba Cunningham 

> 

> Vin et al: 

> Before next week it would also be good to know, I would think, whether and how much our "look" at the academic support structure will overlap with a 

> 

> On 7/18/12 9:41 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 

>> Thanks, Kevin. I’m back now and look forward to the meeting. 

>> 

>> Given the time constraints, I think it’s important that we start at 

>> 8:15 sharp, so I’d encourage everyone to get there a few minutes early. 

>> 

>> Based on the discussion at our last meeting, I see this mainly as an 

>> opportunity to get acquainted and to get Bubba’s thoughts (and 

>> hopefully his support) for our upcoming look, from a faculty 

>> perspective, at the advising and academic support structure for 

>> athletes at UNC. 

>> 

>> I’ll send out a reminder a few days in advance. I’ll also try to give 

>> him a call ahead of time to brief him on the nature of our group. 

>> 

>> Best, 

>> Vin 

>> 

>> 

>> On 7/8/2012 11:03 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

>>> Vin et al,... I am confirming that the meeting will be 8:15 9:45 on 

>>> July 25th (Fetzer Hall 201). Sounds like Bubba has a fairly booked 

>>> schedule that day (with another meeting at 1O:OO), so we will need to 

>>> take the 90 min we can get. I think to make the meeting run most 

>>> efficiently, we should have an agenda and a stated goal or mission of 

>>> our working group. 

>>> I am not sure how long you are in the field, but perhaps we could at 

>>> least get something out to the group (and Bubba) by July 23? 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Kevin 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

>>> Kenan Distinguished Professor 

>>> Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science University of North 

>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> 919 962 5175 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: Vin Steponaitis [mallko:vps@emai~unc~edu] 

>>> Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 5:33 PM 

>>> To: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 

>>> Cc: Agbe Davies, Anna Sophia; Reznick, Steve; Boxill, Jan; Jack 

>>> Evans; Margolis, Lewis; Smith, Jay M 

>>> Subject: Re: Meeting with Bubba Cunningham 

>>> 

>>> Kevin I can make that time, but I’d suggest we block out 2 hours 

>>> rather than 90 minutes, if possible. There’s a lot to discuss, and I 

>>> think it might be good to have a little extra elbow room. Thanks, 

>>> Vin 

>>> 

>>> P.S. I’m still in the field but we backfilled our site on Monday and 

>>> I should be home by this weekend. 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On 6/27/2012 11:42 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

>>>> Hi all, 

>>>> As a follow up to scheduling a meeting with Bubba Cunningham 

>>>> please let me know if July 25th (8:15 9:45 AM) works for everyone. 

>>>> We can host it in our conference room (Fetzer Hall 201). I will 

>>>> bring coffee, juice, and bagels. 

>>>> Thanks, 



>>>> Kevin 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

>>>> Kenan Distinguished Professor 

>>>> Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science University of North 

>>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>>> 919 962 5175 

>>>> 

>>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VIDEO MESSAGE <talking.to.experts.worldwide@monfortcloa.org> 

Wednesday, December 25, 2013 6:30 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Talking To Experts Worldwide 

You are receiving this communication because you have been identified as an Expert in your 
area of activity. We invite you to join the The United States Strategic Team. If you are a 
Dreamer who loves, a Lover who dreams, please do send us your one-paragraph biography to 
unitedstates@decemland.us. 2,215 Expert Dreamers from 195 countries and territories have 
already joined in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GDF SUEZ DolceVita - Conso One <dedie@conso 1-a.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 1:56 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Remise exceptionnelle r~servde aux 4 000 premiers clients 

Remise exceptionnelle sur votre nouveau contrat d’dnergie 100% web 

1 
GDF SUEZ DolceVita 

X Changez d .... trat d’¢lectricit¢ et/ou de g .... turel et bCn¢ficiez d’u ..... ise jusqu’~ 40 � ttc (1) 

% ~: B6n6ficier de I’offre 

~J~ l~ri£ fi×~ Q~r~ti ~r~ ~3m~t~t~o~ g~w~d~ 2 ~ pour V~e(;~rk:~t~ et/ou ~e 

L~ me,legit d{~ g~r~5 5@rv ~;@5 ~s~/~’~ 69 : su~v~ de vos consommat~ons avec Cap 
EcoConso, Compte en Ligne, Na fa(ture en Hgne, ~ 1616vemen~ automatique. 

~ em~@es sousc[ pitons 

X N Etre util .... H ..... 

Ldnegie esl:: note aveni dcononisons~a ! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Une Mumelle Pas Cher <dedie@consol-a.com> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 12:53 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Economisez 45% et conservez les m6mes garanties 

Economisez 45% sur votre mutuelle sant~ et conservez les mCmes garanties 
Obtenez votre devis personnNis~ et sans enq~#ement 

Nous vous ~ecommsndons d aioute~ I adresse dedie@¢onsol -a.com ~ votre csmet d’sdresses, 

X 1 mutuellepascher.com 

X A partir de 7 euros par mois 

Votre Devis Gratuit 
en 2rain 

Jusqu’~ 45% 
d %conomies 

pour ~es m~mes 
garanties ! 

45% d’economie 

X Je compare &j’economise 

LE ME~LLEUR PR~X POUR LES ME~LLEURES GARANT~ES 

x 



I ~ HOSPITALISATION $OINS OPTIQUES SOINS DENTAIRES SOINS MSDICAUX 

NOS PARTENAJRES 

~ Ta~f constat(~ sur 1 Mutue ePasOhe~ corn e 22 novemb~e 2013 pou~ une mutue e standard comp ¢~te pou~ un sa a~ ~is de 18 ans habtant 8 Nancy 

Confo~m6ment ~ Is Io Info~matique et LbeR6 du sx]anver mille neuf cent soxante dx hut, 

vous pouve£ ~ tout moment demander ~ acc6der fsire rectifier ou supprimer les informat ons personnel es vous concemant 
ouvousopposer~ eurtratement Sivoussouhsitezneplusrecevo[,nosoffres d~sabonnezovous 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SciencePG <SciencePG@sciencetenresearcher.net> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 5:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

SciencePG: Fast Publication 

Dear Professor, 

Science Publishing Group is an independent international publisher of 100+ open access, online, peer- 

reviewed journals which have almost 10 proposed special issues and 10 going-to-be-published books, covering 

a wide range of academic disciplines. 

Nowadays, we are actively providing a fast publication: 

1. Authors can get the review result that whether the paper can be published or not within 15 days; 

2. Accepted papers can be published within 25 days. 

SciencePG publish papers in a wide range of categories, such as: Biology and Life Sciences, Physics; 

Chemistry & Materials; Computer Science & Communications; Mathematics & Statistics; Medicine, Health & 

Food Science; Energy & Environmental Science and all other categories. You can pay visit to our website to 

have a look: ~:i/www.scienc              .com/home/index, as~ 

If you are interested in publishing your papers within a short time, we sincerely invite you to submit your papers 

through our system: ~://submission.science 

Any questions, please feel free to contact us by: service@sciencepublishinggroup.com 

Please DO NOT reply to this email. To unsubscribe, click the following link: 

http://www,science~ub~ishinpzg roup,com/ir~fo/u nsu bscdbe,as#z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Williams <mary@simplekl2.com> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Teachers: Earn your M.Ed. in just a year. iPad and textbooks 

You ate receiving this message because you are subscribed to SimpleK12 emails, You have not been added to any third party mailing 
ists and we hgMy vaue your privacy Please review our Sponsored nsert below and note that our sponsors help keep our regu ar 
eBooks webina~s and ~esou~ces a compl me~tary serv ce to all teachers. 

Earn your Master of Education degree 
e in just one year. 

Receive an AL3ple iPad plus free textbooks 
to enhance the learning experience. 

This M.Ed. program ts also offered at our Portland, Oregon campus. 



InfoSource 1300 City View Center Oviedo FL 32765, USA 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:22 AM 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Whalen, Brett E 
<bwhalen@email.unc.edu>; Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email.unc.edu>; Chasteen, John 
(2 <chasteen@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Zaragosa <zvargas@email.unc.edu>; Williams, 
Heather A <hawill@email.unc.edu>; Talbert, Richard J <talbert@email.unc.edu>; La 
Serna, Miguel Abram <laserna@email.unc.edu>; Byrd, Brandon 
<brbyrd@email.unc.edu>; Hale-Dorrell, Aaron <ahaledor@email.unc.edu>; 

<    ~email.unc.edu> 
Re: Hist 700 blurb 

Here’s another thought--don’t mention anything/anyone specific. Just 
end with "dilemmas that have (re)shaped the historian’s craft." That 
avoids the whole issue of who gets represented. -Jay 

On 9/20/11 9:20 AM, Pennybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 
> That is "their" not there--rushing...thanks for patience. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 9:13 AM 
> To: Radding, Cynthia; Whalen, Brett E 
> Cc: Raleigh, Donald J; Smith, Jay M; Chasteen, John C; Vargas, Zaragosa; Williams, Heather A; Talbert, Richard J; La Serna, 
Miguel Abram; Byrd, Brandon; Hale-Dorrell, Aaron; i 
> Subject: RE: Hist 700 blurb 
> 

> Hi to all, 
> 
> I am going to be a tad difficult and say that the description might even now (a la Cynthia and Doffs remarks) at least allude to the 
pre-modern and the "non-western," given the interests of students who might be looking at such a description for the purposes of 
application. As a past creator of historiography courses for BA and MA level students (yes, in another institutional context), I can 
attest that one way these areas emerge is in thinking about the relationship of our discipline to others, like geography and 
anthropology. 
> 
> I can rest with this for now, if this is the consensus, but it appeals most to prospective Europeanists as stated, so do read it bearing in 
mind those who might read it as they consider applying here, and who plan to work on other regions, or see there interests as partly 
thematic e.g., art history (we gave the largest offer this year to a major in art history/English/and history)--at least consider that for a 
moment. (I know this is an endless problem and consensus is hardwon: we have also not mentioned "race" or "gender" or 
"sexuality"...so, I am prodding us to think a moment more, but can go with the vote, of course.) 
> 
> All thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Cynthia Radding [maiho:raddir~email.tmc.edt~] 
> Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 3:46 PM 
> To: Whalen, Brett E 
> Cc: Raleigh, Donald J; Smith, Jay M; Chasteen, John C; Vargas, Zaragosa; Williams, Heather A; Talbert, Richard J; La Serna, 
Miguel Abram; Pennybacker, Susan Dabney; Byrd, Brandon; Hale-Dorrell, Aaron; 
> Subject: Re: Hist 700 blurb 
> 



Dear Brett and all: 

This looks excellent to me. Thank you, Brett for doing this. If, as Jay 
suggested, we can "vote" on-line before our next meeting, then we might 
take HIST 700 off our agenda, or discuss briefly how it can be best 
linked to the following courses. (I cut and pasted below.) 

This description doesn’t exclude a future iteration of HIST 700 in which 
the instructor might include pre-modern non-western sources -- 
Amerindian codices or Islamic or Sino historical traditions in translation. 
Cynthia 

On 9/19/2011 2:23 PM, Brett Whalen wrote: 
>> Hoe about this? Little more inclusive; I also discussed the Bible a 
>> bit; I know that some people have included some early modern stuff: 
>> 
>> (e.g. ancient, medieval, and renaissance modes of history writing, the 
>> emergence of positivism and Marxism, the Annales school, the so-called 
>> linguistic turn). 
>> 

>> B 

>> 

>> On 9/19/2011 2:16 PM, Raleigh, Donald J wrote: 
>>> Hello, Everyone, This looks fine to me. My only suggestion is to 
>>> insert a pre-Marxian example in the parenthetical remark. Thucydides, 
>>> perhaps? My best, Don 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Brett Whalen [mailto:bwha~eni~&email.ur~c.ed~] 
>>> Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 11:56 AM 
>>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>>> Cc: Radding, Cynthia; Chasteen, John C; Vargas, Zaragosa; Raleigh, 
>>> Donald J; Williams, Heather A; Talbert, Richard J; La Serna, Miguel 
>>> Abram; Pennvbacker, Susan Dabney; Byrd, Brandon; Hale-Dorrell, Aaron; 
>>> 
>>> Subject: Hist 700 blurb 
>>> 
>>> Hi All, 
>>> 
>>> As long as we’re emailing about this, here is a draft of a modified 700 
>>> entry for the Handbook, adjusted to match the re-worked 900 entry: I 
>>> emphasized the "big currents" aspect, and made it clear that assignments 
>>> should be "discrete" and not a large project. 

>>> Hist 700 (fall): Thinking Historically (required of all entering 
>>> students without an approved M.A., optional for others). This course 
>>> introduces students to the intellectual currents and schools of 
>>> thought that have characterized the historical profession over time. 
>>> Emphasis is placed on understanding the major historiographical 
>>> dilemmas that have (re)shaped the historian’s craft (e.g. ancient, 
>>> medieval, and renaissance modes of history writing, the emergence of 
>>> positivism and Marxism, the Annales school, the so-called linguistic 
>>> turn). By examining such diverse conceptual frameworks, students will 
>>> prepare themselves to tackle more confidently the research projects 
>>> they will design and execute in History 900 and 901. Assignments will 
>>> consist of discrete projects focused on developing the specific 
>>> research, analytical, and writing skills needed for professional 



>>> historical work (e.g. compiling annotated bibliographies; identifying 
>>> relevant databases; crafting book reviews). 
>>> 
>>> Here is the old entry: 
>>> 
>>> Hist 700 (fall): Thinking Historically (required of all entering 
>>> students without an approved M.A. in hand, optional for others). This 
>>> course introduces students to the intellectual currents and schools of 
>>> thought that have shaped the historical profession over time. Emphasis 
>>> is placed on understanding the major historiographical dilemmas that 
>>> have (re)shaped the historian’s craft. This focus allows students to 
>>> determine how the various historiographical and methodological issues 
>>> might inform their own research interests. By examining diverse 
>>> conceptual frameworks, students will prepare themselves to tackle more 
>>> confidently the research projects they will design and execute in 
>>> History 900 and 901. Writing assignments may consist of a series of 
>>> small projects focused on developing specific skills or a single large 
>>> project, in accord with the instructor’s design for the class. 

>>> Brett 
>>> 
>>> On 9/19/2011 11:36 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Sounds great to me. 

>>>> On 9/19/11 10:25 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 
>>>>> Dear colleagues: 

>>>>> Thanks to Jay’s thoughtful comments, here is the rewritten paragraph 
>>>>> to describe the goals for HIST 900. I agree that we do not want to 
>>>>> dampen students’ enthusiasm for getting into the documents; however, I 
>>>>> have observed that some students find it difficult to define the 
>>>>> problem they are researching and to reach the secondary literature for 
>>>>> that purpose. Thus, I think that both goals are important, and I am 
>>>>> mindful that HIST 900 precedes the department-funded primary research 
>>>>> during the summer following it and preceding the writing of the MA 
>>>>> thesis. I welcome your thoughts and reflections. 

>>>>> "HIST 900 is intended to help students develop a plan of research and 
>>>>> writing, select bibliography, develop an understanding of the 
>>>>> secondary literature available for their topic, and articulate a 
>>>>> problem or facet of the topic to which they can contribute original 
>>>>> research in their MA thesis. The course will be flexible in order to 
>>>>> encourage students who want to work with primary documents they have 
>>>>> already located, and that are available at UNC-CH or through on-line 
>>>>> sources, to initiate this phase of their research and, at the same 
>>>>> time, permit students to craft a research paper that is a focused 
>>>>> historiographical essay based primarily on the secondary literature 
>>>>> they have identified and read for their topic.Students will conduct 
>>>>> research in the secondary literature and write a research paper that 
>>>>> identifies the topic selected for the MA thesis, reviews the published 
>>>>> scholarship relevant to the topic, identifies the primary sources that 
>>>>> best fit the goals for their thesis, and states clearly the research 
>>>>> objective of the thesis and the specific research plans for the summer 
>>>>> following the semester in which they take HIST 900." 



>>>>> Cynthia Radding 
>>>>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>>>>> Latin American Studies and History 
>>>>> Director of Graduate Studies, History 
>>>>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Hamilton Hall 513 
>>>>> CB 3195 
>>>>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 1:58 PM 

William Sewell <wsewell@uchicago.edu> 

cv 

Smith cv Oct 2011 .doc 

Hi Bill: 
In case you want to glance at a recent cv, here you go. The committee 
will contact you if/when they want you to weigh in. Thanks once again 
for doing this. I hope I can leave you alone after this one. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 6:51 PM 

Kosman, Phoebe <phoebe_kosman@harvard.edu> 

getting Scoped 

SCOPE- 103111-ThenNow- 1.pdf 

Dear Phoebe: 
Well, I’ve really hit the big time now--Middle School! Thought you’d 
find this amusing at least... 

Jay 





You don’t want to know what 
lurks in the shadows 

t was March 1765 in the French countryside. 

A boy named Frangois and his older sister were 

walking down a road, when suddenly, a strange 

beast sprang from the shadows. Frangois’s sister 

screamed in horror as the beast attacked her little 

brother. By the time help arrived, the boy was dead, 

his body mutilated. 

Nobody but the traumatized sister witnessed the 

crime. But villagers had no doubt what--or who--so 

savagely murdered Frangois. It wasn’t an animal. It 

wasn’t a human. It was a werewolf. 

Between 1764 and 1767, a werewolf was blamed 

for the brutal slaughter of more than 80 people in a 

region of France called the G~vaudan (zhay-voh-DON). 

Was the Beast of 

the G~vaudan a 

wo|f--or a more 

sinister creature, 

.... as depicted in 

the 1764 drawing 

betow? 

Preying mainly on women and children, the 

beast was said to decapitate its victims. All of 

Europe was fascinated--and petrified--by 

stories of its grisly conquests, and many 

tried to capture the beast. Once, a group of 

hunters thought they saw the creature in the 

~voods. When they fired at it, their bullets 

were useless against its thick hide. 

Today, the "Beast of the G~vaudan" is one 

...................................................................................... of the most notorious werewolves 

of all time--and a popular character 

in French folklore. But the beast was 

not the first supposed werewolf to 

terrorize Europe. Stories of ferocious 

man-wolves have been around 

for thousands of years. According 

to most legends, werewolves are shape- 

shifters--humans cursed to turn into diabolical wolves 

during each full moon. Centuries ago, anyone suspected 

of being a werewolf was put to death. 

lay Smith, author of Monsters of the Gdvaudan, says 

~verewolf legends are rooted in people’s greatest fears. 

In the 18th century, wolves were an ever-present 

menace to people living in the European countryside. 

Lone travelers were always at risk for attack. 

Similar creatures appear in the legends of many 

cultures. African folktales feature giant man-hyenas. 

Indian folktales tell of fearsome man-tigers. Native 

American legends describe "skinwalkers," people who 

can transform into any animal they choose. 

So what really happened on that March afternoon in 

the G~vaudan? There has been endless speculation. Was 

it a serial killer? Cannibals? A dinosaur that somehow 

survived extinction? These are a fe,a of many theories. 

In all likelihood, the killings were simply the work of 

a wolf or pack of wolves, says Smith. In the end, a large 

wolf was indeed captured and killed. But we may never 

know for sure who or what prowled those dark forests-- 

and if it still lurks in the shado~vs. ~iiiii~ 

SCHOLASTIC SCOPE ¯ OCTOBER 31, 2011 



Why being a werewolf is sort 
of awesome 

~ o it isn’t exactly convenient to sprout claws, 

~ fangs, and facial hair every time there is a full 

~ moon. But for teen Scott McCall, becoming 

a werewolf was just about the greatest thing 

that ever happened to him. It cured his asthma, helped 

him get a date with the girl of his dreams, and turned 

him into a star player on the school lacrosse team. It 

also gave him sonle seriously awesome biceps. 

This is the premise of MTV’s new hit show Teen 

Wolf. By the end of its first season this past summer, 

Teen Wolf, which is based on a 1985 movie, 

had attracted millions of viewers. And 

the Web is already abuzz with fans 

anticipating the next season. 

(We asked writer and producer 

Jeff Davis for a sneak peek. He 

couldn’t spill all the bloody 

details, but let’s just say there 

will be plenty of gore.) 

~g~ ~ ~ ~~g~~{~ 

Teen l!Volt’is inspired by one 

of the most recognizable creatures 

around. From the ~lacob in 

Stephenie Meyer’s 

novels to kind Remus 

Lupin in I. K. Rowling’s 

Harry Potter series, 

werewolves seem 

to be as popular 

as vampires 

these days. 

(Sorry, Edward and Belle.) 

%nny? "It’s wishful thinking," says Davis. "The 

idea of turning into an incredible monster with 

unbelievable strength resonates with any kid who 

wishes he had more power and freedom." Davis sws 

that it’s also their fearsome skill as predators that 

makes werewolves so entertaining. 

People have been turning into wolves on-screen 

as far back as 1913, when the silent film The Werewolf 

delighted (and scared) mm,~egoers. Sometimes these 

werewolves are evil. Sometimes they are tragic heroes. 

Teen WolJ’s Scott McCall, however, is a little different. 

For one thing, he’s a pretty likable guy--hardly the 

monster of old lore. He also has the same anxieties as 

any other kid: grades, girls, sports. And unlike many 

other TV and movie werewolves, when he transforms, 

he still looks like a teenager. 

So, let’s see. Werewolves have joined 

vampires as entertainment superstars. 

Wizards, witches, centaurs, trolls, and 

giants have been well-represented 

in Harry Potter. What supernatural 

creature will we see next in the teen- 

horror genre? Zombies? ® 
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Urbanization, Poverty, and Crime 

_PAUL LAWRENCE 

Thus on every side the ~trange and artificial growth of our cities confronts us . . . We 

cannot but observe the evil effects of the enforced severance from natm-al conditions of 

life. (C. F. G. Masterman, The Heart of the Empire, 190Z[) 

It is relatively easy to construct a portrait of Europe during the first half of the twen- 
tieth century as intrinsically "modern." After all, the "metropolis" ~ blazing with 
electric light, crowded with commuters, flanked by suburbs - was already an estab- 
lished feature of European society by World War I. The growth of fledgling welfare 
state initiatives across Europe revolutionized living conditions for many during the 
period. Paid holidays, slum clearances, town planning, and improving educational 
provision - all seem indicative of early "progress" towards the comfortable present 
of twenty-first century Europe. Similarly, the period can also be viewed as a "Golden 
Age" of policing in some countries. The lack of public legitimacy and problems witla 
professional conduct which had beset crime control institutions for much of the 
nineteenth century were Subsiding, and the advent of early forensic science and the 
development of international institutions such as Interpol (set up in 1923) again seem 
indicative of a Europe not dissimilar to our own. It is tempting, therefore, in looking 
back on the first half of the twentieth century, to discern in retrospect only our current 
Europe in its nascent form. 

However, caution must be exercised. It is inadvisable to look back from the 
vantage point of twenty-first century Europe and perceive only its smooth genesis. 
Rather than a history of progress, even the most cursory study of the Europe of the 
first half of the twentieth century also throws up startling incongruities, tn the first 
place, significant regional and temporal variations are apparent when any single vector 
of change is considered. For example, while more than half of all Britons had been 
classed as living in urban areas by the mid-nineteenth century, it took until the 1930s 
for this proportion to be reached just across the Channel in France. Equally, welfare 
provision and the amelioration of poverty varied widely across time and place. While 
Germany, Denmark, and Norway all pioneered the introduction of welfare legislation, 
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as late as 1931 barely 40 percent of houses in Moscow had running ~vater. In the 
field of crime and policing, too, while there is certainly some evidence of growing 
public acceptance of increasingly professional policing, a "revisionist" history of crime 
and policing might also be presented, which might highlight the London Metropolitan 
Police baton charging Hunger Marchers in 1932 or the disturbing uses to which the 
police were put in Nazi Germany (and, to a lesser extent, in Nazi-occupied 
nations). 

Perhaps even more significantly, however, not only were there wide variations in 
social conditions across Europe, in patterns of urbanization, and in the nature of 
crime and policing, but there were also big divergences in the ways in which these 
topics were perceived by contemporaries. The nature of modern urban life and "the 
city" were often hotly debated. Some, like the German art critic August Endelt, 
believed that the urban environment was "a marvel of beauty and poetry.., a fairy 
tale, brighter, more colorful, more diverse than anything ever invented by a poet."1 
Others, however, believed that the city was primarily a degenerating, enervating, and 
unnatural environment, marked by a divisive "urban morality" which glorified the 
most egoistic, inconsiderate, and destructive traits of human nature. Similarly diver- 
gent views and fierce debates concerning poverty (or, more specifically, the poor) and 
criminality can also be identified. What is also particularly strildng is how these three 
themes - the urban environment, poverty, and criminality - were continually inter- 
twined. One of most obvious vehicles via which these conceptual links were made 
were the Eugenics movements which existed in most European countries during the 
period and which (despite postwar efforts to indicate the contrary in Britain and 
France) were a seriously considered response to the issues of poverty, welfare costs, 
and criminality. 

Care must be taken, therefore, not to underplay either the extent of regional and 
temporal diversity in Europe in the period 1900-45, or the extent to which ways of 
thinldng about urbanization, poverty, and crime may have differed from our own 
contemporary views. With this in mind, this chapter wilt provide an overview o£ these 
three themes ,- urbanization, poverty and welfare, and crime and policing - and will 
illustrate the diversity of developments across Europe during the period. In addition, 
it will highIight the range of intertwined perceptions, debates, and opinions which 
these issues aroused. 

Urbanization and the "Metropolis" 

While urbanization in Europe was a long process (most of the major cities we know 

today were founded before 1300), rapid urbanization is usually associated with the 
nineteenth century and with the rise of industrial societies. During the period 1800- 
I910, the urban population of Europe grew about six-fold, partly because of a growth 

in overall population sizes and partly because of a shift towards urban living. It might 

be assumed, therefore, that this process was largely tailing off by I900. In fact, 
Europe as a whole remained more rural than urban up until 1914, and even until 

after World War II if the Soviet Union is included. This is because the trend towards 
urbanization before 1900 disguised considerable regional variations. Thus, while 

England had a predominantly urban population by !871, Russia had barely begun 
to urbanize by World War I. While almost 80 percent of the Welsh population and 
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57 percent of Belgians were classed as urban in 1920, this figure was only 46 percent 
for the French, and 30 percent for Swedes and NorwegiansJ Clearly, urbanization 
was neither an even process, nor largely complete by 1900. Variations between coun- 
tries were marked, and even within individual nations processes of urbanization could 
vary considerably. London was by far the biggest city in Europe at the turn of the 
century - twice the size of Paris and almost five times as populous as Moscow. 
However, Paris in 1911 (together with its suburbs), dominated urban life in France 
to a greater extent than London did England, and had more inhabitants than all 
other French cities with more than 50,000 inhabitants put together. In Germany, 
the landscape of the west was dominated by the Ruhr conurbation. While described 
as a "city of cities," this huge industrial sprawl in fact had no unified direction of any 
form until 1920. 

Thus, diverse urban contexts could be found across Europe in the period before 
World War I. And yet, by 1950, almost all of the countries of Europe could be 
described as industrial and urban. The period 1900-45 was therefore certainly still 
one marked by the significant expansion of major towns and cities, often into subur- 
ban hinterlands. UNike the factory industrialization of the nineteenth century, 
however, which had concentrated people near coalfields and water sources, the capi- 
talism of the twentieth century favored large capital cities and commercial centers. 
Concerns generated by this continued urbanization led, in many countries, to the 
development of town planning - something relatively unknown during the chaotic 
first wave of nineteenth-century urbanization. While moves towards planning had 
begun around the turn of the century, interest (and indeed a new profession of"town 
planning") grew rapidly. Authors like Patrick Geddes, the Scottish biologist and 
pioneer of town planning, argued that only a "new association of civic and social 
action with architectural and artistic effort" could counter slums and "the mean 
ugliness of our towns.’’~ While some gains were made, the results of town planning 
were very mixed. Municipal planners sometimes struggled to cope with the rapid 
development of existing major cities and the infrastructure demands this created. An 
offidal report on Paris, for example, noted in 1908 that the suburbs were "not suffi- 
ciently prepared to receive such a layge and a rapid addition of new inhabitants" and 
that "old villages, scattered here and there, have become in a few years large centers 
of population, which in an uninterrupted chain meet to form a disorderly mass like 
a single city.’’~ The Parisian banlieue (suburbs) had few effective building regulations 
between the wars. Despite this, however, public funds contributed to 77,000 of the 
320,000 dwellings built in Paris between 1920 and 1938 and similar successes can 
be found elsewhere. In Vienna, Social Democrats managed to house 1/8 of the 
population in Gemeindebautet~ and British local councils helped to demolish many 
slums and build 1.5 million out of 4 million new homes. 

Centralized planning in regard to cities perhaps reached its peak under the com- 
munist and fascist regimes of the interwar period, yet even here results were mixed. 
In Russia, socialism had an immediate impact after the revolution, as it authorized 
the subdivision of large houses owned by the middle classes, and their occupation by 
workers. Thus, the pre-revolutionary spatial distinctions of class and income were 
swept away. However, tow priority was given to housing in the early five-year plans 
from 1928 onwards, and the 1935 "General Plan for the Reconstruction of Moscow" 
was deprived of funding. This meant that urban conditions in many Russian cities 
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remained among the worst in Europe untit the 1950s. In Germany the National 
Socialist approach to urban issues suffered from inherent contradictions. While fascist 
propaganda scorned the decadent morality of urban populations, the Nazis also 
invested heavily in grandiose urban redevelopment schemes during the period before 
World War II, particularly in Berlin. 

The impact of the two world wars themselves should also not be neglected when 
considering’ the major l~hctors influencing urban development during the first half of 
the century. World War I had a considerable impact on the urban infrastructure 
(housing stock, transport networks, municipal services) of most of Europe. Lack of 
investment during the war created complications for planners throughout the 1920s 
and 1930s. However, the destruction wrought by World War II was of another 
magnitude altogether. Aerial bombardment quickly became the weapon of choice ~br 
strategists. This had grave implications for the cities of most combatant nations and 
for Germany in particular. Fifty percent of the built-up areas of German cities with 
more than 100,000 inhabitants in 1939 had been destroyed by i945. Equally, con- 
flict on the ground could have similarly grave consequences for cities, as in the case 
of Stalingrad. Destruction wrought by retreating troops also reduced parts of many 
cities (including much of Rotterdam and a staggering 80 percent of Warsaw) to 
rubble. 

The spread and nature of urbanization thus varied greatIy across Europe during 
the period I900-45. However, there is no doubt that this period saw the rise of the 
"metropolis," in the modern sense of the word. Indeed, it was at the start of the 
century that statisticians first began to distinguish between normal cities, big cities 
(grandes viiles or Grossstgdte), and metropolises (Weltstiidte). In 1900 there were only 
eight cities in Europe with over a rnillion inhabitants. By 1950 this number had risen 
to 22. These vast new agglomerations were closely linked to modernity and the 
notion of progress, and in many senses this faith was justified. Paris, London, Berlin, 
and Moscow were all early pioneers of the futuristic novelty of underground train 
systems. All major cities were associated with the excitement generated .by electric 
light, seen as one of the crucial attributes of modern metropolitan life. In October 
1928, for example, the "Berlin in the Light" festival celebrated just this - the practical 
aspects of electric .lighting (in terms of safer travel and leisure) as well as its symbolic 
relationship with progress and modernity. However, as was the case with urbanization 
in general, contrasts and incongruities abound where metropolitan life is considered. 
In Moscow between the wars, for example, a metropolis of well over a million inhab- 
itants, overcrowding was such that an average small apartment was home to nine 
individuals. Water was in such short supply that it was frequently rationed, and dis- 
eases such as cholera remained widespread. This was hardly an exemplar of modernity 
and progress. Even in London, Paris, and Berlin, the "success stories" of urban 
development, the veneer of modernity was often p~erilously thin. Stepping away from 
the renovated central districts, visitors still encountered slum conditions of the worst 
sort. Even the prized features of electricity and electric light could initially only be 
found in certain central districts. A visitor to Berlin in 1930 remarked that "a step 
into the side streets, and you felt set back by centuries.’’s In London before World 
War I, competition between boroughs meant that there were 65 electricity suppliers, 
49 different supply systems, i0 frequencies, and 24 voltage levels. And, presumably, 
frequent interruptions to supply. 
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While inevitably impressionistic, these examples indicate that, while the period 
1900-40 was marked by continued urbanization and the growth of large cities, 
experiences of these processes varied widely due to geography and social status. In 
other words, who and where you were determined your impressions of urban life. 
Hence it is perhaps unsurprising that a great diversity of opinion (and often heated 
debate) existed concerning urbanization and urban life. Specific debates about "urban 
man" and a specifically "urban" mode of living were already becoming entrenched 
in the social sciences by the turn of the century. Theorists such as Emile Durkheim 
and Max Weber came to posit a distinction between urban life (characterized by 
formal, rationalized, social organizations which nonetheless give the individual great 
freedom of action) and rural life (which they saw as dominated by spontaneous, 
informal social organizations founded upon tradition and kinship). Such notions were 
further elaborated on. Georg Simmel, for example, sought to delineate in more detail 
a specifically "metropolitan type of man." He admitted that variants of this type 
existed, but felt that the basic distinction between city and rural life would eventually 
produce a new type of human. As he noted: "With each crossing of the street, with 
the tempo and multiplicity of economic, occupational and social life, the city sets up 
a deep contrast with small town and rural life with reference to the sensory founda- 
tions of psychic life."6 The work on these issues of American sociologists of the 
Chicago School, such as Robert Parks and Louis Wirth, was also widely debated in 
Europe. 

Obviously, the concept of a specifically "urban" way of life also generated discus- 
sion well beyond the academic sphere. Most commentators had mixed views, but 
among some, in the artistic field for example, primarily positive views prevailed. 
Avant-garde artists in particular were captivated before World War I by the modernity 
which the city represented. The Italian futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti aimed at 
an art that would "sing of the great crowds in the excitement of labor, pleasure, and 
rebellion, of the multi-colored and polyphonic surf of revolutions in modern capital 
cities; of the nocturnal vibrations of arsenals and workshops beneath their violent 
electrical moons.’’7 The author Ford Madox Hueffer (later Ford Madox Ford) simi- 
larly praised the diversity and freedom which the big city represented, writing of 
London that it had "as it were on show . . . the best products of the cook, of the 
painter, of the flower-gardener, of the engineer, of the religious mad of the 
scientists.’’8 

Inevitably, there were plenty who. disagreed, and who viewed urbanization and 
city life in a much more sinister light. Adverse critiques often tended to focus on the 
putative problematic attributes of city dwellers (both physical and moral). C. F. G. 
Masterman, for example, writing in the context of England, claimed to have identi- 
fied "a new race, hitherto unreckoned and of incalculable action." Physically deficient 
mad morally weak, this new type of "City Man" was "ineffective, battered into futility 
by the ceaseless struggle of life."9 Other authors also focused on the detrimental 
effects of cities on their surroundings and on the national society. These critiques 
often focused on demographics and the birth rate (a subject of almost universal 
concern in Europe at the time). City dwellers were seen as fixherenfly unlikely (either 
for physical or moral reasons) to have large families. Hence cities were seen as a drain 
on the surrounding countryside and on the vigor of the population of the nation as 
.a whole. Oswald Spengter, in his widely read 1922 essay "The Soul of the City," 
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argued that the Weltst#dtwould "suck the country dry," until it grew weary and died 
"in the midst of an almost uninhabited waste."~° Finally, it was also common for 
critics to focus on the horrendous living conditions which still prevailed in many 
cities, especially in the early part of the century. Slum areas were seen as a haven for 
criminals, but many religious figures and social reformers were also genuinely moved 
and concerned by the plight of the lower classes. 

The city during the first half of the twentieth century was thus often simultane- 
ously a symbolic figurehead of progress and light, and a contested terrain wherein 
the problems of health, housing, degeneration, and crime (among others) were 
debated. Of all the problems associated with city life, however, the degenerating 
nature of the urban environment and its effect on poorer, weaker citizens was seen 
to be the most imperative. The "problem of flae poor" was still unsolved in Europe 
at the turn of the century, and it is to this sphere that we now turn our attention. 

Poverty, Welfare, and Eugenics 

The problems of poverty mad the persistence of"the poor" had been widely discusse ~d 
across Europe as the nineteenth century drew to a close. Many studies of major 
cities had investigated the living conditions of the working classes and the urban 
poor. During the I880s, for example, the French potitidan and writer Othenin 
D’Haussonville published a long series of articles on Parisian poverty in the respected 
R~ue des deux mondes. In Germany; impressive empirical social research was con- 
ducted under the aegis of the Vereinfi~r Sozialpolitik (Association for Social Policy). 
It was in England, however, that the most detailed studies were produced. The social 
investigator Chartes Booth published his 17-volume Life and Labour of the People in 
London between 1889 and 1903, with detailed color<oded maps showing the extent 
of poverty in the capital, street by street. Tlfis tradition of social investigation and 
public concern continued in England well into the twentieth century. Indeed, the 
century opened with the "thunder-clap" of another such survey- Seebohm Rowntree~s 
study of the outwardly prosperous city of York, which concluded that over 27 percent 
of the inhabitants were in fact living in poverty. Further research, conducted in the 
interwar period by social scientists, appeared to confirm the persistence of poverty 
despite widespread improvements in standards of living for many. Llewellyn Smith’s 
New Survey of London Life and Labour 1930-1935 argued that 500,000 Londoners 
were still living below a poverty line fixed in accordance with that used by Booth 
forty years earlier. 

The empirical social survey was probably most common in England during the 
early twentieth century, which is interesting in itself given that the measurement of 
per capita income shows that Britain was clearly the richest country in Europe at the 
time. Elsewhere, however, concern over the condition of the lowest social strata was 
also in evidence. In Germany, housing provision and the problems of overcrowding 
were particular issues. In 1907, for example, the socialist Rosa Luxemburg was 
prompted to write "In the Shelter" to criticize the Berlin authorities (and even her 
own party) for their neglect of the homdess. In France the work of the human 
geographer Alfred SauW demonstrated for the Revue d’dconomie politiq,,e that, even 
during the ~930s when urban populations became a m~jority in France, poor 
standards of living were the norm even for many with jobs. Of course, the studies 
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of poverty undertaken in the first half of the twentieth century were usually not 
conducted to the exacting standards of today’s social scientists. The research of Booth 

and Rowntree in particular has been subjected to considerable scrutiny, and the valid- 

ity of their findings often questioned. What is important, however, is that the problem 

of poverty was one which remained noticeable enough, even during the 1930s, to 
provoke concern, investigation, and action. In particular, it is interesting to note 

the early growth of nascent welfare state systems across much of Europe. The exact 
forms of state-sponsored initiatives varied, of course, but the growth of government 

intervention in the social sphere was common across Europe during the period 
1900-45. 

Germany was in many ways a pioneer of this process. Compulsory insurance 
schemes had been introduced under Bismarck, including schemes covering sickness 

(1883), accidents (1884), and invalidity and old age (1889). However, these schemes 

only applied initially to industrial workers. Although they were extended in 1911 to 
include salaried workers, the poor remained-excluded. The Weimar republic intro: 

duced an ambitious program of welfare after World War I - including a constitutional 
guarantee of a range of social rights for all citizens. However, the implementation of 

social welfare initiatives was hampered by the economic and political turmoil of the 
interwar period. Compulsory unemployment insurance, for example, was introduced 

in 192Tbut collapsed under the pressure of mass unemployment in 1928. 
Other countries also began to instigate a diverse range of welfare initiatives. In 

England, the involvement of non-governmental agencies (including both the philan- 
thropic organizations set up by the middle classes and the mutual assistance schemes 

set up by workers themselves) remained crucial at the turn of thd century. However, 

while a mix of state/private agencies continued to administer welfare, state provision 

gradually rose to the fore. Britain introduced the first compulsory unemployment 
insurance scheme in 1911, pensions were administered by the government from their 
introduction in 1908, and local authorities were empowered to build and manage 

council housing. By 1939, 12 percent of housing stock was owned by the govern- 
ment, whereas the comparable figure for Germany and France was lessthan 1 percent. 

In Italy, although technically under central direction by a totalitarian regime from 

1922, the influence of the Catholic church (especially in the areas of education and 
social assistance) ensured a continued mix of state/private welfare here too. France 

has traditionally been seen as a laggard in relation to welfare policy, partly perhaps 
because the slow pace of urbanization and industrialization made such initiatives less 

urgent. While France was a pioneer in the area of family policy, relief to the able- 

bodied remained meager until after World. War I (and even, someargue, until the 
1930s). The situation in the USSR is harder to determine, partly because accurate 
data is usually unavailable. However, it is clear that (as in Germany) industrial Workers 

remained the primary focus of welfare initiatives during the early part of the century. 

Accident and sickness insurance was provided in 1912, but was restricted to workers 
in key firms which were important to the government’s plans for industrial 
advancement. 

Clearly, then, broadly analogous moves towards greater state intervention in the 

social welfare of citizens can be traced across Europe. It is somewhat harder, however, 

to assess the causes of this process. It might be argued, of course, that the rise of 
state welfare was an inevitable and desirable consequence of urbanization and 
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industrialization. Only the state had the resources to attempt to manage the rapid 
change and economic vagaries of industrial society. However, this assessment does 
not fully explain why rural, non-industrial nations witnessed similar trends in the 
period. Sweden, for example, a primarily agrarian nation with a strong monarchy 
until I917, introduced compulsory universal pensions in 1913. Equally, it might be 
contended that industrial labor used its growing political influence to secure improve- 
ments for workers. However, this does not explain why contemporary industrial 
nations like the USA and Japan have still not introduced full welfare systems. World 
War I could be cited as setting a precedent for increasing state intervention in every- 
day life, but many welfare initiatives had begun long before 1914. National politics 
also certainly had a role to play in determining the timing of welfare reforms. In 
Germany, for example, Bismarck clearly intended his social insurance legislation to 
allay socialist unrest. In England, the burst of reforms introduced by the Liberal 
government between 1906 and I914 coincided precisely with the rise of the Labour 
Party. It is likely, therefore (as with all historical processes), that a wide range of 
factors led to the adoption of welfare policies across Europe in the period 1900-45. 
Concern for the plight of the poor may have been one variable but, given that most 
state, welfare was initially aimed at those in work, was arguably not the most signifi- 
cant. Despite this, however, most available evidence suggests that the new welfare 
policies were efficacious in ameliorating the lives of the poorest. Welfare, combined 
with the economic recovery prompted by the end of World War II, meant that abso- 
lute poverty was much less widespread in 1950 than at the start of the century, and 
that standards of living throughout Europe had generally improved. 

However, this cozy tale of progress is not the whole story. While, as noted above, 
many commentators had been moved and shocked by the ptight of the poor, and 
had argued successfully for state intervention and political solutions, there were other 
strands of thought. Welfare itself, for example, was not universally seen as progressive. 
Some believed that permanent systems of welfare would only lead to inertia on the 
part of the poor. Many agreed with a German commentator writing in Germany. in 
19 i4, who debated "whether the extraordinarily extensive’ welfare system provided 
here for the sick and the weak truly benefits the health of the people, and whether 
the system of the old Spartans, in which the inferior were banished and abandoned, 
would not be more suitable."~t Even those generally amenable to the worldng class, 
such as the French commentator Edouard Cormouls-Houl~s (who wrote an 800- 
page study of welfare and unemployment- L’Assistance par le travail), believed that 
permanent programs of relief would stifle initiative and institutionalize dependency. 
A proportion of those who were opposed to state and political interventions in the 
sphere of social welfare turned instead to the collectivist social policies proposed by 
sdence and medicine. 

Notions of degeneration in connection with urban life were not new to the twen- 
tieth century. A diffuse and nebulous concept, the term "degeneration" was common 
in medical and criminological writings, in fiction, in scientific texts, and in works of 
philosophy at the turn of the century. Essentially, degeneration was a negation of 
confidence in universal progress and of Darwin’s theory of evolution. Far from species 
evolving into ever more sophisticated forms over time, the concept implied that some 
people were "degenerating" into lower, more animalistic forms of being. While 
degeneration could affect the effete aristocrats of the upper classes, it was far more 
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commonly linked to urban environments and particularly the slum areas where 

the very poor lived. The filthy, squalid existence of the poor was seen to have a det- 
rimental effect on their physical, mental, and moral health. Alarmingly, degenerative 
changes were seen to be hereditary, thus threate~fing the very future of developed 

nations. 
Such ideas remained persistent well into the twentieth century. Taking England 

as an example, early twentieth-century concerns were often focused on the degenerate 
physical and moral condition .of the urban poor. Masterman, writing in the wake of 

the shock revelation of the poor health of the urban working class during recruitment 

of soldiers for the Boer War, described the characteristic physical type of a town 
dweller as "Stunted, narrow-chested,+easily wearied; yet voluble, excitable, with little 

ballast, stamina, or endurance - seeking stimulus in drink."az 
This theme of actual physical difference declined as the century progressed, but 

Was replaced by a focus on the poor standard of mental health of the lowest segment 

of the population, and on the social problems (alcoholism, vagrancy, petty criminality) 
seen to be associated with this. The Report of the Women’s Group on Public Welfare, 

from as late as 1943, identified a putative "submerged tenth" - a strata of "problem 
families" at the bottom end of the social spectrum - "always at the edge of pauperism 
.and crime, riddled with mental and physical defects, in and out of the courts for child 

neglect.’’13 Such views of the very poorest remained relatively common across Europe 

during the period until after World War 

Concerns over the moral and physical health of the poor collided with another set 

of fears in the interwar period: fears of demographic decline and the reproductive 
health of nations. Put simply, while the period 1750-1850 had been one of rapid 

population growth, the period 1850-1950 witnessed a shift towards decreasing f‘ertil- 
ity. This shift was becoming apparent by the turn of the century, and became a source 

of increasing consternation to many middle-class observers. Many believed that the 
fertility of the poorer classes had remained robust, while the urban elites were becom- 
ing increasingly tess likely to have children. Hence, societies were in danger of being 

"swamped" by the offspring of’the poor. Such concerns were particularly pronounced 

in France, where the birth rate was especially low in the interwar period. Dr Henri 

......... Si~ard predicted in 1932 that "the increased swamping of superior classes of society 
by the lower classes will certainly resort in the complete bankruptcy of the nation in 
gifted, capable and energetic individuals."~ 

Similar concerns were voiced across Europe. In Italy, Mussolini himself sought 

to counter those who cited Malthusian claims that declining population sizes would 

lead to increased standards of living. In an essay entitled "Numbers as force," first 
published in 1928, he branded this contention "absurd." Italy, and many other 

states, introduced policies designed to encourage women to remain in the domestic 
sphere and to bear larger families. Government campaigns with slogans such as 

"equality in difference" and "motherhood is a social function" were designed to 

encourage this. 
Ideas about degeneration and the hereditary transmission of problematic social 

traits, and fears over the reproductive health of nations, all primarily focused on the 

poorest elements of society as weak, unproductive, and sick. In many nations eugenics 
societies were formed which aimed to tackle the problem not by welfarist policies, 
but via medical and scientific interventions, including sterilization projects and 



selective breeding plans. In many ways, the eugenics movement is most closely associ- 
ated with Germany under National Socialism. Certainly it was here during the 1930s 
that it assumed its most extreme form, but it had a long genesis. At the same time 
as the welfare legislation of the 1880s was being introduced, a vociferous lobby 
argued that the biological laws of natural selection should be allowed to function 
freely. Between 1890 and i930 the influence of those advocating biological purity- 
Rassenhygiene - grew. The defeat of World War I arguably provided a turning point, 
with eugenics henceforth seen as a promising means via which to reinvigorate the 
German people, and the economic crisis of 1929 bolstered the view that the existing 
welfare apparatus was unsustainable. The Nazis introduced a heightened focus on 
race as an issue in eugenics, but also in many ways merely enforced, in extremis, pre- 
existing ideas. 

Given some of the horrific eugenic programs implemented in Nazi Germany 
(including the systematic murder of up to200,000 mentally ill or physically disabled 
people) it would be reassuring to believe that eugenic theories were largely confined 
to Germany. This was not the case. Eugenics societies were set up in. many countries. ............. 
England’s, for example, was instigated in 1907, just two years after that of Germany. 
It has often been argued that British eugenics focused more on issues of "~ass" than 
on "issues" of race, as in the German case. However, such distinctions have recently 
been called into question as primarily a postwar claim. Moreover, even after World 
War II, liberal intellectuals such as Atdous Huxley, while deploring the Nazi practices, 
still advocated "humane" and "scientific" ways of genetically improving the human 

race. In France, too, a eugenics society was set up in 1912, which involved itself 
heavily in natalist policies. However, there was a harder edge to French eugenics, 
too, which has often been ignored. A key figure, Charles Richet, for example, argued 
that "no sentimental ranting will make me acknowledge the right of unfortunate 
individuals to bring into the world children as unfortunate as they: epileptics, 
alcoholics, degenerates, neurasthenics, criminals."~ In Scandinavia a focus on mental 
health issues led to sterilization legislation in Denmark (1929) and in Sweden (1934. 
and 21941). In Finland, 2,000 people were compulsorily sterilized between !935 
and 1955. 

It can be seen, therefore, that sodal conditions and public responses to social 
problems were very mixed in Europe during the period 1900--45. While welfare ini- 
tiatives undoubtedly ameliorated living conditions for many of the worldng class, 
concerns over city life, persistent poverty, and demographic decline all coalesced 
in an enduring image of a degenerate, feckless "underclass." This non-productive 
residuum, and indeed the urban poor in general, were routinely linked to crime 
in this period, and developments in the area of crime and policing form the subject 
of the next section. 

Crime mad Policing 

Even the most cursory glance at trends in crime and policing during the first half of 
the twentieth century shows the extent to which they were intertwined with the 
themes of urban life and poverty discussed above. In the first instance, crime and 
criminality remained closely associated with the urban environment by both popular 
and academic writers. In the academic milieu, the distinction made by Weber, 
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Durldaeim, and .others between rural and urban, life has already been noted. It 

remained common to associate the transformation from one to the other with "mod- 
ernization" - the rise of modern, industrial societies. However, during the interwar 

period a number of sociologists sought to highlight specific links between facets of 

this modernization process and rising levels of criminality. Robert Parks, for example, 
working within the School of Urban Studies at the University of Chicago, noted that 

certain sections of cities were characterized by high levels of residential mobility, by 

poverty, and by a dearth of community organizations. This led, he posited, to a lack 

of "social organization." The same areas displayed high rates of prostitution, drunk- 
enness, and crime. Hence, he postulated that a lack of"social organization" - typically 
absent in periods or areas of rapid urbanization - could be causally linked to rising 
levels ofcriminaliW. In other words, the breakdown of stable, face-to-face rural com- 

munities and the rise of urban environments characterized by high mobility and 

anonymity were seen to lead inevitably to higher rates of crime. 
Parks’ work built on Durkheim’s concept of "anomie" - the breakdown of rules 

and norms of expected behavior during periods of social change. Another sociologist, 
Robert Merton, added to this work in 1938 with a more subtle analysis of anomie 

as the disjunction between goals valued by society and the ability of individuals to 
attain these goals. It was the raisin.arch between what individuals were socialized to 
desire and what they were actually able to attain that ted to crime. Thus it was not 

necessarily the dislocation of social values produced by rapid urbanization which 

made cities centers of crime, but rather the juxtapositioning of poverty and wealth 
in a society which valued material prosperity and attributed status accordingly. While 
many of the theorists contributing to this debate worked in the United States, it was 

highly influential in perceptions of cities and crime in Europe during the interwar 
period and remained so for many years. 

However, while the causal chain of "rapid social change-poor urban living condi- 

tions-the breakdown of social norms and restraints-crime" might seem logical 

enough, many historians have recently sought empirically to challenge the assump- 

tions implicit in this type of theory. Howard Zehr, for example, studying France and 
Germany, claimed that, rather than a rise in crime overall, modernization and urban- 

ization caused a shift from violent crimes like assault to acquisitive crimes such as 
........ theft2 Eric Johnson, however, has looked at Germany in detail and finds the reverse 

- that property offenses were declining in some urban areas during industrialization 
while violent crime was rising. No clear connection between patterns of urbanization 

and crime trends emerges. Moreover, many of the debates over urbanization and 
crime revolve around methodological issues. The nature of the data used to arrive at 

conclusions about crime trends is necessarily problematic (in that it only measures 

recorded crime rather than actual crime) and hence it is hard to make comprehensive 
statements about cities and crime. Suffice it to say, however, that enough historical 

evidence has now been presented to undermine the clumsy structural theories of the 
interwar period, and the notion that the urbafi setting necessarily leads to criminality. 

Indeed, recent research has challenged the idea that it is possible even to make a dear 
rural/urban distinction, arguing that the boundaries between city and countryside 
are much more ambiguous than previously assumed. 

However, to return to the period 1900-45, the significant point is that, regardless 
of sociological debates, a "commonsense" connection was often made between cities 
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and crime. What is also often apparent is that criminality was not located uniformly 
throughout the city. Crime was closely associated with the poorer areas of the urban 
environment, and criminality was usually located in the lowest social strata. At the 
start of the twentieth century, the criminal justice systems of Europe were thus over- 
whelmingly focused downwards. Partly, of course, this was due to a lack of recogni- 
tion of the involvement of the middle and upper classes in criminal activities. The 
term "white collar crime" was ori!y coined in the pioneering work of Edwin Sutherland 
in 1939, and the insurance and share frauds perpetrated by office workers and 
company directors were customarily marginatized in contemporary discussions of 
criminality. Despite the fact that a single case of insider dealing (a form of share fraud) 
could have a greater economic impact than thousands of petty burglaries and thefts, 
the police were often ill-prepared for the investigation of such complex crimes. It 
was not until World War II, with the advent of rationing and a black market (especially 
in gasoline or petrol), that the middle classes came into regular contact with the 
police at all. 

Thus, criminality was primarily seen to reside among the lower classes, and there 
were a number of ways in which this connection was made. In the first instance, 
concerns over the degenerating effects of slum living on the poor often overlapped 
with debates about crime. Eugenics movements routinely associated race (or rather, 
foreigners) with crime, but also considered issues of class and social status as signifi- 
cant. In fascist Italy, for example, youngsters from deprived backgrounds were seen 
as inherently predisposed to criminality, and hence the fascist police often used their 
increased powers to put "suspicious" youths into custody. Even among those who 
did not perceive explicit physical or hereditary links between the poor and criminality, 
distaste for the overcrowded and unsanitary conditions in which many of the poorest 
still lived meant that the morality of the poor was tainted by association. Richard 
Jervis, a senior police officer in the north of England, believed that "slums, drunken- 
hess and crime are inseparable. How can it be otherwise?’’16 Neither of these mecha- 
nisms for associating the poor with crime (physical and moral deficiency) was new to 
the twentieth century, but they proved persistent. However, it might be argued that 
the emergent academic discipline of criminology also served to perpetuate the asso- 
ciation of the poor and criminality. 

The early twentieth century was marked in many European nations by an expand- 
ing franchise, by a growth in the power of organized labor, and by a better-educated 
and more vocal working class. Hence, it became increasingly less easy for social elites 
to adopt openly repressive policies towards the poor (as had arguably been the case 
in the nineteenth century). However, it might be contended that the new pseudosci- 
ence of criminology helped to enable the continued regulation of the poor. Because 
early criminology sought the identification of a new type of person - the criminal (as 
separate from any criminal acts which he/she might commit) - it provided an expla- 
nation (and perhaps a justification) for a criminal justice system targeted on a specific 
section of the population. By viewing crime as "an inevitable outcome of a particular 
kind of character or constitution," criminology provided an explanation not only for 
the existence of a class which was constantly criminalized, but also for the very exis- 
tence of an impoverished sector of the population.~7 By shifting attention away from 
specific crimi~¢~l gets (which might be explained by environmental factors such as 
poverty) to criminals themselves, and by claiming a competence beyond the legal 
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sphere (for example by analyzing vagrants, the "feeble-minded," and inebriates as 
potential criminals), criminology was thus conceivably another mechanism which 
enabled the continued association of the poor with crime. 

While this particular reading of the emergence of criminology is by no means 
uncontroversial, it is certainly likely that the links perceived between crinfinality and 
the poor during the first half of the twentieth century may have had a role to play 
in the maintenance of power and influence within sodeties. However, it does seem 
apparent that there was a gradual shift during the period to 1945 from an undiffer- 
entiated view of the mass of the urban poor as suspect and potentially criminal to a 
perception that criminality was located within a few, closely defined groups of the 
poor. While the bulk of the working ciass was no longer viewed with suspicion by 
elites (as at the end of the nineteenth century), very visible groups such as gypsies 
and vagrants were increasingly targeted. The distinctive dress and lifestyle of traveling 
peoples such as Sinti and Roma, for example, often came to appear increasingly 
incongruous in European societies typified by urban milieux and fixed working pat- 
terns. Gypsies were thus seen by many as inherently criminal, and increasing efforts 
were made to observe and regulate their movements, in France, an official drcular 
noted that gypsy caravans were "all too often composed of criminals" and from 1912 
all such individuals had to carry a carnet anthropometrique - an identity card giving 
details of their family tree. Similar initiatives can be traced through much of Europe. ~ 
Thus, while perceptions of the link between the poor and crime changed significantly 
in the first half of the century (and were arguably eroded to some extent) cities, 
poverty, and crime remained conceptually linked up until World War II. 

Any discussion of perceptions and patterns of crime, however, requires at least a 
brief mention of the mechanism of enforcement: the police. If the poor and their 
environs were seen to harbor criminality, what did this mean in terms of policing? 
Developments in policing during this period were diverse and are hard to characterize 
succinctly. Certainly, there were clear moves towards the police we know today. For 
example, professional training was developed. At the start of the period, training for 
most officers consisted of a few weeks at best, or an afternoon with a handbook at 
worst. By the end, training academies and professional development were the norm. 

.............................. Equally, the period was also marked by the growing use of technology by the police. 
Most forces gradually adopted motorized transport and progressive police chiefs 
(such as Dr Wilhelm Abegg, of the Police Section of the Prussian Interior Ministry) 
urged the deployment of forensic science. There were also early experiments with 
radio teclmology, although the sets were initially so cumbersome that an officer was 
required to strap the apparatus to his back. In the liberal democracies, at least, declin- 
ing statistics for attacks on police officers appear indicative of growing public accep- 
tance of the functions they performed. However, there is clearly another side to this 
story. As touched upon above, most police forces were closely involved in the regula- 
tion of the poor. While some were sympathetic, many officers displayed harsh atti- 
tudes towards vagrants, gypsies, and others on the margins of society. Also, more 
obviously, in day-tooday beat policing most officers still spent much of their time 
traversing the poorer areas of towns and cities. Given this, it is likely that perceptions 
of the involvement oft he poor with crime became self-fulfilling. The greater scrutiny 
given to slum areas may have meant that more crime was detected there in propor~ 
t_ion to other areas, thus reinforcing public perceptions and leading the police to 
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Concentrate even more of their efforts there, which in turn led again to yet more 
crime being detected. 

Police forces across Europe were also routinely involved in the often violent sup- 
pression of political and economic protest during the period. Hunger Marchers in 
London in I932, unemployed demonstrators at the Paris Bourse in 1903, socialist 
protestors in Berlin’s Tiergarten in 1910 - all were on the receiving end of police 
brutality. While there was arguably an increasing divergence between the police in 
totalitarian regimes and in liberal democracies during the interwar period, even here 
firm distinctions are hard to draw. World War II certainly provided ample evidence 
of police heroism in the service of their citizenry. In Italy, for example, the carabiniere 
Salvo D’Aquisto gave his life in place of 22 civilian hostages who were scheduled to 
be shot in German reprisals on September 23, 1943. In Denmark just fewer than 
2,000 police officers were transported to Buchenwald in September 1944 for non- 
compliance with the occupying Nazi authorities. Equally, however, forces in France 
and Holland have been judged at least partially complicit in the implementation of 
the genocide programs of National Socialism. Ciearly, then, while the police were in 

many ways instrumental in the social control of the poor and worldng class, simplistic 
generalizations of their duties and functions must be avoided. 

Conclusion 

Looldng back on Europe during the first half of the twentieth century, it is easy to 

discern much that .seems familiar. Major cities were assuming the topographical forms 
they still bear today; the state was beginning to adopt greater responsibility for the 
social welfare of its citizens; the police were increasingly being seen less as an unwar- 
ranted intrusion into daily life and more as the arbiters of security for all. However, 
large cities were still new enough to warrant debate over their merits during the 

period, there were wide discrepancies across Europe in the amelioration of poverty,. 
and the police were closely involved at times in the repression of the poor and the 
worldng class. Thus, while it might seem relatively easy to construct an image of 
this period as intrinsically "modern," a nuanced approach to the intertwined themes 
of urbanization, poverty, and crime reveals significant incongruities alongside the 
familiar. 
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I enjoyed all of these fine papers, and they work very well together because they 

converge, it seems to me, on similar themes. All the papers suggest that the second half of 

the seventeenth century marked an important turning point in French cultural life, the 

traces of which are evident in contemporary practices of publishing, writing, and reading. 

All have interesting things to say about the gender dynamics implicitly at work in this 

cultural transformation. And they all cast light on the subjective experience of interiority, 

the self-consciousness of which stands out as a new, or at least newly imagined, 

phenomenon in the seventeenth century. Finally, all of the papers have the markings of 

being works in progress--which I mean in the very best sense of the word. They pose 

open-ended questions, engage creatively with their sources, and give the appearance of 

being interim reports sent from the field--vivid reflections of an ongoing and exciting 

process of rumination. 

So in that spirit of rumination and rethinking, I’ll dedicate my few minutes to the 

posing of new questions that might help the authors reframe some of their thoughts or 

view some of their material through a new lens. I’ll address the papers in the order in 

which I read them (and that also means the order in which I received them!) First, then, 

let’s turn to the fascinating dreamscape Leslie Turtle has provided. 

Descartes was an inspired and counter-intuitive choice for the paper’s opening, 

since one would not expect the father of modern rationalism to have wasted his time on the 

interpretation of dreams, which are, after all, rarely clear and distinct. Turtle’s instincts are 

undoubtedly right, though; the development of ostensibly disenchanted and even "modern" 

knowledge claims in the early-modern era is clearly one of the contexts in which 

seventeenth-century notions about dreams, their meanings, and their status as mental 



exercises must be situated. As I read this paper, however, my mind kept coming back to 

two other long-term processes and two other frameworks of analysis with rich 

implications for seventeenth-century dreaming: elite self-fashioning, as famously described 

by Stephen Greenblatt, and the process of "civilization," as described by Norbert Elias. 

Turtle does a fine job illustrating the increasingly suspect status occupied by dreams in 

seventeenth-century thought--though I would have loved to hear a bit more about 

whether the relocation of dream-talk to female-dominated spaces was cause, effect, or both 

cause and effect of this diminishing epistemological status--but she simultaneously shows 

that dreams had real staying power. Thus the Mercure Galant warned readers not to trust 

dreams, while...it nevertheless proceeded to share details of many dreams, and while it also 

invoked what seem to be prevailing fashions in the interpretation of dreams. (By 

specifying that a vision of a dead husband encircled by flames was not an image of his soul 

in purgatory, the author of the piece seems to point to existing conventions in dream 

interpretation. [It would be great to hear more about those.]). Meanwhile, Madame de 

S~vign~ directs scorn and ridicule toward dreamers whose dreams are relayed second- and 

third-hand through her copious correspondence, but she also takes seriously the seemingly 

prophetic qualities of her own daughter’s dreams. 

Turtle suggests that the public sharing of dreams, and the indiscreet airing of the 

truth claims that accompanied dream narratives, tended to attract greater ridicule as the 

seventeenth century progressed. She also suggests that dream experiences were coming 

to speak for a new kind of truth--"one that was interiorized and emotional." My question, 

then, is a simple one: Did the seventeenth-century’s focus on exteriority--in the form of 

etiquette manuals, ritualized court performances, legal and institutional hierarchies, 



learned discourses on the signs of status, self-conscious role-playing of all sorts--inspire 

and even set the conditions for a countervailing exploration of interior space, especially 

among elites? Dreams were dangerous, we know. They could expose one to 

embarrassment and ridicule, as we’ve heard, and even to charges of religious heterodoxy. 

But dreams clearly continued to fascinate. Was this because they provided a handy vehicle 

for exploring, if not the autonomous "self," at least a personal mental space free from the 

constraints of an increasingly "civilized" society? 

It’s the issue of freedom that also hangs over Gabrielle Suchon’s advocacy for 

voluntary celibacy, as Rebecca Wilkin makes clear. Suchon quite explicitly acknowledged 

that one of the advantages of voluntary--that is, non-cloistered--celibacy was the 

celibate’s freedom from "exterior constraints" (and here she spoke in direct contrast to the 

admonitions of the Council of Trent), and in her Treatise on Ethics and Politics of 1693 

Suchon had decried the "oppressive finality" of the cloistered life. This woman yearned to 

be free! But free in what sense? 

To answer that question fully, Wilkin would need to make the understanding of 

freedom--rather than the varied meanings of equality--the chief framing device for her 

investigation of Suchon and her celibate ways. I was intrigued to learn that Suchon had 

read and admired Poullain de la Barre, and I would certainly not deny that the tensions 

between formal hierarchies and informal expressions of equality in early-modern cultural 

institutions contain still-untapped analytical riches for the historian. But the salon, Antoine 

Lilti has shown, was not the laboratory for egalitarian sociability that some have made it 

out to be, and its "practices" are therefore probably not the best foil for Suchon’s system of 

voluntary celibacy. The celibate space that Suchon tried to carve out for herself seems to 



have been characterized not by a willful search for equality but rather by a hunger for 

freedom--as Wilkin herself ably demonstrates in the heart of her paper. But with which 

competing models of feminine freedom did she contend? Not really with those of the salon, 

I would submit, but with those of the convent--the models most contiguous to her own. 

Barbara Diefendorf has shown, in From penitence to charity, that women of the counter- 

Reformation actively pursued the cloistered life--at least in part because of the freedoms it 

afforded: freedom from patriarchy, freedom from fathers, freedom from marriage. And 

Danna Kostroun, in her work on the nuns of Port Royal, has shown Jansenist nuns glorying 

in the freedom of disobedience to spiritual superiors and even to kings. Theirs was not an 

absolute freedom, of course, but nor was the freedom of Suchon, who spoke of her 

obedience to an "interior law" and who used her own freedom to enter into a form of 

service--the service of civil society. It is this delicious contradiction--Suchon’s rejection of 

the cloister in the name of a freedom whose meaning was clearly contested by like-minded 

women who enjoyed a freedom of their own--that calls for sustained analysis. 

Lynn Mollenauer’s analysis of divination also highlights an idea or practice whose 

meaning changed according to the identity of the practitioners and the place of their 

practice. Being a relative newcomer to the "enchantment" field, I learned a lot from 

Molleanuer’s sketch of the longue dur~e. I was surprised to learn, for example, that 

sixteenth-century Universities showed little respect for divination--even at the same time 

that the royal court was bestowing status and standing on Nostradamus. I was a little less 

surprised to learn that the status of divination and fortune-telling declined in proportion to 

its association with women and the unlearned--though that shift seems to have taken 



place later than I would have guessed, with the Affair of the Poisons proving pivotal in the 

1680s. 

What I found especially intriguing was Mollenauer’s argument about the 

democratization, or the popularization, of occult knowledge and the seemingly 

contradictory effects of that process over the long term. On the one hand, popularization 

helped pave the way for the later denigration of magical beliefs precisely because of their 

new association with the inferior classes. But on the other hand, popularization also 

created new means of disseminating occult beliefs and practices throughout polite 

society--as elite circles adopted games and diversions based on chiromancy and 

physiognomy. Mollenauer suggests, I think, that the path to disenchantment led through 

this standardization of elite entertainment, which had been abetted by popularization. I do 

wonder, though, whether the appropriation of learned practice-as-popular entertainment 

necessarily contributes to the degradation or eroding status of the practice in question. I 

would be willing to bet that "Dancing with the Stars" has led to a boomlet in ballet dancing, 

for example, and we know that other forms of elite entertainment in the seventeenth 

century--poetry, music, novel-writing, and yes, dancing--saw their status maintained or 

even enhanced in the eighteenth century. Did chiromancy’s loss of status as a learned and 

respected field of endeavor perhaps owe less to encroachments from below (through 

popularization) and more to pressures from above--from the bureaucratization and 

mechanization of science? Experimental science required equipment and an infrastructure, 

as well as verifiable hypotheses, and I’d like to know whether disenchantment had its 

origins, in part, in disregard--the disregard of practicing scientists who could not take 

seriously truth claims that required no more than a book, a spell, and a free hand. 
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Preface 

Rafe Blaufarb 

Most histories of the French Revolution have emphasized non-noble 
resentment of noble privilege as one of the principal elements stoking the 
revolutionary conflagration. Numerous honorific distinctions, such as 
coats-of-arms and sword-bearing, drew a visible line of demarcation 
bet~veen nobles and their roturier (commoner) compatriots. Seigneurial 
prerogatives, from exclusive hunting rights to the myriad of feudal 
exactions in money, kind, and service, burdened the peasantry. The 
nobility’s exemption from certain kinds of taxes, while progressively 
diminished by Louis XIV and his successors, still angered those who paid, 
especially following the tax increases precipitated by the costly wars of 
the mid-eighteenth century. Finally, the nobility’s exclusive professional 
privileges, which barred even non-noble elites from holding certain kinds 
of offices, outraged the very men of talent, education, and wealth the 
monarchy could ill afford to alienate. It was largely from their ranks that 
the revolutionary leadership would be dra~vn and the post-revolutionary 
notabilitO composed. 

Of the many exclusionary measures implemented during the 
eighteenth century, none was more inflamatory than the infamous S6gur 
rbglement of 1781. Requiring those seeking officer commissions in the 
military to provide documentary evidence of four generations of unbroken, 
paternal noble descent, it was widely denounced in 1789 in the cahiers de 
dolOances of the Third Estate and played a critical role in generating mass 
support for the ideal of individual meritocracy - incarnated by the phrase 
"careers open to talent." Given the centrality of the S6gur rbglement to the 
revolutionary attack on the nobility’s professional prerogatives, it is 
understandable that historians of the nineteenth and t~ventieth centuries 
interpreted it in much the same way as contemporaries had - that is, as a 
measure aimed at excluding roturiers from the officer corps. Until the 
early 1970s, this view remained unquestioned. 

In 1974, however, the French journal Annales: Economies, 
SociOtOs, Civilisations published an article by the American historian 
David D. Bien - appearing here in English for the first time - challenging 



this universally-accepted interpretation.1 Starting with the insight that, had 
the Sdgur rOglement been designed to exclude roturiers, simple proof of 
noble status (rather than four-generations of noble ancestry) would have 
provided a sufficient barrier, Bien offered a fundamental reinterpretation 
of the measure. Rather than targeting roturiers, he demonstrated, the 
regulation was directed against new nobles who had acquired their status 
in the relatively recent past through the purchase of ennobling office. The 
regulation thus offered evidence for substantial internal conflict within the 
nobility bet~veen different kinds of nobles, he concluded, not for hostility 
bet~veen the nobility and Third Estate. This finding weakened one of the 
main pillars of traditional interpretations - Marxist and non-Marxist alike 
- of 1789: the centrality of conflict bet~veen nobles and non-nobles to the 
outbreak of the Revolution. 

Bien’s work was greeted with enthusiasm, especially by the 
influential French historian Francois Furet. Eager to attack Marxist 
interpretations of the Revolution, which tended to emphasize conflict 
bet~veen the revolutionary bourgeoisie and feudal aristocracy, Furet cited 
an early, unpublished draft of Bien’s article in his own seminal 1971 
essay, "Le catechisme de la R~volution franqaise."2 And it was Furet who 
encouraged Bien to publish it in the Annales in 1974, where it appeared in 
t~vo parts because of its length. Indeed, it remains the longest article ever 
published by that prestigious journal. 

With its publication Bien’s article has been associated with what 
became known in the 1970s as "revisionism", with the publication of 
important articles by Furet attacking the Marxist interpretation then 
dominant in France. It is important to note, however, that Bien’s article 
was not shaped by Furet’s argument for it already existed in a (shorter) 
draft form in 1966, several years before Furet’s first blasts against Marxist 
orthodoxy. Moreover, Bien’s target was not the same as Furet’s. While the 
Marxist interpretation associated with the work of Lefebvre, Soboul, and 
other members of the historical community around the French Revolution 
chair at the Sorbonne had long been dominant in France, this had hardly 
been the case in the Cold War United States. Rather, post-war American 
scholarship on the French Revolution was framed by ideas about social 

1 ’~La r6action aristocratique awaat 1789: Fexemple de l’~xm6e~" Annales: E.S.C.~ 

29 (1974)~ 23-48 & 505-34. 
2 Furet c~ane across the draft in 1967~ while visiting Princeton. Bien had taught 

there in the 1960s~ before he took a position at the University of Michig~aa in Ann 
Arbor. 



stratification that leading historians such as R.R. Palmer, Franklin Ford, 
and Elinor Barber drew upon. It was this liberal orthodoxy, an orthodoxy 
that treated the American Dream as a universal social truth, as well as 
several features of Marxism, that Bien had sought to question in his 
article. 

In the wave of historiographical essays on "revisionism" that 
began to appear in the 1970s, the intellectual filiation of Bien’s article was 
generally overlooked. Listed as one of the seminal writings of that 
movement, it was assumed that Bien’s main concern had been to take 
issue with the Marxist orthodoxy and its emphasis on bourgeois-noble 
class conflict. In raising serious doubts about one of the key pieces of 
evidence for the existence of such conflict on the eve of the Revolution, 
the S6gur rOglement, Bien’s article did indeed provide potent support to 
the revisionist offensive. But to consider only its destructive impact on the 
Marxist orthodoxy risks overlooking the article’s broader contribution to 
the understanding of early moderu France - a contribution which 
transcends the Marxist-revisionist debate and makes the article just as 
valuable today as it was when first published 35 years ago. This consisted 
in a penetrating analysis of the relationship bet~veen venality of ennobling 
office, state finance, and noble identity. Bien would go on to develop his 
thoughts in a series of influential articles published in the 1970s, 1980s, 
and 1990s.3 But the key insights behind these pieces may be found in 
embryo in his 1974 article, "La r6action aristocratique avant 1789: 
l’exemple de l’arm6e’. By laying bare the inner workings of Old Regime 
social mobility and carefully tracing their effects, it constitutes essential 

3 Notably, "The secrdtaires du roi: absolutism, corps, and privilege under the 

ancien rdgime," in A. Cremer (ed.), Vom ancien rOgime zurfranzOsischen 

Revolution. Forschungen undPerspektiven (G6ttingen, 1978), pp. 153-68; "The 

Army in the French Enlightenment: Reform, Reaction, and Revolution," Past and 

Present 85 (1979), 68-98; "Offices, Corps, and a System of State Credit: the Uses 

of Privilege under the Ancien Rdgime," in Keith Michael Baker (ed.), The French 

Revolution and the Creation of 3/Iodern Political Culture, vol. 1, The Political 

Culture of the OldRegime (Oxford, 1987), pp. 89-114; "Manufacturing Nobles: 

the Chancelleries in Fraaace to 1789," Journal of Modern History, 61 (1989), 445- 

86; "Old Regime Origins of Democratic Liberty," in Dale Van Kley (ed.), The 

French Idea of Freedom: the Old Regime and the Declaration of Rights of1789 

(Staaaford, 1994), pp. 23-71; and "Property in office under the aaacien r6gime. The 

case of the stockbrokers," in John Brewer aaad Susaaa Staves (eds.), Early Modern 

Conceptions of Proper~v (London aaad New York, 1996), pp.481-94. 



reading for anyone seeking to understand the dynamics of this 
superficially familiar, yet so alien, society. 



Introduction 

Substance and subtlety in the analysis of 1789: 
the example of David D. Bien 

Jay M. Smith 

If there were an index that measured influence-exerted per word, David D. 
Bien’s "La rdaction aristocratique avant 1789: L’exemple de l’armde" 
(hereafter, "La r~action aristocratique’) would rank high on a list of the 
most influential historical scholarship of the last half-century. In the wide 
field of ancien rbgime and Revolutionary French history, perhaps only 
George V. Taylor’s methodical dissection of the myth of a rising and 
capitalistic bourgeoisie, published in the American Historical Review in 
1967, packed the same analytical punch, and with the same powerful 
effect, as the Bien article of 1974.1 Within a decade after its appearance in 
the French journal Annales, "La r~action aristocratique" had come to be 
recognized as one of the foundation stones for the new interpretive edifice 
that was then incorporating the most dynamic scholarly work on the 
eighteenth century. In the introduction to her own influential 1984 book, 
Politics, Culture, and Class in the French Revolution, Lynn Hunt cited 
Bien’s crucial analysis of recruitment and promotion in the army as one of 
three essential studies - along with the article by Taylor and Guy 
Chanssinand-Nogaret’s iconoclastic synthesis, The French Nobility in the 
Eighteenth Century - that provided the empirical ammunition for the final 
assault on the traditional "social interpretation’’ of the coming of the 
French Revolution.2 After absorbing the lessons contained in these instant 

1 George V. Taylor, ’~Noncapitalist Wealth aaad the Origins of the French 

Revolution," American Historical Review 72 (1967), 469-496; David D. Bien, "La 
rdaction aristocratique avaaat 1789: L’exemple de l’axmde," Annales E.S.C. 29 
(1974), 23-48 & 505-534. 
2 Lynn Hunt, Politics, Culture, and Class m the French Revolution (Berkeley, 

1984), p. 5, n. 8; Guy Chaussinaaad-Nogaxet, La noblesse auXVIIIe sibcle: de la 



classics, Hunt explained, no self-respecting specialist of the period could 
blithely assert that the Revolution had been precipitated by the kind of 
class frictions predicted by Marxist models and casually invoked as 
explanatory devices by generations of historians. 

Produced just as the great "revisionist" wave of the 1960s and 
1970s was cresting, Bien’s contribution to the debate was immediately 
hailed as one of the crowning achievements of scholarship carried out in 
the revisionist vein. Assisted by a small team of graduate student 
researchers, Bien had marshaled a wealth of evidence to buttress his 
argument, and the Annales article delivered an empirical body blow to the 
standing orthodoxy. The author’s friend and colleague Franqois Furet, 
who had solicited the piece for Annales, quickly recognized the value of 
the evidence and argument contained in the Bien article, and he 
incorporated its findings, as well as those of a related but unpublished 
piece by Bien, into his pivotal work of 1978, Penser la ROvolution 
franqaise. Bien’s incisive and counter-intuitive findings about the thought 
and behavior of the nobility of the ancien rOgime informed Furet’s own 
continuing attack on the so-called Marxist "catechism" of the Revolution’s 
origins and meaning.3 Within just a few short years after its publication, 
the wide ripple effects of the Bien article began to appear in scholarly 
journals all across Europe and North America.4 Because of the great force 

fdodalitO aux LumiOres (PaJ:is, 1976), tr. by William Doyle as The French Nobility 
m the Eighteenth Century:from Feudalism to the Enlightenment (Cambridge, 
1985). The first salvoes against the orthodox "social interpretation" had been fared 
in the early 1960s, most notably in Alfred CobbaJa, The Social Interpretation of the 
French Revolution (London, 1964). 
3 Published in English as FraJa9ois Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, tr. by 

Elborg Forster (Cambridge, 1981), see especially p. 105. 
4 See, for example, Richard L. Kagan, "Law Students and Legal Careers in 

Eighteenth-Century France," Past & Present 68 (1975), 38-72, especially 67; Rolf 
Reichardt, "BevOlkerung und Gesellschaft Frankreichs im 18. Jahrhundert: Neue 
Wege und Ergebnisse der Sozialhistorischen Forschung, 1950-1976," Zeitschrift 
far Historische Forschung 4 (1977), 154-221, especially 200; Carlo Capra, "La 
nobilt~ europea prima della Rivoluzione," Studi Storici 18 (1977), 117-138, 
especially 136; Joseph I. Shulim, "The Continuing Controversy over the Etiology 
and Nature of the French Revolution," Canadian Journal of History/Annales 
canadiennes d ’histoire 16 (1981 ), 357-378, especially 361; Melvin Edelstein, "La 
noblesse et le monopole des fonctions publiques en 1789," Annales Historiques de 
la Rdvolution Franfaise 54 (1982), 440-443, especially 442. Discussion of Bien’s 
treatment of continuity aJad change even crept into an article devoted neither to 



of the revisionist tidal wave that had washed across the landscape by the 
late 1970s, the Bien article quickly achieved canonical status - and an 
enduring identity as one of the "relatively small range of classic texts" that 
made up what Colin Jones would irreverently but accurately come to call 
the "New Revisionist Orthodoxy."5 

Unfortunately, canonical works are more often cited than 
discussed.6 That condition especially pertains to works published in 
foreign languages. For that reason alone, the appearance of David D. 
Bien’s "La rdaction aristocratique" in the language of its original 
composition provides cause for celebration. By making the article 

France nor to the eighteenth century but rather to the philosophy of history: see 
John D. Heyl, "Kuhn, Rostow, aaad Palmer: The Problem of Purposeful Change in 
the Sixties," The Historian 44 (1982), 299-313, especially 311. 
5 Colin Jones, "Bourgeois Revolution Revivified: 1789 aaad Social Chaaage," in 

Colin Lucas (ed.), Rewriting the French Revolution (Oxford, 1991), pp. 69-118, 
especially n. 6. 
6 The authors cited here certainly read "La rdaction axistocratique" with caxe, but 

over time the Annales article, along with its influential compaaaion piece, "The 
Army in the French Enlightenment: Reform, Reaction, and Revolution," Past & 
Present 85 (1979), 68-98, came to be invoked more than discussed. Their well- 
known theses functioned as staaad-ins for revisionism tout court. Among the maaay 
works that have used Bien’s argument to capture aaad convey the new revisionist 
paxadigm of the 1960s aaad 1970s - sometimes as a shorthaaad reference, sometimes 
with accompanying discussion - see the following: Antoine de Baecque, "Le 
Discours Anti-Noble (1787-1792) aux origines d’un slogan: ’Le peuple contre les 
gross’," Revue d’Histoire Moderne et Contemporame 36 (1989), 3-28, especially 
10; John Bosher, The French Revolution (New York, 1988), p. 108; Jack 
Goldstone, "Reinterpreting the French Revolution," Theory and Society 13 (1984), 
697-713, especially 699; William Doyle, Origins of the French Revolution 
(Oxford, 1999), pp. 18-19; Georges Lefebvre, The Coming of the French 
Revolution, ed. by Timothy Tackett, tr. by R. R. Palmer (Princeton, 2005), p. xxiv, 
n. 20; Hudson Meadwell, "Exchange Relations between Lords aaad Peasants," 
Archives EuropOennes de Sociologie 28 (1987), 3-49, especially 16; John Maxkoff, 
The Abolition of Feudalism: Peasants, Lords, and Legislators m the French 
Revolution (University Paxk, Penn., 1996), pp. 166-167; Michael P. Fitzsimmons, 
"New Light on the Aristocratic Reaction in FraJace," French History 10 (1996), 
418-431, especially 418. In his Aristocracy and its Enemies in the Age of 
Revolution (Oxford, 2009), William Doyle took one further step. Bien’s findings 
have become such a part of the conventional wisdom about the society of the 
ancien rOgime that Doyle could recite Bien’s argument without actually citing the 
article. See his chapter on "Aristocracy AscendaJat," p. 13. 



available in English for the first time, this edition in the St Andrews 
Studies in French History and Culture series offers the prospect of 
introducing the text to large numbers of undergraduates and other 
Anglophone readers who have long been prevented from savoring its 
riches. Just as important, the occasion of the article’s re-publication offers 
specialists of French history a perfect excuse to re-read a classic work 
whose historiographical importance is widely acknowledged but now 
generally taken for granted. To provide a framework for genuine 
retrospective appreciation, and to help non-specialists get their bearings, 
the last section of this introduction will give some rough indication of the 
article’s powerful impact on scholarship devoted to the nobility, the army, 
and social stratification over the past thirty-plus years. But to enhance 
what already promises to be a pleasurable reading experience, and to 
highlight one of the more under-appreciated ingredients that went into the 
making of this scholarly monument, I shall begin by dra~ving attention to 
the rhetorical mastery that characterizes this article from the first page to 
the last. 

The form of the article’s presentation added greatly to its 
persuasive power. From the vantage point of the "post-revisionist" era of 
the t~venty-first century, decisively shaped by the "linguistic turn" in 
Revolutionary scholarship, appreciative reconsideration of Bien’s writing 
style - economical, modest, understated - enables a reassessment of the 
legacy of revisionism itself. A proper introduction to the masterpiece thus 
requires that attention be given to the language and structure of "La 
r~action aristocratique." 

To make the reader receptive to his evidence and argument, in the 
first section of his article Bien employed a simple rhetorical formula. He 
sketched the broad outlines of the existing interpretive framework - the 
standard social interpretation of the Revolution that emphasized class 
conflict bet~veen a newly self-conscious bourgeoisie and a decadent but 
powerful and grasping aristocracy - and he then posed a series of short but 
fundamental questions about the accuracy of that framework. In the first 
pages of the article Bien especially stressed the broad coherence and 
plausibility of the traditional explanation for the coming of the Revolution. 
As Bien recapped the narrative provided through the orthodox social 
interpretation, its appeal to an intuitive logic concerning the rise and fall of 
historical forces, and its ability to assimilate a wide variety of fragmented 
and impressionistic evidence from the period, seemed to account both for 
its durability and for the failure of previous historians to test its 
assumptions against documented realities. 



The prevailing narrative of the time had a consistency and power 
that made it easy to grasp and, better yet, morally appealing to inhabitants 
of the modem world. An aristocracy put on the defensive by the 
domineering Louis XIV in the later seventeenth century was said to have 
rebounded in the eighteenth century by protecting its class interests 
systematically and aggressively. While squeezing peasants harder on their 
landed estates, nobles imposed formal or tacit genealogical requirements 
that made offices in the magistracy, the church and the army the preserve 
of the nobility. They also cleverly solidified their control over a royal 
administration that Louis XIV had once staffed with financiers and 
wealthy commoners. By the second half of the eighteenth century the new 
social reality had become clear: "Everywhere the ubiquitous aristocrat 
squeezed out roturiers [commoners]." When army reformers, in 1781, 
restricted access to the officer corps to all who did not boast four 
generations of nobility, they provided, according to the orthodox tradition 
of interpretation, "the classic, archetypical case of the aristocratic 
reaction." 

History’s pendulum inevitably swung back, however, and the 
aristocratic reaction inspired a reaction of its own. All who had suffered 
from the aristocrats’ single-minded efforts to achieve exclusive control 
over positions of power, standing, and prestige "discovered a solidarity 
among themselves in 1789." The nobles’ coordinated move against the 
interests of commoners provoked a backlash that mutated into a full-scale 
revolution against privilege, one that finally led to the abolition of nobility 
itself. "Thus had a unified, aggressive, and exclusivist aristocracy, 
monopolizing all the places that mattered, prepared its own destruction." 

In his opening pages Bien highlighted the apparent intellectual 
coherence of the traditional social interpretation of the Revolution and also 
pointed the way toward the critique that was to come. He showed that the 
traditional interpretation took for granted the existence of t~vo bounded 
social classes, both characterized by homogeneity of outlook. The 
commoners who discovered "solidarity" on the eve of the Revolution 
evidently found themselves in opposition to an aristocracy that defensively 
protected the interests of its class. No matter their differences in wealth, 
position, and status, nobles "were merged into a single, determined, and 
assertive body," and their behavior was said to reflect that underlying 
social reality. As the 1780s drew to a close, t~vo mutually hostile classes - 
rendered in "the sociologists’ categories" as the aristocracy and the 
bourgeoisie - marched ineluctably toward the conflict that would transfer 
the reins of social and economic leadership to a triumphant middle class. 



Bien boldly set forth to challenge this orthodox view, but he 
tucked his devastating statement of dissent within a set of deceptively 
limited questions. Focusing on the army’s so-called S6gur rOglement of 
1781, that quintessential expression of the alleged aristocratic reaction of 
the eighteenth century, Bien proposed to examine the evidence for the 
motivations behind the ruling. "How should we understand the army’s 
behavior?" Did the reformers who designed and implemented this 
restrictive recruitment policy really act on the basis of their interests as 
aristocrats? "In this crucial instance, does the supposed model of broad 
class behavior fit the facts? Does it fit at all?" Readers would ultimately 
discover answers to these questions in the article’s potent empirical 
findings. To maximize their impact, however, Bien took care to present 
himself as a capable and disinterested prospector who was leading the 
reader into rich and unmined deposits of evidence. The modest 
formulation of his basic query was seductive. Bien inspired confidence 
because he described with admirable clarity the task at hand, he eschewed 
polemics, and he signaled to the reader that he himself remained open to 
discovery. The author merely wanted to know whether the behavior of 
army reformers had been dictated by their class position as aristocrats. 
"This is the problem that we shall want to consider as closely as possible." 

Throughout "La r~action aristocratique" Bien maintained this 
appealingly stmightfor~vard critical approach - one defined by a 
combination of painstaking analysis and inspiring intellectual modesty, 
c~ystallized in lapidary prose. The evidence he compiled and assessed 
would prove over~vhelming, but he consistently projected a posture of wry 
and relentless inquisitiveness, and he addressed the limitations of his 
sources, and of the conclusions that were to be derived from them, at 
regular intervals. Slowly but surely, however, the interlocking pieces of 
his jigsa~v puzzle yielded a composition with clear, unmistakable forms. 

The traditional social interpretation had held that the army’s 
tendency toward aristocratic exclusiveness grew steadily over the course 
of the centmy. "Access for roturiers had once been much easier, it is 
said." Did the evidence really bear out that assumption? Records were 
incomplete and discontinuous, and the scarcity of statistical evidence had 
induced previous historians to generalize from individual cases whose 
typicality was simply assumed rather than established. Methodical, patient 
analysis of all available evidence would surely lead to more accurate 
results. "The picture that can be pieced together from other sources is 
quite suggestive." Bien simulated the feel of a treasure hunt, and readers 
found themselves happily following the expert in charge of the sensor. 
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Typical was his introduction of a valuable and previously unconsulted 
army personnel register: "For the mid-eighteenth century, another piece of 
evidence, limited and uncertain though it is, helps a little." 

Deep into his detailed reconstruction of the social origins and 
career paths of military officers across the eighteenth century, Bien issues 
an interim report. "At this point, then, several things seem certain." 
Specifically, he had found that the officer corps, contrary to conventional 
wisdom, had been overwhelmingly noble throughout the entire period 
under consideration. Commoners made up no more than about five percent 
of the total number of officers throughout the eighteenth century. The 
army’s S~gur rOglement, then, could not have been aimed at commoners, 
who had never been present in large numbers. An understanding of the 
motivations that fueled the restrictive reforms of 1781 clearly required a 
wider consideration of the cultural currents and social tensions specific to 
the last decades of the ancien rOgime. 

The details of Bien’s perceptive and imaginative reading of the 
qualitative sources surrounding the deliberations that led to the S~gur 
reform need not be shared here. The careful construction of his elegant 
argument should be experienced rather than recapped. Suffice it to say that 
Bien argued persuasively that the reforming noblemen of the officer corps 
had especially taken aim at other nobles - nobles of recent vintage who, 
because of their family backgrounds and the professional and social 
milieus from which they emerged, seemed unsuited to military life. The 
presence of these undesirables had been increasing, and their soft and 
dilettantish character seemed inconsistent with the professional needs of 
the corps. Whatever its impact on public opinion, or later interpretations of 
the ancien rOgime, the S~gur rOglement mainly expressed a deepening rift 
within the nobility itself. The reform favored nobles with longer 
genealogies over those of recent lineage, and its purpose was to build and 
perpetuate a culture of military professionalism that reformers linked, 
rightly or wrongly, to family traditions. "The army, wanting to close itself 
off, thought that it could reform only by becoming more self-perpetuating, 
internally regulated, corporatist." 

The social origins of the S~gur rOglement thus pointed strongly 
toward the heterogeneity, rather than the homogeneity, of the eighteenth- 
century nobility. Far from being united in an uncomplicated aristocratic 
outlook rooted in common experiences, the various sectors of the nobility 
eyed one another with suspicion and scorn. "Below the top-most levels 
association in a common point of view did not come automatically or 
easily to nobles before 1789." The implications of Bien’s analysis for the 
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reigning social interpretation of the Revolution were clear. If the S6gur 
rOglement had indeed represented the "classic" form of aristocratic 
thought and intention on the eve of the Revolution, historians’ narrative of 
Revolutionary origins should not place emphasis on simmering animosity 
bet~veen a declining nobility and an emergent bourgeoisie. Specialists of 
the period would need to widen their analytical frame if they wished to 
understand and explain the conflicts that precipitated revolutionary 
changes in French social structure. 

Bien’s evidence was powerful, and his judicious assessment of 
that evidence lent great authority to his findings, which Furet and others 
quickly added to an arsenal designed to obliterate the t~vin bogeys of class 
and class conflict. But "La r6action aristocratique," despite its status as a 
canonical "revisionist" text, should be remembered for something all too 
easily forgotten in the wake of the historiographical polemics of the 1970s 
and 1980s, namely, its author’s resistance to doctrinaire pronouncements 
of any kind. Humility, openness to differing points of view, and an 
ingratiating intellectual generosity defined Bien’s article right through to 
its final conclusions. Note the tone with which he opened his report of the 
meaning of his findings: "It would be a mistake to over-state conclusions, 
and my thoughts are tentative .... Nonetheless, several suggestions for 
ways of thinking about problems of development before and in the French 
Revolution come to mind." In this article, as in so much of his published 
work, Bien proposed "ways of thinking about problems," new routes of 
inquiry that, however fresh and fruitful, always remained susceptible to 
further refinement as "more and other kinds of evidence" came to light. 

Bien and his "La r6action aristocratique" in fact represented a 
variant of French Revolutionary "revisionism" that was fated to be 
subsumed under and effaced by the "New Revisionist Orthodoxy" later 
cited by Jones. Bien sa~v no urgent need to expunge class from historians’ 
critical vocabulary, nor did he wish to consign to the trash heap the 
venerable interpretive tradition with which he found fault. His concluding 
remarks showed an admirable spirit of conciliation. "It is surely not true to 
say that there was no bourgeoisie, or that the categories of roturier and 
noble did not matter. Of course they did, and in many of the ways that 
have long been assumed." Bien simply recognized that the evidence 
reflecting social identity under the ancien rOgime was complex and multi- 
layered, and that proper interpretation of that evidence demanded a 
subtlety of perception, a sensitivity to context, and a mistrust of certitude 
that the pre-packaged categories of aristocracy and bourgeoisie ruled out 
by definition. Bien’s own reading of the S6gur rOglement and the context 
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surrounding it indicated that divisions bet~veen occupations - the lines that 
separated the emerging "professions" - mattered as much or more to the 
military nobles of pre-Revolutionary France than the legal divisions of 
estate or class. "Both things, of course, were real: broad divisions of 
wealth, legal status, and privilege, the background of class conflict, also 
mattered. But if, in the effort to understand development from at least the 
mid-eighteenth century, we combine too frequently, too soon, and too 
continuously the occupational categories into the larger ones of class, we 
are likely to distort the historical process." 

Bien’s call for greater subtlety of analysis, and for interpretations 
more faithful to the historical process, did not entail the preemptive 
exclusion of terms and concepts that might enable the historian to make 
sense of the past as it had been experienced. For Bien such closing down 
of analytical possibilities would have been unimaginable. Class, 
bourgeoisie, economic base: he could certainly imagine scenarios in which 
these and related notions would illuminate historical realities, so long as 
the evidence yielded the category and not the other way around. Bien 
would certainly never have thought to repudiate "social" interpretation in 
favor of "political" interpretation, or vice versa. His credo was really quite 
simple, and applicable to all genres of analysis: reject the many 
temptations of teleology. ("[It] is always too easy to apply categories for 
analysis taken from one period to others where they do not fit.") Indeed, 
his aversion to teleological readings of historical evidence would 
eventually lead him to criticize Furet’s famed rendition of the origins of 
the Reign of Terror] The Furetian interpretation of the Revolution’s 
course had grown from a focus on politics and discourse that had proven 
to be as inflexible, and as insensitive to the complexities of context, as 
Marxists’ former focus on class and class conflict. Rigidity was always 
unhelpful, whatever the circumstances of its application. 

To understand the lasting influence of "La rdaction 
aristocratique," then, one needs to recall the form, and not only the 
empirical content, of the great article. The Bien piece shook to its 
foundations an orthodox interpretation of the social origins of the French 
Revolution, and it thereby shaped a generation of scholarship on the 
nobility, the military, and the social structure of the ancien rOgime. But for 
historians of the eighteenth century, the article remains vital and powerful 

David D. Bien, "Fraaagois Furet, the Terror, and 1789," French Historical Studies 
16 (1990), 777-783. 
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- even in spite of the fading relevance of once-heated debates over the 
social origins of the Revolution. The lasting power of "La rdaction 
aristocratique" owes less to its association with a form of revisionist 
dogma, with which Bien himself was never entirely comfortable, than to 
the infinitely expandable method of inquiry it modeled,s That method, 
based on an instinctive suspicion of overarching narratives and an 
exquisite appreciation for what historical subjects actually meant to say 
through their words and deeds, proved to be eminently transposable to 
other problems. Bien’s method, instead of leading to door-closing 
answers, endlessly turned up new questions.9 Historians of France have 
been inspired by the fruitful simplicity of Bien’s relentless questioning for 
thirty years and more.1° 

81 once heard him say, with only a slight hint of irritation: "People talk about 
’revisionism.’ I’ve never known what that is." 
9 At a 1997 symposium in Bien’s honor, held in Ann Arbor, this basic point was 

made with more paaaache by Dale K. Vaaa Kley: "A Word of Appreciation on the 
Occasion of his Retirement for David D. Bien. By an informal Student, a Neighbor 
in Michigaaa, a professional Colleague, and above all a Friend." My thanks to 
Professor Van Kley for allowing me to paxaphrase his paper. 
10 Bien’s work on the army - and his perception of older nobles’ resentment of 

newer nobles within that institution - soon led him to examine more closely the 
phenomenon of venality of office (a practice that facilitated the creation of new 
nobles). Recognizing its broad implications for the social order, and for the system 
of state finaaace of which it became such a vital part, Bien opened new avenues of 
inquiry into the connections between credit operations, the culture of corporate 
institutions, aaad the process of political change in the eighteenth century. This 
distinct aaad important tradition of analysis, which added much fuel for the 
revisionist focus on "politics" in the 1980s aaad 1990s, was also informed by the 
conclusions Bien reached in "La rdaction axistocratique." See, for example, David 
D. Bien, "Offices, Corps, aaad a System of State Credit: the Uses of Privilege under 
the Ancien Rdgime," in Keith Michael Baker (ed.), The French Revolution and the 
Creation of Modern Political Culture, vol. 1, The Political Culture of the Old 
Regime (Oxford, 1987), pp. 89-114; and "Maaaufacturing Nobles: the Chancelleries 
in France to 1789," Journal of Modern History 61 (1989), 445-486; Gail 
Bossenga, The Politics of Privilege: Old Regime and Revolution m Lille 
(C aanbridge, 1991 ); Michael Kwass, Privilege and the Politics of Taxation m 
Eighteenth-Century France: LibertO, EgalitO, FiscalitO (Cambridge, 2000). Bien’s 
recognition of the key importance of"profession" as an organizing concept and 
marker of identity has not had quite the impact that it should have had, but recent 
examinations of the problematic category of the "bourgeoisie" have stressed the 
rising importaaace of professional consciousness in the eighteenth century. See both 
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Within the subfield of French military history, Bien’s findings 
about the social origins of officers and the recruitment patterns that 
governed entry and promotion in the ranks of infantry, cavalry, and 
dragoon regiments have gone essentially unchallenged, even if some 
would still prefer to describe the army’s restrictive impulses as 
inescapably "aristocratic" in nature.11 Bien’s questions continue to find 
new permutations, however, in the now considerable body of literature 
devoted to military institutions and the underlying assumptions and 
mechanisms central to their operation. By taking seriously the eighteenth 
century’s military reformers, and by revealing some of the unexpected and 
intriguingly complex ideas that guided their actions, Bien helped to 
establish "a ’new,’ socially oriented military history for eighteenth-century 
France," a scholarly agenda that has also made an impact on research in 
adjoining fields.12 

The work of the French army’s reforming commissions has 
continued to attract interest, and the resonance of the subject provides 
perhaps the most obvious sign of the lingering influence of "La rdaction 
aristocratique." In articles that connect the work of Sdgur’s committee in 

SasaJa Maza, The Myth of the French Bourgeoisie: An Essay on the Social 
Imaginary (Cambridge, Mass., 2003); aJad Christine Adams, d Taste for Comfort 
and Status: A Bourgeois’ Family m Eighteenth-Century France (University Park, 
Pa., 2000). 
11 In the magisterial aJathology Histoire Militaire de la France, Jean Chagniot cited 

Bien’s article in his essay on the relationship between the army and society at the 
end of the ancien rdgime, aJad he even echoed several of Bien’s themes - 
Enlightenment’s steady infiltration of the officer corps, the building concern for 
professionalization. But he still thought it appropriate to claim that "under Louis 
XVI, the asistocratic reaction was unleashed in the axmy." See Chagniot, "Les 
rapports entre l’axmte et la socitt6 fi la fin de l’Ancien Rtgime," in Jean Delmas 
(ed.), Histoire Militaire de la France: De 1715 ~ 1871 (Pasis, 1992), pp. 103-128, 
especially p. 118. For a more recent account ofpre-Revolutionary political culture 
that situates the movement for military reform within the broad and messy 
pasameters of a noble prise de conscience, see Jay M. Smith, Nobili{v Reimagmed: 
the Patriotic Nanon m Eighteenth-Century France (Ithaca, N.Y., 2005), especially 
pp. 193-221. 
12 Michael Hochedlinger, "Mass Ennobled: the Ascent of the Military aaad the 

Creation of a Military Nobility in Mid-Eighteenth-Century Austria," German 
History 17 (1999), 141-176, especially 141. Hochedlinger specifically cites Bien 
as the exemplary figure behind the "new" history in Fraaace. Also see, for example, 
Anna Masia Rao, "Esercito e societfi a Napoli nelle riforme del secondo 
Settecento" Studi Storici 28 (1987), 623-677. 
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1781 to that of both predecessors and successors in the 1780s, Rafe 
Blaufarb and Christophe Dehaudt have demonstrated a consistency of 
personnel, ideas, and objectives across the reformist era of the 1780s, 
effectively reaffirming Bien’s argument about the fundamental 
professionalism of the men behind the Sdgur rOglement.13 The impact of 
Bien’s analysis of the army’s exclusiveness is also evident, in more 
indirect ways, in the broad field of what might be called the cultural 
history of military institutions. To understand motivations and intentions, 
historians of the period have worked to penetrate the attitudes and 
mentalities of soldiers and officers, as well as the social and institutional 
worlds they inhabited. This work has generally proceeded from the 
assumption, made axiomatic by Bien, that in order to understand the 
thinking of historical actors, one must begin by taking seriously what they 
actually had to say, even if the logic of their arguments is less than 
transparent to the historian’s critical eye. 

This appreciative and open-minded engagement with the sources 
has proven to be especially fruitful in analyses of the forms of self- 
representation typical of army officers. The concept of merit - that is, the 
bundle of terms through which individuals and their superiors define, 
understand, and represent "deservedness" for position - had always been 
central to processes of appointment and promotion, but the subject had 
rarely been explored critically before Bien set the example with his 
pathbreaking articles of the late 1960s and 1970S.14 The mysteries behind 
the meanings and mechanisms of merit inspired not one but three 
dissertations in French history in the 1990s, and the subject continues to 
generate new questions.15 Recent work on the military has explored from a 

13 Christophe Dehaudt, "Le Comitd de la Guerre (1781-1784): une institution 

mdconnue de la fm d’Ancien Rdgime," Revue Historique 302 (2000), 869-894; 
Rafe Blaufaxb, "Le Conseil de la Guerre (1787-1789): aspects sociaux de la 
rdforme militaire aprbs l’ddit de Sdgur," Revue d’Histoire Moderne et 
Contemporame 43 (1996), 446-463. 
14 The Annales axticle was the centerpiece of a sort of trilogy on military culture 

that included "The Army in the French Enlightenment;" aaad "Military Education 
in Eighteenth-Century Fraaace: Technical aaad Non-Technical Determinants," in 
Monte D. Wright aaad Lawrence J. Paszek (ed.s), Science, Technology, and 
Warfare (Washington, D.C., 1969), pp. 51-59. 
15 Jay Michael Smith, "The Culture of Merit in Old Regime Fraaace: Royal Service 

and the ’Old’ Nobility, 1600-1789" (unpublished Ph.D. diss., University of 
Michigan, 1990); Rafe Blaufaxb, "Aristocratic Professionalism in the Age of 
Democratic Revolution: The French Officer Corps, 1750-1815" (unpublished 
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variety of angles the qualities that seem to have been cultivated, 
demanded, desired, or rewarded by military institutions from the end of 
the reign of Louis XIV through the Napoleonic wars. Three stimulating 
articles on this subject - all inspired directly or indirectly by the work of 
Bien, and all produced by young scholars who have creatively searched 
for gold in the rich veins he first prospected - recently appeared within 
months of each other.16 Each of the authors took for granted the army’s 
immersion in wider currents of thought and social criticism in the 
eighteenth century, and they all showed reformers engaging and 
appropriating ideas and concepts that gained new or revived importance in 
the culture of the Enlightenment. By breaking down analytical 
dichotomies that once consigned the aristocracy and its institutions to the 
"traditional" or "declining" side of the historical register, these historians 
of military values have helped to place the military back at the center of 
historical inquiry for the ancien rOgime and Revolutionary eras. More 
important, they have burnished one of the most important legacies of the 
Bien article: the instinctive rejection of teleology. 

The value of Bien’s lessons has extended well beyond the 
concerns of military historians per se, however. Beginning in the 1970s, 

Ph.D. diss., University of Michigaaa, 1996); Nira I. Kaplaaa, "A Changing Culture 

of Merit: French Competitive Examinations aaad the Politics of Selection, 1750- 

1820" (unpublished Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1999). Two of these 

dissertations were later revised for publication: Smith, The Culture of Merit: 

Nobili(v, Royal Service, and the Making of Absolute Monarchy in France (Ann 

Arbor, 1996); Blaufaxb, The French Army, 1750-1820: Careers, Talent, Merit 

(Manchester, 2002). For some of the widening reverberations see Ken Alder, 

Engineering the Revolution: Arms and Enlightenment m France, 1763-1815 

(Princeton, 1997); and John Carson, The Measure of Merit: Talents, Intelligence, 

and Inequality m the French and dmerican Republics, 1750-1940 (Princeton, 

2007). 
16 Valeria Pansini, "Pour une histoire concr6te du talent: les sdlections 

mdritocratiques et le coup d’oeil du topographe," Annales Historiques de la 

ROvolution Franfaise 354 (2008), 5-27; Julia Osmaaa, "Ancient Warriors on 

Modem Soil: French Military Reform aaad Americaaa Military Images in 

Eighteenth-Century France," French History 22 (2008), 175-196; Christy 

Pichichero, "Le soldat sensible: Military Psychology aaad Social Egalitaxianism in 

the French Army," French Historical Studies 31 (2008), 553-580. See also David 

C. O’Brien, "Traditional Virtues, Feudal Ties, aaad Royal Guaxds: the Culture of 

Service in the Eighteenth-Century Maison Militaire du Roi," French History 17 

(2003), 19-47. 
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and continuing for a generation, historians of early modem France from 
the period of the Wars of Religion through the High Enlightenment 
undertook a thorough reevaluation of received wisdom about the nobility 
as an institution. On this broad subject, too, a traditional thesis about a 
declining and crisis-ridden aristocracy had produced careless 
generalizations and an overly teleological portrait of an ascendant power, 
the absolutist state, in contrast to which the once-powerful feudal nobility 
necessarily looked weak, reactive, and parasitical. The methodical 
empirical research and counter-intuitive hypothesizing that had marked 
French Revolutionary "revisionism" from the late 1960s carried over into 
the work of the revisionist historians of French absolutism, and Bien’s "La 
r6action aristocratique" (as well as Robert Forster’s The Nobility of 
Toulouse in the Eighteenth Century) proved to be an inspiring example to 
students of nobility in all periods.17 

The wealth of scholarship on nobility that owes an intellectual 
debt to Bien’s research is impressive. Ralph Giesey and Samuel Gibiat on 
inheritance and patterns of mobility; Robert Descimon, Elle~y Schalk and 
Val6rie Pi6tri on genealogy, legal proofs, and the evolution of noble 
identity; Mark Motley on the education of courtiers; Harold Ellis on the 
ideology of the "reactionary" political theorist Boulainvilliers; Michel 
Figeac on the plural nobilities of Aquitaine; John Shovlin on nobility and 
its role in political economy; Mathieu Maraud on the social and cultural 
"permeability" of the Parisian nobility; Jonathan Dewald and Robert 
Sch~vartz on the evolving practice of lordship: all have dra~vn upon Bien’s 
work and have carried for~vard his against-the-grain critical instincts while 
producing a greatly revised picture of the early modem French 
aristocracy,is The nobility that has emerged from this decades-long 

17 Robert Forster, The Nobility of Toulouse m the Eighteenth Century (Baltimore, 

1960). 
18 Ralph Giesey, "Rules of Inheritance and Strategies of Mobility in 

Prerevolutionary France," American Historical Review 82 (1977), 271-289; 

Samuel Gibiat, HiOrarchies sociales et ennoblissement: les commissaires des 

guerres de la Maison du Roi au XVIIIe siOcle (Paris, 2006); Robert Descimon, 

"Elites parisiermes entre XVe et XVIIe si~cle: Du bon usage du Cabinet des 

Titres," Bibliothbque de l’Ecole des Chartes 155 (1997), 607-644; aaad "The Birth 

of the Nobility of the Robe: Dignity versus Privilege in the Paxlement of Paxis, 

1500-1700," in Michael Wolfe (ed.), Changing Identities m Early Modem France 

(Durham, N.C., 1997), pp. 95-123; Ellery Schalk, From Valor to Pedigree: Ideas 

of Nobility m France m the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Princeton, 1985); 

Valdrie Pidtri, "Borme renommde ou actes authentiques: la noblesse doit faire ses 
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process of reconsideration has the look of a resilient and adaptable but 
diverse and contentious social group, fully attuned to the world around it 
and navigating through sea changes with the skill and confidence one 
would expect of a thriving elite. Far from resisting change reflexively out 
of fear, nobles embraced ideas, practices, and reforms that enabled them to 
retain or reclaim social and political preeminence even as history’s ground 
shifted beneath their feet. Jonathan Dewald even provocatively anointed 
the noblesse as the originators of modernity itself,a9 

David D. Bien helped to topple an entrenched orthodoxy, and the 
impact he made within the raging historiographical debates of the 1970s 
largely explains the wide and lasting renown of "La rdaction 
aristocratique." But among historians of aristocracies, elites, and nobilities 
- and not only those of France - the critical perspectives deployed in his 
pivotal Annales article continue to resonate.2° Bien’s article established a 
bridge bet~veen social and cultural history by putting into practice an 
unpretentious but powerful mode of analysis, one that has aged 
exceptionally well. Bien never presented himself as a methodological 
trend-setter, and he would have refused to be boxed in had anyone tried to 

preuves (Provence, XVIIe-XVIIIe sitcles)," GenOses 74 (2009), 5-24; Mark 
Motley, Becoming a French Aristocrat: the Education of the Court Nobility, 1580- 

1715 (Princeton, 1990); Haxold A. Ellis, Boulamvilliers and the French 
Monarchy: Aristocratic Politics m Eighteenth-Century France (Ithaca, N. Y., 
1988); Michel Figeac, L ’Automne des gentilshommes: noblesse d’Aquitame, 
noblesse frangaise au siOcle des LumiOres (Paris, 2002); John Shovlin, "Towaxd a 
Reinterpretation of Revolutionary Anti-Nobilism: the Political Economy of Honor 
in the Old Regime," Journal of Modern History 72 (2000), 35-66; Mathieu 
Maraud, La noblesse de Paris au XVIIIe siOcle (Paxis, 2000); Jonathan Dewald, 
Pont-St-Pierre, 1398-1789: Lordship, Community, and Capitalism m Early 
Modern France (Berkeley, 1987); Robert M. Schwartz, "The Noble Profession of 
Seigneur in Eighteenth-Century Burgundy," in Jay M. Smith (ed.), The French 
Nobility in the Eighteenth Century: Reassessments and New Approaches 
(University Park, Penn., 2006), pp. 77-109. To this list could be added my own 
work on the development of a distinctly axistocratic patriotism between the 1680s 
and 1740s (see Smith, NobilityReimagmed) as well as most of the essays in the 
recent edited volume, The French Nobility m the Eighteenth Century. 
19 Jonathaaa Dewald, Aristocratic Experience and the Otqgms oj)~l~)dern Culture: 

l*)’ance, !570-!7!5 (Berkeley, 1993). 
20 Although he does not cite "La r4action aristocratique" or any specific 

publications by Bien, Dror Wahrman - to give one example - sought Bien’s input 
for his Imagining ¢he Middle Class: the Political Rept~esenta~on of Class in 
Britain, c. 1780-1840 (Caxnbridge, 1995). 
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apply a label to his method. To his way of thinking, his approach to 
sources and problems had all the theoretical sophistication of common 
sense. Nevertheless, in his attention to "the native’s point of view," his 
sensitivity to the relationship bet~veen individual actors and the reigning 
structures that condition their thoughts and actions, and his inclination to 
see worldviews as complicated codes in need of dissecting, he clearly 
anticipated both the "new cultural history" and the application of 
Geertzian thick description to historical analysis.21 Working within a 
framework (or problOmatique) recognizable to all social historians of the 
1960s and 1970s, he experimented with techniques that would become 
dominant in the 1980s and still remain at the forefront of the historical 
discipline to this day. 

He might be offended by the idea, but glimmerings of a vaguely 
post-structuralist sensibility are not hard to discern in Bien’s subversive 
analysis from 1974. The word "deconstruction" carries critical 
connotations that Bien himself would almost certainly resist. One can 
imagine him asking: must hidden contradictions always trump coherence? 
And can discourse never say what it seems to say? Any term that 
potentially leads to the prejudging of evidence is unlikely to find favor 
with the historian who began his career immersed in the eighteenth- 
century experience of religious persecution.22 Still, the deconstructionist 
impulses that lie behind historians’ new attention to the problem of 
"identity" - impulses ubiquitous in recent work on nobles and other elites 
- clearly include "La r6action aristocratique" in their intellectual ancestry. 
The desire to access subjectivity, the focus on the multiple sources of 
selfhood, the a~vareness of the relational nature of identity formation, the 
close attention to the meanings of key words in a social vocabulary, the 
distrust of ascribed categories: these were all present and well developed 
in Bien’s trailblazing essay. In his close and sensitive analysis of military 
thought and practice in the eighteenth century, Bien pioneered "ways of 
thinking about problems" that would long outlive the specific debates that 
"La r~action aristocratique" happened to engage. Packed inside the 

21 Clifford Geertz, ’"From the Native’s Point of View’: On the Nature of 

Anthropological Understanding," Bulletin of the American Academy of Arts and 

Sciences 28 (1974), 26-45. 
22 In addition to The Calas Affitir (Princeton, 1960), see "Religious Persecution in 

the French Enlightenment," Church History 30 (1961), 325-333; "Catholic 

Magistrates aaad Protestant Maaziage in the French Enlightenment," French 

Historical Studies 2 (1962), 409-429. 
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disarming plain-spokenness of the article’s presentation lay an innovative 
methodology used with penetrating intelligence and sensible restraint. 

Fertile insights, when combined with a portable model of 
analysis, produce timeless scholarship. The everlasting value of the 
argument and style of "La r6action aristocratique" befits the rare openness 
of mind and intellectual generosity consistently displayed by its author, 
who is no doubt pleased to see conversation continue. Bien’s article 
helped to open new perspectives on the origins of the French Revolution, 
the history of the nobility, the relationship bet~veen ideas and social 
structure, the surprising vitality of corporate institutions under the ancien 
rOgime, and the meaning and importance of "profession" in the eighteenth 
century. Its introduction to a new generation of Anglophone readers 
insures that the critical explorations it launched will continue to find new 
and unexpected avenues in the years to come. 
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I The closing of the French nobility 
and the S gur law 

If the "causes" of the French Revolution continue to evoke lively 
discussion and dispute, one cause that many historians can accept is that a 
new aggressiveness by the nobility in the decades before 1789 contributed 
heavily to that great event. Some who wish to see the Revolution as 
"bourgeois" call the aristocratic reaction that preceded it "feudal"; others 
who define the Revolution as essentially "democratic" stress matters of 
la~v, politics, and citizenship, but they too find a prior "aristocratic 
resurgence." Approaches vary, and there are real and interesting 
differences on many questions concerning the nobility. But at one point 
they come together: an increasingly activist nobility took the offensive 
before 1789 to protect their ideas and interests, and in so doing that class 
helped to generate the forces that overturned it. Whether squeezing 
peasants locally, or operating nationally behind a faqade of constitutional 
argument, sometimes turning the high-sounding vocabulary of the 
Enlightenment against the state, nobles were concerned to defend both 
themselves and the whole hierarchical legal and social order that 
guaranteed their own preeminence and material position. However much 
they might differ in wealth and functions, grands seigneurs and 
hobereaux, robe and sword, nearly all shared a common point of view in 
opposition to other groups and were merged into a single, determined, and 
assertive body. Some historians would say that the defense of seigneurial 
rights was essential in holding together the nobility; others might find that 
tax exemptions or the privileges of aristocratic corporations mattered 
more. But for most, it is the privileges and interests that united nobles, 
more than the lesser ones that divided them, that seem controlling and 
operative in the background of revolution.1 

1 In French the writings axe too numerous to specify, but the names of Georges 

Lefebvre aaad Albert Soboul axe of course very important. In English the best aaad 
fullest statements of the legal, institutional, aaad constitutional developments in 
social context are Fraz~klin L. Ford, Robe and Sword: the Regrouping of the 
French Aristocracy after Louis XIV (Cambridge, Mass., 1962); R. R. Palmer, The 
Age of the Democratic Revolution: a Political History of Europe and America, 
1760-1800, vol. 1 The Challenge (Princeton, 1959). 
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In this view of things, a second, closely related development is 
often thought really a particular expression of the first: the resurgent and 
aggressive nobles began systematically to exclude from positions of power 
and prestige in state and church the non-nobles, or roturiers. A numerous 
and threatened nobility, undermined earlier in its political and economic 
interests by Louis XIV’s centralizing state, would take no more chances. 
Increasingly, to defend themselves, they infiltrated all the important places 
in the controlling institutions. The power vacuum after the Grand 
Monarch’s death made easy their invasion. On the one hand, they 
entrenched themselves in institutions that could speak for them 
individually and collectively, especially the parlements and the provincial 
estates. And, on the other hand, they also moved into the central royal 
administration, and thereby sapped the strength of the one body that had 
once been dedicated to a policy of cutting down or even destroying their 
privileges. A Machault, Maupeou, Turgot, or Calonne might try to attack 
or to transform aristocratic and corporatist institutions, but their efforts 
were episodic, brief, and ineffective. Revived and modernized aristocratic 
ideas in support of the traditional hierarchical order were closely linked to 
a narrowly aristocratic recruitment of personnel for important institutions. 

Historians have increasingly drawn on the sociologists’ 
categories for understanding social stratification and the significance of 
rapid or slow movement by individuals within the system, and in this 
instance they could refer to impressive literary evidence for important 
change during the eighteenth century. Toward 1700 it had seemingly been 
easy for new men of little birth but much wealth to move into positions of 
importance and high social rank. For the duc de Saint-Simon the age of 
Louis XIV was "the long reign of the vile bourgeoisie!" La Bruy~re and 
others agreed. But by 1789 the situation was apparently reversed, for then 
and later many observers remembered and remarked on the narrow 
exclusivism of aristocrats who were blocking the access of those same 
bourgeois to the positions of power and prestige. The traditional elite 
evidently shut itself off from receiving new blood. In the army officer 
corps, sovereign courts, high royal administration, episcopacy, nobles 
closed ranks to keep out the parvenu. Everywhere the ubiquitous aristocrat 
squeezed out roturiers. 

Bracketed in this way, the eighteenth century may be seen to have 
prepared the whole overturn in the political, social, and legal order. The 
a~vesome and bitter struggles of the French Revolution at the upper levels 
in society were bet~veen the insiders and outsiders, the established and the 
excluded. Insiders were sons of nobles who filled their places because 
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their fathers had done so, and because the la~v and custom recognized birth 
alone as the source of rights and privileges. Outsiders were non-nobles, 
men of experience and talent who had everything that was needed to rise 
and to perform well in social and political functions. All that those who 
were left out lacked was the proper noble ancestry. Excluded by the 
accident of birth alone, frustrated in their personal hopes and angry, they 
discovered a solidarity among themselves in 1789. The massive 
revolutionary struggle generated a heat in which was forged a new order 
where all men were legally equal as citizens. Now birth was irrelevant, 
and no one could be kept from the place to which his talents gave him a 
right. Thus had a unified, aggressive, and exclusivist aristocracy, 
monopolizing all the places that mattered, prepared its own destruction.2 

The landmarks along the road to democratic revolution were 
many, but among them the so-called Sdgur "la~v" was perhaps the most 
notorious. This was the regulation that from 1781 governed the entry of 
officers into the army. The mardchal de S~gur, then Minister of War, set 
his name to the famous, or infamous, restriction that appeared to close off 
forever access to officerships by talented and ambitious roturiers. By its 

2 The axgument about growing noble exclusivism is as old as the Revolution itself, 

but it became prominent again in recent decades. In the United States Elinor G. 
Baxber, trained in sociology as well as history, applied sociologists’ categories of 
social stratification in a very interesting book, The Bourgeoisie in 18 century 
France (Princeton, 1955). The argument that social mobility slowed importaaatly 
late in the century has a place in the books by Ford aaad Palmer. In the United 
States where a tradition expressed in the saying, "three generations from 
shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves," approves mobility by individuals, there has been a 
lively interest in the problem. In France, Fran9ois Bluche, Rolaaad Mousnier and 
others mentioned below worked on aspects of the question. For the state of the 
question today [ 1974], see the articles by Fran9ois Furet, "Le catdchisme de la 
Rdvolution fran9aise," Annales E.S.C. 26 (1971 ), especially 272-76 ; and by Guy 
Lemarchaaad, "Sur la socidtd fran~aise en 1789," Revue d’histoire moderne et 
contemporame 19 (1972), especially 79-83. IfI understaaad M. Lemaxchand 
correctly, for some Marxist historiaaas the idea that ennoblement continued at a 
high rate throughout the century would imply the creation of what he calls "dlites 
mixtes" that do not easily fit the concept of a "bourgeois" Revolution. In recent 
yeaxs there have been studies, cited in M. Furet’s article, that suggest continuing 
openness of recruitment to the nobility. To the references in that article should be 
added now Gilbert Shapiro and Philip Dawson’s "Social Mobility and Political 
Radicalism: the Case of the French Revolution of 1789" in W.O. Aydelotte, A.G. 
Bogue aaad R.W. Fogel (ed.s), The Dimensions of Quantitative Research in History 
(Princeton, 1972). 
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terms the new rOglement demanded that an aspiring sous-lieutenant 
present to the royal genealogist documentary evidence to establish his 
pedigree as noble for four degrees, or generations, on his paternal side. To 
wear the uniform and to share in the dignity and high prestige that army 
officers enjoyed, one now needed at least a father, grandfather, and great- 
grandfather who had themselves been nobles. Other institutions often 
recruited rather narrowly from the nobility - among all the bishops only 
one was a roturier at the end of the ancien rOgime. A few - the parlements 
of Aix, Grenoble, Nancy, Rennes, and Toulouse - even demanded proofs 
of noblesse for entry. But the several hundred officers in parlements that 
were technically closed to roturiers pale in significance beside the 8,000 
or so military officerships. It was in the army where nobles acted most 
conspicuously to dramatize their broad determination to seal off their 
estate and to prevent penetration into it by new men. Its recurrence as one 
of the grievances cited in the cahiers of the Third Estate in 1789 is not 
surprising.3 Here was evidently the classic, archetypical case of the 
aristocratic reaction. 

How should we understand the army’s behavior? Did Sdgur and 
his colleagues act reflexively as aristocrats? Were they, in short, but one 
wing of a wide and articulated noble offensive aimed at sweeping aside 
roturiers and future democrats? In this crucial instance, does the supposed 
model of broad class behavior fit the facts? Does it fit at all? This is the 
problem that we shall want to consider as closely as possible.4 
Unfortunately, the examination of it is difficult because, for reasons 

3 From 73% to 100% of the cahiers examined by George V. Taylor for four 

categories of bailliage aaad city assemblies specified as a grievaaace exclusion from 
offices and appointments on the basis of birth. Lower in the social hierarchy of the 
Third Estate that issue mattered much less: only 9% of 428 parishes and 14% of 
146 lower corps in five towns mentioned it. See Taylor, "Revolutionary and Non- 
revolutionary Content in the CaJaiers of 1789: an Interim Report," French 
Historical Studies 7 (1972), 485,498. 
4 The staaadard works on the axmy axe of high quality aaad, of course, have been 

useful and important to this study: Louis Hartmann, Les ofticiers de l ’armOe royale 
et la ROvolution (Paris, 1910); Albert Latreille, L ’armOe et la nanon it latin de 
l ’ancien rOgime (Paxis, 1914); Louis Tuetey, Les of/iciers sous l ’ancien rOgime. 
Nobles et roturiers (Paxis, 1908). For the Sdgur law and social hieraxchy, see also 
Andrd C orvisier, "Hidraxchie militaire et hidrarchie sociale fi la veille de la 
Rdvolution," Revue mternationale d’histoire militaire 30 (1970), 77-92 ; aaad 
Georges Six, "Fallait-il quatre quartiers de noblesse pour ~tre officier fi la fm de 
l’ancien rdgime?", Revue d’histoire moderne, 4 (1929), 47-56. 
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indicated below, there is not much direct evidence on the subject. Critics 
did not come to grips with the issue in specific and practical detail. The 
references that one finds in scattered writings are made in passing; they 
are usually brief, tucked into works on other matters, and tell little about 
the ideas and intent of those who drew up and implemented the 
genealogical requirement. When they did talk about it, contemporaries 
often placed the S6gur regulation in a broad context of thought and 
discussion about relations bet~veen the classes. 

Before 1789 some grumbled and expressed tentative doubts about 
the wisdom of the S6gur rOglement. An infantry captain, de Cessac, 
himself a roturier, son of a bailliage official at Agen, was commissioned 
to write the article "Capitaine" for a volume on military affairs that 
appeared as part of the EncyclopOdie mOthodique in 1784. In it he 
wondered whether a long war might not necessitate dropping the 
genealogical barrier, and he went on to evoke the names of several great 
army leaders who had not been gentilshommes: "Let’s hope.., that the 
Faberts, the Cheverts, and all the French who resemble them, or who will 
resemble them, may come from illustrious parents." The next year Jacques 
Necker, in a work analyzing French state finance and society, briefly 
questioned the wisdom of the S6gur rOglement. In his view, it unduly 
favored the whole nobility without truly being effective in protecting the 
"real French chevaliers whose founding titles are lost in the darkness of 
time." The exclusion of roturiers was consistent with the French 
"constitution," according to Ch6rin, the court genealogist whose trade it 
was to concern himself with such matters. But he too had doubts about an 
action that, if useful for poor, rural nobles, was nonetheless humiliating for 
the Third Estate. The writer Saint-Lambert, envisioning a new society 
where unequal but functionally complementary social groups joined 
together in common enterprise for the good of all, thought that the S6gur 
rOglement would only produce needless and unhealthy envy and hostility 
between groups that must coexist.5 

5 De Cessac, "Capitaine," EncyclopOdie mOthodique. Art militaire (1784), vol. 1, p. 

475; Jacques Necker, De l’administration des’finances de la France (1785), vol. 3, 

p. 151; L.-N.-H. C h4rin, La noblesse considdrde sous ses divers’ rapports’, dans les 

assemblies g~n~rales et particuliOres de la nation... (Paris, 1788), pp. 61-62; 

Jeaaa-Frangois, marquis de Saint-Lambert, Oeuvres philosophiques (Paxis, 6 vol.s, 

n.d.), vol. 4, pp. 371-372. De Cessac’s legal status is indicated in the axticle on him 

in the typescript group biography of officers serving in 1789 prepared by F.V.S. 

Churchill and kept today in the Biblioth4que du Minist4re de la Guerre [on the 
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For all that, references in printed works were few, and until 
almost 1789 there was no explicit or dramatic confrontation or quarrel in 
print over the army’s admission procedures. Only in 1789 did discussion 
become freer, and then the tone hardened. An anonymous pamphlet 
echoed and developed the complaints that were appearing in the cahiers of 
the Third Estate: the new system robbed roturiers of an ancient right to 
serve, and it deprived the nobility of the means to renew itself after losses 
suffered in war; it destroyed ambition and "dmulatioff’ in the Third Estate. 
The writer went on to say that although high birth and education disposed 
the heart naturally toward virtue, one must not therefore scorn everything 
that is not noble, "as if nature, by a new compact, had reserved absolutely 
all talents, all qualifications for this first class of society, and as if the 
other had for itself only what is common and vile."6 

II Non-noble army officers: 
how many were there ? 

The evidence in print that reflects what contemporaries were saying, 
however, is not extensive or detailed enough to take us very far into the 
question. The records of the army should tell more. Here too, if one looks 
for proof that the Sdgur rbglement was an aspect of a global aristocratic 
reaction directed against roturiers, the examination of who the army in 
fact recruited to be officers in the 1780s seems at first glance to be helpful. 
We should, of course exclude from the analysis the 10% who were 
officiers de fortune, nearly all of them roturiers. Beginning as simple 
soldiers and rising slowly by assiduous service through the ranks of the 
non-commissioned officers, officers of fortune were fitted into special, 
designated slots in the grenadier companies. Usually more than twice as 
old as the other newly-created lieutenants, often forty rather than sixteen 

Boulevaxd Saint-Germain when I used it, but now part of the Service Historique de 
la Ddfense at Vincennes]. 
6 Observations sur le rOglement du 22 mai 1781, concernant les preuves de 

noblesse exigOes pour entrer au service (Londres, 1789), p. 8. 
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or seventeen, they performed the dull and routine tasks of regimental 
administration and were not allowed to rise higher than capitaine de 
grenadiers. It is not these, but the other, regular officers who formed 90% 
of the total in the regiments who are of interest here. For them a narrowly 
aristocratic social origin at the end of the ancien rOgime is undeniable. 

Of almost 3,000 young men who entered the line regiments of the 
French infantry, cavalry, and dragoons in the 1780s, about one-third were 
either students paid for by the king in the royal military schools, or had 
been pages in one of several such corps at Versailles] They had presented 
their proofs of nobility earlier - four generations for the military schools 
and nobility to the year 1550 for pages - when they entered the 
educational institutions. Others might have attended a military school at 
their parents’ rather than the king’s expense, or joined directly from home, 
but in either case after 1781 they had to obtain a certificate of noblesse. 
The royal genealogists - the t~vo Chdrins and Berthier served in 
succession during these years - investigated and verified the credentials of 
applicants with scrupulous care, and have left us records that are full for 
the years 1784-87 and partial for the others. These records show 1,102 
names of persons who, in addition to those from the pages or Ocoles 
militaires, were actually placed in regiments after having received the 

7 Overall, in 1788-89, about 7,100 officers were serving at any one time in those 

regiments, including artillery but not the 12 regiments of light cavalry, 12 
battalions of light infaaatry, 6 regiments ofhussards, and the engineers. The 
officers excluded from our calculation numbered about 1,050, and in light infaaatry 
aaad hussards were often foreigners not subject to the same proofs of noblesse. The 
estimate of 3,000 entraaats to places in the regular units that required genealogical 
proofs is based on examination of a sample of registers for 20 regiments, and it 
conforms closely to the figure of 2,943 that Tuetey gave in his Les ofJiciers sous 
l’ancien rOgime, p. 219. The students entering the line regiments included 487 
OlOves du roi whose education in the provincial schools the king had paid for, and 
119 pensionnaires whose families paid their expenses at the l~cole militaire in 
Paxis. The pages numbered 325, of whom 101 from the Grande l#~curie, 79 from the 
Petite l#~curie, 34 pages of Monsieur (the comte de Provence, Louis XVI’s younger 
brother), 24 of the Queen, 24 of the comte d’Artois (the king’s youngest brother), 
aaad a scattering who had served other members of the royal family. These figures 
axe taken from the registers that record for each regiment the service of their 
officers, which service included time spent as page or OlOve. Service Historique de 

la Ddfense (SHD) yb 166-468, 529-643. 
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certificate,s Finally, a third group of uncertain size was comprised of sons 
whose fathers had earned the Cross of the Order of Saint-Louis through 
long military service and who were thereby exempted from having to 
present proofs of noblesse. In the artillery after 1781 these numbered 49 of 
the 148 entrants; for all the branches it is likely that as many as 500 took 
advantage of the exemption for sons of military men. In principle they 
could have been roturiers, and unquestionably a few were. But most of the 
sons of chevaliers of the Saint-Louis were in fact nobles. Among the 49 
coming into the artillery, generally considered more open to non-nobles 
than the rest of the infantry or the other branches, a maximum of 8, but 
probably only 3 or 4, were roturiers.9 It seems clear, then, that overall the 
vast and ovenvhelming majority of the new sous-lieutenants after 1781 
were nobles, and most of them could prove four or more generations of 
noblesse. Except for the handful whose fathers had served, ambitious 
bourgeois did not find an army career open to them in the 1780s. The 
exclusion of roturiers was almost complete. 

To see what this exclusion meant, it should be understood against 
a background of earlier recruiting practice. Access for roturiers had once 
been much easier, it is said. The case for the army’s new and stringent 
determination to exclude non-nobles at the end of the ancien rOgime is 
often made by invoking the intelligent and interesting work of Louis 
Tuetey. It was he who first stated that roturiers must have occupied at 
least one-third of all the places as officers in the infantry regiments during 
the Seven Years War. Earlier there had evidently been a time of relatively 
open recruitment. Tuetey found a military man who complained in 1742 
"that scarcely six ’officiers gentilshommes’ would be found in any 
infantry battalion," and in 1758 the comte de Saint-Germain stated flatly 
that the troops were "filled with roturiers." On the basis of this and other 
evidence that reflected contemporary opinion, Tuetey established his 

8 The names axe in the fichier prepaxed by J. de la Trolli~re, who took the 

information concerning the placements aaad families principally from the 
certificates in the cartons of the Travail du Roi in the Service Historique de la 
Ddfense. Thefichier is in the Archives Nationales (AN), listed as Inv. 464 (974). 
9 SHD yb 669, Corps Royal de l’Artillerie, contrdle, lieutenaaats, 1768-1791. The 

clerk recorded the fact of noble status and often the father’s profession for nearly 
all entraaats to the artillery during these years. 
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proportion of non-noble to noble officers. His was only an estimate, but it 
has seemed a reasonable one to historians who used it subsequently.1° 

But how can one be sure? Do we really know that large numbers 
of non-nobles, other than the officers of fortune, had ever served in the 
army as officers, at least in its main branches that comprised the line 
regiments of infantry, cavalry and dragoons? Unfortunately, systematic 
evidence on this important point is scarce. The evidence that Tuetey used 
for individual cases, interesting though it is, is susceptible to varying 
interpretations - it could even be argued that the very availability of the 
kind of information he used, information from the military archives 
concerning the difficulties that individual roturiers sometimes had as 
officers because of their personal status, may be testimony to the 
infrequency, rather than the frequency, of their appearance in that role. 
What is needed then, is to review what data there are, and in doing so, to 
try to avoid making general the special or unusual cases, and avoid also 
misusing the comments of contemporaries who were expressing only what 
they believed to be true and in terms that are sometimes misleading. The 
picture that can be pieced together from other sources is quite suggestive. 

Andrd Corvisier studied Louis XIV’s generals, and concluded 
that roturiers among them were scarce, in fact nearly as scarce, as we shall 
see, as they were on the eve of the Revolution. From a total of 211 French- 
born lieutenant-generals for whom he had information, 16 (7.6%) were 
roturiers or doubtful nobles. If new families appeared increasingly among 
the names of generals late in Louis XIV’s reign, they came mainly from 
the robe and administrative nobility. Except among the engineers, the 
number of roturier generals was very small.11 For the mid-eighteenth 
centmy, another piece of evidence, limited and uncertain though it is, 
helps a little. This is a register that was used to record the entries of all 
sous-lieutenants and lieutenants en second into the infantry regiments 

10 Tuetey, Les offlciers sous l’ancien rdgime, pp. 94-99. Louis Hartmann, who 

published two years after Tuetey, concluded on this basis that in 1781 there must 
have been, in addition to the 1,100 officiers de fortune, another 1,845 officers who 
were roturiers: see, Les officiers de l ’armde royale et la Rdvolution, p. 97. The 
matter is discussed by R.R. Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution, vol. 1, 
p. 460, n. 15. John Shy kindly allowed me to read a paper he prepaxed on the 
subject. 
11 Andr~ Corvisier, "Les g~n~raux de Louis XIV et leur origine sociale,"XVIIe 

SiOcle 42-43 (1959), p. 53. 
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between 1738 and 1763.12 For most of the years nothing but the names 
appear, but during the years 1740 to 1743, for 74 regiments and for 
periods varying from one to three years according to the regiment, the 
clerks also added brief information concerning relatives already in the 
regiment or the social status of the new officer. This information, taken by 
itself, is perhaps not conclusive and might not convince a genealogist, 
since it was surely in the interest of the lieutenant to hide his low social 
origin if he had one. But it does measure what was officially accepted and 
believed about the social composition of the officer corps at this moment 
of rapid expansion of the armed forces. After eliminating the 47 officers of 
fortune, 813 names remain. Among those, 84 had relatives who were then 
or had once been officers in the regiment, and that fact once indicated, no 
further information was needed or recorded. Thus, for them it is 
impossible to be certain what was their social and legal status. Among the 
rest, 649 were designated as noble, gentilhomme or "homme de condition’’ 
as opposed to 81 said only to be of "bonne famille" or for whom nothing 
at all was written beside the name. The appearance in that last category of 
a La Tour du Pin when he entered the Bourbon infantry regiment suggests 
that not all of the 81 were in fact non-noble. Nonetheless, it is clear from 
other cases where sometimes the clerk added information on a father’s 
occupation that some in this group were roturiers. On this evidence, a 
maximum of 10%, but more likely 5%, of the entrants did not belong to 
the nobility. 

There is another, somewhat circuitous means that might allow 
one to get at the same question. In 1766, the publishers of the annual ~tat 
militaire (that began to appear in 1758) issued a special volume that listed 
the names of all the "officiers major", mainly aides-major and sous-aides- 
major, in the regiments (in contemporary American terminology, staff or 
regimental headquarters officers) who had seen service bet~veen 1758 and 
1765. The intent was thereby to complement and to complete the skimpy 
early volumes of the ~tat militaire that often omitted the names of these 
officers. The special volume contains biographical and career information 
for each officer, and from that work it was possible to extract the names of 
297 French-born regimental staff officers who were either killed or 
wounded during the mid-century wars. Then, by comparing those names 
to others that appear in a work compiled by Champeaux, an unofficial list 
of casualties among officers through the ancien rOgime - taken mainly 

12 SHD yb 126. 
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from nobiliaires and other sources that would include the noble, but 
exclude the non-noble, officers -, one finds which among the 297 names 
officially listed did not appear also in Champeaux’s collection and, thus, 
may have been roturiers. What emerges is that only 20 of the 297 names 
on the official list were not also in the other list that contains the nobles, 
and of those 20, there were six who were, to judge from their titles of 
prince, comte, or marquis, definitely noble. Thus, no more than 14 of the 
297, or a little less than 5%, might have been roturiers in these 
functions.13 

With the edict that created the "Noblesse Militaire" in 1750, other 
and complementary sources accumulated that fortunately permit locating 
more exactly and positively many of the roturiers who served. Army 
reformers in 1750, after the War of the Austrian Succession, secured the 
issuance of an edict that conferred legal nobility on those valorous roturier 
officers who, as the preamble put it, were "already ennobled by their 
actions.’’14 It is important to review the provisions of this edict of 
"Noblesse Militaire" and the king’s DOclaration of January 1752 that 
amended and interpreted it. The legislation provided two paths to nobility. 
One was by rising to very high rank: any non-noble marOchal de camp or 
lieutenant general serving in 1750 or one who would attain that grade in 
the future was automatically ennobled with all his posterity. The other 
path to noblesse was longer and much less direct, but it was open to the 
officer who did not rise so high: it required three generations of military 
service to reach permanent or hereditary nobility. A kind of personal, or 
life, nobility was given to the officer who retired as chevalier de Saint- 
Louis after at least thirty years’ service, of which twenty with the 
commission of captain. The requirement of twenty years’ service as 
captain was reduced to eighteen for lieutenant-colonels, sixteen for 
colonels, and fourteen for brigadiers. The most tangible of the immediate 
rewards for the eligible roturier officer was life exemption from payment 
of the taille for the cultivation of two ploughlands. When the officer 
whose father and grandfather had completed these requirements, in 1750 

13 Table historique de l ’Otat militaire de France depuis 1758jusqu ’gt prOsent 

(Paris, 1766); J. de Champeaux, Honneur et Patrie, ou la noblesse aux armOes 

(Nevers, 3 vol.s, 1893-96). 
14 The Edit and the DOclaration that qualified it in 1752 are printed in Tuetey, Les 

ofJiciers sous l ’ancien rOgime, pp. 367-75; aaad also in D. Labarre de Raillicourt, 

La Noblesse militaire. Etude, liste biographique des titulaires. Armorial (Paris, 

1962), pp. 27-31. 
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or after, fulfilled the same service requirement, he obtained for himself 
and his posterity permanent, hereditary nobility. The edict specified that 
the service time prior to 1750 could be counted for this purpose by the 
officer who was still serving in the army in 1750, but careers of direct 
ancestors who had left the army before 1750 did not count toward the 
required three generations. The Declaration of 1752 directed the minister 
of war to issue lettres d’approbation de service to the eligible officer. 
These lettres were then registered without fees by the courts, and served 
the retired officer in each generation as proof that he need not pay the 
taille. In only t~vo situations could the lettres be issued without the 
completion of thirty years as officer; that is, when a captain was forced to 
retire early because of wounds, or when a captain died in service and his 
family applied for the lettres as evidence for the completion of one of the 
three generations of service. 

Two distinct groups of roturier officers, then - those who 
reached general officer’s rank, and those who served t~venty years as 
captain or above and thirty years altogether - were moving into or toward 
nobility through military service. Fortunately lists of these officers exist, 
and with the lists it is possible to trace the careers. If the records for these 
groups are not an exact index to the size of the whole body of non-noble 
officers, they do provide a rough measure of their numbers, the patterns of 
mobility, and changes in the patterns from 1750 to 1789. 

Starting with the general officers, the marOchaux de camp and 
lieutenant-generals, ninety were created nobles through holding or rising 
into those ranks in 1750 or later. For the whole period the 90 represented 
5.2% of the total of 1,748 who were in or entered these ranks and were 
eligible for being created nobles. The others (94.8%), then, were already 
nobles.15 The break-down by decades was as follows: 

15 The list of those ennobled by rising into these offices is printed in Labarre de 

Raillicourt, La Noblesse militaire, pp. 11-26, constituted from SHD ya 125-126, 
where the documents pertaining to the decisions on individuals contain some 
additional information on caxeers. I have determined the figures for the total 
number in the vaxious promotions, nobles and non-nobles together, from the lists 
in the Almanach Royal and, after 1758, from the aamual volumes of the ~tat 
militaire. 
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MarOchaux de camp or Roturiers among them 

lieutenant-gdndraux 

Serving in 1750 461 8 (1.7%)16 

Promoted: 109 7 (6.4%) 
1751-60 

1761-70 383 18 (4.7%) 

1771-80 265 15 (5.7%) 

1781-89 530 42 (7.9%) 

Total 1,748 90 (5.1%) 

A rising number and proportion of the mar6chaux de camp were roturiers. 

But lest one exaggerate the extent to which the army was being opened 
rather than closed to upwardly mobile roturiers, it is important to qualify a 

bit what precedes. Of the 86 anoblis whose careers were traced, t~vo were 

in the Swiss guards associated with the Maison du Roi and seven were 
17 foreigners serving in other foreign regiments within the French army. 

The technical branches - artillery and engineers - accounted for 41, or 

almost one-half of those identified, and of these, 24 were ennobled in 1784 

or later. The big bulge, then, came mainly in the smaller technical 

branches, and it came late. Cavalry and dragoons together provided only 

fourteen roturiers ennobled by becoming general officers, and the infantry 

21 (of whom, 11 in 1780 or later). If the incidence of non-nobles among 

the engineers and artillerymen was quite high - for example, four of the 

16 The much lower percentage of roturiers who appeax among those promoted 

prior to 1750 aaad still serving in that year is deceiving. The figure does not show 
the roturiers in the raaaks of general who were ennobled before 1750 by individual 
lettres de noblesse. Their conferral on generals ceased after 1750 when the office 
itself gave noblesse. 
17 Summary information for careers has been found by using SHD ya 125-126 aaad 

the volumes of the ~tat militaire. More detailed information could be found in the 

dossiers for the individual generals in y2cl aaad y3cl of the SHD. 
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eleven engineers promoted in 1780-81, and 13 of 36 in artillery - the 
percentage of non-nobles in the main branches of infantry, cavalry and 
dragoons was not large even at its height. The highest point for roturiers 
in those line regiments was in 1780 when seven became marOchaux de 
camp, but even then the seven in that year comprised but 4.4% of 
promotions in those branches. The later promotions reflected the 
temporarily larger number of non-nobles who may have entered the army 
toward the end of the wars in the middle of the century. But in general, not 
many French-born general officers were being ennobled, because the vast 
majority, except in the artillery and engineers, were already noble. 

It is perhaps more interesting to see how many lower officers 
received lettres d’approbation de service and were, therefore, non-noble. 
The lower officers or their families had good reasons - tax exemption, 
recognition of having fulfilled one of the three steps toward hereditary 
nobility - to apply for the lettres if they were eligible. That does not mean 
that all would actually have done so. The officer who lived where payment 
of the taille rested on the status of the land rather than the personal 
condition of its owner, that is, in the pays de taille rOelle, and who also 
had no son to carry on his name had less incentive to apply. The family of 
an officer killed in battle or who died later from his wounds might ask for 
the lettres, but again would probably have made the effort only if a son 
were preparing to follow a military career. Moreover, if the retired officer 
was not troubled at home over the mille orJ?ancfief he surely preferred 
not to advertise his roturier status by asking for the lettres. For all that, 
there were real gains to be derived from the lettres, and probably most of 
the eligible retired officers who were known to be roturiers would have 
found it useful to apply. 

The available records reveal the names of 138 roturier officers - 
122 who themselves applied for and received the lettres immediately after 
retirement and an additional sixteen whose sons or grandsons cited their 
ancestors’ prior service when making their own applications at a later date. 
It seems that that list is not complete, but it represents probably a little 
more than two-thirds of the total issued,is The 138 can be divided by 
period and type of service in this way: 

18 Basing his listing on the dossiers in SHD ya 125-126, Labarre de Raillicourt 

cites 122 lettres d’approbation actually issued. Knowing the completeness of that 
listing is of course important here. Tuetey estimated that the total was 200, but 
only 1 of the 9 recipients whom he mentioned was not also in Labaxre’s list. For 
the 1780s the listing seems neaxly complete: all those receiving the lettres had to 
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Year of Royal Infantry Cavalry Artillery    Others Total 
retirement Household & & 

Dragoons Engineers 

1751-60 6 8 2 1 3 20 

1761-70 4 16 6 0 4 30 

1771-80 17 15 1 1 8 42 

1781-90 14 19 4 3 6 46 

Total 41 58 13 5 21 138 

Whether the increase in the numbers applying in the late 1770s 
and 1780s is real, reflecting a rise in roturier entrants late in the War of 
the Austrian Succession, or only apparent, owing to some lettres for the 
earlier period that are missing from the list, is uncertain. It is clear that, for 
the roturiers who received the lettres d’approbation, infantlT was the 
favored branch, but the Maison militaire du Roi was also strongly 
represented. The veq¢ small number from the artilleq¢ and the engineers is 
surprising: only five officers served in the lower ranks there long enough 
to gain the lettres. This reversal of the trend among the ennobled generals, 
nearly half of whom were from these technical services, suggests that in 
them the roturier either rose quickly and far, or he got out early. Perhaps 
men who commanded technical and mathematical skills that were easily 

pay a fee, the droit de marc d’or, that vaa:ied in amount from 36 to 49 livres; 
records of payments made for these letters, 1785-89, are in the registers of the 
Trdsorier des revenus casuels (AN P 4881-4888) and reveal 16 names of persons 
who paid in those years; of the 16, there were 15 who were also in Labaxre’s list 
aaad only one name (Semilly) was missing from it. Eaxlier, however, maaay more 
names are missing: Mme Gallet at the Archives Nationales has completed aaa 
inventory that details all the arrOts made by the Royal Council during Turgot’s 
two-year ministry, 1774-76; among them are those that were needed to authorize 
the payment of the marc d’or by individuals receiving the lettres d’approbation. 
Of seven such arrOts issued during those two yeaa:s, four do not appear in 
Labarre’s list. Thus, the figure of 122 is too low, aaad the list, fairly accurate for the 
1780s, is incomplete for the earlier period. Tuetey’s guess of 200 is probably about 
right. 
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convertible to civilian occupations found other alternatives for careers too 
attractive to resist unless it was clear that they might became generals. In 
any event, at no time had the lower ranks in the artillery and engineers 
been filled by many long-serving roturiers. 

In a sense, however, the essential point is not to become too 
immersed in the details of these figures, but to keep in mind that the total 
who received lettres d’approbation for the entire period was something 
above 138, probably about 200. To these must be added other roturiers in 
military service who, without becoming generals, received direct 
ennoblement by royal action. These were men who did not wish to wait 
for the slow turnover of the three generations’ service, and who found a 
friend in or near power to recommend them for lettres de noblesse. Once 
more, from a variety of sources, it is possible to assemble a picture that 
includes most, if not all of them. The 102 military men in this group, taken 
from regional lists that include about t~vo-thirds of all the lettres de 
noblesse issued bet~veen 1750 and 1789,19 were distributed as follows: 

19 AN P 2592-2601, lettres de noblesse registered in Chambre des Comptes, Paxis, 

to 1787; E 2768-2782 (registers listing letters sent by Minister of Wax, 1750-51, 
1753-59, 1767, 1770-71, 1775, 1777, 1779); 01 94-123 (registers of letters of the 
Minist6re de la Maison du Roi, 1750-76); Jules Maulbon d’Arbaumont, Les 
Anoblis de Bourgogne, liste par ordre chronologique des lettres d ’anoblissement, 
de confirmation et de relief de noblesse enregistreOs au Parlement et it la Chambre 
des Comptes de Dijon (1363-1782) (Paxis, 1867); Inventaire sommaire des 
archives dOpartementales antOrieures it 1790. Gironde. SOrie B. Archives 
Judiciaires. Registres d’Enregistrement du Parlement, I B 1 it 58. RedigO par 
Jean-Auguste Brutails (Bordeaux, 1925) (includes references to registration of 
lettres de noblesse in the Paxlement of Bordeaux, except during the yeaxs 1766-74 
for which the registers axe missing); Inventaire sommaire des archives 
dOpartementales antOrieures it 1790. Haute Garonne. Archives civiles. SOrie B. 
Parlement de Toulouse, Nos. 1923-74, vol. 5 Enregistrement des acres du pouvoir 
royal (26me pa~tie), 1569-1790 (Toulouse, 1965). These regional lists overlap and 
axe sometimes incomplete. Comparison between the composite list formed from 
them with known general enumerations that are complete for all of Fraaace, 1750- 
1767 and 1784-1789 (see note 42 below), but lacking indication of profession, 
shows that the regional lists together contain about two-thirds of the total. 
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Years Royal Infantl2¢ Cavall2¢ Artillel2¢ Others Total 

Household & & 

Dragoons Engineers 

1751- 8 2 4 0 2 16 

60 

1761- 17 4 3 1 0 25 

70 

1771- 22 11 4 3 4 44 

80 

1781- 10 4 1 1 1 17 

90 

Total 57 21 12 5 7 102 

This time the preponderance of the Maison militaire du Roi (Royal 
Household) is striking, though surely not surprising. 

What is even more striking, however, is how low these figures 
are overall. Consider just the main branches of infantry, cavahy and 
dragoons, where the regiments contained some 6,000 officers: during the 
forty years after 1750 those places produced 35 generals who were 
ennobled by their offices, and if we adjust the totals upward (in each 
instance by 50% to compensate for the incompleteness of our lists), 
probably 50 jtmior officers who received lettres de noblesse and perhaps 
100 who had lettres d’approbation. The likely total of confirmed 
roturiers, then, was 185. Fairly complete regimental service registers for 
the period from 1758 to 1789 show that there were 619 majors and 
lieutenant-colonels in line regiments who finished their careers there, 
occasionally by death but usually by retirement.2° Of those, 21 were 
ennobled by being made marOchaux de camp at retirement and ten others 
received either lettres de noblesse or lettres d’approbation. Thus, 31 of 
619, or 5%, were confirmed roturiers in these highly professional grades 
where long service was likely to have brought recognition through 

20 SHD yb 166-468, 529-643. 
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ennoblement if one needed it, and always eligibility to apply for lettres 
d’approbation. In the infantry regiments captains were ten times more 
numerous than the majors and lieutenant-colonels, in cavalry and dragoons 
six times more numerous. It is probable that 4,000 or more of these 
officers retired after long service in our period, and yet only 70 secured 
either kind of the lettres. There were 295 captains killed and about 1,000 
wounded, some badly enough to retire, during the Seven Years War, but 
only very few of their families appeared then or later to claim lettres 
d’approbation.Za 

What is impressive, then, in all the evidence is the relative 
scarcity of roturiers in military service as officers, both late, which is not 
surprising, and early, which is. The wars of the mid-century were bloody, 
the yearly average of casualties heavier than in Louis XIV’s wars, and 
captains were the most exposed and vulnerable of the officers in battle. 
Some were killed, many wounded, and thousands retired through the 
period. Any of them or their families might have applied at least for the 
lettres d’approbation if they had needed them. The evidence for entering 
lieutenants and for the killed and wounded aides-major reinforces what 
the records for the lettres tell us. It simply does not seem possible that 
anything like one-third - Tuetey cited estimates of one-half and thought 
his own a conservative one - of the officers in line regiments were 
roturiers. Some did enter, and they appear among the retirements, 
especially in the 1780s. But there cannot have been many - 5% may be 
too high but it is the proportion toward which all the evidence converges 
and is probably a safe guess. Their presence in larger numbers would have 
been recorded in a flood, rather than the trickle that we have, of lettres 
d’approbation, and would show up in the other sources as well. Thus, 
whether one looks to the middle of the century, to find roturiers whose 
careers might have begun under Louis XIV or in the early years of Louis 
XV, or to the end of the century, what emerges is the extent to which the 
army officer corps had never really provided a wide access to roturiers in 
the eighteenth century. They were present, but not in large numbers. 

The numbers of captains killed or wounded are derived from Champeaux, 
Honneur et Patrie. 
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III The purpose of the S gur law 

Who, then, was the S6gur rbglement directed against? Were the limited 
number of roturiers among the army officers really thought to be a 
problem sufficient to evoke so strong a response? Or, was that response 
purely gratuitous, an attack by the aristocrats who ran things against an 
imaginary evil and enemy? But all the hypotheses that impute the action to 
an essentially noble reaction against non-nobles will run into one serious 
difficulty: the army’s committee that discussed and adopted the rbglement 
knew quite well that the officer corps had been recruited almost entirely 
from the nobility alone for many years. As early as 1718 the Conseil de la 
Guerre was directing the army’s impecteurs to be sure that the colonels 
chose only nobles to be lieutenants en second. It insisted even then on 
proofs of the candidate’s noblesse through attestations of the fact by three 
or four gentilshommes who knew the family. Perhaps the requirement was 
not always enforced strictly, and in 1734 the minister of war, under 
pressure to fill vacancies in the regiments fighting then in Germany and 
Italy during the War of the Polish Succession, did advise the intendants to 
do what he in a similar place had done earlier. That advice was to seek out 
for officers the young men who were wealthy enough to support 
themselves in the service among the "gentilshommes or sons of 
magistrates living nobly,"22 that is, not in trade or the manual occupations. 
Nonetheless, most of the recruits were nobles, and the mar6chal de Belle- 
Isle, who was running the Ministry of War in 1758, did not hesitate to 
remind the colonels of the old rules right in the middle of the Seven Years 
War. The scattered instances that Tuetey cites where roturiers had 
difficulty in entering, even in the light infantry and militia, testify to the 
broad a~vareness among colonels and others that it was unusual for a non- 
noble to enter. When the colonel of the Bigorre infantry regiment wrote a 
letter to the minister in 1760 to ask permission to receive a roturier, he 
found it necessary to reassure his superior: "I can assure you, 
monseigneur, that until now I have paid great attention to giving 
preference to the nobility; nearly all those whom I have named to 
officerships since I have been colonel have been gens de condition."23 The 

22 Tuetey~ Les Off~ciers sous l’ancien rkgime~ p. 91. 
23 Ibid~ p. 172; see also pp. 164-181. 
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system of testimonial proofs of noblesse was well established by the 
1770s. 

Then in 1776, the minister Saint-Germain and the reformers in 
his entourage hit on a new plan for training junior officers. They would 
use the savings from a reorganization of the l~cole militaire to create 
special places in the regiments through which all the new officers had to 
pass. These places of "cadets gentilshommes" held the young men to a 
program of studies and apprenticeship in the ranks during which they were 
supposed to learn the regiment’s work from the bottom up. But in order to 
enter, every one of these cadets had either to present a certificate of 
nobility, verified now by the military commander in the province where he 
lived and the intendant in his gOnOralit& or else show that his father had 
been or was then in military service, in the grade of captain or higher. It 
was the ending in 1781 of this experiment in practical training for the 
entering officers - the cadets to be replaced by an equal number of 
ordinary, though unpaid, sous-lieutenants in the regiments - that was the 
occasion for the simultaneous issuance of the S6gur rOglement, an act that 
in fact only renewed the prior demand for proofs of noblesse.24 Thus, the 
army’s committee in 1781 could not have thought that it was doing 
something new when it insisted that candidates for officerships be nobles. 
By then that was an old story, and everyone was well a~vare of it. 

But much did change in 1781, and we must try to see what it was. 
To grasp what was happening, however, one needs to look elsewhere, to 
look past the social categories of noble and roturier, so useful for 
understanding the Revolution itself but misleading for what happened 
earlier. The army’s behavior needs to be seen against the wider 
background of thinking about society and social questions. Many 
observers found the functioning of society bad, bad both because it was 
inefficient and because good morality seemed to have broken down. The 
idea that social ills come from essentially moral causes was, of course, not 

24 Ordonnance portant crkation de Cadets Gentilshommes, 25 mars 1776, 

summarized in ~tat militaire de France pour l ’annke 1777, pp. 411-12; ROglement 

concernant les Cadets Gentilshommes, crkks dans les troupes du roi, par 

l ’Ordonnance du 25 Mars 1776. Du 20 aofit 1776, aaad Ordre du roi, envoyk ?t 

chaque Mestre-de-camp-commandant des rkgimens d ’Infanterie frangoise, de 

Cavalerie, Chevaux-lkgers, Dragons et Chasseurs ?t cheval, concernant la crkation 

d’une troisiOme place de Sous lieutenant en pied, sans appointemens et l ’extinction 

desplaces de Cadets-gentilshommes, 22 mai 1781, in AN AD VI l0B Recueil, vol. 

1, pp. 104-109, 169-172. 
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new in the eighteenth century, nor has it disappeared since. But its form 
then was a special one - a misplaced ambition, many thought, was driving 
men to move restlessly from more to less useful occupations in quest of 
higher social standing and a more luxurious life. The result was a kind of 
chaos that derived from the excessive mixing of ranks. Perhaps this 
mixing of ranks is what is meant when historians speak of the shift from a 
society of orders to a society of classes. Whatever the cause, there arose a 
chorus of complaints that sons of peasants were leaving for the city; that 
artisans’ sons abandoned productive trades in favor of schools where the 
Latin curriculum taught them only how to be useless monks, scholars, or 
scribblers; that merchants were pushing into occupations that did not 
concern them, to the neglect of their own. Money seemed too much the 
measure of men. Whether caused by the increased mobility of individuals 
or the rising sense of dignity and importance in the activities that mobile 
individuals abandoned, or both, is not certain, but these concerns grew, 
and everywhere there were men unhappy over self indulgence, the lost 
sense of duty, the lack of seriousness. Excessive luxury and pomp, the 
emulation of bad models - these were driving young men to scorn what 
their fathers had done and to move out~vard and upward into uselessness in 
cloisters or in swollen cities that were not really productive. If the theme 
was not new, what Moli~re had once satirized no longer seemed an object 
for humor, and one can still sample the outpouring of works in print and 
the draft projects that crossed the desks of ministers proposing remedies 
through changes in the education of the young and not so young. Some 
wanted to transform the collOges; others would create new orders and 
honorific distinctions to change the social objects of emulation. However 
conflicting and various the proposals, many shared the concern. Somehow 
order had to replace disorder. 

The theme was general and widespread. Here it can only be 
illustrated briefly. Proposals proliferated that would place and classify 
men, would mark them off more clearly from one another. Babeuf, one of 
the many correspondents with whom the secretary of the Academy of 
Arras maintained frequent communication, discussed many things in his 
letters to him. In 1787 he wrote that people in preceding years had been 
talking about "the excessive progress of luxury," and he described the 
discussion that went on: 

People complained that all the ranks were mixed up; 
that it was no longer possible to distinguish a grand 
seigneur from a peasant clod by what he wore, and it 
was proposed, in order to check this alleged abuse, to 
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establish a distinctive sign for each rank. A sign, 
moreover, to express and even to explain the 6tat of 
each individual, such as the mark of a sword for the 
noble; for the grocer, the image of a sugar-loaf; the 
oil dealer, a cask of anchovies; the cook-shopkeeper, 
a goose; the locksmith, an anvil; the tailor, scissors, 
etc. 25 

Babeuf objected strongly to such a plan, but others did not. Someone sent 
to Ch6rin’s office a plan to divide the nobility into four separate groups - 
great officers of the crown, families noble for over 200 years, families 
with four or more generations of nobility, and a last category for all the 
rest - each group distinguished from the others by the different color of 
the ribbon that every noble would wear around his neck. A special medal 
worn on the ribbon had the additional advantage that nobles were to 
purchase it and thus contribute t~vo and one-half million livres to aid the 
king’s finances. The abb6 Expilly conceived a similar plan to demark by 
visible honorific distinctions a corps of persons intermediate bet~veen the 
nobility and the Third Estate. From the Vivarais came a mOmoire 
protesting that in France "the language of signs" was too much neglected: 
"Nothing is more imposing for ordinary people than external marks, they 
always begin by respecting the dress, and that’s good." Its author believed 
that, for the purpose of showing the differences bet~veen them, it would be 
best to put all men into uniforms. Conceding that this might be 
impractical, he settled for ornamental shoulder-knots to filter into 
recognizably separate groups at least the titled nobility, nobles whose 
origin in that status was before 1500, "militaires" and other nobles. It is 
hard to know what the Minister of War made of the proposal he received 
to decorate with special distinguishing insignia not only the husbands, but 
the wives as well, of "the nobility of every kind", sword, robe, church, 
finance, and others.26 

25 Correspondance de Babeuf avec l "Acadkmie d ’Arras (1785-1788), publi6e sous 
la direction de M~xcel Reinh~xd, Publications de la Facult6 des Lettres et Sciences 
Humaines de P~xis, S6rie "Textes", vol. 1 (Paris, 1961), p. 112. 
26 The four mkmoires cited ~xe in the Biblioth~que Nationale de France (BNF), 

Collection Clairambault, ms. 930, fos 64-65; Biblioth~que de l’Arsenal, ms. 6085, 
los 356-363; SHD A4 XLI, no. 37, "Project des Notables, par l’abb6 Expilly;" ~aad 

M6moires et Reconnaiss~aaces [1M], 1709, no. 47. 
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If no one took such proposals seriously enough to try to 
implement them, many did wonder what was the source of the confusion 
of ranks and how in other ways the ill could be corrected. Less informed 
persons believed that in the upper levels of society there was widespread 
usurpation of noble status by persons who had no legal claim to it. From 
the provinces came repeated complaints. According to the avocat du roi in 
the s~n~chauss~e of Bdziers, writing in 1767, the problem there lay in the 
assuming of noble titles on their own initiative "by the smallest bourgeois, 
so that it is no longer possible to know the true nobility." The next year an 
infantry captain at Aubenas, bothered over local abuses that caused 
"grumbling," told the Minister of War about the need to stop "usurpation 
of nobility by an infinity of men of wealth." He added that "these daily 
examples tend directly toward the destruction of subordination." License 
and fraud reigned in the Vivarais, another reported: "there is no petit 
bourgeois who does not think himselfgentilhomme and who does not take 
that title with impunity, no peasant with a little opulence who on 
becoming bourgeois does not soon expect to be equal to his seigneur .... " 
and from this there "necessarily follows the upsetting of every kind of 
subordination and the discrediting of that part of the Nation that is alone 
capable of containing a naturally insolent and Republican populace."27 

By the 1780s some even at the center were pondering the 
possibility of the government’s renewing the old formal search for false 
nobles that had ended in 1717. Not surprisingly, the genealogists, who 
stood to profit from it, favored the new recherche de la noblesse and they 
disagreed among themselves only over whether a single man or a special 
joint tribunal should run it. The younger Chdrin, disparaging the common 
"frenzy to change one’s place and to usurp privileges" that injured mainly 
the ones who were left behind to pay the taxes, expected to direct the 
investigation himself. 28 

But few people who were in a position to know, even the 
genealogists, really thought that the principal issue was usurpations. They 
knew that the center of the problem lay elsewhere. Throughout the 

27 For the mOmoires from Bdziers, Archives ddpaJ-tementales de l’Hdrault, C 1995; 

from Aubenas, BNF Clairambault ms. 930, fo 60; from the Vivarais, Arsenal ms. 
6085, los 356-363. 
28 BNF Clairambault ms. 930, fo 124; see also on the subject, los 42, 46, 66, 125, 

128; aJad Chdrin, La noblesse considdrde sous ses divers’ rapports’, pp. 37-49; 
Antoine Maugard, Remarques sur la noblesse, dddides aux assembldes 
provinciales (PaJ:is, 1787), passim. 
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eighteenth centm2¢ one did not need to dissemble or to cheat in order to 
rise in status and to enter the nobility; in practice anyone with money 
could do it quite easily and legally. Jacques Necker, as minister of finance, 
knew the situation as well as anyone. He described in 1785 the more than 
4,000 venal offices in France that conferred noble status on their holders. 
ff "a large number" of these offices in la~v courts and administration did 
not effectively ennoble because persons entering them were already 
nobles, others did. Generally it was the least useful of the offices, 
especially those of secrOtaires du roi in the chancelleries attached to 
sovereign courts that made the most new nobles. Necker rehearsed the 
usual arguments against them - these offices removed wealthy roturiers 
from the tax rolls; they deflected and diverted merchants from useful 
commerce. His position was clear and succinct: "I think, therefore, that all 
public arrangements that augment or favor vanities foreign to the Otat in 
which the various citizens find themselves placed, are contrary to a 
healthy policy." Like others, he objected to the growth in "that prodigious 
number of families who have acquired nobility for money alone," and 
wished that the state could make a massive effort to repurchase and retire 
at least the offices of secrOtaires du roi.29 When he returned to the subject 
eleven years later it was 1796, and Necker then found tragic the weakness 
of the nobility that had hastened its own fall. Induced by Richelieu to 
depart the provinces and to surround the throne, the nobility lost its old 
morals in idleness and the life of luxury. But more immediately serious 
had been the loss of luster by the perpetual alteration of the nobility’s 
composition: "...it was no longer the same after an endless incorporation 
of new Anoblis was the result of prerogatives granted to municipal offices 
and venal charges."3° In Necker’s view, then, the rapidity of movement by 
bourgeois into the noblesse, a movement fully legal if umvise, fatally 
divided and weakened that body before 1789. 

Ch6rin too thought that ennoblement through purchase of office 
was frequent, too frequent, but feared that suppressing those offices would 
have been dangerous.31 When Ch6rin’s rival and critic also wrote a book, 
he introduced it as "a work in which the author proposes to put each 
citizen in his place ... [and] to convey undivided to the children of la 

29 Necker, De l’administration des finances, vol. 3, pp. 149-51. 

3o Necker, De la Rkvolutionfrangaise (s. 1., 4 vol.s, 1796), vol. 1, p. 163; ~aad see 

generally pp. 157-70. 
31 Chitin, La noblesse considkrke sous ses divers rapports, pp. 93-96. 
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gloire the honors usurped by the children of la fortune."32 Maugard 
calculated that in each twenty-year period offices in France might ennoble 
3,000 heads of families, or 18,000 persons, and said that it was impossible 
to absorb such persons into the functions of nobles. His plan was to strip 
the power to ennoble from all but a few civil offices, and to have those 
ennoble only after three generations of real service.33 Thus, Maugard 
shared with Chdrin, Necker, and many others the supposition that roturiers 
were moving rapidly and easily into the noblesse, a movement that the 
critics did not like but whose existence they did not doubt.34 

If one assumes that, perhaps, these observers were right, and that 
whatever aristocratic reaction there was did not in fact close off the old 
means by which roturiers gained noble status, we may begin to make 
better sense of what the army really did in 1781. Who did the army’s 
leaders have in mind when they imposed the Sdgur rOglement to govern 
and limit entry as officer? In the army many were grumbling and grew 
angry over the presence in it of non-serious officers, men of wealth, 
frivolous, sunk in the habits of luxury. We should recognize that if there 
had been such roturiers there to exclude, the army would have gladly done 
so. What was entirely new in the rOglement of 1781, however, was not the 

32 Maugard, Remarques sur la noblesse, Introduction. 
33 Ibid., pp. 6-7, 35. 
34 For a good discussion of social hieraxchy and other examples of the views 
concerning it, see Yves Duraaad, Les fermiers gOnOraux au XVIIIe siOcle, 
Publications de la Facultd des Lettres et Sciences Humaines de Paris - Sorbonne, 
Sdrie: Recherches, vol. 70 (Paris, 1971), pp. 177-203,289-292. Among 
contemporaxies, it was the common view that access to nobility was too easy. For 
additional illustrations, see Andrd Decoufld, "L’aristocratie frangaise devant 
1’ opinion publique fi la veille de la Rdvolution (1787-1789 )," in Dec oufld, F. 
Boulaaager, & B.-A. Pierelle, Etudes d’histoire ~conomique et sociale du XVIII~ 
siOcle, Travaux et Recherches de la Facultd de Droit et des Sciences l~conomiques 
de Paris, Sdrie Sciences Historiques, no. 9 (Paxis, 1966), p.46. Some did not 
oppose fluidity of social movement. The abbd Expilly (mentioned above, see note 
26) merely assumed its existence, aaad proposed to take advantage of it to aid the 
king’s finaaaces. His draft Odit in 1772 would have created from the third estate a 
new fourth estate of 60,000 roturier notables, paying 1,500 to 2,500 livres each. 
Only shopkeepers and persons who worked with their haaads were ineligible to buy 
the lettres de notable that conferred on its purchaser a new hereditaxy condition 
that automatically changed into noble status in the fifth or seventh generation after 
its acquisition, the length of time depending on the amount paid originally for the 
lettres. See SHD A4 XLI, no. 37. 
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elimination of roturiers, but the demand for rigid proofs of four 
generations of nobility on the paternal side. If the army had meant only to 
keep out roturiers, the method chosen was a kind of genealogical overkill 
- a requirement of one generation of nobility would have been enough for 
the purpose. What this suggests, in turn, is that the offending group was 
persons already noble, but whose pedigrees fell short of four generations. 
Nobles of at least one but less than four generations, always admissible 
until 1781, would now be left out. If this was in fact the issue, the quarrel 
should be understood as intra-aristocratic, setting one group of nobles 
against another, gentilshommes against anoblis. 

One can find observers at the time who sa~v the S6gur rOglement 
in just those terms. Already anticipating in 1790 his later and fuller 
statements of counter-revolutionary doctrine, S6nac de Meilhan 
nonetheless criticized the S6gur rOglement that he thought un~vise and an 
important cause of the Revolution. Ennobled himself by an office in the 
Grand Conseil and understandably sensitive on the subject, he described it 
as "a regulation that singularly offended a large part of the nation," and 
said that it had eliminated for many the older and healthy hope for rising 
in a French society where ranks had not been distinct and clearly marked 
off from one another. What was the injured part of the nation? S6nac de 
Meilhan explained: "Such a regulation humiliated the Magistracy, the 
opulent, and a crowd of honorable families in the Provinces that were 
forced to admit that they could not make these proofs and from that time 
were scorned by men from the same Order but who had t~vo or three more 
lustres of nobility than they."35 S~nac recounted for emphasis the story of 
the son of a Minister of the Navy who, being only a third-generation 
noble, was not permitted to enter the service. He went on to say that the 
rOglement outraged the Third Estate also by throwing up insurmountable 
barriers against them, but he mentioned the Third Estate as a body apart 
from the one that was directly injured. In this view S6nac was joined by 
Soulavie who said that the army’s action irritated "the provincial robe 
which cannot prove four degrees of nobility."36 

The genealogists, if anyone, should have understood the issue, 
and they did. Ch6rin noted especially that the Gardes du Corps demanded 
for entry only that one have been noble; hence they accepted "the sons of 

35 [Gabriel S6nac de Meilh~aa], Des principes et des causes de la rkvolution en 

France (Londres, 1790), pp. 103-104. 
36 Jean-Louis Soulavie, Mkmoires historiques et politiques du rOgne de Louis XVI 

depuis son mariagejusqu ~ sa mort (Paris, 6 vol.s, 1801), vol. 4, p. 394. 
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anoblis." The contrast to the regular army that did not accept such persons 
as officers was clear.37 Maugard confronted the question directly. His 
hostility to what he believed to be the continuing and frequent 
ennoblement of roturiers led him to protest that the "titles of honor" that 
once went to "gentilshommes d’ancienne extraction" as a reward for 
striking services were being usurped by others. The usurpers, however, 
were not roturiers but "persons whose nobility is, if not doubtful, at least 
very new." The mass of new nobles would either be idle and useless, or 
they would use their wealth to procure employs at the expense of the 
"nobles de race." For Maugard the problem was a crucial one, and he 
worked out a plan to deal with it: reduce ennoblements, on the one hand, 
and establish a clear and fixed progression of service allowable to new 
nobles according to the degree or age of nobility that they held, on the 
other. Let new nobles, not yet able to "claim [the honor] of defending the 
country," be administrators and judges. "How many nobles, excluded from 
military service by the regulation of 22 May 1781, would make excellent 
magistrates!" Thus, assign to second-generation nobles the places in 
bailliages, sOnOchaussOes, chambres des comptes, cours des aides, and 
bureaux des finances. Their sons, in the third generation of nobility, could 
fill the offices in the parlements. If jobs there were not numerous enough 
to go around, they might serve in the Gendarmerie a~vaiting the moment 
when the family would have ripened sufficiently in its noblesse to enter 
the army officer corps in the fourth generation. For good or ill and, 
however inadequate his solution, Maugard had diagnosed the problem that 
others believed they were treating.3s 

Most persons, however, were not genealogists and used words 
loosely. They did not classify families so precisely, and the concepts that 
moved them were moral and social, not legal. It is not surprising that on 
hearing the complaints that there were scarcely six "officiers 
gentilshommes" in any infantry battalion in 1742, historians have thought 
that the regiments were filled by roturiers. But that is almost certainly not 
what the writer at the time meant. He was more likely to have been 
referring instead to men like Randon de Pommery whose grandfather 
gained nobility by being a capitoul at Toulouse and who was denied entry 
to a cavalry regiment after 1781, this despite the combined solicitations of 
the colonel, the comte de Vaudreuil, and members of the royal family. Or 

37 Ch&rin~ La noblesse considdrde sous ses divers’ rapports~ p. 64. 

38 Maugard~ Remarques sur la noblesse~ pp. 3-7 
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the son of the Parlement of Besan¢on’s grefJier en chef an office that 
ennobled in one generation, who could not enter the corps of military 
engineers in the 1780s. To judge from their fathers’ offices, at least seven 
of the persons whom Tuetey listed as evidence for the frequent appearance 
of roturiers in the officer corps at mid-century were nobles.39 If not 
gentilshommes, they were not roturiers either. 

What this hypothesis supposes, then, is that the creation of new 
nobles continued unabated until the Revolution; it assumes the continuing 
presence of a substantial pool of nobles of less than four generations, a 
pool constantly fed from bourgeois springs below, against which the army 
reacted at the end of the ancien rOgime. But seen this way, the "reaction" 
becomes more specifically military than aristocratic, for its essential 
condition is the failure or non-existence of a broader reaction by nobles in 
general. The continuing flow of roturiers into the nobility, especially 
through the purchase of office, could have persisted only if the aristocracy 
had not been effective in closing off to roturiers the traditional path to 
personal advancement. But did the avenues upward in fact remain open? 

IV Proliferating ennoblements and venality 

The next step, then, is to examine the various means of ennoblement and 
to ask whether and on what scale roturiers continued to enter the nobility. 
In addition, since the sources allow it, it is interesting to look at the age of 
nobility of many of the high office holders in order to learn how large was 
the whole pool of nobles whose credentials did not stretch to four 
generations, and to see which offices in particular sheltered anoblis. Who 
and how many in various high offices, the offices that ennobled, could and 
did fulfill the four-generation requirement? If a general reaction against 
roturiers by a unified, homogeneous nobility had taken place, one might 
expect that a rising number of office holders would have had claims to 
older noblesse at the end of the ancien rOgime, and that there would be 
signs that the pool of anoblis was drying up. But was it? 

39 Tuetey~ Les off~ciers sous l’ancien rkgime~ pp. 94-98~ 202-203~ 212. 
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It would no doubt be interesting to know the genealogical status 
of the holders of high offices thought the whole century, but that would be 
very difficult to determine. But owing to the availability of special sources 
that cover the last fifteen years of the ancien rOgime, it is possible to 
examine closely the more than 3,000 persons who were ennobled or 
entered ennobling offices during those years. There is good reason to think 
that, except for the issuance of the lettres de noblesse, the patterns that 
emerge for the later period were much the same as those that had obtained 
since about 1730. To study the 3,000 persons I have dra~vn on a fairly 
wide range of printed and unprinted sources, some used by others and 
some evidently not. It cannot be said that no errors have been made for 
individuals here and there, but after checking each as carefully as possible, 
I am confident that the general impressions that come out of the data are 
correct. Where there is the risk of any systematic and more serious error, it 
will be indicated in the notes that detail the sources and basis for the 
analysis. That said, we should proceed in order from those methods of 
ennoblement that were quickest and most direct to some that were slower 
and others that were only nominal and in fact failed to ennoble. In each 
case it will be important to find out both how many persons were ennobled 
and how many fell on either side of the critical fourth-generation dividing 
line. 

1. Lettres de noblesse. These lettres, once registered in the sovereign 
courts, of course conferred immediate inheritable nobility on the receiver 
and all his descendants. The king issued them, as we sa~v, to military men, 
but also to wealthy merchants who developed commerce or othenvise 
aided the state, to officials in government functions at the center or in the 
provinces, and to a scattered lot of doctors, scholars, engineers, architects, 
and artists. The distribution of these dignities was intended to reward the 
talent and energy of socially useful individuals. That was not always the 
case - the names of servants of the royal family and men who served only 
in the increasingly ornamental military units of the Maison du Roi appear 
too frequently to leave doubt that personal connections and friendship 
often mattered at least as much as utility. Still, an effort was being made 
through these ennoblements to dignify useful pursuits, an effort that grew 
in scale later in the century.4° 

40 Marcel Reinhard, "Elite et noblesse dans la seconde moitid du 18e si6cle," Revue 

d’histoire moderne et contemporame 3 (1956), 5-37. 
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How many persons received these lettres? Earlier estimates seem 
too low, at least for the final period. Two sources are especially 
convenient since they tell about lettres issued throughout the whole 
country for at least some of the years. Others record them fully over time 
but for a single region only, usually through their registration in a 
sovereign court. One comprehensive list includes all the lettres de 
noblesse that were granted, 1731-67, and it has been possible to construct 
another, for the years 1784-89, from the registers of payments for a fee, 
the marc d’or, that each recipient had to make.41 Three stages are 
discernible: from an average of 3.5 a year for 1731-42, the figure rose to 
10.5 in 1743-66, and finally to 18.0 a year in 1784 and after. During the 
five and one half years that preceded July 1789, there were 99 persons 
who paid the fee for the lettres. The comparison of that list to regional 
ones that cover a longer period shows that the later 1780s were not 
exceptional for the whole later period, and that 17 a year was the likely 
rate of ennoblement by this means from 1774 on. The lettres de noblesse 
issued, 1774-89, totalled about 270.42 

2. The Chancelleries. SecrOtaires du roi. Turning now to consider the 
entrants to various offices, those who were most conspicuous by their 
rapid ennoblement were the secrOtaires du roi in both the better-known 
Grande Chancellerie in Paris and the other chancelleries attached to the 
provincial sovereign courts. These were the offices that opened the way to 
those whose descendants would eventually reach very high places in the 

41 For the earlier period, BNF ms. fr. 32889; for 1784-89, AN P 4881-87. 
42 For references to regional aaad other lists that do not cover the whole country, see 

notes 18 & 19 above. To names appeaxing in them for 1774-83 were added others 
in H. Gourdon de Genouillac, Dictionnaire des anoblis (Paxis, 1875), which is 
based on several courts in addition to the Chambre des Comptes de Paxis. The lists 
axe often overlapping, but when the duplications are eliminated, there remain 113 
names for 1774-83. Comparison of the composite list from paxtial sources to the 
complete one from the registers of the Tr~sorier des revenus casuels who received 
payments for the marc d’or, 1784-86, shows that the list from partial sources 
contains about two-thirds of all the lettres de noblesse issued each yeas. Thus, the 
113 names that we have for 1774-83 should be increased by 50% to about 170, or 
17 a year, to make a reasonable estimate of the total for the decade to 1784. M. 
Reinhard’s estimate ("Elite et noblesse", 29) that 400 lettres de noblesse were 
issued during the whole period from 1750 to 1789 rests on the assumption that the 
rate of about ten a year after mid-century continued to the Revolution. In fact, the 
rate of issuaaace rose, and the estimate is too low. 
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state. More than 20% of the ministers and about 40% of the judges in the 
Parlement of Paris and the provincial intendants came from families that 
were originally ennobled through holding them.43 Many of the purchasers 
occupied places in state finance before they entered the office. In the 
offices they were charged with the job of supervising the writing, 
transmitting, and signing of the official letters that went out from the royal 
chancelleries. By the seventeenth century, however, clerks did the work, 
and the secrOtaires du roi themselves had no real functions left, only 
privileges, which were very considerable ones. A secrOtaire du roi had his 
suits at la~v evoked directly to the Parlement of Paris or to the Royal 
Council, received exemptions from taxes and from fees demanded of other 
officeholders, and had the right to be received at court. But by far the most 
important privilege, and the one that really mattered for an eighteenth- 
centmy purchaser, was the conferral of hereditary or transmissible nobility 
on the holder of this office. Upon his installation the new secrOtaire du roi 
and all his posterity were nobles.4~ 

If the privilege was enormous, so was the price. To purchase the 
office in 1789 cost 120,000 livres, at a time when Church and State 
figured subsistence for a curO at 700 livres, and a professor at the l~cole 
Militaire in Paris earned 2,400 livres for a year’s work. In return for the 
investment the secrOtaire du roi received 3,033 livres a year in gages, less 
deductions for the capitation and other impositions, and 1,000 to 1,400 
livres a year in 1789 from his bourse, which was the equal share that each 
secretary received from the fees and emoluments of the Chancellerie. At 
best the return was only a little over 3% a year on the price of a Paris 
office, and normally 2% in the provinces.~5 But through this sinecure the 
richest non-nobles could rise into the nobility. 

One may wonder why the king permitted useless offices such as 
these to exist. Necker wanted to be rid of them. But the wonder diminishes 

43 Frangois Bluche, "L’origine sociale du personnel ministdriel fraaagais au XVIIIe 

sibcle," Bulletin de la SociOtO d ’Histoire Moderne, 12e sdrie, no. 1 (1957), 9-13; 
Vivian R. Gruder, The Royal Provincial Intendants: a Governing Elite in 
Eighteenth-Century France (New York, 1968), pp. 120-21. 
44 P. Robin, La compagnie des secrOtaires du roi, 1351-1791 (Paxis, 1933), pp. 10- 

13; Frangois Bluche & Pierre Durye, L ’anoblissementpar charges avant 1789 (La 
Roche-sur-Yon, 1962), vol. 2, pp. 3-12. 
45 For the Graaade Chancellerie, see the MOmoire pertaining to finaaaces, septembre 

1789, in AN V2 55; for the provincial offices, see Jeaaa Meyer, La Noblesse 
bretonne auXVIIIesiOcle (S.E.V.P.E.N., Paxis, 1966), vol. 1, p. 241. 
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on discovering that the wealthy merchants and financiers who composed 
the Grande Chancellerie in Paris numbered 300, and that to reimburse 
them the price of their offices would have cost 36 million livres. In 
addition, their credit rating being higher than the king’s, they had 
collectively borrowed from the public another 24 million livres for the 
royal treasury, a sum the state would have had also to repay.46 Adding to 
these the price of the offices of the nearly 500 gardes des sceaux, 
audienciers, contr61eurs and secrOtaires in twenty provincial 
chancelleries, places that cost nearly 40 million livres, it is clear that the 
king would have needed about 100 million livres if he were to reimburse 
and retire all the chancellerie offices. The condition of royal finances, for 
which each new year brought the need for additional borrowing, made it 
evident even to Necker that it was impossible to touch this structure. If 
French kings had once been able to dispossess and destroy merchants and 
financiers, that time was long past. 

In principle, of course, the actual effect of the offices in 
ennobling roturiers could have been limited if their turnover was very 
slow or if, as happened elsewhere, it was common for sons to follow 
fathers in the same offices. In this, as in most other ennobling offices, the 
occupant and his descendants were confirmed in the acquisition of nobility 
only if he either held the office for t~venty years or died earlier while 
serving in it. For the 300 offices in the Grande Chancellerie in Paris the 
information is good: here 266 persons entered places of secrOtaire du roi, 
1774-89. Of those, five succeeded their fathers in the office and thus need 
not have entered in order to gain noblesse.~7 But it appears that all the 
other 261 were roturiers. Seven had been in other ennobling offices, but 
only of the kind that ennobled over t~vo degrees, that is, when father and 

46 AN, V2 55: mOmoire on fmances, septembre 1789. 
47 The figures are derived from aaaalysis of the dossiers of the "enqu~te sur la vie et 

les moeurs" of the secrOtaires du roi, who entered the Grande Chaaacellerie. The 
dossiers axe in AN V235-46, and are complete for the yeaxs 1675-1705, 1713- 
1789. The number of entering secrOtaires du roi who succeeded their fathers in the 
office aaad thus did not need it for the purpose of being ennobled had declined 
throughout the century: in the years 1731-1750, there were 31 sons and 3 
grandsons of former secrOtaires du roi who entered the office; in 1751-1770, there 
were 25 sons; in 1771-1789, only 6. The average of more than 17 entries a year, 
1774-1789, is slightly higher thaaa normal. It reflects some that were delayed 
during the yeaxs 1771-1773, when the abbd Terray was demanding an additional 
40,000 livres from each officer, until 1774 aaad after. Normal recruitment was that 
of the 1780s when about 16 entered each year. 
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son each held the office; these 7 now became secrOtaires du roi to speed 
the process of ennoblement. A sampling of dossiers of the "enqu~te sur la 
vie et les moeurs" for 87 secrOtaires reveals the roturier occupations of 
their fathers: 30 merchants, 13 in bailliage, sOnOchaussOe, or municipal 
administration; 6 with places in the tax farms or various offices in finance; 
others were doctors, la~vyers, notaries, some designated only "bourgeois," 
a few "laboureurs" or non-noble landowners.4s Except for the three in this 
sample whose fathers were secrOtaires du roi, all evidently needed the 
office to gain noble status. 

That impression is strongly reinforced by examining the more 
numerous secrOtaires du roi in the provinces. The evidence, if less 
detailed, is at least as clear. Here the secrOtaires du roi, unlike their 
colleagues in Paris who were exempted from it, had to pay at entry not 
only the ordinary marc d’or, but as well the marc d’or de la noblesse, a 
special fee imposed by the edict of December 1770 on roturiers who 
entered ennobling offices - 3,000 livres for entry to offices that ennobled 
in one degree, 1,500 livres for those that required the t~vo generations’ 
service. The aim of the edict was to generate revenue for the king by 
making persons ennobled by office pay the same amount as would have 
been required had they received lettres de noblesse. When, as frequently 
happened, the entrant to one of these offices was already noble and thus 
could not profit additionally from its power to confer noblesse, he applied 
to the Royal Council for a special arrOt dispensing him from having to pay 
the fee. To secure this arrOt the applicant had to present his proofs that he 
was already noble, and the proofs were detailed in the arrOt itself. These 
dispensations from the payment have been printed.49 In addition, evidence 

48 The sample selected for closer examination was constituted from the dossiers of 

entraaats in 1773, 1776, 1779, 1782, 1785, aaad 1788. 
49 Robert de Roton, Les ArrOts du Grand Conseil portant dispense du marc d’or de 

noblesse, commentds et compldtds par J. de la Trolli~re & R. de Montmort (Paris, 
1951). The arrOts de dispense were taken from AN E 2466-2655. The volume’s 
uses for analyzing the social composition of institutions were shown by Jeaaa l~gret: 
"L’aristocratie paxlementaire frangaise ~ la fin de l’ancien rdgime," Revue 
historique 208 (1952), 1-14. The Roton collection of arrOts omits one interesting 
category of very new nobles who received dispensation from making the payment, 
that is, the sons or grandsons ofsecrOtaires du roi in the Grande Chancellerie who 
had not completed twenty years in office when the Revolution began. By special 
axrangement such sons or grandsons had been considered to be nobles already, this 
on the traditional privilege granted earlier to the Graaade Chancellerie aaad 
providing that its member, although he might lose the status if he failed to serve 
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as to who actually paid as well as the noble entrants who did not is 
available from 1784 to 1789 in the records of receipts issued by the 
trOsorier des revenus casuels.5° From one or the other of these sources, 
and some others discussed later, the genealogical profile of the entrants to 
nearly all ennobling offices can be sketched. 

In the case of the t~venty provincial chancelleries, the records of 
payments of the ordinary marc d’or show that from 1784 alone, 206 
persons entered their ennobling offices. Among the 206, there were three 
who paid only 1,500 livres because, having bought since 1770 another 
office that conferred noblesse over t~vo generations, they had already paid 
1,500 livres and had now only to make up the difference to the 3,000 
livres that were required to attain noblesse in the first degree. All the rest, 
the other 203, paid 3,000 livres. In short, none but roturiers entered these 
offices. 

Considering the motives of the persons who bought offices in the 
chancelleries, it is not surprising that movement through them was rapid. 
With some exceptions in Paris, this was not an office that many wished to 
occupy longer than was necessary to become nobles; it was commonly 
sold promptly by its owner after t~venty years incumbency. In addition, the 
secrOtaires du roi were much older than other entrants to offices - nearly 
half were aged 50 or more when they entered the Grande Chancellerie. 
Consequently, they often died before completing t~venty years there: this 
was the case in almost one-third (82 of 266) of the vacancies created after 
1774.51 Thus, the turnover was very high. In the provincial chancelleries 

the twenty yeaxs, became a noble at the moment when he entered the office. 
Genealogists are no doubt purists, and in this instance the editors evidently did not 
wish to assign noble raaak to families that did not really have it. Since the 
secrOtaires du roi who in 1789 had not served twenty years did not and could not 
fulfill the formal requirement for confirrmng aaad preserving their nobility, our 
genealogists revoked their, and their descendants’ noble status and did not print 
their arrOts de dispense. To fmd out how many dispenses of this type may have 
been omitted from the printed volume, I used Mine Gallet’s mventaire ofarrOts for 
the Turgot ministry (May 1774 -May 1776), which yield five, aaad also examined 
AN E 2590-2627 (late 1783-1786) where five others were found. For the whole 
period 1771-89, perhaps forty dispenses will have been excluded. 
50 AN P 4881-4888. 
51 These figures axe based on the dossiers for the secrOtaires du roi in the Graaade 

Chancellerie: AN V2 35-46. Dates of baptism axe available for 261 of the 266 who 
entered after 1774, and their ages at entry were: under 40, 70 (27%); 40-49, 77 
(29.5%); 50-59, 71 (27%); 60 aaad over, 43 (16.5%). 
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an estimated 605 persons passed through their nearly 500 offices during 
the fifteen and one-half years beginning in 1774.52 That number is slightly 
misleading, swelled as it is by the additional purchasers who had been 
afraid to acquire the office during the years bet~veen 1771 and 1773, when 
Maupeou and Terray were making threats to accompany the demands for 
additional capital from these offices. Many waited until 1774 and later to 
buy. Trade in these as in all offices was especially brisk in 1775 and 1776. 
Even so, the yearly average of 39 entries for the period from 1774 to 1789 
falls only to 36 when the years 1771-73 are included. After adding 12 
known entrants to the small Chancellerie du Palais in Paris, it is a 
reasonable estimate that 883 persons, all but five of them roturiers, 
entered the chancelleries’ ennobling offices in Paris and the provinces 
during this period. 

3. Municipal Offices. Ennoblement through municipal office, very 
common in the early seventeenth century, was sharply reduced in 1667. In 
five cities by the later eighteenth century seven offices of maire and 
lieutenant de maire continued to ennoble their occupants for serving over 
periods varying from four to t~venty years, but these were not very 
significant in the addition that they brought to the nobility.53 In three other 
cities, however, places in municipal administration remained important for 

52 Chronological lists of all entries into three (Arras, Dijon and Montauban) of the 

twenty chancelleries are available, ~aad in them the 23 officers who were received 
from 1784 to 1789 were 32.4% of the total (71) who entered those chancelleries in 
the whole period, 1774-89. We know that in all 206 persons entered the twenty 
chancelleries after 1784, but about ten were the first holders at Roussillon of 
offices created under Louis XIV but never before sold. By reducing the figure for 
Roussillon by ten to m~&e it conform to the average for the other chancelleries, we 
can take 196 as the proper figure to represent normal turnover in these offices in 
1784-89. Calculating that they were 32.4% of all entr~aats 1774-89, we can 
estimate the total entering during that period at 605. The chronological lists for 
specific chancelleries ~xe in Andr6 Bour6e, La Chancellerie pros le Parlement de 
Bourgogne de 1476 ?t 1790, avec les noms, gknkalogies et armoiries de ses 
of Jiciers (Dijon, 1927); M. Taupiac, Notice sur la Cour des Aides de Montauban, 
suivie de la liste chronologique de ses membres (1642-1790) (Montauban, 1865); 
Chev. Am6d6e Le Boucq de Ternas, La Chancellerie d’drtois, ses ofJiciers et leur 
gknkalogie, continuke jusqu ’?t nos jours (Arras, 1882). 
53 For information on which offices ennobled ~aad when, see Bluche & Durye, 

L ’anoblissementpar charges, vol. 1, pp. 23-38. 
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that purpose down to 1789. In Paris, in addition to three administrative 
offices that ennobled over t~venty years, places of Ochevins conferred 
noblesse for only t~vo years of service. Two new men each year, many of 
them la~vyers but some financiers and doctors also, came into these 
offices. It was exactly the same at Lyon, except that merchants and 
financiers were more strongly represented in the recruitment to the 
Ochevinage. At Toulouse a bitter struggle was taking place over the 
composition of the capitoulat that had at times produced as many as seven 
new nobles a year, many of them not from the region, and a few who 
never even sa~v the city. The fight led to a sharp reduction in the number 
of roturiers admitted to those ennobling offices, but even there 31 entered 
and gained noblesse in the years 1774-89. The 31 at Toulouse, added to 30 
from Lyon, 35 at Paris, 4 maires of Nantes, and a few more in other cities 
bring to about 100 the total of non-noble persons who entered ennobling 
municipal offices in this period.54 

4. Bureaux des Finances. The offices in these courts shared the privileges 
of the chambres des comptes and, except at Paris and Grenoble where 
their holders received nobility in a single generation, they gave gradual 
noblesse in t~vo degrees. The number of prOsidents, trOsoriers de France, 
procureurs et avocats du roi, greffiers and chevaliers d’honneur - all 
ennobling offices - had risen throughout the seventeenth century, even as 
their functions diminished. Their role, once a large one in assessing and 
distributing taxes, watching over all the operations in the royal domain, 
supervising the building and repair of roads, verifying annual lists of 
payments to all local officials, became trivial under the relentless 
administrative imperialism of the intendants" and, to a lesser degree, the 
chambres des comptes. Nonetheless, except at Nantes where this court was 
absorbed into the Chambre des Comptes, every gOnOralitO retained an 
independent court. The 28 bodies contained 769 ennobling offices filled 
by persons whose real life, work, and even residence usually lay 
elsewhere. Revenue from the periodic fees that they paid and the need to 

54 For Paxis, the names of the Ochevins, with summary indication of profession, axe 

in the volumes of the Almanach Royal, 1774-90; for Lyon, see Maurice Garden, 
Lyon et les Lyonnais au 18e siOcle, Biblioth6que de la Facultd des Lettres de Lyon, 
18 (Paris, 1970), pp. 497-505; for Toulouse, Archives ddpa~:tementales de la Haute 
Garonne, C290. 
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reimburse them the more than 33 million livres in capital invested in the 
offices were enough to assure their survival.55 

Turnover in these offices was slower than that in the 
chancelleries. The explanation for this lies at least partly in the need for 
both father and son to hold the office to obtain hereditary nobility. The 
father frequently would keep it longer than t~venty years, a~vaiting the 
arrival at legal maturity of an heir; or, in this relay race, his own twenty- 
year stint completed, he would promptly turn the office over to a son 
barely out of his teens whose actuarial chances of completing the full 
t~venty years in office were substantially stronger than those of the older 
secrOtaires du roi. Even so, movement through the bureaux des Jinances 
was brisk and regular. Bet~veen 1784 and 1789, payments for the regular 
marc d’or were made by 167 persons to enter the offices that ennobled, 
and of those 167, all but ten paid the additional marc d’or de la noblesse 
signifying that they were roturiers.56 From available lists that show the 
names and number of men coming into eight of the bureaux desJinances, 
it emerges that the members who entered in 1784 or later were 29% of all 
the entrants to those courts in 1774-89.57 Applying the proportion derived 

55 The distribution of offices in 1789, except grefJiers, is listed in Jeaaa-Paul 

Charmeil, Les trOsoriers de France it l’Opoque de la Fronde (Paris, 1964), p. 18; 
the offices ofgrefJier, also ennobling, axe specified for the individual courts in 
Louis de la Roque & l~d. de Ba~-thdlemy, Catalogue des gentilshommes qui ont 
pris part ou envoyd leurprocuration aux Assembldes de la Noblesse pour 
l’Olection des DOputOs aux ~tats-GOnOraux de 1789 (Paris, 1862-92), in 26 parts, 
divided by region and published separately. For the total investment in these 
offices, see the table in l~douaxd l~verat, Le bureau des finances de Riom, 1551- 
1790 (Riom, 1900), p. 617. 
56 The term "roturier" in this instance, as for all the courts where the officers 

ennobled only over two degrees, is somewhat misleading. A second-generation 
officer whose father had been a roturier would, if he fulfilled the required terms, 
count as a second generation noble, even though on entering the office he had been 
technically still a roturier aaad paid the 1,500 livres for the marc d’or de la 
noblesse. His son, in turn, would be a third-generation noble. The records for the 
marc d’or do not distinguish between the first and second generations in the 
offices that gave only gradual noblesse, and the effect of calling all of them 
roturiers, as I shall do, is to expaaad that category at the expense of the second- 
generation nobles. For the purpose here, however, that will not matter much 
because for this analysis the critical dividing line is at four generations. 
57 Lists available were for the bureaux des finances ofAix: Balthasar de Clapiers- 

Collongues, Chronologie des officiers des Cours Souveraines de Provence (Aix- 
en-Provence, 1904); Amiens: comte Adrien de Louvencourt, Les trOsoriers de 
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from the eight courts to the whole group, it can be calculated without risk 
of much error that, in all, 568 would have entered from 1774. Then, using 
the dispensations from the marc d’or de la noblesse that give information 
on the newcomers who were already nobles, the result is the following: 

RotuHers 2ncl 

generation 

3rcl 

generation 

4th 

generation 
over 4ttl 
generation 

Total 

Entrants 539 12 12 0 5 568 
1774- 
1789 

5. Cours des Comptes, Aides, Monnaies. With these financial courts we 
begin to arrive at the range of offices whose holders, or at least some of 
them, actually worked. Whether they worked well or badly is, of course, 
not the question here. The fifteen courts that concerned themselves with 
affairs of taxation and finance varied enormously in size. Their 
approximately 980 ennobling offices were spread through the Chambre 
des Comptes in Paris with its 200 members, those of Montpellier and 

France de la gOnOralitO de Picardie ou d’Amiens (Amiens, 1896); Dijon: le pOre 
Gautier, Armorial de la Chambre des Comptes de Doon (Dijon, 1881); Lille: baxon 
Eldonore Paul Constaaat du Chaxnbge de Liessart, Notes historiques relatives aux 
offices et aux oJ]iciers du Bureau des Finances de la gOnOralitO de Lille (Lille, 
1885); Lyon: Ldonaxd Michon and B.H. de Saint-Didier, Armorial gOnOral de 
nosseigneurs les prOsidents, chevaliers d ’honneur, trOsoriers gOnOraux de France, 
avocats et procureurs du roy au bureau desJlnances de la gOnOralitO de Lyon... 

1577-1790 (Lyon, 1903); Moulins: C. Grdgoire, "Le bureau des finances de 
Moulins, 1587-1790," Bull. Soc. ~mul. Bourbonnais 18 (1910), 155-158, 188-195; 
Poitiers: Adrien Bonvallet, "Le bureau des fmances de la gdndralitd de Poitiers," 
MOmoires de la Soc. des Antiquaires de l ’Ouest, 2e sdrie, no. 6 (1883), 340-74; 
Riom: l~verat, Le bureau desJlnances de Riom, pp. 289-306. The proportion of 
entraaats, 1784-1789 only, relative to those for 1774-1789 is based on figures for 
offices of trOsoriers de France, procureurs et avocats du roi, aaad greffiers en chef 
that appear uniformly in all the lists. Of the 136 who took those offices from 1774, 
40 did so in 1784 or later. The 29% that they represent is lower thaaa the figure for 
the secrOtaires du roi, and reflects the sharp reduction in entries after May 1788 
when the bureaux des finances, together with some of the other sovereign courts, 
were suppressed. Although they were restored in September, the uncertainty of the 
situation lingered. As a result, in 1788 only 16 of these offices changed haaads, 
whereas the average for the preceding years was 35. 
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Rouen, that had 125 each, down to the ones at Bar-le-Duc and Metz that 
together could muster only 20.5s Among those officers, 359 (37%) gave- 
first degree noblesse: 315 in the three Paris courts, 38 in the Chambre des 
Comptes at Grenoble and 6 at Metz. All the rest required the t~vo 
generations of service. It is here, in institutions that played some 
administrative role, where one might expect to find that nobles were 
themselves filling the offices and excluding newcomers. To a limited 
extent that did happen, for the records of the marc d’or payments, from 
1784 to 1788, when the uncertainties concerning all venal offices caused a 
substantial drop in entries, show that 32% (48 of 151) of the new office 
holders in these courts did not pay the additional marc d’or de la noblesse 
and had thus been nobles earlier.59 Still, after reconstructing lists for all the 
entries of prOsidents, conseillers, maitres, correcteurs, auditeurs, and the 
gens du roi, and finding and classifying all the nobles according to their 
degree of noblesse,6° it is the preponderance of roturiers and quite new 
nobles that impresses: 

58 These figures exclude the non-functional offices of chevalier d’honneur and 

conseillers d’honneur, usually filled by nobles. 
59 AN P 4881-4887. 
6o The list includes all officers who entered aaa ennobling office in these finaaacial 

courts after 1774. In some cases the officer, usually a maitre des comptes or a 
prOsident, might have occupied a different ennobling office in the same or aaaother 
court; if he entered the other office before 1774, he is counted in the office aaad 
court to which he shifted after 1774. It was fairly common for the officer to enter 
two ennobling offices in the same court, since prOsidents were usually recruited 
from within the court, and in chambres des comptes there was also frequent 
shifting from offices of correcteur to those of auditeur and maitre. In all those 
cases the officer is counted only once. It was much less common, except in Paxis, 
for the officer to enter two ennobling offices in two different courts after 1774. If 
he did, he is counted twice. At least twenty-two of the 90 officers who entered the 
Chfitelet after 1774 had gone on to other ennobling offices before 1789. Among 
the 66 maitres des req~etes who took office in this period, 17 had also entered as 
conseillers in the Parlement de Paris in 1774 or after; four others had been in the 
Cour des Aides de Paxis, aaad six were from various provincial courts. Thus, 27 of 
the maitres des req~etes will appeax on two lists. Elsewhere, the problem is not a 
serious one. In theparlements mostprOsidents aaad the gens du roi came from 
within the same court (see J. l~gret, "L’aristocratie parlementaire... ," 3-6). In the 
chambres des comptes aaad cours des aides promotion of outsiders to be prOsident 
or procureur gOnOral, in particulax, was a little more frequent, but duplication of 
entries to ennobling offices since 1774 through service in two of these courts 
involved only about 10 cases: 3 prOsidents each in the Cour des Aides aaad 
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Chambre des Comptes of Paris (5 of these 6 had been in the Parlement de Paris), 4 
similar cases in the provinces. In other offices such shifting almost never occurred. 
But it should be kept in mind, when considering the full enumeration of 
ennoblements aaad entry to ennobling offices that between 60 and 70 persons, 
spread about equally through the columns that distinguish the degree of noblesse, 
will have been counted twice. 

Lists for each court have been assembled from a raaage of printed and unprmted 
sources. For the courts in Paris, the volumes of the Almanach Royal have been 
used in addition to H. Coustaaat d’Yaaaville, Chambre des Comptes de Paris. Essais 
historiques et chronologiques, privileges et attributions nobiliaires et armorial 
(Paris, 1866-75); and Frangois Bluche, Les magistrats de la Cour des Monnaies de 
Paris au XVIIIe siOcle, 1715-1790, Annales littdraires de rUniversitd de Besangon, 
vol. 81 (Paris, 1966). For the courts in Aix, Dij on, and Montauban, the works by 
Clapiers-Collongues, Gautier and Taupiac, cited in notes 52 aaad 57 above, provide 
lists. Others, for Grenoble, Montpellier, aaad Naaates are in M. Pilot-Dethorey & M. 
A. Prudhomme, Inventaire-Sommaire des Archives DOpartementales antOrieures gt 
1790: IsOre. Archives civiles sOrie B (Grenoble, 1884), vol. 2, pp. 78-108; Pierre 
Vialles, Etudes historiques sur la Cour des Comptes, Aides et Finances de 
Montpellier, d’aprOs ses archives privOes (Montpellier, 1921); M. H. de Fourmont, 
Histoire de la Chambre des Comptes de Bretagne (Paris, 1854). Finally, among 
the printed sources, two works list for all the courts officers still serving in 1788 or 
1789, sometimes with date of entry; these works would, of course, omit aaayone 
who entered after 1774 aaad died or resigned before 1789, but they are helpful for 
verifying aaad completing lists assembled in other ways. They are La Roque & 
Barthdlemy, Catalogue des Gentilshommes (see note 55 above) aaad [Duhamel], 
~tat de la magistrature en France. Pour l ’annOe 1789. PubliO pour la premiOre 

lois en 1788 (Paris, 1789). 
To check these lists, and to make new ones for the other six courts for which 

none in print was available, various maaauscript sources were used. Complete lists 
of all who entered these offices in 1784 aaad after were taken from the records of 
payments of the marc d’or (AN P 4881-4888). For the period 1774-1783 copies of 
the provisions of office, axranged in dossiers alphabetically by office, fill four to 
six cartons for each year in AN V1 470 ff. From 1771 maaay entering roturiers who 
had paid the marc d’or de la noblesse had that fact marked on their provisions, 
although comparison to the registers of the trOsorier des revenus casuels shows 
that this was not done systematically and the omissions are too numerous to allow 
for their safe statistical use for purpose of social aaaalysis. For this study I used 
only the dossiers marked "conseillers." In addition, there are other registers of the 
trOsorier des revenus casuels (AN P 3730-3747) that record payments made for 
"survivances" of offices. These registers are an accurate measure of how many 
offices chaaaged haaads, but between 5% aaad 20%, according to the individual 
court, of the persons recorded as making the payment were heirs or creditors of the 
preceding owner aaad did not themselves enter the office. The lists constructed 
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High Financial Courts 

Entrants, 

1774-1789 

Chambres 
des Comptes 

2no 

generation 

3ro 

generaion 

Aix 17 4 5 
Bax-le-Duc 4 0 0 
Dijon 28 3 6 
Grenoble 18 1 1 
Metz 4 0 0 
Montpellier 64 3 10 
Naacy 7 0 1 
Naates 49 3 2 
Pa:is 51 39 16 
Rouen 49 3 3 
TOTAL 291 56 44 

Cours des 
Aides 

2 

0 

Bordeaux 28 

Clermont- 16 
Ferraad 
Montauban 16 

Paxis 21 

TOTAL 81 

0 

0 

1 1 

22 13 

25 14 

Cour des 
Monnaies 
Paxis 

19     3     0 

SUMMARY 391    84     58 

4m Over 4m Total 
generation generation 

1 4 31 

0 4 8 

0 2 39 

0 0 20 

0 0 4 

3 5 85 

0 4 12 

0 1 55 

1 11 118 

0 4 59 

5 35 431 

1 0    31 

0 1 17 

1 0 19 

4 7 67 

6 8 134 

0     2    24 

11 45     589 

from the combined maaauscript sources in the Archives Nationales proved to 

coincide almost exactly with the others, often made from local records that were in 

print. There is no reason to think that the lists for the courts where no printed list 

was available would be aaay less accurate. 
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One fact that emerges is that their occupants did not leave these 
offices nearly so quickly as did those who were in offices solely to be 
ennobled. Movement through the offices in the provincial chancelleries 
was nearly twice as fast.61 In the financial courts men coming in were 
much younger: in the Cour des Aides de Paris, from 1727, 84% were not 
yet 30, and 56% under 25, this compared to the Grande Chancellerie 
where only several were less than 30 and 73% were over 40.62 There was, 
perhaps, a professional, and also a financial, interest in remaining in these 
working courts for a long time. A close study of the papers of Dionis de 
Sdjour, conseiller du roi in the Cour des Aides from 1724, shows that the 
2% return on his 68,000 livres invested in the office began to rise toward 
the 10% it eventually reached only after he had served for twenty-eight 
years and started then to receive bigger fees through seniority.63 Only 

early entry and living a long time brought a good return. Others were held 
to their corps by professional interest and by the heightened social 
standing that their places conferred. For all that, if they remained longer 
where they were, the majority of these magistrates were men who would 
gain noble status from their jobs. 

6. Parlements and Conseils Souverains or SupOrieurs. Here at last is the 
group of magistrates whose credentials as nobles were often in good order. 
Their sto~y is familiar.64 Secure and confident in their aristocratic status, 
steeped in troths derived from Montesquieu and an English model they 
perceived only dimly, they did not hesitate to instruct the crown about 
what they called the "fundamental la~vs" of the putative French 
constitution. They used their venal offices to provide the independent base 
from which they preached about the proper limits to dra~v to the crown’s 
authority. Activist parlementaires claimed a kind of right of judicial 
review, and sometimes refused to validate by registration in their courts 

61 In the provincial chancelleries, about 600 persons entered the neaxly 500 offices; 

in these finaaacial courts, counting the miscellaaaeous sovereign court officers 
discussed below, about 650 persons entered 980 offices. 
62 For the Graaade Chancellerie, see note 51, above; for the Cour des Aides, G. 

d’Arvisinet, "L’office de conseiller de la Cour des Aides de Paxis, au XVIIIe 
si~cle, d’apr~s les mdmoires inddits de Louis-Achille Dionis du Sdjour," Revue 
hist. de Droitfrangais et Otranger, 4e sdrie, 33 (1955), 540, n. 5. 
63 Ibid., 539-59. 
64 See the well known works by R. Bicka~t, Fr. Bluche, E. Caxcassonne, J. l~gret, F. 

Ford. 
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the acts of royal authority, especially on financial matters, that they 
regarded as unconstitutional. Through their periodic confrontations with 
the king’s administration they were powerful enough to block action and, 
in the end, to force the crown to call first the Assembly of Notables and 
then the Estates General in its desperate effort to by-pass them. The proud 
magistrates in the more aggressive of the sovereign courts have 
increasingly seemed to historians the main moving force that defined and 
led the broad movement within which were united many nobles in defense 
of their privileges. Their ideas, institutional base, training in la~v, and skill 
with words, it is said, made the parlementaires from at least mid-century 
the aristocracy’s voice that articulated more clearly what the other 
members of that class thought. 

The sixteen courts contained slightly more than 1,000 offices of 
prOsidents, conseillers, and gens du roi that ennobled their holders. The 
data here are perhaps less certain for the officers who are listed as second- 
or third-generation nobles - some, though probably not many, may have 
had additional degrees of noblesse.65 The following genealogical profile of 

65 There is a problem here that, for the moment, I caaa only state. For most 

individuals who received a dispense from paying the marc d’or de la noblesse, the 
arrOt traces the family’s noble origin to a source that roturiers commonly used for 
ennoblement, the lettres de noblesse, but more often to aaa office in a chancellerie 
or in a fmancial court. For them there is little difficulty. But for others, especially 
in the Parlement de Paxis, it is clear that the arrOts de dispense do not always list 
all the noble ancestors. For example, when the young Anjorraaat entered as 
conseiller there in 1778, the arrOt noted only that his father was also conseiller, aJa 
office that conferred first-degree noblesse on its holder. For Anjorraaat, the arrOt 
thus tells us that he was a noble, but not that he was in fact a ninth-generation 
noble, which we learn from the dictionary of officers in the Parlement de Paris: Fr. 
Bluche, L ’origme des magistrats du Parlement de Paris au XVIIIe siOcle (1715- 
1771): Dictionnaire gOnOalogique, Mdmoires de la Fdddration des socidtds 
historiques et archdologiques de Paris et de File-de Fraaace (Paris, 1956), vol.s 5-6, 
1953-1954. For Paris, this aaad other of Bluche’s works make verification easy. But 
outside Paris there were 70 such cases where the presence of aaacestors in the same 
court for one or two generations, depending on the number required for 
ennoblement, is all that appeaxs. This leaves doubt as to whether there may have 
been additional noble aaacestors. The type appears everywhere, but most frequently 
at Pau (11 instances) and at Besangon, Bordeaux aaad Dijon (9 each). Where the 
offices ennobled over two generations aaad where the proof of noblesse is that the 
father aaad graaadfather held offices in the same court, aaa additional noble ancestor 
would have pushed some across the important line between the third aaad fourth 
generations. Some of the 70, then, might have been older nobles. I am inclined to 
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680 entering parlementaires, 1774-1789, is nonetheless accurate in the 
main outline it portrays:66 

think, however, that outside Paxis, where corrections have been made for this 
tabulation, such cases were raxe, for in 61 other cases of exactly the same type, 
entraaats listed degrees of noblesse beyond what they actually needed to prove they 
were noble. This suggests that if the 70 dubious cases could have shown additional 
degrees of noblesse, they would have done so. 
66 The heterogeneous social aaad professional recruitment to the parlements is 

shown in l~gret’s article (note 49 above). The figures here axe derived from the 
unprinted sources detailed in note 60, above, aaad from printed works by Clapiers- 
Collongues (note 57), Pilot-Dethorey & Prudhomme, La Roque & Barthdlemy, 
Duhamel (all specified in note 60), Bluche (note 65), as well as from the Almanach 
Royal aaad Roton. In addition, for Arras: P.-A.-S.-J. Plouvain, Notes historiques 
relatives aux off!ciers et aux offices du Conseil provmcial d ’Artois (Douai, 1823); 

for Bordeaux: J.N. Dast Le Vacher de Boisville, Liste gOnOrale et alphabOtique des 
membres du parlement de Bordeaux (Bordeaux, 1896); for Grenoble: Jean Egret, 
Le parlement de DauphmO et les affitires publiques dans la deuxiOme moitiO du 
XVIIIe siOcle (Grenoble & Paxis, 1942), vol. 2, pp. 374-78; for Metz: Emmaaauel 
Michel, Biographie du parlement de Metz (Metz, 1853); for Naaacy: Hubert de 
MaJauet, La Cour Souveraine de Lorraine et Barrois, 1641-1790 (Nancy, 1958), 
pp. 234-43; for Rennes: Frdddric Saulnier, Le parlement de Bretagne, 1554-1790... 
(Rennes, 2 vol.s, 1909); for Rouen: Stdphaaae & Louis de Merval, Catalogue et 
armorial des prOsidents, conseillers, gens du roi et grefflers du parlement de 
Rouen (Rouen, 1867); for Toulouse: Benjamin Faucher & Thdr6se Gdrard, 
Inventaire des Archives dOpartementales antOrieures gt 1790. Haute-Garonne, 
sOrie B, Parlement de Toulouse (Toulouse, 1965). 
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Roturiers 

Aix 5 

Alsace 8 

(Colmar) 

Artois 10 

(Arras) 

Besan¢on 6 

Bordeaux 15 

Dijon 13 

Douai 6 

Grenoble 6 

Metz 13 

Nancy 0 

Paris 9 

Pau 15 

Rennes 0 

Rouen 11 

Ronssillon 3 

(Perpignan) 
Toulouse 9 

2n~ 

generNion 

0 

0 

13 

1 

5 

14 

7 

12 

0 

20 

2 

0 

1 

0 

TOTAL 129 83 

(19%) (12%) 

3r~ 

generation 

12 

0 

6 

18 

16 

4 

8 

6 

0 

26 

12 

0 

11 

3 

130 

(19%) 

4m 

generation 

5 

1 

4 

3 

14 

2 

1 

1 

0 

23 

2 

0 

8 

2 

10 

76 

(11%) 

Over 4m 

generation 

12 

1 

8 

13 

15 

5 

9 

3 

17 

38 

12 

72 

34 

6 

17 

262 

(39%) 

Total 

34 

10 

14 

37 

50 

63 

31 

31 

35 

17 

116 

43 

72 

65 

14 

48 

680 

(100%) 

Several points deserve comment. Overall, turnover in these 
offices was fairly slow, and although they conferred noblesse on their 
holders, over 80% of the entrants did not need it. The courts varied 
enormously in size, importance and degree of aristocratic membership. 
The parlements at Rennes and Nancy were special cases where the courts 
themselves verified the noblesse of their recruits and accepted only old 
nobles. At the other end the three conseils of Alsace, Artois, and 
Roussillon, together with the parlements of Douai and Metz, were quite 
open; they did not differ much from the chambres des comptes in their 
recruitment. Among the other courts, those where 50% or more of entering 
members had at least four generations of nobility - Paris, Aix, Rouen, 
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Toulouse - were also the ones that, together with the Parlement of Rermes, 
had strong traditions of intransigent resistance to the king.67 

For us, however, what matters most is, which of these new 
magistrates would have been excluded from entry into the army officer 
corps by the requirement for four generations of nobility. It appears that 
about one-half of all the entering magistrates in these courts, or three-fifths 
of those outside Rermes and Nancy, could not themselves have satisfied 
the requirement. There was, of course, a sizable group here of third- 
generation nobles whose sons would have been eligible to become army 
officers. But since almost invariably the entrants to the offices in the 
sovereign courts were very young, they did not in fact have sons to 
place.6s Except at Rermes and Nancy, the four-generation requirement cut 
through and divided most courts somewhere near the middle. 

7. Miscellaneous Offices in High Sovereign Courts. It would be easy to 
overlook approximately 150 offices of various kinds that were steadily 
producing a number of new nobles. They are here classified separately 
because, whereas all the others are complete, this list will have at least a 
few omissions, and because also to include these with the others would be 
misleading, especially for the parlements, by suggesting a more open 

67 The vaxious writings of Jeaaa l~gret axe essential for these matters: in the 1780s 

theparlements of Besangon, Bordeaux, and Dijon, quiet earlier, became active: the 
"badly composed" courts at Arras, Colmar, Douai aaad Metz were subservient to 
the crown throughout; see La PrO-ROvolutionfrangaise, 1787-1788 (Paris, 1962), 
ch. 5. C ontemporaxies during the Maupeou ministry were drawing connections 
between the recruitment of non-nobles and anoblis to the magistracy, on the one 
hand, and obsequious compliaaace with despotic royal demaaads enforced with 
militaxy display, on the other: see Louis XV et l ’opposition parlementaire, 1715-74 
(Paris, 1970), pp. 193, 198,227-28. For the composition at Grenoble, see Le 
parlement de DauphmO et les affitires publiques, vol. 1, pp. 20-24,290-94; vol. 2, 
pp. 27-37. For recruitment at Colmar, see F. Burckhaxd, "La bourgeoisie 
parlementaire au XVIIIe sibcle," in La bourgeoisie alsacienne, Otudes d’histoire 
sociale, Publications de la Socidtd savaaate d’Alsace et des rdgions de l’est 
(Strasbourg & Paxis, 1954), pp. 153-176; for the Maupeou Parlement and Chambre 
des Comptes at Aix, see Ch. Caazi~re, "Le recrutement de la Cour des Comptes, 
Aides et Finaaaces d’Aix-en-Provence fi la fm de l’aaacien r~gime," Actes du 81e 
CongrOs national des SociOtOs savantes (Rouen-Caen & Paxis, 1956), pp. 141-59. 
68 Of the 126 entrants who were third-generation nobles and whose ages have been 

determined, 86 (68%) were not yet 25 years of age, aaa additional 19 (15%) were 
25-29 years old, aaad only 8 (6%) were over 40. 
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recruitment than there really was in the functionally more important 

offices of the magistrates. In the case of the Parlement of Rennes, for 

example, no roturiers could get into places of conseiller but roturiers were 

being ennobled in six other, lesser offices of different kinds in that court. 

The list here is complete for entrants after 1784, but not for the ten 
preceding years.69 These offices include the court clerks (greffiers), at 

least 56 offices in 32 courts, of which 20 offices ennobled in the first 
degree. Places as secrOtaire, or secrOtaire et notaire, ennobled in 12 
cotmsT°; the function of substitut du procureur gOnOral did so in eight 

others,7a those of premier huissier in ten,72 and payeur des gages in three. 

The not quite complete listing of entrants to these offices shows, again for 

1774-89: 

69 For 1784-89 the listing of entrants is derived from AN P 4881-4888; for 1774- 

83, printed sources for individual courts are cited in notes 52, 55, 57, 60, 66, as 
well as the Almanach Royal. For other courts, La Roque & Barthdlemy, and 
Duhamel, list the officers serving in 1789, sometimes, but not always, indicating 
date of entry; they do not include entraaats who may have left office before 1788. 
For these offices I have not used the provisions in sdrie V1 in the AN. As before, 
Bluche & Durye, L ’anoblissementpar charges.., is very useful. 
70 Nine courts - theparlements of Aix, Paris, Rouen; chambres des comptes of 

Aix, Grenoble; tours des aides of Bordeaux, Montaubaaa, Paris; Grand Conseil - 
contained 31 of these offices that ennobled, of which 17 in the first degree. Similar 
offices ennobled in the Paxlement of Bordeaux aaad in the chambres des comptes of 
Bax-le-Duc and Rouen, but I do not know their number. In other courts these 
offices seem not to have conferred noblesse on their holders. 
71 The 36 ennobling offices were in the parlements of Besaaagon, Metz, Paris, Pau, 

Rennes; the Chambre des Comptes of Nantes; the Cour des Aides of Paris; the 
Grand Conseil. Three additional offices at Metz were not filled. 
72 In theparlements of Besangon, Bordeaux, Paxis, Pau, Rennes; the chambre des 

comptes of Nantes aaad Paxis; the cours des aides of Bordeaux aaad Paxis; the Graaad 
Conseil. There could be others - only the actual payments of the marc d’or de la 
noblesse (AN P 4881-4883) reveal that these offices in two courts at Bordeaux 
were ennobling. If registers for payments from 1771 to 1783 were available, 
perhaps a few more ennobling offices might be found. 
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Greffiers 

Secrdtaires, 
or Notaires 
et Sec.s 
Substituts 
du 
Procureur 
gdndral 
Premier 
huissier 

Payeurs des 
gages 

Roturiers 

46 

32 

19 

Total 106 

2nd 

generation 
3rd 

generation 
4th 

generation 
Over 4th Total 
generation 

51 

33 

26 

121 

8. Royal Administration. The maitres des requOtes serving in the Royal 
Council were at the heart of the central administration. From their ranks 
were selected the intendants" whose activities in the provinces built the 
centralized state by steadily expanding its powers and functions.73 With 
them, for convenience, might be placed t~vo courts whose offices also 
ennobled, but that do not fit easily with the sovereign courts. The Grand 
Conseil was the body to which was assigned investigations and legal cases 
that the crown evoked and thereby took out of the hands of the ordinary 

73 The fundamental institutional and social study is by Michel Antoine, Le Conseil 

du Roi sous le rOgne de Louis XV, Mdmoires et documents publids pax la Socidtd 
de l’Ecole des Chartes (Genbve, 1970), p. 19. See pp. 247-264, on social 
recruitment. Social origins of the intendants who were serving in 1710-12, 1749- 
1751 and 1774-1776 axe compaxed mad analyzed by Vivian R. Gruder, The Royal 

Provincial Intendants. See also Rolmad Mousnier et al, Le Conseil du Roi de Louis 
XII g* la ROvolution, Travaux du Centre de recherches sur la civilisation de 
l’Europe moderne, fasc. 6 (Paxis, 1970), pp. 31-45. M. Antoine is preparing a 
biographical and genealogical dictionary of the maitres des requOtes who selved 
during Louis XV’s reign. 
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magistrates.74 To some, the administrative justice it dispensed seemed the 
essence of arbitrariness, even despotism. Finally, the Chfitelet was the 
bailliage court of Paris, and the only one in France below the level of the 
sovereign courts whose offices ennobled. Its officials often entered young 
and put in an apprenticeship there in the work of justice and administration 
before they moved into the net~vork of pure administration. In the period 
from 1774, these institutions recruited members as follows75: 

Roturiers 2nd 

generation 
3rd 

generation 
4th 

generation 
Over 4th Total 
generation 

Maitres 10 13 13 7 23 66 

des 

requOtes 

Grand 17 2 2 0 1 22 

Conseil 

Chfitelet 37 24 13 5 11 90 

Total 64 39 28 12 35 178 

To the preceding enumeration should no doubt be added a few 
more offices and persons here and there. In the colonies especially: there 
were in 1789 fifty ennobling offices in the three conseils supOrieurs of 
Guadeloupe, Martinique and Saint-Domingue. Lists of the officers in the 
first t~vo of those Conseils show that 25 entered after 1774.76 No doubt 
most were roturiers, but they do not appear in the sources used for this 
study. Lettres de noblesse issued in the colonies might also be added, but 

74 Bluche, Les magistrats du Grand Conseil au XVIIIe siOcle, Annales littdraires de 

l’universitd de Besaaagon, vol. 83 (Paris, 1966), for analysis of the institution aaad 
list of members with summary information on each. 
75 Lists compiled from the volumes of the Almanach Royal, verified and completed 

from the provisions in AN V1; P 4881-4888; aaad Roton, Les arrOts du Grand 
Conseil...., including the conseillers d’Otat, who almost invariably were recruited 
from persons who were already in other ennobling offices, would have multiplied 
the problem of duplication in our enumeration and are omitted. 
76 Bluche & Durye, L ’anoblissementpar charges.., vol. 2, pp. 32-33; lists in La 

Roque & Ba~:thdlemy, Catalogue des gentilshommes, aaad [Duhamel], ~tat de la 
magistrature..., pp. 483-504. 
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in the absence of fuller data are left out. That said, a summary detailing 
ennoblements and the genealogical composition of the office holding 
noblesse, 1774-89, can now be made: 

Lettres de 
noblesse 

Chancelleries 

Municipal 

Bureaux des 
finmaces 

Cours des 
Comptes, 
Aides, 
Monnaies 

Parlements, 
Conseils 
Souverains 

Miscellaneous 
Sovereign 
Court Offices 

Administration 

Total 

Roturiers 

270 

878 

100 

539 

391 

2nd 

generation 

12 

84 

129 83 

106 

64     39 

2477     231 

3rd 

generation 

12 

58 

130 

28 

230 

4th 

generation 

0 

11 

76 

12 

100 

Over 4th 
generation 

5 

45 

Total 

270 

883 

100 

568 

589 

262     680 

121 

35     178 

351    3389 

This table measures rather well the proportions of new and old 
noble families at the upper levels of civilian office holding. What emerges 
from these figures is the importance of roturiers and new nobles in these 
places, 86% of whose entrants in these years could not have met the 
army’s requirement for entry. Even though the share assigned to roturiers 
in the table is a little misleading, including as it does some men who were 
their families’ second generation in the offices that gave gradual noblesse, 
the evidence for significant continuing recruitment from the Third Estate 
into the nobility is clear. Of course not all the important civilian offices are 
included here, only the ennobling ones; those in finance, bailliage and 
s~n~chauss~e courts, or sub-delegations that did not confer noblesse are 
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omitted. Some nobles held those offices, although most were filled by 
roturiers. More important for us to remember is that the numbers shown 
here, considerable as they are, do not tell the whole sto~y of how many 
were in the whole pool of nobles of less than four generations, since those 
serving but who entered their offices before 1774, or those whose service 
was finished and whose descendants had not yet reached the magical 
fourth generation of nobility, are not included. It is reasonable to think that 
the whole number of new nobles against whom the S6gur rOglement 
discriminated would have been several times larger than the one shown 
here. In addition, it should be recognized that some in this group had 
almost by definition special demographic characteristics - secrOtaires du 
roi, in particular, but the acquirers of lettres de noblesse and officers in the 
bureaux des finances as well, had no real interest in acquiring their places 
and new status at their more advanced ages if they lacked male heirs to 
whom they could pass on the rank. Historical demographers do not often 
give us this kind of information for specific professional or occupational 
groups, but a close study of the families in the chancelleries, for example, 
would almost certainly show a number of sons and grandsons 
disproportionate to that of their peers in wealth and earlier experience. 
There was, then, a sizable group of new nobles whose sons were and 
would be looking for something to do. 

V Filtering new nobles from old, 
and civilians from military 

This seems to be the world against which the army directed its heightened 
exclusiveness in 1781, a sizable world that from the army looked 
relatively homogeneous. Within the groups that made up that world there 
were enormous differences - the occasional conseiller in the Parlement of 
Paris who, like Anjorrant, could claim nine generations of nobility, had 
little in common with the newest secrOtaire du roi or trbsorier de France. 
But what the army sa~v was a group united by its wealth - all in it had 
money enough to buy expensive offices, and all or many had sons who 
could afford to pay the expense that the officer’s military service entailed 
- and, no less important, united also by being civilians. Some families in it 
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were fresh from trade; others came through la~v and service in a judicial 
court. Almost none was military. If the army, then, had it in mind to 
eliminate as officers not roturiers but nobles of wealth and non-military 
formation, the Sdgur rOglement was an effective way to begin it. By that 
stroke the army denied entry as officer to the families of the large majority 
of the civilian office-holding nobility. 

The specific effect of the exclusion is visible after looking again 
at the army’s entering officers, from May 1781 to 1789. We sa~v above 
that the nearly 3,000 young men who joined regiments in the infantry, 
cavalry and dragoons were nobles. But what kind? First, consider those 
from the Ocoles militaires that placed nearly 500 OlOves du roi in the line 
regiments after 1781. Their names appearing in t~venty-four randomly 
selected regiments from all the branches provided a sample of seventy- 
seven whose genealogies were studied.77 All had the four or more 
generations of noblesse and fathers with long military service as required 
by the edict of 1751 creating the school. Two great-grandfathers had been 
secrOtaires du roi; one student was ennobled by his grandfather’s and 
great-grandfather’s service in the Chambre des Comptes of Montpellier; 
and another, in the fifth generation of noblesse, had had a grandfather 
avocat gOnOral in the Cour souveraine of Lorraine and Barrois. In each 
case long military service by the father intervened bet~veen the family’s 
earlier ennoblement and the student’s acceptance by an Ocole militaire. 
Among the 77, these were the only cases where an ancestor had either 
been ennobled or occupied an ennobling position within the previous five 
generations. Fifty-four of the 77 fathers were in military service. 

There are also indications for the fathers of 255 pages who came 
from families that had proved nobility to 1550 and were placed in 
regiments during these years.7s They show a similar absence of new 

77 The regiments’ registers for the contr6les des of Jiciers in the SHD sdrie yb, and 

the genealogical data for students at the l~cole Militaire in the BNF, mss. Fr. 
32060-99, are the sources for this analysis. The regiments examined included 10 
from the infantry (Austrasie, Auvergne, Bourbonnois, Bourgogne, Bretagne, 
Dauphin, La F4re, Lorraine, Pidmont, Touraine); 10 from cavalry and dragoons (of 
which only seven contained students - Mestre-de-Camp Gdndral, Ofldans, 
Penthi4vre, Royal Champagne, Royal l~traaager, Royal Pologne and du Roi); two 
axtillery (La F~re, Strasbourg); and two chasseurs (Auvergne, Gdvaudaaa). 
78 Two caxtons, not yet assigned a number when I used them at the [Service 

Historique de la Ddfense] in 1964, contained recently assembled dossiers for pages 
in militaxy service. The extraits de baptOme, available for all but 14, supply at least 
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nobles and civilians: only nine of the fathers were in civilian employments 
at all, of whom none were secrOtaires du roi, none in bureaux des finances 
or chambres des comptes or cours des aides. A wOsident in the Parlement 
of Aix (Gfimaldy de Raguse), a conseiller at Rennes (Piccot de Peccaduc), 
and an avocat gOnOral in the Parlement of Paris (Sdguier) was the total 
yield from the ennobling offices. The rest of the 255 were military (101) 
or without employs and specific functions - simple noble seigneurs (111), 
nobles designated only as "dcuyer" (13), or titled nobles (21). 

Beyond these, there were also the young men who joined directly 
from home after Ch6fin certified their four generations of nobility. Here 
one might expect to find a more professionally heterogeneous group 
among the fathers. We do, but only to a limited degree. The 979 fathers 
included 432 who did nothing, or at least occupied no government or 
military posts; another 435 were then or had been in military service.79 A 
scattering were in courts at the bailliage level (11) and in various kinds of 
administration (19); six were la~vyers. A dozen were former pages, grands 
baillis, and so on. But turning to the offices that ennobled, the number of 
fathers there is small: no secrOtaires du roi; t~vo members of bureaux des 
finances (both of them premiers prOsidents); none in ennobling municipal 
offices. The higher sovereign courts did better, but not by so much as 
might have been expected. The fathers in chambres des comptes or cours 
des aides number 19; those in parlements 33; together they comprised 
about 5% of the entrants in this category. A closer look shows, not 
surprisingly, that eight of the high robe fathers were from the courts at 
Rennes and Nancy; of the rest, 16 were prOsidents or gens de roi and the 
mass of ordinary conseillers, maitres, auditeurs, and others together 
supplied 28 fathers who placed sons in regiments. From nine courts none 
is found.g° 

A final category of entrants would, of course, include no sons of 
civilians at all. These were the sons of long-serving military men who had 

sketchy information on the 255 fathers’ official functions or employs if they had 
aaay. For letting me see these, as for other kindnesses over a number of yea¢s when 
working at Vincennes, I am indebted to Mr. Jean-Claude Devos. 
79 For the source, see note 7 above. The 979 fathers placed a total of 1,102 sons for 

whom information is available. These do not include the placements in artillery 
(see note 83 below). 
80 Those nine courts were the parlements of Aix and Besan~on, the cours des aides 

of Bordeaux and Montauban, the Chambre des Comptes of Rouen, the conseils 
supOrieurs of Alsace aaad Artois, the Chfitelet, and the Graaad Conseil. 
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earned the cross of Saint-Louis; they, it will be remembered, were exempt 
from having to make proofs of noblesse. By definition, then, all their 
fathers were military. In the artillery, where this type seems to have been 
more common, one-third (49 of 148) of the entrants after 1781 were sons 
of chevaliers de Saint-Louis. As noted earlier, the vast majority of the 49 
were noble, some even nobles of four or more generations who found it 
easier or less expensive merely to use their fathers’ military service record 
to gain entry,sl Again, in this last, large category of entrants, perhaps as 
many as 500 of approximately 3,000 for all the line regiments, one will 
not find representatives of civilian, office-holding families. 

It appears, therefore, that none of the newer, and only a handful 
of the office-holding nobles in general, entered the army as officers after 
1781. The 55 who had fathers in sovereign court offices must have felt a 
little different from the others in an officer corps where they constituted 
less than 2% of the groups that entered with them. But, perhaps, that was 
not new. Had the genealogical and professional composition of officers’ 
recruitment really been different earlier? It is conceivable that informally 
prejudice had always operated to make new nobles feel umvelcome, or 
they simply had other interests and preferences for careers. In short, if, as 
we sa~v earlier, the Sdgur rOglement did not have practical effect in 
eliminating roturiers, perhaps it was equally ineffective in excluding the 
new nobles who had not been there either. This returns us to the possibility 
that the Sdgur rOglement was a purely gratuitous act. There was in 
Tuetey’s evidence, discussed above, the sign that some whom he called 
roturiers were, in fact, nobles of less than four generations. Elsewhere we 
hear about illustrative individual cases, for example, the four Petitjean de 
Rotalier brothers who in 1778 sought authorization to abandon the less 
elegant patronymic name of Petitjean and to be known legally as Rotalier; 
all four were then in military service, sons of a member of the Chambre 
des Comptes at D61e who was ennobled by his office.82 Unfortunately, I 
do not have full, systematic data for treating this question, but what there 

81 SHD yb669; see note 7 above. Of the 148 who entered 1781-89, 47 did so after 

presenting Chdrm’s certificate and 33 had presented proofs for entry to aaa Ocole 
militaire. Towaxd 1789 notes giving information on individuals in this register 
become less full and systematic, but it seems that at least 9 of 49 who entered as 
sons of chevaliers de Saint-Louis had four or more generations of nobility aaad 
would have been eligible to receive Chdrin’s certificate. 
82 Claude Brelot, La noblesse en Franche-ComtO de 1789 gt 1808, Annales 
littdraires de l’universitd de Besangon, 134 (Paris, 1972), p. 27. 
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is suggests that new nobles had been entering in larger numbers before 
1781. And there is also reason to think that the number had been rising. 

There are convenient records for the artillery that include all the 
741 lieutenants who were serving in 1765 or who joined bet~veen then and 
1781. In the register, beside their names, the clerk wrote briefly what he 
knew about their families. No doubt it is not complete, but 23 were sons 
and 12 others grandsons of secrOtaires du roi, 11 had fathers in bureaux 
des finances, 10 had them in cours des comptes, aides, or monnaies, and 
24 in ennobling offices of parlements. A scattering of nine other fathers 
who were Ochevins of Lyon, received lettres of nobility, or were othenvise 
identifiable as having been both recently ennobled and not military by 
profession brings the number to 89, or 12% of all who served in that 
period as lieutenants of artillery. After 1781, among the 148 entrants to the 
artillery, only three (1.5%) had fathers in sovereign courts,s3 Or consider 
the Maison militaire du Roi. Similar data are available for one of the two 
companies of Mousquetaires, from 1750 to 1775 when Saint-Germain 
disbanded it. This was a unit in which were collected old, and rich, 
noblesse, and it offered a favored kind of brief apprenticeship to young 
men whose family connections destined them to rise quickly to be 
colonels of regiments. But into it during those t~venty-six years came 17 
sons of secrOtaires du roi, 12 sons of trOsoriers de France, 19 with fathers 
in cours des comptes and aides, and 33 inparlements - a total of 81, or 
10.5% of 765 entrants,s4 For the Chevau-ldgers de la garde, the printed 
summary genealogies for the 489 who entered, 1750-1780, show 53 (11%) 
ennobled by offices or by letters in the generation of the father or 
grandfather.~5 

These figures state what was the minimum number of entering 
new nobles, but we have no way of knowing whether the clerks always 
had or recorded full information. Overall, throughout the army it is 
reasonable to surmise that before 1781 the share of civilian and new-noble 
families that supplied army officer recruits was higher than the 10 to 12 % 
positively identified. The Chevaux-ldgers de la Garde had been more 

83 SHD yb669-70. 
84 SHD yb69. 

85 j. de la Trolli4re & R. de Montmort, Les Chevau-lOgers de la Garde du Roy, 

1592-1787 (Paris, 1953). Among the sons of the 223fermiers gOnOraux of 1726- 
91, mainly anoblis or in process of ennoblement (only 15, or 6.7% had four or 
more generations of noblesse), 20% had entered military service. See Durand, Les 
fermiers gdndraux, pp. 294-301,375. 
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exclusive and demanding than were the line regiments of infantry, cavalry, 
and dragoons, while the artillery chose especially from those families 
whose orientation had earlier been technical, and who imposed on their 
young sons the special and necessary training in mathematics that was not 
to be found in ordinary schools. In principle other types of units were less 
demanding socially or technically, and were more open to newer, non- 
professional military aspirants. The proportion of nobles of less than four 
generations was probably higher in the line regiments. And it could also 
have been rising. When Saint-Germain in 1776 and 1777 drastically 
reduced the military units in the Maison du Roi, he thought he was 
attacking the waste and extravagance lavished on those now ornamental 
and militarily useless bodies; he was also attacking the base there in venal 
offices for opulent court favorites who, after learning the wrong things, 
used their connections to filter into the line regiments, bringing with them 
the dangerous and contagious taste for luxury. But in reducing the Gardes 
du Corps, Chevaux-16gers de la Garde and Gendarmes de la Garde, and 
eliminating the Monsquetaires altogether, he eliminated also places, 870 
of them, in fact, that had come to absorb and isolate some of the richest, 
least serious, most useless officers,s6 Perhaps not all would do it, but this 
safety valve now partially closed, they might move in even larger numbers 
to fill places in the regular army units. The baron P6russe des Cars, who 
began his army career before the Revolution and had composed works on 
the "6tat militaire," remembered later that the rest of the army disliked the 
Maison du Roi and that a minister had called it "an establishment 
intermediate bet~veen robe and sword."sT And the Gendarmes de la Garde 
and Gardes du Corps were known to contain more new men than the 
Mousquetaires and Chevaux-16gers de la Garde. The S6gur regulation 
would have been only a partial solution to what might seem a problem, but 
from the army’s point of view it would help. 

At this point, then, several things seem certain. The S6gur 
regulation did have practical effect in narrowing the social base for 
recruiting officers. It was not a purely gratuitous act. If not many roturiers 
were there, there was in fact a fairly large group of wealthy and young 
new nobles whose fathers were not military. If not all, at least some had 

86 Latreille, L ’ArmOe et la nation.., pp. 75-78; Ldon Mention, Le comte de Saint- 

Germain et ses rOformes (Paris, 1884), ch. 2. 
87 [Des C axs, Jeaaa-Francois de Pdrusse], MOmoires du due des Cars, publiOs par 

son neveu (Paris, 1890), vol. 1, p. 143. 
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been taking up officerships in the army, and after 1781 they could no 
longer do so. 

Immediately the army gave evidence that it meant what it said. 
Early in 1782 the young Bergeret, son of a secrOtaire du roi in the Grande 
Chancellerie in Paris, secured the nomination to a place in a regiment and 
went to Chdrin expecting to get the genealogical certificate that would 
allow him to enter,ss His father, Jean Franqois Bergeret de Frouville, was 
one of those who had served long in the Chancellerie and no doubt played 
a role in directing and arranging the financial and banking functions that 
the company performed for the king. When he resigned all his offices to 
his then eighteen-year-old son, Adelaide l~tienne, in 1783, those offices 
included not just the one in the Chancellerie but also his place as 
secrOtaire ordinaire of the Conseil d’l~tat Direction et Finances. The 
young man, if consoled by wealth and the prospect of high places in the 
king’s financial administration, must nonetheless have been disappointed 
when his candidacy for a place as an army officer was rejected. He was a 
noble and he had wanted to be in the army. The army, no doubt, wondered 
in his, as in similar cases, how long he would have stuck at it and how 
serious would have been his concern for the dull and routine work of 
training the troops in winter. What made Bergeret’s case different than the 
others, however, was that his legal claim to be an officer was in good 
order. True, his father was born a roturier, but membership in the 
company of secrOtaires du roi in Paris gave a number of special and 
unusual privileges. One of them assured that the secrOtaire du roi when he 
entered the office was transformed instantly and magically into a fourth- 
generation noble. If this did not easily fit the laws of biology, it was at 
least consistent with lettres patentes issued by Charles VIII in 1484 and 
often confirmed subsequently, several times in the eighteenth century. In 
the edict of March 1704 the king had stated it simply: "it is our will that 
our 340 Conseillers secrOtaires be reputed nobles of four races and 
capable of being received into all orders of chivalry in our kingdom." 
Thus, the young Bergeret was not just a noble but a gentilhomme; his 
father a fourth-generation noble, he was in fact in the fifth generation,s9 

Information on this episode comes from AN V255, letters and notes for the 
mOmoire on this subject addressed to the Garde des Sceaux by the Grande 
Chancellerie. 

It was surely this fact and the peculiaxities of this office that led Moli~re to 
chaxacterize M. Jourdain, even if bourgeois, as "gentilhomme," a status that had a 
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The trouble was that he could not get the needed certificate. The 
whole company of secrOtaires du roi promptly concerned itself with the 
matter. They gathered the numerous precedents that proved their case. 
BergeretpOre himself remembered the time when, in 1750, only t~vo years 
after he had entered office, the Tribunal des mardchaux de France, whose 
function it was to handle cases of conflict bet~veen nobles on the basis of a 
graded la~v that distinguished gentilshommes from others, had made 
trouble for the secrOtaires du roi. But he also remembered that Louis XV 
had himself decided in their favor. Thus, when the company’s syndics" 
gave its mOmoire on the subject to the Keeper of the Seals (Garde des 
Sceaux), asking him to intervene for them with the Minister of War, they 
had la~v, precedent, and the king’s deepening financial need working for 
them. Sdgur received the mOmoire and reported on it to the king at a 
meeting of the Conseil des Ddp~ches in September 1782. Unfortunately, 
we do not know the exact nature of the discussion, but the answer was, if 
very polite, also very clear. In his letter (14 September 1782) to the Garde 
des Sceaux, who had also been present at the meeting, Sdgur stated: "You 
have seen that His Majesty, having at heart not impairing the plan that he 
formed when he made his regulation, did not judge it suitable to consider 
favorably Sr. Bergeret’s request..." He went on to say the usual nice 
things, in particular that he was sorry not to have been able to be of 
another opinion on the matter out of respect for the Garde des Sceaux and 
the company. 

VI The military outlook: caste as reform 

This then was to be a la~v to which, for once under the ancien rOgime, 
there would be no exceptions for the wealthy and powerful and influential. 
To understand the army’s zeal there is needed more than Dollot’s easy 
characterization of Sdgur as "the plaything of a coterie of reactionary 
gentilshommes," a simplified view that will not bear much explanatory 

more technical and precise meaaaing in his day thaaa our own. M. Jourdain’s 
pretensions went beyond those of the ordinary anobli. 
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weight.9° Sdgur’s own son, an officer with the French forces in America 
when the rOglement was issued, contributed to this simplification when, 
writing his memoirs much later, in the nineteenth century, he stated that 
although the rOglement had been reactionary, his father was not. He said 
that the genealogical requirement had been forced on his umvilling father 
by the selfish and shortsighted aristocrats around him.91 But this does not 
tell us much, and is, I think, misleading by missing the essential 
seriousness of Sdgur, his colleagues, and their rOglement. The members of 
the committee that proposed it were professional military men as well as 
aristocrats.92 What we must do is to enter the narrower but pervasive 
culture that infused the institution where they worked. If the rOglement 
was reactionary, as no doubt it was in many ways, we need to see in what 
terms the army leaders could understand it as nonetheless appropriate to 
the situation. For all to some degree, and for some to a large degree, 
simple snobbery may have moved them, but that sentiment was not new in 
1781. Other ideas were needed to make the writing into la~v of snobbery 
seem necessary, proper, and legitimate. One must include in the 
explanatory equation the tone and substance, the not-always explicit ideas 
and underlying assumptions, that were contained in printed works and the 
piles of manuscript mOmoires, some solicited and many not, that arrived at 
the Ministry of War. Here, in works addressed to a military audience, are 
found the terms and limits to discourse and argument within the army. 

90 L. Dollot, La question des privilbges dans la seconde moitid du XVIIIe sibcle 

(Paris, 1941), p. 54. 
91 Louis Philippe, comte de Sdgur, MOmoires, souvenirs et anecdotes (Paris, 1890), 

vol. 1, p. 159. 
92 The committee orgaJaization that Sdgur set up is described in [Pierre Maxie 
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In the army most shared the more general concern that ranks and 
orders were too much mixed and confused.93 From within came frequent 
complaints that new men were arriving to take up the old military 
occupation. Since 1789, and in our own day, most people are inclined to 
think that a steady infusion of new blood is the sign that institutions 
recognize and reward talent and competence. This was not how the 
reasoning went in the army, or more broadly in French society, at the end 
of the ancien rOgime. New men were not believed to be professionally 
serious. They did not serve long, and they paid little attention to the needs 
of dull but essential routine. They seemed frivolous, and frivolity was the 
enemy. But persons who were frivolous were also likely to be rich; they 
often came out of cities, and at least some of them were thought to have 
had a fairly recent family origin in commerce. If some writers were 
arguing that commerce was gentle and civilizing in its effects, the army 
saw in its practitioners low motives tied to egoism and cupidity, 
conditioned by a private rather than public definition of self-interest. The 
new and wealthy men had usually had a good education of the traditional 
kind: they studied in collOges, knew Latin, and could turn a phrase, 
perhaps even make verses. Retaining as they did their ties to cities and 
non-military families, they always had in civil activity and employment an 
alternative to long service in the military camp. At home they did not find 
on their walls the portraits of ancestors and great-uncles in uniform to 
reproach by their gaze the failure to serve well or long. Long and serious 
service was the critical point, and only men who were for one reason or 
another both dependent on the institution and shamed if they failed to 
perform well were likely to provide it. In this view, something called 
"talent" was important, but it was thought to be inspired by character and 

93 My sense of the chaxacter of axgument and implicit understanding within the 
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will rather than by sheer intelligence, and was acquired with experience by 
anyone who was zealous. Only later, with the Romantics, would men 
imagine talent to be innate, inborn, unique, something involving rare and 
special individual skills. In the Enlightenment, talent seemed more a thing 
to be acquired, a matter of adapting to efficient routine, developing good 
habits, working hard and continuously, and paying steady attention to 
detail. Almost anyone could attain it if he really wished to. These views 
were set in the rising wave of secular puritanism that has marked the 
military mind in modern times. 

Such thoughts about officers and their deficiencies seemed at the 
time fully consistent with the environmentalist ideas that were central to 
the French Enlightenment. The problem of officers’ recruitment, although 
only one of many practical matters with which the army concerned itself 
in its effort to renovate the institution, was understood in a context of ideas 
that were fully up-to-date. In the Enlightenment many contemporaries, and 
not just the philosophes and professional writers, were placing heavy 
emphasis on the environmental formation of men - Condillac and 
Helvdtins less produced than reflected the current ideas that, at one level, 
were shared by both liberals and conservatives who would quarrel instead 
about other things. Locke had observed that nine parts of ten among the 
things that distinguished one man from another were put there by 
education, and in the Enlightenment most Frenchmen agreed. But now, for 
the army, everything seemed to work in the same direction. 
Environmentalist ideas fitted nicely with aristocratic assumptions, and 
together they combined to place ever-greater stress on the role of the 
family in determining and fixing the character and the special orientation 
of individuals. The first and most formative part of the environment, after 
all, was family. In the army there was much discussion about the proper 
form of initiation and practical training for officers, whether in military 
schools or through apprenticeship in the regiments as cadets or special 
sous-lieutenants. But formal, specialized training and education could be 
useful only when it built on the inclinations and habits that had been 
placed there already when the boys were very young.94 

94 The rising importance of sentiments surrounding the family in the eighteenth 

century is difficult to measure, but is observed everywhere. Seen often in Greuze 
aaad Diderot, sometimes called "bourgeois" in inspiration, chaaage in these 
sentiments was surely more broadly cultural and general than the naxrower class 
aaaalysis supposes. See Philippe Aribs, L ’Enfant et la vie familiale sous l’ancien 
r~gime (Paxis, 1960), part 3. 
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Family, therefore, was crucial to the army’s understanding, and 
the kinds of families that they would choose to recruit, thinking their sons 
more assimilable by the army, were military ones. The best officers, it was 
thought, would come from families where the spartan virtues were taught 
at home by precept and example. In these terms, sons of old militaires 
would make the best new ones. Guibert, in his report to the Conseil de la 
Guerre on 28 October 1787, a report that almost unchanged became the 
new Ordonnance sur la hiOrarchie in 1788, expressed this common point 
of view.95 In connection with his plan to restore the place of cadet 
gentilhomme in the infantry regiments, he discussed the recruitment of 
young officers generally. In the infantry, nearly half the new sous- 
lieutenants" would come from the ~coles militaires and pages - where 
military families, it will be remembered, were heavily represented. The 
other places, said Guibert, would be left to the colonels to fill as follows: 

...to supply the requests of... this precious class of 
sons or brothers of the old officers in the regiments, a 
type to which it is so essential to assure places 
because it furnishes a great many good officers, and 
because it is the one that puts into units the spirit of 
family which attaches to the king’s service fathers by 
sons and sons by fathers.96 

This view of the importance of recruiting from military families 
was accepted by the Conseil de la Guerre and seems to have been 
widespread. We met earlier de Cessac, one day to be the president of the 
Assemblde Ldgislative after playing a central role in its military 
committee, and to die as a Pair de France, but then a captain in the 
Dauphin infantry regiment to whom the editor assigned the writing of 
important articles for the military volumes of the Encyclop~die 
mOthodique. His ideas are the more interesting because he was himself a 
roturier. In the article "emploi" published in 1785, he elaborated more 
fully and explicitly the notion that narrow recruitment among military 
families was essential to the good functioning of the regiments.97 He spoke 
of, and concurred in the frequent complaints that the army was beset by 
ills tied to egoism, disunion, and a lack of patriotism among its officers. 

95 The report is printed in full by Albert Latreille, L ’armke et la nation, pp. 393- 
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96 Ibid., p. 433. 
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The problem was how to bind them together as a corps, to produce a 
healthy "esprit de corps." What was the source of the disorder and how 
could it be cured? He explained: "the real source is found in the spirit of 
our century: since it is nearly impossible to change that, let us try to 
modify its effects by opposing to the spirit of egoism that divides, the 
spirit of family and kinship that unites." Instead of naming to emplois 
persons chosen indiscriminately from all provinces who had no prior 
connection with one another, "let us apply ourselves to subordinating to a 
single leader as many sons, brothers, relatives, and friends as we can find." 
To this end, that of reestablishing a "spirit of patriotism," de Cessac would 
limit the freedom of the colonels of the regiments to nominate to vacant 
places, this by requiting them to name new men only when all serving 
officers’ sons, brothers, nephews, cousins, or other relatives - in that order 
- had been exhausted as possibilities. The young gentilshommes whom the 
regiment had to expel or who simply left early were nearly always, 
according to our writer, those who had no relatives in the regiment and 
who thus were free to turn quickly to vice and irresponsibility. How much 
better to have in a regiment many members of the same families who 
formed a chain binding together the various parts and grades in the corps! 
How much more respectful the young officer toward all the older officers 
when his father was also there! In battle, ties of blood guaranteed ardor 
and cooperation. What a gain with a new spirit that would make "each 
answerable for the honor of all, and all answerable for the honor of each." 

Family, then, was central to the army’s thinking about 
recruitment, but it was difficult to guarantee that the right families would 
come in. The l~cole militaire helped. But exclusion and inclusion before 
1781 on the basis of simple proofs of nobility clearly was not working. It 
failed in t~vo ways: not all nobles, even those of ancient lineage, came 
from military families, and a number of new nobles and a few roturiers 
did. The second problem was easier to treat than the first. Families, when 
they were military, could be exempted from having to make the proofs of 
nobility. As we sa~v, the regulation of 1781 provided that sons of 
chevaliers de Saint-Louis could enter on simple presentation of evidence 
for their fathers’ services. Even the attempt in 1787-88 to define and limit 
that exemption illustrates its intent. After insisting, without meeting 
resistance, on maintaining the system of proofs, Guibert spoke in his 
report about what he called abuses in the exemptions. It was "a 
misunderstood and badly contrived rule" that admitted sons of officiers de 
fortune who had remained simple lieutenants, sons of essentially civilian 
commissaires des guerres, retired gendarmes, officers of the marOchausOe, 
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or "persons of an even more inferior Otat or type who became chevaliers 
de Saint-Louis." These were admitted, he continued, "while the son of an 
intendant if he does not have four generations, of a first president, the 
grandson of a lieutenant-gOnOral whose son had not served.., were 
excluded from service." The solution to this problem, however, was not to 
admit the second group, but to exclude the first, this by requiring that the 
chevalier de Saint-Louis must have been at least a "capitaine en pied dans 
les troupes du Roi" in order for his son to be freed from the four- 
generation requirement. Guibert and the army thus moved to assure that 
the exemption applied only to those sons whose fathers’ service had been 
professional and serious in the line regiments. And in the process Guibert 
expressed pleasure that by this means, and a~vaiting reform in the Order of 
Saint-Louis to deny the cross to all non-military types, "we will exclude 
definitively, and without saying it, all the classes of people mentioned 
above, we will purify the composition of the officers..." New nobles could 
and should remain, but only the fight type.9~ 

If they could have had their way, then, some in the army would 
have recruited new army officers almost exclusively from the sons or 
relatives of old ones. To achieve that by la~v, however, and to require it, or 
even come close to it, they would have had to offend a number of 
powerful people. Some were prepared to do it. De Cessac, for example, 
who wanted legal priority assigned to officers’ relatives for entry, simply 
noted that many of the rich nobles at Court would be excluded and thus 
injured, but times change and new needs arise. Those excluded, after all, 
retained "a great many objects" with which to console themselves. All 
families for which military careers had not yet been opened would 
complain about their exclusion, he wrote, but their exclusion will profit 
the "maisons militaires" and the state. The excluded families "will settle 
the activity appropriate to their talent, or their ambition, on some career 
that is just as important and perhaps too neglected."99 Another writer, also 
a militaire, or advertising himself as such, addressed his Ouvrage d’un 
citoyen, gentilhomme et militaire to an audience in the army. Like the 
others, he was against luxury and the mixing of ranks. Within the nobility, 
with one notable exception, he wanted a kind of democracy - he favored 
small distinctive marks to indicate the age of a man’s nobility, this so that 
in the real world of institutions other useless forms of personal display, 

98 Guibert’s report in Latreille, L ’armOe et la nation, pp. 450-51. 

99 EncyclopOdie mOthodique. Art militaire, vol. 2, p. 251. 
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among which he included unmerited appointments and promotions given 
for purposes of social prestige, could then be eliminated. Only merit and 
performance should count. What is interesting, however, is the one 
exception he set up. He divided new nobles, that is, those of less than 100 
years standing, into t~vo very unequal groups. The smaller one was 
composed of families ennobled by lettres for special merit or service, and 
of persons from families whose nobility came originally from an office but 
in which descendants had taken up military service, earning the croix de 
Saint-Louis. The second, larger group included all those ennobled during 
the preceding 100 years and whose families had either remained in offices, 
or had left offices "without entering the Otat militaire, or at least without 
really being attached to it." The first group would be eligible to send its 
sons into the officer corps; the second would not. The writer added that 
"the necessity for not mixing up these t~vo classes is obvious. Everyone 
complains that in the robe there are too many means for acquiring nobility 
through offices and money."1°° Blocked in this way, and marked for 100 
years by a special black ribbon, perhaps the new families would 
henceforth be less avid for offices and heightened status. 

It was, of course, easy for writers to write, but much more 
difficult for the army’s leaders to act openly on those principles. Why did 
they not demand 100 years of nobility? Or insist that only sons of army 
officers could enter? Or both? For, after all, four generations could 
represent a quite short period. Entering secrOtaires du roi often had living 
grandsons, and occasionally even great-grandsons - born roturiers but 
fourth-generation nobles at adolescence. And what about the eligible 
parlementaires? By the army’s standards, the professional orientation of 
their home environments was not very military. It is hard to know how far 
the army would have been willing to go in excluding outsiders formally, 
but they did not hesitate to make strong recommendations along these 
lines. In the ordonnances of 1788 in which they recreated the places of 
cadets gentilshommes in the regiments, they added that "His Majesty 
recommends that the colonels propose preferentially to fill them with the 
sons, brothers, or nephews of the old officers in their regiments, a precious 

100 Ouvrage d ’un citoyen, gentilhomme et militaire, ou lettres sur la noblesse, qui 
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type that he had in mind when creating these positions.’’1°1 Still, they 
surely recognized practical limits to what they could do. Gulbert said it 
himself when he reported that limiting the exemptions from proofs of 
nobility for sons of chevaliers de Saint-Louis would be effective in 
excluding non-military types "without saying it." 

But the obstacles to more explicit exclusions were formidable. 
First, there was the Court. The least common denominator of the persons 
there was not ancient noble lineage, but money. It was possible, through 
the Sdgur rOglement, to stop the placing in the regiments of new-noble 
Court protdgds by a general law that applied to all and affected only some 
of the larger body of favorites. But the role could not easily have been 
extended to apply to all these favorites, as de Cessac wanted. The men and 
especially the women with influence and power at Court did not 
understand honor in the same way that army professionals did. Any noble, 
or at least any old noble, surely had it as his birthright, and specific 
attitudes toward professional work did not affect that. After all, was 
military skill really anything more than knowing how to ride a horse and 
command gracefully and die bravely? To explain convincingly at Court 
the newer, more mechanical, unheroic, almost bureaucratic vision of honor 
would have been impossible. 

If the Court was a problem, so were the parlements. The Sdgur 
rOglement was of course a matter of internal discipline for the army, and 
did not require registration in the sovereign courts. Thus it received little 
public discussion. But no one could have had any doubt about what would 
have been the sentiment and reaction of the parlements if the restrictive 
act had been put in any other form than the one it received. Ten years 
earlier the nobility in the Estates of Languedoc had adopted new 
regulations for itself. In a burst of aristocratic pride, they demanded, in 
article 7, that the new acqulrer of a barony that was entitled to permanent 
representation in their body could henceforth no longer sit with them "if 
he is not in the profession of Arms; and he will be held to the preliminary 
requirement of presenting proofs of Noblesse Militaire on the paternal side 
for four hundred years, instead of four generations..." The rigor of proofs 
was softened on the mother’s side - she need only have been a simple 
noble of one degree. It is hard to see who other than the king could have 
been admitted under those conditions, but it was clear that all the 

101 "Ordonnaaace concernaaat la Constitution de l’Infaaaterie Fraaagaise, 17 maxs 
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parlementaires could not. The Parlement of Toulouse reacted promptly 
and at length. Their arrOt declaring null the article runs to eighteen angry 
pages in prillt.1°2 They argued that, unlike those of other countries, all 
nobles in France were equal, and "it is this equality that forms their 
courage and strength.., the nobility is no less pure in its source, nor less 
fertile in its performance, whether it originates in the ministry of the La~vs, 
or in the professions of Arms..." To think anything else was to hold a 
prejudice that was "a residue of the old barbarism." Neither robe nor 
sword was a separate order, the Parlement insisted, and they collected 
pages of precedents to prove it. If the king chose to honor especially 
persons of old and distinguished birth at Court or in other ways, that was 
up to him, but public la~v could not recognize such distinctions. The 
Parlement moved on to defend property and the whole order the 
magistrates thought to be threatened, attacked the Estates for being 
generally unrepresentative, and forbade that body to make a similar 
rOglement in the future. The Estates, of course, denied the Parlement’s 
authority to act, and dispatched its syndic to seek the Royal Council’s 
arrOt quashing the one that the Parlement had issued. He obtained it, but 
the Estates compromised on the issue by stating that they had meant to say 
that only the person entering their body must "be in the profession of 
arms," not all his ancestors.1°3 

Thus, the parlements were touchy, and everyone knew it. There 
was no chance that the Royal Council would have risked a struggle over 
this issue when it was trying to raise taxes and float loans for which it 
would need the cooperation of the sovereign courts. There were places 
where the parlementaires as such were formally not welcome, but the 
army had not been one of them. By the 1770s men of the robe could not 

place their sons in the pages. Hozier, then the royal genealogist, wrote in 
1774 to the Grande Ecurie to say that he wished he could send the 
certificate that de Ricouart needed to join the pages there, "but his family 
being of the Robe, I cannot do it." The next year, the Grand l~cuyer, the 
prince de Lambesc, had to replace by others t~vo more young men whom 
he had accepted to be pages when it was discovered, as his assistant put it, 

102 BNF, Fonds Joly de Fleury, 453, fo 58 et suiv., Arrest de la Cour du Parlement, 

du 14 Juillet 1770. Qui dOclare les Articles VII et VIII des nouveaux ROglemens 

faits par les Gens des Trois-Etats de la Province de Languedoc Nuls, comme Otant 

fairs au-delgt de leur pouvoir. 
103 Archives ddpartementales de la Haute Gaxonne, C 2414, f0 151 (22 novembre 

1771). 
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that "they are both from families originally from the robe.’’1°4 After 1781 
only t~vo members ofparlements qualified, one of them de Sdguier, son of 
the avocat gOnOral in the Parlement of Paris. In the Grande l#=curie they 
joined 117 other pages, of whom 59 had fathers in military service,l°s 
Sons ofparlementaires were not eligible to be OlOves du roi in the Ocoles 
militaires. But whatever their private feelings, the parlementaires did not 
make an issue over these matters that seemed to pertain to the king’s 
prerogative to establish purely honorific distinctions. Their formal and 
systematic exclusion from the army officer corps, however, would have 
been quite a different matter. 

Sdgur, who only shortly before 1781 had been expressing 
resentment of the intrusion into army affairs by Vergennes, an homme de 
robe, shared with Besenval and the other members of the army’s 
committee in 1781 a distrust of the parlements.1°6 Others no doubt agreed 
with the views of the future general Dommartin. Writing from garrison 
with his artillery regiment at Metz in October 1788, he described in a letter 
the return from exile of the parlementaires, "these shrimps who for 30,000 
Jhancs claim to be sovereigns." He expected that they "will be abolished 
everywhere.’’1°7 Louis-Sdbastien Mercier’s probably unfair caricature of 
the young magistrate in the 1780s expresses a current perception: not 
serious in work, speaking only of girls, spectacles, horses and battles; 
shunning the black clothes traditional to his profession, he "fears nothing 
so much as to pass for what he really is... in the fear of being considered a 
robin, he takes on the tone and airs of the military man.’’l°s But whatever 
their views, few wanted an open fight. The requirement of four 
generations of paternal nobility was a reasonable compromise. It was 
consistent with what some parlements themselves were demanding in 
cities - Aix, Grenoble, Toulouse - where the presence of other courts or 

104 AN 01 972, no. 94, minutes de lettre, 16 ddcembre 1774, Hozier to unknown; 01 

866, f0 51, lettre, 14 octobre 1775, Miiller to prdsident Hozier. 
105 AN 01 955, "Catalogue des noms et surnoms des Pages qui ont dtd regus dans la 

Grande l~curie du Roy, depuis l’aamde 1751 ." In the 1780s, then, 50% of the 
pages’ fathers had military caxeers, whereas earlier the number had been much 
lower: 8% (11 of 141) in the 1750s, and 23% (31 of 134) in the 1770s. 
106 Comte de Sdgur, Le marOchal de SOgur, p. 254. 
lo7 A. de Besaaacenet, Un of/icier royaliste au service de la rOpublique d’aprOs les 

lettres inddites du gdndral de Dommartin, 1786 gt 1799 (Paris, 1876), p. 23. 
108 From Tableau de Paris..., as quoted by Yves DuraJad in Lesfermiers 

gdndraux..., p. 211. 
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special municipal forms led to a particularly rapid ennoblement of new 
families. If these parlements did not always observe their own rOglements, 
they could hardly quarrel with the principle. Moreover, the demand for 
four generations was one that would split most parlements, and it was not 
a matter that, outside Rennes and Nancy, the majority of members would 
want to discuss lest it dra~v unnecessary attention to the newness of their 
nobility. Finally, many of the oldest robe families were attached to 
traditions that directed most of their sons into the sovereign courts. In 
practice, the army would have no serious difficulty in absorbing the fifty- 
five sons of sovereign court members who were nearly lost among the 
3,000 entering officers after 1781. 

One form of the army’s professional reaction or reform, then, the 
choice of word here depending on how one wishes to see the process, was 
the requirement of four degrees of nobility, a requirement that was not 
applied, however, to military families. Its effectiveness in keeping out 
newer and civilian nobles, which is what the army leaders intended, has 
already been discussed. It would, of course, be a mistake to think that for 
military leaders the matter of genealogical proofs was a constant 
obsession, a matter that took precedence in their thinking over other 
things. They spent more time on questions of soldiers’ discipline and pay, 
supply, the hierarchy and structure of command within the officer corps, 
the internal organization of regiments and their possible combinations in 
divisions, new tactical formations, and so on. Most of their work was 
internal and technical. Officers and their recruitment were but a part, 
although an important one, of a larger story of military organization and 
reform. Further, the exclusion of some social and professional types was, 
in turn, but a part of their thinking even about officers. 

For recruiting officers, the total program involved excluding 
some persons and assimilating others more slowly so as to militarize them 
the more effectively before they entered or rose very high. Older nobles 
who lacked the military formation in their families were still coming in, 
and nothing could be done to prevent it. Court influence and wealth would 
still operate to place in high ranks very young men who might or might 
not be competent. Mere oldness of nobility was no guarantee of anything. 
To deal with them, various other programs were devised and applied. The 
army broadened and extended the system of military education in 1776 by 
dispersing eleven of its schools through the provinces. In them, the king 
continued to support the cost of raising for the army the old noble sons of 
poor army officers, but he also opened those schools to sons of other 
parents who could afford to pay their own expenses. In Paris, the ~cole 
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militaire, closed in 1776, reopened in 1778 in a new form. Its better- 
known role, owing to Bonaparte’s presence there, was to educate further 
the ablest of the less well-off OlOves du roi from the provincial schools. 
But it became also an institution where wealthy and old nobles placed for 
several years’ training their sons who were by birth the future colonels and 
destined to rise to very high rank. There, in the company of cadets, they 
received for the price of 2,000 livres a year some acquaintance with 
military science before they joined the troops. For others, as noted above, 
the army experimented also with the system of cadets gentilshommes in 
the troops, tried and rejected in different forms earlier, in order to teach 
new officers about army life from the bottom. It created the new, special 
grades of colonel en second and then major en second in order to slow the 
rise of the young gentilshommes from the Court and to see that they 
learned something before they commanded regiments,a°9 

In short, as it became more professional, the army was trying to 
seal itself off, to insulate itself from a civilian society that looked corrupt 
and threatening to the health of the military institution. On the one hand, it 
attempted to make longer and more serious the apprenticeship that older 
nobles had to serve. And, on the other hand, it excluded entirely the 
newer, non-military nobles who were thought, by their formation in the 
family, not to be assimilable to the new army. Whether the efforts 
succeeded and began to produce a better army we have no way of 
knowing - probably, many of the older nobles with only a smattering of 
military education or a longer apprenticeship were not very different from 
their predecessors. But for our purposes that does not much matter. What 
does matter for our understanding of the background of revolution, and of 
important aspects of the Revolution itself, is placing the army’s actions in 
the proper institutional, social, and mental context. The army, wanting to 
close itself off, thought that it could reform only by becoming more self- 
perpetuating, internally regulated, corporatist. However uncongenial to us 
its method, however much it both dignified snobbery by institutionalizing 
it and thereby generated an opposing democratic a~vareness, the army in 
its genealogical restrictions was expressing one side of what at the time 
seemed broadly modernizing and reformist tendencies. In the process it 
was struggling mainly not against roturiers, but against other, non-military 
parts of the nobility. Its tendency was toward the formation of caste in an 
aristocratic society; its ideas and assumptions were the ones derivable 

109 See Latreille, L ’armOe et la nation, pp. 188-99,209-10,248-61. 
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from that society and even the Enlightenment. But what needs to be seen 
above all is that the caste was to be military, and would divide the nobility 
almost permanently into functionally separate parts. In this sense, the 
"aristocratic reaction" in its most conspicuous appearance in the army was 
also highly professional. 

VII Some conclusions 

In a broader way, what does it all mean? It would be a mistake to over- 
state conclusions, and my thoughts are tentative. No doubt, more and other 
kinds of evidence are needed. Nonetheless, several suggestions for ways 
of thinking about problems of development before and in the French 
Revolution come to mind. One has nothing to do with the army at all. This 
is that the rapid and continuing movement of families into the nobility at 
the end of the ancien rOgime bears on the character of the Revolution and 
in what sense it may be said to have been "bourgeois.’’11° That it was 

110 The character of the Revolution in this sense has, of course, been much 

discussed in recent yeaxs. Readers of the Annales will know that the matter has 
been raised in F. Furet’s a~:ticle ("Le catdchisme de la Rdvolution frangaise," 
Annales E.S.C. 26 (1971), 278-89), whose notes detail the relevant eaxlier literature 
to which specific aaad detailed reference need not be included here. Because some 
of my thoughts about this are known - Furet cited aaad summarized them from the 
unpublished paper that sketched a portion of the present study - fairness requires 
that I call to the reader’s attention aaaother a~:ticle (G. Lemarchaaad, "Sur la socidtd 
frangaise en 1789," Revue d ’histoire moderne et contemporame 19 (1972), 73-91 ) 
that summarizes other writings in defense of aaa opposite conclusion. Several 
writings in the English language have been importaaat to the discussion: A. 
Cobbaaa, The Social Interpretation of the French Revolution (Cambridge, 1964); 
Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, "Who Intervened in 1788? A Commentary on ’The 
C oming of the French Revolution’ ," American Historical Review 71 (1965), 77- 
103; the conclusion to Gruder, The Royal Provincial Intendants; aaad especially, 
George V. Taylor, ’~Non-capitalist Wealth aaad the Origins of the French 
Revolution," American Historical Review 72 (1967), 469-96. R.R. Palmer wrote a 
summary of these aaad other developments in the dispute in the English-speaking 
world: "Poldmique amdricaine sur le r61e de la bourgeoisie daaas la Rdvolution 
frangaise," Annales Historiques de la ROvolution frangaise 189 (1967), 369-380. 
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mainly roturier and democratic is not at question, nor is there any doubt 
that by clearing the undergrowth of corporatism and privilege the 
Revolution made possible an economic development that could be 
described as modem. But considering the rate at which the wealthiest 
roturiers were entering the nobility, locating leaders or a vanguard of 
revolution among great capitalists will not be possible. There were great 
capitalists in France, it is tree, but most were in the group that became a de 
facto noblesse commerqante - new nobles who remained during the 
eighteenth century in ever larger numbers in that peculiar French mixture 
of activities connected with trade, state finance, and office holding that has 
baffled the social historians in their best efforts at classification.111 In any 
case, the study of the Revolution is surely complicated by the fact that so 
much of the grande bourgeoisie in 1789 was noble, and thus with few 
exceptions, did not play the great role in initiating and leading the 
Revolution that might have been expected of it. 

A second point to suggest is that beneath the surface the French 
nobility was quite divided in 1789, just as Necker said it was. Historians 
have for long taken note of the nobility’s division into groups of rich and 
poor, Court and country, new and old. For all that, as a class the nobility 
has seemed fairly unified in its interests, in its attachment to traditional 
agrarian arrangements, in its monopoly of the important jobs. But if a 
unity did at last develop, it came more slowly than has been thought and in 
the Revolution itself, only after it became clear that the principle of 

111 The works of George Taylor, ’~Non-capitalist Wealth..," and Herbert Lt~thy, La 

banque protestante en France de la ROvocation de l ’Edit de Nantes gt la ROvolution 

(Paris, 2 vol.s, 1959-61) axe of course essential for this point; Jeaaa Bouvier aaad 

Henry Germain-Martin, Finances ettinanciers de l’ancien rOgime, "Que sais-j e?", 

no. 1109 (Paxis, 1964), ch. 3, gives a convenient summaxy of Liithy’s work. For 

the existence and growth of this world of commerce and finaaace, see also Maurice 

Garden, Lyon et les Lyonnais, pp. 204, 392-398; Georges Lefebvre, Etudes 

orl~anaises, t. 1; Contribution gt l ’~tude des structures sociales gt latin du XVIIIe 

siOcle, Commission d’histoire dconomique et sociale de la Rdvolution, Mdmoires 

et documents, vol. 15 (Paris, 1962), pp. 154, 175-188,200-201; from Information 

historique, three a~-ticles by Guy Richaxd (1957, no. 5, 185-89; 1958, no. 5, 185- 

90,201; 1959, no. 4, 156-60) aaad one by Pierre Ldon (1958, no. 3, 101-105). The 

world of the anobli andtinancier is well described aaad aaaalyzed in Yves Duraaad, 

Les Fermiers gOnOraux au XVIIIe siOcle; aaad by Guy Chaussinaaad-Nogaxet in his 

Gens de tinance au XVIIIe siOcle, Collection Bordas-Connaissaaace, sdrie 
Universitd (Paxis, 1972); aaad in his Les tinanciers de Languedoc au XVIIIe siOcle 

(S.E.V.P.E.N., Paxis, 1970). 
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nobility itself was under attack. Just as it took a little time for guild 
masters, small-town la~vyers, non-commissioned officers in the army, and 
vicaires in the church to discover what they shared, what it was in 
democratic principles that held them together and required solidarity, so 
too were nobles not immediately a~vare that they all had common interests 
that in the end most would want to defend jointly. Before the Revolution 
various, only partially overlapping groups within the nobility, not 
anticipating what the Revolution was really to bring, were looking at one 
another suspiciously. The noblesse commerqante was one such group 
whom many distrusted. The badly studied local notables, entrenched often 
with roturier colleagues in bailliage administrations and defending their 
jurisdiction against the expanding claims ofparlements, were another. The 
parlementaires, quoting Montesquieu and looking to England or the 
almost primeval German woods for constitutional principles, were still a 
third; to others these men who claimed to speak for the whole nobility 
often seemed merely domineering and self-serving. When it came time to 
select the 454 deputies and their alternates to represent the Second Estate 
at Versailles in 1789, only 39 (or 8.6%) came from the sovereign courts, 
their number submerged in a rising tide that carried in 307 (67.6%) who 
were officers in the army or navy.112 On the other hand, looking out from 
their bases in the parlements there were many magistrates in whom the 
Church evoked visions of fanaticism and the army the spectre of military 
despotism. Below the top-most levels association in a common point of 
view did not come automatically or easily to nobles before 1789. 

The case of Bretagne is instructive for the contrast that it 
represents. It is surely no accident that radicalism appeared first and most 
strongly there where an older, unified and relatively homogeneous nobility 
had for long dominated the important institutions, especially the Estates 
and Parlement whose members more than elsewhere mixed easily and 
interchangeably with those in military institutions. In Bretague the old 
nobles managed to radicalize by their exclusivism even a secrOtaire du roi, 
Jacques Cottin. But Bretagne was the exception, together with B~arn and 

112 Tabulated from AiTnand Brette, Les Constituants. Liste des dOputOs et des 

supplOants Olus gt l ’assemblOe constituante de 1789 (Paris, 1897). For hostile 

reactions by some other nobles to the parlementaires at the time of the coup 

against the courts in May 1788, see l~gret, La PrO-ROvolunonfrangaise, pp. 295- 

99. 
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possibly Artois.113 Elsewhere the nobility was not unified, and its internal 
divisions surely weakened that body’s capacity to express itself and to act 
politically in 1789. This, of course, does not mean that a divided 
aristocracy was in any sense moribund, weak economically, troubled by 
bad conscience, and ready to be pushed over at a touch. Quite the reverse! 
Many in the army, at least, were the tougher and more determined for their 
confidence that aristocratic principles of recruitment and exclusion by 
birth, as they understood them, represented reform and the future. As R.R. 
Palmer argued and showed, in a context and from evidence different than 
my own, the Revolution was a struggle bet~veen t~vo forces - aristocracy 
and democracy - that were rising.1~4 There is no reason to suppose a la~v 
of conservation of social forces that would lead to matching a rising Third 
Estate with a necessarily declining nobility. The nobility in 1789, if 
fragmented in many ways, was also in its separate parts tough and 
confident. It lost, but only after real, massive, bitter struggle bet~veen 
forces that represented opposing and conceivably viable (practically, if not 
morally) conceptions of the future and modernity. 

The third and final point follows from what precedes and has to 
do with the broader understanding of social conflict, and the relation to it 
of diverse occupational groups. The point is not easy to make without 
overstating it. It is surely not true to say that there was no bourgeoisie, or 
that the categories of roturier and noble did not matter. Of course they did, 
and in many of the ways that have long been assumed. But it is always too 
easy to apply categories for analysis taken from one period to others where 
they do not fit. In this instance there arises a difficulty. The nineteenth- 
centmy understanding of social and economic class has been interposed 
bet~veen us and the eighteenth century, and it has led to a tendency among 
historians to collapse various smaller categories into the larger ones seen 
as operative in large-scale class conflict. In the process, the professions 
can get lost or be seen as anomalous. In pursuit of the creation of classes 
one may not notice some profound changes in outlook during the 
eighteenth century that were making occupations the more important by 

113 In Artois in 1755 the corps de la noblesse of the provincial estates asked for 

aaad received permission to raise from four to six the number of generations of 

noblesse on the paternal side that new persons who wished to sit with them must 

present. In 1770 they persuaded the king to allow them to apply the same 

requirement to the maternal side. See registers of correspondaaace of the Minister 

of Wax in AN E 2772, f os 71, 76; E 2778, 24 Octobre 1770. 
114 The Age of the Democratic Revolution, vol. 1, passim. 
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slowly altering throughout society the very sense of status that 
contemporaries held, and the forms that they used to assign rank. Since the 
change was broadly cultural, affecting churchmen and magistrates, 
teachers as well as army officers, it was a matter that did not generate 
quarrels. Thus, it did not give rise to discussion or produce a large 
literature on the subject. The change can be seen, however, through 
shifting usage of the word "ttat." In the 1694 edition of the French 
Academy’s great dictionary the word meant, among other things, the 
status or condition of a person in the sense of whether he was noble or 
roturier. In the 1762 edition the definition of the word was almost the 
same as earlier, except that there was added, "~tat means also 
Profession...,115 Then, looking up the word "profession," we find that it 
had the current, modem definition at both times, meaning magistracy 
("robe"), surgeon, soldier, la~vyer and so on. What was added to the 
meaning of "ttat" was very significant, reflecting a fundamental change in 
self-a~vareness. Almost reflexively, without thinking about it consciously, 
contemporaries were coming to associate status and rank with profession, 
function, or job. In eighteenth century usage, Otat in the same sense of 
rank or status came increasingly to mean what one did. 

Now, at the end of the eighteenth century, when social conflict 
grew in intensity, it would have been surprising if men’s occupations had 
not had a growing and central place in their thoughts and actions. Where 
men stood in the social matrix - the image of ladder is sometimes 
misleading - was increasingly tied to the consciousness of themselves as 
doctors, engineers, la~vyers, shopkeepers, or even as writers. The 
framework of understanding tied to categories of noble, bourgeois, and 
later proletarian was, and is, relevant, but the sense of conflict defined in 
those terms was episodic - the very obsession of Marx and others in the 
nineteenth century with problems and difficulties in the formation of class 
and revolutionary consciousness suggests that a deeply-rooted reality 
disturbing to them lay in a development of quite a different kind, one that 
would fragment class along lines of profession. Both things, of course, 
were real: broad divisions of wealth, legal status, and privilege, the 
background of class conflict, also mattered. But if, in the effort to 
understand development from at least the mid-eighteenth century, we 

115 Le Dictionnaire de l ’dcadOmie frangaise, dediO au roi (Pa3:is, 2 vol.s, 1694), 
vol. 1, pp. 402-403; "Estat," Dictionnaire de l ’dcadOmiefrangaise, quatri4me 
4dition (Paxis, 2 vol.s, 1762), vol. 1, pp. 674-75. [I noted later that the "modem" 
definition of Otat was also in the 1740 edition of the Dictionnaire.] 
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combine too frequently, too soon, and too continuously the occupational 
categories into the larger ones of class, we are likely to distort the 
historical process. In this instance, it is no doubt true that the general level 
of a~vareness of aristocratic assumptions was raised in the background of 
the revolution, and in turn, this certainly had much to do with generating 
its opposite in democratic and egalitarian revolutionary sentiment. But the 
actors in the struggle were not simply roturiers, bourgeois, and nobles; 
they were churchmen, magistrates, la~vyers, merchants, shoemakers - and 
army officers. The associations that they represented need to be 
understood as social, as well as professional, groups and fitted into the 
model of social conflict. The habits and values of aristocratic society, in 
the case examined here, contributed heavily to the forms - exclusion on 
the basis of birth, and acceptance of tendencies toward the formation of 
caste - that the army thought appropriate to the effort to change itself. In 
1789, as today, this effort and these forms seem unacceptable to the large 
majority who, differing on other things, share the democratic principles 
embedded in the Revolution. But if one wishes to understand the reality of 
struggle in 1789 and after, the view that S6gur was no more than the agent 
of reactionary gentilshommes who just happened to be in the army, 
random expressions of generalized aristocratic reaction, will not get us far. 
Instead, it was the specifically military impetus to, and form of, reaction 
against other parts of the nobility - a reaction engineered by men whose 
sense of their own status was increasingly derived from the institution - 
that umvittingly contributed to revolution. 
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Bentonville Battlefield Buck Dunn Memorial Internship 2012 

What: 2012 will be the second year of the annual Buck Dunn Memorial Internship Program sponsored 

by the Bentonville Battlefield Historical Association. The internship honors Mr. Buck Dunn, a lifelong 

supporter of Bentonville Battlefield, and is designed to give interested college students experience in 

the public history field. 

Where: Bentonville Battlefield State Historic Site in southeastern Johnston County near Newton Grove, 

NC. 

When: Week of May 21st, 2012 through the week of August 6th, 2012. The actual work schedule will be 

flexible, but expect to work most weekends. 

Who: Applicants should be either a graduate student, a rising senior, or rising junior, majoring in public 

history, history, museum studies, or a related field. 

Pay: $9.50 per hour and will work 35 hours per week for 12 weeks (420 total hours). Housing will not be 

provided. 

Application Deadline: February 15th. Interviews will be the last week of February, and the first week of 

March. The selected intern will be notified by March 15th. 

Project Proposal: "The People of Bentonville" Interpretive Program. 

Project Objective: Commemorate and personalize the stories of individual soldiers, citizens, and 

enslaved people that lived in Bentonville or fought in the Battle of Bentonville through an interpretive 

program for school groups. 

Major Tasks to Be Performed: The selected intern will use the site library, archives, Bradley research, 

and online resources to research and compile short biographical sketches that may or may not include 

images, on individuals that were involved or living in the area during the Battle of Bentonville. These 

individuals include soldiers, civilians, and enslaved people. The sketches will be a minimum of one to 

two paragraphs. Once research is complete, the intern will work with the Programs Coordinator to 

design the additional materials needed to launch the project. 

"The People of Bentonville" Project Description: The biographical sketches prepared by the intern will 

be used to implement "The People of Bentonville" interpretive activity that will be available for school 

groups, and other visiting groups upon request. Students will receive an "enlistment form" with 

biographical information of one individual upon arrival at the site or prior to the scheduled field trip. 

Throughout their field trip experience, students will be aware that clues may be given about the role 

and fate of their assigned person. The teacher or group leader will be provided with information on the 

fate of each individual that will be revealed to the students at the completion of the trip. Did they 

perish in the battle? Were they wounded? Did they survive the war and go on to a noteworthy career? 

What happened to their homes and families? 



This program is loosely based on the "Titanic Experience" and the visitor experience at the National 

Holocaust Museum. In both instances visitors receive the name of an individual who was present 

during the event, and the fate of that person is revealed following a tour of the exhibit or museum. 

These programs personalize the event for visitors and students and encourage greater interest and 

participation in the tour or museum experience. 

Final Product or Anticipated Outcome: "The People of Bentonville" interpretive activity will be 

completed and available for groups at the conclusion of the internship. The intern will gain valuable 

experience in historical research, writing, and educational programming for a state historic site. 

Additional Duties and Tasks: In addition to the project, half of the intern’s time will be spent giving 

tours of the Harper House, greeting and providing orientation to visitors, and meeting all other visitor 

services requirements. The intern may also be required to assist with special events that occur during 

the course of the internship. This should give the prospective intern "real life" public history experience 

juggling visitor services with administrative tasks. 

How to apply: Please send a completed NC PD 107 application, resume with cover letter, and letter(s) 

of reference to: Attn: Buck Dunn Internship 

Bentonville Battlefield SHS 

5466 Harper House Rd 

Four Oaks, NC 27524 

Contact: Please contact Derrick Brown or Megan Maxwell at (910) 594-0789 if you have any questions 

about the internship. 
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COURT CULTURE AND STREET LIGttTING 
IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY EUROPE 

CI~kIG KOSLOFSKY 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champai~n 

On April 26, 1784, the Journal de Paris published a letter on daylight and 
darkness from an anonymous subscriber. The author of the letter described an 
evening spent at a salon "in grand company" discussing, among other things, 
the new Argand oil lamp. After considering whether this lamp would burn 
more efficiently and reduce lighting costs, the author returned home and went 
to bed "three or four hours after midnight," reflecting a daily sche&de typical 
of persons of quality in the eighteenth century. With generous satire, the 
author, who was accustomed to sleeping until noon every day, related his sur- 
prise upon discovering by accident the next day that the sun actually rises 
between six and eight in the morning (!) and that it "gives light as soon as it 
rises." Titling his letter "An Economical Project," the correspondent urgently 
sought to enlighten the journal’s readers, "who with me have never seen any 
signs of sunshine be%re noon" that they could save vast sums on lighting sim- 
ply by rising at dawn and having "much pure light of the sun for nothing.’’1 

The author of this "Economical Project" quickly revealed himself to be 
Benjamin Franklin, representative of the new American republic in France.2 
His comments, which developed into the idea of daylight saving time, call our 
attention to the importance of nocturnal sociability in the last years of the Old 
Regime. They were echoed in much more critical tones by his conservative 
contemporaries in Italy, who complained that even the common people "pro- 
fane the night either at long theater shows or at continual debaucheries" and 
noted that "people stay up so much later and longer that they then have to 
restore themselves by resting until very late the next day.’’3 

When had these late hours become fashionable? Two years after Franklin’s 
"Economical Project," the German Journal des Luxus und der Moden (Journal 

of Luxury and Fashion; Weimar and Gotha) published an essay on "the uses 
and divisions of the day and the night in various ages, and among various 
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peoples."4 Broadening Franklin’s observations, the author and editor of the 
Journal, Friedrich Justin B ertuch (1747-1822), described "an entirely new 
order of things" that had replaced the traditional rhythm of daytime for work 
and night for rest and sleep. Bertuch regarded the change as self-evident and 
presented several examples drawn from the courts and cities of northern 
Europe. "In the fourteenth century," the merchants’ stalls of Paris opened at 
four in the morning, "but now hardly at seven o’clock"; then, the French king 
retired at eight in the evening, but "now plays, visits and all social pleasures 
hardly even begin at that hour." From the time of Henry VIII to Bertuch’s own 
day, the English had shifted their mealtimes and sleeping times later by about 
seven (!) hours.5 According to Bertuch, "All these observations, which could 
easily be multiplied, prove clearly that the occupations of the day begin ever 
later, the more society is refined and luxury increases.’’6 °’Overall," Bertuch 
concluded, °’the pleasures of the evening and night.., are the ruling fashion in 
every large city, where luxury and the need for entertainment constantly 
increase.’’7 

The references of Bertuch and his contemporaries to monarchs, merchants, 
and theater among "grand company .... in every large city" underscore a funda- 
mental shift in the rhythms of daily life in early modern cities and courts, 
where the hours after sunset slowly entered the respectable part of daily life. 
With overlapping and sometimes conflicting goals, princes, courtiers, bur- 
ghers, and bureaucrats embraced the night, sanctioning and promoting new 
levels of nocturnal business and pleasure. They developed new lighting tech- 
nologies for the stage and the street, and they surrounded the traditional night 
of natural and supernatural danger with a new aura of pleasure and sociability. 
The emerging modern night began to show its characteristic ambivalence. 

Individual and social responses to the division of the day into daylight and 
darkness are fundamental to every culture, but the social experience of the 
night in early modern Europe has not yet been investigated systematically.~ 
The shift of daily social life into the evening and night was no "natural ten- 
dency’’9 as Bertuch suggested but instead a distinctive development of the late 
seventeenth century. Prescriptive and descriptive sources show mealtimes, the 
scheduled closure of city gates, the beginnings of theatrical performances and 
balls, and closing times of taverns moving ever later.1° At the same time, the 
stimulants coffee, tea, and chocolate became popular--and coffeehouses, 
notorious for their late hours, opened in all European cities by 1700.1~ 

Of all these developments, the rise of public street lighting was fundamental 
to the adjustment of the age-old rhythms of daily life. Its appearance was swift: 
in 1660, no European city had permanently illuminated its streets, but by 1700, 
street lighting had been established in Amsterdam, Paris, Turin, London, and 
Copenhagen; in French provincial cities; and across the Holy Roman Empire 
from Hamburg to Vienna (see Figure 1). Most research on street lighting has 
focused on the gas and electric lighting of the nineteenth and twentieth centu- 
ries, but the first European street lighting--oil lamps in glass-parted lanterns-- 
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Figure 1 : Street Lighting in Europe to 1700 
SOURCE: Map prepared by author. Mapping software © copyright 1992-2000, Clockwork Soft- 
ware, inc., Chicago, IL (www.HistoricNAtlas.net). Printed with permission. 

was an innovation of the seventeenth century, both reflecting and promoting 
new attitudes toward the night and urban space.12 

Europe’s first street lighting has been studied exclusively in local and practi- 
cal terms.13 B ased on evidence from northern Europe and the Empire, in partic- 
ular the Electorate of Saxony between the reigns of Electors John George II 
(!656-1680) and Frederick Augustus I (1694-1733, as Augustus II King of 
Poland, 1697-1733), this article examines street lighting in a broader history of 
the night. In Saxony, the absolutist ruler Augustus II established public street 
lighting in Leipzig, the leading city of his principality, in 1701. Placing Saxon 
street lighting in its European context illustrates a surprising set of relation- 
ships between the court, the city, and the night in seventeenth-century Europe. 

THE NOCTURNALIZATION OF COURT CULTURE 

The century from !650 to 1750 marked the high point of the political and 
cultural influence of European court society.~ Long characterized as an 
immoral space (as the German proverb °’bei Hof, bei HOll’" indicate s),~5 by the 
early eighteenth century, a new theme appeared in criticism of the court. Now, 
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court society was condemned for its immoral use of time: moralists com- 
plained that °’the night is turned into day and the day into night" at court, 
reversing the divine order. ~ The Pietist Phillip Balthasar Sinold (yon Schfitz, 
1657-!742) claimed that court society had reordered the day and created a 
night of shadowy pleasures: 

The courtiers alter the order of nature by making the day into night and the night 
into day, namely when they stay awake in order to indulge in their entertain- 
ments, though other people sleep: afterwards to restore the vigor lost by their 
sensual pleasures they sleep while other people are awake and attend to their 
business.17 

The distinct space of the Baroque court followed an equally distinct order of 
daily time--one that embraced the night as never before in European culture. 
As a clandestine guide to life at the Imperial court in Vienna remarked in 1705: 
"The brevity of the day for persons of quality, who never rise before noon, and 
who consequently do not have even four or five hours of daylight, makes social 
intercourse at night necessary.’’~a We can see evidence of a new relationship to 
the night in both extraordinary celebrations and in "ordinary" daily life at court. ~ 

In his work on B aroque festival culture, Richard Alewyn was the first to link 
new secular spaces with innovative divisions of daily time. The great spaces 
built for balls and celebrations at European courts in the seventeenth century 
(such as the Whitehall Banqueting House in London, the tterl~ules-Saal or the 
Kaiser-Saal at the Munich residence, or the Dresdner Z~,inger) made possible 
better-lit evening gatherings.~° Alewyn noted that between the fifteenth and the 
eighteenth centuries, princely celebrations show a slow shift from the street to 
the court, and t?om day to night. This was "the sharpest break in the history of 
celebrations in the WEst," marking a new era in the history of the night.~ The 
steady nocturnalization of European court festivals and celebrations between 
1400 and 1800 quickened in the second half of the seventeenth century. 
Baroque celebrations used the night on an unprecedented scale as nocturna! 
entertainment began to take precedence over daytime festivities. The 
best-known examples of lavish nocturnal Baroque celebrations are the festi- 
vals of Louis XIV, such as the °’Plaisirs de l’ile enchantde" of 1664 and the 
"Divertissement de Versailles" of 1674.-~-~ 

What did these spectacular festivals and celebrations mean to contemporar- 
ies?~ Interpretations of specific festivals are common, but general discussions 
are rare, so the comments of Louis XIV on the political role of festivals at court 
are especially significant. In his political testament, the so-called Mfmoires, 
Louis XIV described the court as a "society of pleasures, which gives the 
courtiers an honest [honnfte] familiarity with us, and touches and charms them 
more than one could say." He contrasted this familiarity with the place of his 
lesser subjects: "The people, on the other hand, enjoy spectacles, at which we, 
in any event, endeavor always to please." Together, spectacles and pleasures 
were a powerful tool of government: 
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All our subjects in general are delighted to see that we like what they like or that 
at which they succeed the best. By this we hold their minds and their hearts, 
sometimes more strongly than we do by rewards or kindnesses.’4 

As a time of both extraordinary spectacles and everyday pleasures, the night 
was vital to this Baroque political culture. The French court composer Andrd 
Campra epitomized this development in his first opera-ballet, L’Eu~vpe 
galante (1697), which proclaimed "the day is the time of glory / and the night 
that of pleasures.25 

If we move from France to Protestant Germany, we see that German court 
culture also began to emphasize the night during the seventeenth century. In 
1596, in celebration of the baptism of his eldest daughter, Landgrave Maurice 
of Hesse-Kassel held a chivalric tournament based on the myths of Jason and 
Perseus. Among the several days of jousting, racing, and knightly sport, only 
the climax of the entire celebration, marked by a spectacular fireworks display, 
was held at night.26 After 1650, these princely celebrations began to unfold 
after sunset. The month-long "Festival of the Planets" celebrated at the gather- 
ing of the dukes of Saxony in Dresden in February 1678 is an excellent exam- 
ple of the development. 

The Festival of the Planets, organized by Elector John George II for his three 
brothers (dukes of the Saxon cadet lines), also offered numerous jousts and 
other equestrian sport.27 But the emphasis had shifted to the evening activities. 
On at least thirteen evenings, the festival included entertainment (opera, ballet, 
and theater) in Dresden’s court theater, the Komgidienhaus, built in 1664. 
These performances, in particular the "Ballet of the Planets," were the center- 
piece of the festival.2s 

At court, new techniques of theater lighting and design made deliberate use 
of darkness. The perspective theater of the B aroque relied on artificial illmni- 
nation for its staging and special effects, and these effects were much more 
powerl\d when performances were held at night. A contemporary described 
the stage equipment of the Dresden KomiSdienhaus: "The excellent works of 
artificial perspective, the movement and transformation [of the scenery], and 
the machines within the theater can be seen to better effect at night, when per- 
formances are held with artificial light, than during the day.’’29 The leading 
guide to theater in France, Mdnestrier’s Des Ballets anciens et modernes 
(1682) made the same point: 

Ordinarily these performances are held at night, with artificial lighting: this is 
better for the machines than daylight, which reveals the theater’s artifice. Artifi- 
cial lighting can also be arranged where needed for maximum effect. Some 
lights illuminate t?om a hidden location, making an object appear lit by daylight. 
Some are arranged so that they leave in shadow the places where stage equip- 
ment is located.~° 
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These techniques of stage illumination, developed at Italian courts in the six- 
teenth century and brought north in the course of the seventeenth century, 
began "a new epoch of German theater" that relied on staging at night.31 The 
Dresden Festival of the Planets, which concluded with a massive fireworks dis- 
play, was meant to demonstrate to the three younger brothers of John George II 
the culture and power concentrated at the Dresden court. For much of the festi- 
val, John George II and his court artists chose the night as the most effective 
background for this display. 

The nocturnal celebrations of the Dresden court reached their high point 
under King-Elector Augustus II, known as Augustus the Strong.3-~ Through his 
election to the Polish throne in 1697 and his spectacular cultural politics, cen- 
tered on his opulent courts at Dresden and Warsaw, Augustus sought to join the 
preeminent monarchs of his era. But these policies were costly: the Polish 
crown came at the price of Augustus’ conversion to Catholicism, which alien- 
ated him from his steadfast Lutheran subjects. Both the Polish election and his 
lavish court swallowed immense sums of Saxon money, straining relations 
with the tax-weary citizens of Leipzig, the wealthiest city of the Electorate.33 

Like his contemporary Louis XIV, Augustus styled himself a °’sun king" 
(see Figure 2), and his celebrations sought to turn night into day; Figure 3 
shows the Turkish Garden illuminated by hundreds of lanterns for the celebra- 
tion of the wedding of the Electoral Prince in 1719. Even equestrian events 
could be held at night: the Dresden Reithaus, illuminated by thousands of can- 
dles, was the scene of riding displays during Carnival in 1695 (Figure 4) and 
during the visit of the Danish king Frederick IV in 1709. Alongside these illu- 
minated scenes, a much older use of the night was the display of fireworks, 
taken to new heights at the courts of the Baroque era. 

Court diaries and visitors’ cormnents show that much of the daily life at the 
Dresden court, like that of Versailles, Munich, or Vienna, unfolded at night as 
well.34 The nocturnal celebrations, performances, and pyrotechnics show a 
recurring sense that the spectacular contrast between darkness and light (real 
or symbolic) was an indispensable way to represent power and authority. By 
the end of the seventeenth century, the dark backdrop of the night was essential 
to the equation of light with power that was displayed at courts from Versailles 
to Vienna, Copenhagen to Turin.35 All these displays reflected the grandeur of 
a ruler who could please courtiers, bedazzle subjects, and--at least fleet- 
ingly-conquer the darkness. 

LIGHTING THE STREETS OF EARLY MODERN EUROPE 

In the second half of the seventeenth century, parallel to the new uses of the 
night at court, the rulers of the leading cities of northern Europe also began to 
sanction broader uses of the night. Nocturnal illumination in general was 
expanding from the spectacular to the quotidian, and street lighting is the most 
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Figure 2: Gold Sun Mask of King=Elector Augustus II of Saxony {Inventionsmasko), 1709 
SOURCE: Dresden, RL)stkammer. Photo courtesy of SLUBiDept. Deutsche Fotothek, Hans 
Reinecke. 

visible example of this development.36 The first cities to enjoy public street 
lighting were Paris (1667) and Amsterdam (1669), followed by Hamburg 
(1673), Turin (1675), Berlin (1682), Copenhagen (1683), and London 
(1684-1694).37 Vienna (1688), Hanover (1690-1696), and Dublin (1697) were 
followed by Leipzig (1701) in illuminating their streets.38 Several common 
factors appear in the emergence of street lighting in the seventeenth century. 
Everywhere, the oil lantern (or in the French case, the large candle lantern), 
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Figure 3: illumination of the Turkish Garden, Dresden, 1719 
SOURCE: Staatiiche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstich-Kabinett. Photo courtesy of 
SLUB/Dept. Deutsche Fotothek. 

Figure 4: illuminated Tourney in the Dresden Reithaus, 1695 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstich-Kabinett. Photo courtesy of 
SLUBiDept. Deutsche Fotothek, Herbert Ludwig. 
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maintained at public expense, replaced the earlier candle lanterns that city 
dwellers were often requh’ed to hang outside their houses.39 In each city, the 
lighting demarcated a large and consistent space that was accessible to a gen- 
eral public well after sunset. 

Before the institution of public street lighting, the sources of light one 
would have seen at night on the streets of even the largest cities were few and 
irregular. The contrast between the few bobbing lanterns carried by individu- 
als, the torches held by linkboys, or the lights hung out in t?ont of taverns and 
the more regular, uniform public lighting made a clear impression on contem- 
poraries. The earliest published report (1690) on the "New Lights" of London 
noted that 

there is one of these lights before the front of every tenth House on each side of 
the way-, if the street be broad; by the regular position whereof, there is such a 
mutual reflection, that they all seem to be but one great Solar-Light.4° 

Describing Vienna’s streets in 1721, Johannes Neiner saw the affinity of street 
lighting with theatrical illumination: "These beautiful night lights are laid out 
so prettily that if one looks down a straight lane.., it is like seeing a splendid 
theater or a most gracefully illuminated stage.’’41 

The function of lighting at night had evolved. Prior to the seventeenth cen- 
tury, the regulation of lighting at night was solely an aspect of the night watch 
and policing. Anyone about after dark was required to carry a torch or lantern: 
not to see but to be seen.42 Failure to illuminate oneself was considered evi- 

dence of shadowy intentions .43 The very limited city lighting established since 
medieval times (candle lanterns or "fire-pans") was intended to prevent crime 
and aid in fire fighting; after the curfew, ordinary citizens were to be off the 
streets.44 Of course, the curfew was unenforceable in great cities like London 
and Paris, whose streets teemed with activity late into the night. City authori- 
ties tolerated and policed this nightlife, but they did not sanction it. They knew 
that some nocturnal activities were necessary, such as the work of midwives or 
latrine cleaners, and others unavoidable, but all nocturnal sociability could fall 
under the ubiquitous early modern prohibitions of "nightwalking.’’45 

The new street lighting of the seventeenth century certainly was intended to 
promote law and order, but it also beautified a city and provided convenience 
and social amenity by encouraging respectable traffic on city streets after dark. 
Public street lighting reflected a new willingness to use the night and to reorder 
daily time by relaxing ctlrfews.4~ This lighting represents both an unprece- 
dented concession to the growing use of city streets after dark and a renewed 
attempt to regulate and secure this nocturnal sociability. The meticulous street 
lighting schedules (see Figure 5) and lamplighter instructions sought to create 
regular, predictable, and uniformly lighted places and times. 

To maintain this sort of street lighting, both technica! and political problems 
had to be solved. The spread of street lighting across northern Europe was 
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Figure 5: Leipzig Street Lighting Schedule, January 1702 
SOURCE: Stad~amhiv L~ipzig, Tit. XXVI, Nr. 3, to. ~1. 

based in part on the refinement of lamp and lantern design. The decisive steps 
were taken in Amsterdam, where the painter and inventor Jan van der Heyden 
(1637-17 !2) experimented during the 1660s with oi! lamps in glass-parted lan- 
terns. Lamp lanterns of his sophisticated design, which used the current of air 
drawn into the lantern to keep soot from collecting on the glass, made Amster- 
dam the first European city to install truly effective street lighting (see Figure 
6). Admiring the city, the German student Friedrich Lucae commented that "in 
the evening the entire city is illuminated with lanterns, so that one can pass 
through the crowds of people just as in broad daylight.’’47 The superiority of 
van der Heyden’s design is suggested by its rapid adoption in Dordrecht, 
Gouda, The Hague, and Hamburg (under the supervision of van der Heyden) 
and by its unauthorized use in Berlin, Dublin, Leipzig, and elsewhere.4~ 
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Figure 6: Lamp Lantern of Jan van der Heyden, 1679 
SOURCE: CentrNe Fotodienst, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlancls. 
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When we see early modern street lighting as an international development, 
the political initiative to establish the lighting becomes especially significant. 
Despite its presumed benefits, city councils were not eager to incur the new 
expense of public lighting. Patricians in self-governing cities such as Amster- 
dam and Hamburg chose to set up and pay for street lighting themselves, but 
they were the exception. In most cases, territorial rulers established the light- 
ing in their capital cities and forced their subjects to pay for it.49 In cities includ- 
ing Paris, Turin, Berlin, and Vienna, the initiative came from the monarch. In 
London and Westminster, private street lighting companies contracted with the 
city to light specific streets and collect the corresponding tees; in Dublin 
(1697) and Lt~beck (!704), individual entrepreneurs tried (with less success) 
to provide the service,s° 

The introduction of street lighting in Paris in 1667 by the "Consei! pour la 
rdformation de la police de la Ville" of Louis XIV was the first of many cases of 
royal initiative to provide public lighting. Jean Baptiste Colbert proposed the 
street lighting to the council in a discussion of the night watch in December 
1666, and he and his uncle Henri Pussort carried out the lighting project in 
1667. The lighting and improved street cleaning were financed by a new "tax 
of mud and lanterns" (taxe des boues et lanternes), which became the only sig- 
nificant direct tax on householders in Paris under the Old Regime.5~ By 1702, 
there were 5,400 public candle lanterns in place across the city, lit from Octo- 
ber to March.5~ 

Compared with Paris, Berlin was a modest provincial town in the second 
half of the seventeenth century, but it was the residence of Frederick William I, 
the "Great Elector" of Brandenburg-Prussia (1640-1688), who ordered in 
1679 that the residents of Berlin should hang a lantern light outside every third 
house at dusk each evening from September to May. The Berliners failed to 
comply, and on September 23, 1680, the citizenry petitioned the elector to 
eliminate the lighting requirement, arguing that they could not afford it.53 The 
elector responded by establishing public street lighting on the Amsterdam 
model, using van der Heyden’s lantern design and maintenance plan. About 
1,600 lanterns went up in the three districts of the city (Berlin, Ci311n, and 
Werder)--al! at the citizens’ expense.~4 

As Vienna recovered fi’om the siege of 1683, Imperial authorities began to 
police the city more effectively. In 1685, an Imperial patent reinforced the city 
law requiring anyone out after the curfew bell to carry a lantern. In 1687, the 
Imperial administrator of Lower Austria, Count Johann Quintin J6rger, began 
the establishment of public street lighting in Vienna. Several obstacles to the 
plan quickly emerged: there were not enough tinsmiths in Vienna to manufac- 
ture the lanterns, the start-up and maintenance costs were higher than 
expected, and the city council resisted the lighting measure due to its expense. 
With the support of Emperor Leopold I, JOrger was able to set up the lighting 
by the following spring: the streets were lit for the first time on Pentecost eve 
(June 5), 1688. The lighting was financed by a tax on imported wine, arranged 
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through an intricate compromise with the city council. In 1698, the city coun- 
cil, which was already supplying twenty-six night lanterns for the inner court- 
yard of the Imperial palace (the Ho~¢burg) itself, was asked "by the spoken 
request of the Imperial court" to also illuminate the Imperial palace of 
Ebersdorf, just outside the city walls, with fourteen lanterns.55 The court made 
ready use of the municipal lighting system to illuminate its own representative 
buildings. 

In the Leipzig case, the official initiative to light the streets came from War- 
saw. While in residence there, on September 19, !701, King-Elector Augustus 
II decreed that in Leipzig "as is common in other prominent cities, to prevent 
all sorts of nightly inconveniences and for beautification, lanterns shall be set 
up and lighted by night.’’56 Interest in lighting Leipzig’s streets goes back to 
1695, when the Leipzig merchants’ guild (the Kaufmannschafi), citing inces- 
sant nocturnal crime, proposed to the city council that "constantly-burning 
night lanterns should be maintained and the streets illuminated with them, as is 
established in Vienna, Hamburg, Berlin and other places.’’~7 

The guild’s concerns were well-founded, as the 1699 attack on the traveling 
Strasbourg merchant Johan Eberhard Zetzner shows. The twenty-two-year- 
old Zetzner was bringing a letter to the post late on the evening of March 28, 
1699, when he encountered a group of drunken students who challenged him 
"with rude and insulting words." Years later, he described what tbllowed in his 
"travel journal": 

Because I saw myself outnumbered, and had neither a blade nor a walking-stick 
with me, I responded with polite words and tried as much as possible to avoid 
them. But one drew his dagger; then I shouted for the night watch.~a 

As he called out, Zetzner felt (but did not see) a blow to his left arm. He blocked 
a second thrust but was badly injured; the students escaped easily. His reflec- 
tions on the attack express no real surprise that the streets could be so unsafe, 
just anger at Leipzig’s wastrel students ("these privileged hangman’s knaves," 
as he called them).~9 Despite these dangerous conditions and the example of 
other leading cities, however, the fiscally conservative Leipzig city council did 
not take the initiative to set up street lighting. 

Less than three years alter the unlucky Zetzner’s visit, Leipzig’s streets 
were illuminated for the first time. A series of oil lanterns established and 
maintained at public expense were lit on Christmas Eve, 1701: "So it was also 
resolved here in Leipzig to transform the dismal night and darkness into light 
and bright radiance," as a Leipzig newsletter reported.~° The decision of the 
absolutist monarch Augustus II to create "the Leipzig that Shines Forth by 
Night" illustrates the initiative of the court in the nocturnalization of Leipzig’s 
daily life.61 

By initiating street lighting in Leipzig, Augustus followed the general pat- 
tern of royal provision of street lighting seen in Paris, Berlin, and Vienna.~2 But 
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the actual establishment of street lighting in Leipzig was directly connected 
with the swift rise to power of Augustus’ courtier, the appointed mayor Franz 
Conrad Romanus (1671-1746). Romanus came from an established Leipzig 
family and studied law before entering into the service of the King-Elector. 
Romanus is perhaps best known for the urban palace built for him at the corner 
of the B rfihl and the Katherinenstrage: this great mansion, completed in 1704, 
is the most important work of Leipzig’s Baroque architecture.63 

Franz Conrad Romanus was unique among the mayors of Leipzig during 
the old regime. He was not freely elected, nor had he served on the Leipzig city 
council (as was required) before his term as mayor began in 1701. Instead, 
Romanus, a court official ("Appellation-Rath") of the king-elector, took office 
on the expressed command of Augustus, who overrode the resistance of the 
city council.64 This was an unprecedented exercise of territorial authority over 
the city, intended to give the king-elector more control over the taxation of 
Leipzig, the single largest source of revenue in the Electorate. Augustus and 
his privy cabinet suspected that the Leipzig city council could be more forth- 
coming with loans and contributions and placed Romanus at the head of the 
city government to increase the flow of revenue for the unceasing expenditures 
of Augustus and the court. The written protests and financial promises of the 
Leipzig city council were futile, and on August 22, 1701, the council con- 
cluded that it had no choice and elected Romanus to its ranks. On August 29, 
Romanus took office as mayor, promising his fellow councihnen that their 
failed opposition to him would be "cast into the sea of oblivion.’’~5 

The Leipzig councilmen, on the other hand, could hardly forget the unique 
circumstances that brought Romanus to the office of mayor. The average age 
of the councilmen was well over fifty; Romanus, all of thirty years old, with no 
prior experience in the city council, now led its meetings. Hated and feared by 
his peers, he served the interests of the king-elector alone, and his task was 
extraordinarily diNcult: to bring money into the coffers of Augustus without 
further alienating the citizenry or the council. With the support of Augustus, 
Romanus quickly sought to gain the goodwill of the citizens. A few weeks 
after he took oftice, the council received the electoral decree from W~saw 
calling for the establishment of public street lighting. The decree, no doubt 
planned by the king-elector and Romanus, also ordered the establishment of a 
city drain system, the regulation of coffeehouses, and several other measures. 
As mayor, Romanus would oversee a range of improvements to the city that 
had been in discussion for some time. Of all the projects, the street lighting 
moved most quickly. 

The city council, led by Romanus, contracted with the entire Leipzig tin- 
smiths’ guild (seven masters), who delivered 478 lanterns: two van der Heyden 
lanterns from Amsterdam served as the models.~ Another 222 lanterns came 
from Dresden, sold to the city by the banking firm of Brinck and Bodisch, 
Romanus’s own bankers.~7 By December 24, the 700 lanterns were in place 
across the city: four lantern masters and eighteen lantern keepers serviced and 
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maintained them,68 When the lanterns were al! lit for the first time on that eve- 

ning, printed descriptions of the celebration proclaimed: "away with the dark- 

ness in a brighter light... LEIPZIG’ S prosperity resounds in all lands: it shines 

day and night," as one verse pamphlet enthusiastically reported.69 

The decree of the elector had proposed that the street lighting be funded by a 

new common tax or property tax. This had been the case in Vienna, for exam- 

ple, which led citizens to complain that those who paid the least for the lighted 

streets benefited the most. "The high ministers and cavaliers, who with their 

people ti’equent the Imperial court at the illuminated times, are free from all 

contributions," as the Vienna city council protested in 1689.7° Similar objec- 

tions fi~om Paris and Berlin underscore the initial association of street lighting 

and nightlife with court society.71 Mindful of his popularity, Romanus instead 

funded the Leipzig lanterns at no direct cost to the townspeople by reclaiming 

for the city the fees collected to enter the city after dark at the Grimma gate, the 

location of the main watch. These fees were under the direct authority of the 

king-elector, and their importance also illustrates the level of Leipzig’s night- 

life (specifically traffic between the city and its suburbs) at the turn of the cen- 

tury.72 The entry fees covered the annual maintenance costs of about F1.3,500; 

all but F1. 400 of the start-up costs of F1. 4,500 were paid by the king-elector 

directly, making the street lighting his Christmas gift to the city.73 

Leipzig’s newly illuminated streets were promptly illustrated in a clandes- 

tine news journal titled Captured Letters, Exchanged Between Curious Per- 

sons Regarding the Current... Political and Learned World (Aufgefangene 

Brieffe, welche Zwischen etzlichen curieusen Personen iiber den ietzigen 
Zusmnd der Staats und gelehrten Welt gewechselt worden) published in Leip- 

zig in 1702.74 The journal introduces the innovation in terms of Baroque spec- 

tacle: "Among other amusements.., at royal and princely solemnities and 

public festivals.., many thousand lights are lit--and with them often an entire 

city is illuminated.7s Calling this use of" the night "the waste and great abuse of 

illumination," the Leipzig author presents a typical bourgeois critique of the 

extravagance of court life.76 But he then reveals a new bourgeois appreciation 

for the night by arguing that "a far better use of night-lanterns.., in cities on 

public lanes and streets is to replace the waning sun- and moonlight in the eve- 

ning and darkness and so well and truly ward off the dangers of" the night.’’77 

The journal included an engraving (Figure 7) that offers a visual rdsumd of the 

presumed benefits of street lighting. 

The engraving is not a realistic representation of Leipzig’s street lighting: 

instead, it brings together security, elite sociability, and the night in a single 

compact scene. In the foreground left, a man reads by lantern light; couples 

stroll and admire the city’s new Baroque mansions while two men, able to rec- 

ognize each other despite the darkness, doff their hats. In the background, a 

night watchman stands guard. The accompanying text emphasizes the conve- 

nience and security provided by the lanterns: 
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Leipzig Street Lighting Scene, 1702 Figure 7: 
SOURCE: Gustav Wustmann, Leipzig dutch drei Jahrhunderte: ein Atlas zur Geschichte des 
Leipziger Stadtbildes (Leipzig, 1891 ), 9. 
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Not only are we spared the wivate lanterns and torches, which everyone must 
otherwise use when going out at night, but also many sins against the Fifth, Sixth 
and Seventh Commandments [i.e., prohibitions of murder, adultery, and theft] 
are better prevented and avoided]8 

A medal minted in 1702 to commemorate the introduction of street lighting 
repeats two of these scenes, showing a city watchman and a figure reading. The 
emphasis on reading in the print and in the medal should not be taken too liter- 
ally: as Wolfgang Schivelbusch has pointed out, the symbolic value of lighting 
always supplements its visible effects.79 Reading by the light of the lanterns 
was hardly practical, but this exaggeration of their power suggests that the 
sphere of the literate was expanded by street lighting. The better sort were to 
benefit from it: the well-dressed men in both illustrations, perhaps students, 
carry swords to indicate that they are not apprentices or servants. Leipzig;s 
prosperity and prestige depended on attracting merchants and students, and 
this illustration promised a safer and more genteel city. 

Under Romanus, the Leipzig city council issued several ordinances regulat- 
ing nightlife. During his first year in office, the council forbade the fashion of 
"walking about the streets at night in night-shirts, masks, night-caps and other 
unusual clothing.’’8° Repeating a 1697 ordinance, the council warned citizens 
and residents to "keep their own [family] at home in the evening," and the ordi- 
nance reported that "late in the evening many apprentices, boys, maids and 
such unmarried ton are found idly in the streets, where they practice many 
improper things with shouts, running about and all such mischief.’’8~ Another 
ordinance denounced the coffeehouses of the city as sites of "sexual 
vice.., luxurious ostentation and mischief from the early hours until late into 
the night.’’~-~ The street lanterns and city ordinances were meant to civilize the 
city’s streets and reduce this sort of"nightlife.’’~ The verse pamphlet The Leip- 
zig that Shines Forth by Night, printed to celebrate the new lanterns, also 
emphasizes security and order. Prostitutes °’would have to shun the light"; 
thieves lurking would instead "go off to bed.’’a4 The pamphlet’s author went on 
to praise the benefits that the visitors to Leipzig’s great trade fairs would enjoy. 
"In security," he commented, "they can recognize friend and foe / and can go 
up and down the street doing business," making clear the value of street light- 
ing for commercial uses of the night.~ 

The regulation of nightlife in Leipzig and other cities across northern 
Europe at this time reminds us that the expansion of elite social life into the 
urban night described here was resisted by the traditional inhabitants of the 
night: young men--servants, apprentices, and students--as well as tavern vis- 
itors, prostitutes, and those of all estates who occasionally sought to escape the 
social legibility of early modern daily life. On city streets at night, the work, 
leisure, and social representation patterns of courtiers, burghers, and youth 
could collide violently. 
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The universa! problem of lantern smashing is the most salient aspect of this 
conflict over the urban night. A !669 ordinance in Paris sought to protect the 
lanterns against "pages, lackeys and all other persons of bad life and disturbers 
of public peace and security who would maliciously break any !anterns.’’86 In 
Berlin a 1702 edict, repeated five times in the next thirty years, referred to 
numerous attacks on lanterns and forbade a!l such vandalism; similar edicts 
were issued in Frankfurt am Main (!711) and Dublin (!716). In Vienna in 
168 8, authorities threatened to cut off the right hand of anyone caught damag- 
ing a street lantern.87 Martin Lister, an English visitor to Paris in 1698, was 
impressed by the severe punishment of lantern smashers there: 

As to these Lights, if any Man break them, he is forthwith sent to the Gallies; and 
there were three young Gentlemen of good families, who were in Prison for hav- 
ing done it in a Frolick, and could not be released thence in some Months; and 
that not without the diligent Application of good Friends at Court.ss 

In Leipzig, the city council feared that the street lanterns "might very easily be 
damaged through the depravity of wicked persons.’’s9 The council suspected 
that some students might be among these "wicked persons" and arranged-- 
even before the lanterns had been put up--for the university to issue a special 
warning to its "academic citizens, students and their families." The mandate 
promised severe--some said excessive--punishment for those who damaged 
lanterns and set off a minor dispute between the Saxon Privy Council (on the 
city’s behalt) and the Leipzig Consistory (in support of the university’s privi- 
leges). Ultimately, the mandate was issued as requested by the city council2° 
Beyond their practical benefits, the lanterns were, no less than spectacular fire- 
works or radiant opera halls, a display of power and authority in themselves.91 
"The first and foremost law regarding the night lanterns," according to Paul 
Jacob Marperger’s 1722 treatise on street lighting, "is their inviolability.’’~-’ 
Marperger even reported that Louis XIV had had a page beheaded for smash- 
ing a lantern.93 

CONCLUSIONS 

In 1710, Richard Steele described the nocturnalization of London’s daily 
life in a Tatler essay: "We have thus thrown Business and Pleasure into the 
Hours of Rest, and by that Means made the natural Night but half as long as it 
should be." The result was a shift to later rising in the morning, and Steele 
asserted that "near Two thirds of the Nation lie fast asleep for several hours in 
broad Day-light.’’94 Despite some exaggeration of the numbers of leisurely late 
sleepers, it is clear that the pleasures of the night were emerging as a significant 
part of urban daily life. Princes and burghers sanctioned and promoted new 
levels of nocturnal "Business and Pleasure" in European courts and cities, 
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seeking prestige or profit by lengthening the day. The hours from dusk until 
dawn were no longer seen only as a threatening time of semilicit activity or 
supernatural danger. The old views remained, of course, but courtiers and citi- 
zens began to use the night for respectable leisure and sociability. 

This shift of activities into the evening and night went beyond the elites who 
initiated it: bourgeois gentlemen imitated noble fashions, and household ser- 
vants had to adjust to new cycles of daily time. Court and city authorities used 
street lighting to sharpen a distinction between their own growing nocturnal 
sociability and the night life of the °’apprentices, boys, maids and such unmar- 
ried folk found idly in the streets." Their attempts to police the urban night 
through street lighting evoked the resistance of this indigenous nocturnal 
youth culture. New uses of the night by °’persons of quality" thus reshaped 
daily life for servants, apprentices, and common people in European courts 
and cities. 

The Leipzig case shows how street lighting could bring the courtly night of 
nocturna! spectacles together with burghers’ interest in increased security and 
sociability. In Leipzig in 1701 (as in Paris in !667 and Vienna in 1688), the ini- 
tiative to illuminate the city came from the court, not from the city council, and 
the courtier-mayor, Franz Conrad Romanus--the direct representative of 
absolutist government in Leipzig--implemented the street lighting. The Leip- 
zig lanterns were made in imitation of the lanterns of Amsterdam, the most 
technically advanced of the time. But the political symbolism of the Baroque 
court is evident in their use: the pourer of illumination, which bedazzled at the 
Dresden court, now served to secure and beautify Leipzig, at the same time 
muting resistance to absolutist control over the city council. The night and its 
illumination thus link the representational needs of Baroque monarchs with 
the practical expansion of urban public space and time. 
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On fair ordinairement ces reprdsentations de nuit et aux lumibres, parce que Fun et Fautre est plus 

propre aux machines que le grand jour, qui en ddcouvre l’artifice, et m~me la disposition des 
lumi~res sert beaucoup au succbs. I1 y en a de cachdes qui dclairent sans ~tre vues, et qui font voir 

l’objet par des j ours rdfldchis. I1 y en a que F on dispose en sorte que l’on laisse en tdnObres l’ endroit 
des ressorts des machines. 

31. W. Flemming, "Die Beleuchtung als ktinstlerisches und technisches Mittel in der Theaterkunst des 

Barock," Die vierte Wund21 (1927): 6-9; H. A. Frenzel, "The Introduction of the Perspective Stage in the 

German Court and Castle Theatres," 7heatre Researeh 3 (1961): 88-100; and G{Ssta M. Bergmann, L@hting 

in the Theatre (Stockholm, 1977), 14-169. 
32. See Sponsel, Der Zwinger; Kohler, "Dresden und die deutsche Feuerwerkstradition;’ in Kohler and 

Villon-Lechner, eds., Die schf~ne Kunst der Verschwendung, 101-34; and Katrin Keller, "La Magnificence 

des deux Augustes: Zur Spezifik hofischer Kultur im Dresden des Augusteischen Zeitalters (1694-1763)," 
Cuhiers d’Etudes Germaniques 28 (1995): 55-66. 

33. See Karlheinz Blaschke, "Die kurs~ichsische Politik und Leipzig im 18. J’ahrhundert," in Wolfgang 

Martens, ed., Leipz@: A@liirung und Biirgerlichkeit (Heidelberg, Germany, 1990)~ 23-38. 

34. So, for example, the evening ball attended by John George IV on Tuesday, January 10, 1693: "Hat 

Abends Herr Ober-JSgermeister yon Erdtmannsdorff in seinera Hanse den Ball gegeben, wobey 

ChurfiirstL Durchl. zu Sachsen unser gn~idigster Herr anch erschienen." S~ichsisches Haupstaatsarchiv 

Dresden (SHAD), OHMA, O IV, Nr. 69, HoRliarium, 1693. 
35. I develop this analysis in "Princes of Darkness: the Night and Absolutism," chap. 2 of my study of the 

night in early modern Europe. See Alewyn, Welttheater; 38-39; Mara Wade, "The Politics of Splendor: 

Christian IV of Denmark’s Hambttrg Pageant (1603)," in Martin Bircher and Guillaume van Gemert, eds., 
Briickenschl~ige: Eine barz)cke FesNabe fiir ~rdinand van b~gen. Chloe: Beihe¢?e zum Duphnis 23 

(Amsterdam, 1995), 25-39; Kristiaan Aercke, Gods c¢’Play: Baroque Festive Performances as Rhetorical 

Discourse (Albany, New York, 1994); and Milog Vec, Zerernonialwissenschaf! im Fiirstenstaat. Studien zur 

juristischen und politischen Theorie absolutistischer Herrschc{ftsreprdisentation. Studien zur Europdiischen 

Rechtsgeschichte 106 (Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 1998). 

36. This comparison is indebted to Schivelbusch, who refers to the parallel rise of the "lighting of order" 
(street lighting) and the "lighting of festivity" in the seventeenth century. See DisenchantedN@ht, 137-43. 

37. The beginnings of public street lighting are documented for Paris by Auguste Philippe Herlaut, 

"L’dclairage des rues de Paris "a la fin du XVIIe sibcle et au XVIIIe sibcles," M~moire de la Socidt~ de 

l’histoire de Purls et de L’lle-de-]~runce 43 (1916): 130-240; and for Amsterdam by Multhauf, "Street 

Lighting in 17th-Century Amsterdam." On Turin, see Da~,ide Bertolotti, Descrizione di Torino (Turin, Italy, 

1840, reW. Bologna, Italy, 1976), 63 (my thanks to Geoffrey Symcox, History, University of California, Los 

Angeles, for reference to the Turin material); on London, see Malcolm Falkus, "Lighting in the Dark Ages of 

English Economic History: ’[’own Streets before the Industrial Revolution," in D. C. Coleman and A. H. 

John, eds., 7?ude, Gover~ment, and Economy in Pre-lndustrial England. Essuys p~vsented to E J. Fisher 

(London, 1976), 187-211; for Copenhagen, see Johann Georg Kriinitz, d)kor~omisch-Technologische 

E~cyklopdidie, vol. 65 (Berlin, 1794); and Stadtarchiv Leipzig (SdAL), Urkunden, 97, 8II, I~l. 124-32, 

which includes a manuscript copy of the 1683 Copenhagen s~reet lighting ordinance. 

38. See W. Leybold, "Hamburgs {Sffentliche Gassenbeleuchtung. Von den Ant~ingen bis zur 
Franzosenzeit, 1673-1816," Nordulbingia 5 (1926): 455-75; and Wolfgang Nahrstedt, Die Entstehung der 

F*~’izeit. Dargestellt am Beispiel Hamburgs (G6ttingen, Germany, 1972), 88-95. On Vienna, see Ludwig 

B6ck, "Zur Geschichte der iSfl~ntlichen Beleuchtung Wiens," WienerNeR]ahrs-Almanach 4 (1898): 1-27; 

and Margit Altfahrt and Karl Fischer, ’"Illuminations-Anfang der Stadt Wien’ (Zur Einftthrung der 
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Str~enbeleuchtung in Wien im Jahre 1687)," Wiener GeschichtsblStter 42 (1987): 167-70. On Berlin, see 

Herbert Liman, Mehr Licht: Geschichte der Berliner Slrc~enbeleuchtung (Berlin, 2000), and 300 Jahre 

Strassenbeleuchtung in Berlin (Berlin, 1979). On Hanover, see Siegfried Mtiller, Leben in derResidenzsladl 

Hunnover: Adel und Biirgertum im Zeitalter der AufkIdirung (Hanover, Germany, 1988), 42, 102. 
39. See Falkus, "Lighting in the Dark Ages," 251-53; and Schivelbusch, Disenchanted Night, 82. 

40. Thomas DeLanne, Anglice Metropolis: or; The Present State qf London .... ,First ~’ritten by... Tho. 

Delaune, gent. and continued to this present year by a ca@d hand (London: printed by G. L. for J. Harris 

and T. Howkins, 1690), 365-66. On perceptions of eighteenth-century street lighting, see Schivelbusch, Dis- 

enchanted Night, 95-96. 

41. Johannes Neiner, Vienna Curiosa & Gratiosa, Oder Das anjetzo Lebende Wienn (Vienna: Joann. 

Baptistae Schilgen, 1720), 17-18: "thm gleichsam ein pr~ichtiges TheaWum oder auf das annehmlichst 

beleuchte Schaubtthne wird vor Augen kommen." 

42. See, for example, the Berlin/C611n ordinance of 1636 in Christian Otto Mylius, ed., Corpus 

Constimtionem ?vIurchicarum (Berlin and Halle, Germany, 1737-1755), pt. 5, sec. 2, col. 633-34; and 

FaLkus, "Lighting in the Dark Ages," 249-51. 

43. See Johann Heinrich Zedler, Grr~sses vollstandiges Universal-Lexikon, vol. 16 (Leipzig, Germany, 

1737), article on "Laterne" and the description of the "thieves’ lantern" ("Diebeslaterne"). 

44. A Leipzig city ordinance of 1544 set the ct~rlEw-bell at 9:00 RM. in the summer and 8:00 RM. in the 

winter. E G. Mtiller, "Die Entwicldung der kfinstlichen Stra~3enbeleuchtung in den s~ichsischen StS_dten," 
Neues Arehiv ¢~ir Siichsische Geschichte und Altertumskunde 30 (1909): 144-45. 

45. ’[b clearly assess early modern nightlife, more work like that of Paul Griffiths, "Meanings of Night- 
walking in Early Modern England," The Seventeenth Century 13, no. 2 (1998): 212-38 will be necessary. See 

also Elaine A. Reynolds, B@re the Bobbies: The Night Wateh and Police Reform in Metropolitan London, 

1720-1830 (Basingstoke, UK, 1998). 

46. For example, the general Leipzig curfew described above was simply not renewed after the establish- 

ment of street lighting in 1701 ; instead, the city council focused on the regulation of youth at night. 

47. Friedrich Lucae, Der Ch~rmist f’riedrich Lucae: ein Zeit- und Sittenbild aus der z~’eiten Hiil~e des 
siebenzehnten Jahrhunderts, ed. Friedrich Lucae II (Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 1854), 82-127. 

48. MulthauK "Street Lighting in 17th-Century Amsterdam," 249-50; and Patrick Meehan, "Early Dub- 

lin Public Lighting~" Dublin Historical Record 5 (1943): 130-36. 

49. On royal cities, see Leon Bernard, 7he £)nerging City: Paris in the Age c¢’Louis X1V (Durham, 1970); 

John E Spielman, The City & the Crown: Vienna and the lmperial Court, 1600-1740 (West Lafayette, IN, 

1993); and Robert Alan Schneider, The Ceremonial City: ~ulouse Observed, 1738-1780 (Princeton, NJ, 

1995). 

50. Marperger’s 1722 treatise on street lighting presents nine different schemes to pay for the lighting 
(Marperger, von denen Gassen Late~zten, 22-27). On the English approach, see William Robert Scott, The 
Constitution and Finance qf English, Scottish and lrish Joint-Stock Companies to 1720 (Gloucestec MA, 

1968, repr. Cambridge, 1912), 3: 52-60, as placed in the context of urban development by Paul Slack, Fn)m 

Reformation to Improvement: Public Welfare’ in Early ModerTt England (Oxford, UK, 1999), 102-4. On 

Dublin and Ltibeck, see Meehan, "Dublin Public Lighting," 130-36; and W. Brehmer, "Beitr~ige zu einer 
Baugeschichte Lfibecks. 3. Die StrN3en," Zeitschrif! des Vereins jiir Liibeckische Geschichte und 

Alterthumskunde 5, no. 2 (1887): 254-58. 

51. Bernard, Puris, 53-54; and Herlant, "U dclairage," 137-48. Louis XIV sold a major exemption from 

the taxe des boues et lante~tes in 1704. 

52. Bernard, Paris, 162-66; and Herlaut, "U dclairage," 163. A royal edict of 1697 expanded public street 

lighting to some thirty cities in France, but townspeople resisted the imposition of the lighting and attendant 

taxes. D~ion, for example, was illuminated with six hundred candle lanterns in 1698, but only after the city 

council unsuccessli~lly sought to buy an exemption from the royN edict requiring the street lighting. On 

French provincial street lighting, see Lanternes d’dclairage public; XVlh" et XVIIle siS’cles (Paris, 1986), 

2-10; and Rdgine Martin, "Les ddbuts de l’dclairage des rues de Dijon," Annales de Bourgogne 25, no. 4 

(1953): 253-55. 

53. Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz Berlin, L HA, Rep. 21, Nr. 24bl, Fasc. 5, Septem- 

ber 23, 1680. Greater Berlin was originally divided by the Spree river into the separate towns of Berlin and 

C611n. Confi~sion between C611n on the Spree and K61n/Cologne on the Rhine has led some scholars to mis- 

takenly claim that street lighting was also established in Cologne in 1682. In fact, Cologne had no municipal 

street lighting until the early nineteenth century. See E Joly, Die Beleuchtung und Wusserversorgung der 

Stud¢ Ki~In (Cologne, Germany, 1895). 
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54. See 300 Jahre Strassenbeleuchtung in Berlin, 8-14. 

55. B6ck, "Beleuchtung Wiens," 14. By the early eighteenth century, there were about 1,650 street lan- 

terns in the city. Conrad Richter, "Die erste 6ff~ntliche Bdeuchtung der Stadt Wien," Al>Wien 6 (1897): 

9-11. 

56. SdAL, Urkundensammlung, 97, 1-7, "Laternen. 1701-1702," foL 1: "wie in andern ansehnliche 

St~idten tiblich, zu verhi.itung allerhand nfichtlicher inconvenientien und zu mehren zierrath laternen gesezet 

und bey nachtzeit angezi.indet wtirden." Augustus also oversaw the introduction of street lighting in Dresden 
in 1705. See Mtiller, "Die Entwicklung der ki.instlichen Stragenbeleuchtung," 144-51; cf. P. G. Hilscher, 

Chrcmik der K&tiglich Sdichsischen Residenzstadt Dresde~t (Dresden, Germany, 1837), 313-14. No other 

Saxon cities established any regular street lighfing until the late eighteenth century. 

57. SdAL, Sekt. K 252, BL 1-16, here foL 6: "sondern auch an gewiBen orthen der Stadt, wie in Wien, 

Hamburg, Berlin und andern Orthen gebr~iuchlich, best~indig-brennende Nacht-Laternen gehNten und die 

StraBen hierdttrch beleuchtet werden m6chten." 

58. "welche mich gleich mit ungesttimen und schimpflichen worten anpackten .... Weilen ich mich 

tibermannt sahe, anch weder degen noch stock bei mir hatte, so begegnete ich ihnen mit h6flichen worten 
und suchte so viel als m6glich, zu entweichen. Einer abet zog den degen; da ruf}e ich den w~ichtern 

Diese priviligierte henckersbuben begaben sich daranf in die flucht." Rudolf Reuss, ed., Aus dem 

Leben eines st~ztssbu~ger K-a~g’matms des 1Z und 18. Jahrhun&rt~: "Reiss-Journal und Gliicks- und 
Ungliicksf~lle." Beitrdige gut Landes- und ~¢idkeskunde von Elsass-Lotharingen und den angreng, enden 

Gebieten 43 (Strasbourg, France, 1913), 14. 

59. Why was Zetzner out to mail a letter so late at night? N o doubt he was following the schedule of" a post 

coach. The coaches came and went at fixed times according to published schedules, picking up post and pas- 

sengers at all hours of the day and night. They connected the insular time of the city with regional schedules 

and movement, and their regular travel brought a new kind of" legitimate nocturnal activity to cities. See 

Klans Gerteis, "Das ’Postkutschenzeitalter’: Bedingungen der Kommunikation im 18. Jahrhundert," 

A~o~’kIiirung 4, no. 1 (1989): 55-78; Wolfgang Behringer, "Bausteine zu einer Geschichte der 

Kommunikation. Eine Sammelrezension zum Postjubilfium," Zeitschrififiir historische Forschung 21, no. 1 

(1994): 92-112, and the literature cited there. 

60. "Also hat man anch nunmehr allhier zu Leipzig die dtistere Nacht und Finstemttg in Licht und hellen 
Schein zu verwandeln resolviert." Au¢~eCangene Brieffe, welche Zwischen etdichet~ curieusen Personen 

iiber den ietzigen Zustand der Staats und g elehrten Welt gewechselt women (Wahrenberg: J. G. Freymunden 

[actually Leipzig: Groschuff], 1701), 890. 

61. The title of a verse paraphlet, Das be), der Nacht Hervorleuchtet~de Leipg, ig (Leipzig, Germany: 

Immanuel Tietze, 1701), held in the SdAL, Tit. XXVI, Nr. 3, foL 21r-22v. 

62. Dresden, sixty miles to the southeast of" Leipzig, had been the primary residence of" the Saxon Elec- 

tors since the mid-sixteenth century. Leipzig, with its three annual trade fhirs, was the commercial center of 

the territory (and indeed of central Europe as a whole), and the Saxon princes, including Augustus, usually 

visited Leipzig during the trade fairs. Augustus preferred to rent one of the city’s luxurious baroque palaces, 

the AppeFschen Hans on the market square, rather than stay in his own official residence in the city, the 

medieval Moritz castle on the city wall, which he considered too old-fashioned. See Karl Czok, Am H@ 

Augusts des Starkeu (Stuttgart, Germany, 1990), 135-39. The court moved with Augustus when he came to 

Leipzig, renting the finest merchants’ houses on the market square, and court life was superimposed on the 

places and spaces of the city’s merchant elites: the opera house, the coffeehouses and merchants’ courtyards, 

and the city’s main churches. 
63. Nikolaus Pevsner, Leipziger Ban)& (Dresden, Germany, 1928). After a series of court intrigues still 

not clearly understood, Franz Courad Romanus was accused of embezzlement, removed f?om office, and 

arrested in 1705. Unable to regain the favor of Augustus, Romanus was imprisoned at the K6nigsstein for- 

tress and held there until his death in 1746. See Gustav Wustmann, ed., Quelleu gut Geschichte Leipzigs 

(Leipzig, Germany, 1889, 1895), 2: 263-352. 

64. Wustmann, Quelleu, 2: 264-67. 
65. Ibid., 2: 267: "ins Meet der Vergessenheit geworfen sein m{Schte." 

66. SdAL, "Acten, die Einrichtung der orthen Str~enbeleuchtung bert. 1701," foL 2. 

67. Ibid., fol. 5. 

68. Wustmann, Quelleu, 2: 269. 

69. Das bey der Nacht Hervorleuchtende Leipzig, SdAL, Tit. XXVI, Nr. 3, fbl. 22r-22v. The street light- 

ing of Paris was celebrated in very similar terms in 1667: "II fera comme en plein midi / Clair la nuit dedans 
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chaque rue" ("][’he night will be lit up as bright as day, in every sereet"). Gazette" de Robinet, October 29, 

1667, cited in Schivelbusch, Disenchanted Night, 90. 

70. Quoted in B6ck, "Beleuchtung Wiens?’ 10-12. 

71. In Stuttgart, a residence of the dukes of Wtirttemberg, an eighteen-year struggle between Duke 
Eberhard Louis and the city council over street lighting ended in 1732 when the duke gave up his attempts to 

force the council to pay l~r street lighting it did not want. Panl Saner, Geschichte der Studt Stuttgart. Vo[. 3: 

Vom Beginn des 18. Jahrhunderts his gum Abschlu~[3 des Verfassungsvertrags far dus Kiinigreich 
Wiirttembe~ 1819 (Stuttgart, Germany, 1995), 138-40. This connection, which I examine in chapter 3 of my 

study of the night in early modern Europe, corroborates Schivelbusch’s assertion that "the baroque culture of 

the night spawned modern night life" (Disenchanted Night, 138). 

72. See Verena Kriese, "Die Vorstridte Leipzigs im 18. Jahrhundert?’ Jahrbuchfar Regionalgeschichte 

16, no. 2 (1989): 110-25. 

73. Wustmann, 269-70. In comparison, in 1701, the Leipzig city council contributed F1. 6,000 toward the 

construction of a major new public building, the poorhouse, orphanage, asylum, and workhouse of St. 

George. See Tanya Kevorkian, "The Rise of the Poor, Weak, and Wicked: Poor Care, Punishment, Religion 
and Patriarchy in Leipzig, 1700-17307’ Journal ~{’Social History 34, no. 1 (2000): 163-81. 

74. A~)efangene Brie~{fe, 890-91. 

75. Ibid. For an example of this temporary festive street lighting in Hanover in 1665, see Siegfried 
Mtiller, Leben im alten Hannover: Kulturbilder einer deutschen Studt (Hanover, Germany, 1986), 22, 146. 

76. Ibid. The article is titled ’~Von der Illuminations-Pracht und Mil3branch / und hingegen yon 

ntitzlichen und n6thigen Gebranch der See-Lichter und Nacht-Laternen auch nunmehr zu Leipzig 

aul~esteckt worden." 

77. "Ein welt besserer Gebrauch der Nacht-Latemen... in stSdten auf Freyen Gassen und Strassen / 

bestehet darinnen / d~ dadurch Abends und im Finstern der Abgang des Sonn- und Monden-Lichtes 

ersetzet / und die Gel~lichkeit der Nacht wohl und heilsamlich abgewand wird." Ibid., 888. 

78. ~und k~Snnen solchergestalt nicht nt~r die privat-Latemen und Fackeln ersparet werden, die ein ieder 

sonst vor sich beym nrichtlichen Ausgehen gebranchen mug, sondem es lassen sich auch viel Stinden wider 

das 5.6. und 7. Gebot .... desto ffiglicher verhtiten und verwehren." Ibid. 

79. Schivelbusch, Disenchanted Night, 93-96. 

80. Wustmann, Quellen, 2: 271, quoting from the Ratspatente of 1701-1702: "des Nachts mit 

Schlaff-R6cken, Masquen, Nacht-Mutzen und anderm ungew6hnlichen Habit auf denen Gassen 

herumzugehem" Richard Steele describes a similar 15shion in London coffeehouses: "The students.., come 

in their night-gowns to Saunter away their time .... One would think these young Virtuoso’s take a gay Cap 

and Slippers, with a scarf and party-colour’d Gown, to be the Ensigns of Dignity." "Hominem pagina nostra 

sapit?’ The Spectator 49 (April 26, 1711), ed. Donald F. Bond (Oxford, 1965), 1: 209. 

81. The Leipzig ordinances regulating nightlife were all directed at heads of households and refer to noc- 

turnal youthl~d disorder: "die Ihrigen des Abends daheime zu haltem [weil]... des Abends ziemlich sprit 

viel Handwercks-Gesellen, Jungem Mrigde und dergleichen ledige Leute auf denen Gassen mN~ig finden 

lassem welche mit Schreien, Laufen und allerhand anderm Unfug mancherlei ungeziemende Dinge 
vertiben?’ Wustmann, Quellen, 2: 271. On apwentices, servants, and maids in London nightlife, see Paul 

Griffiths, Youth and Authori&: ~b~ative Experiences in England 1560-!640 (Oxford, UK, 1996), 

198-221. On nocturnal youthli~l disorder, see Frdddrique Pitou, "Jeunesse et ddsordre social: les coureurs de 
nuit ~ Laval au XVIIIe siOcle?’ Revue d’histoire moderate et contemporaine 47, no. 1 (2000): 69-92; Norbert 

Schindlec "Guardians of Disorder: Rituals of Youthful Culture at the Dawn of the Modern Age," in 

Giovanni Levi and Jean-Claude Schmitt, eds., and Camille Naish, trans., A Histo~iv of 2i)ung People in the 

West (Cambridge, MA, and London, 1997): 1: 240-82; and Hans Medick, "Village Spinning Bees: Sexual 

Culture and Free Time among Rural Youth in Early Modern Germany?’ in Hans Medick and David Warren 

Sabean, eds., Nte~’st and k,~otion: Essays on the Study c{{’I~z~mily and Kinsh@ (Cambridge, 1984). 

82. Wustmanm Quellen, 2: 271. 

83. Of course, the success of these attempts to police a city’s night life is another matter. See chapter 5, 

"Indiscipline, Youth and the Colonization of the Night" of my study of the night in early modern Europe. 

84. "Es wird manch Huren-Packt die Lichter mtissen scheuen / Manch Dieb zu Bette gehen / der in die 

Nacht gelanrt." Das bey der Nucht Hervorleuchtende Leipzig, SdAL, Tit. XXVI, Nr. 3, lbl. 22v. 

85. Ibid.: "Wenn sie bey Sicherheit ! sich Freund und Feind zu kennen ! Die Strassen auff und ab zu 

handeln k6nnen gehn." 

86. Herlaut, "L’dclairage?’ 226. 
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87. Mylius, Curpus Constit~ttionem Marchicar~m, pt. 6, sec. 2, col. 37-38, 73-74, 169, and pt. 1, sec. 1, 

col. 171-72; and Richter, "Beleuchtung der Stadt Wiem" 10. 

88. Martin Lister, A Jour~ey to Paris in the Year 169& ed. Raymond Phineas Lister (Urbana, Chicago, 

and London, 1967), 25. 
89. SHAD, Loc. 1779, "Acta, das zu Conservation der Nachflaternen," fol. 3: "ans Muthwillen boghafter 

Leuthe gar leicht gekr~inket werden m6chten." 

90. Ibid., lbl. 5. 
91. Schivelbusch (DisenchantedNight, 86, 98,121) m~es this point. The political symbolism and wac- 

tical value of the street lighting help explain the typical distribution of the lighting evenly across a city. As 

symbols of the power and authority of the monarch and city government, and as a wactical deterrent to 

crime, it could hardly have been otherwise. To be sure, politically or commercially important s~reets and 

squares were better lit, but leaving a street or section of the city dark could imply that it was somehow outside 

the power and authority of the lights, and it would certainly offer a place lbr those "shy of the light" to gather. 
On the density of street lighting in Paris and Caen, see Daniel Roche, A History c~’Eve~yday Things: The 

Birth of Consumption in t~}zmce, 1600-1800, trans. Brian Pearce (Cambridge, UK, 2000), 120; and 

Jean-Claude Perrot, GenOse d’une ville moderne: Caen au XVIlIe siOcle (Paris, 1975), 2: 662-63. 

92. Marperger, von denen Gassen Laternen, 27-28. 

93. Ibid., 28. 
94. Steele, Tatler 263 (December 14, 1710), ed. Bond, 3: 331. On we-modern sleep rhythms, see the fas- 

cinating article by A. Roger Ekirch, "Sleep We Have Lost: Pre-Industrial Slumber in the British Isles," 

American Historical Review 106.2 (2001): 343-85. 
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Did you ever wonder how the world became modern? You can find 
many, if not all, of the answers to that big question by studying 
European history from the Renaissance (15th c) to the Age of 
Revolutions (late 18th c), the "early" period when Europeans gave the 
"modern" a test run. 

History 158-001 
Early-Modern Europe 

Prof. Jay M. Smith 

T/TH 12:30-1:45 
Coker 201 

History 158-001 is a large lecture class with challenging and engaging 
readings, two short papers, a midterm, a final, and regular quizzes. The 
instructor is a specialist of early-modern France. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 1, 20l 1 11:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 
Re: Peter Filene 

Bobbi--sorry, but I do not. He must have deactivated his UNC e-mail or 
something? -Jay 

On 11/29/11 5:00 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 
Do you have contact information for him? 

E-mail or phone? 

Bobbi 



Department Name: History 
Level: Masters/Doctoral (the History Dept. has no stand-alone M. A. program) 
Major: History 
Submitted by: Jay Smith and Cynthia Radding 

Assessment Plan: 
For a number of reasons, the History department modified its assessment plan for 2011. 
According to the original plan, History would have introduced a new set of questions to its 
annual graduate student survey, questions focused on the department’s performance in preparing 
graduates for the job market. The Department Executive Committee decided on a different 
approach this year, however--in part because of student responses to the 2010 survey (which 
had indicated some confusion about the purposes of our core course History 700) and in part 

because a turnover in leadership was about to take place in Graduate Studies. (Cynthia Radding 
has now taken over for the long-serving Melissa Bullard). The Executive Committee decided in 
the spring semester to focus our assessment efforts in 2011 on the core courses of our program. 
This decision is in keeping with the priority set this year by the DGS and the GSC to evaluate 
and revise, where necessary, the guidelines for these sequenced courses in the spirit of 
maximizing their efficacy in helping our students to develop research skills and advance to 
degree at both the MA and PhD levels. 

Outcome assessed: 
Students’ ability to build on the foundations provided in our core courses and to synthesize the 
accumulated lessons of the required courses in ways that are efficient and meaningful for their 
own intellectual/professional trajectories. 

Methods used to gather evidence: 
The following questionnaire has been circulated among the students in HIST 700 (Introduction 

to Historical Methods and Research), 901 (M. A. Research Seminar), and 905 (Dissertation 
Practicum), currently being taught in Fall 2011~ we also have on file the instructor’s report and 
student comments from HIST 900 (Graduate Studies in History: Second Course), which was 
taught in Spring 2011. 

The questions included: 

Do you have a clear understanding of why this course is required and how it fits into your 
graduate program? 

Which assignments and activities in this course did you find to be most valuable, and why? 

Which assignments and activities did you find to be least valuable? Why? What suggestions do 

you have for making these assignments more useful? 

What other aspects of the UNC Graduate Program limited or enhanced your experience in this 
course or your progress to the degree? 

How the assessment results were reviewed: 



After collecting and collating the survey results, the DGS discussed the findings with both the 
department Executive Committee (Lloyd Kramer, as chair, Lisa Lindsay, as acting DUS, and Jay 

Smith, as associate chair, in addition to the DGS) and the Graduate Studies Committee over the 
course of the fall semester; some issues also came before the entire faculty at departmental 
meetings in October and November 2011. 

Strengths and weaknesses identified: 
The total number of respondents to the survey was 31 students. All respondents stated that they 
understood why each course was required and gave reasons for its utility to help them complete 
specific objectives in the degree program. In their answers to the final question concerning 
limitations or benefits from other aspects of the UNC-CH History Graduate Program, students 
listed time constraints in their efforts to balance the full course load, assistantship duties, and 
writing either for the MA thesis or for the dissertation prospectus. For the students in HISTORY 
901, related directly to the production of the MA thesis in the students’ third semester of the 
history graduate program, students enthusiastically endorsed the writing workshops and the 
individual mentoring provided by the instructor. The students in HISTORY 905 underscored the 
value of (1) weekly class assignments that helped them divide the task of producing the 
dissertation prospectus into manageable parts, (2) teamwork, (3) the experience of explaining 
their ideas to students from other fields, and (4) time for writing and revising their prospectuses. 

Beginning MA students in HISTORY 700 endorsed the helpfulness of this introductory course in 
their program. Students in HISTORY 900 did, however, express concerns over the volume of 
work assigned and the effectively "dual" nature of the course. In addition to conducting research 
and writing up results in a seminar paper, students in 900 are often given additional readings 
about the "craft" of history, the research process, or specific methodological concerns of 
interested to the instructor. Integrating the various parts of the course is something of a 
challenge. 

Using the results to improve the program: 
At a series of Graduate Studies Committee meetings in the fall semester of2011, faculty 
discussed the structure of the HISTORY 700-900 sequence. After thoughtful debate, the 
committee decided (and the department endorsed at a later faculty meeting) a redefinition of the 
purposes of 900 (there will now be fewer supplemental or extraneous reading assignments, and 
the written product can take one of two forms), and new course descriptions and syllabus 
templates were drafted for both 700 and 900. These revisions, the purpose of which is to provide 
a more seamless transition from the process of historiographical discovery to that of original 
research in primary sources, have already made their way into the Graduate Handbook; the 
syllabus templates will be made available on the faculty intranet. 

In addition, and partly in response to the students’ endorsement of the "workshop" qualities of 
most of our required courses, the department decided to reinforce the expectation of camaraderie 
and collegiality in the program by specifying the required nature of HISTORY 905--a course 
from which students in certain fields had routinely sought exemption in years past. The 
assessment process has underscored the broad success of History’s core courses, and the 
department therefore wishes to routinize students’ path through the program in their ABD years. 





Department Name: History 
Level: BA degree 
Major: History 
Submitted by: Jay Smith (and Kathleen Duval) 

Outcome assessed in 2010-2011: 
Senior history majors’ engagement with the varieties of the past, as well as their degree of access 
to specialized knowledge outside their respective fields of concentration. 

Methods used to gather evidence: 
In the spring of 2011, the History Department, following its six-year plan of outcomes 
assessment (approved by Department of History in November 2004), conducted a survey of 
history majors registered for the required History 391-397 seminars to ask for their evaluation of 
history course offerings at the undergraduate level (HIST 050 - HIST 699) during the past four 
years and to identify areas of strength and weakness. 

Eighteen history majors in 391-397 seminars answered the survey, which contained the 
following three questions: 
1. How many years have you been at UNC? 
2. Have you been pleased with history course offerings at the undergraduate level (HIST 050 - 
HIST 699) during your years at UNC? 
3. Are there ways in which the UNC history department could improve its course offerings to 
undergraduates? Please be specific. 

Question #1: all students answering the survey had been at UNC between 2 and 4 years (they 
answered the survey in the middle of spring semester). 

Questions #2 and #3 provided qualitative data. 

On question #2, students seem generally satisfied with history course offerings. Ten answered 
yes (i.e., they have been pleased with history course offerings). Six gave answers that indicated 
they were mostly satisfied while having a suggestion or two. Two indicated dissatisfaction 
(although one of two those praised professors for opening spots in full classes for students who 
needed particular classes). 

Fifteen students answered question #3, which gave them space to suggest improvements to the 
department’s course offerings. 

How the assessment results were reviewed: 
When the survey results had been collected, the DUS (Kathleen Duval) introduced the findings 
in the final Undergraduate Studies Committee meeting of the spring 2011 semester; the 
committee debated various strategies for broadening the History curriculum. She also reported 
the results to the History department Executive committee (Lloyd Kramer, the chair, Melissa 
Bullard, the DGS, and Jay Smith, the associate chair, in addition to the DUS), which devoted 

parts of two meetings to discussion of student concerns. 



Strengths and weaknesses identified: 
Most suggestions from the student survey involved a desire for more courses from which to 
choose, especially research seminars. Students noted the paucity of upper-level courses in 
European and Asian history, and they also noted the limited range of seminars in non-US fields 

(e. g., one complained about having only one Modern European seminar each semester, and 
another expressed a desire for global and transnational courses and seminars). 

Two students wished there were more and earlier information on courses being offered in 
upcoming semesters. 

Three students requested that major or seniority status grant registration priority for more kinds 
of courses, and another suggested polling majors about courses they would like to see from those 
listed in the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Using the results to improve the program: 
Inspired in part by the survey results from last spring, the Undergraduate Studies Committee, led 

by interim chair Lisa Lindsay in the fall 2011 semester, has undertaken a review of the History 
major and its fields of concentration. Although the review will continue at least into the spring 
2012 semester and will consider additional issues not addressed directly in the survey, the USC 
is seeking to give greater flexibility to students (e. g., by relaxing the minimum course 
requirement by field) and has already moved to re-categorize our courses so that Asian, African, 
Eurasian, and Latin American courses will be grouped into discrete fields with guaranteed course 
offerings each semester. The intent is to make our undergraduate offerings reflect better the 
diversity of the historical discipline in the 21st century, and to diversify and enrich our 

curriculum in ways that give students more and/or better course choices. 

In addition to this general program review, the chair and associate chair this year tried to 
compensate for the small number of upper-level courses in certain fields by assigning some of 
our fixed-term faculty to "topics" courses on specific themes (e. g., France and Algeria, Berlin 
and Munich, LGBTQ history) that supplement the "survey" offerings more typical of the fixed- 
term staff. Budgetary constraints and staffing problems limit our options (e. g., the Berlin and 
Munich course for spring 2012 had to be canceled at the last minute), but the department is likely 

to continue this strategy in the years ahead, as resources allow. 

The Executive committee also happily noted, in our first discussion of the survey findings, that 
the imminent arrival of two South Asian historians, one specialist of Europea!!global political 
history, and one specialist of the Ottoman empire and global Islam--all set to join the faculty in 
January 2012--would undoubtedly go a long way toward addressing many of the curricular 
concerns expressed by our seniors. 

Other concerns voiced by the students were "registered" but, in effect, deferred for later 
resolution. The History web site continues to be a work in progress (vastly improved this year, 

but still with some kinks), and it is hoped that more and better information about courses in 
upcoming semesters will be provided there in due time. As for the suggestion that we do a better 

job of offering all the courses in the Undergraduate Bulletin on a regular basis--financial 



constraints and the limits placed on our ability to replenish a staff depleted by retirements and 
departures has put that worthwhile goal further out of reach for the time being. 



Fall 2011 Annual Report on 

Assessment Results and Program Improvements 

This form can be used by departments to report: (1) results from the assessments of student learning 
outcomes conducted for each program during the past year, and (2) how these results and those from 

prior years have been used for program improvement. 

Use of this form is optional; other reporting formats can be used as long as the main questions below are 

addressed. 

Please submit separate reports for your undergraduate, master’s, and doctoral degree programs. It is 

fine to combine reports of results for programs with very similar contents and outcomes, for example, 

the BA and BS or the MA and MS with the same discipline. 

It is not necessary to provide assessment reports for the following: certificate programs consisting 

courses in existing degree programs, minors, or concentrations. 

Department Name: 

Level (Undergraduate, master’s, or doctoral): 

Major(s): 

Submitted by: 

Assessment Plan 

Attach a copy of your current assessment plan. Briefly describe any substantial changes made to your 

plan in the past year, such as modifications to learning outcomes, adoption of new measurement 

methods, etc.; otherwise, leave this section blank. 

Student Learning Outcomes Assessments and Results: 

Please structure your response to this section according to your defined learning outcomes. List the 

outcome(s) that have been assessed in the last 1-2 years. For each of these outcomes, address the 

following: 



¯ List the methods used to gather evidence (i.e., quantitative and/or qualitative) of the level of 

attainment for each outcome. If you used a rubric or other instrument in measuring outcomes, 

please attach if possible. 

¯ Describe very briefly how the program faculty/staff reviewed the assessment results to draw 

conclusions about achievement of the outcomes and program objectives. 

¯ Describe the strengths and concerns of your program identified from the assessment results. 

(Include supporting documents, only when applicable, as attachment to this report). 

Use of Results for Program Improvement 

This section is intended to document the completion of the assessment cycle (i.e., using results of 

assessments to improve the student learning). It is understood that program improvements often can’t 

be made immediately following the assessment or even within the same year; instead, results might be 

used to make improvements that are implemented over an extended period of time. In responding to the 

questions below, please consider program changes during the past 1-3 years. It is also recognized that 

results of these assessments might not have been the only evidence used to make improvements to 

programs, but please describe below any program improvements for which the assessment results were 

considered. 

Please provide a brief narrative that will clarify to the reader: 

¯ What changes have been or will be made to address concerns within the program ? 

¯ What course of action are you taking to make identified changes? 

For assistance completing this form, please contact Lynn Williford, Office of Institutional 
Research & Assessment, at lynn_williford@unc.edu. 

Please email this form and any attachments to: Bobbi Owen (owenbob@unc.edu) and Bill 
Andrews (wandrews@unc.edu), and Lynn Williford (lynn_williford@unc.edu). 



Learning Assessment Outcomes for the B.A. Program in History 

W. Miles Fletcher 
Associate Chair and DUS 
Spring, 2010 

Having completed a six-year plan of outcomes assessment, based on the plan approved by 
Department of History in November, 2004, the Undergraduate Studies Committee has adopted 
the following plan for the next four years. 

1) In the academic year, 2010-2011, conduct a survey of history majors registered for the 
required History 391-397 seminars to ask for their evaluation of history course offerings at the 
undergraduate level (HIST 050 - HIST 699) during the past four years and to identify areas of 
strength and weakness. 

2) In the academic year, 2011-2012, conduct a survey of history majors registered for the 
required History 391-397 seminars to ask for their evaluation of Departmental advising, which in 
the fall, 2009, switched to a system centered on a part-time Adviser, the new Lecturer/Adviser 
position, resident in the Department. 

3) In the academic year, 2012-2013, conduct a survey of history majors registered for the 
required History 391-397 seminars to ask to what extent they have been asked to use and 
examine primary sources in courses outside of the History 391-397 seminars. 

4) In the academic year, 2013-2014, evaluate a random selection of History 391-397 papers to 
assess their quality with the following questions in mind: 1) Does the paper pose a significant 
analytical question? 2) Does the paper use primary sources and reflect a good ability to analyze 
and evaluate that evidence? 3) Does the paper present a coherent and well supported historical 
argument? 4) Does the paper give evidence of skillful evaluation of conflicting historical 
interpretations of an issue? 

Other ideas of the UGSC for outcomes assessment in future years are: 

a) Through a survey of students taking the required History 391-397 seminars, ask those students 
who are double-majors for interesting ideas based on their experience in the other major. In 
order words, ask whether there are policies and practices of other departments that might be 
useful for the History Department to consider adopting. 

b) Send a survey to history majors who graduated ten years ago about their views of the value of 
a history major. Do they have any suggestions for the content and administration of the history 
major based on their experience after graduation? 

For reference, in 2004 the UGSC defined the following learning objectives for history majors. 
Surveys #3 and #4 above relate to learning outcomes #1 and #2. 

1. Students will learn how to do history: to pose an historical and analytical question, pursue that 
question through research in original sources, evaluate evidence, and create an argument in 

response. 



2. Students will learn to evaluate historical claims and conflicting arguments on the basis of 
evidence, methodology, and sources so that students can develop their own judgment on 

historical issues. 

3. Students will learn about a variety of cultures and societies in order to increase their 
understanding of past cultures and societies with the result that students can explain and discuss 
the challenges of examining a past society that may be quite different from their own society. 

4. Students will deepen their knowledge of a particular field of historical study as reflected in an 
ability to explain and discuss intelligently major issues related to that field. 

5. Students will learn to understand a society and culture in the particularity of 
time as well as the process of change over time so that students can analyze and discuss the 
complexity of the dynamics of change. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 16, 2011 8:28 AM 

Leah Raj aratnam <leah.raj aratnam@yale.edu> 

Re: Book Blurb Request 

Can’t remember if I answered this. But you can identify me either by my institution or, if you think it would be 
more relevant, as author of The Culture of Merit. 

On 12/13/11 2:45 PM, Leah Rajaratnam wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

That works perfectly, thank you so much! Would you prefer to be identified by your university 
affiliation or as author of a particular book? 

Either way, I will be sure to include your middle initial, of course; and we’ll be happy to send you a 
copy of the book when it’s published in the spring! 

Thank you again, 
Leah 

Leah Rajaratnam 

Ed tot a Intern 

Yale Un versty Press 

302 Temple Street, New Haven, CT 06511 (courier) 

P~O. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520 

On Tue, Dec 13,2011 at 1:59 PM, Jay Smith <jAysmith@ema~Lur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dear Leah: 
As a matter of fact, I reviewed this manuscript for Kete’s promotion case. How’s this: 

The analysis is smart, sure-footed, and highly readable, and the book is guaranteed to attract 
much attention from all historians and other Europeanists interested in Romantic culture, post- 
Revolutionary politics, and the discovery of the modern "self." 

I’d still love to get a copy of the book, if that’s possible. One other thing: I prefer to be identified 
with my middle initial. Jay M. Smith, not Jay Smith. It’s a long story... 

JS 

On 12/13/11 1:30 PM, Leah Rajaratnam wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing on behalf of Laura Davulis, Associate Editor here at Yale 
University Press, regarding a forthcoming book of ours: Making Way for 



Genius: The Aspiring Self in France from the Old Regime to the New by 
Kathleen Kete. I’m hoping you might be willing to read the uncorrected page 
proofs and write a short promotional comment for use on the book’s jacket, 
its Yale webpage, Amazon.com, etc. 

Examining the lives and works of three iconic figures--Germaine de Stael, 
Stendhal, and Georges Cuvier--Kathleen Kete creates a groundbreaking 
cultural history of ambition in post-Revolutionary France. While in the old 
regime the traditionalist view of ambition prevailed--that is, ambition as 
morally wrong unless subsumed into a corporate whole--the new regime 
was marked by a rising tide of competitive individualism as well as greater 
opportunities for personal advancement. Kete identifies three strategies 
used to overcome the "burden" of ambition, each involving some degree of 
subterfuge: adopting a persona of a creative genius (de Stael), recasting 
one’s secular work as a quasi-religious calling (Stendhal), or framing one’s 
life story as one driven by destiny (Cuvier). She concludes by examining the 
still relevant (and still unresolved) conundrum of the relationship of the 
individual to the community, which she identifies as a defining characteristic 
of the modern world. 

We are looking for about 30-40 words and would need to receive your 
endorsement by January 3rd in order to meet our deadline for the jacket. I 
can send you the page proofs as a PDF or in hard copy. As a small token of 
our thanks, we would be happy to send you a free copy of the book when it 
is published this coming June. 

I very much appreciate your consideration and will hope to hear from you 
soon. 

Best, 

Leah Rajaratnam 

Leah Ra,iaratnam 

Ed tot a Intern 

Yae Universty Press 

302 Temple Street, New Haven~ CT 06511 (courier) 

PO. Box 209040, New Haven, CT 06520 (mail) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 16, 2011 9:54 AM 

Mothersole, Laura <Laura.Mothersole@tandf.co.uk> 
Re: Proposal The French Revolution by Noah Shusterman 

Sorry for the delay in responding. I’m afraid I just have too much going on in the next month to give this proper 
attention. You might try someone like Laura Mason at Johns Hopkins, or Charles Walton at Yale. They’re 
more focused on the Revolutionary decade than I am in any case. Good luck. -JS 

On 12/12/11 6:33 AM, Mothersole, Laura wrote: 

Dear Jay M. Smith, 

Please allow me to introduce myself- I am the editorial assistant for history at the publisher Routledge. 
Please forgive me for emailing you out of the blue. 

I am writing because I have been sent a proposal for a book in our The French Revolution: Faith, Desire, 

and Politics by Noah Shusterman. I was wondering if you would be willing to review the proposal for me? I 

can of course remunerate you for this if you are - $80 in cash or $100 in Routledge books, with a $15 bonus 

if you can get the report back to me by 9th January 2012. I’ve attached the proposal and a questionnaire in 

case you are able to. 

Thank you in advance for your help. 

Best wishes 

Laura 

Laura Mothersole I Editorial Assistant [ History 

Routledge I 2 Park Square I Milton Park I Abingdon I Oxon I 0X:14 4RN 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7 0:17 5586 (direct line) 
Web: www.tandf.co.uk 

E-maik Laura.Mothersole@tandf.co.uk 

The information contained in this email message may be confidential. If you are not the intended rec pient, any use, nterference wth, d sclosure 
or copy ng of this material s ~Jnauthodsed and proh bited. Although ths message and any attachments are bel eyed to be free of vir{~ses no 
responsibility is accepted by nforma for any oss or damage arising in any way from receipt or use thereof. Messages to and from the company 
are monitored for operational reasons and in accordance with Isv~4ul business prsct ces 

If you have received this message in error please notify’ us by return and deete the message and any attachments. Further enqu ries/returns 

can be sent to postmaster~,informa.com 

Taylor & Francis Group is a trading name of Informs UK Limited, registered in England under no. 1072954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 8:22 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 10:59 PM 

wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu 

proofs 

Will: I plan to send the corrected proofs for the Epreuves de noblesse 
book back to you Monday evening, Jan. 16. I’ve not had a moment to look 
at them yet and won’t until sometime Sunday. I hope that will be OK. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 9:21 AM 

wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu 

Epreuves 

Dear Will: 
I’m just back in town after four days om west--hence the delay in 
responding to the JMH proofs for Epreuves de Noblesse. Luckily, the 
proofs are very clean. There’s only one correction--in response to AQ3, 
yes, there should be a circumflex over the o in Hopital. I assent to 
the other changes notes. Everything looks good. Thanks. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 29, 2012 9:29 PM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Re: wolf movie 

Julia--yes, this is one I want to see ..... 

On 1/27/12 8:38 AM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Huzzah! The latest wolf movie opens to good reviews, and the wolves are aparently Bete de 
Gevaudan-worthy, not the peacefully family clans the world is trying to save and reintroduce to 
France. 

~ ~/~/w~‘. washingt~np~st, c~m/~‘ ~4/rn~ies/the-~ ~ 212~84/critic-re~iev<htrn~#re~iewN~m~ 

Hope you are well. 

Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:17 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew_margolis@unc.edu> 

Re: Joe Nocera 

Lew--no contributions! Surely we’ll find someone to come up with, what, 
$700? 

On 1/31/12 3:06 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> The dates are fine for me. I like the suggested format, although this was used for Foer (Eating Animals) and I do not think there was 
nearly enough time for audience questions. To me that would be important. Regarding transportation, are there not university small 
grants in the Arts and Sciences to support this type of intellectual activity? Perhaps the athletics department would like to chip in from 
its recruiting budget or Larry Fedora from his expense account? If you are asking for contributions, I am happy to put some money in 
the hat. With enough of us that would work. He is welcome to spend the night in our house ! I agree we need to discuss the format 
and the players. Thanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith                ema~l.unc~ed~] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2012 2:47 PM 
> To: Thrailkill, Jane F. 
> Cc: Perrin, Andrew J; Margolis, Lewis; Sonthall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas 
P; Farel, Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
redfield@unc.edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Joe Nocera 
> 

> Jane--you make good points here, to which I will respond soon, but first some news: 
> 
> I just got off the phone with Joe Nocera of the NY Times, and he seems genuinely eager to come down. The dates we discussed: 
March 13-14. He suggested that he fly in on the afternoon of the 13th, spend some time with us that day, and then have an event on 
the 14th. He further suggested (and I loved the idea) that instead of doing a "talk/speech," 
> one or more of us could simply interview him on stage--that is, give him a soap box to push some of his more radical ideas (e. g., he 
likes the idea of a major in football, and of course he wants to blow up the NCAA) and then interrogate and push him in a way that 
will engage the audience and touch on big issues. I think this could be hugely successful. 
> 
> But there are things to settle: will these dates work for enough of us to make it workable? And....how do we pay for his flight? (I 
told him that we would at least cover his transportation expenses, since he wants no honorarium). These are the things to square away 
as quickly as we can. We want to lock him in if we can. 
> 
> The other thing to think about--the format of his presentation, or our "conversation" with him. One idea is to call it "College Sports 
today: 
> A Conversation with Joe Nocera." But who would do the conversing, how would we structure it, etc? This may be reason enough 
to have another quick meeting in the next week or so. But in the meantime, please weigh in on the dates and share any ideas you have 
for defraying the flight 
> expenses. Also--where to do this? The Stone Center? -Jay 
> 
> PS Robert Orr will need to be brought in somehow--since it was his "in" 
> with Nocera that made this possible. One idea: have a dinner on the 13th to which he would be invited. But we’ll want to think 
about this ..... 
> 

> On 1/31/12 12:07 PM, Thrailkill, Jane F. wrote: 
>> Hi everyone- I have admired from afar the good work of this group. I wanted to offer a few thoughts moving forward, prompted by 
some ideas generated by the very fine statement the group has drafted: 
>> 
>> 1) Regarding sports and the university’s mission ("Sports are worthwhile activities in themselves"): To me, even emphasizing the 
positive--sports as a source of "cohesion", a venue for competitive "excellence"-- defines athletics as an "add-on" to the university’s 



core mission. 
>> 
>> Others are likely more aware, but I’m still learning from colleagues in other departments that this is a limited understanding. We 
have students majoring in EXSS, faculty doing sports-related research in kinesiology, anthropology, history, and medicine. Athletics 
is important to anti-obesity studies and programs across campus (School of Nursing, Public Health, etc.). Sports are also a part of our 
global mission, in the form of Carolina for Kibera, the soccer-based outreach program UNC undergrads started outside of Nairobi. So, 
perhaps part of what the group might do in the future is point out and support the ways in which athletics--in its many forms--is and 
could continue to be positively integrated into the university’s academic mission. 
>> 
>> 2) Regarding where we target our critique ("Faculty...must be empowered to oversee athletics"): Curbing excesses of UNC’s 
athletics program is important. It also has the drawback of tending toward divisiveness. I wonder if the committee, moving forward, 
couldn’t also make common cause with other stakeholders--even those whom we seek to "rein in"--and put the spotlight on Big Sports. 
Like most of you, I have been reading Taylor Branch and Joe Nocera, and it appalls me to learn what our administrators, coaches, 
players, and families are dealing with in the form of the NCAA. 
>> 
>> As you can hear, I’d be interested in finding ways to reframe the entire relationship between the university and athletics in its many 
forms. Count me in for future meetings! 

>> Best, 
>> 
>> Jane 

>> Jane F. Thrailkill 
>> Associate Professor& Director of Graduate Admissions Department of 
>> English and Comparative Literature University of North Carolina, 
>> Chapel Hill tkill@unc.edu 
>> From: Andrew J Perrin [andrew~oerrin@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 30, 2012 2:00 PM 
>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>> Cc: Margolis, Lewis; Southall, Richard Michard; Boxill, Jeanette M; 
>> Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
>> Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F.; 
>> Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
>> redfield@unc.edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
>> Subject: Re: Jan. 23 meeting on athletics 
>> 
>> All - attached is a slightly prettier, PDF version suitable for 
>> framing (or at least for distributing to colleagues). I suggest we 
>> each keep our separate lists of people who have signed on with us, and 
>> we can compile these on or about the 10th which is Jay’s suggested deadline. 
>> 
>> All best, 
>> Andy 
>> 
>> On Mon, 2012-01-30 at 12:51 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> I agree on all of these points. I suggested the DTH only because 
>>> that seemed to be where we wound up at the last meeting. But it 
>>> makes perfect sense to address it to Holden, with a copy to the DTH. 
>>> I also agree that it should not be associated with one or a few of 
>>> us, but should seem to be expressing a groundswell of opinion. 
>>> 
>>> Shall we take a week or so to collect "signatures"? Aim for, say, 
>>> Friday, February 10 as a deadline? That would make it possible to 
>>> submit the letter early in the following week--well before the Feb. 
>>> 28 event. But I’m shooting from the hip here .... 
>>> 
>>> Jay 



>>> PS--If anyone being copied here would prefer not to have her/his name 
>>> listed, that’s A-OK, of course. Just let me know. 
>>> 
>>> On 1130112 11:09 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> Thanks, Jay, and I like the document a lot. I will be happy to 
>>>> circulate among my colleagues in sociology, and will also reach out 
>>>> to my leadership group. 

>>>> My own 2c: I think the DTH should not be the primary venue for this. 
>>>> I think we should get lots of signatures, circulating informally, 
>>>> and deliver the signatures to someone official (Chancellor Thorp 
>>>> seems like a good choice), with a sort of press release to DTH and 
>>>> others about the delivery. Our message ultimately should be to the 
>>>> university adminislxation, not the press. 

>>>> I also think it’s important that it not be "these few faculty and 
>>>> xxx others" because we’ve already signed on to the message to the 
>>>> Trustees last fall. Someone (Jay? Lew?) should be there as a 
>>>> contact, but the list of people who signed should be neutral with 
>>>> respect to involvement 
>>>> - perhaps listed alphabetically? 

>>>> Thanks, 
>>>> Andy 

>>>> On Sun, 2012-01-29 at 12:05 -0500, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>> Thanks to Richard and Lew for their tweaks to this statement. I 
>>>>> made one or two other minor tweaks myself. So...voilfi. I suggest 
>>>>> that if there are no other suggestions for changes before the end 
>>>>> of the day tomorrow (a different title, for example?), that we, or 
>>>>> at least those of us with the time and energy to do so, begin 
>>>>> sharing this document with colleagues by Tuesday. In those 
>>>>> departments/units with more than one representative on our 
>>>>> committee, perhaps one person could take charge of compiling a list of signatories. (I’11 do so for History). 
>>>>> Of course, we’ll try to reach beyond our own departments, but if 
>>>>> one person in each department takes the lead we’ll avoid duplication of effort. 

>>>>> Thoughts on a deadline? And on the procedure for submitting to the 
>>>>> DTH? Lew has published op-eds on this general subject in the DTH 
>>>>> already, so....maybe he does the submitting? Just an idea. I’m 
>>>>> willing to do the work if the rest of you are pressed for time, but 
>>>>> it might be best if no individual seems to claim ownership. I’m 
>>>>> thinking the letter might be "signed" in the following manner: 

>>>>> Submitted by 247 faculty at the University (full list of names 
>>>>> available in the online edition of DTH). 

>>>>> Other ideas? -Jay 

>>>>> On 1127112 4:38 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
>>>>>> I’d suggest that "at the expense of academic integrity" be phrased in the positive, as are the principles. "...excellence at UNC- 
Chapel Hill must rest on academic integrity, and always reflect..." 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Sonthall, Richard Michard 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 12:41 PM 
>>>>>> To: Smith, Jay M 



>>>>>> Cc: Boxill, Jeanette M; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Perrin, Andrew J; 
>>>>>> Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; Farel, Paul B; Engel, 
>>>>>> Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F.; 
>>>>>> Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; 
>>>>>> redfield@unc.edu; Carter, Tim; McGowan, John; Weiler, Jonathan D 
>>>>>> Subject: Re: Jan. 23 meeting on athletics 

>>>>>> Jay, 

>>>>>> Thank you for circulating this revised draft. As a possible way to address your expressed concern about "integrity" not being 
included in a principle, I inserted the following few words into the document (All Caps below). 

>>>>>> "In light of recent developments, however, we insist that the pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill MUST NOT 
COME AT THE EXPENSE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY, and always reflect and reinforce the following three principles:" 

>>>>>> Richard 

>>>>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>>>>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration Graduate Program 
>>>>>> Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C 
>>>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 Cell- Fax - 919.962-6235 
>>>>>> southall@email.unc.edu 

>>>>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>>>>>> ~:iicxssmv.c.e ecializatio~sisportoadmir~ 
>>>>>> stration/ 
>>>>>> overview/ 

>>>>>> CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri<~:!/wwwamc edt~/cs~> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 
www.csriconference.org<~:!i~ ~,~, csriconfere~ce~or~> 

>>>>>> On 1/27/12 11:36 AM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Friends: 
>>>>>>> I’ve taken another shot at the "statement of principles" (though 
>>>>>>> I can’t be sure that I didn’t forget something important--so 
>>>>>>> please read it top to bottom). I changed some wording here and 
>>>>>>> there, but I think it reflects the spirit of our Monday 
>>>>>>> discussion. I’m still a little bothered that "integrity" has 
>>>>>>> fallen out as a principle, but I suppose it’s covered implicitly in points 1 and 2. 

>>>>>>> Ideally, we’ll be able to finalize this by early next week and 
>>>>>>> start circulating the statement among our colleagues. (I’d like 
>>>>>>> to suggest that we try to finish the whole process, and submit 
>>>>>>> our letter to the DTH, before spring break). 

>>>>>>> Jay 
>>>>>>> PS I’m calling Joe Nocera next week; I’ll let you know what 



>>>>>>> comes of that. 

>>>>>>> On 1/24/12 11:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Just a note to thank everyone who was at yesterday’s "working group" 
>>>>>>>> meeting - and others on this list - for the chance to 
>>>>>>>> participate in the discussions. I enjoyed the chance to work on 
>>>>>>>> the statement of principles, as well as "letter-drop" some college-sport acronyms. 

>>>>>>>> As a way to foster additional conversation~ either in person or 
>>>>>>>> via email, I wanted to forward a couple of recent commentaries 
>>>>>>>> that might be of interest. I welcome any critiques or criticisms. 

>>>>>>>> htt~:/’/~,ww.huffir~ost.comirichavd-m~soutl~aWcolle~eoatNeti 
>>>>>>>> cs-ref 

>>>>>>>> b 
>>>>>>>> 1210919.html 

>>>>>>>> ht~ :/iw~, w.huffm~itonpo s~,. co~dricha~d-m-so~tl’~a~l!co~e~e-atlflete 
>>>>>>>> s-pw_ 
>>>>>>>> b 1 
>>>>>>>> 21 
>>>>>>>> 0932.ht~?mf=spo~s 

>>>>>>>> If anyone wants to venture over to CSRI (The~’s another of 
>>>>>>>> those 
>>>>>>>> acronyms!) in Woollen Gym or meet for coffee or hnch and talk, 
>>>>>>>> I’ll be ~ppy to buy the first cup of coffee. 

>>>>>>>> Cheers, 

>>>>>>>> Richard 

>>>>>>>> Dr. ~c~rd M. Southall 
>>>>>>>> Associate Professor - Spo~ Ad~slxation Graduate Program 
>>>>>>>> Coordi~tor The U~versiU of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>>>> Di~ctor 
>>>>>>>> - College Spo~ Research Institute Woollen Hall 203C Office - 
>>>>>>>> 919.962-3507 Cell - Fax - 919.962-6235 
>>>>>>>> southall@email.unc.~ 

>>>>>>>> UNC Spo~ Ad~stration website: 

>>>>>>>> ~ :iTexss. ~mc.ed~ ecia~izafions/spo~-ad~fi 
>>>>>>>> Nstra 
>>>>>>>> tiO 

>>>>>>>> W 
>>>>>>>> ove~iew/ 

>>>>>>>> CSRI website: www.unc.eddcsfi<~2,iwww.~mc.edtdcs~i> 
>>>>>>>> CSRI Coherence on College Sport website: www.csfico~emnce.org 
>>>>>>>> <~:ii~a, ww.csriconference.or~> 



>>>>>>>> On 1/20/12 12:01 PM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

>>>>>>>>> I look forward to continuing the conversation Monday. -Jay 

>>>>>>>>> On 1/16/12 10:03 PM, Boxill, Jeanette M wrote: 
>>>>>>>>>> Hi Jay, 
>>>>>>>>>> You’ll likely get lots of "reply all" emails!!! 

>>>>>>>>>> Jan 

>>>>>>>>>> Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
>>>>>>>>>> Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH Director, Parr Center for 
>>>>>>>>>> Ethics Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy University of 
>>>>>>>>>> North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 Office Phone 
>>>>>>>>>> 919-962-3317 
>>>>>>>>>> Fax: 919-962-3329 
>>>>>>>>>> web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

>>>>>>>>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>>>>>> Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 9:53 PM 
>>>>>>>>>> To: Perrin, Andrew J; Steponaitis, Vincas P; Margolis, Lewis; 
>>>>>>>>>> Farel, Paul B; Engel, Jonathan; Talbert, Richard J; Tyler 
>>>>>>>>>> Curtain; Thrailkill, Jane F.; Janken, Kenneth R; Gless, 
>>>>>>>>>> Darryl J; Tomaskova, Silvia; redfield@unc.edu; Carter, Tim; 
>>>>>>>>>> McGowan, John; Boxill, Jeanette M; Smith, Jay M 
>>>>>>>>>> Subject: Jan. 23 meeting on athletics 

>>>>>>>>>> Dear colleagues: 
>>>>>>>>>> Someone do me the favor of responding "reply-all" to this 
>>>>>>>>>> message so that I don’t have to reconstruct the list again. 
>>>>>>>>>> Thanks. Now for the news... 

>>>>>>>>>> This is a quick reminder (with more details to follow by the 

wrote: 

Colleagues: 
I attach two items. The first is the agenda for our meeting on 
Monday, Jan. 23 (3pm in the upstairs seminar room at Hyde Hall). 
The second is a draft statement of principles that we will want 
to discuss and refine. (We’ll also need to decide what, 
exactly, to do with said statement; I have a few ideas.) I did 
not have time to solicit inpul!feedback from everyone. My 
thanks, though, to Lew and Andy for responding to my first draft. I’ve included many of their suggestions. 
We’ll surely continue to reshape this thing. 

Finally--my apologies for leaving a few of you out of my Monday 
reminder e-mail. I was acting quickly and on the basis of 
faulty memory. I 
*trust* that I have everyone now. If any of you know of 
individuals whose interests or expertise might make their 
involvement valuable for us, feel free to share this e-mail 
with them. Don’t broadcast it to whole departments (the 
seminar room seats only about 15, after all), but targeted invitations are a good idea. 



end of the 
week) that we’re scheduled to meet Jan. 23, 3:00-4:30pm in the 
upstairs seminar room of Hyde Hall. We’ll have quite a few 
things to discuss--including a preliminary "statement of 
principles" and plans for a faculty forum on student-athletes 
in the classroom--so make every effort to come if you can. 

In the meantime, I want to bring to your attention a lunchtime 

discussion this Wednesday, 12-1pm, in the University Room of 
Hyde Hall. 
Jan Boxill will be discussing "Sports as a Public Forum for Ethics." 
If 

you’d like to come, you’ll need to make a reservation by 
tomorrow--lunch is provided--so act quickly: go to 
parrcenter.unc.edu to make your reservation. This is the 
first in a series of forums/public discussions on sports 

issues this spring that should interest many of us. 

More to come later in the week .... 

Jay Smith 

>> Andrew J Perrin - andrew~r~errin@unc.edu - ~errin.socsci.unc.edu 
>>     Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
>> University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 1:55 PM 

Quercia, Roberto G <quercia@email.unc.edu> 

Leadership Fellows 08 <leadership fellows08@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [leadership fellows08] Need advise 

I have a lunch commitment Friday but could do coffee before or after. But if I’m the only one, don’t let me hold 
up a lunch date. -Jay 

On 2/6/12 1:38 PM, Roberto Quercia wrote: 

We can meet somewhere on campus or near campus. 
Any preference? 

We met at Ming Garden near timberline last time we had a quick lunch meeting. 
We could meet there if you are not on campus on Friday. 
Otherwise, anywhere on Franklin St. should work. 

Roberto G. Quercia 919.843.2493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 
www.cccounc.edu 
wwwofacebook.com/U N CCenterforCom munit 
wwwotwitter.com/CommunityCap~ 

On Feb 6, 2012, at 1:35 PM, Danielewicz, Jane M wrote: 

Hi Roberto--yes, lunch or coffee is fine, anytime before 2:30 on Friday. I am all 
ears. Sounds like another raid. 
Jane 

Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 



From: Roberto Quercia [Auercia@emailouncoedu] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 12:47 PM 
To: Leadership Fellows 08 
Subject: [leadership_fellows08] Need advise 

Dear all: 

I need some advise. 
I need to make a decision (and tell the dean) in the next few days. 
Are you available for a cup of coffee or quick lunch on Friday? 

Thank you in advance. 

Roberto G. Quercia 919.843.2493 
Director, UNC Center for Community Capital 
Professor, City and Regional Planning 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1700 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 129 
Campus Box 3452 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3452 
www.cccounc.edu 
wwwofacebook.com/U N CCenterforCom muni 
www,twitter, com/Com m u n it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 9, 2012 9:26 PM 

Whalen, Brett E <bwhalen@email.unc. edu> 
Worthen 

Holy cow. What do I find when I scroll thru my NYTimes this evening? 

times.corn/2012/02i09itheofirst~esooforickosar~ormr~i?l"~ 

Very interesting. I like her (as a journalist at least)! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 11:19 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 16, 2012 2:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 10:19 AM 

Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: IAH Fellowship 

I’m feeling very unlucky. 

On 2/17/12 9:34 AM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 
Hi Jay, 

Much as I’m sorry to do so, I’m afraid I will be leaving you without a 
teacher for Hist 705 (or was it 700?) in the fall and doing the IAH 
fellowship then. I hope this much lead time at least gives you a 
chance to corral someone else. (And for your planning purposes, I’ll 
do an NEH fellowship after the IAH, so I will be on leave for fall 
2012 and then spring and fall of 2013. I’m feeling very lucky !) 

Best, 
Lisa 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: IAH Fellowship 
Date: Wed, 15 Feb 2012 17:00:01 -0500 
From: McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu> 
To: Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Lisa: 

Would it be possible for you to take your semester at the IAH in fall 
2012 rather than in spring 2013? It would help us out at the Institute 
if you were able to switch. 

Thank you. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 8:19 AM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Re: French housing 

Well, actually, a few Universities DO THAT! I think the U of Chicago has one, and NYU. But that’s not for 
the likes of state U’s. 

I know what you mean about trusting--I had some trust issues with a guy once; he insisted that I had to wire him 
the advance through Western Union. I gulped hard and did it--turned out he was a very nice guy and everything 
was fine. You should ask this one, I’d say, for a number of references (people who have rented the place 
before). 

On 2/20/12 9:17 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

What?!? You mean the University doesn’t just buy you an apartment in Paris when you start 
attracting grad students so you can let it to them for their research trips? Nonsense. I’m touched 
you’d rent to me, though. You know I take good care of houses (and dogs)! 

I’m glad there are many places to be had. I’m working with a smaller budget than I’d like, so a wee 
studio would suit well. I was wondering, though, about how you know a place or a person is "legit" 
who contacts you or that you see online, especially if the landlord purports not to be in town when 
you arrive. I interestingly just had an offer today, from someone leaving Paris tomorrow for a job 
in England (he is English and is taking his family with him) and is letting one of the rooms in a 
large, newly renovated apartment in the fifth for 700e / month, complete with wifi, fridge, w/d, etc. 
for a year--he’s willing to rent to me even for just the 2 months I’m there. The renter sounds 
pleasant, if distracted. It’s taken a few emails to try to figure the above out, and i’m still not sure 
how he plans on getting me the key, etc., In some ways it sounds too good to be true; and therefore 
a little fishy. But I suppose I could ask the same of anyone that I/you didn’t know personally. 

Anyway, thanks for giving me some names and the green light to say that you reffered me to them. 
I’ll try to chek out some online apartment sites. 

Julia 

>>> Jay Smith 02/20/12 8:27 AM >>> 
Julia: I’m afraid there are no real tricks up my sleeve. H-France, of course, would be happy to post 
your "I’m looking for an apt" notice--and occasionally, that will lead to something. (There’s a H- 
France Housing Digest that you could probably look up online--they group together notices and 
post them about once a week, I think, and list them at their web page). Then there’s always the 
possibility of just contacting people who are known to rent out their own places on occasion. My 
friends Michael Kwass and Laura Mason have a very comfortable place in the 13th. You could ask 
them if theirs is available or if they happen to know of anyone who’s renting. John Merriman at 
Yale is another possibility. Sarah Maza at Northwestern. You could mention to any of them that 
you were my student and I referred you to them. 

There are also rental agencies you could use online. I used one once and it worked out extremely 
well--they got me a great little studio on the Ile St Louis for $500/week. Unfortunately, they went 
out of business or merged with another outfit. But if you just search Paris apartment rentals online 
I’m sure you’ll find many, many such places. I wish I owned a place myself--rd let you use it! 



Jay 

On 2/19/12 12:34 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I’m thinking about the Paris summer trip to finish up some research at Vincennes, and I 
don’t think I’ll be staying with my usual French family this time (they’re extremely 
busy wiht their new country house and grandchildren). How did you find places to 
stay in Paris? I’ve posted an ad asking about housing on H-France, but where else does 
one look? Is this the kind of thing where I need to secure housing *now* or where 
things don’t usually open up until April or May? 

Thanks, 
Julia 



From: 

Sent: 
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Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 10:25 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 12:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 2:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 12:17 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Identity in 16th c lit.pptx 







The picaresque* novel 

Invented in late 16th-century Spain, these 

novels featured servants or other humble or 
rustic characters involved in adventures and 
living by their wits. 

Don Quixote very much showed the influence 

of the picaresque. 







The period 1550-1650 thus suggests... 

...a growing self-consciousness about social 

identity, and a sneaking anxiety about the 

stability of identity. 
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Sent: 
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Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 2:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 3:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 24, 2012 5:27 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: op-ed 

Jay Smith College Sports and the Faculty.docx 

Thanks, Jan. I’m afraid I assumed that when you didn’t get back to me before 3, you weren’t going to be able to 
contribute any further. I already sent it in and they already accepted it! (It will run sometime next week). I got 
input from you, Richard Southall, and Kenneth Janken, all very valuable. I realize that some might be slightly 
offended by it--I make a specific reference now to "academic support," and I assert more unambiguously that 
the pressures placed on athletes DO undermine academics, but .... in the end, of course, I’m speaking for no one 
but myself. That’s an advantage that comes with being powerles!! I just hope it advances the conversation... 

Jay 

On 2/24/12 5:02 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

Jay, 
I can only imagine the emails you have received. I was on the list that received the ones sent to the 
BOT and Chancellor when              , and our op-ed piece. 

Did you attach the edited version? After your revised statement, and maybe at the beginnin of the 
next paragraph, would you want to say something like "this mood appears to be the same today, so 
the ~culty seem ready to rekindle... 

What do you think? 

I believe the Chancellor and Bubba agree with the principles. Also, one big change that did occur 
was the move of the Academic support for athletes from athletics to Arts & Sciences. Of course 
this didn’t solve the issue, but it was a major step. 

Are you wanting to get it off today? 

Jan 

From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 1:52 PM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: Re: op-ed 

Jan--thanks. I’ve modified that sentence to read: Somewhere along the way, alas, the sense of 
urgency dissipated and the faculty proposals were largely forgotten. 

I *think* that’s basically accurate. 

To answer your question--I really don’t pay too much attention to what "the fans" are saying, 
though I had to field one phone call last week, I’ve received letters in the mail, and my email inbox 
was pretty crowded over the weekend. Really, I’m only using their silliness as a pretext to get 
another piece in the N&O, to reassure everyone that we care about students first, and to state an 
important principle--i, e., that this is part of the faculty’s j ob ! -Jay 



On 2/24/12 11:19 AM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

The piece is quite good. There were a couple of things though that may not be quite 

accurate, as I think there were some changes implemented that came out of the :1990 

discussions: limits placed on # of games and # of practice hours per week, and the FAC. The 

FAC has done many things to address some of our concerns, but other things rise as well. So 

I wouldn’t want the impression that the whole thing "fell into a black hole". Like lots of other 
things, the process moves very slowly. [e.g. honor system] 

Let me reread and mul! it over a bit. Do you I haven’t seen responses; ! would rather not 

even look at them as most of the people who post only post negative reactionary things. 

[ know you want this to go out asap, so I’ll try to get back to you before [ have my 3 pm 

meeting. 

Jan 

From: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 10:15 AM 
To: Boxill, Jan 
Subject: op-ed 

Hi Jan: I’m thinking about submitting an op-ed piece to the N&O (or failing that, the DTH). 
I’d really value your feedback on this. I want to assert the faculty’s right to speak up, but I 
want to be careful not to imply nefarious motives on the part of athletes or anyone else. (And 
of course, I don’t want to embarrass Holden or anyone else.) Please have a look when you 
get a chance. -Jay 



A "statement of athletics principles" recently released by a group of UNC 
professors has elicited a surprising backlash from some supporters of athletics programs. 
They ask: Why don’t these professors mind their own business? What do they know 
about the life of the college athlete? And--one from my own email inbox--why do 
faculty hate athletes so much? 

Such questions insult the faculty and reflect a distorted view of university life. To 
begin, it is worth pointing out that most of the UNC faculty who advocate structural 
changes in college athletics consider themselves Tar Heel fans. We take pride in the 
amazing success of our soccer teams, rejoice whenever our basketball teams beat Duke, 
and have learned to watch with interest the College World Series. But college sport 
teams, for now at least, are not autonomous commercial enterprises. Athletes participate 
in sports only because they have first been admitted to the University as degree-seeking 
students. Like all students, they have been entrusted to the faculty’s educational care, 
and faculty therefore have both the right and the obligation to resist the degradation of the 
educational process in which they are engaged. The pressures placed on athletes by 
coaches, fans, the ACC, the NCAA, and the University--to practice up to forty hours a 
week, to travel long distances, to miss many classes during the season, to play games 
ending at midnight, to perform at a high level, all the while remaining academically 
"eligible" to compete--inevitably undermine the integrity ofUNC’s educational mission. 

For faculty, the term "integrity" means the honest pursuit of truth and discovery in 
all fields of knowledge. This form of integrity is vital to the life of any University, and it 
is essential to the student-teacher relationship. Protecting it requires that students aspire 

to high standards, that they push themselves intellectually, and that they actively seek to 

learn from their mentors, from their classmates, and for themselves. The maintenance of 
integrity also requires that faculty take seriously their obligations to students--that they 
treat them with respect, keep them focused on their educational objectives, regard them 

as partners on a journey of discovery, and facilitate their mastery of a body of knowledge 
that will enable them to function with greater competency in the world-after-college. If 

we demand any less of ourselves or of our students, if we farm out our responsibilities as 
educators to "athletic academic support" services, if we allow outside forces (television, 
radio, conferences) to infringe on our prerogatives as educators, then we should frankly 
admit that the college-sport enterprise is a sham, and that we are witting participants in an 
elaborate charade whose sole purpose is to keep athletes eligible--eligible to play their 
sports for the University’s glory and enrichment. 

Thankfully, in Chapel Hill such hypocrisy could never be tolerated once fully 
recognized. At UNC, faculty advocacy for the academic rights and interests of athletes 
is, in fact, a longstanding tradition. In 1990, the Faculty Council urged chancellor Paul 
Hardin to pursue aggressive reforms at the conference and NCAA levels: to curtail 
practice time, to reduce travel demands, to shorten seasons, to limit players’ eligibility to 
three years (allowing at least one full year for academic single-mindedness), and to stop 
admitting students whose level of high school preparation left them destined to fail in the 
classrooms of a research university. Hardin pledged to carry out the program; he even 
happily noted "the mood of the faculty and the mood of the chancellor are very 
compatible. So is the mood of the athletics department." Somewhere along the way, alas, 
the sense of urgency dissipated and most of the key proposals were forgotten. In the 



intervening years, the runaway train of "big-time" college sport has reached ever more 
dangerous speeds. 

Faculty have a responsibility to rekindle the spirit of collaboration evident in 
1990. Working with academic and athletic administrators, students, and all who care 

about higher education in North Carolina and across the country, UNC faculty must do 
all that they can to steer the runaway train of college sport back on a path toward sanity-- 
where the valuable lessons that come from participation in sports are complemented, 
refined, and finished by the academic lessons that can only emerge from rich and 
mutually honest student-teacher engagement. Faculty will then be minding their business 
precisely as they should--and helping UNC serve as a national model for the successful 
integration of academic and athletic excellence. To that we can all say: Go Heels! 

Jay M. Smith is professor of European history at UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 26, 2012 11:17 AM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Re: Institut Francais d’Amerique 

Julia--yes, I had heard this through the grapevine. (You were the highest ranked applicant, I understand). 
Maybe we can catch up in Paris... 

On 2/25/12 5:29 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I got one of their fellowships. Yay! Now I can afford to eat while I’m in France. 

Thank you for the letter. If you happen to be in Paris this summer, I’ll buy you a cafe or a glass of 
cote du rhone. 

Hope you’re also having a happy Saturday, 
Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 27, 2012 4:58 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu>; Kramer, Lloyd S 
<lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Griffin 

Hi Nancy/Lloyd: Am I right in thinking that Larry Griffin has left the 
University? If so, we need to remove him from our faculty roster. 
But...maybe I’m confusing him with someone else? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 3:50 PM 

rorr@poynerspruill, corn 

C Club 

Hi Bob--any news on the Carolina Club front? Just wondering. Also--I 
had breakfast today with John Shoop. What a nice guy, and so wise. 
It’s a tragedy, a true tragedy, that he was not named the head football 
coach after they let Davis go. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 2, 2012 4:42 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
my status 

Hi Miles: Now that the global field clearly has more than critical 
mass, with a number of people who were even trained as globalists, I’m 
beginning to think that I should probably no longer list my name in the 
field either. It was always a bit of a stretch for me anyway--my ONLY 
claim to global status was having once taught a course on "Atlantic" 
elites--and I think that troth in advertising sort of requires now that 
I get back in Europe and stay where I belong. This doesn’t present any 
problems from your point of view, does it? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, March 3, 2012 12:21 PM 

Spinner-Halev, Jeff <spinner@email.unc.edu> 
Re: lunch 

Probably working at home, actually. How about you? Margaret’s is in 
our neck of the woods, but I could also drive somewhere close to campus 
if you’ll be there. 

On 3/3/12 9:43 AM, Spinner-Halev, Jeff wrote: 
> Jay, 
> 
> How about Thursday? will you be on campus, or do you prefer to meet off campus? Jeff 
> 
> On Mar 2, 2012, at 4:36 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 
>> Jeff--sorry I took so long to get back to you. Crazy week. So, are you free for ltmch either Tuesday or Thursday of next week? 
Do you have any place in mind? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 12:05 PM 

leave_dflO5_secpcb-834966405.5232c2140994bf6e15347a91 ff83552b@lists.n- 
email3 .net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 12:25 PM 

listserv@lists.uakron.edu 

UNsubscribe H-France 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 3:07 PM 

la bete_du_gevaudan-desabonnement@yahoogroupes .fr 

D~sinscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 6, 2012 4:45 PM 

Cell, Gillian <gtcell@wm.edu> 
Re: Just a thought 

I really don’t know what they do (I’ve never even ascended to SAD 
level), but that’s my guess. I will say this, though. Deans, ever 
since Risa Palm, spend virtually no time visiting with faculty. 

On 3/6/12 3:28 PM, Cell, Gillian wrote: 
> How boring -- then why do the job ? 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2012 1:23 PM 
> To: Cell, Gillian 
> Subject: Re: Just a thought 
> 
> What does the Dean do? She receives reports from her Senior Associate 
> Deans ! 
> 

> On 3/6/12 1:13 PM, Cell, Gillian wrote: 
>> I cannot remember how the committee was appointed but I think yours is a good idea. You will find your meeting with Sam 
interesting. We had lunch last week and talked about the athletics admissions committee which he and then I had chaired. 
>> 
>> I really don’t understand how things work any longer. The dean of Honours is up for review ( am on the Honours Board) and that 
seems to be doing done by the senior associate dean for tmdergrad ed. What does the Dean do these days? Other than raise money. 
>> Gill 
>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2012 1:01 PM 
>> To: Cell, Gillian 
>> Subject: Re: Just a thought 
>> 
>> Gill--I didn’t realize that, no. I do know that, even now, there is 
>> faculty representation on the "special admissions" committee, and that 
>> the senior associate dean for undergrad ed (whose judgment, entre nous, 
>> I don’t really trust) is at least an ex officio member of that 
>> committee. My preference would be to ensure that membership on that 
>> committee changes annually, and that faculty council decides who sits 
>> (that is, it shouldn’t be an appointed committee). I continue to have 
>> serious concerns about faculty having been co-opted by the regime 
>> they’re supposed to be policing. 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> PS Sam Williamson, whom I’ve never met, wants to have lunch with me to 
>> discuss these things. With contributions from the two of you, I should 
>> have my historical perspective filled in nicely, I’d say ! 
>> 

>> On 3/6/12 12:05 PM, Cell, Gillian wrote: 
>>> Jay, 
>>> 
>>> I don’t know whether you are aware that, when I became dean, the dean served as chair of the Committee for the Admission of 
Athletes. That gave a certain amount of control over athletics that I thought was very valuable. 
>>> 
>>> I suspect that Risa Palm who completely revamped the responsibilities of the Dean (so much that I don’t know what the dean does 
these days), gave up chairing that committee. Would it be a good idea to try to return to that tradition? 
>>> 
>>> Gill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 4:45 PM 

K Vincent <svincent@ncsu.edu> 

Re: dinner with Kate Hamerton 

I’ll work on this and get back to you .... 

On 3/6/12 1:04 PM, K Vincent wrote: 

Dear Jay and Anoush, 

I’m planning to take Kate Hamerton to dinner after the French Studies/Intellectual History j oint 
seminar on Sunday. The seminar is 5-7pm; I’ll make a reservation somewhere for 7:30. I’m hoping 
that you will be able to join us. 

RSVP 
Steven 

K. Steven Vincent 
Professor of History 
North Carolina State University -Box 8108 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8108 

telephone: 919-513-2233 
email: steven vi~cent~ncsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 2:21 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Williamsburg / William and Mary / Slavery 

Marx proven right yet again. 

On 3/9/12 8:53 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 
Scroll down to the footer on this one. Love it, and had completely forgotten about it. 

~:,#’www r~arxobro~hersx~r~ad~cb~ir~foimoviesiscenes/wa~staff~lmr~ 

rigs 

From: Discussion of research and writing about Virginia history [VA-HIST@listlva.lib.va.us] on behalf of Terry Meyers 
[tlmeye@WM.EDU] 

Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2012 2:19 PM 
To: VA-HIST@listlva.lib.va.us 
Subject: Williamsburg / William and Mary / Slavery 

The second annual Lemon Project Spring Symposium at the College of 
William and Mary will take place on Saturday, March 17 at Colonial 
Williamsburg’s Bruton Heights Education Center (once Williamsburg’s 
black school). The Lemon Project, named for a man enslaved by the 
College, has a number of goals, including research and education. See 

~:/iwww.wm.ed~isitesilemon~ec~/?svr=web 

where there is a further link to registration and program information. 

Map:                        ? 
f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=bruton+heights 
+school&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=30.268266,64.951172&ie=UTF8&hq=bruto 
n+heights 
+school&hnear=&ll=37.273575,-76.699934&spn=0.013455,0.031714&z= 15 

Terry Meyers, Co-Chair, Lemon Project 

Terry L. Meyers, Chancellor Professor of English, College of William 
and Mary, Williamsburg Virginia 23187             757-221-3932 

~e.wm.ed~isite 

htt~:,~www, ecolog~ ftmd.com/ecolo 

Have we got a college? Have we got a football team? .... 
Well, we can’t afford both. Tomorrow we start tearing down the 
college. 

To subscribe, change options, or unsubscribe please see the instructions at 
~:iilistNa.IN.va.us/arcNvesiva-Nst.Nm~ 

--Groucho Marx, in "Horse Feathers." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 12, 2012 2:55 PM 

Cell, Gillian <gtcell@wm.edu> 

Re: 

Got it! Thanks. 

On 3/12/12 11:18 AM, Cell, Gillian wrote: 
Jay, 

Just wanted to be sure that you had seen this: ~:iiwww.universit},b~smess.cominewsico~e~residentsoncaaoscandalsolmrto 
~heroed 

Gill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:14 AM 

Steponaitis, Vincas P <vin@unc.edu> 

Re: Update on our former provost 

Ha! Shelton always struck me as the lobbyist type. He looks just a 
little like Mitt Romney, actually... 

On 3/13/12 1:13 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
Jay -- 

I’m in Arizona now and asked a colleague from Tucson how Robert 
Shelton is doing as president ofUA. I was told he’s no longer in 
that job. You’ll never guess what he’s doing. Appropos of this week’s 
forum topic, here’s the scoop: 

~:iiwww.azcer~raLcom/~ews/ar~ic~es/2011/06/13/20110613 fiesJmobowlouaopresiden~or~ew~execu~.,e~direc~orobrk 13oON.h~ml 

I guess the "revolving door" now works for university presidents and 
athletic "nonprofits" like it does for government officials and 
lobbying organizations. 

Good luck on Wednesday. Sorry I’ll miss the Nocera event. 

Best, 
Vin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:45 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Kepler and Galileo.ppt 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:57 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

The Making of August 10 2012.ppt 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

The Making of August 10 2012.ppt 



























































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 13, 2012 3:16 PM 

Michele.Leighton@ourclub.com 
Re: Hors d’ oeuvres Options for tomorrow night’s dinner 

I’ll get back to you on this tonight... 

On 3/13/12 3:08 PM, Michele.Leighton@ourclub.com wrote: 
Hi Jay ! 

My apologies the hors d’ oeuvres menu did not reach you sooner. 

At this point we have limited items available (but as I type the list it 
isn’t too limited). Our Chef can provide a selection of hors d’ oeuvres 
depending on the quantities available, here are possible options .... 
Grilled Vegetable& Goat Cheese Bruschetta 
Walnut& Goat Cheese Bruschetta 
Caprese Skewer with cherry tomato, basil and bocconcini 
Vegetable Spring Roll with mango ketchup 
Garlic, Herb and Aged Parmesan Crusted Risotto Bites 
Coconut Crusted Shrimp with mandarin orange sauce 
Andouille Cheese Puffs 
Chicken Tenders with honey mustard sauce 
Chicken Saltimbocca Skewer with pesto 
Miniature Beef Wellington with mustard sauce 
Scallops Wrapped in Apple Wood Smoked Bacon 
Petite Crab Cakes 

Many thanks, 
Michele 

Michele B. Leighton 
Director of Private Events and Club Operations 
The Carolina Club 
Club - (919) 962-1101 
Office - (919) 843-8188 
Fax - (919) 962-1635 
Email - michele.leighton@ourclub.com 
~:i/www.caro~maoc~b.com 
~ :,~/www.lirtkedin. comi~°bimicheleoleNNord l O/168/5 3(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 7:36 AM 

Linda Clark <lclark2@csulb.edu> 

Re: SFHS Prize Committee 

Sorry, not for me. 

On 3/13/12 6:25 PM, Linda Clark wrote: 
> Dear Jay Smith, 
> On behalf of the Society for French Historical Studies, I am writing 
> to ask whether you would be willing to serve a 3-year term on the SFHS 
> Pinkney Prize Committee (the outstanding book of the year prize). If 
> this is a possiblity for you, I’ll be happy to supply more details 
> about how this 4-person committee tyically operates. 
> Best regards, 
> Linda Clark 
> Executive Director, SFHS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:50 AM 

Linda Clark <lclark2@csulb.edu> 
Pinkney 

Linda: My first message bounced back, but--anyway, sorry, but this 
committee is not for me. 

JS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 11:35 AM 

Robin McMahon <rmcmahon@chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Re: Scholastic/Scope article 

Robin--I’m no EU expert, so I’ll happily pass. Good luck with the event. -Jay 

On 3/16/12 11:26 AM, Robin McMahon wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Thank you for the article!! I will share it with my class. 
I spoke with a representative from the EU about this topic and they prefer something a bit more EU 
centered/historical roots and current role on the international stage - I, however, think "Monstres" 
would be much more entertaining. Thank you for considering speaking about this topic- I would 
really like to find a way to have you talk about your book/research to a larger audience - I am sorry 
it cannot be May 9th unless you are willing to give an historical overview of the EU and then talk 
about MONSTRES! 

Merci bien, 
Robin 

On Wed, Mar 14, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Jay Smith           email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Robin--here’s that article I mentioned to you Saturday. -Jay 

All mail correspondence to and from the Chapel Hill- Carrboro 
City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records 
Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third 
parties, including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

History 457 trial group assignments.docx 

































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 25, 2012 4:33 PM 

Peter Sahlins <sahlins@berkeley.edu> 

Re: Western panel 

Peter--great. I just sent Pearson an email. I’ll handle submitting the 
materials. We’ll just see how Pearson responds... 

Jay 

On 3/25/12 1:29 PM, Peter Sahlins wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> I’m glad that we’re finally in contact. 
> 
> Banff, indeed, would be worth the detour. I could do a paper on the chameleon (in the 17th century). We would need someone 
working on one animal -- maybe Christopher Pearson at Warwick on dogs in the 19th century, if he can make the trip. There’s also a 
graduate student at Yale finishing something on horses in WWI. I’m in Paris these days, but can get you a blurb quickly. I see where 
Pamela Banting in the English department at Calgary works on animals and others 
maybe she could chair? 
> 
> This sounds like fun. 

> Best, 
> 

> Peter 

> On Mar 25, 2012, at 5:55 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 
>> Dear Peter (if I may): 
>> Having just read your very generous review of my Monsters book in CSSH (thanks for that), I was reminded that a few weeks ago 
my friend Michael Kwass suggested that I contact you to see about your interest in forming a panel for the Western Society 
conference in Banff in October. Michael will be in Sweden, alas, but when I mentioned that one of my ideas was to present a paper on 
the hyena, he mentioned that you’re working on the history of animals (suddenly quite hot, it seems). I’m mainly looking for an 
excuse to see Banff, and my paper on the hyena would be a bit of a spin-off from the now finished beast project (though with some 
interesting new material), but a panel on "animals in the Enlightenment" or some such thing could be pretty interesting. The deadline 
for panel submissions (at least the first deadline) is April 1, so we don’t have a lot of time. But we could probably find a third person 
if you’re interested--e, g., Justin Smith, who wrote a dual review of Pastoureau and me in the Chronicle (he liked Pastoureau, panned 
me!), or...someone else. If you have other plans, that’s fine. I’d almost forgotten this myself, but Banff is alluring. Let me know. 

>> Best, 
>> Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Hi st 158 syllabus spring 2012 final vsn.docx 





"This excellent book provides two fundamental contributions across the 

disciplines. First, it introduces the events and their extraordinary resonance in 

France to an English-reading audience for the first time .... But Smith does an 

even greater service in taking as his historical target not the identity of the "beast" 

itself--wolf, hyena, prehistoric monster?--but rather the cultural and political 

contexts and the "mental environment" that made the events and the animal 

possible .... [This] informative and well-told history will be read with great interest 

by scholars working on media markets, animals, social elites, scientific thought, 

religious history, and the public sphere in France and elsewhere." 

--Peter Sahlins, Comparative Studies in Society and History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 10:21 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 776 description 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:776 description 

Date:Tue, 27 Mar 2012 22:20:44 -0400 
From:Jay Smith           email~m~c edu> 

To:Violet Anderson <vmanders@emaikur~c.ed~> 

Hi Violet: 
I wonder if you could send this around to the grad listserv for me? Thanks. -Jay 

History 776 (Fall, 2012), Smith 

Old Regime France (1650s-1780s) 

This course offers an overview of developments in French political, cultural, social, and economic history 
between the rise of absolutism and the eve of the French Revolution. Each student will complete 1-2 
supplemental readings that can be integrated into class discussion, and the main writing assignment will involve 
a historiographical review of some topic of interest to the student. The reading list (one book per week), though 
not yet finalized, will likely include the following: 

Jacob Soll, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System 
William Beik, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France 
Montesquieu, Persian Letters 
Marc Fumaroli, When the World Spoke French 
Dan Edelstein, The Enlightenment: A Genealogy 
Madame de Graffigny, Letters from a Peruvian Woman 
Diderot, Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville (in Political Writings) 
Kaiser and Van Kley, From Deficit to Deluge: The Origins of the French Revolution 
<!-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endif]--> 
EndFragment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 28, 2012 5:29 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

1793 for 2010.ppt; 1793.ppt; The Fall of Robespierre.ppt; What clothing signified.pptx 

Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 9:00 PM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Re: "best bete" 

Thanks, Julia. Very nice to hear. And congrats on being an...advisor. Her life is in your hands. I hope that 
doesn’t make you nervous or anything. 

As for the semester...I only hope I survive until the end. Busiest one ever. 

On 3/28/12 8:24 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Just wanted to pass on that my early modern European grad class talked about your book 
yesterday. The young woman who reviewed loved it, thought it was the best of the microhistories 
we read, thought you packed in tons of information without going off the deep end, and entirely 
understood (and was convinced by) your thesis about what "made" the bete. She totally stopped 
caring about what the bete "really" was by the end. She even recommended it for undergrads, 
which I know is what you were going for. 

Maybe you’ve stopped thinking about the bete and are on to exciting scandals, but I thought I’d pass 
on the nice reaction. 

Incidently, it’s interesting that this student chose to review your book, as she just became "my" 
student a few days ago--she’s planning on stopping at the masters level, but whoo! I have an 
advisee. It’s a little strange-feeling, but good. And she is smart and nice. 

I hope you are having a nice semester. I am ready for it to end. 

Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:12 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 12:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

English Rev.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 3:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

Jan to June 1793 for 2012.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 5:12 PM 

Peter Sahlins <sahlins@berkeley.edu> 

Re: panel 

Will do. 

On 3/30/12 3:45 PM, Peter Sahlins wrote: 
> let’s ask both; I can make a "soft" inquiry with Catherine, whom I know well enough. 
> 
> back to you soon, 

> Peter 

> On Mar 30, 2012, at 9:27 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 
>> I’ll try to check on the firmness of the deadline, but I’d be shocked if they didn’t extend it once (and/or if they didn’t accept 
proposals that come in a couple of days late). 
>> 
>> Since western Canada is such a hike from Paris, I wonder if I should check with Putnam first? Though if you’d prefer to ask 
Catherine first, that’s fine. Maybe I could see if Putnam is up for chairing/commenting OR giving a paper? 

>> On 3/30/12 3:07 PM, Peter Sahlins wrote: 
>>> Hi Jay, 
>>> 
>>> I could ask Catherine Remy (an historically minded sociologist in Paris) to do the pig (in contemporary grafting debates) -- she’s 
very good, but it’s a long trip. She would get back to me quickly, I think. Thinking closer to home: Walter Putnam (U New Mexico 
on the elephant (great article on concerts for elephants in the Jardin des plants). 
>>> 
>>> Shall I ask Catherine? 
>>> 
>>> Is the April 1 deadline firm (Sunday???) 

>>> Best, 
>>> 

>>> Peter 

>>> On Mar 30, 2012, at 8:01 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

>>>> Dear Peter: 
>>>> Looks like this will be harder than we’d hoped. Pearson said he can’t do the Western, and the guy from Yale (Gene Tempest ~s 
his name, I think) has not responded to my email (sent 2-3 days ago). I could ask Kathleen Kete if she has anything she could use. 
After that, I’m out of ideas. Any other suggestions? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 1, 2012 12:3l PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday 

Dan--I think maybe I forgot to respond to your last lunch suggestion. 
Wednesday, right? I can come to your office around 12:15. See you then 
unless I hear otherwise .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 9:22 AM 

Pamela Banting <pbanting@ucalgary.ca> 

Re: Western panel 

ok, thanks, will check out your website .... 

On 4/1/12 3:19 PM, Pamela Banting wrote: 
> Dear Jay Smith, 

> 

> I would have been delighted to chair your panel. However, the Under Western Skies Conference is on at the very same time, where 
I am giving a paper, and hosting an event honouring Karsten Heuer and Leanne Allison. I’m also on the advisory board and on the 
organizing committee so I can’t ’deke’ out to Banff in between, unfortunately. 
> 
> Check out UWS: ~:iTskies.mlrovaLcai Maybe you can come to some portion of our conference as well. 
> 
> Pamela 
> 

> 

> On 2012-04-01, at 11:34 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 
>> Dear Professor Banting: 
>> I wonder whether you might have an interest in chairing a panel session on "animals in French history" (or some such thing) at the 
Western Society for French History meeting in Banff in October? Peter Sahlins of UC-Berkeley would give a paper on the chameleon 
in the 17th c, I would talk about the hyena in the 18th c, and Walter Putnam of U New Mexico would talk about a 19th c giraffe. 
Given your interests in environmental studies, and your proximity to Banff, we thought this might have some appeal for you. Let me 
know when you get a chance. Thanks for considering it. 
>> 

>> Best 
>> Jay Smith 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 9:56 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday (complication) 

That week looks wide open. Should we aim for Wednesday again? Same 
time and place (your office at 12:15)? Meanwhile, have fun with DCAB. 

On 4/1/12 10:51 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> Yes, you had forgotten (but no biggie), and yes, it was Wednesday, but 
> there has been a complication. The disowner has invited the committee 
> for her student’s defense to lunch on Weds. I replied politely that I 
> had other plans and that I didn’t realize this was a "tradition" (a 
> term used in her initial email). She replied somewhat chattily, 
> twice, the second time saying that she was keeping the reservation for 
> five "in case [I] have a change in plans." Although this means 
> nothing and I would (much) rather have lunch with you, I have been 
> trying to be irreproachable in my conduct toward her, so I think I 
> should probably go to this lunch. Can we reschedule? Next week is 
> not great as I will be observing Pesach, and it’s hard to get lunch 
> around here that doesn’t involve some kind of bread product. How does 
> the week of the 16th look for you? 
> Just back from a trip to D.C. with students from my monuments class. A 
> lot of fun, actually, though a long day (longer for them; I drove up 
> yesterday and spent the night at my parents’). Looking forward to our 
> "spring holiday." 
> Cheers, 
> Dan 
> 
> On 4/1/2012 12:30 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Dan--I think maybe I forgot to respond to your last lunch 
>> suggestion. Wednesday, right? I can come to your office around 
>> 12:15. See you then unless I hear otherwise .... 
>> 
>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 12:09 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 3:18 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

Reign of Terror fact list.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 4, 2012 8:21 AM 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffany_clarke@unc.edu> 

Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu> 
Re: too late for another grant application? 

Right. 

On 4/4/12 8:11 AM, Clarke, Tiffany D wrote: 

Just to be sure I am clear, "no" means we will decline to accept the late app (not 
"no, it’s not too late to submit’)...right? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 5:38 PM 
To: Andrews, William L 
Cc: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Re: too late for another grant application? 

OK, I’ll be the bad guy. No! (Mainly because I know we supported "Medical Humanities" last year. Maybe 

it’s time for them to go elsewhere.) 

On 4/3/12 5:35 PM, Andrews, William L wrote: 
This is Jay’s call. 

William L. Andrews 

E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts & Sciences, CB #3:~00 

UNC-Chape[ Hill 27599-3100 

Office: 9:19-962-9270 

College Office: 919-962~:1165 

Fax: 919-962-2408 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 4:47 PM 
To: Andrews, William L; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: too late for another grant application? 
Importance: High 

Bill and Jay - what say you to Beverly’s inquiry below? It seems wrong to me to 

accept this application when the deadline was clearly stated and when the other 

applicants submitted on time; but, I defer to your judgment. 

Thanks, 



Tiff 

From: Taylor, Beverly W 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: too late for another grant application? 

Not my fault! I miss many deadlines, but this time it’s not me. 

Tiffany, a colleal~ue in the medical school was draftinl~ an application under my name for an 

interdisciplinary project in the Medical Humanities. He just sent me his draft 10 minutes al~o. Should I 

send it to you or is it simply too late? Be frank, l’m sorry to be askinl~, but I hate to il~nore his work if it still 

has a chance to be considered. 

Thanks in advance for your candor-- 

All best, 

Beverly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 11:50 AM 

Leah Raj aratnam <leah.raj aratnam@yale.edu> 

Re: Making Way for Genius Comp Copy 

Leah--great news. The office address is probably best: 
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill NC 27599-3195 

Jay 

On 4/4/12 11:47 AM, Leah Rajaratnam wrote: 

Dept of History, CB# 3195 Hamilton Hall, UNC- 

Dear Professor Smith, 

On behalf of Chris Rogers, editorial director at Yale University Press, I wanted to thank you again for 
providing a review of Making Way for Genius by Kathleen Kete. The book has just been published and we 
would love to send you a free copy as a token of our appreciation. Please write back to me to confirm your 
mailing address and I will place the order right away. We are truly grateful to you for your contribution to this 
project. 

Best, 

Edi torial I~ tern 

Yale U~iversib Press 

302 Temple Street, New Haver~, CF 06511 (courier) 

209040 New Have~ CF 06520 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 4, 2012 12:13 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: TA for INTS210 Fall 2012 

Cynthia--would you mind coming to my office? We can sit in 565. Thanks! -Jay 

On 4/4/12 11:59 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear Lloyd and Jay: 
This is a TAship that could potentially be available for one of our students. We would have to pay 
the tuition remission for any out-of-state student who took this position. (I checked with Lara Carol 

Ann Marstein). 

If you have no objections, I’ll advertise it on our list serve. 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:TA for INTS210 Fall 2012 

Date:Mon, 2 Apt 2012 13:21:47 -0400 
From:Andrew Reynolds <asre~emaH.unc.edu> 

To:asreynol <asre’~no~@emaH ~unc~ edu> 

CC:ionathan weiler          emaH mnc.edu>, Erica Johnson <eica~maikur~c.edu>, Lara 
Carol Ann Markstein <~aram~emaH.unc. edu> 

Dear colleagues 

Global Studies is looking to employ a graduate student TA for INTS210 
this coming Fall (2012). It is a standard three recitation teaching 
load. The course will be taught by Erica Johnson. 

We offer a $7,500 stipend for this position. As a reminder, tuition 
remission is allocated for individual graduate students by the graduate 
school through departments. 

If you have a student interested in filling this position please email 
us and we will take it from there. If you would like to advertise the 
position on your list serve feel free to do so. 

many thanks 

Andy Reynolds 

Andrew Reynolds 
Associate Professor of Political Science 
Chair, Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
htt~:ii~e~noldsoweb~uncoedu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 12:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
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Locke, Enlightenment, etc..pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 6, 2012 4:36 PM 

Lance Warren <warren@gilderlehrman.org> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
<nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Essential Questions with Gilder Lehrman 

Thanks. We’ll get this posted to our website. -Jay Smith 

On 4/6/12 4:03 PM, Lance Warren wrote: 

Dear Professor Kramer and Professor Smith, 

l’m writing from the Gilder Lehrman Institute, where we have just completed a video series we’re calling 

Essential Questions in American History--a stimulating bunch of 1-2 minute videos with historians 

answering fundamental questions about our national past. Professor Hall contributed one of the very best 

interviews among the ten we filmed, and she suggested that I might share the link with you: 

https://vimeo.com/albu m/1886800 

Please feel free to share on the history department site and with colleagues as you see fit. 

Thank you, 

Lance 

Lance Warren 
The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History 

19 West 44th Street, Suite 500 I New York, NY 10036 

Tel: 646-366-9666 x 34 I Fax: 646-366-9669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 9, 2012 6:25 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Some proposals to chew on 

Jan--thanks. It was only a draft. You might want to wait for the next 
draft, which I’ll try to get ready in a week or so. I never imagined 

this document going public as a "platform" in its present state, believe 
me. But I’d like to hear your thoughts, either on this draft or the 
next one. We had a good, productive meeting today. -Jay 

On 4/9/12 3:15 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> I am at a meeting that requires me to be in Durham and will not be able to make today’s meeting. I do want to respond to some of 
your proposals. I am a bit concerned about the "demands". 
> 
> Jan 
> 
> Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
> Chair of the Faculty at UNC-CH 
> Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
> Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
> Office Phone 919-962-3317 
> Fax: 919-962-3329 
> web: parrcenter.unc.edu 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 12:29 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Some proposals to chew on 
> 
> Everyone: 
> I’ve tinkered with and added to my list of items that I’d like us to 
> discuss tomorrow. (I’ll also bring with me the sheet Branch dropped off 
> at my office last week). I created a middle category to try to get at 
> the "commercialization" problem more explicitly. Obviously this is only 
> a draft, but I’m hoping it will help us to have a common text to pick apart. 
> 
> See you at 3, Fetzer 201. -Jay 
> 
> PS Have a nice Sunday/Easter/spring equinox 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:iilists~ur~c~eduiw?id=48(~99895~743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4()981 ef56593&r~=T&l=facul~vo~atNeticso 
foram&o 31241186, or send a blank email to leave-31241186-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4098 lef5b593@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 8:59 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
Hmmm. Nocera again 

Well, I wish he had double-checked his sources and all, but... 

~ :/~, ww, ns, times, comi2012/04/~ O/o~inio~/nocerao footba~oandoswahi~i~ hmff~= 1 &h~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:25 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Hmmm. Nocera again 

No, they can’t. And I’ll probably be blamed for it! (Though I was not 
even present for the lunch). But there are different ways to avoid 
embarrassment. One way: make damn sure your tutors are playing it straight. 

On 4/10/12 9:23 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Oh yes, that. Definitely over-stated. 
> 
> Our university administrators cannot be happy with this kind of attention. 
> 
> Jonathan 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:20 AM 
> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Hmmm. Nocera again 
> 
> Jonathan--I agree. Good meeting yesterday. Hope we can keep the ball 
> rolling... 
> 

> On 4/10/12 9:13 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>> H Jay, 
>> 
>> I must have missed it - what’s the sourcing problem here? 
>> 
>> I thought yesterday’s meeting was especially constructive and worthwhile. It feels like we’re starting to zero in on what we could 
plausibly try to accomplish that would have a positive impact. 
>> 
>> Sincerely, Jonathan 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 8:59 AM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Hmmm. Nocera again 
>> 
>> Well, I wish he had double-checked his sources and all, but... 
>> 

>> 
>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jweiler@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~//~istst~nc.edt~/t~?id~48~99~941ef~2%ae~c13~2a2~bfd43638e~bf&~T&~fact~h~’-°a~1eticso 

, or send a blank email to leave-31254326-48699894, lef6ff276ae6c13f2a26bfd43638e0bf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 2:05 PM 

Baker, David John <davidbak@email.unc.edu> 

Re: dinner/Adrian Johns 

David--When/where is the talk today? -Jay 

On 4/3/12 2:56 PM, Baker, David John wrote: 

Dear All, 

I’m delighted that you’d like to go to dinner with Adrian Johns after his talk on April 10. 

I’ve made reservations at Mint for 7:15 pm that night. 

Best, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 2:25 PM 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffany_clarke@unc.edu> 

Re: Another request for late submission of A&S Interdisc. Initiatives proposal 

our hands, not are hands. How embarrassing. But thanks for handling! 

On 4/10/12 2:14 PM, Clarke, Tiffany D wrote: 

Okay, will do. 

Thanks[ 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2012 2:13 PM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Re: Another request for late submission of A&S Interdisc. Initiatives proposal 

Tiffany: 

This is way too late. Please just say that the committee has already declined to accept several late 

applications, and are hands are therefore bound. (Gary has already ranked his!) -Jay 

On 4/10/12 2:07 PM, Clarke, Tiffany D wrote: 

Jay, 

Please see the inquiry below and let me know how you’d like me to reply[ 

Thanks, 
Tiff 

From: Chad Bryant [mailto:bryantc@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 08, 2012 11:41 AM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Fwd: [history-faculty] [all-college-faculty] UPDATED DEADLINE: Call for Proposals for 2012-2013 
Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

Dear Ms. Clark, 

I’m writing to ask if I may hand in my application for the Interdisciplinary Grant 
later this week. I am currently on research leave in Prague now and had let this 
deadline slip by without notice. I plan to ask for seed money to support a second- 
annual Czech Studies Workshop, which will involve faculty and grad students from 
various departments across campus. The workshop will take place next April, 
2013. 

Many thanks in advance for your consideration, and I hope that you had a nice 
Easter weekend. 

With kind regards, 
Chad Bryant 



Original Message 
Subject:[history-faculty] [all-college-faculty] UPDATED DEADLINE: Call for Proposals for 

2012-2013 Interdisciplinary Initiatives 
Date:Wed, 18 Jan 2012 13:49:46 +0000 

From:Pasion, Jessica <ivpasion@email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To :Pasion, Jessica <ivpasion(~,email.unc. edu> 

To :history-faculty <history-faculty(~,listserv.unc.edu> 

The enclosed UPDATED call for proposals is being sent to all faculty in the College, with an 

information copy to business manager. Please note the NEW deadline for Interdisciplinary grants 

proposals is 2 Apri~ 2012. 

Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS - DUE 2 APRIL 2012 

The College of Arts and Sciences has committed a total of 560,000 for the academic year 1July 

2012 through 30 June 2013 to encourage and fund the development of interdisciplinary teaching 

and research initiatives in three areas: 

Conferences. Grants are available to support on-campus interdisciplinary conferences that 

will benefit the research and/or teaching of College faculty in two or more units. Proposals 

that specify how the support has the potential to advance interdisciplinary research and/or 

teaching on campus on a more sustained basis will be more competitive. Grants ordinarily 

will not exceed 510,000. 

Research initiatives. Grants of up to 510,000 are available as seed money to teams of 2 or 

more faculty that develop interdisciplinary research initiatives. Any such initiative must 

have a clear rationale and a demonstrable goal and outcome(s). Projects with a strong 

potential for external funding will be especially competitive. Faculty may use a grant for 

research support, including summer salary and benefits. 

Team teaching initiatives. Grants are available to teams of 2 or more faculty that wish to 

develop interdisciplinary undergraduate or graduate courses. Proposed course(s) must be 

offered during the regular academic year and must be taught at least twice. The chairs of 

the units in which the faculty team members are appointed must approve the course(s) and 

teaching schedules of the faculty involved. The grants, which may not exceed 516,000, may 

be used in a variety of ways (e. g., salary and benefits for graduate assistance, supplies, 

travel expenses, or summer salary and benefits for the faculty). The size of the awards will 

vary according to the needs of the applicants. 

Selection Process 

Beginning in the spring of 2012, a selection committee of 5 tenured faculty members appointed 



by the Dean from various departments in the College will review all interdisciplinary proposals for 

the academic year 2012-2013. As of i May 2012 the committee will advise the Senior Associate 

Deans as to the merits and level of funding the committee recommends for the most competitive 

proposals. Grants will be awarded as of 1 July 2012. Faculty awarded grants will report to the 

Dean on the use and outcome(s) of their grant no later than 30 June 2013. 

The Interdisciplinary Initiatives program will be assessed in the spring of 2013. 

Application Process 

Only proposals from tenured or tenure-track faculty or senior lecturers will be considered. 

Proposals must contain a project description and rationale (no more than 1,500 words total) to be 
funded by the grant as well as a one-page budget. All proposals must be written in jargon-free, 

non-specialized language and also carry an endorsement from the chairs of the unit(s) in which 
the faculty who submit the grant are appointed. 

The deadline for Interdisciplinary grants proposals is 2 April 2012. Proposals should be submitted 

in both hard copy and electronic form to Tiffany Clarke, College of Arts and Sciences, CB 3100; 

tiffa ny_cla rke@ unc.ed u. 

William Lo Andrews 

E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts & Sciences, CB #3100 

UNCoChapel Hill 27599-3100 

Office: 919-962o9270 

College Office: 919-962-1165 

Fax: 919-962o2408 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
all-college-faculty as: history-facultv@listserv.unc.edu. <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

history-faculty as: <a 
href="mailto:bryantc@email.unc.edu">bryantc@email.unc.edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 9:55 PM 

Kete, Kathleen <Kathleen.Kete@trincoll.edu> 

Re: panel at the Western 

Thanks--he already said no to giving a paper. The search goes on... 

On 4/7/12 8:45 AM, Kete, Kathleen wrote: 

--- perhaps even less likely to be able to get to Canada, but I met him last summer in Turku at the EEH 

conference, so maybe he’d try to come. 

Chris Pearson, University of Warwick. 

Wrote Scarred Landscapes: War and Nature in Wchy France Published essay in the special issue of FHS on 

the environment in summer 2009. 

writing a book about dogs in Paris, or Paris through the history of its dogs ...... Canine City. 

--Kathleen 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 3:54 PM 
To: Kete, Kathleen 
Subject: Re: panel at the Western 

Thanks for the suggestion. I’ll run it by Peter. (I worry that Rothfels, as a Germanist, probably wouldn’t 

want to go to the trouble to join the Western Society, or travel that far to hear papers outside his specific 

field, but worth thinking about...). Thanks for the book offer--but I heard from Yale the other day. They’re 

sending one. Can’t wait to see it! 

On 4/6/12 3:46 PM, Kete, Kathleen wrote: 
Maybe Nigel Rothfels. 

Trained in German and intellectual history (we were at graduate school together) but he is truly in the 

animal studies world. 
He is working on elephants now - a history of our interactions with them, or something like that. Published 

Savages andBeasts: The Bffth o~fthe Modern Zoo with Johns Hopkins in 2002. Very interesting stuff on 

co!lecting animals in Africa and big game hunting. Edited Representing AnimaLs. 

Nigel Rothfels 

Director, Office of Undergraduate Research 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 

[ rothfels@uwm.edu ] 

-Do let me know if you want a book- 

-Kathleen 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 3:30 PM 
To: Kete, Kathleen 
Subject: Re: panel at the Western 



Drats. We would have had a lot to talk about, yes. Some other time, I’m sure. Do you happen to know of 

others who might fill in for us? Let me know if an idea comes to you. Your new project sounds very 

interesting... 

On 4/6/12 3:24 PM, Kete, Kathleen wrote: 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Heartbreak. I have committed to be on a panel at NEASECS at 

Wesleyan which is the same weekend-- Oct. 11-14. I’d much rather be in the Canadian Rockies. 

be speaking about Saussure and how he engaged "socially" with the AIps (as part of a network of 

natural historians...;as patrician from Geneva working w peasant guides...;as an (enlightened) 

Protestant from the city of Calvin whose remit included the description and appreciation of the 

Catholics he met with and worked with in the AIpso..) I know we’d have a lot to talk about-- I really 

love the Monsters o~fthe G~vouden. And it would be great to connect with Peter again. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l see that I sent my earlier email with a typo (to jaysmith 

@mail not to jaysmith@email) and so that explains why you would not have received it. I 
wondered. I patch it below. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->lf the press hasn’t sent you a copy of my book, could I 

send you one? I just got a carton in the mailo Just let me know what address to mail it to, and 

I’ll be careful to address it correctly. 

Here’s the patched in earlier emaih 

From: Kete, Kathleen 
Sent: Mlonday, 3anuary 16, 2012 4:06 PM 
To: ’iaysmith@mail,unc,edu’ 
S,,bject: thank you 

Jay Smith 

John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Jay, 

I was delighted to learn last week from Yale University Press that you furnished a blurb for the cover of my forthcoming book Making Way.for 

Genius: The Aspiring Self in France from the Old Regime to the New. Thank you so much! Your book on The Culture of Merit was a great help to me 

and your Monsters of the G~vauden: The Making of a Beast is enriching my new project on Saussure and the Alps. 

If you will be at the SFHS meeting in LA in March, I’ll look forward to thanking you in person. If not, I hope we might meet another time soon. 

All best, 

Kathleen Kete 

PS: A student of mine--Carolyn Taratko--has applied to your graduate program in history. Just a postscript to say she is really as good as her 

recommendations say. I’d be happy to comment more fully, if relevant. Thanks again! KK 

Kathleen Kete 

Painter Associate Professor of History 

Trinity College 

Hartford, CT 06106 

Kathleen.Kete~trincoll.edu 

Thanks! 

Kathleen 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 12:52 PM 

To: Kete, Kathleen 
Subject: Re: panel at the Western 



Kathleen: Sure, commenting and chairing would be fine. The dates are Oct. 11-13. 

I don’t recall seeing your email, but it’s been such a crazy semester that it’s entirely possible that I just 

missed it or deleted by accident. Anyway, happy to help with a little blurb. Good luck with the book, 

which should be a big success. 

Jay 

On 4/6/12 12:35 PM, Kete, Kathleen wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 

> 

> l’d love to! 
> 

> Two things: 

> 1. I need to check on the dates, l’ve committed to two other events in October. l’m on my way to meet 
thesis students so will sort this out later. Fingers are crossed. 

> 

> 2. Could I be a ’chair/commentator’--- even if I ended up just saying a few words? I can get the trip 

funded that way. 

> 

> Later, Thanks, 

> Kathleen 

> 

> PS: I sent you an email earlier this semester thanking you for the blurb you wrote for my MAKING WAY 

FOR GENIUS book which I hope you received. I just got my copies yesterday in the mail and they look 
beautiful. Thanks again. KK 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, April 06, 2012 12:26 PM 

> To: Kete, Kathleen 
> Subject: panel at the Western 

> 

> Dear Kathleen: 
> I don’t think we’ve ever met, but I know about your work and I think you know about mine. l’m writing to 
ask whether you’d have any interest in chairing a panel on animals at the Western Society meeting in Banff 

in October. I know you’ve moved on from animals, but chairing wouldn’t require much of an investment of 

time, after all. l’m not exactly an animal specialist either, but--in an effort to find an excuse to see Banff-- 

l’ve decided to spin off from my last book a piece about the "hyena" in the 18th c. Peter Sahlins will give a 

paper on the chameleon in the 17th c. Walter Putnam will give a paper on the elephant presented to 

Charles X. We’re thinking we don’t want/need a commentator. A chair is essential, however. 

> 

> If you just can’t do it, do you have ideas for others who might? Thanks for whatever help you can give. 

> 

> Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 2:37 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: web site 

Nancy--looks good (although none of the article links work, but maybe you knew that). The one feature we’ll 
want to add is a place (or multiple places?) for making comments. Is that an easy thing to do? -Jay 

PS Many thanks for taking the initiative here .... 

On 4/11/12 1:05 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

I started a web site for your article links. Not sure what else you want to do with it, so I made it 
password protected and entered the onyens for everyone on the listserv except the people with 
aliased addresses: 

andrew...perfin__@~unc.edu Andrew Perrin 
rel~r~ed.ur~c.edu 

lew~unc.edu 
dstro.@unc.edu Stroman, Deborah L 

If you want the site to remain password protected we’ll need to get their onyens. 

Please take a look and start giving us feedback: ht~p:i/facult~’ath~etics~?orum.web.unc.edui 

The picture is our next agenda item. 
ngs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 3:01 PM 

’bubbac@uncaa.unc. edu’ 
Nocera column 

Dear Bubba: 
I’m guessing that you’ve seen the latest Joe Nocem column by now. 
~:/5% ww. nS, Jm~es. comi2012/04/10/o~inio~/nocerao footba~oandoswaN~i, hmff~= 1 &s 

The first paragraphs are especially eye-opening. I’m writing just to 
assure you that the two faculty members present at that lunch made no 
such claims, and that, more generally, faculty were not badmouthing the 
athletics dept while Nocera was here. I was not present at the lunch, 
but I heard immediately after the event that the two faculty who 
attended had simply mentioned that when they receive the letter 
announcing the "University-approved absences" at the beginning of each 
term they hate feeling that they’re being asked to treat athletes 
differently. No one ever alleged that the athletics department actually 
asks faculty to give athletes special treatment. We all know that this 
is not the case and never has been. Yesterday the faculty who were at 
the lunch both mentioned that they regret that Nocera used their 
observations in this way. I and others have some concerns about how 
athletes are shepherded through their academic careers, but Nocem went 
way over the top in this column. I hope this doesn’t lead you to think 
that my faculty group is hostile to the athletics department, because we 
are not. 

We still look forward to working together. 

Best, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 10:40 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thermidor and the Directory.ppt 

Jay M. Smith 
Department of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
919-962-3949 
919-962-1403 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 12:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Old regime Europe.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 3:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 

Thermidor and the Directory 2012.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 13, 2012 8:19 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 
Mercer 

Andy--Mercer has long been one of the problems, in my opinion. (If 
Kevin thinks Blanchard is a suck-up for the coaches, wait til he gets a 
taste of Mercer). But yes, of course, let’s get him in the conversation. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 10:44 AM 

rothfels@uwm.edu 
conference panel 

Dear professor Rothfels: 
I write to ask whether you would have any interest in chairing a panel 
at the Western Society for French History conference in Banff in 
October. The panel will involve animals, more or less as cultural 
objects, in France between the 17th and 19th centuries. Peter Sahlins 
of UC-Berkeley would give a paper on the chameleon in 17th c France, I 
have a developing paper on the hyena in the 18th c, and Walter Putnam of 
U New Mexico would give a paper on a giraffe given to king Charles X in 
the early 19th c. We’re thinking now that we’d prefer to have the 
audience "comment," but we could revisit if you have a desire to comment 
as well as chair. The deadline for proposals is fast approaching, so 
I’d appreciate a quick reply if that’s possible. Thanks for considering 
this. 

Jay S ulith 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 14, 2012 1:02 PM 

prhanson@butler.edu 
Panel proposal 

Exotic Imaginations proposal.docx; Guerrini CV.docx; Sahlins CV.doc; Smith short 
cv.docx; Putnam CV.doc 

Dear Paul: 
I thought I’d submit our proposal early [!]. I don’t know if you need 
cv’s for everyone, but I’ll attach just in case. Hope to see you in 
Banff... 

Jay 



Exotic Imaginations: Animals in France from the OM Regime to the New 
Submitted by Peter Sahlins, Jay M. Smith, Walter Putnam, and Anita Guerrini (Chair) 
With comment by the audience 

"A Story of Three Chameleons: Animals between Science and Literature 
in the Age of Louis XIV." 

Peter Sahlins 
UC-Berkeley 

This paper compares two narratives about three chameleons in Paris and Versailles near 
the beginning of the reign of Louis XIV: the chameleon dissected by Claude Perrault at 
the Royal Academy of Science, published in a description in 1669 then in the MOmoires 
pour une histoire naturelle des animaux in 1671; and the two chameleons adopted by the 
salonniOre Mademoiselle de Scudery that same year, on which she performed her own 
public "scientific" and literary experiments (published two decades later). Perrault and 

de Scudery’s contemporaneous accounts were unusual. In their sustained philosophical 
and scientific claims based on living and dead specimens, the authors engaged in a series 

of dialogues -- with each other, with the authority of Aristotle, and with the "new 
science," including Descartes. The ethical stances of these authors, their aesthetic 
choices, and their scientific and literary methods and conclusions, diverged radically, but 
not always in predictable ways. A focus on the lives and deaths of the three chameleons 
affords a sustained comparison of the narratives that engage in a profound debate, but 
also an unexpected convergence, about the status of the animal in science and literature at 
the beginning of the Classical Age. 

"The Hyena and the Enlightenment" 
Jay M. Smith 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Using as a point of departure the peculiar mythology that surrounded the episode of the 
"beast of the G~vaudan," this paper will explore the image and function of the hyena in 
eighteenth-century natural history. Because of the enduring influence of Aristotle and 
Pliny, and because living specimens of the hyena had not been examined by Buffon or 
other leading naturalists of the day, the hyena occupied a liminal space in both the 
popular and the "scientific" imagination; this space separated the realm of myth and 
superstition from the realm of the empirically plausible. The persistent hypothesis that 
the monstrous beast of the G~vaudan was in fact a transplanted African hyena--a 
hypothesis disproven on the ground in 1765 but entertained by specialists at the Museum 
of Natural History as late as 1817--can be taken as a sign of the cultural fecundity, and 
perhaps the cognitive necessity, of this liminal space that ran like a red thread through the 
project of "Enlightenment" natural history. 



"The History/L’Histoire of/de Zarafa" 
Walter Putnam 

University of New Mexico 

I propose to examine the case ofZarafa, a giraffe offered by the Pacha of Egypt to the 
King of France in 1827, thus making her the first member of her species to set hoof on 
French soil since the Roman Empire. The historical tale is widely documented (Alain, 
Darbaud) and has been adapted for novelistic (Nimier) and cinematographic (Bezangon) 
purposes as well as being re-told in several children’s books. Zarafa was captured in the 
Sudan in 1826, transported up the Nile and across the Mediterranean in hopes that her 
charms would persuade Charles X not to support the Greeks in their War of 
Independence. After wintering in Marseilles, she was walked up the Rhone Valley by a 
host of African handlers, French diplomats and scientists, and bovine escorts; among 
them was the eminent naturalist, Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, who presented her to the 
Restoration king at the royal residence in Saint-Cloud. Zarafa was a token of empire, a 
diplomatic gift, a scientific specimen, and an emblematic figure of Africa for the throngs 
of French spectators who flocked to see her at the Jardin du Roi (later rebaptized le Jardin 
des Plantes). This representative of African wildlife challenged European 
presuppositions about Africa as a "land of wild beasts" (Pliny) and presented living proof 
of a kinder, gentler image of the southern continent on the eve of France’s first colonial 
venture in Algiers. Zarafamania struck Paris, fostered new styles in clothing and fashion, 
displaced cultural signs, and inspired wonder in the likes of Stendhal, Balzac, and a 
future proponent of verticality, G. Eiffel. From a theoretical and ideological perspective, 
I will adapt Stephen Greenblatt’s notion of "mimetic capital" in order to explain how the 
circulation of images of wildlife from exotic lands contribute to both an imagined and 
very real re-ordering of our world view. The power relations at play in the capture, 
display, and viewing of large, charismatic mammals from colonized spaces derives from 
a belief in the European prerogative to mastery over nature and subaltern species, 
whether human or non-human. 



ANITA GUERRINI History Department 
Oregon State University 
306 Milam Hall 
Corvallis, OR 97331-5104 
anita.guerrini@oregonstate, edu 

Horning Professor in the Humanities and Professor of History 
Adjunct Professor of History, University of California, Santa Barbara 
Web page: http://oregonstate.edu/cla/history/anita-guerrini 
Blog: http ://blogs. oregonstate, edu/aguerrini/ 

Education 
Indiana University 

Ph.D. History and Philosophy of Science 
M.A. History and Philosophy of Science 

Oxford University 
M.A. Modern History 

Connecticut College 
B.A. History (summa cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa) 

Selected Postdoctoral Grants, Fellowships, and Honors 
Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science 
University of California President’s Fellowship in the Humanities 
National Endowment for the Humanities 

Collaborative Projects Grant (with J. Dugan) 
Australian National University, Humanities Research Centre 

Visiting Fellow 
Centre Alexandre Koyr~, CNRS, Paris 

Chercheur associ~ 
University of Edinburgh 

Fellow, Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities 
National Science Foundation 

Research Grant 
Research Grant 

1983 
1980 

1977 

1975 

2009 
2007-08 

2003-07 

spring 2003 

1999-2000 

summer1998 

1998-2000 
1987-89 

Publications 
Books 

Natural History and the New World, 1524-1770. An Annotated BibHography. 

American Philosophical Society, 1986 
Second edition (revised), 2002 <www.amphilsoc.org/library/guides/guerrini> 

Obesity and Depression in the Enlightenment: The Life and Times of George Cheyne. 
Series for Science and Culture, University of Oklahoma Press, 2000 



ANITA GUERRINI 2 

Experimenting with Humans and Animals: From Galen to Animal Rights 
Introductory Studies in the History of Science, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003 

Edited books 

British Ballads and Broadsides, 1500-1800, ed. Patricia Fumerton, Anita Guerrini, and 
Kris McAbee (Ashgate, 2010) 

The Representation of Animals in the Early Modern Period, ed. Domenico Bertoloni Meli 
and Anita Guerrini, special issue of Annals of Science, 67:3 (July 2010) 

Experimenting with Animals in the Early Modern Era, ed. Domenico Bertoloni Meli and 
Anita Guerrini, special issue of Journal of the History of Biology (in press) 

Selected Recent Articles 
The Trouble with Plovers 
in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and Authenticity, ed. JozefKeulartz, Martin 

Drenthen, and James D. Proctor (Springer, 2009) 

The King’s Animals and the King’s Books: the Illustrations for the Paris Academy’s 
Histoire des animaux 

Annals of Science, 67:3 (July 2010), 383-404 

Advertising Monstrosity: Broadsides and Human Exhibition in Early Eighteenth-Century 

Britain 

in British Ballads and Broadsides, 1500-1800, ed. Patricia Fumerton, Anita Guerrini, and 
Kris McAbee (Ashgate, 2010), 109-127 

Informing Ecological Restoration in a Coastal Environment, with Jenifer E. Dugan 
in Restoration and History, ed. Marcus Hall (Routledge, 2010), 131-142 

Health, Natural Philosophy, and the English Diet in 1700 
Studies in History and Philosophy of Biology and Biomedical Sciences (online Dec. 2011) 

Experiments, Causation, and the Uses of Vivisection in the First Half of the Seventeenth 
Century 

Journal of the History of Biology (in press 2012) 

115 book reviews 

Work in progress 
The Courtiers ’Anatomists: Animals and Humans in Louis XTV’s Paris (book, under contract) 



Jay M. Smith, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Education 
Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1990 (Dissertation advisor, David D. Bien) 
M.A., Northern Illinois University, 1985 (Thesis advisor, William Beik) 
B.A., Northern Illinois University, 1983. 

Employment 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor, 2007- 
Professor, History, UNC-Chapel Hill 2004-2007 
Associate Professor, History, UNC-Chapel Hill 1996-2004 
Assistant Professor, History, UNC-Chapel Hill 1990-1996 

Books: 
"Scandalous Modernity: Politics and the Publicity Revolution in 1780s France" (new project) 

Monsters of the GOvaudan: The Making of a Beast (Cambridge, Mass., 2011) 

Nobility Reimagined." The Patriotic Nation in Eighteenth-Century France (Ithaca, N. Y., 2005) 

The Culture of Merit: Nobility, Royal Service, and the Making of Absolute Monarchy in France, 1600- 

1789 (Ann Arbor, 1996). 

-- Ed., The French Nobility in the Eighteenth Century." Reassessments and New Approaches (University 

Park, Penn., 2006) 

Book chapters: 
"The Nobility," in Oxford Handbook of the French Revolution (2013), ed. David Andress (essay in 
progress) 

"Substance and Subtlety in the Analysis of 1789: The Example of David D. Bien," in David D. Bien, 
Caste, Class and Profession in OM Regime France: The French Army and the SOgur Reform of 1781, 

ed. Guy Rowlands (St. Andrews, U. K., 2010), 5-21. 

"Introduction: Nobility after Revisionism," in The French Nobifity in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Jay M. 
Smith (University Park, Pa. :Penn State University Press, 2006), 1-15. 

"The Making of an Aristocratic Reactionary: The Comte d’Escherny, Noble Honor, and the Abolition of 
Nobility," in The French Nobility in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Jay M. Smith (University Park, Pa.: 
Penn State University Press, 2006), 253-277. 

"Recovering Tocqueville’s Social Interpretation of the French Revolution: Eighteenth-Century France 
Rethinks Nobility," in Tocqueville and Beyond." Essays on the Old Regime in Honor of David D. Bien, 

ed. Robert Schneider and Robert Schwartz_(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2003), 52-70. 



"Montesquieu et le programme patriotique apr~s 1750," in Le Temps de Montesquieu, ed. Michel Porret 
and Catherine Volpilhac-Auger (Geneva: Droz, 2002), 245-51. 

"Aristocracy: Criticism," in Oxford Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment, ed. Alan Kors (New York and 
London: Oxford University Press, 2002), vol. 1, pp. 71-75. 

"Corporate and Estate Organization," in Oxford Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment, ed. Alan Kors (New 
York and London: Oxford University Press, 2002), vol. 1, pp. 148-153. 

Articles/Essays: 
"The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment" (article in progress) 

"’Making Connections’ at UNC: Moving Toward a Global Curriculum at a Flagship Research 
University," Journal of General Education 58 (2009): 106-120. With Julia Kruse. 

"Un discours aristocratique sur le patriotisme: les ann~es 1770," in Dictionnaire des usages socio- 

poBtiques, ed. Jacques Guilhaumou and Raymonde Monnier 8 (2006): 65-81. 

"Between Discourse and Experience: Agency and Ideas in the French Pre-Revolution," History and 

Theory Theme Issue 40 (December, 2001): 116-142. 

"Social Categories, the Language of Patriotism, and the Origins of the French Revolution: The Debate 
over noblesse commerqante," Journal of Modern History 72 (2000): 339-374. 

"No More Language Games: Words, Beliefs, and the Political Culture of Early Modern France," 

American Historical Review 102 (1997): 1413-1440. 

"Honour, Royal Service, and the Cultural Origins of the French Revolution: Interpreting the Language 
of Army Reform, 1750-1788," French History 9 (1995): 294-314. 

"Nobility and Normalization: Professionalizing the Army in Old Regime France," Consortium on 
Revolutionary Europe, 1750-1850. Proceedings, 1993 (Tallahassee, 1994), 387-393. 

Our Sovereign’s Gaze’: Kings, Nobles, and State Formation in Seventeenth-Century France," French 

Historical Studies 18 (1993): 396-415. 

Book Reviews in American Historical Review, Journal of Modern History, Rethinking History, H- 

France/French Historical Studies, Journal of lnterdiscipBnary History, Journal of Social History, 
French PoBtics, Culture, and Society, Histoire: Economie, Sciences Sociales, Seventeenth-Century 

News, Histoire Sociale/Social History 





Walter Putnam 
Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures 

University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 

Ph.D., 1985, Universitd de Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle, Comparative Literature. 

L ’AmitiO littOraire de Joseph Conrad et d’AndrO Gide, Director: Claude Pichois. 

M.A., 1980, Universitd de Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle, French. 
Le Statut des personnages darts Les Faux-Monnayeurs. Director: Simone Fraisse. 

B.A., 1978, Universitd de Paris III - Sorbonne Nouvelle, French. 

B.A., 1974, Duke University, English. 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

Chair, 2010-present, Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures, University of New Mexico. 

Professor, 1996-present, French and Comparative Literature, University of New Mexico. 

Chair, 1996-2000, Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures, University of New Mexico. 

Associate Professor, 1992-1996, French and Comparative Literature, University of New Mexico. 

Visiting Professor, Spring 1990, French and Comparative Literature, Universitd de Paris X - 
Nanterre. 

Assistant Professor, 1986-1992, French and Comparative Literature, University of New Mexico. 

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION, HONORS, GRANTS 

Sabbatical, 2008-2009, University of New Mexico. 

Research Allocations Committee Grant, 2008, University of New Mexico. 

Faculty, Spring 2002, Hewlett Initiative Cluster 



Sabbatical, Fall 2001, University of New Mexico. 

Fellowship, Spring 2001, The Camargo Foundation, Cassis, France [declined] 

Research Allocations Committee Grant, 2000, University of New Mexico. 

PI, 1999, Arts & Sciences Excellence in Undergraduate Education Award. 

PI, 1998, Asian Technology Information Program Award. 

PI, 1998, Arts & Sciences Excellence in Undergraduate Education Award. 

Research Allocations Committee Grant, 1997, University of New Mexico. 

Research Opportunity Programs Grant for Minority Students, 1997, University of New Mexico. 

NEH Summer Institute, 1995, French Cultural Studies, Northwestern University. 

Research Allocations Committee Grant, 1994, University of New Mexico. 

Sabbatical, 1992-1993, University of New Mexico. 

Distinguished Educator Award, 1991, Public Service Company of New Mexico. 

Research Allocations Committee Grant, 1990, University of New Mexico. 

Research Grant, 1990, French Government. 

Unanimously awarded the "Mention trbs bien" by doctoral jury at the Sorbonne Nouvelle, 1985. 



SCHOLARLY ACHIEVEMENTS 

Books Authored 

Paul ValOry Revisited, Twayne World Author Series, a division of MacMillan Publishing Co, New 

York, NY, 173 pp, 1994. 

L ’Aventure littOraire de Joseph Conrad et d’AndrO Gide, Anma Libri: Stanford French and Italian 

Studies, Saratoga, California, 261 pp, 1990. 

Guest Editor 

Gide, lecteur et critique, a special North-American issue of the Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 

including eight articles by Gide scholars; preface and editorial responsibilities (January 

1992). 

Articles in Refereed Journals 

"Typhoon in a Teapot: A 1917 Letter from Conrad to Andre Gide." The Conradian 34.2 (2009): 129-32. 

"Gide, le texte bfitard et la critique gdndtique." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 150 (April 2006) : 

235-242. 

"Stuffed Animals and the Predicament of Culture: Lost in the Bedroom Jungle." Reconstruction 

3:3 (Summer 2003) "Solutions/Fixations." http ://www. reconstruction.ws/033/putnam.htm. 

"Andrd Gide’s Congo Journey: The Making of Homo performans." Ed.: Sally-Ann Murray. 

Current Writing 14:1 (2002): 59-81. 

"Gide et le spectacle colonial." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 131-132 (July-October 2001): 

495-511. 

"Philippe Neel, G. Jean-Aubry, Andrd Gide and the Ill-Fated French Translation of Chance." The 

Conradian 26:1 (Spring 2001): 65-84. 

"A Translator’s Correspondence: Philippe Neel to Joseph Conrad." The Conradian 24:1 (Spring 

1999): 59-91. 

"J.M.G. Le Cldzio and the Questions of Culture." World Literature Today (Winter 1998): 741- 

744. 



"Si le grain ne meurt: une vie r~gl~e comme du papier h musique." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO 

Gide 109 (January 1996): 15-20. 

"Marlow, Michel et le silence des sirbnes." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 100 (October 1994): 
613-629. 

"Le Chateau des Carpathes: destruction et ~laboration d’un mythe." LittOrales 11 (1992): 71-83. 

"Isabelle: les chemins qui mbnent au chateau, ou l’art de brouiller les pistes." Bulletin des Amis 

d’AndrO Gide 96 (October 1992): 425-441. 

"De Typhoon ~t Typhon: Gide et la traduction de Conrad." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 89 

(January 1991): 77-90. 

"Parole des personnages dans Les Faux-Monnayeurs." Stanford French Review (Fall-Winter 

1989) 175-191. 

"Conrad Under French Eyes" followed by "A Partial Bibliography of French Writings on Conrad." 

Conradiana 21:3 (Autumn 1989): 173-181. 

"Baudelaire’s "Le Voyage" and Conrad’s Heart of Darkness." La Revue de LittOrature ComparOe 

3 (July-September 1989): 325-339. 

"Conrad, Gide et le Congo." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 80 (October 1988): 63-80. 

"Relecture de Paludes." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 77 (January 1988): 71-81. 

"Andr~ Gide’s Translation of Conrad’s Typhoon." Proceedings of the 1987 Conference of the 

American Translators Association. (Medford, New Jersey: Learned Information, Inc., 

1987): 243-249. 

"L’Aventure litt~raire de Joseph Conrad et d’Andr~ Gide." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 71 

(July 1986): 59-74. 

"Gide, lecteur de Conrad." Bulletin des Amis d’AndrO Gide 69 (January 1986): 95-96. 

Chapters in Edited Volumes 

"Cultural Displacements in Marie Nimier’s La Girafe." Dalhousie French Studies. Forthcoming. 

"Objets transculturels: les animaux en peluche." Performances et objets culturels: nouvelles 
perspectives sous la direction de Louis H~bert et Lucie Guillemette. Montreal: Presses de 

l’Universit~ Laval (2010): 159-170. 

"J.M.G. ou les paradoxes de la pens6e nomade." J.M.G. Le ClOzio dans laforOt des paradoxes. 



Ed. Keith Moser, Bruno Thibault. Paris: L’Harmattan, 2011. Forthcoming. 

"Animal Studies are so very hard to do." Columbia UP volume on animal studies. Forthcoming. 

"Please don’t feed the natives: Human Zoos, Colonial Desire, and Bodies on Display." FLS 
XXXIX. Forthcoming. 

"’Je est un autre’ et les enjeux du devenir-animal." Latitudes. "Espaces transnationaux et imaginaires 
nomades en Europe." 2008: 39-48. 

"Captive Audiences: A Concert for the Elephants in the Jardin des Plantes." Ed. Una Chaudhuri. 

TDR: The Drama Review 51:1 (Spring 2007): 154-160. 

"Raging Against the Night: Cdline’s African Episode." Discursive Geographies: Writing Space 

and Place in French/GOographies discursives : l ’Ocriture de l ’espace et du lieu en 

frangais. Ed. Jeanne Garane. Amsterdam : Editions Rodopi, 2005, 39-51. 

"African Animals in the West: Can the Subaltern Growl." Remembering Africa, Ed. Elisabeth 

Mudimbe-Boyi (London: Heinemann "Studies in African Literature," 2002): 124-149. 

"Writing the Wrongs of French Equatorial Africa: Gide’s Voyage au Congo and Retour du 

Tchad." AndrO Gide’s Politics. Rebellion and Ambivalence. Ed. Tom Conner. (New 

York: Saint Martin’s Press, 2000): 89-110. 

"The Poetics and Politics of Space in J.M.G. Le Cldzio’s Etoile errante." Borders, Exiles, 

Diasporas, eds. Elazar Barkan and Marie-Denise Shelton (Stanford UP, "Cultural Sitings" 

series, 1998): 311-324. 

"Myth, Metaphor and Music in "Le Voyage". Understanding "Les Fleurs du Mal": Critical 

Readings, ed. William Thompson (Vanderbilt UP, 1996): 192-213. 

Translations 

"Knowledge in the Void: Heart of Darkness;" By Tzvetan Todorov. Conradiana 21:3 (Autumn 

1989) 161-172. Reprinted in the 1992 Critical Assessment Series on Conrad published by 

Christopher Helm, Ltd., edited by Keith Carabine, University of Kent, England. 

Book Reviews 

AndrO Gide by David Walker in The French Review 66:2 (December 1992): 337-338. 

The Emergence of Social Space: Rimbaud and the Paris Commune by Kristin Ross in The Rocky 

Mountain Review 45:1-2 (1991): 112-113. 



An Annotated Bibliography of Criticism on AndrO Gide 1973-1988 by Catharine Savage Brosman 

in The French Review (March 1991): 697-698. 

Correspondance AndrO Gide-Valery Larbaud 1905-1938 edited by Frangoise Lioure in Bulletin 

des Amis d’AndrO Gide 89 (January 1991) 129-132. 

Via Malraux by Walter Langlois in The French Review (February 1990): 554-555. 

Maitres livres de notre temps. PostOritO du "Livre" de MallarmO by Daniel Moutote in The 

French Review (December 1989): 380-381. 

Realism and the Drama of Difference: Strategies of Representation in Balzac, Flaubert and 

James by H. Meeli Steele in The Rocky Mountain Review 43:4 (1989): 261-263. 

Volkswriter 3 by Lifetree Software in The French Review (March 1989): 710-711. 

Carnets du Congo by Marc Alldgret, edited by Daniel Durosay in The French Review (February 

1989): 530-531. 

L ’Univers ludique d’AndrO Gide by Bertrand Fillaudeau in The French Review (May 1988): 968- 

969. 

Invited or Refereed Presentations at Professional Meetings 

"Gide it la lumidre de la littdrature-monde." Gide at the Frontier. Denison College, June 2012. 

"La Carte-surrdaliste." UNM Art Museum, Albuquerque, April 2012. 

"The Colonial Animal in the Postcolonial City." Society for Francophone Postcolonial Studies. 
French Institute, London, England, November 2011. 

"Cindvardanounours: fdtichisme et domesticitd." Twentieth and Twenty-First Century French 
Studies. University of San Francisco, CA, April 2011. 

"Please don’t feed the natives: Human Zoos, Colonial Desire, and Bodies on Display." 39th 
Annual French Literature Conference. University of South Carolina, March 2011. 

"The Colonial Animal. " American Comparative Literature Association. New Orleans, April 
2010. 

"Lee and Man, Man and Lee : Two Americans in Paris." UNM Art Museum in conjunction with 
the Man Ray and African Art exhibit, Albuquerque, March 2010. 

"Surrealism." Art in the School. Albuquerque Museum of Natural History, October 11 and 
October 25, 2008. 



"Savage Bodies, Civilized Minds: The Colonial Subject on Display," University of Johannesbourg, South 

Africa, November 2007. 

"Je est un autre ou les enjeux du devenir-animal." Colloque Latitudes : Imaginaires nomades et 

espaces transnationaux en Europe, Universitd de Cergy-Pontoise, France, December 2006. 

"Les objets transculturels: le cas des animaux en peluche." Colloque Performances et objets 

culturels, Association francophone pour le savoir, Montrdal, Canada, May 2006. 

"Human Zoos: The Colonial Subject on Display." Invited talk at the University of Rochester, 

April 2006. 

"The Colonial Other: Humans on Display." Invited talk at Stanford University, March 2006. 

"What is Culture?" Comparative Literature & Cultural Studies Symposium, UNM, February 

2006. 

"Representing Zarafa." Nineteenth-Century French Studies, Austin, Texas, October 2005. 

"Cultural Displacements in Marie Nimier’s La Girafe." "Ecrire l’animal aujourd’hui/Literary 

Beasts in Today’s Writing" International conference, University of London, England, 

September 2004. 

"Gide devant la critique g6n6tique : les chemins qui mbnent au Congo." Modern Language 

Association, San Diego, California, December 2003. 

"Captive Audiences: A Concert for the Elephants in the Jardin des Nantes." Nineteenth-Century 

French Studies, Tucson, Arizona, October 2003. 

"Stuffed Animals and Popular Culture." Popular Culture Association, New Orleans, April 2003. 

"Images of Africa." Albuquerque Academy, January 2003. 

"The Colonial Animal." French Cultural Studies Symposium series, Stanford University, Palo 

Alto, California, February 2001. 

"Gide and the Colonial Politics of French West Africa." "Gide en Floride" conference, New 
College of the University of South Florida, Sarasota, Florida, January 2001. 

"Lions and Tigers and Bears: Commodity Fetishism in the Bedroom Jungle." University of New 

Mexico Cultural Studies Colloquium Series, Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 2000. 

"Terrains vagues: les paysages de J.M.G. Le Cldzio." Conseil International d’Etudes 

Francophones, Sousse, Tunisia, May 2000. 

"Stuffed Animals: Transcultural Objects and Commodity Fetishism." Center for Twentieth 

Century Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, April 2000. 



"Cultural Displacements in Marie Nimier’s La Girafe." University of Pennsylvania Twentieth-Century 

French Studies Conference, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 2000. 

"Celluloid Castles: Reenactments of French Medievalism in Cinema." University of New Mexico 

Medieval Series "Bawdy and Soul," Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 1999. 

"African Animals and the Colonial Object." University of New Mexico Cultural Studies 
Colloquium Series, Albuquerque, New Mexico, April 1999. 

"From Zarafa to the Giraffe: How a Colonial Signifier Got Its Spots." African Literature 

Association, Fez, Morocco, March 1999. 

"Gide’s Colonial Power Play: The African Village Scene." Modern Language Association, San 

Francisco, California, December 1998. 

"Raging Against the Night: Cdline’s African Episode." Society for Research on African Cultures, 

Montclair, NJ, October 1998. 

"Le Thd au Harem d’Archimbdes." Albuquerque Film Society, Albuquerque, NM, March 1997. 

"Andrd Tdchind’s Les Roseaux Sauvage." Albuquerque Film Society, Albuquerque, NM, 

November 1996. 

"The Return of the Colonial Object: Stuffed Animals and the Predicament of Culture." Twentieth 

Century French Studies, College Park, Maryland, March 1996. 

"Si le grain ne meurt: une vie rdglde comme du papier h musique." Modern Language Association, 

San Diego, California, (December 1994). 

"Workshop on Multiculturalism and Translation." American Literary Translators Association, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 1994. 

"The Poetics and Politics of Space in the Works of J.M.G. Le Cldzio." American Comparative 

Literature Association, Claremont, California, March 1994. 

"Catherine Pozzi: entre ciel et terre." Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association, Ogden, 

Utah, October 1992. 

"Le Paratexte d’Isabelle." Modern Language Association, San Francisco, California, December 

1991. 

"Listeners and Readers in Heart of Darkness and L 7mmoraliste." Rocky Mountain Modern 

Language Association, Tempe, Arizona, October 1991. 

"Gide, lecteur de Conrad et de Dosto~evski." Modern Language Association, Chicago, Illinois, 

December 1990. 

"Conrad et Malraux: espace de l’aventure." Universit~ de Paris X - Nanterre, France, February 



1990. 

"Rimbaud, filsdusoleil." Rocky MountainModernLanguage Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, 
O~ober 1989. 

"La Voie royale: espace de l’aventure." Conseil International d’Etudes Francophones, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, April 1989. 

"Representations of Africa: Conrad and Cdline." Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico, October 1988. 

"Relecture de Paludes." Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association, Spokane, Washington, 
October 1987. 

"Andrd Gide’s Translation of Conrad’s Typhoon." American Translators Association, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, October 1987. 

Sessions Presided 

"The Question of the Animal." American Comparative Literature Association, New Orleans, 

Louisiana, April 2010. 

"Animal Culture in 20th-Century French and Francophone Studies." University of Pennsylvania 

Twentieth-Century French Studies Conference, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 2000. 

"Dieu et Eros: De Baudelaire it Pierre Emmanuel." Rocky Mountain Modern Language 
Association, Ogden, Utah, October 1992. 

"Gide, lecteur et critique." Modern Language Association, Chicago, Illinois, December 1990. 

"The Best of Times and the Worst of Times." UNM Area Studies Centennial Symposium, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, October 1989. 

"En lisant, en dcrivant; quand les dcrivains se mettent it lire." Rocky Mountain Modern Language 
Association, Las Vegas, Nevada, October 1989. 

"L’Afrique dans la littdrature frangaise." Conseil International d’Etudes Francophones, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, April 1989. 



TEACHING 

Classroom Teaching 

Undergraduate (often taught multiple times): 

French language (elementary and advanced). 

French composition and stylistics. 

Literary Translation. 

Survey of French Literature (Middle Ages to 18th century). 

Survey of French Literature (19th and 20th centuries). 

French History of 19th century. 

French Phonology. 

Le chfiteau: mythe modeme. 

Panorama de la Francophonie (Africa, Switzerland). 

French Films of the Revolution. 

Survey of French Cinema. 

French Cinema: the "Nouvelle Vague." 

La podsie frangaise depuis Baudelaire. 
French and Francophone Poetry (19th and 20th centuries). 

Modem French and Francophone Poetry. 

Contes et Nouvelles (19bme et 20bme sibcles). 

Question of the Animal 

Graduate (often taught multiple times): 

Zoophilosophy 
Proust, Colette, Gide 
French Cinema Studies 
French Literary Colonialism 
Representations of Africa. 
Francophone Autobiographies. 
Post/Colonial Discourses. 
Surrealism. 
Autobiography. 
The Castle: A Modem Myth. 
Seminar on Paul Val6ry. 
Colonialism and Literature. 
Literary Translation. 
Le "Nouveau Th6~tre" des ann6es 50. 
Baudelaire and Rimbaud. 
Seminar on Andr6 Gide. 
Textual analysis. 
Twentieth-century French and Francophone Novel. 



Twentieth-century French and Francophone Poetry. 
Twentieth-century French and Francophone Theatre. 
Nineteenth-century French Novel. 



SERVICE 

Acting Chair (Spring 2010). 

Director, Comparative Literature & Cultural Studies (2010-present) 

FLL Advisory Committee (2006-2008) 

Chair, Russian Search Committee (2007) 

Chair, FLL Graduate Committee (2005-2007) 

Chair, Search Committee for 19th-century position (2006). 

Referee on tenure and promotion case at Bryn Mawr College (2006). 

Graduate Director, FLL (2003-present). 

Member, FLL Advisory Committee (2002-2005) 

Member, Board of Directors, Outpost Productions (2002-present). 

Coordinator, Albuquerque Schools for UNICEF (2002-present). 

Internal evaluator of Theatre & Dance program at UNM (2002). 

Referee on tenure and promotion case at University of South Florida (2001). 

Outside evaluator of French program at University of Oklahoma (2001). 

Referee on tenure and promotion case at University of Delaware (2000). 

Member, Arts & Sciences Senior Promotion Committee (2002, 2003). 

Chair, Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures (1996-2000) 

Director and Graduate Advisor, French & Italian Division (1994-96) 

Chair, FLL Graduate Committee (1994-96). 

Acting Chair, Program in Comparative Literature (1994-95). 

Chair, European Studies Program (1988-92, 1994-95). 

Co-director, Francophone Summer School of New Mexico (1986-93). 



President, Rocky Mountain Modem Language Association (1992). 

Organizer, 1996 Rocky Mountain MLA Annual Convention (1996). 

Secretary, American Committee of the Association des Amis d’Andrd Gide (1990-present). 

Bibliographer, French XX (1990-97). 

UNM Faculty Senate (1991, 1994). 

Lower-division Coordinator, French (1987). 

French Faculty Search Committee (1990, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1999). 

Undergraduate Advisor, French (1987-1992). 

Coordinator, Exchange Program with France (1987-present). 

Revised: 4.14.2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 3:17 PM 

Paul Hanson - WSFH <prhanson@butler.edu> 

Re: Panel proposal 

Yes, we certainly need more hyenas. 

On 4/16/12 2:56 PM, Paul Hanson - WSFH wrote: 
> Thanks, Jay--this looks great! I have long wanted to hear something about hyenas at one of our conferences .... The end of the 
semester is upon us, so I expect it will be the second or third week of May before the Program Committee gets seriously to work. I 

will be back in touch as soon thereafter as possible. 
> 

> Best, Paul 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: Jay Smith [               emaiLunc.ed~] 

> Sent: Saturday, April 14, 2012 1:02 PM 
> To: Paul Hanson - WSFH 
> Subject: Panel proposal 
> 

> Dear Paul: 
> I thought I’d submit our proposal early [!]. I don’t know if you need cv’s for everyone, but I’ll attach just in case. Hope to see you in 

Banff... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 12:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Pre-Revolution for 158.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 12:16 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Pre-Revolution for 158.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 2:10 PM 

Payne, Sandra S <payne@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [fcs] Reminder - French Studies Seminar April 22 with Prof. Anoush Terjanian 

Sandi--rll have the paper. Thanks. -Jay 

On 4/17/12 1:48 PM, Payne, Sandra S wrote: 

REMINDER: 

WE ARE PLEASED TO INVITE YOU TO THE NEXT MEETING OF THE FRENCH CULTURAL STUDIES 

SEMINAR WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE 5:00-7:00 P.M. SUNDAY, APRIL 22 AT THE NATIONAL 

HUMANITIES CENTER. PROFESSOR ANOUSH TERJANIAN OF EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY AND 

MEMBER OF THE SEMINAR WILL DISCUSS WITH US HER ESSAY, "’AS A BIRD IN LIME-TWIGGS’: 

PIRACY AND THE POLITICS OF DEFINITION IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FRANCE." 

PLEASE CONTACT SANDI PAYNE GREENE (PAYNE(’~EMAIL.UNC.EDU) TO OBTAIN A COPY OF THE 

PAPER, AND PLEASE REMEMBER ALSO NOT TO CIRCULATE OR QUOTE FROM THE PAPER WITHOUT 

THE AUTHOR’S PERMISSION. 

WE HOPE VERY MUCH THAT YOU WILL JO1N US FOR WHAT PROMISES TO BE A VERY 

INTERESTING DISCUSSION. 

CORDIALLY, 

DON REID AND JIM WINDERS, CO-CONVENORS 

TRIANGLE AREA SEMINAR IN FRENCH CULTURAL STUDIES 

You are currently subscribed to fcs as: iaysmith~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=21228869.862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888&n=T&l=fcs&o=31307745 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31307745- 
21228869.862b6cf049b30868315c5bc4a5792888@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 3:05 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

457 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 5:08 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy G <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: media 

Whew! 

On 4/17/12 5:06 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy G wrote: 

Jacquelyn: 

I did post it yesterday with the original link yesterday, but had changed it today to link straight to 
your segment. We will definitely revisit this. Jay is the department’s web content arbiter, and I’ve 
included him in this conversation and look forward to his guidance. 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 5:02 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Subject: RE: media 

While Fm thinking of it, did you ever post this? Good pr for the dept., I think, j 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 4:24 PM 
To: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Kent, Adam S; Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: RE: media 

Thank you, Jacquelyn. We will definitely give how to present it more appropriately 
fresh consideration. 

nancy 

From: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2012 4:07 PM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy G 
Subject: media 

Hi Nancy, 

Hmmm, I don’t really think of this as being "in the media" but rather as being part of a larger K-12 history 

education project that as a whole, not just my small part, might be of interest to students and faculty. See 
below for the link Lance Warren sent, which takes you to the whole Essential Questions series. And below 

that you’ll see a description of the larger project. Not sure how to present this on the website differently 

but you could give it some thought. 

From: Lance Warren [mailto:warren@clilderlehrman.orcl] 



Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Subject: RE: what do you think? 

Professor Haii, 

Thank you again for your willingness to meet with Catherine to record your interview for our Essential 

Questions video series. I reaiiy do appreciate it, especially considering that you performed after a iong day 

of work! 

In fact, just about all of the schoiars in this series offered interviews following iong iectures, too iittie sieep 
- or in the case of at ieast three foiks, the beginnings or ends of coids. I feei iucky to have puiied it off - 

and your interview turned out wonderfuiiy. 

You can check it out at this link, where you will find it among the nine other videos recorded for the series: 

https://vimeo.com/album/1886800. You might notice that it’s a bit ionger than the others. In grad schooi, 

I concentrated on the history of race and ethnicity in the twentieth century, so I found it particularly 

difficult to trim away too many of your vaiuabie, succinct comments. I won’t confess to having a favorite in 

this series -there are many exceiient responses! - but yours is certainly among the best. 

With your permission, I wouid iove to share the link with the UNC history department administrator, as 
there may be interest in posting it on the news section of the website. Piease let me know when you have 

a moment. 

Thanks again, 

Lance 

Jacquelyn Dowd Haii 

Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History 

Senior Research Associate, Southern Orai History Program, Center for the Study of the American South 
University of North Carolina at Chapei Hiii 

Love House and Hutchins Forum 

410 East Franklin St., CB# 9127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

From: Lance Warren [mailto:warren@qilderlehrman.orq] 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 6:22 PM 
To: Hall, Jacquelyn 
Subject: Essential Questions video series 

Dear Professor Hall, 

I’m writing from the Gilder Lehrman Institute in hopes that you might be willing to help us with a small but 

exciting project we’re undertaking. 

For many months, we have been hard at work on a new website, including a great expansion of teaching 

resources that we will offer freely to K-12 educators and college professors once the site launches on 

March 31st. A major component of this work is a section we’re calling "History by Era," a 50-part history of 

the United States demarcated by the ten eras of history recognized by the Library of Congress, plus an 

additional 40 periods and themes we have identified. Each era will present a survey essay by a historian, a 

timeline, lesson plans for K-12 teachers, multimedia resources, and more. 

To support the launch, I’m directing a ten-part video series on essential questions in American history. We 



hope to record short (1-2 minute) clips with historians distilling complex problems into succinct, 

memorable statements on topics at the center of their research and teaching interests. I’ve attached our 

draft list, one that seeks--rather than full coverage--a major question from each of the ten Library of 

Congress Era eras. 

If this interests you, I would be grateful to film your brief thoughts on the legacies of the Civil Rights 

Movement. I would be glad to come to you, taking perhaps 20-30 minutes of your time at your office on a 

day convenient for you. Alternatively, if you will be in New York over the next couple of months, perhaps 

we could connect here. Either way, we can offer an honorarium of 5300 and would sincerely appreciate 

your support. 

Thanks for considering, 

Lance 

Lance Warren 
The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History 

19 West 44th Street, Suite 500 I New York, NY 10036 

Tel: 646-366-9666 x 34 I Fax: 646-366-9669 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:45 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

lunch 

Hi Dan: Still on for lunch? OK if I get there around 12:30? I have a 
few errands to run... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 11:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

hlp:~iwww,~rotm~be,com/watch?v -~¥ 9~ ~Agbsw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 10:40 AM 

Taylor, Virginia Ross <vrt@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Mr. Friday 

Oh--and I should confirm the place. Johnston Center? Office number? 
Thanks. 

On 4/19/12 9:35 AM, Taylor, Virginia Ross wrote: 
Those days next week won’t work, but May 3 works. How about 10:30 on the 
3rd? Or I could do 9:30, but he has a 10 o’clock and I don’t want to rush 
ya’ll. 

Virginia 

On 4/18/12 2:58 PM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Virginia: Would either Monday or Tuesday of next week work, by chance? 
>> If not, how’s May 3? If none of those work, we may need to wait until 
>> after graduation. Any morning in the second half of May would be fine. 
>> -Jay 
>> 

>> 

>> On 4/18/12 2:55 PM, Virginia Taylor wrote: 
>>> Hi Professor Smith, 

>>> I am writing to reschedule your meeting with Mr. Friday. He has been 
>>> out sick this week and won’t be able to come in to the office tomorrow 
>>> morning. I am writing from home and don’t have the calendar in front of 
>>> me, but if you could send me some times (a.m.) that work for you, I will 
>>> do my best to fit you in to the earliest slot I can find. Please reply 
>>> to all so that I will get this in my work e-mail. 
>>> 
>>> Thank you, 
>>> 
>>> Virginia Taylor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:54 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 158 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 158 

Date:Wed, 18 Apr 2012 23:45:54 -0400 
From:Jay Smith           emailm~c.edu> 

To:           email.unc.ed~> 

httR:/iwwwoyoutubeocomiwatch?v=J bsw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, April 20, 2012 9:22 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 
Emma 

Lloyd--just FYI, I think Emma and Iqbal remain committed to their plan 
to have Emma save her leave until spring. We’ll need to talk more about 
this... 

Jay 



History , Spring 2012 (Smith), Quiz #8 Version A 

Name 

1. The skeptical response of the Assembly of Notables to the crown’s fiscal reform package 
in 1787 seems consistent with the earlier publication of 
a) Pamela 
b) Essay concerning human understanding 
c) What is the Third Estate? 
d) Compte rendu 

2. The eighteenth-century figure who said that the very idea of "natural and 
imprescriptible rights" was only "rhetorical nonsense, nonsense upon stilts," was: 
a) Benjamin Franklin 
b) Jeremy Bentham 
c) Thomas Jefferson 
d) Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

3. Mirabeau’s words in the National Assembly on 23 June 1789 represented 

a) the arrogance of the first estate 
b) the third estate’s determination to remain in session despite the king’s wishes 

c) the stubbornness of the Assembly of Notables 

d) the ignorance of the French peasantry 

4. The Diamond Necklace Affair proved especially damaging to 
a) the cardinal de Rohan 

b) Marie Antoinette 
c) the impostor hired to play the Queen 
d) the abb~ Siey~s 

5. The cahiers de dol~ances involved all of the following except: 
a) complaining 
b) the writing of lists 
c) the raising of expectations 
d) the empathetic shedding of tears 

6. All of the following happened in 1789 except: 

a) the taking of the Bastille 

b) the Oath of the Tennis Court 
c) the publication of the Compte rendu 

d) the drafting of the cahiers de dol~ances 

7. Jacques Necker helped to precipitate the French Revolution for all of the following 
reasons except: 
a) he participated in the Diamond Necklace Affair 
b) in December of 1788 he failed to specify how deputies at the Estates-General would vote 



c) he was sacked by the king on July 11, 1789 

d) he authored the Compte rendu 

8. The Oath of the Tennis Court was a defiant act taken by the 

a) third estate 

b) second estate 
c) the authors of the Declaration of Rights 

d) first estate 

9. The Declaration of the Rights of Man extended full political rights to 

a) women 
b) active citizens--i, e., males over 25 who paid taxes worth three days’ labor 

c) Jews 

d) slaves 

10. The "forms of 1614" became a hot potato political issue on 

a) 25 September 1788 

b) 17 June 1789 
c) 27 December 1788 
d) 14 July 1789 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 2:51 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 

my absence 

Richard--after all the trouble to get my "complimentary pass" to the 
CSRI, I’m              today.               I’ve had in years. If 
I have a miraculous turnaround, maybe I’ll see you tomorrow .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 21, 2012 9:47 AM 

Wolf, Susan R <susanw@unc.edu> 
Lienesch, Michael <lienesch@email.unc.edu>; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel 
<anversen@email.unc.edu>; Pielak, Gary J <gary~oielak@unc.edu> 

Re: meeting Monday 

Susan--I don’t think our scruples need to carry us that far. We can be 
knowledgeable without being biased, I think. 

Jay 

On 4/21/12 9:17 AM, Wolf, Susan R wrote: 
> Jay, 

> 

> My scores will also be submitted as close to the last minute as possible. On the way to that, I have a question (sorry to be waiting 
till now to ask): 
> Should we recuse ourselves from proposals that are being submitted by colleagues in our own department? 
> What about proposals that involve colleagues from our own department but on which they are not taking the lead (as submitters)? 
> 
> thanks, 
> Susan 
> 
> On Apr 20, 2012, at 2:07 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 
>> Hello comrades: 
>> Just a quick reminder that we have a meeting scheduled for 9-11 in 205 South building on Monday to discuss our interdisciplinary 
applications. I’ve found the process painful, how about you?! The College should take us to dinner for this; or maybe give us money 
to plan a conference on the subject of...the happy death of interdisciplinarity .... 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> PS Remember to email your rankings (using the Pielak method) to Tiffany Clark and Whitney Chapman as soon as you can. I 
won’t get all of mine in until Sunday evening--which will be fine for you too, if necessary. They can do the tabulations early AM 
Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 21, 2012 4:46 PM 

Student-Athletes Human Rights <studentathleteshumanrights@yahoo.com> 
Re: Thank you 

I’m afraid we didn’t. But you can find a halfway decent video at: 
http:iiwww,wralsportsfar~,cominews and notes/story,10857974/ 

My group is busy wrapping up the semester, but I hope we can get the 
conversation rolling again in May... 

On 4/21/12 3:31 PM, Student-Athletes Human Rights wrote: 
> Hi Jay: 
> 

> Hope all is well. Did you tape Nocera’s talk? If so, can I get a copy or our website? 
> 

>E 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Mar 16, 2012, at 11:30 AM, Jay Smith<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Emmett--it was great to have you there. I thought the dinner was especially stimulating, great conversation all around. Let’s hope 

we can keep the momentum building. 
>> 

>> Best of luck in Athens--great town, excellent school (and pretty good football, I hear). -Jay 
>> 

>> On 3/16/12 11:24 AM, Student-Athletes Human Rights wrote: 

>>> Jay: 
>>> 
>>> Thank you for your leadership in producing the event on Wednesday. It was a great day for social justice. I appreciate you 

including me. 

>>> Best 
>>> 

>>> Emmett 



History Spring 2012 (Smith), Quiz #8 Version A 

Name 

1. The Assembly of Notables’ demand for more information, in response to the crown’s 
fiscal reform package in 1787, was consistent with the message of that earlier publication, 
a) Pamela 
b) Essay on tolerance 
c) What is the Third Estate? 
d) Compte rendu 

2. Rousseau’s]ulie clearly owed a debt to the earlier epistolary novels of 
a) Clarissa Harlowe 
b) Samuel Richardson 
c) Voltaire 
d) Beccaria 

3. Mirabeau’s words in the National Assembly on 23 June 1789 represented 
a) the arrogance of the first estate 

b) the third estate’s determination to remain in session despite the king’s wishes 
c) the stubbornness of the Assembly of Notables 

d) the ignorance of the French peasantry 

4. The Diamond Necklace Affair proved especially damaging to 
a) the cardinal de Rohan 
b) Marie Antoinette 
c) the impostor hired to play the Queen 

d) the abb~ Siey~s 

5. The cahiers de dol~ances involved all of the following except: 
a) complaining 
b) the writing of lists 
c) the raising of expectations 
d) the empathetic shedding of tears 

6. All of the following happened in 1789 except: 
a) the taking of the Bastille 

b) the Oath of the Tennis Court 
c) the publication of the Compte rendu 

d) the drafting of the cahiers de dol~ances 

7. Jacques Necker helped to precipitate the French Revolution for all of the following 
reasons except: 
a) he participated in the Diamond Necklace Affair 
b) in December of 1788 he failed to specify how deputies at the Estates-General would vote 
c) he was sacked by the king on July 11, 1789 



d) he authored the Compte rendu 

8. The Oath of the Tennis Court was a defiant stand taken by the 
a) third estate 
b) second estate 
c) the authors of the Declaration of Rights 
d) first estate 

9. The Declaration of the Rights of Man extended full political rights to 

a) women 
b) active citizens--i, e., males over 25 who paid taxes worth three days’ labor 

c) Jews 
d) slaves 

10. The "forms of 1614" became a hot potato political issue on 
a) 25 September 1788 

b) 17 June 1789 

c) 27 December 1788 
d) 14 July 1789 



History , Spring 2012 (Smith), Quiz #8 Version B 

Name 

4. The Diamond Necklace Affair proved especially damaging to 
a) the cardinal de Rohan 

b) Marie Antoinette 
c) the impostor hired to play the Queen 

d) the abb~ Siey~s 

5. The cahiers de dol~ances involved all of the following except: 
a) complaining 
b) the writing of lists 
c) the raising of expectations 
d) the empathetic shedding of tears 

6. All of the following happened in 1789 except: 

a) the taking of the Bastille 

b) the Oath of the Tennis Court 
c) the publication of the Cornpte rendu 
d) the drafting of the cahiers de dol6ances 

7. Jacques Necker helped to precipitate the French Revolution for all of the following 
reasons except: 
a) he participated in the Diamond Necklace Affair 
b) in December of 1788 he failed to specify how deputies at the Estates-General would vote 
c) he was sacked by the king on July 11, 1789 
d) he authored the Compte rendu 

8. The Oath of the Tennis Court was a defiant stand taken by the 

a) third estate 
b) second estate 
c) the authors of the Declaration of Rights 

d) first estate 

9. The Declaration of the Rights of Man extended full political rights to 

a) women 
b) active citizens--i, e., males over 25 who paid taxes worth three days’ labor 

c) Jews 

d) slaves 

10. The "forms of 1614" became a hot potato political issue on 

a) 25 September 1788 

b) 17 June 1789 
c) 27 December 1788 
d) 14 July 1789 



1. The Assembly of Notables’ demand for more information, in response to the crown’s 
fiscal reform package in 1787, was consistent with the message of that earlier publication, 

a) Pamela 
b) Essay on tolerance 

c) What is the Third Estate? 
d) Compte rendu 

2. Rousseau’s]ulie clearly owed a debt to the earlier epistolary novels of 
a) Clarissa Harlowe 
b) Samuel Richardson 
c) Voltaire 
d) Beccaria 

3. Mirabeau’s words in the National Assembly on 23 June 1789 represented 
a) the arrogance of the first estate 

b) the third estate’s determination to remain in session despite the king’s wishes 

c) the stubbornness of the Assembly of Notables 
d) the ignorance of the French peasantry 



History :    Spring 2012 (Smith), Quiz #8 Version C 

Name 

1. Jacques Necker helped to precipitate the French Revolution for all of the following 
reasons except: 
a) he participated in the Diamond Necklace Affair 
b) in December of 1788 he failed to specify how deputies at the Estates-General would vote 
c) he was sacked by the king on July 11, 1789 
d) he authored the Compte rendu 

2. The Oath of the Tennis Court was a defiant stand taken by the 
a) third estate 
b) second estate 
c) the authors of the Declaration of Rights 
d) first estate 

3. The Declaration of the Rights of Man extended full political rights to 

a) women 
b) active citizens--i, e., males over 25 who paid taxes worth three days’ labor 

c) Jews 

d) slaves 

4. The "forms of 1614" became a hot potato political issue on 

a) 25 September 1788 

b) 17 June 1789 

c) 27 December 1788 
d) 14 July 1789 

5. The Assembly of Notables’ demand for more information, in response to the crown’s 
fiscal reform package in 1787, was consistent with the message of that earlier publication, 
a) Pamela 
b) Essay on tolerance 
c) What is the Third Estate? 
d) Compte rendu 

6. Rousseau’s]ulie clearly owed a debt to the earlier epistolary novels of 
a) Clarissa Harlowe 
b) Samuel Richardson 
c) Voltaire 
d) Beccaria 

7. Mirabeau’s words in the National Assembly on 23 June 1789 represented 

a) the arrogance of the first estate 
b) the third estate’s determination to remain in session despite the king’s wishes 

c) the stubbornness of the Assembly of Notables 



d) the ignorance of the French peasantry 

8. The Diamond Necklace Affair proved especially damaging to 
a) the cardinal de Rohan 
b) Marie Antoinette 
c) the impostor hired to play the Queen 

d) the abb~ Siey~s 

9. The cahiers de dol~ances involved all of the following except: 
a) complaining 
b) the writing of lists 
c) the raising of expectations 
d) the empathetic shedding of tears 

10. All of the following happened in 1789 except: 
a) the taking of the Bastille 
b) the Oath of the Tennis Court 
c) the publication of the Compte rendu 
d) the drafting of the cahiers de dol~ances 



History Spring 2012 (Smith), Quiz #8 Version B 

Name 

1. The Diamond Necklace Affair proved especially damaging to 
a) the cardinal de Rohan 

b) Marie Antoinette 
c) the impostor hired to play the Queen 

d) the abb~ Siey~s 

2. The cahiers de dol~ances involved all of the following except: 
a) complaining 
b) the writing of lists 
c) the raising of expectations 
d) the empathetic shedding of tears 

3. All of the following happened in 1789 except: 
a) the taking of the Bastille 
b) the Oath of the Tennis Court 
c) the publication of the Compte rendu 
d) the drafting of the cahiers de dol~ances 

4. Jacques Necker helped to precipitate the French Revolution for all of the following 
reasons except: 
a) he participated in the Diamond Necklace Affair 
b) in December of 1788 he failed to specify how deputies at the Estates-General would vote 
c) he was sacked by the king on July 11, 1789 
d) he authored the Compte rendu 

5. The Oath of the Tennis Court was a defiant stand taken by the 

a) third estate 
b) second estate 
c) the authors of the Declaration of Rights 

d) first estate 

6. The Declaration of the Rights of Man extended full political rights to 

a ) women 
b) active citizens--i, e., males over 25 who paid taxes worth three days’ labor 

c) Jews 

d) slaves 

7. The "forms of 1614" became a hot potato political issue on 

a) 25 September 1788 

b) 17 June 1789 
c) 27 December 1788 
d) 14 July 1789 



8. The Assembly of Notables’ demand for more information, in response to the crown’s 
fiscal reform package in 1787, was consistent with the message of that earlier publication, 

a) Pamela 
b) Essay on tolerance 

c) What is the Third Estate? 
d) Compte rendu 

9. Rousseau’s]ulie clearly owed a debt to the earlier epistolary novels of 
a) Clarissa Harlowe 
b) Samuel Richardson 
c) Voltaire 
d) Beccaria 

10. Mirabeau’s words in the National Assembly on 23 June 1789 represented 
a) the arrogance of the first estate 

b) the third estate’s determination to remain in session despite the king’s wishes 

c) the stubbornness of the Assembly of Notables 
d) the ignorance of the French peasantry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:18 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

158 

Hi st 158 syllabus spring 2012 final vsn.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 4:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

review 

My review of me.docx 



This book grows on you. It’s about the beast made famous in "Brotherhood of the 
Wolf," but Smith is more interested in the people who hunt for the beast than in the 
beast itself. There’s not as much gore and terror as you might expect, though there 
are definitely a few shredded bodies. The first chapters have a lot of scene-setting 
material, and although it’s interesting enough, it’s really not until the third chapter 
that the story takes off. At that point the book really gets into a groove. The 
characters make the story. They are flawed, scared, determined, and some of them 
are really funny, though not always on purpose. The mystery continues in the last 
chapter, when Smith shows what became of the story after the French Revolution. 
(Hint: werewolf lore became even more important.) By the end you’re convinced 
that "the beast" was mainly a figment of the imagination, both at the time and since. 
This book shows what a good historian can do by reexamining a familiar tale: 
explore the entire collective psychology of a period. It’s a very good read. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 5:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thuesen 

thuesen@alumni.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 1:57 PM 

npope@stanford.edu 

Adkins 

Dear Noms: 
Some time ago--late fall?--a former student of mine, Mat Adkins, sent 
Stanford a book proposal and a chapter or chapters that you never acted 
on, evidently. He’s still waiting to hear. Did this one slip through 
the cracks? Or was a decision rendered but not communicated? Any 
guidance here would be appreciated. He’s beginning to reassess his 
options and needs to know something on your end. Thanks. 

Jay Smith 

PS (No need to answer me if you’d prefer to answer him directly, of 
course--he’ll let me know.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 4, 2012 2:29 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

report 

Hi Kenneth--I haven’t read the task force report yet, but do I 
understand Karen Gil to be saying that Julius is leaving the 
tmiversity? If so, do you know where he’s going? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 1:00 PM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email.unc.edu> 

Stooges 

Don--saw it last night and laughed uncontrollably. To tears. Greatest 
movie experience of the year. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 9:37 AM 

Pfaff, Richard W <pfaffrw@live.unc.edu> 

Re: persseverance 

Thanks, Dick. You can be sure that I have no intention of taking my 
foot off the gas pedal anytime soon. The University brilliantly waited 
to release the report until a Friday afternoon at the end of an 
exhausting semester, and so I think the faculty are just beginning to 
absorb it. (I had heard that the report was finished and forthcoming 6 
weeks ago.) But I’ll be meeting with my group once more in May, and my 
*other* group is planning a late July meeting with Bubba Cunningham. 
Before I leave for France in June, I’ll be sure to let both Holden and 
Karen Gil know what I think about the latest revelations. (What I 
think: there has for a long time been a coordinated effort to steer 
athletes into easy or non-existent courses.) I’ll keep you posted. -Jay 

On 5/8/12 12:03 PM, Richard Pfaff wrote: 
Jay, 

In the light of what’s come clear about "courses" and "grades" taken, 
especially during the summer and by football players et al., please 
persevere in what must sometimes seem your hopeless efforts to improve 
the dire situation. In particular, I hope you’ll keep Holden’s feet to 
the fire, undeterred by the lag in activity, including regular 
meetings of Faculty Council, during the long summer break. Do you 
know that you’re entitled to call a special meeting of the Faculty 
(Council or General Faculty) as long as you have enough (not all that 
many, as I recall) co-petitioners? Or, I think, through the Executive 
Comm. I don’t have the up-to-date information any more, but Joe 
Ferrell’s office will know at once. You might remind Joe that we had 
such a special meeting in December of 2002, when the anger over the 
Susan Ehringhaus case was at its height: the then Chancellor was on 
the carpet for well over an hour, and there was, as I recall, plenty 
of press coverage. Might this be a golden opportunity for a similar 
gathering? 
all good wishes, 
Dick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            2:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hist    question 

The ping pong table has more crap piled on it this year than last. It has been used twice in the last 12 months. 
Worst purchase ever. 

Anyway, I knew you didn’t have I have him. Just thought you’d be interested. 

OK, see you Friday. 

On 2:12 PM, wrote: 

I do not have his exam. It must be in the batch you took with       Your office is fine friday. Dinner 
7:30 is fine too. I may end up spending the night with greg if things get out of control as they did last time 
we dined. We should just skip dinner and go straight to the ping pong tournament. Good luck with job 
search rush. 

From: Jay Smith emaiI.uacoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Hist question 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Hist    question 

Date:Wed, 17:28:38 +0000 
From: ~l~ve~unc~edu> 

To: Smith, Jay email 

Professor Smith, 

I was wondering if it was possible to obtain my final exam from the class because I wanted to see where i 
missed points on the final. I had left the exam feeling well prepared for the essays and multiple choice but 
my final exam grade was a which is much lower than i anticipated. Is it possible to go over my final with 
you if you are available? I am enrolled in first summer session so i will be on campus. Thank you for your 
assistance! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
History 

(c) 

From: ja~smith@email.tmc.ed u         emailotmcoedt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 
Subject: Final exam etc. 



To: All Participants 
From: Jay Smith 
As promised (though hours later than I wanted): I’ve now posted to the Sakai site your final exam 
study sheet, which includes the "comprehensive" essay question you’ll be addressing on exam day. 
Let me know if you have questions. 

I just now got a very fair question about the term ’colporteur’ in today’s lecture, a term that I 
neglected to translate for you. A colporteur was literally someone who sold things from a make- 
shift satchel "carried [porter] from the neck [col]," as the man in the picture was doing this AM. 
Colporteurs kept even "popular" urban neighborhoods and the countryside supplied with printed 
material. 

Enj oy Diderot for Thursday--it’s a short text he wrote about a voyager (Bougainville) who had 
visited Tahiti and had come back to France with reports about the native culture there. Diderot’s 
account is entirely fictional, just ask: 
1. How does this text compare to Montaigne’s Of cannibals? What, if anything, has changed? 
2. On what grounds does Diderot seem to be criticizing Europeans’ attitiudes? 
3. WHy would Diderot’s ideas resonate differently from Montaigne’s? 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages 
from the "HIST ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for 
this site: HIST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 9, 2012 6:12 PM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 
tomorrow 

Erin--if it’s OK I’ll confirm this with you in the morning. Friday’s 
assistant never got back to me. Sorry. -Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 10, 2012 8:28 AM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 
10AM 

Erin--I can do 10AM if you’re still heading this way. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 10, 2012 10:43 AM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 
Julius 

Hi Erin--I don’t know if it’s kosher to make this request, but I’d 
appreciate it if you didn’t air the brief exchange about Julius and 
whether he should be allowed to retire. The more I think of it, the 
more I think maybe it just isn’t my place to comment on personnel 
matters as they involve faculty. And I do have many friends in 
Afri/Afam and would hate to bother or offend them by commenting on this 
delicate issue. So....I’d appreciate it if you could take that into 
account. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 8:26 AM 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Re: Good job! 

Thanks, Bob. Every time Lissa Broome opens her mouth I cringe. 
fact that the University has had no response at all to the N&O’s 
blistering editorial speaks volumes about our leadership. That’s an 
amazing story about the wrestler. Get Nocera on the case! 

And the 

I’ll be in touch before long. 

On 5/11/12 8:04 AM, Orr, Robert F. wrote: 
> Jay, thanks for your remarks reported yesterday about the totality of the issues surrounding the recent report. It amazes me that 
leadership is still trying to circle the wagons and stick their collective head in the sand. Hope to catch up soon. I’ve got an interesting 
matter at State where they’ve told a wrestler who’s injured that they’re pulling his scholarship ostensibly for an underage drinking 
charge. When his mother asked if I would go with them to a meeting with the Asst. AD, the AD refused to meet with her if she 
brought a lawyer. Bob 

> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying 
this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by return message or by 
telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 
> 
> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in 
this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of 
avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax related matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 1:32 PM 

Taylor-Blake, Bonnie <bonnie_taylor-blake@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Bravo! 

Bonnie--thanks. Don’t know if you’ve read today’s N&O, but the story just keeps getting worse. Bill Friday 
gave me a pep talk yesterday... 

Jay 

On 5/11/12 12:15 PM, Taylor-Blake, Bonnie wrote: 

http://www.wral.com/news/Iocal/story/11090438/ 

Hi, Jay. 

What a sad story, but thanks for speaking out on these pretty egregious improprieties. It’ll be a great day 

when the entire community is on the same page about maintaining the integrity of the University and 

striving to uphold its paramount roles in education and scholarship. 

Please keep up the good (and brave) work! 

-- Bonnie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 2:47 PM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 

Re: SBI investigation 

Erin--it’s understandable that the DA would be concerned about a 
possible conspiracy to misuse state funds. My knowledge of the law is 
too weak for me to have an inkling of whether a "crime" was committed 
(ask someone in the law school!), but I certainly understand the 
concern. This is just a glaring example of the institutional hypocrisy 
fueled by big-time college sport, and of the shame that follows when 
that hypocrisy is brought into the sunlight. -Jay 

On 5/14/12 2:33 PM, Hartness, Erin wrote: 
> Professor Smith, 
> 
> You may have heard, but the SBI is now looking into the issues in the African and Afro American Studies Department. The District 
Attorney says at this point he doesn’t believe anything criminal has happened, but he wanted investigators to double check. 
> 
> Any thoughts you would like to share about this? 
> 
> Thanks. 
> 
> Erin 
> 
> Erin Hartness 
> Reporter 
> WRAL-TV 
> ehartness@wral.com 
> 919-632-0071 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 8:16 AM 

James E. Coleman, Jr. <jcoleman@law.duke.edu> 

Re: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

Jim--excellent. I’ll round up 1-2 more people from my group and see 
which time works best for them. I’ll confirm later... 

Jay 

On 5/15/12 1:18 AM, James E. Coleman, Jr. wrote: 
Jay, 

Charlie is flying back from Paris today. He forwarded me your message and said he is available for breakfast or lunch on June 1. 
So am I. 

Jim Coleman 
Duke Law School 

(Sent from my iPad) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 9:45 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

Right, we’re overpaid, we don’t work, we hide from public scrutiny, and 
we’re arrogant to boot. I shudder to think what the legislature will do 
to us now. 

And by the way--Julius WAS overpaid!! Way overpaid. One thing that I 
hope comes from this: a public discussion/review of administrative 
decision-making. Serving two terms as chair is usually a bad idea. 
Serving four terms, and being asked to serve four terms, is beyond the 
pale. Deans set chair salaries, too. I’d love to see someone ask a 
question or two about that... 

On 5/15/12 9:36 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Jay, 

> 

> Reading the N and O piece, I thought that every bad assumption about academia and professors that university detractors might have 
is beautifully laid out here. I didn’t know that you’d approached Karen and Holden on this. A study for another time - how easily 
people are corrupted by their offices. 
> 
> Jonathan 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 9:23 AM 
> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 
> 

> Jonathan--I don’t think that’s an overstatement. I don’t think Holden 
> survives this, in fact. What’s most infuriating, to me, is that I tried 
> to push him and Karen Gil a year ago to get out in front of this and do 
> a thorough review, find the rot and uproot it. They put me off, stalled 
> for time, and referred me to Steve Reznick ( a homer if ever there was 
> one.) They deserve their fate. What’s sad is that the rest of us 
> deserve better. 
> 

> Jay 
> 

> On 5/15/12 9:08 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>> HI Jay, 
>> 
>> I must say, reading this made me cringe. Maybe I am over-stating this, but it strikes me that this scandal could do more damage to 
the university than any that I can remember. 
>> 
>> Jonathan 
>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 7:31 AM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 
>> 
>> Couldn’t have said it better myself. 
>> 
>> hJap:/i~,ww.~ewsobserver~cor~v’2012/O5i14/20(~4 30 ~i~.hat~ves.h~ml 
>> 
>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jweiler@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~//~ists.m~c.ed~/~?id~48699~94.1ef6f~2%~ae6c13f2a2~b~d43(~38e~b~T&~fac~Ft~°-atNeticso 
forum&o=31482957, or send a blank email to leave-31482957-48699894, lef6ff276ae6c13f2a26bfd43638e0bf@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 2:05 PM 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Re: Good job! 

Bob--yes, I suspect this goes back many years. In my letter to the Faculty Executive Committee, I asked them to find out why Andrew-s and Hartlyn limited their 
aaaalysis to 4 years, when Julius has been chair since ’92. I’m sure I’ll be ignored. But I’ll ask Andrew-s himself point blank when I see him this afternoon... 

Jay 

On 5/15/12 1:47 PM, Orr, Robert F. wrote: 

Jay, this has all the makings of a best seller and maybe a worse hit on UNC’s reputation than anything previous in the 200 plus years of its existence. I was going back 

through the news stories and was reminded that Nyang’oro hired this sports agent Carl Carey to teach a class in summer schook It blew up but we are actually 

representing another sports agent that Robert Quinn hired to replace Carey who has been sued along with Quinn and others {including the infamous             ~ in 

federal court. Based on what I’ve learned about Carey as a result of this litigation, I wouldn’t put anything past this guy and he was on campus way back before Butch 

Davis got to UNC~ Also, there was a posting about some Foundation that Nyang’oro was involved with that supposedly was getting Nike money. Know anything about 

that? Will have to roll over to CH here soon so we can discuss in detail what’s going on. Bob 

< !- - [if !vml] -->< !-- [endif] -->< !-- [if !vml]-->< !-- [endif] -- >< ! -- [if !vml] -- >< !- - [endif] -->< !-- 
[if !vml]--><!--[endif]--> 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 1:15 PM 

To: Orr, Robert F. 

Subject: Re: Good job! 

Bob--I plan to ask our dept staffabout Debbie Crowder this afternoon. Her role in all this is one of the great mysteries. My guess is that she was 
the one forging signatures (I know SOlne faculty in that dept who are beside themselves with anger at her), but there’s just no way she would have 
done that without Julius’s knowledge and approval. As for others--the only question, to my mind, is how- extensive and self-conscious their 
complicity was. Other administrators had to know- what he was doing, or at least suspect that something was funny. Here’s an interesting fact: 
Julius is the only dept chair I know- who got reappointed at least three times in the last 20 years. It’s highly, highly unusual for a chair to serve that 
long. And he had a reputation axound the college for being a poor administrator. It was comical how- inefficient he was. Also strange for a chair to 
pay himself so much summer salary. Very strange. It all adds up to one suspicious brew-. It pains me to say it, but I now- suspect that there’s been 
an effort to cover things up. When all is said and done, UNC may look like another Auburn. -Jay 

On 5/15/12 10:41 AM, Orr, Robert F. wrote: 

Jay, any sense on what is really going on? Is he just someone who loved doing sweetheart classes for jocks (and anyone else who took the course); did he simply discover a 
summer school scam that put more money in his pocket without much work; or is this a more sinister situation in which outside entities were behind this? And what do we 
know about this Debbie Crouch? Bob 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [iagsmith~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 11:23 AM 
To: Orr, Robert F. 
Subject: Re: Good jo!! 

Bob--I agree completely. I don’t want coaches and players blamed for this either. I just want the truth about "the system" exposed for all to see. If we’re willing to compromise 
academic integrity, great. But let’s write it into the mission statement. And yes, Nyang’oro was the biggest rogue of all. I roomed with him once at a conference in the early 
’90s, when I was a young assistant professor and we were both benefiting from a course-development fellowship ran through the Institute for the Arts and Humanities. Nice 
enough guy. But one thing struck me hard, and always stayed with me. He was an unusually rabid sports fan (for a faculty member, anyway). I sat and listened at lunch one 
day while he and a former Duke PhD, who was there at the conference with us, talked about basketball recruiting. Julius was excited that UNC was pursuing this high school 
kid named                (I had no clue who he was talking about.) He also knew exactly where both UNC and Duke stood in their recruiting efforts. I remember thinking 
’wow, I guess this is what happens to faculty once they’ve spent some time in this town.’ I’ve thought about that conference a lot over the last two years. -Jay 

On 5/14/12 10:59 AM, Orr, Robert F. wrote: 
> Jay, I hope they realize that the N&O smells more blood and they’re 
> not going to let this go. I talked with a football player and his 
> mother about the academic counseling program and here’s what I gather 
> from them. It’s all about making the academic demands fit the 
> athlete’s demanding schedule and in some cases the athlete’s academic 
> shortcomings. For example apparently Swahili doesn’t have language 
> lab requirements so it’s far easier to not conflict with practice and 
> travel demands plus with an introductory course you have a pretty easy 
> academic path. Plus, the more students taking the courses in the 
> department the better it looks for sustaining the program. I remember 



> Shane Battier saying that he majored in Religion at Duke because it 
> was the one major that totally accommodated his basketball demands. 
> What I perceive is a long term system that the academic side at UNC 
> and elsewhere has accommodated and encouraged plus turned a blind eye 
> to the academic shortcomings of the system because of the importance 
> of successful athletics. My complaint was that the coaches and 
> players are the ones blamed for the system. If the University wants 
> to continue down this path, then honestly acknowledge how it all works 
> but don’t blame the kids for taking advantage of the system that 
> others put in place. And I don’t know the AFFAM former Dean, but it 
> sounds like he was as much of a rogue professor as Jennifer Wiley was 
> a rogue tutor or               a rogue player gaming the system. Bob 

> From: Jay Smith [iavsmith(~,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, May 14, 2012 10:38 AM 
> To: ©rr, Robert F. 
> Subject: Re: Good jo!! 
> 
> Bob--FYI, I’ve written an angry screed to the Faculty Executive 
> Committee (which meets today) to ask for an independent investigation 
> of the University’s managem ent of "student-athletes." Some other 
> faculty are chiming in with the same request. I’ll let you know what 
> sort of response I get, if any. -Jay 
> 

> On 5/11/12 8:04 AM. Orr, Robert F. wrote: 
>> Jay, thanks for your remarks reported yesterday about the totality of 
>> the issues surrounding the recent report. It amazes me that 
>> leadership is still trying to circle the wagons and stick their 
>> collective head in the sand. Hope to catch up soon. I’ve got an 
>> interesting matter at State where they’ve told a wrestler who’s 
>> injured that they’re pulling his scholarship ostensibly for an 
>> underage drinking charge. When his mother asked ifI would go with 
>> them to a meeting with the Asst. AD, the AD refused to meet with her 
>> if she brought a lawyer. Bob 

>> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by return message or by telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 
>> 
>> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated other~vise, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any 
attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another 
party any tax related matter addressed herein. 

> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please 
immediately notify us by return message or by telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 
> 
> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated other~vise, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any 
attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another 
party any tax related matter addressed herein. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 3:54 PM 

Thomas Robisheaux <trobish@duke.edu> 

Re: Article 

Tom--thanks, good to know someone found it useful. This is sort of the 

deep past for me, and I’ve not really kept up. But there are two fairly 
recent books youj might want to look at: Jerrold Siegel’s The Idea of 
the Self: Thought and Experience in the West sine the 17thc, and Martin 

Jay’s Songs of Experience. They both mainly review the work/ideas of 
others, but you can learn from each of them. 

How has experience factored into your recent work? -Jay 

On 5/16/12 12:43 PM, Thomas Robisheaux wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> A quick note to say that an article that you wrote about 10 years ago - the one on experience& the French Revolution - has been 
very helpful to me this week. i’m thinking through some thorny questions about "experience" in a different context, but your 
argument has helped me clarify some important points. Is there anything else that you know of recently that might have caught your 
eye recently along these lines? I know you’ve moved on to other things since then.., this is probably the deep past for you. 
> 
> Hope you are having a good summer, 
> Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 9:19 AM 

Clarke, Tiffany D <tiffany_clarke@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

I don’t know what an ETA is. All I know is that I’ve never done the notifying before. 

Jay 

On 5/18/12 7:49 AM, Clarke, Tiffany D wrote: 

Bill, Jay: 

I know the Interdisciplinary initiatives Committee has made its recommendations; do we 

have an ETA for the notifications to the applicants? 

Thanks, 

Tiff 

From: Arnold, Jennifer E 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 2:10 PM 
To: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: Re: Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

Dear Ms. Clarke, 
Can you tell me when you anticipate announcing the results of this grant application review? 

thanks, 
Jennifer Arnold 

On Apr 2, 2012, at 3:02 PM, Arnold, Jennifer E wrote: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On behalf of Dr. Mark Klinger and myself, I am hereby submitting the attached proposal to be considered for 
the Arts and Sciences Grants for Interdisciplinary Initiatives. I am attaching three documents: The application, 
and two letters of support from the chairs of our departments. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer E. Arnold 

<ArnoldKlingerCollaboration.pdf><Letter for Dr. Klinger & Dr. Arnold Aril 
2012doc.pdf><LetterfromDonLysle.PDF> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 11:02 AM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: spring 

Klaus is a nice enough guy, but the way he buttons his shirts, you want 
to be very careful about making eyes at him. 

Wednesday is perfect, actually. I’ll be coming in for a meeting with a 
Faculty Council group to bitch about sports, Nyang’oro, etc. Lunch at 
Jack Sprat? Noonish? 

On 5/18/12 10:58 AM, Eve Duffy wrote: 
Hi Jay, 
I was wondering how to respond to your message via Nancy. 
I was making cutting faces at you at Bill’s going-away reception, but 
they were lost on you and instead served only to pique Klaus Larres’s 
interest. Then we both (you and I, that is, not Klaus and I) cut out 
after the, oh, ninth speaker or so. I have grown to appreciate Bill 
but I did not know that he invented open heart surgery. 
I would love to have coffee or lunch with you at any time. Wed. May 23 
is wide open for me. Do you have time then? 
Eve 

On 5/18/2012 10:52 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Eve--what the hell are you going to teach next spring? Do we have a 
>> pretext for a lunch/coffee? 
>> 
>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 11:03 AM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: spring 

I cut out after the second speaker, regretting that I had not left after 
the first. 

On 5/18/12 10:58 AM, Eve Duffy wrote: 
Hi Jay, 
I was wondering how to respond to your message via Nancy. 
I was making cutting faces at you at Bill’s going-away reception, but 
they were lost on you and instead served only to pique Klaus Larres’s 
interest. Then we both (you and I, that is, not Klaus and I) cut out 
after the, oh, ninth speaker or so. I have grown to appreciate Bill 
but I did not know that he invented open heart surgery. 
I would love to have coffee or lunch with you at any time. Wed. May 23 
is wide open for me. Do you have time then? 
Eve 

On 5/18/2012 10:52 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Eve--what the hell are you going to teach next spring? Do we have a 
>> pretext for a lunch/coffee? 
>> 
>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, May 18, 2012 12:43 PM 

McDermott, Kathleen <kathleen_mcdermott@harvard.edu> 
Re: BNF 

thanks 

On 5/18/12 11:25 AM, McDermott, Kathleen wrote: 
> Jay, 
> 
> Andrew may already have been in touch with you, but he’s going to send a copy of the book to the BNF. We had a temp in at the 
time all this was going on, and it doesn’t look like he sent anything. 
> 
> Kathleen 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto;~,smith~email.ur~c.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, May 18, 2012 10:22 AM 
> To: McDermott, Kathleen 
> Subject: BNF 
> 
> Hi Kathleen: 
> Quick question. Did the press ever send a copy of the Monsters book to the Bibliothbque Nationale? I ask because there was a 
balance owing to the BN for all those illustrations, and since I’m headed back there this summer, where I’ll be requesting some more, it 
would be good to know if they’re going to say ’hey, wait a minute.’ The BN, as you know, only "bills" for illustrations once a book has 
been published. I know that sometimes these things fall between the cracks... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 21, 2012 4:32 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 
car rental 

CITER invoice.pdf 

Hi Nancy--as you may recall, I’m heading to France for research (and 
maybe a wee bit of fun) this summer. While there, I’m renting a car for 
a stretch during which I’m traveling from city to city for short stays. 
As you can see, I’ve now paid for the rental. Is this the sort of 
receipt I can submit for reimbursement by MEMS (I have a 5K stipend to 
dip into)? Lemme know. Thanks. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 4:46 PM 

Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email.unc.edu> 

car rental 

CITER invoice.pdf 

Hi Joyce--I’m renting a car for part of my journey in France. I’ve 
already pre-paid. Any chance I can get reimbursed right away? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 22, 2012 8:59 AM 

Charles Clotfelter <charles.clotfelter@duke.edu> 
James E. Coleman, Jr. <jcoleman@law.duke.edu> 

Re: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

Dear Chadie: 
Let’s go for lunch. I’ll round up 1-2 of my colleagues. I also will 
have spoken to a couple of trustees by then. Are we agreed on the 
Diner? 12:30 OK? -Jay 

On 5/22/12 8:46 AM, Charles Cloffelter wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> Wondering whether breakfast or lunch on June 1 is better for you, so we can book that date. Thanks. 
> Charlie 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 1:19 AM 
> To: jaysmith@email.tmc.edu 
> Cc: Charles Cloffelter 
> Subject: breakfast or lunch on June 1 
> 
> Jay, 
> 
> Charlie is flying back from Paris today. He forwarded me your message and said he is available for breakfast or lunch on June 1. 
So am I. 
> 
> Jim Coleman 
> Duke Law School 
> 
> (Sent from my iPad) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 12:15 PM 

Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email.unc.edu> 

rental 

Joyce--did you get my email about the car rental? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:50 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Donald Raleigh: Generation Sputnik 

It’s a loooooong story. 

On 5/22/12 1:42 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Already did. Cannot understand how anyone could think Brett is the master of webness. 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:29 PM 
> To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
> Cc: Whalen, Brett E; Raleigh, Donald J; Kent, Adam S 
> Subject: Re: FW: Donald Raleigh: Generation Sputnik 
> 
> Link away. 
> 
> On 5/22/12 1:22 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
>> Clarification: I am the History web content manager and Jay Smith is the department web content arbiter (meaning I need his 
imprimatur to post things). 
>> ngs 
>> 
>> From: Brett Whalen [bwhalen@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:09 PM 
>> To: Raleigh, Donald J; Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
>> Subject: Fwd: FW: Donald Raleigh: Generation Sputnik 

>> Don, 

>> Great! I am out of the website business, but Nancy Schoonmaker makes 
>> that stuff happen. 

>> Brett 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: FW: Donald Raleigh: Generation Sputnik 
>> Date: Tue, 22 May 2012 09:31:35 -0400 
>> From: Raleigh, Donald J<DJR@email.unc.edu> 
>> To: Whalen, Brett E<bwhalen@email.unc.edu> 

>>     Brett, The editor of "Berfrois," the largest literary-cultural blog in 
>> the UK (that gets 400K hits a day), stumbled across my "Soviet Baby 
>> Boomers" and asked me to write a short piece for the online publication, 
>> which appears in today’s issue. He asked me to share the link with 
>> other relevant parties. I’m passing it on since it might something that 
>> can be linked to the department’s webpage (or maybe it should be on my 
>> homepage??). My best, Don 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: editor@beffrois.com [mailto:editor(a?!~ert~ois.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 6:05 AM 
>> To: Raleigh, Donald J 
>> Subject: Donald Raleigh: Generation Sputnik 



>> 

>> Hi Donald, 
>> 

>> Your article has now been published online: 
>> ~:iA~,w beffrois.comi2012i05idonaldora~eig~enera~ion-st?~m~iki 
>> 
>> and is our main headline for the day: 
>> ~:iiwww.berfrois.comi 
>> 

>> I hope you like how it looks etc. 
>> 
>> Best wishes and thanks again 
>> Russell 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:32 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

form letter 

Lecturer-Adviser notification letter.doc 

Adam--here ’tis. Let me know when you’ve plugged in addresses, and I’ll 
come sign ..... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:52 PM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

letter 

Lecturer-Adviser notification letter.doc 

Caught a typo, too. 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

March 2, 2015 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

HAMILTON HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3195 

CHAPEl_, HILL, NC 27599-3195 

T 919.962.2115 

F 919.962.I4O3 

Dear          ¯ 

I write to let you know that the History Department at UNC has now filled the 
Lecturer/Adviser position for which you applied. The competition for this position was keen, 
and the committee had to sort through an embarrassment of riches. We were impressed by 
many more applicants than we could possibly interview in the end. We thank you for your 
interest in the position and wish you the best of luck in the years ahead. 

Sincerely, 

Jay M. Smith 
John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 11:40 AM 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 390 renumbering issue 

Kathleen--sorry I let this drop. Yes, I think 398 would work fine. The more I think about it, the more 
persuaded I am that one number is the best way to go for all sorts of reasons. And if they can manage those 
topic ID things, then it should be a fairly easy transition for us to make. So I vote 398. -Jay 

On 5/24/12 11:32 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
Did you have any thoughts on this? Adopting 398 for all of them might be the easiest. 
Best, 
Kathleen 

I:rorn: Duval, Kathleen A 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 2:51 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: 390 renumbering issue 

Dear Jay and Miles, 

As you know, the college’s desire to reserve the numbers 390, 396, and 399 creates difficulties for our 
decision to add concentrations to the major with individual 390 numbers. Jay came up with the excellent 
idea of returning to the old system (when the class was HIST 90) of letting the suffixes indicate the 
concentration. Erika Lindemann liked the idea but noted that Tar Heel Tracker would not understand 
suffixes as concentrations. 

After some consideration, Erika proposes to use the model of English 102 and attach "topic IDs" to each of 
the courses. We would create 8 "topic IDs" for the 8 concentrations, plus a ninth "TBA" for flexibility 
purposes. Then, when Wanda and Jay create a course, it would have the general number (e.g. 391), a 
suffix with no real meaning except when it was created, and a topic ID that would show up in Connect 
Carolina both in the course information and the course history for any student who took it. She says it’s 
quite easy. Karla in the Registrar’s office can help us set up the topic IDs, and Karen in the English 
Department can walk Wanda through the process of submitting course requests with topic IDs. 

If that seems like a good solution, the next issue would be what general number do we want. Erika thinks it 
will be a nightmare of a transition if we use one of the numbers we already have, so she hopes we can 
move to a different number altogether. 

One solution would be to take 398 because we have not used it before and it is not a number that the 
college has reserved. Therefore, in the future all of our required research seminars would be "a 398." 
Another solution would be to change it entirely. I’m not sure what numbers are reserved for the college, but 
some possibilities might be 400, 401, 590, 599, 600, 601,610? 

Of course, if we’re going to change the number, maybe we should stick with the current system and just 
have a new range: 400-410, 590-599, 600-610? 

You both have much more experience with these issues: your thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 4:53 PM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: thanks 

Excellent! Then when we discuss personnel business, we can watch you 
and carrot top process through the double doors. 

Yeak 490. 

I dunno. "Nazi Germany" conjures (to me) the blitz, goose stepping, and 
funny moustaches. "Nazi Society" just blows my mind. Which image are 
you trying to conjure, I guess? I also enjoyed the lunch! Always do. 

On 5/24/12 4:48 PM, Eve Duffy wrote: 
Thanks for lunch yesterday, Jay. It was a delight. 
I can’t recall what we decided for the course level for spring 2013. 
Is it 490? And what do you think about Nazi Germany instead of Nazi 
Society? It is slightly more elastic. 
eve 

PS: see you at the next department meeting. I’ll be the one wearing my 
regalia. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 8:20 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: PDF help 

Thanks--I now see it. I was not able to do this on my last Windows 
machine and just assumed it required some fancy software. So hopelessly 
naive am I .... 

On 5/25/12 7:02 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Jay: 

> Sometime when you’re around, let’s see if I can show you how to make PDFs from Word documents (if you have a version of Word 
that will do it). Basically, you just do a "save as" and instead of saving it as a Word document you go into that drop-down menu and 
select PDF. 
> 
> Building a web site for a MEMS conference next year, and would be better at it if I did it more often! 

> ngs 

> From: Schooumaker, Nancy Gray 
> Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 1:55 PM 
> To: Jay Smith 
> Subject: RE: PDF help 
> 

> Here you go. Wanda’s out today. 
> ngs 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 1:42 PM 
> To: Schooumaker, Nancy Gray 
> Subject: PDF help 
> 
> Nancy--I know I’m stepping way over a line here, but....would you do me 
> a little favor and convert these two letters into PDF’s for me? Wanda 
> is, I’m guessing, either out sick or ignoring emails for whatever 
> reason. If you’d rather have someone else do it, just let me know who. 
> Thanks. 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 4:22 PM 

Michigan Information Transfer Source <ulib-mitsmail@umich.edu> 

Re: Hyena image 

I promise to stop bothering you after this, but I just wanted you to know that the request is in. 
look for~vard to hearing something next week. And thanks for all your help. 

On 5/25/12 4:14 PM, Michigan Information Transfer Source wrote: 

And it seems to have gone through. I 

The $75 is a hold but not a charge. We don’t charge until the request is complete. The $75 hold is to insure that there are 
sufficient funds for the transaction. Most of our requests end up having copyright charges attached to them (which this one 
does not) and these charges are often in the $40-60 range. Just go ahead and submit and it the cost will be $22.50 unless 
we end up needing to ship a physical item. 
-Kate 

On Fri, May 25, 2012 at 3:56 PM, Jay Smith <)~y smiih]4;emai!.u~c.edu> wrote: 
When I attempted my request, I was sent to a "pay" site, where I was threatened that my card was about to be charged 
$75. So I started over, hoping that was a mistake. Same result. I really would rather not pay $75 for a $22 service (I’m 
sure you understand!) Is there another way for me to place my order? 

On 5/25/12 3:26 PM, Michigan Information Transfer Source wrote: 

Great. Log into your MITS account and place a copy request. The page numbers can be "frontispiece" and 
just put "see Kate Riley about this request" in the Notes field. 

We should be able to do this on Tuesday. 

-Kate 

On Fri, May 25, 2012 at 3:13 PM, Jay Smith <~.’ smi@@email~ tmc.edu> wrote: 
Let’s at least give it a try. How do we proceed? 

On 5/25/12 3:02 PM, Michigan Information Transfer Source wrote: 

That does help. We can do tiff but not 1200dpi. Since we don’t do professional imaging we 
do not have a machine that can do 1200dpi. 

600dpi (dots-per-inch) is the best we can do. So- if the image is enlarged too much in the re- 
formatting for print- it will not look "sharp". 

Do you want us to proceed? 

Sincerely, 
Kate 

On Fri, May 25, 2012 at 2:46 PM, Jay Smith email unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Kate: 
This is great news. I must confess that the terms dpi, resolution, and file type always 
leave me befuddled when it comes to images. I don’t really KNOW what I need, to be 
honest. I’m pasting in an exchange I had with the editor of my recent book, when we were 
sorting through images for that. Since a journal page is similar to a page in a book, I’m 
hoping this provides useful guidance: 

We can take digital scans of images, but they should be as close to 

1600x1600 pixels as possible, so that we can manipulate the size without 

losing clarity. If the original size is not the standard half page of a 



printed book, then we’ll need to enlarge the image, and the resolution 

has to be high enough to do so. Especially with line art, like 

engravings, because the little dots that make up the lines break up if 

the resolution isn’t high. We ask that line art be scanned at 1200 dpi 

if possible, or as close to that as you can get it. Halftones should be 

no lower than 300 dpi, 600 is preferred. Tiff files are preferred, but 

jpg files work, too. 

Kate--Does this help? 

Jay 

On 5/25/12 2:08 PM, Michigan Information Transfer Source ~vrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I took a look at the book. It is quite small and in good condition. We should 
be able to make a scan of the frontispiece for you. Our scanners can scan up 
to 600dpi. Do you know what resolution and file type you require? If the file 
is not too large we will deliver it electronically. I think that the price will be 
as follows: $15.00 base fee for a MITS copy request + $7.50 for the special 
scanning = $22.50. If we end up needing to burn it to a DVD and mailing it to 
you, we will need to adjust the price up for the disc and shipping costs. 

Sincerely, 
Kate Riley 
MITS 

On Thu, May 24, 2012 at 4:42 PM, Jay Smith mail.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hello: 
I had two nice chats yesterday--one virtual, one over the phone--with 
Michigan librarians who suggested, in the end, that I write a detailed email 
explaining my request. So here goes. 

Michigan has a rare copy of a little book titled Dissertation sur l’Hy(ne 
(Paris, 1756). I found it, happily, on Google books. At least as interesting 
as the text itself, though, is the frontispiece, which has an image of a hyena, 
evidently reproduced from an earlier, 17th-century, text which also happens 
to be of interest to me. (I wrote a book recently about the beast of the 
Gdvaudan, and I’m now writing a follow up article on hyena mania in the 
18th c. Strange topic, but fascinating. Trust me.) 

What I’d like to know is whether it’s possible for Michigan to reproduce that 
frontispiece for me. I can’t see the full image on Google because the page is 
folded. But more important, I’d love to publish this image as part of the 
article if/when the article ever sees the light of day. So it would also need 
to be a high-quality reproduction. 

I’d pay anything within reason, so really the only question is whether this is 
technically feasible. Please let me know when you get a chance. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 10:08 AM 

Andrews, William L <wandrews@unc.edu> 
Re: FW: A&S Grant for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

Bill--the originals are in my office, and I have no recollection of this one right now. If Tiffany or Whitney want 
to email me her proposal I can come up with a quick explanation. Or it will have to wait until Friday. If hers 
was a team-teaching proposal, we may have passed on it because we saw the funding requests as extravagant. 
Otherwise, it was probably a) we questioned the degree of its interdisciplinarity, or b) we thought other projects 
would bring wider benefits to faculty and students in the College. 

Jay 

On 5/30/12 9:35 AM, Andrews, William L wrote: 

Jay, Dorit Bar-On asks a question (below) that I don’t recall dealing with before. If no one has asked her 
question before, what is your disposition? Would you be willing to talk to her, or is the standard letter sent 

to those who are not funded sufficient? Here’s the letter: 

Dear Colleague: 

Thank you for applying for support from the College’s Interdisciplinary Initiatives program. The faculty 

committee appointed to review the proposals has now reported and I am sorry to inform you that your 

proposal was not among those recommended. 

There is never enough support to fund all promising projects in competitions of this sort. I hope that when 
the funded proposals are announced that you will agree that the projects selected for funding are very 

deserving. 

Cordially, 

William L. Andrews 

William L Andrews 

E. Maynard Adams Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

Senior Associate Dean for the Fine Arts and Humanities 

College of Arts & Sciences, CB #3:100 

UNC-Chapel Hill 27599-3:100 

Office: 919-962-9270 

College Office: 919-962-1165 

Fax: 9:19-962-2408 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2012 8:05 AM 
To: Andrews, William L 
Cc: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: FW: A&S Grant for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 



Sending you a few questions (below) from Prof. Bar-On. 

Yulia 

From: Bar-On, Dorit 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:17 PM 
To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: A&S Grant for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Is there any way to find out some of the reasons for not funding the proposal? Also, could I find out what 

proposals were funded, for future reference? 

Thanks, 

Dorit Bar-On 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:06 PM 
To: Bar-On, Dorit 
Subject: A&S Grant for Interdisciplinary Initiatives 

Enclosed please find a letter regarding your A&S Interdisciplinary Initiatives Grant Proposal. Please let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Yulia 

Yulia Strizheus 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:100 

9:19/962-:1:165 

ystrizh@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 4:10 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: fall courses 

This is the new 190. Also, there’s probably a new 292-008. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:fall courses 

Date:Thu, 17 May 2012 16:37:57 -0400 
From:Jay Smith           emailm~c edu> 

To:Wanda Wallace <a~lace(~Z,e.~mailmnc.edu>, Mike Morgan <mikemor~utoron$o.ca> 

Hello Wanda (and Mike); 
We need to create two new FALL courses for Mike Morgan. Let’s put 
190--002 ("International relations, 1618-1815") on T/TH at 9:30 and 
292--008 ("Human Rights in the Modern World") at T/TH 12:30. Enrollment 
30 for each course. 

Mike--chime in if these titles are defective, which is definitely a 
possibility. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 8:09 AM 

Charles Clotfelter <charles. clotfelter@duke, edu> 

Re: Confirming lunch tomorrow--12:30 at the 501 

Great--I’ll have two colleagues with me, Lew Margolis (Public Health) 
and Andy Pen-in (Sociology). 

On 5/31/12 5:51 AM, Charles Clotfelter wrote: 
> Jay--Jim Coleman and I will see you at 12:30 tomorrow at the 501 Diner. Looking forward to it. Charlie 
> 
> (Jim--I will call you about 12:10 and then pick you up in front of the law school --OK?) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:56 AM 
> To: Charles Clotfelter; Jay Smith 
> Subject: RE: breald’ast or lunch on June 1 
> 
> See you all then. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Charles Clotfelter 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:14 AM 
> To: Jay Smith 
> Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 
> Subject: RE: breald’ast or lunch on June 1 
> 
> Jay--It is good for me. I will look forward to it. Charlie 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith 
> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 8:59 AM 
> To: Charles Clotfelter 
> Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 
> Subject: Re: breald’ast or lunch on June 1 
> 
> Dear Charlie: 
> Let’s go for lunch. I’ll round up 1-2 of my colleagues. I also will have spoken to a couple of trustees by then. Are we agreed on the 
Diner? 12:30 OK? -Jay 
> 
> On 5122112 8:46 AM, Charles Clotfelter wrote: 
>> Dear Jay, 
>> Wondering whether breald’ast or lunch on June 1 is better for you, so we can book that date. Thanks. 
>> Charlie 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 1:19 AM 
>> To: jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
>> Cc: Charles Clotfelter 
>> Subject: breald’ast or lunch on June 1 
>> 
>> Jay, 
>> 
>> Charlie is flying back from Paris today. He forwarded me your message and said he is available for breald’ast or lunch on June 1. So 
am I. 
>> 
>> Jim Coleman 
>> Duke Law School 
>> 
>> (Sent from my iPad) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 8:11 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu>; Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Confirming lunch tomorrow--12:30 at the 501 

Andy/Lew--see the reminder about lunch tomorrow. Hope to see you there. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Confirming lunch tomorrow--12:30 at the 501 

Date:Thu, 31 May 2012 09:51:38 +0000 
From:Charles Cloffelter <charles~clot~lter~&~ke~edt~ 

To:James E. Coleman, Jr. 5ico~eman@lawtt~ke.ed~;> lay S~th ~sm~ema~La~.ed~> 
CC:Charles Cloffelter <charles.cloffelter@duke.ed~ 

Jay Jim Coleman and I will see you at 12:30 tomorrow at the 501 Diner. Looking forward to it. Charlie 

(Jim I will call you about 12:10 and then pick you up in front of the law school OK?) 

Original Hessage 

From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:56 AM 

To: Charles Clotfelter; Jay Smith 

Subject: RE: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

See you all then. 

Original Hessage 

From: Charles Clotfelter 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:14 AM 

To: Jay Smith 

Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

Subject: RE: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

Jay It is good for me. I will look forward to it. Charlie 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mai~to:iavsmitb@emaJl.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 8:59 AM 

To: Charles Clotfelter 

Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

Subject: Re: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

Dear Charlie: 

Let’s go for lunch. I’ll round up 1 2 of my colleagues. I also will have spoken to a couple of trustees by then. Are we agreed on the Diner? 12:30 

On 5/22/12 8:46 AM, Charles Clotfelter wrote: 

> Dear Jay, 

>          Wondering whether breakfast or lunch on June 1 is better for you, so we can book that date. Thanks. 

> Charlie 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 1:19 AM 

> To: 3~vsmith@emai~unc.e~u 

> Cc: Charles Clotfelter 

> Subject: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

> 

> Jay, 

> 

> Charlie is flying back from Paris today. He forwarded me your message and said he is available for breakfast or lunch on June 1. 

> 

> Jim Coleman 

> Duke Law School 

> 

> (Sent from my iPad) 

So am I. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 10:34 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: staffj ob descriptions 

Looks/sounds great! 

On 5/31/12 10:29 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Joy asked that I condense it to a paragraph, which is still pretty durned impressive: 
~s:iihistors,.unc.edu/peopleistaf’~Tiov-ionesiview 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 10:19 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Kent, Adam S 
Subject: staff job descriptions 

I was working on the new History site yesterday, and realized the staffj ob descriptions were 
woefully inaccurate. This morning I solicited updates (and think I forgot to copy you) and the first I 
got was from Joy. It is long, but probably a useful enumeration of the multiplicity of things for 
which people need to work through her: 

~ s:iihi sto~< un c. e du/peopleist af’fT~ o~i on e sivi ew 

ngs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 6:07 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Confirming lunch tomorrow--12:30 at the 501 

Hi guys--just so you know, it will be only Cloffelter with us tomorrow... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Confirming lunch tomorrow--12:30 at the 501 

Date:Thu, 31 May 2012 18:53:56 +0000 
From:Charles Cloffelter <charles~clot~lter~&~ke~edu~ 

To:Jay Smith ~vsrrdth@email.~nc.edt~ 

OK. I will see you there at 12:30. I will probably be wearing a baseball cap. 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [ @ema~.~sc~ edkd 

Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:37 PM 

To: Charles Clotfelter 

Subject: Re: Confirming lunch tomorrow 12:30 at the 501 

Sure, let’s meet anyway. We can always arrange another rendezvous 

later in the suK@aer. 

On 5/31/12 2:02 PM, Charles Clotfelter wrote: 

> Dear Jay, 

> This is disappointing, but I am perfectly willing to meet with you and your colleagues tomorrow if you still want to do it. We can share ideas 

> If you think it is worthwhile, I will see you there at 12:30. 

> Charlie 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

> Sent: Thursday, May 31, 2012 11:45 AM 

> To: Charles Clotfelter 

> Cc: Jay Smith; Charles Clotfelter 

> Subject: Re: Confirming lunch tomorrow 12:30 at the 501 

> 

> Charlie and Jay, 

> 

> I have to cancel for tomorrow. I spent Tuesday in Winston Salem helping with two press conferences in one of my wrongful convictions cases and got 

> 

> I am very sorry to screw up the date, but I will not finish grading if I don’t do this. Jay, i hope I will get another chance to meet you this suK@a 

> 

> Jim 

> 

> (Sent from my iPad) 

> 

> On May 31, 2012, at 5:51 AM, "Charles Clotfelter’<charies.dotfeiter@duke.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Jay Jim Coleman and I will see you at 12:30 tomorrow at the 501 Diner. Looking forward to it. Charlie 

>> 

>> (Jim I will call you about 12:10 and then pick you up in front of the law school OK?) 

>> 

>> Original Message 

>> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

>> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:56 AM 

>> To: Charles Clotfelter; Jay Smith 

>> Subject: RE: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

>> 

>> See you all then. 

>> 

>> Original Message 

>> From: Charles Clotfelter 

>> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 11:14 AM 

>> To: Jay Smith 

>> Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

>> Subject: RE: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

>> 

>> Jay It is good for me. I will look forward to it. Charlie 

>> 

>> Original Message 

>> From: Jay Smith [maJ|to~javsmlth@emai~unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 8:59 AM 

>> To: Charles Clotfelter 

>> Cc: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

>> Subject: Re: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

>> 

>> Dear Charlie: 

>> Let’s go for lunch. I’ll round up 1 2 of my colleagues. I also will have spoken to a couple of trustees by then. Are we agreed on the Diner? 12 

>> 

>> On 5/22/12 8:46 AM, Charles Clotfelter wrote: 

>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>       Wondering whether breakfast or lunch on June 1 is better for you, so we can book that date. Thanks. 

>>> Charlie 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: James E. Coleman, Jr. 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 1:19 AM 

>>> To: iavsmith@email~unc.ed@ 

>>> Cc: Charles Clotfelter 

>>> Subject: breakfast or lunch on June 1 

>>> 

>>> Jay, 

>>> 

>>> Charlie is flying back from Paris today. He forwarded me your message and said he is available for breakfast or lunch on June 1. So am I. 

>>> 

>>> Jim Coleman 

>>> Duke Law School 

>>> 

>>> (Sent from my iPad) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 8:10 AM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

today 

Sarah--I’ll try to pop in for a half hour or so. I have a breakfast 
meeting that will run to about 10, will come by at that point. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 11:05 AM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 

490 time 

Eve--Time for your course Nazi Society? We forgot to talk about hours .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, June 1, 2012 11:41 AM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 
Tsin... 

.... was the name at the bottom of the spread sheet. And he’s on leave 
and not teaching, so one less to worry about. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 1, 2012 3:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Condamine 

h{~p:ii~ooks.google, com,~ooks?id-fEhW AAAAYAAJ&dq=His{oire%20d’une%20jeu~e%20fille% 
20sauva      PA5#v=o~e      =Histoim%20d’ur~¢%20j_eune%20 ~ille%20 sauv ag_e& [:=true 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 2, 2012 10:16 AM 

Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email.unc.edu> 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 139 

OK, will do. 

On 6/1/12 11:44 AM, Aydin, Cemil wrote: 
> DEar Jay, 
> Yes, please do so. I can not predict the enrollment but I can accept as large group as possible, and 110 will look fine to me. This 
way, I can work with two TAs. 
> thanks, 
> Cemil Aydin 
> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, June 01, 2012 11:38 AM 
> To: Aydin, Cemil; Wallace, Wanda L. 
> Subject: 139 
> 

> Cemil: I first sent this to your GMU addresss... 
> 
> Cemil--quick question about your spring 139. You putdown 70 as a likely 
> enrollment. But I’m guessing you didn’t know that that number would 
> leave you with just one TA and the need to handle grading (and probably 
> a discussion section) with 15 students. If you’d like, we can put the 
> enrollment cap at 110 and assign you two TA’s. (Wanda will then also 
> need to schedule recitation sections.) Let us know how to proceed. 
> Thanks. 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 2, 2012 10:21 AM 

Loftin, Joyce <loftinj@email.unc.edu> 

early expenses 

Joyce--I had to buy a ton of toner last week (over $200 worth!) and I 
also have a couple of book purchases and an image purchase from the U of 
Michigan. OK if I put in for about $250 in reimbursements before I 
leave for France? Or do I now have to wait on everything until I get back? 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 2:09 PM 

Paul Hanson - WSFH <prhanson@butler.edu> 

Re: Panel proposal 

Paul: Good news. Is it really, really essential to have a 
commentator? We sort of decided to forgo commentary because at the last 
WSFH conference the sessions consistently mn so long that audience 
questions were truncated or snuffed out. We’d rather have the audience 
"comment," though I know that conference organizers like to get the head 
count up. I may have a suggestion or two for you if we must use one. -Jay 

On 6/4/12 2:04 PM, Paul Hanson - WSFH wrote: 
> Dear Jay: 
> 
> I write to notify you that your panel has been accepted for the program in Banff. Could I ask that you notify the others of this? 
We are still in the process of finding chairs and commentators for some panels, and only then will we be able to assign times to 
individual panels. Once we get that done I will create a conference listserv and we’ll send out the finished program. I’d like to be 
doing that by the end of June, but we’ll see. 
> 

> Best, Paul 
> 
> P.S. I trust you won’t mind if we find a commentator for your session? If we do, I’ll run the name by you before we finalize the 
program. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [ ] 
> Sent: Saturday, April 14, 2012 1:02 PM 
> To: Paul Hanson - WSFH 
> Subject: Panel proposal 
> 
> Dear Paul: 
> I thought I’d submit our proposal early [!]. I don’t know if you need cv’s for everyone, but I’ll attach just in case. Hope to see you in 
Banff... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 2:11 PM 

Paul Hanson - WSFH <prhanson@butler.edu> 

Re: Panel proposal 

Paul--in fact, Anita Guerrini would be willing to comment if need be. 
Then you’d only need a chair (which, I imagine, is easier to find.) -Jay 

On 6/4/12 2:04 PM, Paul Hanson - WSFH wrote: 
> Dear Jay: 
> 
> I write to notify you that your panel has been accepted for the program in Banff. Could I ask that you notify the others of this? 
We are still in the process of finding chairs and commentators for some panels, and only then will we be able to assign times to 
individual panels. Once we get that done I will create a conference listserv and we’ll send out the finished program. I’d like to be 
doing that by the end of June, but we’ll see. 

> Best, Paul 
> 
> P.S. I trust you won’t mind if we find a commentator for your session? If we do, I’ll run the name by you before we finalize the 
program. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [m~filto;ia~smith{(~email.unc.eda] 
> Sent: Saturday, April 14, 2012 1:02 PM 
> To: Paul Hanson - WSFH 
> Subject: Panel proposal 
> 
> Dear Paul: 
> I thought I’d submit our proposal early [!]. I don’t know if you need cv’s for everyone, but I’ll attach just in case. Hope to see you in 
Banff... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 10:11 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Funny. I wouldn’t hesitate to post it if....there was any substance to it. Why do a video that focuses on "what a 
nice house we have here in Chapel Hill"? And look at our porch! 

On 6/5/12 10:07 AM, SchoonmakeL Nancy Gray wrote: 

You weren’t copied on my interesting exchange with Kim Spurt. Sheesh. 

From: Spurr, Kim Weaver 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

I understand, but you have to make choices in video, since you don’t have much time. Feel free to use or 

not use - it’s up to you. Just wanted to share in the interest of sharing, and I hope you guys will do the 

same, as we’re more than happy to cross-promote things. In fact, I already did that, when ! did a story on 
Heather Williams earlier this spring, and linked to a Q&A you guys did with her on her new Mellon project, 

on your web site. © 

Cheers, 
Kim 

Kim Weaver Spurt (919) 962-4093 
Assistant Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences 
3021 Steele Building 
Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
spurrk@email.unc.edu 
Web: http://college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.Colleqe 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/u nccolleqe 
YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/UNCColleqe 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 10:03 AM 
To: Spurr, Kim Weaver 
Subject: RE: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Got it. Personally, I think a named chair outweighs an associate directorship. But I 
admit institutional bias! 

From: Spurr, Kim Weaver 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 10:00 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: RE: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Well, Bill is a history professor in the department. 



If you link folks to the text story: http://college.unc.edu/2012/O6/O4/billandmarcieferris/you will find that 

it lists his history title: Joel Williamson Professor of History. 

Mary Lide simply couldn’t list all the titles that both Bill and Marcie have in a the brief video. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kim Weaver Spurt (919) 962°4093 
Assistant Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences 
3021 Steele Building 
Campus Box 3100, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599o3100 
spurrk@email.unc.edu 
Web: http://college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.Colleqe 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/u nccollecle 
YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/UNCCollege 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 9:59 AM 
To: Spurr, Kim Weaver 
Subject: RE: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Kim: 

Was there any mention of the History Department in this video? If so, I missed it. 

Best, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancvs@email.unc.edu 
Coordinator 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
919.962.1109 
fax 919.962.1403 

From: Spurr, Kim Weaver 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 9:00 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray; Simmons-Cahan, Deborah A; Gajewski, Karen M 
Cc: Kramer, Lloyd S; Herman, Bernie; Hess, Jonathan M 
Subject: FW: Sharing video story on Bill and Marcie Ferris 

Dear all: Wanted to share a video story that our multimedia intern, Mary Lide Parker, did on Bill and Marcie 

Ferris. Hopin8 you misht use this on your respective Web sites and/or help us promote throush your social 

media outlets ... your Facebook and Twitter pases. 

Thanks! 

Kim 

http://college.unc.edu/2012/O6/O4/billandmarcieferris/ 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch? 

v=nmScYYlp0BE&list=U UtWAPF8RISqd6kkVPqAyJ Ng&index=l&featu re=plcp 



Kim Weaver Spurt (919) 962°4093 
Assistant Director of Communications 
Editor, Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine 
College of Arts and Sciences 
3021 Steele Building 
Campus Box 3100, UNCoChapel Hil! 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 
spurrk@email.unc.edu 
Web: http://colle.qe.unc.edu 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.Colleqe 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/u nccolleqe 
YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/UNCColleqe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 5, 2012 12:43 PM 

Guerrini, Anita <Anita.Guerrini@oregonstate.edu> 

Re: Panel proposal 

Anita: I’ll let you know as soon as I hear something. -Jay 

On 6/5/12 12:19 PM, Guerrini, Anita wrote: 

Jay, 

I’m happy to comment if that suits all of you. 

Anita 

Anita Guerrini, Ph.D. 

Homing Professor in the Humanities and Professor of History 

Oregon State University 

Adju nct Professor of H istory 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

mailing address: 

Oregon State University 

H istory Department 

306 Milam Hall 

Corvallis, OR 97331-5104 USA 

phone: 1.5417371308 

fax: 1.5417371257 

e-mail: anita.fluer rini@oreflonstate.ed u 
http ://blo~s. ore~onstate, edu/a~uerrini/ 

http://blo~s.ore~onstate.edu/historyofscience/ 

From: .lay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .June 05, 2012 7:08 AN 

To: Walter Putnam; Peter Sahlins; Guerrini, Anita 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Panel proposal 

See the news. Anita, they may press you into "commenting" and find us another chair (because they want to raise the head count, evidently). See you all in Banff... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Panel proposal 

Date:Mon, 4 Jun 2012 18:04:11 +0000 
From:Paul Hanson - WSFH <prhanson~butler.edu~ 

To:’Jay Smith’ <javsmith~email.unc.edu> 

Dear Jay: 

I write to notify you that your panel has been accepted for the program in Banff. Could I ask that you notify the others of this? We ar 

Best, Paul 

P.S. I trust you won’t mind if we find a coK@~entator for your session? If we do, I’ll run the name by you before we finalize the program. 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, April 14, 2012 1:02 PM 

To: Paul Hanson    WSFH 

Subject: Panel proposal 

Dear Paul: 

I thought I’d submit our proposal early [!]. I don’t know if you need cv’s for everyone, but I’ll attach just in case. Hope to see you in Banff 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 9:58 AM 

Peacock, James L III <peacock@unc.edu> 

Re: teaching 

Jim: Will do. I think we’re set for next year, but I’ll keep this person in mind if anything happens. -Jay 

On 6/11/12 9:39 AM, Peacock, James L III wrote: 

Jay, a new ph.d. from u. of Chicago in history is residing in the triangle and seeking teaching opportunities. 

He is expert in American history, inc. economic, and latin America. If interested, let me know and I’ll put 

him in contact. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:17 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Montpellier 

Dan--just a quick update. The people in Montpellier have gone WAY above 
and beyond the call of duty or even simple decency. They’re taking 20 
cartons of documents to the municipal archives for me, where I can 
consult them at my leisure for the 2 full weeks I’m there. Have you 
ever encountered such a thing? Unreal! 

Hope to see you on July 10. I’ll be in touch by email before then, of 
course. Heading for France Thursday... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:31 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: picture for MEMS newsletter 

JaySmith3 .jpg 

Nancy--will this work? If not, don’t know what I’m gonna do, since I’m France-bound on Thursday and I don’t 
have many pix of myself. -Jay 

On 6/12/12 3:24 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

We’re putting together another MEMS newsletter and need a picture, please, to accompany the 
piece about your award. It needs to be large enough to print well, as what works for web sites does 
not have enough resolution for print proj ects. 

Many thanks, 

Nancy Gray Schoonmaker 
nancys@email.unc.edu 
MEMS Program Coordinator 
552 Hamilton Hall, CB#3195 
919.962.1109 
fax 919.962.1403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, June 13, 2012 6:04 PM 

Russell, Sallie Shuping <Sallie. Shuping.Russell@blackrock.com> 
Re: N&O editorial 

Dear Sallie (if I may): 
The reform group I’m part of is an ad hoc group consisting of about 20 
concerned faculty that’s been meeting since last fall. We’re the ones 
who circulated the letter at the Fedora press conference in December, 
we’re the ones who drafted the ’statement of principles’ in February, 
etc. We are not part of Faculty Council, though the Faculty Executive 
Committee has consulted with us as they move to consider whether to 
recommend to the Council that a wider probe be carried out. (I do 
believe, at the risk of sounding self-aggrandizing, that urgent prodding 
by our group in mid-May is at least partly responsible for the Executive 
Committee’s decision to continue asking questions.) Anyway, that’s who 
we are. I’d be happy to share more details if you’d like to hear them 
at some point. I’m headed for France for a research trip tomorrow AM, 
but will be back in touch on email by the weekend. 

Many thanks for responding, 
Jay 

On 6/13/12 11:21 AM, Russell, Sallie Shuping wrote: 
> Prof. Smith, 
> 
> Thanks for writing. I share your frustration and concern. As Trustee Chairman Wade Hargrove noted, this investigation has not 
concluded. I think you have summarized the need well in your letter below. Tell me, is the faculty reform group you reference below 
part of the Faculty Council? Excuse me for not knowing. 
> 
> Again, thanks for writing and feel free to let me know your thoughts going forward. 
> Sallie 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto;i~;srrfi~&~@emaiLu~c edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 10:34 PM 
> To: Russell, Sallie Shuping 
> Subject: N&O editorial 
> 
> Dear Ms. Shuping-Russell: 
> For what it’s worth, I--as a faculty member who has been watching the football scandal as closely as anyone for two years running-- 
fully agree with the tone of the N&O editorial today calling for greater accountability from the UNC administration and a vigorous 
commitment to getting to the bottom of all outstanding issues, of which there are a great many. (My faculty reform group has been 
discussing the particulars for a long time.) I like and have always respected our leaders on a personal level, but their response to this 
set of issues has been ham-handed, always reactive, and transparent only as a last resort and when pushed by the N&O. It has not 
been an inspiring performance. I hope that you and the other trustees, some of whom I have been in contact with or have met with 
personally, will begin to hold the chancellor’s feet to the fire and not simply take for granted the good intentions of those who could be 
embarrassed by a serious probe. UNC’s good name is now on the line. 
> 
> Thanks for listening, 
> Jay Smith 
> John Van Seters Distinguished Term Professor and Associate Chair History Department 
> 

> THIS MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL, PROPRIETARY, AND MAY BE PRIVILEGED. If this 
message was misdirected, BlackRock, Inc. and its subsidiaries, ("BlackRock") does not waive any confidentiality or privilege. If you 
are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately and destroy the message without disclosing its contents to anyone. Any 
distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. The views 



and opinions expressed in this e-mail message are the author’s own and may not reflect the views and opinions of BlackRock, unless 
the author is authorized by BlackRock to express such views or opinions on its behalf. All email sent to or from this address is subject 
to electronic storage and review by BlackRock. Although BlackRock operates anti-virus programs, it does not accept responsibility 
for any damage whatsoever caused by viruses being passed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             6:38 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

Lloyd--      did not get the job, which is, I suppose, good for us. The early enrollments looked good when I checked early yesterday, and I didn’t see any obvious problems. I’ll check 

from time to time from France. Worthen and Morgan are set, and we’ve also scheduled Eve Duffy for a spring course. I’ll be in Montpellier myself for lwo weeks starting Friday, and 

then the family comes and we’ll make our way north to Paris slowly, visiting a few places along the way (and I’ll look at a couple of archives.) Then 10 days in Paris, as I struggle 

mightily to mix pleasure with business. Back by July 22. 

The car thing has been a nightmare. A complete nightmare. I’ll fill you in when I return. Welcome home. 

Jay 

On 6/13/12 10:16 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note~ I’m glad to see that you are about to set off for France~ We’re like a relay team and I’m happy to pass the baton to you for the French phase of the race~ I don’t know 

of immediately pressing issues. I assume that you have been monitoring the enrollments for the courses, but it’s too eady to know if we’ll need to make adjustments. Have any "problem 

courses" shown up? Did you hear anything more about 

The main departmental project over the next few weeks will be the hiring of a replacement for      , I worked on an announcement with Cynthia and Adam; then we met to discuss it 

witk I think we now have a final version that will be posted at the HR office within the next day or two. We’ll do some interviews before the end of the month and try to fill the position 

quickly. 

How long will you be in France? Are you going to be mostly around Paris or are you going south? We can communicate by e-mail if issues arise, but meanwhile I hope you have a great 

trip, My month in France was great, I spent the first two weeks with a UNC alumni tour and then preparing for a Humanities seminar that took place in London, But the last two weeks 

was traveling with friends and witP           We stayed for a week in an attractive, old house near Montpellier; vacation time! I enjoyed it~ But now I’m trying to catch up on things~ 

The other issue I would like to discuss at some point is a plan for a departmental retreat around the beginning of the new academic year. It will have been two years since our last one, and 

I think we could use the time to reflect again on the undergrad major, the grad program, and future hiring plans. But I’d like your input on this. 

Finally, I assume you have worked out the teaching plans with Mike Morgan and Molly Worthen. 

Thanks again for all of your great work during a very hectic and complicated year. Filling that lecturer position with the #as a very important "grand finale" for 

the spring term. I appreciate your efforts in getting that job done. 

Bon voyage! 

Lloyd 

PS Good luck on the car search for We’re trying to get ready for a stud)’ trip to Central America. She leaves tomorrow for Costa Rica. 

Frotm Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:17 AM 
To~ Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject~ Re: FVV: FVV: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

Lloyd--I had hoped to make it in to the office today before I leave for France tomorrow. But circumstances have not cooperated (I’m scrambling to get a car before I 

go. It’s a really long story.) Let me know if there’s anything critical we need to talk about, and I"ll try to give you a call later today or this evening... 

Jay 

On 6/12/12 5:08 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jonathan, 

I’ve just seen your exchange with Jay on this matter. As he explains, we made some adjustments, in part because of the recent hiring of our who 

teaches           and can help us boost enrollments in that a tea. We are trying to offer the greatest possible nu tuber of seats for first year 

By’ the way, I’ve just returned from France and will be available to follow up with you on any issues that made need attention. I hope you’re doing well. 

Best, Lloyd 

From= HarLlyn, Jonathan 

Sent= Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:18 PN 
To= Smith, Jay N 
¢c= Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject= RE: FVV: FVV: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

Jay, Thank you for the clear explanation. Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3:[00 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3:[00 USA 

Emaih hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 9:[9 962-:[:[65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 

From= Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, June 12, 2012 3:13 PN 
To= HarLlyn, Jonathan 
Ce= Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject= Re: FVV: FVV: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

Jonathan--in fact, we have compensated, more than compensated, for the lost seats in that one section of 151 by creating a brand new section of 128. The 128 (section 008) 

will almost surely prove more attractive to first years than the 151 (which has had slowly declining enrollments of late). We made this Miustment for efficiency purposes, not 



to cut total seats. Steele building received 110 seats for 128-008 while "losing" the 26 for the 151. We’re really doing all that we can to maximize numbers for the TA’s and 
fixed term faculty we have available. -Jay 

On 6/12/12 3:07 PM, Hartlyn, Jonathan wrote: 

Dear Lloyd or Jay, I have heard about the lowering of the enrollment cap for Hist 151-006. There is concern about sufficient seats for first year students. Is there a way not to do this or to 

replace with other seats? 

Please explain. Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The Universky of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 USA 

Email: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962-1165 Fax: 919 962-2408 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: Final list for TAs and fixed-term appts 

Date:Tue, 29 May 2012 14:00:07 -0400 
From:Lucido, Barbara E <blucido~email.unc.edu> 

To: Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob~unc.edu> 

Bobbi 

The current enrollment is at 46 of 81 seats available. If we cap it now at 46, it leaves 20 fewer seats for first years as originally informed. I 

Best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3110 

Phone: (919) 843 3341     Fax: (919) 962 6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advisinq.unc.edu 

Original Hessage 

From: Wallace, Wanda L. 

Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 1:14 PM 

To: Lucido, Barbara E 

Cc: Townley Tilson, Karla A; Smith, Jay M 

Subject: FW: Final list for TAs and fixed term appts 

Dear Dr. Lucido, 

The History department would like to lower the enrollment for HIST 151 006 from 165 to 110 per Dr. Smith. 

Thank you 

Wanda Wallace 



History 776 (Fall, 2012), Smith 

Old Regime France (1650s-1780s) 

This course offers a broad overview of developments in French political, cultural, 

social, and economic history between the rise of absolutism and the French 

Revolution. Weekly meetings will focus on a common reading--a book or a set of 
articles--though each student will also contribute a report on a supplemental 

reading at least once in the semester. The writing assignments include one 3-page 

review of an assigned reading, and an 8-10 page historiographical review of a topic 
connected to one of the common readings. The reading list will offer a mix of 

enduring classics and fresh perspectives, some longer things and some shorter 
things, though it could still evolve a bit between now and August as 

availability/affordability issues work themselves out: 

William Beik, A Social and Cultural History of Early Modern France [ordered 6-12] 

Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process [ordered 6-12] 

Leslie Turtle, Conceiving the Old Regime: Pronatalism and the Politics of Reproduction 

in Early Modern France 

Jacob Soll, The Information Master: ]ean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence 

System [ordered 6-12] 

Dan Edelstein, The Enlightenment: A Genealogy [ordered 6-12] 

Montesquieu, Persian Letters 
Marc Fumaroli, When the World Spoke French [ordered 6-12] 

Robert Harms, The Diligent: A Voyage through the Worlds of the Slave Trade [ordered 

6-12] 
Madame de Graffigny, Letters from a Peruvian Woman [ordered 6-12] 

John Shovlin, The Political Economy of Virtue [ordered 6-12] 

Thomas Kaiser and Dale K. Van Kley, From Deficit to Deluge: The Origins of the 

French Revolution [ordered 6-12] 
Timothy Tackett, Becoming a Revolutionary [ordered 6-12] 

Article group I 
David Bien, "Offices, Corps, and a System of State Credit: The Uses of Privilege under 

the Ancien R~gime," in The French Revolution and the Creation of Modern Political 

Culture, ed. Keith Baker (1987), pp. 89-114. 
Michael Kwass, "A Kingdom of Taxpayers: State Formation, Privilege, and Political 

Culture in Eighteenth-Century France,"]MH 70 (1998): 295-339. 
Rafe Blaufarb, "Conflict and Compromise: Communaut~ and Seigneurie in Early- 

Modern Provence,"]MH 82 (2010): 519-545 

Article group II 

Jay M. Smith, "Social Categories, the Language of Patriotism, and the Origins of the 

French Revolution: The debate over noblesse commerFante,"]MH 72 (2000): 339- 
3?4. 



Peter Campbell, "The Language of Patriotism in France, 1750-1770," e-France 1 
(2007): 1-43. 
Dale K. Van Kley, "Religion and the Age of Patriot Reform,"JMH 80 (2008): 252-295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 5:05 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Re: COIA Speech final 

Thanks, I’ll read this and get back to you soon. 

On 6/20/12 9:42 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. wrote: 

Jay and Richard, 

I have attached a plenary speech I gave to the Coalition on Intercollegiate Athletics in San Diego a few 

years ago on how faculty can contribute to meaningful academic reform on their campuses. COlA is a 

group of 58 faculty senates interested in academic reform of big time sports. I hope this is helpful. 

Gerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 5:14 AM 

Vandora.Davis@ourclub.com 

Re: Club Application? 

Vandora--I’ve decided to pass for now, though I appreciate all the attention you’ve given me! I’m just so busy 
these days, and so distracted by a million things, that I don’t think I’d make good use of my membership at the 
moment. I promise to keep this in mind for the near future, though. -Jay 

PS Greetings from France, where I’m doing research this summer. 

On 6/26/12 4:56 PM, VandoraDavis~ourclub.com wrote: 

Hi Dr. Smith - 

I hope you’re doing well. Just wanted to check on the status of your Carolina Club Membership Application & 
Interest Profile and answer any additional questions that you may have. I’m closing out our Faculty & Staff 
membership offer and need to finalize everything. If you have decided to join the Club, can you fax me your 
forms today or tomorrow at 919-962-1635 or scan and email me at vandora.davis@ourclub.com? 

~s:iimembers.clubcorp.com/FilesiLibracviMemFac 14/MF14 Membe 

I’m in the office Monday - Wednesday this week. I hope to welcome you to The Carolina Club soon! 

Many thanks, 

Vandora 

Vandora Hope Davis ’92 
Membership Director 
The Carolina Club 
Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 
P.O. 111, Campus Box #9180 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514-0111 
(919) 962-0021 (Direct) 
(919) 962-1101 (Front Desk) 
(919) 962-1635 (Fax) 
vandora,davis@ourclu b,com 
http:/iwww,ca rolinaoclu b.com 
View our E-newsletter here! 
http://www,clubnewsmaker.netlcarolinaclub 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 3:03 AM 

N&O Gmail <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: need to get up with you, are you available today? 

Dan--so glad you looked at that archived info. I would bet this has 
been going on for years. And if the courses were offered in the summers 
between 1999-2001, it’s virtually guaranteed that athletes were the 
beneficiaries. Would love to know if basketball players were in there, too. 

Jay 

On 7/4/12 10:10 PM, N&O Gmail wrote: 
> Thanks Jay, 
> 

> That’s very helpful. And yes the 44 one-seat maximum class data comes from the registrar’s office. 
> 

> The other interesting thing is archived registration data from 1999-2001 shows about a dozen of these classes and many are the same 
(such as Swahili 403) as found among the suspect classes. 
> 

> Hope you had a nice 4th! 
> 

> Dan Kane 

> Staff Writer 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Jul 4, 2012, at 9:21 AM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dan: See my replies in CAPS for my thoughts. 

>> On 7/4/12 7:59 AM, N&O Gmail wrote: 
>>> Jay, 

>>> Thanks for your reply. I am trying to vacation too at the beach, but I have a story that deals with some interesting things about 

these classes. 
>>> 

>>> 1.) 44 of the 54 classes were listed as 1 seat maximum capacity, even though in many cases more than one student enrolled. They 

often showed no classtime or location. And as you know, most of the enrollments were athletes though there are a few small ones that 

did not have any. HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO VERIFY THAT THEY WERE LISTED THAT WAY THROUGHOUT THE 
REGISTRATION PERIOD? AS I THINK I MENTIONED TO YOU ON THE PHONE, IT’S NOT ALL THAT UNUSUAL FOR A 

PROF TO PUT A LIMIT ON SEATS AFTER THE RIGHT NUMBER (OR,MORE TO THE POINT, THE RIGHT PEOPLE IN 

THIS CASE) HAVE REGISTERED; THAT INSURES THAT NO ADDITIONAL BODIES--OR, IN THIS CASE, NO 
UNWANTED PEOPLE--ADD THE CLASS WITHIN THE FIRST DAYS OF CLASSES, UNLESS YOU WANT THEM IN. IT’S 
ALREADY SUSPICIOUS THAT THE ENROLLMENT WAS *EVER* SET AT 1, WHICH I’VE NEVER HEARD OF BEFORE; 

BUT IF IT WAS LIKE THAT THROUGHOUT REGISTRATION, IT WOULD ALMOST CERTAINLY MEAN THAT THE 
WHOLE PURPOSE OF THE COURSE WAS TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF PARTICULAR ATHLETES. NYANG’ 

>> ORO JUST GAVE THE OK TO EACH INDIVIDUAL WHO WANTED IN. 
>>> 2.) 29 of these classes Nyang’oro taught in the summer without getting paid. And during the time of the internal investigation he 

was listed as teaching 75 classes, though to be fair, about 15 were listed as independent study. THIS, TOO, ALMOST CERTAINLY 
MEANS THAT NYANG’ORO WAS RUNN1NG AKIND OF SPECIAL NEEDS CL1NIC 1N THE SUMMERS. I CAN’T IMAGINE 

ANY OF MY COLLEAGUES BEING WILLING TO TEACH AN INDEPENDENT STUDY FOR FREE IN THE SUMMER, 
WHEN WE’RE TRYNG TO FOCUS ON RESEARCH AND WRITING. EVEN IF YOU’RE TEACHING IN SUMMER, YOU 
WANT TO BE PAID FOR YOUR ADDITIONAL LABORS. DOING AN EXTRA COURSE OR COURSES FOR FREE? WHEN 

IT’S DAMNED HARD TO KEEP UP WITH THE 1-2 ALREADY-ACCELERATED COURSES YOU’RE TEACHING IN THE 
SUMMER? THERE’S JUST NO REASON TO DO IT. UNLESS YOU’VE GOT OTHER MOTIVES--HELPING A GIFTED 

STUDENT WHO HAD A PARTICULAR INTEREST IN YOUR SUBJECT, OR... SERVING THE CREDIT-HOUR NEEDS OF 
ATHLETES. THIS ONE WOULD BE VERY EASY TO VERIFY, IT SEEMS TO ME. YOU COULD CALL A COUPLE OF 
>> DEPARTMENT CHAIRS ANDASK THEM HOW MANY OF THEIR FACULTY TEACH INDEPENDENT STUDIES 
DURING THE SUMMER. IF YOU HEAR ANYTHING OTHER THAN ZERO I WILL BE SHOCKED. AND IF THE 

AFRI!AFAM COURSES WERE NOT INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES AND HE WAS TEACHING THEM FOR FREE, 
THAT’S EVEN MORE BIZARRE. IT’S JUST THE REDDEST OF RED FLAGS. I WOULD WANT TO KNOW WHY IN THE 

WORLD NO ADMINISTRATOR EVER ASKED A QUESTION ABOUT THAT. 



>>> 3.) I now know that former students who were no longer eligible on the field but had been identified as non athletes make up 7 

percent of the enrollments that means nearly two out of three enrollments were athletes, but 55 percent of the students were athletes. 
The upshot is athletes were enrolled in more of the suspect classes -- a 1.8 ratio vs a 1.2 ratio. AGAIN, THAT SEEMS 

SIGNIFICANT TO ME. FULLY 2-3 OF THE COURSE ENROLLMENTS WERE ATHLETES. MIX IN THEIR FRIENDS, 
GIRLFRIENDS, TRAINERS, HANGERS-ON, AND I’LL BET WE’D BE AT 80% OR BETTER. THEY CLEARLY WERE PART 

OF A VIBRANT SUBCULTURE OF ACADEMICS-FOR-ATHLETES, AND MANY AT THE INSTITUTION HAD TO KNOW 
ABOUT IT. 

>>> My question to you is does the one seat maximum, combined with the amount of unpaid classes, suggest Nyang’oro was trying to 
make sure athletes got into these classes? TO ANSWER THE QUESTION DIRECTLY, YES, I DON’T THINK THERE’S ANY 

DOUBT ABOUT IT. FEEL FREE TO SEND OTHER QUERIES. I’LL ANSWER AS I STEAL A FEW M1NUTES HERE AND 

>>> Any other thoughts would be appreciated. 
>>> 

>>> Hope you are having a nice time, 
>>> 

>>> Dan Kane 

>>> Staff Writer 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>> 

>>> On Jul 4, 2012, at 4:28 AM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Dan--I’m afraid you’ve caught me at the worst time during my travels in France. I’m with my family "vacationing" a bit and my 
schedule is not at all predictable. If there’s a question or a few I could answer by email, I’ll definitely try. But I don’t think skyping is 

in the cards for at least another week. Sorry to let you down. 

>>>> Jay 

>>>> On 7/3/12 11:23 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 
>>>>> Jay, 

>>>>> I have some very interesting info regarding these suspect 

>>>>> Hope you are doing well, 

>>>>> Dan Kane 

>>>>> Staff Writer 

>> 

>> 

classes, and others. Is there a way we can talk? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 5:06 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: do you know what this is? 

Dan--let me see what I can find out. -Jay 
On 7/9/12 1:58 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

~ s:iTwww.unc, eduisi si~lsguest!~?scomp, html 

It looks like an academic transcript of a possible athlete, found it somehow fishing around for those 
registration records. 

Thanks very much for your help for the Sunday story. 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 5:43 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today’s story 

Kevin--please do remind him! I’m hoping that the report of Laurie’s 
committee will light a fire under him, but of course I have no idea 
what’s in the report, so... 

I’m still enjoying France, where it’s actually a bit cool (at least in 
Paris). See you on the 25th, though. 

Jay 

On 7/8/12 10:54 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 
> Jay, 

> I read the article too, and remain puzzled (as you know because I continue to press this point) - as to how Blanchard, Mercer, and 
others in academic advising for athletes fly under the radar? I am setting up a meeting with Holden for next week, and plan to remind 
him of the conversations I had with him 18 months ago about my concerns. 
> Hope your summer is going well. 
> Kevin 

> Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 
> Kenan Distinguished Professor 
> Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-5175 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smi[h 
> Sen[: Sunday, July 08, 2012 10:08 AM 

> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] today’s story 
> 
> Not much genuinely new in this story today, but we see the first evidence--uncovered by the N&O, naturally--that the fraud goes 
back a decade or more. 
> 
> "As far back as 1999, some of the same class offerings were listed with a maximum of one student, a News & Observer review of 
archived Internet pages shows. The university said it would be difficult at this point to determine how many of the students in those 
classes were athletes." 

> That second sentence is highly, highly dubious. If the University is deliberately throwing up a smokescreen here, I think someone 
should be 
> disciplined or fired for it. I’ll be asking Chris Derickson for his 
> opinion about these records .... 

> Jay 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: gus@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~d=48699885.25e2~0%Sdcdcb4 ~Tbd4604a]978t~bc&~=T&~=facult~’~oath~et~cs-foram&o=3 ]77182~, or send a blank email to leave- 
31771823 -48699885.25e2aa0568dcdcb417bd4604a19780bc@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 4:05 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Re: N&O story 

Chris--thanks for the very full reply. You’re always thoughtful and 
measured, which is very much appreciated by all of us. 

I completely understand your frustrations. But you’ve answered my 
question. It IS possible to find out who was in these classes (in other 
words, we do have class rolls). It’s also possible to find out who was 
on various teams (we have rosters!) So by nose-counting manually, one 
can perform this task. It shouldn’t be you personally having to do it, 
it seems to me. If, instead of allowing various University 
spokespersons to obfuscate with deliberate intent for two years, Holden 
had given you extra staff to help get to the bottom of this fiasco when 
it first came to light, then maybe you would have been able to get this 
data with greater efficiency for everyone involved. In any case, those 
of us who want to know the full extent of the fraud/shenanigans are 
mainly interested in a certain subset of AFAM!AFRI courses, and 
especially in summer sessions, where course enrollments seem to have 
ranged between 1-2 and maybe 20. Looking at those summer courses 
between, say, 1998 and 2005, should not take inordinate amounts of time, 
if I understand you correctly. (Again, this is if we operate on the 
assumption that you don’t have to do it all personally, which of course 
is a terrible waste of your time.) Nancy Davis is acting as a deflector 
shield for Holden, and I admit that I now taken nothing she says at face 
value. Nothing. Her comments in that N&O piece were a disgrace. As 
were Hartlyn’s. As have been all comments by all SADS and the 
chancellor and the dean so far in the N&O. This is the team that 
couldn’t talk straight. (FYI, I listened to similar excuse-making by 
Nancy Davis in Holden’s office in May, during a private conversation 
that, for some reason, he had asked her to attend.) 

About the "need to move forward": I get it. And I agree that ultimately 
that’s the most important thing. But the history of this event (I say 
as a historian, perhaps) is also vital. A wound can’t be healed until 
its full extent is known. Long-term patterns of behavior imply the 
knowledge and complicity of a network of actors--we need to know all the 
actors and what they thought they were doing. Putting my cards on the 
table, I’ll tell you that punishment is not my motive (though there are 
a couple of actors over in athletics that I’d like to see removed), 
rather it’s the full exposure of our institutional compromise with 
integrity that I’m after. Big-time athletics is a Faustian bargain even 
at places like UNC, where good people try to do good things. Let’s get 
it out in the open, so we can have a frank discussion about ways to move 
forward. Athletes with 800 SAT’s and a 4th-grade reading level perhaps 
shouldn’t be at research universities. If we can show the lengths to 
which a system will go to insure the playing eligibility of such people, 
maybe the embarrassment will force a little action and soul-searching. 
That’s my fantasy. I’m not driven by anything other than a desire to 
display the truth, the full truth, of what it is our institution has 
been up to. 

Thanks for your reply. -Jay 

On 7/10/12 10:32 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 
> Dear Jay - 
> 
> Sorry for the delay in responding. When I can, I try to get away from some of these issues, even if only for a couple weekend days, 



but as you note, even France isn’t far enough away to avoid the reminders about this incident. 
> 
> For what it’s worth, I’m equally frustrated with this situation, but quite possibly for some different reasons. I’m very happy to 
research and pull data for any reviews or investigations that are necessary in this case, but I would much prefer to focus my efforts on 
how to best move forward so we can be sure to avoid a recurrence of anything like this AFAM situation ever again. 
> 
> With respect to the various reviews, please keep in mind that there are at least three reviews that are underway or about to be 
underway: one by the Board of Trustees; a separate one by the Board of Governors; and an ongoing investigation by the SBI. We are 
committed to cooperating fully with all of these reviews, while also still responding as quickly as possible to the various information 
requests that this type of unfortunate situation clearly encourages. Many of these requests for information are not simple to respond to 
because, in most cases, there were not existing records with the information that is being requested. Technically, we are not required 
to create records that do not exist, but we have spent an enormous amount of time researching and creating these documents, trying to 
be as cooperative and transparent as possible. One quick, but relevant, example is that there were no existing records that showed the 
number of athletes in any given set of courses until we produced these for a 10 year period for the N&O. For better or worse, much of 
this data has to be researched manually, and I have personally spent hours upon hours (as have others) helping research data in order 
to produce these records for the N&O. Last week alone, I easily spent half of my time (which is never just 40 hours) going into the 
old system and researching and confirming the enrollment and scheduling data that the reporter pulled from an unofficial source. As 
frustrated as so many folks are with PeopleSoft, SIS had some serious limitations with respect to how data could be pulled across 
multiple terms, even more so now that the system is essentially archived. 
> 
> For your specific question about the 1999 classes, "difficult" is probably an understatement -- not necessarily about being able to 
determine this information but in the amount of time that would be required to do so. I have easy access to class rosters as far back as 
necessary, but identifying athletes in older terms is a different story. Any athletic participation data prior to 2003-2004 is not in our 
official system -- it was maintained in an outside system that no longer exists. Therefore, in order to determine who was an athlete in 
these classes, we have to pull squad lists (often paper) and do a name by name comparison. The effort for that type of research is itself 
daunting. Add in the fact that we have now been asked to identify "former" athletes in this review, and where do you stop pulling old 
squad lists to determine who may have come back years after they were an athlete to take classes? Personally, I would much rather 
spend the enormous amount of time that will be required for this research in working with the campus, as I have already started to do 
with Dean Gil, to focus on reviewing and refining our existing procedures, reports, and auditing capabilities in order to ensure that we 
don’t have a repeat of this unfortunate and embarrassing incident. 
> 
> Lastly, in defense of Nancy Davis, my statements to the reporter about max capacity were that this was not necessarily a common 
practice but it is one that was used for legitimate purposes by other departments. Max capacity was one of the few ways that 
departments could control enrollment in classes in SIS (the other, more popular, means were restrictions by major, class level, etc, and 
permission required). Plenty of departments control enrollment in classes for very legitimate reasons, as I know you know, and 
several have used a max capacity of 1 or even 0 to do so. The point that I have tried to make is that simply focusing on max capacity 
is not the answer. Granted, none of these factors can or should be considered in a vacuum, so I certainly am taking this factor, along 
with many others, into consideration when reviewing the AFAM situation from a scheduling and registration perspective, and have 
already identified reports and audits that will be useful for potentially identifying troublesome patterns going forward. 
> 
> Again, I will do whatever is required to continue to research the necessary data for all of these various reviews and also the 
information requests like those that we receive from the N&O and other news outlets. But it’s also important to reiterate that I have 
already spent an incredible amount of time researching and pulling data -- often completely manually because much of the data is only 
in our old student information system. The message that I am getting has nothing to do with "keeping the hounds at bay," as you say, 
but instead it’s to try to be as transparent and cooperative as possible, which is why I continue to dedicate the amount of time that I do 
to researching and fulfilling whatever requests that I can. As I have already noted, I would certainly prefer to be able to focus my 
efforts more on the going forward so that we can continue to put additional measures in place to avoid anything like this in the future, 
but I will do whatever is in the best interests of this great University that I’m very proud to serve. 
> 
> I would welcome the opportunity to discuss these various issues with you when you return, if you’re interested. I’ve enjoyed 
working with you on Ed Policy and have a great deal of respect for your views on academic matters. I know, and have said it 
repeatedly, that I can continue to best serve the entire campus by reaching out and collaborating as much as possible. It’s critical 
during this time of change that I understand the needs and concerns of the entire campus, but especially the faculty. 
> 
> Let me know if you’d like to meet. I’d be more than happy to come over to your office or to meet for coffee. 
> 
> Enjoy your time in France. I hope this information helps. 
> 

> 

> Chris 
> 
> Christopher Derickson 
> Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2012 10:14 AM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: N&O story 

Hi Chris: 
I’m in France, seething about UNC athletics from a great distance. I 
don’t know if you’ve seen today’s story in the N&O, but Nancy Davis goes 
on and on about the perfectly "normal" practice of setting maximum 
enrollments during registxation at one, even though actual enrollments 
might in the end total between 5 and 25. But here’s a statement I would 
love to hear your opinion about: 

"As far back as 1999, some of the same class offerings were listed with 
a maximum of one student, a News & Observer review of archived Internet 
pages shows. The university said it would be difficult at this point to 
determine how many of the students in those classes were athletes." 

Note, in particular, sentence #2. Do you mean to tell me that the 
registrar’s office has no way of determining who was enrolled in a class 
10-15 years ago? That strains credulity and boggles the mind. The 
University, it seems to me, is doing everything in its power to keep the 
hounds at bay. If you tell me otherwise, and say that our University is 
so hapless that it has no way to reconstruct its own enrollment history, 
then I’ll change my tune .... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:40 AM 

Abigail Zorbaugh <azorbaugh@cambridge.org> 

Re: Endorsement Request: Terj anian / Commerce and Its Discontents in Eighteenth- 
Century French Political Thought 

Actually, I much prefer the name with middle initial: 
Jay M. Smith, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
On 7/11/12 9:07 AM, Abigail Zorbaugh wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Thank you for sending an endorsement so quickly! Would it be okay to attribute your quote as 
follows? 

- Jay Smith, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Abby Zorbaugh 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 5:39 PM, Jay Smith <j~smith(~emaiI[.unc.edu> wrote: 
Abigail: 
I reviewed the book for a tenure case, so I have some lines ready-to-use. How about this: 

"Terj anian’s argument proceeds from a brilliant insight--namely, that ambivalence actually 
defined the eighteenth century’ s attitude toward commerce and all that it brought in its wake .... 
Commerce and its Discontents is a smart, engagingly written, and indisputably important book." 

I’d love to have a copy. Thanks. -Jay Smith 

On 7/10/12 10:33 AM, Abigail Zorbaugh wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Cambridge University Press will be publishing a book by Anoush Fraser Terj anian 
titled, Commerce and Its Discontents in Eighteenth-Century French Political 
Thought. Would you be interested in providing a few lines of endorsement to appear 
on the back cover of the book and in marketing materials? I can send the page proofs 
to you immediately, and the endorsement needn’t be long. 



Because of your prominence in the field, your support of the proj ect would provide a 
great help in our efforts to reach the book’s audience. In appreciation, we would of 
course send you a gratis copy once the book is published. 

If you are able to provide an endorsement, please let me know your preferred 
mailing address. We would ask to have your comments by July 25, 2012. Thank you 
for your consideration. 

Best, 

Abby Zorbaugh 

Abby Zorbaugh 
Senior Editorial Assistant 
Cambridge University Press 
32 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 
azorbau~cambrid~ 

Abby Zorbaugh 
Senior Editorial Assistant 
Cambridge University Press 
32 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10013 
azorbau~cambfidgeo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 11:45 AM 

CJH <cjh@usask.ca> 

Re: a request from the Canadian Journal of History/Annales canadiennes d’histoire 

Got it. 
On 7/10/12 5:51 PM, CJH wrote: 

Dear Professor Jay Smith, 
I am attaching a pdf version. 

Thank you. 
Best regards, 
Linda Dietz 

Please let me know if this file is accessible to you. 

On 10/07/2012 3:44 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I was unable to open this version of the file. 
On 7/9/12 12:47 PM, CJH wrote: 

Dear Professor Jay Smith, 
Thank you very much for your positive response. 
The manuscript file is herewith attached. Please let me know if you 

encounter any problems accessing the file. And, yes, we can wait for your 
review till the end of August. 
Best regards and many thanks, 
Linda Dietz On 07/07/2012 1:12 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

If you can wait until the end of August, I can do this. But I 
just won’t have the time before then. 

Jay Smith 
On 7/5/12 12:43 PM, CJH wrote: 

Dear Professor Jay M. Smith, 
We have been given your name as a possible 

assessor of a manuscript: "’The Royal Court and 
Feudalism in Eighteenth-Century France: Poitou 
and the Vend+ e Rebellion." 

We would be grateful if you would consent to 
read this piece for us and let us have your 
assessment of its scholarly significance and 
suitability for publication in the j ournal. We 
would also appreciate it if you would provide us 
with a short report (by e-mail) with any detailed 
comments and criticisms you feel would be 
useful and which we, in turn, could forward 
anonymously to the author. Our usual deadline 
for the report is six weeks after your receipt of 
the article by e-mail attachment--in this case, the 
manuscript would be sent as e-mail attachment 
and the deadline would be 16 August 2012. 

We do hope you are able to review this article 



manuscript. However, if you feel you cannot 
assess this manuscript, we would appreciate it if 
you were to suggest a suitable alternate assessor. 
Best regards, 
Linda Dietz, managing editor 

www.usask, ca/hi stor~ 

Canadian Journal of History/ 
Annales canadiennes d’histoire 
Department of History 
University of Saskatchewan 
9 Campus Drive 
Saskatoon, SK S7N 5A5 Canada 

Tel: (306) 966-5794 
Fax: (306) 966-5799 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 7:26 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 
Spanier 

Interesting yahoo piece on Spanier and NCAA hypocrisy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 7:27 AM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 

this time with link 

h{~p:i/s-por{s.y aho o. c o ~v’~ew s/nea~--?~-~ ~raham-spar~ie r-pe~mo s~le-free h-repov<}oe-pa{e rao-curfi s-e~i s-i e ff-~mllev, hlml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 6:29 AM 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

yahoo 

Dan--I imagine you’ve seen this, but h~ case not... 

Jay 

h~p://sports.yahoo, com/news/ncaaf--l’oc -no~h-car olivia- academi c- 
scandal.html; ylc X3~DMTNucjZpcHZiBF9TAzIxNDYyMzQwNjEEYWN~A2~haWxf‘~2IEY3QDYQRpb1~RsA3VzBGxhbmcDZW4tVVMEcGt~zM5NTQ3MwE3LTV~YwMtMz~mYS~i~TM4LWJkZDBh~GMxZD~V 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 11:36 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: you on the radio 

Joilathan--thaitks for the news. Yeah, I defi~fftely stopped short of that 
accusation, but the point is really the same. Right now I don’t care if 
journalists stetch the troth a bit. A li~le institutio~al 
emban-assment is both called for and needed at this point. -Jay 

On 7/19/12 8:27 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Hi jay, 
> 

> I was listeul~g to Pat Forde on 99.9 the Fan yesterday evening. He was talking to the show’s host, Adam Gold, about his UNC a:~icle, and he mentioned you by name. More or less quoting now: "In fdct, I talked to a histolS: 
professor at UNC, Jay Smith. He flat out told me that he has evelT reason to believe that players on the 2005 and 2009 ~alioilal championship teams were involved in academic fiaud and that it was up to the university to 
prove othelwise." 
> 

> I thi~tk tiffs puts the ma~er a li~le more stroi~gly than you intended but, in any event, just wanted to let you know. 
> 

> Hope you’re enjoying you- time in France. 
> 
> Jonathan 
> 
> 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysl:ffth@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wechiesday, July 18, 2012 4:13 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [l~aculty--athletics-fo:am:] yuhoo story 
> 
> I’m my usual inflammato:5: self in tiffs story, but I must say thut Bubba 
> Cunni::ghum is saying all the right thi::gs--which gives us reason to hope. 
> 
> h~p://spor ts.yuhoo.col:l/news/ncaaf- -l’oc-nor th-carolina-academic - 
scandal.html; ylc X3~DMTNucjZpcHZiBF9TAzIxNDYyMzQwNjEEYWN~A2~haWxf‘~2IEY3QDYQRpb::RsA3VzBGxhbmcDZW4tVVMEcGtnAzM5NTQ3MwE3LTV~YwMtMz~mYS~i~TM4LWJkZDBh~GMxZD~V 
> 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to l~aculty--athletics- fo:aml as: jweiler@email.m:c.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: l~o:~/lists~ceda,%~?id486998941e~b~27~ae~c13~2a26b~;ctz43638eOb~??~n T&I f:~cul~v -altlie~ics-~b:~rl&o 31822001 or send a blank email to leave-31822001- 
48699894.1ef6ft276ae6c13f2a26bfd43638eObf@listse::.va:c.edu. 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 4:43 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewA)errin@unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] faculty should pipe down 

Andy--I’ve been meaning to follow up on yesterday. The book to look at 
(I’m 98% sure we have it in the library) is Marc Allan Goldstein, Social 
and Political Thought of the French Revolution, 1788-1797. In it, you’ll 
find a piece by Barmel on the ’Authority and Rights of the People in 
Government’ [or something very close to that]. It’s a fun piece. -Jay 

PS Nice comment on Chansky! 
On 7/24/12 4:34 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> I couldn’t help but respond online. Hope I wasn’t too impolitic! 
> 
>ap 
> 
> On Tue, 2012-07-24 at 20:24 +0000, Cromer, Richard wrote: 
>> I don’t consider this hilarious. I consider it infuriating. 
>> 

>> 

>> Dick C. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
>> 
>> Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [ email.m~c,edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:52 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-fomml faculty should pipe down 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Art Chansky says: 
>> "Thorp would be well-advised to try to put some kind of muzzle on the 
>> faculty." If you have 2 minutes, get a load of this hilarious and 
>> all-too-common perspective. 
>> 
>> ~:iiwww.cha~elboro,com/Sh~Jt-U.~-A~d-Teachi9737820~pid=253832 

>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> mrcramer@email.unc.edu. 
>> 
>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> ~:ii~ists.~mc.edt~it~?id=48699891.94aagdcSedbOgdeO lcca2cg~25b0ccc5&n=T&l=fac~v--atNetics-fomm&o=31854376 
>> 
>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-31854376-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de0 lcca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.unc.edu 
>> 



>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> andrew~emn@unc.edu. 
>> 
>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> ~ :i/~is’~s.m~c. edulu ?id-48699881. dac530c599cd3 e 93872521640193868d&n=T&~-fac~,’ o-a~Ne’~ics-forum&o-31854992 
>> 
>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-31854992-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 7:03 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] faculty should pipe down 

Agreed! 
On 7/24/12 4:24 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

Needless to say, this commentary is appalling. Chansky shows so little understanding of the meaning of 

education that perhaps UNC should consider recalling his diploma! 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@. email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:52 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] faculty should pipe down 

Art Chansky says: 
"Thorp would be well-advised to try to put some kind of muzzle on the faculty." If you have 2 
minutes, get a load of this hilarious and all-too-common perspective. 

http://www.chapelboro.com/Shut-Up-And-Teach/9737820?pid=253832 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: lew margolis@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699879.ec81 e5426c7196b056bf877b94673152&n=T&l=faculty--athletics- 
forum&o=31854376 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31854376- 
48699879.ec8 le5426c7196b056bf877b94673152@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 9:14 AM 

K-3-1449146-69229542-2-4026-US 1-23E3EA62@msg-edu.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 5:01 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: yahoo 

got it, thanks. 
On 7/25/12 4:59 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, 

That was offthe record, so I can’t use it and can’t share it. 

I was just letting you know where that one was going. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Wed, Jul 25, 2012 at 4:42 PM, Jay Smith            maiLtmc~edt~> wrote: 
Dan--hi again. The more I think about our conversation concerning a little while a~o the more troubled I am. I know- you’re a reporter, and you’re di~in~ admirablv, 
but I just wanted to ask that you not reveal to anyone what I mentioned about 

In fact, I think I shared it with you almost by accident! You know you have no bigger fan or more avid supporter 
than I, but I sure would appreciate it if you’d keep a lid on that one. At least for now. I’ll try to make it up to you with something later... 

Jay 

On 7/25/12 2:51 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Trying to reach you. Are you available this afternoon? Tomorrow? 

On Wed, Jul 18, 2012 at 4:22 PM, Jay Smith <~vsmith@_,~maiLunc.edo.> wrote: 
I’m back on Monday, Dan. IfI can help further, don’t hesitate... 

On 7/18/12 10:43 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Thanks Jay, 

I have seen it. I thought he did a great job tying all the elements in this thing. I thought he reflected your concerns very well too. 

When do you get back in town? 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Wed, Jul 18, 2012 at 6:28 AM, Jay Smith ~i~ysmith@~mail~unc:edt~> wrote: 
Dan--I imagine you’ve seen this, but in case not... 

Jay 

l~ttp:/isports.yahoo.com/rtews/ncaa~:-o~bconorthocaroli~aoacademico 
s c a~daL htrri~;.=.,~ 1 c X3 oDMTNu~jZ_ pcHZiBF9TA zix EYWNOA21haWxfY21EY3@:)~).I_~pbnRsA3VzBGxhbmcDZW4tVVMEcGmAzS~5NTQ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 8:42 AM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Fwd: Paris 

Julia--see this email from July 17. I accidentally sent it to your old unc address! I thought you were just dissing 
me. Or had left or were about to leave. Sorry our paths didn’t cross. I am indeed home now. 

On the archive question--I think I would finesse it by explaining in a footnote the first time the text appears that 
the book is attributed to Rochambeau, and then each time you cite it you can put Rochambeau’s name in 
brackets (as the assumed author). After all, no one can be blamed for citing an author that appears on the title 
page of a text (even if it doesn’t appear on another edn of the same text). 

Anyway, I’ll be more careful about addresses from now on. (Maybe you should ask unc to deactivate that old 
account?) Hope the last days are good. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Paris 

Date:Tue, 17 Jul 2012 03:24:41 -0400 
From:Jay Smith ~srnith@emaikur~c~edu> 

To:Julia Anne Osman ~osmar<~emaikur~c.edu> 

Julia--I’m in Paris for a few days, working mainly at the Richelieu site 
in manuscripts. We should meet for coffee or lunch or something if we 
can find a good time. Late in the day today, tomorrow (maybe with 
Debbie), Thursday afternoon, maybe Friday morning? Let me know how your 
schedule is shaping up (I’m assuming you’re still here, by the way. I 
could be wrong!) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 6:03 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: Pitt piece 

so we’re worse! Great. Not that I’m really surprised. 
On 7/26/12 6:01 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Michigan is kind of like ours, except those were independent studies, and I think the athletes made 
up a minority of enrollments there. Never got determined to be academic fraud. Same with Auburn, 
which I think more closely mirrors UNC because those classes were billed as "directed reading" 
classes. But again, I think the maj ority of enrollments leaned more toward nonathletes (going from 
memory here), and no academic fraud found. Here, you’ve got academic fraud, and a majority of 
the enrollments (and students) are athletes. But so far, no NCAA. 

On Thu, Jul 26, 2012 at 5:56 PM, Jay Smith Nj~,srnith@email.unc. edu> wrote: 
oh, ok. I was just unaware of the Michigan case, for example. Which sounds a lot like ours. So 
the report is coming out within days? Let’s hope so. 
On 7/26/12 5:43 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

This guy basically did a cut and paste job of my stories and a commentary by Yahoo 
sports columnist Pat Forde, who I’m sure you recall since they are your quotes. I 
don’t think it’s an automatic that the NCAA would not take this up, but it is a big 
hurdle when the fraud involves non athletes, presumably because the university can 
argue that it ’therefore’ was not about athletics. 

Supposedly, the faculty report is coming out soon. May need to talk to you about it. 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Thu, Jul 26, 2012 at 5:29 PM, Jay Smith           emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dan--just ran across this interesting little commentary on a Pitt blog/site. I didn’t 
realize that the NCAA explicitly disavows academic fraud cases that involve 
BOTH non-athletes and athletes. Very interesting bit of context, I’d say. You 
think they don’t know that in South Building? 

http :/iwww.pittblather. comi2012/07/18ithat-other-scar~dal/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 6:32 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: Fwd: Faculty panel completes African and Afro-American studies report 

Dan--immediate impression: an excellent report. Subtle, measured, carefully worded, and bracing to anyone 
who’s reading closely. -Jay 
On 7/26/12 6:02 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Here it is. starting to read it now. could you read it and comment? 

Forwarded message 
From: Stancill, Jane          newsobserver.com> 
Date: Thu, Jul 26, 2012 at 5:51 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Faculty panel completes African and Afro-American studies report 
To: Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver,com> 

Forwarded message 

From: McFarland, Michael B <mike mcf~arland@unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, Jul 26, 2012 at 5:47 PM 
Subj ect: Faculty panel completes African and Afro-American studies report 
To: 

Sorry for the short notice, but we just received the final report from Faculty Chair Boxill. 

News Release 

Faculty panel completes African and Afro-American studies report 

July 26, 2013 

A subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee has produced a report about 
issues relating to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s reviews of 
courses in the African and Afro-American studies department and independent 
studies. [The report is posted at 

ht~}://faccoun.uncoedL1/w~ 
conten            10        2         ortFECSub 9 FINA~]. 

With Chancellor Holden Thorp’s encouragement, Faculty Chair Jan Boxill 
appointed the subcommittee in mid-May to examine and make recommendations 
about the reviews. Members were Steven Bachenheimer, professor of 
microbiology and immunology, School of Medicine; Michael Gerhardt, Samuel Ashe 



Distinguished Professor, School of Law; and Laurie Maffly-Kipp, professor and 
chair, department of religious studies, College of Arts and Sciences. 

In addition to examining the University’s reviews, their charge included identifying 
questions or gaps in knowledge about events, systems, practices or structures that 
contributed to the academic issues in the department. The panel also 
recommended several next steps. 

The report has been accepted by the Faculty Executive Committee, also chaired 
by Boxill, and will be shared with the Faculty Council for discussion this fall. Boxill 
briefed the Academic Affairs Committee of the University’s Board of Trustees 
about the report on Wednesday as part of her regular update. 

Statements from Faculty Chair Jan Boxill: 

"We are confident that the University administration is committed to addressing 
these issues, and we make these recommendations in the spirit of helping to 
ensure this doesn’t happen again. 

"The purpose of this report was not to find fault with, or criticize, any of the 
officials who have investigated the academic misconduct that has troubled this 
campus for more than a year. We wanted to focus attention on issues that we 
believe still confront the University pertaining to the complicated relationship 
between our commitments to excellence in our athletic programs and our standing 
as one of the nation’s premier academic institutions. 

"No doubt, grappling with these issues will not be easy. But we believe that the 
University should give consideration to best practices at peer institutions 
addressing similar issues and, based on that analysis, devise steps to fulfill the 
University’s commitments in athletics and to protect it academic mission. 

~oxill also is director of the Parr Center for ~thics and senior lecturer in the 
Department of ]~hi/osophy. 

Statement from Chancellor Holden Thorp: 

"I am grateful for the faculty’s involvement in examining our review of the 
academic issues in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. I look 
forward to discussing the report’s recommendations with Faculty Executive 
Committee members, determining next steps and creating an action plan. I’m 



especially supportive of the recommendation that I appoint outside experts to help 
us examine the relationship between academics and athletics as we move forward. 
It will complement the other inquiries and activities in progress." 

Background: 

ZbSgD (departmental course review, independent study task force 
report, May 5) 

ht                                          holden/1. 20720-afam-u 
(Chancellor Thorp’s message to faculty, July 20) 

ht’~/faccot~nouncoedu~ 
content u )loads _012 07 2012072oBO l~Corrtme.ntsBoxfll P INAE. )dr (Boxill’s 
comments to the Board of Trustees Academic Affairs Committee, July 25) 

Contacts: Mike McFarland, , ruike mcfarland(@)unc.edu; Karen 
Moon, News Services, , karen moon£~uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 12:37 PM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> 

Monday? 

Dick--will you be around tomorrow afternoon? If so, I can drop by 
around 3ish. Remind where your are, though. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 1:58 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: hi 

Sounds good. See you there. 

On 7/29/12 1:13 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

HI Jay, 

Bagel for lunch sounds good. Noon that day at Alpine? 

Jonathan 

From: Jay Smith         emailour~¢oedu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 28, 2012 10:06 AM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: hi 

Jonathan--would love to. I’m meeting with Kenneth Janken at 10 on Wednesday. Feel like getting 
a bagel for lunch or meeting early afternoon for coffee? -Jay 
On 7/27/12 7:14 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

HI Jay, 

I hope you enjoyed your travels. I wanted to know whether you wanted to meet for coffee 
sometime next week. I had a very interesting conversation with someone in academic 
advising, about a conversation that individual recently had with a football player and I wanted 
to share the contents of that conversation with you. 

Let me know what might work for you. 

Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 2:13 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

me 

EMG_0 7 71 .j pg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 4:26 PM 

K Larres        @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Fw: RE: lecture series 

Will do. 
On 7/30/12 11:28 AM, K Larres wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

How are you? I hope you are well, 

Here is the lecture series I am planning and organizing for the forthcoming semester .... can we 
advertise it on our website prominently please? 

thanks and cheers 
Klaus 

Personal Webpage: h~ttp:i/www.klausla~es.com 

--- On Mon, 7/30/12, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray mailouncoedu> wrote: 

From: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray ~y~email.ur~c.edu> 
Subject: RE: lecture series 
To: "K Larres"         ~ahoo.com> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" _<~?,,smith(~email.unc.edu>, "Kent, Adam S" <akent@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, July 30, 2012, 11:24 AM 

Klaus: 

Thank you. I will send it out to the listservs. 

Jay, Adam, and I are going to meet soon to decide how to handle the upcoming event 
listings on the web site. Please remember to copy Jay, the ultimate arbiter, on all requests 
for changes on the department web site. He keeps me from making foolish mistakes. 

Best, 
Nancy 

From: K Larres       ~ahooocom] 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 11:22 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: lecture series 

Dear Nancy, 



Please see the attached final list for the lecture series. 

Could you send it out again to colleagues and students and also post it on the web please? 

Thanks a lot, 
Klaus 

Personal Webpage: ~:i/www~k~aus~a~es~c~m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 6:54 PM 

alyssa24@umd.edu 

your bud 

h~p:~qwww.~cwsobse~!er.co~r~/2012/~37/30/2232025id~kesorfickomccro~ owinsodiving,h~ml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:54 AM 

Jarausch, Konrad H <j arausch@email.unc, edu> 
Re: Danish? 

Of course ! Why didn’t I think of him? Will do... 
On 7/31/12 10:51 AM, Jamusch, Konrad H wrote: 
> Dear Jey, 
> 
> sorry, my Danish is limited to breakfast. But one of our PhDs,Laurence Hare, at Arkansas did learn Danish for his dissertation. Why 
not ask him? 
> 
> Cheers, 
> 
> Konrad 
> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:08 AM 
> To: Jarausch, Konrad H; Hagemann, Karen; McIntosh, Terence V; Bryant, Chad C; K Larres 
> Subject: Danish’? 
> 
> Hi Germanist friends: 
> Do any of you by chance read Danish? I’ve been quoted in a Danish 
> newspaper and...would sort of like to know whether they got it right. I 
> can make out bits and pieces with my bad German, but I suppose I may 
> need to consult a Danish dictionary... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 12:21 PM 

lhare@uark.edu 

hello 

Danish page 1 story.pdf; Danish page 2 story.pdf 

Dear Laurence: 
Greetings from Chapel Hill. Excuse the email from totally out of the 
blue, but I thought you might be willing to do me a little favor (one 
you might find amusing). I was interviewed recently by the Danish 
newspaper Weekendavisen. They ran a story on monsters/werewolves in 
which they talked a bit about my recent book on the beast of Gdvaudan. 
The reporter was kind enough to send me a PDF of the story. But I can’t 
read it! I wouldn’t ask you to translate it (exactly!), but if you 
wouldn’t mind looking at it and at least letting me know how they 
*quoted* me, I sure would appreciate it. Konrad reminded me that you 
learned Danish for your diss (how could I have forgotten that??). 
Anyway, obviously there is no rush to this at all. But if you could 
reassure me that they didn’t make me sound like a kook, I would be grateful. 

Hope all is well in Arkansas. -Jay 



1 2 # 80 27. juli 203_2 Ideer V Peekendavisen 

Vat, lye. Monstrose ulve har spillet en afgorende rolle i politisk idOhistorie og hjems gte dannede folk helt op i Oplysningstiden. Vi kan 

laere noget vigtigt om vores mentale forhistorie ved at se baestet i  jnene. 

Af N|RLAS HESSEL 

S den sidste dag i 
oktober, 1589, rejste 
beboerne i den tyske 
by Bedbur en hoj 
pa~l. I toppen hang 
et indrammet billede 

af en ulv sammen med hovedet af 
Peeter Stubbe - en tidligere vellidt 
lokal bonde. Dot gode forhold led 
s "kibbrud, da Stubbes medborgere 
opdagede hans hang til menneske- 
kod, og indsL hvordan ban som 
varulv havde fortaxet bSde kvinder 
og born, ja sSgar sin egen son. 
E~er at Stubbes jordiske hylster 
pS grusom vis vat blevet skilt ad, 
rejstes pa~len, der bSde tjente sore 
skamstotte over den glubske bonde 
og en pgminddse til alverden om at 
t@e den indre ulv. 

Nutidens popula~rkultur er spa~k- 
ket med varulve, men de blegner i 
sammenligning reed skikkdser sore 
Stubbe. Fordums ulvemamd begik 
incest, myrdede pS stribe og true& 
salve sarnfundsordenen. Deres arvta- 
gore i serier som 7id/ight og 72"en IVdf 
er unge, smukke og kaemper reed 
skolen tiler uly ~kkdige fordskdser, nSr 
de i~kke hyler mod m’anen. Varulven 
anno 2012 ligner en domesticeret 
skabning. Men konsulterer man 
nyere varulveforska~ing- den findes 
~:aktisk- visor dot sig, at baestet bar 
spiller en forbloffende radikal og 
va~’sentlig rolle i bSde den politiske 
id&istorie og den tidlig-modeme 
naturfilosofi. 

Varulvene lob nemlig i~kke kun 
run& i hove&me pS overtroiske 
bonder og inkvisitoriske praester. De 
blev ogsS taget seriost afpolitiske 
teoretikere sore den franske jurist 
Jean Bodin, der mest brakes sore 
stober af absolutismens fllosoflske 
overbygning, men sdv vat nok sS 
optaget af; hvordan rigor kunne 

besky~es rood diabolske ulve. Og 
langt op i Oplysningstiden hjemsogte 
ulvdignende mennesker krde folk 
som Carl yon Linnd, ophavsmanden 
til den moderne biologis~ navngiv- 
ning; ban prove& at passe dem ind 
sit klassif’dmtionssystem over verdens 
arter. Varulvens historie er nok en 
taelling om, hvordan vi blev modeme 
og rationdle, men den visor ogsS, 
at vejen ikke vat sS snodige, sore vi 
ynder at tro. 

~VARULVEN er en en fantastisk kil- 
de til at undersoge, hvad vi forstSr ved 
votes forhistorie,<~ siger Frank Beck 
Lassen, ph.d. i id&istorie fra Aarhus 
Universitet og underviser ved Testrup 
Hojskole, der hat s "krevet om varul- 
vens id&istorie. ,,Den er ogsS et go& 
eksempd pL hvordan vi sdekti~ 
plukker i historien efter det, sore pas- 
ser med, hvem vi er i dag. Jean Bodin 
stir eksempdvis sore en respektabd 
tamker i alle grundboger over polkisk 
fllosofl pS grund afsit vaerk Seks boger 
om ~p~bli/&en (1576). Men man 
naevner sjaeldent dot vaerk, sore vat 
most ken& i samtiden, og sore ban 
sdv sS som sit vigtigste, nemlig Om 
he/eses dj~vbmad. De to boger sup- 
plerer redt hinanden.<< 

I Seks bog# om rqa,blikke~ udfob 
der Bodin en teori om suveramitet. 
Hvis man s~kal undgS de stridigheder, 
der plagede datidens Europa, mS 
magten over hale staten san~es hos & 
suveram hersker og lovgiver, der sdv 
er haevet over loven. Andre autoriteter 
mS aksS indordne sig under monar- 
kens magtmonopoL 

,~Bodin udla.’gges ofte sore den 
forste tamker, der ser staten sekula~rL 
Dot er for sS vidt rigtigt, men den 
staxke star var samtidig losningen 
pS et presserende problem, nemlig 
transfom~ationen afmennesker 
besdalske dyr, som ban beskrev i Om 
hekses @v~emad. Suveraeniteten vat 

altsS ogsS svar pS et teologisk og mo- 
ralsk problem,<~ siger Beck Lassen. 

Bodin er langt[}a den eneste, som 
eftertiden hat giort mindre 
f.ry~ig, end ban faktisk vat. SS sent 
sore i 1764, da Paris’ oplysningsfllo- 
softer kastede lys over land, satte et 
ulvemonster provinsen G&audan 
i Sydfrankrig pS den anden ende. 
Ifdge mange bereminger var hale 
affaeren blot et udt@ for bondsk 
overtro. Men den fortaelling hol&r 
ikke, siger historiker J~, M. Smith 
fra -University of’North Carolina, der 
sidste ~r udgav bogen ~:fonsters of the 
G&audan: The 3~aking of a Beast pS 
Harvard Universky Press. 

,)Der er masser afbeviser pL at 
den ffanske elite var reed til at skabe 

legenden om et mystisk ulvemonster. 
Men efterfdgen& opsxod en slags 
pinlig stemning i dken, der afskrev 
det hale sore bondehysteri, og de 
fleste historikere, der bar beskaeftiget 
sig reed ’monstret’ fra Gdvaudan, bar 
taget Oplysningens sdvfortaeHing for 
gode varer,<< siger Smith. ,~Det er let 
for et modeme blik at tolke episoden 
som et sidste ekko fra en forsvin- 
&nde midddalder. Men for mig at 
se er his, often et pragteksempd pS, 
hvordan hojkultur og folkekultur 
~kan smeke sammen, for hoj og lav 
beMaefte& hinanden i, at der foregik 
noget saert i skoven.<< 

INDEN vi beva~ger os ind i 
G&audans dunlde skove, mS vi 

forbi varulvens storhedstid, som 
Frank Be& Lassen daterer ti11450 
ti11650. Varulvefrygten vat en dd 
aftidens hekseprocesser, og ul- 
vene beskrives ogsS i inkvisitionens 
sSkal&e fqebehammer, et va~rk sore 

ofte dannede grundlag for juridiske 
domme. Varulven var den mandlige 
pendant til kvinddige here og stod 
of~e bag forbryddser af saerlig grov 
karakter. Fordi kategorien var montet 
pS usaedvanligt bestialske og defined 
mere sjaeldne geminger, ~lder varub 
vene ogsS mindre i domsstatistikken, 
forklarer Beck Lassen. 

,~Men dotes intellektuelle og 
filosoflske status vat ikke forendig 
reed frekvensen afsager,<~ siger ban. 
Selvom kun rdativt f:S blev stemplet 

Bel~oeme I den sydfransRe provlns G~vaudan 

Nev I 1764 grebet af r~asslv r~dsel for et 

Paris fulgte man n~Je reed I sagen, hvls dlmensloner 

Europa. Hvad vat anderledes her? StIR fra 1764. 
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som ulve, kom baesterne nemlig til 
at spille en hovedrolle i en aftidens 
hek store debatter blan& laerde 
folk. Stridspunktet i den s~ ~akal&e 
,>transformationsdebat<< var, om de 
formastdige forb@ere, der blev 
peget sore vasulve, fakdsk undergik 
en fysisk forvandling tiler ej. Det 
sporgsmgl var alt andet end trivi- 
dt - i sidste ende vas inter mindre 
end salve s "kaberva~rket p~ hojkant. 
P5 den ene side vat 1anH de fleste 
fomuftige mennesker enige ore, at 
vasulve fa.’rdedes iblan& dem. P~ 
den anden side lignede det en trussd 
mod forestillingen om en gudsskabt 
orden af aster med hver sin retmaes- 
sige plads i vaerenshieraskiet, hvis 
mennesket pludsdig kunne bevmge 
sig nedad og blive til en laverestSende 
art. >>Hvilken grufuld antagdse er 
det ikke, at mennesket, som G, dhar 
skabt i sit eget billede og egen lighed, 
sku/le kunne omdannes til et udyr af 
en heks?<, skrev den engdske pad> 
mentasiker Reginald Scot i 1584. 
kan d~diH forestille os i dag, hvor 
viHig transformationsdebarten var,<~ 
siger Beck Lassen. 

Debatten havde groft saH tre 
positioner, for]darer ban. Hardlinere 
som Jean Bodin mente, at der fan& 
en ~-sisk forvandling sted - 
voksede ud p’a de formastdiges rygge, 
og ville man dra~be varulvene, mStte 
man bruge solvkugler. >,Men dette 
standpunkt var fakdsk marginalt i 
samtiden.<~ 

De fleste >,daemonologer<< lagde en 
mere moderat tolkning for dagen: 
De mennesker, der bier identiflceret 
som vasulve, amdrede ikke udseende, 
men underglk snarere en moralsk 
forvandling. En person, der beglk 
forb@dser som sodomi og mord, 
var alts~ adfaer&ma~ssigt fort~:aldet 

til et ulveagtiH stadie. Den t}q)e 
ondskabsfulde gerninger vat stadig et 
anslag rood den guddomanelige or- 
den - sSkal& cdme~ exceprum - men 
modsat decideret ~Tsiske forvand- 
linger truede de ikke reed at rykke 
run& p~ skabervaxkets indreming. 
Enddig vat der daemonologer, der 
s~ varulvene som ofre for vrang- 
forestillinger, mgke fordi Djaevden 
has pillet ved ~opsvaeskemes rette 
blandingsforhold. Den opfattdse vat 
besla~gtet reed den antikke medicin- 
ske kategori ~yi~anlropi (lychos = ulv, 
anthropos = menneske) - graekerne 
s~ lidelsen sore en sa~rlig slem form 
for mdankoli, der kunne kureres ved 
5rdadning. 

~STRIDEN om varulve vat en slags 
can~ouflagediskussion,, siger Beck 
Lassen. >>Reelt handlede debatten 
om, hvad naturen er. Vas den statisk, 
sore det ]dassiske krisme verdensbil- 
lede tilsagde? Eller var den dynamisk, 
sgledes at Gud has skabt verden og 
mennesket og dere~er overla& det 
skabte til en sdvstamdig udvi]ding?<~ 

Sdvom vasulveskamderiet gav 
mening p~ tidens pra~misser, kan 
det were svaert at betrag*e det reed 
serios mine p~ mange hundrede ~rs 
afstand. Mgke bliver ovdsen lettere, 

hvis man set p~ den polMske sam- 
menhaeng, som baesteme dukkede op 
i: et Europa mastret afrdigions- og 
borgerkrige, sSsom 1500-railers kon- 
flikter mellem franske ~katoli]d~er og 
huguenotter, Tredivegrskrigen (1618- 
48) og Den Engdske Borgerkrig 
(1642-49). I samme periode forrnu- 
lerede fllosoffen Thomas Hobbes sin 
teori om en grum naturtilstand, hvor 
menneskene agerer som ulve over for 
hinanden; >>homo homi~d lu~us< 

,,Der var blan& mange en for- 

nemmdse ~ at krigene ingen ende 

ville tage, og der tegnede sig en slags 

afmaHsfor]dasing om noget dyrisk i 

mennesket som ~rsag til de vedva- 

rende konfllkter,<< siger Frank Be& 

Lassen. ,>Samtidig 1~ den modeme 

territorialstat endnu ikke halt fast, 

og der fandtes omstreifende bander, 
som sft at sige levede p~ randen af 

civilisationen.<~ 

NSr datidens fllosoffer formulerede 

teorier om en staerk, centraliseret stat, 

hvor kongen besidder en udddig 

maH over sit land, kan det alts~ 

b’ade ses som en reaktion p’a tem- 

melig bogstavdige vasulve - som 

hos Bodin - og Hobbes’ metafo- 

riske ulve: >>Fl’em til den modeme 

forst~dse afsuveramitet has man set 

det som uproblematisk, at marten 

vas sta~rkest i centrum og gradvis 

svaekkedes deffra. Vi kender det fra 

Romerrigets vedvasende gramsekrige. 

Men den nye suverame star skulle 

sft at sige were lige s~ meget til stede 

i Himmedand som i Kobenhavn. 
Bodin er derfor optaget ~ at 

hgndhaevdsen over for forb@dser 

bliver lige s’a staerk i marginen som i 

centrum.<< 

VARULVEFRYGTEN hang 
sandsynligvis ogs5 sammen med, at 
vilde ulve udgjorde en hSndfast trus- 
sd i Vn& befolkede landomrSder. 
Historikeren Jean-Masc Moriceau 
has vist, at der alene i Frankrig var 
tusindvis afdoddige ulveangreb fra 
slutningen af 1500-taller til begyn- 
ddsen af 1800-taller, og et mode 
med en rabies-inflceret ulv kunne 
hurtigt f5 en fatal udgang. Alligevd 
er det forunderliH, at den sydfranske 
provins G&audan i 1764 blev grebet 
afen frygt for et overdimensioneret 
ulvemonster. Hvorfor blev raedslen s5 
massiv, ngr senmidddalderens hek- 
seprocesser vas et overst’aet kapitd? 
Og hvorfor greb historien ogs5 Paris’ 
indbyggere, som kunne folge de 
blodige rapporter i byens aviser? 

,>Episoden er ikke kun bema~rkd- 
sesvaerdig i lyset d Oplysningsddens 
rationalisme, men ogs5 fordi ulvean- 
greb vas s~ udbredte p~ lander. Det 
a~bdte en enorm interesse, at der 
fan& et dusin drab sted i son~neren 
1764, men faktisk vas det tal ikke 
ualminddig hojt,<< siger Jay M. Smith 
fra UniversiV of North Casolina, der 
sidste 5r udgav en bog om udyret fra 
G&audan. 

popkulturs varulve er 

blevet dlrekte splsellde, 
n~este~ p~ nlveau reed 
den se×ede varepy¥, 
Er det vllde hadst blevet 
doreestlceret? 

Efter flere forgaeves forsog p’a at 
faelde monstret sen&es den konge- 
lige vSbenbaerer Frangois Antoine 
til provinsen for at gore en ende p5 
miseren. Han nedlagde til sidst en 
ulv, der blev udstillet i Versailles, 
men vat skuffende lille. Forst da en 
lo ~kal familie fik ram p5 et storre krae, 
daempedes foldserne i det sydf}anske. 

Da Jay M. Smith undersoHe 
historien naermere, opdagede ban 

Varulvens historie 
er nok en fortaelling 
om, hvordan vi blev 
moderne og rationelle, 
men den viser ogs&, 
at vejen ikke var s& 
snorlige, som vi ynder 
at tro. 

hurtiH, at der vas mere p’a faerde end 
overtroiske bonder. Teorier udvi]det 
af datidens naturforskere spillede ogsft 
en vigtig rolle. >>Naturhistorie vas 
utrolig poDflaer i perioden og hav& 
et bredt publikum,<< siger ban. ,>Det 
hang blan& andet sammen reed ek- 
sotiske bereminger fi’a opdagdsesrej- 
sende, som forte til stor interesse for 
b~de vkkdige og imaginaere va~sener. 
I det ]dhna blev ulven fra Gdvaudan 
til en slags ond willing til hyamen. 
Hyamen var beskrevet, men man 
vidste meget li& om dens adfaxd, og 
der florerede ideer om, at den kunne 
imitere menneskers stemme og lokke 
hyrder til sig med sin chasme og 
juvelaHige ojne.<< 

For de laerde ]dasser lignede 
s "kabningen fra G&audan airs5 ikke 
en varulv som s’adan, men snasere en 
uop&get art eller hybrid. Og netop 
hybridarter vas afstor interesse for 
naturforskeme. De havde sat sig for 
at ]dassificere alt liv p5 Jorden og 
blev lobende kont~}onteret reed saere 
vmsener fra fossilfund og menneske- 
lige >>blandingsracer<< fra Den Nye 
Verden. H)doriderne s5 man sore en 
nogle til at forst~ gr~enserne mdlem 
aster og begribe, hvordan reproduk- 

tion og astsdanndse fungerede. Man 
forsoHe eksempdvis forgaeves at 
skabe pdsede kyllinger ved at paste 
hons og kaniner. 

MEN ogs~ menneskdige gramsetil- 
fadde skabte stor bevSgenhed. Til den 
kategori horte >>vilde born<< fundet i 
Europas skove, sSsom den noget my- 
tologiske ulvedreng fra Hesse - som 
angivdigt vat opdraget afvilde ulve - 
dler Peter fra Hannover, der levede af 
bask og baer i skoven, in&il ban blev 
opdagec Disse e~empler var en 
rekte ~rsag til, at den beromte svenske 
naturforsker Casl von Linnd i tol~e 
udgave afSysmma Naturae, hans store 
vaerk om naturens arter, bes’krev homo 
f~rus som en saedig variant afhomo 
sapiens: Homo fetus er beh~ret, beva> 
get sig p~ fire ben og er stum, ligesom 
Peter fra Hannover skulle va~re. Den 
skotske fllosof Lord Monboddo pla- 
cerede endda Peter under orangutan- 
gen, nederst p~ en sdge over aster, der 
peger frem mod det sande menneske. 
Et andet menneskdiH gramsevmsen 
vas >,pindsvinemanden<< Edward 
Laxnbert, der led afen sjaelden hud- 
sygdom. Hans foretra’~de for Royal 
SocieV of London forte til fryH for, 
at der vat tale om en ny; uhddsvanger 
menneskeast. 

>>Det er nodvendiH ikke at se 
noget som umuligt, at forvente hvad 
som heist, og antage, at alt, hvad 
der kan e "ksistere, flndes,<~ er]da:rede 
den beromte franske naturhistorlker 
Buffon i 1755. Nogle videns ~kabsfolk, 
s~om Pierre-Louis Maupertius, der 
ledte Acaddmie des Sciences, mente, 
at monstre vat naturens generalprover 
p~ senere arter, og Buffon fas~slog i 
I-Iistoire na~rdle, at arteme ikke er 
konstante. Carl von Linnd, derimod, 
mente at Gud havde skabt alle aster 
p~ dn gang, s~ mdlemstadier vat 
umulige. Men ban optog ~kaemper 
og hottentot~er i tolvte udgave afsit 
hovedwerk under "kategorien homo 
monstros~s- alt skulle jo ]dassiflceres. 

Ifdge Smith vat det alts~ ikke kun 
landlig overtro, men ogs~ en viden- 
skabdig [~scination alder monstrose, 
der gav udyret fra Sydfrankrig vind i 
sejlene: >,Sore historiker has jeg aldd 
set reed be~mring p~ en alt for 
envdig opdding mdlem tradition 
og modemitet. Oplysningen ses jo 
som baerer afmodemiteten, men 
historien om baestet fra G&audan 
viser, at progressiv tamkning na~sten 
aldd er blander op med tradMondle 
forestillinger.<< 

Med tiden oddagde urbaniserin- 
gem den modeme stat og naturvi- 
denskabens verdensbillede varulvens 
va~’kstbetingelser. Lykantropi flndes 
dog stadig, nernlig som en sjael&n 
vrangforesd[ling, hvor patienten 
oplever sig sdv som et dyr. I et Wt 
metastudie fra januarudgaven d 
Jo~r~m~ of P~jchiatric I3"actice foreslSs 
det, at lykantropi ~n ses som et 
sSkal& kulmrbundet syndrom: et 
kulturdt betinget U&lTk for liddser 
som skizofreni og svmr depression 
med psykods~ track. Men ud ~43 
ly ~kantropis~ tilfadde registreret i 
modeme forskning folte kun s}~, sig 
som ulve. Mgke skyldes det, at ulven 
ikke lamgere er et a~orende kuku- 
rdt symbol p’a ondskab, spekulerer 
studiets forfattere. 

Sdv i dette psykiatriske reservat er 
varul-ven al~;s~ tramH op i en krog. 
Snast er der mgke kun en harmlos 

hund tilbage. 

KORREKTUR:FLEMMING GERTZ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:00 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: monsters review 

tl~x 
On 7/31/12 12:49 PM~ Schoonmaker~ Nancy Gray wrote: 

Done ! 

From: Jay Smith [jaygmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Ffiday~ July 27~ 2012 12:15 PM 
To: Schoonmaker~ Nancy Gray 
Subject: monsters review 

Hi Nancy-I’ve forgotten how this works over the summer. If I would 
normally send something to Rachel for my Monsters site~ do I now send it 
to you? On the off chance that I’ve remembered something correctly, I 
attach a review blurb that I’d like to put fight at the time of my 
"Reviews" page for the Monsters site. No one goes there anymore, I 
know, but I’d like to keep a record of the reviews (well the glowing 
reviews), so I can reference them handily later when needed. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:40 PM 

Bryant, Chad C <bryantc@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Danish? 

Yes it is, in fact. If they’re translating you, this must mean they’re 
respectable! 
On 7/31/12 1:37 PM, Chad Bryant wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> That’s great news about the translation. Is it with Argo? They’re 
> translating my book now. I’m waiting to see how that turns out .... 
> 
> Chad 
> 
> On 7/31/2012 1:35 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Chad--if only. It wasn’t a review, only a story on werewolves in 
>> which I figured as the expert (dubious honor, that). But I must tell 
>> you, I just got word of the first translation of the book. In 2014 
>> it’s going to be in Czech! -Jay 
>> 
>> On 7/31/12 1:05 PM, Chad Bryant wrote: 
>>> Hi Jay, 
>>> 
>>> Sadly, I’ve never ventured that far West linguistically. But I’m 
>>> sure it’s a positive review. Many congrats! You’re an international 
>>> superstar. 
>>> 
>>> All the best, 
>>> Chad 
>>> 
>>> On 7/31/2012 10:08 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Hi Germanist friends: 
>>>> Do any of you by chance read Danish? I’ve been quoted in a Danish 
>>>> newspaper and...would sort of like to know whether they got it 
>>>> right. I can make out bits and pieces with my bad German, but I 
>>>> suppose I may need to consult a Danish dictionary... 

>>>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:12 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

transcript 

Jonathan--Dan says that he still plans to run a story on that 
"transcript" he showed me, so apparently there will be more public 
embarrassment and another reason to use it for our purposes. 
(Unfortunately, he failed to answer my question about how/where he got 
it.) Enjoyed lunch yesterday. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 2, 2012 9:31 AM 

John Laurence Hare Jr. <lhare@uark.edu> 
Re: Hej Hej! (as the Danes say) 

Glad to hear that you’re back in the research business. I’m very sure 
the first book will be well received, and the second one sounds quite 
interesting. And it sounds like Arkansas is willing to provide the 
support necessary for getting things done. 

If you use my book, and would like a suggestion or two about which pages 
could be safely omitted (depending on how you want to use it), let me know. 
On 8/2/12 9:06 AM, John Laurence Hare Jr. wrote: 
> I just had a research leave to get a couple of articles out and finish my 
> manuscript, which is now more or less complete. It has taken a long time. I 
> spent three years at Emory & Henry and really thought I was heading for a 
> teaching track. I had worked on two textbooks, but then suddenly I wound up 
> here and was able to get back to my monograph. Now I am starting a new 
> project on what I call German "Nordicism" looking at the broader 
> intellectual ties between Germany and Scandinavia. So any chance to brush up 
> my Danish is welcome. 
> 
> I am teaching graduate historiography next spring, and now I am tempted to 
> use your book to examine the intersection of cultural and intellectual 
> history. It sounds like your work would be an especially good example. 
> 

> Laurence 
> 

> 

> On 8/2/12 7:24 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Laurence: Many thanks for the very full account of that article. It 
>> sounds fascinating, actually. Too bad I can’t make heads or tails of 
>> it. I was surprised by how informed the reporter was, and how long he 
>> kept me on the phone. I guess he had done his homework. Not only had he 
>> read my book, but he had read other scholarly books and traced an idea 
>> from the Middle Ages to the moderu world. How many American reporters 
>> would or could do that? Yet another sign of the decline of American 
>> civilization .... 
>> 
>> Anyway, thanks again. Sorry I’ve lost track, but is your book out or 
>> about to come out? I remember how much I enjoyed the dissertation. -Jay 
>> 
>> On 8/1/12 10:55 PM, John Laurence Hare Jr. wrote: 
>>> Dear Jay: 
>>> 
>>>    So nice to hear from you. I was more than happy to take a look at the 
>>> article you sent, and indeed found it quite amusing. I thought it was pretty 
>>> cool that you got yourself a write-up in a Danish magazine. 
>>> 
>>>    "The Hour of the Wolf in Europe." Actually, this was a very good 
>>> article. As you know, it is aimed at a popular readership, and it hooks 
>>> readers by claiming to seek the scholarly background behind the contemporary 
>>> werewolf hysteria. But, unlike a similar write-up in an American magazine, 
>>> this article actually spends most of its time going into the scholarship. 
>>> And you come out not looking like a kook, but like a true expert. 
>>> 
>>>    The article relies heavily on the work of Frank Beck Lassen at the 
>>> University of Aarhus, who researches the intellectual history of werewolf 
>>> legends going back to the Middle Ages. Lassen claims that werewolves are at 
>>> once a story of how we became moderu and rational but in a more circuitous 



>>> way than we might believe. Your work is mentioned first because it covers a 
>>> werewolf story occurring quite late in the Early Modern era and in the middle 
>>> of the French Enlightenment. I confess that I have not read the book, but it 
>>> sounds interesting. You argue that it was the French elite who had a hand in 
>>> creating the fear but that they then took part in casting blame on peasant 
>>> hysteria and superstition, which I suppose had the effect of separating the 
>>> werewolf legends from the rational world of the Enlightenment. You see it 
>>> differently, as a moment, perhaps not as rare as we expect, of "high" culture 
>>> and folk culture intersecting. 
>>> 
>>> For Beck Lassen, the advent of werewolves in the late Middle Ages 
>>> offered a male counterpart to the witch, but the rarity of actual sightings 
>>> meant that they generated less attention from Church authorities. 
>>> Nevertheless, werewolves were a persistent feature of the intellectual 
>>> landscape, and became a symbolic representation of question, "what is 
>>> nature?" and the issue of how men and beasts fit into God’s worldly 
>>> hierarchy. Lassen connects the perennial appearance of the werewolf to the 
>>> era of religious wars and Hobbes’ notion of the inherent beastly nature of 
>>> mankind. 
>>> 
>>>    The article then mentions the Jean-Marc Moriceau, who connected the 
>>> werewolf sightings to the many real wolf attacks plaguing France until the 
>>> 19th century. But you point out in your book that there has to be more to 
>>> create such excitement and draw experts from Paris. Indeed, you claim that 
>>> werewolves were of great interest to natural philosophers (?) (in German we 
>>> say Naturwissenschaftler, in Danish naturforsker). The question was whether 
>>> werewolves might in fact be a new species to be classified and subjected to 
>>> the Enlightenment knowledge project. "According to Smith, there was therefore 
>>> not only peasant superstition, but also a scientific fascination g" The 
>>> article places this within your scholarly interests in the connections 
>>> between modernity and tradition. The article then ends with a brief reference 
>>> to psychiatic patients who see themselves not as ill, but as wolves. 
>>> Surprisingly, I did not see the article end by connecting the historical 
>>> thread to the modern phenomenon. 
>>> 
>>>    I am teaching this summer, and my class this morning had a brief but 
>>> ultimately fruitless discussion about why wolves and vampires are so in 
>>> fashion these days. I have noted that such topics are popping up regularly at 
>>> the German Studies Conference, but I cannot say whether it is as interesting. 

>>> Laurence 

>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:21 AM 
>>> To: John Laurence Hare Jr. 
>>> Subject: hello 
>>> 
>>> Dear Laurence: 
>>> Greetings from Chapel Hill. Excuse the email from totally out of the 
>>> blue, but I thought you might be willing to do me a little favor (one 
>>> you might find amusing). I was interviewed recently by the Danish 
>>> newspaper Weekendavisen. They ran a story on monsters/werewolves in 
>>> which they talked a bit about my recent book on the beast of Gdvaudan. 
>>> The reporter was kind enough to send me a PDF of the story. But I can’t 
>>> read it! I wouldn’t ask you to translate it (exactly!), but if you 
>>> wouldn’t mind looking at it and at least letting me know how they 
>>> *quoted* me, I sure would appreciate it. Konrad reminded me that you 
>>> learned Danish for your diss (how could I have forgotten that??). 
>>> Anyway, obviously there is no rush to this at all. But if you could 
>>> reassure me that they didn’t make me sound like a kook, I would be grateful. 
>>> 
>>> Hope all is well in Arkansas. -Jay 
>> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 7, 2012 6:11 PM 

Hartness, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 
nice! 

Erin--goodjob on the report today. I’m amazed by how much you fit into 
a couple of minutes, and how balanced you remain throughout. But the 
fight questions were planted in viewers’ minds. Good work. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 12:52 PM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey@newsobserver.com> 

op-ed 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther.docx 

Dear Allen: 
I’ve written up a little op-ed on college sport that I *think* would be 
of interest N&O readers. You be the judge... 

Jay Smith 



College Sport needs a Martin Luther 

In the wake of the Penn State scandal, the world of big-time college sport--though 
richer and more powerful than ever--seems that it may be on the verge of losing its 
claim to legitimacy. To the historian’s eye, the NCAA and its member institutions 
have come to resemble the Catholic church of the early sixteenth century. 

Determined to construct a glorious new basilica in honor of Saint Peter, in 1514 the 
papacy authorized the wide sale of "indulgences," documents that allegedly had the 
power to reduce the penance required to atone for one’s sins. The sale of 
indulgences was not a new practice, and the theory underlying it dated from the 
fourteenth century. But the crassness of the Church’s money-grabbing, and the 
brazen manner in which it flaunted its authority--one shameless Dominican friar 
even composed an advertising jingle--struck one obscure German monk as a telling 
symptom of a system gone bad. Scandalized by the sight of priests exchanging 
divine grace for cash on the barrel, Martin Luther wrote an objection to the sale of 
indulgences that struck at the core of papal authority. 

The sale of indulgences, after all, was not the only shady practice authorized by the 

church in Luther’s day. Through simony, ecclesiastical offices were routinely sold to 
the highest bidder. Pluralism allowed church officials to occupy multiple offices at 

once, neglecting their duties all the while. Through the collection of annates, the 

church in Rome siphoned off for itself the first year of revenues collected by every 
newly appointed cleric in Christendom. These and other money-making practices 

were carried out in the name of Christ, because the greater good of the Catholic 
church--that is, its expanding wealth, power, and influence--supposedly 

redounded to the benefit of the faithful everywhere. 

Beginning in 1517, Martin Luther, showing uncommon courage and eloquence, led a 
devastating assault on the fraudulent claims of late-medieval Catholicism. Through 
public debate, recourse to the first principles of Scripture, and a relentless campaign 
to sway minds, he discredited the corrupt practices that had become so ingrained in 
the Catholic church and forcefully reminded men and women of the church of their 
first and overriding duty: the care of souls. He ran great personal risks in laying out 
his "heretical" arguments--he went into hiding in 1521 to avoid burning at the 
stake--but so powerful was Luther’s critique that it led to a thorough "Reformation" 
of Christianity in his own lifetime. A movement with both Catholic and Protestant 
dimensions, the Reformation brought renewed dedication to the spiritual life, a new 
intolerance of hypocrisy, and a determination to repair the institutional foundations 
of Christian worship. 

The scandal at Penn State may yet turn out to be the Saint Peter’s indulgence of the 
twenty-first century. Egregious enough to attract wide attention, the misdeeds of 
Sandusky, Paterno, and their enablers are in fact symptomatic of all that is wrong 
with the institutional culture of big-time college sport. Happy Valley, like every star 
in the NCAA firmament, had its own sacred basilica: Beaver Stadium. To build, 



embellish, and glorify that basilica, Penn State constructed an elaborate commercial 

enterprise that perversely twisted the definition of "student," placed profit above 
principle, and distracted a great institution from its purpose of educating minds. 

Like the Roman church in the early sixteenth century, the officials of Penn State 
University, including the president, the vice-provost, and the athletic director, 

casually neglected their real obligations and supported corrupting practices that 

undermined all of their claims to moral authority. In the face of unspeakable crimes, 
they thought first of the sport complex--its icons, its image, its autonomy, and 

especially its capacity to produce revenue. 

The vast majority of officials at American universities, and the NCAA officials in 

Indianapolis, are like the Roman churchmen denounced by Luther. They, too, 
countenance practices that stain the institutions they are supposedly charged to 

uphold: allowing majors in "eligibility;" accepting "separate but equal" educational 

tracks that permit the exploitation of athletic talents and the neglect of minds; 
marketing school "brands" to help pay astronomical coaches’ salaries; punishing 

athletes for daring to accept "benefits" that violate principles of amateurism 

concocted for the profit of universities. Unless hit by a tsunami of public revulsion, 
these officials will blithely look the other way, enjoying the fruits of power as they 

construct new and ever larger monuments to hypocrisy. The "laity"--those of us 
who believe in both the sanctity of higher education and the redeeming joy of 

sport--will continue to have our confidence abused and our money extorted. 

Unless, that is, a new Martin Luther, a courageous reformer from within the belly of 
the beast, steps forward to denounce the system in righteous detail, with fresh 

prescriptions for a way forward. To the communities in Chapel Hill, Columbus, 
Miami, and University Park: we’re waiting. 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor of European History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 10, 2012 12:58 PM 

Rutledge, John Butler <jbr@live.unc.edu> 
Re: article 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther.docx 

John--thanks, will do. Some time next week. 

For fun, here’s another thing I just dashed off. 800 words! So the 
screen shouldn’t be too great a hindrance... 

Jay 

On 8/10/12 12:23 PM, Rutledge, John Butler wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> You have been busy! Glad you see you can get a bit more mileage from all the archival work you did 
> in preparation for the beast. On the whole I think your style has improved a bit. I would like to 
> see a sentence or two that states what modem science understands about the hyena so that 
> we can always be comparing that to what 18th-c. writers said. (Maybe I missed it.)* Again 
> we see the strong elements of emotionalism and lack of rigor in "scientific" thinking in the 18th c. 
> 
> 31 pages is almost, well, no actually more than I can read on screen. Maybe it’s a generational thing, 
> but my mind just can’t keep the ideas straight that way.* I will be happy to give it a close reading, if you want me to. 
> On the whole I think it would need less attention than the earlier article, just from reading about 10 pp. or so. 
> 
> If you do want a close reading, could you please print it out (on History’s dime?) and give me a paper copy? 
> You could either mail it to me or leave the copy at the Circulation Desk in the Library. (Hm. Is it still 
> called "Circulation" and not "Finding Services" or something like that?) 
> 
> On a personal note, I have been working on some translations lately. I finished a translations of Joh. Frdr. Reichardt’s Letters of a 
Musically Observant Traveller (1774-1776) and have given it to the Carolina Digital Repository. There’s no reason for it to be 
published as a book, but a few people might be happy to have access to an English edition on line. Maybe it will see 1,000 hits! :^) 
> 
> Similarly, I’ve been re-working and correcting a translation of a short story by Fontane that Joyce and I did about 35 years ago (!), 
which I will also give to the CDR. Enjoyable work. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 
>Jo hnR 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 5:09 PM 
> To: John Rutledge 
> Subject: article 
> 
> Hi John: I’m taking the liberty of sending you a draft article I just 
> finished. It grows out of the Beast book, but says something new 
> about...hyenas. If you have a chance (no pressure), look it over and 
> let me know what you think. Hope all is well. 
> 

> Jay 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 1:00 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

op-ed 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther.docx 

Dear Miles and Melissa: 
I was inspired this AM and dashed off this op-ed, which I’d like to run 
by some area newspapers. Will you let me know what you think? And 
Melissa...do I have the right date for the Saint Peter’s indulgence?! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 2:19 PM 

Rutledge, John Butler <jbr@live.unc.edu> 

Re: article 

Blessings to you, father. 
On 8/10/12 1:37 PM, Rutledge, John Butler wrote: 
> For this excellent essay exposing the corruption of Big Football, a plenary indulgence of 200 years is granted to you, my son. Go if 
peace. 
> 
> J.R. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 12:58 PM 
> To: Rutledge, John Butler 
> Subject: Re: article 
> 
> John--thanks, will do. Some time next week. 
> 
> For tim, here’s another thing I just dashed off. 800 words! So the 
> screen shouldn’t be too great a hindrance... 
> 

> Jay 
> On 8/10/12 12:23 PM, Rutledge, John Butler wrote: 
>> Hi Jay, 
>> 
>> You have been busy ! Glad you see you can get a bit more mileage from all the archival work you did 
>> in preparation for the beast. On the whole I think your style has improved a bit. I would like to 
>> see a sentence or two that states what modem science understands about the hyena so that 
>> we can always be comparing that to what 18th-c. writers said. (Maybe I missed it.)* Again 
>> we see the strong elements of emotionalism and lack of rigor in "scientific" thinking in the 18th c. 
>> 
>> 31 pages is almost, well, no actually more than I can read on screen. Maybe it’s a generational thing, 
>> but my mind just can’t keep the ideas straight that way.* I will be happy to give it a close reading, if you want me to. 
>> On the whole I think it would need less attention than the earlier article, just from reading about 10 pp. or so. 
>> 
>> If you do want a close reading, could you please print it out (on History’s dime?) and give me a paper copy? 
>> You could either mail it to me or leave the copy at the Circulation Desk in the Library. (Hm. Is it still 
>> called "Circulation" and not "Finding Services" or something like that?) 
>> 
>> On a personal note, I have been working on some translations lately. I finished a translations of Joh. Frdr. Reichardt’s Letters of a 
Musically Observant Traveller (1774-1776) and have given it to the Carolina Digital Repository. There’s no reason for it to be 
published as a book, but a few people might be happy to have access to an English edition on line. Maybe it will see 1,000 hits! :^) 
>> 
>> Similarly, I’ve been re-working and correcting a translation of a short story by Fontane that Joyce and I did about 35 years ago (!), 
which I will also give to the CDR. Enjoyable work. 
>> 
>> Regards, 
>> 
>> Jo hn R 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 5:09 PM 



>> To: Johrl Rutledge 
>> Subject: article 
>> 
>> Hi John: I’m taking the liberty of sending you a draft article I just 
>> finished. It grows out of the Beast book, but says something new 
>> about...hyenas. If you have a chance (no pressure), look it over and 
>> let me know what you think. Hope all is well. 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 4:22 PM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey@newsobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther version 2.docx 

Allen: Here’s another version. Within the space limits, I can’t *exactly* get all the way around the problem of 
the NCAA’s disciplining techniques, but I think I finesse it well enough here (in part by shortening the part on 
the church and lengthening the part on sports.) I’ve added maybe 15 words or so. Hope that’s OK. If not, you 
can send me back to the drawing board or just say no. -Jay 

On 8/10/12 3:36 PM, Torrey, Allen wrote: 

Sure, but let’s not add much length. 

On Fri, Aug 10, 2012 at 3:34 PM, Jay Smith           emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Fair point, though the cynical among us (i. e., me) would see the NCAA penalties as a big show 
of imposed "penance" about as emptied of meaning as most church rituals on the eve of the Ref. 
Shall I return to my sentences on the NCAA and introduce that point somehow? 
On 8/10/12 3:28 PM, Torrey, Allen wrote: 

Jay. I dunno .... maybe. Does the analogy hold up when you consider that the NCAA 
came down pretty hard on Penn State? The popes of old, presumably, didn’t punish 
churchly transgressors (heretics being a different matter) .... Allen 

On Fri, Aug 10, 2012 at 12:51 PM, Jay Smith emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dear Allen: 
I’ve written up a little op-ed on college sport that I *think* would be of interest 
N&O readers. You be the judge... 



College Sport needs a Martin Luther 

In the wake of the Penn State scandal, the world of big-time college sport--though 
richer and more powerful than ever--seems that it may be on the verge of losing its 
claim to legitimacy. To the historian’s eye, the NCAA and its member institutions 
have come to resemble the Catholic church of the early sixteenth century. 

Determined to construct a glorious new basilica in honor of Saint Peter, in 1514 the 
papacy authorized the wide sale of "indulgences," documents that allegedly had the 
power to reduce the penance required to atone for one’s sins. The sale of 
indulgences was not a new practice, and the theory underlying it dated from the 
fourteenth century. But the crassness of the Church’s money-grabbing, and the 
brazen manner in which it flaunted its authority--one shameless Dominican friar 
even composed an advertising jingle--struck one obscure German monk as a telling 
symptom of a system gone bad. Scandalized by the sight of priests exchanging 
divine grace for cash on the barrel, Martin Luther wrote an objection to the sale of 
indulgences that struck at the very core of papal authority. 

The sale of indulgences, after all, was not the only shady practice authorized by the 

church in Luther’s day. Through simony, ecclesiastical offices were routinely sold to 
the highest bidder. Pluralism allowed church officials to occupy multiple offices at 

once, neglecting their duties all the while. Through the collection of annates, the 

church in Rome siphoned off for itself the first year of revenues collected by every 
newly appointed cleric in Christendom. 

Beginning in 1517, Martin Luther led a devastating assault on all the fraudulent 
activities of the late-medieval Roman church. Through public debate, recourse to 
the first principles of Scripture, and a relentless campaign to sway minds, he 
discredited the corrupt practices that had become so ingrained in the church and 
forcefully reminded ecclesiastics of their first and overriding duty: the care of souls. 
He ran great personal risks in laying out his "heretical" arguments--he went into 
hiding in 1521 to avoid burning at the stake--but so powerful was Luther’s critique 
that it led to a thorough "Reformation" of Christianity in his own lifetime. A 
movement with both Roman Catholic and Protestant dimensions, the Reformation 
brought renewed dedication to the spiritual life, a new intolerance of hypocrisy, and 
a determination to repair the institutional foundations of Christian worship. 

The scandal at Penn State may yet turn out to be the Saint Peter’s indulgence of the 
twenty-first century. Egregious enough to attract wide attention, the misdeeds of 
Sandusky, Paterno, and their enablers are in fact symptomatic of all that is wrong 
with the institutional culture of big-time college sport. Happy Valley, a hallowed 
pilgrimage site, had its own sacred basilica: Beaver Stadium. To build, embellish, 
and glorify that basilica, Penn State constructed an elaborate commercial enterprise 
that perversely twisted the definition of "student," placed profit above principle, and 
distracted a great institution from its purpose of educating minds. Like the Roman 
church in the early sixteenth century, the officials of Penn State University, including 



the president, the vice-provost, and the athletic director, casually neglected their 

real obligations and supported corrupting practices that undermined all of their 

claims to moral authority. In the face of unspeakable crimes, they thought first of 
the sport complex--its icons, its image, its autonomy, its capacity to produce 

revenue, 

The NCAA recently imposed a harsh penance on the offenders at PSU, but that show 
of vengeful grandiosity only underscored that institution’s commitment to business 
as usual. Penn State had to be handled harshly because it threatened the 
wholesome facade of college sport. The heaviest sanctions, and the ones most 
fiercely resisted, involved revenue. 

NCAA officials and university administrators are like the Roman churchmen 

denounced by Luther. They, too, countenance practices that stain the institutions 

they are charged to uphold: allowing majors in "eligibility;" accepting "separate but 
equal" educational tracks that permit the exploitation of athletic talents and the 

neglect of minds; marketing logos that help pay astronomical coaches’ salaries; 

punishing athletes for daring to accept "benefits" that violate principles of 
amateurism concocted for the profit of universities. Unless hit by a tsunami of 

public revulsion, these officials will blithely look the other way, enjoying the fruits of 
power as they construct new and ever larger monuments to hypocrisy. The 

"laity"--those of us who believe in both the sanctity of higher education and the 

redeeming joy of sport--will continue to have our confidence abused and our 
money extorted. Unless, that is, a new Martin Luther, a courageous reformer from 

within the belly of the beast, steps forward to denounce the system in righteous 
detail and to prescribe an honest way forward--one dedicated not to self-serving 

illusions like amateurism but to truth, fairness, and enlightenment. To the 

communities in Chapel Hill, Columbus, Miami, and University Park: we’re waiting. 

Jay M. Smith 

Professor of European History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 6:08 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu> 

Re: op-ed 

Thanks, Melissa. I know I take short cuts with "Catholic" church and 
"sale" of indulgences, but the point is the same, regardless of 
accuracy! I massaged the message a little, giving a bit more attn to 
sport and a bit less to the church. I assumed that my "hook," though, 
had to be my perspective as historian-of-corrupt-institutions. So I 
continue to push the Reformation parallel. 

The N&O is considering it. I’ll let you know what they decide. -Jay 

On 8/10/12 3:52 PM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 
> Hi Jay, You shouldn’t ask historians such things, for they give you back more than you asked for! 
> 
> I’m not sure of the date, and there may have been a special date for the German territories where most of the abuse took place. 
Albrecht of Mainz was to use half the money raised to pay off his own debts, the other half for the basilica. As I’m sure you know, 
indulgences weren’t meant to be marketed. Sinners needed to have confessed their sin, experienced genuine contrition, done penance 
and given satisfaction. Albrecht’s man Tetzel took a giant un-theological shortcut and just sold slips of paper, which is the point 
where the real abuse took place. 
> 
> And there is more! This is a small bone to pick and not really germane to the point you are making about the NCAA, but it’s one I 
always stress with my Western Civ students. Strictly speaking the Catholic Church didn’t become the Catholic Church until it was 
confessionalized in the 1520s with the advent of the various Protestant sects. Up to that time it was still the medieval or Roman, or 
Latin church. And as in all such cases, probably the NCAA included, the abuses which generally involved a segment, not the whole 
outfit, speak most loudly and drum out from historical hindsight any good that those institutions have done over the years or centuries. 
> 
> My recommendation for your piece would be to shorten the part on the church, much of which will be lost on non-historically 
informed readers, and get more quickly to your call for reform in the NCAA. If you think the baby should be thrown out with the bath 
water, and a whole new organization needs to be created, why not say so? After all, Luther started out as a reformer from the inside, 
used many of the ideas from earlier calls for reform from folks like Wycliff, Valla, and Savonarola, and in the end, was aghast at what 
became of his efforts. 
> 
> When Luther couldn’t reform, he picked up his toys and left the Roman church. I wonder if any schools have considered leaving the 
NCAA, or are the TV contracts etc. too attractive? In addition, what amazes me is that more administrative heads don’t roll, both on 
campuses and in the NCAA. A typical strategy used by those folks is to scapegoat a few to save the higher ups, who bear ultimate 
responsible, but usually claim ignorance of any wrong doing. They also do their own limited study and target it to a period before 
current leaders came into their positions, thus further distancing themselves. Nothing new there. 
> 
> As with the sixteenth-century church, the rot runs deep and so many folks are complicit that it makes reform, even under the banner 
of a Martin Luther, extremely difficult. Penn State was forced to clean house by the public uproar over what went on there. I hope it 
doesn’t take more egregious child abuse or similar together with willing enablers to bring reform to other schools and to the NCAA 
itself. 
> 
> Thanks for all your good efforts to keep these issues alive and in the public eye. Maybe you can be that looked-for-Luther. 
> Best, 
> Melissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [raa~lto:~ a~ismi~h~emaiLu~c eda] 
> Sent: Friday, August 10, 2012 1:00 PM 
> To: Bullard, Melissa M.; Fletcher, W Miles 
> Subject: op-ed 
> 
> Dear Miles and Melissa: 
> I was inspired this AM and dashed off this op-ed, which I’d like to run by some area newspapers. Will you let me know what you 
think? And Melissa...do I have the right date for the Saint Peter’s indulgence?! -Jay 



College Sport needs a Martin Luther 

In the wake of the Penn State scandal, the leaders of big-time college sport--though 
richer and more powerful than ever--are on the verge of losing their claim to 
legitimacy. To the historian’s eye, the NCAA and its member institutions have come 
to resemble the Catholic church of the early sixteenth century. 

Determined to construct a glorious new basilica in honor of Saint Peter, in 1514 the 
papacy authorized the wide sale of "indulgences," documents that allegedly had the 
power to reduce the penance required to atone for one’s sins. Indulgences were not 
new, and the theory underlying their distribution dated from the fourteenth 
century. But the crassness of the Church’s money-grabbing, and the brazen manner 
in which it flaunted its authority--one shameless Dominican friar even composed 
an advertising jingle--struck one obscure German monk as a telling symptom of a 
system gone bad. Scandalized by the sight of priests exchanging divine grace for 
cash on the barrel, Martin Luther published a complaint that struck at the very core 
of papal authority. 

The sale of indulgences, after all, was not the only shady practice authorized by the 

church in Luther’s day. Through simony, ecclesiastical offices were routinely sold to 
the highest bidder. Pluralism allowed church officials to occupy multiple offices at 

once, neglecting their duties all the while. Through the collection of annates, the 

church in Rome siphoned off for itself the first year of revenues collected by every 
newly appointed cleric in Christendom. 

Beginning in 1517, Luther led a devastating assault on all the fraudulent activities of 
the late-medieval Roman church. Through public debate, recourse to the first 
principles of Scripture, and a relentless campaign to sway minds, he discredited the 
corrupt practices that had become so ingrained in the church and forcefully 
reminded ecclesiastics of their first and overriding duty: the care of souls. He laid 
out his "heretical" arguments at great risk to himself--in 1521 he narrowly escaped 
arrest--but so powerful was Luther’s critique that it led to a thorough 
"Reformation" of Christianity in his own lifetime. A movement with both Roman 
Catholic and Protestant dimensions, the Reformation brought renewed dedication 
to the spiritual life, a new intolerance of hypocrisy, and a determination to repair 
the institutional foundations of Christian worship. 

The scandal at Penn State may yet turn out to be the Saint Peter’s indulgence of the 
twenty-first century. Egregious enough to attract wide attention, the misdeeds of 
Sandusky, Paterno, and their enablers are in fact symptomatic of all that is wrong 
with the institutional culture of big-time college sport. Happy Valley, a hallowed 
pilgrimage site, had its own sacred basilica: Beaver Stadium. To build, embellish, 
and glorify that basilica, Penn State constructed an elaborate commercial enterprise 
that perversely twisted the definition of "student," placed profit above principle, and 
distracted a great institution from its purpose of educating minds. Like the Roman 
church in the early sixteenth century, the officials of Penn State University, including 



the president, the vice-provost, and the athletic director, casually neglected their 
real obligations and supported corrupting practices that sapped their moral 
authority. In the face of unspeakable crimes, they thought first of the sport 
complex--its icons, its image, its autonomy, and its capacity to produce revenue. 

The NCAA recently imposed a harsh penance on the offenders at PSU, but that show 
of vengeful grandiosity only underscored that institution’s commitment to business 
as usual. Penn State had to be handled harshly because its nationally embarrassing 
failures threatened to pull down the wholesome facade of college sport. The 
heaviest sanctions, and the ones that provoked to anger PSU’s Board of Trustees, 
naturally involved revenue. 

NCAA officials and university administrators are like the Roman churchmen 
denounced by Luther. They, too, countenance practices that stain the institutions 
they are charged to uphold: allowing majors in "eligibility;" accepting "separate but 
equal" educational tracks that permit the exploitation of athletic talents and the 
neglect of minds; marketing school logos that help pay astronomical coaches’ 
salaries; punishing athletes for daring to accept "benefits" that violate phony 
principles of amateurism concocted by the universities themselves. Unless moved 
by public revulsion, these officials will blithely look the other way, enjoying the 
fruits of their power as they construct new and ever larger monuments to hypocrisy. 
The "laity"--those of us who believe in both the sanctity of higher education and the 
redeeming joy of the sports we pay to see--will continue to have our confidence 
abused and our money extorted. Unless, that is, a new Martin Luther, a reformer 
from within, steps forward to denounce the system in righteous detail and to 
prescribe an honest way forward--one free of the contradictions, posturing, 
inequities, and self-serving illusions inherent in what the NCAA calls the "collegiate 
model" of sport. To the communities in Chapel Hill, Columbus, Miami, and 
University Park: we’re waiting. 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor of European History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 11:52 AM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey@newsobserver.com> 

nailed it 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther version 3.docx 

Allen--here’s the latest and greatest version. One of my colleagues 
pointed out to me that popes technically did not approve the "sale" of 
indulgences. Bingo! Mark Emmert is the pope. I think the analogy is 
shockingly apt, more than I imagined at first. 

Oh, and the word count is the same or slightly lower. -Jay 



College Sport needs a Martin Luther 

In the wake of the Penn State scandal, the leaders of big-time college sport--though 
richer and more powerful than ever--are on the verge of losing their claim to 
legitimacy. To the historian’s eye, the NCAA and its member institutions have come 
to resemble the Catholic church of the early sixteenth century. 

Determined to construct a glorious basilica in honor of Saint Peter, in 1514 the 
church began the systematic sale of "indulgences," documents that allegedly had the 
power to reduce the penance required to atone for one’s sins. Indulgences had been 
used in various forms since the fourteenth century, but the crass manner in which 
the church flaunted this latest practice--one shameless Dominican friar even 
composed an advertising jingle--struck one obscure German monk as a telling 
symptom of a system gone bad. Scandalized by the sight of priests exchanging 
divine grace for coin, Martin Luther published a complaint that struck at the core of 
papal authority. 

The distribution of indulgences, after all, was not the only shady practice authorized 
by popes in Luther’s day. Through simony, ecclesiastical offices were routinely sold 
to the highest bidder. Pluralism allowed church officials to occupy multiple lucrative 
offices, neglecting duties all the while. Concubinage preserved the principle of 
clerical celibacy while violating it in practice. 

Beginning in 1517, Luther led a devastating assault on the fraudulent activities of 
the late-medieval Roman church. In eloquent public discourses, and with powerful 
appeals to the first principles of Scripture, he discredited the corrupt practices that 
had become so ingrained in the church and forcefully reminded ecclesiastics of their 
first and overriding duty: the care of souls. He laid out his "heretical" arguments at 
considerable risk to himself--in 1521 he narrowly escaped arrest--but so truthful 
was Luther’s critique that it led to a thorough "Reformation" of Christianity in his 
own lifetime. A movement with both Roman Catholic and Protestant dimensions, 
the Reformation brought renewed dedication to the spiritual life, a new intolerance 
of hypocrisy, and a determination to repair the institutional foundations of 
Christianity. 

The scandal at Penn State may yet turn out to be the Saint Peter’s indulgence of the 
twenty-first century. The stunningly egregious misdeeds of Sandusky and his 
enablers are in fact symptomatic of what has long been wrong with the institutional 
culture of big-time college sport. Happy Valley, that hallowed pilgrimage site, had 
its own sacred basilica: Beaver Stadium. To build, embellish, and glorify that 
basilica, Penn State gradually constructed an elaborate commercial enterprise that 
twisted the definition of"student," placed profit above principle, and distracted a 
great institution from its purpose of educating minds. Like the Roman church in the 
early sixteenth century, the officials of Penn State University, including the 
president, the vice-provost, and the athletic director, casually neglected their real 
obligations and supported corrupting practices that sapped their moral authority. 



In the face of unspeakable crimes, they thought first of the sport complex--its icons, 
its image, its autonomy, and its capacity to produce revenue. 

NCAA president Mark Emmert imposed severe penance on the offenders at PSU, just 
as medieval popes once disavowed the open sale of indulgences. But Emmert’s 
vengeful display only underscored his institution’s commitment to business as 
usual. Penn State had to be handled harshly because its national embarrassment 
makes it more difficult for the NCAA to preserve the illusion of the wholesomeness 
of college sport. The heaviest sanctions levied, and the ones that provoked to anger 
PSU’s Board of Trustees, naturally involved revenue. 

NCAA and university personnel are like the Roman churchmen denounced by 

Luther. They, too, countenance practices that befoul their institutions: allowing 

majors in "eligibility;" accepting "separate but equal" educational tracks that 

facilitate the exploitation of athletic talents and the neglect of minds; marketing 
school logos that help to pay astronomical coaches’ salaries; sanctimoniously 

punishing athletes for accepting "benefits" that violate phony principles of 

amateurism. Absent a seismic shock to the system, these officials will blithely look 
away, enjoying the fruits of their power as they construct new monuments to their 

hypocrisy. The "laity"--those of us who believe in both the sanctity of higher 
education and of the sports we pay to see--will of course continue to have our 

confidence abused and our money extorted. Unless, that is, a new Martin Luther 

steps forward to denounce the system from within and to prescribe an honest way 
forward. A latter-day Luther might force universities to acknowledge the 

thoroughly commercial interests that dictate all athletic decision-making. A next 
step would be to make chancellors and presidents stop pretending that these 

commercial interests are compatible with and subordinate to the academic interests 

advanced as the "first principles" of university mission statements. To the 
righteously indignant but patiently silent in Chapel Hill, Columbus, Miami, or 

University Park: we await your leadership. 

Jay M. Smith 

Professor of European History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 13, 2012 12:06 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 
transcript 

Mock transcript.docx 

Dear Jonathan: 
I’m up way too late thinking about this stuff, but....don’t know if you 
saw the N&O story yesterday, part of which focused on the alleged 
transcript record for 1998-2001. I’ve been bombarded by anonymous 
emails telling me it’s the transcript of a famous football player (you 
can guess who this might be). Take a look at this semester-by-semester 
schedule, which I’ve now gone to the trouble of compiling, and tell me 
what you think. We can talk over coffee if you’d like... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:08 AM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey@newsobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

College Sport needs a Martin Luther VSN 4.docx 

Thanks so much! I made one last round of exceedingly minor tweaks here. Minus the title and my identifiers, 
it’s just under 800 words. Of course, I know you folks choose the title .... 
On 8/13/12 8:59 AM, Torrey, Allen wrote: 

Tweak away. 

On Sat, Aug 11, 2012 at 5:01 PM, Jay Smith <~smit~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Allen: 
Not that I expect you to be working on the weekend, but...have you decided whether to run that 
piece I gave you? If so, is it too late to tweak some wording here and there, provided the length 
remains the same? If you’ve decided against running it, just let me know when you can so I can 
go knocking on other doors... 

Jay Smith 



A Reformation for College Sport 

In the wake of the Penn State scandal, the leaders of big-time college sport--though 
richer and more powerful than ever--are on the verge of losing their claim to 
legitimacy. To the historian’s eye, the NCAA and its member institutions have come 
to resemble the Catholic church of the early sixteenth century. 

Determined to construct a glorious basilica in honor of Saint Peter, in 1514 the 
church began the systematic sale of "indulgences," documents that allegedly had the 
power to reduce the penance required to atone for one’s sins. Indulgences had been 
used in various forms since the twelfth century, but the crass manner in which the 
church flaunted this latest practice--one shameless Dominican friar even composed 
an advertising jingle--struck one obscure German monk as a telling symptom of a 
system gone bad. Scandalized by the sight of priests exchanging divine grace for 
coin, Martin Luther published a complaint that struck at the core of papal authority. 

The distribution of indulgences, after all, was not the only shady practice authorized 
by popes in Luther’s day. Through simony, ecclesiastical offices were routinely sold 
to the highest bidder. Pluralism allowed church officials to occupy multiple lucrative 
offices, neglecting duties all the while. Concubinage preserved the principle of 
clerical celibacy while violating it in practice. 

Beginning in 1517, Luther led a devastating assault on the fraudulent activities of 
the late-medieval Roman church. In eloquent public discourses, and with powerful 
appeals to the first principles of Scripture, he discredited the corrupt practices that 
had become so ingrained in the church and forcefully reminded ecclesiastics of their 
first and overriding duty: the care of souls. He laid out his "heretical" arguments at 
considerable risk to himself--in 1521 he narrowly escaped arrest--but so truthful 
was Luther’s critique that it led to a thorough "Reformation" of Christianity in his 
own lifetime. A movement with both Roman Catholic and Protestant dimensions, 
the Reformation brought renewed dedication to the spiritual life, a new intolerance 
of hypocrisy, and a determination to repair the institutional foundations of 
Christianity. 

The scandal at Penn State may yet turn out to be the Saint Peter’s indulgence of the 
twenty-first century. The stunningly egregious misdeeds of Sandusky and his 
enablers are in fact symptomatic of what has long been wrong with the institutional 
culture of big-time college sport. Happy Valley, that hallowed pilgrimage site, had 
its own sacred basilica: Beaver Stadium. To build, embellish, and glorify that 
basilica, Penn State gradually constructed an elaborate commercial enterprise that 
twisted the definition of"student," placed profit above principle, and distracted a 
great institution from its purpose of educating minds. Like the Roman church in the 
early sixteenth century, the officials of Penn State University, including the 
president, the vice-provost, and the athletic director, casually neglected their real 
obligations and supported corrupting practices that sapped their moral authority. 



In the face of unspeakable crimes, they thought first of the sport complex--its icons, 
its image, its autonomy, and its capacity to produce revenue. 

NCAA president Mark Emmert imposed severe penance on the offenders at Penn 
State, just as medieval popes once disavowed the open sale of indulgences. But 
Emmert’s vengeful display only underscored his institution’s commitment to 
business as usual. Penn State had to be handled harshly because its national 
embarrassment makes it more difficult for the NCAA to preserve the illusion of the 
wholesomeness of college sport. The heaviest sanctions levied, and the ones that 
provoked to anger Penn State’s Trustees, naturally involved revenue. 

NCAA and university personnel are like the Roman churchmen denounced by 

Luther. They, too, countenance practices that befoul their institutions: allowing 

majors in "eligibility;" accepting "separate but equal" educational tracks that 

facilitate the exploitation of athletic talents and the neglect of minds; marketing 
school logos that help to pay astronomical coaches’ salaries; sanctimoniously 

punishing athletes for accepting "benefits" that violate phony principles of 

amateurism. Absent a seismic shock to the system, these officials will blithely look 
away, enjoying the fruits of their power as they construct new monuments to their 

hypocrisy. The "laity"--those of us who believe in both the sanctity of higher 
education and of the sports we pay to see--will of course continue to have our 

confidence abused and our money extorted. Unless, that is, a new Martin Luther 

steps forward to denounce the system from within and to prescribe an honest way 
forward. A latter-day Luther might force universities to acknowledge the 

thoroughly commercial interests that dictate all athletics decision-making. A next 
step would be to make university presidents stop pretending that these commercial 

interests are compatible with and subordinate to the academic interests advanced 

as the "first principles" of university mission statements. To the righteously 
indignant but patiently silent in Chapel Hill, Columbus, Miami, or University Park: 

we await your leadership. 

Jay M. Smith 

Professor of European History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:38 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email.unc.edu> 

Re: you da man! 

oh crap. the death threats will start again... 
On 8/13/12 3:36 PM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 
> I’m driving back from the gym, listening to sports talk radio, and all 
> the boys are talking about is you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 4:53 PM 

Torrey, Allen <atorrey@newsobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

Will return the form tomorrow. Thanks. 
On 8/13/12 3:36 PM, Torrey, Allen wrote: 

OK, will run it later this week. Thanks. Our permission form for op-ed writers is below. Cheers, Allen 

News & Observer op-ed contributors: 
Here’s a form that you may print out and fax back, or print out, sign, scan and email. Please return it 
in advance of publication to Ann Lee, who handles these forms. Her fax number is 919-829- 
4529. Her email address is a~ee@newsobserver.com. 
Thanks, Allen Torrey, op-ed editor 

From: Allen Torrey 

Date: Aug. 13, 2012 

Re: article on college sports/NCAA 

Dear Jay M. Smith: 

Thank you for your recent submission to The News & Observer. Your 
contribution is greatly appreciated. 

By sending this submission to The News & Observer, you have represented 
that you are the author and copyright owner of the submission and you 
have granted The News & Observer an irrevocable, royalty-free license to 
publish, republish, resell, distribute and copy the edited submission an 
unlimited number of times in any print, electronic or other medium. As 
copyright owner, you retain the right to use your material or offer it 
for publication elsewhere after it has appeared in the print edition of 
The News & Observer. 

If you are in agreement with the above terms, please indicate that 
agreement below and return this form. 

I have read the above and I understand and agree to its terms. 

Name: 

Signature: 

Email: 

Phone: 

3/12/02, updated 11/12/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 6:21 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: transcript 

Crap--what do I do? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect:transcript 

Date:Mon, 13 Aug 2012 22:18:40 +0000 
From:Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan.com> 

To:’j aysmith@email.unc, edu’ <j aysmith@email.unc, edu> 

Professor Smith, 

My name is Adam Gold, and I’m the host of the afternoon drive radio show on 99.9-FM The Fan. I’m sure you have 

more important things to do than talk with us, but I was wondering if you’d accept an invitation to come on the show 

and give your thoughts regarding the academic issues (I realize that’s putting it mildly) the University has uncovered - or 

covered up as the case may be. l’d love to do this as early as tomorrow, if you’re interested. We’re on from 3-7 pm ET. 

Thanks for your time. 

Adam Gold, Host 

99.9-FM The Fan/ESPN Radio 
Raleigh 

http://twitter.com/agoldfan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 13, 2012 9:02 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 
Re: I’m in 

4:30 
On 8/13/12 8:40 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Awesome. 

What time? 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 6:44 PM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: I’m in 

I’m doing Adam Gold tomorrow. Wish me luck. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:57 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Welcome back 

Willis--of course, and I’m sorry I (must have) forgot to add you earlier. -Jay 

PS Thanks again for calling out the University in today’s paper. 

On 8/14/12 8:45 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for your note. 

When we had lunch you mentioned a listserv where like-minded exchanged ideas. Is that still active and, 

if so, may I added to the group? 

See you soon. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 10:05 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Welcome back 

Willis--saw the online N&O tonight. Glad you were willing to talk again. And thanks for adding to the tiny, 

tiny, tiny chorus (I saw your comment last month, too). -jay 

On 8/11/12 4:35 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

(So far) I only can imagine the discomfort you must feel when the crazies scream, but I’ll let 

you know if I get to join you on somebody’s hit list. That just might be the time I forward 

such comments to the chancellor with my own added note. I know, it is easier for a retiree to 

do it, but we both know that academics have very thin skins, especially on issues related to 

such basic notions as academic integrity° Have you read the Auburn scandal--about ten 

years ago a professor (! think in Sociology) offered something like 115 Independent Studies 

courses for athletes each year. The big difference between UNC and Auburn is not the 

numbers; rather, the reporter found an academic who spoke out. The case made front page 

of the NYT. Hey, we’re only front page of the N & O. 

I’ll touch base closer to September :11. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2012 2:57 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Welcome back 



September 11 sounds good. Let’s confirm as we get closer. 

I just lifted this off the "Inside Carolina" fan site (directed there by a comment at the N&O): 

The "story" is such a non-story. They are questioning whether a mocked up transcript used to 

demonstrate a point 5 years ago was really fictitious or real, but sanitized. So what? Can 

someone please explain to me why that tis newsworthy? COuld it be they are POed b/c judge 

Manning denied their motion to compel last week? 

ON another point, someone needs to shut up Jay Smith. Is there anyway we can get some dirt 

on him and silence him? He is becoming a real problem. Some wealthy alums needs to figure 

out who to shut him down. He is damaging UNCs reputation. 

I’m the problem, Willis. Oy vey .... 

On 8/11/12 1:00 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I am very sorry to hear that folks In AFAM feel the way you describe. It is easy 

for me to suggest that they might have known what was going on and done 

something about it, but I doubt that such a sobering thought/reminder that we 

all bear responsibility for our community will change their minds. I actually was 

thinking of looking up an old friend, Reggie Hildebrand: do you think that I 
should just stay away from the place? I miss Ann Dunbar° 

The hate mail disturbs me, a lot. Maybe that explains why in the past 24 hours 

two close friends have said that my speaking out was ’courageous’ and ’the right 

fight’. I don’t like to think of academic integrity as a ’fight’, but obviously this 

comrade appreciated that there would be some who would have a different 

view about commitment to UNCthan you and I have. 

There will be a good talk in HM 569 on Tuesday, September 11 (4-5:30)--1 

could make that a day on campus if it’s a good lunch day for you. If not, we 
retirees can be very flexible. Completely your call. 

From-" Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, August 11, 2012 12:37 PM 
To-" Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject-" Re: Welcome back 

Willis--happy to meet, of course. I could use the moral support (I’m being 

hammered and/or abandoned by colleagues in AFAM who think I’m contributing 

to the discrediting of their dept. And you wouldn’t believe the anonymous hate 

mail I get....) 

I think Tuesdays will shape up to be my best lunch day this term. So let’s plan 

on a Tuesday in early September... 

Jay 

On 8/11/12 12:03 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 



Dear Jay, 

Not many UNC faculty make the front page of any newspaper, 

but this morning’s edition reminded me that you probably have 

returned from your wonderful exile/Parisian archival haunts. I 

hope that we might break lunch again soon, particularly to discuss 

how to rouse the Faculty Athletics Committee to become a far 

more active body than it has been in the past. After all, they are 

the elected representatives of faculty and, except for the 

chancellor-appointed (not elected) faculty rep, are the only 

’certified’ monitors of the athletics program. 

I also have another issue--totally academic in nature--that I 

shared with Erskine Bowles before he left, and about which he 
wrote an interesting reply. I would appreciate your thoughts 

about how I might proceed in this particular case. 

If you are available at lunch time this semester, I would love to 

meet again in the same, alas non-Parisian, venue. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:17 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: today 

Thanks. 1 hate that I had to miss the whole darn show. 
segment). See you tomorrow... 

On 8/14/12 5:30 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Great job, Jay. Much to discuss. 

They’re having a pretty good follow-up conversation. 

See you tomorrow. 

You can fill me in on what happened (especially in my 

Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:11 AM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu> 
Re: your op ed 

Thanks. 
On 8/15/12 7:49 AM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 

Hi Jay. I liked your published version of the call for NCAA reform much better. Congratulations. I hope 

you get a good response and that some people will recognize themselves there. As I said, I shall have to 

start calling you Martin! Best, Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:12 AM 

Austell, Todd L <tlaustell2012@unc. edu> 
Re: Good interview today... 

Thanks, Todd. I appreciate the support. I tried not to embarrass anyone, especially myself! 
On 8/14/12 10:00 PM, Austell, Todd L wrote: 

Jay, 

Hello. 
Just wanted you to know I listened to you this 
afternoon on the radio, and you handled them both well. 
...didn’t let them back you into a corner and twist your 
words. I’ve heard them do that to folks too many times. 

Must say it was both bold and brave to do the interview, and you 
really gave positive clear positive insight in your answers. 

Regards, 
Todd 

Todd L. Austell, Ph.D. 
Research Assistant Professor, Academic Adviser for the Sciences 
Department of Chemistry - Kenan Labs C142 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

Micah 6:8; Proverbs 3:5,6; MaEhew 6:33 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 8:29 AM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 
Re: keep going 

So true. 
On 8/15/12 7:28 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Thanks Jay. 

I’m not at all deterred by that. Comes with the territory. But I appreciate your support. 

We’re a ways a way from that honor court stuff now, aren’t we? 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Tue, Aug 14, 2012 at 11:52 PM, Jay Smith ~j~}~smith@Lemail.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dan--just a quick word of support. I get some hate mail. I imagine you’re experiencing 
something from another dimension. (Just saw this thing about Carey and his website.) Don’t 
worry--all sane people know how important your work has been. Keep it up! -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:06 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: WRAL interview 

Nancy--not sure what this is, actually. Is this the 99.9 "The Fan" interview from yesterday? OK to post, sure. 

On 8/15/12 8:40 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Okay to post it in the Media section on the department site? 
ngs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:51 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 
Re: op-ed 

Thanks. Wanted to show that historians aren’t as useless as they think we are ..... 
On 8/15/12 9:51 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Jay, 

I was perusing my copy of the N & 0 over breakfast this morning when I came upon your excellent, 

imaginative, and provocative op-ed piece. You use your historical perspective to set up very interesting 

analogies between a church that was surrendering its soul in pursuit of money and universities that are 

sacrificing a significant part of their academic mission (and soul) to the big bucks and priorities of big time 

sports. I’m sure this piece will generate discussions and responses. Thanks for taking the time to write it. 

And I look forward to talking about it when we have a chance. 

Thanks, Lloyd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 7:07 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email.unc.edu> 

Re: you got pull 

interesting point. But I think we all know that the entire athletics 
empire (including its large academic wing) has been constructed to keep 
about 25 players in two sports eligible and on the field/court. And 
nope, not a woman among them! 
On 8/15/12 4:33 PM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 
> with the media, so will you please ask one of your reportorial buddies 
> to investigate whether or not any FEMALE athletes were involved? 
> Tar-heeled with the same brush... 



A Beckoning Darkness: 

The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment 

lay M. Smith 

When the notorious beast of the G~vaudan--a ferocious creature that killed scores 

of peasants in south-central France in the mid-1760s--was at last felled by Louis XV’s gun- 

bearer Franqois Antoine in September of 176S, the event inspired oddly dissonant 

reactions,i According to the beast’s own conqueror, the fierce animal whose exploits had 

inspired rabid theorizing since the summer of 1764 actually amounted to "nothing other 

than a wolf.’’ii (Antoine would later petition to change his coat of arms so that a dying wolf 

would lie at the center of his escutcheon). The C, azette de France, which served as a semi- 

official organ of the royal government, soon confirmed the finding. After the beast’s 

delivery to the king’s palace at Versailles, where Louis XV marked the end of the tragic 

episode by ceremoniously displaying the great beast on the first of October, the French 

newspaper of record reported on the collective assessment of "the most experienced 

hunters." The beast, they had determined, was "a true wolf that boasted nothing 

extraordinary, neither in its size nor in its composition.’’iii 

Public consensus over the beast’s species would not be so easily established, 

however. Readers across Europe had been transfixed by reports of the beast’s strange 

behavior and insatiable appetites, and they had heard eyewitness accounts and 

secondhand reports that offered a vast range of possible identities for the monster: wolf, 

bear, hybrid, panther, dog, lion, monkey, werewolf, witch, devil. The hyena had been a 

favored suspect from the beginning. For many months, anticipation of stunning news had 



held the attention of thousands of intrigued bystanders--including officials of state. One of 

these, the Auvergne intendant Simon-Charles de Ballainvilliers, followed up Antoine’s 

triumph by writing excited letters in which he asserted that the beast killed by Antoine 

possessed features "proper only to a hyena." When news of this report, written by the first 

royal administrator to lay eyes on the putative beast of the G6vaudan, made its way to the 

public in the last days of September, it acted as a spark on tinder. Spurred by 

Ballainvilliers’s testimony, a range of journalists and artists represented the legendary 

beast as an exotic creature seemingly displaced from the caverns of Africa. The Mercure de 

France pointed to the dead animal’s alleged ability to bend in half from head to tail, which, 

the author confidently asserted, "a wolf could not do." In engravings peddled to the public 

in the autumn of 1765, artists depicted a strange and monstrous creature showing little 

resemblance to Canis lupus lupus. One such print bore the title "True Figure of the 

Ferocious Beast called a Hyena, killed three leagues from Langeac in Auvergne." The artist 

reported the testimony of Franqois Antoine himself in the accompanying text, but the 

caption nevertheless carried the prominent title: "Description of the Hyena" [Fig. 1]. 

The idea of the beast-as-hyena would never be fully dispelled. When the marquis de 

Lafayette, an Auvergne native, remembered the episode of the beast in recollections 

written in the late 1770s, he still referred to the offending animal as a hyena. An 

educational reformer of 1783 regretted that the defeat of the G6vaudan "hyena" had 

become a protracted "affair of state;" he was sure that the task could have been managed 

easily by properly educated peasants. In the closing years of the old regime, Parisian 

shopkeepers hawked stuffed hyenas under the label "animals of the G6vaudan." Doctor 

Samuel Tissot recalled in 1790 an encounter with a patient who, in the late 1760s, had been 



moved to epileptic spasms by the sight of an animal reminiscent of "the famous hyena of 

the G6vaudan.’’iv To this day, some students of the history of the beast of the G6vaudan 

persist in claiming that the terrible killer of 1765 could be none other than a hyena,v 

How is this particular discrepancy between myth and reality to be explained? Do 

eighteenth-century stories about an exotic hyena in the G6vaudan reflect only the vagaries 

of chance and the unpredictable power of rumor? Can the whole phenomenon be blamed 

on the willful storytelling or suspect eyesight of one careless official? Or does the power of 

the hyena’s image in 1765 and after instead signal something distinctive and revealing 

about the intellectual world of the eighteenth century? 

In this article I suggest that the images conjured by the terrible beast of the 

G6vaudan, and the contemporary fixation on the hyena as one of the likelier suspects in the 

killings that captivated a nation, shed new light on an important feature in the process of 

Enlightenment. The curiosity that fueled the acquisition of enlightened knowledge of the 

natural world in the eighteenth century found outlets around the natural history cabinets 

and dissection tables of the age, where morphologies were established and taxonomies 

tested. But the thirst for natural knowledge was neither defined nor contained by the walls 

of learned laboratories. Fascinated curiosity about nature also flourished in the darker 

regions of human cognition, where the inquisitive imagination was drawn ineluctably 

toward the frightening, the elusive, and the ultimately unverifiable. These two overlapping 

forms of curiosity were stimulated by exciting revelations from the natural world, and they 

both found sustenance in uncertainty. As a range of recent studies has shown, terror, the 

phantasm of the magical, and the free play of the imaginative faculties fully infiltrated the 

practices of Enlightenment "science.’’~i The persistent myth of the G6vaudan hyena, which 



still proved alluring to some educated naturalists as late as the nineteenth century, 

suggests that the fabled hyena--exotic, unfamiliar, and deeply mysterious--emerged as a 

powerful totem of the double-sided appeal of natural uncertainty in the eighteenth century. 

In exercising its strange attraction, even to the point of fostering delusion, the hyena and its 

myth perhaps stimulated more than it impeded the long process of Enlightenment. 

On 22 September 1765 the intendant Ballainvilliers received word from Franqois 

Antoine that "the beast" had at last been killed on the grounds of the royal abbey of Les 

Chazes, just within the borders of his province of Auvergne. Multiple contemporary 

documents show that the beast’s conqueror quickly identified his fallen enemy as a wolf. 

(Ballainvilliers even confirmed the arrival of"the enormous wolf you have killed" in a letter 

written to Antoine the day after the hunt.)vii A year’s worth of wild rumor had nevertheless 

prepared Ballainvilliers to expect the unusual, and he immediately decided to carry out a 

thorough inspection of the celebrated creature that had been delivered to his door. Lacking 

any special training in natural history, the intendant gathered around him a team of 

respected local surgeons, led by the master surgeon Charles ]aladon; by 27 September the 

men in Clermont had taken the measure of Antoine’s animal, both literally and figuratively. 

When their investigation was complete, ]aladon and his assistants embalmed the animal to 

the best of their ability and turned it over to Antoine’s son and assistant, Robert-Franqois, 

who immediately set off for Versailles. 

The representations of the beast produced during the frenzied five-day period 

between 22 and 27 September, which included an official autopsy report by Jaladon as well 

as detailed descriptions provided in a series of letters from Ballainvilliers to the king and 



his ministers at Versailles, contained generous doses of imagination and error. The 

surgeon ]aladon had little or no experience as a huntsman, and he was ill prepared to 

perform the work of a naturalist. For his part, Ballainvilliers’s excess enthusiasm clearly 

got the better of him during the denouement of a dizzyingly exciting event. Working in a 

relatively uncultivated province far removed from the brilliant glow of Paris and Versailles, 

both men may have been subject to the disorientation that sometimes accompanies a 

sudden brush with celebrity or the prospect of great success. But na~vet6 and the thrill of 

the moment cannot account for the specific conclusions drawn by the intendant and his 

helpers. More relevant to their thinking was the potent mixture of learning and fascinated 

theorizing that infused the literate culture of the day. Confronted with an intriguing 

mystery, Ballainvilliers, ]aladon, and the others had immediate recourse to both published 

works of natural history and a rumor-fueled mythology about hyenas, their abilities, and 

their character. 

The team’s instinctive reliance on the Histoire Naturelle of Georges-Louis Le Clerc, 

comte de Buffon, the most celebrated naturalist of the era, probably encouraged whatever 

inventive inclinations they might have brought to their work. Although Buffon and his 

partner Louis-lean-Marie Daubenton had never examined a live hyena, Daubenton, a 

quadruped specialist, had dissected a deceased specimen. Buffon, supplying the famously 

evocative prose that always accompanied Daubenton’s dry anatomical descriptions, 

knowingly exploited the allure of the exotic, which he used to draw readers into the pages 

of his Histoire Naturelle.viii It is clear, in any case, that Ballainvilliers and his team read and 

applied Buffon’s text through the grid of their own prior assumptions, which evidently 

included the expectation that the beast of the G6vaudan must be an exotic animal, and 



perhaps most likely a hyena. How else to explain the curious miscounting of the beast’s 

teeth in the first hours after its arrival in Clermont? According to a letter composed by 

Ballainvilliers for the royal ministers, Jaladon’s first inspection had confirmed that the 

beast had "thirty-four teeth,...that is to say, eight more than a wolf." The number thirty- 

four, Ballainvilliers hastened to add, was "proper only to a hyena, according to M[onsieur] 

Buffon." (The intendant, who had hastily inserted faulty numbers on both sides of this 

dental equation, would later have to amend his letter to make clear that the beast’s jaw, 

"examined with more attention," actually contained forty teeth--though he offered no 

direct explanation for his earlier mistake or for Jaladon’s evident lack of precision.)ix 

Daubenton’s observation, in the chapter on the hyena from volume nine of the 

Histoire Naturelle, that the disposition of the vertebrae of the hyena made them "resemble 

those of the leopard more than the wolf" may have given the intendant added 

encouragement,x Ballainvilliers claimed that the beast had the "freedom to bend in half 

from head to tail, which a wolf could not do"--a differentiating detail that would later get 

picked up by the Mercure de France. (The perceived need to account for uncommon 

flexibility most likely reflected the intendant’s familiarity with the many reports, 

accumulating since 1764, that the beast of the G~vaudan possessed amazing agility.)xi 

There were other physical features, according to Ballainvilliers’s reporting, that justified 

placing the beast in the class of the hyena. Its eyes were "very large and sparkling" (Buffon 

had said of the hyena that its eyes "shine in the dark.")xi~ Antoine’s son had insisted that the 

beast emitted a foul odor at the time of its death, and "authors who have spoken about the 

hyena claim that the hyena possesses a similarly foul odor." Also, the beast’s tail was black 

and bristly, "resembling that of a hyena, as depicted in Jonston.’’x~ 



Ballainvilliers’s allusion to other "authors who have spoken" about the hyena points 

to the broad intertextual network that informed the thinking of the men laboring in 

Clermont. Pliny and Aristotle were ubiquitous guides to plant and animal life in the 

eighteenth century. Both had written intriguingly about the hyena, and their words still 

carried great authority. Ballainvilliers’s specific mention of the hyena "as depicted in 

]onston" recalled a seventeenth-century history of quadrupeds written by the Dutch- 

English polymath John Johnstone, a Leiden-trained doctor who had published the first 

edition of his natural history in the 1650s.xiv Ballainvilliers seems unlikely to have 

encountered Johnstone’s rendition of the hyena firsthand, however. He probably came 

across the image in another text that he surely would have had occasion to study closely--a 

Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne published in 1756 in Lyon. 

A relatively slight text of obscure provenance, the Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne proved 

highly relevant to the search for the beast of the G6vaudan because it preserved memories 

of an earlier predator that had offered mysteries strikingly similar to those that troubled 

the authorities in the Massif Central. A rash of killings had afflicted the rural Lyonnais in 

1754-1755, and more than a few individuals in Lyon’s Academy of Sciences had speculated 

that the creature responsible for the rampage could be a hyena,xv With the killer still at 

large in 1756, Charles-Pierre-Xavier Tolomas, the editor of the Dissertation--he claimed 

only to be publishing a manuscript "confided" to him by a member of the "literary society" 

of Lyon when he made a brief visit there in 1755--thought it useful and timely to share this 

"morsel of natural history" that conveyed "all that one can say about the Hyena.’’xvi 

Tolomas assured his readers that the unidentified author of the original manuscript had 

combined his information in a manner "as learned as it is curious.’’x~ii 



The Dissertation presents a m6lange of fact and fiction ranging from the 

commonplace to the peculiar. The voices of the various authorities invoked as witnesses, 

like the voice of the "editor" Tolomas and that of the anonymous composer of the text, 

become indistinguishable. The sincerity of the views expressed is always difficult to gauge. 

But the multivocality of the Dissertation, and the phantasmagorical quality of the portraits 

it provides, are hardly incidental to its subject. The rhetorical slipperiness of the text 

reflected the elusive character of the animal under scrutiny. Tolomas’s simultaneously 

"learned" and "curious" discourse expressed well the liminal function performed by the 

hyena in the century of the Enlightenment. 

The author of the Dissertation demonstrated all the marks of learning appropriate to 

a naturalist. The treatise incorporated evidence from Aristotle and Pliny in their original 

Greek and Latin (as well as in modern translation) and the text referred to natural histories 

of English, Swiss, Italian, Dutch, French, and even Syrian origin, most of them written in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The author of the Dissertation also showed a 

willingness to debunk myths. The eyes of the hyena did not actually have precious stones 

at their core, for example. This popular belief, the author carefully explained, probably 

reflected the similarities between the "brilliant variety that all naturalists attribute to the 

eye of the hyena" and the "diversity of colors" in the precious stone that Pliny had 

identified as a hy~nie, which careless readers in the past had undoubtedly mistaken for the 

animal itself,xviii The Dissertation also followed Aristotle in rejecting the idea that hyenas 

were unisex creatures, and its author mocked the claim that hyenas "imitate perfectly the 

human voice" and had the ability to "call out the names" of prospective victims when 

stalking peasants in their fields,xix 



Impatient skepticism hardly emerges as the primary impulse driving the 

Dissertation, however. On the contrary, the editor Tolomas explained in his preface that 

publication of the text grew from the desire to confront and contemplate the unlikely and 

the seemingly implausible. Lyon still faced the presence of a dangerous enemy. "The beast 

exists. I have seen the sad effects of its fury." Yet vexing questions about the monster’s 

identity persisted. "Is it a Hyena? Is it a lynx or an ordinary wolf?." Mind-numbing fear and 

simple ignorance had so far prevented eyewitnesses from making a positive identification. 

Until the hyena’s culpability had been rendered an "absolute impossibility," however, all 

interested parties should want a thorough review of the creature’s habits, constitution, and 

abilities.~ The need to suspend disbelief and to take inquisitive risks was only 

underscored by the urgency of the moment. The editor Tolomas saw signs of hope, for 

example, in evidence for the hyena’s tameability. Music, according to the reports of many 

"serious authors," had been used to lure and subdue these animals in the past. Any 

explanation of the "physical causes" of such a phenomenon would have to be left to "the 

Cartesians, the Newtonians, or, if one prefers, the Electrifiers." Tolomas himself would rest 

content in having "exposed the plausible reasons for printing" a hypothesis that might 

eventually enable hunters to "attract, seize, and pierce with blows" the terrible scourge of 

the Lyonnais.~i 

In the body of the text, the author of the Dissertation elaborated this call for open- 

minded inquisitiveness. The mere presence of a hyena in the vicinity of Lyon would count 

as "a most extraordinary oddity." But those who are curious about nature must not limit 

their imaginations to the confines of the customary as established in their own "portion of 

the earth." For "if the Philosophe has any right to the title of Citizen of the universe, it is 



principally because there is nothing in the universe that true Philosophy does not wish to 

know." lust as the geographer and mathematician Charles-Marie de La Condamine had 

ingeniously imagined a plausible explanation for the sudden appearance of the famed "wild 

girl" in the woods around Chalons--an account of the discovery and domestication of the 

"Eskimo" Marie-AngOlique Leblanc had been published in 1755, and La Condamine was 

widely assumed to be the author--"the resources of the human mind" could surely 

conceive reasons explaining the hyena’s unlikely passage into France.~xii 

In light of the expansive powers of the human mind, then, the prospect that a 

voracious hyena roamed the Lyonnais had to be considered. "Nature has joined so many 

marvels in the subject I propose to treat, authors have written so varyingly about it, their 

stories have given birth to such a great number of questions worthy of thoughtful 

examination," that the subject of the hyena "merits discussion in all respects.’’xxiii The 

lessons of prior naturalists of course provided a firm foundation for any investigation. The 

author of the Dissertation cited as his principal guide Buffon, who was noted for his 

methodical treatment of animals’ physical characteristics, histories, and relationships to 

humankind. But genuine enlightenment also required testing the limits of knowledge and 

exploring the unconfirmed. This, in turn, required the courage to deviate from the most 

well-worn trails. "Great masters are made to clear the path to knowledge. But sometimes 

one must search along the byways, stopping in out of the way places, before continuing 

along the road opened up by these excellent guides.’’~xiv Both error and insights gleaned 

from unexpected places could help one intersect the path toward true wisdom. 

Perhaps this is why the author placed at the front of his Dissertation a set of 

illustrations of the hyena "as copied from ]onston." [Fig. 2] In his seventeenth-century 
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history of quadrupeds the "learned Englishman" Johnstone had provided not one but three 

images of the hyena--all of them distinctive in figure, all of them left unattributed to any 

specific authority. For his own discussion of the hyena’s character Johnstone had simply 

quoted at length a text by the Roman physician and botanist Pietro Castelli, who had 

compared the features of the hyena to those of the civet. Because he directly inserted 

Castelli’s prose into his own text "without approving it or contradicting it," and because he 

neglected to specify the origins of the images he placed before his readers’ eyes, the solidity 

of Johnstone’s own assessment of the hyena remained open to question. Indeed, "one 

might suspect the author of having traced his portraits on the basis of fantasy." But the 

frontispiece "copied from ]onston," with its variety and its imprecision, fittingly symbolized 

the intriguing mysteries surrounding the hyena. "In these sorts of subjects, it is useful to 

speak to the eyes," the author noted, and the images from Johnstone could only excite the 

philosophical "wish to know.’’xxv 

There was much knowledge to absorb, at least some of it dubious. Pliny had 

specified that the body parts of the hyena had powerful medicinal qualities, for example. 

The ancient naturalist conceded that some of the recipes he shared were tainted by 

"superstition," but this, the author of the Dissertation insisted, should not inspire a "general 

mistrust." Some of Pliny’s remedies may have been derived from "magicians," but this 

alone should not discredit the information collected. Untrustworthy "visionary magicians," 

absurdly occupied with "impious extravagances," had to be distinguished from 

"philosopher magicians," who devoted themselves to the "study and knowledge of 

nature.’’xxvi Pliny himself saw the distinction between the two kinds of "magic," and he 

signaled his suspicions of unproven ideas where appropriate; one could reasonably infer 
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that he had "learned of the composition and efficaciousness" of all medicines and potions 

about which he expressed no explicit doubts. Besides, even the authors of the recent 

Dictionnaire de M~decine continued to extend credit to those Plinian remedies that at least 

seemed susceptible to testing, "if one had a hyena available for the purpose."xxvii So 

although one might justifiably doubt whether the hyena’s liver could really be used to 

counteract the bite of a rabid dog, the hyena’s skin and bile--when mixed with other 

substances--apparently could produce many positive effects. Taken in the right form and 

measure, the substance of the hyena allegedly cured toothaches, gout, glaucoma, cataracts, 

colic, nervous anxiety, stomach sicknesses, apoplexy, and "nocturnal terrors."xxviii Oddly, 

these occult curative qualities of the hyena’s dead body created an intriguing symmetry 

with the extraordinary, almost ghoulish, appearance of its living figure. 

Many authors seemed to agree, for example, that "the hyena has no neck." Yet those 

same authors, led by Aristotle, invariably attributed to the hyena a "mane that they say 

resembles that of a horse." These two features hardly seemed compatible. After having 

deprived the hyena of a neck, "where do you place a mane similar to that of a horse?" 

Earlier authorities had found the explanation for this curiosity in the structure of the spinal 

column. "Naturalists are almost all in agreement that the hyena’s head is connected 

directly to the vertebrae, or the spine of the back, such that if it wants to look to the rear or 

to its sides it is forced to turn its entire body."xxix The puzzling mane thus traversed the 

hyena’s head and back, which formed a single unit. Another of the hyena’s distinctive 

physical features seemed "no less remarkable: the hyena has for teeth only two continuous 

bones that run the length of each of the two jaws." A precedent for this odd structural 

feature lived in the ocean, where, according to the English naturalist John Hill, a fish called 
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the Monodon had only one tooth fixed to its upper jaw, running parallel to the length of the 

fish, "so that it has more the appearance of a horn than of a tooth." For the author of the 

Dissertation, this unlikely parallel offered evidence that "nature likes to copy itself, even to 

the point of the bizarre.’’=x 

The prolific John Hill, whom Horace Walpole would deride as "an engrosser without 

merit," mixed anatomy, folklore, history, and ancient legends in his General Natural History 

(1748-17S2). Despite signs that his curiosity could not be fully disciplined, however, Hill 

enjoyed sufficient standing in the 17S0s to offer public criticism of London’s Royal Society 

for the lack of scholarly rigor shown in its own experiments and publications; his caustic 

views drew support from within the Royal Society itself,x=i In 17S6, the considerable 

reputation of Hill’s General Natural History led the author of the Dissertation to turn to Hill’s 

text with "hope for something more exact and methodical than all that had been written 

before [on the hyena] 

Although the Dissertation’s author was disappointed by the lack of illustrations in 

the General Natural History, Hill had certainly characterized the hyena in terms sure to 

pique a reader’s curiosity. Hill’s hyena, as translated in the pages of the Dissertation, 

resembled a dog that sported a mane. Its visage was "singular and extremely hideous." Its 

"great mouth" had "good-sized teeth" (though these evidently would have been comprised 

of the aforementioned two large masses in the upper and lower jaws.) The hyena had a 

"flattened nose" and short, straight ears, while its eyes were "big [and] black, with a 

ferocious gaze." Its tail was thick and covered with a silky, rigid fur, the mere sight of 

which "has something frightening about it." The dense, rounded body was "similar to that 

of a pig" and its legs, though "very robust," stood low to the ground. Found all throughout 



the East, hyenas were "meat-eating and ferocious;" their prey, once under paw, never 

escaped alive. Hill closed his physical description with a final intriguing observation. 

Because its cry was both "piercing and lugubrious," some writers had classified the hyena 

"with the species of monkey.’’~xiii 

The author of the Dissertation admitted to having feelings of skepticism in the face of 

Hill’s "hideous" description. He even added, immediately following his discussion of Hill, 

that the sixteenth-century naturalist Konrad Gesner, after contemplating all the evidence 

about the hyena, had reported that he could not make up his mind "whether to name [the 

hyena] a monster or a chimera." But had Gesner and other doubters "seriously" proposed 

that the hyena was an "absolutely chimerical" creature that "does not exist in nature"?~xiv 

This seemed unlikely. Too many writers had spoken of the animal, and iconographical 

evidence from the third century indicated that hyenas had been seen in Rome. Ogier 

Ghiselin de Busbecq, the Flemish physician who had served as the Holy Roman Emperor’s 

envoy to Constantinople in the early sixteenth century, had reported seeing two of the 

animals in Turkey, though he wrote even at the time that they were "nothing less than rare" 

in Anatolia?~xv 

Hyena sightings in the vicinity of Lyon would qualify as even more rare than those in 

Anatolia, but the Dissertation’s author still left alive the possibility of the event. Hyenas 

almost certainly existed, and historical evidence showed that their passage into Europe 

was hardly an unthinkable occurrence. A number of witnesses in the Lyonnais had 

described qualities suggestive of the hyena. To be sure, their testimony had to be treated 

with skepticism. The mention of "a few traits resembling [those of the hyena], more 

suspected than confirmed," left much room for uncertainty. Everyone knew that in anxious 
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situations "the marvelous too often gets added where there is nothing but the ordinary.’’x=vi 

Still, in light of the killer beast’s elusiveness and ferocity, there was at least "reason to 

wonder whether an errant hyena in our provinces has perhaps coupled with a wolf, and 

produced from this coupling a monster." It was widely thought that the hyena "prefers 

human flesh;" given the known dangers posed by wolves, a coupling of these two species 

would provide cause for great concern,x=vii The possibility that a hyena or a wolf-hyena 

hybrid was responsible for the damage around Lyon led the author--as Tolomas had noted 

in his preface--to share ancient stories about the pacifying effects of music on the 

ordinarily fierce hyena. "An air, a common song, calms the ferocity of this animal," 

specimens of which had even presented themselves for caressing by enemy huntsmen after 

being placed under the spell of musicians. Perhaps this offered hope, the author wrote only 

half in jest, that "the Orpheuses of our public squares will be skilled enough to succeed" in 

taming the rampaging beast of the Lyonnais.x=viii 

When the killings in the Lyonnais came to halt in early 1756, the Dissertation sur 

l’HyOne slipped quietly out of sight. The later episode in the GOvaudan nevertheless revived 

interest in the text, which was belatedly reviewed in July, 1765 by theJournal des Sciences 

et BeauxArts (also known as theJournal de Tr&oux.) The editors thought the treatise 

deserved to be "better known," since it "brings together in a well done compilation all the 

curious things ever written about this animal everyone is talking about today.’’=xix It is not 

hard to imagine that the intendant of Auvergne first learned of the existence of the 

Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne in the pages of the Journal de Trdvoux. 
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In their manuscript writings of 1765, Ballainvilliers and the surgeon Jaladon omitted 

any mention of music and song--the now-dead beast of the G6vaudan would need no such 

lure--but they renewed many of the themes of the Dissertation. As already noted, they had 

recourse to the images "depicted in ]onston" (whose name showed the same alternative 

spelling used in the Dissertation.) Most of the physical features on which they commented 

in their official reports, including the beast’s eyes, tail, teeth, and back, had also inspired 

intriguing commentary in the text provided by Tolomas. Differences of emphasis, some of 

them surprising, nevertheless separate the commentary generated in the Lyonnais from 

those of the G6vaudan. The "ferocious" eyes of 1756 had become "sparkling" by 1765. 

Ballainvilliers specified that the tail of his "hyena" was black and bristly (a description that 

corresponded to the middle image of Johnstone’s plate), thus ignoring that some 

authorities from the Dissertation had described the hyena as having the tail of a lion.x~ The 

intendant initially gave the beast thirty-four teeth, not two. Most curiously, the anomalous 

lack of flexibility that kept the hyena from bending to look behind in the Dissertation had 

been turned into its opposite by 1765, when the G6vaudan hyena was credited with a 

singular ability to bend in half from head to tail. (Ballainvilliers neglected to specify the 

pivot point in his bending hyena, however, so perhaps the neck would not have been 

implicated.) 

The particulars of the Dissertation are not scrupulously reproduced in the letters of 

Ballainvilliers, but divergences are to be expected. Ballainvilliers had an actual animal in 

front of him, after all, and his perception and assessment of the physical remains lying on 

his examination table necessarily passed through many filters: the excited (and perhaps 

deliberately misleading) testimony of Antoine’s son; long-accumulating hearsay about the 
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characteristics of the beast of the G~vaudan; the practical knowledge of ]aladon and his 

team of surgeons; and the words of other noted authorities--including Buffon, whose 1761 

commentary on the hyena had effectively superseded the account from 1756. What 

connects Ballainvilliers most strikingly to the author of the Dissertation, despite their 

differences in descriptive detail, is their common fixation on the hyena as a plausible 

perpetrator of human carnage, as well as their common search for evidence consistent with 

the bizarre identity they imagined for it. The author of the Dissertation conceded that the 

presence of a hyena in southeastern France would constitute "a most extraordinary 

oddity." Ballainvilliers knew in 1765 that Franqois Antoine had identified his vanquished 

beast as a wolf. More generally, both individuals would also have been quite aware of the 

mundane reality of wolf attacks on human beings in the very recent French past.xli Yet 

despite the low probabilities, both pursued the hyena hypothesis with dogged persistence, 

and both were drawn to those features of the animal widely purported to establish its 

exotic peculiarity: a "frightening" tail, the strange skeletal constitution, a "hideous" mouth, 

an arresting gaze that recalled ancient legends of the basilisk,xlii 

The allure of the hyena in 1756 and 1765 reflected, at least in part, the powerful 

attraction and the elastic reach of the idea of the "monstrous" in eighteenth-century literate 

culture. The dissection of biological monsters had generated much activity and debate at 

the French Academy of Sciences earlier in the century, and the conviction lingered that 

monsters concealed vital secrets. "The monster," according to the 1759 edition of 

Richelet’s Dictionnaire de la languefran~aise, was an "animal born with parts uncalled for 

in nature," a "prodigy contrary to the order of nature.’’xliii By their very "traits of 

difference"--Jean-Baptiste Robinet explained in 1768 that "monsters" were defined by 



their "relationship" to regularity--monsters and freakish beings had the capacity to 

illuminate the mysteries of nature itself,x~iv The popularization and publicization of 

scientific work in the course of the century would only have reinforced this conviction, 

since naturalists’ ongoing debates about species, hybridity, and animal classification, 

featuring Buffon and Linnaeus among others, inevitably called to mind folk legends, fables, 

heraldic guides, and traditional bestiaries, along with the strange creatures that populated 

them.x~v In 1765 the lawyer and part-time naturalist lean-Louis All6on-Dulac called natural 

history "today’s dominant taste;" nature, he observed, was a subject now universally 

regarded as both "pleasing" and "useful.’’x~i One explanation for this surging interest in 

natural knowledge lay in the exciting prospect that new natural discoveries would at last 

define the threshold between the mythical, on the one hand, and the strange-but-real, on 

the other hand. After all, the beasts of the Lyonnais and the G6vaudan had captivated their 

publics precisely because their depredations promised monstrous revelations; while 

prowling through a familiar corner of nature, these mysteriously destructive creatures had 

opened a portal into a scarily unfamiliar realm. 

The image of the hyena was easily assimilated to the tales of these mysterious 

creatures because hyenas, too, inhabited a scarily unfamiliar realm. They, too, belonged to 

a fabulous menagerie of the mind that enticed all "curious" and "learned" naturalists. 

Although hyenas were widely known to be real, the cultural profile of this rarely seen 

animal had acquired a whole range of characteristics that rendered it sinister and terrifying 

to the collective imagination. Like monsters, hyenas straddled the worlds of the known and 

the unknown, and they exerted a constant attraction for all serious students of nature, even 

including those who were eager to discredit extravagant falsehoods. Buffon, for example, 
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in his 1761 essay on the hyena, lamented that the great Pliny "took pleasure in compiling 

and recounting fables," This did not stop the king’s naturalist from expressing his own 

lurid fascination for the hyena, "There are few animals about which more absurd stories 

have been told," he noted, He proceeded to discount the usual rumors, including the 

hyena’s alleged ability to imitate human voices, its annual sexual transformation from 

female to male (and back again), and its talent for charming rustics and rendering sheep- 

herders "lovesick.’’xlvii 

Still, Buffon deliberately placed the hyena in shadows, where it was thought to 

exercise frightening capacities and dark motives. Although he had never seen a living 

specimen, Buffon unhesitatingly attributed to the animal eyes that "shine in the dark" and a 

cry that resembled "the sobbing of a man who struggles for air.’’x~viii The strangeness of 

these physical features was matched and even exceeded in Buffon’s account by the animal’s 

frightening disposition. The hyena was a "savage and solitary" animal that lived in caverns, 

crevices, and even "dens that its digs underground." Although a relatively small animal, the 

hyena "cannot be tamed." It lived on prey just like a wolf, but "it is stronger and bolder" 

than a wolf, and "sometimes attacks men." At night it would "break down the doors of 

stables and sheep pens" and it was known to "dig up the earth with its paws and tear to 

shreds the cadavers of both animals and men." The hyena had no fear of panthers, did 

battle with lions, and attacked leopards, "which can offer it no resistance." Most active 

alone and at night, when its glowing eyes could be used to greatest advantage, and most at 

home underground or when shielded by rock and earth, Buffon’s hyena would seem to 

have been created for a landscape of gothic horror,x~ix 
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Skepticism mixed with fascination and notes of dread ran like a red thread through 

published writings about the hyena in the 1760s and 1770s, with details drawn from 

Buffon or Tolomas often providing the most salient highlights. Alexandre Sav~rien, author 

of the self-consciously enlightened History of the Progress of the Human Mind (1778), 

followed Buffon’s lead in discounting the "marvelous stories" so often told about the hyena. 

Even so, Sav6rien apparently could not help but be drawn to the animal’s allegedly sinister 

character. "Only the odor of death" brings it happiness, and "it finds pleasure only amidst 

tombs." The animal’s "extraordinary" character had undoubtedly served as the basis for 

the many wild rumors that surrounded it, and Sav6rien mocked all the "nonsense" that had 

been written. But he provided a characterization of the hyena that his readers would 

surely have found chilling: "A profound solitude and murder--that’s what the hyena 

savoFs,’’1 

]ean-Christophe Bomare’s Reasoned Universal Dictionary of Natural History (1768) 

struck an aggressively skeptical chord in its essay on the hyena. Dismissing "absurd 

stories," Bomare assured his readers that "we will present only the surest facts about this 

animal, in the manner of M. Buffon." Yet Bomare also shared those "facts" produced more 

through Buffon’s speculative imagination than through his clinical observations--the 

shining eyes, the strange cry, the breaking down of doors at night, the foul disposition. 

Bomare also cited Tolomas’s Dissertation, and he notably did not rule out the possibility 

that a hyena had prowled the Lyonnais in 1755.li Antoine Duchesne, author of Manual of 

the Naturalist (1771), similarly announced that naturalists "favor the truth over the 

marvelous," but he emphasized the hyena’s "ferocious, predatory character, which can 

never be tamed," and he ended his short essay on the hyena by noting its fondness for 
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digging up cadavers.~ii Aim6-Henri Paulian, after sharing details of the hyena’s alleged 

stealth and trickery, took a page from Tolomas’s Dissertation and stressed the curative 

powers of the hyena’s remains. "No, this is not a monster created solely to afflict us with its 

very real evils." A "dreadful enemy," the hyena could actually be turned to advantage when 

defeated; here Paulian repeated many of the recipes of Pliny)iii 

Echoes of Tolomas also showed up in the April, 1768 issue of the Gazette Litt~raire 

de l’Europe, which reported on the recent appearance of a live hyena at the famed Saint- 

Germain fair. The author of the piece was alert to the contemporary debates surrounding 

the hyena. The Gazette’s readers were referred to the "very exact description of the animal 

[found] in the works of modern Naturalists," including the recently published natural 

history of Bomare. The hyena’s novel status as a recent visitor to France was also 

emphasized; the author observed, for example, that the animal "that recently committed so 

many ravages in the G6vaudan was nothing less than a hyena.’’~iv 

Despite this awareness of the pressing zoological curiosity around the hyena, 

however, the account of the Saint-Germain display told an extraordinary tale that freely 

indulged popular legend. The animal’s alleged owner, a captain from Malta, had reportedly 

encountered his hyena while walking with his men "on the banks of the Nile." The young 

animal, separated from its parents, had approached the men upon hearing the sound of 

their voices, which, the men noticed, had had a surprisingly seductive effect on the 

creature. The hyena cub gave the impression of "wanting to play and be caressed," which 

persuaded the men that they could easily lure the animal aboard their ship simply by 

continuing to talk to it. After following them on board, the hyena became familiar with the 

men, who quickly learned to manage it without fear. One of the animal’s newly discovered 
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characteristics hinted at the reasons for its secret attraction to talking men. "When this 

animal is granted a cut of meat, it lets out cries that sometimes come to resemble the sound 

of a human voice; this is apparently what has led some authors to say that the hyena can 

imitate the voice of a man so as to attract and devour shepherds.’’iv 

The hyena’s hold on the imaginations of eighteenth-century writers and students of 

nature (and their hold on a certain image of the hyena) is perhaps best demonstrated in a 

text of 1767, a review of the French translation of Johann Gmelin’s Voyage en Sib~rie. A 

work devoted to "all the facts of natural history peculiar to this country," Gmelin’s Voyage 

was translated into French by the educator, army officer, and all-purpose savant Louis- 

F~lix Keralio. It received an enthusiastic review in the pages of the Journal de Tr~voux.lvi 

Gmelin had spent much time in the north and his four-volume work covered, among other 

things, Tartar religious rituals, Siberian songs, and Russian perceptions of Siberia. Among 

the few "curious particularities" the journal’s reviewer chose to highlight in the summary of 

the book’s contents, however, was "a story that will give Naturalists cause for discussion." 

Naturalists would apparently be aroused to attention because the story involved an alleged 

hyena. 

Near the island of Bobrovie, Gmelin’s ferrymen had spotted an animal moving 

slowly through the woods. Some thought it a bear, but Gmelin’s guide eventually identified 

the lethargic creature as a hyena. Using ropes and a net, the party of travelers actually 

managed to seize the animal, which was sick and unable to elude its pursuers. For reasons 

unexplained, Gmelin’s account of the creature focused not on its physical characteristics or 

its observed behaviors but on the reputed manners and habits of the captured specimen. 

In search of prey, Gmelin learned, the hyena would "hide in trees between the branches," 
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waiting to throw itself on unsuspecting animals as they passed. But the animal had other 

tactics at its disposal, too. It cleverly frequented the traps of hunters, "and if it sees some 

animal trapped there, it takes it whole." The sly predator seized foxes, rabbits, and birds as 

they slept, always circling the den or nest numerous times in preparation--so as to ensure 

that the selected victim would be caught unawares. Tough and resilient, the hyena ranged 

across every latitude from the south pole to the north pole, since "the cold fortifies its 

fibers" while the "warmth quickens its bodily fluids," great quantities of which it could 

produce at will to ease consumption of its prey. "The northern people have named it 

’glutton,’ and with good reason, for it eats an almost incredible amount of food." The 

fulsome though slanted review concluded with an extended footnote, covering a full page of 

the journal, that compared this amazing Siberian "glutton" with the enigmatic hyena of 

Buffon, whose Histoire Naturelle was quoted at length,lvii 

Buffon, far from having written the last word on the hyena in 1761, had merely 

provided new grounds for continuing speculation. Gmelin and his assistants, as well as 

Gmelin’s French readers, showed the fascinated creativity to which the image of the hyena 

could give rise, for they filled out the profile of their suspected "hyena" by subordinating 

first-hand knowledge to an inexhaustible stock of hearsay and lore. Here as elsewhere, the 

hyena’s charge, like an electrical jolt, derived its force from the meeting of empirical ground 

with the powerful cultural current flowing from the domain of the monstrous. In the wake 

of Antoine’s conquest of the monster of the G6vaudan, this same basic mixture of reported 

fact and imagined meaning would continue to sustain doubts about the identity of that 

vanquished but perplexing beast. 
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Even at the time of the event, many skeptics voiced doubts about the hyena’s 

connection to the horrors in the G~vaudan. Buffon was reported to have said, some months 

before Antoine’s victory at Les Chazes, that he assumed wolves would be found responsible 

for the ravages in the south.~viii In 1766 Immanuel Kant scoffed at "the substantial number 

of intelligent men" who had mistaken "a common wolf for a hyena" in their writing and 

thinking about the beast of the G~vaudan. As he put it, "any sensible person could see that 

there are not likely to be any African predators prowling around the forests of France.’’~ix 

Even Ballainvilliers desisted from public conjecture after the beast’s presentation at 

Versailles in October of 1765. When human casualties returned to the fields of the 

G~vaudan in December, the intendant joined the rest of the government in blaming wolves 

for the damage. From the late 1760s, widening recognition of the scale of lupine 

devastation in the eighteenth-century French countryside turned many minds toward 

wolves and the threats they posed to both herds and humans.~x 

The hyena would only slowly loosen its grip on those whose attention had been 

fixed on the mystery in the G~vaudan, however. The hyena’s complicity in the killings of 

1764-1765 continued to be asserted long after the events, even by individuals whose 

testimony was likely to be regarded as authoritative. Jean-Baptiste Delisle de Moncel, for 

example, served as a first lieutenant at the royal wolf-hunting stable (the Grande 

Louveterie), and in the 1760s he helped to publicize innovative wolf-hunting techniques.~xi 

He had been credited with controlling a serious wolf infestation around Verdun in 1766, 

and he was almost surely a personal acquaintance of Franqois Antoine, who had also served 

as a royal hunting officer before he gained fleeting national fame through his feats in the 

G~vaudan in 1765. In 1769, Delisle de Moncel wrote a two-volume hunting manual that 



combined practical advice, natural history, a review of the "jurisprudence of the hunt," and 

anecdotal evidence from his own and others’ hunting experiences. One of the manual’s 

essays, on the hyena, continued a tradition of natural interpretation seemingly impervious 

to the intervention of countervailing facts. 

Consistent with the two-toned coloring of most contemporary hyena literature, 

Delisle de Moncel first signaled the seriousness of his reflections by dismissing some 

familiar hyena lore. Many ancient naturalists, he explained, had "badly reported what they 

had seen" or had simply repeated hearsay. They thereby blurred the line between nature 

and mythology and practically placed the hyena "in the ranks of the Centaurs and the 

Sirens." To describe the prominent physical features of what he called the "modern hyena," 

Delisle de Moncel relied principally on Buffon (though the necklessness highlighted in 

Tolomas’s Dissertation also received mention), and he echoed the master’s skepticism 

concerning the hyena’s skills at vocal impersonation and shepherd-baiting. "Our century," 

he wrote with evident satisfaction, "no longer believes in magic.’’~xii 

The opening lines of the essay therefore scarcely prepared the reader for what 

followed--a harrowing and fabulous account of the conquest of the beast of the G6vaudan, 

which served as the one and only physical specimen described in Delisle de Moncel’s essay 

on the hyena. The G6vaudan beast, he explained, was a "monstrous wolf known by the 

name of hyena," one whose presence had been a "public scourge" lamented by the clergy, 

opposed by many citizens, and finally terminated by the successful pursuit of a celebrated 

hunter sent by the royal court. But rather than linger over the occasion for apparent 

mistaken identity that he himself had introduced into the story ("monstrous wolf known by 

the name of hyena,") Delisle de Moncel proceeded to elide the "monstrous wolf" from his 
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discussion. "One has a right to expect here certain details on the subject of this Hyena," he 

wrote, since "the hunt for it was as celebrated as the disorders it caused.’’lxiii 

The "hyena of the G~vaudan," he immediately continued, rose "thirty-two inches 

high" and extended "five feet, seven and a half inches" in length. The size may have seemed 

less than extraordinary, but when people stand in fear, he noted, they tend to view the 

cause of their fright "only through a microscope." This was surely why so many 

eyewitnesses had described the beast as an outsized creature. In any case, the beast’s 

special character arose not from its dimensions but from other features rarely seen in 

quadrupeds. This animal "had the ability to bend in half from head to tail," for example. Its 

eyes sparkled so brightly "that it seemed impossible to withstand its gaze." Its feet were 

"equipped with talons of a singular strength and configuration," and a "fat and bristly tail" 

filled out the complement of striking physical irregularities. These features, Delisle de 

Moncel claimed, "were attributed to it not by ’the people’ but by naturalists.’’~xiv 

The beast offered the surest proof of its extraordinary status during its fatal 

encounter with the royal gun-bearer Antoine at Les Chazes. Delisle de Moncel shared the 

familiar details of Antoine’s pursuit of the beast on 20 September 1765: the hunter’s 

decision to load his canardiOre not with one charge of powder but with five; his strategy of 

surrounding the forest with forty gunmen; his unanticipated meeting with the beast on a 

path outside the woods of Pommi~res; the great wounds he quickly delivered to the beast’s 

right eye and chest. "It would seem that the animal should have succumbed; there are 

several examples of elephants having been killed in the Indies with less vigorous blows." 

But no, "the hyena was scarcely shaken; one would have thought that it had the skin of a 

rhinoceros and the scales of a crocodile." Recognizing in Antoine "an athlete finally worthy 
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of it," the beast mustered the strength for another charge at its attacker. "Its gaze 

sparkling, its head bloodied, it traversed in the blink of an eye the ground separating it 

from the hunter." As the animal prepared to throw itself on its enemy, Antoine saw that 

"his peril had become urgent," since he lacked the arms to counter "a monster more robust 

than twenty men combined." Happily for Antoine, one of the colleagues who had 

accompanied him to the hunt, "and who never lost sight of the hyena," thought fast and 

discharged another blow toward the beast, this one striking the back. From this "very 

deep" wound, the animal could not recover; it staggered for a few steps before falling dead. 

The hide of the "monstrous beast" was sent to the king at Versailles, where it served as a 

monument to the suffering of the G6vaudan and to the courage of those who had conquered 

it.lxv 

Delisle de Moncel’s account of the hunt for the beast of the G6vaudan crystallized 

the various forces that sustained interest in the elusive hyena over the course of the 

eighteenth century. An object of serious naturalistic study and reflection--Delisle de 

Moncel demonstrated his familiarity with learned texts before scoffing conspicuously at 

bygone beliefs--the hyena’s power of attraction could not be disentangled from its 

fantastical aura and its capacity to confound (although "our century no longer believes in 

magic.") Acceptance of the "monstrous" character of the beast of the G6vaudan encouraged 

Delisle de Moncel to associate that beast with an exotic menagerie (the "scales of a 

crocodile," the "skin of a rhinoceros," the hardiness of an Indian elephant.) It allowed him 

to attribute to Antoine’s foe peculiar and unnerving characteristics (uncanny speed, a 

hypnotic gaze, the strength of twenty men, a vengeful determination.) Above all, the 

beast’s mysterious profile pushed Delisle de Moncel to subsume this extraordinary wolf 
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under the category of the hyena, a name which, at the height of the Enlightenment, acted as 

a virtual stand-in for the monstrous. 

Why, then, did Ballainvilliers assume, and report to others in the face of much 

contrary evidence, that the beast of the G0vaudan conquered in September, 1765 exhibited 

features proper "only" to a hyena7 The most likely answer lies in the contemporary 

understanding of natural mystery. The inscrutability of the entire phenomenon of the 

beast of the G0vaudan--the conflicting eyewitness testimony, the alleged physical 

characteristics of the culprit, the attack scenes suggesting crimes of cruelty and cunning, 

the frustratingly long duration of this rural rampage--drew the intellectual gaze toward 

the borderlands between the natural and the unnatural, the known and the unexplained. 

Like so many in this inquisitive age, including naturalists and their readers, Ballainvilliers 

thought he saw on the blurry margins of natural knowledge a fantastically menacing hyena, 

an animal widely considered to be so ferocious that it pursued its prey dead or alive, so sly 

that its abilities appeared supernatural, so strange that it verged on the chimerical. 

Ballainvilliers had become convinced in the course of 1765 that, in Paulian’s words, only a 

"dreadful enemy" capable of "very real evils" could be credited with the horrors in the 

GOvaudan. His eye pre-assigned to the hyena this monstrous role. When Antoine sent to 

Ballainvilliers a creature that the intendant himself acknowledged to be an "enormous 

wolf," he still could not help but see the beast, as Delisle de Moncel would have it, as a 

"monstrous wolf known by the name of hyena." 

Delisle de Moncel was not the only one who shared Ballainvilliers’s seemingly 

obsessive fascination for the African quadruped and all that it represented. Buffon, in 
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setting out the rationale for his decades-long project of natural investigation, had 

emphasized the need to banish from the imagination any thought of the "impossible." 

Naturalists must "suppose that all that can be is. Ambiguous species, irregular productions, 

anomalous beings, will from now on cease to astonish us.’’~xvi Few species of the eighteenth 

century natural world qualified as more ambiguous or irregular than the hyena. Although 

Buffon and other specialists notably called for cool-headed analysis over paralyzing 

"astonishment" in the face of the anomalous, the progress of lurni~res literally required the 

progressive illumination of shadowy regions. The beckoning darkness invited titillating 

speculation on the part of the curious and inevitably filled minds with anticipation--a form 

of anticipation still defined as much by wonder as by the hope for discovery and certainty. 

Only resolute, open-minded confrontation with natural mystery could yield advances in 

knowledge and the separation of the credible from the incredible. Such explorations of the 

mysterious would be laced with suppressed fears of the dark, as latter-day "philosopher 

magicians" sorted through the chaff of hearsay to arrive at seeds of truth. 

The author of the Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne had described the path from skeptical 

uncertainty to empirical solidity in 1756. Commenting on the reputation of Pliny’s 

Historiae Naturalis, the author noted that many had accused Pliny of carelessly mixing 

"sound observations with popular tales." But among the bold assertions in that ancient 

book that had since gained acceptance were some formerly considered outlandish. "The 

enlightenment of our century has much reduced the severity of earlier [assessments of 

Pliny]. To the honor of that writer, every day new discoveries justify stories whose 

singularity once conjured the chimerical.’’~xvii These "new discoveries," while advancing the 

"enlightenment of our century," had entailed unflinching examination of the "singular," as 
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well as the doubtful, testimony about nature. On occasion, the seemingly chimerical had 

even turned out to be true. In the second half of the eighteenth century, the hyena’s scary 

silhouette still loomed on the natural horizon, suspended somewhere between the familiar 

and the fantastic, and the author of the Dissertation continued to see monstrous 

possibilities inscribed there. So, too, did Ballainvilliers. 

The instinct to define the hyena through the terms of the extraordinary persisted 

long after 1765 and stretched well beyond the circle of Ballainvilliers and his helpers in 

Clermont. In 1782, in a sprawling general reference work designed as the successor to the 

Encyclop~die of Diderot and d’Alembert, the volume dedicated to "the natural history of 

animals" continued to describe the hyena in terms reminiscent of Buffon’s essay from a 

generation earlier. ("This savage, solitary, and cruel animal...sees better at night than in 

day.")lxviii The]ournal Politique de Bruxelles, in a 1786 account of a hyena held captive on a 

ship of the British East Indies company, described this "hideous" creature, "the most 

terrible of all meat-eaters," as having a "terrifying air," characterized by "deformity and a 

cruelty beyond expression.’’lxix In 1795, the preface to the volume of the Encyclop~die 

M~thodique devoted to the art of the hunt included among the most "celebrated hunts" in 

human history "those carried out in France against hyenas" and other wild beasts. Its 

predictably detailed account of the "hyena that brought so much destruction to the 

G~vaudan" borrowed most of its details from Delisle de Moncel, including the "sparkling 

eyes," the animal’s ability to bend in half, and the need for the exertions of two men to 

defeat "a monster so terrible.’’~x~ 

Knowledge of the hyena improved in France during the last years of the eighteenth 

century, as the newly founded Museum of Natural History increased its control over, and its 
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clinical examination of, exotic animal specimens.~xi By 1805, when the Museum possessed 

one stuffed specimen of a hyena as well as a living South African hyena (hy~ne du Cap) 

within its menagerie, Georges Cuvier had developed such expertise in the anatomy of the 

animal that he could distinguish its fossilized teeth and jaw bones from those of the seal 

and the whale (a misidentification apparently made with some frequency by early 

paleontologists.) On the basis of sketches sent to him by German colleagues, he was able to 

distinguish between several types of hyena among fossils uncovered at an archaeological 

dig near Stuttgart. He used bone samples housed at the Paris Museum to show that a hyena 

whose fossilized remains had been found in the French department of the Doubs 

"surpassed by one fifth [the size of] the ordinary hyena of the near East." Of travelers who 

claimed to have seen living hyenas five feet in length (as Delisle de Moncel had claimed, of 

course, for the "hyena of the G6vaudan,") Cuvier could dispassionately announce: "I suspect 

them of exaggeration. I have seen no hyena, living or stuffed, that exceeded three and a half 

feet."lxxii 

Even as the exotic became increasingly intelligible and subject to the mastery of 

experts, however, the legend of the hyena of the G6vaudan lived on, even within the bowels 

of the Museum of Natural History itself. In 1819, an anonymously authored guide for 

visitors to the museum’s collections described the spotted hyena (hy~ne mouchet~e) in 

terms reminiscent of both Buffon and the decade in which the king’s naturalist had first 

written about the African beast. "This ferocious and indomitable animal has been classified 

with the lynx," the guidebook explained. "It lives in Egypt, it prowls around graves to 

uproot cadavers. In daylight, it attacks men, women, and children and devours them. It 

sports a mane on its back, striped like the royal tiger; [this is the same species] as that seen 



in the Natural History collections, which devoured a great number of persons in the 

G~vaudan."lxxiii 

The 1819 guidebook, with its casually erroneous assertion about the identity of the 

beast of the G~vaudan, may have expressed the remarkable staying power of a long- 

circulating rumor, But the text also bears the residue of a whole manner of thinking, The 

deliberate association of the Museum’s stuffed hyena with a monstrous and mystifying 

legend from decades past suggests that the curiosity cabinets of naturalists were still 

haunted by the specter of forces beyond their intellectual grasp, In 1802, when the 

directors of the Museum thought to publish a catalog listing "the animals currently living" 

at its menagerie, their catalog had simply plagiarized Buffon’s description of the dark and 

terrifying hyena.~xxiv Even the future "genius" Cuvier, who began work in the 1790s 

assuming that the life force could be regarded as a form of rebellion against natural laws, 

certainly remained open to the possibility of disorienting discovery in his urgent search for 

the system of nature.~xxv Not unlike the garrulous hyena cub that traveled to Paris from "the 

banks of the Nile" in 1768, a dual intellectual imperative seems to have passed like an 

undetected stowaway into the emerging institutional apparatus of the life sciences: to 

explore the mysterious and to imagine that real terrors lurked there. When (or if) modern 

scientists ever jettisoned this secret passenger remains an open question. 
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Beaujolais (Lyon, 1765), a text that quoted or recycled a lengthy extract of the Dissertation 

(see 52-54.) All6on-Dulac was a native of Lyon, he came from the parlementaire milieu that 
prized knowledge of the classics and the modern fashion for natural history, and the 1765 

text has a rhetorical style similar to that of the Dissertation. The author of the 1756 text 
was left unidentified on the title page, however, and All6on-Dulac passed up the 

opportunity to identify himself as the author of the earlier text in his 1765 M~moires, where 

he also explicitly disavowed the hypothesis that the beast in the Lyonnais could have been 
a hyena. Authorship of the Dissertation remains a mystery. 
xvii [Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hyene, ii. 

xviii Ibid., 48. 
xix Ibid., 22, 36. 

~ Ibid., ii. 
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~xi Ibid., iii, v. 
~xii Ibid., 2, 9. La Condamine had guessed that "Eskimos" or other Arctic dwellers had been 

pressed into slavery by merchant seamen, taken to the Antilles, and sold or traded to 
planters who had then decided to sell two of them--Marie-Ang~lique and a lost 

companion--to someone in the Netherlands. From there, La Condamine surmised, they 

escaped to France. See Histoire d’une jeune fille sauvage, trouv~ dans les bois ?~ l’~ge de dix 
ans (Paris, 1755), esp. 42-46. For a thorough treatment of Leblanc’s story, see Julia V. 

Douthwaite, The Wild Girl, Natural Man, and the Monster: Dangerous Experiments in the Age 

of Enlightenment (Chicago, 2002), 29-53. 
~xiii [Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 2. 

~xiv Ibid., 10. "Les grands Maitres sont faits pour tracer les routes des sciences: mais il faut 

quelquefois chercher les avenues, & s’y arr~ter, avant que de s’engager ~ suivre les chemins 

ouverts par ces guides si excellens." 
~xv Ibid., 12-13. 
xxvi Ibid., 54-55. 

~ii Ibid., 56. The text cited is: [Robert James], Dictionnaire universel de m~decine, de 

chirurgie, de chymie, de botanique, d’anatomie, de pharmacie et d’histoire naturelle, etc., 

pr~c~d~ d’un Discours historique sur l’origine et les progr~s de la m~decine, traduit de 

l’anglois de M. James par Mrs. Diderot, Eidous et Toussaint,...augment~ par M. ]ulien Busson 6 

vols. (Paris, 1746-1748). 
~x~iii [Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 51-60. 

~xix Ibid., 15. 
~x Ibid., 16. 
~x~ For an account of the debates between Hill and the Royal Society, and the remark by 

Walpole, see Kevin J. Fraser, "John Hill and the Royal Society in the Eighteenth Century," 

Notes and Records of the Royal Society of London 48 (1994): 43-67, esp. 43. 
~x~ Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 24. The Dissertation drew liberally from Hill, A 

general natural h&tory, or, New and accurate descriptions of the animals, vegetables, and 

minerals, of the different parts of the world: with their virtues and uses, as far as hitherto 

certainly known, in medicine and mechanics: illustrated by a general review of the knowledge 

of the ancients, and the discoveries and improvements of later ages in these studies: including 

the history of the materia medica, pictoria, and tinctoria, of the present and earlier ages: as 
also observations on the neglected properties of many valuable substances known at present, 

and attempts to discover the lost medicines, &c. of former ages, in a series of critical enquiries 

into the materia medica of the ancient Greeks : with a great number of figures, elegantly 

engraved (London, 1748-1752). 
,~xiii [Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 25-26. 

,~xi~ Ibid., 27-28. 

,~x~ Ibid., 30. 

,~xvi Ibid., 5, 7. 
xxxvii Ibid., 31-32. 

xxxviii Ibid., 38. 

~xixjournal des Sciences et Beaux Arts (July, 1765), vol. 1, 183. 
x~ [Tolomas], Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 14. 
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x~i In the Touraine and the Limousin, for example. See Moriceau, Histoire du Mdchant Loup, 

118-151. Ballainvilliers himself had recently reported on scores of wolf attacks caused by 

rabies. See, for example, Ballainvilliers to Charles-Frangois L’Averdy, 15 March 1764. 

ADPD 1 C 1730. 
x~ii For discussion of earlier efforts to prove or disprove the basilisk legend, see Brian P. 

Copenhaver, "A Tale of Two Fishes: Magical Objects in Natural History from Antiquity 
through the Scientific Revolution,"]ournal of the History of Ideas 52 (1991): 373-398, esp. 

374. 
x~i~ Dictionnaire de la langue frangaise, ancienne et moderne, de Pierre Richelet (Lyon, 1759), 

vol. 2, 661. 
x~v ]ean-Baptiste-Ren~ Robinet, Considdrations philosophiques de la gradation naturelle des 

[ormes de l’~tre (Paris, 1768), 198. 
xlv Michael Lynn, Popular Science and Public Opinion in Eighteenth-Century France 

(Manchester, 2006); Lars O. Erickson, Metafact: Essayistic Science in Eighteenth-Century 

France (Chapel Hill, N. C., 2004); Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature; Michel 

Pastoureau, L’Hermine et le Sinople: Etudes d’Hdraldique Mddidvales (Paris, 1982); Florence 

Bayard and Astrid Guillaume, ed., Formes et Difformitds Mddidvales: hommage 6 Claude 

Lecouteux (Paris, 2010); ]osy Marty-Dufaux, Les Animaux du Moyen Age: rdels et mythiques 

(Marseille, 2005). 
xl~ All~on-Dulac, Mdmoires pour servir 6 l’Histoire Naturelle des Provinces de Lyonnois, Forez, 

et Beaujolais, ~ 
xl~i~ Buffon, Histoire Naturelle, vol. 9: 278-279. 
xl~ Ibid., vol. 9: 278. "Si l’on en croit tous les Naturalistes, son cri ressemble aux sanglots 

d’un homme qui vomiroit avec effort." 
xlix Ibid., vol. 9: 277. 

1Alexandre Sav~rien, Histoire des Progr&s de l’Esprit Humain darts les Sciences et darts les 

Arts qui en Ddpendent (Paris, 1778), 286-287. 
li ]acques-Christophe Valmont de Bomare, Dictionnaire raisonnd universel d’histoire 

naturelle (Paris, 1768) vol. 3: 392-393. 
lii Antoine Nicolas Duchesne, Manuel du Naturaliste (Paris, 1771), 263. 
l~ AimS-Henri Paulian, Dictionnaire de physique portatif(N~mes, 1773), vol. 2: 450-452. 

l~ Gazette Littdraire de l’Europe (Amsterdam, 1768), 424-426 
iv Ibid. 

l~i]ournal des Beaux-Arts et des Sciences (February, 1768), vol. 1: 256-269. 
l~ii Ibid., 266-269. 
l~ Buffon never commented publicly on the year-long hunt for the beast, but his offhand 

remark was noted in the April reporting of Grimm’s Correspondance Littdraire. See Maurice 
Tourneux, ed., Correspondance Littdraire, philosophique, et critique par Grimm, Diderot~ 

Raynal~ Meister~ etc. (Paris, 1878), vol. 6, 255. 
lix Kant’s remarks came from his Dreams of a Spirit Seer elucidated by Dreams of 

Metaphysics. See David Walford, ed., Immanuel Kant: Theoretical Philosophy, 1755-1770 

(Cambridge, 1992), 343. 
ix The long denouement is covered in Smith, Monsters of the Gdvaudan, 227-243. 

lx~ ]ean-Baptiste Claude Delisle de Moncel, Mdthodes et projets pour parvenir 6 la destruction 

des loups darts le royaume (Paris, 1768); Rdsultats d’expdriences sur les moyens les plus 
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efficaces et les moins onEreux au peuple, pour dEtruire dans le royaume l’ espOce des bOtes 

voraces (Paris, 1771). 
lxii Jean-Baptiste Claude Delisle de Moncel, Dictionnaire ThEorique et Pratique de la Chasse et 

de POche (Paris, 1769), vol. 2, 32-33. 
lxiii Ibid., 33. 

lxiv Ibid., 34. 
~xv Ibid., 36-36bis. 
~xvi As cited in Jacques Roger, Buffon: A Life in Natural History, ed. L. Pearce Williams, trans. 

Sarah Lucille Bonnefoi (Ithaca, N. Y., 1997), 292. 
lxvii Dissertation sur l’Hy~ne, 50. 

lxviii EncyclopEdie MEtbodique: Histoire Naturelle des Animaux (Paris, 1782), 141. 

~xix]ournal Politique de Bruxelles (July, 1786), 222-223. 
~x EncyclopEdie MEtbodique: Dictionnaire de toutes les esp~ces de cbasses (Paris, Year III of 

the Republic), vii, 256-257. 
lxxi Richard W. Burkhardt, Jr. has explored the "gravitational pull" exerted by the Museum of 

Natural History from the 1790s to the 1820s. See "The Leopard in the Garden: Life at Close 

Quarters in the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle," Isis 98 (2007): 675-694, esp. 677. Also see 

his "Constructing the Zoo: Science, Society, and Animal Nature at the Paris Menagerie, 
1794-1838," in Animals in Human Histories: The Mirror of Nature and Culture, ed. Mary J. 
Henninger-Voss (Rochester, N. Y., 2002), 231-257. 
~xii Georges Cuvier, "Sur les Ossemens Fossiles d’Hy~nes," in Annales du MusEum d’Histoire 

Naturelle, vol. 6 (Paris, 1805), 127-144, esp. 128, 138, 140-143. 
~xiii Biblioth~que Centrale du MusGum National d’Histoire Naturelle. Y1 3893. The 

discovery of this guidebook was reported in Franz Jullien, La Deuxi~me Mort de la B~te du 

GEvaudan (Le Havre, 1998), though I draw on the discussion of Guy Crouzet, La Grande 

Peur du GEvaudan (Saint-Amond-Montrond, 2001), 175. 
~xiv "This savage and solitary animal lives in the caverns of mountains and the clefts of 

rocks, and even in dens that it digs underground....It has a ferocious disposition and, though 

small, cannot be tamed....Its eyes shine in the dark and they say that it sees better at night 

than in day....[It] tears to shreds the cadavers of animals and men." Notice desAnimaux 

Vivants actuellement d la MEnagerie du MusEum National d’Histoire Naturelle (Paris, 1802), 

14. 
~xv Dorinda Outram, "Uncertain Legislator: Georges Cuvier’s Laws of Nature in their 

Intellectual Context," Journal of the History of Biology 19 (1986): 323-368. On Cuvier’s 
reputation for genius, a reputation he cultivated knowingly and with purpose, see Kathleen 
Kete, Making Way for Genius: The Aspiring Self& France from the Old Regime to the New 

(New Haven, Conn., 2012), 107-144. 
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Friends: 
Thanks for reading this. It reflects a bit of new research that grew out of my recent 
book on the beast of the G6vaudan. There’s a wee bit of overlap with the book, 
especially in the set-up (apologies for that, since you also read a draft chapter from 
that book in 2008,) but here I’m able to speculate at greater length about the nature 
of the scientific imagination in the 18thc. It’s still in-progress (the footnotes still 
need some filling out, for example), and...I’m not a historian of science. So I could 
really use some feedback and your suggestions. 

I’ll bring copies of the two illustrations to the meeting. Also, I think at this point I’m 
supposed to ask you not to cite or circulate without my permission. Thanks. See 
you September 16. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:06 PM 

Gold, Adam <agold@999thefan.com> 
Thorp 

Adam--I may have to revise my assessmem of Thorp. Apparemly some big 
announcements are coming down the pike today... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 3:45 PM 

Hanson, Paul <phanson@butler.edu> 

’anita.guerrini@oregonstate. edu’; ’ sahlins@b erkel ey. edu’; ’wputnam@unm. edu’ 

Re: Banff--possible schedule change 

I like afternoons better anyway. Fine with me. 

On 8/16/12 3:40 PM, Hanson, Paul wrote: 

Dear Anita, Peter, Jay and Walter: 

I need to move a couple of panels from Saturday to Friday, and in consequence need to move a couple 

others in the opposite direction. Yours is a likely candidate, since two of those we are moving from 

Saturday focus on the early modern period. So, I am writing to ask if any of you would object to such a 

move. At present your panel is scheduled in the 10:15 Friday slot. My plan is to move it into the 3:30 slot 

on Saturday, but I have some flexibility, so could probably put it in one of the morning time slots if that 

would be better. Do let me know if your travel plans would make Saturday impossible, and I will explore 

other options. 

I would like to have this all wrapped up by September 1, so reply as soon as you can. I realize some are 

still away from campus, though, so will make no imminent changes, and will be back in touch with all of 

you before finalizing things. 

Thanks, Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:39 AM 

Veronique Machelidon <machelidonv@meredith.edu> 

Jonathan Wade <wadej on@meredith.edu>; Kevin Hunt <kevinh@meredith.edu>; 
michele Darrah <midarr@bellsouth.net> 

Re: Invitation to give a talk at Meredith College (Raleigh) 

Veronique: 
How about this: 
"Imagining the Monstrous: The Beast of the G6vaudan and 18th-century French culture" 
What makes people believe in monsters? What function does the monster serve in the human imagination? 
look at the sensational story of the Beast of the G6vaudan, an event that occurred when France stood on the 
threshold of the modern world, provides intriguing answers to these questions. 

A 

And the bio: 
Jay M. Smith is professor of history at UNC-Chapel Hill, where he has taught since 1990. A specialist of early- 
modern France, he is the author of several books on French politics, culture, and society in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, including Monsters of the G6vaudan: The Making of a Beast (2011). He is now studying 
the evolution of political scandal in the decade before the French Revolution. 

On 8/18/12 5: 51 PM, Veronique Machelidon wrote 

Dear Jay, 

I hope you’ve had a relaxing and productive summer. We have scheduled your talk at Meredith on 
October 22 at 5:30 p.m. in Carswell Hall and we are making plans now for advertising the series. 
Indeed there are many angles to approach your wonderful topic. Have you settled on a title for your 
talk? I like all your suggestions. I think the Enlightenment and its contradictions may be a more 
difficult topic for our students, but the first four make plenty of sense to me and are so appealing. 
I’ll be showing the film Brotherhood of the Wolf to my classes in preparation for your talk. 
To get our series poster produced on time, we’d like to have the title and a short 3-4 
sentence synopsis by Monday August 20. Woud this be possible? We’d also like to have a short 
biographical statement from you by Wednesday August 22. Again 3-4 sentences. 
We are very excited to hear you speak on La Bete du Gevaudan. We drove by the Chateau de la 
Baume (the site of one episode in La Guerre des Camisards) on our way to the South of France last 
June, but didn’t stop. Hopefully we will next year. 
Please let me know if you have any questions and need special equipment. 

Thank you very much! 

V~ronique Machelidon 
Associate Professor 
Foreign Languages and Literatures 
Meredith College 

On Wed, May 23, 2012 at 6:00 PM, Jay Smith ~j~>,smith@emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Monday, Oct. 22 works fine, especially since I don’t teach that day. I can make it at any time, so 
feel free to choose the hour that works best for you. 

There are many, many possible angles I could adopt to introduce this story/case study in a way 
that would make it seem "relevant"--e. g., the vagaries of historical "memory," the history of 
press sensationalism, the human desire/need to believe in the fantastic, the power of rumor and 



hearsay, the paradoxes of the Enlightenment, and others. So let me know what you think might 
work best for you. 

On 5/23/12 1:20 PM, Veronique Machelidon wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thank you for your prompt response. It looks like the last week of October (October 
29) is preparation for Cornhuskins - when our students are competing in skits and 
dramatic performances. I’m sorry to make things complicated. 
The week of October 22, we could schedule your talk any time between 5 and 8 p.m. 
on October 22 (Monday) or 24 (Wednesday) in Carswell, a lovely small auditorium. 
Of course we can find other venues on campus, but we thought you’d like that 

setting. Would one of these dates work for you? What day would you prefer? 
Thank you very much for finding time to present for us. 

Veronique 

On Wed, May 23, 2012 at 11:07 AM, Jay Smith email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Veronique: 
I’m afraid I had the dates wrong for my conference in October, which actually runs 
Oct. 11-14. So maybe the last week of October would be good after all? Nice 
preparation for Halloween! (I could also do the week of October 15.) I teach 
Wednesdays until 3:30, and I’m afraid I also teach Thursdays until 5. Maybe 
Wednesday would be the better day. I’m sure I could get to Raleigh by 5. -Jay 

On 5/23/12 10:54 AM, Veronique Machelidon wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

I hope that you are all done with grading and are preparing for a 
restful and research-filled summer. I hope it is not too late to get back 
with you about the talk you are kindly offering to do at Meredith 
College in the fall. So far the Alliance Francaise has no activity or 
program scheduled for October. 
I have been looking at our schedule for October: our fall break is 
October 4-7; the last week of October is not good for you, correct? 
and I have a conference in Colorado October 11-October 14. What 
dates would work for you the week of October 17, or alternately the 
week of September 24? We tend to think that Wednesdays and 
Thursdays are likely to attract more students. Thank you very much 
for your willingness to talk about your exciting book to our students 
and to the community. 

Veronique Machelidon 

On Sun, Apr 15, 2012 at 1:06 PM, Jay Smith 
email.u~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Veronique: 
I’d be happy to do this. Do you have a date in mind? (I know that I 



have a conference in Canada in late October, but otherwise I should 
be available). And can you tell me a little more about what kind of 
talk you have in mind? A general overview of the beast story? 
Something more specific? 

As for the honorarium--whatever you can offer will be fine. I 
wouldn’t want you busting the budget on me. -Jay 

On 4/14/12 1:45 PM, Veronique Machelidon wrote: 

Dear Dr. Smith, 

I teach French language and literature at Meredith 
College in Raleigh. We met in Chapel Hill at the 
fundraising winetasting organized by the Association 
francaise d’Amerique last fall. We talked about La 
Bete du Gevaudan. Over the winter break I read your 
book on this topic and found it truly fascinating, with 
so many lessons that apply to our present times and 
enlightening insights into the politics of eighteenth 
century France. 
This spring we have been awarded a small Diversity 
grant for an International Speaker Series on Diversity 
to take place at Meredith in 2012-2013. The Raleigh 
Durham Chapel Hill Alliance Francaise and the 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures at 
Meredith would very much like to invite you to present 
a 30-40 minute talk on your book next fall. The talk 
would be addressed to our undergraduate student 
population with an interest in French and history and to 
members of the Alliance Francaise. Would you be 
available? If you are, would you let me know how 
much you would charge as an honorarium? 

Thank you very much for considering a contribution to 
our Speaker Series. We’ll be delighted to hear you. 

Veronique Machelidon 
Associate professor 
Foreign languages and Literatures 
Meredith College 



"[S]tudents of eighteenth-century Europe will greatly profit from reading such an 
adept integration of political analysis, socioeconomic description, cultural inquiry, 
and mnemonic narration." --Edward ]. Woell, History: Reviews of New Books. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               5:52 PM 

~gmail.com> 

statement 

-UNC Paper Smith edits.docx 

I didn’t add much to the last paragraph (didn’t read it that carefully), 
because I think it will be wholly rewritten. It seems to me that you 
should at least consider, there at the end, claiming that your project 
will show how even commerce helped push the old regime system of 
privilege to the limits of its contradictions. 

Let me know if my comments aren’t clear. (I’ll read the abstract by 
tomorrow...) 
Jay 



History 151-007 
History of Western Civilization to 1650 

MW 12:00-12:50 
Hanes Art Center 121 

Prof. Jay Smith 

564 Hamilton Hall 
962-3949 

j aysmith@email.unc, edu 
Office hours: M 9:45-11:45 and by appointment 

Like any course on "western civilization" (a concept invented only in the late 19th 

century), and especially one with such an arbitrary end point (1650? Why?), History 151 
necessarily has a certain artificial quality to it. The unity of the subject matter is imposed 

by the instructor, and the coherence of the presentation (such as it is) is achieved through 
the instructor’s selection of the topics and texts that merit inclusion or omission. Alas, 
much that is of interest, importance, and value in the European past will NOT be covered 
in this course. This version of Western Civ focuses especially on the one theme that has 

a continuous and inescapable presence in the European past from antiquity to modern 
times, a theme whose complex permutations do seem distinctly "western" (or at least 
European): the endless debate, or discussion, about the respective claims of "spiritual" 
versus "secular" values and forms of authority in human societies. The people of the pre- 
modern European past did not simply repeat themselves for generation after generation. 
The debates that rose up around the spiritual/secular divide differed from place to place 
and according to the conditions of the times. Behind the particular arguments waged, 
however, one finds a thematic consistency that forms a more or less unbroken narrative 
that runs from the Greeks to Galileo. Our main (though not only) task in History 151 is 
to understand the many manifestations of this tension between the secular and the 
spiritual--as well as the contextual conditions that continually altered the tenor and 
direction of the debate. 

The learning objectives that define History 151-007 are listed here in roughly 
descending order of importance: 

1. To practice the document-based art of interpretation that constitutes the intellectual 
discipline of"History." 

2. To appreciate the complex relations between "text" and "context." 

3. To craft sound historical arguments based on logical reasoning, knowledge of relevant 
details and context, appropriate use of historical evidence, acknowledgment of the 
existence of counter-evidence, and clear prose. 

4. To see the historical past as "a foreign country" with distinct "cultures" (or 
combinations of cultures) incorporating world views different from our own. 



5. To place important developments, events, and historical figures of western history in 
proper chronological sequence. 

Books to purchase: 
Gregory the Great, The Life and Miracles of Saint Benedict 
Peter Abelard, The Story of My Adversities 

Other readings are on electronic reserve in the undergraduate library, or are otherwise 
accessible online (see note by each reading.) 

Basic structure of the course 
Lectures are scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays; your recitation section will meet 
either on Thursday or Friday (logistics to be discussed on the first day of classes.) 

¯ Lectures will underscore the main themes of the course, and you are expected 
(though not required) to attend all lectures. Brief lecture "powerpoints" will be 
posted to the course’s Blackboard site after class--provided that classroom 
attendance continues to meet the minimum threshold of 66%. 

¯ Discussion, or recitation, sections meet on Thursday or Friday (make sure you 
know when and where yours meets). In most weeks, you’ll be discussing a 
document that reflects and casts new light on themes covered in lectures. At your 
first meeting, your teaching assistant will explain the procedures that apply 
specifically to discussion meetings. As a general rule, though, plan to prepare for 
and attend all discussion meetings. 

Your final grade in the course will be determined as follows: 
Quizzes, 10% 
Discussion Sections, 10% 
First (Take home) Midterm, 20% 
Midterm Re-write, 20% 
Second (Take home) Midterm, 20% 
Final, 20% 

Quizzes (10 % of final grade) 
On 3 occasions during the term, you will have short (8-10 minute) quizzes. In theory, the 
quizzes will include all material covered through the preceding lecture (and subsequent to 
the last quiz), though the documents from recitation will always feature prominently on 
the quizzes, and the main purpose of the quizzes is to test your mastery of chronological 
sequence. You will frequently be asked to place a text, author, or event in its correct 
century--though you will choose from multiple options. Each quiz will consist of 10 
multiple choice or fill in the blank questions worth ten points each (the last quiz will 
include a bonus question.) The final quiz grade will thus be your average from the three 
quizzes. 
N.B: Except for those absent as a result of University-approved activities or a 
catastrophic personal event, no make-up or early quizzes will be offered. Note the 
dates of the quizzes, and count on being in class on those days. 



Discussion Sections (10% of final grade) 
There are eleven substantive section meetings scheduled throughout the term (these 
meetings are marked with an asterisk in the schedule of assignments listed below), and 
your attendance is required at all but one (the meeting to discuss essay writing is 
recommended but optional.) You should know that after a fourth unexcused absence, you 
will be unable to receive a recitation grade higher than D, and you will be in danger of 
failing your recitation. An unexcused absence is defined as any absence not excused 
beforehand. 

Each of the assigned readings for your section meetings throws light on one or more of 
the broad issues articulated in lecture. Your chief responsibility in discussion meetings is 
to read the assigned text and to contribute to the discussion by raising new issues, by 
responding to your TA’s questions about the text, and by responding to or elaborating on 
the comments made by others in class. 

Take Home Midterms (60% of final grade) 
There will be two take-home exams, each worth 20% of the final grade. Each exam will 
require that you write on one of two essay questions that we will distribute well before 
the exam is due. The questions will ask you to reflect on and process material from the 
lectures and, especially, the documents you’ll be reading and discussing in recitations. 
The midterms must be typed, double-spaced (not 1 & 1/2 spaced), printed in a 12-point 
font, and they must not exceed 1,000 words. You will turn in one hard copy and one 
electronic copy to your teaching assistant. You will receive more written guidelines about 
these exams, and you will have an opportunity to discuss exam writing in a special 
section meeting scheduled before the first exam. 

Because writing is a skill crucial to your success in college and in life, we also require 
that you re-write your first mid-term after absorbing the critical feedback of your TA 
and/or professor Smith. This assignment should be taken very seriously. You’ll need to 
provide a 1-page outline of the changes you applied to your original draft (or, in some 
cases, declined to make.) This essay, too, will count for 20% of your total grade. 

Final Exam (20% of final grade) 
The final exam will be partially cumulative. About 2/3 will cover all lecture material 
from the Renaissance forward and document readings from Boccaccio to the end of the 
course. As much as 1/3 will draw on lecture/document readings from other parts of the 
course. The format will consist of an ID section revolving around quotations from your 
texts and one comprehensive essay. 

Honor and Intellectual Integrity 
The Honor Code: "It shall be the responsibility of every student at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill to obey and to support the enforcement of the Honor Code, 
which prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when these actions involve academic 
processes or University, student, or academic personnel acting in an official capacity." 



The Instrument of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a pledge on all 
written work and examinations. "On my honor, I have neither given nor received 
unauthorized aid on this assignment." Please observe this regulation. 

Studying, Writing, and Plagiarism 
The quizzes and exam must be taken without the assistance of books, notes, or other 
students. You may study with your classmates, but you may not seek their assistance 
during the actual administration of these tests. As for the take-home midterms, you are 
permitted to study with classmates, but at the moment when the writing and organizing of 
your actual essays is about to occur, you must separate. At no point should you exchange 
drafts of essays or read the written work of others (outlines, intro paragraphs, main 
points, conclusion, etc.) while preparing your midterms. Pay special attention to the 
dangers of plagiarism. Plagiarism is stealing the words, ideas, or thoughts of another 
person (including the authors of all our texts) and passing them off as your own. An 
important rule of thumb: Whenever you use three or more consecutive words extracted 
from any text (or from a lecture, for that matter), give credit by citing your source and 
using quotation marks. 

In recent years, the risks of plagiarism--both the intentional and the unintentional kind-- 
have grown because of students’ frequent recourse to the World Wide Web. In part to 
forestall this problem, use of the Web is NOT PERMITTED when you work on 
assignments for History 151. For all writing assignments, use of additional books and 
articles from the library is also FORBIDDEN. Your work on the midterms must reflect 
ONLY your familiarity with and mastery of the assigned reading materials and the 
lectures that we provide. 

If you think that a colleague has cheated in this course, it is your responsibility to report 
your "reasonable grounds" to professor Smith, the Office of the Student Attorney 
General, or the Office of Student Affairs. 

The vast majority of students are inclined to be honest, but at moments of weakness the 
temptation to take a short cut can be great. Don’t do it! We are practiced at detecting 
evidence of cheating, and we reluctantly but consistently report all perceived violations. 
Please refrain from putting any of us through the ordeal of an honor court trial this 
semester. 

Three requests 
1. Act responsibly in lecture. This means showing up on time, putting away all 
newspapers and other distracting paraphernalia once class has begun, and refraining from 
talking during the lecture (it distracts fellow students as well as the lecturer.) Perhaps 
most important, if you plan to leave before the lecture is finished, sit at the back of 
the room. 

2. Silence and stow away all electronic devices after entering the classroom. Turn cell 
phones off, put away Blackberries and iPods, and turn off your laptops unless you’re 
taking notes. 



3. Observe and even memorize all key dates and deadlines. Most "emergencies" are 
avoidable with carefial planning. The TAs and I will certainly do our best to help you if 
you’re facing a crisis that’s not self-inflicted, but in a class of this size we couldn’t dream 
of accommodating every student who overslept, forgot about class, missed the bus, forgot 
to save the paper, etc. And since we can’t accommodate everyone, we can’t 
accommodate anyone in such a predicament. It’s your job to anticipate when assignments 
are due and complete them on time. Thanks for understanding this basic ground rule. 

Schedule of readings, assignments, lectures 
Wed., Aug. 25 
Introductions 

Thurs/Fri., Aug. 26/27 
*Report to recitation. Intro to your TA and recitation procedures. 

Mon. Aug. 30 
The pursuit ofaretO in Sparta and Athens 
Reading: For recitation later in the week, read Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus (see 
Blackboard, Course Documents.) 

Wed. Sept. 1 
Challenges to Athenian democracy 

Thurs/Fri., Sept. 2/3 
*Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus 

Mon., Sept. 6 
NO CLASS, LABOR DAY 
(and no recitation this week) 
Reading: For recitation, read selections from the Enchiridion of Epictetus (online at 
http ://classics. mit. edu/Epictetus/epicench, html) 

Wed., Sept. 8 
Hellenization and the Roman Republic 

Thurs/Fri., Sept. 9/10 
*Enchiridion of Epictetus 

Mon., Sept. 13 
Revolution and Empire 

Wed., Sept. 15 
Roman Peace 
Quiz #1 



Fri., Sept. 17 
Christianity as historical product 

Mon., Sept. 20 
Theories of gov’t (church and state) 
Reading: For recitation, read Gregory the Great’s Life and Miracles of Saint Benedict 

Wed., Sept. 22 
Fall of Rome 

Thur/Fri., Sept. 23/24 
*Gregory the Great, Life and Miracles 

Mon., Sept. 27 
Monasticism 
Readings: For recitation, read selections from Gregory of Tours’ s, History of the Franks" 
(Blackboard) 

Wed., Sept. 29 

Barbarian culture 
Exam questions posted to Blackboard 

Thurs/Fri., Sept. 30/Oct. 1 
*Gregory of Tours, History of the Franks 

Mon., Oct. 4 
Byzantium/Islam 

Wed., Oct. 6 
Charlemagne 

Thurs/Fri., Oct. 7/8 
In recitation: Thinking about how to write "history" 

Mon., Oct. 11 
Church reform and Investiture 
Exams due 
Reading: For recitation, read Abelard’s Story of My Adversities and Heloise, letter to 

Abelard, http ://student.maxwell. syr. edu/anderson!heloise.htm 

Wed., Oct. 13 
12th-century take-off 

Thurs/Fri. Oct. 14/15 
*Abelard and Heloise 



Mon., Oct. 18 
Feudalism 

Wed., Oct. 20 
Crusades and crusaders 

Thurs/Fri., Oct. 21/22 
NO CLAS S, FALL BREAK 

Mon., Oct. 25 
Two Faces of Catholicism in the High Middle Ages 
Quiz #2 
Reading: For recitation, read two sets of excerpts from Marsilius of Padua’s Defender of 
the Peace (or Defensor Pacis), online at 
http://www, fordham, edu/halsall/source/marsiglio4, html AND 
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/marsigliol.html 

Wed., Oct. 27 
Restless monarchy 

Thurs/Fri., Oct. 28/29 
*Marsilius of Padua 

Mon., Nov. 1 
Crisis of the Middle Ages 
Reading: For recitation later in the week read Boccaccio, selections from Decameron 
(excerpts, see Blackboard.) 

Wed., Nov. 3 
Petrarch 
Rewrites due 

Thurs/Fri., Nov. 4/5 
*Boccaccio, Decameron 

Mon., Nov. 8 
Artistic renaissance 
Reading: For recitation, read excerpts from Sprenger/Kramer, Hammer of Witches (or 
Malleus Malleficarum), online at http://fas-history.rutgers.edu/skell¥/DE_malleus.html 

Cornelius Agrippa, Declamation on the Nobility and Preeminence of the Female Sex 
(excerpts, see Blackboard) 

Wed., Nov. 10 
Paradoxes of power in the Renaissance 



Midterm questions posted to Blackboard 

Thurs/Fri., Nov. 11/12 
*Hammer of Witches and Declamation 

Mon., Nov. 15 
Dawn of the 16th century: billowing clouds, black linings 

Reading: For recitation, read Montaigne, "On cannibals" and "We should meddle soberly 
when judging divine ordinances" (Blackboard) 

Wed., Nov. 17 
Luther and the Reformation 

Thurs/Fri., Nov. 18/19 
*Montaigne 

Mon., Nov. 22 
Reformation comes to Europe 

Midterms due 

Wed., Nov. 24 
NO CLASS, THANKSGIVING BREAK 

Mon., Nov. 29 
Political fallout and...resolutions? 
Reading: For recitation, read Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina of 
Tuscany," online at 

http://dsc.dixie.edu/~w~/sy~~abi/HumH~mePage/Ga~i~e~LetterT~GrandDuchessChristina. 

pdf 

Wed., Dec. 1 
Science in a disorienting century 
Quiz #3 

Thurs/Fri., Dec. 2/3 
*Galileo 

Mon., Dec. 6 
Ending the French Wars of Religion: On the politics of amnesia 

Fri., Dec. 10, 12PM 
Final Exam 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:15 AM 

Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

Karen--I’ve been slow, I know, but I’ll get back to you before long... 

Jay 
On 8/12/12 1:41 AM, Karen Hagemann, UNC wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Below my ideas for the courses in the next academic year. 

What would you prefer, that I teach the FYS again or the Undergraduate Seminar in History? 

I like the FYS a lot, but also happy to teach the research seminar again. 

Best, 

Karen 

NAME Karen Hagemann 

Fall 2013 
1. Course # HIST 72H-001 (First Year Honors Seminar in History): Fall 2012 
Title: WOMEN’S VOICES: Twentieth Century European History in Female Memory 
Time of the Course: Monday or Tuesday: 4:00 - 6:40 pm (10 minute break) (4:00-5:20 and 5:30- 
6:40 pro) 

or 

Course # HIST 391 (Undergraduate Seminar in History) 
Title: Gendering Modern German History, 19-20 C. 
Time of the Course: Monday 3:00- 5:50 p.m. 

2. Course # HIST/PWAD 517 (undergraduate / graduate seminar) 
Title: 
Time of the Course: MILITARY, WAR, AND GENDER IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE: 
18th-20th Centuries - Germany and the United States 
Time of the Course: Monday or Tuesday: 4:00-6:50 pm 

Spring 2014 



1. Course # HIST / WMST 259: 
Title: WOMEN AND GENDER IN EUROPE, 18TH - 20TH CENTURY. 
Time of the Course: Monday &Wednesday, 11:00-11:50 

2. Course # H!WMST 725: 
Title: Comparative/Global Gender History: 
Gender History and the History of Masculinity in Comparative Perspective 
Time of the Course: Monday or Wednesday, 5:30 - 8:20 pm 

Karen Hagemalm 
James G. Kenan Distinguished Professor of History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
History Department 
Hamilton Hall, CB # 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195, USA 
Email: ~emann@unc.edu 
~:iTNston,.~mc.edui~_e~o~leifacultvikarenohaKemam~ 



History 456 

Old Regime France, 1661-1787 

Fall, 2012 
Murphey 304, T/TH 3:30-4:45 

Jay M. Smith 

Hamilton 564 

919-962-3949 

jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
Office hours: Thursdays, 1-3 and by appointment 

Overview 
History 456 focuses on the period in French history between the ascendancy of "absolute" 
monarchy in the middle of the seventeenth century and the collapse of absolutism at the 
onset of the French Revolution. Approaching a historical period in this way carries certain 
risks. There is the danger of assuming in the back of one’s mind that French people of the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries stood around waiting for their world to 
collapse, and that they "knew" what was in store for their descendants in the age of 
Robespierre or Napoleon. Like all good historians, we will have to resist the temptation to 
entertain such distorting assumptions. 

The advantage to the implicit "rise" and "fall" framework of the course is that it provides a 

strategy for making sense of the movement of time and (at least some of} the direction of 

change. There is no harm in asking how a community/country moved from point A to 
point B in the course of its existence; historical understanding almost requires it, in fact. 
And when a country moves in as dramatic a direction as France in this period--from the 

apotheosis of monarchy at Louis XIV’s Versailles in the 1660s to the lopping off of sculpted 

royal heads at the cathedral of Notre Dame and of real royal heads at the Place de la 
R~volution in the early 1790s--some obvious and inescapable questions arise. How did 

monarchy and monarchs lose their hold on the French imagination? What forces had 

sustained the traditional order in the 1680s, 1720s, or 1760s? When, why, and how did 
French people begin to reflect critically on the conditions around them? If the "old regime" 

was so bad, why did it take so long for everyone to realize it? Was a violent Revolution 
necessary and/or warranted? This course provides a survey/overview of many things, but 

we will pay special attention to the signs of shifting public perception and changes in the 

balance of power between the monarchy and the various classes of people it governed and 
served. 

Course objectives: 
1. To gain enough perspective to offer informed responses to the questions outlined in the 
above paragraph[ 
2. To write cogent analysis and polished prose. 
3. To appreciate the historical significance of key political and cultural figures and phases 
in the history of the French "old regime." 



4. To reflect on the relationship between structure (i. e., long-term patterns) and 

contingency (i. e., unexpected and unforeseen historical accidents) in transitions between 
"old" and "new" (i. e., from an old regime to revolutionary conditions.) 

Grading (also see the Appendix at the end of the syllabus): 

Short think pieces (totaling about 5 pages), 15% 

In-class midterm exam, 20% 
Take-home midterm, 25% 
Wikipedia project, 15% 

Class participation: 5% 

Final exam, 20% 

Books to purchase: 

William Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism: A Brief Study with Documents 

Colin Jones, The Great Nation: From Lou& XV to Napoleon 

Jeffrey Ravel, The Would-Be Commoner: A Tale of Deception, Murder, and Justice in 

Seventeenth-Century France 

Arlette Farge and Jacques Revel, The Vanishing Children of Paris: Rumor and Politics before 
the French Revolution 

Diderot, The Nun 
Sarah Maza, Private Lives and Public Affairs: The Causes Cdl&bres of Pre-Revolutionary France 

Other readings will be available on reserve, on Sakai, or through links in the syllabus. 
These include: 

1) Jay M. Smith, "’Our Sovereign’s Gaze’: Kings, Nobles, and State Formation in Seventeenth- 
Century France," French Historical Studies 18 (1993): 396-415 (see Sakai) 

2) Moli~re, The Miser 

http://www.online-literature.com/moliere/the-miser/ 
3) Montesquieu, Persian Letters, selected letters; 

http://oll.liberty, fund.org/?option=com staticxt&staticfile=show.php%3 Ftitle= 1338&chapt 

er=74623&layout=html&Itemid=27 
4) Thomas E. Kaiser, "Madame de Pompadour and the Theaters of Power," French Historical 

Studies 19 (1996): 1025-1044 (see Sakai) 
5) Rousseau, Discourse on Inequality 

http://www.online-literature.com/rousseau/discourse-on-inequality. / 
6) Robert Darnton, "The Great Cat Massacre," in The Great Cat Massacre and other Episodes 

in French Cultural History (on reserve). 

Schedule: 
Aug. 21 
Course procedures, and a brief meditation on "old regime." 

Aug. 23 

From near-disintegration (twice!) to giant of Europe; also, the variety of France. 

Read: Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism, vii-viii, 1-16, 19-29. 



Aug. 28 

The dawn of "absolutism;" noble culture and the culture of Versailles 
Read: Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism, pp. 50-67, 71-81 

Aug. 30 
Intellectual developments, Social Stratification, and the State 

Read: Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism, pp. 82-90; also, Smith, "Our Sovereign’s Gaze" (on 

Sakai). 

For next time: Who was Louis XIV’s "base"? Write 2 paragraphs. 

Sept. 4 
Government and economy under Louis XIV 

Read: Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism, pp. 91-96; 108- 134. 

Sept. 6 
Social attitudes 

Read: Moli~re, The Miser, http://www.online-literature.com/moliere/the-miser/ 

For next time: Why would social satire resonate among an audience of courters? Write 2 
paragraphs. 

Sept. 11 
Royal ’Gloire’ and its costs 

Read: Beik, Louis XIV and Absolutism, pp. 166-170, 193-204. 

Sept. 13 

Read: Ravel, The Would-Be Commoner 

For next time: Would Louis de La Pivardi~re have laughed at The Miser? Why/why not? 
Write one page. 

Sept. 18 
Over-reaching? Louis XIV inspires criticism 

Read: Jones, Great Nation, pp. 1-35. 

Sept. 20 
From Versailles to Paris: the early Enlightenment 
Read: Montesquieu, Persian Letters, letters 11-14, 24, 36-37, 52-54. 

http://oll.liberty, fund.org/?option=com staticxt&staticfile=show.php°/03 Ftitle= 1338&chapt 

er=74623&layout=html&Itemid=27 
Also, Jones, Great Nation, 36-60 



For next time: Montesquieu’s commentary on the France of Louis XIV was a public one, 
unlike that of F~nelon, which was intended for private consumption. Do you think 
Montesquieu’s criticisms were so veiled that they lacked bite7 Write 2 paragraphs. 

Sept. 25 
Louis XV and France face the challenge of England (and the upstart Prussia) 
Read: ]ones, Great Nation, pp. 61-124. 

Sept. 27 
In-class midterm 

Oct. 2 
Read: Farge and Revel, The Vanishing Children of Paris 

For next time: Rumor seems to have had a lot of power in the 1750s. Can you think of a 
"modern" example where rumor functioned similarly? Write 1-2 paragraphs. 

Oct. 4 
The Enlightenment in full flower (and a glance at the EncyclopOdie in Wilson Llibrary) 

Read: Jones, Great Nation, pp. 171-225. 

Oct. 9 
Did peasants and laborers have an Enlightenment? 

Read: Darnton, "The Great Cat Massacre" (on reserve). 

Oct. 11 

I will be out of town, so we’ll get an early start on University Day celebrations. BUT, by 
today please send me an email (if you have not already talked to me) to let me know if you 
have strong preferences on the topic for the Wikipedia projects. 

Oct. 16 
Read: Rousseau, Discourse on Inequality 

http://www.online-literature.com/rousseau/discourse-on-inequality/ 

Take-home midterm question(s) distributed 

Oct. 18 
NO CLASS, FALL BREAK 

Oct. 23 
Modernity and its Discontents; the case of La Noblesse Commer~ante. 

Read: Thomas Kaiser, "Madame de Pompadour and the Theaters of Power" (see Sakai). 

Oct. 25 
The Crisis of the 1750s: from the "refusal of sacraments" and the "reversal of alliances" to 
the Seven Years’ War and a discredited king 



Read: Jones, Great Nation, pp. 226-292. 

Take-home midterm due 

Oct. 30 

1763-1771: Fiscal fighting, a reacting "public," and the code-word "despotism." 
No reading 

Nov. 1 
Read: Diderot, The Nun, pp. vii-xv, 3-152. 

Nov. 6 
Louis XVI and the age of "reform" (and who wanted reform, anyway?) 

Read: Jones, Great Nation, 292-335. 

Nov. 8 
Read: Maza, Private Lives and Public Affairs, pp. 1-111 

Nov. 13 
The politics of nostalgia 
Read: Maza, Private Lives, pp. 112-166 

Nov. 15 
The Diamond Necklace Affair 

Read: Maza, Private Lives, pp. 167-211 

See The Affair of the Necklace 
Time and place of screening TBA. 

Nov. 20 
Discuss The Affair of the Necklace in light of Maza (and other things) 

Nov. 22 

NO CLASS, THANKSGIVING BREAK 

Nov. 27 
Wikipedia presentations 

Nov. 29 
Wikipedia presentations 

Dec. 4 
The Assembly of Notables of 1787 and the monarchy’s looming collapse 

FINAL EXAM: Thursday, Dec. 13, 4pro 



Appendix: Grading standards/criteria. 

Think pieces 
These will generally have you react to a reading, usually in about 2-3 paragraphs. What will 
I be looking for? 
1. Good, clear, precise and pleasing prose (my desire to help you improve your writing 
style is the main reason for these assignments, and I make no apologies for grading your 
writing.) 
2. Informed historical judgment (all three of these words really important) 
3. The courage to take a stand and the humility to acknowledge blind spots 

In-class midterm 
This will have a little bit in the way of "objective" measurement of knowledge (e. g., some 
multiple choice questions) and an interpretive essay on themes covered to that point in the 
course. What will I be looking for? 
1. Obvious and close familiarity with all relevant readings 
2. Efforts to combine readings with themes from lectures/class meetings 
3. The ability to synthesize details and facts while showing a good glimpse of the "big 
picture." 
4. Accuracy 

Take-home midterm 
This will be an essay of roughly 5-7 pages in which you get the opportunity to interpret 
historical texts and contexts. What will I be looking for? 
1. Some of the same things for other assignments--familiarity with readings, informed 
judgment, some indication that you’ve been ’connecting the dots’ in class (not by 
doodling!), and an ability to synthesize 
2. Have I talked about how important writing is? I thought so. So remember to argue 
clearly, organize sensibly, use a vocabulary that comes naturally, and make your argument 
strong but also subtle enough not to raise red flags. 

Wikipedia project 
This will be a group project in which you "write" a Wikipedia page for an item that I will 
assign to you (with some input from you, to be sure.) You’ll give a presentation on it that 
will be "rated" by users (i. e., your classmates) just as a Wikipedia page can be rated. Don’t 
worry. Grades on group projects tend to be well on the high side, and my experience is that 
groups virtually always do a really good job. So relax. But...what will I be looking for? 
1. Evidence that your group has thought hard about what’s "important" about the item 
you’re detailing. Most Wikipedia pages generally stink. Why? Their editors have no clue 
how to discriminate between vital, relevant, important info, on the one hand, and 
gratuitous, distracting, unhelpful info, on the other. But you will discriminate! (And in 
your presentation you’ll explain to the class why/how you chose what to include and what 
to leave out.) 
2. Reliance on appropriate authorities. This should not be too tricky, since you will have 
become familiar with at least one authority relevant to your subject in class (a text, a 



lecture, maybe an image/artist). And I’m only asking that you add to that already-known 
authority two-to-four others. These can be books, scholarly articles, or websites, lust 
explain in your footnotes how you determined that these were reliable, trustworthy 
sources (I can help if you’re unsure). 
3. Have I mentioned the importance of writing? Make your page sizzle! Write clearly, 
forcefully, in a way that will get and hold readers’ attention. After all, most people know 
next to nothing about obscure details from old regime French history. It’s your job to 
enlighten them! Since you’re writing for a public (and we can talk about this as a reality, in 
fact), there can by NO typos, no infelicitous phrases, and please no historical errors! 
4. Evidence of balance in the workload--everyone should say something during the oral 
presentation. 

Class Participation 
For years I’ve used the following guidelines for assigning participation grades. (If you 
know that ’participation’ is a problem for you, because of shyness or anything else, see me 
and we’ll troubleshoot.) 
A: Contributes frequently and thoughtfully, consistently demonstrates engagement with the 
readings, attends all classes. 
B: Makes regular and meaningful contributions, generally demonstrates a good grasp of 
the issues raised by the readings, attends most classes. 
C: Sometimes contributes, though the remarks are not always pertinent, and seems 
relatively disengaged because of spotty attendance or prolonged silences 
D: Rarely contributes, shows uneven understanding of the issues, attends class irregularly. 
F: Rare sightings in class, few insights shown in comments. 

Final Exam 
Basically, see in-class midterm for this. 

And...some Wikipedia possibilities: 

The Miser 
The Chateau of Sceaux 
The "Vanishing Children" phenomenon of 1750s France 
One of the main characters in the ’Would-Be Commoner’ tale 
Royal mistresses and "public opinion" (or simply...Madame de Pompadour) 
La Noblesse Commer¢ante 
The Great Cat Massacre (in 1730s Paris) 
Madame de La Motte (from the Diamond Necklace Affair) 



France from Joan of Arc to 
Louis XIV 









































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 4:14 PM 

Kenneth Zagacki <kszagack@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Thank you for your radio comments on athletics/academics 

True enough. I have received vile hate mail for a year now, some with threats. It’s always unsettling. But you 
get used to it! And it now just reinforces my determination to keep voicing uncomfortable truths. It shouldn’t 
be controversial to say that fraud should be exposed, uncovered, dealt with. The fact that fans/boosters would 
react with violent rhetoric to such words only shows how far gone we are. 

On 8/24/12 4:08 PM, Kenneth Zagacki wrote: 

I may be seeing conspiracies where they don’t exist, but I think one reason more faculty don’t speak 
up is because they fear reprisals from unruly boosters and students and from the sports 
administration itself. There’s a kind of "whistleblower" complex, which at other institutions has 
proven to be quite problematic (dare I say, dangerous) for faculty who choose to speak about or 
disclose abuses by athletic departments. 

On Fri, Aug 24, 2012 at 4:01 PM, Jay Smith email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Dear Ken: 
Thanks for this. rll definitely want to read your paper. I had NO idea that Emmert had been at 
LSU--the heart of SEC country. Now his commitment to the NCAA makes even more sense. 
Funny that he used that "front porch" analogy, which has also been used by UNC people. It must 
have become a talking point at some juncture in the last decade or so. The whole propaganda 
arm of the NCAA is quite an operation to behold (you should go have a look at their web site if 
you have not done so already.) 

I know I’m probably tilting at windmills. People have mocked me for it. But I don’t understand 
why more faculty are not up in arms. Integrity ought to mean everything to us. (Not to mention 
fairness to all students--and these poor guys on the revenue sport teams are getting shafted in 
ways that should embarrass us.) Anyway, good to know there are like-minded people over at 
State. I’m going to keep you in mind for later collaborative efforts. A number of us think it’s 
time to start building inter-institutional faculty coalitions. -Jay 

On 8/24/12 2:13 PM, Kenneth Zagacki wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith - I listened with great interest the other day to your comments 
on the "Adam Gold and Joe Ovies Show." I greatly appreciate the way in which you 
articulated the problems associated with big time college athletics (and academics). 
It was important, I think, for the general listening audience to hear the concerns 
academicians have about the broken relationship between college athletics and the 
academic mission of public universities. As a faculty member myself, I have become 
increasingly alarmed with the growing number of scandals afflicting maj or 
university sports programs - though I realize these kinds of violations are decades 
old and probably represent only the tip of the iceberg. 



Currently I am the head of the Department of Communication at NC State. However, 
for 16 years I was a faculty member at Louisiana State University, where I saw many 
abuses involving LSU athletes but also where a state-wide obsession with LSU 
sports made reforming the system virtually impossible. One of my former graduate 
students and I even published an academic paper (see 
http:i!www4.ncsu.edui~kszagackiima~es/csmc-2005.pdf) on the role of sports radio 
talk shows in the creation of a very unhealthy sports culture at LSU. The paper 
quoted Mark Emmert, now the President of the NCAA but back then the Chancellor 
at LSU, who used to remark proudly that LSU sports was "the front porch" for the 
university, an analogy we found problematic for many reasons. We concluded that 
the talks shows (but one could focus on any number of other cultural artifacts and 
media sites such as ESPN) promoted fantasies about college athletics, in effect 
designating the university’s athletic tradition as the most important activity on 
campus. Consequently, the lines between amateur and professional sports were 
blurred and the complex mission of higher education at LSU greatly simplified. 

Anyway, thank you again for bringing people’s attention to this very important 
subj ect. 

Best, 
Ken Zagacki 
Professor & Head 
Department of Communication 
NC State University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 24, 2012 4:21 PM 

McDermott, Kathleen <kathleen_mcdermott@harvard.edu> 
Monsters online 

Dear Kathleen: 
I thought HUP would want to know that someone has placed my book 

online--for free, that is. ls that a Korean URL? I don’t know. Nor do 

I know whether you can do anything about this, but it sure seems unfair 
to me. 

Jay 

.~.or~sei.ac.kriJMKDATA/OmTertsiSMITH,~/~%20M Mor~sters%20of%20the%20Gevaudan The%20 

20oP~/o20a%20Bea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 9:02 PM 

Ian Lewis Gordon <hisilg@nus.edu. sg> 
Re: Beast of Clacton 

Hilarious! I thought this stuff only happened in the 18th century? 
Thanks for sending, Ian. Hope all is well in your neck of the woods. 

On 8/27/12 8:24 PM, Ian Lewis Gordon wrote: 
Dear Jay, 

This might give you a laugh. 

~ ://~ ww, stub,corn, au/emTiro~r~er~t/arfimals/lio~ohur~ ocalledooff~wildobeastomo 
re-of-a-pussy-cat-20120828-24x34.html 

Cheers 
Ian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 3:02 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Noble culture and the court.pptx 



Noble culture and the court 





Bases of noble identity 

¯ Honor 
¯ Social and political superiority 
¯ Pedil~ree 































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:25 PM 

prhanson@wsfh.edu 

av 

Paul--I’d like to show two images, which I’ll bring in a powerpoint on a 
flash drive. So....that. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:10 PM 

prhanson@butler.edu 

av 

Paul--I’ll need a "projector" for a powerpoint in which I show two 
images. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:48 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: op-ed 

Weiler Smith again.docx 

Jonathan--You raise a good question. I’m not 100% sure it’s still relevant, but I still lean toward ’yes, it is.’ I’ve 
tweaked it yet again. (I am an absolutely compulsive editor and re-drafter, which is one reason I try to send 
things off as SOON as I can!) I changed "sham" to "illusion," inserted what I think is a good, effective sentence 
right toward the end. Changed a couple of other words. Read it and tell me if you think it has some power. If 
you’re not convinced, we’ll scrap it. -Jay 

On 8/30/12 2:29 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Thinking about Martin, etc. do you still think the piece has value? That’s not a rhetorical question... 

From: Jay Smith ~smith@emailouncoedu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:05 PM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Fwd: Re: op-ed 

Jonathan--whaddya think? Should I send it to him (with a few modifications to reflect the passage 
of time, etc?) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: op-ed 

Date:Thu, 30 Aug 2012 14:03:17 -0400 
From:Batten, Taylor <tbatter~_~@charlotteobserver.com> 

To:Jay Smith            maJJ~ur~c~edu> 

Yes, you can send it to me. 

On Thu, Aug 30, 2012 at 11:13 AM, Jay Smith <j_aA,’smith@emaiJ.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Batten--does the Charlotte Observer accept guest editorials? If so, would you be the 
person to whom I would submit an op-ed piece? Thanks. -Jay Smith 

(PS--a colleague and I have written up a piece on the recent Julius Peppers episode.) 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
(704) 358-5934 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:15 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Polite sociability.pptx; panopticon.pptx 



















Panopticon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 8:13 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: and one last edit 

will do. 
On 8/30/12 11:19 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> Let’s go for it. Why don’t you send it to the editor with whom you were in touch. 
> 
> One thing - maybe clarify that it’s Chicago bears, not just bears, since we’re not writing this for a Chicago paper. 
> 
> Jonathan 
> 
> Sent from my iPad 
> 
> On Aug 30, 2012, at 5:10 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Jonathan--having become too lazy to use track changes, I nevertheless made just a few other adjustments. I really like your 
version, which is less cluttered. DO you want to give it one more pass? If so, have at it and submit yourself. Or...return to me and I’ll 
submit. 
>> 
>> Who knows--the Observer will probably also say no, and we can celebrate our triple play with a beer some day. 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> <Smith Weiler Observer 2.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:14 AM 

Batten, Taylor <tbatten@charlotteobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

Smith Weiler Observer 2.docx 

Dear Taylor: 
See attached. --Jay Smith 

On 8/30/12 2:03 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Yes, you can send it to me. 

On Thu, Aug 30, 2012 at 11:13 AM, Jay Smith <jA~smith@emaiL~Jr~c~edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Batten--does the Charlotte Observer accept guest editorials? If so, would you be the 
person to whom I would submit an op-ed piece? Thanks. -Jay Smith 

(PS--a colleague and I have written up a piece on the recent Julius Peppers episode.) 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
(704) 358-5934 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:55 AM 

Pennybacker, Susan Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring term 2014 

Susan--yeah, I just can’t recap a whole day’s worth of talking. I’ll say that in general I thought it was a 
successful retreat. There was some useful clearing of the air after the tensions of last year, and a Lloyd lovefest 
(since we’re moving into must-find-new-chair mode this fall). And there was happy convergence on future 
hiring priorities. So, in general, a good retreat. Too bad you weren’t there. But lucky for you that you’re not 
here this year. There seems to be a developing consensus that our next chair, ideally, will be a woman. You 
picked a good time to get out of town... 

Jay 
On 8/31/12 3:29 AM, Pennybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. 

I sent the 391 to Kathleen for her records. 
We can work on this when your time allows. 

If you get a chance to write to me re the retreat-great--curious as to how it went.., but I know you are 

swamped. 

I can also meet in early Nov. when I pass through CH. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Pennybacker, Susan Dabney 

Cc: Duval, Kathleen A 
Subject: Re: Spring term 2014 

Susan/Kathleen: 
I’ve not yet begun to plan for next year (will begin within the next month), so I can’t commit to 
anything just yet. Susan, we’ll be sure to email you the course request form when it goes out. Once 
I know what everyone is requesting and what I think our needs will be, I’ll give you a definitive 
answer. A little too early! -Jay 
On 8/30/12 2:46 AM, Pennybacker, Susan Dabney wrote: 

Hi, Kathleen and Jay, 

I write from Delhi where the pc internet is down. Hope all is well; news on the retreat 
would be of interest. Trust your summers were enj oyable. I will be back briefly in 
early Nov., so we can speak more then. It is amazing here. 

In Fall 2013, i am the resident faculty at Winston House in London, so i am wondering 
about that spring of my return. 

I will teach a grad. course and can do the 391 on London --- can submit it by FR --- or 
the H491 on British imperialism. Or, i can do 157 or a revised lecture course on Britain 
from 1890. 



What works best, and do I have a choice within your priorities? I need to decide now 
vis. the 391. 

Please send questions. I guess i am also curious as to whether Jay anticipates a ceiling 
of 30 with no TA or grader if the lecture is on, in which case this will influence my 
thinking re topic 

All my very best, 
Susan 

Sent from Saxrlsung Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 12:49 PM 

Terjanian, Anoush F <TERJANIANA@ecu.edu> 

Re: Lettre de motivation 

Anoush--I’ll get the letter out by Monday .... 
On 8/26/12 6:29 PM, Terjanian, Anoush F wrote: 

Dear Jay, 
Am I sending you enough emails???!!! 
Here, at last, is my lettre de motivation. It still needs shortening, but will give you a sense of my pitch. 
Though I must still add something about our very heavy teaching loads here (I am teaching 3 courses 
officially + 2 multidisciplinary courses this term)! 
A joy, certainly, but also a time-suck!! :) 
Comments always welcomed but not required!! 
All of my very best and warmest thanks again and again, 
Anoush 

Anoush F Terjanian I Associate Professor I Department of History I Brewster Ao340 I East Carolina 
University I Greenville, NC 27858 I 252.328.6093 I Ter        ecu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 5:03 PM 

CJH <cjh@usask.ca> 

anonymous report 

Reader’s report The Royal Court and Feudalism in Eighteenth. docx 

Hello. I altach my assessment of the article you sent me last month. 
-Jay Smith 



The Royal Court and Feudalism in Eighteenth-Century France: Poitou and the Vendee 
Rebellion 

This article, based on extensive archival research in Poitou and Paris, advances the 
argument that feudalism was vigorous and perhaps even growing in "core" 

provinces of 18th-century France, and that both the Revolution and the Vendee 
rebellion of 1793 need to be understood in the context of commoner/peasant 

resentment of the feudal system. 

Although I admire the probing research, and the willingness to deploy a less-than- 

fashionable analytical vocabulary, I just don’t think that this argument works in the 
way it’s now constructed, and I can’t recommend publication. Mainly this is because 

the author fails to settle on the context that would give his/her data meaning. Most 
of the article trots out facts and figures showing that nobles were privileged, that 

they exploited their privileges fairly aggressively, and that some people--especially 

the virtually unprivileged peasants--did not like it. Is there anything surprising in 
this? I fail to see what is new. And the "discourses" that appear in the pre- 

revolutionary context (noble defensiveness, "bourgeois" ambivalence, growing 

resentment of fiscality) have all been treated before, and clearly were not specific to 
Poitou. So I’m not sure that we’re seeing that kind of evidence in a new light either. 

There are certain contexts, however, that might allow the reader to see all this 

evidence in a different and more positive light. For example, why not compare 

Poitou to other provinces? Works by Swann, Beik, Moriceau, Schwartz and others 
should make this do-able without much or any new primary research. Is the author 

prepared to argue that the weight of feudal dues and fees in their various forms was 

heavier in Poitou than elsewhere? That bourgeois investment in venality (both 
financial and psychological) was unusually strong there? It would be good to know. 

Another context is the longue dur~e. Can the author tell us anything about how 

his/her period--basically, the second half of the 18th c--compares to earlier 

periods? That is, is there anything fundamentally new in the rural experience of 
Poitou? Something that would have triggered a new consciousness of unfairness or 

injustice? The franc-fief was not new, venality was not new, so...what was changing? 

There are also more narrow historiographical contexts that might prove 

enlightening, and might help the author to sharpen the nature of the argument. Is 
Markoff’s understanding of feudalism somehow flawed? Is Beik’s? The author 

might say so directly and then frame the article as a direct challenge to a category of 

analysis (feudalism) that others have tried to revive, but with only partial success. 
The evidence (all those facts and figures, which become numbing, as well as the 

anecdotal evidence about individual privil~gi~s) certainly have potential value--but 
they need to be framed differently for the reader to care. 



And the Vend6e angle, I am sorry to say, just doesn’t work here. It gets dropped in 
at the last minute, and the effort to link the rebellion to earlier tensions is so fleeting 
and half-hearted that it only draws attention to the article’s lack of a clear raison 
d’etre. I would drop that altogether and focus on "feudalism" and its role in the 
coming Revolution. But some comparative evidence and/or a much tighter focus on 
feudalism and its meaning will be required before this piece should be resubmitted 
for publication. (Also, the writing needs some real attention. There are punctuation 
errors, syntactical clumsiness, and problems of flow that make this a tough read. 
Some of the problems come from the ill-defined nature of the argument, but some of 
is also pretty basic--subject/verb agreement, etc.) 

A few running notes: 

P 4--what about the franc-fief? Is that what you’re talking about here? Don’t you 
need to distinguish? Nobles were exempt from the franc-fief. 

P 9 -and doesn’t the franc-fief long predate Louis XIV? I think so. 

P 11 I don’t get this sentence: "Though these levies benefited the nobles, parish 
registers and fiscal rolls, which kept the privileged orders apart from stigmatizing taxes, 
show that they did not reside in the countryside." 

P14 - Does this really deserve to be the topic sentence of a paragraph? Why? "Rural 
inhabitants of Poitou mentioned the parish administrative assemblies in only 17 of the 
190 cahiers, 8 positively, 7 negatively, and 2 neutrally." 

P 20 - Another puzzling paragraph intro: "The 30 treasurers of France, as the judges in 

the bureaus of finances were known, were the only office holders to receive decent 

returns on Poitou’s venal magistracies. The king created bureaus of finances in each 

province in the late 1500s." Throughout, I feel like I’m being pummeled by a barrage of 

disconnected facts. 

P Zfl Here’s a typical sort of punctuation error: "It is this continuum, which provided 

the context for the Vendee rebellion of 1793." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 5:47 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 

HS facility 

Richard--I see this, and I just want to throw up my hands. It’s hopeless! 

.com/da~asisto~%/id/8323104ia~e~o~exasohighoschoo~oread~’o~mvei~o6Omofootba~ofacilf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 1, 2012 10:40 AM 

Spinner-Halev, Jeff <spinner@email.unc.edu> 
Re: favor? 

Jeff--sure. Just let me know when. -Jay 
On 8/31/12 10:37 PM, Spilmer-Halev, Jeff wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> I have a favor to ask: would you be willing to look at a draft of my IAH fellowship application in the next few days? 
> I’d love to have someone outside my dept to take a look. 
> 
> Thanks, jeff 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 2, 2012 3:01 PM 

Vyce, Stephanie <stephanie_vyce@harvard.edu> 

Re: FW: Monsters of the G~vaudan 

Stephanie--just curious: did you hear anything interesting from your French agent? And is there anything I could 
do to help you make the case for the book there? -Jay 
On 7/27/12 9:15 AM, Vyce, Stephanie wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks {or your message. 

My colleague, Karen Pel~ez, and I have been actively seeking to place your book with 

translating publishers and have announced MONSTERS OF THE GEVAUDAN in China, Taiwan, 

France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, 3apan, Korea, Poland, Brazil, Portugal, 

Russia, Spain, Scandinavia, and Turkey. In all o{ these countries we work with sub 

agents who know their markets well and recommend our books to publishers that would 

be a good match {or a particular project. 

I will contact our agent in France and ask {or an update on e{{orts to place your 

book there and share what I {ind out with you. 

All best, 
Stephanie 

...... Original Message ..... 

From: ]ay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, ]uZy 26, 2012 4:47 PM 

To: Buckholts, Claudia 
Subject: Monsters o{ the G~vaudan 

Dear Claudia (i{ I may): 

Thanks {or your letter o{ 3une 28, in{orming me o{ the {orthcoming Czech edition o{ 

my book. (I just returned {tom a long research trip to France, and just opened the 

letter.) This is good news, but it makes me wonder about other possibilities. 

Speci{ically, I wanted to inquire whether HUP ever "shops" its books, suggesting 

translation to {oreign presses. I{ so, has Monsters been "shopped" to any French 

publishers? 

I’ve been a little surprised that no French publishers have come {orward yet (a 

French colleague even tried to push the book on one o{ his editor {fiends, so {at 

without success.) Is that how the process works? HUP waits {or expressions o{ 

interest? It would make sense, o{ course. But i{ there’s a way to take the 

initiative, I sure hope HUP will consider doing so with my book. I think the real 

impact (and money, sure) to be made with this book is in France--i{ anyone over there 

ever wakes up! 

They may just need to be made aware o{ how di{{erent my book is {tom the standard 

schlock on the beast o{ Gdvaudan. Anyway, just wondering. 

Best, 
3ay Smith 

PS I was interviewed the other day by a Danish newspaper, which evidently plans to 

{eature me/the book in a story about werewolves. 

Gotta love the werewol{ angle. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 3:52 PM 

Spinner-Halev, Jeff <spinner@email.unc.edu> 

draft 

IAH, 2012 Jenn Spinner-Halev.docx 

Jeff: 
I think you have a very interesting project here. I’m sure this will go 
over well with the IAH people. I caught 1-2 typos, which I fixed or 
highlighted, and I make one suggestion about a term you use. But that’s 
about it! My only other suggestion is that you might think about 
forecasting your argument a little more. Is it your position, for 
example, that "choice and individual liberty" discourse has increased in 
proportion to the difficulties involved in making choices? Does the 
"choice" mantra simply disguise the limitations placed on most people in 
their everyday choices? I get that you’re problematizing choice, but I 
wouldn’t mind having a better sense of what you’re going to be saying 
about what those problems really mean. Good luck--I’d be surprised if 
this didn’t go over really well. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

ppt 

Louis’s approach to governing.pptx 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 11:52 AM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> 
Re: post-meeting question 

Dick--thanks for the words of support. I’m feeling discouraged and conflicted after the events of the last couple 
of days. As you know, I also wanted the group to assert its voice at the meeting, but after working for two days 
to draft and refine a statement that took account of concerns voiced by Andy and others, Perry Hall’s late 
objection was the last straw for me. I’m beginning to wonder whether this group, as constituted, can really 
accomplish anything. We can’t even agree to raise the *question* whether sports are a problem for the 
University. Might be too "alienating." But Jan Boxill can give a 20-minute rah-rah defense of sports and apple 
pie at the same meeting where our question could not be raised? (Count me alienated.) And worst of all, not a 
single faculty member had a word to say to the chancellor of any kind--not a question, a request for 
clarification, a meek expression of concern--after the worst university summer in memory. The faculty at UNC 
seems to be comprised of brain-dead zombies. For our group: What’s the point? 

Jay 
On 9/7/12 5:34 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

HiJay, 

I’m sorry you didn’t go with the script which you circulated. Even if there was a lack of unanimous 

endorsement, you could have presented it as coming from you (and a lot of us). I think putting the 

Chancellor on the defensive, instead of raising the multi-faceted questions of your earlier statement, didn’t 

get the powers that be to focus on what is to be done from here on. 

I’m wondering whether you have sent, or were planning to send, to Joy Renner the statement you 

circulated. I’m concerned that her committee is operating with the assumption that we have to just better 

adapt our academic and athletic programs to each other. I was particularly bothered by her call for faculty 

to be more receptive to athletes whose sports require them to miss classes. I will write to her about the 

imperfectness of comparing a student missing A class to give a paper to the team requirements to miss 

SEVERAL classes because of travel arrangements. The 

way athletics generally handles this is to steer athletes away from classes that don’t fit into the team’s 

schedule. That can be very limiting to course, and even major, choices. 

In any case, you continue to have my full support, for whatever its worth. You are eloquent and 

courageous. 

weekend, Dick 

Best wishes for a relaxing 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 8, 2012 2:54 PM 

Dave Thompson <davethompson@alumni.unc.edu> 
Re: your comments to Chancellor Thorp 

Thanks, I appreciate it. 
On 9/8/12 10:51 AM, Dave Thompson wrote: 

Good morning Dr. Smith, 

Please let me thank you for your comments to Chancellor Thorp in the Faculty Council meeting in Chapel 

Hill, as reported today in the News & Observer. 

I agree with everything you said and applaud you. Your courage, leadership and academic 

accomplishments help "keep the lights on" at Carolina during this difficult time of appalling events. 

Best regards, 

Dave Thompson ’79 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:40 AM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] The great depression 

Silvia--thanks for your thoughts. They sure ring true to me, though I 
happily avoided life in a communist state. I was an elected member of 
the Fac Council about 10 years ago, and it was bad then, too. But it’s 
worse now. Like you, I couldn’t believe the "resolutions" and the 
faculty’s zombie-like assent to them. (I mean, really, we need to be 
resolving that Holden Thorp is a great guy at this point? You might 
have missed that one.) The whole dynamic is sick. I won’t be going 
back ever again, unless something radical happens (which, of course, 
can’t, since the party leaders would find a way to purge the 
malcontents.) I hope UNC is unusual in this way. I’d hate to think 
that "intellectuals" have allowed themselves to be lobotomized like this 
all over the country. 

Holden spit out some meaningless answer as I was walking back to my seat 
in the very back row. Something about "we’ll be better in the future." 
I could tell that he was embarrassed, which I regretted, but he still 
refused to say anything as direct as "yes, we should have been more 
forthcoming." To me, that’s proof that he really has no intention of 
changing his approach. An approach that, I’m convinced, is designed 
deliberately to protect athletics. 
-Jay 

On 9/8/12 2:48 PM, Silvia Tomaskova wrote: 
> Jay, 

> 

> I teach until 3:30 on Friday, so I got there around 3:45. I will confess that I have never been at a Faculty Council meeting, so I had 
no idea what to expect. I sat in the very back and felt like and anthropologist watching a strange ritual. Having lived half of my life in 
a communist country, this very oddly resembled a Party convention with praise heaped, resolutions made and passed, no opinion 
expressed by anyone,all at a high speed. We sat on a train that was going very quickly towards the 5 o’clock hour. I kept wondering 
when there will be any discussion of anything but all seemed to be going even faster and some resolutions were not even read, or they 
just appeared on the screen, "aye" was said by some people and on it went. So when the discussion about syllabi started, I thought - 
finall!! people woke up! The leadership seemed surprised by it, so I got the sense this was unusual. Then we went home... I walked 
away thinking that I did not care for this ritual as clearly discussions must be had elsewhere and this was just a performance of the 
outcome for someone’s consumption (I barely recognized anyone - most people around me seemed to have been from the professional 
schools, beepers and all). It was only this morning that I read in the N&O that you asked the chancellor about the investigation and the 
transcript, and as the article noted "about 20 faculty applauded"... Did the chancellor respond? did he say anything? 
> 
> I watched last night Jon Stewart’s coverage of the DNC in Charlotte when the Platform was amended and God was added into the 
text. Have you seen it? democracy in action, forgone conclusions and all. Depressingly, the Faculty Council meeting reminded me of 
that. 
> 

> Silvia 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 3:02 PM 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc. edu> 

AP story 

FYI -- 
http:iihos~ed2~a~/Ri[PRJi247caOO4c:~d40e2ad4cbSbSa37c697ciAr~ic~e 20124)94)9~Nor~h%2()Carolir~a-Academic%20Probelid- 
e7acb91dTc3e4dgege25d487ffaO3a82 

Curious to hear what you think of the conflicting comments of Smith and 
Cunningham. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 10, 2012 8:38 AM 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 
Wanda 

Adam--do you have Wanda’s home address handy? Thanks. (And I imagine 
she’s still out today?) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 9:15 AM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

DTH 

Dear David (if I may): 
Nice letter in the DTH today. I’ve mentioned this to Reg, Kenneth, and 
Perry Hall so I’ll also mention it to you: I think you in the department 
are your own best defenders. Unfair stereotypes need to be battled 
aggressively. I know this whole affair has been emotionally exhausting, 
but you in the department have an opportunity, I think, to "re-brand" 
yourselves while people are paying attention. Anyway, sorry, I know 
it’s presumptuous of me to be handing out advice. But nice letter! 
-Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 10, 2012 1:26 PM 
Terj anian, Anoush F <TERJANIANA@ecu. edu> 
Re: p.s. FW: Email + fax RE: oh crap! 

OK, emailed it. And will mail tomorrow, I swear. 
On 9/10/12 1:16 PM, Terjanian, Anoush F wrote: 
> Pls don’t worry about overnighting it!! 
> Best, 

> Anoush F. Terjanian I Associate Professor I Department of History I Brewster A-340 I East Carolina University I Greenville, NC 27858 I 
252.328.6093 I TerjanianA@ecu.edu 

> From: Terjanian, Anoush F 
> Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 13:15 
> To: Jay Smith 
> Subject: Email + fax RE: oh crap! 

> Dear Jay, 
> Here’s the address with a fax # and the email address! 

> Thanks again every so much -- I know how crazy busy this time of year is and I’m so sorry to keep bothering you with all of this! ! 

> Madame la Doyenne 
> Facultd des lettres et sciences humaines 
> Offre d’emploi no 01422 
> Universitd de Sherbrooke 
> 2500, boulevard de l’Universitd 
> Sherbrooke (Qudbec) J1K 2R1 

> Tdldcopieur : 819 821-7238 
> Courriel : decanat flsh@USherbrooke.ca 

> Again, mille mercis, 
> Anoush 

> Anoush F. Terjanian I Associate Professor I Department of History I Brewster A-340 I East Carolina University I Greenville, NC 27858 I 
252.328.6093 I TerjanianA@ecu.edu 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 13:11 
> To: Terjanian, Anoush F 
> Subject: oh crap! 

> Anoush! I forgot to mail the letter (which was written over a week 
> ago). I just got so overwhelmed with other business that I plum 
> forgot. Is there a fax number I can send it to? I’ll overnight it, but 
> a fax would be even faster in the meantime, of course. I’m sorry about 
> this. I can’t keep up with my life anymore. 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:49 PM 

Watts, Deborah T <dwatts@nccommerce.com> 

Re: Thank you speaking out 

Deborah--thank you, it’s very nice of you to write. Please try to keep the faith. UNC is filled with a lot of great 
people, and our academic programs are as strong as ever. Even Holden Thorp, who has taken a lot of heat from 
me, is trying to do the fight thing, I have no doubt. He was visibly embarrassed and torn at the faculty council 
meeting last week. But the pressures on him, and on the structural integrity of the university, are considerable. 
I had hoped that we could resist those pressures, and I’m obviously as disappointed as you that the leadership 
has so frequently failed to say and do the right things. But the issues are complex, and it will take a while to 
sort them out. I don’t know how it will end, but rest assured that I and others will keep speaking out. There will 
be voices of sanity making themselves heard. And the heart of UNC will keep beating, despite these sad 
distractions. -Jay Smith 

On 9/10/12 11:29 PM, Watts, Deborah T wrote: 

Dr. Smith: 

I want to thank you for speaking out on behalf of academic integrity during discussions about the 

increasingly malignant role revenue athletics plays at UNC-CH. I have been increasingly dismayed at the 

direction taken by the leadership at the university as the sorry story about athletic tutoring/grade 
changes/fraudulent courses/.., played out over recent months. In my family there are several UNC-CH 

alums - me, my husband, father-in-law and daughter. I have worked at UNC-CH, as has my husband, and 

my family’s association with the university has always been a source of pride, but recent events is 

diminishing my respect for the institution, or, more accurately, the individuals who lead it. It may not have 

been your intent, but you spoke on behalf of the others at the meeting who managed to applaud your 

comments but lacked the courage to make any of their own. You spoke for me and, I am sure, many other 

North Carolinians and alums. Thank you. 

Deborah Watts 

MBA 1984 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:02 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Re: Bubba 

Yes, I found his statements illogical. And surprisingly defensive. If it’s unfair to claim that all bigtime sport 
schools are finding ways to cheat the system (which seemed to be his objection to my claim), isn’t even more 
ridiculous to claim, as he does, that none of them do this? Because .... they all win research funding?? To me it 
underscored the futility of our efforts to "work with" the athletics people. They just can’t afford to be honest 
about things. 

On 9/11/12 9:42 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

I thought that Bubba’s comments in the story you sent are revealing and chilling. He said that the athletics 

budget is 575 million and the research budget is 5760 million so we can’t be doing that bad. Clearly he fall 

into the academic capitalist school, which is what one would expect from an athletics director. What was 

chilling, however, is the belief that if there are a few untoward events, what’s the big deal, because overall, 

on balance things are fine. Not good, it seems to me. 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 
Director, Master’s Degree Program 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
ChapeZ HiZZ, NC 27599-7445 
(919) 966-5974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 12, 2012 12:33 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
Re: WRAL 

just thought I’d ask... 
On 9/12/12 12:29 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 

> I appreciate your note. 
> 
> I honestly have no interest in discussing the Kupek/Hansborough issue for public consumption. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Miles 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mail~o:.iaysmi~h,~email.~mc ed~] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 12:04 PM 
> To: Fletcher, W Miles 
> Subject: WRAL 
> 
> Hi Miles: 
> I’m asking this because I promised I would ask a few faculty .... Do you have any interest in expressing your thoughts/concerns 
about the Kupek-Hansborough issue on camera today? Erin Hartness is asking. I’m not interested, though I would love to see some 
faculty member point out why this is a troubling development. If you’d like to be the one, I’ll let her know .... 
> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 12:08 PM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thorpe leaving? 

I do worry about the planning commission, but I happen to think Thorp 
had to go. Painful though it is for all of us, we need to admit that he 
failed as a leader. 

But yes, we may be moving from the frying pan to the fire. 

On 9/17/12 12:00 PM, Sarah Shields wrote: 
> ~:iiwww.wraLco~J%ewsieducat~o~Jsto~S~ ~555%2/ 
> 
> In conjunction with the appointment of a new oversighl!planning board, 
> should we be thinking about Virginia’s precedent? 
> 
> Sarah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 5:43 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch 

I have a "Lloyd meeting" that tends to run close to 2, so if I’m a bit late you’ll know- why. 

On 9/18/12 5:22 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

OK, I have you down for 12 on the 9th, my office. 

On 9/18/2012 12:31 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Sure, let’s plan on 10-9. As for the meeting today...I’ve been blessed with a 3:30 class. Woo hoooo! 

On 9/18/12 10:59 AM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

Yes, Ad Boards adjourning at 4 PM, so a half-hour meeting. Weee! 
Is it too soon to plan for lunch on 10/9 or 10/16? 

On 9/18/2012 8:16 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I feel sad for Holden, but seeing these people, led by our inimitable leader Boxill, fall all over 
themselves to "commend" him for his excellent work just leaves me totally mystified. I hope you get to 

the gym early... 

On 9/17/12 11:19 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

Seriously??!! 
I have a meeting of the Ad Boards tomorrow- from 3:30-5, for which I had to move my 

office hours. If Bobbi O decides to adjourn it so we can all go express our support for the 
golden boy, well, I’ll just get to the gym earlier. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [generalfaculty] FEC stmt on Thorp’s resignation; Called meeting of General 

Faculty TUESDAY 4pm 
Date:Tue, 18 Sep 2012 03:13:05 +0000 

From:Faculty Governance 
Reply-To:Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Arme Whisaant~)ur~c~ed~> 

To:General Faculty <~eaeralfac~llty@listserv~lnc~eda> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 

To the General Faculty 

Dear Faculty Colleagues, 

As you know-, today (Monday), Chancellor Holden Thorp announced his intention to resign 
as our chancellor as of June 30 of next year. This afternoon, your Facult,~ Execrative 
Committee met in emergency session to consider this dismaying announcement. The FEC 

unanimously approved ~he a~ached statemen~ to be forwarded to Chancellor Thorp urging 
him to reconsider his decision. 

Additionally, as per the procedures outlined in A~ic~e 1 of the Facaltv Code I am calling a 

special meeting of the General Faculty (that’s all of you) tomorrow- afternoon that is, 
Tuesday, September 18, 2012 -- at 4:00 pm in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the 
FedEx Global Education Center at 301 Pittsboro St. 

The purpose of the meeting is to hear from members of the Faculty Executive Committee 

and me about this situation, to express strong faculty support for Chancellor Thorp, and to 
consider a resolution from the entire faculty urging the chancellor not to resign. 

I hope that you will attend and invite many of your colleagues to attend as well. A large 
turnout of faculty is critical to the success of this event. 

With kind regards, 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

generalfaculty as: dshermal£.a_~email.tmc,e&~ . 
To unsubscribe click here: h~p:i/lists,m~c~edu/u? 
id: 55209479,e9911%ea02961M:4a5 ld3fa3d269905e&n: T&I generalfac@>~&o 32162846 
or send a blank email to leave-32162846o 
55209479 ~e99 !~,%ea02961M~a5 ld3 ~h3d269905e@!is*~serwurm~edu 

Daniel J. Sherman 

Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art History 

Adjunct Professor, History 

Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Fax: (919) 967-0722 

Daniel J. Sherman 

Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art History 

Adjunct Professor, History 

Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Fax: (919) 967-0722 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 19, 2012 12:41 PM 

Flatt, Emma <eflatt@email.unc. edu> 
Thorp 

Emma--I just read this WRAL story about the big faculty rally 
yesterday. Check out the readers’ comments. The ones who say ’what in 
the world are those faculty thinking’? I’m with them. -Jay 

http:/iwww.wra~.cor~v’newsieducatior~/stor~’i11560731/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 10:21 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew_margolis@unc.edu> 

WCHL 

Lew--you’ve inspired me. I’m going to do a comment next week on the 
faculty reaction to Thorp’s announcement. By the way, I really loved 
your last Comment. You nailed the issue, and Shakespeare was a nice touch! 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 10:28 AM 

Stutts, Ron <rstutts@wchl.com> 

commentary and pic 

WCHL comment.docx; JaySmith3.jpg 

Dear Ron--nice to talk to you (and for you!) today. Here’s my script, 
and a fairly recent picture. 

Jay 



This is Jay Smith. On hearing news of the pending resignation of 

chancellor Holden Thorp, UNC faculty rallied to save their 

leader. On one level, the outpouring of support is 

understandable. Everyone can see the unfairness of Thorp’s 

situation. But the contrast between the faculty’s sudden 

assertiveness and its earlier passivity is striking. 

Since the cloud of scandal descended on UNC in 2010, faculty 
have struggled to find their voice. The NCAA had come to town 
for the first time in decades, academic integrity had been thrown 
to the winds, and our leaders consistently left us in the dark. But 
until last week there were no emergency faculty meetings, no 
demonstrations in front of South building, no demand for 
answers and information, no efforts to coordinate with other 
campus groups, and no move to rein in the forces that had 
caused our fall from grace. 

Yet within minutes of the announced resignation the faculty 
sprang into action against the one outrage they would not stand 

for: a change in leadership. Faculty worry that our Trustees 

might now appoint a chancellor who would not share their 

values. To those outside the university, the faculty’s newfound 

urgency must have looked curious indeed. Content to fiddle 

while the university’s image burned, faculty acted 

spontaneously to protect the chancellor when they saw a threat 

to long-term interests. But a basic concern for the values of 
integrity, honesty, and accountability should have stirred them 

to action long ago. The irony is that bracing criticism from the 
faculty may have been exactly what Holden Thorp needed to 

hear. This is Jay Smith. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:34 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: lunch Thursday? 

Dan--sorry to be late. Just back from Banff, which was beautiful but 
mostly boring (on the conference side of things). Yes, lpm Thursday 
would be good. How about Med Deli? -Jay 
On 10/15/12 11:15 AM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 

> Just wanted to see if we were still on. As it turns out, I have to be 
> be in to see a prospective grad student who is attending a conference 
> in Durham -- she will be coming by around noon. Can we say 1 PM? Any 
> of the usual places would be fine. If you would prefer to meet 
> somewhere a little farther out, like Foster’s, I can do that but might 
> be a little late. 
> Best, 
> Dan 
> 



Jay M. Smith, a professor of history at U~tCJChapel Hill, is a 
specialist of early-modern France, especially in the later 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 1’4ost of his published 
work has dealt with the development of royal absolutism, 
the emergence of patriotic rhetoric and habits of thought 
under the old regime, the origins of the French Revolution, 
and the history of the nobility. His most recent book, 
t~onsters of rifle G~vaudan, grew out of an accidental 
encounter with the image of the beast at the Biblioth6que 
~¢ationale. His exploration of the history of the G6vaudan 
proved to be fruitful detour, and he is now at work on a 
G6vaudan-related project involving political corruption and 
scandal on the eve of the French Revolution. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:13 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Are you in your office? I need to vent!!!!! 

yes--but your office door is closed. Are you there? 
On 10/23/12 12:12 PM, Wallace, Wanda L. wrote: 

Do you have a minute? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Subject: Re: Are you in your office? I need to vent!!!!! 

I’m here now. Will be here until 3 or so. 

On 10/23/12 10:49 AM, Wallace, Wanda L. wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 9:53 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: [history-faculty] race cluster 

indeed 
On 10/26/12 9:51 PM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Ah, endless fun .... 



History department faculty are organized by field [Nancy--I suggest embedding a 
link to our grad fields in "by field"], but their intellectual interests reach across field 
boundaries. Below is a list of thematic or methodological orientations that bring 
together faculty from disparate areas of specialization. In seminars and colloquia, 
on graduate student examination committees, and in team-taught courses, History 
faculty from differing fields build on shared intellectual concerns. This non- 
exhaustive list of thematic orientations illustrates some of the intellectual linkages 
between History faculty that are sometimes obscured by field categories. This list is 
informal and always evolving, but it usefully complements the field listings: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 11:52 AM 

Dave Caulfield <dcaulfield@broadviewpress.com> 

Re: Question re Early Modern European History course 

I use supplementary readings, but no novels. (Excerpts from Don Quixote excepted.) 
On 11/1/12 11:53 AM, Dave Caulfield wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith. 

My name is Dave Caulfield and I work with Broadview Press. I have a quick 
question to ask about the Early Modern European History, 1450-1815 course you 
teach. 

I’m wondering if you ever supplement (or have considered supplementing) your 
core course text with a critical edition of an historical novel. 

Our Broadview Editions series is, in many ways, quite well suited to history 
courses since each text in the series includes a wealth of ancillary historical and 
cultural documents contemporaneous to the time in which the novel was written. 
This means that our edition of, say, Cand/de, includes an appendix on Humanism 
and another which looks at the Philosophy of the period and features writings by 
Leibniz, Pierre Bayle, and additional writings by Voltaire. If you’re at all interested, 
I’d be happy to send you a list of titles which may be of interest, or, if you have a 
few titles in mind, by all means send them along and I can let you know what we 
have which might be of interest. 

Even if you don’t ever include critical editions in your courses, if you could let me 
know, I’d very much appreciate it. 

Many thanks for your time, 
Dave 



Deparlmenl of 

History 

sl:udy~ and putting sLudents ~n ~ouch w~h people and 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 10:05 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

actual home page 

Screen shot 2012-11-09 at 10.04.26 AM.png 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 11:35 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

video questions 

Hi Nancy--a couple of quick questions. I see that the text accompanying 
the latest Jacquelyn video weirdly has her name crossed through. (This 
recurs in other spots, too.) Is that a glitch of some kind? 

Also--I’m now wondering whether we shouldn’t find a way to "foreground" 

our video clips a little better than we are. Might we create a "Video 

Clips" tab under the Media tab? Could we rename "Media" "Media 
coverage"? That would make clear, sort of, how the "video clips" are 
different. I also think we should add some text explaining what the 

different tabs are. More on this next week... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 2:48 PM 

Willis, Rachel <Rachel.Willis@unc.edu> 

Strategic planning 

Dear Rachel: 
I’ve reviewed the documents you sent out Saturday, and I have just a 
couple of general observations: 
1. I think we should embrace "accountability" and not seem afraid to 
have our work evaluated. The key is to come up with measures that are 
meaningful for the state and that accurately reflect what we do. 
2. The attention to the changing needs of the work force etc. is fine, 
but we must make a robust argument in favor of broad, liberal learning 
as the best preparation for all of life’s challenges--including the 
challenge of work. I note that the overview document stresses "global 
competitiveness," understandably. But what makes students more able to 
engage the globe than a rigorous curriculum stressing foreign languages, 
geography, history, comparative literature, ethics, comparative 
politics, religious studies, and more? There is NO substitute for that 
kind of training. And every computer scientist or biologist or 
entrepreneur who works in the global marketplace will be better for 
having had the chance to learn from these other disciplines. 
3. Finally, I think we at UNC, perhaps with the people at NC State, 
need to make a strong case for the uniqueness of our great research 
institutions. "Classics" may be a "low productivity" discipline. But 
UNC has one of the nation’s great Classics departments, and that is 
important for the nation as well as the state. Great multi-purpose 
universities are critical to the intellectual vitality of the national 
culture, and they offer unique possibilities to undergraduate students. 
Every state should have 1-2 places where journeys of discovery can take 
place, where a student lacking clear direction can fall in love with a 
seemingly obscure subject. The subject thrives because these 
possibilities exist, and students thrive as well. Maybe not every 
University has to teach every language, but great universities have to 
teach a great many languages (using languages as an example.) 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:47 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Re: spiffy version 

Willis: 
Just one suggested change on my end: 
and not protect them, should there be legal action, because of their putative "autonomy." (I think the commas actually help the flow.) 

So...would you like to send this as an email? OK by me if we wait to bring others into the discussion. Eventually, though, I suspect it will be necessary. Thorp will likely give us a non- 
response response and then hope we go away. 

On 11/12/12 7:35 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

I made several changes (deletions/additions, I hope all in red). 

I do not think that we should send copies to anyone else, certainly not to Jan Boxill or, at least at this point, to Melinda Manning. 

Willis 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:i,5~ysmith@ema~l~unc~edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 5:46 PM 

To: Brooks, Edwin W 

Subject: spiffy version 

Willis I made a few cosmetic changes and transferred the whole thing to letterhead. 

I’m hoping we can push "send" ASAP.      Jay 

To invi 

If you haven’t read the first one, read this one instead. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 10:33 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

chancellor survey 

Friends: 
I urge you all, if you have not already done so, to fill out the 
chancellor search survey that the search committee is asking all faculty 
to complete. (Check your inboxes.) 

I also urge you to notice the framing of the options that are offered to 

us. Among the high-priority qualities that one might recommend in the 
new chancellor: maintaining athletic excellence. Nowhere will you find 
"healthy cynicism about corrupting effects of athletics," or anything 

remotely like it. It’s quite disgraceful, in my opinion, that this blue 

ribbon search committee has shown itself to be so willfully blind to 

what has been the most disruptive issue on this campus over the past 2+ 
years. I’ve let them know my thoughts on the matter. If you care, you 
might do the same. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 1:44 PM 

Steve Lane <slane@soliantconsulting.com> 

Re: Monsters of the G6vaudan 

There are serviceable surveys by James Collins, William Beik, T. J. A. Le Goff, and William Doyle (the latter a 
set of essays by well chosen specialists.) 
On 11/13/12 8:05 AM, Steve Lane wrote: 

HI Jay: 

No worries, I’ve fought my way out of more than one inbox :-) The Cosmos reference looks 
interesting -- thanks for that. 

Anything you’d recommend as a standard survey of the Ancien Regime, preferably in English? I 
have Ladurie’s book from the Blackwell series, which looks serviceable (and an oddly traditional 
turn for the author of Montaillou, I suppose). I see Mark Greengrass’ name come up as well. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@emailouncoedu> 

Date: Monday, November 12, 2012 3:31 PM 

To: Steve Lane <slane@soliantconsultin£~com> 
Subject: Re: Monsters of the G~vaudan 

Steve--sorry, you got lost in my inbox. No, there hasn’t been much on the Camisards--especially in 
English. There are some French standard works that have appeared in the last 20-30 years 

(Ducass6 and Joutard are names that I recall), but not a lot even in French. There is a recent book, 
which I’ve not read, by Georgia Cosmos: Huguenot prophecy and clandestine worship in the 
eighteenth century. Might be worth a look... 

Jay 
On 11/5/12 3:17 PM, Steve Lane wrote: 

I have a short followup for you. Has much been done recently (in a scholarly vein) 
with the Camisards and the Cevennes? It looks like a rich area but most of the 
references I’m seeing are Robert Louis Stevenson, Dumas and earlier. Has this topic 
attracted much work in the last 10-20 years? 

Thanks, 

Steve Lane 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.uncoedu> 

TO: Steve Lane <slane@soliantconsultingocom> 

Subject: Re: Monsters of the G~vaudan 



Dear Steve: 
Very nice of you to write. I’m pleased to hear that the remembrance/telling of the story 
after the fact interested you (it really interested me, too), and I can honestly say you’re 
one of the very few who even seem to have noticed that part of the book! There have 
been lots of reviews written, generally quite positive, but none of them, and I mean 
none, pay any attention to what I say in the last chapter or so of the book. They focus 
strictly on the 1760s. What a disappointment that has been, I tell ya. So good for you 
for reading to the end. 

Coincidentally, I’m back in southern France right this minute, working on another 
G~vaudan-related project (nothing as exciting as the beast, alas.) I’ve really fallen for 
the G~vaudan. 

How is it that you pick up history books for your pleasure reading? Please keep it up. 

Jay Smith 

On 6/18/12 9:58 AM, Steve Lane wrote: 

Dear Prof. Smith: 

I finished your book on the G~vaudan yesterday, not quite in one sitting, 
but in just a few sittings over several days. I thoroughly enj oyed it, which 
one doesn’t often say of scholarly works. On the one hand, I’d hoped for a 
glimpse into something truly atavistic and mysterious -- but history 
doesn’t tend to give us that too often. The tussle over the beast’s narrative 
somehow makes the question of its "identity" become slowly superfluous 
over the course of the book -- an outstanding execution of the "show, 
don’t tell" advice often given to fiction writers :-) And the way in which 
the ongoing struggles over the narrative are brought more or less 
seamlessly into the present day is both compelling, and something not 
always usual in scholarly writing, where authors often practice (even if 
they don’t preach) a radical disjuncture between the present and the past 

Your book reminded me in several ways of another book I found equally 
engrossing -- Roger Kennedy’s Hidden Cities. There too, the depiction of 
competing narratives about a past is as interesting, if not more so, than the 
exploration of that past in itself. It’s interestingly contemporaneous as 
well, since Americans like Washington and Jefferson were grappling with 
what to make of native American ruins at about the same time as the 
"Beast" was attracting notice in southern France. 

In any case, I thoroughly enjoyed the book, and wanted to pass that along. 

Regards, 

Steven G. Lane, Ph. D. 
s~ane@,soliantconsulti~g.com 
610-788-2124 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, November 16, 2012 2:25 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew_margolis@unc.edu> 
Re: meet? 

Carolina Coffee Shop? 
On 11/16/12 2:22 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Sounds good. Where would you like to meet? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email.~mc.edt~] 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 6:29 PM 
> To: Margolis, Lewis 
> Subject: Re: meet? 
> 
> Lew--How about lunch on Thursday, Nov. 29? Around noon? (I have office hours beginning at lpm.) 
> 

> Jay 
> On 11/14/12 8:14 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
>> I think it would be useful to meet and then invite her later. I can meet on the 21rst any time. During the following week, I can 
meet on Wednesday after 2 or any time on Thursday or Friday. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mail~o:~l~)~smi~h(~emaiL~mc.ed~] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 10:59 PM 
>> To: Margolis, Lewis 
>> Subject: meet? 
>> 
>> Lew--literally for the first time since our lunch with Hodding and David, I have a few minutes to think. I’m ready, maybe as soon 
as next week, to think harder about what we should do in drafting a statement. 
>> Would you like to get together? Or were you hoping to meet with the 
>> Knight commission person first? (I could also ask David/Hodding to 
>> try to broker a meeting....) 
>> 
>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 11:08 AM 

Dan Kane <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

great story 

Thanks again, Dan. This one could be a game changer. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:11 AM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: great story 

The early signs are...yeah, they’re engaged. 
On 11/20/12 12:48 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for your message. I’d appreciate knowing if this one gets the faculty engaged. 

Have a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Sun, Nov 18, 2012 at 11:08 AM, Jay Smith           emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 
Thanks again, Dan. This one could be a game changer. -Jay 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



We would like to express our appreciation to Mary Willingham for her willingness 
to speak to the press about her experiences in the Academic Support Program for 
Student Athletes. As a Learning Specialist who worked with the athletes most 
challenged to meet UNC’s academic demands, Willingham showed her dedication to 
athletes’ well-being day in and day out for seven years. In her time at the ASPSA, 
she also saw the effects of a competitive environment that encourages universities 
to focus on "processing" at-risk students instead of providing them with educational 
experiences comparable to those of other students. As a distinguished institution of 
higher learning, UNC has a responsibility to provide a meaningful education to every 
single student it admits, even when that responsibility conflicts with sport schedules 
or the expectations of the NCAA, or when it is complicated by the deficient high- 
school preparation of its recruits. To date, no UNC official has stepped forward to 
congratulate Mary Willingham on her candor and bravery or to take up the 
challenge that her testimony presents to us all. While we wait for our leaders to 
speak, we faculty of the Athletics Reform Group want to acknowledge Mary 
Willingham’s great service to our University and salute her as an example of what is 
best about UNC’s educational traditions. 



We would like to express our appreciation to Mary Willingham for her willingness 
to speak to the press about her experiences in the Academic Support Program for 
Student Athletes. As a Learning Specialist who worked with the athletes most 
challenged to meet UNC’s academic demands, Willingham showed her dedication to 
athletes’ well-being day in and day out for seven years. In her time at the ASPSA, 
she also saw the effects of a competitive environment that encourages universities 
to focus on "processing" at-risk students instead of providing them with educational 
experiences comparable to those of other students. As a distinguished institution of 
higher learning, UNC has a responsibility to provide a meaningful education to every 
single student it admits, even when that responsibility conflicts with sport schedules 
or the expectations of the NCAA, or when it is complicated by the deficient high- 
school preparation of its recruits. Like any University, UNC also has an obligation to 
be completely honest about what it does and how it does it. To date, no UNC official 
has stepped forward to congratulate Mary Willingham on her candor and bravery or 
to take up the challenge that her testimony presents to us all. While we wait for our 
leaders to speak, we faculty of the Athletics Reform Group want to acknowledge 
Mary Willingham’s great service to our University and salute her as an example of 
what is best about UNC’s educational traditions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, November 26, 2012 1:47 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 
Raina 

Willis--here’s Raina’s address: 
Raina Rose Tagle, Partner 
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP 
Baker Tilly Beers & Cutler, PLLC 
8219 Leesburg Pike, Suite 800 
Vienna, VA 22182-2625 

I thought the meeting today was interesting in some ways, but I also 
regretted that we never got around to discussing how to promote/protect 

Mary, which was the purpose of the meeting. I think I, too, will call 
Raina to ask that she and/or Martin try to talk to Jennifer Townsend if 
they have not done so already. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 1:49 PM 

Raina Rose Tagle <raina.rosetagle@bakertilly.com> 

update 

Hi Raina: 
I don’t know whether you’re closing in on the report yet, or whether 

you’ve got so much to digest that you don’t feel like hearing any more, 
but I have a thought or two about the academic support program for 
athletes if you’re still taking ideas. If so, I’ll give you a call. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 8:09 PM 

Kent Wright <Kent.Wright@asu.edu> 

Re: Quick question 

Kent--can’t be sure how Lloyd will respond, but I can easily say "yes, 
in principle." I admit that I’ve never directed a thesis in legal 
history, but I/we tend to try to be helpful with/for whatever topics our 
students choose. So I say...legal history? Sure, why not?! 

This fall has been the zaniest one yet for me, so you have no idea how 
happy I am that the finish line is in sight. 

Jay 

On 11/28/12 5:16 PM, Kent Wright wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> Here I am with a quick, vague question. There is former undergrad student 
> of mine, one of the best, who went away and became a lawyer a few years 
> ago, but now is planning on returning to grad school in history, in French 
> history, and in French legal history, in and around the Revolution. She 
> asked about UNC, I said, why, that might be a great idea... But I 
> thought I’d ask you, too, whether it really is great. Are you yourself 
> sponsoring grad work in this area? A quick, vague answer is all I’m 
> really thinking of here - especially if it were a big red-light "no" 
> answer! Anyway, I’ll probably drop Lloyd exactly the same vague, quick 
> question! Meanwhile, hope you’re nearing the end of this incredible zero 
> fall in fine and healthy fashion - Banff already seems like an eternity 
> ago, and Boston an eternity away! Cheers, 
> 

> Kent 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 9:55 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

lunch 

Lew--still on for lunch? I plane to see you at noon at the Carolina 
Coffee Shop. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 12:19 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: FW: MALINA MAYNOR LOWERY---Department of History honored as a 
Faculty Engaged Scholar 

Nancy--for Malinda’s recent event, let’s post these couple of sentences, with the link to the Carolina Center for 
Public Service website detailing the program, and then paste in the Q&A I forwarded to you on Friday (though 
you’ll of course want to link to the full interview, since there’s very limited space for announcements on the 
front page.) 

Malinda Maynor Lowery recently graduated from the Faculty Engaged Scholars Program, sponsored by the 
Carolina Center for Public Service (for more on the program, see http://www.unc.edu/ccps/profile- 
FESClassIII.php). Professor Lowew recently spoke with Associate Chair Jay Smith about her goals and lessons 
learned. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: FW: MALINA MAYNOR LOWERY---Department of History honored as a Faculty Engaged 

Scholar 
Date:Mon, 26 Nov 2012 10:21:20 -0500 

From:Jay Smith <i aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
To:Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys~email.unc.edu> 

CC:Kent, Adam S <akent@,unc.edu> 

I think it counts as newsworthy, especially given our recent efforts to promote more public-minded activities. 
I’ve long thought that we should use the website (and the newsletter, but don’t get me started...) to feature some 
of the regular "stuff" our faculty do. This is a prime example. 

But--maybe I should have Malinda answer a few questions for me and we could post that in addition? -Jay 
On 11/26/12 10:13 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 

Looks like Della Pollock’s department posted something about this: 
http://comm.unc.edu/2012/11 / 19/della-pollock-graduates-the-facult¥-engaged-scholars-program/ 

Is this newsworthy? I really don’t know. 

thx, 
ngs 

From: Beatty, Rhonda Hubbard 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
Subject: MALINA MAYNOR LOWERY---Department of History honored as a Faculty Engaged Scholar 

Hi NancU~ 

The Carolina Center for Public Service is proud to announce that Malinda Maynor Lowery, associate 

professor of History, recently graduated from the Faculty Engaged Scholars program~ As a scholar, Malinda 

spent the past two years pursuing community engagement through scholarly endeavors° 



The Center is honoring each scholar by publicizing their hard work and achievements on our website 

(http://www.unc.edu/ccps/profile-FESClasslll.php). We would love for you to help us honor Malinda by 

documenting her efforts on the Department of History’s website as welk We know you share our 

congratulations to these scholars for their dedication to promoting ensaged scholarship at UNC-Chapel Hillo 

Attached you will find informative materials regarding the Faculty Engaged Scholars program and your 

department’s graduate° We hope you will join us in celebrating Betsy’s achievements in engaged 

scholarship° If you have any questions at all or need additional information~ please don’t hesitate to ask° 

With warmest regards, 

Rhonda Hubbard hearty 

Communications & Marketing 

Carolina Center for Public Service 

Campus Box 51421 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9S.9.843.6993 I www.unc.edu/ccps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 8:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

fddf 

Smith Menagerie of the Mind smaller res.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, December 12, 2012 8:54 AM 

editors@pastandpresent.org.uk 
Re: Submission to P&P 

Smith Menagerie of the Mind smaller res.docx 

Anna: 

Oops, sorry about that. I didn’t even think to check the document 
size. This one is 4MB--will that work? If not, I can take another 
crack at it. 

And yes, I’m aware of your policy, and I have no intention of 
republishing any of this material in the foreseeable future. -Jay Smith 
On 12/12/12 7:52 AM, editors@pastandpresent.org.uk wrote: 
> 12-Dec-2012 
> 

> Dear Dr. Smith, 
> 
> Thank you for submitting your article, ’Menagerie of the Mind: The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment’, to Past & Present. We 
will be very pleased to consider it for publication in the journal. However, the file that you have sent us is enormous (over 50mb), and 
I wonder if you would be able to send me a version with much lower resolution images, for sending out to our referees - many inboxes 
will not be able to accept something this size. In the event of acceptance we would, of course, be able to use the better quality images 
for publication (please do feel free to send these as separate image files in whatever format you have them). 
> 
> We’d also like to confirm one important detail at this stage. We ask that material we publish cannot be republished for at least two 
years after its appearance in the journal. If there is substantial overlap between your submission and (for example) any forthcoming 
book or other article, would you let us know? Please bear in mind that there is often a wait of up to two years between submission and 
publication of accepted articles. Many thanks. 
> 
> With best wishes, 
> Anna Bayman 
> Associate Editor, Past and Present 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:09 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: thoughts on Martin 

Dan--can I ask a quick question? Do *you* know whether what UNC reported to the NCAA in 2010 (or in the 
course of the NCAA’s investigation) is subject to open records law? I learned today that our FAR knew about 
things in 2010 that *should* have triggered close NCAA scrutiny of academic support. I would kill to know 
whether she ever actually reported it. It seems that we ought to have a right to know that. -Jay 

On 12/16/12 11:03 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, thanks for this. Hope you did not spend a good chunk of the weekend working on it. 

What did you make of SACS wanting to step in? 

On Sat, Dec 15, 2012 at 11:53 AM, Jay Smith <jksismith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dan: 
Feel free to use any of this. Sorry I go on so long here... 

My fondest hope was that the Martin inquiry would turn up rich qualitative evidence revealing 
the relationship between athletes, counselors, and other athletics personnel. The purpose of such 
a search would not be to find people to punish--removing "bad apples" is not the key to fixing 
this problem--but to understand the thinking that goes into the management of athletes’ 
curriculum. There are plenty of things that aren’t exactly "fraudulent" that are nevertheless 
wrong, unfair, and dishonest. That’s not to say that athletics counselors, tutors, or any other 
athletics personnel are bad people. Many of them do heroic work, and have done so for years. 
(I’d appreciate your mentioning this--if you use anything from me.) I just worry that a distorted 
sense of priorities is slowly, subtly eating away at the foundations of our academic mission. 

Qualitative evidence regarding curricular choices could be combined with quantitative evidence 
to reveal the realities of the system, which places an absolute priority on reaching certain 
artificial benchmarks (APR, GSR, even GPA) imposed by the NCAA without regard to the 
actual content of the education received. Anyone who cares about college sports, and feels 
loyalty to UNC, should be deeply concerned that so many of our athletes seem not to be 
receiving the educations that they’ve been promised, that they deserve, and that they will need in 
life. The injustice is all the worse for being concentrated in the so-called "revenue sports." 
These students are bringing in vital revenue--they were brought here explicitly for that purpose, 
having been recruited by coaches (not professors) for their amazing athletic talents. They 
themselves get no cut of the revenue, though, on the theory that they’re paid with a quality 
education. 

So, if we’re to hit the reset button and make sure that all athletes are getting real educations in 
UNC classrooms, we first need to know whether and how the current system disfigures the 
curricular choices of athletes. I hope Martin can show us how and when course registrations 
have been used for GPA management. All students take courses from time to time to help with 
the GPA, and such occasional personal choices are not fraudulent. But if an entire counseling 
system makes GPA--not learning--the top priority, the door to abuse and fakery is thrown wide 
open. I’d like to know how the grades earned in those courses where athletes have clustered 
compare to the grades earned in other courses. I’d like to know if enrollments in independent 
studies courses, or "paper courses" of any kind, came at critical moments in players’ careers-- 



when GPA’s needed serious boosting, or when marginal students needed fast head starts in their 
first year, or when the rigors of the playing season made a full course load unmanageable for the 
academically challenged. I’d like to know if the so-called "special admits" and others with 
modest academic credentials were routinely steered toward certain faculty or certain sections of 
courses and what their grades were in such courses. I’d like to know if course selections aligned 
with student abilities and preparation--whether inexperienced and academically challenged 
students were signing up for advanced courses aimed at more accomplished students, for 
example. What could be the justification for that? I’d like to know how students navigate their 
way through their courses. Do tutors’ records show a broad pattern of encouraging copy-and- 
paste composition techniques, as one of your recent articles suggested? I’d like to know whether 
the athletes seemingly destined for pro careers have course itineraries that suggest they were 
treading water, effectively majoring in eligibility. For example, did they delay taking courses in 
their major that were known to be challenging? If so, they were deprived of educational 
substance for reasons a university would have a hard time justifying. I’d also like to know if 
course selection patterns can be justified in intellectual and academic terms. If athletes cluster in 
Portuguese and Swahili, for example, can we be sure that such clustering has not deprived them 
of exposure to other languages--French, Spanish, Arabic--that might be more suitable to them 
given their other interests? "Any language, any course, will do, so long as it helps the GPA" is 
not a defensible attitude at an institution of higher learning. 

Answers to these questions might or might not point to outright fraud, but they could help us 
understand better whether our athletes are being well served, and especially whether our revenue- 
sport athletes are being exploited and mis-educated in all sorts of ways. A good understanding of 
the contours of the system requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative evidence, and I 
sure hope that Martin and Baker-Tilly were able to get the right balance. 

Jay 

On 12/14/12 4:40 PM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

are you around this afternoon? 

919-g29-4861 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 2:39 PM 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Re: martin report 

Dan--Sure, I can make a point of being available in the morning. How quickly I’ll be able to absorb and make 
sense of the report is another question, of course, but I’ll try to give it a quick read through. -Jay 

On 12/18/12 11:04 AM, Kane, Dan wrote: 

Jay, 

I’m trying to work on the logistics for the day the Martin report is released. I know that I am going 
to want to get your thoughts on the report -- its significance or lack thereof, and what should 
happen next. 

If you are not going to be at the 10 a.m. trustee meeting, would you be able to accept an electronic 
copy of the report from me (could also be by then it will be up on UNC’s website), give it a read 
and shoot me a few comments via email for our online coverage? I would hope at some point to 
have an actual interview with you, but it is going to be so crazy that day I am trying to do my level 
best to make sure I reach the folks who have been key to this story. 

Talk to you later, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 5:38 PM 

Wheeler, Burgetta <bwheeler@newsobserver.com> 

Re: Newsroom : Martin op-ed (whittled to 740 words!) 

Thanks again for all your help. 
On 12/21/12 10:05 PM, Wheeler, Burgetta wrote: 
> im sorry, i wont bore you with the details as to how that happened, im 
>just glad this day is almost over. 
> 
> ive fixed it on the web edition and sent a new page for sunday. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 8:20 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Burgetta--thanks for the quick action on this, but PLEASE make the 
>> corrections to the paragraph that begins "In truth"...that I asked for 
>> earlier! If not in the web version, at least in the print version. -Jay 
>> Smith 
>> 
>> On 12/21/12 3:02 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> 
>> I’ll make you sick of me before the end of the day. 
>> 
>> I swear this is my last request. Could we slightly modify these sentences: 
>> 
>> That the chair of the department could be so negligent, so inattentive to 
>> broad departmental interests in 2005-2006, of course directly contradicts 
>> Martin’s evidence-free speculation that the whole "paper" course scam 
>> reflected ONLY HIS DESIRE to boost departmental enrollments and win new 
>> faculty positions. The very idea that the chair would have hoped to draw 
>> attention to his own bloated enrollment figures, along with the fraudulent 
>> strategies that underlay them, RUNS AGAINST COMMON SENSE. 
>> 
>> Thank you--and I understand if you can’t run it after all. 
>> On 12/21/12 1:21 PM, Wheeler, Burgetta wrote: 
>> 
>> ive made these changes and plan to run it sunday ... 
>> 
>> the only thing that might change those plans at this point is that our 
>> new editorial page editorial is writing his first column.., on the 
>> martin report, im not sure yet what he’s going to say. if the two 
>> pieces are too similar, it might be a problem, but i don’t really 
>> anticipate that. 
>> 

>> best, 
>> burgetta 
>> 
>> On Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 1:03 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> Wow! Thanks. Yes, a colleague asked that I tone down my rhetoric a bit. 
>> So, in the second paragraph, could I lead with this new sentence: 
>> 
>> "In truth, Martin’s conclusions rest on disappointingly incomplete data and 
>> they show a surprising bias.’ 



>> And could I please put these two sentences at the beginning of the third 
>> paragraph: 
>> 
>> "But Martin relies heavily on the testimony of athletics and other officials 
>> who had interests to protect. He therefore ignores key issues and makes 
>> questionable assertions on the basis of little or no evidence. The 
>> arguments are often weak or unsupported.’ 
>> 
>> And finally, in the paragraph that begins " The Martin report deserves," 
>> could I replace "dismantling" with "rebuttal"? Thanks much, and I’m sorry 
>> to have made this harder for you. 
>> 
>> Jay Smith 
>> PS Fax will arrive soon .... 
>> On 12/21/12 12:56 PM, Wheeler, Burgetta wrote: 
>> 
>> hello. 
>> 
>> ive already moved it into the system and changed all of the quirky 
>> system things in the type, so if you send me any changes at this 
>> point, it’d be really nice for you to just tell me what they are. i’m 
>> sorry. 
>> 
>> im trying really hard to make room for it sunday, will advise. 
>> 
>> thanks, 
>> burgetta 
>> 
>> On Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 12:50 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> Thanks, I’ll fax it in about an hour. I may also email you a slightly 
>> edited and perhaps slightly shorter version. 
>> 
>> On 12/21/12 12:08 PM, Wheeler, Burgetta wrote: 
>> 
>> hello. 
>> 
>> im not going to have time to look at this until later this afternoon, 
>> but in case i decide to try to get it in, can you please go ahead and 
>> sign the online permission form so we have that taken care o1"? 
>> 
>> thanks much, 
>> burgetta 
>> 
>> News & Observer op-ed contributors: 
>> 
>> Here’s a form that you may print out and fax back, or print out, sign, 
>> scan and email. Please return it in advance of publication to Ann Lee, 
>> who handles these forms. Her fax number is 919-829-4529. Her email 
>> address is alee@newsobserver.com. 
>> Thanks, Burgetta Wheeler, op-ed editor 
>> 
>> From: Burgetta Wheeler 
>> 
>> Date: 12/21/12 
>> 
>> Re: Your POV on UNC 



>> 

>> Dear Dr. Smith: 
>> 
>> Thank you for your recent submission to The News & Observer. Your 
>> contribution is greatly appreciated. 
>> 
>> By sending this submission to The News & Observer, you have represented 
>> that you are the author and copyright owner of the submission and you 
>> have granted The News & Observer an irrevocable, royalty-free license to 
>> publish, republish, resell, distribute and copy the edited submission an 
>> unlimited number of times in any print, electronic or other medium. As 
>> copyright owner, you retain the fight to use your material or offer it 
>> for publication elsewhere after it has appeared in the print edition of 
>> The News & Observer. 
>> 
>> If you are in agreement with the above terms, please indicate that 
>> agreement below and return this form. 
>> 

>> 

>> I have read the above and I understand and agree to its terms. 
>> 

>> 

>> Name: 
>> 

>> 

>> Signature: 
>> 

>> 

>> Email: 
>> 

>> 

>> Phone: 
>> 

>> 

>> 3/12/02, updated 11/12/2011 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, Dec 21, 2012 at 11:48 AM, <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Martin op-ed (whittled to 740 words!) 
>> 

>> 

>> REPLY TO: jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> Jay Smith 
>> 919 933-6467 
>> 

>> 

>> COMMENTS: 
>> 
>> I have this as a Word doc, but couldn’t find an email address to send it 
>> to .... 
>> 

>> The Failures of the Martin Report 
>> 
>> Administrators in Chapel Hill are breathing a huge sigh of relief today. 



>> Former governor Jim Martin, in his long-awaited report on the "academic 
>> anomalies" that have caused such consternation in our community since 2011, 
>> dramatically announced at the recent meeting of UNC’s Board of Trustees that 
>> the pattern of abuse uncovered in recent months "was not an athletic 
>> scandal" but, rather, an isolated academic one. He thereby confirmed UNC’s 
>> official interpretation of events. 
>> 

>> In truth, by opting to parrot the rhetoric of the administration in his 
>> opening remarks, Martin betrayed the faulty reasoning and inexcusably narrow 
>> analysis that undermine the conclusions of his report. The auditing firm of 
>> Baker-Tilly certainly crunched a lot of numbers on course registxations and 
>> grade changes. And happily, they reported that they had detected no 
>> fraudulent behavior by any faculty member other than Julius Nyang’oro, the 
>> former chair of the African and Afro-American studies department 
>> (Afri!Afam.) That is good news. 
>> 

>> But Martin relies heavily on the testimony of athletics and other 
>> officials who had interests to protect. He therefore ignores many key 
>> issues and makes questionable assertions on the basis of little or no 
>> evidence. The shoddiness of the argumentation is often breathtaking. 
>> Repeatedly, for example, Martin asserts such things as "the percentage of 
>> student-athletes enrolled in Type 2 Lecture Course Sections was consistent 
>> with the percentage of student-athletes enrolled in all courses offered by 
>> the Department" of Afri/Afam, and yet provides no numbers at all to back his 
>> claims. Nor does he acknowledge that the deceptive term "student-athlete," 
>> which he uses with ironclad consistency, masks sport-specific behaviors that 
>> might provide telling clues about the functioning of the athletic support 
>> system. (Remarkably, he tells us nothing at all about team course 
>> registxations.) He shows little curiosity about the essence of academic 
>> counseling for athletes (the ASPSA) and the imperatives that drive it. His 
>> only interest, it seems, is to exonerate athletics personnel from 
>> responsibility for any academic shenanigans. 
>> 
>> The Martin report fully deserves a point-by-point dismantling, but let me 
>> focus my remarks on a subject I know well: the curricular changes of 2006. 
>> Martin claims that independent studies enrollments in Afri!Afam dropped 
>> after 2006 because the University renumbered its courses that year "in order 
>> to increase the number of course offerings to its students." With so many 
>> more courses to choose from, he surmises, there was a lessened need to use 
>> independent studies "to fulfill a degree requirement." I was the associate 
>> dean for undergraduate curricula between 2004-2008; I was in charge of the 
>> renumbering project to which he alludes. That project had nothing whatever 
>> to do with increasing course offerings. Its purpose was to broaden the 
>> range of numbers available for courses already in existence. If Martin had 
>> wanted to know why Afri!Afam suffered a general decline in enrollments in 
>> 2007, he might have asked me. The department suffered from such notoriously 
>> bad management that it-alone among all departments in the College of Arts 
>> and Sciences-had neglected to submit most of its courses for consideration 
>> for the General Education curriculum. Consequently, students found 
>> Afri!Afam courses less attractive because they satisfied fewer requirements. 
>> 
>> That the chair of the department could be so negligent, so inattentive to 
>> broad departmental interests in 2005-2006, of course directly contradicts 
>> Martin’s evidence-free speculation that the whole "paper" course scam 
>> reflected a strategic plan to boost departmental enrollments and win new 
>> faculty positions. The very idea that the chair would have hoped to draw 
>> attention to his own bloated enrollment figures, along with the fraudulent 
>> strategies that underlay them, approaches irrationality. On this as on so 



>> many other issues treated in his report, Martin chose to rely on 
>> conveniently packaged excuses rather than the insights of hard-headed 
>> critics who knew which questions needed asking. (After an initial 
>> interview, the investigative team never again sought my input; Mary 
>> Willingham’s concerns are brushed aside with false admissions statistics.) 
>> 
>> One might well conclude that Martin ventured his own speculations, and 
>> leaned on the testimony that supported them, because he wanted to avoid at 
>> all costs the explanation staring him in the face: independent studies and 
>> "paper" courses were created, and made available to many non-athletes, for 
>> the purpose of helping athletes boost their GPA’s under the guise of 
>> participation in a legitimate curriculum. Martin says he was "unable to 
>> discern a clear motive" for fraud. Some would say that he was unwilling to 
>> acknowledge the most obvious one. 
>> 
>> Jay M. Smith is Professor of History and former Associate Dean for 
>> Undergraduate Curricula in the College of Arts and Sciences 
>> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 11:09 AM 

editors@pastandpresent.org.uk 

Re: Submission to P&P 

This is fine, and thanks for the quick action. 
On 1/4/13 9:58 AM, editors@pastandpresent.org.uk wrote: 
> 04-Jan-2013 
> 
> Dear Dr. Smith, 
> 
> I am writing to you about your article, ’Menagerie of the Mind: 
> The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment’, which we have been considering for the journal. 
> 
> Thank you very much for offering it to us. I regret to have to tell you that we have decided not to publish it. We thought the article 
contained some interesting material and that the topic was a good one. But I am afraid we had reservations about the piece, too, and 
the consensus of opinion was against it. I am sorry to disappoint you. 
> 
> I attach in confidence the reports of the principal referees for your information. I hope they might be helpful to you. 
> 
> I hope that our decision won’t discourage you from sending something else to us in future. We’d welcome the opportunity to 
consider further work from you for the journal. 
> 

> 

> Yours sincerely, 
> Lyndal Roper 
> Editor, Past & Present 
> 

> 

> Reader reports: 
> 

> 

> Report 1 
> 

> I did not think this was very well crafted. It reads like a lot of research notes dumped on the page. It’s a tour through a large number 
of texts, which keeps circling round the same observations. The texts float in a vacuum: lots of intertextuality here but not much 
interaction with anything else. First at a very basic level we’re never told very much about hyenas, e.g. their geographical range, to 
what extent and where people might have encountered them in the flesh. (Chiefly in North Africa or Asia Minor, is what I glean, from 
what he says supplemented by having looked them up.) Secondly we get no clear picture of how well known hyenas were. In what 
contexts were they mentioned previously to this incident, other than in the learned texts he cites? Perhaps he doesn’t know, but what’s 
not clear to me is whether this is a case of mobilising an existing notion, or of rumours in this case introducing people to a beast they 
wouldn’t previously have heard about. All texts seem to be treated as equal, but were some widely read and others obscure? (on p. 20, 
it’s implied that the Journal de Trevoux could have been the one that put ideas about hyenas in circulation). Across what social range 
did any of the ideas circulate? 
> 
> The justification for the piece seems to lie in some highly general observations: interest in science didn’t dispel interest in the 
uncanny, for example. Is this really ’new light on an important feature of the culture of the enlightenment’ (p. 4)? 
> 

> 

> Report 2 
> 

> Jay Smith has recently written a very interesting and well-received book on the Beast of the G6vaudan (2011), so it is surprising to 
find this article in this topic coming from him now. It seems to be an offshoot of that work and one which was not fully addressed in 
the monograph, namely the rumour that the beast, which was allegedly captured in 1765, was not a wolf but a hyena, an animal hardly 
at all physically known in France, and identified largely on the basis of writings from Pliny to Buffon with assorted travellers tales. 
Apparently a similar rumour to the G6vaudan one had occurred in 1756 in the Lyonnais area. 
> 
> There is an argument here that Smith labours to get across about the Enlightenment not being about the mastery of nature but rather 
loving to be scared and in awe of nature. This is a big claim, and probably would involve going into a much richer contextualisation 
than Smith here attempts (presumably because quite a bit of that wider context is in the book). So the article seeks to follow the 
instantiations of the hyena hypothesis around. I must say the thread wasn’t always easy to follow, as a thematic rather than 



chronological approach is followed. It also got a bit repetitious in places; and also the argument seemed to be running out of steam by 
the end. Incidentally Burke’s theories of the sublime might have been thrown into the mix. 
> 
> Although it may appear unkind to say so~ the article follows a tendency often seen among North American scholars~ of simply 
engaging with the key works in the North American literature. Footnote 7 gives nearly a dozen references on enlightenment science 
and monsters~ and nary a one from a French scholar. One would have thought that any early modem treatment of the monstrous would 
namecheck Jean C6ard; or that any Enlightenment science list of references would include Georges Canguilhem and Jean-Jacques 
Courtine~ for example. With very few exceptions~ the only French scholars mentioned wrote in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century. Peculiar~ surely reprehensible; but far from exceptional. 
> 
> I wonder whether the hyena theme really has quite enough in it to sustain a post-book article of this sort? The story is all about the 
monstrous~ but Smith appears constrained from asking bigger questions about the phenomenon because these are covered in the book 
(I assume). Early modem monsters could be read as auguries/omens~ signs of God’s handicraft or marginal phenomena on the edge of 
civilization. That such perspectives had not died out can be shown with reference to their existence in Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. So 
1765: religious dissent among Protestants in the Massif Central; post Seven Years trauma; etc. G6vaudan: remote and uncivilised. 
These are such central issues that I don’t think they can be filtered out of the discussion without spoiling the richness of the narrative. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 12:33 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: GRader for HIST 233 

Cynthia et al: I just heard from              whose 127 is filled at 165 but who has a virtual ’wait list’ of 
about 20 and is in a large room. I mention this in case one of Caddell’s graders might like the idea of working 
as a TA for Matt. (My suspicion is that TA’s will love working with him.) I think there’s a chance we could get 
close to 200 students in there if we raise the cap. 

But if we want to leave well enough alone with this, that’s fine too. -Jay 
On 1/7/13 12:24 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Jay: 
This will not work for 
It would be better to shift 
Barney’s second course. 

because Cobb’s class conflicts with HIST 905, required for her. 
to Cobb’s course, if you did not raise the enrollment on 

Cynthia 

On 1/7/2013 12:05 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Sure, 1 is fine with me tomorrow. On         -as I mentioned earlier (I think), we 
could easily afford to take away one of Caddell’s graders, since there’s no chance he’s 
going to reach the full 300 (he has about 240 now.) And Leloudis’s 367 really *needs* 
to lose one TA. (We had thought about shifting to Barney, but that’s not absolutely 
essential.) 

Jay 
On 1/7/13 11:38 AM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear Lloyd, Kathleen and Jay: 
I can meet tomorrow at 1:00 or 1:30. I agreed to meet with grad student 

(between 1 and 3), and I can tell him to meet me at 3 pm. 

Best, 
Cynthia 

On 1/7/2013 11:35 AM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Cynthia, 

Thanks for this information. The situation is always evolving. I’m 
thinking that it would be good for us to meet for at least for a 

short time tomorrow to check on where things stand across the 

board. I know that Jay has been monitoring enrollments and we 

may still need a final adjustment. At least we could get an 

u pdated overview. 

As it happens, though, I’m involved with a final set of interviews 



(via skype) for the Central Asian position. These are scheduled for 

tomorrow morning between 9:00 and noon. So I would not be 

able to meet at our usual time of :10:30. I’m not even sure if this 
will be a good time for our weekly meetings in this coming 

semester. So we may need to revisit the issue of our schedule for 
weekly meetings. But I wonder if we could meet tomorrow in the 

early afternoon, say around :1:00 or :1:30 PM. Would that possibly 

work for you. Jay noted in an earlier message that this might be a 

time when he could meet. 

Vm also copying both Jay and Kathleen on this message to see 

what they might think about this. Also, we’ve been discussing the 

issue of a designated convenor for the European field. Jay has 

agreed to serve in this role which means he’l! collect input from 

Europeanists on the very top three or four applicants who might 

be viable for university fellowship nominations. I know that 

people in both French and German history have been reading the 

flies in those fields. Vm not sure if Susan is reading the British 

applications. We still need someone to play convenor role for 

women/gender history; this is something else I want to discuss. 

Klaus is the convenor for global. 

I hope you had a good AHA meeting. I know you were busy, and I 

didn’t get around as much as I might have because of the two 

searches. But we interviewed a lot of interesting people. 

All the best, Lloyd 

From: Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Smith, Jay M; Duval, Kathleen A; Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Fwd: 

sent me this message last night! I find this 
extremely irresponsible; however, it is better that we replace 
him, if he cannot function this semester. 

This means reshuffling again the TAs for the U.S. history 
field --    would have worked with Dan Cobb from 
American Studies. Kathleen, what is your suggestion? 

Cynthia 



Cynthia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin American Studies and History 
Director of Graduate Studies, History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 

Cynthia Radding 
Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
Latin American Studies and History 
Director of Graduate Studies, History 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall 513 
CB 3195 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



History 158 

Early-Modern Europe 

T/TH 2:00-3:15 
Murphey 116 

Prof. Jay Smith 
Hamilton 564 
Office Hours: Thurs. 10-12 and by appointment 
Phone: 962-3949 
Email: jaysmith@email.unc.edu [best to contact me via email] 
Graduate assistant:                                    @unc.edu) 

This course considers European history between the 15th and the late-18th centuries. The 

period began with the Renaissance, matured in the course of the Protestant and Catholic 

Reformations and a destructive age of religious wars, fitfully gave birth to the 
"Enlightenment," and culminated with a series of world-historical Revolutions--notably 

the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions (all prefigured by the precocious English). 

Historians describe this period as "early modern" because it was clearly post-medieval 
(medieval institutions, ideas, and patterns of thought and behavior were decaying or 

collapsing) but not yet exactly modern ("free market" capitalism was not yet free, nation- 
states were not the focus of political life and organization, democracy was little more than a 

discredited idea, and individualism was celebrated by no one). In other words, the early- 

modern era was a distinctive hybrid--partly fading medieval, partly emergent modern, but 
with a unique character of its own. For those of us who specialize in the period, it is 

precisely the multi-faceted, hydra-like nature of the beast that makes it so fascinating. 
Bold, progressive, innovative, and eminently familiar thoughts and practices existed side- 

by-side with assumptions that seem--to our modern sensibilities--outdated, quaint, 

unfortunate, or bizarre. The period hints at the good, the bad, and the ugly of the entire 

European experience. 

We might think of ourselves as tourists on a chronological journey. Our itinerary will take 
us to many of the more famous attractions (you will read Martin Luther, appreciate 

Caravaggio, and see Versailles), but the journey has a theme--the capacities of the human 
being--that provides a set of questions we will ask repeatedly: What did Europeans 

assume to be the limits of human nature and human reason? What were the individual’s 

rights and obligations with respect to the powers-that-be, and how did those rights and 
obligations vary according to context, social condition, gender, place, and historical 

moment? As we watch time unfold, do we see Europeans becoming more "free," less "free," 
or something in between? 

Objectives: 
1. To write clear, convincing historical analyses (please see the Nine Easy Rules appended 
to this syllabus) 
2. To interpret historical documents with sufficient sensitivity to context, audience, and 
authorial intent. 
3. To appreciate the complexity, and non-linearity, of historical process 



4. To acquire familiarity with the landscape (or timescape) of early-modern Europe and 
understand some of its critical turning points. 

Assignments 
History 158 is a lecture course, and there will be seven quizzes on the lecture and reading 
material. The quizzes will measure your familiarity with the assigned readings (author, 
date and place of composition, and main themes or arguments) and your comprehension of 
the lectures’_ themes and main illustrative points. Your lowest quiz grade will be dropped 
before we calculate final grades. If you have to be absent from class during ANY of the 
quizzes, that grade--a 0%--is the grade that will be dropped. Make-ups are generally not 
permitted (a policy that is a function of the class size.) 

In addition to the quizzes, there will be three 250- to 300-word reflections on some 

assigned readings; two short (lO00-word) papers in which you have the opportunity to 

compare authors, their texts, and the perspectives conveyed therein; a paragraph "re- 
write" from the first paper; and a final exam. 

Grading: 
Quiz average: 15% 
Reaction papers: 12% 
Paper#l: 20% 
Rewritten paragraph: 3% 
Paper #2: 25% 
Final: 25% 

Books to purchase: 
Steven E. Ozment, The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women 
Cardinal Richelieu, The Political Testament 
Peter A. Morton, ed., The Trial of Tempel Anneke: Records of a Witchcraft Trial in Brunswick, 

Germany, 1663 
Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 
Other readings will be available through Sakai or through web links in the syllabus. 

Schedule of meetings and assignments: 
Thurs., ]an. 10 
Course basics; grading, assessment, the honor code and plagiarism; introduction to the 
early modern. 

Tues., lan. 15 
Emerging from the Middle Ages 

Thurs., ]an. 17 
Humanism in action 
*For class discussion, read Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Dignity of Man," 

http://www.historyguide.org/intellect/pico.html 



Tues., Jan. 22 
Quiz #1 
Humanism and Church reform. 

Thurs., Jan. 24 
The Lutheran Reformation 
*Discuss Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" in John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: 

Selections from his Writings (1961), 42-85. On Sakai. 

Tues., Jan. 29 
Consequences of the Lutheran Reformation: social and political 
Begin reading The Burgermeister’s Daughter, (try to read through p. 101 this week) 

Thurs., Jan. 31 
Consequences of the Reformation: religious. 

(Reaction paper assignment discussed). See Nine Easy Rules at end of syllabu!!!~ 

Tues., Feb. 5 
*Discuss The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Turn in reaction paper #1. 

Thurs., Feb. 7 
The disorienting 16th-century 

Tues., Feb. 12 

Quiz #2 
Spain, the New World, "Universal" Monarchy, and the Dutch Revolt 

Thurs., Feb. 14 
The French Wars of Religion and their political aftershocks 
*Discuss Montaigne, "On Cannibals," in Complete Essays, 151-159. On Sakai. 

Tues., Feb. 19 
Economic change, military change, political change and...the aristocracy in crisis? 

Question for Paper #1 posted. Look at those nine easy rules! 

Thurs., Feb. 21 
*Discuss Montaigne, "Of the inequality that is between us," in Complete Essays, 189-196 
(on Sakai), and Cervantes, Don Quixote, Part I, Chap. I. 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/S/ 

Tues., Feb. 26 
Quiz #3 
Art of the 17th century: Baroque spirituality, but also....surfaces, psychological depths, and 
selves; on self-fashioning and historical change. 



Begin reading The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117 

Thurs., Feb. 28 

The "Querelle des Femmes" (debate about women) and the witch craze 
Paper #1 due 

Tues., March 5 
*Discuss Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117. 

Thurs., March 7 
From Skepticism to Scientific Method 
*Discuss Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." On Sakai 
During break, start reading The Trial of Tempel Anneke (see page assignments for March 
19 and 21). 

Tues., March 12 SPRING BREAK 

Thurs., March 14 SPRING BREAK 

Tues., March 19 
*Discuss The Trial of Tempel Anneke, xiii-xxxvii (xxxvii-xliii optional,) 3-35, 50-65 

Thurs., March 21 

Quiz #4 
*Complete discussion of The Trial ofTempel Anneke, 71-94, 98-i16, 140-141, 145-151. 

Tues., March 26 
Centralizing authority (and a Thirty Years’ War) 
(Turn in rewritten paragraph from paper#l; reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., March 28 
*Discuss Richelieu, Political Testament 
Turn in Reaction paper #2 
Video: Theodoric of York (and "missed opportunities" in history). 
http: / /www.nbc.com/ saturday-night-live /video /theodoric-of-york/ 2888 
Question(s) for Paper #2 posted. 

Tues., April 2 
Crisis of the 1640s and the English Revolution 
*Discuss "Agreement of the People" and "The Putney Debates," 
http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.phpToption=com content&task=view&id= 1483&Itemid=2 
64 AND 
http://www.thenagain.info/Classes/Sources/Clarke.Putney.html 

Thurs., April 4 
Quiz #5 



Versailles, Paris, and the empire of French culture 

Tues., April 9 

The Enlightenment, the Republic of Letters, and...a reinforcement of hierarchy? 
Paper #2 due 

Thurs., April 11 

Quiz #6 
The first "information age" and the emergence of civil society 

Tues., April 16 

Europe’s "old regime" feels its age. 
*Discuss Diderot, "Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville" [excerpts]. On Sakai. 

(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., April 18 
Quiz #7 
The coming of the French Revolution 
Evaluations 

Tues., April 23 

*Discuss Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 

Turn in Reaction paper #3 

Thurs., April 25 
On the verge of modernity... 

*Discuss Marquis de Condorcet, The Tenth Epoch, (from Outlines of an Historical View of the 

Progress of the Human Mind) READ ONLY THE FIRST SIX PARAGRAPHS 

http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=712&Itemid=26 

Final Exam: Tuesday, May 7, 12PM. In our regular room. 



Nine easy rules that will improve your writing (and help you avoid penalties!) 

1. Use PAST TENSE in historical essays, almost without exception; this is important both 

because it will help you avoid tense mixing and because present tense pulls history out of 
the past where it belongs (and where you need to be thinking about it.) 

2. Don’t call any and every long book/reading a "novel." This is important. Novels are long 
works of prose fiction. Nothing else should be called a novel. 

3. Remember that the past tense of "to lead" is spelled "led," not "lead." 

4. Things NEVER to use at the beginning of a sentence: However, it, this, while. Why? 

-However means "whatever the case may be" at the beginning of a sentence. 

-It and this are impersonal (and imprecise) pronouns that, in 99.67% of cases, will 
leave readers asking huh? Who? What? Help? 

-While is one of those classic words (however is another, actually) that has two 

meanings and which therefore should only be used in those spots where its meaning will 
be unequivocal. "While the Baltimore Orioles..." Hmm, this sentence could involve a 

comparison between the Orioles and...the Yankees. Or, it could refer to the duration of the 
event during which the Orioles lost to the Yankees. Why introduce unnecessary confusion 

and doubt in your reader’s mind? DON’T DO IT! You want your reader focusing like a laser 

on your brilliant ideas, not wondering what you are driving at. What you should have said 

is: 

"Although the Baltimore Orioles lost to the Yankees Sunday night, they’re still the better 
team." 

’While’ could be used at the beginning if the temporal sense is clearly intended: 
"While the Baltimore Orioles sat in the dugout, they saw the game slip away." 

5. Aim for simple, concise sentences. A good rule of thumb: 20 or fewer words per 
sentence. 

6. Whenever in doubt, use the simplest and most familiar word available. 

7. Make sure the SUBJECT of every sentence/phrase is crystal clear to your readers. 

8. Vary your verb choices, avoiding bland, say-nothing verbs such as: described, said, 
wrote. 

9. It’s important that you remember that every apostrophe has its place. (Please, folks, 
know the difference between its and it’s.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 10:52 AM 

Kete, Kathleen <Kathleen.Kete@trincoll.edu> 

Re: alps 

Kathleen--sorry it didn’t work out. The NEH has become increasingly, ridiculously, competitive (because other 
sources are drying up, I suppose.) The project is a good one, though. I won’t be at FHS. Taking a little break 
from conferences, I hope. Banff was fun. But WAY too far to travel in the middle of a semester... 

Jay 
On 1/7/13 12:57 PM, Kete, Kathleen wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

A note to say thank you asain for writin8 on my behalf for an NEH, thoush I didn’t set one! I was 8lad to 
have had to orsanize my thoushts on the project, in any case. 

I hope the panel at the Western conference went well. Will you be at the SFHS meetin8 in Cambridse this 
sprins? I have somethin8 8oin8 on adventurin8 in the Alps. 

Hope to see you soon- 
Thanks asain, 
Kathleen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 4:11 PM 

Sack, Allen <ASack@newhaven.edu> 

Re: 

Allen--I think it looks great. My only tiny suggestion is that you try to slow down the carrousel at the top--the 
reader doesn’t have quite enough time to read the headline and decide whether to investigate before the next 
item has rotated in. -Jay 

On 1/9/13 4:06 PM, Sack, Allen wrote: 

Jay, 

This is almost the final product. What do you think? http://drake~roupblo~.wordpress.com. 

Allen 

Allen Sack 
Professor of Sport Management 

University of New Haven 

E: Asack@newhaven.edu 

P: 203-932-7090 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 8:19 AM 

Orr, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 
Re: Drescher 

Bob: I don’t disagree. You’re right that the few interested faculty 
around here need to keep asking questions, and that the Martin thing is 
really a sideshow. What’s so discouraging about it, though, is that it 
will likely serve to close down questioning. One small sign of this: 
administrators have stopped replying to my emails (in which I asked 
questions, requested data, challenged them to defend their tactics in 
trying to discredit Willingham, etc.) We have a faculty chair who is a 
sports booster, a lame duck chancellor, and now the UNC strategic plan 
to worry about. The UNC scandal has been declared over, and faculty and 
everyone else will have move on within 2-3 weeks. Martin is a big 
reason why. I just wish he had been a bit more responsible with his 
rhetoric. -Jay 
On 1/9/13 10:39 PM, Orr, Robert F. wrote: 
> Jay, I had not seen it. But as I told Dan, I think taking on Governor Martin and by association his Report, is not a sound tactic. 
Frankly, I’m sure UNC is delighted that the focus is on Governor Martin - revered by the Republicans controlling state government 
(and I confess me too) and others. It distracts from the more substantive issues which need to be addressed. Rather than attack the 
Governor why are folks not asking for Mercer and all the others to answer to the faculty or the public about not just what supposed 
warnings were in place but how the system worked. Can Mercer, Blanchard and others admit that for years they knew of Nyang’oro’s 
scheme? Plus, the SBI report is still out there and I was told by a reporter (not with the N&O) that it was several thousand pages 
long. And of course the McAdoo decision is still pending. Don’t get distracted and make Jim Martin the villain in this. That’s a 
losing proposition. Ask questions and demand public answers about all the things that have been buried. Jim Martin was given a 
narrow task for a reason. His report is an inch wide and a mile deep and supports his conclusion - it was an academic scandal and he 
didn’t find any evidence that athletics was behind the academic scandal. But that doesn’t mean that the abuse of the educational 
process didn’t take place nor that there was not some degree of complicity by academic counseling and maybe higher. But the 
evidence has not surfaced yet. There needs to be more lawyers involved in all of this. Bob 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:32 PM 
> To: Orr, Robert F. 
> Subject: Drescher 
> 

> Bob--just FYI (in case you didn’t see this), John Drescher completely 
> dismantles Martin’s version of that critical but largely imagined 
> Faculty Athletics Committee meeting where faculty were allegedly warned 
> by athletics about those crazy courses in AFAM. The N&O didn’t publish 
> my own follow-up rebuttal to Martin, but I agree completely with 
> Drescher on this. He bought Mercer’s fictions hook, line, and sinker. -Jay 
> 

> ~imromenesko.comi2013/01/09inewsoobserveroeditorowereoproud-o~=our-re~oon-lheouncoacademicoscanda1! 
> 

> 

> This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only 
for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying 
this communication. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by return message or by 
telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 
> 
> To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in 
this communication (including any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of 
avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax related matter addressed herein. 
> 

> 

> 
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History 158 

Early-Modern Europe 

T/TH 2:00-3:15 
Murphey 116 

Prof. Jay Smith 
Hamilton 564 
Office Hours: Thurs. 10-12 and by appointment 
Phone: 962-3949 
Email: jaysmith@email.unc.edu [best to contact me via email] 
Graduate assistant:                                    ~unc.edu) 

This course considers European history between the 15th and the late-18th centuries. The 

period began with the Renaissance, matured in the course of the Protestant and Catholic 

Reformations and a destructive age of religious wars, fitfully gave birth to the 
"Enlightenment," and culminated with a series of world-historical Revolutions--notably 

the American, French, and Haitian Revolutions (all prefigured by the precocious English). 

Historians describe this period as "early modern" because it was clearly post-medieval 
(medieval institutions, ideas, and patterns of thought and behavior were decaying or 

collapsing) but not yet exactly modern ("free market" capitalism was not yet free, nation- 
states were not the focus of political life and organization, democracy was little more than a 

discredited idea, and individualism was celebrated by no one). In other words, the early- 

modern era was a distinctive hybrid--partly fading medieval, partly emergent modern, but 
with a unique character of its own. For those of us who specialize in the period, it is 

precisely the multi-faceted, hydra-like nature of the beast that makes it so fascinating. 
Bold, progressive, innovative, and eminently familiar thoughts and practices existed side- 

by-side with assumptions that seem--to our modern sensibilities--outdated, quaint, 

unfortunate, or bizarre. The period hints at the good, the bad, and the ugly of the entire 

European experience. 

We might think of ourselves as tourists on a chronological journey. Our itinerary will take 
us to many of the more famous attractions (you will read Martin Luther, appreciate 

Caravaggio, and see Versailles), but the journey has a theme--the capacities of the human 
being--that provides a set of questions we will ask repeatedly: What did Europeans 

assume to be the limits of human nature and human reason? What were the individual’s 

rights and obligations with respect to the powers-that-be, and how did those rights and 
obligations vary according to context, social condition, gender, place, and historical 

moment? As we watch time unfold, do we see Europeans becoming more "free," less "free," 
or something in between? 

Objectives: 
1. To write clear, convincing historical analyses (please see the Nine Easy Rules appended 
to this syllabus) 
2. To interpret historical documents with sufficient sensitivity to context, audience, and 
authorial intent. 
3. To appreciate the complexity, and non-linearity, of historical process 



4. To acquire familiarity with the landscape (or timescape) of early-modern Europe and 
understand some of its critical turning points. 

Assignments 
History 158 is a lecture course, and there will be seven quizzes on the lecture and reading 
material. The quizzes will measure your familiarity with the assigned readings (author, 
date and place of composition, and main themes or arguments) and your comprehension of 
the lectures’ themes and main illustrative points. Your lowest quiz grade will be dropped 
before we calculate final grades. If you have to be absent from class during ANY of the 
quizzes, that grade--a 0%--is the grade that will be dropped. Make-ups are generally not 
permitted (a policy that is a function of the class size.) 

In addition to the quizzes, there will be three 250- to 300-word reflections on some 

assigned readings; two short (lO00-word) papers in which you have the opportunity to 

compare authors, their texts, and the perspectives conveyed therein; a paragraph "re- 
write" from the first paper; and a final exam. 

Grading: 
Quiz average: 15% 
Reaction papers: 12% 
Paper#l: 20% 
Rewritten paragraph: 3% 
Paper #2: 25% 
Final: 25% 

Books to purchase: 
Steven E. Ozment, The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women 
Cardinal Richelieu, The Political Testament 
Peter A. Morton, ed., The Trial of Tempel Anneke: Records of a Witchcraft Trial in Brunswick, 

Germany, 1663 
Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 
Other readings will be available through Sakai or through web links in the syllabus. 

Schedule of meetings and assignments: 
Thurs., ]an. 10 
Course basics; grading, assessment, the honor code and plagiarism; introduction to the 
early modern. 

Tues., lan. 15 
Emerging from the Middle Ages 

Thurs., ]an. 17 
Humanism in action 
*For class discussion, read Pico della Mirandola, "Oration on the Dignity of Man," 

http://www.historyguide.org/intellect/pico.html 



Tues., Jan. 22 
Quiz #1 
Humanism and Church reform. 

Thurs., Jan. 24 
The Lutheran Reformation 
*Discuss Martin Luther, "The Freedom of a Christian" in John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: 

Selections from his Writings (1961), 42-85. On Sakai. 

Tues., Jan. 29 
Consequences of the Lutheran Reformation: social and political 
Begin reading The Burgermeister’s Daughter, (try to read through p. 101 this week) 

Thurs., Jan. 31 
Consequences of the Reformation: religious. 

(Reaction paper assignment discussed). See Nine Easy Rules at end of syllabu!!!~ 

Tues., Feb. 5 
*Discuss The Burgermeister’s Daughter 
Turn in reaction paper #1. 

Thurs., Feb. 7 
The disorienting 16th-century 

Tues., Feb. 12 

Quiz #2 
Spain, the New World, "Universal" Monarchy, and the Dutch Revolt 

Thurs., Feb. 14 
The French Wars of Religion and their political aftershocks 
*Discuss Montaigne, "On Cannibals," in Complete Essays, 151-159. On Sakai. 

Tues., Feb. 19 
Economic change, military change, political change and...the aristocracy in crisis? 

Question for Paper #1 posted. Look at those nine easy rules! 

Thurs., Feb. 21 
*Discuss Montaigne, "Of the inequality that is between us," in Complete Essays, 189-196 
(on Sakai), and Cervantes, Don Quixote, Part I, Chap. I. 
http://www.online-literature.com/cervantes/don quixote/S/ 

Tues., Feb. 26 
Quiz #3 
Art of the 17th century: Baroque spirituality, but also....surfaces, psychological depths, and 
selves; on self-fashioning and historical change. 



Begin reading The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117 

Thurs., Feb. 28 

The "Querelle des Femmes" (debate about women) and the witch craze 
Paper #1 due 

Tues., March 5 
*Discuss Moderata Fonte, The Worth of Women, pp. 12-22, 43-117. 

Thurs., March 7 
From Skepticism to Scientific Method 
*Discuss Galileo, "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." On Sakai 
During break, start reading The Trial of Tempel Anneke (see page assignments for March 
19 and 21). 

Tues., March 12 SPRING BREAK 

Thurs., March 14 SPRING BREAK 

Tues., March 19 
*Discuss The Trial of Tempel Anneke, xiii-xxxvii (xxxvii-xliii optional,) 3-35, 50-65 

Thurs., March 21 

Quiz #4 
*Complete discussion of The Trial ofTempel Anneke, 71-94, 98-i16, 140-141, 145-151. 

Tues., March 26 
Centralizing authority (and a Thirty Years’ War) 
(Turn in rewritten paragraph from paper#l; reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., March 28 
*Discuss Richelieu, Political Testament 
Turn in Reaction paper #2 
Video: Theodoric of York (and "missed opportunities" in history). 
http: / /www.nbc.com/ saturday-night-live /video /theodoric-of-york/ 2888 
Question(s) for Paper #2 posted. 

Tues., April 2 
Crisis of the 1640s and the English Revolution 
*Discuss "Agreement of the People" and "The Putney Debates," 
http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.phpToption=com content&task=view&id= 1483&Itemid=2 
64 AND 
http://www.thenagain.info/Classes/Sources/Clarke.Putney.html 

Thurs., April 4 
Quiz #5 



Versailles, Paris, and the empire of French culture 

Tues., April 9 

The Enlightenment, the Republic of Letters, and...a reinforcement of hierarchy? 
Paper #2 due 

Thurs., April 11 

Quiz #6 
The first "information age" and the emergence of civil society 

Tues., April 16 

Europe’s "old regime" feels its age. 
*Discuss Diderot, "Supplement to the Voyage of Bougainville" [excerpts]. On Sakai. 

(Reaction paper assignment discussed). 

Thurs., April 18 
Quiz #7 
The coming of the French Revolution 
Evaluations 

Tues., April 23 

*Discuss Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights 

Turn in Reaction paper #3 

Thurs., April 25 
On the verge of modernity... 

*Discuss Marquis de Condorcet, The Tenth Epoch, (from Outlines of an Historical View of the 

Progress of the Human Mind) READ ONLY THE FIRST SIX PARAGRAPHS 

http://oll.libertyfund.org/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=712&Itemid=26 

Final Exam: Tuesday, May 7, 12PM. In our regular room. 



Nine easy rules that will improve your writing (and help you avoid penalties!) 

1. Use PAST TENSE in historical essays, almost without exception; this is important both 

because it will help you avoid tense mixing and because present tense pulls history out of 
the past where it belongs (and where you need to be thinking about it.) 

2. Don’t call any and every long book/reading a "novel." This is important. Novels are long 
works of prose fiction. Nothing else should be called a novel. 

3. Remember that the past tense of "to lead" is spelled "led," not "lead." 

4. Things NEVER to use at the beginning of a sentence: However, it, this, while. Why? 

-However means "whatever the case may be" at the beginning of a sentence. 

-It and this are impersonal (and imprecise) pronouns that, in 99.67% of cases, will 
leave readers asking huh? Who? What? Help? 

-While is one of those classic words (however is another, actually) that has two 

meanings and which therefore should only be used in those spots where its meaning will 
be unequivocal. "While the Baltimore Orioles..." Hmm, this sentence could involve a 

comparison between the Orioles and...the Yankees. Or, it could refer to the duration of the 
event during which the Orioles lost to the Yankees. Why introduce unnecessary confusion 

and doubt in your reader’s mind? DON’T DO IT! You want your reader focusing like a laser 

on your brilliant ideas, not wondering what you are driving at. What you should have said 

is: 

"Although the Baltimore Orioles lost to the Yankees Sunday night, they’re still the better 
team." 

’While’ could be used at the beginning if the temporal sense is clearly intended: 
"While the Baltimore Orioles sat in the dugout, they saw the game slip away." 

5. Aim for simple, concise sentences. A good rule of thumb: 20 or fewer words per 
sentence. 

6. Whenever in doubt, use the simplest and most familiar word available. 

7. Make sure the SUBJECT of every sentence/phrase is crystal clear to your readers. 

8. Vary your verb choices, avoiding bland, say-nothing verbs such as: described, said, 
wrote. 

9. It’s important that you remember that every apostrophe has its place. (Please, folks, 
know the difference between its and it’s.) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:14 PM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fac Council 

Rudi--Jan has told me that there will be time for questions addressed to 
her or the chancellor before the discussion of the strategic report begins. 

Yes, the broader issue you raise is the critical one. Because the 
exoneration of athletics rests largely on a fraudulent rendition of FAC 
history, I think it’s important to go straight to the rationale of 
"academic not athletic scandal" argument. But anything you or others 
might say to suggest that there’s skepticism about the Martin report 
would be very helpful, I think. -Jay 
On 1/10/13 2:48 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> I will try to attend the Faculty Council meeting tomorrow, although I think the athletic issue will get sidelined by the strategic plan issue. 
> My own feeling is that it is inaccurate and deceptive to call this an academic and not an athletic scandal. The substance of the problem is 
flaat a rogue secretary and (at the least) an inattentive and indifferent chair created bogus courses and other means of academic fraud that 
benefited the football program and likely the basketball program as well. Whether people from the athletic department raised concerns early 
on, wheflaer non-revenue athletes participated, whether non-athletes also benefited from these fraudulent practices are all, at this point 
secondary. The football team was clearly on board with this activity; their key players took regular advantage. If there were any material 
benefits to all this, athletics would be the first ones to reap them. 
> The way that this report has pitted academics against athletics and seeks to exonerate athletics really undercuts our understanding of what 
went on and more importantly our ability to change things. I would like to raise flaese points tomorrow if there is an opportunity; I am unlikely 
to pursue the specific issue of the FAC actions in part because I would not be able to formulate a clear enough pointed question. 
> Best, 
> Rudi 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [                mail.tmc.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:39 PM 
> To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J; Tomaskova, Silvia 
> Subject: Fac Council 
> 

> Dear Rudi and Sylvia: 
> If eiflaer of you are heading to Faculty Council tomorrow, I wonder whether I could make a rare request for a personal favor. Would you 
please consider asking a pointed question (how pointed is up to you) about the Faculty Council’s response to the Martin report’s version of 
events at the Faculty Aflaletics Committee in 2002 and 2006? John Drescher, editor of the N&O, yesterday laid out nicely in this blog post 
what is so deeply wrong about Martin’s rendition of events. 
> 

> ~(:’i imromer~esko, corn/2013/01/09h:ew s-obser:~er-edi~or- w creel?to ~:d-o~Uour-re~-on-the- w:c-academic- sca-::da 1/ 

> In my view, it is incumbent on the faculty to fight back over this, not to take flais lying down. Martin (with very unfortunate assists from 
Holden and Jack Evans) simply swallowed whole the Mercer/Blanchard account of our scandal, blaming the faculty for failing to catch the 
problems and excusing academic support people for their practice of directing athletes to Julius’s paper courses (after all, Mercer says, the FAC 
insisted that they were legitimate courses.) There is no evidence that the whole concept of flae "term paper course" in which no instruction 
occurred was ever even broached at FAC. Yet that is what Martin and those connected to athletics are asking the world to believe. 
> 

> I would push this on my own, but I have been successfully stigmatized as the crank who won’t shut up. I am no longer taken seriously by the 
powers that be--even Jan Boxill seems to be joining the list of authorities who won’t respond to my emails or answer my requests for data. If 
other faculty don’t speak up, flais will become the official record of the UNC scandal. Despite what our mutual friend Vin thinks about this, I 
flaink that passive acceptance of this report would be wrong, politically damaging (for UNC faculty in any case), and an affront to the historical 
record. It hurts to think that this will happen, and I certainly don’t think I’m in a position to prevent it. 
> I’ll be asking a few other faculty to consider raising the issue... 
> 

> Thanks for all your support over these recent monflas, 
> 
> -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 7:11 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Fac Council 

Thanks, Lloyd. I just think it’s important for them to hear some of 
these concerns form people other than me for a change. And I do think 
that this aspect of the Martin report needs to be refuted. I hope 
several will speak tomorrow. We’ll see. 
On 1/10/13 6:29 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Jay, 
> Thanks for this message and your comments about the Martin report. I do plan to attend the Fac Council meeting and I think I 
would like to call attention to the part of the Martin report which suggests that Athletic department representatives conveyed their 
concerns to the Faculty athletics committee about independent study courses--but the faculty dismissed those concerns. As a member 
of the committee at that time in 2006-07 1 would have been quite struck by a pattern of independent study courses and lecture courses 
taught as independent study courses. So this is something I would be able to bring up based on my own experience. 
> 
> I don’t know if this will make a difference, but it’s what I can mention with reference to what I remember hearing when I was on the 
committee and with reference to my own view (as a dept chair) of how independent study courses on this scale would have caught my 
attention. I don’t remember anything about term paper courses. 
> 
> So yes I plan to attend and I’ll see if I can bring this issue into the discussion. 
> 
> I don’t know what other faculty may think about this (I suspect most people just want this to disappear), but I am concerned that 
Martin’s investigation did not talk with more members of the then committee on Athletics. 
> 
> All the best, Lloyd 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mai            er~miL~mc.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 1:31 PM 
> To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
> Subject: Fac Council 
> 
> Lloyd--I assume you’ll be attending Faculty Council tomorrow? I plan to go. If you’re coming, I wonder whether I could make a 
rare request for a personal favor. Would you please consider asking a pointed question (how pointed is up to you) about the Faculty 
Council’s response to the Martin report’s version of events at FAC in 2002 and 2006? John Drescher, editor of the N&O, yesterday 
laid out nicely in this blog post what is so deeply wrong about Martin’s rendition of events. 
> 
> ~m~mmer~esko.corr~/2013/01i09ine~. soobser~Ter-editor-~,ereoproud-ofoour-re~-onothe-unc-academic-scandali 
> 
> In my view, it is incumbent on the faculty to fight back over this, not to take this lying down. Martin (with very unfortunate assists 
from Holden and Jack Evans) simply swallowed whole the Mercer/Blanchard account of our scandal, blaming the faculty for failing to 
catch the problems and excusing academic support people for their practice of directing athletes to Julius’s courses (after all, Mercer 
says, the FAC insisted that they were legitimate courses.) As I understand it, the whole concept of the "term paper course" in which 
no instruction occurred was never even broached at FAC. Yet that is what Martin and those connected to athletics are asking the 
world to believe. 
> 
> I would push this on my own, but I have been successfully stigmatized as the crank who won’t shut up. I am no longer taken 
seriously by the powers that be--even by people like Jan Boxill. If other faculty don’t speak up, this will become the official record of 
the UNC scandal. That would be wrong, politically damaging (for UNC faculty in any case), and a violation of the historical record. - 
Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:35 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 
Re: Fac Council 

Lew--I have not, but that’s a good idea. They have an absurdly tight 
word limit (500 words, I believe), but it’s probably worth the effort. -Jay 
On 1/10/13 7:54 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Jay, I am unable to attend the meeting. I regret that I won’t be there, because I would be happy to raise this question. Is it true that 
there are only a dozen faculty members who care about this debacle on this campus and only a few who are then willing to speak out? 
I have prepared a commentary for WCHL on Cunningham’s comment about value added to the campus that may appear on Monday. 
Sorry I can’t help with the council tomorrow. Regarding being considered a crank, you should be proud of the designation. So many 
administrators and faculty members on this and other campuses have compromised their values (or don’t have values) with regard to 
the necessary primacy of academics over athletics. Have you written an op-ed for the Tar Heel about this particular Martin matter? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               emaiLm~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 7:49 PM 
> To: Margolis, Lewis 
> Subject: Fac Council 
> 
> Dear Lew (I’ve sent this to 3-4 people, so excuse the boilerplate effect): 
> If you’re heading to Faculty Council tomorrow, I wonder whether I could request a personal favor. Would you please consider 
asking a question about Faculty Council’s response to the Martin report’s version of events at FAC in 2002 and 2006? John Drescher, 
editor of the N&O, yesterday laid out nicely in this blog post what is so deeply wrong about Martin’s rendition of events. 
> 
> ~immmenesko~corr~i2013/01i09ine~. s-obser~Teroeditoro~,ereoproud-ofoour-re~-on-the-ur~c-academic-scar~dali 
> 
> In my view, it is incumbent on the faculty to fight back over this, not to take this lying down. Martin (with very unfortunate assists 
from Holden and Jack Evans) simply swallowed whole the Mercer/Blanchard account of our scandal, blaming the faculty for failing to 
catch the problems and excusing academic support people for their practice of directing athletes to Julius’s courses (after all, Mercer 
says, the FAC insisted that they were legitimate courses.) As I understand it, the whole concept of the "term paper course" in which 
no instruction occurred was never even broached at FAC. Yet that is what Martin and those connected to athletics are asking the 
world to believe. 
> 
> I would push this on my own, but I have been successfully stigmatized as the crank who won’t shut up. I am no longer taken 
seriously by the powers that be--even by people like Jan Boxill. If other faculty don’t speak up, this will become the official record of 
the UNC scandal. That would be wrong, politically damaging (for UNC faculty in any case), and an affront to the historical record. I 
don’t think I’m in any position to prevent this, but there’s a chance that a convergence of new (or relatively new) faculty voices could 
make a difference. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:21 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Weiler, Jonathan D 
<jwefter@email.unc.edu> 

op-ed 

Willingham and Smith op-ed draft 1-11-13.docx 

Hi guys: I’d love to get your quick feedback (quick = a day or two 
maybe) on this draft op-ed that I’ve come up with on the basis of Mary’s 
research. We’re considering co-authoring a piece that would go to, most 
likely, the N&O. Mary’s comments are yet to be added, and it’s already 
a little fat. So I’m not sure more canbe added, but if you have 
thoughts about how to package the data (or, also, about whether I’m in 
danger of violating FERPA!), do let me know. 

Jay 

PS Mary has IRB approval for her use of the data, so we’re assuming 
we’re safe as co-authors. 



In his opening remarks at the Board of Trustees meeting where the Jim Martin 

report was considered, chancellor Holden Thorp declared, "the hard questions have 
been asked, and today we have answers." In fact, multitudes of hard questions have 

never been asked, let alone addressed. Some of those hard questions arise from 

UNC admissions policies. University officials have made strenuous efforts to assure 
the public that its policies are sound. Martin, evidently on the basis of reports from 

Admissions director Stephen Farmer, dismissed the problems arising from the 
admission of academically under-prepared athletes by claiming that only "very few" 

athletes are involved. Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham, in commenting on the 

chancellor’s recent suggestion that standards must be raised for athletes at UNC, has 
told the N&O that "I don’t really think it’s going to come down to an admissions 

question." Farmer, in a recent Daily Tar Heel article, announced with fanfare the 
roll-out of a formula that he says will predict with greater accuracy the academic 

success of UNC athletic admits. 

We have reviewed academic data for 183 athletes admitted to UNC between 2004 
and 2012, about twenty per year (of the roughly 175 admitted each year.) These 
athletes constitute a discrete category because they were referred to the office of 
Learning Disabilities for testing. The majority of these athletes were football 
players. Other teams were also represented, but the sample is made up almost 
entirely of revenue-sport teams. We want to be clear about what we mean to say. 
These athletes are not "dumb jocks." They are as deserving of an education, and as 
capable of receiving one, as any other young adult. There are some remarkable 
success stories buried in the aggregate figures we have seen--like the student with 
the combined 740 SAT score who graduated on time with a 2.3 GPA. And it bears 
emphasizing that 48 of the 183 students discussed here, or 26%, have UNC GPAs 
somewhere in the B- to B+ range. 

But a confrontation with these numbers, and the human stories that lie behind them, 
is sobering. The numbers speak to the presence at UNC of a significant population of 
athletes unprepared for the rigors of University classrooms. Fully [60%? Mary--I 
forget your number, and also the Durham Tech test you mentioned. Can you fill this 
in??] Of the 183 students in question, 45 (or about 24%) had UNC GPA’s under 2.0, 
thus putting them in peril of academic disqualification. Ninety-four of the 183 
students, over half, had GPA’s under 2.3. It helps to remember the broader context. 
The average GPA of all UNC students in the fall of 2008 was 3.213. Thus, the ’C’ 
average represented by this 2.0-2.3 range is a low bar that gets lower by the year. 

Nor were the 45 students on the edge of disqualification mainly beginners. Most 

had two or more years worth of academic credits, and some of them were in 

situations that had to be painfully frustrating. Consider the senior who seems to 
have made a good faith effort to complete UNC’s graduation requirements after 

entering the University with a combined 840 SAT. After compiling 152 credits (120 

are required for graduation), a 1.95 GPA left him or her academically ineligible and 
facing a steep uphill climb to achieve the 2.0 GPA required for graduation. 



More heartbreaking stories are detectable in the data. Has the University served 
well the admitted player with the combined 620 SAT score, the one who has 
compiled 134 credits without graduating and whose mediocre GPA makes one bad 

semester a potential killer? What did the University think it was doing when it 
admitted the player with the 790 SAT, the one whose solid ’D’ average immediately 

landed him or her on probation after one semester? And what about the dozen or 

more students--some with combined SATs in the 600s and 700s--who transferred 
of otherwise left the University after one or several semesters? Are we confident 

that we managed their intellectual growth responsibly? 

We have not yet mentioned the elephant in the room: the fraudulent "paper" 

courses that appear on many transcripts. How many were kept afloat by those 
courses? Of the 91 students who had GPA’s of 2.2 or less, how many used those 

courses as a lifeline? Does it seem remotely plausible that the "paper course" 

system was put in place without regard to the plight of these students? 

The University has many constituencies and serves many purposes. But surely one 

of the University’s chief moral obligations is to ask itself continually two very hard 
questions: 1. Are we admitting students who have shown the capacity to survive 

and thrive in our classrooms, or are we admitting them for other, more self- 
interested, reasons? 2. Are we, as educators, doing everything in our power to 

ensure the academic success of all our students? Here’s hoping that UNC 

reexamines its admissions policies with those questions firmly in mind. 



Where are the faculty? 

One of the most curious features of the athletic/academic "scandal" that has recently 

consumed UNC is the degree to which faculty have been content to sit on the 
sidelines. Meetings of the Faculty Council, where top University administrators and 

the Chair of the Faculty routinely take questions about general University business, 

have provided a likely vehicle for faculty activity on this front. But a review of 
meeting minutes between September of 2010 (the first "scandal" meeting) and April 

of 2012 shows a grand total of fourteen questions from the floor having anything at 

all to do with the scandal. Six of those fourteen questions were concentrated in one 
meeting, on December of 2011, and they were prompted by the hiring of football 

coach Larry Fedora. Strikingly, the majority of the fourteen questions posed over 
this two-year period came from the same four faculty members (including one of my 

colleagues in the department of History.) Nor have there been many signs of life 

outside Faculty Council. There have been no demonstrations, no petitions, no teach- 
ins, and precious few public comments. While the University’s reputation for 

integrity, high standards, and responsible self-governance went over the cliff, faculty 

remained asleep at the wheel. 

The potential consequences of this lethargy are on full display in the recently 
released Martin report. In that report, former governor Jim Martin places most of 

the institutional blame for the scandal on the Faculty Athletics Committee, which 

failed to respond to concerns allegedly raised by the athletics department in 2002 
and 2006 on the subject of teaching practices. The record of FAC meeting minutes 

and the recollections of faculty who served on the committees in question directly 
contradict this story, which was based largely on the account of the former director 

of the Academic Support Program in the Loudermilk center. There is no sign 

anywhere in those minutes of discussions about unorthodox teaching, no sign that 
the former chair of the African and Afro-American studies department was ever 

singled out for scrutiny, no sign that the FAC affirmed the importance of academic 

freedom in the face of questionable pedagogy, no sign that the concept of the "paper 
course"--a course involving no instruction but only the completion of a 20-page 

research paper--was ever broached, and no sign that faculty warned athletics 
officials not to question faculty teaching practices. Yet governor Martin adopted the 

story provided to him by athletics officials, he crafted his central conclusions around 

that story (it is cited four different times in the report), and the chancellor 
announced at last Friday’s Faculty Council meeting that "we embrace the report" as 

the official account of the scandal. 

If this affront to the reputation of the faculty and its elected committees is allowed 

to stand, the history of the UNC scandal of 2010-2013 will one day make for painful 
reading. Many will assume, on looking at the record, that it had all been the fault of 

the faculty. After all, a world-class faculty would surely have defended itself if it had 

been wrongly accused. 

---Jay M. Smith, Professor of History 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:21 PM 

history-european@listserv.unc.edu 

grad rankings 

Hello: 
I’ve heard from modem Germany, but anyone else in Euro who wants to a) 
be sure to identify possible University fellowship candidates and b) get 
together a ranked list of applicants for our field meeting on Tuesday 
should try to do so by tomorrow AM if possible. I’d like to have a 
clear idea who the players are and would like to take a stab at a kind 
of preliminary ranking before our meeting. Thanks. 

Having heard from only 2-3 of you who can’t make the meeting, we’ll 
stick with Tuesday at 3:30. Room TBA (but I hope it will be 569.) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 13, 2013 5:19 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

pic 

JaySmith3.jpg; JaySmith2.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 8:19 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

applicants 

Hello Lloyd--have you had the chance to look at the applicants Don 
flagged? There were maybe 2-3 I ran across in modem France that looked 
somewhat interesting but required input from you and/or Dan Sherman. 
(Don has said that he’s not interested in any as a potential advisor.) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 11:42 AM 

McIntosh, Terence V <terence_mcintosh@unc.edu> 

Re: [history-european] grad rankings 

No worries. Have a good trip. 
On 1/14/13 11:30 AM, Terence McIntosh wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Let me first apologize for not having written sooner, but the last few days have been exceptionally 
hectic. I’m leaving for a conference in Germany this afternoon and will return on Sunday evening. 
Obviously I would not have been able to attend any meeting this week. Please assign to me an 
extra portion of applications that I can read after 20 January and that need a second reading before 
they can be rejected. 

Best, 
Terry 

On 1/13/2013 3:20 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Hello: 
I’ve heard from modern Germany, but anyone else in Euro who wants to a) be sure to 
identify possible University fellowship candidates and b) get together a ranked list of 
applicants for our field meeting on Tuesday should try to do so by tomorrow AM if 
possible. I’d like to have a clear idea who the players are and would like to take a stab 
at a kind of preliminary ranking before our meeting. Thanks. 

Having heard from only 2-3 of you who can’t make the meeting, we’ll stick with 
Tuesday at 3:30. Room TBA (but I hope it will be 569.) -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to history-european as: terence mcintosh@unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/listsmnc.ed~ia? 
id=50181110.15~TU2egce368bdd47d6680930c05 e&n=T&l=histor~ 
european&o=3261725~, or send a blank email to leave-32617257- 
50181110.15~Tf72egce368bdd47d6680930c05e~istservmnc.edu. 

Terence McIntosh 
Department of History 
CB# 3195, Hamilton Hall 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 
Telephone: 919-962-3969 
Fax: 919-962-1403 

at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 12:20 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

good column I missed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 11:49 PM 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu> 

Euros 

Cynthia--could you give me a rough (or precise) estimate of how many 
Euros, from medieval to modem, you would anticipate considering for 
fellowships? I’m guessing you would want no more than 3-4 candidates 
from us? And more generally, how large should the list of "we would 
love to admit these people" be? 6-8? 10? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 8:50 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Medieval Legacy.pptx 



















































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:49 AM 

Taylor Branch <mail@taylorbranch.com> 

query 

Dear Taylor: 
I hope all is well in your neck of the woods. I wanted to ask for your 
input on an issue I’m pondering. Mary Willingham and I (I’m assuming 
you’ve heard of Mary by now) are seriously considering writing a book, 
probably a shortish book, about the UNC scandal and what it really 
means. I know you went with an e-book with your expanded Atlantic 
piece, and I’m wondering if you have thoughts about how that worked out 
for you. Did it get the attention you wanted/expected? Of course, you 
had the advantage of that blockbuster preview article, but still, it 
would be good to know what your experience was like. 

If it was a good one, would you recommend that particular e-publisher? 
Are there others you’re aware of that might also be interested in this 
kind of book? (Mary has lots of statistics on the performance and 
academic preparedness of UNC athletes in the past ten years; I’m 
interested in calling out institutional dishonesty and connecting it 
precisely to the dark secrets that Mary reveals.) 

In other business--I’d love to hear an update on your recent appearances 
in front of athletic directors and others. Do you think you’re making 
any headway at all? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:05 PM 

Charles Clotfelter <charles.clotfelter@duke.edu> 

query 

Hello Charlie: 
I’m afraid the UNC people aren’t yet ready to move on the UNC-Duke 
collaboration (we’re still sorting out pressing issues specific to UNC, 
as I’m sure you could have guessed.) 

But on a not entirely unrelated matter, I wonder if you have any advice 
to give me. Mary Willingham (the UNC learning specialist and 
whistleblower) and I are considering writing a book, probably a shortish 
book of 200 pages or less, that details the UNC scandal, what it was 
*really* about, and how the institution has responded to it. (Mary has 
been compiling data for years, authorized all the time, on UNC athletes’ 
academic profiles and performances. It is not a pretty picture.) We’re 
now thinking about whom to approach as a possible publisher, 
e-publishers included. I don’t think a conventional academic press 
would be interested (though I suppose I could be wrong), and our 
interest is mainly in reaching a wide audience. If we make some profit, 
fine, but we mainly want to get this story out. I though you might have 
some thoughts on these lines since you published recently in this same 
broad area--though your book was of course scholarly in a way ours will 
not be. Anyway, if you’ve got any ideas I’m all ears. Thanks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:24 PM 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 
Re: DTH 

I think Farmer is running scared these days. 
On 1/16/13 2:23 PM, Elliot M. Cramer wrote: 
> On 1/16/2013 1:26 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Thought you might like to see this. 
>> 

>> ~:iiwww.da~ilYtarheel.comiar~icle/2013/01/~whereoare o~he ofac~h~ 
>> 
> Thanks; I haven’t heard from Farmer and have written back to him 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:36 PM 

Bull, Marcus G <mgbull@email.unc.edu> 
oops 

Marcus: I got detained at home this afternoon and forgot that I had 
agreed to meet with you before the meeting today. 1’11 be in my office 
at 3, if that’s a good time for you. Sorry for the mix-up. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 6:34 PM 

David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

thanks 

Dear David--thanks for your comments about my op-ed at the DTH site. 
You handle those "hey, what’s the big deal?" questions much more calmly 
than I do. I do think that there’s likely to be a Faculty Council 
resolution on this matter in February. Enough faculty have awakened 
from their stupor, it seems... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 1:57 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Florence and humanism.ppt 





Studia Humanitatis* (or human 
studies) 

¯ Breaking with medieval tradition, with its 
emphasis on logic and Scriptural 
exegesis--"faith seeking understanding" 
Petrarch and his followers stressed the 
"human studies," i. e.,... 

¯ History, poetry, rhetoric, grammar, moral 
philosophy (as modeled by the Ancients) 



The ’Humanists’* valued: 

¯ The study of the ancients 
¯ Ancient languages (Latin, Greek) 
¯ Collecting, copying, sharing ancient 

manuscripts 
¯ Dialogue and discussion 
¯ What the ancients valued: eloquence and 

rhetorical powers, moderation, self- 
possession, participatory politics: all 
promoted through human studies 













































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:12 PM 

Hall, Jacquelyn <j hall@email.unc, edu> 
Re: advice 

Jacquelyn: I (happily) have never been on the prize committee, nor do I know much of anything about the grad 
school. The people to ask, I’d think, are Chad Bryant and Louise McReynolds, both of whom have chaired the 
prize committee recently. -Jay 
On 1/17/13 1:20 PM, Hall, Jacquelyn wrote: 

HiJay, 

Hope your semester is off to a good start. 

On balance, do you think that students applying for internal dissertation fellowships are better served by 

having all their letters from UNC-CH faculty or by a mix that includes outside scholars. On the job market 

and beyond, I encourage the latter, situating the candidate less as a student and more as a young scholar 

developing a reputation in the field. But I’m not sure about these internal fellowships. 

All thanks, 

Jacquelyn 

Jacquelyn Hall 
Julia Cherry Spruill Professor of History 
Hamilton Hall 404, CB#3195 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

Senior Research Associate, Southern Oral History Program 
Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
410 East Franklin St; CB# 9127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 7:57 PM 

Wallace, Wanda L. <allace@email.unc.edu> 

OFFHRS 2013.docx 



REQUEST FOR FACULTY OFFICE AND CLASS HOURS 

Professor Smith 
Please fill out all the following information: 

TERM - Spring 2013 

Office Room Number 564 

Office Hours: Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 

Course # 

10-12 

Xand by appointment 
Sec # Time/days Room 

HIST 158 007 T/TH 2-3:15 MU 116 

HIST 

PLEASE RETURN TO WANDA IN 556 or BY EMAIL. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:06 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

apple 

Case ID: 401419512 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 9:58 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

apple case # 

401419512 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 6:59 PM 

Reid, Donald M. <dreid 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Re: Special Topics for Fall 2013 

we’ll get it fixed, Don. 
On 1/18/13 2:43 PM, Reid, Donald M. wrote: 

Hi Wanda, 

I think I will be on leave next fall, so I wouldn’t be teaching this class. I’m cc-ing Jay because he could tell 
you when we’ll be set on this. 

Best, 

Don 

From: Wallace, Wanda L. 
Sent." Friday, January 18, 2013 2:41 PM 
To." Clemmons, Jason 
Cc." Lee, Wayne E; Waterhouse, Benjamin C; Reid, Donald M. 
Subject." Special Topics for Fall 2013 

Hi Jason, 

There are three honor classes that are special Topics: 

Wayne Lee "Early English Exploration and Colonization" Email: wlee@email.unc.edu Tues Thursday 3:30 

- 4:45 

Ben Waterhouse "The History of the 2008 Financial Crisis" Email: waterhou@email.unc.edu Thursday 

12:30 3:20 

Don Reid "Communism, Fascisim and Concentration Camps" Email dreidl@email.unc.edu M 2:00-4:50 

Thank you 

Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 12:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Roots of the Reformation 2013.ppt 





































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 9:29 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

evals 

Lloyd--when you get a chance, check out Lubin’s teaching evals. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:26 AM 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Re: History 905 

Gee, I’ll see what I can do. 
On 1/23/13 8:45 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Thanks. 

Can I teach 125 in the fall and my 292 in the spring? I know I need to turn my 292 into a formal 
class but I delayed because of a rather unique plan for next year. Andy Denson of WCU and I plan 
to teach a simultaneous course using technology with our two classes working on similar proj ects 
simultaneously. His students will do research in materials available only in the west and my 
students will work using sources here. They’ll team up on their research as well as for our general 
discussions of the readings, etc. In any case, Spring 2014 works best for him so ifI can teach 292 
then that’ll be great. 

I have one other favor to ask. I have found that 125 works best on a Tuesday/Thursday schedule. I 
have so much a/v going on that the 50 minute slot makes it really hard to get much done on a MWF 
schedule. 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brunda~email.unc.edu 

From: Jay Smith         emailouncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Cc: Kramer, Lloyd S; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject: Re: History 905 

Fitz--that is indeed a record setter. Sorry you’re carrying this burden, which is really too much for 
this sort of course. Maybe Cynthia can look at the profiles of these students and help me figure out 
whether this is a phenomenon likely to be repeated or rather a one-time only deal. 

By the way, Fitz, you and I should talk about your teaching for next year when you get a chance. - 
Jay 

On 1/23/13 8:26 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Lloyd, Cynthia, and Jay: 

I wanted to draw your attention to something that is amuck with History 905. I have 
27 (?!?!?) students in 905 this semester. Not only is that number unwieldy (finding a 



suitable room, etc.) it makes for a daunting amount of work for me. Indeed, I have had 
to improvise each week (I had two students add it last week!) to figure out how to 
organize the course so that it is workable. I don’t know why there are 27 (! !) students 
who need 905 this semester but if my experience is the new norm then perhaps there 
need to be two 905s in the spring semester. 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
bm~.da~e~email, m~c~ e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 12:26 PM 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Requests 

Right--and I was kidding. I’m sure we’ll manage this. 
On 1/23/13 12:18 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Just to clarify. You don’t need to do anything special with regards to my proposed 292 in spring 
2014. That it will be a co-taught course, etc., will be invisible on this end. I’ll take the normal 
number of students etc., and Andy will do the same. The only kink, so to speak, is that Andy and I 
will have to find a mutually convenient time for the course. We’ll do that this fall. So for your 
purposes my proposed 292 next spring will be just a regular 292. 

Cheers 
Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brundayemailounc,edu 

From: Jay Smith ~smith@email.uncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Cc: Kramer, Lloyd S; Radding, Cynthia 
Subject: Re: History 905 

Fitz--that is indeed a record setter. Sorry you’re carrying this burden, which is really too much for 
this sort of course. Maybe Cynthia can look at the profiles of these students and help me figure out 
whether this is a phenomenon likely to be repeated or rather a one-time only deal. 

By the way, Fitz, you and I should talk about your teaching for next year when you get a chance. - 
Jay 

On 1/23/13 8:26 AM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Lloyd, Cynthia, and Jay: 

I wanted to draw your attention to something that is amuck with History 905. I have 
27 (?!?!?) students in 905 this semester. Not only is that number unwieldy (finding a 
suitable room, etc.) it makes for a daunting amount of work for me. Indeed, I have had 
to improvise each week (I had two students add it last week!) to figure out how to 
organize the course so that it is workable. I don’t know why there are 27 (! !) students 
who need 905 this semester but if my experience is the new norm then perhaps there 
need to be two 905s in the spring semester. 

Cheers 
Fitz 



W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
b~anda~email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 8:52 AM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

Re: something happy 

Julia--thanks, always like hearing flattery. My vanity can never be satisfied. Seriously, though, it’s nice to 
know that at least some students are finding the book useful and enjoyable. 

On Red Riding Hood, which I did see: there are definitely some overlaps, including the dispatching of an expert 
hunter charged with finding the monster, but it turns out that the Red Riding Hood story (movie version) 
involves a granny-werewolf. Much more...intimate than the G~vaudan story. Hope all is well. -Jay 
On 1/23/13 10:48 PM, Julia Anne Osman wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Are you blushing? People were saying some very nice things about you today!!! I have a grad 
student from Turkey taking my Modern France class, and I made him ready the Beast book, which 
I thought was a nice way to talk about post-seven-years’-war trauma. His English is good, but not 
fluent, and he has been struggling with the Colin Jones "Great Nation" book. He told me, though, 
that he really understood your book, and that it was so well-written and so clear, that he followed it 
easily and really liked it. He was able to give me a good summary of the main points, and could go 
into some detail about Chapter 3 (which I told him to focus on as he’s intersted in military history). 
When we talked about it, my other grad student, who’d read the book before, kept interjecting her 
praises of the book, and by the end of class, she had convinced one of the undergrads to read it. 

Anyway, I just thought it was such a good testament to your clear writing and elegant argument, 
and I wanted to let you know. 

One of my undergrads, by the way, was wondering if the recent "Red Riding Hood" movie with 
Gary Oldman was at all inspired by the Beast story. Do you know if it was? I haven’t seen it and 
couldn’t tell her. 

Hope you are well, 
Julia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 2:03 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Martin Luther after 1520 2012.ppt 



"... of Christ we have made only a 
taskmaster far harsher than Moses" (p. 
77). 



"Yet as a man must live in the midst of 
wealth, business, honors, pleasures, and 
feasts, so also must he live in the midst of 
ceremonies, that is, in the midst of 
dangers" (p. 84). 



"Should [a Christian] grow so foolish, 
however, as to presume to become 
righteous, free, saved, and a Christian by 
means of some good work, he would 
instantly lose faith and all its benefits..." 
(p. 65). 























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 4:29 PM 

Sack, Allen <ASack@newhaven.edu> 
Re: Join The Drake Group 

Allen--I’m assuming you’d like me to forward this to our gang of 112? Or were you planning to send 
letters/emails to others in this group? I just don’t want to duplicate efforts... 

Jay 
On 1/24/13 4:22 PM, Sack, Allen wrote: 

Dra p 
ACA/DENIC ~NTEGRiTY iN COLLEGIATE SPORT 

January24,2013 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am the President of The Drake Group, a national organization of faculty and others whose vision 
is to "create an atmosphere on college campuses that encourages personal and intellectual growth 
for athletes and other students, and demands academic integrity from the university as a whole." I 
recently read a University of North Carolina document titled "A Statement of Principles for 
Athletics at UNC" which was signed by well over 100 faculty. I was struck by how closely your 
document resembles the Drake Group’s vision. 

Please click on this link to the Drake Group’s website for a more detailed look at our mission, 
vision, goals, and proposals for bringing big-time college sport more in line with long-standing 
academic values httl~:iithedrak          . Like the NCAA, we support maintaining athletes as an 
integral part for the student body and retaining a clear line of demarcation between professional and 
collegiate sport. We also believe that a national organization of faculty, independent of the NCAA, 
can play a major role in helping the NCAA achieve these goals. 

The Drake Group is just beginning a national membership drive. For the past four years, the Drake 
Group has held its yearly meetings at the Friday Center for Continuing Education at the University 
of North Carolina. In addition to our business meeting we also hold a luncheon to honor a person 
who has exhibited considerable courage by defending academic integrity in collegiate sport. The 
recipient receives our Robert Maynard Hutchins award, named after the University of Chicago 
President who shared with UNC the Principles of lux, liberta--light and liberty. 

On behalf of the Drake Group, I am inviting all of you to j oin us as Drake Group members and to 
attend our meeting at the Friday Center in April of 2013. To join our organization, simply visit our 
website. By j oining with us you will be helping faculty "take back their classrooms." 

Sincerely, 

Allen Sack, Ph.D. 
Drake Group President 
Professor, College of Business 



University of New Haven 
http ://www.newhaven. edu/7/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 6:06 PM 

Sack, Allen <ASack@newhaven.edu> 
Re: Join The Drake Group 

Allen--rve sent a follow up email to everyone in the gang of 112. I hope it scares up some more members. 

And .... when you find the time, remember that I’m a professor, not an associate professor (as indicated on your 
site.) Is this a big deal? Of course not. I’m just a stickler for detail. 
On 1/24/13 4:22 PM, Sack, Allen wrote: 

Dra p 
ACA/DENIC ~NTEGRiTY iN COLLEGIATE SPORT 

January24,2013 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am the President of The Drake Group, a national organization of faculty and others whose vision 
is to "create an atmosphere on college campuses that encourages personal and intellectual growth 
for athletes and other students, and demands academic integrity from the university as a whole." I 
recently read a University of North Carolina document titled "A Statement of Principles for 
Athletics at UNC" which was signed by well over 100 faculty. I was struck by how closely your 
document resembles the Drake Group’s vision. 

Please click on this link to the Drake Group’s website for a more detailed look at our mission, 
vision, goals, and proposals for bringing big-time college sport more in line with long-standing 
academic values httl~:iithedrak          . Like the NCAA, we support maintaining athletes as an 
integral part for the student body and retaining a clear line of demarcation between professional and 
collegiate sport. We also believe that a national organization of faculty, independent of the NCAA, 
can play a major role in helping the NCAA achieve these goals. 

The Drake Group is just beginning a national membership drive. For the past four years, the Drake 
Group has held its yearly meetings at the Friday Center for Continuing Education at the University 
of North Carolina. In addition to our business meeting we also hold a luncheon to honor a person 
who has exhibited considerable courage by defending academic integrity in collegiate sport. The 
recipient receives our Robert Maynard Hutchins award, named after the University of Chicago 
President who shared with UNC the Principles of lux, liberta--light and liberty. 

On behalf of the Drake Group, I am inviting all of you to j oin us as Drake Group members and to 
attend our meeting at the Friday Center in April of 2013. To join our organization, simply visit our 
website. By j oining with us you will be helping faculty "take back their classrooms." 

Sincerely, 

Allen Sack, Ph.D. 
Drake Group President 
Professor, College of Business 



University of New Haven 
http ://www.newhaven. edu/7/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 26, 2013 11:09 AM 

Wheeler, Burgetta <bwheeler@newsobserver.com> 

op-ed possibility 

Martin addendum op-ed.docx 

Hi Burgetta--I realize that the N&O may be sick of me, but this one is a 
really important one. And....I promise to go away after this. 

Jay Smith 



Why it matters that Martin recanted 

For a solid month Jim Martin’s report on UNC’s "academic anomalies" has caused 

much frustrated hand-wringing among UNC faculty. When he asserted, as he did on 
four separate occasions in his much criticized report, that the Faculty Athletics 

Committee (FAC) had soft-pedaled warnings about fraudulent pedagogy that had 

been brought forward by athletics officials in 2002 and 2006, he effectively laid the 
blame for the still-festering UNC athletic-academic scandal at the feet of the faculty. 

Out of a desire to protect academic freedom, he claimed, representatives of the 

faculty had defended the right of instructors to offer courses in any conceivable 
format--even including the no-show and little-work format. Worried athletics 

officials, we were told, had absorbed this critical guidance from an elected faculty 
committee and had acted on it responsibly: they had informed the staff of the 

academic support center for student athletes that any course offered by a UNC 

faculty member was above reproach, that no teaching practices should ever cause 
concern, and that no credits earned in UNC courses could ever be questioned. 

Yet now we have learned, from the Martin and Baker-Tilly presentation to a BOG 
subcommittee this past Friday, that the evidence for Martin’s assertions is non- 

existent. Faculty who actually served on the FAC in 2002 and 2006 had already 
disputed the Martin narrative and some were contemplating a formal dissent from 

his report; they cited meeting minutes that reflected no discussion whatsoever of 

teaching tactics or the legitimacy of unorthodox course formats. Raina Rose Tagle of 
the Baker-Tilly accounting firm has now "clarified" the statements in the December 

report by claiming that athletics officials broached the topic of unorthodox teaching 
by asking "a question...sort of offline"--that is, somewhere outside the purview of 

the FAC itself. (It would be good to know who fielded this alleged question.) 

Martin’s important finding about FAC negligence, Tagle acknowledged, should be 
"removed from the report"--as the N&O has reported in its coverage of the BOG 

gathering. 

Many will be inclined to skip right over this minor and off-hand "correction" to the 

Martin report--including at least one member of the BOG, who denied on Friday 
that the change disqualifies the report "in any way." But the importance of the FAC 

to governor Martin’s original interpretation of events, and the devastating blow to 

that interpretation that Friday’s retraction has now delivered, needs to be placed 
within its proper context in UNC’s unfolding drama. 

The leaders of UNC’s academic support system made the claims they made through 

the medium of the Martin report for one basic reason: they hoped to deflect critical 

attention away from the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Academic counselors, 
we know, had the authority (until very recently) to register athletes for their 

semester course schedules. Those counselors, it is acknowledged in the Martin 

report itself, directed athletes to take the courses offered through the good graces of 
Julius Nyang’oro and Deborah Crowder. Those counselors, we have every reason to 



believe, struggled mightily to find courses that under-prepared or under-motivated 

athletes might be able to pass without too much difficulty. 

Now, with the retraction of the irresponsible claim about FAC and its willingness to 
turn a blind eye to fraud, we also know this: the only staff and administrators on the 
UNC campus who were clearly in the know about the "paper course" scam, other 
than Crowder and Nyang’oro themselves, were staff and administrators in the 
athletics complex. And far from raising "red flags" and registering complaints, far 
from approaching the suspect courses with caution, the personnel from the 
Loudermilk center eagerly exploited the availability of free credits and GPA- 
boosting courses. They exploited these loopholes with such gusto that athletes 
accounted for 45% of the enrollments in the anomalous courses--even though 
athletes make up no more than about 4% of the undergraduate student body. The 
fact that athletes also happened to cluster at high rates in some other courses as 
well, which Martin and Baker-Tilly seem to want to interpret as a sign of the 
randomness of the athletes’ presence in the fully bogus courses, is really beside the 
point. 

How many of the 45% in those fraudulent courses were revenue-sport athletes? 
How many used the paper courses as a lifeline to eligibility? We may never know, 
since Martin and Baker-Tilly decided at the outset that such questions were 
irrelevant to their information-gathering. 

But there is one critical data point that no longer needs to be teased out of the 
blizzard of quantitative evidence, since the dots only need connecting: the UNC 
officials whose students most benefited from the paper course scam labored hard to 
sell Jim Martin a false story about faculty negligence. Athletics scandal anyone? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 27, 2013 11:54 AM 

tbatten@charlotteobserver.com 

op-ed on the latest Martin story 

Martin addendum op-ed.docx 

Dear Mr. Batten: 
I hope you’ll consider running my opinion piece on the Martin report 
addendum and the crucial development from last Friday’s BOG meeting: the 
retraction of the claim that UNC’s scandal was somehow the fault of the 
faculty. This is a pivotal moment in UNC’s long-running scandal, and it 
has not received the attention it requires. 

The piece runs about 735 words. 

Jay M. Smith 



Jim Martin’s retraction and what it means 

For a solid month Jim Martin’s report on UNC’s "academic anomalies" has caused 
much hand-wringing among UNC faculty. When the governor asserted that the 
Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) had soft-pedaled warnings about fraudulent 
pedagogy that were brought to its attention by athletics officials in 2002 and 2006, 
he effectively laid the blame for the UNC athletic-academic scandal at the feet of the 
faculty. Out of a misguided desire to protect academic freedom, he claimed, 
representatives of the faculty had defended the right of instructors to offer courses 
in any conceivable format--even including the no-show and little-work format. 
Worried athletics officials, we were told, acted responsibly on this guidance from an 
elected faculty committee: they had informed the staff of the academic support 
center for student athletes (ASPSA) that any course offered by a UNC faculty 
member was above reproach, and that UNC teaching practices should never be 
questioned. 

Yet now we learn that the evidence for Martin’s assertions is non-existent. Faculty 

who actually served on the FAC in 2002 and 2006 had already disputed the Martin 
narrative and were formalizing an explicit dissent from his report; they cited 

meeting minutes that reflected no discussion whatsoever of teaching tactics or 
unorthodox course formats. But at a meeting of a BOG subcommittee last week, 

Martin’s partner Raina Rose Tagle of the Baker-Tilly accounting firm belatedly 

"clarified" Martin’s claims by noting that athletics officials had broached the topic of 
unorthodox teaching only by asking "a question...sort of offline"--that is, 

somewhere beyond the purview of the FAC. Tagle acknowledged that Martin’s 
central finding about FAC negligence--a finding so central that it is discussed four 

times in his text--should be "removed from the report." 

Some will be inclined to skip right over this seemingly minor and off-hand 

"correction" to the Martin report--including BOG member Louis Bissette, who has 

denied that the change disqualifies the report "in any way." But the importance of 
this event cannot be overstated. The validity of Martin’s interpretation of UNC’s 

troubles as "not an athletics scandal" hinged on the anecdote about the FAC; the 
discrediting of that anecdote undermines the interpretive thrust of the entire report. 

The leaders of ASPSA made the claims they made to Martin for one basic reason: 
they hoped to deflect critical attention away from the support program itself. 

Academic counselors had the authority, until very recently, to register athletes for 
their semester course schedules. Those counselors, Martin acknowledges, directed 

athletes to take the courses offered through the good graces of Julius Nyang’oro and 

Deborah Crowder. Those counselors, we have every reason to believe, struggled to 
find courses that under-prepared or under-motivated athletes could pass without 

too much difficulty. Crowder and Nyang’oro, it is well established, had close ties to 

personnel in the ASPSA. 



Now, with the retraction of the claim about the FAC, we also know this: the only staff 
and administrators on the UNC campus who were clearly in the know about the 
"paper course" scam, other than Crowder and Nyang’oro themselves, were staff and 
administrators in the athletics complex. And far from raising any "red flags," far 
from approaching the suspect courses with caution, the personnel from ASPSA 
eagerly exploited the availability of free credits and GPA-boosting courses. Like 
bees to honey, athletes swarmed to these courses in such numbers that they 
accounted for 4S% of the enrollments--even though athletes make up only about 
4% of UNC’s undergraduates and no more than 16% of total enrollments in the 
department of African and Afro-American studies. The fact that athletes also 
happened to cluster at high rates in other courses, which Martin and Baker-Tilly 
seem to want to interpret as a sign of the sheer randomness of the athletes’ 
presence in the fully bogus courses, is beside the point. 

How many of the 45% were revenue-sport athletes? How many used paper courses 
as a lifeline to eligibility? We may never know, since Martin and Baker-Tilly oddly 
decided that such questions were irrelevant to their information gathering. 

But one critical data point no longer needs to be teased out of the blizzard of 
quantitative evidence provided by Baker-Tilly: the UNC officials whose students 
most benefited from the paper course scam labored hard to sell Jim Martin a false 
and misleading story about faculty negligence. ASPSA complicity in academic fraud 
can no longer be plausibly denied. "Not an athletics scandal" indeed. 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor of History, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 9:42 AM 

bashley@heraldsun.com 

op-ed on Martin? 

Martin addendum op-ed.docx 

Dear Mr. Ashley: 
I’ve written an op-ed on the very important announcement last Friday 
about Jim Martin’s retraction of part of the ’Martin report.’ Would you 
have an interest in publishing the piece? It runs 730 words, though I 
would be willing to trim further if necessary. I attach it for your review. 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 

History Department, UNC 



Jim Martin’s retraction and why it matters 

For a solid month Jim Martin’s report on UNC’s "academic anomalies" has caused 

much hand-wringing among UNC faculty. When the governor asserted that the 
Faculty Athletics Committee (FAC) had soft-pedaled concerns raised by athletics 

officials in 2002 and 2006, he effectively laid the blame for the UNC athletic- 

academic scandal at the feet of the faculty. Out of a misguided desire to protect 
academic freedom, he claimed, representatives of the faculty had defended the right 

of instructors to offer courses in any conceivable format--even including the no- 

show and little-work format. Worried athletics officials, we were told, acted 
responsibly on this guidance from an elected faculty committee: they had informed 

the staff of the academic support center for student athletes (ASPSA) that any 
course offered by a UNC faculty member was above reproach, and that UNC teaching 

practices should never be questioned. 

Yet now we learn that the evidence for Martin’s assertions is non-existent. Faculty 

who actually served on the FAC in 2002 and 2006 had already disputed the Martin 

narrative and were formalizing an explicit dissent from his report; they had cited 
meeting minutes that reflected no discussion whatsoever of teaching tactics or 

unorthodox course formats. At a meeting of a BOG subcommittee last week, Raina 
Rose Tagle, a representative of the accounting firm that assisted Martin, belatedly 

"clarified" Martin’s claims by noting that athletics officials had broached the topic of 

unorthodox teaching only by asking "a question...sort of offline"--that is, 
somewhere beyond the purview of the FAC. Tagle acknowledged that Martin’s 

central finding about FAC negligence--a finding so central that it is discussed four 
times in his text--should be "removed from the report." 

Some will be inclined to skip right over this seemingly minor and off-hand 
"correction" to the Martin report--including BOG member Louis Bissette, who has 

denied that the change disqualifies the report "in any way." But the importance of 

this event cannot be overstated. The validity of Martin’s interpretation of UNC’s 
troubles as "not an athletics scandal" hinged on the anecdote about the FAC; the 

discrediting of that anecdote undermines the interpretive thrust of the entire report. 

The leaders of ASPSA made the claims they made to Martin for one basic reason: 

they hoped to deflect critical attention away from the support program itself. 
Academic counselors had the authority, until very recently, to register athletes for 

their semester course schedules. Those counselors, Martin acknowledges, directed 
athletes to take the courses offered through the good graces of Julius Nyang’oro and 

Deborah Crowder. Those counselors, we have every reason to believe, struggled to 

find courses that under-prepared or under-motivated athletes could pass without 
too much difficulty. Crowder and Nyang’oro, it is well established, had close ties to 

personnel in the ASPSA. 

Now, with the retraction of the claim about the FAC, we also know this: the only 
officials on the UNC campus who were clearly in the know about the "paper course" 



scam, other than Crowder and Nyang’oro themselves, were staff and administrators 

in the athletics complex. And far from raising any "red flags," far from approaching 
the suspect courses with caution, the personnel from ASPSA eagerly exploited the 

availability of free credits and GPA-boosting courses. Like bees to honey, athletes 
swarmed to these courses in such numbers that they accounted for 45% of the 

enrollments--even though athletes make up only about 4% of UNC’s 

undergraduates and no more than 16% of total enrollments in the department of 
African and Afro-American studies. The fact that athletes also happened to cluster 

at high rates in other courses, which Martin and Tagle seem to want to interpret as a 

sign of the sheer randomness of the athletes’ presence in the fully bogus courses, is 
beside the point. 

How many of the 45% were revenue-sport athletes? How many used paper courses 

as a lifeline to eligibility? We may never know, since Martin and Tagle oddly 

decided that such questions were irrelevant to their information gathering. 

But one critical data point no longer needs to be teased out of the blizzard of 

quantitative evidence they have provided: the UNC officials whose students most 
benefited from the paper course scam labored hard to sell Jim Martin a false and 

misleading story about faculty negligence. ASPSA complicity in academic fraud can 
no longer be plausibly denied. "Not an athletics scandal" indeed. 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor of History, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 1:52 PM 

Batten, Taylor <tbatten@charlotteobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed on the latest Martin story 

Taylor--very sorry for the hassle on this, but a quick question: would you object to having the piece run in a 
local Chapel Hill paper as well as the Observer? Or would you want exclusivity? -Jay 
On 1/28/13 10:26 AM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. I’ll take a look as soon as I can. 

On Sun, Jan 27, 2013 at 11:53 AM, Jay Smith <~sra~th@er~a~Lur~¢.edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Batten: 
I hope you’ll consider running my opinion piece on the Martin report addendum and the crucial 
development from last Friday’s BOG meeting: the retraction of the claim that UNC’s scandal was 
somehow the fault of the faculty. This is a pivotal moment in UNC’s long-running scandal, and 
it has not received the attention it requires. 

The piece runs about 735 words. 

Jay M. Smith 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 

(704) 358-5934 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 28, 2013 2:36 PM 

Batten, Taylor <tbatten@charlotteobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed on the latest Martin story 

Will do. Sorry, didn’t mean to offend there. The N&O tends to respond very quickly, for example. But I wasn’t 
implying that you were sitting on your hands. Thanks for considering. I’ll move on. -JS 
On 1/28/13 2:31 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

My silence? You sent it yesterday (a Sunday) and I responded today, within 24 hours. I don’t have time 
to read it right now so can’t commit to running it, so you should go ahead with the bird in the hand. 
Thanks. 

On Mon, Jan 28, 2013 at 1:33 PM, Jay Smith <~5~smith@emml.ar~c.edu> wrote: 
Taylor--I took your silence as lack of interest and offered it elsewhere. I would pull it, though, if the 
Observer goes forward with it. Just let me know ASAP. Thanks. -Jay 
On 1/28/13 10:26 AM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. I’ll take a look as soon as I can. 

On Sun, Jan 27, 2013 at 11:53 AM, Jay Smith emaiLaac.edu> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Batten: 
I hope you’ll consider running my opinion piece on the Martin report addendum and 
the crucial development from last Friday’s BOG meeting: the retraction of the claim 
that UNC’s scandal was somehow the fault of the faculty. This is a pivotal moment in 
UNC’s long-running scandal, and it has not received the attention it requires. 

The piece runs about 735 words. 

Jay M. Smith 

Ta}~lor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotl~e Obser,~er 
{704) 358-5934 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
(704) 358-5934 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 28, 2013 2:36 PM 

Bob Ashley <BAshley@heraldsun.com> 
Re: op-ed on Martin? 

Bob--I think I ticked off the people at flae Observer. So the piece is 
all yours. Thanks for running it. 

On 1/28/13 1:50 PM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
> Jay, 
> I had skedded the piece for tomorrow, but I can back oftl 
> I’m curious, is the issue with The Observer that they won’t run if it has run in another newspaper? 
> I’d be disappointed if we can’t run it - I think flae issue and the focus of your oped is of paacticular interest to our readership in flais area -- but I 
understand. 
> 
> Bob 
> 
> Thanks. 
> Bob 
> 
> Bob Ashley 
> editor 
> The Herald-Sun 
> 919-419-6678 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smifla [mail"Lo~i~aS,’:_~mit~a)email, ar~c~edu] 
> Sent: Monday, Januaxy 28, 2013 1:48 PM 
> To: Bob Ashley 
> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 
> 
> Deaac Bob--I have an embarrassing confession to make. I had submitted 
> this piece on Saturday morning to flae Charlotte Observer. Interpreting 
> their 48-hr silence as a lack of interest, I then turned to you. Within 
> minutes of your email flais AM, tJae Observer wrote back and said flaey may 
> be interested after all. I’m quite embarrassed by flais, but if you 
> don’t mind waiting another few hours, I’d appreciate it. You have every 
> right to insist oflaerwise, I know. I’ll wait to heaac from you. -Jay 
> On 1/28/13 11:02 AM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>> Dear Jay Smith, 
>> 
>> Thanks for offering us the column. We’ll be glad to print it. Should be in the paper in flae next 2-3 days. 
>> 
>> Bob 
>> 
>> Bob Ashley 
>> editor 
>> The Herald-Sun 
>> 919-419-6678 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [                mail~unc~ed~!] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:42 AM 
>> To: Bob Ashley 
>> Subject: op-ed on Martin? 
>> 
>> Dear Mr. Ashley: 
>> I’ve written an op-ed on tJae very importmat announcement last Friday 
>> about Jim Martin’s retraction of part of the ’Maactin report.’ Would you 
>> have an interest in publishing lJae piece? It runs 730 words, flaough I 
>> would be willing to trim further if necessary. I attach it for your review. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> Jay Smifla 
>> History Deparlxnent, UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:40 AM 

Bob Ashley <BAshley@heraldsun.com> 

Re: op-ed on Martin? 

Thanks for fixing. 
On 1/29/13 8:33 AM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
> Truly fixed this time. I should have double-checked last night. 
> My apologies, and thanks for not once but twice helping me get it straightened out. 
> 
> Bob 
> 
> ~ :i/www. heraldsun.comio~mnio~il~or~co~umnists 
> 

> 

> Bob Ashley 
> editor 
> The Herald-Sun 
> 919-419-6678 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email.u~c.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:17 AM 
> To: Bob Ashley 
> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 
> 
> Still showing online as Jay M. Hams. 
> On 1/28/13 11:30 PM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>> Brain derailment! I’ll fix right now. Thanks. 
>> 
>> Bob 
>> 
>> Bob Ashley 
>> editor 
>> The Herald-Sun 
>> 919-419-6678 
>> bashley@heraldsun.com 
>> 2828 Pickett Road 
>> Durham, NC 27705 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mai~to;i~vsmith@emaiLunc.eda] 
>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 11:30 PM 
>> To: Bob Ashley 
>> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 
>> 
>> Bob--I’m usually free on Wednesdays. Fridays also possible. Some 
>> Thursdays OK, too. 
>> 
>> By the way--I just noticed that my op-ed is up, which is great. For 
>> some reason, though, it’s listed under the name of someone called 
>> "Hams." Maybe you could fix that? Thanks! -Jay 
>> On 1/28/13 3:16 PM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>>> Great! 
>>> How’s your week look next week? Any times that work we might get together fro coffee? Or the week following? 
>>> Thanks. 
>>> 
>>> Bob 
>>> 
>>> Bob Ashley 



>>> editor 
>>> The Herald-Sun 
>>> 919-419-6678 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jay Smith [               emaiku~c~ed~] 
>>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 2:42 PM 
>>> To: Bob Ashley 
>>> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 
>>> 
>>> Our messages probably crossed in the ether--but just to confirm, the 
>>> op-ed is all yours. 
>>> 
>>> Happy to have coffee one of these days .... 
>>> On 1/28/13 2:40 PM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>>>> Jay, 

>>>> Thanks. Let me know. 
>>>> And let’s have coffee some time. I would love to get your perspective on many things... 

>>>> Bob 

>>>> Bob Ashley 
>>>> editor 
>>>> The Herald-Sun 
>>>> 919-419-6678 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Jay Smith 
>>>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 2:00 PM 
>>>> To: Bob Ashley 
>>>> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 

>>>> Bob--again, my apologies for this. I promise never to make this mistake 
>>>> again. (I just worried about the timeliness of the column.) I’ve asked 
>>>> the Observer if they would insist on exclusivity. I’m hoping they’ll 
>>>> let me know their thinking right away (they may yet reject it anyway.) 
>>>> I would be delighted to have it run in both places. 

>>>> Jay 
>>>> On 1/28/13 1:50 PM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>>>>> Jay, 
>>>>> I had skedded the piece for tomorrow, but I can back off. 
>>>>> I’m curious, is the issue with The Observer that they won’t run if it has run in another newspaper? 
>>>>> I’d be disappointed if we can’t run it - I think the issue and the focus of your oped is of particular interest to our readership in 
this area -- but I understand. 

>>>>> Bob 

>>>>> Thanks. 
>>>>> Bob 

>>>>> Bob Ashley 
>>>>> editor 
>>>>> The Herald-Sun 
>>>>> 919-419-6678 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [                mail.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 1:48 PM 
>>>>> To: Bob Ashley 
>>>>> Subject: Re: op-ed on Martin? 

>>>>> Dear Bob--I have an embarrassing confession to make. I had submitted 
>>>>> this piece on Saturday momin~ to the Charlotte Observer. Interpretin~ 



>>>>> their 48-hr silence as a lack of interest, I then turned to you. Within 
>>>>> minutes of your email this AM, the Observer wrote back and said they may 
>>>>> be interested after all. I’m quite embarrassed by this, but if you 
>>>>> don’t mind waiting another few hours, I’d appreciate it. You have every 
>>>>> right to insist otherwise, I know. I’ll wait to hear from you. -Jay 
>>>>> On 1/28/13 11:02 AM, Bob Ashley wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Jay Smith, 

>>>>>> Thanks for offering us the column. We’ll be glad to print it. Should be in the paper in the next 2-3 days. 

>>>>>> Bob 

>>>>>> Bob Ashley 
>>>>>> editor 
>>>>>> The Herald-Sun 
>>>>>> 919-419-6678 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Jay Smith [                mail.u~c.ed~l 
>>>>>> Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:42 AM 
>>>>>> To: Bob Ashley 
>>>>>> Subject: op-ed on Martin? 

>>>>>> Dear Mr. Ashley: 
>>>>>> I’ve written an op-ed on the very important announcement last Friday 
>>>>>> about Jim Martin’s retraction of part of the ’Martin report.’ Would you 
>>>>>> have an interest in publishing the piece? It runs 730 words, though I 
>>>>>> would be willing to trim further if necessary. I attach it for your review. 

>>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>>> Jay Smith 
>>>>>> History Department, UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:18 AM 

WeileL Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Martin’s retraction 

Good try! But the cloud is dark. I think it’s telling that the N&O 
didn’t want to run my piece. Even they are tiring of it all. I thought 
for sure Dan Kane would have a longer story on this over the weekend. I 
think they’re about to call him in from the hunt. 
On 1/29/13 9:15 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> If nothing else, the retraction refreshes the news cycle on the story a bit (how’s that for silver-lining thinking?) 
> 
> From: Jay Snlith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:10 AM 
> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Re: Martin’s retraction 
> 
> OK, I’ve already got gobs of text, too. I’m sure the trimming will be 
> substantial. But let’s pour it all out and see where we are. By the 
> end of the week maybe? 
> On 1/29/13 9:08 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>> Why don’t we try to finish composing, see what kind of length we’re looking at, and then we can pare back from there. 
>> 
>> Jonathan 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:07 AM 
>> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
>> Subject: Re: Martin’s retraction 
>> 
>> Great idea. 
>> On 1/29/13 8:58 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>>> H Jay, 
>>> 
>>> About the piece we’ve started composing - Richard suggested the Chronicle, which seemed like a potentially good venue to me. 
He said he could put us in touch with someone there. 
>>> 
>>> Jonathan 

>>> From: Jay Snlith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:39 AM 
>>> To: allen sack; Southalk Richard Michael; Ellen Staurowsky; Gerald Gurney; Weiler, Jonathan D 
>>> Subject: Martin’s retraction 
>>> 
>>> Much more should have been made of this in the media. Spread the word 
>>> to anyone you think might care. 
>>> 

>>> ~ :,~iwww A~era~dsun~co~ ir~onco~mm~istsix3714323/HarrisoMardr~osoretractionoar~dowhvoitoma~ters 
>>> 
>>> Jay 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:22 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew_margolis@unc.edu> 

FYI 

hl~p :,4iwww. heraldsu~.co~rv’opi~ior~iopi~io~colmnNstsix3714323iHarrisoMar~inosore~ractionoandowh~oitomallers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, January 29, 2013 9:26 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 
ASPSA 

Dear Kenneth and Abigail: 
I wanted to share this with you, given your roles on the advisory committee. 
-Jay 

htN:/i~ ~,w.hera~dsun.com!o~!mo~ti~pm~oncolummsts/x_ 71432.~?HarnsoMarlmos-retract~onoandowhv o~omatters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:11 PM 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc. edu> 
on Martin 

Rudi--wanted you to see this. 

~ :i5’~v ww. hcralds~m.co irfioncolmnnistsix3714323iHarrisoMar~inosore~ractio~oandowh~:oitoma~ers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 8:09 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [history-faculty-forum] thanks 

No biggie. 
On 1/30/13 6:50 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Jay: 
> 
> My apologies for creating a flashpoint that Lloyd did not deserve. The mistake, apparently, was mine alone. Blind copied are the 
individuals who have been in touch with me about the need for such a forum. It is up to all of you to be in touch with each other. 
> 
> Please allow me to tell you what I was told by Lloyd. I initially misunderstood his explanation of what was allowable, and Adam’s 
position is that anything controversial is better done somewhere like a google chat. 
> 
> As Lloyd explained it, it is permissable to set up a listserv.unc.edu group to discuss a topic (e.g., the assault on liberal arts 
education), but it can only include individuals who ask to be included. The point seems to be that some people will not want to be part 
of the conversation and should not have to get the emails. 
> 
> Said listserv, of course, cannot espouse partisan politics in any fashion but can offer a forum for expressing opinions on matters such 
as student safety or ethical concerns. 
> 
> What cannot be permitted to happen is for a disgruntled list recipient who differs from the views expressed to see a university 
listserv used to support (through espousal, organizing efforts, fundraising). Said individual might do something as extreme as 
complain to the Office of University Counsel, which would cause serious problems for the Department and the Chair. 
> 
> Lloyd is exercising reasonable caution here, and being duly protective of the Department. Also wisely dodging the potential for 
unpleasant interactions with administration. 
> 
> Like-minded faculty are welcome to create a listserv that respects the University’s guidelines. 
> 
> Again, I apologize for misunderstanding Lloyd’s directives and creating a too-inclusive list. 

> Best, 
> Nancy 
> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 5:18 PM 
> To: History Faculty Forum 
> Subject: [history-faculty-forum] thanks 
> 

> Thanks for doing this, Nancy et al. I think it’s valuable to have a 
> spot where we can talk about University issues, etc. -Jay 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to history-faculty-forum as: nancys@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: http:iilists.ur~c.ed~i~?id=(~039328(~.503dc79ab048a1869dfa289dde1463da&~=T&l=histo~facuhvo 
foram&o 32687225, or send a blank email to leave-32687225-60393286.503dc79ab048a18b9dfa289dde1463da@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, February 2, 2013 10:22 AM 

Shields, Sarah D <sshields@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Martin report revision in today’s N and O 

Thanks! And thanks for paying attention to these issues. 
On 2/2/13 9:08 AM, Sarah Shields wrote: 
> Dear Lloyd and Jay, 
> 
> Not sure if you get the N and O. The revision to the Martin report 
> (and its significance) is discussed here 
> ~:,~;www.newsobserver.comi2013/02/01/2(~49467idrescher-firmoretractsok         htrri~ 
> 
> Sarah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 8:35 PM 

Sam Stoloff <ss@goldinlit.com> 

sports book 

Dear Sam: 
You may remember that we exchanged a few emails about 18 months ago when 
I was searching about for someone to "shop" a screenplay I had written 
on the basis of my beast of the Gdvaudan book. 

This email is on an entirely different subject (I still think it would 
be a great movie!), one that may, nonetheless, also be far afield from 
your normal business interests. Also for the past 18 months or so I 
have become very involved in an athletics scandal at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
I’ve done nothing scandalous, I assure you; rather, I’ve been a thorn in 
the side of a campus administration that has desperately tried to cover 
up the worst of the athletic dept’s wrongdoing. It’s a long story and 
I’ll spare you the details, but I’m now at the point where I want to 
write a book about the entire affair. I have a co-anthor--a 
whistleblower named Mary Willingham who has incredible inside 
information. She and I have realized over the past few months that the 
truth about the UNC scandal will likely never be told unless we tell 
it--she because of her insider knowledge, I because I’ve been the public 
face of faculty outrage for close to two years. It will undoubtedly be 
controversial locally, but we think it should also have broad appeal 
outside North Carolina because the UNC case exposes all that is rotten 
about big-time college sport (the worst thing being that athletes are 
exploited and denied a real education.) 

Mary and I think we can write this thing up by the end of summer, but 
we’ve been persuaded by friends and colleagues that we really must get 
an agent. Does this sort of thing interest you at all? If not, do you 
have fellow agents you would freely recommend? This would not be the 
typical academic book. We would be focusing as much as possible on 
smiles, experiences (our own and students’), and revealing anecdotes. 
There would be some quantitative data, but fairly simple and 
straightforward stuff. We envision a shortish book (maybe 200 pages?) 

Anyway, you were kind enough to offer me needed guidance when I bothered 
you in 2011, so I thought I’d try you first. Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 1:01 PM 

letters@nytimes, com 

letter re: Nocera 

Response to Joe Nocera’s column on docx 

Please see attached. 

Jay M. Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 8:48 PM 

K Vincent <svincent@ncsu.edu> 

Re: Univ. athletics 

Yes, got it. He gets a few facts wrong, but the essentials are right. 
On 2/5/13 4:28 PM, K Vincent wrote: 

Y’all might have already seen this. 

http :/iwww. r\5,tim e s. comi2013i02i05iopinionir~ocera-academic-cour~selin~-racket.hJ~ml? 
src=me&ref=~general& 

K. Steven Vincent 
Professor of History 
North Carolina State University -Box 8108 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8108 

telephone: 919-513-2233 
email: steven ~,incent@r~csu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 6, 2013 6:24 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] O’Bannon 

Happy to do it. I’ll send him a link to my Herald-Sun op-ed so he can 
glimpse a short version of my/our dissent from Martin. -Jay 
On 2/6/13 6:15 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Pierce is a good writer. Do you want to reach out to Wolverton, or should I? 
> 
> Jonathan 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 5:40 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] O’Bannon 
> 
> ~tlar~d corr~s~orvi /i~/8914700ied-obarmor~-v sor~caa 
> 
> could be "an extinction-level event for college sports as we know it." 
> Hallelujah. 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jweiler@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: h~p~//~sts.~mc.ed~v~?id~4~699~941ef~f~276ae6c13f2a26bfd43638e~bf&r~T&~-fac~h~°-a~Netics- 
foram&o=32726435, or send a blank email to leave-32726435-48699894, lef6ff276ae6c13f2a26bfd43638e0bf@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 6, 2013 7:08 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 
Re: essay on Martin report 

Interesting. I’ve always found this aspect of Dershowitz’s public face 
pretty puzzling. You’d think a legal scholar would be a little less 
knee-jerk and sensitive. But no. 
On 2/6/13 7:03 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> A student group at Brooklyn College organized a panel featuring Judith Butler and Omar Barghouti about the Boycott, Divestment 
and Sanctions movement. 
> 
> Dershowitz went to war against Brooklyn College because the political science department agreed to sponsor the event. Then, a 
bunch of elected officials in NYC threatened BC’s funding if the event weren’t balanced by some pro-Israel views. 
> 
> In an interesting twist, Mayor Bloomberg today said that universities should be able to hold the panels they want and if you don’t 
like that, you should apply to go to college in North Korea (he really said that! !). All of the elected officials who signed the early 
threatening letter have now rescinded. 
> 
> Jonathan 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:59 PM 
> To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Re: essay on Martin report 
> 
> No, what’s up with Dershowitz? 
> On 2/6/13 6:53 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
>> Great, Jay. 
>> 
>> I hope he bites. It deserves to see the light of day. 
>> 
>> By the way, are you following the brouhaha at Brooklyn College over a panel there, and Alan Dershowitz’s role in it? 
>> 
>> Jonathan 
>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:50 PM 
>> To: Brad Wolverton 
>> Cc: Weiler, Jonathan D 
>> Subject: essay on Martin report 
>> 
>> Dear Brad (if I may): 
>> Jonathan Weiler and I asked Richard for the introduction he kindly gave 
>> us this afternoon because we wanted to ask for your thoughts/advice on a 
>> piece we’re drafting. I don’t know how closely you’ve followed the 
>> ever-developing UNC athletic/academic scandal, but that scandal has 
>> taken a strange and perhaps pivotal turn in the last 6 weeks, following 
>> the release of an "official" report on the events by former NC governor 
>> Jim Martin. That report, to the amazement of many, declared the scandal 
>> a strictly academic one. "This is not an athletics scandal," the 
>> governor emphatically declared. Since then, there has been much 
>> discussion, a little shouting, and--on Martin’s part--some 
>> backpedaling. The problem, though, is that no one has bothered to offer 
>> a thorough analysis of Martin’s deeply flawed report, and UNC has 
>> publicly embraced the report as the explanation for our recent 
>> troubles. The distortions must be corrected, and the full implications 
>> of those distortions spelled out. Jonathan and I think the UNC case 
>> exposes the systematic fraud and hypocrisy central to the enterprise of 
>> collegiate sport--and we suspect that details of the case would be of 
>> interest to many of your readers. 



>> 

>> In any case, we’re in the process of drafting a longish essay that 
>> deconstructs some of the key elements of the governor’s report, shows 
>> where he went wrong, and explains why it all matters. We’re wondering 
>> whether the Chronicle might be interested in running the essay and, if 
>> so, what the space (word length) limitations would be. We could write 
>> forever, and we already have a few thousand words. But we also know how 
>> to edit ourselves when necessary. Before proceeding further with the 
>> writing, we’d like to get some sense of what the publishing 
>> possibilities might be. If you could give us any guidance, it would be 
>> much appreciated. 
>> 
>> I’m pasting in below a recent op-ed I wrote for the Durham 
>> Herald-Sun--just to suggest one of the key issues at stake in the Martin 
>> report’s distortions. 

>> Thanks for your time, 
>> Jay Smith 
>> Professor and Associate Chair, History Department 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> ~:iTw ww~hera~dsun~corr~/ inio~col~r~wAstsix3714323iHarris-Marti~-s-retractior~-and-w~’-it-matters 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 8:39 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: essay on Martin report 

Jonathan--thoughts on how I should respond? I’m not sure it would be worth the effort at 800 words. Then again, it would be hard to turn down the visibility of the Chronicle. 

I wonder if, closer to home, the Independent would have an interest in running the full piece? 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: essay on Martin report 

Date:Thu, 7 Feb 2013 13:35:19 +0000 
From:Brad Wolverton ~bra&wolve~.on~_c~worficle~com> 

To: Jay Smith qj<ysrniff@) emaiL unc.edv2- 
CC:jonathan weiler ~l~g2(~email mnc~edu~ 

Jay, 

Thanks for reaching out. Richard has been a terrific source of mine over the years, and I look forward to getting to know you and Jonathan. 

You obviously write well and have a grasp of the report’s shortcomings and what’s at stake here, and I’m sure our coK@aentary editor would be happy to 

If it’s OK with you, I’ll forward your note to our coK@aentary editor (her name is Dianne Donovan, and she is always looking for fresh voices on newswo 

I could be wrong about this, but I think our contributions are usually limited to 800 or so words. I’m not sure you could do a full analysis of the Ha 

Thanks again, and please give me the word before I pass this to Dianne. 

Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

202 466 1226 

@bradwolverton 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmi~h@emai~unc~edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:50 PM 

To: Brad Wolverton 

Cc: jonathan weiler 

Subject: essay on Hartin report 

Dear Brad (if I may): 

Jonathan Weiler and I asked Richard for the introduction he kindly gave 

us this afternoon because we wanted to ask for your thoughts/advice on a 

piece we’re drafting. I don’t know how closely you’ve followed the 

ever developing UNC athletic/academic scandal, but that scandal has 

taken a strange and perhaps pivotal turn in the last 6 weeks, following 

the release of an "official" report on the events by former NC governor 

Jim Martin. That report, to the amazement of many, declared the scandal 

a strictly academic one. "This is not an athletics scandal," the 

governor emphatically declared. Since then, there has been much 

discussion, a little shouting, and on Martin’s part some 

backpedaling. The problem, though, is that no one has bothered to offer 

a thorough analysis of Martin’s deeply flawed report, and UNC has 

publicly embraced the report as the explanation for our recent 

troubles. The distortions must be corrected, and the full implications 

of those distortions spelled out. Jonathan and I think the UNC case 

exposes the systematic fraud and hypocrisy central to the enterprise of 

collegiate sport and we suspect that details of the case would be of 

interest to many of your readers. 

In any case, we’re in the process of drafting a longish essay that 

deconstructs some of the key elements of the governor’s report, shows 

where he went wrong, and explains why it all matters. We’re wondering 

whether the Chronicle might be interested in running the essay and, if 

so, what the space (word length) limitations would be. We could write 

forever, and we already have a few thousand words. But we also know how 

to edit ourselves when necessary. Before proceeding further with the 

writing, we’d like to get some sense of what the publishing 

possibilities might be. If you could give us any guidance, it would be 

much appreciated. 

I’m pasting in below a recent op ed I wrote for the Durham 

Herald Sun just to suggest one of the key issues at stake in the Martin 

report’s distortions. 

Thanks for your time, 

Jay Smith 

Professor and Associate Chair, History Department 

UNC Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 1:28 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch? 

I teach until 3:30, will try to catch up with you before the 4pm lecture ..... 
On 2/7/13 1:26 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay~ 

Not to worry--after 15 minutes I assumed that there was slippage, so had their great French onion soup 

and cheese quesadillas. I am pleasantly stuffed. 

We have an added reason to talk--I spent a half hour with a close friend who teaches AFAM. ! hadn’t 

realized that 5 of their faculty were brought in to talk with Martin. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 1:22 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: lunch? 

Willis--by now, I hope, you’ve finished cursing me for standing you up. My excuse is a weak one--I was 

pushed, as European convenor, to provide statements on behalf of all European grad applicants we’d like 

to admit, and I just found this out late yesterday. I got so carried away with writing that I forgot about 

lunch until 5 minutes ago. I hope you’ll let me make it up to you. Lunch is on me, I promise. (Are you 

around tomorrow, by chance? I have a lunch meeting but could grab a late coffee at 11, or an afternoon 

coffee around 2.) -Jay 

PS Did I say how sorry I am? 

On 2/4/13 10:10 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

Thursday is fine. Still 12:15 at the Carolina Coffee Shop? 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 8:49 AM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: lunch? 

Willis--I got confused about job candidate lunches. I’m actually tied up on Wednesday. But I 

could meet for lunch Thursday. -Jay 

On 2/4/13 8:41 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

l’d like to meet you--not necessarily for lunch, but that would be nice if you 

are free at mid-day. Of course I will regale you with my tale of public utterance 

of basketball cheating, and its aftermath, but I have another issue that I want to 

pursue and want your thoughts. 



I hope to see you soon. 

Will 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 4:45 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 
grades 

Willis-you’ll see that I just added a few extra questions. (And raised 
a "red flag"--word of the month--over the race question.) 

One other thing--I can tell you a couple of things you may not know 
about the grade changes. The great majority were changes of temporary 
grades (incompletes for the most part, maybe a few AB’s). And Mary has 
told me the reason for all the incompletes. The "instructor" (Nyang’oro 
or Crowder) was so inattentive that the entire semester would pass with 
no communication and no paper having been turned in. After the semester 
was over, someone would say, hey, about that paper...and the student 
would generate one. (Mary suggested to me that the counselors had extra 
papers to print out as needed.) So--this is appalling enough, to be 
sure, but I suspect the number of grades changed because player X needed 
a B instead of a C+ for eligibility purposes will actually be few. 

Would you like me to arrange a lunch with Derickson? The last time I 
saw him he expressed an interest in getting together (I think he may 
have been bothered by some of my public comments at the time of the 

episode.) -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 7, 2013 6:44 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG swallows hard, says all is good 

Brooks Grades altered.docx 

Willis--did I forget to attach the paper? If so... 

Also, your anecdote about King Rice is one I can’t get out of my mind. 
Have I told you flaat Mary and I are thinking about doing a book? (In 
fact, we’re determined.) I hope you’ll consider allowing us to share 
flaat dandy story. I’d happily give Blanchaxd and Swofford a chance to 
deny flaey went to lunch with you!! (Actually--I wonder if there’s a 
video record offlae event somewhere? Surely flaose awaxds banquets were 
being taped at flaat point?) Lawrence Taylor famously declaxed that he 
never went to class while at UNC. And King Rice didn’t write his own 
papers. Nyang’oro, I’m sure, was doing his thing by 1992. This all 
suggests a txadition of corruption that boggles the mind in its 
embeddedness. -Jay 
On 2/7/13 1:29 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
> Jay, 

> Glad to supply reading material, but I do want to talk about why we still might want to touch base with flae chancellor, if only to say that I/we 
did and toss in Highsmifla along that route. 
> 
> I’ll drop by your office just after 3:30. 
> 
> Will 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smifla [               email, m-~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 1:27 PM 
> To: Brooks, Edwin W 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG swallows hard, says all is good 

> Willis--I also just read your document. I’m all in favor of raising flaese questions. I would cut out Thorp and go stxaight to Derickson (I have a 
pretty good relationship with him.) Dan Kane--sure, though I 
> wonder if he could write about it wiflaout some scandalous data. -Jay 
> On 2/7/13 1:22 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>> Hi Jay, 
>> 
>> I missed you at lunch today at flae C~xolina Cafe, but I did not starve. I’m still looking forw~xd to your scowl of dismay when I tell my tale 
about a certain basketball player’s admission--and more. I hope to attend the Kennan lecture in Room 569 flais afternoon at 4--might I see you 
flaere? 
>> 
>> Will 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [                  ail. m-~c.edt~] 
>> Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 12:55 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG swallows hard, says all is good 

>> ~:/;~,,’wwnewsobserver.com!2013/02/07/2661108iur~c-board-oit m~el-.execmmin ead 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: !~tto://lists.ur~c.ed~iu? 
id=54562879.d37ef12dfIB5e61b6907t:¢fsC2ala2~?o4&n=T&l=l;acu1 , or send a blank email to leave-32730226- 
54562879.d37efl 2df13 5e61 b6907f4f42al a2 fb4@listserv.unc.edu. 



¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

216 courses, ’as many as 560’ ille,qal ,qrade chanqes .... 

Correctable? (If not, why not?) 
Do all the professors know all the grade changes? [How have they responded 
when they, presumably, learned that grades had been changed in their classes-- 
how else would anyone know for sure that the signatures were altered?] 
Do some/any/all of the affected professors want their original grades restored? If 
not, why not? 
Have any grades been corrected? 
% athletes? 
% male/female/African-American? [Not sure this will go over well.] 
How many from the revenue sports? Of the small number of permanent grade 
changes--how many in the revenue sports? 
Class status of student (first year, etc.) 
More than one grade change for anyone? 
Did anyone have more than one grade changed in the same semester? 
How much higher was grade changed--and did it affect the students’ status? 
Any patterns of grade alterations--by semester, course, etc? 
How long after the initial grade was posted was the grade changed? [Within 
days? Months? Much later? Late summer/December?] 
Did grade change affect a) graduation; b) university standing; c) athletic 
eligibility? 
Was there a pattern of grade changes related to students’ major (AFAM or any 
other)? 
Number of professors whose grades were changed? 
Number of courses where grades were altered? [was it 216?] 
Number of grade alterations [was it 560--or more; how many more?] 
Were any of the unauthorized changes made by anyone other than Crowder? 

Explanations [reasons used when grade change was sought]: 

¯ To maintain athletic eligibility 

¯ To stay in school 
¯ To graduate 

¯ To make money 
¯ Other? 

Courses of action: 

Meet with Registrar Chris Derickson - 962-3754; 3d floor North SAC/SASB; open 9-5 

Meet with/email chancellor? 

Meet with Dan Kane--after failure with above? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 11:05 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: essay on Martin report 

Not a word from the Chronicle. God Bless Burley Mitchell--whoever he 
is. (Probably a Republican of the most repellent sort, but god bless 
him anyway.) 

Have you explored the Indy? 
On 2/8/13 11:03 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 
> Any word yet. 
> 
> Read the front page story in the N and O today. So is Martin going to accuse BOT members of being anti-athletics, just as he did 
you? 

> Jonathan 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edul 
> Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 8:50 AM 
> To: Brad Wolverton 
> Cc: Weiler, Jonathan D 
> Subject: Re: essay on Martin report 
> 
> Brad--thanks very much. By all means, forward my message. Not really 
> sure that we could boil it down all the way to 800 words, but...let’s 
> see what Dianne Donovan has to say. -Jay 
> On 2/7/13 8:35 AM, Brad Wolverton wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 
>> Thanks for reaching out. Richard has been a terrific source of mine over the years, and I look forward to getting to know you and 
Jonathan. 
>> 
>> You obviously write well and have a grasp of the report’s shortcomings and what’s at stake here, and I’m sure our commentary 
editor would be happy to discuss the possibilities of an essay with you. (I’m a reporter and don’t make the call on outside contributions, 
but I often weigh in on athletics matters.) 
>> 
>> If it’s OK with you, I’ll forward your note to our commentary editor (her name is Dianne Donovan, and she is always looking for 
fresh voices on newsworthy topics). She can coordinate with you if she’s interested in something. 
>> 
>> I could be wrong about this, but I think our contributions are usually limited to 800 or so words. I’m not sure you could do a full 
analysis of the Martin report at that length, but I’m guessing you could hit on some interesting fallacies as you see them. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, and please give me the word before I pass this to Dianne. 
>> 
>> Brad 

>> Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
>> The Chronicle of Higher Education 
>> 202-466-1226 
>> @bradwolverton 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:50 PM 
>> To: Brad Wolverton 
>> Cc: jonathan weiler 
>> Subject: essay on Martin report 
>> 
>> Dear Brad (if I may): 
>> Jonathan Weiler and I asked Richard for the introduction he kindly gave 



>> us this afternoon because we wanted to ask for your thoughts/advice on a 
>> piece we’re drafting. I don’t know how closely you’ve followed the 
>> ever-developing UNC athletic/academic scandal, but that scandal has 
>> taken a strange and perhaps pivotal turn in the last 6 weeks, following 
>> the release of an "official" report on the events by former NC governor 
>> Jim Martin. That report, to the amazement of many, declared the scandal 
>> a strictly academic one. "This is not an athletics scandal," the 
>> governor emphatically declared. Since then, there has been much 
>> discussion, a little shouting, and--on Martin’s part--some 
>> backpedaling. The problem, though, is that no one has bothered to offer 
>> a thorough analysis of Martin’s deeply flawed report, and UNC has 
>> publicly embraced the report as the explanation for our recent 
>> troubles. The distortions must be corrected, and the full implications 
>> of those distortions spelled out. Jonathan and I think the UNC case 
>> exposes the systematic fraud and hypocrisy central to the enterprise of 
>> collegiate sport--and we suspect that details of the case would be of 
>> interest to many of your readers. 
>> 
>> In any case, we’re in the process of drafting a longish essay that 
>> deconstructs some of the key elements of the governor’s report, shows 
>> where he went wrong, and explains why it all matters. We’re wondering 
>> whether the Chronicle might be interested in running the essay and, if 
>> so, what the space (word length) limitations would be. We could write 
>> forever, and we already have a few thousand words. But we also know how 
>> to edit ourselves when necessary. Before proceeding further with the 
>> writing, we’d like to get some sense of what the publishing 
>> possibilities might be. If you could give us any guidance, it would be 
>> much appreciated. 
>> 
>> I’m pasting in below a recent op-ed I wrote for the Durham 
>> Herald-Sun--just to suggest one of the key issues at stake in the Martin 
>> report’s distortions. 
>> 
>> Thanks for your time, 
>> Jay Smith 
>> Professor and Associate Chair, History Department 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> ~:i~/www~l~era~dsur~corr~/ inioncolur~mistsix3714323iHarrisoMartmosoretractior~oand-w~’ oit-ma~ters 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 11:10 AM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 

Re: athletics scandal 

Ha! Just remember this exchange if I disappear under mysterious circumstances in the coming months .... 
On 2/8/13 10:55 AM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 

I’ll buy the first copy (assuming of course that the Athletics Dept doesn’t buy and shred the entire 
print run)! 

On 02/07/2013 09:00 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Michael--I’ve decided to write a book myself, with Mary Willingham (the 
whistleblower). The truth will come out yet... 
On 2/7/13 7:55 PM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 

Than maybe it’s time for someone to suggest that Nocera pay another visit 
to UNC or at least put the overall handling of the scandal under the 
spotlight. Perhaps the Bd can be embarrassed. 

Or maybe the authors of the report will give a second thought to their 
claim that "no evidence has been found to support a conclusion that a 
conspiracy or collusion existed between the Athletic Department and the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, on the one hand, and the 
two complicit former employees in the AFAM department on the other 
hand." Or maybe they don’t read or credit the NYT. 

On 02/07/2013 07:41 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Yes, Michael, but the BOG, echoing Martin, has now said 
there is "no evidence" athletics was involved in this stuff. It 
may have *seemed* like we were having an athletics scandal, 
but it was all a mirage. Thank goodness. 

I hear the recruiting is going well .... 
On 2/7/13 7:36 PM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 

Talk about a smoking gun in these paragraphs 
from the most recent Joe Nocera column in the 
NYT: 

Once he got on campus, however, he 
was quickly informed by his 
academic counselors that North 
Carolina didn’t have a criminal 
justice major. According to McAdoo, 



his counselor picked his major, 
African-American studies, because it 
wouldn’t interfere with football 
practice. 

Among the first classes he was 
"assigned" (as he phrases it) was a 
Swahili course, an "independent 
studies" class taught by the 
department chairman, Julius 
Nyang’oro. "There wasn’t any 
class," McAdoo recalled. "You sign 
up. You write the paper. You get 
credit. I had never seen anything like 
it." He never once met his professor. 
Despite the strange circumstances, 
he researched and wrote the paper. It 
was that paper that got him in the 
trouble with the N.C.A.A. 

"All the academic counselors kr~ew 
about the ~er classes" -- as they 
were called -- "and they all steered 
athletes to them," says Mary 
Willingham, a former academic 
counselor at the university. 

For the entire column, which deals with "our" 
McAdoo case, go to 
www.nytimes.comi2013i02i05iopinioninocera- 
academic-counseI[ir~g-racket.htm~. Please no 
gnashing of teeth! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:52 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG division 

I’ll ask Wayne and let you know what he says. 
On 2/8/13 4:40 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> I think either of those would be fine. I think a review of the Martin report would also be useful. I still have your list of key points 
and will look at it over the weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email,unc.eda] 
> Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 4:26 PM 
> To: Margolis, Lewis 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG division 

> I suspect it’s more lack of courage than anything. And whatever courage remains will now quickly dissipate. 
> 
> I certainly don’t object to meeting next week, but--as I’ve said--I don’t want to organize any longer. Do you have thoughts about 
how to proceed? Would you like to step in and suggest unpacking the Martin report as the main agenda item? Do you think I should 
ask someone else? Wayne Lee in my dept might be willing. Perhaps Rudi. Not sure. 
> On 218113 3:41 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
>> Jay, I think there will be a lot to talk about next week. I am dumbfounded by what appears to be either lack of critical thinking by 
the Board, or lack of courage to challenge the athletics behemoth and perhaps some of both. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [ ] 
>> Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 10:57 AM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] BOG division 
>> 

>> ~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/2013/02/07/2662612/alNelics-official-neve 
>> r-checked.html 
>> 
>> Nice that some have an eye for reality .... 
>> 
>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: lew_margolis@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~:iilistsotmc.ed~it~?id=48699879.ec81e5426c7196b05(~bP877694673152&n=T&l=facul~v-oatNetics-fomm&o=32734(~4~, or send a 
blank email to leave-32734642-48699879.ec8 le5426c7196b056bf877b94673152@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 8:20 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Martin vs the world 

Martin’s clarification.pdf; Kramer statement for faculty council-1 .docx 

Some on this list will be interested to read the exact text of Martin’s 
"clarification" (I continue to be amazed at how graceless the man is) 
and Lloyd Kramer’s well crafted rebuttal to Martin’s testimony on 
FAC--delivered today to Faculty Council. I attach both documents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 11:47 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Deadspin on Mercer etc. 

http:iideadspin.conv’5982996/atouncoo~eoofotheoworstoacademicofrat~docasesoinoamericanoNstor~, ohasobee~totracedobackoto 

This article boils down to one quotation, as far as I’m concerned: 
"That should have been followed up on," UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp 
said. "I wish it had been, because we would have caught all of this stuff." 

We would have caught all of this stuff’? If only Mercer had....written 
up his report on independent studies? 

Holden Thorp and Jack Evans (who seems to have vanished) told both the 
Maffly-Kipp committee and Jim Martin that ASPSA totally had it right. 
FAC had been consulted, so ASPSA was blameless. Now, with that lie 
exposed, it’s time to pin it all on Mercer? If only he had completed 
his homework? Then the institution would not have been victimized by 
these...rogues? This demonstxation of leadership is beyond embarrassing. 

When it all comes out, and it will, so many people are going to feel so 
ashamed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:03 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

I think I know how to distinguish between dishonest and good faith arguments, yes. Sorry I missed the 
discussion on Friday. Faculty Council has become too much for me to bear, I’m afraid. 

On 2/11/13 9:54 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thank you for clarifying. 

I cannot speak for anyone else. But I am not behaving dishonestly, and I am also not your enemy. 

As for the formula we’re using to predict first-year GPA, it’s not a secret. I talked about it at fair length in 
open session at Faculty Council on Friday. I also talked about it with the Daily Tar Heel a while ago and 

discussed it at length last week with Elliott Cramer, whom you may know. 

As I mentioned on Friday, and as I also said to Dr. Cramer, we know full well that any predicted grade-point 

average, including this one, is a rough guide at best. In this case, the formula serves two purposes. First, it 

helps us determine which recruited athletes require review by the faculty subcommittee. Second, it gives 

us a wayto assess the 160 recruited athletes as an entire class. To my mind, this second purpose is as 

important as the first, because it gives us a useful way of monitoring the whole group and of improving the 

group’s academic credentials over time. 

As to whether the formula takes into account the courses that you’ve mentioned, it does not, and that is of 

course a weakness. The formula is based on the first-year performance, as measured by first-year GPA, of 

recruited athletes who enrolled between 2005 and 2011. I honestly don’t know how we could go back and 

separate out the bad courses and recalculate first-year GPAs for these 1,300 or so students. But we plan to 

revise the formula, using the most recent four or five cohorts of entering athlete, every year until we 

believe that any possible impact of these courses has worked its way out of the results. We will work with 

our friends at the Odum Institute, who helped us develop this first formula and with whom we have 

consulted on any statistical project we’ve attempted over the last eight or ten years. 

We also plan to draw down the number of students requiring subcommittee review, as well as the number 

of students in the group just above the current subcommittee line of 2.3. 

Either Joy or I discussed all or most of this in Faculty Council on Friday. I realize that any or all of the 

judgments involved in this process are arguable, as indeed are all the decisions our office makes in the 

course of a given year. But - again - I ask you respectfully to distinguish between an arguable judgment, 

made in good faith, and dishonesty. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:17 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 



I have not said that you provided false data, no. Apparently someone has claimed that I have? 
On 2/11/13 9:15 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jag, thank you. 

Just to be clear: you have never stated, either in writing or in speech, that I provided "false" 
data to Baker Tilly or to Governor Martin? 

I am not talking about the N&O story, which of course is a matter of public record, as in fact 
are the emails that you have sent through the ARG listserv. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’ve never said that you falsified data. Other than the N&O piece, I don’t even recollect 
using the word "false." And what I said there--you could look it up--is that Martin 
dismissed Mary’s concerns by citing "false admissions statistics." I stand by the 
phrase. It was false to assert, as he did, that "very few" and "less than five" athletes 
fall under minimum admissions thresholds each year. If that were the case, there 
would hardly be a need for a special talent committee, would there? If that were the 
case, half the football team would not have required ’special talent’ clearance, right? 
He was using a statistic about UNC system admissions standards that had no relevance 
for the discussion at hand. Whether he cooked it up himself or someone from 
admissions supplied him that rhetorical line, I have no idea (nor did I say so in the 
N&O piece--I stayed focused on the rhetoric of the Martin report itself.) Draw your 
own conclusions about whether I’ve said that you "falsified admissions data." I don’t 
think so. I do think that you or someone in your office or Martin all by himself used 
irrelevant data as a red herring, and that’s what I’m on the record as having said. If I’m 
wrong about this, you can explain how I’m wrong when we meet. rll apologize if I 
need to. Or maybe you can apologize for calling me reckless. 

I understand that people have been forwarding emails from the ARG listserv, which is 
always a slightly dishonest and distorting thing to do. (Context is everything, after 
all.) And it’s possible--certain, in fact--that I’ve decried the dishonesty of the system 
over and over again on the listserv. But, to the best of my knowledge, you have not 
been specifically targeted. UNC, like all other big-time sport schools, is fundamentally 
dishonest about what it’s doing and why. I had hoped that UNC would come clean and 
confront the issues honestly. There’s no indication that’s ever going to happen, alas. 
But the data can speak for themselves if we can only get full access to the data. That’s 
where you (and the registrar, and select deans) can be very helpful if you choose to be. 

In addition to the data I requested back in November, here’s another item I’d like to 
discuss when we meet: has the admissions office adjusted its calculus for determining 
the "academic success" rates of special talent admits in light of the hundreds of fake 
grades we now know about? Have you recalculated GPA’s with those grades 
removed? What are the corrected GPA’s? You’ve talked publicly about some secret 
formula you’ve come up with to predict 2.3 GPA’s--does the formula factor in the 



fraudulence that’s come to light? 
On 2/11/13 8:27 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, my interest is in knowing whether you have stated that I falsified 
admissions data. That is a serious charge and wholly different from 
interpretations of relevance. 

Have you stated that I provided false data? If so, you are alleging serious 
misconduct. 

Steve 

Jay Smith <i aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I published in the N&O that Martin used misleading admissions statistics, 
so you didn’t have to work hard to learn what I was saying. ! don’t engage 
in whispering campaigns. I say what I think, and I’ll say it anywhere. 

When he said that "very few" and "less than five" athletes fall under our 
admissions threshold, he was using UNC system standards. Why he did 
think those standards were relevant? They are not. And they muddied the 
issue very usefully. I also found your own post-Willingham N&O piece 
unhelpfully obfuscating--for reasons I will explain when we meet. 

In any case, you can bring as many people to the meeting as you’d like. 
I’ll be asking for the same data I asked for in my email to you months ago. 
It probably won’t be a long conversation/meeting 
On 2/11/13 5:38 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

I will check my calendar later in the day and get back to you. 

I have heard from several colleagues that you have repeatedly 
stated that I provided false data to Baker Tilly and Governor 
Martin. Perhaps these colleagues misunderstood what they 
heard or read. 

Any claim that I or the admissions office provided false data 
to anyone, much less to the Martin Report, is utterly false. It 
is also defamatory. 

I hope that our colleagues have misheard or misunderstood 
you and will look forward to learning more. Since I frankly 
find it hard to believe that a scholar of your stature would 
make such reckless and unsubstantiated allegations, I will 
welcome the chance to talk. 

I think we should include a third person in the conversation. It 
would be very unfortunate if either of us said anything that 
the other misconstrued or later recalled inaccurately. 

Steve 



Jay Smith <i aysmith~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

By all means, let’s meet. 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursday tend to work best for 
me. Propose a few times. 
On 2/10/13 7:31 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

I have heard from several colleagues that you are 
questioning my integrity. 

I have offered at least twice to meet with you to 
discuss your concerns. The offer still stands. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 1:05 PM 

Brad Wolverton <brad.wolverton@chronicle.com> 

Re: essay on Martin report 

Will do. Thanks for the speedy reply. 
On 2/11/13 1:03 PM, Brad Wolverton wrote: 
> Jay, I forwarded your note to Dianne late Friday, so with our deadline schedule here (she closes her weekly commentaries on 
Tuesday) I’m guessing she’ll be tied up until the end of tomorrow. Feel free to reach out to her directly after that 
(dianne.donovan@chronicle.com). 

> Thanks! 
> 
> Brad 
>___ 

> Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
> The Chronicle of Higher Education 
> 202-466-1226 
> @bmdwolverton 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 1:01 PM 
> To: Brad Wolverton 
> Subject: Re: essay on Martin report 
> 
> Brad--any word from Dianne Donovan? -Jay 
> On 2/7/13 8:35 AM, Brad Wolverton wrote: 
>> Jay, 

>> Thanks for reaching out. Richard has been a terrific source of mine over the years, and I look forward to getting to know you and 
Jonathan. 
>> 
>> You obviously write well and have a grasp of the report’s shortcomings and what’s at stake here, and I’m sure our commentary 
editor would be happy to discuss the possibilities of an essay with you. (I’m a reporter and don’t make the call on outside contributions, 
but I often weigh in on athletics matters.) 
>> 
>> If it’s OK with you, I’ll forward your note to our commentary editor (her name is Dianne Donovan, and she is always looking for 
fresh voices on newsworthy topics). She can coordinate with you if she’s interested in something. 
>> 
>> I could be wrong about this, but I think our contributions are usually limited to 800 or so words. I’m not sure you could do a full 
analysis of the Martin report at that length, but I’m guessing you could hit on some interesting fallacies as you see them. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, and please give me the word before I pass this to Dianne. 
>> 
>> Brad 

>> Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 
>> The Chronicle of Higher Education 
>> 202-466-1226 
>> @bradwolverton 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:50 PM 
>> To: Brad Wolverton 
>> Cc: jonathan weiler 
>> Subject: essay on Martin report 
>> 
>> Dear Brad (if I may): 
>> Jonathan Weiler and I asked Richard for the introduction he kindly gave 



>> us this afternoon because we wanted to ask for your thoughts/advice on a 
>> piece we’re drafting. I don’t know how closely you’ve followed the 
>> ever-developing UNC athletic/academic scandal, but that scandal has 
>> taken a strange and perhaps pivotal turn in the last 6 weeks, following 
>> the release of an "official" report on the events by former NC governor 
>> Jim Martin. That report, to the amazement of many, declared the scandal 
>> a strictly academic one. "This is not an athletics scandal," the 
>> governor emphatically declared. Since then, there has been much 
>> discussion, a little shouting, and--on Martin’s part--some 
>> backpedaling. The problem, though, is that no one has bothered to offer 
>> a thorough analysis of Martin’s deeply flawed report, and UNC has 
>> publicly embraced the report as the explanation for our recent 
>> troubles. The distortions must be corrected, and the full implications 
>> of those distortions spelled out. Jonathan and I think the UNC case 
>> exposes the systematic fraud and hypocrisy central to the enterprise of 
>> collegiate sport--and we suspect that details of the case would be of 
>> interest to many of your readers. 
>> 
>> In any case, we’re in the process of drafting a longish essay that 
>> deconstructs some of the key elements of the governor’s report, shows 
>> where he went wrong, and explains why it all matters. We’re wondering 
>> whether the Chronicle might be interested in running the essay and, if 
>> so, what the space (word length) limitations would be. We could write 
>> forever, and we already have a few thousand words. But we also know how 
>> to edit ourselves when necessary. Before proceeding further with the 
>> writing, we’d like to get some sense of what the publishing 
>> possibilities might be. If you could give us any guidance, it would be 
>> much appreciated. 
>> 
>> I’m pasting in below a recent op-ed I wrote for the Durham 
>> Herald-Sun--just to suggest one of the key issues at stake in the Martin 
>> report’s distortions. 
>> 
>> Thanks for your time, 
>> Jay Smith 
>> Professor and Associate Chair, History Department 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> ~:i~/www~l~era~dsur~corr~/ inioncolur~mistsix3714323iHarrisoMartmosoretractior~oand-w~’ oit-ma~ters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 4:09 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: possible Commentary 

Nix from the Chronicle. (And I’ve not heard back from the Inside Higher Ed reporter yet.) If you know anyone 
at the Indy, I think I’d go ahead and explore. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: possible Commentary 

Date:Mort, 11 Feb 2013 21:05:11 +0000 
From:Dianne Donovan <Dianne.Donovan@chronicle.com> 

To :i ay smith~email.unc, edu <i ay smith~email .unc. edu> 

CC:iweiler@email.unc.edu <iweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Hi, Jay - 

I think we’ll take a pass on this one for Commentary, but very much appreciate your thinking of us. 

We wouldn’t be able to run it until March, which puts it at some distance from the mid-December release of the report, 

and although we haven’t had an opinion piece directed specifically at the report, we have had a number of both news 

and opinion pieces that consider the overall issue. 

Having said that, I hope you will think of us again for an essay in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Dianne 

Dianne Donovan 

Senior Editor, Comm en tary 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd St. NW 

Washington, DC 20037 

(202) 466-2092 (office) 
(202) 452-1033 (fax) 

From: Jay Smith <i aysmith~email.unc, edu> 

Date: February 7, 2013, 8:50:38 AM EST 
To: Brad Wolverton <brad.wolverton@chronicle.com> 
Cc: j onathan weiler <iweiler@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: essay on Martin report 

Brad--thanks very much. By all means, forward my message. Not really sure that we could boil it 
down all the way to 800 words, but...let’s see what Dianne Donovan has to say. -Jay 

On 2/7/13 8:35 AM, Brad Wolverton wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for reaching out. Richard has been a terrific source of mine over the years, and 



I look forward to getting to know you and Jonathan. 

You obviously write well and have a grasp of the report’s shortcomings and what’s at 
stake here, and I’m sure our commentary editor would be happy to discuss the 
possibilities of an essay with you. (I’m a reporter and don’t make the call on outside 
contributions, but I often weigh in on athletics matters.) 

If it’s OK with you, I’ll forward your note to our commentary editor (her name is 
Dianne Donovan, and she is always looking for fresh voices on newsworthy topics). 
She can coordinate with you if she’s interested in something. 

I could be wrong about this, but I think our contributions are usually limited to 800 or 
so words. I’m not sure you could do a full analysis of the Martin report at that length, 
but I’m guessing you could hit on some interesting fallacies as you see them. 

Thanks again, and please give me the word before I pass this to Dianne. 

Brad 

Brad Wolverton I Senior Writer 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

202-466-1226 

@bradwolverton 

From: Jay Smith [iavsmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:50 PM 

To: Brad Wolverton 

Cc: j onathan weiler 

Subj ect: essay on Martin report 

Dear Brad (if I may): 

Jonathan Weiler and I asked Richard for the introduction he kindly gave 

us this afternoon because we wanted to ask for your thoughts/advice on a 

piece we’re drafting. I don’t know how closely you’ve followed the 

ever-developing UNC athletic/academic scandal, but that scandal has 

taken a strange and perhaps pivotal turn in the last 6 weeks, following 

the release of an "official" report on the events by former NC governor 

Jim Martin. That report, to the amazement of many, declared the scandal 

a strictly academic one. "This is not an athletics scandal," the 

governor emphatically declared. Since then, there has been much 



discussion, a little shouting, and--on Martin’s part--some 

backpedaling. The problem, though, is that no one has bothered to offer 

a thorough analysis of Martin’s deeply flawed report, and UNC has 

publicly embraced the report as the explanation for our recent 

troubles. The distortions must be corrected, and the full implications 

of those distortions spelled out. Jonathan and I think the UNC case 

exposes the systematic fraud and hypocrisy central to the enterprise of 

collegiate sport--and we suspect that details of the case would be of 

interest to many of your readers. 

In any case, we’re in the process of drafting a longish essay that 

deconstructs some of the key elements of the governor’s report, shows 

where he went wrong, and explains why it all matters. We’re wondering 

whether the Chronicle might be interested in running the essay and, if 

so, what the space (word length) limitations would be. We could write 

forever, and we already have a few thousand words. But we also know how 

to edit ourselves when necessary. Before proceeding further with the 

writing, we’d like to get some sense of what the publishing 

possibilities might be. If you could give us any guidance, it would be 

much appreciated. 

I’m pasting in below a recent op-ed I wrote for the Durham 

Herald-Sun--just to suggest one of the key issues at stake in the Martin 

report’s distortions. 

Thanks for your time, 

Jay Smith 

Professor and Associate Chair, History Department 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

http ://www.heral dsun. com/opini on/opini oncolumnists/x3 714 3 23 /Harris-Martin-s- 
retraction-and-why-it-matters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.une.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 6:49 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Martin etc 

Jonathan--Inside Higher Ed also a possibility. Which do you want to try first? -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: Martin ete 

Date:Mon, 11 Feb 2013 18:41:30 -0500 
From:Margolis, Lewis <~ew          ~c~ed~ 

To: Smith, Jay M            mai!.u~c.ed~ 

Send it to Scott Jaschik <sco~k.jaschlk@insldehi~lered~com>. I’ll be curious to know what he thinks. Good luck. 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 4:42 PM 

To: Margolis, Lewis 

Subject: Re: Hartin etc 

Thanks. 

On 2/11/13 4:41 PH, Hargolis, Lewis wrote: 

> Jay, I just sent a message to the person I have worked with to learn of his interest in your piece. I’ll let you know as soon as I hear from him. 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Jay Smith [ma~i~o:js!~ysmith@emaii.unc~ed@] 

> Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 4:15 PM 

> To: Margolis, Lewis 

> Subject: Martin etc 

> 

> Hi Lew: Jonathan Weiler and I have written (well, almost) a long essay disputing the Martin report and its interpretations. We had hoped the Chroni 

> 

> Do you have any idea whether Inside Higher Ed might be interested? I can ask them directly, of course, but I know you’ve published there and may hav 

> 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:34 PM 

scott.j aschik@insidehighered.com 

Martin report at UNC 

Weiler and Smith vsn 7.docx 

Dear Scott (if I may): 
I believe my colleague Lew Margolis may have contacted you about a 
possible submission from my co-author Jonathan Weiler and me. When you 
get a chance, perhaps you could have a look at this very long essay on 
the recent Jim Martin report (on the UNC athletics/academic scandal) and 
let me know whether you think it is or could be viable. It runs much 
longer than Inside Higher Ed generally wants (I imagine), but our 
feeling is that the Martin report has done such damage by creating so 
much false certainty that it deserves/requires a fairly detailed 
take-down. The essay runs over 3400 words right now--we are definitely 
willing to cut, perhaps even quite a bit, but probably not down to the 
standard 700- or 800-word op-ed length. 

It’s still a bit of a draft (we’ve been reluctant to apply all finishing 
touches and polish because we have no idea if the length makes it a 
non-starter), but you’ll get the idea within 2 pages. 

Thanks for indulging us, even if you have to say no. 

Jay Smith 

Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 11, 2013 10:35 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 
Re: about admissions 

Works for me. I’ll contact Farmer about a place to meet. 
On 2/11/13 10:09 PM, Andrew Pen-in wrote: 
> Jay, sure, I’m game - very intriguing. I can’t do Thursday but could 
> do Monday at 2:00 if that’s OK with the two of you. 
> 
> On 02/11/2013 05:50 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Andy--I’ve had a long and weird email exchange with Steve Farmer today. 
>> I’ll spare the details, but the upshot is that he wants to meet with me 
>> to discuss the stats I’d like to collect (among other things.) 
>> 
>> Bnt....he doesn’t want to meet me alone! I suggested a number of 
>> possible escorts, and he was most open to having you there with us. Are 
>> you game? 
>> 

>> His availability (these times are also OK by me): 
>> Jay, thank you for the reminder. I could meet between 10a and lp on 
>> Thursday, February 14. I could also meet between 2 and 3p on Monday, 
>> February 18. 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> PS I promise that no punches will be thrown. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:36 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Monday at 2pm works for Andy and me. Should we come to your place? 
On 2/11/13 5:45 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thanks. What if we go with Andy? I know him and trust him, and he and I have already had what 

seemed to me several good and forthright conversations on this subject during the two FAC meetings at 

which I presented earlier this year. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 5:43 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Steve--there are any number of reasons why I’d actually prefer not to have Lloyd brought into the 
meeting. But I would happily bring in other faculty if you want other faculty in the room. Lew 
Margolis from Public Health would be interested, I’m sure. Andy Perrin (ofFAC) would be a good 
choice. Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld (ANTH), Wayne Lee (HIST), Miles Fletcher (HIST), Jonathan 
Weiler (Global Studies), Kenneth Janken (AFAM)--all of these people have been active 
collaborators of mine for a long while. Lloyd, in addition to being the super-busy chair of our dept, 
has had a more limited and quite recent role in these athletics discussions. I/we would also happily 
come over to your place (assuming three or more of us can find a mutually agreeable time.) 

And you may also know that Mary Willingham and I have become close and we, too, are 
collaborators. She would probably enjoy sitting in, too. 

So...happy to have others present if you want. But Lloyd not the best choice, in my opinion. (My 
own first choice would be Lew, if it doesn’t matter much to you.) -Jay 
On 2/11/13 5:33 PM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thank you for the reminder. I could meet between lOa and lp on Thursday, February 14. 
I could also meet between 2 and 3p on Monday, February 18. 

I’d be open to our including Lloyd Kramer and to my coming to either of your offices. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 



You were going to check your calendar ..... 

In addition to my regular Tues/Wed/Thrs availability I know I’ll have a fair amount of 
free time next Monday, Feb 18. 
On 2/11/13 9:58 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thank you. I think that what people say is often misconstrued, 

misinterpreted, misreported. That is why I wanted to check with you before 

assuming any ill intent on your part. 

I do think that the contents of emails, written hastily or in anger, can leave 

themselves open to misinterpretation. I have written in haste before and have 

been surprised when I’ve heard how people have interpreted what I’ve said. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Steve--whether this is done when we meet or over email, I’d like to know 
more about who is saying what about my comments and intentions. 
Someone told Martin that it’s my objective to "bring down" revenue 
sports, which was a falsehood that served a purpose. You’re not the only 
person who has reason to be concerned about falsehoods being spread for 
malicious reasons. -Jay 
On 2/11/13 9:15 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, thank you. 

Just to be clear: you have never stated, either in writing or in 

speech, that I provided "false" data to Baker Tilly or to Governor 

Martin? 

I am not talking about the N&O story, which of course is a matter 

of public record, as in fact are the emails that you have sent 

through the ARG listserv. 

Steve 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

I’ve never said that you falsified data. Other than the N&O 
piece, I don’t even recollect using the word "false." And what 
I said there--you could look it up--is that Martin dismissed 
Mary’s concerns by citing "false admissions statistics." I 



stand by the phrase. It was false to assert, as he did, that 
"very few" and "less than five" athletes fall under minimum 
admissions thresholds each year. If that were the case, there 
would hardly be a need for a special talent committee, would 
there? If that were the case, half the football team would not 
have required ’special talent’ clearance, right? He was using a 
statistic about UNC system admissions standards that had no 
relevance for the discussion at hand. Whether he cooked it up 
himself or someone from admissions supplied him that 
rhetorical line, I have no idea (nor did I say so in the N&O 
piece--I stayed focused on the rhetoric of the Martin report 
itself.) Draw your own conclusions about whether I’ve said 
that you "falsified admissions data." I don’t think so. I do 
think that you or someone in your office or Martin all by 
himself used irrelevant data as a red herring, and that’s what 
I’m on the record as having said. If I’m wrong about this, you 
can explain how I’m wrong when we meet. I’ll apologize if I 
need to. Or maybe you can apologize for calling me reckless. 

I understand that people have been forwarding emails from 
the ARG listserv, which is always a slightly dishonest and 
distorting thing to do. (Context is everything, after all.) And 
it’s possible--certain, in fact--that I’ve decried the dishonesty 
of the system over and over again on the listserv. But, to the 
best of my knowledge, you have not been specifically 
targeted. UNC, like all other big-time sport schools, is 
fundamentally dishonest about what it’s doing and why. I had 
hoped that UNC would come clean and confront the issues 
honestly. There’s no indication that’s ever going to happen, 
alas. But the data can speak for themselves if we can only get 
full access to the data. That’s where you (and the registrar, 
and select deans) can be very helpful if you choose to be. 

In addition to the data I requested back in November, here’s 
another item I’d like to discuss when we meet: has the 
admissions office adjusted its calculus for determining the 
"academic success" rates of special talent admits in light of 
the hundreds of fake grades we now know about? Have you 
recalculated GPA’s with those grades removed? What are the 
corrected GPA’s? You’ve talked publicly about some secret 
formula you’ve come up with to predict 2.3 GPA’s--does the 
formula factor in the fraudulence that’s come to light? 
On 2/11/13 8:27 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

Jay, my interest is in knowing whether you have 
stated that I falsified admissions data. That is a 
serious charge and wholly different from 
interpretations of relevance. 

Have you stated that I provided false data? If so, 
you are alleging serious misconduct. 

Steve 



Jay Smith <i aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I published in the N&O that Martin used 
misleading admissions statistics, so you didn’t 
have to work hard to learn what I was saying. I 
don’t engage in whispering campaigns. I say 
what I think, and I’ll say it anywhere. 

When he said that "very few" and "less than five" 
athletes fall under our admissions threshold, he 
was using UNC system standards. Why he did 
think those standards were relevant? They are 
not. And they muddied the issue very usefully. I 
also found your own post-Willingham N&O 
piece unhelpfully obfuscating--for reasons I will 
explain when we meet. 

In any case, you can bring as many people to the 
meeting as you’d like. I’ll be asking for the same 
data I asked for in my email to you months ago. 
It probably won’t be a long 
conversation/meeting 
On 2/11/13 5:38 AM, Farmer, Stephen M wrote: 

I will check my calendar later in the 
day and get back to you. 

I have heard from several colleagues 
that you have repeatedly stated that I 
provided false data to Baker Tilly 
and Governor Martin. Perhaps these 
colleagues misunderstood what they 
heard or read. 

Any claim that I or the admissions 
office provided false data to anyone, 
much less to the Martin Report, is 
utterly false. It is also defamatory. 

I hope that our colleagues have 
misheard or misunderstood you and 
will look forward to learning more. 
Since I frankly find it hard to believe 
that a scholar of your stature would 
make such reckless and 
unsubstantiated allegations, I will 
welcome the chance to talk. 

I think we should include a third 
person in the conversation. It would 
be very unfortunate if either of us 
said anything that the other 
misconstrued or later recalled 



inaccurately. 

Steve 

Jay Smith 

<i aysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

By all means, let’s meet. 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and 
Thursday tend to work best for me. 
Propose a few times. 
On 2/10/13 7:31 PM, Farmer, 
Stephen M wrote: 

Dear Jay: 

I have heard from several 
colleagues that you are 
questioning my integrity. 

I have offered at least 
twice to meet with you to 
discuss your concerns. The 
offer still stands. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, February 12, 2013 10:28 AM 

Roush, Chris <croush@email.unc.edu> 

coffee 

Chris: Were we meeting for coffee at 10:30 today? I’m heading offto 
the Daily Grind. Hope to see you there .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11:28 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Martin report at UNC 

Agreed on both counts. 
On 2/12/13 11:27 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

OK, this sounds promising. I will tell INDY that we need to wait a few days to hear from someone else. Agreed? 

I am confident that, with our track record, this will end up in the desk drawer. 

Jonathan 

I=rom: Jay Smith [        emai!~unc,edq] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11:21 AN 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Fwd: P,e: Nartin report at UNC 

FYI .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: Martin report at UNC 

Date:Tue, 12 Feb 2013 08:49:35 -0500 
From: Scott Jaschik <scotL hered.com> 

To:Jay Smith ~vsmit~emaiLunc~ed~> 

Jay: 

I’ll review this (but may be a few days), and give you a reaction. Our 

typical pieces run 1,000-1,500, but we have run pieces in the 

2500-2700 range, so we are open to longer pieces. The key, I think, 

would be to show how the UNC inquiry relates to broader problems. I do 

find with athletics that lots of issues are blamed on a few rogue 

individuals, rather than examining the system, and that’s an issue 

that this could relate to. 

--Scott 

On Hon, Feb 11, 2013 at 10:34 PH, Jay Smith <jaysmith@emailouncoedu> wrote: 

> Dear Scott (if I may): 

> I believe my colleague Lew Hargolis may have contacted you about a possible 

> submission from my co-author Jonathan Weiler and me. When you get a chance, 

> perhaps you could have a look at this very long essay on the recent Jim 

> Hartin report (on the UNC athletics/academic scandal) and let me know 

> whether you think it is or could be viable. It runs much longer than Inside 

> Higher Ed generally wants (I imagine), but our feeling is that the Hartin 

> report has done such damage by creating so much false certainty that it 

> deserves/requires a fairly detailed take-down. The essay runs over 3400 

> words right now--we are definitely willing to cut, perhaps even quite a bit, 

> but probably not down to the standard 700- or 8OO-word op-ed length. 

> 

> It’s still a bit of a draft (we’ve been reluctant to apply all finishing 

> touches and polish because we have no idea if the length makes it a 

> non-starter), but you’ll get the idea within 2 pages. 

> 



> Thanks for indulging us, even if you have to say no. 
> 
> Jay Smith 
> Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

Scott Jaschik 
Editor 
Inside Higher Ed 
http:!/WWwoinsidehi@heredocom 
(202) 448 6103 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 11:45 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 1NDY 

Good news. 

On 2/12/13 11:41 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

HI Jay, 

Here’s what David Fellerath just wrote in response to my email that we are waiting on another pub: 

"No worries, but I’d love to have the opportunity to run it. 

If you end up publishing elsewhere, let me know if you have anything else you (and/or Jay) would like to 
write about this issue." 

I suggested maybe we could break out a part of the larger piece for the INDY, or if Inside Higher Ed. wants 
something much smaller, we could pitch the longer version to David. 

Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:10 PM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] SACS speaks loudly 

Lew--I was just told this very same thing yesterday from Chris Roush 
from the J-School. I’m not aware of such a letter having been sent in 
the College, but it must be on the way. And yes--what an outrage. We 
have to affirm that our classes actually meet? Gracious. 
On 2/13/13 10:02 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 
> Jay, yesterday our faculty received a memo from the UNC General Administxation reminding us that SACS requires documentation 
that courses are meeting. Consequently, a sample of classes will have a photographer or videographer appear to do this 
documentation. I assume this is going on throughout the university. I don’t know if this is directly linked to the athletics scandal, but 
as scholars and teachers we should be absolutely appalled that our integrity is questioned in this way. I doubt that teachers fake Greek 
or Latin classes or early European history classes to help interested students remain eligible or to secure good grades, so the fact that 
we are being subjected to this unwarranted and expensive intrusion is yet another consequence of this shameful athletics scandal. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [maillo:zaysmilh{&email tmc edtt] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 9:36 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Cc: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] SACS speaks loudly 
> 

> I agree, Miles. And if the NCAA had half the scruples of SACS, they would be asking the analogous athletics question as well: how 
can you assure us that all those players were eligible? 
> On 2/13/13 9:04 AM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>> Dear Jay, 
>> 
>> I was frankly amazed this morning to read about the SACS suggestion to the university. It is embarrassing, however, that SACS 
had to raise this type of issue and that the UNC faculty--including me--had not before raised this type of issue publically. One could 
include the unauthorized grade changes in the same category. 
>> 
>> Miles 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mail~o:/lfl3,smi~l"~emaiL~mc.ed~] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 12:39 AM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-foruml SACS speaks loudly 
>> 

>> Wow. 
>> 

>> ~:i/www.r~ewsobserver.co~r~i2013/02/12/2675141iaccmditina~aae~cv owan~s-clear.html 
>> 
>> ’Asked why any former student would return for an extra course, Wheelan 
>> said: "Integrity. Honesty. Fairness. You know, all those things we like to think they learned as part of that academic program in the 
first place." 
>> 
>> ’Terry Hartle, senior vice president for the American Council on Education, said UNC-CH officials have no choice but to 
"carefully and thoroughly" respond to SACS’ concerns. 
>> 

>> "The University of North Carolina cares enormously about its reputation, and this is something that goes to its reputation - 
specifically around the issue of academic integrity," Hartle said. "I am sure that the letter sent to the university is being treated as 
seriously as a heart attack." 
>> 
>> Thorp said he was relieved that UNC-CH was not placed on a warning last December. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~://1ists.unc.ed~/~?id=4~699893~ca43~63f69abbbb85266639~5~56ec&n=T&~_fac~tv°°at~1eticso 

, or send abla~ email to leave-32751935-48699893.07cM3763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listse~.unc.edu. 
>> 
>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to facul~--atNetics-fo~ as: jays~th@email.unc.edu. To unsubscfibe 
>> click here: ~:y~ists.u~c.edu/u?id=4~69985~599~91b4b45b3~d9f69522ac99~ca9&n=T&~-~cu~v--atNe~cs- 
fomm&o=32752784, or send a bla~ email to leave-32752784-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse~.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> -- You are c~ently subscribed to facul~--atNefics-fomm as: lew~argolis@~c.edu. To unsubscfibe 
> c~ickhem:~:~/1is~s.ur~c.edu/u?id=4~699~79.ec~1e5426c719(~b~56b~77b94~73152&n~T&1=facu1~a~Ne~cs~ 
~omm&o=32753037, or send abla~ email to leave-32753037-48699879.ec81e5426c7196b056b~77b94673152@listse~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 15, 2013 12:10 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc. edu> 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
Re: grades 

Sounds good. 

FYI--I know that Michael Hunt is preparing a *wonderful* op-ed take-down 
of University leadership. Watch for it soon--I hope in the N&O. 
On 2/15/13 10:29 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
> Good morning comrades, 
> 
> I called the registrar’s office, and learned that Chris Derickson is at a conference. He is scheduled to return next Wednesday (how 
come I never had week-long conferences?), so I will call on that day to work out a gathering at his office, hopefully for Thursday at 3:30 
or so (a time when there is a chance that you both might be free). Enjoy your conference-less weekend. 
> 
> Will 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:i~smith@emai!.-unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 5:41 PM 
> To: Brooks, Edwin W 
> Subject: Re: grades 
> 
> Willis--I’d be very happy to come along, in fact I’d prefer to be there if I can. (I also ran into Miles today, and he, too, said he’d love to 
come if he can make it.) I am usually free Monday and Friday mornings (preferably not before 9), and Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 
from 3:30 on. I know less (well, nothing) about Miles’s schedule, though perhaps we should set it up and then ask him to come if he’s 
free. Up to you. -Jay On 2/13/13 9:51 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 
>> Thank you--and Miles and the N & O piece for reassurance. I’m ready to meet with Chris Derickson. Would you like to come 
along ( I actually prefer having a witness to all these goings on)? If so, I would set up an appointment--and you can tell me what 
days/hours I should aim for. I can do this alone, of course, but from an earlier email I thought that you would like to see him again. 
Completely your call. 
>> 
>> I did listen to Perry, and will focus on ’grade changes’, not the whole list I played out. But I do believe that the AFAM issue will 
not die soon, no matter what anyone does--probably including my attempt to provide data that would exonerate the faculty. 
>> 
>> Will 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mai.lto:j~,,,smith(q),email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 8:19 AM 
>> To: Brooks, Edwin W; Fletcher, W 
>> Subject: grades 

>> Miles and Willis: 
>> I just wanted to follow up quickly to say that I happen to agree with 
>> both of you (maybe it’s a historian thing) that it’s a disgrace for 
>> the University simply to allow those changed grades to stand. It seems 
>> to me that the SACS comments from the N&O story today are consistent 
>> with our thinking--i, e., that when fraudulent transcripts are allowed 
>> to stand, the degrees they earned are necessarily suspect. Perry Hall 
>> has been attacking me for a long time now, however, and this is not an 
>> argument I should be too closely identified with. He thinks (or at 
>> least like to say that he thinks) I’ve got it out for AFAM, which is 
>> baloney. -Jay 



After [four] years of scandal and controversy related to its athletic program, UNC-CH 

faculty and students need to address the university’s commitment to NCAA Division 

1 competition. The goal is to restore faith on campus and beyond that the university 

operates an athletic enterprise that is just, honest and in line with the academic 

ideals and standards of UNC-Chapel Hill. We need a sequence of actions that 

matches public discussion and administrative work. With real stakes for 

admissions, for the practice and travel schedule of athletes, and for faculty 

involvement with and support for athletes’ education, this effort should mark a 

change in the direction sports have taken at Carolina. 

f Comment [JSl]: I thinkit’s three, though it 

feels like about seven,                     j 

As a starting point we need to understand the damage done by the 

Nyang’oro/Crowder academic falsifications, football NCAA violations, 
Kupec/Hansborough Scandal, and the Martin Report Controversy. M~ith] the 

leadership of the Chancellor, college deans and athletic director, we need an 

opportunity to have the problems and responses explained; students, faculty and 

staff need a chance to speak out to any harm that they feel has been done and not 

yet addressed. At the same time, the discussion needs to move past these incidents 

and focus on reaffirming the principles guiding athletics on campus: 

Comment [3S21: Great idea--should we 
perhaps call specifically here for a town hall 

meeting, or a series of them, at which all of 

these issues would be addressed openly? 

In practical terms, justice means 

a) Fairly compensating athletes for their contributions to Carolina sport success. As 

long as the university continues to deny revenue athletes salaries and insists that 

the education is the reward, then the university needs to insure that the education 

measures up to what all Carolina students can expect. 

Institutional honesty means: 

a) acknowledging openly what the system denies its athletes (legal, economic, and 

civil rights; educational options; the moral autonomy afforded other adults) 

b) admitting that the ability to generate revenue is the prime ’special talent’ that 

leads the University to accept academically challenged students 

c) admitting that the admission of under-prepared athletes poses huge challenges to 

an institution dedicated to the delivery of ’higher education’ 

d) acknowledging that there is a large support infrastructure that necessarily 

prioritizes player eligibility and pressures the academic infrastructure to lower or 

compromise academic standards. 

Institutional? Independence means: 

a) using the standards of admission of this campus in our evaluation of applicants 

and recruits 

b) referring to academic expectations of this campus for appraising the suitability of 

league expansion and travel commitments 

Behind all of these concerns are a few simple ideas: That UNC-Chapel Hill is 

committed to rigorous and innovative undergraduate education; to play at Carolina, 

you have to succeed academically at Carolina, and that for a young kid, the dream of 

playing for Chapel Hill is an incentive to study hard. 





Sports are worthwhile activities in themselves, and a robust athletics program 
underscores the University’s commitment to excellence across the spectrum of 
human endeavor. Fielding competitive teams can help build community 
cohesion among students, faculty, staff, alumni, and all who have interests in the 
University. We are justly proud of UNC’s record of integrity and success in 
intellectual and athletic life. In light of recent developments, however, we insist 
that the pursuit of athletic excellence at UNC-Chapel Hill must rest on a 
foundation of academic integrity and should always reflect the following three 
principles: 

1. Institutional Openness. The University should confront openly the many 
conflicts created by its commitment to winning in the athletic arena. The 
University must commit itself to honest, open, regular conversation about the 
divergent imperatives, and competing values, that drive athletic and academic 
success. All data needed to understand the athletics department, and to address 
the issues raised by its operations, should be readily available. 

2. Educational Responsibilittj. The University should commit itself to providing a 
rigorous and meaningful education to every student. All students should be 
integrated fully into the life of the campus, and they should be well prepared for 
life after college. All students--those who participate in sports and those who do 
not--should be permitted and encouraged to take full advantage of the rich menu 
of educational opportunities available at UNC. 

3. Mission Consistenc!;. Athletics must be integrated into the common enterprise 
of the University. Faculty committees and administration must be empowered to 
oversee athletics and insure that it supports and remains in alignment with the 
University’s core missions. In times of hardship, the University must consistently 
work to preserve these core missions, even if such preservation comes at the 
expense of athletic success. 

These are principles that we have expressed in the past, and they have been 
generally acknowledged as agreeable. The ARG believes, however, that Universities 

should lead by moral example. We should not only state the principle, but we must 
then act on it. We believe that student participation in competitive sports is a 

valued and valuable experience, both for the athletes and for their fellow students. 

There is a place at the university for athletics. We also believe, however, that the 
vast revenue associated with football and men’s basketball warps aspects of the 

university’s mission, and that it will continue to do so unless the university’s 

leadership publicly asserts the primacy of our academic mission by taking steps 
toward reform. We do not accept the Martin report’s conclusion that the problems 

at UNC were exclusively academic in nature. We assert that they occurred on the 
academic side as a consequence of the warping effects of revenue sport. We must 

acknowledge and seek to correct the cause of the problem rather than merely 

multiply regulations designed to contain its symptoms. 



UNC now has the opportunity to make specific changes in the structure and 
execution of the athletics program that will indicate our determination to be true to 
our primary academic mission, and furthermore to support and educate those 
students whom we have admitted into the institution and to whom we have 
promised a university education. We recognize that none of the following 
suggestions will solve all problems. But we believe that these are steps that can be 
taken; that they do not require the agreement of the NCAA or of other universities; 
and that they will signal the determination of the university to acknowledge 
mistakes, to make reforms, and to openly address the side effects of revenue sports. 

A number of these ideas have been presented privately by the Faculty Athletics 
Reform Group to Chancellor Thorp. In some cases he declined to pursue them; in 

others he has claimed that such changes are already under way, but if so, there has 

been no public discussion of them. We therefore now bring them to the faculty 
council for that public discussion, and ask that you recommend their immediate 

implementation as a first, small, but real step towards truly substantive reform. 

Stop selling alcohol in the Blue Zone. 

2. Adopt the policy that a coach’s intent to deprive a student of a scholarship, 
or to fail to renew a scholarship, should automatically trigger a review by an 
independent review committee. 

3. Guarantee athletes their rights of due process, and promptly provide 
funding for independent legal counsel to any athlete accused of wrongdoing 
by LINC or the NCAA. 

4. Fulfill the now several year-old commitment to increase the number of 
literacy and learning specialists. 

5. End weeknight football games. 

6. Place term limits on the tenure of the Faculty Athletics Representative. 

In addition to these near-term measures, after three years of scandal and 
controversy related to its athletic program, it is incumbent upon the UNC-CH faculty 
and students to address and honestly debate the university’s commitment to NCAA 
Division 1 competition. We call for a multi-year, broad-ranging agenda of town hall 
meetings between the faculty, students, athletics department, and the university 
leadership to restore faith and openness both on campus and across the state that 
the university operates an athletic enterprise that is just, honest and in line with the 
academic ideals and standards of UNC-Chapel Hill. 



As a starting point we need to understand the damage done by the 

Nyang’oro/Crowder academic falsifications, football’s NCAA violations, the 
Kupec/Hansborough scandal, and the Martin Report controversy. With the 

leadership of the Chancellor, college deans and athletic director, we need an 
opportunity to have the problems and responses explained; students, faculty and 

staff need a chance to speak out to any harm that they feel has been done and not 

yet addressed. 

At the same time, the discussion needs to move past these incidents and focus on 

reaffirming the principles guiding athletics on campus, In an effort to share our 
sense about what is to be gained or lost in this effort, we offer the following 

perspective on these central ideals: 

Justice means: 
Fairly compensating athletes for their contributions to Carolina sport success. As 
long as the university continues to deny revenue athletes salaries and insists that 

their education is the reward, then the university needs to insure that the education 

measures up to what all Carolina students can expect. 

Honesty means: 
a) acknowledging openly what the system denies its athletes (legal, economic, and 

civil rights; educational options; the moral autonomy afforded other adults) 

b) admitting that the ability to generate revenue is the prime ’special talent’ that 
leads the University to accept academically challenged students 

c) admitting that the admission of under-prepared athletes poses huge challenges to 
an institution dedicated to the delivery of ’higher education’ 

d) acknowledging that there is a large support infrastructure that necessarily 

prioritizes player eligibility and pressures the academic infrastructure to lower or 
compromise academic standards. 

Independence means: 
a) using the standards of admission of this campus in our evaluation of applicants 

and recruits 
b) referring to academic expectations of this campus for appraising the suitability of 

league expansion and travel commitments 

Behind all of these concerns are a few simple ideas: That UNC-Chapel Hill is 
committed to rigorous and innovative undergraduate education; to play at Carolina, 

you have to succeed academically at Carolina, and that for a young kid, the dream of 

playing for Chapel Hill is an incentive to study hard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 5:45 PM 

Scott Jaschik <scott.j aschik@insidehighered.com> 

Re: Martin report at UNC 

ok, thanks 
On 2/18/13 3:49 PM, Scott Jaschik wrote: 
> Jay: 

> 

> I’ve been struggling with it, and I fear it’s too long and too UNC for 
> us. It deserves to be read, so please go ahead locally. 
> 
> Thank you for thinking of us. 
> 
> --Scott 
> 

> 

> On Mon, Feb 18, 2013 at 3:48 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Scott-any thoughts yet? There’s a local publication that’s interested, and 
>> we don’t want to burn up too much time (with Martin starting to fade as 
>> ’news’) before moving on that front if necessary. -Jay 
>> 
>> On 2/17/13 12:20 PM, Scott Jaschik wrote: 
>>> Please send the shorter version -- I’ll try to review it today. 
>>> 
>>> --Scott 

>>> On Wed, Feb 13, 2013 at 11:54 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>> wrote: 
>>>> Scott-FYI, we’ve trimmed about 600-700 words from the monstrous 3400-word 
>>>> piece I sent earlier this week. If you’ve not yet opened the earlier 
>>>> file 
>>>> and would prefer the new and shorter one, let me know. 

>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>-Jay Smith 

>>>> On 2/12/13 8:49 AM, Scott Jaschik wrote: 
>>>>> Jay: 

>>>>> I’ll review this (but may be a few days), and give you a reaction. Our 
>>>>> typical pieces run 1,000-1,500, but we have run pieces in the 
>>>>> 2500-2700 range, so we are open to longer pieces. The key, I think, 
>>>>> would be to show how the UNC inquiry relates to broader problems. I do 
>>>>> find with athletics that lots of issues are blamed on a few rogue 
>>>>> individuals, rather than examining the system, and that’s an issue 
>>>>> that this could relate to. 

>>>>> --Scott 

>>>>> On Mon, Feb 11, 2013 at 10:34 PM, Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>> Dear Scott (if I may): 
>>>>>> I believe my colleague Lew Margolis may have contacted you about a 
>>>>>> possible 
>>>>>> submission from my co-author Jonathan Weiler and me. When you get a 
>>>>>> chance, 
>>>>>> perhaps you could have a look at this very long essay on the recent Jim 
>>>>>> Martin report (on the UNC athletics/academic scandal) and let me know 



>>>>>> whether you think it is or could be viable. It runs much longer than 
>>>>>> Inside 
>>>>>> Higher Ed generally wants (I imagine), but our feeling is that the 
>>>>>> Martin 
>>>>>> report has done such damage by creating so much false certainty that it 
>>>>>> deserves/requires a fairly detailed take-down. The essay runs over 
>>>>>> 3400 
>>>>>> words right now--we are definitely willing to cut, perhaps even quite a 
>>>>>> bit, 
>>>>>> but probably not down to the standard 700- or 800-word op-ed length. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> It’s still a bit of a draft (we’ve been reluctant to apply all 
>>>>>> finishing 
>>>>>> touches and polish because we have no idea if the length makes it a 
>>>>>> non-starter), but you’ll get the idea within 2 pages. 

>>>>>> Thanks for indulging us, even if you have to say no. 

>>>>>> Jay Smith 
>>>>>> Professor of History 
>>>>>> UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:41 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Baroque and beyond 2013.ppt× 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 2:07 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Identity in 16th c lit 2013.pptx 











htt p ://www.vo ut u be. co m/watc h 7v=d h R U e- 

gz690 





The period 1550-1650 thus suggests... 

...a growing self-consciousness about social 
identity, and a new anxiety about the stability 

of identity. 



History 

Name 

-007 (Smith), Spring 2013, Quiz #3 Version A 

1. French Calvinists were granted legal rights to worship by the 

a) Council of Troubles 
b) Peace of Augsburg 

c) Vindiciae contra ~rannos 

d) none of the above 

2. 1572 proved to be a memorable date in European history because 

a) it marked the death of Jean Calvin 
b) it saw the terrible massacre of Saint Bartholomew’s Day 

c) it marked the beginning of the Dutch Revolt 

d) it signaled the end of Anabaptist agitation in Amsterdam 

3. Dulcinea del Toboso was the name of 

a) Montaigne’s guide in Brazil 
b) Don Quixote’s lady 

c) Shakespeare’s Spanish translator 
d) Philip IV’s court painter 

4. Horace and Juvenal seem to have been among the favorite authors of 
a) Montaigne 

b) Caravaggio 

c) Cervantes 

d) FranCois Hotman 

5. The ’Spanish Fury’ refers to 

a) the launch of the Spanish Armada in 1588 

b) the Duke of Alba’s call for the assassination of French Calvinist leaders in 1565 
c) the sacking of Antwerp by mutinous soldiers in 1576 

d) a Spanish strain of syphilis introduced to Europe after the conquest of the Incas 

6. The launch of the Spanish Armada was provoked in part by the death of 

a) Theresa of Avila 
b) Mary, Queen of Scots 

c) Catherine of Aragon 

d) Catherine de Medicis 

7. As professor Smith explained, the theme of servant and master role-reversal was shown 
in the Shakespeare play, 

a) A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
b) The Taming o]~the Shrew 

c) Henry IV 

d) The Merchant of Venice 



8. One could say that Las Meninas was "about" which of the following? 
a) the maidens 
b) Philip IV and his wife 
c) the process of representation 
d) all of the above 

9. Of the following people, the one most likely to have been made uncomfortable by the 
idea of ’universal monarchy’ was 
a) Philip II 
b) Cervantes 
c) Henry VIII 
d) Duplessis-Mornay 

10. Which painting by Caravaggio expressed the dramatic intensity of the Baroque style? 
a) The Ecstasy of St. Teresa 
b) Girl Interrupted 
c) The Toothpuller 
d) The Miracles of St. Ignatius Loyola 



History 

Name 

-007 (Smith), Spring 2013, Quiz #3 Version B 

1. One could say that Las Meninas was "about" which of the following? 

a) the maidens 
b) Philip IV and his wife 
c) the process of representation 

d) all of the above 

2. Of the following people, the one most likely to have been made uncomfortable by the 
idea of ’universal monarchy’ was 
a) Philip II 
b) Cervantes 
c) Henry VIII 
d) Duplessis-Mornay 

3. Which painting by Caravaggio expressed the dramatic intensity of the Baroque style? 
a) The Ecstasy of St. Teresa 

b) Girl Interrupted 

c) The Toothpuller 

d) The Miracles of St. Ignatius Loyola 

4. French Calvinists were granted legal rights to worship by the 
a) Council of Troubles 
b) Peace of Augsburg 
c) Vindiciae contra tyrannos 
d) none of the above 

5. 1572 proved to be a memorable date in European history because 
a) it marked the death of lean Calvin 
b) it saw the terrible massacre of Saint Bartholomew’s Day 
c) it marked the beginning of the Dutch Revolt 
d) it signaled the end of Anabaptist agitation in Amsterdam 

6. Dulcinea del Toboso was the name of 
a) Montaigne’s guide in Brazil 
b) Don Quixote’s lady 
c) Shakespeare’s Spanish translator 
d) Philip IV’s court painter 

7. Horace and Juvenal seem to have been among the favorite authors of 
a) Montaigne 
b) Caravaggio 
c) Cervantes 
d) Frangois Hotman 



8. The ’Spanish Fury’ refers to 
a) the launch of the Spanish Armada in 1588 

b] the Duke of Alba’s call for the assassination of French Calvinist leaders in 1565 
c) the sacking of Antwerp by mutinous soldiers in 1576 

d) a Spanish strain of syphilis introduced to Europe after the conquest of the Incas 

9. The launch of the Spanish Armada was provoked in part by the death of 

a) Theresa of Avila 
b) Mary, Queen of Scots 
c) Catherine of Aragon 

d) Catherine de Medicis 

10. As professor Smith explained, the theme of servant and master role-reversal was 

shown in the Shakespeare play, 
a) A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
b) The Taming oJ~the Shrew 

c) Henry IV 

d) The Merchant o)~Venice 



History :-007 (Smith), Spring 2013, Quiz #3 Version C 

Name 

1. Horace and Juvenal seem to have been among the favorite authors of 
a) Montaigne 
b) Caravaggio 
c) Cervantes 
d) Franqois Hotman 

2. The ’Spanish Fury’ refers to 

a) the launch of the Spanish Armada in 1588 

b) the Duke of Alba’s call for the assassination of French Calvinist leaders in 1565 
c) the sacking of Antwerp by mutinous soldiers in 1576 

d) a Spanish strain of syphilis introduced to Europe after the conquest of the Incas 

3. The launch of the Spanish Armada was provoked in part by the death of 

a) Theresa of Avila 
b) Mary, Queen of Scots 

c) Catherine of Aragon 

d) Catherine de Medicis 

4. As professor Smith explained, the theme of servant and master role-reversal was shown 
in the Shakespeare play, 

a) A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

b) The Taming of the Shrew 

c) Henry IV 

d) The Merchant of Venice 

5. One could say that Las Meninas was "about" which of the following? 

a) the maidens 
b) Philip IV and his wife 

c) the process of representation 

d) all of the above 

6. Of the following people, the one most likely to have been made uncomfortable by the 
idea of ’universal monarchy’ was 
a) Philip II 
b) Cervantes 
c) Henry VIII 
d) Duplessis-Mornay 

7. Which painting by Caravaggio expressed the dramatic intensity of the Baroque style? 
a) The Ecstasy of St. Teresa 

b) Girl Interrupted 

c) The Toothpuller 



d) The Miracles of St. Ignatius Loyola 

8. French Calvinists were granted legal rights to worship by the 

a) Council of Troubles 
b) Peace of Augsburg 

c) Vindiciae contra tyrannos 

d) none of the above 

9. 1572 proved to be a memorable date in European history because 

a) it marked the death of lean Calvin 
b) it saw the terrible massacre of Saint Bartholomew’s Day 

c) it marked the beginning of the Dutch Revolt 
d) it signaled the end of Anabaptist agitation in Amsterdam 

10. Dulcinea del Toboso was the name of 
a) Montaigne’s guide in Brazil 

b) Don Quixote’s lady 

c) Shakespeare’s Spanish translator 
d) Philip IV’s court painter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, February 24, 2013 10:35 AM 

Magness, Jodi <magness@email.unc.edu> 
Re: complaint about a recent Honor Court verdict 

Do let me know how this evolves. I just heard yesterday another, 
unbelievable, horror story involving the HC. 
On 2/21/13 12:25 PM, Jodi Magness wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> FYI, I just received this from Laurie. I will keep you posted. 
> Best, Jodi 
> 
> On 2/21/2013 12:24 PM, Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F. wrote: 
>> Thanks, Jodi. I’ve written separately to Jan Boxill and requested 
>> that we 
>> take this up in the Faculty Executive Committee at our next meeting. 
>> Will 
>> let you know what I hear. 
>> 
>> Laurie 
>> 

>> 

>> Laurie F. Maffiy-Kipp 
>> Professor and Chair 
>> Department of Religious Studies, CB #3225 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3225 
>> 919.962.3927 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 2/19/13 4:05 PM, "Jodi Magness" <magness@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Dear colleagues and administrators, 
>>> Please see the attached letter of complaint about a recent verdict 
>>> issued by UNC’s Honor Court. 
>>> Thank you for your consideration. 
>>> Sincerely, 
>>> Jodi Magness 
>>> Kenan Distinguished Professor 
>>> Department of Religious Studies 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12;49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lecture 

Crisis of the Aristos 2013.pptx 



Social Hierarchy Under Stress, 

ca. 1550-1650 

































New Models 

The "Civilization" 
of the courtier. 































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 6:31 PM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Jan talking? 

I’m not sure I’d waste the time, Will. It’s all propaganda. 

No rush on the statement for Holden. 
On 3/3/13 5:22 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

Pat and I are on the Carol Woods ’waitlist’, so 1 set their newsletter, and this comin8 Thursday Jan Boxill 

will talk about "UNC: Athletics & Academics on Campus: The Role of Faculty Governance." I’m sure 

anyone can attend, but I am hopin8 to set there, too. 7:30pm in their Assembly Hall. I suspect that I will 

be disappointed, but I still want to hear what she says to the ’unwashed’. 

I’m still playin8 with the statement for Holden, but not satisfied (not that it should be that complex). 

Maybe SACS should be included, thoush not as our justification. 

Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 12:22 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lecture 

Kepler and Galileo 2013.ppt 









Kepler and Galileo completed 
the Copernican Revolution 

Kepler worked 
astronom 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:21 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

more listserv abuse! 

I understand that my link to the Honor petition may have been 

defecti~’e. Let me try again: 

http://w~vw.ipetitions.com/petition/unc-honor-system-reform/?utm medium=email&utm_source=system&utm campaign=Send%2Bto% 
2BFrlendi reallythlnkthlslsanlm portantcau se,andI%27 dhketoen courageyoutoaddyourslgnature,t°°It% 

27 sfreeandtakesjustafewsecondsofyourtime.Thankst .............................. 
p.s.lfyouwouldliketo startyourown freepetition,youcandosoathttp://w~vw.ipetition s.com/start-petiti°n ? 
utm medium=email&utm source=system&utm campaign=Thank%2Byou---UNSUBSCRIBE:Thisemailisaone- 
t i m ec o r re s p on d e n c e fr o m iPetiti o n s to c on fi r m y o u rp e titi on sign at u re an dy ou w il I n orb e c on tacted a g ain re g ardin gthi s m at te r. You a ren o tp a rto fan y iP e titi on s m a i 1 in g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:22 AM 

Justice, Julie Ellison <justicej@email.unc.edu>; Vaidyanathan, Geetha 
<geethav@email.unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Duke 

htt~:/ihas~c.or eradmmi2012i11i30igt~idelh~eso~ublicosmder~toclass-blo~soethicsol aoar~domore#.UPa2, 29EGSo 







































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 11:00 AM 

wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu 

Re: JMH Page Proofs 

I’m planning to fax this in later this afternoon .... 
On 3/1/13 11:14 AM, wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu wrote: 
> Dear Professor Smith: 
> 
> PROOFS OF YOUR CONTRIBUTION (JMH 2578) to the Journal of Modern History are available now for retrieval. 
> 
> RETRIEVING YOUR PROOFS 
> A proof of your article is attached to this email in pdf format. If you have any difficulty downloading your proofs, contact me 
immediately. 

> CHECKING YOUR PROOFS 
> JMH manuscript editors have prepared your contribution in accordance with the journal’s established style and format. Please read 
the proofs very carefully and note any changes you wish to make; this will be your only opportunity to see your contribution before 
publication. The manuscript editors’ queries to you, if any, are cued in the margins as ql, q2, etc., and the queries are listed at the end 
of the proofs. Please answer all queries clearly and completely. In addition, please be sure to check the spellings of all foreign words 
in both the text and the footnotes and make certain that all the necessary diacritical marks are included. Article authors: please pay 
close attention to any tables and figures. If you provided electronic files for any art that may be included, please check carefully for 
any errors that may have been introduced in conversion and notify me immediately if you find any problems. 
> 
> RETURNING YOUR PROOFS 
> Please return any necessary corrections to me WITHIN 7 DAYS; I will direct them to the manuscript editors. You may either mark 
corrections directly on the proofs and fax them back (773-753-4247) or send all answers to queries and any additional corrections via 
e-mail (wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu). We cannot accept proof comments embedded in PDF files. If you intend to fax your 
corrections, please avoid writing in the extreme right and left margins, as those areas of the page are likely to be cut off in fax 
transmissions. 
> 
> REPRINTS 
> Reprints are available only to article authors; book review authors will receive two copies of their review directly from the journal 
office. Article authors desiring reprints should visit the following URL to place their order: www.sheridan.com/UChicagoPress/eoc. If 
you have questions about ordering reprints, please contact Gail Hallman by phone at 1-800-635-7181, ext. 8175, or by e-mail at 
ghallman@tsp, sheridan, com. 

> Thank you! 
> 
> Will Larsen 
> Production Controller 
> 
> University of Chicago Press 
> 1427 East 60th Street 
> Chicago, IL 60637 
> 
> Phone :773-834-7271 
> Fax: 773-753-4247 
> wlarsen@press.uchicago.edu 



Thanks, Jan, for putting us on the very crowded agenda today. The 
first thing I want to say, though, is that the issues I’m introducing 
are so big and so important that they really deserve a more careful, 
considered discussion--perhaps at the next meeting? I respectfully 
request that the general proposal I’m offering here be given some 
attention early at the next Faculty Council meeting, if possible. 

So what is the ARG proposing? A series of town hall meetings about 
athletics. I understand that the timing of the suggestion may seem 
odd, given today’s announcement about the upcoming Hunter Rawlings 
visit, but the whole nature of the Rawlings visitation has been scaled 
back dramatically since its announcement last summer. One panel 
discussion, led by an outsider 6 days before the end of classes in our 
academic year, is just not adequate to the task. To give you a sense 
of our view of the task, I’d like to quote a few lines from an email 
sent to me by a colleague an anthropology a couple of days ago. 

~I think it is worth reminding people about what a mess we have. 
NFL-bound players banned from the UNC team, football coach fired, NCAA 
sanctions, department chair resigning, chancellor resigning, suspicious 
grades, faked classes, academic support program under a cloud,...and 
finally the entire university’s credentials questioned, so much so that 
the provost is sending out inspectors to see if professors actually 
teach their classes. We need a response that matches this horrible 
record.’ That’s what we’re looking for--a University response 
commensurate with the size of the disaster we’ve experienced. 

Yes, there have been some changes going on behind the scenes, yes some 
reforms have been implemented, and yes the faculty athletics committee 
is doing important work. But the issues are too big, too complicated, 
and too essential to our institutional identity to farm out to a 
committee, no matter the importance of that committee. We’re talking 
about the culture of our University. And how we should be dealing with 
the aftermath of a major, many-pronged scandal. We the faculty, and 
the entire campus community, need to have the opportunity to question 
our leaders--administrators, coaches, deans, faculty leaders, athletic 
directors--about actions they have taken and about their vision for the 
University in the wake of our humiliation. We the faculty have to get 
in the game. 

So we ask that the visit of Hunter Rawlings, which we’re looking 
forward to, be incorporated into a larger program of coordinated and 
outcome-oriented campus discussions. Richard Southall and the College 
Sport Research Institute are here to help with the coordination, Jan 
has indicated a willingness to take an organizing lead. We need to do 
this. And Faculty Council needs to express its enthusiasm for a meaty, 
probing, lengthy public discussion. This is what intellectuals do. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, March 9, 2013 10:20 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 
Re: FW: [thearg] new list 

Thanks again, Nancy. And can you actually kill the old one now? 
On 3/9/13 7:39 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> Looks like it worked just fin!! 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 11:51 PM 
> To: athletics reform group 
> Cc: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
> Subject: [thearg] new list 
> 

> You’re receiving this message because I’ve included you in a newly 
> reconstituted "TheARG" listserv. If you’d like to opt out, let me or 
> Nancy Schoonmaker know and we’ll get you deleted. If you think the 
> better idea is to shut down all listserv communication once and for all, 
> let me know and I’ll count the votes. Maybe our group is done. I can 
> certainly live with that. 
> 
> So you know--I had decided to clean up the list, to include only the 
> people I thought genuinely shared the same basic goals, even before I 
> was attacked by Greg Copenhaver at Faculty Council today. (Indeed, you 
> will see that my email announcing the closing down of the old list was 
> sent about an hour before I breathed a word at Fac Council.) But that 
> bizarre exchange confirmed, for me, the folly of sharing our thoughts, 
> our strategies, and our plans on a listserv with people who actually 
> oppose us. Copenhaver was clearly planning that little assault. And he 
> was informed by people who knew what we were up to. We should not have 
> to deal with that. This effort drains enough time and emotional energy 
>as it is. 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: uancys@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

blank email to leave-32855356-61803851.25d22ec061f70ef58f886a89410bcf79@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, March 9, 2013 12:53 PM 

Duffy, Eve <emduffy@email.unc.edu> 
Re: What 

A jackass from biology launched an ad hominem attack on me for my 
"tone," my propensity to cite other peoples’ failures, and my unfairness 
to athletes, the vast majority of whom are "good actors" (his words.) 
It was bullshit, and had literally nothing to do with what I had just 
said in my brief address to the Council. Exactly no one rushed to my 
defense--though, to be fair, I think everyone was a little stunned by 
the absurdity of the scene. 
On 3/9/13 12:47 PM, Duffy, Eve wrote: 
> Happened at faculty council ?? 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 6:39 PM 

George S. Baroff ~bellsouth.net> 
Re: [thearg] new list 

George: Greg Copenhaver from Biology (a man I’ve never met) launched an 
ad hominem attack on me that had little to do with the proposal I/we had 
put before them, but which stemmed from his apparent bitterness over 
earlier things I’ve said or written. This has obviously been gnawing at 
him for some time. He criticized me, just in general, for my "tone," 
for what he called my propensity to cite other peoples’ failures, and 
for my unfairness to athletes, the vast majority of whom are "good 
actors" (his words.) It was gratuitous, having literally nothing to do 
with what I had just said in my brief address to the Council. Exactly 
no one rushed to my defense--though, to be fair, I think everyone was a 
little stunned by the absurdity of the scene. Vin Steponaitis chimed in, 
though, saying (again) that it’s time to "move on" and that I’ve 
overstated the need for more faculty activism. It was depressing. 
Though by now I should be used to that. 
On 3/9/13 4:45 PM, George S. Baroff wrote: 
> Jay, What was the nature of the attack on you/ 
> George 
> On Mar 9, 2013, at 12:35 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> 

>> Will do. 
>> 

>> Nancy--I’m not an ’administrator’ yet, so I’ll leave flais to you. Thanks. 
>> On 3/9/13 12:28 PM, Hefner, III, James Russell wrote: 
>>> Please remove my name from the listserv. Thank you. 
>>> 

>>> Jim Hefner 

>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 11:51 PM 
>>> To: athletics reform group 
>>> Cc: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
>>> Subject: [thearg] new list 

>>> You’re receiving this message because I’ve included you in a newly 
>>> reconstituted "TheARG" listserv. If you’d like to opt out, let me or 
>>> Nancy Schoonmaker know and we’ll get you deleted. If you think the 
>>> better idea is to shut down all listserv communication once and for all, 
>>> let me know and I’ll count the votes. Maybe our group is done. I can 
>>> certainly live with that. 
>>> 

>>> So you know--I had decided to clean up the list, to include only the 
>>> people I thought genuinely shared the same basic goals, even before I 
>>> was attacked by Greg Copenhaver at Faculty Council today. (Indeed, you 
>>> will see that my email announcing the closing down of the old list was 
>>> sent about an hour before I breathed a word at Fac Council.) But that 
>>> bizarre exchange confirmed, for me, the folly of sharing our thoughts, 
>>> our strategies, and our plans on a listselv with people who actually 
>>> oppose us. Copenhaver was clearly planning that little assault. And he 
>>> was informed by people who knew what we were up to. We should not have 
>>> to deal with that. This effort drains enough time and emotional energy 
>>> as it is. 
>>> 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jrhefner@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> c~ickhere:~//1is~,~.s~c~edt~/~?id~618~3873~27c498d~325e6ea1c64449871434568d&n=T&1=thear , or send a blank 
email to leave-32855356-61803873.27c498d0325e6eal c64449871434568d@listserv.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~bellsouth.net. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~:iilists.~mc.ed~J?o¢?id=61803860.~’~6fl dae24~7~70a4855ab~’952e~al &a:T&!:the                , or send a blank email to 
leave-32856164-61803860.ff6fl dae24f87f70a4855abf952ef3a 1 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:20 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu> 

Re: Around this week? 

Andy: 
I’m so busy trying to finish an essay this week that I’m not sure I can 
commit to a meeting. I’m willing to meet, though. Maybe next week 
instead? I suspect that, on athletics matters, our differences are 
irreconcilable. Copenhaver’s maneuver on Friday made it clear to me 
that all the objections to my "tone" are really objections to my ideas. 
And I’m not going to be dissuaded from pressing my ideas, no matter how 
much some people hate them. I think our leadership is bad, I think our 
institution is dishonest, and I think we need an open discussion about 
the morality of the sport complex. I feel these things with the 
righteousness of a martyr (or a lunatic.) 

But I do hope we can continue working together on other issues, so a 
meeting is a good idea. But let me finish this essay first. -Jay 
On 3/10/13 3:51 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 
> Jay, I feel like you and I could use a coffee or lunch to clear the air a bit. Do you agree? Are you around this week? 

> Best, 
> Andy 
> 

> Andrew Perrin, UNC Sociology 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:36 PM 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 
Re: letter to the editor 

Thanks, that’s very kind of you. I suspect you’ll have a hard time 
getting it published, but I do appreciate the effort. Faculty Council 
has become a depressingly dysfunctional institution (or maybe it always 
was.) 

On 3/12/13 1:53 PM, Elliot M. Cramer wrote: 
> UNC Faculty Council Delegate Margaret O’Shaughnessey criticizes 
> UNC professor Jay Smith as "a crusader.., emerging from 
> hibernation" in his expressing concerns about UNC’s problems with 
> athletics and academics. I believe that UNC’s faculty council 
> has become an ineffective representative of the faculty since I 
> was an active faculty member. The general faculty seems to have 
> little interest in its meetings, as represented by the fact that 
> few seats are available for faculty who are not council members. 
> As for Faculty Chair Jan Boxill’s "superb leadership", it seems 
> to me she has been a cheer leader for the administration rather 
> than a representative of the faculty, calling an "emergency 
> meeting" when Holden Thorp sensibly resigned as chancellor. What 
> was the emergency? Boxill has had precious little to say about 
> the football scandal even though she has been intimately involved 
> with the athletic academic advising program ever since she came 
> to the University as an Academic Counselor and later as Tutor 
> Coordinator/Supervisor. Jay Smith is a breath of fresh air among 
> indifferent Faculty Council members. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, March 14, 2013 5:42 PM 

Sack, Allen <ASack@newhaven.edu> 
Mary W 

Allen--Thank you and your committee for honoring Mary. I hope it gets 
some press attention and that the Ulfiversity feels a little bit 
ashamed. See you in a few weeks. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, March 15, 2013 9:35 AM 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 
Re: thanks 

Ha! 
On 3/15/13 9:31 AM, Elliot M. Cramer wrote: 
> On 3/15/2013 9:08 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Elliot: Thanks again for the nice letter to the N&O. I can’t 
>> believe they published it, honestly. But you are absolutely right 
>> about the somnambulant faculty council. (Did you see my colleague 
>> Michael Hunt’s opinion piece from a couple of weeks back?) 
>> Anyway, thanks--and I hope the Tar Heel mafia don’t come after you. 
>> 
>> Jay 

> I have been wondering if my BB seats might be moved upstairs but it 
> hasn’t happened yet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, March 16, 2013 10:06 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Time for missile launch. 
On 3/16/13 9:17 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Miles--and Jay, 

I do like your new sentence. I suggested adding the word ’still’ to emphasize the point, but I am happy to 

send this letter off, and with just the two signatures. Please cc me when you mail the final version. 

Thank you both for the effort. Now we’ll see what develops. 

From-" Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfletch@email,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Friday, March 15, 2013 9:35 plVl 
To" Smith, Jay; Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject-" RE: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Dear Will and Jay, 

I added one sentence in capital letters to the first paragraph of the letter below and expanded the next 

sentence. Let me know what you think about the changes. 

If Jay wants to sign the letter, that’s fine with me. I wonder, though, if the novelty of receiving a challenging 

request relating to the athletic/academic scandal from someone other than Jay might have an impact on 

the Chancellor. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Every one of the multiple studies related to athletic misconduct and academic fraud at UNC over the past 

two years has been incomplete and misleading, if not flawed. For example, the exposure of illegally altered 

grades has not resulted in a complete investigation of the exact number of courses and grades that were 

involved. THE MARTIN REPORT STATES THAT THERE WERE 560 UNAUTHORIZED GRADE CHANGES FOR 
ANOMALOUS COURSES IN ONE ACADEMIC UNIT gUT THE REPORT DOES NOT EVEN RAISE THE POSSIBILITY 

THAT UNAUTHORIZED GRADE CHANGES MAY HAVE OCCURRED IN still OTHER COURSES IN THE SAME UNIT. 

Nor have corrections been made TO THE ILLEGAL GRADE CHANGES THAT THE REPORT IDENTIFIED. The 
legitimacy of course offerings and the proper recording of grades are central to the academic reputation of 



al! educational institutions, and these and related issues continue to reverberate in the press, among 

faculty, and most recently in reports related to the upcoming SACS review. Although some would like to 

’get past’ those failures, many are convinced that they will not go away until they are fully addressed. As 

chancellor you are able to deal with the relevant issues, and not simply because such action is necessary 

for UNC’s academic legitimacy and you are UNC’s chief administrator. Dealing effectively with these 

failures is related to the professional standing of any educational institution--the credibility of its 

certification. You also would spare your successor from having to deal with an inherited problem. 

To be specific, we ask that you direct the appropriate university administrators to conduct studies that 

can confirm the exact number of courses in which grades were illegally altered, the exact number of grades 

that were illegally altered, and the exact years during which those changes were made. And those data 

must be made public, naturally in a manner consistent with FERPA requirements for the protection of 

individuals’ private information. In addition, all faculty members whose grades were altered need to be 

notified and informed about the documentation they need to file in order to restore the original 

permanent grades that they had assigned. The study that we envision also would include information 

about specific grade changes that would include how much higher altered grades were raised; and final 

action based on the study would report about the numbers of students whose changed grades affected 

their university status, including class standing, athletic eligibility, and graduation. 

Only when correct grades have been restored to all students’ transcripts, with whatever alterations in 

University records that flow from those changes, can UNC claim that it has fully admitted its errors and 

taken the appropriate steps to correct those failures. Harm has been done to the university’s reputation, 

but a study that fully examines the admitted illegal courses and grades, corrects those illegal grade 

changes, and publishes that data will help restore the University’s sullied reputation. 

There are still other related questions that should be addressed in our proposed study, and we are willing 

to share those concerns with whomever you designate for the study we propose. 

Sincerely, 

E. Willis Brooks 

W. Miles Fletcher 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 9:28 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W; Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: Re: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

I really, truly believe that you’re more likely to get a considered response if my name is not there. If you 

feel strongly about including me, I’m willing. (Though, in fact, I’m not sure I’ve seen Miles’s final version.) 

But I think it would be counter-productive to have me in there. I’ll let you two decide. 

On 3/14/13 9:13 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Milles, 

Thank you both for what I consider an upgrade. Are we at three signees? I don’t think Jay’s 

absence/withdrawal at this point will affect Holden’s answer--or our next move afterward, 

whatever that might be so I hope for a troika, but will accept other logic. Our request is 



reasonable, logical, and closely follows faculty obligations associated with UNC’s Honor 

Code. We are only asking that Holden do the same. 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfletch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: Smith, Jay 

(:c: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: RE: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Dear Jay, 

Thanks for your quick reply. 

If Will and I want to ask for an investigation into grade changes for "regular courses" with 

large numbers of athletes as well as for "anomalous" courses, we should state that specific 

request clearly. I’ll work on the wording and send around another draft of the letter. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:59 AM 
To: Fletcher, W Miles 
(:c: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: Re: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Miles--you’re right that Martin identified 560 unauthorized or suspected unauthorized 

changes. What concerns me is that those changes were found only in the courses already 

flagged as anomalous. Since we now know that Crowder (and/or Julius) were perfectly willing 

to falsify grade forms, how can we be sure they didn’t do this willy-nilly for all sorts of 

courses? I think there is a very real possibility that other grades were changed between 1992 

and 2011. -Jay 

On 3/14/13 12:17 AM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear Will, 

Thanks for sending the updated draft of the letter. I have enclosed it below with 

a few minor changes. Let me know what you think. 

I have one question. Did not the Martin report give a specific number of 560 

unauthorized grade changes? On what basis can we argue that the exact 

number is not known? Whether or not the number of 560 changes is correct, it 

has been reported as a precise number. 

Sincerely, 



Miles 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Every one of the multiple studies related to athletic misconduct and 

academic fraud at UNC over the past two years have been incomplete and 

misleading, if not flawed. For example, the exposure of illegally altered grades 

has not resulted in a complete investigation of the exact number of courses and 

grades that were involved. Nor have corrections been made. The legitimacy of 

course offerings and the proper recording of grades are central to the academic 

reputation of all educational institutions, and these and related issues continue 

to reverberate in the press, among faculty, and most recently in reports related 

to the upcoming SACS review. Although some would like to ’get past’ those 

failures, many are convinced that they will not go away until they are fully 

addressed. As chancellor you are able to deal with the relevant issues, and not 

simply because such action is necessary for UNC’s academic legitimacy and you 

are UNC’s chief administrator. Dealing effectively with these failures is related 

to the professional standing of any educational institution the credibility of its 

certification. You also would spare your successor from having to deal with an 

inherited problem. 

To be specific, we ask that you direct the appropriate university administrators 

to conduct studies that can confirm the exact number of courses in which 
grades were illegally altered, the exact number of grades that were illegally 

altered, and the exact years during which those changes were made. And those 

data must be made public, naturally in a manner consistent with FERPA 

requirementS for [individuals’] the protection of individuals’ private 

information. In addition, all faculty members whose grades were altered need 

to be notified and INFORMED ABOUT [given the opportunity to file] THE 

documentation THEY NEED TO FILE IN ORDER [is needed] to restore the original 

permanent grades that they had assigned. The study that we envision also 

would include information about specific grade changes that would include how 

much higher altered grades were raised; and final action based on the study 

would report about the numbers of students whose changed grades affected 

their university status, including class standing, athletic eligibility, and 

graduation. 

Only when correct grades have been restored to all students’ transcripts, with 

whatever alterations in University records that flow from those changes, can 

UNC claim that it has fully admitted its ERRORS [fiascos] and taken the 

appropriate steps to correct those failures. Harm has been done to the 

university’s reputation, but a study that fully examines the admitted illegal 

courses and grades, corrects those illegal grade changes, and publishes that 

data will help restore the University’s sullied reputation. 

There are still other related questions that should be addressed in our 

proposed study, and we are willing to share those concerns with whomever you 

designate for the study we propose. 



Sincerely, 

E. Willis Brooks 

W. Miles Fletcher 

From: Brooks, Edwin W 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:32 PM 
To: Fletcher, W Miles; Smith, Jay M 
Subject: RE: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Miles, and Jay, 

What follows is latest edit. I can only hope that colors come through. I have 

struck out one word and accepted virtually all of Miles’ suggestions, but in case 

the reds for deletions and blues for accepted changes don’t come through you 

can compare the draft below, which is the one Miles worked on. 

Alas, as I look at what I just copied below I see that colors do not come out, 

e.g., I would delete [WHATEVER ... ?], and the word ’correct’ in the paragraph 

beginning "To be specific,... I also would strike the word, ’individuals", which 

you had suggested, just above that. 

Of course I hope that this kind of editing will be made a lot easier in the next 

edition of Word. Either that, or I should be sent to re-training. 

I am comfortable with my name being wherever/in what order you wish. 

Charge[ 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Every one of the multiple studies related to athletic misconduct and 

academic fraud at UNC over the past two years have been incomplete and 

misleading, if not flawed. For example, the exposure of illegally altered grades 

has not resulted in a complete investigation of [WHATEVER PATTERNS OF 

GRADE CHANGES MAY EXIST?], the exact number of courses and grades that 

were involved. Nor have corrections been made. The legitimacy of course 

offerings and The proper recording of grades are central to the academic 

reputation of all educational institutions, and these and related issues continue 

to reverberate in the press, among faculty, and most recently in reports related 

to the upcoming SACS review. Although some would like to ’get past’ those 

failures, many are convinced that they will not go away until they are fully 

addressed. As chancellor you are able to deal with the relevant issues, and not 



simply because such action is necessary for UNC’s academic legitimacy and you 

are UNC’s chief administrator. Dealing effectively with these failures is related 

to the professional standing of any educational institution the credibility of its 

certification. You also would spare your successor from having to deal with an 

inherited problem. 

To be specific, we ask that you direct the appropriate university administrators 

to conduct studies that can confirm the exact number of courses in which 
grades were illegally altered, the exact number of grades that were illegally 

altered, and the exact years during which those changes were made. And those 

data must be made public, naturally in a manner consistent with FERPA 

requirement for [individuals’l the protection of individuals’ private information. 

In addition, all faculty members whose grades were altered need to be notified 

and given the opportunity to file whatever documentation is needed to restore 

the original correct permanent grades that they had assigned. The study that 

we envision also would include information about specific grade changes that 

would include how much higher altered grades were raised; and final action 

based on the study would report about the numbers of students whose changed 

grades affected their university status, including class standing, athletic 

eligibility, and graduation. 

Only when correct grades have been restored to all students’ transcripts, with 

whatever alterations in University records that flow from those changes, can 

UNC claim that it has fully admitted its fiascos and taken the appropriate steps 

to correct those failures. Harm has been done to the university’s reputation, 

but a study that fully examines the admitted illegal courses and grades, corrects 

those illega! grade changes, and publishes that data will help restore the 

University’s sullied reputation. 

There are still other related questions that should be addressed in our 

proposed study, and we are willing to share those concerns with whomever you 

designate for the study we propose. 

Sincerely, 

E. Willis Brooks 

[others] 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfletch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 11:11 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W; Smith, Jay 
Subject: RE: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Dear Will and Jay, 

I have used capital letters to make primarily just a few very minor changes to 

the letter for reasons of style. 

Were the grade changes that concern us "illegal" or "unauthorized" or both? 



At first I agreed with Jay’s phrasing that faculty members whose grades were 

changed without their authorization should be given the opportunity to restore 

the original grades, but upon reflection I cannot think of a good reason for not 

restoring the original grades. One exception might be instances in which grade 

changes occurred in classes which faculty members were listed as teaching but 

did not know they were listed as teaching. Those faculty members might feel 

awkward about restoring grades they did not assign in the first place. I have 

suggested phrasing in the second paragraph of the letter to take those cases 

into account. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

From: Brooks, Edwin W 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 5:08 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Fletcher, W Miles 
Subject: RE: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Jay, 

Miles may have more/other/similar edit suggestions, and [ agree with all but 

one of yours. [ believe that correcting the final grade should not be left as an 

option to the faculty involved. They gave a grade they thought was fair; it’s time 

to get that grade back into the transcripts. 

Will 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: Brooks, Edwin W 
C:c: Fletcher, W 
Subject: Re: Letter to chancellor--first cut 

Will--I like it. I pose just a few questions (in parentheses, in caps) below... 

On 3/4/13 3:22 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay and Miles, 

Here is my draft of a letter that we might send to the chancellor. 

Please feel free to alter however you think appropriate--we can 

meet if there are enough items that need discussion. I included 

SACS, one issue we mentioned in our brief gathering. I kept it at 

the ’university’ level rather than claim that corrections were only a 

’faculty’ issue. The last sentence can disappear--it related to my 

continuing interest as to whether any of Prof. N’s final grades were 

altered (which would be quite incriminating) and, not least, 

whether we/UNC/Thorp ought to turn over the data to criminal 



authorities. Such ’details’ could be pursued later, so I omitted 

such specifics because I didn’t want Thorp to claim that I was 

trying to blackmail/intimidate. I guess he can think what he wants 

anyway. 

Will 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Every one of the multiple studies related to athletic 

misconduct and academic fraud at UNC over the past two years 

have been incomplete and misleading, if not flawed. For example, 

the exposure of illegally altered grades has not resulted in a 

complete investigation of [WHATEVER PATTERNS OF GRADE 

CHANGES MAY EXIST?], the exact number of courses and grades 

that were involved. Nor have corrections been made. THE 
legitimacy of course offerings and THE proper recording of grades 

are central to the academic reputation of all educational 

institutions, and these and related issues continue to reverberate 
in the press, among faculty, and most recently in reports related to 

the upcoming SACS review. Although some would like to ’get past’ 

those failures, many are convinced that they will not go away until 

they are fully addressed. As chancellor you are able to deal with 

the relevant issues, and not simply because such action is 

necessary for UNC’s academic legitimacy and you are UNC’s chief 

administrator. Dealing effectively with these failures is related to 

the professional standing of any educational institution--the 

credibility of its certification. You also would spare your successor 

from having to deal with an inherited problem. 

To be specific, you need to[WE ASK THAT YOU?] direct the 

appropriate university administrators to conduct studies that can 

confirm the exact number of courses in which grades were illegally 

altered, the exact number of grades that were illegally altered, and 

the exact years during which those changes were made. And 

those data must be made public, naturally in a manner consistent 

with FERPA requirement for [individuals’] THE protection of 

INDIVIDUALS’ private information. In addition, all faculty 

MEM~3ERS whose grades were altered need to be notified and 

directed to[GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO?] file whatever 

documentation is needed to restore the [ORIGINAL?] correct 
permanent grades [THAT THEY HAD ASSIGNED?]. The study that 

we envision also would include information about specific grade 

changes that would include how much higher altered grades were 

raised; and final action based on the study would report about the 

numbers of students whose grades were changed illegally would 

otherwise have had their status within the university affected, e.g., 



including class status in the university, athletic eligibility, and 

graduation. [FOR BREVITY, WE MIGHT CHANGE THE PART OF THE 

SENTENCE THAT RUNS FROM "WHOSE GRADES...AFFECTED" TO 

"WHOSE CHANGED GRADES AFFECTED THEIR UNIVERSITY STATUS, 

INCLUDING CLASS STANDING, ATHLETIC ELIGIBILITY, AND 

GRADUATION." 

Only when correct grades have been restored to all students’ 

transcripts, with whatever alterations in University records that 

flow from those changes, can UNC claim that it has fully admitted 

its fiascos and taken the appropriate steps to correct those 

failures. Harm has been done to the university’s reputation, but a 

study that fully examines the admitted illegal courses and grades, 

corrects those illegal grade changes, and publishes that data will 

help restore the University’s sullied reputation. 

There are still other related questions that should be addressed in 

our proposed study, and we are willing to share those concerns 

with whomever you designate for the study we propose. 

Sincerely, 

E. Willis Brooks 

[others] 



Protestant-Catholic Relations and the Roots of the First Popular Counterrevolutionary 

Movement in France 

Author(s): ;Yames N. Hood 

Source: The ~Tournal of Modern History, Voh 43, No. 4, (Dee., 1971), pp. 705-705 

Published by: The University of Chicago Press 
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Accessed: 28/05/2008 17:43 
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Each copy of any part of a JSTOR transmission must contain the same copyright notice that appears on the screen or printed 

page of such transmission. 
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Erratum 

In the June 1971 issue, in the article "Protestant-Catholic Relations 
and the Roots of the First Popular Counterrevolutionary Movement 
in France," by James N. Hood, on page 265, line 13 of footnote 57, 

for "doc. 221," read"doc. 231." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:45 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

sections to add 

127,128,140x2,151 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 10:54 PM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: in case you missed this... 

What a pathetic crybaby. And this is the wise man that Holden brings on board for the Rawlings group? 
Gracious. 
On 3/19/13 5:48 PM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

bit : s ortsillustratedocnnocom colle e-football news 20130318 bi oten-imodelan oncaao 
obannon!indexohtml??xid = N siextra 

I imagine you’ll both be fighting back the tears reading this... 

Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, March 20, 2013 7:27 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

transparency 

This letter to the N&O editor is only tangentially connected to 
athletics, but it makes clear a pervasive University mindset of keeping 
things hidden, of failing to respond to legitimate public requests for 
information. This instinct has been apparent in the athletic scandal 
from day one, and it’s one reason I will be writing a letter to the 
review committee for University counsel Leslie Strohm... 

~:i7~,ww.r~ewsobserver.com!2013/03/19/2763757ilauraostreiffeld-m~codela~revale~i.hm~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:46 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

tempel 

Tempel Questions for posting in class.docx 

yo 



1. Did Tempel deserve her guilty verdict? 

2. Were the authorities "fair" to her according to their 
own standards? 

3. In the end, why was Tempel Anneke burned? 

4. For the historian, what is "believable" in a trial 
record like this7 What, if anything, can be dismissed as 
nonsense7 

5. Whom do you know better as a person 

Bfischler or Tempel Anneke? Why? 
Anna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 9:29 AM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: My UNC Website 

Of course not. OK by me if he’s placed with the adjunct faculty, by the 
way. He’s just a ghost passing through anyway. Nobody will even 
notice. Except for Hanno and his mother. 
On 3/24/13 7:31 AM, Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray wrote: 
> No good deed goes unpunished. 
> 

> From: Hochmuth, Hanno 
> Sent: Saturday, March 23, 2013 8:45 AM 
> To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
> Subject: Re: My UNC Website 
> 
> Dear Nancy, 
> 
> thank you for your early reply! 
> 
> Just one more question: Could you maybe add the link to our Public History Master’s Program at the Free University Berlin right at 
the end of the first paragraph? The URL is: www.public-history.de/ 
> 
> Have a good conference! 

> Best, 
> Hanno 
> 

> 

> Am 23.03.2013 um 07:01 schrieb Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray: 
> 

>> Hanno: 
>> 

>> I can fix the duplicate name problem easily. 
>> 
>> We’ve never created a page for a visiting scholar before. I’m deflecting your query to Jay Smith, the arbiter of all things web site 
for the department in his role as associate chair. 
>> 
>> I’m in charge of a conference this weekend, so was out of the office yesterday except for a quick delivery of leftover conference 
food, and need to be up and out soon today. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Nancy 
>> 
>> From: Hochmuth, Hanno 
>> Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 2:17 PM 
>> To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
>> Cc: Smith, Jay M 
>> Subject: Re: My UNC Website 
>> 
>> Hi Nancy, 
>> 
>> I just noticed that my UNC website is already out there. Thank you very much for setting it up! 
>> 
>> It all looks fine and the links work out. The only thing is, that my name appears twice on top of the page. 
>> 
>> One more question: Why am I listed among the category "Lecturers and Post-Doctoral Fellows"? Wouldn’t the category "Adjunct 
and Visiting Faculty" actually fit better, because I am neither a Lecturer, nor a Post-Doctoral Fellows here, but a Visiting Scholar? 
>> 
>> Best regards and thanks again, 
>> Hanno 



>> Am 06.03.2013 um 14:53 schrieb Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray: 
>> 

>>> Hanno: 

>>> Here you go. I’ll check with Jay Smith, the arbiter of all things website, about where to put your page. 

>>> Best, 
>>> Nancy 
>>> From: Hochmuth, Hanno 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 2:44 PM 
>>> To: Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray 
>>> Cc: hochmuth@zzf-pdm.de 
>>> Subject: My UNC Website 
>>> 
>>> Dear Nancy, 
>>> 
>>> finally I got my UNC e-mail address, so I can write you now to ask for a homepage as a Visiting Scholar at the UNC History 
Department. I guess it will be on the site that lists the Adjunct and Visiting Faculty. What information do you need to get from me? 
>>> 
>>> Best regards and thanks a lot for your assistance! I am just enjoying my coffee... 

>>> Hanno 

>>> Hanno Hochmuth 
>>> Visiting Scholar 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> Department of History 
>>> Hamilton Hall, CB #3195 
>>> 27599-3195 Chapel Hill, NC, USA 
>>> Tel: 001/919-962-8083 
>>> E-Mail: hochmuth@email.unc.edu 
>>> <Faculty Style.docx><Faculty Style.docx><Guidelines for Your History Department Faculty Web Page.docx> 
>> 

>> 

>> Hanno Hochmuth 
>> Visiting Scholar 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Department of History 
>> Hamilton Hall, CB #3195 
>> 27599-3195 Chapel Hill, NC, USA 
>> Tel: 001/919-962-8083 
>> E-Mail: hochmuth@live.unc.edu 
>> 

> 

> 

> Hanno Hochmuth 
> Visiting Scholar 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Department of History 
> Hamilton Hall, CB #3195 
> 27599-3195 Chapel Hill, NC, USA 
> Tel: 001/919-962-8083 
> E-Mail: hochmuth@live.unc.edu 
> Web: ~s:/iNstor~sunc.edu/~annool~oc~muJ~ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:47 PM 

Melinda           ~gmail.com> 

Re: Fwd: UNC News Release: UNC to suspend Honor Court proceeding pending 
external review of retaliation claim 

Excellent. 
On 3/26/13 1:07 PM, Melinda wrote: 

It’s a start 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dahl, Julia" <DahU@.cbsnews.com> 
Date: March 26, 2013 12:37:32 PM EDT 
To: Andrea Pino Annie Clark-           ~maiLcom>, ’          ~mail~com" 

~maiLcom> 
Subject: FW: UNC News Release: UNC to suspend Honor Court proceeding 
pending external review of retaliation claim 

FY[ -looks like s no longer going to have to go before the Honor Court 

Julia DaN 

Associate Producer, 48 Hours 

CBS Newsocom Crimesider 

(w) 2:12-975-4888 (c) 

~rom: UNC News [mailto:news~,uncoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 12:24 PM 
Subject," UNC News Release: UNC to suspend Honor Court proceeding pending external 
review of retaliation claim 

U NC News Release: http://uncnews, unc.edu/content/view/5947i68/ 



For immediate use: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

UNC to suspend Honor Court proceeding pending external review of 

retaliation claim 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chancellor Holden Thorp 
today (March 26) announced that the student-led Honor System has 

been asked to suspend an Honor Court proceeding involving a student 

who has spoken out about sexual assault issues on campus. 

In connection with that case, Thorp said campus officials understand 

that a claim of retaliation may be filed with the U.S. Department of 
Education’s Office for Civil Rights against the University. 

"For several weeks, the University has grappled with how best to respond to a public 

claim of retaliation against the University while maintaining the autonomy and 
integrity of our Honor Court proceedings and the privacy of the individuals involved," 

Thorp wrote in an open letter 

to students, faculty and staff. 

"Recognizing the potential conflicts that may exist by allowing both processes to 
continue, we have asked the Student Attorney General to suspend the Honor Court 

proceeding pending an external review of these allegations of retaliation. The 

University takes all allegations of retaliation seriously, whether against an individual or 
an institution, and this allegation is no exception." 

Thorp also invoked the Carolina community’s long tradition of encouraging students to 
exercise their right to speak out. To read the chancellor’s campus message, refer to 

usconversation.web.unc~edui2013iO3i26imessage-f~om-the- 
chancdlor032613/. 

The University has made significant changes to its policies in recent years and brought 

in Gina Smith, a national expert on sexual assault issues, to help lead campus 
conversations to help further strengthen the University’s current response to sexual 

assault. Those discussions are ongoing. 

The Office for Civil Rights has emphasized its role as a ’neutral fact-finder’ engaged in 
collecting and analyzing evidence from the complainants, the University and other 
SOUrCeS. 

Thorp has called sexual assault one of the greatest challenges facing college campuses 
nationwide, including Carolina. 

Related Links: 

Campus Conversation on Sexual Assault website: 



Key Facts, FAQ, Background on Sexual Assault Complaints, Reporting 
Options, Campus & Community Resources & the Honor System: 

UNC response to Office for Civil Rights request: 
htt       u~locom/bmsTasd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lecture 

Centripetal forces 2013.pptx 



































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 1:51 PM 

Davis, LaTissa <davila@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [history-faculty] RSVP BY WEDNESDAY -- Lunch Colloquium with David 
Snyder, Monday April 8th 

Tomato & Mozzarella sandwich for me. 
On 4/1/13 1:47 PM, Davis, LaTissa wrote: 

Lunch Colloquium 
Monday, April 8, 2013 
12:00 -l:00pm, Hamilton 569 lounge 
Presenter: Dr. David Snyder, Univ. of South Carolina 

RSVP E~Y WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3rd 

The History Department will host Dr. David Snyder of the University of South Carolina on Monday, 

April 8th. Dr. Snyder is currently a lecturer at USC, and he will meet with various faculty to talk 

about his historical interests and expertise during a daylong visit. The main event will be a 

lunchtime colloquium on his teaching and research, which will take place between noon and 1:00 

PM in HM 569. The title of his presentation will be provided soon, but his teaching broadly 

includes courses on US history, international history, historical methods, and diplomatic history. 

Please sign up to attend this event by contacting LaTissa Davis (Davila@email.unc.edu) and 

placing your lunch order from the menu below by WEDNESDAY APRIL 3RD. This is an important 

opportunity to meet David and to discuss his teaching experience and pedagogical methods. 

Sandwiches & Paninis 
NEW Salmon Club Croissant On French croissant with salmon filet, applewood-smoked bacon, lettuce, 
tomato and our zesty tomato aioli. 
NEW Big Kid Grilled Cheese Gruyere, Vermont White Cheddar, organic sliced American cheese and 
Applewood- Smoked Bacon grilled on our new All-Natural White Miche. 
NEW Classic Grilled Cheese Organic sliced American cheese grilled on our new All-Natural White Miche. 
Steak & White Cheddar Made with seared top sirloin, caramelized onions, Vermont white cheddar & 
horseradish spread on French baguette 
Roasted Turkey Artichoke Made with all-natural antibiotic-free roasted turkey, artichoke-parmesan spread, 
roasted red peppers, caramelized onions and fresh baby spinach, all grilled on our Asiago Cheese Focaccia. 
Cuban Chicken Panini All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, smoked, lean ham, sweet & spicy pickle chips, 
Swiss, chipotle mayo & sun-dried tomato ale mustard on our Focaccia. 
Chipotle Chicken All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, smoked bacon, smoked cheddar, tomatoes & ancho- 
chipotle spread on French. 
Frontega Chicken® Smoked & pulled white meat chicken, mozzarella, tomatoes, red onions, chopped basil 
& chipotle mayonnaise, grilled hot on our Focaccia. 
Smokehouse Turkey® Smoked turkey breast, smoked bacon, smoked cheddar & sun-dried tomato ale 
mustard grilled hot on our Artisan Three Cheese bread. 

Tomato & Mozzarella Fresh mozzarella, roasted & fresh tomatoes, fresh basil and all-natural sun-dried 



tomato pesto on Ciabatta. 
Roasted Turkey & Avocado BLT All-natural, antibiotic-free roasted turkey, Applewood-smoked bacon, 
lettuce, tomato and fresh avocado with reduced-fat olive oil mayo on our freshly baked Sourdough. 
Bacon Turkey Bravo® Smoked turkey breast, bacon, smoked Gouda, lettuce, tomatoes & our signature 
dressing, on our Tomato Basil bread. 
Chicken Caesar Sandwich All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, Asiago, lettuce, tomatoes, red onions & our 
Caesar dressing, on our Three Cheese bread. 
Asiago Roast Beef Oven-roasted beef, smoked cheddar, lettuce, tomatoes, red onions & creamy 
horseradish sauce, on our Asiago Cheese Demi. 
Napa Almond Chicken Salad Sandwich All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, diced celery, seedless grapes, 
almonds & our special dressing. Served with lettuce & tomato, on our Sesame Semolina bread. 
Italian Combo Roast beef, smoked turkey, ham, salami, Swiss cheese, peperoncini, lettuce, tomatoes, red 
onions & our special sauce, on Ciabatta. 
Sierra Turkey Smoked turkey breast with chipotle mayonnaise, field greens & red onions on our Asiago 
Cheese Focaccia. 
Tuna Salad Sandwich Our special recipe tuna salad, leaf lettuce, tomatoes and red onions with salt and 
pepper, all served on your favorite sandwich bread. 
Smoked Turkey Breast 99% fat-free smoked turkey breast, leaf lettuce, tomatoes, red onions and salt and 
pepper, all served on your favorite sandwich bread. 
Mediterranean Veggie Zesty PeppadewTM piquant peppers, feta cheese, cucumbers, lettuce, tomatoes, 
onions and cilantro Jalapefio hummus on our Tomato Basil bread. 
Smoked Ham & Swiss 96% fat-free smoked ham, swiss, leaf lettuce, tomatoes and red onions with salt and 
pepper, all served on your favorite sandwich bread. 
Salads 
NEW Mediterranean Salmon Salad Salmon filet, romaine, field greens, kalamata olives, mandarin oranges, 
feta, sliced almonds, onions & honey tangerine vinaigrette. 
NEW Salmon Caesar Salad Salmon filet, romaine, Asiago, our Caesar dressing & homemade Asiago 
croutons. 
NEW Spinach Power Salad Fresh baby spinach, roasted mushrooms and onion blend, diced eggs, 
applewood-smoked bacon, frizzled onions & smoky Vidalia® onion vinaigrette 
Chopped Chicken Cobb with Avocado All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, romaine lettuce, tomatoes, 
Applewood-smoked bacon, Gorgonzola, hard-boiled eggs, all chopped and tossed with herb vinaigrette, 
topped with fresh avocado. 
Steak & Blue Cheese Chopped Seared top sirloin, romaine, frizzled onions, tomatoes & gorgonzola, all 
tossed with blue cheese vinaigrette and drizzled with a cabernet reduction 
BBQ Chopped Chicken All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, romaine lettuce, roasted corn, black beans, 
tortilla strips & BBQ ranch dressing, drizzled with BBQ sauce. 
Fuji Apple Chicken All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, mixed field greens, romaine lettuce, vine-ripened 
tomatoes, red onions, pecans, Gorgonzola, apple chips & white balsamic apple vinaigrette. 
Thai Chopped Chicken All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, romaine, Thai cashews, fire-roasted edamame, 
red peppers, carrots, fresh cilantro & wonton strips all tossed in low-fat Thai Chili Vinaigrette and drizzled 
with peanut sauce. 
Asian Sesame Chicken All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, romaine lettuce, fresh cilantro, sliced almonds, 
sesame seeds, crispy wonton strips & our reduced-sugar Asian sesame vinaigrette. 
Grilled Chicken Caesar All-natural, antibiotic-free chicken, romaine lettuce, Asiago-Parmesan cheese, 
homemade Asiago Cheese croutons & our special Caesar dressing. 
Greek Romaine lettuce, vine-ripened tomatoes, feta cheese, peperoncini, red onions, Kalamata olives, 
pepper & our Greek dressing. 
Caesar Romaine lettuce, Asiago-Parmesan cheese, homemade Asiago cheese croutons & our special Caesar 
dressing. 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
hi story-faculty as: <a href=’’ mailto:j ay smith@email, unc. edu" >j ay smith@email, unc. edu</a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 1:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lecture 

English Rev 2013.pptx 































































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 3, 2013 9:37 AM 

Davis, LaTissa <davila@email.tmc. edu> 
Re: [history-faculty] SIGN UP BY FRIDAY - The 15th Annual History Dept BBQ Picnic 

Latissa--I’m heading out of town and forgot to sign up. Would you please put me down for 1? (My family can’t come.) 
-Jay 
On 4/3/13 9:33 AM, Davis, LaTissa wrote: 

THE 15TH ANNUAL HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
BBQ* PICNIC 

DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 18, 2013 
TIME: 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM 

LOCATION: THE FARM - UNC Faculty-Staff Recreation Center 
1 Alice Ingram Circle, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
VISIT http://www.unc.edu/uncfarm!directions.html FOR DIRECTIONS. 

ALL FACULTY AND STAFF (PRESENT AND RETIRED) AND THEIR 
FAMILIES ARE INVITED TO ATTEND! 
PLEASE RSVP ON THE PICNIC SIGN-UP SHEET ON THE DOOR OF 

HAMILTON 561 BY FNI~)AY~ APRIL 5TH, OR CALL LATISSA DAVIS AT 962- 
9825. 

* VEGETARIAN MENU WILL BE PROVIDED BY REQUEST. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 

< --"    ¯ .. . . ,,>. ¯ . < history-faculty as: a href= mallto.lavsmlth@emall.tmc.edu .lavsm~th@emall.tmc.edu /a>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 11:10 AM 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Reportage 

Will--there was no meeting yesterday. The meeting is next Friday, the 12th. But thanks for the head’s up on the 
Times pieces. I better get started on my reading .... 

Jay 
On 4/6/13 11:05 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

What happened at the Faculty Council meeting yesterday? 

Today’s NYTimes is loaded with an array of pieces, from Grinnell’s ’gluttony’ when their player scored 138 

points to articles about Rutgers that start on page one, plus a Nocera op-ed blast. Oh, and a piece about 

Bear Bryant’s brutal training camp (no water--that has a local sidebar when a UNC football player died 

after running to Glen Lennox in football uniform as punishment, after which, though I don’t recall the exact 

connection, Dooley was instructed to have a doctor present at all practices). Even Coach K comes in for 

criticism. But most folks will be watching the game tonight to see if Wichita State controls the clock at the 

end of the game by fouling (refs stop the clock to see if a foul is flagrant, and apparently Wichita State does 

that a Iot)--that’s another piece. Welcome to the final four. I’m waiting for the piece that surfaces a few 

weeks after the NCAAs and that reports the graduation rates of the final 16. I think that’s when UCONN 

got spanked by the NCAA, so maybe we have another reason why Purvis transferred there from State (as in 

not being much of a student). 

Sigh. 

Will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:31 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

April 19 

Richard--I’ve prepared a draft of my remarks for April 19, and I’m 

afraid I’m not going to have enough time to make a specific pitch for 

your reform ideas. Maybe I can close be pointing everyone to the text 

you’ve circulated and perhaps highlighting one of them (e. g., making 
the Special Talents committee report to faculty council is a superb 

idea)? I’m still open to ideas. (When I’ve finalized mine, I’ll share 

them with you--but it looks like they’ll run a full 5 pages, and my 
experience tells me 2 rains per page is about right. I think I was told 
to stay within 10 rains.) 

May I give one word of unsolicited advice? (Egad, I sound like Vin 
Steponaitis.) I worry that your remarks might come across as too 
dense/heavy (with the quotations, etc.) Is there a way to simplify, put 
it all into a few digestible and memorable chunks? Just a thought. 
Ignore or ponder as you wish. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:49 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lecture 

Locke, Enlightenment, etc 2013.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:49 PM 

screenscope@screenscope.com 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:00 AM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu> 
honor 

Andy--if the rumors I’m hearing are true (faculty representation on 
honor panels), I just want to say...thank you, thank you, thank you. And 
my hat’s off to the whole committee, especially the students. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:36 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Information society 18th c 2013.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 10:43 AM 

Escamilla, Elsa <eescamilla01 @tamu.edu> 
Re: Airfare Itinerary 

Elsa--sorry I’ve been slow on this. I can forward to you the flight info through email, but I was hoping 
that...you might also reimburse me for my airport parking and my checked bag fee. Is that a fair assumption? If 
so, I’ll put everything in the mail to you on Monday. -Jay Smith 
On 4/11/13 7:50 AM, Escamilla, Elsa wrote: 

Dr. Smith, 

Can you please send me your airfare information so I can start your reimbursement. 

Thanks 

E~sa EscamNa 

Administrative Assistant 

The N~elbern Go @~asscock 

Center for H~maa~t~es Research 

305C G~asscock Building 

Texas A&M Ungversgtg 

Phone 979-852-2780 

Fax 979-458-~68~ 
eescamilla01#tamu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:53 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Old regime Europe 2013.pptx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:30 PM 

David Andress <David.Andress@port.ac.uk> 

at last... 

David: I’ve drafted the essay, just need to compile key words and a 
bibliography and do one thorough proofread. I’ll have the nobility for 
you in a couple of days, honest. 

Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 11:39 AM 

Blaufarb, Rafe <rblaufarb@fsu.edu> 

Re: help? 

The search goes on ....... 
On 4/17/13 8:47 AM, Blaufarb, Rafe wrote: 
> Dear Jay, 
> 
> It is nice to hear from you. It sounds very familiar to me too, but I can’t think where it could be. Perhaps in Bien’s "Aristocracy" 
entry for the Furet/Ozouf critical dictionary? You’ve probably already looked there. Didn’t he also write a very short comment for 
one of Keith Baker’s blue volumes? 

> Other than that, I am at a loss. 
> 
> Best regards, 
> 
> Rafe 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:43 AM 
> To: Blaufarb, Rafe 
> Subject: help? 

> Dear Rafe: 
> Hope all is well. Quick question for you (you seem to be the likeliest 
> person who could help me quickly--though don’t worry if not.) I’m 
> writing a general overview of nobility and want to say in the end that 
> the nobility achieved a unity in the Revolution that they never enjoyed 
> under the old regime. I seem to recall Bien (if not Bien, someone) 
> saying something almost identical--but I can’t find it in Bien’s more 
> obvious essays. Do you happen to recall his using this formulation? If 
> so...where? I want to give credit where credit is due .... 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 1:50 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Pre-Revolution for 158 2013.ppt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 3:29 PM 

Tomaskova, Silvia <tomas@unc.edu> 

Re: lunch 

Silvia--by now you’ve figured out I didn’t get this email in time ..... 

Mary was great, no? 
On 4/18/13 11:27 AM, Silvia Tomfigkovfi wrote: 

Jay, 

can you tell me where in the Friday Center is Mary’s celebration today? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 11:06 AM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: on an unrelated note... 

Great. There was unanimous support and only a few questions--from some of our more clueless/befuddled 
colleagues who mainly wondered why in the world you would want more of us. 

Enj oy your meeting, per usual. -Jay 

On 4/19/13 10:59 AM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 

Yes, a nice email, copied to Jim, yesterday morning. 
Knock ’em dead this afternoon. I have a faculty meeting, alas. 

On 4/18/2013 11:52 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

...I assume you heard from Lloyd yesterday about the dept meeting? 

Daniel J. Sherman 
Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art History 
Adjunct Professor, History 
Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 3405, Chapel Hill, NC 
Fax: (919) 967-0722 

27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 8:52 AM 

Escamilla, Elsa <eescamilla01 @tamu.edu> 
Re: Airfare Itinerary 

Elsa--I just survived (barely) the busiest week of my life. I’m putting 
in the mail in a few minutes the additional receipts I mentioned to you 
(a total of $50 for a checked bag both ways and $36 for parking), and 
I’ll forward to you in a moment the flight info from my expedia account .... 

Jay Smith 

On 4/13/13 11:06 AM, Escamilla, Elsa wrote: 
> Dr. Smith, 
> 

> That would be great. You can also scan all your receipts to me as well. 
> 
> Thanks 
> Elsa 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On Apr 13, 2013, at 9:42 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Elsa--sorry I’ve been slow on this. I can forward to you the flight info through email, but I was hoping that...you might also 
reimburse me for my airport parking and my checked bag fee. Is that a fair assumption? If so, I’ll put everything in the mail to you on 
Monday. -Jay Smith 
> On 4/11/13 7:50 AM, Escamilla, Elsa wrote: 
> Dr. Smith, 
> 

> Can you please send me your airfare information so I can start your reimbursement. 
> 

> 

> Thanks 
> Elsa Escamilla 
> Administrative Assistant 
> <mime -attachment.png> 
> The Melbern G. Glasscock 
> Center for Humanities Research 
> 305C Glasscock Building 
> Texas A&M University 
> Phone 979-862-1780 
> Fax 979-458-3681 
> eescamilla01 @tamu.edu<maiho :eescamilla01 ~mma.ed~> 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:42 AM 

Weiler, Jonathan D <jweiler@email.unc.edu> 

Re: today 

We can do 11:45 maybe? 
On 4/23/13 11:35 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

I have to be back at my office for a meeting at 1, but that works. 

Jonathan 

From: Jay Smith         eraailoun¢oedu.] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: today 

How about noon on Thursday? We could have lunch at Alpine maybe. 
On 4/23/13 11:30 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Jay, 

Do you have any time on Thursday, by chance? 

Jonathan 

From: Jay Smith ~smith@emailounc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:28 AM 
To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: today 

Oh, sorry to hear it. Get better. Next week pretty insane. Will need to play it by ear .... 
On 4/23/13 11:14 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

Jay, 

T ~m sorry. I emailed you early this morning to say that I woke up with a 

and couldn’t make it today. I need a more reliable way to reach you, 
obviously. I am sorry. 

Let me know whether next Monday or Tuesday would work. Barring life- 
threatening emergency, I will be there. 

Jonathan 

From: Jay Smith ~smith@email~uacedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:12 AM 

To: Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Re: today 

Jonathan--no, I didn’t. But I was at Alpine. I guess you were cancelling? 
On 4/23/13 9:44 AM, Weiler, Jonathan D wrote: 

HiJay, 



Just making sure you got my email about today. 

Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 8:30 AM 

ecramer@alum.mit.edu 
Re: chapel hill news 

Nice! Let’s hope the committee was listening ..... 
On 4/24/13 6:14 AM, Elliot M. Cramer wrote: 

http :iA~,w. ch ap el hil 1 new s. corn/2013/04/23/75991/2 our-~ etters -april-24. htm l 

Time for university lawyer to leave 

The News & Observer has reported (bit.1yiXXrpEY) that "UNC-Chapel Hill’s top lawyer (Leslie 
Strohm) is about to undergo an extensive review from an eight-member committee that will hear 
input from faculty, staff, students and alumni .... In rallies on campus, students have called for an 
administrative review of Strohm, as well as other university officials involved in student and legal 
affairs." 

The inept handling of several cases by the office of UNC General Counsel Leslie Strohm has 
brought the university a great deal of notoriety and has likely cost the university millions of dollars 
at a time when dollars are in short supply. 

I have documented my own experiences in a statement to the Administrative Review Committee. I 
included extensive documentation which may be found on bit.lvi11USZ6i. 

I believe that her poor advice (or lack of advice) contributed substantially to the unfortunate 
departure of Chancellor Holden Thorp and it would be equally unfortunate if she were still here 
when the new chancellor arrives. 

Elliot M. Cramer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 1:39 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

lec 

Closing thoughts 2013.pptx; Hist 158 syllabus spring 2013.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:30 AM 

Margolis, Lewis <lew margolis@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Lew--I’ll see if Wayne would like to call an emergency meeting of the ARG. -Jay 
On 4/25/13 8:47 PM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

I share your opinion about self care. I do think, however, that it is important for a group of faculty to meet 

to discuss this and to share thoughts about how to address it. For many reasons, I do not think that this 

should be discussed by email. 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 
Director, Master’s Degree Program 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
ChapeZ HiZZ, NC 27599-7445 
(919) 966-5974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:32 AM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

talk today 

Hi Wayne--before or after the FC meeting today, could we talk for a 
minute? Lew Margolis thinks, and I agree with him, that the new 
development with Mary probably warrants a special ARG meeting. I’d like 
to hear what you think, what we might do, etc. -Jay 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 10:54 AM 

reps@berkeley.edu 

follow-up 

Hello: I submitted an article manuscript ("Menagerie of the Mind") to 
you about 4 months ago and can’t help being curious about where you are 
in the evaluation process. I’d appreciate any update you can give. Thanks. 

Jay Smith 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 12:15 PM 

Steven Harris (sharris) <sharris@umw.edu> 

Re: greetings from Washington DC 

Dear Steve: 
Have you ever waited two months for a reply to an email? First time for everything! I apologize for my 
inattentiveness; all I can say in my defense is that this was the busiest and craziest and most stressful semester 
I’ve ever had. Ignoring emails for weeks at a time became standard procedure for me, I’m afraid. 

Anyway, congrats on your book, and your...j ob and your career. It’s been so long since we communicated that I 
of course had no idea what had become of you. I remember you well. I so enjoyed that class--and it was filled 
with great students, both grads and undergrads. I’ve taught the French Rev about a half dozen times since, but 
I’ve never enjoyed it as much as I did that semester. How do you feel about teaching in general? Do your 
students like Revolutions? I sense that students have grown more conservative and find it hard to relate at all to 
the Robespierres of the world. But the course is still pretty popular. 

As a matter of fact, the History dept redesigned its website recently and we’re trying to do a better job at 
publicizing the achievements of our former Hist maj ors--so I (belatedly, sorry) will indeed get an announcement 
up about your book. Do keep in touch--and I promise you’ll never have to wait this long for a response again. - 
Jay Smith 
On 3/8/13 3:03 PM, Steven Harris (sharris) wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

Apart from Don Raleigh, you are likely one of the only UNC history professors who may 
remember me (I hope)! In any event, I thought I’d drop you a line and let you know that I finally 
published my first book as a historian, Communism o~ I?)morrow Street: l~¢ass Housing 
Eve           er Sm#~ (Woodrow Wilson Center Press and the Johns Hopkins University 
Press). I don’t know if the History Dept. at UNC keeps track of what undergrads publish, but if so I 
also wanted to share this good news with you in your capacity as Associate Chair. Amazingly, my 
book may even get some publicity outside the small community of Soviet/European historians. I 
recently had a chance to chat about my book for Voice of Russia Radio and they posted the 
interview here. So far, the Russian ~migr~s who may have heard the interview have not sent me 
strenuous objections. 

The last time I wrote to you, I think I was still slaving away in graduate school at the University of 
Chicago. Since then, I found a tenure-track j ob (now thankfully tenured) at the University of Mary 
Washington. I’m somewhat embarrassed to say that I am also my department’s historian of modern 
France (we’re a quite small dept.) and currently teach the modern French history survey. I did take 
your French Revolution history course while at UNC, which I very much benefited from and draw 
from as I teach the topic. In fact, it was your course that introduced me to the very notion that 
perhaps the revolutionaries were overstating just how tyrannical Louis XVI had been and how 
terrible life was for the 3rd estate. It’s really hard getting that point across to students who more 
easily internalize the discourse of the revolutionaries and the Abb6 Siey~s than what I’m trying to 
tell them. In any event, I enj oy teaching the survey course, but hope that in the future I can hand off 
those responsibilities to a newly minted PhD who actually needs a job. I’ll keep you posted if my 
dept. ever goes that route! 

All the best, 
Steve 



Steven E. Harris, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
Department of History and American Studies 

University of Mary Washington 

1301 College Avenue 

Fredericksburg, VA 22401 

540-654-1390 
sharris@~mw~ed~ 

~’stevenharrisoumwb[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 4:53 PM 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> 
Re: worksheet question 

Dick--are you not on the ARG list? I know that I mentioned it on the list, urging attendance, a couple of days 
ago. But maybe you’ve been kicked off the list (there’s a bug in the system that removes people randomly from 
time to time.) -Jay 

PS I wasn’t really blaming you, by the way. I just wanted you to know how close the vote had been. 
On 4/27/13 4:37 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

My apologies and regrets. Can these things be brought up again? Or do we have to wait for the next big 
scandal? Sort of like gun control legislation. The majority of us favor controls, but we’re not effective in 
rallying the troops to take action. You didn’t even mention the meeting in our recent exchange of emails, so 
I did not bring it to mind when the time came. It would have been a bit of a stretch for me to make it, but 
I followed an easier Friday afternoon set of activities. I’m not wanting to put some of the blame on you, 
We just have to be more savvy in mobilizing. 

Dick 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Jay Smith         emailouncoedu.] 
Sent: Saturday, April 27, 2013 10:16 AM 
To: Cramer, Richard 
Subject: Re: worksheet question 

Thanks. Yes, this was really my point. I don’t doubt that the worksheets get thrown out at some 
point, but it’s not like we have no way of knowing what these guys took and when. 

We could have used your vote at FC yesterday! If you, Jonathan Weiler, Kenneth Janken, and Rudi 
had been there we would have forged a tie on the Thursday night game issue. Instead we lost 30- 
26. I’m not harassing you--honestly, I thought this would sail through. The fact that so many 
faculty members can’t even muster the courage and good sense to draw a line in the sand on 
something this obvious makes me think...we’re doomed. 

Jay 
On 4/26/13 3:02 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Jay, 

There’s a second closer to flat-out lie involved. We don’t keep the worksheets. But we 

could reconstruct them, if necessary, based on students’ permanent records. I’m sure a court 

could order that this be done. Maybe not SACS. I occasionally do this for non-grads who 

have been away for many years, such as the 87-year old woman who will be graduating this 

May. 

Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:~aj~5~smith@email~unc~edu] 

Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 2:28 PM 

To: Cramer, Richard 
Subject: worksheet question 

Hi Dick--I have a query for you. I have seen the University’s initial response to SACS queries 

(from last fall), and in it the University claimed that it couldn’t reconstruct worksheets for 

players who took the fraudulent courses between 2007 and 2011. I have to believe that’s a 

flat-out lie. Thoughts? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 10:09 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 
it’s a dirty trick... 

...leaving us with Osborne. 

~ :i5"~v ww. newsorecord.comihomei 1137478o63istudentoandoatNe~eowere~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 10:43 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Rawilngs 

For those who were unable to go to the Rawlings event, video is online: 

ane~ .web .uric. edu/raw~ir~aneMmmches -~ook-atoro~e-o foa~hleticsoin-cam~so~i~:ei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 7:02 PM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 

Re: talk? 

Maybe the DG is a little too "open air"? Carolina Coffee Shop instead? 

Yes, I’m free at either of those times on Wednesday. 
On 4/29/13 6:23 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 
> Dan, 
> Thanks for this message. I think Wednesday would be the best day. I could meet in the late morning, so I would accept your 
proposed time of 11:00 or 11:30. It would be great if Jay could also join us. Should we aim for a coffee meeting at that time? Would 
the Daily Grind be an option for you? In any case, we’ll find a way to do this. 
> 

> 

> Best, Lloyd 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Daniel Sherman [mailto:dsherman~email.m~c.e~] 
> Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 12:13 PM 
> To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
> Cc: Smith, Jay M 
> Subject: Re: talk? 
> 
> Dear Lloyd, 
> 
> Thanks for your message. I am available Wednesday and would be happy to meet with you then; I like your suggestion that Jay be 
included in the conversation and am taking the liberty of copying him on this message to facilitate planning. I am free all day; would 
late morning (11 or 11: 30) work for you? I could also meet Thursday late morning or early afternoon. 
> I look forward to seeing you soon. 
> Best, 
> Dan 
> 

> Daniel J. Sherman 
> Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies, Art History Adjtmct Professor, History Department of Art, UNC Chapel Hill, CB 
3405, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> F: (919) 967-0722 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 7:11 PM 

Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Radding, 
Cynthia ~radding@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch 

Yes, planning to pick up the wine tomorrow. 
On 4/29/13 7:03 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

Jay and friends, 
Wednesday is fine with me. Are we also still doing the case of wine, or is this in lieu of? Glad to be part of it, either way. 
Lisa 

On Apt 29, 2013, at 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, I think, before graduation. And that 

seems the only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: lunch 

Date:Mon, 29 Apt 2013 18:37:30 -0400 
From:Kramer, Lloyd S ~f~emai!,unc~edtp 

To: Smith, Jay M            mail~unc ~ed~" 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid day schedule is full on every day except Wednesday. I know that thi 

Best, Lloyd 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [maiii~o:iaysmi~h@emai~k~nc~ed@] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

Lloyd the admin team, past and present, would like to take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless service to the dept. Are 

later...) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:11 AM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 
Re: SACS 

Thanks. 
On 4/29/13 6:25 PM, Schuettpelz, Erin C wrote: 
> Yes, we can supply the October 12 report. Let me get it pulled for you and I will forward. 
> 
> Erin 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mai            email.ur~c.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 2:08 PM 
> To: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
> Subject: Re: SACS 
> 
> Erin--this is a belated reply, but...I tmderstand that I’ll need to wait a bit for the full response to SACS. But in the meantime--what 
about the 47-page response prepared last fall? That document has already been released to various actors, so I should be able to get 
my hands on that right away. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Jay 
> On 4/19/13 10:54 AM, Schuettpelz, Erin C wrote: 
>> Jay: 
>> 
>> As Chris mentioned, the special committee was on campus April 2-4. The University is currently following a process established 
trader policy by SACS. The Special Committee will produce a report and recommendations for review by the SACS Board of Trustees 
which next meets in Jtme. We agree with you that the University community needs to be informed about that milestone and we will 
do so in as timely a manner as possible and consistent with SACS procedures. 
>> 
>> Regarding records, the university sent a large report to the Special Committee in March before their visit. It includes extensive 
student and personnel information. We will release it publically after it has been through what we expect to be a lengthy redaction 
process to protect confidential information. We will also publically release the report and recommendations from the Special 
Committee and the SACS Board of Trustees when received. 
>> 
>> Erin 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [ ] 
>> Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 9:10 AM 
>> To: Derickson, Christopher P 
>> Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
>> Subject: Re: SACS 
>> 
>> Greetings, Erin. As you’ve seen from my exchange with Chris, I think the campus community deserves to know a whole lot more 
about what transpired before and during the SACS visit. Can you by chance offer me guidance on how I go about submitting a public 
records request? Thanks. -Jay On 4/18/13 11:10 PM, Derickson, Christopher P wrote: 
>>> Jay - 
>>> 
>>> Sorry, it’s been an especially long day, but I wanted to be sure to get back to you before the day was officially over. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks for the note about the demo. I hope yesterday was helpful for the faculty in your department. Remember, if any issues or 
questions do come up, feel free to direct folks my way. 
>>> 
>>> With respect to SACS, as you may already know, the special committee visited campus on April 2nd -4th and did conduct private 
meetings with several University officials. I think the best person to follow up with if you would like additional information is Erin 
Schuettpelz in the Chancellor’s Office. I’m copying Erin so she knows that I am referring you to her. 
>>> 
>>> Thanks again for the note. I’ll see you tomorrow. 



>>> Chris 

>>> Christopher Derickson 
>>> Assistant Provost & University Registrar The University of North 
>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>>> T - 919-962-8289 
>>> F- 919-962-1655 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jay Smith [               email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 8:38 AM 
>>> To: Derickson, Christopher P 
>>> Subject: SACS 
>>> 
>>> Chris--thanks for coming to the dept yesterday. On an unrelated note that I meant to ask you about...did SACS come and go? I 
sure hope the University plans to share all the details of their visit--what they inquired about, what they recommended, what data we 
gathered for them, how we responded to their concerns. 
>>> 
>>> Do you happen to know where/to whom I would go for a public records request? 
>>> 
>>> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:15 AM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; 
Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch (again) 

OK, how about Tuesday, May 14? And are there thoughts on where to go? Top of the Hill OK’? 

On 4/29/13 10:50 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear All, 

I appreciate Jay’s taking the lead in organizing the gift of wine and a luncheon. 

After next week, May 6-10, I am available on Monday, May 13, and Tuesday, May 14. After that, I will be away for a couple of weeks. 

Miles 

From: Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, April 29, 2013 10:28 PN 
To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 

¢c: Bullard, Nelissa N.; Smith, 3ay N; Lindsay, Lisa; Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Niles 
Subject: Re: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

I hope we can find another date. I am free almost any day through May 17. And, I’ll be very happy to contribute to the wine. 

Cynthia 
On 4/29/2013 9:44 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Jay: 

Now that the 8th is out, I’ll just weigh in and say that most days will work for me until summer school starts. Then I’ll be on task until lpm. 

Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
William B. Umstead Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
brunda~e~email.unc.edu 

From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Sent: Nonday, April 29, 2013 7:16 PN 
To: Smith, Jay N; Lindsay, Lisa 
Cc: Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Padding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: RE: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

Jay, Thanks for moving ahead on these plans. I would be delighted to join the admin group for lunch on Wed. 5/8 and will contribute SS towards the case of wine. -Melissa 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, April 29, 2013 7:11 PN 
To: Lindsay, Lisa 

¢c: Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: lunch 

Yes, planning to pick up the wine tomorrow. 
On 4/29/13 7:03 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

Jay and friends, 
Wednesday is fine with me. Are we also still doing the case of wine, or is this in lieu of? Glad to be part of it, either way. 
Lisa 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, I think, before 
graduation. And that seems the only possible day. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: lunch 

Date:Mon, 29 Apt 2013 18:37:30 -0400 
From:Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer~email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <javsmith~email.unc.edu> 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid day schedule is full on every day except Wednesday. 

Best, Lloyd 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

I know tha 



Lloyd the admin team, past and present, would like to take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless service to the dept. 

later...) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:17 AM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch, wine etc. 

Either way, Melissa. Two have already made wine contributions. But I can also wait, no big deal. 
On 4/29/13 7:29 PM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 

Jay, Again, thanks for following up on how best to honor Lloyd. Would you prefer a check for wine and lunch up front, or post facto once we know the total cost? Either way is fine with 

me. Let it be whatever is easiest for you. -Melissa 

From: .lay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, April 29, 2013 6:59 PN 

To: Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; Radding, Cynthia; Lindsay, Lisa; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Fwd: RE: lunch 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, I think, before graduation. And that seems the 
only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: lunch 

Date:Mon, 29 Apt 2013 18:37:30 -0400 
From:Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer~email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid day schedule is full on every day except Wednesday. I know that this doe 

Best, Lloyd 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

Lloyd the admin team, past and present, would like to take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless service to the dept. Are ther 

later...) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 9:40 AM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch, wine etc. Let me help 

Melissa--at this point I will take you up on your offer to help with the scheduling of the lunch. And the choosing of the place. Every time I think thing’s are set, a late comer introduces a 
complication. 

On 4/30/13 9:02 AM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 

Jay, VII put [n S25 for the wine plus my portion of the lunch. I feel in part responsible for having [nk[ated the idea of doing something for Lloyd, so [f [t would help, I would be happy to take 

over the scheduling end, [f you get the wine. I have seen some software programs that allow people to put [n their available/non-available times for a meeting, and the office staff might 

know about such. Let me know how t can help -Melissa 

From: .lay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:17 AN 

To: Bullard, Nelissa N. 
Subject: Re: lunch, wine etc. 

Either way, Melissa. Two have already made wine contributions. But I can also wait, no big deal. 

On 4/29/13 7:29 PM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 

Jay, Again, thanks for following up on how best to honor Lloyd. Would you prefer a check for wine and lunch up front, or post facto once we know the total cost? Either way 
is fine with me. Let it be whatever is easiest for you. -IVlelissa 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, April 29, 2013 6:59 PN 

To: Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; Radding, Cynthia; Lindsay, Lisa; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Fwd: RE: lunch 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, I think, before graduation. And that 
seems the only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: lunch 

Date:Mon, 29 Apt 2013 18:37:30 -0400 
From:Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer~email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <javsmith~email.unc.edu> 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid day schedule is full on every day except Wednesday. I know that thi 

Best, Lloyd 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

Lloyd the admin team, past and present, would like to take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless service to the dept. Are 

later...) 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 10:18 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

party 

Lloyd--before I forget, I wanted to mention that I’m going to be a 
little late to the dept party tomorrow because I have a MA defense at 
lpm. So you might want to hold off on saying anything for Wanda until 
at least 2:30. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 2:57 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
<brundage@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Duval, 
Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 5/13 or Tues. 514 

Any of these OK for me. 
On 5/1/13 1:35 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
> Dear Melissa and Colleagues, 
> 
> I can attend a luncheon at either time: Monday, May 13, at noon or 12:30 pm or on Tuesday, May 14 at 1:15 or 1:30 pm. 
> 
> I think that my schedule (i.e. leaving town for two weeks after May 14) has led to the intense focus on Monday, May 13, or 
Tuesday, May 14. I understand if another day later that week is more convenient for others. 
> 
> Miles 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:13 PM 
> To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles 
> Subject: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 5/13 or Tues. 514 
> Importance: High 
> 
> Dear Colleagues, Since I made the original suggestion to do something nice for Lloyd as he steps down as chair, and Jay has taken 
over getting the case of wine, it seems only appropriate that I should help out with the scheduling task of finding a day when we can 
get together for lunch. Please respond ASAP for which of the following days you can come. As Fitz noted Summer school starts on 
the 14th, so if that is the date, we would have a late lunch. Please respond if you can come: 
> Monday May 13 at noon or 12:30 
>Tues. May 14 at 1:15 or 1:30 
> We may not be able to gather in everyone, but the date and time that gets the most acceptances will be the one we use. 
> 
> Let me know today. Many thanks, 
> Melissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:32 AM 
> To: Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Bnllard, Melissa M. 
> Subject: RE: lunch (again) 
> 
> Folks: 
> 
> May 14th is the start of summer school. I won’t be free until 1:15. But if you all agree that the 14th isw the best date then by all 
means proceed without me. 
> 
> Cheers 
> Fitz 
> 
> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
> William B. Umstead Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> brundage@email.unc.edu 



From: Cynthia Radding [mdding@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Duval, Kathleen A 
Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Bmndage, William Fitzhugh; Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Re: lunch (again) 

May 14 works well for me. TOTH is OK, but Butternut Squash is more elegant and quiet. Cynthia 

On 4/30/2013 10:23 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 
>> May 14 works for me. 
>> Thanks, 
>> Kathleen 
>> 

>> From: Lisa Lindsay [lalindsa@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:39 AM 
>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>> Cc: Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; 
>> Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A 
>> Subject: Re: lunch (again) 
>> 

>> May 14 is fine with me, as is Top of the Hill. Thanks for your 
>> patience in organizing this, Jay ! 
>> Lisa 
>> 
>> On 4/30/2013 8:14 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> OK, how about Tuesday, May 14? And are there thoughts on where to go? 
>>> Top of the Hill OK? 
>>> On 4/29/13 10:50 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>>>> Dear All, 

>>>> I appreciate Jay’s taking the lead in organizing the gift of wine 
>>>> and a luncheon. 

>>>> After next week, May 6-10, I am available on Monday, May 13, and 
>>>> Tuesday, May 14. After that, I will be away for a couple of weeks. 

>>>> Miles 

>>>> *From: *Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddir~),emailxmc.edt~l 
>>>> *Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 10:28 PM 
>>>> *To:* Bmndage, William Fitzhugh 
>>>> *Cc:* Bullard, Melissa M.; Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa; Duval, 
>>>> Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles 
>>>> *Subject:* Re: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

>>>> Dear friends, 
>>>> I hope we can find another date. I am free almost any day through 
>>>> May 17. And, I’ll be very happy to contribute to the wine. 

>>>> Cynthia 

>>>> On 4/29/2013 9:44 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Now that the 8th is out, I’ll just weigh in and say that most days 
will work for me until summer school starts. Then I’ll be on task 
until lpm. 

Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 

William B. Umstead Professor of History 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

brundage@email.unc.edu <mai~o :brlmda~emai~ u~c~ed~> 

*From:*Bullard, Melissa M. 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:16 PM 
*To:* Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* RE: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

Jay, Thanks for moving ahead on these plans. I would be delighted 
to join the admin group for lunch on Wed. 5/8 and will contribute 
$$ towards the case of wine. -Melissa 

*From:*Jay Smith [maillo:j~ysrrfifl~@email.Uncoedt~] 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:11 PM 
*To:* Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; 
Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* Re: lunch 

Yes, planning to pick up the wine tomorrow. 

On 4/29/13 7:03 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

Jay and friends, 

Wednesday is fine with me. Are we also still doing the case 
of wine, or is this in lieu o1"? Glad to be part of it, either 
way. 

Lisa 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by 
chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, 
I think, before graduation. And that seems the only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

*Subject: * 

RE: lunch 

*Date: * 



Mon, 29 Apr 2013 18:37:30 -0400 

*From: * 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkmmer@email.unc.edu> 
<mailto: lkramer~email amc. edt~> 

*To: * 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
<mailto:         email.unc.edn> 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid-day schedule is full on every day except 
Wednesday. I know that this does not offer many options, but I would be honored to join the team for lunch at the Club or 
elsewhere. The Department does not have a club membership (departments can’t join), but I have a membership that we use for 
departmental events at the club--e.g., the annual honors lunch, retirement parties etc. My schedule is a bit more open in the week 
after graduation, though Thursday and Friday of that week are already filled with lunchtime events. In any case, I appreciate this offer 
and I hope we can find a time to do this. It would be a pleasure. 

>>>> Best, Lloyd 

>>>>     Lloyd--the admin team, past and presem, would like to ~ke 
>>>> you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless se~ice to 
>>>> ~e dept. Are there some days next week when you’d be available ~r 
>>>> a little end-o~term celebr~ing? We could go to ~e Club or to 
>>>> some other conveniem campus emery. (Does ~e dept have any sort of 
>>>> Club membership? If not, maybe we would go elsewhere. We can decide 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mai~to:~,smifl~,~emaiktmc.eda] 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

>>>> that 

>>>> later...) 

>>>> Jay 

>> Lisa A. Lindsay 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Department of History 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> CB #3195 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> lalindsa~email.unc.edu 



> Cynthia Radding 
> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 

> Latin American Studies and History 
> Director of Graduate Studies, History 

> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 513 CB 3195 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 2:57 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
<brundage@email.unc.edu>; Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Duval, 
Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 5/13 or Tues. 514 

I like the Carolina Inn because it’s convenient. 
On 5/1/13 1:40 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
> Dear Colleagues, 
> 
> Would the Carolina Inn be a good place for the luncheon for Lloyd? It’s nearby and comparatively elegant. On the other hand, would 
it remind us too much of meals for job interviews? 
> 
> Miles 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Cynthia Radding [mailto:mddir~e~ail,unc~edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 1:27 PM 
> To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
> Cc: Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles 
> Subject: Re: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mort. 5113 or Tues. 514 
> 
> So, May 14 it is. 
> On 51112013 12:22 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 
>> Melissa: 
>> 
>> I will be in Savannah on the 13th and get back very early am on the 14th. So I can make lunch at 1:15 or 1:30 on the 14th. 
>> 
>> Fitz 
>> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
>> William B. Umstead Professor of History UNC-Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 
>> CB #3195 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 brundage@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:13 PM 
>> To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles 
>> Subject: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mort. 5113 
>> or Tues. 514 
>> 
>> Dear Colleagues, Since I made the original suggestion to do something nice for Lloyd as he steps down as chair, and Jay has 
taken over getting the case of wine, it seems only appropriate that I should help out with the scheduling task of finding a day when we 
can get together for lunch. Please respond ASAP for which of the following days you can come. As Fitz noted Summer school starts 
on the 14th, so if that is the date, we would have a late lunch. Please respond if you can come: 
>> Monday May 13 at noon or 12:30 
>> Tues. May 14 at 1:15 or 1:30 
>> We may not be able to gather in everyone, but the date and time that gets the most acceptances will be the one we use. 
>> 
>> Let me know today. Many thanks, 
>> Melissa 



>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:32 AM 
>> To: Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M. 
>> Subject: RE: lunch (again) 
>> 
>> Folks: 
>> 
>> May 14th is the start of summer school. I won’t be free until 1:15. But if you all agree that the 14th isw the best date then by all 
means proceed without me. 
>> 
>> Cheers 
>> Fitz 
>> 

>> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
>> William B. Umstead Professor of History UNC-Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 
>> CB #3195 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 brundage@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Cynthia Radding [radding@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:23 PM 
>> To: Duval, Kathleen A 
>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Bullard, Melissa M. 
>> Subject: Re: lunch (again) 
>> 

>> May 14 works well for me. TOTH is OK, but Butternut Squash is more 
>> elegant and quiet. Cynthia 
>> 
>> On 4/30/2013 10:23 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 
>>> May 14 works for me. 
>>> Thanks, 
>>> Kathleen 
>>> 
>>> From: Lisa Lindsay [lalindsa@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:39 AM 
>>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>>> Cc: Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; 
>>> Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A 
>>> Subject: Re: lunch (again) 

>>> May 14 is fine with me, as is Top of the Hill. Thanks for your 
>>> patience in organizing this, Jay ! 
>>> Lisa 
>>> 
>>> On 4/30/2013 8:14 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> OK, how about Tuesday, May 14? And are there thoughts on where to go? 
>>>> Top of the Hill OK? 
>>>> On 4/29/13 10:50 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>>>>> Dear All, 

>>>>> I appreciate Jay’s taking the lead in organizing the gift of wine 
>>>>> and a luncheon. 

>>>>> After next week, May 6-10, I am available on Monday, May 13, and 
>>>>> Tuesday, May 14. After that, I will be away for a couple of weeks. 

>>>>> Miles 



>>>>> *From:*Cynthia Radding [mail~o:raddin~maikuac.ed~] 
>>>>> *Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 10:28 PM 
>>>>> *To:* Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
>>>>> *Cc:* Bullard, Melissa M.; Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa; Duval, 
>>>>> Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles 
>>>>> *Subject:* Re: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

>>>>> Dear friends, 
>>>>> I hope we can find another date. I am free almost any day through 
>>>>> May 17. And, I’ll be very happy to contribute to the wine. 

>>>>> Cynthia 

>>>>> On 4/29/2013 9:44 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Jay: 

Now that the 8th is out, I’ll just weigh in and say that most days 
will work for me until summer school starts. Then I’ll be on task 
until lpm. 

Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brundage 

William B. Umstead Professor of History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

brundage@email.unc.edu <mailto :bmnda~emaik ~mc.edt~> 

>>>>> ................................................................... 

>>>>> .... 

*From:*Bullard, Melissa M. 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:16 PM 
*To:* Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* RE: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

Jay, Thanks for moving ahead on these plans. I would be delighted 
to join the admin group for lunch on Wed. 5/8 and will contribute 
$$ towards the case of wine. -Melissa 

*From:*Jay Smith 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:11 PM 
*To:* Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; 
Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* Re: lunch 



Wednesday. 

Yes, planning to pick up the wine tomorrow. 

On 4/29/13 7:03 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

Jay and friends, 

Wednesday is fine with me. Are we also still doing the case 
of wine, or is this in lieu of? Glad to be part of it, either 
way. 

Lisa 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by 
chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, 
I think, before graduation. And that seems the only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

*Subject: * 

RE: lunch 

*Date: * 

Mon, 29 Apr 2013 18:37:30 -0400 

*From: * 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkmmer@email.unc.edu> 
<mailto :lkramer~)email.unc.edu> 

*To: * 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
<mailto          mailamc.edt~> 

Jay, 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid-day schedule is full on every day except 
I know that this does not offer many options, but I would be honored to join the team for lunch at the Club or 

elsewhere. The Department does not have a club membership (departments can’t join), but I have a membership that we use for 
departmental events at the club--e.g., the annual honors lunch, retirement parties etc. My schedule is a bit more open in the week 
after graduation, though Thursday and Friday of that week are already filled with lunchtime events. In any case, I appreciate this offer 



and I hope we can find a time to do this. 

>>>>> Best, Lloyd 

It would be a pleasure. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith 

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

Subject: lunch 

>>>>>      Lloyd--the admin team, past and present, would like to 
>>>>> take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless service 
>>>>> to the dept. Are there some days next week when you’d be available 
>>>>> for a little end-of-term celebrating? We could go to the Club or 
>>>>> to some other convenient campus eatery. (Does the dept have any 
>>>>> sort of Club membership? If not, maybe we would go elsewhere. We 
>>>>> can decide that 

>>>>> later...) 

>>>>> Jay 

>>> -- 

>>> Lisa A. Lindsay 
>>> Associate Professor 
>>> Department of History 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> CB #3195 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> lalindsa@email.unc.edu 

>> Cynthia Radding 
>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>> Latin American Studies and History 
>> Director of Graduate Studies, History 
>> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 513 CB 3195 
>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3195 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 4:28 PM 

Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch for Lloyd Tues. 5/14 

Fitz--I’m planing on a roughly $200 case, so I asked for something in 
the $25-30 range. Whenever you can get it to me, no rush. -Jay 
On 5/1/13 4:26 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 
> Jay: 
> 
> Sounds like an excellent plan. Let me kno what I owe you. 
> 
> Fitz 
> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
> William B. Umstead Professor of History 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> Hamilton Hall CB #3195 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> brundage@email.unc.edu 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 4:20 PM 
> To: Bullard, Melissa M. 
> Cc: Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa 
> Subject: Re: Lunch for Lloyd Tues. 5/14 
> 

> Thanks, Melissa. 
> 
> I’ve not yet picked up the wine, but I’ll do it this week. My plan is 
> to smuggle it into my office and present it to Lloyd before we go to 
> lunch--with everyone present. Would that be OK? For obvious reasons, I’d 
> rather not be lugging it all across campus. 
> 
> Would anyone like to pick up a card? If not, I can do it. 
> On 5/1/13 3:04 PM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 
>> Dear All, I have made the reservation for Tues. 5/14 at 1:30. It’s in my name. The restaurant does not seat outside, only the bar on 
a first come first serve basis, so we will be in the main dining room. I declined the little room offthe reservation desk for its noise and 
search associations. 
>> 
>> This should be fun! Lloyd is very pleased. See you all then. -Melissa 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [ 
>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:57 PM 
>> To: Fletcher, W Miles 
>> Cc: Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa 
>> Subject: Re: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 5/13 or Tues. 514 
>> 
>> I like the Carolina Inn because it’s convenient. 
>> On 5/1/13 1:40 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>>> Dear Colleagues, 
>>> 
>>> Would the Carolina Inn be a good place for the luncheon for Lloyd? It’s nearby and comparatively elegant. On the other hand, 
would it remind us too much of meals for job interviews? 
>>> 
>>> Miles 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Cynthia Radding [ma~to:raddir~ema~Lur~edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 1:27 PM 



>>> To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
>>> Cc: Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay 
>>> M; Fletcher, W Miles 
>>> Subject: Re: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 
>>> 5/13 or Tues. 514 
>>> 
>>> So, May 14 it is. 
>>> On 5/1/2013 12:22 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 
>>>> Melissa: 

>>>> I will be in Savannah on the 13th and get back very early am on the 14th. So I can make lunch at 1:15 or 1:30 on the 14th. 

>>>> Fitz 
>>>> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
>>>> William B. Umstead Professor of History UNC-Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 
>>>> CB #3195 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 brundage@email.unc.edu 

>>>> From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:13 PM 
>>>> To: Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
>>>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smirk Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles 
>>>> Subject: Lunch for Lloyd schedulng problems: RSVP ASAP for Mon. 5/13 
>>>> or Tues. 514 

>>>> Dear Colleagues, Since I made the original suggestion to do something nice for Lloyd as he steps down as chair, and Jay has 
taken over getting the case of wine, it seems only appropriate that I should help out with the scheduling task of finding a day when we 
can get together for lunch. Please respond ASAP for which of the following days you can come. As Fitz noted Summer school starts 
on the 14th, so if that is the date, we would have a late lunch. Please respond if you can come: 
>>>> Monday May 13 at noon or 12:30 
>>>> Tues. May 14 at 1:15 or 1:30 
>>>> We may not be able to gather in everyone, but the date and time that gets the most acceptances will be the one we use. 

>>>> Let me know today. Many thanks, 
>>>> Melissa 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:32 AM 
>>>> To: Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A 
>>>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M. 
>>>> Subject: RE: lunch (again) 

>>>> Folks: 

>>>> May 14th is the start of summer school. I won’t be free until 1:15. But if you all agree that the 14th isw the best date then by all 
means proceed without me. 

>>>> Cheers 
>>>> Fitz 

>>>> W. Fitzhugh Brundage 
>>>> William B. Umstead Professor of History UNC-Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 
>>>> CB #3195 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 brundage@email.unc.edu 

>>>> From: Cynthia Radding [radding@email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:23 PM 
>>>> To: Duval, Kathleen A 
>>>> Cc: Lindsay, Lisa; Smirk Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Bullard, Melissa M. 
>>>> Subject: Re: lunch (again) 

>>>> May 14 works well for me. TOTH is OK, but Butternut Squash is more 
>>>> elegant and quiet. Cynthia 



>>>> On 4/30/2013 10:23 AM, Duval, Kathleen A wrote: 
>>>>> May 14 works for me. 
>>>>> Thanks, 
>>>>> Kathleen 

>>>>> From: Lisa Lindsay [lalindsa@email.unc.edul 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:39 AM 
>>>>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>>>>> Cc: Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; 
>>>>> Bullard, Melissa M.; Duval, Kathleen A 
>>>>> Subject: Re: lunch (again) 

>>>>> May 14 is fine with me, as is Top of the Hill. Thanks for your 
>>>>> patience in organizing this, Jay ! 
>>>>> Lisa 

>>>>> On 4/30/2013 8:14 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>>>> OK, how about Tuesday, May 14? And are there thoughts on where to go? 
>>>>>> Top of the Hill OK? 
>>>>>> On 4/29/13 10:50 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>>>>>>> Dear All, 

>>>>>>> I appreciate Jay’s taking the lead in organizing the gift of wine 
>>>>>>> and a luncheon. 

>>>>>>> After next week, May 6-10, I am available on Monday, May 13, and 
>>>>>>> Tuesday, May 14. After that, I will be away for a couple of weeks. 

>>>>>>> Miles 

>>>>>>> *From:* Cynthia Radding [mailm: raddin~:~r~ailamc.ed~tl 
>>>>>>> *Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 10:28 PM 
>>>>>>> *To:* Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
>>>>>>> *Cc:* Bullard, Melissa M.; Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa; Duval, 
>>>>>>> Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles 
>>>>>>> *Subject:* Re: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

>>>>>>> Dear friends, 
>>>>>>> I hope we can find another date. I am free almost any day through 
>>>>>>> May 17. And, I’ll be very happy to contribute to the wine. 

>>>>>>> Cynthia 

>>>>>>> On 4/29/2013 9:44 PM, Brundage, William Fitzhugh wrote: 

Now that the 8th is out, I’ll just weigh in and say that most days 
will work for me until summer school starts. Then I’ll be on task 
until lpm. 

Fitz 

W. Fitzhugh Brtmdage 

William B. Umstead Professor of History 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Hamilton Hall CB #3195 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

brundage@email.tmc.edu <mail~o :bmnda~,~emaik m~c.ed~> 



*From:*Bullard, Melissa M. 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:16 PM 
*To:* Smith, Jay M; Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* RE: lunch and wine for Lloyd 

Jay, Thanks for moving ahead on these plans. I would be delighted 
to join the admin group for lunch on Wed. 5/8 and will contribute 
$$ towards the case of wine. -Melissa 

*From:*Jay Smith [                maiktmc.edt~] 
*Sent:* Monday, April 29, 2013 7:11 PM 
*To:* Lindsay, Lisa 
*Cc:* Duval, Kathleen A; Fletcher, W Miles; Bullard, Melissa M.; 
Radding, Cynthia; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
*Subject:* Re: lunch 

Yes, planning to pick up the wine tomorrow. 

On 4/29/13 7:03 PM, Lisa Lindsay wrote: 

Jay and friends, 

Wednesday is fine with me. Are we also still doing the case 
of wine, or is this in lieu o1"? Glad to be part of it, either 
way. 

Lisa 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 6:58 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Folks--see Lloyd’s response to the lunch idea. Are you all by 
chance free next Wednesday, May 8? It would be nice to do it, 
I think, before graduation. And that seems the only possible day. 

Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 

*Subject: * 

RE: lunch 

*Date: * 

Mon, 29 Apr 2013 18:37:30 -0400 

*From: * 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer~email.unc.edu> 



Wednesday. 

*To: * 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
<               emaiLu~c.edt~> 

Thanks for this note. I’ll definitely be around next week, but the mid-day schedule is full on every day except 
I know that this does not offer many options, but I would be honored to join the team for lunch at the Club or 

elsewhere. The Department does not have a club membership (departments can’t join), but I have a membership that we use for 
departmental events at the club--e.g., the annual honors lunch, retirement parties etc. My schedule is a bit more open in the week 
after graduation, though Thursday and Friday of that week are already filled with lunchtime events. In any case, I appreciate this offer 
and I hope we can find a time to do this. It would be a pleasure. 

>>>>>>> Best, Lloyd 

>>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>>>> From: Jay Smith [mail~o:j~vs~mlh~@emaiL~mc.ed~] 

>>>>>>> Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:07 PM 

>>>>>>> To: Kramer, Lloyd S 

>>>>>>> Subject: lunch 

>>>>>>>       Lloyd--the admin team, past and present, would like to 
>>>>>>> take you to lunch in recognition of your years of thankless 
>>>>>>> service to the dept. Are there some days next week when you’d be 
>>>>>>> available for a little end-of-term celebrating? We could go to 
>>>>>>> the Club or to some other convenient campus eatery. (Does the dept 
>>>>>>> have any sort of Club membership? If not, maybe we would go 
>>>>>>> elsewhere. We can decide that 

>>>>>>> later...) 

>>>>>>> Jay 

>>>>> -- 

>>>>> Lisa A. Lindsay 
>>>>> Associate Professor 
>>>>> Department of History 
>>>>> University of North Carolina 
>>>>> CB #3195 
>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>>>> lalindsa@email.unc.edu 

>>>> -- 

>>>> Cynthia Radding 
>>>> Gussenhoven Distinguished Professor 
>>>> Latin American Studies and History 
>>>> Director of Graduate Studies, History University of North Carolina, 
>>>> Chapel Hill Hamilton Hall 513 CB 3195 Chapel Hill, North Carolina 



>>>> 27599-3195 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 4:59 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu> 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, W Miles 
<wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Duval, 
Kathleen A <duval@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa <lalindsa@email.unc.edu>; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh <brundage@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch with the admin group settled for Tues. 5/14 

No, I don’t. I assumed that he would be too busy. But you can certainly ask him. 
On 5/1/13 4:48 PM, Bullard, Melissa M. wrote: 

That’s too bad about Terry’s departure on the :[4th. I wish we could have found another day and 
included him, though I’m sure he will be with us in spirit (unless he has an evening flight and could 

be free for lunch). Jay, do you happen to know when his flight leaves? oM 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Bullard, Melissa M.; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa; Brundage, 
William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Re: Lunch with the admin group settled for Tues. 5/14 

Wow--Terry was assoc chair? I didn’t realize that. (Maybe interim for a semester or something?) If I’d 

realized it, I would have invited him to lunch. But I happen to know that he’s leaving the country on May 

14, so that’s not going to work. Oh well, we’ll say a kind word about him on May 14. 

On 5/1/13 4:28 PM, Kramer, Lloyd S wrote: 

Melissa, 
Thanks for this message and the opportunity to join this great group of people for a lunch. 

There is absolutely no way that I could have been chair of the History department without the 

outstanding work of everyone who has been part of the administrative "team" over the 

years. Judith Bennett was the DGS when I started in Jan. 2004, but she is now far away. Terry 

also served a term as associate chair while I was chair, but I can’t be sure of the year at the 

moment. In any case, I look forward to joining this good group for lunch. Everyone has done 

so much to serve the department! Many thanks, Lloyd 

From: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Cc: Smith, Jay M; Fletcher, W Miles; Radding, Cynthia; Duval, Kathleen A; Lindsay, Lisa; 
Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
Subject: Lunch with the admin group settled for Tues. 5/14 

Dear Lloyd, It’s all settled for Tues. 5/:[4 at :[:30 at the Carolina Inn. Some of the 

group will be assembling in the office complex at :[::[5 to walk over° Others can join at 

the Inn. Thanks for holding the two dates open. I am delighted we have been finally 

able to nail down a date and time. Everyone is looking forward to the occasion! Best, 

Melissa 

From: Bullard, Melissa M. 



Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:19 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Lunch with the admin group Mon or Tues 5/13 or 5/14 please hold open 
Importance: High 

Dear Lloyd, We are having a bit of trouble finding a date and time when the whole admin 

group can meet to take you out to lunch. In the meantime, would you kindly hold open 

either Mon. 5/13 starting at 12 or 12:30 or Tues. 5/14 starting at 1:15 or 1:30? I hope to 

have an answer by tomorrow, but it would be too bad if we made arrangements, only to find 

that you were already booked on one of those days. Let me know. Thanks, Melissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 10:50 AM 

Bruno, John <jbruno@unc.edu> 

Re: sorry 

John: Glad you figured it out. Our system was to create a spread sheet, have everyone rank the proposals from 
1 to 5, do averages beforehand, and then talk over the real contenders in the meeting. Disagreemnts were few 
and minor, and the discussion was always illuminating. Our meetings generally also took 90 mins to two hours. 
Not such a terrible assignment, given all the other service possibilities out there. 

Thanks for your nice words about my "activism" (one thing to call it, I guess.) I’m glad you feel inclined to dive 
in to some of the issues yourself. I can’t tell you how turned off by the admin I’ve been these last few years 
(honestly, a *disastrous* set of leaders, I don’t care how many celebrations we throw for Holden). I really think 
admin needs faculty holding their feet to the fire, on all sorts of things. We’ve become a bit too complacent. 

Anyway, maybe I’ll see you on the barricades one of these days .... 

Jay 
On 5/2/13 8:25 AM, John Bruno wrote: 

Hi Jay, no worries. 

I all worked out. 

We met Tuesday and got though them in 90 min. 

It was a really fun, very diverse committee. There wasn’t much chance to impose order or planning on them, all 
(except me) being distinguished full profs with the usual very head strong opinions! 

Thanks for trying to help me. 

PS, I really appreciate your campus activism, e.g. you op-eds and comments on the DTH. It truly inspires me to 
get more involved. Ive been so turned offby the admin here that I largely disengaged from the caxnpus 
community. But I recently have beginning coming back, mainly due to what I see as very positive changes in our 
deanery (mainly Terry and Kevin). We axe also losing a terrible chair and gaining what we think will be a good 
one. 

On Wednesda),, Ma)~’ 1, 2013 at 4:57 PM, Js+’ Smith wrote: 

John--sorry that I completely zoned out about the call Monday AND 
neglected to check my voice mail until now. If you’re free now, I could 
call you--but I’m not sure I heard the number correctly. I’m heading 
hom and will check email again in about 15 mins. Let me know where to 
call, of if you’d like to try tomorrow morning. 

Jay 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

March 2, 2015 

HAMILTON HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3195 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3195 

Dear teaching applicant: 

As you probably know, the History Department and the University are confronting 
extremely difficult budgetary constraints this year. Because the department faces a 
deficit in its instructional budget for the first time in memory, we will be able to offer 
in 2013-2014 only a few additional sections of courses to be taught independently by 
our recent graduates and advanced ABD’s. We are therefore unable to offer you a fall 
teaching appointment at this time. The selection committee made its very difficult 
decisions on the basis of a) curricular needs; b) appropriate teaching experience for 
the courses in question; c) a desire to provide teaching opportunities to those who 
have not yet had the chance to teach their own courses; d) the ability to work with 
teaching assistants (where appropriate.) 

With your permission, we will keep your application on file for consideration of 
spring 2014 courses and in case any contingencies emerge between now and the fall. 

Be assured that our inability to offer you a teaching appointment in the fall is a 
reflection not of your merits but of an extremely dire budgetary picture. We were 
impressed, once again, by the talents and teaching dedication of the Ph.D’s being 
produced in the UNC History program. We thank you for your application and wish 
you the best for the fall. 

Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

T 919.962.2115 

F 919.962.I4O3 

Sincerely, 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor and Associate Chair 
Department of History 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 7:16 PM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

ARG list 

Wayne--I just wanted you to know that someone forwarded my ARG email 
about Mary’s recent harassment to the athletics dept, and I’m now 
getting unpleasant emails of my own from Vince Ille, the AD for 
compliance. The details are beside the point. I just mention it to 
underline, again, the risks of opening the listserv to any and all 
comers. A still think a litmus test of some kind might be worth thinking 
about. 

As for me, since I’m not one for self-censoring or restraint on matters 
athletic, I’ll probably not be contributing to the list at all any 
longer. I may even withdraw. (This is not the first time I’ve received 
an unsolicited email from some bozo who had been sent one of my listserv 
messages.) You might even want to consider setting up a yahoo or google 
group account. That might circumvent some of these problems. Just a bit 
of unsolicited advice. 

Thanks again for stepping into the breach with the group. If I 
unsubscribe from the list, I’ll ask someone to forward me the key 
messages. I still plan to attend meetings when I can. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:12 AM 

Michele Longino <michelel@duke.edu> 

Re: Hello! 

Michele--Ditto. It’s been too long. My major distraction in the past two years hasn’t been chairing--it’s been 
athletics. That’s a long story I’ll regale you with over the summer sometime... 

Jay 
On 5/7/13 10:03 PM, Michele Longino wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
It was good to see you from across the table at the NHC on Sunday evening! I feel so very out of 
touch with you - I’ve been in touch with most things and people for quite a stretch. You have been 
busy deaning and chairing - I hope you’re surviving all of this administering! If you would ever 
have a day free for lunch, I would love to get together with you and talk early modern, and our 
respective areas of research and writing. I am very much enj oying our new colleague Ellen Welch, 
a great addition! Let me know if you would like to and have a moment free to get together, not 
immediately we all need to recover from the academic year, but sometime over the summer. 
I will be here, writing for (almost) the entire stretch. 
Best, 
Mich~le 

Michele Longino 
Professor, French & Italian Studies 
Campus Director Duke-in-France, 2012-13 
Dept of Romance Studies 
205 Languages 
Box 90257 
Duke University 
Durham, NC 27708-0257 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:34 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Excellent article 

h~p:,qwww.lmffinglor~post.co~r~/isiahothomasi51ackomalesoa~Netesoando b 3232989.h~fl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 8, 2013 4:03 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~errin@unc.edu> 
tomorrow? 

Andy--Still on for coffee tomorrow at 1:30? Did we pick a place? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:41 PM 

McReynolds, Louise <louisem@email.unc.edu> 

Re: schedule 

ha--no one that exciting. 
On 5/8/13 2:19 PM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 
> okey dokey! will Jay Bilas be at your other meeting? 
> 
> On 5/8/2013 12:07 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> OK, maybe closer to 2:45 (I’ll be coming from another meeting.) 
>> On 5/8/13 11:14 AM, Louise McReynolds wrote: 
>>> Very much so, please. I’ll be at the office from 2:30? thanks, Louise 
>>> 
>>> On 5/8/2013 11:11 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Louise: I’m unavoidably working on the schedule at home today. But 
>>>> tomorrow afternoon (2:30 or 3?) I could meet with you for a while to 
>>>> show you what I’ve done and why, and to show you how the loose ends 
>>>> are 
>>>> being tied up. Would you like to meet? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11 : 11 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~t)errin@unc.edu> 
Re: tomorrow? 

sure thing 
On 5/8/13 10:05 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Yes! Daily Grind okay? 
> 
>ap 
> 
> On 05/08/2013 04:03 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Andy--Still on for coffee tomorrow at 1:30? Did we pick a place? -Jay 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:53 PM 

Bethany S. Keenan <bkeenan@coe.edu> 

Re: French Rev 

Baker is a document reader; Arab spring was awesome. 
On 5/6/13 1:41 PM, Bethany S. Keenan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks! This is very helpful. I’ve been wanting to use more novels in class myself but I am never 
sure how long to give for them, as you mentioned, or how to teach them. I should work on that. Or 
just work on sitting and knitting ominously and see how many of them get the reference. 

Two questions for you: 

1) Do you have a documents reader you use? 

2) How’d the Arab Spring assignment work out? That sounds awesome! 

Arab Spring is appropriate actually: I am at this very moment proctoring my exam for Modern 
Middle East -- to which *I* was late. They did not start a revolution. They did, however, laugh at 
me as I ran up to the building. 

bk 

On Sun, May 5, 2013 at 9:55 AM, Jay Smith           emai~.unc.edu> wrote: 
Greetings, Bethany. Always nice to hear from you. Actually, I don’t think you *can* access my 
syllabus, since I don’t make mine available to the dept except under coercion. (I consider them 
intellectual property--low-grade property, to be sure, but still...) So I’m attaching. I must confess 
that I don’t think this last version of the course worked terribly well, so rll be revising. (For 
example, they really didn’t like the ’Onion’ headlines assignment; I WAY overestimated 
undergraduates’ sense of humor.) 

The books I am always happy to use and likely to use again are Baker, Walzer, and Tackett. (The 
Tackett works very nicely in conjunction with the film La Nuit de Varennes.) The Popkin is a 
nice and short survey, though I’m considering moving to a meatier survey that students will read 
in throughout the semester--maybe William Doyle’s Oxford History of the French Rev. I am 
likely to substitute the new book, The French Rev in Global Perspective, for the Dubois/Garrigus 

book on Haiti, which is a little too document-centered. 

What should you read for background? Hmm. There’s a newish book on the Terror by David 
Andress that’s both measured and chock full of interesting detail (good for cribbing.) I also still 
love R. R. Palmer’s Twelve who Ruled (also very good for cribbing.) Tackett’s other 
revolutionary book, Becoming Revolutionary (I think that’s the title) is really good for the first 
year or so of the Rev, and particularly the political dynamic in the National Assembly. On 
family/gender, Suzanne Desan’s The Family on Trial (is that the title?) is also really good. On 
Napoleon, I really enjoyed Stephen Englund’s bio Napoleon: A Political Life. 



I’m considering assigning either Dickens’s A Tale of Two Cities or even the Hilary Mantel novel 
on the Revolution (God I’m bad with titles.) Mantel is really long, though, so I’m still pondering. 

If you have more specific questions about specific themes/subj ects, let me know .... 

Jay 
On 5/4/13 10:27 PM, Bethany S. Keenan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Hope the end of the spring semester is going well. I’m writing with a teaching 
request. Next spring, I’m teaching French Revolution for the first time, and I’m 
looking for some recommendations. I can get your syllabus from the UNC site, but I 
was looking for two things in particular: 

1) readings that you thought worked really well with students 
2) readings not for students, but for me, for prep. 

I haven’t done much French Rev reading since comps, and that was a while ago. 
Obviously I don’t want a whole comps list again, much as I enjoyed it the first time, 
but if you had suggestions on books I should read to prep that would be great. I’m 
planning on doing the syllabus this summer, as I learned the very hard way this 
spring that trying to prep fall semester for a new spring course is only asking for 
pain. 

thanks, and perhaps I’ll see you in Montreal next year? 

bk 

Bethany S. Keenan 
As si stant Profes sor, Hi story 
Coe College 
1220 First Avenue NE 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 5:49 PM 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

histfac? 

Nancy--can you remind me of the name of the listserv that’s for History 
troublemakers like me? hisffac@listserv.unc.edu? I want to send around 
Jacquelyn’s excellent N&O piece .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 5:50 PM 

Hall, Jacquelyn <j hall@email.unc, edu> 

nice 

Jacquelyn: 
Great op-ed in the N&O. And thanks for getting yourself arrested. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 9, 2013 6:30 PM 

histfac@listserv.unc.edu 
Jacquelyn’s N&O piece 

I hope everyone saw the excellent piece by Jacquelyn Hall and Bill Chafe 
in the N&O: 

~:l~1w, ww.r~ewsobser~¢er.com!2013/05/08/2880510ia~oncohisto                 html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 6:22 PM 

Hall, Jacquelyn <j hall@email.unc, edu> 

Re: [histfac] Jacquelyn’s N&O piece 

Jacquelyn--yes, I think Nancy has to "subscribe" your new address to the 
list. -Jay 
On 5/10/13 4:29 PM, Hall, Jacquelyn wrote: 
> Hi Jay, thanks so much for circulating. 
> 
> Can you tell me how to switch to my gmail address on this list? I wanted to send a message to all but can’t do so from that address. 
> 

> Many I need to contact Nancy? 
> 
> Many thanks, jh 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               emaiLunc.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 6:30 PM 
> To: History Faculty Forum 
> Subject: [hisffacl Jacquelyn’s N&O piece 
> 

> The views expressed by participants in this forum do not represent official views of the Department of History at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
> I hope everyone saw the excellent piece by Jacquelyn Hall and Bill Chafe in the N&O: 
> 
> ~:iiwww.~ewsobserver.co~’2013/05/08/2880510ia~oncoNsto html 
> 

> 

> The views expressed by participants in this forum do not represent official views of the Department of History at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
> -- You are currently subscribed to hisffac as: jhall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
id-62490629.b675a4e75833b9770292[b4c3a2bbdea&a=T&l-hisffac&o-33098192, or send a blank email to leave-33098192- 
62490629.b675a4e75833b9770292fb4c3a2bbdea@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 9:29 AM 

Worthen, Molly <mworthen@unc.edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: article for website 

Definitely. 

Molly--when I get back from France in a few weeks, I’d like to feature 
you on the dept home page. I think alumni and others would enjoy reading 
about your relationship to the NYT and your ongoing engagement with 
current issues. You can be my last "feature" as associate 
chair/gatekeeper of the website. Does that sound OK? -Jay 
On 5/11/13 7:25 PM, Molly Worthen wrote: 
> Dear Nancy and Jay, 
> 
> I have an essay in this Sunday’s NY Times and I thought I’d send 
> along the link in case there is room on the department website: 
> 
> times.corn/2013/05/12io~il~ior~ismadavi~ove othv oimmi eroas-thvsel£ 
> 

> 

> thanks! 
> Molly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:10 PM 

Bullard, Melissa M. <mbullard@email.unc.edu>; Duval, Kathleen A 
<duval@email.unc.edu>; Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu>; Fletcher, W 
Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu>; Brundage, William Fitzhugh 
<brundage@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Lindsay, Lisa 
<lalindsa@email.unc.edu> 
lunch 

On Lloyd’s lunch....The case of wine lS slt[lng in my office, ready for 
presentation. The bill was $206.94, so contributions of $25-30 are just 
right. (Most of you have already contributed--here’s a very gentle 
reminder to those who haven’t.) 

I didn’t try to gift-wrap, by the way; it’s just too cmnbersome. I hope 
that doesn’t detract from the ceremonial quality of the event. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 10:27 AM 

Golsan, Richard J <rjgolsan@tamu. edu> 

Re: FW: Summer Attire 

Hilarious! 
On 5/17/13 10:23 AM, Golsan, Richard J wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

Good talking to you just now. I couldn’t resist sending you this, just in case UNC depresses you occasionally. 

Personally, Vm in flip flops and -tshirts for "business sub-casual"! 

All best, 

Joe 

From: Distribution List A [mailto:DIST-A@TAMU.EDU] On Behalf Of Tracy Cullen 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:06 AM 

To: DIST-A@TAMU.EDU 
Subject: Summer Attire 

Sent on behalf of ]~resident Loftin. 

May 17, 2013 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

SUBJECT: 

Distribution A Recipients 

Summer Attire 

The fast-approaching summer temperatures provide an excellent opportunity to 
somewhat relax our business dress standard. When appropriate, I encourage you 
to wear business casual office attire until September 2, the start of the new 
academic year. If you have questions about what is appropriate business casual 
attire for your area, please speak with your immediate supervisor. As in the past, 
Fridays are designated as "spirit" days, and I encourage you to wear appropriate 
apparel that contains a Texas A&M or departmental logo. 

I, of course, will continue to wear a bowtie! 

I hope you have a great summer. 

(signed) 

R. Bowen Loftin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:23 PM 

Barnes, Brenda C <bbames@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Reminder: Continuing Education Statistical Report, 2012-2013 

Brenda--when will this be done? I’m leaving the office of associate chair for my dept (to who this is assigned) in 30 
days. If this is something that will be done after that date, you’ll want to contact professor Terence Mclntosh 
(mcintosh@email.unc.edu). 
On 5/29/13 1:01 PM, Barnes, Brenda C wrote: 

C. E. Contact, 

Just a friendly reminder that I need the contact person from your department. This information is important so 

that we will know who will provide the Continuing Education Statistical information from your department. Please 

respond by Friday, May 31. 

Thank you. 

Brenda Barnes 

From: Barnes, Brenda C 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 12:20 PM 

To: Portnow, Allison; Mitchell, Brenda O; Morrison, Pamela M; Tan, Valerie W; ’cornell@email.unc.edu’; 
’laresia farrinqton@dentistry.unc.edu’; Egan, Chris; Ray, Gwendolyn; Anderson, Daniel; Ridley, Stephanie Maher; 
Conrad, Jill A; ’maqhon walker@unc.edu’; Seger, Julie; Smith, Jay M; ’wfrey@email.unc.edu’; Dyar, Caroline Esmat; 
Powell, Amy; Green, Charles; Garrettson, Mariana; Penny, Michael; Narron, Tina; Carlock, Jacqueline S; Vassiliadis, 
Kim; Kane, Tony; Hudson, Douglas S; Phelps, Adam R; Katz, Mark; ’swms@email.unc.edu’; Davis, Lauren Elizabeth; 
Taft, Annie M.; ’ssnyder@unc.edu’; Sills, Krista Lloyd; Miller, Claire; Eubanks, Shannon G; 

’debbie atkinson@unc.edu’; Mabe, Rebecca L; Traub, Juliet G 
Cc: Bruce, Rob; Madill, Valerie S 
Subject: Continuing Education Statistical Report, 2012-2013 

Dear C.E. Contact, 

Each year the Friday Center completes the Continuing Education Statistical Report to send out to the 

departments who provide continuing education to students interested in furthering their education. I am 

contacting you to confirm that you are still the contact person and that you are still in charge of providing the 

statistical information from your department for the report. 

I’ve attached last year’s Continuing Education Statistical Report for your reference. I would appreciate your 

letting me know if there have been any changes in your onyen, CB# or phone number so that I can modify our 

data base accordingly. Please let me know if you are no longer your department’s contact person. If another 

individual has been named to replace you, I would appreciate your letting me know by May 31, 2013 who that 

is and how he or she may be reached. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions you have about providing data for the report. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Barnes 

843-5803 

bbarnes@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 2:58 PM 

Adam R. Seipp <aseipp@neo.tamu.edu> 

Re: book 

Adam--thanks for this. Maybe we’ll plan on talking in the last week of 
June. More later... Jay 

PS If I already responded to you, just chalk it up to premature senility. 
On 5/28/13 4:06 PM, Adam R. Seipp wrote: 
> Jay, 

> Great to hear from you. We are in Munich for the month. As we discussed during your visit, I was a little nervous about how the 
kids (and particularly the 1-year-old) would adjust to the change of lifestyle. The answer is, evidently, that it takes babies a lot longer 
than adults to get overjetlag. 
> 
> I was actually in Paris last week for a few days at a conference. I should have thought to drop you a line. 
> 
> I would be more than happy to talk with you. We will be back in the states on June 25. We can certainly do something via skype 
before then, with the exception of June 15-23, when we will be on an actual vacation in Italy and avoiding the internet like the plague. 
> 
> Hope your summer is going well. 
> 
> Adam 

Original Message ..... 
> From: "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
> To: "Adam R Seipp" <aseipp@neo.tamu.edu> 
> Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2013 1:49:13 PM 
> Subject: book 
> 
> Hi Adam--long delay in the follow up, but....it was great seeing you in 
> College Station. I still haven’t quite absorbed the fact that you "took 
> classes" with Vince Carter and Antawn Jamison. What a wild undergrad 
> experience you had! 
> 
> After I return from France on June 8, I plan to put this sport scandal 
> book into overdrive. If you’re still willing to talk to me "on the 
> record" (or even "off," though "on" would be better) about your 
> experiences in AFRI, maybe we could find a time to talk later in the 
> summer. Let me know your thoughts .... 

> Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June l, 2013 5:42 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

buy Colin Hay and Crimson and Clover 



FRANCES GOLDIN LITERARY AGENCY 

GUIDELINES FOR NON-FICTION BOOK PROPOSALS 

Writing a compelling book proposal is the key to selling your book and getting the best possible 

terms for your project. Publishers need to thoroughly understand the genesis of the project and 

its scope, your passion for it and approach to the material, what the chapters may include, how 

and to whom it will be marketed, and what is so special and unique about the project as a whole. 

The whole document should be double-spaced and consecutively paginated, with each new 

section beginning on a separate page. Make a nice cover page and table of contents. The 

following sections are generally included, sometimes in a different order, depending on the 

relative strengths of the various elements: 

Overview & Project Summary    You should write 3 - 6 pages on what the book is about, 

what prompted you to write it and why it is needed. Start with a strong first paragraph designed 

to hook the reader. Explain what makes your book unique compared to others in that area, what 
your approach will be and anything special that will make it stand out from the pack. Briefly 

mention your credentials here, referring to them more extensively later on. 

Marketing and Promotion This section should describe the main and subsidiary audiences for 

the book, and also go into some detail about your platform. It’s best for trade books if you can 

define several overlapping audiences. What will your book do for these audiences and why 

should they buy it? A good platform - what you bring to the distribution effort - is very 

important today, as publishers have fewer resources in-house to promote books themselves. 

Professional affiliations, a record of speaking engagements, television and radio appearances are 

traditional and still important, but social media has become a crucial element in the mix. 

Facebook and Twitter are important for platform-building and actual marketing campaigns, and 

blogging not only on your own site but key news and relevant sites will be helpful. Your own 

website is a must. Having some of these elements in place at the outset can tip the scales in your 

favor. 

Author’s Bio A narrative paragraph or page that emphasizes your experience and training in 
your field and establishes your expertise in the area, plus any previous publishing credits of note, 
media appearances, lectures on the subject and the like. (An extended C.V. can also be included 
as an appendix). 

Working Outline This can be organized to suit the contents; chapter-by-chapter as in a Table 

of Contents or section by section. Under each heading, write a brief narrative description of no 
more than a few hundred words about the contents of each chapter. Editors need to see the scope 

of the project, your approach, and, especially in non-fiction, to see that there is enough material 

for a full-length book. 



Publishing Specifications How long is your book? (80,000 - 100,000 words is about 

average) Mention the number of photos or illustrations, specific ideas as to format, size and style, 

and how long you will need to complete it. A year to 18 months is standard. 

Competitive and Comparative Titles Give a brief analysis of other titles in the past few years 

that fall into the topic area of your book. List the ones that did well. 

Sample Chapters One or two sample chapters or a representative section, as a sample of 

your writing and the way you approach the material. It’s best if you include one of the substantial 

chapters from farther into the book itself- i.e. not the introductory chapter, as it often 

recapitulates your arguments in the Overview, which the editor may have just read. 

Today, more research than you may think initially is needed before submitting a polished book 
proposal to publishers. Not only is the editorial bar higher than ever, but sales and marketing 
departments often have veto power, no matter how much an editor may love the book. Authors 
must bring not only their expertise but a polished writing style, a decent platform, and the energy 
to do substantial self-promotion to insure the best possible reception for their project. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 9:14 AM 

Kramer, Lloyd S <lkramer@email.unc.edu> 

Ian 

Lloyd--just a quick fyi to tell you that Ian Crowe’s book was reviewed 
(with several others) in the most recent TLS. Good for Ian. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 1:21 PM 

Reinert, Thomas J <treinert@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Ian 

mais oui 
On 6/2/13 9:16 PM, Reinert, Thomas J wrote: 

Bonjour Jay-- How is France? Thanks for letting me know about Ian’s book review. I’ll try to get a 
hold of it. Let me know when you get back from France--we can have lunch, oui? --Tom 

From: Jay Smith ~>~smith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2013 9:15 AM 
To: Reinert, Thomas J 
Subject: Ian 

Tom--greetings from France. Just a quick word to tell you that Ian 
Crowe’s book was reviewed (with a couple others) in the most recent TLS. 
Nice thing for Ian. Maybe it will help to get him out of deepest Georgia... 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:25 PM 

NHC Fellowships <fellowships@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Re: reply requested: National Humanities Center 

Thanks. It’s a matter of finding the time to write the proposal. But I’m planning on it .... 
On 6/6/13 2:55 PM, NHC Fellowships wrote: 

Dear Jay, 

This is MUCH better news. I really do hope you’ll apply!!! 

Warmly, 
Cassie (Elizabeth) 

On Thu, Jun 6, 2013 at 2:50 PM, Jay Smith <~Tsmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Elizabeth--I’d generally be happy to do so, but I’m considering applying myself. (OK if I rate 
myself, giving myself a rave review? Yeah, I thought not.) -Jay Smith 
On 6/6/13 11:42 AM, NHC Fellowships wrote: 

Dear National Humanities Center Referee, 

Thank you for your past participation in our review of fellowship applications. I 
write in the hope that you will once again contribute your expertise and time to our 
endeavor. 

Simply reply to this message with "yes" in the body of the email to indicate that 
you would be willing to read up to six (6) applications in your discipline. 

If you are willing to read more than six applications, please indicate the maximum 
number you will read in the body of your email reply to us. Likewise, if you would 
prefer to read fewer than six, let us know. 

I expect we will be sending applications out for review by external referees at the 
end of October, with the expectation that evaluations will be returned to us by 
December 1. 

Each year, NHC fellowships are awarded to mid-career and senior scholars on the 
basis of peer-review. Three external evaluations by field specialists are required for 
each application we receive, and our final selection committee relies heavily on 
these peer assessments. I realize that our review process depends on the generosity 



of scholars who are already heavily burdened by academic service and other 
professional commitments. Rigorous peer-review remains, in my view, 
indispensable to advancing humanistic scholarship, and I hope that by limiting the 
number of applications we send to you that you will be able to participate again this 
year without too much hardship. 

If you are unable to serve as a referee this year, please write "no" in the body of your 
email reply. 

Thank you again for your past generosity. 

Warmly, 

Elizabeth Mansfield 

Elizabeth C. Mansfield 

Vice President for Scholarly Programs 

National Humanities Center 

7 T.W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

919-54%0~56 ~ 

follow us on Twitter: 

Elizabeth C. Mansfield 
Vice President for Scholarly Programs 
National Humanities Center 



7 TW Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27703 
919-549-0661 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:33 PM 

Batten, Taylor <tbatten@charlotteobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

JaySmith3 .jpg 

OK, here’s the picture. 
On 6/26/13 12:29 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Thanks. And I’ll make the "disgraceful" change. 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 12:24 PM, Jay Smith <j_’4ysmi~email.tmc.edt~> wrote: 
Taylor--great. rll find a pic and send it along shortly. Could I ask for one small change in the 
last sentence? Can you change "disgraceful" to "unseemly"? 

Yes, still exclusive. -Jay 
On 6/26/13 12:17 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Jay, 
I like this and think I can get it in tomorrow’s paper. Is it still exclusive to us? And 
can you send me a photo of you? We usually run a small headshot of the authors of 
guest pieces. 

Thanks, 
Taylor B atten 

On Sun, Jun 23, 2013 at 12:13 PM, Jay Smith ~la~smith@emaiLtmc.edt~> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Batten: 
I hope you’ll consider running this opinion piece in the Observer. (You have my 
word that I will NOT be sending this anywhere else until I hear from you.) 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 



Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
(704) 358-5934 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:41 PM 

Batten, Taylor <tbatten@charlotteobserver.com> 

Re: op-ed 

Until July 1! 
On 6/26/13 12:37 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Thanks. Thorp is still currently the chancellor? 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 12:33 PM, Jay Smith ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
OK, here’s the picture. 
On 6/26/13 12:29 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Thanks. And I’ll make the "disgraceful" change. 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 12:24 PM, Jay Smith <j~,smith@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Taylor--great. rll find a pic and send it along shortly. Could I ask for one small 
change in the last sentence? Can you change "disgraceful" to "unseemly"? 

Yes, still exclusive. -Jay 
On 6/26/13 12:17 PM, Batten, Taylor wrote: 

Jay, 
I like this and think I can get it in tomorrow’s paper. Is it still 
exclusive to us? And can you send me a photo of you? We usually 
run a small headshot of the authors of guest pieces. 

Thanks, 
Taylor B atten 

On Sun, Jun 23, 2013 at 12:13 PM, Jay Smith 
email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Batten: 
I hope you’ll consider running this opinion piece in the Observer. 
(You have my word that I will NOT be sending this anywhere else 
until I hear from you.) 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 



TaFdor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
~704) 358-5934 

Ta}dor Batten 
Editorial Page Edffor 
The Charlotte Observer 
~704) 358-5934 

Taylor Batten 
Editorial Page Editor 
The Charlotte Observer 
(704) 358-5934 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:15 PM 

David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Charlotte Observer 

FYI, David. 

~ :iiwww. charlolleob ser~zer.colrLi2013/06/26/4131029/theoreaIodisgraceoat-unc-chapeLh{rr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 5:11 PM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Charlotte Observer 

Michael: 
I’m quite pessimistic about the prospects for faculty push-back of any 
sort. Most are indeed somnolent, and of those who show up at Faculty 
Council, a small coterie of pro-athletics insiders (led by Boxill) more 
or less controls the floor. Did you hear that our resolution to ban 
Thursday night football games (except on fall break) was voted down by 
the General Faculty at the last meeting? 30-26 was the vote. Of course, 
that a General Faculty meeting would have 56 people attending tells you 
all you need to know. 

Perhaps a College faculty meeting, as you suggested, would have a chance 
to make some noise. I’m just not sure how to push for such a thing, 
since I’m undoubtedly on the Dean’s hit list. She knows my opinion of 
her leadership, I’m afraid. I think I’ll suggest this to others, see how 
they respond. 

By the way--Mary and I would very much like to talk to Madeline Levine 
at some point. Think you could make an introduction of sorts? (Or simply 
ask her if she wouldn’t mind talking?) Thanks for thinking about it. 
Jay 
On 6/29/13 9:39 AM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 
> Thanks, Jay! Well put (as usual). 
> 
> I was struck by the one comment on your piece expressing surprise that 
> an employee could so freely criticize the company and get away with 
> it. Sadly this view of the faculty as hired hands seems not only 
> commonplace but the de facto position of the UNC faculty. If so, the 
> future of athletics on campus is in the hands of our corporate 
> masters. Any sense of a significant current of faculty discontent? If 
> after all that has happened, the faculty is still somnolent, the 
> future seems clear. Perhaps linking a clean athletic program to the 
> number of faculty parking slots would do the trick. 
> 
> All best -- Michael 
> 

> 

> On 06/28/2013 09:59 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Michael: 
>> Don’t know if you read the Observer (I generally don’t.) So... 
>> 

>> ~:iiwww.c~flot~eobserver~comi2013iO(~/2(~i4131029/~he-rea~-dis~race-at~ncocha~eI.h~ml 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, June 30, 2013 11:21 AM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu> 
Re: UNC 

Stream of consciousness doesn’t bother me. Keep it coming! Don’t know if you knew this, by the way: guess who else in 
administration had known Holden since he was a kid. Bobbi Owen. The fact that Owen has been in her position for 10 years, 
despite having the respect of no one who’s actually had to work with her, owes a lot to the Holden connection. So what 
you’re saying sounds awfully right to me .... 
On 6/30/13 11:05 AM, Cookie Newsom via LinkedIn wrote: 

Cookie Newsom 
Director of Field Placement at Antioch University Midwest 

Pa£ 
One of the first indications t had that Holden was not the man I thought he was 
happened when Bobbie Owen, your old boss, decided to throw Fred Ctark, my 
good friend and decades long employee of the University tinder the bus. 
Admittedly i only heard one side of this, but according to Fred she iust summarily 
dismissed him from Summer Bridge, a program he had been spear heading for 
ages~ Hotden reflJsed to intervene The second clue I got, besides him 
manipulating privilege and payment for his friend Terd, one of the most devious 
and dishonest people on the ptanet, was when Bitl Roper did a gender lynching 
of Etta Pisano~ Etta is now the Dean of the South Carolina School of Medicine, 
but she basically ran the UNC School of Medicine while Roper concentrated on 
the University Heatth System. She ran into diffic~Aty by adding gender and racial 
diversity in some of the administrative rotes and was basically tossed to the 
wotves. Her staff was cut, her budget was cut and the attempt to marginalize her 
because she woutd not protect the status quo ( are you seeing a pattern here?) 
became obvious. When she received her offer from SC Holden repo~edly told 
Roper to make her a counter offer, t wish you wo~Ad ask her to see the letter he 
sent her. Far from an encouragement to stay with the University it was a laundry 
list of behaviors she needed to change, including being quiet in board meetings 
untess she was spoken to 

I was the Chair of the Black Faculty Staff Caucus for most of my years at 
Carolina. One day Hotden came down to talk to me, to ask for my advice on 
some things. While he was in my office t asked him to begin to pay more 
attention to what was happening and what was not happening on our campus 
when it came to diversity, finances and %Ate a few other things. His answer to 
me ? "We hire good people and t have to trust them and not micro-manage." 
Huh? Aren’t you in charge? Shoutdn t you know when strong women are being 
driven off campus and minorities are disappearing from faculty and administration 
like snowballs on the steps of South Building in Juty? 

The search committees at Carolina are a joke. They are pretend facades. I know 
that Taffye was rated a distant third of the three final candidates for VP of 
Diversity ( Both Rumay Alexander from the Schoot of Nursing and I made it to the 
semi-finals I knew they would not hire me I do not know my place and fought the 
status quo for years. Ditto Rumay) and yet she was hired. Holden announced at 
a BFSC meeting that they had been friends since he was 8. And that was 
another of his problems. If you were his friend he trusted you even though 
everyone else tried to tetl you. Taffye is as mentioned eadier a train wreck but I 
am convinced that is the way Carolina keeps the white male supremacist status 
quo by making the diversity office impotent and disrespected. 



BTW I hope you do not mind the stream of consciousness mode of my posts. 
am just jotting down things as t remember them. >) 

A few years back we hired Peggy Jabtonski from Brown University to be the Vice 
Chancellor for Student Affairs. Peggy came on campus bushy uncut unstyled 
hair haing down her back wearing wdnkted linen jumpers and Birkenstock 
sandals. She called me and asked me to attend a meeting of her executive 
cabinet. In that meeting she totd me it sickened her to see how "lily-white" the 
administration of SA was and announced she was promoting Melissa Exum 
immediately to Associate VC and intended to hire a tot more peopte of color. 
Within three months Peggy had forgotten all about diversity ( she had promoted 
Melissa and brought Winston Crisp over from the taw school white the Social 
Justice Mojo was still on her) permed her hair was wearing tailored suits and 
high heels to work. They got to her. 

She invited me to the opening luncheon for SA at the Union( I was doing a 
workshop for them later that day) at which a man who was supposed to play 
guitar for half an hour launched into jokes and stories, staying on stage for 45 
minutes, Towards the end of his rambling presentation he told a story, He had 
he claimed been contacted by friends ( presumably white he did not specify) 
who were puzzled because their son had gotten offers or letters of interest from 
Harvard and Yate and Stanford. This son was according to the tale a slacker a 
poor student lazy and feckless. So his parents wanted this man our entertainer 
to investigate. Well to and behold he reported the child had checked " Native 
American on his application when he filled them out, So these etite institutions 
did not care if he was dumber than a right wing Republican from Snake’s Navel 
Arkansas (sorry) as long as he was of color. I can guarantee you two things, 
That story had been told before it was atl a tie of course and in other venues 
where there were no so many obviously black faces t bet he checked black 
according to the story t got up and left Here was a man tetling a story that was 
undoing our work and exposing 300 people charged with working with them One 
of the primary complaints of students of color at UNC is that they are told tacitty 
and overtly that they are only there because of the color of their skin both by 
some professors and some of their peers and some staff members Here was 
offered validation for that misconception. 

I did not make a scene t totd the people at my table i needed to go get ready for 
my presentation which was next and at the Alumni Center. Before I got back to 
my office I had a hand-wringing apology emait from Peggy~ "I did not know what 
he was going to say. i am so sorry, etc.) I totd her no one could know what fotks 
might say, that t did not blame her, but suggested some debriefing with her staff 
to remind them what he said was a lie. 

She evidently regretted lowering herself from her grand height to apologize to 
tittte old me. She started a campaign with my boss Archie that implied I was 
being difficult and intractable, i showed him the email, but frightened li~te toady 
he was he still made brief mention in my annual evaluation of some members of 
upper administration being concerned about my demeanor. The overall eval was, 
of course, excellent. More on Miss Peggy later. 

On 06/27/13 6:39 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

Cookie: So glad you "accepted" me. t would love to hear your perspective on 
things UNC if/when youre willing to share t was intrigued by what you said about 
information channels, for so many reasons. Reason #1-qve been wondering for 
three years: who in the world is giving Holden his advice??? But theres more we 
could tatk about, t’m sure. t don’t know if you remember me, but I was the assoc. 
dean for undergrad curricula (in Bobbi Owens shop) between 2004-2009. Hope 
to hear from you. -Jay Smith 

Reply to Cookie 

TIP You can respond to this message by replying to this emait 

You are receiving Linkedln message emails Unsubscribe 
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Eisler, Benita. TL~e Be{i/Ma~s Be~es 

Jul. 2013. 432p. illus, notes, index, iSBN 

978039306616& $29.95. ~m~ AeTS 

led him to make illustrating Indians’ tradi- 

tion~ customs and garb his li£ds mission. He 

visited more than 50 tribes b¢tw¢¢n 1830 

and 1836 and produc¢d hun&eds ofpaint- 

in~, port,sits, and life scenes docum¢nting 

the peoples o£the Northern Plains. His 600 

works, many i~ustmtd h¢r¢, are a treasure 

o£ pictorial information about the Indians 

at a period o£ upheaval owing both to the 

Indian R¢mov~ Act and epidemic disease. 

Although Catlin had limited commercial 

success as a painter, he went on to produce 

into a story and a world of its own," Es- 

trada (Ne~u Rin£s) says in this visual treat 

imaginative works by 180 artists and jewel- 

ers. Devoid of any commentary other than 

Estrada’s own short biography, a 

and an introduction, the majority of the 

book is devoted to the illustration of more 

than 500 pieces of personal, visual, wear- 

able art that anyone can own. The color- 

ful earrings featured are organized in four 

categories: elegant, daring, delicate, and 

sublime. Their designs range from the tra- 

ditional to the flamboyant, with a variety 

of techniques, including positive/negative, 

light/shadow, and asymmetrical forms and 

shapes. The work concludes with an index 

of artists arranged by first name and high- 

lighting their country of origin, educational 

training/background, selected exhibitions, 

and personal wcbsite. VER~OT This book 

should prov-e useful to both art students and 

the first live "~Zild ~cst" shows, which ap- 

pear to today’s eyes sensational and exploit- 

ativc. He died an impoverished man, but, as 

dreamed, his works arc now housed by the 

Smithsonian’s Museum of American Art. 

Eislcr (Bytve~: Child ~ Passio~h b~o! 

conducted extensive research into archives 

for this biography, surprisingly the first 

such depth. VERdiCT %Vhflc at t~es the nar- 

rxivc seems disjointed, the attentive reader 

will cNoy this ~scinating story.--Nan~y 

Nrner, Syracuse Univ. Lib., Rg 

Estrada, Nicolas. New Ea~’ril~£s: 500+ 
#esig#s fro~ £ro~l~d t!~e Wo~’h~I Thames & 
Hudson, dist. by Norton. 2013. 244p, photogs. 

index, iSBN 9780500290828. pap. $29.95. 

DECARTS 

"Every piece of jewelry draws the viewer 

other jewelry enthusiasts. Especially recom- 

mended for those whose collections focus on 

fashion, jewelry, and photography.--Stephen 

Arian Patrick, Jonesborough, TN 

{Sa~ry W ~egrar~S Yale Univ. in assoc, with 

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. 2013. 
448p. ed. by Leo Rubinfien. photogs, bibliog. 
index. ~$gN 9780300181778. $85. 

The Museum of Modern Art organized 

the first retrospective of photographer 

Garry Winogrand 25 years ago, only ~bur 

years after his death in 1984. Arguably, 

too little time had then elapsed to allow 

scholars and curators to respond fully to 

his work, much less examine the numer- 

ous posthumous undeveloped and un- 

printed rolls of film he left behind. This 

new retrospective and substantial catalog, 

published in association with the San Fran- 

cisco Museum of Modern Art and edited 

by photographer Rubinfien (A Map gfl the 

East), helps to redress that problem. The 

content--black-and-white plates showing 

the ~iall range of \Vinogrand’s work, as 

~vcll as critical essays, biographical infor- 

mation, and a bibliography--amounts to 

a portable symposium of the artist’s work. 

Although hc was adamantly not a political 

artist, the social ~brces roiling the mid- 

century United States in which Wine- 

grand lived nonetheless forcefully defined 

his work. The book also introduces read- 

ers to \Vinogrand the man, teacher, and 

friend: warts and a11. VENg~OT As a genre, 

retrospectives seem almost invariably affir- 

mativc in their assessment of their subject. 

Students of photography will appreciate 

this catalog’s balance of diverse critical 

views together with a genuinely warm and 

af~Sctionatc embrace of \Vinogrand as a 

person.--Michael Dashkin, New York 

~ Ferris, William. TL~e Storied S~,t~th: 

Voises 0f Writers a~l Artists Univ, of North 
Carotin& Aug. 2013. 288p. illus, hihfieg. 
index. 188N 9781468807542. $35 w/DVD. LiT 

Historian Fcrris (fbrmer chair, National 

Endowment ~br the Humanities; his- 

tory, Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel 

Hill; Give 2~iy Poor Heart Ease: Pbices of 

the Mississippi Blues) depicts the story- 

telling culture of the American South 

as one in which a sacred love of read- 

ing and writing was instilled early in the 

lives of children, many of whom grew 

up to become some of American’s most 

celebrated artists. Here, he documents 

interviews with 26 noted Southern writ- 

crs, photographers, painters, musicians, 

and scholars, including Eudora \Vclty, Al- 

ice V~alkcr, Robert Penn \Varrcn, Ernest 

Gaines, Alex Haley, B.B. King, and Pctc 

Sceger. Collected over the last 40 years, 

the interviews reveal the inspired lives of 

these artists and how their creativity was 

broadened by dabbling into other disci- 

plines such as photography and painting. 

The accompanying DVD features pre- 

scntations by and interviews with several 

artists to add another layer of insight to 

Ferris’s alrea@ wonderful work. VERdiCT 

Required fbr viewers and readers inter- 

csted in Southern fblkways and culturc.-- 

Joyce Sparrow, Kenneth City, FL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:11 PM 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: TA opportunities 

Miles--I’m sure you don’t need this reminder, but...it might be good to cap Matt at 110, so that the total number of 
students will eventually "attrit" toward that figure. -Jay 
On 7/2/13 3:11 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear Cynthia, 

As I wrote a few minutes ago to Jay, I was not sure whether "~ad officially graduated or not. 

In any event, I wil! write to Joe and Matt today. I will explain to Matt that the Department needs to cap Matt’s 

section of History :128 at its current enrollment of :1~L7 students and that it wants to replace ~vith 

as a T.A. in Matt’s section of History :140. I will write to Joe that the Department would like to 

assign to his section of History :127. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

From: Cynthia Radding [mailto:raddinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 2:21 PM 

To: Fletcher, W Miles 
(3¢: Smith, Jay M; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Jones, Joy Mann 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: TA opportunities 

Dear Miles: these are excellent suggestions, and I think you’re proposing two different alternatives. Thank 
you for noticing that                (who’s already been moved once) is an Americanist and could 
handle either 127 or 128. I don’t think that can serve as a TA, because she has defended her 
dissertation and graduated. I also saw on CV that he has taught 140 more than once, and he has no 
course conflicts for timing. 

I suggest that we invite        to TA in 140.003 (now taught by Matt Andrews, am I correct?) and ask 
to assist Joe Glatthaar in his section of 127 as a grader. In terms of enrollments, adding Joe’s 127 

gives us as many as 90 new students; I suggest that we leave Andrews’s 128 with two TAs, especially since 
he will teach 3 courses in the fall. 

Since Jay wants to bow out, Miles, -- once we have Fitz’s approval -- please write to or speak with the 
professors involved in these changes, and once I hear positively from you, I’ll write to         and 

Best, 
Cynthia 

On 7/2/2013 1:07 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 

Dear Cynthia, Jay, ..., 

My two cents of advice is the following. 

One could assign                 Lo History :140o003 and then assign 

Americanist working with Jackie Hall and Zaragosa Vargas, to Joe’s section of History :127. 

an 

has 



previously served as a ToA. in History 140; as is well known, however, the topics covered by any one 

section of 140 can change from semester to semester. 

Among the CCO instructors, one could ask            if she would be willing to serve as a T.A. in 

History 140.003, as       has helped with History 140 before. Then, one could move 

to Joe’s section of History 127. 

These maneuvers still leave Matt Andrews with only 2 T.A.’s in his section of History 128o 

zan be a T.A. in History 140 and if          can be a T.A. in Joe’s section of 127, then the 

Department could offer         a position in Matt’s section of History 128. 

Sincerely, 

Miles 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:11 PM 
To: Radding, Cynthia 
(~¢: Brundage, William Fitzhugh; Fletcher, W Miles; Jones, Joy Mann 
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: TA opportunities 

The CCO instructors who *might* be eligible are 
not an Americanist among them. 

I’d like to suggest finding a TA currently assigned to 128 and moving that person to Joe’s 127 
(if he/she is willing), and then putting i         in the place of the 128 TA.          is a 
20th-c specialist and would at least feel somewhat more comfortable in 128, I imagine. -Jay 
On 7/2/13 12:02 PM, Cynthia Radding wrote: 

Dear friends: 
Here is CV and his expressed teaching preferences. Clearly we 
cannot fill his preferences, since neither Jay nor Don is teaching a large sectioned 
course this coming semester. Our two openings are in U.S. history, and our 
pressin~ need is to find a grader for Joe’s 127. We could simply offer that to 

¯ take it or leave it. 

I rec’d an email from                                        and I do not 
think it would be wise to count on her at all for a TA position for this coming fall. 

The only other person for U.S. history who is still completing her dissertation is 
I do not know her directly and I do not know how well she could work 

with Joe. 

Fitz, Jay, and Miles, I’ll await your advice as to the best solution. Did you check 
the CCO list as I had suggested early last week? 

Cynthia 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:RE: TA opportunities 

Date:Tue, 2 Jul 2013 11:15:41 -0400 
From :i                          ~,email.unc.edu> 

To:Radding, Cynthia <radding@email.unc.edu> 
CC:Smith, Jay M <iavsmith@email.unc.edu>, Jones, Joy Mann 

<ioviones@email.unc.edu> 



Professors Radding and Smith, 

Attached find a shortened, one page version of my CV with the requested information on 
it. I am pretty flexible as far as the assignment goes, based largely on the well examined 
relationships between beggars and choosers. That said, I would prefer something that’s 
at least European in general geographical scope. I am working daily to try and finish off 
my dissertation and every hour that isn’t spent acquainting myself with an entirely foreign 
subject is one more spent bringing it up to a defendable level. 

As for the dissertation itself I have three chapters of seven submitted to Prof. Jarausch 
and another coming up soon. Despite some setbacks last year we are confident that I will 
be looking at a defense late in the coming semester. 

The specific consideration I would ask is that if either Professor Smith or Professor Reid 
are teaching (and do not have TA’s already selected that they would prefer to work with 
for whatever reason) I would welcome the opportunity to work in their classes specifically. 
They both sit on my committee and I would hope to be able to get letters of 
recommendation from them when I reach the job market. It would be very useful if they 
were able to comment with some first hand knowledge not only on my abilities as a 

researcher, but also as an educator. 

Best, 

From: Cynthia Radding [raddinq@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 8:26 PM 

To: 
C¢: Smith, Jay M; Jones, Joy Mann 
S,,bject: Re: TA opportunities 

Dear 
Thank you for your interest. It is not necessary for you to apply through the 
website template; however, please send to Professor Smith and me a very short 
CV, indicating what courses you have already TA’d for, how flexible you are in 
terms of the field for your assignment, and where you are in the stages for 
completing your dissertation. 

Sincerely, 
Professor Radding 

On 7/1/2013 6:00 PM, 

Professors Smith and Radding, 

Yrote: 

I received the email below earlier today about the Department still needing 
TA’s for next semester, and having positions available for students who have 
exhausted their 10 semesters of funding. I would be very interested in 
getting one of those positions. 

Is there any kind of further statement of interest etc. necessary or will this 

suffice? 

Thank you much, 

From: bounce-33262995-64734214@listserv.unc.edu [bounce-33262995- 
64734214@listserv.unc.edu] on behalf of Jones, Joy Mann 

[ioyiones@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: history-graduate 
S..bject: [history-graduate] TA opportunities 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 11:54 AM 
To: Jones, Joy Mann 
(~c: Radding, Cynthia; Fletcher, W Miles; Brundage, William Fitzhugh; 
McIntosh, Terence V 
Subject: TA opportunities 

Grad Students: 

The History Department may well have a couple of opportunities for 
Teaching Assistantships in the fall semester in survey courses. If you 
are in a position of having exhausted your 10 semesters of funding but 
would be interested in TA’ing in the fall, please inform Associate 
Chair Jay Smith (Javsmith@email.unc.edu) and Director of Graduate 
Studies Cynthia Radding (raddin~@email.unc.edu) as soon as 
possible, preferably by Wednesday, July 3. The Department hopes to 
make final staffing decisions by early next week. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
history-graduate as: <a 
href="mailto:haeberli@email.unc.edu">haeberli@email.unc.edu</a>. 



"Menagerie of the Mind: The Beast, the Hyena, and the Enlightenment" 

The eighteenth-century fascination with the hypothesis that the beast of the 
G0vaudan (an intriguingly enigmatic killer) might be an African hyena was not 
simply a popular and amusing misconception; it reflected an important dimension 
of the critical spirit driving eighteenth-century "science." By historicizing natural 
discovery and its motivations, the article revises the so-called "dialectic of 
Enlightenment" made famous by Horkheimer and Adorno, and it uncovers the roots 
of an aspect of Enlightenment natural history--fascination for the sublimely 
mysterious--that is most often associated with Romanticism. In doing so, it shows 
the distinctively hybrid character of a mentality that contained elements of both fear 
and daring. 

Jay M. Smith 
Professor of History 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
jaysmith@email.unc.edu 

Some Key Words: 
Beast of the GOvaudan 

Enlightenment 

monstrous 
Natural history 

sublime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:00 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

ch 4 draft 

Chapter 4.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:39 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegner@unc.edu> 

Re: Breakfast with Jay?: Thurs. Aug. 1, 9:15, Elmos 

Survey supplemental doc amended 28 Sept.pdf 

On 7/24/13 4:32 PM, Wegner, Judith Welch wrote: 
> Thanks, Jay. I really look forward to catching up with you!--Judith 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:28 PM 
> To: Wegner, Judith Welch 
> Subject: Re: Breakfast with Jay? 

> August 1 at Elmo’s it is. Can we say 9:15? I’ll look for the survey in 
> the meantime... 
> On 7/24/13 4:23 PM, Wegner, Judith Welch wrote: 
>> Wed. the 31st or Thurs. Aug. 1? Where are you coming from? Would you let me treat you to breald~ast? Elmo’s in Carrboro or 
somewhere else you would enjoy? 9 a.m. is great. 

>> By the way, do you have the results of the honor system survey you and Andy Perrin did? I suspect I can get it from Faculty Governance 
office but think Anne Whisnant is on vacation so haven’t had a chance to get at it yet. 
>> 

>> Take care.--Judith 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:38 PM 
>> To: Wegner, Judith Welch 
>> Subject: Re: your letter 

>> Judith--perhaps the second half of next week? Pick a time (after 9AM 
>> preferably) and I can meet you wherever you’d like. -Jay 
>> On 7/24/13 12:52 PM, Wegner, Judith Welch wrote: 
>>> Jay: Glad to hear from you. I fear that unless we stand up for faculty leadership we will fail to recruit good leaders in the future. I read 
all the emails and have to disagree. I know that the N&O has rightly been critical. I just don’t think they dealt fairly with her here. 

>>> I’ve actually wanted to check in with you if you have time. I am the new chair of the faculty honor system advisory committee. I know 
you have been involved in recent critiques and would like to ask you for your perspective since I’ve been away from this area for a number of 
years. Are you on campus? Are there times that would be convenient? I’m working at writing and am at home much of the time but can try 
to come in when you might be available before classes start.--Judith 

>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:37 PM 
>>> To: Wegner, Judith Welch 
>>> Subject: your letter 

>>> Dear Judith: 
>>> I saw your letter to the N&O. I appreciate what you’re trying to do 
>>> there. Jan is a fundamentally good person, one I once liked and 
>>> respected very much. But she has covered up important truths knowingly, 
>>> deliberately, consistently. With pangs of conscience, I’m sure. But the 
>>> covering up has been conscious. There’s no getting around it. There’s 
>>> too much evidence, some of which you probably don’t yet know. Perhaps it 
>>> will all come out in the end. I don’t dislike Jan, who has done plenty 
>>> of valuable things. I really don’t dislike anyone implicated in our 
>>> ongoing scandal. But the dishonesty around here has got to stop. 

>>> I just thought I’d share my perspective. Reflexive UNC responses about 
>>> the N&O being "unfair" are really beginning to get to me. 

>>> Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:48 AM 

Harris, Barbara J <bharris@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Deserved recognition 

Thanks, Barbara. I’ve been seething over Boxill’s performance for a long time. I couldn’t agree with you more. I 
may actually toss my hat in the ring--if only to cause indigestion on the Nominating Committee. 

On 7/25/13 11:34 AM, Harris, Barbara J wrote: 

Dear Jay, 
I was pleased to see the column in the sports section today recognizing that you were one of the few faculty 
members who spoke up during this whole sports scandal. I know you’ve taken flack for that but one of the 
members of the committee that hired you is feeling very pleased. 

I never understood the choice of Jan Boxill as chair of the faculty and her behavior doesn’t surprise me in 
the least. I hope next time, the faculty will stick to a tenured faculty member of some academic achievement. 

Hope you’re enjoying the summer. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Harris 
Professor Emeritus, History and Women’s Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
New Email Address: bharris@live.uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:50 AM 

Hunt, Michael H. <MHHUNT@live.unc.edu> 

Re: on the faculty 

No sign yet. I fear that the faculty has flat-lined. If this doesn’t 
move them, nothing will. (Though I remember thinking the very same thing 
at this point last summer, and you could have heard a pin drop at the 
first FC meeting.) 
On 7/25/13 11:25 AM, Michael H. Hunt wrote: 
> I saw the piece -- the first time I can recall DeCock speaking out on 
> the scandal and really outside his beat (which I thought was sports). 
> And yesterday an editorial echoed his indictment 
> (~ :,~/www.newsobserver~com/2013/07/24/3054542J~ow-m~ch-mo~e -a~ -uric -chal?e~-hill )~tml). 
> Looks like the N&O wants to keep the pressure up, esp. as Folt settles 
> in. 
> 
> Any sign the faculty is stirring? Hard to believe at this that inertia 
> still governs. 
> 
> On 07/25/2013 11:14 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Michael: 
>> In case you don’t read the sports page! 
>> 

>> ~//www.v~ws~bserver~c~m/2~13/~7/24/3~545~/dec~ck°m~c°~c~.si~e~ce-has.htm~#dis~ thread 
>> 

>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> Jay 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 12:21 PM 

Melehy, Hassan <hmelehy@unc.edu> 

Re: questions 

Hassan--looking at this roster, I see maybe more people to be wary of [!] than to consider befriending, but there 
are a few known good apples: 
Frank Baumgartner in POLI 
Beth Grabowski, ART 
Lloyd Kramer, HIST 
Elliott Moreton, LING 
Sarah Shields, HIST 
Harry Watson, HIST (I seem to have a HIST bias, but I don’t think it’s bias--these are the people who have 
spoken up, though there are also a lot of names on this list I just don’t know.) 

Michael Gerhardt and Steve Bachenheimer are also still on FC, and they have integrity. But they may be so sick 
of all this, because of the time they had to invest in that subcommittee last summer, that they won’t be interested 
in any agitating. I just don’t know. 

The characters you should keep an eye on, because they are either sports boosters and/or complicit in the cover- 
up themselves, are: 
Vin Steponaitis 
Greg Copenhaver 
Kevin Guskiewicz 
and ANYONE from the Medical, Dental, or Business schools (huge boosters--since they have no athletes in 

their classes.) 

Finally, strictly entre nous for now, I have heard that the FC members from the School of Public Health are at 
least interested in looking into the possibility of forcing Jan to step down. -Jay 
On 7/27/13 2:05 AM, Melehy, Hassan wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. 

Yes, diplomacy is on my mind. I could raise my hand at my first meeting and ask, even politely, 
that she provide a full account of the revelations, and consider stepping down in their light. But 
that’s likely to fail completely, as well as render me ineffective from that moment on. That’s why I’d 
like to look into alliances. 

"Governance" is a word that’s used in the absence of viable government. In a state that prohibits 
public employee unions, the default position for an elected faculty representative is that of lacky. 

Best, Hassan 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@email~unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 26, 2013 11:42 PM 

To: Hassan Melehy <hmeleh~,@unc~edu> 

Subject: Re: questions 

Hassan--yes, I was glad to see that you were elected to FC. I happen to think it’s in pretty bad shape 
as an instrument of governance, to be honest with you, but there are a few people I would be 
interested in having you talk to. Let me take a look at the roster again and get back to you 



tomorrow about this. 

On Boxill: as you might guess, I have very strong feelings about what I see (here and in other 
instances) as her instinctive desire to protect athletics at all costs. I think this revelation is a real 
black mark on her and on the whole faculty. That said, I actually feel a certain amount of 
compassion for Jan. I certainly don’t dislike her. But I do think she needs to be made to answer for 
her actions. To be perfectly honest, I wish there were some diplomatic way of persuading her to 
step down. -Jay 
On 7/26/13 10:14 AM, Melehy, Hassan wrote: 

Hi Jay, 

I hope you’re enj oying your summer. 

I’m curious what your take is on the revelations about Jan Boxill. 

I’d also like your advice: after a one-year leave, rve just become a member of the 
Faculty Council, and I’d like your recommendations about who on the Council I could 
approach with my concerns about the athletic mess and its huge ramifications, who, 
like myself, is sympathetic to your criticisms. 

Best, Hassan 

Hassan Melehy 
Professor and Graduate Advisor, French 
Dept. of Romance Languages and Literatures 
CB #3170 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

hmeleh’~,@~ncoed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:47 AM 

Stancill, Jane <j stancill@newsobserver.com> 

Re: Boxill story 

Well, all the early signs on Folt are pretty depressing. Cozying up to Bubba and Roy, applauding that ridiculous 
athletic strategic plan, etc. 

As for who does *not* think like the FEC...the problem, of course, is finding people who will say so on the 
record. But I know that Lew Margolis is as distressed as I am. Hassan Melehy in Romance Languages is in 
disbelief lately. Silvia Tomaskova and Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld in anthropology are undoubtedly shaking their 
heads in disgust. Jonathan Weiler in Global Studies sees things exactly as I do. My history colleague Miles 
Fletcher is a clear-eyed critic who sees the absurdity of the whole thing. (I have often wished he would speak up 
publicly.) I would guess that Jane Thrailkill in English, if she’s following the story (she’s no sports fan), would 
react viscerally to this new evidence of denial syndrome. Would any of these, or others, admit any of this to 
you? I really don’t know. Might be worth a try at some point. Believe me, there are sane people on our faculty. 
They’re just shy or afraid or busy or... something. 

Our bigger problem, internally, is that Faculty Council has essentially been taken over in a slow-motion coup. 
The key positions, the key committees, are dominated by people who just want to wave pom-poms. It’s an 
institutional disease. I’m despondent. Only wish 1 could go elsewhere, to be honest... 

Jay 
On 7/31/13 10:35 AM, Stancill, Jane wrote: 

Thanks, Jay. I should have called you, but no doubt you are tired of being in our stories. Give me 
some names of folks who are not FEC-minded. 

Any impressions of your new leader? I’m not hearing much, so far. 

On Wed, Jul 31, 2013 at 10:10 AM, Jay Smith email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Dear Jane: 
Thanks to you and the N&O for continuing to write about our continuing disgrace. I just wanted 
to remind you that not ALL faculty see things the way the groupthinkers of the FEC see them! - 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:47 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Mary 

I understand what you’re saying. Just one last word. It’s tree that 
Deford got a critical fact wrong. And that’s too bad. (I remember 
thinking the same thing about Joe Nocera back when he wrote that piece 

¯ -he overstated the problem.) But Mary, 
I’m 99% sure, is not at fault. Deford confused two things that Mary 
almost surely said. 1) She WAS effectively blocked from seeing football 
players in 2008, after she had reported problems that Robert Mercer did 
not want to deal with; 2) she was demoted [at least so it looks to me] 
this year, after a long and tense year trader the detached leadership of 
Harold Woodard. Defordjust got those things mixed up. 

For now, I think we should take a hiatus. 
On 9/12/13 2:26 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 
> Jay, thanks for taking the time to respond. There’s no hostility here, just a few points and questions. 
> 
> First, again, I think we agree that UNC has never been equipped to accommodate some of the student-athletes who were specially 
admitted. ASPSA staff, as we’ve both pointed out, however, had no say in the admissions decisions. I’ve been told stories of former 
staff worked hard to teach underprepared student-athletes in the paper classes real reading and writing skills--not just citation skills. 
As Mary said, most underprepared student-athletes admitted here have wanted to learn. Yet, as the discovery of several cheaters 
demonstrated, not all were interested in putting forth the effort to learn. Nonetheless, staff were working daily with the students to help 
them improve their reading and writing skills. I wasn’t here to witness that, but I believe the stories I’ve heard, and I think you would, 
too, if you could hear them. 
> 
> Second, we both also agree many students appear to have earned highly inflated grades in the paper classes. However, I don’t think 
there has been any evidence suggesting staff here knew that the professor wasn’t actually grading all the papers. (Are ASPSA staff 
supposed to report every professor who grades easily?) I just wish you would have more earnestly sought out the individual 
perspectives of staff other than Mary to understand their practices regarding recommending those classes and, more importantly, to 
tmderstand the staffs general understanding of their position, as opposed to faculty’s position, in the university. (The impression I’ve 
gotten since I started here was straightforward: faculty run this campus; don’t question them.) You may have been able to understand 
why staff here didn’t feel it was their place to question the legitimacy of the paper classes. And because there is actually so much about 
which you and most of the staff here agree (e.g., admissions), you could have been working with them/us. 
> 
> Third, you hold a high opinion of Mary and a low opinion of ASPSA staff because you know her but not them. For me the opinions 
are reversed because I know them but not her. That’s human nature, I suspect. I wonder how each of us would feel about the people in 
question if each of us knew them all. 
> 
> Nonetheless, I have some questions: If Mary told university officials in 2010 about the cheating, why haven’t those officials been 
named and publicly questioned? Specifically, why didn’t she name those officials to Dan Kane and accuse them of covering up 
cheating, just as she accused ASPSA? Shouldn’t they have had their feet held to the fire, just as officials at Penn State did when the 
sex abuse scandal went public? (And shouldn’t you have named them as your adversaries, too?) More importantly, what evidence of 
cheating did Mary reportedly bring, first, to Robert and, later, to the unnamed officials? Was it hard evidence? Does she still have the 
evidence? Was the cheating she allegedly reported additional to the cheating facilitated by             (which was summarily 
addressed by                 ~ A whistleblower isn’t simply a person who makes accusations--anyone can do that. A 
whistleblower must present evidence to substantiate her accusations. Some of Mary’s claims can be substantiated (e.g., the prevalence 
of the paper classes), but the accusations of cheating (beyond cheating, which, again, was in fact addressed--she was fired) and 
of ASPSA’s tolerating cheating (once again, ASPSA fired when they discovered her cheating for students) remains, as far as I 
can tell, unsubstantiated. If she had either substantiated the cheating accusations to Dan Kane or, in the absence of evidence, refrained 
from making those accusations while focusing on the other accusations, my feelings about her would be very different, and we may 
have all been working this past year as colleagues rather than as adversaries. 
> 
> On another note, I need to clarify something about Mary’s research. It wasn’t all secondary data generated by the university. The 
research she presented at CSRI involved data on the prevalence of learning disabilities among student-athletes. None of the students 
we asked remembered signing a consent form granting permission to have their data included in research. The students, quite possibly, 
may simply not remember. If Mary and the psychologist evaluating the students did follow appropriate protocol and have students 
sign a consent form, as they both claim, they still should have provided a copy of the consent form not only to the student but also to 
the educator(s) making the referrals--namely, ASPSA staff. That’s usually how school psychology research works: a teacher or other 



educator makes a referral to a psychologist; if the psychologist intends to use the student’s data for research, she informs both the 
student and the referring educator; then if everyone consents, the psychologist proceeds with the evaluation. That’s why we should 
have known about the research, and why I still question the ethics of it. 
> 
> Last, while we’re speaking of Mary, I want to point out, again, that the Deford piece did misrepresent the facts. Deford said that 
Mary went from being a learning specialist for student-athletes to being demoted. That’s not just my interpretation of his narrative. 
One other commenter made the same point I did, and several friends who heard the story contacted me or my spouse asking if I had 
worked with Mary or asking how she got demoted from ASPSA. As you know, she was first promoted, a few years ago, to a position 
outside of ASPSA. Maybe, practically speaking, the details don’t matter. But, truthfully speaking, the details do matter. 
> 
> Details notwithstanding, you know Mary, and I don’t. I know the other current and former staff here, and you don’t. We’re humans, 
and as such we’re going to trust those we know. Please don’t feel compelled to defend her. I’m content temporarily closing this 
conversation, and through this conversation I’ve gotten over my antipathy toward Mary (though, depending on how she presents her 
narrative in the Taylor Branch documentary, my feelings may return). At this point, I just hope--I really hope--there is some 
opportunity for everyone to get to know each other and recognize what we all agree about and come to a mutual understanding. I think 
most of us have the same goal of re-establishing and sustaining UNC’s academic integrity. 
> 
> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
> C          ] F (919) 962-8247 
> bradley.bethel@unc, edu 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               email tmc edt~] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:35 PM 
> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
> Subject: Re: Mary 
> 
> OK, a few more thoughts below (at the risk of reigniting hostilities, 
> perhaps.) 
> On 9/6/13 5:35 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 
>> Jay, I just got out of a meeting, and I have a few minutes now. Overall, I appreciate your comments, but there are a few points we 
see differently, which have profound consequences. 
>> 
>> Here’s one. In your email you discredit the help staff here provided 
>> students in the paper classes, arguing it wasn’t actual help. But 
>> consider the email available to read on the N&O’s website here: 
>> )~gp:/imedia2 newsobse~er comismediai20 ~2/09/28/1 U46/T 
>> f 
>> 

>> Staff were helping students learn proper citation and search for 
>> books, articles, and educational websites. [THE POINT OF THE N&O 
>> STORY, THOUGH, WAS THAT THESE WERE MINIMALIST EXPECTATIONS. "BEYOND 
>> THAT HE IS VERY LAID BACK"--MEANING, THESE INDEPENDENT STUDIES COURSES 
>> REALLY DON’T REQUIRE MUCH AT ALL. IF ALL WE’RE DOING IS TEACHING 18 
>> AND 20-YR OLDS HOW TO CITE A BOOK IN A FOOTNOTE, WE’RE NOT DOING MUCH. 
>> I’M NOT DOUBTING THAT YOU ALL TRY TO TEACH THESE THINGS, BUT...THE 
>> POINT IS THAT IT’S ALMOST LAUGHABLE THAT WE HAVE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
>> WHO REQUIRE THIS DEGREE OF HAND-HOLDING AND TUTORING. THE PRESENCE OF 
>> THESE GUYS, IN A UNIVERSITY THAT CAN’T HONESTLY ACCOMMODATE THEM, IS 
>> THE UNDERLYING SCANDAL, THE UR-SCANDAL.] Staff spent hours every week 
>> trying to help these students improve their writing. I once spent 
>> eight hours with a student in a single day for a three-page paper. 
>> [COMMENDABLE, NO DOUBT] Had I just decided to write the paper for the 
>> student or even just tell him what to write, as people seem to think 
>> we do here, that eight hours could have been reduced significantly. [I 
>> THINK YOU MISUNDERSTOOD MY EARLIER COMMENT--I DON’T IMAGINE THAT YOU 
>> FOLKS WROTE THE PAPERS FOR THEM, BUT THE MCADOO CASE SHOWS HOW EASILY 



>> THE PAPER COURSE STRUCTURE COULD ACCOMMODATE CHEATING--WHETHER IT’S A 

>> GIRLFRIEND, A ROOMMATE, WIKIPEDIA, OR A PAY-FOR-TERM PAPER WEBSITE 
>> THAT PROVIDES THE TEXT, THERE’S LITTLE REASON TO TH1NK THAT THE PAPERS 
>> TURNED IN WERE REMOTELY COMPARABLE TO A COLLEGE-LEVEL PAPER TURNED IN 

>> BY ONE OF MY TYPICAL STUDENTS.] But his skills were so low, the 
>> teaching I had to do was grinding. The fact is that many of the 
>> students who took those classes--not all, because some didn’t take 
>> them seriously[HOW DO YOU KNOW? YOU WEREN’T EVEN HERE!I--did develop 

>> their writing skills, even if they didn’t develop their skills enough 

>> to match most UNC students or earn the grades they received. Beth 
>> Bridger could have told you those stories. [BRIDGER WANTED TO EXTEND 

>> THE PAPER CLASS SYSTEM SO MORE FOOTBALL PLAYERS COULD GET 1N ON THE 

>> DEAL. MAYBE, AS YOU SEEM TO THINK, THIS IS BECAUSE SHE WANTED TO TEACH 

>> MORE OF THEM HOW TO FORMAT FOOOTNOTES, ETC. BUT HERE’S THE REALITY: 

>> THOSE PAPER COURSES WERE BS, THEY HAVE/HAD NO PLACE IN A COLLEGE 
>> CURRICULUM, AND I HAVE TO BELIEVE THAT ALL OF THEM!YOU, IN THE BOTTOM 

>> OF YOUR HEARTS, KNOW THAT THAT IS TRUE. THEY THEMSELVES WERE USING 
>> THESE COURSE AS AN *ALTERNATIVE* CURRICULUM, ONE THAT WAS OBVIOUSLY 
>> UNLIKE THE STANDARD UNC CURRICULUM. NO TESTS? NO LECTURES TO ATTEND 
>> AND NO NOTES TO TAKE? ONLY ONE ASSIGNMENT FOR THE ENTIRE SEMESTER--AN 

>> ASSIGNMENT OFTEN CONCOCTED BY THE ACADEMIC COUNSELORS?! YOU MIGHT BE 

>> JUSTIFIED IN SAYING THAT THE EXISTENCE OF THOSE COURSES POINTS TO THE 

>> NEED FOR A TRUE REMEDIAL CURRICULUM AT UNC, BUT YOU ARE SIMPLY NOT 
>> JUSTIFIED IN CLAIMING THAT THE PAPER COURSES WERE PERFECTLY 

>> LEGITIMATE, OR EVEN IMPERFECTLY LEGITIMATE. IF THEY WERE LEGITIMATE, 
>> WHY DID YOU FIND THEM IN ONLY ONE DEPARTMENT, SUPERVISED BY ONLY ONE 

>> FACULTY MEMBER? WHY DID THE COUNSELORS NOT IMMEDIATELY COME FORWARD 
>> AND SAY ’HEY, WHADDYA MEAN? THESE ARE GOOD COURSES!’ WHEN THE 

>> STORY BROKE? C’MON.] 
>> 

>> Here’s another point that’s important. When I was first hired, before the AFAM articles really started coming out, before you and 
Mary really started speaking out, I was told by the counselors that they were told (1) this is a campus where faculty have complete 

autonomy over their classes and (2) that Robert and Johrl had brought this up to the faculty athletics committee, and that’s why 

counselors didn’t challenge the paper classes. [SO JB AND RM WERE PREEMPTIVELY SPREADING THEIR ALIBI--OK, 

THAT’S PLAUSIBLE. BUT THE DEGREE OF HANDWRINGING OVER THIS STORY IS ITSELF A SIGN THAT, DEEP 
DOWN, JB AND RM KNEW THAT THIS WAS FISHY AND THAT IT STUNK TO HIGH HEAVEN. THEY L1NED UP THEIR 
ALIBI BECAUSE THEY KNEW THEY WOULD NEED IT. AND EXCUSE ME FOR BELIEVING, IN THE ABSENCE OF ALL 

EVIDENCE, OF WHICH THERE SHOULD BE SOME, THAT THE ALIBI IS LARGELY FABRICATED, OR EMBELLISHED IN 
MEMORY ON THE BASIS OF SOME STRAY AND ’OFFLINE’ COMMENT MADE BY SOMEONE SOMEWHERE, BUT 
CERTAINLY NOT AT FAC. BUT WAIT...YOU’RE ALSO CONTRADICTING YOURSELF. YOU’RE SAYING THAT THE 
COUNSELORS KIND OF KNEW THAT SOMEONE *OUGHT* TO BE CHALLENGING THESE COURSES BECAUSE THEY 

WERE BOGUS, BUT YOU’RE ALSO SAYING--SEE ABOVE--THAT THEY WERE LEGITIMATE LEARNING EXERCISES. 

WHICH IS IT?] In other words, the counselors believed John and Robert had addressed it, and the counselors therefore didn’t believe 
they were doing anything wrong by recommending those classes--especially considering how much work was required to support 
students in those classes, as I indicated in the previous paragraph. [I’M SURE THEY’VE TOLD YOU THAT, BRADLEY, AND 

YOU’RE OBVIOUSLY AN AWFULLY UNDERSTANDING PERSON, INCLINED TO GIVE THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT. I 
DON’T SEE THEIR LOGIC.] When I said in my last email counselors didn’t want to recommend those classes, the reason they didn’t 

want to recommend the classes was because those classes wouldn’t be helpful to students who were capable of succeeding in their 
initial major of choice (which was/is usually Business or Sport Management). I haven’t admitted anybody knowingly did anything 
shady. [I DISAGREE. YOU HAVE EFFECTIVELY ADMITTED THAT THESE WERE NOT LEGITIMATE UNIVERSITY 

COURSES. THEY WERE IMPROVISED REMEDIAL COURSES THAT WERE NOT MEANT--BUT MEANT BY WHOM?--TO 

BE OPEN AND ACCESSIBLE TO ALL. THEY WERE ONLY FOR THE UNDERPREPARED. IN OTHER WORDS, IT WAS 
ALL UNDERHANDED--ARGUABLY DONE FOR NOBLE REASONS, BUT UNDERHANDED ALL THE SAME. IN WHAT 
SANE CURRICULAR WORLD WOULD FACULTY LEAVE IT TO THE DISCRETION OF ATHLETICS COUNSELORS TO 
DETERMINE WHO SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THEIR COURSES? IT MAKES NO SENSE.] There’s probably no point 

in debating whether John and Robert brought the issue to the committee or not. You believe your sources, and I believe mine. But I 
hope you can at least acknowledge it’s reasonable to imagine the counselors believing that John and Robert did, and as a result 

believing that due diligence had been done and that they therefore weren’t doing anything wrong by recommending those classes to 

students who couldn’t succeed otherwise. [I UNDERSTAND THAT THAT’S THEIR STORY; I HAVE A HARD TIME BELIEVING 
IT. THE FACT THAT THEY THEMSELVES TRIED TO LIMIT ACCESS TO THE COURSES TO THOSE "WHO COULDN’T 
SUCCEED OTHERWISE" IS PROOF ENOUGH THAT THEY KNEW THIS WAS ILLICIT.] 
>> 

>> Here’s one final, related point before I go home and not think about 

>> this for two days. You say there’s no evidence John and Robert brought 
>> the issue to the committee. They claim they brought it up twice, but 



>> others deny it, and, as you’ve said, there’s no evidence supporting 
>> John and Robert’s claims. It’s a case of he-said-she-said, and people 
>> are going to believe their respective sources. Fine. Now let me quote 

>> a piece from the initial article about Mary: "When [Mary] raised 
>> questions or made an objection to what she saw as cheating, she said, 

>> she saw no one take her concerns seriously. Willingham [...] said 
>> she lodged complaints at least two years before UNC’s academic 

>> problems erupted into scandal." In the same way there is no 

>> documentation/evidence of John and Robert’s raising concerns, there is 

>> no documentation/evidence I’ve seen of Mary’s raising concerns. When 
>> did she make those objections, and to whom? What exactly were her 

>> objections, and what exactly was the cheating she witnessed? What 

>> exactly was the response of the people to whom she ostensibly reported 

>> these objections? [BRADLEY, I MUST SAY I’M AMAZED AT THE CONTRAST 

>> BETWEEN YOUR WILLINGNESS TO GRANT JB AND RM THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT, 
>> BUT NOT MARY. HERE’S WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT MARY’S SITUATION: SHE 

>> TOLD UNC OFFICIALS IN 2010 EXACTLY TO WHOM SHE HAD REPORTED HER 

>> EARLIER CONCERNS--ROBERT, WHO ELSE?--AND EXACTLY WHAT SHE REPORTED TO 

>> HIM. AMONG OTHER THINGS: PLAGIARISM SHE HAD DISCOVERED IN ONE PAPER, 
>> EXCSESSIVE WRITING HELP FROM TUTORS IN OTHER CASES. SHE ALSO TOLD THEM 

>> EXACTLY HOW ROBERT REACTED--BY IGNORING HER. WHEN SHE WENT PUBLIC TO 

>> THE N&O, SHE WAS REPORTING OLD NEWS, NEWS SHE HAD BEEN WAITING ON THE 

>> UNIVERSITY TO ACKNOWLEDGE, USE, AND PUBLICLY FESS UP TO FOR OVER A 
>> YEAR. THIS IDEA THAT SHE WAS JUST SPOUTING OFF IS ABSURD.] She 
>> provided no evidence [THESE CASES ARE NOT REMOTELY COMPARABLE. MARY 

>> ACCUSED HER BOSS, WHO WOULD HAVE HAD TO ANSWER TO UNIVERSITY 
>> AUTHORITIES HAD THOSE PEOPLE DONE THEIR JOB. THERE IS/WAS NO HARD 
>> EVIDENCE THAT COULD HAVE BEEN PRODUCED; SHE WAS REPORTING ON 

>> CONVERSATIONS AND DEEDS WITNESSED. BLANCHARD AND MERCER, ON THE OTHER 

>> HAND, HAD SEATS AT THE TABLE OF FAC. THEY HAD THE EAR OF 6-8 FACULTY 
>> AND THE AD. THEY CLAIM THAT THEY, MOVED BY THEIR DEEP CONCERN OVER 
>> UNORTHODOX COURSES AND TEACHING, RAISED THEIR CONCERNS AT FAC AND WERE 
>> TOLD BY FAC NOT TO WORRY ABOUT IT. THERE IS NO CONCEIVABLE WAY THAT 

>> SUCH CONVERSATIONS WOULD HAVE FAILED TO REGISTER, FIRST, ON ANY 
>> FACULTY MEMORIES, AND, SECOND, ON SOME VERSION OF COMMITTEE 
>> MINUTES--MINUTES THAT WERE TAKEN BY THEIR FRIEND, FAR JACK EVANS. 
>> THERE IS NO EVIDENCE BECAUSE IT NEVER HAPPENED. IN MARY’S CASE THERE 

>> IS NO EVIDENCE BECAUSE SHE WAS WHISTLEBLOWING ON A BOSS AND THE PEOPLE 

>> TO WHOM SHE FIRST SPOKE FUMBLED THE BALL. SHE IS BLAMELESS.] and, more 
>> importantly, by not naming names, she indicted everyone. [DON’T YOU 
>> UNDERSTAND WHY SHE DID NOT NAME ROBERT IN THAT STORY? THE UNIVERSITY 

>> ALREADY KNEW ABOUT ROBERT’S FAIL1NGS BUT HAD LEFT HIM FIRMLY IN PLACE. 

>> NAMING HIM WOULD HAVE EMBARRASSED HIM MIGHTILY AND POSSIBLY COST HIM 
>> HIS JOB--BUT I THOUGHT YOU DIDN’T LIKE THAT SORT OF THING--BUT IT 
>> WOULD HAVE MADE NO REAL DIFFERENCE TO THE UNIVERSITY. THEY WOULD HAVE 

>> BEEN LEARNING NOTHING NEW. WHAT MARY WAS TRYING TO DO WITH THAT STORY 

>> WAS FORCE THE UNIVERSITY TO LAUNCH AN OPEN, HONEST, PROBING REVIEW OF 
>> EVERYTHING THAT’S DONE IN ASPSA. I SUSPECT SHE ALSO THOUGHT, IN THE 
>> BACK OF HER MIND, THAT OTHERS WOULD COME OUT AND CORROBORATE THE 
>> ESSENTIALS OF WHAT SHE TOLD THE N&O. LACK1NG HER COURAGE AND/OR 
>> HONESTY, THEY DID NOT.] Maybe you didn’t indict everyone, but she did. 

>> That’s why most staff here don’t trust her and are not going to defend 
>> her (and they don’t trust you because you accepted her testimony 

>> without any apparent reservations). Add onto that the research on 

>> student-athletes she conducted behind our backs (the ethics of which I 
>> still question), and I really don’t trust her. [THIS ONE BAFFLES ME. 
>> WHEN I’M CONDUCTING RESEARCH IN THE HISTORY DEPT, DOES THE LEGITIMACY 
>> OF MY RESEARCH SOMEHOW DEPEND ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF MY COLLEAGUES? DO I 

>> NEED TO ALERT THEM TO THE PARAMETERS AND NATURE OF WHAT I’M DOING, 
>> WHAT EVIDENCE I’M LOOKING AT? IN A WORD, NO. MARY HAD NO OBLIGATION TO 
>> SHARE WITH ANY AND EVERYONE AROUND HER WHAT SHE WAS DOING WITH THAT 

>> DATA, WHICH, BY THE WAY, SHE HAD BEEN COLLECTING SINCE 2004. RECALL 
>> THAT SHE HAD ALSO BEGUN TO SUSPECT THAT NOT EVERYONE AROUND HER 

>> OBSERVED THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF INTEGRITY ANYWAY. BUT EVEN MORE 
>> FUNDAMENTALLY: THE DATA SHE HAS COLLECTED IS SECONDARY DATA. ACCORDING 



>> TO IRB PROTOCOLS, SUCH DATA REQUIRES NO EXPLICIT CONSENT, S1NCE 
>> AGGREGATED DATA GENERATED BY THE OPERATIONS OF THE INSTITUTION ARE NOT 
>> CONSIDERED DATA FROM "HUMAN SUBJECTS." THIS IS A NON-ISSUE. YOU HAVE 
>> DECIDED TO MAKE IT ONE, FOR SOME REASON, BUT IT IS A NON-ISSUE. OH, 
>> AND BY THE WAY, JAN BOXILL KNEW ALL ALONG WHAT MARY WAS DOING.] 
>> 
>> After your apology at the end of your last email, I trust you more 
>> than I did. I apologize for misjudging your motives. [GOOD TO KNOW. I 
>> DON’T WANT YOU TO TAKE THIS THE WRONG WAY, I REALLY DON’T, BUT I MUST 
>> SAY THAT I DON’T FEEL AN OBLIGATION TO MAKE YOU OR ANYONE IN ASPSA 
>> "TRUST" ME. ALTHOUGH I AM NOT "SELF-RIGHTEOUS," AS YOU CLAIMED IN AN 
>> EARLIER EXCHANGE, I DO KNOW THAT MY CAUSE IS RIGHTEOUS. I’M RIGHT 
>> ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY’S MANY FAILINGS, PERIOD. AND EVERYONE AT THE 
>> UNIVERSITY--NOT TALKING ABOUT YOU--WHO HAS BEEN LESS THAN HONEST ABOUT 
>> WHAT WE DO AND HOW WE DO IT SHOULD PERHAPS BE WORRIED ABOUT TRYING TO 
>> GAIN MY TRUST. BECAUSE I’M DETERMINED TO REVEAL THE TRUTH AND I WILL 
>> KEEP COMING. AND I’M PAST THE POINT OF WORRYING ABOUT THE IMPLICATIONS 
>> FOR MY WORKING RELATIONSHIPS AT UNC--MANY OF THEM NOW DESTROYED OR 
>> ABANDONED IN ANY CASE. I MAY NOT BE STICKING AROUND FOREVER ANYWAY. 
>> ALSO...ANYONE WHO SPEAKS ILL OF MARY IS NOT SOMEONE I WANT TO HANG 
>> WITH. IF YOUR FRIENDS HAVE EFFECTIVELY FORCED YOU TO CHOOSE THEM OVER 
>> HER, YOU MIGHT WANT TO RETHINK WHO YOUR FRIENDS ARE AND THE VERACITY 
>> OF WHAT THEY’VE BEEN TELLING YOU. MARY IS A TRUTH-TELLER. THOSE WHO 
>> CRITICIZE MARY ARE EITHER AFRAID OF THE TRUTH OR IN DENIAL ABOUT IT. 
>> OR--MAYBE LIKE YOU--HAVE BEEN MISLED.] 
>> 
>> Please do me one favor. If you are going to respond, please wait until next week. I really don’t want to think about any of this over 
the weekend, and if I get an email from you I know I will. I want to continue the dialogue, and I hope we see each other in more than 
just the opinion pages, but I am emotionally drained now. 
>> 
>> Have a great weekend. 
>> 
>> Bradley R. H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist University of 
>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>> Student-Athletes 
>> 
>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 C I F (919) 
>> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [               emai1 tmc.edt~] 
>> Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 2:40 PM 
>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
>> Subject: Re: Mary 
>> 
>> Bradley: 
>> See my responses in caps. Some are pretty long. 
>> 
>> On 9/6/13 12:16 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 
>>> Wait, this isn’t an angry email. 
>>> 
>>> You did start your last email asking why I asked the question of 
>>> clarification. So I’ll answer. It wasn’t actually a deposition. I was 
>>> actually just trying to understand. I want to write a thoughtful 
>>> response. Basically, I want to explain that no one here in ASPSA is 
>>> trying to hide anything. We’re happy to have people look at our 
>>> operations. In fact, I invited several people from other offices 
>>> around campus to attend some of the training workshops I facilitated 
>>> a few weeks ago. I invited you to a presentation I gave last Spring. 
>>> But you’re probably right about senior-level administrators having 
>>> wanted to hide what we do. But they didn’t want to hide what we do 
>>> because what we do is wrong. They wanted to hide it because it 



>>> reveals there are underprepared students at UNC. [EXACTLY, WHICH IS 
>>> THE ENTIRE PO1NT. HELL, WE SHOULD WRITE AN OP-ED TOGETHER.] We have 
>>> heard more than one administrator tell us that we don’t have "underprepared" 
>>> students here--there may be struggling students, but not 
>>> underprepared students. [PURE BS AS YOU KNOW BETTER THAN ANYONE, WITH 
>>> THE POSSIBLE EXCEPTION OF MARY--AND IT IS THAT FORM OF DISHONESTY 
>>> THAT HAS FILLED ME WITH INDIGNATION AND RAGE.] That’s why there are 
>>> no study skills courses offered at UNC: UNC students don’t need them. 
>>> After I was interviewed by The Chronicle a year and a half ago, I was 
>>> called into an office and specifically told I should not talk about 
>>> "underprepared" students at UNC. [THAT MAKES ME SO SAD, SO SAD.] 

>>> In my two years here, I have not witnessed anything I think needs to 
>>> be hidden. [GREAT TO HEAR, BUT OF COURSE YOU DID ARRIVE LATE.] But my 
>>> colleagues and former colleagues have not been given the opportunity 
>>> to speak about what they/we do. [SILENCE SPEAKS VOLUMES, ALAS.] Many 
>>> fear losing their jobs if they speak, and some already have lost 
>>> their jobs. [HERE’S AN ADDED TRAGEDY: THEY STAYED QUIET 1N HOPES OF 
>>> KEEP1NG THEIR JOBS AND GOT BOOTED ANYWAY.] We don’t have tenure. 
>>> That’s why it would have been nice if you had reached out to us 
>>> before casting my office in the same light as the Athletics 
>>> department--especially the Athletics department during the Butch 
>>> Davis era. [BRADLEY, YOUR BOSS REPORTED TO AN ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, AND 
>>> ACADEMIC COUNSELORS LIAISED WITH COACHES. I CONSIDERED YOU PART OF 
>>> THE ATHLETICS DEPT, AS DID THE REST OF THE WORLD.] You labeled us 
>>> your adversaries and called our integrity into question [I TH1NK 
>>> YOU’RE GUILTY OF SOME SERIOUS SLIPPAGE HERE--I HAVE CALLED INTO 
>>> QUESTION THE TRUTHFULNESS OF EXACTLY TWO PEOPLE, JB AND RM. AND WHY? 
>>> BECAUSE OF THEIR UNSUBSTANTIATED STORY BY WHICH THEY SOUGHT TO 
>>> EXONERATE THEMSELVES AND ASPSA FOR THE ENTIRE PHENOMENON OF THE PAPER 
>>> COURSE SCAM. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE--ABSOLUTELY NONE--THAT THEY PRESSED 
>>> THE CONCERNS WITH FAC THAT THEY CLAIM TO HAVE PRESSED. I STAND BY MY 
>>> ACCUSATION ABOUT THOSE TWO PEOPLE--I ASSUME YOU’RE THINKING OF THE 
>>> DURHAM HERALD PIECE. AS FOR THE RAWLINGS EVENT, WHERE I CLEARLY 
>>> BOTHERED YOU A GREAT DEAL, I DID INCLUDE YOU--AS PART OF THE 
>>> ATHLETICS DEPT--AS THE STRUCTURAL ’ADVERSARIES’ AGAINST WHOM FACULTY 
>>> MUST REMAIN VIGILANT, YES. BUT I NEVER MEANT BY THAT THAT YOU WERE 
>>> MORALLY DEFICIENT PEOPLE. AND I TRIED HARD TO SPECIFY WHAT I MEANT BY 
>>> ADVERSARIES--PEOPLE NECESSARILY PURSUING CONFLICTING OBJECTIVES. YOU 
>>> MAY SEE YOURSELF AS A PURE-AT-HEART EDUCATOR, AND I DON’T DOUBT IT 
>>> FOR A MINUTE, BUT YOU YOURSELF IN THIS VERY EMAIL HAVE ACKNOWLEDGED 
>>> THAT YOU HAD TO PARTICIPATE IN SHADY PRACTICES, ON THE ONE HAND, AND 
>>> THAT YOU WERE ORDERED TO KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT AND STOP BE1NG HONEST, ON THE OTHER HAND. 
IT’S BECAUSE YOU’RE ON THE ’OTHER’ 
>>> SIDE, STRUCTURALLY SPEAKING, THAT YOU ARE FORCED INTO THOSE POSITIONS 
>>> IN WAYS THAT FACULTY, THEORETICALLY, ARE NOT.] (By the way, are the 
>>> faculty members on the sub-committee for special talents also your 
>>> adversaries?) [IF THEY FAIL TO EXERCISE THEIR ADVERSARIAL WATCH-DOG 
>>> ROLE, YES. AND YOU’LL BE INTERESTED TO KNOW THAT I HAVE PUSHED AT ARG 
>>> THAT THAT COMMITTEE BE FORCED TO REPORT TO FACULTY COUNCIL EACH YEAR 
>>> ON ITS DECISION-MAKING. I AGREE WITH YOU THAT THEY HAVE MADE A GREAT 
>>> MANY ATROCIOUS DECISIONS--IN PART, THOUGH, BECAUSE OUR INSTITUTIONAL 
>>> CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE PROTECTS THEM FROM EVER LEARNING ABOUT THE 
>>> CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE DECISIONS. PEOPLE LIKE YOU SHOULD BE ON THE 
>>> DAMNED COMMITTEE. YOU SHOULD BE TELL1NG LAYNA MOSELEY WHAT IT’S LIKE 
>>> TO WORK WITH SOMEONE WITH A 300 VERBAL AND A LEARN1NG DISABILITY.] 
>>> Instead of just relying on Mary, and before you went public, you 
>>> could have called Robert Mercer and Beth Bridger and Jelm Townsend 
>>> and Jaimie Lee and asked to sit down over lunch and hear about their 
>>> experiences. (That wouldn’t work now, because they don’t trust you.) 
>>> [I DON’T TRUST THEM, EITHER, TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH. DID JENN TOWNSEND 
>>> TELL YOU THAT I EMAILED HER LAST NOVEMBER TO THANK HER FOR THE 
>>> INTEGRITY SHE HAD DISPLAYED, AND WHICH MARY INDIRECTLY REPORTED TO 
>>> THE N&O, WHEN SHE APPARENTLY EXPRESSED HER OWN CONCERNS ABOUT PAPER 
>>> COURSES IN 2009? IT WAS A PLEASANT, FRIENDLY, ADMIRING EMAIL, AND 



>>> TOWNSEND NEVER ANSWERED IT. WHY? DID STEVE KIRSCHNER EVER LET IT BE 
>>> KNOWN THAT I CHALLENGED HIM TO ALLOW ME AND OTHER FACULTY TO TALK TO 
>>> THE ACADEMIC COUNSELORS AND HAVE NO-HOLDS-BARRED DISCUSSIONS WITH 
>>> THEM? I IMAGINE HE DID NOT.] Had you done that, you would have heard 
>>> people talk about the same students Mary has talked about--students 
>>> with extremely low reading levels. But you would have also heard 
>>> about the long hours staff here spent working with those students to 
>>> help them develop their skills [OF COURSE] and have a chance at succeeding. 
>>> Perhaps most surprising is what you wouldn’t have heard. You probably 
>>> wouldn’t have heard anyone dewing they recommended the AFAM "paper" 
>>> courses to some students--some students. [OK, BRADLEY, THIS IS 
>>> WONDERFUL TO HEAR. BUT HERE’S WHAT I’M ALSO HEARING AS YOU SAY IT: 
>>> THEY DECIDED TO LET POOR MARY TWIST IN THE W1ND AND ABSORB THE 
>>> BLOWBACK AND THE SHIT ALL BY HERSELF. IF ANY ONE OF THOSE PEOPLE, ANY 
>>> ONE OF THEM, HAD STEPPED FORWARD AND SAID PUBLICLY THAT MARY HAD A 
>>> POINT, THAT ASPSA DID IN FACT KNOW ABOUT THE PAPER CLASSES AND DID 
>>> USE THEM BY NECESSITY FROM TIME TO TIME--BECAUSE YOU HAD TO IF YOU 
>>> WERE GOING TO ’HELP’ UNDER-PREPARED PEOPLE--WE WOULD BE 1N A 
>>> DIFFERENT UNIVERSE TODAY. THIS SCANDAL WOULD HAVE TAKEN AN ENTIRELY 
>>> DIFFERENT DIRECTION, AND WE JUST MIGHT HAVE STARTED A NATIONAL REVOLUTION. 
>>> HONESTLY, IT PAINS ME TO HEAR YOU SAY THIS NOW; FRANKLY I WANT TO 
>>> BANG MY HEAD AGAINST THE WALL. IN MY HEART THERE’S A SPECIAL DAMNED 
>>> PLACE RESERVED FOR ONE JAN BOXILL, IN PARTICULAR.] No counselor 
>>> wanted students to take those classes, but when those students showed 
>>> up with the low reading levels Mary has highlighted, counselors had 
>>> to recommend the paper classes if there was to be any chance of those 
>>> students’ learning some academic skills to apply to other classes. [I 
>>> DON’T DOUBT YOUR SINCERITY HERE, BUT JUST LISTEN TO WHAT YOU’RE 
>>> SAYING.] You would have heard about the long hours staff spent 
>>> helping students improve their writing skills so that they could 
>>> complete the twenty-page papers required for those paper classes. 
>>> [BRADLEY--YOU THINK THEY WROTE ’A’ AND ’B’-LEVEL PAPERS? YOU THINK 
>>> THEY WROTE THE PAPERS AT ALL? CUTTING AND PASTING FROM WIKIPEDIA IS 
>>> NOT "IMPROVING YOUR WRITING SKILLS"--THOUGH I’LL ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU 
>>> MAY ALSO SIMPLY MEAN THAT YOUR FRIENDS WANTED TO KEEP THEM 
>>> ACADEMICALLY AFLOAT LONG ENOUGH THAT THEY COULD AT LEAST LEARN 
>>> SOMETHING. BUT IN THE END: IT WAS STILL FRAUD, AND IT KEPT THEM 
>>> ELIGIBLE, AND EVERYONE KNEW THAT THAT WAS ONE OF THE BYPRODUCTS OF 
>>> THOSE COURSES.] You would have also realized that in any given 
>>> semester there were more football student-athletes not taking the 
>>> paper classes than there were taking the paper classes, demonstxating 
>>> that the counselors didn’t coerce students to take those classes. 
>>> Most importantly, you would have seen that no one in this office does 
>>> this job because they are sports fans, and no one does this job just 
>>> to keep students eligible. Both technically and philosophically, we 
>>> are not part of the Athletics Department. We are not here to win. We 
>>> are here to help students experience a meaningful education. You 
>>> might say we are here to help them pursue truth, just as faculty are. [HERE’S MY ONE SNARKY REPONSE. 
>>> I HAVE TWO WORDS FOR YOU: JAN BOXILL.] We are not your adversaries, 
>>> and we have nothing to hide. But you made the deliberate decision to 
>>> rely on one person for "insider information", [NOTHING YOU HAVE SAID 
>>> HERE SURPRISES ME, BRADLEY, SO RELYING ON OTHERS WOULD NOT HAVE 
>>> CHANGED MY OPINION. I ALREADY RESPECTED THE WORK YOU ALL TRY TO DO, 
>>> AND I NEVER FOR A MINUTE IMAGINED THAT YOU WERE A BUNCH OF CARZED 
>>> SPORTS FANS OR THAT YOU COERCED PEOPLE INTO CLASSES OR THAT YOU LACK 
>>> INTEGRITY. IT IS THE SYSTEM THAT LACKS INTEGRITY, THE SYSTEM. AND THE 
>>> WORK OF YOUR OFFICE--WELL MEANING THOUGH IT SURELY IS--IS THE 
>>> CLEAREST AND MOST DIRECT ILLUSTRATION OF THAT. IT’S WHY THE 
>>> UNIVERSITY WANTS IT HIDDEN!] and then you called everyone’s integrity 
>>> into question. [NO] That’s why I take this personally, even though I 
>>> wasn’t here for the scandal and am therefore not directly involved. 
>>> You could have told my office’s stories for us [I WOULD HAVE BEEN 
>>> DELIGHTED TO--JESUS, WHAT A LOST OPPORTUNITY], considering my 
>>> colleagues and former colleagues were kept from doing so themselves, 
>>> but instead you added fuel to the fire. [LOW BLOW, I HAVE TO SAY. THE 



>>> FIRE HAS BEEN RAGING FOR YEARS, AND I’M ONLY TRYING TO FIGHT FIRE 
>>> WITH A LITTLE RHETORICAL FIRE--FIRE PROVOKED BY THE UNIVERSITY’S 
>>> UNFLINCHING, SYSTEMATIC DISHONESTY.] Forttmately for you, you have 
>>> tenure. You won’t burn. [DON’T BE SO SURE ABOUT THAT--YOU THINK I’VE 
>>> SUFFERED NO CONSEQUENCES? YOU’RE WRONG] But many of my colleagues and 
>>> former colleagues (and probably me if you decide to show my emails to 
>>> others) have burned and continue to burn. [DON’T WORRY, I WON’T SHARE 
>>> THE EMAILS. BUT IF ANY OF YOU COME FORWARD AT SOME POINT 1N MARY’S 
>>> DEFENSE, AND PUBLICLY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE PROBLEMS SHE HAS 
>>> HIGHLIGHTED ARE REAL ONES, I CAN TELL YOU THAT YOU’LL HAVE NO 
>>> ADVOCATE MORE FIERCE OR LOYAL THAN I. FOR WHATEVER IT’S WORTH.] 
>>> 
>>> I just want the fire to stop. Target the original sin. [THAT’S WHERE WE’RE TRYING TO GET, BRADLEY. THAT’S 
EXACTLY THE POINT. BUT WE WILL NEVER GET THERE--NEVER--IF WE FIRST CANNOT FORCE THE UNIVERSITY 
TO ADMIT THE PROBLEMS THEY HAVE CAUSED FOR AT LEAST TWO DECADES BY ADMITTING ALL THE ’UNDER- 
PREPAREDS’. BECAUSE WITHOUT THAT FIRST CONFESSION, THE ADMISSIONS PEOPLE, FARMER RIGHT THERE 
AMONG THEM, WILL CONTINUE TO INSIST THAT EVERYTHING IS HUNKY-DORY AND THAT THEY’RE JUST GIVING 
PEOPLE "OPPORTUNITY." IT’S HOGWASH--A CYNICAL COVER FOR THE ELABORATION OF AN EXPLOITATIVE 
SYSTEM. AT LEAST WE SEEM TO AGREE THAT IT’S A CRIME THAT SO MANY STUDENTS ARE BE1NG ILL-SERVED. 
TOO BAD WE’RE PROBABLY NOT GOING TO AGREE ON A STRATEGY FOR ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM. 
>> ONE LAST WORD. I CAN SEE THAT FEELINGS HAVE BEEN HURT--YOURS AND OTHERS. 
>> I’M GENUINELY SORRY ABOUT THAT. I REALLY THINK MUCH OF THIS IS A RESULT OF MISINTERPRETATION 
OF MY MOTIVES AND THE FORCES DRIVING ME. BUT IF I’VE BEEN CARELESS HERE AND THERE WITH MY 
WORDS, I’M SORRY. PLEASE EXTEND THE APOLOGY TO OTHERS IF YOU THINK THEY’D CARE TO HEAR IT. 
>>> Bradley R. H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist University of 
>>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>>> Student-Athletes 

>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>> 344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 C F (919) 
>>> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:.iaysmit~(a;email.uv, c.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 11:06 AM 
>>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
>>> Subject: Re: Mary 
>>> 
>>> Look, why do you ask? I’m beginning to feel like I’m being deposed. And frankly--you have no right to depose me. No right at 
all. I’ll see you in the opinion pages. 
>>> On 9/6/13 10:51 AM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 
>>>> Jay, I have one question of clarification. You wrote, "But I will insist until the cows come home that the University has 
deliberately shielded the advising process from close scrutiny--it’s the crux of the issue, I’m telling you--and that we all have to muster 
the institutional courage to lay it bare and talk about it honestly." When you say, "advising process," in the above sentence, do you 
mean specifically the advising process for student-athletes? 

>>>> Bradley R. H. Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist University of 
>>>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>>>> Student-Athletes 

>>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 C i 
>>>> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@tmc.edu 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Jay Smith [ma-ilto:j~}, smitl~,~emaiktmc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 6:01 PM 
>>>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
>>>> Cc: Willingham, Mary C. 
>>>> Subject: Re: Mary 

F (919) 



>>>> In response to these last few emails, I can’t help myself, so... 

>>>> You’ve dialed down the heat a little, and I’ll try to do the same. 
>>>> (Yes, of course I’d be willing to meet with the two of you, if you 
>>>> think I’d be of any use.) 

>>>> Here’s the first thing I’d like to say: I feel terrible about people having been thrown out of their jobs, silently transferred out or 
chased away, and that outcome has never, ever been one of my goals in this whole mess. Perhaps you and I can agree on one thing: if 
the jobs and reputations of upper-level administrators, whether in academics or athletics, were placed above the jobs and reputations 
of the people in the trenches (and I suspect this has indeed happened), then a grave injustice has been committed. And should you not 
be directing some of your pique at those responsible for that? (It sure ain’t me--I really think you overrate my influence, which is 
practically nil in the halls of power.) To the extent that I’ve had individuals in my crosshairs when I’ve said critical things about the 
University, it’s been...Holden Thorp and the upper deans I’ve been aiming for. (Ask them if you don’t believe it--do you think any of 
them are happy with me?) I believe--in fact, I’m pretty sure I can prove and hope to do so one day--that academic admin has had as a 
prime objective the "covering" of the sorts of things that go on in ASPSA--the difficult choices made and the compromises that are 
forced on people. So I necessarily evoke those compromises when I criticize the University--but it’s not because I don’t think ASPSA 
people are good people or that they are the "cause" of the problem. Far from it. I believe they are in an impossible situation, one that 
can’t quite bear direct sunlight for all the reasons Mary and I have been talking about for the past year. 

>>>> I have said to journalists (and can’t help it if they don’t always 
>>>> use 

>>>> it) that ASPSA personnel are good people put in impossible situations. I have also said publicly--on WRAL in multiple 
interviews last year and on the Adam Gold show--that the entire system "from admissions to graduation" needs to be reexamined, and 
that "athletics" is not solely to blame for our problems. I’ve said it repeatedly. It is simply not true that I’ve not publicly pointed at the 
admissions process. 
>>>> Again--ask Steve Farmer if he’s happy with me. I agree that the faculty on that special talent committee need to be held 
accountable in new ways. Absolutely--maybe one more point of agreement here. There’s probably more. 
>>>> 

>>>> So my general point here, Bradley, is that I think your anger and frustration is misdirected if it’s focused on me and my public 
comlnents. 

>>>> Perhaps you and your friends have indeed been shafted in ways the public doesn’t understand. Speak up about it. Why not? You 
and others in athletics can write opinion pieces just as well as I can. But I will insist until the cows come home that the University has 
deliberately shielded the advising process from close scrutiny--it’s the crux of the issue, I’m telling you--and that we all have to muster 
the institutional courage to lay it bare and talk about it honestly. No jobs should be lost, but we have to start confronting reality. That 
has been my immediate goal--so that we can then work openly and honestly toward the long-range goal of educating these students. 
This is why I find it infuriating when I’m accused of "grandstanding" and "seeking publicity" 
>>>> 

>>>> etc. I never wanted this role, it fell on my head like an anvil. But truth is important to me, so I’m sure not going to stop now. -JS 
On 9/4/13 4:54 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 
>>>>> Jay, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> We obviously have a different understanding of "insider testimony". 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Yes, this has become personal for me. It has become personal for me as I’ve seen good people thrown under the bus and lose 
their jobs, without any chance to defend themselves, to protect the reputations of others. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> But I’m too busy, along with my current colleagues, trying to help student-athletes experience a meaningful education to write 
any more angry emails. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I will, however, make one point for you to think about. After numerous articles calling into question the integrity of my office, 
not one piece has focused on the people who actually make the decisions to admit the underprepared student-athletes my office 
supports: your fellow tenured faculty members on the sub-committee for special talents. They are the ones who committed--as Gerald 
Gurney calls it--the original sin. Yet neither Dan Kane, nor you, nor Mary, has ever scrutinized their operations or questioned their 
integrity in public. And even if they are ever questioned in public, I suspect they will actually have an opportunity to defend 
themselves. Lucky them. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> One point I want to reiterate for Mary: Having now witnessed several former colleagues pushed out of their jobs, I am 
genuinely sorry to hear that you may be experiencing something similar. I wouldn’t wish that on anyone. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist University of 
>>>>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>>>>> Student-Athletes 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>>>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 



>>>>> Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 C F (919) 
>>>>> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [               e~l~u~c.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednes~y~ September 04~ 2013 3:24 PM 
>>>>> To: Bethel~ Bradley ~chard 
>>>>> Cc: Willingham~ Ma~ C. 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Ma~ 

>>>>> Bra~ey: 
>>>>> I mean it when I say that it’s a pi~ t~s became such a personal t~ng for you. T~s ~esolved scandal isn’t about Jo~ 
Blanchard and ~s repu~tion. (Though~ for yo~ i~o~atio~ I ~d an ho~-long conversation with Blanc~rd in 2010~ right after the 
scan~l broke~ a conversation d~ng w~ch he told me that not a single professor at Carolina ever did favors for at~etes. ~ter the 
news broke in 2011--and after he went on to m~e the claim that he ~mself had expressed concerns about profs doing favors for 
at~etes--I wasfft eager to go back for a second round with ~.) I have made asse~ions about acade~c suppo~ based on copious 
public documen~tion~ insider tesfimony~ inte~iews with other facul~ and my own long experience as a dean and advisor. (And 
eve~ time a new bit of i~o~ation spills out~ my suspicions are validated once more.) You--obviously dete~ned to strike back at 
someone you’re u~pw with--made your asse~ions about Ma~ based on--what exactly? Did you even bother to con~ct her to say~ 
hey Ma~ what’s t~s about a demotion? No~ you went to t~t website and publicly questioned her cre~bili~. That was your ~flex-- 
~ter liste~ng to an eloquent piece in w~ch Ma~’s sto~ was used to make a plea for real education in our spots programs. And from 
where I sit~ I’d say that says a lot about whe~ you are at the moment. 

>>>>> Let’s see~ I’m "self-fighteous~" "not interested in the tmth~" 
>>>>> deficient in the "s~ndards of scholarly tmth-see~ng~" 
>>>>> "i~esponsible~" "publici~-seeking~" and I have "audaci~" to boot. 
>>>>> Right. That’s i~ational anger spewing there~ Bradley. The~’s not one io~ of troth in it. I feel like s~ing with a ’who do you 
t~ you are~ pal?’~ but...I won’t dig~ your insulting comments by bothering to ~fute them. You go ahead and keep yo~ blinders 
0~. 

>>>>> If you’d like to fire back another an~ email~ be my ~est~ but I 
>>>>> intend for t~s to be my last word on the matter. (Ma~ on the 
>>>>> other hand~ who can and surely will speak for herself~ is much more 
>>>>> forgiving and sociable than I am. Maybe you ~o will yet have 
>>>>> t~ngs to ta~ 
>>>>> about.) -JS 
>>>>> On 9/4/13 2:51 PM~ Bethel~ Bradley Richard wrote: 
>>>>>> J~y and Ma~ 

>>>>>> Your emails a~ the first I’ve heard of Ma~’s demotion. The way Deford presents the na~ative~ Ma~ went from being a 
lea~ng specialist for student-at~etes to being "removed" from working with them and having her title "reduced". That’s not accurate. 
Therefore~ ff I don’t know what I’m talking about~ Jay~ that’s either due to Deford’s reposing or to Ma~’s prior telling of the na~ative 
to Deford. 

>>>>>> Jay~ what I find iro~c is that you have the audaci~ to tell me I don’t know what I’m ~ing about. You~ who~ in your 
campaign against college at~etics~ has abandoned all s~ndards of scholarly troth-seeking to advance your own agenda~ call my 
credibili~ into quesfion~ Over the past year you have publicly defamed my office and foyer collea~es~ de.grating their inte~ in 
the media and at the panel earlier t~s year~ i~o~ed o~y by the testimony of Ma~. When did you personally sit down with Jo~ 
Blanchard and Robe~ Mercer or any of the cou~elo~ who were here before the scandal broke and inquire into their side of the sto~ 
~ving them the same oppo~ you’ve given Ma~? If you had t~en the time to sit down with Jo~ Blanchard before he was forced 
to retire early~ you wo~d know that he tried for yea~ to raise admissions s~n~rds for smdent-at~etes and that he was more 
co~itted to student development and mea~n~ul education than most people on campus. But you didfft~ and i~tead you and Ma~ 
~ve facilitated the ~s~ng of ~s and other good people’s repu~tions. Is it not a ~stofian’s job to gather multiple accounts of events 
and construct a comprehensive na~ative from those many accounts? Ma~’s account should absolutely be considered~ but so should 
other accounts. The u~versi~ didfft allow those other accounts to be heard in the media. My collea~es and foyer collea~es have 
~d to watch passively as a~icle ~ter a~icle has disparaged their past work~ without ~ving the oppo~ to defend themselves. And 
you were ce~i~y never interested in their accounts either~ Jay~ because you’re not interested in the tmth~ contra~ to your self- 
righteous proclamations at the panel. You’~ interested in wi~ng. How iro~c t~t you are ~il~ of the same be~vior you so 
vehemently criticize in college at~etics. 

>>>>>> What’s most sad to me~ Jay~ as I have stated to several of my collea~es~ is that there are some critical points on w~ch my 
collea~es and I ~ve agreed with you and Ma~ but yo~ i~esponsible publici~-see~ng has prevented us from collaborating. Our 
s~dent-at~etes have lost as a result. Neve~heless~ my office will continue to work hard to help our student-at~etes experience a 
mea~n~ul education at t~s most excellent u~versi~. 



>>>>>> By the way, I will remove my comment on NPR now. Mary, I’m genuinely sorry to hear about your demotion. 

>>>>>> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist University 
>>>>>> of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 
>>>>>> Student-Athletes 

>>>>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>>>>>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 C I F 
>>>>>> (919) 
>>>>>> 962-8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto;ig~smitt(~email.unc.edul 
>>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:32 PM 
>>>>>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
>>>>>> Subject: Mary 

>>>>>> Dear Bradley: 
>>>>>> I see that you (apparently--if not, then someone with your name) thought it important to "set the record straight" on Mary 
Willingham and her credibility, as understood by Frank Deford and his listeners. I find this amazing and fascinating on all sorts of 
levels, but perhaps the one that strikes me first is this level: you don’t know what you’re talking about. Mary, you may be interested to 
learn (so you can go correcl!edit your little comment at NPR) is no longer the assistant director of anything. And she got no raise 
(where, pray tell, would the raise money have come from for God’s sake?) She did, however, get handed three jobs to do instead of 
just one. So, before you set out to try to defame someone (do they give lessons in that over in your building?), perhaps you should try 
to establish your own credibility first. You’ve got a ways to go. 

>>>>>> Jay Smith 

> 































MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Chairs and Faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences 

Karen M. Gil, Dean 
September 5, 2013 

Request for Nominations for Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships in 

Undergraduate Teaching 

You are invited and strongly encouraged to nominate one outstanding faculty member for one of four 

Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Professorships in the College of Arts and Sciences. These five- 

year term professorships recognize excellence in undergraduate teaching by Carolina’s outstanding 

scholars. They also are intended to help retain the best teachers and scholars in the College and to 

support and enhance undergraduate teaching. These awards are made possible by the generosity of the 

late Mr. Bowman Gray, Jr. and Mr. Gordon Gray, former President of the University, as well as other 

members of the Gray families. Two Gray Professors will commence their terms on July 1, 2014; the other 

two Gray professors’ terms will start July 1, 2015. The closing date-for nominations is Monday, October 

7, 2o13. 

Eligibility 
¯ Nominees must be tenured faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

¯ Faculty who currently hold another distinguished term professorship may be nominated only if 

that professorship terminates prior to the effective date of the Gray Professorship. 

¯ Faculty who currently hold a permanent distinguished professorship are ineligible. 

¯ Former Gray Professors are eligible for nomination 10 years after the end of a previous term, 

provided they also meet the eligibility requirementsabove. 

¯ Nominees must be teaching at least one undergraduate course during the current academic 

year (please check this requirement care-fully be-fore submitting a nomination). 

¯ Previously unsuccessful nominations will not automatically be reconsidered; however, re- 

nominations are encouraged provided they include new and current supporting documentation 

(see Nominations section below). 

Terms 
¯ 

¯ 

A Gray Professorship term is.five years and is not renewable. 

Each recipient will receive 

o an annual S10,000 salary supplement; 
o an annual $5,000 research/teaching fund to support activities as a Gray Professor; and 



a semester’s leave at full pay to advance his or her research and teaching after the first year 

in the professorship. (The timing of this leave must be approved by the Gray Professor’s 

department chair.) 

The department will receive 50% of the recipient’s annual base salary up to $50,000 during his 

or her semester leave noted above. 

Nominations 
¯ Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to Alexis 

Cline in the Dean’s Office at Alexis_Cline@unc.edu 
¯ Nominations may be made by department or curricula chairs on behalf of their units or by 

individual faculty in the College. 

o A chair normally may send forward only one nomination, chosen among recommendations 

from a chair-appointed committee charged with evaluating all eligible faculty members in 

the unit and submitting recommendations to the chair. If a chair - typically of a larger 

department - finds that the qualifications of recommended faculty are so comparable that a 

second nomination is justified, he or she may submit two candidates in ranked order. 

o Individual faculty may nominate a department chair, another colleague, or themselves; 

these nominations should be limited to one per nominator and should be made in 

cooperation with the unit’s nomination committee when appropriate. 

Nominations must include, in the followin.q order: 
a persuasive nomination letter that 
¯ includes a detailed explanation of the nominee’s scholarship as well as teaching and his 

or her particular worthiness of a Gray Professorship, 
¯ notes if retention is a consideration, and 
¯ is comprehensible to members of an interdisciplinary selection committee that may not 

include specialists in the nominee’s field; 

~ a current and full curriculum vitae; 

~ a statement of teaching philosophy; 

o a statement of mentoring philosophy; 

~ a list of courses taught to undergraduates for the last six regular semesters; and 

~ a summary of teaching evaluations for two undergraduate courses taught in the past two 

years (these can include peer and student evaluations). 

A selection committee composed of current and/or former Gray Professors and some of Carolina’s 

outstanding undergraduate students will examine the nominations and observe the nominees’ teaching 

during classroom visits. After a full review, the committee will make recommendations to the Dean, who 

will announce the appointments. 

Please direct any questions about nominations to Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office at 

alexis cline@unc.edu or 919/962-3082. 

Nominations should be sent in the form of a single pdf document attached to an email, to 

Alexis Cline in the Dean’s Office at alexis_cline@unc.edu. 

***THE CLOSING DATE FOR NOMINATIONS IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2013.*** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, October 6, 2013 2:36 PM 

(2line, Alexis L <Alexis_(21ine@unc.edu> 
Re:  

Thanks. I’m going to just hold off until next year, then. Don’t have the 
time to pull everything together. 
On 10/6/13 9:58 AM, Cline, Alexis L wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> I received the letter of nomination for Lucia but there are other documents needed in order for this nomination to be forwarded to the 
committee. Please see attached and let me know if you have any questions. Tomorrow, Monday, October 7th is the deadline. 
> 
> Alexis 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               emaiLm~c.ed~] 
> Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 2:22 PM 
> To: Cline, Alexis L 
> Subject:  
> 
> See the attached letter of nomination for . 
> 
> Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:36 PM 

EpixRSVP@EPIXHD.com 

Oct 24 

I and a guest will be attending the 6:15 reception in Chapel Hill on 
Oct. 24. 

Jay Smith 

UNC 
History Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:40 AM 

MQUP Editorial <editorial.mqup@mcgill.ca> 

Re: Query from MQUP - Distributing Status: The Making of Modern Honours in 
Western Europe 

I’m sorry, I thought I had responded to your last email. I’m afraid I just can’t take on something of that length 
right now. I would suggest that you try Jonathan Dewald at the University of Buffalo, or Gaff Bossenga, who is 
now at Elizabethtown College (because her husband is president there.) 
On 10/16/13 11:31 AM, MQUP Editorial wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

Thank you again for considering to review the Samuel Clark manuscript. With internet reliability being what 
it is I am writing to be sure that you received my message below about the length of the work. Would you 

still be interested in conducting this review? We’d be happy to work with a deadline that suits your 

schedule. 

Many thanks and best regards, 

Paloma 

From: MQUP Editorial 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:54 AM 
To: ’Jay Smith’ 
Subject: RE: Query from MQUP - Distributing Status: The Making of Modern Honours in Western Europe 

Dear Jay, 

The manuscript comes in at 510 pages (1.5 spacing) including notes, appendices and bibliography. We are 

willing to be flexible with the deadline as well if you think you might need more time. 

look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Paloma 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 9:38 AM 
To: MQUP Editorial 
Subject: Re: Query from MQUP - Distributing Status: The Making of Modern Honours in Western Europe 

Paloma--everything would depend on the length of the ms for me. How many pages/words are we talking 

about? -JS 

On 10/7/13 1:54 PM, MQUP Editorial wrote: 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I am writing on behalf of Philip Cercone, Executive Director, to ask if you would be willing to 

assess for us the Samuel Clark manuscript, Distributing Status: The Making of Modern 

Honours in Western Europe. In order to give you some idea of the work, I have included 

below the table of contents and an excerpt from the introduction for you. Also, I have 

attached a copy of our reader’s guide, which indicates the scope of the report. 



If you are able to read the manuscript for us, we will offer you a modest honorarium of $140. 

Alternately, you may order 5300 of MQUP titles. As we like to give our manuscripts timely 

consideration, we generally like to have reports 4 weeks from receipt of the manuscript. If 

this deadline would be difficult to meet, please let me know. We would be happy to send you 
a digital copy or a hard copy of the manuscript. If you would like to receive the manuscript in 

hard copy, please advise us of your mailing address, as well as a corresponding phone 

number. If you are not able to undertake this for us, could you suggest two or three 

appropriate readers? 

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience. 

Yours sincerely, 

Paloma 

Paloma Friedman 

Editorial Assistant 

McGilI-Queen’s University Press 

1010 Sherbrooke St. W., Suite 1720 

Montreal, QC H3A 2R7 

Tel: 514-398-1343 

Fax: 514-398-4333 

editorial.mqup@mcgill.ca 

Table of contents 

Introduction 
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Chapter 15 Toward an explanation of Modern state honours 

Appendices 
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From the Introduction... 

This book poses a simple question, for which, I have come to believe, the answer is not so 

simple. In many parts of the world, but especially in relatively industrialized countries, vast 

numbers of awards and prizes of various kinds are bestowed yearly or even monthly, not only 

by governments and churches, but also by businesses, voluntary associations, and 

universities. Multi-volume directories, such as Gale’s Awards, Honors and Prizes, despite their 

massive size, cannot keep up with them all. We live in a world of awards that surpasses any 

other in human history. 

And yet social scientists have given little attention to this subject, and explanations for the 

rise of these recognition practices have been very sparse indeed. There is, of course, a large 

literature generated by those responsible and by some social scientists that asserts the utility 

of awards and prizes. The reasons given can be divided into three inter-connected categories: 

(1) psychological; (2) "rational choice"; and (3) organizational. At the most basic level 

psychological reasons for the utility of awards and prizes are grounded in "behaviourist" 

theory, which says that we understand human behaviour in terms of positive and negative 

stimulus- response processes. An award or a prize is simply a positive stimulus. It is functional 

because it satisfies the need we have to be appreciated and recognized, because there is a 

basic human drive for status or distinction, and because people derive psychological 

satisfaction from bonding and inclusion, which awards and prizes give them in the way that 

monetary rewards do not. Rational- choice theory adds to this the assumption that it is in the 

interest of employers and governments to satisfy these basic psychological needs in order to 

motivate a high level of performance. 

It is also asserted that awards and prizes have organizational advantages over other kinds of 

rewards. They are low in cost. They do not crowd out intrinsic motivations, but rather 

reinforce the psychic pleasure that people can derive from doing a good job, or serving the 

organization or national state to which they belong, an especially important criterion where 

egalitarian or anti-materialist beliefs are present. Awards and prizes are also less subject to 

diminishing returns than monetary rewards; the more one works the less time one has to 

enjoy the benefits of the latter. They also build commitment and loyalty to the organization 

or the nation; it has even been argued that they can improve worker morale. And they can be 

used to promote the values of an organization, as well as providing it with publicity and 

(perhaps) raising its status. In particular, it has been suggested that, where employees must 

work relatively autonomously, recognition is usually the best way to motivate them. Awards 

and prizes are especially suitable when the performance is difficult to quantify, and for non- 

profit or volunteer enterprises. And finally, awards and prizes can lead to additional rewards, 

both symbolic and material, and thus provide potential recipients with additional reasons to 

seek them. 

While this literature certainly gives us an idea of why employers or state agents might be 

persuaded to adopt incentive programmes of this kind, it does not answer the question I have 

posed. It does not explain why Modern societies have more awards and prizes than most 

previously known societies. The psychological needs that awards and prizes allegedly meet 



are found in all societies. By the same token, if they are rational and bestow organizational 

benefits, this would be the case in many societies, not just in Modern societies. 

Nor does this literature explain how modern awards and prizes have come into being. What is 

functional does not automatically materialize. This is not to say that the functionality of 

awards and prizes is irrelevant to an explanation of how they have emerged, but simply that 

understanding this functionality does not, in itself, answer our question, which is why and 

how we have come to be blessed (or cursed) by so many awards and prizes. Nor does the 

above literature tell us which of the functions honorific rewards was instrumental in their 

evolution. It is unlikely that all of the above functions have been equally important in this 

process. And finally, though I think it can be done, this literature does not explain differences 

between Modern recognition institutions and recognition practices in earlier periods of 

history. 

The fundamental assumption on which the present book is based is that we cannot 

understand Modern awards and prizes simply in terms of how they are seen and how they 

operate at the present time. They are a product of history, and how that product has been 

created over time must be fully understood if we want to explain current recognition 

practices. All reward systems are historically specific, including the reward systems that 

prevail in Modern societies. Thus different reward systems require different historical 

explanations. To be sure, these different explanations will identify common conditions, but 

how particular honours systems came into being will not all be the same. 

Obviously, therefore, the question I shall be trying to answer in this book is not why award 

systems in general have emerged but rather why a particular award system has emerged. This 

award system will be the Modern state honours system in Western Europe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:53 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Heath care fiasco 

Chris--reading today about the software failures undermining Obamacare 
enrollments, I see this comment from a tech expert: 

An analysis by Standish of more than 3,500 large IT projects of $10 
million or more between 2003 and 2012 found only 6.4 percent were 
successful, Johnson said. Fifty-two percent of the projects were 
categorized as "challenged," meaning they either exceeded their budget, 
failed to satisfy user expectations or were completed behind schedule. 
More than 41 percent were "failures" that were either terminated or 
completely redone. 

Sound familiar? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 1:50 PM 

Raleigh, Donald J <DJR@email.unc.edu> 

new draft 

Raleigh and Smith on service and teaching.docx 

Don: OK, here’s a new draft with the teaching stuff filled out quite a 

bit. There’s a real problem with the lack of grad student feedback on 

his grad teaching. What more, exactly, can we say? Really not sure. But 
I’m sure you and I will knock this out lickety-split after we meet on 

Wednesday. -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 12:40 PM 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> 

Re: "I can’t sell MY shoes?" 

Sounds good--but also, is there not some formal association of Athletic Directors? If we could somehow get 
some "enlightened" AD’s to put pressure on NCAA governance bodies to overhaul these preposterous sanctions 
for "amateurism" violations, we might make a little headway in the short term while the longer-term fight over 
amateurism continues. 

What is especially absurd in this case, it seems to me, is the lack of proportionality. So a guy sells some 
sneakers for $100 or whatever. For that--he has to sit out a third of the season?!! Unbelievable. 
On 11/9/13 12:33 PM, Emmett Gill wrote: 

Target audience NCAA, Oregon and Nike? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 9, 2013, at 10:23 AM, Jay Smith <~smith@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Emmett--please attach my name to any letter. What an outrage. 

Jay M. Smith, Professor of History 
On 11/9/13 10:16 AM, Emmett Gill wrote: 

Please let me know of you are interesting in signing on a brief letter 
supporting time served, no further suspension, and any other issues you 
feel relevant to the rights of these student-athletes... 

Initial report card draft forthcoming... 

Have a great weekend... 

o. com/r~cbisto Id=99332g 5& src=deskto~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:11 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

that sign 

Joy--just between you and me...have you found out anything about that 
sign in the football locker room? 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:02 AM 

Hines, James <jlhines@email.unc.edu> 

vpn 

Hi James: I’ve never had VPN, and it looks like I’m finally going to 
need it. Is setting that up something you can help me with? Or are we 
expected just to figure that out on our own? -Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, November 23, 2013 1:13 PM 

Sherman, Daniel J <dsherman@email.unc.edu> 
Re: lacking in historical content... 

I’m still steaming about this, actually. Long-term, I think I would just 
hold off until      _ is gone. When you resubmit to the new DGS and 
his/her committee, you could do so with a short, one-paragraph 
demolition of attached to the very same syllabus, 
tmchanged. I wouldn’t change a thing. 

I just can’t believe the audacity here. The presumptuousness. And yes, 
the non-collegiality. I am going to do some snooping... 
On 11/23/13 12:37 PM, Daniel Sherman wrote: 
> Hi Jay, 
> 
> Good to see you and last night. Although I enjoyed the event 
> itself, and the wine, I must say my favorite parts of the evening were 
> discovering the Carrboro bike trail on my way there and back -- I felt 
> very European -- and your astonishment vis-a-vis the email. I’m not 
> sure whether to be happy or dismayed that at this stage my news still 
> has the capacity to surprise you, even despite your long experience of 
> this place. 
> Here’s the syllabus for the notorious course, just for your 
> reference. I am not yet at the point where I can draft a short, 
> neutral email to Cynthia, but I am getting there and will bcc you. 
> Hope to see you soon. 
> Best, 
>D. 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 4:40 PM 

Julia Anne Osman <josman@history.msstate.edu> 

book/intro 

Osman--whole thing--draft 1.docx 

Julia: 
Sorry I’m being slow. The holidays got in the way. I’m attaching the 
manuscript here even though I’ve read only the intro at this point. I’m 
going ahead and sending now, though, because I can see that the intro 
needs some work/reframing. There are clarity/word choice issues 
throughout, and I generally think it still sounds a bit too much like a 
dissertation. By that I mean that you discuss historiography too 
explicitly, you still show too much "scaffolding" (e. g. "In chapter two 
I will argue that.."), and you enter into too much detail prematurely. 
Save the book for making the argument; here you just want to indicate 
the broad outlines of the argument and its significance for our 
understanding of big issues (i. e., the coming of the Revolution and the 
experience of the Revolution.) I’ve marked up the intro extensively, so 
I think the thing to do is for you to focus on absorbing and thinking 
about my criticisms here in the intro, while I move on to the body of 
the text. I don’t know exactly when I’ll get through the whole 
enchilada, but I will move as efficiently as I can. I’d like to think I 
will finish before classes begin on Jan. 8. On verra. Let me know if 
you’re confused about anything I’ve written. 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@une.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 12:11 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Mary 

It was a little boring for me at times but the way they had Dan a nd I play off of each other was interesting. We should probably sell ou r ga me day house and move out of town - or to France. I should 

stay away from camera’s for many reasons. 

Not sure why athletics does not file a complaint with the I RB office - Richard says that ou r research protocol is legit so maybe they already have - god knows they would have used it to get rid of me if 

they could. I am not responding to BB Igood name for him) ever again and so sorry for getting you into this mess. You can punch me when we get together next. I really am leaving for New Bern 

now...shutting all this down ..... will be rolling along at 19-21 mph because it is flat as a pancake there and I have a really nice bike. Dang, life is good. 

As BB says - Have a great weekend. Mary 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 11:29 AM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Mary 

Wanted you to see this. (And you’re fight--the documentary is pretty darned awesome.) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sul~ject:RE: Mary 

Date:Fri, 6 Sep 2013 11:08:03 -0400 
From:Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel~email.unc.edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M <javsmith@email.unc.edu> 

Have a great weekend. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962 2237 

C                                                 I    F    (919)     962    8247 

bradley.bethel~unc.edu 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 11:06 AM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: Re: Hary 

Look, why do you ask? I’m beginning to feel like I’m being deposed. And frankly you have no right to depose me. No right at all. I’ll see you in the 

On 9/6/13 10:51 AM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

> Jay, I have one question of clarification. You wrote, "But I will insist until the cows come home that the University has deliberately shielded the 

> 

> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> 

> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962 2237 

> C ,                I F (919) 962 8247 

> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

> 

> 

> Original Message 

> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 6:01 PH 

> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

> Cc: Willingham, Mary C. 

> Subject: Re: Mary 

> 

> In response to these last few emails, I can’t help myself, so... 

> 

> You’ve dialed down the heat a little, and I’ll try to do the same. (Yes, of course I’d be willing to meet with the two of you, if you think I’d be o 

> 

> Here’s the first thing I’d like to say: I feel terrible about people having been thrown out of their jobs, silently transferred out or chased away, 

y sure I can prove and hope to do so one day that academic admin has had as a prime objective the "covering" of the sorts of things that go on in ASP 

> 

> I have said to journalists (and can’t help it if they don’t always use 

> it) that ASPSA personnel are good people put in impossible situations. I have also said publicly on WP~L in multiple interviews last year and on th 

> Again ask Steve Farmer if he’s happy with me. I agree that the faculty on that special talent coK~c~ittee need to be held accountable in new ways. Ab 

> 

> So my general point here, Bradley, is that I think your anger and frustration is misdirected if it’s focused on me and my public coK@~ents. 

> Perhaps you and your friends have indeed been shafted in ways the public doesn’t understand. Speak up about it. Why not? You and others in athletics 

> 

> etc. I never wanted this role, it fell on my head like an anvil. But truth is important to me, so I’m sure not going to stop now. JS On 9/4/13 4:5 

>> Jay, 

>> 

>> We obviously have a different understanding of "insider testimony". 

>> 

>> Yes, this has become personal for me. It has become personal for me as I’ve seen good people thrown under the bus and lose their jobs, without any 

>> 

>> But I’m too busy, along with my current colleagues, trying to help student athletes experience a meaningful education to write any more angry email 

>> 

>> I will, however, make one point for you to think about. After numerous articles calling into question the integrity of my office, not one piece has 

>> 

>> One point I want to reiterate for Mary: Having now witnessed several former colleagues pushed out of their jobs, I am genuinely sorry to hear that 

>> 

>> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist University of 

>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 

>> Student Athletes 

>> 



>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962 2237 C I F (919) 

>> 962 8247 bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>> Original Message 

>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:24 PH 

>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

>> Cc: Willingham, Mary C. 

>> Subject: Re: Mary 

>> 

>> Bradley: 

>> I mean it when I say that it’s a pity this became such a personal thing for you. This unresolved scandal isn’t about John Blanchard and his reputat 

d you even bother to contact her to say, hey Mary, what’s this about a demotion? No, you went to that website and publicly questioned her credibility. 

>> 

>> Let’s see, I’m ~self righteous,~ ~not interested in the truth,~ 

>> deficient in the ~standards of scholarly truth seeking,~ 

>> ~irresponsible,~ ~publicity seeking,~ and I have ~audacity~ to boot. 

>> Right. That’s irrational anger speaking there, Bradley. There’s not one iota of truth in it. I feel like starting with a ’who do you think you are, 

>> 

>> If you’d like to fire back another angry email, be my guest, but I 

>> intend for this to be my last word on the matter. (Mary, on the other 

>> hand, who can and surely will speak for herself, is much more 

>> forgiving and sociable than I am. Maybe you two will yet have things 

>> to talk 

>> about.) JS 

>> On 9/4/13 2:51 PM, Bethel, Bradley Richard wrote: 

>>> Jay and Mary, 

>>> 

>>> Your emails are the first I’ve heard of Mary’s demotion. The way Deford presents the narrative, Mary went from being a learning specialist for stu 

>>> 

>>> Jay, what I find ironic is that you have the audacity to tell me I don’t know what I’m talking about. You, who, in your campaign against college a 

mpus. But you didn’t, and instead you and Mary have facilitated the tarnishing of his and other good people’s reputations. Is it not a historian’s job 

>>> 

>>> What’s most sad to me, Jay, as I have stated to several of my colleagues, is that there are some critical points on which my colleagues and I have 

>>> 

>>> By the way, I will remove my coK@~ent on NPR now. Mary, I’m genuinely sorry to hear about your demotion. 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist University of 

>>> North Carolina at Chapel Hill Academic Support Program for 

>>> Student Athletes 

>>> 

>>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

>>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962 2237 C I F (919) 

>>> 962 8247 bradle~.bethel@unc.edu 

>>> 

>>> Original Message 

>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:32 PM 

>>> To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

>>> Subject: Mary 

>>> 

>>> Dear Bradley: 

>>> I see that you (apparently if not, then someone with your name) thought it important to ~set the record straight~ on Mary Willingham and her cred 

>>> 

>>> Jay Smith 

>>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Endeavors magazine <endeavors=unc.edu@mail 171 .wdc02.mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:44 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Research and creative activity at Carolina, January 2014 

Images not dsplayng properly? Vew the on ne verson. 

January 2014 

Radiation Revolution 

Sha Chang and Otto Zhou want 
to attack tumors while sparing 
surrounding tissue. 

One day their technology may 
save patients with tumors in the 
hardest to treat places. 

FEATURES & VIDEO 

Weighing the 
E~4dence 

What messages are 

children’s movies sending 

about weight? 

To Have a Better Life 

¯ ..AND get a job, try 

majoring in the humanities, 

says folklorist Bill Ferris. 

Stress and Breasts 

Is there a connection 

between stress and a 

mother’s ability to 

breastfeed her baby? 



IN REVIEW: THE 10 MOST-READ ENDEAVORS STORIES OF 2014 

1o: Better Birth 
What is a "good" birth? 

UNC obstetrician Anne 

Lyerly found out from 101 

women. 

9: Reconstructing 
Alison 

Recreating the full skeleton 

of a one-of-a-kind 

prehistoric reptile. 

8: Water Rights and 
Wrongs 

Will North Carolina have 

enough water? And how 

will we keep it clean? 

7: Fat in Places You 
Didn’t Know Could 
get Fat 

... and what it means for 

our health. 

6: Earth Cracked 
Open 

A new culprit in the case of 

quickening climate change. 

5: Eat This, Walk 
That 

Calorie counts may not get 

people’s attention, but a 

different number does. 

4: What We Actually 
Learn in 
Kindergarten 

How does it impact the rest 

of a kid’s education? 

3: Our Picky Genes 

Why kids are so resistant 

to new foods, and what 

parents can do to help 

them try new things. 

2: Unbreakable Bonds 

A new kind of school for at- 

risk kids, by a professor 

who knows how to beat the 

odds. 

1o More AP 
Classes May 
Not be 
Better 

You don’t need 10 



or 12 APs to get 
into UNC. 

SPOTLIGHT MORE IN RESEARCH... 

UNC research tabbed as a top autism breakthrough of 2013 (UNC 

Health Care) 

Poverty influences children’s early brain development (UNC 

Health Care) 

Modern caterpillars feed at 
higher temperatures in 
response to climate 
change: Over the past 40 
years, caterpillars seem to 
have evolved quickly to 
cope with a hotter and 
more variable climate. 
(UNC News Sewices) 

NCSU and UNC scientists create elaborate new ’drug delivery 

vehicle’ to fight cancer (News and Observer) 

Ear tubes vs~ watchful waiting: tubes do not improve long-term 

development (UNC Heatth Care) 

GET CONNECTED 

Endeavors on Facebook ~ Endeavors on Twitter D RSS Feed 

Questions or suggestions? Contact us. 

PRWACY POLICY: The Endeavors subscr bet list is not open to the public ensuring that your pr vacy and email 
address are protected. Endeavors does not sell nformation about you, including your email address, to anyone for 
any purpose. If you suspect that your nformat on has been m sused, please let us know by send ng an emal to 
endeavors@unc.edu. If you do not wsh to receive future newsletters, please unsubscr be va the Ink at the bottom 
ofths emal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrea McCarthy <amccarthy@AcademicKeys.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 5:23 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

University jobs in Foreign Languages/Literatures, History - European, Linguistics, and 
other related areas 

Jan. 10th, 2014 

UNLOCK~N G ACADEMIC CAREE RS 

Dear Colleague, 

This month’s issue of AcademicKeys’ e-Flier for Humanities features 37 faculty 
openings, 7 senior administrative positions, and 1 post-doc opportunities and links to 
hundreds more positions in higher education. 

This AcademicKeys e-Flier contains higher education positions in: 
- Foreign Languages/Literatures 
- History - European 
- Linguistics 
- Literature - General 

Want to receive additional job notifications from our KeyVersity 
diversity program? Learn more! 



NEW! - E×ecutive Director 
Central Washington University 
Office for International Programs 

Location Ellensburg, WA Posted Dec. 20, 2013 

NEW! - Dirtector Academic Su~ort Center 
Berkeley College 

Location Woodland Park Posted Dec. 19, 2013 

NEW! - Executive Assistant to the Provost 
Notre Dame de Namur University 
Office of the Provost 

Location Belmont, CA Posted Dec. 12, 2013 

NEW! - Academic Director 
Uversity 
Adm inistration 

Location Dublin, Ireland Posted Dec. 12, 2013 

NEW! - Dirtector Academic Su~ort Center 
Berkeley College 
Academic Support Center 

Location New York City Posted Dec. 12, 2013 

Dean Co~e~ of Arts & Humanities 
Central Washington University 
College of Arts and Humanities 

Location Ellensburg, WA Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

Dean, Schoo~ of Professiona~ Studies 
Berkeley College 

Location New York Posted Oct. 28, 2013 

NEW! - Thinking ~atters Fellow 
Stanford University 



Office of the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education 

Location Stanford, CA Posted Dec. 19, 2013 

NEW! - ~nstructor of English 
Schreiner University 
Department of English & Foreign Languages 

Location Kerrville, TX Posted Dec. 13, 2013 

NEW! - ~nstructor of German 
Schreiner University 
Department of English & Foreign Languages 

Location Kerrville, TX Posted Dec. 13, 2013 

NEW! - ~ish Lan      Tutors 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University 
Language Centre 

Location Suzhou, Jiangsu, China Posted Dec. 10, 2013 

N EW! - Lecturers/Associate Professors~ied Linguistico,, 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University 
Department of English, Culture and Communication 

Location Suzhou, Jiangsu, China Posted Dec. 10, 2013 

NEW] - Anticipated Fa~ 2014 Facu~t~ Positions 
The Community College of Baltimore County 
Multiple Departments 

Location Baltimore, MD Posted Dec. 9, 2013 

Assistant Professor 
Incheon National University 
Department of English Language and Literature 

Location Incheon, South Korea Posted Dec. 6, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Internationa~ Studies o Chinese 
Valparaiso University 
International Studies Dept. -- Master of Arts in Chinese ... 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Dec. 4, 2013 

English Adjunct ~nstructor 
Berkeley College 

Location Woodland Park, NJ Posted Nov. 20, 2013 



Assistant~Associate Professor of Enq~ish Literature 
Qatar University 
Department of English Literature and Linguistics 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Nov. 18, 2013 

Visiting ~nstructodAssistant Profo of Forei es o.o 
Valparaiso University 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

Assto Profo of Forei es and Literatures o C~assics 
Valparaiso University 
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Nov. 12, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Histor~ o Les~e~ Universit~ 
Lesley University 
Lesley University-College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 

Location Cambridge, MA Posted Nov. 11, 2013 

German o Adjunct ~nstructor 
University of St. Thomas 
Department of Modern & Classical Languages 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Oct. 31, 2013 

African Histor~ 
The Ohio State University 
Department of African American and African Studies 

Location Columbus, OH Posted Oct. 31, 2013 

Asst. Profo American or World Literature, Phi~os 
Lawrence Technological University 
Dept. of Humanities, Social Sciences, and Communication 

Location Southfield, MI Posted Oct. 29, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Religion 
Guilford College 
Department of Religious Studies 

Location Greensboro, NC Posted Oct. 25, 2013 

Assistant/Associate Professor in Linguistics 



Qatar University 
Department of English Literature and Linguistics 

Location Doha, Qatar, Qatar Posted Oct. 21, 2013 

Assoco Professors~ Assto Professors and ~nstructors oo Huoo, 
Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
College of Arts & Science 

Location AI Khobar, Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia Posted Oct. 10, 2013 

Assistant Professor of Enq~ish 
Pennsylvania State University 
Department of English 

Location University Park, PA Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

Assistant Professor 
Pennsylvania State University 
Comparative Literature and Asian Studies 

Location University Park, PA Posted Oct. 9, 2013 

Histor~ o Tenure-Track o Ear~ #~odern Euro~ 
University of St. Thomas 
H istory 

Location St. Paul, MN Posted Oct. 8, 2013 

Tenure Track Assistant Professor o ~odernism 
University of British Columbia 
Department of English 

Location Vancouver, Canada Posted Oct. 7, 2013 

Assistant Professor 
Indiana University 
Department of English 

Location Bloomington, IN Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

Tenure Track Assistant Professor 
University of California - Berkeley 
Comparative Literature and English 

Location Berkeley, CA Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

Assistant/Associate Professor 
Indiana University 
Department of English 



Location Bloomington, IN Posted Oct. 4, 2013 

English Lance Teacher 
Prince B/Iohammad Bin Fahd University 
Preparation Year Program 

Location AI Khobar, Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia Posted Sep. 30, 2013 

Phonetics: Tenureotrack Assto Professor, Univ of De~aware 
University of Delaware 
Department of Linguistics and Cognitive Science 

Location Newark, DE Posted Oct. 2, 2013 

Assistant Professor of 
Valparaiso University 
College of A~s and Sciences 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 25, 2013 

Assistant Professor of H~stor~ 
Valparaiso University 
College of A~s and Sciences 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 25, 2013 

Assistant Professor of 
Valparaiso University 
College of A~s and Sciences -- Depa~ment of English 

Location Valparaiso, IN Posted Sep. 17, 2013 

Assistant Professor - 
Wellesley College 
Spanish 

Location Wellesley, MA Posted Sep. 12, 2013 

Asst, Prof, of English i£ r~tiethnic American Literature 
Skidmore College 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 

Visiting Assistant Professor i£ Early America~ Literature 
Skidmore College 
Depa~ment of English 

Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 



Skidrnore College 
Department of English 

Location Saratoga Springs, NY Posted Sep. 6, 2013 

Art History instructor 
Berkeley College 
Art History 

Location Dover, NJ Posted Aug. 30, 2013 

Berkeley College 

Location Newark, NJ Posted Aug. 29, 2013 

NEW! - CLASS Postgoctora~ Fel~owshi~ 
Nanyang Technological University 
Coll. of Humanities, Arts and Social Sci. -- Centre for L... 
Location Singapore, Singapore, Singapore Posted Dec. 11, 2013 

Update Your Subscription 

¯ Chan~vour e=mail address 
¯ Subscribe or       our subscription 

Unsubscribe 

We sent this to: 

jaysm ith@em ail. unc. edu 

¯ Unsubscribe from further 

We assure you that we make every attempt to honor requests to unsubscribe. Thank 
you for your patience! If you have any further comments or suggestions, please send 
an email to: EmailUs@AcademicKeys.com 



Sincerely, 

Andrea McCarthy 
am cca rt h~Acad e m icKeys, corn 
AcademicKeys.com 
1066 Storrs Road, Suite D 
Storrs, CT 06268 
USA 
1.860.429.0218 



Subject: Coffee - Daily Grind 
Location: Daily Grind 
Start: 7/30/2012 1:30 PM 
End: 7/30/2012 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Received 
Required Attendees: Smith, Jay M 
Resources:       Daily Grind 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Dinner @ Bubba’s 
7/28/2012 8:30 PM 
7/28/2012 7:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Groundhog Day 
United States 
2/2/2028 12:00 AM 
2/3/2028 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2009 12:00 AM 
11/1/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2010 12:00 AM 
11/1/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2011 12:00 AM 
11/1/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2012 12:00 AM 
11/1/2012 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2013 12:00 AM 
11/1/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2014 12:00 AM 
11/1/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2015 12:00 AM 
11/1/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2016 12:00 AM 
11/1/2016 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2017 12:00 AM 
11/1/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2019 12:00 AM 
11/1/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Ha~bween 
United States 
10/31/2020 12:00 AM 
11/1/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2021 12:00 AM 
11/1/2021 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2022 12:00 AM 
11/1/2022 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2023 12:00 AM 
11/1/2023 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2024 12:00 AM 
11/1/2024 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2018 12:00 AM 
11/1/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Ha~bween 
United States 
10/31/2026 12:00 AM 
11/1/2026 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2027 12:00 AM 
11/1/2027 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Halloween 
United States 
10/31/2028 12:00 AM 
11/1/2028 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2009 12:00 AM 
7/5/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2010 12:00 AM 
7/5/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2011 12:00 AM 
7/5/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2012 12:00 AM 
7/5/2012 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2014 12:00 AM 
7/5/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2015 12:00 AM 
7/5/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2017 12:00 AM 
7/5/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2013 12:00 AM 
7/5/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2020 12:00 AM 
7/5/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2021 12:00 AM 
7/5/2021 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2022 12:00 AM 
7/5/2022 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2023 12:00 AM 
7/5/2023 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2024 12:00 AM 
7/5/2024 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2025 12:00 AM 
7/5/2025 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2019 12:00 AM 
7/5/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Independence Day 
United States 
7/4/2028 12:00 AM 
7/5/2028 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/7/2009 12:00 AM 
9/8/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/6/2010 12:00 AM 
9/7/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: Labor Day 

Location: United States 
Start: 9/3/2012 12:00 AM 
End: 9/4/2012 12:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/1/2014 12:00 AM 
9/2/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/7/2015 12:00 AM 
9/8/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/5/2016 12:00 AM 
9/6/2016 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/4/2017 12:00 AM 
9/5/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/3/2018 12:00 AM 
9/4/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/2/2019 12:00 AM 
9/3/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/7/2020 12:00 AM 
9/8/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Labor Day 
United States 
9/2/2013 12:00 AM 
9/3/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2009 12:00 AM 
2/13/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2010 12:00 AM 
2/13/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2011 12:00 AM 
2/13/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2012 12:00 AM 
2/13/2012 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2013 12:00 AM 
2/13/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2014 12:00 AM 
2/13/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2015 12:00 AM 
2/13/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2017 12:00 AM 
2/13/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2018 12:00 AM 
2/13/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2019 12:00 AM 
2/13/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2020 12:00 AM 
2/13/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2021 12:00 AM 
2/13/2021 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2022 12:00 AM 
2/13/2022 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2023 12:00 AM 
2/13/2023 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2024 12:00 AM 
2/13/2024 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2025 12:00 AM 
2/13/2025 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2026 12:00 AM 
2/13/2026 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2027 12:00 AM 
2/13/2027 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Lincoln’s Birthday 
United States 
2/12/2028 12:00 AM 
2/13/2028 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/19/2009 12:00 AM 
1/20/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/18/2010 12:00 AM 
1/19/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/16/2012 12:00 AM 
1/17/2012 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/21/2013 12:00 AM 
1/22/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: Martin Luther King Day - Holiday 

Location: United States 
Start: 1/20/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 1/21/2014 12:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/19/2015 12:00 AM 
1/20/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/18/2016 12:00 AM 
1/19/2016 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/15/2018 12:00 AM 
1/16/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/21/2019 12:00 AM 
1/22/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Martin Luther King Day 

United States 
1/20/2020 12:00 AM 
1/21/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2009 12:00 AM 
3/18/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2010 12:00 AM 
3/18/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2011 12:00 AM 
3/18/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2013 12:00 AM 
3/18/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2014 12:00 AM 
3/18/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2016 12:00 AM 
3/18/2016 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2017 12:00 AM 
3/18/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2019 12:00 AM 
3/18/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2020 12:00 AM 
3/18/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2021 12:00 AM 
3/18/2021 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2022 12:00 AM 
3/18/2022 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2024 12:00 AM 
3/18/2024 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2025 12:00 AM 
3/18/2025 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2009 12:00 AM 
4/16/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2010 12:00 AM 
4/16/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2011 12:00 AM 
4/16/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2013 12:00 AM 
4/16/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Saint Patrick’s Day 
United States 
3/17/2028 12:00 AM 
3/18/2028 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: Tax Day 

Location: United States 
Start: 4/15/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 4/16/2014 12:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Green Category 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/18/2018 12:00 AM 
4/17/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2019 12:00 AM 
4/16/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/26/2009 12:00 AM 
11/27/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Tax Day 
United States 
4/15/2015 12:00 AM 
4/16/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/25/2010 12:00 AM 
11/25/2010 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/24/2011 12:00 AM 
11/25/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: Thanksgiving Day 

Location: United States 
Start: 11/22/2012 12:00 AM 
End: 11/23/2012 12:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories:       Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/28/2013 12:00 AM 
11/29/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/27/2014 12:00 AM 
11/28/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/22/2018 12:00 AM 
11/23/2018 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/28/2019 12:00 AM 
11/29/2019 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/26/2020 12:00 AM 
11/27/2020 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Valentine’s Day 
United States 
2/14/2009 12:00 AM 
2/15/2009 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Valentine’s Day 
United States 
2/14/2011 12:00 AM 
2/15/2011 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Thanksgiving Day 
United States 
11/23/2017 12:00 AM 
11/24/2017 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Valentine’s Day 
United States 
2/14/2013 12:00 AM 
2/15/2013 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Valentine’s Day 
United States 
2/14/2014 12:00 AM 
2/15/2014 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Valentine’s Day 
United States 
2/14/2015 12:00 AM 
2/15/2015 12:00 AM 
Free 

(none) 
Holiday 



Subject: Pick up at Gate 3 
Start: 8/10/2012 1:30 PM 
End: 8/10/2012 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Durham Bulls v Norfolk Tides 
Start: 8/23/2012 7:00 PM 
End: 8/23/2012 10:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SP Briefing for Student Services 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

9/18/2012 1:00 PM 

9/18/2012 2:30 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 

Location: 

UNC Scholarship Dinner 

Carolina Club 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

9/21/2012 6:30 PM 

9/21/2012 9:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 

Location: 

Softball Admissions Meeting 

Jackson Hall 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

9/20/2012 3:00 PM 

9/20/2012 4:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 

Location: 

Photo for 

with Rowing 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

9/21/2012 3:30 PM 

9/21/2012 4:30 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 

Location: 

Photo for 

Softball 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

10/5/2012 3:00 PM 

10/5/2012 4:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Subject: Agent Meetings in Chicago, IL 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

10/28/2012 12:00 AM 

10/31/2012 12:00 AM 

Out Of Office 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: ASPSA Meeting 
Location: South 205 
Start: 12/3/2012 11:00 AM 
End: 12/3/2012 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Ballen, Martina K; Clarke, Tiffany D (tiffany_clarke@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: ASPSA Meeting 
Location: Loudermilk 2203 
Start: 12/17/2012 11:00 AM 
End: 12/17/2012 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A (owenbob@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Ballen, Ma~tina K; Clarke, Tiffany D (tiffany_clarke@unc.edu); Goodman, Paula 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Jay Boyd 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

11/28/2012 6:45 PM 

11/28/2012 7:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Jeff Janssen 
Start: 1/28/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 1/28/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Location: Loudermilk3 
Start: 113012013 7:00 PM 
End: 1/30/2013 8:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: ~e, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Sport Administrators Meeting 

Location: EWAC2 
Start: 2/14/2013 1:30 PM 
End: 2/14/2013 3:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MBK v Georgia Tech 
Start: 1/23/2013 9:00 PM 
End: 1/23/2013 11:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Homeland Security Meeting 

Location: Bubba’s Office 
Start: 2/4/2013 2:30 PM 
End: 2/4/2013 3:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Subject: Paul Pogge and Will Tricomi 

Location: Tennis Center 
Start: 1/29/2013 3:30 PM 
End: 1/29/2013 4:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Campus Housing Presentation 
EWAC1 
2/13/2013 8:30 AM 
2/13/2013 9:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Erin Schuettpelz 
Start: 1/25/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 1/25/2013 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: NLI Signing Day Ce~ebration 

Location: Blue Zone 
Start: 2/6/2013 6:00 PM 
End: 2/6/2013 8:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recur rel3ce; 

Categories: 

Erin Schuettpelz 
1/28/2013 3:30 PM 
1/28/2013 4:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: RISE Meeting 
Location: Loudermilk 
Start: 1/30/2013 4:00 PM 
End: 1/30/2013 5:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Carol Tesolini 
Location: Paul to attend 
Start: 2/5/2013 10:30 AM 
End: 2/5/2013 11:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Football Recruiting Breakfast 

Location: Rizz Center 
Start: 2/2/2013 8:30 AM 
End: 2/2/2013 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Rod Graves? 
Cardinals GM 
4/12/2013 7:00 PM 
4/12/2013 10:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Orange Category 



Subject: Meetings with Lissa and Joanna 

Location: 12:30-2 and 2-3:30 
Start: 2/21/2013 11:30 AM 
End: 2/21/2013 4:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Wrestling v NCSU 
Start: 2/1/2013 7:00 PM 
End: 2/1/2013 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: MBK v Virginia Tech 
Start: 2/2/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 2/2/2013 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: WBK v Duke 
Start: 2/3/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 2/3/2013 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: WTEN v Michigan 
Start: 2/3/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 2/3/2013 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Brent Blanton - ASPSA 
Start: 1/30/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 1/30/2013 10:30 AM 
Show Time As: E~usy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: RISE Institute 
Location: [To be rescheduled] 
Start: 3/5/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 3/5/2013 2:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Intern Interview- 
2/8/2013 9:00 AM 
2/8/2013 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Call Coach Papa 
Start: 2/1/2013 9:30 AM 
End: 2/1/2013 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Wally Richardson and Beth Bddger 

Location: Loudermilk 
Start: 2/4/2013 1:15 PM 
End: 2/4/2013 1:45 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call Mike @ 11:15 
Start: 2/5/2013 11:00 AM 
End: 2/5/2013 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MBK v Wake Forest 
Start: 2/5/2013 7:00 PM 
End: 2/5/2013 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: [lie, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Wrestling v VMI 
Start: 2/8/2013 7:00 PM 
End: 2/8/2013 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call Erin Schuettpelz 
Start: 2/5/2013 2:45 PM 
End: 2/5/2013 3:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

SAAC Meeting with FAC 
BZ 3 
3/27/2013 7:00 PM 
3/27/2013 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: USA Basketball Conference Call 
Start: 2/6/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 2/6/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Joyce and Karlton 

Location: Football Coaches’ Contracts 
Start: 2/6/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 2/6/2013 4:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Thursday Night Footba~ 

Location: EWAC2 
Start: 2/1312013 10:00 AM 
End: 2/13/2013 11:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Jeff Janssen 
Start: 2/11/2013 3:30 PM 
End: 2/11/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Coach Fedora 
Coaching Salaries 
2/7/2013 5:30 PM 
2/7/2013 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Patterson Medal Award Reception 

Location: EWAC1 
Start: 2/16/2013 10:30 AM 
End: 2/16/2013 12:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: bCLA Meeting 

Location: EWAC2 
Start: 2/27/2013 9:30 AM 

End: 2/27/2013 11:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MSOC Agent Presentation 
Start: 2/22/2013 2:30 PM 
End: 2/22/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Tobacco Road Reception for Coach Kalbas 
Start: 2/12/2013 7:00 PM 
End: 2/12/2013 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MBK v Virginia 
Start: 2/16/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 2/16/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: MWR v The Citadel 
Start: 2/17/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 2/17/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: MWR v Campbell 

Start: 2/17/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 2/17/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Michelle Brown 
Start: 2/14/2013 4:30 PM 
End: 2/14/2013 5:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meet at EWAC to go to Duke MBK game 
Start: 2/13/2013 7:30 PM 
End: 2/13/2013 11:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Faculty Admissions Committee 

Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 2/25/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 2/25/2013 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football Meeting with Bubba, Coach Fedora, Rick and Corey 
Location: KFC4 
Start: 2/25/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 2/25/2013 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Marielle vanGelder 
2/19/2013 11:00 AM 
2/19/2013 12:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Jenn Townsend 
Location: Loudermilk 
Start: 2/18/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 2/18/2013 2:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: FED EX Package to NCAA!!! 
Start: 2/22/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 2/22/2013 10:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Contact Mike Zonder at NCAA 
Start: 2/22/2013 1:30 PM 
End: 2/22/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting with Sylvia Hatchel 
Start: 2/20/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 2/20/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Lunch with Matt Logan and Paul Pogge at the Weathervane 
Start: 3/4/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 3/4/2013 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Breakfast with Rick Evrard 
Location: Marriott 
Start: 2/21/2013 7:30 AM 
End: 2/21/2013 8:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Bubba and John Montgomery RE PR 
3/1/2013 11:00 AM 
3/1/2013 12:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Scott Trulock and Paul Pogge RE Agents 
Start: 2/27/2013 11:00 AM 
End: 2/27/2013 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Steve Reznik and Bubba 
Start: 3/6/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 3/6/2013 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Softball Meeting RE Indoor Hitting Facility @ Anderson 
Start: 2/26/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 2/26/2013 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MBK v NCSU 
Start: 2/23/2013 4:00 PM 
End: 2/23/2013 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 

Location: Blue Zone 
Start: 2/27/2013 7:00 PM 

End: 2/27/2013 8:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: WTEN v Winthrop 
Start: 3/2/2013 11:00 AM 
End: 3/2/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: WTEN v East Carolina 
Start: 3/2/2013 3:30 PM 
End: 3/2/2013 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MBK v Florida State 
Start: 3/3/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 3/3/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Intern Assignments 
EWAC 216 
2/26/2013 3:45 PM 
2/26/2013 4:45 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center RE: Seating Indoors 
Start: 3/1/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 3/1/2013 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Paul at NACDA 
Start: 5/11/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 6/15/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Rick Evrard 
Start: 2/26/2013 11:00 AM 
End: 2/26/2013 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Presentation to UNC Grad Students 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 3/8/2013 8:30 AM 
End: 3/8/2013 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Associate AD for Compliance Candidate 
Start: 3/7/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 3/9/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Blue 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Pick up Marielle from RDU @ 11:31 p.m. 
US Airways #1550 from CLT 
3/6/2013 11:00 PM 
3/7/2013 12:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Meet Marielle in Marriott Courtyard Lobby for Breakfast 
Start: 3/7/2013 7:45 AM 
End: 3/7/2013 9:15 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Marielle-Lissa Broome in EWAC 236 
Start: 3/7/2013 9:15 AM 
End: 3/7/2013 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Marielle-Bubba 
Start: 3/7/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 3/7/2013 10:45 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Madelle-Larry Gallo 
Start: 3/7/2013 10:45 AM 
End: 3/7/2013 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Marielle-Martina and Kadton for lunch 
Start: 3/7/2013 11:30 AM 
End: 3/7/2013 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Madelle-Joe Sagula 
Start: 3/7/2013 1:15 PM 
End: 3/7/2013 2:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Marielle-Beth Miller 
Start: 3/7/2013 2:45 PM 
End: 3/7/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Dinner with Marielle @ TBD 
Start: 3/7/2013 6:30 PM 
End: 3/7/2013 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meet Marielle in Marriott Courtyard Lobby for Breakfast 
Start: 3/8/2013 7:15 AM 
End: 3/8/2013 8:15 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Marielle-Compliance staff 
Start: 3/8/2013 10:45 AM 
End: 3/8/2013 11:45 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Madelle-Lunch with Paul Pogge and Vince Ille 
Start: 3/8/2013 11:45 AM 
End: 3/8/2013 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Marielle-Athletics Facility Tour 
Start: 3/8/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 3/8/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: llle, Vince 



Subject: Madelle-Dinner TBD 
Start: 3/8/2013 5:30 PM 
End: 3/8/2013 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Subject: Call Rick Evrard from Bubba’s Office 
Start: 3/3/2013 8:00 PM 
End: 3/3/2013 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Blue Chip Meeting 

Location: KFC 
Start: 3/19/2013 2:00 PM 
End: 3/19/2013 3:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Erin Schuettpelz 
Start: 3/5/2013 8:00 AM 
End: 3/5/2013 8:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Sylvia Hatchell 
Start: 3/5/2013 6:30 PM 
End: 3/5/2013 7:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Bubba and Trish Stafford-Odom 
Start: 3/5/2013 7:00 PM 
End: 3/5/2013 7:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: WTEN v Baylor 
Start: 3/10/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 3/10/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: SACS Visit: Available for questions 
Start: 4/3/2013 12:00 AM 
End: 4/4/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: MBK v Duke 
Start: 3/9/2013 9:00 PM 
End: 3/9/2013 11:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Thursday Night Football Meeting 
Start: 3/18/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 3/18/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call Chance Miller @ NCAA 
Start: 3/13/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 3/13/2013 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call Mike Zonder @ NCAA 
Start: 3/12/2013 9:30 AM 
End: 3/12/2013 10:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 





Subject: Joe Breschi RE slots 
Start: 3/13/2013 8:00 AM 
End: 3/13/2013 8:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Jeff Janssen 
Start: 3/18/2013 1:30 PM 
End: 3/18/2013 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: FAC Retreat 
Location: Toy Lounge @ Dey 

Start: 5/17/2013 11:30 AM 
End: 5/17/2013 4:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Steve Keadey and Paul Pogge 
Start: 3/14/2013 4:00 PM 
End: 3/14/2013 5:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Workout and Eat 
3/15/2013 11:30 AM 
3/15/2013 1:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: BS&K Call 
Start: 3/15/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 3/15/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Call Marielle vanGelder 
Start: 3/18/2013 8:30 AM 
End: 3/18/2013 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: RAMS Club Educational Foundation Dinner 
Location: BZ 
Start: 9/27/2013 6:30 PM 
End: 9/27/2013 9:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Lissa RE RWG Overrides 
Start: 3/18/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 3/18/2013 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Student Athlete Graduation Reception 

Location: George Watts Alumni Center 

Start: 5/2/2013 2:30 PM 
End: 5/2/2013 4:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Susan Maloy 
Start: 3/22/2013 2:30 PM 
End: 3/22/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MLAX v Johns Hopkins 

Start: 3/30/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 3/30/2013 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Orange Category 



Subject: Reception for Chancellor Thorp 

Location: Carolina ~nn = Hill Ba~room 
Start: 4/22/2013 3:30 PM 
End: 4/22/2013 5:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SACS Committee 
Location: Loudermilk 
Start: 4/3/2013 12:30 PM 
End: 4/3/2013 1:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Data Custodians Meeting 

Location: AOB Conference Room 1501 -A& B 
Start: 4/29/2013 11:15 AM 
End: 4/29/2013 12:15 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Print out Boarding Pass!!! 
4/14/2013 8:30 PM 
4/14/2013 9:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 

Location: 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence, 1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

5/21/2013 5:00 PM 

5/21/2013 6:30 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Categories: Must Attend 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 
Event time: Tuesday, May 21st at 5:00 PM 
To be held at: Quail Hill, Chancellor’s Residence, 1001 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill, NC 



Subject: Jan Boxill and Travis Tygart in Bubba’s Office 
Start: 6/7/2013 10:30 AM 
End: 6/7/2013 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Agent Meeting: 

Start: 7:15 PM 

End: 7:45 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

meets Mike McCartney 



Subject: Agent Meeting: 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

4:00 PM 

4:30 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

meets Bruce Tollner 



Subject: Vacation 
Start: 7/24/2013 1:00 PM 
End: 7/27/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Personal 



Subject: Conference Call 
Location: Call-in Information: 1-800-501-8979 Access Code: 2344417 
Start: 8/2/2013 9:00 AM 
End: 8/2/2013 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: TruSport Conference Call 

Start: 8/30/2013 12:00 PM 
End: 8/30/2013 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: ilte, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 
Conference Eoom Number: 8920352 
+~_ (866) 95~_-1~_5~_ 



Subject: 

Location: 

Bruce Tollner agaent meeting with 

Drip Coffee Shop 

Start: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

12:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 

Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Shuttle to RDU Delta Terminal 
Location: Flight 743 
Start: 9/19/2013 6:30 PM 
End: 9/20/2013 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Green Category 

Flight 743 departs RDU @ 7:45 PM 

Am~Tes in Atlanta @ 9:10 PM 



Subject: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 
Location: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
Start: 10/7/2013 3:00 PM 
End: 10/7/2013 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Kretchmar, Jen; Brent Wissick; Ille, Vince; John Akin; Joy Renner; Layna Mosley; Lee May; Lissa Broome; 

Michelle Brown; Napoleon Byars; Napoleon Byars; Todd Taylor 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 
Location: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
Start: 11/11/2013 2:30 PM 
End: 11/11/2013 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Kretchmar, Jen; Brent Wissick; Ille, Vince; John Akin; Joy Renner; Layna Mosley; Lee May; Lissa Broome; 

Michelle Brown; Napoleon Byars; Napoleon Byars; Todd Taylor 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 
Location: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
Start: 12/16/2013 10:00 AM 
End: 12/16/2013 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Kretchmar, Jen; Brent Wissick; Ille, Vince; John Akin; Joy Renner; Layna Mosley; Lee May; Lissa Broome; 

Michelle Brown; Napoleon Byars; Napoleon Byars; Todd Taylor 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special Talent Subcommittee 
Location: UGA - Jackson Hall - Media Room Small 
Start: 1/13/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 1/13/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Kretchmar, Jen; Brent Wissick; Ille, Vince; John Akin; Joy Renner; Layna Mosley; Lee May; Lissa Broome; 

Michelle Brown; Napoleon Byars; Napoleon Byars; Todd Taylor 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: WGYM v Towson 
Start: 2/28/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 2/28/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: WBK v Duke 
Start: 3/2/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 3/2/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: WTEN @ Duke 
Start: 3/2/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 3/2/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MBKv ND 
Start: 3/3/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 3/3/2014 9:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MBK @ ACC Tournament 
Location: Greensboro, NC 
Start: 3/15/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 3/15/2014 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MBK @ ACC Tournament 
Location: Greensboro, NC 
Start: 3/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 3/16/2014 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 

Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Call Tom Nevala @ ND 
3/18/2014 4:45 PM 
3/18/2014 5:15 PM 
Bus’~ 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: STP500 Race in Martinsville 
Start: 3/30/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 3/31/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Call with Mike 
4/25/2014 11:00 AM 
4/25/2014 11:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recur rel3ce; 

Update Call 
5/5/2014 4:15 PM 
5/5/2014 5:15 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Meeting - Discuss ALL CANDIDATES 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 6/2/2014 11:30 AM 
End: 6/2/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Law Student Presentation 
Start: 7/31/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 7/31/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 



Subject: Training Table Presentations 

Location: KFC4 
Start: 6/17/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 6/17/2014 3:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Conference Call? 
Start: 8/17/2014 4:30 PM 
End: 6/17/2014 5:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Tuesday from 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM effective 6/17/2014 until 8/19/2014. There are 3 mor~ occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Conference call? 
Start: 6/20/2014 4:30 PM 
End: 6/20/2014 5:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM effective 6/20/2014 until 8/22/2014. There are 6 mor~ occurrences. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & 

Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Post Participation Care 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 6/20/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 6/20/2014 4:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Softball Newcomers Lunch @ R&R 
8/17/2014 11:30 AM 
8/17/2014 12:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Blue 



Subject: Bubba - Performance Review 
Start: 7/14/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 7/14/2014 12:00 F~M 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 
Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 7/11/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 7/11/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 3:15 PM 
End: 7/7/2014 5:15 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/7/2014 8:00 AM 
End: 7/7/2014 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/8/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 7/8/2014 10:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Conference Call w Rick 
7/6/2014 3:00 PM 
7/6/2014 4:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba and Marielle RE Training Table 
Start: 7/15/2014 10:15 AM 
End: 7/15/2014 11:15 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: NC Sec of State Reps 
Location: Cheescake Factory 

Start: 7/11/2014 11:30 AM 
End: 7/11/2014 1:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Schoemann-Size 13 
Start: 9/17/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 9/18/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 

Categories:       Birthdays 



Subject: Carolina Athletics Kickoff meeting 

Location: Blue Zone Concourse Club 
Start: 8/19/2014 7:30 AM 
End: 8/19/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting RE Training Table 

Location: Montgomery’s office 

Start: 7/21/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/21/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Dinner with PinStripe Bowl Reps: John Mosley & Mark Holtzman 
Location: Top of the Hill 
Start: 8/18/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 

£ick~ Vince, £~ul,, and 

I’ve made a reservation at Top of the [4itl at ~:30pm o~ Monday, AU~USL ~8[h for the din~er’ with John Mosfey a~d Mark Holtzman. 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Unit Meeting: Compliance 
Disney 
8/6/2014 9:00 AM 
8/6/2014 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Unit Meeting: SA Development 
Disney 
8/4/2014 1:00 PM 
8/4/2014 2:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Tar Heels 4 Life Meeting 

Location: Bubba & Marielle 
Start: 7/18/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 7/18/2014 3:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (,none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Update software! 
Start: 7/21/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 7/21/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Sam Paul - Performance Review 
Bubba’s Office 
7/24/2014 5:00 PM 
7/24/2014 6:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Student Athlete Policy Meeting 
Location: Smith Center 
Start: 8/21/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/21/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Student Athlete Policy Meeting 
Location: Smith Center 
Start: 8/20/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/20/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Big Hitters Event 5-9pm 
Location: Practice and Dinner 
Start: 8/13/2014 12:00 AM 
End: 8/14/2014 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Senior Staff Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/18/2014 12:00 PM 
8/18/2014 1:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 



Subject: Senior Staff Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 9/22/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 9/22/2014 1:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/31/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 7/31/2014 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting w Rick 
Start: 7/31/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 7/31/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football: Meet the Heels 
Location: Starts @ 4 
Start: 8/2/2014 3:30 PM 
End: 8/2/2014 6:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Head Coach Celebration @ Bul~ba’s House 
Start: 8/23/2014 8:30 PM 
End: 8/23/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Department Substance Use and Abuse Meeting 
Location: EWAC2 
Start: 8/14/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 8/14/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

NC Sec of State 
8/6/2014 1:00 PM 
8/6/2014 2:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: James Spurling - Walk Through South Box 
Start: 8/7/2014 11:00 AM 
End: 8/7/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Donna Papa Performance Review 
Start: 8/11/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/11/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Sport Administrators Meeting 
Location: EWAC1 
Start: 8/14/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/14/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: Rick and Corey re: Football Issues 
Start: 8/6/2014 6:00 PM 
End: 8/6/2014 7:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting with Jonathan Sauls 
Start: 8/12/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/12/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting with Jaimie Lee 
Start: 8/12/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 8/12/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Meeting with Jack Evans 
8/13/2014 8:00 AM 
8/13/2014 10:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting with Beth Bridger @ 3pro 
Start: 8/13/2014 12:30 PM 
End: 8/13/2014 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Zac Selmon - Strategic Plan Tracking 
8/15/2014 10:00 AM 
8/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Wrestling Check-in Meeting 

Location: Loudermilk 2301 
Start: 8/21/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 8/21/2014 10:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Men’s Tennis Compliance Meeting 
Start: 8/19/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 8/19/2014 6:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ilie, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Academic Meeting - Bubba and Michelle 
Start: 10/14/2014 11:30 AM 
End: I0/14/20"14 12:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Academic Meeting - Bubba and Michelle 
Start: 11/13/2014 10:30 AM 
End: 11/13/2014 11:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Academic Meeting - Bubba and Michelle 
Start: 12/15/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 12/15/2014 11:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Financial Aid Agreements - Bubba and Marielle 
8/18/2014 9:00 AM 
8/18/2014 10:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: FOOTBALL v Liberty @ 6pm 
Start: 8/30/2014 10:30 AM 
End: 8/30/2014 11:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: FOOTBALL v Virginia Tech 
Start: 10/4/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 10/4/2014 6:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: FOOTBALL v Georgia Tech 
Start: 10/18/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 10/18/2014 6:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: FOOTBALL V Pittsburgh 
Start: 11/15/2014 10:00 AM 
End: 11/15/2014 6:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/18/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/18/2014 5:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: WSOC v Stanford 
Start: 8/22/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/22/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: WSOC v Ohio State 
Start: 8/24/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/24/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: PGPA - Vince, Steve, BP and Jen 
Location: Steve’s Office 
Start: 9/16/2014 1:00 PM 
End: 9/16/2014 2:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Meeting Status: Accepted 
Required Attendees: Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 9/23/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 9/23/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 10/29/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 10/29/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 11/18/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 11/18/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 1/21/2015 7:00 PM 
End: 1/21/2015 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 2/18/2015 7:00 PM 
End: 2/18/2015 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 3/18/2015 7:00 PM 
End: 3/18/2015 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: SAAC Meeting 
Start: 4/15/2015 7:00 PM 
End: 4/15/2015 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meetings with Mario Ciocca and Corey Holliday 
Start: 8/25/2014 2:00 PM 
End: 8/25/2014 3:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Jeff Janssen Telephone Call 
8/22/2014 10:30 AM 
8/22/2014 11:00 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Meet with Rossi and Paul 
Start: 8/29/2014 3:00 PM 
End: 8/29/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Yvonne and Bubba 
Start: 8/21/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/21/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Dana Gelin 
Location: Rambassado~s - Career Development issue 

Start: 8/26/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/26/2014 9:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: MSOC v Cal 
Start: 8/29/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/29/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: MSOC v UCLA 
Start: 8/31/2014 7:00 PM 
End: 8/31/2014 9:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Rick Phone Call 
8/27/2014 4:30 PM 
8/27/2014 7:00 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Friday’s on the Porch @ Carolina Inn 
Start: 8/29/2014 5:00 PM 
End: 8/29/2014 8:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/3/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 9/3/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/10/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 9/10/2014 4:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Bubba - Meeting 
Start: 9/15/2014 11:30 AM 
End: 9/15/2014 12:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/28/2014 4:00 PM 
End: 8/28/2014 6:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/29/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/29/2014 10:00 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Rick - Meeting 
Start: 8/28/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 8/28/2014 4:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Football Recruiting Weekend 
Start: 1/16/2015 12:00 AM 
End: 1/19/2015 12:00 AM 
Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Tobacco Road - Pete 
Start: 9/4/2014 5:30 PM 
End: 9/4/2014 6:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Meeting - Wrestling in Smith Center 

Location: Angle’s office 

Start: 9/4/2014 9:30 AM 
End: 9/4/2014 10:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Post Eligibility Scholarship Meeting 
Bubba, Lissa and Marielle 
9/12/2014 3:30 PM 
9/12/2014 4:30 PM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 
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Case 

that 

iiii ii Recru i1~ n g Su b-Case Types 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations 

All Requests 

Does the institution need to report an NCAA secondary 
, violation (level 1)’~ 

As of the dae of subn~ itting this request, how n~ any seasons of 
h~tercol~egiate @m petition does the student-athlete have 

Will or has the studen~-~hle[e bean offered or received 

List all collegi~e institutions the student-athlete ~ended 

Ter~Y~r Sch~ Name Divisi~ Sch~lType Full/P~tTime 

Case 

All Requests 

Date violatio n occu rred 

Date violation was discovered 

HOW was the v o at o ~ d scoveed~ PSA notified Assistant Coach Boo Gillette that the 
...................................................................................................................................... : coach had apparently pocket-dialed the PSA. Coach 

e illette im m ediately notified the Com pliance staff of 

List all individuals involved in the violation Boo Gillette, UNC Assistant Softball Coach; 

List any self=im posed institutional action and/or cenferen~ The call was placed inadvertently and no conversation 

action took place, but the institution is reporting the violation 
........................................................................................................................................................................... out of an abundance of caution. Under the 

circumstances, the institution is seeking relief from the 
standard penalty, inasm uch as no recruiting advantage 



Describe the facts associated with this request Boo Gillette was recruiting off-campus and received a 
voicem all from PSA in which the PSA notified Coach 
Gillette that the coach had called her. As the PSA is 
aware that she is not to receive phone calls yet, she 
wanted the coach to know that she had received what 
was, in all likelihood, an accidental call. Coach Gillette 
checked her call log, and saw that her phone had, 
indeed, dialed the PSA’s number. She surmises that 
since the PSA’s num ber had been in her Missed Call 
log, her phone must have accidentally dialed the 
numberwhilein her pocket or bag. 

What are any relevant mitigating circumstances that should be N/A 

Provide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

Telephone Calls -- 

~ Add Le_qjslatio n o r Interpretatio n 

Provide case hum bets of any precedent relevant to this request SA Reinstatem ent Case ’ Secondary 

Have you previously o3ntacted any NCAA staff regarding this 

Requesls Involving Recruiting-Contacls and Evalualions .................................................................................................................................................................... 

What was the dlte(s) of the im perm issible recruith~g actMty? 

Were there any benefits previded to the prospective student- 
athlete during the impermissible recruiting activity? No 

Was written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 

Would the institution from which the student-athlete transferred 
have provided written perm ission to contact the student-athlete 

prier te the violation occurring? No 

Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff member 
exceeded the perm issible num ber of telephone calls during a 

givan week? (if yes, rder to the ~3plication of telephone call 
lim itations bylaw to determ ine whether reinstatem ent is 

Case Docu -   entatio 
(Maximum individual file size is lOMB.) Upload each document individually. 

All Requests 



Provide a document(s) showing the following: 1) In 
chronological order a list of the con~.estsidates of corn pe[kion in 

the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the se&son 
showing ~n which ~ntestsidates of ~m petk~on the student- 

ath~e[e participated ~d 3) Of the ~h~ es the studenbath~e[e 
~m peted designate whether he or she w&s elig~Me or ~nel~gble No~ Ap~licable.docx 

Uploaded on by Amy Herman 

Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ~ 

Provide awritten statement from thestudent-athlete describing 

Provide awritten statement(s) from any other indMduNs 

Provide ~ny document~ion not previously specified 

Signatures 

....... Select Required Sigr~g-tto~ies 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUSTmatch the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

Institutional Authority Outside of A~lletics Department 

....................................................................... :S!.gn ato.~3{. Lissa Broom e (Ibroom e@em ail.unc.edu) 

ii .................................................. :S!gnatm~, Lawrence R. Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) i ii 

iii Uploadedon byAmyHerman i 



Institutional Authority Outside ofAtMeti~s Departrn ent 
Institutional Authority Inside of Athletics Departrn ent 
Bu cklev S~.atem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involdng a student-athlete or 
prospective student-athlete. 
A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 
discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Subn’ ission 

Agreement byAmy Herman on 

..... Select Cor~tacts fo~~ this Case ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Primary Contact Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc, edu) 919-962-7853 

Seconda~-y Contact 0 

....... Ad(titional Case Co~stacts .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Additional contacts with avalid email address from the Member institution will receive selected e-mails related to the case. 

Email Delivery First Name Last Name Title E-mail Address 

Activity Afte ° Case Subnsission 

: ........... Respo~-~ses to Req~.~ests f~° Additio~-~al I~-~for~~atio~-~ .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. : 





Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatem ent Request 

Division: I Case ID: 

Date: 

Decision PDF 

Decisio~"~ for 

Decision 

Conditions 

Decision Rationale 

Case precedent 

............... ~.£~p~ed By Amy Herman 







From: Donna Papa [djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 28, 2012 12:01:27 PM 
To: Vince Ille 
Subject: Meeting on Monday 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Donna Papa.vcf (326B) 

Vince, 

I am actually leaving for California early Monday morning to go to the National tournament in California. I originally thought that I was leaving on 

Tuesday. I hope that you are getting settled in Chapel Hill. 

Have a great weekend. 

Donna 

https:!/barracuda450.uncaa.unc.edu/cgi-modigetstubbedattachment.cgiiUntitled attachment O0319,dat?charset=utf- 

8&cid=OJ FJVFSRTN BL.IMAG E 5,jpg&delivery=1343491287&len=607902&md 5=bec2e44686dd 13[c89dOb4905dfc8cO6&mid=bddbd5e9732bd9a f5cb650640fb6400elf[411a, 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

https://barracuda450,uncaa.ur~c,edu/cgi--modigetstubbedattachment.c£~iiUntitled attachrnent O0322.bmp?charset=utf-- 

8&cid=SFOGOMGQPFHFJMAGE 2~BMP&de~ivery:---.-~3---4---3-.-4-:9--~-2-.8--Z-&--.[-e-.n--~-5-.8--~-4---&--~-m--~d--.5--~7--~5--f--c---9-~8--~b---9---2-.7---6--9--.~-e--~--~6---6-.c---~--c---2-.5--.d---e-.~.5---~---d-~9---a-~-4-:-&--~)~h~.~Z~.~h~~h~.~.~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 5:28 PM 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

-Compliance <-Corn pliance@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Paul Pogge 

I thought we had Paul added to the Compliance listserve, but I don’t see him on there, Can you add him, please? 

Thanks, 
Amy 



STANDARD PACKAGE 

UTILITY PACKAGE: 
Electricity/Gas 

Digital cable with HBO 

FURNITURE PACKAGE: 

Living and Dining Room 
Sofa and Chair 
End table 

Coffee table 
Dining table and 4 chairs 

2 Lamps 
Centerpiece 

ELECTRONICS PACKAGE: 
1 LCD TV (living room) 

1 small TV (master bedroom) 
Wireless Router 

Water 

Master Bedroom 
Queen-size bed 
Headboard 
2 Nightstands 
Dresser w/mirror 
2 Lamps 
Pictures 

vacuum cleaner 
iron & ironing board 
washer & dryer 

Wireless Internet 

2nd / 3rd Bedrooms 
Queen or 2 Twin beds 
Headboard 
1 Nightstand 
Chest of drawers 
1 Lamp 
Picture 

DVD player 
microwave oven 
Alarm clock radio 

KITCHEN PACKAGE: 
1 bedroom = service for four (4) / 2 & 3 bedroom = service for eight (8) 
dish setting 
flatware setting 
cutlelT set 
serving bowl 
serving spoon 
slotted spoon 
4- wine glasses 
12- glasses 
7 pc. set pans & lids 
baking dish 
cookie sheet 

kitchen towels/cloths 
cutting board 
oven mitt 
toaster 
coffee maker 
covered pitcher 
scissors 
salt & pepper shaker 
micro~vave containers 
large trash can 
grater 

measuring cup 
measuring spoons 
mixing bowls 
colander 
Call opener 
cork screw 
ashtray 
vegetable peeler 
spatula 
rubber scraper 
dust pan & broom 

LINEN PACKAGE: (double for 2 & 3 bedroom) 
4- bath towels mattress pad 
4- wash cloths blanket 
2- hand towels soap dish and cup 
shower curtain/hooks/liner wastebasket 
bath mat candle and holder 

4- pillows per bedroom 
2- shams per bedroom 
comforter set 
2- sheet sets per bedroom 
10- hangers 

PHONE: 919-881-2364 EMAIL: TEMPLIV@TEMPO1L~RYLIVINGCOMPANY.COM 
FAX: 919-881-2367 W~VW.TEMPORARYLIVINGCOMPANY.COM 



The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2437.1.1/5164) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 9:01 AM 

Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Weekly Schedule and Smith Center CLOSED 

Yes, that’s our standard meeting time! 

Amy 

> > > Vince Tile 7/30/2012 8:56 AM > > > 

Amy; 

Should I attend the Compliance Ottice s~afl’meetings? It appears that the schedule attached has your crew scheduled eveD’ Thursday @ l pm? Thanks. 

Mince 

> > > Angie Bitting 7/30/2012 8:24 AM > > > 

Attached is the weekly schedule. 

Just a reminder that the Smith Center is closed until August 20 for maintenance. 

Also, Ronnie is on vacation until August 20 as well. 

Thank have a great week! 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 20~12 ~1~1:20 AM 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cornerstone 

Vince, 

Cornerstone Consulting is the name of the agent education program ] mentioned. Larry should have their contact information. I know Bubba had an interest in their services 

as a means of providing outside perspective, but I think we all agree that the $30,000 price point is way too high, Let me know when you’d like to sit down and discuss your 

thoughts on an overall agent program and we can figure out how to work these folks in where appropriate, provided the services rendered justify the cost. ] have copied 

Larry so he can give you the contact information to reach out to Cornerstone directly. Let me know when you’d like to discuss this project further. 

Paul 



Fro~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 11:24 AM 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Cornerstone 

Thanks, Paul. 

> > > Paul Pogge 7/30/2012 11:20 AM > > > 

Vince, 
Cornerstone Consulting is the name of the agent education program I mentioned. Larry should have their contact information. I know Bubba had an interest in their services 

as a means of providing outside perspective, but I think we all agree that the $30,000 price point is way too high, Let me know when you’d like to sit down and discuss your 
thoughts on an overall agent program and we can figure out how to work these folks in where appropriate, provided the services rendered justify the cost. [ have copied 

Lan-y so he can give you time contact information to reach out to Cornerstone directly. Let me know when you’d like to discuss this project further. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 11:47 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 
Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

2012 Fall Meetings.pptx 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow (W Soccer at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to 

the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides around a bit. 

Here is what Fm thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1-10 

2) Tom does Slide #11-19 

3) Lance does Slide #20-26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway. 

Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 12:12 PM 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Training Camp 

Yes, it is. 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 12:08 PM >>> 

Is this on Thursday? 

> > > Amy Herman 7/30/2012 10:32 AM > > > 

FY]. 

> > > Corey Holliday 7/30/2012 10:06 AM > > > 

All, 

FYI, we will hold our compliance (3:30pm) and initial team meeting (4:30pm) in the Stone Center Auditorium now. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 9114 (VV) 

919 962 0393 (FAX) 



See below. Looks like we’re currently operating with them NOT getting the $15 post game money. [ sent this back to Lindsey to see if anything changed after the CCACA call 

she referenced. [ don’t have any other emails, though, so [’rn guessing the answer is still NO to this cash. Please proceed accordingly unless you hear back from rne otherwise. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 11/29/2011 2:09 PM >>> 

Domo, 

See below for the latest on this, I think we proceed as though it’s a no, but I’ll let you know if anything changes after their call tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 11/29/2011 2:00 PM > > > 

Amy, 
I dont believe that GAs can get the $15 because that falls under Bylaw 16, not 15. Were having a CCACA call tomorrow where Im raising the question about per diem to GAs 

during break. Ill check and see what others are doing with this too. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336 854 8787 (phone) 

336 369 0065 (fax) 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2011 5:11 PM 

To: Babcock, Lindsey 

Subject: RE: Quick Hitter GA’s Meals During Break 

Had an interesting question from our FB staff... They can get meals associated with competition, just as student athletes can, right? So can they receive the $15 post game 

money? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:29 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Final cost of a full grant-in-aid for the 12-13 academic year 

Annual Cost & Scholarship_ Equivalencies.docx 

Coaches, 

Just a quick e-mail with the actual dollar amounts for tuition and fees for the 2012-13 academic 

wasn’t too far of. The actual numbers are: 

Full GIA Resident Equiv. Non-Resident Equiv. 
Tuition $5,823 0.32 $26,575 0.68 
Fees $1,867 0.10 $1,867 0.05 
Room $5,630 0.31 $5,630 0.14 
Board $4,104 0.23 $4,104 0.11 
Books $800 0.04 $800 0.02 

TOTAL $18,224 1.oo $38,976 1.oo 

Our cost of attendance figures are: 

COA Resident Non-Resident 
Tuition/Fees $7,690 $28,442 
Room $5,630 $5,630 
Board $4,104 $4,104 
Books/Su pplies $1,182 $1,182 
Travel $832 $1,588 

Misc (Personal) $1,340 $1,340 

Insurance $1,500 $1,500 

Loan Fees $58 $58 

TOTAL $22,336 $43,844 
COA - Full GIA $4,112 $4,868 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

year. Our estimate 

Tom 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:36 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final cost of a full grant-in-aid for the 12-13 academic year 

The office of scholarships & student aid. Our contact is Jackie Copeland (jackie_copeland@unc.edu 

or 919-962-4161                                              A 
that is an underscore 

Tom 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 2:32 PM > > > 
Hey Tom, 

Who (office and name of person) generates these totals for us on campus? Thanks. 

Vince 

> > > Tom Timmermans 7/30/2012 2:28 PM > > > 

Coaches, 

Just a quick e-mail with the actual dollar amounts for tuition and fees for the 2012-13 academic year. Our estimate 

wasn’t too far of. The actual numbers are: 

Full GIA Resident Equiv. Non-Resident Equiv. 
Tuition $5,823 0.32 $26,575 0.68 
Fees $1,867 0.10 $1,867 0.05 
Room $5,630 0.31 $5,630 0.14 
Board $4,104 0.23 $4,104 0.11 
Books $800 0.04 $800 0.02 

TOTAL $18,224 1.oo $38,976 1.oo 

Our cost of attendance figures are: 

COA Resident Non-Resident 

Tuition/Fees $7,690 $28,442 
Room $5,630 $5,630 
Board $4,104 $4,104 
Books/Su pplies $1,182 $1,182 
Travel $832 $1,588 

Misc (Personal) $1,340 $1,340 

Insurance $1,500 $1,500 

Loan Fees $58 $58 

TOTAL $22,336 $43,844 
COA - Full GIA $4,112 $4,868 

Let me know if you have any questions, 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell 919.259.4442 IFax 919.962.6002 

Compliance: The Carolina Way] ta.rhe.e!b!u.e~�.0m ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 3:27 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Rental Receipt 

Vi nce 

Do you have your Nat’l Car Emerald Club Iogin and password? ] can log in and obtain a receipt, thanks. 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 6:42 PM 

Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

SAF 

SAF Summary Report.docx 

Vince, 

Requests for SAF $ have historically been reviewed by Gallo and me as student athletes’ needs arise. Below is the text we have in our Student Athlete Handbook regarding 

possible uses of the fund. 

Also, in case you’re interested in our use of the fund in the past, see attached summary report. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

NCAA STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUND 

Time Student Assistance Fund (SAF) is intended to provide direct benefits to student athletes or their families. It is used to assist student athletes in meeting financial needs that 

arise in conjunction with participation in intercollegiate athletics or enrollment in an academic curriculum, as well as to recognize academic achievement. Monies from this fund 

do not affect financial aid awarded to student athletes, and all student athletes are eligible to receive SAF benefits. 

The following uses of the fund are permissible: 
1. Cost of clothing and other essential expenses (not entertainment) up to $500 for student athletes who are on full grant in aid and are Pell eligible. 

2. Cost of expendable academic course supplies (e.g., art supplies) and rental of non expendable supplies (e.g., computer equipment and cameras) that are required for all 

students enrolled in the course. 

3. Medical and dental costs not covered by another insurance program (e.g., premiums for optional medical insurance, hearing aids, vision therapy, and off campus 

psychological counseling). 

4. Costs associated with student athlete or family emergencies. 

The following are restrictions on the use of the fund: 
1. Financing any portion of arm institutional grant in aid that could have been awarded to time student athlete is prohibited. 

2, Non qualifiers may not receive special assistance funds during their first academic year in residence, 

3, Entertainment expenses for student athletes are not permissible, 

4, The purchase of disability, illness, or injury insurance to protect against the loss of potential future professional sports earnings is not permissible, 

Be sure to see your coach to request NCAA Student Assistance Fund monies if you meet any of the above criteria. 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 5:38 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Do we have a written procedure, form and/or established review committee for review of student-athlete requeffts for the receipt of financial assis~nce through the 

NCAA SAF? If so, can you please forward that to me? Thin,ks for your help. 

Vince 



















A 

1 

2 Summer School 

3 Tutoring 

4 Testing 

5 Supplies 

6 Insurance 

7 Medical/Dental/Vision 

8 Other Health/Safety 

9 Clothing 

10 Travel 

11 Other Personal/Family 

B 

2011-2012 SAOF Expenses 

1615 

i00,000.00 

48,180.00 

83,427.16 

??,941.50 

14,009.00 

111,140.21 

25,500.00 

21,759.30 

23,231.81 



A 

1 Expense 

2 Testing 

3 Supplies 

4 Insurance 

5 Medical/Vision/Dental 

6 Other Health/Safety 

7 Clothing 

8 Travel 

B 

Amount 

48,416.04 

8,730.64 

144,949.00 

27,740.54 

16,899.89 

25,750.00 

20,213.26 



1 

2 Testing 

3 Supplies 

4 Insurance 

A B 

2009-2010 SAOF Expenses 

26,780 

3405.3 

121,459.11 

5 Medical/Dental/Vision 29,270.57 

6 Other Health/Safety 13,911.66 

7 Clothing 41,097.75 

8 Travel 15,185.62 

9 Other Personal/Family 4,576.18 



A 

1 

2 Testing 

3 Supplies 

4 Other Educational 

5 Insurance 

B 

2010-2011 SAOF Expenses 

61,453.41 

7910.6 

167.85 

51,818.00 
6 Medical/Dental/Vision 18,069.10 

7 Other Health/Safety 7,636.74 

8 Clothing 28,175.50 

9 Travel 5,523.80 

10 Other Personal/Family 24,186.61 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:53 AM 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Football Game Day Meeting today at 2 pm 

Vince, 
Bubba suggested you attend our football gameday meeting with Coach Fedora today at 2 pm. [ think that is a great idea. Let me know if you can join us in Coach Fedora’s 

staff meeting room. We can head over together after the football travel party meeting at lpm. 

Rick 



The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2437.1.1/5167) 



From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31,2012 5:45:40 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: Fu.uvv up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Re: Hope You Are Well ~ Can You Provide Some Insight?.eml (1.2M) 

Vince: 

Here is the info.!recommendation regarding 

Larry 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaaa~nc.edu;, 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Microsoft Outlook Test Message 

This is an e-mail message sere automatically by Microsoft Outlook while testing tile settings for your account. 









The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2437.1.1/5168) 



Fall Eligibility Certification Process 

Involved Individuals 

Registrar’s Office Staff (RO) 

Brent Blanton (BB) 
Lance Markos (LM) 
Amy Herman (AH) 

Tom Timmermans (TT) 

Eligibilitv for Practice Process 

1. LM makes sure rosters in ACS are up-to-date in a timely manner so that online forms can 

be released to student-athletes in late July/early August. 
2. LM tracks student-athlete completion of all required forms, including the NCAA drug 

form, which is required prior to practice activities. 
3. LM works closely with the Sports Medicine staff to confirm that all student-athletes have 

completed their required physical exam prior to engaging in any practice activities. 
4. LM creates Eligible to Practice memos, which are sent to head coach and copied to 

assistant coaches and sport-specific staff, sport supervisors, BB, compliance staff, team 
academic counselor, equipment staff, athletic trainers, and strength staff. 

Eligibilitv for Competition Process 

1. AH regularly sends updated Eligibility Certification Schedule to RO, BB, and LM, which 

includes the first date of competition (including scrimmages) for each team, as well as a 
deadline for the RO which is several days prior to the first date of competition. 

2. RO and BB have ACS access to pull rosters for each team. Should the RO wish to begin 
the process during the summer (prior to ACS rosters being updated), RO has access to 
rosters through ConnectCarolina, which is updated with Change of Status emails 
throughout the year. 

3. LM makes sure rosters in ACS are up-to-date in a timely manner (for both Eligibility 

Certification and release of online forms). 
4. RO and BB review numbers and calculations separately for each student-athlete/team. 
5. prior to deadline for RO Declaration, RO sends Team Eligibility Declaration to BB. BB 

cross-checks with his calculations and works with RO and LM on any conflicts.] 

6. Once conflicts are corrected, BB sends Eligibility Declaration back to RO for Chris 
Derickson’s official signature. 

7. RO then sends final list to BB. 
8. BB forwards to LM to check on various compliance issues (e.g., outstanding car forms or 

registrations, other incomplete documents, violation withholding penalties). 
9. LM creates Eligible to Compete memos, which are sent to head coach and copied to 

assistant coaches and sport-specific staff, sport supervisors, BB, compliance staff, team 
academic counselor, equipment staff, athletic trainers, and strength staff. 

Comment [I.M1]: Think this shouldbe RO, BB, 

and LM meet to identify discrepancies and evaluate 
for proper calculatiot~s. 



10. LM’s email to head coach will require that head coach respond affirmatively that all 
student-athletes have been accounted for on the memo. 

11. TT generates official squad list from CA and gets it signed off on by Head Coach and AD 
to satisfy 15.5.11.2.1. 

As Fall Semester Begins... 

1. BB runs 12-hour report daily for the first 2 weeks. Reports will be folwarded to 
applicable academic counselor and TT (for athletics grant-in-aid purposes). 

2. BB collects Underload Approval Forms as they arrive from campus and forward the 
approval information to the applicable academic counselor, RO, and TT. Forms will be 
saved by BB. 

3. After the first 2 weeks (September 4, 2012), BB sends memo to Gary in RO asking that a 

hold be put on student-athletes’ accounts to prevent them from dropping courses without 
an academic counselor’s signature. 

4. Thereafter, BB runs the 12-hour report weekly and folwards any new information to RO 
and TT. 

5. BB runs major declaration report regularly to catch student-athletes who change their 
major without academic counselor approval. 

6. After the conclusion of the add/drop online period when course schedules become more 
statc (approximately 2 weeks into semester), BB schedules audit meetings between BB 
and RO for each team. BB and RO work independently in advance of the meetings to 
prepare data for comparison. Meetings will include BB, RO, and LM to ensure accurate 
calculations between BB and RO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 2:28 PM 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Kadton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Natalie Lutz < nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Andrew Sajevic Questionnaire 

[ncoming Questionnaire_             _UNCC.pdf 

All, 
Please see the attached completed transfer questionnaire for 

Thanks, 
Samantha 

Samantha Kirby 

Compliance Assista~t 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9:19) 537 3350 

an incoming men’s student athlete. Let me know if you have any questions. 







Academics 

GPA - weighted: 3.16 Meets MCR: Yes 

GPA - unweighted: 2.78 Meets MAR: Yes 

Rank: 129 Program: 0 

Class size: 332 Performance: 1 

Top: 39% Grade trend: "1" in 11 and 12 

Testi ng 

Critical Reading: English: 17 

Math: Math: 16 

Writing: Reading: 23 

CR + M: Science Reas: 16 

Writing: 16 

High score: 870 Composite: 18 87O 

Behavior 

Absences 9th: NA 

10th: NA 

11th: 2 

12th: 1 

Needs DOS review: 

Multiple schools: 

Comments: 

No 

Seniors: 379 SAT takers: 49 13% 

To college: 18% Average CR+M: 1040 

Parents w/degree: 37% Senior AP takers: 56 15% 

FRPL: 47% 3 or higher: 47% 

Team 

5 3 20% 33% 20% 33% 0% 

2 1 1 ~i9~:, ~!9~, 2!86 0% 0% 0% #~:, ~, ~ 0% 0% 0% 

3 2 1 2i~:, ~!~, 2!8~ 67% 50% 100% ~:, ~, ~ 33% 50% 0% 

3 1 2 ~:, ~, 2~ 0% 0% 0% ~:, ~, ~ 67% 0% 100% 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

s 4 ~ 40% 50% o~ ~:, ~, e~ 80~ zoo% 

4 2 2 0% 0% 0% ~:, ~, e~ 0% 0% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Benefits 

Vince, 

[ tried to stop by your office but your door was closed. [’m not sure what your official date of hire was, but the university only gives you 30 days from that date to enroll in all 

of your benefits. [was down to 8 days left and [’m guessing our official hire dates were pretty close. Here are the health and flex benefit enrollment websites they gave us at 

orientation: 

Health: unc.hrintouch.com (use your ONYEN) 

Flex: ncflexonline.org (create a new account) 

[ think there is a little more time for the retirement options and you’ll get those forms at the orientation session. 

Just didn’t want you to miss the deadline. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WinAD <kevinm¥inthropintelligence.com@maJ1289.us2 .mc sv .net> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:43 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <il]e@illinois.edu> 

The Winthrop Note: 6 top D-I NCAA CFOs talk technology, trends & strategy! 

Win AD: In ~he Media ~¥in AD, Now witl~ D41 "Since signing on with Win 
Data AD two months ago, this 



Win AD’s Co’aches Database 

include 

D-II Universities! 

service has become one of 

the most used resources in 

our financial playbook. We 

have used the database for 

researching game 

guarantees for bot,~ men’s 

and women’s basketball, 

writing our RFP for our 

pouring rights and 

negotiating our new apparel 

agreement f am confident 

that we made an investment 

that is reaping financial 

benefits for our University 

and Department of Athletics." 

.~th~e.tic Director, UNC 

WIN AD Research was 

featured in Athletic Business, 

August 2012 

CFO Round T~b~e 

We asked six top CFOs a series of questions 

about technology, trends, skills, and strategy. 

See what Mike Dalgety, John Mocek, Dallan 

Moody, Marvin Lewis, Scott Herring, and John 

Jentz say on the subjects! 

The Realignme~)t Rating ~ndex: A 

New Lens for Assessing NDAA 

Confere~¢e Realignment 

By G K Nwosu 

When Presidents and Trustees, together with 

Commissioners and Athletic Directors, are 

evaluating conference realignment, there are a 

myriad of factors to consider. Over nearly two 

Concession Rigl~ts ~arket Overview 

Our review of more than 40 current FB$ athletic 

concession contracts yielded three integral 

financial components written into the over 

whelming majority of agreements, as well as 

emerging market trends adding value to 

agreements. 

Ask the CFO: 3 Questior)s for Duncan 

~cKenzie 

Executive Associate A.D. 

Mississippi State University 



decades, beginning in 1990, approximately 30 

institutions switched their conference 

affiliations. This period witnessed, but was not 

limited to, Arkansas and South Carolina joining 

the Southeastern Conference, Penn State to the 

Big Ten, Florida State to the Atlantic Coast 

Conference, the formation of new conferences 

such as the Big 12 and the Mountain Wesl and 

three institutions defecting from the Big East for 

the ACC 

Biggest challenge as a CFO? 

The biggest challenge I have is finding a way to 

take the massive amount of financial 

information and present it in a way that 

effectively presents our current financial status, 

as well as where I think we will be in six 

months to a year. If you consolidate the 

information too much you leave out important 

details and if you include too many details you 

make the information ineffective. 

What makes you optimistic about your 

program’s future? 

We have excellent leadership from our 

President and Director of Athletics. We are 

open to new ideas and trying things that have 

not been done here before This has given us 

new energy and optimism 

Best advice for a new CFO? 

In my opinion, the most important quality a CFO 

must possess is integrity. We have to be 

unwavering when it comes to fallowing 

University, NCAA and conference rules and 

regulations. Also, find a healthy balance 

between family and work. 

We have added :~O;O00 eo~t~’~:t~ across the entire athletic system to help empower 
your decision making in 2012. 

T.:::. }~arn m.:::.t~ ~:bo~ ~%’ir~ 4D ((,~t ~<:~ Kevin Barefoot 

:..:NSLIBBCR]BE i :..:PDATE S’UBSCR~PT~’ON 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hill, Dafla J -qtarlahil@uillinois.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:55 AlVl 

Ille, Vince <ille@email .unc.edu> 

Congratulations! 

Vince 

Just wanted to say congratulations on your new position! I didn’t realize that you had already left. I’m guessing that this has a been a whirlwind for you and your 

family. 

I just wanted to let you know that I enjoyed working with you over the years and wish you all the best in your new position. Take care. 

Darla Hill 

Director 

Office of University Audits 

Universily of Illinois 

505 E. Green St., Suite 206 (MC-498) 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: (217) 265-5400 

E-maik darlahil@uillinois~edu 

This electronic mail message and any attached files contain information intended for the exclusive use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed and may contain 
information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
viewing, copying, disclosure or distribution of this information may be subject to legal restriction or sanction. Please notify the sender, by electronic mail or telephone, of any 
unintended recipients and delete the original message without making any copies. 
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CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

A 

Non BCS Buy Games 

Akron 
Army (opener only) 
Ball State 
Bowling Green 
Buffalo 
Colorado State 
Eastern Michigan 
Idaho 
Kent State 
Louisiana-Monroe 
Massachusetts 
Middle Tennessee 
New Mexico 
New Mexico State 
North Texas 
Rice 
San Jose State 
South Alabama 
Texas State 
Tulane 
UAB 
UNLV 
UTEP 
UTSA 
Western Kentucky 
Western Michigan 
Wyoming 

Regional FCS (1-AA) 

Brown 
Charleston Southern 
Charlotte 
Chattanooga 
Coastal Carolina 
Columbia 
Cornell 
Dartmouth 
Elon 
Gardner-Webb 

($800k - $1.2m) 

Buy Games ($250-$800k) 

B 

Avg.(3yrs)* 

$442,000 
$169,231 
$409,091 
$473,077 
$330,556 
$77,5OO 

$592,500 
$459,091 
$483,333 
$797,500 
$337,500 
$446,429 
$330,000 
$460,417 
$408,333 
$264,286 
$378,846 
$192,500 
$202,500 
$533,333 
$508,333 
$196,818 
$291,667 
$109,091 
$520,833 
$551,923 
$279,545 

Avg.(3yrs)* 

$o 
$287,500 

$o 
$450,000 
$225,210 

$o 
$o 
$o 

$225,000 
$168,750 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

C D E F G H 

1 ;uarantee 
2 Max. Min. 2,013 2,013 2,013 2,012 2,012 
3 $1,000,000 $20,000 $20,000 $1,000,000 $125,000 $825,000 
4 $250,000 $100,000 $225,000 $150,000 $150,000 $250,000 
5 $900,000 $0 $350,000 $0 $175,000 $650,000 $150,000 
6 $1,250,000 $125,000 $750,000 $250,000 $225,000 $1,250,000 
7 $975,000 $100,000 $150,000 $975,000 $150,000 
8 $650,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
9 $850,000 $150,000 $850,000 $425,000 $150,000 $650,000 $750,000 
lO $925,000 $0 $150,000 $600,000 $925,000 $125,000 
11 $1,200,000 $100,000 $825,000 $150,000 $575,000 $100,000 $400,000 
12 $1,300,000 $300,000 $300,000 $500,000 
13 $550,000 $225,000 $225,000 
14 $850,000 $100,000 $325,000 
15 $1,000,000 $0 $200,000 $1,000,000 $0 
16 $950,000 $0 $0 $950,000 $50,000 $900,000 
17 $975,000 $100,000 $975,000 $100,000 $100,000 $600,000 
18 $600,000 $150,000 $150,000 $600,000 $200,000 $150,000 
19 $900,000 $0 $200,000 $800,000 $200,000 $200,000 
20 $800,000 $0 $160,000 $200,000 $800,000 $200,000 $350,000 
21 $375,000 $0 $100,000 $150,000 
22 $750,000 $200,000 $200,000 
23 $900,000 $150,000 $200,000 $900,000 $900,000 $850,000 
24 $740,000 $0 $250,000 $0 $150,000 
25 $900,000 $0 $50,000 $0 $900,000 
26 $700,000 $0 $100,000 $250,000 $700,000 $150,000 $0 
27 $900,000 $125,000 $150,000 $800,000 $125,000 $675,000 
28 $800,000 $225,000 $500,000 $800,000 $400,000 $750,000 
29 $900,000 $100,000 $100,000 $300,000 $150,000 $900,000 
3O 

32 

33 iuarantee 
34 Max, Min. 2013 2013 2013 2012 2012 
35 $0 $0 $0 
36 $450,000 $0 $0 $410,000 
37 $0 $0 $0 

38 $475,000 $425,000 
39 $475,000 $0 $0 $375,000 $0 $375,000 
40 $0 $0 
41 $0 $0 

42 $0 $0 

43 $225,000 $225,000 $225,000 
44 $300,000 $0 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

J K L M             N 0 P 

1 

2 2,012 2,012 2,011 2,011 2,011 2,011 2,011 
3 $300,000 $850,000 
4 $200,000 $150,000 $150,000 $150,000 
5 $900,000 $200,000 
6 $400,000 $775,000 $125,000 $850,000 
7 $900,000 $150,000 $200,000 
8 $o $o $o 
9 $550,000 $435,000 
10 $725,000 $850,000 
11 $750,000 $1,200,000 $575,000 
12 $1,300,000 $1,050,000 
13 $225,000 
14 $850,000 $750,000 
15 $950,000 $100,000 $250,000 
16 $125,000 $950,000 $0 $800,000 
17 $300,000 $750,000 $150,000 
18 $400,000 
19 $150,000 $200,000 $425,000 $0 
20 $0 $300,000 $0 $250,000 
21 $325,000 $375,000 $100,000 
22 

23 $200,000 $150,000 $750,000 
24 $200,000 $0 $225,000 
25 $650,000 $50,000 
26    $0 $0 $0 $0 $0     $0 

27 $500,000 $750,000 $900,000 
28 $225,000 $300,000 $750,000 
29 $50,000 $200,000 $150,000 
30 
31 "2009-2013 
32 

33 

34 2012 2012 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 
35 
36 $400,000 
37 

38 $475,000 
39 $0 $0 $475,000 
40 

41 

42 

43 

44 $300,000 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

Q R S T U V            W 

2 2,010 2,010 2,010 2,010 2,009 2,009 2,009 
3 $350,000 $200,000 $100,000 $650,000 
4 $150,000 $100,000 $200,000 $200,000 $125,000 
s $800,000 $325,000 $150,000 $800,000 
6 $150,000 $200,000 $800,000 $200,000 $175,000 
7 $150,000 $200,000 $100,000 
8 $100,000 $25,000 $0 $650,000 
9 $650,000 $350,000 $850,000 $650,000 $800,000 
lo $0 $150,000 $800,000 $150,000 $575,000 
11 $475,000 $250,000 $350,000 $150,000 
12 $500,000 $850,000 $1,000,000 $800,000 $825,000 $850,000 
13 $550,000 $350,000 
14 $325,000 $150,000 $100,000 $625,000 
is $0 $300,000 $250,000 $250,000 
16 $700,000 $200,000 $0     $850,000 
17 $450,000 $200,000 $500,000 $600,000 $175,000 
18 $150,000 $200,000 
19 $900,000 $225,000 $825,000 $550,000 $250,000 
20 $0 $50,000 $0 
21 $300,000 $270,000 $0 
22 $750,000 $650,000 
23 $750,000 $200,000 $200,000 $250,000 $750,000 
24 $200,000 $150,000 $740,000 $250,000 $0 
2s $525,000 $100,000 $50,000 $300,000 
26 
27 $150,000 $500,000 $800,000 $200,000 $700,000 
28 $800,000 $700,000 $500,000 $800,000 $450,000 $200,000 
29 $400,000 $250,000 $175,000 $400,000 
30 

34 2010 2010 2010 2010 2009 2009 2009 

36 $0 $310,000 $450,000 
37 

38 $425,000 
39 $50,000 $350,000 $350,000 $235,000 
40 

42 

43 

44    $0 $250,000     $0 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

X Y Z AA AB            AC 

1 Cancellation Fee 
2 Avg.(3yrs)* Max. Min. 2013 2013 2013 
3 $410,000 $1,000,000 $100,000 $500,000 $1,000,000 
4 $171,154 $500,000 $0 $225,000 $150,000 
s $361,364 $900,000 $0 $350,000 $300,000 $250,000 
6 $526,923 $1,250,000 $150,000 $550,000 $250,000 
7 $450,000 $900,000 $150,000 $500,000 
8 $585,000 $1,000,000 $100,000 $500,000 
9 $581,250 $1,700,000 $0 $1,700,000 $425,000 $0 
lO $645,455 $1,500,000 $300,000 $500,000 $600,000 
11 $510,417 $1,500,000 $0 $825,000 $150,000 $575,000 
12 $782,500 $1,300,000 $250,000 
13 $260,000 $550,000 $100,000 $0 
14 $492,857 $850,000 $150,000 
15 $485,000 $1,000,000 $50,000 $500,000 
16 $487,500 $950,000 $50,000 $50,000 $950,000 
17 $312,500 $650,000 $50,000 $600,000 $300,000 
18 $342,857 $600,000 $150,000 $500,000 $600,000 
19 $186,538 $800,000 $0 $0 $800,000 
20 $281,667 $800,000 $30,000 $500,000 $100,000 $800,000 
21 $352,500 $500,000 $100,000 
22 $1,333,333 $1,500,000 $1,000,000 
23 $595,833 $1,000,000 $200,000 $200,000 $1,000,000 
24 $359,091 $500,000 $250,000 $500,000 
25 $416,667 $1,000,000 $100,000 $300,000 $100,000 
26 $182,727 $500,000 $35,000 $500,000 $250,000 $250,000 
27 $579,167 $1,500,000 $150,000 $150,000 $500,000 
28 $403,846 $500,000 $0 $500,000 $400,000 
29 $486,364 $1,000,000 $0 $500,000 $1,000,000 
30 

31 

32 

33 Cancellation Fee 
34 Avg.(3yrs)* Max. Min. 2013 2013 2013 
35 $0 $0 $0 

36 $280,000 $450,000 $10,000 $100,000 
37 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 

38 $462,500 $500,000 $425,000 
39 $217,727 $500,000 $0 $30,000 $375,000 
40 $0 $0 $0 
41 $0 $0 $0 

42 $0 $0 $0 

43 $225,000 $225,000 $225,000    $225,000 
44 $162,500 $300,000 $0 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

AD AE AF AG AH AI 

2 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011 2011 

3 $125,000 $500,000 $300,000 $375,000 
4 $0 $250,000 $150,000 $500,000 $150,000 
5 $0 $150,000 $900,000 $0 
6 $400,000 $1,250,000 $400,000 $500,000 $700,000 
7 $600,000 $150,000 $900,000 $250,000 
8 $300,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 
9 $650,000 $750,000 $550,000 $500,000 

lO $1,500,000 $700,000 $300,000 $850,000 
11 $100,000 $800,000 $1,500,000 $1,000,000 $0 
12 $500,000 $250,000 $1,300,000 $500,000 
13 $300,000 $100,000 
14 $500,000 $850,000 $500,000 
15 $1,000,000 $50,000 $950,000 $300,000 
16 $300,000 $900,000 $400,000 $600,000 $50,000 
17 $250,000 $300,000 $650,000 $200,000 $250,000 
18 $200,000 $350,000 $400,000 
19 $0 $200,000 $150,000 $0 $625,000 
20 $500,000 $400,000 $50,000 $500,000 
21 $300,000 $250,000 $500,000 $400,000 $500,000 
22 $1,500,000 
23 $1,000,000 $850,000 $200,000 $800,000 
24 $500,000 $500,000 $250,000 $250,000 $450,000 
25 $900,000 $1,000,000 $300,000 
26 $500,000 $75,000 $75,000 $100,000 $50,000 
27 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $1,000,000 $1,500,000 
28 $400,000 $750,000 $200,000 $300,000 
29 $500,000 $900,000 $250,000 $200,000 

3o 

31 
32 

33 

34 2012 2012 2012 2012 2011 2011 

36 $410,000 $400,000 
37 

38 $500,000 
39 $30,000 $200,000 $150,000 $0 
4o 

41 

42 

43 

44 $300,000 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

AJ AK AL AM AN             AO AP 

2 2011 2011 2011 2010 2010 2010 2010 
3 $350,000 $200,000 
4 $300,000 $0 $100,000 $150,000 
5 $800,000 $325,000 
6 $850,000 $150,000 $200,000 $800,000 
7 $600,000 $150,000 
8 $500,000 $100,000 $450,000 
9 $350,000 $150,000 $850,000 
lO $350,000 $500,000 $800,000 
11 $475,000 $150,000 
12 $250,000 $1,500,000 $1,000,000 
13 $550,000 

14 $325,000 $150,000 
15 $500,000 $50,000 $500,000 

16 $800,000 $700,000 
17 $50,000    $200,000 $500,000 
18 $150,000 
19 $300,000 $0         $0 $0 
20 $75,000 $250,000 $30,000    $75,000 $100,000 
21 $500,000 
22 $1,500,000 
23 $750,000 $500,000 $150,000 
24 $250,000 $250,000 $500,000 
25 $250,000 $100,000 
26 $100,000 $75,000 $35,000 
27 $300,000 $500,000 $800,000 
28 $750,000 $0 $500,000 $250,000 
29 $200,000 $400,000 $900,000 
30 

31 

32 

33 

34 2011 2011 2011 2010 2010 2010 2010 

36 $10,000 $310,000 
37 

38 $425,000 
39 $475,000 $50,000 $500,000 
40 

41 

42 

43 

44 $100,000 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

AR           AS 

1 

2 2009 2009 2009 
3 $100,000 $650,000 
4 $200,000 $50,000 
s $150,000 $750,000 
6 $500,000 $300,000 
7 $500,000 $400,000 
8 $350,000 $650,000 
9 $250,000 $800,000 
lO $500,000 $500,000 
11 $400,000 $150,000 
12 $800,000 $875,000 $850,000 
13 $350,000 

14 $500,000 $625,000 
15 $500,000 $500,000 

16 $200,000 $50,000 $850,000 
17 $200,000 $250,000 
18 $200,000 
19 $350,000      $0 
20 
21 $270,000 $100,000 
22 $1,000,000 

23 $200,000 $750,000 $750,000 
24 $250,000 $250,000 
25 $300,000 $500,000 
26 

27 $200,000 $500,000 
28 $500,000 $500,000 $200,000 
29 $500,000 $0 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 2009 2009 2009 
35 
36 $450,000 
37 

38 

39 $350,000 $235,000 
40 

41 

42 

43 

44 $250,000 $0 

3-22-12 



45 Georgia State 
45 Grambling State 
47 Harvard 
48 Liberty 
49 North Carolina A& T 
5o North Carolina Central 
51 Pennsylvania 
52 Princeton 
53 Southeastern Louisiana 
54 Southern 
55 The Citadel 
55 Towson 
57 VMI 
58 Yale 
59 

50 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

A B 

$159,524 
$340,000 

$o 
$271,354 
$29,375 

$252,813 
$o 
$o 

$218,586 
$215,000 
$385,714 
$256,250 
$170,563 

$o 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

C 

$435,000 
$340,000 

$o 
$365,000 
$80,000 

$400,000 
$o 
$o 

$350,000 
$350,000 
$400,000 
$325,000 
$375,000 

$o 

E D 

$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 

$260,000 
$200,000 

$o 
$o 

G H 

45 

46 

47 

48 $300,000 $0 
49 

50 

51 

52 

53 $350,000 $0 $250,000 
54 $350,000 
5s $275,000 $375,000 
56 $275,000 $325,000 
57 $325,000 $275,000 
58 

59 

6O 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

L M 

45 $300,000 $0 
46 

47 

48 $350,000 

49 $80,000 
50 $400,000 
51 

52 

53 $250,000 $0 $200,000 
54 

SS $260,000 
56 $250,000 
57 $275,000 
58 

59 

6o "2009-2013 

K N 0 

3-22-12 



Q 
$435,000 

R 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

T U V W 

45 

46 $340,000 
47 

48 $0 $300,000 $365,000 
49 $0 

so $90,000 $0 $75,000 $250,000 $10,000 
51 

52 

53 $160,000 $110,000 $325,000 
54 $110,000 
5s $400,000 $350,000 
s6 $200,000 
57 $15,000 $375,000 $125,000 $0 $125,000 
58 

59 

60 

3-22-12 



CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

X 

$200,714 
$500,000 

$o 
$255,833 
$12,500 

$197,500 
$o 
$o 

$259,444 
$200,000 
$340,000 
$212,500 
$4O,625 

$o 

AA 

$100,000 
Y 

$500,000 
$500,000 

$o 
$600,000 
$25,O0O 

$1,000,000 
$o 
$o 

$500,000 
$200,000 
$700,000 
$275,000 
$150,000 

$o 

Z 

$30,000 
$500,000 

$o 
$3o,ooo 

$o 
$o 
$o 
$o 

$75,o0o 
$200,000 

$o 
$125,000 

$o 
$o 

AB 

45 

46 

47 

48 $125,000 
49 

50 

51 

52 

53 $500,000 $75,000 
54 

ss $0 
56 $275,000 
57 $0 

58 

59 

6O 

AC 

3-22-12 



AD 

$150,000 
AE 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

AF AG AH 

$500,000 
AI 

$75,000 45 

46 

47 

48 $30,000 $350,000 
49 $0 

5o $1,000,000 
51 

52 

53 $250,000 $250,000 $75,000 
54 $200,000 
ss $375,000 $375,000 
56 $125,000 $250,000 
57 $50,000 $100,000 
58 

59 

60 

3-22-12 



AJ 

$30,000 

AK AL 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

AM 

$500,000 
AN 

$50,000 
AO AP 

45 

46 

47 

48 $30,000 $400,000 
49 

so $90,000 $10,000 
51 

52 

53 $500,000 $160,000 $200,000 
54 
ss $250,000 
56 $200,000 
57 $150,000 $0 $0 $25,000 
58 

59 

60 

3-22-12 



AQ AR AS 

CAROLINA FOOTBALL 
Target Opponents 

45 

46 $500,000 

47 

48 $600,000 
49 $25,000 
so $75,000 $0 $10,000 
51 

52 

53 $325,000 
54 $200,000 
ss $700,000 
56 

57 $0 

58 

59 

60 

3-22-12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 9, 20:12 9::18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Dealer Car 

Yes, [ think this is a Martina Ballen question, 

Christy will be here this afternoon...I assume she knows where you want your printer? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/9/2012 9:09 AM > > > 
Kathy, 

This won’t be charged to my moving expenses will it? I recall maybe something about there being a cap on my moving expenses and I’m responsible for costs above the 

limit? I don’t know for sure. If this is a question for someone else, please let me know and I’ll redirect the question. Thanks. 

Vince 

Original Message 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 9:05 AM 

To: ’Clint Gwaltney’ 

Subject: RE: Dealer Car 

OK, so do you recommend that I extend the return date to Friday, August 17 or Monday, August 20? I think they’ve moved me to a weekly rental rate but it is still essentially 

the same as daily rate. 

A can you tell rne who you expect the dealer to be? Thanks for your help Clint. 

Original Message 

From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 8:56 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Molly Norton 

Subject: Dealer Car 

I am sorry. The dealer has run into a problem getting the car ready by tomorrow. I am going to have to ask you to extend the rental one more week, 

My apologies, 

Clint 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 2:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Dealer Car 

Extended till 5PM on August 20th...still at the $30 per day rate. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 8/9/2012 12:06 PM > > > 

Original Message 

From: Clint Gvvaltney [mailto:cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 9:11 AM 

To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: Dealer Car 

To be safe go with Monday the 20th. As for the dealer I am hopeful it will be Scott Washle of Crown, 

Thanks, 

Clint 

On Aug 9, 2012, at 9:05 AM, "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

> OK, so do you recommend that [ extend the return date to Friday, August 17 or Monday, August 20? ] think they’ve moved me to a weeldy rental rate but it is still essentially 
the same as daily rate. 
> 

> A can you tell me who you expect the dealer to be? Thanks for your help Clint. 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 8:56 AM 

> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Molly Norton 

> Subject: Dealer Car 
> 

> [ am sorry. The dealer has run into a problem getting the car ready by tomorrow. [ am going to have to ask you to extend the rental one more week. 
> 

> My apologies, 

> Clint 
> 

> Sent from myiPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu~ 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 3:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Admini~Jcative Assignments 

Administrative Assignments July 2012.docx; Adminis~tmtive Assig~maents July 2012.xls 

From: Fratila, Diana M 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Glosser, Janis K; Squire, Ryan R; Murray, Jeane; Wier, Zachera Leigh; Brown, Mary A; Fratila, Diana M 
Subject: Administrative Assignments 

Attached is the updated list of admin assignments. Two positions are TBA but the assignments for those positions are set. 

One is a Word document; one is an Excel spreadsheet. 

Thank you, 

Diana 



Administrative Assignments 

Dir of Development - TBA 

Athletic Ticket Office 
Development 

Warren Hood 
Assembly Hall Renovation 

BTN & Radio Network 
Corporate Relations 

External Relations 
Marketing & Promotions 

Marry Kaufmann 

Special Projects 

Sports Information 

Video Department 

Kathy Hug 

Band 
Cheerleading 

Event Mgmt 

Varsity Room 

New Sr Assoc AD - TBA 

Golf, Men 
Strategic Planning 

Tennis, M & W 

Track/CC, M & W 
Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Jason Lener 

Football 

Basketball, Men 
Equipment 

Sports Medicine 

Strength & Conditioning 

Tom Michael 
Armory Management 

Assembly Hall 

Assembly Hall Renovation 

Atkins Tennis Center 

Baseball 

Facilities 

Facilities Maintenance 
Gymnastics, Men 

Holly Stalcup 

Kathy Hug 

Master Plan 
Restoration & Repair 

Summer Camps 

Holly Stalcup 

Event Mgmt 
Facility Scheduling 

IHSA 

Police 

Zach Acton 

Chris Althoff- GA 

Ryan Squire 

Certification 
Compliance 

Financial Aid 

Loren Israel 
Quality Control 

Risk Management 

Sarah McPhee 

Scott Canner 

Maria Woods 

Academics 

Basketball, Women 

Certification 
Gender Equity 

Golf, Women 
Gymnastics, Women 

Soccer 

Softball 
Swimming 

Title IX 

Susan Young 

Business Operations 

DIA IT Services 

Concessions 
Equal Opportunity 

Golf Course 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A B C D E F G H I J 

Administrative Assignments i I 

Development ~ Warren Hood 1 Kathy Hug New Sr Assoc AD Jason Lener Tom Michael Ryan Squire Holly Stalcup Maria Woods Susan Young 

Development BTN & Radio Network Cheerleading Strategic Planning Basketball, Men Assembly Hall Compliance Facility Scheduling Basketball, Women DIA IT Services 

Corporate Relations Event Mgmt Tennis, M & W Equipment Assembly Hall Renovation Financial Aid IHSA Certification Concessions 

External Relations Varsity Room Track/CC, M & W Sports Medicine Atkins Tennis Center Loren Israel Police Gender Equity Equal Opportunity 

Marty Kaufmann Wrestling Facilities Risk Management Chris Althoff - GA Gymnastics, Women 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~.~.:~..!..~e.Lm...~.~.! .o....n. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ~.~.~.~.~.~.!.~.~..~!.t~ ................................................. ~.~p.~..c~.~.~: ............................................................................................................................................ ~.~.~.~.!..! ................................................................................................................................. 
Video Department Holly Stalcup Swimming 

Master Plan 

Restoration & Repair 

Summer Camps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark Smith <scsmith@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 10:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Vince, hope you enjoy looking at the World Series Programs. The ads from 45 years ago are interesting. 

Vince, hope you enjoy looking at the World Series Programs. The ads from 45 years ago are interesting. 
Clark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 09 20~2 NCAA Division I Academic Pertbnnance Progra~n Data Collection Updates 

NCAA Division I Academic Perfimnance Program Dam Collection Updates are now available. Click here to view the Q and A document. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcernent page. To log into LSDBi, enter yore NCAA.org id and password. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August :10, 20:12 5::18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Certification of Athletics Eligibility 

Hi Lissa, 
Thank you for letting us know. I will plan to attend. 

Have a great weekend. 

Paul 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 8/10/2012 5:14 PM > > > 

Hi Vince and Paul- 

Earlier this summer I asked the University Registrar, Chris Derickson, to meet with me to review how his office certifies student-athlete continuing eligibility. He has 

scheduled a session for this Wednesday, August :15 from :1-3 at SASB North, 3rd Floor conference room with some of his folks. I don’t know if either of you is 

interested in this process, but if one or both of you are, it might make sense for you to join me if you can. Chris also sent me the attachment which outlines the 

procedures followed by his office. If you’re going to attend, let me know so I can give Chris and his folks a heads up. 

Thanks and enjoy the weekend. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banldng Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

.h.~.tt.~.~j..~:~{~..w.~:~.c:~.e.~.d.~.c..e.~.t.e..r..s.Lb.~.k~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 



August 1, 2012 

Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
hldianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear iMr. Strobel: 

IwritetoreportaviolationofNCAABylaw 13.1.6.2.1 (c),Additional Restrictions Men’s and Women’s 

Basketball. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Basketball Assistant Coach, Trisha 
Staftbrd-Odum, had in-person contact with the coach of a non-scholastic team during the July Evaluation 

Period when such contact is not permitted. 

On July 8, 2012, Coach Stafford-Odum was evaluating at the Fila Nationals girls basketball tournament 
held at Suwanee Sports Academy in Suwanee, Georgia. While standing in the lobby at the event, she and 
two coaches from other NCAA Division I institutions were approached by Elbert iKinnebrew, an associate 
of Mike White, the event operator, who also is an administrator for several non-scholastic teams, known 
as the Cal Sparks. According to Coach Stafford-Odum, she believed, at the time, that Mr. Kinnebrew was 
assisting Mr. White in the operation of the event, just as he does at various west coast events. Mr. 
Kinnebrew and the coaches proceeded to have a brief conversation, which included no recruiting 
discussions. 

After the brief group interaction, Coach Stafford-Odum was approached by another Division I coach who 

questioned the contact she had just had with Mr. Kinnebrew. It was not until this conversation that Coach 
Staftbrd-Odum discovered that Mr. Kinnebrew was actually coaching a team in the tournament. Coach 

Stafford-Odum immediately reported the violation to Coach Hatchell, who, in turn, notified the 

Compliance staff. 

As a result of this violation, the Compliance staff has reminded the Women’s Basketball coaching staff of 
the contact regulations associated with the July iEvaluation Periods. Additionally, the Women’s 
Basketball July, 2013 Evaluation Period will be reduced by two days, and their 2012-2013 recruiting 
person days will be reduced by 2 (from 100 to 98). 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 



Mr. Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 

Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 

Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Woman Administrator 

Ms. Martina Ballen, Senior Associate Athletics Director 

Mr. Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 

MS. Sylvia Hatchell, iHead Women’s Basketball Coach 

Ms. Trisha Stafford-Odum, Assistant Women’s Basketball Coach 



UNC ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 

OBJECT 

1110 
1221 
1230 
1400 
i5oo 
t900 
2000 
271! 
2712 
2919 
3100 
314I 
3142 
3143 
3144 
3200 
330O 
3411 
3500 
361I 
3711 
3811 
3900 
3952 
3953 
3955 
3956 
3957 
3962 
4000 

5000 
6991 

DESCRIPTION 

PooI(EPA,,,S, aL): 1114, 1117,1118 
SPA Overtime 
!Pool(SPA Prem. Pay): 1231. t233,1234 
Pool(Tern,p. Wages): 141!-1473 
Pool(Move Exp): 1531-t593 

Poo!(Contracted Serv; ) ~,,,,, 1911-1999 
Pool(Supplies & Materials): 211 t-2924" 

Stores for Resale -- A (Merchandise) 
Stores for Resale -~,/3,, (Food) 
Athletic Supplies 

~’oot (Travet) : , ,,3,~.,! 1-3139" 
Team Travel 
Team Subsistence 

Other Team Tm,v,,el Expenses 
Employee Recruitment (Trans. & Subs.) 

Pool (Communications): 3211-3291 
Pool(Utilities): 33t l-3~,,,9,, 
Printing & Binding 

Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 
Freight & Express ...... 
Poo! (A ~v, .ertising) : 
Data Processing Services 
Pool(Serv Agreements): ,3_90i-3962" 
Home Game Expense 
Employee Education Expense 
Photography 

Me@,!s,,,,,,& Banquets 
Sports Medicine 
Contingencies 
Pool(Fix, e, ,,d Charges): 4111-~19 

Pool(Capital Outlay),~,,,,,,,,5,111-5599 
...... Other Contracts & Grants 

Total without salaries & benefits 

Leadership 

3-19008 
20t 2-2013 

0 
0 
0 
o 
0 

75,00~" 
16,684 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

9t ,684 

2012-2013 Approved Budget 9! ,684 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20tt-12 BUDGET REPORT 

6/3 0/2 012 Date Printed: 8/14t2012 

20!1-t2 
ACTUALS % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

. Revenue ...................................................... N._/...A.. ............ .$.. .................. 7, ................... N,./..A... .......................... .N.!,,A., ................ $. ........................ : ...................... ,,N..I ,A.. ............. 

Ex ense NIA $ - . N/A    ¯ NIA $ - . N/A ........... 

~ij;~:~i~,i~~;;i ................................................................................................... i~)~ ............... k; .................. - .................. ~~1~ ......................... i;iA ................ ~ ....................... ’- ..................... f47~,-° 
Previous Balance N/A $ NfA N/A $ - NIA 

CURRENT BALANCE N/A I$ I N/A !    N!A I$ i N!A 



UNC ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 

OBJECT 

t22t 
1230 

!1400 
I500 
t900 
2000 
2711 
2712 
!2919 
3100 
3141 
3142 
3143 
3144 
320O 
3300 
3411 
3500 
3611 
371! 
3811 
3900 
3952 
3953 
3955 
3956 
3957 
3962 
14000 
 5oob 
6991 

DESCRIPTION 

Poot(EPA. SaL): 1114,tt17,1118 
SPA Overtime 
Pool(SPA Prem. P~y): 123"~, 1233,1234 

Pool(Temp Wages): t41t-1473 
Pool(Move Exp): 1531-1593 

"’ Pool(Contracted Sen/.): 19’I1-1999 
Pool(Sup.plies & Materials): 2! 11-2924" 

Stores for Resale -- A (Merchandise) 
Stores for Resale -- B (Food) 
Athletic Supplies .... 

Pool(Tr. .avet): 311!-3139" 
Team Travel 
Team Subsistence 

Other Team Travel Expenses 
Employee Recruitment..(Trans. ~ Subs.) 

Pool (Communic.a. tions): 32! 1-3291 
Poot(Utifit!.es): 33! 1-3319 
Pr.(nting & Binding 
Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 
Freight & Ex#ress ..... 
Pool(Advertising): 
Data Processing Sen/ices 
Pool(Serv Agreements): 3901-3962" 

Home Game Expense 

.... Employee Education Expense 
Photography 

Meals & Banque"ts 

....... Sports Medicine 

Contingencies, 
Pool(Fixed Charges): 4111-4919 
Pool(Ca.pitaf Outlay): 5111-5599 
Other Contracts & Grants 
Total without salaries & benefits 

Student Services 
3-19032 

2012-2013 
0 
0 
0 

2,500 
0 

9,500 
0 
0 
0 

900 
0 
0 
5 
0 

4,923 
0 

1,000 
IO0 

0 
0 
0 

24,302 
0 
0 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

6,000 
49,225 

2012-2013 Approved Budget 49,225 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20tt-t2 BUDGET REPORT 

6/3 0/2 012 

BUDGET 

Date Printed: 8/14/2012 

’ ’1 
% OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT I 
Reven~ N/A $ - N/A N/A    / $ - NIA 

Ex ense ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Previous Balance N/A $ - N/A N/A ~ $ - A 

CURRENT BALANCE N/A ~ $ I N/A I NiA I $ I N/A 



UNC ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 

OBJECT 

1110 
1221 
!230 
1400 
1500 
1900 
2000 
2711 
27!2 
i2919 
3100 
3141 
3142 
3143 
3!44 
3200 
3300 
3411 
3500 
3611 
37~ 
3811 
3900 
3952 
3953 
3955 
3956 
3957 
3962 
4000 
5OOO 
6991 

DESCRIPTION 

Academic SuppoA 

3-19036 

2012~013 

PooI(EPA Saf.): 111.4,1117,11"1’8 
SPA Overtime 
Pool(SPA Prem. Pay)." 1231,1233,.1234 
Pool(Temp Wages): 1411-1473 

Pool(Move.... Exp): 153!’~’1593 

Pool(Contracted Sen/.)." 1911-1999 
Pool(Supplies & Materiats).i 2111-2~"24" 

Stores for Resale -- A (Merchand!se.) 
Stores for Resale -- B (Food) 
Athletic Supplies 

Pool(’Travel): 3111-3139" 
Team Travel 
Team Subsisten~’e 
O’ti~er Team Travel Expen..ses 
Employee R.e..Fruitment (Trans. & Subs.) 

pool (Communications): 32! 1-3291 ......... 
. Pool(Utilities): 3311-331..9. 
Printing & ..B. inding 

...Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 
Freight & Express 

Pool(Advertising): 
Data Processing Sen/ices 

F~’~ol(Serv Agreements): 3901-3962" 
Home Game Expens.~ 
Employee...Education Expense 

photography ........ 
Meals & Banquets 

i Sports Medicine 
Contingencies 

Pool(Fixed Charges): 4111-4919 
Pool(Capital Outlay): 5111-559.9 
Other Contracts & Grants 
Total without salartes & benefits 

204,585 
0 
0 

19,707 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12,795 
0 
0 
0 

150 
2OO 

0 

5,300 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1,950 
0 
0 

244,687 

2012-2013 Approved Budget 244,687 



Transactions Through: 6/30/2012 

FY 20"t~1-t2 BUDGET REPORT 

Date Printed: 6/14/20t2 

201 t -I 2 

BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug !3 ~0~2 Matriculation Letter Upload Functionality Now Avmlable! 

Member institutions can now upload matriculation letters directly to a prospective student-athlete’s NCAA Eligibility Center account tbr the academic 

certification temn’s review. Read More 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter yore NCAA.org id and password. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Squire, Ryan R <squire@illinois.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 11:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Did the Agent tbr Julius Peppers Create a Website to Smeax a Reporter Covering the UNC Academic Scm~dal? 

Yikes. This is not good. 

htt~//~thebig~ead.com/index.php/2~12/~8/:[4/did-the-agent-f~r-ju~ius-pe~ers-create-a-website-t~-smear-a-re~rter-covering-the-unc-academic-scanda~/ 





Position Description: Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Undergraduate Education, College of Arts and Sciences 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes provides academic support and assistance 
for all student-athletes at the University. ASPSA’s permanent staff includes the director; four 
associate directors; a learning specialist; a reading, writing, and learning specialist, five academic 
counselors; one academic assistant; a tutorial coordinator, and an office manager. In addition 
twenty-eight part-time learning assistants and seventy-four part-time tutors work together with 
these academic counselors to provide front-line student services. ASPSA’s academic counselors 
review student-athletes’ course loads to ensure that they meet NCAA guidelines and regularly 
monitor their progress in the classroom. Learning assistants provide coaching on time 
management and study skills. Tutors offer learning assistanc~ ~geted to specific disciplines and 
m aj or courses o f stu dy. .... 

The Director of the Program is responsible for all edu~ii~:i supp:ort services as well as 
assessing their effectiveness, reports concerning th~ ~:fidbmic p~6~s of student-athletes and 
interactions throughout the University community }~hCerning stud~t~[hletes. 

1. Supervise the staff and progg~ of the Acad~Nig $~brt Program for Student-Athletes, 
serving the approximately S0~ u~ggraduate s~i2athletes at the UniVersity of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Thes~ st~t~ ~ust bala:~ {~:eir academic responsibilities with 
their athletic ones in order to ret~i~ thd:i~ ~holarships ~ eligibility to compete and, 
equally importan~!y ~ fulfill their::~ademie ~ls::and g~ation requirements (70%). 

~) Overs¢~N~0sive edu~ational:~~ic~gfor student-athletes 
includi~ ~cade~i~ and perso~i ~;~lin~:i ~emic skill development, 
tutorin:~i ~!stance ~{h study ~ i~arning skili:~:i computing and e-learning 
technologyi )~entati~ ~0d transifi~0activities, tutorial support, and proactive 

...... ~0nitoring ...... 
.... ~ ::S:fi:~rvi~e::and ~lgate the ~rofe~i:gfi~l::staff to develop appropriate services and 

: :: .... programming; evfiiaat~:: new and ~i~ting programs for efficacy; 
.... Develop m~ ~y ¢~i~ UNC-Chapel Hill’s goals for its undergraduate students 

.... including ifi~o:ation~l ~Nperiences, service learning, and undergraduate 
.... ~rch activifi~! irare aWi~able to student-athletes; 

~ S~ staff dev~!~pment and incorporation of best practices. 
2. lVlaintain, ndrtu~and ge~}}ate interactions with other units on campus, including the 

Academic adV:igi~ ~fim, Writing Center, Learning Center, Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, as vv~ll ~g ~ith the Faculty Athletics Committee, the Advisory Committee 
for the Academic Su0port Program for Student-Athletes, Judicial Programs (15%) 

~ Represent ASPSA within the University; 
~ Provide information to student-athletes concerning the Honor Code System and 

serve as a liaison to the Honor Court System. 
3. Engage and coordinate with coaches and the senior staff of the Department of Athletics 

on behalf of student-athletes (10%). 
4. Manage the budget for ASPSA (5%). 
5. Additional duties as assigned. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: General supervision provided by the Associate Dean and 
Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling with additional contact 





Advertisement 
Draft August 19, 2012 

Chronicle of Higher Education (print and online), Black Issues in Higher Education, N4A 
(National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics), NACDA (National Association of 
Collegiate Directors of Athletics, NACADA l(National Academic Advising Association, ??? 

The College of Arts and Sciences at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks an 
experienced and knowledgeable administrator as Director of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athl etes. 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes serves ~rly 800 undergraduate student- 
athletes on campus. The director oversees comprehensive :~d~atlonal support services for 
student-athletes and supervises a permanent professions! ~t~ ~pmprised of four associate 
directors; a learning specialist; a reading, writing, and!~Nn~ ~p~ialist, five academic 
counselors; one academic assistant; a tutorial coo~:~i~td~, and a~ ~ffi~e manager. In addition 
there are twenty-eight part-time learning assist~ii ~ seventy-foU:~ ~:Ttime tutors who, 

together with the academic counselors, provid~ fr~t-line student servi~ 

The director is charged with sustaining critical in~i:ons ~!~ other units::~O ~:mpus including 
the Academic Advising Program, W~i~i~:g Center, L~rni~g ~fiter, Omce of U~ergraduate 
Admissions, the elected Faculty At~l~i~ ~mmittee, tN~ Nflviso~ Committee for the Academic 
Support Program for Student-athlete~! N~t Affairs (J~i~i~l Programs), and the senior staff 
of the Department of Athletics. ...... 

The Director reports ~ i~ N~i~e Dean:~ Di~ ~!h~ ~e~ for Student Success and 
Academic Counselin~ w!ih addi~l contac~ ~i~ ~ Seni~ N~sociate Dean for Undergraduate 
Education in the Coll~ ~ Arts a~ Sciences. Evening and weekend work is required. 

Master’s d~g~ ~gi:~ed @i~ ~ ~ ~v~ y~:ars o~ experience providing academic assistance to 
student:~i~ X~ ~g~e to~ years experience in a research-based college 
or uni~i!y in an estabii~:d prd~N, plus t~:~ foilowing 

1. K~owledge ofbe~ ~i~ice~: i~ ~:dergraduate student support, in particular academic 
sup~ for student-ai~!~s, an6 ~)Nonstrated effectiveness working with student- 
athl et~ !~ ~:esign pl ans ~ ~cti on i6 ~chi eve acad emi c success; 

2. Strong oig~ ~0 written d~munication skills, including database management; 
3. Demonstrat~ ~ffectivep~g as an administrator; ability to work collegially and 

productively w:ii~ ~ff ~ colleagues. 

Salary commensurate with e2perience. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opporttmity Employer" or "EOE". 
Applications for the position must be submitted via: jobs.unc.edu/       R~u~m~m ID fo~ J~b 

Questions should be directed to the chair of the search committee: Dr. Steve Matson, Dean of the 
Graduate School at      ~6n~g~ info~nm~i6~. 

Rev. 8-19-2012 



From: Donna Papa [djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 9:50:32 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Re: 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

._D____o__D___n___a_____P___a__p__a__,__v___c__f_ (327 B) 

I do actually. 

I will contact you today sometime. 

Thanks 

Donna 

C a m ps & C Ii n i cs: ..w....w..~..w.~:.c.~..a...r~Q~[Lr~.a.~..~..f...t...b..a.~[~.c..a.~..m..#..s~:.c.~.~.~.r..G~ 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: :1996, :1998, 2000, & 2008 

:1:1 ALL-AMERICANS - :1:1 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

200:1 ACC CHAMPIONS 

8 &cid =TN M TYAIWO U IB H. I M AG E. B M P & d e live ry= t 345470666 &l e n = 58 t4& m d 5 = 75fc98 b92769 t e :1066c0c 25 d e :J.50d 9a 4& mid =c ec8 :J.303:188:1 e 2 b4c06 e 6c :1cffcf640bc30f9 b43c( 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8/20/2012 8:11 AM >>> 

Donna, 
John and I will most likely talk between one of the three meetings we are both scheduled to attend tomorrow morning. If you have information that 
would improve my understanding of the process and opportunities, please just let me know. Thanks. 
Vince 
From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2012 8:03 PM 

To: INe, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Vince, 
It was great meeting you today. I look forward to working with you as well. Were you meeting with John Montgomery today or tomorrow. 
Thanks 
Donna 
Description: C :\U se rs~dip\Desktoio\D J P si_q natu re 4~ ip_q 

8&cid=YJWlPYD.IEDI_X.IMAG E .:Ljpeg&delivery=TJ. 345470666&1 e n=607902&m d S=bec2e44686d d 7J.3 fc89d0b4905d fcSc06& mid =cec8 :[303:188:1e2b4c06e6clcffcf640bc_~0fgb43, 
Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 
Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES -2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

https://barracuda45~uncaa~unc~edu~cg~m~d~getstubbedattachmenLc~ATT~7~png?charset=utf.. 
8 &cid = El N NTVH FNZFJ.IM AG E.png&delivery= 1345470666&len = 12:[6&m d 5=ea f7 fcfcSc3 b03c3eed 39caa :[a452d 33 &mid =cec8 :[303:[88 :[ e2 b4c06e6c:1dfcf640bc30f9 b43c08 :if 

h[tps://barracuda450.uncaa.unc.edu/c£~i..m~d/~e[s[ubbedattachment.cgi/ATT~8.jpe ?charse[=utf- 
8&cid=KEMFIGPQJEKI.IMAGE 2~~~eg&deNvery=:[34547~66~&~en=975&md5=fbb:L178a7d3b:1:1e:1d89fdadf5a4d5c~8&mid=cec8:[3~3 :[88:[e2b4c06e6c:lcffcf640bc30f9b43c08 
>>> "llle, Vince" <.i_[!__e__@__e__~__a_j]_,__u___n___c__~_e_.___d___u_.> 8/19/2012 2:40 PM >>> 
Donna, 
Thanks for inviting me to your team gathering today. I appreciate you introducing me to the student-athletes and some of the staff I had not yet met. I 
hope everyone enjoyed the brunch and the program. 
Whenever you have some time, I’d like to meet you at your place for a look around the facility, your offices, locker room/team room, training room, 
etc. (just whatever you would like me to see and/or discuss). I know the first week of school is a busy time, so just let me know whenever it is more 
convenient. I look forward to working with you and your program. 
Vince 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 5:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: One More Question 

TEXT.htm; Donna Pal~.vcf 



Advertisement 
Draft August 21, 2012 

Chronicle of Higher Education (print and online), Black Issues in Higher Education, N4A 
(National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics), NACDA (National Association of 
Collegiate Directors of Athletics), NACADA (National Academic Advising Association), 
NCAA News Online, personal contacts, etc. 

The College of Arts and Sciences at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks an 
experienced and knowledgeable administrator as Director of the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes. 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes serv~ ~rly 800 undergraduate student- 
athletes on campus. The director oversees comprehensi~ ~otional support services for 

student-athletes and supervises a permanent professionS! gl~ff ~prised of four associate 
directors; a learning specialist; a reading, writing, ::~ l~rning sO~:ist, five academic 
counselors; one academic assistant; a tutorial co~i~tor, and an offi~ manager In addition 

there are 25-30 pa~-time learning assistants a~ over 70 pa~-time tut~{~ ~, together with the 
academic counselors, provide front-line studeni g~es. 

The director is charged ~vith sustain~N ~ritical inter~ wi~ other units on~ampus including 
the Academic Advising Program, WN~ ~nter, Learn~ Center, Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, the elected Faculty Athl~ ~O~:~tee, the: ~v~o~ Committee for the Academic 
Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes, Stu0en:i Nffa~g~ (Judi ograms), and the senior staff 
of the Depa~ment of At~r 

The Director repots ~ ~e Assd~Ne Dean a~ Di~dr ofth~ ~enter for Student Success and 

Academic Counselin~ N~: additid~ contact ~ ~he Senior _Associate Dean for Undergraduate 
Education in the Colleg~ ~A~s a~ Sciences. Ev~oing and weekend work is required. 

Master~ ~ ~ ~ith::~: to fiv~: ~ ~:f:~perience providing academic assistance to 
studen~}~Netes A~ ~fi~ ~p fi~ ~rs of ad~;lrative experience in a research-based college 
or unive?~y in an establi ~ prog{:~N~ p:~us the following: 

1. KnoM~Oge of best p~es in::~rgraduate student suppo~, in pa~icular academic 
suppo~ fo~ ~tudent-athiet~, and d~onstrated effectiveness working with student- 
athlete  plan     ction to achieve academic   cces ; 

2. Strong oral ~fi~ wftten~Nmunication skills, including database management; 
3. Demonstrated ~ffe~g::s as an administrator; ability to work collegially and 

productively with::g~ ~nd colleagues. 

Salary commensurate with experience. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer" or "EOE". 
Applications for the position must be submitted via: jobs.unc.edu/ Re~!~n~ ID fo~ J~b 
P~ting. 

Questions should be directed to the chair of the search committee: Dr. Steve Matson, Dean of the 
Graduate School at ~~ ~dn~ i~fo~tidn. 

Rev. 8-19-2012 



Search Committee 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Steve Matson, Dean of the Graduate School (Biology) Chair 

Andrea Caldwell (Academic Advising) 

Andrea Felder (Undergraduate Admissions) 

Kevin Guskeiwicz (EXSS) 

Jonathan Hess (Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures/Jewish Studies) 

Vince Ille (Senior Associate Athletic Director) 

Kevin Jeffay (Computer Science) 

Deborah Jones (Psychology) 

Laurie Langbauer (ECL) 

(Undergraduate student, class of 2013, JOMC: Business Journalism; president, Student- 

Athlete Advisory Council) 

Joy Renner (Allied Health; chair, Faculty Athletics Committee) 

Wally Richardson (ASPSA) 

Jonathan Sauls (Dean of Students) 

Mike Waltman (Communication Studies) 

Support: Faye Lewis 



Position Description: Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Undergraduate Education, College of Arts and Sciences 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes provides academic support and assistance 
for all student-athletes at the University. ASPSA’s permanent staff includes the director; four 
associate directors; a learning specialist; a reading, writing, and learning specialist, five academic 
counselors; one academic assistant; a tutorial coordinator, and an office manager. In addition 25- 
30 part-time learning assistants and more than seventy part-time tutors work together with these 
academic counselors to provide front-line student services. ASPSA’s academic counselors 
review student-athletes’ schedules to ensure that they meet NCAA guidelines and regularly 
monitor their progress in the classroom. Learning assistants provide coaching on time 
management and study skills. Tutors offer learning assistanc~ ~geted to specific disciplines and 
m aj or courses o f stu dy. .... 

The Director of the Program is responsible for all edu~ii~:i supp:ort services as well as 
assessing their effectiveness, reports concerning th~ ~fidbmic pf~s of student-athletes, and 
interactions throughout the University community }~hCerning stud~t~[hletes. 

1. Supervise the staff and progg~ of the Acad~Nig $~brt Program for Student-Athletes, 
serving the approximately S0~ u~ggraduate s~i2athletes at the UniVersity of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Thes~ st~t~ ~ust bala:~ {~:eir academic responsibilities with 
their athletic ones in order to fuIfi!! ~h~:i~ ~¢mic gd~{~! Neet graduation requirements, 
meet continuing :~!i~i0i!i:ty standa~i :and their scholarships. (70%). 

~) Overs¢~N~0sive edu~ational:~~ic~gfor student-athletes 
includi~ ~cade~i~ and perso~i ~;~lin~:i ~emic skill development, 
tutorin:~i ~!stance ~{h study ~ i~arning skili:~:i computing and e-learning 
technologyi )~entati~ ~0d transifi~0activities, tutorial support, and proactive 

...... ~0nitoring ...... 
.... ~ ::S:fi:~rvi~e::and ~lgate the ~rofe~i:gfi~l::staff to develop appropriate services and 

: :: .... programming; evfiiaat~:: new and ~i~ting programs for efficacy; 
.... Develop m~ ~y ¢~i~ UNC-Chapel Hill’s goals for its undergraduate students 

.... including ifi~o:ation~l ~Nperiences, service learning, and undergraduate 
.... ~rch activifi~! irare aWi~able to student-athletes; 

~ S~ staff dev~!~pment and incorporation of best practices. 
2. lVlaintain, ndrtu~and ge~}}ate interactions with other units on campus, including the 

Academic adV:igi~ ~fim, Writing Center, Learning Center, Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions, as vv~ll ~g ~ith the Faculty Athletics Committee, the Advisory Committee 
for the Academic Su0port Program for Student-Athletes, and Judicial Programs (15%) 

~ Represent ASPSA within the University; 
~ Provide information to student-athletes concerning the Honor Code System and 

serve as a liaison to the Honor Court System. 
3. Engage and coordinate with coaches and the senior staff of the Department of Athletics 

on behalf of student-athletes (10%). 
4. Manage the budget for ASPSA (5%). 
5. Additional duties as assigned. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: General supervision provided by the Associate Dean and 
Director of the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling with additional contact 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbmll@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 10:24 AM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu-~ 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Tmnmy McHale <tammy mchale@anc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu-~; Owen, Bobbi A 
<owenbob@unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodman@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Revised description and ad draft 

All- 

Do I need to wait ]2~r the search committee to review before we post the position? 

’]?hanks, 

Becky 

Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
College of Arts & Sciences 

rbwill@emaibunc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 21,2012, at 11:38 AM; "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

> All - 
> Attached, a slightly modified position description for use during the search process, thanks to some terrific edits from Vince. We will not publish the salary numbers but you should be 
aware of the range (approved by Bubba Cunningham) ][]he search committee will review the ad before it is sent out. ’]7he changes have been made in the formal EPA description and 
approvals have occurred up to ttR. 

> ] am assuming that authorizing the search is underway - please let Paula know if she needs to do anything. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi ()wen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
> Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Camcron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 
> 

> <L~C ACADFMIC SERVICES Director - Position Advet tiseraent 8 21 2012.doc> 
> <2012SearchRoster.docx> 
> <UNC ASPSA Director - Position Description Ea-aft 8-21-2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:31 AM 

Williams, Becky <rbwill@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tammy McHale <ta~mny mchale@unc.edu>; Ne, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula 
<pgoodman@emaAl.unc.edu>; Lewi~ Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Revised description m~d ad draft 

Hello Becky: 

Do you know if the search has been approved by EEO? 

I would like to have the search committee review the ad before it goes out The position description is finished so I think we have the minimum required to post If the search has been 
approved then I can convene the coturnittee and get the ad reviewed so we can send it to HR. 

So, from my perspective at this moment, we should not post just yet, but soon. I believe we can post as we are :finalizing the ad. However, I need to know if the search is approved so the 
coturnittee can move forward. My understanding is that approval of the committee is separate from posting the job. 

If others think this is incorrect please let me know 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Phi). ¯ Dean 

’]?he Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599M010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ sm atson@bio.unc edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Becky 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: O~ven, Bobbi A 
Cc: Matson, Steve; TarmW McHale; Ille, Vince; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re: Revised description and ad draft 

All- 

Do I need to wait for the search cormnittee to review before we post the position? 

Thanks, 
Becky 

Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
College of Arts & Sciences 

rbwill@emaihur~c.edu 

Sent from ray iPad 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 11:38 AM, "Bobbi O~ven" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

> All - 
> Attached, a slightly modified position description for use during the search process, thanks to some terrific edits from Vince. We will not publish the salary nmnbers but you should be 
aware of the range (approved by Bubba Cunningham). The search committee will review the ad before it is sent out. The changes have been made in the formal EPA description and 
approvals have occurred up to HR. 
> 

> I am assuming that authorizing the search is underway - please let Paula kno~v if she needs to do anything. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R 
> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~ of Nolth 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> F~AZx2:919 843-4775 

> <L~NC ACADEMIC SERVICES Director - Position Advertisement 8 21 
> 2012 doc> <2012SearchRoster.docx> <krNC ASPSA Director - Position 
> Description Draft 8-21-2012.doc> 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Beclcy <rbwill@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:41 PM 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tammy McHale <ta~nmy mchale@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Goodman, Paula 
<pgoodman@emaAl.unc.edu>; Lewi~ Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Revised description and ad draft 

Dean Matson: 

I think there may some confusion about the process for the search. The search is not approved by EEO until we initiate the posting request Once the posting is initiated in PeopleAdmin it 
will route through the appropriate offices for approw~l including EEO In order to initiate the posting I need the final approved advertisement therefore my office has not taken any action on 
this j ust yet as Bobbi’s email from yesterday stated the committee will review the advertisement before we move forward. If ] have misunderstood please let me know. 

’]?hanks, 

Becky 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Matsun, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: Williams, Becky; Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Tammy McHale; Ille, Vince; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula; Lewis, Faye T 
Sut~ject: RE: Revised description and ad draft 

Hello Becky: 

Do you know if the search has been approved by EEO? 

I would like to have the search committee review the ad before it goes out ][’he position description is finished so I think we have the minimum required to post If the search has been 
approved then ] can convene the cotranittee and get the ad reviewed so we can send it to HR. 

So, from my perspective at this moment, we should not post just yet, but soon. I believe we can post as we are finalizing the ad. However, ] need to know if the search is approved so the 
cotranittee can move forward. My understanding is that approval of the committee ~s separate from posting the job. 

If others think this is incorrect please let me know-. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynuna Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599A~010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc, edu 
Visit us: gradschoohunc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: YVilliams, Becky 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Cc: Matson, Steve; TarmW McHale; Ille, Vince; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Re: Revised description and ad draft 

All- 

Do I need to wait for the search cormnittee to review before we post the position? 

Thanks, 
Beclcy 

Becky Williams 
Director of Human Resources 
College of Arts & Sciences 

rbwill@emaihunc edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 11:38 A\{, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc edu> wrote: 

> All - 
> Attached, a slightly modified position description for use during the search process, thanks to some terrific edits from Vince We will not publish the sala~ nunabers but you should be 
aware of the range (approved by Bubba Cuuningham). The search committee will review the ad before it is sent out. The changes have been made in the formal EPA description and 
approvals have occurred up to HR. 
> 

> I am assuming that authorizing the search is underway - please let Paula know- if she needs to do anything. 
> Bobbi 

> Bobbi Owep. 

> Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R 
> McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art Universi~ of Nolth 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35(~ 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 



b’AX: 919 843-4775 

<UNC A(;ADEMIC SERVICES Director - Position Advertisement 8 21 

2012.doc> <2012SearchRoster docx> <UNC ASPSA Director - Position 

Description Draft 8-21-2012 doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, _ 10:00 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Gallo, Larry <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Penny, Rachel 

< rfpenny@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 

Re: Saturday 

Bubba, 

Rachel has had numerous discussions with Beth, Carlos and Assistant Coach Grant Porter about potential elements to 

honor    and his parents. She and Grant are meeting again tomorrow to choose the final elements. 

The potential elements include: 

WOMEN’S Game - Friday, 8/24 at 7 pm vs. Florida 

¯ Moment of silence 

¯ Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to t behind the press box 
¯ Carolina Blue ribbons for fans to wear in honor 

MEN’ Game - Saturday, 8/25 at 7 pm vs. Gardner Webb 

Carolina Blue ribbons for fans to wear in qonor 

Display of Flowers 

Large Picture on Display of 

Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to 

Moment of silence 

painted on the field 

500 ~, T - Shirts given to fans 

Players wearing arm bands honoring 

VIP seating and escort for l 

~ehind the press box 

parents to watch game and the tribute (Ellen and John are handling) 

Let me and Rachel know if you have any questions or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>          10:21 PM > > > 

Yes, I think we should send it to coaches. And I think we should honor n the appropriate way on Friday night. The 

attachment was not included but I have read it. 

Beth--please forward the attachment to this list. 

Steiny--any thoughts on how to honor him? 

Kirsch--How should we send the note to coaches? 

Should Cricket/Shelley be included some how? 



Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,               7:54 PM 

To: Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rachel Penny 

<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Saturday 

Carlos, 

fthinkthis is well-said and would be good to send to our coaches. 1’11 copy Bubba to see if he would like to add 

anything. 

~Beth 

>>> Carlos Somoano i:52 PM >>> 

Beth 

Thoughts on sending this out .... 

Coaches, 

As you all know, our     captain         suddenly passed away on Sunday,              Nas 

obviously a l~reat player for our prol~ram. More importantly he was a l~reat teammate, student, friend, 

leader, mentor, and an overall representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but I also know he touched the lives of many other 

student-athletes here on campus. We are l~oinl~ to recol~nize    before our home opener this Saturday at 

7pm; his family will be in attendance. I wanted all student-athletes to be aware of this so they could be part 

of us honorinl~ the lel~acy he left here. We are not seekinl~ attendance. Rather, wantinl~ those who were 

touched by him to be part of the nil~ht as we celebrate his impact on UNC athletics. 

Lastly, as coaches, I know we are all Iookinl~ for ways to impact our kids. Attached is a letter    wrote to 

our captains and players as he l~raduated from UNC and the leadership academy in December. I wanted to 

share it as it is a wonderful representation of who he was and what he meant to our prol~ram. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 





From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy_Suits@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: M+ Guardian Quarantine: 1-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

Vince, 

Sorry for the late response, I have been in a project meeting all morning and I’m just catching up with my emails, 

The email in the spam came from Bubba’s gmail account to your uncaa email account - two things - Add this gmail address for Bubba to your trusted 

(Allowed) list in the Spam and Junk mail and see if he can send emailto your onyen email account and not through your uncaa email account. I can 

help you with getting to the allowed list in the spam and junk filters. 

Let me know, 

Christy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:04 AM 
To: Suits, Christy H, 
Subject: FW: M+ Guardian Quarantine: l-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

How can I correct this? I can’t afford to continue to have messages like this blocked by spam filters or sent to my junk mail. Can you help 
me with this? Thanks Christy. 

From: Admin Admin [mailto:Admin_@__u__n__c__a___a_.__u__n__c__.__e__d__u__] 
Seat: Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:47 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: M+ Guardian Quarantine: 1-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

1 New Messages 

During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed 

You now have 1 messages in your quarantine 

Click here to mana.qe your quarantine 

Spam: 1 Viruses: 0 Files: 0 Content: 0 

Spam incoming Delete All 

From Subject 

~mail.com UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class Release Report Allow Delete 
Allow Domain Block Block Domain 

Generated by M+ Guardian Messaqin.q Firewall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Melinda Joines <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:41 PM 

Subject: Mitch Mason 

Please welcome Mitch Mason to the football program, in this role, he will conduct the team’s weekly bible study and 

chapel services and aid in the development of our players’ spiritual development. 

A native of West Palm Beach, Fla., Mitch comes to Chapel Hill after serving last year as the Pastor of Freeway Church in 



Clemson, S.C. 

Mitch was a four-year letterwinner and two-time All-America defensive back at Missouri Western State University from 

1993-96. He played several years in the Arena Football League with Green Bay and New Mexico. While playing in the 
AFL, he earned degrees in theology and English from Southwestern Assemblies of God in Waxahachie, Texas. 

After his playing career ended, he spent one season at New Mexico’s (AFL) defensive coordinator and coached two 
seasons as Army’s defensive backs coach in 2009 and 2010. 

Please make them feel at home in Chapel 

Go Heels! 

Head Coach Larry Fedora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 2:26 PM 

Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; C D Mock (cd@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Request 

Missy, that day and time works for me. 

Ken 

Major Gift Director 

The Educational Foundation, INC 

Post Office Box 2446 / Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

D. 919-843-6410 / O. 919-843-2000 

M.              / F. 919-843-5777 

kmack@unc.edu / www.ramsclub.com 

From: Pyecha, Missy 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:27 AM 
To: C D Mock (cd@uncaa.unc.edu); Blanchard, John G; Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Request 

Good morning all. Barbara Polk asked me to find a time to meet here in Jackson Hall to discuss the upcoming admissions 

process for student athletes. Glancing at Steve’s and Barbara’s calendars - both are available on Wednesday, Sept 12 

from 10:30 - 11:30 am. Please let me know if that time will work with your schedule. If not, I will be glad to find other 

options. Thank you. - Missy 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpvecha@admissions.unc.edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (fax) 

::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 24, 20"12 4:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Ken Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Bubba and Vince, 

Please review the Faculty Athletics Committee video we did at Joy Renner’s request. I believe Ken Cleary has sent you a 
link to download it to your computer. I also have it available on my computer if you want to see it there. 

if there are any needed changes of critical importance let Ken know and we will get them done. We do not want to deal 
with minor changes given all the other work New Media has between now and football opening day. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

> > > Ken Cleary 8/24/2012 3:31 PM > > > 
Rick - 

One note on this. If you’re talking to Bubba or Vince, available time to make edits between now and the Elon game is 

really scarce, if it’s a critical/factual/really bad error, obviously we’ll make the change. Not too worried about it, and didn’t 

want to say it to Joy Renner, but I want us to have time to focus on football next week. 

Thanks - hope all is well - 

kc 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu > 8/24/2012 2:07 PM > > > 

This looks l~reat and I really appreciate all the hard work. Toward the end of the presentation the audio and video are 

not totally tol~ether. Is that somethinl~ you can fix? If so, let me know and I will wait to upload it to our Sakai site. 

Have Bubba and Vince reviewed the video? If not, I mil~ht like that to occur as well in case they have any chanl~es or 

additions they would like made before this l~oes "live" to the committee. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail messal~e, includinl~ attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it 

is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privilel~ed material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the oril~inal 



message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law 
and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational 
records are subject to FERPA. 

From: Ken Cleary [mailto:mail@sf-notifications.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 8:50 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 
by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

3oy - 

Password and download link are below. As mentioned, there are both quicktime and 

Windows Media versions of the video. Run time is about 16:00. 

Ken 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 
used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and 
it’s an easy way to send files that are too large to e-mail. 

Username: ioy renner@med.unc.edu 
Password : 

Click here to view folder 

If the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 
below into your web browser: 
https:Z/u ncathletics.sha refile.com/?cm d = f&id = fo303048-b525-4bbe-bc0b- 
305429e6fda3&uh=bp 

Powered b~ ShareFile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 27, 2012 5:45 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, 

Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <          @gmail.com>; 
Ginny Ellis <grellis@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 
Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 

< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kendra Hancock < khancock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra Peterson 
< nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 
< rgrimsley@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 
Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley 

Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 
< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad Zwierlein 

<zwierlein@u ncaa.unc.ed u > 

Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center Schedule 

82712.docx 

See attached for the upcoming events at Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012 2:19:29 PM 
Ille, Vince 
Fwd: Rules Working Group Proposals Feedback Chart 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2012-13 RWG ._P__r_o_posal chart 8-15.doc (122.0K) 
Publication+of+Proposed+Rules+Workin.q+Group+Le.qislation+--+8-15-12.pdf (1.2M) 

FYI, again. Both this one, and the one I just sent, were sent to AD’s, FAR’s, and SWA’s, as well. 

>>> "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> 8/23/2012 2:00 PM >>> 

All 

Attached is a chart that summarizes the proposals from the Rules Working Group that have been published for feedback. The time period between now and October 
represents another feedback opportunity. I still have all the positions from our exercise in June; however, seeing the legislative text may steer your position in a different 
direction. The Rules Working Group is set to meet again September 25-26 and I think it will be beneficial to them if they had a sense of what they need to consider when 
deciding what to ultimately recommend to the Board in October and January. The Legislative Council will also discuss these in October and your comments will help me 
prepare for that discussion. So, please discuss among your staff and coaches as you deem appropriate and fill in the last column of this document with any comments 
you’d like to share related to a preliminary position (if possible) and points to consider and return to me by the end of the day Wednesday September 19th. 

Additionally, don’t forget that you may send feedback directly to the NCAA at _r_u_J_e__s___w__o__r_k_i_n_gg_o__u_D_@_n__c__a__a_=__o_r_g or through the web page at www.ncaa.org/__w__o__r__kj_n_ggr__o__u_p__s_. 

Finally, I have attached the text of the proposals in the PDF document above. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Brad Hostetter 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: bhostette r~,theacc.or.q 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

https://barracuda450.uncaa.unc.edu/c~i-mod/~etstubbedattachment.c~i/IMAG E.pn~?charset=utf- 
8&cid=TLTIMVSRRTQN.IMAGE _4_.~_n_~._&__d__e_l_i_v_e__r_¥= 134G 17799G&le n=57G74&md 5=flbSf0d995 fa b30279 bSfa3a d01955ca &mid=d9 f8517112eSa4fGc4a7dac82b9 fba402GSa0c 1f1494beeSGa87a f528b3 f772GE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 3:03 PM 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu>; Felder, Andrea D 
<afelder@admissions.unc.edu>; Jones, Deborah J <djjones@email.unc.edu>; 
Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Hess, Jonathan M 
<JMHESS@email.unc.edu>; Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J 
<Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Kevin Jeffay <JEFFAY@CS.UNC.EDU>; Langbauer, 
Laurie <llangbau@email.unc.edu>;                        ~live.unc.edu>; Waltman, 
Michael S <waltmanm@email.unc.ed~>; Mats~n, Steve ~smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Ille, 
Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu> 

Position Advertisement 

UNC ACADEMIC SERVICES Director - Position Advertisement 8 21 2012.doc 

As discussed at yesterday’s meeting, I am attaching an electronic copy of the position ad for your review and 

recommended changes. 

Please turn on "track changes" to record your suggestions. Please return them to us by Wednesday, August 29th. 

I am also attaching the link for the on-line EPA RecruitmentWeb Training for Search Committee Members. I have 

contacted the EEO office and requested a list of those of you who have completed the training. 

I will contact individual committee members who need to take the online training. 

http://www~unc.edu/depts/eooada!sct!!ndex.htm 

Faye T. Lewis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 
(919) 962-6311 ¯ flewis@email.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

U ¯ 



Davis and Michael, 

This is a very informative feature article regarding the NCHSAA, but [ believe that it goes well into the arena of 
promoting the entity, which the NCAA has made clear we can’t be involved in through this recognition event. 

As a result, [ believe we need to change the strategy and work some of these facts/points into the halftime video board 

presentation, as opposed to having a written piece in the game program. [ don’t see how we can really argue that a 

written piece in the game program is NOT a promotion of the NCHSAA, which the NCAA specifically indicated we must 

avoid when serving simply as hosts to this recognition event. 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this, but [ believe we would be crossing the fine line set forth by the NCAA if we 

permitted an article about the NCHSAA to be placed in our game program, despite the fact that it doesn’t indicate 

names of specific schools. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Rick Strunk < rick@nchsaa.org > 8/28/2012 4:00 PM > > > 

Michael, 

I’ve attached the copy for the game program story but I saw a copy of an email to Davis from Amy about this; I’m not 

sure exactly to whom this will go eventually. 

But I thought I would start the process; attached is the word document with just a generic story about the NCHSAA. I will 

provide a picture of Commissioner Whitfield to accompany the story to whomever after it has been properly vetted. [ 

have eliminated any mention of specific schools who have won the award previously or who would be recognized on the 

field at this particular ceremony. 

Let me know if changes are needed, etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Position Advertisement 

Thank you Vince. 
Best, 
Faye 

Faye To [,ewis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 
The Graduate School, The University of North Carolh~a at Chapel Hill 
2~4 Bvnum H~I~, CB# 4010, C:hape~ }~i~l, NC 27599-~:?~0 
(91.9) 962.-631.I, flew~s~23ema~Luru::.edu 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 20~2 4:26 PN 
To: Lew~s, Faye T 
Subject: RE: Pos~t~on Advertisement 
Tha~k you Faye. The adveNsement looks fine m me. 

Vince 

F~m: Lewis, Faye T 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 3:03 PN 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; FeMer, Andrea D; Jones, Deborah J; Gusk~ewicz, Kev~n N; Hess, Jonathan N; Sauls, Jonathan C; Rennet, Joy J; Kevin Jeffay; Langbauer, Laurie; Lyons, 
Neghan; Wa~tman, N~chael S; NaNon, Steve; Ille, Vince; Wally Nchardson 
~c: Lew~s, Faye T 
Subject: Position Adve~isement 
Impo~nce: H~gh 
As d~scussed at yesterday’s meeting, I am attaching an electronic copy of the position ad for your review and recommended changes. 
Please turn on "track changes" to record your suggestbns. Please return them to us by Wednesday, August 29th. 
I am a~so attaching the link for the on-line EPA RecruitmentWeb TraiNng for Search Committee Members. I have contacted the EEO office and requested a list of 
those of you who have com#eted the training. 
I will contact ~ndMdual committee members who need to take the online training. 

httpl/[www:unc.edu/dept s/eooada[sct/indexN t m 

Faye To Lewis, CPS 
Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 
The Gradua[e School ~ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 
2~4 Bynum Hall CB# 40:[0, Chape~ H~I, NC 27599-40~0 
(919) 962-631I, flewis@email.unc.edu 
Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:59 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Initial Eligibility Survey 

2012-13 Initial-Eligibility Survey.pdf 

Shamaree, 

See attached for where we would’ve been if the 2016 rules were in place for our 2012’s. 

One note - the PSA who is a non-qualifier under the new rules was also a non-qualifier in 2012; we got a full approval on 

his waiver. Not sure how you wanted him counted. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Brown, Shamaree" <sbrown@theacc.org> 8/28/2012 11:15 AM > > > 

Hey Everyone, 

To clarify the request from yesterday for the IE survey, please complete the form using only the GPA and sliding scale. 

Although we would like to see how the numbers would project using the core course requirement, we understand that 

it would be very time consuming to look at transcripts and possibly have to recalculate core GPAs. 

So for clarification, use the GPA and sliding scale for the new IE requirements to project the qualification status of this 

year’s class. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director oj~ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

From: Brown, Shamaree 
Sent," Monday, August 27, 2012 3:41 PM 
To; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Leturmy (aleturmy@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); 



Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@unc.edu); Amy Herman 
(ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); 
Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu); Brett Luy (bd111@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones 
(cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); 
Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson 
(ceander4@ncsu.edu); Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Dan Raben 
(d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner 
(erleasem@syr.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); Jerome 
Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@fsu.edu); Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance 
Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Merlene Aitken 
(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Natalie Lutz (nlutz@email.unc.edu); Natalie 
Lutz (nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Randolph Childress (childrr@wfu.edu); Rob 
Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Robin Queen (rqueen@admin.fsu.edu); Rocky 
Mosquera (rmosquera@athletics.pitt.edu); Samantha Kirby (slkirby5@live.unc.edu); Samantha Kirby 
(slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu); Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Susan 
Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tiffini Grimes (tgrimes@athletics.gatech.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd 
Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans 

@gmail.com); Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Yadira Reyes 
(reyesya@bc.edu); Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu) 
Subject." Initial Eligibility Survey 

Hey Everyone, 

For some reason, I failed to send out the attached survey after our compliance call last month. Please complete the 

attached survey in regards to the tracking of the initial eligibility status of this year’s class. As a reminder, we are doing 

this to provide data to the FAR’s to assist them in evaluating the ACC initial eligibility rule. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336-369-0065 - Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 12:00 PM 

Davis Whitfield <davis@nchsaa.org > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pau 
Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feature Article for Game Program 

Thanks, Davis, for understanding. Because recruiting regulations preclude us from promoting high school coaches, 

student-athletes, teams, or, in your case, the high school association, I don’t feel comfortable saying that this insert into 

the game program would not cross this line, specifically given the directive we received from the NCAA about 

not "arranging, promoting, etc." the ceremony. I feel this insert would be a promotional item, regardless of thegeneric 

nature of its wording. 

On a positive note, i’m extremely excited that we are being permitted to hold the half-time ceremony! I know it’s a 

tradition that you all, and the recipients of the awards, cherish. 

Take care, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Davis Whitfield <davis@nchsaa.org > 8/29/2012 6:00 PM > > > 

Amy: 

I don’t like this ruling since the story is generic and does not name specific schools, but I also understand your position 

and the need to take caution. 

We will move forward according to your directive. Thanks for working with us and for the follow up. 

Take care. 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner 
919-240-7365 
davis@nchsaa.org 



North Carolina High School Athletic Association 

www.nchsaa.org 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 8:43 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

<Prog Feature 12.docx> 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:37:29 PM 
Ille, Vince 
Fwd: FW: Got your message, will call and Thank you:-) 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2012 Membership Form and Info.pdf (118.3K) 
Fedoraetal 2.JPG (2.3M) 

Saw that I still have this email, so I don’t need contact info from you. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8/27/2012 3:27 PM >>> 

FYI. Let’s discuss when you have a few minutes. 

From:              Imailto:             @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 8:31 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Got your message, will call and Thank you:-) 

Hi Vince- 
Got your message yesterday. It’s one of those weekends. No worries on the delay getting back to 
me. I understand and work in a university setting too at James Madison University. Classes and our 
programs start tomorrow, yikes! I can give you a call back in the morning tomorrow. In the 
meantime, let me formally thank you for introducing yourself at our parent meeting last Saturday, 
August 18th after the scrimmage. Your support means a lot for the new Tar Heel Football Parent 
Organization (THFPO). 31 families joined THFPO that day! ..... and eight more sent in their forms with 
dues this week. Attached is the picture we took and a digital copy of the brochure. 

Have a wonderful day and talk to you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug 30 ~0~2 Photographs as Attachments to General Correspondence and Electronic Transmissions (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Photographs as Attachments to General Correspondence a~d Electronic Transmissions (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. To log into LSDBi, enter yore NCAA.org id and password. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WinAD <kevi~mnthropintelligence.com@maJ1356.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 8:04 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

The Wintl~rop Note: Brett Huebner’s Biggest Challenge, Travel Budgeks & More! 

Which Schools Spend the Most on Travel? 
A 

variety of factors, including t.f92,.’~.L~!~.t.~.9.~" and overall budget, affect travel fund allocation within 

athletic departments. Intuitively, programs covering more ground might justifiably spend more on travel, 

and furthermore, schools with larger overall budgets may have more discretionary funds available for 

travel. 

Win AD, nowwi~h Dqt Find out ~,~ow Win AD Facebook 
Da~a Powers Athletics 

Win AD’s C~ae[’~ee }~agabaae 

include 

D-II Universities! 

We help ADs increase 

revenue and save money 

with the best data available 

anywhere. 

Winthrop Intelligence is on 

facebook "L}ke" us, and tune 

in for the latest news and 

updates ! 

Coach Bonus Compensation - 

insurance as a Tool to Manage FiscN 

Risk, Retain Coacl~es & Motivate 

Performance 

Head coaches’ salaries increased at a faster 

pace than total revenue in the 2012 fiscal year 

ending June 30th, a rate of 11.7% versus 5.7%. 

This presents a problem, in terms of revenues, 

for top-tier athletic departments when 

performance is measured against attendance 

Mid Major Scheduling: The 

Challenges of Life on the gubbJe 

By: Jordan Sperber 

Given that prior research has established that 

scheduling quality opponents is among the 

factors positively correlated with tournament 

selection and success, this article observes the 

practical considerations for nonconference 

scheduling in two areas: program budgets and 

program prestige. 



in both football. 

~ead ~le~e 

Division I~ Coaching Salary Trends 

How do NCAA Division II teams compare when 

it comes to Head Coach and Assistant Coach 

salaries? Comparing to Division I-A isn’t really 

fair, as that’s where all the money in college 

athletics is. But against Division I-AA and I-AAA, 

here’s how they stack up: 

Ask the CFO: 3 Questions for Brett 

Huebner 

Associate Director of Athletics/CFO 

University of South Florida 

Biggest challenge as a CFO? 

Prioritizing the various financial requests 

throughout the Department USF Athletics has 

many bright people with great ideas and 

strategic initiatives. At the end of the day, not 

everything can get approved. 

What makes you optimistic about your 

program’s future? 

First and foremost, the USF Athletics’ team and 

human capital The overall program continues 

to have a sense of momentum. Other favorable 

factors include new facilities, location, support 

from campus leadership, and large enrollment 

to name a few 

Best advice for a new CFO? 

Technical skills still matter, but the importance 

of strong soft skills takes on a much more 

prominent role. Also vitally important is to build 

trust in all directions. 

We have added 30tO00 ~o~t~’ad:s across the entire athletic system to help empower 
your decision making in 2012. Ch,’!ck i1: o~d: [,9 .see fo[ "t(x~seli:, 



DATE 

3-9 

4 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 

*Dean E. Smith Center*Kourv Natatorium*Williamson Buildin~ 
EVENTS FOR WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 3-9 

EVENT 

Practice Gym Closed - Floor Maintenance 

Executive Staff Meeting 

Comm~mications Meeting 

Cmnpliance Staff Meeting 

TIME 

All Day 

9:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

Practice Gym 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Anderson 

EWAC-Anderson 

DATE 

11 

13 

15 

16 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 
*Dean E. Smith Center*Kourv Natatorium*Williamson Building 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 10-16 

EVENT 

Senior Staff Meeting 

Athletic Director’s Meeting 

Compliance Staff Meeting 

EMBA Commencement 

NCAC Intra-Squad Meet 

TIME 

9:00 a.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

LOCATION 

EWAC-Board Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Anderson 

Arena 

Kou~ Natatoriun~ 

DATE 

19 

20 

21 

23 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 
*Dean E. Smith Center*Kourv Natatorium*Williamson Building 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 17-23 

EVENT 

Executive Staff Meeting 

CHCCS College Fair 

Compliance Staff Meeting 

B SBA Luncheon 

Volunteers for Youth Silent Auction 

TIME 

9:00 a.m. 

6:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

All Day 

5:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

Concourse 

EWAC-Anderson 

Arena 

BowlesiMemorabilia 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 12:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Eligible to Compete 

Just tlying to make it a full week. 

Andrew Sapp 
LrNC Golf 

(919) 619-9461 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 11:47 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> You’ve been in there long enough Hope you get that trip home tomorrow Hang in there. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Andrew Sapp [mailto:masapp@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:38 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sulziect: ?utf-8?B?UmU6IEVsaWdpYI~xlDIRvIENvbXBldGU ?> 
> Still here emailing recruits from my hotel room. Feeling fine except for flais t Get to go home tomorrow-. So they say-. 
> 

> Andrew Sapp 
> UNC Golf 
> (919) 619-9461 
> 

> 

> On Sep 5, 2012, at 11:25 AM, "Ille, Vince" <iHe@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Andrew, 
>> Hope you’re doing better. John M told me yesterday you’re still 
>> Vince 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Andrew Sapp [mailto:masapp(ir!uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:58 AM 
>> To: Lance Markos 
>> Cc: Montgomew, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Andrew I)iBitetto; Amy Herman; Eric Biener; Blanton, Brent S; Travis Hipps; Andrew Sapp; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; 
Miller, Steven L; Scott Oliaro; Tom Timmermans 
>> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6]EVsaWdpYmxlIHRv[ENvbXBldGU ?> 
>> Confirmed. Thanks Lancet 
>> Andrew 
>> 
>> Andrew Sapp 
>> UNC Golf 
>> (919) 619-9461 
>> 

>> 

>> On Sop 5, 2012, at 9:54 A_M, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hey Andrew, 

>>> See attached for the list of your SA’s who are officially- eligible to compete this semester. Hopefully, it matches your list - if you could confirm we’re on the same page, I’d appreciate it. 

>>> If you have any questions, just let me know-. Thankst t 

>>> Lance 
>>> <M Golf- Fall Eligible to Compete.pdf~ 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 3:38 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 
Stefansl<i <estefansl<i@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 
<l<griggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Marl<os <marl<os@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mil<e 
Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <sll<irbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: NC Open Water 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

Amy: 
Yes, the P-2-P is "open"...link attached fyi: http:!!www.pier-2-pier.com! 

I will provide forms by early next week. 

Yes, our first meet against outside competition is at South Carolina with TX A&M on October 13. 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

> > > Amy Herman 9/5/2012 2:43 PM > > > 

I’m assuming this is an "open" event in which anyone can enter (i.e., not open just to collegiate swimmers)? If that is the 

case, and all of the individuals meet this and all other requirements on the attached form, then this is all that I need for it 

to not be considered intercollegiate competition. 

So your first date of competition against outside competition will be 10/13, correct? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Rich DeSelm 9/5/2012 11:37 AM > > > 



Amy: 
We have NO ONE entering/competing in the NC OPEN Water on September 8 

The following people have entered the Pier-2-Pier Swim on September 15. They 

are providing their own transportation, entering and paying for the meet on their own. 
We will have them complete an Competin~l as an Individual ("Unattached") form and 

submit it prior to departure, too. 

this all you need? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

activation@uconnection.com 

Friday, September 7, 2012 9:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

UConnection Activation 

Hello, ille@unc.edu. Yon are receiving this email because you recently created a new accoum at UColmection. Befoie you can login, howevel; you need to first visit 

the follomng activation page: 

http://x~-w.uconnection.com/Verifv.aspx?ID 06e4c 119-b5e9-4364- aacf- 5c 10cd0f5125 

By navigaling to tl~is page, your account will be made active and yon can start taking advantage of evelything UCom~ection offel~ in deals, i~fformation, and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:55 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <          @gmail.com>; Ginny 
Ellis <grellis@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

91012.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 12:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: Compliance call cancelled - updates below 

FYI 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > 9/10/2012 12:38 PM > > > 

From: Hostetter, Brad [bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 12:07 PM 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Aimee Leturmy (aleturmy@admin.fsu.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); 
Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Herman, Amy S; Amy Herman 
(ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); 
Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu); Bret Cowley; Brett Luy (bd111@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Carly 
Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu); Chris 
James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Dan 
Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Dan 
Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); Danie Daluisio (ddaluisio@athletics.gatech.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Deborah 
Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiami.edu); Erlease 
Wagner (erleasem@syr.edu); Heather Robertson (herobert@vt.edu); Jennifer Santiago (jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu); 
Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@fsu.edu); Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu; 
Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Marissa Sprick; Mathew Franck 
(mfranck@umd.edu); Meeghan Ford; Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Lutz, Natalie; Natalie Lutz (nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu); Niesha Campbell 
(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Pogge; Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu); Robin Pate (robin_pate@ncsu.edu); Robin 
Queen (rqueen@admin.fsu.edu); Rocky Mosquera (rmosquera@athletics.pitt.edu); Kirby, Samantha; Samantha Kirby 
(slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu); Sara Shaw; Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); 
Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Tom Timmermans @gmail.com); Tom Timmermans 
(timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu); Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Vicki 
Sarfo-Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu); Vince Ille; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Zac Saunders 
(zsa u nders@ath letics, pitt.ed u) 
Cc: Brown, Shamaree; Watkins, Emily; Koone, Katie 
Subject: Compliance call cancelled - updates below 

All 

Due to a lack of agenda items, the monthly call tomorrow is being cancelled. Below are a couple of items that we would 
have provided updates on for your information. 

MBB recruiting clarifications (both have been communicated nationally through CCACA) 

A. Recruiting opportunities 

Q: We recently sought clarification on the application of 13.1.7.16 to a scenario in which a coach 
watches a junior in a practice and then has what is now permissible contact at the high school following 



the practice. Does this count as one or two recruiting opportunities? 

A: If a coach was to watch practice and have contact with the PSA after, the coach would use two 
recruiting opportunities. The NCAA confirmed that this application of 13.1.7.16 was correct. 

13.1.7.16 Evaluations/Contact at Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 
In sports other than football, if a coach makes an in-person recruiting contact at a prospective student-athlete’s educational 
institution, all evaluations :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: made on that calendar day at the prospective 
student-athlete’s educational institution shall not count among the permissible number of evaluations (set forth in Bylaw 13.1.7) for 
any prospective student-athlete at that institution in the applicable sport. In football, any evaluation activity that occurs during a 
permissible contact period shall count only as a contact per Bylaws 13.02.4.1 and 13.02.7.1. (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 1/10/95 

effective 8/1/95, 10/14/06) 

B. Contacts during the school day 

Word from the field has it that some unnamed men’s basketball coaches (a.k.a "everybody else") may be 
contacting or evaluating men’s basketball PSAs during a "basketball class" that is conducted during the school 
day. 

Setting aside for the moment what a "basketball class" is, if this activity is a regular class, including a basketball 
or PE class, NCAA 13.1.6.1 prevents contact with PSAs during the class. Men’s basketball coaches may evaluate 
during the class if it’s a regular scholastic activity involving prospects enrolled only at that institution approved 
by the appropriate institutional authority. 

The evaluation is no different than when coaches observed practices during the old evaluation periods. They 
were not allowed to make a contact and it was their responsibility not to trigger a contact by engaging in bumps 
or having arranged encounters (e.g., outside the locker room). 

Activities that occur outside the school day aren’t covered by the contact ban in NCAA 13.1.6.1. So, for 
instance, if the gym is reserved for the basketball team every afternoon from 3-5 p.m. after regular classes are 
over, it is permissible during a recruiting period for men’s basketball coaches to observe those activities and 
make contact. Keep in mind that coaches can observe regular scholastic activities involving prospects enrolled 
only at that institution approved by the appropriate institutional authority. 

13.1.6.1 Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 
Any staff member desiring to contact a prospective student-athlete at the prospective student-athlete’s high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college first shall obtain permission for such contact from that institution’s executive 

bound by this provision when recruiting international prospective student-athletes. 

Status of hirin~ Lindsev’s position 
We are conducting (what I hope to be) the final interview today and hope to have someone hired by next week. My hope 
is that they can start the first week in October for the Fall Meeting but that may be a bit ambitious. At any rate, we are 
getting close. 

I will be out of the office for the President’s meeting tomorrow and Wednesday and will be back Thursday. Shamaree is 
in. 

I hope this is helpful and enjoy the time back tomorrow. 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.or~ 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Montgomery, John R ~mont~unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Friday 

Absolutely. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 10, 2012, at 7:52 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(d~emailxmc.e&~> wrote: 

John, 

Should I plan to attend the reception at Taylor Creek Farm on Friday evening? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekJrschner@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu); 
cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu; MontgomeD,, Jolm R <jmont@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, September 27 

Vince, Steve, Rick, Clint, and John, 

Jim Delany is being honored by the UNC law school and will be in town on September 27. He will have a number of guests!friends in town and they would like to 

play golf at Finley at 9:00am that day. Bubba cannot join them for golf due to a Board of Trustees meeting, but he wanted to see if any of you could either join them 

for golf or stop by Finley at some point to say hello to them. Please let me know of your availability on Thursday, September 27. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 9:29 AM 

cpeterson@rmasecu rity.com; mepperly@rmasecurity.com; 

mlongmire@rmasecurity.com; rgilmore@rmasecurity.com 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

All, 
I hope you have been well since our last conversation in Raleigh. Would you be able to meet with Vince 1lie and me 

sometime during the afternoon of September 25th or September 26th? I look forward to seeing you again soon. 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919)-843-7890 
Cell: 



Disney’s Approach to Leadership E×cellence 
The Walt Disney Company is recognized worldwide as a storytelling company that engages the emotions of 

its audience. At Disney Destinations around the globe, we’ve discovered that leading by example is a storyline 

that delivers tangible results: improved behavior and increased productivity. By consistently demonstrating 

the behaviors we value, our leaders speak volumes about the methods the company values--methods that our 

teams learn to follow. Every leader is telling a "story’~ about what he or she values, 

Gain insight into time-tested Disney strategies and tactics for improving business results through exceptional 

leadership. Throughout this experience you learn the details of the Disney Leadership Excellence Model and 

how to adapt it to improve results within your own organization. 

You will learn how to: 

Adapt proven Disney leadership strategies and best practices to your organization. 

Develop and communicate your ~eadership vision, 

Establish and maintain effective systerns and structures 1.o meet goals, 

Apply the strategies Disney leaders use to foster individual responsibility across the organization. 

Inspire commitment and leadership development in others. 

Implement your own action plan to align your vision, goals and continued development, 

Anyone interested in benchmarking the time-¢ested leadership philosophies o~ one of the most recognized 

names in business to improve his or her ability and lead a successful, committed organization. 

DiCO L-O’d/L PDF,z020 i!] @7Disney 



P~OG~AI~i CONTENT 

The Story of Disney Leadership 

The accomplishments of any organization can be traced directly to the combined efforts of everyone involved. 

It’s the role of the leader to channel that effort into a guided direction. The history of the Disney company shows 

how its founder, Walt Disney, set the example of leadership by being clear about what he valued, and showed 

subsequent leaders how to continue his legacy by seeking proactive change while sharing the same core values, 

Learninq Obiectives 

. Recognize how leaders communicate their values to others, 

¯ Refine your personal definition of leadership and examine Disney’s definition. 

o Explore the impact one leader can have on an organization, 

l~]visio[= the Future 

Creating a significant, change in an organization begins "with a clear vision of the future, rooted in core values and 

communicated with passion. Drawing on decades of storytelling heritage, a Disney leader shares the vision in a way 

that makes an emotional connection and motivates action. 

Learninq Objectives 

= Define "vision" and recognize the purpose of the leader’s vision. 

= Communicate your vision and examine personal methods for inspiring others. 

, Examine strategies Disney leaders employ to create and communicate the vision, 

Organize the Operatiorl 

At Disney, we believe that how the organization is designed and how it operates is the basis for success or failure. 

We also understand that while this is simple, it’s not easy, That’s why some organizations thrive and others fail. We 

believe that an organization can’t survive over time without being willing and able to examine the key components 

of organization: planning, role clarification, right-fit talent, accountability, and supporting processes. 

~ Objectives 

. Identify the behaviors leaders demonstrate that contribute to organized/disorganized operations. 

¯ Explore the balance between talent and technology in structuring work. 

¯ Examine the strategies Disney employs to organize the operation. 

D!COUO]I/LPDF/O20111 @Disney 



RROGRAM ¢ONTEh]T 

Engage the Team 

Disney Cast hlembeFs are engaged because they aFe given the responsibility, the tools, and the power to strive 
for performance excellence. Whether it’s leading Guests down the rivers of the woFId on the Jungle Cruise or 
performing in a daily parade, through their owneFship of each task, they show initiative in their work and take pride 
in their performance, In your workplace, what prevents people from taking moFe responsibi{ity for the organization? 
What will need to be changed to make your team more effective? 

Learninq Objectives 

o Describe the benefits of an engaged workforce. 

¯ Discuss the barriers that prevent employee engagement. 

¯ Examine the strategies Disney leaders employ to engage employees in their own performance~ 

Commit to Results 

Change doesn’t happen overnight. On the way to the 9oal, it’s easy for the group to get distracted and forget what 

they originally set out to do. Commitment is the bridge that connects the leader’s vision with measureable impact 

on the organization. Committing to results involves a set of day-to-day strategies to focus atten[ion and build 

momentum to real achievement, 

Learninq Objectives 

Recognize the need for ongoing support to sustain an organizational change. 

Benchmark organizational methods for measuring results and holding employees accountable, 

Examine strategies Disney leaders employ to commit to achieving results. 

Leave a Legacy 

Disney leaders recognize that the values and behaviors they demonstrate day-to-day will be remembered longer 

than their accomplishments, With the ability to influence those around them, leaders need to live the values of the 

organization on a daily basis. Not only does this reveal what they personally value, it provides insight into their 

character and ensures that their leadership will have a long-lasting, positive impact. 

,L_~b~r~.Ln__~__O b iectives 

- Plan the actions you will take to activate change, 

o Acknowledge the legacy that role model leaders have left through their influence on your leadership, 

¯ Discover how Disney leaders strengthen their leadership effectiveness through alignment of personal and 

organizational values. 

¯ Examine the strategies Disney leaders employ to leave a ~egacy, 

D ICO L~OII!LP DF/020111 @Disney 



The Incredible Race 

The Incredible Race is a fun, entertaining, and not-too-strenuous activity that will test your team’s ability to perform in a 

new environment. Set in the Disney Theme Parks, participants solve a series of challenging puzzles or team activities before 

progressing to the next challenge point. 

Teams will need to use critical thinking and problem-solving techniques to decipher clues that reveal the next location 

and solve "speed bumps" along the way to shorten their finishing times. Teamwork and communication are essential 

for success. Depending on their decisions, teams might be the first to cross the finish line, but not be the first=place 

medal-winners. 

Beth newly formed teams and established teams of all sizes will benefit from this experience. Participants will use 

critical thinking and problem solving techniques to unleash the full creative potential of each team and ultimately, your 

organization. Get your attendees out of the meeting room for learning and fun. Leave the rest up to Disne~v Institute. it’s 

never the same race twice! 

Meeting space is required for the introduction and debriefing portions of the program. 

Medals will be awarded to the first-, second- and third=place teams. 

Team size: 4 to 10 people per team. 

TEAM PROGRAM BEN£F~tT$ 

, Participate as a team in one-of-a-kind activities that are enriching, engaging, and challenging. 

¯ Promote risk-taking and creativity in a fun, collaborative environment. 

~ Develop stronger relationships by gaining new insights into your team. 

3 Hours (Please allow additional 30 minutes for trave! time.) 

$5,500 flat fee for up to 50 Guests ($110 per person each additional Guest over 50), plus audio-visual (attached) 

(For groups over 200 Guests, please contact your Disney Representative.) 

Available at Disney’$ Anima~ Kingdom~ Theme Park or Epco~~ o~ly, 

Ti~e fhcititator wilt conflict you to Identify &-~ctors treat ~nhib/t y~ur team ~ success, Since par~h:~#ants w~fl be active i~ this program, we h[gh~z recommend requesting food and/ 

or beverages for this eveot as refreshments are not included/a the program pdce. Pardc/pat?ta muet be at/eas~ 16 years old and carry government fssued photo identification 

(DHver~" License, etc,). The setup and/or dea~fef tbr this prugram can take place in a Park venue instead of your home Resort, if desired,/n which case a food & beverage 

mtbfmum and venue rental w//l apply and are not included in the cost of the progral~, Round-trip bus t~3nsportadon i5 il~C/uded in the cost of t,ffe program. 

DiCO L-O29/L PD ~/0210i2 (©Disney 



Pluto’s Pursuit 

Experience the legacy of Disney-style team building through Pluto’s Pursuit, a program first designed as an activity for 

Disney Cast Members (employees). This unique program is now available for your team to experience at any Disney 

Destination. Featuring activities available only through Disney tnsHtute, this program encourages groups to focus on 

critical team success factors such as collaboration, leadership and trust in an exciting environment of discovery. 

The Team = Each team is made up of 4-8 people, 

The Set Up = To prepare for the "hunt", participants are introduced to the dynamics of a successful team. After a quick 

warm-up activity, the group is given final instructions and sent on their way, 

The Pursuit - The various teams are "unleashed" into the surrounding area to compete in a scavenger hunt, This is a 

unique challenge that brings into play the elements of successful teamwork using the resources of various areas at a 

Disney Destination. 

$corir~g and Debrief - The teams are scored on their ability to locate all the items required during the scavenger hunt. The 

entire group debriefs the activity and what was learned about effective teamwork, All participants receive a collectors’ 

pin, and the team with the highest score receives an additional treat. Meeting space is required for the introduction at the 

beginning of the program and debriefing at the end of the program, 

When opening and closing sessions take place at a Resort venue, please add 30 minutes to the prograr~ length for 

travel time. 

Participate as a team in one-of-a-kind activities that are enriching, engaging, and challenging. 

Promote risk~taking and creativity in a fun, collaborative environment. 

Develop stronger relationships by gaining new insights into your team, 

:3 Hours (Please allow additional 30 minutes for travel time,) 

$5,500 flat fee for up to 50 Guests ($110 per person each additional Guest over 50), plus audio-visual (attached) 

(For groups over 200 Guests, please contact your Disney Representative,) 

T~e facilitator will contact you to identJfy feelors that inhibit your team’s success. Since pardcipanLs wilt be active in this program, we h~gh~y recommef~d requesting 

food and/or beverages for this event~ as refreshments are not included in the program price. Particips#t$ must be at least i6 years old and carry government issued 

photo identification (Driver’s Licens& etc.). T,~e seLup and/ot debrief for this program can take place in a Park venue insZead of your home Resort; if desired, in which 

case a food & beverage minimum and venue rentai wi]/ apply and ere not included in the cost of the program, Round-trip bus transportation ~ /nc!uded in the cost of 

the program. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                  2:56 PM 



Subject: 

Attach: 

REMINDER -LIFE SKILLS Speaker - Monday 

Clint Bruce - Speaker.docx 

- Clint Bruce 

Colleagues: 

Beth Miller & ! wish to send this friendly reminder of the mandatory Life Skills session that is scheduled for this Monday evening, 

All student-athletes are required to attend and we would urge coaches to also attend. Sessions such as this are important to the overall 

development of our student-athletes, and in our opinion, the importance of such cannot be stressed in any stronger manner than by coaches 

and staff attending. 

Thanks so much for reminding your student-athletes of this scheduled Life Skills activity. We look forward to hearing Clint Bruce’s message 

on Monday evening. Coaches and student-athletes should attend the appropriate scheduled session as explained in the below email from 

Cricket Lane. Staff who wish to attend can do so in either session. 

Thanks so much, and take care. 

Beth Miller & Larry Gallo, Jr. 

FROM CRICKET LANE 

Please be reminded that our first required Life Skills Seminar for all student-athletes will take place - Monday,                -- our speaker is Clint 

Bruce (see attached). There will be t~vo sessions: 6:30pm for first years and sophomores (so that they can go to study table after) and 8:00pm for 

juniors and seniors (so that they can go to mock interview session before) on the 3rd floor of Louderm ilk. Please let your student-athletes know if they 

need to switch times it should not be a problem,just have them contact me. Please feel free to attend either presentation which will lasts 

approximately one hour. 

Clint Bruce is a graduate of the United States Naval Academy. He was a four-year starter on their football team, Captain and MVP of the 1996 Aloha 

Bowl Team, and was recently inducted into the Navy-Marine Corps All-Stadium Team. Out of college, Mr. Bruce signed with the Baltimore Ravens and 

then with the New Orleans Saints. Ultimately, he left the NFL to serve in the Navy SEALs. During his tenure in the SEALs, he operated in the Pacific and 

Middle East in multiple leadership positions prior to, and during, the Global War on Terror. 

Mr. Bruce is the founder and president of Trident Response Group, a risk and threat management firm headquartered in Dallas,Texas since 2005. Trident 

was founded in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina upon completion of a successful rescue operation in support of the Fairmont Hotel. He is sought 

after as a speaker and thought-leader on Leadership, Counter-Terrorism, and Economic Risks in the Global War on Terror age. Mr. Bruce was born in 

Little Rock, Arkansas and lives in Dallas, Texas with his wife and three daughters. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



College of Arts and Sciences and Department of Athletics 

Relationship concerning the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Working Group: Martina Ballen (Department of Athletics: Senior Associate Athletic Director, Business 

Office), Vince Ille (Department of Athletics: Senior Associate Athletic Director), Tammy McHale (College 

of Arts and Sciences: Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning; Bobbi Owen (Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education) 

Meeting #2, September 13, 2012 9:30 - 10:45, 2nd Floor Conferenc~ ~:om, Lowdermilk Building 

The group continued to refine the list of contents and made pro~ On some items. The goal remains 

having a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)concerning ~ ~ding for and operation of the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA)i~ ~1~ b~ ~:ember 31, 2012 to be effective 

July 1, 2013. After the next meeting, scheduled for )i~ ~ be helpful ~ ~cuss progress with Athletic 

Director Bubba Cunningham and Dean Karen Gil. ...... .... 

As the intention is a comprehensive MOU, meeting::~ have bee~::inserted in:~ ~bg original outline. 

Among the areas needing consideratio~ ~ ~::subject to::~): 
Funding model. The Departme~ ~::~!e~i:cs has at I~ Lhree different models for providing 

funding to programs that they sup~ (~~ ~nd, ~ ~edicine, ASPSA). The one for 
ASPSA needs to ~ ~::: ...... 

o 9-13-~: ~ G~!::and Bub:~ ~:un0~ ~::~o b:~:included in the discussion 

conc~ budget::~ests (he~ ~d locati~ ~f salaries. 

.  ud et 
.... .... 

....... ~:: 9-~:3~2: All per~:ent employees who are employed on a salary 

:: ~asis::~il ~e and part-time, permanent and temporary)are 

.... .... : ~ploye~ ~he College of Arts and Sciences. The College Business 

.... .... ~:er man~es aH HR-re,ated actions (creating positions, search 

.... .... eva,ua ,o . 
.... :: ~ .... Q~E3:-2012: Overload policy at the university is strictly observed by the 

.... ~:Hege of Arts and Sciences; bonuses are not common. It is important 
............. to be consistent with the University’s Conflict of interest and Conflict of 

Commitment policies and those concerning External Activities. Prizes 

and awards are not included (nor considered problematic). 

9-13-2012: Karen Gil and Bubba Cunningham need to be included in 

discussion. 

¯ permanent and temporary 

~ 9-13-2012: as above. 



tutors 

¯ ARP (Annual Raise Process) 
¯ Promotions and retentions 

9-13-2012: Out-of-cycle adjustments are not generally made. BOT and 

BOG limitations are strictly observed. 

¯ Evaluations (input from a variety of sources) 

¯ Shared (receptionist) 

9-13-2012: The receptionist (currently Sandy Gravitt) sits outside the 

entrance to the offices for ASPSA a::B~ Student-Athlete Services. She 

reports to the Director of Stud~ ~Blete Development (currently 

Cricket Lane) but serves as ~!~:nist for both units, schedules for the 

conference room (which i~ ~I~ s,~!:f [e~ampl~], and [e~pl~]. 

Feedback is request~ ~ ~he ASP~ ~:~tor and staff prior to the 

annual evaluatio~ p~s. .... 

o Equipment and supplies .... .... 

9-~3-20~2: All normal equi:~:(for e~le, copy m:~s) and supplies 

(for example ~:[ for the cop:~ ~~ ~te pads, writi~ ~lements, etc.) 

should be the: ~~:ility of the:: B~ment of Athletics. I~ms such as 
business cards s:E~Ml:d ~!!~W the desi~ ~Becifications of the College of Arts and 

o Phones, i::~:~ell phon~:d lana:ii~ ....... 

land lin:~ ~:re::~a~ ~: of::~ormal equipment and should 

~the res~bility of ~ ~tment ~ ~hletics. 

¯ 
9~012: ~SSA require~::have cell phones/pagers ~? 

.... ~ ~::puter (d~p~ ~ !~B~:ps) su~:~, repair and life-cycling 

Facili~i~s~ ASPSA is loc~[~ in The :E~d:ermilk Center for Excellence at Kenan Stadium 

o ::~ignment of offi~:space to personnel 

o M~i~i~gnce, rep~iiand life-cycling 
¯ :: ~3-20:~i ~11 maintenance, repair and life-cycling should be the responsibility 

~ ~ ~rtment of Athletics. 

Liaisons and connecti~:~s 

o College of Arts and Sciences and the Department of Athletics 

Ballen/McHale; Ille/Owen; Gil/Cunningham 

o Student Athlete Services (ASPSA, Nutrition, Leadership Academy, Student Athlete 

development, career services, etc.) 

o ASPSA and the Department of Athletics 

¯ Coaches and recruiting 

¯ Senior staff meetings 



¯ ??? 

o Compliance 

Reports 

o NCAAandACCCompliance 

o Programmatic 

o Annual Report Process 

Travel 

Who handles arrangements? 

9-13-2012: All required travel (with teams! i~ ~rranged for and funded by the 

Department of Athletics. Note that tra=~l ii ~,arged to so-called game 

accounts during the regular season 9~ ~ ~o-called bowl accounts for post- 

season play. This required travel i~ ~t~l~ (de minimis), a guideline 
reviewed by University Coun~ii ~ .... .... 

o Who handles reimbursement? .... ...... .... 

¯ 9-13-2012: See above ...... .... 

o Limitations? .... ...... .... .... 

¯ 9-13-2012: Ma~jna stated th~ ~S ~ ~essional dev~i~ent are 

included in th=~ ~g~ for ASPSA ~ ~l~cated at the discretion of the Director. 

O~ will provi=~ ~ ~es for p~onal development for group’s 
consideration ($1;O~/an~ii~ ~hen acti~i~ participating/presenting) 

Parking allocatio~ ...... : :     ::: : ...... :: :: 

o 9-13-2:0~ ~i~ iJie::will che~ ~ith J:~ ~i~d to ~e how spaces for ASPSA staff 

..... ~ ~3:~2012: S~ ~ ~: made ~v~ilable via the receptionist (who manages the 

.... 

P~ :including use ~ ~lated f~l~:es (weight room, etc.), Tickets to events 

.... ~ uncaa~.edu). No server is implicated and aliases are easily created. .... .... 

additi:8:n to Groupwise if they prefer to use more than one calendar). 

Web-pages (links, references) 

¯ 9-13-2012: The Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) is 

the administrative home in the College of Arts and Sciences for ASPSA. It has a 

set of web pages for ASPSA which should be maintained by CSSAC. The 

Department of Athletics website should point to that site rather than duplicate 

the information on it. 

9-13-2012: Develop protocol for resolving differences/conflicts 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 17, 2012 7:50 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <          @gmail.com>; Ginny 
Ellis <grellis@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 
<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 
Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 
Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 

<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 
Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 
<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 

91712.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: new recruiting tool 

There aren’t any compliance components to it - it’s really for taking notes on kids when coaches are out on the road. My 

take is it’s a lightweight database for evaluation purposes but not much beyond that... 

> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/17/2012 9:47 AM > > > 

Lance, 
Can you take a look at this and let me know? Thanks. 
Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2012 8:26 AM 
To: Jenny Levy 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: new recruiting tool 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Merritt Norvell <mnorvell@dhrinternational.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 3:59 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: new recruiting tool 

Bubba, 

I am on the Advisory Board of West Shore Technologies which has developed a new software called SportsBoard which 

helps coaches process recruiting, scouting and player evaluations information more efficiently and effectively. It 

greatly reduces travel and manual processing time of information because it works off of hand held devises and the 

new Cloud technology. The software is downloaded from the Apple App store to run on IPhones and IPads which 

most coaches use today. Your Women’s Lacrosse coach is currently using it. You can look at it on SportsBoard.com. 

We can demo it right at you desk PC via Webinar. Please visit with your Women’s LaCrosse to see how she likes it and 

give some thought to maybe expanding its use to other sports ,especially the Olympic sports. Like to hear back from 

you for feedback and if you want to see a webinar presentation. It’s slick and you should look at it. I can be reached at 

ce1  or office: 517-886-9010. Hope all is going well. 

Best, 

Merritt J. Norvell, Jr. Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President and Managing Director 

Global Head, Education Practice 



DHR International 
6639Centurion Dr. ] Suite 14o ] Lansing, MI ] 48197 

T: 517-886-9OLO ] F: 517-886-9o49 ] mnorvell~a)dhrinternational.eom 

For over 20 years DHR International has been a leading, privately held provider of executive search solutions with more than 50 wholly-owned offices spanning the globe. 

DHR’s renowned consultants specialize in all industries and functions in order to provide unparalleled senior-level executive search, management assessment and succession 

planning services tailored to the unique qualities and specifications of our select client base. For more information on DHR International, a "Top 5" executive search firm, visit 

http://www.d hrinternational.com 
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